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-G-M KNOWS
ITS BUSINESS!

Wait till you see
John Gilbert in "Way
For A Sailor."

The Coast is raving

about it now. You
will soon join the
chorus of cheers!

"John Gilbert comes through with flying colors"

—

Hollywood Reporter

"Comedy and action galore. To Gilbert goes the credit"—M. P. News
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W. RAYJOHNSTON

-A G€OR6£ DURLAM PRODUCTION

CflAR L€S
o
D£ LAN£Y

VIRGINIA BROWNfc ^AIRE
Supportso ay

YAKIMA CANNUTT
BOB R€£V£S
GfcORGE -HACKATHORNt
-ART MIX
JIMAAY AUBR€Y
DIRECTED BY BRUCE MITCHELL
.SUPERVISION TR£M CARR

^7rv

PICTURESQUE" TALKIN6

£> SIN6IN6 PICTURE -

A WESTERN THWLLER
OF THE fIfUT ORDER
ACTION OALQfkE !!

-A SYNDICATE TALKING P/CTU/IB
SOUND ON fILM &' DISC

I!

723 - 7th Avenue SYNDICATE PICTURES CORP. New York City



HAROLD LLOYD
ANNOUNCES

his latest all-talking comedy production

ffFEET FIRST
Produced by the Harold Lloyd Corp*

A Paramount Release

a



5 REASONS WHY
HAROLD LLOYD
in ??FEET FIRST"
WILL ROLL LP
RECORD GROSSES!

•

A brand new Harold Lloyd production is

the Big Event of any show season. "Feet

First" is Lloyd's first in twelve months. They're

ripe for it!

"Feet First", which has been finished and

previewed, contains more laughs than the

funniest Lloyd picture you can remember.

"Feet First" is packed with even more
breath-taking thrills than was the famous

'Safety Last'Y

It takes real big pictures today, more than

ever, to smash records. Lloyd is the big-

gest comedy attraction on the screen.

You triple vour normal drawing power

when you book Harold Lloyd. You get all

vour regulars. Plus the crowds that come to see

only the screen's best. Plus the kids.

A TIP: "Feet First" is being bought and
booked faster and wider than any Harold Lloyd

picture ever released. The smart showman will

get in touch with Paramount immediately and
arrange his play dates.

A Treat for the Whole Family!



PROSPERITY WEEK!
OCTOItKlt .'.Hi to Dili

A Nation-wide Celebration to Help Stimulate Business in General and

Picture Theatre Box Office Grosses in Particular

CASH 1\ WITH THESE PAHAMOUNT AIDS:

1. Special 14-page PROSPERITY WEEK press sheet packed with ads,

press stories and sane, practical, inexpensive stunts.

2. Special full-page color ad on PROSPERITY WEEK in the Saturday

Evening Post issue of Octoher 4th.

It. Special PROSPERITY WEEK window cards, tie-up cards and other

exhibitor ad sales items. Available at PARAMOUNT exchanges.

4# Special PROSPERITY WEEK trailers, starring Charles Rogers. Avail-

able at cost at National Screen Service offices.

5. Most important—an army of BIG PARAMOUNT PRODUCT concen-
"
trated at this season: "ANIMAL CRACKERS," "ANYBODY'S WOMAN,"
"MONTE CARLO," "THE SPOILERS," "FOLLOW THRU," "MAN-
SLAUGHTER," "LET'S GO NATIVE" and other money-getters.

^paramount ^picturesJnr prosperity
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AVAILABLE TO YOU
DAY-ANDDATE WITH
BROADWAY * * *



WERE IN THE
MONEY NOW!

HiMGH HAT? By Jove, yaws! We're draw-ins

them in heavily, y'know. Rakin' in the shekels,

haw-haw ! The bally critics dote on us, really.

Exhibitors cry for us — they're begging with tears

in their eyes, as it were. The Loew, Warner and

Publix circuits have — aw — apprehended us with

avidity. We've our glad rags on, gentlemen, and

O! 1 say — we're jolly well in the money now!

THE BLIMP MYSTERY -THE LITTLE
COVERED WAGON * THE LITTLE BIG
HOUSE * THE LITTLE DIVORCEE
CHASING AROUND * SWEET PATOOTIE

from "VARIETY"
Very funny in a novel, almost weird way. Scenes arc remarkable . . . Spontaneous drollery that

can't miss.

from Ex. D. REVIEW
If Tiffany doesn't rcsistcr 100% profit then this reviewer has spent 15 years in the movie same
in vain.

from Fl LM DAILY

Amaiins ... A novelty that will brins in srown=ups. A natural for kids . . .Welcome to any screen

from Mot. Pic. NEWS
Sensationally clever. Every theatre in the land should book the group . . . Height of perfection in

comedy.

from Pittsburgh PRESS

It's better than nine=tcnths of the movie houses' stage shows as a companion to trie screen headliner.

TIFFANY
T A I N

CHIMPS
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_ _
FOR WORLD'S MIGHTIE
Air Meteors Stop Show World

Dead in Its Tracks as Stupendous

Pre-view Reaction Roars Across

the Nation . . . Amos 'n' Andy
Land the Box-office Smash of

All Show Ages! . . . Unmatched!

Fantastic! . . . Compared With

Them All Other Attractions Are

Feeble and Futile!

mm

Mms AN



ST EXHIBITION SWEEP
IN ALL TRUTH . .

.

IN ALL SINCERITY

THE TITAN'S
ANSWER TO
THE SHOWMAN'S
PRAYER

From out their empire of

the sky . . . come these twin

gods of the air . . . born of

the wizardry of radio and
genius of the talking screen!

Show history records noth-

ing like them . . . certainly

nothing to match their

world-sweeping popularity

. . . now to be registered

in terrific volume at the

box-offices of the nation.

CHECK AND
DOUBLE CHECK
IRENE RICH • SUE CAROL
MEL BROWN PRODUCTION
STORY BY HARRY RUBY AND BERT KALMAR



IT'S IN! RINGS THE DRAMATIC
VERDICT ac rr»M ETS HIT

BULLS-EYE!
Hard-Hitting Coast Critics Rave in Frenzy

of Acclaim. .Big Show Clicks at Pre-view

For Stupendous Audience Reaction!

Motion Picture News . . .

"An Amos n' Andy knockout that will pack them
in for years and years ... an audience and box-
office WOW in capital letters. The answer to ex-
hibitor's prayers. One swell comedy that will ro
'em in the aisles ... It can't miss!"

Bill Wilkerson, Hollywood Reporter . . .

"A box-office smash!... Amos 'n' Andy panicked
them! No exhibitor will be regusted for booking
this talker— it's real entertainment. When Amos
'n' Andy are on screen the laughs overlap. Their
name is box-office value plus."

s
ROARING EMPIRE OF COMMERCE GEARED TO
FIGHTING PITCH FOR SHOW WORLD'S GREATEST

DEMONSTRATION OF CO-OPERATIVE PROMOTION.

WATCH FOR CAMPAIGN DETAILS
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"I consider "KING OF JAZZ" one of the

finest pictures I have ever shown at this

theatre. It pleased one hundred percent."

Wire from Margaret Day, Mgr. Dome Thea-

tre, Lawton, Okla.

"Thousands turned away in New Arkansas
Theatre. Opening "KING OF JAZZ" big-

gest in history of Arkansas theatricals."

Wire from Eugene T. Oliver, Arkansas
Theatre, Little Rock, Ark.

FIRST IN FEATURES !

FIRST IN SHORTS I

FIRST IN FIRST RUNS EVERYWHERE
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You'll

break
every
record
with

Ann

The

"Harding

GIRL
OF THE

GOLDEN
WEST

\
JAMES RENNIE
HARRY BANNISTER
J. Farrell M a c D o n a Id • B e rt Roach

Based on the play by David Belasco

A Johrvo Francis Dillon Production

HAS THE EDGE
ON THE INDUSTRY!

VilOphone"

i ihe registered "rod>? mark of (he •
'

r des'^riotn j its uroducn



A NEW AD STUNT

BY A LIVE SHOWMAN

Guy A. Kenimer, manager of

the Palace Theatre, Jackson-

ville, Fla., wanted to pack the

house at every performance of

"The Florodora Girl."

An important part of his cam-

paign was a specially made
trailer containing the reviews

of the picture published in

Motion Picture News and

Life.

One more of many proofs that

Motion Picture News is the

most widely read and most

frequently quoted film trade

paper.



The finest stars in the new

art of talking pictures— an

art demanding far greater

talent than the silent drama

— are grouped under the

sterling, time-honored Pathe

trade mark.

ANN HARDING stands

out in a glorious blaze of popularity. Hei

melodious voice, winsome personality and

exquisite beauty have captivated the nation.

Her current dramatic triumph in "HOLIDAY"

stands supreme.

CONSTANCE BENNETT has token the

country by storm. Her subtle dramatic ar-

tistry, enchanting personality, and liquid

diction have established her name as a

box office attraction of unsurpassed value.

HELEN TWELVETREES has registered a

great dramatic achievement in the newest

Pathe production, "HER MAN", now ready

for a sensational premiere.

BILL BOYD an established star before the

advent of sound, passed the acid test of tolk-

ing picture technique with flying colors and

remains a stellar light of splendid brilliance.

EDDIE QUILLAN is without a peer in the

realm of feature comedies. His exhilarating

youth is contagious. His manner of speak-

ing humorous lines and his style in comedy

situations are irresistible.
t

HARRY BANNISTER, ROBERT ARM-

STRONG, and JAMES GLEASON are

brilliant personalities from the speaking

stage whose names hove graced the lights

of America's finest theatres. Their disting-

uished performances have thrilled countless

thousands who now follow them in Pathe's

feature productions. Then there Is FRED

SCOn and RUSSEl GLEASON; both artists

of magnetic prowess.
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By the Dean of American Playwrights

EUGENE WALTER

The enthralling lines of a

brilliant dramatist, spoken

with perfect cadence by

superb dramatic artists to

enchant the mind and flood the heart

with a tide of surging emotions.

JpasLkjiL

fWH

(S"V9 zAnn 3fardi?ig Q_yTo)

ANN HARDING— reigning idol of the talking screen, is

even more perfectly cast in "THE GREATER LOVE", with

CLIVE BROOK and HARRY BANNISTER—than she was in her

current triumph, "HOLIDAY."

A greater triumph— a more magnificent success— will

follow her portrayal of the complicated emotions of an al-

luring woman clinging to the dream of a vanishing passion,

yet longing for the happiness of a new love.

Produced by

E. B. DERR
Din tied by

ROLLO LLOYD

Four splendid ANN HARDING
plays will he presented this season:

HARRY BANNISTEP HOLIDAY"

"REBOUND'

'THE GREATER LOVE"

'ROMANCE HARBOR"
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Holloa:
St ami,

Qonstance

Bennett
with KENNETH MacKENNA and BASIL RATHBONE

HORACE JACKSON who wrote the brilliant adaptation of

"HOLIDAY" prepared th.s screen vehicle from the story by
Robert Milton and D

(o^VS) (fjonstcnice ^Bennett <2^Tg)
Directed by

PAUL STEIN
Produced fa

E. B. DERR

I he sparkling champagne conversa- The novel role of a secre,ar/ who marries to obliae her

employer and pretends indifference in the deal, is admirably

tion and artful actions of a SOphisti- suited to the consummate artistry of Constance Bennett

— Star of Stars. ________

cated smart set. An audacious play th<

listens in on the amazing dialogue

social adventurers in counterfeit love.

During the current sea-

son CONSTANCE BENNETT

will be presented in a

series of four chic attrac-

tions :
f

"SIN TAKES
A HOLIDAY"
"IN DEEP" and

"ADAM & EVE" (pcutkjC



<"'** Jfelen Twehetrees
PHILLIPS HOLMES • JAMES GLEASON
RICARDO CORTEZ • MARJORIE RAMBEAU
PRODUCED BY E. B. DERR • DIRECTED BY TAY GARNET

Simply marvelous
entertain ment
Nothing bigger or better could
be ordered written or produced

PATH E



Frisco Top Goes
To "Birth" on a

$31,000 Intake

San Francisco ["heatres generally did
nut rid as well as expected.

The weather was very pleasant and
not too warm. "Birth of a Nation" did
high business of the week with a $31,000
gross and a rating of 1507c. "Animal
trackers." shown at the California for
a second week, rated but 80% with a
gross of 58,000. "Man Trouble," at the
Fox, rated 1257c and grossed $30,500.

"The Office Wife," shown at the
Embassy, rated 1116' c and grossed $10,000
and "Our Blushing Brides," at Loew's
Warfield. grossed $15,100 and rated
100%. "High Treason," at the Davies.
rated 100% and grossed $8,000, con-
sidered well for these theatres.

Three more miniature golf links were
opened during the week near the larger
theatres, bat it is not thought they will
injure house receipts.

Estimated takings:

"BIRTH OF A NATION" (Triangle)
_
GEARY- (1,500), nights 50c-S1.50, matinees 25C.-J1,

/ days. Other attractions: Prologue and symphony
orchestra. Gross: $20,000. Rating: ISOgt

Hi;/*>

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION
7046 Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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SWITCHING THE MOTOR AND
THE GAS TANK

TIME was when a director of advertising in

this industry would launch his campaign on
a picture as soon as the Coast had dispatched

reams of hooey that it fondly considered publicity,

fit for all purposes, and a bunch of stills. Play-

dates were pressing and he had to rush the job.

With this material to work with, he got busy and
often had completed the task and forgotten it be-

fore he saw the picture. Then he would emit a

series of yowls. If he had known that such and
such a thing were in the production it would have
given him great ammunition and altered his entire

plans.

The heavy brains in the production end had not
given him a thought. Their job was to turn out

pictures; they had no time to bother with the ad-
vertising man's pleas for cooperation. But how
they would raise hell with him if their names didn't

get the proper percentage in billings

!

THE time changes to the present and the scene
to the RKO home office. Because of the tre-

mendous drawing power of Amos 'n' Andy
the powers-that-be decided to star the radio team
in a picture. It was a brilliant idea; a natural.

But the nut would be terrific and in consequence
the conferences held to discuss the matter of a

vehicle and kindred problems were serious ones.

The plans had to be air-tight and fool-proof.

Behind the scenes, however, a young man was
devoting 24 hours a day to the problem. He wore
out typewriter ribbons and pencils: the furrows on
his brow threatened to become permanent.

BECAUSE he was a merchandising expert, he
knew the value of the names he had to sell,

and began to pound home that message to

the business. Misgivings concerning the venture
upon which the company had embarked were
turned into enthusiasm by this copy. The studio's

job now was to make a picture which would live

up to the advance notices. A realization of this

gave the entire production unit a mark to shoot at.

The spontaneity of the studio's enthusiasm was
contagious, permeating the entire force not only
on the Coast but throughout the whole organiza-
tion, a good deal of whose future hung on the out-

come.

AND now the tension has lifted, and the indus-

try has seen a picture's course moulded by
the merchandising treatment to which it was

subjected—in advance of production. How many
others not now doing so could benefit by the use

of the available merchandising brains of their ad-

vertising force in incorporating real selling angles
into pictures before and while they are being made.

Give a hand to Hy Daab!

AX intimate check-up reveals a state of chaos
regarding re-entry of the American industry

into the foreign fields which were lost to a

considerable extent with the innovation of talkers.

It develops that nearly every big company is

nursing a pet plan of its own, with the majority
differing to such a radical extent as to create an
extremely unhealthy condition for the industry as

a whole. A comparative few are proceeding along
more or less intelligent lines. Some are at a stand-

still, while still others refuse to accept seriously

the possibilities of building up business in non-
English speaking countries.

Before talkers, foreign grosses represented a nice

portion of the annual sales intake of most distribu-

tors. Now that the technical aspect of sound and
foreign versions has clarified itself, some distribu-

tors once again are turning to lands across the

Atlantic where they expect to stabilize business.

PROCEEDING on the theory that '•injury to

one is the concern of all," it strikes us as being
sensible for all companies to organize their

foreign managers into a round-table confab where
intelligent discussion of the entire foreign problem
will eventually establish the proper modus oper-

andi. With this solution obtained, and a definite

policy for re-entry adopted, the old shillalahs could

again be lifted in the battle of competitive sales

arguments.
This added revenue derived from markets which

have been more or less dormant for two years

would aid materially to boost earnings, spreading
grosses over a wider area, thereby offering possi-

bilities of slightly lower rentals all around. And
the burdens of producer, distributor and exhibitor

unquestionably would be lightened greatly.

KANN
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Whitewash Charges Spur Department

Of Justice to Push Film Prosecutions

Talker
"Covered
Wagon"

Hollywood—There's big dough in "The Big Trail." Prac-
tically alt of the Fox production ingenuity was thrown be-
hind the picture, but the results warrant the effort in time
and money- Epic in sweep and concerning itself with the
blaze-trailing that led to the settlement of Oregon, the
picture has been built on a showmanship formula that can't

miss.

You get majestic panoramas of covered wagons set in a
mountain background, physical thrills, spectacle, comedy,
love, villainy, hokum, and even an Indian attack on the
wagon train, (irown-ups and children will go for it no end.
John Wayne, a newcomer, plays the lead. He has plenty

to learn about acting, hut has appearance, looks and
physique. A lot of women are going to have a new crush
after thev see him.

KANN

Bar Poster Copy
On 'Madam Satan';

Use Papers Only
Hollywood—Copy for billboard advertis-

ing on "Madam Satan" prepared by Fox
West Coast has been rejected by posting

companies, so the chain will concentrate

on newspaper advertising. The results will

be considered in the nature of a test and
may cause a change of policy by the cir-

cuit. Fox Theatres some time ago aban-

doned billboard copy in the East.

When poster copy for "Madam Satan"
was submitted request was made that it be
modified. However, Frank Whitbeck, ad-

vertising and publicity director of the cir-

cuit, took the position that if the 24-sheet

was wrong, then his whole campaign was
all wet. Accordingly, he decided to use

newspaper copy only to sell the picture.

Herr Hugenberg Takes
A Licking at the Polls

Berlin—Speculation exists over possible

influence of the Hugenberg defeat in the

general election, in so far as Ufa is con-
cerned. Hugenberg—the Adolph Zukor of

Germany's film industry—owns the most
powerful newspaper group in the country
and is closely interested in the picture busi-

ness through his Ufa company. Hugenherg's
party—the National party—-is said to have
been "ruined" by loss of control in the
Reichstag.

Dismissal of C. S. Harris
Puzzle to Film Colony

I.ns Angeles—After 23 years of service
to the RKO Orpheum theatres. C. S. Har-
ris, manager of the RKO theatre here, has
been let out. This sudden dismissal came
as a surprise to both Harris and theatre
peop'e here and the reason is unaccounted
for. RKO officials here would not make any
statement regarding the change. R. Zeller,
of Springfield, III., has taken over the man-
agement of the RKO.

Teeatres in Dis

Town Play Up to

Da Kids Pahlenty

Providence— It pays to be a kid in this

town where youngsters can get in to see

the best pictures for 10 cents. That price

prevails in every show house in the down-
town belt from 10 A. M. until 1 o'clock.

Afternoons and evenings the price for chil-

dren is 15 cents.

Exhibitors say they find the price cut ef-

fective in checking the growing tendency
of kiddies to turn thumbs down on talkers.

Dialogue seems to bore children under 14

who still retain their desire to see the west-

ern heroes shoot 'em up rather than talk-

about love under a soft spot on the sage-

brush.

Discharged Usher Killed
While Seeking Revenge

Chicago—Walter Bruchman. 17 vears old,

a former usher in the Fox Sheridan Theatre
here, was shot and killed by Chicago po-

lice when he drew a revolver from his

pocket when the officers stopped him for

questioning. Before losing consciousness.

Bruchman explained that he "had wanted
to shoot Frank Riley, manager of the the-

atre." Riley discharged the youth several

days ago.

Theatres and Equipment
Exhibitor members of the MANAG-

ERS' ROUND TABLE CLUB this

week discuss innumerable phases of

theatre equipment and its relationship
to successful operation of show-
houses, as Dart of THE SHOWMAN
section for October, beginning on page
117, this issue.

In the current SHOWMAN, which
starts on page 61, is also presented
an unusually interesting array of
feature material covering the entire
theatre equipment field.

Congressional Inquiries and
Independents' Squawks

Bring Action

Washington—Vigorous prosecution "i the

pending cases against film distributors is

planned by the Department of Justice.

Spurred by threats of congressional inves-

tigations and the squawks of a number
of independent exhibitors who charge that

the various government actions have been
whitewashed or are not being properly
prosecuted, the department will concentrate

on film cases, it is asserted.

No intimation of the new program is

given in the official report of the depart-
ment just made public. Four film cases

brought by the government are in the courts

and three others are awaiting trial. The
report, covering the fiscal year which closed

June 30, merely notes the names of the

various cases and their status at the cl'ist-

of the year.

The so-called Paramount case, involving
arbitration, which resulted in the Thacher
decree, and the so-called First National
case, involving the credit system which
Thacher upheld, are awaiting argument be-

fore the Supreme Court, w:hich is to hear
the cases late this month.
The suits against Fox, involving the ac-

quisition of Loew's, and the action against

Warners, which followed purchase of First

National, are pending in the New York
Federal Court.

Two suits against Fox West Coast ami
one against Balaban & Katz are awaiting
trial.

Injuns Make Hoopee, BuVs
No Use, Western Agonizes

Providence— The RKO publicity boys
here put over a neat tie-up with "The Santa
Fe Trail" when they coaxed a real. live

Indian tribe to exhibit the marriage cere-
monies, war dance and peace pipe smoke
marathon on the stage of the Albee. As an
added gesture of good will and showman-
ship, the braves took Mayor James E.

Dunne into the council, gave him a head-
dress and dubbed him "Big Elk." Stories

and pictures cracked all the dailies with
big plays.

Following the heavy newspaper breaks,

the money takers at AJbee's settled down t <

await the riot for ducats. It failed to ma-
terialize and the picture was turned out at

the end of the week with a meagre $8,000
intake, rating 15% less than par.

Illness Causes Lapse of
Del Rio's U. A. Contract

Hollywood—Due to her prolonged ill-

ness. Dolores Del Rio has been let out at
United Artists. The star has passed the
crisis in the serious illness which has kept
her bedridden for the last six weeks. She
will need another month, at least, for --on-

valescence. It is probable that she wi".l be
signed again when work is resumed on
"The Dove."
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The Insiders' Outlook
ONE of the favorite sports of the

film business is due for an un-

ceremonious bump one of these

days, judging by the frowns with which

bankers have greeted check-ups on the

amount of time certain hit; shots do not

spend in the office.

Too many, some bankers feel, are ab-

sent from their desks for unwarranted
periods. The national malady of last

fall, known as following the ticker, put

a crimp into many deals. Some of the

executives were so busy playing the

market that they couldn't find time to

sell or show film. And the old bank-

roll told a glaring story.

The craze has subsided somewhat, but

in the opinion of some financial moguls
there is too much of the several hours

for lunch, golf and take-a-day off ten-

dency for the business' good. And they

are prepared to put their foot down on
the various practices complained of.

The Wall Street crash took a lot of

energy that should have been put into

the picture business, and it may be de-

pended upon that safeguards will be

sought to prevent a recurrence.

Beau Geste

It was a nice gesture that S. L.

i Roxy) Rothafel made to his old-time

friend. Carl Laemmle, just before Roxy
sailed for Europe. Roxy. it is said, is

not returning to the big Broadway theatre

which he sponsored. Roxy had bought
"A Lady Surrenders," but bookings made
it impossible for him to date it before

November. Universal wanted to get the

picture out in general release as soon as

possible, for it's one of the first salvos

in the company"s promised big gun pro-

gram for the year. Paramount wanted
the picture, so Roxy consented to a sub-

stitution. Incidentally, it's the first Uni-
versal picture to play the Paramount,
New York, in four years.

Those Hens Know Home
You probably know him, big executive

that he used to lie. who this week sat in

the outer office of a second string dis-

tributing company, hoping that a $16-a-
week office boy would carry his message
to Garcia, the big sales boss inside.

' )nly a few short weeks back this job
seeker was sitting on top o' the world
with a big company. Xow he can be

seen almost daily running from door to

door, literally begging for a place to hang
his hat.

When he was in the dough he tried

to be ritzv and to establish a rep for

being hard-boiled—and the chickens have
come home to roost.

Back to Its Last

Universal has started the season off

auspiciously with "All Quiet on the

Western Front" and "A Lady Surren-

ders." The pictures are the result of the

You Tell Us—
What production executive

now in the East is very much
upset over conditions at his

company's studios.

What big shot tries to make
pictures from a golf course,

causing plenty of friction be-

cause he wants to run things
without putting in more than
an hour or two a day at the
studio.

What prominent Chicago
theatre man had to dig deep for
the customs agents when he got
hooked at the border return-
ing from Canada recently.
What person, whom it places

in a compromising position,

bought the distribution rights
to "Her Unborn Child" from
Dave Dubin recently.
What companies sti'.l are re-

ported having plenty of head-
aches over financial affairs.

And what others have been
warned by bankers to proceed
with the utmost caution on any
proposed expansions.

company's changed policy and a credit

and tribute to Carl Laemmle, Jr.

It's more than coincidence that the

company is hitting its stride on the heels

of its decision to withdraw gradually

from the business of exhibition. Perhaps
the dividing of energies during its the-

atre acquisition spree accounts for some
of the red ink the company has been
using. Xow with the firm determined

to concentrate on the business of picture

making, the results should be gratifying.

Chiseling

About a dozen years ago a leading pro-

ducer made a hit picture. Someone had

a good memory on the story, for when an

independent company a couple "I years

ago made one of its outstanding pictures

certain episodes were so similar that a

plagiarism suit was threatened.

Before suit could be instituted, how-
ever, the independent company purchased

all film and talker rights to the original

story for a few thousand dollars. The
attorney in the matter did not realize the

value of the story, which was one of a

group on which he was commissioned to

realize quick turnover at the best possible

price.

With talkers clicking, the independent
studio finds itself with a valuable prop-
erty, easily worth ten times the amount
paid for it to prevent the plagiarism suit.

Stymied

The publicity director of downtown
theatres complained to a studio chief that

the studio publicity man wasn't co-

operating with him. Both were called in

at the same time. The studio chief de-

manded specific charges. Downtown pub-
licity man made three.

To the first two the chief said: "It is

contrary to our policy to go into such

nonsense and we don't care what other

studios do."

The third charge was that the photo-
graphs of the studio were not as good as

another studios, to which the studio chief

replied: "I personally have seen all of the

stills that leave the studio and I take off

my hat to them. If our photographs are

not as good as the other studios, why is

it your boss selected our studio to have
his own personal photographs taken
here?"

Swinging the Axe
These are tough times for the minor

employes of film concerns. Every com-
pany is giving them the gate—for the

sole purpose of clipping off a few dollars

here and there to meet a serious situation

caused by bonehead decisions on the part

of the higher-ups.

The stenographers and clerks are re-

sponsible for the junk turned out in

Hollywood or the failure of the swelled

heads in the sales departments—judging
from the manner in which their heads

are chopped off as soon as the receipts

fall below normal. Meanwhile, the big-

heads keep on parking their feet on their

desks, dreaming of wine, women, song,

golf or football.

And the guys who run the works for-

get the fact that if it were not for the

privates in the ranks they would not !>'•

entitled to the job of general.
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"Tentative" Protection Plan in Force

In Illinois, Despite Plenty of Squawks
Figures in Chicago Rezoning Conferences

Gabriel L. Hess C. C. Pettijohn Jack Miller Aaron Saperstein

Synthetic Sport

Promoters Hold

Hallelujah Meet

Chicago—The big moguls who finance

the little golf courses throughout the coun-

try gathered here this week for their first

convention. There appeared to be a scarcity

of trade problems. No mention was made,

even, of any decline in the popularity of

the game, so the moguls contented them-

selves with stories of success that would
easily outdo any told at a gathering of the

Isaak Walton League of America on the

conclusion of a sensational angling season

of the kind in which fifteen-pound trout are

taken from road-side ditches with bent pins.

Xew York and Los Angeles delegates re-

ported that the new miniature gold mine
has theatre interests either trembling at

their work or diverting huge sums from
theatre working capital to get in on the new
El Dorado.
"Three huge chains of theatres are buy-

ing courses for the lobbies of their theatres

to combat the competition that Tom Thumb
golf gives their entertainment," said a New
York delegate.

"The moving picture magnates are

scared," was a report brought all the way
from Los Angeles. "The)' know the game
is taking thousands from their regular in-

come every day. There are 3,200 courses

in Los Angeles county. One course in the

city cost $500,000. Mary Pickford has just

put in a course costing $50,000. and Dick
Barthelmess has one costing $35,000. A
movie thriller is about to be released with
a miniature course for its background."

Box Car Figures

Statistics purporting to show that courses

now established represent investments of

anywhere from $18,000,000 to $125,000,000
and employ 160.000 people on 35.000 courses

{Continued on Pmic 28

)

Cleveland Sees

Protection Now
Closed Subject

l leveland—Protection looks as though it

has been settled in this territory, with the

proposed schedules now in Xew York for

ratification. They were adopted by the Ohio
exhibitor unit committee, of which Martin

Smith of Toledo is chairman, as submitted

to the distributor committee, of which Al
Merz is chairman.

Objections on clearance were rejected bj

Fred Desberg and W. J. Finney, represent-

ing Loew's ; |. E. Firkness. representing

RKO and by "Publix.

Peas Pleads With
Fish to Hook Serge

{Continued from Page 23)

tain terms that Eisenstein, now in Holly-

wood to make a picture for Paramount,
~hnuld net have been granted a visa be-

cause he headed in Russia a school to dis-

seminate Red propaganda through films.

And his American film would undoubtedly

develop along the same lines.

Finishing his vehement denunciation of

Serge, Peas rolled over to his other pet

aversion, "All Quiet on the Western Front,"

and told the sons of Uncle Sam that "All

Quiet" was a perfect specimen of pacifist

propaganda and should be tabooed from
screens of the country, or something to

that effect.

Representative Fish and his colleague;

listened attentively to the Eisenstein knock,

not knowing the latter, but when Peas laced

into "All Quiet" they sat on him and heav-

ily. Chairman Fish objected to the cita-

tion of this picture, saying he had enjoyed
both the book and the film more than any
other works in that field.

And. after that. Peas picked up his knife

and went back to Hollvwood.

Independents' Veto Goes Into
Waste Basket ; Publix

Dominates Meetings

Chicago—Plan of release and protection
for the metropolitan area and downstate
Illinois evolved by a committee of Chicago
exchange managers and submitted last week
brings distributor and exhibitor groups
nearer to agreement than they have been
at any time during three months of attempts
to re-zone the territory. This, despite the
fact that one organization, the Illinois In-

dependent Theatre Owners' Association,
and an individual. I

7
.. E. Alger, unofficial

representative of down-state theatre owners,
have rejected the proposal. A dozen in-

dividuals, representing all major local ex-
changes, circuits, chains and buying com-
bines, "initialed" the plan to signify "ten-
tative approval."

Despite the vetoes of the independent as-

sociation and Alger, and disregarding the
tactics employed to obtain the initialed ap-
provals, against which criticism was early
voiced, the plan submitted is destined to

stand in all major considerations as the

system of release and protection in the city

and the state.

Independents' Objections

The objections of the independents are
centered mainly on two minor clauses of

the proposal—the regulation of double-fea-
turing and the restriction of give-aways. A
further objection is made by the indepen-
dents to the proposed membership of the

continuing zoning committee, provided for

in the plan. This committee, to be com-
posed of eight members, names four "af-

filiated" and four "unaffiliated" representa-

tives. The independents contend that,

whereas the "unaffiliated" individuals may
be so theoretically one, and possibly two, of

them are by experience and inclination oi

"affiliated" sympathies. This fact, they state,

reduces their representation in practice to

a 6-2 ratio, or at best one of 5-3.

On the basis of these objections, and also

because he is restricted from taking action

without the authority of a governing boat d,

Aaron Saperstein. president of the 1 1 1 i i o o -

independents' association, refused to initial

the proposal when it was submitted. The
board of directors of the association subse-

quently met and rejected the proposal.

What course the Film Board of Trade
will now pursue in the matter is problemat-

ical. It is entirely likely that compromises
will be made on the points of objection made

{Continued on Page 3o)

Philanthropic

Chicago — Overheard at the local

zoning meeting:
"You can't say that about Publix.

Why, in this protection plan they're
the only ones giving anything away."

"Sure," grunted a listener. "Who
else had anything to give away?"
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Clara, Behave,'

Is Studio Advice
Hollywood—Clara Bow must keep her red

head out of mischief hereafter and her name
off the Hunt pages—unless it's planted there

by a bona fide press agent. I his was the

ultimatum delivered to Miss It by the Para-

mount studio chieftains as a result of her

latest escapade in which she gave $13,91)0

in checks to cover losses at gambling and
then stopped payment on them. It was ad-

mitted at the studio that Clara had been

given some "friendly advice," but how hut

a point was reached in the lecture was not

learned. But she's got to "watch her step."

It was learned that her contract with

Paramount, renewed Aug. 20, runs only to

Oct. 11, 1931, and a year passes quickly.

1 he star's attitude in the matter was dem-
onstrated by her continued refusals to see

reporters wno would like to get some more
hot copy from her.

Synthetic Sport Promoters
Hold Hallelujah Meet

(Continued from Page 27)

were greeted with yawns from the delegates.

A fair start, they admitted, but only a start.

Business discussions were confined to ap-

propriate city ordinances to govern opera-

tion of the minnow courses. Delegates

agreed there should be a license fee. of ap-

proximately $50 annually, that 8 A. M. to

1 A. M. were reasonable operating hours
and that children unaccompanied by .parents

should not be admitted to play after 10 P.

Al. The question of zoning courses against

residential district invasion was side-

tracked.

A southern delegate reported that he has
just had published a book on how to be an
expert at the game, a book which also in-

cludes all the rules and regulations of minia-
ture golf so far approved. He anticipates a

sale of several million copies and urged the

brothers to get in on the ground floor.

Tales of prosperity were numerous and
unrestrained. Miniature golf, the impres-
sion of an outsider is, has made more over-
night millionaires than the war, the market
of 1928-29 and prohibition combined. As
one delegate put it: "It's simply a matter
of putt and take."

And Now Mary Garden
As Sound Film Recruit

Paris—Mary Garden will become a talker
star if screen tests to be made on her re-

turn to New York prove successful, she said
upon her arrival here from the Riviera.
Her decision followed a reputed $1,000
trans-Atlantic telephone conversation. The
offer involves a record-breaking salary, she
says. She doesn't know in which operatic
vehicle she will make her talker debut if

tlu- tests are successful. Sound films, she
said, have reached such a state of perfec-
tion that they cannot be disregarded.

Bender and Frost to Coast
Robert Bender, manager of the Fox

Brooklyn, is to take over management of
'in. of the largest houses of the Fox West
Coast chain and Rober-tX. Frost, manager
of the Fox Terminal. Newark, is to be
given a Coast assignment.

Service Plus!
Reviews on 23 new feature pictures

appear in the reviewing section of this

issue, beginning on page 52. Majority
of these productions have only just

been completed at Hollywood studios
and are reviewed for the first time.

Pictures included in the current
group are: "Big Money," "Check and
Double Check," "Steel Highway,"
"Barber John's Boy," "Hot Heiress,"
"Soul Kiss," "The Dancers," "Office
Wife," "Renegades," "River's End,"
"Adios," "For the Love o' Lil," "Scot-
land Yard," 'Sit Tight," "Divorce
Among Friends," "Father's Son," "Sin-
ner's Holiday," "Virtuous Sin," "Go-
rilla," "Boudoir Diplomat," "Convict's
Code." "Land of Missing Men" and
"Young Woodley."

Goldstone Not
Out, Says Cook;

Launches System
Hollywood—Phil Goldstone still is with

Tiffany, Grant L. Cook, executive vice-
president of the company, declared on his
arrival here. Cook's trip to the Coast re-
vived the report that Goldstone is to leave

the company.
Cook is here to

launch the unit system
of production calling

for distribution of pro-
duction activities among
several executives. The
company's program for

the new year calls for

ten pictures designed as
specials, 16 other fea-

tures and two series of

westerns starring Rex
Lease and Bob Steele.

Short subjects planned
include six Chimp
comedies, six H. C.

Witwer Classics in Slang, 26 Voice of
Hollywood subjects, six one reel Color
Symphonies, six one reel Jubilee Singers,
six Musical Fantasies and six Multicolor
'.ubjects.

Grant L. Cook

Glucksman Resigns as
Supervisor for Publix-B-K
Chicago— E. M. Glucksman, district the-

atre supervisor for Publix-Balaban & Katz,
has resigned that position and leaves shortly
for a prolonged vacation in central Europe.
Glucksman was supervisory manager of the
Uptown and Paradise theatres and the Pub-
lix string of Greater Talkie theatres. Les
Dally, supervisor of Loop theatres, takes
over Glucksman's duties in addition to his
own.
John Balaban, general manager of Pub-

lix-B. & K. and Publix-Kunsky Theatres,
leaves for New York within the next week
or two where, in the future, he will direct
1'ublix Chicago and Detroit interests from
the home office.

Buys Foreign Rights
Distribution rights for Spain and Portu-

gal on 12 synchronized Artclass comedies
have been acquired by Hoffberg, Cornfield
Co., New York.

Myers Trade Meet

Conduct Slammed
Niagara Falls, Ont.—Conduct of the

Trade Practice Conference held in New
York in 1927, with the then Federal Trade
Commissioner Abram F. Myers presiding,

was attacked in a speech made at the Con-

gress of Industries here by Frank J. Rem-
busch, Indianapolis exhibitor. Myers was
a speaker at the sessions.

Constance Cummings
Cast by Columbia

Hollywood—Constance Cummings, who
came west to play opposite Ronald Colman
and was dropped when Sam Goldwyn de-

cided a new leading lady was needed to play

the type he wanted, has been signed by Co-
lumbia for the feminine lead in "Criminal

Code." Phillips Holmes has been borrowed
from Paramount for the male lead, after

Paramount refuses to allow Richard Arlen
to play the role.

Cantor Booking Cut
From Week to a Day

Cleveland—Eddie Cantor appeared at

Loew's Stillman this week, giving only four

performances in connection with his picture,

"Whoopee." This decision came as a sur-

prise, as former announcement had been
made that Cantor would appear at the RKO
Palace during the entire week of Oct. 11.

Omaha Chain Opens
Its Tenth Suburban

Omaha—Nebraska Theatres Corp., local

neighborhood chain, has opened its tenth

house, the Omar. All are wired.

William Bergmann, former manager of

the Fremont (Publix), at Fremont, Neb.,

has been named press agent for the chain.

American, British Units
Bid for Broadhead Circuit
London—Offers reaching as high as $1,-

250,000 from British and American chains
are said to have been refused by Alderman
\V. H. Broadhead for his chain of 15 subur-
ban theatres. An offer is understood to

have been made by Sam Katz in behalf of

Publix.

Mathews New Secretary
Of Northwest Exhib Unit

Portland — G. E. Mathews, manager of

the Granada and Columbia at the Dalles,

has been apointed secretary of the Allied

Exhibitors of the Northwest. Ninety-two
theatres, with a combined seating capacity

of 60,000, are included in membership of

the association.

Expansion Continued by
Omaha Suburban Firm

Omaha—Popular Amusement Co. has
opened its fourth neighborhood house here,
the Lothrop. A fifth theater will be opened
soon, according to plans.

Foster to Be Featured
Norman Foster is to return to New York

about Oct. 15 to start work with Paramounl
as a featured player. He is now abroad.
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Sound Equipment Costs tobe Lowered
Due to Economies, Otterson Promises

"Just Imagine"

San Diego—Fox's "Just Imagine,"
previewed here, met with great ap-

proval. The novel theme of the talker

gained much favorable comment. The
performance of El Brendel is great,

and the De Sylva, Brown Henderson
song numbers most pleasing.

CROUCH

Met. Studios and

Christies Form
New Corporation

Hollywood—To fortify the financial

standing of both, Christie Film Co. has

been merged with Metropolitan Sound Stu-

dios into a $10,000,000 corporation called

Metropolitan Christie Pictures Corp.

Charles H. Christie is president and Wil-

liam S. Holam general manager of the new
firm, which will make features and come-

dies. The merger will not change the policy

of Metropolitan studios.

Famous Adds 3 More
Houses in Canada

Toronto—Three more Toronto theatres

have been added to the group owned or con-

trolled by Famous Players. Premier Thea-
tres. Ltd.. affiliated with the latter, has ac-

quired the Rogers Road, Major-St. Clair

and Mount Dennis theatres and Western
Electric installations have been made. Pro-

grams are changed every two days. There
are now 29 suburban houses in Toronto
owned or operated by Famous Players-

Publix and affiliated companies.

New British Color System
Makes Its London Debut
London—Initial demonstration of the new

Raycol color process reveals technical work-
ings of a system which requires only an
ordinary camera with special lens and filters,

said to cost no more than $60. The process

consists of taking two images, one above the

other, on each frame. Each image is photo-

graphed through a color filter, and is then
projected through the special lens.

3-Year Operator Pact
At Oklahoma City

Oklahoma City—Both Publix and War-
ner theatres have signed contracts with the

operators granting $5 per week increase in

wages to be spread over a period of three

years. Negotiations are progressing with
the stagehands and other employees.

M-G-M Borrows Le Roy
Hollywood—Mervyn Le Roy has been

loaned to M-G-M by First National to di-

rect "Two Little Girls Together," a story

bv Mildred Cram.

ERPI President Hits "Bootleg"
Equipments; 5,000 U. S.

Installations

Electrical Research Products is operating
on a controlled profit basis and economies
effected in manufacture of sound reproduc-
ing equipment have been and will continue
to be passed on to exhibitors.

This was the promise made Wednesday
by John E. Otterson, president of Electrical

Research, at an informal luncheon to mem-
bers of the trade press. The company set

a maximum profit of JO per cent when it

started in the theatre equipment business.

At no time has its margin of profit exceeded
that figure, and usually has been consider-

ably less, the ERPI chief said. However,
as rapidly as the cost of manufacture of

equipment is lowered the price to theatres

will be dropped proportionately, Otterson
declared.

Hils "Bootleg" Equipment

Otterson hit "bootleg" equipments and
said that one-half of the company's busi-

ness now is in replacing unsatisfactory

equipments. The company has nearly 5,000

installations out of the nation's possibilities,

which he said total but 14,000. Credit to the

extent of $20,000,000 has been extended to

exhibitors, Otterson declared.

The ERPI president paid tribute to the

speed with which producers and exhibitors

"changed their business over night" to meet
the demands of sound.

'ErnV Expanding
Acoustics Service

Expansion of its theatre acoustics depart-

ment to meet demands for its services out-

side the theatre field has been completed by
Electrical Research Products, with Sidney
K. Wolf, head of the theatre acoustics de-

partment, as director.

Promises Savings

The Armistice
Fighting hombres in the theatre field

this week laid down the cudgels in the
never-ending battle against daylight
saving, and neatly tucked them away
in moth balls until next spring, when
the tilt is expected to continue. The
lost hour, in most spots, was regained
early in the week.

Hunter Invents

Magnachrome for

Wide Pictures

Hollywood—Magnachrome, wide film ef-

fect, which puts two images on one frame
of standard film, giving a ratio of two to

one, has been developed by C. Roy Hunter,
Universal technical expert. The film has
two instead of four sprocket holes on the

frame. The shutter speed is increased from
90 to ISO feet per minute.
When the image is projected through the

special lens it is twice as wide as it is high.

Special film evidently is used as the grain

is not apparent.

Stallman Named District

Manager at Wilmington
Wilmington—J. L. Stallman of Philadel-

phia has succeeded B. D. Cockrill as dis-

trict manager of Warner theatres here.

The latter has gone to York, Pa., where he
will direct affairs of the Nathan Appell
chain which Warners recently acquired.

Stallman has charge of the Queen, Arcadia,
Savoy, Aldine, Garrick and Grand Opera
House. Stallman has been with the Stan-
ley firm for ten years.

Cabanne to Direct Buck
Jones Film for Columbia
Hollywood—Buck Jones' next outdoor

talker will be directed by Christy Cabanne,
Columbia having just placed the latter un-
der contract for the one picture, "Dawn
Trail." Another assignment on the Colum-
bia lot gives direction of Barbara Stan-
wyck's new film to Lionel Barrymore.

Three to Be Starred for
Work in "Just Imagine"

Hollywood—Three Fox players are to
achieve stardom as a result of their work
in "Just Imagine." They are El Brendel,
John Garrick and Maureen O'Sullivan.

JOHN E. OTTERSON

Lonergan a Paramount Director
Hollywood—Lester Lonergan, whose ex-

perience in the theatre covers about thirty-

five years in directing, acting and writing
capacities, has been added to the directorial
staff at Paramount.
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Musicians End
Montreal Strike;

Wages Boosted
Montreal—Strike of musicians here has

been settled and the orchestra and vaude-
ville will be resumed Sunday at Loew's.
The musicians have obtained a year's con-
tract without a cancellation clause.

Orchestra of the Capitol also will return,

to be augmented by 20 pieces, with stage

shows to make their appearance Oct. 11.

The agreement with the Capitol includes a

cancellation clause with four weeks' notice.

The Imperial is continuing without an or-

chestra and stage shows have been dropped
permanently.

\\ age scale of the Capitol provides for an
increase, the new rate being $70 weekly.
The strike dates back to Aug. 31 when the

Capitol musicians refused to consider a new
contract which included a cancellation clause

with two weeks' notice. The other orches-
tras walked out in sympathy Oct. 11.

Renews with Fox

Pat J. Flaherty has renewed his con-
tract as Vice-president and general
manager of Red Star Music Co., Fox
music publishing subsidiary.

Coincident with this announcement
comes word of an immediate expansion
program calling for the augmenting of
the Red Star branches in Boston, Detroit
and Chicago, toward which end Pat
Flaherty leaves shortly for these na-
tional centers.

Renew Negotiations of
Chicago Union Demands

Chicago—Consultations between Jack
Miller, president of the Exhibitors' Associa-
tion of Chicago, and Tom Maloy, business
manager of the Chicago Operators' Union,
on modification of the union's demand for

two men in the sound booth were resumed
here this week. Chicago exhibitors contend
that only one man in the booth is required,

and are seeking an adjustment with the

union which will validate the reduction.

The consultations began in mid-summer,
but were interrupted by Maloy's trip to Lon-
don as one of the American delegates to

the International Trades Unions' confer-

ence there.

Police Gathering More
Evidence in Labor Fight

Hamilton, Ont.—As police are collecting

additional evidence, W. P. Covert, third

international vice-president of the stage-

hands' and operators' union, has been fur-

ther remanded. He is charged with intimi-

dation by Anthony Patzalek, proprietor of

the Playhouse, following bombing of the

Queen's theatre here.

Musicians Face

Seattle Blowup
Seattle—Whether the symphony orches-

tra here was to have its season contract
cancelled and be disbanded was being await-
ed following ultimatum to the musicians
that they must abandon their position in re-

fusing to rehearse because Conductor Carl
Krueger employed a first 'celloist from an-
other city.

The majority of the symphony musicians
are employed regularly in local theatre or-

chestras and are attempting to invoke a
rule that applies in all theatres, namely that
out-of-town musicians cannot be employed
while local musicians are available.

No Strike Parleys
Montreal—Strike of the musicians at the

Imperial anticipated the dropping of vaude-
ville there by only thre weeks, it is in-

timated by Manager Howard C'onover.

Therefore tin- "strike" is permanent and no
iations for the return of the orches-

tra an- being madi

Sympathy Strike

Looms in St. Louis
St. Louis—With threats heard of a sym-

pathy strike of stagehands and operators,
conferences are being held in an efifort to
break the deadlock in the musician-' strike

here. All orchestras in the city are out, fol-

lowing argument over the number of men
to be employed in the pits of the St. Louis
and Fox. Following this jam. the Skouras
Embassador and Missouri and the St. Louis
Amusement Co. dropped musicians.

"Billy, the Kid"
Hollywood—Previewed for the first

lime on wide film, M-G-M's "Billy, the
Kid" had the audience wild over the
Bcenic effects and the depth of the
images. The long scenic shots show
increa-cd depth over standard-si/e
film. The picture has been cut greatly
and a new ending added, making the
stor\ much better and more complete.

CROUCH

Ultimatum to Operators
Issued at Tacoma, Wash.
Tacoma, Wash.—Exhibitors here have

issued an ultimatum, expiring Saturday, de-

manding a one-man-in-the-booth policy. If
the union refuses, non-union operators will

In' employed.

Chevalier to Lunnon in Nov.
London— Maurice Chevalier is due here

Nov. 28 to appear on a vaude bill at the
I union, which opens Doc. 1.

Office Workers'
Union Launches

Drive in N. Y.

Organization of office workers in the film

industry, together with those similarly em-
ployed in other lines, is being undertaken
by t.he Office Workers' Union, New York,
following wholesale slashes of office per-

sonnel by various home offices.

An appeal directed to office workers of

United Artists was being circulated this

week following retrenchment moves by that

company, which resulted in the gate for

some office workers. The union is urging
office workers to battle against overtime
without pay, demanding shorter hours and
time and one-half for extra work. Unem-
ployment insurance also is provided for un-
der the union's plan.

Terre Haute Gets Tough
With Miniature Courses

Terre Haute, Ind.—Miniature golf

courses here were taken under the jurisdic-

tion of the city council and an ordinance

was passed fixing a license fee, closing the

links at midnight.

The ordinance places an annual fee of

$75 on the courses and was passed by unani-

mous vote of the council. The courses shall

open no earlier than 5 o'clock in the morn-

ing and close at midnight. It is required

that order must be maintained at all times

and that no radio may be operated on the

courses after 11 at night. For violation of

the ordinance the operator may be fined

from $25 to $250.

Tom Thumb Golf Hits

Skids at Tampa, Fla.
Tampa, Fla.—That "tiny putter" golf is

on the toboggan in this city is evident by

the yelp of protest against a $50 a year

license tee which was handed 'em by the

city council last week, while theatres have
to pass over live hundred berries each year

to satisfy the state, county and city.

Further evidence of the way the straws

are blowing showed up in the advertising

of "The Hub." a neighborhood course which
has been taken over by two girls, and who
are operating the course FREE of charge
to the public for the remaining ten days of

the month.

Hurt Building Iota Course
Two workmen were injured in construct-

ing an indoor miniature golf course at the

old Lenox theatre, Lenox Ave. and 11th

St., New York, when the theatre ceiling

fell.

Status Quo for Fox
Hollywood—"There is not going to

he any reorganization in manpower
of Fox West Coast Theatres," declares

Oscar Oldknow, executive vice-presi-

dent, who is here in personal charge
of the circuit. Policy changes, it nec-

essary, will he made, he declares.
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Fox Expected to

Get $4,000,000

Uihlein House
.Milwaukee—The city and the Henry Uih-

lein Realty Co. have reached an agreement

in the matter of property on the corner of

Sixth St. and Wisconsin Ave. and the realty

concern will erect a $4,000,000 theatre and

office building on the corner.

Who the occupants of the theatre will be

has not been announced, although it is be-

lieved that it will be either Fox or Para-

mount, with the former the most likely

lessee because no further effort has been
made by that circuit to erect its new house
here, announced over a year ago.

The site is an ideal one with RKO's Pal-

ace-Urpheum directly across the street and
Fox's Wisconsin, Milwaukee's largest the-

atre, diagonally across the street. George
Uihlein. president of the realty company,
has left for New York to close the deal

with the eastern theatrical concern which
will occupy the building.

No Scientifically

Trained Operators
Neither Western Electric nor Electrical

Research Products have at any time con-
sidered the replacement of projectionists

with "highly trained operators with a scien-

tific education," nor is any such plan under
consideration, H. M. Wilcox, operating
manager of Erpi, told Motion Picture
News. Selection of projectionists, he
pointed out. "is a matter for the theatre man-
agement and entirely outside of our juris-

diction."

Victoria at Rochester
Sold After Litigation

Rochester, N. Y.—Long in litigation as

the aftermath of foreclosure proceedings,

the Victoria, downtown house, last week
passed into the hands of Morris Kuhn of

Rochester by purchase for $100,000. The
sale, made from the Monroe County Court
House steps, ended all legal procedure.

Although Kuhn has not yet made his

plans known, it is reported he either intends

to remodel or lease the house. The theatre

is unwired.

Pathe Camera Silencer

Developed on Coast
Hollywood—The new camera silencer of

Pathe's, which won first award of the Acad-
emy of Arts and Sciences, will be developed
for use on all company talkers. The appa-
ratus removes from sound production the
cumbersome and immobile sound booths.

German Plays to Warners
"Shooting Gallery." by Alice Stein-

Landesmann and Carl Meinhard. and "Green
Cat," by A. M. Willner and E. Rubricius,
both German plays, were purchased by War-
ners, the former as a Dorothy Mackaill
vehicle.

Completes First

James Cruze, who has completed his
first picture for Tiffany, "She Got What
She Wanted." The veteran independent
is to supply a series of pictures for the
new Tiffany program.

Funeral Services

For Dennis Harris
Pittsburgh—Funeral services are to be

held at Harris Terrace Saturday for Dennis

Harris, veteran chain operator, who died

following an appendicitis operation. The
pioneer showman was 54 years old. He is

survived by a wife and brother. The lat-

ter is Senator Frank J. Harris.

Dennis Harris has been the operating

head of the Davis-Harris circuit of thea-

tres in Pennsylvania, Ohio and Michigan
which recently was sold to Warners. The
circuit was founded by his brother, John
Harris, whose venture at Philadelphia is

said to have been the first picture house in

the United States.

Austrian Censorship
Regulations Changed

Vienna—Following severe criticism for

permitting importation of films questionable

for child audiences, the government's cen-

sorship board has ruled that hereafter all

films not bearing the new inscription, "for

general exhibition," are deemed unfit for

minors.

Lots of Secrecy

Billie Dove returned Wednesday on
the Kuropa from a vacation abroad,

the vessel also bringing to these

shores Howard Hughes. The A'eic

York World, after duly informing its

readers that Hughes spent §1.000,000

in making "Hell's Angels" and that

hs dailv income is between $15,000

and $20,000, added:
"His trip abroad, for some vague

reason, was an enormous secret, and
he traveled aboard the Europa under
an elaborately assumed name."
When a reporter naively inquired

if she had married Hughes, Billie re-

torted in the Hollywood manner: "Be
yourself!"

Head of Censors

In Massachusetts

Faces Job Jam
Boston—Major General Alfred F. Foote,

in charge of censorship of films for Mas-
sachusetts, may be called upon to resign
either as head of the Massachusetts depart-
ment of public safety or as commanding of-

ficer of the Massachusetts National Guard,
as a result of the ruling by the U. S. Comp-
troller General of the military bureau at

Washington.
General Foote is one of many officials

affected by the ruling which would prohibit

an officer drawing active or retirement pay
from holding salaried office in another
branch of the public service.

General Foote is commander of the 26th

Division, Massachusetts National Guard,
is head of the Massachusetts state police

force and is head of the department of pub-
lic safety under which censorship of all

films, including those passed for Sunday
showing, comes.

If it is necessary for him to give up one
position or another, it is said he will resign

his military position. He was in conference

with Governor Allen for some time Mon-
day on the matter, but declined to make any
statement after the conference.

Meyer Appoints

Coinrnittee Aids
Milwaukee—Fred S. Meyer, newly ap-

pointed president of the M.P.T.O. of Wis-
consin, has announced the following com-
mittee appointments : president's advisory

committee, Henry Goldenberg, chairman

;

Jack Keegan, George Fischer, A. C. Guten-
berg, all of Milwaukee, and George Hueb-
ner, Oconomowoc.

Legislative committee, F. J. McWilliams,
Madison, chairman; William Wiske, Red
Granite; J. P. Adler, Marshfield; Jack
Hickey, New London; and James J. Boden,

South Milwaukee; Al Kvool, Henry Gold-

enberg, Charles Trampe and Jack Keegan,
all "if .Milwaukee.

George Huebner, Oconomowoc, is chair-

man of the membership committee, assisted

by August Berkholtz, West Bend; George
Fischer, Milwaukee; W. L. Ainsworth,

Fond du Lac ; Frank Welter, Wausau ; Per-

cy Palmer, Edgerton, and Al Roser, Bara-

boo.

The finance committee is headed by Etta

Wiesner and includes Ernest Langemack,
Al Kvool, August Berkholtz, Bert Fischer,

W. L. Ainsworth and F. J. McWilliams. A.

C. Gutenberg heads the committee on Mil-

waukee affairs assisted by Etta Wiesner,
Harry Billings, Bert Fischer, L. K. Brin,

J. H. Silliman, Edward F. Maertz, Jack
Keegan and A. Kvool.

Paramount Stockholders
Increased; Total 18J00

Paramount Publix Corporation stockhold-
er- numbered 18.200 on September 5, 1930,

as compared with 16,486 on June 6, 1930,

ami 13.731 on March 7, 1930. The present

number of stockholders is the largest num-
ber that the corporation has had to date.
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"Blue" Ordinance

Splits Theatre
Orange, N. J.—Half of the Palace thea-

tre is situated in Orange and the other half

in East Orange. Orange is about to legal-

ize Sunday shows; East Orange remains
simon-pure "blue."

But Manager D. P. Shepherd is not dis-

mayed. Hereafter he will rope off half of

the 2.200 seats in his house, and his pa-

trons can enjoy the picture while sitting in

Orange. Across the deadline the seats will

be vacant.

Orange's new ordinance permitting Sun-
day shows raises the license fee from $150

a year to $100 a week. It comes up for final

action Oct. 14, and its passage is expected.

Sono Art to Release
"Charge of Light Brigade"
Sono Art-World Wide has acquired the

American distributing rights to "The
Charge of the Light Brigade," a Gains-

borough production based on the poem by-

Alfred Lord Tennyson. The picture was
made under the supervision of the British

War Office.

Censors Upheld
Chicago—Circuit Judge Thomas Taylor.

Jr.. indicated Wednesday that he would re-

fuse the petition of Greiver Pictures for a

writ of mandamus to compel the Chicago
censor board to issue a permit for "The
Primrose Path," a Willis Kent production

which the censor board has had under con-

sideration for the past two months. Greiver

holds the local distribution rights of the pic-

ture.

Hear Fire Cases
Chicago—Charges of violations of tire-

prevention ordinances growing out of the

use of acoustical insulating materials con-

demned by the Fire Prevention Bureau
were heard against 26 theatres here Wednes-
day. After the admission of brief testimony

the cases were continued to Oct. 22 at the

request of attorneys representing the theatre

interests

Branson at Home Office
Walter Branson has been promoted to the

Pathe home office sales department by E.

J. O'Learv, general sales manager. Bran-
son started in the picture business at the

Des Moines branch. He soon won promo-
tion to branch manager there and later was
transferred to St. Louis. C. R. Lundgren
replaced him at St. Louis.

Joins Montreal Board
Montreal—Mrs. Clare Sullivan has been

appointed secretary of the Film Board here

succeeding -Miss Helen Channing. Mrs. Sul-

livan has had considerable experience in

the work. \s Miss Foley, she was formerly
secretary at Omaha. Xebr.. and more re-

cently secretary of the Buffalo Film Board
of Trade.

Two Stars' Wills Filed
Hollvwood—Lon Chanev left an estate of

$550.00(1, the bulk of which goes to his

widow. Milton Sills' estate of $100,000 is

to go to his widow.

Paramount British
News in March

London—British Paramount Sound
News is to make its debut in March.
The special edition for the United
Kingdom will be
developed at the
Olympic Kinemat-
ograph Laborato-
ries, Ltd., which
is installing new
apparatus for the
purpose. A ma-
chine capable of

turning out eight
sound prints si-

multaneously is a
feature of the
equipment. The
reel will be pub-
lished under the
supervision of
Emanuel Cohen,
head of Paramount's newsreel organi-
zation, who recently visited England
in connection with the proposed new
reel.

Emanuel Cohen

WtrU" Negotiating

$3,000,000 Deal

In Sales Spurt

Continuing the sensational spurt launched
at the start of the current season. Universal
now is completing negotiations with one of
the major circuits for a 10-year franchise
for its product. The deal involves $3,000.1 UK I

annually.

The new deal follows
closing of a practically

100 per cent booking
arrangement for the

800 theatres of the

Warner chain. This in-

volves a reputed $3,-

500,000 for Carl Lam-
mle's organization. Ne-
gotiations now are un-
der way by Phil Keis-

man, general sales man-
ager for bookings over
the Publix circuit.

Earlier this season, a virtual blanket deal

was closed for the RKO chain, involving
an estimated $2,000,000. The Koxy deal

and the booking of "A Lady Surrenders"
into the Paramount. New York, were other
sales achievements.

This contrasts with last year, when a de-
ficit was reported. This season the com-
pany has adopted a new production policy

of "specials only."

Phil Reisman

New Trial for Alexander
Pantages Won on Appeal
Los Angeles— Prejudicial error on the

part of the district attorney and his deputy
anil error of the court in refusing to permit
defense counsel to examine a prosecution
witness, regarding whether a criminal
charge had been brought in Texas against
the witness, won a new trial for Alexander
Pantages, from his conviction and prison
sentence for alleged assault. He has been
at liberty under $100,000 bail.

Omaha Speculates

On Allied Entry
Omaha—Whether Allied States Associa-

tion will attempt invasion of this territory

next Tuesday is a subject of speculation.

The western Iowa and Nebraska exhibitor

unit is to hold its semi-annual meeting
Tuesday and Wednesday and there is a
possibility that the St. Louis invasion will

be duplicated. C. E. Williams is president
of the local zone unit, which is affiliated

with the M. P. T. O. A.

Butterfield Circuit to
Build Indoor Courses

Detroit—The Butterfield Circuit is con-

sidering converting one or two of its closed

houses into miniature golf courses for the

winter, believing that the vogue will con-
tinue into the cold season.

Gregg Coming Over the Pond
London—E. S. Gregg, head of Western

Electric operations in England, is en route

to New York on a combined business-pleas-

ure trip during which he will confer with

John Otterson, ERPI chief, regarding fu-

ture developments of company sound de-

Warners Opening Another
The Warner theatre. West Chester, Pa.,

is nearing completion, and will in all proba-
bility be operated during the last of Octo-
ber or the first of the ensuing month. It

will seat 1,646. Rapp & Rapp are the archi-

tects.

Howard Directs Tibbetts
Hollywood—Feeling a vacation necessary,

King Yidor asked for a three months leave

of absence from M-G-M and as a result

William K. Howard will direct Lawrence
Tibbetts in "The Southerner." Yidor was
slated to direct Tibbetts.

Rogers on Sales Jaunt
Budd Rogers, director of sales for Sono

.Art-World Wide, is on his semi-annual visit

to the company's exchanges, where he will

confer with branch managers and district

supervisors on the sales' plan for the com
pany's new product.

Sherman in N. Y. with First
Harry Sherman, president of Majestic

Pictures, Ltd.. is in New York with the
company's first picture, "Today." Majestic
is distributing through its own franchise
holders with J. D. Trop as general sales

Harris with Columbia
Hollywood—Robert Harris, formerly head

of the M-G-M-scenario department, has
been engaged by Columbia Pictures as as-
sociate producer on a long term contract.

Reichenbach M. C.
Harry Reichenbach is to be toastmaster

at the testimonial dinner Oct. 11 for Harry
Hershfield at the Hotel Commodore, New
York.
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Public Reaction to "Big Trail" Seen

As Governing Future of Western Cycle

An Alternative
Hollywood—Wesley Ruggles, who has

tested nearly every actress in Holly-
wood for the part opposite Richard
Dix in "Cimarron" with no favorable
results, has about resigned himself to

one of two alternatives. He says he
is either going to wait for Mitzi Green
to grow up or will sign Julian Eltinge.
—Los Angeles Herald.

Tess Heraty Is

Feted in Chicago
Chicago—Eighty representatives of Chi-

cago film and theatre units gathered at a

testimonial dinner at the Congress Hotel

here this week in honor of "Tess" Heraty,
secretary of the Exhibitors' Association of

Chicago for the past eight years, and asso-

ciated with motion picture interests here for

several years prior to that. Miss Heraty
becomes the bride of Edward Vincent Brady
of Chicago on Oct. 18.

"Tess," as Miss Heraty is known
throughout the motion picture industry here,

is one of the most widely known and best

informed figures in Chicago film business.

Jack Miller, president of the Exhibitors' As-
sociation, says of her : "Tess preceded my
administration in the Exhibitors' organiza-

tion. When I came in, I fired her, but it

didn't take long to learn that she knew
more about the association than I did, so

I was obliged to take her back again."

Miss Heraty's first position in the film in-

dustry was with the Chicago office of Mo-
tion Picture News.

I.udwig Siegel, Chicago exhibitor, was in

charge of arrangements for the testimonial

dinner in honor of Miss Heratv.

Maxwell Gets Oregon
Division Managership

Portland—Floyd J. Maxwell, who has

been associated with Fox West Coast Thea-
tres during the past four years and recently

as city director for the Fox Broadway and
Fox Hollywood theatres, has been advanced
to Oregon division manager with headquar-
ters in Portland.

Maxwell takes the position formerly held

by E. Port Major, who has been advanced
to the position of assistant buyer and
booker of the Fox theatres. Major is leav-

ing for a tour of the western theatres oper-

ated under Fox direction, after which he
will return to Los Angeles.

Fox $2,000,000 Picture May
Lead Way; Kid Clientele

Chief Objective

Hollywood—Future of westerns may re-

volve around the way the public reacts to

"The Big Trail," which opened at Grau-
man's Chinese Thursday night.

A number of production heads are known
to have evidenced considerable interest in

the Walsh picture, which, according to Fox
studio officials, cost close to $2,000,000.

Practically all of the major studios have
diverted part of their schedules to west-

erns to meet the insistent demand of exhib-

itors and sales managers for talkers that

will appeal and perhaps revive interest of

children in pictures.

Just what trend "The Big Trail" may
bring about depends on box-office figures.

Some Hollywood dopesters incline to the

belief that if the picture lands with a bang,

it will close the door to others made along'

same lines and of equal magnitude. Others
predict that "The Big Trail," if it does what
the entire Fox lot believes it will do at the

nation's theatres, will bring on big outdoor

pictures built along road show lines from
every major studio on the coast.

Westerns have been coming into popular

favor ever since Fox clicked with "The
Lone Star Ranger." That picture started

a vogue of outdoor films, producers making
the then startling discovery that sound pho-
tographed out of doors was superior to

sound filmed in the studio. The demand of

the public for action was met by westerns,

with every major company scheduling a

number of them on their 1930-31 line-ups.

The kid angle is another feature in the re-

turn of westerns to popular favor.

If "The Big Trail" justifies its lavish ex-

penditure, westerns will have passed their

biggest test and this type of program will

continue in the ascendancy during the new
season.

Fox Seeks Radio Station
For Location Communiques

Washington—Saul Rogers of Fox has

made application for a short wave length

station at Hollywood, which would enable

studio officials to communicate by radio

with units on remote locations.

Rupp Succeeds Desormeaux
Madison, Wis.—J. H. Rupp has been

named manager of the Eastwood theatre

here, succeeding A. P. Desormeaux, re-

signed. He has been assistant manager of

the house since April, before which he was
manager of the Strand at Mt. Horeb. The
Eastwood is operated by the Atwood The-
atre Corp. and has been playing a combined
stock company and picture policy at popu-
lar prices for the past number of weeks
with considerable success. Rupp stated that

this policy would continue.

Still Flying
Hollywood—Vic Shapiro, who for-

merly drove a Ford and thereby gave
blase Hollywood a thrill such as it

never enjoyed before, has graduated
into the Buick class.

He still takes some corners on two
wheels, shaves buildings in transit,
and chews cigars.

Shhhh!
Paramount-Publix theatre executives

in New York are carefully guarding
the secrecy of plans for a sensational,
and what is understood will be un-
usual, campaign to usher in Nancy
Carroll's "Laughter" into the Times
Square Rivoli upon expiration of the
current "Whoopee" run.

M-G-M to Make
Talkers Abroad?
M-G-M will change its policy and make

foreign-language pictures abroad, it is in-

dicated by trip to Europe of Albert Lewin,
associate producer, who will inquire into

advisability of building a studio, probably in

Paris. Heretofore the company has ex-

pressed the belief that foreign-language

talkers could be made more expediently on
the Coast. Paramount now has a studio at

Joinville, near Paris, and Fox is complet-

ing plans for European production.

Franco-German Accord
Shelved on U. S. Squawk

Paris—Protest of American distributors

against the Franco-German accord, which
is partial to imported German talkers, has

caused shelving of the plan. Hearings will

begin soon to hear the Americans' side of

the case. Meanwhile, the Franco-American
accord has been extended until Oct., 1931.

Stebbins to Coast on
Group Insurance Deal

Arthur W. Stebbins is leaving Friday for

California. Others entraining are Joseph
Schenck. Al Tolson and Joseph P. Kennedy.
Stebbins' objective is the closing of addi-

tional group insurance contracts similar to

those recently placed with the Loew enter-

prises for $50,000,000, covering employes of

that concern. Stebbins, Letterman & Gates

were the acting agents in the matter.

"Her Man" Opening Runs
In 25 RKO Key Houses

With its premiere set for Friday at the

Globe. New York, Pathe's "Her Man" is

starting off immediate engagements in RKO
houses in 25 kev cities of the country.

Gets Shorts for Antipodes
Fox has acquired distribution in Aus-

tralia and New Zealand of the series of 24
Traveltalk subjects made by FitzPatrick

Pictures, New York.

Buys "Farewell to Arms"
Paramount is to film Ernest Hemingway's

'A Farewell to Arms."
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Censors in Ohio

Yield to Clamor;

O.K. "Big House

Cincinnati—The millennium for Ohio has

finally arrived. Weeping, wailing and
gnashing of teeth, which heretofore existed

throughout Ohio in general and the indus-

try in particular, have given way to re-

joicing unrestrained. The Ohio Board of

Censors at Columbus, which, less than two
weeks ago, handed down what appeared to

be a final decision that "The Big House"
would not be passed for showing in Ohio,

has undergone a change of heart, and the

picture was released over the official sig-

nature of John L. Clifton, chief of the board,

due, as Clifton expresses himself, to the

extreme pressure which has been brought

to bear from various sources, particularly

the press.

The decision, however, is tempered with

doubt as to the actual merits of the film,

he said, and the board has definitely indi-

cated that it acted under protest and con-

trary to its better judgment, but was influ-

enced by insistent demand and the action of

other states.

In lifting the ban, Clifton let it be known
that the reversal of opinion was purely the

result of what appeared to be a state-wide

demand for the picture, although the board
still entertained doubt in the matter.

Visions of packed houses at increased

prices, due to advertising which the picture

has_ received on account of the board's re-

fusal to pass it, now fills the minds of Ohio
exhibitors, who base their prediction on
precedent, and who now hope to retrieve

some of the losses which they have sus-

tained during the ban.

Was Political Issue

The barring of the picture and its sub-

sequent release brings back to memory "The
Birth of a Nation," which was prohibited

in Ohio several years ago by the late Gov-
ernor Frank B. Willis, who subsequently

released it with the result that capacity busi-

ness at advanced prices continued to be the

rule for many months. In that case, how-
ever, the action of the State authorities was
not the basis of a serious political issue, as

it has been in this instance.

In announcing the decision of the board,

Director Clifton issued the following state-

ment :

" 'The Big House' was presented to the

Ohio Board of Censors some months ago
for censoring. The picture was held up at

that time on account of a doubt in the minds
of the board members as to the merits of

the picture.

"Although that still exists to some ex-

tent, the board has come to the conclusion
that, on account of what seems to be a state-

wide demand for this picture which has
arisen, it should take into consideration the
will of the people and release the picture

for showing in Ohio. This is in keeping
with the action in other -late-.

"Therefore, the Board of Censors has
reconsidered its action and has today ap-
proved 'The Big House.'

"

The announcement of the lifting of the
ban was greeted by prolonged cheering

Paramount Profits

While some companies are squawk-
ing about hard times, Paramount
rental grosses are running ahead of
last year, the company says. For the
quarter ended Sept. 27 rentals in the
United States and Canada were three
per cent ahead of last year.

Fox 39-Week Earnings
Show Large Increase

Gross revenue of Fox Film for the 39
weeks ended Sept. 27 reached $34,496,124.
compared with $28,553,607 for the corre-
sponding period of 1929, according to a
statement of tentative earnings submitted to

stockholders this week by President Har-
ley L. Clarke. The net before interest and
Federal taxes is $12,295,160, compared with
$9,149,104 for last year.

After deductions for income tax reserve

and interest charges, balance for common
stock dividends was $10,104,194, against

$8,337,196, an increase of $1,766,998. or 21

per cent. The amortization of inventory of

films, including participations, increased

$3,710,360. If the same rate of amortization

of film cost as used in 1929 had been main-
tained, the net earnings would have been

$2,890,692 greater.

Technicolor Net Profit

$942,590 for 8 Months
Technicolor, Inc.. and subsidiaries for the

eight months ended August 31. report net

profit of $942,590 after operations, amortiza-

tion and Federal and state taxes. Gross
profit before amortization, etc.. was $1,849.-

019. Current assets totaled $1,397,396, of

which cash comprised $289,387 and accounts
receivable $570,880. Current liabilities ag-
gregated $589,364, accounts payable total-

ing $320,861 and surplus $l,S9l',217. Total
resources of the company are $7,790,071.

Net of $3,186267 Shown
By M-G-M for 12 Weeks

Net profit of $3,186,267, before taxes, is

shown in the M-G-M income account for the

12 weeks ended June 6. The gross was
$4,753,433 for the period.

Paramount Bonds Listed
Paramount's issue of $15,000,000 in 5%

per cent bonds has been admitted to listing

on the New York Stock Exchange. The
purpose of the issue was to finance the

Comerford purchase and to reimburse the

company for previous expansion.

Marks Passes Dividend
Chicago—Directors of Marks Bros. The-

atres voted to pass the annual dividend of

$2 on the preferred stock of the company
due at this time.

when made known at the Democratic rally

at Marietta. Orators did not hesitate to

announce promptly that they expected to

comment plenty on the attempted suppres-

sion of the picture and its subsequent re-

lease under pressure.

One Combination

House Only Left

In East Canada
Toronto—After 16 years of operation as

a combination film and vaudeville house,
Loew's Friday will drop vaudeville perma-
nently and will play first runs of M-G-M
and United Artists' productions with
M-G-M shorts. Manager Jules Bernstein,

who has had charge of the house since its

start, announced that programs would start

Fridays instead of on Mondays and that

the admission scale of 25-75c would remain
as before, despite the dropping of the five

vaudeville acts.

There is now only one vaudeville house
in eastern Canada, this being Shea's Hippo-
drome, Toronto, playing RKO Varieties.

Manager Jackson dropped vaudeville from
Loew's Theatre, London, Ontario, early in

September, while vaudeville was discon-

tinued at Loew's, Montreal, when the or-

chestra went on strike in sympathy with
the musicians formerly at the Montreal
Capitol.

Rubin's Projection Ideas
To Be Introduced Abroad
Harry Rubin, director of projection for

Publix, sails Friday for Europe for a trip

of two or three months. He recently com-
pleted a survey of projection and the use of

effects at company theatres. Rubin has de-
vised a number of projection effects, which
are being made standard in company
theatres, and will extend this work to

European houses operated by Publix. He
was guest of his staff and friends at a get-
together Tuesday.

New Sennett Series to

Introduce Color Process
Sennett Color is to be introduced in "The

Bluffer," first of the series of Mack Sennett
Brevities, new one-reel subjects to be re-

leased by Educational. Shots taken by Sen-
nett's new submarine comedy also will fea-

ture this subject.

RKO's Mayfair in N. Y.
To Be Opened Nov. 1

Nov. 1 is to be opening date of the May-
fair, 47th St. and Broadway, which is being
built by RKO on the site of the former
Columbia, burlesque house. Thomas W
Lamb is the architect.

"Third Alarm" Lead Injured
Hollywood—As the result of an explosion

of a smoke pot, while making Tiffany's "The
Third Alarm." Anita Louise, leading lady,

and Georgie Billings, featured player, were
slightly burned. The accident occurred
while shooting the final scenes of the pro-

duction.

Chimp Series Booked
Tiffany's series of talking chimp comedies

has been booked for the entire New York
Loew circuit, as well as the Loew Houses
at Cleveland, Washington and other points.
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Aleograph Court Battle Against ERPI
Starts Nov. 3; $20,000,000 Involved

Chains
Licked
On Tax

Raleigh, N. C—The U. S. Supreme Court will be asked
to rule on the constitutionality of the state chain store tax,

legality of which has just been upheld in a ruling handed
down by North Carolina Supreme Court.
The fight to higher courts will be brought by the A. & P.

grocery chain, which sought to establish unconstitutionality
of the $50 a year tax on all stores under the same manage-
ment. Theatre chains are included in the tax law.

Demand Federal

Film Supervision

AtW.C.T.U.Meet

Delavan, Wis.—A petition was signed

here by members of the W.C.T.U. in ses-

sion at its fifty-seventh annual state con-

vention, addressed to the House of Repre-

sentatives and the United States Senate, re-

questing the enactment of a law for Fed-

eral supervision of motion pictures so as to

establbli higher moral standards of pro-

duction.

It was stated in the petition that efforts

to improve the morals of pictures through

co-operation with the motion picture indus-

try have failed, and the petition charges the

producer with being mostly responsible for

all "unwholesome and immorality in films."

It calls attention to the fact that the hands

of local exhibitors are tied because pictures

are sold to them in "blocks," thus making
personal selection almost impossible.

The petition further sets forth the stipula-

tion that the Federal motion picture com-
mission be safeguarded as far as possible

from the danger of corruption through

pressure from the industry and political

Industry to Aid in

Jewish Charity Drive
Fifty-three members of the theatrical and

picture industry have enlisted in the volun-

teer army of the Federation for the Support
of Jewish Philanthropic Societies and will

visit about 530 persons in the name of the

91 charities affiliated with the Federation
when its 1930 campaign formally opens on
October 19, it was announced by Eugene

J. Zukor, Maurice Goodman, Al Lichtman
and David Bernstein, division heads of the

theatrical and picture industry of the Busi-
ness Men's Council of Federation. The ob-
jective of this year's campaign is the erasure
of a $2,221,000 deficit remaining on a budget
of $5,499,000.

Rogers Going Abroad
Buddy Rogers sails from New York Oct.

10 for a trip abroad. He now is making a
series of personal appearances.

Gov't in Canada

Is Readying for

Industry Probe

Ottawa—A. C. Heighington, K. C. of

Toronto, will be counsel for the government
in the investigation of the picture industry

m Canada, under the Combines Act. No
date has as yet been set for the hearings.

Peter White, K. C. of Toronto, will be com-
missioner in charge of the hearings.

The government plans to investigate sale

of the Famous Players Canadian chain to

Paramount, as well as complaints of in-

dependents that a monopoly exists in the

Dominion.

Selected List Out for
Annual Book Week Shows
Twelfth Annual Book Week is to be cele-

brated Nov. 16 to 22. The week, sponsored

by the National Association of Book Pub-
lishers, has become a permanent institu-

tion, securing each year the attention and
support of interested groups in all parts of

the country. Book films are shown by ex-

hibitors during this week from a selected

list supplied by the National Board of Re-
view.

Michigan Exhibitors to

Open Meetings Monday
Grand Rapids, Mich.—With percentage

bookings and the proposed new contract to

be major topics of discussion, Michigan
exhibitors will get under way here Mon-
day. A number of leaders of Allied States

Association are slated to attend.

Offers New Service
Kendell & Dasseville, New York, now is

offering an engineering service to exhibi-

tors, embodied in the Kendell method of

acoustical correction. It is confined to three

factors, focalization, vocalization and syn-
chronization.

Fox Releases Werker
Hollywood—Alfred Werker, who has

been directing westerns for Fox, has been
released. Further plans have not been an-
nounced by Werker as yet.

San Antonio Company Charges

Infringements of Disc

Patent Rights

Legal seconds of Electrical Research
Products and the Aleograph Company
launched this week an extensive "training"

campaign preparatory to a stiff battle over

disc method of making and exhibiting talk-

ers. The fight is all set for Nov. 3 at San
Antonio, when ERPI will defend its disc

title in a Federal Court suit which began
in Texas some time ago. Western Electric

filed an answer denying infringements of

Aleograph patents, and the case was order-

ed to trial.

Further complicating the sound patents

tangle, Aleograph seeks an injunction

against further alleged infringements and
asks for an accounting of profits derived

by ERPI.
If the Aleograph Co. wins its suit, Mo-

tion Picture News learns, legal action

will be brought in Canada, Germany, Aus-
tralia and other countries where sound
manufacturers use disc.

Martin J. Arnold, San Antonio attorney,

assisted by Frank Steinle, heads the Aleo-
graph legal battalion, while ERPI is repre-

sented by Brooks, Templeton & Matthews,
San Antonio. The name of a prominent
New York firm is linked with Aleograph,
jumping into the case near the trial date.

In 1920, Allen Stowers, now living in

New York, and Leo De Hymel invented
the disc film which the Aleograph company
claims is being infringed. A patent on this

are interested in this company,
film was secured in 1924. Later on Stowers
and De Hymel assigned their patents to

Aleograph, receiving a certain amount of

stock in return. Nearly 400 San Antonians

The Aleograph Company takes its name
from the first names of the two inventors,
Allen Stowers and Leo De Hymel. When
they first tried out their idea, they used the
crowing of a rooster as their subject. This
achievement was the result of years of in-

ventive effort on the part of the two San
Antonio men.

Other officials of Aleograph are: John
L. Pridgen, president; F. L. Toepperwein,
second vice-president

; James Knapp, treas-
urer, and the following directors: Nathan
K. Tracey, Dr. W. D. Hicks and Dr. C. J.
Boes.

De Hymel long ago disposed of his share
in the company, but Stowers retains some
of his stock.

It has been learned that the Aleograph
Company hopes to recover approximately
$20,000,000 from ERPI and about 40 other
concerns alleged to be infringing on the
patent.

Seek Bobby Jones
Warners and Paramount are reported to

be dickering for picture services of Bobby
Jones, golf star.
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"Tentative" Protection Plan in Force

In Illinois, Despite Plenty of Squawks
Independents' Veto Goes Into

Waste Basket; Publix
Dominates Meetings

(Continued from page 27)

by the independents, in as much as the re-

zoning ambitions of the Hays' organization,

not only here but throughout the country,

were impelled by the necessity tor equaliz-

ing the position of the independent. The
Chicago Film Board, as was to be expected,

approved the plan at a meeting held early

this week. However, officials of the Hays
unit refused to commit themselves on what

probable action would be taken before the

plan becomes effective. Opinion, however,

indicated that no attempt would be made
to railroad the plan over the veto of the

independents. Compromise, partial or com-

plete, on the points of independent objec-

tion will follow, it appears.

In the meantime, Paramount, M-G-M and

Warner exchanges are already selling on the

basis of the new plan. Their contracts,

however, include a clause which states that

later revisions of the release and protection

schedules under which the contract was

drawn will prevail over those incorporated

in the contract. The same clause has been

included in the contracts of all Hays' mem-
ber exchanges here since selling was re-

sumed after the first attempts at re-zoning.

Those who gave "tentative approval" to

the plan by affixing their initials to the

copy supplied them were: Max Balaban,

Janies Coston, Emil Stern, Lou Reinheimer,

Flovd Brockell, Bill Saul. Clyde Eckhardt,

Norman Moray, Felix Mendelssohn, Roy
Alexander and J. O. Kent.

Hit Pettijohn Stand

Among this group were several who later

criticised the manner in which their sig-

natures were obtained and the subsequent

conduct of C. C. Pettijohn on his return

to New York. The disgruntled ones, after

reading trade paper accounts giving Petti-

john as their authority for stating that the

plan had been definitely approved and set-

tled, recalled that when their initials on the

plan had been requested it was definitely

stated that their signature was to indicate

only "tentative approval" of the plan and

was to be regarded in no way as a definite

commitment. As has been stated, all rep-

resentatives signed in this manner with the

exception of Saperstein and Alger. Imme-
diately the initials were on paper, Pettijohn

gathered up the copies and departed with

them for New York, while the meeting

here continued. Then emanated from New
York trade paper accounts of the "agree-

ment" and "approval" of the plan.

As in the plan itself, so at the meeting.

Publix was the dominant factor. Headed by

Attorney Austin Keough, the Publix entry

included Leo Spitz. Alex Halperin, Bill

Saul, Max Balaban, Floyd Brockell, J. O.

Kent (Paramount) and Emil Stern (Essa-

ness). The Hays organization, too, was
well represented. In addition to C. C. Pet-

Seek 25% Cut
Pittsburgh—Saving of 25 per cent, on

insurance will be effected by the west-
ern Pennsylvania and West Virginia
exhibitor unit if a deal now under way
is closed. The proposal is to be out-
lined in detail at the annual conven-
tion here Oct. 20 and 21.

The convention also is to take up the
matter of zoning, percentage bookings
and the proposed new form of contract,
according to Fred. J. Herrington, sec-
retary-.

tijohn and Gabriel Hess, there was a bevy
of Film Board secretaries from all over the

country in attendance. Though the two
ruling delegations were in accord on most
matters, there were frequent occasions when
the formidable Publix legal talent hurriedly

and somewhat nervously shushed the Hays
attorneys when they were about to speak

their minds.
The essence of the plan is the principles

which have dictated release and protection

in the city and state for many years. Ad-
justments, naturally, have been made in

cancerous situations downstate and wher-
ever deemed advisable within the metropoli-

tan area. These are o£ local significance

only. So-called Publix "concessions" in-

clude the admittance of the RKO Loop the-

atres—Woods, State-Lake and Palace—to

a hypothetical parity with the Balaban &
Katz Loop houses ; and the same elevation

of Warners' Capitol and Avalon theatres

to equality with the B. & K. southside neigh-

borhood "pre-release 'A' theatres." Simi-

lar adjustments are made in the "pre-re-

lease 'B' " classifications. These revisions,

however, are without importance, meaning
only that in the event B. & K. theatres do

not want a picture the others may have it

at the time it would have played the B. &
K. houses.

Two Weeks' Protection in Loop

Release schedules remain the same, with

two weeks' protectian for the Loop, three

weeks for the pre-release "A" theatres, two
for the pre-release "B," one for pre-release

"C." and general release in the ninth week.

Downstate schedules in all key centers like-

wise remain the same. Thus, B. & K. in the

metropolitan area and Publix in the state

retain their now historic autocracy.

Innovations in the plan include the regu-

lation of double-featuring, restrictions on
give-aways and the creation of a continu-

ing zoning committee. Double-featuring has

been permissible here in the first week of

general release. It is now forbidden until

the eighth week of general release. Give-

aways, which include any means of procur-

ing bargain admissions, will henceforth

bring about an adjustment in the classifi-

cation of the theatre sponsoring them.

The principles which have governed re-

lease and protection in the metropolitan area

and the state have never existed in writing.

This plan, when and if finally adopted, will

constitute the first legal document of its

kind in existence here.

Plan Submitted May Stand as

New System of Protection
and Release in State

The complete text of the new plan of

picture releasing, and theatre protection as

adopted for the Chicago territory and down-
state Illinois by a committee of Chicago ex-

change managers appears below:

CHICAGO—ORIENTAL, ROOSEVELT, McVICKERS.
UNITED ARTISTS, WOODS, STATE-

LAKE AND PALACE

NO theatre in the State of Illinois, north of Spring-
field, excepting Waukegan, nor in the State of In-
diana in the Counties of Starke, Pulaski, Porter, Jas-
per. Lake, La Porte and Newton, are to play prior
to or during the engagement in these theatres. No
theatres in Lake, Du Page or Cook County, Illinois,

i in I^ake County, Indiana, to play until fourth week
after last day of exhibition in these theatres, except
Uptown, Riviera, Granada, Marbro, Paradise, Tivo.i,

Tower, Capitol and Avalon. which may play in the
third week after last day of exhibition in the Loop.
Also, second run in the Loop may play in the same
week with these pre-release "A" theatres if the sec-
ond run in the Loop charges the same admission price
as these pre-release "A" theatres, or week and week
with the Harding Theatre.

BASIS FOR RELEASING PICTURES

THE BASIS FOR RELEASING PICTURES IN
THE CITY OF CHICAGO will be in accordance with
tht two following schedules, which refer particularly

to the NORTH SIDE and the SOUTH SIDE, on the
principle that, with the exception of certain possible
variations, all pictures become available for first run
of General Release theatres in the ninth week on the
NORTH AND SOUTH SIDES after the close of the
particular engagement of the respective pictures in

the Chicago Loop theatres, and one week later on the
WEST SIDE.

NORTH SIDE PROTECTION

Fust and second week—LOOP PROTECTION.
Third week—UPTOWN, RIVTERA, GRANADA,

in third week—16 days.
Fourth week—UPTOWN, RIVIERA, GRANADA,

in fourth week—9 davs.
Filth week—UPTOWN, RIVIERA, GRANADA, in

fifth week—9 days.
Sixth and seventh week—"B"—SHERIDAN, CEN-

TURY. NORSHORE and PANTHEON-Sunday open-
ing.
Eighth week—"C."
Ninth week-GENERAL RELEASE.

SOUTH SIDE PROTECTION

First and second weeks—LOOP PROTECTION.
Third week—Pictures playing TIYOLI or CAPITOL

alone in third or fourth week—12 days' protection on
"B."
Fourth and fifth weeks—Pictures playing TIVOLI

or CAPITOL alone in fifth week—9 days' protection
on "B."
Pictures playing TOWER and CAPITOL alone in

fifth week—9 davs' protection on "B."
Pictures playing TOWER and CAPITOL day and

date or AVALON in third, fourth or fifth weeks—

7

days' protection on "B."
Any picture playing CAPITOL repeat on TIYOI.l

may play immediately following termination of run.
Sixth week— "B."
Seventh week -MARYLAND. Any picture playing

STRATFORD, MARYLAND, may play immediately
thereafter.
Eighth week—"C."
Ninth week rGENERAL RELEASE.
The foregoing schedule is based upon the STRAT-

FORD mailing no more than two changes in program
per week.
Eighth week of GENERAL RELEASE—All theatres

showing double features.
In determining any classification or run of any

theatre by the price charged for admission thereto,
the admission price charged adults for a majority of
the seats of such theatre at evening performances
upon week days shall be deemed to be the price
charged for admission to such theatres. The sale of

coupon or thrift books containing tickets of admis-
sion to any theatre shall not be deemed to affect the
price charged adults for admission thereto at evening
performances on week days provided not more than
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a reduction ol the face value ! t&

such coupons or thrift tickets is kivch.

attempts to evade the classification of any thea-
^••U upon the price charged for admission

thereto by any plan or device whatsoever permitting
the admission oi persons at less than the established

ol admission, shall, upon proof- thereof made
Before the Continuing Zoning Committee, authorize
such on e-classify such theatre under this

uniform zoning plan based upon the actual value of

such admission thereto.
i .11 purposes of this uniform zoning plan the

initial exhibition of a motion picture in a city or
-Hall be deemed a first run thereof regardless
character or. location of the theatre, or the

price charged for admission thereto. "A road show-
ing" of any motion picture shall not be deemed a

Rrsl run thereof, and any exhibition of a motion pic-

ture Eor more than one show week shall be deemed
an extended run.

It any of the provisions of this Zoning Plan con-
cerning admission prices, the order of availability of

notice of availability thereof, are in con-

tradiction of or modify any o( the provisions of any
of the numbered articles of any Standard License
Agreement hereafter adopted and genera '.ly used in

the industry, the provisions of said numbered articles

of such Standard License Agreement shall be controll-

ing and all such provisions of this Zoning Plan
deemed of no effect.

IT IS AGREED that all situations known as KEY
CITIES in the Chicago territory other than men-
tioned elsewhere herein, shall play their pictures with-

in forty-two days after availability or forfeit the

protection on subsequent runs accorded them in this

schedule.

IT IS \LSO AGREED that the cities of SPRING-
FIELD and SOUTH BEND are not to be governed
by the foregoing arrangement, but may play their

pictures on or immediately after national release date

without regard to the Chicago first-run showing. It

is understood, however, that if the cities of Spring-

fiel 1 and South Bend do not play their pictures within
forty two days after the close of the Chicago first-

run showing, they forfeit the protection accorded
them in this schedule.

A CONTINUING ZONING COMMITTEE to hear

existing and future complaints with reference to any
individual situation is hereby constituted as follows:

Circuit affiliated theatres: Messrs. Max Balaban
and James Cbston.
Circuit unaffiliated theatres: Messrs. Floyd Broc-

kell and E. E. Alger.
Unaffiliated exhibitors: Messrs. Jack Miller and

Aaron Superstein.
Distributors: Messrs. Clyde Eckhardt and Norman

Moray.
Miss Edna Pfister designated as secretary of the

committee.

The Continuing Zoning Committee shall_ be at all

times representative of distributors, unaffiliated ex-

hibitors and affiliated exhibitors and is authorized to

recommend the classification of theatres such as that

contained in this Uniform Zoning Plan and such other
reasonable classification as may hereafter from time
to time be used in the motion picture industry; and
to recommend the zoning of theatres and the clear-

ance and protection of motion pictures as between
theatres, including clearances and protection accord-

ing to runs and ) or prices of admission. The Con-
tinuing Zoning Committee also is authorized to recom-
mend the classification of and protection and clear-

ance for any theatre not herein provided for.

The Continuing Zoning Committee shall be con-
vened upon the call of the chairman or a majority
of the members thereof.

The Continuing Zoning Committee shall hear the

complaint of any exhibitor or distributor concerning
any of the provisions of this Uniform Zoning Plan
and to recommend in each such case a fair disposi-

tion thereof. Any such complaint shall be in writing
and delivered to the chairman or secretary of the
Continuing Zoning Committee, who shall notify the
complainant and all others concerned or interested,

of the time and place fixed for a hearing thereon.

The authority of the Continuing Zoning Committee
shall be limited by the provisions hereof.

No change or modification of this Zoning Plan after

its adoption shall be recommended by any Continu-
ing Zoning Committee which increases or reduces
the length and / or area of protection herein specified

for any one or more of a group or classification of
theatres unless such increase or reduction shall be
made to apply to all theatres of such group or classi-

fication.

PROTECTION
Illinois

No. of

Exhibitor's Location Extended Protection Days
AURORA Naperville 14

Sixty days' protection Batavia 14

on subsequent runs. Piano 14

Yorkville 14

Sandwich 14
West Chicago 14

Hincklev 14

Etburn ' 14

Geneva 14

BLOOMINGTON Clinton 14

Hey worth 14

Thirty days' protection Le Roy 14

on subsequent runs. Sa vbrook 14

Colfax 14

Irving Theatre—Sixty Lexington 14
davs' protection on Fl Paso 14
subsequent runs. Farmer City 14

Chenoa 14

Gridley 14

BLUE ISLAND Dolton 14
Sixty days' protection
on subsequent runs.

CHAMPAIGN Urbana 60
Sixty days" protection
on subsequent runs.

CHICAGO HEIGHTS Stegei 14

Sixty days' protection Homewood 14

on subsequent runs.

DANVILLE Catlin 14

Thirty days' protection Westville 14

on subsequent runs. Fairmount 14

Side i 14

Ridge Farm 14

Fischer Theatre—Sixty Georgetown 14

days' protection on Kossville 14

subsequent runs. Chrisman 14

Homer 14

Hoopeston 14

St. Joseph 14

Rankin 14

Newport, Ind 14

Covington, Ind 14

DECATUR Maroa 14

Thirty days* protection Monticello 14

on subsequent runs. Bement 14

Cerro Gordo 14

Lincoln Square Theatre Illiopolis 14

—Sixty days' protec- Warrensburg 14

tion on subsequent Blue Mound 14

runs. Macon 14

I.jovington 14

Su'.livan *

Moweaqua 14

Taylorville *

Pana *

ELGIN Barrington 14

Sixty days' protection Crystal Lake 14

on subsequent runs. Palatine 14

Arlington Heights....... 14

Hampshire 14

Dundee 14

Huntley 14

Algonquin 14

Fox River Grove 14

Genoa 14

FREEPORT Stockton 14

Pecatonica 14

Sixty days' protection Forreston 14

on subsequent runs. Elizabeth 14

Hanover 14

GALESBURG Monmouth 14

Sixty days' protection Abingdon 14

on subsequent runs. Knoxville 30
Oneida 14

Alexis 14

HARVEY Dolton 14

Sixty days' protection
on subsequent runs.

JOLIET Lemont 14

Thirty days' protection Lockport 14

on subsequent runs. Morris 14

Rockdale 14

Rialto Theatre — Sixty Plainfield 14

days' protection on Wilmington 14

subsequent runs. Manhattan 30
Coal City 14

Braidwood 14

Argo 14

KANKAKEE Peotone 14

Thirty days' protection Momence 14

on subsequent runs. Bradley 14

Manteno 14

Majestic Theatre—Sixty St. Anne 14

days' protection on Chebanse 14
subsequent runs. Clifton 14

Oilman 14

Bourbonnais 14

Watseka *

KEWANEE Buda «. 14

Sixty days' protection Tulon 14

on subsequent runs. Galva 14

Woodhull 14

Cambridge 14

Sheffield 14

Nenonset 14

Atkinson 14

Genesee 14

Wyoming 14
Annawan 14

LA SALLE Peru 30
Sixty days' protection (Peru shall play 30 days
on subsequent runs. after Majestic and 14

days after La Salle.)

Majestic Theatre—Sixty Oglesby 14

days' protection on Spring Valley 14

subsequent runs.
La Salle Theatre—;Thir- Ladd 14

ty days' protection on DePue 14

subsequent runs. Henry 14

Bureau 14

Mendota *

Wayanet 14

Tiskilwa 14

Seatonville 14

Hennenin 14

Granville 14

Standard 14

Lamoille 14

Princeton *

PEORIA Lacon 14
Thirty days' protection Chi.licothe 14

on subsequent runs. East Peoria 30
Washburn 14

Madison Theatre—Sixty Metamore 14
days' protection on Washington 14
subsequent runs. Eureka 14

Morton 14

Pekin 14

Tremont 14

Manito 14
Farmington 14
Fairview 14
Elmwood 14

Brimfteld 14

Princeville 14

Canton 14

"Immediately after.

ROCKFORD Belvidere 7
Thirty days' protection Marengo 14
on subsequent runs, Kirkland 14

Rochelle 14
Coronado Theatre—Six- Woodstock 7
ty days' protection on Harvard 7
subsequent runs. Capron 14

Byron 14

Mt. Morris 14
Forreston 14

Pecatonica 14
Rockton 14
Durand 14
Winnebago 14
Oregon 14

SPRINGFIELD Petersburg •
Thirty days' protection Athens *
on subsequent runs. Pawnee 14

Riverton 14
Waver ly 14
Dawson 14
Buffalo 14
Edinburg 14

Chatam 14
Lincoln *

Taulla *

SPRING VALLEY Bureau 14
Thirty days' protection Ladd 14
on subsequent runs. Cherry 14

Standard 14

STERLING Rock Falls 30
Sixty days' protection Morriston 14
on subsequent runs. Prophetstown 14

Tampico 14

Milledgeville 14
Fulton 14
Walnut 14
Polo 14

STREATOR Kangley 14
Sixty days' protection Wenona 14
on subsequent runs. Rutland 14

To'ucca 14
Odell 14
Dwight 7

Long Point 14
Minonk 14
Lostant 14
Pontiac 7

WAUKEGAN North Chicago 14
Sixty days' protection Libertyville 14
on subsequent runs. Great Lakes 14

Gray's Lake 14
Antioch 14
Lake Bluff 14

'Immediately after.

Indiana
GARY Valparaiso 7
Thirty days' protection. Crown Point 14

First run. Hobart 14
Bebron 14

HAMMOND Indiana Harbor.Day & date
Sixty days over all (If the Indiana Theatre

houses. charges the same eve-
ning adult admission
price as first run the-
atres in Hammond it

shall play day and
date with Hammond.
If the Indiana Thea-
tre charges a lesser
admission than Ham-
mond it shall play
one week later than
Hammond.

East Chicago 7
Lowell 14
Whiting 7

MICHIGAN CITY Chesterton 14
Tivoli Theatre — Sixty New Buffalo 14
days' protection on Porter 14
subsequent runs.

Starland Theatre—Thir-
ty days' protection on
subsequent runs.

SOUTH BEND Walkerton 14
Thirty days' protection Mishawaka 30
on subsequent runs. Elkhart 14

Goshen 14
Plymouth 14
New Carlisle 14
Niles. Mich 14

Nappanee 14

"Immediately after.
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Paramount Opens
Philly Outlet to

Standup Trade

Philadelphia—Keith's theatre opened Fri-

day as the flagship of the Paramount inva-

sion of Philadelphia and scored standup

business for its first two days. The first

picture development east of Broad Street

in six years, its early success indicates that

considerable business still exists in this sec-

tion in spite of the westward trend, started

by the Stanley theatre some ten years ago.

Anticipating the completion of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad station, at the present

West Philadelphia station at 32nd Street,

just 18 blocks west of Broad, and the erec-

tion of a new Federal and Post Office Build-

ing in the same neighborhood, various en-

terprises, headed by the theatrical inter-

ests, have started to expand westwardlv.

The Stanley at 19th and Market streets, the

Boyd and the Aldine, at 19th and Chestnut

streets, the Mastbaum, at 20th and Market,

and the Erlanger (now back to the legit

field after a season as RKO headquarters),

have established a Rialto many blocks west-

ward of the shopping district. None of these

theatres ha- opportunity to cater to much
"drop-in" trade, but by their concentration

within a few blocks, they have proved to be

a magnet for movie business.

Considerable interest is now aroused as

to whether or not Keith's will recall this

business back to the former center of the-

atrical activity. Located on Chestnut St.,

between 12th and 13th streets, Keith's

shares with the Earle the position of be-

ing the only first-run movie house east

of Broad street. In view of the fact that

every department store. Wanamaker's.
Snellenburg's, Lit's, Strawbridge &
Clothier's and Gimbel's, are east of Broad
street, and each is within two blocks of the

theatre, good matinee business, at least,

seems almost an assured thing. The esti-

mated taking of the theatre for the first

two days, with a scale from 35c to 75c, is

$7,000.' The opening film is "Animal
Crackers," with a program of Paramount
news and shorts on the bill.

The Moon Amusement Co., an A. R.

Boyd enterprise, which has taken the lease

for Paramount, but not materially altered

the theatre. It was necessary, of course,

to wire the house, with the Western Elec-

tric system being used. The lobby was
repainted and the front of the house sand-

blasted. The interior had been refurnished

by the Shuberts two years before and was
in excellent condition so far as carpets

and seats were concerned. A new screen

was put in and the stage and various parts

of the house were draped to aid the acous-

tics, which, for the purpose of vaudeville

and stage shows, were always excellent.

When Keith's was first built, shortly after

the turn of the century, it enjoyed the dis-

tinction of being the first "million dollar

theatre" in the city. It enjoyed a prosperous

career as the headquarters for Keith's two-
a-day vaudeville up to about four years

ago, when vaudeville in Philadelphia went
into decline, with the competition of the

talkers and the presentation bills in the

first-run movie houses. The Shuberts ac-

quired the theatre and for two seasons tried

it as a legitimate theatre with indifferent

success.

Stop Us If

We're Wrong

"Blue" Statutes

In Philadelphia

Under Hot Fire
^VJEXT Thursday beiny World Series
-"^ day and Yom Kippur, there will be

no meeting," bulletined Ed Finney, secre-

tary of the AMPA. . . . Herr Finney is

a baseball fan. . . . Ned Stevenson, who
conducts the affairs of Visuagraphic Pic-

tures over on New York's snooty Pawk
Avenoo, has made the ritzy influence felt

even in his office boys. One walked into the

News office this week minus coat and sans

collar and tie—BUT sporting white cotton

gloves.
* * *

Didja hear about the exhibitor zcho tried

to promote a tie-up with a Turkish bath for

"Call of the Flesh'" . . . Tom Geraghty
says his ambition in life is to be a caddy on

a Simple Simon golf course—carrying the

pencil. . . . Sam Warsliawsky remarks

that there are no he-men in publicity work
anymore. . . . What! From a Titan!

* * *

Car cards carrying Jesse Crawford's tes-

timonial on Barbasol credit him with being
the man who "put the pipe organ into the
movies." How old is the maestro, anyway?
. . . Carl Laemmle's granddaughter has been
named Carol Laemmle Bergerman . . . Frank
Rembusch, of Indianapolis, and Messrs.
Flanagan and Stiehl, who operate houses in

Kent and Ravena, O., visited the Big City.
* * *

A L SHERMAN, the .V. Y. Telegraph's
** picture ed, seen leading a battalion of

porters down the main stem, bound for the

Dixie Hotel, where Al now is "at home."
. . . Tom Betting writes from Lunnon as

"Hon. Publicity Director" for the LePrince
Memorial. . . . "T. B." in 1913 managed
"Bill" Johnston's M. P. News newshounds
and old-timers remember him as one tough
hombre. . . . He is now press agenting

the British move to erect a memorial for

A. A. LePrince, pioneer picture inventor.

. . . Merritt Crawford, who knows all

about such things, sez the cause is "okay."
* * *

Just as we were considering the estab-

lishment of a poetry department in this con-

glomeration of fact, fancy and folly, the

AMPA comes to our assistance by sending
us its Alma Mater song, to-wit:

Oh, there ain't no flies on Mike!
There ain't no flies on Mike!
There may be flies on a lot of youse guys,

But there ain't no flies on Mike.

We don't know the identity of the bril-

liant lyricist, but he's a great one-syllable

guv. He belongs on Tin Pan Alley.
* * *

The Warner Club News resumed publica-
tion this week, under the editorship of Al-
fred N. Zimbalist and Sidney H. Rechetn'k
. . . Warren Nolan says that the rumor that
Gloria Swanson's "What a Widow" will open
at the Rialto is official and can be printed,
including the report that she wears 26 dif-

ferent gowns in it.

* * *

Phil Reisman is all pepped up these days over
the manner in which first runs are booking his

serial, "The Indians Are Coming." . . .

Phil put a real feather in the Universal cap
when he sold "A Lady Surrenders" to the
Paramount. New York. . . . Cunnel Cole
of Texas has been sojourning in the Big Town
during the week. ... He says he gets a
big kick out of the Empey News.

Philadelphia—Councilman W. W. Roper's
long-promised investigation of the "Blue
Laws" situation as it affected Philadelphia
landed first-page prominence.

Connie Mack, manager of the world
champion Philadelphia Athletics, was on
hand with a plea for Sunday baseball, while
Philadelphia hotel men were loud in their

plaints that the closed Sunday was bring-
ing them face to face with ruin.

Maurice Lichtman, representing the Phil-

adelphia Hotel Association and the Phila-

delphia Apartment Owners' Association, the
West Philadelphia Progress Association and
other business groups, asserted that "if

Philadelphia doesn't make a week-end stay-

over attractive, visitors in increasing num-
bers will be driven out and the hotels will

have to close. Each year over a period

of five years the patronage in Philadelphia

hotels has been steadily decreasing, and in

April, Philadelphia hotels had the loewst

proportionate occupancy of any city in the

United States."

The anomaly of building a $5,235,000 con-

vention hall to attract thousands of visitors

here with "closed Sunday" conditions was
remarked by Councilman Roper in inaug-
urating the meeting.

Connie Mack urged that a referendum
be placed before the people on the subject
of Sunday baseball. Leo Schwartz, assist-

ant corporation counsel to the police de-
partment of Boston, and W. S. Shelby,
acting superintendent of police in Wash-
ington, were on hand to testify to open-
Sunday conditions in their cities, and were
loud in praise of the systems of open movies
and open ball games in these two cities.

They declared that the cause of prosperity
was materially aided and that disorderly
conduct had not in the least been mani-
fested at the Sunday performances. Bos-
ton censors some pictures for Sunday show-
ings and in Washington amusements are
restricted in operation to the hours between
2 and 11 P. M.

Jay Dundas Joins Former
Competitor in Far West

Rose Citv, Ore.—Jay Dundas, former
Sioux Falls, S. D., showman, has purchased
a half interest in the Roseway from his for-
mer Sioux Falls competitor, H. J. Upde-
graff, who has operated the house for sev-
eral years. Dundas will manage the the-
atre, while Updegraff will devote his time
to the projection room and miniature golf
course operated by the theatre.

Butterfield Meeting
Detroit—The October meeting of W. S.

Butterfield Theatres, Inc., and Butterfield

Michigan Theatres Co.. will be held in New
York on Oct. 13. The new theatre being
constructed in Ionia by the corporation will

open about Jan. 15 and the old Orpheum
at Bay City will reopen Oct. 9 as the Bay.
It has been completely remodeled and now
seats 1.200.
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"Leathernecking"

Low in Balto on

A $6,600 Intake

Baltimore—Hot. sticky weather during

the tirst five days of the week hurt husiness

here considerably but patrons came out in

t'orce Saturday with the change to cool

clear weather.

Loews Parkway was the only house

which did normal 100% business. "Follow

Thru" was the attraction, with those Balti-

more favorites, Nancy Carroll and Charles

Buddy Rogers. The gross was figured at

$4,400.

The highest gross for the week was done

at Loew's Century with "Bright Lights"

pulling in $16,650 which made this house

rate 90%, while at Loew's Stanley, "The
Bad Man," held up very well with the next

high gross, figured at $15,000, giving this

house a rating of 86%.
"Song O' My Heart," dropped heavily

during its second week at the New Theatre,

only doing 75%, or $7,500.

Even though the top admission at the

Auditorium was $1, for the engagement of

"Old English," the reported rating for the

week was only 74%, giving this house a

gross of about $4,884.

Of interest is the struggle to get and hold

the family trade by the Hippodrome and the

Palace where tabloid stock shows, with

chorus and orchestra are on the program
with talking pictures.

The Hippodrome reported a gross of $8,-

000, rating 80%, while the Palace was fig-

ured at $5,850, a rating of 65%.
Estimated takings:

"BRIGHT LIGHTS" (F. N.)
LOEW'S CENTURY—(3,076), 2Sc-60c, 6 days.

Other attractions: Metrotone news. "Gems of M-G-
M Revue," "Monkey Melody," (cartoon); "College
Hounds," (Dog comedy). Gross: $16,650. Rating:

"BAD MAN" (F. N.)
LOEWS STANLEY—(3.522), 25c-60c, 6 days. Other

attractions: Metrotone news,, M-G-M news, "Glories

at Nikko," (Burton Holmes traveltalk); "Swing Ye
Sinners," (Paramount talkatoon) ; "Girl Shock,"
(Charles Chase M-G-M comedy). Gross: $15,000.

Rating: 86%.
"WAY OF ALL MEN" <F. N.)

LOEW'S VALENCIA— (1,487), 25c-35c, 6 days.
Other attractions: Metrotone news. M-G-M "Color-
tone Kiddie Revue" "School's Out." (Our Gang
M-G-M comedy). Gross: $3,150. Rating: 90%.

"FOLLOW THRU" (Para.)
(Second run after one week at the Century downtown)
LOEW'S PARKWAY—(987). 15c-35c. 6 days. Other

attractions: Metrotone news, "Monkey Melody." (car-

toon); "Dollar Dizzy" (Charley Chase M-G-M corn-

Gross: $4,400. Rating: 100%.

"MAN TROUBLE" (Fox)
WARNER'S METROPOLITAN— (1,300), 15c-50c, 6

days starting Saturday. Other attractions: Universal
news. "The Substitute" and "Dining Out," (Vita-
phone Varieties). Gross: $3,900. Raring: 65%.

"LEATHERNECKING" (Radio)
KEITH'S— (2.500). 25c-S0c, 6 days, starting Friday.

Other attractions: Pathe news, "A Peep in the
Deep." (Clark and McCullough Radio comedy).
Gross: $6,600. Rating: 62%.

"SONG O' MY HEART' (Fox)
NEW—(1,600). 25c-50c. 6 days. Other attractions:

Fox Movietone news. "Grandma's Girl." (Educational
Sennett comedy). Gross: $7,500. Rating: 75%.

"OLD ENGLISH" (Warners)
AUDITORTUM— (1.600), 50c-Sl, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: Universal news. "The Legacy," (Vitaphone
comedy). Gross: $4.8*4. Rating: 74%.

"OLD AND NEW" (Sovkino)
LITTLE— (267). 35c-50c. 6 days. Other attractions:

Dudley Murphy's "Black and Tan"; Laurel and
Hardy in "Night Owls." (M-G-M comedy). Gross:
$750. Ratine: 754

"THE THOROUGHBRED" (Tiff.)

PALACE—(2.046). 25c-60c. 6 days. Other attrac-
tions: Bert Smith revue. "L'p In Mabel's Room,"
with acts, chorus, orchestra; "The Voice of Holly-
wood." cartoon; "Vacation Lovers." (Sennett Educa-
tional comedvV Gross: $5,850. Rating: 65%.

"SWEETHEARTS ON PARADE" (Col.)
RIVOI.I— (1.982). 25c-50c. 6 days starting Saturday.

Other attractions: "The Freshman's Goat," (comedy);

Playing Safe
Hollywood—Clem Peoples, Los An-

geles County jailer and noted student
of crime, will serve as technical ad-
visor on "Within the Law," Joan
Crawford's next for M-G-M. It is re-

ported that Peoples is meeting with a
good reception from members of the
cast, as they figure any calls they
might make on him in the future will

be bettered by a pleasant acquaint-
anceship.

Mpls. Femmes
Go K-a-a-razy

Over "Buddy"

Minneapolis
—"Buddy" Rogers, the boy

whose early music lessons paid him golden

dividends when the talkies burst on the pic-

ture world, disrupted the theatre business

here during the week with his personal ap-

pearance at the Minnesota. The youthful-

faced six-footer set fire to the town's flap-

pers and took them away from everything,

including Rudy Vallee's radio program.
High school football was to open on Fri-

day of the week and there would have been
a woeful lack of feminine attendance if rain

hadn't caused postponement of all the

games. Girls dripped rivers of rain around
the stage door hoping for a glimpse of the

idol. High school papers sent delegations

of from three to six breathless girl report-

ers for interviews and came near suffering

casualties when the Rogers management
cut down the delegations to one interviewer

apiece.

Opening of the Minnesota University
football season tore into the gate to some
extent on Saturday but not enough to cost

the 4,000-seated Minnesota any worries.

A near heat-wave, one good rain, some
windstorms and an early frost featured the

weather of the week which is typical of the

struggle in which the elements ordinarily

engage at this time of the year before go-
ing into the long, golden autumn that makes
show business prosperous well up toward
the holidays here.

Estimated takings:
"TOP SPEED" (F. N.)

MINNESOTA— (4.025). 30c-40c-60c. 7 days. 7 shows
daily. Other attractions: Charles "Buddy" Rogers
in person. PublLx stage show, overture presentation,
newsreel. Gross: $30.00). Rating: 95%.

"LEATHERNECKING" (RKO)
ORPHEUM—(2.900), 35c-50c-75c, 7 days, 3 shows

daily. Other attractions: Joe Marks "Then the Fun
Began." heading five act vaude bill. Gross: $14,000.
Rating: 50%.

"THE DAWN PATROL" (F. N.)
CENTURY— (1,640), S0c-75c, 7 days, 6 shows daily.

Other attractions: Newsreel. Gross: $7,500. Rating:
75%.

"THE SEA WOLF" (F. N.)
STATE— (2.300), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days, 6 shows dail»

Other attractions: Newsreel. Gross: $5,000. Rating:
50%.

"GRUMPY" (Para.)
LYRIC—(1.238). 15c-25c-40c. 7 days. 7 shows daily.

Other attractions: Newsreel. Gross: $2,000. Rating:
70%.

"IN THE NEXT ROOM" (F. N.)
ASTER— (812), 15c-25c-30c. 7 days. 7 shows daily.

Other attractions: Newsreel. Gross: $1,500. Rating:
6S%.

"Sky-Hi Frolic," (Grantland Rice Sportlight) ; "The
Chain Gang." (Mickev Mouse cartoon); Pathe news.
Gross: $7,200. Rating: 90%.

"WHAT MEN WANT" (Univ.)
HIPPODROME— (2.250). 20c.60c. 6 days starting

Saturday. Other attractions: Pathe news. "All for
Mabel." (Pathe comedy): Harvey Players in
"Scrambled Wives": acts, chorus, orchestra. Gross:
$8,000. Rating: 80%.

Jazz" Breaks

Record at K. C;
Grosses $10,200

Kansas City—With the exception of the

Uptown, a suburban first run theatre, Kan-
sas City houses did not fare so well. "King
of Jazz" broke all house records at the Up-
town, shooting the rating up to 170% and
taking in $10,200. Local patrons can't un-
derstand why the Paul Whiteman opus
didn't get a downtown run. However, it

didn't make much difference where it play-

ed for there were lines at the ticket window
all week.
The Newman, which has been leading the

parade of grosses for several weeks, took

second place with "Let's Go Native," gath-

ering in $14,800, rating 118%. "What a

Widow" at the Midland did a little better

than average, grossing $15,950, or 110%.
Business at the Mainstreet was just so-so,

making it an average week or $15,000 with
"Danger Lights."

"Last of the Duanes" failed to give the

Royal more than 100% on $5,000 for the

week. The Pantages had the poorest week
in many moons with "Once a Gentleman"
and a good Fanchon & Marco stage show,
"Cadets." But when the smoke cleared

away, the coffers showed only $6,200, which
means a rating of 62%.

Estimated takings

:

•THE KING OF JAZZ" (Univ.)
UPTOWN— (2.200), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Universal news. Gross: $10,200. Rating: 170%.
"LET'S GO NATIVE" (Para.)

NEWMAN— (2,000), 35c-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: Knute Rockne and his Notre Dame Players in

"Flying Feet"; Tom Howard in "Go Aiiead and
Sing"; Paramount pictorial. Paramount news. Gross:
$14,800. Rating: 118%.

"WHAT A WIDOW" (U. A.)
MIDLAND— (4,000). 25c-40c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Hal Roach's "Bigger and Better," Metrotone
news. Gross: $15,950. Rating: 110%.

"DANGER LIGHTS" (RKO)
MAINSTREET—(3.067), 35c-60c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Pathe news, four acts vaude headlining
Bob Murphy," "Prince of Humor," Gross: $15,000.
Rating: 100%.

"THE LAST OF THE DUANES" (Fox)
ROYAL—(900), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions:

Chester Conklin in "Cleaning Up," Paramount news.
Gross: $5.0CO. Rating: 100%.

"ONCE A GENTLEMAN" (Sono-Art)
PANTAGES— (2.166), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Pathe news, Fanchon and Marco "Cadets"
Idea. Gross: $6,200. Rating: 62%.

Movietone News Edition
For Central Europe, Plan
Fox is planning a Central European edi-

tion of Fox Movietone News, along the

lines of the British, French and Australian
issues. Truman H. Tally, director of the

Movietone organization, now is in Germany
in connection with the proposed edition.

Tiffany Buys Story
Hollywood—"Leftover Ladies" is the

latest Ursula Parrott story to be purchased
for the screen. Phil Goldstone of Tiffany
has purchased the story and will make it

in talker form.

Vin Moore Assigned
Hollywood—Vin Moore will direct the

Universal talker, "Cohens and Kellys in

Africa." which has Charlie Murray and
George Sidney in the featured spots. The
story is by William K. Wells.
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"Lil" Drops to

$16,000 as Chi

Business Jumps
Chicago—In a week of generally im-

proved busine^. Loop's smallest houses,

playing straight picture programs, were the

sensations. The Castle with the German
talker, "Melody of the Heart," took $2,380

1.247%) in two days of midweek. The
Punch and Judy, newly opened, played to

near capacity in its first week with "Abra-

ham Lincoln" getting $9,300 (155%). The

Woods with 'Africa Speaks" took $19,700

(176%).
Other houses which showed improvement

included the Chicago which, with Jack

Oakie on the stage and "Love in the

Rough" on the screen, closed the week with

a neat $57,600 (120%). United Artists

with "What a Widow" was a bright spot

with its $26,400 (1207c). Columbia's "Love

o' Lil" hit low of the week, rating only 70%.
"Moby Dick." at McVickers, was off to

a good start in midweek, getting $2S,000

(110%) in six days. "Journey's End," de-

spite a good gross which might have im-

proved over the week-end, was moved out

of the Roosevelt by B. & K. in mid-week

after only seven days at pop prices. The
picture had only three weeks here as a road

show last spring. "Monte Carlo" replaced

at the Roosevelt and made a nice start, tak-

ing $18,500 i 115%) in five days.

\\ eather was fair with a few hot days.

Estimated takings

:

"MELODY OF THE HEART" (UFA)

CASTLE— (300), 60c 2 days. Other attractions:

Newsreel. Large German population of the city is

r this one to holdout volume all day. Gross:

$2,300. Ratine: 247%. "Bride of the Regiment"
(F N.), 5 days of fourth and final week to "adults

only." Gross: $3,400. Rating: 14S< ,

"LOVE IN THE ROUGH" (M-G-M)
CHICAGO— (3,940). 35c-85c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show headed by Jack Oakie, orchestra,

newsreeT, comedy, novelty short. Gross: 557,600.

Rating: 1207o.

"MOBY DICK" (W. B.)

McYICKERS— (2.284), 35c-85c, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: Comedy, newsreel, musical short. Gross:
Rating: 120%. ("The Spoilers"), (Para.)

final 2 days of two weeks engagement: Gross: $5,-
•>< Rating: 71^.

"COMMON CLAY" (Fox)

(2nd time in Loop)
MONROE— (962), 2Sc-40c. 7 days. Other attractions:

Thirty minutes of newsreel, comedy. Gross: $5,700.

Rating: 95%.
"THE SEA GOD" (Para.)

ORIENTAL—(3.900), 35c-85c. 7 days. Other at-
tractions: Stage show, organ, cartoon, newsreel,
novelty short. Gross: $37,800. Rating: 90%.

"MANSLAUGHTER" (Para.)
(2nd time in Loop)

ORPHEUM—(76Z), 35c-SOc. 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: 3 Vitaphone acts, newsreel. Gross: $6,000.

Rating: 80%.

•FOR THE LOVE O' LIL" (Col.)

PALACE— (2.509). 35c-75c. 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: S acts RKO vaude, newsreel. comedy, novelty
shi it. Gross: $16,800. Rating: 70%.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U. A.)
PUNCH & rUDY—(390), $l-$2.50. first week. Other

attractions: Comedy, novelty short. House switched
from two to three shows a day in first week after
opening. Playing near capacity with tickets selling
four weeks in advance. Gross: (exclusive of open-
ing night) S9.30O. Rating:

"MONTE CARLO" (Para.)
ROOSEVELT— (1,591). 35c-85c. first 5 days. Other

attractions: Newsreel, cartoon, novelty short. Gross:
$18,500. Rating: 105%. ("Journey's End") (Tit.) out
in midweek after one week: Gross: (last 2 days)
$5,700. Raring: 97%.

"LAST OF THE DUANES" (Fox)
STATE-LAKE— (2.7767. 35c-75c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: 5 acts RKO vaude. newsreel, cartoon.
Plans for making this house into a straight picture
spot, vaude out. have been postponed by RKO, but
still in work. Gross: S18.400. Rating: 72%.

"WHAT A WIDOW" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS-(1,700). 35c-85c. first week.

Tariff Too High
Hollywood—Because, it is said, the

salary he demanded was too high,
Pathe has not renewed its option on
services of James Gleason, who now is

free lancing.

Paul Whiteman
And "Flesh" -Oh,

What a 'Combo'

"Eyes of World"

Leads Portland

On 145% Rating

Portland. Ore.—The book lovers, who
seemed to be legion, and many others turn-

ed their eyes toward the Fox Broadway and

gathered in numbers to see Wright's "Eyes
of the World" and witness the good work
of Una Merkel. With the accompanying
stage show, Fanchon & Marco's "Modes of

Hollywood" which tied in with the local

department store of Lipman, Wolfe & Co.,

the feminine members of the cast paraded

at the big store displaying the latest modes
in suits and dresses, and bringing back to

the box-office many of their feminine ad-

mirers. All of which was sufficiently at-

tractive to build up another gross of $14,900

and at rating of 145%.
at a rating of 145%.

"EYES OF THE WORLD" (U. A.)

FOX BROADWAY—(1.912), 25c-60c. 7 days. Other
attractions: Fanchon & Marco's "Hollywood Modes"
Idea with Haline Frances, a mistress of ceremonies
with plenty of comedy: Danny Jones, eccentric danc-
ing; Sylvia Moore and Helen Shore in graceful steps;
Harry Smirl. tumbler and 12 unison steppers; Jim
Taft and Broadway band; Henri LeBel at Wurlit2er;
Fox Movietone and "Silly Symphony" cartoon. Gross:
$14,900. Rating: 145%.

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Col.)

RKO ORPHEUM— (1.700). 25c-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Count Berni Vici and Symphonic girls,

Carlton & Ballew in "Laughing Thru Life," Dezso
Retter. "The Man Who Wrestles with Himself";
RKOlians and Frank Potter, Pathe news, unusual
African scenes impelled crowds to build box office.

Gross: $14.00). Rating: 135%.

"FOLLOW THRU" (Para.)
PORTLAND PARAMOUNT — (3.068). 25c-50c 7

days. Other attractions: "Varietric" with Phil Lamp*
kin and Paramounteers. Cliff Crane, Skeeter & Ray,
Norma Shiller; Con Maffie at the Wurlitzer, tie-up
with golf courses proved popular; Para. news. Gross:
$13,600. Rating: 130%.

"WHAT A WIDOW" (U. A.)
FOX UNITED ARTISTS— (945). 25c-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Hollywood Varieties, Fox Movie-
tone news, feminine appeal. Gross: $12,450. Rating:
125%.

"TOP SPEED" (F. N.)
RIALTO— (1.498), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Para. news. Para, shorts; Broadcast over
K N.L. by Maurie Harris. Gross: $10,000. Rating:
100%.

"MAYBE ITS LOVE" (W. B.)
HAMRICK'S "MUSIC BOX"—(1,835). 25c-SOc. 7

days. Other attractions: Vitaphone acts. Universal
news, strong tie-ups with local football teams; com-
edy of Jos. Brown pulled heavy. Gross: $10,500.
Rating: 105%.

Attack Sunday Shows
Gonzales, Tex.—Texas' blue laws, nearly

100 years old, have been invoked in this

city. Sheriff Neighbors has filed an action
against the management of the Crystal for

operating on Sundays. The case will come
up for trial at the November term of court.

County Attorney Ellison threatens to file

complaints for every Sunday the theatre is

open.

Cincinnati—Business, although not quite

as heavy in some of the individual houses,

nevertheless held up remarkably well, es-

pecially considering the opposition offered

by the opening of one of the big legitimate

houses, and also the opening of a dramatic
stock company, both in the heart of the

downtown theatre district.

The Albee, vaudefilm, as usual, led the

field, turning in a gross of $28,000. which
means a 127% rating. Paul Whiteman,
playing an extended engagement with his

band at one of the leading hotels here, ap-

peared at the Albee Thursday evening to

conduct the Curtiss-Wright Flying band,
headline act, with result that the house was
packed to the limit.

Ruth Chatterton in "Anybody's Woman,"
at the Palace, was high among the straight

picture houses, the final count showing an
intake of $20,100, or 144%.
The Lyric, with "Monte Carlo," got about

an even break with the week previous, when
"Song o' My Heart" was the attraction, the
returns amounting to an even $13,000, or

109%.
"Leathernecking," at the Capitol,

chalked up $13,000 for a 100% rating. The
Strand, with "Flirting Widow," came
through for $5,190. rating 148%. "Animal
Crackers," after a two weeks' run at the
Palace, moved to the Family for the first

four days, where it was good for $2,400
(123%). Last half gate at this house with
"Women Everywhere," amounted to $1,800,

a 170% rating.

Estimated takings:

"CALL OF THE FLESH" (M-G-M)
ALBEE—(3,300). 30c50c-65c-75c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Vaudeville, headed by Curtiss-Wright Fly-
ing band; others: Teck Murdock, Sybil Vane, Harry
Fox, Four Ortons; newsreel, "Satan's Fury," (Pathe
Vagabond series.) Cross: $28,000. Rating: 127%.

"MONTE CARLO" (Para.)
LYRIC—(1,400). 30c-50c. 7 days. Other attractions:

Paramount news. "Stein Song." (Paramount); "The
Naggers." (Vitaphone Varieties.) Gross: $13,000.
Rating: 109%.

"ANYBODY'S WOMAN" (Para.)
PALACE—(2.700). 30c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Newsreel, "Poor Little Butterfly," (Techni-
color). Gross: $20,100. Rating: 144%.

"LEATHERNECKING" (RKO)
CAPITOL—(_2,000). .lOc-SOc, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Newsreel. "Virginia Judge." (Paramount);
"Everything Happens To Me." (Vitaphone Varieties).
Gross: (13,000. Rating: 100%.

"FLIRTING WIDOW" (F. N.)
STRAND— (1.350). 25c-40c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Newsreel. "Freshman's Goat," (Educational
comedy). Gross: $5,190. Rating: 148%.

"ANIMAL CRACKERS" (Para.)
FAMILY— (1,140). 20c-25c-35c. 4 days. Other at-

tractions: Newsreel. Gross: S2.400. Rating: 123%.
"WOMAN EVERYWHERE" (Fox)

FAMILY— (1.140). 20c-25c-35c, 3 days. Other at-
tractions: Curiosities No. 1 (Columbia); newsreel.
Gross: $1,800 Rating: 170%.

Other attractions: Newsreel. musical short, cartoon.
Gross: $26,400. Rating: 120%.

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Col.)
WOODS— (1.166). 35C-75C, first week. Other attrac-

tions: Comedy, newsreel. Picture doing swell busi-
ness. Moves to State-Lake at end of 2nd week.
Gross: $19.71X1. Rating: 176%.

$4,510 Bid for Theatre
Cincinnati—The Ohio. Marion, which

failed to make the grade and went into
hands of receiver, was offered at public
auction. J. J. Huebner, Cincinnati, and Ed-
win C. Dee, Bucyrus, were the highest bid-
ders, submitting an offer of $4,510. Al-
though this figure is said to represent onlv
a fraction of the real value of the propertv,
present indications point to it being accept-
ed, subject to confirmation by the court,
which is expected in a few days.
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"Whoopee" Opens
At Montreal and

Grosses $12,000
Montreal—With no sign of the return ot"

the orchestras or vaudeville to the various

main stem theatres, the musicians' strike

situation locally steadied down during the

week, patrons taking it for granted that a

regular film fare would be served at the

respective houses. The Princess had a

strong drawing card in "Whoopee," which

bagged $12,000, representing 105%.
1 he Capitol was busy with "For the De-

fense," takings being $12,500, or 100%.
"Our Blushing Brides" also made good at

the Palace, rating 95% for $14,000. Man-
ager Howard Conover is running split

weeks at the Imperial and scored nicely

with "On Your Back" for the last half.

The weather was varied.

Estimated takings:

"WHOOPEE" (United Artists)

PRINCESS—(2^72), 25c-75c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Hearst Metrotone news. Universal Topics,

comedy. Cross: $12,000. Rating: 105%.
"FOR THE DEFENSE" (Paramount)

CAPITOL—(2,670), 25c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Fox Movietone news, special sport short

Last Yard
ing: 100%

cartoon, comedy. Gross: $12, 5W.
The
Rat-

"OUR BLUSHING BRIDES" (M-G-M)
PALACE— (2,600), 25c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Fox Movietone news, comedy, musical nov-
elty. Gross: $14,000. Rating: 95%.

"GRUMPY" (Paramount)
LOEWS— (2,952). 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Fox news, George Beatty in "A Sailor's

Luck," Dogville comedy, "Who Killed Rover?" Gross:
$11,500. Rating: 95%.

"SONG O' MY HEART" (Fox)
IMPERIAL— (1,650). 25c-50c, 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: Paramount news, Metrotone news, comedy.
Gross: S3.SI.0. Rating: 85%. (Repeat run.)

"ON YOUR BACK" (Fox)
IMPERIAL—(1.650), 25c-50c, 4 days. Other attrac-

tions: Universal news, cartoon comedy. Gross: $3,600.

Rating: •':'

"THE RUNAWAY BRIDE" (RKO)
STRAND— (7501. lSc-5Qc, 7 days. Other attractions:

Pathe news, added feature, Warner Bros.' "The Man
Hunter." Gross: $3,800. Rating: 80%.

Bandit Suspect Arraigned
Boston—As a result of the capture of

Percy Allen, 23, of Dorchester, at the Hum-
boldt, in Roxbury, police recovered a strong

box containing $2S7 which had been re-

moved from a hiding place in the theatre.

The capture was made by Patrolman Wil-
liam L. O'Brien, who heard a noise in the

theatre in the early morning and crept in-

side. Allen's arrest followed. He was held

for the grand jury when arraigned in Dis-

trict Court.

Durkee Chain Changes
Baltimore—Changes in Durkee Theatrical

Enterprises recently include Earl Tyson,
manager of the Belnord, resigned ; William
E. Stumpf, former manager of the Fulton,

transferred to the Red Wing as manager,
succeeding Roy Miller, appointed manager
of the newly opened Patterson ; John Smear-
man succeeds William Brieman as manager
of the Grand. Highlandtown, as Brieman
will manage the newly opened Edgewood.

Gambrill at Racine

Racine. Wis.—George W. Gambrill is

manager of RKO's newly remodeled Main
Street theatre here. Mathew Fox. formerly
booker at Tiffany's exchange in Milwaukee,
has been named assistant to Gambrill.

Life of the Party
Chicago — A theatre manager, as-

signed by his chain to a house in the

south side "black belt," was visited by
a minor executive of the organization.

The latter considered the visit to be
something of a slumming trip, as was
evidenced by his comments on the
audience, the program and other inci-

dentals. He wanted to rub pickanin-
nies' heads for good luck; engage
comical negroes in conversation and,
when a hot colored jazz band finally

came on the stage he asked permis-
sion to take an instrument and play
along with them, explaining that he,

himself, had once been a musician.
The manager, naturally, dissuaded

him.
"Well," commented the discouraged

one, about to depart, "you've certainly
got a queer looking audience here. I

suppose they're plenty hard to handle
sometimes."
"On the contrary," smiled the man-

ager sadly, "our colored guests give
us no trouble whatever."

Comedy Week at

Ottawa with Four
Marxmen on Top

Ottawa—It was largely a comedy week
at Ottawa theatres, with "Animal Crackers"
playing both the Regent and Imperial the-

atres; "Forward March," at Keith's; "Top
Speed" at the Centre and "So This Is Lon-
don" at the Avalon for three days.

Marx Brothers were an unknown quan-
tity in the Canadian capital until "Cocoa-
nuts" was presented, but the people quickly

flocked to "Crackers" on the strength of

their first film success. The Regent took in

$4,900, or 100%. as a result. Keith's soared

to $3,500, or 90%, with Buster Keaton's
"Forward March." The McLarnin-Singer
light pictures helped "Top Speed" at the

Centre to $2,900, which represented 90%.
Showers occurred during the week.

Estimated takings

:

"ANIMAL CRACKERS" (Paramount)
REGENT—(1,225), 2Sc-75c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Paramount news, Mickey Mouse in "Galloping
Gaucho," orchestra. Gross: $4,900. Rating: 100%.

"FORWARD MARCH" (M-G-M)
B. F. KEITH'S— (2.596). 15c- 50c, 3 days. Other at-

tractions: Pathe news. "Kiddies' Colortone Revue,"
"Screen Snapshots." Gross: £3.500. Rating: 90%.

"TOP SPEED" (First National)
CENTRE— (1.200). 15c-50c. 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Voice of Hollywood," McLarnin-Singer fight
pictures. Gross: 52,91X1. Rating: 90%.

•ANIMAL CRACKERS" (Paramount)
IMPERIAL—(1,200), 25c-75c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Fox Movietone news, Mickey Mouse in "Gal-
loping Gaucho," comedy. Gross: $2,900. Rating: 88%.

"THE SINGER OF SEVILLE" (M-G-M)
B. F. KEITH'S—(2.596). 15c-50c. 3 days. Other at-

tractions: Universal news. George O'Brien in "A
Sailor's Luck," Mickey Mouse cartoon. Gross: $3,600.
Rating: 90%.

"SO THIS IS LONDON" (Fox)
AVALON- (990), 25c-35c. 3 days. Other attractions!

Fox Movietone news. Our Gang comedy, cartoon.
Gross: $1,200. Rating: 95%.

"HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
AVALON—(990), 25c-35c. 3 days. Other attractions!

Fox Movietone news. "Voice of Hollywood," comedy.
Gross: $1,350. Rating: -100%.

Mitzi Green

Aids "Spoilers"

Click at $22,000
Toronto—The combination of Mitzi

Green, juvenile screen star, in personal ap-

pearances, "The Spoilers" as the screen

attraction, a fine stage show and the Jewish
New Year observance brought a record-

breaking week to the Imperial theatre.

Gross was $22,000, equal to 140%—greater

than the opening week under the new policy

at the Imperial a few weeks back.

"Dawn Patrol" rated 90% at the Tivoli,

or $12,000, the people showing an attitude

of indifference toward air features. Busi-
ness was good at Loew's for "Eyes of the

World" with receipts of $14,000^ or 90%,
but regular patrons flocked to get their last

glimpse of vaudeville which goes into the

discard Oct. 3. The weather was rainy in

spots.

Estimated takings:

"THE SPOILERS" (Paramount)
IMPERIAL— (3,600), 25c-75c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Paramount news, cartoon comedy, "The Band-
master"; Mitzi Green in person; orchestra, stage
presentation, "Revue Moderne"; stage band. Gross:
$22,000. Rating: 140%.

"DAWN PATROL" (First National)
TIVOLI— (1,600), 25c-75c, 6 days. Other attractions:

Fox Movietone news. "Freshman's Goat" (comedy);
"Tivoli Talking Reporter." Gross: $12,&00. Rating:
90%.

"EYES OF THE WORLD" (United Artists)
LOEW'S— (2.200). 25o-75c. 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Metrotone news. Our Gang comedy, five vaude-
ville acts, orchestra. Gross: $14,000. Rating: 90%.
"SWEETHEARTS AND WIVES" (First Nat.)
SHEA'S HIPPODROME—(2,600). 30c-7Sc, 6 days.

Other attractions: Universal news, "Si, Si, Senor"
(comedy); five vaudeville acts. Gross: $13,000. Rat-
ing: 85%.

"WAY OUT WEST" (M-G-M)
UPTOWN— (3,000), 15c-50c, 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: Paramount news, scenic, "Colortone Follies,"
"Hot Air Merchant" (comedy). Gross: $5,500. Rat-
ing: 85%.

"LET US BE GAY" (M-G-M)
UPTOWN— (3.000), 15c-50c, 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: Paramount news, "Some Baby." (comedy);
cartoon, "Barnacle Bill"; "Sing, You Dancers."
Gross: $6,000. Rating: 95%.

William Morris on Screen
Hollywood—William Morris, stage actor

and author and father of Chester Morris,
will make his screen debut in "Brothers,"
Columbia film.

Plan Amusement Park Theatre
San Antonio—A $1,000,000 amusement

park, which eventually will include a picture

theatre, is being planned for this city. The
park will be known as Longhorn Amuse-
ment Park. Construction of the first unit,

which will be an enclosed stadium seating

7,000 and which will be given over to all

sorts of athletic events, will begin at once.

All sorts of amusement devices will be con-
structed later.

Mishawaka House Dark
Mishawaka. lnd.—Operation of the Tem-

ple has been suspended for remodeling and
other improvements following the purchase

of a lease on the building for 50 years by
the B. C. & L. Theatre Corp. Opening un-

der the new management will take place in

a couple of weeks. Heading the firm which
leased the theatre are Max Brown, L. P.

Cocheweti and Harry Louenstein.

Gullia Returns to Old Grounds
Wellington, O.—J. Gullia, who operated

a theatre in Akron several years ago and
who sold out to go into the theatre busi-

ness in Xew York, is back in this territory,

having leased the Lo-Net theatre from W.
J. Powell.
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Sills Picture

On Cleveland

Top with 105%
Cleveland — Business was not so good

downtown during the week just ended, and

the neighborhood houses report that there

was almost no business at all. Diagnosti-

cians are about at the end of their rope try-

ing to explain why a good week is fol-

lowed by a couple of bad weeks. One of the

surprises of the week was the better-than-

average business at the Allen theatre with

Milton Sills' last picture, "The Sea Wolf."

"Animal Crackers" didn't click during its

second week at the Stillman, and other first-

runs failed to stir up much interest. The
one exception to this condition was "Com-
mon Clay," which played a second-run en-

gagement at Loew's Park to the biggest

matinee business in eight months. The
weather was uncertain, with rains alternat-

ing with excessive humidity.

Estimated takings

:

"ANIMAL CRACKERS" (Paramount)
STILLMAX— (1,900), 40c-75c. 7 days, second week.-

Other attractions: "Naked Man Against Beast,"
(Talking Picture Epic); Fox news. Gross: $12,000.

Rating: 80%.
"THE SEA WOLF" (Fox)

ALLEN—(3,300), 30c -60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

"Teacher's Pet." (M-G-M): Hearst Metrotone news
(M-G-M). Gross: $19,000. Rating: 105%.

"ANYBODY'S WAR" (Paramount)
STATE—(3,400), 30c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

"Shindig." (Columbia): "Tapping Toes," (Fischer);

Paramount news. "Under Ballet" (stage presen-
tation); Belle Baker in person. Gross: $18,000. Rat-
ing: 90%.

"THE LITTLE ACCIDENT" (Universal)

RKO PALACE—(3,600), 25c-75c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Pathe news, Pathe Review, Irene Bordoni
headed vaudeville. Gross: $22,500. Rating: 92%.

"LEATHERNECKING" (RKO)
RKO HIPPODROME—(4,500), 25c-75c, 7 days.

Other attractions: "Grandma's Girl" (Educational);
Terrv toon cartoon. Fox Movietone news. Gross:
$14,500. Rating: 73%.

'Raffles' Jimmies

$10,400 Out of

Des Moines Fans
Des Moines—With weather a little cool

for outdoor golf and every one back in town
from the vacation tours, business at all the-

atres in Des Moines was good with no pic-

ture making an outstanding lead over the

others. Colman, playing at the Des Moines
in "Raffles," was the high spot of the week
with 130%.

Estimated takings:
"LOVE IN THE ROUGH" (Paramount)

PARAMOUNT— (1.700), 25c-35o.60c, 3 days. Other
attractions: Paramount news, four acts of stage
vaude, organ solo. Gross: $5,300. Rating: 100%.

"BIG BOY" (Warners)
PARAMOUNT— (1,700), 25c-35c-60c, 4 days. Other

attractions: "U." news, Al Morey stage show and an
organ special. Gross: $6,625. Rating: 125%.

"RAFFLES" (Paramount)
DES MOINES—(1,600), 25c-35c-50c. Other attrac-

tions: Paramount news, stape act. Gross: $10,400.

Rating: 130%.
"SHE'S MY WEAKNESS" (RKO)

ORPHEUM 12.0110). 4 days. Other attractions:
Pathe news. Pathe Revue, four acts vaude. Gross:
$4,380. Rating: 10091

"DANGER LIGHTS" (RKO)
ORPHEUM—(2,000), 3 days. Other attractions:

Pathe news, RKO vaude. Gross: S4.S18. Rating:
110%.

"EYES OF THE WORLD" (Universal)
STRAND-(l.lOO), 20c-30c, 4 days Other attrac-

tions: Paramount news. Gross: $2,250, Rating: 115%.
"MEN OF THE NORTH" (Metro)

STRAND (1,100). 20c-30c, 3 davs. Other attrac-
tions: "('." news. Gross: $2,744. Rating: 98%.

Snaring Hubbies
Chicago—J. B. Smerlker, manager of

B. & K.'s Covent Garden, convinced
himself that neighborhood husbands
were not doing the right thing by
their wives. In consequence, he got the
Midtown North Business Men's Asso-
ciation to back his plan for improving
things. The plan, which is doing
pretty well by itself, the theatre and
the wives, was to get the neighbor-
hood husband to bring his wife to the
Covent Garden, buy one ticket and be
admitted free himself.

"Love in Rough"
Clicks Heavily

Taking $20,000
Providence—Despite the hot spell, sev-

eral country fairs and a George M. Cohan
opening, exhibitors here did fine business

for the week, attractions of exceptional cali-

bre proving that fans will go to the movies
when they are offered something they want
to see.

Loew's State cracked $20,000 with "Love
in the Rough," although comedy value of

"Laurel-Hardy Murder Case" did plenty to

pull 'em in as a side-show. "The Dawn
Patrol," Paramount, likewise clicked into

heavy dough with $15,000 for the week,

while "Moby Dick," at the Majestic, was
another over 100%, grossing better than

$14,000.

What amazed exhibitors was the unusual

success of "Africa Speaks," a Columbia
product, which grossed $10,500 at the RKO-
Victory. Dr. Paul L. Hoeffler, explorer

who shot the film, made a personal appear-

ance. The RKO Albee was down to $8,500

with "The Santa Fe Trail," despite fine

publicity tie-ups.

Estimated takings

;

"MOBY DICK" (WB)
MAJESTIC— (2,400), lOc-SOc, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "The Yacht Club Bovs." Traveltalk. Para-
mount news. Gross: $14,000. Rating: 110%.

"THE DAWN PATROL" (FN)
PARAMOUNT—(2,300), lOc-SOc, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Joe Alexander, organist. Paramount news.
Gross: $15,000. Rating: 110%.

"LOVE IN THE ROUGH" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (2.S00). 10c-5l)c. 7 days. Other

attractions: "The Laurel Hardy Murder Case,"
Hearst Metrotone news, Maurice at the organ.
Gross: $20,000. Rating! 105%.

"AFRJCA SPEAKS" (Columbia)
RKO VICTORY— (1,600). 10c-50c. 7 days. Other

attractions: "The New Waiter," "Hamburger and
Horseradish." "Bandmaster." Krazy Kat, Pathe news.
Gross: $10,500. Rating: 105%.

"THE SANTA FE TRAIL" (Paramount)
RKO ALBEE—(2.300), lOc-SOc, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Society Goes Spaghetti." Pathe news,
Pathe Audio Review. Gross: $8,000. Rating: 85%.

Smith Recuperating
Alliance, O.—Lemotto Smith, president

of the Smith Amusement Co., operating
houses in Alliance, Warren and Huntington,
W. Va., is reported recuperating from an
illness which has kept him confined to his

In one since last August.

McCormack, in 3d

Week at 'Frisco

Clicks $22,000

San Francisco—Business eased off con-
siderably during the past week, although
not at all houses. One reason for its not
being so prosperous was because of Jewish
holidays.

Another reason was due to cloudy days
and miniature golf clubs. The people, how-
ever, always enjoy good pictures, and while
the latter all did good business, those with
poorer films were hurt.

Loew's Warfield did remarkable business
for its third week with "Song of My Heart."
Its gross was $22,000 and the rating 130%.
Another good run was that of the "Sea
Wolf," grossing $41,000 and rating 110%.
Five other houses did 100% or over, and
only three did less than 100%.

Estimated takings

:

"SONG O' MY HEART" (Fox)
LOEW'S WARFIELD— (2,700), S0c-65c-90c, third

week. Other attractions: Fox news, Vagabond Di-
rector, Charlie Chase comedy, Jan liubini and his vio*
lin. Gross: $22,000. Rating: 130%.

"SEA WOLF" (Fox)
FOX— (5,000), 50c-65c-75c-$l. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Hermit King," concert, guest conductor;
Fox news, Pat West, Fanchon & Marco's "Gobs of
Joy." Gross: $41,0)0. Rating: 110%.

"MOBY DICK" (Warners)
EMBASSY— (1,400), 50c-65c-90c, second week. Other

attractions: Newsreel, comedy, short subjects, Libo-
rious Hauptmann and his "Melody Artists." Gross:
$22,000. Rating: 80%.

"WHAT A WIDOW" (U. A.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,700), 35c-50c-65c-$l. 7 days.

Other attractions: Harry Gourfain's "Varieties";
Paramount news, Eddie Magil], "Crooning King";
at the console, Tim Crawford. Gross: $15,000. Rat-
ing: 108%.

"MONTE CARLO" (Paramount)
CALIFORNIA— (2,200), 35c-50c-65c-90c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Short novelties, comedy, Califor-
nia orchestra. Gross: $12,000. Rating: 98%.

"EYES OF THE WORLD1
' (U. A.)

ST. FRANCIS-(l,40O), 35c-50c-90c, 2d week. Other
attractions: Paramount comedy, "Sailor's Luck,"
Paramount news. Larie de Pries' band. Gross: $10,-
200. Rating: 100%.

"LEATHERNECKING" (Radio)
ORPHEUM— (2,270). 3Oc-4Oc-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Comedy, "Spaghetti";' Pathe news. "Buss"
McClelland in an organ novelty; Jack Sprigg and
RKOlians in "Ring Football." Gross: $8,000. Rating:
100%.

"SHE'S MY WEAKNESS" (Radio)
GOLDEN GATE—(2.500). 30o-40c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Pathe news. RKO comedy, RKO vaude-
ville, RKOlians. Gross: $15,000. Rating: 100%.

"THE GREEN GODDESS" (Warners)
CASINO— (1.150), 3Sc-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions:^ On the same program, "The Girl from Ha-
vana," feature; Fox news, music. Gross: $10,000.
Rating: 100%.

"BORROWED WIVES" (Tiffany)
DAVIES— (1.150). 35c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions:

News. "Spooks." Rabbit cartoon; "Freshman's
Goat," Educational comedy. Gross: S8.000. Rating:

Improving New Haven House
New Haven, Conn.—With the signing of

final papers by the Fox New England The-
atres for a 21-year lease of a business block
adjoining the Hyperion for $262,500, plans
have been divulged for using part of the
street floor of this building, the Maher
block, for a new entrance for the Hyperion.
The theatre has recently been extensively
remodeled and its seating capacity increased
to 2,500.

Silvey with Wagnon Chain
San Francisco—J. P. Silvey, veteran pic-

ture house manager, has been named adver-

tising director of the W. B. Wagnon houses
in this district. He replaces W. Hicks, who
suffered a nervous breakdown.

"Queen's Husband" Next
Hollywood—"The Queen's Husband"

will be Lowell Sherman's next talker for

RKO. As in the past, Sherman will direct

and play the lead in the picture. Robert
I". Sherwood wrote the comedy, which was
purchased by William LeBaron on his re-

i-ent trip to New York.
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Grosses Go Up
While Mercury

Sinks in Philly

Philadelphia—The advent of cool weather

toward the end of the week, after a par-

ticularly torrid summer, sent the grosses

climbing in Philadelphia in spite of the lack

of presentation bills owing to the musicians'

strike. The strike threatens to grow into

more serious proportions if not settled by

Oct. 7, for the International Alliance of

Theatre Employees has threatened to call

out all operators and stage hands on that

date.

Keith's opened its career as a Paramount
house on Friday with "Animal Crackers"

and grossed $7,000, or capacity business for

its first two days. Saturday was patricularly

big with the lobby crowded all day.

The Mastbaum reached another top notch

gross with $48,000 for the week. Joe E.

Brown, a Philadelphia favorite from his

stage days, made a personal appearance,

working without an orchestra. He appeared

in a small play from over the orchestra

pit, passing out gags and stories which the

audience relished. With Gene Morgan as

"straight man," he presented a hilarious

"lunatic" skit. The picture was "Little Ac-
cident," exploited all over town for its spice

angle and, like "The Office Wife" of two
weeks ago, the sexy element dragged in a

lot of extra trade.

"Girl of the Golden West" ran up $27,-

000 at the Boyd, a high mark which is

directly traceable to Ann Harding's popular-

ity after "Holiday." With Milton Sills' last

picture, "The Sea Wolf," the Fox clicked

along to $27,000, or 100% business. While
the cause is hard to find, the Karlton took

a new high for the summer season with

$7,000 for "On Your Back." Picture re-

ceived good notices, but hardly enough to

account for jump of $2,000 over the average

gross. House has a lot of "drop-in" trade

and plentiful exploitation of a Laurel-Hardy
comedy in the front may have helped things.

Estimated takings

:

"LITTLE ACCIDENT" (First National)

MASTBAUM—(4.800), 3Sc-50c-75c, 6 days. Other
attractions: Jov. E. Brown, assisted by Gene Mor-
gan, in person on stage, Vitaphone variety, newsreel.
Gross: $-18,000. Rating: 120%.

"THE SEA WOLF" (Fox)

FOX—(3,000), 40c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other attractions:
Movietone news, "Little Covered Wagon" (Tiffany-
Chimp talkie), cartoon comedy. Gross: $27,000. Rat-
ing: 100%.

"GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST" (F. N.)

BOYD— (2.400). 3Sc-SOc-75c, 6 days. Other attrac-
tions: Fitz-Patrick Travelogue. Vitaphone Variety,
newsreel. Gross: S27.0O0. Rating: 150%.

"OH, SAILOR, BEHAVE" (Warners)
EARLE— (2.000), 25c-65c, 6 days. Other attractions:

Our Gang comedy, "Teacher's Pet"; Vitaphone com-
edy. Universal newsreel. Gross: $18,000. Rating: 100%.

"DIXIANA" (RKO)
STANLEY—(3,700), 35c-50c-75c. 6 days. Other at-

tractions: W. C. Fields short. Ruth Etting Vitaphone
variety. Gross (second week): $12,000. Rating:
66 2-3%.

"CAPTAIN OF THE GUARD" (Universal)

STAXTOX—(1.700). 2Sc-65c, 6 days. Other attrac-
tions: Xewsreel. Vitaphone variety. Gross: $9,000.
Rating: 90%.

"ON YOUR BACK" (Fox)

KARLTON—(1,000), 40c-50c. 6 days. Other attrac-
tions: Xewsreel. Laurel-Hardy comedy ("The Laurel
Hardy Murder Mystery"). Gross: $7,000. Rating:
140%.

"THE SILENT ENEMY" (Paramount)
ARCADIA—(450)—50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

Xewsreel. travelogue. \V. C. Fields in "The Golf
Specialist." Gross: $4,000. Rating: 80%.

Wrong Target

They shoot too many pictures out in

Hollywood and not enough actors, says

Judge. And, in our opinion, some
would-be humorists who write for the

"funny" papers ought to face the firing

line, also.

w» ,"

$120,000 For

"Quiet," Bway's

Big Sensation

Cooler weather worked wonders on much
abused box-offices along New York's big-

theatre row, with business generally show-
ing marked improvement over past few
months and revealing indications that sum-
mer effects have ended.

The big thing was a $120,000 perform-

ance by "All Quiet on the Western Front,"

which, following a long run at $2, returned

to the street for a popular price booking

at the Roxy.
Estimated takings:

"THE BIG HOUSE" (M-G-M)
ASTOR— (1,120), 50c-7Sc-$l-$1.50-$2, 7 days, 14th

week. Other attractions: Comedy, "College Hounds";
newsreel. Gross: $19,378; plenty healthy.

"DOUGH BOYS" (M-G-M)
CAPITOL— (4.700). 35c-50c-75c-$1.60, 7 days. Other

attractions: Overture, Hearst Metrotone news, Capi-
tol presentation, "Royal Revels." Gross: $62,887; not
good.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U. A.)
CENTRAL— (1,490), $l-$2, 7 days, 5th week. Other

attractions: Comedy, "Dollar Dizzy"; overture,
"Zampa." Gross: $18,325: a wow week.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (Caddo-U. A.)
(Playing simultaneously at the Criterion and Gaiety)
CRITERION— (850), $l-$2-$2.50, 7 days, 6th week.

O'-her attractions: Xone. Gross: $17,560; great.
EMBASSY (All Newsreel)

EMBASSY— (598). 25c, 7 days. Straight newsreel
show, running contlnuouslv. Gross: $8 745; very good.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (Caddo-U. A.)
GAIETY— (SOS). $l-$1.50-$2-$2.S0, 7 days, 6th week.

Other attractior-s: None. Gross: $14,245: okay.
"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Columbia)

GLOBE—(1,050), 35c-50c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Shorts, comedy, "Broken Wedding Bells";
cartoon, "Frolicking Fishes": Creatore and his band
in "Fire- Worshippers." Gross: $23 900. another wowl

"OUTWARD BOUND" (Warners)
HOLLYWOOD—0. 600). 60c-75e-$l-$I.5O, 1st week.

Other attractions: Shorts, "Looney Tunes," "Helen
Broderick," "Martinelli." Gross: $23,421.

"THE SPOILERS" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT—(3.700), 40c-50c-65c-85c-$l, 7 days.

Other attractions: None. Gross: $75,000; good.
"ANIMAL CRACKERS" (Paramount)

RIALTO— (1,904). 65c-85c. 7 days, 4th week. Other
attractions' "Many Mnnns." Gross: $30,500; fair.

"MONTE CARLO" (Paramount)
RTVOTJ—U.103 ), 35c-toc-85c. 1 days. 4th week.

Other attractions: Shorts. "Stein Sonp" ind "Sure
Cure." C-oss: S34.90"1

: keen interest buildine here.

"ALL OUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT" (U.)
ROXY—(6,200). 50c-75c-Sl, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show, newsreel. Gross: $119,591; one of

season's best weeks.
"WAY OF ALL MEN" (First National)

STRAND— (3,000), 35c-50c-65c-85c. 7 days. Other
attractions: Slmrts. "The Substitute," "Yacht Club
Boys." "Congo Tazz." Gross: $35,926; not bad.

"OLD ENGLISH" (F. N.)
WARNERS—(1.490). $1-$1.50. 7 days, 5th week.

Other attractions: Shorts. "The Legacy" and "Be-
lieve It or Not?' Gross: $18,816; pretty good for 5th
week.

"OFFICE WIFE" (Warners)
WINTER GARDEN—(1,493). 3Sc-50c-65c-$I, 2 days.

Other attractions: Shorts. "Eddie Foy." "Mark Hel-
linner," "Walter Winchejl"; newsreel. Gross: $14.-

"*; good for 2 days.

Hell's Angels'

Leading Boston;

Grosses $16,200

Boston—Maintaining a rating of 150% es-

tablishes a new record for a road show in

Boston, but that is what happened to "Hell's

Angels" at the Tremont when it again
crossed the $16,000 mark with a six days'

showing. $65,000 in four weeks is traveling

un all eight and the crowds appear to be
in no danger of diminishing for some weeks
to come.

George Arliss in "Old English" pushed
up the Metropolitan gross to $42,000 for a

rating of 130%, which is a gain of five per

cent over the preceding week. "Madam
Satan," at Loew's State, was good for

$24,000, with a rating of 120%. "The
Spoilers," at the Uptown, hit 125% with a

gross of $15,000, plus $16,500 for 110%
more at the Olympia.

Both Keith houses did good business with

"He Knew Women," taking in $22,000, and
"Africa Speaks" grossing $25,500. "Let's

Go Native" brought in $16,500 at the Scol-

lay Square.
Apparently the theatre season is going

full blast just about two weeks ahead of

schedule.

Estimated takings:

"OLD ENGLISH" (Warners)
METROPOLITAN— (4,350), 25c.60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Revue, "Jewels"; comedy, Paramount
news. Gross: $42,000. Rating: 130%.

"HE KNEW WOMEN" (RKO)
KEITH-ALBEE— (2,500), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Vaudeville, RKOlians, Pathe news. Gross:
$22,000. Rating: 115%.

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Columbia)
KEITH MEMORIAL— (2.800), 30c-65c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Comedy, Sportlight, Pathe news. Gross:
$25,500. Rating: 110%.

"MADAM SATAN" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,700), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Comedy. Hearst Metrotone news. Gross:
$24,000. Rating: 120%.

"GOOD NEWS" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM—(2,100), 25c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Vaudeville, comedy, Hearst Met-
rotone news. Gross: $22,500. Rating: 115%.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (United Artists)
TREMONT— (1.80O), 50c-$2, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: None. Gross: $16,200. Rating: 150%.
"LET'S GO NATIVE" (Paramount)

SCOLLAY SQUARE—(1,800), 25c-S0c. 7 days. Other
attractions: Vaudeville, comedy, Paramount news.
Gross: $16,500. Rating: 120%.

"THE SPOILERS" (Paramount)
(Playing simultaneously at Uptown)

OLYMPIA— (2.500), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: Comedy, Paramount news. Gross: $16,500.

Rating: 110%.
"THE SPOILERS" (Paramount)

(Playing simultaneously at Olympia)
UPTOWN— (2,000), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Comedy, Pathe news. Gross: $15,000. Rating:
125%.

Callaghan Returns
Hollywood—Following a series of busi-

ness conferences with Dr. Herbert T. Kal-
mus, president, and other executives of

Technicolor, Andrew Callaghan, business
manager of the Hollywood division, re-

turned to Hollywood this week. Callaghan
made a survey of both New York and Bos-
ton headquarters of Technicolor while away.

Bodil Rosing on Stage
Hollywood—Following a featured role in

"Stolen Thunder" for Fox, Bodil Rosing
will return to tEe stage in a play by Olga
Printzlau, "The Ostrich." This will play

at the Theatre Mart, later going to New
York as a Sam Harris production.

Bans Dog Racing
Fort Wayne, Ind.—Following the request

of the prosecutor and sheriff here, the man-
agement of the Fort Wayne Speedway has
consented to bring dog racing there to a
close. Complaints received by the county
officials concerning the attendant betting

in connection with the races prompted the

move.
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Back to Adam
Broadway is getting an eyeful of

old-time ' hoke" showmanship in the

painted footprints stenciled on the

main street to plug Al Jolson's per-

sonal appearance at the Capitol. The
"dogs" point the way to the theatre.

It is reported that the press agent

did his dirty work early in the morn-
ing, at about the time when half of

Broadway was going to bed and the

other half was thinking about it.

• 1

BiUboards Out,

But "Mme. Satan

Sins to 192% Tune

Los Angeles—Fox West Coast, giving

billboards the go-by after the film's copy

had been turned down by the billboard com-

pany, concentrated on newspaper copy to

send "Madame Satan" over big at the Cri-

terion. The house grabbed $19,200 for a

rating of 192% on the first week of Cecil

B. De Mille's new picture.

"The Office Wife" and "The Dawn Pat-

rol" clicked in a big way for Warners'

Downtown and Hollywood, while "Monte

Carlo" at the Paramount proved to cus-

tomers' liking. "Animal Crackers," "Half

Shot at Sunrise" and "Call of the Flesh"

were other attractions which meant good

grosses, while "Holiday" held up well in

its eighth week. The weather was cool.

Estimated takings:

"HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
FOX CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1, (.50). 8th week, twice

dailv. 75c to S1.50. Other attractions: Abe Lyman
and band, talker comedy. Movietone news. Gross:

$11,500. Rating: 90%.
"MADAME SATAN" (M-G-M)

FOX CRITERION—(1.652), 7 days, 35c to 65c.

Other attractions: Movietone news, talker comedy.
Gross: $19,200. Rating: 192%.

"THE SEA WOLF" (Fox)

LOEWS STATE—(2,418), 7 days. 35c to 65c. Other
attractions: Talker comedy, Metrotone and Movie-
tone news, Fanchon and Marco's "Fountain of

Youth" Idea with Rube Wolf. Gross: $25,200.

Rating: 93%.
"MONTE CARLO" (Para.)

PARAMOUNT— (3.596), 7 days. 35c to 65c. Other
atractions: Paramount stage show, talker comedy.
Paramount news, Oliver Wallace organ concert.

Gross: S27.O0O. Rating: 1'

"OFFICE WIFE" (Warners)
WARNERS DOWNTOWN — (2,400). 2nd week, 7

days. 35c to 65c. Other attractions: Yitaphone vari-

eties, sound news. Gross: £20,000. Rating: 133%.
"WHAT A WIDOW" (U. A.)

UNITED ARTISTS— (2,100), 3rd week, 7 days, 35c

to 65c. Cither attractions: Talker comedy, sound news.
Gaylord Carter, organ concert. Gross: $8,000, for 5

days.
"OUTSIDE THE LAW" (Univ.)

RKO— (2.700). 7 days. 35c to 65c. Other attractions:

RKO vaudeville, sound news. Gross: $11,500. Rat-
ing: 72%.

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (RKO)
ORPHEUM— (2.750). 7 days. 35c to 65c. Other at-

tractions: Talker comedy, sound news. Gross: $20,-

000. Rating: 125%.
"UN HOMBRE DEL SUERTE" (Para.)

CALIFORNIA INTERNATIONAL— (2,000). 2Sc to

50c. Other attractions: Spanish shorts. Gross: $6,-

000. Rating: 80%.
"BIRTH OF A NATION" (Triangle)

PRESIDENT— (1. SIX/). 25c to 65c. 7 days. 2nd week.
Other attractions: Talker comedy and sound news.
Gross: $3,400. Rating: 85%.

"ANIMAL CRACKERS" (Para.)
GRAUMAN'S EGYPTIAN— (1.800). 7 days. 35c to

65c. Other ai+ractions: Talker comedy and sound
news. Gross: $8 7X1. Rating: 110%.

"DAWN PATROL" <F. N.)
WARNERS HOLLYW OOD-O.000). 7 days, 35c to

65c. Other attractions: Yitaphone varieties, sound
nrws. Gross: $19,000. Rating: 131%.

"CALL OF THE FLESH" (M-G-M)
PANTAGES HOLLYWOOD— (3.000). 7 days, 40c to

65c. Other attractions: Fanchnn and Marco's "New
Yorker" Idea, talker comedv, sound news. Gross:
$16,000. Rating: 108%.

Para.'s 'Native'

Gets High Spot

On $15,000 Take
Seattle—Publix's Paramount kept up its

winning streak for the seven days just con-

cluded, topping all other local houses with

a gross of $15,000 on "Let's Go Native."

aided by the second week's appearances of

George Dewey Washington as a stage at-

traction.

Second in the running came the Fox
Fifth Avenue, with "Love in the Rough"
clicking off $13,000 (100%) for a normal

week. The only other winner of the week
was "Moby Dick" at Hamrick's Music Box,

which took in the neighborhood of $8,500

( 130% ) for its first week, and top others

in rating.

"Song o' My Heart" in its second week
at the Fox fell to $7,850. or about 80%.
"Fyes of the World." at the Blue Mouse,

failed to make much of an impression on

local showgoers and took around $5,500 for

the run. At the Coliseum, where an ex-

tended policy was inaugurated a few weeks
ago with good business resulting, "Women
Everywhere" was spotted in as a first-run

attraction and took only about $2,000 for

a rating of 65%. Consequently, "Song o'

My Heart" goes in as an extended run

attraction this week. The closing of Pub-
lix's Metropolitan apparently failed to re-

ceive any notice from film runs.

Estimated takings

:

"EYES OF THE WORLD" (U. A.)
BLUE MOUSE— (950), 25c-50c-75c. 7 days. Other

attractions: Grantland Rice Sportlight, Yitaphone
Varieties, Fox Movietone news. Gross: $5,500. Rat-
ing: 95%.

"WOMEN EVERYWHERE" (Fox)
COLISEUM— (1,650). 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Mickey Mouse cartoon. Lloyd Hamilton
comedv. organ solo, Alice Darstein. "Singing Ush-
erette." Gross: $2,000. Rating: 65%.

"SONG O" MY HEART" (Fox)
FOX—(2.450). 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c. 7 days, 2nd week.

Other attractions: Pathe comedv. Fox Movietone
news, Owen Sweeten and band. Gross: $7,850. Rat-
ing: 80%.

"LOVE IN THE ROUGH" (M-C-M)
FOX FIFTH AVENUE— (2,750), 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c,

7 days. Other attractions: Fashion revue. Fox Movie-
tone news, Fanchon-Marco stage revue. Gross: $13.--

000. Rating: 100%.

"MOBY DICK" (Warners)
MUSIC BOX— (950). 25c -50c-75e. 7 days. Other at-

tactions: Leather Pushers, Universal newsreel.
Gross: $8,500. Rating: 130%.

"LETS GO NATIVE" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT—(3.150). 2Sc-35c-50c-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Paramount comedy. Paramount
news. George Dewey Washington in person (second
week), Publix stage show with Milt Franklvn and
band. Cross: $15,000. Rating: 125%.

Santell to Make "Squadrons"
Hollywood—Alfred Santell's next direc-

torial effort for Fox will be "Squadrons,"
a war story of the air. by Elliott White
Springs, which was published under the

title of "Big Eyes and Little Mouth." A
romantic love story features the talker,

which is being prepared for the screen by
Jules Furthman.

Garbo Stuff

Chicago—While attending a Loop
picture show one year ago, Emily Hay
and her boy friend, Morris Dixton,
boasted to friends that they could sur-

pass in real life the amorous behavior
of one Greta Garbo, to whose acting
they were witnesses. The boast ac-

cepted, they found that marriage was
necessary to carry on. Now, Emily,
suing for divorce, charges that Mor-
ris's early warmth has changed to

cruelty, and she wants "out"?

"Song o' Heart"

Takes Nosedive

In Omaha Run
Omaha—Spotted to get big play from

the sixth national Eucharistic congress in

session here, John McCormack's "Song o'

My Heart" (Fox) turned out to be the

worst flop the Paramount has had in sev-

eral months. When the smoke cleared away
the house had only $5,950 in the sock, and
that's a 70% week.
Money of the town went to "Three Faces

East" (M-G-M), which netted the World
$13,200, which is 20% over average. "Man
Trouble" (W. B.) brought the State $2,873

for the last four days; 115% for the run.

"Dough Boys" (M-G-M), first half, was
good for a normal three davs, getting

$2,250.

Orpheum slipped to 95% with "Leather-
necking" (Radio), grossing $15,200.

Estimated takings

:

"THREE FACES EAST" (M-G-M)
WORLD— (2,500), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

Five Publix acts, Billv Mevers' band. Paramount
news and shorts. Gross: S13.200. Rating: 120%

"LEATHERNECKINC" (Radio)
ORPHEUM— (3.000). 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Chinese Showboat" unit, Pathe news, shorts.
Gross: $15,200. Rating: 95%.

"MAN TROUBLE" (W. B.)
STATE— (1,200), 25c-40c, 4 days. Other attractions:

Universal news and shorts. Gross: $2,873. Rating:
115'--.

"DOUGH BOYS" (M-G-M)
STATE— (1,200). 25c-40c. 3 days. Other attractions:

Universal news and shorts. Gross: $2,250. Rating:
100%.

"SONG O' MY HEART" (Fox)
PARAMOUNT— (2,900), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Paramount and Universal news, organ,
shorts. Gross: $5,950. Rating: 70%.

Sunday School to Show Films
Tarpon Springs, Fla.—With the closing

of the Royal here for the summer, this city

is without a picture show, so the Greek
community Sunday school decided to buy
a machine and give the children a picture

program each Sunday afternoon. No admis-
sion charge is made: but the parents are
asked to contribute toward the film rentals.

Frankl at Beaver Dam
Beaver Dam, Wis.—M. H. Frankl has

been named manager of Fox Midwesco's re-

cently acquired Odeon here. He formerly
was assistant to Stanley Gross, manager of

the Fox Gateway in Kenosha. He is suc-

ceeded there by C. H. Heiderman. formerly

assistant at the circuit's Orpheum. Kenosha.

Lazarus Expands Chain
Long Beach, Cal.—Strand theatre is the

newest link in the chain of inden-nclent

houses operated by Lazarus-Vinnicoff, who
have just installed sound and a film-vain'*

policy.

Madison Grand Reopens
Madison. Ind.—Having been closed for

the past several weeks, the Grand Opera
House here has reopened as the Madison.
With the transfer of the city's two thea-

tres to H. H. Johnson, the Grand was
closed for remodeling.
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Before the "Mike"

In N. Y. Studios

PRODUCTION on "The Royal Family,"
under the co-direction of Cyril Gardiner

and George Cukor, which includes in the cast

Fredric March, Ina Claire. Mary Brian, Hen-
rietta Grossman and Charles Starrett, is mak-
ing rapid strides. Meanwhile several other

full-length features are being prepared.

* * *

The Paramount scenario department has
moved into its new quarters on the third flooi

of the main building. The rooms hare been

renovated and redecorated with a futuristic de-

sign finished in a sky-blue motif. Larry Kent's

forces zed! occupy a section on the second floor.

* * *

Austin Parker, Paramount writer, and his

wife, Miriam Hopkins, who has recently com-
pleted the female lead in "The Best People.''

under Fred Newmeyer's direction, have left

for a two-weeks' vacation in Bermuda.
* * *

Frank Tours, musical director at the Para-
mount New York studios, has returned to his

duties at Astoria after hazing been loaned by
Paramount to supervise the musical synchron-
isation of the Evelyn Laye picture for Sam
Goldzuyn.

* * *

In the past week Ray Cozine directed the

shooting of two stars in short subjects at Para-
mount. He made one entitled "Clinching the

Sale" in which Harry Richman employs his

famous voice in selling brooms to the house-

wife, and a novelty called "The Happiness

Remedy," featuring the "blues chaser," Ted
Lewis, and his band.

* * *

Bill Laidlaw, Jr., Paramount surf a riter, has

completed a play which will soon be produced

on Broadway. Laidlaw adapted "Skippy."

which will be made under the direction of Vic-

tor Sckertsinger.
* * *

With producers crying "Bring the children

back to the theatres," Murray Roth, director-

in-chief at eastern Yitaphone studios, is plan-

ning a series of Vitaphones with special ap-

peal to children. He is also concentrating on a

series of hokum comedies including slapstick.

* * *

After a ten-day vacation at the "city of con-

ventions," Atlantic City, Arthur Hurley, Vita-

phone's ace drama director, is back on the job

in Flatbush. Hurley's latest effort was "Mad-
ame of the Jury," with Judith Anderson play-

%ng the lead.
* * *

The combination of Sam Sax and Casey
Robinson is again in effect. Robinson, who
wrote feature stories for Gotham Pictures

when Sax was production chief, is now writing

varieties at the Warner Yitaphone studio,

where his old boss is his new boss.
* * *

Alf Goulding has recently rented a large

home in Flatbush, and is awaiting the arrival

of Mrs. Goulding and the three little Gould-
ings. Alf has already completed direction of
six Vitaphones, the latest being "The Darling
Brute," a slapstick comedy featuring Jack
Haccord.

* * *

Don Costello, one of the principals in "The
Last Mile." current Broadway hit. visited the

Warner Flatbush studio and zvas instantly

recognized by Robert Berry, sound engineer.

It seems that Costello's fine performances as
leading man in a stock company at Louisville,

Ky., six years ago, left more than a favorable
impression.

THE STUDIO SLEUTH.

Book Sills Film

In N. W.; "Unholy

Three" a Success

Seattle—Decision to run Fox's "The Sea
Wolf," starring Milton Sills, despite that

star's recent death, in all first-run bookings
throughout the Pacific Northwest territory

was reached here this week. Fox West
Coast Theatre officials conferred regarding
the advisability of showing the film accord-
ing to original schedules this month, or

holding it over for a number of weeks un-
til Sills' death had been forgotten to a

greater extent.

It was decided that it would be run as
originally booked in the Fox Fifth Avenue
late in September, and then in other cities

throughout the territory immediately. The
decision was influenced to a great extent
by the big business now being done in this

territory on "The Unholy Three." That
film, starring Lon Chaney, has been piling

up big grosses at all second-run houses in

this city, and in first runs throughout the

territory, despite Chaney's passing some
weeks ago.

Sound Company, Theatre
Units Are Incorporated

Formation of Sound Projectors to mar-
ket equipment, heads the newest batch of
corporate activities in Eastern states. Mo-
Mar Amusement Co.. of East Rockaway,
Queens, is another new one, as are Adiron-
dack Amusement Co., Boonville and Van
Brawl Amusement Co., Syracuse.

In Delaware. Shubert Players Co. and
International Film Service, Inc., were
formed. In Xew Jersey, charters were
granted to Maple-Gor Theatre Corp.. New-
ark and B. & H. Amusement Co.

"Screen Mirror" Extended
To Fox Eastern Houses

Nationalizing of "Screen Mirror," fan
magazine launched by Fox West Coast The-
atres, is under way, the eastern expansion
being undertaken by Eddie Eckels, who is

in New York from the Coast. The October
issue will consist of 265.000 copies, Eckels
says. The chief outlet is theatres of the
Fox circuit.

Wunder Plans Tour
Hollywood—Clinton Wunder, executive

manager of the Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences, is planning a tour through the
middle-west in November and December.
Wunder will speak of the achievements of

the screen as pertaining to art and science.

He will take with him a talking picture

specially prepared for the tour and dealing
with the subjects on which he will speak.
The tour will be of the good-will variety.

Distribute Tone-O-Graph
Cleveland—C. R. Reitz and E. C. Reitz

have been named Tone-O-Graph distribu-

tors for the state of Ohio with headquarters
at 1709 East 21 st St. C. S. Adler, who has
been in charge of the office, has returned to
the company's home office in New York

High and Low

On Music Row

NOW that the new season has rolled around
with a promise of setting a faster sheet

music selling pace, music publishers throughout

the city have augmented their catalogues with
new numbers. Songs like "Little White Lies,"

"So Beats My Heart for You," "You Brought
a Xew Kind of Love" and "If I Had a Girl

Like You" are of the type wanted, sales in-

dicate. As we said before, with many of the

publishers possessing many real good songs
this year things sure do look a whole lot

brighter.

Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble believe they
have a fine running mate to "Little White
Lies" in "Sweet Jennie Lee," also written by
Walter Donaldson. "Love's Melody" is an-

other tune sponsored by this house.

Sammy Wigler of DeSylva, Brown & Hen-
derson is pepped up over the fact that a music
store in southern California has made a win-
dow display of "Don't Tell Her What's Hap-
pened to Me" and has included the photographs
of Buddy DeSylva, Lew Brown and Hay Hen-
derson, the writers, and Danny Winkler, gen-
eral manager of the finn. Meanwhile, a new
song, written by Clarence Gaskill, "Still I Love
Her," is making its bow.

Jack Robbins of Robbins Music Corp. is

going across the big pond and will be accom-
panied by one of his writers, Jimmy McHugh.
While abroad they are expected to make a tie-

up with a European publisher.

Shapiro-Bernstein is publishing the entire

score of "Leslie's Blackbirds of 1930," Will
Morrissey's "Hot Rythm" and a list of tunes
which include "Ro-Ro-RoIIin' Along," "Moon-
light on the Colorado," "Singin' Your Love
Songs to Somebody Else," "Shadows in the
Moonlight." "By All the Stars Above You"
and "Too Bad." Jack Glogau showed us a let-

ter from the firm's Los Angeles office wherein
it stated that "Shadows in the Moonlight" is

one of the most popular numbers on the Coast.

Harry Bloom, who in the short time as a
publisher has had one hit in "My Heart Be-
longs to the Girl Who Belongs to Somebody
Else," has taken a number, "Bad Girl" (You're
Good Enough for Me), which several firms
turned down as being "too daring." Harry
Richman is doing it and the song looks like

it will click.

Word reaches us from Red Star that Fox
is pepped up over "Song of the Big Trail,"
theme song of the Fox production, "The Big
Trail." The number is by Jimmy Hanley and
Joseph McCarthy. "I'm in the Market for
Yi»u" also is a brainchild of this team as is

"Where Can You Be?" sung by Arthur Lake
in "Cheer LT

p and Smile."

"The Stein Song" is ending, but the malady
lingers on. It brought to the fore such songs
as "I'd Like to Find the Guy Who WVote the
Stein Song," "The Mug Song," "To the Steins"
and here is another entitled "Drink, Drink,
Come. Brother, Drink," a German waltz which
Edward B. Marks has imported to our prohi-
bitioned shores. Well, maybe it will help.

PINCUS.
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WILL KAYS having made the cinema safe

irom the bogey-man, what the same said

cinema now needs is a social regisseur along the

lines of the last of the mad McAllisters. Cine-

matic social events, at the moment, are not ex-

actly pretty.

The particular functions which need attention

very badly are the openings of important theatres,

the openings of important films in two-a-day the-

atres and the entertainment of visiting stars.

True, each of the important film companies has

on its staff one or two young men sufficiently well

versed in the amenities of polite intercourse to

know which knife to cut their peas with, but they

lack the true spirit, the gay audacity of the au-
thentic social bell-wether who should lead the

shiny shirts and decollete of the photoplay

to better and more enjoyable if not bigger

and noisier things.

The opening of a new cinema shrine is neces-

sarily a matter for extensive and loud trumpet-

ing. Our plea is that the trumpeting should

be a little less extensive and a little nearer the

right pitch. If Old Hi-Ho-Humbug is not de-

ceived, the invitation list at one of these mon-
ster galas contains the name of everybody in

the telephone directory who is reputed to have
a clean shirt. The house is so packed with
well-washed nonentities that a celebrity of even

the fourth magnitude stands out like a cauli-

flower nose.

There is usually a lot of clap-trap vaudeville

in the lobby, the kind that would go very badly

at a railway men's reunion. The ushers, the

cunning things, are dressed to impersonate

American marines or German spies or some-
thing equally provocative. The costumes, it

need not be added, do not affect the wearers'

adroitness in placing patrons in the wrong
seats with a minimum of ceremony and delay.

Now comes the time to play "Guess Who's
Here," or "Don't Look Now." In this inter-

lude Otto H. Kahn is pointed out as Lewis

Stone, Jesse L. Lasky as Leon Errol, and a

mortgage broker named, oddly enough, Buchs-

baum, as Harry Richman.

The speakers, usually chosen for their utter

ignorance of the world of celluloid and tinsel,

go into Chautauqua ecstasies about a lot of

people who are merely names to them, names
to be read off the pieces of paper they coyly

cup in the palms of their hands for reference.

Now comes the big show. The star of the

picture models a dress across the stage, her

upper lip curled in memory of Barbara La
Marr. She is so happy to be here, and hopes

everybody will like the picture.

Then comes the lead, the character man, the

comedy relief, the second assistant menace and

the guy whose part was cut to a bit. They are

so happy to be here.

At this point the attention-caller steps forth,

pointing nut that the proscenium in the New
Sodom Theatre is tin- archest proscenium ever

connived. He has a lot more uninteresting

prose to declaim, after which the national an-

them, the state anthem, the city anthem and
the producer's anthem are played by a mam-
moth orchestra composed of paid-up union

members.

The opening program begins. Everybody
murmurs "Ah" and sinks into the pseudoplush.

The picture is good or bad, according to luck.

At any rate, two hours later, the members of

the audience race through the cluttered lobby

to their respective homes, sandwich grottoes

and speakeasies. Another theatre has opened,

another gag has been pulled.

The whole routine is listless and perfunctory.

Practically none of the attendants writes in his

dairy upon retiring "This has been a great, a

historical even

Yet think what Ward McAllister could have
done with, say. 3.000 people, a new theatre, un-
limited money and three hours! Think, we say.

.mil then write to somebody you think can do

tiling quick and aggressive about it?

—

Cinema, V. w York.

3|i&i| say
uaint

The Hollywood Manner
Hollywood—Beatrice Lillie tells this

one with gestures, it seems Bee at-

tended three separate and distinct par-
ties in three separate and distinct Hol-
lywood homes.
Each time the door was opened by

the same butler, a tall, majestic being
with a lordly manner, says Photoplay
Magazine. Each time he bowed low
and in the same suave tones mur-
mured, "Good evening, Lady Peel."

The third time it happened Bee de-
cided she was being haunted. Ner-
vously she approached the host and
asked him how long his butler had
been with him.
"About two hours!" was the calm

answer. "We rent him by the evening
on special occasions!"

B ;UDDY ROGERS . . . never curves and
blushes easily. . . . Doesn't like to dance

and seldom does. . . . Has been to Europe.
. . . He went to Spain as chambermaid to a

shipload of 800 mules. . . . His motto is:

"There are just two things in life to watch

:

Your morals and your health. . . . Brushes
his teeth as often as six times a day. Uses
three brushes at each cleaning. . . . He would
rather spend his last dollar for a new suit

than for food. ... He is always a gentle-

man. Won't do anything on the screen that he

won't do in real life. He never smokes in a

picture. In a scene in one picture he was sup-

posed to grab Nancy Carroll's arm to keep

her from leaving the room. He refused to do

so, explaining that no gentleman would act

so roughly toward a lady. . . . Red is his

favorite color. Always wore red neckties un-

til he arrived in Hollywood. There he learned

better. ... Is always careful of the way he

stands or sits in public. He is pigeon-tied.

—Skolsky in X. )'. News.

A good talker or a good semi-silent

will make big receipts. Voice or si-

lence does not matter. The entertain-

ment value of the picture counts.

The only real lesson to be learned
from comparison is that a good talker

does not have to talk all the time to

be good.

—

The Exhibitor, Philadelphia.

Whatever the future may hold against

Jack Oakie, it will always credit him

with having superseded William Haines.

That is no small feat, for in a good-na-
tured way he has driven the screen's

freshest comic into virtual obscurity, and
the risi wn star has marked the

fall of Haines.'

To many who were irked no end by
the eternal flippancies of Mr. Haines—
his idea of humor was to parade pantless

in a tail-coat—the rise of Oakie has been

one of the screen's reassuring phenomena.
—Baltimore Sun.

WITH a parting shot Conway Tearle has
shaken the dust of Hollvwood from his

feet.

Two or three years ago he was in steady
demand and reputedly the highest paid lead-

ing man. Then, of a sudden, he seemed to
cross the line that separated youth from ma-
turity in the eyes of the movie makers.

Still virile and in the prime of life, he found
employment harder to get each day. Now he's

going back to his native England.
"I'm going back to a place," he said, "where

age and experience are respected and one of

my years isn't expected to lean on a cane.

"It's a detriment to have experience in Hol-
lywood ; they count youth of more value than
skill in acting. If you learn your lines quickly

and play with competent grasp they rush you
through and pay you off.

"If you are lacking in training, but have
youth, you stay on and on while they are re-

hearsing you. So we have the situation of the

unskilled earning more than the skilled. On
the stage it can't be so."

—

Syracuse, N. Y.,

Herald.

Mrs. Jesse Lasky once went to the hos-

pital and her chauffeur, coming to her

room, was gazing in bewildered delight

at the many baskets of floivers which
had been sent to her. "Oh, Mrs. Lasky,"
he exclaimed, "think what you'd a had
if xou was dead!"—Script, Beverly Hills,

Cal.
* * *

The grapevine tickers the news that Louis

B. Mayer is showing signs of interest in that

long projected talkie featuring Aimee Semple
Mcpherson. Mayer is one of the solid ram-
parts of impeccable respectability among the

producing ranks. He is a pal of Herbert
Hoover and while his daughters were growing
up he refused to let them associate with actors.

—New York News.

There is nothing in the world which
will so quickly humble an individual

as a custard pie properly placed.

—

Mack Sennett in Life.

Misleading advance publicity on pic-

tures has been, and still is. the greatest

scourge of the motion picture name.

Any step to protect the interests of

the persons responsible for the success

of the motion picture industry is one in

the proper direction.—Williamsport, Pa.,

Sun.

Styles in cinema heroes certainly have

changed. The types that were applauded
in the days of the silent screen are now
as passe as Ascot lies. When the motion
pictures found their voice they sent out

an SOS for leading men who could make
a noise. Much of the resultant babble

sounds like static, or a bad B battery,

or a couple of zveak tubes.—Baltimore

Sun.
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THE axe is falling

!

After persistent defiance of repeated warn-
ings about using Castillian dialects, and other
angles of foreign version to which Mexican
and South American countries have objected

strenuously, public reaction is beginning against

American-Spanish versions with a vengeance in

Mexico City and other Spanish speaking cen-

ters.

Film-goers in the southern capital aren't go-
ing for the Spanish versions with Castilian dia-

lects despite heavy propaganda and press-agent-

ing.—Inside Facts, Los Anodes.
* * *

According to newspaper publicity,

and Lord knows there has been
enough, there is a fellow named Will
Hays who is supposed to look over
films and smooth over the rough spots
for the moral benefit of nice people
and impressionable children. Of all

the stupid, asinine farces, this censor-
ship is the worst.

—

Life.
* * *

Stop Obscene Films ! Revelations have been
made of a new sort of racket, that which pan-

ders to a taste for filth in the making and
projecting of obscene motion pictures.

From time to time references to this prac-

tice have been made. For a long time it has

been generally known that such films existed

and were shown. Parties of certain types often

succeeded in getting them. The so-called "so-

phisticates" of Xew York took them to their

penthouses and apartments and invited guests

to witness the degrading photography.

But not until recently was it suspected that

the making of these films had been organized

to the p-.int where it might be called a "racket."

Now police . . . find stores of the objection-

able celluloid. Arrests are made and the in-

dications are that a comprehensive organiza-

tion controls the making and distribution of

this obscenity.

No argument is needed to prove the harm-
fulness of these films. The police are to be

complimented upon their work in finding and
seizing some of them.

It remains now- for the prosecuting forces to

make certain that justice is meted out and that

further adventures into this damaging field of

enterprise are heartily discouraged.

—

N. Y.

Graphic.
* * *

Although I strive for perfection, there is no
one in the world who realizes better than I that

I still have much to attain. I do want to warn
the young singer to beware of the charlatans

who, perhaps in a degree sincere, yet none
the less dangerous, ruin many promising voices

with their theories.

If the dire effects of these theories were not

. so seriously disastrous to the voice, they would
really be most decidedly humorous.

I have heard of a singing teacher who makes
a pupil balance a glass of water on the top of

her head, telling the pupil the tore is not per-

fect until not a drop of water spills and the

tumbler remains motionless ! Another teacher

is said to make his oupils bend the body for-

ward in order to take a high tone. Tf your
teacher's ideas about singing do not appeal to

vour lo?ic. I advise you to drop that instructor

immediately.

—

Jeanette MacDonald in Screen-

land.

Discuss Fire Problems
Ottawa—Nitro-cellulose film can be

kept for 25 years when properly stored
in unheated and ventilated vaults, Col.

John A. Cooper, president of the M. P.
Distributors of Canada, told the an-
nual convention of the Dominion Fire
Prevention Association. He urged
standardization of rules covering film
hazards and the application of ex-
change and theatre regulations to all

places where pictures are shown.
A. S. Dickinson, fire prevention of-

ficer of the Hays organization; Eu-
gene Crystal of Eastman Kodak; E. H.
Woodsworth, Canadian Kodak Co., and
Dr. A. E. Mclntyre, chief chemist of
the explosives branch of the depart-
ment of mines, Ottawa, also took d
leading part in the discussion of
films.

GREAT questions confront us. They scream
at us from headlines. They intrude on our

lighter moments. They are always with us.

Great burning questions. Disarmament. Pro-
hibition. Foreign Relations Unemployment.
The Stock Market. Television. Garbo.

But especially it's the real estate problem in

Hollywood. The vacancy problem. The thrones

for rent, titles for sale, crowns thrown in.

Great, glittering thrones pushed into corners,

covered with cobwebs. Scepters getting tar-

nished, gilt peeling off.

It's all the fault of the talkies. Old favor-

ites are gone, new favorites unlabeled. In the

old days of silence the fans knew where they

were. They had a row of gilded thrones and
occupants for each with nice clean faces and
neatly brushed hair. And there it was and
there we were and every one could sit back
with a sigh and enjoy it all.

But now where are we ? Ninety in the shade
and getting hotter, if you must know. The
talkies came along like any other great revo-
lution and upset the old order and now we
need a whole new set of candidates for the

thrones. Pitched battles are still being fought

and previewed over who shall be the "Great

Lover" with the balance of power being threat-

ened toward the diamonds in the rough. Our
Orchid Lady has left and we need a new one
of those. So it goes.

But the thing that is really agitating, making
us hard to live with, is the Queen of Comedy
question. Who shall be Queen Merry? No.
Not who shall be Queen of the May—but
1 tweri of the laughs, the chortles, the guffaws.
—Screenland.

Hollywood wages war! Goaded on
by the stinging sour of rigid con-
tracts, even the slimmest of movie-
land's celebrated stars are constantly
trying to overcome the dreaded ad-
versary of added pounds and comfort-
able, though nnromantic, figures.

—

Talking Screen.

*T HE whole of the trouble which has brought
A

a rather unfortunate spirit into trade discus-

sion during the past i^w months can be traced to

one source—an appreciation on the part of the

exhibitors that their revenue is not increasing in

anything like a fair ratio to their expenditure.

Great jumps in both directions were registered

when we first started wiring our houses ; then,

when more and more installations were completed,

and the scarcity value and the novelty value faded
together, it began to be obvious that things were
not quite so well balanced as in the old days.

To a considerable extent, of course, the ex-

hibitor who knew how to book kept his box-office

receipts and his cheque to the renters in some-
thing like harmonious proportion, but there
were a good many who were not too business-

like in the way they let themselves in for big
prices, and these were the first to feel the

pressure.

Others waited and waited before they had
sound equipment brought in, and refused to

read the writing on the wall. When they did
move, they found they were merely followers
in a procession, the leaders of which had cer-

tainly secured the reward of their enterprise,

exhausting the attractions of novelty as they
advanced.

It is not unnatural, therefore, that there is a
certain rather sharp flavor in the remarks of

those exhibitors who are begmning to feel that

their function is to collect the public's money
and pass on all too big a proportion of it.

And it would be stranger still if they did not
begin to question the wisdom which had led

them to the hiring of expensive equipment and
the acceptance of the present system of mainte-
nance charges.

Their voices are beginning to be heard from
different quarters, and the subject of their

plaint has now crystallized into a definite feel-

ing of dissatisfaction with the terms of their

installation agreement.
It is obvious that, with more and more houses

equipped, and more and more experience on
the part of the operators who are responsible

for running them, the original rate of payment
for maintenance begins to show itself as no
light burden.
Every week one hears of bad times, of in-

equitable terms, of hard deals. And, except

for the natural vagaries of the entertainment

profession, the subject-matter of every com-
plaint seems to be the working out of agree-

ments into which both sides presumably en-

tered with open eyes. We cannot believe peo-

ble sign contracts without first trying to

weigh up their commitments.

—

Kinematograph
Weekly, London.

The humble opinion of a high school
girl revealed in her sincere fan letter

is more valuable than the criticisms

of all the experts put together.

—

Carl
Laemmle, Jr., in Life.

* * *

/ really haven't got it in for Paramount
at Long Island, but I never scent able

to praise their stuff. "Desperate Sam"
is one of their short comedies, enacted

by Bert Green (Sol Greenbaum?). Mr.
Green is one of those little flat-chested

smart crackers, wearing a self-conscious

sneer of utter sophistication—the kind

that killed vaudeville. He is a type of
comic peculiarly offensive to me.—Wag-
ner in Script, Beverly Hills, Cal.

* * *

The most temperamental player in Holly-
wood is not Jetta Goudal.
According to his producers. Jimmy Hall has

a couple of idiosyncrasies that have been too
long overlooked.

Jimmy has a gift for breaking appointments
—showing up on the set late—not showing up
on the set at all—and running up the heaviest

charge accounts in Hollywood.
In spite of it all, Jimmy is a good guy. He

always ends by promising the offense will never
happen again—and it doesn't—until the next
time.

—

Motion Picture Classic.
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Cliicago Theatre

Grosses Hit By
Color Problem

Chicago — Chicago's "color" problem
which in years past has caused plenty of

consternation to south side theatre owners
is rearing its head in new neighborhoods
with the invasion of the near southwest and
west sides by colored population.

First to feel its influence has been the

Broadway Strand, in whose neighborhood
the colored population has been on the in-

crease for several years. In the past, the

gentlemen of color—and their ladies—have
been despatched to the balcony in this the-

atre. Recently, however, the climax which
was threatened for some time was precipi-

tated by the arrival in the neighborhood of

colored families of means. These insisted

on obtaining main floor seats, and when ad-

vised that they "would have to wait lor

them" one disgruntled personage wrote to

Congressman Oscar De Priest, colored

stormy petrel in the House of Representa-
tives from the First Congressional District

of Illinois. De Priest wrote Essaness The-
atres, operators of the Broadway Strand,

that further evidences of discrimination
against colored patronage would result in

investigations and possible law suits.

Since that time colored persons who
wished were admitted to the main floor of

the theatre, with the result that white pat-

ronage has been threatened. The problem
presented in this instance is that the neigh-
borhood, being only partly populated by
colored persons, cannot support a house that

is obliged to depend entirely on colored pat-

ronage, so a change-over of this nature is

out of the question. Aggravating the situa-

tion is the possibility that, if enough of the
colored patronage insist on main floor seat-

Sweet Thing
Chicago—The first night the man-

ager noticed him he was rushing from
the theatre with a bloody nose. It
seems the gentleman seated next him
had jabbed an elbow into his face.
The second night, highly outraged, he
rushed up to the manager complain-
ing that a woman had made advances
to him during the performance.

"I would advise," said the manager,
stroking the wronged one's hand, "that
you attend our Saturday children's
matinees."

Booming
Chicago—The Chicago offices of Na-

tional Screen Service has been doubled
in scope during re-

cent months. All
departments of the
office have been ap-
preciably enlarged
to care for the ac-

counts from some
twenty - odd bran-
ches which are
now concentrated
here. Directing the
vastly increased
activities of the
company here is

Hal Young, known
from coast to coast

Hal Young as one of the best

hosts in the Chi-

cago film business. And with reason.

ing, the whites will eventually abandon the

house entirely.

The Broadway Strand is situated on

Roosevelt Road near Paulina St., the near

southwest side. This neighborhood has

been witnessing a colored invasion for the

past several years. At present it has at-

tained formidable proportions. The same

is true of the near west side neighborhoods

in the section bounded by Lake St. and

Grand Ave., from Morgan west to Leavitt.

In consequence, the same problem with

which the Broadway Strand is faced exists

in greater or less degree for every theatre

in the city's two new colored sections.

These theatres include the Irving, Paulina,

Madlin, Vista, Orpheus, Model and Hub.

Old Situation All Over Again
The same situation confronted south side

theatre owners in years past when the color-

ed population overflowed the hypothetical

boundary at Thirty-ninth Street and moved
southward, pressing the whites before it.

The colored "boundary line" has now ad-

vanced to Fifty-fifth Street along South
Parkway and Indiana Ave., and the inter-

mediate territory. As this trend developed,

managers were obliged eventually to con-

vert houses lying in the path of the negro
emigration into all-colored theatres, but not

without temporary loss of important rev-

enue and permanent loss of property value.

Ultimately, in this densely-populated color-

ed section, negro patronage was in sufficient

volume to make the theatres pay, but during
the period of the transformation of patron-

age it was not. Ascher Bros, were the

greatest sufferers from south side colored

expansion.

Today, owners of theatres in the path of

the new colored migration are face to face

with the same hazards.

Unemployment to

Be Aided by W. E.

Construction Plan

Chicago—C. L. Rice, vice-president in

charge of the Western Electric Hawthorne
plant, announces that if conditions prove
favorable he will authorize construction of

a new building for which the company has

no use at this time in order to aid local

prosperity and alleviate the unemployment
situation.

Rice's statement is modified only by the

executive's statement that "numerous re-

ports have been received of prevailing low
cost of building construction," and his ad-

mission that, although the company may
not require the extra space at the moment,
future needs will make it a necessity.

"The order for construction." says Rice,

"will depend upon the cost of building now,
as indicated by the bids submitted, as com-
pared with the cost of construction at a
later date when building conditions may be
more nearly normal."

Sid Myers Resigns
Chicago—Sid Myers, general manager of

the Fox Chicago theatres for the past sev-
eral years, leaves that post this week. Exec-
utive direction of these theatres is now
under H. J. Fitzgerald, division general
manager of Fox Midwesco with headquar-
ters at Milwaukee. Roy McMullen. for-

mer manager of the Fox Sheridan Theatre,
Chicago, becomes Chicago office manager.

Grace Gets Chicago Branch
Chicago—Elmer Grace is new manager

of the Tiffany Exchange here following res-

ignation of Henri Ellman, who was dis-

trict manager as well as head of the local

branch. The district now is in charge of

Joe Merrick, former sales manager of Edu-
cational.

What a Break!
Chicago—The Avon, closed for the

summer, had been advertising a re-
opening date for many weeks. A few
days prior to the date set, Essaness
closed its Embassy theatre in the
same neighborhood.

"Swell," smiled Elmer Benesch,
owner of the Avon. "A break at last."
But on the day the Avon opened

Essaness, with much fanfare, reopened
the Embassy.
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Sartorial Amos
And Andy Refuse

To Taxicab Home

Wabash Ave.—South

Chicago—Not that Freeman Gosden or

Charlie Correll left here in a state of

shabby disarray, with stark hunger staring

out of their eyes and a few loose and lone-

some pieces of small change jingling in

their pockets, or anything like that, but,

somehow or other, they did seem vastly

changed when they turned up here after

a three months' Hollywood interlude.

The executive heads of the Fresh Air
Taxi Co. alighted from their train looking

like a couple of undergraduates from an
investment broker's office. Light tan hats

with that Prince-of-Wales brim, darker tan

suits of Wilshire Boulevard cut and tan

camel's hair top coats blended with tan

faces and shoes to complete an ensemble
that left any one unaccustomed to the street

garb of the West Coast professional with

a decidedly dark brown taste in his mental
mouth.
Behind Amos came Mrs. Gosden with the

five-months-old Virginia Marie, and behind

her trailed Freeman, Jr. With Andy was
Mrs. Correll.

The gist of the intelligence borne by the

party was that they would remain in Chi-

cago for a while before proceeding to New
York to discuss the terms for a second
Radio picture.

Both Amos and Andy demurred when
some one suggested they taxi home. "Check
and Double Check," their picture, they ex-

plained, has sated them with taxis for many
a day to come.
"Why, a taxi cab," said Andy, "is the

plot of that picture. It's also the develop-

ment, denouement and the conclusion. Let's

walk !"

"My Public too

Rough," Says Jack
Chicago—Jack Oakie, spending a week at

the Chicago Theatre, related that while he
is grateful to his fans for the interest they
have shown in him, he is just a trifle shy of

personal contacts with them.

"One of 'em," the actor explained, "once
soaked me on the top of the head with
everything he had. While I was stagger-

ing around the fellow just smiled and said,

'I only wanted to see if yo'u could take it'
"

So, while Jack pleasantly and informally

received interviewers backstage at the Chi-
cago, his local admirers were balked at the

stage door where they piled up three deep.

Jack said he preferred making pictures in

the east because it's "more fun working in

New York than on the Coast."

Silence Pays
Chicago—The Front Street Theatre,

oldest house in Bloomington, III., is

still running as a silent. And at a
profit. The house is independently
owned.
Publix owns two in the same town,

both equipped with sound. One of
them is closed.

TOM MALOY, operators' union chieftain,

back from the European sojourn as an
American delegate to the International Trades
Union's conference at London, readying him-
self to forestall exhibitors' moves to obtain

a reduction of one man in the booth.
* * *

Art Steagall, former manager of the Woods,
sent to Rockford as assistant manager of the

Palace. W. A. Graham replaces at the Woods.
* * *

Bill Brumberg, formerly here with Univer-
sal, Columbia and, more recently, with Sono
Art-World Wide, replaced William "Bennie"
Benjamin as manager of the RKiO exchange
here this week.

* * *

Al Lyons, former manager of the Peoples
theatre, well known here, shaking hands with
old pals along the Row during the Week.

* * *

Morrie Salkin will operate the Adams, in

the Loop, in addition to his other duties ; with
re-opening set for the middle of the month.

* * *

Warner's Orpheum, closed to give the dec-
orators a break, will reopen next week.

* * *

Eddie Brichetto on the Pathe sales force
here, replacing Charlie Lundgren, now Pathe
branch manager at St. Louis.

* * *

Leo Smith out at RKO. Herb Costello is

now office manager.
* * *

Gene Couer would like to chuck it and turn
author.

* * *

Alderman Charles B. Fullerton of Ez'anston
hi.imcs anti-Sunday show demonstrators in the

suburb for the recent decimation of his home,
accomplished with antique eggs, tomatoes and
the like.

* * *

RKO wouldn't play "Swing High" (Pathe)
after booking it for the Palace because Pathe
sold the balance of the product to Publix in

the New York deal.

* * *

Sol Best re-opened the Grandale this week.
* * *

Educational got a comedy, "Freshman's
Goat," into McVickexs on the first of its "new
season" bills. B. & K. were afraid to take
it during the hot season.

* * *

In order to get a ticket on that $50 "bike"
the Devon is giving away, patrons have to
make a purchase at the neighborhood sweet
shop which figures in the tie-up. It's getting
so a merchant in on a hook-up is actually ex-
pecting a break from the theatre.

* * *

The old Midway theatre, dark for the past
year, is now permanently doomed by remodel-
ing plans which will make a store and office

building of the structure in which it is located.
* * *

South Shore Country club installing sound
equipment in the ball room to augment club
entertainments.

* * *

E. W. Hammons, Educational president,
through town en route to the Coast for con-
sultations on production matters.

* * *

Harry Rose, m. c. at the Oriental during
the summer, gives way to Charlie Crafts,
former Federal Theatres' m. c.

* * *

Essaness turned the Pantheon and Lakeside

Putt and Fake
Links in Windy

City Skidding

Chicago—The minnow golf courses are
beginning either to fold or take to cover,
particularly in the outlying neighborhoods
and suburbs where frost upon the pumpkin
is first evidenced, boding chap for the hand
that wields the putter. Twelve suburban
courses went dark this week, while the night
play everywhere is rapidly dropping off so

far as the outdoor courses are concerned.
Indoor courses, however, are getting a

healthy play, particularly those pretentious
and bizarre affairs that have usurped ritzy

Loop locations. Invasion of the neighbor-
hoods by the indoor courses is slow and
cautious, with the trend to locations where
overhead is at a minimum. Vacant store
space is housing most of them, but in total

the number of indoor neighborhood courses
is only about one-fifth the number of out-
door courses which were in operation at the
summer's peak.

The new threat in the suburbs is the ten-
dency to operate the courses under the same
roof with a dance hall or "recreation" par-
lor, which is taken to indicate that their

operators are wary of relying upon the win-
ter revenue of the courses alone.

Delay "Danger Lights"
Booking at State-Lake

Chicago—RKO has postponed indefinitely
the play date of "Danger Lights" (Radio),
the feature which will eventually play the
State-Lake, employing Spoor-Berggren 70
mm. film and projection machines. Change in
the

_
house policy from vaude-film to a

straight picture house also delayed, as the
Radio picture has been chosen to inaug-
urate the new policy. The date for the
opening with the Spoor equipment was
originally set for Sept. 28.

RKO has also postponed the termination
of its lease on the Woods, originally set
for Oct. 1.

back to Publix—B. & K., which reduces the
chain's houses to sixteen.

* * *

Mattie Mattison, producer, train-changing
en route to the Five Boroughs.

* * *

Schoenstadt's Harper Theatre showing
World's Series games on Playograph at regu-
lar admission scale. House turned into a
'sportsmen's club" for the period of the series,
with smoking and spitting on the floor not con-
sidered out of bounds. Regular programs go
on for evening performances.

KANE.

Ever Hear This One?
Chicago—Frank Ishmael, M-G-M

salesman, deaf in one ear for the past
12 years, recently pronounced himself
a "cure." The ear oil people naturally
were interested. They wrote him, so-
liciting a testimonial.
"Deaf for 12 years," wrote Frank;

"I recently took two bottles of your
lotion. The following morning I heard
from my brother in Nebraska."
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Manager Gets Rap for
Gianinni Bank Fraud

San Francisco—Despite his attorney's

plea that he be given a sanity test, William

J. Casey, manager of a picture theatre, was
sentenced to eight years in Federal prison

by U. S. Judge Harold Louderback.
Casey pleaded guilty to defrauding the

Daly City branch of the Bank of Italy of

$14,000. "With the help of two youthful

bank employees, Garrett L. Callopy and
George P. Marsh, Casey accumulated over-

' drafts to that amount, it was revealed.

The theatre manager promised the two
boys to help them get stage jobs, it was
said. Callopy was given a four-year prison

term and Marsh two years' probation. Wil-
liam Klein, Casey's attorney, claimed the

defendant was mentally irresponsible about

money matters.

Thar's Gold in Them
Pockets

Hollywood—And now that Howard
Hughes has purchased Multicolor
process, this town expects him to buy
up a half dozen producing companies
to secure successful development of

his latest enterprise.

Pinchot To Be Speaker
At Pittsburgh Oct. 20

Pittsburgh—Former Governor Gifford

Pinchot, who is the Republican gubernato-
rial nominee, will be a speaker at the an-

nual convention here Oct. 20 and 21 of the

western Pennsylvania and West Virginia
exhibitor unit.

Ontario Exhibitors Plan
Fight for Lower Taxation
Pembroke, Ont.—E. A. Dunlop, promi-

nent business man of Pembroke, has been
appointed Ontario provincial treasurer in

succession to J. D. Monteith. The change
is of importance to exhibitors in as much
as his department has complete jurisdiction

over theatres and censorship. Ontario in-

dependents are preparing to present a pe-

tition to Dunlop in October to ask for fur-

ther reduction in amusement tax. specific

request being for the abolishment of the tax

on tickets up to 50c.

Another Frisco House
For Golden State Chain
San Francisco—Golden State Circuit ha?

added another link to its chain of more
than 50 theatres throughout northern Cali-

fornia, with acquisition of the Haight at

Haight and Cole Sts.

The Haight, one of San Francisco's

principal neighborhood houses, has been

owned and operated for many years by W.
S. Godfrey and Harry Sack. There will

be no change in its present personnel, it

was announced by Robert A. McNeil, vice-

president and general manager of Golden
State. Plans are being made for improve-
ments and enlargement.

Selling Jungle Film on
Percentage Basis Only

"Africa Speaks," jungle picture produced
by Paul L. Hoefler, explorer, and Walter
Futter, will be sold individually by Colum-
bia on straight percentage. A number of

other pictures on the new program are be-

ing sold similarly.

Porter Quits Publix in

Salt Lake City Shake-up
Salt Lake City—Harry Hardy has been

appointed city manager for Publix here,

transferred from the Tennessee division.

His appointment follows the local shake-

up which resulted in resignation of Carl

A. Porter and Eugene Kalin, managers of

the Paramount and Victory. Porter was
an executive of the Marcus circuit, which
Publix bought last year.

Exhibiting Firm Broke,
Bankruptcy Writ Charges
Portland, Ind.—Appointment of a re-

ceiver for the Community Educational

Amusement Co. of Dunkirk is asked in a
complaint filed with the county clerk here

by a stockholder owning 44 shares of stock.

He claims the company is insolvent. The
defendant operates a picture theatre which
recently was closed because of lack of busi-

Warner Deal Off; Town
Still Minus a Theatre

Neenah, Wis.—Reported deal for pur-

chase of the Embassy by Warners has fal-

len through, it is stated here. L. K. Biin

ciosed the theatre several months ago and
the town, which has a population of about

10,000, is without a house.

IN THE HEART OF FILMLAND
J The Hollywood Roosevelt is strategically located

in close proximity to a majority of the studios and

film laboratories.

5 Eastern motion picture executives favor this

noted hostelry with their patronage for this reason

and because its service, cuisine and room accommo-
dations are unequalled anywhere in the Southwest.

J The Hollywood Roosevelt invites inquiries in

regard to convention rates, accommodations and

other data that will help the home office in planning

its annual sales convention at the scene of produc-

tion. We will gladly quote special rates and furnish

full information on request.

"We*!! be expecting you!"

ROOSEVELT HOTEL
HOLLYWOOD'S FINEST HOSTELRY

"IN HOLLYWOOD
IT'S THE ROOSEVELT" JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, PRES. FRANK CUMMINGS, Jr.

Manager
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Showmen Sponsor

New Operators'

Union in 4Casey'

Kansas City—To combat demands of the

resrular operators' union, a new union of

operators has been organized here, and a

charter has been issued to the organization

bv the state. Sound Projectionists' Asso-

ciation is the name of the new group. It

is composed of non-union operators and is

not affiliated with the American Federation

of Labor, but is maintained along similar

lines, having a president, secretary, vice-

president and business agent. It is sup-

ported by dues from its members.

The new association was formed to com-

bat demands of the local union for what is

asserted to be excessive wages and two men
in the booth of sound houses, according to

Denny Costello, owner of the Admiral, who
helped to establish the new association.

The small theatre owner could not afford

the union scale and requirements, it is as-

serted, and the new association was formed

to furnish a way out, Costello told Motion
Picture News.
The union demands two men in the booth,

the first to get $55 a week and the second,

$48. The new association rule calls for

one man in the booth at $40 a week. If a

second man is wanted, he will be hired as

an apprentice at $22.50 per week.

Every independent theatre in the city is

expected to hire members of the new as-

sociation by Nov. 1, Costello says. Follow-

ing are houses which have employed organ-

ization members : Westport, Baltis, Circle,

Admiral, Palace, Lyric, World-In-Motion

and Maple.
When firmly established, the new associa-

tion will expand to include the entire Kan-
sas City trade zone, according to Costello.

Officers of the association are E. J. Lime,

president; G. C. Blackman, vice-president;

Charles Stein, secretary ; Ed Costello. busi-

ness agent.

Canada Sponsors Films
Made Outside of U. S.

Ottawa—Major Fred J. Ney, M. C, Win-
nipeg, secretary of the National Council of

Education, has announced at Ottawa that

a series of "film weeks" has been organized
for various Canadian cities as a boost for

pictures other than those made in the United
States. Theatres have been leased by the

society and pictures made in Germany,
England, Canada and India have been

booked, he stated. British. German and
French film producers were making consid-

erable headway, asserted Major Ney.

Higler Back in Fold
Milwaukee—James A. Higler, pioneer

Milwaukee theatre man and for several

months retired, has been named manager
of the Davidson, local legitimate and pic-

ture house. Higler was for nine years man-
ager of the Alhambra, and after that man-
ager of Keith-Orpheum's Majestic and Pal-

ace-Orpheum. The Davidson was acquired

in May by the Klein Corp from Sherman
Brown and has been dark for the greater

part of the summer.

Ain't dat Sumpin?
Hollywood—-They're telling a yarn

about a disgruntled bit player who
was complaining to a writer on the
M-G-M lot. 'Tell me one thing that
Jack Gilbert's got that I haven't " he
insisted.

The writer grinned. "That's easy.
A contract with M-G-M."

General Strike

Threat of Bands

In Quaker City

Philadelphia—After two weeks of quiet

on both fronts the musicians' strike in Phil-

adelphia picture houses took a drastic step

with the announcement from John Cola-

prete, president of Musicians' Local No. 77.

that unless the strike was settled by Oct. 7,

a general walkout of stagehands and opera-

tors would be called.

Notice to this effect has been served on
the managers of Stanley-Warner and Fox
theatres and a meeting was held Saturday
when the managers submitted a plan of ar-

bitration which embodied very few con-

cessions over their original stand. A stormy
meeting of the musicians was held at their

headquarters later, with more than 500 men
present. After a dozen ballots were needed
to reach a decision, the musicians rejected

all compromise proposals and announced
that 200 stage hands and operators would
be ready to walk out on Oct. 7. The sym-
pathy strike has been ordered, the musicians

claim, by an order from the International

Alliance of Theatre Stage Employees.
The stagehands have been maintained on

the payroll of the various theatres since

the strike started, though they have been
idle owing to the lack of stage shows. The
operators have heretofore manifested very
little interest in the squabble, and whether
or not they will join the sympathy move-
ment, in spite of the pressure from the In-

ternational association, is problematical.

If the strike becomes general, there seems
to be the general opinion that the legitimate

theatres will be affected. Last year, the legit

theatres and the musicians went into bat-

tle and the theatres remained dark until

November, losing at least 10 weeks of the

normal season. The picture houses at that

time settled amicably with the musicians.

Lynch in Charge of All
Warner Houses in Ohio

Cleveland—George Lynch, formerlv with
Schines, is new chief of Warner theatres
in Ohio. The firm has houses in about
25 cities of the state.

Columbia Busy on Casts
Hollywood—Casting on four productions

is under way at Columbia, with leads for

"Tol'able David" going to Henry Walthall.
Helen Ware, Noah Beery, Richard Crom-
well, Joan Peers, Edmund Breese and
George Duryea.

Carmel Myers and Mirian Seegar were
assigned to "Lion and the Lamb," Walter
Huston to "Criminal Code" and Claire
McDowell and Francis McDonald ' to

"Brothers."

Claim Picket Ban
Hurts Musicians'

Case With Public

San Francisco—Superior Judge Percy V.

King had under submission a petition seek-

ing modification of the injunction recently

granted to Nasser Brothers, theatre opera-
tors, against the musicians' union and others.

The defendants asserted in arguments
presented by their attorneys that under the
injunction they have no means of acquaint-
ing the public with their alleged grievances
against the Nasser theatres, having been
enjoined from picketing the theatres, dis-

playing papers charging the theatres are
"unfriendly" to organized labor, and the

like.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Mail Order Bargains

WE UNDERSELL THEM ALL — BRAND
NEW MERCHANDISE—FACTORY TO YOU.
Acoustical felt, 29Vit sq. yd.; Theatre Plush Carpet.
S'-I9 per yd.; Duvetvn Fireproof Drapes, 49c sq. yd.:
Theatre Burlap, 22 '/2 c sq. yd.; W. E. Approved
Sound Screens. 39c sq. ft.; Sound Mixers, $19.50;
Sound-on- Film Heads, $198.50; Photocells. $14.95;
G. E. Exciter Lamps, 98c; Optical Systems. $29.50;
Head Amplifiers, $29.60; V* h. p. Synchronous Motors.
$29.50; Turntables with Resynchronizer, $49.50; Sam-
son-Pam 19 Amplifiers, $69.15: Audak Tuned Pickups,
$33.95; Standard Audak, $17.95; Wrlflht-DeCoster
Horns. $17.64; Jensen Speakers. $17.80; Exponential
Horns, $48.80; Giant Exponential Units, $46.35; Con-
stant Faders. $13.90; Bargains. Demonstrators. Re-
built Booth Equipment. Projectors, Arcs, Rectifiers,
Lens, etc. Write us your needs. Address SOS
Corporation. 1600 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

CORPORATION

Ticket Registers

WILL PAY CASH for used TICKET MACHINES.
AUTOMATIC GOLD SEAL PREFERRED. Give
size of machine, serial number, motor, whether direct

or alternating and condition of machine. Box 690,

Motion Picture News, 729 Seventh Avenue. New
York.

Equipment for Sale

PHOTOTONE disc outfit complete for Motiograph
projectors ; two Webster amplifiers. Rack and two
\V right- DeCoster speakers for sale cheap. Guthrie
Theatre. Grove City. Pa.

For Rent

THEATRE completely equipped with Talkies. Seat-
ing 280 people, drawing from territory of 2,500.
Rent Reasonable. H. S. Tuthill, Secretary. Marlboro.
N. Y.

Films Wanted

Old Silent Features and Shorts with Spanish titles,

rent or sale, lowest prices. Write full particulars.
Sturges & Melich. 521 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

Situation Wanted

PROJECTIONIST — Power's experience. Prefer
working alone. Will go anywhere. State terms.
Address Frank Nogee, Springboro, Penna.

AT LIBERTY—Experienced sound projectionist on
Western Electric. RCA. DeForest, film, disc; wants
steady position. Wire, write, Louis Hajovsky, Box
183, El Campo, Texas.
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Opinions on Pictures

Check and Double Check
(RKO)

"Dis Am Sumpin'"
(Reviewed by Bill Crouch)

WITH draw names like Amos 'n' Andy,
plus fine entertainment qualities, "Check

and Double Check" should do big business in

any theatre. The performance given by the

blackface pair is exceptional in this, their ini-

tial film venture, which proves that the boys

are capable of becoming screen favorites as

well as radio idols.

This one is geared for all kinds of runs.

It should prove especially attractive in the

smaller cities and neighborhood houses. The
talker offers unlimited exploitation angles and,

with the daily radio plug adding to the name,
should line them up at the box-office wherever
it plays.

KKO, in making this picture, has closely

watched the racial situation and is well pro-

tected against injuring the feeling of either

blacks or whites. In only one scene are the

two classes shown together, and then with no
familiarity. Southern cities, where racial feel-

ing may be pronounced, will find nothing in the

picture to cause objection.

From a production standpoint, the picture is

not above average. No lavish sets are used

as these would undoubtedly not be in keeping

with the story. A number of process shots are

used and these are very well done.

The story deals with Amos 'n' Andy and
the Fresh Air Taxicab Co., Incorpulated. The
boys contract with Kingfish to haul Duke El-

lington and his band to the Blair mansion.

Here the lads met Charles Morton, son of

their former employer. Morton is in love

with Sue Carol, and were it not that he is

unable to find the deed to some property, giv-

ing him his share of the family fortune, he
would marry Sue. Morton believes the lost

deed is in the old and deserted family home.
He decides to search for it. Ralf Harolde
hears of the plan and, being a suitor of Miss
Carol's, decides it would be to his advantage

to search for the deed first.

On the night of the search by Harolde,

Amos 'n' Andy are delegated by the "Knights
of the Mystic Sea" to visit the old house and
find a paper marked "Cheek and Double
Check." The boys enter the house after Har-
olde and his companion. They find the paper
marked "Check and Double Check" and also

the deed. When confronted by Harolde, they

are asked to give up "the" paper and they give

the "Check and Double Check" paper to him.

Harolde, thinking he has the deed, leaves, as

do the boys, who are very much frightened.

The next day Morton searches the house, but

fails to find the deed. Discouraged, he is all

ready to leave by train when Amos 'n' Andy
show up with the document.
Morton then marries Miss Carol and sends

part of the wedding cake to the boys, who, on
their way to visit Madam Queen and Ruby
Taylor, fall and drop the cake—and the story

ends.

This story, while rather slight, gives the lads

a fine background for their comedy. They do
not force any of the gags, and the laughs come
naturally—and often. One noticeable thing

about the acting is that none of the players tries

to "steal" any scene. When one player is speak-

ing the others give him his chance, and it is

this attitude that helps the picture considera-

bly.

The acting of both Amos V Andy is at a

par. Neither one outdoes the other, and the

honors are even. Their voices are very good
and the dialogue is clear—when the audience

stois laughing long enough to hear it.

Kingfish is well portrayed by Russell Powell
and he makes the character most interesting.

The remainder of the cast, which includes Sue

Carol, Charles Morton, Ralf Harolde, Irene

Rich, Rita LaRoy and Edwin Martindel, is

most satisfactory. Duke Ellington and his or-

chestra provide some tepid musical numbers
and in great fashion. One song, "Three Little

Words," is a potential hit.

Mel Brown's direction shows his ability at

bringing out the natural humor supplied by
Amos V Andy, and he keeps the talker mov-
ing swiftly.

Cartoons and semi-serious shorts will fit here.
Produced and distributed by RKO. Directed by

-Melville Brown. Story, music and lyrics by Bert
Kalmar and Harry Ruby. Associate producer, Ber-
tram Miilhauser. Adapted by J. Walter Ruben.
Cameraman, Win. Marshall. Length and release
date not set.

THE CAST
Amos Freeman F. Gosden
Andy Charles F. Correll
Jean Blair Sue Carol
Richard Williams Charles Morton
Ralph Crawford Ralf Harolde
John Blair Edward Martindel
Mrs. Blair Irene Rich
Elinor Crawford Rita La Roy
Kingfish Russell Powell

Father's Son
(First National)

Intensely Human
(Reviewed by Jack Grant)

HERE is a saga of boyhood that stands as
one of the finest things of its kind since

the talking era began. It is a real story of a
real boy—so humanly told it almost hurts.

Seven years ago William Beaudine turned
out a classic in Booth Tarkington's "Penrod
and Sam." The following year, he repeated the

trick with "Boy of Mine" by the same author
and featuring the same youngster. Both were
memorable successes.

In "Father's Son," Beaudine faced another
similar assignment. The original story, "Old
Fathers and Young Sons," came from Booth
Tarkington's pen. Ben Alexander, since grown
up, was replaced by Leon Janney, who will be
remembered as the boy in "Courage."
Like all of Tarkington's kid stories, "Fath-

er's Son" is much of the Penrod formula.
Containing very little plot "construction, it is

mainly a series of episodes. There is, how-
ever, a bit of propaganda concerning the pos-
sibility of misunderstandings arising when the

father is old and the boy is young.
Lewis Stone believes his mere word should

be law to his son, Leon Janney. Just a regular
feller, Leon is heedless of corrections without
meaning to be. His father punishes him by
ordering him to stay in his own yard. But
when the kid sees a tire drop off a passing
junk dealer's wagon, he forgets the restric-

tion to run out and return it. At the invitation

to ride—and better yet to drive the horse—all

memory of his father's orders vanish from
mind.
The subsequent punishment is even more

severe. Leon decides to run away. The neigh-
borhood doctor finds him wandering in the
woods and after discussing the matter "man to

man," drives the sleepy kid home. Seeing that

the father is contemplating stricter discipline,

Leon's mother, Irene Rich, delivers her ulti-

matum. Either the boy's escapade is over-
looked or they will both leave. The father

is adamant.
Loneliness changes his viewpoint. He be-

gins to realize the necessity of understanding
his son's problems and ruling him with com-
radeship. Then the circus comes to town and
Leon carries water for the elephants to earn
a pass to take his friend, the doctor. It is the
final straw. The father acknowledges his mis-
take and the last scene shows father, son and
the doctor fishing together.

If the father in the story had known as much
about real boys as Tarkington and Beaudine
apparently do, there would have been a dif-

ferent yarn. Beaudine was just the man for

the job of directing. With simplicity and
hnesse, he pictured this American family with
a great humanness and appeal that cannot be
denied.

In only two points can exception be taken to
reality, though both may be possibly charged
to dramatic license. Nevertheless, I do not
believe any doctor would take a small boy in-

to a patient's sick room or that any mother
would not stop her son from juggling dinner
plates. Minor criticism, but standing out like

sore teeth in what otherwise would be near per-
fection of detail.

Irene Rich and Lewis Stone contribute their

usual smooth performances and John Haliday
is noteworthy as the doctor. But the laurels

are usurped by the boy Leon Janney. He has
none of the offensive mannerisms of the usual
child actor and reads his lines like an old
trouper.

Take note also of the litle colored boy, Rob-
ert Dandridge, playing Vestibule, a character
reminiscent of Herman and Verrnan in the Pen-
rod stories. Mickey Bennett likewise deserves
mention.

"Father's Son" is not the best box office title

in the world, but the picture will please every-
one in the audience who has not forgotten their

own childhood. For both kids and their par-
ents it is a natural.

No particular recommendation in shorts.
Produced and distributed by First National. Di-

rected by William Beaudine. From *'01d Fathers
and Young- Sons" by Booth Tarkington. Adaptation
and dialogue by Hope Loring. Release date and
length not set.

THE CAST
Bill Emory Leon Janney
Wm, Emory Lewis Stone
Ruth Emory Irene Rich
Dr. Franklin John Halliday
Junior Pettis Mickey Bennett
Vestibule Thompson Robert Dandridge
His Father George Reed
Dinah Gertrude Howard
Mrs. Stewart Bertha Mann
Chauffeur Grover Liggon

Scotland Yard
(Fox)

Good Audience Thriller
(Revicived by BUI Crouch)

A CROOK melodrama in which Edmund
Lowe plays a dual role, with the war,

plastic surgery and plenty of love interest

thrown in for good measure. That's the for-

mula for "Scotland Yard."
This talker rises above the ordinary by dint

of intelligent handling and playing. Whatever
holes in plausibility appear in its plot are gloss-

ed over by the elements of mystery and sus-
pense. It's audience stuff.

Dakin Barrolles (Edmund Lowe) in attempt-
ing to elude Scotland Yard detectives swims
to the houseboat of Sir John Lasher (also

Lowe). Sir John and his bride, Xandra (Joan
Bennett), are forced at the point of a gun to

shield the fugitive thief.

Barrolles is attracted by Xandra and when
he leaves the following morning he takes a
locket containing her picture. His safety from
Scotland Yard is shortlived, however. Traced
to his hiding place, he is forced to join the
army in order to escape.

In France, Barrolles is badly wounded. He
is taken to the hospital and there a plastic

surgeon undertakes to restore his mutilated
features. As a model, the doctor takes the

photograph of Sir John Lasher contained in

the locket with Xandra's picture.

Sir John has been reported missing in ac-
tion. The presence in the hospital of Bar-
rolles with the rebuilt face of Lasher brings
the dead back to life. Xandra is notified and
in the presence of Scotland Yard men who are
still searching Barrolles, she is reunited with
the man she believes her husband.
Hoping for an opportunity to escape. Bar-

rolles returns to England with his "wife."
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There he plans with his former partner (Don-
ald Crisp) the robbery of the Lasher bank.

But his growing love for Xandra makes the

job distasteful. How he attempts to warn
his confederate and finally gives himself up to

Scotland Yard brings the story to a close with

Xandra promising to wait for him.

Edmund Lowe gives a finished performance

in his dual assignment. Joan Bennett is at-

tractive as Xandra and the others are all cap-

able. The direction of William K. Howard
is notable.

Brood comedy, musical shorts and cartoons

will fit hoc
Produced and distributed by Fox. Directed by

William K. Howard. From the play by the same
name by Denmson Clift. Adaptation and dialogue

by Garrett Fort. Edited by Jack Murray. Photo-
graphed by George Schneiderman. Length, 6,865

teet. Running time, 70 minutes. Release date, Dec. 7.

THE CAST
Sir John Lasher Edmund Lowe
Dakin Barrolles Edmund Lowe
Lady Xandra Lasher Joan Bennett
Charles Fox Donald Crisp
Sir Clive Heathcote Lumsden Hare
Captain Graves David Torrence

Sinners' Holiday
{Warners)

Good Carnival Picture
(Reviewed by Sherwin A. Kane)

THE ingredients which have gone into the

making of "Sinners' Holiday" are an old

theme, a fairly modern application, and an able

cast. The result is a good picture of the love

and law affairs of those not too elegant per-

sonages who comprise the fast-disappearing

world of the American carnival. The picture

owes its tense and pathetic moments to a cast

which renders convincing performances
throughout, not a little of the credit for which
is due to nicely balanced direction. Good in-

dividual performances are numerous, and they

are particularly important to the picture as a
whole, due to the fact that the gestures and
"lingo" of types must carry conviction in this,

or the picture is nothing.

"Ma" Delano and her family—Mary, Joe and
Harry—conduct a penny arcade on an amuse-
ment pier over which "Mitch," a bootlegger

doubling as a sideshow operator, wields an in-

fluential hand. "Angle," a barker for Mitch's

sideshow, incurs the ill will of his employer
when he intercepts a flirtation with Mary De-
lano. Angie's intentions toward Mary are both
serious and honorable.
Harry Delano, "baby" of the family and his

mother's particular favorite, becomes involved

in Mitch's illicit liquor trade. When Mitch is

picked up on suspicion by the police, Harry
chisels in on his superior's operations, in the

belief that the latter will be gone for a long

time. Mitch, however, is released and, return-

ing unexpectedly, discovers his subaltern's per-

fidy, with the result that Harry is "put on the

spot." Mitch decides to do the job himself and
accosts young Delano as he leaves his home
on the amusement pier after it has closed down
for the night. Already armed with a gun
which he has taken from "Angie's" valise,

Delano kills Mitch during their encounter.

Delano's sister Mary witnesses the killing

from her bedroom window. Later, when the

police investigation is in full swing, young
Delano confesses to his mother and, cringing,

asks her to help him. Mother love for her
"baby" rules, and Ma Delano replaces the gun
with which Mitch was shot in Angie's valise.

Suspicion falls on Angle, whose own past has
not been too clear, with the discovery of the

gun. Angle is being led away by police when
Mary, torn between love of her brother and
love of her sweetheart, breaks down. She
describes the murder and accuses her brother,

who confesses.

All roles are capably and convincingly han-
dled, with the portrayals of carnival types

done with an accuracy and naturalness that

is often missing in pictures of this kind. Dis-
crimination and good judgment in casting are
responsible. Grant Withers as Angie and Eve-
lyn Knapp as Mary Delano click well together
in this one.

"Sinners' Holiday" is better than average
program fare, and should interest most au-
diences.

Cartoons and ncivsreels will fit this.

Produced and distributed by Warners. Directed
by John Adolfi. Story from the play, "Penny Ar-
cade," by Marie Baumer. Length, 5,536 feet. Run-
ning time, 61 minutes. Release date, Oct. 11.

THE CAST
Angel Harrigan Grant Withers
Jennie Evelyn Knapp
Harry James Cagney
Happy Hank Mann
Joe Ray Gallagher
Ma Delano Lucille La Verne
Sykes Purnell B. Pratt

For the Love of Lil
< Columbia)

Pleasant
(Reviewed by Jack Grant)

BETTER than average program material,
this little domestic comedy should please

any audience. There is nothing heavy-weight
about its treatment nor does it purport to car-
ry any preachment. Designed only as enter-
tainment, it achieves its purpose pleasantly.

Based upon the Leslie Thrasher magazine
covers for Liberty, "For the Love of Lil" con-
cerns the attempts of Sandy and Lil to stay
happily married despite the kibitzing of their

best friend, Wyn Huntley. A perpetual "Mr.
Fixit," Wyn insists upon arranging their af-
fairs to his personal satisfaction. He spends
their wedding night with them, chooses and
furnishes their apartment and invites a lot of
his friends to the housewarming.

It is at this party that Sandy kicks over the
traces. Under the impetus of a heavy and
plentfully mixed drink, he breaks up house-
keeping and Lil goes home to her mother. Wyn
nearly kibitzes the pair into divorce and Sandy
is just about to furnish grounds when Lil ef-

fects the reconciliation.

Trite as the story is in outline, it is breezily

told and contains some genuinely amusing dia-

logue. James Tingling, in his direction, keeps
things moving at light comedy tempo. Neat
camera work aids in stimulating action.

There is every indication the picture was
shot from a tight script, lap dissolves and fade-

outs being more numerous than in the majority
of recent releases. Two camera tricks in par-

ticular deserve mention. In one sequence we
see Sandy and Lil walking toward the hotel

room door. The camera starts a panorama
shot of the action, speeds up for a few feet

of indistinct movement and the couple are

picked up strolling out on the sidewalk. The
suggestion of descending by elevator to the

street is there without wasted footage.

The other bit of tricky work that makes for

fast tempo is when, after Sandy has smashed
up things in his apartment, he stands viewing
the wreckage saying, "Oh, dear—oh, dear."

The voice is carried through the fadeout and
in and Sandy is discovered, head in hands, sit-

ting at his desk the following morning. The
repetition of his words fit the hangover head
he is nursing and the lapse of time is symbol-
ized with no story interruptions.

As Sandy, Elliott Nugent delivers perhaps
his best screen performance. He is perfectly

at home in the sheep-like husband role and
proves it. Jack Mulhall also gives good ac-

count of himself as the interfering friend. It

is the most workmanlike job he has done in

talkers.

Sally Starr garners as much from Lil as

could be expected of the assignment and Mar-
garet Livingston does the inevitable other wo-
man with her usual charm.

In its tie-up with the well-known cover il-

lustrations, "For the Love of Lil" offers mod-

erate draw for the family neighborhood houses.

While it may not please sophisticated patron-
age, it is pleasant in its unimportance.

Practically any musical or novelty comedy
shorts will fill the bill.

Produced and distributed by Columbia. Directed
by James Tingling. Based on the story by Leslie
Thrasber. Adaptation by Bella Cohen. Dialogue
by Robert Buckner. Photographed by Teddy Tetz-
laff. Length, 7,000 feet. Running time, 72 minutes.
Release date, Oct. 5.

THE CAST
Wyn Huntley Jack Mulhall
Sandy Jenkins Elliott Nugent
Lil Jenkins Sally Starr
Elinor Cartwright Margaret Livingston
Mr. Walker Charles Sellon

Adios
(First National)

For the Ladies
(Reviewed by Jack Grant)

MOVING slowly, as befits its old California
locale, this is not the sort of thing we

have come to expect of Richard Barthelmess.
He gives a sincere enough portrayal, but the
limitations of his material will be apparent even
to the lay mind.
Lacking pace, "Adios" should have had con-

siderably more comedy. There are only a few
mild chuckles in its entire footage. Depicting
Los Angeles as the mushroom village of the

days of the Dons brought a giggle or two from
the local preview audience. These laughs will

not be repeated elsewhere in the country.
Another disappointment is the failure to

catch the real beauty of old Spanish back-
grounds and costumes. Spectacle might have
relieved much of the languor of the story. Only
in the final chase of the bandit and in the cattle

drive is the photography noteworthy.
The subtitle introduction dates the tale as

1850, the time of California's admission to the

Union. Barthelmess as a young Don, heir to

a vast Spanish land grant, returns to his estate

after his education in Mexico City. He finds

himself classed as a "greaser" by American
invaders of his native land. The reins of law
and order are in alien hands, so Barthelmess
turns bandit that he may even his score.

Donating the proceeds of his hold-ups to the

missions, La Puma, the bandit, is in a fair way
to become a Robin Hood. He forsakes his

own love for Mary Astor to continue raiding

the oppressers of his country. But when his

sister, Marian Nixon, falls in love with the

American, James Rennie, La Puma disperses

his band to ride into Mexico. For a double
happy ending, his sweetheart joins him.

Barthelmess has no particular climax to

achieve and he suffers accordingly. Nor have
Mary Astor and Marian Nixon anything to do
but look their usual lovely selves. It is a
thankless task being noble heroines in this.

The acting parts—such as they are—fall to

Arthur Stone, Fred Kohler, Robert Edeson and
Erville Alderson. They acquit themselves cap-

itally.

"Adios" will probably be severely criticized

in some quarters for its mixing of the Spanish

"gracios, Senior" type of expression with dis-

tinctly American colloquialisms.

Whatever success "Adios" may attain at the

box-office will be accomplished through fem-
inine patronage. Play it with the women's
angle in mind.
Go in as heavy as possible for comedy in

shorts.
Produced and distributed by First National. Di*

rected by Frank Ltoyd. Based on the novel by the
same name by Lanier Bartlett and Virginia Stivers
Bartlett. Adaptation and dialogue by Bradley King.
Photographed by Ernest Heller. Length undetermined.
Release date, not set.

THE CAST
Pancho Delfino Richard Barthelmess
Dona Rosita Garcia Mary Astor
Peter Harkness Fred Kohler
Dona Dolores Delfino Marian Nixon
David Howard James Rennie
Don Marino Delfino Robert Edeson
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The Dancers
I I OX )

Pleasing
{Reviewed by Don Ashbaugh)

FOX has turned out a program picture in

"The Dancers." It will satisfy the seeker

of ordinary entertainment, but both Lois Moran
and Phillips Holmes are too intelligent young

players for such hackneyed material.

•'"I'll marry Irwin. I'd like to do him a dirty

trick," reflects Miss Moran in this and some-
1.1. certainly did her a mean one when they

cast her for the 'steenth time as a dance-mad

hey-hey girl who consumes gallons and gallons

of champagne in an effort to forget her un-

faithfulness to a childhood sweetheart. Some
day she may be given a chance to show the

talent that glimmers through her performance.

Holmes as the lover, Tony, does his best

bit when he becomes intoxicated at a night

club and gets into a brawl. This situation

comes about because once upon a time he and

Diana, played by Miss Moran, promised that

there would be no one else in their lives. He
has remained true, resisting the advances of

Maxine, a dance hall girl in the lumber camp
where he works.
Back in Canada, Tony receives word that he

is to enter the peerage through the death of

an uncle and wires Diana to meet him upon

his arrival in England. She refuses to answer

because she has broken the vow, but a schem-

ing relative cables and accepts for her.

After Diana's attempted avoidance, Tony
gets drunk in the same club where Maxine,

who has followed him, is doing an act. It is

through Maxine that Diana and Tony are final-

ly reconciled, Diana revealing that it is the lat-

ter's sudden wealth that caused her to turn

him down. The final fadeout is in France

where she has been teaching school, for no
apparent reason.

The story is jerky and jumps back and forth

between England and Canada with a speed

that dazzles. The motivation is not always

entirely clear.

Mae Clark does some good emoting in her

role of Maxine. She is pursued throughout

the picture by Tyrell Davis, playing the regula-

tion silly-ass Englishman. Mrs. Patrick Camp-
bell is well cast as the aunt. Walter Byron

is the sleek Irwin who has designs on Diana

and with whom Tony has his fight in the night

club. He gives a smooth impersonation, the

character being summed up in a remark by

Diana, "I'd have been disappointed in you if

you hadn't been somewhat of a cad." The
audience felt the same way.
The picture needs strong comedy shorts to

balance it.

Produced and distributed by Fox. Directed by
Chandler Sprague. Adaptation and dialogue by Ed-
win Burke. From the plav. "The Dancers." by
Gerald Du Mauier and Viola Tree. Edited by Alex-

ander Troffey. PTiotocraphed by Arthur Todd.
Length not set. Release date, Nov. 9.

THE CAST
Diana Lois Moran
Tony Phillips Holmes
Berwin Walter Byron
Maxine Mae Clarke
Archie Tyrell Davis
Aunt Emily Mrs. Patrick Campbell

Office Wife
( Warners')

Great Box-Office
(Rezncwed by BUI Crouch)

HERE'S a talker that has plenty of what's

needed to bring customers to the theatre.

Tn the larger cities this should do splendid

business, and smaller theatres will find the

picture has plenty of pull for them also. Good
for popular priced week run spots and subse-

quent bookings. The title has plenty of draw-
ing power and the picture warrants heavy ex-

ploitation.

Dorothy Mackaill, as the attractive office

Service!
Reviews of the majority of features

reaching Broadway's screens appear
in MOTION PICTURE NEWS many
weeks before their initial appearance
on New York's main stem.
Theatre owners keeping a close

touch on new product, particularly
New York premiers, will find the chart
below an aid in ascertaining dates of

issues in which THE NEWS reviewed
productions in the group of current
openings:

REVIEW
PRODUCTION DATE
Africa Speaks Sept. 27

Bad Man Aug. 3

Her Man Sept. 13

Her Wedding Night Sept. 27

Lady Surrenders Sept. 27

Liliom Sept. IS

Love in the Rough Aug. 16
Madam Satan Aug. 30
Office Wife This issue
Once a Gentleman June 21

What a Widow Sept. 20

Whoopee July 12

Young Woodley This issue

Consult the Release Chart, last sec-
tion in this issue, for complete list of
features released in current months,
together with MOTION PICTURE
NEWS review dates and other im-
portant data.

wife, does very good work, and Lewis Stone
as the employer is excellent. To those who
have read the novel the picture may not prove
entirely satisfying as a number of changes have
been made. The film story, however, is very
well handled.

The whole thing concerns a business man
whose secertary becomes a more important
factor in his life than his wife. Lewis Stone,

when he had an unattractive secretary—Dale
Fuller—found his love interests outside his

office, but when Dorothy Mackaill becomes his

secretary he neglects the wife, Natalie Moor-
head, who has her own lover and doesn't care

anyway, and becomes vitally interested in Miss
Mackaill, who returns the affection. Things
are finally settled when Miss Moorhead seeks
a Paris divorce and Stone and Mackaill plan

to marry. Miss Mackaill makes one request-
that she be allowed to choose the new secretary.

The picture is rather short in footage and
many of the incidents that could have been en-
larged upon are of necessity very brief. Lloyd
Bacon has told the story in a straightforward
fashion, and it has plenty of punch. Clever
comedy scenes are injected throughout.

Joan Blondell, as the sister of Miss Mack-
aill, is outstanding and is due for bigger and
better roles. Blanche Frederici plays an ec-
centric role well and Dale Fuller and Walter
Merrill are ably cast.

Long comedy shorts and musicals ivill bal-

ance here.

Produced and distributed by Warners. Directed
by Lloyd Bacon. Based on the novel by Faith Bald-
win. Adaptation and dialogue by Charles Kenyon.
Edited by Georgie Marks. Photographed by Wm.
Rees. Length, 5,220 feet. Running time, 58 minutes.
Release date, Aug. 23.

THE CAST

Anne Dorothy Mackaill
Fellnwes Lewis Stone
McGowan Hobart Bosworth
Mrs. Fellowes Natalie Moorhead
Katherine Joan Blondell
Authoress Blanche Frederici
Jamison Brooks Benedict
Secretary Andrews Dale Fuller
Ted Walter Merrill

The Boudoir Diplomat
{ Universal)

Just Fair
{Reviewed by Bill Crouch)

«"TrIE BOUDOIR DIPLOMAT" is a story
J- of intrigues in the imaginary kingdom

of Luvaria, by which the various leaders get
what they want politically. The wives have a
good deal of influence with department heads,
ambassadors and ministers, so the wives are
the center point of all diplomatic struggles.

Lawrence Grant, playing the ambassador,
orders Ian Keith, his attache, to win the in-

terest of Mary Duncan, the wife of the war
minister, Lionel Belmore, who opposes a treaty

Lawrence Grant very much wants signed. Ian
Keith has done this sort of diplomatic work-
under orders before and complications arise

due to the fact that Betty Compson is extreme-
ly jealous of every woman he meets. Betty,

as the wife of Lawrence Grant, is responsible
for getting Ian his appointment as attache. Ian
is very much in love with and engaged to

Jeanette Loff, who won't marry him until he
proves worthy of her trust. Many narrow es-

capes from exposure and discovery of the per-
sonal intrigues are averted with a few humor-
ous incidents. Keith does win Mary Duncan's
interest and she persuades Lionel Belmore to

agree to the signing of the treaty. For his

work, Keith is given an appointment as am-
bassador to Peru and wins Jeanette as his wife.

The best performance of the cast was given
by Andre Beranger, who plays the secretary

to the attache. A little overdrawn possibly,

but at least well played. Lawrence Grant also

gave a good performance, but the rest of the

cast were not up to their individual work. The
film is not the type to interest the smaller
houses and is not up to standard for the larger

ones. As a screen story, "The Boudoir Diplo-
mat" falls rather flat. The few moments that

are amusing are lost in the many dull stretches.

Use strong name shorts with this talker.
Produced and distributed by Universal. Directed

by Mai St. Clair. Authors, Rudolf Lothar and
Fritz Gottwald. Adaptation and dialogue by Ben-
jamin Glazer. Edited by Maurice Pivar. Length
and release date not set.

THE CAST
Helene Betty Compson
Mona Mary Duncan
Baron Belmar Ian Keith
Ambassador Lawrence Grant
War Minister Lionel Belmore
Greta Jeanette Loff
Potz Andre Beranger

Renegades
(Fox)

Strong Stuff; Tragic Ending
{Revinvcd by Dick Crenshaiv)

AS a picture of war, hate and suffering,

this film stands out and in setting and
theme strongly suggests "Beau Geste."

Warner Baxter is seen in a new role, that

of the soldier, in "Renegades" and gives a good
performance. The picture was well received

in preview form and looks like good box-office.

The story is laid in Morocco and centers

ahout a French fort commanded by the For-
eign Legion. The type of fighting men that

belong to the Legion and their intense patriot-

ism form the theme of the story. Some fair

battle sequences are to be seen in the picture,

which features action and adventure.

As the loved and hated spy, Myrna Loy sup-

plies the only feminine touch to the film, the

story dealing mostly with hard living men
who have crime to the desert post to escape

punishment in other countries. Her self-sacri-

fice in order to wreak vengeance on her former
lover makes the picture rather depressing. The
story ends as a tragedy when both leads die.

The story deals with Baxter's disgrace

through his trust of a paid woman spy, his

efforts to avenge himself and her attempt to

do the same. The story becomes rather far-
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fetched when Baxter and three companions de-

sert the Legion in Africa to start up a govern-

ment among the desert tribes. Baxter has his

former sweetheart kidnaped and gives her to

the men of his camp. She persuades a desert

chieftain to distrust Baxter, who realizes that

he lias become a despised renegade and, as a

last token, gives his life to save the legion-

naires from destruction when his own band at-

tacks the fort. A good attraction for week

stands and subsequent bookings.

I omedy and light subjects go well on the

program.
uced and distributed by Fox. Directed by

Victor Fleming. From the novel, "Les Renegats,"
bj Andre Armandy. Adaptation, continuity and dia-

logue bv Jules Furthman. Music and lyrics by
CHB Friend and Jas. V. Monaco. Photographed by
Wm. O'Connell. Length not set. Release date. Oct.

THE CAST
Deucalion Warner Baxter
Eleanore Myrna Loy
Bffachwurth Noah Beery
Yologuine Gregory Gaye
Biloxi George Cooper
Captain Mordiconi C. Henry Gordon
Sergeant-Major Olson Colin Chase
The Marabout Bela Lugosi

Sally Dunlap Claudia Dell
Tun Paul Gregory
Mr. Dunlap Hobart Bosworth
Frenchie Lotti Loder
Olaf Frank Hagney

Sit Tight
(JFarners)

Surefire
(Reviewed by Jack Grant)

BUILT as a follow-up for "Hold Every-
thing" and "Top Speed," this picture should

have plenty of box-office draw. If its prede-

cessors had 'em laughing, this one will make
'em roar.

Again the picture belongs to the team of

Joe E. Brown and Winnie Lightner. The love

interest of Claudia Dell and Paul Gregory
is secondary, though it has some bearing on

the plot motivation.

Due to a falling out with his sweetheart,

Gregory resigns from his business affiliations

and turns professional wrestler. Winnie Light-

ner owns a health farm and there Gregory
trains for a championship match. Winnie be-

comes his manager, though her main job seems

to be keeping Brown out of the numerous
difficulties in which he becomes embroiled.

On the eve of the championship match Greg-
ory is kidnaped by the father of his ex-fiancee.

Faced with the necessity of stalling for time

until Gregory can be found, Winnie convinces

Joe he must go on in a semi-final match. The
burlesque wrestling bout that ensues is unques-

tionably the picture's highlight. Few more hi-

larious sequences have ever been filmed.

Meanwhile Gregory effects his escape and
turns up at the psychological moment to go
in the ring, thereby saving the day.

If anything, a ''championship" wrestling

match is better thrill material on the screen

than the more familiar prize fight finale. It

has been nicely staged in this release and looks

mighty real. Though the result may be pre-

determined by any smart audience, there is no
denying it packs a punch.

Winnie Lightner has two song numbers in

the course of the action. She sells both to

good effect and otherwise acquits herself with

honors.
From the first flash of Brown's pan, the gang

is with him. His style of comedy remains
unique in films and that wrestling travesty will

leave them howling. Brown and Lightner are

99 44-100 per cent of "Sit Tight," so what re-

mains to be said?

Use anything but slapstick shorts.

Produced and distributed by Warners. Directed
by Lloyd Bacon. Story and adaptation by Rex Tay-
lor. Dialogue by William K. Wells. Photographed
by William Rees. Length. 6.300 feet. Running time,
70 minutes. Pre-release date, Jan. 31, 1931.

THE CAST
Winnie Winnie Lightner
Jojo the Tiger Joe E. Brown

Divorce Among Friends
(
Warners)

Good Domestic Comedy
(Reviczved by Don Ashbaugh)

ROY DEL RUTH shows the hand of a

good director in this sadly misnamed
domestic comedy. The picture has loads of

entertainment and a title which doesn't mean a
thing. The story is the same as has been done
on stage and screen many hundreds of times

—

a young husband and wife, eternally quarrel-

ing, a vamp, another man and near divorce.

But Del Ruth, aided by a running fire of

Arthur Ceasar's wisecracks, has made of it a

clever, fast moving, lively litle picture which
should satisfy almost any audience. There are

no wars, gang fights, or songs in the picture.

In fact, it is the plainest type of picture stuff

done up in a neat package.

James Hall does some of the best work he
has ever exhibited as the young husband who
is prone to fall for every attractive girl who
crosses his path. He is one of those husbands
whom the audience loves to see punished. He
leaves his room in a mess, strews clothes from
here to there, can never find anything and is

habitually scolding his wife because of his own
shortcomings.

Irene Delroy is the patient wife. She handles
the role capably and in a manner which wins
the sympathy of both sexes viewing her
troubles.

Natalie Moorhead scores as the vamp who
is continually causing Hall trouble with his

wife by making love to him in public. Jimmy
has a hard time ducking her and one wonders
just why he wants to after getting a few eye-
loads of the pleasant blonde.

But the other three have to take a back seat

to Lew Cody. The veteran really grabs first

honors for his clever portrayal of the perpetu-
ally soused, squareshooting roue who is at-

tempting to take Irene off Jimmy's hands.

After every argument Lew appears and con-

vinces Irene she really ought to leave with
him. After winning her over he always talks

the matter over with Jimmy. By that time the

couple gain their second wind and Lew is out

of luck. When he isn't busy attempting to

woo Irene he plays the piano with an accom-
paniment of whiskey straights.

The one fault with the picture is that it

drags. After reaching what appears to be a
wow of a finish the story drags through an-
other family argument of almost a reel before
the couple make up again—and you know
they'll be arguing before you go out the front

door.

The studio would be wise to cut the picture

with Cody's prize remark. Irene and Lew
have been surprised just as they are leaving

in the family limousine for a whoopee evening.

They crawl into the back seat to hide and
Jimmy and Natalie board the front seat and
drive off.

Eventually the car gets stuck in mud two
feet deep and the presence of the two in the

back seat is revealed, when holdup men ap-

pear. Here the married pair start their con-

stant battle.

"You go your way. I'll go mine." Irene de-

clares as she splashes off through the mud.
Jimmy follows her.

Cody and Natalie look at each other.

"Well, wot'Il we do not?" she asks.

"I'll tell ya wash letsh do," Cody replies,

"Letsh play miniature golf."

It's the prize gag of the show—it would be

the right place to call a halt because the audi-
ence is ready to quit right here.

Newsreel and scenic short of some sort to

balance.
Produced and distributed by Warners. Directed by

Roy Del Ruth. Story by Jack Townley. Screen
adaptation and dialogue by Arthur Caesar and Har-
vey Thew. Photographed by Dev Jennings. Editor,
Owen Marks. Length and release date not set.

THE CAST
Helen Morris Irene Delroy
George Morris James Hall
Joan Whitley Natalie Moorhead
Paul Wilcox Lew Cody
Tom Edward Martuidel
Mail Margaret Seddon

River's End
(ll'arners)

Fine Entertainment
(Reviewed by Bill Crouch)

THIS talker re-make of the James Oliver
Curwood story, "River's End," is fine

screen material. It is undoubtedly one of the
best of many pictures depicting the Royal
Northwest Mounted Police.

Charles Bickford plays the dual role of Con-
niston, the Mountie, and Keith, the fugitive.

He creates two distinct personalities in his

portrayals and his work is outstanding at all

times. For once this big he-man doesn't have
to play a shouting, blustering type of fellow.

He is much better as the strong, personable
officer who is in a tough spot, but doesn't let

the situation get the best of him.
Junior Coghlan, as the son, and Farrell Mac-

Donald, as the father, are outstanding in sym-
pathetic roles. Evelyn Knapp as the girl is a
new comer to the screen and makes a most
favorable impression. She will undoubtedly
go far if given the right roles.

Conniston, who has gone into the far North
in search of Keith, who is wanted for murder
—gets his man, but on the return trip dies of
a frosted lung. MacDonald, Conniston's guide,
takes a liking to Keith, who risked his free-

dom to save the lives of the two man-hunters,
and suggests Keith pretend he is Conniston, as

the men are physically alike even to looks.

Keith agrees and, coached by MacDonald, he
returns to headquarters and, although some-
what changed in manner, is thought to be Con-
niston. Here Keith finds he has been cleared

of guilt and would be free if he could tell the

true story.

He meets Conniston's girl. Miss Knapp, and
they fall in love, she having never loved the

real Conniston. Walter McGrail, who is also

fond of Miss Knapp, discovers Conniston had
been married before and has a wife and two
children, in England. Faced with this apparent
disgrace, Keith tells Evelyn the truth and she

believes him, but fears the results of what
the others might think. Rather than tell the

true story, Keith is flogged by the Mounties
and leaves, to find Evelyn on the boat waiting
for him.
Michael Curtiz has directed this story in

an interesting manner and, with a capable cast,

has turned out a picture that will stand up in

the seven-day spots and runs following. The
snow scenes look a bit faked at times, but do
not detract from the story.

Use muiscals and good name comedies here.

Produced and distributed by Warners. Directed by
Michael Curtiz. Based on original by James Oliver
Curwood. Screen adaptation by Charles Kenyon.
Dialogue by Charles Kenyon. Photographed bv Bob
Kurrle. Edited by Ralph Holt. Lentrth. not set

Release date. Nov. 8.

THE CAST
Keith and Conniston Charles Bickford
Miriam Evalvn Knaor
O'Toole J. Farrell MacDonald
I,ouise Zasu Pitts
Martin Walter McGrail
McDowell David Torrence
Mickey Junior Coghlan
Shotwe'l Tom Santschi
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Hot Heiress
(First National >

Fine Little Picture
{Reviewed by Bill Crouch)

BASED upon a musical comedy, "Hot
Heiress" is both amusing and entertaining,

and with the careful direction of Clarence

Badger proves to be most delightful screen

fare. True enough, the musical comedy rash

breaks out at times, but doesn't spoil the story.

Should prove okay for the popular price the-

atres and following bookings. Should not be

classed as a filmusical.

A romance between a steel riveter and an

heiress forms the nucleus of this story, and
although there's nothing new or outstanding

about its development, it serves to provide a

lot of laughs and many comedy situations.

When a red hot rivet flies through the bed-

room of Ona Munson and sets the carpet afire.

Ben Lyon stages a rescue that results in a love

at first sight angle. From then on the heiress

is after her man. Lyon, while all in favor of

returning the affection, realizes the difference

in social status. Miss Munson, however,
doesn't feel it should bar their happiness, and
invites Lyon out to meet her folks. He takes

Tom Dugan, his pal, and Inez Courtney, Du-
gan's girl friend, along. Lyon is discovered

to be a steel worker and Miss Munson's par-

ents are shocked as Ona had told them he was
an architect. When Lyon realizes he has been

misrepresented he leaves, and not until Ona
Munson follows him and tells him that wealth

doesn't count with her, are things settled.

The song numbers fit well into the talker

and speed the picture rather than slow it down.
They are few in number but excellent in qual-

ity. Dugan and Courtney prove excellent in

comedy roles and give plenty of competition to

Munson and Lyon for top honors. Others in

the cast are most acceptable.

Director Badger has not allowed his comedy
scenes to be too over-drawn—a thing which
could easily have happened. Instead, he lets

them build up and go over with a punch.

Scmi-scrious shorts will fit here.
Produced and distributed by First National. Di-

rected by Clarence Badger. Stury by Herbert Fields.

Music and Lyrics by Richard Rogers and Lorenz
Hart. Photographed by Sol Polito. Edited by
Thomas Pratt. Length and release date not set.

THE CAST
Juliette Ona Munson
"Hap" Harrigan Ben Lyon
Bill Dugan Tom Dugan
Irene Elise Bartlett
Lola Thelma Todd
Mr. Hunter Holmes Herbert
Mrs. Hunter Nella Walker
Margie Inez Courtney
Doctor George Irving
Butler Joe Bernard

The Gorilla
(First National)

Not So Hot
I Reviewed by Bill Crouch)

THE talker version of "The Gorilla" is not
nearly as funny as the silent picture of

that name. When caught in preview form the
picture was in rough cut and, while further
editing will help, the talker will not be any
laugh riot. Will perhaps do okay in the small-
er cities and neighborhood houses, but won't
hold up for the week-end spots.

Joe Frisco in his feature picture debut proves
to be rather flat and colorless as Garrity, the
detective. His stage personality fails to "click"
on the screen. Harry Gribbon, as Mulligan,
carries the greater portion of the comedy and
does the best work of the cast.

The story revolves about the search by the
two detectives for the Gorilla, a killer who has
terrorized the city. Told that he will appear

in a certain home at midnight, the boys stand
guard and try to cat"h the huge ape. Many
comedy and thrill situations arise, some of
which are extremely well handled and others
are muffed. The story is finally worked out
with the discovery of whom the Gorilla is and
the two detectives are rewarded. A final scene
showing them selling courses on how to be a

detective is rather unnecessary and fails to

add any particular value to the piece. The
story is not always clearly told, and one often
wonders what it is all about.

Roscoe Karns, Lila Lee and Walter Pidgeon
have supporting roles, and manage somehow
to make them interesting. E-dwin Maxwell and
Purnell Pratt do well. Bryan Foy, the direc-

tor, has tried hard to get the most out of the

many comedy situations, but lack of material

has hampered him considerably. William H.
Philbrick supplies some clever comedy antics

as the butler.

Use strong name shorts here.
Produced and distributed by First National. Direct-

ed by Bryan Foy, Story and screen version ]by

Ralph Spence. Photographed by Sid Hickox. Dia-
logue by B. Harrison Orkow. Edited by George
Amy. Length, 5,911 feet. Running time, 65 minutes.
Release date, Nov. 2.

THE CAST
Garrity Joe Frisco
Mulligan Harry Gribbon
Arthur Marsden Walter Pidgeon
Alice Denby Lila Lee
The Stranger Purnell Pratt
Cyrus Stevens Edwin Maxwell
Simmons Roscoe Karns
Terf Wm. H. Philbrick
The Inspector Landers Stevens

The Soul Kiss
(M-G-M

)

For Music Lovers
(Reviewed by Dick Crenshaw)

THIS is the life story of Jenny Lind. With
a title signifying the fact, it would be a

first class attraction that would have an appeal

to the better type of audience. The somewhat
sexy title may prove a drawback.

Grace Moore, lately recruited from the oper-
atic stage, is the outstanding feature of the
film, which is practically all music. Fur the

musically inclined public the picture might
easily be acclaimed as one of the outstanding
shows of the year and should be advertised as

such.

Reginald Denny makes a great comeback in

this production as the tragedian. The here-
tofore comedian proves most versatile in his

characterization of the ardent lover and the

blind sweetheart of the Swedish nightingale.

A number of scenes from grand opera are
shown, which will prove a delight to the music
lover, while chorus numbers in beautiful and
artistic settings often make the picture ap-

proximate a work of art. The settings are
large in scope and many mob scenes of theatre

audiences are portrayed.

The story begins with Jenny Lind's first

triumph, and ends showing her under the man-
agement of the great P. T. Barnum, who is

played by Wallace Beery very effectively. A
beautiful story of tragic love is woven into

the story through many musical numbers. Karl
Dane has a small part that is carried well.

The love and courtship of Denny, his blind-

ness, his self exile from his sweetheart and
their reunion form the story, along with the

stage triumphs of Jenny Lind. The picture is

fine from a musical standpoint, and will appeal
to class audiences. Some of the dialogue lines

are confusing, due to a number of Italian

phrases inserted.

Some light subjects of a modern trend and
a comedy would go well.

Produced and distributed by M-G-M. Directed by
Sidney Franklin. Scenario by Hans Kraly and
Oaudine West. Dialogue by John Meehan. Music

by Oscar Strauss. Photographed by George Barns.
Length and release date not set.

THE CAST
Jenny Lind Grace Moore
Paul Brandt Reginald Denny
Barnum Wallace Beery
Olaf Gus Shy
Josephine Jobyna Howland
Broughin Gilbert Emery
Innkeeper George Marion, Sr.
Maretti Paul Porcasi
Zergo Giovanni Martino
Innkeeper's Wife Bodil Rosing
Louise Joan Standing
Selma Mavis Villiers
Lizett e Judith Vosselli

The Virtuous Sin
(Paramount)

Just Another Picture
(Reviewed by Bill Crouch)

<<np HE VIRTUOUS SIN" puts Kay Fran-
-1 cis, Walter Huston, Kenneth McKenna

and Jobyna Howland in Russia in January,
1914, for no reason at all. The story is that

of the love of a young scientist for a girl who
does not return his love, but agrees to marry
him so that he can go on with his great work
for humanity.
McKenna gives a good performance as the

sensitive, dreaming, young chap interested only
in hi-- research work in bacteriology. All goes
well and just after he has succeeded in dis-

covering an unknown germ and is about to

give his genius to the world, along comes the
war. Walter Huston comes into the story as
the hard-bitten army general, who refuses
to let any man off army service. Kay Francis
pleads in vain for a hearing of her husband's
case.

In the trenches things become so unendur-
able for McKenna that he breaks down and
tclN Huston just what he thinks of the order
of jhings that takes a man like himself and his

usefulness to Russia out of a laboratory and
puts him into a trench where he is a total loss.

I ! uston has him arrested and sentenced to

death for sedition. Kay rushes to the garrison
tn >ire what can be done. She learns of a cab-
aret near the garrison, that the general never
looks at a woman, but sometimes goes there
for an evening's entertainment. She plans to

attract him and get her husband released.

By a dazzling array of moods and tempers,
as a member of Jobyna Howland's cabaret
girls, she wins his love, but finds herself in

love with him. She is forced to tell him that

she i- McKenna's wife. He orders her away,
unconvinced of her love. She returns to her
homtr, not knowing that he has released her
husband after all. At the garrison McKenna
learns what has happened and tries to take the

life of Huston. In the middle of this mix-up
a bombardment begins and Huston saves Mc-
Kenna's life as he tries to throw himself over
the parapet. McKenna returns home and re-

leases Kay from her loveless marriage with
him. Kay goes to Huston, convinces him of
her love and presumably they live happily ever
after.

It is odd that such a dull picture should be
interesting. The cast was far too good for
such mediocre fare. Will do for regular runs
and with the Walter Huston name should hold
up.

Use strong comedy shorts and musicals here.
Produced and distributed by Paramount. Directed

by_ Louis Gasnier and George Cukor. Story by
I.ajos Zilahy. Screen play by Martin Brown.
Scenario by Louise Long. Photographed by David
Abel. Edited by Otho Lovering. Length, not set.
Release date. Nov. I.

THE CAST
General Gregori Platoff Walter Huston
Marya Ivanovna Kay Francis
Lt. Victor Sablin Kenneth McKenna
Alexandra Stroganov Jobyna Howland
Captain Orloff Paul Cavanaugh
Lt. Glinka Eric Kalkhurst
Major Ivanoff Oscar Apfel
Colonel Nikitin >.. Gordon McCIeod
Captain Sobakin Youcca Troubetzkoy
Sentry Victor Pote'l
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The Land of Missing Men
(Tiffany)

Very Good
(Reviewed by Charles F. Hynes)

A NUMBER of unusual angles and good
** directorial touches makes this a very good
program picture. It has plenty of action and

Director J, P. McCarthy has turned in a neat

job. He is willing to leave some things to the

imagination and the suggestion adds to the

picture's punch. The story is a fairly obvious

one, but Bob Steele and Al St. John make a

good team and put this over.

Bob is a great rider and surely does his

Stuff in this. Then there are a couple of good

fights to add excitement. The after-the-battle

scene in the saloon, with the player-piano grind-

ing out a tune, carries a wallop.

To a country overrun with cattle thieves

come Bob and his partner, St. John. They are

accused of being bandits who have been hold-

ing up the stage coach. When they drop into

a saloon to seek information concerning the

trail to the border, they find a number of dead

and one man dying. The latter mumbles about

a threatened hold-up of the stage upon which
his daughter is a passenger, so to save her.

Bob holds, up the coach and kidnaps the girl.

Alter learning of her father's death, the girl

escapes. Meanwhile, Bob and his pal make
their way to the outlaw's camp, where they
are given shelter, although under suspicion.

With a posse on the way to the scene, Bob
and his pal shoot it out with the outlaws and
expose the real culprit, who is the sheriff.

There is no final clinch, the picture ending with
the two wounded cowboys on a buckboard on
their way back to town. Caryl Lincoln is the

girl and she is pretty, although she hasn't much
to do. Emilio Fernandez is good as the outlaw
and Al Jennings, Fern Emmett and Edward
Dunn turn in lair performances.

Musical shorts with this.

Produced by Trem Carr. Distributed by Tiffany.
Written and directed by J. P. McCarthy. Adapted by
J. P. McCarthy and Bob Quigley. Running time,
55 minutes.

THE CAST

Sti i
O'Neil Bob Steele

! shot Al. St. John
Sheriff Bower Edward Dunn
Xn.i Madero Caryl Lincoln
John Evans, Ex-Sheriff Al Jennings
Martha Evans Fern Emmett
Lopez Emilio Fernandez
Texas Noah Hendricks
Senor Madero C. R. Dufau
Express Agent S, S. Simons

Young Woodley
(Elstree)

Wooden
(Reviewed by Robert Hage)

AGAIN English producers have tried to

turn out a picture that would appeal to

the American public, and again they have
failed. They apparently had supreme faith in

"Young Woodley," leasing the George M.
Cohan theatre for its showing and dubbing it

"A British International Theatre," but the
small audience in the house laughed during a
number of the serious moments.
And the picture consists entirely of serious

moments. It is heavy fodder, unrelieved by
humor or light touches, and it is padded out
to the extent of boredom. The story is slight
and trite and nearly all of the players were
miscast. The direction is mediocre in the ex-
treme. The recording, however, was beyond
criticism.

The story is so banal that it is futile to give
a synopsis of it. It centers about a college
youth disliked by the headmaster. The

wife hates the headmaster in turn and falls in

love with the youth. The latter thereupon
tumbles for her, without any apparent reason
fi ir she is a matn in, and they are discovered

in a clinch by hubby. The youth then is taken
out of college by his father. What a climax!

Not only is the picture entirely lacking in

entertainment values but the Oxonian accent

of the players will prove unintelligible to many
American ears.

Give it plenty of short subject support.

Produced by Elstree Productions. Distributed by
Harold Auten. Directed by Thomas Bentley. Story
and dialogue Dy John Van Druten. Scenario by Vic-
tor Kendall. Photographed by Claude Friese-Greene.
Length, 7,600 feet. Running time, 73 minutes. Re-
lease date, Sept. 26.

THE CAST
Iuii.i Simmons Madeleine Carroll
-Mr. Simmons Sam Livesey
\ oung Woodley Frank Lawton

Barber John's Boy
(
Win iters)

Good Dramatic Fare
(Reviewed by Bill Crouch)

f^DARBER JOHN'S BOY" is an interest-
*-* ing little picture based upon a story of

the same name by Ben Ames Williams. The
screen version is well told and has plenty of
dramatic moments. Strong enough for the
regular first run houses, it will prove okay
Ei ir the ^plit week spots.

Phillips Holmes, in the title role, is outstand-
ing and divides honors with Grant Mitchell.
who plays the part of Barber John.
The son of a murderer, Holmes leaves col-

lege when the truth of his father's deed is told
around the campus. He goes to the home town
and, after many tumdowns, is hired by George
Marion, a banker. Here he falls in love with
Lucille Powers, who also works in the bank.
Everything goes well until Mitchell ret urns
from prison. The older friends of Mitchell
are down to meet him, but Holmes suffers from
an inferiority complex and doesn't meet the
train.

Mitchell starts his barber shop again and,
although the townspeople still believe Barber
John was in the right, his son cannot down
the disgrace. One day, while Mitchell is in

the bank, $2,000 are stolen from Holmes. The
boy believes his father did it, and when called

to report why the shortage, he admits steal-
ing it. The father, not wishing to see his son
go to prison, says he took the money. How-
ever, it is Miss Powers who finds out the
truth and exposes Dwight Frye. another teller

in the bank, who admits the theft. Holmes and
Mitchell are exonerated and the boy's faith

in his father is restored.

Miss Powers is well cast, as are Russell
Simpson, Charles Sellon, Barbara Weeks,
Dwight Frye and George Marion. Otis Har-
lan, in a comedy role, is comical and steals

numerous scenes
Comedy shorts with name value will go

nicety here.
Produced and distributed by Warners. Direct '-d by

Alan Du.m. Based on story by Ben Ames Williams.
Adaptation and dialogue by Joseph Jackson. I

graphed by II

THE CAST

Michael Phillips Holmes
Barber John Grant Mitchell
Emily Lucille Pov i

Alice Barbara Weeks
Judge Charles Sellon
\ rot Glade Dwight Frye
Uncle Cal Russell Simpson
Ryan Paul Nicholson
Sheriff Robert Emmett O'Connor
Jim McCord George Marion
Rip Henry Otis Harlan
B. B Reccham James Neill
J'' 1 '"' Johnny Larkins

The Convict's Code
(Syndicate Pictures >

Cheap Hoke
(Reviezved by Charles F. Hynes)

THIS is another of the prison break pictures

and it's a pretty sorry mess. The M i

series of absurdities and fails to click. The
idea of a man on trial for murder being de-

fended by his enemy and rival is carrying

things a bit too far. And the procedure at

the murder trial is so wet that the picture

misses by a mile. It seems that the idea was
to capitalize on the present vogue in prison

break dramas, regardless of plausibility or

story. As such, it succeeds after a fashion, but

it surely looks sick in comparison with some
of the films which started the current vogue.

Cullen Landis certainly rates better treat-

ment than he gets in this, as the dapper bond
salesman sentenced to burn for murder. It

seems that his rival had plotted the affair and
arrived on the scene in time to be a star wit-

ness. Only the story writer decreed otherwise,

and so he rival is placed in the role of attor-

ney for the defense, fancy that.

The prison break is done in such a casual and
slipshod manner that the punch is lost. Of
course, the designing attorney gets the works
and the hero is saved, but how the other con-
victs gut into the death house is more of a
mystery than the murder upon which this is

based.

Landis does his best with his role, which
crimps him plenty, and Eloise Taylor is fair

playing opposite. William E. Morris has a

laborious time of it as the governor. Lyle
Evans is a good heavy. Mabel Z. Carroll's

work as the vamp is about as effective as her
work in writing the story in collaboration with
\ incent Yalentini. John Irwin and John Bur-
kell try hard for comedy, but their lines don't

click. In a 15-cent house, the audience got a
lot of laughs out of the "serious" moments of

this meller. It has plenty of exploitation an-
gles.

Plenty of support needed with this.

Produced by W. Ray Johnston. Distributed by
Syndicate Pictures. Directed by Harry J. Revier.
Story by Mabel Z. Carroll and Vincent Yalentini.
Photographed by George Peters and Al Harstcn.
Running time, 56 minutes.

THE I \-i
Kenneth Avery Cullen Landis
Nan Perry Eloise Taylor
Theodore Perry Win. E. Morris
Governor Johnson Robt. Cummings
Robert Shannon Lyle Evans
Mazie Lawrence Mabel Z. I

A Lifer John Irwin
A Trusty John Burkell

Big Money
(Pathc )

Full of Wisecracks
i Reviewed by Dick Crenshaw)

THIS talker drew a big hand and plenty of
laughs at a preview. "Big Money" carries

a brand of humor that seems destined to please
the entire family.

Eddie Quillan is seen at his best in this type
of picture which gives him an opportunity to

banter with the entire cast. Aside from the
fact that the plot smacks strangely of "'Street

of Chance," the show looks like a natural.

The story concerns Eddie's luck in gambling
and the difficulties it leads him into. He ulti-

mately becomes connected with an underworld
gambling gang of the gentlemanly variety. A
murder and the love of his girl cause Eddie
to decide that easy money is not so desirable
as he had imagined.

After getting in and out of jail and re-
ceiving a few scares from a gangster who is

intent on revenge for the shooting of his
brother during a poker game, Eddie comes out
with flying colors and marries the boss's
daughter.

Eddie's pal, played by Robert Armstrong,
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forms a good target for many wisecracks and

is well suited to the role of a gentleman crook.

No love scenes to speak of and no music.

Will suit that large group that has suffered

from an overabundance of war pictures and

musical productions. Should go well in split

weeks or on program bills.

Musical shorts suggested.

Produced and distributed by Pathe. From an orig-

inal story by Walter De Leon. Photoplay, adaptation

and dialogue by Walter De Leon and Russell Mack.
Directed by Russell Mack. Phot. .graphed by John
Mescal. Edited by Joseph Kane. Length, 7.310 feet.

Running time, 82 minutes. Release date, Oct. 26.

THE CAST
Eddie Eddie Quillan

Ace Robert Armstrong
Tom James Gleason

Joan! "Miriam Seegar

^[ ae Margaret Livingston

Mr. McCall Robert Edeson
Leila Dorothy Christy

The Steel Highway
(Warners i

Drama with Punch
(Reviewed by Bill Crouch)

DIRECTOR WILLIAM WELLMAN has

taken a good story anil a fine cast and

has turned out a picture that has the stuff

which brings them to the box-office.

I his talker is not done on an elaborate scale,

but is better than regular program fare and

should do well in the general run of houses.

The story is an original by Maude Fulton,

and is said to be the only original storv filmed

by Warners this year. From the punch it

packs, they were wise in using it. Regis

Tourney and Grant Withers are an engineer

and fireman, respectively, who have become
good friends. Toomey is happily married

while Withers is still giving the local waitresses

hi? divided attention.

As expected, Withers and Miss Astor fall

in love, but, because of their desire not to hurt

Toomey, Withers leaves the house. Toomey.
wondering why the sudden departure, thinks

the worst, and while the boys are out on a run

they fight. Toomey is seriously injured and

the train is nearly wrecked.

Withers takes to wild life again, and not

until he has nearly married Joan Blondell. a

waitress, does he realize he should aid Toomey.
Withers goes to the house and finds Toomey
stone blind. Broken up over this, he tries to

persuade the division chief to let him take a

group of loaded cars out on a bridge which

is threatened to be inundated by the overflow-

ing river. Toomey hears of the plan and. know-
ing his wife loves Withers, goes blindly to the

waiting engine and takes it out onto the bridge.

which collapses. He is killed. Withers, who
attempted to stop him, fails, but later he and

Mary meet and plan to marry.
The three important members of the cast

do splendid work. Miss Astor is charming as

the wife and Withers does his best work in a

long time as the friend. Toomey, as usual, is

most convincing, and his work while blinded
is a fine bit of drama. Joan Blondell in a

drunk scene with Grant caused a riot of laughs.

Main clever comedy touches are inserted

throughout the stir.

Good comedy shorts will go nicely here.

Produced and distributed by Warners. Directed by
William Wclhnan. Story and adaptation by Maude
Fulton. H graphed by Chicle McGill, Diali

Win. K. Wells. Edited by Ed McDermott. Length
.mil ole. 1. 1- date ii'l ->'

THE i

Rill Grant Withers
Jack Regis Toomey
Lily Mai y Astor
Ed James Cagney
Miii Joan Blondell
Haley Fred Kohler
Pegleg J. Farrell MacDonald
Waitress Lillian Worth
Bixby Walter Long

Short Subjects

The Little Big House
{Tiffany)

Excellent

THIS comedy has plenty of kick, the work
of the Tiffany chimps being nothing short

of sensational. It's a travesty on the current

flood of prison dramas and contains plenty of

laughs. In this a "limey" chimp is sent up

for robbery when he is caught with a stolen

bag a crook had asked him to hold. He is

made cellmate of a killer, who arranges a

break. Our hero gets to his girl's house in

time to give the crook a thrashing. The fight

of the two chimps is a treat, and any audience

will vote this a crackerjack comedy. Running
time, 16 minutes.

For any kind of bill.

The Booze Hangs High
(Vitaphone Song Cartoon)

Pretty Good

PRODUCTION value of this one rates high,

but entertainment value is lowered because
of the absence of originality in gags—a trait

predominating in most cartoons of the current

age. Here and there, we find in this "Looney
Tune" a clever twist, easily recognized from
the cut-and-dried material depended upon for

laughs. Audience reaction was favorable. Vo-
cal renditions helped tremendously, particularly

those by the bass singer. Running time, 6
minutes.

Suitable for any spot, particularly where a

touch of lightness is needed.

Circus Capers
(Pathe)

Enjoyable

THIS Aesop Fable cartoon stacks up as one
of the best cartoons we've seen in a long

time, its creator having made a very obvious

attempt to avoid the conventional and common-
place and has upset all precedent by injecting

a miniature story. It's about a clown in love

with the bareback rider in the circus and his

heartbreak. His rendition of "Laugh. Clown,
Laugh" is good for a huge laugh. Running
time. 10 minutes.

Fine in any spot where comedy is needed.

Audio Review, No. 40
(Pathe i

Very Good

TERRY RAMSAYE has made this issue

extremely interesting and it packs a gen-
eral appeal. The units include a fishing se-

quence that will make the males homesick for

the trout streams, a tour of romantic Bagdad,
with glimpses of out-of-the-way sections of the

city, and strikingly effective shots of the Arctic
Sea. Recording and tinting are excellent. Run-

time, 10 minutes.

( i!r>iy anywhere.

the girls of a finishing school listening raptly

to a radio broadcast by the columnist, and the

Winchell influence is demonstrated when one
of the prety studes, giving a recitation, works
of the pretty studes, giving a recitation, works
examples of Winchellian slang. They're ex-
pelled and go to a night club with the hope of

meeting their hero. The place is raided, but

Walter knows the police sergeant and gets

them off. Running time, 12 minutes.

Fine to build up a program.

The Bard of Broadway
(Vitaphone Varieties No. 1091-2)

Dandy

WALTER WINCHELL is the star of this

short and while his personality doesn't
rate 100 per cent, he has been supplied with
an excellent vehicle and clicks satisfactorily.

His syndicated column has made his name
known throughout the country and the featur-

ette is worth plugging. The subject opens with

Cobb Goes Fishing
(Pathe I

Fine

THIS Grantland Rice Sportlight is the best

of the series by a long shot and it boasts

of a prominent and excellent cast—Irvin Cobb
and Grantland Rice. They go fishing in a

rowboat and between bites they discuss the

ancient and honorable pastime of angling, with
Cobb spilling a lot of advice and wisecracks.

Cobb admits that he violates all the known
rules of plug-casting, but that he manages to

catch fish because of his sex appeal. His home-
ly philosophy will be relished by all types of

patrons. Running time, 10 minutes.
Plug it in your ads.

At the Round Table
(Vitaphone Varieties No. 1047)

Fine

AROUND the table are Mark Hellinger,
New York columnist

; James J. Corbett,
pugilist; De Wolf Hopper, actor, and Damon
Runyon, spurts writer, constituting a quartette
of name values. A youth, posing as a report-
er, breaks into the cafe to get an interview
from Corbett on keeping fit, admitting sober-
ly that he has never heard of any of the four.

They are stunned, but it proves to be a gag
staged by Helinger. It's a slight excuse for
the subject, but the rapid repartee and novelty
of the short make it outstanding. Running
time, 8 minutes.
Good for all types of houses.

The Heart Breaker
(Vitaphone Varieties No. 1012-3)

Good

WITH Eddie Foy, Jr., as the hero, the
story gallops at a fast pace and manages

to be interesting all the way through. Foy ap-
pears first as a soda jerker whose sex appeal
packs the place with girls and who is "pro-
moted'' to a better store in the chain, leaving
behind him a girl clerk who has fallen in love
with him. She follows, but finds he has be-
come a cabaret entertainer. Eddie picks a fight

with a chap who had become too attached to
the singer's flame and there's a shooting scrape.
When the lights turn up Eddie and the girl

from home are the only ones in the place, and
they clinch for the happy ending. Eddie sings
a number of songs that are particularly good.
Running time, 14 minutes.
Spot in where pep and humor are needed.

Lehar to Direct and
Act in His Operetta

Vienna—Franz Lehar is to direct and
appear in a film of his new operetta, "The
Land of Laughter," to be produced in Ger-
many. In addition, the operetta is to be
staged simultaneously in Vienna. Berlin,

London and New York.
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Foreign VersionTalkers the OnlyMeans
Of Breaking Into Film Markets Abroad
Novelty Passes and Fans Now

Demand Pictures in Their

Native Language

Washington—With the novelty era long

since passed, motion picture audiences

throughout Europe are becoming impatient

over the lengthy period elapsing between

the appearance of talkers in languages

which they do not understand, and pictures

with dialogue as it is spoken in their native

tongue. The deathknell of English talkers,

once successful because of their novelty, was
sounded within the past few months when
occasional domestic productions were
screened in foreign countries. Fans saw
and heard pictures with their own language

and liked them, and now are greatly dis-

pleased when theatres show talkers in other

tongues.

The current installment of the United

States government's exhaustive survey of

film conditions in Europe, which has been

appearing regularly in Motion Picture
Nev/Sj is found below:
The outstanding feature in the Spanish mo-

tion-picture trade during 1929 was the intro-

duction of sound films. Several important the-

atres in Madrid and Barcelona installed equip-

ment and presented sound films toward the

middle of the year, and at its conclusion Bil-

bao, Zaragoza, Valencia, and Sevilla had either

secured equipment or taken definite steps to-

ward that objective. The public was enthusi-

astic upon hearing the first sound films, and
the theatres were well filled during the first

few weeks. Interest subsequently decreased,

and there was noticeable impatience, owing to

die- inability of the masses to understand the

foreign languages used. The opinions of a

number of authorities agree that foreign-lan-

guage sound films have passed the peak and
that the future success of sound programs in

Spain depends upon the use of the Spanish
language.

At the beginning of 1930 sound equipment
was in operation or definitely decided upon by
til- following theatres:
Madrid

:

Make
Callao American.
San Miguel Do.
Palacio de la Musica Do.
Real Cinema Do.
Monumental Do.
Royalty Melodion.
San Carlos American.
Cinema Espana Do.

Barcelona

:

Coliseum Do.
Tivoli Do.
Pans Cine Gaumont.
Femina American.

Bilboa

:

Coliseo Albia Do.
Buenos Aires Do.

Zaragoza:
Cine Alambra Melodion.
Qtiintana y Cia Syntax.

Sevilla:
Llorens American.

Valencia:
Olympia Do.

Other makes of sound film equipment are on
the market, but as far as is known no sales

have been made. The principal ones are the

Zeiss-Ikon, based on German and British pat-

ents, and the Electro-Vox line.

Distribution

The subject of distribution may be .described

more accurately by following the "temporada,"
or season, which is from September 1 to Aug-
ust 31, rather than the calendar year. The
1928-29 season was exclusively of silent films.

Humor
Yiddish, Spanish, Italian and English

are spoken in the Educational-Ideal
:omedy, "Si, Si, Senor," which features
Tom Patricola and Joe Phillips. This
was not done to increase the foreign
market value of this comedy. The
story was written around the speeial

talents of Patricola and Phillips, and
the laughs are sought from the intro-

duction of the foreign languages, as
used by the comedians.

For the 1929-30 season distributors have
brought in very close to 500 feature films, or
about 100 less than for the previous film year.

Approximately 75 per cent, or 375 films, were
of American origin, 50 were German, 40
French, 15 British, and 20 Italian, Swedish,
Danish, and others. Around 125 were sound
films (music effects, talking, etc.), and the

United States supplied not less than 120 of

that number. One German and one British

sound film have been mentioned as the only
non-American products of importance. From
90 to 95 per cent of the sound films were ac-

companied by silent versions.

Domestic Production
Local film manufacturing may not as yet be

described as an industry. Numerous persons
and firms are listed as producers, but few are
equipped for complete production. Several
successful films purporting to have been of

Spanish origin are said to have been made in

whole or in part in France and Germany, and
in other cases it is not known exactly where
or how manufacturing is accomplished. It ap-
pears, however, that from 20 to 25 feature

films were completed in Spain during the year,

and 3 of them involved sound. Little progress
has been made in the production of sound short
subjects.

The average cost of domestic films is about
100,000 pesetas ($19,300), with 50.000 and 200,-

000 pesetas as limits for 1929. As to studios,

among more than 20 advertised, it would ap-
pear that the only ones which have produced
regularly over a reasonable period of time are
Madrid Film (Enrique Blanco, owner), Car-
rera de San Francisco 4, and Omnium Cine
(Emilio Sanz Cruzado, owner), Bravo Muril-
lo 26, both of Madrid. These two companies
report their total investments in equipment as

600,000 and 150,000 pesetas, respectively. Lab-
oratories suitably equipped for developing, cut-

ting, title making, etc., are operated by Madrid
Film, mentioned above, and Trilla, S. A.,

Rosellon 255, Barcelona. Fifteen other labora-

tories purport to be functioning.

Prospects for production in 1930 indicate

that few additional films over the 1929 figure

will appear. However, a greater proportion of

sound films are anticipated, along with an im-
provement in the quality of both kinds. It is

doubtful that addiitonal studios will be equipped
with sound apparatus.

La Sociedad Patria Films, Paseo del Prado
14, Madrid, is reported to have been formed
with a capital of 2,000,000 pesetas for the pur-
pose of manufacturing sound films by the pat-

ent of Jose Luis Fernandez Ayuso, which con-

sists of a synchronizing apparatus using a disk

and loud-speaker and requiring no special pro-

jector. The company plans to produce two
sound films in the near future, to be called

"La Patria Chica" and "Isidrin, o las Cuarenta

y Kueve Provincias."

No other studio is known to be equipped
permanently with sound apparatus.

Ten new motion-picture theatres are known

Industry in Portugal Reported
In a State of Stagnation,

Chiefly Due to Sound

to have been constructed during 1929, six of
which were in Madrid: Europa, 2,500 seats;

Metropolitano, 2,500; Castilla, 900; Delicias,

2,000; San Carlos, 2,000; and Palacio de la

Prensa, 1,000. A new theatre with 1,800 seats

is being constructed on the Avenida Reina
Mercedes in Sevilla. The aggregate seating
capacity is estimated at 15,000, or an average
of 1,500 each.

At the, end of 1929 not fewer than 300 mo-
tion-picture theatres were functioning daily and
1,740 irregularly. In addition to these, about
1,035 literary and vaudeville theatres were
showing motion pictures occasionally. More-
over, from 250 to 300 other amusement places,

as bull rings, football fields, schools, hotels,

cafes, and clubs, were using films during cer-

tain seasons of the year. The Anuario del

Cinematografista for the 1928-29 season pub-
lished the names of 3,357 theatres or amuse-
ment places showing films.

From 100 to 150 theatres have been recon-

structed as a result of the fire in the Nove-
dades theatre in Madrid. Little additional seat-

ing capacity was added, however, as the re-

forms consisted chiefly in metal screening for

fire protection.

There is no set policy as to wiring. Most
operators seem to be unconcerned, or at least

awaiting the lead of foreign developments.

Legislation

There was no important legislation in 1929

against the importation, or projection of for-

eign-made films or motion-picture equipment.

One unsuccessful attempt was made by a firm

possessing patent rights to prohibit the exhibi-

tion of sound films manufactured by compet-
ing equipment, and throughout the year there

were numerous press rumors concerning legis-

lation to restrict film imports and to levy spe-

cial taxes for stimulating domestic production.

In March a commission was appointed to study

the industry, but its findings have caused no

new legislation. At the end of the year the

situation remained unchanged, and the trade

anticipates no important legislation in 1930 af-

fecting the foreign trade.

During the year American film prestige not

only held ground but increased.

Stiff Dialogue Rule in Portugal
During 1929 six new movie theatres were

constructed in "Portugal, their combined seat-

ing capacity being 5,100. Two smaller cinemas

were reconstructed. No cinemas in Portugal

are equipped with sound apparatus, and it is

not expected that it will ever be generally used.

There is a rule of the Portuguese Government
that no foreign language, not even one phrase,

is to be used in the titles of silent films or

speech of sound films.

Three films, all silent, were produced in

Pcrtugal during 1929; one of 4.000 meters

(Continued on Page 60)

German Renters Desert
Unit and Form New One

Berlin—Twenty-seven leading distributors

made a sensational bolt from the old asso-

ciation, the A. D. F., and formed a new
unit. They invite cooperating with the old

organization, on condition the latter agrees

to certain changes, including complete op-

erating of general operating principles.
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Profit in Britain

London—Emphasizing the evolution
through which the British industry is

passing due to the advent of talkers,

Gaumont British reports net of

$1,097,120 for the year ended March 31,

1930, after taxes, depreciation, deben-
ture interest and debenture sinking
fund.

costing about 100,000 escudos ($4,500), one
of 4,CO0 meters costing about 90,000 escudos

($4,000), and one of 600 meters. There were
produced by Lupo Film (Ltd.), of Oporto.
About 235 one-reel films showing Portuguese
scenes and events were produced.

During the year 1,059 films of a total of

1,163,268 meters were censored and passed,

only one film having been rejected. These
films were of various origins, as indicated in

the following list : American, 545 films of 710,-

S4S meters; French, 150 films of 134,286

meters; German, 90 films of 198,455 meters;
Portuguese, 239 films of 61,845 meters; all

others, 35 films of 57,833 meters.

The outlook for motion pictures remains
good, and it is understood that attendance in

1929 was greater than during the preceding
year. American films are still in good de-
mand, but the competition of German films is

making itself felt. The few Russian films im-
ported have made a very favorable impression,

and their number is expected to increase. The
language rule of the censorship hampers the
introduction of such films, as some Russian
phrases and terms can not be adequately trans-

lated into Portuguese.
It is rumored that one theatre will experi-

ment with sound films toward the end of 1930.

However, this will be confined to musical films,

as dialogue is considered impossible. If this

theatre does install sound equipment, it will

use that of European manufacture, as Ameri-
can equipment is considered too expensive. It

is explained that cinema owners can hardly
afford a large investment in equipment as long
as the custom of opening the cinemas only from
9 p. m. to midnight prevails. With two mati-
nees, the total exhibitions per week are only
nine, whereas the average in an American city

is over 30. Furthermore, the public will not

pay big prices for tickets. The maximum price

for a single seat in the best cinema in Lisbon
is equivalent to $0.44 United States currency,

and the average about $0.30. These prices in-

clude the tax which works out at from 12 to

15 per cent of gross receipts for the better

cinemas and more for the cheaper houses.

14 New Houses in Jugoslavia

The following cinemas in Yugoslavia were
tnuipped with sound apparatus during 1929:
Belgrade:

Kolarac American.
Luxor Do.
Kolosseum Do.
Kassina Do.
Korso Klangfilm.

Zagreb:
Olympia American.
Musical Homon ( French)

.

Croatia American.
Edison-Palace Do.
Europa-Palace Do.

Sarajevo: Apolo Do.
Ljubljana: Matica Not known.
Novi Sad: Apolo American.
Subotica : Korzo Not known.
There is no important commercial produc-

tion of films in Yugoslavia. Only notable
events, such as great disasters, activities of the
King and his troops, various festivities, and the
like, are filmed. Xcither large feature films
nor even ordinary 5-reel films are produced.
The principal distributors have laboratories
were Serbian ("Cyrillic characters) and Croa-
tian (Latin characters) texts are inserted for
films imported.

It is difficult to state how many feature films
were censored during 1929. It is believed that
60 to 65 per cent of them were American.
Information regarding the proportion of other

countries is not available, but in the Belgrade
consular district it is approximately 35 per
cent. It is not known how many pictures cen-
sored were made with sound, but thus far only
one picture which may be called truly a sound
picture has been shown in Belgrade. That
picture, of American origin, appeared early in

January* 1930. There have been other so-

called sound pictures, also American for the

most part, which really consisted of bits of

dialogue here and there and occasionally a
si ng or orchestra music. All these films had
a silent version in Serbian.

The year 1929 was a very bad one for the

film trade, but increased interest was noted
toward the end of the year when sound film

was introduced, first in Zagreb then in Bel-
grade. The American sound films are now
the only ones on the market, and American
prestige in this regard has greatly increased by
the fact that America was the first to introduce
si und films into the kingdom. With the ex-
ception of one Homon and one Klangfilm ap-

paratus, all sound apparatus has been of Am-
erican origin.

It is now generally recognized in Belgrade
that no cinema can long continue its business

unless equipped with sound apparatus. The
public is enthusiastic, although, as indicated
above, most of the sound pictures introduced
have merely had bits of dialogue and music
and would probably have been total failures in

the United States. In many cases the syn-
chronization was poor, yet the small local the-

atres were crowded, as everyone wished to

hear a sound film. Cinemas have been crowd-
ed to such extent that owners seem not to

regret having invested considerable sums of
money in the purchase and installation of sound
apparatus. They appear to be optimistic re-

garding the future of the sound film and ap-
pear to believe that by the end of 1931 silent

films will have completely disappeared in Bel-

grade.

There appears to be no movement toward
the equipment of theatres with sound apparatus
outside Belgrade and Zagreb, as the small the-

atres in the villages and other towns do not
possess sufficient funds to purchase such equip-

ment. Xaturally, there is no production of

sound pictures in the country and will not be
for some time.

No studio expansions are contemplated.
There is no legislation contemplated of a

nature inimical to the interests of American
films.

Quiet in Greece

With the exception of one new 450-seat the-

atre constructed in Saloniki, no new cinema
theatres were built or converted from other
places of amusement during 1929 in Greece. In

the city of Athens not only were no new thea-

tres constructed, but a first-run 800-seat theatre,

the Mondial, was converted from a cinema house
to a musical comedy and revue theatre.

In October, 1929, two of the first-run the-
atres in Athens, Atticon, and Ideal, completed
their installations for sound-reproducing equip-
ment. These were the first cinema theatres
in Greece to be wired for the showing of sound
films. The equipment used in these theatres
is cf American make. The seating capacity of

Atticon is about 1,500 and that of Ideal about
1.100. In addition, the Pantheon, a first-run

750-seat theatre in Athens, installed later in

the year a Syntok (British) sound-reproducing
apparatus, but the equipment has not worked
satisfactorily, and the distributors of sound
films have refused to allow the theatre to show
their films.

In Piraeus only one theatre. High Life, was
wired toward the end of 1929. The equipment
installed is of American make. This theatre
ha? an estimated seating capacity of about 600.

The only other Greek city in which sound
equipment was installed during 1929 is Saloniki.

The installations in Saloniki at present consist

of the following : Pathe, seating 900, American
equipment; Dionyssia, seating 850; and Palace,
seating 850, both Tobis-Klang (German).
During 1929 only two films, Bora and As-

Titles Obsolete?

Berlin—Backed by the German Di-
rectors' Association, a movement to
abolish introductory titles in talkers
has started here. The public does not
want them, state sponsors of the move.

tero, were produced by the Dag Film Co. of
Athens. The latter was shown with consider-
able success for two consecutive weeks in one
G f the hrst-run houses in Athens and later

throughout the entire country. Both films were
silent, as Greek producers have no facilities

tor producing sound films. Although exact
figures are not available, it is not believed that

these films cost more than $2,500 to $3,000
each to produce. In addition, production was
started on two other films during 1929, Far
from the World, by the Olympia Film Co.,
and The Apaches of Athens, by the Dag Film
Co. The first was completed early in 1930
and shown in Athens.

As can be seen, the Greek film-producing in-

dustry is still in its infancy, and, judging from
the little progress made in the last three years,

it will be a long time before it acquires suf-

ficient importance to command any public at-

tention outside of Greece.

Trade statistics indicate that during the 1928-
29 theatrical season, from October, 1928, to

Mayj 1929, 130 feature films and 80 serials

were exhibited in Athens. Inasmuch as all

films are usually first shown in Athens and
then in the provincial cities, this figure may be
applied to the whole of Greece as well. All

the serials were American, but it is estimated
that not more than 40, or about 30 per cent, of

the feature films were American, the balance
being mostly of German or French origin.

As there were no sound-reproducing instal-

lations in Greece during the 1928-29 theatrical

season, no sound films were exhibited in that

period. Between October and December, 1929,

however, which period falls Into the 1929-30
season, about 10 feature sound films were
shown by the two Athens theatres which were
wired for sound films. Only one of these sound
films was French, Le Quartier Latin; the rest

were all American.

The scarcity of good American silent fea-

tuer films began to make itself felt in 1929.

This was one of the reasons why Greek the-

atre managers had to turn to European pro-
ducers for filling their requirements as long as

they had no facilities for exhibiting sound
films. The installation of sound apparatus in

the early part of the 1929-30 season, of course,

changed the situation, and as the number of

wired theatres increases, the demand for Am-
erican sound films is bound to increase also.

However, there are some serious obstacles to

be overcome which may tend to retard the ex-
pansion of the use of sound synchronized and
especially of dialogue films in Greece.

One obstacle is the high initial cost of wir-

ing a theatre. There are, of course, lower-
priced equipments, but theatre owners hesitate

to order and install these systems for fear of

not being able to obtain films from the local

distributors of American sound films, who have
agreed among themselves not to allow films to

be shown on any equipment except the best-

known American systems until trials are made
and the apparatus in question proves to re-

produce satisfactorily. Owing to the heavy
Government taxation, the cinema business is

not a very lucrative enterprise in Greece and.

therefore, no matter how moderately priced a

sound installation may be, it will be beyond the

reach of the bulk of the provincial theatres for

several years to come and until general condi-

tions improve.

There is also the difficulty of language. At
the present time silent films are shown with
subtitles in Greek and French, but this prin-

ciple can not, obviously, be carried out with
dialogue films.
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SIDE VIEW OF UNIQUE
COMEDY STRUCTURE.
EXTERIOR OF WHICH
REVEALS AN IMMENSE

DOME.

A Semi-Circular Theatre to

House Divine Comedy

FEATURING AN AUDITORIUM SEATING 5,000, IT'S

PLAN IS A HALF CIRCLE WITHOUT BALCONIES

A THEATRE designed for the pur-

pose of housing adequately Nor-

man Bel Geddes' project for staging

Dante's Divine Comedy, which the Chi-

cago World's Fair has announced as an

intended production:

Auditorium: The auditorium has a

capacity of five thousand people. Like

a Greek theatre, its plan is a half circle

facing the stage without halconies or

galleries. No proscenium or curtain di-

vides the auditorium from the stage. A
great dome spans the stage and part of

the auditorium; the remaining part of

the auditorium is covered by a ceiling

that curves down into the exterior walls.

The absence of balconies and galleries

permits a steeper ramp so that each spec-

tator can easily see over the head of the

person in front of him.

Acting Stage: The stage, planned

from the standpoint of the Inferno. Pur-

gatory, and Paradise episodes, is the only

scenery required—all variations being

achieved by lighting. In general the

stage is circular in form and is composed

almost entirely of steps. Its center is a

pit. the slope of which rises on the far

side to a height of sixtv feet. The near

LONGITUDINAL SEC-
TION, REVEALING THE
PITTED CENTER, THE
SLOPE OF WHICH

RISES 60 FT.

side of the slope terminates in a ledge

only one- forth as high which steps down
toward the audience in a series of ter-

races until it reaches the level of the bot-

tom of the pit, where it terminates in a

valley running halfway around the circle.

Separating this valley from the audience

is a wall seven feet high.

Understage: Passagewavs and stair-
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ULTRA FANTASTIC LINES
ARE REVEALED IN THIS
CLOSE-UP FRONT VIEW
OF COMEDY THEATRE.

ways under the stage connect the dress-

ing rooms with the pit, towers and
other portions of the stage. Part of the

space under the rear portion of the stage

is taken up by dressing rooms occupying

four floors and connecting the under

structure of the tall and short towers on

each side. Men's rooms are on one side

and women's on the other.

Five assembly rooms, each with a ca-

pacity of two hundred actors, are located

at different positions connecting directlv

with the various entrances to the stage.

Large rooms for the accommodation
of properties and costumes adjoin the

assembly rooms.

The remaining space under the stage

is taken up by three sound chambers and

their supplementary rooms. These cham-

bers are for the purpose of making vari-

ous abstract sounds, magnifying or mul-

tiplying them to a desired intensity and

then releasing them through one or all

of nine tubes. One tube terminates at

the top of each tower, another at the

bottom of the pit, others below the seats

at either side of the auditorium in the

rear and directly overhead in the center

of the auditorium.

Administrative Offices and Public

Lounges : These comprise the entrance

on the first level, the promenade on the

second level, and the open air terrace on

the third level.

Hospital, Buffets Included

The ground floor of the auditorium

is taken up with the entrance foyer, box

offices, waiting room, retiring rooms, hos-

pital. Leading from the entrance to the

second and third levels are two wide

stairways and four wide escalators. There

are four additional exterior stair exits

on each side of the auditorium.

A wide promenade with long glass

windows opening out on a cantilevered

terrace that also forms the portc-cocherc

comprises most of the second level. In

addition there are buffets and lounge

rooms for men and women.' On this

level are the entrances to the first two

tiers of seats.

The third level has a narrower prom-

enade and entrances to the last two tiers

of seats. The roof of the terrace below

forms an open air terrace for this level.

General Notes on Building : Gal-

leries for lamps and electricians are con-

cealed in the ceiling dome, and light pits

behind the stage. All the lighting is con-

trolled from a single switchboard.

Frame of Dome Exposed

The framing of the dome and ceiling

of the auditorium is exposed on the ex-

terior as part of the architectural design,

thus eliminating the usual "covering" and

thereby lessening the cost of the struc-

ture.

The distance from the front of the

stage to the back of auditorium is 144

feet and the spread of the auditorium at

its widest point is 376 feet. The diameter

of the stage is 125 feet. From the floor

of the first row in the auditorium to the

ceiling measures 104 feet ; whereas the

top of the dome is 140 feet above the

stage floor level at the center of the pit.

The five large assembly rooms for the

chorus are each approximately 24 by 28

feet. The entrance foyer is 52 feet wide

and 312 feet long. The promenade above

the entrance foyer is the same width, but

the addition of a buffet at either end

increases the length to 383 feet.
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MUCH LIKE A COM-
MUNITY HAS GEDDES
GROUPED THESE
THREE THEATRES, CAB-
ARET AND GARDEN.

Two Theatres and Cabaret

In Repertory Group

ROOF GARDEN AND THEATRE FOR CHILDREN

LIKEWISE RADIATE FROM CENTRAL TOWER

A SELF contained group for a reper-

tory organization, consisting of a

central tower from which radiate one

large and one small theatre, a cabaret and

roof garden, and a theatre for children.

The Large and Small Theatres:

The large and small theatres have the

same plan with the exception that the

large theatre seats 1,700 and the small,

600 people. The main axis of the

stage and auditorium is along the diag-

onal of the square represented by the

ground plan : thus getting a deeper stage

and increasing the seating area.

Wide aisles between the rows of seats

eliminate the necessity of transverse

aisles. By this arrangement every seat

has direct access to an exit, has plenty of

leg room and commands an excellent view

of the entire stage, none being too dis-

tant to be desirable, nor too high up or

low down. The absence of balconies and

the increase in the number of aisles with

the direction of their discharge gently

downward eliminate the greatest source

of danger from panic in case of fire.

There are no footlights, no visible or-

chestra pit, no proscenium arch. A flight

of steps across the entire front of the

stage and two side jambs, that lose them-

selves in the curve of the ceiling, alone

divide the stage from the auditorium.

The only curtain is a heavy one of steel

on the ceiling of the basement, which

cuts it off from the auditorium, and

OOSS SECTION
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which would only be used in an emer-

gency.

There are two movable stage platforms

which are raised anil lowered to the base-

ment by hydraulic power ; in their final

positions at the proper level, they consti-

tute the stage floor. The two stage plat-

Forms make it possible for one scene to

be set in the basement while another is

being "played." the substitution being

effected during twenty seconds of dark-

ness or behind a curtain of light.

The Children's Theatre: The Chil-

dren's Theatre is a small proscenium type

theatre seating 200 children on the main

floor and <>l
I adults on a balcony. The

length is N4 feet and the width is 56

feet.

The stage has a second stage above it

for marionette shows. The theatre is

rectangular in shape with two side aisles.

Above the auditorium is a rehearsal room.

On the roof are terraces for outdoor

dance and gymnasium rehearsals.

The Cabaret: The cabaret has a

dining capacity of 250 people. The main

axis of the entrance, dance floor, and or-

chestra is on the diagonal of the square

represented by the ground plan of the

building. The main dining room is two

stories high with a balcony around the

second floor. The kitchen and pantries

are in the basement with service eleva-

tors to the balcony level.

Directly across from the entrance is

a circular orchestra pit sunk below the

level of the dance floor. From this the

dance floor radiates. Behind the orches-

tra pit is an elevated stage with steps on

The Roof Garden: The roof gar-

den is rectangular in plan, with four

terraces and a circular orchestra space.

Stairs and an elevator rise from the lob-

by to the balcony and roof gardens.

General Notes on Building: The

orchestra pits in the large and small

theatres occupy the space between the

foyer and the stage on the ground level.

This pit is entirely invisible to the

audience, the sound reaching the audi-

torium through perforations in the risers

of the continuous flight of steps which

form the apron to the stage. This room

is large enough to accommodate an or-

chestra of sixty musicians ; the conduc-

tor commands a view of the entire stage

through a periscope.

A single dome spans the stage and the

auditorium, forming a vast cyclorama

including both walls and ceiling and

clearing the stage space of the usual wil-

derness of ropes, drops and borders.

The major part of the space under-

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

either side leading down to the dance

floor. A movable screen regulates the

depth of the stage.

On either side of the entrance lobby-

are retiring rooms and pantries.

8A5EMENT FLOOR PLAN

neath the auditorium is occupied by a

broad quadrant-shaped foyer, forming an

ample promenade, from either side of

which broad stairways lead to the audi-

torium.

The basement under the ground floor

is storage and shifting space for scenery.

On the roof is space for open air re-

hearsals, directly adjacent to the interior

rehearsal rooms.

AUDITORIUM PlA-i

Light galleries surround the dome and

are controlled from one switchboard.

This control is located above and behind

the heads of the spectators and concealed

from them, the projectors being on dis-

appearing carriages, hidden by a parapet

save when in actual use.

The depth of the stage of the large

theatre is 52 feet. The depth of the

auditorium is 100 feet, and the spread

of the auditorium including the side aisles

is 236 feet. The height of the dome

above the auditorium floor level is 96

feet.

The depth of the stage of the small

theatre is 24 feet. The depth of the

auditorium is 64 feet, and the spread

of the auditorium including the side aisles

is 144 feet. The height of the dome

above the auditorium floor level is 64

feet.

The Central Tower: The Central

Tower is composed of over one hun-

dred large dressing rooms each having

outside windows and showers, rehearsal

rooms, workshops, and offices. The tower

is nineteen stories high, the two top

stories being devoted to water tanks.

LETTER KEY TO ALL PLANS

A. Auditorium O. Orchestra
B. Box Office P. Promenade
C. Check Room Q. Automobile Tunnel
D. Dressing Room R. Rehearsal Room
E.
F.

Elevators

Foyer
S.

T
Stage

G.

H.
Sound Machinery
Shower Room U. Dining Space

J Toilet
V. Hydraulic Plungers

K. Dining Room- w. Dance Floor

L. Lounge
Electrician

X. Escalators

M. y. Area for Shifting Scenery

N. Assembly Room z. Stage Door Entrance
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A MUSIC TEMPLE WHICH REACHES THE HEIGHT OF BEAUTY IN APPEARANCE.

Music Temple Inclosed or Open Air

TEN THOUSAND MAY BE SEATED UNDER THIS UNIQUE PLAN

AN auditorium for audiences of vari-

ous sizes, that may be inclosed or

open air, with a tower for carillons, re-

hearsal rooms, studios, offices and dress-

ing rooms.

.Auditorium : The auditorium has a

seating capacity of 10,200 persons on

its single floor level and is capable of

seating an orchestra of 200 pieces and a

chorus of 600. It is built in four sec-

tional units. Each section is inclosed by

its own dome so designed that it can roll

back on itself, thus making an open air

building. Movable partitions and por-

tieres close off the various portions of

the auditorium reducing the size of the

audience by degrees down to as low as

1,200 people.

Each section of the auditorium has its

own entrance foyer, box office and lounge.

These entrance foyers are at the middle

point in the rake of the auditorium floor

;

and open out on a wide common terrace.

The lounge rooms are circular, sunk

slightly below the level of entrances.

The Stage: The stage is a semi-

circle and is inclosed bv a half dome.

General Notes: In addition to the

entrance terraces there are two marquees

that serve as exterior promenades pro-

jecting from the auditorium at two dif-

ferent levels.

The first two floors of the tower, those

of the star-point design, house the re-

hearsal rooms. The center tower houses

the carillons, while the rest of the tower
space is devoted to offices, dressing rooms
and studios. The basement under the

auditorium is an entrance and parking
space for 1,720 automobiles. There are

two double lanes of incoming traffic, one
double lane of outgoing traffic, and two

single lanes of outgoing traffic. In this

way there is a continuous stream of

traffic circulating about each of the four

entrances, making it possible for one

hundred cars to unload per minute. In

addition each of the three points of the

tower at the water level forms a landing

dock for those arriving by water.

The diameter of the semi-circular stage

is 160 feet. The longitudinal axis of

each of the four lobes of the orchestra is

2SS feet. The diameter of each of the

four circular lounges is 63 feet. The

main entrance is 72 feet wide. The first

marquee is 56 feet wide and the second

24 feet wide. The tower is 256 feet

high. From the stage floor to the half

dome above is 63 feet. The vaulted roof

rises 120 feet above the water level.

AUDITORIUM PIAN
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An Intimate

Theatre

TIIKATRK Number 14 is a small

intimate theatre with the audience

seated in a circle around all sides of the

stage.

Stage : The stage, designed on the

same principle as a European circus or

a boxing ring, is circular and in the

center of the building. Separating the

stage from the auditorium are steps

which form an apron and an approach

to the stage for actors. Scenery would

be restricted to what is commonly termed

properties, that is, objects such as furni-

ture.

Under the auditorium on the ground

floor are the dressing rooms, each with

a shower and outside window. These

rooms radiate from a passage around the

stairs leading to the assembly room and

the stage.

Basement: The basement contains

storage space for scenery and properties.

All scene changes are made in the base-

ment. The scenery is set on two movable

stages which are raised and lowered by

hydraulic power. In their elevated posi-

THE AUDIENCE IS SEATED
IN CIRCLE FASHION IN

THE BUILDING WITH
THE STAGE CENTERED

DIRECTLY.

LONGITUDINAL SECTION

tion at the auditorium level they form

the acting stage floor. One stage is being

set while the other is being "played"

:

the substitution, which takes a few sec-

onds, is made behind a curtain of light

or a moment's blackout. The stage when
lowered descends into a shallow pit

which brings its floor level with the base-

ment floor. The stage is carried from

its original position to one side—a dis-

tance equal to its diameter—on tracks.

The second stage, already set for the

next scene, is automatically rolled into

position and raised to the auditorium

level.

Auditorium : The auditorium has a

capacity of eight hundred people. It is

circular, surrounding the stage, has no

balcony, and is only six rows deep. It

is cut by eight transverse aisles, but each

tier of seats becomes an aisle by reason of

the wide interval—four and one-half feet

—between one chair back and the next.

By this arrangement each seat has plenty

of leg room and also commands an ex-

cellent view of the entire stage. Because

each seat -is equally "the best in the

house" the revenue from these 800 seats

I all at the top price) is equal to that

from twice the number at the usual slid-

ing scale.

Surrounding the auditorium is a board

promenade with windows. Projecting

from the promenade is an upstairs lounge,

to either side of which are retiring

rooms. An outdoor terrace is cantilev-

ered above.

Administrative Offices: These

are on the ground floor and consist

(Continued on page 100)
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Open-Air Cabaret

AT several positions in

the Exhibition
Grounds, large restaurant

areas must be located to

handle the immense crowd,

all of whom will want to

eat at approximately the

same hours. The plan is

for a large open air cabaret Og;

that seats 2,500 people—an

American "beer garden."

Main Building: The

main entrance is a three-

story building containing

:

lounges for men and

women, offices, dressing rooms for

entertainers, rooms for electricians

and mechanics, kitchens and pan-

tries.

Stage: Directly in front of the

building is a small quadrant shaped

stage from which runs a continuous

platform five feet wide, and at an

average height of four feet above

the ground floor level, in the form

of two interlacing squares. The

sides of this platform are walled

up and it forms the stage "apron."

The performers, that is, singers,

jugglers, acrobats, monologists,

chorus or band, enter from

the stage quadrangle and

(Continued on page 104)

AN open air theatre for water

pageants built on a group of

anchored barges in a lake, with the

stage separated from the auditorium

and entirely surrounded by water.

Auditorium : The auditorium

seats two thousand people. There

is additional area for 500 canoes

(these are the choice seats) bring-

ing the total capacity to 3,500 peo-

ple. Three main aisles divide the

auditorium into five main sections.

In addition there are outside aisles

and a promenade at the back of each

section. The two side sections rise

from four feet to thirteen feet

above the water level : the two cen-

ter sections rise from four feet to

twenty-two feet above the water

level. In the rear of each section

are wide flights of stairs leading

down to the landing docks. To the

sides and rear of the auditorium

radiate piers supplying dock facil-

ities for seven hundred and sixtv-

eight small boats simultaneously. At

the rear of the auditorium, are the

lounges and toilets for men
and women.

Canal: Separating the

auditorium from the stage

is a canal sixty-four feet

wide, a portion of which is

roped off for five hundred

canoes from which the oc-

cupants can watch the pag-

eant without landing. At

either end of this canal are

traffic towers to control the

movements of canoes.

(Continued on page 104)
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WAKEFIELD

HK3KJ0

SALES
OFFICES

Baltimore, Md.

Boston, Mass.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Chicago, III.

Los Angeles, Calif.

New York, N. Y.

Oklahoma City, Okla.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Portland, Ore.

San Francisco, Calif.

Seattle, Wash.

THE famous Chicago, leading Publix house and the biggest money-
maker in the Loop, has been reseated from top to bottom with

Heywood-Wakefield de luxe chairs. Furthermore, the entire installation

was accomplished without a single interruption to any program 1 A de

luxe chair, developed in cooperation with Publix engineers and partic-

ularly designed for sound houses was selected for the Chicago. As in

hundreds of other cases, Publix specified Heywood-Wakefield theatre

seats because of their long-wearing construction, their superior comfort,

as well as their style and beauty. Warner Brothers, RKO, Roxy, Schine,

and a host of other progressive showmen have preferred to install

Heywood-Wakefield Theatre Seating for good, money-making reasons.

You, too, will find that these modern chairs help to improve sound

conditions, to increase patron comfort and box office receipts. Ask

your nearest Heywood-Wakefield sales office for helpful information on

seating and reseating as a means to more profits.

HEYWOOD«W\KEFIELD
Theatre Seating Division
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Here's

COMfORT
P/us-

Watch for this Stamp

of Approval in the

advertisements of

theatre equipment
manufacturers. It is an

assurance of high

quality, satisfactory

service and economy.

Almost any kind of a chair is good enough

to sit in for five minutes—but two hours—
that's another matter. It's a matter that

makes personal comfort one of the showman's best

bets on steady patronage. Theatre seats have to

be roomy and properly shaped. They must be

sturdily constructed and have silent, durable

hinges. The fabrics used for upholstering need

color and pattern in endless variety in addition to

super-wearing strength. Such standards as these

are embodied in the construction of every theatre

chair made by the Steel Furniture Company. Their

exclusive selection for distribution through

National Service is of itself indicative of their

exceptional merit. And here's another thing . . .

Theatre chairs, regardless of fine workmanship,

must be installed correctly. A good chair set at

the wrong angle is no longer a good chair as far

as its occupant is concerned. National Service

does more than sell the finest of theatre chairs

—

it assures expert installation. It gives the exhibitor

comfort plus! New prices now apply on National

Theatre Supply Company seating.

Each of its thirty Branches offer a

wide selection of chair styles for

every class of theatre and each

style is outstandingly the best buy

on the market today.

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY COMPANY
Branches in all Principal Cities
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Equipment and Its Relation to the

Motion Picture Theatre's Success
An Authority Discusses the Modern Trends in Theatre Operation, Particularly in Their

Relation to Equipment As a Source to Public Patronage

By J. HARRY TOLER

I
OVERHEARD two exhibitors talk-

ing shop the other day and the con-
versation ran something like this:

First Exhib : "Well, Bill, how's it go-
ing these days?"
Second Exhib: "Terrible. Never saw it

so tough since I've been in the business.

If this keeps up I'm going to walk away
and leave it. How's it with you ?"

First Exhib: "Oh, I can't kick. Could
be better of course but do you know,
since I spent a little 'jack' on my house;
fixed it up a bit, I've noticed a gradual
improvement. Look's like business is go-
ing to continue improving over at my
place."

Thus a little innocent eaves-dropping
inspired some thoughts on prosperity and
what is most needed to produce it.

By what authority I may assume to
discuss the subject of theatre prosperity
is certainly of secondary importance to
the subject itself—a subject that has been
of very grave concern to many theatre
operators during the past year and a half.

The show business seems to be fraught
with difficulties for those exhibitors who
with inferior equipment and unattractive
house environment are trying to hold
their patronage with little more than the
help of average screen entertainment.
Every showman knows that of the total

number of pictures he may run in the
course of a year, comparatively few are
of high calibre box-office value on their
own account. A lucky break might give
him one or two attractions of the box-
office knockout variety. Those, of course,
might profitably attract the public even
though they were screened in a barn.
But the reasoning must be confined to
the average—not to the exception.
At best, the larger percentage of his

pictures will be above the average, but
it is a reasonable and therefore safe as-
sumption that at least 50 per cent of
them will be judged by the public as no
better than the average—each just an-
other picture.
How then may any exhibitor expect to

consistently maintain a profitable pace
with inferior equipment in an uninviting
theatre? Merely add to the normally ex-
pected disadvantages of average screen
entertainment the indisputable disadvan-
tages of worn-out projectors, uncomfort-
able seats, poor lighting, unsuitable
acoustics, bad ventilation, and unattrac-
tive atmosphere and you have conjured
a fairly accurate perspective of what false
economy may lead to.

Theatre Must Aid Draw
The physical value of an attractive,

clean, well-equipped theatre is definitely
definable. Does the theatre attract patron-
age—or is the burden of attraction carried
principally by the screen? The former is

certainly more conducive to permanent

XJ ARRY TOLER, author of the
•"• -* accompanying article on mod-
ern showmanship practices, is head
of the newly organized Toler-Dun-
bar Agency, Chicago, specialists in

theatre equipment advertising.

By virtue of his years of experi-

ence in the theatre equipment and
advertising fields he is qualified to

write as an authority on modern
trends in theatre operation, particu-
larly in their relation to the part
played by equipment in selling the
theatre to the public.

Toler has introduced many uni-
versally used equipment products
into the theatre field, has been a
student of theatre supply problems
and has had opportunity to gauge
the importance of having proper
theatre equipment in any and all

situations.

Toler entered the theatre field

after years of experience in adver-

'

tising. He was a part owner of the
Yale Theatre Supply Co. of Kansas
City at the time that organization
was taken over by the National The-
atre Supply Co. For the last four
years he has been advertising and
sales promotion manager of Na-
tional Theatre Supply, and resigned
that position only recently to or-
ganize his own theatre equipment
advertising agency.

It is Toler's belief that modern
merchandising methods can and
should be applied to theatre opera-
tion. In this and subsequent articles
which will appear in The Showman
he will endeavor to show how good
merchandising practices can be util-

ized to improve theatre business.

prosperity because the many prospective
patrons will passively avoid average, or
even better than average, screen enter-
tainment if they know that they must
undergo physical and mental discomforts
in order to get it.

So it seems to me that now is a most
propitious time for the whole industry to
do some double checking and self-analy-
sis, emphasizing in our deliberations the
true relationship of equipment to the suc-
cess of the theatre.

What I say may sound like equipment
sales talk. If it doesn't I've missed my
mark, because I certainly intend to sell

the idea that prosperity in any business
these days isn't handed out on silver

platters. It comes only to the man or
group of men who are willing to provide
those things which insure success and
prosperity.

Industry Can Correct Ills

Is there anything basically wrong with
the business of exhibiting motion pic-
tures? It may be argued that business
will never again be what it used to be;
it may even be proved in some instances
that the game (and it is a game) is no
longer profitable except for a favored
few, but I seriously doubt that there is

anything wrong with the business that
cannot be corrected within the industry
itself, through the initiative of those who
have made and will continue to make it

an industry worth while.
Public entertainment, through the me-

dium of motion pictures, can no longer
be classed as a "penny arcade" business;
the transition from the museum class
with its circus methods of operation and
exploitation has been accomplished and
it is now a legitimate, up-standing busi-
ness, highly susceptible to good merchan-
dising methods.
The modern motion picture theatre is

indeed a public utility—a necessity in the
economic and social welfare of every
community. Is it not. therefore, good
business to provide our theatres with
modern refinements that appeal to public
sentiment?

I address these thoughts particularly
to those exhibitors located in the smaller
towns—the Main Street centers of the
country—who seem to have borne, alto-
gether patiently, more than their share
of what many have termed "a serious de-
pression" at the box-office.

It is my honest belief that hard times,
politics, stock market declines, crop fail-

ures, midget golf courses and all those
counter attractions and bugaboos which
showmen have been talking about, are
less responsible for a decline in theatre
patronage than a mistaken attitude on
the part- of too many exhibitors. Too
many have said "My theatre is good

(Continued on Page 98)
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Carbon Dioxide for Theatre Cooling;

An Exposition of How System Works
Official of Carbon Dioxide Division of Frick Company of Waynesboro, Pa.,

Describes the System and Lets Reader Draw Own Conclusions

By A. N. CHANDLER

COMFORTABLE indoor conditions

are not provided by temperature

alone. Humidity and air movement
have much influence, and each application

is a problem in itself. The theatre, depart-

ment store and office building differ from
each other in the character of work done,

kind of occupants, and number per unit of

floor area.

In the theatre the audience is still for a

period ranging from two to three hours. Of
course, people are coming and going at all

times but their number is relatively small

in proportion to the total number which is

seated. People who are sitting still pres-

ent an entirely different problem from those

in a department store where they are mov-
ing about. Those in a theatre should feel

no draughts or cold air currents. Occupants
of office buildings require special considera-

tion. Here there are relatively few in num-
ber in each office. They must get a supply

of conditioned air of proper temperature

and humidity to suit their needs. Each
office presents a different problem.

In laying out nearly all air conditioning
work, space for the equipment is at a
premium. Often it has to be fitted in any-
where regardless of whether it is the ideal

place or not. Often it is an afterthought
or lias to be applied to an existing building,

in which case it presents a very difficult

problem. Not only is space for the refrig-

erating apparatus frequently hard to find

but to make room for installation of the air

ducts is another problem.

Carbon Dioxide Compressors

There are several kinds of refrigerating

apparatus which can be applied to air con-
ditioning work. Some of them provide a

greater refrigeration tonnage than others

per area of floor space occupied. Figure 1

shows an installation of two carbon dioxide
compressors placed in a theater near New
York City. These require a floor space of

300 sq. ft. and head room of 9 ft.-6 in. Each
is the totally enclosed type and has no

FIGURE 1

One of the two large carbon dioxide^ compressors which
furnish refrigeration for air conditioning the Newark
theatre, Newark, N. J. Double-pipe condensors may be

seen in the background

vertical shaft stuffing box. The stuffing box
is of the horizontal rotating type. The com-
pressor is equipped with an oil pump which
keeps the bearing under oil pressure of from
400 to 500 pounds at all times. The stuffing

box is kept cool by means of a gland in

which gas from the suction line is allowed
to expand.

Figure 2 shows a cross section of a typical

enclosed type carbon dioxide compressor.
The thrust bearing takes the crank shaft

thrust and equalizes the pressure between
the crank case and the atmosphere. It

operates at all times under oil pressure.

Each compressor is built with a starting

by-pass and safety valve. This valve is of

the spring type which blows at 1,500 pounds
pressure and repeats when the pressure is

relieved from 200 to 300 pounds.
In order to eliminate noise the carbon

dioxide compressor and motor are often

placed on foundations of cork. In other
cases, the foundation is built in a pit which
has been lined with cork.

Carbon Dioxide Condensers
One type of CO2 condenser consists of an

eight-inch double extra heavy pipe with
seven lj^-in. pipes welded into the tube
head. The water heads are of cast iron and
divide the shell into several water passes.

Figure 3 shows a view of such a condenser.
These can be arranged any number of pipes

high depending on head room available.

They can be placed on 18-in. horizontal

centers. Each shell can be arranged to take

from 20 to 40 gallons of water per minute,
depending upon the range of temperatures
desired or work to be done. The water leav-

ing the condenser is within a few degress
of the carbon dioxide liquid temperature
off the condenser.
As an example, an installation requiring

350 tons refrigeration and using shell and
tube condensers could be arranged in a floor

space 7 feet wide by 22 feet long. Further-
more, this space allows room for carbon
dioxide and water headers. On this in-

stallation, the head room required would be

11 feet 6 inches.

Another system is a typical carbon dioxide

double pipe welded condenser. It is made
up of 1J4 inch water pipes throughout. The
four top sections are made up of 2"^ inch

extra heavy pipe and the remaining eight

pipes of 2 inch extra heavy pipe. The 2}4
inch and the 2 inch pipes are welded to the

1J4 inch pipes at each end. The reason for

the larger top section is to absorb the pulsa-

tion of the carbon dioxide gas from the

compressor which causes a cushioning effect.

The water is so arranged that the coolest

water comes into contact with the coolest

gas, making the temperature of the carbon
dioxide liquid off the condenser near the

initial water temperature. Figure 1 shows
several stands of double pipe welded con-

densers.

It is the general practice to supply each
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carbon dioxide installation with an oil sep-
arator and scale trap. These are inserted in

the pipe lines between the compressor and
condenser and in the suction line from
evaporator. These vessels are either of

welded construction or of cast steel, accord-
ing to the standard of the manufacturer. The
oil separator is always provided with an
oil drain valve and with baffles which are
perforated for catching and holding oil. The
construction of the scale trap embodies a

screen for catching any of the scale or dirt

coming from the evaporating side.

This trap must be made so that this screen

can be cleaned thoroughly at intervals.

Carbon Dioxide Receiver

The next important feature in the refrig-

eration cycle is the carbon dioxide receiver.

This is used to collect and store the liquid

which has been condensed in the condenser.

The ordinary practice is to provide the

receiver with valves for the inlet, drain,

and outlet connections. Each receiver should
also be provided with a gage glass equipped
with automatic shut-off valves in case of.

breakage of gage glass. A safety valve
should also be furnished in case all the

valves should close and the liquid grow
warm, causing an increase in pressure. The
size of the liquid receiver varies, of course,

with the size of the installation but it is good
practice to have it sufficiently large to hold

the major portion of the charge in the

system.

Pipe Connections

Another system is a typical carbon

dioxide cycle. The pipe connections be-

tween parts are most important. General
practice today seems to be to make a com-
plete welded job of all the connections, mak-
ing provision by means of bends for ex-
pansion. In carbon dioxide work, all pipe

connections should be bent, wherever pos-

sible, with a long bend. This gives the gas
more of a chance to flow smoothly, and
eliminates the chance of vibration in the

pipe lines. It must be remembered that in

the discharge lines the gas attains a veloc-

ity of from 800 to 1,200 feet per minute at

a pressure of from 1,000 to 1,400 pounds.

n^M
FIGURE 2

A cross-section view of an enclosed carbon dioxide compressor

"h

Should this gas meet a right-angled bend,
it would cause a severe shock which would
pass to the hangers and be transmitted to

the building.

In all large carbon dioxide pipe work, it

is customary to anchor the lines to the floor

and to provide cork pads so the shock will

not be passed to the building. Elimination
of all vibration is a very important factor

on air conditioning work.

Water Cooling Apparatus
Air conditioning may require that air be

dehumidified by passing it through the cool

water sprays and filtering during summer
months and used as a humidifier in winter
months, at which time the air is preheated
and humidified by the water and there

FIGURE 3

A multi-pass shell-and-tube COt condensor, showing stand

of seven 8 inch shells. The valves are not illustrated

tempered before delivery. Many air condi-

tioning jobs are a combination of air con-

ditioning and warm air heating systems.

That is, in summer the air is cooled and
dehumidified by passing through cooled

water sprays and filtered; in winter it is

preheated, humidified by water sprays,

filtered and tempered.

Water used for spraying and dehumidify-
ing the air may be cooled by several means,
such as Baudelot cooler type coils, tank with
submerged coils, or with special type coils

and agitators.

The Baudelot cooler type construction
entails a number of coils, standing vertical,

over which water is distributed by means
of sprinkler pipes or troughs. The coils are
ordinarily galvanized and may have several

pipes submerged in a tank. The water is

then taken and pumped through nozzles in

the dehumidifier. The Baudelot cooler type
water cooler involves considerable space and
requires an insulated room, which is rather

expensive. It does, however, get a greater
heat transfer than the plain tank submerged
coils.

The tank and coil method of water cool-

ing pertains to submerged coils in a tank.

The tank is arranged with baffles to give
the water velocity and thereby promote the
heat transfer between the water and carbon
dioxide gas in the pipes. The water is

pumped from the tank to the dehumidifier.
The discharge is taken from the tank from
one end and returned to the other end.

The third method of water cooling re-

ferred to is by means of using special types
of coils in a closed tank. This arrange-
ment is adaptable to flooding with carbon
dioxide liquid. High heat transfer is often

secured with this method by means of

special agitators developed for this purpose.

By this method, the plant is not dependent
on the water pumps for its agitation, and
any particular dehumidifier can be operated
independently of the other. The cooling

units can be arranged so that the amount
of water cooled can be varied. Cooling the

water independent of the dehumidifier unit
(Continued on page 100)
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"Carrier
Manufactured Weather

Always Cool <*<*<* Never Cold*

Simply this . . . and
the public found it

true. Not a damp
coolness, but the
healthful comfort
produced only by
complete air con-

ditioning.

THIS house . . . owned by the Byrd
Theater, Inc., and operated by
Walter J. Coulter, President . . .

has used Manufactured Weather with
marked success as a promotion feature,

summer and winter.

For the past two summers Richmond
people have been drawn to the Byrd,
seeking the cool, non-humid comfort
which is provided.

The complete Carrier System for Air
Conditioning in the Byrd includes an
efficient CENTRIFUGAL REFRIG-
ERATION UNIT which makes it pos-
sible not only to reduce the temperature,
but more importantly to hold down the
humidity.

The same system produces an equal
degree of comfort in the winter . . . dis-

pelling stuffiness, warming or cooling
automatically as demanded by the
weather or the size of the crowd . . .

cleaning the air and distributing it uni-

formly throughout the house at all

seasons.

Well-informed showmen know that

anything less than a complete air con-
ditioning system cannot give patrons the
comfort conditions which are now pro-

vided by the more progressive houses.

They know that satisfactory results can-

not be obtained without a complete air

conditioning system which must include

an adequate and efficient refrigeration

system.

The Carrier System is not to be con-

fused with those systems offering only
half-way results, and it will pay you to

know the many differences. A Carrier

engineer will be pleased to consult with
you at your convenience.

I Carrier 1

AIR CONDITIONING
DRYING I

I REFRIGERATION I

Carrier Fnqineerinq Corporation
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

OFFICES: New York Philadelphia Boston Chicago Cleveland Detroit

Washington Dallas Los Angeles

EXPORT DIVISION: 505 Fifth Avenue, New York

CARRIER ENGINEERING CO., LTD. CARRIER LUFTTECHNISCHE
London, Paris, Bombay, GESELLSCHAFT
Calcutta, Johannesburg Stuttgart, Berlin
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Lack of Showmanship Ideas Harming
Class B Houses; Service Below Par

Oklahoma City Exhibitor Points Out False Ideas of Theatre Operations

In Second Run Theatres; Urges Personnel Betterment

By Paul Ketchum

Assistant Manager, Rialto Theatre, Oklahoma City

FALSE ideas of theatre operation are

what cause considerable gnashing of

teetli in many managers' offices and

more particularly in the Class B houses than

any other. The simple case of the Class

A manager having to have the right ideas

or being eliminated is enough to force him

to find them, but such is not the case with

the B houses. It is no secret that hundreds

of B houses throughout the country are

operating without any thoughts at all other

than that the doors open at a certain time

and the box-office is where tickets are sold.

These houses get by and that is about

all. But on the other hand there are many
hundreds of B houses that have found that

just getting by isn't good business and plenty

more profits can be made by managers if

they will utilize their desks for something

more than a place to rest their feet.

For instance, there's the matter of serv-

ice—and by service we mean complete serv-

ice. The common conception of the man-
ager and, for that matter, of the public as

well, that B houses are institutions where

service is something noticeably absent is

another secret that is anything but true.

Service to some managers is something
only dispensed by the A houses and they
are ardent believers in that. What is more
they teach their customers to believe in

that principle.

Cashier Choice Important

A so-so dressed cashier, somewhat be-

tween a restaurant waitress and a house-
maid, generally presides over the ticket

booths of such houses. Good looking, neat,

well-dressed young ladies are just as easy
to get as the opposites and they don't cost

a cent more than the others. Why not get

them ?

Which, to you, is more satisfactory when
you're buying something in a store—a shab-
bily dressed sales person who dispenses your
merchandise as a duty or the one who smiles,

talks with a laugh in her voice, dresses neat-

ly and looks as though life held something
for her ; one who gets a genuine pleasure
out of waiting on you ?

Isn't the girl in the box-office as much of

a sales lady as the girl in the department
store? Doesn't the impression she makes
on your customers count equally as much
for you as it does for the dry goods in-

stitution?

The goodwill she builds counts plenty.

Trial of both types for a period of a month

or two is the surest way to find the truth

in that.

After the box-office what?

Cleanliness—that's mighty important, no

matter what type of house you're running.

Cleanliness doesn't mean polished brass

door knobs, but a house that is just as clean

in the darkest corner as that shining brass

door ' knob. It means an atmosphere of

cleanliness and plenty of it; clean walls,

and painted walls ; bright, clean curtains,

shining floors, and cleanliness among em-

ployes as well.

Your patrons want that. They come to

the theatre to relax from the cares of their

tasks and to be entertained; to forget their

own personalities in a world of make-be-

lieve that they can thrust themselves into

by passing your portals. If this world of

make-believe is set off in an atmosphere of

uncleanliness in any form whatsoever it de-

tracts from their enjoyment—that means

they're not going to be the kind of custom-

ers they should be. It means they'll come

to your theatre but once to every five times

they might come otherwise.

The Usher a Key Man

I've had the opportunity of hearing many
theatre patrons' woes and also of visiting

hundreds of houses. One thing has been
always prevalent—the complaint against the

occasional broken chair arm or worn out

upholstery. Naturally this won't be found
in the first run houses but it will be found,

and to a great extent, in the second runs.

But what of the other factors of service?
What about the usher, that all important

unit of any house?
A lot depends on him. By a cross word

or an indifferent attitude in seating a cus-

tomer that young man can create ill-will

that will cost the house hundreds of dollars

to regain. He is a mighty important unit,

but few second run houses realize that.

For instance, having him dressed in uni-

form, a clean, neat, attractive, West Point

type of uniform that cannot help but make
him feel proud of his position and create

an impression on the patron that cannot be

forgotten.

Does he walk straight, with shoulders

square and head up, or does he slide down
the aisle on his heels, come to a stop in

front of a chair and slouch there until the

patron arrives. left to find his or her seat ?

He should be every bit as courteous as

if he were working in a million dollar first

run house. He waits for the customer to

arrive, with a dimmed flashlight he shows

the way to the seat, he asks pardon if an

individual passes and he thanks not only

the customer but the persons who were in-

convenienced in the move before he leaves.

He doesn't leave either the new arrival or

the seated patron in an ill frame of mind.

By a few good words, the right tone of voice

and the proper action he can make these

people glad to be put to the inconvenience

of permitting the customer to pass. Incon-

venience should be reduced to its minimum
even if it cannot be eliminated.

These are just a few things. There are

many others. It is a mattter of common
opinion that second run house customers

don't care about service.. It's true in some

respects, but not with the patrons who mean
steady profits. The man or woman who
comes again and again to your theatre is

the one whom you must give this courte-

ous service to. If you don't he or she will

go somewhere else.

Consider for a moment a bit of logic. Why
do people go to first run houses? Simply
because they see pictures that are up-to-

the-minute, because they are made as com-
fortable as it is possible to make them and
because they are given the acme of cour-

tesy.

There are hundreds of individuals to

whom timeliness in a picture doesn't mean
a thing, but entertainment means every-

thing. If a second run house can give its

patrons all of those other things the first

run house offers, many hundred additional

customers will be brought inside their doors.

The idea that a Class B or second run

house need not be a service purveyor in

every sense of the word is the false idea

that is robbing many theatre managers of

profits they can easily obtain.

But the idea that a Class B or second
run house need be that in film only is what
is getting those extra profits into the box-
office.

Service—lots of it—makes success and
the adaptation of all the other practical

ideas of the first run houses to the second
run house is as important. For instance,

we were doubtful about billboards, but we
tried them with successful results, as with
other types of first run advertising.

The idea that all of this on the part of

the B manager is nothing more than imi-

tation of Class A houses is a thin one in-

deed. Fewer desk men and more active

men make the B houses a success. After all

the entire success of any house is up to its

personnel from the porter to the big boss.
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NewHazardofSoundEquipmentAdds

To Need of Vigilance Against Fire
Adequate Exit System First Consideration of Theatre Managers; Fire Drills

And "Qood Housekeeping" Also of Fundamental Importance

By ROBERT S. MOULTON
Technical Secretary, National Fire Protection Association

THE first consideration in motion
picture theatre fire-safety is the

exit arrangements. This includes

not only adequate exit widths, but the

keeping of the exits free and unob-
structed, with proper doors, lighting and
other details so arranged as to make the

emergency egress of the audience possible

at any moment. A related feature is the

proper drilling of the ushers and em-
ployees in fire emergency. Trained em-
ployees can under fire conditions do a

great deal to assure the orderly exit of

the audience and prevent panic. This is

well illustrated in the Laurier Palace

theatre fire where through the cool-

headed work of an usher at one stairway

the children in the balcony on that side

of the building escaped unhurt, but at

the other stairway there was no one to

direct the children down the stairs and a

iam formed with resultant heavy loss of

life.
_

.

The most important point of special

hazard in the motion picture theatre is

in the projection booth, where the pro-

jection light or other electrical equipment
furnishes a potential source of ignition

and the film a readily ignited fast-burning

material which gives off noxious and ex-

plosive gases in its combustion. In the

record of the National Fire Protection
Association, there were 284 projection

booth fires. It is reasonable to assume
that all of these fires could be prevented
by proper equipment and proper opera-
tion. In the right kind of a projection
booth a fire can occur without any spread
outside the booth or alarming the audi-

ence in any way. The damage to the

equipment in the booth may be heavy,
but there will be no panic in the audience.
Proper construction of booths with fire-

resistive walls, doors and shutters over
projection ports and peep openings, and
above all an adequate vent leading direct

to the outside air, is of utmost impor-
tance.

Sound Hazards Being Met

Various special hazard fire causes are

involved in the use of sound reproduction
equipment. Located on the stage, there

is thus introduced a new electrical hazard
not found in the old silent projection

equipment. Many projection screens are

of a highly flammable nature and a num-
ber of fires, one of them of a quite seri-

ous character, have been reported due to

the ignition of the flammahle projection

screen through electrical short circuit or

other defects in the sound reproduction

equipment behind the screen. The obvi-

ous remedy for this hazard lies in the

Film Theatre Fire Causes

Outlined
Projection Booth Fires

Film caught fire during operation
of projection machine 122

Film ignited from heat of ma-
chine or overexposure to arc
light 47

Film broke in machine 33
Film ignited from contact with

or sparks from carbons of arc

light •.•••.; 20
Short circuit in electric wiring. . . 13

Film ignited by cigarette or
match 10

Miscellaneous causes 39

Total Projection Booth Fires 284
Other Special Hazard Fires

Short circuit in talking equipment
ignited screen 4

Film in storeroom ignited from
hot steam pipe 1

Burning incense in contact with
scenery 1

Total Other Special Hazard
Fires 6

Common Hazard Fires
Smoking—matches 50

Electrical causes (except small
devices) 27

Stoves, furnaces, boilers and their

pipes 11

Rubbish and litter 7

Spontaneous ignition 8
Ignition of combustible material

by heating or lighting equip-
ment 2

Oil burners 7

Sparks from furnaces or stoves.. 2
Chimneys or flues—defective or
overheated 8

Flammable liquids—ignition of..

Gas ignited 2

Electric irons or small devices..
Lightning 2
Miscellaneous known causes 5

Exposure 9
Incendiary 22

Total Common Hazard Fires. 162
Unknown Causes 78

TOTAL FIRES 530

substitution of a non-flammable or slow-
burning screen.

Sound insulation constitutes another
theatre hazard which was not found a

few years ago. Many of the materials
used for acoustical purposes are highly
combustible and when ignited by any
chance spark burn with great rapidity.

Considerable attention is now being given
to this problem and various acoustical

materials are available which do not in-

volve this extreme hazard.

As in the case of fires in other occu-
pancies, "smoking-matches" head the list

of so-called common hazard causes. These
fires are simply due to carelessness and
while perhaps not altogether avoidable
owing to the habits of patrons, they may
in the main be avoided by a vigilant the-

atre personnel. Good housekeeping in

basements and other portions of the
building not visited by the public is an-
other feature of fundamental importance.
Many fires start in storerooms, shops and
employees' quarters which could well be
avoided through more rigid supervision
on the part of the management.

Fire-resistive construction of the the-

atre building is, of course, a matter of

first importance. No theatre owner,
however, can rest secure from the danger
of fire by simply providing a brick, con-
crete or steel structure. The trim of the
building, the decorations and other con-
tents, are all apt to be more or less com-
bustible and even a very minor fire which
results in even the slightest wisp of

smoke reaching the audience, may lead

to a fatal panic.

As in other occupancies, fire extinguish-
ing equipment should always be provided
Fire extinguishers and hose should be
conveniently at hand for use in time of

fire emergency and all the employes
should be instructed in the use of this

equipment. Automatic sprinkler protec-
tion is even more valuable and is largely
found in modern motion picture theatres.

The automatic sprinkler has the advan-
tage of operating without human inter-

vention and has a fine record of extin-
guishing fires which have started at times
when the building is unoccupied and the
fire otherwise would have assumed seri-

ous proportions before discovery. In 65
typical fires in motion picture theatres
equipped with sprinklers, the perform-
ance of the sprinklers has been 92.3 per
cent satisfactory. Objection is sometimes
made to the installation of automatic
sprinklers in the portions of the theatre
frequented by the audience on the ground
that the opening of a sprinkler head
might wet patrons. Experience shows
that in a well maintained property the
possibility of the accidental opening of
sprinklers is so small as to be practically
negligible and as far as opening under
fire conditions is concerned, it is far bet-
ter to have the audience wet than burned.

Fire Prevention Week, celebrated
throughout the United States and Cana-
da on Oct. 5-11, is the period in which
the fire protection fraternity concentrate?

[Continued on page 107)
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SERVICE

OUR AFFILIATIONS

Monthly, this special Fulton section appears within the

advertising pages of this publication. Among other things, it

serves to bring your attention to the character of our affili-

ations.

We are proud of these connections and they are well and

favorably known as outstanding leaders in their respective

fields. Their names are identified with products of the high-

est grade and also with a thoroughgoing service affecting these

products.

When you contemplate the sources of supply through

which we are prepared to care for your varied demands un-

der a special one contract plan, you will realize that after all

there is not one real reason, why you should dissipate time

and energy, bargain hunting among concerns of small resource

and standing, while there are a score of reasons for accepting

in your own interest, our all embracing SINGLE CONTRACT,
SINGLE RESPONSIBILITY PLAN.

J^^e
President.

t.t. PULTON COMPANY
COAST TO COAST DISTRIBUTORS.
COMPLETE- LINE- OP THEATRE- EQUIPMENT- BR.ANCMES IN ALL KEY CITIES
INSTALLATIONS GUARANTEED - SERVICE DAY AND NIGHT- EXPERT ENGINEERING -
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What We Have Done
for others

We Can Do for You
V^he advent of "Sound" pictures brought various

problems to the interior designer and decorator, as well

as to the acoustics expert.

C/ Vv any new materials appeared and the utilization

of same for the benefit of "Sound," introduced factors

which had to be reckoned with by the artist, in the

development of decorative treatment.

c/t s CREATORS and DESIGNERS of DIS-

TINCTIVE INTERIORS, we have taken in hand many
such propositions and have worked out beautification

plans to the complete satisfaction of our clients, wherein

the acoustical factors were harmoniously incorporated

into the decorative scheme, without impairing "Sound"

effectiveness.

We would like to detail any of these propositions for

you. Your theatre may prove to be a parallel to some

that we have greatly improved.

T. A. TORSTENSON & COMPANY
CHICAGO ILLINOIS

Fulton Company branches at Chicago, New York, Boston, Phila-
delphia, Atlanta, St. Louis, Indianapolis, Milwaukee, San Francisco, and
Los Angeles, will gladly give you complete information on the subject.

<r-7= fFULCO> =
2— E.E FULTON COMPANY, COASTVoCOAST DISTRIBUTORS

I
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jo the inside

ofyour theatre will

bring patrons from

withoutlNOW the spotlight is turned from the

outside of the theatre to the inside.

From the exterior that first attracts pa-

trons to the interior that actually sells

and keeps patrons sold. Owners and
managers now focus attention on the

seated audience . . . make the interior of
their theatre so inviting that it brings
patrons from without!

In the competition for

patron favor, seating . . .

the chairs your audience
sit in from 2l/

2 to 3 hours,

can be made to contribute

definitely to bigger volume.
For comfortable chairs . .

.

seating that permits of

healthful relaxation is al-

ways appreciated by the

theatre goer. Showmen find

that extra comfort brings

extra profits.

So, American Seating
Company undertook re-

search. Posture specialists

worked with engineers.
Chairs were built to con-

form with proved posture

principles. From a maze of
research findings, came

comfort features that were quickly rec-

ognized by the motion picture industry.

Roomy, luxurious chairs . . . seating built

to fit the body—to correctly support the

spine ... to give the utmost
in easy, natural comfort
without slumping.

Then followed acousti-

cal research. It was found
that seating had a direct

bearing on the acoustics of

the theatre . . . that prop-
erly built seating had a

sound absorption value

that assisted in producing more perfect

sound effects. Chairs were built that

stopped excessive reverberation, echo
and hollow sounds—that helped sound
reproduction and eliminated rasping
noises, jumbling of words.

Your theatre

—

reseated -with these com-
fortable, acoustically correct American
Seating Company chairs will prove to be

a magnet of patron drawing power . . .

an investment you must eventually make
if you expect your daily receipts to show
a steady, healthy increase. The facts are

available. Just use the coupon. It brings

you our interesting booklet, "Acoustics
and its Relation to Seating"—and places

our Reseating Engineering Service at your
free disposal.

Illustrating Theatre Chair
No. 8136 with 843 Standard

A comfortable chair of un-
usually attractive design that

is meeting with the enthusias-
tic reception of theater own-
ers and managers. Specially
built for maximum sound
absorption. Only one of
the many American Seating
Company types and styles

of theatre seating.

AMERICAN SEATING CO., 14 East Jackson Blvd. (M. ll)>

Chicago, Illinois

Please send me, without obligation, your Booklet.
"Acoustics and its Relation to Seating" and the facts

about your Reseating Engineering Service.

Name

Address

Theatre

American Seating Company
Makers of Fine Seating for Churches, Schools and Theatres

General Offices: 14 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois

Branch Offices

in All

Principal Cities

2— E.E FULTON COMPANY, COAST^COAST DISTRIBUTORS JL
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Every Successful

Exhibitor Knows
WHEN he invests in a

cooling and venti-

lating system it must serve

equally in winter as it does

in summer. It must make
profit every day, — every

week and every month in

the year.

The Blizzard Cooling and Ventilating

Systems are fuel savers. They distribute

fresh, pure air evenly, maintaining a

uniform temperature throughout, elimi-

nating the stale, unhealthy air from the

theatre.

The Public show their appreciation by
patronizing this type of theatre.

The Blizzard fans pay for themselves very

quickly. Write now for facts and descriptive

literature on this All-Year-Round Profit-

making Fan.

BLIZZARD SALES CO.
1524 DAVENPORT ST.
OMAHA, NEBRASKA

"Cools When It's Warm and Warms When It's Cool"

Symbol of Safety

Select your carpets from the)

stocks of the world's largest

manufacturers

Slater standards demand the

highest efficiency in the intalla-

tion of the products we represent

Insist on Slater installations

for complete satisfaction and

safety

WM. SLATER, Jr.

CARPETS

CHICAGO

LINOLEUM - RUBBER - TILE

1
A UDITE C

The Modern

D ecorative Acoustical
C orrective Material

Auditec fulfills so completely every need for acoustical

correction making your auditorium clear toned and at

the same time being capable of such decoration as to
leave your house equally or more beautiful than before.
Acoustical correction has a direct result on box office

profits and you owe it to your own desire for a greater
business to have your house analyzed for acoustics.
Auditec is low in cost, high in results.

Made in Six Beautiful

Colors and Special Designs

Get in touch with your own E. E. Fulton Company
office and have them supply you with a questionnaire.
No obligation is involved as this engineering service has
been arranged for you through^ the E. E_ Fulton
Company firm. You will be surprised at this new and
better manner of acoustical correction.

NATIONAL RUG MILLS, Inc.

A
Milwaukee - - Wisconsin

UDITEC
Centering Lens Mount

For Simplex

Permits instantaneous lateral adjustment of lens to center

sound track film picture on screen.

Can be attached in a few minutes without cutting, drilling or

machining mechanism. Holds lens rigid and vibrationless.

SIMPLE
ACCURATE

EFFICIENT
INEXPENSIVE

Price each, $25.00

Centering Lens Holder

CENTERING MOUNT for
MOTIOGRAPH . Each $35.00

CENTERING MOUNT for
POWERS Each 50.00

CENTERING MOUNT for
FULCO Each 50.00

DUPLEX APERTURE ASSEM-
BLY, SIMPLEX TYPE (in-

cludes Part E-16) for Sound-
on-Film. Each $35.00

DUPLEX APERTURE ASSEM-
BLY FOR POWERS for Sound-
on-Film $12.50

r 4fulcoI>
E.E FULTON COMPANY, COAST6>COAST DISTRIBUTORS
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AUTOMATIC
REFLECTOR
ARC LAMPS

Silently, Automatically,
Producing-Crisp,
White Light

For Sale By Independent Supply Dealers

Uhe Strong Electric Corporation

2501 Lagrange St., Toledo, Ohio

FULCO
AUTOMATIC ENCLOSED REWIND
Comprises a well designed cast aluminum frame into

which are bnill all the accurately built elements that make

->- M ^

k. fi & d
1 1

\PI^^H

this the easiest and quietest running rewind on the market.
Complies with the strictest regulations.

If you show talking pictures, you of course want your
projection room free from noise making apparatus. THE
FULCO IS A NOISELESS REWIND.

1
THE ILEX F: 2. 5

DUAL FOCUS

PROJECTION LENS
The Lens that put Perfection

in Projection

This Ilex development is an absolute

necessity for every sound-equipped

theatre, assuring a smooth, faultless per-

formance with utmost efficiency. With

this lens, complete screen covering is

maintained when sound-on-film or sound-

on-disc are ready for changeover. By
shifting the lever, the picture is brought

into sharp focus in either position with

maximum sharpness and brilliancy re-

tained throughout.

ILEX OPTICAL CO
ROCHESTER NEW YORK

.(GALLAGHER
Orchestra Equipment Company

616 W. Elm St. Chicago

Orchestra Equipment
MUSIC STANDS
STAGE AND PIT
RESONATORS
ORGAN LIFTS
ORGAN SEATS
ORGAN RACKS
PIANO RACKS

LEADER STANDS
STAGE PLATFORMS

CHAIRS
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

AND
FURNISHINGS

ALL
DESIGNS

AND
FINISHES

iEIEll?
E.E FULTON COMPANY, COASTSCOAST DISTRIBUTORSZ
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THE CHARM OF COLORED LIGHT

FOR YOUR THEATRE

YOU want it, of course. There is no substi-

tute for the restful beauty it creates—and

the public expects to find that beauty in

your theatre.

Edison MAZDA* Colored Lamps offer the

most effective and most economical answer to

your colored lighting needs. Their smooth sur-

faces (the color is inside the glass) offering little

attraction for dust, make cleaning less frequently

necessary and much easier to accomplish.

And just now, when the seasons are changing,

Edison MAZDA Colored Lamps can be es-

pecially useful. From an effect of airy coolness,

you will want to change the atmosphere of your

house to one of inviting warmth. Why not

accomplish the change by merely changing the

color of the lighting in your lobby and foyer?

Just change to Edison MAZDA Colored

Lamps of a warmer tone, and at once the whole

atmosphere of the house is changed.

And if you like, you may have the advice and

assistance of an Edison Lamp Works engineer

for your lighting problems. Just write to Edison

Lamp Works of General Electric Company,

Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio. This service is

rendered without charge.

*MAZDA—the mark of a research service.

EDISON MAZDA LAMPS
GENE RAL E LECTRIC
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Cones or Horns, Which
Better for Speakers?

By LOUIS MALTER
Of RCA Plwtophone, Inc., New York

THE ultimate goal in theatre repro-

duction of sound pictures is the

complete simulation in each part of

the theatre of the sound originally

impinging upon the pick-up microphone.
This goal is at present far from having
been achieved, one of the weakest links

in the chain between sound striking the

microphone and the sound impinging
upon the ear of the auditor being the

loudspeaker.
At the present time the two chief types

of loudspeakers in use in theatres are the

cone speaker with directional baffle and
the horn type speaker.

In the following discussion the elements
which measure the satisfactoriness of a

loudspeaker and the influence of these

elements in the reproduction obtained

from the two types of loudspeakers men-
tioned above will be considered. The
results of certain measurements will be

used to explain the quality of reproduc-
tion obtained with each type of loud-

speaker in theatres.

The extent to which a loudspeaker can
deliver satisfactory reproduction is mea-
sured by five factors, which may be
classed in order of importance as follows :

1—Frequency range.
2—Uniformity of response.
3—-Radiation of distribution characte-

ristics.

Loudspeaker Measurements
If the pressure at a great distance from

the speaker is measured at various angles

with the normal to the mouth of the

speaker a continuous curve is obtained.

If the intensity along the normal is set

equal to unity the curve obtained is

defined as the radiation distribution

characteristic for the particular frequency
at which the measurement is obtained.

The family of curves showing the radi-

out the frequency range is a measure of

the quality of reproduction at various

angles to the normal. The ideal charac-

teristic is that in which the intensity is

uniform for all frequencies throughout
the angle defined by the entire audience
in a theatre at the center of the speaker

mouth and which then falls off to zero

very sharply outside this angle.

4—Efficiency.

The absolute efficiency of a loud-
speaker is defined as the ratio of the total

acoustic power radiated by the loud-

speaker to the total acoustic power
radiated by an ideal loudspeaker if fed

from the same electrical source.
5—Input power capacity.

The input power capacity of a loud-
e
2

speaker is measured by the value of —

,

4r

where e is the maximum open circuit

voltage which can be impressed upon the

loudspeaker terminals without producing
noticeable distortion, and r is a resistance

eaual in magnitude to the impedance to

which the speaker is designed to be

connected.

In order to obtain an accurate and
absolute comparison between the per-
formance of the "directional baffle type"
loudspeaker and the horn type loud-
speaker, frequency response characteris-
tics of the most widely used type of
directional baffle type loudspeaker and of

the most widely used type of horn loud-
speaker were obtained in the following
way.
Each loudspeaker was placed on the

ground out-of-doors pointing directly
upward and at a sufficiently great dis-

tance from buildings so that reflections

from these did not affect the results
obtained. A condenser microphone was
suspended directly above the center of
the loudspeaker mouth at a distance of
20 feet. The condenser microphone was
connected to a sound amplifier. The
entire sound measuring equipment was
corrected electrically so as to possess a
uniform over-all frequency characteristic.
The frequency-response characteristics

obtained in this manner are correct down
to a frequency at which the radiation
distribution characteristic of the speaker
becomes so broad that sufficient sound is

reflected from the ground to interfere
with the radiation shooting straight up.
In order to obtain the frequency charac-
teristic for the lower frequencies, the
speaker is placed along the ground with
its mouth pointed towards the condenser
microphone, which is placed close to the
ground and at a distance of 20 feet from
the speaker mouth. In this case the
phase difference at the microphone
between the direct radiation and that

reflected from the ground is negligibly

small at low frequencies so that the
actual low frequency characteristic is

obtained. This low frequency characte-
ristic, however, must be divided by two
due to reflection from the ground. (The
assumption of practically complete reflec-

tion from the ground has been checked
by experiment.) The fact that over a
certain region (300 to 500 cycles) both
methods yield the identical result is a

further check on the composite method.

Experimental Results

A beat-frequency oscillator and high
quality amplifier were used in making the

measurements. These were set up indoors
and leads run out to the speaker and the

bullet amplifier associated with the con-
denser microphone. The recording me-
chanism shown of a rapi dand accurate
frequency response characteristic being
taken in a few moments. A complete de-

scription of a similar sound pressure re-

cording mechanism has been previously

published.
In order to enable a fair comparison

to be made between the frequency
characteristics of the two types of speak-

ers the two frequency response curves

have been so placed as approximately to

overlap in the center of the range, i. e..

between 300 and 800 cycles. This has

Air Column
Type of Speaker

Controversial

The Showman presents herewith
* an authoritative discussion of one
side of that hotly contested two-
sided question:
"For power and
uniformity
of volume over a
large area, which
is superior, the
directional baffle

or the horn
speaker?"
Both types

have their adher-
ents, each sup-
porting his
claims of superi-
ority for the type he champions
with engineering data and opinion.

In the belief that open discussion
offers the surest road to final

answer, or at least majority opinion,
The Showman presents herewith
the paper by Louis Malter, of RCA
Photophone, Inc., New York, read

at the last meet-
ing of the Society
of Motion Picture
Engineers and re-

printed with per-
mission from the
Society's Journal,
in which advan-
tages claimed for
the directional baf-
fle speaker are dis-

cussed.
Discussions of others supporting

the views and facts presented here-
with or contesting them by citation
of offsetting advantages of the horn
type speaker, will be welcomed for
consideration by readers of The
Showman.

Directional Baffle
Type of Horn

necessitated raising the curve of the
directional baffle type loudspeaker. A
careful study of these curves enables us
to make a competent comparison be-
tween the two types of speakers as
regards frequency range, uniformity of
response and efficiency.

It is immediately evident that the
frequency range of the directional baffle

type speaker is greater at both the low
and high ends of the scale. The cut-off
frequencies of the directional baffle type
speaker are about 85 cycles and 6000
cycles at the low and high ends, respec-
tively, whereas those of the horn type
speaker are about 125 cycles and 5000
cycles, respectively. Thus at the lower
end of the frequency scale the directional
baffle type speaker has a half octave
greater frequency range than the horn
tvpe and about one-fifth octave more at
the higher end.
As regards uniformity of response the

directional baffle type of speaker obvi-
ously has the advantage. Between 300
and 5000 cycles the response of the direc-

tional baffle type is slightly more irregu-

lar, but between these limits the vari-

ations in the response of the horn type
are greater. Below 300 cycles, however,
the horn type speaker is anpreciablv less

responsive than the directional baffle

type. As will be seen further, this defi-

ciency in low frenuency resnonse in the
(Conlimtea on page 111)
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Better Acoustics Boost Box-Office;

Speech Intelligibility a Big Factor
Public Demanding Better Quality of Sound, Acoustics Engineer Declares;

Explains Methods of Controlling Volume

By S. K. WOLFE
Head of Acoustical Dept. Electrical Research

Ni IW that the box-office is being

affected by the intelligibility of

speech in the theatre, the exhibi-

tor has become more concerned about the

acoustic quality of his theatre. The pub-

lic is no longer willing to pay for a sound
picture that is not intelligible and pres-

ently they will be demanding an even
better quality than what may be termed
as "commercial sound," today. There is

still, however, a surprisingly large num-
ber of exhibitors who do not appreciate

what box-office value better acoustics

have.
Sound is a very comprehensive term—it

applies to anything that is audible. Since

in the theatre we strive for something
more than mere audibility, the exhibitor

must learn to differentiate between good
and bad sound. Speech and music differ

in aim as well as in character. Speech

is a means of communication while

music satisfies a less obvious need. The
former is practical and the latter is artis-

tic. Accordingly, speech permits an ex-

amination on an efficiency basis. Music
is judged by its pleasing quality. The
primary consideration of speech is under-
standability and while tonal quality is

very important, it is of a secondary order.

Rating by Percentage

It is the writer's intention to limit the

scope of this article to the intelligible

recognition of reproduced speech. We
can discuss this subject in terms readily

understood by everyone, namely, percent-

ages. A theatre can be rated in the per-

centage of intelligibility of speech which
is an index of how difficult it is for the

patrons to follow the story from the

spoken words.
Telephone engineers have found that a

good measure of the efficiency of a trans-

mission system is in the percentage of

disconnected, meaningless syllables that
can be understood through it. This is

called an articulation test.

An articulation test of normal speech
direct from speaker to listener under per-
fect conditions gives 96 per cent. If there
is any doubt in your mind that speech
cannot be transmitted 100 per cent under
ideal conditions, try this simple test. Ask
your listener to close his eyes so that he
may not read your lips.

Then you say the following words once
each—map, Nat, Mack, nap, mat and
nack, and ask him to write them down as
you say them. Providing you do not un-
duly emphasize the final consonant of
these words, you will find that one or
more of them have not been understood.
This gives you an idea of the difficulties

encountered in speech transmission.
The loudness with which sound equip-

ment is operated is an appreciable factor

in the intelligibility of the resulting

sound. There is a fairly broad range of

volume about equivalent to the volume
used In average conversation, for which
there is no depreciation in intelligibility.

However, as tests have shown, if the
loudness is somewhat greater or some-

S. K. WOLFE

what less than the conversational loud-

ness, we can expect a reduction of articu-

lation of one to five per cent.

Extraneous Noises

Another factor influencing the intelli-

gibility of speech is the amount of ex-

traneous noise present. Audience noise is

of two kinds. The first includes whisper-

ing, coughing, laughing, rattling of pro-

grams, etc., and is not controlled by the

exhibitor. The other, scuffling of feet on
concrete floors, is controllable and elimi-

nated with the use of carpet". Further
noise is often introduced into a theatre

by and through the heating and ventilat-

ing systems, and street noises sometimes
enter through this channel. This, too, is

controllable. Tests have shown that if

the aggregate noise is 20 per cent, as loud
as the sound, the articulation will be re-

duced 10 per cent.

Excessive reverberation is still another
factor tending toward decreasing the ar-

ticulation in the theatre. If, in any given

theatre, the reverberation exceeds by two
seconds a certain optimum value, a reduc-
tion of 10 per cent in the articulation re-

sults. It can be readily seen that this

condition is often encountered in houses
not properly treated acoustically when
the audience present is small.

There are two more factors to be con-
sidered before we can round out our esti-

mate of the probable articulation of the
theatre, and these are the percentage re-

duction necessary on account of the re-

cording and on account of the reproduc-
ing system. Since the articulation rating
for speech under the best conditions from
the original sound source is only 96 per
cent, let us assume that the best possible
recording and reproducing would be 95
per cent each.

Sound Ratings
To sum up these reduction factors and

to get an idea of how a theatre would
rate under the conditions that I have
outlined above, we get the following:
Percentage articulation of original

speech under perfect conditions... 96
Percentage reduction due to incor-

rect loudness 5

Percentage reduction due to ex-
traneous noise in theatre 10

Percentage reduction due to rever-
beration 10

Percentage reduction due to record-
ing 5

Percentage reduction due to repro-
ducing 5

Controllable by exhibitor.
Applying the above listed reductions to

to the original 96 per cent in the regular
commercial method of applying discounts,
we find the resultant percentage articu-

lation to be 67 per cent.

Extensive tests by Dr. Fletcher of the
Bell Laboratories have enabled him to
draw a curve showing the relation be-
tween the percentage articulation of
meaningless syllables and the resultant
conversational efficiency in which the
listener has the aid of context of the sen-
tences in which the syllables are found.
From this curve we find that in a theatre
having an articulation rating of 67 per
cent, the conversational efficiency would
be 90 per cent. This means that the pat-
rons would miss about 10 per cent of
what was going on, which would keep
them under a continuous strain to try to

make it out. This strain is perhaps not
conscious but does interfere with the
ease and comfort of the audience.
Loudness of operation, extraneous

noise, and reverberation in the theatre
are controllable by the exhibitor in ways
described above.

In addition to these measurable fac-
(Contimicd on Page 100)
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Back in I88O
Folks expected

Foul Air 1

Use the system that has

made good for Para-

mount-Publix, Warner

Brothers, Fox, R-K-O
and other circuits and

independents from

coast to coast. » » a

HLOSE, stale air, wilting heat in summer, chilliness in winter ... these

were necessary evils in 1880... along with dim lights and uncom-

fortable seats I

Now all that is changed! Among the many important improvements in

the modern theatre of today is Healthful Kooler-Aire, Nature's Refrigera-

tion, a complete cooling and air conditioning system.

The delightful coolness it brings in hot weather is still a continual surprise

to movie fans coming in from the torrid streets. And throughout the year

it delivers pure, washed air, completely changed every five minutes, or

oftener, as required. Gone forever are the distressing heat and

sultriness of summer, offensive odors and repelling closeness all

year round.

In spite of its phenomenal success, Kooler-Aire Systems sell for

extremely moderate prices. Put in the system that has proved to

be highly profitable. Write for this book and complete information.

KOOLER-AIRE ENGINEERING CORP.
1912 PARAMOUNT BUILDING NEW YORK, N. y.

B. F. SHEARER CO., West Coast Representatives

SEATTLE PORTLAND LOS ANGELES

K
HEALTHFUL A •

poier-A're
NAT U RE S RE F R I G E RAT IOH
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Vital Points Concerning Trade Marks,

Patents and Designs Are Determined
Neii> Question and Answer Department by Ray Belmont Whitman to Protect Interests of Inventors

Is Launched in Connection with Regular "Motion Picture News" Patents Department

WITH the continuation of the Patents

Department in this month's issue of

The Showman, Ray Belmont Whit-

man, patents attorney, launches a Question

and Answer Service exclusively for use of

readers of Motion Picture News.
The history of many inventors and their

projects strongly serves to bring out the

lamentable fact that many a dollar of pre-

cious capital, and many a month of wasted

labor could have been saved, had the in-

ventor only taken the pains to obtain au-

thentic information in regard to the device

upon which he was working, or regarding

the efforts which others might have already

put forth upon the same or a similar device.

A full knowledge of the procedure necessary

for obtaining patents, or the market for

which the device is intended, is likewise im-

portant.

The initial series of questions and their

answers by Mr. Whitman follows

:

Q. 1—I filed a patent application on my
invention and afterwards improved it and

asked the attorney to change the applica-

tion accordingly. He said this could not be

done. Please advise regarding this.—A. H.

D., Raleigh, N. C.

A. 1—Your attorney was correct. New
matter cannot be added to an application, as

otherwise there would be endless confusion,

inventors would get the benefit of several

examinations for the one fee and the file

would not show a proper filing date for all

parts of the application. Your only recourse

is to file an improvement application under

a new number and date.

Q. 2—Does the Patent Office guarantee

the validity of claims in the patents which

it issues?—Leo Granger, Bronxville, N. Y.

A. 2—No. The Patent Office merely

makes as thorough a search as possible

and does the best it can with the facilities

it has on hand to prevent the issue x>{ in-

valid patents. They do a great work as

far as their facilities permit, but since any

publication anywhere in the world may be

used to prove a priority to invalidate a

patent they are frequently held invalid on

such publications as well as on differences

of opinion by the court and the Patent

Office as to what is new in the field searched

by the latter. Statistics show that patents

are held valid and infringed in somewhat
more than half of the total cases adjudicated.

Q. 3—After my patent has issued, is it

possible to get broader claims in it?—Mar-
tin Tracy, New York City, N. Y.

A. 3—Yes. This can sometimes be done

by reissuing the patent providing the fail-

ure to claim the invention properly was
due to inadvertence, accident, or mistake.

There are many decisions as to just what
constitutes these. Also the application for

New Inventions

T^HE records of the Patent Office

in Washington are combed by
Mr. Whitman for new inventions

having an application to motion
pictures and are both illustrated and
described in The Showman as a

regular feature.

Mr. Whitman also conducts a

Questions and Answers column
which imposes no obligation on the

reader. All queries on the subjects

of patents, trademarks, designs and
copyrights fall within the scope of

this service. If a personal answer
is desired, a stamped envelope
should be enclosed with the ques-

tion. If not, the answer will appear
in this department in the first avail-

able issue after receipt.

Write on one side of the paper

only, giving full name, address and
business affiliation. Only initials

will be published if so requested.

All inquiries should be addressed to

Patent Editor, Motion Picture
News.

a reissue must be filed within two years of

the issued date of the patent.

Q. A—Is there any limit to the number
of claims permitted in one patent?—R. F.

D., Newport, Rhode Island.

A. 4—No. But recently the Patent Office

has put into effect a rule that for every
claim originally filed in a case or finally

issued in the patent over 20 an additional

filing fee, or final fee of $1, must be paid.

If the applicant, through his attorney, files

a needlessly large number of claims which
do not patentably distinguish from one an-
other, the Examiner may reject the case on
the ground of "multiplicity." Patents have
issued with as many as 389 claims, although
the average week in and week out is be-

tween six and seven claims. It is interest-

ing to note that the average number of

claims in patents taken out through the

offices it most advertising attorneys is con-
siderably below the average for all patents

above, and that the average of patents

issued to the patent attorneys for large cor-

porations is considerably above. For in-

stance, the author served one large cor-

poration nearly six years, averaging
throughout the period 25 claims per patent

on a large number of cases of all kinds,

both simple and complicated. A large num-
ber of claims does not always mean greater

protection to the inventor, but it often does.

"T HE Patents Department conducted regu-

larly in this publication embraces new
patents on devices used in the motion
picture industry. Copies of any of the pat-

ents cited here may be obtained by sending

fifteen cents (15c) to the Patent Editor for

each copy desired.

The current group follows

:

1,775,610. REEL FOR CAMERAS AND PROJEC-
TORS. Alfred Weiss, New York. Filed Oct. 22,

1927. Serial No. 227,934. 1 Claim. (CI. 2-12—70.)

A reel and a hub, comprising a reel having side
flanges and a hub, said flanges having bearing aper-
tures centra. ly therethrough within the confines of
saidjiub. said apertures being of different sizes and
of similar angled configuration, the larger of said
apertures having angled faces arranged with their
apexes abutting the hub. and a spindle having an
angled faced portion receivable within said hub, said
portion conforming in size and configuration with said
larger aperture, whereby the apexes of its angled
faces will engage the inner face of said hub, said
spindle further^ inc'.uding a similarly configured smaller
extending portion which is adapted to extend through
and embrace the walls of the other aperture.

1,775.294. ACOUSTIC TYMPANUM. John A. Po-
roma. New York. N. Y. Filed Feb. 12, 1929. Serial
No. 339,289. 9 Claims. (CI. 181—31.)

1- The method of producing an acoustic diaphragm
which consists in providing a sheet of appropriate
material with a central opening, and contracting the
latter by incorporating in the remainder of said sheet
radially diverging corrugations.

17.793. TELAUTOCRAPHY. Harry Guy Bartholo-
mey. London, England, and Mavnard Leslie Deedes
MacFarlane, New York. N. Y. Filed Tune 4. 1929.
Serial No. 368.304. Original No. 1,653.425. dated Dec.
20. 1927. Serial No. 572,664, filed July 3, 1922, and
in Great Britain Sept. 19, 1921. 66 Claims. (CI.
179—5.)
37. The method of making a non-pictorial repre-

sentation of a picture which comprises positively es-
tablishing reading points at intervals along a first
line of scanning, the selection of points being inde-
pendent of the character of the picture being scanned:
making tone determinations at the established points;
recording said determinations; positively establishing
reading points in an adjacent line of scanning and
betwee the points established in said first line of
scanning, the selection of such points being also in-

(Continued on page 108)
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Quality Assured!
By NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY CO.

Manufacturers whose advertisements appear on these pages use National Service as their method of distribu-

tion. Their products bear the National Stamp of Approval, which indicates a certain definite standard of

quality, value and service—a safeguard and assurance of customer satisfaction. The products are available

at each of the 30 National Branch Stores—there's one near you—a close-at-hand supply source.

NATHCO ACOUSTICAL FELT

Manufactured expressly for National Theatre Supply Compe ny of

highest quality materials. Acoustically

DENSTEN FELT &

correct, high g

HAIR CO.

ade ha r 1 •It.

New York, N. Y. Philadelphia Pa. P aabody, M iSS.

FUSIBLE LINKS

The Type "B" 160-degree Fusible Link is recommended for theatres. A
superior link that never fails in an emergency. Accept no substitutes.

J. W. YATES
49 l

/2 Eighth Avenue New York. N. Y.

ASSEMBLY CHAIRS
Portable seating for every need. Your dealer will gladly send cir-

culars and quote attractive prices on exactly what you need.

STANDARD MFG. CO.
Cambridge City, Indiana

GARVER KURRENT CHANGER
"Garver Kurrent Changer" and "National Mazda Regulator," two

equipment trade marks familiar with every showman, represent the

last word in high grade booth equipment. Made by

GARVER ELECTRIC CO.
Union City, Indiana

STRONG CHANGE-OVER DEVICES
Always n the lead in developing efficiency equipment for the projec-

tionist. Ask the National salesman to tell you about Strong Change-
Over D 5VIC6S.

ESSANNAY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
2809 W . Van Buren Street Chicago Illinois

BOSTON RUBBER MATS
A necessity in every modern theatre lobby. Mats and runners made
to measure in very attractive combinations of colors and designs.

Name of theatre worked in if wanted. Write for samples and prices.

BOSTON RUBBER MAT COMPANY
332 A Street Boston. Mass.

WyandoTfe
Abrasive

Sole Manufacturers

for perfect and harmless

cleaning of painted sur-

faces, marble, tile, ter-

razzo, and mosaic

J. B. FORD COMPANY
Wyandotte. Mich.

BEST PROJECTION DEVICES
Kinebooth port-hole shutters that conform to fir* regulations; heat

shields, carbon adapters, Mazda adapters, baby spots and
Besteropticons. Magazine lights.

BEST DEVICES CO.
200 Film Bldq. Cleveland, Ohio

HORTON VARIABLE SPEED DRIVES
Approved for sound-equipped theatre ventilating fans, furnished with

close-up or remote, electric, hydraulic or mechanical control. Send for

descriptive circulars.

HORTON MFG. CO.
3016 University Avenue S.E. Minneapolis, Minnesota

EXPANSION SHIELDS AND BOLTS
Specify Chicago Expansion Shields and Bolts for your chair installa-

tions. They stay put under all conditions.

CHICAGO EXPANSION BOLT CO.
126 South Clinton Street Chicago, Illinois

FILM PROCESS
For Fil n Exc hanges and Theatres—Eliminates Wax nq Process. For

first mr and used film—talking

YANKEE
and silent.

LUBRIC CO.
728 E Mark ;t Street Louisville Ky.

GOLDE PROJECTION PRODUCTS
GoldE eads in the development of better projection equ pment.
The line includes the GoldE Unilens, GoldE Framing Light Sh eld

and Go Id E De Lu.e Rewind.

GOLDE MFG . CO.
2013 N LeMoyne Street Chicago, Illinois

FOREST RECTIFIERS
I Assure superlative projection, silent (no moving parts), economical,

,
strongly built, easily installed, the proper equipment for sound theatres,

I

large and smal

FOREST ELECTRIC CO.
272 New Street Newark, N. J.

SLIDES for ADVERTISING, BRENKERTS,
SONGS and ORGAN SOLOS

OUALITY SLIDE COMPANY
"All that the name implies"

6 East Lake Street Chicago, Illinois

VENEER SEATS AND BACKS
Ask your nearest National Branch for prices on
rrients. Highest quality and prompt service \i

seat and back

assured.

replace-

FROST'S VENEER SEATING
Sheboygan, Wise.

CO., LTD.

3sJ?. ^^?.
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Follozi'ing Colonial Precedence Are the Exterior Lines of Cape Cod's Colony Theatre

New England Converts Old Colonial

Church Into a Modern Theatre

WHEN Raymond Moore, owner of

the Cape Playhouse at Dennis in

Cape Cod, proposed to add a

modern picture house to his group, sev-

eral interesting problems were presented.

Dennis is one of the oldest towns on
the Cape and in consequence the archi-

tecture follows colonial precedence. The
Playhouse itself is an old Colonial Church
converted into a theater. It presents

New York shows and first-run pictures
in two-week bills and caters to the sum-
mer colony of the surrounding district.

Thus, it was determined to give to the
new Cinema simplicity to conform to

the colonial architecture of Cape Cod and
yet be comfortable and luxurious enough
to suit a high-type audience. To add to

these difficulties it was proposed to cover
the auditorium with an ultra modern
ceiling decoration painted by Rockwell
Kent. Reproductions of this appeared in
Motion Picture News for Sept. 6th.

The exterior of the theatre as shown
in the accompanying cut follows the
precedent of the early Cape Cod church
in its simple dignity. The exterior is

painted white with green blinds. The
arcades along the side are used for serv-
ing coffee and tea between performances.

Inside, the lobby was designed to

be a transition between the colonial ex-
terior and the modern interior. The

By ALBERT EASTON POOR
Architect

lower walls are panelled and painted a
warm grey ; the upper walls and ceiling

are painted a light sky blue. The light-

ing is concealed in the cornice above the

panelling.

The auditorium seats a total of 317.

Thirty-eight of these seats are in a shal-

low balcony at the rear. The chairs are

especially designed arm chairs with space
enough between rows so that patrons

may remain seated and still allow people

to pass comfortably in front of them.

The chairs are covered in apricot colored

suede cloth and the woodwork in lac-

quered black. The ceiling is in the form
of an eliptical vault springing from a
high wainscot. This ceiling, representing

the constellations, of the sky and the

milky way, is in tones of deep blue,

(Continued on page 107)
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Racon Horiw £ Units

-ed b$ iU. S

Patents Nos. 1507711-

1501032-1577270-

73217-73218- 1722146

-WATCH-r
(or RACONS
advertisement
in next i

SOMETHING
ENTIRELY
NEW

Innumerable Theatres are equipped with
RACON Speakers Because

Air Co'umn slightly less than 10

ft. Depth 30 inches. Bell 30 x 40

inches. Weight 30 pounds.

Products are Leaders in the industry
THE NEW RACON HORN No. 5325 is the latest member of the
RACON family—especially appealing where there is very little space
between screen and wall.

Amplifies as perfectly as the parent horn, No. 4320, on both speech
and music.

Yes, you'll find the same full, rich tones of musical reproduction and the
same clearness and distinctness of speech that is only possible with RACON
Horns and Units.

Patented non-vibratory, non-porous material and construction, plus light
weight, which make for perfect results and maximum .i-rm
convenience. k ^L.

These outstanding features of RACON products
have made imitation and competition impossible.

Improve your Sound Equipment ivith RACON Speakers
and Watch Results!

OUR LATEST CATALOG IS YOURS UPON THE ASKING

[(avaaI Elevtri^ Va> IN V.

Specialists in Acoustic Chambers

Factories: 18 to 24 Washington Place, New York Racon Giant Electro-
Dynamic Type Horn Unit

about jj]DA41TE

THE DA-LITE COMPANY
2723 N. Crawford Ave., Chicago

Gentlemen—You may send me a sample of
|

DA-TONE 7 — (FIREPROOF) ,

DA-TONE X — (NOT FIREPROOF) '

DA-TCNE BEADED I

Name I

Theatre I

Town State '

Derfoct
Says one Good Judge of Motion Picture

Sound Screens and Six Thousand Four
Hundred Seventy-nine More Good Judges
(Exhibitors) concur

—that's what they all say

SOUND SCREENS
The Da-Lite Company, a pioneer in the business and originator
of the first successful sound screen, offers the DA-TONE Z
FIRE-PROOF SOUND SCREEN for perfect projection-
reliable protection. It is a perfect screen in the opinion of
thousands of screen users — the best possible proof of its

efficiency. USE THE COUPON — GET A SAMPLE AND
MAKE YOUR OWN TESTS.

THE DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY
2723 North Crawford Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

Correspondence from reliable dealers invited
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Manager's Self Quiz
(Reprinted from Publix Opinion)

Theatre Illumination

Q. When choosing a dimmer, how shall

one determine its capacity/ Whyt
A. Choose a dimmer having the same

rated capacity as the load it is going to

control. When the dimmer capacity is

higher than the load, the light will not be

dimmed out entirely and changes of bright-

ness will be sudden instead of gradual. If

the dimmer is of lower capacity than the

load it is compelled to carry, the cut-out

will occur too rapidly and the dimmer will

be burned out in time.

Q. How can one determine the size of

letters on inside illuminated signs?

A. The formula for determining the size

of letters on a sign is as follows. The great-

est viewing distance in feet divided by thirty-

six will give the height of the letter in

inches. For a viewing distance of 72 feet

for instance, a height of two inches for the

letters would be necessary. Width of a

letter should be 60 per cent of the height

while space between letters should be 40 per

cent of the height.

Q. In illuminating statuary what must
be borne in mind?
A. All statues when illuminated cast

shadows. It is important to get the statuary

looking as natural as possible. For that

reason, illumination should come from two
sources so placed that a natural result will

be obtained.

Q. Should high wattage lamps be dipped?
Why?

A. It is impracticable to dip lamps of SO

or higher wattage because such lamps are

generally gas filled and the dip would burn
off rapidly.

Q. What is the depreciation in the ef-

ficiency of lighting equipment due to dirt?

A. On the average there is a 20 per cent

loss in the efficiency of light equipment in a

month because of the accumulation of dust

and dirt on lamps and reflector surfaces.

Q. What is the best system of cleaning

to prevent this depreciation?

A. Wash and clean all lamps once every
three months. Have them wiped with a

damp cloth once every month. Dry wip-
ing is not very effective and costs almost as

much as damp wiping. Do not use it.

Projection

Q. What are the most common carbon
defects in projection?

A. Burned out craters caused by too low
amperage ; blown out core caused by two
high amperage; excessive spinkling caused
by too much current, or by poor contact be-
tween carbon and holders ; sputtering at

the arc caused by damp carbons, improper
set or trim of carbons.

Q. How do these faults spoil projection?
A. Burned out craters result in dark spot

on the screen ; blown out core results in in-

creased carbon consumption, spot on the
screen and spindling ; excessive spindling
results in flickering light on the screen:
sputtering at the arc results in flickering

light on the screen.

Q. What remedial steps would result in

improvements:'
A. Remedv for burned out crater—use a

smaller carbon or increase the current.

Remedy for blown out core—use less power
or use carbon of greater diameter. Remedy
tor excessive spindling—use proper carbon
for specified current and make sure that

contacts are smooth.

Q. How should a carbon be tested for
breakage?

A. Remedy for sputtering at the arc—dry
carbons by placing on top of rheostat. Check
up on set and trim.

Copper coated carbons may be broken
under coating. Test not by tapping carbon
on hard surface but by applying slight

pressure with the fingers along entire length

of stick. Tapping a carbon spoils it.

Q. What projection defects occur most
commonly?
A. Common projection defects are un-

steady pictures, poor definition, travel

ghost, flicker, distortion, poor illumination,

blank screen, improper projection speed re-

sulting in unnatural movement of subject,

fuzzy border, and misframes.

Q. What are the causes of an unsteady

picture, poor definition, and flicker?

A. An unsteady picture is caused by (a)

excessive speed of projection, (b) bent in-

termittent sprocket, (c) insufficient tension

on shoes (d) wax or dirt on intermittent

sprocket, (e) film perforation not standard,

(f) film shrinkage, (g) improper splicing.

Poor definition is caused by (a) dirty

objective lens, (b) incorrect lens system,

(c) reflected light from lens barrel, (d)

warped film, (el soft focus film or duplicate

film, (f) vibration of projector, (g) haze
from wrong type of screen, (h) uneven
track on shoe and plate.

Flicker is caused by (a) projection speed

too low, (b) light source too strong, (c)

unsteady arc, (d) douser not properly timed
for change over, (e) iris not properly timed.

Q. What steps would you take to in-

crease illumination on the screen?

A. Clean dirty condensers, check to see

if insufficient current, check on correctness

of optical system, avoid using dense film,

make sure that image of light source does

not appear on screen.

Q. What three types of film damage are

prevalent?
A. Damage to sprocket holes, scratches

on the body of the film, and deliberate

mutilation of the film for signal purposes.

0. What are ten causes of sprocket

damage?
A. Improper adjustment of the tension

Coloring Exteriors

CHICAGO—outlining of build-

ings in color lights is being de-

veloped by a number of theatre

operators. Reco color hoods with

holders are particularly suitable for

this work, states Reynolds Electric

Co., manufacturer and distributor.

Reco hoods are used in providing

color in auditoriums, for exit lights.

borders and footlights. Natural
colored glass is used.

^toes, poorly made splices, damaged film

reels, badly notched sprocket holes, the use
of old and brittle film, overspeeding, pro-
jector parts badly worn, defective mechan-
ism of projector, improper lubrication, and
worn or undercut sprocket teeth, dirt on
intermittent sprocket causing film in ex-
treme cases to ride on teeth.

Sound
Q. What procedure must be followed when

the reproducer needle jumps a groove on the
disc ?

A. If the needle jumps back the sound will
repeat, and may keep on repeating at every
turn of the record. If the needle jumps for-
ward the sound will be ahead of the picture.
The procedure will depend on the character of
the film and the place where the jump occurs.
Any record on which the needle has jumped
must never be used again, and the reproducer
should be checked as soon as possible. Bring
the fader to zero as soon as the jump is

noticed. The next procedure will depend on
circumstances, as follows

:

(a) With speech or other sound accompani-
ment, where exact synchronism is essential. In
this case it is not possible to continue without
losing synchronism, and there is no option ex-
cept to continue the programme with the next
reel, which is set up on the other machine, or
else to cut out the sound for the remainder of
the reel.

(b) With music or other sound accompani-
ment, where exact synchronism is not essential.
Keep the projector running and look over the
reproducer quickly to see whether there is any
visible cause for a jump, such as the repro-
ducer body's dragging on record, or the re-
producer's hitting something that prevents it

from moving freely. If so, remove the obstacle
or change the reproducer. This, of course, in-

volves loss of accompaniment for the remainder
of the reel.

(c) If no cause of the trouble is evident, but
the needle jumps back, change the needle, move
the reproducer over to a position two or three
grooves ahead of where it was when it jumped,
and restore the fader to its regular setting. If

the needle jumps forward and seems to be
'racking properly, restore the fader to its regu-
lar setting.

Synchronism is lost when a record is con-
tinued after the needle has jumped. In such
cases, if there are any direct cues in the pic-

ture, such as knocks, voices, cheers, etc., the

fader must be put down to zero when passing

over them.

Q. When do vacuum tubes require replace

ment ?

A. Vacuum tubes require replacement when
any one of the three following conditions occur

:

(a) When plate currents begin to fall below
minimum values. This, of course, applies only

>n cases where a meter is provided on the

amplifier for the purpose of checking such cur-

rents. When two or more amplifier tubes be-

gin to show low plate current at the same time

the fault probably does not lie in them but

may be due to the rectifier tubes. Therefore

try renewing the latter.

(b) When the tube begins to be noisy. This

statement applies to amplifier tubes.

(c) When the filament shows one or more

bright spots instead of glowing uniformly

throughout its length.

Tubes that have once been used in a rectifier

are unfit for use in amplifiers since they are

not capable of giving good quality.
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Projection, Screens and Theatre

Lighting Discussed by Engineers
Installation of Wide-Measure Screens Observed by Progress

Committee of Society of M. P. Engineers

SCIENCE continuously points the way
to new standards in the field of exhibi-

tion. New methods of projection, im-

provement in threatre designing and light-

ing, problems offered by wide film and the

resultant changeover to wider screens, all

are topics of vital importance to every thea-

tre operator. In this article, the second and

final installment, the Progress Committee
of the Society of M. P. Engineers reports

developments affecting technical aspects in

the theatre field.

The report lists the source material from

which the facts were gleaned, thereby open-

ing the door to additional information by
reference to the original. Included in the

authorities mentioned there is frequent ref-

erence to Motion Picture News and The
Showman.

The report follows

:

Dahlgreen203 has given data on a German
projector of the suitcase type as "Kinobox

C." Light is reflected from a mirror set

at an angle of 45 degrees to the film plane

and the rotating shutter is positioned be-

tween the light source and the film. Descrip-

tions have also been published of two other

portable projectors of German manufacture,

the "Grawor" and the "Matador."-04 A win-

dow display projector uses 35 mm. film and

projects pictures 9 inches by 12 inches,

which remain 7 to 12 seconds on the screen.
205 The Kohm advertising projector uses

a loop of 16 mm. film, 120 meters long. 206

In the "Speico" automatic projector, the

lamp house, motor drive, gate, and lens

system are mounted on a horizontal box
holding the film which feeds from the center

and rewinds from the outside of the roll.

The film edges rest on a number of threaded

metal cylinders arranged radially around
the center of the magazine. One of these

cylinders is connected to each of the ex-

tremities of a vertical drum for guiding the

film from its entrance to its exit from the

case and to keep a constant length of film

outside of it. Upper and lower sprockets,

ventilation of the film, and the lantern, and

a humidifying device are features of this

projector.207

A few patents have been issued concerned

with improvements in projector design,

methods of utilizing an endless strip of

film, etc.
208

Stereoscopic Projection

Barth200 prepared a review of the sys-

tems for the production of stereoscopic mo-
tion pictures. A device for which claims of

relief effects were made was demonstrated
in Hollywood in November. 210 A standard

camera and regular film stock were used.

Another apparatus was demonstrated also

on the Coast which was paterted in 1915

but was perfected mechanically only recently.

Bi-lensed optical systems are avoided and
individual viewing frames are said to be un-
necessary. Alternate frames are photograph-
ed from laterally varying positions (angles),

the optical center of the lens representing

the pivotal point. A train of motor-driven
gears and cams are built into the tripod

head. 211 Only two patents were noted deal-

ing with devices for obtaining relief effects.

Non-intermittent Projection

In one type of continuous projector sup-
plied by an English firm, a ring of lenses

rotates in the place usually occupied by the

rotary shutter. The speed of rotation of

each lens corresponds to the rate of travel

of the film in the gate in such a way that

each lens is maintained central with its ap-

propriate film picture which is thus project-

ed stationary on the screen. 213

Another non-intermittent type of projec-

tor, also manufactured in England, was de-

signed so that the film passes upward
through the gate which accommodates two
picture frames. Moving parallel with the

film and at equal speed is a continuous band
of 14 lenses arranged in a channel shaped
like the letter "D" the flat side of which
is nearest the gate. Two images, or one
complete image with parts of two others,

are available which, by means of a master
lens and an ordinary projector lens, are

superimposed on the screen. 214

A continuous projector designed by a

Frenchman, M. R. Hue, has several novel

aspects to recommend its consideration. Film
is passed on a curved track in the form of

a part cylinder before a light aperture some-
what higher than that of a single frame. An
image is projected onto a mirror in the

center of the cylinder and set at an angle of

45 degrees to the light path. The mirror
turns at a speed one-half that of the moving
film through a slight arc and then returns

to the original position while a shutter cuts

off the light momentarily. A stationary

image is projected on a screen placed at

right angles to the original light source.
Means are provided for framing a single

picture on the screen.

A projector with continuous movement
and using unperforated film on Ozaphane
stock has been demonstrated in Paris.215

Screens

Screens.—Larger screens are generally
being installed for standard projection, the
size most used in the larger houses on the
Coast being 18 feet by 24 feet. Certain
producers are planning installation of large
screens for the showing of wide films.

A mechanical device operated from the

projection booth permits masking the

screen to any size needed in three seconds.217

A sound screen is constructed entirely of

asbestos. 21s Another sound screen is made
with a glass beaded surface. 210 The screen
is fire-proof, may be washed, and rolled up.

A screen used by the Film Guild Cinema is

stated to be made up with laminated gold
and other metals as well as pigments. Arc
amperage is said to be lowered 50 per cent

by its use.220

Some of the ideas patented relating to

projection screens are the following: a
screen surface comprising agglomerated
microscopic spheroidal particles of a con-

siderable range in size ; screens having mica
dust or finely ground quartz on their dis-

play surface, a daylight screen which in-

cludes the use of a rayon screen before the

regular screen, the former stopping the

light falling angularly on the screen ; a

screen comprising a thin sheet of water
dropped through space from a suitable con-

tainer, etc.

Theatre Illumination.—Paints which fluo-

resce strongly under ultra-violet radiation

have been used to paint costumes and scen-

ery for the production of startling effects. 222

Types of batten spotlights available in Great

Britain for stage illumination have been
described.223 Electrically interlocked motors

form the connecting link between the con-

trol board and the grouped pre-set modula-
tors in different theatre stage lighting cir-

cuits. 224

A new stage and theatre lighting system
known as Colorama has been developed by
the General Electric Company. It consists

of a scheme of cones and flutes with lamps
and color media so arranged as to give

changing and overlapping color and shadow
effects. Glass filters are used instead of

gelatin. 225

Considerable attention has been given the

theatre acoustics problem during the year

of 1929. One firm has made an acoustical

analysis of over 1500 theatres and made
recommendations for treatment of the audi-

toriums. A lowering of the accepted opti-

mum reverberation time as a function of

volume was reported. 226 Theatres with

square auditoriums were found in general

to have better acoustic properties than long

narrow theatres. Kellogg227 stated that the

trend will be toward very "dead" theatres

in the future with the recording and repro-

duction arranged to adjust such variables as

reverberation and loudness. According to

Friend. 228 seats should be made of materials

which absorb nearly as much sound as a

person. Hair felt and other soft materials

which reduce the reverberation have a high

selective absorption for frequencies above

1000 and a masking of the audibility of high

tones results.229

Eyring230 has shown that the common
method of calculating reverberation times

{Continued on page 106)
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Fulfill Your Promise
of Good Entertainment

Vallen Noiseless. All-Steel Safety Track helps to ful-

fill your promise of good entertainment.

Any curtain operated from a Vallen track will glide
smoothly and noiselessly and is a practical way of

adding distinction, to any entertainment.

The all-steel construction is absolutely safe and can

be readily installed by inexperienced workmen. Easily
operated manually or with unusual simplicity by an
electric motor driven, push button operated Vallen
Curtain Control Unit.

Vallen will gladly give facts why many exclusive

features increase economy and practicability.

VALLEN ELECTRICAL CO., Inc. Akron, Ohio, U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS OF
Vallen Automatic Screen Modifier ; Vallen Noiseless. All-Steel Safety Track
Curved Track; Vallen High Speed Curtail
Vallen Syncontrol for "Talkies."

Control; Vallen Junior Control:
Vallen Noiseless

Vallen Flying Control;

Dares to

Guarantee

Light is

an Attraction
Inside the Theater

aIso-

You will do well to know about this flexi-

ble, practical, up-to-the-minute system,

the pioneer; the leader. Send for details.

&rankdidam
ELECTRIC COMPANY

ST. LOUIS

District Offices in all Principal Cities

People can be thrilled with light as well as
attracted by light. Hundreds of successful
showmen realize this and are using the @
Major System for stage and auditorium lighting
control because it pays profits at the box office.
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— the Remarkable

NEW

KOLD-AIRE

— an Amazing

Cooling System at

a Sensational Price

write today for

SPECIAL OFFER

ARCTIC NU.A1R CORP.
2103 Kennedy Street, N. E.

Minneapolis, Minn.

PROTECT
YOUR CASH RECEIPTS

with these

General Register Salesmen:

AUTOMATICGOLD SEAL
REGISTERS

AND

S I M PLEXTICKET
REGISTERS

SPEED ACCURACY EFFICIENCY
CATALOGUE AND TERMS UPON REQUEST OR REPRE-
SENTATIVE. IF YOU PREFER, WITHOUT OBLIGATION.

GENERAL REGISTER CORP.
PARAMOUNT BUILDING

CHICAGO OFFICE: TIMES SQUAREAUTOMATIC SIMPLEX Mr„, v/vriw »t ir
REGISTER CORPORATION JNfcW YUKK, N. Y.

1018 SOUTH WABASH AVE. J. C. ENSLEN, Gen. Sales M«r.
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Suggested Programs for

Saturday Kiddie Shows

Saturday, October \%th

William Penn (birthday) Oct. 14, 1644-1718.

English Quaker, founder of Pennsylvania.

Wm. Penn signed peace and friendship

maty with the Indians June 23, 1683.

( k | Guests of honor :

1. Daughters of American Colonists

2. Colonial Dames
3. Local Indian or members of Indian

Woman's Club.

(1 ) History teacher to tell the story of the

life of Wm. Penn—his friendly relation-

ship with the Indians—the Peace Treaty

—the founding of the state and the

meaning of its name (Penn's woods).
(:) Playground Department or primary

teacher to illustrate signing of the

treaty and smoking of peace pipe, using

children in Indian costumes.

(d) Cartoonist to sketch the activities of the

early settlers, the felling of trees, clear-

ing of land ; building of block houses,

churches and homes.
(el Cooperate with librarian for 'arrange-

ment of books on Colonial history that

would interest children.

(i> Tie-up with local book store for win-
dow display of books on Colonial life,

of interest to children, with card telling

of celebration of Wm. Penn's birthday

at the Junior Matinee.

(g) Display of Colonial flags in the foyer.

(h) Doorman in Indian costume.

I i ) Representative from Chamber of Com-
merce to tell of the significance of the

state of Pennsylvania in the Union re-

garding size, products and activities of

its people.
•

j ) Have word-making contest using the

name "Pennsylvania," recognition given

to longest, correct list. (Contest pre-

viously announced on screen.)

! k ) Cooperate with art store for large pic-

ture of Wm. Penn to be hung in foyer,

decorated with early Colonial flags.

Picture:
1. "War Paint" (Indian, M-G-M 5 rls.)

Short:
I. "Indian" (Pathe Review No. 9, 1 rl.)

* * *

Noah Webster (birthday) Oct. 16, 1758-1843.

Scholar, author, lexicographer. He is noted
for his "American Dictionary of the English
Language," published in 1828.

He had published in 1783 Webster's "Spell-

ing Book" which was used for almost a cen-
tury in nearly every school in the country
and. sold in large numbers to the frvedmen
after emancipation. A touching incident of
an ex-slave and the "Spelling Book" will

be found in the story, "Two Gentlemen of

Kentucky," by James Lane Allen.

(a) Guests of honor:
1. Officers of organized book clubs
2. Writers on local newspapers

(b) Librarian to tell interesting experiences
in life of Noah Webster, mentioning his

authorship of the first "Spelling Book,"
incorporating the story of "Two Gentle-
men of Kentucky," by James Lane Allen.

(c) English teacher to tell briefly of the ori-

gin of our language and the constant
change in spelling.

(d) Doorman in Colonial costume.
Ce) Door prize to be a small copy of Web-

ster's Dictionary-
(f) Call attention of children to copies of

very old books in local museum.

Short:
1. "Booklovers" (Musical fantasy, Para-

mount 1 rl.)
* * *

United States Mint Established at Phila-
delphia, Oct. 16, 1786.

(a) Guests of honor: Officers of Bankers
Ass'n.

(b) Government officer to tell of necessity

of uniform coinage system, metals used
significance of emblems used on coins,

the work done in mints, the number,
and locations.

(c) Arrange with bank for display in win-
dow of coins, old and new, with card
telling of celebration at Junior Matinee
of the anniversary of the establishment
nf the United States Mint.

(d) Door prize of small bank or cooperate
with bank officials for suggestions.

(e) Conduct treasure hunt, using small bags
of new pennies.

Short:
1. "Gold" (Egvptidii-Pathe Review No. 10,

1 rl.)
* * #

Alaska Transferred to United States by
Russia, Oct. 18, 1867.

(a) Guests of honor:
1. Officers of Travel Club.

2. World traveler.

(b) Geography teacher to explain transfer

of Alaska to the United States, touch-
ing upon its location, size, products and
industries.

(c) Librarian to give interesting word pic-

ture of natives of Alaska, their homes
and customs.

(d) Doorman in Eskimo costume.
(e) Cooperate with local book store for dis-

play of books on Alaska of interest to

children, with card announcing Junior
Matinee celebration.

(f) Cooperate with local merchant for door
prizes of small Eskimo doll for girl and
small boat for boy.

(g) Dancing school to present children in

an Eskimo ballet.

Shorts :

1. "Geese" (Arctic Circle-Patht.- Review No.
9, 1 rl.)

2. "White Majesty" (Icebergs-Pathe Re-
view No. 34, 1 rl.)

3. "Snow Time" (Animal winter sports-

Pathe, 1 rl.)

4. "Alaskan Knights" (Krazy Kat-Columbia.

1 rl.)

Pictures :

1. "Nanook of the North" (Pathe, 6 rls.)

2. "Kivalina of the Icelands" (Pathe, 6 rls.)

3. "Alaskan Adventures" (Pathe, 6 rls.)

4. "Trail of '98" (Alaska-M.G.M., 8 rls.)

5. "Great White North" (Arctic expedition-

Fox,, 7 rls.)

6. "Primitive Love" (Eskimo life, 3 rls.)

7. "The Gold Rush" (Chaplin-U. A., 8 rls.)

8. "Smoke Bellew" (Alaska-Cooperative,

7 rls.)
* * *

Samuel T. Coleridge, (birthday) Oct. 21,

1772-1834.

English Lake poet.

(a) Guests of honor:
1. Daughters of British Empire.
2. Officers of Writers Club.

(b) Librarian to tell story of life of Cole-

ridge, mentioning his writings.

Boosting Kids' Programs
Theatre owners in innumerable

spots in every section of the country
lay strong emphasis on a series of

regular Saturday morning showings
for youngsters, in their campaign to

build up good will in their community.
Always a ticklish problem, particularly

where women's clubs are concerned,
the showing of pictures to child au-
diences must be done only under the
most favorable conditions. Proper
program types spell success or failure

for the matinees.
Ryllis Hemington, director of public

relations for Fox West Coast Theatres,
has prepared a list of subjects favor-
able for these Saturday matinees.
This chart appears regularly in
MOTION PICTURE NEWS, with a
new group of programs published each
week and sufficiently in advance for
exhibitors to secure prints of subjects
suggested.
Suggested programs for Saturday,

October 18th. and Saturday, October
25th, appear herewith.

(c) Cooperate with book store for window
display of books by English authors, of
interest to children, with card announc-
ing the Junior Matinee.

(d) Door prize: Small copy of book of
poems for children.

(e) Call attention of children to the display

of old English books in museum.
(f) Display of American and British flags

in foyer.

Picture :

1. "Ancient Mariner" (Fox)
Short:

1. "Booklovers" (musical fantasy-Para., 1 rl.)

Saturday, October 25

Franz Liszt (birthday) Oct. 22, 1811-1886.

Hungarian composer, conductor, and teacher.

(a) Honor guests:

1. Officers of local Music Club.

2. Musicians of note.

(b) Display of American and Hungarian
flags.

(c) Liszt composition played by organist,

local music teacher, or duet by talented

music pupils.

(d) Music teacher to have group of children

give interesting bits in life of the com-
poser, stressing his boyhood experiences.

(e) R. O. T. C. or Boy Scout orchestra to

play a composition of Liszt.

(f) Window display of compositions of

Franz Liszt in music store.

(g) Attendance prize: Small harmonica.
Picture:
"Music Master" (Fox, 8 rls.)

Shorts:
1. "Franz Liszt" (Music Master Series, 1 rl.)

2. "Hungarian Rhapsody" (U. A., 1 rl.)

3. "Hungarian Goulash" (cartoon-Educ,
1 rl.)

4. "Chords of Memory" (Para., 1 rl.)

5. "Opera" (Pathe Review No. 8, 1 rl.)

6. "Words and Music" (Pathe Review No.
36, 1 rl.)

7. "Music" (Pathe Review No. 29, 1 rl.)

8. "In a Music Shop" (Fox).

* * *

Navy Day, Oct. 27.

A national holiday set aside to honor Presi-

dent Roosevelt's birthday since he was the first

president to foster the development of the

modern fleet.

Theodore Roosevelt, Oct. 27, 1858-1919.

Twenty-sixth president of the United States,

soldier, man of letters, statesman. Awarded No-
ble Peace Prize. Theodore Roosevelt was
ever a champion to our navy and through his

efforts our navy reached its present-day state

{Continued on Page 99)
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Equipmentand Its

RelationtoSuccess
{Continued from Page 71)

enough for this town" and have let it

go at that.

It is my further conviction that the

theatre business is now or can be made
just as profitable as it ever was, if the
theatre owner will MEET COMPETI-
TION. And the greatest competitor he
must meet is NATION-WIDE PUBLIC
SENTIMENT for refinement in motion
picture entertainment. I contend that the
public is a competitor because it actually
instigates competition by its demands.
The small town patron goes to the big
town, observes what the big towner is

getting in the way of theatre conveni-
ences and comforts, and comes home with

Motion Picture News

a decided preference for metropolitan
amusement facilities. What's to be done
about it? My idea is—TRY TO GIVE
YOUR PATRONS WHAT THEY
PREEER.
Obviously it would be foolish to even

suggest the establishment or maintenance
of a palatial deluxe theatre in a town that
could not possibly support it if every
man, woman and child could be depended
on to put in their appearance at the box-
office at each performance.

I, personally, do not favor lavish ex-
penditures for improvements where only
modest improvements are justified by lo-

cal conditions. I strongly advocate the
use of conservatism and good judgment
in making an investment for profit—and
that is exactly what spending money for
theatre improvements should be consid-
ered.
Does it pay to provide better service in

the small theatre? Is it wise to provide
comfortable seats and good projection? Is

Here's a Treasure Trove of

Valuable Lighting Information

"The most complete and informative book of its kind ever

published" . . .

This is the consensus of opinion of theatre executives, stage

lighting engineers, and electrical experts in general regard-

ing the new lighting handbook just published by this

organization.

This new book contains a wealth of valuable lighting

information which we have gathered from our long ex-

perience in designing and installing complete systems for

motion picture theatres, auditoriums, schools and other

public institutions, clubs and the like.

A copy of this unusual book is yours for the asking.

HubElectkicGombvny
Sound
Reproduction

Equipment

Stage Switchboards

Footlights

Borderlights

Stage Pockets

Emergency and Exit
Lighting Units

Complete Theatre Lighting Equipment

Factory and General Offices

2219-2225 West Grand Avenue

Chicago

Telephone Seeley 6440-1-2-3

Branch Offices in New York,

Toledo, Milwaukee, Minneapolis

Cove Lighting

Exit Signs
Spotlights
Service Boards
Panelboards
Usher Signals
Directional Signs
Flood Lights
Mobile Flood Light-

ing Equipment

October 4 , 1930

it good judgment to have an inviting theatre
front? Is it necessary to protect the health
of patrons by proper ventilation? Has clean-
liness in the theatre any particular appeal to
the public? Is it good business to provide
carpets and draperies in the theatre? Does
it pay to cater to public taste for refinement?
All of these leading questions, and many
more just as pertinent, can best be answered
by mere reference to the many notable ex-
periences of theatre owners, large and small,
who have found the answer to be

—
"yes, it

does."
There are still thousands of medium and

small sized towns and prosperous communi-
ties throughout the country which could be
made to profitably support first-class the-
atres—houses comparable to those in larger
cities, except as to size. Many theatres now
serving these communities could be modern-
ized at comparatively low cost—by the ad-
dition of those refinements which have a
distinct appeal to theatregoers.
You may possibly be the owner of one

of these houses. It may represent your sole
source of livelihood—a business you have
built up through hard work and sacrifices.
In any case you have an investment worth
protecting against the liability of declining
business due to lack of needed improve-
ments.
To those who want prosperity and pro-

tection against the onslaught of competition,
and are willing to provide a definite means
to that end, there seems to be at least one
solution that is highly worthy of consider-
ation. Fix up the theatre. Make it modern.

It is not wise to disregard public senti-
ment. The successful showman knows well
enough the penalty he will pay for neglect
or procrastination in catering to public taste.
The negative reaction at the box-office
comes suddenly and the wise exhibitor keeps
his finger constantly on the public pulse.
For no other reason whatever than to

profitably lure the fancy of the populace,
leading theatre operators have created a de-
mand on scientists, engineers and manufac-
turers for refinement commodities which un-
til recently were considered, if considered at
all, in the light of unnecessary extravagance.
But the remarkable success examples set by
many of our foreseeing showmen have prov-
en that teaching the theatregoer to like
refinement and then giving it to him is de-
cidedly good sound business practice.

Developments Available to All

This practice, and the undeniable benefits
to be derived from it, is not withheld from
individual or independent theatre owners.
As a matter of fact, the mechanical develop-
ments of the equipment industry are avail-
able to all. Their correct application is no
longer a grave problem of high cost, be-
cause leading manufacturers have foresight-
edly provided many short cuts to economy
by the extension of service that leads to
economy in the modernizing of any theatre
.regardless of its size.

Architects, engineers and others are col-
laborating in a campaign for better theatres,
rather than more theatres. A period of re-
construction is under way. Ways and means
have been developed whereby even small
theatres which have become "dull drab" by
comparison in the eyes of the public, may be
recreated at normal expense into profitable
plants that become the pride of their neigh-
borhood overnight. The sudden public re-
sponse at the box-office of these deluxe
houses is ample evidence that it pays to
spend wisely for improvement.

In other articles of a series to appear in
a later issue I will, in collaboration with an
architect who has been highly successful
in remodeling and moderninzing small the-
atres, discuss point by point, the many new
and effective methods which others are
using and by text and illustration show how
they have gone about the job of bringing
the old theatre up to date to make it pay.

We'll try to make it interesting.
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1. "We're in the Navy Now" (Para.)
2. "Midshipman" (M-G-M, 7 rls.)

3. "Shore Leave" (First Natl., 7 rls.)

4. "Sailor's Holiday" (Pathe, 6 rls.)

5. "All at Sea" (M-G-M, 6 rls.)

6. "Tell It to the Marines" (M-G-M, 9 rls.)

7. "Mysterious Island" (M-G-M, 9 rls.)

8. "Let It Rain" (Navy comedy—Para.,
6 rls.)

1. "Ahoy!" (Signal flags, Pathe Review
No. 18.)

2. "Haunted Ship" (Fable, Pathe, 1 rl.)

3. "Salt Water Ballads" (Para., 1 rl.)

4. "The Tide Rises" (Bruce Scenic-Para.,
1 rl.)

5. "Wild Waves" (Mickey Mouse, Col.,

1 rl.)

6. "Ship Ahoy" (Fable-Pathe, 1 rl.)

7. "Barnacle Bill, the Sailor" (Para., 1 rl.)

Suggested Shows

For Kid Programs
(Continued from pai/e 97)

of efficiency. His prime interest from the point
of preparedness lay in the navy, for he realized
that a nation situated as the United States
should have a navy of sufficient size and ef-

fectiveness. Therefore, Roosevelt's birthday
has been selected as a day on which we may
also pay honor to our sailors and relate some
of the exploits which our navy has accom-
plished in days of peace as well as in the days
during which it has served in the defense of

our nation.

(a) Guests of honor

:

1. Naval officers.

2. Navy recruiting officer.

(b) Display of American flags.

(c) Arrange with book store for window
display of the following books with ac-
companying "Navy Day-Junior Matinee"
card. (See "d.")

(d) Cooperate with library for table in

Children's Department of reference
books

:

1. "Story of Our Navy for Young
Americans from Colonial Days to the

President Day," W. J. Abbott.
2. "Heroic Deeds of the American

Sailors," A. F. Blaisdell & F. K.
Ball.

3. "Navy Heroes of Today," F. A. Col-
lins.

4. "Building of Warships" (in Uncle
Sam's business, p. 184-92), C. Mar-
riot.

5. "The United States Navy," a book
of pictures showing the various types
of vessels belonging to our navy, R.
E. Miller.

6. "The Army and the Navy" (in My
Country, p. 321-9), G. A. Turkington.

(e) Enlist cooperation of history and Eng-
lish teachers to conduct Navy Day es-

says—judges, navy recruiting officer,

newspaper editor, teachers.

(f) Encourage children to attend matinee in

sailor uniforms.

(g) If possible, arrange for children's pa-
rade led by school band or R. O. T. C.
Drum and Bugle Corps, followed by
children in uniform carrying Navy Day
banner.

(h) Naval reels from naval recruiting sta-
station.

(i) Arrange in advance for art or manual
training teachers in schools to instruct

children in cardboard cut-outs of bat-
tleships and cruisers for display in the-
atre foyer or merchant's window, with
accompanying card drawing attention to
winning exhibit and the Navy Day cele-

bration at the Junior Matinee.

(j) Music teacher to lead children in the
singing of navy songs.

(k) Display of navy flags and exhibition of
wig-wagging.

Pictures :

Cutting the Nut
ttl^CONOMY with Efficiency"

-L' in a drive to "stop the leaks"

on overhead is the slogan of a drive

now under way by managers of the

Loew chain. Among subjects given
special attention are:

Efficient operation of cooling sys-

tems.

Elimination of waste of electric-

ity and obtaining maximum effi-

ciency from lamps.

Keeping a close check on carbons.

Safeguarding fuses.

Reduction of accidents to cut in-

surance premiums.
Keeping equipment at a maxi-

mum point of efficiency through
careful inspection and immediate
repair of defects.

Cutting down of telegraph and
telephone bills.

Reduction of cleaning costs.

Keeping fan ducts clean.

8. "Dancing Gob" (Para., 1 rl.)

9. "Bounding Main" (Pathe Review No. 10,

1 rl.)

10. "Sailor Take Care" (Pathe Review No.
26, 1 rl.)

11. "Port of War" (Pathe Review No. 27,

1 rl.)

12. "Voice of the Sea" (Song Sketch

—

Pathe).

Statue of Liberty Dedicated Oct. 28, 1886.

(a) Honor guests : Officers of Daughters of
Amer. Revolution.

(b) Display of American and French flags.

(c) Librarian to tell of the significance of
acceptance and dedication of the Statue
of Liberty.

(d) Officer of Colonial society to tell of the
influence of France in the establishment
of America's independence.

(e) Children in costume to represent the
thirteen colonies.

(f) Dancing school at present Statue of
Liberty in tableaux.

Pictures :

1. "A Ship Comes In" (Pathe, 7 rls.)

2. "America" (U. A., 11 rls.)

S horts :

1. "Twenty-four Dollar Island" (Pathe, 1

rl.)

2. "Sidewalks of New \ork" (Musical nov-
elty—Paramount, 1 rl.)

3. "Angles" (N. Y. skyline—Pathe Review
No. 21, 1 rl.)

Sir Walter Raleigh (Executed Oct. 29),
1552-1618.

1552-1618. English courtier, colonizer and
man of letters.

(a) Guests of honor : Daughters of British

Empire.
(b) Display of American and English flags.

(c) Singing of American and English an-
thems.

(d) Librarian to give incidents (of interest

to children) in the life of Raleigh.

(e) Arrange with art store for a display of
pictures pertaining to this period.

Picture :

1. "The Adventurer" (M-G-M, 6 rls.)

Short :

1. "A Frontier Romance" (Colonists—M-G-
M, 2 rls.)

* * *

Hallowe'en or All Hallow's Eve (Oct. 31).
"There is probably no folk holiday which has taken

a stronger hold upon the popular imagination than
that celebrated on the evening of October 31st. The

name means hallowed, or holy, evening, the evu o,
All Saints Day.
"Hallowe'en is really an autumn festival a

Day is a spring festival. But peasant
robbed the holiday of its original meaning and s Lit -

rounded it with the delightful mystei
witches, spirits and hobgoblins. And because of these
superstitious notions, Hallowe'en appeals to the pub-
lic fancy and all its old customs and traditions have
remained.
"The ancient Druids had a great autumn festival

which commenced at midnight, October 31st, and
lasted throughout the following day, November 1st.
Among other things, they believed that on this night
the great lord of death, Saman, called together all
the wicked souls that had been condemned within
the past 12 months to inhabit the bodies of animals.
Because of the wicked spirits that prowled about on
this night, they made huge bonfires and kept a sharp
lookout. Thus it is unquestionably from the Druids
that we derive the belief that witches and ghosts
walk abroad on Hallowe'en—a belief still prevalent
among rural peoples in Europe.
"The Romans also had a festival about the first

of November which was in honor of Pomona. Nuts
and apples, as tokens of the winter store of fruits,
were roasted before great bonfires. It appears that
the Druidic ceremonies and the Roman ceremonies
were grafted, one upon the other, to become our Hal-
lowe'en. ... It became a general and widespread
notion that ghosts and spirits walked abroad on Hal-
lowe'en. Peasantry gathered together on that eve-
ning of October 31st, built great honfires to keep the
spooks away and shudderingly told one another of
queer noises, strange fluttenngs, trembling shadows.
And they tempered their fears with feasting. They
brought out their winter stores of nuts and apples."

—

Eichler.

There was a similar uniformity in the fire-

side customs of this night through the British

Isles as described in Burns' poem of "Hallo-
we'en." This is no season in the year so marked
by fun, both for grown-ups and children as
this one. In some sections of this country the
spirit of rowdyism in a measure has superseded
the kindly old customs, but with the growth of
civic spirit Hallowe'en may be made an oc-
casion of good natured revelry.

As Hallowe'en was originally an autumn fes-

tival, many of the community customs de-

scribed for a harvest festival are equally good
for its observance.
A Hallowe'en party with decorations, cos-

tumes, entertainment and supper has come to
be the more usual way of observing the day,

both for large and small groups.
(a) Foyer display of Hallowe'en decora-

tions.

(b) Recognition given for three best plans
for a Hallowe'en party.

(c) Librarian or theatre manager to give
story of origin of All Hallow's Eve,
using foregoing material.

(d) Dancing school to present ballet or
sketch with children dressed as pump-
kins, cats, witches, etc.

(e) Story teller from library or reader to

give selections from the following

book references

:

Tales by Poe, including "Fall of the

House of Usher," "Ms. Found in a

Bottle," "Black Cat," "Tell Tale
Heart."

By Irving: "Gold Dragoon," "Devil and
Tow Walker."

By Hawthorne : "Gray Champion,"
"Howe's Masquerade," "Snow Image,"
"White Old Maid."

Mrs. Ewing's : "Cobblers and the

Ghosts.

Grimm's "Elves and the Shoemaker" are
capital for young folks.

Pictures :

1. "Three Live Ghosts" (Comedy drama—

•

U. A., 8 rls.)

2. "Haunted House" (Mystery—First Natl.,

6 rls.)

Shorts:
1. "Haunted" ( Comedy—Pathe, 2 rls.)

2. "Hallowe'en" (Comedy—Univ., 2 rls.)

3. "Haunted House" (Mickey Mouse—Col.,

1 rl.)

4. "Skeleton Dance" (Cartoon— Col., 1 rl.)

5. "Autumn" (Silly Symphony—Col., 1 rl.)

6. "The Cat's Meow" (Krazy Kat—Col.,

1 rl.)

7. "Spook Easy" (Krazy Kat—Col., 1 rl.)

8. "Big Scare" (Fable—Pathe, 1 rl.)

9. "Haunted Ship" ( Fable—Pathe, 1 rl.)

10. "Live Ghosts" (Comedy—Univ., 2 rls.)

11. "Chills and Fever" (Pathe, 2 rls.)

12. "Haunted Spooks" (Lloyd—Pathe, 2 rls.)

13. "Spooks" (Cartoon—Univ., 1 rl.)
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Better Acoustics

Boost Box'Ofjice
{Continued from page 86)

tors there is 'another that has an appre-

ciable place in show psychology, illusion.

The sound must appear to come from the

picture and yet the listener must be al-

lowed to feel that he is in the same room
with the speaker. With present day re-

cording the areas around and immediately
in back of the horns should be sound re-

flecting, which allows the "room tone"
of the recording to become associated

with the "room tone" in front of the

theatre so that the listener unconsciously
feels that he is in the same room with the

speaker.
With so many factors bearing upon the

net result, each presenting its reduction
factor however small, it behooves the ex-

hibitor who wishes to preserve and in-

crease his success, to see that all reduc-
tion factors within his control are kept to

the absolute minimum.
The best possible equipment obtainable,

properly operated in a theatre that is

acoustically correct and free from ex-

traneous noise, is the only possible answer
to "easy listening" and increasing re-

ceipts.

New Advertising Contract
Dallas—New contract for use of adver-

tising films in member theatres has been
signed by Allied Theatre Owners of Tex-
as with the Alexander Film Co. of Colo-
rado Springs.

Qets Wurlitzer Ad Post
Cincinnati—R. A. Schirmer is new ad-

vertising director of the Rudolph Wur-
litzer Co. He succeeds Philip B. Reister.

Schirmer formerly was Reister's assistant.

Is Your Theatre Up To Date

and Ready for the Future?

ARE you depriving your patrons of the best photographic presen-

tation of your pictures, and yourselves of greater profits?

If you are not using a WIDE SCREEN, the answer is YES.
Modern Motion Pictures need, for their most successful presen-

tation, a screen of various picture sizes, automatically adjustable by
the operator, to effectively portray the outstanding scenes in the

picture. This new type of screen control is an absolute necessity for

the showing of Magnascope and Grandeur films, and it will play an
even more important role in the film developments of the future.

Will your theatre be properly equipped to benefit by these new
developments?

It will if you install a Peter Clark Automatic Screen Adjustor

which fulfills all the demands of the present motion picture and has

anticipated the needs of the future. Write at once and let us send

you additional information.

"Stage Equipment with a Reputation"

PETER CLARK, INC.
Stage Equipment Specialists for Over 25 Years

544 West 30th St. New York City

Intimate Theatre

In Qeddes Qroup
{Continued from page 67)

of the front entrance foyer, box offices,

manager's office, producer's offices. At

the rear of the building are the green

room, director's office, stage manager's

office, stage door entrance, waiting room,

and freight elevator entrance.

General notes on building : Sur-

rounding the dome that spans both

stage and auditorium are two con-

centric light galleries with locations for

lamps at many angles. All lamp positions

are invisible to the audience as seated

during the performance. Inside the rail-

ing in front of the first row of seats is

a circular row of lamps for throwing
light upward (as footlights do on a
proscenium stage). All lights are con-

trolled from a single switchboard. The
overall diameter of the auditorium, in-

cluding the promenade, is 132 feet, and
of the circular stage 30 feet. The longi-

tudinal axis of the theatre is 300 feet.

From the stage floor to the peak of the

dome above is 65 feet. The basement
is 25 feet below the ground level.

Carbon Dioxide

Theatre Cooling
(Continued from page 73)

tends to give the plant flexibility and is

adaptable to automatic humidity control.

Still another arrangement for cooling

water is that of installing direct expansion
carbon dioxide coils directly in the spray
chamber of the dehumidifier. The carbon
dioxide is expanded in the coils and the

water is sprayed over them and thus cooled.

The ail is blown through the water and
thus cooled and dehumidified at the same
time. This arrangement results in a saving

of floor space for the water cooling unit

;

the dehumidifier must be increased in size

to accommodate the coils._

The method of distributing this cooled

and dehumidified air depends on the type

of building involved.

Television and Wide Film-

Topics at S. M. P. E. Meet
Demonstration of two-way television

by the Bell telephone laboratories will be

one of the features of the fall meeting of

the Society of Motion Picture Engineers,

to be held at the Pennsylvania Hotel,

New York, October 20-23.

"Wide film standards will receive its

fair share of discussion at the meeting,"

according to President J. I. Crabtree, in

correcting a statement made by the press

that wide film would be "tabooed" at the

meeting.
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Projectionists' Round Table
By John F. Rider

JF the theoretically perfect inductance con-

semes no power, yet limits the flow of cur-

rent through the circuit, what is the effect

of a practical form of inductance consisting

of inductance and resistance.

A. C. Circuit Containing Inductance and Re-
sistance.—We know from past work that the

presence of a resistance in any circuit displays

a controlling effect upon the current in that

circuit. We have found that the reaction due

to the presence of an inductance in an A. C. cir-

cuit will also display a controlling effect upon
the current in that circuit. Suppose that we
consider these two forces in one circuit and
note the effect. Since both resistance and re-

actance are oppositions to the flow of current,

the combined effect is going to be the total hin-

drance or IMPEDANCE of the circuit.

Suppose that we have the units shown in

figure 62D, arranged as shown. The resistance

R of 10 ohms is in series with an inductance L
of 10 henrys. The combination is connected
across a 60-cycle circuit with an alternating

voltage E of 100 volts. According to the law
for series circuits, there is only one path for

the current in this circuit and whatever the

value of this current, it flows through the re-

sistance and the inductance. According to equa-

tion 62
Xl = 6.28 c 60x10
= 3770 ohms

and R = ohms
To determine the current in the circuit we

cannot add Xl and R because of the phase
relation between the current and voltage

through the resistance and the inductance.

They must be added vectorially to determine
the total hindrance or impedance. Therefore
Z = VR 2 + Xl2

= V10 2 + 37702

= 3770 + ohms ***

*** When the reactance is equal to many times
the resistance, so that the ratio between the

resistance and the reactance is very small, or
when the ratio between the reactance and the

resistance is very great, as in this case, 377: 1

it is customary to employ the reactance value
as the impedance value, where Xl = Z. Thus
in the above example, the total impedance in-

clusive of the resistance is between 3770 and
3770.5 ohms, making the value of R negligible

with respect to its current limiting action.

and

IR = .0265 x 10
= .265 volts

ioohms 10 HENevs

L

60CYCUES

FIG. 63 A

If we say that

Z = 3770 ohms
100

then I = = .0265 ampere
3770

This value of current flows through the resist-

ance R and the reactance Xl. There are then
two drops in the circuit, the IR drop and the
IXl drop.

IXl=.0265x3770
= 99.9 volts

These values of voltage would be indicated

upon A.C. voltmeter connected across the resist-

ance R and the inductance L, respectively.

However the sum of these two voltages is not
equal to the impressed voltage. The voltage
applied is the vector sum of the voltages across

Theatres and Electrics

The effect of a resistance in series

with an inductance and impedance of

A.C. circuit with restistance and in-

ductance, highlight John Rider's cur-
rent lesson in the theatre sound pro-
jection course, which appears every
week in MOTION PICTURE NEWS,
exclusively.

Further discussions in this article

involve A.C. circuit containing resist-

ance, capacity and inductance in series,

and the relation between frequency,
capacity, inductance and reactance.
A thorough investigation of the

topics concerning series resonance,
voltage step-up in series resonant cir-

cuit and application of series reson-
ant circuits conclude this installment.

R and L, thus
Eapp. = V(IR) 2 + (IXl) 2

The power factor of the circuit is

R R
cos = =

Z \/R2 + Xl*

3770
= .00265

and = 89° 5' = 89.85° lag on the part
of the current ***

The difference of .15° representing about 9' is

due to the presence of the resistance R. If we
consider that the resistance of the inductance L
is 10 ohms and it has no other resistance, then
the unit may be classed as being practically

perfect. The power in the circuit is

P = EI x cos 6 = 100 x .0265 x .00265 =
.007 watt

It might be well at this time to consider
another case of an inductance in series with a
resistance, wherein the effect of the resistance
is more pronounced. The circuit remains as in

62D, except that the value of the resistance is

1000 ohms and the value of the inductance is

1 henry. Then
R= 1000 ohms

and Xl = 377 ohms
and

Z = V1000 2 + 3772

= 1069 ohms***
*** The effect of the reactance is less than that

of the resistance, with respect to the total

impedance.

100
I = = .0935 ampere

1069
then

IR = 93.5 volts

and IXl = 35.25 volts

The power factor of the circuit is

R 1000
cos O = = = .935

Z 1069
and

6 = 20.7° current lag

The power in the circuit is

P = E x I x cos = 100 x .0935 x .935

= 8.74 watts
also P = I

2R = 0935 2 x 1000
= 8.74 watts.

A.C. Circuit Containing Capacity, Inductance
and Resistance in Series—We have noted cer-

tain significant facts about resistance, capacity

and inductance employed in A.C. circuits and
have combined resistance and capacity and re-

sistance and inductance. Let us now combine
resistance, capacity and inductance into one cir-

cuit as in figure 64. When three such elements
are in one circuit, we encounter three states of

phase difference, across the resistance, across

the capacity and across the inductance. Across
the resistance the current and voltage are in

phase. Across the capacity the current leads

the voltage by 90° and across the inductance the

current lags the voltage by 90
J

. Since the phase
difference across the condenser and the induct-

ance are directly reversed, there must be some
reaction due to this difference when these two
elements are combined in one circuit. If we
recall a definite state in connection with current

and voltage reactions in capacitative and induc-

tive circuits, we can appreciate the relation

between the voltage across the capacity and the
voltage across the inductance.

Suppose that we take as the basis the state

of maximum current in the circuit. At that

instant the voltage across the resistance will

be maximum since E and I are in phase. How-
ever, the currents leads the voltage across the
capacity by 90 degrees and when the current

is maximum the voltage across the condenser
will be zero. Then again, the current lags

the voltage across an inductance by 90° and
when the current is maximum and voltage

across the inductance is zero. Continuing, when

ifV

J
r>

-^'"'
•' \

FIG.636

the current is zero through the capacity

of the inductance, the voltage across the ca-

pacity is maximum and the voltage across the

inductance is maximum. However, because
of the respective phase relations, these voltages

are acting in opposite directions and can be

shown as in figure 63B. IXl is the voltage

across the inductance L. The curve IXc shows
the voltage across the condenser C and the

(Continued on next page)

This Is Lesson 19 in The Rider Series on Sound Projection
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IR curve shows the voltage across the resist-

ance R. The voltage E is that applied. The
fact that the current I is not in phase with

the voltage E is due to the presence of the

capacity and the inductance.

Now each of these produces its own reac-

tion and if the reaction effect of the capacity

is the opposite of that of the inductance, these

two will tend to neutralize each other. This
can best be comprehended by associating the

reactance value with the phase relation. Both
the capacity and the inductance possess react-

ance but their actions as far as the control of

current is concerned is opposite. Hence if the

two reactances are equal, they cancel. If they

are not equal, the arithmetical difference be-

tween them is the natural resultant reactance.

Which two is greater in reactance is of no
consequence as far as the value of the ccr-

rent is concerned. The effect is a matter of

the final phase relation between the current

and the voltage in the circuit. The phase re-

lations of the individual units remains un-

changed but when considered collectively, the

lag or lead of current depends entirely upon
the relative magnitudes of the capacity of in-

ductance reactions. As to the relation be-

tween capacity and indcctive reactance, it is

customary to affix a plus sign to the induc-

tive reactance and a minus sign to the capac-

ity reactance. Thus when both are in one
circuit, the difference is secured by subtracting

the capacity reactance from the inductive re-

actance.
Suppose that we tackle the system shown in

figure 63A.

R = 10 ohms
1,000,000

Xc= = 26.52 ohms
6.28x60x100

and
XL = 6.28xfxL= 6.28x60xl0 = 3770

ohms
The total impedance Z when resistance, capac-

ity and inductance are in series in » circuit

Z=VR2 + (Xl— Xc) 2

=V 102 + (3770—26.52) 2 = \/102 + 3743.52

= 3743.5 ohms***
***Once again we need not consider the value
of the resistance R, since it is a very small
fraction of the total reactance. If considered

it would make necessary two decimals in the

value of the final impedance.
The current

100
1 =

3743.5

= .02673 ampere
Then

IR = .02673 x 10 = .2673 volt

and IXC = .02673 x 26.52 = .7089 volt

and IXl = .02673 x 3770 = 100.77 volts

The impressed voltage E is then equal to

Eapp. = VIR 2 + (IXl — IXc) 2

= V-2673 2 + (100.77— .7089) 2

= 100 volts

The total power factor is

R
cos 6 =

Z
10

= = 0.002673
3743.5

© = 89* 50.5' current lag because the inductance

predominates.

Relation Between Frequence, Capacity, In-
ductance and Reactance—We know that the re-

actance of a condenser may be varied by chang-
ing the freqeency or the capacity. Also that the

reactance of an inductance may be varied by
changing the frequency or the inductance. The
extent of such variation and the relation between
the two reactances with respect to frequency
is shown in figure 64. Here we show the

variation of capacity reactance and inductive

reactance with respect to frequency. Note
that Xc decreases with each increase in fre-

quency and that Xl increases with frequency.

At one value of frequency, capacity reactance

Xc = inductive reactance Xl. Such a state

is found to exist for any values of capacity

and inductance when they are combined in one
circuit. In other words Xl — Xc = 0. Sup-
pose that we take a circuit such as that shown
in figure 63A and maintain E at 100 volts and
R at 10 ohms. C is changed to 70.4 mfd and
L is .1 henry. The frequency of the line sup-

ply remains at 80 cycles. Then
R = 10 ohms
Xc = 37.7 ohms
Xl = 37.7 ohms

The total impedance

Ixl Txt.,

Z = VR2 + (Xl—Xc) 2

= V10 2 + (37.7— 37.7) 2

In this case the two reactances cancel since

FREQUENCY
FIQ.G4

they act in opposite directions and are equal
and the impedance

Z = V102

= 10

As is evident the impedance Z is in this

case equal to the resistance R and the current

E E 100
I = = = = 10 amperes

Z R 10

Hence we find a state in A. C cirrji'ts wfi<-».

the formula for the current is c 'dmary Ohn-.*;

law as it is applied to D. C. circuits. We
found that such a condition existed when the

circuit was purely resistance. Here we find

such a state even with capacity and inductance

in the circuit. The reason for the above is

that since the reactances cancel, they have no
effect upon the current in the circuit, and the

current is limited solely by the resistance. Such
is the case at resonance and resonance exists

when Xl = Xc. If we continue to solve for

the voltages in the circuit we find a very
peculiar condition, encountered only in series

resonant circuits.

Solving for the respective voltage drope we
find that

IR= 10x10 = 100 volts

IXc = 10 x 37.7 = 377 volts

IXl = 10 x 37.7 = 377 volts

The fact that a voltage stepup is secured in

a series circuit at resonance is very evident.

With an applied voltage of 100 volts, the volt-

age across the capacity is 377 volts and across

the inductance is likewise 377 volts. If the

value of R is reduced to say 1 ohm, the cur-

rent increases to 100 amperes and the voltage

across Xc becomes 3770 volts and the same
across the inductance. Thus it is possible to

build up dangerously high voltage in series

resonant circuits. The fact that such a con-

dition occurs is utilized in practice and at

the same time also causes trouble in practice,

more will be said about such actions later.

Now, referring again to the original ex-

i

1 A.

\ // \
'V v

ft

is
rV-c

PIG. 64
ample, the high voltages are to be found across
the individual units, but since, as has been ex-
plained these voltages act in opposite directions,

the total voltage across the two elements is be-
cause

IXl— IXc =
If a voltmeter were connected across the

coil only it would indicate 377 volts and the
same is true of the capacity, but if a voltmeter
were connected across the two outside ter-

minals of L and C the voltage indication would
be zero, assuming perfect capacity and perfect
inductance.

On the other hand the total voltage drop
takes place across the resistance R and the
power in the circuit is dissipated across this

element.
Application of Such Series Resotiant Circuits

—The series resonant circuit finds extensive
application and the paramount item which must
be remembered is the impedance relation at

resonance. Expressed in the simplest manner,
this is as follows

:

Series resonant circuits possess low imped-
ance at resonance.
This becomes evident if we consider the ele-

ments L and C and imagine that R is omitted.
Then the impedance Z is theoretically zero and
the current would rise to an infinite value. Such
is, of course, impossible because all electrical

units possess some resistance.

The power relations and total variation of
reactance with frequency shall be discussed in

lesson 20.

Blend Light and
Sound in Console

East Pittsburgh—Blending of sound and
light through the "color console" has been
accomplished by engineers of the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Co. One
of the consoles is being installed in Sev-
erance Memorial Hall, Cleveland.

When the musicians take their places be-

side their instruments, near them, at an
instrument resembling an organ console,

will sit the director of color effects. Music
played will be accompanied by appropriate

hues.

The "color console" is provided with 36
individual controls. By means of a remote
relay board, it is possible to connect one
or more of the 110 circuits to any of the

36 controls. In addition to the individual

controls, foot pedals vary the volume, or

intensity, of color. Horizontal foot pedals

are divided into nine groups so that each
pedal controls the effect of four "keys" on
the color console. Slanting foot pedals are

arranged so that some lights can he dimmed
and other lights made brighter at the same
time. The intensity of all the lights may
be varied by a master control.

Color effects made up of combinations

of colors are maintained with the same color

quality through the entire range of dimming.

Using More Power
La Crosse, Wis.—The Rivoli here is

replacing its 2,000 candlepower arc equip-

ment with new lamphouse unit of 4,000

candlepower with automatic arc strikers.

Color pictures and larger screen forced
increased power.
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Control of all operations

at the REAR of This Spotlight

Write for Descriptive Literature

1. Curtain Shutter Control: Opens
and closes the curtain shutter in
front of the lens, from black-out or
a mere slit to full opening.

2. Iris Shutter Control: A partial
turn of the handle opens the iris
shutter from a pin-point to full open-
ing, or vice versa.

3. Color Frame Control: Separate
lever for each color frame, and each
lever keyed to correspond with the

color frame it controls'. A
quarter turn of the lever
throws the desired color in
or out of position in front
of the lens; and each color
is visible to the operator
as the color frame is

moved into position.

4. Focusing Control: Posi-
tions are with respect to
the lens; moves horizon-
tally : thumb nut locks it

in place.

5. Arc Control: Varies the
distance between the car-
bons; permits accurate and
smooth adjustment? of the
arc.

6. Handle: For control of
direction of the licht beam—hood is perfectly bal-

anced, swines easily and
"follows" readily.

7. Wing Lock: Holds hood
securely at desired angle
Long leverage permits
easy and speedy adjust
ments.

OTHER KLIEGL LIGHTING SPECIALTIES
Footlights
Border I itfhta

Spotlights
Floodlisbtt
Scioptiooni
Exit Signs

Aisle Lights
Dimmers

Color Wheels
Color Frames
Color Rolls
Color Botes

Music Stands
Connectors

Plugging Boxes
Floor Pockets
Scenic Effects

Shutters

Color Mediums
Color Caps

Lamp Coloring
Terminal Lugs

Resistances
Stage Cable

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., ing

321 West 50th Street
NEW YORK. NY.

THE EASY
ELECTRIC HEATER

Designed especially for Theatre Organ Chambers.
Box Offices, etc., but will prove useful in many
other places.

AISLE LIGHTS
For Theatre Chairs, Ramps & Stairways

KAUSALITE MFG. CO.
8129 Rhodes Ave., Chicago, 111.

Made in 500, 1000. 1500
and 2000 watt capacity STANDARD CHAIR TYPE

Shrubs& Flowers
FOR

Auditorium, Lobbies

and Foyers
DECORATING OF
ORCHESTRA PITS
A SPECIALTY

Write for Catalogue No. 7

FRANK NETSCHERT, Inc.

61 BARCLAY STREET
NEW YORK. N. Y.

-just like that
Quicker than the

blink of an eve—the
NEW SUPER STRONG
CHANGEOVER DEVICE
snaps into its job.

No noise—no effort-
no miscues—merely
step on the treadle
type foot-switch and
quick as a flash
there's an instan-
taneous noiseless
fade-out and fade-in
from one projector
to the other.

The New Super is The SUPER Changeover
the latest newcomer
to the famous Strong
family of change-
overs—developed for
use on the new rear-
shutter projectors

—

Simplex, Motio-
graph, R. C. A. and
others. It contains
the same mechanism
as the famous "FIVE
POINT" — which is

in reality five dis-

tinctive devices in
one — changeover,
eyeshield, framing
light, film gate
opener and fire gate
finger. THE COILS
CAN'T BURN OUT.

The STRONG Footswitch

>^

// your projectors are not equipped with
STRONG changeover devices -— they

should be!

Ask your nearest supply dealer or write to
LARRY STRONG of the

ESSANAY ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURING CO.
2809 W. VAN BUREN ST.— CHICAGO, ILL.
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Qeddes' Open'Air

Cabaret Theatre
(Continued from page 68)

meander around the "apron" platform,

bringing their entertainment into intimate

contact with the audience at the tables.

The platforms are so designed that a
singer on one platform does not interfere

with a story-teller on another. Like a
circus, there is a continual flow of enter-

tainment.

waiter's passage: Underneath this

apron is a runway for waiters, with
three sub-pantries at intersectional points.

Ramps lead to the under passageway
from the floor level of the cabaret. The
sinking of the runways for waiters be-
low the level of the ground keeps the

waiters from obstructing the view- of

those watching the entertainment, and
keeps food and dishes out of sight most
of the time. ^Vaiters may pass one an-

other within the runways.

dining facilities: The chairs and
tables are placed around and in be-

tween the platforms. The height of the

platform from the ground is great enough
so that all entertainers can easily be seen

from the furthest seats in the carbaret.

The furthest point any diner is removed
from the apron stage is a depth of five

tables or the equivalent of 12 rows in a

theatre.

GENERAL NOTES ON BUILDING : The
open air cabaret covers a plot of ground
approximately 400 feet square. Of this

area 7,000 square feet are taken up by
the entrance building, and 65,000 square

feet are given over to chairs and tables,

tables.

IRVING SAMUELS
Presents

AN ENTIRELY NEW LINE OF

AUTOMATIC CURTAIN
CONTROL EQUIPMENT

EASILY DISTINGUISHED

FROM ALL OTHERS

by its

SILVER FINISH and

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
BY THE MANUFACTURERS OF

STAJIItAlfi fflfk SDHE5TEEL
MQTQR-CENEBATOR CURTAIN TRACK

AUTOMATIC DEVICES COMPANY
739 HAMILTON STREET

ALLENTOWN, PENNA.

Unique Theatre

Planned for Lake
(Continual from page 68)

Starting at eight inches above the

water the platforms build up like a pyra-

mid to the height of thirty-six feet above

the water. On them are towers and w:alls

serving as the backgrounds for the stage

and eliminating the necessity of scenery.

Surrounding the acting area of the stage

are water passages, so that boats may
take part in the pageants.

The irregular shape of the stage to-

gether with its numerous levels adds a

great plasticity to stage direction and
variety in ensemble movement.
under stage : Underneath the high

portion of the stage are three floors

or dressing rooms for actors. These in-

clude sixteen single dressing rooms for

principals with a bath for every two, six

dressing rooms each accommodating
thirty-six supers, with toilets and showers
adjoining, and four assembling areas for

the ensemble. Also under the stage are

property rooms and an office.

general notes and building: The
structure is planned to be built on a

series of barges that may be locked to-

gether in varying combinations that may
be changed as desired, and anchored in

a lagoon.

The stage is illuminated from flood

lights situated to the rear of the audi-

torium and from side lights concealed on
the stage group of towers. Auditorium
aisles would be illuminated with lights

on the ends of seats on each row. Gen-
eral illumination for the auditorium

would be from flood lights located both

to the rear of auditorium and on the

stage, these latter serving as a "blinder''

and replacing a curtain.

The entire water pageant theatre with

its docks and canals is 468 feet long on
the longitudinal axis and 632 feet wide
at its widest point. The auditorium it-

self is 112 feet deep at the center and
204 feet wide at its greatest spread.

From the point of the apron of the stage

to the rear of the stage towers is 172

feet ; and from wall to wall the stage is

161 feet wide. The towers at the back

of the stage are 80 feet high. The aver-

age width of the canal dividing the act-

ing area of the stage from the auditorium

first row is 16 feet.

Device Combines Radio,

Recorder and Camera
Incorporating a home recorder, cam-

era, projector, radio and electric phono-
graph, a new device has been placed on
the market by the Hearsee New York
Corp. The firm is headed by F. I. Bar-
rows, veteran Indiana political figure and
business man, who will have charge of
manufacturing and financial activities

with headquarters at Shelbyville, Ind.

Col. E. P. Hawkins, formerly of the Hays
organization, RCA Photophone and Gen-
eral Talking Pictures, is in active charge.
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An Electrical Curtain
Control Unit You
Can Afford

to Buy

Price is a

virtue
with the

Travel-
trol. It is

practic-
ally de-
signed,
compact and simple in construction. A sturdy,

well-made curtain control unit, readily in-

stalled on any stage. Write for economy and
performance facts.

The ECONOQUIPMENT MFG. CO.
225 Bluff Street Akron, Ohio

The complete unit. Electric
Operator and 35 foot

Traveler for only $150.00

f.o.b. Akron.

TRADE MARK

OVER A*D TJ*****/Toi
Mi except^* cV *"ce

oi £»& *W
theatres)

be^ hout the
nslveP"Ce

^^ It is a Peri"v to ins»"; "it* tone.

withstands
aU made

01 ""T.
propertves. for

NOTE — Our smaller
model Horn, S-72
(suspension tyre) is

designed especially for
small capacity houses.
Ask about it.

Booklet on Request

MACY MANUFACTURING CORP.
1451 Thirty-ninth Street, Brooklyn, N. V.

1 I '-M ^^M^b L

^PUBLIC
BETTER SHOWMANSHIP

THE Brenkert F-7 Master Breno-

graph provides wise showmen

with the means of presenting the

unusual and relieving the monotony

of the sound picture program.

Proven by hundreds of successful

installations, the Brenkert F-7 is

endorsed by the most prominent

showmen of the country.

Your theatre can profit by these

advantages.

Write today for latest

complete catalogues No.
28 and 29 and see your
nearest dealer.

BRENKERT LIGHT PROJECTION CO.
ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS

St. Aubin at East Grand Blvd., Detroit, Mich.
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Exhibition Rise

Due to Science
(Continued from page 94)

is incorrect in some cases. Since theatres

are effectively corrected to optimum amount
of sound absorption, however, calculations

with the old formula will result in correct

adjustment in most instances. For sound
stage treatment the new method is of im-

portance, as it shows that a very dead set

may be obtained by the use of less absorb-

ing material than the older formula would
indicate.

The effect of distortion on speech sounds
during transmission was discussed by Stein-

berg. 231 The treatment considered only the

effect on articulation and not at all the tonal

quality of the sound. Knudsen232 examined
the factors affecting articulation in an audi-

torium after first discussing the characteris-

tics of speech and hearing.

Lindahl233 discussed several of the special

acoustical problems of theatres from small

200 seat houses to large 5000 seat houses.

Hatschek231 analyzed data on building

acoustics of motion picture theatres. Curv-
ed surfaces and domes should be avoided,

according to Schiffe.235 Carter 23e recom-
mended lining the ceiling and walls with
compressed cane fiber board, to reduce re-

verberation, and leaving spaces in the walls.

The proper adaptation of ceiling design with
relation to the rest of the auditorium will

provide all the audience beyond two-fifths

the distance from front to back with equally

clear reception.237

Scenery painted on brilliantly colored

paper and impregnated against fire may be

illuminated either from the front or back
and costs less to manufacture.238 A seating

system for theatres consists of an automatic

switch equipped to light a lamp at both the

end of the row and on a chart in the foyer

indicating row and seat number. 239 A box
having an illuminated ground glass over
which a continuous length of "score" film

(photographically prepared) is passed elim-

inates the necessity for a director of a thea-

tre orchestra and insures easy synchroniza-

tion with the projected picture. 240

26
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Pat. 474.451.
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SHELVING
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CONCRETE.

/SAFE DOOR SET
PLACE WHEN CON-
CRETE IS POURED'

^lOOR LIKE

'SLCTION-"b-Ev •SLCTION-'A-A'-'
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The diagram above clearly depicts a unique arrangement for the concealment of a theatre

safe, as used in the manager's office at the Visalia theatre, a Fox house at Visalia, Cal. The
dimensions shown depend, of course, on the type of safe used. However, the essential factor

is to have 12 inches reinforced concrete surrounding the vault portion. The space above the

concrete portion of the safe makes a convenient location for stationery and office supplies.

The outside door to the closet is provided with a cylinder lock that cannot be opened by any-

one who comes into the office.

222 Fox, D.: Ex. Herald- World, 96, Sect. 2 (July 6,

1929). p. 32.

222 Bioscope. 81 (Oct. 23, 1929), p. vii.

221 MOTION PICTURE NEWS, 40 (Nov. 2, 1929),

p. 58.
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22"Wolf, S. K.: Acad. Tech. Digest, Hollywood,
Cal., 1930, p. 109; also J. Soc. Mot. Pict. Eng.. 14

(Feb., 1930), p. 151.

227 Kellogg, E. W.: J. Soc. Mot. Pict. Eng., 14
'Jan.. 1930), p. 96.

228 Friend, W. K.:
(Feb. 15. 1930). p. 9.

222 Wente, E. C:
p. 19.

22 » Schiffe, R.: Kinemat. Weekly. 153 (Nov. 14,

1929). p. 41.

222 Carter, W. L.: Kinemat. Weekly. 152 (Oct. 31,

1929), p. 58.

227 Cooke, H. L.; J. Franklin Inst.. 208 (Sept.,
1929). p. 319.

228 Mot. Pict. Projectionist, 3 (Nov.. 1929), p. 43.

222 MOTION PICTURE NEWS, 39 (June 1, 1929).

p. 1838.

""Adam, M. : Filmtechnik, 5 (Jan. S, 20, 1929). pp.
13 and 31.

Ex. Herald-World, 98. Sect. 2

Project. Eng., 1 (Sept., 1929),

230 Eyring, C. F.: T. Acoustical Soc. Amer., 1 (Jan.,
1930), p. 217.

221 Steinberg. J. C:
(Oct., 1929), p. 121.

J. Acoustical Soc. Amer., 1

222 Knudsen, V. O. : Acad. Tech. Digest. Hollywood,
Cal. (1930), pp. 18 and 45.

222 Lindahl. R. L.: Ex. Herald- World. 96, Sect. 2
(Aug. 3. 1929). p. 41; ibid.. 96, Sect. 2 (Aug. 31, 1929),

p. 31; ibid., 98. Sect. 2 (Mar. 15. 1930), p. 33.
5,4 Hatschek. P.: Kinotechnik. 11 (Sept. 20, 1929),

p. 489.

Cutler'Hammer Branch Moves
Philadelphia—Local sales office of Cut-

ler-Hammer now is on the tenth floor of
the new Terminal Commerce Building.
The quarters also include warehouse fa-

cilities where a stock of the C-H motor
control, wiring device and safety switch
will be carried for immediate delivery.
F. J. Burd is manager of this district for
Cutler-Hammer.
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Colonial House
At Cape Cod
(Continual from Page 90)

orange, gold and silver. It was painted

in New York on canvas strips, trucked

up to Dennis and glued to the plaster

criling. The curtain is a folding screen,

worked by an electric motor. It is painted

on orange suede mounted on a wooden
sound proofed hacking and, in its brilliant

blue and gold rays, represents the sun.

Due to the shape of the ceiling chosen

to get the maximum paintable area severe

acoustic problems arose. To overcome

the conditions of echo the wainscot and

the proscenium moulding were covered

with acoustic tile. The back wall above

the balcony was insulated with acoustic

felt. These two insulating materials with

the heavy carpeting on the floor gave to

the auditorium what the engineers hailed

as perfect acoustic properties.

The ventilation was taken care of by

an intake fan with ducts over the pro-

scenium and an exhaust fan with ducts

over the balcony and under the balcony.

Fire protection is by automatic sprinkler.

The sound equipment was installed by
Western Electric. The proscenium open-

ing was designed of sufficient width to

take care of the future "Grandeur
screen.

The stage was designed with foot-

lights, space for orchestra, etc.. and with

plenty of room back stage so that the

house could be used for plays or concerts

if desired. Charging one dollar a seat

the theatre has been running to three

capacity houses every day and has been

immensely successful in this, its first sea-

son, thus proving that a well designed

theatre in simple restrained taste, show-
ing feature pictures can be financially

successful when catering to a discriminat-

ing audience.

New Hazard of

Sound Equipment
(Continued from page 76)

its activities in focusing public attention

upon fire prevention, this being the focal

point in the year round fire prevention
campaign. Motion picture theatre own-
ers and operators should as good citizens

cooperate in this general campaign and
have an excellent opportunity through
their programs to make a major contribu-
tion to public education in fire prevention.
The man responsible for any building,

whether it be a motion picture theatre

or any other type of structure, should
make it his personal responsibility at this

time to see that no preventable hazards
are allowed to exist and that the buildings
for which he is responsible are protected
from fire to the fullest extent possible.

T'S

iimi Mosey
KEEP IT SAFE/

HLARD cash—the money you take in during each

business day—presents a constant invitation to

hold-up men and burglars. They make it their busi-

ness to discover the places where cash is unguarded.

You should make it your business to see that your

money is beyond their reach.

The York Round Door Chest

meets every requirement of

the modern

Motion Picture Theatre

and has a record for success-

ful resistance to burglars

that is unexcelled. When in-

stalled, it is anchored in a

block of solid concrete which
gives complete protection

against fire and absolutely

prevents removal from the

building or attack at any

point except the heavy thief-

proof door.

The York Chest will pay for

itself in a reasonable length

of time by the saving in bur-

glary insurance alone.

Illustrated Folder describing
the York Round Door Chest
in detail will be Bent gladly
on request.

Work
Safes
YORK SAFE & LOCK CO.

YORK . PENNSYLVANIA

Equipment

of Quality

is

Advertised

in

The Showman

Draperies

Decorations

Magnascope
Screens

340 W. 41st ST.
BUILT OH MERIT

Settings

Acoustical

Treatments

Acoustical

Banners

New York City

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS ,43; BW
New York
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Patent Office Lists

Many Inventions
(Continued from Page 108)

dependent of the character of the picture being

scanned; making tone determinations at the estab-

lished points in said adjacent line of scanning; re-

cording the last mentioned determinations ; and con-
tinuing the establishment of reading points, tone de-
terminations, and recording in like manner until the
entire picture has been analyzed.

1,771,266. RADIO LOUD SPEAKER. Cieahles
McConnell, New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 26,

1929. Serial No. 349,950. 9 Claims. (CI. 131—
31.)

1. A loud speaker, comprising a frame, a diaphragm
attached on the front thereof, a loud speaker mounted
on the rear of the frame, and a vibration spreader
connected between the loud speaker and diaph.agin,
said diaphragm consisting of a membrane and indi-

vidual sound boards.

1,771,360. ELECTROMAGNETIC APPARATUS
FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF IMAGES.
Leon ThurM. Suresnes, France. Filed Jan. 23,

1928. Serial No. 248,924, and in France Feb. 5,

1927. 2 Claims. (CI. 178—6.)

aJ^

1. An apparatus for the transmission of images
comprising a photo-electric retina consists of a plurality

of photo-electric cells disposed in electric circuits, said

cells being adapted to explore simultaneously the

luminous points of an image, a plurality of electro-

magnetic means for simultaneously recording each ex-

plored portion of the image, and other electro-magnetic
means associated with said recording means for suc-

cessively transmitting the recorded portion of the

image by each recording means.

1,771,450. PHOTOGRAPHIC - ROLL - FILM
HOLDER. Preston F. Smith and Zephyr N.
Boucher, Lewiston, Me. Filed Mar. 14, 1927.

Serial No. 175,305. 3 Claims. (CI. 24—261.)

1. A film hanger embodying two parallel resilient

rod portions between which a film end may be inserted,

said rod portions' being fixed against relative move-

ment other than springing and being so closely related

as to be outwardly sprung by forcing of a film end
between them, whereby said film end will be friction-

ally clamped between said rod portions, vertical rod

portions bent upwardly at the ends of said parallel rod
portions, and lateral rod portions bent outwardly at the

upper ends of said vertical rod portions, said vertical

and lateral rod portions providing hangers and holding
said parallel rod portions against spreading other lhan
outward springing.

1,771,483. PHOTOGRAPHIC ROLL HOLDER.
Frederick W. Brehm, Rochester, N. Y., assignor
to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. V, a

Corporation of New York. Filed Sept. 26, 1923.
Serial No. 664,971. 8 Claims. (CI. 242—71.)

1. In a photographic roll holler, the combination
with a dark chamber having forwardly converging
walls forming triangular film chambers* on opposite
sides of the dark chamber, of rollers spanning the
chambers and film spools arranged in the latter and
confined between the front walls thereof and the rollers,

the end walls of the film chambers being cut away to
permit the end flanges of the spools to be grasped by
the operator the rollers being arranged outwardly of
the centers of the spools with reference to the axis
of the camera.

1.771,820. MEANS OF RECORDING AND RE-
PRODUCING PICTURES. IMAGES, AND
THE LIKE. Boris Rtcheouloff, London, Eng-
land. Filed Mar. 9, 1927. Serial No. 174.009.
and in Russia June 27, 1922. 1 Claim. (CI.
178—6.)

'<$&&
The combination with a recording device having a

traveling magnetic member, and electro-magnetic
means associated therewith, of a photo-electric cell

comprising a thermionic tube, a mechanically vibrating

device within said tube, said device being adapted to

vibrate in two directions at right angles to one another,

and having one end fixed, a photo -electrically sensitized

surface disposed on the other end of said tube and an
electric circuit including a Source of supply, said

photo-electric cell, said electro-magnetic means and an
amplifier.

1.771,925. FILM-MARKING APPARATUS.
Charles A. Hoxie, Alplaus, N. Y., assignor to

General Electric Companv, a Corporation of New
York. Filed May 16, 1928. Serial No. 278,221.
7 Claims. (CI. 8—16.2.)

1. In a motion picture camera having means for

successively exposing a film, a shutter arranged to

interrupt the exposure of the film, and means opera-

tively connecting the shutter and the camera for

causing the interruption of the exposure to be limited

to a single picture.

1,772.622. MOTION-PICTURE COLOR PHOTOG-
RAPHY. Pierre M. Artigue. Los Angeles,
Calif. Filed May 11. 1927. Serial No, 190,595.
5 Claims. (CI. 88—16.4.)

-XJff

1. The herein described method of coloring motion
picture films which consists in mounting a positive film

upon supports that are threaded through the apertures
at the sides of the film so that certain of the frames
of the film are disposed on one side of the supports
and the other frames on the other side of the supports,
then coloring the frames of said film on one side of
said supports and then distinctively coloring the frames
of the film on the other side of said supports.

1,772,645. SOUND AMPLIFIER. Leslie Stevens,
Glen Ridge, N. J., assignor to Stevens Manufac-
turing Corporation, New York, N. Y., a Corpora-
tion of Delaware. Filed Sept. 29, 1925. Serial
No. 59.261. 8 Claims. (CI. 181—27.)

1. A sound amplifier, comprising a plurality of
rigidly connected members constructed of sheet material
and arranged in nested spaced concentric relationship
to define a tortuous passage of gradually increasing
cross-sectional area, and a detachable outer casing of
sheet material enclosing said plurality of members, said
outer casing contacting with the outer one of said
plurality of members adjacent to the outer edge thereof
to prevent vibration of said member.

1.772,774. CINEMA CAMERA. Emanuel Gold-
berg, Dresden, Germany, assignor to the Firm:
I C A, Aktiengellschaft, Dresden, Germany. Filed
Aug. 11, 1925, and in Germany Sept. 5, 1924.
Serial No. 49,638. 3 Claims. (CI. 161—26.)

1. A time-controlled release mechanism for cinema-

tographic cameras, including in combination power
means for operating the camera, a rotatable stop mem-
ber, a driven element, an escapement mechanism for

operating said driven element, a hinged lever carried

by said driven element, a stop with which said hinged
member is normally engaged, means to disengage said

member from said stop and cause its engagement with

said rotatable stop member, and manually controlled

means normally engageable with said stop member to

permit of the operation of said escapement mechanism
and subsequent actuation of said power means.
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M-Q'M Device

Adjusts Sound
Hollywood — Automatic leveling and

adjusting of sound through a "squeeze
track" developed hy the company is

claimed by M-G-M. This eliminates the

danger of marring the projected sound
through mistaken handling of the fader,

it is asserted.

In effect, the idea parallels that of the

device used in player piano rolls. The
artist plays the roll putting in all his own
inflections, volumes, and technique. This

is recorded on the roll, so that the next
operator has only to follow his guiding
line to reproduce absolutely the original

work of the great artist.

In film presentation, volume of sound
has up to now depended on the operator,
who is furnished a "cue sheet" which he
may or may not follow. Hence in many
cases the most careful recording in the
tudio is lost in the theatre through the
operator's mistakes. It was to aid this

situation that the studios recently sent
men to every key city to aid the exhibitor
in proper sound presentation.

The new "squeeze track" control of

volume in the theatre is automatic, and
eliminates all projection booth mistakes,
it is said. It rests on the principle that
the volume of photographed sound on
film may be reduced by narrowing the
strip of graduations that produce the
sound. Normally sound is photographed
on a strip at the edge of the film eight
one-hundredths of an inch wide.

In the M-G-M discovery the film strip

of this width is used as before the record
the sound as it comes from the micro-
phone, this sound being carefully "moni-
tored."

Then, when the prints for the exhibi-
tor are made, this sound track is nar-
rowed, to as little as two one-hundredths
of an inch, where necessary to keep the
proper balance of sound. Narrowing this
film strip eliminates or reduces surface
and other noises together with the sound
volume, M-G-M asserts.

When the film is shown in the theatre,
the operator need only bring any part of
it to the effective volume, and the re-
mainder of the picture automatically
stays in proportion. He need never touch
his "fader" or sound control apparatus,
again for that picture.

Under the old system a "cue sheet"
came with the picture, instructing the
operator to place the sound at this or
that level on certain lines or situations.
Obviously many mistakes were possible.
The new "automatically controlled"

sound film is already in use and, engi-
neers at the studios expect, will eventu-
ally be used on all M-G-M output.

Sues Celotex Firm

Chicago—Suit for receivership against
Celotex Co. has been filed in Superior
Court here by William L. McFetridge, a
stockholder. He charges that the presi-
dent and a "hand-picked board of direc-
tors" have betrayed the stockholders' in-
terest and profited secretly to the extent
of $10,000,000.

"We Mean to Give Exhibitors a Break!"

Said Our Sales Manager to the

Electrical Research Products, Inc.

"We're with You" -said e. r. p. i.

That's how the campaign to sell Raytone Flameproof Sound Screens
direct to theatre owners started!

The exhibitor can now buy direct, at a price free of agents' com-
missions and middleman's profits, the Raytone Flameproof Sound
Screen which the Electrical Research Products, Inc., selected from
all other makes as standard equipment for installation of the West-
ern Electric Sound System.

Write for sample book-
let and see for yourself
why the Raytone Flame-
proof is still the best

washable sound screen
with a tensile strength
greater than any other
on the market.

FLAMEPROOF
SOUND SCREENS
SAFEGUARD LIFE AND PROPERTY

SCHOONMAKER EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Patentees and Sole Mtrs.

611-627 West 43rd Street, New York City

When you specify "TRANSVERTER"
be sure to include

HERTNER GENERATOR CONTROL
PANELS AND RHEOSTATS
They make the complete and correct combination

for your Projection Room.

Hertner Control Panels permit you to easily regulate the generator

voltage, and will enable you to properly adjust the arc control.

ACCURACY IS IMPORTANT and is obtainable at all times as the volt

meter used in Hertner Panels is exceedingly reliable. Carefully watched,

it will insure economy in current used, as well as satisfactory performance

at the arc.

"// you show Pictures

you need the complete Transverter

group of equipment."

Canadian

Distributors,

Perkins

Electric. Ltd.

THE HERTNER ELECTRIC COMPANY

Exclusive Manufacturers of the Transverter

12694 ELMWOOD AVENUE CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.
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ARTISTS

DIRECTORS

PRODUCERS

EXECUTIVES

THEATRE ARTS MONTHLY is a live, authoritative record of all that is

significant in the theatre; with discussions and articles by outstanding

leaders in every field—such as Terry Ramsaye, Val Gielgud, Monte Bell,

Joseph Urban, Herman Rosse, Robert Edmond Jones, Sheldon Cheney,
Norman Bel Geddes.

The Newest Designs for Theatre Architecture, Scenery, Stage Lighting

and Costume. Latest Developments in Equipment, Mechanics and
Installation.

Acting, Voice, Pantomime. Problems in Direction and Production.

THEATRE ARTS MONTHLY covers the whole subject so thoroughly and
so well that it is used as a text book in leading universities all over the
world. The pictures, text, and advertising pages—all together—form
the most complete guide in print to the Art, Organization, and Mechanics
of the Theatre.

To appreciate the usefulness and beauty of THEATRE ARTS, with its

distinctive format and many illustrations, you must see a copy. If you
will fill in the attached coupon and mail it to us we will be glad to send
you a copy free.

THEATRE ARTS MONTHLY
The International Magazine of the Theatre

One Year, Five Dollars - Two Years, Seven Dollars

I 19 West 57th Street, New York

ARCHITECTS,
DEALERS IN

DESIGNERS,
EQUIPMENT

find THEATRE ARTS an invaluable means of keep-

ing in touch with developments throughout the

world; not only of the commercial theatre, but of

the Civic Theatre; and of that fast growing insti-

tution, the Little Theatre.

Theatre Arts Inc.

I 19 West 57th Street, New York.

Please send me, free of charge, a sample copy of

THEATRE ARTS MONTHLY.

Name

Street

City
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Cones or Horns,

Which is Better?
{Continued from Page 85)

horn type speaker is a serious defect.

In order to enable a fair comparison to

be made between the frequency response
characteristics of the two types of speak-
ers, the response curve of the directional
baft'e type speaker was raised 7 decibels.

In order to determine the relative aver-
age efficiencies of the two types of
speakers the curve for the directional
baffle type speaker was placed at its

proper level, and the average response
between its cut-off limits (90 and 6000
cycles) determined by means of a plani-

meter. The result obtained is 15.6 deci-

bels. The average response of the horn
type loudspeaker for the same input
power and between the same limits is

18.3 decibels. The average straight-
ahead response of the horn type loud-
speaker is thus 2.7 decibels greater than
that of the directional baffle type loud-
speaker, for the same power input. This
corresponds to a power efficiency ratio of

1.9 to 1.0. This difference corresponds to

between 1 and 2 steps on the average
gain control and is consequently of
minor importance.
The radiation distribution characteris-

tics of both types of speakers as now
used are sufficiently good to yield satis-

factory results. These distribution char-
acteristics are fairly uniform through
angles of about 20 degrees to each side of

the normal to the mouth opening. In
the average size of theatre this is suffi-

cient. In wider and larger houses, two
or more speakers may be used, thus
securing good directional characteristics

as well as permitting an increase in the
total amount of radiation as required by
the larger size of the house.
Xo accurate measurements were made

with respect to this quantity. However,
it has been our observation that similar

houses require the same number of

speakers of either type for satisfactory

sound reproduction. This indicates that.

in view of the somewhat greater effi-

ciency of the horn type speaker, the
directional baffle type speaker has the
edge in respect to input power capacity.

This is what might be expected from the
fact that the radiating surface of the
directional baffle type speaker, i. e„ a
cone, is much sturdier than the fragile

metal diaphragm of the horn type
speaker.

Results in Theatres

It is exceedingly interesting to com-
pare the results obtained with both types

of speakers on listening tests in theatres
and see to what extent these results are
explainable on the basis of the measure-
ments described above.
Comparisons of this sort must be made

separately for both speech and music.
If. in the reproduction of speech, we

fix our attention upon the understanda-
bility only, we find that each of the loud-
speakers is equally good. However,
although speech on each of these speak-
ers is equally understandable, the repro-
duction on the directional baffle type

speaker is far more natural than on the

Use Fader Cues

IN the proper presentation of

sound pictures the importance
of the fader cue sheet can not be

overstressed. Too often there is a

tendency to ignore this important
item and then blame the equipment
for any reproduction defects which
may occur. The cue sheet is a de-

pendable guide to the projectionist

in advising of changes in volume.
It is far more efficient than the sig-

nal system by an observer in the

audience.

If you are not arranging fader
cues on your programs you are
overlooking a real bet in the proper
presentation of your shows.

horn type speaker. Reproduction on the
horn type speaker has an unnatural
quality. All voices sound very much alike
whether of the same or opposite sex.
Looking away from the screen makes it

sometimes difficult to distinguish the sex,
except from the context. Male voices,
particularly, sound too high pitched and
unnatural.

These results are easily explainable on
the basis of the obtained frequency
characteristics. It is well known that the
elimination of all frequencies below 300
cycles and above 4000 cycles exerts a
negligible effect upon the understanda-
bility of speech. Since, on the whole, the
response of the two speakers between
these limits is the same, we would expect
;he understandability to be the same.
This is what is actually observed.

However, the characteristic frequencies
of the speaking voice lie below 300 cycles.

They center around 125 cycles for the
male voice and around 250 cycles for the
female voice. It is these "fundamental"
frequencies which give to each speaking
voice its individuality and distinctiveness.

A lick or deficiency of the frequencies
below 300 cycles will rob a voice of these
characteristics. This accounts for the
superiority in naturalness of speech
reproduction on the directional baffle

type loudspeaker. The response of the
directional baffle type speaker, between
100 and 300 cycles, is considerably
greater than that of the horn type
speaker between the same limits. This is

particularly true below 140 cycles.

Around 100 cycles the difference in

response is around 12 decibels.

The reproduction of music is also

adversely affected by the deficiency in

the response below 300 cycles. Music
reproduced on a horn type speaker lacks

the fullness and depth apparent in the
reproduction by the directional baffle

type speaker. The complete reproduction
of the lower register instruments is

impossible on the horn type speaker. The
result is that music loses its real quality

and retains merely its melody. This is

particularly true for music of a sym-
phonic nature.

In a recent paper certain statements

are made in a discussion of horn and
cone (or baffle) type speakers. The cone
(or baffle) type speakers referred to in

that paper are of a type wherein cones

Matter Discusses

Speaker Types
are set in a flat baffle, a type which is

much less widely used than the direc-
tional baffle type speakers. Some of the
claims made for the horn type loud-
speaker are not borne out by our experi-
ments. Thus it is claimed that the horn
type loudspeaker and flat baffle type of
loudspeaker are equally satisfactory as
regards frequency characteristics. This
may be true in theory but tests of actual
devices as used in commercial practice
show that the upper and lower cut-off
frequencies of the flat baffle type of
loudspeaker, which coincide approxi-
mately with those of the directional
baffle type using the same cone, are
much more widely separated than those
of the horn type loudspeakers.

In addition, the claim for power effi-

ciency ratio of the horn type speaker to
flat baffle type of 10 to 1 refers to a
single cone in a flat baffle. In practice
cones are never used this way in theatres,

being either used in multiple on a flat

baffle or. as is commonly the case, being
set in a directional baffle. Either of these
setups results in a marked increase of
efficiency. A comparison of a horn type
with a single cone is thus not representa-
tive of the relative characteristics of
standard apparatus.
The radiation resistance characteristic

shown for a horn type loudspeaker with
a 50 cycle cut-off is not typical of the
horns employed in practice. The con-
struction of a horn with so low a cut-off

is very expensive and the size of the horn
would probably be such as to make it too
large for the average theatre. Aside
from these considerations, the smooth
cut-off shown is attainable only with an
infinitely long horn, that is, attainable

only with the unattainable. The fre-

quency characteristic of a finite horn
always exhibits horn resonances such as

those which appear on the actual horn
characteristic. In addition, as has been
shown above, considerations of efficiency

favor the horn type of loudspeaker only
to a slight extent.

Conclusions

The above results can now be summa-
rized as follows: In power handling
capacity the two speakers are about the

same. In efficiency the horn type speaker
is somewhat superior. The directional

characteristics of both types are satis-

factory. As regards frequency response
characteristics, the directional baffle type
speaker is markedly superior to the horn
type in the reproduction of both speech
and music. On the basis of these factors

it appears quite conclusively that for

theatre reproduction, of the commercial
devices in use at the present time, the

directional baffle type loudspeaker yields

more satisfactory results.

Developing' Foreign Field

Xavier de Nice, veteran export execu-
tive, has been appointed export manager
for Electrad. Inc.. New York, manufac-
turer of radio and talking picture prod-
ucts.
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New Front Plate and Lens Adjust-

ment To Facilitate Manipulation
Practically an Instantaneous Change of Lenses is Possible with Neu' Unit,

International Projector Claims

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR
CORP., has placed on the market a

new Power's front plate with lateral

lens adjustment and a Power's aperture

change assembly, to facilitate manipulation

of lenses and apertures on Power's projec-

tors equipped for sound projection.

The new front plate assembly is designed

along the lines of the former type, but a

number of new features have been added.

Practically an instantaneous change of

lenses is possible with the new unit, Inter-

national says, and a lens centering device

has been added, making it possible to center

the projected picture on the screen when
sound-on-film system is used. This feature

is said to permit use of the proportional type

aperture plate and a shorter length focal

lens, so that the projected picture may be

increased in dimension to meet the dimen-
sions of the silent or sound-on-disc prints.

Old Type Rack Eliminated

Another feature cited is elimination of the

old type rack and pinion lens focusing ad-

justment and substitution of the micrometer

type of focusing pinion which allows ac-

curate adjustment of the lens and eliminates

possibility of the lens jarring out of focus

during projection.

A new type framing lamp assembly has

been incorporated in the new device and
may be instantly removed for lamp replace-

ment when necessary. The pull chain for

the lamp socket is readily accessible to light

the framing lamp when threading the pro-

jector.

A reference to the lettered illustration.

Fig. 2 in connection with the following

data, will explain the operation of this

equipment.
A is the front plate which attaches to

the Power's mechanism in a similar manner
to all previous types.

B is the lens mount and focusing assem-
bly attached to the front plate A.

Lenses are securely clamped in this mount
by locking screw C.

Lens Adjustment Centers Film

D is the lateral lens adjustment by means
of which the picture is centered on the film

and screen when changing from silent or

^ound-on-disk, to sound-on-film with either

the proportional or regular sound aperture.

E is an adjustable stop for determining

the lateral throw of the lens. This stop is

adjusted when the installation of the as-

sembly is made and remains fixed thereafter

for any given focal length of lens. The two
knobs F are attached to the micrometer fo-

cusing device and, as will be noted, may be

operated from either side of the projector.

G is. the pull chain for the framing lamp
and H is the framing lamp assembly latch,

one of which is attached to either side of

the assembly so that the instant removal

of the framing lamp assembly may be read-

ily accomplished without interference with

any other part of the unit.

Fig. 1 shows a fixed focus collar, similar

to that used on the Super Simplex Projec-

tor, by means of which lenses may be in-

stantly snapped into focus where quick lens

changes are necessary.

The hole G, Fig. 1, in the collar slips

over rod J, Fig. 2, and thereby accurately
locates the lens rotationally so that the pic-

ture is always in the same place on the
screen regardless of how many times the
lens may be removed and replaced.

Where lenses do not project far enough
beyond the lens mount B to allow this fixed

focus clamp to be readily attached, many
of the lens extension attachments used in

connection with lenses on Super Simplex
Projectors may be used.

First Nat'l Wins Fire Trophy
Charlotte—First National exchange has

been awarded the silver trophy, marking
first place in the nation-wide competition
for maintaining the highest average \in

measures taken toward fire prevention in

film buildings. Sherwood Brockwell, state

fire marshal, presented the trophy to Man-
ager F. P. Bryan at the exchange building.

The conservation department of the Film
Board of Trade is donor of the cup.
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Strong Designs

New Changeover
Chicago—Designed especially for the

super Simplex projector, the RCA and
the front-shutter Motiograph, a new
changeover has been developed by L. D.

Strong, head of the Essannay Electric

Manufacturing Co. The new changeover

attaches direct to the projector and com-
bines an eye shield as one of its features.

The new model is known as the "super"

and is the fourth changeover in the Es-

sannay line, providing a unit for every

type of projector now in use, according

to the manufacturer.
A point of special interest in connec-

tion with the new model is an automatic
cutoff which is declared to eliminate any
possibility of burning out the coil. This
cutoff feature has been adapted to two
other style changeovers made by Essan-

nay and is now to be obtained on all ex-

cept the Junior model which is placed

over the porthole. With the automatic
cutoff the current is taken off the coils

as soon as the changeover is made.
Another new feature developed for all

styles of changeovers by Essannay is a

treadle type footswitch, which, according

to Strong, allows the projectionist great-

er freedom for handling his machines and

the porthole. It has a five-inch opening
to accommodate light rays from the pro-

jector or from stereopticon and effect

machines. This unit, operated by heavy
duty solenoids, also can be operated by
hand to provide a slow iris fadeout when
desired.

The "super" model was designed to

meet the new conditions resulting from
the latest projectors developed by Sim-
plex, RCA and Motiograph. The Junior
model, first of the devices developed by
Strong, is designed for any type or make
of projector where the light beam does
not exceed three inches when passing
through the changeover. It is placed at

the porthole.

Side-WallSpeaker

Placed on Market
Seattle—Speakers, which hang on side-

walls rather than behind the screen, have
been developed by Sullivan and Son of the

Grand here, where the speakers have been
installed. Western Discount Corp. is to

distribute the new equipment.

The speakers are declared to be non-di-

rectional, and the claim is made they mini-
mize vibrations and echo. They can be used
with any make of equipment, it is stated.

eliminates the necessity for grouping on
the floor to push the changeover button.

The changeovers in the Essannay line

now include the "five point" so named
because it combines in one unit a change-
over, an eye shield framing light, film

gate opener and fire gate finger. This

type attaches to the projector. Another
model, the Strong de luxe, is placed at

THE ODDS ARE AGAINST YOU IF YOU
HAVE NO VENTILATING EQUIPMENT TO

COMBAT AVOIDABLE WINTER ILLNESSES

Our Engineers Are At Your Service

TYPHOON FAN CO.
345 WEST 39TH STREET NEW YORK CITY

Write lor Booklet K.

MELLAPHONE EQUIPMENT
OFFERS FULL PATENT PROTECTION TO EXHIBITORS

UNDER FULL TONE REPRODUCTION
COMPANY PATENTS

MELLAPHONE
SOUND ON FILM
Advanced mechanically, and embodying the lat-

est units of best known manufacturers in the

sound field. Finest Photo Electric Cells. All

aluminum filmheads. uses no chains. Latest
Samson Head Amplifiers. l

/n H. P. motors. Fin-
est Optical System attainable. Gleason gears.

MELLAPHONE
TURN TABLES

Steady and vibrationless ooeration, balanced
flywheels, Gleason gears, ballbearing through-

out. Resynchronizer. Soring Suspended Filter.

Audak or Electrical Research Lab. Pickups.
Leveling pedestal screws. Guard, lamps, and
needle cups.

Write or wire lor lull information. Territory for dealers.

ROCHESTER
YORKMELLAPHONE CORPORATION 525?
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Selected List of Important Trade Publications

Prepared for the Service of Theatre Owners, Managers and Theatre Architects

Important publications issued by manufacturers in connection
to readers upon request to this magazine. For your conveni
blank provided. To obtain copies of publications on subjects

in blank the number opposite that subject, fill in

AIR CONDITIONING
(1) General outline of systems with illustrated descrip-

tions of apparatus for atmospheric conditions in

theatres.

CARBONS—PROJECTOR, SPOT and FLOODLIGHT
(1A) Descriptive literature, list prices, etc.

CLEANNG SYSTEMS
(2) Apparatus used in central cleaning systems for theatres.

DECORATION
(3) Furnishings for auditoriums, lobbies, lounges—decora-

tive furniture and fixtures, fountains, shrubbery, dra-
peries, etc.

(4) Finishing materials for wall and ceiling treatments.

FILM PROCESSING AND CLEANING
(5) Descriptions of materials and apparatus used in proces-

ses for film renovation, preservation and cleaning.

HEATING AND VENTILATION
(6) Types of ventilating and heating systems with dia-

grams, illustrations and descriptions of apparatus.

LIGHTING, DECORATIVE
(7) Lighting apparatus illustrated and described.

LIGHTING FIXTURES
(8) Decorative chandeliers, wall fixtures, directional signs,

illuminated mirrors and fountains for theatres described
and illustrated.

LIGHTING, PROJECTION
(9) Arc and incandescent lighting equipment, specifications

for use and operation.

LIGHTING, SIGN AND MARQUEE
(10) Flasher equipment, color devices, etc., for front effects

and advertising.

LIGHTING, STAGE
(11) Spotlights, effect machines, borders, foot lights, etc.,

and their uses in stage effects.

LIGHTING CONTROL
(12) Dimmer control, switchboards, panel boards, switches

of various types for stage and auditorium lighting
control.

(12a) Emergency Lighting Plants.

MOTOR-GENERATORS
(13) Various designs of motor-generators specially designed

for motion picture projection.
(14) Power control, transformers, etc., for projection, speci-

fications and illustration of apparatus.

ORGANS AND ORGAN EQUIPMENT
(15) Theatre organ of various types for large and small

auditoriums.
(16) Organ blowers, heaters, seats and accessories.

PIT AND STAGE ORCHESTRA EQUIPMENT
(17) Music stands, special designs for pit orchestras and

stage band acts.

PLUMBING FIXTURES
(18) Radiators, equipment for wash room furnishing, etc.,

illustrated.

PROJECTION
(19) Operating instructions, parts for machines (specify

make and model).

RIGGING, STAGE
(20) Curtains, curtain control apparatus, automatic stage

platforms, elevators, etc.

SAFES
(21) Descriptive literature illustrating types of safes espe-

cially designed for theatre use.

with the subjects listed in these columns will be sent free
ence a number is used to indicate each subject and a request
in which you are interested simply insert on line provided

name and address and mail to Motion Picture News.

SEATING
(22) Auditorium chairs, special designs illustrated, re-seat-

ing arrangements, etc.

SCREENS, MOTION PICTURE
(23) Various types described, diagrams, illustrations of sur-

faces, etc.

SCREEN SLIDES & MATS
(24) Various types for screen advertising and announce-

ments.

SIGNS AND MARQUISE
(24A) Theatre advertising signs, marquise designs illustrated

THEATRE POSTER AND DISPLAY DEVICES
(25) Materials and supplies for advertising and art work.

TICKET VENDORS
(25A) Automatic ticket machines for motion picture

theatres, change makers, canceling devices and
registers.

Sound Equipment

(26) ACOUSTICAL MATERIAL, ENGINEERING AND
CONTRACTING

(27) AMPLIFIER UNITS

(28) HORNS AND SPEAKERS

(29) HORN TOWERS
(30) NON-SYNCHRONOUS DISC REPRODUCERS
(31) PICK-UPS

(32) RECORD LIBRARIES FOR NON-SYNCHRONOUS
DISC REPRODUCERS

(33) SYNCHRONOUS DISC AND FILM-TRACK RE-
PRODUCERS

(34) TRANSFORMERS AND VOLTAGE REGULATORS

Request Blank

Motion Picture News
729 Seventh Ave.

New York City

Please obtain for me free copies of trade pub-

lications dealing with the following subjects:

(Insert above numbers indlcating subjects)

Name .

Theatre

Street
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Advertisers' Index

The SI.owman
Section fo r October

The following list of advertisers in The Showman Section has been prepared

for the convenience of readers. and while care has been taken to make
it correct it cannot be guaranteed igainst possible errors or omissions

Adam Electric Co., Frank 95 Ilex Optical Company 83

American Seating Company 81 International Projector Corporation 116

Arctic Nu-Air Corporation 96

Automatic Devices Company- 104 Kausalite Mfg. Co
Kliegl Bros., Universal Electric

103

Best Devices Company 89 Stage Lighting Company, Inc. 103
Blizzard ran Company 82 Kooler-Aire Engineering Corp. 87
Boston Rubber Mat Company 89

Brenkert Light Projection Company 10!) Macy Manufacturing Corporation 105
Brooks Costume Company- 107 Mellaphune Corporation 113

Carrier Engineering Corporation
Chicago Expansion Bolt Company

74
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National Rug Mills, Inc. 82

96National Screen Service
Clark, Peter, Inc National Theatre Supply Company 70

Da-Lite Screen Company, The 92 Netschert, Inc., Frank 103

Densten Felt & Hair Company 89 Novelty Scenic Studios 107

Econoquipment Mfg. Co., The 105 Pyroloid Sales Company 72a-72b
Edison Lamp Works of General

Electric Company 84 Quality Slide Company 89
Essanay Electric Manufacturing

Company 1(3-89 Racon Electric Co., Inc 92

Ford Company, The J. B 89
RadiO-Mat Slide Company 115

Forest Electric Company 89 Schoonmaker Equipment Company. 109
t rost s Veneer Seating Co., Ltd 89 Slater, Jr., William 82
Fulton Company, E. E 77-84 Standard Mfg. Company 89

Gallagher Orchestra Equipment Strong Electric Corp, The 83

83
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79

Torstenson & Company, J. A.
Typhoon Fan Company, Inc

80

113
Garver Electric Company
General Electric Company
General Register Corporation 96 Vallen Electrical Company, Inc. 95
GoldE Manufacturing Company 89 Vitadisc Company 115

Hertner Electric Company, The 109
69

115

Weber Machine Corporation

Yankee Lubric Company

115

89Hoffman & Soons
89 Yates, J. W. 89

Hub Electric Company 98 York Safe & Lock Company 107

mmk * amB^m

From a Whisper to the

Boom of Heavy Artillery

t ^nl
Faithful in Every Detail

^L^, ENJOY REAL PRIDE
IN OWNERSHIP

:stK§MnsH| SYNCROFILM
pff-^t' FOR TRUE REPRODUCTION

ifc l\ INCREASE PROFITS!
~*—

' ljImim.
Equip your theatre with Weber

SYNCROFILM outfit.

Many owners have expressed

genuine appreciation of their

efficient, trouble - proof Weber
Sound-on-Film equipment.

Write for details and prices.

WEBER MACHINE: CORPORATION
.s uwS'K! fiSVV* city 59 Rutter St., Rochester, N. Y. arl^'Vew^ork

^x
PERPKCTIDN
MHEU3TATS "S^X" RHEOSTATS

Rheostat leadership may be claimed by many,
but we have it—

"Perfection" in name and performance.

Motion picture theatre owners and projec-
tionists from Maine to California endorse our
claim and know it's no idle boast.

HOFFMANN & SOONS
387 FIRST AVE. NEW YORK CITY

Contracting Electrical Engineers
Moving Picture Theatre Electrical Specialists

Zxu^iLiiu jil iiu Si li u M ii'ii SWflMii'ff
Here's quality at a production price for
the medium-house exhibitor.

ft ORDER ft

I NOW I

150
Per Pair

Com plete with
Aud ak Pickups

and Faders

VITADISC
TURNTABLES are smooth and vibra-
tionless throughout hard continuous op-
eration. Clear full tones. Quickly installed,
simple to operate. Today's biggest value
in Turntables. Special prices on Ampli-
fiers and Speakers. Wire today.

VITADISC CO.
130 So. Clinton Ave., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

RadiO -Wf;- Mat

ATTENTION
Mr. Motion Picture Dealer!

SEE
that every NEWSPAPER in

your territory has RADIO-
MAT SLIDES for projecting

ELECTION RETURNS—

The Perfect Medium

is the Stationery of the Screen

When writing to advertisers please

mention MOTION PICTURE NEWS.
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SIMPLEX REAR SHUTTER
A REVOLUTIONARY IMPROVEMENT

Illumination Increased 35 to 48% Heat Reduced 50 to 75%

Every Owner, Manager and Projectionist Should Send for Information Regarding

AND THE

NEW REAR SHUTTER ATTACHMENT

For

SIMPLEX

REGULAR

PROJECTOR

SIMPLEX REAR SHUTTER PREVENTS BUCKLING

International Projector Corporation
90 GOLD STREET NEW YORK
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Conducted ByAnExiubitor For Exhibitors

Part of Your Job

!

WE often wonder just how
seriously the average
house manager takes the

maintenance of equipment and
cleanliness of his house. Whether
he is satisfied that this angle
is being watched properly or

whether he is content to let it

take its own course.

Proper maintenance of the the-

atre had always constituted a

most important feature of a man-
ager's job, yet, in visiting many
houses one can detect, or sense a
feeling, that things are in a run-
down condition.

Carpets worn to shreds, screen
unsteady, seats badly in need of

repair, leather torn, frames scaled

or broken, projection way below
par, and so on right down the
line from top to bottom.
And then there are those in-

visible items, as far as the patron
is concerned directly, but of ma-
jor importance just the same,
such as the roofs, the hanging
ceiling, the many store rooms,
the cellar and the heating or ven-
tilating equipment.
We recently spent a most in-

teresting evening with the head
of a large chain's maintenance
department, and we lent added
interest when we found that he
had been a house manager him-
self only a short time before.

But, as he explained, it all came
about quite suddenly. His supe-
riors noted his ability to keep his

theatre's equipment in tip-top
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shape all the time, so they se-

lected him for division mainte-
nance man and a little later he
headed that bureau in the cir-

cuit's home office.

He, like many other smart
managers, found the time, despite

the hundred and one other im-
portant details of his job, to or-

ganize the supervision of the ex-

pensive equipment in his theatre.

He worked out his cleaners sys-

tem so that the house was immac-
ulate and clean looking at all

times. He injected his own ideas

into the many phases of mainte-
nance and cleaning (yes, he had
polished brass too in his time).

What most showmen, especial-

ly the newer ones, must learn

and learn quickly, is to become
acquainted and study the many
details connected with their the-

atre's operating equipment. They
must divorce themselves from
the dangerous notion that such
equipment is ''just machinery."
It's more than that. It's the very
essence of the theatre's operation
and while the manager need not

be an expert on any one phase of

his house's operation, he should
have more than a passing knowl-
edge of every part of it.

Whether your house is inde-

pendently operated or part of a
nation-wide chain, the mainte-
nance of its equipment is not a

home office problem. It is YOUP.
personal responsibility and if yot
cannot assume that responsibility

you are not the man for the job.

"Chick"
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Powers Shows The
Way On Cleaning

Carpets In Theatre

W. M. Powers of the La
Roy Theatre in Portsmouth,
Ohio, finds the appointment of

one man on his cleaning staff

to supervise the maintenance
of the seats and carpets a

; valuable adjunct to his meth-
od of managing theatres.
This should open up new avenues of thought to many other

showmen who, perhaps, can better follow this angle up then
to let it take its own course with the expensive and disastrous
results of broken down equipment or dissatisfied patrons.
Powers tells us that he is quite fortunate in having a man

on his staff who practically takes charge of all maintenance
and who is very good in looking after every detail of it 100%.
This man makes it his business to go over seats daily, keep
them all tight and well-fastened to the floor and also to keep
them oiled so that the added annoyance of squeaking will not
interfere with the patrons attention to the screen entertainment.
While dwelling on the oiling angle for your seats, you might

also pay attention to the care which he exercises in keeping
a cloth handy and wiping off all oil after he oils the hinges
and moveable parts of the seat, so that it will not get on any-
one's clothing. As a matter of fact, they have not had any
kick from this source whatsoever which speaks well for the
way it is being handled.
Now we come to a very interesting phase of Powers' system

of maintenance so far as the carpets are concerned.
They take their carpet up at least once a year and scrub it.

On the face of this statement it might sound like a rather
terrific job, but, of course, we assume that portions of the car-

pet around his theatre are laid in such a way that it is feasible

to take up parts and scrub it without endangering the carpet
itself. He tells us that his alley has a pit to it which makes it

an ideal place to scrub the carpet. After taking it up it is first

beaten until all loose dirt is out, then the vacuum is run over
it several times, after which they place it face up in the alley

and put the hose on it and keep scraping the water out of it

with a heavy hoe, like one used to take ashes out of the boiler.

This is kept on until the water that comes out of it is clean.
We have no idea of going into the technical detail of the

suggestions as advanced by our many members and readers,
but when some suggestion of real merit comes along we think
it is deserving of some attention before it is discarded or
passed up.

On the fact of Powers' suggestion, one might get the idea
that this process would hurt the carpet. He tells us that it

does not do it the slightest bit of harm and that before he
attempted it, he got some dope from a company that sham-
pooed carpets and found out that it could be successfully
handled without running any risk of damaging the carpet itself.

Taking one aisle at a time, he finds that in a short time,
probably within the space of four or five days, the entire house
has had the carpet thoroughly scrubbed and cleaned and it is

then replaced.

He has organized his cleaning and theatre staff in such a
way that they all pitch in and help, which makes it a fast job
and not too much of a burden on any one or two of the staff.

This is also an important angle, as we can readily understand
where shampooing or scrubbing the carpet could become quite
a big proposition and one that would tire .or wear out just
one or two of the people employed around the theatre.

Particular attention is also placed on the importance of keep-
ing the lobby and foyer entrances as clean as possible by
several cleanings and sweepings during the day. In this way,
they minimize the amount of dirt dragged in by the patrons
entering the theatre.

These angles are certainly valuable ones and no doubt will

come in mighty handy to showmen who are anxious to im-
prove their own method in the care and cleaning of their

theatre. It also adds many good months of wear to the car-

pets in the theatre, as the dirt and grime represent one of the

worst elements of wear and tear on the carpets under foot.

ALL FOR ONE
AND

ONE FOR ALL!

O UR slogan takes on a new meaning starting with this issue in the Showman section

in Motion Picture News.

YOU MUST DO
YOUR PART, TOO

TELL US HOW
YOU DO IT

WE'VE described how your brother managers have successfully executed all sorts of

exploitation, ballyhoo and publicity stunts; and what's more important, you have

contributed to those items yourself and helped make the Club pages tremendously valuable

and interesting.

\J OW once each month, the Club pages are being incorporated into The Showman section and^ particular emphasis and prominence will be given material pertaining to the proper main-

tenance of equipment in your theatre.

HpHIS important phase of showmanship and theatre management has been sadly neglected in the

* past. Managers are faced with all sorts of new equipment problems while still struggling along

with the problems of the old. They want to know more about the expensive apparatus they are

responsible for.

CO the Managers' Round Table Club again establishes a distinct precedent and incorporates this

^ vital feature as part of our Club activities and pages.

XT7E have got to have material for this monthly section. Just as you now send us the details of

* * vour various show-selling activities, so you must tell us how you are keeing your theatre's

equipment in perfect condition all the time. How you prevent breakdowns and trouble by constantly

watching everv piece of equipment and furnishing in the house. How you promote cooperative

goodwill between yourself and the booth, the ushers, the cleaners, etc., etc.

*T^HESE are all important factors in the proper maintenance and operation of your theatre. To
•*- broadcast how effectively and efficiently you handle this part of your job, is to let the whole world

know that you are a capable manager, and besides, it will be immensely valuable and helpful to your

brother members and showmen the world over.

M. R. T. C.
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Chewing Gum Prob-
lem Discussed In

Detail By R. V. Erk

Being an interested party to

discussion on "What is the
best remedy for the chewing
gum evil in theatres," R. V.
Erk of the Mays Piqua The-
atre in Piqua, Ohio, advances

===—-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ a good suggestion wherein he
states they have found kerosene oil (which costs about $.20

per gallon) to be about as efficient a gum solvent and cleaner

as anything they have been able to secure.

He also calls attention to the fact that at least once a month
his janitor cleans his gum from the under sides of the seat

with a sharp putty knife and then finishes the cleaning with
a cloth saturated with kerosene.

These are mighty good suggestions which should be of tre-

mendous value to those showmen who have paid very little at-

tention to this particular angle of theatre management. Many
of us are willing to grasp a good suggestion to improve our
theatre and its cleanliness but we sometimes lack the informa-
tion as to where to secure the necessary material with which
to accomplish it. In this case you have an every day product
which can be secured anywhere, at any time at an inexpensive

cost.

We are very grateful to Mr. Erk, whose experience in man-
aging theatres dates back a good many years and any time he

is willing to tell us about his ideas along the lines of theatre

equipment and maintenance, as well as cleanliness, we will do
well to lend a willing and ready ear. Let's hear some more
from you Mr. Erk, and lay particular emphasis on the main-

tenance of your equipment which is a phase of showmanship
which you particularly seem to excel in.

William
Is Now
Two In

F. Gabriel

Handling
Painesville

Having made such a good
record for himself while he
was at the Uptown Theatre in

Cleveland, Ohio, William F.

Gabriel is now the manager of

the Utopia and Park Theatres
^^ in Painesville, Ohio.

With two houses on his hands he will no doubt be very busy,

but we are sure it is the kind of activity that will be productive

of some excellent showmanship. Mr. Gabriel has been in the

show game for quite some time, so he is certainly qualified for

the position he now holds. His town, we understand, offers him
opportunities such as the regular towns of its size do. We want
to wish him a lot of luck on his new venture and we hope that

he will keep us posted so that we can inform his fellow mem-
bers as to the progress he is making. And listen, Bill ! When
you send us in your first contribution, include your photo with

it and we'll give you a regular "intro."

Gilmore Landed A
Float In Two And
A Half Mile Parade

Entering a float into a pa-
rade is another way that a
wise showman has for plug-

ging his picture. In this case

it was E. W. Gilmore, man-
ager of the Capitol Theatre in

Windsor, Ontario, who pulled

the stunt and successfully executed it.

On Labor Day the local firemen held their field day, and, in

conjunction with it, a parade nearly two and a half miles long.

In this parade, Gilmore had his float. The float was a three-

ton truck, on the floor of which was a pile of common clay.

The clay was so heavy that it was found necessary to place a

dummy bottom on the truck. A box was placed along side of it.

The box was filled with clay, with it also being smeared on the

sides. Along the sides of the truck Gilmore placed the title of

the picture, name of star, theatre and playdates. Under this,

and on the top of the banner he used stock cut-outs of the New
Show World season. This added life and color to the layout.

The copy on the banners appropriately tied in the film.

A stunt of this sort, being so different from the regular run
of things, proved fine for Windsor. The local newspaper edi-

tor liked it so much that he commented on it the next day.

In this manner Gilmore received an additional plug, the other

plug being the exclamation, "Why, it's common clay," uttered

by the spectators when they saw the truck. And the common
clay ballyhoo sold "Common Clay." Right, "E. W."?

11The Showman's
Calendar "

AN EXCLUSIVE CLUB FEATURE

Check up on these dates each week and see how
you can turn them into "money dates" for your

theatre.

Each new month offers new days of untold

opportunities.

Oct. 5th to 11th

Oct. 7th

Oct. 8th

Oct. 9th

Oct. 10th

Oct. 12th

Oct. 12th to 18th

Oct. 17th

Oct. 19th

Oct. 26 to Nov. 2

Oct. 27th

Oct. 27th

Oct. 31st

Oct. 31st

OCTOBER

Fire Prevention Week.

First Colonial Congress met in

New York—1765.

Chicago's Great Fire—1871.

Washington Monument opened

—

1884.

Farmer's Day (Florida).

Columbus Day.

Pharmacy Week.

Surrender of Burgovne at Sara-
toga—1777.

Surrender of Cornwallis—1781.

Girl Scout Week.

Roosevelt's Birthday

Anniversary of First Shot in

Trench Warefare.

Hallowe'en.

Admission Day (Nevada).

Can you tie any of the above events into

your theatre's activities?

And don't overlook the many local events that

are constantly turning up right in your own town,

county or state.

Keep an eye on "The Showman's
Calendar w tor an advance tip on

future holidays and events.
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AVOIDING BREAKDOWNS
If your theatre's booth is equipped with but one

generator, what provision have you made for con-
tinuing your show in the event of a breakdown of
that generator?
We are all inclined to let these questions slide

off our backs, like water on a duck, until we find
ourselves in just such a position, then we wonder
why we never gave it a thought before.
Suppose you investigate this important angle

right now. If you have a second generator, is it

being watched and run frequently enough to in-

sure its proper condition when it is needed? One
good plan, suggested by G. F. A. of Cleveland, is

that the projectionist alternate between the two
generators so that they are both carrying the bur-
den of furnishing the necessary juice. That's a
good suggestion and should result in longer life

for both plants.
Maybe you have a better suggestion, or have some

other way of handling this question. If you have,
let's hear from you.

Economy Important,
And Here's The Way
Says Pedro Gelabert

The saving of electrical en-
ergy is another way of demon-
strating a man's ability to op-
erate a theatre efficiently yet
economically.
Pedro Gelabert, Jr., writing

from the San Jose Theatre in
San Juan, Porto Rico, tells us that he has managed to cut down
a great deal of his electrical cost in the past four months by
installing a new type of reflector arc lamp in the San Jose
Theatre. At the same time he tells us he installed two rectifiers
one for each of the lamps and he has found by careful watching,
this type of equipment saves more electricity than anything else
he has tried.

Another point that he found worthy of any good showman's
attention was the needless waste of too much lighting in the
front of his theatre, particularly under the marquee after the
second show began at night. In this case some may say that
he goes to extreme when he turns out practically all of the
marquee lights until the show is over, but even if you were
to temper this suggestion, with leaving at least one switch on
so that there is some form of illumination where the passer-
by can see what is playing as well as the folks leaving the the-
atre before the end of the performance. However, it is these
suggestions which generally put you in a frame of mind to
dope out your own individual problem with the view of econo-
mizing in some form or other without hurting the efficiency
in your theatre's operation.
Young Gelabert, Jr., has some mighty valuable ideas and

theories with regard to maintenance and care of his theatre's
equipment and in his case it is particularly important because,
after all, he is not within a few hours of a big distributing
center where replacements are always available. That is why
it would do us all a lot of good to fashion some of our own
ideas after his methods.

Like most showmen located in countries outside of the
United States and Canada, he manages to keep his equipment
in tip-top condition and, at the same time has replacements at
hand for emergencies. This is something that many of our
own showmen here in America fail to understand with the re-
sult that a serious breakdown sometimes compels a discontinu-
ance of the performance and the unfortunate refunding of ad-
mission which leaves a mighty bad taste in everyone's mouth.
Keep your eye on the CLUB pages, especially the Showman

issue each month for further interesting information and de-
tails as to how this aggressive young showman from Porto
Rico manages to operate his theatre efficiently and economically
and. at the same time keep a careful watchful eye on every
detail of his theatre's equipment.

Fred Glass Is Doing
Fine On Assignment
In Alliance, Neb.

Shifting over to Alliance,
Neb., from his former position
at McCook afforded O. Fred
Glass an opportunity for in-

troducing the town to a brand
of the live-wire showmanship
that he pulled at his former

position, not so very long ago.

One of the first moves he made when he entered the town
was to run a special one-cent matinee for kids in which he let

in one kid for 15 cents, two for 16 cents—the admission price

being regularly IS cents. The stunt went over very well with
the kids and over four hundred of them showed up. You can

easily see how this gag can be made
into a paying proposition in any
town and it might be a good plan
for you to try it once a month or
even every week if you think it will

be better that way. The photo will

give you the low-down on what the
kids thought of it. An hour before
the house opened they started to

line up.

The other photo alongside of it

shows the special display board that
was built in the foyer of the Im-
perial. Lights played upon this, and,
as the colors were very pleasing,

they were certain to attract the at-

tention of the passersby. Glass got
them coming and going with this

one as he made it a point to run the
trailer for the film or an announce-
ment about it at every opportunity.
In addition to these two photos we
are also showing the special display

frame he uses to sell "Screen Mirror," the magazine from Hol-
lywood, by Frank Whitbeck and his staff, printed out on the
Pacific Coast and distributed through the Fox West Coast
Theatres. The strength of this angle was seen in the number
of magazines that were sold the day it made its appearance.

Nearly all of his fellow Club members know what Fred did
while he was at McCook, so you can all look forward to seeing
him continue that showmanship in Alliance. Oke, Fred; re-

member we want to hear from you often concerning your work,
so that we can pass it along to the rest of the Club.

Most 'Promising' Man in Show Business—?

His many friends, scattered all over the country,
will be glad to learn that Eddie Hitchcock, now
publicity director for the Paramount Theatre in

New York, has earned this great title.

As a matter of fact, Eddie's 'promises,' if laid

end to end, would reach from New York to Los
Angeles, whereas, those 'promises,' which were
never fulfilled, couldn't even be laid anywhere.

All of which goes to prove that besides being a
wizard at publicity, or what have you, he can
laugh off more 'promises' than any other forty men
men in the show business.

(Los Angeles and Seattle papers please copy—!)

"Chick"
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Blaire Opens House
Again; He Is Now
Ready For Action

It was with a great deal of

regret we learned that the Re-
gent Theatre in Cedar Falls,

Iowa, was forced to close its

doors due to demolition by
flames. As most of the Club
members know, this house is

managed by our friend, Merle R. Blaire. But we are now happy
to report that the house has been renovated and rebuilt and
with its new finery is more beautiful than before.

As his first move in the campaign to bring back the patron-
age stronger than ever. Blaire set out to promote a double-
truck ad in the local newspaper. The dealers came through
wonderfully and you can see the finished product in the cut
we are showing. As you will notice, the theatre occupies the
most prominent position on the page.
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Congratulations
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In addition to securing this valuable advertising, Blaire was
also the recipient of many publicity stories and pictures from
the local papers as well as the sheets in nearby towns. All of
this tended towards a big opening night. And when the theatre
opened its doors after being darkened a month, Blaire found
that the town was mighty proud of it. We would like to say
that his showmanship has done much to keep that theatre in

the good graces of the community and we know that he is

going to continue his good work and keep us posted on the
results.

Flower Show Week
Gave Greenberg A
Sweet Lobby Break

Flower show week, offered
Ben Greenberg, manager of the
Paramount Theatre in Spring-
field, Mass., an opportunity
to transform his lobby into a
flower garden and he more
than took advantage of it.

Artistic groupings of the gladioli were used, and one of the
most striking was in the lobby at the left of the entrance. Here,
the Paramount artist, Emil Paulson, arranged a towering ped-
estal which graduated back from the wide base so as to pro-
vide shelves for the flowers which are displayed in large pot-
tery vases. The pedestal was colored in all the shades of the
rainbow, and various varieties of gladioli were placed against
backgrounds that harmonize with the blooms. A sun dial in

front of the display added to the effect of a modernistic garden
on a towering terrace.

Another grouping that attracted much attention was on the

mezzanine floor. Here a large number of .fir trees were used
to form a background of natural green, and the flowers in

vases and urns were displayed against the background and along
the walls of the salon. Garden benches of concrete together
with huge urns and vases transformed the spacious mezzanine
salon into a spot of rare beauty.
A crew from Carter's, Inc., with the assistance of the Para-

mount' staff, arranged the flower show, which was put on at no
cost to the theatre.

In order to stage a thing like this Greenberg must be in

pretty good with the local merchants, and it leads us to believe

that he is pretty active in his city. So we hope to number him
among the active members and contributors to the Club pages.

ECONOMY
Many showmen who lie awake nights figuring

out how to cut down the cost of their advertising
campaign or save a few dollars here or there in

the operation of their theatre, seem to entirely

overlook the tremendous saving which can be
effected by looking carefully into the operating
cost of the various portions of their theatre
which they are so inclined to overlook.
We mean, for example, the heating plant and

the fuel it takes to operate it.

Here is a phase of theatre operation which burns
up needlessly thousands of dollars every year, the
larger the house very often the larger the waste.
Supposing you devote a little thought to this

angle and give some consideration to the many de-

vices which are being marketed throughout the
country which, perhaps for your particular theatre,
can be adapted so as to maintain the efficiency of
your heating plant or perhaps increase its efficiency

and, at the same time, cut down the cost of the
fuel.

We are not ballyhobing or advocating any par-
ticular type of equipment but, rather, are trying
to impress you with the fact that there is available
such fuel savers, one of which may be just what
you want.
A theatre manager is supposed to be a good

business man and a good business man will rarely
turn a deaf ear to a solicitor or salesman who has
something he believes can be used in the theatre.
After all, the short time it takes to listen to

what a man has to offer should be well worth the
time so spent. Why not make it a point to lend a
willing ear to anyone who wants to impress upon
you the fact that they are selling something that
can save you money? And, as a matter of fact,

you should go even further. You should scout
around and find out how other theatres are econo-
mizing in their heating plants and at the same
time increasing the efficiency of their equipment.
We suggest that you do a lot of good common
sense concentration and you may be surprised to
find, even as a whole lot of other showmen have
found, that if you are trying to cut down your
overhead here is a corking way to do it and to
show that you are a darn good business man at
the same time.

Smeltzer Operating
Broadway Theatre
In Oakland, Calif.

It was with pleasure that
we learned William G. Smelt-
zer, after a year's absence
from the theatre, during which
time he was engaged in an-
other line of business, has re-

turned to the game.
At the present time he is managing the Broadway Theatre in

Oakland, Calif. The house is a new one, having been opened
some time in August. The marquee is the largest one in Oak-
land and when Smeltzer sends us in a few photos of it we are
going to present it to you on the Club pages. Since the house
has been opened it has been doing a nice business, and we feel

that the showmanship displayed by this showman is an aid

to it in no small measure.
Welcome back into the active fold. Bill; and remember, we

want to hear a lot more about you when you get settled at the
house, because the work you turned out last time you were
in the show business warranted it. Keep us posted so that we
can know how you are getting along.
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STAGE WEDDINGS—B. 0. GOLD MINES!
WE have often wondered why

some showmen would insist

on looking for the pot of gold
at the end of the rainbow, when
right before them, in the form of a
stage wedding, lies one of the pretti-

est pots of gold they have ever seen.
What a knockout stunt this stage wedding

business has turned out to be! Everywhere
we went on our recent tour, we were almost
sure to hear some comment passed regard-
ing the value of the wedding gag. The
showmen in the Middle West were particu-
larly enthusiastic about it, more so than
elsewhere, though throughout the country
not a single kick was heard. Stage weddings,
when properly handled, ALWAYS clicked.
The showman using the gag always wears
a smile the next day.
When we returned to Club headquarters

we decided to go into the matter more
deeply. Accordingly, the back files of the
Club pages were consulted, records hauled
out, and we set to work. The result was
astounding. Out of thirty some odd accounts
of stage weddings brought to our attention,
not one failed; hundreds (and at times thou-
sands) of dollars had been promoted; show-
men who had been especially successful had
made them a bi-yearly feature reams of
newspaper publicity had been secured, and
the house had been established on a firmer
good-will basis.

Planning the Campaign

Our next move was to dope out the most
valuable features of the accounts on hand
and compile them, with a view to presenting
—as near perfect as possible—a complete,
and, if strictly adhered to, fool-proof cam-
paign for a stage wedding. It would take
up considerable space to list the names of
the showmen whose ideas have furnished
material for this account, so we hope they
will forgive our not mentioning them. In
the layout below we have attempted to
tabulate, and elucidate as best possible, the
steps that we believe should be taken by
a showman whose town offers him the fa-

cilities which the entire campaign requires.
However, if you are located in a small
town, don't be depressed. This campaign
is meant for you too, the idea being to pick
out what you can use, and put the rest
away in your file, till such time as you can
make use of it.

Get the Bride and Groom

Your first move, of course, is the most
important one—that of securing the bride
and groom. The next step is to try and
promote your local newspaper as sponsor.
Having secured that (or even if you haven't)
the local dealers are then in line for the
proposition. The dealers especially necessary
are: Haberdashers, milliners, shoe stores,

ladies' wearing apparel, men's wearing ap-
parel, photographer, jeweler, auto dealer,

furniture store, department store, florist, and
printer. By offering credit lines to each and
every dealer, and impressing upon them the
value of the free advertising which you are
going to give them on your screen, in your
lobby and house organ, you can promote
gifts for the couple. In order to keep on
the good side of the newspaper sell the
dealers the idea that a full-page or double

Keep This in Mind!!
This is designed, primarily,

as a rough suggestion only.
You can probably find fault
with many points contained in
it. But the frame-work is here.
Build your structure according
to the materials you have to
work with and, if this little

story will prompt you to work
up one of these profitable stage
weddings, then we have fulfilled

our mission.
We suggest you pay particu-

lar attention to the details of
the actual stage weddings in
this, or past, issues of the Club
pages. There you will find all

the dope as successfully exe-
cuted by brother managers.

"Chick"

truck co-operative ad will be of immense
value to them. Show them how they can
advertise the merchandise in the paper. The
gifts donated by the merchants should be
placed on display in the store windows and
the theatre lobby.
Another angle is that of having the Mayor

send a personal letter to you wishing you
success on your venture. The Chamber of
Commerce should do the same thing. These
letters can then be used for newspaper ads
and screen heralds. The local bank can also
donate some money for an account to be
given to the newlyweds. There's always the
possibility that you can promote a free
honeymoon trip out of the Chamber of
Commerce or the travel bureau. Give this

a little thought as it is an angle that won't
hurt you to try, especially since any wide-
awake Chamber of Commerce in another
town would be anxious to secure publicity
through your town and be rated as "friend-
ly."

Newspaper Publicity

Your newspaper publicity is another thing
in which great care must be taken. The
stories should be planted properly. First

the announcement of the wedding, then a
couple of human interest stories, followed by
an account of the bride going shopping—in

one of the cars loaned by the auto dealer

—

to the merchants who have offered her the
trousseau and other gifts. This should be
followed by an account of the groom doing
his shopping. Photos of the couple, before
being married, should be displayed in the
windows of the local merchants. These
photos, as well as those taken at the wed-
ding, by the local photographer, should be
placed in the paper. Don't neglect your
follow-up story on the day after the wed-
ding. And, if possible, grab another bit of
spcae when the couple return from the hon-
eymoon. Shoot your co-operative ads the
day before the wedding.
Now we come to the theatre. Most show-

men do not care to have reserved seats for

an attraction of this sort, so it is advisable

to announce that no one will be permitted to

enter the theatre while the ceremony is in

progress. The picture should be an appro-
priate one with excellent shorts rounding
out the screen program.

Good Spot for Organ

Have your organ soloist feature a special

theme song, written if possible by some
local composer. Have a local tenor or quar-
tette sing it. Try and tie-up a local band
to work either on the stage or the pit.

Construct a special stage setting that will

fit in with the occasion. Have your front

displays on the same tone. Use special

lighting effects and any other little novelties

that you may think of. An angle, on this

idea, that is certainly novel was forwarded to

us by a member out on the Coast. He ar-

ranged to drop a load of some kind of

blossoms from the flies, while the ceremony
was going on. This was done in a dignified

manner, the blossoms falling easily and not
appearing as if they were dumped out of a
basket or something. Another member
utilized the same gag, but instead of blos-
soms he used a trick lighting effect.

Work Up a Climax

Just before your stage wedding starts,

run a trailer expressing your thanks to all

who co-operated with you on the campaign.
At the conclusion of the expression of grati-

tude, have a flash read
—"And Now—HERE

COMES THE BRIDE!" At this cut off

the film, have your organist play the wed-
ding march, the stage curtains drawn and
the bridal party (which had assembled on
the mezzanine or in the back of the or-

chestra) proceed down the center aisle and
march up to the stage, where the curtains

have been opened, revealing the stage all

set for the wedding. The officiating clergy-

man should be waiting, the band playing,

the lights all set, and everything in readi-

ness. As the party goes up on the stage,

have the band play the theme song, with
the chorus being sung by whoever you are
using for that purpose. At the conclusion
of the song, start the ceremony, and finish

with singing and playing the last two lines

of the theme song as the curtain slowly
closes upon the wedding scene. Then have
your organist burst forth with all the power
that your console holds (if you haven't an
organist use an organ record on the non-
synch), shoot up all your lights for a few
moments, have your house staff at attention,
all doors in the house open (weather per-
mitting) and every light on the outside in

full flare. Hit the sheet with your coming
attractions, followed by your trailer, and the
stunt is over—once more "the show must
go on."

Now It's Up to You
There's the whole dope, as near complete

as we can give it to you. Take the sugges-
tions and fashion them to suit yourself. We
can't dope out your own particular condi-
tions. The suggestions we have passed
along cover a wide and varied field of show-
manship. In a number of cities, the entire

campaign, as we have set forth, has been
used. In many towns just part of it has
been pressed into service. It's up to you.
You know how to sell shows, you know how
to act on suggestions. Give a little time and
thought to the laying out of your campaign
and you'll find that there's gold in them thar
tie-ups. Oke?
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Mickey Gross Hangs
Up Three Winners
On Stage Weddings

Three consecutive winners
is the enviable record hung up
by Mickey Gross, manager
of the Orpheum Theatre in

Sioux City, Iowa, by the click-

ing of his third stage wedding=^^^ recently.

In three months' time Mickey has engineered three, and

when that can be done in a town there's plenty to show that a

showman is located there. In all of his tie-ups Gross has had

the full cooperation of the local merchants and the newspa-

pers. The dealers have contributed freely of their merchandise
and nary a complaint
has been registered.

This may be ac-

counted for by the

fact that Gross sees

to it that no occasion

slips by wherein they

can secure publicity

for themselves. He
advertised the deal-

ers participating in

the wedding gag, on
the screen, in his

"Here Come The Brides

Big Double Wedding

RKO ORPHEUM
Bertha Olson : Kermit Lamoreux
Mildred P. Hay : W. H. Strong

9 P. M. ON OUR STAGE 9 P.M.

ANN HARDING »

"HOLIDAY"
lobby and in the

newspapers.
The latest wedding

was taken part in by
two couples. It was
so thoroughly cov-
ered by Gross that

not a stone was left

unturned. The bride's

shopping tours, as
well as the groom's,
crashed the local pa-
pers. Every day the
stunt received a
play, and the dealers—
came in for mention.

We are reproducing here one of the monster heralds that were
used to plug the affair. They were plastered all over the town.
But they weren't the only publicity mediums. Every dealer in

the town had a card plugging the show, and all of the partici-

pating dealers featured a special display of the merchandise
they were donating. In the photo we are showing you can get
a line on how Gross cashed in on word-of-mouth comment by
having the brides and grooms appear in the lobby of the the-

atre almost every evening for a week before the event was to

take place. This angle proved very effective, and though it

depends entirely upon the couples themselves, may help you,
too, should you care to use it.

TUESDAY night SEPT. «6h
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WATCH FOR ROOF LEAKS
That personal supervision is absolutely essential

has been demonstrated time and again. It is per-
missible for busy managers to delegate certain
duties to their assistant or chiefs, but at regular
intervals they must make a complete tour of the
theatre, from roof to cellar, to make sure that
every part of the house is getting the proper at-

tention. Especially where repairs, etc., are re-

quired.
Recently, stopping off at a beautiful house near

New York City, I asked the manager what hap-
pened to cause an ugly stain on his beautifully
decorated ceiling. He was as much surprised as I

was, so together we went to the hanging ceiling

(which cost me a cleaner's bill) and found that
rain had leaked in from the roof right above the
stained ceiling.

Going to the roof, it was found that sharp stones,

probably thrown to the roof by youngsters in the
street, plus some broken bulbs, etc., had settled

into the waterproofing and eventually caused the
leak. There were about a dozen other spots due
to start leaks before long.

In the first place, as this manager admitted, the
stones, bulbs and other rubbish should never have
accumulated on the roof, and in the second place,

had he (the manager) made it a point to make
frequent trips, as mentioned above, the danger of

leaks would have been minimized.
Theatres generally have large areas of roof

space. Some of these spots are not always acces-

sible, such as stage roofs, organ chamber roofs,

etc. Which makes the suggestion for closer inspec-

tion all the more important.

At the appointed hour, on the night set for the wedding,

everything was in readiness. A number of the gifts donated

by the local jeweler attracted in their display case in the lobby.

The ushers were all shined up. The house was spotless. The
organist had a special solo ready. A local celebrity was on
hand to unite the couple; a special stage setting had been

painted by Gross and set up; new lighting effects were achieved

and the whole thing was in readiness for a gala event. And
it was every bit that

!

A half hour after the house opened, it was jammed to ca-

pacity, and hundreds of disappointed people stormed the doors,

vainly endeavoring to effect an entrance. Everything went
over in shipshape fashion, not a hitch being encountered in

the proceedings. Gross had made a success out of his third

wedding. He is now getting set to stage a triple wedding, and

if he can secure the couples and put the plan through it will

be the first time in the history of showmanship, if we recall

rightly, that such a gag has been engineered.

Unlimited possibilities can be found in these stage wedding

stunts. All required is that you don your thinking cap when
you set out to lay your campaign ; because the way you plan

your event is the main thing. When once you have finished

your campaign and think that you have covered every angle

possible, hit the line hard; and don't switch from your original

ideas unless something better offers itself. You can't get any-

where without systematic planning because it constitutes the

very backbone of showmanship. The showman who works

spasmodically will always find his box-office acting that way,

too. And still another point that we want to stress is that

plenty of care should be taken in the selection of your feature

film and surrounding program. Gross got a break on his; he

was playing "Holiday." Look over your dates and if you are

going to pull a stage wedding and find that the picture don't

pull with it, yank it out. Give them a show that they'll enjoy

completely and you'll retain the good-will of your house.
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Equipment and Maintenance

The following article by E. E. Bair of the State and American
Theatres in East Liverpool, Ohio, carries a real punch, providing
your mind is open to suggestions. It ought to command atten-
tion from any showman worthy of the title. Read it over and
see if you don't agree with us. Then sit down and tell us
how YOU handle the maintenance problem in your theatre.

"Save the surface and you save all," "Motorists Wise Simon-
ize" are two known advertising slogans that can properly be
applied and conjured with the importance of maintenance.
Foolish, indeed, is the man who buys a car and permits it to

stand out in the weather without care, and foolish, indeed, is

the same somebody that builds a house and fails to have it

painted. PROPER MAINTENANCE CUTS DOWN THE
DEPRECIATION COST REGARDLESS OF WHAT THE
LEDGER SETS FORTH. Ask any taxicab company.
We're in the show business—backed by an old adage, "the

show must go on," but it is a lamentable fact that careless-

ness has been permitted to enter and as a consequence num-
berless dollars have leaked out, theatres become "lemons,"
ledger shows red and the operator wonders what's the matter.
The answer is CARELESSNESS and inattention to detail.

What can overcome this condition? It must be the enter-
prise of the man responsible, a regular periodic inspection of
all that requires inspection, and a determined effort to repair
all that needs repairing. "A dollar in time saves nine" holds
in this business, too. It's not false economy.

If the man responsible is the theatre manager a personal and
regular inspection of seats may disclose a few loose screws,
THE thing to do is, "TIGHTEN THE SCREWS;" in other
words, don't let it ride till the next inspection or all the rest

of the screws may be loose and the seat ruined—then the dol-

lars leak out. If one end of the aisle carpet is worn, turn it

end for end, but first be sure the vacuum cleaner has done
double duty

;
possibly its use would have prevented the worn

place in the first place.

THEATRE MAINTENANCE covers many items, roofs,

outside metal work, projectors, signs, and, what not. It is lost

effort to outline a general inspection schedule for all theatres.

The point in question for any man that is responsible is the
REGULAR inspection of his own responsibilities, and if he
finds any loose screws—TIGHTEN THE SCREWS.
The above may sound like a D. M.'s tirade on a group of

embryonic managers (without the desk sounding). Nevertheless,
it covers one of the evils or one of the BIG leaks in this busi-

ness of ours—LACK OF MAINTENANCE.

Al. Lourie Labored
To Put Tennis Club
Across In His Town

One year ago, Albert B.

Lourie, manager of the Mor-
ton Theatre, Dorchester,
Mass., spent considerable time
and labor in organizing a ten-

nis club.

The Tennis Club made such
tremendous strides that they held an open tournament the first

week in September—receiving entries from all over the city

and nearby towns, including Boston.

Since Lourie had worked in the interests of the Tennis Club
and was on friendly terms with its chairman, it was an easy
matter to make certain tie-ups that proved of benefit to both
the Tennis Club and the theatre.

The theatre displayed in its lobby 10 cups which were to be
awarded to the winners of the tournament. The cups had
been donated by such notables as the Governor of the State,

the Mayor of Boston, the State Senator and other leading city

and state officials. The cups remained in the lobby for five

days—creating much interest.

The Tennis Club had a large sign made up, explaining that

the final matches of the tournament would take place on Sun-
day, Sept. 7, and that the winners would be awarded the cups
at the Publix-Morton Theatre that same evening. The theatre

did not pay for this sign.

Over 150 entries were received in the tournament. And con-
siderable interest was shown in the entire proceedings, es-

pecially Sunday, when the finals took place with thousands of

people witnessing the matches.

Thompson Scored A
Bulls-Eye With His
Target Practicing

Prior to each match, the judges would announce that the
cups would be awarded from the stage of the Morton Theatre
Sunday evening at 9:15. The presentation of the president and
his awarding of the cups only t: ok five or six minutes. How-
ever, this special attraction of only a few minutes' duration at-

tracted some extra four or five hundred people who were
friends of the receivers of the cups.

The newspaper broke next day with a story on it, too. And,
best of all, it came in on the sporting page as well. In that

manner Lourie secured a few valuable plugs for his house in

the one newspaper. And all at no cost to himself. Keep it up,

Albert, and we hope you will remember to keep us posted on
your work.

Showmen all over the coun-
try aim to hit the bulls-eye

with their exploitation; but
T. W. Thompson, manager of

the Avalon in Grand Junction,
Colo., arranged to have his

=^^^^^^^^^=^^=^^=^ patrons do some bulls-eye hit-

ting in conjunction with his current feature.

A compo front was built at the edge of the sidewalk with

copy reading, "Come on, you deadshots. Hit the bulls-eye and
receive a guest ticket to Zane Grey's LAST OF THE DU-
ANES—AVALONE—Fri., Sat., Sun."
About 40 feet back he placed a target of 8x10 compo with

feature copy and a regular two-foot target in center. The bulls-

eye was a two-inch hole with a cowbell behind it. Air rifles

were used and one free shot was allowed each person wanting
to try their luck.

The target range was open on first two days of picture's

showing and proved to be one of the best attention getters

that has been used in a long time. Thompson safely estimates

that a thousand people tried their luck at trying to shoot them-

selves a guest ticket. The percentage of good marksmen was
exceedingly low—25 people in all being lucky enough to hit

the bulls-eye and win a guest ticket.

So, despite the fact that he himself did no shooting, Thomp-
son scored a bulls-eye. And if it's oke with you, "T. W.," how
about scoring another one on the Club pages by shooting us

in some of your future work?

MORE ART DISPLAYS!
Here are some samples of poster art work done by

Victor Bonetta. at the Newman Theatre in Kansas City,

Missouri. Look them over and perhaps you'll find one

or two slants that will help you too. In view of the fact

that a great many showmen do their own sign painting

when they want to plug something special, we are pre-

senting these. Let's have some of your work, too, so

that we can pass it along. And remember to give us

some dope on the color schemes.
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Capitalizing On The-

atres' Equipment A
Factor With Tucker

Our ability to judge a man's
work is confined to the mate-
rial we receive from him and
a general opinion that we try

to form solely by reason of his

correspondence from time to

time with the Club's chairman.

Taking this method as a standard for drawing any particular

conclusions should put Stewart B. Tucker in a spot to be

classed as a showman, not only well acquainted with every

angle of showmanship, but possessed of the ability to put such

knowledge to profitable use.

Tucker's name is by no means a strange one on the Round

Table Club pages. You must all recall at various times some

of the interesting campaigns which he successfully engineered

and many of you have commented in your letters to Club head-

quarters on his type of work.

We have been laving some stress upon the one important

phase of a manager's job dealing with the proper maintenance

and selling of his equipment as a means of creating added

interest toward the theatre.

At this time we are grouping together four photographs,

three showing various shops of his air-conditioning plant, and

the fourth the front of the theatre, with a sign which, while not

very clear due to the reduction in the size of the photograph,

sets forth the fact that they are keeping their theatre cool and

comfortable with manufactured weather, and we particularly

like his emphasis on the fact that, while it is always cool, it is

never cold.

Another point about the photographs which creates a lot of

admiration for this showman is the immaculate appearance of

the rooms in the cellar where this machinery is located. You

may recall that from time to time we have stressed the im-

portance of not only cleaning up the spots where the patron

never visits, but to keep them clean, and unless these photo-

graphs are lying, then Tucker once again warrants favorable

mention. ,

Many showmen, and circuits as well, for that matter, have

WALTER D. FLECK Says:
"As I mentioned in previous letters, I look forward to

Monday to receive the MOTION PICTURE NEWS and

the invaluable information one may get from the MAN-
AGERS' ROUND TABLE CLUB."

Manager, The Island Theatre,

Grand Island, Neb.

BE SAFE—NOT SORRY
The manager who watches his fire-fighting equip-

ment shows that he is on the job and alive to the
possibilities of trouble. Therefore he leaves no
stone unturned to try and avoid it.

Sometimes poor supervision of standpipe hose
and fire extinguishers find such apparatus unfit

for use when it is needed. Some managers even
boast that they are keeping the overhead down by
not recharging the extinguishers or replacing old,

worn out hose. If that's economy then we'll have
to try ditch-digging rather than recommend it to
others.
FIRE—the bane of every showman's existence

—

in just a remote thought if your house is always
ready for such emergencies. Every panic-bolt on
the exit doors should be in workable condition,
equipment in perfect shape and the staff drilled to
meet just such contingencies. Then, and only then,
have you fulfilled the obligations and responsibili-

ties which you undertook when you stepped into
your job.

It's better to be safe than sorry, and it's much
easier on the mind, too.

an impression that the installation of refrigeration or air-

conditioning equipment is too expensive to even consider.
Well, from my point of view, and apparently this viewpoint is

substantiated by many showmen the world over, you can capi-

talize on the equipment as well as making it an important
factor in your theatre's operation.

In addition to using his air-conditioning plant for advertising

purposes, he has made a study of this part of the theatre as
well as every other phase so that he is well acquainted with the
mechanical end as well as the showman's angle. These are the
important points we have been constantly trying to drive home
to our many other members and readers.

No doubt, among you other showmen who are taking the
time to read this account of Mr. Tucker's showmanship, there
are many who are likewise proud of the different equipment in

their theatre and we urge them to take photographs and send
them in to the chairman so that we can, in turn, set forth the
story on these pages to encourage other members to do like-

wise. Maintenance and equipment constitute, as we have said

before, a most important phase of your theatre operation activi-

ties and we would gladly devote all the space necessary to

giving it the prominence it so well deserves.

Let's hear from you fellows, and thank you, Tucker, for your
prompt attention to our request.

Dave Borland Had
A Peppy Gag In

His "Pep" Kid Show

Those Canadian showmen
are right on the go. Season
after season finds them step-

ping out and showing the rest

of the show world what they
can do. And they certainly sell—— their shows. They don't have

to have a special picture in order to make a big splash or pull

a business getting stunt; they do it on anything they get a

chance.
When "Love Among the Millionaires" played the Metropoli-

tan Theatre in Regina, Canada. Dave Borland, manager of the

house, doped out a plan to pep up interest in his kiddie busi-

ness. Through a tie-up with the manufacturer of a well known
brand of cereal he was enabled to procure sample packages

which were distributed to the children who attended a desig-

nated show. In his ad, Borland inserted the name of the break-

fast food, and this also helped his good-will stock with the

manufacturer as well as the local dealers in the product.

The kids were well pleased with the special treat he arranged

for them, and when they returned home they did a lot of talk-

ing about it. And it was talk that would result in good-will

for the theatre. Borland is always on the look-out to pull

angles of this sort, and we believe you will agree with us that

they are certainly valuable.
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YOUR USHERS' APPEARANCE
An investment in good snappy uniforms for that

portion of your staff coming in contact with the

public can be considered a mighty profitable in-

vestment if handled in a clean, business-like way.
In selecting a uniform for any attache of your

theatre, it is well to keep in mind the type of man
or boy who is to wear the uniform. Very often one

can walk into theatres, even in the larger cities

and find a middle-aged man in a uniform that was
primarily designed for a youngster and the re-

verse can also be found where a youngster is wear-

ing a uniform that would look far better on a
middle-aged man.
Why not settle in your own mind, before you buy

uniforms, the type of employee to wear the uni-

form and then to make it, not only practical from
the wearing and appearance angle but also from
the snap that it puts to the wearer itself.

In discussing the subject of uniforms it is well

to keep in mind that you are wasting your money
buying uniforms if you do not see that they are
kept clean and well pressed at all times.

Another angle worthy of a lot of consideration

is the purchasing of a large quantity of white
cotton gloves, a sufficient number of them being on
hand so that while one batch is being laundered
the staff have others to wear. These white gloves
lend a great deal of neatness to an otherwise nice

looking uniform.
Keep the uniform angle well in mind at all times

and be sure that your uniforms are fitted to the
wearer and the wearer to the uniform. It's a good
angle to watch.

And Banniza Gives

His Views On This

Important Question

Those showmen who en-
counter a great deal of dif-

ficulty with the problem of
chewing gum would do well
to follow the example and
suggestion advanced by G. P.

—— Banniza, resident manager of
the Princess and Delite Theatres in Decatur, Alabama.
Mr. Banniza, like every other manager, has had this prob-

lem before him on many occasions and it has caused him no
end of trouble in order to satisfy his patrons, especially those
who have had the unfortunate experience of getting some of
this gum on their clothes.

Banniza has inaugurated a novel stunt wherein he assembled
his entire cleaning staff and twice a month inaugurates a
"chewing gum day" at which time every seat in the theatre
is gone over carefully and chewing gum scrapped from the
bottom of the seat as well as any other place where the care-
less patron is apt to stick it.

There are several good preparations that can be used to
soften gum or make it easy to remove from chairs, carpets,
floors or furniture and you should have no difficulty in securing
these preparations.
This does not imply that Banniza leaves this angle go until

there is a large accumulation of chewing gum. As a matter of

fact, his cleaners always carry putty scrapers in their pockets
and whenever they come across a piece of gum on the floor

or carpet, immediately remove it, but he finds the more thor-

ough clean-up more effective and instrumental in keeping the
house free of this evil.

As he puts it, the best way to overcome the chewing gum
evil is to watch it very closely and in this way avoid much dif-

ficulty which the annoyance of gum by patrons getting it on
their clothes or shoes and walking out with a grouch causes. Follow
Banniza's advice and see if you can't lay stress on the chewing
gum evil when checking up on your cleaning staff and thereby
overcome one troublesome feature of the manager's job.

Hyde's First Stage

Wedding In Mont-
gomery Went Over

Deciding not to use a full-

page co-operative spread on
his stage wedding at the Par-
amount Theatre in Montgom-
ery, Ala., Boliver Hyde, city

manager of the Publix houses,
———-^-—

—

-^^=^—^——

—

—

—

= preferred instead to run a
number of ads announcing the co-operating dealers, in the
papers each day. The result may be seen in the lay-out we are
reproducing below.
As is habitual with stage weddings, when they are handled

properly, this one clicked for a wealth of publicity, good-will,
and last, but by no means least, business. Hyde's stage wed-
ding was run off in a wonder fashion. The co-operation of

the local merchants and the newspapers enabled him to turn
out a wedding that was the talk of Montgomery for weeks after.

The dealers, besides donating their merchandise to the popu-
lar couple to be married, also dressed up their windows and
displayed stills, cards, gifts, and other things relating to the
occasion. There were forty-five merchants in on the stunt and
it would take a couple of pages for us to list the gifts and
show the advertisements that the dealers contributed towards
the success of the affair. Hyde secured a car from the auto
agency, ring from the jewelers, clothing, wedding invitations,

furniture, and everything else necessary to put over a stage
wedding.
For a week in advance the various gifts donated were dis-

played in the lobby of the theatre, a credit card identifying

each dealer with his contribution. On the night of the wedding
the house was jammed. Hundreds of persons had to be turned
away, and this more than proved the pulling power of Hyde's
showmanship. The stage was all set with a special background,
the organist featured a new number, lighting effects blended in

with the tone of the occasion, and altogether it was one of the
most remarkable things that the town had ever seen. This was
the first stage wedding Hyde had pulled in Montgomery, as he
has not been at the house very long.
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We'd like to point out again, that he has hit an excellent

angle in his running of the ads and would like to say that if

you are going to run a stage wedding this fall, that you give

this some consideration.

In one of the ads—the one showing the beauty shoppe

—

you can see the picture of the bride, who was given a free

permanent wave. This litle picture in the ad enhanced its pull-

ing power considerably. There are many little touches of this

sort which can be worked out in conjunction with everything
you do on your campaign. It's all up to you, if you want to

make it an event to be remembered you'll dope out a lot of

new ones.

We want to congratulate Bolivar on the success of his work,
which, when you view the fact that he is comparatively, a new-
comer to the town, was corking showmanship. And we know
that when he engineers his next one he is going to introduce
plenty of new slants. Are we right Bolivar?

ALWAYS
WEAR

YOUR
CLUB PIN
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PERSONALITIES
-- SHOWMEN NEWSETTES FROM EVERYWHERE -*-

MAJOR H. S. COLE of the American
Theatre, Bonham, Texas, has agreed to keep
his house closed on Sunday. Following the
agreement, charges for violation of the Sun-
day statute, lodged against him by the town
board, were dropped.

* * *

JACK EDWARD, former manager of the
Orpheum in San Diego, Cal., has been ap-
pointed manager of the Spreckels, succeed-
ing YV. H. Newman who takes over the man-
agement of the Majestic, newly built,

t * *

E. C. HEARD will re-model and re-open
the Garden Theatre in South Gate, Cal.

* * *

J. C. TUNSTILL, Publix manager at

Brownwood, Texas, has been acquitted of
charges asserting violation of Sunday theatre
operation.

* * *

R. W. HARVEY of the Los Banos Theatre
in Los Banos, Cal., announces the installation
of new sound equipment.

* * *

JONES AND PAULL are managing the
new Preston, Idaho theatre.

* * *

CHARLES J. BRENNAN former adver-
tising director of the Fox, Philadelphia, in
Phila., Pa., has taken over the management
of the Crotona Theatre in the Bronx, New
York. A. J. Kennedy succeeded him in
Philly.

* * *

HERMAN STARR has replaced Al Beck-
erich as manager of the Strand and Cataract
Theatres in Niagara Falls, N. Y.

* * *

BENJAMIN IDSON has been appointed
manager of the Kismet Theatre in Brooklyn,
N. Y., replacing Morris Weiser who goes to
the Glenwood.

* * *

DAVID SARECKY, former manager of
the Glenwood Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., is

now managing the Parthenon, succeeding L.
Cohen who shifts to the Ridgewood.

* * *

MORRIS FARBISH has been transferred
from the Crescent Theatre, Astoria, Long
Island, N. Y., to the Broadway Theatre, with
Lester Roth taking over the management of
the Crescent.

* * *

JULES FIELDS, former advertising chief
for the Bronx Division of Fox Theatre is

now managing the U. S. Theatre.
* * *

JOHN McGRAIL who formerly handled
publicity for the New Jersey Division of
Fox Theatres, has assumed management of
the Palace Theatre, Bergenfield, N. J.

* # *

JAMES H. KOLBECK has been appointed
manager of the Embassy Theatre in Hobo-
ken, N. J.

* * *

BEN COHEN has taken over the manage-
ment of the Capitol Theatre, Hazelton, Pa.,

replacing Ernie Schmitt, who has been pro-
moted to the Capitol at Wilkes-Barre. Peter
A. Magazzu. formerly manager of the Feeley
has succeeded Cohen at the Grand, with
George Darronsoll, assuming management of
the Feeley.

M. L. ELEWITZ, formerly manager of
the Garden Theatre, Davenport, la., has
assumed management of the Strand, Des
Moines, replacing Ted Emerson, who goes
to Ottumwa, Iowa, as city manager on
charge of the Publix newly-acquired New
Square and Rialto Theatres. Palace and
Garden Theatres, Des Moines, formerly
managed by Emerson in addition to the
Strand, will be managed by C. W. Peter-
son, formerly manager of the State, Cedar
Rapids.

* * *

DAVID FARNSWORTH has taken over
the management of the Princess Theatre at
Laredo, Mo.

* * *

J. R. MINHINNICK is managing the re-
opened Grand Theatre, London, Ontario, Can.

* * *

JOE FRANKLIN, manager of Keith's
Theatre, Ottawa, Can., has been appointed
director of publicity for the Royal Humane
Society. He will retain his present position.

* * *

JOHN OSBORNE, formerly assigned to
the Paramount Theatre in Brooklyn, for
Publix, has been appointed supervising man-
ager of the West Side Theatre, Scranton.

* * *

JOSEPH CRONIN, formerly publicity

director of the Paramount, Lynn, Mass., has
been appointed manager of the Field's Cor-
ner, Dorchester. Joseph Goldberg, who he
replaces, goes to the Shawmut, Roxbury.

* * *

SIDNEY SMITH has been appointed
City Manager of Publix Theatres in Potts-
town, Pa.

* * *

LEO KELLY, formerly manager of the
State Theatre in Scranton, Pa., has been
appointed manager of the Manhattan, Scran-
ton, succeeding E. Franklin who is on a
leave of absence. Joseph Klein, formerly
at the Broadway, Springfield, Mass., replaces
Kelly as manager of the State.

* * *

WALTER WALKER, assistant manager
of the Uptown Theatre, St. Paul, has been
promoted to the managership of the house,
succeeding Harry L. Dow.

* * *

FRED WIEMER, former Assistant Man-
ager of the State Theatre, Sioux Falls has
been promoted to the managership of the
Orpheum, succeeding Mike Wainstock, who
shifts to the Orpheum at Aberdeen, under
the district managership of A. E. Ableson.

Items for publication on this

page should be addressed to
"Chick" Lewis and will be pub-
lished the week following re-

ceipt. Notices of promotions,
transfers, change of addresses,
and other material of this na-
ture are what we want for our
"Personalities" page. The more
you send the more interesting
will be the page each week.

H. S. DUNBAR, JR. has been engaged as
manager of the Liberty Theatre in Penn,
Argyle, Pa., succeeding Mr. Measer who
now is handling the Nazareth.

* * *

RALPH STEWART is the manager of
the re-opened Strand Theatre in Payne, Ohio.

* * *

J. A. AND G. W. SMITH have leased the
Concord Theatre in Kannapolis, N. C.

* * *

CHESTER D. BELL announces the re-
modeling of the Palace Theatre, of which
he is the manager, in Osage City, Kansas.

* * *

H. S. KAYES has assumed management
of the Paramount Theatre in North Adams,
Mass., succeeding Joseph B. Shea.

* * *

JOHN P. MASON is the manager of the
Plaza Theatre in South Jamaica, Long Is-
land, New York.

* * *

GEORGE W. CAMBRILL has been ap-
pointed manager of the new Mainstreet
Theatre, Racine, Wis., with Matthew Fox
as Assistant.

* * *

MRS. LESLIE KRAFT, will operate the
New Royal as well as the Lyceum Theatre
in Findlay, Ohio. Plans are under way for
the presentation of talkies at the Lyceum.

* * *

CHARLES M. STERN is managing the
re-opened Fallon Theatre, Ely, Nevada.

* * *

MATT REILLY is now managing the
Capitol Theatre in Providence, Rhode Island.

* t »

DON NICHOLS has received the manag-
erial appointment at the American Theatre,
High Point, N. C.

* * *

JAKE COHEN of the Strand Amusement
Company announces the expenditure of $20,-

000 for improvements at the company's
house in Des Moines, la.

* * *

J. E. CHARBONNEAU is managing the
re-opened Colonial Theatre at Nashua, N. H.
House was dark for a year.

* * *

J. FLEMING announces the re-opening of
the newly furnished and re-modeled Selwood
Theatre in Sellwood, a suburb of Portland,
Ore.

* * *

MONROE SCHRAMM will open the
Rivoli Theatre, Matawan, N. J. on Sundays.
Show starts at 8:45 P.M.

» * *

J. W. HUCKNALL former manager of
the National Theatre, Madera, Cal., has been
transferred to take over the managership of
the new National Theatre in Stockton.

* * *

STANLEY ELKIN is now lessee and gen-
eral manager of the Indiana and Ritz
Theatres in Indiana, Pa. "Wally" Nordby is

managing the two houses.
* * *

HAROLD HITCHINSON, former man-
ager of the Parkdale Theatre, Toronto, Can.,
is now in charge of the Tivoli, Hamilton,
Ontario.
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CRASHING HARD-BOILED
SCHOOLS

Our attention was recently attracted to an ag-

gressive showman who couldn't be downed no mat-
ter what obstacle he encountered.
He was very anxious to create some good-will

and co-operation between his theatre and the local

high school, but all his overtures were in vain. It

was a comparatively new school and handled sev-

eral thousand students, only three city blocks from
his house, yet they would not play ball with him
on any of his suggestions.
With the starting of the new school year, he con-

tacted the athletic instructor and sold him on the
idea of taking movies of the various activities. The
football squad and coach, physical classes, etc.

The A. I. became very enthusiastic and went to the
principal himself.

Result, they shot about eight hundred feet of
picture, including a close-up of the hard-boiled
principal, himself, the faculty in a group, etc.

After the pictures have been shown at the theatre
for three days, during which time the entire school
will be encouraged to view them (and by the prin-

cipal, himself), the reel will be presented to the
school.
There are more ways than one to kill a cat.

You've got the ammunition. Go to it.

Complete Campaign
Was Turned Out By
Felker For This One

To add still another gag on
the "Golden Safe" exploita-

tion material we would like to
call attention to F. R. Felker's
work in connection with this

picture. Mr. Felker, by the
way, manages the State The-

atre in Omaha, and has been responsible for many original and
novel exploitation ideas ever since he was in the theatre.

In this particular campaign on the "Golden Calf" he arranged
two unusually fine window-displays and we are picturing them
below. In addition he ran a good side liarht to this campaign
by having made up 30.000 paper tape measures, 16 inches long
by 2 inches wide, which plugged the picture and told of the
Kresge tie-up. Eight thousand of these were put into every
outgoing package from the Kresge store and the other 22,000

were distributed from house to house throughout the city.

The thing was printed up on good stock material and called

attention to the Calf contest and carried, in addition to the
exact tape measurement of 16 inches a form to be filled out
by those wishing to enter the contest wherein they specified

the dimensions of their calf.

There are so many other good gags and side lights to Fel-
ker's work on this picture that we wish we had the time and
place to allot to them. However, rest assured that here's an
important piece of work and "F. R." deserves all the credit in
the world for the way he handled it.

Let's hear some more from you, Felker, and convey our
regards to our many other friends out your way.

Brown's House Un-
able To Hold Kids
That Showed U p

And up in Canada they take
their kiddie business building

seriously, too. This is shown
in the work that Charles
Brown turns out at the Royal
Theatre in Moose Jaw, Sas-

-^^——^ katchewan.
Recently he tied up with a local ice cream dealer and a whole-

sale jobber to good advantage. The ice cream dealer supplied
him with cones to be given away to the kids at the Saturday
matinee. The wholesale jobber furnished him with scribblers
for use by the children at school. The scribblers carried an ad

for a certain product. In order
to give the gag a good plug
Brown made up a special sign
which was placed in the lobby.
We are reproducing this so that
you can see the methods used
by him.
The strength of Brown's

showmanship was seen in the
mob of kids that stormed the
doors of the theatre an hour be-
fore opening time. Seven hun-
dred of them were on hand, and
as the house seeks only five

hundred, the overflow had to

be turned away. This was one
of the most successful stunts
that Brown has pulled at the
house, and he is pretty sure, in

view of results such as he ob-
tained, to pull it again. We are
glad to see that he is takingm-^BIM MMM||M^jy| such an ;nterest jn ms kiddie
business, as this angle is one

that has been puzzling showmen. We want to thank him for
letting us see how he handles his own particular problem and
we hope to hear from him again real soon.

Barry Banged Over
Couple On Selling

"Animal Crackers"

A. P. Barry, manager of the
Rex Theatre in Henderson-
ville, N. C, has enough pull to

enable him to secure the co-
operation of his local mer-
chants on any gag he wants
to use to sell the attraction

playing at his house for its current run.
When he ran "Animal Crackers," he tied up a department

store on a guessing contest. The store paid for the printing
of 2,000 heralds which the theatre had made up. These heralds
played up the title of picture, theatre and playdates as well
as giving detailed information about the guessing contest.
In the window of the store was a jar of buttons. Apparently

these buttons were laughed off by folks who had seen the Marx
Brothers in "Cocoanuts." The copy further continued by say-
ing: "To the 15 persons who estimate nearest the number of
buttons in the jar, the store would present a guest ticket to see
ANIMAL CRACKERS."
A great many showmen from Barry's part of the country are

to be found on our roles, and we'd like you to know that Mr.
Barry has also joined the Club. We hope that he will follow
up this account with another one giving us the dope on what
else he does to keep them lining up at the box-office. We would
also like your picture, "A. P.," if you can dig one up for us.

DAVID C. McSWEENEY Says
"/ could write pages on how much your section of the

NEWS means to me and my assistant manager, but I
think it is emphatic enough to say that we honestly just
look forward to each week's issue."

Manager,
Needham Paramount Theatre,
Needham, Mass.
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Here's Another To
Add To Your File

For Next Spring

When a showman can se-

cure the good-will of all the
local organizations near his

theatre, he certainly knows
what to do with opportunity
when it knocks ; and for that
reason we want to tell you a

little about Jim Newman, manager of the Strand Theatre in

Tampa, Fla., and the spe:ial front display he promoted in con-
junction with his showing of "Spring Is Here."
Through a tie-up with a well-known Garden Club, he ar-

ranged to have them exhibit specimens of their home grown
flowers. One hundred and fifty members formed into eighteen

circles to enter into competition to decide which of the horti-

cultural specimens were the most beautiful. The awards were
to be made by judges in the lobby of the theatre. As a result

of tli is, the local newspapers picked up the story and ran pic-

tures and plenty of other publicity on it. Three special stories

were also run in the papers as well as pictures of the display

being put on the Women's page.

As you can note from the photo, the flowers on display cer-

tainly brightened up the front considerably, and caused a great
deal of word-of-mouth comment. This was the first time that
the Club had ever cooperated with the theatre and as a result

of the success of the campaign, expressed willingness to take
part in future ones. And when a showman can get results like

that he sure knows his business. What do you think, Jim?

Kane Has Garnered
Plenty Of Space
From Newspapers

To compute the number of

inches of free newspaper space
that Tommy Kane has gar-

nered since he has been at the

Sequoia Theatre in Redwood
City, Calif., would require a

couple of adding machines and
more time than we can spare. However, at this time we want
to give you a little low down on how Kane does it.

Tommy's secret is to keep in touch with all the local events
and manage to work them in with the local newspaper. The
paper has yet to turn a deaf ear to any of his propositions; for

when a showman presents something that is going to be of

mutual benefit it i> a certainty that attention will be paid that

proposition. When the city held its recent election the first

thing that Tom did was to scoot over to the newspaper office

and arrange to have them shoot him the election returns from
the office over to the theatre, where he planned to announce
them to his audience. The paper liked the idea. In fact, they
liked it so much that they ran a full-page ad announcing that
the theatre and a couple of popular radio dealers were going
to present them. Plenty of publicity, and at no cost.

Then Kane promoted another with the local newspaper. This
time it was a cooking school, sponsored by the sheet. The stunt
went to great results. The theatre received much valuable space
daily in the newspaper. If Kane had had to pay for the space
he received, there would have been a lot of money expended.
This sort of go-getting is enabling him to put the Sequoia over.

MASKING THE SCREEN
Having the picture completely covering the

screen is still a problem in many theatres, due to
the difference in size of sound-on-film and disc.

We have encountered many home-made contrap-
tions designed to eliminate this unfortunate situ-

ation, but we wonder whether it wouldn't be best
to fix this important matter up once and for all.

And the surprising fact is that many large the-
atres in key cities are still struggling with the
problem. Some of them told me that they had
worked out this, that or the other kind of a gadget
to eliminate the portion of black screen when they
were running sound-on-film. Others just let it go
at that and give it little or no thought at all.

Which, like the guy who threw all his bills in

the waste basket, is hardly solving his troubles.

We would welcome some "dope" on this angle
from those of our members and readers who are
no longer troubled with black strips on their
screens, Suppose you boys tell us "how" and
thereby lend a helping hand to those who don't
seem to know how.

Darkened House Was
Utilized As Aid To
Sell McKoy Show

Not so long ago we showed
you how Bob Gary out in

Iowa took advantage of the
closing of his theatre to get

in a good-will plug. And now,
James H. McKoy, another of

the south's real live - wire
showmen, who manages the Olympia Theatre in Miami, Fla.,

passes along a new one. He advertised his house by means of

a closed theatre.

The entrance to the darkened house was covered witli beaver-

board which had been given a futuristic touch by the artist.

On this beaverboard was institutional copy relating to the cool-

ness, etc., of the Olympia Theatre. In the center bottom of

the beaverboard was a three-sheet frame in which the current

attractions were advertised. And the photo will give you some
idea of its effectiveness. The three-sheet was changed weekly
and the institutional copy remained intact.

Due to the many motorists and pedestrians passing the the-

atre, the display proved quite valuable from an advertising

standpoint and brought to life a location that might have been
absolutely dead.
This stunt—even though a small expenditure was necessary

—

has more than paid for itself, and we think that if you ever

have occasion to use it you will more than take advantage of it.
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RE-COVERING THE SEATS
If the standards and movab'e parts of your

theatre's chairs are in good condition, there is no
reason why you should consider going to the ex-
pense of reseating the house. You can begin to

think of that angle when your chairs are uncom-
fortable, or way out of date.
But perhaps the covering of those chairs are

"seedy" looking, ripped, or patched until they look
like the seat of a tramp's trousers. Then your next
thought should be of entirely recovering both the
seats and the backs.

If you have a real handy man about the theatre,
you can secure the material from any number of
sources, and at a really reasonable cost, and, tak-
ing a small section at a time, recover the entire
house.
Here is an angle worthy of your most careful

consideration. It will improve the appearance of
your ho/jse a hundred percent. It will create fa-

vorable comment from the patrons, in most cases
they will actually believe you have reseated the
theatre. And you will have eliminated a condition
which, perhaps, makes your theatre look old and
worn.
Nice looking chairs are considered a part of

every good theatre's equipment, if your theatre is

lacking in this respect the blame is yours.
If you cannot make such a move without proper

authorization, you might try taking it up with your
division manager and home office maintenance
department. You will soon find that they are just
as anxious as you that your theatre look right.

He was only in the town a
day or so when he started to

display the showmanship that
made the Capitol in Steuben-
ville, Ohio, one of the leading
houses in the state. Oh, yes,

we're talking about William L.
Hendricks, who, as you know, is now located in Parkersburg, W.
Va., taking care of the Smoot and the Lincoln theatres.

Ambulance Drew Up
To Smoot To Bear
Away Laughing Man

Hendricks' first gag was one with which his fellow members
are more than familiar—and one which Howard Waugh, too,

has heard of—that of the man who laughed himself sick. This
was pulled (in a knockout scale. The arrival of the ambulance
was timed to a "T." At the time the show broke, the shriek

of the ambulance's siren was heard up main street and a mo-
ment later the vehicle stopped in front of the theatre. The
attendants ran in with a stretcher and brought out a man who
seemed to be having a fit of laughing. On the sheet which was
spread over him was imprinted the copy: "He laughed him-
self sick at (Picture Theatre)." The crowds didn't know what
to make of the stunt as they had never seen it before. And.
believe it or not, but the newspaper actually ran a story on it,

which leads us to believe that Hendricks must be making
contacts mighty fast.

With this live-wire showman operating in Parkersburg, the
town is certainly in for a treat, and we can make the statement
with conviction because Hendricks tells us that he wants How-
ard Waugh to know that our pages are going to sizzle with
accounts of his work. In the interests of Howard, since we
happen to know he is very busy right now, we'll have to reply

that it is going to take some corking showmanship to keep
the Meridan Sage from forging to the front. Keep your
weather eye glued on the Club pages and see what Hendricks
and Waugh are doing to sell their shows. All set, Howard!

If there's one thing that E.
P. Fields, manager of the Capi-
tol Theatre in Moose Jaw ex-

cels in, it is the use of novel

displays and street ballyhoos.

No matter what picture Fields

plays, he is certain to add a

number of novel touches to his selling of it. Just a short time

ago we showed you a couple of corking fronts he built for the

Moose Jaw Rodeo. Now here's some he used for "Journey's

End."

Fields Featured A
Home-Made Tank
For "Journey's End"

<*& 1*(„E£^2^~2£^
^^T Ilk -*» _r

In the photos we are showing you can see the "tank" he

constructed as a street ballyhoo. The "tank" was made of

beaverboard, mounted on a truck chassis. Regular camouflage

color schemes lent a very effective tone, and the use of the

catchlines used during war times also pepped it up. The truck,

manned by two soldiers, cruised about the town and the out-

lying vicinities, attracting plenty of attention. This proved to

he a great medium for business boosting.

Fields' front, as you may note, was also a whiz. Sandbags,

machine guns, German trophies, soldiers, shrapnel bombs,

flares, everything that could be promoted, was pressed into

service. All of the local war vets were present on the opening

night, and similar other angles were utilized. Look the pictures

over closely and you'll be able to pick out some angles that will

prove to be of value to you. And you can use them whenever

you get an opportunity. As Fields is well known around his

section for the work of this sort that he turns out, we will have

some more to pass along in the near future. Keep it up, "E. P.,

and let's hear about you creating some new records.

JULES S. WOLFE Says:
7 am following your section in the MOTION

PICTURE NEWS quite diligently and receive

therefrom many constructive ideas."

Manager,
Christie Theatre,

Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
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WHAT IS EXPLOITATION?
S. S. SOLOMON
Gives His Slant:

The present-day theatre manager first sets

a program plot that yields the ultimate in bal-

ance and entertainment value. He then pro-

ceeds to sell his show through the medium of
newspapers, screen, outside billing, radio, art

work, marquee, front and lobby settings and

—

exploitation.

It is exploitation that we are now con-

cerned with. First and foremost must be con-

sidered the practicability of an exploitation

stunt, for to exploit is to enhance the poten-
tial possibilities of any given program resulting

in increased net revenue. Therefore, the suc-

cess of exploitation is of proportionate value
in terms of "Does It Sell Tickets?"
There are two forms of exploitation: In-

stitutional and specific. Institutional promotes
openings, policies, atmosphere, location, and
treats of distinctive features or personalities

such as stage attractions and personality or-

ganists. This form of exploitation should be

handled with an eye to coverage, focusing at-

tention to your theatre rather than making
odious comparisons.

In treating with specific exploitation, we ar-

rive at the backbone of showmanship. Because
of its possibilities and extreme scope the in-

genuity, ability and resourcefulness of a man-
ager stands out like a sore thumb. Exploita-
tion handled through newspapers may take

the form of contests or freak news column
crashes : handled through billing, radio or art

work, may take the form of attention-getters

such as a tie-in or co-operative copy for win-
dow merchandising, and treated in such a man-
ner as to forcibly attract the eye or ear.

Ballyhoo is an extreme, radical form of ex-

ploitation and runs the gamut of high-pres-

sure merchandising playing essentially on mass
psychology. To attempt a brief on ballyhoo

would consume volumes and even then could

only serve as illustrative copy because suc-

cessful ballyhooing is extremely concrete as

location, prestige, history of previous bally-

hoos, opposition, relative costs, and the atti-

tudes of civic authorities, merchants and mass
population—all are important factors in bally-

hoo promotion.
First and foremost, centralize and organize

the contemplated stunt and speak the language
of the people you are trying to reach. Bally-

hoos must be in keeping with the type of fea-

ture or show you are promoting and care

should be exercised to eliminate antagonistic

problems. For example, one of the first-run

theatres in this city had a saddle and oats tie-

uo in a restaurant window exploiting ''Big

Boy." Granted that "Big Boy" centers around
jockey atmosphere; here is a display that will

not only keep the women away, but tends to

discourage the merchant to discontinue future

tie-ups after realizing that this particular ar-

rangement was highly unsatisfactory for his

business.

Then again, ballvhooing a feature of class

distinction—as is typical of Gloria Swanson
and George Arliss—would be a liability in-

stead of an asset.

Xever misrepresent or over-exaggerate to

superinduce antagonistic reaction. Ballyhoos

should, at all times, supplement rather than

initiate a campaign. In some instances ballv-

hoos are extremelv beneficial. In playing "The
Sea God" this week we followed lack of sex

appeal and. therefore, issued a challenge to

every working girl in Youngstown by means

CONTINUING this most impor-
tant and interesting series, we
give you this week the views of

"Sig" Solomon, Morris Rosenthal and
C. J. Latta, of the Paramount, Youngs-
town, Ohio; Lyceum, Duluth, Minn.;
and the Roger Sherman in New Haven,
Conn., respectively.
Next week we will pass along the

views of still more wide-awake mem-
bers.

If you are taking our advice, and
following the series, you will note the
wide range of re-actions to the Ques-
tion, "What Is Exploitation?"

It's an open discussion; YOU can
have your say as well.

of a spontaneous ballyhoo. There was an in-

stantaneous favorable recation at the box office.

In short, exploitation is a form of adver-
tising that must be handled with an eye to

feasibility and is bounded by the sound, sensi-

bilities and merchandising ability of managers
whom it pleases us to call "Showmen."

ROSENTHAL SAYS:
Exploitation, what crimes have been com-

mitted in thy name!
Having witnessed the passing of the old-time

ballyhoo with its grass bands, fake stories, lost

and stolen jewels and the like run of fake pub-
licity yarns, we are entering a new era of
publicity in which fakes have no place and
wild yarns are relegated to the back yards.

The public also are wise to these pipe dreams
from press agents.

Exploitation today, to be 100 per cent ef-

fective, must be directly tied up with the pic-

ture and must carry some relationship. As an
illustration, while playing "Our Blushing
Brides" recently we poured rice on the side-

walks and theatre entrance. This stunt, while
costing a dollar or two, created more talk than
some expensive campaign would have. The
psychology of the idea is that women are al-

ways interested in weddings and the sight of

scattered rice immediately brings that thought
to mind. Couple this with the finding of the

rice in front of the theatre and then witness-
ing the title. "Our Blushing Brides," and you
have a complete inexpensive tie-up.

A great many managers still have the im-
pression that exploitation to be effective must
be expensive, yet I have seen some of the best

campaigns on recent pictures that cost prac-

tically nothing. An example of this is the pic-

ture. "Manslaughter." which was a natural

for cheap publicity. It was a simple matter
for us to interest the police department and
secure their poles, the use of traffic police,

placing of traffic tags on all cars, etc. Other
managers throughout the country saw the possi-

bilities along these lines and snapped into it

Don't miss a single one of this

great series. Each showman's
oninion opens new avenues for
imoroi^na nour own definition

of exnloHation. Don't ever be
too old to learn.

with the result that the theatre secured pub-
licity gratis that could not be purchased.

It often happens that the most simple and
inexpensive stunts are productive of box-office
grosses. But the most important thing that is

overlooked by a good many managers in lay-

ing out their campaigns is the picture itself.

It is just as foolish to put a big expensive
campaign behind a picture that will not live

up to its ballyhoo in entertainment value than
it is to neglect a sure-fire winner just because
it is a good picture.

A poor picture can perhaps be sold to the
public once or twice through exploitation, but
you can not fool the public all the time, es-

pecially if you are going to stay in business

week after week. A manager must secure
and hold the respect of his community so that

when he does endorse a picture occasionally as

being outstanding they will believe in him.

One of the best examples of that was
shown here last week when this city dedi-

cated its airport. Mr. Anson, our district

manager, made arrangements with the commit-
tee to book in "The Dawn Patrol" for that

week. Some of the country's greatest stunt

rivers were booked for the dedication and the

theatre was guaranteed their appearance at the

mianight show Saturday after the dedication

ceremonies, banquet and ball were completed.

We received publicity that could not have been

bought, and all due to the confidence and re-

spect in which the community holds Mr. Anson.
In conclusion let me add that in preparing

our advertising and campaigns, we hold three

things in mind. Where, What and When. Un-
less these three items are sold so that the pub-

lic knows Where the attraction is playing,

What the attraction is and When it is show-
ing, the best campaigns will be only half com-
pleted.

C. J. LATTA
Puts It This Way:

Exploitation has certain basic principles and
in certain fundamentals it is like a sculptor's

pile of clay. He makes a subject, then destroys

it. then remoulds another from the same ma-
terial.

"There is nothing new under the sun" runs

the old proverb, and how true do we. who_ la-

bor in the exploitation field, find this. What
we have to do today is to put new and at-

tractive angles on old ideas. Naturally a com-
prehensive selling exploitation campaign starts

with a snappy trailer on down through news-

paper*, billing, radio, mailing lists, attractive

lobby displays, novelty throw-aways, street

ballyhoos. etc., today each of these needs must
be amplified; newspaper campaigns and win-

dow displays should carry contests where pos-

sible to sell the theatre, as the home of the

consistently best and cleanest entertainment, is

the big principle and this can be done through

getting into local organizations and working

with them.
A well organized, courteous theatre staff

snd a well kept theatre is a big ad in itself for

the theatre.

The far visioning manager studies every ad-

vertising medium known and. as the sculptor

remoulds, so does he create exploitation, win-

nine attention, creatine desire, carrying con-

viction and selling in time. It is like dropping

a stone into a millpond : he will see the small

\> aves spread until they reach all shores and

the entire surface completely covered.
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So many showmen have heard about the greai newspaper campaign engineered for the opening of

"Dixiana" on the coast, that we have assembled a large number of the ads and present them below for
your use. We also take this means of passing along some of the impressive "Dawn Patrol" ads—RKO. Both
of these campaigns were. handled under the supervision of George handy for the coast houses.
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Meet Milton Wight
Who Is Handling
The Liberty Theatre

Here's the showman who is

capably filling the shoes vacat-

ed by Ray Meyersick, who re-

signed from the management
of the Liberty Theatre in Ken-
newick, Wash., to go to La
Grande, Ore., on private busi-

ness. Meet Milton Wight.
Wight has been in the show game a number of years and

he has been turning out some excellent work for the Inland

Theatres Circuit. As we are a little late with this story, having

left for the Coast a day or so before

Milton's application arrived, we'd like

you to know that this is his first "meet-

ing'' of you all on the Club pages.

We are glad to welcome him into the

Club, and we believe we have the In-

land Theatres showmen now with us

100^. We hope that Milton will for-

give us for our delay; but since it was

unavoidable we are sure he will. Are

we right, Milton? And listen! We want

to hear some more about you very soon,

so it's up to you to keep us posted on

what's going on around the Liberty

Theatre, so that we can keep tabs on your work. Oke?

It certainly looked like a

war rally when George Delis,

manager of the Capitol and
Olympic Theatres in Steuben-

ville, Ohio, set out to sell "All

Quiet on the Western Front"
- through the medium of a

street parade held on the opening night.

What a parade! Soldiers, nurses, a band, army tractors, can-

non—almost everything that you would see in a real mobiliza-

tion. Delis did some fast stepping to engineer this one. He

went out and tied up the American Legion Forty and Eight

Drum Corps to supplv the music. The Post also volunteered

their Firing Squad and drafted them into service. The Field

Artillery came througli with a tractor—a real one, too. Delis

then tied up with the Fort Steuben Sales Company for the use

of five Austin cars. Banners were hung on the cars and also on

the cannon caissons.

Delis' Parade For
"All Quiet" Was Not
So Quiet After All

A number of young men from the town were outfitted in

soldier uniforms and pressed into service to parade. Young

ladies volunteered their services as nurses, the uniforms being

supplied by local merchants. A number of city officials also

went into the parade, and their cars formed a welcome addi-

tion. It was one of the biggest things that Steubenville had

witnessed in a long time. It started at 7:30 on a Saturday

evening—one of the busiest nights in Steubenville—when the

strees are literally jammed—and did not break up until two and

a half hours later, so you can figure out what it must have been

like. And the photos will give you a small idea. The local mer-

chants were so pleased with Delis' efforts that the organiza-

tion representing them complimented him on his work and the

successful execution.

As vou all know. Delis has just been promoted to the job

of handling both of the Warner houses in the city, and though

he will be very busy on this important assignment, we are sure

he is going to keep us posted and we expect to present some

new slants on his showmanship in these pages shortly.

PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
Once called the "heart of the theatre," the pro-

jection room has now taken on added importance
and is hoth the heart and the soul of the theatre.

Here centers, practically everything pertaining

to your screen entertainment. Therefore, if you
are alive to the possibilities of trouble from this

source, you will be wise to keep a watchful eye on
your booth to make sure that every detail of its

equipment is in good workable condition.

Foolish economy in the booth can become the

most expensive folly in the entire operation of your
theatre. Here starts the trouble which can end in

dissatisfied patrons, refunded admissions and abso-

lute loss of business. Here is where YOU, and no
one else, should keep a watchful eye.

Equipment should never be allowed to get into a

run-down condition, it's much cheaper to overhaul
or replace parts that are apt to give trouble. And
here is where money can be spent with the feeling

that you are spending it wisely. Every dollar paid
out for improved booth equipment and adding to

the efficiency of your projection is money well

spent.
It is neither our intention nor mission to suggest

this or that kind of equipment, but any good show-
man would make it a point to know all about the
various improvements constantly being perfected
and which adds considerably to the proper presen-
tation of their shows.

Don't take your booth for granted. It's something
which requires constant attention and supervision
if you are to insure yourself against costly break-
downs and replacements.

Airplane Dropped
Tickets As Part Of
Hof's Ace Campaign

"All For One And One For AH"

The residents of Pough-
keepsie, N. Y., certainly

craned their necks to "look
up" at the ballyhoo that H.
P. Hof, manager of the Bar-
davon Theatre, used to exploit

_

"The Dawn Patrol."
On opening day of picture, an aeroplane flew over the city,

dropping 2,000 white tickets carrying copy about the picture,
theatre and playdates as well as mentioning that if the ticket
was "red" it would entitle that person to attend any matinee
showing of the picture as the guest of the theatre. Among the
2.000 white tickets were 20 red ones. Sixteen of the 20 red
tickets were turned in at the box-office.

Before dropping the tickets, the plane flew low over the city

for quite a while and also stunted, thereby attracting a great
deal of attention. It was also noted in the "Dawn Patrol" news-
paper ad that the "Leader of the Dawn Patrol" would fly over
Poughkeepsie at noon on the opening day.
Hof is active on other lines also. He knows his town pretty

well, and being acquainted with the local societies enabled him
to interest the local German Singing Society in "All Quiet on
the Western Front" by mailing announcements in German to

them.
The announcements were neatly gotton up and undoubtedly

helped to swell the attendances during the picture's run. The
German Society also permitted cards to be placed in their head-
quarters windows ; the cards playing up the picture, theatre

and playdates.
Hof also appealed to the ex-service men by inviting the

American Legion officials to a private screening of the picture.

The Legion officials, in turn, praised the picture highly to their

comrades and urged them to see it.

Since he has been located in Poughkeepsie, Hof has been
giving the town some fine showmanship and his efforts are

represented often on our pages.
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Holden Florida Regional Chairman!
When Wally Allen vacated his berth down in

Florida and came up north to sell shows for Loew,
he automatically resigned from his position as
Regional Chairman for the State of Florida.

After a week or so of de-

liberation, the Managers'
Round Table Club takes
pleasure in announcing the
appointment of the new Re-
gional Chairman. Earle Hol-
den, manager of the Fairfax
Theatre in Miami.
Having been one of the

most active members of the
Club for the past two years,
it seemed only natural that
the place should fall to Hol-
den. and we are more than

pleased to be able to offer it to him. His new
duties, though, will not excuse him from being an
active member; that's where the catch comes in.

The Regional Chairman has to be more active than
an active member!

Well, Earle, we know that you are capable of
filling any of the above qualifications. So let's

have some of that speed that you display down in

your district and see if you can't do to Florida
what Pete Egan and Wally Allan have done for
Canada, along the lines of showman representation
on the Club pages.

Limerick Contest
Helped Watson to

Crash Newspaper

It takes showman personal-

ity to land free space in the

newspapers of big cities and
we believe that J. E. Watson,
manager of the Broad Theatre
in Columbus, Ohio, must pos-^—

—

""——-^~^^^^~ sess it; for how else could he
run a limerick contest in one of the biggest papers as an aid

to his show selling?

The following is a copy of one of the advance notices that

appeared in the Columbus Citizen on the Limerick Contest:
"Do they intrigue you? When you see four lines of one with

the fifth and 'punch' line left to the reader, do you itch to seize

a pen or a pencil and fill in the missing words? If you do, here

is your chance.
"The Columbus Citizen announces its Limerick Contest,

starting Tuesday. Every day through to Friday, The Citizen

will print four lines of a limerick. To those readers who send
in the best answers The Citizen will award 44 tickets to Loew's
Broad Theatre to see Norma Shearer in 'Let Us Be Hay.' which
opens Saturday.
"Now get this. Read carefully the following four lines of

verse, fill in the vacant line, and mail into the Limerick Contest
Editor as soon as possible. Here is the first one: 'Norma
Shearer is coming, they say. In a picture called 'Let Us Be
Gay,' So now is the time, To round out this rhyme, — —

.

"Other limericks will appear on Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday.
"Eleven prizes will be awarded each day. First prize answer

will receive four tickets ; the second, two tickets, and the next
five will receive one ticket each."

The Columbus Citizen received hundreds i>i replies to this

iting contest, and it was a great success.

Limericks, so it seems, are a big favorite with any number
of persons. Perhaps your local editor would appreciate it if

you should propose a tie-up of this sort. Remember, you can
use it on any picture, and there's plenty of angles can be in-

jected into it. Listen. Mr. Watson; we've an idea that you are
pulling some fine showmanship out in Columbus. Let us in

on it, will you, so that we can pass it along?

Give Heinie Johnson a paint

JohnSOn & Polacek brush and something on which
•c -kt /-< l- t0 aPP'y paint and he'll turn
.borm .New Combine out a display that is a display.

At Robb Theatres An
i

«hen if
£
red ,P°lace

,
k
J
5

with him on the selling of the—; picture, for which Heinie
paints the display, you have a crack combination that means
business for the R. & R. Ritz Theatre in Big Spring, Texas.
Allowed full sway by Mr. J. V. Robb, the house manager

and one of the owners of the chain, this team has been turn-
ing out some fine stuff. In the past we presented only Heinie
with his display work, but now we want to introduce you to
Fred Polacek. the assistant manager of the house, who, as
Heinie says "is something of an exploitation genius." Welcome
into the Club, Fred.
In the photos we are showing, you can get a little dope on

Polacek's work in the picture of the knockout street ballyhoo
arranged for the selling of "The Dawn Patrol." This street
ballyhoo was a plane built on a miniature automobile, the car
measuring four feet long and about three feet wide. The plane
itself measured eight feet wide and twelve feet long. The
motor in the car was a motorboat engine, and by running a
straight exhaust, it proved to be one of the most effective
stunts the theatre had used for some time. The rather high-
powered motor in the car had the speed and power to carry
the plane in and around traffic safely, sometimes with too much
safety—as the curious natives would gather around to look at it.

The ballyhoo stopped them all, young and old. The roar
of the exhaust resembled that of an airplane engine on the
take-off and this attracted considerable attention and comment.
Results were equally as good when the plane wras parked in a
roped-off section in front of the theatre. It was a beauty as
regards colors, being checkered in white and lavender with
Iron Crosses and lettering in black and red. Of course, Heinie
did the painting.

The lobby display was also a corker. One of the pieces of

which we are showing. Both sides of the lobby were covered
with large paintings of No Man's Land. The scenes depicted
early morning on the battlefront. Cut-out airplanes were placed
in combat formations. The title of the picture was in cut-out
tinseled letters. Posters were also used. The posters were
painted in flashy, eye-arresting colors. The entire campaign
for "The Dawn Patrol" clicked from the moment it was started,

and Heinie authorizes us to challenge any city of 10,000 to pro-
duce like effects. So if you have anything special, shoot it on
to us so that we can present it on our pages and let your fel-

low members look it over.

Oke Heinie. and remember we are looking forward to seeing
what you and Fred are going to do with the new season's

products.

"THE LIFE OF THE THEATRE!"

WALLACE J. BUTLER Says:
"/ want to express my deepest and sincerest thoughts

in regards to the Managers' Round Table Club that has
so successfully come to the front in such a short period
of time. It also is becoming the talk of the industry;
I might add in a few words and say that it is "The Life
of the Theatre" in more ways than one."

Manager,
Ritz Theatre,
San Bernardino, Calif.
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Comic ballyhoos are used by

Blackface Ushers a sreat deal by the showmen
_.. , __ a i

down South, and we notice
Plugged Moran And that E. B. Hands, Jr., man-

Mack Film In Town aSer ° f x*e Saenger Theatre
in Texarkana, Tex., is right

up in the front when it comes
to turning out stunts of this sort. The latest one that he used
was in conjunction with "Anybody's War," when two of his

ushers were pressed into service to tell Texarkana about the

picture.

The two ushers, black-faced, and attired in regulation army
uniforms and iron hats paraded the streets, especially during

the rush hours. Both men
carried signs on their back
advertising the attraction as

well as passing out cards on
which was forceful selling

copy about the picture, the-

atre and playdates. Hands
also had the use of a grocery
store window in which he
used a huge pile of potatoes
with a cut-out of the Two
Black Crows protruding just

above the heap. The cut-

out showed the Crows in the
act of peeling potatoes.
Both of these stunts were laugh-getters and we'd like to

point out that it can be used on any number of films ; and
inexpensively too, as the uniforms might be procured from
the local American Legion or other military post. Okay,
"E. B.," we guess we don't have to say that your stunts pulled
them in to the box-office since they talk for themselves. And
we hope that your future stunts are going to do the same.
Right?

Through a tie-up with one
of his local papers, William
Exton, manager of the Rivoli

Theatre in Muncie, Ind., ef-

fected a good gag to help sell

'Anybody's War."
— A free admission was grant-

ed to any kid bringing a dog. When the papers broke with
the story, which was run in advance, kids appeared at the the-

atre with all kinds of dogs. At the theatre they were presented
with tickets measuring 14 x 22 inches. The kids, carrying dog
and ticket, walked home and for the next day or so all that you
could hear about the town was that the kids were going to see

the picture free. This proved to be very advantageous pub-
licity, particularly so since on the opening day. traffic was
stopped for an hour. The show started at 12:45 and all of the

kids flocked in front of the theatre an hour before starting

time, making walking an impossibility.

This is Mr. Exton's first contribution to the Club pages and
we are sure that when he turns out work like this, he wants
to have it represented. And listen, Bill, why not send us in a

photo of yourself along with your next contribution so that we
can give you a regular introduction?

Exton Passed Out
Ducats To Kids Who
Brought Their Dogs

RADIO PLUS SOUND PLANT
Russell Cohen, well-known exhibitor in the east,

with the aid of his projectionist, devised a home-
made arrangement whereby they can hook their

horns back stage onto a radio located in the man-
ager's office. In this way they are nightly present-
ing several popular broadcasts which are more
than clicking with the audiences out in Spring-
field Gardens, Long Island, N. Y.
We were just wondering whether this sugges-

tion could mean anything to a lot of other live-

wire showmen who are at present presenting radio
programs from the stage via a regular set.

GILMAN'S VALUABLE ANGLE
S. A. Oilman, manager of the Parkway Theatre

in Baltimore for the Loew Circuit, comes forward
with one of the best suggestions offered in a long
time.
He has arranged to place weekly schedules in

neat leather frames and easels in the lobby or
with the telephone operators of the large apart-
ment houses and apartment hotels in the neighbor-
hood of the Parkway Theatre.
This has become so firmly embedded in the minds

of the residents of these buildings that they make it

a regular practice of 'phoning the switchboard
operator or else looking at the schedules them-
selves. In this way they know the exact time of
the starting of shows and so gauge their attend-
ance at the theatre accordingly.

Here's one that everyone in the show business
can take advantage of if they are on their toes.

We hope that it will be followed up by many more
from Mr. Gilman.

Vernon Reaver Put
Over A Real Cam-
paign On "Dixiana"

What a campaign Vernon
Reaver, manager of the Ritz
Theatre in Birmingham, Ala.,

turned out to sell "Dixiana"
when it played the local house
recently.^——^—^———^^^^ It was Reaver's idea to sell

the film, not only to the residents of Birmingham, but to the
whole state, as well. To accomplish this he had to display some
showmanship. And it was ! All of the roads leading into town
were covered. In town 100 12-sheet cloth banners were tacked
on prominent wall locations four weeks prior to opening. The
picture was billed in circus style on all of the available bill-

boards. A parade was held every day consisting of the float

we are showing. Seventeen boys in Mardi Gras costumes, ac-
companied by the Police band preceded the float. The parade
was started at noon at the theatre, from which it went to a
central point of the town where thousands of people gazed
at it. The main street of the town, as the accompanying photo
shows, was decorated for three blocks with Confederate flags.

Miss Dixiana, who was a feature of the float ballyhoo, re-

ceived lots of publicity. Every store in town carried some sort
of a plug on the film.

To top off his campaign, Reaver got a break when the circus
came in town by having them announce at the afternoon and
evening shows, the playdate and title of the picture. This was
the first time such a thing had ever been done by the theatre.
They also permitted Reaver to place a banner on one of the
elephants. The banner was seen by many people when the
regular circus parade was held. Capacity business was the
order of the day and night when the film opened. The house
was jammed at every show. Birmingham had never seen so
complete an exhibition of show selling and they showed their
appreciation for Reaver's efforts by attending en masse. We
think he deserves a compliment for his work, particularly as
he works just as hard to sell every picture that comes to his
house. As you all know, he has been turning out some fine

stuff at the Ritz, and we look forward to presenting more.
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NOW YOU TELL ONE
Once each month, in the Showman edition, the

pages of the Managers' Round Table Club will
feature stories pertaining to theatre maintenance
and equipment.
ALL of our members and readers are invited to

discuss this important phase of theatre operation
on these pages.
Surely YOU have some slant on this angle which

would be of immense value to your brother man-
agers. Let's hear from you.

Plenty Of Publicity

Came Brown's Way
On "Dawn Patrol"

H. C. Brown, manager of

the Modjeska Theatre, Aug-
usta, Ga., got an avalanche of

publicity for "The Dawn Pat-

rol" when he arranged for the

staging of an air circus.

The air circus was made
possible through a tie-up with local aviators ; the event being
pulled on Sunday afternoon prior to the picture's Monday
opening. The novelties offered at the air circus consisted of

stunt Hying, wing walking and parachute jumping.
Signs posted about the aviation field stated that passes would

be given to persons to see "The Dawn Patrol" by taking a ride

in one of the planes ; with the usual fare being charged for an
Aeroplane ride.

During the afternoon, cards were dropped over the field

—

numbered from 1 to 3.000. advertising the picture and stating

that certain numbers were to be posted on a card in the lobby
of the Modjeska and the ones holding the corresponding num-
bers would receive a guest ticket to see the picture.

The ticket sellers at the aviation field, in addition to selling

the 5.000 people the idea of taking an aeroplane ride, aiso

barked out the announcement at different intervals that "Dawn
Patrol" was playing at the Modjeska for the week of August 18.

Brown also had his theatre front and marquee and lobby
appropriately decorated for the occasion. A huge propeller

made out of beaver board was placed on top of the marquee

—

and this was made to go by hooking it to a motor. Just about
the propeller was the title of the picture in four-foot electric-

lighted letters.

The title of the picture was worked around the propeller,

the letters being about four feet high. This was the first time
that a stunt of this sort had been pulled in the town and the

interest it created was sensational. We hope that Mr. Brown
will pass along some more of these accounts to us, and that we
will have a photo or two to present with it. What do you say,

"H. C"?

Dick Wright Still

Right There With
Noted Show Selling

Give him a town where he
can let his showmanship run
rampant and you'll generally
find that Dick Wright can pull

some great stuff. And that's

exactly what he was doing out
in Akron, Ohio, where he was

handling the Strand Theatre for the Warner outfit.

As many of his friends and fellow members in the Round
Table Club know, DicK has been in the show game for a great
many years. He can remember way back when. And when
you can do that u means that you have been in the show game
and you know the racket. Anyway, we want to pass along a
sample of Dick's work so that you can
see what he has d..ne since leaving the

Warner Theatre in Pittsburgh, where
he established quite some rep for him-
self.

We are showing in the photo the huge
sign that he secured permission to place

up on the main street as ? plug for the
silver anniversary. And, believe us, it

took plenty of phenagling, persuasion
and what not on Dick's part to get it,

too. The letters are five feet high and
silver with a black border around them.
It can be seen for blocks up and down

FIRST-CITYBANK

the street and no pedestrian goes by, or autoist, either, without
stopping to look and comment on it. The angle is one that has
had Akron batting its eyelashes and blinking its eyes. And,
oh, yes, we want to say that the showman whose picture is

presented with this story is none other than Dick, himself.

CLUB
EMBLEM

PIN!!!
IT WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG
THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A
MEMBER OF THIS GREAT ORGANI-
ZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE
SHOWMAN!

Use This Blank:

Managers' Round Table Club

729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Kindly send me, postpaid, Club pins,

for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin-

Name of Member.

Theatre

Address

City State.
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YOUR
SHORT-CUT
TO
RAPID
ADVANCE-
MENT
IN THE
SHOW-GAME

Welcome These New Members!
W. H. PONTON is the manager of the

Carolina Theatre in Fayetteville, N. C, a
pretty little town that offers him some good
opportunities for show selling, that he more
than takes advantage of. In view of the

fact that you are always active, "W. H.,"

we think you ought to keep us well supplied

with material. What do you say?

IRVING GROSSMAN is at present the

Assistant manager of the Culver Theatre in

Brooklyn, N. Y. He comes to the Club well

recommended by Irving Feinman, the house
manager. And according to the send-off that

Feinman gives you, Irving, it won't be long
before you are hanging up a membership
certificate on the wall of a house you are

managing yourself.

-Wear Your Club Pin!

THEODORE BERT manages the Colum-
bus Theatre in New York City for the Con-
solidated Circuit. Located as he is

T
right

with a group of showmen who know their

stuff, Mr. Bert must be pretty capable. We'd
like to have some of your future work, Theo-
dore, so that we can let the rest of the man-
agers on the circuit in on what you are do-
ing to keep them lining up at the box-office

from early morning to late at night.

-W ear Your Club Pin! ! !-

ROBERT Y. HAMPTON manages the
Saenger Theatre in Alexandria, La., for the
Publix outfit. The past has been produc-
tive of some good work from Lousiana and
we are of the opinion that Mr. Hampton
is right in with the rest of the crowd when
it comes to selling shows. Welcome into

the Club, Bob, and keep us in touch with
your work.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

A. P, BARRY is the manager of the Rex
Theatre in Hendersonville, North Carolina.
Mr. Barry sees to it that every attraction that
plays his house gets a good break along the
selling line, and it is that policy which has
made him one of the live wires in his district.

Let's have some more of your work, "A.
P.," so that we can pass it along.

-Wi Your Club Pin! !

JOHN HESSE manages the Capitol The-
atre in Athol, Mass. He comes to the Club
proposed for membership by Louis Levine,
whom you all know as a showman of wide
experience. We understand that Mr. Hesse,
too, is well versed in showmanship, so we'd
like to hear from him regarding his activities.

And we hope he will include his photo- also.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

IRVING STEIN is the manager of the
Savoy Theatre in Milwaukee, and it seems
to us that his application just about sews
that city up 100 per cent Round Table. As
there's plenty of wide-awake show-selling
going on in Milwaukee we can expect some
good stuff from Stein, whenever he engineers
it. Right, Irving?

Photos of Members!

THE Club is anxious to publish

photographs of every member
and would, therefore, appreciate

receiving as many as possible for

use in future issues of the Club

columns. If you have not already

done so, PLEASE send us your own
photo at once. Thank you.

H. C. MILLER is the manager of the
Modjeska Theatre in Augusta, Georgia.
Since he has been located in Augusta, Mr.
Miller has been showing the city some great
stuff, and we intend to pass some of it along
in future issues of the Club pages. And by
the way, "H. C," let's have a photo of your-
self with your next contribution, will you?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

FRED POLACEK is the Assistant Man-
ager of the R&R Ritz Theatre in Big Spring,
Texas, and he comes recommended to the
Club by Mr. Robb, the owner of the chain,
and also Heinie Johnson, whom you all

know as the staff artist for the circuit's

houses. We don't have to say anything about
Fred as his future work is going to do all his
talking for him. By the way, Fred, we'd
like to have a photo of yourself and the rest
of the boys down your way. How about it?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

ROBERT E. WHALL is the latest Can-
adian showman to join the Club. Mr. Whall
is the manager and part owner of the Palace
Theatre in Ridgetown, Ontario, Canada. He
has been in the show game for a number
of years and is right on tap when it comes
to delivering the goods. We are sure that
he is going to prove as active as his fellow
Canadian showmen and members of the
Round Table and we look forward to hear-
ing from him soon.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

JOE EPSTEIN manages the Omar
Theatre in Omaha, Neb., right where show-
manship abounds, as past issues of the Club
pages will show. Mr. Epstein has been pro-
posed for membership by our friend, W. H.
Bergmann. Well, Joe, when "W. H." gives
you a send-off that's all the immediate rec-

ognition we need to know that you are a

showman. However, we expect you to keep
us up on your future work, so that we can
relay your ideas in the original clearing
house.

Wear Yo ur Club Pin ! ! !

ALFRED P. PAGE manages the Liberty
Theatre in Springfield, Mass. To us, Spring-
field has always been synonymous with show-
manship as past accounts of work turned
out in this city by members of the Club have
proven the strength of our statement. Let's
have a line on what you are doing to bring
them into the theatre, Alfred, so that we can
check up on the city.

FRED LARKIN is the manager of the
State Theatre in Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
We have been in the other Sioux Falls, but
we don't recall going around Mr. Larkin's
district, so we are unable to say anything
about it right now. However, we hope Fred
will help us out with it and give us a few
pointers on conditions in his town in order
that we may pass along his show selling
methods.

JOIN NOW!!
Here's the Blank

Application For

Membership In

"MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB"

729 Seventh Ave, New York City

1 hereby apply for membership in

the Club.

Name

Theatre

Address

City

State

Position

Wm. A. Johnston "Chick" Lewis
Honorary Chairman Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are
coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been
assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions." Running times are those supplied by the distributor.

Where they vary in different cities or towns, the change is probably due to state or local censor-
ship deletions.

AMK1NO
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

Cain and Artam E. Galt-N. Slmonov June 6.

Chlldrei »f the New Day F. GINIazova-Litkln June 28.

China Eipres* Bpeelal Casi Mar. 8

Demon of the Steppes Saltykov-Podlesnaya Jan.

Fragment of an Empire Nlkltin-N. Semenova Jan.

Law of Slb-Talga Kevebul KIma July

Man from tne Reitaurant Tehekhov-Malinovskaya .... Jan.

Old and New Martha Lapklna May
Pamir. Record of Expedition July

Storm Over Asia V. Inklzhlnov Sept
Turkslb Educational May

..7202..

..5516..

..5631.. .63. ..Mar. 15

?• ..7000 . .78. .Fab. 1

4 . ..6000 . ..67. ,JM. 16

2.. .6921 .. 7t>. .May 10

n. .6000.
s .7152. ..12. . Sent 13

24. ..4900. .60.. .June 14

Coming Attractions
Title Star

Jimmy H logins A. Buchma ..

.

Living Corpse. The V. Pudovkln
Radon M. A. Narokov
Soil S. Svashenko .

.

S»rlng Educational
Transport of Fire G. Kuznatsov ..

BIG 4 FILM CORPORATION
Title Star
*t§Bar L Ranch (A.T.) OF ...Buffalo
*t§Beyond the Rio Grande (A.T.)

D F Jaek Perrln Apr.

*t§ Breed of the West (A.T.) DF.Watly Wales Oct.

*T§Canyon Hawks (A. T.) DF—^. Yakima Canutt Aug.
Dangerous Trails . .TT Sept.

•tSFIrebrand Jordan (A.T.) DF. Lane Chandler June
Night Hawk. The Aug.
*t§Rldln' Law (A.T.) DF Jack Perrln May
•tSTralls of Danger (A.T.) DF.Wally Wales Sept.

*T§Take the Heir (A.T.) D Edw. E. Morton Jan.

•tGWould You Believe It? (A.T.) _ . ma m ,

D Waiter Forda Feb. 24. .6 reels 60

Reviewed
..Aug 23

.5400..
. . 5400 .

. 5400.

..5600.,
.5400..
..5700 ,

COLUMBIA
(Available sound-on-film and sound-on-disc >

Title
•t§Africa Speaks
•t§Around the Corner (A. T.>.
•fICall of the West (A. T.).-
•tSGullty? (A. T.)
•UHeir. liland (A.T.)
•tlLadles of Leisure (A. T.).

Star
FEATURES

tiL»o» Rider. Tee (A. T.)
•fsLadles Mutt Play (A.T.)...
•tSLast of the Lane Wolf (A.T.)
•t Melody Man, The (A. T.)..
*f Murder on the Roof (A. T.)
•t Personality (A. T.)
•t Prince of Diamonds (A.T.)..
•t Rain or Shine (A. T.)

•f Royal Romance, A (A. T.)
•f Sleten (A. T.)
*t§SQuealar, The (A. T.) . .

.

'USoldlers and Women (A.
•tfSweethearts an Parade (A. T.)
*t}Temp tat lea (A.T.)
•tlVengeanee (A. T.)

Ret. C

Sept.
Sidney- Murray Apr.
Revler-Matt Moore May
Holland- Valll Mar.
Holt- Graves -Sebastian July
Stanwvek-Grnves-Sherman . . Aor.
JSMI- fteTB*ldO JOM
N. Hamllton-D. Sebastian. .. Aug.
Lytell-Patsy Miller Aug.

.Collier, Jr.-Day-St Polls ...Jan.
Revler-Livlngston Jan.

. Starr-Arthur Feb.

.Ian Kelth-Prlnole Mar.

.Joe Cook- Joan Peers Aug.

.Collier-Starke .Mar.

. O'Day-O'Nell June
. Holt- Revler- Davy Lea Aug.
) Pr Ingle- Withers Apr.
.Alice White. Lloyd Hughes. . .Aug.
.Wilson -Gray•Party June
Holt- Revler. StnBBe Feb.

Length
Feet Mlns.

..7054 74.

...6356 71.

...6500 72

...8371.... 71.
...7462.... 83.
...9277... 103.
..MM. It...
.5978.... 65...
...6500.
..6386..
...5400.
-.6304.
...6383.
...8273.
..6359.... 63.
.•2M...78...

.. .6358.. .70.

...6671 70.

...6247.... 67

...6279.... 70
..6160. ...68.

70
..71.
..92

Reviewed
.Sept. 27
..May S
..May 31
..Apr. 12

..July 26

..Apr. 19
JaJy It
.Aug. 16
.Sept. 13
.Feb. 15

. . Feb. I

..Mar. I

..May 17

..July 26

..May 31

.June 28
.Sept. 13
..May 17
..Sept 6
..Juno 28
..Mar. I

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length

*t§Afrlca Sppeaks (A.T.) 7014
•tSArlzona (A.T.)
ISBrothera (A.T.) Bert Lytell-Sebaitlan

,

•tlCharley's Aunt (A.T.) Charles Buggies- June Collyer
•tSCrlmlnal Code, The (A.T.)
•tSDIrlglble (A.T.I Holt-Graves-Fay Wray
*t5 Fifty Fathoms Deep (A.T.)
*4I Flood, The (A.T.)
•tjFar the Lava af Ltl (A.T.) . . Mulhall-Starr-EMIot Nugent
•HLast Parade, The (A.T.)
+6. Lion and the Lamb. The (A.T.)W. Byron-C. Meyers-R. Hatton
•t5Msdonna af the Streets A. T.)Eve1yn Brent

,

*t§Meet the Wife (A.T.)
t$ Miracle Woman, The (A.T.) .Barbara Stanwyck
Shadow Ranch Buck Jones
*T§Subway Express. The (A.T.)
•tSTol'able David (A.T.) Richard Cromwell- Joan Peers
•tSVIrtue's Bed (A.T.)
•tfiWoman Who Came Baek. The (A.T.)

Title

SOUND SHORTS
Star

M Alaskan Knights Krazy Kat Cartoon May
•tSAretlc Antloa (A.T.) Disney Cartoon June
*f Autumn Dl*n*y Cartoon Feb.
•StBarnyard Battle (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Apr.
•t§Bamyard Concert (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Mar.
•tSBarn Dance (AT.) M lekey Mouse Mar.
•flCaetus Kid (A.T.) Miekey Mouso Apr.
•tCannlbal Caper* Olsney Cartoon Mar.
•tCat's Meow. The . Krazv Kat Kartoon Ian.

•t§Chaln Gang (A.T.) Mickey Mouso Aug.
•t§Contlnenta1 Evenlno. A Fay Marpe Feb.
"tOesert Sunk Krazy Kat Kartoon Mar.
M5Do It Now ... Clark 4 Beroman Jan.

*t§Falth, Hope and Charity Eddie Buzzcll
Bedtime Stories for Grownups No.

•t§Fldd11np Around (A.T.) Miekey Mouso Mar.
•TSFIreflghtert (A.T.) Mickey Mouso June
t§Fro1llcklng Fish (A.T.) Disney Cartoon Mny
tSGalinpino Gaueho (A.T.) ... Mickey Mouse Feb.
•t§Ham Berper &. His Horse

Radish (A.T.) Color Sensation July

Rel. Date Length Reviewed
. I reel July 12

5 1 reel
13 I reel

25 1 reel
3 I reel July 5

I reel

I reel
IS. .1 1

2 1 reel.

6 1 reel.
12 1 reel.
27 ) reel.

29 .. . I reel.

... I reel . . .

. . . I reel

...I reel...

...I reel...

t§Haunted House (A.T.)...
*t§Hawailans
tSHonolulu Wiles (A.T.)...
*t§Jallhouse Blues (A.T.).
•t§Jazz Fool (A.T.)
•StJazz Rhythm
't§Jewels of Asia
t§ Jungle Rhythm (A.T.)
•f§Karnlval Kid (A.T.)
•t§ Marionettes ,

t§Mlckey's Follies (A.T.)
'UMickey's Choo Choo (A.T.)..
"StMIdnlght In a Toy Shop
•f§Never Strike Your Mother...

•t§Night (A.T.)
•t Old Flame, An
•ISOp'ry House (A.T.)
flPlane Crazy (A.T.)
•t§Plpw Boy (A.T.)
*t§Princesi Lady Bug (A.T.)..
'TSRadta-Tors
•tlShindlg (A.T.)
Slow
^Spookeasy
§Splke Speaks
§Stage Door Knights
jjStage Door Pest
§Steamboat Willie (A.T.)....

't§South Sea Interlude (A.T.).
TSSummer
' tTaiking Screen Snapshots. . .

.

t§When the Cat's Away (A.T.)
t§WUd Waves (A.T.)
't§Ye Heartto Shop (A.T.)...

.July 26

'.July
'

5

J an." 25

Mickey Mouso Aug.
. Columbia. Victor Gem Apr.
Krazy Kat Cartoons July

. M.inui. smith

.Mickey Mouse July

.Krazy Kat June

.Seeing World Series
Mickey Mouse luly
Miekey Mouse May
.Tony Sarg Mar.
Mickey Mouse tune
M ickey Mouso lune
Disney Cartoon luly

.Eddie Buzzell
Bedtime Stories for Grownups No.
Oisney Cartoon July

, Krazy Kat Kartoon Apr.
Mickey Mouse Mar.

Mickey Mouse Feb.

Mickey Mouse vl -'v

.Color Sensation Mar.
Uttca Jubilee Singers Feb.

.Mickey Mouse July

Krazy Kat Kartoon Feb.
Krazy Kat Kartoon Jan.
Frank Moulan Mar.
Buddy Deyle Apr.
Boyce Combe Jan.

.Mickey Mousa 'an.

.Color Sensation Jan.

Silly Symphony Jan.
Released twice a month
Mickey Mouse *pr.

Mickey Mouse *un -

. Color Sensation «P r-

EDUCATIONAL

I I reel

9 I reel
17 I reel

I reel Aug. 16
5 I reel

19 I reel July 28
I reel

19 I real
23 I reel
12 I real
26 I reel
20 I reel
3 I reel

. I reel June \

.1 el.

I reel
28 I reel
9 I reel
17 I reel
26 I reel

9 I reel

27 1 reel
30 1 reel Fab. I

26 I reel Mar. I

23 1 reel
15 I reel Feb. I

31 1 reel
17 I reel

16 1 reel Feb. I

I reel
II I reel
15 1 reel

12 1 reel

Title

SOUND SHORTS
i Available sound-on-film and soand-on-*

Star Rat. D
*tSA~Flying Trip Hodge Podge Sept

Average Husband (A. T.) Clyde-Maorhead Sept.

•tlBlttor Frionoi 1A. T.) Lambert- MePnail Apr.

•tsBlg Jewel Case, The ( A. T-). . Lambert- Kelsey-Garvln Feb.

*t§Bulls and Bears (A.T.) Pollard-Clyde-Beebe Mar.

'tSBully Beef Terry-teoB July

•tSCamera Shy (A.T.) Hamllton-Hlatt Feb.

•tICampus Crushes (A.T.) Clyde-Beebe-Stuart June
*t Caviar Terry-Toons Feb.

Chop 8uey Terry-TaoB Aug.

•t SChumps. The (A.T.) Beebe-Clyda Jlly

•tSCodflsn Balls Tarrytaon June
•TSDad Knows Best (A.T.) Holmes-Bolton Mar.

Divorced Sweethearts Christy- Irwin- Pollard- Beebe. . Oct.

•TlDrummlno It la (A.T.) MeKee-Smalley Jan.

Dutch Treat Terry-Toons Sept
"t§Fat Wives for Thin (A.T.) .. Beebe-Barraud-Clyde May
*t§Follow the Swallow (A. T.).. Lloyd Hamilton Apr.
*f§Freneh Klssaa (A.T.) Coltlns-Boyd -tuna

French Fried Tarry-Toon Sept
Freshman'a Goat The (A.T. .Cooke-Shoekley Sept
Fried Chicken Terry-Toons Oct.

'tSGoodby Legs (A.T.) Pol lard -Stuart July
•t§6ood Morning. Sheriff (A.T.) . Lloyd Hamilton May

Grandma's Girl Clyde-Stuart- Kane Oct.
•HHail the Princess (A.T.) Boiey-Colllns May
*f Hawaiian Pineapple* Terry toon May
•HHe Trumned Her Ace (A.T.) . Burke- Beeba Mar.
'fiHelle Television Clyde -Chrlstv Aug.

Hla Error (A.T.) Barn**- Cell IM Sept.
"t§Honeymoon Zeppelin (A. T.) . Beebe-Pollard Apr.
•t§Honk Your Horn (A.T.) Lloyd Hamilton June
'tlHot and Haw (A.T.) Goodwin-Crane Jon.
•tHot Turkey Tarry-Toon May
•UHow's My Baby (A.T.) Bames-Colllns-McPhall June
Jj Hungarian Goulash Terry-Toons June
•f Indian Pudding Terry-Toon Apr.

Johnny's Weak Eld (A.T.). ..Johnny Hlnea Sept.
I rish Stew Terry-Toons Oct.

*t| Kangaroo Steak Terry-Toon July
Love Your Neighbor Charlotte Greenwood Oct.

*+6Mateh Play (A.T.) Hogen-Dlegsl Mar.
•tJ Monkey Meal Terry-Teen Aug.
"Museum of Art. A Hedge-Podge Feb.
•tSOh Darting (A.T.) Dover-MePhall-Peek Fab.

Over the Air Hodge- Podge Oct
*t§Peaco and Harmony (A.T.) . .Lambert-Colllns-McPhall ...May
•t§Pollshed Ivory (A.T.) Lloyd Hamilton Mar.
*t Pretzels Terry-Toons Mar.
•TSPrlzi Puppleo Lloyd Hamilton Aug.
•J§ Radio Kisses (A.T.) Beebe- Duryea-Carewe May
•tRoman Punch Terry-Toon Apr.
•UScotch (A.T.) . CIvde-Bevan-MePhall Jan.

SI, SI. Senor (A.T.) Ton Petrleela Sept
•{Spanish Onions . Terry-Toon Mar.
*T§Sugar Plum Papa (A.T.) . . . Clyde-Qrlbbons Feb.
•t fSwIss Cheese Terry-Toon June
•fSTrouhle For Two (A.T.) .... Raymond McKea Mar.

Vacation Lovea (A. T.)
•tlWestorn Knights (A.l .

tSWilkins Murder Mystery
Won by a Neck

. ..Lambert-St. John-MePhell. . . Apr.

.Lloyd Hamilton Oct.

FIRST NATIONAL
1 Available soand-on-disc only)

FEATURES
T'tle star Rel. Date

'tGDaek Pay 'A.T.) rnrlnne Grlffltt June I..

•tSBad Man. The (A.T.) Huston-Revler Sept. 14..
tCBrirf* o' th* Regiment (A.T.) Seoel-Pldaeon June 22..
*t§Bright Lights Dorothy Mackaill Sept. 21

7. ..1646. ...16. ..Aug. 23
17 ..1609. ...18.
23 . 1460. ..16. .Feb. 22

..1818. ..20. ..Feb .22

1.1. ...541. ...... ..July 12

A.. ..1480. 16 Feb. 22
IS .1(29.. 21... June »
2.1.. ...659. ...7. .Feb. 22
74 ...579. 6
1 .ItM.. ..11.. Jail It
II ...578. ....8.
in. ..1840. ...20. ..Air. 12
in ..1872. .22.
20. . .1600. ..18. .Jan. 28
71 ...612. ....6.
m ..1980. ..22. ..May 81

77 ..1686. ..19. .Apr. 26
IB ..1684 ..19. .Aug. 9
I ...547. ......

..1789. »
in ...569. ...6. .Sept. 27
77 ..INI. ...» July 11
vs ..1715. .19.. June 14
I'/ ..1885. ...21.
II.. ..1573. ..17.
18 ...602. .May 24
7:1 ..1895. ...21. . .Aar. 12
17 ..1844. ..20. .Aug. 23
14 ..1750. XI
11 ..1976. ..22. .Asr. 26
It ..1711. ..It. Jm II
17 ..1528. ...17. ..Jan. II

..1867.77 ..19.
in ...515. ...6.
6 ...576. ...6. Apr. 26
14 .1653. ..18.
5 ...569. ...6.

J7 ...535. ...6.
17 . .1756 ..19. .Sept. 27
Id ..7007. ..22. .Feb. 22
10. . ...548.

. 1 reel

.

...8. .Aug. 21

Ifi ..1565. -.17. . Feb. 1

17 . .915.. ..10. .Sept 27
18 . ..1660. ..18. .May 10
IH ..1647. ..18. Mar. 79
S ...623. ...8. .Air. 1
1 ..1724. ..19.
4 .1891. .21.. June 14
n ...560. ...6. .Apr. 78
11 .1961. ..22. .Jan. 4
?i ..1755. ..20.

...«37.
.1952.16.. ..21, Feb. 1

1.. .. 547. ,. II

A.. ..IS27. .17. Mar. 79
711 .1904. ..21.
711 ..1661. . 20. Anr. S

5.. ..1885. ..21.

•+5D» Pair The (A.T.)

Length
Feet. .Mint. Revlewe*

.5672.. . C2 ..June 7
.7124. ...77. ..Aug. 30
,74l« ...ft? ,.M»v 2*
.6416... .72. ..July 5

•tlFllrtlng Widow (A.T.).
Bartrielmess-Fairbanks, Jr.. Aug. 10 not set ... July 19

.Dorothy Mackaill May II.. .6664 .74. ..June 7

•Means synchronized score. fMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title mean*
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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'ti Furies (A.T.)
•tSIn trie Next Room (A.T.).
tSLUlM of Field (A.T.) ..

"f ftLeoso Ankles t A.T.)
*t§Murder Will Out (A.T.)...
*T§Naughty Flirt (A.T.)
•tSNe, Ni. Nanette (A. T.)_. ...
•tlNotorloui Affair. A (A. T.)..
*t§Numbered Men (A.T.)
•fSOther Tomorrow (A.T.)
•t§Playlng Around (A.T.)
tSRoad to Paiadlse. The (A.T.)
•tSSally (A.T.)
*t§Searlet Pages (A.T.)
t§Show Girl in Hollywood (A.T.)
"t§Son of the Gods (A.T.)
•t§Song ef the Flame (A.T.)..
*t§Spring It Here (A.T.). ..

•(Strictly Modern (A.T.)
•t§Sweethearts and Wive* (A.T.)
•*Sweet Mini (A.T.)
*t§Too Young to Marry .

16

SWay of All Men, The (A.T.)

Title
•tSAdios iA. T.)
tlCaptaln Bload (A.T.)
•+§Coflege Lovers (A.T.)
•{(Father's ft» (A.T.)
*t|Glrl of Golden West (A.T.)
'tlGoing Wild (A.T.)
•t§Gorllla, The (A.T.)
•tBHonor ef the Family, Tha

(A.T.)
•ISHot Heiress. Tht (A. T.)...
•t§Klsmet (A.T.)
"tSLafr Who Dared. The (A.T.)
•tSLIttle Caesar (A.T.)
•tSMen of the Sky (A.T.)
•tIMothers Cry (A.T.)
*t§One Night at Susie's (A.T.)
•t§ Misbehaving Ladles (A.T.)..
•TlRlght of Way, The (A.T.)..
'tSSunny (A.T.)
•tSTaait ef the Legion A.( T.)

.

itSTruth About Youth (A.T.)...
*t§Wldow from Chicago (A.T.).
•tSWoman Hungry (A.T.)

Warner- Wilton Mar,
Jack. Muinall Jan.
Corlnne Griffith Jan. 5..
Fairbanks, Jr..Young Feb. 2..
Mulhall-Lee Apr. 6.

Alice Whlta Not Set
Clair*. Gray Fob. 18.

.

BMMe Dove May 4

.

Nagel -Claire Aug. 3.
Blllle Dove Feb. U..
Whlte-Morrls Jan. 19..
Young-Mulhall July 20..
Marilyn Miller Jan. 12..
Ferguson* Nixon Sept. 28
White-Mulhall Apr. 20.

.

Rich. Barthelmess Mar. 9.

.

.Gray-Claire May 25.

. Claire- Gray Apr. 13.

Dcathy Maekalll Mar. 2.

.Blllle Dove June 15.

.Ante White July 6..
Young Withers
Brnwn-Claire-Whltlng Aug. 24
Fairbanks. Jr.-flevler Sept 7..

Coming Attractions
Star Rel Date

Richard Barthelmess Deo. 14..

James Rennle
.Whiting- Nixon Oct. 5..
.Janney-Stone-Rlch
Harding- Rennle Oct. 12.

Joe E. Brown
Joe Frlsea Nov. 2.

S608. ..73. .Apr. 2H

.6336. , ..70. ..Apr. 12

.5979. ..67. . . Deo. 21

.6190.. ..66. . Mar.
6200 . ..68. .Apr. 19

SIUB.. .101.. .Jan. II

.6218. ...6ft. ..May 8

.6480. ...72. ..June ;

.5BIIU., .64.. .Jan. 4

.6003.. ..66. ..Apr. n
6935.. ..77. July h
.9277.. .103. . Dee. 2«
.5906 ..65. . .Aug. fl

.7213.. ..80. , .May s

.8344,, ..92. ..Feb. a

.6501. ...72. ..May 9
6386

.

...70. . .Apr. 26
.5632. . . .63. .May 10
.7003. ...77. .June 7
.5012.. ..55.. July IS

.8400 . ..90. Aug. 9

.7200. ...82. . June 21

.6032. ...70. -July 26

Feet Mini. Reviewed

. Not Set

Walter Huston
Lyon-Munson
Otis Skinner
Blllle Dova
Edw. G. Robinson...
Irene Oelroy-Jaek Whiting
Peterson-Manners Dee. 7.

Dove- Fairbanks. Jr.'. OcL 19.

Lee- Lyon
Nagel- Young
Marilyn Miller Nov. 9.

Clare-Pldgeon
Young- Tearle Nov. 30.

Alice White Nov. 23.
Lee. Kohler-Blaekmer

.5769..

.6480..

.6142..

FOX FILMS
(All releases sound-on-film and sound-on-dise)

FEATURES
ntie s ' 8r

-(Arizona Kid. Tha (A.T.) Baxter-Marls „
•tlBlg Party. Tha (A.T.) Lee-Carol-Albertion

•tSBorn Reckless (A.T.) Edmund Lowe
It-Came* KlrUry (A.T.) Terrls-Morny
MlCheer Up aid Smile Lee-Lake-Baslanev* ....

•tICIty Girl (P.T.) Farrell- Duncan
•tiCommon clay (A.T.) Beanatt-Ayres-Marafinll

•tlCrazy That Way (A. T.) Bennett-MacKenna
•fiDoublo Crass Reads (A. T.) Ames-Lee
•t!F*x Movietone Fellies »t 1930

, , _ _

7A.T ) Special Cart

*t§G«K) Intentions <A.T.) >",,*£h'rtl,l» "
X. i

'

tSGoldea Calf (A.T.) Carol-Mulhall-Brendel .

•UHsDoy Days (A.T.) Special east ,

4|H^.ay at Heme (A.T.).... Collier, Sr.-CJjurehlll ...

'(High Society Bluet ( A.T >.. Gaynor- Farrell

•tSLait at tha Duanes <A.T.)...0'Brlen.L*y-Brewne ...

•tJLet's Go Plaaee (A.T.) Wigstaff-Larte

-TlLana Star Ranger (A.T.) .... George ° B
,

r
!
H

•/{Man Treuble Bllle-Maokalll

tIMea Wltheut Women (A T.) .MaeKenna-MaeDonald ..

•t§Movietone Follies of 1930 Special <2ast

•TSNot Damaged

!ti?'

...Apr. 27. ...7450..

...Feb. 23.... 6402

...May
. Jan.

Length

Feat Mlns. Revlewei

__ (A.T.).
•tJOne Mad Kits (A.T.)...
M jOn the Level (A.T.)
•r«pn Your Back (A.T.)...
-ffRongh Romance (A.T.)...
'tJSea Waif (A. T.)

-* (A.T.)
London (A.T.)

•tJSky Hawk
•tSSo This l»

... Maran-Byron-Ames

...Den Jos* Mellca
. Victor McLaglen

... Rleh-Warner-Haeketl
.. O'Brien-Chandler
... Milton Sill*

. . . Garrlek -Chandler

...Will Rogers

•HSeng O* My Heart (A.T.). . . John MeCormsek
•tfSeun to Nuts (A.T.). Healy-Wlnnlnger-Smlttit-jboup io nww *»•.!.# ...... .. "**""
tlSueh Men Are Oangereus (A.T.) Baxter-Owen

(BfTtewed under title of "Mask of Lore"
Gaynor- Farrell
MaeKeana-Day
Dresser- Patricola

*t§Sunny Side Up.
•tSTempie Tawar i.A.T.)

•t§3 Slstara (A.T.)
•t§WI1d Company (A.T.)..-.
•tjWomen Everywhere (A.T.)

.Apr. 20.

...May 4.
. . June 29.
...Mar. 16
...Mar. 2
...Jan. 19

. . Mar. 23

...Am. SI
..Fat). 1
...Jan. 5
...Aug. 24.
. . . Feb. 9 .

...May 4

. . . May 26

. .. July
. . . Mar. 23,
...Sept. 14.

. .June 15

..-Sept. 21.

...Jan. 26.
June 6.

...Sept. 7.

...Sept. 28
...Mar. 9.
Feh 1

Dec

...7400.... 62... May 10
II... .6120... .66. ..Dee. 7
22 MOO 62. ..Aug. 2
16 SI7I 69. ..AM. 10

..June 21
.Mar. 29
.Mar. 29

...Jl

... Fob. IB. ...•/ tw.

...Aug. 17. ...7961.. ..88.

...Mar. 30. ...5828... .64.

13.

IPSA

. . Apr.
July

.. June

.5800..

...7422..
.. 6340...
...6552..
...7526..
...6395..
...6750..
...5500..
...6745..
...5940..
...7800...
. . . 7246 .

.

...6710..
...6500..
..5566..
..5600..
,.6600..
..4800..
..8000..
..6925..
..8300..
..8243..
..6340..
.7586..

29 1 1 196.
...5200..
-.6442..
...7200..
...7500..

.75.

.
84... May II

.70.. June 14

..73... Feb. 22
..84... Jan. 18

.Dee. 14

. . Mar. I

July 12

,.73...la*. It
.66... Jan. 25
.84. ..Aug. 30
.81. ..Jan. 4

May 10

.72... June 14

..64. ..July 26
,.62. ..June 14

.70. ..July 26
..60. . .June 21

Aug. 30
..76... Dee. 14

,.02. ..May 31
.02.. .Mar. 16

'.82.'.'.'Feb."*l

.125. ..Oct. 12
.50. .May 17

.71... Apr. 26
..80. July 19
,.83. ..June 14

Coming Feature Attractions

t|A Davll With **•
•tSAIene With Yen (A.T.).. ..

•tSAre You There? (A.T.)

•f § Barcelona (A.T.)
*t§Blg Trail. Tha (A.T.)
tlBlondle (A.T.)

•tf Cisco Kid. Tha (A. T.i......
•tiCoaneetleut Yankee. A (A.T.)

•tIThe Dancer* (A.T.)
•t§East Lynae
•HFsk Warning (A.T.)

•t§ First Love (A.T.)

•tSF. 0. B. Detroit
•tiGlrls Demand Excitement

(A.T)
*t§ Going Newhere (A.T.)
•UHeart Breaker. Tlia (A.T.)..
MSHer Kind of Man (A.T.)
•tSHot Numbers (A.T.)
•tSJutt Imaging (A.T.)
tJLIphtnlB-
•tlLlllem
•tlMan Who Came Baek. The

(A.T.)

•HMen oa Call (A.T.)
•HMovletone Fellies af 1931

(A.T.) ,

HINetwart (A.T.)
•t§Ne Favora Asked (A.T.)
•t«Oh. Far a Maal (A.T.)...
•tSOnte a Sinner
tSOne Night In Paris (A.T.)..
•tSPalnted Woman. The (A.T.)..
*t$Prlncess and the Plumber.

Th» fA.T.)
' + 5 Renegades
•tSSeotland Yard (A.T.)
•tSShe's My Girt (A.T.)
"t$Shepper Newfounder (A.T.) . .

,

•tEShe Wears the Pants (A.T.) .

tSSolder. The (A.T.)

Star Rel. I

.victor MeLaglea-Marli .... Nov.
Qaynar.Garrlek
Llllle-Garrlek Nov.
oay nor -Bog art

Wayne-Churchill. Marshall .. Nov.
Moran-Bogart-Ames
Lowe. Baxter

,

Will Rogers
Moran-Holrnei.Walter Byron. Nov.
Ann Hardlng-Broek-Nagel
O'Brien-Huntington Dec.

Brendel-Whlte-Comnton
Brendel* White -Tracy
Michael Bartlett
Murray- Huntington
Corcoran- Byron Collier, 8r
Brendel <0' Suit Ivan Nov. 2..

• Will Rogers Dee. 7.
Farrell-Taylor Oct. 5.

J. Gaynor - C. Farrell - K.
MacKenna Jan. 4.':

Edmund Lowe-Clarke Dec. 21.

Special Cast
, Hamllton-Kay Johnson
McLaglen- Francis
Gaynor- Farrell
H. B. Warner Jan. 25.

.8472 Sept. 13

'tSStolen Thunder (A.T.)...
•t§Thls Modern World (A.T.)
*T)Tealght and You (A.T.)..
*",Uo the River (A.T.)
"JWornsn Control (A.T.).

:;

tS Women of All Nations (A.T.) McLaglen-Lowe
"& Wyoming Wonder (A.T.) . . . , Howard -Corcoran
fYoung Sinners (A.T.) Moran-Albortson

.MacDonald-Denny-White Jan.
. Baxter- Alcantz ..... ....

, .J. Harold Murray •Mam.... Dec. .

Luce- Bogart- Tracy OcL 12
. Murray Marls-Luce

IB

14.

INTERNATIONAL PHOTOPLAY DISTRIBUTORS
FEATURES

Title
•f Alter the Verdlet Olga Tschechowa
*t§Crlmson Circle. Tha Stewart Rome ..

*t§Dark Red Roses (A.T.) Rome-Doble

Rel. Date
....Jan. I.

... Feb. I..
....Mar. I..

Length
Reels Mlns. Kevieweo

..7 76. June 21

.7 79. Jan. II

. 8 67..f*ar. 8

SHORT SUBJECTS
StarTitle

•tSAel- Dental Treatment . . . . ,

*t§Abbl« Mitchell e\ Sizzle &
Blake Song Program I.

tAllez-Op Marionettes I.

•tsciyde Doerr A Saxophone
Sextet Jazz Program I.

•t§Feed the Brute (A.T.) Animal Novelty I.

•t§Hoak (A.T.) Frawley & Smith I..

*t§Justlee (A.T.) Special Cast 2.,
*t§LIHIe Journeys In Sangland. . Song Series
MSMIser, The (A.T.) Bransby Williams I

*t§Mr. Smith Wakes Up (A.T.) .Marriott-Gott 2
*t§Nlght In Dixie, A (A.T.). ..Mlteheli-Hudglna 2
*tSNora Blaney No, I Song Program |

•|§Nora Blaney No. 2 Song Program |

•flOperatle Marionettes I

*t§Radlo Franks 6V 4 Bachelors. Song Program |

*t§Teddy Brown &. Hit Band Jazz Program i

'tSUnwrltten Law, The (A.T.) ... Rosalind Fuller Feb. I 3
tSWhen the Cloek Struck

Twelve (A.T.) Nile* Welch 2

METRO GOLDWYN-MAYER

Title
•t§Anna Chrlrtle (A.T.)
MSBig Haute, The (A.T.)
'TfiBlthop Murder Case (A.T.)
•tSCaJI at the Flesh

FEATURES
Star Rel. Data

Greta Garba Fab. 21..
.
Beery. Morris* H yams Juno 14.

.

Basil Rathbone May io.

.

.Navarro Aug.
Reviewed under title of "Singer of Seville" In July 12th,

fSCaught Short (A.T.) Dressier- Moran Jan. 3.

•t§Chaslog Ralnbowa (A.T.) Love. King Jan. 10
(Reviewed under title of "Road Show" In Nov. 2, 1929, Issue)

Length
Feet Mine.

..6700.... 74.
.7901.... 88.
.6873. ...75.
-9179. .100..
1930. Issue
..7981 ...88.
.8100 90.

*t§ChIldren ef Pleasure (A. T.) . Gray-Rubln-Jihoten ..

*U Devil- May- Care (A.T.) Ramon Novarrg
*t§Dlvoreee. The (A.T.) Shearer- Morrla
• t § Doughboys Buster Keatoa

,

Reviewed under title "Big Shof
VSFrea and Easy (A.T.) Buster Keatoa
•tSFIoradora Girl, The (A.T.) . .Davlos-Gray
*t§Glrl Said No, Tha (A.T.),
'tSGood News (A.T.) ,

*t§ In Gay Madrid (A.T.)
MSLady ef Scandal (A.T.)..
*t§Lady to Leva (A.T.)

.Apr. 26..
.Feb. 7..
.Apr. 19..

-.6400..
..8782..
..7533...

Aug. 30 6750..
July 26 Issue.
-Mar. 22 8413.
.May 81.

§Lord Byron ef B'way (A.T.)
*t§Love in tha Rough (A.T.)..
•t§Madam Satan (A.T.)
*t§Men of the North (A.T.)...
*t5Montana Moon (A.T.).
'TSNot So Dumb (A.T.)

Haines. Hyams
Special Cast

. Ramon Novarro
Chatterton- Forbes- Rathbone
Vllma Banky
Shearer* La Requa
Terry. KaJey- Edwards

,..R. Montgomery- D. Jordan.. .Sept. 6
. .K. Johnsoi Reginald Denny. Sept. 20
...B. Leonard-6. Roland Sept. 27
.Joan Crawford Mar. 29
. . Da vies- Nugent Jan.

-Aug. 23.
.May 17..
May 24.
Mar. 8.
..Aug. 9..

, Feb. 28..

.7260..

.8382,,
..8100.
.7664..
.6858.
..8142.

.72.

Reviewed under title of "Duley" In Nov. 2. 1029.
*t§Our Blushing Brides (A.T.) .. Crawford. Page- Sebastian ...July IS
*t§One Embarrassing Nlgbt All English Cast Aug. I

*t§Redemptlon (A.T.) flilbert-Nagel-Adoree Apr.
. Lawrence Tlbbett

. Greta Garba ,

.Blckford- Mil |an-Torres .

. Nagel-JohnsoR-Wolhelm
i. Mann- Nugent

.May
...July
. .. June

....7017... .88.
...7650. ...85..
Issue

...9138. ..182..
...7000
....6019. ...67.,
...9372... 104.

78..
...6570.... 73.,

"tSRogue Song, The (A.T.)
*tS Romance
"tSSea Bat. The (A.T.)
'tlShip From Shanghai. The

(A.T.)
MSSIne of tha Children (A.T.,.

Reviewed under the title af "Richest Man" la tha Warld In July 6 Issue
MSStrlctly Unconventional (A.T.) Stene-Cavanagh-Owan May 3. ...4970 55.

Reviewed under the title af "The Circle" In Feb. 22. 1929, Issue

Reviewed
Dee. 21

June 28
May l*

.July 12

.Aug. 9

.Dee. 28
Apr. 10
July 26

. Fab. i

..Apr. 12
Juna 7

..May 31

. . Fab. I
.May 9
.Jan. 25
..Aug. 16
Aug. 80

!>'eb."i
- Nov. 2

July 19
.Aug. 16
May 10

Feb. I

.Aug. 2

.May 6

Jan. 18

..Mr i

•tSThls Mad World (A.T.)....
"tSThey Learned About Women

(A.T.)
•tlUnholy 3, Tha
•tSWay Out West (A.T.)

Rath bone-Johnson ..Apr. 12., .8100. ...66. ..Apr.

Van and Schenak , Jan. It.. ..8773.. 97 .Dee. 14
Chaney-Lee-Linow .... Aug. 2. ..6300.. 70 ..May 24
Halnes-Hyams , Aug. 2.. ..6407.. ..71. ..Aug. 9

Coming Feature Attractions
Star Rel. Data Length Review**

...Nov. I.

Title
•t§Ballyheo (A.T.)
-'SBMtle of the Ladles (A.T.)
•tSBIIIy tha Kid (A.T.) John Mack Brown OeL 18 8000 Sept 13
•t§Bugle Sounds. The (A.T.) Lon Chaney
•tlCrlsts, The (A.T.)
•f§ Dance. Fools. Dance (A.T.)
H|Dark Star. The (A.T.) Marie Dressier Nov. 29 7.7.7.7.
•+ 5 Daybreak (A.T.) Ramon Novarr*
•tf Dixie (A.T.)
'tfDoIng That Thing (A.T.)
•tSFIve O'clock Girt. The (A.T.) Marlon Davles
•t^Great Day. The (A.T.) Joan Crawford
*t 5 Great Meadow. The (A.T.) . .Brown- Board man
"t§Hor Fortune (A.T.) Joan Crawford

"
*t§ Inspiration Greta Garbo
•tlJenny Llnd (A.T.) Grace Monro
•tsLIke Kelly Can (A.T.) Montgomery- Jardon

,

•t§Marcb of Time (Tent.) Weber & Fields
•tSMerry Widow. The (A.T.) 7.7.7.7.7.
•tf Monsieur Le Fox (A.T.) . . Barbara Leonard
•tlNaughtv Marietta (A.T.)
t§Never the Twain Shall MeetR. Torres
•tSNew Moon. The (A.T.) Tlbbett-Moore Dec. 13
•t§Passlon Flower (A.T.) K. Francls-Johnson-Blckford Dec. 6
•t$ prisoner of Zen da Novarro
*t§Rap. The sept 27
•»§Razzle- Dazzle (A.T.) Dressier- Moran
•t5Red Dust (A.T.) Greta Garbo
"tSReduelng (A.T.) Dressier. Moran
•tSRemote Control (A.T.) Haines- Dora* Nov. 15
•S Revue of Revues (A. T.) King- Love- Halnes-Crawford
tSRosalle (A.T.) Marlon Davles
•tSSono of India (A.T.)
*t§Squaw Man (A.T.).

Farrell-O'SullIvan-Warner .. Jai

Baxter- Beery- Loy Oc
Edmund Lowe. Bennett Oct
Farrell-Compton ..
T. CMfford-E. Lowe-L. Hyams
Dorsay.MaiKenna
Baxter- Churchill

tfThe Sauaw Man.
*tSTamotcc (A.T.I
•tiThose Throe French Girls (A.T.) R. Denny Oct.
•STrader Horn (A.T.) Harry Carey
•t»War Babies (A.T.) Buffer Keaton
•t§War Nurse (A.T.) Walker-Page-Montgomery .. Nov.
'tSWav for a Sailor (A.T.) John Gilbert Nov.
•tSWoman Racket (A.T.) Maore-Sweet Jan.
*t§World's Illusion. The (A.T.)

...Sept. 20

. ..Sept. 20
...Dee. 14

'Means synchronized score. fMeans sound effects. %Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

A.T. after title means
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SOUND SHORTS
Star

Charley Chate
. Rim

. Our Gaa*
..Liurif.HlrtT
. rl arry Lan a don

. Laurel -Hard*
. . Laurel -Hirdy
. R*vu*

, Charlie Chase
. Langdon

. Our Gang
. Revue

TltM
•t§AII Teed Up
MIBlPy F.lllr. (A. T.I....
*ts»««' Sheotar*
•TJBelew Zero (A. T.)
•Tifaie K'th. The
MsBiltmoro Trie
*t|Bi*tt*
•T^brati
niCktk 8h«, THi
M ^College Haund*
't (Callage RlMN
•tiOeiler Dizzy (A.T.)
•fJFeat Work (A. T.)
*T (Fiddlesticks (A.T.) ....
•UFIfty Million Husband* . .

ffFlihtlii Pereeai
•MFIret Seven Years. The..
'Flever Cardan
*t5G"rn* of M-G-M (A.T.).
Girl Shook Charley Chase ..

'tfHaywIr* (A.T.) Laurel-Hardy ...

nHead Guy. The Harry Lanidet ..

H.| Wild <A_ T.) Laurel-Hardy ...
'MH»[ Dot Dogi
*tlK)Mlfla Reraa (A. T.)
•tiKiag. The Harry Lauded .

*T|UareJ a. Hardy Harder Case. Laurel-Hardy ...
•t&Manhaiinn Serenade (A. T.) . Haekett- Doran ...

liNlgtat Owl* (A. T.) Laurel-Hardy ...

•sold Man Trouble (A.T.) Oevldtea-hliaheU
•t§Plr*tes (A.T.)
•tJReal McCoy (A.T.) Chase
Softool's Out Our Gang
'TJShlv-rlng Shakatpeara Our Gang ,

•tiSbrleiB. Tha Harry Undti ..

•tSSono Writer's Revue. The (A.T.)
tiTeacher'e Pel (A.T.) Our Gang
VSTougti Winter. A
•t§ Van A Schenek
•t«Vod*vllle (A. T.)
•t§What Price Georgia (A.T.). .Georgia Price
MlWhen the Wind Blows Our 0«* ...
•tjWblsperlng Whoopet

1881
IBM....
1827

!5 853
8 2654
Z7 1828
I...J raela...

2 reels..

Jan. 25 853....

Apr. »..
Mar. 28..
Ian. 25..
Feb. 8..
Apr. 27..
May

.June 28.. .1866..

..May 24. ...1846..
,.Feb. 22... .1877..
.Mar. I. ...1843..
-Jan. 18

, May 29.
.Jan. II.
. May 81

..1775
..1878
...1775 ..

.. 2 reel!..

. Jan.
. May

. Our Gang

. Laurel-Hardy

.. .2 reels
...1880

799
. ... 2 reels....

PARAMOUNT

..Feb- 15

*"Jaa.'*U

/.".FabVii
..Apr. I

..Mar." 29

;:;Auf. i6
...May 24
...AH. 16

. . . Mar. 29
...Deo. 14
...Apr. 5

...am. a

...Dec. 14

.'.'.Aui; 16

. . Dec >4

.Aug. 30

..Adj. (8

".Mar! 28

FEATURES
Title Star

"tJAnlmal Crackers (A .T.) Man Brothers
•fSAnybody'* War (A.T.) Moran & Mack
fs Anybody's Woman Chatterton- Brook
*t§ Applause (A.T.) Helea Morgao
tSBehlnd the Make-Up(A.T.) . .Skelly-Wray-Powell .

MSBenton Murder Cats The (A.T.) Powell-Pallette-Calvert
•t§Blg Pond. The (A.T.) Chavaller-Celbert ...
tSBordor Legion. The (A.T.). . Arlen-Wray-Kolt ....
•tSBurnlng Up (A.T.) Arlen-Brlan
tlClvlllan Clothes (A.T.) Coopar -Collyer
*f|Daioaroua Naa MaGrav (A.T.) Helen Kane
•f$Dangeroui Paradise ( A.T.) .. Carroll -Arlen
t§D*vil'i Holiday, The (A.T.).Nanoy Carroll
*4lFellow Thru (A.T.) Rogers-Carroll
*ffFer the Defense (A.T.) William Powell -July 26
•HOmmpy (A. M Cyril Maude Aug. 23
"t§ Heads Up (A.T.) Rogers- Kane Oct. 3
t§Honoy (A.T.) Nancy Carroll Mar.
•t§Klbltzer (A.T.) (D.) Green-Brlan-HamlltoD Jan,
*T§Ladles Love Brutes (A.T.).. George Bancroft Apr.
•tSLaoghlng Lady Chettertea-Breok Deo.

Length
Data Feet Mlaa.

Sept 10 8897 99.
673U 75..

30....7243
4. ...7066. ...78.
II. ...6364. ...71.
12.. ..5794.
3 6964

IS. ...MM
I.... 5251.

.65.

Reviewed
Aug. 30

.Apr. 5
Aug. 16
..Oct. 12

.Oct 26
..Apr. 19
..May 17
..July 6
..Feb. IS

June 28
Feb. 22
May 17

...May 24
63. ..July II
6*,.. July II
"" ..Sept 27

..Fob. 22
-Aug. 31
..Apr. 19

Menjou-C. Colbert. . ... ..7.77.. 77^!7~63967.77ii"."sept 6

...Aug.

... Aug.

...Jan.
...Jan.
...Apr.
...May
..Jw

. . . Feb.
...July i

...July

...Feb.

...May

5....6571...
22....5244...
24. ...6743...

.July 26 Not set
5670. ..63

.71..

.58..

.75.

29.
...6785.
...6701.
..7273..
...7177..

L'Enirnatique Mr. Parkee
(Slightly Scarlet)

tSLet'i Go Native (A.T.) MacDonald-Oakle Aug. 16..
•tSLIght of Western Stars (A.T.) Arlen-BrlaiNGreeo. Apr. 19..
•t§Love Among the Millionaires (A.T.) . .Bow-Smith July II....
• t§ Love Parade (A.T.) (0) Chevalier- MacDonald Jan. 18.

.

tlMaa From Wyealll (A.T.)...C**p*r.Celller July 12...
*t§ Manslaughter (A. T.) Colbert- March Aug. 9. .,

*t§Men Are Like That (A.T.).. Hal Skelly Mar. 22. .

MSMente Carlo Buchanan -MacDonald Net Set
*T$Only the Brave (A.T.) ..^. .Gary Cooper Mar.

.6560..

.6312..
6190..
I006t..
.6120..
.7954..
.3500..
.7650...
.6024..
.9125..

Hal Skelly
Buchanan- Mac Donald
Gary Cooper

Paramount on Parade (A.T.)Speelal Cast Apr. 26..
•tSQueen High (A. T.) Ruggles-Rogers-Morgan ....Aug. 23
MiReturn of Fu Manchu (A.T.) . Oland-Arthur May 17 6586 73.
• 1 5 Roadhouse Nights (A.T.) M organ- Ruggle* Feb. IB 6700. . . .74.

Reviewed as "River Inn" In Dec. 28. 1929 Issue
•tISafety In Number* (A.T.) ..Charles Rogert June 7 7074 79.
• tSSanta F© Trail R ichard Arlen 5839 65

.

•t§Sap From Syracuse (A.T.).-Jack Oakla July 26 6011 M.
• USarah and Son (A.T.) Ruth Chatterton Mar. 22. . . .6868. . . .77.

.

•tlSea God. The (A. T.) Arlen-Wray Sept 13 8054... ...
*T§Seven Days' Leave (A.T.). .. Gary Cooper Jan. 25 6100... .68.

Reviewed under the title of "Medal" In Nov. 23, 1929 Issue
•tgShadow ef the Law (A.T.). . Powell-Sehllllng June 14 6392 68.
•t§8Mont Enemy. The Indian Cast Aug. 2 8080 88..
•tSSIightly Scarlet (A.T.) Evelyn Brent Feb. 22 6402 71.,
•t§»oeiai Linn, The fA.T.) ....Oakle-Brlan June 7 5403 60..
•tSSpollers, The (A. T.) Cooper-K. Johnston-B. Comp-

*ob Sept 26 Not set..
•tSStreet of Chance (A.T.) Wm. Powell Feb. 8. . . .7023. . . S

•T§Texan, The (A.T.) Gary Cooper May 10 7142 I

•tSTrue to the Navy (A.T) Clara Bow May 31 6399
M§Vagabond King, The (A.T.) . King- Mac Donald-Oland Apr. 19. . ..94 1 2... It

•With Byrd at the South Pole June 28 7411 C

*t§Young Eagles (A.T.) Charles Rogers Apr. 5 6405 :

•tSYoung Man of Manhattan
(A.T.) Colbert- Rugglea May 17 7621 I

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Data

•tfAtong Cam* Youth (A.T.).. .Charles Rogers
•HDanelnq Mothers (A. T.) - ,

•HFeet First (A. T.) Harold Lloyd
•HFIahtlno Caravan. Th*(A.T.) . Gary Cooper

..May 31

..May 31

..July II

..Oct. 19

.Jwly IS

.July 26
..Nov. 23
.Aug. •
..Mar. 15

..Apr. 5
.Aug. 9
..May 10
..Deo. 28

..June 7
.Sept 27
..Aug. 2
Mar. 22

Aug. 30
..Nov. 23

..June 7
.May 17

...Jan. 25
..Jan* 21

.Aug. 30

..Doe. 28
...May 17
...May 17
...Jan. II

. .June 28

..Mar. 22

Length Review**

•tiHeiK
•HHue
•tJKld

*t§Her Wedding Night Clara Bow
"Honeymoon Lane (A. T.) Eddie Dowllno
Huckleberry Finn (A. T.). Junior Durkln
Kid Beat* (A. T.) Jack Oakla

MILauohter (A. T.) Nanev Carroll
niMaihattaa Mary Ed Wynn
•tsMerton «' the Talkie* (A.T.) Jack Oakle
•HMoroeee (A. T.) Coopor-Oletrleb
•tfMonto Carl* (A.T.) MaeDonald-Buchanan
•KNew Moral* (A. T.) Wm. P*woll
•tSPerche No Maria Ja<-oblnl

*t§Ployboy *f Pari* (A.T.) Maurice Chevalier ...
•tSRIcnt to Love. The (A.T.).. Ruth Chatterton
•tSRodeo Romano* (A. T.) Arlen-Carroll ,

"tfRose of the Ranch* (A. T.) . . Gary Cooper
•f( Royal Family, The (A. T.)..Fredrlc March
tlScarab Murder Case (A. T.) William Powell
"tfSklppy (A. T.)
*»5Th» Virtuous SIB
•iTnm Sawyer (A. T.) Jackie Ceopan
-tiTvoheoa Bill G«erg* B»ner*ft ...
MSUnflt to Print Bancroft- Francis

..Oct. 25

..Aug. 9

..Sept' 13

Title

*tlA Bird In the Hand (A.T.)

SOUND SHORTS
Star Rel. Date Lenoth

.Lois Wilson A Co 2reels...

•16A Hint to Brldaa (A.T.). ... Christie Comedy..
*t9A Million Mo'* (A.T.) Lee Morse
*t§A Sailor** Lusk (A. T.) Geo. Beatty
*TsA Yank** De*dl* B*y (A.T.). Screen Song
ItsAccidenu Will Happen (A.T.) Smith and Dale. .Aug.

. . Christie Comedy

.. Jas. Barton Co

..Screen Song
. Florence Moore
. Gamberolll 1 C*
. Lulu McConnell
.Smith & Dale

*t§Actlons Speak Loder Than Wm. & Joe Mandel.
Words (A.T.)

tSAdom'* Eva (A.T.)...
•TS Alter Seven (A.T.)
'tSAfter the Ball (A.T.)
*tsApartm*nt Hunting (A.T.).
•HArtlit's Reverie. The (A.T.)

.

•t§At Heme (A.T.)
•t5At the Gate (A.T.).
•T5Bailet Class (A.T.) Dancing Act
MS Barnacle Bill. the Sailer

(A.T.) Talkartoen
MbBearded Lady (A. T.) Christie Comedy Mar. I.

.

•tSBedelia Sereen Sang Jan. 4..
*t§Belle of the Night Chrlstl* Comedy Feb. 15.,

*t§Blshop's Candlesticks (A.T.). Walter Hunon
*t§Biue Songs (A.T.) Ruth Ettlng & Orchestra ,

*§tBook Lovers (A.T.) Joe Santley-lvy Sawyer
•U Boyhood Day* (A.T.) Musical Novelty
*t§Brown Gravy (A.T.) Christie Talking Play
•t§Carnival Man (A.T.) Walter Huston
"tSChlnes* Fantasy (A.T.) Novelty Act
'tttChinalown Fantasy. A Miller. Dova
*t§Chords of Memory (A.T.).... R. Bruce Scenic
•t§Cleanlog Up (A.T.) C. Conklln-M. Swain
*t§Cockeyed News (A. T.) Eddie Cantor
•t§Come Take a Trip la My
Airship Sereen Song ...May

*t§Confounded Jntereet t AJ".) ... Raymond 4 Cavarly
.R. Bruce Scenic
Singin. Orchestra

.Puck &. White

.Screen Song
. . Dressier- Moran

Christie Comedy
.Talking, Singing.

.2 reel*.,

.1 reel..,

.1 reel...

.2 reels.

.1 reel..

.1 reel..

.July

.I7S4

..604....
.2 reel*..

.2 reel*..
,1 reel...
. I reel . .

.

.2 reals..

.2 reals..

.2 reels..
. I reel . .

.

. I reel .

.

.1 real...

.2 reel*..

.Aug. t

'tSCow Camp Ballads (A.T.).
•t§Crooning Melodlee (A.T.)...
•t&Dance, You Singers (A.T.)

.

*t§Dalsy Boll (A.T.)
* t § Dangerous Females (A.T.)

.

*t§Dandng Gob (A.T.)...
"tlDaatf Teacher (A.T.).......
*t§Doar Vivian (A.T.) Chrlstl* Comedy
't§Deep "C" Melodies (A.T.)... Frances Williams, Yacht Club Boys..

* + & Desperate Sam Bert Green Mar. 29.
•t§Dlzzy Dishes (A.T.) Talkartoon Aug. 9..
MSDon-t Believe It (A. T.) Christie Comedy Feb. 8.
tfOown With Husbands Arthur-Roach Mar. 8.
*t§Dresden Dolls (A.T.) Maria Gamberelll, Dancing
•ffi Drifting Along (A.T.) Robert Bruce Scenic
•HOuk* of Dublin (A. T.) . - - - Christie Talking Comedy... Feb. I.

•t§False Alarm Fire Co. (A. T.). Smith & Dale
•HFamlly Next Door. The Charles Ruggles Jan. II.

I real.

I reel.

1§Faro Nell (A.T.) ..

•tlFatal Card, The (A.T.)
•t§FataJ Forceps (A.T.) ,

•t§ Favorite Melodies (A.T.)...
•tJFeelln' Blue (A.T.)
*T9 Firebugs
•t§Flt to Be Tied (A.T.)
"t§For Love *r Maaey (A.T.).
•t§Food for Thought (A.T.)
•^Framing of the Shrew (A.T.). Christie Talking Play 2 reels.

Louise Fazenda...
W. & E. Howard

, Christie Comedy
,

.Ruth Ettlng & Orchestra
Ash- Washing Ion

Talkartoon May
,
Burns & Allen Aug.

.Christie Talking Play Jan.
Allen & Canflold..

.2 reels..
.2 reels..

.2 reel*..
.2 reels..

.1 reel...

.1832...
. I reel . .

.

.1872....

.1660....

.1 reel..,

.1 reel...

.1850 ..

. . I reel..
.1381....
,.2 reels.

'.2'reVl*;

;

.1 reel .,

.1 reel..

..704...,
. I reel.

.

.1870...

*t§Getting a Break (A.T.).
MIGettlng a Ticket (A.T.).
*t§Glow Worm, Th* (A.T.).

.Block & Sully..

. Eddie Cantor
. Sereen Song
. Tom Howard
. Talkartoon
. Christie Comedy.

. Aug. 23..

•t§6rand Uproar (A, .

"t§H* Did His Best (A.T.)
"1§He Loved the Ladles (A. T.). Christie Comedy
*t§He Waa Her Man (A.T.) Gllda Gray
•t§Helping Hand, The (A.T.) .. Solly Ward
*t§Her Husband's Women (A.T.).. Lois Wilson & Co
-t§Her Piano Boys (A.T.) Lillian Roth &. Orchestra
*t§Hlgh Hat (A.T.) Alice Boulden & Band
'HHlghlowbrow (A.T.) Talking Novelty
•tSHIs College Chums (A.T.) ... Eddie Peabody & Band
*t§HIs Honor, the Mayor Charlie Murray
•tSHIs Wife'* Birthday (A.T.). .Solly Ward
•t§Hold-Up (A.T.) Tom Howard
•t§Hot Air Merchant (A.T.).... Charlie Rugglea
*HHot Dog Talkartoon Mar. 29.
*t§Hot Lemonad* (A.T.) Louis* Fazenda
*tSHot Tim* In th* Old Town
Tonight A (A.T.) Screen Song Aug. 2.

•tSHumorous Flight* (A.T.) Donald Ogden Stewart
•t§l Came First (A.T.) Herman Tlmberg
M§lf Men Played Cards Like
Women Do (A.T.) Hugh Cameron A. Co

•tSI'ha • Wild Woman (A.T.)... Boydell-Ash
•t&i'm Afraid to Come Home In

the Dark Screen Song Feb. I,
*t§l'm Forever Blowing Bubbles. Sereen Song Mar. 15.
*t§ln the Good Old Summertime

(A.T.) Scnea Song June 7.,
*t5ln th* Shade ef the Old Aonl*
•tSlnstallment Collector (A.T.).. Fred Allen
•tSI've got Rings on My

Finger* (A.T Screen Song
T r«* Sereen Song jan ig

tllnsurane* Eddie Canter ."."

*t§lntroduetlon of Mr*. Glbbs
(A.T.) Lulu McConnell

*t§lt Happened to Him (A.T.).. Jas. Barton & Co
•tSJazz Preferred (A.T.) Zelaya . .. *

•t§ Jed's Vacation (A.T.) Grapewln-Chance (Christie)'.
*t§Just One Word (A.T.) Broadway Cast. Sketch
•t§K*ndy Kabaret (A.T.) .Children's Ballet
•t§ Kisses (A.T.) Talking Comedy
*§tKnlghts In Venlc* (A.T.). ... Smith & Dale..
*t§La P*loma Sereen Song
•t§L* Schnapps. Inc. (A.T.) Smith & Dale
•^Ladles' Choice (A.T.) Grapewln-Chane*
•tSLady, You Slay Me (A.T.)... Perkins-Hlllpot
•tSLet Me Explain (A. T.) Christie Comedy
•tSLovefV Lens (A.T.) Arthur & Morton Havel
*t§Maine Stein Song (A.T.).. ..Screen Song-Vallee
•t§Maker* of Melody (A.T.) ... .Talking. Musical
•t§Many Moons (A.T.) Bruce Novelty
*t§Marehlng to Georgia (A.T.). . Christie Comedy
•tlMarrlage Wows (A.T.) Talkartoon
nSMeek Mr. Meek. The (A. T.) . Jimmy Barry
•tSMeet th* Boy Friend (A.T.).. Lillian Roth
t§Me«t the Missus (A.T.) Christie Comedy
•tSMelaneholy Dam* (A.T.) Christie Talking Play..
"StMelodles (A.T.) Smith Bros., Singing...
*t§Meltlng Pot (A.T.) Petite Rovu*
•(Million Me's, A ..L*e Mors*
*t§Moon Bride's Wedding (A.T.) Indian Musical Novelty..
•tSMonnshlne (A.T.) Jas. Barton A Co
*t§Mother Pin a Rose en Me
(A.T.) Sereen 8*ng

•t§Mountaln M*Iodle* (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic
•tSMusle Hath Charm* (A.T.). . Chrlstl* Talking Play
"t§My Gal Sal (A.T.) Sereen Song ,..
•fj Neighborly Neighbor* (A.T.) Lulu McConnell Aug. 16..
•fSNew Rhythm Aiplazor A Baad
•tSNoah's Lark (A.T.) Talkartoon
*t§Now and Then (A.T.) Muslral Novelty...
•UOft In the Silly Night (A.T.).. Christie Talking Play
•tsoid Black Joe (A.T.) Sereen Seng

,

•tSOle Man Whoopee (A.T.) Art Frank
*t§On the High C's (A.T.) Frances Williams A Yacht Boys
•t^Ono Man Reunion (A.T.) George Faweett
•tSOperatle Selections (A.T.) Tito Schlpa

..I reel..,
..564....
.1 real...

, .1 reel...
..2 reels..
..2 reel*..
..2 reels..

..I reel...

..2 reel*..

. . I reel . .

,

..I reel..,

..2 reals..

..2 reel*..
.2 reels..

..2 reel*..

..2 reels..

June 28

'.Ju'iy'Y*

. I reel..

.1 reel..

. I reel.

.1 reel.

(Overman).

.Apr. 12.

.Aug.

.Apr.

..I real...
I reel
.2 reels..

..I reel...
..I reel ...

.2 reels..

. . I reel . .

.

...574....

..2 reel*..

.1 reel..

..1870...

...J**y •

. .June 28

..reels.

.

.1 reel...
.2 reel*..

..I reel...
..2ra*ls..
.2 reels..
..I raal...
..2 rath..
...964 ...

. . I reel . .

.

..2 real*..

.Sept 6

.s*iVt""«

. I reel .

.

2 reels.

.1 re*l...

.2 reels.

. 2 reals.

..2ra*l*..

Joty 28

I reel .

I reel...
I reel...

.1 reel..

•Means synchronized score. tMeana aound effecta. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental aonga). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means aound-on-film.
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•t§Pels It Pals (A.T.) J«. Barton & Ce
}
n*}%

•fsPeramount Aeta ' "•'•

•f§ Paramount Comedies * «•'•

•fSPeramounl Pictorial! .'*•*;

'tiParaiMunt Screen Songs «•]
•J, T Paramount Sound Nam
•f (Paramount Talkartoon*

•t§Plano TuDBrs (A.T.)
•1/5 Pining Pioneers (A.T.)...
•fSPIasterers (A.T.)
• t § Post Mortems (A.T.)
•tS Prisoner t song "

.Feb. 15

;;;;;;;;!;;i;i;iii!;!!!!!!!!!!!!"!!!!!!irWi.!...
O'Donnell &. Blair. Sketch I reel

R. Bruce Scenic I leel... .

.

O'Oenoell & Blair. Sketch I reel

Christie Comedy 2 raela....
Screen Sons Mar. I 738

•tSPut ao Your Old Gray Bon-
net (A.T.) Screen Song

•URadio Riot Talkartoon Feb. 15 .737

•t§Radlo Rhythm (A.T.) Rudy Vallee & Band ree

•t5Raislng the Root (A.T.) Lillian Roth & Band I ree

•t§Red, Green & Yellow (.A.T).. Lulu MeConnell ......I reel

•tSRetolutlow (A.T.) Billy House Aug. 30.. ..2 mis
•tiRube. The Jimmy Barry June 21 1 reel

•tSSalt Water Ballads (A.T..)...R. Bruce Scenic ;;—l™l ll"",L
'UscrmPDlly Married (A. T.).... Chrlitle Comedy Fab. 22.... 1834 Jan. lb

•t§Schlpa. Tito May 24.... I reel

MSShubert's Inspiration (A.T.) .. Famous Composer Series I reel

•ffShUberfa Masterpiece (A. T.). Famous Composer Series I reel

•t§Shubert's Songs (A.T.) Famous Composer Series I reel

MSShubert's Unfinished Sym-
phony (A.T.) Famous Composer Series 1 reel

*t§Sldewalks ot New York (A.T.) .Screen Song
•t§Slnn, You Dancer* (A.T.)... Eva Puck & Sam White I reel

•t§Sleeolng Poreh (A.T.) Christie Comedy .2 mil \""il
•t«8o This U Paris Gmn Fazenda J". 18.... 1747 Jan. 25

•tSSong Service (A.T.) Lee Morse & Co I ree V""V»
"nstory Book Parade. The (A.T.) Children's Ballet I reel Aug. 23

"tSStrlke Up the Band (A. T-). -Screen Song
4§Stronger Sex, The (A.T.) .... Christie Talking Play Mar. 15 1760.

•f§Sunset Hunter (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic I ree £.";•-£
Sure Cure Lynn Overman I reel Sept. 6

•fSSwIng. You Sinner (A.T.) . ..Talkartoon •

*t§That Party In Person (A.T.) Eddie Cantor I reel

•t§That Red-Headed Huisy
(A.T.) Grapewin-Chance 2 reels

•t§The Home Edition (A.T.) .... Christie Comedy Creels

*t§The Lady Fare (A.T.) Christie Talking Play 2 reeIs

•tSThe Spy (A.T.) Tom Howard 2 mil
•t§The Rube (A.T.) Jimmy Barry. Sketch I reel

•t§The Tide Rises (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic I ree

"t§The Wanderlust (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic I reel

..Three Ormonde Sisters I reel

.Donald Ogden Stewart 1 reel

.R. Bruce Scenic I reel

(A.T.) 2 reels

. Walter H uston 2 reels

•tSHeld
*tSHot
*fiHa*h<

.1 reel June 14

*t§Toys (A.T.)
•tITraffic Regulations (A.T.)..
*t§Travellin' Alone (A.T.)
•t§Twentleth Amendment, The
*t§Two Americans (A.T.)
"t§Two Little Chinese Maids

(A.T.) Anna Chang & Co., Songs (reel..

•tSVoices ot Lonelv Men Apr. 19. . .
.

I reel..

•t§Weak But Willing
(A T ) Christie Comedy 2 reels.

•t§Wee Bit o' Scotch (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic reel..

MSWhat Do I Care? (A.T.) Moss &. Frye ree
•

•t§What Is It? (A.T.) Elinor Glyn I reel..

*t§When Caesar Ran a News- _ ,

paper (A.T.) Christie Comedy 2 reels.

•t§Wlse Files (A.T.) Talkarton July

•t|Ya Olde Melodies (A.T.) .... Screen Song • ••
iiiv' "ai•6Ve«. W« Have No Banana* Rrr^n Snno ..Apr. 26 1

reel May l*

•t§ZIegfeld Mldnlte Frolle (A. T.). Talking, singing. Instrumental 2 reels

PATHE
FEATURES Length

star Rel. Date Feet. . Mini. Reviewed

Constance Bennett June 28
Boyd-Twelvetrees-Gleason-ScotOet 12

William Boyd Dec. 28 .-.. - --;.-• .,

Twelvetrees-Seott Feb. 2 7607 .. -.84. .
.
Nov. 13

Twelvetrees- Holmes-Rambeau
Gleason Sept. 21

Boyd-Sebastian Jan. IS.

Hardlng-Astor-Horton-Ames .July It

Eddie Qulllan Aug. 3.

Boyd-Sebastian Feb. 15.

Boyd-Twelvetrees Oct. 26. ...

Starr-Ouryea IM •••••;'
Constance Bennett Jan. 8. 70741

Twelvetrees. Scott May 18 7500

Title
•tSAdam and Eve (A.T >.

•t§Beyond Victory (A.T.) (F.)..
•tlCrashlng Through (A.T.) (F.).
•jlGrand Parade. The (A.T.) (F.)

•HHer Man (A.T.) (F.)

•tlHls Flnt Command (A.T.)(F.)
•tSHollday (A.T.) (F.)
-Night Work (A.T.) <F.)
Officer O'Brien (A.T.) (F.)..
Painted Desert (A.T.) <F.).

a Pardon Mv Gun (A.TJ (F.)
SRIeh People (A.T.) (F.)....
Iswing High (A.T.) (F.)....

...7508..
5850..

. . .8870.

.

...8394.-
....6740..

.Sept. 13

"JunV'l4
.Aug. 23
..Nov. 30

I.July' 5
..Feb. 8
May 3

Tltl*

SGreater Love. The (A.T.)..
|ln Deep (A.T.) .

§1 Take This Woman (A.T.) .. Bannister-

iLast Frontier. The(A .T.)

.

Coming Feature Attractions
Star Re' Date

Money Qui I Ian -Gleason- Armstrong -

Gleason Oct.

, Ann Harding Nov.

.Constance Bennett Jan.

-Hardinfl June
Boyd July

|Lazy Lady (A.T.) Constance Bennett Apr.

•tiNorth ot the Yukon (A.T.) ... William Boyd May
MlPrlce of a Party. The (A.T.). Helen Twelvetrees Apr.
tfRawhlde (A.T.) William Rnvd Feb.
•+| Romance Harbor (A.T.) Ann Harding Mar.
•fi Rebound Ann Harding Dec.

Sin Takes a Holiday Constance Bennett Nov.
•t SSIren Song. The (A.T.) Mary Lewis
•fGTaklng the Rap (A.T.) Roh»rt Armstrong Aug.
•tfiThls Marriage Business (A.T.) Constance Bennett July

SOUND SHORTS
(Available sound-on-Hlm and sound-on-dise)

The npvroxlmate running time et reeii

16.
IK,

7.

26,

5,
10,

19,

8,

•3l'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'-'-'---'-

'31

'31

S.

(Note: Pathe does not list running time on Shorts.

In the Important series, however, follow:

2 reel eomedlei.
Pathe Sound News
Paths Silent News
Pathe Audio Review
Pathe Review
Aesop's Fable*
Grantland Rice SDortllgntl
Talking Tenlci e' th» Oay
Knuta Rockne Notre Oame

Football Series of 6

I. The Last Yard Oct.

Mhe Hidden Goal Oct.

3. Flying Feet Oct-

4. Touchdown ««
5. Two Minutes to Go Oct.

6. Backfleld Aces Oct.

Rel. Date Run. Tims
...M Nt-t -.

10 mln ..

10 ml> ..

II •»•• -.

,
II mln. ..

8 m
tO mln ..

Reviewed

-l*

15 1 reel Aug. 30

15 1 reel Aug. 30

15 I reel Sept. 13

15 I reel

15 I reel

15 1 reel

Title Star

All for Mabel Carney-Wills
• lAmerlea tr Bast Daphne Pollard
• (Beauties. The Hiatt-Kaley . .

.

• $Blg Hearted Harry G ribbon
• ) Bets' i Orders, The Morgan-McPhall
' iBugvllle Romania, A Aesop Fable ..

•tlCampaa Favorltai Sportllght

a t§Deep South Southern Songs Aug.
•t§Dude Ranching (A.T.) Sportlight Sept
Ebony Shrine vagabond Adv. Series Sept.
•t§Farm Foolery Aesop Fable Sept
*t§Frolicking Fishes Cartcon
Frozen Frolics /»*sop Fable Aug.
•t§Glve Ha Aetlen Manning. Helmai Aug.
•tseiaclor'i Secret Thi Vagabond Advanturs Ssrlss. . .June

*t gliding Soortliqht
•t§Hearts and Htofl Rlso-Keefe Sept

»ld the Baby Agnew-Creni-MiPhalt Aag.
>t Tamil! Aesoo Fables Aug.

H eefced Sportllght May
- 1 § I

*
1 1 Take That One All Star Oct

MSJungie Terror* Vagabond Adv. Series Oct
*liJ"|l* Jan Aesap Fable July

"t§Kid the Kidder Campos Comedy -

Lair of Chang How Vagabond Adv. Serles-Terrlss Juno
•tSLaundry Blues (A.T.) Aesop Sound Fable Aug.
•tSLet 'Er Buck Sportllght July
*HLIve and Lean McPhall-Deerlng June
'ttjLove's Memories (A.T.) song Sketch Feb.
"tfLova That Kills Vagabond Adventure Series.. .Aug.
fSMandaJay Song Sketch Aug.
*t§Mind Your Business Agnew-Gulliver July
Musical Beauty Shop Melody Series June
Ne-»t and Tidy All Star Sept
•tSNow Walter, The AM Star June
•fSNIght Clerk. The All Star Sept
'TsNlght In a Dormitory, A Ginger Rogers Jan.
•t^On tne Air (A.T.) Topie* of tne Day Jan.
# t§One Nutty Night. Comedy
"t§Oom Pah Pah (A.T.) Aesop Fable May
•tfPathe Audio Review (A.T.) ... Released Every Week
•t§Pathe Sound News Released Twice Every Week
*t§Perfect Match. The (A.T.) . ..Butler Mayo Apr.
"t§Plck 'Em Young (A.T) Agnew-Geraghty May
*t§ Rich Uncles (A.T.) Richard Carle May
•tsRIde 'Em Cowboy Whlte-Carnev Apr.
'tSRomea Robin. A Aesop Fable June
•t&Royal Flusn. A (A.T.) -All Star Dec.
•XRubcviik Night Club (A.T.).H B. Watson Jan.
*tSSacred Fires Vagabond Adventure Series.. .July
*t§Satan's Fury (A.T.) Vagabond Adventure Sept.
•tfSShlo Ahoy (A.T.) Aesop Fable Jan.
Self Defense Sportlight Sept
Snow Time Aesop rable July

'..smqinq Saps (A.T.) Aesops Fables Feb.
•tlSlxteen Sweeties (A.T.) #hite-McNaughtsn Apr.
Ski H i Frol ics Sportlight Aug.
•tSSkv Skinners (A.T.) 4»»«o FaMet ... . Feb.
•tfSome Babies Carle-Hlatt-Llttla Billy Sept.
'tSSomewhere Out Sportllght July
•t^Songs of Motner Song Sketch Feb.
'tSSoMIs and Thrills (A.T.) Sportllght Apr.
't§Splashing Through (A.T.).. Spertllght Feb.
Snorting Brothers Sports , June
Swell People Dot Farley-Harry Gribbon. . . Aug.
Temples of Silence Vagabond Adv. Serles-Terriss July
tSTIght Squeeze (A.T.) LeMaire Feb.
*t§Trumoeteer. The (A.T.) Song Sketch Jan.
Trying Them Out All Star May
Two Fresh Eggs Al. St. John-Jimmie Aubrey July
Two Plus Fours Campus Comedy—Nat Carr-

Thelma Hill Aug.
Nights Vagabond Adventure Aug.

Sea (A.TJ. Song Sketch May

24 1 reel Aug. 10

21 I reel. ..10. .June 28
21 I reel Sept 13
14 I reel Sept 20

6.. Sept 27
31 1 reel Sept 13

17 2 reels Aug. 9
I I ml

10.. Sept. 27
7 2 reels

17 2 reel*

3 1 ml Aug. •
It I ml
5 2 reels
5 I reel Sept 20
6 1 reel July 19

2 reels Sept. 20
15 2 reels. .18. .June 7
17 1 reel Aug. 23
27 1 reel Aug. S
15 2 reel*

I6....I reel
24. .... I reel June 7
24 I reel

30 2 reels. . 17. .June 12
I .....2 reels. . 18. June 7

28 2 reels
8 2 reels
14 2 reels

5 2 reels
I2....I reel Jan. II

.20.

Ret. Date Lenoth R«i»»"
.. .Oct. 12 2 reels Aug. 23

...July 27 2 reels June 21

...June 29 2 reels

...June 22 2 reels June 28

...Aug. 31 2 reels Aug. 2

...June 8 I reel June 21
29 I reel July "

II I reel June 3

I reel

I reel
6 2 reels Apr.
4 2 reels May H
II I reel May
13 2 reels Aug. I

22 I reel June 2
19 2 reels Aug. 3

26 2 reels Nov. I

27 1 reel
7 1 reel Aug. 2

5 2 reel Jan. I

7 1 reel Sept I

20 I reed. ...8. .July 2

2 I reel Feb.
20 2 reels Apr. I

24 1 reel
'6. ... I reel Feb. i

2 reels Aug. I

13. .1 : el.

May I

6 I reel. . .Apr. I

23....I reel Feb. I

I I reel 8.. June
24 2 reels.. 22. July I

13 2 reels. .fO. .July i

2 2 reels Nov. 2
19 I reel

25 2 reels. .17. .June
6 2 reels.. 20.. July

"tSVenetiai
MSVoice of the

10.

*t§Western Whoooee (A.T.).
*t§What. Ne Bs.lt! (A.T.1...

. Fables
. Teplee ef the Day.

RKO
FEATURES

Title Star Rel

•flAIIas French Gertie (A.T.) .. .Daniels-Lyon Apr.
't§Beau Bandit (A.D.) La Rocque-Kenyon Mar.
*t<)Case oi Sergeant Grlteha Morni-Compson-Hertholt .. Feb.
•f§Consplracy. The (A.T.) Love-Trevor. Sparks Aug.
•t&Cuckoos. The <A.T.j Wheeler- Wootsev ... May
'tSDancehall (A.T.) Olive Borden-Arthur Lake
MSDanger Lights ^Volhelm-Armstrvng-Artnur .Sept.
'TsO'xiana Bebe Daniels Aug.
•tSEseape (A. T.) All Star Cast Sept
•t§Fatl Guy, The (A.T.) Mullhall-Clarke-Sparks vune
*t§Framed (A.T.) Breni-Toomey Mar.
•tSGIrl o' Pert (A.T.) O'Nell-Sharland Feb.
U§Ha1f Marriage (A.T.) Olive Borden-Farley
•t§Half Snot at Sunrise (A. T.) . Wheeler- Woolsey Oct.
•t§He Knew Women (A.T.) Sherman-Joyee May

J " the Deck (A.T.) _ Oiikie-Welkir Feb.
..Cempisn-Farbes July
..Sally O'Neill-Brown

,

. Dan lets- Thompson Aug.
.. Foy. Jr.-Rubln Sept.
. Daniels-Hughes jan.

.... Richard Dli Apr.
*t§Midnight Mystery. The (A.T.)Compson-Sherman JuneHRunaway Bride. The (A .T.). Astor-Hughes May
•tSSeeond Wile (A.T.) Nagel-Lee Feb——

I
Kflvi »a Bildoatef A/T.) Dj x_Seegar _ Jan.

..2 reels. .20 .July 26
. I reel Aug. 16
..I reel May 3
-I reel Apr. 19

. . I reel

Length

Feet Mins.

..6416... .65.
.6128 69.

.8191. ...92..
.6480 . .71..

..9155 90.,
-.6184 67.
.7055 73.
..9385... 104.
..6345..
.6175.,
..6111.
-.6174. .

..65.

"tllnslde the Dm (A.T.)..
*t§Jazz Heaven (A.T.)
•tlLawful Larceny (A. T.) .

'tlLeathernecklng (A. T.) .

*t§Love Comes Along (A.T.).
"--i Ladles

•+58«
*t§She's My Weakness (A.T.).. Carol. Lake-Bune's" ".V.V.'.V.V Aug.
•t^Shootlno Straight (A.T.) Dix-Lawlor July
*t§Slde Street (A.T.) Three Moore Brothers
•tJTanned Legs (A.T.) Arthur Lake-CIyde
•t§The Delightful Rogue (A.T.).Rod LaRocque-Rlta Laroy
*t§The Night Parade (A.T.)....H. Trevor- Dorothy Gulliver. ..
•t§The Vagabond Lover (A.T.).. Rudy Vallee
*t§The Very Idea (A.T.) Sally Blaine- Hugh Trevor...

18... 6319 70.
2 9219.. .102.

20 6652 75.
6383 69.

17 6309 69.
25.... 7600 81

5.... 7038... 78.
6 6138... 68.
I. ...6469. ...72.
24 6194 ...72.
9 6088 60.
12.... 6759 70
24 6727 75.

20 6720 55.

.July 26
Sept. 13
May 31

.Feb. 15

.Sept 27

.Apr. 20
-Apr. 26
-July 12

!! July" 19
- Sept 6
.Dec. 2i

Feb. 22
.May 31
.May 31
..Feb. IS
..Jan. 4
..June 28
July 12

.6671 72.,

.6220. .»68..

.8139 67.,

Title
'tSCheck and Double Check

(A.T.) Amos 'n' Andy.
tBximarren (A.T.) Richard Dlx
'tStadies of the Port Betty Compson
*§tPay Off, The Lowell Sherman
•t§Perfect Alibi. The (A. T.)
•5R*>nsatlon (A.T.)...
•tSSHver Horde (A. T.) Brent- Wolheim
*t§Upperworld (A.T.)

Coming Feature Attractions
Star Rel. Date Length

.Sept. 13

..Sept. 27

Title

SOUND SHORTS
Star Rel. Oate

•t$Age of Innocence. The ( A.T. (F). Paula Trueman Jan. 5.

.

•SBetor* Rreakfast (A.T.MF). . . Mar. «

Black and Tan Duke Ellington & Orchestra. . Feb. 9
*t§Bobbed Wire (A. T.) Dane-Arthur
•^Bridegroom. The f A.T.X Fi . Mare Cnnnelly Feb ? .

*t§Broken Wedding Bells (A.T.). Dane-Arthur Sept. I.

•tfCamous Sweethearts (A. T.l'FAD) Mar. 9
.

• + s.C«sh and Marry (A.T.) Vaughn-Cooke-ftargaat Mar. IB.,
•+SDoar Slayer (A.T.) ....... . Vaughn-Cooke Mar. 2.

,

*t§Eventually But Not New (A.T.) (F&D) Vaughn-Cooke. . Apr. 13..
•HFnlr Deceiver. The (A. T.) (F4D) Jan. 6..
•SGeneral Glnsburg 'A.T.) (F).N»t Carr Apr. (3.
"tSGolf Specialist. Hi* W. C. Fields.

. .? r*els. . .

. . 1 reel . .

.

'
t'reVl

. 2 reels... ...June 2r
.2 reels. . .

.2 raela...

. .2 reels. .

.

. Feb. 22
.2 reels. .. ...Apr. It
.1 I el.

lels .July 19•tlCsrnlval Revue Hlatt-Hugbes Aug.
•tSChesIng Ralnbews Sportllght Aufl. 10 (reel..

•tichamsJaa Maker* Sportllght .....June 15 .1 reel June 21

*i|Drums ef Faar Vagabond Adventure Series. .June 29 I reel June 28

•Mean* synchronized score, fftfeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on -film.

I mis July I
15 Good Time Kenneth Mare Connelly I reel Aufl. I

-1 5 Gunboat Glnsburg (A.T.) (F). Nat Carr Jan. 12 2 reels Nov. 9
•tFGuest. The (A. T.) (F&D).. Mare Connelly May 25 I reel
•tSHet Rrldge (A. T.) (FAD) May II... 2 "»ls
Humaneets Benny Rubin I reel Jury I
' 'SLana of tne Sky Blue Daugnter* Vaughn-Cooke Mar. 30 2 reels

A.T. after title means
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SLoii and Foundered (A. T.) (F&D) . . Vaughn-Cook* ..Jan. 19..

5 Magnate, The (A. T.> (FAD). Mare Connelly Mar. 30..

§Men Without Sklrti (A.T.) . . Dane-Arthur Aug
SMickey'i Champs (A. T.) (F&D) Mickey Yule Fen. 2..

SMIckey's Luck (A. T.)(F&D> Mickey Yule Mar. 30..
SMickey'i Matter Mind (A. T.) (F&D) Mickey Yule Mar. 2..

SMickey'i Merry Men (A. T.) (F&D) Mickey Yule July 20.

§ Mickey's Musketeers (A.T.)
§ Mickey's Strategy (A. T.) (F&D) Mickey rule Jan. 5..
SMIekey'e Winners (A. T.) (F&D) Mickey Yule Aug. 17..
§Mlekey the Romeo (A. T.MF&D) Mickey Yule June 22..

rsMickey the Whirlwind (A.T.)(F&D) Mickey Yule Apr. 27.
MMIckey the Warrior Mickey Yule May 25.
t§Museum. The Toby the Pun Aug,
*§TOft to Peoria (A.T.) Nick & Tony
•tSOId Bill's Christmas (A.T.)
"tsOld Vamps for New (A. T.).. Vaughn-Cook*
*t«Palooka Flylnp School (A.T.) . ..

*t»Pe*p • tilt Dee*. A Clark & MoCollsugh.
*t§Pure and Simple Louise Fazenda
•^Setting Son. The (A.T.) Vaugnn-Coofce
*t§ Sleeping Cutles (A.T.) Alberta V«uohn
Society Goes Spaghetti Nick and Tony
't$Strange Interview, The
(A.T.) (F)

•tIToby the Fiddler (A.T.).
*t§Who's Got the Body (A.T.)

.

13.

,
Sherwln-Knowles

Nick Tony

July
Feb. s

Feb. 2
June 22
Sept I

Sent. 15
Feb. 16
Jan 5.

Sept. .

.

...Mar. 2
....Sept. I

Aug. 3-

.2 reels

.1 reel

.2 reels July

.2 reels Apr. 12

.2 reels
..2 reels Aug. II

,
.2 reels. .

, .2 reels

,.2 reels
.2 reels
..2 reels
. .2 reels

..I reel May 24

. .2 reels.

.Special Cut Harold Auten

2 reels.

.

. .7 reels..
. . I reel . .

,

..2 reels..
. .2 reels.

.

. .2 reels.

.

, . 2 reels..

. .2 reels.

.

..I ml...

Dee. 14

.Jan. 25

S01SU-ART-WORLD WIDE
Title

•tSRlg Fight. The (A.T.)
*tSBI*z* O'Glory
tSCharge of the Light Brigade
"HCeck 0' the Walk (A.T.;...
*t§Costello Case
•$tDude Wrangler
HGreat Gaba*

Star

.Williams. Lane

Rel. Date

Sept I

MfiHello Sister (A. T.)
•tSOnce a Gentleman (A.T.)..
•iReno (A.T.)
•*SRogue of the Rio Grande.
•MTalk af Hollywood
TIUp The Cup
*t|*Wtiat a Man (A.T.)

Eddie Dewllm-B. Compsai.. Jan.
MeLaglen-Hume Dec.
J. Sehlldkraut-Loy May
Tom Moore- Lola Lane Nov.

The (A.T.). Durvea-Basotierte June
...E. Vol Strohelm-B. CompsoaJan.

Hughes-Borden . . Feb.
. Norton- Wilson Sept
. Roland-Thomson-Love Oct.
. Hatton-Loy-Bohr Oet
.Nat Carr- Fay Marti* Mar.
..Travel Lecture Feb.
. Denny-Segar June

STATE RIGHTS

..5850.
.8600

. S850.
.7200..
.7000 .

.

.6200.,

.6950
.9500.

.
.68. May 24
IOO.Sept.2l/2P.
.105. ..Apr. 5

June 21

..7000 70
,..6586....72.Dec.2l/29
,..5800. ...02
.7000 79. ..Mar. 29

FEATURES
mi. Star Dlst'r Lenofh

Rel. Date Feet Mlns. Reviewed

Talk. Pie. Eolca- Not sei8860 98. ..Jan. 25
.Int. Photoplay. .Jan. I. 6900 73.. June 21
Edw. L. Klein Sept 6
Allied Film. Mar. 15. .. 8 reels. .65. ., May 10— Gen. Film Jan. 24 0.000 lOO..F«h. 6

.3800 42 ..

•fitoross the World (A.O.) Martin Johnson .

•tjAlter the Verdict (A.T.) Tschechowa-Ward
Alma do Gaucho Special Cast
Asphalt - Froelleh- Amain
*t?3trau*e I Love You Mady Christiana ...

•t|3ottora of the Warld Talk. Ph» Eg let Sept
•f^Bride 68 (P.T.) Veldt-Brink .Amer. Anglo ....Apr. s .

*tlBrlght Eyes Bellour-Trever New Eras July 10.8800
t|Burnlng Heart, The Christ. ans-Froellch. . Harold Auten May 108372. ..oo.
*t§Call of Circus (A.T.)

rrt F ) ..-, Bushman Clayton .. Rurr Jan. l554Rfi....fil

"Canyenvl Mlaalat Hen Ton Tylar Syndicate June I. .4742 50
Caught In Berlin underworld. Fritz Kortner

Chess Player. The Jehanne-Blanchard Unusual Plct

«t C Ivll izatlsn H Itkmaa. Martoy . . . Amer. Trad. Ami
•fSClancy in Wall Street

(AT.) Murray- LI ttlefleld

*t|Cade af the Wert Bob Custer ....

*t§Constant Nymph, The Ivor Novello
•i i'« ounmiM* bpeciai east

*t§Crimson Circle, The Stewart Rome

76..

.Mar. 157127..Aristocrat ..
..Syndicate
.Big Three Exc.Aug. 17 7800.

. New Era
. .reb. t)

. Inter. Photoplay
*t§Covered Wagon Trail Bob Custer Syndicate Dec. 29.4617.
-t«nanqer Man The iP.T.) -Chas. Hutchinson . . Cosmos May . r.;.a. .02
*t§Dark Red Roses Stewart Rome Inter. Photoplay
"isDarkoned Skies (A.T.) . Brentwood-MaeDonaldBiltmore Prod Jan.. 5400 60
Decks of Hamburg Jugo-Frltsch Ufa
*ti Drifters Harold Auten 4
•t|Escap«>d from Dartmoor . .Baring. Hennlng .Harold Auten. ..Apr. II 7529 70.
Eternal Fools Judea Films Sept 23. .6120. . . .61
Farmer's Wile Themaa-Hall-Davls.

. A 1 1 ted J*n. 4 Kft4S 70
Figaro Franco- Amer lean Net Sat 6360 71
't§Heart's Melody (A. T.)
(F & D) Frltaeh-Parlo Ufa Film

Hit Unborn child (F & D) .. Special Cast Windsor
Hungarian Nights Special Cast mAer. Gen.

May 17
May 2"

Mar. 8

I.. July 5
Apr. 16

. .Sept 6

Jan. 107609...
Film Co.
Aug. 5/29. .8 reels.

4653Hunted Men Bob Steele Syndicate
*t§Huntlng Tigers In India, Travel Talking Pic Epics Dee. 97650
"IS immortal Vagabond (A.T.) Hald- Froelleh Ufa Film
In the South Seas with Mr. and Mrs. Plnchot Talk. Plct. Eoles Sept I 5538
•tlngagl African Hunt Congo Ptet Ltd. Apr. 137778.
ir.it- i;ask»i Th* freneh r,M* Cmmo* 5RO0
•t§Ja« Cinderella M. Loy.J„ Robards. Chesterfield Aug. 14.6181
•SJuno ano the Paycock (A.T.) Sara Allaood Harold Auten June ?7 9100
*t§Just Off Broadway D. Keith-A. Christy. Chesterfield Mar. 15.7650
-•eLadlni in Love (A.T.) Day- Walker Chesterfield
•man Dance. The (A.T.) R'vnoidi-Robarde .Audible
•Lono HcfMmai Ton Tyler .

, Syndicate..
*t§tonesomo Trail C. Delaney-V. Brown

Falrn Syndicate ..

"tlUwt Otdn (A.T.) Talk Plo. into*..

.

Lest Patrol pro Patrla
•t«Lowt at First 8lght(A.T.).¥*oner-c«*ter CheM"-**!*
*t§Made to Order Julian Eltlnge Jesse Well
*t§Madonna of the Sleeping
Cars Claude Frane

May 176095...
Mar 8 5625. ..

Mm. I. '29.. 4736...

Aug- 25.5786...
Sent I....4M0...
...Not Set 5100...
...Feb. 15 6039...

6240...

.Jan. 18

June 14

.85. '.Dec'." 14

".""."
May" 31

.88.. Apr. 26
.
.(U

.68.. Sept. 20
July 5

..85.. Dec. 14
..May 3
Mar. 24

..Aug. 2

..Sept. 13

..July 12
Dee. 21

. Feb. •

.Jan. 25

§Manxman, The Carl Brlason
Melody of the Heart

Mystery at the Villa Rose. . Trevor-Barlng
*t|Myt*rles af Nature
*f§ Overland Bound
•(Overland Bound (A.T.)
•(Parting of the Trails .

Pattlon Song. The
Peaeoe* Fen The.........
Poor Millionaire Talmadge- Howard

.Little

Leo Maloney
Perrln-Ray
Bob Custer
Olmsted-N. Beery.
Onrnthv Dwan

Raytone . .

.

Raytone . .

.

Syndicate ..

Excellent
RhMtnrtMHl
,'Blltmore

-Special Cast Ufa Films

Playhouse Film Co
oouu Deo. 21 Ufa
Ufa Film. .Aug. 29 Eng...806l..

Germ.. .8543
Harold Auten. .May 31 9000...
Ufa

....Apr. 15.5040...
Apr. 15.
Mar. I.

19

Apr.

.5040..
..4700..
.5080..
. 540fl .

.

.5200..

Oct.
Dec. 14.

. .Sept. 6

56.. Mar. 29

Jan. 155743. ...64.

Porl
*t|Rampent Age (A.T.)

'fl F.) Murray- Kennedy . . . Continental
'tSRaaputln. the Holy Devil Special Cast Martin Berger ..

Riders *f the Rle Grande Bob Custer Svn Pictures ..Sept'29. 5223
*t|RainuM wf Wa*t Jack Pen-In Jnek Trap June IS. .5494
•tSSaddle King, The Cliff Tex Lyon Anchor
Sea Fury ..Mildred Harris Tom White Not Sel 5200.
•fSlurm of Toklo Japanese Cast
Bianke Belle* . .

Coowrv Tearle.
"•SSombras de Gloria Jose Bohr
South »' Panama "'•rniellt* Geraghty
Stampede Native Cast ....
Strange Ca*e of District
Attorney **«"

Thr#* Outcast*. Ttt* .... Vnktm- rjanutt

•t§Throw of the Dice Seeta Dvl
TK"">i" God Cornelius Keefe
""t§Treasure. The
Western Honor ...Bob Steel* Syndicate. . Mar 48-19
•teweei ef Rockies 'A.T .1

(D) Art Mil World Art Jan. 18.5100.

. Movlegraphs
. First DIvMo* fleoS*
. Sono Art World Wide

.
Phesterflold 830(1

,

..Harold Auten.. Apr. 28 7540..

Unusual Photoplav Mar. 6600
W.,a m„ - « .„,,
.Hollywood Pic. Dec. 29.6700.

Jan. 18

..Aug. 30

.June 28
..Aug. 2

.Oct 12

. Dee. 7

. . Feb. 22

.May's

Mar. 22
O.I •«

.May 31

4 D) MMJuktn.Dagover ..UFA Film*
Why Cry at Partial Halm-Grail* International 7000. .. 78. . Feb. 22
*t|Womaa Wb* Wu For.
gotten (A.O.) Bella Bennett State Cinema. .. Jan. 1.7560. .. .85. Jan. 25

Wonderful Lies of Nina
Petrowna Helm-Ward Allied Film*. .May 10. .8 reels. .80. .June 14

Worldly floods Klrkwood-Kennedy.. . Continental Aug. I. .6065 65... Aug. I
•tSYIddlsh Mama. The (A.T.)Mae Simon Judea Films 4000

Coming Feature Attractions
Star Producer Rel. Date Length Mlns. Reviewed

Liberty Prod
Title

*t§Ape. The (A.T.)
*'§Body. Soul and Dress...
*t§Breezy Bill Bob Steele Syndicate 4500 50. ..Sept 20
rgburnod evidence tF) continental

Buying a Wife Special Cut Aff. European 7 reels
fJCIown. The (F) Continental
•SfComebaek. Th* (A.T.) Majestic
•t§ Dancing Fathera <A.T.)
tSDavy Jones Locker (A.T.) Liberty Prod
*t§Der Tiger Von Berlin Susa-Frank Ufa Film 55. .Sept. 27
*Ts Divorce QuMtlo*. The
(A.T.) Majestle

Duty to b* Silent Maria Albana Aft. European 6 real
*t§East Lynno (A.T.) Liberty Prod
MfEast of Aala (A.T.) Liberty Prod
•tSEverybody't Girl (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Exodus to the New World, The Lyon-Prevost Pioneer
Full Dreswd Thieves Nile Aether Aft. European 7 reels
German Underworld Special Cast Aff. European 7 reels
Great Unknown. Tha John Loder Aff. European 6 reels
•StHall tha Woman. (A.T.) Majestle
Her Viennese Lover Asther-Nolan Aff. European 6 reels
•t§ln Oklahoma (A.T.)
"t§Lady of the Lake. Tha. .Percy Marmont FlUPatrlck
MILIIe For Sale, A (F) Continental
Lonesome Trail Syndicate Sept. 13
Mllak of the Snowlands Special Cast Allied
*t§Mldnlght Alarm. The (A.T.) Liberty Prod
"t§Mother ,

o Millions (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Our Dally Broad Mary Nolan Aff. European 7 reels
•TJPrle* Mark. Tha (A.T.) Majestle
• t§ Red K isaes ( A. T.)
'tS Romantic Scoundrel, The (A.T.) v
*T§Second Honeymoon, Th* ( F) Continental
•t§Sentlmental Satan (A.T.) Majestle
*t§Sraart Women (A.T.) Majestls
•t§Thou Shalt Not Squeal (A.T.)
•TSToday (A.T.) Nagel-Owen Majestle
*t5Trap, Th* (A.T.) MaJestlo
•tSUnforbldden Sin. Th* (F) Continental
Unholy Love Wegener- Petrov I teh . . Aff. European
When Duty Calls Special Cast Allied 6714 feet
Wild Men of Kallharl Denver African Exp. Talk. Plct Epics
•t§Worst Woman in Pari* (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Young Woodley All English Cast. . British International

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star ilttrlbutor Lenoth Reviewed

*t§Acro«l the World Talk. Pictures Epics 2 reel* (serial) Aug. t
*T§ Anywhere By Air Visuagraph 3 reel* May 17
*t|At the Photographers

(A. T.) (F) Harry Delf Elbee 2 reels
•t Beethoven Flbpatxlek I reel Apr. 19
'tBarn Dance Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celetjrltv Pr*d I reel
Besides tha Wetter* Sea Castle Film I r**l
*t§Bllnd Youth (A. T.) ..Lou Tellegen Capital 2 reels
•ttjBrino On the Bride (A.T.) Ellbee 2 reels Nov. •
*t§Broken Doll, The (A.T. ). Sadie Banks Judea Films I reel
*t Chain Gang. Th* Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod ; rael
'tConguest of the Cascades. . .Educational Gen. Electric Co Apr. 16

Coast to Coast Talker Vlsugraphlo 2 reels Aug. 30
*t§Down Hawaii Way Color Novelty Castle I reel
MSEgypt. Land of PyramldsTravel Talk FltzPatrlek I reel June 21
•tSFourth of July Travel Talk Fltzpatrlck
•5 Friend Husband 'A.T.) Burr ....2 reels
•fSFrost and Old Lace Ufa I reel
*t Galloping Gauche Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod Feb. II reel
*t$Gateway to India Travelogue Fltzpatrlck
Imperial City Travel Talk Fltzpatrlck I reel Aug. 23
Jewish Melody Cantor w a I dm an . .. Judea Films, Inc I reel
tJungla Rythm mickey Mouse CartoonCelebrlty Prod I reel Jan. II
•'Just Mickey Mickey Meuse Cartoon Celebrity Prod I rael
'ItKlddle Cabaret Mayfalr ....2 reels Apr. 26
•tKlds and Pets Color Novalty Castle I rael
Land of Freedom Seymour Relztelt ...Judea Films. Inc 2 reels.
Lincoln's Birthday FltzPatrlek Feb. I2.350feet
•Liszt, Fran2 Music Master Series. Fltz Patrick I reel Apr. 6
•t5Mal-Ko Mathma-Lou ...
(A.T.) Harry Feld Judea Films

•tiMawas (P.T.) Capital Prod 3Va reels . . luna »
•tSMeasuring Time Ufa Film 7... Sept 27
•tSMeet the Family (A.T.)

( F> Harry Deft Elbee 2 reels
"tMlekey's Concert Mickey Meute Cartoon Celebrity Prod I reel
•t$Monkey Souawks (A.T.) Burr
Natascha Pinch us Lavenda . .Judea Films, Inc
*t§Oh Doctor (A.T.) Speelal Cast Judea Films
•t Plane Crazy Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod.
"tPlow Boy Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod.
*t§Shoemaker'f Romance

(A.T.) Special Cast Judea Film*
•t§Shculd I Charles Lawmer .. Advance Trailer May 17
•resigned. Sealed & Delivered (A.T.) Burr
'tISIxty Minutes From
Broadway Color Novelty Castle

Sailors' Sweetheart Hymle Jacobson ....Judea Films, Inc.
'tSStyle and Class (A.T.) .. .Marty Barratz Judea Film*

2 reels.

1800 ..

.Jan. i reel.

.

I reel.

1900 .

*t5Summer Harmonies Song Cartoon
'tToe Tim* Felix the Cat
Temple of Love Travel Talk
•Thought for Mother's Day.. Fltzpatrlck
Washington** Birthday
'tSWhen My Dreams Com*

Tru* Gene & Glenn
"tWhen the cat's Away Mickey Meuse Cartoon Celebrity Pr*d
*tWlld Wave* Mlokey Moum CartoonCelebrlty Prod.

. Blophone

.ronfev Films....
. Fltzpatrlck

'Flti"patrYe'k'."'F

Advance Trailer.

.... I rael .

.

2 reels.
.

,

2000 ...

I reel .

.

t r*el ..

2 reels. .

.

I reel. .

.

22. 350 feet

Oct. •
Anr. I
Sept. 8
..May 10

TIFFANY
FEATURES

f Available sound-on-tilm and sound -on-disc )

Star Rel. Dat* F-et
Armina-Terry May IB 3Q74
Rex Lease Sept 10 5580.
Humo-Thema* Mar. ""

May 23

Title
••^Border Rominre (A. 1

•t§Borrowed Wives . ...

-*6Hlqh Treason 'A.T.1.
*tSHot Curves (A.T.) Rubin-Lease-Day
•tSJournev'* End (A.T.) .. CnMrt Cllv*

MS Just Like Heaven (A. T.). .Louise- Newell
•t-GKnthleen Mavourneen (A.T.) 0' Noll- Delanay
•SMamha (AT.) M.r.hoM-Rnardman- Forbes
*GMedtclne Man. The (AT) Benny. Branson
•tSNear Rainbow's End (A.T 1 Steel*. Lorraine ....

RavUw*d is "Oannerons Business" Issue Dee 21
*t§Oklahoma Cyclone (A.T.) Bob Steele Sept I

•SPertv 6Hrt (A.T) noyg Fairbanks. Jr Jnn. I.

'tSPeaeook Alley (A.T.) Mae Murray Jan. I

July
. lun*
. . Mar.
- .June

14.

.8210.
..71*t.
11416..

5166
I 6IR8
1....82M.
) 59f6.
1820

[I 5850.
1930 6750.
>.. .6060.

Revlewen
..Mav •
..Aug. 30
June 7

Jnly 12
Apr. II

"*M."i
. Mar. IR

.Jan* 21
..July 5

..Aug. 30

..Dee. 21
..Feb. 6

•Means synchronized score, l/Means sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. offer title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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.. Benny RublB

.. Gleason -Shilling- Walker
, . Garon Barry
. . t nase-- Gulliver
Rn Leu*

.May 12 6994...
Mar. 20. ...7040...
Aug. 10. ...5425...

, Fab. 15 7239.

78

.5050. ...56.

May 24
.Apr. 24
Aug. 23
Fab. 27
.Aug. 9

Length Revlewee

•tSSunny Skies
•t|S»ellh*ad (A. T.)
Thoroughbred
•UTroooen Throe (A.T.)

.

•ISWtagt at Adventurs

Coming Feature Attractions
nti« Star Ral. Oate

Aloha Oe Torres fi. Lyon

Arctic Patrol. The
Beloved Enemy. The *

Blazing Gum R« Lease

Branded Men R" Lease

Caught Cheating Sidney-Murray

Danger Signal
Drumi ot Jeopardy • • •

i^lX'oa
Extravagance June Collyer bept. i\l

Fighting Grin, The Rex Lease •

Ghost Ship. The
Girl of the Limerlost, A
*T§Headln' North (A.T.) Bob Steele

Hi-Jack
Keeper o( the Bees, The
*t§Land ot Mining Man (A.T,). Bob Steele

Lasea
Lawless Valley Rex Lease
Leftover Ladles
Lure of the Yukon, The .,

Moran of the Lady Letty •.•;•;
'tlParadlse Island (A.T.) Harlan-Day not sst July 5

•fSRldln' Fool. The (A.T.) Bab Steele

Roaring Barrier
She Got What She Wantod Compson-Tracy
Single Sin. Th June Collyer

t*§Sun'risB Trait. The (A.T.)'... Bob Steele
The Barbarian
The J I bway
Third Alarm. The James Hall-Hersholt- Louise
Thundering Hoofi Rex Leasa
•fj Under Moataaa SklM Herlia- Gulliver
Unpardonable Sin
Utah Kid Rex Lease
Wild Youth

SHORT SUBJECTS
Tlttt Star Rel. Data Length Review

Blimp Mystery. The Sept. 27
Claulco in Slang Series 6 H. C. Wltwsr's 2 reels

Color Symphonies Series 6 In Technicolor I reel

•fSCossaek's Bride. The Color Symphony I real Fab. "
•SEnehanted Forest The (A.T.)..
Fire Worshippers. The
* - § f rt Old Madrid
*§ jungle Drums
Kentucky Jubilee Singers...
•tSKentueky Jubilee Singers
Little Covered Wagon
*t§Melod!e

... Color Symphony

... Colo none
Series of 3

,... Series of 3
...Chimp Comedy

Color Symphony

. I reel

.

I i

.Mav °t

Sept. 27

. 2 reels

2 reels
I reel

2 reels Aug.

Dei. 28

Musical Fantasies Series of 6 1 real

•t§On the Plantation Forbes Randolph Singers 2 reels Mav l"

Rolling Stone Series 6 Color Travels I reel .Sept. 6

Tiffany Chimp Series 6 Monkey Oomedles 2 reels

Voice of Hollywood Series Station S-T-A-R 26. . I reel each

Ho 8 Ben Turpin Apr. 26

No. 9 Wesley Barry Apr. 19

No. II Billy Bevan May 24
Lloyd Hamilton May 21

Geo. K. Arthur July 19

Joe Cobb Aug. 9

15 Ruth Roland July 12

16 Neil Hamilton Aug. 10

17 Laura La Plante Aug. 20
18 Gleason & Armstrong Sept. II

19 Johnny Hines .

No.
No.
NO.
No.

No.

13

UNITED ARTiSTS
FEATURES

Tltte Star Rel. C

M6Bad One. The {A. T.) Del Rlo-Lowa May
•tIBe Yourself (A.T.) (F) Fannie Brleo Feb.
* 1 5 Eyes of the World (A.T.) . . Merkel- Holland Aug.
•tiHell Harbor (A.T.) Vel02-Haraholt Mar.
-6. Lummox (AT.) (F) Westaver-Lyon Jan.

*t§One Romantic Night A. T.) . . Glsh-Nagel-La Roeaue Apr.
•MPuttln' to the Rlt2 (A.T.).. Harry Richman Mar.
»« Raffias (A T.) .. Ronald Holman Julv

•t§What a Widow (A.T.) ... Gloria Swanson Sept

Length
Feat Mlns. Reviewed
.6673.... 74

13.

.5977.
...7272...
...8354..
...7533..
...6592 ..

...8225..
...fiSM...

8128..

Mar. 22
.67. ..Feb. I

.81. ..Aug. 23

.92... Mar. 6

.84 ..Fab. Is

.72 ..Mar ?*

.91. ..Feb. 22
.70... All. 2

.90... Sept. 20

COMING ATTRACTIONS
Tills Star Rel. Date

•tEAbraham Lincoln (A. T.)... Walter Huston Nov. 29.
tIBal Whispers, The (A.T.)... Chester Morris Nov. 15.

••JCIty Lights rF) Charlie Chaplin
•trio R*"-y, Woman of Passion fA. T.) Nnrma Talmadga Oct. II..
•tIEscapade Evelyn Laye Jan. 10.

Kikl (A.T.) Mary Plckford
•Halt's Angels (F) Lyon- Hall- Harlow
•Rettery Bride. The (A.T.). . . MecDonald-Garrlak Oct. 25..
•tSReachlng for the Moon ( A.T. 1 Douglas Fairbanks Feb. 21..

Length Review**
.8704 Aug. 23

-Sept. 27. ...8393 July 12

TW-
•HGIorlc-ui Vamps (A.T.)
'•jSetond Hungarian Rhaaandv
•tJThe Americans Coma (A.T.)•tJThi
•(Wl;

SOUND SHORTS
Star Rel. Data

.Bobby Watson Jan. 25.

.

May 24..
.Otto Matlesoa Aug. 2.

Apr. "
•tSZampa (A.T.) Sept.

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

Tide Star Rel. Date
•(All Quiet en Wastera Freat
(AT) Welhelm-Ayres-Wray Aug. 24.

.

Slf Timber (Re-Issue) William Desmond Mar. 30..
"t {Burning Trail (Reissue) Wm. Desmond July 2* .

•SCaptaln of the Guard (A.T.) La Plante-Bola* Apr. 20..
•Ecilmax. The (A. T.l Crawford-Hershsh Jan. 26..
•»rnh»n*i.»<ith»iK-llv*i-«»«*iona Sidney-Murray Mar. 17..
tlCoaeentratln' Kid (A.T.) H not G Ibsen
•UCtar of Breaehm (A.T.) Wray-Campsoa-Harron
•*fDamei Ahoy (A.T.) Glenn Tryet
*t«.Oevll's Pit. The Rao* Iat Cast

R»vl#weri under tltt* of "Under th* Seottisra
•(Embarrassing Momenta (A.T). Realnald Denny ....
•(Fighting Laglan. The..
Fiv

I ho Hants
•(Hell's Herat*
•4lMI.ta.Ont ' A T \

tlKlag af Jazz. Th. (A.T.).

•(Little AeeftJeat (A.T.)....
•tLutky Larkla

Mayward
..Jack Hail*
.- Bltkford-Hstton

. Murray- CnwtnreJ
..Whitman's Band &

Cast .

.

. Fairbanks. Jr., Page.
. . Ken Maynard

May 25.
Feb. S.
Mar. 9

Craae" In April
Feb. 2
Apr.
Feb. 2
Jan I
Mar. 30

Speilll
Aug. 17.
Sept. I.

Mar. 2

12423... 138
..4388
.4223 ...

.7519.... 83
V«l. 65

.7100. , . 02.

...7314. ...81..

...5773.... 68...
.626* 69..

27. 1029 tasua
. . Pmn... «.fl

...8783 75..

., 1M2 41 .

...8148 70..

...5299 59..

...9183... 102..

...7897 87..
...5785 64..

Reviewer!

..Apr. 28

.Apr. S
Mar. ?i*

Mar. in

Apr. 26
Feb •
Apr. 27

Dee. 21

Apr. 19

Apr. 5
July 12
Mar. 22

•Mean* synchronized score, iMeans sound effects. §Means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talksr

'(Mounted Stranger, The
"tS Mountain J units
•tINIght Ride .

•§tOutslde the Law (A.T.)..
'tlParada af the Wtat
•t(Roarlng Raneh (A.T.)
*t§Song ef the Caballere
KSons of the Saddle
tlSpura (A.T.)

Hoot Gibson Feb. 16..
.Ken Maynard May 4...
Joseph Schlldkiaut Jan. 12..

. Nolun- Robinson Sept. 16.

Ken Maynard Jan. 19..

.Hoot Gibson Apr. 27..
Kan Maynard June 28...

. Kan Maynard Aug. _ 3 .

,

Hoot Gibson Aug.

.Hoot Gibson Mar. 23.

.Hoot Gibson June I..
. Nolan- Ellts-Browa Feb. 23.
.All Star July 31...
.Special Oast June I..

.Jack Hoxle May 25..

. Mary Nolan Ium I. .

.

fSStorm. The (A. T.) Special Cast Aug. 16,

•tlTratllng Trouble '

•tSTrlgger Tricks (A.T.)....
*t§ Undertow
M§What Men Want
-White Hell ef Pltz Pala...
White Outlaw, The (RbIbsub).
•(Young Desire (A.T.)

Coming Feature Attractions
Title

"tSA Lady Surrenders
"TSBIind Husbands (A.T.)
'fgBoudoIr Diplomat (A.T.) Compson- Keith- Duncan -Loff

•f§Cat Creeps (A.T.) Twelvetrees-Hersholt-Hackett
•tSCohens & Kellys Hunting Big
Game in Africa (A.T.) Sidney-Murray

*t§Dracula (A.T.) Bela Lugosi
•t§East is West (A.T.) Lupe Velez-Lew Ayras Oct. 23..
•ftHunchbaok af Notre Dame
(A.T.)

"t§Lady Surrender*. A (A.T.). . . Nagle-Tobln-Rathbone-HobartOct. 6.

'§t Merry- Go- Round (A.T.) .... Loft -Boles
*t§Ourang Dorothy Janls
*

t § Resurrect ion (A.T.) Boles- Velez
MSSaint Johnson (A.T.) Ayres-Wray
'tlSea America Thirst (A.T.)... Langdon-Love-SummervHIn
1 1 (Strictly D ishonoraDle (A.T.) . John Boles
•t§Half Gods (A.T.)

.5784.. 84. ..Feb. 15
.6748.. .75.. .Mar. 22
5609.. ..62. ..Dee. 28

..7111. 78 ../Vug. 23
.5900.. ..65. . . Feb. '

6094.. .87. ..May 24
•»... 78 .Jaly It
.6872.. ..76. ..Aug. 9
.5303.. . .58.. . So PL 6
.7203. ..80. ..Aw. 28
.5198.. ..67. .Mar. 29
.5462.. ,.S7 ..June 21
5625. . , .56 ..Jan. 4

.6041.. .67.. .Sept 6

..7727. 86. .Hay 10

,H2t... .71.. J«tr II

L.ngth Reviewed
.8485.. ..Sept. 27

Title

Alias tha Bandit
All Wot
Anthony 1 Cleopatra (reissue)

.

Badge af Bravery
Bashful Whirlwind (Reissue)...
Battling Kid. The
Beauty Parade. The
Benjamin Franklin (Reissue)...
Boundary Line. The (Reissue).
Close Call ( Reissue)
Columbus & Isabella (reissue).
Crooked Trails
Crimson Courage
Danger Claim. The
Fighting Terror (Reissue) . ..

French Leave
Follow Me
Foul Ball
Getting the Air
Her Bashful Beau
His Girl's Wadding
Kounty Fair
Last Stand
Law In the Saddle
Lightning Rider. The
Lightning Express (Serial)
Make It Snappy
Man Hunter, The
Matter ot Policy
Milky Way (Reissue)
Omar Khayam (Reissue)
One Wet Night
Paul Revere ( Reissue)
Plana Crazy
Peekaboo
Pony Express Kid. The
°ost of Honor
Prehistoric Man (Reissue)
Pronto KM. The (Ralsaua)
Queen of Roundup (Reissue) . .

.

Red Coat's Romance
Restless Rest (Re-Issue)
Ropln' Venus
Seeing Red ( Reissue) ,

Should Peker Players Marry?
Sid's Lang Count
Sitting Pretty
Six Gun Justice

Some Show
Step Right Up
Son of Courage
Storm King (Re-Issue)
Speak Easy (Reissue)
Trail of tha Paok
Under the White Robe (Re-Issue
Way of the West (Reissue)...
Why Walt ..

Whip Hand. The (Reissue)...
Wild West Wallop (Reissue)
William Tell
Wolfs Fangs

SHORT SUBJECTS
Star Rel. I

Bobble Nelson May
Sid Savior

May :

Ted Carson Feb.
Edmund Cobb Aug.
Bobble Nelson .June
Arthur Lake July

. June :

. July

. Aug.

.June
May

. Mar.

.Mar.
. July I

.Mar.
. Apr.
Apr.

. Mar.
..June i

.July
. Jan.

Length Reviewed
.. 952 Jan •>•

...895 July 19
...978

. ..840 Sept. 20
I reel ..Sept 7

Title
•^Arabian Daze
tSBowery Blmbess
•SBroadway Follies
^Brother tor Sale (A. T.)...
•t§Chlnese Blues (A.T.)
'tSChrlstmaa Cheer (A. T.)...-
•Chlle Con Carmen
•5Cold Foot
•tfDetectlva, The
"tSDiscontented Cowboys
'SFHIc-w Students
•t§Flnger Prints (A.T.) ,

(SFootlloht Failles (A.T.)...
*t§Foul Ball, The
*t§Halowe'en
*t§Hammer &. Tongs (A.T.)

•tSHash Shop ,

u-Heir* Heal*
•tHenoecked
*t§Heroes of the Flames (A.T
•tQHIs Bachelor Daddy
•HHot for Hollywood
•HiirrJv GurdV
MSIn Mexico
-*4lade flax. The
•t§Kld Roberta (A.T.)

Ted Carson
Ted Carson
Bobbie Nelson

. Bill la Sullivan ...

Sid Saylor
Arthur Lake
Sid Saylor
Arthur Lake
Arthur Lake
Arthur Laka
Oswald Cartoon ....
Bobble Nelson Jan.
Ted Carson Apr.
Ted Carson Aug.
Chandler-Lorraine June
Sid Saylor Feb.
Ted Carson July
Edwards Jan.
Charlie Puffy ..Mar.

July
Roach- Edwards Feb.

Aug.
Sid Saylor July
Arthur Lake May
Edmund Cobb Aug.
Bobbie Nelson Feb.

Ausj.

Edmund Cobb Apr.
Josie Sedgwick Mar
Ted Carson June

. Neely Edwards Mar.
,
losle Sedowlek Jan.

Billy Sullivan Aug.
Jung

.Sid Saylor May
Arthur Laka Jan.
Bobble Nelson Apr.

.Arthur Lake Apr.
Sid Saylor May
.Bobble Nelson July
Edmund Cobb Feb.
Charlie Puffy Apr.
Ted Carson Jan.

) Neely Edwards May
Neely Edwards Fab.
8Um Summervllle Feb.

Billy Sullivan Mar.
Edmund Cobb May

Ian.

Ted Canon May

SOUND SHORTS
Star

Length Reviewed
...2 reels Apr. 1

9

. .2 reels May 24
- I reel

..2 reels Jan. II

..2 reels

..2 reels May 24

..2 reels June 7
. . I reel

..2 reels

..2 reels
.1 reel

-.2 reels Mar. 29
...2 reels Feb. I

. . 2 reel! Feb. 15

.. 2 reeis Mar. 8
, .2 reels Apr. 5
..I reel

. . .2 reels Feb. I

.. 2 reels May 24

..2 reels June Zt
. . I reel Dea. 7
..2 reels Dei. 21

. . .2 reels Mar. I

..2 reels July 19
.10 episodes

. .2 reels Jan. Ift

...2 raeta July I
. . I reel

I reel
..I reel

. . . i reel
.. I reel

. .2 reels June 7

...2 reels Apr. 24
. .2 reels July IS
.. .2 reels Jan. 18

. ,2 reels
. .2 reels

-.2 reals
..I reel

. . 2 reels
. .2 reels

..I raal
. .2 reels Apr. 28
..2 reels Dae. 21
...2 reels Mar. 15
. . .2 reals Mar. I

.. .2 reels Apr. 19

...2 reels June 21
. . 2 reals

..I reel

.. 2 reels Dae. 7
..I real
. .2 reels
...I reel

..2 reals
. .2 reel i

. . . I reel

...2 reels' May II

. Oswald Carteon
. Oswald Cartoon
. Sunny Jim
. Sporting Youth
. Sunny Jim
. Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartenn
.Oswald Cartoon
.Sidney-Murray
sip Savior

.Kenneth Harlan
.Sporting Youth
.Oswald Cartoon
Sporting Youth
Kane Richmond
Leather Pusher Series

. Oswald Cartoon

.Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon

asflwMt nnd Horsea

*t§ Knockout. The
*t§Lightmng Express. Tha

(Serial)
"Ulv- ON.t. fF & Dl
•§Mush Again ,

M«My Pal Paul
•(Neighbors
•6Not So Quiet
*t§One Day to Live (A.T.)

.

•ffOutdoor Sports

. Sonny Jim

.Oswald Cartoon

. 0*wa1(t Cartoon
.Oswald Cartoon

. Lorralno-Parrln
..Kane Richmond ,

Leather Pusher Series No.
. niwilrl CurtfiMi

.Leather Pushers No. 3....,

.Lorraine-Chandler
Ann Christy

. Sunny Jim
. Oswald Carteen .

.

. Sunnv Jlta ....
Oswald Cartoon ..

..All Star ,

.Sid Saylor

Rel. Date
. Mar. 3..
.Mar. 17..
.Mar. 3..
.June 25..
. Mar. 31..
. Feb. 3..
.
Feb. 3.

Aug. IS..
.Sept, 22..
.Oct. 15..
Apr. 4..

.Mar. 23..
c eb. »..

.Oct. 6..
. Apr. 14..

'Oct B..
.Apr. 14..
.June 2.,
Aug. II.

,.lune 2..
May 14..
.May IS ..

Jan. 20 .

Length Revlewa*
.2 reals
. I reel Apr. I
.1 reel Feb. 15
.2 reels Dee. 21

.2 reels Mar. 29

.2 reels Dec. 14
I reet Jan. If

.1 raal

.2 reels
.2 reelt

, 10 episodes.
.2 reels

el Ju.1 i

I reel

. 12 episodes

.2 reels Apr. It
I reel May 24
I rtel NOV. 3t

.Mar. 24 10 episodes. . Feb. 22

2 reels.

..Jen. 20.

,. Apr. 23.
.June IS.

Mar. 28.
July 7 ,

.Sept. 24.

Jan. 25

IS.10 episodes. .April

. .2 reels Jan. n
. 2 reels Mar. 24

..I raal Juno a

.. 2 reals Mar.
.1 raal Jolv 2sj

.2 reals
. . 2 reals Dae. 14

(including dialogue and incidental songs).

.0 means disc. F means mmnd-on-fllm.
A.T. after title means
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MSPali In Buckskin No.

*t§Parlez-Veu»
* T Prison Panic
•flRoyal Feurflush
*T§ School mates
•tSSeelng Stan
*t§She's a Ho (A.T.)
•t§Singing Sap
* t§Slster * pest
"t Snappy Salesmen
•t§Spell of the Clreua (A.T.)

.

*tjSpooki
TSSteepleehase (A. T.)
*t§Stop That Noise
"t§Strange as It Seems No. I.

"t§Strange as It Seems No. 2.
"tSTalking Newsreet
srTartan the Tloer (Serial)..
*t§Terry of the Time* (Serial)
•TjTrafflc Troubles
"tSTrampIng Tramps
*t§Up and Downstair* ,.
'HVfrn.n'i Aunt
*t§We We Marie

Tim McCoy
Indians are Coming Series

..Summervllle Sept. 10
.Oswald Cartoon Apr. 28.

, . Sporting Youth Feb. 17

.Sporting Youth Apr. 28

. Sptrtlno Ycuth Max. 17

. Sunny Jim
. . Oswald Cartoon
..Sunny Jim Feb. 28
..Oswald Cartoon Aug. 16.

..F. Bushman, Jr.-N. Vaughn. Jan.

.Oswald Cartoon July

.Sporting Youth Jen.

.Sunny Jim Jut*

.Novelty Sept.

. .Novelty Sept.
Sept

! Frank Merrill Dee.

, Howes-Thompsoi Aug.
Mar.

. Oswald Cartoon Mar.
Jan.

! hont.Areher Peb.

..Stim Summerville Oct. 2

.Mar •

.Jan. 25

....2 reels ..Air. 28
. Mar. a
.May 10
..Sept. 20
..Jan. 25

. ... 10 episodes.
....1 reel

.Dee. M

.Jum 14

1 reel ..Sept 20

10 episodes. . .June 21
. Feb. IS
. . Mar. 28

1. . . 2 reels
1 . . .9 reel* . . Feb. 1

WARNER BROTHERS
(Available soand-on-disc only)

Title

A Soldier's Plaything
Big Bey
"TJCourage (A.T.)
*fi Dancing Sweeties I....
•tsDumbells in Ermine (A. T.).

•t 5 Evidence (A.T.)
*t|General Crack (A.T.)
*t§Golden Dawn (A. T.)
*1§Green Goddess. The (A. T.)..
"tlHoid Everything (A. T.)
*t§lsle of Escape (A. T.)
•fSMammy (A. T.)
*t§Man from Blankley's. ThetA.T.J.
•HMan Hunter (A. T)
Matrimonial Bed
Offlee Wlte
*1$OhI Sailor. Behave (A.T.)....
•i-iin the Border
•t 5 Recaptured tove
•t§Rcugn Waters t A. T.)

•t§Royal Box (A.T.) (German)..
*t§Second Choice (A.T.)
*t§Second Floor Mystery (A. T )

•TSShe Couldn't Say Na
•ttjSnng of the West (A.T.)
•t§Sweet Kitty Bellairs

*t§Those Who Dance (A.T.)
"tSThree Faces East
•tlUnder a Texas Moon (A. T.)

.

•t§Wlde Open (A.T.)

Star Rel.

Lodcr-Lyon-Langdoa Nov.

Al Jolson Aug.
Bennett- Nixon June
All Star July
Armstrong. Gleason- Kent .... May
Pauline Frederick Jan.
Jonn Barrymore Jan.

Wool!- Segal June
George Arllss Mar.
Llghtner. Brown-O'Neill May
Blue-Loy Mar.
Al Jolson May
John Barrymore May
Km. Tin-Tin May
All Star Auq.
Makaill-Stone ... Aug.
Lrene Delroy-Chas. King ...Aug.
Rln-Tln-Ttn Mar.
Bennett-Halllday July
Hin-Tin-Iin June
Molssl-Horn
Dolores Costello Jan.
Wlthere-Young Apr.
Llghtner- Morris Feb.
Boles -Segal Mar.

. Claudia Oetl Aug.
Monte Blue Apr.
Bennett-von Strohetm July
Kay-Torres-Ley-Beery Apr.

E. E. Horton Feb.

July 28
74... May 31

June 14
70... J una 7

.79. ..Oct It

25 ...9809.. .109. . Nov. 16
June 21
Feb. 22
Apr. 12

.Apr. 5

.Mar. 29

.Apr. 12

.Apr. 12

.Aug. 9

.7447..
.6653..
..7513..
..5814..
..7570..
..6167..
..4383..
.6030..

.49.

..8880..

..4410..

..6120..

..4280..
. .81)00..
..8150..
..5268..
..6413..
..7185..
..5772..
..6876.
..6120..
..7498..
..6341..

W July 12
.49.. .Feb. 8

.68... June 7

.68... July 26

.89.. .Dec. 28

.91. ..Jan. II

.59... May 10

.7 l... Feb. 22
,80. . Mar. R

.65. ..Sept. 13

.76.. Jnfejr IS
.68. . .June 21
.63.. .Apr. I?
.71 ...Mar. 29

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length Mlns. Reviewed

A Soldier's Plaything Coder- Langdon- Lyon Nov. I

Adam and Evening
Bad Women 5 Dell-Boley-Gordon
Barber John's Bey Holmes- Mitchell

Both Were Young • • • • • • •

Captain Applejack John Halllday 5940 •*" *3
Captain Thunder Fay Wray-V. Varconi Sept. 27

Children of Dreams
Divorce Among Friends All Star «••-
nnn-wa« «n Hell Lewis Ayres Oct. 18 Sept 20

Fifty Million Frenchmen Olsen & Johnson
Gay Cabal lero

God- Gift (o Women Withers-Nixon
Ex- Mistress Nolan- Hamilton
Llf« of the Party Winnie Llghtner Oct 25
Maybs Its' Love Brown- Bennett Oct 4
Mayttme
Moby Dick John Barrymore Sept 27 7220 Aug. 16

Old English .George Arllss Sept. 27 7926 Aug. 30
Outward Bound L. Howard- Fairbanks. Jr Sept 20
Penny Arcade Withers- Knapp
Red Hat Sinners Winnie Llghtner
River' i End Blckford- Knapp
Sinn--s' Holiday Oct II

Sit Tight Llghtner-Brown
•teal Highway Withers- Aster
Viennese Nights Gray-Segal-HershoH Sept. 20 9007 Aug. 30

VITAPHONE VARIETIES (D>
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

A Syncopated Sermon lohnson Chow- Rob isor> I reel

Absent Minded Perkins- Ford 882 10. .Apr. 12
Aid*. Fences Sono« 523 . .6. .Feb. 8
Alpine Echoes Douglas Stanbury I reel
And Wlte ... Elliott- Davi« 971 II. .Apr. 12
At Home. Potter Series Littlefleld-Ward 1435.... 16 .Mar. 15

At the Round Table Heltlnger-Hopper-Hunyon-Corbett
At Your Service Lnniils-Halllaan-Blaekwood 633 .. 7
Bard of Broadway. The Walter Winrliell 2 reels

Barefoot Days Cast of Children
Battery of «nnos. 4 Hnvt-Coots-Qulntelle 710 8.. May ii

Believe It or Not. No. I Robert L. Ripley 2 reels May 24
Believe It or Nat. No. 2 Robert L. Ripley Aug. 30
Believe It or Not. No. 3 Robert L Ripley
Believe It or Not No. 5 Robert L. Ripley I reel

Benefit, The Joe Frlseo 928 10. .Feb. 8
Bernle. Ben , . OrrheMm 771 .... 9. .Apr. 19

Bio Money. Potter Series Littlefleld-Ward 1 141 . . . .17 . Mav 24
Bigger and Better Watsons 8. .Aug. 9
Body Slam, The Lambert- Ledeux- Irving I real July 19
Box Car Blues Looney Tunes No. 5 I reel ...

Bridal Night Arthur- Merrlam
Broadway'* Like That Ruth Ettlng 865 10. .Mar. 8
Bubble Party.The Geo. Sweet 629. ... 7
Bubbles Vltaphone Kiddles 688 8
Cave Club. The Leach. Merman- Plerlot 793 9
Celeste Alda Giovanni Martlnelll 9.. June 21
Cheer Leader. The Tom Douglas 826 9
Christmas Knight Washburn- Eddy- Mlddleton 696 8
College Capers
roll«olate Model The Ona Munson 7 reel* May 10
Compliments of the Season Dressler-Lane-O'Brlen 2 reels
Congo Jazz Looney Tunes No. 2 1 reel Aug.
Contrary Mary Bobby Watson
Cm Baby Vernon-Treen
Danqer Lltel-Campeau- Merrlam
Desert Thrills Edwin Ra-tlett
Devll'i Parade. The Sidney Tiler
Dining Out Kent-Lake
Doctor's Wife Panobnrn-Astor-Mltchell
Done In Oil. Potter SerlM Littlefleld-Wnrd
Ducking Outy
Duel. The
Emergency Case

,

Eternal Triangle. The.
Evolution ... ,

Evelutlen of Hi* OaneO
Excuse the Parden . .

.

.9. .June 7

Conk tin- Morgan
rMrt«.TiMt*rf*ie
Hugh Comeron
Rlch-Standlna-Kaltz
Progress of Motion Pictures

,

i itninn Lane
Morgan- Alexander

. 725...
. 888 . ..

. 8

.10.
July

. June
7.1

14

.'l539.'.\

. 493..
VitV
.. 5

June 14

. Sept. 27

"iil7i"
.1 reel.

.10.

.12.
.June
Feb.

21

22

Family Ford
Fashion's Mirror Newberry- Thompson
Faust Duet-lei Act Chaa. Haekett 872. .. . 16. .Nov. 20
Feminine types Jean Barrios
Fight, The Norman Broken shir* I reel May 10'

Find the Woman Hugh O'Connell 817 9>

Five Minutes From the Station. .Overman-Churchill-Sidney
Footnotes Page Sisters s\ Oscar Grogan 519 6. .Apr. 19
For Art's Sake Broderick-Crawford I reel Sept. 27
For Two Cents De Wolf Hopper ...I reef
For Sale Gregory Raton? 523 6. .June 14
Fore Ford- Lane
Fowl Triangle
Frame. The Boyd-Mlddleton 934 10
Gates of Happiness Arthur Pat West 8. ..Sept. 27
Getting a Raise. Potter Series. . Littlefleld-Ward 1131. ... 13. -May 10
Ginsberg of Newberg Eddie Lambert 2 reels Aug. I
Girls We Remember
Glee Quartette, The Jack Buchanan 552.... 6.. Feb. IS
Going Places Shaw & Lee 660 Jung 7

Grand Uproar
Grounds for Murder.
Gym Jama
Hard Guy
Head Man. The

.Jim MtWIIIIams . 702..
. Foster- Gtendennlng
.Lew Mayer 635..
.Spencer Tracy I reel .

.

O'Connell- Ketly 798.

.

.8. .May 31

7.. Apr. 19
Sept fl-

it .Apr. 19
Heart Breaker, The Eddie Foy, Jr 1315 15
Heldt and His Callfornlans June 7
Her Relatives Neely Edward
His Big Ambition Potter Series. Littlefleld-Ward 2 reels. . 19. .Aug. 3f>

His Public Morris & Campbell
Holland Technicolor 733 8. .June 14
Holiday In Storyland. A Vltaphone Kiddles 799 9
Hold Anything Looney Tunes No. 3 Aug. 86
Honolulu Madison- Marsh I reel
Horse Sense Bob Roebuck
Idle Chatter Lou Holtz 908 10.. Apr. Ifl>

lli wind, An Hlbbard-Lereh-Graham 2 reels June 14

I'll Fix It Kent-Lake I reel.

Japanese Bowl. The Technicolor S94 8. .June 14
Jay Walker, The Chester Clute I reel... 10. .Sept I3i

Jazz Rehearsal Kane- Edwards t reel May 10
Keeping Company Eddie Buzzell 1746. ... 19. .May 10
Legacy, The Betty Compton 2 reels. .15. .Aug. 5C
Letters Pauline Garon 800.... 9
Let's Elone Betty e\ Jerry Browne 645 9. .June 14
Let's Morge ...- Doree Leslie
Lobo. Dog of Dogs Lebo 890.... 7. .Mar. t
Lonely Glglo Lottl Leder 922 9
Lost and Found Demarest-Bond
Love Boat. The Herman Tlmberg 754.... 8. .Mar. i

Many Happy Return* Connolly- Get tsehalk- Evans 2 reels. . 17. .Aug. 8f>

Married Flint- Ridges- Foran
Master Sweeper, The Chester Conklln 904 10. .Mar. 9
Matinee Idle Henry Hull 685 8. .June 14

Military Post. The Roberto Guzman 570.... 6. .Mar. 18-

Modern Business
Money. Money. Money Mason-Keeler 876. ...10
Mr. Intruder Otto Kruger
My Mistake Donald Brian. Pat O'Brien I reel
Naggers, The Mr. & Mrs. Jack Norworth I reel June I*
Naggers at Breakfast The Mr. & Mrs. Jack Norworth 845 9. .June 14
Nay. Nay. Nero Cameran-Watson I reel
Nightingale, The Osborne- Talbot- O'Brien 2 reels
Nile Green Broderick-Crawford 740 6. .June 7
No-Account. The Hardle-Hutchlnsou 777 9
Office Steps McNaughton-Thompson 874. . ..10. -May 31
Oh, Sarah Jack McLallen & Sarah I reel
On the Raneho Will & Gladys Ahem 600 7. .Mar. 18
Only the Girl Wattles-Marsh 580 6
Operation. The Edgar Bergen 835 9... Aug. 9
Out lor Game, Porter Series.... Littlefleld-Ward 2 reels Aug. t
Paghaccl ... Giovanni Martlnelll
Pa Gets a Vacation, Potter Series.. Littlefield- Ward 1243 14
Paper Hanging .. Johnny Arthur I reel May 31
Paulo, Paquita &. Chiquita 832.... 9
Pay on. Tne H. B. Walthall 1076 12. .Mar. 9
People Versus. The Campeau-O'Malley 548 6. ..Apr. 12
Perfect Understanding. A May-Oaks 537 6
Play Boy, The Fox-Curtis 2 reels

Poor Aubrey Franklin Pangborn .2 reels May 10
Poor Fish. The Cavanaugh-Rldges-Schafer
Private Engagement, A Yacht Club Boys 8. ..Sept 27
Puttlnq It On Jarvls-Bond
Railroad Follies Varieties No. 4209 1 reel Aug. 23
Reno or Bust Pangborn- Elliott M50 13. .June 7

Road Knights 9. .Aug.
Rhythms Relsman Band 15. .Aug. 9
Royal Fourflusher. The Eddie Buzzell 1556 17. .June 14
Rural Hospitality Roger Imhoff
Russian Rhapsody. A Kuznetzoff &. Nlcolina 704 8
Ryan & Lee June 14
salesman. The Orth- Vernon
School Daze Musical-song-dance skit 2 reels Aug. 30'

Scotch Taffy Scott Sanders
Soeing Things Demarest-Auer- Fielding 2 reels
Seeing Off Service Penner-Budey-McNaughton I reel
Seymour. Ann Songs
Shakespeare Was Right
She Who Gets Slapped Tom Dugan June 7
Ship Ahoy All Star
Showin' Off Vitaphone Kiddies I reel
Slnkln' In the Bathtub Looney Tunes No. I I reel May 10

Skin Game, The Irving- Lambert- Duffy
Slick As Ever H. J. Conley 2 reels June 7
Song Paintings Ann Seymour I real June 7
Song Plugger, The Joe Frisco 1390 16. .June 7
Sound Effects Buddy Trans 653 7. .May 10
South Sea Pearl Gaston Glass 2 reals. . . Mav in
Stand Up. The Watson-Cnmeron-Mack 685.... 8. .June 14
Stepping Out Penner-Philllps- Donnelly I reel
Still Alarm. The Webb-Allen I reel June 7
Strong and Willing Trlxfe Frlgnn™
Strong Arm The Hnrrlngton-O'Nall
Substitute, The ...Chas. LawrencB Sept. 27
Surprise Dugan- Leonard 1038 12
Suspicion

, Lyons- Ear'>-Mnrn»
Syncopated Sermon, A Hall & Johnson Choir,

Willard Roblson ..I reel
System Clements- Knanp
Taking Ways Codee & Orth 2 reels May 10*

Talking It Over Jack Osterman 739.... 8
Taxi Talks Trary-Alexander 1346 l5..Jun>» 14
Temple Belles Green- Black man 1346 15. .June 14
Tenement Tangle, A Ryan & Lee 756 9. .June 14
Thank You. Doctor ..- Varieties No. 1026 1 reel Aug. 23
Tintypes Yorke & King
23 Sklddo Lew Fields 854 10. .June 14
Two of a Kind Lytell-Fant I reel Ji"ie 7
Two Rounds of Love Rennle- Dixon
Varsity Show, The Olive Shea ........""..!!
Venoeano Richmond- Moerhead 819 6. Feb *
Victim. The Orth-Howard
Wanderer. The
Who's the Boss?
Websterian Students
Wedding of Jack and Jill. Thv
Wedding Belles
What a Life
Who P«v$t
Where There's a Will
Window Cleaners
Woman Tamer, The
Won to Lose
Work. Milton C
Yamekraw

Douglas Stanbury
Pangborn- Howard
Ryan-Lee flOf
Vltaphone Kiddles 701..
Howard- Newton jfts

965.'.
Murray. Oakland 94}

. George Hassell ".'.'.2 reals
Br Ire -Edwards R37 ' 7

,
GMhert-Howard. Davis
Irving- Lambert

9. Sept IS

II. June
18. Mar.

*Mean* synchronized score. iMeans sound effects. §Means voice
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker

(including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title mean*
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.



DAVID LAWRENCE
Speeds ^N^o Introduction . . .

THE brilliant editor of The United States Daily needs no

introduction to executives in the motion picture industry.

"David Lawrence says" is a phrase that is heard daily across

the luncheon tables wherever business executives gather. Because

David Lawrence always has something worthwhile and to the point

to say about business, men and methods. Associated Publications is

happy tci announce that this nationally known student of business

affairs, especially as they concern the relationship of government

to business, will write a series of broadly informative articles to

appear

EVERY WEEK EXCLUSIVELY IN

THE ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS

These articles, while not dealing specifically with the motion

picture industry, will be of absorbing- interest, nevertheless, to every

individual in this industry. Keen analysis of general business trends

and policies by David Lawrence in these articles will be of value to

every executive in guiding his individual business course. It is a

generally admitted fact that no business man can be alert to his own

opportunities unless alert to the direction that business in general

is taking. Let Mr. Lawrence help you navigate!

Jl. Beginning in our Issues of October 21, David Lawrence

Presents a Series of Articles of Basic Informational Value

to Every Executive.

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, INC.
FILM TRADE TOPICS, San Francisco; MOTION PICTURE TIMES, Dallas; MOVIE AGE, M inneapolis ; MOTION PIC-
TURE DIGEST, Chicago; THE REEL JOURNAL, Kansas City; MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW, Detroit: THE OHIO SHOW-
MAN, Cleveland; EXHIBITORS' FORUM, Pittsburgh; NEW ENGLAND FILM NEWS, Boston; WEEKLY FILM REVIEW,
Atlanta.

"EACH IN ITS FIELD -THE EXHIBITOR'S HOME PAPER"
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A FRESH ANGLE
on comedy entertainment in a brand
new series of one-reel noveltycomedies

MACK SENNETT
BREVITIES
Mack Sennett Brevities bring that

"something new under the sun" which
every real showman is always looking

for. They are good comedy because

Mack Sennett is making them. But
they combine a new element of novelty

with the comedy— and do it all in natu-

ral colors— and all talking, of course.

For instance, in the first release,while

laughing through a hilariously funny
SENNETT story, you'll see the 1930
model SENNETT bathing girl swim-
ming under water surrounded by the

beauties of the famous marine gardens
at Catalina Island, shown in all the

splendor of their natural color by the

SENNETT submarine camera and the

Sennett color process.

E. W. HAMMONS presents

WTHE BLUFFER'-
Andy t'lyd«"

P.n* v O'Leary

irilli

Lincoln Stedman
(•avlord 1'endielon

f &cUoociticm£iI U-LctuAJLA-'

'THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

•hatii >1 EXCHANGES, Inc.. B. W. H< S. PrvmitlfiU
of America lit
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NOTHING UP
OUR SLEEVE!

NO miracles about M-G-M!
JUST level-headedness

AND superior showmanship!
THAT'S why after hits like

Caught Short, Divorcee, Romance,
Big House, Let Us Be Qay, etc,

M-G-M follows through with:

THOSE 3
FRENCH GIRLS
"A box-office uou 1

if th

was one."
- HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

BILLY THE KID
"King Vidor's epic of the West is

something to took forward to."

WAR NURSE WAY FOR A
'

' Ben; of year. Superb. Destined SAILOR
for long runs."

"fohn Gilbert comes through
HOLLYWOOD REPORTER with flying colors."

"War Nurse a knockout. Oil up —HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
the b. o. cash register. It's going ' 'Comedy and action galore.
'to hear up with thisone. Surefire!" To Gilbert goes the credit."

M. P. NEWS -M. P. NEWS

And that's just the beginning!

>OI . «| ||. SO |%

• «»• 4agele» >«•« lorl*

cc /« £eat«

C Ki« Ago



TO BE. OR NOT TO BE
Put on the Spot!

I

/

v.xS*aft?^j4:<j.m'»

u

That is the tense

gruelling question in

COSTEUO
CASE"
A thrilling, pulsating

drama of underworld
law and disorder J

with

TOM MOORE - LOLA LANE
KusMkll Hardv. Roscoe K.ini*. \\ I I«t Oakmai

Dire«»tod by

WALTER LANG

By arrangement with

Harry H. Thomas and Sam Zierler

a JAMES CRUZE
PRODUCTION



LET'S
leave I lie wisecracks anil

eometly to the aei or* and

TALK
BUSINESS!



IT'S
A
FACT...
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Paramount 's Hollywood, and ,\>tc Vorft stud OB

TODAY THE »/£STARS
ARE ALL PARAMOUNT

•
HAROLD LLOYD*

MOHAN AND MACK

MAURICE CHEVALIER

GEORGE BANCROFT

CLARA BOW
RUTH CHATTERTON

THE MARX BROTHERS

NANCY CARROLL

WILLIAM POWELL

GARY COOPER

CHARLES ROGERS

RICHARD ARLEN

JACK OAKIE

ED WYNN

*Harold Lloyd t ..<-/». Prods.
''lirillMHIIIll • .-/.-. IW».



DISREGARD
for the time being . .

PARAMOUNT'S 18 years of acknowledged

leadership of this business. Based on earning the largest

profits for exhibitors each season.

PARAMOUNT'S quantity production

policy that assures theatres continuous supply, and

PARAMOUNT'S high quality standard that makes them hits.

PARAMOUNT'S mighty resources that

bring the cream of the world's talent, material and show-

manship under this company's trade mark.

PARAMOUNT'S policy of absolutely fair

dealing with theatre men that makes it a pleasure and a

protection to do business with this company.

PARAMOUNT'S 14 years of national

advertising and our present giant campaign in print and

over the air. Sending the public by the millions to theatres

playing PARAMOUNT.

* Of course no thinking showman will disregard these facts in buying product.

They're as fundamental and important as the pictures themselves.



PARAMOUNT PRODUCT AT



BASE YOUR JUDGEMENT
on the money performances of current

THE BOX OFFICE NOW!
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LOOK AHEAD to the

GREATEST ARRAY OF

THIS RUSINESS HAS
HAROLD LLOYD

in his greatest. "Feet First." Pro-

duced by Harold Lloyd Corp- A
Paramount release.

MAURICE CHEVALIER
in sparkling "Playboy of Paris."

With Frances Dee. Eugene Pallet te.

Stuart Erwin, others.

-MOROCCO**
Another "Beau Geste." With Gary

Cooper, the sensational new Mar-

lene Dietrich and Adolphe Mcnjou.

M<-ll 1 1 \ i. CARAVANS
Like a "Covered W agon" all talk.

Gary Cooper, Lily Daniita. Ernest

Torrence. Tully Marshall. Zane

Grey.

CLARA ROW
with Ralph Forbes, Charlie Ruggles

and Skeets Gallagher in "Her
Wedding Night." Clara's Best!

<.i om.i RANCROFT
As a bucko seafaring lover and

fighter in ""Derelict." Bancroft's

surest clean-up!

-TOM SAWYER**

Jackie Coogan's debut as talking

star in famous Mark Twain novel.

Mitzi Green. Junior Durkin.

RUTH CHATTERTON
First lady of the screen in a start-

ling drama. "The Right to Love."

Bigger than "Anybody's Woman.""

NANCY CARROLL
in "Laughter." W ith Fredric March

and Frank Morgan. A drama
bigger than "Tbc Devil's Holiday."

..HEADS UP"
Charles Rogers, Helen Kane and

Victor Moore in the roaring coined)

tbat ran a vear on Broadwav.

WILLIAM POWELL
in a strong drama, "New Morals."

Utterly different from anything

this star has done before.

JACK OAKIE

America's joy friend as the garru-

lous gob amid girls and gayety in

"Sea Legs." Great comedy cast.

CHARLES ROGERS
rising to new heights of popularity

in "Along Came Youth." With

Frances Dee, Stuart Erwin.

THE ROYAL FAMILY
Ina Claire, Mary Brian, Fredric

March. Henrietta Crosman and big

cast. Title to be changed.

"THE VIRTUOUS SLY"

A dramatic thunderbolt! Walter

Huston. Kay Francis and Kenneth

McKcima. Another "Anybody's

\\ oman !"



. . . AS WELL AS

THE KEST QUALITY

SHORT SUBJECTS

PROGRAM ON THE
MARKET

PARAMOUNT
SOUND NEWS

COMING HITS
PARAMOUNT
1-REEL ACTS

•

PARAMOUNT
2-REEL COMEDIES

EVER KNOWN! PARAMOUNT
SCREEN SONGS

"FAST AND LOOSE"
Carol Lombard, Frank Morgan,
Miriam Hopkins, others. From
famous play.

ED WWiN
Like Four Marx Bros, rolled into

one in "Manhattan Mary." Ginger

Rogers, Stanley Smith. \S ynn's big

stage riot

!

"DISHONORED"
After •"Morocco" they'll yell for

Marlene Dietrich in big drama. Here

it is. The screen's discovery of the

year

!

GEORGE BANCROFT
as a ruthless scandal sheet editor in

"Unfit to Print." The type of dyna-

mic Bancroft hit they love.

-ONLY SAPS WORK"
Leon Errol, Richard Arlen, Mary
Brian, Stuart Erwin. Merry comedy
in the "Animal Crackers" manner.

BItBABD ABLE*
in a series of all-outdoors action

dramas like "The Santa Fe Trail."

Hits in any class of house.

"HALF SINNER"
Gary Cooper and Nancy Carroll re-

united for first time since famous

"Shopworn Angel."

HUCKLEBERRY FINN"
Mark Twain's greatest story will

bring the kids back to your box

office with a bang. Adults too.

"SKIPPY"
Percy Crosby's beloved cartoon

character to the life! Millions are

eager to see this one.

ONLY a partial list of the mighty
money monarchs on the way

from PARAMOUNT. The Greater

New Show World totals 70.

PARAMOUNT
TALKARTOONS

•

PARAMOUNT
PICTORIAL

With Real Stars

Mich aw:

CLARA BOW

EDDIE CANTOR

RUDY VALLEE

GEORGE JESSEL

CHARLIE RUGGLES

CHESTER CONKLIN

LILLIAN ROTH

GINGER ROGERS

others!



FOR the strictly

business reason that PAR-

AMOUNT in 1930-31 will

yield you the greatest average

profit you have ever enjoyed...

YOUR NAME
BELONGS ON A

"V
7

s.

PARAMOUNT
CONTRACT

<***>,

Cparvmowit

Xx
'ictures

j. <.).j,

Now, more than ever before,

THE GREATEST NAME
IN SHOW BUSINESS!



It's the Women

Who Pay

at the Box-Office

and They'll Pay Plenty

to See the Woman-Picture

^W ^^fe

of theYeai
H

n
r
\

K

EXTRAVAGANCE / /

Women!—backbone of the nation and the nation's

theatres .... What do they want? Beautiful clothes

—

expensive furs—glittering jewels—handsome husbands

—dangerous "friends" .... They get 'em all in

"Extravagance"! Wives who spend—men-about-town

who buy—husbands who slave .... that's the meat

of the richest raciest picture in many moons!

with JUNE COllYER • LLOYD HUGHES • OWEN MOORE •

JAMESON THOMAS -story A. P. Younger -direction Phil Rosen-

y ^
»

COMING! "THE THIRD ALARM"

EPIC THRILLER OF THE DECADE!

TIFFANY



FIRST





TITAN SOARS TO PEAK
DATE EXHIBITION SMA

GRAB THE TELEPHONE! TH



IN GREATEST DAY AND
SH OF SHOW HISTORY

GRANDEST B.O. PANIC

SINCE BEN HUR RAN
HIS EMBATTLED RIVALS

INTO THE DUST OF
ROMAN ARENAS!

World's Crack Showmen Polish Up S R O
Signs for Greatest Simultaneous Show-
ing in Nation's First Run Theatres Oct.

25th and 26th!

Amos V Andy Land the Ticket-Selling

Sensation of All Time . . . Unmatched

and Fantastic

!

E CAMPAIGN STARTS TODAY!



MILLION DOLLAR PANS THAT
MEAN A MILLION DOLLAR GATE

HAS NO USE FOR PANSY SHOWMANSHIP
RADIO HAS SHOT THE WORKS FOR THE AMOS newspapers will blaze a path to box-offices through-
'N' ANDY ATTRACTION. Mighty radio broadcasts out the nation. Three major tie-ups, innumerable
will carry the story of the show to the collective stunts and publicity ideas available for the alert

ear of America. showman who sees in Amos 'n' Andy the grandest
Double truck blasters in America's greatest daily chance of a lifetime to clean-up the elusive jack!

C/ ARTS TODAY! BE SURE TO GET THE TITAN AMOS N' ANDY PRESS BOOK
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Schenck Seeks Angel in Hughes; Pathe

Control Is Goal with RKO Joining Race

Denies Hughes Buy
Hollywood—Joseph M. Schenck, ar-

riving here Thursday from the Coast,

denied that Howard Hughes has ac-

quired an interest in United Artists.

He made no mention, however, of the

reported deal under way for Hughes
to buy into Art Cinema Corp.
Mary Pickford, Schenck stated, has

abandoned plans to appear in a New
York stage play, intending to con-
tinue picture work.

Tear Bombs, Cig

Butts, Bottles,

One Bad Dream
Chicago—Investigation of the "mystery"

of the finding of a tear bomb in a Congress

Hotel room which had been vacated by Al

Steffes of Minneapolis transfers suspicion

from the tear bomb to the author or authors

of the story.

F. E. Burke, manager of the Congress,

after denying any knowledge of the inci-

dent, authorized a Motion Picture News
representative to conduct his own investi-

gation with full co-operation from the hotel

(Continued on Page 34-Z?)

Lorentz Rides Into One
Jam; Avoids Another

A little matter of mixing names caused

embarrassment aplenty to Pare Lorentz, pic-

ture critic of Judge, and the Guaranty Trust

Company of New York, when, in a recent

issue, the scribe stated that the bank had
issued a report characterizing the picture

companies as "unsound and risky."

Fireworks began to pop over the heads

of the bankers, who were innocently blamed
for the sock, and the latter in turn leveled

their cannon at Lorentz, who rushed into

print with the following:
"Some time ago in these columns I claimed

that the Guaranty Trust Company of New
York had issued a report characterizing the

movie companies as unsound and risky. The
Guaranty Trust Company, never made such a

statement, and I'm sorry the whole thing came
up. I'm not going to make a mistake again and
attempt to name the bank that did issue such

a report (it really wasn't just an idea that

I made up—my information was confidential

and supposedly authoritative, but mixed up
on its banks, and I'm not going to attempt to

start all over again)."
To which one nit-wit replied, "Now I'll tell

one."

U. A. Chief to Sell 50% of Art
Cinema Interest; Slashes

Salaries

Joseph M. Schenck's efforts to obtain new
financing through proposed sale of an in-

terest in Art Cinema Corp. to Howard
Hughes, coupled with a plan for acquisi-

tion of Pathe to help seal the bargain,

may precipitate a race

between Schenck and
Radio-Keith - Orpheum
to get control of Pathe.

Having instituted in

New York drastic

moves to cut overhead
through pruning of

personnel and a gen-

eral 10 per cent reduc-

tion in salaries, Schenck
has returned to the

Coast, where negotia-

tions are reported be-

ing continued to dis-

pose of a 50 per cent in-

terest in Art Cinema with Hughes as the

buyer. This is the second maneuvre to bol-

ster finances of the production company,

which some months ago borrowed $3,000,-

000 from Paramount.
Pathe figures in the proposed deal as an

added attraction, it is said, its stars being-

wanted to strengthen the United Artists

array. Joseph P. Kennedy is reported to

have offered to sell control to Schenck at

various times, but the deal now is reported

as "very hot."

Radio Ready to Act

Meanwhile, Radio does not intend to let

the Pathe plum slip through its fingers, it

is indicated, with negotiations now under

way between David Sarnoff and Elisha

Walker of the Bancamerica-Blair banking

group. Radio has sought to make a deal on

various occasions, it is stated, wanting par-

(Continued on Page 34-D)

Joseph M. Schenck

Art

RKO-Pathe Terms
Under terms of the deal reported

under way between David Sarnoff and
Elisha Walker, Radio would buy
1,000,000 shares of Class B common
and 250,000 shares of Class A com-
mon stock of Pathe. The latter has
outstanding $5,500,000 in bonds, but
there is no provision for these to be
taken over by Radio, it is said, which
would mean that Pathe's identity

would be retained and operations of

the organization maintained as an
individual entity.

"Bad Business"

"All wet" was the manner in which
one sales department head character-

ized salary reductions being made to

pare overhead.
"At a time when the industry needs

real push to get ahead it is fallacy to

cut salaries, thus weakening employee
morale," he said. "It would have been
okeh if when the companies were
making big dough they had boosted
salaries, but they didn't, so cuts now
not only are unfair but bad business."

'Wolf Cries Are

Drowned Out By
Business Cheers

While some companies in the industry

are crying "wolf," pruning their personnel

and cutting salaries, business generally is

on the upswing with wages holding firm,

states a national survey presented to the

National Association of Manufacturers at

its annual convention in New York.

Although the trade slump has been wide-

spread, it has not been sufficient to "weaken
the confidence of understanding minds in

the essential parts of our American eco-

nomic system," John E. Edgerton, woolen

mill head, told the convention.

Sap Stunt Starts Salary
Slash Idea in Big Brain
One of the week's big laughs in New

York film circles was the result of one of

those highly formal interviews which a sec-

ond string distributor condescended to grant

to a weekly trade paper reporter.

The big shot distrib, being a busy, high-

powered executive, instructed his press

agent to collaborate with the newshound on

a set of questions which could be submitted

at the interview. Much of his "valuable"

time would be saved by such a method, he

pointed out.

The p. A. and the scribe got together and

the former, hearing rumblings of personnel

cuts and salary slashes, hit upon the bright

idea of including a feeler in the question

line-up. This done, the reporter was ushered

into the sanctum-sanctorum of the big gun
and everything went over as per schedule.

The interview was fast drawing to a close

(Continued on Page 34-D)
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THE PENNY IS MIGHTIER
THAN THE DOLLAR

WHILE Hollywood's mahogany chair-

warmers and New York's affirmative exec-

utives continue to sit in repose, the slashing

of microscopic salaries continues without interrup-

tion. The payroll shrinks in proportion to the ris-

ing satisfaction of the pygmy brain that sponsors
the cut and the business ship of state assumes even
keel. Perhaps.

It's hard to believe that seasoned film men who
profess to know their business can blind themselves
so completely to the light. They know, or they
should, how sensitive a product they deal in. They
know, or should, that the value of a picture fluctu-

ates like the wind ; that what the salesman, for

instance, can get in price depends on his ability,

plus his enthusiasm, to put over his deals.

Ant Hills Bucking Mountains

YET, overlooking the mountains in waste, they
permit annihilation of the ant hills, and, by
their very actions, allow the stamina of their

men in the field to face disintegration.

How can a go-getter salesman be expected to

knock 'em dead when in the back of his mind he
wonders when the price-slashing farce enacted in

the home office will reach him? How, conceivably,
can the rank and file be expected to keep that
shoulder to the wheel when the reward is either

discharge or salary reduction the moment bad pic-

tures or economic depression throw the tremors
of panic into the front office?

And why, will some enlightened soul inform us,

should it be necessary to remind the great brains
of the industry how basically unsound is a busi-
ness precept so obviously founded on lack of
vision?

The Rally of the Penny-Savers

THIS column touched on the situation when
the penny-savers first got their bright idea.

An important man, who agrees with the
writer that the procedure is wet and thereby

stamps himself as a lone wolf among his executive
compatriots, suggested the other day that it might
be well to repeat what was published at the time.

Here it is:

"The gladiator play boys of ancient Rome never
supplied their toga-bedecked citizenry with a more
entrancing, if .not quite so futile, spectacle than
is being unfolded today in some of our best film

circles.

Spotlight on Some Truths

44' I^HE bankers are looking the other way
I when flotations of new issues are

broached. Cash is consequently hard to

get. Theatre grosses, until two weeks ago, were
more low than high, while here in New York cir-

cuit managers looked glum, felt that way and
didn't know what to do about it.

"So from the high places came the word and
picayune retrenchment was started on its smallish
way. Publicity men were fired. Also advertising
men. Clerks were dismissed, stenos let out and
some consciences thereby eased.

"In New York there are high-priced incompe-
tents tenaciously holding their fat jobs. Thev are
relatives, political henchmen of the man in the
saddle or they know where the body is buried."

When the Wash-Up Comes

WHEN the adding machines stop clicking and
grosses are finally tallied, the outfits that
squandered morale to save a few thousands

might well take mental inventory. If they are
honest and at all penetrating in their diagnosis, the
conclusion will be inevitable.

In this business, money has to be spent to bring
money back. Rant against it, scoff at it, or even
pooh-pooh it. Thirty years of motion pictures
have demonstrated this to be the truth.

It's inescapable.

K A N N
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Mayor Walker of New York Resigning

Post Jan. 1 to Join Fox Legal Staff?

Come Down to Earth, Bo!
There's a certain element on the

staffs of Broadway picture palaces

which is due for a healthy kick in

the pants because of its totally un-
called-for high-hattin* attitude when
asked for press information. Some of

them are managers, while others are
alleged press agents, who are being
paid only to publicize the film and
stage attractions of their respective

theatres, which job they sorely fall

down on when a newshound attempts
to secure the dope on current picture
attractions.

This week a reporter called the
New York Strand no less than four
times for names of attractions on the
current program, and then gave it up
as a bad job. "Too busy," was the the-
atre's reply.

Some noive.

Future Activity

Of William Fox
Puzzle on Coast

Los Angeles—Status of William Fox, as

respects his reported agreement with Fox
Film, to serve as adviser for a five-year

period, is being speculated upon here in
view of the deal with H. L. Gumbiner. Fox
is said to be the owner of the site on which
Gumbiner's new house is being built and is

to operate the office building which is to
be a part of the structure.

Gumbiner's new theatre is to open in Jan-
uary and, it is declared, will be the most
pretentious house west of Chicago. There
is an estimated $2,500,000 involved in the
venture. A number of innovations will fea-
ture the theatre.

Whether Fox is to be cut in on the profits

of the theatre, or appear only in the part
of landlord, has not been made clear.

Gumbiner is the owner of the Tower.
950-seat house which he built at a reported
cost of $426,000. With the cost of the land.
running the total well over $1,000,000, many
were skeptical, saying Gumbiner couldn't
come out on the venture, but he proved
otherwise by rapidly getting back his in-

vestment, with the house continuing in the
black.

MacLean and Boasberg to
RKO Plant as Producers
Hollywood—From acting to supervising

is Douglas MacLean's hop in production.
The former Ince and Christie star has been
signed by RKO as an associate producer
and will first handle the Wheeler-Woolsey
comedy to follow "Hook, Line and Sinker."
Al Boasberg, gag man, has also joined

Radio in a capacity similar to MacLean's.
He has been given no assignment as yet.

Champion of Industry Decides
To Return; Was M.P.T.O.A.
Counsel; Fought Cohen

{Copyright, 1930, by Motion Picti/re News. Repro-
duction permitted i^r.ly with credit.')

James J. Walker, mayor of New York,
is preparing to return to the picture busi-

ness, it is learned on reliable authority. The
veteran former counsel of the M.P.T.O.A. is

to hand in his resignation Jan. 1 as chief

executive of the world's largest city to join

the legal department of Fox, states this

authority.

Report that Mayor Walker was joining

Fox was promptly denied when it first

cropped up several weeks ago, but the story

now is that the mayor has definitely de-

cided to cast his lot with that organization.

Quits After Cohen Fight

Walker was for several years the general

counsel of the M.P.T.O.A.. following his

projection into the limelight at the Cleve-

land convention, where the organization
was formed. He resigned in 1922 at the

Washington convention after a squabble

with the then president, Sydney S. Cohen,
who charged him with "sitting at Will H.
Hays' feet."

He had been a dominant figure in ex-

hibitor work, touring the nation with inde-

pendence as his battle cry. He led the fight

against producer-distributor theatre opera-

tion, which was climaxed at the Minneapo-
lis convention in 1921, where Adolph Zukor
promised that Paramount would cease ac-

quiring and building theatres. At that time

he was minority leader in the New York
State Senate, where he always championed
the industry's cause.

Scandals Not an Influence

Even before the present investigations in-

to New York scandals, Mayor Walker had
determined to resign to join Fox, it is de-

clared. It was rumored in the New York
press also that he was to supplant Will H.
Hays.
When the story was first bruited about

in late August, Motion Picture News tele-

graphed Mayor Walker for comment. The
wire was never answered.

takeTf^nTTTe""cniT|
["tor those two hundred thousand ir

/ men ?

Is It True That—
A certain figure, looming large in pub-

lic life, is about to abandon politics in

favor of a big job with one of the major
producer-distributor-exhibitors?

If a theatre executive around New-
ark pried himself loose from a ma^

py chair more
tito the

The tip-off on the Walker yarn, first published in
MOTION PICTURE NEWS on Ausast 30.

More Truth Than Poetry
Motion picture engineering "wiz-

ards" and technical "experts" are due
for the shock of a lifetime shortly,
when a noted personality makes
known the details of a new invention
which has only just emerged from his
laboratory.
The fact that the basic thought for

its development has never occurred to
anyone before, so far as is known, is
most amazing because of its obvious-
ness.

Motion Picture. News learns ex-
clusively that the device may result in
the solution of one of the industry's
greatest technical problems, possibly
saving millions to producers and ex-
hibitors in equipment, and, if it ma-
terializes, revolutionizing the particu-
lar branch for which it is intended.

Johnny Bull to

Grab 60 Houses

In the States

British interests will force British pic-

tures upon the American market, going di-

rectly to fans in this country through a
string of 60 theatres in as many key towns
widely scattered over the entire country.

Product from Great Britain, except in

rare instances, has been unable to make
headway in this country because of inability

to secure distribution through the big com-
panies, which control a healthy slice of the
exhibition field, while independent distribu-

tors have not evidenced any enthusiasm for
the foreign-made stuff and usually steer

clear of it.

Using the Cohan Broadway house in New
York as the first stands, Capt. Harold Au-
ten, understood to be acting on behalf of

British International, London, and a group
of English bankers, has under consideration
building up the contemplated string of 60.

Majority will have a weekly change policy.

N. W. "Big Shot?' May
Sock Back in M-G-M Suit
Minneapolis—Something akin to an ex-

plosion which will be heard throughout the
Northwest is expected to occur when and if

M-G-M goes through with its suit against
Ed Backus of the Grand Theatre Co., In-
ternational Falls, Minn., for alleged breach
of contract. For Backus, who is a member
of the Backus-Brooks Lumber Co., is by
way of being one of the Northwest's wealth-
iest men. and one of the leading political

powers of the Northwest.
About $11,000 is involved in the suit, with

Backus contending he rates an adjustment
on the film rentals concerned. With M-G-M
understood to be prepared to prosecute its

claim, retaliation is anticipated.
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FEARFUL, perhaps, that history

might repeat itself, the brothers

Warner are said to have safe-

guarded themselves against adversity to

the tune of a $20,000,000 trust fund.

The dough is said to be in escrow and to

be inaccessible for many years to come.

Up to the time of the entrance of John

T. Raskob, the brothers are said to have

set aside about $8,000,000. but the Ras-

kob deal swelled the bankroll consider-

ably. The national Democratic chair-

man is said to have purchased 200.000

shares of the common at $40 per share.

Whenever you ask Harry Warner
about Raskob, he will tell you that after

all his company's stock is for sale in the

open market and that if Raskob, or any

other Wall Street operator, is anxious

to buy, the principal requisite is the

do-re-mi with which to do so.

But up and down the main stem, the

query on everybody's tongue is this

:

"What do you hear about Warners?"
Speculation is widespread over the im-

mediate future. The bankers, as repre-

sented by Dick Hoyt and Walter Sachs,

are pretty much the big boys these days.

And what they say is the McCoy in the

Warner ranks.

Mental Gymnastics

Just what inspired Hayden Stone's re-

turn to picture financing is another ques-

tion that is stirring comment. After the

Richard Hoyt Syndicate had secured con-

trol of West Coast and disposed of it to

Fox in the days when the William's

phalanx was thundering down the road to

theatre supremacy, John Dillon, Hoyt's

trusty sidekick, openly declared he and
his company were out oi the business.

Then, for no reason which seemed ap-

parent, Hayden, Stone stepped neatly in-

to the Warner mix-up. It all seemed
contrary to Hoyle and the pattern which
the dopesters had worked out.

The unexpressed, but persistently re-

ported, interest behind the move is de-

clared to be the Du Ponts. The Wil-
mington crowd has a neat number of

millions on the loose with apparently no
place to go. Other bankers found the

celluloid haven a comfortable one in

which to repose. Besides, the Du Ponts
manufacture raw stock and George East-

man for many years has been having

pretty much of his own way in that im-

portant by-product. From there, you
can piece the puzzle together without

further help from The Insiders.

One extremely important banker re-

marked the other day and was sorry im-
mediately thereafter that he bad spoken:

"Keep your eye on the Du Pont in-

terests. The Wall Street underground
has it that they are ready to walk into

the picture business with a thud that will

rock the foundations of the industry."

Beyond that he would say nothing.

There's one other angle on the Warner
situation that rates attention. Then on
to other matters.

Hoyt knows Spyros Skouras. Matter
of fact, a choice story making the rounds

INSIDERS'
in limited fashion is that it might have

been the gentleman from St. Looey who
influenced Hoyt to bring Hayden, Stone

into the picture.

Later developments concerning Skou-

ras' spot in the Warner set-up may offer

Can You Guess—
AXfHAT "big" film man was

so humiliated over a recent

business boner that he made a

hurried and none-too-graceful

exit for the Coast, after being-

told he had become the laugh-

ing stock of Broadway, to stay

there until the odor dries up?

Exactly what is the nature of

the questionable "business" ar-

rangement carried on between
two New York companies for

the past year and how long it

will be before the expose which
must come will smite the indus-

try between its surprised op-

tics?

Who the leaders in this inside

deal are and what the trade will

think of their morals once the

spotlight is flashed in their di-

rection?

The monicker of the inde-

pendent producer on the coast,

known as the money lender of
Hollywood, who has plenty of

celebs on the cuff for plenty?

Why is a "w. k. film man" so

interested in ascertaining the
details of a paragraph appear-
ing recently in this very spot
and involving what appears to

be a fellow executive?

And what did one of the for-

mer's aide-de-camps promise a

Motion Picture News reporter
if he would supply the low-

down?
In what organization some of

the inner workings are being
unearthed with a minor execu-

tive nursing a peeve doing the

unearthing?

How much consternation his

research will create if his find-

ings should ever reach the light

of day?

proof that this report has a definite

foundation in fact. There are those who
insist they are right that Skouras will

shortly have considerable more to say in

the Warner management than the con-

duct of the theatre chain, although, in

these days of asthmatic box-offices, that

is enough of a worry. The Hoyt-Skou-
ras association would imply much faith

in the latter by the former. Etc., etc.

Fortune Gone Astray

With wide film being projected into

the picture for a test of box office

strength, at least, it is interesting to re-

call the millions John D. Elm would have

made out. of it—if it clicks—under his

former contract with Bill Fox. That
agreement, it is said, called for a five per

cent of the gross on all pictures using the

process over a period of years, but Fox
bought it up.

The Grandeur experiment is said to

stand General Theatres Equipment $250,-

000 to date. When first introduced the

nut was $100,000, it is said. The cost of

designing and manufacturing the ma-
chines and cameras is responsible.

It is figured that a change over to wide
film will cost the industry as much as did

the rush to sound, which is said to have

been between $350,000,000 and $500,000,-

000, with the end not yet in sight. That
belief has led to a gentlemen's agreement
to hold off on the introduction of wide
film until cost of sound is absorbed.

However, with the novelty of talkers

already worn off, the situation seems to

be changing. Now comes the interesting

test between Grandeur and Realife,

scheduled next week in New York.
Maybe wide film will click to an extent

which some of the big operators figure

will justify its general introduction.

Fuses, Dynamite, Sparks

Everybody seems to be sidestepping
wide film these days—that is, so far as

published comment is concerned. But
there are a few retentive memories which
recall the stand-off attitude on sound as-

sumed by the business until a young
warbler named J'olson knocked 'em out of
their seats with "The Jazz Singer" in the

waning days of 1927 and early 1928
Towns like Charlotte ditched dates to

hold Jolson for something like six weeks
and. before anyone quite realized what
had transpired, the industry was off on
one of its periodic spells of insanity.

Agreements or no, the day a real at-

traction on wide film begins to wreck
box-office records, the stampede will be
on to play a return date. Those able to re-
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OUTLOOK
sist the pressure will urge caution, but,

take it from an Insider who has been

watching this business for years, the t i > 1
<_•

will refuse to be stemmed.

The spark of one knock-out. smash

hit will be sufficient to set the fires of a

wide film revolution flaming clear across

the nation.

Kennedy Returns

Remember when Joe Kennedy tipped

and declared he had retired from films in

favor of banking?
Some of the industry's oracles fell for

it. The Insiders held a meeting, devel-

oped what at the time looked like a brain-

storm and then expressed the thought in

print that Joseph P. had no such idea

;

that if he had, it wouldn't be long be-

fore he changed his mind.
It's come.
You can stop us if we're wrong, but

this is what The Insiders see from their

Outlook tower

:

That Kennedy is figuring in the dis-

cussions now being waged between David
Sarnoff and Elisha Walker anent the ac-

quisition of Pathe by Radio (You'll find

more of this elsewhere.

)

That Kennedy has been conversing

with Joe Schenck regarding the possibil-

ity of a deal between Pathe and United

Artists.

That, if United Artists decides to call

it a day. Kennedy may be the chap whose
job it will be to place the U.A. stars on
other programs.

You can't do all that when you're on
the retired list.

A New Gadget

Hollywood, the land of previews, is

now under the constant surveillance of

every major circuit in the field. This is

how it works

:

Each circuit chain has a spotter whose
job it is to cover previews, analyze new
product from the b.o. and hurry his opin-

ion through to his superior in New York.
In some instances, the spotter is on the

payroll of the studio affiliated with the

circuit. In other instances, the sleuth

operates under special assignment. This
criss-cross check-up practically covers

every picture made.
This is why it works

:

While the big producers are linked to-

gether in booking alignments with each
other's circuits, it is obviously essential,

for instance, for the Warners to know
what Paramount is about to spring.

Twist it any way you like and the conclu-

sion is the same. Strategic spotting of

star names is a very vital factor in suc-

cessful theatre operation, as is types of

pictures. Theatre grosses rise and fall

with startling and unexplained rapidity.

Any advance information which may have
a bearing on bookings is vital informa-
tion.

Generals and Armies

DACK in '17 or thereabouts
when Germany and the Al-

lies were cussing at each other
across the trenches, it finally

became apparent that, like

cooks, too many generals often
soured the broth.

So eventually came the de-
cision to appoint a commander-
in-chief of the Allied forces.

From then on, it seems, the vari-

ous sectors acted in unison and
when one army needed reserves,
there was no quibbling. The
reserves went in to stem the
tide of battle.

This mild dabble into history
illustrates what happened be-

tween Harold B. Franklin and
Harley L. Clarke. Franklin un-
questionably did a fine job in

building up Fox West Coast to
its present enviable position.
Harold has always felt that he
had contributed a very sub-
stantial portion of Fox Film's
profits and insisted this was
possible because he ran his pow-
erful chain as he saw fit and
without anything beyond a per-
functory control from New
York.
On the other hand, Clarke

felt that, while Franklin was
very much of a main drag ex-
ecutive, Fox West Coast was,
after all, only one of the chil-
dren and Fox Film the daddy;
that if the parent insisted upon
administering a dose of castor
oil the child should have been
obedient enough to swallow it.

Franklin thought otherwise
and said so; the two viewpoints
refused to become reconciled
and the former is now out.
There were other considera-
tions, such as salary and a per-
centage of the net, but they
weren't one-two-three by com-
parison with the real issue that
caused the split.

Till'', enigmatic Mr. Hughes, after

all, will produce "Queer People."

the story of Hollywood which has
sometimes been described in picture cir-

cles as one of the most vicious attacks on
Hollywood ever published.

Why?
The Insider.* level a question at Hughes

which many in the business are thinking.

In Hollywood, the commonly accepted
yarn is that Hughes bought the picture

rights because he was tipped off the

authors planned a sequel in which his

"Hell's Angels," fetish was the keystone.

If that is correct, those who have the
best interests of the business in mind
fail to understand why, once having pur-
chased the film rights, Hughes feels he
must produce the story, despite the in-

timation that the venom will be removed.
What Hughes apparently has overlooked
is the inevitable truth that those who
have read " Queer People " will expect
to see the picturized version cling to the
plot structure and incident of the book.
If they don't get it, Hughes will find
himself in the position of a producer who
is misrepresenting his wares.

If he follows the story text, which ob-
viously he cannot do, he will find him-
self in the unenviable position of a rec-
ognized producer holding up his own
business to the ridicule of scoffers.

Will He, Won't He?

Coast gossip is that Alexander Pan-
tages will never serve the one to fifty
year prison term imposed for alleged as-
sault. The theatre magnate, who has
been granted a new trial, is still a power-
ful figure on the Coast and there persists
in many circles the notion that he was
framed.

Another factor is the Pantages theatre
in Hollywood. Pantages insisted that
his name be retained on the structure,
said to represent $2,000,000. With that
name on the marquee, the investment
would be jeopardized if the Pantages jail

term is sustained, Coast observers believe.
Fox West Coast is reported to have of-

fered plenty to take Pan's name oft" the
theatre.

The Last Laugh

Maybe Fox isn't giving the merry ha-
ha these days to the wiseacres, who
emitted a series of loud guffaws when
Will Rogers was signed. It was a dumb
move, these railbirds insisted, for hadn't
Rogers proved more or less of a flop in

silents? And wouldn't he surely repeat
with a nosedive in talkers ?

The laugh is occasioned by the grosses
being rolled up by the Roger pictures.
which have gone over with such a bang
that Fox has hastened to put Will under
contract. And to show what the com-
pany thinks of him, the inside dope is that
the contract calls for a weekly pay check
of twenty-five grand, with the comedian
scheduled to make three pictures for the
1930-31 program.

THE INSIDERS
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Allied to Ignore Zoning Confabs and

Seek Federal Aid and Public Backing

Another Switch?

Hollywood—Producers in this movie

town are understood to be seriously

considering the advisability of a whole-

sale return to silent versions as a

means of breaking into foreign mar-
kets.
While full steam ahead will be the

order of the day as regards foreign

talkers, there are some who believe

markets abroad are as yet insufficient-

ly wired to make an appreciable dent,

and silents are the only solution for

heavy returns until such time as at

least a majority of houses are wired.

Paramount Plans

Building Program

In Foreign Cities

Mergers in the foreign field and possible

concentration of theatre outlets won't feaze

Paramount. With an eye toward this even-

tuality, the organization is mapping plans

for a quiet, but intensive, theatre building

program in all important cities on the Con-
tinent.

The company now operates a few houses

in English cities, but proposes to swell the

list through construction. The plan does

not provide for acquisition of existing

houses or circuits. The theatre policy in

Europe calls for a close working arrange-

ment where possible with important na-

tional interests in each field of operation,

the plan perhaps going so far as to include

a percentage of local capital in the build-

ing of the theatres.

The multi-lingual production plan, active-

ly under way in Paris for some months
now, figures in the set-up. While Para-
mount feels talkers in various languages are

necessary for maintenance of its exchanges
in Europe, it is also figured the good will

created thereby will prove to be an impor-
tant factor in clearing the decks for the

organization's theatre building activities.

Lining Up Continental
Sites; Graham in Charge
London—Eugene Zukor and Morris

Greenberg of the Publix theatre construc-
tion department are looking over a number
of sites on the Continent, but no construc-
tion plans have been formulated as yet.

Proposed Paramount expansion will be in

the hands of John C. Graham, the com-
pany's European chief.

New Fox Contracts
Hollywood—Fox has placed Myrna Loy

under long-term contract. Player was for-
merly with Warners.
The studio has also signed C. Henry

Gordon. First assignment is "Once a Sin-

Protection Snags Result in

Decision for Newspaper and
Radio Campaign

Prepared to wash its hands of proposed
zoning agreements, Allied States Associa-

tion is planning to go to the public with a

campaign against extended protection and
block booking.

The association probably will refuse to

be a party to any zoning schedules and may
even seek Federal relief if any schedules

considered unreasonable are adopted. The
Brookhart bill is expected to be amended
to include a protection provision and may
be backed by Allied.

\Y. A. Steffes, general manager of the

Xorthwest exhibitor unit, will start the ball

rolling in the Minneapolis territory with a

series of newspaper articles acquainting the

public with the association's stand against

block booking and protection. Radio broad-

casts also will be used.

The Chicago flare-up, attended by the

big guns of the organization, put a real

crimp into the situation as regards Allied

participation.

Leaders of the group take the position

that the effort to restrict double-featuring

and giveaways is in direct contrast to the

consent decree entered in the West Coast
case. While that decree concerns only

southern California, the association feels

that its principles should apply throughout
the United States, so far as legality of

protection limitations is concerned.

The protection meetings have run into

snags in all keys where Allied units are

located and it now looks as though Allied

will walk out on the meetings altogether.

In his proposed campaign, Steffes will

assert that inability of small-town exhibitors

to obtain some pictures their patrons want
to see due to their limited playing time,

which is sewed up by a few company blocks,

is hurting the business generally because

patrons denied these attractions are resent-

ful. He also will charge that extended pro-

tection is for the purpose of driving patrons

into towns controlled by the chains, in order

to see the pictures denied them by their

community theatres.

Et Tu, Junior!
Hollywood — Discovered at last — a

place in Hollywood where a Who's
Who in the film colony is not ob-
served. It's first come, first served,
with a vengeance in local preview
houses.
At the advance showing of Par-

amount's "Morocco" at the Fox Ritz,

Carl Laemmle, Jr., and his party of

four arrived at 8:15. The S.R.O. sign
had been out since 7. Junior managed
to get in after some difficulty and was
directed to the balcony. There an usher
seated the party—on the carpeted
stairs.

The Motion Picture News reviewer
had to move over to let them sit

down.

Salvation Maurry
London— Depression, hard times,

shortage of money — everywhere
throughout the London trade one
hears loud cries of "wolf!" Which
prompts one (half) wit to suggest that

Maurice Chevalier donate his salary
of $20,000 weekly from local stage
appearances to starving Londoners in

the film business.
This guy, apparently, doesn't know

Maurice, who has already established
a healthy reputation over in America
for "nursing" salary checks, and giving
away straw hats in the winter time.

Zoning Battle

Is Launched by

Sen. Brookhart
Grand Rapids, Mich.—Senator Brookhart

has turned his attention to the zoning
schedules now being drawn up or planned
to various key cities, and believes that ex-

tended protection overshadows block book-
ing in importance. As a consequence, he

suggests amendment of the anti-discrimina-

tion provision of the Clayton Act, so it will

apply to all leases as well as sales in inter-

state commerce.
The senator, who is the author of the bill

bearing his name which is designed to pre-

vent block booking, made known his views

at the convention here of the Michigan.
He urged exhibitors to fight against the

practices complained of and to enlist the

{Continued on Poge 34-.-/
J

Pantages New Trial to

Be Decided Saturday
Los Angeles—Charges of gross miscon-

duct in trial of Alexander Pantages were
reiterated in his answer to the state's appeal

from the court decision granting a new
trial to the theatre magnate. The Appellate

court has until Saturday to pass upon the

state's motion.

Hearst an Exhibitor, but
Ifs a Private Theatre

Former President and Mrs. Calvin Cool-

idge headed a list of society notables who at-

tended the housewarming given by William
Randolph Hearst at his Port Washington,
L. I., estate. The occasion marked dedica-

tion also of Hearst's private theatre on the

estate. It is equipped with RCA Photo-

phone.

Mary Garden Here
Mary Garden, star of the Chicago Opera

Company, is back from Europe. If a screen

test proves satisfactory, she is to appear in

talkers.
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Color to Stage Comeback Next Season;

Improvements to Better Films' Quality

ColOV Continuance of a stiff battie over color patents may
_„ reach these shores from London, where leading American
rr (IV companies and British processes have been waxing hot and
\hpnd? heavy over patent priority. Resumption of the court hear-

ing abroad is due within a month, with practically every
important color company in both countries participating.

Issuance of IT. S. patent number 1,773,201 to Maurice
Elvev, and corresponding with British patent number
322,801. is held to be the tip-off on a shift of hostilities to
America.

Paramount Cuts

Down Footage to

Increase Action

Hollywood—In a move to obtain greater

action in its talkers, Paramount has inaug-

urated a plan of shooting the least possible

footage, then previewing the picture and

after that shooting any additional scenes

needed. The company has recognized the

fault common to talkers—too much dialogue

and too little action—and the new plan is

an effort to correct this fault. The economy

factor also is an important one in the plan.

This week two pictures were previewed.

One was pronounced oke, while the other

had to go back for repairs. The first was
"Morocco," featuring Gary Cooper and

Marlene Dietrich.

The picture to go back for repairs was
"Sea Legs," the Jack Oakie navy yarn.

Victor Heerman first directed the talker and

Eddie Sutherland made a number of re-

takes. However, more sequences and story

changes are planned before the talker will

be released.

RKO Removes Stumbling
Block to Denver House

Denver—Negotiations for acquisition of

property at 15th and Wellington have been

concluded by RKO, and the chain will pro-

ceed with original plans to replace the pres-

ent Orpheum with a $1,000,000 house seat-

ing 3,000.

Roxy Units To Be Used
In Other Fox Theatres

Mike Marco already has begun policy

changes at the Roxy and for the presenta-

tion of "The Big Trail," the stage show

will be reduced to a minimum and various

members of the stage personnel routed to

de luxe houses of the Fox circuit.

Allen Glenn Named
B. I. P. Publicity Chief

Allen Glenn, veteran advertising and pub-

licity man and showman, has joined British

International Pictures as director of pub-

licity at the George M. Cohan. New York.

Bar "Angels" on

Refusal to Omit
Drinking Scenes

Toronto—Unwisely advised to buck the

Ontario censors when ordered to make cuts

in "Hell's Angels," local officials responsible

for the picture adopted a policy of all or

nothing. As a result they get nothing. The
air film is out altogether for this part of

Canada, despite two trips to the Parliament
buildings and elaborate pleadings. The
sponsors are going to make one more trial

later to get it passed.

British airmen who saw Hughes' picture

in the United States had written to govern-
ment officials here protesting against mess
scenes showing Royal Air Force officers

drinking. These were ordered cut. Refusal

to do so resulted in a ban.

The picture had a tentative 5-week book-
ing at the Shubert legit house, Royal Alex-
andra.

London Show Window
Obtained by United

London—United Artists has leased the

Buchanan as a London show window for its

product. It will open in a few weeks with
Chaplin's "City Lights."

Gene Marcus Planning
To Enter Production

Gene Marcus, of Philadelphia, head of

Masterphone. has gone to the Coast where
he plans to enter film production. A series
of all-talkers starring Buffalo Bill, Jr., is

planned.

John Wayne in Town
John Wayne. Fox's new "find" who ap-

pears in "Big Trail," arrived in New York
vesterday for a brief stay.

Nize Peepuls
"They say three persons outa five

got acting ability," chirped Gertie
Glutz.
"Yeah, and th' other two go into the

movies," retorted her nitwit side-kick.

'Whoopee" Demonstrates the

Value of Color and Pre-
sages Its Return

Color films, which took it on the chin
owing to the manner in which they were
dumped on the market last season, are due
for a comeback in 1930-31, in the opinion
of a number of executives. Steady improve-
ment in coloring, plus a realization that

color must be used with quality pictures if

it is to be successful, will be contributing
factors, it is expected.

Last year the gag was an effort to save
flops by injecting color into them. The re-

sult was the public became wary of films

advertised as having color in them.
The color orgy had its start with "The

Gold Diggers of Broadway," which is said

to have grossed $5,000,000. The picture

didn't need color to get over, but the fact

that the public flocked to it started a mad
rush by producers for color, to which was
wrongfully ascribed the picture's success.

Warners Had Monopoly
At the time, Warners had sewed up all

the eight cameras of Technicolor, schedul-
ing 40 color pictures for the year. However,
Paramount, M-G-M, RKO, Tiffany and
Columbia also made a bid for color, so that

Technicolor was forced to increase its ca-

pacity 800% within a few months, raising

its total of cameras to 50. The resultant

splurges with color came with such rapidity

and color was used so promiscuously that

public reaction soon followed.

Producers soon revised their plans and,
realizing their mistake in proceeding too
swiftly, appealed to Technicolor. Its con-
tracts are non-cancellable and carry a de-
posit of $25,000, but a temporary cancella-

tion was permitted, Technicolor agreeing
that the development was proceeding too
fast. The postponement has permitted a
number of improvements.
Company officials now are pointing to

"Whoopee" as an example of what can be
done through intelligent use of color and
cite it to back up their belief that new im-
provements presage a real comeback for
color this year.

Meanwhile, Howard Hughes is preparing
an expansion for Multicolor, which he ex-
pects to use in a number of films next year.

Rushing Work on
Multicolor Plant

Hollywood—Multicolor, Inc., is rushing
work on its new $500,000 plant in order to

be ready for operation by Nov. 15. Multi-
color is said to have enough commercial
film and short subject orders in color to

keep it rushed for oyer six months.
Technicolor has laid off over 200 men in

the past few months and the plant is run-
ning with a skeleton crew at present. Pro-
ducers would rather hold orders for color
contracts over until business is better than
spend extra for color prints at this time.
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Sound Still in

The Laboratory,

Says Crawford

Sound still is in the laboratory or experi-

mental stage of its development and should

be considered as much, and its delivery from

the workshop was made entirely, too soon,

declared Merritt Crawford, sound patents

authoritv. in an address delivered to mem-

bers of" the North Shore Men's Club at

Flushing. L. I.

"One of these days when the talking

picture's technique had been developed suf-

ticientlv to create the illusion of reality at-

tained by the silent film." Crawford stated.

"it is destined for a great future. It will

indeed then be a new art. But that time

is some distance ahead.

"At present, sound and speech in our

screen entertainment dominates our ideas,

partly bv its novelty. It is an obsession,

which, 1 think, will not be permanent," he

said. "In my opinion, the talking picture

is only an incident in the forward progres-

sion of the animated screen art—the art

whose ultimate place in civilization's

scheme no man today can fully visualize.

Eventually, sound or speech will only be

an adjunct of the motion picture and not

even an absolutely essential part of it," pre-

dicted Crawford.

Natural Growth Limited

"It will have its place, just as do the

stage settings, the lighting and the costumes,

to enhance or add to the entertainment or

educational value of the story told by the

screen. But that is all. Temporarily, the

talking picture has vastly limited the nat-

ural growth of the purely cinematic art. The

pantomime—the suggestion.

"The talkie has taken from the screen

much of its powers of illusion. Let us hope

that the sound engineers are soon able to

pive back to the screen what they have taken

away from it."

Edison on the Spot

In tracing the early history of films.

Crawford recalled the famous court decision

which charged that Thomas Edison was

"not the inventor of film." nor was he "the

first inventor of apparatus capable of pro-

ducing suitable negatives." Crawford gave

Edison credit, however, for commercializing

61ms, but belittled his discovery and in-

ventive claims.

Socked!

Kansas City — Misrepresenting the

earning capacity of a theatre consti-

tutes an offense, according to Judge

C. A. Kurnev of the Circuit court here.

In February, 1926, Frank Emery of

Lincoln, Neb., purchased the Bufurd.
Kansas City suburban house, from J.

T. Wilson "and I. S. Martin, paying

$3,000 cash and giving two notes total-

tag S:).500. Judge Burney last week
invalidated the sale, canceled the notes

and gave Emery judgment for the

$3,000, on the grounds the sellers mis-
represented the earning capacity of

the theatre when they told Emery it

had averaged $75 a week net.

Discuss Successor

Los Angeles—W. H. Lollier, of Fox
West Coast Theatres, has gone east

to confer with Harley Clarke, Fox
chief, concerning a successor to H. B.

Franklin. Oscar Oldknow, who is at

present in charge, is here only tempo-
rarily, according to reports from the
theatre offices.

Lollier, representing the West Coast
circuit stockholders, will endeavor to

get some one who is not classed as a

Wall Street man to take charge, the
West Coast Theatre stockholders be-
lieving it best not to have an eastern
financier at the head of the circuit.

Harry Hartman, division manager
for southern California, is reported to
be taking over an eastern division un-
der the supervision of Harry Arthur,
whose former position Hartman now
holds. Hartman said nothing definite
had been arranged so far, however.

Franklin Status

Has 'Em Guessing;

Bet on RKO Post

Hollywood—What about Harold B.

Franklin? The coast is guessing plenty, but

the yarn that is credited most is the exclu-

sive appearing in Motion Picture News
last week that the former president of Fox
West Coast Theatres will

head RKO's activities on
the Pacific Slope. Frank-
lin denies this and con-

fines his remarks to the

mere statement that his

plans will be made pub-

lic next week. Insiders,

however, lean toward the

Radio affiliation.

Over at Fox West
Coast, where Oscar Old-
know is in command, at

least one change has
been made. Jack Frost,

formerly with Publix in

tlit- East, will take over duties

handled by J. J. Franklin, manager of Fox
West Coast's Los Angeles division.

J. J. will join his brother. This, of course,

was anticipated.

Harold B. Franhlin

until now

In New York, a number of reports con-

cerning Harold B. Franklin's future are
rife. His name is still being linked with
the Warner theatre department, the story
being that he will step into Spyros Skou-
ras' post when the latter is moved up to a

r executive post. Another yarn has it

Franklin will go abroad to handle theatre

activities for Paramount. A third identifies

him with development of a new chain on the

coast, possibly in association with Abe and
Mike Gore.
The fourth still lies him in with Howard

Hughes.

Equity Ball Nov. 8
Twelfth annual ball of the Actors' Equity

ii iation will be held at the Hotel Astor.
New York, Nov. 8, states Margaret Smith,
general manager.

Censors Say It

With Roses and

Eats; $300 Gone

Seattle—Seattle's muchly publicized the-

atre board of censorship, headed by the

muchly publicized Dave Himelhoch, man-
ager of Fox's Coliseum here, is in the lime-

light again

!

Now it is a charge by Mrs. Edith Wil-
liams, former member of the board but not

reappointed by Mayor Frank Edwards for

the current year, that the $300 in the city

budget of 1929 for the censor board was
"misappropriated"— for such things as

luncheons and flowers for members.
She and other members repeatedly de-

manded an accounting, she said, but had
none. Whereupon she complained to the

mayor and the 1930 budget saw no appro-
priation for the censors.

"Mrs. Williams has made a grave error,

or is, at least, uninformed," Himelhoch said.

"The record of funds spent is in perfect

shape and open to the public. Certainly we
bought meals for board members who held

meetings at noon to prevent loss of time
from their businesses. And we purchased
flowers for members of the board who were
ill. But members often were compelled to

pay for minor expenses of the board out of

their own pockets."

And, in conclusion. Himelhoch hinted,

rather broadly, that Mrs. Williams may have
been disappointed at lack of reappointment
when the board was reduced from nine to

five.

Talkers Losing Ground in

France, Writer Declares
Talkers are steadily losing ground in

France, states John White, United Press
correspondent writing from Paris. He
quotes as his authority the "Courier Cine-
matographique," which believes silent pic-
tures, perhaps with sound effects, will be-
come increasingly popular.

Edouard Samuel, writing in the French
trade paper, is cited by White as declaring
patronage of the combined picture theatres
in Paris has fallen off sharply and progres-
sively over a period of three years. Samuel
adds that French producers have achieved
anything but happy results in the talker field

and that most theatre-goers prefer "the com-
fort of silence."

Quick, a Bromo!
Wire reports received by Motion

Picture News indicate a drop in box-
office receipts at many key points as

a result of the world series baseball

games, radio transcription of which
have been keeping thousands at home
or lined up in front of newspaper of-

fices and other public places. Early
morning shows have been unaffected,

but matinees have been hit plenty by
the absence of ball fans from the
shows.

Philadelphia and St. Louis report
sensational jumps, with these two
towns enjoying a short wave of pros,
perity brought about by thousands
visiting to see the games.
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Rally Round the Flag, Boys, There's

A Traitor in CampWho Needs Shooting

Industrial

Units to

Continue

Paramount and Pathe will not junk their industrial de-

partments, contrary to current reports which state that

both companies found the sledding too tough and decided
to pull out. The former is understood to have §1,250,000 in

uncompleted contracts for production of industrials now
on the books.

Entrance of Warners recently stiffened the competition
in a field which turns over heavy grosses if theatre time
can be secured for the ad plugs. The picture companies,
adverse to tying in their houses on this basis will offer no
guarantee for playing time, and, as a result, are finding
customers few and far between.

"U" and Bureau

Warn Against

'All Quiet' Trick

Columbus—Protests from Universal and

the Better Business Bureau of Ohio have

been received by the Ohio exhibitor unit

over the manner in which some exhibitors

are advertising a picture formerly known
as "The Battle of Chateau Thierry."

The picture is being billed as "All Quiet

along the Battle Front," which the bureau

and the Ohio unit agree is misleading ad-

vertising and injurious to "All Quiet on the

Western Front."

The exhibitor association is asking its

members to refrain from being a party to

any such "deception and misrepresentation

of this nature."

Stench Bombs in Two
San Jose Houses; 1 Arrest
San Francisco—A San Francisco man

was arrested as labor trouble broke out anew
in two San Jose motion picture theatres em-
ploying non-union operators.

Jack Setton was accused of exploding two
stench bombs in the National and the Hester
theatres. Setton confessed, San Jose police

said, and further declared that a San Fran-
cisco man had hired him for $10 to "bomb"
the theatres. San Jose authorities brought
him here and were still searching for the

instigator of the plot.

Returns to Coast
Hollywood — Herman J. Mankiewicz.

scenarist at the Paramount studios, has re-

turned from Xew York, where he has been
working at the company's eastern studio.

During his stay in Xew York Mankiewicz
worked on the screen play for "The Royal
Family." now being filmed there with Ina

Claire. Frederic March. Mary Brian and
Henrietta Crossman heading the cast.

Merchants Aid Para. Opening
Fort Wayne. Ind.—Merchants and civic

associations were brought into the Para-
mount theatre opening celebration, with de-
partment stores plugging the new house via
windows.

Paramount,RKO
Rivalry in N. W.
Becomes Hectic

Minneapolis—Drift apart of Paramount
and Radio on the switching of play dates
will result in an aggressive campaign by
RKO in this territory this year, it is re-

ported. New first runs in the Twin Cities,

Duluth, Rochester and Winona in Minne-
sota, La Crosse and Eau Claire, in Wiscon-
sin, Fargo, N. D., and Sioux Falls, S. D.,
are planned by the chain.

In addition, Iowa and Nebraska may be
invaded by RKO to get into closed Publix
spots, it is stated. Scouts for the company
have been here recently considering the sit-

uation as regards the Minneapolis terri-

torv.

RKO Reported Seeking
Libson Cincy Theatre

Cincinnati—Negotiations are under way
for acquisition of Keith's by RKO, accord-
ing to report in circulation here, which is

to effect that a deal will be finally completed
within two w'eeks. Keith's, operated In-

United Theatres Corporation, of which Isaac
Libson is the executive head, is the only
first-run house here not taken over from
the Libson-Heidingsfeld interests in the re-

cent RKO transfer.

Schrecklich!

Hollywood—Probably it is just an
old German custom. Any way, Hans
Kraly, former assistant to Ernst Lu-
bitsch, took a sock from his erstwhile
boss. It was at a dancing party given
by Mary Pickford and Douglas Fair-
banks. Lubitsch said it was because
Kraly and the former Mrs. Lubitsch
taunted him, while Kraly said he didn't
know what the fracas was all about.
However, Lubitsch conceded a techni-
cal knockout for his divorced wife,
predicting sarcastically a brilliant pu-
gilistic career for her. The wife came
to Kraly's aid after her former hus-
band struck the writer. She said the
attack was due to jealousy.

Mustering Hollywood Army to

Oust Fanatic Who Delights
In Knifing Film Folk

Hollywood— This town's famous old

grapevine system is working plenty over-

time in an attempt to clip the wings of a
self-appointed fairy godparent who acts

more like a serpent than the mythical guar-

dian.

This gent has a perverted sense of some-
thing or other, judging by his venomous
and highly denunciatory attacks made
against the industry, in public places, when-
ever the occasion arises. Most of the town
has been wised up to turn thumbs down on
the fanatic and his few followers who use

the soap-box method of knifing people and
the workings of production.

On more than one occasion he has at-

tempted to crash the news columns of the

daily press, here and elsewhere, but editors

recognize in his stuff the work of a poison

pen and it usually reaches the furnace via

the waste-basket route.

It all started several months ago when,
unheralded except for the noise of his own
trumpet, he arrived in town with his wife

and proceeded to the credentials committee
of the Wampas for Annie Oakleys to visit

the Movie City's studios. When asked for

a legitimate reason why such permits should

be issued, the crank promptly responded that

he and the missus were representing two
well-known weekly magazines who had com-
missioned them to write an article on the

industry from the inside production angle.

A checkup by the Wampas revealed the

fact that commissions had never been as-

signed to the pair, and what was more,

neither of the magazines had ever heard of

them. Suspicions of the organization which
linked the pair to the enemy camp were,

therefore, verified and passes were refused.

Not a week had elapsed before the new
arrivals began to tear into everything that's

sacred to Hollywood—and there are still a

few principles which cannot be tampered
with. Big names were brought into printed

pamphlets which just reeked of libel, and
the light was on. Pictures which were na-

tionally recognized as clean and wholesome
successes were then put on the spot, and
attempts made to place untruthful and dirty

"exposes" in various newspapers and maga-
zines.

In recent days, this pair has gone the

limit, spreading their doctrine of untruth to

Xew York and other cities, and launching

widespread moves in an attempt to blacken

the character of the industry in general.

Hollywood believes the gent is just nuts

and has been unable to find either political

or church affiliations which might have a

"sinister" motive for knifinct films and film

folk.

Rothacker in N. Y.

Watterson Rothacker, former head of the

Rothacker laboratory and later production

manager for First National, is in New York.
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Independents in

Chicago Embrace
As Storm Brews

Chicago—Obviously, there is nothing so

effective in bringing drifting brothers to-

gether again as a few storm clouds on the

horizon.

For the past several months there has

been an apparent indifference to the affairs

of their organization among members of

the Illinois Independent Theatre Owners'
Association. Meetings were poorly attended,

and payment of dues were falling off. Then
came tire re-zoning conferences once more,

at which Aaron Saperstein, president of the

Independent unit, made his lone, and conse-

quently conspicuous stand, against adoption

of the proposed plan of release and protec-

tion. Assailed and criticized on all sides,

Saperstein's board of directors first rallied

to his support. Then a meeting of the entire

organization was called to consider the vote

on the proposed plan. Eighty members,
representing 150 theatres, responded. Not
only in numbers, but in spirit and determi-

nation as well, was the meeting an unprece-

dented one in the life of the organization.

Responding to the appeals of Abram F.

Myers, president of Allied States; Al Steffes

of Minneapolis, and directors of the organi-

zation, the lax members kicked in with back

dues, new members were signed up, and the

organization took on a life and purpose

which even its officers admitted had not ex-

isted before.

The rejuvenated organization is now hit-

ting on all cylinders and its new determina-

tion appears destined to win for it all the

concessions it is demanding in connection

with the new zoning plan. There are indi-

cations, even, that it may do infinitely more
than that with the aforementioned subject.

Allied Facing

Battle in Iowa;

Smith in Field

Des Moines—Although all's seemingly

quiet along the exhibitor front in this terri-

tory, there is a battle looming to decide

whether the M. P. T. O. or the new Allied

Theatres' Association is to be the dominant
factor among independents of this state.

The new Allied unit took over the recent

convention of the M. P. T. O., elected

its own officers and now is preparing to

open a permanent office here. Its militant

leaders intend an expansion program.
Meanwhile, E. P. Smith, president of the

M. P. T. O., has been busy in the field.

Dues of his membership expire Jan. 1, but

he has no intention of letting the organiza-

tion pass out of the picture. It is probable
that In; will call upon the M. P. T. O. A.
for aid in holding members in line, and the

new group may offset by appealing to na-

tional Allied leaders, so a battle is in

prospect.

01' Black Al
The newest drama at the box-office

might easily be captioned: "Time is

fleeting—and so is fame," or "What a
whale of a difference just a few years
make."

It concerns old man public's fickle-

ness and Al Jolson, who, exactly three
years ago, was being touted far and
wide as one of the biggest money-
makers of the age. On Oct. 6, 1927,

when Al opened in New York in "Jazz
Singer," he was acclaimed a sensa-
tional draw, and later proved the
accuracy of this compliment when the
latter film and "Singing Fool" rolled

up tremendous grosses.
Almost three years later, Al's new-

est picture wound up a disastrous run
at the N. Y. Winter Garden, where,
because of a floppy b. o. performance,
the film was unable to stand the gaff
for more than two weeks. And reports
from the sticks, too, bear out the New
York occurrence, with but very few
exceptions.
"What a whale of a difference," etc.,

etc.

Ohio Exhibitors

Make Mad Dive

For "Big House"

Cleveland—With the lifting of the ban
on "The Big House." the local M-G-M ex-
change was swamped with requests for
dates to such an extent that the picture has
already been booked into every town in the
territory of 10,000 and more inhabitants.

It will follow "Whoopee" at the Stillman.
"Numbered Men," First National's prison

feature picture, was passed by the Ohio
Board of Censors at the same time that the
ban was lifted on "The Big House." Both
pictures had been held up in Columbus
since last June because Dr. John L. Clifton,
head of the state board of censors, declared
they were unwholesome for the youth of
the state. Both were passed without any
eliminations.

Merry Mixup in

Ad Campaigns on
Prison Pictures

Lima, O.—Quite an advertising battle was
staged by Warners' Ohio here and the
State, independently owned, an interesting
feature of which pitted a First National
picture in the opposition house against a
M-G-M entry in the Warner house.

Warners' Ohio billed "The Big House"
as the "most talked of picture in the history
of talking pictures." while the State coun-
tered with a "Don't be confused" line, as-
serting that "Numbered Men" was the one
and only authentic picture taken from the
stage play, "Jail Break."

Chi Film Board
To Compromise
Protection Jams

Chicago—That the Chicago Film Board
will compromise on all major points of in-

dependent objection to the proposed plan

of release and protection for this territory

was revealed to Motion Picture News
this week. Film Board members and the dis-

tributors' committee which authored the

plan went into session this week to work
out a plan of adjustment and concession.

All restrictions against double-featuring,

one of the principal points of independent
objection, are certain to go by the boards,
it was learned. This means that local ex-
hibitors will be permitted to double feature
in the first week of general release, as has
been the custom in the past, rather than
in the eighth week of general release, as

is specified in the new zoning plan. Conces-
sions are also possible on the regulations
against give-aways, or bargain admission
gags, and the membership line-up on the
continuing zoning committee. Independents
have objected to the first on the grounds
that give-aways were no more objectionable
than the cut-rate matinee scales offered by
the de luxe houses, and to the second, on
the grounds that the proposed membership
leaves them unequally represented on the
continuing zoning committee.
The Film Board and zoning committee

will also classify "C" release houses, which
was not done in the original plan, and will

list in the plan all downstate key centers.
In the plan submitted two weeks ago, which
was unanimously rejected by the indepen-
dents, only so-called "Publix towns" were
considered, with downstate cities that are
just as important as the Public centers, en-
tirely ignored.

The plan with these adjustments will then
be re-submitted.

Allied Changes

Tactics, Avoids

Omaha Sessions

Omaha—With the stage set for fireworks
to repel the anticipated invasion of this ter-

ritory by Allied States Association, its or-

ganizers pulled a surprise when they failed

to show up Tuesday and Wednesday as the
convention of the western Iowa and Ne-
braska exhibitor unit got under way.

This indicates that Allied has changed
tactics since the St. Louis gathering, when
the group "moved in" and won over many
of the exhibitors in town for the gathering.

C. C. Pettijohn of the Hays organization
and M. A. Lightman, president of the M.
P. T. O. A., were billed as star speakers
at the Omaha sessions. Pettijohn, however,
was absent because of illness.

Woon Goes to Haiti
Hollywood—Basil Woon, who is collabo-

rating with William K. Wells and Walter
C. Kelly on "Women of All Nations," has
gone to Haiti for data for the storv.
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Chicago Film Board Grants Concessions

To Independents in Protection Dispute
Half of Theatres in Country

Independent, Is Claim;
'Initialing' Trick?

Chicago—Cautioning member exchanges
against arbitrarily putting into effect the

proposed plan of release and protection for

this territory, which was unanimously re-

jected by the Illinois Independent Theatre

Owners' Association during the week, the

Chicago Film Board of Trade gave evidence

that wholesale concessions will be made to

the objections the independents have raised

against the plan. The warning of the Film
Board followed closely on the independents'

meeting which was addressed by Abram F.

.Myers, president of Allied States, and At
Steffes of Minneapolis, at which frequent

mention was made of test cases to deter-

mine the legality of protection in Illinois.

The proposed plan had been given "ten-

tative approval" by all major distributing,

circuit and chain organizations in the ter-

ritory affected, but had been rejected by
Aaron Saperstein, president of the local

Allied unit, and E. E. Alger, downstate

exhibitor. Saperstein's veto was unani-

mously upheld by the board of directors of

his organization, and at the later meeting
by 85 members, representing 150 theatres.

Several local exchanges had begun to sell

in accordance with the provisions of the

zoning plan, which was published exclu-

sively in last week's issue of Motion Pic-
ture News, when halted by the Film
Board's warning.

Legal Battle Looms

"Any attempt to gain aproval of a plan

of protection," Al Steffes told the independ-

ents, "is merely an attempt to get you to

legalize an illegal act." In reply to a ques-

tion, Steffes advised the independents to

"get the best attorney in Chicago if the

Film Board attempts to enforce the plan

despite your veto. He'll get you out of it."

Officers of the organization urged that

the matter be taken to a Federal court "to

determine whether protection is legal in the

State of Illinois."

Myers, who made the trip from New York
by plane in order to address the meeting,
spoke with more restraint, but in the same
vein. Proceeding on the theory that "where
there is no competition there should be no
protection," Myers set about to demon-
strate that real competition does not exist

between Chicago Loop theatres and the

small neighborhood houses ; nor between the

theatres of Chicago and those of outlying

towns.
"When autocratic zoning boards arbi-

trarily seek to administer protection counter
to this principle," Myers said, "the injuries

they do are certain to bring them to grief

whenever an injured one resorts to his civil

rights.

"Independents, properly organized, would
have the power to demand and obtain equal-

ity with producer-affiliated theatres in all

things. Between the statement made at the

last 5-5-5 conference, to the effect that we
could obtain none of our demands because

Fights Chi Zone Plan

ABRAM F. MYERS

we represented 'only 15 per cent of the the-

atres,' and the one made to the government
later that we represented 65 per cent of

the theatres, there is a reliable mean. I

would say that independents represent—nu-

merically, at least—50 per cent of the the-

atre-. In that background is the basis of

an organization as powerful and efficient as

the one opposed to you. And, certainly,

there is refutation in it of the independent's

national viewpoint of helplessness and hope-

lessness."

Referring to the manner in which Chicago
and downstate representatives at the last

zoning conference here were requested to

"initial" the backs of their copies of the

proposed zoning plan to signify "tentative

approval," Myers said: "That was a trick

that could not even have been attempted in

New York. It shows the need of a strong

organization here."

By calling attention to the large and
spirited meeting, Myers refuted stories that

the local Allied unit was about to break up
for lack of interest and non-payment of

dues.

Steffes, too, referred to the "initialing"

of the proposal as a trick.

"Charlie Pettijohn," he said, "wants a zon-
ing schedule in existence here at any cost

by the time the Marks Bros, case gets to

court. He wants to be able to wave a pro-

tection plan in front of the judge and say,

Allied Branches
Chicago—Allied States is patterning

its organization nationally after that
of the Hays organization, it was stated
here at a meeting of the local Allied
unit. Branch offices, similar to Film
Boards of Trade, will be established
wherever an Allied unit is in existence,
and the local units will henceforth
bear the Allied name combined with
the state in which they are located.

In accordance with the change, the
membership of the Allied unit here
voted approval of a change in name
from Illinois Independent Theatre
Owners' Association to the newly des-
ignated form—Allied Theatres of Illi-

nois.

Action Quickly Follows Veto
Of Plan at Meeting; May

Appeal to U. S. Court

'What are you talking about? Chicago ex-
hibitors are satisfied. They have approved
this.'

"

Steffes defended the objections of the
Illinois independents to the proposed zoning
plan. Those objections are centered on the
regulation of double-featuring and the re-

strictions on give-aways. Steffes' conten-
tion was that if double-featuring was to be
regulated, so should the stage shows of the
de luxe houses be similarly regulated; and
if the give-aways were to be restricted, so
should the bargain matinees of the larger
houses be restricted. At present, many of

the latter, even in the Loop, have matinee
admission scales lower than the evening ad-
missions of the smaller outlying houses.
Some of these scales are in effect up to

early evening.

Steffes, too, urged the maintenance of a
strong local organization, and support of

Allied States, to which, he said, even the
non-member independents owe their exist-

ence today. He recounted the several vic-

tories of Allied during the past eighteen
months to substantiate his statement, and
added that the "best contract the independ-
ent has ever had, due to the efforts of Al-
lied, will soon be in force." A reference of

his to the "rotten productions" with which
theatre owners have been served during the

past year, drew applause.

Saperstein Attacks Plan

Further objections of the independents to

the proposed plan were voiced by Aaron
Saperstein at the meeting. The first is that

theatres in the "C" release classification are
not designated in the plan, which placed
that classification in the jurisdiction of the

continuing zoning committee, to which the

independents object on the ground that they
are not fairly represented on this commit-
tee. A second objection was that, according
to Saperstein, only so-called "Publix towns"
are considered in the downstate plan, with
other towns, just as important as those con-
sidered, ignored entirely.

The zoning plan, when put before the
meeting, was rejected in its entirety by
unanimous vote. Further discussion indi-

cated that the independents may now fight

any move whatever to inaugurate a plan of

protection in the territory.

In contrast to the three months of zoning
meetings held behind closed doors here, the

independents' meeting was thrown open to

all and sundry—even to trade press repre-

sentatives, against whose admission to zon-
ing meetings special precautions were taken.

Tri-States Fall Meet
Memphis—Arrangements are now being

completed for the fall meeting of the Tri-
States Motion Picture Theatre Owners to

be held here Nov. 30 to Dec. 1. J. F. Nor-
man is president of the organization, which
embraces exhibitors in Arkansas, Tennes-
see and Mississippi.
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Michigan Unit

Takes Brookhart

Cue on Rezoning

Wolverine
W h a t n o t s

Grand Rapids—Zoning may become the

McCoy insofar as the M. P. T. O. of Michi-

gan is concerned, but something will have

to be done about it first.

Senator Brookhart's speech in which he

took a crack at protection and zoning, is

generally considered by those who attended

the annual convention as indicative of how
the organization itself may be expected to

react to the zoning plan.

A. Eiseman of Flint was elected president

for the ensuing year. In office with him
are S. C. Schram of Kalamazoo as vice-

president; H. T. Hall of Detroit as secre-

tary, and J. E. Niebes, also of Detroit, as

treasurer.

The directors are Harry Clark, Fred De
Lodder, E. E. Kirchner, Tom Lancaster,

J. C. Ritter, A. Robinson, Alex Schreiber,

Carl Schweighart, Frank Wetsman, Lou
Wisper, all of Detroit and the following:

Ray Branch of Hastings ; Glenn Cross

of Battle Creek; Allen Johnson of Grand
Rapids ; Leon Krim of Jit. Clemens ; H. T.

Reynolds of Grand Rapids and H. A. Wood
of Bangor.
Next year's pow-wow will be held at Mt.

Clemens.

Names Full Time Counsel

Desire of Universal for a general counsel

to devote his full time to company affairs

has led to appointment of Willard S. Mc-
Kay as general counsel. He succeeds Sieg-

fried Hartmann, who has held the post

for years. Hartmann has been devoting only

part time to the post.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.— Fred K.
Harris of Hart, the "fisherman's para-

dise," was as usual among the first to

register at the convention. Fred is the peren-

nial delegate—has never missed a convention

and doesn't intend to.

* * *

H. M. Rickey, the bustling, hard working
general manager, put in plenty of busy hours
at the meeting—both during and in between
business sessions.

* * *

W. A. Kelly, president of the Xew Jersey
Theatre Owners' Association, was among the

prominent visitors spotted at the convention.

* * *

James C. Ritter of Detroit, oldest member
and a past president of the association, knoum
from Coast to Coast as a great independent war
horse, took a prominent part in convention
activities.

* * *

Glenn Cross of Battle Creek made that dis-

tinguished baritone of his heard at all business

sessions.
* * *

John Neibes of Detroit, treasurer of the

association for so many years that ct'en he has
lost track, went on the ticket again for his

habitual post without opposition.

* * *

Ed Kirchner. manager of the Family, De-
troit, one of the last houses of the Harris
Amusement Co. of Pittsburgh, was a promi-
nent and hard working committeeman. Ed has
been managing the Family for the last 21 years.

It was one of the first ten-cent combination
houses in the state, but for the past sixteen

years has been operated as a straight picture

spot, with business improving every year.

* * *

President Allen Johnson, the ladies' choice.

(Continued on Page 29)

Ixnay Is Harvard

Reply to Rogers'

Film Proposition

Cambridge. Mass.—Page Joe Kennedy.

Harvard has turned thumbs down on the

request of Paramount that Buddy Rogers be

permitted to lead the university band in a

sequence for his new picture to be filmed at

the Sanders theatre, where graduates re-

ceive their diplomas. Recently Rudy Vallee

was denied permission to croon the univer-

sity anthem over the radio. The university

daily took some strong editorial wallops at

both propositions.

Levey, Moskowitz, Eaton,
Rothacker In From L.A.

Arrivals from the Coast Thursday:
Jules Levey, film buyer for RKO theatres,

who has been visiting bis company's stu-

dios.

Charles C. Moskowitz of the Loew com-
pany, back from a short studio trip.

Mary Eaton, former Ziegfeld player, who
has been staging dance ensembles at RKO.

Watterson R. Rothacker, former produc-
tion chief for First National, who will be

in New York a month.
Alan Hale, who sails for Europe today

and may appear in British-made talkers.

Al Lichtman, who joined the informal

party in Chicago on Wednesday and jour-

neyed into New York.
William A. Johnston of Motion Picture

N EWS.

Marion House Under Hammer
Marion. O.—The Ohio theatre, formerly

operated by R. I. Ulmer. has been purchased
at receiver's sale bv a company headed by
H. B. Heubner.

Among Leaders at Michigan Exhibitor Unit Convention

Glenn A. Cross, Directoi A. Eiseman, New President. H. M. Richey, General Manager.
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Grandeur and Realife Processes to

Stage Projection Duel in New York

Wolverine
W h atnots

— {Continued from Page 28)—

conducted the final business sessions of Ins year

in office with a neatness and despatch that WOS
a delight to the golf-bitten delegates who were
anxious to get back to Cascades' fairways.

"Handsome" Allen leaves a highly creditable

record of organizational achievement behind

him.
* * *

Frank Westman, the well known owner of

the Avalon, Detroit, and the convention's most
genially noisy delegate, was on hand to make
life miserable for those delegates who couldn't

stand being kidded.

* * *

Registration zvas in charge of Pearl Sprott,

H. M. Rickey's secretary. Three women were
required to register the 160 convention dele-

gates Tuesday morning.

Hal Burriss kicked in with that nifty prize

they played for Monday in the golf tourney

at Cascades Country Club.

President and Mrs. Allen Johnson of Grand
Rapids were host and hostess to the directors'

wives, Monday evening. Bridge folloived a
dinner at the Pantlind, with the prices going
to Mrs. Alex Schreiber, Miss Pearl Sprott and
Mrs. Edgar Kirchner. Meanwhile, the hus-
bands attended the board of directors' dinner,

which zvas followed by a business meeting.

* * *

Alex Schreiver, operator of the Times
Square and Loop, Detroit, is still being kidded
about giving away crackers and cheese with
every admission ticket. Alex's Loop was the
first Detroit house to start that grocery night
gag.

* * *

Walter Notris, manager of Keith's. Grand
Rapids, was host to the convention Tuesday
night at a private screening of "Africa Speaks"
at the RKO house. Car! Shalit. Columbia man-
ager, furnished the print.

* * *

Abram F. Myers, president of Allied States;
Senator Smith W. Brookhart of Iowa, and
Col. H. A. Cole of Texas arrived Wednesday
morning and took their places on a busy day's
program.

* * *

An early breakfast party at the Masonic
Country Club. Wednesday morning, started the
day off right for those eon/ventionites who were
in condition to attend.

Senator Ernest Conlin of Grand Rapids, a
staunch friend of the state association, was a
visitor at the convention.

George W . Trendle, head of the Kunsky-
Trendle Broadcasting Co., operating stations in

Detroit and Grand Rapids, was on hand to

greet his many friends and former associates.

The Kunsky-Trendle stations conduct a daily
"Movie Chats" hour, giving the names, ad-
dresses and program information for approxi-

Competitive Tests Set for

Capitol and Roxy by M-G-M
and Fox

Wide film, concerning the future of which
there is great speculation and trepidation, is

to get its first competitive test Oct. 17, when
M-G-M pits its new Realife process at

the Capitol, New York, against Grandeur at

the Roxy.
Grandeur, said to be improved greatly

since its first showing a year ago, is to

reappear via Fox's "The Big Trail," while
Realife is to have its premiere via "Billy,

the Kid."

With United Artists, George K. Spoor,
RKO and Warners working on wide film

processes, the forthcoming test is to prove
of widespread interest to the trade, as it is

expected to serve as a gauge to public reac-
tion to proposed wide film. If public re-

ception warrants the extra expense of wide
film, there is expected to be a scramble to

get aboard the bandwagon by the various
companies.

Grandeur is 70 mm. film and can be
shown only via a Grandeur projector, while
Realife is 35 mm. film. An estimated $250,-
000 has been spent on experiment and
actual construction of the Grandeur ma-
chines, the cost of which has not been made
public, but which is expected to be con-
siderably greater than projectors. Realife
can be projected by standard projectors,
through addition of special equipment which
costs about $100, M-G-M says.

The Spoor process requires all new equip-
ment, while the proposed Warner head is

adaptable to both 65 mm. film and standard.
Secrecy has shrouded development of the
United Artists and RKO processes.

matcly 75 theatres, without charge. In return,
the theatres run a trailer calling attention to

the stations' broadcasting programs. A neat
tie-up.

* * *

A Tom Thumb golf tournament for the
ladies was one of the many forms of amuse-
ment provided for wives of the delegates. Two
prize cups were awarded on the conclusion of
the tournament.

* * *

Luncheon was served for convention guests
at the restaurant of the American Scaling Co.,
following a tour of inspection at the plant.

On the same day. the ladies were the guests
of the Pantlind Hotel, convention headquar-
ters, at luncheon.

* * *

Wednesday evening's banquet was a fitting

climax for the three-day meeting. Following
the dinner, addresses were made by Judge
Alfred J. Murphy of Detroit: City Manager
George Welch of Grand Rapids, and other
distinguished speakers. Entertainment and
dancing concluded the evening.

* * *

Mrs. II. M. Richer. Mrs. Allen Johnson and
Mrs. H. T. Reynolds ivcre in charge of the
many activities provided for women guests. A
fashion shozv at Herpolsheimef's department
store concluded these separate events Wednes-
day afternoon.

So!
Hollywood—An actor, long out of

work and in debt, describes his cur-
rent financial situation something
like this:

"I've seen more red than any bull in

Spain."

Paramount Estimates 9
Month Net at $13,541,000
Talk of depression may be widespread,

but over at Paramount they are thinking
otherwise. The company on Thursday esti-

mated its consolidated net profits, which in-

clude earnings of subsidiary companies, after

all charges and taxes, for the nine months
ending Sept. 27, 1930, to be $13,541,000,
which amounts to $4.59 per share on 2,948,-

397 shares, the average number outstanding
during the period. This estimated profit

is 39 per cent ahead of $9,731,000. reported
for the corresponding period of 1929 and
creates a new high record for this period
in the history of the company, it is said.

Profits for the three months ending
Sept. 27, 1930, are estimated at $5,100,000,
or $1.60 per share on 3,180,636 shares out-
standing during the quarter.

Moscow Heads Sales
For Columbia in South

Sam Moscow, of Columbia's Boston office

sales staff, has been appointed southern di-

vision manager and will have supervision
over the Charlotte, Atlanta, Memphis, New
Orleans, Dallas and Oklahoma City
branches. He replaces Leslie Wilkes, re-

signed. Moscow will make his head-
quarters in Atlanta. Moscow was connected
with the Independent Film, Inc., in Boston
from 1924 until 1929, when that franchise
was taken over by Columbia

Charles Johnson has been appointed man-
ager of the Albany exchange, succeeding
H. C. Bissell, transferred to the same post
at Cleveland.

Screen Mirror Claims
250,000 Circulation

National circulation of 250,000 is claimed
by Screen Mirror, fan publication, with
launching of an eastern division with Albert
Margolies in charge. Eddy Eckels, who
started the magazine for Fox West Coast
Theatres, came to Xew York to launch the
eastern edition.

Harris Goes to "V"
Hollywood—Bob Harris has left Colum-

bia to head the Universal scenario depart-
ment and to become associate producer. Er-
win Gelsey, former scenario chief, now is

an associate producer.

Stimson Returning
C. A. Stimson. vice-president of Big 4

Film Corp., is en route to New York after

a month in Europe.
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Wide Film Dealt Solar Plexus Blow As

Engineers Ignore It in New Standards

A Definition

Local wit says the Warners are al-

ready describing 1930 as the "past"

year.

Big Guns Keeping It Locked in

Lab Because Industry Unable
To Stand Financial Gaff

Sonora, Seeing

Stars, Is Blase

Sonora, Calif.—For thirty days the towns-

people have mingled with screen personali-

ties. Hundreds of workers are here to film

location scenes for Paramount's "Fighting

Caravans," the Zane Grey story of the con-

quest of the frontier.

Among those to be seen walking on

Senora's main street as though it were

Hollywood boulevard are Gary Cooper,

Ernest Torrence, Lily Damita, 'fully Mar-
shall, Eugene Pallette, Fred Kohler, Eve
Southern, May Boley, Sid Saylor, Roy
Stewart and James Marcus.

Sonora is slowly becoming accustomed to

its position as a second Hollywood, since

scenes for "The Virginian," "The Border

Legion," "The Texan" and "The Girl of

the Golden West" have been filmed near the

town within the past year.

Smith Heads Division to

Handle RCA Royalties
J. O. Smith, who has been associated

with RCA Photophone since its inception,

has been appointed head of its newly cre-

ated royalty administration department. It

will function as a division of the depart-

ment of recording operations headed by
Lowell V. Calvert. The new department will

handle administration of all royalties in

connection with film producer licensees and
Sonora's main street as though it were
the use of copyrighted music in films made
bv licensees.

Hutchinson to Make
Comedies for Big 4

Craig Hutchinson, identified with comedy
production since 1915, has signed a contract

with Big 4 to produce 12 two-reel comedies

to be released at the rate of one a month.

Practically official confirmation of the fact

that the industry still has a long road to

travel before there is wholesale commercial-

ization of wide film came this week when
the Society of M. P. Engineers—technical

mouthpiece of the industry—made known
the officially accepted dimensional stand-

ards for equipment and recommended prac-

tice, and completely ignored the wide pic-

ture factor.

Motion Picture News learns authorita-

tively that technical and financial leaders are

practically chaining wide development to

the laboratory for the present, because of

the industry's inability to shoulder the ter-

rifically hugh investment necessary to

finance the change-over.

One authority told a News reporter that

the sound switch would cost all branches

between $350,000,000 and $500,000,000, and
wholesale commercialization of wide pic-

tures would involve a like amount. Eco-

nomic status of the industry at present pre-

vents its assuming this new burden for at

least two or three years, he stated.

Inability of representatives of large pic-

ture interests to get together on a standard

width likewise acts as a checkmate, with

various factors fighting for 55 mm., 60 mm.,
65 mm. and 70 mm. This group has been

holding periodical confabs for many months,

but as yet has been unable to get together.

The Society, it is understood, has instruct-

ed its technician members to withhold any
public discussion of wide film until such

time as a definite policy, and further devel-

opment has been made.

Few Dimensional Changes

Not until this week has the Society offi-

cially approved standards for apparatus and
recommended practice, which were like-

wise approved by the American Standards
Association on Sept. 20. These standards

remain practically identical with those
{Continued on Page 35)

Cain Gets Tiffany Post
Sam Cain has been appointed Denver

manager for Tiffany by Oscar Hanson,
sales manager. He replaces Jerry Marks.
Cain formerly managed the Universal
branch at Denver.

Mix's Daughter Signs
Hollywood—Ruth Mix, daughter of Tom

Mix. Western star, has been signed by Big
4 Film Corp. to appear opposite Wally
Wales in "Red Fork Range," on which pre-

liminary work has been started.

Two Plus Two Equals Nine
Chicago—Four weeks ago, Balaban

& Katz's Oriental took a nose dive in

box-office receipts. The second week
went lower, resulting in hurried con-
ferences and a general bolstering up
of stage attractions. New shows were
booked and the circuit heads watched
for the spurt in business which never
materialized. With a third consecu-
tive "red" week staring them in the
face, they decided upon a switch in

masters - of - ceremonies and more
changes in stage shows. Picturegoers
still remained away, as evidenced by
a fourth week of bum business.

B. & K, executives have tried every-
thing under the sun to perk up the
Oriental's receipts—that is, everything
except good pictures.

Wide Films Soon
London—"We shall have wide screen

films very shortly," Eugene Zukor
declared on a visit here.

Trouble Gambles

With Ron Gamble

Seattle—The last few days have brought

nothing but grief to Ron Gamble, managing

director of the Arabian, key house of the

Farwest Theatres, Inc., suburban chain in

this city.

In the first place, Gamble was attacked

in his office in the theatre Sunday night,

securely tied with a fish line, gagged, and

relieved of more than $800 in cash, rep-

resenting the house's receipts for the week-

end just concluded.

Then, to make matters worse, his car was
broken into the following night and two
reels of "Devil's Holiday" were removed
therefrom, causing much consternation

among theatre employees, patrons and ex-

change officials.

Police have apprehended the culprits who
made away with the film and have placed

them in the city bastile, but so far have

been unsuccessful in their search for the

two youths who made off with the theatre's

cash.

Meanwhile, Gamble is hoping that he may
be able to disprove the old adage that ill

fortune always appears in three-fold cycles.

Two is more than enough, in his estimation.

Knox Reorganizes Erpi
Engineering Activities

Engineering activities of Electrical Re-

search Products nave been divided by Vice-

President H. G. Knox into three depart-

ments, commercial engineering, general en-

gineering and reproducing. The reproduc-

ing department is being taken over as part

of the scope of the present operating de-

partment.

The commercial department, headed by H.

B. Santee, will have charge of all record-

ing and studio relations save major engi-

neering development, as well as charge of

financial relations with producers. For this

purpose, B. L. Glaser, assistant treasurer,

has been attached to the department. The
acoustic consulting service, headed by S. K.

Wolf, also is part of this department.

The general engineering department, with

t'r. F.. Mather as director, will be devoted

to study of recording and reproducing prob-

lems, maintaining a staff of consulting en-

gineers. Under the reorganization a group

of field engineers, specializing in reproduc-

ing, are taken over by the operating depart-

ment. This department, managed by H. M.
Wilcox, supervises the servicing and mainte-

nance of equipment in theatres.
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New Standard Release Print to Reduce

$6,000,000 Yearly Replacement Cost

Mutilations of Prints and
Uniform Projection Are

New Features

Aimed to reduce the more than $6,000,000

annual cost of print replacements, a standard

release print, which will tend toward more
uniform projection and cut down mutilation

of film is to make its appearance Nov. 1.

The standard was worked out by a sub-

committee under supervision of the pro-

ducer-technicians' committee of the Acad-
emy of M. P. Arts and Sciences. Irving

Thalberg is chairman of the committee.

The new standard print was outlined

Monday at a luncheon of the Projection

Advisory Council, where Lester T. Cowan,
head of the technical bureau of the Academy
was chairman. The luncheon was arranged
by P. J. McGuire of the Projection Ad-
visory Council, which has indorsed the new
standard print as has the American Pro-
jection Society.

Salient features of the new standard are

as follows:

1

.

Standard nomenclature for different

types of prints as well as for the units com-
prising each reel.

2. Standard inscription for identification.

3. Standard synchronizing marks.
4. Standard method for change-over from

reel to reel.

During the next three weeks an advance
educational program will be conducted to pave
the way for the standard. It is hoped to reach

every theatre, exchange, and studio in the coun-
try acquainting theatre and exchange man-
agers, projectionists, film editors and labora-

tory executives with the features of the new
standard.

In bringing about a uniform method of

change-over, one of the most irksome prob-

lems in projection should be solved. At the

present time the individual projectionist puts

on his own change-over marks. These ac-

cumulate and give rise to a constant demand for

replacement by exchanges.
The new change-over signals consist of cir-

cular opaque marks with transparent outline

printed from the negative. Each signal is four

frames in length and is placed in the upper
right hand corner of the frame. At the first

signal, known as the motor cue, the projec-

tionist starts the motor of the incoming ma-
chine ; at the second signal, known as the

change-over cue, the change-over is accom-
plished.

The time between the two signals is eight

seconds or twelve feet of film. This allows

the incoming machine to pick up to normal
speed and reach the continuation of the pic-

ture in time to accomplish the change-over
smoothly.

After the projectionist has determined the

time of pick-up of his machine he will know
how many feet of film his incoming machine
requires while the final twelve feet is being run
out on the outgoing machine. He identifies

this footage with a number on the synchroniz-

ing leader and threads up accordingly.

In addition to the change-over system, the

standard specifications cover the leaders both

at the beginning and end of the picture. At
the beginning the leader consists of three parts

:

protective leader (4 to 6 feet), identification

leader (4 feet), containing the part number
and picture title.

300 RCA Installations

Two hundred and twenty instal-

lations of sound reproducing equip-

ment were made by RCA Photophone
in the United States and Canada dur-
ing August and September, according
to a list just released by Sydney E.
Abel, general manager. During the
same period eighty-three additional
complete equipments were shipped to
foreign distributors, making a total

of more than 300 contracts for RCA
Photophone installation for the two
months.

This is followed by a synchronizing leader

(14 feet in length) the first section of which
(2 feet) is opaque followed by a frame in

which the word "start" is printed in black
letters on a white background. Footage indica-

tor numbers on the synchronizing begin three
feet from the first frame of the picture and
are numbered three to eleven.

The ending of the reel will consist of 6 feet

of opaque runout trailer, 4 feet of identification

trailer, and 4 to 6 feet of protective leader.

Complete text of the Academy's recom-
mendations follows

:

In connection with the report of the

Academy's sub-committee on correlation of

release print makeup and practice, appears
a reproduction of the blue print specifica-

tions for the makeup of a standard release

print, including leader, runout and cues to

secure accurate reading and correct change-
over. (See pages 32 and 33.)

These specifications have been worked
out during the past eight months by this

committee, in advisement with technicians

appointed by the 17 major Hollywood stu-

dios and theatre and exchange representa-

tives. The standard release print applies to

sound prints on film, on disc and combina-
tion prints. It is designed for adaptability

to studio production and dubbing require-

ments, to laboratory practice, to efficient

handling in exchanges and to better enable

projectionists to make change-overs with-

out rehearsal or marking and mutilating

prints.

Report of the Committee

Revision of the specifications will be

made periodically as necessary to further the

general purpose of contributing to quality

sound picture presentation.

Complete text of the report, as submitted

by S. J. Twining, committee chairman, and
Lester Cowan, the Academy's technical-

bureau manager, follows

:

Use of Standard Prints
In Sound Projection

The standard release print was designed

to make threading up, synchronizing,

change-over and handling of prints easier

for the projectionist. Take advantage of

the new system as you would an improve-

ment on your machine.

Spend a half hour in rehearsing change-

over on the first standard print that comes
in to your theatre in order to determine the

pickup of your machines. As the leaders

Adoption by Major Companies,
New Standard Print

Ready Nov. 1

and cues on all standard prints will be just

the same from then on, all change-overs will

be just the same.

1. Every standard print you receive from
the exchange will have the words printed

or stamped on the reel band.

2. Do not mark or mutilate any footage

of leader ahead of the action or in the run-

out. Remember that the reason the stand-

ard is a convenience to you is because it is

measured exactly.

3. The protective leader and the protec-

tive trailer are never to be less than four

feet or more than six feet in length when
sent out by the exchange.

4. Any special instructions by the pro-

ducer of the picture will be found in the

two feet of leader immediately following

the part title and the two feet immediately

following the end-of-part title.

5. How to Find "Actual Change-
Over Footage"

Fifteen or twenty minutes rehearsal per

machine will be necessary when you receive

your first picture made up on the standard

release print. Once you know your speed

you can change-over between any two stand-

ard prints from then on without any addi-

tional cues or rehearsal.

The "actual change-over footage" is the

length of leader which must be left to run

through the incoming machine in order to

make a perfect change-over. In other words,

it represents the leader that will run through

the incoming machine in eight seconds.

(Eight seconds is required to complete the

change-over as the start motor cue is twelve

feet from the end of the outgoing reel.)

The easiest way to determine your "actual

change-over footage" is to rehearse by plac-

ing the footage frame numbered 11 in the

aperture of the incoming machine. Then
change-over according to the cues, starting

the motor of your incoming machine the

instant you first see the start motor cue and
throwing the douser switch the instant you
see the change-over cue. If there is a lapse

between the two reels showing on the screen

try it again by placing the footage frame

number 10 in the aperture of the incoming

machine. Continue this process with the

same machine trying footage frame numbers

9, 8, 7 and so on until you have found the

foot and the frame in the foot which when
threaded up at the aperture will give you
the exact change-over. This frame then

marks your exact change-over footage for

that machine. As all standard prints will

be of exactly the same leader footage you
will be able to run down to the footage

frame number you have found to be neces-

sary for a perfect change-over and this

same frame number will always be in your
{Continued on next page)
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Markings and

Reel Change-over

Become Standard

{Continued from preceding page)
picture aperture when starting the incom-
ing machine. Repeat the timing process for

the other machine or machines as there is

often appreciable variation between the pick-

up speed of two machines in the same pro-

jection room.

6. Threading for Disc

In threading up for disc, set the needle

on the disc at the synchronizing mark and
thread the start mark frame into the picture

aperture of the projection machine. Then
turn down the machine until the proper
footage numeral appears in the picture aper-
ture. If the turn down is not made in this

manner, changing over from the signals on
the outgoing reel will not be successful.

When running down the machine to the
proper footage number note the revolutions

of the turn table. This will simplify the
process of threading.

7. Threading for Movietone
Once you have determined the actual

change-over footage which must be left to

run through the incoming machine it is

simple to thread up each standard leader so

that the same footage frame number will

be at the aperture ready for the start.

If you wish to test the length of your
loops to insure synchronism thread up so
that the start frame or any numbered foot-

age frame is the aperture. A diamond mark
will show at the sound gate as the dia-

monds are placed twenty frames ahead of

the start frame and footage numerals. You
can then turn down to have the exact frame
in the aperture for the change-over foot-

age.

8. Change-Over
When you see the motor cue start the

incoming machine.
When you see the change-over cue throw

the douser switch.

9. The Cues
The motor cue is a circular opaque mark

with transparent outline printed in the up-
per right hand corner of four consecutive
frames. The first of these frames is exactly
twelve feet from the end of the picture.

This distance, like the length of the synchro-
nizing leader, was designed to accommodate
the variety of pickup speeds among ma-
chines in use.

The change-over cite is a mark like the
motor-cue on four consecutive frames, the
first of which is one foot from the end of

the picture. In placing the change-over cue
in this position it was assumed that the
average time lapse occurring when an alert

operator sees the cue on the screen until

he throws the douser switch is half a sec-
ond. It is essential that the operator throw
tin- switch immediately the cue flashes on
the screen if the change-over is to be per-
fect.

10. Counting Disc Revolutions
When playing discs with standard release-

prints many projectionists prefer to count
the revolutions of the disc to reach the
proper turn down for perfect change-over.

Specifications for 35 mm Release Prints

Suggested by

Academy of M. P. Arts & Sciences

Blue Print Chart, Section 1

PROTECTIVE LEADER

Either transparent or raw stock.

Whoa tbe pro tec tire leader has been.
reduced to a length of four feet
It Is to be restored to a length
of six feet.

IDEHTIPICATIOH LEADER (Part Title)

Shall contain not less than 32 frames
in each of which is plainly printed
In black letters on white background,
type of print (See Nomenclature)

,

part number (Arabic numeral not less
than \ of frame height) , and picture
title.

STtMCHROinZTNO LEADER

Pirst section shall be opaque.
Start mark shall be one frame in which ie printed
START (inverted) in black letters on white back-
ground 1/2 of frame height.

A white line t/J2 inch wide upon which Is super-
Imposed a diamond 1/6 inch high by 5/6 inch wide
ehall be printed serosa the picture and eound
track area at a point exaotly 20 frames ahead of
the center of the start frame.

Beginning 3 ft. from the firet frame of picture,
each foot is to be plainly marked by a transpar-
ent frame containing an inverted black numeral
at leaet 1/2 frame height. Footage indicator
numerate shall run consecutively from 3 to H,
inclusive.

This eectlon shall be opaque and contain frame

llnee thruout entire length which do not cross

sound track area.

At a point exactly 20 frsmes ahead of the center

of each footage numeral frame there shall be a

diamond (white on black background) 1/8 inch

high by J/S inch wide.

PICTURE

It is recommended that picture
action start and finish on fades
wherever possible, otherwise sig-
nificant sound should be kept at
least five feet from the start
and finish of the picture*

Leader!

11. Change-Over on RCA Machines
Because of the almost instantaneous pick-

up of RCA projectors, reels may be thread-

ed up at the start frame for these machines
and the standard signals at the end of the
outgoing reel employed for motor start and
change-over. In this case practically the

same amount of footage will be run through
on the incoming reel as on the outgoing reel.

12. Partial Exceptions to Standard

Prints
It will naturally be some time before the

standard release print comes into universal

i^e throughout the country, as past releases

will continue in circulation.

The dubbing process of some producers
releasing on disc necessitates the use of

more than twelve feet of leader between the

start frame and the action. These prints

will be standard in other respects and as
the footage will be numbered at every foot

up to the start frame the projectionist can
readily see the length of his leader without
measuring.

Handling Standard Prints
In the Exchange

1. Exchange Film Inspectors are expected
to make sure that every print inspected con-
forms to the measurement outlined in the
Standard Specifications. Any cut outs or
mutilations in either the leader or run-out
will affect the change-over. It is suggested
in this regard that a standard charge be
made for any mutilation of leader or run-
out and thai any theatre returning a print
with a reel damaged in this manner be
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Specifications for 35 mm Release Prints

Blue Print Chart, Section 2

Plctur,

MOTOR CPE

Shall be circular opaque aarks with
transparent outline 'printed from
the negative which has had four
consecutive francs punched with a

serrated edge die ,094 inch in dia-
meter. The center of these holes
is to be half-way between the top
and second sprocket holes .281 inch
from the right-hand edge of the film
with heads up and emulsion toward the
observer.

CHANGE-OVER CUE

Shall be the same as Motor Cue.

RUNOUT TRAILER

Shall be opaque.

IDENTIFICATION TRAILER (End-of-part title)

Shall contain not less than 52 frames

in each of which is plainly printed
in black letters on white background:
End of Part, part number (Arabic
numeral not leas than fc of frame
height), and picture title.

PROTECTIVE TRAILER

Same as protective leader.

Running +
Direction

|

Emulsion up.

charged for it, and that a complete new
leader or run-out be used each time rather

than making patches.

2. The protective leader and the protec-

tive trailer attached to the front and end
of the leader and run-out respectively are
intended to facilitate threading and protect

the rest of the print. When either leader has
been whipped down to four feet, the length
should be restored to six feet by the ex-
change inspector before sending that reel

out again.

3. It is suggested that the nomenclature
of the parts of a print be thoroughly under-
stood and used by all exchange employees
handling prints.

4. It is important that the exchange
stamp or print the words STANDARD

PRINT MAKEUP on the band of every

reel which fulfills the standard specifications.

Makeup of Reels

In the Studio
The standard print will be a distinct con-

venience to the studio cutter and in the
handling of negatives through the dubbing
processes.

1. While each reel division involves an

individual problem in cutting it is recom-
mended that picture action start and finish

on fades wherever possible. Otherwise sig-

nificant sound should be kept at least five

feet from the start and finish of the picture.

This extra footage insures steadying down
of the projector carrying the incoming reel

before significant sound is reproduced and

Heavy Campaign
To Educate All

Projectionists

also allows a margin of safety on the
change-over.

2. In the case of change-over on a fade,

the fade itself is considered as "picture" in

the terms of the specifications. The change-
over cue will be put 12 feet and the motor
cue one foot from the end of the fade. The
six feet of opaque run-out trailer is in ad-

dition to the fade.

3. The line across both picture area and
sound track twenty frames ahead of the

start mark frame will serve as the base for

all matching of sound track and picture in

making up the original negative.

4. The protective leader and the protec-

tive trailer of course apply specifically to

the release print. However, these lengths

of either transparent or raw stock can with
advantage be carried through most of the

studio operations.

5. The form of the part title is definitely

specified. The part title is to occupy at

least the first 32 frames of the Identification

Leader. It may be extended to the entire

four feet if desired. Otherwise the second

32 frames may be left blank or provide

space for cueing or other instructions ac-

cording to individual studio policy.

6. As the Synchronizing Leader is uni-

form for all prints it is only necessary for

the cutting department to specify it to the

laboratory. If these leaders are applied by
the cutting department to sample prints,

care should be exercised to see that the syn-

chronizing leader has been retained in its

full length.

7. The visible signal will show as a black

dot against light background and as a white

circle against dark background. No special

cutting is necessary on account of the signal.

Development of Release
Print Makeup Standard

Efforts to improve the make-up of re-

lease prints and change-over cues were be-

gun in Hollywood more than a year ago.

The confusion and complete lack of uni-

formity among studios was one of the by-

products of the abrupt introduction of

sound. Until the more urgent production

problems could be taken care of many im-

portant factors contributing to the presen-

tation of the picture had to wait.

In September of last year the need for

correlating practice in the makeup and han-

dling of release prints was recognized and

a committee was formed by joint action of

the Technicians Branch of the Academy of

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, the local

chapters of the American Projection So-

ciety, the American Society of Cinematog-

raphers and the Society of Motion Picture

Engineers. This committee included: Sid-

ney J. Twining, chairman, manager of

sound track laboratory, Paramount-Publix

West Coast Studios; N. H. B rower, then

president of the Xos Angeles Film Board

of Trade : A. J. Guerin, manager of Plant

No. 7, Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.;

Sidney Burton, president of the California

Chapter. American Projection Society; Ger-

ald F. Rackett, then manager of the Techni-

(Contimted on Page 34-D)
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Seattle Golfies

Too Profane and

Noisy; Curfew On
Seattle—Further restrictions on pee wee

golf courses and their patrons are scheduled

as a result of protests on the part of irate

citizens to the public safety committee of

the Seattle city council.

James Scavatto, chairman of this com-
mittee, announced that he will introduce an
ordinance calling for a fine of $300 or 90

days in jail for golfers who make too much
noise and disturb the sleep of neighboring

homeowners.

The ordinance further calls for the clos-

ing of residential district courses between

the hours of 11 P.M. and 8 A.M. and in the

business district from 12 midnight until

8 A.M. Noisy loud speakers on radios to

attract public attention would also be banned.

"Golf is all right in its place," Scavatto

said, "but I am seriously considering a move
to bar the construction of all miniature

courses in residential districts. This game,
usually associated with silence as its chief

courtesy, is becoming too boisterous and
profane as played on the dinky links."

Owners and operators of the miniature

links who were present in the council

chambers to defend the charges against

them were rather dismayed to see the public

safety committee composed of Councilmen
Robert Harlan and Frank Laube in addition

to Scavatto. Harlan is the only golfer ot

the three

!

Synthetic Sport

Called Nuisance
Harrisburg, Pa.—A permanent injunction

prohibiting the operation of a miniature

golf course in a restricted residence dis-

trict of this city has been granted by the

Dauphin County Court. The order enjoins

V. Frant Forrer and J. Sharon McDonald
from establishing the proposed course at

Green and Division Sts. The grounds for

the order were that the course would be

an "objectional structure" in the eyes of

the law and would prove to be a nuisance.

No Golfette Curfew
Action in Fort Wayne

Fort Wayne, Ind.—The city attorney here

has announced that an ordinance regulating

the time of opening and closing miniature

golf courses within the city limits probably

will not be passed. He declared that he un-

derstood the committee on rules, regulations

and ordinances, to which the proposed ordi-

nance was referred, would not report the

measure back to the council.

"Because the pee wee golf courses which
were the cause of complaints made by
nearby residents regarding loud speaking

and disorderly conduct have been warned
and have abided by the warning, the com-
mittee probably will disregard the ordi-

nance," he said.

Jokes Going Pee Wee, Too
Cincinnati—In order to get a laugh

out of the miniature golf situation,

Olsen and Johnson, headlining in a

new act at the RKO Albee, use an
effective gag.
A plant, gun in hand, is stationed

at the side of the stage, remaining
silent and motionless throughout the
entire act, which runs about an hour.

This in itself has the audience guess-
ing. Just before the final curtain he
is asked why he is there.

"To keep anyone from starting a
miniature golf course on the stage,"
is the animated reply.

Penna. Regulates

Indoor Golfettes
Harrisburg, Pa.—Pennsylvania has placed

a ban on the use of any kind of old buildings

for indoor golf courses during the approach-
ing winter season.

The industrial board of the state depart-

ment of labor and industry, which has super-

vision of the so-called fire and panic law
governing the construction of theatres and
other places of amusement, has decided that

structures used for indoor golf come within

its jurisdiction and has promulgated very
definite rules regulating buildings used for

baby golf. These provide that, while build-

ings not specifically constructed for golf may
be used under certain circumstances, it is

insisted that they must be entirely fireproof.

In the case of garages used for golf, all

must be cut off completely from any place

of assembly in the same building, and the

walls of the exits from the garage must be

of four-inch concrete and the walls of the

building proper must be of eight-inch

masonry. The garage portion of the build-

ing must have external doors of metal, the

window frames must be of metal and wire-

glass must be used.

Pee Wees Put on Same
Basis as Film Houses

Harrisburg, Pa.—Levying of a license

fee of $50 annually and a ban on Sunday
operation of miniature golf courses here is

planned by police. The license fee is the

same as charged local theatres, which also

are dark on Sundays.

Cummings Promoted
Cleveland—Bob Cummings, with the

Paramount Columbus sales force, has been
appointed Cleveland city salesman. He suc-

ceeds John Himmelein, who last week be-

came branch manager of the local office.

Del Ruth May Go Abroad
Hollywood—Roy del Ruth is considering

an offer to direct one picture in London for

Brochen Film Co. Del Ruth's Warner con-
tract permits him to make one a year for

an outside producer.

Belles Named Booker
Cleveland—Frank Belles has been ap-

pointed head booker at the local Tiffany
exchange, succeeding Herbert Horstmeier.
Belles was formerly with Standard Film
Service Company.

Indoor Minnies

A New Worry to

N. Y. Exhibitors

Albany—Tom Thumb golf courses in

Watertown, N. Y., are to be regulated by

a city ordinance. Sunday play will be

banned and the ordinance also provides for

closing courses at a certain hour each night.

In Rochester, a license fee of $300 per year

will be required from operators of minia-

ture golf courses. Courses opened since

June 30 will be charged $150 for the re-

mainder of the year.

In Albany, N. Y., during the past week,
plans were announced for the building and
operation of five Tom Thumb courses which
will be housed indoors, two occupying for-

mer motion picture theatres which have
been closed for some time, while two will

be housed in large buildings formerly oc-

cupied by manufacturing concerns.

Announcement of the indoor courses is

worrying theatre owners of the city, who
had been counting on the outdoor courses

ceasing as soon as cold weather arrived.

There is no question but that the Tom
Thumb courses have cut rather heavily into

attendance at theatres during the past sum-
mer, yet taking everything into considera-

tion the first-run houses of Albany have
had what might be termed a good season.

Putt Promoters

Plan Pint Pow
San Francisco—This city is to witness

at least one convention which cannot be re-

ferred to as "mammoth." In fact, it will

be quite diminutive.

All miniature golf experts in the country
will be invited to attend, according to Alden
E. Glaze, president of the San Francisco
Miniature Golf Course Owners' Association.

Glaze and Paul T. Carroll, president of

the San Francisco Convention and Tourist
League, are planning to have a three-day
conclave of the pee wee golfers in one of
the smaller rooms of the Palace Hotel at

an early date.

All Night Golf Hit
By Indianapolis Law

Indianapolis — City councilmen have
dealt a blow to all-night miniature golf in

this city. They passed an ordinance requir-
ing course operators to pay license fees of
$15 a month and close the courses at 1

A. M. The ordinance has been signed by
the mayor and goes into effect Oct. 6. It

sets a penalty of $100 on course operators
who fail to obtain licenses or close at the
required hour. The law will apply also to
indoor golf courses which will operate this
winter.

Another Rochester Suburban
Rochester, N. Y.—Plans for another

neighborhood house got under way last week
with the creation of the Seymour Amuse-
ment Co.. with Toby Fogel," Esther Cohen
and Lewis Rosenzweig, all of Rochester, as
directors.
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aid of the public, saying that such a course

will lead to outlawry of "the unconscionable

practices saddled on the industry by the

Hays crowd.''

His bill, the senator said, was introduced

upon complaint of Iowa independents that

block booking and compulsory arbitration

was driving them out of business. He de-

clared he has no desire to retard the stead-

ily increasing growth of the industry or

to cramp the development of motion pic-

ture art. Stating that he accepts the com-
parison that spokesmen for the industry

have made between films and schools in the

dissemination of learning, he declared that

he has "no desire to retard the steadily-

increasing growth of the business or to

cramp the development of the motion pic-

ture art."

Defends His Stand

"But 1 would remind my friends in the in-

dustry," he continued, "that there is no gov-
ernment worthy of the name that has com-
mitted so vital a subject as education solely

to private enterprise without retaining some
measure of control which would insure that so

tremendous a power was not put to unworthy
or subversive uses.

"It is not as if this powerful agency for

molding the culture, habits and character of

the people—more especially the young—had
been placed in the hands of specially chosen

men of proven competence. With all due re-

spect fur their material achievements, the men
who head the industry have risen to the top,

or have been called in, not for their qualifica-

tions as educators or publicists, but for other

and wholly different reasons.

"If it be said that the known effects and
potentialities of the movies as an educational

medium are not sufficient to justify a public

interest in what is regarded by some as a

purely private business, then there arc other

grounds. The whole business is founded on a

form of property that is not a natural or

inherent right, but is in effect a government
bounty. It is a fair assumption that the framers
hi the Constitution and the authors of the copy-
right law never intended that a copyright

should serve as a means for oppressing am
part of the people or of depriving the people

of the right to regulate in all needful par-

ticulars any agency that is so intimately linked

with their happiness and welfare as the movies.

"Finally, it may be said that monopoly has
always been regarded by the courts as a suf-

ficient justification for the exertion of the po-

lice power, and this conception underlies and
sustains the extreme degree of regulation to

which the public utilities are (or may con-

stitutionally be) subjected. That the motion
picture industry, both by reason of the copy-

right law and the extent to which it has been
manipulated with the indulgence of the prose-

cuting authorities, is a monopoly scarcely ad-

mits of doubt.

"The bill that I have introduced into the

Senate is not designed to exert that measure
of control over the industry that might be

justified by the foregoing considerations, be-

cause I have felt that if certain monopolistic
practices were eliminated, and the public were
given a full opportunity to choose the kind of

pictures it preferred to see, the desired results

could be achieved by normal processes.

"I am aware thai in all investigations and
proceedings counsel fur the Bays office have

Chicago Goes West
Hollywood—Those who are left on

the Warner lot are toting guns around,
the lot is that deserted.

Reported, but unconfirmed.

submitted innumerable statements and charts
to prove that the producers frequently break
their blocks, but I have yet to see such a
statement in such detail as to show whether
the privilege of buying in broken blocks is

afforded to the independent theatres in the
same degree that it is afforded to the theatres

operated by the producers themselves. And all

protestations to the contrary notwithstanding,
it is apparent from information coming to my
attention that the producers are not only stand-

ing on their blocks at this time, but are tying

their short subjects and newsreels to their

blocks, thus depriving the theatre owners of
virtually all right of selection as to the sub-
sidiary features as well as to the feature pic-

tures.

"Since the theatre is the point of contact
between the industry and the public, and the

theatre owner is best qualified to judge what
the public wants, and bearing in mind that

tastes vary in different communities, 1 believe

that block booking a_s practiced in the industry

today denies to the public the right freely to

choose the kind of pictures it wants to see

and is a public wrong of the first magnitude.

Doubts Commission Power
"The Federal Trade Commission as long ago

as 1927 issued a cease and desist order against

the practice, but the suit to enforce this order

has been allowed to languish in the Circuit

Court of Appeals ever since, the record has not

even been prepared, and no effort is being

made to prosecute the case to a conclusion.

Even if the commission should shake off its

lethargy and press the case to a hearing, there

is no assurance that the Federal Trade Commis-
sion Act. really justifies the order, and it is

apparent that if a remedy is to be provided,

For this and for other glaring abuses in the

industry, it must be by legislation.

"From information coming to my attention

I gather that another practice has recently

been carried to a point where it even over-

shadows those mentioned in the bill. I refer

to the practice known as clearance or protec-

tion whereby the pictures, after being shown
in an affiliated or chain theatre, are withheld

from subsequent run houses until they have
lost their drawing power. It may well be that

it would be unfair for two houses charging dif-

ferent admission prices to play the same pic-

ture at the same time in a competitive district.

But it is obvious that the practice provides a

powerful weapon for the producers in building

up their own or favored houses and in weak-
ening their independent rivals. Undoubtedly it

has been used to compel the residents of small

towns to forsake their neighborhood theatres

and drive to the producer-owner theatres in

nearby cities in order to see pictures while they

retain that interest which is born of novelty.

Assails Zoning Plans

"So great were the abuses in this connection

that the government, through the Department
of Justice, displayed an interest—albeit a timid

one—and the Hays Organization, I am in-

formed, is now engaged in an effort to silence

complaint by inducing the exhibitors to agree

to protection schedules, thus estopping the ex-

hibitors from further agitating the question

and paving the way for the I )epartment of

Justice to withdraw its hand. I assume that

if this perplexing problem could be settled by
open negotiation between the several branches

of the industry it would be in the interest of

all parties, since the competitive element would
serve to protect the public. Rut the representa-

tives of the Hays office, it appears, consider

that lliey have a job to do and they are now
advising independent exhibitors and indepen-

Hays Office INow

Seeks to Silence

Exhibs, Charged

dent exhibitor organizations that they must
take these hand-made schedules, prepared by

the sales managers of these supposedly com-
peting producers in New York, whether they

like them or not.

"This position, I am informed, has been

taken by representatives of the Hays office in

Baltimore, Chicago, New Orleans, Atlanta,

and Des Moines. This constitutes one of the

boldest attempts at coercion ever witnessed

in this country, and is a challenge to the gov-
ernment itself.

"It has been suggested to me, and I pass

it on to you, gentlemen, that the best method
of reaching this situation would be to amend
the anti-discrimination provision of the Clayton

Act so that it would apply to leases as well

as sales in interstate commerce. Discrimina-

tion lies at the bottom of most of the monopo-
listic practices of the industry—discrimination

by the producers in favor of their owned and
controlled theatres and against the indepen-

dent houses. Of course, we can not compel
exact equality of treatment, and that would
be undesirable, but if by legislation we could

outlaw excessive protection that has no proper

relation to the competitive factors in the situa-

tion, and unjust discrimination that can have

no other purpose than to injure or destroy the

independent theatres by diverting all patronage

into the controlled houses, I believe that we
would come close to having a solution of this

problem."

Paramount Opens
Portland Branch

Portland, Ore.—The new $100,000 ex-

change building of Paramount has opened.

In charge of Frank Clark, the exchange will

serve 256 theatres in a territory, including

southwestern Washington and extending as

far east as Boise, Ida., and south to the Cali-

fornia line. Clark recently came here from
Los Angeles to succeed William Winship,

who has been promoted to take charge of

foreign distribution for Paramount.
The new building cost $100,000 and in-

cludes a small theatre. The theatre, with

Western Electric equipment, cost $20,000.

Reopening of Rochester
First Run Slated Oct. 18

Rochester, N. Y.—Final plans to open

the Capitol, remodeled from the old Fay's

theatre, almost destroyed in a fire last Jan-
uary, were completed by the Comerford in-

terests last week with the appointment of

Al Kaufman, manager of the Loew's Great

Lakes, Buffalo, as manager, and setting the

opening date for Oct. 18. Arch McCallum,
former manager, and Robert Barrett, for-

mer assistant, operated the house for Ed-
ward Fay of Providence.

Carpenters and decorators last week were
putting the finishing touches on the place.

The gallery has been removed. The house
seats 1,200. Warner films will he used

chiefly.

Dinner for Lichtman
Members of the Motion Picture Club.

New York, will Under Presidenl Al Licht-

man a beefsteak dinner on Oct. 16. Pur-

pose: merely a fun tot.
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The Bath Tub Yodels
Ottawa—Somebody does sing in the

bath tub, after all. This was shown
when Desire Charlesky, French tenor,

came to Ottawa for a command per-

formance before Governor-General and
Viscountess Willingdon. A newspaper-
man found M. Charlesky in the bath
tub of the royal suite at the Chateau
Laurier Hotel singing to beat the band.
And it wasn't "Singing in the Rain."

Publix Launches

New Stage Units

In Pacific N. W.

Seattle—Something new in Publix stage

presentations is being ushered into the Pa-
cific Northwest territory in conjunction with

National Prosperity Week, according to

Robert Blair, Northwest division manager
of the Paramount Publix circuit.

Effective this week, patrons of the local

Paramount theatre are seeing stage units

including performers from the eastern and

middle western shows, backed up by a line

of at least 16 girls who will travel with

the units from Los Angeles. This schedule

will replace the booking of acts for four-

week engagements only at Pacific Coast

Publix houses, backed by a line that for-

merly remained at the same theatre in-

definitely.

According to Blair's announcement, Pub-
lix acts will jump from Milwaukee to Los
Angeles, except the lines, which will re-

turn East. In Los Angeles the acts will

pick up a new line which will travel up
the Coast for five weeks intact. When they

end their engagements in this city, the acts

will proceed to Denver for a week's show-
ing. The line will then leave for Los An-
geles to begin the Coast circuit again, while

the headliners will proceed on to the Publix

southern route, to be joined by a third line

group from New Orleans.

Personal appearances of such stars as

Jeanette MacDonald, Mitzi Green, Lillian

Roth, etc., are scheduled for all Pacific

Coast cities.

Signs Kalmer and Ruby
Hollywood—Bert Kalniar and Harry

Ruby, show-writing teams, have signed a

long-term contract with First National.

Their first picture under this agreement
will be produced during the coming winter.

In the meantime Ruby is coming to New
York by boat via the Panama Canal. Kal-

niar will remain in Hollywood temporarily.

Huston in Balzac Yarn
Hollywood—First National has assigned

"Honor of the Family" to Walter Huston.
The play, adapted from a story by Balzac,

is now in preparation.

"U" Takes Over Asher Co.
Boston—Harry Asher, president of the

American Feature Film Co., has resigned
that office. The affairs of the company have
been taken over by the Universal Pictures.

Branson Named
Pathe Assistant

Sales Manager
Quick promotion followed transfer of W.

E. Branson to the home office sales force

and the former St. Louis branch manager
has been appointed assistant to General

Sales Manager E. J. O'Leary of Pathe.

O'Leary transferred

Branson to New York
but two weeks ago.

Branson 'started in

the film business as a
Pathe salesman at Des
Moines, in 1929, be-

coming manager of the

branch, and in January
of this year head of the

St. Louis exchange.
O'Leary 's executive

staff is now as follows

:

John F. McAloon, as-

sistant general sales

manager ; W. E. Bran-
son, assistant to gen-

eral sales manager ; E. L. McEvoy, eastern

division sales manager ; W. E. Callaway,

southern division sales manager ; H. S.

Lorch, midwestern division sales manager,
and J. H. Maclntyre, western division sales

manger.

W. E. Branson

Esther Ralston Returns
After Vaudeville Tour

Hollywood—Esther Ralston will return to

pictures after a long vaudeville tour as lead-

ing lady for Lawrence Tibbetts in "The
Southerner," which Harry Pollard will di-

rect. William K. Howard was to direct,

but Fox recalled him to plan for another

talker on that lot. Others in the cast in-

clude H. B. Warner, Hedda Hopper, Beryl

Mercer, Louis John Bartels and Stepin Fet-

chit. The story is by Wells Root and Bess
Beredvth.

Three Versions Simultaneously
Hollywood—"The Boudoir Diplomat,"

recently completed by Malcolm St. Clair
with a cast including Betty Compson, Ian
Keith. Mary Duncan, Jeannette Loff. Law-
rence Grant, Lionel Belmore and Andre de
Beranger, will be filmed simultaneously in

French, German and Spanish.

Tay Directs Gloria
Hollywood—Tay Garnett has been slated

to direct Gloria Swanson in "Rockabye,"
which is being adapted by Elliott Clawson.
At present Garnett and Patsy Ruth Miller,

his wife, are enjoying a visit in Mexico City.

Gillis with Consolidated
Boston—Joe Roth, who has been man-

ager of Consolidated Films Exchange since

it was established some two years ago. has
it -iyned and is succeeded by Walter Gillis.

Plan Frisco Fox Exchange
San Francisco—John Nolan, home office

representative, and Branch Manager Fred
Yoigt have under consideration several
sites for a new Fox exchange here.

A Neu? Garbo
Marlene Dietrich, German importa-

tion, comes through in "Morocco," her
first American picture, as a new
Garbo, according to a Motion Picture
News reviewing scout who caught the
picture at a California preview this

week.
His appraisal of Miss Dietrich and

the production appears on page 54.

this issue.

England Seeking

Film Supremacy

Via Huge Merger"

London—Great Britain is developing its

major effort to wrest film supremacy trom
the United States, with a $7,500,000 com-
bine being formed to merge ten companies

for manufacture of raw stock, film produc-

tion, distribution and exhibition.

It will be known as the Empire Building.

Manufacturing and Cinema Corp., Ltd.

Main offices will be at the Ellstree studios.

Facilities for simultaneous production of

six pictures are to be provided.

The new company is planning a theatre

building campaign throughout Great Brit-

ain. Work on the company's first picture is

to start next month.

Grant Succeeds Sills
Hollywood—Lawrence Grant has been

named by the nominating committee of the

actors' branch of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences to serve for three

years representing the branch on the board
of directors, the governing body of the

Academy, in place of the late Milton Sills,

whose untimely death created a vacancy in

the annual nominations.

More Dorsay Appearances
Fifi Dorsay, Fox star, who has just com-

pleted an engagement at the Roxy, will

make a personal appearance at the Fox
Audubon, 165th Street and Broadway, be-

ginning Friday. Her engagement there will

last for four days after which she will ap-

pear at the Academy of Music for three

days.

Better Films Committee Starts
Formation of Association for Better Pho-

toplays has been completed to "cultivate"

members to a better appreciation of pictures.

Zone headquarters are planned for New
York, Chicago, Birmingham and Los An-
geles. Courses in picture instruction will be

given, it is stated.

Fox Buys "U" Shorts
Fox-Midwesco has closed with Universal

for the entire current short subject line-up

for its 101 theatres. A similar deal was also

closed with the Dickinson circuit of 30 the-

atres.

Ohio Exhibitor-ess Passes
Upper Sandusky. ().— Mrs. W. S. Bristol.

who owned the Ohio theatre, died recently

after a lingering illness.
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Musicians of

Seattle Yield to

Orchestra Defi

Seattle—Withdrawal by the Seattle Mu-
sicians' Union of their objection to the im-

portation of a first chair cellist from Chi-

cago this week assured this city another

season of concerts by the Seattle Symphony
Orchestra. The move came after an ulti-

matum had been delivered to the union ex-

ecutives by the Symphony board of direc-

tors, threatening to cancel the scheduled

concerts and disband the orchestra because

the union musicians refused to rehearse

with "outside" artists while local musicians

were unemployed. A loss of about $60,000

in salaries to union musicians of this city

would have resulted if the concerts had been

cancelled.

Union officials explained that they had no
objection to the use of imported musicians,

if all local musicians who were competent

were used. In the case at hand, however,

they agreed to make an exception, when
it was learned that the Symphony board

would not be dictated to in the matter. The
entire action may set a new precedent in

this city, as the same policy is maintained

by the union in regard to the use of import-

ed players in local theatre orchestras.

As a result of the differences between

Conductor Karl Krueger and the Unions,

rehearsals for the past week have been

called off and it has been found necessary

to postpone the opening concert until Octo-

ber 20, instead of October 6, as originally

scheduled.

Tacoma Theatres

Dynamited in

Labor Dispute

Tacoma, Wash.—Police here are seeking

vandals who placed two dynamite charges

which partially demolished the Community
theatre and slightly damaged the Sunset.

The front of the Community was blown out

and flying debris damaged the interior.

A bundle of dynamite is believed to have

been placed in the box office. The projec-

tion room and machines also were damaged.

J. R. Porter is owner of the house. A stick

of dynamite at the Sunset blew a hole in

the roof. Both were early morning explo-

sions, so no injuries were reported.

These two suburbans are among the 11

in Seattle, Everett, Bellingham and other

cities of this region involved in a dispute

with operators. The exhibitors are insist-

ing that only one man be employed in the

booth, with the union holding nut for two.

Guards are being doubled at all of the

houses involved, the managers appealing to

the police for protection.

Seek Solution

St. Louis—Renewed efforts are being
made to break the deadlock in the
musicians' strike here, a special com-
mittee of the union having been given
full power to act in negotiating a set-

tlement. Threat was made this week
of a sympathy strike by operators and
stagehands unless the musicians' row
is settled.

Operators Sue Theatres;
Charge Contract Breach

Cincinnati—Frank W. Huss, Jr., and
Jennie Carlin, doing business as the Ohio
Theatre & Show Co., were made defend-
ants in a $26,000 damage suit brought by
.Moving Picture Operatives' Protective

Union, Local No. 165, who contend that the

sale of the Gem and Rex Theatres, oper-

ated by the defendants, was made to Dixie
Amusement Co., on May 22 last, solely for

the purpose of getting rid of a contract
which the theatres had with the plaintiff

to furnish operators. The Dixie Amuse-
ment Co. also is made a party to the suit.

According to the petition, the union
alleges that the contract was to continue in

effect until September 1, 1931. It charges
that the alleged sale of the theatres was a

pretense, and result of a combination and
conspiracy by the operating company to

breach the contract.

Singer Predicts Return
Of All-Vaudeville Shows

Seattle—Mort H. Singer, executive of the

Radio-Keith-Orpheum circuit, arrived here

this week to confer with union theatre em-
ployees "ironing out" contract problems and
difficulties for the ensuing year.

Tacoma, Spokane and Everett musicians
and operators, in addition to the Seattle

group, are represented in the meetings now
being held.

Singer commented favorably upon the fact

that large theatres throughout the nation

are retaining their orchestras, and predicted

that some day vaudeville will come back in-

to its own, without the feature photoplay

as an adjunct.

At the conclusion of his meetings here,

Air. Singer will leave by plane for San
Francisco, where meetings with the North-
ern California union organizations are

scheduled.

Gayne Whitman in Serial

Hollywood—Due to injuries to Fletcher

Norton, Gayne Whitman has replaced him
in the cast of "Fingerprints," a 10-episode

serial in production at Universal.

Strike or No Strike,

Warners Reopen Aldine
Philadelphia—The Aldine, closed for 40

weeks, reopened Wednesday with Griffith's

"Lincoln." which will play on a road show
basis. The house was scheduled to open
two weeks ago, just after announcement of

the strike among musicians, but since it

was then one of the focal points in the ar-

gument, the opening was cancelled. Now
it appears that, in spite of the threatened

general strike, the Stanley-Warner interests

are going ahead with the opening, without

an orchestra, of course.

One of the protests lodged against the

striking musicians by the Stanley-Warner
company was that this theatre was forced.

under the last contract, to pay $1,111 a

week for musicians it did not use. There
have never been stage shows or presenta-

tions at the Aldine.

Musicians Riot

When Ordered on

Sympathy Strike

Philadelphia—Desire of the striking pic-

ture musicians to enlist the aid of other

members of the entertainment world re-

coiled on them at a "secret" meeting when
they were ordered by Joseph Weber, na-

tional president of the American Federation

of Musicians, to join in a sympathetic strike

with the stagehands and amusement helpers

who were endeavoring to force hotels,

cafes, night clubs, dance halls, and broad-
casting stations to employ union help.

Weber's letter ordered the strike to begin

Oct. 15.

This drastic order, affecting all of the

3,000 members of the Musicians' Protective

Association of this city, instead of the little

more than 200 picture house musicians, in-

voked a near riot when John Colaprete,

president of the local union, read it to the

assembled musicians at their headquarters.

As soon as the order was read, there were
shouts from all parts of the hall, where
had congregated almost 3,000 men, prac-

tically the entire membership, and a score
of men attempted to speak at once.

Though reminded by one speaker that the

stagehands and operators were apparently
willing to walk out with the musicians, the

film quarrel was not soon patched and that

reciprocity was only fair and just, the senti-

ment of the meeting seemed strongly
against the walkout. Several speakers were
shouted down and two actual fist-fights

were started before the meeting arrived at

some semblance of order. A committee was
named to confer with Weber in the matter.

K. C.'s 'Non-Union'

Union on Scalping

Party—And How!
Kansas City—A stench for a stench is

the policy adopted by the new projection-

ists association of non-union operators

which was organized to battle alleged gun-
man tactics of the union operators who are

said to have stench-bombed a score or more
"scab" houses.

The new association, called Sound Pro-
jectionists' Ass'n, sent a letter to union
theatres stating that if non-union houses
are stench-bombed, the former will retaliate

by bombing union houses. The warning is

said to have thrown a scare into union

ranks.

Fourteen independent theatres are em-
ploying projectionist members to the new
association and others are expected to join

within a week. Opposition to the demands
for two men in a booth and excessive wage
scales were the reasons for organizing the

new association.

Six Week Minimum for
Two Roxy Films Seen

Fox expects "The Big Trail" and "Just
Imagine" to run a minimum of six weeks
each at the Roxy, New York.
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Tear Bombs, Cig

Butts, Bottles,

One Bad Dream
( c ontinued from Page 1 7 i

management. Accordingly, the reporter

followed the trail set down in a trade paper

story alleging that Bill Saal, head film

buyer for Publix, had been awakened at 2

A. M. by the screams of a hotel maid who
had discovered and discharged a tear gas

bomb while cleaning the room which had
been occupied by Steffes. Saal was reported

to have notified the management and sum-
moned a house detective, and was alleged

to have said the maid was later attended

by a physician.

The News representative first interro-

gated Burke, the hotel manager, who stated

no report of the incident had reached him.

Then, in the presence of the reporter, Burke
questioned attaches of his office, all of

whom disclaimed any knowledge of the in-

cident. With the hotel's authorization, the

reporter then questioned members of the

house detective staff, the house physician

and the chief of room service. None of

these, each stated, knew or had heard of

the alleged finding of a tear gas bomb in

any room of the hotel. The chief of room
service then summoned three maids as-

signed to floor G of the Congress Hotel

Annex, where Steffes was quartered dur-

ing the day. The maid who had cleaned the

room occupied by Steffes was singled out.

Sherlock Holmes Stuff

"In cleaning Mr. Steffes' room, did you

find anything unusual?" she was asked.

"No, sir."

"Did you make any outcry while working
in the room?"

"1 did not."

"What, as nearly as you remember, was
the condition of the room when you en-

tered it?"

"It was pretty neat, considering. The
bed had not been slept in, and the rugs

were kind of clean, though there was a lot

of cigarette butts and ashes laying around

and quite a few bottles and an ice bucket

full of water."

"But nothing else?"

"No, sir."

"And what time was ibis?"

"I would say about 6 o'clock."

(The trade paper account placed the time

of the disturbance at 2 A.M.)
"Was it daylight?"

"Yes. It was."

Turning to the reporter, the room ser-

vice supervisor inquired, "Has Mr. Steffes

any enemies ?"

The reporter replied that be was not per-

sonally acquainted with any.

"Somebody," mused the official, "must

have had a bad dream."

Dr. Lee De Forest to
Wed Again, He States

Hollywood—As soon as he determines

when a divorce decree obtained by his sec

Hid wife becomes final, Dr. Lee DeForesI
intends to marry Marie Mosquini, the in

ventor declares, He is moving his laliorn

lory to tin Coasl fur further research work
in the development of talker- and of radio,

W. E. Cutting
Chicago—In order to avoid further

reductions in salaries of workers, and
to provide continuous employment
through the winter, Western Electric
is considering inauguration of a five-

day week for the large shop and of-

fice staffs of its Hawthorne plant. It

is reported a reduction in salaries is

involved in the five-day week pro-
gram.

Academy Release

Print to Reduce
Replacements

{Continued from Page 33)

cal Bureau; I. James Wilkinson, chief film

editor of Paramount-Publix West Coast
Studios ; and Donald Gledhill of the Acad-
emy Technical Bureau, secretary.

The committee attacked the problem and
set about drawing up tentative specifications

for release print practice which could be
made uniform. The cooperation of the

Academy and of the Association of Motion
Picture Producers w'as extended to the pro-
ject. The original group was constituted

a sub-committee of the Producers-Techni-
cians Committee of the Academy and rep-

resentatives of the seventeen major studios

were appointed to collaborate with them.
During the subsequent months, various

aspects of the problem were carefully studied
by the committee, test reels were made, and
a series of meetings with the studio, the-

atre and exchange representatives and con-

ferences with smaller groups were held to

insure that the specifications represent an
efficient and practical solution.

Terms on Chart Explained
Detailed explanation of terms used by the

Academy standards committee in the blue

print specifications, which appear on pages

32^and 33 follow-

:

Sound Print-Film—A print with a photo-
graphic sound record integral with the

print.

Sound Print-Disc—A print with a disc

sound record.

Sound Print-Film and Disc—A print with

a photographic sound record integral with

the print and a corresponding disc sound

record, either of which may be used.

Silent Print—A print without a sound
record.

Leader—That part of the print from the

beg inning to the first frame of picture.

Picture—That part of the print between
the leader and the runout.

Runout—That part of the print from the

last frame of the picture to the end.

Gets Lonfi Term Pact
Hollywood—Jo Swerling, playwright ami

novelist, has signed a long-term contract

with Columbia, lie ha- completed adapta-

tions or dialogue or both on 111 Columbia
pictures in a- many month-.

Joseph Schenck

Seeks Angel in

Howard Hughes

{Continued from Page 17)

licularly the Pathe interest of 49 per cent

in DuPont-Pathe and Pathe News. Now,
with the Pathe stars really clicking, added
incentive is seen as given the reported deal.

The "general business depression" has
severely affected United Artists, employes
were notified when told that all receiving

more than $30 weekly would have to take

a 10 per cent cut.

Speculation on the future of United Art-
ists was a topic of discussion during the

week in view of the retrenchment moves,
which are regarded by some as certain to

weaken morale, and the declared need of

Schenck for new financing.

Sap Stunt Starts Salary
Slash Idea in Big Brain

(Continued from Page 17)

and finally the reporter piped: "Mr. So-and-
so, what do you think of the 10 per cent

salary cut just ordered by United Artists?"

"Did they do that?" asked the startled

executive.

He reached for a pad and pencil ami the

reporter hurried out.

Paramount Closes N. Y.

Studio for Two Weeks
I'aramount's New York studio has com-

pleted its current group of pictures and,
except for a few shorts, there will be little

activity at the studio for about two weeks.
while plans for the new group of IS pic-

tures are completed. "The Royal Family"
marked windup of the current group.

I'.. P. Schulberg, Walter Wan'ger and M.
Jaffe arrive in New York Tuesday to survey
studio operations. While the studios are
virtually dark a number of renovations and
improvements are to be made. Meanwhile.
Clara Bow and Director Frank Turtle are
en route to New York to make Manhattan
scenes lot "No Limit."

Rochester Yeggs Get $691

Rochester. N. Y.— Breaking into the
Monroe, largest neighborhood film theatre
in the city, for the second time since March,
burglars chiseled open the safe and took

$691 m cash. Their previous loot was $891.
Elmer Lorritz. manager, told police the

thieves had broken in two doors to reach
bis office. He offered the opinion the bur-
glars were the same who pulled the first

job.

An unsuccessful attempt was made to
burglarize the Liberty, a North Side neigh
borhood house, the same night.

Fire Damages Theatre
Frackville, Pa.—Lire of undetermined

origin did damage of $24,000 to the firand

here. The $9,000 organ an.

I

a large part

of tin sound mechanism were destroyed.

Buck Sent to Camden
\. t i. Buck, for the last year manager

of the picture-music department of RCA
Photophone, has been appointed manager
ol the record order and production division
with headquarters at Camden, lie succeeds

J. L. Crewe, Jr., resigned.
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Wide Film Dealt Solar Plexus Blow As
Engineers Ignore It in New Standards
Big Guns Keeping It Locked in

Lab Because Industry Un-
able To Stand Money Gaff

(Continued from page 30)

which have been in use, the Society merely

giving them approval for the entire indus-

try, and setting up a definite base from
which to operate.

Complete text of the standards adopted

follow

:

Dimensional Standards

1. Dimensions of Newly Cut and Per-
forated Film.

a. Standard 35 mm. negative film

The dimensions for this material

are shown in Chart 1.

STANDARD 35M/„ NEGATIVE FILM

Cutting Size.
1.37795
1.37598

Cuttings. Perforating Size.
ChAKT 1

b. Standard 35 mm. positive film

The dimensions for this material

are shown in Chart 2. It will be

noted that two forms of perforation

may be used with this material, both

forms being recognized as standard

by the Society.

c. Safety standard 28 mm. positive and
negative film

The dimensions for these materials

are shown in Chart 3.

d. Standard 16 mm. positive and nega-

ative film

The dimensions for these materials

are shown in Chart 4.

Frame Line.

a. Standard 35 mm. film

The frame line shall be half way
between two successive perforations

on each side of the film.

b. Safety standard 28 mm. film

The center of the frame line shall

STANDARD 35"/M POSITIVE FILM

1.37795
"

CuttingSizf 7.37598"

-1.109—
(ZS.169%)

a
o
o
b

J3--

P
b
o

" o
a

to*)
(34.35S.)

S3*

I'*

T

.0195 Rad.
Apppox.

(.495%)

-.999'-

(Z53F5%)

V.I10 -A I I \-JI6IikA
(e./9-x) (3%)

Cutting b. Perforating Size.
Chart 2

,.0197 Rad.
(5%)

Essentials of Old Equipment
Practices Remain Unchanged
In New Set of Standards

5.

pass through the center of a perfora-

tion on each side of the film.

Film Splicing Specifications.

Standard dimensional specifications

for the making of film splices for

laboratories and exchanges are given

in Chart 5.

Lantern Slide Mat Opening.
3.0 inches (76.20 mm.) wide by
2.25 inches (57.15 mm.) high.

Motion Picture Projector Sprockets.

a. Take-up sprocket

SAFETY STANDARD
28M/„ POSITIVE &. NEGATIVE FILM

Cut ting Size

•la

is.

£

1 10236 , Us-x.)
~ U0039'~~\ ?W~)

B74"—\ i

(zzzoi)

SI

n I

$8

(JS/7.)

.015 Rad.- -,

Apppox.

Cutting e. Perforating Size.

The take-up sprocket, which is a
hold-back sprocket on a motion pic-

ture projector, should be designed to

have the same pitch as the perfora-
tions on film which has shrunk to the
maximum amount occurring in films

of commercially useful condition as

supplied by exchanges. This value
of shrinkage is taken as 1.5%, and
the dimensions of the standardized
take-up sprocket are computed ac-

cordingly.

The essential dimensions are: Base:

diameter 0.9321 inch (23.67 mm.).
Tooth thickness (at base) 0.050 inch

STANDARD
16" /„ POSITIVE &. NEGATIVE FILM

Cutting Size <r62735*\ (is.ssr.)

K495'-i

-*~w—(-

A I

1ST

iis.i

rii

(«<SW
DIOIRad.-

APPROX
(Z577-) 1 1—S>g

—\j07z\—
'

(I.BZ37.)

Cutting & Perforating Size.
CHART 4

(1.26 mm.).
Other dimensions of the stand-

ard take-up sprocket are given in

Chart 6.

Intermittent and feed sprockets

The intermittent and feed sprock-

ets should be designed to have the

same pitch as the perforations on
newly processed film which is 0.13%
less than the pitch of newly cut and
perforated film (see Charts 1 and 2).

The dimensions of the standard

intermittent and feed sprockets are

computed to conform to these re-

quirements.

The essential dimensions are : Base
diameter 0.9452 inch (24.01 mm.).
Tooth thickness (at base) 0.050 inch

(1.26 mm.).
Other dimensions of the standard
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Engineers' New Dimensional Standards

Ready for Industry's Immediate Use
intermittent and feed sprockets are

given in Chart 7.

Dimensions of Motion Picture Pro-
jection Aperture.

a. Standard 35 mm. film

Width 0.9060 inch (23.01 mm.).
Height 0.6795 inch (17.26 mm.).

b. Safety standard 28 mm. film

Width 0.748 inch (19.00 mm.).
Height 0.551 inch (14.00 mm.).

NEGATIVE &. POSITIVE SPLICES

Negative Splice

.<T

3$
vffc- 1 PictureFrame Line I

I®-®
\

Full Hole Positive Splice

n
-0

Picture frame Line
—
IS

7. External Diameter of Projection
Lenses.

a. No. 1 projection lens

External diameter of lens barrel

2 1-32 inches (51.59 mm.).

TAKE-UP (HOLDBACK) SPROCKET

16 Teeth rv^1-—^i 35 7. Filn

B
-

—

3321 Base Dia-—t)(S5.6/5*)

1.032
(46^I "X.)

mSL
(.05%)

-//0/ Toow Gauge -

{eB.ityl

UbD— „

INTERMITTENT AND FEED SPROCKETS

16 Teeth <v-—a-—^i 35 "X, Film

-3452 Base Dia

Round Corners 1)75'Rao. hn%)\ F
APPROX.OWRad (!.S/%) ^i. 'l I

*

t-
/ 107'Tooth Gauge !

_I

fc. A^o. 2 projection Lens

External diameter of lens barrel

2 25-32 inches (70.65 mm.).
8. 16 mm. Feed Sprockets.

The dimensional standards relat-

ing to this element are shown in

Chart 8. It should be noted that

dimensions are given relating to

sprockets having 5, 6, 7 and 8 teeth,

and also dimensions relating to these

sprockets when designed for 2, 3

and 4 teeth in contact with the film.

9. 16 mm. Take-Up (Hold-Back)
Sprockets.
The dimensions are shown in

Chart 9.

10. 16 mm. Combination (Feed and
Take-Up) Sprockets.
The dimensions are shown in

Chart 10.

11. 16 mm. Camera and Projector Aper-
tures.

The dimensions are shown in

Chart 11.

12. 16 mm. Splices.

The dimensions are shown in

Chart 12.

13. Width of Film Track in 16 mm. Cam-
eras and Projectors.

A clearance of 0.005 inch (0.13

mm.) shall be allowed in the con-
struction of the film track in cam-
eras and projectors using 16 mm.
film. The standard cutting width
(see Chart 4) is 16.0 mm. (0.62992
inch). This dimension is the upper
limit and gives
Width of film track = 16.13 mm.

(0.63492 inch).

14. Taking Speed, Standard 35 mm.
Sound Pictures.

This shall be 24 pictures per sec-

ond.

15. Projection Speed, Standard 35 mm.
Sound Pictures.

This shall be 24 pictures per sec-

ond.

16. Scanning Line.

a. Position relative to picture aperture

The scanning line (for combined

sound and picture on 35 mm. film)
(

shall be located at an average dis-

tance of 14.5 inches measured along

16"/„ FILM
STANDARDIZED SPROCKET SIZES

Feed Sprockets

^.050R

17.

the film below the center of the pic-

ture gate.

b. Transverse position relative to the

guided edge of positive film

The position and dimensions of

the scanning line shall be as shown
in Chart 13.

Sound Track.
The location and width of the

(.Continued on next page)

16M/„ FILM
STANDARDIZED SPROCKET SIZES
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sound track on combined sound and
picture positives shall be as shown
in Chart 14.

Adopted Definitions

Number of Teeth in Mesh.
The number of teeth in mesh with

the film (commonly referred to as

"teeth in contact") shall be the num-
ber of teeth in the arc of contact

of the film with the drum of the

sprocket, the pulling face of one
tooth being at the origin of the arc,

as shown in Chart 15.

Safety Film.
The term "Safety Film," as ap-

plied to motion picture materials,

shall refer to materials which have

a burning time greater than ten (10)
seconds and which fall in the follow-

ing classes: (a) support coated with

emulsion, (b) any other material on
which or in which an image can be

produced, (c) the processed prod-

ucts of these materials, and (d) un-

coated support which is or can be

used for motion picture purposes irt

conjunction with the aforementioned

classes of materials.

The burning time is defined as the

time in seconds required for the com-
plete combustion of a sample of the

material 36 inches long, the determi-

nation of burning time being carried

out according to the procedure of

the Underwriter's Laboratory. This
definition was designed specifically

to define Safety Film in terms of the

burning rate of the commercial prod-

uct of any thickness or width used

in practice. The test of burning time,

therefore, shall be made with a sam-
ple of the material in question hav-

ing a thickness and width at which
the particular material is used in

practice.

Recommended Practice

1. Aperture Size.

The existing ratio of 3 to 4 be-

STANDARD
16M/M APERTURES

PROJECTOR CAMERA

0380

--O

Z79"lm
0.1009

?
~e

1 41 mlm
oar

T-

279 "lm
'0/009'

tween height and width of picture

should be retained when introducing

any new size of film.

2. Leaders and Trailers.

These should be opaque with
markings embossed on them. In a

multiple reel story each trailer and
the leader immediately following

should be marked with the same title.

3. Thumb Mark.
The thumb mark on a lantern slide

should be located in the lower left-

hand corner next to the reader when
the slide is held so that the slide can
be read normally against the light.

4. Take-Up Pull.

This should not exceed 15 ounces

at the periphery of a 10-inch reel,

or 16 ounces on an 11-inch reel.

5. Projection Lens Height.
The standard height from the floor

to the center of the projection lens

of a motion picture projector should

be 48 inches.

6. Projection Angle.
This should not exceed 12 degrees.
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7. Standard Observation Port.

This should be 16 inches (40.6)

square with its center 5 feet 3 inches

(160 cm.) above the floor when the

projection angle is zero, the center of

the aperture to be lowered 1 inch

(25.45 mm.) for each one degree

drop in angle of projection.

8. Projector Speed. (For 35 mm. Si-

lents.)

The standard practice should be
the projection of 80 feet of standard
film per minute with a maximum of

85 feet and a minimum of 75 feet.

9. Camera Cranking Speed. (For 35
mm. Silents.)

A camera taking speed of 60 feet

of standard film per minute with a

minimum of 55 feet and a maximum
of 65 feet should be used when nor-
mal action is desired, in connection
with the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers' recommended practice of

80 feet per minute projection speed.

10. Projector Lens Mounting.
The projector lens should be

mounted in such a manner that light

from all parts of the aperture shall

have an uninterrupted path to the

16m/„ film splices

Diagonal Splice

l-irVT-

entire surface of the lens.

11. Projection Lens Focal Length.
The focal length of motion pic-

ture projection lenses should increase

in %-inch steps up to 8 inches and
in J^-inch steps from 8 to 9 inches.

12. Projection Objectives, Focal Marks.
Projection objectives should have

the equivalent focal length marked
thereon in inches and quarters and
halves of an inch, or in decimals,

with a plus (+ ) or minus (—

)

tolerance not to exceed 1% of the

designated focal length also marked
by proper sign following the figure.

13. Leaders for Sound-on-Film Positive.

Manufacturers of sound film

should place a leader on each roll of

film on which is designated the

framing of the picture and the corre-

sponding sound.

14. Projector Apertures for Sound.
"Whereas, Investigation has re-

vealed wide variance in theatre pro-
jection practices and that there is

no effective standard aperture for

projection of sound-on-film talking

motion pictures

;

"Be it resolved: That as a tempo-
rary measure this committee recom-

,

mends that all studios and cinematog-
raphers using sound-on-film methods
make marks on the camera ground
glass equally spaced from the top

and bottom in addition to the mat
mark for the sound track; these
marks to delineate a rectangle 0.620

by 0.835 inch in size and that all

vital portions of the picture be com-
posed within these limits;

"Be it also resolved : That the
committee further recommends that

theatres which make a practice of re-

establishing the full screen propor-
tions from sound-on-film pictures do
so by the use of an aperture whose
size would be 0.600 by 0.800 inch on
the basis of projection on the level,

the horizontal center of the aperture
coinciding with the horizontal center
of the S. M. P. E. aperture."

{Continued on next page)
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Relief of Wide
Picture Problem
Through Screen?

Delving deeply into its technical phases
for the purpose of discovering some means
of mounting temporary obstacles set up by
wide film, leading technicians and engineers
of the industry will wage a hot discussion

on methods of securing a large screen pic-

ture at the forthcoming fall confab of the

Society of M. P. Engineers.

The semi-annual convention will be
launched at the Hotel Pennsylvania, Xew
York, on Oct. 20 with a spirited contest at

the polls when two strong factions are ex-
pected to clash for control of the organiza-

tion in 1931.

Wide screens which magnify ordinary

35 mm. film have failed to click to date,

chiefly because of technical obstacles and
an unnatural touch given to characters

which appear out of proportion when flashed

on the wide screen. The open floor debate

planned by the engineers, it is understood,

may furnish material for the correction of

these ills. If this occurs, commercialization

will be hurried to care for wide film needs,

which at present are said to be in a sad
plight because of the enormous sums neces-

sary to change over from 35 mm. to a
wider measure. A wide screen, such as

Magnascope, requires only 35 mm. film, am-
plifying objects on a large screen.

Color on the List

Color will come in for its share of dis-

cussion when G. E. Matthews, of Eastman's
research lab, starts an open forum on prin-

ciples and processes of photography in natu-

ral colors. Matthews will be followed by
Palmer Miller, of Brewster Color, who will

delve into a three-color subtractive.

Practically every important phase of

sound is listed for debate, with leaders giv-

ing plenty of time to the international as-

pect.

The complete convention program for the

entire four-day period, follows:

Monday, Oct. 20th

8:30 to 18:0* A.M.—Convention Registration.
10:00 A.M. -Convention Called to Order (Roof Garden,

Pennsylvania Hotel).
Address of Welcome by Major Edward J. Bowes,

Capitol Theatre, New York.
Response by the President.
Report of the Convention Committee.
Reports of the Secretary and Treasurer.
Election of Officers.
Report oi Progress Committee—G. E. Matthews,
Chairman.

"Meeting Sound Film Competition Abroad" by C.
T. North and N. D. Golden. M. P. Division, Bu-
reau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Wash-
ington.

"International Relations in the Sound Picture Field"
by F. S. Irby, Associate Editor, Electronics, New
York.

"Some Observations of the M. P. Industry in

Russia" by J. YV. Coffman, President, Audio-
Cinema, New York.

1:00 to 2:00 P.M.—Luncheon.
2:00 P.M.—Papers:
'"The Progress of Sound Motion Picture Presenta-
tion" by Harold B. Franklin, Los Angeles.

Report of Standards and Nomenclature Committee

—

A. C. Hardy, Chairman.
Open discussion

—"Methods of Securing a Large
Screen Picture."

Report of Journal Committee—L. A. Jones, Chair-
man.

Report of Projection Committee—L. M. Townsend,
Chairman.

"Principles and Processes of Photography in Nat-
ural Colors," by G. E. Matthews, Research Lab-,
oratory, Eastman Kodak, Rochester.

"Three Color Subtractive Cinematography," by
Palmer Miller, Brewster Color Film, Newark.

Demonstration Film of a Three Color Lenticular
Screen Process, by L. M. LaPorte, Paramount
Publix, New York.

Committee Reports:
Color Committee—W. V. D. Kelley, Chairman,
Historical Committee—C L. Gregory, Chairman.
Studio Lighting Committee—A. C. Downes, Chair-
man.

SOUND TRACK ON 35M/M SOUND AND
PICTURE POSITIVE

Theatre Lighting Committee—C. E. Egeler, Chair-
man.

Membership. Papers, and Publicity Committees

—

H. T. Cowling, J. W. Coffman, W. Wbitmore,
Chairmen.

8:00 P.M.—Exhibition of recent films of interest in
the Roof Garden, Pennsylvania Hotel.

Tuesday, Oct. 21st

8:30 to 9:30 A.M.—Registration.
9:30 A^l.— (Root Garden. Pennsylvania Hotel.)
"An Entertainment City," by R. N. Goldsmith,
Vice-President. Radio Corp., New York.

"Recent Developments in Newsreel Sound Record-
ing Equipment," by P. M. Robillard and E. F.

_
Lyford^ RCA Photophone. New York.

'Si mt- New Studio Recording Equipment," by W,
P. Dutton and S. Read, RCA Victor Co.. Camden.

"Improvements in Dynamic Speakers," by I. Bo-
^
brovsky Serge, Consulting Engineer, Rochester.

"Carbon and Condenser Microphones—Their Charac-
teristics in Construction and Use," by W. C.
Jones, Bell Telephone Labs., New York.

Open discussion: "Advantages and Disadvantages
of Placing Sound and Picture on Separate Films."

12:30 to 1:30 P.M.—Luncheon.
1:39 P.M.—Papers (Roof Garden, Pennsylvania Ho-

tel) :

"Motion Study with the Motion Picture Camera,"
by Alan Mogenson, Associate Editor, McGraw-
Hill Publishing Co.. New York.

"A New Sound Picture Theatre Reproducing Sys-
tem." by G. Puller. Bell Telephone Labs., New
York.

"A New Tyre Glow Lamp for Recording Sound
_
on Films." by Joseph B. Zetka. New York.

'The Madaler Process of Sound Recording and
Reproducing," by H. Von Madaler. Hampton
Bays, L, I.

Demonstration Film Recorded by the Use of a
Reflector in Combination with a Microphone

—

If. W. Dreycr and M. C. Batsel, RCA Photo-

phone. Inc., New York.
"Film Noise of Non-Electric Origin," by John G.
Frayne, Electrical Research Products, Hollywood.

"Some Experiences in Adapting Theatres for

Sound." by L. M. Townsend, Paramount Publix,

New York.
"A 16 mm. Portable Sound on Film Projection

Equipment." bv C. R. Hanna, P. L. Irwin and
E. \V. Revnolds. Westinghouse, East Pittsburgh.

6:30 to 7:30 P.M.—Dinner.
Entire evening set aside for visiting Broadway
Theatres.

Wednesday, Oct. 22nd

9 :30 A.M.—Papers (Roof Garden, Pennsylvania Ho-
tel) : .

"Cinematographic Analysis of Mechanical Energy
Expenditure in the Sprinter," by C. A. Morris-

son, Eastman Teaching Films, Rochester, and W.
O. Fenn, University of Rochester, School of Medi-
cine and Dentistry, Rochester.

"Additional Characteristics of High Intensity Arcs,"

by D. B. Joy and A. C. Downes, Research Labora-
tories, National Carbon, Cleveland.

"Double Toning of Motion Picture Film," by J. I.

Crabtree and W. Marsh, Research Laboratory,
Eastman Kodak, Rochester.

"Some Observations on Stereoscopic Projection, by

J. B. Taylor, Research Laboratory, General Elec-

tric, Schenectady.
"Removing the Fire Hazard from the Handling and
Storage of Film in Laboratories," by R. C. Hub-
bard, Consolidated Fi.m Industries, New York.

"Some Applications of the Comparison Microscope
in the Film Industry," by O. E. Conklin, Red-
path Laboratory. DuPont-Pathe Film, Parlin,

N. I.

"The Rocono Treatment for Film Rejuvenation, by
A. P. Rittenbein, New York.

"Reducing Solutions for Motion Picture Film," by

J. I. Crabtree and L. E. Muehler, Research Lab-
oratory. Eastman Kodak, Rochester.

1.00 to 2:00 P.M.—Luncheon.
2:30 P.M.—Boat Trip Around Manhattan Island.

Boat leaves Battery Pier at 2:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.—Semi-Annual Banquet in the Grill Room

of the Pennsylvania Hotel. Dancing afterward.

Thursday, Oct. 23rd
9:30A.M.—Papers (Bell Telephone Laboratories):
"A Modern Laboratory for the Study of Sound Pic-

ture Problems," by T. E. Shea, Bell Telephone
Labs., New York.

"Peculiar Engineering Problems in the 16 mm.
Field," by E. C. Fritts, Eastman Kodak, Roches-
ter.

Two-Way Television Demonstration by H. E. Ives,
Bell Telephone Labs., New York.

"A Damped Diaphragm Sound Reproducer," by
Rudolph Miehling, Universal Sound System, Phil-
adelphia.

"The World's Most Powerful Microscope," by F.
F. Lucas, Bell Telephone Labs., New York.

1:30 to 2:30 P.M.—Luncheon (courtesy of Bell Tele-
phone Labs., Inc.),

2:30 P.M.—Trip through Bell Telephone Laboratories,
including Sound Film Laboratory.

7:30 P.M.—Papers (Roof Garden, Pennsylvania Ho-
tel):

"Two-Solution Development of Motion Picture
Film." by J. I. Crabtree, H. Parker and H. D.
Russell, Research Laboratory, Eastman Kodak.
Rochester.

"Aiding the Theatre Patron Who Is Hard of
Hearing." by F. H. Graham, Electrical Research,
New York.

"The Photoflash Lamp," by Ralph E. Farnham,
General Electric, Cleveland.

"Higher Illumination for Non- Professional Pro-
jector Equipments with Low Voltage Tungsten
Filament Lamps," by V. J. Roper, General Elec-
tric, Cleveland.

"Electrical Instruments for Test Purposes." by A.
H. Wolferz. Weston Electrical Instrument Corp.,
Newark.

"A New and Simplified 16 mm. Projector and
Camera." by C. E. Phillimore, Peko, Inc., Chi-
cago.

NUMBER OF TEETH IN MESH
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None in Toronto

Over Par; 'Carlo'

High at $13,000
Toronto—"Follow Thru," Paramount

technicolor, with Buddy Rogers and Nancy
Carroll, did not keep up the pace during the

week under the new stage-show policy of

the Imperial. For one thing, there was no
Mitzi Green in person as an added attrac-

tion as tor the previous week, while some
of the regular patrons do not take kindly to

Rogers. The result was a gross of $18,000,

or a rating of 97%.
"Monte Carlo," at the Tivoli, was strong

at $13,000, or 100%. Loew's had a four-day

run of vaudeville and pictures, the feature

being "Love in the Rough," before going

into an all-screen policy on Oct. 3, and this

was good for $10,500, or 95% as a fare-

well. The Uptown picked up a bit on
"Holiday" on its split-week plan, the gross

being $6,200 for the first half. It was
good theatre weather.

Estimated takings

:

"FOLLOW THRU" (Paramount)

IMPERIAL— (3,600), 25c-75c 6 days. Other attrac-
tions: Paramount news, orchestra, stage presenta-
tion and stage band, "The Lair of Chang." Gross:
$18,000. Rating: 97%.

•'MONTE CARLO" (Paramount)

TIYOLI—(1,600), 25c-75c, 6 days. Other attractions:
Fox Movietone news, "Neighborly Neighbors" (com-
edy): "Tivoli Talking Reporter," local news. Gross:
$13,000. Rating: 100%.

"LOVE IN THE ROUGH" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S— (2,200). 25c-75c, 4 days. Other attractions:

Metrotone news, "Chinese Flower Garden" (Techni-
color), five vaudeville acts, orchestra. Gross: $10,-

500. Rating: 95%.

"HELL'S ISLAND" (Columbia)

SHEA'S HIPPODROME— (2,600), 30c-75c, 6 days.
Other attractions: Universal news, comedy, five
vaudeville acts, orchestra. Gross: $13,000. Rating:
85%.

"HOLIDAY" (Pathe)

UPTOWN—(3,000), 15c-50c, 3 days. Other attrac-
tions: Paramount news, "Drifting Along" (scenic),
"Freshman's Goat" (comedy). Gross: $6,200. Rating:
95%.

"ONE EMBARRASSING NIGHT" (M-G-M)
UPTOWN—(3,000), 15c-50c, 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: Krazy Kat, "The Bandmaster"; "Lady, You
May Slay Me" (comedy) ; Grantland Rice Sportlight,
"Gridiron Glory"; news. Gross: $5,300. Rating: 85%.

Serials Aimed to Bring
Back Kids, Derr Says

Hollywood—Pathe serials are being pro-
duced with the definite aim of recapturing
juvenile interest, states President E. B.
Derr, who is in charge of production.

"Children have been more or less over-
looked since the advent of the sound pic-
ture," Mr. Derr states. "The trend has
been toward ultra-sophistication for the
adult audiences. This is as it should be.
but it seems to me that producers should
also provide appropriate entertainment for
juveniles. We intend to produce serials
particularly for the children and I am con-
vinced that it is a step in the right direc-
tion."

Open Warner Bldg. in January
Milwaukee—Warners' ten-story theatre

and office building now in construction here
will be completed in January. Rapp & Rapp
are architects for the structure.

Slanguage
Hollywood—Contributions of Amos
V Andy to the nation's vocabulary
are outlined by Don Eddy, director of

publicity at the RKO studio, as fol-

lows :

Propolition: Proposal or situation.

Regusted: State of disgust.
Untax: Rest yourself; "at ease."

Check and double check: Right in

every particular.

Incorpolated: Formerly pronounced
"incorporated."
Sichiation: Archaic pronunciation,

"situation."
Remission: Once called "commis-

sion."

Mulsities: Mathematical process:
synon. times it.

Resides: Mathematical process.
Reducts: Mathematical process.
Reportant: Worthy of attention.

Directs Trousers Story
Hollywood—Hamilton McFadden will di-

rect Fifi Dorsay in her initial starring ve-
hicle for Fox, "She Wears the Pants."

$12,000 Intake

Warrants a 3rd

'Whoopee' Week
Montreal

—"Whoopee," starring Eddie
Cantor, continued its victorious march for

a second week at the Princess, and the

United Artists' feature was held over for a

third week. For its second stretch, the all-

color picture held up to a gross of $12,000,

which equalled 105%. United Artists also

scored heavily with "Abraham Lincoln" as

a road show at His Majesty's theatre at

$1.50 top, with $14,000, or 100%.

"Dawn Patrol," at the Palace, made a hit,

gathering $16,500 on good exploitation,

which means 105%. Loew's was in the run-
ning with Milton Sills' last picture, "Man
Trouble," the gross being $11,500, or 95%.
The Capitol was strong with "Follow
Thru," Rogers and Carroll in all-color, do-

ing $14,000 for a rating of 100%. It was
a great week all around for Montreal's top

theatres. The weather was cool and mostly
fair.

Estimated takings:

"WHOOPEE" (United Artists)
PRINCESS— (2,272), 2Sc-60c, 7 days, second week.

Other attractions: Metrotone news. Universal Topics,
comedy. Gross: $12,000. Rating: 105%.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (United Artists)
HIS MAJESTY'S— (1,700), 50c-$1.50, 6 days. Other

attractions: None. Gross: $14,000. Rating: 100%.

"DAWN PATROL" (First National)
PALACE— (2,600), 2Sc-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Fox Movietone news, "H. R. H. the Prince of
Wales Pictured the World Over" (Pathe Audio Re-
view); cartoon. Gross: $16,500. Rating: 105%.

"FOLLOW THRU" (Paramount)
CAPITOL— (2,670). 25c-65c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Fox Movietone news, cartoon comedy, com-
edy. Gross: $14,000. Rating: 100%.

"MAN TROUBLE" (Fox)
LOEW'S— (2,982). 25c-50c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Fox news. "Old Man Whoopee." "A Bug-
ville Romance (Aesop's Fable), "Vacation Loves"
(comedy). Gross: $11,500. Rating: 95%.

"THE STORM" (Universal)
IMPERIAL-U.650). 2Sc-50c, 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: Paramount news, cartoon, comedy. Gross:
$3,600. Rating: 80%.

"ONCE A GENTLEMAN" (Sono-Art)
IMPERIAL— (1.650). 25c-50c, 4 days. Other attrac-

tions: Universal news, comedy. Technicolor reel.
Gross: $3,900. Rating: 85%.

"PARTY GIRL" (Tiffany)
STRAND-(750i. ISc-SOc, 7 davs. Other attractions:

Pathe news. (Tiffany feature. "The Thoroughbred.")
Cross: $4,200. Rating: 90%.

"ALFS BUTTON" (Gaumont)
ROXY—(550). 25c-50c. 7 days. Other attractions:

Travelogue, scenic, comedy. Felix the Cat cartoon.
Gross: $3,000. Rating: 90%.

"Raffles" Socks

Ottawa Records

On 110% Rating

Ottawa—"Raffles" cracked all box office

records, since the introduction of talking

pictures, at the Centre theatre, during the

week by registering 110% with a gross of

$3,600, but the United Artists production
could not be held over because of previous
bookings.

Another topnotcher was "Anybody's
Woman," at the Regent. On the strength

of Ruth Chatterton it hit with $4,500, or

95%. "Dixiana" was good for $3,400, equal

to 90%, on a three-day run at B. F. Keith's.

A British production, "Splinters," was the

attraction at the Imperial and it was well

liked by the war veterans, but scored only

$2,600, or 85%, for the six days. The
weather was mostly fair and cool, with few
counter attractions.

Estimated takings

:

"RAFFLES" (United Artists)
OLYMPIA— (2,500), 2Sc-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Grantland Rice Sportlight, "Dogging It";
"Some Babies" (comedy). Gross: $3,600. Rating:
110%.

"ANYBODY'S WOMAN" (Paramount)
REGENT— (1.225), 25c-75c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Paramount news, "Jazz Preferred," "Who
Killed Rover?" (dog comedy), orchestra. Gross:
$4,500. Rating: 95%.

"DIXIANA" (RKO)
B. F. KEITH'S— (2,596), 15c-50c, 3 days. Other at-

tractions: Universal news, Mickey Mouse cartoon,
"Desert Sunk." Gross: $3,400. Rating: 90%.

"LADIES MUST PLAY" (Columbia)
AVALON— (990), 25c-35c. 3 days. Other attractions:

Fox Movietone news; "Goodbye Legs" (comedy);
"Arctic Antics." Gross: $1,1S0. Rating: 90%.

"SPLINTERS" (British)
IMPERIAL—(1,200), 15c-50c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Fox Movietone news; ''Swing, You Sinners"
(cartoon comedy); Grantland Rice Sportlight, "Bows
and Arrows." Gross: $2,600. Rating: 85%.

"LAST OF THE DUANES" (Fox)
B. F. KEITH'S—(2,596), 15c-50c, 3 days. Other at-

tractions: Pathe news, "The Average Husband,"
"Don't Strike Your Mother," "Old Man Whoopee."
Gross: $3,050. Rating: 80%.

"BLAZE O' GLORY" (Sono-Art)
AVALON— (990). 25c-35c, 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: Fox Movietone news, Screen Snapshots, "Big
Kick" (comedy). Gross: $1,200. Rating: 90%.

New Vaudeville Circuit
Routes 20 Coast Houses

Seattle—The Follies theatre, open for the
last few months on a combined musical com-
edy and first-run film policy, this week an-
nounced a change in policy whereby it be-
comes a vaudeville and film house. Accord-
ing to C. M. Dunn of Portland, owner and
operator, five acts of vaudeville will be
booked in weekly by the Pacific Interstate
Vaudeville Circuit of Los Angeles, said to
be furnishing this entertainment to 20 thea-
tres in the Pacific Coast territory. Prices
of 10, 25 and 35 cents will remain in effect,

with four shows daily and Sunday. First-

run film attractions from all companies will

continue to be booked as screen fare.

Rita Vamps Again
Hollywood—Rita LaR'oy will play anoth-

er vamp role in "Hook, Line and Sinker"
for RKO. Eddie Cline will direct the pic-

ture, which stars Bert Wheeler and Robert
Woolsev.

Kickers Get Break
Hollywood—Things aren't so bad as they

seem. Mosconi Brothers will use 20 chorus
girls, recently released by RKO, in stage
units for the Paramount Theatre.
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New Vogue
Hollywood—Talkers concerning the

Foreign Legion seem to be the rage

at present. Paramount has finished

"Morocco" with Gary Cooper and
Marlene Dietrich, KKO is making
"Beau Ideal" with Ralph Forbes, and
Fox has just previewed "Renegades"
with Warner Baxter in the featured

spot.

Bankers Bring

$28,000 to the

"Whoopee" B.O.

Cleveland—This was a great week for

the downtown theatres. The annual conven-

tion of the American Banking Association,

presence of President Hoover and more than

7,000 visiting bankers, and the personal ap-

pearances of Eddie Cantor at the Stillman

and Cliff Edwards at the State, combined

to draw thousands. Downtown theatres

were well packed at every performance. In

some instances it was the picture that drew
heavy attendance. In others, it was the per-

sonal appearance of a star. In any event,

the results were most satisfactory.

On the other hand, the neighborhood
houses were not so happy. The interference

of Jewish holidays seriously affected box-
office receipts, and even the big pictures

failed to register in most cases.

"Whoopee" made the sensational take of

$28,000, rating 186%, high for the week.

Estimated takings

:

"WHOOPEE" (United Artists)
STILI.MAN— (1,900), 40c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "The Band Master" (Columbia); "The Island
Empire" (Standard Film); Fox news; personal ap-
pearance of Eddie Cantor for two evening perform-
ances on Thursday. Gross: $2S,0O0. Rating: 1S6%.

"MONTE CARLO" (Paramount)
ALLEN— (3.300. 30c-60c. 7 days. Other attractions:

"Resolution" (Paramount); "Hot Tamale" (Pathej

;

M-G-M news. Gross: $18,000. Rating: 100%.

"ON YOUR BACK" (Fox)
STATE—(3,400). 30c- 60c. 7 days. Other attractions:

"School's Out" i M-G-M i; "Frozen Capers" (stage
show); Paramount news. Cliff Edwards in person.
Gross: $23,000, Rating: 113%.

"GRUMPY" (Paramount)
RKO PALACE—(3,o00), 35c-7Sc, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Sportlight (Pathe); Pathe Review, Pathe
news, vaudeville. Gross: $31,500. Rating: 98%.

"MOBY DICK" (Warners)
RKO HIPPODROME— (4,500), 25c-75c. 7 days.

Other attractions: "Won by a Neck" (Educational);
"Parisian Nights" (Tiffany) ; Fox news. Gross:
$17,500. Rating: 87%.

"SOUP TO NUTS" (Fox)
CAMEO—(1,200), 25c-S0c, 7 days. Other attractions:

"Dollar Dizzy" (M-G-M); Paramount news. Gross:
$4,000. Rating: 80%.

"ROUGH ROMANCE" (Fox)
KEITH'S E. I05TH ST.—25c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Sportlight (Pathe); Pathe news, "Toby,
the Fiddler" (RKOl; "Irish Stew" (Educational);
"Grandma's Girl" (Educational; vaudeville. Gross:
$14,500. Rating: 96%

Three in Boston

In Stiff Tilt

For Top Honors

Boston—Grosses slid off during the week

and receipts were way below the previous

week, probably due to two reasons : the Jew-
ish holidays and preparations for the wel-

come to the American Legion and the Amer-
ican Federation of Labor conventions, both

starting Sunday. The early part of the

week showed good business, but the last of

the week went flat in practically every the-

atre.

In the slump, the Metropolitan, with

"Three Faces East," showed the highest

gross with $36,000 and w^as on equal rating

with Loew's State with "Whoopee," both

doing 115%. Both films, had they come a

week earlier, would have grossed far above

that mark. Two houses fell below the av-

erage for the first time in many weeks.

Both Ke\th houses showed 105% for a

total for the week with $44,000. Totals for

the week from all theatres were just about

two-thirds of the grosses for the previous

two weeks. Weather was fair and cool.

Estimated takings:

"THREE FACES EAST" (Warners)
METROPOLITAN— (4,350), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Comedy revue, "Oh, Uncle"; organ spe-

cialties. Paramount news. Gross: $36,000. Rating:
115%.

"SQUEALER" (Columbia)
KEITH-ALBEE— (2.5O0). 25c-60c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Vaudeville, Sportlight, RKOlians, Pathe
news. Gross: $20,000. Rating 105%.

"LADY SURRENDERS" (Universal)
KEITH MEMORIAL— (2,800), 30c-65c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Comedv, Sportlight, Pathe news. Gross:
$24,000. Rating: 105%.

"WHOOPEE" (United Artists)

LOEWS STATE—(3.700), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Comedy, Hearst news. Gross: $23,000.

Rating: 115%.

"LOVE IN THE ROUGH" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM— 13.100), 25c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Vaudeville, comedy, Hearst news.
Gross: $20,000. Rating: 100%.

"ANYBODY'S WOMAN" (Paramount)
SCOLLAY SQUARE— (1,800), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Vaudeville, comedy, Paramount news.
Gross: $13,000. Rating: 90%.

"SPOILERS" (Paramount)
(Playing simultaneously with Uptown)

OLYMPIA— (2,500), 25c-30c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: Comedy, cartoon. Paramount news. Gross:
$14,500. Rating: 95%.

"SPOILERS" (Paramount)
UPTOWN—(2,000). 25c-60c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Comedy, cartoon. Paramount news. Gross:
$12,CO0. Rating: 100%.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (United Artists)
TREMONT— (1.800), 50c-$2. 6 days. No other at-

tractions. Gross: $12,500. Rating: 115%.

Italians After U. S. Films
Rome—Independent exhibitors numbering

350 have banded together to buy American
product. The association, known as Syn-
dicate of Independent M. P. Exhibitors, is

said to have the protection of Mussolini's
government.

Joe Comer at Salt Lake
San Francisco—-Joe Comer, chief booker

at the M-G-M exchange, has gone to Salt

Lake to become chief booker at that ex-
change. Sammy Cooper has been moved up
to comedy booker status, and Sammy Davis
has been made assistant to Jack Jacobs,
chief feature booker.

McClintic Directs Fox Yarn
Hollywood—Guthrie McClintic will direct

"Once a Sinner," an original screen story

for Fox. H. B. Warner will have a fea-

tured role.

The Ape
The little Torres girl, Racquel, kept

her manager waiting half an hour, says

"Talking Screen," thereby exasperat-

ing said manager, who is quoted as

growling:
"Say, what's the idea of making me

stand around here like a monkey?"
"Sorry," sorried Racquel, "but can

I help it how you stand?"

Okla. City First

Runs Topped by

125% of " Satan"

Oklahoma City—Better business and bet-

ter pictures prevailed in Oklahoma City, and

every conceivable method of novel and ef-

fective advertising, exploitation and tie-ups

was used. Houses are being remodeled and

new equipment added, and everything pos-

sible is being done to put Oklahoma City

on the theatrical map in a big way. Pat

McGee, for Publix, and Leto J. Hill, for

Warner Bros., are the general managers of

the principal theatres and a friendly rivalry

is on now, with strong competition looming

in the near future.

Miniature golf craze notwithstanding, ex-

hibitors here mopped up with an unusually

fine assortment of films. "Madam Satan,"

at the Criterion, clicked for $10,000, while

the "Sea Wolf," at the Midwest, brought in

$9,000.

"Hell's Island," at the Liberty, was worth

$6,500; "The Bad Man," at the Empress,

took in $3,000 for four days; the Capitol

showed $7,500 on "Good News," and for

four days the Orpheum, with "The Notori-

ous Affair," was worth $3,200.

Estimated takings

:

"MADAM SATAN" (M-G-M)
CRITERION— (2,000), 2Sc-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Paramount news, "Story Book Parade."
Gross: $10,000. Rating: 125%.

"GOOD NEWS" (M-G-M)
CAPITOL— (1,200). 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Metrotone news, "The Helping Hand." Gross:
$7,500. Rating: 115%.

"SEA WOLF" (Fox)
MIDWEST—(1.500). 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Newsreel. "On the Ranch"; Mickey Mouse
in "While the Cat's Away." Gross: $9,000. Rating:
115%.

"HELL'S ISLAND" (Columbia)
LIBERTY— (1, SCO). 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Honolulu Wiles." Liberty news, "Honey
Moon Zeppelin." Gross: $6,500. Rating: 95%.

"BAD MAN" (F. N.)
EMPRESS— (1.500). 15c-35c, 4 days. Other attrac-

tions: Fox news. "Freshmen's Goat" (Educational
comedy). Gross: $3,000, Rating: 90%.

"NOTORIOUS AFFAIR" (F. N.)
ORPHEUM—(1.500). 25c-50c. 4 days. Other attrac-

tions: RKO vaudeville, newsreel. Gross: $3,200.

Rating: 95%.

Fay Re-opens Stock
Providence—Edward M. Fay, who has

six theatres here, moved into the Carlton

Monday night for the fall and winter sea-

son. Kirk Brown, Jr., and Alney Alba are

the leads. The house never has run pic-

tures except for an occasional road show.

Victor Back in Harness
New Castle. Pa.—Dave Victor has leased

the Nixon and will reopen the house as the
Victor. He recently sold his Victor, Mc-
Keesport, to Warners.

Collyer in "Single Sin"
Hollywood—June Collyer again moves to

Tiffany, on a borrowing arrangement with
Paramount, this time to appear in "Single
Sin," A. P. Younger yarn.

Cleveland Sales Switches
Cleveland—James B. Reilly has been ap-

pointed manager of the Pathe exchange,
succeeding Oscar Ruby, who has been with
Pathe for the past 14 years.

Herbert Kaufman has resigned as man-
ager of the local Columbia branch.
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"Abe," "Africa,"

Ufa Film Lead

Chicago Parade

Chicago—The same trio of small houses

which took the Loop profit lead two weeks

ago retained their top position for the sec-

ond week, while the big spots hit average,

or only slightly better business during the

same period.

"Melody of the Heart" (UFA) continued

to hold the city's large German population

in thrall for the second week at the Castle.

With hold-outs all day long, the picture got

$7,490 or 227%. On one occasion there were
150 or more patrons in line on the sidewalk

in front of the theatre. "Africa Speaks"

(Columbia^ gave the Woods $19,500, or

175%, in its second week, only a few hun-

dred dollars under the near-record mark
established for the first week. The picture

was moved to the State-Lake, largest RKO
Loop house, for its third week, while "Lady
Surrenders" went into the Woods. The
Punch & Judy had a similar week with
"Abraham Lincoln," which was only a few
dollars under the mark for the preceding

week. The picture got $9,100, or 154%.
Estimated takings

:

"GOOD NEWS" (M-G-M)
CHICAGO—(3,940), 35c-85c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show headed by Mitzi Green; orchestra,
newsreel, comedy, cartoon. Gross: S49.40O. Rating:
103%.

"MELODY OF THE HEART" (UFA)
CASTLE— (300), 60c. second week. Other attrac-

tions: Newsreel. Hold outs here all week. Gross:
$7,490. Rating: 227%.

"MOBY DICK" (W. B.)
McYICKERS— (2.284). 35c-85c. 7 days of first and

second week. Other attractions: Comedy, newsreel,
musical short. Gross: $32,300. Rating 115%.

"LITTLE ACCIDENT" (Universal)
(Second time in Loop)

MOXROE— (962), 25c-40c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: Thirty minutes of newsreel, comedy. Picture
playing to adults only. Gross: $4,400. Rating: 74%.

"SCARLET PAGES" (F. N.)
ORIENTAL—(3,900), 3Sc-85c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show, organ, cartoon, newsreel, novelty
short. Third week

_ of poor business for this house.
B. S: K. has given it new stage shows and new mas-
ter of ceremonies, but hasn't tried giving it better
pictures yet. Gross: $31,500. Rating: 75%.

"MATRIMONIAL BED" (W. B.)
PALACE— (2,509). 3Sc-75c. 7 days. Other attractions:

Five acts RKO vaudeville, newsreel, comedy, musi-
cal short, orchestra. Gross: S18.100. Rating: 75%.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U. A.)
PUNCH & JUDY— (390), S1-S2.50, 3-a-day, second

week. Other attractions: Comedy, novelty short.
Near-capacity business; only a few dollars under
first week. Gross: $9,100. Rating: 154%.

"MONTE CARLO" (Paramount)
ROOSEVELT— (1.591), 35c-85c, first 7 days. Other

attractions: Newsreel, cartoon, novelty short. Pic-
ture slated to leave at end of 14 days. Gross: $26,600.
Rating: 125%.

"SINNERS' HOLIDAY" (W. B.)
STATE-LAKE— (2.776). 35c-75c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Five acts RKO vaudeville, comedy, news-
reel. House takes "Africa Speaks" (Columbia) after
two record weeks at the Woods. Gross: $19,800. Rat-
ing: 75%.

"WHAT A WIDOW" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS—(1.700). 35c-85c, second and

final week. Other attractions: Newsreel, musical
short, comedy. "Whoopee" (U. A.) replaced, with
Eddie Cantor appearing for big opening. Gross: $19,-
80). Rating: 90%.

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Columbia)
WOODS— (1.166). 35c-75c. second and final week

here. Other attractions: Comedy, newsreel. Picture
only a few hundred dollars under first week, but be-
ing moved to RKO's largest. State-Lake in cash in
on the business during the final week. Gross: $19,500.
Rating: 175^.

Blowitz Chief Booker
Cleveland—S. D. Blowitz of the Warner

home office theatre department, is here as
chief booker for Warner theatres in Ohio,
with offices in the new Warner Building.

George Lynch, formerly with the Schine
circuit in southern Ohio, is associated with
Blowitz.

Tough
Toronto—Nationalism is an adver-

sary that Howard Hughes must strafe

if his picture "Hell's Angels," is to be
shown in Canada, it is indicated by ac-

tion of the Ontario censors in ban-
ning the picture. The $4,000,000 baby,

the censors feel, is a reflection on the
royal flying corps, and no aspersions
on the king's aviators will be permit-
ted. As the censor boards of other
provinces generally follow Ontario's
lead, it looks as though it's going to

be plenty tough for Hughes in his ef-

forts to get back Canada's quota on
the picture. The film was to have had
a road show run starting Oct. 6 at the
Royal Alexandria here.

"Good News"Tops
Des Moines List

Grossing $6,000

Des Moines—Taxes—and plenty of them
—were due here, and, as a result, theatre-

goers tightened up the purse strings and did

not indulge in amusements. Pictures on the

bills were all good.
With Stanley Smith appearing in person

with "Good News," the Paramount did lock-

out business on the evening shows and
<• '.nted up a record of 150%. The Strand
also did unusually good business for the last

half of the week. Olsen and Johnson scored

a hit in "Oh. Sailor, Behave," and made
125%. "Africa Speaks," in spite of the very
good stage show, also at the Orpheum, did

not break above 100%. "The Dawn Pa-
trol" scored 100%.

Estimated takings

:

"SANTA FE TRAIL" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (1.700), 25c-35c-60c, 3 days. Other

attractions: Paramount news, Doc Lawson organ
special, stage band, three vaudeville acts. Gross:
$4,500. Rating: 100%.

"GOOD NEWS" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (1.700), 25c-35c-60c, 4 days. Other

attractions: "U." news, organ number. Al Morey
band in original presentation ("Movie M3d"), Stan-
ley Smith in person. Gross: $6,000. Rating: 150%.

"DAWN PATROL" (F. N.)
DES MOINES— (1,600), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Paramount news. Paramount comedy
("Red, Green and Yellow"). Gross: $8,500. Rating:
100%.

"SQUEALER" (Columbia)
ORPHEUM-(2.000). 25c-50c 4 days. Other altrac-

tions: Pathe news, five acts RKO vaudeville. Gross:
$5,000. Raring: 100%.

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Columbia)
ORPHEUM— (2,000). 25c-50c. 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: Pathe news. Pathe revue, special local-made
movie ("Traffic Week"), five acts of RKO vaude-
ville. Gross: $4,890. Raring: 100%.

"OLD ENGLISH" (Warners)
STRAND— (1.100). 20c-30c. 4 days. Other attrac-

tions: Paramount news, Columbia cartoon ("Hen*
pecked"). Gross: $900. Rating: 10O%.

"OH, SAILOR. BEHAVE" (Warners)
STRAND— (1.100). 20c-30c. 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: Pathe news ("October Horoscope"). Gross:
$1,800. Rating: 125%.

La Crosse Wants Flesh
La Crosse, Wis.—Saturday and Sunday

vaudeville has been inaugurated by the Ma-
jestic Theatre here in response to a demand
which the management detected for flesh

shows. Five acts of vaudeville and a sound
picture constitute the week-end offering.

Angels" Clips

$20,000 in First

Cincinnati Week
Cincinnati—First-run houses here experi-

enced additional opposition from "Hell's

Angels," which opened a roadshow engage-

ment at the Shubert at $2 top, augmented by
personal appearance of Jean Harlow, star

of the picture, who was in town during the

early part of the run. This diverted patron-

age from the regular houses to extent of

about $20,000. Despite this, however, the

Capitol, with "Office Wife," came through

high among the straight flicker palaces,

with a gross of $14,600, for a rating of

113%, which is a gain of $1,600 over the

previous week.
The Albee, vaudefilm, had one of the best

weeks in a long time, the gross being sky-

rocketed to $30,900, a rating of 143%, which
is practically $3,000 more than the intake

for the preceding seven days. This was par-

tially due to the picture, "Last of the Du-
anes," but more probably to the vaude head-

liners, Olsen and Johnson, Warner stars,

breaking in a new act of pretentious pro-

portions, which seemed to have clicked un-

usually well with the flesh-and-blood regu-

lars.

The Strand, with "Grumpy," chalked up
a gross of $5,190, rating 146%, which was
a few dollars under the week before, while

the Lyric went slightly below par with "Old
English," which grossed $11,750, for a 98%
rating. This also was the case with the

Palace, showing "The Spoilers," where the

gross registered $13,290, equivalent to 95%.
Weather was ideally cool throughout the

week.
Estimated takings:

"LAST OF THE DUANES" (Fox)
ALBEE—(3,300), 30c-50c-65c-75c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Vaudeville headed by Olsen and Johnson;
others: Dorothea and Helen Blossom, Jarvis-Harri-
son Co. and Gilbert Bros.; organ solo; shorts: Metro
news. "Ebony Shrine" (Pathe Vagabond series);
"Self-defense" (Pathe). Cross: $30,900. Rating: 143%.

"OLD ENGLISH" (Warners)
LYRIC— (1,400), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions:

Paramount news, "Monkey Melodies" (Columbia).
Gross: $11,750. Rating: 98%.

"SPOILERS" (Paramount)
PALACE— (2,700), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Paramount news. "Sinkin' in the Bathtub"
(Vitaphone Varieties). Gross: $13,290. Rating: 95%.

"OFFICE WIFE" (Warners)
CAPITOL—(2.000), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Fox news. "Dock Shop" (M-G-M color);
"The Big Deal" (Vitaphone Varieties). Gross: $14,-
600. Rating: 113%.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (United Artists)
SHUBERT— (2.190), 50c-7Sc-$l-$1.50-$2. 7 days. Per-

sonal appearance of Jean Harlow from Sunday to
Tuesday. Other attractions. None. Gross: $20,400.

"GRUMPY" (M-G-M)
STRAND—(1,350). 25c-40c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Pathe news. "Laurel and Hardv Murder
Case" (M-G-M). Cross: $5,190. Rating: 146%.

"FOLLOW THRU" (Paramount)
FAMILY— (1,140), 20c-2Sc-35c, 4 days. Other attrac-

tions: Paramount news. Gross: $2,780. Rating: 142%.
"CAPTAIN OF THE GUARDS" (Universal)
FAMILY— (1,140). 20c-25c-35c, 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: Paramount news. Gross: $1,495. Rating: 142%.

Returns to Sheboygan
Sheboygan, Wis.—Edward J. Benjii, who

has been managing two Fox houses at Osh-
kosh, Wis., has been returned to the Fox
here as manager, a post he formerly held.

The change was at his own request.

Mary Doran Cast
Hollywood—Mary Doran will depict the

feminine lead and support Walter Huston
in Columbia's "Criminal Code." which will

be directed by Howard Hawks.

Lewis Stone with Garbo
Hollywood—Lewis Stone will play one of

the two male leads in "Inspiration," Greta
Garbo's next picture which Clarence Brown
will direct at M-G-M.
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The Indian Sign
Hollywood — One of the major stu-

dios is making a special depicting the

life of the early West. Press stories

released in advance of the filming an-

nounced that a whole tribe of Indians
would be brought direct to Hollywood
from a reservation.
One of the exploitation men who

contacts with the theatres went out
on the lot the other day where all the

Indians were working and began in-

quiring about the chances for them
making a personal appearance tour at

the time of the picture's release. His
inquiry disclosed that none of the In-

dians used in the picture belonged to

the much publicized tribe and that

none of them was from a reservation.

They were the same Indians that have
been used in Hollywood for all other

pictures where the red man is needed.

"Bad Man" Good
In Portland on

$14,900 Gross

Portland, Ore.—Wonderful full weather

brought out increased business at ail first

runs, due also to an outstanding list of pic-

tures put over in showmanlike manner.

It was prosperity week at the Paramount

which made a happy choice in "The Bad
Man." The crowds liked Walter Huston

in the stellar role. "Barnyard Scandals"

was the stage attraction, under supervision

of Phil Lampkin, popular m. c, and Con
Maffie with organ novelties. All of which

rolled up a high gross of $14,900, and 155%.

Estimated takings:

••BAD MAN" (F. N.)
PORTLAND PARAMOUNT—(3,068). 25c-50c, 7

days. Other attractions: "Barnyard Scandals," fea-

turing Lassiter Bros.; personal appearance Stuart
Erwin; Cambreva Bros., Muriel Fontaine. Phil Lamp-
kin and Paramounteers, Con Maffie at Wurlitzer,

Paramount news. Gross: $14,900. Rating: 155%.

"MAN TROUBLE" (Fox)
FOX BROADWAY— (1,912), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Fanchon & Marco's "Busy Bee" Idea,

featuring Liana Galen, soprano; Cooper & Green,
comedians; Terry Green, acrobat, and Paul A. How-
ard; Henri LeBell at Wurlitzer; Lindy Taft and
Fox Broadway band; Fox news. Gross: $13,650. Rat-
ing: 135%.

"WHAT A WIDOW" (U. A.)
FOX UNITED ARTISTS— (945), 25c60c. 7 days.

Gloria Swanson; sufficiently good for second week.
Other attractions: Fox news, Hollywood varieties.

Gross: $12,500. Rating: 125%.

"LADY SURRENDERS" (Universal)

RKO ORPHEUM— (1,700), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Minstrel, "Honey Boys"; Rob Robin*
•:on; Sandy Lang Co. Clever advertising helped sell

picture. Gross: $11,400. Rating: 120%.

"MONTE CARLO" (Paramount)
RIALTO— (1,498), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Paramount news. Universal newsreel, Para-
mount shorts. Gross: $10,000. Rating: 110%.

"LAST OF THE LONE WOLF" (Columbia)
HAMRICK'S MUSIC BOX—(1,835). 25c-50c. 7 days.

Other attractions: Vitaphone acts. Fox news. Gross:
$9,875. Rating: 100%.

"JJ" Has Scotland House
Aberdeen, Scotland—Lease of the Play-

house for long runs has been acquired by
Universal, which opens with "All Quiet,"

to be followed with "King of Jazz."

Cantor Film is

Providence High

Taking $25,000

Providence—The hilarious Eddie Cantor

in "Whoopee'' brought business at Loew's
State up to $25,000 in spite of hard times,

golf and plenty of sports competition. Long
lines formed each night and even loge seats

were scrambled for by ardent fans.

Next in line came the Paramount, which

did $15,000 with "Follow Through," aided

by the personal appearance of Charles

Rogers on Wednesday night. The RKO
Albee, with $10,800 for "Lady Surrenders,"

was average, while the Majestic was O. K.

at $12,000, showing "Girl of the Golden

West." RKO Victory was low with "Eyes
of the World," hitting around $7,000.

Estimated takings:

"WHOOPEE" (Paramount)
LOEW'S STATE—(3.800), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Maurice in organlogue; "Fiddlesticks,"

Hearst Metrotone news. Gross: $25,000. Rating:

135%.

"GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST" (F. N.)
MAJESTIC—(2,400), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Keeping Company," "Spanish Rhythms,"
newsreel. Gross: S12.00. Rating: 105%.

"FOLLOW THROUGH" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT—(2.300), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "At Home," Joe Alexander, organlogue.

Gross: $15,000. Rating: 110%.

"LADY SURRENDERS" (Universal)

RKO ALBEE— (2.30O). 10c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "The Hidden Ball," "Sky High," "Curi-
osity," Pathe news. Gross: $10,800. Rating: 90%.

"EYES OF THE WORLD" (U. A.)
RKO VICTORY—(1,600), 10c50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Hot and Bothered," Pathe news. Gross:
$7,000. Rating: 85%.

"Office Wife"

Draws Fenimes

And $13,750

Lipsitz Out at Fox
Hollywood—Harold Lipsitz, Fox super-

visor, has been let out, studio reports. I.ip-

^tz has made no further plans at the t>res-

ent time.

Omaha—Slightly cooler weather helped

all houses to pile up fair grosses. "The
Office Wife" and Horace Heidt's Californi-

ans on the stage was a break for the World
to the tune of $13,750, rating 125%.
"Danger Lights" brought the Orpheum

$16,000 for another 100% week. Roxy's
Gang on the stage was billed over the pic-

ture, however.

The Paramount slipped to 90% with

"What a Widow," netting $7,650. "On the

Level," first half at the State, got $2,137

(95%), and "Isle of Escape," last half,

hopped up to 105%. Dough was $2,625.

Estimated takings

:

"DANGER LIGHTS" (RADIO)
ORPHEUM— (3,000). 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attrac.

ticns: Roxy Gang and three RKO acts, Pathe news,
shorts, overture. Gross: $16,000. Rating: 100%.

"WHAT A WIDOW" (U.A.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,900), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Her Future," "Satan's Fury," Disney
cartoon. Paramount news, organ. Gross: $7,650. Rat-
ing: 90%.

"OFFICE WIFE" (F.N.)
WORLD— (2.500). 25c-60c. 7 days. Other attractions:

Horace Heidt's Californians, Paramount news, shorts.
Gross: $13,750. Rating: 125%.

"ON THE LEVEL" (FOX)
STATE— (1.200), 25c-40c. 3 days. Other attractions:

Universal news, shorts. Gross: $2,137. Rating: 95%.

"ISLE OF ESCAPE" (W.B.)
STATE-! 1,200), 25c-40c. 4 days. Other attractions:

Universal news, shorts. Gross: $2,625. Rating: 105%.

Breaks Into Jail

Michael (Six-Syllable) Simmons, big

gun of Sono Art's advertising and pub-
licity department, pulled a nifty when
he crashed New York's alimony jail

for a private showing of "Reno." . , .

What a lot of crust showing a divorce

picture to a gang in jail for not pay-
ing up on alimony. . . . He certainly

picked the toughest audience he could
find. . . . And they actually applauded.
. . . And the reviewers certainly took
chances on attending. . . . Jack Har-
rower had a guilty look as he sneaked
in. . . . Mike lost his hat by sitting in

the section reserved for the inmates.
. . . Gerry Rudolph of RCA Photo-
phone got a big hand for supplying
the equipment. . . . What a tribute to

the portable machine, that it could be
set up on the spot and produce such
fine sound.

"DuBarry" Fails

To Pass 100% at

'World Premiere'

Kansas City
—"The Spoilers" made the

best record of the week, giving the New-
man $16,000, rating 130%. The Uptown
took $7,500, a rating of 125%, en "The
Squealer." The Mainstreet reported 110%
on "Lady Surrenders," which means $16,-

500.

Remainder of the theatres did about aver-

age, although the Pantages dropped down
to 85% on "Wav of All Men," taking

$8,500.

"Du Barry," at the Midland, billed as the

world premiere, failed to draw expected
patronage. First three days held up well

and then business fell off.

Estimated takings:

"DU BARRY" (U. A.)
LOEW'S MIDLAND— (4,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Our Gang in "Pups Is Pups," Metro-
tone news. Gross: $14,500. Rating: 100%.

"LADY SURRENDERS" (Universal)
MAINSTREET—(3,067), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Pathe news, five acts vaude headlining
Mr. Wu with his Chinese "Show Boat." Gross:
$16,500. Rating: 110%.

"SPOILERS" (Paramount)
NEWMAN—(2,000), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Lulu McConnell in "Red, Green and Yellow";
Paramount screen song, "My Gal Sal"; Paramount
news. Gross: $16,000. Rating: 130%.

"SEA WOLF" (Fox)
ROYAL—(900), 25c60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

Paramount news; short subjects, "Confounded Inter-
est" and "Story Book Parade." Gross: $5,000. Rat-
ing: 100%.

"SQUEALER" (Columbia)
UPTOWN—(2,200), 25c-S0c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Tom Patricola in "Si Si Senor," Mickey
Mouse in "The Shin Dig," Universal news. Gross:
$7,500. Rating: 125%.

"WAY OF ALL MEN" (F. N.)
PANTAGES-(2,190), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Pathe news, Fanchon & Marco "Idea in Blue."
Gross: SS.500. Rating: 85%.

Boston Wants Spoor Co.
Boston—George K. Spoor's proposed

production company is wanted by a number
of other eastern cities, it is indicated by ac-
tion of the Chamber of Commerce in re-

questing Spoor to locate here.

Cruze Signs Tracy
Hollywood—Lee Tracv has been cast in

"She Got What She Wanted." first pic-

ture which James Cruze will make for Tif-

fany under his new contract.
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"English" and

"Sailor Behave"

Flop at Balto

Baltimore—The week was ideal for thea-

tre-going with cool, clear weather prevail-

ing during the entire six days. Rolling up

of high grosses was hindered somewhat,

however, by the Jewish holidays and the

World Series, with many listening to the

games at newspaper offices and over radios.

Loew's Stanley and Century, as usual,

came away with high grosses for the week.

At the Stanley, DeMille's "Madam Satan"

went over fairly well with an estimated

gross of $14,000, which represents 80%.
Audiences appeared to enjoy it thoroughly.

At the Century, Gloria Swanson struck a

popular note with her "What a Widow," the

gross being $16,650, rating 90%.
Next in line was "Lilliom," at the New.

While this picture was not considered

strong enough to hold a second week, it

grossed $9,500, or 95%. Charles Farrell

was considered generally not tough enough
in character for the play and some people

are reported to have objected to the repre-

sentations of things celestial.

Helen Twelvetrees and Phillips Holmes
struck public fancy with their parts in the

melodramatic "Her Man," and excellent

business was done throughout the week at

the Rivoli. The gross was $9,200, rating

115%.
"Old English," with George Arliss, fell

considerably during its second week at the

Auditorium. The gross was $2,640, rating

only 40%. This flop is attributed to the

high top price of $1 and the high-class ap-

peal of the picture. Warners' "Oh, Sailor,

Behave" also rated 40%.
Estimated takings

:

"WHAT A WIDOW" (United Artists)
LOEW'S CENTURY—(3,076). 25c-60c, 6 days. Other

attractions: Metrotone news. "Bigger and Better"
(comedy}. Gross: $16,650. Rating: 90%.

"MADAM SATAN" (M-C-M)
LOEW'S STANLEY— 0,52.'). 25c-60c, 6 days. Other

attractions: Metrotone. M-G-M news, "Fiddlesticks"
(Flip the Frog cartoon). Gross: $14,000. Rating: 80%.

"MONTE CARLO" (Paramount)
(After one week at the Stanley, shown simultaneously

with the Parkway Uptown)
LOEWS VALENCIA— (1,487), 25c-35c, 6 days.

Other attractions: Metrotone news. "Shy. Little
Glow Worm" (song reel); Charley Chase in "Girl
Shock" (comedy). Gross: $3,100. Rating: 90%.

"MONTE CARLO" (Paramount)
(After one week at Stanley, shown simultaneously

with the Valencia Downtown)
LOEW'S PARKWAY— (987). 15c-35c, 6 days. Other

attractions: Metrotone news. Charley Chase in "Dol-
lar Dizzy" (comedy), "Monkey Melody" (Walt Dis-
new cartoon). Gross: $4,400. Rating: 100%.

"OH, SAILOR, BEHAVE" (Warners)
WARNERS' METROPOLITAN— (1,300), 15c-50c, 6

days, starting Saturday. Other attractions: Universal
news, "Scotch Love" and "One to Loose" (Vitaphone
Varieties); "Take That One" (Pathe comedy). Gross:
$3,450. Rating: 57%.

"THE SANTA FE TRAJL" (Paramount)
KEITH'S— (2,500), 25c-50c. 6 days, starting Fri-

day. Other attractions: Universal and Pathe news,
three days each; Radio Humanette cartoon, "In the
Mountains"; (Tiffany color subject); "The Introduc-
tion of Mrs. Gibbs" (Paramount comedy). Gross:
$4,560. Rating: 57%.

"LILIOM" (Fox)
NEW—(1,600), 25c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

Fox Movietone news "Frozen Follies" (cartoon).
Gross: $9,500. Rating: 95%.

"OLD ENGLISH" (Warners)
(Second consecutive week)

AUDITORIUM—(1,600). 50c-$l. 6 days. Other at-
tractions: Universal news. "The Legacy" (Vitaphone
comedv). Gross: $2,640. Rating: 40%.
"TWO HEARTS IN THREE-QUARTER TIME"

(Tobis-G. M. H. B.)
LITTLE— (267), 35c-SOc, 6 days. Other attractions:

"The Wizard's Apprentice" (novelty with music);
"Along the Romantic Rhine" (scenic); overture on
61m, Gross: $1,300. Rating: 130%.

"INSIDE THE LINES" (Radio)
PALACE— (2.046). 25c-60c. 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Bert Smith revue. "Loose Ankles," with acts.

Miniature Gaff
Hollywood—Little Billy, famed mid-

get comedian, was just leaving the
Pathe studio after playing an impor-
tant role in "Some Babies," a two-
reel comedy. He was puffing content-
edly on his usual cigar when a pestif-

erous woman stopped him:
"Young man, does your mother

know you smoke cigars?'*
Billy chewed the end of his butt,

looked up at the p. w. and came back
with:

"Say, lady, does your husband know
you speak to strange men?"

"Holiday' Knocks
'Spoilers' from

Perch with 120%
Seattle—Local film houses dropped a bit

during the past seven days, as far as grosses

are concerned, from the better-than-average

totals of recent weeks. For the week, three

of the city's key houses waged a neck-and-
neck race for first honors, with money
honors going to the Paramount on "The
Spoilers," but rating honors going to the

Fox with "Holiday." The former house got

about $13,000 for a rating of 108%, while

"Holiday" rated about 120% with a gross of

$12,500. The Fox Fifth Avenue took $12,-

900 with "Dough Boys" for a rating below

100%.
"Moby Dick," in its second week at Ham-

rick's Music Box, was good for $6,500

(105%) and across the street at the Blue
Mouse "The Squealer" got approximately

$6,000 (100%). Running to its extended
run policy, the Fox Coliseum clicked almost

$3,000 (90%) with "Song o' My Heart,"

which just ended a two-week run at the

Fox to average business only.

Estimated takings

:

"THE SQUEALER" (Columbia)
BLUE MOUSE—(950), 25c-50c-75c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, Fox Movietone
news. Gross: $6,000. Rating: 100%.

"SONG O" MY HEART" (Fox)
COLISEUM-11.650). 25c-35c-50c, 7 days, extended

run. Other attractions: Lloyd Hamilton comedy,
Fox Movietone news, organ concert, "singing usher-
ette." Gross: $3,000. Rating: 90%.

"HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
FOX— (2,450). 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c. 7 days, first week.

Other attractions: Pathe corned}-. Fox Movietone
news. Owen Sweeten and band. Gross: $12,500. Rat-
ing: 120%.

"DOUGH BOYS" (M-G-M)
FOX FIFTH AVE— (2.750). 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c, 7

days. Other attractions: Silly Symphony cartoon. Fox
Movietone news. Fancbon-Marco stage revue. Gross:
$12,900. Rating: 95%.

"MOBY DICK" (Warners)
MUSIC BOX—(950). 25c-50c-75c, 7 days, second

week. Other attractions: "Leather Pushers," Uni-
versal news. Gross: $6,500. Rating: 105%.

"SPOILERS" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (3.150), 25c-35c-50c-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Lillian Roth singing short. Para-
mount news. Publix stage revue with Milt Frank-
lyn and band, featuring the "SisteTS G." Gross: $13,-

000. Rating: 108%.

chorus, orchestra; "Men Without Skirts" (comedy);
Humanette cartoon. Gross: $6.7S0. Rating: 75%.

"HER MAN" (Pathe)
RIVOLI— (1,982), 25c-50c, 6 days, starting Saturday.

Other attractions: "Swell People" (comedy); "The
Voice of Hollywood," Pathe news. Gross: $9,200.

Rating: 115%.
"SISTERS" (Columbia)

HIPPODROME— (2.250). 20c-60c. 6 days, starting
Saturday. Other attractions: The Harvey Players
in "Mary's Other Husband," with acts, chorus, or-
chestra; Pathe news; Mickey Mouse in "The Fire
Fighter" (cartoon); Educational comedy. Gross:
$8,500. Rating: 85%.

Frisco High to

"Good News" on

$18,000 Intake

San Francisco—A few high-grade pic-

tures on the several screens in and around
San Francisco brought the ratings, both
gross and percentage, higher than usual.

And they would have been still higher had
it not been for Jewish holidays.

Golden Gate did a good business with
"Wild Company," grossing $13,500 and a
125% rating. At the Fox, grossing $40,000
and a 110% rating, "Love in the Rough"
was the draw. "The Spoilers," at the St.

Francis, did 100% and a gross of $9,500.

"Monte Carlo" did a pleasing business

at the California with a gross of $11,000,
rating 110%. The Orpheum did 100% rat-

ing with a $8,500 gross on "Lady Surren-
ders."

The "Primrose Path," while doing a 100%
rating and a gross of $9,000 at the Davies,
did less than contemplated. The weather
was pleasant the last four days of the week,
but foggy and windy the first three days.

Estimated takings

:

"LADY SURRENDERS" (Universal)
ORPHEUM-(2,270), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Mack Sennett's "Hello, Television"; or-
gan feature. RKOlians, Armand's "Symponie"; gift
box to ladies on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
matinee. Gross: $8,500. Rating: 100%.

"WILD COMPANY" (Fox)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,500), 30c-40c-SOc, 7 days. Other

attractions: Claude Sweeten and his RKOlians, RKO
vaudeville, Pathe news. Gross: $13,500. Rating: 125%.

"SPOILERS" (Paramount)
ST. FRANCIS— (1.400), 35c-50c-90c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Paramount cartoon. Paramount news,
I.arie de Pries' band. Gross: $9,500. Rating: 100%.

"MONTE CARLO'' (Paramount)
CALIFORNIA— (2,200), 35c-50c-65c-90c, 7 days.

Other attractions: California concert orchestra play-
ing "Selections from Faust," Paramount news, com-
edy, Travel Talk. Gross: $11,000. Rating: 110%.

"SCARLET PAGES" (First National)
PARAMOUNT— (2,700), 35c-50c-65c-$l, 7 days. Other

attractions: Paramount stage revue, "Barnyard
Scandals"; Paramount comedy, "Introducing Mrs.
Gibbs"; Paramount news; Paramount talkertoon,
'The Grand Uproar"; Tim Crawford and Benay Ven-
tura presenting "Radio Moments." Gross: $9,000.
Rating: 90%.

"HOLD EVERYTHING" (Warners)
CASINO—(2,400), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Fox news. Travel Talk, Harry Langdon com-
edy. Aesop's Fables. Gross: $11,200. Rating: 110%.

"LOVE IN THE ROUGH" (M-G-M)
FOX— (5,000), 50c-65c-75c-$l, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Fo xand Hearst news, Vagabond Director,
Hermie King, guest conductor; concert orchestra,
Fanchon & Marco's "Southern Belle Ideas." Gross:
$40,000. Rating: 110%.

"GOOD NEWS" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S WARFIELD— (2,700), 50c-65c-90c, 7 days.

Other attractions: "At the Bottom of the World,"
four reels on the Antarctic Ocean; Jan Rubini, vio-
linist; Fox and Hearst news. Gross: $18,000. Rat-
ing: 130%.

"MATRIMONIAL BEDS" (Warners)
EMBASSY-U.400), S0c-65c.90c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Newsreel. "Believe It or Not," Ripley;
Looney Tune comedy. Gross: $8,500. Rating: 90%.

"PRIMROSE PATH" (State Rights)
DAVIES— (1,150). 3Sc-50c, 7 davs. Gross: $9,000.

Rating: 100%.

Davey Host to Orphans
Indianapolis—Children from the Indian-

apolis orphans' home, the Lutheran orphans
home, the day nursery, general Protestant
orphans' home and the James Whitcomb
Riley hospital for children were guests of

Davey Lee recently at the Indiana theatre,
where he was fulfilling a week's personal
appearance engagement. The Indianapolis
Street Railway provided the transportation
and protection was afforded by the police

department. The Indiana Board of Photo-
play Indorsers was sponsor for the party.
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"Office Wife"

A Knockout in

N.Y. on $41,000

Catchy title of Warners' "Office Wife"

drew sensational business to the New York

Winter Garden, where the film attracted

$41,000 to the chain's b.o. window, by far

the biggest, proportionately, intake of the

week.
The seven-day theatre period on this

town's main stem was marked—and marred

—by an unusually even number of "red"

and "black" performances. "Hell's Angels"

speedily gains box-office momentum as it

winds its way along the dual run at the

Criterion and Gaiety.

The initial days of the British experiment

at the Cohan have proved a success, with

the current film, "Atlantic," set for a hold-

over.

Estimated takings:
"BIG HOUSE" (M-G-M)

ASTOR—(1,120). 50c-75c-$l-$1.50-$2, 7 days. 15th

week. Other attractions: Comedy, "College Hounds.
Gross: $17,653, strong for length of run.

"LOVE IN THE ROUGH" (M-G-M)
CAPITOL— (4,700), 35c-50c-75c-$1.50, 7 days. Other

attractions: Overture. Hearst Metrotone news, Capi-

tol presentation. "Al Jolson in Person." Gross:

$70,994. Jolson did not help much by personal appear-

ance.
•ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U.A.)

CENTRAL— (1,490). $l-$2, 7 days, 6th week. Other
attractions: Comedy. "Dollar Dizzy"; Overture,

"Zampa." Gross: SIS. 127.

"YOUNG WOODLEY" (Brit. Inc.)

GEO. M. COHAN— (1.500), 35c-50c-75c. 7 days.

Other attractions: Comedy, "Love Your Neighbor";
newsreel. Gross: $7,990.

"HELLS ANGELS" (Caddo-U.A.)
(Playing simultaneously at the Criterion and Gaiety)

CRITERION— (850). $l-$2-$2.50, 7 days, 7th week.
Other attractions: None. Gross: $1S,127, running to

"S.R.O."
EMBASSY—ALL NEWSREEL

EMBASSY— (598). 25c. 7 days. Straight newsreel
show, running continuouslv. Gross: $9,429.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (Caddo-U.A.)
(Plaving simultaneously at the Criterion and Gaiety)
GAIETY—(808), $I-$i.50-$2-$2.50, 7 days. 7th week.

Other attractions: None. Gross: $15,359, $1,000 better

than previous week.
"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Col.)

GLOBE— (1.050), 35c-50c-75c. 7 days, 2nd week. Other
attractions: Shorts, comedy "Broken Wedding Bells";

cartoon. "Frolicking Fishes"; Creatore and his band
in "Fire-Worshippers." Gross: $21,-00, a knockout

"OUTWARD BOUND" (Warners)
HOLLYWOOD—(1.600). 60c-75c-$l-$1.50. 2nd week

Other attractions: Shorts. "Looney Tunes," "Helen
Broderick," "Martinelli." Gross: $21,457, holding up
strong.

"HER WEDDING NIGHT" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (3.700), 40c-50c-65c-85c-$l, 7 days.

Other attractions: Comedy, "Dizzy Dishes." Gross:
$71,100, not so hot for Clara.

"ANIMAL CRACKERS" (Para.)
RIALTO— (1.904). 65c-85c. last eight days. Other

attractions: Shorts. "Many Moons." Gross: $23,000,

a deep drop for the wind-up.
"MONTE CARLO" (Para.)

RIVOLI— (2.103). 35c-65c-S5c. last six days. Other
attractions: Shorts: "Stein Song," "Sure Cure."
Gross: S17.400 for six days; followed by "Whoopee,"
one-day gross: $10,200.

"ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT" (U.)
ROXY—(6.200). 50c-75c-$l. 7 days. 2nd week. Other

attractions: Stage show, news. Gross: $75,923, bad,
dropping nearly $45,000 under first week.

"BAD MAN" (F.N.)
STRAND— (3,0001. 35c-50c-65c-8Sc. 7 days. Gross:

$34,701. only fair.

"OLD ENGLISH" (F.N.)
WARNERS— (1.490). $1-$1.50. 7 days, 6th week.

Other attractions: Shorts. "The Legacy." "Believe
It or Not." Gross: $16,299. starting downward slide.

"OFFICE WIFE" (Warners)
WINTER GARDEN—(1,493), 35c-50c-65c-$l. 1st

week. Other attractions: Shorts. "Eddie Foy," "Mark
Hellinger," "Walter Winchell." newsreel. Gross: $41,-

406. a wow.

Weshner Promoted
For the second time within a few

months, David (Skip) Weshner has
been transferred from his post as gen-
eral manager of Warner theatres in

northern New Jersey to director

chief of advertising
and publicity for

Warner houses out-

side New York
City. Harry A. Kal-
mine succeeds him
in New Jersey. Pre-
viously Louis Marks
of the Marks Bros.,

Chicago, had taken
over the Weshner
post, with Weshner
reassigned to it af-

ter a few weeks.
Weshner now is on
a tour of key cities.

David Weshner

Hodkinson with Universal
San Francisco—Kenneth Hodkinson now

is manager of the Universal exchange here,

succeeding W. P. Moran. Hodkinson for-

merly was with United Artists and the

former W. W. Hodkinson Corp.

Pantages Stage

Show Cops Big

Dough on Coast

Los Angeles—Despite its 150% rating,

local film row was disappointed in the "Big-

Trail" opening which turned in $24,000, one

of the lowest premiere-week intakes at the

Chinese in many months. Even the $5 in-

itial performance failed to bolster up the

take to expected gross.

Highest rating of the week went to the

Pantages, which, chiefly because of the

"Beverly Hills Billies," local radio song-

sters, copped 166% on a $25,000 intake.

Estimated takings

:

"HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
FOX CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1,650). 9th week, twice

daily, 75c to $1.50. Other attractions: Abe Lyman
and band, comedy. Movietone news. Gross: $6,500.

Rating: 62%.
"MADAM SATAN" (M-G-M)

FOX CRITERION— (1.652 1. 7 day,. 2nd week, 35c
to 65c. Other attractions: Cumedv. Movietone news.
Gross: $15,000. Rating: 150%.

"LAST OF THE DUANES" (Fox)
LOEWS STATE—(2,418), 7 days, 35c to 65c. Other

attractions: Movietone. Metrotone news, Fanchon and
Marco's "TDoll Follies" Idea, Laurel and Hardy com-
edy. Gross: $27,000. Rating:

"SANTA FE TRAIL" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT—(3,596), 7 days, 35c to 65c. Other

attractions: Paramount "Revue Moderne" stage show,
comedy, news. Gross: $25,000. Rating: 100%.

"OFFICE WIFE" (Warners)
WARNER DOWNTOWN-(2,400). 3rd week. 7 days,

35c to 65c. Other attractions: Yitaphone Varieties,
news. Gross: $16,000. Rating: 106%.

"HEADS UP" (Para.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,100), 7 days, 35c to 65c.

Other attractions: Comedy, organ concert, news.
Gross: Se, 1 **). Rating: 61%.

"LEATHERNECKING" (RKO)
RKO— (2.700), 7 days. 35c to 65c. Other attractions:

RKO vaudeville, comedy. Gross: $14,500. Rating: 90%.
"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (RKO)

ORPHLUM— (2.750). 7 days, 35c to 65c. Other at-
tractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $15,000. Rating: 96%.

"LAS CAMPAMAS DE CAPISTRANO"
(Latin Pictures)

CALIFORNIA INTERN ATIONAL— (2,000), 25c to
50c. Other attractions: Spanish comedy, short sub-
jects, news. Gross: $5,900. Rating: 98%.

"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)
GRAUMAN'S CHINESE— (2.030), 1st week. 7 days,

75c to $1.50. twice daily. Other attractions: Orchestra,
Movietone news. $5.00 premiere. Gross: $24,000. Rat-
ing: 150%.

"MAN TROUBLE" (Fox)
GRAUMAN'S EGYPTIAN—(1,800), 7 days, 35c to

65c. Other attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $4,100.
Rating:

"BIG BOY" (Wamers)
WARNER DuWNTOWN—(3.000), 7 days. 35c to

Other attractions: Yitaphone Varieties, news.
Gross: ;14.000. Rating: 100%.

"SEA GOD" (Para.)
PANTAGES HOLLYWOOD— (3,000). 7 days, 40c

to 65c. Other attractions: Fanchon and Marco's "On
let" lie:,. Movietone news, comedy. Gross: S2S.<

000. Rating: 166%.

"Scarlet Pages"

Plenty Black on

$16,000 Intake

Philadelphia—Continued cool weather and

the appearance of several popular pictures,

one "Scarlet Pages" being heavily explo-

ited, maintained grosses at a good level.

The musicians, on strike, are in the midst

of another feverish battle involving the

whole group, having received orders from

Joseph Weber, president of the federation,

to walk out on all night clubs, broadcasting

stations and dance halls, to enforce the

complete unionization of the territory.

•Animal Crackers" reaped $19,000 for its

first full week at Keith's, being retained for

a second week, with the possibility of a

third, though Paramount is behind in book-

ings here and may want to swing in "Man-
slaughter" as soon as possible.

In spite of some adverse lobby comment
on the part of the customers who didn't

like Gloria Swanson in farce, "What a

Widow," crashed through to $45,000 at the

Mastbaum. "Scarlet Pages" took in $16,000

for its first week at the Stanton, indicating

a five or six-week run. The Boyd slumped

to $14,000 for the second week of "Girl of

the Golden West," and the Fox scraped

under average with "Anybody's War,"
taking $26,000.

Estimated takings

:

"WHAT A WIDOW" (U.A.)
MASTBAUM—(4.800), 35c, 50c, 75c, 6 days. Other

attractions: Technicolor novelty, "Girls We Remem-
ber," Vitaphone short, "The Rounders," fashion show
in lobby. Gross: $45,000. Rating: 116%.

"ANYBODY'S WAR" (Para.)
FOX— (3.000). 40c. 50c, 75c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Tiffany "Chimp" comedy. Movietone news, mu-
sical short. Gross: $26,000. Rating: 97%.

"ANIMAL CRACKERS" (Para.)
KEITH'S— (l.SOO), 35c. 50c, 75c. 6 days. Other at-

tractions: Scenic novelty. "Drifting Along"; Para-
mount cartoon, "Dizzy Dishes"; Paramount news.
Gross: $19,000. Rating: 125%.

"GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST" (F.N.)
BOY'D—(2,400), 35c 50c, 75c, 6 days, 2nd week.

Other attractions: Newsreel, Fitzpatrick travelogue,
Vitaphone Variety. Gross: $14,000. Rating: 75%.

"A LADY SURRENDERS" (Univ.)
STANLEY— (3.7001. 35c. 50c, 75c. 6 days. Other at-

tractions: Newsreel, Vitaphone Variety. Gross: $20,-

000. Rating: 110%.
"SQUEALER" (Columbia)

EARLE— (2.000), 25c-65c, 6 days. Other attractions:
Universal news. "Musical Gems," novelty short.
Gross: $19,000. Rating: 105%.

"SCARLET PAGES" (F.N.)
STANTON— (1.700). 25c-65c. 6 days. Other attractions:

Newsreel. Vitaphone Variety. Gross: $16,000. Rating:
160%.

"QUEEN HIGH" (Para.)
ARCADIA—(600). 50c. 6 days. Other attractions:

Educational comedv, Aesop's Fables. Gross: $5,000.
Rating: 100%.

"SHE'S MY WEAKNESS" (Sonoart)
KARLTON— (1,000), 40c-50c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: News. Yitaphone short, Charlie Chase comedy.
Gross: $5,000. Rating: 100%

Studio at RCA Office
A sound studio has been installed by

RCA Photophone on the eleventh floor of

the corporation's home office in New York.
Now in operation under the supervision of
i irover C. Shafer of the department of re-

cording operations, the studio is given over
to the making of tests, synchronization and
other recording activities.

New 2,100-Seater for Ohio
Bellefontaine, O.—A new two-story,

2.100-seat theatre, to be known as the Hol-
land, will be erected here, the contract al-

ready having been awarded. Estimated cost
is placed at $175,000.
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Flattery
Hollywood—According to the Los

Angeles Herald, William Le Baron of

RKO got a laugh when he spoke over
the microphone at the premiere of

"The Big Trail."

"I know this will be a good picture,"
said Bill, "because we are making one
like it."

"Monte Carlo"

Takes $22,000

In Minneapolis

Minneapolis—Football lever held Minne-
apolis in its grip during the week and did

comparative damage around the box offices.

Postponed high school games on Monday
cut into matinee business to some extent,

but brought out some celebrators at night.

The regularly scheduled high school games
o£ the week took another crack at the thea-

tre queues on Friday, but were thrown for

something o£ a loss. On Saturday the first

important game of the University of Min-
nesota drew some of the afternoon business,

but .the worst blow fell when the invading
team from Vanderbilt University over-

whelmed the Gophers and plunged the

younger element of the town into impenetra-
ble gloom from which it did not emerge un-
til the evening theatre business had suffered

somewhat.
Publix theatres took advantage of the

week, however, to introduce a new feature

in its tie-up with football by opening its

great Minnesota theatre after the Thursday
show to dancing for the football fans. The
theatre provided 10 pieces of its large pit

orchestra with Lou Breese, its master of

ceremonies, as director, and the occasion
was an instant success. The event is in-

tended to catch both high school and uni-

versity pre-game celebrators and bids fair

to be one of the outstanding weekly oc-
casions during the football season.

The Publix revue on the stage during the

week, moreover, took its cue from the pre-
vailing interest and was called "Campus
Daze," w-ith Eddie Lambert and Dorothea
Berke backing up Breese and his orchestra.

Incidentally, the Minnesota is making much
of Breese, forming Breese clubs among the

newsboys and working other excellent pub-
licity stunts to capitalize the popularity of

the master of ceremonies.
Estimated takings

:

"MONTE CARLO" (Paramount)
MINNESOTA—(4,025). 30c-40c-60c, 7 days, 7 shows

daily. Other attractions: Lou Breese and his sere-
naded. "Campus Daze," with Eddie Lambert and
Dorothea Berke, collegiate overture presentation,
newsreel. Gross: $22,000. Ratine:: 60%.

"LADY SURRENDERS" (RKO)
RKO ORPHEUM—(2.900). 35c-50c-75c. 7 days, 3

shows daily. Other attractions: Roy Sedley in "Sound
and Unsound," heading 6ve acts vaudeville. Cross:
$14,500. Rating: 50%.

"DAWN PATROL" (First National)
CENTURY—(1.640), 25c-35c-60c. 7 days, 6 shows

daily, second week. Other attractions: "Meet the
Boy Friend," "Red. Green and Yellow," Paramount
news. Gross: $8,500. Ratine: 85%.

"CALL OF THE FLESH" (M-G-M)
«TATE— r2.300). 25c.35c-60c. 7 days. 6 shows daily.

Other attractions: Short comedy, newsreel. Gross:
$6,000. Rating 60%.

"BIG BOY" (Warners)
LYRIC—fl.238). 15c-25c-40c, 7 days. 7 shows daily.

Other attractions: Newsreel. Gross: $2,000. Rating:
70%.

"IN THE NEXT ROOM"
ASTER—(812). 15c-25c-30c. 7 days. 7 shows daily.

Other attractions: Comndy, news. Gross: $1,500.
Raring: 65%.
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Sono Art Set on

20 Pictures for

1930-31 Season

45

Budd Rogers

Sono Art-World Wide is all set on stories

and titles on its line-up of 20 pictures for

1930-31, states Budd Rogers, sales chief.

The list is divided into two groups of ten

each known as "Cruze-World Wide Win-
ners" and "Thrill-o-

Dramas."
The group of

"( ruze - World Wide
Winners" comprise
ten pictures, as fol-

lows :

"Costello Case." A
James Cruze produc-
tion, featuring Tom
Moore, Lola Lane, Rus-
sel H a r d i e, Roscoe
Karns, and Wheeler
Oakman. Story by F.

McGrew Willis. Direct-

ed by Walter Lang.
"Reno." Adapted

from Cornelius Vander-
bilt, Jr.'s novel starring Ruth Roland; with

Kenneth Thompson, Montagu Love, Sam
Hardy, Doris Lloyd, Edith Vosselli. Directed

by George J. Crone.
"Symphony in Two Flats." Adapted from

stage play of the same name; featuring Ivor

Norvello and Jacqueline Logan. Directed by

V. Gareth Gundrv.
"The Big Fight." A James Cruze production,

based on the Belasco stage play : featuring Lola

Lane, "Big Boy" Guinn Williams, Stepin

Fetchit, Ralph Ince. Directed by Walter Lang.

"Rogue of the Rio Grande." A Cliff Brough-
ton production, featuring Myrna Loy, Raymond
Hatton, and Jose Bohr. Directed by Spencer

Gordon Bennett.

"Charge of the Light Brigade." A Gainsbor-

ough production; based on Tennyson's poem,

made under the supervision of the British War
Office. Featuring Cyril MacLaglen, Benita

Hume, and a cast ,of 5,000.

"Once a Gentleman." A James Cruze produc-

tion; featuring Edward Everett Horton, Lois

Wilson, King Baggot, George Fawcett, Fran-

cis X. Bushman. Directed by James Cruze.

"Week End Sinners," by Gerald Bowman.
(Cast to be announced later.)

"Just for a Song." A Ganmont-Gainsborough
production featuring Lillian Dawes, Roy Roy-
ston, and Constance Carpenter. Directed by V.
Gareth Gaudrey.

"The Scoop," by John Drinkman. (Cast to

be announced later.)

In the "Thrill-o-Drama" group there will

be ten pictures, four of which are scheduled

as "specials." Story material, casting and

production of which will start in three

weeks in Hollywood, is as follows

:

"Air Police." by Arthur Hoerl ; "Hell Bent

for Frisco," by Gene Pritchard; "First Aid."

by Michael L. Simmons ; "Hell Skipper," by
H. G. Wilson ; "Casey Jones Jr.," by Gregory
T. Kelsey; "Is There Justice?" by Francis

Packard ; "Cheyenne Kid," by Arthur Hoerl

;

"Xeck and Neck," by Thornton Churchill

;

"Swanee River," by Roger W. Sherwood:
"Mounted Fury," by G. Evarts Spence. The
four designed as specials in the above group
are: "Air Police." 'First Aid," "Casey Jones

Jr." and "Is There Justice."

Of the second group. "Air Police" and "Hell

Bent for Frisco" have reached the continuity

stage, with casting to begin in two or three

weeks. George W. Weeks will supervise pro-

duction.

Dirty Crack
Hollywood—It was at Malibu, where

Coast notables watch the Pacific
waves go wild.

"Let's give an amateur show for a
gag," somebody said to the marquee
lights assembled.
"Yeah," replied a wit in the corner,

"You'll have plenty of talent to draw
on."

Lots of College

Atmosphere on
Theatre Golfie

Ann Arbor, Mich.—The Michigan here

is operating a complete indoor golf course
for the free use of patrons.

A course of 15 holes, each one of which
is original in design with the Michigan
management, has been built by house me-
chanics and electricians in the basement of

the 2,200-seat house. Clubs and balls are
furnished by a local sport shop and patrons
who have paid their admission at the box-
office may either go directly into the the-

atre and see the show, playing golf later,

or they may play as long as they desire

before going into the auditorium. Which-
ever they do, they get one thing free, Ger-
ald Hoag, manager, points out.

The indoor course is proving popular
with the student patrons from University of

Michigan and so far seems to be an answer
to the serious competition being offered by
the outdoor courses in the city. Several

indoor courses are being built in the vicin-

ity, all having the usual green fees.

The Michigan course has been designed
with a university theme, particularly as re-

lating to athletics. Hazards include shooting
through baseball masks, football helmets and
tennis nets. To make the seventh hole it is

necessary to hit the top of a beer keg just

right. If successful, the shot drops through
to a spigot and out into a beer mug. The
last hole can be made only if the player

rings the bell on a suspended model of a
Phi Beta Kappa key.

Two long corridors and two large rooms
are used for the course, which was set

down on the cement floor by means of drills

and toggle bolts.

Hayes Denounces Rumors
Will H. Hays this week denounced as

"utterly without foundation" reports from
abroad that the recent rioting over the pres-

entation of German talkers in Prague were
instigated by importers there of American
films.

"Such accusations are absolutely base-

less," he said. "I believe every factor in the

German motion picture industry will join us

in resenting such absurd reports, which can
only spring from a desire to affect the very
cordial relations that now exist between the

American and German film industries."

Denny Opposite Pickford
Hollywood—Reginald Denny is to play

opposite Mary Pickford in "Kiki."
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npHE "It" girl, Clara Bow, takes a whirl at
A a game of blackjack at Calneva, Nevada,

and finds out how much she doesn't know
about gambling. She "thinks" that she is play-

ing with 50-cent chips and they turn out to be

$100 ones. She gives the manager of the gam-
bling resort checks bearing only her signa-

ture. "You fill them out!" she says.

And whew! When the checks arrive at

Clara's bank they call for $13,900. And, of

course, Clara doesn't want to pay.

It's costly experience if, eventually, she must

part with that much money.

With her at Calneva were Clara's secretary,

Miss Devoe, Rex Bell and Will Rogers.

Around Rogers, Clara and Bell is a lot of

public illusion. They worked hard to create it.

The public needs its illusions. That is the

service actors and actresses do for the world

—

create illusions for humdrum lives. They

ought to cherish the fictional characters they

build in the public mind.

And the public doesn't like to picture its

idols around gambling tables. Actors and ac-

tresses lose something intangible when such

stories become public property, even though

they "break the bank," as one of the Dolly

Sisters has done frequently at Monte Carlo.

And illusion, after all, guarantees their box-

office receipts.—A'. Y. Mirror.

Tlieij saij

Once they get an actor mixed up with

a certain set of people in the movies,

he is there for life. And so we have

William Powell, than whom there is no

better motion picture actor, in another

story about "the law." After doing the

Philo Vance series and that excellent

film, "Street of Chance," we thought

Paramount might let Bill associate with

some honest people for a change, but

"Shadow of the Law" finds him back

among convicts and policemen.

—

Life.

Gloria Swanson and her Marquis arc

about to go to court after being married

six years. It seems that Miss Swanson has

been violating one of the rules of Holly-

wood, paying too much attention to pictures

and not enough to divorce.—N. Y. Post.

Among other photoplay anecdotes is the one

that involves Arthur Caesar, formerly of the

Hardened Artery, but now Hollywood's best

professional insulter. An independent movie

producer was worried about his first film, so

he summoned Caesar for counsel. In the pro-

jection room, after the chin-ema had been run,

he said: Nu? Wot have you got to suggest?"

"You have a fortune in that movie," said

Arthur without revealing any emotion.

"How do you mean?" asked the man.

"Cut it up," was the devastating retort, "and

sell it for mandolin picks."— A'. )'. Mirror.

Joke
Cincinnati.—The Motion Picture

News news hound, desiring to get

both sides of the picture, was re-

cently interviewing the operator of

a pee wee golf course. Among other

pertinent questions he asked, "How's
business?"
"Great," came the quick response

from aforesaid purveyor of diminu-
tive amusements. "You see minia-

ture golf is really a necessity. Peo-
ple simplv must have their bread and
nutter."

All Greek to Them
Tarpon Springs, Fla.—N. V. Darley,

who has operated the Royal theatre

here for the past two years, handed
over the keys and all the equipment
to the landlord this week in return
for a release of his lease, and walked
out. The population of Tarpon is

about evenly divided between Ameri-
cans and Greeks, the latter control-

ing the big sponge industry here, and
while the Americans demand the talk-

ing pictures, the Greeks prefer the
silent, so the business is not sufficient

to keep the house out of the red.

A RECENT visitor to Hollywood severely

states that the natives have but two top-

ics of conversation—the movies and bootleggers.

Clive Brook remarks defensively that he has

heard Hollywood gatherings discuss other sub-

jects, among them dandruff! But there is one

topic of unfailing interest and charm, suitable

to any place, any company, both sexes, ever

fresh, ever thrilling—and that is "diet." There
is probably no place in the world where so

many diet experiments are tried. In Hollywood,
if you take care of the pounds, the pence will

take care of themselves. The camera has a way
of exaggerating size without mercy. One po-

tato, recklessly indulged in, may cost a con-
tract. "If I eat a chocolate cream, it shows in

my next picture," moaned a film flapper recent-

ly. Almost all studios include a "weight clause"

in their contracts. If the player passes the pre-

scribed poundage, the contract is void.

—

Motion
Picture.

The producer must not only construct

the big thing but he must let the exhibitor,

large and small, have it on terms and con-

ditions that will give the latter a thing
chance to survive. It is only through this

answer to the vital need of the hour, unit

the motion picture industry continue to pro-
gress and prosper.—M. P. Record, Seattle.

THERE is one man in Hollywood who dares
to be himself. And is.

He leads his own life, in the way he likes

to lead it, and lets the rest of the world go bye-
bye.

He doesn't care what people say, or think,

or do, or do not do.

He never does anything because it is "being
done."

He is himself in his personal—very personal

—life, and he is himself in the studio and on
the screen.

He doesn't give a rap for publicity of any
kind, and has to be bound and gagged before
he'll give an hour to it now and then. He's
completely un-self-conscious about it all. He
doesn't give his life or his habits of living any
label or handle, and he doesn't thank anyone
else for doing it for him.—M. P. Classic.

1 these two beautiful sisters whose faces grace
the most important flickers. Their own domestic
unions were of short duration and they have
no qualms as to just whose home they invade
with their charming ways. They have no
scruples about their conquests, and one of them
is rapidly getting a Hollywood reputation for

being none too discriminating as to where she

scatters her affections.

However, one would think that even these

two could be depended upon to keep hands off

the husbands of their best friends. Not them I

One of them is being talked about all over the

film colony because of the frequency with which
she is seen in the company of her dearest girl

friend's husband. The two women knew each
other and were so chummy long before either

of them never went to Hollywood, but that's in

the past now and there is open warfare.

The sister of the intruder pulled another
similar stunt last season. She had plenty of

admirers, but she had to choose the man who
was engaged to one of the girls in her little

circle. The victim in this instance was in

plenty of trouble at the time and needed all

the help which a big, powerful prospective

husband is supposed to extend on such an oc-

casion. But he, too. became enamored of the

enticing little thing and left his own girl friend.

Subsequently he got the air from her, but too

late to do anything about his own blasted ro-

mance. Count that cinema season lost when
these sisters don't pull something on their

camera friends.

—

N. Y. Graphic.
* * *

A well known writer has devised a
means of beating the high cost of mo-
tion picture living. For a year he has
been living in a house in Beverly Hills
that rents for four hundred dollars a
month without paying a cent for it. He
has an invalid staying with him, and he
claims that the owner can't evict him
while there's a sick person in the fam-
ily. So that's that. Other Hollywood
film writers are planning to adopt in-
valids, it's rumored.

—

Talking Screen.
* * *

Those inscrutable ways of Providence

!

Haven't we all been bewailing the pernicious
influence of Broadway on the youthful and
inexperienced talkie? Haven't we been deplor-
ing the latter's readiness to ape the ways and '

habits of the stage, while suppressing the
promptings of its own cinematic nature? To-
day we have to admit that Broadway's influence
has not been all for the bad. With the milk of
Broadway dialogue Hollywood has been obliged
to imbibe some of its intelligence as well. No
doubt, in the perspective of even a few years
Broadway successes are apt to lose a great deal

of their glamour. But in one respect they are
undeniably superior to Hollywood creations

:

they represent adult standards of intelligence if

not always of artistic appreciation. Injection
of intelligence into pictures by means of dia-
logue may not be an unmixed blessing from the
point of view of future developments, but the
future will take care of itself. For the present
it is a relief to encounter pictures which are
not made expressly for the juvenile mind.—
The Nation.
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^T1CE leedle yarn about one of the big Broad-
I way boys who came out to write dialog on

the XYZ lot. His script was O.K.—swell, in

fact—and the picture was shooting when the

big execs took a look at the rushes and decided
that one scene was all wrong. Hurry call to

the dialog writer to do his stuff that night. All

work suspended until he should bring in his

script in the morning. The middle of the next
afternoon the high priced dialog writer crawled
back on the lot, weary and red eyed—but not
from burning the midnight oil. He'd been burn-
ing up something quite different, and he didn't

have a line of dialog to show for it. Execs
surrounded him anxiously. "Where iss the new
version? Let's see it, queek!" The big writer
looked at them sadly. Tears came to his eyes.

"Men," he said magnificently, "I haven't got it.

It wasn't good enough ! So I tore it up." Did
they believe him? Sure. Wasn't he a genius?
Weren't they paying the fellow a number of

grand a week? Sure they believed him. Nice
leedle yarn, eh? And if you don't believe it,

it merely proves that you simply don't know
your Hollywood.

—

Talking Screen.

If the motion picture industry and the
amusement business in general is in

need of any one thing, it is a tolerant
and boosting attitude of the press. If

criticism is not constructive, it should
be withheld. The best brains possible
are being employed in the industries,
whose success is the result of courage-
ous trial and error, the "do and dare,"
which has brought unquestioned pros-
perity despite knocking, ridiculing and
sarcasm. It is noteworthy that not a
single one of these horned and barbed
vitriol throwers has elevated himself
correspondingly.

—

Inside Facts, Los An-
geles,

* * *

Strange things transpire under the Holly-
wood sun but none are stranger than the

determination of the folks who make the

movies to be different at all costs. The
insistent struggle for distinction is as un-
ending—and quite as important—as the

fight to the top. The crest of individuality

is the peg over which publicity, public

attention and other what-nots, so dear to

the heart of the actor, is draped. Thus,
Clara Bow dyes her hair flamingo; Alice
White goes sockless: Joan Crawford car-

ries dolls; Ruth Roland zvears tiaras;

Charlie Farrell owns a Ford.—Screenland.

Many and devious are the ways in
which the American film producers are
tackling what probably is the most dif-

ficult problem of the moment—the sec-
ond conquest of the foreign market.
In several of the larger studios consid-
erable activity is to be observed in the
special departments created for the
emergency. Others are trailing along,
watching closely, waiting to see what
happens before following the leader.
And things should be happening very
soon.—Baltimore Times.

Force of Habit
Hollywood—A bunch dow nat Mal-

ibu was digging into one of the Sun-

day night snacks that the habitues of

the beach colony throw for their

guests.
Included was a young juvenile who

is about to get his first real break via

a big picture shortly to make its debut.

He was eating, drinking or sipping his

soup standing.
"Why not sit down," someone in-

quired.
"I've been walking around so long

looking for a job that I don't know*

how," was the snappy rejoinder.

HP HERE is every reason to believe that

within a year movies will not be of the

same monotonous form and character. At the

present time the large companies have suc-

ceeded in producing their movies with rigid

constructions. The actual form, the technique

of the film, has no more variation from day
to day than a Ford chassis. Occasionally some
daring producer will tack on a cigar lighter,

a new coat of paint, or an extra tire, but the

form of the movie has, with a few rare excep-

tions, remained static ever since Hollywood
began its great era of sound. Strangely enough
even the public seems to have felt the mo-
notony despite the theory that nothing is too

terrible for a movie fan. Whatever the

reason, the great corporations have discov-

ered suddenly that the gold is not cascading

into the cashier's drawer as it once did.

(An unnamed New York bank) has issued

a report on the infant industry, character-

izing it as a mushroom growth, unsound
and risky. All of which is no news to the

producers. But it may bring home to the

gentlemen once again that, despite the

opinion of the Supreme Court, in which the

august jurists held the movies were "con-

cerned with industry—not with art, news or

opinion,'' even the most loyal movie fan needs

some meat along with his cheap pastry.

—

Judge.

THE Paramount Department of Nomencla-
ture lets it be known that Charles Ruggles,

who has been agreeably inoffensive until now,

will henceforth be known as "Charlie" Ruggles.

The change, announces the studio lord chamber-

lain, was effected "virtually by popular request,"

Mr. Ruggles acceding graciously to public im-

portuning.

Well. Let's go a little farther along this

route and see what else can be done in changing

or expanding the labels of some of the better-

known players. "Georgie Porgie" Bancroft

sounds feasible. Louis ("Cuddles") Wolheim
and "Davie" Torrance have possibilities. "Ray"
Novarro, "Bennie" Lyon, "Maisie" Pickford,

"lackie-Boy" Oakie, "Teddie" Lowe, and

"Bazzie" Rathbone are some of the names

which may leap out at you from the billboards

unless, as a member of the somewhat vaguely

denned public which governs such matters, you

register a protest with the chaplain of your

nearest cinema house.

—

Cenema, Neiv York.

* * *

"More often than not the picture ad-

vertised as risque in the lobby is found

to be wholly innocuous, and, it may be

added, to the disappointment of a large

part of the audience. Obviously, the lay

censors of our films go no farther into

the subject than the theatre lobby.

"Irreconcilable enemies of censorship

are in accord with this new policy of

honest advertising. They criticize the
movie industry for permitting such a

short-sighted policy to survive so long,

for they must have known that through
it they were playing into the hands of

the censorship crowd. . . ."

—

Asbury
Park, .V. J., Press.

* * *

"Figures don't lie, but liars do some
nifty figuring."

Which has to do directly with the figur-

ing by some of the industry's leaders with

reference to the actual position of the in-

dependent theatre owner in the motion pic-

ture industry.

If all independent theatre operators were
properly organized, there would be no need

for the present controversy over the true

position of the independent vs. the producer-

chain operator.—Greater Amusements, Min-
neapolis.

One can no more speak of bad music
than one can speak of bad sunshine; there

is no such thing.—DeCasseres in Life.

"Chattering in the audience drowns
a lot of the ' sound during a talkie

film," says a critic. But not nearly
enough.—London Humorist.

* * *

Currently the most popular movie stars, ac-

cording to the verdict of the box offices, are

the following

:

Paramount—Clara Bow, Buddy Rogers and
Nancy Carroll. M.-G.-M.—Greta Garbo, Norma
Shearer and Ramon Novarro. R.-K.-O.—Bebe
Daniels, Richard Dix and Sue Carol. Pathe

—

Ann Harding, Helen Twelvetrees and Constance
Bennett. Fox—Janet Gaynor, Charles Farrell

and Fifi d'Orsay. Universal—John Boles. First

National—Richard Barthelmess, Doug Fair-

banks, Jr., and Loretta Young. United Artists

—Chester Morris, Ronald Colman and Joan
Bennett.

—

N. Y. News.

Since the war, Hollywood has been all

cluttered up zvith royalty. Honest-to-

goodness ex-Highnesses are hidden in the

spinach. And there's a phoney prince for

every premiere. But this didn't prevent

a lady celeb seeker from trying to impress

Alice Joyce, ivhom she met for the first

time.

"Why," said the lion-hunter to the

aristocratic Alice, "I actually dined with

a Russian Grand Duke!"
"Really?" replied Alice, "I teas more

forutnate. I didn't!"—Talking Screen.

She Knows
Hollywood — Instead of starting

scenes with the command, "camera,"
Paul Stein, now directing Constance
Bennett in "Sin Takes a Holiday" for

Pathe, calls "shoot."
Rehearsal was about to begin for a

love scene in a boudoir.
"Are we ready?" called Stein. "Then

shoot!"
"Gee!" whispered an excited extra

girl. "The husband must be coming
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Before the "Mike'

In N. Y. Studios

MONROE SHAFF, assistant production

manager to Sam Sax, pinch-hitter for

Stuart Stewart, casting director and holder of

many other exalted titles and aliases, has

branched out as an author, and in collaboration

with Stanley Rauh, staff writer at the Warner
Brooklyn studio, has written a variety entitled

"The Big Shot." Roy Mack directed.
* * *

As we strolled onto the main stage t'other

day where bigqcr and better Vitaphone shorts

are made, the hisses and boos which we heard

reminded us of the time we walked a batter

with the bases full, forcing in the winning run.

But it turned out that the boys were not in

the throes on my behalf but had been told to

do so for sound effects during shooting on

"Revenge Is Sweet," a Vitaphone burlesque on

the showboat tnellerdrama of the good old days

when a paddle wheel did not necessarily mean
a raffle game at tlu\ county fair. Burnet Her-
shey wrote this one, which includes in the cast

Barbara Weeks, King Colder, Leslie Adams
and about sixty others. Alf Goulding directed.

* * *

Add similes: As helpless as Murray Roth
without his cane, Ed DuPar minus his cigar-

ette holder, Harold Levey without a piano,

Stuart Stewart without his pinc-nez.
* * *

Weare Holbrook, newspaper man, short story

zvritcr and creator of "Clarence,'
1

the Herald-
Tribune comic strip, has been added to the

Warner Vitaphone scenario staff at the Flat-

bush plant. There are nozv five zvriters here,

the others being Stanley Rauh, Burnet Hershey,

A. D. Otvos and Casey Robinson, the latter

recently imported from Holivivood.
* * *

After a prolonged vacation in California,

Frank Orth, who has made more Vitaphone
varieties than any other actor, has come back
to Jimmy Walker's much harrassed environs

where Murray Roth has planed a number of

new shorts in which Frank and his wife, Ann
Codv, will appear.

* * *

Ina Claire, 'who is playing an important role

in "The Royal Family," now almost completed

at the Paramount New York studios under the

co-direction of Cyril Gardner and George Cu-
kor, threw a party at her estate in Connecti-

cut, numbering among her guests Lavis Mile-

stone and members of the cast of "The Royal
Family."

* * *

Larry Kent, head of Paramount short subject

department, flew to the Yale game last week.
* * *

Austin Parker, staff zvriter at Paramount*

s

Long Island plant, and his wife, Miriam Hop-
kins, are back in town after a Hvo-iveek so-

journ in Bermuda.
* * *

The Paramount studio publicity department,

under Al Wilkie, has been augmented by the

addition of Morris Helprin, former assistant

to Mordaunt Hall of the New York Times,

and Don Pond, formerly on the staff of the

Morning Telegraph.
* * *

Frank Cavett directed the Nancy Carroll

skit which will be used m conjunction with
Miss Carroll's personal appearances. Frank
made good use of his stage experience.

* * *

Tentatively titled "Two Against Death,"

Nancy Carroll's latest opus will get under way
Oct. 20 under George Abbott's direction. Nor-
man Foster, who is returning from a round-
the-world trip with his wife, Claudette Colbert,

will play opposite Miss Carroll.

PINCUS.

SeesExtendedRun
As Prosperity Sign
Growth of extended run policies in cities

large and small throughout the nation dem-
onstrates the strides being made toward re-

turn of prosperity, in the opinion of C. J.
Scollard. executive vice-president of Pathe.

He believes that "pros-
perity is here" and cites

a recent national sur-

vey he made to prove it.

Taking the company's
picture, "Holiday," for

the test, Scollard made
a cross-country check-

up on bookings, which
emphasized the grow-
ing tendency toward
longer runs. The pic-

ture, which now is in

its ninth week at Los
Angeles, has played

two, three and four

weeks in many spots,

where single week bookings were the rule.

There are many instances of the picture

getting a full week in split-week nouses.
Scollard says that the public is prone to

neglect theatrical entertainment in times of

industrial stress, and feels that the grosses

being obtained constitute "an obvious sign

of prosperity."

C. J. Scollard

Abilene "Blue" Jam Ends
With House Dark Sundays
Abilene, Tex.—Texas' old-time "blue

laws." nearly a century old, have won out
in a legal battle between city authorities

and a local theatre. An agreement has been
reached whereby the theatre will remain
closed on Sundays. Under the agreement
the city will dismiss all court actions pend-
ing against the theatre management which
grew out of Sunday shows.
The theatre in turn will dismiss an in-

junction proceeding challenging the right
of the city to close the theatre on Sundays
and a damage action against a local police-
man.

School Shows Hit
Toronto—The Ontario department of ed-

ucation has ruled that halls in school build-
ings for which annual Government grants
are made are not to be rented to outsiders
for performances of any kind. This has shut
off a considerable number of school halls
in which picture and other shows were be-
ing presented with regularity. The Gov-
ernment has adopted the policy that exhib-
itors taking out annual licenses for their
theatres are entitled to protection.

Finish Four Varieties
Continued activity at the Brooklyn Vita-

phone studio this week has resulted in the
completion of four more varieties with
prominent Broadway celebrities in the casts.

The four are "Envy," the cast including
Eric Dressier, Romnev Brent and Madge
Evans: "The Darling' Brute," a slapstick
comedy featuring Jack Hazzard; "The
Naggers Go South," starring Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Norworth, and a musical subject fea-
turing Henry Santrey and his Soldiers of
Fortune.

High and Low

On Music Row

SAM SERWER, in charge of publicity for

all Warner music subsidiaries, has found a
new way of creating a favorable impression of
songs featured in forthcoming Warner attrac-

tions by sending advance copies of sheet music
to reviewers of newspapers. Sam claims that

the reviewer invariably takes them home and
hears them played, thus getting a better slant

on a song than if he merely hears the number
for the first time in a picture which, being
under close scrutiny, demands all of his atten-

tion.
* * *

Robbins Music Corp. has started a campaign
on several songs from current M-G-M produc-
tion which include "Go Home and Tell Your
Mother," from "Love in the Rough" ; "Sing a

Happy Little Thing," from "Dough Boys"
and "Just a Little Closer," from "Remote
Control."

* * *

Phil Kornheiser, for the past 21 years pro-
fessional manager for Leo Feist, has gone into

business on his own with offices at 745
Seventh Ave.

* * *

Popular Radio Hits Corp., a »ii?zf firm in the

music publisher ranks, has started off with
"Will You Be Hating Me Tomorrow For Lov-
ing You Tonight," written by Jean Herbert,
A! Koppell and Irving Actman. Organists

find that it mokes a fine follo-w-up on "Dancing
with Tears in My Eyes."

* * *

This looks like a great year for John W.
Green, Paramount staff composer. With
Libby Holman doing "Body and Soul" in

"Three's a Crowd/' Marion Harris will fea-

ture his latest composition, "Mannequin," in

"The Second Little Show." Edward Heyman
wrote the lyrics for both songs.

* * *

Joe White, silver-masked tenor of N.B.C.,
says that two of his Scotch friends have taken

up miniature golf because they only walk short

distances and save shoe-leather.

* * *

George McConnell and Al Bryan feel confi-

dent that their new song, "I'm Lonesome in

Your Arms," recently published by Irving

Berlin, is headed for the big time.

* * *

Morrisson Music Co. has moved from 145

West 45/ft St. to 1587 Broadway. It's latest

song, "East of the Western Sea," written by
Betty Morrisson and Albert Helfman, is

beginning to show up in a favorable light.

* * *

DeSylva, Brown & Henderson have just

released the songs featured in the Fox produc-
tion. "Just Imagine." written by Buddy G.

DeSylva, Lew Brown and Ray Henderson.
The songs are "You Are the Melody," "Old-
Fashioned Girl" and "Never Swat a Fly."

Bobby Crawford, president of the firm, is back

at the helm after having been on the coast for

the past vear.
* * *

Remick is "among those present" with "If I
Could Be With You" one of the most popular

tunes on the air.
* * *

Universal Music Co. has several potential

hits in "Can't We Be Sweethearts Again?",
"1 Wonder Where My Cinderella Can Be" and

"Let's Take the Whole World for a Ride,"

featured in the LTniversal Picture, "See

America Thirst." Lou Handman and Bernie

Grossman wrote these numbers.
THE SONG SLEUTH
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Projectionists' Round Table

THE impedance characteristic of the

series resonant circuit is untilized in prac-

tice to bypass current around some other

unit in the associated system. This character-

istic can be illustrated by showing the relation

between frequency and impedance and between
frequency and current flow.

Take as the basis, a circuit such as that

shown in Figure 63A. The individual reactance

variations of L and C are shown in Figure 64,

illustrating that at some value of frequency.

ioohms

^VW\_
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u

t = ioov
60 CYCLES

FIG. 63 A

Xl = Xc, and the total impedance is that of

the resistance R. For all other frequencies

higher and lower than resonance, the remainder

of Xl— Xc is some finite value, either nega-

tive or positive in design, depending upon
whether the capacity reactance or the inductive

reactance predominates.
This impedance characteristic is best illus-

trated by means of the curve shown in Figure
65. Here we find the impedance plotted on
the ordinate axis and the frequency plotted on
the abscissa. The latter is classified in three

ways, "Resonance" at the point O, and a range
"lower" than resonance and a range "higher"

than resonance. At resonance the impedance is

lowest, but it does not reach zero because of

the resistance R illustrated in the original cir-

cuit. For some frequency either side of this

resonant point the impedance shows an increase.

Now, if this curve is inverted, it can be used
to indicate the current w,hich would flow
through that circuit when it is connected to a
source of constant voltage but variable fre-

quency. This is shown in Figure 65A. The
ordinate now bears the current designation and
the abscissa bears the frequency designation.

The latter is identical to that shown in Figure
65. If these two curves are associate, the re-

lation between impedance and current flow be-

comes evident, and the same is true of the re-

lation between current flow and frequency. The
current is maximum at resonance and decreases
for frequencies above or below resonance, al-

though the voltage at the source remains con-
stant at call frequencies.

Now this curve is of value when we con-
sider the application of the series resonant cir-

cuit to bypass current around another element,
as for example in figure 65B. Here we note
a source of voltage, this time the phonograph
pickup unit, indicated as PH. This device is

connected to the primary of the input trans-

former connected to the amplifier. The primary
winding is designated at TP. If we assume
that this generator (PH) causes the flow of

current through TP at various frequencies and
we desire to reduce the current through TP at

one frequency, we can connect a series resonant
circuit LC in shunt with TP and realize upon
the operation shown in Figure 65A.
That is to say, the current flowing through

LC, due to the voltage generated in PH, will

^By John F. Rider*

depend upon the frequency of the voltage. If

it is the resonant frequency and the impedance
of LC is lower than that of TP at that fre-

quency, most of the current will flow through
LC. For frequencies higher and lower than the

resonant frequency, the bypassing effect of

LC will decrease. If the frequency of the
voltage is sufficiently far removed from the

resonant frequency of LC, the presence of LC
will have no effect upon the current passed
through TP. Thus, the series resonant cir-

cuit will serve to filter one frequency and keep
it out of the associated circuit.

Such is the purpose of the scratch filter and,
as a matter of fact, such is the usual design of
the scratch filter. Now, if we assume that the

circuit LC in Figure 65B has no resistance, it

constitutes a practical short circuit upon TP
at the resonant frequency, be that value 500,

2,400 or 8,000 cycles, and no current flows

through TP at that frequency. Sometimes it

is not necessary, in other applications, to by-
pass all current. In some instances, as for
example in speaker circuits, the required con-
dition is the reduction of the current through
speaker winding, thereby reducing the volume
of sound at that frequency. Perhaps this re-

duction is 50 per cent. In other words, be-

cause of the characteristic of the amplifier

or the speaker, the normal current through the

FReatUENcr
R<*.G4

speaker must be reduced from .005 ampere to

.0025 ampere.
Such a series resonant circuit enables the re-

duction of the current at the predetermined fre-

quency without interfering with the current
through the speaker at other frequencies. In

such cases, it isnecessary that the resonant
circuit have the correct impedance with respect

to the impedance of the speaker coil so that

the required division of current take place. Such
a condition is shown in electrical form in

Figure 65C, where R will represent the im-
pedance in ohms of the filter circuit and Rl
will represent the impedance of the speaker
coil. By correctly apportioning the filter im-
pedance, any division of current may be se-

cured.

The correct impedance for the filter system
is secured by the use of a separate variable re-

sistance R in Figure 65D, or if the D.C. re-

sistance of L is sufficient, by utilizing this re-

sistance as the resistance R. Thus, if the

impedance of the speaker coil is 10 ohms at

5.000 cycles and the current is as stated, the

value of the shunt impedance to reduce the

speaker current at 5,000 cycles or .0025 am-
pere would be 10 ohms. An approximation of

the division of the current between the imped-
ance of the load and the impedance of the
filter can be secured from the simple relation.

Zr
ItX

Zr-f-Z
where Zr is the impedance of the filter and Z
is the impedance of the load. It is the original
total current which flowed through the speaker
before the filter was applied. Thus if It is .005

ampere, Z is 10 ohms and Zr is 10 ohms, the
current through the speaker coil is

10

.005 X = .0025 ampere
10+10

There is another means of applying the series

resonant circuit for the purpose of controlling

the current feed into a circuit. This is shown
in Figure 65E. Here the circuit is in series

with another element and, while the impedance
characteristic of the resonant circuit remains
as before, the effect of its use is changed. As
was shown in Figure 65A, the current through
the circuit is maximum at resonance. Hence is

LC in Figure 65E are of such values that the
presence of the other winding has no effect

upon resonance, the LC circuit will allow the
flow of current at resonance into the winding,
but will reduce the current at all other fre-

quencies.

Voltage Step-Up in Series Resonant Circuit.
—-As to the property of voltage step-up secured
with the series resonant circuit, it is applied

in certain audio amplifiers to secure better or
greater response upon one frequency or a nar-
row band of frequencies. It is a bit prema-
ture to discuss this subject at this time, but
more detailed data will be published supple-
mentary to what is included at this time. The
circuit employed in the audio amplifier is like

that shown in Figure 63A, except that the

input circuit of the amplifying tube is con-
nected across the inductance L, as in Figure
65F. The voltage is secured from some source
of variable frequency. By proper apportion-
ment of the values of C and L, the voltage
across L is maintained substantially constant

LOWER t HIQHEP-
R.ESONANCE

FK5.65A

over a large range of frequencies higher than
the resonant frequency of LC. At resonance
there is available across L, some value of volt-

age in excess of that available at E, so that

This is Lesson 20 in The Rider Series on Sound Projection
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amplification is secured within the coupling

unit of which C and L are a part.

Power m a Series Circuit at Resonance.—It

has been shown that IXl = IXc at resonance

and since they are opposite in effect, the total

voltage across both elements is zero. Conse-
quently, the voltage impressed is used to over-

come the reaction of the resistance R in the

circuit. The voltage and current are in phase

and the energy dissipated in the circuit, or as

is usually expressed, the power expended in

the circuit is that developed in the form of heat

across the resistance. There is no power loss

in the capacity or the inductance. This con-

dition was illustrated in the curves published

in the preceding installment and erroneously

labeled Figure 64.

Parallel Circuit Consisting of Inductance, Ca-
pacity and Resistance.—Since capacity, induc-

andtance and resistance are individual elements,

they may be combined in parallel as easily as

in series. Such a parallel combination is shown
in Figure 66A. R is the resistance, C is the

capacity and L is the inductance. All are con-

nected between the same two points in the

circuit, consequently these elements are in par-

allel. Since they are in parallel, the same volt-

x.
fig. 65 B

age is impressed across each element and it is

possible to determine the current through each
branch by considering each element as a separ-

ate entity. Thus, if we assign the following
numerical values; R is 6 ohms, C is 50 mfds., L
is .15 henry, E is 100 volts and F is 100 cycles,

we can determine the current through each
branch. Thus

:

100
Ir = = 10 amperes

10

100
II = = 1.06 ampere

94

100

Ic = = 3.14 ampere
31.8

If the above combination consisted of three
resistances and the applied voltage were of

D.C. character, resolution of the total current
would be simple arithmetic, the sum of the in-

dividual branch currents. However, we are
concerned with A.C. and varied phase relations.

We know from past discussion that the current
and voltage are in phase across the resistance

R. On the other hand, the current leads the
voltage across the capacity and lags the volt-

age across the inductance. Such a condition was
observed in the simple series circuit. From
past discussion we further know that the re-

actions due to the presence of the inductance
and that, due to the presence of the capacity,
are in the opposite direction. Because of the
opposite effects of the current flow through an
inductance and through a capacity, that is, when
both are shown related to the same impressed
voltage, the resultant current must be the dif-

ference between these two currents. At this

time we are neglecting the current through the
resistance.

Previous mention to the current in the in-

ductive branch and the current in the capacita-

tive branch can be clarified by attempting to

visualize the conditions in the circuit. We

h
7.

3
d
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naturally have a total current which divides

between the branches in a certain manner. If

we neglect the current through the resistance

branch and appreciate that the instantaneous

effects of the inductive and the capacitative

branches are opposite, it is possible to have cur-
rent in the main circuit and no current through
the combination of the capacity and the in-

ductance in parallel.

There naturally will be current in each
branch, but since they tend to neutralize each
other, the combined current will be less than
the current in either branch. If it so happens
that the currents are equal in these two
branches, the resultant current is zero. If, on
the other hand, the value of current in one
branch is greater than the current in the other

branch, the difference between these two will

SOURCE 1 L ABSORBER
OF p OF

POWER.
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Power.

represent the resultant current in the branches.

The total current in the circuit shown in

Figure 66A i sthe vector sum of the individual

branch currents or

I« = VlR :: + (Ic— Il) s

If we substitute the numerical values of cur-

rent previously determined,

It = Vl0"-|- (3.14— 1.06)
a

= 10.2 amperes
The total impedance of the circuit is

E

I

Now, this value of 10.2 amperes is less than
the arithmetical sum of the individual branch
currents and if by chance, the frequency of the

line supply is changed to say 5S.1 cycles, at

which time the reactance of L would be 54.7

ohms and that of C would likewise be 54.7

ohms, the current in the inductive branch would

FIG. 65C

be equal to the current in the capacitative

branch and, since their directions are opposite

and they are equal, they neutralize and the cur-

rent in the main circuit would be that due to

the resistance R, namely 10 amperes and once

agains, Ohm's law would be applicable or

E
" R

Referring once more to the original solution

of the currents, the current through the capacity

is greater than that through the inductance. A
certain amount of the capacity reaction over-

comes the inductive reaction, and there remains
an amount of capacity reaction. The resultant

current represents the condition as if the com-
bination of the inductance and capacity were
a capacity only, of such value as to cause the

flow of the resultant current. This will be-

come clearer as we consider the effect of fre-

quency. At this time, we can say that if, for

example, the resultant current of the combina-
tion of L and C at 100 cycles and with the

voltage applied is such that Ic— II is equal

to 2.08 amperes, the combination of L and C
can be replaced by a capacity which when used
at 100 cycles would have a value of reactance

L

PIG 65 E

which would cause the flow of 2.08 amperes
when the impressed voltage is 100 volts. More
about this later.

If we assume for the moment that R is ab-
sent and that Xl = Xc and further that the

inductance L is free of resistance, the current
in the inductive branch would equal the current
in the capacitative branch. If they are opposite

in action and neutralize each other, there would
he no current in the main circuit. Such a con-
dition of resonance produces an effect exactly
opposite to that experienced with the series

resonant circuit. In the parallel combination
the impedance is theoretically infinite at reson-

ance and decreases off resonance. If we show
this relation in the form of curves, it would
resemble the curve shown in Figure 66B and
the current through the circuit would be as

shown in Figure 66C.
The reduction in impedance each side of the

resonant frequency* is due to the fact that off

resonance the currents in the two reactive

branches are unequal. Below resonance, when
the frequency is lowered, the capacity reactance

increases and the inductive reactance decreases

and the circuit as like an inductance. Above
the resonant frequency, when the frequency is

increased, the capacity reactance decreases and
the inductive reactance increases. Therefore,

more current flows through the capacity and
the complete circuit acts like a capacity.

When working with parallel circuits it is

customary to quote the admittance of the cir-

cuit rather than the impedance. The term ad-

mittance represents the reciprocal of the im-

pedance or
I

Y = -

Z
When working with a parallel resonant circuit

and in view of the fact that infinite impedance
is impossible, it is customary to classify the

FIG.66A FIG. 65" F
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total hindrance offered by the circuit to the flow

of current as the effective resistance which is

equal to

L in henrys * X (6.28 X F) 2

Ref f =
R in ohms

where R is the resistance of the inductance,

and F is the frequency.

The parallel resonant circuit is also a fre-

quency controlled bypass circuit ; that is, can
be applied as such. Before showing its applica-

tions it might be well to quote methods of de-

termining the constants of L and C in order
to secure resonance at some predetermined fre-

quency. The following formulae represent the

simplest means of solving for the resonant fre-

quency and neglecting the effect of the resis-

tance upon the resonant frequency. This is

possible in all audio frequency operation be-

cause of the negligible effect of R upon the con-
stants for a simple series or parallel resonant
circuit. The resonant frequency

159.2

V L in henrys X C in microfarads

1000

6.28\/L in henrys X C in microfarads

5033
F = -

VL in millihenrys X C in microfarads

159,200

F = -

VL in microhenry s X C in microfarads
If the resonant frequency and the inductance
are known, the required capacity to resonate at

the known frequency may be determined from
159.2

2

C= PXL
where C is in microfarads and L is in henrys.

The application of the parallel resonant cir-

cuit will be considered in Lesson 21.

Erratum Notice.—Two figures in Lesson 19

were designated as Figures 64. This was in

error. The correct figure t>4 is that illustrat-

ing the variation of capacity and inductive re~
sistance with frequency.
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'Casey' Citizens

Prefer Talkers

To Flesh Shows
Kansas City—The Midland theatre, first

run Loew house, eliminated its vaudeville

in June and reduced its admission price

from 60 cents top to 40 cents, telling the

public the straight picture policy and the

low admission would prevail for eight

weeks only.

The eight weeks have passed, the admis-
sion price stays at 40 cents and no one on
the theatre staff knows anything about the

return of the stage shows.
At present the Mainstreet and the Pan-

tages are the only picture houses offering

flesh entertainers, the former presenting

RKO vaudeville and the Pan using Fanchon
& Marco units. The Empress, burlesque,

is housing the Mutual wheel.

Last week the Shubert announced it would
open Oct. 6 with "It's a Wise Child." The
Orpheum, for the last two years presenting

dramatic stock, will not reopen.

Five years ago Kansas City was con-

sidered a good legitimate show town. The
last two years legitimate has had tough
sledding, although the Shubert has been
booking the best of the road companies.

Kansas Citians seem to have adopted the

talkers as their favorite theatrical fare.

Publix in Fremont
Fort Wayne, Ind.—A. M. Strauss, local

architect, has been employed by Paramount
Publix to draw plans for and supervise the

construction of a new modern theatre build-

ing at Fremont, O., which will cost ap-

proximately $250,000. The construction is

to start as quickly as possible. Other the-

atres of the firm to be built in Ohio also

will be planned by Strauss. The architect

already has completed a theatre at Ander-
son, Ind.. and his Paramount theatre of this

city is rapidly nearing completion.

Form New Company
Indianapolis—Articles of incorporation

have been filed with the secretary of state

here by the Rex Theatre Corp., having a

principal place of business in Dunkirk, Ind.

The corporation has an initial capital stock

of 1,000 shares having no declared par

value and is formed to operate a theatre

for motion and talking pictures. The first

board of directors is composed of Charles

F. Hurrle, .George W. Haskell, John A.
Melloy and George T. Whitaker.

Hit by Sign; Sues
Muncie, Ind.—Etha Keys has entered suit

in circuit court against George S. Challis,

former operator of a local theatre, asking

$5,000 for personal injuries sustained Feb.

14. She charges that while walking in front

of the theatre a sign fell striking her on the

head and shoulders permanently injuring

her. Carelessness is alleged in the fixing

of the sign.

Midnight Shows Draw
San Francisco—According to reports, the

three local Paramount Publix midnight
-hows are growing considerably in attend-

ance each week.

.STATEMENT OF THE OWNER-
SHIP. MANAGEMENT, CIRCU-
LATION. ETC.. REOUIRED
BY THE ACT OF CON-
GRESS OF AUG. 24, 1912,

of "Motion Picture News," published
weekly at New York, N. Y., for Octo-
ber 1, 1930.
State of New York,
County of New York,
ss.

Before me, a Notary Public, in and
For tilt' State and county aforesaid, per-
sonally appeared. E. J. Hudson, 729
7th Ave., New York City, who, having
been duly sworn according to law, de-
poses and says that he is president of

Motion Picture News, Inc., the Pub
lishcrs of Motion Picture News, and
that the following is, to the best of

his knowledge and belief, a true state-
ment of the ownership, management
(and if a daily paper, the circulation),
etc., of the aforesaid publication for th<
date shown in the above caption, re-
quired by the Act of August 24, 1912,
embodied in section 411, Postal Laws
and Regulations, printed on the reverse
of this form, to wit

:

1. That the names and addresses oi

the publisher, editor, managing editor,
and business managers are

:

Publisher, Motion Picture News.
Inc.. 729 Seventh Ave., New York City.

Editor, Maurice D. Kann, 729 Sev-
enth Ave., New York City.

Managing Editor, Charles F. Hynes,
729 Seventh Ave., New York City.

Business Manager, E. J. Hudson, 729
Seventh Ave., New York City.

2. That the owner is: (If owned by
a corporation, its name and address
must be stated and also immediately
thereunder the names and addresses of
stockholders owning or holding one per
cent or more of total amount of stock.
If not owned by a corporation, the
names and addresses of the individual
owners must be given. If owned by a
firm, company, or other unincorporated
concern, its name and address, as well
as those of each individual member,
must be given.)

Motion Picture News, Inc.. 729 7th
Ave.. New York City; stockholder. The
Angus Co.. 7 West 10th St.. Wilming-
ton, Del. ; stockholders. The Angus
Co.. 7 West 10th St., Wilmington, Del.;
James M. Heatherton, 239 West 30th
St., New York City; M. D. Heatherton.
239 West 30th St.. New York City
Bodell & Co., 32 Custom House St..
Providence. R. I.; William A. Johnston.
'29 7th Ave.. New Y'ork City; Joseph A
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N. J.: Rowland Co.. 560 Angel St..
Providence. R. I.; Antonio Lazo. 5 Nas-
sau St.. New York City: Frederick S
Peck. 17 Exchange St.. Providence. R.
I.; Walter B. Small. 32 Custom House
St.. Providence, R. I.; J. M. Heather-
ton Corp., 15 Exchange Place. I

City. N. J.; Harold H. Young, 32 Cus-
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3. That the known bondholders,
mortgagees, and other security holders
owning or holding 1 per cent or more
of total amount of bonds, mortgages or
other securities are: (If there are none,
so state.) None.

4. That the two paragraphs next
above, giving the names of the owners,
stockholders, and security holders, it

any. contain not only the list of stock-
holders and security holders as they
appear upon the books of the company,
but also, in cases where the stockholder
or security holder appears upon the
books of the company as trustee or in
any other fiduciary relation, the name
of the person or corporation for whom
such trustee is acting, is given; also
that the said two paragraphs contain
statements embracing affiant's full
knowledge and belief as to the circum-
stances and conditions under which
stockholders and security holders who
do not appear upon the books of the
company as trustees, hold stock and
securities in a capacity other than that
of a bona fide owner; and this affiant
has no reason to believe that any other
person. association, or corporation has
any interest direct or indirect in the
said stock, bonds, or other securities
than as so stated by him.

E. J. HUDSON,
President.

Sworn to and subscribed before me
this 30th day of September. 1930.

(Seal) MARIE HULTON.
Notary Public N. Y. County. No. 482

Reg. No. 2-H-6S1. Cert, filed in
Bronx Countv. No. 58. Reg. No.
3268 A. Certificate filed in West-
chester County.

My commission expires March 30, 1932.
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Stop Us If Were Wrong

JIMMY GRAINGER celebrated a birthday

last week by admiring that gorgeous new
office of his in the new Fox building and
reminding himself of the two-by-four he used

to occupy in the days when he handled the

Marshall Xeilan and Charlie Chaplin sales.

. . . That's a long time back.
* * *

Warren Nolan seen pacing up and down in

fr<»tt of the Ford agency in New York,

ously fingering the contract on his recent

"lisrie" purchase, and waiting to pounce doum
on the flowery-tongued salesman 'who made
the sale. . . . Warren invited two friends to

the Vale-Maryland pigskin tussle at New Haven
aturday and suggested they travel via the

new boiler. . . . They did, . . . Arriving in

New Haven nest in time. . . . for the begin-

ning of the fourth quarter.

* * *

Lester Cowan of the Academy of M. P.

Arts and Sciences* technical bureau is en-

thused over the standardization work the

organization is doing. ... He surely knows
his stuff, take it from P. A. (International

Projector Corp.) McGuire. . . . Cowan was
feted at a dinner given by the Projection
Advisory Council.

* * *

The next picture for Marion Davies will be

"The Bachelor Father." ... If you see Albert
Howson of Warners stopping in the middle of

the street to make notes on the back of an
envelope you'll know he has been invited to

address the AM PA on "The Elements of

Scenario Writing." . . . Gee, are those boys

getting the habit, too?
* * *

Most of Germany's talkers are made in a

town called Bablesburg. . . . Think up your

own wisecrack. . . . Sampson Raphaelson,
author of "The Jazz Singer," has just tucked

a Paramount writing contract in his safety de-

posit vault. . . . yirs. Howard D. Estabrook,

wife of the scenario -writer, arrived Monday
from a tour of Europe. . . . Looking out of
our window at 729 we see a 24-sheet on "What
a li'idow'" and the snipe, "Comina Soon.

Rialto Theatre." . . . And it's been playing

there for the past two 'weeks'

* * *

Radio-Keith-Orpheum opines that vaude-

ville will reach a new peak during October
and has signed up Alexander Grey and Ber-
n»ce Claire of the films. . . . Incidentally,

"Amos 'n* Andy" first picture will open in

more than 200 theatres on Oct. 25. . . .

Paul C. Hunter has become president and
publisher of Screenland and Silver Screen.
. . . Finis Fox is writing the adaptation and
continuity of "Merry-Go-Round" for Uni-
versal.

Buddy Brings Riot Call

Providence—Twenty- five cops were
required to keep mobs of feminine ad-
mirers orderly when Charles (Buddy)
Rogers made a flying visit to town in

connection with the appearance of his

film, "Follow Through," at the Para-
mount. Although it was a hurried job
of exploitation, ads not making the
papers until the day of his arrival.

Rogers jammed 'em in during his two
appearances in the evening.

Retaking Retakes
Hollywood — Mary Doran, who was

scheduled to travel to New York this
week by train, went by plane instead.
The reason for the speedier transpor-
tation was that Mary had to retake
retakes.
One day's work of remaking scenes

was needed for M-G-M's "Remote Con-
trol." The cast agreed to work Sunday
so that Mary could get off for New
York on time. The shooting started
at 8 o'clock and continued until 10 that
night. The next morning when the film
was developed it was discovered that
the shutter had stuck on the sound
track slot and none of the sound for
the whole day's work had been re-

corded. So Mary had to work again
and fly to New York in time for her
appointments.

AL { BIG BUCK) STEFFES spent several

days in Xew York during the week on
a summons from Abram F. Myers, Allied

chieftain. . . , Al left a sick bed to be on
hand in New York. . . . How he must like

trains. . . . Cunnel Cole of Texas also was
an Allied visitor, leaving on Monday to at-

tend the Michigan convention at Grand Rapids.

. . . Oscar (Tiffany) Hanson had to pass up
the Michigan sessions due to pressure of busi-

ness. . . . Harvey B. Day, veteran Educational
exec, is sporting a new brown suit. . . . Harve
always was a Beau Brummell. . . . Manne Brown
of Tiffany is in New York from the Coast,

reporting things are fine out in the Far West.
. . . Henri Ellman, veteran of the Middle West,
also is moseying along the Main Stem.

* * *

Madeline Hurlock, former heart-palpitator

for Mack Sennett, and Marc Connelly, author

of "The Green Pastures," clinched at the attar.

. . . Mike Simmons says tlutt Ruth Rolaiid,

who makes her return to the screen in "Reno,"
has come to New York solely for the purpose

of attending the preview of the film by the

prisoners in New York's "Alimony Jail." . . .

Hy Daab has turned out a 24-page press book

for "Cheek and Double Check."

Blame Winchell for this paragraph: . . .

Gene Buck, one of our betters, says he was
brought up in Detroit and brought down in

New York. . . . Con Conrad paid 10 Gs to

Fox for his release, which was accepted a

fortnight before they were plotting to offer

him twice that much to ta-ta. . . . Dolores
Del Rio has her new contract, but not for

long. ... Of the 2,000 members of the So-
ciety of Authors and Composers League only
live have delivered chin-ema successes.

* * *

Ralph Morrow, who has been doing a whale
of a job in running the southern division, is

another of the Tiffany coterie in Xew York
conferring with Sales Manager Oscar Hanson.
. . . Oscar, by the way, is preparing for a

jaunt to the Pittsburgh and Dallas conventions.

. . . Oscar Straus, Yinnese composer, is suing

M-G-M for $7,038.48, alleged to be due on his

$50,000 contract. . . . Xat Levine is getting a

lot of play in Xew York with his Rin Tin Tin
serial, "The Lone Defender. " . . . Lou B. Metz-
ger, former Universal general manager, is to

join Columbia soon, but in what capacity has
nut yet been determined.

DIDJA ever hear Milt Silver's story of

corporals and advertising managers? It's

good. Ought to have him tell it to you some-

time or other. . . . Lou Brager's idea of a

gastronomical rhapsody : A piece of cheese cake

at the Empee Club.
* * *

L. A. Young and Grant L. Cook, president

and vice-president, respectively, of Tiffany, are

to be done in oil by Al Roumano, artist and
sculptor. . . . Paramount has obtained the

screen rights to Mendel, Inc., stage play, and
the services of its co-stars, Charles Dale and
Joe Smith. . . . National Screen Service is

preparing special trailers for Hallo-ween. . . .

Frank Rogers, of Jacksonville, fla.. and J.

Real Xelh, of Columbus, O., were among the

exhibitors zvho z'tstted the Big City this -week.
* * *

Montford Steele, special sales representa-
tive for Pathe International Corp., is on the
high seas bound for London, where he will

join the forces of P. D. C, Pathe's organiza-
tion in the United Kingdom. . . . Irene
Rich's daughter, Irene Frances Rich, has
been elected president of the house of repre-
sentatives at Smith College. . . . The War-
nerites are organizing a basketball team and
challenge everyone in the industry. . . .

Send your application for games to Al Zim-
balist.

* * *

A new face at the M. P. Club: Arthur S.
Friend, he who was quondam treasurer of
Famous Players and now in the law business.
. . . The Columbians, another name for the
social club of Columbia Pictures, disport them-
selves at the Astor tonight. First annual in-
formal dance, the occasion.

* * *

Herb (Columbia Pictures) Berg hiding from
city park authorities who are hot on the trail

of "the guy" -who dug up the fairway at the
J'an Cortland Park golf links last weekend.
. . . So John Barrymore has four dogs and
eleven cats, all black.

* * *

This guy W. E. Branson of St. Louis sure-
ly is skyrocketing in the Pathe organization.
. . . Assistant to the general sales manager
a little more than a year after he entered
the business is a record. . . . "I'd rather be
with Universal looking ahead than with any-
body else looking behind," is the slogan
adopted for "Looking Ahead," snappy house
organ which Ben Grimm is editing. .

And, boy. how Carl Laemmle Jr.'s pictures
and Phil Reisman's sales organization are
putting the company ahead.

* * *

National Screen Service now is suggesting
business-building trailers for exhibitor use. .

Pat Garyn's sales gang is an up-and-comiiW
lot.

Shop Talk
Sonora, Calif.—Eugene Pallette lay

sleeping soundly in his room. The tele-
phone jingled and the hotel clerk
obeying call orders from business
managers, called him from his rest to
begin his day on Paramount's "Fight-
ing Caravans," in which the comedian
is featured with Garv Cooper, Ernest
Torrence, Lily Damita and Tullv Mar-
shall.

"Good morning; it's 6 A.M.." the
voice sounded through the receiver.
"Okay for sound," answered Pallette.
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Up the River
(Fox)

It's a Pip
(Reviewed by Red Kami)

GO out and treat yourself to a Coca Cola
in anticipation of what's coming your way.

"Up the River," a prison yarn with an entirely

new twist, is sufficient excuse for the extrava-

gance. Take it from us. We've seen; and we've

been convinced.
Maurine Watkins, playwright, who demon-

strated her cleverness when she wrote the stage

play. "Chicago." authored this original, which
gets tar off the beaten track of jail yarns and

stays that way clear through to the end.

From every angle, "Up the River" clicks.

To begin with, the yarn is there. The dialogue

does lull justice to the subtleties and twists of

the >tory. John Ford must have realized what
a fine property had been thrown into his lap.

This is reflected at every turn of his direction.

The cast, too, very patently caught the spirit

of the thing. Clear down the line and begin-

ning with Spencer Tracy, the performances are

fine, the most unimportant of the lot being

Claire Luce, musical comedy performer and
novice in talkers.

Tracy, who played "Killer" Mears in "The
Last Mile" on the X ew York stage, is

"St Louis" in the picture. Audiences won't

know who he is, but it's a cinch they will be
asking for lots more of him after "Up the

River" makes the rounds. Coupled with him is

Warren Hymer, who has been playing tough

egg roles in many talkers. They make a mar-
velous team. Both hard as nails, you see

St. Louis as the smart roughneck and Hymer
as Dannemora Dan, the dumbbell.

All through its footage, the picture demon-
strates a treatment that is rich in comedy,
pathos and irony. The yarn deals with crooks

and prisons, but the slant is new—to pictures

at least. Running all the way from straight

comedy to the sardonic, "Up the River" pre-

sents criminals for the human beings they are.

The story has St. Louis and Dannemora
break jail and then fall out when the former
doublecrosses Danny and makes his getaway,
leaving Danny to shift for himself. Dannemora
gets religion and joins the Brotherhood of Man.
The religious fervor burns until Danny spots

St. Louis riding around town in a benzine buggy
with two swell-looking gals on the leash. Then
he bursts into flame, socks St. Louis and both

are sent back to prison.

Steve, played with intelligence by Humphrey
Bogart, supplies the love interest and the dra-

matic motivation for the story. Claire Luce,

convicted on a bogus stock racket charge, falls

for him. When Steve, parole time having
arrived, leaves the prison he promises to wait

for her. In the interim, Frosby, who walked
out on Claire when the going became too hot,

gets wise to the love match and follows Steve

to his New England home, threatening to ex-

pose him to his family if he doesn't co-operate

in fleecing the local townspeople. Claire learns

of this in prison, confides in St. Louis and
Danny who tell her they'll fix Frosby so that

he won't cause any more trouble.

L'sing the annual prison show as an excuse,

they make their way out of prison, hop a

rattler and arrive in New England in time to

secure the bonds Steve's mother had turned
over to Frothy, while it is intimated that the

shark gets his just desserts at the hands of his

sidekicks who suspect Frosby was planning to

walk out on them. Their job finished, St. Louis
and Danny resume their train jaunt and return

to prison in time to win the annual baseball

game for their prison alma mater.

Into this has been injected brilliant comedy
and thrusts of satire. Tracv and Hvmer are

excellent in their character shadings. As a mat-
ter of fact, if the Fox powers are successful

A Find
Tiffany has a real find in Anita

Louise, 15-year-old player who makes
her debut in "Just Like Heaven." Miss
Louise has looks, grace, acting ability

and can sing and dance. Advance re-

port is that she scores a big hit in
"The Third Alarm," which has just
been completed. She should prove a
real bet for the company.

HYNES

in obtaining material which fits their capabil-
ities, exhibitors have a crackerjack team to
figure on for box-office drawing power with
this picture as a starter.

Iu advertising "Up the River" you have no
picture names with which to play. Sounds like

handicap, and ordinarily is. But promise some-
thin- unusual and pound that idea hard. You
won't be misrepresenting.

t artoons and newsreels suggested as com-
paumn pieces.

Produced and distributed by Fox. From original
story by Maurine Watkins. Scenario and dialogue by
M murine Watkins. Photographed by Joseph August.
Length, f.JSO feet. Running time, 92 mins. Release
date, October 12.

THE CAST
St. Louis. Spencer Tracv
Dannemora Dan Warren Hymer
Steve Humphrey Bogart
Judy Claire Luce
Pop William Collier, Sr.
Jean Joan Lawes
Jessup George MacFarlane
Edith La Verne Sharon Lynn
SHm and Clem "Black and Blue"
The Warden Robert E. O'Connor
Dick Richard Keene
Mrs. Massey

_
Louise Macintosh

Happy Johnnie Walker
Beauchamp Pat Somerset
Frosby Morgan Wallace
Mrs. Jordan Edythe Chapman
Cynthia Althea Henly
Deputy Wai*den Joe Brown

Just Like Heaven
(Tiffany)

Good Entertainment
(Reviewed by Charles F. Hvnes)

IT'S too bad that" Director R. William Neill

saw "Seventh Heaven," for he obviously has
tried to pattern this after that outstanding suc-

cess. Had he given it a different and a little

better treatment than he has, he would have had
a smash. As it is, the picture is good entertain-

ment, which will appeal to the family trade
particularly. It could be speeded up by trim-
ming.
The picture starts out slowly, but gains

momentum and has a good climax, which will

send them out pleased. One of the faults of

direction is that some of the players affect a
French accent while the others do not.

The cast is overshadowed by Anita Louise,

young leading woman, who looks like a comer.
She is not yet 16 but has all-around acting,

singing and dancing ability. David Newell is

good playing opposite. Gaston Glass gets over
a difficult part and Yola D'Avril is a fiery, if

not always convincing, Fifi. Thomas Jefferson

is effective in a brief part and the balance of

the cast is satisfactory.

The story is of the Paris streets, where
Tobey, a balloon vender, is ambitious to pro-

duce a pageant. In order to win a scholarship,

he saves his money and jealously guards his

stand, evicting all trespassers. However, he is

unable to frighten away Mimi, a little spitfire,

who is with a dog circus. He resists her efforts

at friendliness, but finally falls in love with
her. The girl's grandfather is killed in a fall

and Tobey takes the fainting girl into his room,
which he turns over to her. He secretly pays
all the funeral expenses and doctor bills and
then finances the girl's dancing lessons out of

the money he had hoarded to stage his pageant.

The girl had planned to dance in the pageant,
but accepts a theatrical offer when Tobey re-

fuses to go on with plans for the pageant. A
cafe dancer who had robbed the girl's grand-
father finances the pageant, but it is doomed
to obvious failure when the girl insists upon
doing the dance in cafe style. Tobey then with-

draws his production, but Mimi, told of Tobey's
plight, foregoes her scheduled debut to come
and dance at the pageant, which Tobey wins.

Comedy shorts needed.
Produced and distributed by Tiffany. Directed by

R, William Neill. Story and screen play by Adele
Buffington. Kdited by Charles Hunt. Sets by Ralph
De Lacey. Technical director, Andre Chotin. Photo-
graphed by Max Dupont. Length, 5,850 feet. Running
time, 65 minutes, Release date, not set.

THE CAST
Mimi Anita Louise
Tobey David Newell
Fili Yola D'Avti!

Jean Gaston Glass
Michael Thomas Jefferson
Mme. Fogharde Mathilde Comont
M. Fogharde Albert Roccardi
Pierre Torben Meye"
Dulac Emil Chautard

Feet First
(Lloyd Prod.-Paramount

)

Laughs and Thrills
(Rei'iewed by Bill Crouch )

HAROLD LLOYD'S latest talking picture,

"Feet First," combines thrills with laughs

and the result is a picture that will please any
audience. Parts of the talker are greatly remi-

niscent of "Safety Last," but with sound effects

the thrills are more clearly brought out and
are of a hair raising type that often border on

the hysterical.

With the Lloyd name—plus entertai ning

comedy—this picture is plenty of attraction for

the exhibitor. The story never lags and many
amusing complications keep the film moving
at a fast tempo. Will be excellent fare for

the better first run theatres and subsequent
bookings. The picture will hold up under
heavy exploitation as it has the goods.

The story opens with Lloyd working in a
Honolulu shoe store. His great desire is to

become a shoe salesman. When he meets Bar-
bara Kent, he starts out to do bigger and better

things. After a correspondence course study

of developing personality he becomes a sales-

man and meets with success. Striving to break
into society he visits an exclusive club where
he meets the girl and makes a good impression

upon her and her employer, Robert McWade,
who is owner of the chain of stores for which
Lloyd works.
Next we find him aboard a steamer deliver-

ing shoes. He fails to get off the boat in

time and has to stay aboard the ship bound for

the States. Lloyd spends the greater portion

of his time dodging the ship's officers. The
rest of the time he spends with Miss Kent and
in trying to find food. McWade takes a liking

to Lloyd and they are very friendly until Lloyd
by mistake gives him a loaded cigar. McWade
then becomes infuriated and tells Lloyd that

if he wishes to redeem himself he must deliver

some papers to the mainland the next day,
while the ship is two days from shore.

The ship's officers, finding that Lloyd is a

stowaway, try to catch him but he gets into

a mail sack and is put aboard the plane that

visits the ship. As a result he arrives at the

mainland on the right day. However, the sack
falls from the mail truck, onto a swin^in*4

scaffold and is hoisted up alongside a sky-
scraper. Here Lloyd gets out of the sack and
finds that he can't get on the inside of the
building. After many attempts—which are
thrilling, he gets to the top of the building
and later delivers the papers. Offered a new
job bv McWade—he proposes and is accepted
by Miss Kent.
As with most Lloyd comedies the gags are

very good and are new. The thrill sequences
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where Lloyd is on the outside of the building,

arc most spectacular and have some very ex-
citing moments. On board the ship some clever

comedy situations produce hearty laughs.

The picture is ninety per cent Lloyd who
carries the piece with little effort. Barbara
Kent. Robert McWade, Lillian Leighton and
a shurYlin' negro lad by the name of Sleep'n'eat,

are well cast and add interest to the talker.

The direction by Clyde Bruckman is above
average. He handles the comedy situations

very deftly. The photography is particularly

noticeable for its merit and adds considerable

to the picture. The story is not at all unusual,

and in several places somewhat vague. How-
ever, this fails to spoil the fun and will be for-

gotten among the laughs and chills.

Use dramatic shorts with this.

Produced by Harold Lloyd. Distributed by Para-
mount. Directed by Clyde Bruckman. Story by John
Grey and Al Cohn. Adaptation and dialogue by Felix

Adler, Lex Xeal and Paul Gerard Smith. Pnotographed
by Walter Lundin and Henry Kohler. Edited by
Bernard Barton. Length, 8,100 feet. Running time,
90 minutes. Release date, Oct. 25.

THE CAST
Harold Horne Harold Lloyd
The Girl Barbara Kent
Tanner Robert McWade
Mrs. Tanner Lillianne Leighton
End it ott Henry Hall
Mi i arson Alec B. Francis
(lullman Arthur Hausman
Sleep'n'Eat Himself

Morocco
{Paramount)

Hail a New Garbo
{Reviewed by Jack Grant)

THERE'S a new name going up in lights on
theatre marquees from one end of the coun-

try to the other. Marlene Dietrich makes an
American debut in "Morocco" that will be

hailed with superlatives which have not been

used since Garbo first swept them off their

feet
Nor does the comparison between the new

German importation and the Garbo end there.

They look and play so much alike that the

after-preview lobby chatter concerned nothing
else. Physically the resemblance is remarkable
with Dietrich, it anything, having a bit the

better of the deal in beauty. Garbo's insouciance

that approaches insolence is exactly duplicated

on the screen by Dietrich. Both radiate the

same brand of sex.

As far as can be judged by a single appear-

ance. Marlene Dietrich probably is capable of

a greater range of characterization than Garbo.

For one thing she has no accent with which
to contend. She sings with the nasal inflection

of the French, an impression heightened by the

fact that her first number in "Morocco" is in

that language. But her reading of English

dialogue is delivered in a deep-throated voice

nearly entirely devoid of the suggestion of a

I ' mtinental origin.

Although the billing of "Morocco" reads

Gary Gonper and Marlene Dietrich, both the

story values and the cutting reverse that order

oi importance. Obviously the release^ was
framed to introduce Dietrich as ostentatiously

as possible. Paramount knows full well what
a bet it has in this girl. Cooper's name will

draw patrons in, but they will leave talking

Dietrich.

The part she plays was intelligently chosen

and ably directed by Josef Von Sternberg, her

discoverer. She is essentially a woman of mys-
tery in the plot action and the past that sends

her to Morocco is never disclosed. Playing such

a role makes her personality all the more al-

luring.

The picture opens with the arrival of Diet-

rich in Morocco. Quartered there is the For

-

i
i

i li battalion to which Cooper is at-

tached. They meet -Alien she makes her fir^t

irance as an entertainer at a local cafe

Cooper is interested in her only as another of
a series of many conquests which include an
affair with a superior officer's wife.
Adolphe Menjou, as a wealthy man about

town, is also interested in Dietrich, but his in-

tentions are more honorable. Cooper is about
to desert the Legion to avoid trouble over the
officer's wife and plans to take Dietrich with
him. But, with the realization of how much
more Menjou can provide for the girl, he
changes his mind and goes into action with
his company.

Dietrich, left behind, agrees to marry Men-
jou. Their engagement supper is broken up by
the music of the returning Legionnaires' band.
She runs into the street to find Cooper and is

told he was left wounded in another town.
The report is found false when she travels

to the hospital. Cooper was transferred at his

request to another company which is moving
back into the desert the next day. Knowing
that she cannot go through with "her wedding
to Menjou, she joins the little group of women
who follow the soldiers and marches into the
desert after her man.
Von Sternberg has embellished this tale with

top-notch production values. It is slow paced,
but the spots where the picture drags will

doubtless be removed by further cutting before
release.

Splendid use of the camera has been made
to keep the tempo moving and composition and
mass details are noteworthy. Mention should
also be made of the intelligent use of sound
with superfluous dialogue eliminated. When
the characters talk they have something to say.

Cooper finds in Legionnaire Tom Brown
one of his best roles. He delivers a well con-
ceived and robust portrayal. Menjou makes a
distinguished return to American productions
and the rest of the cast are uniformly excel-
lent.

But it is Marlene Dietrich about whom the
talk will center. From every angle the picture

has been built around her. "Morocco" will

make a strong bid for position on the best

ten lists of critics at the end of the year
though it may not make much money for

Paramount. Regardless of the financial re-

turns on this initial venture, it is predicted that

*he name of Marlene Dietrich on subsequent
releases will mean real money at the box-
office.

Strong comedy support in shorts suggested.
Produced and distributed by Paramount. Directed

by Josef Von Sternberg. From the play, "Amy Jolly,"
by Benno Vigny. Adaptation by Jules Furthman.
Photographed by Lee Games. Edited by Sam Win-
ston. Length not set. Release date, December 7.

THE CAST
Legionnaire Tom Brown Cary Cooper
Amy Jolly Marlene Dietrich
La Bessiere Adolphe Menjou
Adjutant Caesar Ullrich Haupt
Madame Caesar .' Eve Southern
Corp. Tatoche Francis McDonald
Lo Tinto Paul Porassi
Col. Quinnevieres Albert Conti
Anna Dolores Juliette Compton

Sunny
(First National}

None Too Bright Musical
(Reviewed by Jack Grant)

T"*AKF. four dances by Marilyn Miller, two
* songs, a typical musical comedy plot filmed
with but slight variation of the original stage
script and you have the formula for "Sunny,"
Designed as a follow-up to "Sally," it will do
business in the spots where the former Miller
picture was successful. But chances are doubt-
ful that it will prove as sensational.

"Sunny" has been adapted to the screen with
minimum imagination. In recognition of the
public's current ukase against filmusicals, the
song numbers have been held down to a single

solo and one duet. Both are repeated a couple

of times but never accompanied by the usual

dancing-singing chorus. In fact, there is no
one even remotely resembling a chorus girl in

the production.

The dancing of Miss Miller is undoubtedly
the picture's highlight. They have been gener-
ous with her routines, giving a tap, burlesque
ballet, eccentric and an interpretative fox hunt
number. The comedy stepping is performed
with joe Donahue as partner.

Miss Miller's singing voice is recorded better

than in her previous effort, the familiar "Who"
being particularly well delivered. Her acting

has gained assurance and lost something of

its charm in the process. The two roles of
"Sally" and "Sunny" are as similar as their

titles, both falling under the general classifica-

tion of the Cinderella theme. But the appeal
of the first has not been duplicated in the sec-

ond. "Sunny" is much more matter-of-fact
and correspondingly artificial.

Little need to recount the story in much de-
tail. Sunny, a circus girl pledged by her father

to wed an Englishman she does not love, be-

comes a stowaway on an ocean liner to Ameri-
ca. On the boat is Lawrence, the man she
really loves, but, who, in turn, has a fiancee.

In order to be near him and also to be al-

lowed to enter the States without a passport,

Sunny marries his best friend, Joe Donahue.
It is marriage in name only and divorce is

quickly sought after landing. A misunderstand-
ing causes her to start back to England, but
Gray realizes Sunny is the only girl for him
just in time to stop her. The usual clinch pro-
vides a happy ending.

All this is tojd with the deadly seriousnes:

with which musical comedy books are always
filmed. On the stage such plots merely fill

the waits between song numbers. By omitting

the music on the screen, undue emphasis is

placed on story construction. It suffers ac-

cordingly.

The only two people who mean anything in

entei tairment value are Marilyn Miller and
Joe Donahue, an easy playing, likeable come-
dian. Brother of Jack Donahue who originated

the role he now plays, Joe won a long-term
First National contract as a result of this

performance. It is apparent why.

O. P. Heggie is badly cast in the Joseph
Cawthorn stage part and fails to get all his

laughs. Part of this fault must be borne by
the lack of new gags in the dialogue. Lawrence
Gray has little opportunity to be more than the

typical juvenile. The rest are bit assignments

although Judith Vosselli and Mackenzie Ward
make their roles worthwhile.

Mention should be made of the possible con-

fusion in the titles of "Sunny" and "Sally."

This is dictated by an overheard snatch of con-

versation at the preview. A woman left the

theatre remarking how she wanted her daugh-
ter, now in dancing school, to see Marilyn Mil-

ler. She was going to watch for the release

of "Sally." It might be a good thing to keep
this in mind when preparing advertising copy
for "Sunny." Stress the fact it is the second
Miller feature.

Almost anything in shorts will fit except
dancing and singing shorts.

Produced and distributed by First National. Di-
rected by William A. Seiter. From the musical
comedy of the same name by Otto Harbach, Oscar
Hammerstein II. and Jerome Kern. Adaptation by
Humphrey Pearson and Henry McCarty. Photo-
graphed by Ernest Haller. Length, about 8,550 feet.

Running- time, approximately 95 minutes. Release
date, not set.

THE CAST
Sunny Marilyn Miller
Tom Warren Lawrence Gray
Tim Deming Toe Donahue
Peters O. P. Heggie
Weenie Inez Courtney
Margaret Barbara Bedford
Sue Judith Vosselli
Wendell -Wrn<lcll Mackenzie Ward
Sam Gyde Cook
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The Big Trail
( Fox )

In-the-Bag Spectacle
\ Reviewed ''y Red Kann i

Y<
»l" remember "The Covered Wagon,
course. Here's one of the same type, pru-

duced as a spectacle de luxe, but in taller

form. It's a money picture.

As bait for the public, the picture offers

Jove interest, a hoke brand of villainy, an as-

sortment of physical thrills, production values

in large slices and comedy supplied by 111

Brendel and Russ Powell.

The hring-the-kids-back-to-the-theatres move-
ment, in particular, will get its greatest im-

petus to date from "The Big Trail," for here

is the type of picture that will make the juve-

niles remember how to stamp their feet, clap

their hands and whistle. The hero is very

much of a hero and the heroine is rich in

traditional sweetness and purity, while the

villain, right down to his bushy whiskers, is

the dirty dog you would expect him to be.

You've got to hand it to Raoul Walsh
lor his treatment. In "The Big Trail" he had

a story of epic theme. But, stripping it down
to its essentials, the yarn is in reality a West-
ern, stepped into the glorified class by virtue

of the sweep injected in the form of a pro-

duction embellishment. The director demon-
strated himself to be clever enough to follow

the traditional formula for all Westerns. That
accounts for the direct, matter-of-fact, and

even routine type of performance and ex-

plains why hero, heroine and villain play their

parts as they do.

In other words, subtleties in histrionics are

the bunk for Westerns. Walsh knew it and

sidetracked the danger of attempting other-

wise.

In story value the picture is largely a series

of episodes tied loosely together with a love

skein in which John Wayne and Marguerite

Churchill are the sweeties and Tyrone Power
head man of the crew of bad boys, in whose
ranks are Ian Keith and Charles Stevens.

You see the Eastern pioneers setting out

from Westport to make the grade of the

Oregon trail and to extend the borders of

the American republic to the Pacific North-

west.

John Wayne, ex- football player and former

technician on the Fox lot, plays the scout

who leads the pioneers through the wilderness

to their promised land. He falls for Miss

Churchill and she for him, although it takes

a lot of footage for her to admit the fact.

Keith is angling for the girl as well and almost

lands her, while Wayne and Power establish

their cordial dislike for each other at the

outset.

The scout, pledged to avenge the death of

a trapper buddy, gradually establishes the fact

it was Power who engineered the murder.

The story thread demonstrates that Power
know s of "Wayne's suspicion and arranges with

Keith to make way with the hero. Several

attempts prove abortive ; Keith is shot as he

attempts to murder Wayne and the wagon
team is carried through to the Oregon coun-

try. With the safety of the pioneers assured,

Wayne sets out in a snowstorm to avenge his

pal's murder, finds Lopez. Power's sidekick,

deserted ard frozen on the trail, and later

throws the knife that brings the villain to

:id.

It is. however, the sweep of the spectacle

and the lavishness with which the production

was made that gives it its money-making

slant WaWi went nil the way and spent

almost $2.1100.000 on the negative before the

job was over. You see innumerable covered

wagons, hundreds of extras, long and beauti-

ful "pan" shots of the wagon train on the

road. There is a buffalo hunt, the fording of

a river wherein horses and people are swept

down stream by the force of the current; a

snowstorm, a good, old-fashioned but never-
theless thrilling Indian attack on the wagons
and the lowering of wagons, cattle, women.
children and men over the mountainside that

blocks the trail to the west.
The sound effects are extremely effective.

Indian yells, the thunder of horses' hoofs, the

braying of oxen, the shots of the muleteers

—

the whole business is there. It may sound
juvenile, but to this writer the gathering of

the Indian clans, the thumping of the war
drums and the whoops of the redskins as they
prepared for battle, provided a kick that still

lingers. It's positively blood-curdling.
"The Big Trail" is Wayne's first picture,

but far from his last. The boy is tall, good-
looking and not much of an actor. At least,

not much on the basis of the picture. But his

inexperience as a trouper serves him in good
stead, since it results in an extremely natural,

if not dramatically forceful, performance. The
women will go for him without doubt. That
settles the immediate future for him at least.

Miss Churchill has little to do. She is never
called upon to do anything but the perfunctory
heroine stuff and does that satisfactorily

enough. Tyrone Power plays in the best tra-

ditions of the ten-twenty-thirty villain and, as
such, does a good job. Ian Keith, gambler
gentleman, is O. K. in a part that isn't sup-
posed to and won't elicit sympathy from the
public. El Brendel is pretty much dragged
in by the ears to supply the laughs and gets
away with the job. The mob throughout the
country has probably seen enough of him to

guffaw on sight.

Shorts showing development of Oregon
country might go very zvell as preliminary
number.
Produced and distributed by Fox. From original

story by Hal G. Evarts. Dialogue by Jack Peabody.
Mane Boyle and Florence Postal. Photographed by
Lucien Andriot for standard; Arthur Edeson for
Grandeur. Length (standard). 11.314 feet; (Gran-
deur), 14.200 feet. Running time (standard), 126 mins.
Release date, November 2.

THE CAST
Breck Coleman John Wayne
Ruth Cameron Marguerite Churchill
Gussie El Brendel
Zeke Tully Marshall
Red Flack Tyrone Power
Dave Cameron David Rollins
Pa Bascom Frederick Burton
Windy Bill Russ Powell
Lopez Charles Stevens
Gussie's Mother-in-Law Louise Carver
Wellmore William V. Mong
Abigail Dodo Newton
Sid Bascom Ward Bond
Mrs. Riggs Marcia Harris
Mary Riggs Mariorie Leet
Sairey Emslie Emerson
Ohio Man Frank Rainboth
Ohio Man's Son Andy Shufford
Honey Girl Helen Parrish

Reno
(Sono Art-World Wide)

Fair, But Has Angles
(Reviewed by Charles F. Hynes)

THIS has big exploitation possibilities due
to the title and theme, but the picture doesn't

live up to them. It's fair entertainment and
carries interest because it marks Ruth Roland's
return to the screen, but the return is not a
very auspicious one. The big angle is the title

and divorce mill slant, which can be worked
up for a big campaign.
The story hasn't a great deal of wallop, fol-

lowing fairly obvious lines. Montagu Love and
Kenneth Thompson do good work, and Sam
Hardy is okeh in a part which doesn't call for

much. The frame-up for divorce evidence is

not convincing and the court seems to take
pretty much for granted in not summoning
some o f the witnesses at the barbecue, who
would have done much to offset the damaging
evidence introduced by the scheming husband.
Ruth is the wife of a tyrannical roue (Mon-

tagu Love). Deciding upon a divorce, she leaves

for Reno with her four-year-old son. En route

she meets an old sweetheart (Kenneth Thomp-

son), who stops off at Reno, not knowing that

also is Ruth's destination. The husband appears
on the scene and begs forgiveness. This is part
of his scheme to frame his wile, lit pretends

to go back to New York, but has the maid
phone Ruth her sun has disappeared, and she
rushes home from a party m the company of

the former sweetheart. The maid, paid by the

husband, leaves the house, and Ruth is caught
in Thompson's arms, the latter having asked
her for a goodbye kiss on the eve of his de-
parture for South America. The court places
the child in the custody of a matron, pending
the divorce trial. In the interim, the husband's
duplicity is exposed and lie is killed while
speeding to kidnap the child.

( omedies needed for program balance.
Produced and distributed by Sono Art-World Wide

Pictures. Directed by George J. Crone. Story by
t

i irnelius Yanderbilt, Jr. Adaptation and dialogue
bj Harry E. Cham] lee and Douglas W. Churchill.
Photographer, not credited. Length, 7,200 feet. Run-
ning time, 80 minutes. Release date, Oct. 1.

THE CAST
Felicia Brett Ruth Roland
Alexander W. Brett Montagu Love
Richard Belden Kenneth Thompson
J. B. Berkley Sam Hardy
Ann Hodge Alyce McCormick
Tom Hodge Edward Hearn
Lola Fealey Dons Lloyd
Rita Rogers Judith Vosselli
Marie Virginia Ainsworth
Mrs. Martin Beulah Monroe
Bobby Brett Dnuglas Scott
Judge Cooper Emmett King
Prosecuting Attorney Henry Hall
Defending Attorney Gayne Whitman

Remote Control
(M-G-M)
Amusing

(Reviewed by Jack Grant)

CONSIDERING all the trouble M-G-M had
in making this Haines opus, it turned

out a pretty good little comedy. Four directors
in all tried their hands at transcribing the stage
play to the screen. It might be guessed, there-
fore, that little of the original remains.
"Remote Control" was a mystery thriller

which met with fair success on Broadway. No
element of mystery enlivens the film. Rather
is it a more or less well connected series of
gags about a wise-cracking announcer in a
radio station.

The opening is the conventional Haines
flirtation stuff. Bill is introduced as a sort of
a Merton of the Mike. J. C. Nugent, his em-
ployer, discovers him practicing talking in

approved announcer style into a dummy micro-
phone during working hours. The boss hurries
Bill out to wait on a customer, none other than
Marv Doran. Bill, as usual, flirts outrageously
with the girl, pursuing her into the street.

Here there is a whale of a laugh sequence with
an Austin. Mary gets in the car and tries to
drive away. Haines, on his knees on the curb,
pulls the tiny auto back with one finger each
time she starts off.

Bill gets fired for loafing, so trails Mary
into a radio broadcasting station. There he
encounters Charlie King, an old pal, and, inci-

dentally, Mary's brother. Charlie tells his

troubles in putting the station on a paying
basis and Bill volunteers his aid.

An advertisement for talent brings Benny
Rubin, Polly Moran, Cliff Edwards and Roscoe
Ales to apply for jobs. Each does his or her
specialty, thereby making it unnecessary for
Metro to make an all-studio revue this year.

The ad also attracts the attention of John
Miljan, head of the Ghost Gang, crooks par
excellence. Miljan sees possibilities of direct-

ing his gangsters by broadcasting instructions

and signs at the radio station as a professional
mystic and seer. This phase of the plot and
the robbery of the Junior League girls are the
only bits of business retained from the oricrinat

play. In the play, however, a mystery centered
about the leader of the Ghosts. The audience
is not in on the know as in the picture.

Haines become-* froublesome to Miljan in
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broadcasting the instructions to his mob. He
orders Bill kidnaped and plans to bump him oft'

during the gang's final bank robbery. Bill

finds a way in tipping off the police by a sei ies

of newspaper headlines. This incident is a

trifle far-fetched, but may probably go unques-

tioned by most audiences.

Nor will they notice the way in which char-

acters are introduced and dropped. Charlie

King, for example, has a few lines of dialogue

concerning the condition of business at the

broadcasting station, then sings one song •>"

the first makeshift program, and is seen no

more. Whether Haines succeeded in putting

over the station is never again touched upon.

Several other such loose tags and leads will

brand "Remote Control" as a remake to the

trade, but the public probably won't tumble.

Thev will come to laugh at the new antics of

Haines and get what they came for. As a

tailor-made vehicle for Haines the release is

exactly that. Bill has some genuinely funny

business and sells it for all it is worth. The
Austin gag is a classic. But they ought to keep

Haines "away from the dinner table. Playing

with food for laughs has occurred in so many
. >t his pictures that it is almost becoming a

trademark.
The acting honors go without question to

John Miljan. His suave work in a score of

recent films should result in a real assignment

some day. Mary Doran, at times brutally pho-

tographed, is also capable of better roles. The
rest are in and out and all delivering—Benny
Rubin, in particular, laying them in the aisles.

Eddie Nugent, listed on the cast sheet, has been

completely cut.

Edward Sedgwick is credited with direction,

being the last of a quartette to attack the

script. And his fine comedy hand is apparent.

"Remote Control," despite the trouble Metro

had with it, should prove one of the most popu-

lar of Haines releases. It tops the last three

or four with margin to spare.

Comedy shorts will have to be strong to

stand up. Musicals and novelties better choices.

I [< duced and distribtued by M-G-M. Directed

by Edward Sedgwick. From the play of the same
name by Clyde North. Albert C. Fuller and Jack

T. Xelson. Photographed by Merritt Gerstad.

Edited by Harry Reynolds. Length and running time

not set by distributor. Release date. November 15.

THE CAST
William J. Brennan William Haines

Sam Ferguson Charles King
Marion Ferguson Mary Doran
Plot. Kruger John Miljan

p Hy Polly Moran
Smedlej J- C. Nugent
Radio Engineer ..Ed. Nugent
Chief oi Police Wilbur Mack

Atlantic
'Elstree)

Misses Fire
I Reviewed by Robert Hage)

THIS British production is based on the

sinking of the Titanic by an iceberg, but

it doesn't get over. It is too casual throughout,

and. while of necessity it would have proved

difficult to weave an airtight story about the

disaster, the director, E. A. DuPont, has not

capitalized to the full the drama inherent in

the event.

The impact is a studio shot and is ridiculously

artificial, the "berg" that crashes into the side

of the liner having the appearance of a papier

mache rock. And the blow itself did not seem
to be of sufficient force to burst open the

plates. Furthermore, the steamer seemed to be

traveling sideways, or, at least, to be at a stand-

still.

Immediately after the collision life on board

seems to become more tranquil than ever. The
bump doesn't appear to have alarmed anyone,

although the captain, played by Sydney Lynn
in an atrociously amateurish manner, and Lan-
chester, the ship's officer (John Longden), talk

interminably about the affair, but do not seem

to think it necessary to tell the passengers of

the danger they are facing. The tempo at this

point is so slow that the audier.ee almost for-

gets that there is about to unfold a film recital

of one of the greatest sea tragedies in history.

The chief figures in the story are a group
of first class passengers wrho drink tea and
amiably wonder what caused the jar they felt,

although flashes of water pouring into the hold

are cut in from time to time. The ship's officer

wanders in occasionally to chat with [hem.

What the rest of the passengers are doing is

not depicted. This unusual letdown in the

drama serves to lessen interest and suspense,

so that the climax falls flat.

The picture packs a punch in the scenes

showing the passengers taking to the lifeboats,

with an officer shooting two men who try to

beat the women and children to it. In the

meantime the chief actors remain in the salon.

They have been warned that the ship is doomed
but there is little in the way of fear.

Out on the deck sits the ship's band, playing

a variety of inappropriate airs that are so mad-
deningly unmelodious and nerve-wracking that

one wonders why the musicians weren't pitched

into the sea. One rendition was "Pack up Your
Troubles in Your Old Kit Bag." But at the

end, as in the case of the Titanic sinking, they

started to play "Nearer, My God, to Thee,"
and the picture faded out without further ado.

Longden stands out as the best actor in the

cast, the others giving average performances,
including Monty Banks. The latter essayed a

few attempts at comedy, but couldn't pull a

laugh out of a New York audience. Recording
was excellent. With a more compact scenario

—the picture runs 90 minutes—and better

direction the production might have stood up
well in American houses.

Give it plenty of comedy support.
Produced by Elstree Productions. Distributed by

Harold Auten. Directed by E. A. Dupont. Adapted
from Ernest Raymond's play, "The Berg." Photo-
graphed by Charles Rosher. Running time 90
minutes. Release date not set.

THE CAST
_Min Rool Franklyn Dyal!
Mrs. Rool (his wife) Ellaine Terriss
Monica Madeleine Carroll

Lanchester (ship's officer) John Longden
Ma.iur Boldy Arthur Hardy-
Dandy Monty Banks
Captain Sydney Lynn

Service!
Reviews of the majority of features

reaching Broadway's screens appear
in MOTION PICTURE NEWS many
weeks before their initial appearance
on New York's main stem.
Theatre owners keeping a close

touch on new product, particularly
New York premieres, will find the chart
below an aid in ascertaining dates of
issues in which THE NEWS reviewed
productions in the group of current
openings:

REVIEW
PRODUCTION DATE
Atlantic This issue

Half Shot at Sunrise Sept. 27

Heads Up! Sept. 27

Her Man Sept. 13

Lady Surrenders Sept. 27

Liliom Sept. 13

Madam Satan Aug. 30

Moby Dick Aug. lfi

Office Wife Oct. 4

Once a Gentleman June 21

What a Widow Sept. 20

Whoopee July 12

Consult the Release Chart, last sec-
tion in this issue, for complete list of
features released in current months,
together with MOTION PICTURE
NEWS review dates and other im-
portant data.

Short Subjects

Pure and Simple
( Darmour-RKO)

Great Laugh Comedy
LOUISE FAZENDA has the chief rule in

this comedy, which is a sure-fire laugh

getter and will stand up in any house. Don t

be afraid to book this one, as it has plenty 01

appeal for both old and young.
The story deals with a show troupe which

becomes shipwrecked. George Chandler, Fa-
zenda and a bevy of beautiful girls are cast

upon a desert isle. The women are all after

George, who cares only for Louise. A scene

in which a giant gorilla enters the camp and
raises havoc with the castaways is a thriller.

Finale shows Fazenda left witn the gorilla as

the others are rescued.

Plenty of production value and capable direc-

tion by Lewis R. Foster make this a good piece

of entertainment. Laughs are plentiful and not

forced. Running time, 20 minutes.

Pep up your bill with it.

Red, Green and Yellow
(Paramount)

Audience Stuff

THIS short subject has an idea and that

proves its making. Lulu McConnell, al-

ways good for a laugh, in this is the much-
abused wife of a husband who figures he's the

same way. Outside their window is a police

tower with the red, green and yellow lights

blinking alternately as traffic moves in its

several directions.

In desperation the husband suggests the wife

spiel her piece when the light goes green. He
gets his rebuttal when the light goes yellow
and, regardless of where they end off, both
shut up when the light goes red. Original and
amusing idea. Directed by Mort Blumenstock.
Running time, 11 minutes.
Musical shorts and cartoons suggested as

companion pieces.

Touchdown
(Pa tin-

)

Dynamite
THIS series of six "Football With Knute

Rockne"' one-reelers started off with a

bang and looked like a box-office bet, but in

this issue, No. 4, the Notre Dame coach vents
his spleen against those responsible for putting

a curb on the shift. He names a half dozen
other universities and charges that when they
violate the rule providing for a complete stop

before the ball is passed they draw penalties

of only five yards, while Xotre Dame invari-

ably is penalized fifteen yards. His tone is

bitterly sarcastic throughout, and his invec-

tives will arouse considerable resentment, we
believe. It's not the sporting thing to do. Con-
troversy has no place in entertainment. Run-
ning time. 10 minutes.

Use your own judgment in running it.

(Continued on next pauc)

Burger Leaves to Take
Over Australian Post

Sam Burger, M-G-M district chief, has
left for the Coast on the first leg of his

journey to Australia, where he is to repre-

sent the company. He will sail from Van-
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Discontented Cowboys
(Universal

)

Gets Laughs
CHARLIE MURRAY and George Sidney,

taking a vacation on a "dude" ranch, are

forced to perform all sorts of menial tasks

in line with the owner's decision to make men
out of them. While this short possesses no
story there is a continuous succession of gags,

most of which garner chuckles with a number
of good laughs thrown in. The most amusing
sequence shows Sidney falling asleep while de-

tailed to count sheep passing through a gate.

The trick worked that time. Will be enjoyed

by all types of audiences. Directed by Albert

Ray. Running time. 18 minutes.

// yon need comedy on a bill book this one.

Voice of Hollywood, No. 20
(Tiffany)

Some Good Gags
JAMES HALL is the m.c. in this number of

the Voice of Hollywood series and surprises

by a song which was written especially for the

series and is titled "The Voice of Hollywood."
It seems that a certain song writer had been
pursuing him for days trying to get in with

his composition. Finally, he comes through a

skylight and Merna Kennedy gives him an
introduction to Hall, who sings the song. Jackie

Coogan tries vainly to tee off on a miniature

golf course, which furnishes a few laughs.

Where short novelty fits.

Knockout
(Universal)

Okay
THIS is No. 3 in the Leatherpusher series,

and it stacks up better than its predeces-
sors. With Kane Richmond as the clean-cut
pugilist and Sally Blane, Xora Lane and Joan
Marsh contributing the romance, and Sam
Hardy the laughs, this short is highly interest-

ing throughout, although we are pained to

inform you that the hero is the one who gets
the knockout. This series is being made in an
extremely intelligent manner and with produc-
tion values, and rates bookings in the best of

theatres. Directed by Albert Kelley. Running
time, 20 minutes.

A great tonic for a weak shozu.

The Village Barber
(M-G-M)
A Dandy

THE laughs are generously sprinkled in this

fine sound cartoon, being further adventures
of Flip the Frog. Except for an element of
sameness common to most cartoons, it clicks
nicely. The ending is a wow, showing the
basso of the quartette crashing through the
floor to go down after the last low note—and
coming up with it. It received a generous
hand at the New York Capitol. Running time,
7 minutes.

For any kind of bill.

Swing, You Sinners
(Paramount)
Diverting

THE clever cartoon pen of Max Fleischer
again demonstrates itself in this Talkartoon.

An offstage chorus sings the lyrics to the
rhythm of the action and the result is usually
diverting. The cartoon hero is this time taken
into a grave-yard with the absurd results that
you might well imagine. Worth a play. Run-
ning time, 9 minutes.

O.K. for heavy feature.

Short Subjects

Strange As It Seems, No. 2
(Universal

)

Excellent

IF this series can keep up the pace it has set,

particularly with this issue, it will prove a

draw even in the best theatres. Not only are

the subjects pictured decidedly unusual, but the

use of Multicolor throughout adds greatly to

the appeal. A synchronized lecture describes

the scenes.

The first unit shows a man building an ark
in Olympia, Wash., in the belief that there

will be another flood in 1932. He's going to

be Noah the Second. After an effective shot

of Crater Lake, its beauty enhanced by color,

there are scenes showing the unique sport of

hunting Goe-Ducks on Puget Sound. They
are huge clams, their bodies resembling ducks,
although encased in shells, and with long,

sausage-Hke appendages. They bury them-
selves quickly and squirt juices at their pur-
suers.

The most unique feature shows an East In-

dian swallowing goldfish, giving them a swim
in his stomach, and ejecting thejn. Later he
drinks the entire contents of the fish bowl,

adds a chaser of kerosene and sprays the mix-
ture upon a brassier, creating huge flames,

whereupon he ejects the gallon or so of water
and extinguishes the fire. It's all done by
muscular control of the organs. The feature

is based on John Hix's newspaper cartoons.

Running time, 10 minutes.
Reserve & spot on vow program for this

series. It will create talk and interest every-

one.

"We, We, Marie"
(Universal)

A Wow
IF your audiences don't shake the house with

their roars as they view No. 2 of the Slim
Summcrville series you might as well go out

of business. This is one of the funniest two-
reelers we have ever seen. While Summer -

ville, particularly, and Eddie Gribbon and
Pauline Garon do great trouping, it's the large

number of fresh gags and the excellent direc-

tion of Albert Ray that make it outstanding.

After all, it's the material that counts. This
short has enough story for a feature, and it

is impossible to outline it in this space. The
climax comes when Gribbon, the hard-boiled

sergeant, finds Bugler Slim wearing the bras-

siere he had presented to his French sweetie.

The laughs in this are practically continuous.

The picture is filmed in the new Magnachrome
style for wide screen, improving it greatly.

Running time, 21 minutes.

Give your audiences a treat—and plug it.

Won By A Neck
(Educational)

Okay
FOR those who find Lloyd Hamilton's stuff

entertaining, there are plenty of light

laughs in his latest. It features Lloyd as a

newly made detective who suddenly and acci-

dentally finds himself "elected" to get "One
Shot Louie." This is done, of course, uncon-
sciously, and the hero is acclaimed by the en-

tire department (of six coppers).

With the crime wave prevalent, it presents

a timely topic in a fairly amusing manner.
Running time, 18 minutes.

Run with a dramatic short and a comedy-
drama feature.

The Detective
( Universal)

Good
THAT producers of shorts are waking up

to the fact that the public is tired of the
repetitiousness of cartoons is further demon-
strated by this Oswald comedy. Believe it or
not, it packs a plot and it's filled with laughs.
The rabbit, wrongfully accused of the murder
of a robin with a bow and arrow, goes to trial

for his life. But Oswald, using his weapon
first as a violin and then as a 'cello, wins the
hearts of the jury with his harmony and is set

free. Chuckful of humor. Running time, 7
minutes.

Give it a play in any kind of house.

Tin Types
( Vitaphone I 'arieties i

Pleasing
CHICK YORKE and Rose King do an old-

fashioned rural comedy skit which is ex-
tremely diverting. Both are capable perform-
ers and their songs and dances provide no end
of mirth.

Old time comedy songs form the basis for
most of the performance and these are expertly
delivered. One reel.

Good on any hill.

Racqueteers
(Pathe)

Okay
GRANTLAND RICE invades the field of

"rackets" in this Sportlight, with Bill Til-
den giving a little spiel on tennis, together
with a demonstration; Lou Magnolia telling all

about the game of Jai-a-lai, with action illus-

trations of the speedy Spanish game, and wind-
ing up with a few shots of lacrosse being
played at West Point. Rice gives an introduc-
tory talk. This will interest all types of
patrons. Running time, 11 minutes.
A welcome novelty on any screen.

Don't Give Up
(Educational)

Amusing
BUSTER WEST, "pop*; Keith vaude head-

liner, makes his bow in pictures. It only
registers in a so-so manner, with material given
West of a pretty weak nature. His unique
twisting and Iight-footedness plays a large part
in building up laugh angles. Will get by with
most audiences. Running time, 19 minutes.
Spot this one with a strong feature.

Irish Stew
(Educational)

Entertaining
\\T HILE the greater portion of this one fol-
* * lows the lines of average cartoons, a few

sequences are sufficiently favorable to bring
it out of the class of cut-and-dried pen and
ink screenfare. The musical accompaniment is

good, with a haunted castle episode giving the
big kick. Running time, 7 minutes.
Okay to lighten a bill featuring a dramatic

subject.

Audio Review, No. 41
(Pathe)

Lukewarm
NOTHING to write home about. The units

consist of pictures of the Pacific Ocean
washing the beach in California, an Egyptian
boy climbing a pyramid, a view of "Broadway's
last farm," with two lads hoeing a garden
in a vacant lot, and four Welsh miners sing-
ing something or other. Running time, 7 min-
utes.

Spot it into a strong program.
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Balaban & Katz

Demand Stronger

B. 0. Film Draw

Chicago—Stricter box-office requirements

than have ever before been designated for

pictures playing Loop houses have been put

in effect by Publix-B. & K. here. The move
has been made to clear up an unprecedented

number of unplayed pictures booked for the

circuit's downtown houses. It is also an

answer to complaints made by outlying ex-

hibitors at the recent zoning conferences

here. Outlying houses are obliged to wait

on B. & K. for release of practically their

entire list of pictures.

The higher grosses demanded of pictures

at Loop box-offices shortens their runs from

one to two weeks. Present profit require-

ments are such that all B. & K. run houses

are down to an almost uniform two weeks

schedule. A picture's gross has to be ex-

traordinary to get a third week.

This is the second boost of gross require-

ments the circuit has made in the past six

months. The first showed marked improve-

ment in the local release situation, but a

series of long run pictures in mid-summer
put the circuit as far behind on play dates

as ever. The resultant squawks from outly-

ing exhibitors and even neighborhood the-

atre patrons, as well as B. & K.'s desire to

keep down the levy on unplayed pictures,

brought about the second boost.

There have been no runs of more than

two weeks since the last edict went into

effect. At McVickcrs, "The Spoilers" and
"Moby Dick" got only two weeks apiece

despite good grosses. At the Roosevelt,

"Journey's End" had only nine days, while

".Monte Carlo." which followed, rated two
weeks only, although grosses were better

than average. At United Artists, "Follow
Thru" and "What a Widow" were in the

money at the end of their second weeks,

particularly the latter picture, but both were
replaced, regardless.

Miehle Addresses S.M.P.E.
Chicago—The Chicago chapter of the

S. M. P. E. had as its guest speaker at the

regular monthly meeting Rudolph Miehle,

motion picture technician of New York.
About twenty-five members were in atten-

dance at the meeting, held at the Webster
Hotel. It was stated that one hundred Chi-

cago delegates will attend the national meet-

ing of the Society. November 6 was set

as the date for the election of officers of

the Chicago chapter.

RKO Staff Revamped
Chicago—Thorough revamping of the

RKO Chicago sales force has been
completed by William "Bill" Brum-
berg, newly appointed branch man-
ager. The changes involve the fol-

lowing appoint-
ments: Frank
Young, for the past
seven years a sales-

man with United
Artists in Chicago,
will handle the
Loop and certain
outlying territo-

ries ; George R.
Giroux, formerly
an M-G-M "Legion
of Honor" salesman
at Los Angeles, to

country territory;

L. K. Rosenfeld,
formerly with the
RKO Cincinnati of-

territory; Harry
Pathe Milwaukee

William Brumberg

fice, to country
Brown, formerly
salesman, to countrv territory.

Ed Phelps and Mike Kahn, RKO
salesmen, will continue to handle Chi-
cago neighborhood territory.

Brumberg, widely known throughout
the Chicago territory, was host to a
continual stream of well-wishers dur-
ing his first week in his new post.

General Register and
Midwest in Combine

Chicago—Expansion program which he

says will be international in scope is to be
launched following amalgamation of Gen-
eral Register Corp. of Illinois and Mid-West
Ticket & Supply Co., according to D. H.
Finke. presidenl of Mid-West.

Capitalization of Mid-West will be in-

creased to SI.000.000 to care for this ex-

pansion, which contemplates a trade adver-
tising campaign establishment of sales and
service offices in strategic locations through-
out the world and extension of the com-
pany's ticket service in America. The Mid-
West Ticket & Supply Co. has been in

operation for the past ten years, and was
recently instrumental in effecting the mer-
ger of the Ansell-Simplex Ticket Co. Fur-
ther development of Mid-West's service

policy on Automatic and Simplex ticket

registers is contemplated in the company's
future plans.

Frank Buys in Whiting
Chicago—A. S. Frank, former owner of

the Paulina theatre, has taken over the
Capital at Whiting, Ind. The house was
reopened recently by Frank after renova-
tions. A. I. i Ibresk was the former owner
of the Capital.

6

\Bluenoses" Lose

Again in Evanston;

Continue Battle

Chicago—Evanston proponents of Sun-
day shows gained their first victory in a
five months' fight to legalize the showings
when .Master in Chancery George E. Gor-
man ruled last week in favor of granting

the injunction against the city, which has

been asked by the theatre owners. Gor-
man's ruling was that "the vote of the peo-

ple expresses a public policy in favor of

Sunday showing and renders nugatory the

provisions of the ordinance preventing Sun-
day theatre entertainment."

The ruling referred to Evanston's vote

of last April, which gave Sunday shows a
majority of 56. The city council refused to

act on the results of the referendum on the

grounds that the majority was polled in only
two out of seven of the city's wards. The
theatre owners retaliated by asking an in-

junction to prevent the city from inter-

fering with Sunday theatre openings. Mas-
ter Gorman's ruling was on this injunction.

It will be referred to a court and judge this

week, and though it is not obligatory for

a judge to accept a master's recommenda-
tion, it is the usual course.

William Lister, corporation counsel for
Evanston, received the master's report and
stated that the city would continue to fight

Sunday shows. In the event a permanent
or temporary injunction is granted, he said,

the matter will be taken to the Appellate
court.

UFA Film Draws

German Patrons
Chicago—Local popularity of "Melody of

the Heart" (UFA), now in its third week
at the Castle here, is causing widespread
comment in exhibitor circles. The large
German population of the city accounts in

part for the picture's box-office success, as
Dick Beck, manager of the Castle, has esti-

mated that 80 per cent of the attendance
is of that nationality. Many patrons, he
said, told him it was the first time they had
ever attended a motion picture performance.
Daily holdouts for the three weeks of the
picture's run have been the order. At one
time there were 450 prsons waiting outside.

The seating capacity of the Castle is 300.
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Cantor Exhibits

Scotch Streak;

Gags His Gags

Wabash Ave.—South

Chicago—Eddie Cantor refused to go to

work for newspapermen who were down to

meet his train last week. Not a single wise-

crack was littered by the stage and screen

comic who, apparently, couldn't see the per-

centage in being funny for nothing—or for

publicity, either. Eddie was willing only to

discuss such mundane topics as politics,

philosophy, economics and the League of

Nations. The reporters either didn't under-

stand what he was talking about or else

they were not interested, for no mention of

Eddie's conversational choices found its way
into print.

"How about the stage, Eddie?" he was
asked.

"I'm through with it," he exclaimed. "All

I intend to do from now on is to make one

movie a year. Maybe a personal appearance

now and then, but no shows. I think the

stage will continue to be in a bad way until

people quit buying luxuries like food and
shoes, only, and get back to the necessities

of life."

Eddie was accompanied here by his wife

and her sister. He made two appearances

at the United Artists Theatre where his

picture. "Whoopee," opened.

Warnerites Shun
Office Wives as

Spouses Tumble

Chicago—Local Warner Club, organized
during the summer, nearly broke up in a
riot at the first event of the club's fall social

season. The membership is comprised of

all employees of local Warner office and
subsidiaries. Wives and families of mem-
bers are also welcomed at social events

staged by the club. This combination threw
the gathering into an uproar when, as part

of the evening's entertainment, Warner's
"Office Wife" was unreeled. Husbands, vis-

ibly disturbed, refrained from speaking to

stenographers for the balance of the eve-
ning.

A dinner preceded the screening, which
was given at the Stevens Hotel. The club
now is laying plans for a Hallowe'en dance-

A New Racket
Ch'cago—Chicago's youngest "One-

Eyed" Connolly demonstrated his
prowess at the Illington theatre here.
The youngster, three years old, suc-
ceeded in convincing a policeman that
his mother was inside the theatre,
and under the guidance of the law
passed the ticket taker and watched
the picture. He was still in his seat
when the show closed and, unable to
identify himself, was taken to the
juven'le detention home to await a
claimant.

CHICAGO.
THE censors were upheld in refusing to

issue a permit for the Willis Kent pro-
duction, "The Primrose Path," by Circuit Judge
Thomas Taylor, Jr. The court, ruling that the

picture "had lascivious scenes and actions, and
is immoral," denied Si Greiver's petition for

a mandamus to compel the censors to issue a

permit. The picture has been under considera-

tion by the board for about three months. It

was passed in Indiana and in downstate
"church" counties.

* * *

Henri Ellman scouting Nezv York during the

past zceek.
* * *

Louis Brecka has taken over the La Salle

(Division Street).
* * *

Jack Johnson, well-known ex-champ and
Mexican fugitive, in a series of personal ap-
pearances at the Regal during the past week.

* * *

Goetz Moviephone offices moved to the roof

of the 710 South Wabash building. Getting up
in the world, what?

* * *

Harry Gold, U. A. special representative, in

town during the week.

* * *

Joe Hornstein, buyer for Continental Theatre
Accessories Corp., a Warner subsidiary, in town
on a shopping trip and for conferences with
Jimmy Coston.

* * *

Eddie "Banjo-Eyes" Cantor here for a couple

of personal appearances at the "Whoopee"
opening.

* * *

Budd Rodgers, general sales manager of

Sono Art-World Wide, here on a tour of the

company's exchanges, going over the new
product with Billy Weinshenker. First visit to

town since last April.

* * *

The Langley was reopened by E. M. Feld-

man last week.
* * *

Frank Young leaving United Artists is like

a middle-aged man, noted all his life for his

sobriety, suddenly going out on a prolonged
bender. Frank's record at U. A. is probably
unparalleled at any local exchange, both as to

performance and length of service. He came to

U. A. about seven years ago, shortly after

Goldwyn was taken over by Metro. His Chi-

cago film history dates back about eighteen

years, and he was in the business prior to that.

At U. A., Frank repeatedly garnered local

sales records and was inevitably among the

first five in district and national drives. He
goes to RKO this week.

* * *

Tom Mix, in town on vacation, was tlie

guest of Gene McDonald, president of the

Zenith Radio Corp., aboard the latter's yacht,

Mizpah. when it tost its 83-mile race from
Milwaukee to the steam yacht Doris, oivned

by William Hofnauer of Chicago. A $5,000
trophy went to the winner. The Doris is a
27-year-o\d boat, white McDonald's Mizpah is

known as the largest and most luxurious yacht
on the Great Lakes.

* * *

The visitors who came to congratulate Bill

Brumberg on his accession to the RKO office,

if placed end to end, would reach all the way
back to the home office, a conservative ex-
hibitor estimates. And that "personality" sales

force Brumberg is putting into action will be
hard to ignore.

* * *

Harry Lorch is getting to be a stranger to

his own office, zvhat with the recent additions

Many Changes in

Chicago Region;

W. B. in Indiana

Chicago—Warners' invasion of the north-
ern Indiana theatre field, as reported in

Motion Picture News more than two
months ago, is verified in the September re-

port of the Chicago Film Board of Trade.
Warner's seven Indiana acquisitions are:
the Bucklin, Lerner and Orpheum theatres
at Elkhart; the Jefferson at Goshen; the
American and Indiana at Indiana Harbor,
and the Hoosier at Whiting. Sixteen other
theatres in this territory changed hands dur-
ing the month ; five theatres were reopened
and four closed, according to the report.

Changes in theatre ownership : Grandale,
to Grandale Theatre Corp. ; New Langley to
M. M. Fieldman; Palace (formerly legit),

E. Glickman; Prairie, to M. O. Wells;
Schindlers, to Xeno Amusement Co., Inc.

;

Vendome, to E. M. Feldman. (Foregoing
all Chicago theatres). Center, Bensonville,
to Charles Irwin; Forreston, Forreston, 111.,

to William Diehl ; Paramount, Hammond,
Ind., new Publix-Fitzpatrick-McElroy the-
atre; Lyric, Lacon, 111., to B. F. Shafer;
Royal, ilacomb, 111., to A. L. Hainline;
Royal, Marengo, 111., to E. D. McLaughlin;
Sheridan, North Chicago, 111., to Slepyan
Bros. ; Armo, South Bend, Ind., to Armo
Amusement Co. ; Stockton, Stockton, 111., to
A. E. Pierce; Capitol, Whiting, Ind., to A.
S. Frank.

Theatres reopened : Circle, Chicago ; Coli-
seum, Annawan, 111. ; Hawthorne, Cicero,
111. ; Scenic, Lexington, 111., and Eagle, Liv-
ingston, 111.

Theatres closed: Home, Chicago; Ar-
gonne, Akron, Ind. ; Alhambra, Decatur,
111., and Photoplay, Lovington, III.

Nab Publicity Man
For Theatre Stick-Up

Chicago—John Arensdorf, publicity man
for the Grpheum at Sioux City, la., was
arrested here and turned over to police of
that city after he had confessed to obtaining
$2,450 in a holdup of the theatre.
Arensdorf was taken into custody by

postal inspectors after he had mailed an
insured package containing the money to
himself at Kansas City and then remailed it

to himself at Chicago. His arrest occured
when he appeared at the post office here
to claim the package.

to his territory keeping him on the road work
most of tlie time.

* * *

"Primrose Path" found too rosy for the
censors and definitely denied a permit after
two months of consideration.

KAXE

"Yes, Sir"

Chicago—An exchangeman here who,
patterning his own office after those
of his superiors, has completely sur-
rounded himself with "yes-men," now
boasts that his dictaphone is the only
thing in his office that will talk back
to him.
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Children Barred

From Theatres as

Result of Plague

Kansas City, Kan.—Children under 15

years of age have been banned from local

theatres due to an epidemic of infantile

paralysis. Exhibitors have been warned
that they will be closed by the police if they

violate the ban. City schools have been

closed for two weeks and all children have
been prohibited from congregating in pub-

lic places.

There is no fear of a quarantine in Kan-
sas City. Mo., according to health officials,

but the Kansas children are asked n< >i to

cross the state line into -Missouri.

Boland in Tiffany
Hollywood—Eddie Boland. who appeared

in "One Punch O'Toole," Paul Hurst's first

starring prizefight comedy for Tiffany, will

repeat in the second of the series, winch
Frank Strayer will direct.

CLASSIFIED ADS

For Sale

300 seats r 8200; fiv« h rsep wer three-phase gener-
ator. $200; Repn lue i mechanical electric organ an 1

piano combination $5C0, cost new $2,500; all equipment
is in good condition ; will deliver. Poltodot Theatre.
Fort Dodge, Iowa.

For Sale or Lease

THEATRE IX TOWN ERWIN FIVE THOUSAND,
one competitor. Seats three hundred fifty. Write
F. Perryman, Elizabethton, Tenn.

For Rent

Theatre completely equipped with Talkies. Seating
280 people, drawing from territory of 2500. Rent
Reasonable. H. S. Tuthill, Secretary, Marlboro, N. Y.

Situation Wanted
PROJECTIONIST—Al—LONG EXPERIENCE ALL
machines and sound. Address Fred T. Walker, 2291

Milwaukee Avenue. Chicago. Illinois.

Situation Wanted
EXPERIENCED SOUND PROJECTIONIST desires
position, Massachusetts, Non-Union. Box 601, Motion
Picture News, 729 Seventh Avenue, New Y n k

equipment

talking

sound
'distinct stylet

- i o n a I
cr«rn irrvicp

Honest Anyway
A producer and his director arguing.
Director: "I think the story should

be handled this way. Means more sym-
pathy will be directed to the lead," etc.

Producer: "You're wrong. That
means directing the sympathy to the
wrong character."

Director: "Yes. but take Shake-
speare. He proved I'm right."

Producer: "Personally, I have no
quarrel with Shakespeare, but you
know," etc., etc.

Seattle to Get

Stock Company
Seattle—After an entire season with but

one legitimate stage attraction appearing

here, Seattle is again to see the spoken
drama make a bid for popular favor now
devoted solelj to the spoken film.

Beginning October 18, a stock company
sponsored by A. G. Bainbridge, veteran

stock producer of St. Paul and Minneapolis,

will open at the Metropolitan, recently va-

cated by Paramount Publix after a brief

season as its No. 2 film house here.

In full partnership with Bainbridge, ac-

cording to reports, will be the Erlanger
Amusement Enterprises, owners of the lease

on the house and which has been "holding

the sack" for all the dark weeks that the

theatre has had. Through arrangements with
Erlanger, the Bainbridge group will also

have a chance to present plays from the

Shubert, William A. Brady, George Cohan
and Brock Pemberton offices.

"Let Us Be Gay," which stacked up big

grosses as a film attraction here a few-

weeks ago, may be the opening show.

Fort Wayne Legalizes

Paramount Theatre Sign
Kurt Wayne, Ind.—The city council here

quickly ended a disagreement between the

municipal light company and certain mem-
bers of the city administration concerning
the lighting contract of the new Paramount
theatre. When a private electric company
obtained the contract there were intimations

by the administration that the theatre's new
sign was in violation of the city building

code and its erection would be stopped.

At its last meeting, which was a special

meeting for that particular purpose, the city

council passed an ordinance amending a sec-

tion of the building code by unanimous vote.

Under the amendment, it is legal to erect a

sign the outer edge of which shall not pro-

ject, except over a marquise, more than 7 feet

over the public highway or sidewalk from
the building line, and if hung over any
alley, the lower edge shall be at least 18
feet above the grade level. Electric signs

hung over a maiquise shall not project

more than within two feet of the outer edge
of such marquise. By the ordinance the new
Paramount sign becomes legal. The city

building inspector had refused its erection.

Canada Trebles

Censor Rate on
American Films

Toronto—Antagonism against American
pictures, evidenced by proposed investigation

of the film business in Canada and probe of

the Paramount-Famous Canadian deal,

broke nut in a new form when an order-in-
council was passed by the Ontario govern-
ment raising the rate on censoring U. S.

films to $10. The old rate was $3. The rate

on British films was set at $7.

This will prove costly for productions
synchronized with discs which have been
running 500 feet to the reel. The intimation
is that the increased rates will bring an
additional $90,000 to the Ontario treasury
annually.

Start $1,000,000 Theatre
For Fox in Spokane, Wash.

Spokane. Wash.—Work on Spokane's
$1,000,000 Fox West Coast theatre has been
started at Sprague and Monroe streets, on
a site 1SS by 200 feet. The land is valued
at about $350,000 and furnishings and fix-

tures will amount to $150,000.
Robert C. Reamer, Seattle architect, de-

signed the new- theatre and Whitehouse &
Price of Spokane have been named as resi-

dent architects in charge of construction.
General contract has been awarded to Allo-
way & George of Spokane.
The theatre which is to be modernistic in

style, will embody all of the very latest
scientific improvements and will be equipped
with the new Grandeur screen. Colored
glass will be used in part in the decorative
scheme, and will be used by the Fox inter-
ests for the first time in their new Spokane
showhouse.

BUSINESS MEN stay at the

* NEW YOKKEK
The New Yorker has 2500
rooms, every one with radio,

tub and shower bath, Servidor

and circulating ice water. There

are four popular-priced restau-

rants, including Coffee Shcp.
Rates from $3.50 a day. 85%
of the rooms are $5, or less.

Manhattan's Largest and Tallest Hotel

34th Street at 8th Avenue, New York City

RALPH HITZ • Managing Director

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKSSS
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7 Theatres for

3 Millions in

Iraq, Says Gov't

Washington — Like other neighboring
countries, Iraq is greatly underseated and
presents doubtful possibilities of American
manufacturers furthering their export busi-

ness in that region. This is the highlight

of this week's installment on foreign equip-
ment conditions which appears weekly in

Motion Pictue News, from reports sent to

the Dept. of Commerce by its attaches
abroad.

John Randolph, American consul in Bag-
day, in the following report, discusses the-

atre and equipment conditions in Iraq:

Iraq is a country with an estimated popula-
tion of 3,000,000, ul whom nearly 2,000,000 are
Bedouins pasturing their flocks in the deserts
or cultivators living along the river banks.
Bagdad has three theatres, Basrah two, and
Mosul and llmaidi one each. Hinaidi is a
British military cantonment, and its theatre
offers two shows a week only. The theatres in

Basrah were closed for over a year because
of lack of patronage, but reopened early in the
fall of 1929. The theatre in Mosul closes five

months during the summer, there being no pat-
ronage, and the three theatres in Bagdad are
playing to very poor houses and sometimes to
empty ones.

Projectors.—There are three different makes
of projectors in use in Iraq. The Central Cin-
ema and the Iraq Cinema of Bagdad and the
Depot Cinema of Hinaidi cantonment are all

equipped with Gaumont projectors; the Na-
tional Cinema of Bagdad, the Basrah, Cinema
of Basrah City, and the Royal Cinema of
Ashar, Basrah, are all equipped with Pathe
projectors; while the National Cinema of Mo-
sul is equipped with an American projector.

It has been impossible to ascertain the cost
price of these different projectors, as all of
them are comparatively very old models. The
Gaumont projector of the Central Cinema cost,

it is understood, in the neighborhood of $725
several years ago. Also, it is understood the
owners of the National Cinema in Mosul act-

ually paid for their American projector about
$545, but it was purchased secondhand from
some one else who had imported it with the
idea of opening a theatre and then abandoned
the idea and sold the projector.

It is difficult to say what special features
made the three above-mentioned projectors ap-
peal to the parties who imported them. The
appeal of the American machine was undoubt-
edly its low price and immediate availability.

The appeal of the Gaumont, it is understood,
was its good reputation of durability and ser-

vice.

There are no equipment dealers who might
be interested in handling American projectors,

as there is no demand for projectors for the-
atrical uses, nor is there a demand as yet for

projectors for non-theatrical uses. Perhaps the

demand for projectors for non-theatrical uses
will develop as educational methods develop
and school equipment is improved. The dif-

ferent theatres in Iraq are each equipped with
one projector only.

The projectors in use in this country, as

mentioned previously, are all old models. The
Gaumont projector of the Central Cinema is

about five years old, but was rebuilt two years
ago. and a new arc lamp added. The Gaumont
projector of the Iraq Cinema is about four
years old and was also rebuilt two years ago,
and a new arc lamp added. The Gaumont pro-

jector of the Depot Cinema at Hinaidi is an
old projector rebuilt quite recently.

The Pathe projector of the National Cinema
of Bagdad is about six years old, and those
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of the Basrah Cinema and the Royal Cinema
of Ashar, Basrah, are still older.
The American projector of the National

Cinema in Mosul is seven years old, but was
rebuilt two years ago ana

1

a new arc lamp
added. It is difficult to say whether or not
\merican projectors are considered to give
better service than other makes.

Generators.—The possibilities for the sale of
American generator sets for use in theatres
in Iraq to convert alternating current to direct

current is said to be nil. The Central Cinema
of Bagdad, the Iraq Cinema of Bagdad, and
the National Cinema of Bagdad all have their

own Ruston Hornsby engines producing direct

current of 110 volts and "120 amperes. The
Depot Cinema at Hinaidi also has its own en-
gine. The Basrah Cinema, the Royal Cinema
at Ashar, and the National Cinema at Mosul
have generator sets which convert direct cur-
rent of 220 volts to direct current 110 volts.

Arc Lamps and Screens.—High-intensity and
mirror-reflector arc lamps are in use in some
theatres in Iraq. The screens in use are cotton

cloth. Until recently the Iraq Cinema had a

whitewashed wall, but a cotton cloth screen
was installed.

Visual Education.—The only visual educa-
tion attempted in Iraq so far consists of a col-

lection of photographs showing the Arabic or

Moorish architecture in Spain, brought in by
Saty Beg al Hasri, who is now the head of

the High Training College, and a collection of

photographs of the works of great painters,

brought from Paris by Mrs. Alma Kerr, prin-

cipal of the Girls' Training College. Projectors

and worthwhile educational films might be a

great help and will doubtless come in time.
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Limited Field

For Equipment
Washington—There are but two theatres

in the Tabriz consular district, and one of

them operates only sporadically, which lines

up this market as being inconsequential in-

sofar as possibilities of American companies
doing equipment business, according to a

report by Augustin \V. Ferrin, American
consul.

The projectors used by both of these the-

atres are Pathe and Goerz, for which $200
and $300 was paid. The principal reason for

preference of those machines was price.

There are no equipment dealers in Tabriz,

but the company operating the main theatre,

Ostfilm, with theatres also in Teheran, Peh-
levi, and Resht, would be interested in receiving

information about American equipment, as no
American projectors are in use. Neither of the

two theatres has a second projector. The sin-

gle projector is, in each theatre, of the latest

model.
Generators.—No equipment is required for

converting alternating into direct current, as

the two theatres use direct current created by
their own Deutch generators.

Arc Lamps and Screens.—Mirror-reflector

arc lamps are used, of Zeiss make. Screens are

not employed in projecting pictures, which are

thrown on to a wall plastered with white gyp-
sum

Visual Education.—Visual education has not

yet been attempted in purely Persian schools,

but the American Presbyterian schools and the

Seventh Day Adventist mission use magic lan-

terns for certain purposes. Recently, also, one
of the American missionaries has imported per-

sonally a small American machine which she

uses somewhat educationally.

Arabia Out as An
Equipment Mart;

Has Only 1 House

Washington—American manufacturers in-

terested in marketing abroad are advised to

hold up on surveys of Arabia because of

the non-existence of a field in that country
for theatre apparatus.

In the current installment of equipment
conditions in foreign countries, Cloyce K.
Huston, American vice consul at Aden,
gives the lowdown on Arabia's very limited

market. It follows

:

The industry in Arabia has not yet become
very highly developed; in fact, there is only one
public theatre in the whole of Arabia. The one
projector there is a fairly recent model Pathe,
which was purchased secondhand in India at

an undisclosed price. It is presumed that the
machine was not selected because of any pecu-
liar features or superior qualities, but because
it was available at a greatly reduced price.

Two other projectors are in use of Aden,
being employed for weekly showings to exclu-
sive groups of foreign residents. Definite in-

formation concerning the projectors used is

difficult to obtain, but they are understood like-

wise to have been purchased in India. Since
none of these machines has been subjected to

critical demands, they have all proved satis-

factory.

As may be surmised, only the crudest ar-
rangements and equipment are used in local

showings of pictures. Only one projector is

used, high-intensity and mirror-reflector arc

lamps are not known, and the screens employed
are simply plastered walls, which are occasion-
ally given a coating of whitewash. Generator
sets naturally would find no sale at present.

In the field of visual education nothing at

all has been done in Arabia. Education
throughout the peninsula is either non-existent
or in the most elemental stages, the small per-

centage of those who are literate confining their

studies in most cases to reading and writing
Arabic and to the Koran. It seems reasonable
to say that visual education by means of mo-
tion pictures in Arabia belongs to a rather dis-

tant future.

Further prospects, rather than the present
state of the industry in Arabia, might be of

interest to American projector manufacturers.
The Arabian peninsula is a vast area contain-

ing roughly 5,000,000 inhabitants, an area into

which western manufactures, modern conveni-
ences, and new ideas are just now beginning
to penetrate. The process of change and de-

velopment is slow, innovations having a bitter

and often a losing struggle with custom, tradi-

tion, and long-established habits of life. It

seems probable, however, that with continued

development and the gradual opening up of the

territory to western commerce, even the cinema
will find a place in Arab life.

As a distributing center for much of Arabia,

as well as for the African Somalilands, Aden
is the key to the market. At present there are

no dealers in equipment there.

Sound Studio for India
London—Upon return of Biren Roy to

Calcutta, work will immediately commence
on a new studio for Hindu talkers. Roy now
is in London studying production methods.

Pathe Moves Branch Office
Cleveland—Pathe exchange has moved

into its new one-story building at Payne
Ave. and East 24th St., immediately adjoin-

ing the M-G-M exchange building.

Britisher Joins M-G-M
Cleveland—John J. Ash, of England, has

joined the local M-G-M exchange under of-

fice manager Louis Freiberg.
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in a

"Promises"
IT'S bad enough that chains

run races to see which can

acquire the most theatres in

the shortest space of time (and
at the greatest possible outlay of

money) ; but when the sellers,

men who boasted independence
for many years, start to "swing
the axe" in order that they may
add another thousand or two to

their already fat bankrolls, then
it becomes a calamity.

The history of show business
for the past few years is chock-
full of instances where, immedi-
ately upon the "signing of the
papers," the independent fires

some of the best and most faith-

ful emplovees in his outfit.

Why?
"

Because he got his and will

"get the balance" on the day the
chain takes over complete con-
trol. So every dollar he can cut
from the overhead is "just so
much saved."
But what of the faithful em-

ployees? Where do they come
in ? What happens to them after
their untiring efforts on behalf of
these independents? Does the
old boss take care of them? Does
he make every possible effort to
impress the buyers of his theatres
that those men are fine showmen
and would be a credit to any or-

ganization?
Like hell he does.
He gives them "the gate" and

sits back until the "day of reck-
oning," then he'll probably go
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to Europe for a "much needed
rest." Wow. What baloney.

What about those faithful em-
ployees who plugged like Tro-
jans? Didn't they tell these

same faithful employees that if

they ever sold their theatres,

they would certainly be "taken
care of?"

The crime of this procedure is

the many excellent men lost to

the circuits acquiring the thea-

tres. Those chains ought to use

scouts to spot the good men who
are let out as soon as the first

papers are signed. They would
have less manpower-hunting to

do and besides they would be get-

ting men who know the houses
from beginning to end.

We know all about this "save-

the-dough" act. We've seen many
a good man, deserving of consid-

eration, listening to his boss tell

how he is expecting to sell his

houses and that he (the boss)
will get a big job with the circuit,

and will, of course, take care of

the men who were with him so

many years. We not only know
it, but we've had it told right to

us. Pardon our conceit. We
were never impressed with the

applesauce. We walked out on
the guy that gave us that line and
subsequent events proved that we
were right. He sold. He got his

"fat" job. And his "faithful"

employees got : "The air."

"Chick."
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Another achievement along

Pamnaicrn RnnVrlpr the showman lines is the onecampaign oooiuec tumed in by Monty MacLe .

MacLevey Made Up vey, of the publicity staff of

Was A Grpat Hp1n the BrookIyn and Lor>g Is "w as a ureat tieip
,and Divis ion for Fox Thea .

~ tres, whereby he issued a spe-
cial booklet to every manager on the circuit that contained,
in complete detail, a popularity contest to be used in conjunc-
tion with "Greater Show Season."
MacLevey had to do some tall hiking on the contest. He

personally went out and tied up a steamship line, obtaining
over seven thousand dollars in steamship passages, which were
to be distributed to the first prize winners in each house. The
girls winning the contest were entitled to go to Miami and
return with all expenses paid.

The booklet was well made up, the mimeographed pages
being bound in a brown, gold-lettered cardboard cover. The
first page carried the introduction and the results to be ex-
pected by a careful following out of the lay-out. The rest of
the pages enumerated the various ideas to be carried out, such
as calibre of entries, photographs, announcements, radio tie-ups
(broadcasting), outdoor advertising (ballyhoo), window dis-

plays, empty store space, special greetings, merchant co-opera-
tion, the voting, newspapers and balloting, tabulation of votes
(votes given with the purchase of each ticket), eligibility of
contestants, judges, semi-weekly and weekly counting, special
meeting of employees, front display portraying the festive

atmosphere, marquee display, house organs, credit lines to
steamship company and co-operating dealers, screen announce-
ments, badges, trailers, sign work, bill-posters, and every other
necessary angle.

As the popularity contest does not close until Oct. 15, it

having been started Sept. 15, we cannot, at this time, give you
any more dope on it, but keep your eye on the Club pages
because when Monty shoots us in the complete dope, with
photos, etc.. we are sure that you'll have something that will

help you to boost business in your town as' well as at your
house.

Playground Aided
Powell In Plugging
Show At Theatre

Even the playgrounds were
tied up by William T. Powell,
manager of the Strand Thea-
tre, in Portland, Maine, when
he set out to sell "Animal
Crackers" about the city.

- He employed a man to
carry a huge sign all over the Playgrounds. On this cardboard
sign were pasted numerous animal crackers together with let-

tered copy about the picture, theatre and playmates. The kids
giving the nearest correct estimate of the number of crackers
on the sign were to receive guest tickets to see the picture.

The man carrying the sign also passed out animal crackers in

a paper bag; the bag being imprinted with copy relative to
the picture.

Powell also used a man on the streets. This man was dressed
as Harpo in the picture and created a lot of fun and amuse-
ment as well as popularizing the picture.

The man also went in around the playgrounds, lots and other
spots where children gathered, as Powell made it a point to

plug his kiddie business hard, as he felt he had an attraction
that would more than merit it. This is an angle that means
something and it would pay you to think over, and perhaps
when you get a chance to use it, you'll work it to good ad-
vantage.

And then, to show how versatile he is, he tied up "Manslaugh-
ter" with a "Save a Life Campaign."

The Governor of Maine was informed by letter of the cam-
paign and his answer was used for publicity purposes.

In preparing newspaper copy, Powell took advantage—in an
indirect manner—of various sensational occurrences in Port-
land during the last two weeks which tied in with the picture
very nicely.

Powell also called a number of clubs and societies on the

telephone and extended a special invitation to the City Man-
ager and Police Chief, all of which gave the picture publicity.

This is Powell's first contribution to the Club pages, and we
feel that now he is going to prove a very active member.

HOW MUCH TO JOIN?

<f
THE APPLICATION-

IT
AN ENVELOPE—

J A 2C STAMP—

J AND THE SPIRIT
OF HELPING YOUR
BROTHER SHOWMEN
WHILE HELPING

YOURSELF!

J AND SEE WHAT YOU GET—

J MEMBERSHIP IN THIS
GREAT SHOWMEN'S CLUB—

<f
FRAMED CERTIFICATE—

5 NEW PEP-
NEW IDEAS—
AND THE OPPORTUNITY
OF SHOWING WHAT YOU

CAN DO!

ALL FOR ONE AND ONE FOR ALL!
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"No Such Thing As
Bum Biz. With Me"
Says Himmelhoch

Mil k ei) Moose Club Handshake.

If we guess aright it seems
to us that the Mickey Mouse
Clubs first spring up out on
the Coast and since their in-

ception the showmen have
been vieing with each other to^^^^—^—————

—

^^^^— outdo themselves on new
stunts until the mania has spread all over the country. Dave
Himmelhoch, of the Coliseum Theatre in Seattle, Oregon, is

right out front, leading the field, by reason of the marvelous
display of showmanship he evidences every week on his kid

clubs.

He has an idea that's worth its weight in gold in the special

morning show, given free to the kids at 9:30. Then, at the

scheduled afternoon time, he
starts his regular show, with

different pictures and admits
kids at ten cents a head.

What a stunt this angle

turned out to be ! The kids

mobbed the theatre at the

early show, where they look-

ed at the special picture that

Himmelhoch was presenting,

then went home, procured
their dimes, and returned for

the regular. In this manner
his kid business has jumped
a hundred percent, and the
fact that he gives away free

ice cream besides doesn't

cause him to lose any good-
will, either. He handles all of the advertising and publicity for

his house and he makes sure that the Club comes in for plenty

of talk.

It was Walt Disney himself who made Himmeloch, Big Chief
Mickey Mouse of the Seattle clubbers. Over three thousand
kids are enrolled in the organization, and every Saturday Him-
melhoch gets upon the stage and delivers a personal spiel to

the kids. In the photos we are showing, you can see the crowd
of kids, and also note Dave, himself, handing out the bricks

of ice cream. The other cut shows the Mickey Mouse Club
handshake. These were distributed to all of the members. The
sketch was drawn by one of the Club members, a youngster
about ten years old. The father of one of the kid members,
being an engraver, made up the cut free of charge. Another
kid's father, a printer ran off a few thousand for nothing, also.

And that's what you call co-operation. Look the heralds over,

perhaps you'll want to use them in your own campaign or
club activities. You'll admit that there's plenty of life to the
stunt and it's a sure thing that no kid can resist them ; with
the possibility of the adult sneaking one or two in his pocket.

1 isten Dave, when you turn out work like tins, we know that

the rest of the world's best showmen want to look at it. so we'd

like you to keep us posted on your activities because there's

in be one or two stunts that we can pass along which
will be of value. Right?

"The Showman's
Calendar "

AN EXCLUSIVE CLUB FEATURE

Check up on these dates each week and see how
you can turn them into "money dates" for your

theatre.

Each new month offers new days of untold

opportunities.

OCTOBER
Oct. 12th to 18th Pharmacy Week.

Oct. 17th Surrender of Burgoyne at Sara-
toga—1777.

Oct. 19th Surrender of Cornwallis—1781.

Oct. 26 to Nov. 2 Girl Scout Week.

Oct. 27th Roosevelt's Birthday

Oct. 27th Anniversary of First Shot in

Trench Warefare.

Hallowe'en.

Admission Day (Nevada).

NOVEMBER
All Saint's Day.

North and Sound Dakota Became
States (1889).

Election Day.

Lincoln Elected President (1860).

Montana Became a State (1889).

Children's Nat'l. Book Week
(sponsored by Parent Teachers'
Ass'n. Everywhere)

Birthday of Martin Luther (1483)

Armistice Day.

King's Birthday (Italy).

Washington Became a State
(1889)

Oct. 31st

Oct. 31st

Nov. 1

Nov. 2

Nov. 4

Nov. 6

Nov. 7

Nov. 9-16

Nov. 10

Nov. 11

Can you tie any of the above events into

your theatre's activities?

And don't overlook the many local events that

are constantly turning up right in your own town,

county or state.

Keep an eye on "The Showman's
Calendar" Sor an advance tip on

future holidays and events.
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PERLBERG IN "CHI"!-
To those of you who have been wondering where

Jonas Perlberg went after leaving the Florida
Theatre in Jacksonville, Fla., the information that

he has traded the balmy Southern breezes for the

winds of the Great Lakes will come as a surprise.

Perlberg is now managing the Englewood
Theatre for the RKO outfit in Chicago, 111. Quite

a racketeer himself—from a publicity standpoint

—

Perlberg looks set to do some pretty work. We
want to wish him plenty of luck on his new venture
and we are sure that he is going to keep us supplied
with what's going on around his district.

Burton Jones Ties

Up with Merchants
Whenever He Can

Out in Beatrice, Neb., the

local merchants celebrate an
event that they call "Window
Opening Night," and when-
ever this occasion rolls around
all the natives are attracted^——

^

=== downtown. This gives Burton
Jones, manager of the Rivoli Theatre an opportunity to sell his

show direct, and he makes sure that he does.
On the last "Window Opening Night" he happened to be

playing "All Quiet," so he felt that the film had to be brought
to the attention of every one in the town. His first move was
to use a 15-piece jazz band on the marquee of the theatre. The
music attracted no end of attention and brought many people
to the lobby, where Jones clinched his sales with a corking
good lobby display.

The picture was billed in 14 towns surrounding Beatrice with
block one-sheets and window cards. Two hundred (200) card-
board arrows reading "All roads lead to ALL QUIET ON
THE WESTERN FRONT at the Rivoli Theatre, Beatrice,
now!" were tacked on stakes and fences along the principal
highways leading into the city.

A compo board book, 12 feet high and 8 feet wide, with a
jacket illustrated with a cut-out head taken from the 24-sheet
poster, was stationed in the foyer of the theatre two weeks in

advance and moved to the marquee during the run of the film.

As an advance plug for the picture, the house attaches wore
printed silk badges advertising the film in the theatre 18 days
in advance of its opening date. These activities resulted in an
added increase at the box-office and, as this was what Jones
wanted, he was more than satisfied.

Larkin's Display
In Window Set The
Town To Laughing

A window display that oc-
casioned plenty of hilarity and
one that was right in keeping
with Fred Larkin's showman-
ship was used by him to

get in a plug for "Animal
—^^———————————^

—

=^===
' Crackers" when it played at

the State Theatre in Sioux Falls, S. D.
The furniture store window showed a bed with apparently a

dummy under the covers with just the head protruding out-

side. At the foot of the bed and leaning against the wall was
a cardboard with the following copy: "I Have Gone to Bed
to Rest Up to Gather All My Strength So I Can Laugh Heart-
ily at the 4 Marx Bros," etc. This display was on exhibit for

a week in advance and during most of run of picture.

A similar display as appeared in the furniture store window
was on exhibition in the lobby of the Orpheum Theatre, a

Publix house. This was put there primarily to possibly urge a

certain class of people to see the picture who ordinarily do not
attend the State Theatre.
Larkin also had a dummy sitting on a pole atop the canopy.

A sign underneath the dummy read : "I refuse to come down
until Ma says I can see ANIMAL CRACKERS."
This sort of gag is the kind that Sioux Falls thrives on, and

Larkin uses it whenever he can. But don't get the idea that

there isn't plenty of variety in his work, too. What showman
doesn't know how "to mix 'em up." And, by the way, Fred,

when you send us in your next effort, mix up a photo of your-

self with it, will you?
Here's one from that wide-

awake showman, G. E. O'Don-
nell, of the Columbia Theatre
in Baton Rouge, La., that will

help you to put your shows
before the public if local con-

——-^^^^^^^^=^^^^^^^^^ ditions permit your using it.

When he played "Manslaughter" he stretched two tennis net

signs across the street from pole to pole.

The tennis net contained the red cut-out letters spelling out

the title of the picture and were stretched across the street at

two of the city's main business thoroughfares.
Special permission was given by the Mayor to put up these

tennis net signs, which attracted a great deal of attention.

In addition to this, about six or seven "No Parking Signs"
were lettered "Manslaughter—Drive Carefully" and placed at

busy street corners.

These two stunts tended to enhance the effectiveness of the

campaign. We'd like to point out that these angles can be used
on almost any film you are playing, and even if you don't care

to use them now, file them away so that you'll have them when
vou need them.

Try Stretching a

Tennis Net Across
Street for Stunt

T-Ipfp^c l~Fowf to revive tnat "ILL" Box Office

on one of those OFF NIGHTS
GIVE THEM

MOVIE STAR PHOTOS
and watch them come back for more.

For $3.38 You Can Give Away 500 Pictures

More than 100 theatres that started
giving these pictures away five

weeks ago are now using them two
and three nights each week.

ASK US ALL ABOUT IT

We'll send you samples—and all the dope.

THE VITAPRINT CO.
320 West 46th Street 729 S. Wabash Avenue
NEW YORK N. Y. CHICAGO, ILL.
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Burns' School Card
Idea Is One That
Will Help You, Too

The opening of the schools

in his district was the signal

for Wilfrid J. Burns, manager
of the Princess Theatre in

Joliet, 111., to step out and
grab a flock of good-will for

his house by tying in the local

dealers on a program card which he planned to give away.
The card, printed in black on pink stock, was folded to

resemble a four-page booklet. The first page carried the regu-

lar uniform school program with spaces left for period, room,
subject and teacher. One of the inner pages carried the theatre

copy, which we are reprinting so that you can act upon the

various angles that Burns is using, in case you can find a spot
for them.

FOR YOUR PLAYTIME
THE PRINCESS THEATRE

will sponsor a program of attractions that will keep you
in the highest spirits the entire school year. We are
making plans to organize a Students' Movie Club. This
is open to all students from First to Eighth grade. It

will be great fun—contests, parties and surprises of all

kinds. You will have a great chance to get better ac-

quainted with vour favorite movie stars. DON'T FOR-
GET THE DATE—Saturday morning, Sept. 13, at 10

A. M. will be our first meeting

!

Then, for the High School and Junior College stu-

dents we are going to have Collegiate Nights. We will

sing, have school yells, vote for the most popular ath-
lete, who will receive a prize through the courtesy of
Dinet & Co., have amateur entertainers picked from
your schools and have a great time. Watch our screen
for further announcements about this. THE PRIN-
CESS WILL BE THE SCHOOLS' MOST POPU-
LAR RECREATION CENTER.
For the music students we will continue our FREE

RECORDED CONCERTS three days a week. These
are held right at the time you are out for lunch period
and want to pass part of the time beneficially. Through
the courtesy of Wiswell's Music Company you will be
able to hear all the great artists, orchestras and bands,
merely by sending in your requests two days ahead of

the day you wish to hear them. We will arrange to have
the band, orchestra and music classes here to listen to
any musical selection they wish to. Make plans NOW
to attend these concerts every MONDAY, WEDNES-
DAY and FRIDAY at 11:15 A. M., starting Sept. 15.

These are just a few verv attractive surprises THE
PRINCESS fHEATRE has in store for you and every
student. Take advantage and be in them all.

FOR GOOD CLEAN ENTERTAINMENT. WE
EARNESTLY URGE YOU TO SEE THE FOL-
LOWING PRODUCTIONS THAT WILL BE
HERE SOON ON OUR PROGRAM OF "NEW
SHOW WORLD HITS."
Then you will see, besides these wonderful hits, many

short subiects verv interesting and inspiring. REST-
FUL. RELAXING RECREATION IS WHAT
YOUR BRAIN NEEDS AFTER HARD STUDY.
ATTEND OUR AFTER-SCHOOL MATINEES
FOR PROMPT SEATS.

The rest of the pages carried plugs on the dealers whose ads
permitted the printing of the herald. The local stationery store
dealer bought 75 tickets and placed them in the books that were
sold. The stunt made quite a hit with the kids and they flocked

to the store to purchase their school supplies.

Here's one that can be a winner for you, too. If you are too
late this season to take advantage of it. use it on the next term.
We want to thank Mr. Burns for letting us have this one and
we hope he will keep us posted on his future work.

For Best Results

use B & L Cinephor Lenses, made by America's Leading
Optical Institution.

678 St. Paul St., Rochestsr, N. Y. - - BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.

BAUSCH6LOMB

A PRESS BOOK THAT HELPS!
Another feather in Johnny Moynahan's cap.

—

That's our opinion of the "Amos 'N' Andy" ex-

ploitation and press book which jjust reached our
desk with the printer's ink still wet.
From cover to cover you will find this great

showman's assistant crammed full of smashing ad
layouts, suitable for the main stem or the sticks.

Plenty of variety, sensibly planned to allow for

alteration to fit individual situations and condi-
tion.

National tie-ups. all ready and waiting for the
live-wire showmen to take advantage of. Front dis-

plays, lobby layouts, cutout, banners, letters,—in

fact, if anything has been left out or overlooked
we'll be surprised—and then some.

It's a dirty trick to play on the brains who con-

ceived and executed this unusual piece of work,
but we must admit that whether you are playing
the picture or not, you should have a copy of that
"Amos 'N' Andv" Press Book on vour desk.

"Chicle'

Thomas J. Simmons
Joins; He Is Going
To Be Very Active

Industriously engaged in

laying out his campaigns, as
the photo shows, Thomas J.
Simmons, manager of the
Rialto Theatre in Morrilton,
Arkansas, nevertheless man-
aged to shoot us in a couple

of stunts along with his application for membership in the
Managers' Round Table Club.
Simmons is another of those Arkansas live-wires whose work

is known in the many towns surrounding his location. One
of the tilings that he takes especial pride in is his newspaper
advertising and he always tries to so localize his copy that he
can sell them by this medium, alone. He is also proficient in

the art of making up heralds and we notice in one of his recent
heralds on "The Unholy Three" that he jacked up the price
for the showing of the film. A footnote on the bottom of the

herald read: "WE DO NOT APOLOGIZE—for the slight in-

crease in prices, due to the mammoth cost in bringing this

super production to Morrilton to you." The gag was very ef-

fective. The herald itself was well done also. It was headed
by a catchline: "Have you ever heard Lon Chaney Swear?"

—

(underneath in smaller type were the words: "He Did—Before
a Notary Public in Los Angeles.") An arrow then pointed to

a fac-simile of the notary statement that Chaney signed in

California. The rest of the herald was devoted to a cut of
Chaney and selling copy.

Simmons sent along a number of ads and a few more heralds
to show us that he is hitting the right road to becoming an
active contributor. We want to welcome him into the Club
and we look forward to hearing from him soon concerning his

future work.
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"DIRTY BULBS"
Talking about keeping your theatre in tip-top

shape brings to mind the thought that you ought
to devote a morning or afternoon to cleaning all

the electric bulbs on the outside of the theatre.
Maximum brilliancy can never be attained from

your signs if the bulbs are coated with a winter's
dirt and soot. And while discussing this subject,
may we inquire when you last walked out of the
theatre, on an evening, to the opposite side of the
street to look over the front of your house?
We suggest you develop the habit. In fact, it's

worth doing several times a week, just to get the
patron's slant on what the front of the house looks
like. Is it inviting? Are there a majority of lamps
not burning? Perhaps the letters of your theatre's
name sign is sadly in need of a coat of white paint.
Maybe the attraction letters could stand a good
cleaning (despite your weekly inspection).
These represent but a few of the angles that

every wide-awake showman should make it a point
to watch. Whatever else you may do. DON'T wait
for one of your bosses to tell you that your theatre
looks like a "dump." Such news generally spoils
your appetite for dinner and jars the nerves.

Dowling Decked Out
Girls In Deck of

Cards As Ballyhoo

A novel ballyhoo was used
by E. M. Dowling to plug his

showing of "Queen High" at

the Broadway Theatre in

Newburgh, N. Y., when he se-

cured the services of a girl to

plug the film.

The girl was dressed in a playing card costume and worked
behind a table in the lobby. A pack of cards lay on the table
and a card alongside carried copy to the effect that persons
cutting a Queen would receive a guest ticket to see the picture.
She also worked on the -street in the off hours—carrying a sign
on her back advertising the picture, theatre and playdates.

Listen, "E. M."! We know that there's some good showman-
ship going on around your town and we want to see some more
of it. And, by the way, when you send us in your next con-
tribution, include your photo with it, will you?

Showman ingenuity has de-
vised many ways in which to

secure space in newspapers

;

and the gag used by "Judge"
Saef to land a photo plugging
the Uptown and Olympia the-

atres in Boston, Mass., on the
classified page of one of the Hub dailies was right in tine with
the best.

Saef wanted to secure some black crows to place in the lobby
as a plug for the Moran and Mack (Two Black Crows) film.

He inserted an ad in the classified section. The ad was inex-
pensive. Results were so good that Saef sought out the adver-
tising manager and showed him how and why he should get a
plug. The advertising manager consented to run a picture
showing the crows in the lobby of the theatre. Underneath the
picture, the copy read : "The Uptown and Olympia theatres
wanted live black crows for publicity purposes in conjunction
with the "Two Black Crows" showing this week. A classified

ad in the Boston Evening American procured the desired results
as evidenced by this picture."
Smart showmanship? And that's not all that Saef is doing in

Boston. He has just joined the Club and we judge from his

first contribution that he is certainly going to be a live-wire.

Keep it up, "Judge," and when you send in your next include
your photo and a little dope on yourself so that we can have
you meet the rest of the show world.

The "Judge" Crashed
Hub Newspaper For
Some Free Publicity

Simplicity Forms
The Keynote For
These Art Displays

Remember the special
"Dawn Patrol" front that
Ralph Noble of the Arkansas
Amusement Corp. passed
along recently? Well, here's

a couple of more samples of
the art work turned out by

Noble and the live-wires who make up his organization.
The photos are inadequate to do full justice to the display,

as the many striking colors worked in it helped enhance the
effectiveness considerably. Cut-out letters and heads were used
against a black oil cloth background. You will notice, by study-
ing the photos closely, that

the entire display is carried
out in the tone; it does not
shift from one angle to an-
other. The thing that No-
ble wants to convey is the
fact that the Marx Brothers
are playing in "Animal
Crackers." He seems to

know his town, and also

knows that they in turn are

acquainted with the Marx
Brothers. He omits all

other copy. Then again, he
may be experimenting.
There is no question but
that the simplicity of this

display packs a powerful
wallop.

If you will take the time
to look it over carefully we
are sure that you will be able to pick up one or two pointers,

that you can work into your own displays. At any rate, there's

plenty to dope out along this angle. How about your display

work? Do you figure in the movie stars who happen to be
favorites in the town? Do you know whether simplicity or

ostentatiousness in display will help or hinder the business?
Does novelty help? These and many other questions of like

nature have been thought over by showmen who know their

business.

Before closing this little .story we'd like to inform you that

the sign on the side of the building measured 23 feet in width
and 21 feet in height. It created a very effective flash. This
sign is used for every new attraction. Oke, Ralph ; thanks for

letting us see this. And remember, we look forward to seeing

some more.

LEN BURGE7Jr^Says

:

"/ find the Club's department in the NEWS of great
calue to me especially in the workout of new gags for
a small theatre."

Manager, Strand Theatre,
Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
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The Strand Opening
In Pocatello, Idaho,

Was Well Executed

Through the kindness of R.

E. Archibald, manager of the

Orpheum Theatre in Poca-
tello, Idaho, we are enabled to

show these photos of the

opening of the Strand The-
•^^^=^=^=^^^^^^^=^ atre in his town.

The photo on the left will give you a small idea of the im-

mense crowd that lined up for the opening performance which
was given as a "Gala Opening." the house having been dark

for six weeks while refurnishing went on within. Preceding

the opening of the box-office, the Xational Guard cavalry unit,

consisting of 40 mounted men, stationed in town, paraded

through the downtown streets and went through a series of

maneuvers and drills on the side street next to the theatre

for a half hour preceding the opening. While the drill was in

progress, the theatre lights were extinguished, and, at the com-
pletion of the drill, the men stood at attention, sabres drawn,

as a firing squad shot a five-round volley. The volley was the

signal for the throwing of the switch in the theatre and the

house lights came on in full blast. In 20 minutes the house was
sold out.

In conjunction with this article we are also showing a picture

of the lobby display constructed for the opening picture, "All

Quiet on the Western Front." The scenes from the film were
painted on sign cloth, and this angle, together with the cut-outs

and the war equipment (which was promoted from the local

American Legion) combined to form an effective selling dis-

play. Barb wire entanglements and cement bags filled with
saw dust served to enhance the effectiveness and realistic tone
of the battle front.

Newspaper and Cops
Helped Rose Put
"Manslaughter"Over

Thanks, "R. E.," for passing this along to us so that your
fellow members in the Club can see that you, live-wire out in

Idaho, aren't letting any grass grow under your feet. Keep up
the good work and let's have some more accounts of how you
and you fellow managers are keeping them coming up to the
box-office.

It takes a popular showman
to sell both the newspaper and
the police department at the
same time. Still Walter Rose,
manager of the Strand The-
atre in Boston, Mass., called

=— in the gentlemen of the Fourth
Estate and the Blue Coats to assist him in putting over his

show.
An advance newspaper article read. "Due to the merchants

and Publix Theatres sponsoring Fall Trade Week on this same
week, and due to the fact that this week will bring many out-
of-town shoppers to Brockton, this is an ideal time to warn
motorists of the dangers before them."
The news article further read: "Not only careless and reck-

less drivers will be watched, but the motorcycle squad of the
police department will be on the lookout for careful drivers as

well, and will present each careful driver with two tickets to the
Strand Theatre to see MANSLAUGHTER, in which there is

an example of what results reckless driving may bring."

NOVELTY SOUVENIRS
Make friends with your patrons
\*ew profits In your hoi offlc* rerelpU
Give kid Hi'' "Brazel Novelties" and win
them as Booster* for your ahow house . .

Inexpensive attract Ire novelties aerre rea*
Dullness getters always

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG. CO. 7L*A !*"

ARMISTICE DAY!
Armistice Day rolls around on November 11,

bringing with it an opportunity for you to tie up
your local American Legion or National Guard to

good advantage.
Nearly every showman, of course, will run a

special trailer. But there's a couple of other angles
that will also help to bring home the special day.
Perhaps you can persuade the National Guard or
Legionaires to stage a parade to your house and
then have a picked team give a demonstration of

the manual of arms, either in front of the house
or on the stage. A bugler can sound taps from

, your marquee at the time set by the President for
the two or three minutes silent observance. You
can write a special editorial and send it to your
local newspaper. There are any number of digni-
fied ways in which you can show that your theatre
is right there with patriotism.

"No Accident Week" started on Labor Day, the opening date
of "Manslaughter" at the Strand. A big headline in Tuesday's
paper, "Many Accidents in City Over Holiday," sort of put
a crimp in the "No Accident Week." As the news article stated,

"NO ACCIDENT WEEK in Brockton started off with a bang
over the week-end and holiday the wrong way." However,
that only served to give the stunt further publicity and make
other drivers that much more careful.

In spite of the many minor accidents at the beginning of the
week, the motorcycle squad found many careful drivers who
in turn received tickets—these tickets being in the form of a
theatre guest ticket to see "Manslaughter."
Much publicity was derived from the stunt—both from a

good-will standpoint and a direct medium in plugging the pic-

ture.

Rose has secured plenty of good-will since he has been at

the house, and those of you members who remember his many
benefit shows will agree with us. Listen, Walter! How about
keeping in touch with us more often? You know you should
have your work passed along frequently so that your fellow

members and showmen on the Publix circuit can keep posted
on your activity.

In Brooklyn, out around the
Bedford section, Charles F.

Burns, manager of the Bre-
voort, is treating the residents
of the neighborhood to some
live-wire showmanship.
The Brevoort, being a Loew

house, it is featuring the special "You'll Remember September"
Month, and in order to plug this special feature, Brown did

some fast hustling. He had his printer make up a special card
on which was imprinted copy relative to the pictures coming
to the theatre during the month. The card was headed by a
large "Thank You." and was passed out to the patrons by the

cashier when she was not too busy.
Another angle that went over well and proved to be one of

the highlights of the campaign was a tie-up made with the local

merchants on a memory contest. Special four-page heralds

were made up. The front pages carried the catchline "You'll

Remember September." The inner pages carried the details of

the contest and the list of names of the merchants participating

in it. The store-keepers paid for the printing of the heralds,

supplied the gifts and also permitted the use of their windows
for displays. Mats of scenes from former films were used with
a line underneath for the contestant to write in the name of

the picture.

We would like you to know that this is the first contribution

that Mr. Burns has made to the Club pages, and when be starts

off his membership like this, it seems to us that he is going to

be an active member. We hope that when he sends us in his

next contribution be will also include his photo, as we want to

give him a regular introduction to his fellow Club members.

Charles F. Burns
Is Active Among
Brooklyn Showmen
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KIDDIE BUSINESS—AND HOW!
By PAUL W. KUNZE

Your issue of Aug. 2 contains a very-

interesting and vital article by Madaline
Woods, advertising director for Publix,

on the subject of Boosting Kid Patron-

age. The story brings forth the serious

situation which is facing the industry in

the very apparent loss of juvenile patron-

age due to the lack of appeal to them of

the "new show world pictures" otherwise

known as "Talkies." It also suggests rem-
edies in the way of various features espe-

cially arranged for the young folks.

Excellent Material
The story as presented contains some ex-

cellent material, which if generally used
snould do a lot toward helping the situation.
The deplorable part of the condition is that,
although it has been really serious for some
time, exhibitors and the chains have only
recently realized it and are now faced with
the added difficulty of bringing back this
once lucrative and valuable patronage. The
idea of a theatre Kiddies' Club is perhaps
the best, surest and most practical arrange-
ment, and while these clubs are now quite
numerous, we believe that in our State The-
atre Kiddies' Club organization we have cer-
tain features which are really tremendous
in their good-will producing possibilities and
which are not being used generally. It is

for this reason that I am submitting the
details of its operation to supplement the
WOODS material and facilitate matters for
some other managers who may be passing up
a real good bet in not using a feature of
this type. We have found the Club idea
possibilities tremendous and only limited by
one's own effort. The importance of getting
at the adults and building up parents' good-
will cannot be overestimated, not to men-
tion the extra box office revenue and adver-
tising value of an enthusiastic Club mem-
bership. We have found our Saturday busi-
ness has keDt right up to winter grosses all
during the "hot weather and general slump,
directly traceable to interest in the Kiddies*
Club.

Every Kid in Town
The State Theatre Kiddies' Club was start-

ed eight months ago with a small member-
ship when it became apparent that we were
losing favor with the kids. It has built up
to a point where nearly every eligible
youngster in town is a member and booster,
and there is a weekly increase, this coming
from surrounding towns as a result of ac-
tivity and word of mouth advertising.
The Club is in charge of and under su-

pervision of a young lady designated as "Big
Sister," a trained kindergartner and teacher.
Being connected with our staff, she takes a
personal interest in the children and the
extra cost of services is negligible. She in-
terviews the youngsters and accepts mem-
bers at a desk located in the foyer every
Saturday afternoon. Each member receives
a numbered card, which is kept on record
and a bright red button signifying member-
ship which they are urged to wear at all
times. There is no charge for membership,
but the renewal of lost pins costs the mem-
ber a penny. A record of all names, ad-
dresses, ages, birthdays and numbers is kept
accurately. It is noticeable that youngsters
take it very seriously, talk freely to "Big
Sister," ask advice and help in various
things.
Saturday afternoon is entirely devoted to

the kids with the theatre organist located
at a piano in the foyer playing their request
numbers for them, during the preliminaries
before the show.

Stage Angles Stressed
The Kiddies' Club stage show comes at the

end of the regular picture program on Sat-
urday afternoon, so spotted in order that
adults and older children who may not care
to remain may leave. We find that most
of the older folks take a keen interest in
the activities of the children and do really
enjoy the proceedings. The stage show is

In charge of a male master of ceremonies

/F YOU still think that kiddie busi-

ness is tough to get, just read how
Paul W. Kunze, manager of the

State Theatre in Stoughton, Mass.
turns the trick.

Kiddie Klubs in theatres have al-

ways clicked if handled right, but add
to the Klub angle the slants which
Kunze found so valuable and you have
an almost "sure thing"
We also suggest that you refer back

to the issue of August 2nd and read
what Madeline Woods had to say on
the same subject. Combining the two
you should experience little difficulty

in putting the same ideas over in your
own theatre.

Kiddie trade is too tempting and
lucrative to pass over lightly. Many
a seasoned showman will tell you that
if you get the kids you automatically
get the adults.
We are grateful to Mr. Kunze for

complying with our request for this

article and we feel that it will prove
of immense value to many others.

"CHICK"

who has gained much popularity with the
kiddies, and is employed especially for this
presentation. He is assisted on the stage by
one young lady in charge of the club. Hav-
ing this supervision, makes the parents feel
that their children are in capable hands
and properly cared for. which is, of course,
a fact.
We open the stage show with the singing

of "America" by the entire club, dressed
up by a display of flags on the screen, chil-
dren on each side of stage in patriotic cos-
tume bearing the colors. To vary this open-
ing we ha_ve a specially written song for
the Kiddies' Club to the tune of a current
popular number. Next comes a Kiddies' Club
cheer by the group. These suggested open-
ings are naturally only a beginning of the
possibilities which showmen can arrange;
however, the patriotic element is in line with
school training and always popular with
kids.

Usually this is followed by announcements
of next week's features, contests and attrac-

tions. Our stage programs and activities
started in by occupying 15 minutes' time
and have so ouiit up that nearly an hour is

allotted to the entertainment and exploita-
tion of the club members.

Foliowine the opening ceremonies comes
the Lucky Names, when 50 boys and girls
are called by name from the list of mem-
bers, are required to come on the stage and
receive a gift either candy bars or some
novelty trinket. In the case of candy bars
we have several contacts with distributors
of popular 5c bars whereby they are sup-
plied us free of charge for the advertising.
As for the novelty gifts, they are purchased
and cost us between three and six cents
each. We believe in getting as many kids
on the stage as possible to maintain their
interest at a high pitch, and also to give
away as much as possible without going to
any great expense. This all creates plenty of
talk which in turn builds up lasting good-
will at a minimum of expense.

Furnish Own Talent

The feature I mention as having tremendous
institutional possibilities and which has as
yet been generally neglected is our policy
of selecting 10 or a dozen children from
among the membership who can sing, dance,
recite, play musical instruments or other-
wise entertain and using them as part of
our Kiddies' Club stage show. Any child
who can entertain is invited to come on the
stage and do so. and our list is now so that
they are booked way in advance. Some ap-
pear in costumes, others street clothes, many
prepare their bits at home and others who
may wish it are instructed and coached by
the young lady in charge of the club. She
rehearses and teaches the children stage de-
portment and otherwise encourages their
particular talents, which naturally makes a
big hit with the parents. For this feature
the stage is appropriately dressed with stage
piano and organist is used to accompany
the entertainers on the stage. Each child
who entertains is rewarded with a gift of
candy, and at the conclusion all entertainers
are judged and the winners rewarded with
capital prizes, in some cases bought or pro-
moted by us.
We are very fortunate in having contacts

with several local merchants who are In
sympathy with our activities (and also ap-
preciate the advertising), so there seems to
to be no difficulty in obtaining any desired
quantity of merchandise for use as gifts.
As an additional warm weather feature

we interested two ice cream manufacturers
in the possibilities of exploiting their prod-
uct via the Kiddies' Club with the result that

(Concluded on next page

)

A portion of the Club membership, who were participants in the Movie Star Parade and Contest.
The youngsters are made up to represent some of their favorite stars.
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L. Simon Designed
Special Display In

Lobby For Picture

It is not only on prison

films that Louis Simon de-
signs special lobbies for his

house but on all of them.
However, his specialty is the

prison ones, and this may be
•

seen in the cut we are show-
ing which portrays the lobby of the Stone Theatre in Brook-
lyn, N. Y., when Simon played "The Convict's Code."
The entire lobby was carried out in the prison tone with the

effectiveness of the display being enhanced by the electric chair

which was placed in the lobby. Special posters were also cre-

ated for the picture's run. An angle that had them talking was
the beaverboard portraits over the entrance doors. They stood
and gaped at these just about as much as at the electric chair.

The art work was carried out in a gray tone.

We understand that Simon is displaying work of this sort
with every new attraction that plays his house and we hope that
in view of the fact the work is "aces up," he is going to keep
us posted on the other things he does to keep them coming.

JOHN MATTHEWS BACK!
His many friends will he glad to know that John Matthews,

formerly manager of the Ritz Theatre, in New Jersey for the
Warner outfit, and lately for R-K-O, has again joined the
Radio-Keith outfit and may be found at the Hippodrome The-
atre in New York City. Good luck, John.

Covered Wagon Was
Used by Powell to

Exploit His Show

The covered wagon caval-

cade may have gone west, but
Ray V. Powell, manager of
the Tudor Theatre in New
Orleans, La., had them turn
South when he decided to use~ ~
a covered wagon to exploit

his showing of "The Last of the Duanes."
The cover of the wagon was entirely white in color and bore

copy about the picture, theatre and playdates. The man driv-

ing the wagon was rigged out in a costume consistent with
the time and day of picture. The covered wagon was used in

the business district of the city—and attracted loads of atten-
tion and made mighty fine advertising for the picture.

Another angle that Powell used—this being a good-will
plug—will probably interest a good many of our members.

Golf putting is still popular in ,New Orleans. In view of this

fact, Powell had installed in the lobby a "One-hole putt-putt
course." There Is one hazard on this one-hole course—and all

those making a hole in one were entitled to receive a guest
ticket to see the picture. Advertising copy on the picture was
planted on the hazard which made an excellent location to

advertise the coming attraction.

So you see, this showman is right there when it comes to

activity. It is said about him that he doesn't miss a trick to

publicize his house. Well, Ray, you can prove this statement
to the rest of the Club also by keeping us in touch with all the

latest developments down your way.

KIDDIE BUSINESS
on alternate weeks each furnishes every club
member with a 5-cent box of ice cream,
given them as they leave for home. It is
unnecessary to elaborate on the popularity
of this idea with the children. For the win-
ter months we have already arranged a tie-
up with a candy distributor under a similar
arrangement.

Broadcasting and Games
Further along the line of child enter-

tainers, we are making* arrangements to
have a group of our best performers broad-
cast from a local station, which should build
up interest considerably for us.
Among the other features of the stage

show are games, contests and exhibitions es-
pecially arranged for the children.
Along this line, we have used and found

excellent the following list of ideas adapted
for club use:

1. Pin the tail on the Donkey game, where
separate srVoups of boys and girls are blind-
folded on stage and required to pin tail
nearest its logical location on donkey. Prizes
to first and second.

2. Spelling bee. conducted on stage
through co-operation of schools and teachers
for a period of four or five weeks using
2h children each weejc and spelling them
down for finals.

3. Movie Star Contest and Parade. Kids
come dressed as any movie star they choose,
parade around theatre and stage and receive
prizes tor best, funniest, most original, for
both boys and girls. Out of entire costumed
group entertainers may be picked to build
ui> excellent stage picture and show.

i Doughnut, apple or pie -eating contest
Cor boys and girls, youngsters required to
••it doughnuts, etc. Prizes for bo\.s and girls
foi tastes! work. Plenty of fun and audi-
ence in uproar,

5. Personal appearance of youthful juve-
n i ! endurance boxers—three-round exhibi-
tion bout staged with atmosphere, etc.

6 Address by Chief of Police, Fire Chief,
Board of Health to children on safetv and
health promotion ideas. Used occasionally so
kids will not tire. Monthly fire drill under
supervision of Fire Chief, same as employed
in schools,

7 Staging of drills, playlets, rhvthm work
under direction of and rehearsed by "Big

Sister," who prepares plays and instructs
children after school hours in preparation
for presentations on Saturday afternoons.
Suitable and excellent simple playlets may
be secured free. Excellent training and edu-
cation for children results from our expert
supervision.

8. Girls' doll show with prizes for best of
all types dolls, and any number of varied
"eating" contests have been tried with good
results. Each week a contest of some de-
scription or other is included in the pro-
gram on the stage .with long lines of enthu-
siastic kiddies waiting at the close to enter
for whatever may take place the following
Saturday.

9. From our membership list we obtain
birthdays of children and every Saturday
all children whose birthdays occurred dur-
ing the week are called on stage and pre-
sented a suitable gift and given best wishes
by club sponsor.

10. Photos were taken of entire member-
ship in front of theatre and photographer
offered them for sale to kiddies at nominal
fee. Excellent response was received from
newspapers in the matter of publishing pic-
tures and stories of the club activities as
the large number of children involved made
it good business for the papers to use the
stuff.

11. Occasionally we stage a new member
drive with prizes or gifts for each present
member who brings in a new member.

12. We have conducted two Boy Scout
shows with theatre service turned over to
operation "by scouts, Boy Scouts, as part of
club meeting, entertained with signals, drills
and other scout business, followed by a talk
by local Scout Master. This is used as one
unit only in the Kiddies' Clug Stage Show
and is a particular delight to the boys.

13. We are especially well situated to con-
duct the story telling features and talks
on children's books, etc., due to the conduct
Of the Club by the young lady trained in
that line of work.

14. Formation of Harmonica Band and so-
loists, etc.. with possibilities for broadcasting
and appearances weekly on the stage. Any
activity with large groups of children taking
part on stage is beneficial and we never miss
an opportunity.

15. During the past spring we had ar-
rangements with local dancing teachers
whereby pupils performed as part of our
stage show, in cost times, solos and groups.
Dancing teachers go big for the idea for

the advertising and stage experience it gives
the pupils. This is a very valuable angle and
we shall certainly renew it in the fall.

16. Another suggestion that worked out
well was a Poverty Party and Comedy
Clothes party with the kids all dressed in
ridiculous costumes, paraded on the stage
and suitable prizes for various types, funni-
est, best, most ragged, etc.

Tremendous Possibilities
The above list gives a mild idea of the

possibilities of the stage entertainment and
contest angles, of which there are hundreds,
all practically at no cost to theatre and rich
in good, clean fun for both audience and
participants. We are constantly on the look-
out for gags which can be built up into
fun-producing features for our Kiddies' dub.
Managers will find themselves well rewarded
for the extra effort required by this type
of thing.

Naturally, the entertainment feature brings
out the parents, relatives, friends, etc., of
the performing children and serves as an
additional draw for the program.
Community singing of specially written

Club songs, Current popular songs and chil-
dren's songs plays an important part of
every meeting, with very enthusiastic re-
sponse. In line with the singing idea, we
are now rehearsing a Kiddies' Glee Club,
made up of 30 mixed voices, under direction
of music teacher from the schools, and ex-
pect to have this as a regular weekly at-
tractton <>n Saturdays. The School depart-
ment co-operates freely with us in all ac-
tivities which involve the children and any
features which have educational angles.
The Club meeting is closed with the sing-

ing of a lively tune by the entire audience

—

and they sure do sing.
T hope you will be able to present some of

these suggestions to other theatre managers
in some way or other, as we have had mar-
velous reaction at practically no cost. While
the operation of the Kiddies' Club is made
to order for towns of all sizes and neighbor-
hood houses, it can be varied and used in
many types of houses. Exhibitors will find
it easy to operate once it is started, just
naturally builds itself up big, and creates an
unlimited amount of good-will as well as a
box-office magnet for Saturdays. Personally
1 enjov the Club proceedings very much and
feel well rewarded for the extra trouble by
the enthusiasm of the kiddles.
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FOOTBALL SEASON IS HERE!
Judging from the many inquiries coming into

Club headquarters about Football tie-ups, etc., we
are afraid that many showmen have neglected a
mighty valuable angle for added business.

It is, however, still early enough in the season to

capitalize on this popular sport and we urge every
manager to get set NOW.
Among the many slants which come to mind as

we write this reminder are: co-operative arrange-
ment with the local high schools or football teams,
wereby the theatre furnishes the team line-ups and
score cards, carrying, of course, their plug for
some current attraction or some good institutional

copy.
Another suggestion is the personal appearance

of the local team on your theatre's stage on a gala
"Football Night." This was worked with tremend-
ous success in quite a few spots last fall and re-

sulted in much profitable business and good-will.
If possible, get some movie shots of the team in

action, close-ups of them and the coach, as well as
other officials of the team or school.
Reference to last fall's Club pages will reveal

several good campaigns which you can use as a
guide for this season. But however you go about
it, you should certainly manage to work out some-
thing along these lines.

If you have already started on some good foot-
ball exploitation and tie-ups, pass along the details
so that we may publish them while thev are still

"hot."

Here's one that will interest

Perhaps YOU Will you. Get a load of how Roy
^ L. Smart, manager of the

Want To Use ThlS Broadhurst Theatre in High
p V/-,iir- Tliootro Point, N. C, made a dollarr or i our i neatre bill work overtime to plug his

film, "Let's Go Native."
After making the necessary arrangements with the news-

paper, banker and the merchants' association. Smart had Jack
Oakie send a wire to the banker, the wire reading, "Sending
you one dollar with which to inaugurate High Point merchants'
association's native dollar movement. Appreciate naming this

after LET'S GO NATIVE, my newest comedy. Full speed to

native dollar. May abundance of prosperity and joy follow it

on its speeding rounds.—Jack Oakie."
The wire, together with a story, was given to the newspaper

for publication Sunday. On Monday morning the banker pre-
sented the Jack Oakie native dollar to the president of the
merchants' association who placed it in circulation by making
a purchase at a men's clothing store.

The dollar was attached to a sheet of paper explaining the

purpose of it. (Jack Oakie, star of the big comedy hit LET'S
GO NATIVE sends this Native Dollar to prove what one
dollar will do when kept busy. Sign your name and pass it on
quickly to some High Point merchant, firm or individual.

Every time it is spent, someone profits. Move it now. The
person holding'it at 5:30 P. M. each day is requested to tele-

phone 4244 so that an accurate record can be kept. Watch
the Enterprise for the accomplishments of this Native dollar.

And. for Fun's sake, see LET'S GO NATIVE at the Broad-
hurst, Friday and Saturday.)
The entire sheet accompanying the dollar bill was then placed

in a leather case under a transparent cover with sheets of paper
fastened to the back for the signatures of those receiving the

dollar. Its progress was slow on the first day, but it increased

on the second day and maintained a rapid rate throughout
the week.
No trouble was had in locating the dollar each afternoon.

Each afternoon the dollar was sent for, the names were copied

from the list and then a story was written for publication the
following day—the newspaper giving the native dollar's rounds
for the day and returning the dollar to the one holding it last.

Several concerns offered $1.50 in merchandise for the native
dollar which further helped to circulate it among the merchants.
Everybody had a gay old time reading about the travels of

the Native Dollar and we'd like to point out that you, too, can
use this stunt. Think it over and if it will fit in with your local
conditions, make use of it when you get the opportunity.
Thanks, Roy, for passing this along. Let's have some more.

The "Needham Natator"

D. McSweeney Has was the cognomen bestowed

t\ i\/r i rr, i upon David C. McSweeney,
DOT\e MUCh 1 OWardS last summer by the residents

Good-Will Of HoUSe of Nee^am Mass., in recog-
nition of the splendid good-
will he contacted by means of

the Needham Paramount Theatre Swimming Club, which he
inaugurated as a plug for his kiddie business.
From the time he first entered upon his duties in Needham,

this popular showman-manager has clicked with a string of
successes. The swimming club, which was a follow-up of his
Kiddie Club, was his best summer bet in a long time. On cer-
tain afternoons the kids would meet McSweeney at the beach
and there receive instructions in swimming, play games, and
listen to a short talk about the coming attractions at the the-
atre. The club met with favor also from the adults, who were
very much pleased to see that their kids were so well taken care
of.

^»

Another angle that McSweeney had introduced in the town
is that of weekly broadcasting, with those kid members of the
Club, who possessed exceptional talent, furnishing the enter-
tainment. McSweeney himself takes a hand and strums a uke

;

and from what we understand he sure gurgles a wicked boop-
poop-a-doop. It is also interesting to note that he is well
thought of by the newspapers and the local merchants, a fact
which may be accounted for by the activity he displayed in

treating the town to a "Fall Trade Week." Plenty of pep went
into this one, and if you'll look at the ad we are reproducing,
you can get a few angles on a stunt of this sort. McSweeney
received the full co-operation of the Chamber of Commerce
and the newspaper on this stunt and the mediums enabled him
to turn in a record breaking week of good-will and business.
We would like to mention that if you are in a position to do so,

a week of this sort, if properly handled, will prove to be a win-
ner for you, too.

Thanks, Dave, for shooting this along to us so that we could
let your fellow-members in on what you are doing; and by the
way, when you send in your next contribution, let's have a
photo of yourself.

The Real Club Spirit!

"All For One And One For Air
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TOP NOTCH DISPLAYS FROM LABY

We don't know who it is handles the brush for the
execution of the plans that George Laby, manager of

the Olympia Theatre in Boston. Mass. lays out for his

lobby displays, but it is certainly fine work, and seems
to be carried down to the minutest details.

As a number
of our members
have requested
us to publish
some more of
these lobby dis-

plays and front
art work, we are
passing along
these few for
"All Quiet" and
"Big Boy." Look
them over care-
fully and we
think that you'll

find any number
of slants contain-
ed in them which
will help you
when you are
planning your
art work.
A great deal of

comment was oc-

casioned bv the
"All Quiet" dis-

play and it is

said that its ef-

fectiveness was
such that it prov-
ed to be one of
the strongest
factors in the
campaign, every
patron of the
theatre the week
prior to the pic-

ture's opening
returning to see
it. We would al-

so like to call

your attention to
the gag in the
front photo
showing a dis-

play for "Big
Boy." The scale,

placed out front,

was used by
many persons.
Weight was free,

and free admis-
sion was given to
any person tip-

ping the scale at
210 pounds. To
make a play for

the feminine good-will. Laby offered free tickets to any
two ladies who could tip the beam at exactly 210. This

gag helped to boost up the good-will stock of the house
a great deal, and it's a cinch that it had them talking.

REAL CLUB SPIRIT!
We hate getting "slushy" over any member in

particular or the Club in general, but we must take
these means of expressing our appreciation to all

of those members who "come through" with the re-

quested material for the "Exploitation" series now
running on the Club pages.
This is but one of the many instances where we

sent out an S O S and found the boys right behind
us. It is what we have often referred to as "Club
Spirit" and it clearlv demonstrates the value of
"All For One And One For All" slogan.

It is really remarkable that in the short space
of about two years so many thousand showmen
from all over the world have adopted this great
medium of inter-communication in order that they
may better acquaint themselves with what is new
in show-selling and theatre management.
And it did prove that they were ripe for an or-

ganization like ours. That is why we are constant-
ly striving to make the Club, and our pages in

Motion Picture News, always interesting and new-
sy, besides fulfilling the more important task of
telling you HOW to improve your exploitation as
well as the running of your theatre.
Great things are in the working for making the

Managers' Round Table Club an even greater fac-

tor in show-business than it is now. But it will be
accomplished only by the continued backing of our
host of members and readers.
Wherever you go, whomever you talk to, at every

chance that presents itself, let's all broadcast the
fact that we are members of the greatest organi-
zation of its kind.

M. R. T. C.

It was an occasion for great

Paramount Opening rejoicing on the part of the

, IT ,-, r ii T-i residents, and business organ-
WaS bUCCeSStully H,n- izations of Texarkana, Texas,

gineered By Hands when the Paramount Theatre
a J opened there recently. And—

they had all the more cause
for joy because E. B. Hands, Jr., new manager of the house,
turned out a complete and very showmanlike campaign along
with it, in which all of the merchants and city luminaries par-
ticipated.

On opening day of the theatre, a band was secured to lead

a parade of automobile dealers; the dealers carrying co-opera-
tive copy on their cars which served to impress people with the
new Publix theatre. Practically every merchant had some form
of a co-operative window display while some of them permitted
Manager Hands to water-color the windows with copy about
the opening, attraction, etc.

A platform was built on top of the marquee underneath the
theatre sign. This was used by the Mayor and President of

the Chamber of Commerce when they addressed the crowd on
the afternoon of the opening day of the picture. The platform
on the marquee was also used in the evening for two hours
by the leader of a 30-piece orchestra ; the members of the or-

chestra being equally divided on both sides of the newly-con-
structed platform. This musical group dispensed music from
7 to 9 P. M. on opening night, to the great delight of throngs
of people.

Hands, Jr. also used several other stunts and these tied in

with his other activities to make the opening an event of State
significance, especially as all of the surrounding newspapers
carried big stories on it. And now that he has settled down
to sell shows regularly at the house, we hope that "E. B." isn't

going to be bashful about keeping us posted on his work, and
that he'll also send us in a photo and a little dope on himself.

Come on, "E. B.," let's have it.
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DAVE BORLAND TRANSFERRED!
As a reward for the excellent work which he

turned out while he managed the Metropolitan
Theatre in Regina, Sas., Canada, Dave Borland has
been appointed to the managership of the new
Capitol Theatre in Rossland, B. C. He is succeeded
at the Metropolitan by Ernie Petch, former stage
actor and manager, who is well versed in the game.
Borland is well known to the rest of the Club,

his many activities having been often presented on
our pages. We are sure that in his new position

he is going to turn out some more of the showman-
ship that characterized his work in Regina.

Some Showmanlike
Work Is Displayed

In Des Moines, la.

Those two live-wire show-
men, Moore and Crossman,
manager and publicity direc-

tor, respectively, of the
Paramount Theatre in Des
Moines, Iowa, certainly see to

it that the house is repre-

sented in every way possible when they plug a picture.

Recently the Duncan Sisters played an engagement at the

theatre, and Grossman capitalized upon the black eye one of

the girls received from Rex Lease, a motion picture actor.

Benny Bass, junior light-weight champion of the world, was
training in Des Moines, and so Grossman conceived the idea

of putting the Duncan Sisters in the ring with Bass, and taking

a picture of the trio, which broke in a three-column cut in the

Register-Tribune, under a caption which explained that Vivian

Duncan was getting some pointers on how to protect herself

from the warring male. This manufactured news was so good
that the Des Moines Register-Tribune received requests from
several syndicates for the photo.

FOUR SMART ADVTS
Here is a group of four unusually attraticve newspaper ads,

available in mat form to theatres playing this attraction.

There is a decided trend among all live-wire showmen to

improve their newspaper advertising and surround it with the

same beauty and dignity which features the better class house

advertising in the larger towns.

These four ads. which we believe were created for use

originally at the Warner Bros. Hollywood Theatre on the Coast,

have a combination of attractive layouts as well as easy read-

ing text. At any rate it doesn't cost you anything to make a

study of them and possibly when you run this picture, you
will be glad to use these mats.

The Des Moines paper tipped Grossman off that an aunt of
the Duncan Sisters lived in Stuart, Iowa, 45 miles from Des
Moines. Grossman hopped in a car and with a newspaper pho-
tographer drove to Stuart and arranged for the aunt to invite
the Duncan Sisters to a country midnight dinner.

The photographer took pictures of the aunt, which broke
in the papers the next morning. The press was declared in on
the midnight dinner given in the country to the Duncan Sis-

ters, and the result was a 600-word signed story.

When Manager Willard Moore informed his publicity man
that "A Non-stop Flight" would be the title of next week's
stage show, Grossman started promoting things from the Yel-
low Cab Airways, who have an airport in Des Moines. Before
he was through, he had 20 free airplane rides promoted, which
were given away on four successive nights at the theatre.

The Yellow Cab Airways assumed all responsibility in case
of accident, thus protecting the theatre. The Airways company
paid for 1,500 tickets which were distributed to patrons as they
entered the theatre by two boys in flying togs.

An air show was arranged on the mezzanine of the theatre,

consisting of airplane motors, wings at various stages of devel-

opment, airplane cameras, etc. As an advance advertising fea-

ture, the airways concern lent the theatre a 24-foot silk para-
chute, which was attached to the ceiling by wires. A dummy
was suspended from the chute, carrying a compo board sign
advertising next week's stage show and the free airplane rides

to be given away at the theatre.

Plenty of comment was reported all over the town and the
theatre in this way came in for word-of-mouth publicity of the
finest sort. We understand that some excellent showmanship
is being displayed out at the Paramount. So when we receive

their next contribution we hope that these two showmen will

include their photos and some dope on themselves.

Jacob Managed To
Put Over One Stunt

AnywayOnHisShow

Due to a change of book-
ings. A. M. Jacob, manager of

the Istrione Theatre, Jackson,
Miss, was confronted with
adequately advertising his new
feature

—"Those Who Dance."
=—-^^^^^—^^^—————^^— Since the feature picture

was to be shipped by aeroplane, he arranged with the staff

photographer of the local newspaper to shoot the plane upon
its arrival—the picture showing the can of film being delivered

to the theatre manager.
The caption of the picture in the newspaper was, "Here

comes THOSE WHO DANCE" and underneath the picture

was a detailed description of what it was all about.

The plane arrived about the middle of the afternoon and the

picture of the plane, film and theatre manager was in the eve-

ning edition of the paper, all of which helped to advertise

the picture. The residents of the town had not seen such fast

showmanship displayed in some time and they more than
perked up their interest in the film at the local house—all of

which meant good business during the playdates.

And that was fast thinking showmanship. Many other man-
agers have had this happen to them, too. And sometimes it

happened that they weren't able to get much publicity, though
what they did get was valuable. As this little account marks
Mr. Jacob's introduction on our pages we hope to hear more
from him soon, regarding what else he is doing to sell them.

What do you say, A. M."?

IRVING MACK Says:
"/ want to tell you that although I am not an exhibi-

tor I read every word of your ROUND TABLE section.

In fact I read that part of the book first and I think

that any exhibitor who passes up reading that section

is passing up a good bet.

President,
Filmac Company,
Chicago, Illinois.
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WHAT IS EXPLOITATION?
TOM OLSEN Says:
EXPLOITATION, as Daniel Webster has

it, means to get the value or usefulness

out of something. Transcribed to the

showman's glossary it refers to anything and
everything that can be done, whether oral or

written, to sell a product to the public.

Under the heading of exploitation there

comes every known means of bringing the pub-

lic to the box office. Heading the list is news-
paper advertising, followed by lobby displays,

screen advertising, publicity material for the-

atre, house-to-house and mailing list distribu-

tion, outdoor advertising, newspaper contests,

theatre contests, merchant tie-ups, ballyhoos and
co-operative stunts.

While on the subject of definitions it is in-

teresting to note that much-used word "bal-

lyhoo" is not listed in any of Webster's works.
at least as late as the 1929 unabridged volume.
However, we of the theatre business take

liberties—we're funny that way. The word
"ballyhoo" would seem to take in stunts re-

moved from or in front of a theatre that by
their unusual nature in movement or sound at-

tract people to the product being sold. To
make this a bit clearer, such items as sidewalk
and street perambulators, a barker in front of

a theatre, would come under the heading of
ballyhoo.

While ballyhoo is important, it is often given
more weight than it justly deserves, because of
lack of clear definition. However, when a
manager or exploitation man is told to go out
and ballyhoo a picture to the limit, the instruc-

tions, strictly interpreted, would merely scratch

the surface of a thoroughly planned exploita-

tion campaign.
Definitions, at a glance to a showman, may

appear superfluous. What we are all con-
cerned with is packing our theatre to the doors.
But in any business, it is always well to have
a definitely planned chart of the duties clearly

impressed upon the mind. Therefore, this

humble treatise.

E. EMERLING Says:

WHEN is a press agent not a press agent ?

When he's an exploiteer—and other
times that we won't mention.

Exploitation covers a multitude of sins—and
sinners. Actors cry for it—producers demand
it and with present day competition—managers
and their P. A.'s get it

!

Perhaps all present day theatrical publicity
can be grouped under the head of Exploitation,
however the idea is not strictly theatrical in

scope. Department-stores and other com-
mercial advertisers have seen the value of pub-
licity that is "different." The ever increasing
momentum of the business world has made
necessary some form of advertising that will
carry the producers' and retailers' message to
the public not only by the medium of the printed
sheet, but from divers other angles.
Barnum has justly been accredited with be-

ing the granddaddy of the theatrical publicity
and exploitation of the past century—yet it has
remained for the managers and publicists of
the new school to attract the attention of tile

entire commercial world to theatrical methods
of advertising. Many managers of the old
school who have graduated into the new era
are their own "worst enemies." The methods
we must resort to today were not necessary
twenty or thirty years ago. The legitimate
theatre was in its hey-day and the movies in
their swaddling clothes. Theater-going was
confined to the few traveling attractions, and

We continue the series this week by
passing along the viewpoints of Tom
Olsen of Fox Washington Theatre
(D. C), Ernest Emerling, publicity de-
partment of Loew's, Inc., Frank
Boucher, Hagerstown District Mana-
ger for Warner Bros., and Larry
Cowen, publicity director of the
Schwartz-Century Circuit of N, Y.

Other interesting and valuable opin-
ions are still to come in future install-

ments of the series. Don't miss a
single one.

the intermittent visits of Broadway stars of

the day. The advent of the motion picture

—a new sort of entertainment that was to

revolutionize the entire amusement world,
absorbed the players, the executives and almost
the very soul of the legitimate stage. Hun-
dreds found themselves in a new world as un-
like their previous environment as day is like

unto night. Many adjusted themselves to the
new conditions keeping pace with the progress
of this new craft. Others plodded along living

in the memories of the past, stubborn against
the enroachments of the present. They were
not sold on the movies and in the long run—on
themselves. Exploitation was idiotic—unneces-
sary and a gross waste of effort! When we
glance through the newspapers of the country,
through the publicity reports of various or-
ganizations and on nearly any "Main Street"
of the land, we feel how mistaken they have
been. Any activity that is unworthy will burn
out of its own accord if left alone—still the
past two years have seen the greatest effort in

all theatrical history along publicity lines.

We'll agree that there's good exploitation and
bad. Some exploitation IS a waste of money
but we believe that when striking an average

—

real exploitation is not found wanting.
The old adage "There's nothing new under

the sun" can apply to exploitation as well as
everything else. If you dig below the surface
of the most original stunt you'll find a likeness
of some other fellow's stunt, and so on—far
back into the dim past. We expect any day
to find someone using Barnum's "brick" stunt in

progress along Broadway—and If Barnum were
alive he'd probably tell us he got the idea from
the crowds watching a bricklayer at work.
Many managers attribute their reluctance to
copying good stunts that are used in other
cities to their desire to do something "original."
In this attitude their doing both themselves and
their company a great injustice—for a "Raffles"
hunt is just as good in Texarkana as in Tus-
caloosa ! Of course, if you're a good "copy cat"
you can doctor the other fellow's stunt up so
that he won't recognize it—and it'll look great
on the old weekly report

!

FRANK BOUCHER Says:
EXPLOITATION and ballyhoo are the

bane of a theatre manager's existence.
High officials in Theatre operation tell us

that we over-exploit. That the people are tired
of stunts, freak advertising, etc. Yet it must be
done. There is not a picture that can be sold
without exploitation. Some pictures register
with the patron from the time they are first

shown. But one of our questions is, How Much
More Would It have Done, Had it been proper-
ly exploited ?

I for one am strongly in favor of exploita-
tion and ballyhoo. The proper type of such

exploitation however must be picked for each
type of picture. Every picture produced lends
itself to a certain form of advertising. If a
picture is properly studied by the Theatre man-
ager, and sometimes screened by him in advance
of his playdate, he can ofttimes get a better idea
as to what can be done and how. Study your
title, your star and the type of story and sit

down and sketch up a campaign that is suitable
for it. It can be done systematically and eco-
nomically. It merely takes a little foresight, a
little imagination and a little work. But re-
member every picture can be exploited with-
out harming the theatre or future pictures. A
litle judgment must be used in the selection
of the campaign to be used. Get your bookings
in advance—get your press books far enough
ahead to study them, so that they can be merged
with your own ideas. The combination is an
excellent one—that of the press book and some
of your own ideas.

But always remember the people expect such
things of our business—and it can be done on
all pictures, in all towns. The principal thing
is to know how. This can be ascertained by
studying your town, your theatre and the pic-
ture.

LARRY COWEN Says:

AS per Webster, Exploitation defined,
means

^

"To make use of for ones own
Profit." It seems very easy to under-

stand.

For instance, we, of the show business, must
develop interest in what we sell, and do it

quickly. Campbell can sell his beans any day,
we book a picture, play it a week, and poof—
we are through with it forever.

In explaining the meaning of exploitation, it

is easier to give an example showing the re-
sults. Here you are

:

Not long ago a picture was booked. Buddy
Rogers in "Safety in Numbers." We had the
star to sell, we had to create interest in the
title, and by so doing as per Webster "Make
use of for our own Profit." As the title had to
do with numbers—we tied up a well known
Numerologist, to appear on the mezzanine of
the theatres playing the picture, exploiting the
fact with copy "Safety in Numbers" and
"Safety through Numbers" by visiting our
House playing the feature, seeing Miss Wil-
liams the Numerologist, they to receive Free,
an analysis, of themselves.
So we received free exploitation—through

the fact that the Numerologist gave her serv-
ices free to us, for such advertising as the Star
and picture gave to her. In other words we
exploited her—she exploited us. "We made use
of for our own profit," for we certainly were
successful, had the theatre full of folks who
came not once but several times. Without this
extra push, that we call exploitation, many
would not have come to the theatre, they may
have a house nearer their home, who in time
would receive the picture, but not the numero-
logist Because this was news the papers gave
it a push, and several wrote up the act, and
others even went so far, as to send reporters,
to find out what it was all about and to cap it

all. the numerologist received an autographed
picture of Buddy Rogers.
That is my idea of Exploitation—GET

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING THAT
WILL HELP MAKE A PROFIT FOR
YOU, AND TELL THE WORLD ABOUT
IT.

Remember advertising is what you pav for—
i:\PLOITATION is what you get for nothing
—and it beats advertising every time.
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HALLOWEEN HINTS!
With Hallowe'en only a few weeks away, show-

men all over the country are lining up their stunts
to put across this ever-popular—especially in the
small towns—day.
A trip to your local library will more than re-

ward you with gags, as the books containing Hal-
lowe'en suggestions are just crammed full with
material which can be rehashed to suit your
wishes.
As the kids are generally in school on the day

in which the eve falls, you could run a special after-
school show, announcing that each kid will be pre-
sented with jack-o-Ianterns, candles, or stuff of
like nature which you should be able to procure
from a local dealer, or, failing that, purchase for
a small expenditure from the wholesale jobber.

Robb Lawson Gives
Some Dope On Show
Activity In London

Located on the other side

of the big pond, Robb Law-
son is turning out some fine

showmanship at the United
Artists Film House, in War-
dour Street, London, England.
Lawson is the publicity di-

rector for the theatre and if you think that it is a cinch to sell

shows in England then you have another guess coming. One
of his greatest handicaps to hurdle is that of securing publicity
in the newspapers. At times he even has trouble securing re-
views. The critics look upon the movies as something useless,

but that must be tolerated. The news-
paper editors adopt the same platform.
In tbeir estimation, publicity stories on
pictures are only to be used when they
can't get anything else. This leaves it

up to Lawson to keep his house before
the public by other and more effective
means.
In the photos we are showing you'll

get a line on how this up-to-the-minute
showman ties up with the local mer-
chants and grabs off space in their win-
dows for displays. In one of them you
can see a window display that was done

in the hub of London at Piccadilly Circus. This display has
never been duplicated, by this we mean that the window
couldn't be crashed again. It was never crashed before the
first time. And if the theatre hadn't happened to have a natural
for the merchandiser, it wouldn't have happened at all.

Window tie-ups are not Lawson's only activities though.
He also engineers what we would call high-powered publicity,
as witness the time Gloria Swanson was in England for a visit.

She was scheduled to attend
the theatre, and when she
arrived the crowd of people
broke loose from the usually
strict police lines and almost
mobbed her. She was saved
by one of the police ser-
geants. The next day a story
and a picture broke in all of
the London papers, and was
also syndicated. In this man-
ner Lawson, whose picture,
by the way, we are showing
above, secured some valuable
news space at no cost to himself.
We would like to direct your attention, for the moment, to

the crowds of people lined up waiting to gain entrance into
the house. This speaks well for the showmanship displayed by
the executives who operate the theatre. If you will study the
photo closely you will note that England, too, believes in the
cut-out idea. And you'll see that the three sheet posters of
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the movie stars, as well as a scene from the film are pressed
into service. The displays at the Film House are made as at-

tractive as possible, and often these showmen outdo them-
selves when they have a special picture which will allow them
freedom in which to work. The novel display idea is carried
out only at rare intervals though, as it has been found that the
patrons and passersby will pay more attention to it, than when
it is made a weekly feature. In the other photo in the cut we
are using you can see the mob of 5,000 people out front of
the New Gallery Theatre to greet Gloria Swanson. Two motor
generators were used to display the arc and flood lights. It

required 70 constables and 12 mounted policemen to control
the crowds, and, as we have stated elsewhere, they were barely
enough.

Holden Bound For
Havana; Or Maybe
He's Back Already

Un another page of this issue will be found Mr. Lawson's
observations on show exploiting in England. In it is contained
many slants that will throw some light on the question "how
do they sell shows in England?" Look it over and we are sure
you will agree with us that Mr. Lawson has doped the situation
out rightly. And when you read his dope then you can figure
out how lucky you are.

From the latest dope we
have on hand, we glean that
Earle Holden is on his vaca-
tion. The live-wire manager
of the Fairfax Theatre in Mi-
ami, Fla., has chosen Havana,

"

Cuba, as his resting place for
the time he is off. Some break for you Earle.
Havana, so we are told, is the land where beautiful Senoritas

sit on iron-clad balconies at night, waiting to be woed, pro-
vided you can play a guitar or a ukelele. Which most of us
can't. But then why woo with music anyway? Be like

a certain showman with whom we are well acquainted. He is

going to bring along some of the pipes from the organ, and
try his luck. In case of emergency he has provided himself
with a portable radio—the same one he used the last time he
was in the city. He has fixed it, though, in order not to endure
a recurrence of his former "embarrassing moment." He had
just tuned in on a caballero crooning over the air to his many
sweetheart listeners. Looking into the Senorita's eyes as she sat

enraptured, spellbound by the sweet tones issuing forth from
the machine, our hero grasped her hand tenderly. The damosel
offered no resistance. Encouraged, our hero tried to steal a

kiss. Suddenly—spps, spatt, splutter—the wires crossed in some
manner, and a tube blew out. Right in the middle of the love

song! The next day there appeared, in the paper, an ad an-
nouncing a radio for sale. No one ever bought it, though.
Seems as if the Havanians knew their onions.

Notice to Members
PLEASE be sure to notify

the Chairman of any change

of address.

—THANK YOU.
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McKoy's Assistant

Steps to The Front
With Helpful Work

That live-wire showman-
manager of the Olympia The-
atre in Miami, Fla., James H.
McKoy, has an alert assistant

by the name of Falkenburg,

who figured recently in a valu-
^^=- able tie-up that helped the

success of McKoy's campaign.
halkenburg sold the Chief of Police on the idea of changing

the copy on the traffic signs attached to the electric light poles.

All of the signs on the light poles carried copy reading, "30

Minute Parking Limit in this Block from 8. A.M. to 6 P.M."
This copy was somewhat changed by replacing the old signs

with new ones, copy reading, "Park Here 30 Minutes Only

—

It takes two hours to see 'Raffles' at the Olympia. Tues.-Wed.-

Thurs." These signs were placed on every other pole on
Flagler street and on the side streets that have heavy traffic.

McKoy himself carried out a splendid idea when he put on
a necklace contest. One hundred ten-cent necklaces were pur-

chased at the 5 & 10-cent store. To each one of these neck-

laces was attached a tag on which appeared copy, "Perhaps!!
This is the very Necklace that Raffles is looking for. Bring

it to the Olympia Theatre and if it is exactly like the one on
display in the lobby you will get a pass to see Ronald Colman
in 'Raffles'." These necklaces were effectively distributed

throughout the city in order to obtain the resultant publicity

from the stunt.

As is usual with McKoy's campaigns, they clicked. The
slight expenditure made for the necklaces was more than paid

back in the additional business, or we should say, packed

houses. And we'd like you to know that McKoy does it nearly

every week; and if you have followed past issues of the Club

you will have noticed how he sold them by stunts that were

sure-fire.

Right on the heels of our
announcement regarding the

value of keeping a close check
on the newsreel shots in the

event that an item of local in-

terest might be screened we
learned that Herbert Morgan,

manager of the State Theatre in Dayton, Ohio, used a stunt

similar to the idea.

The Cincinnati and Lake Erie Railroad Company placed a

new type of high-speed car into service to boost business. As
a publicity stunt, they arranged to have an airplane race. The
newsreels were informed of the stunt and Pathe had a couple

of men on the scene to shoot the race. Before the car

started off, it was displayed on a side track in the center of the

town for a day or so. A large banner, plugging the theatre,

announced the place where the race would be staged. In the

photos we are showing you can get a slant or two on it. Two
special displays were secured in the windows of the largest

banks in the town.

Newsreel Came In

For Plenty Of Play
From Herb Morgan

To make the car ballyhoo more effective, an amplifier was
hooked up and installed in it. The horns could be plainly heard
on the sidewalks and this attracted plenty of attention. The
traction company also wrote a letter to each of their employees
in the local shops, requesting that they see the picture in the

Pathe News at the State Theatre.

We want to thank Mr. Morgan for passing this one along to

us as we feel it is of particular interest to Club members. And,
by the way, Mr. Morgan, we hear that you are turning out some
fine showmanship in Dayton: keep us posted.

TRAILER SLANTS!
We had no idea what we started when we got behind the

discussion of trailers last spring and followed it up with opin-
ions from many showmen from all over the country.
Some people took the liberty of capitalizing on the pub-

lished comments of several managers and making it appear
that the Round Table Club was in favor of some particular
type of trailer.

When showmen have reached that point where they can-
not think for themselves we will have to turn this depart-
ment into a kindergarden for theatre men, but we are con-
fident that they can not only think, but also act, without
promptings or biased opinions from outside sources.
What is great in Palooka may be applesauce in Sqweedunk.

And vice-versa. But when we get "het up" about some slant
in show-business, we do so because we honestly feel that the
topic is timely and will prove of value to our thousands of
members and readers, the world over. Subsequent events
have proven, beyond all doubt, that such is the case.

On our recent trip to the coast we sat in the back row of
a theatre one morning and watched a talking trailer being
screened. After it was over the manager, and a mighty cap-
able gent too, expressed himself in no small way on how
"lousy" that trailer was. Maybe we were all wet, but we
thought it was a doggoned tine plug for the coming attrac-
tion and even better than the average.
Which proves that we can't all be expected to see things

in the same light. Perhaps his views were right, then again
maybe we had the right dope. But the important point is,

that a manager must know his town, his theatre and his pub-
re. At least he is supposed to. Therefore, he must be the
judge of what he wants on his screen.

BUT. that doesn't mean that the whole wide world must
condemn that particular trailer just because he didn't like it.

In some other town the manager might rave over it as being
the finest he ever ran.

These differences of opinion are what makes show-business
as fascinating as it is. And the reason why we are making
so much of an issue of it, is because we dislike being quoted
in any way that might mislead anyone.

If my own humble opinion means a good gosh-darn to any-
one, I'll tell the whole cock-eyed world that I AM in favor
of the talking trailer on coming attractions, BUT not in doses
of four to six at any one time. The most appetizing food you
ever ate would make you sick and tired of it if you had to
eat a whole pot full at one sitting.

"CHICK"

Sidney Holland Is

Still Turning Out
Trailer Prologues

Since he is rapidly becom-
ing known for his trailer pres-
entation, and mostly because
of the fact that the people en-
joy them so much, Sidney
Holland, manager of the Par-
amount Theatre in Hammond,

Ind., is introducing novelties on every new trailer he presents.
For "Song o' My Heart" he arranged one which created much

favorable comment and, in addition to being a good advertising
device, was a splendid entertainment feature, too.
The trailer was run, and as the traveler closed in following

the trailer, showing the regular organ feature, slide announce-
ment was made which included the information that the or-
ganist would play a medley of John McCormack favorites.
After playing several of the numbers from "Song o' My Heart,"
the slide announced that no McCormack program would be
complete without a vocal rendition of "Song o' My Heart," and
followed this with an introduction to a young tenor who did
a vocal solo with organ accompaniment.
And just to show you that Holland knows his stuff in other

lines, too, here's a little dope on how lie sold "Dangerous Nan
McGrew" via a street ballyhoo.

He secured the first horse car ever used in Chicago and
painted it over to resemble an old stage coach. Two teams of
horses were hitched to the stage coach and the slow-moving
salesman meandered through the city for two days prior to
the opening. Appropriate cards established the proper sales
idea.

There was plenty of hilarity occasioned, too. And when that
happened. Holland knew that the final results would more than
merit the time he had spent in planning the idea.
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PERSONALITIES
— SHOWMEN NEWSETTES FROM EVERYWHERE +

E. PORT MAJOR, former Oregon di-

vision manager for Fox Wesco, has been
promoted to the position of assistant buyer
and booker of the circuit houses. Floyd Max-
well, managing director of the Broadway
and Hollywood Theatres in Portland, Ore.,

succeeds Major.
* * *

GEORGE P. ZEPPOS, of Wheeling, has
re-opened the Rex Theatre in Steubenville,
Ohio.

* * *

LYMAN B. VAUGHN is remodeling and
enlarging the Cozy Theatre, Milton, Oregon.
The town has been without a theatre for
two years, a conflagration destroying the
Cozy.

* * *

BUDDY HOOTON has been appointed
city manager of the R. K. O. houses in

Indianapolis, Ind., succeeding Jack Gross,
who left to take over the district manage-
ment of the circuit interests in that city.

* * *

K. S. SIMMONS has taken over the
management of the Tivoli Theatre, Indian-
apolis, Ind.

* * *

GEORGE CHRISTOFFERS has been
temporarily transferred from the Strand
Theatre, Pasadena, Calif., to the Florence.

* * *

M. H. RAFFAUF has replaced Fred Mc-
Spadden at the Egyptian Theatre, San Diego,
Calif. McSpadden had taken over the man-
agerial reins formery held by George Thomp-
son at the North Park Theatre.

* * *

RALPH W. THAYER has been appoint-
ed managing director of the Strand, Keiths,
State, and Colonial Theatres, Dayton, Ohio,
succeeding James L. Weed.

* * *

FRANK CRONKHITE and his wife, who
recently re-opened the Park Theatre in

Glens Falls, N. Y., are clicking with the
house. They are former vaude actors, work-
ing under the professional name of Frank
and Ethel Carmen. House runs on daily
change.

* * *

RICHARD "DICK" OLDER has as-
sumed his post as advertising and publicity

director for the Paramount, Seattle, Wash-
ington, succeeding Robert Armstrong, who
has been assigned to the Paramount studios
press department.

* * *

D. G. BORLAND, former manager of
the Metropolitan Theatre, Regina, Sas., Can-
ada, has been appointed manager of the
Capitol Theatre, Rossland, British Colum-
bia.

* * *

WILLIAM WARNER has been promoted
to the assistant managership of the Capitol
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

* * *

AL FOURMET, manager of the Para-
mount Theatre in Abilene, Texas, is said
to have drawn a fine of twenty smackers for
opening his house contrary to civic rulings
prohibiting the showing of movies on Sun-
day. The house projectionist, R. L. Han-
sard was exonerated.

* * *

B. W. FEY has opened the Grand The-
atre in Benton. Wisconsin.

P. F. SCHWIE, formerly manager of the
Garden Theatre, Duluth, Wis., has been
transferred by Al Anson, district manager,
to Minneapolis where he will manage the
Lyceum. Morris Rosenthal, manager of the
Duluth Lyceum succeeds Schwie at the
Garden, with R. \V. Brose, formerly of the
State, Minneapolis, shifting to Rosenthal's
vacated berth at the Lyceum.

* * *

SMITH AND SHARBY, owners of the
Magnet Theatre, Claremont, N. H., will

erect a new theatre at Springfield. Vt.
± * *

GEORGE F. MARCOUX has been ap-
pointed manager of the Majestic Theatre,
Hornell, N. Y., replacing James Kelly, who,
having acquired a half interest in the Avon-
dale Theatre, North Tonawanda, N. Y., will

reside in the town.
* * *

NICK DIAMOS has re-opened the Plaza
Theatre, Tucson, Ariz. His son George is

managing.
* * *

ELMER E. SOPER has purchased the
Gem Theatre, Oswego, N. Y., from John
E. Cordingly.

* * *

EUGENE T. OLIVER is the manager
of the new Arkansas Theatre in Little Rock,
Arkansas. Sam B. Kirby will assist him.

* * *

STAUP BROTHERS have acquired the
Princess Theatre, Wauseon, Ohio, from
Alfred Rex.

* * *

MILTON H. BRYER has taken over the
management of the Penn Theatre, Kensing-
ton, Pa.

* * *

R. S. TRETLER has been promoted from
the assistant managership of the Kingsway
Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., to the manage-
ment of the Midwood.

* * *

ANDREW J. GOLDBERG, manager of

the Hawthorne Theatre, Newark, N. J., was
married recently to Florence Vogel, former
booker for Fox Theatres.

* * *

CLARENCE OLBRICH has been ap-
pointed manager of the Liberty Theatre,
Walla Walla, Wash., succeeding Milton
Wight who was transferred to Pasco,

* * *

JOSEPH NEISER, former part owner
and manager of the local theatres in Lon-
don, Ohio, has accepted a position as man-
ager of a theatre in New Lexington.

Items for publication on this

page should be addressed to

"Chick" Lewis and will be pub-
lished the week following re-

ceipt. Notices of promotions,
transfers, change of addresses,
and other material of this na-
ture is what we want for our
"Personalities" page. The more
you send the more interesting
will be the page each week.

P. J. MARTIN, former manager of the
Capitol Theatre, Danbury, Conn., has been
appointed manager of the Rialto Theatre,
South Norwalk, Conn.

* * *

HAROLD WILSON has taken over the
Salem Theatre in Lawrence, Mass., and
will personally conduct the house.

* * *

DEAN METZGER, for the past two
years connected with the Ritzier and Kiri-
wan theatre interests in Tiffin, Ohio, has
assumed his new position as manager of the
State Theatre, Napoleon.

* * *

FRANK J. NALLEY has again entered
the amusement field and is managing the
Liberty Theatre in Carnegie, Pa.

* * *

HARRY HARDY has assumed manage-
ment of the Paramount Theatre, Salt Lake
City, Utah, succeeding Carl Porter.

* * *

E. J. BRESENDINE, formerly publicity

director of the Eastman, Rochester, N. Y.,

has been appointed manager of the Princess
Theatre, Toledo, Ohio.

* * *

LAWRENCE LASKY is the new man-
ager of the Strand Theatre, Holyoke, Mass.,
succeeding Joseph Raymond.

* * *

C. W. STEWART, former manager of the
Rialto Theatre, San Antonio, Texas, has
been transferred to the management of the
Majestic, Abilene, Texas.

* # *

BARNEY BERNARD will manage and
supervise the Arcadia Theatre, recently pur-

chased in Arcadia, Cailf., by the Gollos
Amusement Company.

* * *

ROBERT F. HUNT will manage the re-

cently acquired Alhambra Theatre—by John
Sharp—in Alturas, Calif.

* * *

FRED OWEN, former manager of the

Capitol Theatre, Raleigh, N. C, has been
appointed manager of the Palace Theatre,

replacing David D. Phoenix, who was trans-

ferred to Wilson.
* * *

E. L. WEAVER is now managing the

Strand theatre in Gallup. N. M., succeeding

Charles Lucas, who has been transferred to

another house on the circuit.

* * *

WILLIAM S. CANNING, for many
vcars associated with the show business in

Massachusetts, is back in Fall River after

an absence of ten years. He is heading the

Xathan Yamins' playhouses, managing the

Durfee. Empire, Capitol, Park, Strand, and
Bijou Theatres.

* * *

WILLIAM D. FITZGERALD of New
Haven, has leased the Sterling Theatre in

Ansonia, Conn., and will shortly re-open the

house.
* * *

T. W. ROE has been appointed manager
of the Grand Theatre, Orville, Ohio.

* * *

WILLIAM R. CORRIS, for many years

manager of the Lyceum, Rochester, N. Y.,

has resigned to accept a position as man-
ager of a Cleveland. Ohio, theatre.
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It's too bad that we have to

Klovd L Bell IS introduce him to you without

__ _ ,,."
t-.

his picture, but we hope that

NOW Telling DOStOn he will remedy this with his

About Metropolitan g* aSf-fed "l^bS
=^ publicity director for the Met-

ropolitan Theatre in Boston, Mass.
Bell is handling the job held by Harry Browning and he is

sure stepping on the gas and getting out some good work. Like

his predecessor, there is nothing going on around Boston in

which he doesn't have a hand. If a new store opens, and it is

of sufficient interest to tie in the Met, he is right on hand. He
proved this in the case of the opening of the New Manger
Hotel. He arranged to have a number of the artists appearing

in the current stage show register at the hotel on the opening

day. Among those registering were Senator Murphy and Alice

Weaver, featured in the revue, in addition to Esther Newcombe,
one of the organists at the house. The picture which we are

showing here crashed all of the Boston Sunday papers. The
Manger Hotel displayed a special sign in the lobby calling the

attention of the guests and the sightseers to the attraction

playing at the theatre.

One of the many reasons for the continued good business

at the Met may be seen in the other photo we are reproducing

which shows the crowd of patrons taking advantage of the free

dancing which the theatre offers. This angle has caught on

like wildfire in Boston and has proven to be one of the best

good-will builders that the theatre has ever had. You will

notice, in the background, that they have a rather large orches-

tra, too. How about you getting set and offering free dancing?

If you have the space, all you need is a victrola, and a usher to

wind it. Or maybe you can promote a local band to supply the

music. There are possibilities. Look 'em over.

We want to thank Mr. Bell for the interest he is showing in

the Club and we hope that the photo will be forthcoming with

his future efforts. What do you say, Floyd?

A stunt that had his town

Peelino- Potatoes On talking was that utilized by
.reeling r-or.ar.oes> \ji\ Frank j Miller manager of

Sidewalk A Plug For the Imperial Theatre in Au-
«a i. j > tit »> gusta, Ga., to plug his show-
Anybody S War fng 'of "Anybody's War,"

when he hired a man to sit on
the sidewalk and peel potatoes.

In order to use this stunt Miller found it necessary to secure

permission from the city official to use a certain portion of

the sidewalk in a busy downtown section, and, since the moguls

Torrid Ted Toddy!
His many friends will no doubt be glad to know

that the whirlwind exploiter, Ted Toddy, now ex-

ploiting pictures for Columbia is all set to open
with a new picture, in Pittsburgh, Pa.

It seems to us that the "Smoky City" will have
to go some to keep up with the smoke Ted makes
when he starts to sell his goods, because with the
background of theatrical training that he has had,
he knows his stuff. For a number of years he was
connected with theatre operation, so he is well
informed on the managerial end of the racket too.

Good luck, Ted.

BACKGAMMON- - -!

The present craze for the good old-fashioned
game of Backgammon offers many interesting pos-

sibilities for live-wire showmen.
You, no doubt, recall the many fine angles which

propped up during the Mah Jongg era, not so many
years ago, so why not cash in on this one?
Besides sponsoring Backgammon on your mez-

zanine or foyer, where you can set up a dozen
tables and games, furnished by a local toy shop,
you can promote contests with all sorts of dona-
tions from the various merchants in town. Then
again, you might try giving some of the sets away.
Fine co-operation is being offered by the manu-

facturers of this popular pastime and a talk with
the toy department in the stores will reveal dozens
of ways to capitalize on what they are all talking
about right now.
As a timely suggestion it is worth looking into.

readily agreed it may be seen that something must be thought
of Miller in the town. A restaurant was tied in on the stunt

and they agreed to buy all the potatoes, that the man peeled.

The colored man was actually surrounded with heaps of po-
tatoes similar to the scene from the picture. To make the stunt

more effective, the negro had a lazy way about him when peel-

ing the potatoes—much to the delight of his many on-lookers

—

wondering if he ever hoped to complete the job.

Stationed here and there among the huge pile of potatoes
were stills from the picture and neatly-lettered cards giving

>ales copy about picture, stars, theatre and playdates.

The stunt was one of the biggest pulled in the city in so far

as interest was concerned. As evidence that the stunt pulled,

the three-day run of the picture was extended for two days
longer to permit all the people to see the picture that wanted to.

And when extended runs are the order of the day, we know
that Miller is a showman who knows his business. We want
to hear more of your work. Frank, so keep in touch with us.

A lobby display that caused

Monkey Business no end of comment was used

x _ . j . IT, by used by George B. Irwin,
In iLVldenCe When at the Paramount Theatre in

Trwin PiiIIpH Oa? St. Cloud recently to sell "Ani-irwin runea uag mal Crackers- to the resi .

dents.

Foremost among the lobby display exhibits was a monkey in

a gilded cage. A card was on the cage, reading "This is one of

the man-killing animals that Groucho Marx hunted in Africa.

See these nuts, that made lunacy a pleasure in ANIMAL
CRACKERS, Sept. 9-10-11." This monkey kept a throng about
him every afternoon and evening during the week.
During run of picture, a very small leopard cub was ob-

tained and this animal was also put on exhibition in a cage
in the lobby to attract more attention.

The lobby also showed a number of chairs suspended from
the ceiling—hung in zigzag shape to give the impression that

the picture was as dizzy and nutty as it was advertised to be.

And in another part of the lobby was a palm tree with a cut-

out of one of the Marx Bros, underneath. Copy on a card
alongside this cut-out read, "The nuts of COCOANUTS—The
wise-crackers of ANIMAL CRACKERS, etc."

The entire lobby exhibit was obtained at no cost to the thea-

tre and certainly proved an excellent medium in popularizing

the picture.

Listen, George, we understand from a friend of yours that

you are turning out some great work at the Paramount. Why
not pass some more of it along to us. Let's have some photos

of your lobby displays, and when you send them in, include

one of yourself, together with a little note telling of your
career. Oke?
The monkey, incidentally, was promoted from a local dealer,

who willingly agreed to let him cavort about the theatre lobby
during the run of the picture, in return for a credit line. Plenty
of hilarity was occasioned by the antics of the African anthro-

poid with the theatre box-office getting the last laugh.
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SELLING YOUR PATRONS

At this time of the year much interest can be
directed toward the many outstanding productions
to be released and to play at your theatre.
Some showmen make their announcements in the

form of trailers, others by personal letters to their
mailing list as well as other lists, still others find

their house program the logical place to discuss the
subject.

On the Century Circuit's current program booklet

we happened to notice the way they tackled the

idea and we pass it along in the hope that it will

be of value to you in arranging something similar.

Here is the way the copy read:

CENTURY CIRCUIT THEATRES
Secure Greatest

Stars, Authors and Pictures
for Coming Season

A. H. SCHWARTZ, Executive Head of The Cen-
tury Circuit, Announces Good A'eu?s To Century

Circuit Patrons
To Our Friends:
We promise that the fall and winter season of

1930-31 will bring to you the greatest stars and
the finest pictures, the entertainment world has
to offer. The coming year will feature many
pleasant surprises; the year's greatest Broad-
way plays, the mighty efforts of the world's great-
est authors, plus the greatest stars of stage and
screen will be presented to you on our screen.
The talking pictures are no longer an experiment
—but an achievement of the ultimate in enter-
tainment.
We are pleased to announce some of the stars

and pictures for the coming season:
(Here followed list of titles, etc.)

It is indeed with some pride that we offer this
list of super-attractions and stars for your en-
joyment, and take this as an opportunity to thank
you, our neighbors and patrons of many years.

Sincerely,
A. H. SCHWARTZ

emblematic of a championship bout, won by a former pugilistic

favorite. Photos of the fight idols, yesterday and today, formed
an interesting background.

R. Kuehn To Kaplan

Resulted In Double
Play At Tivoli B.O.

Here is a manager who
knows how to follow out sug-
gestions and at the same time
add his own little bit. Acting
on the suggestion of Rudy
Kuehn, general manager of the

_

Consolidated Amusement En-
terprises in New York City—and a g.m. who knows his busi-
ness—Jack Kaplan, of the Tivoli Theatre in New York City
turned out some corking showmanship to sell "the Big Fight"
to good box-office.

Located as he is, right around Madison Square Garden and
numerous other places of Fistiana, such as training camps, etc.,

and having an acquaintance with a number of prize fighters,

he was able to secure a collection of ring trophies that were
placed on display in the lobby. The house, in addition to cater-
ing to neighborhood trade, picks up a lot of transients, and
many persons passing by could not resist the copy on the mar-
quee, which proclaimed that the big fight was taking place
inside. The photos we are showing with this article will tell

more than words the story of the campaign. Even in the front
of the house carried out the fight atmosphere, as you will notice
if you'll look closely at the main gate (box-office) and the
ringside seats (admissions) have a bell, clanged at frequent
intervals, and this served to attract the attention of pedestrians
on both sides of the street, as well as passing autoists.

We'd like to ask you also to scrutinize the lobby display.
There's a thing that would attract interest in any house in any
part of the world—even in England, which, as you know, is

more than particular as to how its boxing prizes are "laid out."
Stills and cut-outs group abouts grouped about the display
enhanced its effectiveness. Spots played upon the valuable belt,

M*t>rXMCg^
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The trophies were borrowed from the various owners by
Kaplan and Nat Fleisher of "The Ring," a nationally known
boxing publication, and the strength of this display was seen
in the capacity business turned out for the run of the film.

And we might mention at this time that it is not only on "The
Big Fight" type of picture that Kuehn makes it a rule that his

men concentrate, but on every film and on every other thing
that will bring home the trademark of the Consolidated Amuse-
ment Enterprises and the fact that they are selling amusement
and service.

We have added the word service in order that you may
appreciate and understand, more fully, just how this circuit,

an independent chain, has become one of the best operated in

the city. The ushers in the various houses are drilled in the

same manner as the de luxe staffs are drilled. The houses, not
being three thousand seaters, though we believe the circuit har-

bors a couple, the service turned out is remarkable. We our-
selves have personally visited a couple of the houses and ob-
served how Kuehn keeps them running, and we'd like to say
that you will have to go a long way to duplicate them. Just a

couple of weeks ago a member, attached to Club headquarters,
had a lot of praise for the way E. W. Gould ran the Columbus
while the regular manager was on his vacation. He tells us that

not once was there a hitch in the show, everything going like

clockwork, and Gould on the job every minute. They are like

that all over the circuit. The men are well treated, given a day
off, and a vacation. As a result, they are more than willing to

work hard to show their appreciation.

We want to hand a compliment to Rudy Kuehn for the pep
he has injected into the circuit, and also to Kaplan and the

other managers whose continued activity keeps this circuit's

houses running right along with the best showmanship.

A L W

A

YS
WE A R

YO U R
CLUB PIN
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CLUB INDEX FOR SEPTEMBER

(
Here's the reference chart for the month of September! Everything listed in alphabetical

when you leant it. Plenty of novel ways to sell your shows. Complete in every detail, the Club

better showmanship. Why not cash in on it by keeping it alongside of your desk and using it?

Aeroplane Tie-Up Issue

Bank Tie-Up
Beauty Show
Bride Tie-Up
Civic Pride Week
Contests

Cooling Plant Plugs

September

Feature Campaigns

Field Day

Fronts . .

.

Heralds

House Organs .

.

Institutional Plug

Jay Walker Gag
Kiddie Biz

Live Model Display

13,

13,

27,

6,

13,

6,

13,

27,

13,

13,

13,

20,

6,

6,

6,

6,

6,

6,

6,

6,

13,

13,

20,

20,

20,

27,

27,

6,

13,

13,

20,

20,

20,

20,

20.

27,

27,

27,

27,

27,

6,

13,

13.

20,

27.

27,

6,

6,

6,

6,

27,

27,

1930, Page 72

72

59

113

68
107

62
63

66
67
70
60

103

104

105
109

112

113

114

116
67
78
60
62
64
58

72

105

74
76
63
66
68
69

70
51

55

59

65
66

114

74

78

68

62

60
109

107

113
116

65

54

Lobbies

Merchant Tie-l'ps

Newspaper Ads

Newspaper Tie-Ups

Novelty Gags

Opening Campaign .

.

Organists
Parades
Personal Endorsement
Personal Letter Gag .

.

Posters

Specialty Night
Street Ballyhoos

Trailers

Want Ad Gag
Western Union Tie-Up
Window Displays

order—all ready for you to use

index is your key to bigger and

,

13 66
13 70

13 71

13 76

6 112

20 62
27 64
13 71

20 60

20 62

20 67
27 58
13 "64
20 69

27 60

27 64
6 110

13 64
13 66
13 68
13 76
20 63
20 72
27 51

27 57

27 59
27 " ' 55
27 56
20 68
6 112

20 61

13 73

20 66
6 106

6 1(17

6 110

13 65
13 70
13 73

20 61

20 67
27 54
27 57
27 60
27 62
27 62
27 63
27 63
6 106

27 56
27 66
27 54
27 50
6 104

20 69

Of the Public Phones

From Sydney, Australia,

Telephone Hangers comes a few gags which we
TI , »-,, , A ... are passing along to you in

Were Placed On All order that you may see what
the showmen over there are

doing to sell them, and at the

same time to give you your
pick in the event that you may be able to use them.
When "King of Jazz" played at the Hoyt Theatres. Lorry

Webb of the press department distributed a number of bank
notes printed in blue, made up to resemble a real check such
as are used in Sydney. The check authorized the bank to pay
each patron the sum of two and a half hours of superlative
entertainment, the total value being 250,000 pounds. The checks
carried the same copy on both sides.

The same sort of idea was carried out for "All Quiet" when
mock ticket stubs, along the order of reserved seats, were im-
printed with selling copy relating to the film. Another gag
that helped put the picture across was a quantity of special

automobile stickers, with a special design on them, and at-

tractively colored. Webb passes along a stunt that helped
him sell "Anna Christie." Telephone hangers with copy that
stated the person phoning was just in time to book seats for
the theatre, and also gave the phone number, were placed on
the mouthpieces of phones in all of the public places. This
angle created quite a stir and a number of persons took ad-
vantage of the suggestion.
And—oh, yes! A word about the special booklet turned out

for the preview of "King of Jazz" at the Regent seems neces-
sary. The booklet was well made up, and printed in a blue
tone. The front cover carried the institutional plug and a
photo of a couple of dancing girls. The inner pages carried the
program and scenes from the production. The expenditure for
this program, in view of its beauty, was surprisingly small.
We want to thank Lorry for sending these along to us, as we

believe an angle or two will be found helpful and put to use
by his fellow-showmen. Keep it up. Lorry, and remember we
want to hear from you again real soon.
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W. Ponton Presented
The Teachers With
A Special Invitation

It is the little things like

this that keep showmen doing
the big things that they do
when they bust records at

their houses. An excellent
stunt was pulled by W. H.
Ponton, manager of the Caro-

lina Theatre in Fayetteville, N. C, recently that meant some-
thing toward boosting the good-will at his house and plugging
its institutional value.

Ponton learned that there were 123 new school teachers
coming from other town who would teach in and around Fay-
etteville this coming year. Ponton then obtained the teachers'
addresses and sent them a letter of greeting and welcome.
The letter he sent out was as follows:
"Dear Teacher: The manager and staff of the Carolina The-

atre extend to you a hearty welcome to our city.

"We join in the friendly welcome that has been extended to

you. We are proud of our city and feel sure that the reasons
for our pride will appeal to you also.

"We should like to extend our welcome in person, and for

this reason invite you to visit the Carolina Theatre as our
guest.
"This letter, when presented at the box-office, will admit you

as our guest."

The teachers were more than pleased with the letters and
many of them did not hesitate to shoot him a note telling him
about it. And when the letters began to arrive. Ponton felt

that he could safely say the theatre had acquired 123 new
patrons. With this as his first contribution, we must say that

he is showing that he will be an active member, and we hope
he will continue.

CLUB
emblem

PIN!!!
This is the actual size of the pin. It is made
of rolled gold with the outer circle contain-

ing a blue enamel background and the inner

circle an orange background. The wording
is in gold letters.

Use This Blank:

Managers' Round Table Club

729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Kindly send me, postpaid, Club pins,

for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.

Name of Member

Theatre

Address

City State.

Former Song Hit
Was Dusted Off And
Utilized By Seward

A showman who displayed
his knowledge of showman-
ship recently was Alfred L.
Seward of the Strand Theatre
in Ocean City, N. J., and he
certainly put it across.

When he played "Holiday,"
he recalled that there used to be a popular tune with the same
name as the picture. He dug it out, and one of the musicians
in the theatre composed a new set of words for the number.
The song was then played as an organ solo with the audience
joining in heartily with the music. A set of slides, containing
popular numbers, were also used and the choruses would close

with the special "Holiday" verse ending.
The angle proved a corker for Seward as it more than pepped

people up and they evidenced great interest in the coming fea-

ture attraction. We are certainly glad to note that this show-
man is right on the go, and we hope that he is going to keep
us posted on some future work because when a showman is

such a live-wire we feel that his work should be passed along
to the rest of the show selling managers throughout the coun-
try. What do you think about it, Alfred? We have an idea

you agree.

Big Book Featured
Marchand Display
At Saenger House

Patrons entering or leaving
the Saenger Theatre in Mo-
bile, Ala., were bound to see
and be sold on the unusual
coming attraction plug, in the
form of an enlarged duplicate

of the book that Harry Mar-
chand used to plug "All Quiet On the Western Front."
The enlarged book was about five feet in height and four feet

in width and was an exact duplicate of the book cover. It was
made with a cutawl machine—showing the facial expressions
and eyes of the German soldier. This was backed with crepe

paper and lights—to give it a very effective look. Directly at

the foot of the book was placed a great number of toy soldiers

carrying guns, miniature trees, cannons and supply trucks with
dirt scattered around to represent the "front." It was necessary
to keep an usher on duty to guard this display for fear the

patrons would molest the decorations in some way.

The book was placed on the inside of the foyer close to the

balcony stairway three weeks in advance. And four days in

advance, the book was removed to the front window of a drug
store where it remained throughout the picture's run. The 75

cents edition of the book reached Mobile just in time to get

some good window tie-ups. And Marchand took full advantage

of all windows of book stores and libraries to exploit the pic-

ture, theatre and playdates.

All over the town, wherever books were sold, the book could

be found tied-in with the theatre. This one slant alone did

wonders for the run of the picture, and when you add it on to

the many other stunts, all known to showmen, that Marchand
pulled, you'll know that he did a record business. Right, Harry?
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CONSTANT
INCREASE
IN MEMBERS
IS PROOF
POSITIVE
OF CLUB'S

GREAT
WORTH
DON W. ROSS is the manager of the

Regent Theatre in Harrisburg, Pa., that

town famous for showmanship in the past.

We hope that it is also going to harbor more
of it, and we are sure that if it does (or

perhaps it already does, Mr. Ross is going

to be among the leaders. Why not send us

in a line or two, Don. giving us the dope
on it? And at the same time include your

photo.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

WILLIAM F. NITSCHKE manages the

Astoria Theatre in Astoria, Long Island, N.
Y., and he is located in a place that affords

him an opportunity for entering into the

competition displayed by the rest of the

showmen of his district. Though we haven't

received any reports of late from the As-
toria battle front, we are of the opinion that

Mr. Nitschke is holding his own. Keep us

in touch with your activity, Bill, so that we
can get the low-down.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

A. M. JACOB manages the Istrione Thea-
tre in Jackson, Miss., and from all accounts
he is acquitting himself creditably. How-
ever, we do not expect you to believe our
say so, we are going to present some of Mr.
Jacob's work in a future issue of the Round
Table and then you can see for yourself.

And listen, "A. M.," don't be bashful about
swamping us with material. We like it that

way.

-Wear Your Club Pin! ! !-

FRED BREWER assists Al. Fourmet in

the management of the Paramount Theatre
in Abilene, Texas. According to Al, Mr.
Brewer is a comer in the business and he
thinks that we are going to hear a lot more
of him. Oke, Fred, and remember to keep
us posted so that we can keep tabs on your
progress.

These Showmen Say 'Aye >r

K. E. WHEELER is the Assistant Man-
ager of the Strand Theatre in Oswego, New
York. Mr. Sarr, the manager of the house,

gives him a great send-off, and if Wheeler
lives up to it, we have an idea that he will

be handling his own house before many
moons go by. Keep us posted on what you
are doing to help sell shows at the Strand,

"K. E.," so that we can check up on your
progress.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

W. L. CRULL, JR., manages the Strand
Theatre in Memphis, Tenn. Mr. Crull is

an ardent booster of the Round Table, and
now that he has become a member we feel

that he is going to be an active contributor,

too. He has been turning out some excel-
lent work in his neighborhood, and when
he passes some of it to Club headquarters
we hope to find his photo included, together
with some dope on himself.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

C. J. RUSSELL, Jr. comes to the Glub
from the Opera House in Bangor, Maine,
which he manages. And very capably. We
have secured a little dope on what Mr. Rus-
sell is doing to keep his house before the
residents of his town, and we shall present
it to you on the Club pages in a future issue.

And we hope that when he sends us in his

next contribution, Mr. Russell, Jr., will also
include his photo.
-——

—

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

EDWARD HART is the manager of the
Academy Theatre in Newburgh, N. Y. From
indications, it looks to us as though this city
is now 100% Round Table, every showman
in it being a Club member. Well, that gives
them a chance to display some fast work to

see who can rank as the leader of the group.
How about you, Edward? Give us the low-
down on what you are doing, will you?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

FRED THOMAS manages the Capitol
Theatre in Winchester, Va. Fred comes to

the Club also proposed by Frank Boucher.
And, as we said before, when Frank proposes
them we are glad to know we have acquired
more live-wires, because he knows how to
pick 'em. Listen, Mr. Thomas, we want to
hear more from you very soon, so that we
can pass along news of what you are doing.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

HARRY BACHMAN is the Assistant
Manager of the Metropolitan Theatre in Bal-
timore, Maryland. Located in a big city and
proposed for membership by Frank Boucher,
it looks as though Mr. Bachman has made
a very auspicious start as a Club member.
Keep in touch with us, Harry, so that we can
note your progress, will you?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

RAY V. POWELL is the manager of the
Tudor Theatre in New Orleans, La. Mr.
Powell is no stranger to the Club and
though this is his induction into member-
ship, he has been represented on our pages
before. However, since everyone must be
represented here at some time or other, here
you are, Ray.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

H. E. WEBSTER is the City Manager for
Publix in Kankakee, III. He is located at
the Majestic Theatre and the work he is

turning out there more than proves why he
was promoted to city manager. Listen Mr.
Webster, give us some more dope on your-
self and the live-wires working with you.

THOMAS J. SIMMONS is the manager
of the Rialto Theatre in Morrilton, Arkan-
sas. We want to welcome Mr. Simmons
into the Club and let him know that his
membership boosts up our enrollment from
his state another notch and if he keeps in

step with the rest of the show ability being
displayed there's going to be plenty of fire-

works coming along. Send us in a photo of
yourself, Tom, so that we can let the rest
of the Club meet you.

Wear Your Club Pin ! ! !

ABE SHERR is the manager of the Plaza
Theatre in Milwaukee, Wis. We thought
that we had just about received the mem-
bership application from every showman in

Milwaukee, but we must have overlooked
Abe. Well anyway, this should sign the town
up as 100% Round Table, putting it right in

the ranks with the other hustling towns who
boast the same distinction. Welcome into
the Club, Abe.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

WALTER W. MURPHY is the manager
of the Roxy Theatre in Perth Amboy, New
Jersey. He has served many years in show
business as a projectionist, shifting from
there to his present position. He is very
active at the Roxy and his future work will

probably be productive of a number of slants
on show selling, that will also help his fellow
members.

JOIN NOW!!
Here's the Blank

Application For

Membership In

"MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB"

729 Seventh Ave., New York City

I hereby apply for membership in
the Club.

Name

Theatre

Address

City

State

Position

Wm. A. Johnston "Chick" Lewis
Honorary Chairman Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are

coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been
assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions." Running times are those supplied by the distributor.

Where they vary in different cities or towns, the change is probably due to state or local censor-
ship deletions.

AMKINO
FEATURES

Tint st,r

Call and Artem E. Gall-N. Slmene. ...

cii!lfa. at SJ N.» Da, F. Blllban-LMM. ..

cnioi t.»ro.» Special Cast

Den** ol the Steppes Saltykov-Podlesnaya . .

.

Fraomeni of an Emplr* Nikitin-N. Semenova .

Law *f Wh-TtlM Kevebul KIma

LinfOi
Rel. Data f*" Mini.

.June 6. ...7202. ..71...
Juna 28 5516.
Mar. 6 5631.

. Jan. IB 6800
. 7000

Man from tne Restaurant
Old and New .---__ • „•

Paalr. Recard af Expedition.

Btarm Over A. la

Turks lb

Title
Jimmy Hlgglns ...

Living Corpse, The
Rajttatl
Sail
Spring

Tehekhov-Mallnovskaya
Martha Lapkina

.. July 23.
. Jan. 4 6000 .

.

May 2.... 6921...
..July 12. ...6000..
.. Sept. 5 7152..
..May 24 4900..

...63.
..75..
..78..

.Mar. 15

F*b.""l

Coming Attractions
Star

.A. Buehma

.V. Pudovkln

.M. A. Narok**
. S. Svashenko
. Educational

at Firs G. Kuznetsov

BIG 4 FILM CORPORATION
Title Star

•tSBar L Ranth (A.T.) OF ...Buffalo Bill. Jr.

•t§Bryond the Rla Grand* (A.T.)
DF Jeek Perrln Apr.

•tiBreed at tha Wast (A.T.) DF.Wally Walei Oet.

•tSCinyen Hs.ki (A. T.) OF ..Yakima Canutt Am.
Dangerous Trails Sept.

•t§Flrebrand Jerdau (A.T.) DF. Lane Chandler June

Night Hawk. The Aug.

•fSRIdlo' Last (A.T.) OF Jack Perrln May
•TSTrall, at Danger (A.T.) DF.Wally Wales Sept

•tSTake ttia Hair (A.T.) D Edw. E. Horten Jan.

'tSWeuld Yeu Believe It? (A.T.)
O Walter Forde

Reviewed
...Aug 23

..5400..
...5400..
...5400.

..5600.
.5400.
.5700 .

Feb. 24.. 6 reels.

COLUMBIA
(Available sound-on-rilm and sound-on-dite)

FEATURES
Tltt*

|§Africa Speaks
tlAround tha Corner (A. T.)

.

•tsr.all ol the Wait (A. T.»..

•tiFor the Lava «f Lll (A.T.)
tfiGullty? (A. T.)
•tSHoII'I Island (A.T.)
HlLadie. «t LeUur* (A. T.>.
MILeoM ftl«ar. T*e (A. T.>.

MIL -

Length
Ff« Mlns.

.7054 74.

..6356 71.
... 6-.no 72.
.7000... 72.

T.)

i Ladles Huil Play (A.T.)
tlLiti ol the Lone Wolf (A.T.)
*tSMeledy Man. The (A. T.)
*t§ Murder on tha Reel (A. ~
•nPereonallty (A. T.)
tSPrlne* el Diamond* (A.T.)

if Rain or Shine (A. T.)
'TlRayal Romanoe. A (A. T.)
tSSUtera (A. T.)
•tfSquesler. Tha (A. T.)...
*t§Soldier« and Women (A.

*t §Sw*erhearti on Parade (A. T.)
*T|Temptatl*n <A.T.)
tiVongunee (A. T.)

..6371
..7462...

9.777. .

.6481...

I

Star Hel. Data
Sept 15.

.Sidney-Murray Apr. 26..
. RfvifrMoH m»*« May 10.
. Mulhall. Starr- Elliot Nugent Oet. 5.
H.nano vatli Mar. 3

.Holt- Graves-Sebastian July 16.
, gtanwvh G'nvet-Snerman .Apr. 5.
.Jeaaa-HarWda Jwee »..
.N. Hamilton- D. Sebastian... Aug. I... 5978...
. Lytell-Patsy Millar Aug. 26 6500.
.Collier, Jr.-Day-SL Polls ...Jan. 25 6366..
Revler-L Kingston Jan. 19 5400.

. Starr-Arthur Feb. 18 6304... 70.
.Ian Kelth-Prlngle Mar. 26 6383 71.
Joe Cook-Joan Peer* Aug. IS. ...6273 92.
.Collier-Starke Her. 17 6359... 63.
. O'Oav-O- Nell June If. . .6284. . .78 . .

.

. Halt- Revler- Davy Leg Aug. 25 6358 . . .70.

.

) Prlngle- Withers Apr. SO.... 6671 70
0.1k,. White- Lloyd Hughes. . .Aug. 16 6247 67
.Wllson-Gray-Perey Junt 6....6279 70
Halt-Revler-Stninga Fob. 22 6160 68.

Revlewfrl
.Sept. 27
..May 3
...May 31

..Oct. 4
...Apr. 12

...July 26
Apr. 19

.Jadr It
.Aug. 16
.Sept. 13

..Feb. 15
. . Feb. I

. . Mar. I

..May 17

..July 26

..May 3i

jane 29
.Sept. 13
..May 17
.Sept. 6
.June 28
.Mar. I

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rfi. Date Length

MIAfrlca, Sppeaks (A.T.) 7014..
*t§Arlz*na (A.T.)
M§Brether* (A.T.) Bert Lytell-Sebastlan
*t (.Charley's Aunt (A.T.) Charles Ruggles-Juno Collyor
•»§Crlmlnal Code. Tha (A.T.) ,

*t| Dirigible (A.T.) Holt- Graves- Fay Wray
1 5 F I try Fathomi Deep (A.T.) ,

•t 5 Flood. The (A.T.)
•tfLast Parade, The (A.T.)
MSLlnn *nd the Lamb. The (A.T.)W. Byron-C. Meyera-R. Hatton
MjMadenna tf tha »tr**ta A. T.)Evelyn Brent
•tSMoet tha Wife (A.T.)
tSMImele Woman, The (A.T.) ... Barbara Stanwyck
Shadow Ranch Buck Jones
*t {.Subway Express. Tha (A.T.)
M* Tor able David (A.T.) Richard Cromwell'Joan Peer*
•tSVlrtue'a Bed (A.T.)
M, Woman Who Came Back. The (A.T.)

M.§Haunted House (A.T.)
M^Hawallane
M§Honolulu Wllas (A.T.)
MJJallhouse Blues (A.T.)...
M§Ja« Fool (A.T.)
StJan Rhythm

i. v.. i- ol Asia
•HJungle Rhythm (A.T.)
M.§Karnlval Kid (A.T.)
'

' , M.ir luni-tifi

V§Mickey's Follies (A.T.)...
MJMickey's Choo Choo (A.T.)
*§tMldnlght In a Toy Shop
"trover Strike Your Mother..

'tSNight (A.T.)
T Old Flame. An
*t§Op'ry House (A.T.)
tSPIan Crazy (A.T.)
"t§Plow Boy (A.T.)
M,§Princesi Lady Bug (A.T.).
MsRadta.Tors
•t§shlndlg (A.T.)
'

' Mo* Beau
"i JtSpookeasy
*t§Spike Speaks
"t §Stage Door Knlghti ,

*tS Stage Door Pest
*t§Steamboat Willi* (A.T.)...
*t§South Sea Interlude (A.T.)
Ms-Summer ,

M6T« Iking Screen Snapshots.
•t§When the Cafi Away (A.T
t§Wlld Waves (A.T.)
*t§Ye Heartte Shop <A.T.)..,

.July 26

'.July
'

5

! J an."25

.Mickey Mouse Aug.

..Columbia-Victor Gem Apr.
. Krazy Kat Cartoons July
..Mamie Smith
..Mickey Mouse July
..Kruy Kat iuna
..Seeing World Series
. Mickey Mouse luly

Mickey Mouse May
. . Tony Sarg Jrlar.

.Mickey Mouse lune

.Mickey Mouse lune
Disney Cartoon luly

..Eddie Buzzell
Bedtime Stories for Grownups No.
Disney Cartoon July

. Krazy Kat Kartoon Apr.
. Mickey Mouse Mar.

Mickey Mouse Feb.

Mickey Mouse May
-Color Sensation Mar.
. Utica Jubilee Singers Feb.

.Mickey Mouse July

.Krazy Kat Kartoon Feb.
. Kra2y Kat Kartoon Jan.

. Frank Moulan Mar.

. Buddy Dvyle Apr.

. Boy re Combe Jan.

.Mickey Mous* Ian.

.Color Sensation Ja"-

.Silly Symphony Jan.

. Released twice a month
). Mickey Mouse *P"".

.Mickey Mouse *ug.

. .Color Sensation Apr.

EDUCATIONAL
SOUND SHORTS

/Available sound-on-rilm and sound-on

I I reel

9 1 reel
17 I reel Jan. 24

I reel Aug. 16
5 I reel. Nov. 9. '29

19 1 reel July 26
I reel

19 I reel Jan. II

23 I reel
12 I reel Aug. 9
26 I reel Sept 14. '29

20 I reel. Oet 12. '29

3 I reel

31 1 reel.
24 1 reel..
28 1 reel..
28 1 reel..

.1

17 1 reel
26 I reel

9 1 reel

27 1 reel Feb. 22
30 I reel foe. I

26 1 reel Mar. I

23 1 reel
15 I reel Feb. I

31 1 reel

17 1 reel

16 I reel Feb. >

I reel.June 9, '29

II I reel

(5 I reel Jan. II

12 I reel May 3

SOUND SHORTS
StarTitle

MAIaskan Knights Kr*zy Kat Cartoon May
•tlAretle Antlo* (A.T.) Dliney Cartoon June
•1 Autumn Disney Cartoon Feb.

•5tBarnyard Battle (A.T.) Mickey Moose Apr.

*t§Baroyard Concert (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Mar.

•t§Barn Dance (A.T.) Mlekey Mouse Mar.

•tSCaetus Kid (A.T.) Mlekey Mouse Apr.

M Cannibal Caper* Disney Cartoon M*T.

•tCaf* Meow. The Krazy Kat Karteoa Jan.

•tlChaln Gang (A.T.) Mickey Mous* Aug.
MlCentioental Evening. A Fay Marbe Feb.

MDesert Sunk Krazy Kat Kartoon Mar.
•t«rte It New Clark* Beroman Jan. _

•tSFalth. Hgpi uid Charity Eddie Buzzell I reel Feb. 22
Bedtime Stories lor Grownup* N*.

Rel. Date Length Reviewed
22 1 reel July 12

5 I reel Aug. 2
13 1 reel

25 1 reel

3 1 reel July 5

14 I reel Feb. 16

If I reel Aug. 23
IS I re«l

2 I reel

6 1 reel
12 1 reel

Title
Average Husband (A. T.)...

VsBittoi Fr.enui. lA. T.)

•tlBlg Jewel Case. Th* (A.T.)..
-f-, Bulh and Bears (A.T.)
MSBulIy Beet
•Ts^amer* sny (A.T.)
*t§Campus Crushes (A.T.)
*t Caviar

Chop Suey i

•tajChumns. The (A.T.)
MtCodflsh Balls
*T$Oad Knows Best (A.T.)

II I forced Swittiearts
*t§Don't Bite Your Dentist....
• V- urumming It IB (A.I.J

Dutch Treat ,

•ttFat Wives for Thin (A.T.).
•tSFIylng Trip. A
Msfoiiu* the Swallow (A. T.).
M§Freneh Klwe* (A.T.)

French Fried
Freshman's Goat. Th* (A.T.
Fried Chicken

MSGoodby Legs (A.T.)
MS Good Morning, Sheriff (A.T.)

.

Grandma's Girl
MEHall the Princes* (A.T.)
•t Hawaiian Pineapple*
•t'H. Trumood Har Aee (A.T.)

.

MJHells Televlslen
Hie Error (A.T.)

MSHoneymoon Zeppelin (A. T.)
•tSHonk Your Hem (A.T.)
•uHot and Hew (A.T.)
•tH*t Turkey
MJHow's My Baby (A.T.)
M<| Hungarian Goulash
Mjndian PudrtHiq

Jehnny's W**k End (A.T.)..
Irish Stew

"tSKangar** Stank
Love Your Neighbor ...,

•tSMstta-h Pinv lA.T.)
MIMMkay Meat
'Museum ol Art. A
*t§Oh Darling (A.T.)

Over the Air
M^Peaee and Harmony (A.T.) .

MJPollshed Ivory (A.T.)
MPrt>tzels
•ilPrlze Puppies
•URadio Kisses (A.T.)
M Reman Punch ,

*fSSc*teh (A.T.)
SI. SI. Senor (A.T.)

'Spanish Onions
*t$Suo«r Plum Pap* (A.T.)..
fiSwfta Cheese
•tSTreuht* For Tw* (A.T.)

VaeatUl Loves (A. T.)
"ti Wester* Knights (A.T.)....
'tSWIIkins Murder Mystery..

Won by a Neck

Star IH.
. Clyde- Moorhead Sept.
Lamport- McCnaii Apr.
Lambert. Kelsey- Garvin . Feb.
Pollard-Clycte-Beebe Mar-
Terry -teen July

Hamilton-Hlatt Feb.

Clyde- Beebe-Stuert J»"»«

Terry-Teens Feb.

Terry-Toon Aug.
Beebe- Clyde >
Terry toon Jua*
Holme. - Bolten ... Mar.
Christy-i'*in.pollard-Beebe. . Oct
Clyd* Pollard
rVltiMje- on. alloy lan.

Terry -Toons Sept.
Beebe- Barraud-Clyde May
.Hedge Podge SepL
Lloyd Hamilton Apr.
Bobby Agnew June
Terry-Teen Sept.
Coeke- Sfiockley SepL
Terry- Toons Oet.
Pollard-Stuart July
Lleyd Hamilton May
Clyde-Stuart- Kane Oct
Borey- Collins May
Terrytoon May
Burko-Beeb* Mar.

. Clyde- Chrl»rv Aug.
Barnes -Col Una Sett
Beebe- Pollard Apr.
Lloyd Hamilton Jun*
Goodwin-Crane Jan.
Terry-Teon May
Barnes- Coll ins- Mr Phall Jun*
Terry. Toons June
Terry- Toon Apr.
.Johnny Hlnes Sept
Terry-Toons Oet.
Terry-Toon July
Charlotte Greenwood Oct.
H*gaa-01ep*l Mar.
r*rry>Te*n Aug.
Hodge-Podge Feb.
Dover-MePhall.pe*k Feb.
Hodge-Podge Oct
.Lambert-Collins- MePhall ... May
.Lloyd Hamilton Mar.
T-wrv-Tn-in* Msr.
.Lloyd Hsmlltoa Aug.
.Beebe- Duryea-Carewe May
Terry -Toon Apr.
Clvde-R«v*n. MePhall Jan.
.Tons Patrlreli Sept
Terry-Toon Mar.
CIvde-GHbbone Feb.
Terry- Toon Jun*
Ravmenri MeKe* Mar.

.Clyde-Betty Boyd Sept

.Lambert'St. John- MePhall
.

. Apr.

•disc)
Lsnith

Data FHt. Mlns Ravle.ea
7.. ..1646. ..IS. ..Aug. 23

27 ..1609. ...18.
1460. ..19. .Fat, 22

. .1838. ..20. ..Feb .22

13.. .a

.1480. ..16. . Fat. 1

19 . 1921.. II... Jua. a
23.. ..659. ...7. .Fats. 22
24 . ...529. 9
• . .1999.. ..II.. Jaly 19

..1840.30.. . 20. ..Sir. II
28.. ..1822. . a.

.22.. Seat 27
26.. ..1600 ...8 j.a. 29
21.. ...612. ...1.
21) , . ..1980. 27 ..Ma? 31
7.. ...895. ..III

27.. ..1999. 19 Aar. 19
lit. ..1994. ..19. .Aug. 9

7. ...547. ....a.

..569 ..8.. Sept. 27
..larr II27 ..1991. n

..1735. .19 .luaa 14

12. ..1885. ...21.
II.. ..1873. ..17.
18.. ...602. ...7. ..May 14
23. ..1895. ...II. ..Aar. 12

17.. ..1844. ..20. .Aug. 23
14. ..1759. 19

..1970. ...12. ..Aar. 29
If . ..1719. It . J.aa It
12. ..1528 ...17 ..Jan. II

22.... 1867..
29 515..
G 576..
14 1653.

.Lloyd Hamilton Oct

,..6.
17. .1756. .22.. Sept. 27
IB, . .2002. 22 Feb. 22
10 . ..548. ...ft. Aug. 23

..1565. ..17. F-h t

17, , ..935. ,10 .Sept 27
.1660. ..IB. .May 10
..IR'2. ..IB Mar. 29

A ...•23. ...%. ..Apr. I
It ..1724. 19
4 .1691. .21.. Jun* 14

2ft.. ...560. ft .Apr. 28
in .I9RI ..27. .Jan. 4
?i ..1755. 20
?:t

II ..I<H2 . 71 . Feb . 1

..f.77.ft .17. . . Mar. 28
n .1904. .,21
ZS ..1661. 7ft •taw ".

.18 .Sept 27

.1 reel.

•t§Flddllng Areund (A.T.) Mlekey Mouse
Ml, Firefighters (A.T.) M lekey Mouse
tSFrollieklng Fishes (A.T.) Disney Cartoon

MGGalloglne Gaueh* (A.T.) Mlekey Mens*
*t§Ham Berger oV His Horse

Radish (A.T.)

.Mar.
June
May

....Feb.

14 I reel June 21

II I reel

8 1 reel Sept. 27
14 I reel

Color Sensation July 16 I reel.

FFRST NATIONAL
i Available found- on-dtsc only)

FEATURES
T<tle J far Rel.

MtBatk Pay IA.T.) CoHnne Griffith Jun*
MSBad Man. Th* (A.T.) Huston-Rtvler Sept.
MiBrlde *f th* Regiment (A.T.) Aogal-PMaeen June 22
MSBright Lights Dorothy Mackalll Sept.

"
MtjDawn Patrol. The (A.T.)... Barthelmess- Fairbanks. Jr.. *ug.
tlFllrtlng Wide* (A.T.) Dorothy Mackalll May

ate F..t .Mlas SI.view..
I....5672. ...62. June 7
4... 7124. ..77. .Aug. 30
2 7418 -.87 a*«v 2J
:I....64I8. ...72. ..July S

sal ..luly 19
I....8994. ..74. June 7

'Meant synchronized score, tMeans sound effects. %Means voice

Ail-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.

(including dialogue and incidental songs).

D means disc. P means sound-on-film.
A.T. after title means
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•tSFurlei (A.T.)
"tilo the Next Roam <A.T.).

•tSLUlM at Field (A.T.) ..

•TgLMM Ankles (A.T.)
•flMurder Will Out (A.T.)...
M&Naughty Flirt (A.T.)
•t|Ne. N«. Neaotto (A. T.)..
»U Notorious Affair. A (A. T.)

•t§Nurnbered Men (A.T.)
•tSOther Tomorrow (A.T.)
•tSPlaylng Around (A.T.) ...

"tSRnad 10 Pavadiie. The (A.T.
•tSSally (A.T.)
"t§Searlet Pages (A.T.)
t§Sho* Girl in Hollywood (A.T.
•USon of the God* (A.T.)

•t§Song af tho Flamo (A.T.)..

•tlSprlng | t Hero (A.T.)...
•tSStrktly Modern (A.T.) . .

•fSSweethearts and Wive* (A.T.

"•iSweot Mama 'A.T.)

•t§Too Young to Marry
•nTop Speed IA.T.K........
'tSWay ol All Hen. The (A.T.

Warner-Wllsoi Mar. 16.

Jack Mulhall Jan - «•
Corlnne Griffith Jan. S.

Fairbanks. Jr.-Young fob. 2.

MultialLLee Apr.
,
6 -

.Alice White Not Set
.

Claire- Gray Fen. *
Blhie Oova May 4.

Nagel-Clalre Aug. 3.

Blllle Dove F°d. ,*•

.Whlte-Morrls JM. 19.

) . Young- Mulhall July »•
.Marilyn Miller Jan. 12.

.Ferguson- Nixon Sept. 2a.

. White-Mulhall Apr. 20.

.Rich. Bartholmaii «« *

.Gray-Claire f» »•

. Clalro-Gray Apr. *%

. Dorothy Maekalll "w. «

.Blllle Dove J""8 ' 5

Alice Whlto Ju'y 6..

.Young Withers -

. Brown- Claire- Whiting Aug. 2*.

.Fairbanks, Jr.-Revler Sept. 7.

6601..
..6336..
..5979..
..6190..
..6200..
..5187..
.911)0. .

.6218 .

..6480.

..5800.

.6003.
.6935.
..9277.
..5906.
. .7ziS.
..8344.
..6501.
..6386.
.5632
.7003.
,.5012.
..8400.
..7200
..6032.

Apr. 26
..Apr. 12
Deo. 21

.72. .-June 7

.64. ..Jan. 4

..66... Apr. 5

..77. ..July 5

. 103. . Dec. 2B

..65... Aug. 9

..SO. . .May 9

..92. ..Feb. 8

...72.. .May S

...70... Apr. 26

.. .63. .May 10

...77.. .June 7

..55. ..July 19

..90 ..Aug. 9

. . .82... June 21

...70. ..July 26

MS Last at the Duaaes (A.T.)..
MSLet'i Go Plaeei (A.T.) ...

*+§Lone Star Ranger (A.T.)..
*1§Man Trouble
•t§Men Without Womel (A. T.)

•tjMovlelone Follies of 1930.
VsNot Damaged (A.T.)
•t§One Mad Klu (A.T.) ....

VSOn the Level (A.T.)
•tSOn Your Bade (A.T.)....
u. Rough Romance (A.T.)....
*t§Sea Wolf (A. T.)
M§Sky Hawk (A.T.) ........

•tSSo This I* Londta (A.T.)

.

•l§8ong 0' My Heart (A.T.)
*t§Soup to Nirta (A.T.) „
•tSSuch Men Art Dangerous (A.T

(Reviewed under

M§Sunny Side Up
•T&lerapie Tower (A.T.)

•t§3 Sisters (A.T.)
•tfWIld Company (A.T.).....
'tfWomen Everywhere (A.T.)

.

Coming Attractions

Title
•tlAdios ^A. T.)
• (Captala Blood (A.T.)
• {College Lovera (A.T.)
• (Father' Son (A.T.) ...... *•

• tGirt ol Gulden West (A.T.)
• sGolag Wild (A.T.)
• SGorllla. The (A.T.)...... .-
•tSHoner at the Family. The
(A X.)

•tlHat Helreea, Tho (A. T.)...
•HKIamat (A.T.) ,••""••"1
•tlLady Whi Dared, The (A.T.)

•t&Little Caesar i A.T.)

.

MfMen of the Sky (A.T.)

•tSMothera Cry (A.T.) >•--*-•

MSOne Night at 6*n1e'« (AT.)
M&M Isbehaving Ladlea (A.T.).

.

•URight of way. The (A.T.)..
MSSunny (A.T.) ..............

»tiTeaat at the Lagles A-( T
;
).

ItiTruth About Yauth (A.T.)..

•IS Widow Irom Chicago (A.T.).

•tSWomaa Hungry (A.T.)

Star «*' I

Richard Barthalmeu Dec.

James Rennle
Whiting. Nixon Oct
Jan ney- Stone -Rich
Harding- flennle Oct.

Joe E. Brown
Joe Frliea Nov.

Walter Huiton
. Lyon-M unsoo
Otis Skinner
.Blllle Dove Not
Edw. G. Robinson
Irene Delroy-Jack Whiting

. Peterson- Manners Dee.

,
Dove- Fairbanks. Jr OcL

. Lee. Lyon
. Nagel-Young ••
.Marilyn Miller Nov.

. Clare- Pldgeon •••

.Young-Tearle Nov.

.Alice White «°v -

. Lee- Kohlar.Blaekmer

Sept. 6
Oet. 4

. .75. ..June 21

..72 ..Aua. 23

...65. ..Oct 4

..5769

..6480.... 72... Sept 13

.6142 .-

.8550 Oet. II

FITZPATRWK PICTURES, INC.
Features

Length

st ftci. Date Feet Mins. Reviewed
Title »tar

5 reels
Lady of the Lake

SOUND SHORTS
American Holiday Series

'Abraham Lincoln (A.T.) 3 \

•Armistice Day (A.T.) '"3
•Christopher Columbus (A.T.) " 5 .

•George Washington (A.T.) "**S*
•Independence Day (A.T.) -

,*3"I,.
•§ Labor Day 3
•§Mcmorial Day 3
•§Mother's Day 3
'§Origin of Christmas 3
§Thanksgivlng

Movie Horoscope Series

One Release for Each Month of the Year
Len „ tt,

Star Rel. Date Feet Mins Reviewed

People Bom in August (D.&F) 991 "il ".....
People Born in September (D.4F.)

q
-. |nl .

People Born in October (D.&F.)
71 1

" 8 "
People Born in November (D.&F.) ""'714

8
People Born in December (D.&F.) 90 l j

People Born In January (D.&F.) g, n t0
"

People Born In February (D.&F.) *'90l 10
People Born in March (D.&F.) 689 8
People Born in April (D.&F >

••••• •••
;„9 ; 8^

People Born in May (D.&F.) 344 lQy2
People Born in June (D.&F.) "823 9
People Born in July (D.&F.)

Music Master Series
Length

THI, Stat Rel. Date Feet Mins. Reviewed

•t Georges Bizet (D.&F.) 97( ,
,

";|"',!.
•IJohanncs Brahms (D.&F.) "'998*"

II
*t Franz Liszt (D.&F.) •.... 'ggo'

"
( |

ItGcorge Frederick Handel (D.&F.) 932 "
10'A

•t Frederick Chopin (D.&F.) '."'.'."""'. 'Ul Wk Apr. 19
'tLudwig Van Beethoven (D.&F.)

Traveltalk Series
Length

Star Bel. Date F.lt Mini. Reviewed

No. (—From Barcelona to Valencia (F.&D.) Ml""
No. 2—From Valencia to Granada (F.&D.) »'• '
No. 3—From Granada to Toledo (F.&D.) 867 10
No . 4—in Old Madrid (F-&D.) ..... -.-...

972
"

1
" June'il

No. 5—Egypt—The Land of the Pyramids (F.&D.) 85u" 9'A
No. 6—Gateway to India. The (F .&D.) •••••

'5S"."."ioK.8Wt 6
No . 7_TemplB of Love The (F.&D.) 832 9,..Ang. 23
No. 8— Imperial City 'F&D.)

90| ,

No. 9—Plturesque Hong Kong (F.&D.) sul

No. 10—The Island Empire (F.&D.) ;i*ii!\
No. II—Japan In Cherry Blossom Time (F.&D.)

No. 12—Java—The Frogrant Isle Charming Celon (F.&D.)

FOX FILMS
(All r.le««* sound-on-Ulm and Meand-on-disc)

FEATURES L.n.o.

,„. St.r "•! Out F." Ml... "«'•*•;

•tuSlm. Kid. Th. <A.T.) puV»»l.^.. Ajr. g... .7«0.. ..«•..»«
'J

•111i, R??.!." (A.T.)'. Edmund L..e »« '•• ™°—•& 'g^ 7

•tfF.. «..»l.t.n. FOIIIM ,1 l»M „ 4....74M....M...IIW U

'Mean, wenronite* score. ^^r^nZans fjtTatFe™

.
.0' Brien- Loy - Browne
.Wagstaft'Lane
.George O'Brien
..SHIi-Mackalll
.MacKenna-MacDonald

,
.Special Cast

,. Moran- Byron-A root

. Don Jose Molica

. Victor MeLaglen

. Rich-Warner-Haekett
,
O'Brien-Chandler
.Milton Sills

. Garrlck -Chandler
. Will Rogers
. John McCormaek
Healy-Wlnnlnger- Smith

. ) Baxter-Owen
title nt "Mask of Lots" to

, Gaynor* Farrell
MacKcnna-Day
Dreaser-Patricola
Albertson- Warner-Lynn .

.

Murray- Dortay Kellard

.Aug.
. Fab.
..Jan.
..Aug.
. Feb.
..May
. May
. July

. . Mar.
.Sept
. .June
. . Sept
. . Jan.
.-June
.. Sept
..Sept
.. Mar.
Feb 1,

...Dee.
..Apr.

. Apr.
..July
.. June

II.... 5500..
2....8745..
5 5940..
4....7800..
9. ...7246..
4. ...6710..
5 6500..
13 5566..
'3....5600..
4 6600..
15 4800.

6925..
8300..

7 8248..
28.... 6340.
9.... 7586..
193n leiue)

29/29 11198.
13 5200.,
6. ...6442..
0....72OO.
I.... 7500..

8..

Jury 12

.71...Jul ii

.66... Jan. 25
.84... Aug. 30
.81. ..Jan. 4

May 10

.72. ..June U
..64. ..July 26
,.62. ..June 14
.70. ..July 26
..60.. .June 21

.Aug. 30
.Dec. 14

92. ..May 31
.92... Mar. 15

.'si.'.'.* Feb"" I

.125. ..Oct 12
.58. ..May 17

.71... Apr. 26
..80... July II
.83. ..June 14

76.

Coming Feature Attractions

•t|A
e

D«vll With Wanes
•tSAIone With You (A.T.)
*t$Ar« You There? (A.T.)
•t§Bareelona (A.T.)
•tSBIg Trail. The (A.T.)
•tsBlondle (A.T.)
•t§Clseo Kid. Tho (A. T.)

•tSConneetleut Yankee. A (A.T.)

•t§The Danceri (A.T.)
*t§Eaat Lynne
•t§Fair Warning (A.T.)

•il Firat Love (A.T.)

•t§F. 0. B. Detroit
•tSGIrls Demand Excitement

(A.T)
nSGoIng Nowhere (A.T.)
•t§Heart Breaker. The (A.T.)..
•f§Hrr Kind of Man (A.T.)
•t'Hot Number* (A.T.)
•t§Just Imaglna (A.T.)
tlLlghtnle'
•tH 'Item

•tSMan Who Came Back The
(A.T.)

SMen on Call (A.T.)
IMovletone Follies of 1931

(A.T.)
niNftVtfft (A.T.)
*t§Ne Favor* Asked (A.T.)
UOh. For a Man! (A.T.)...
*t§Once a Sinner
*t§one Night in Parlt (A.T.).
•t§Palnted Woman. The (A.T.).
*t|Prlncess and tho Plumber.

Tha (A.T.)
•HRenagadea
•tlScotland Yard (A.T.)
•tiShe'a My Girl (A.T.)
*t§Shepper Newfounder (A.T.)..
•t§She Weara the Pants (A.T.)
•tSSnlder. Tha (A.T.)
"tSStolen Thunder (A.T.)
*t5Thl» Modern World (A.T.)..
tSToalght and Ym (A.T.)
*t5Uo the River (A.T.)
•tSWoman Control (A.T.)
•tSWomen of All Nations (A.T.
•tSWyomlng Wonder (A.T.)...
*tR Young Sinner* (A.T.)

•V

Star Rel. E
Victor MeLaglen-Marla Nov.
Gaynar-Uarrtck
Lltlle. Garrlck Nov.
aaynor-Bogart
Wayne-Churchill- Marshall .. Nov.
Moran-Bogart-Ames
Lowe- Baxter
Will Rogers
Moran- Holmes- Walter Byron. Nov.
Ann Harding. Brook-Nagol
O'Brloi-HuntlngtM Dee.

Brendel-Whlte-Coroptoa
Brendel-Whlte-Traey
Michael Bartlett
Murray- Huntington
Corcoran- Byron Collier, %f
Br*adel - ' Bull Ivaa Nov. 2
.Will Rogers Dec. 7
Farrell-Taylor Oet 5. ...8472 -

J. Gaynor - C. Farrell - K.
MacKenna Jan. 4, '31

Edmund Lowe-Ciarke Dee. 21

Special Cast . . .

, Hamilton- Kay Johnson
MeLaglen-Franels
Gaynor-Farrell
H. B. Warner
Gaynor-MacKenna
John Wayne

Farrell-O'Sullivan-Warner . . Jan.
Baxter- Beery. Ley Oet.
Edmund Lowe-Bennett Dec.
FarreM-Compton
T. Clifford- E. Lowe-L. Hyams
Oorsay. MacKenna
Baxter-Churchill
MacDonald-Denny-White .... Jan.
Baxter- Ateanlr . ..,

Harold Murray.Maw.... Dee.
Luee-Bogart-Traey
Murray- Maria- Luce
MeLaglen-Lowe ...
Howard- Corcoran
Moran-Albertson

...Oet .8280. ...92. ..Oct II

INTERNATIONAL PHOTOPLAY DISTRIBUTORS

Title
•tAfter the Verdlet
*t§Crlmion circle. Tha
•6D»rk Red Rose* (A.T.> ..

•tSUnwrltten Law, The (A.T.).

FEATURES
Star

. Olga Tlcheehowa
. Stewart Rema
. Rome-Dobl*
. Rosallod Fuller

SHORT SUBJECTS

Length
Rel. Date Reels Mins. Reviewed
.Jan. I 7 76. .June 21

. Feb. I 7 79. .Jan. II

.Mar. I 8 «? War. 8

.Feb. I. ...3 SO

Length
Title Star Reel*. Mins. Reviewed

•t§ Acl- Dental Treatment 2 17

•t§Abble Mitehell &. Sizzle «\

Blake Seng Program 1 8
tAllez-Op Marionettes I •
*tfClyde Doerr & Saxophone

Sextet Jau Program I 8
*t§Feed the Brute (A.T.) Animal Novelty 1 8
'tSHoak (A.T.) Frawley & Smith 1 9
•t§Juitlee (A.T.) Special Cait 2 17
'tSLIttle Journeys In Ssngland. .Song Series 1 8
*t§Marionet*es Operatic I Q
'tiMisar. Tha (A.T.) Bransby Williams 1 8
•t§Mr. Smith Wakes Up (A.T.).Marrlott-Gett 2 16
•ISNlght In Dixie. A (A.T.) . . .Mltebell-Hudglns 2 15
•1§Nor a Blaney No. I Song Program I 9
•tSNora Blaney No. 2 Song Program 1 9
•tSRadio Franks & 4 Bachelors. Song Program 1 8. .Aug. 30
'tfTeddy Brown A HI* Band.... Jazz Program 1 9. Nov. 16. '29
•t§When the Clock Struck

Twelve (A.T.) Nile* Welch 2 If

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES Length

Title Star Rel. Date Feet HIM. Revleweo

•tSAnn, CStlltl. (A.T.) Brett Btrbt F,b. 21. .. .6700. ...74. ..Dee. 21

•tIBII Home. The (A.T.) Beery. Merrlf. Hyams June 14 7901 8fi...Juae 28
•IkBl'hop Murder Cue (A.T.) . .Belli Rittibone Hey 10.. ..6873. ...75.. .May N>

•tJCeJI el ta. Fleet Nevam Aug. 16.. . .9179 .. 100. ..July 12"^
Reviewed under title ot "Singer of Seville" In July 12th, 1930. tasue

•tiXauihl 8nert (A.T.) Oreealer- Moran Jan. S. .. .7961 . .88. . .May 10

•tlcuulng Relnbewe (A.T.). ...Lew-KIng Jan. 10. . ..6l00....M...Ne». 2,s "
(Reviewed under title el "Read Bluer" la Nev. 2. 1929. latue)

ISChlldren .1 PUaean (A. T.) Gray.Ruele- Jekeiee Apr. 26....6406 72... Aua. 6
fSDevll-May.Cara (A.T.) Ramen Noverre Feb. 7 6782 98. ..Dee. 26

•tSDIvereee, The (A.T.) Shearer- alerrle Aor. 19.. . .7533. . . .64. ..Aar. 16

•tlDounhbovf Buetar Keat.o Aug. 30 6750 75. ..July 2611
Reviewed under title "Big Shet" Id July 26 leeue.

•tSFree aad Eaay (A.T.) Bueter Keatai Mar. 22. ...6413. ...68. ..Fab. 22
•HFIoradere Slrl. The (A.T.I .. Devlei-Grev May II . . . .7260. . . .61 . . . J6M 7

^Sfilrl Said Ne. Tile (A.T.) ...Halnee-Hyane Mar. 16. ...6382... .66. ..Fab. I

•tSGood Newe (A.T.) Speelel Celt Aug. 23 8100 60. ..Aar. 12

•tlln Gay Madrid (A.T.) Ramon Noverre May 17. ...7654 65...JBM 7

WiUdy el Beeadal (A.T.) Chetterten-Ferbee-Hetlrbeae .May 24. . . .6858 . . .77. ..May 31

•tSLady ta Love (A.T.) Vllma Babky Mar. 6. ...6142.... 60.. .Feb. 8

M5Let Ui Be Bay (A.T.) Sheerer. Le Rogue Aug. 6 76. ..May 6
•tkerd Byron el B'way (A.T.). . Terry. Kaloy-EdnrarrJa Feb. 28.... 7260.. ..66.. .Joe. 15
•ULovc In the Rough (A.T.) R. Montgomery- D. Jordan. ..Sept. 6 7675 68. ..Aug. 16

•tSMadam Satan (A.T.) K. Johnioi Reginald Denny. Sent. 26 Aug. SO

(including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
D means disc. F means sound-on-Mm.
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-tSMen of the North (A.T.) B. Leonard G. Roland Suit. 27
'tSMontana Moon (A.T.) Join Crawford Mar. 29 7917.
•flNet So Dumb (A.T.) Dnvles-Nugent Jan. 17 7650.

Reviewed under title ot "Duley" In Nov. 2. 1929. Issue

*t§Our Blush lag Brides (A.T.) . . Crawlord-Pog-i-Sebastlan ...July 19 9138..
•t§0na Embarrassing Night All English Cast Aug. I 7000..
'^Redemption (A.T.) Gilbert- Nagel-Adoree Apr. 5 6019..
•tSRogue Song. The (A.T.) Lawrence Tlbbett May 10 9372..
•t 5 Romance Greta Garbe July 26
•tSSea Bat. The (A.T.) Btcklord-Mll Jan-Torre* June 7 6570..
"ISShlp From Shanghai, The

(A.T.) Neget-Johnson-Wolholni ... Jan. 31 6225..
•tiSlns of the Children <A.T.).Mann-Nupmt June 27... .7776.

Reviewed under the title of "RUhe*t Man" la the World I* July 6
TSStriellv Unconventlooal (A.T.) Stone-Cavanngh-Owea May 3 4970. .

Reviewed under the title of "The Ctrelo" In Feb. 22. 1929. Issue

•tlThl* Mad World (A.T.) Rathbone-Johniea Apr. 12 6100..
*T$They Learned About Women

<A.T.) Van and ScheMk Jan. 31 8773..
MSUnholy 3, Th* Chaney-Lee-Llnow Aug. 2 6300.
•tSWay Out Wait (A.T.) Halnea-Hyams Aug. 2. ...6407..

104
..76.
.73

Coming Feature Attractions

Star Rol. Dote Length

.July 19
.Aug. 16
May 10

..Feb. I

.Aug. 2

.May 9

.Jan. II

..Doe. 14

..May 24

..Aug. 9

Reviewed

. Oct

.Nov.

.Sept. 13

.Greta '

. . Grace Meore
. . Montgomery-Jarden

. Weber A Fleldi .

.

Barbara Leonard

Nov.

Title
•t§Ballyhoo (A.T.)
•t§Battle of the Ladlet (A. T.)

.

•tSBHIy the Kid (A.T.)
•ts Bugle Sounds. The (A.T.).-.
•ticruia. Ihe (A.f.)
•tSDaoce. Fools. Dance (A.T.)
•fSDerk Star. The (A.T.)
TSOaybreak. (A.T.)
*)§Dixie (A.T.)
tfDoing That Thing (A.T.)

-TSFlve O'Cloek Girl. The (A.T.) Marlon Davlet

•UGreat Day. Tho (A.T.) Joan Crawiord
•UGreat Meadow. Tho (A.T.) .

Srown-Boardmai

•tSHer Fortune (A.T.) Joan Crawtord
^Inspiration '

•tfJenny Llnd (A.T.) ...... .

•tSUke Kelly Cm (A.T.)...
•T&Mareh ot Time (Tent.)...
•t§Merry Widow. The (A.T.)
•tSMonsleur Le Fox (A.T.)

•tlNaughty Marietta (AT.)
t§Never tho Twain Shall •tR.lwra
*t§Ntw Moon. Tho (A.T.) Tlbbett-Moore .......... ...Dec.

*t§Passlon Flower (A.T.) K. Francls-Johnson-Bleklord Dec.

•it Prisoner of Zenda Novarre '„""»"«-.

*t§Rap. The • - • - Sept 27

•tSRaule-Dazzle (A.T.) Dressler-Moran

tSRed Dust (A.T.) Greta Garbo
•TSReduelng (A.T.) Oressler-Moran

tl Remote Control (A.T.) Halnes-OerM Nov. 15

•tS Revue ol Revues (A. T.) King- Love- Halnee-Crawlord

MsRosalle (A.T.) Marlon Davlei
•tSSong ot India (A.T.)
*TS6Quaw Man (A.T.) k"."\
Soul Kiss. The Moore-Denny Oct. 4

•tSSoutherner. The Lawrence Tlbbett

•T§The Souaw Man

•tSThOM ""Throe' Frtneh ' fllrie "(A.T.)' R. Denny ..'. Oct. ii

•t§lrader Horn (A.T.) Harry Carey

t»War Bablea (A.T.) Buster Km ton .

•t ft War Nurse (A.T.) Walker-Page-Montgomery .. Nov.

•ft Way tor a Sailor (A.T.) John Gilbert Nov.

•tiWomon Raekot (A.T.) Mooro-Sweet Jan.

•t§World'i Illusion. The (A.T.)

13.

22 Sept. 20
I Sept. 20

24. ...6387 Oee. 14

SOUND SHORTS
Title .

?t«r

•tftAll Teed Up.. Charley Chase
•tlBaby Femes {A. T.)....
MHear Shootor*
MIBelaw Zero (A. T.) ...

'Hbio Kick. Tho
•TiBlotto
MsBrats
tl Clock Shop, Tbo
*t§Coilege Hounds
*t}Cellega Remeei
•t§ Dollar Dizzy (A.T.)...
•tftFast Work (A. T.) ...
'tsFiddlestiek* (A.T.)
•tiFIIty Million Husbands
tSFIghtlag Parson Langdon
tlFlrtt Seven Yean, The Our Gad
•Flower Garden Revue .

*t§Gem* ot M-G-M (A.T.)

Revue
Our Gang
.Laurel-Hardy ..

Harry Langdon
Laurel- Hardy . .

. Laurel-Hardy
, Revue
. Dogs
Blltmert Trie ..

Charley Chase
Charlie Chase

Charlie Chase

. Apr.
-Apr.

. May
.Apr.
.Mar.
. Feb.
.Apr.
May

. Jan."

"

..May
.Feb.
.Mar.
. Jan.

. . 1881 Feb. 15

.1881
.. . 1627 Jan. 23

.. .2654 Fob. 13

.. .1928 Apr. I

.2 rMla
...2 reels Mar. 29
....853

Am. 18
...1666 May 2-*

Aug. 16
...1846 Mar. 29
...1877 Dec. 14

...1843 Apr. 5

Girl Shock .

.

•tlHaywire (A.T.)
*4Head Guv. The

•tlHog WIU (A. T.J
tiH*! Oog I--UV
•tjKlddl*. Ron* (A. T.)..
't|Klag. The Harry Laegdo*
•tiLsurel 4 Hardy Murder Com. Laurel-Hardy .

•tlManhaiun Serenade (A. T.) -Haekett-Ooran

.Charley Chase .

.Laurel-Hardy
. Harry Lanaden
.Laurel-Hardy ..

Dogs

tINIght Owla (A. T-).
•tSOId Man Trouble (A.T.)..
•*§Plrate* (A.T.)
•tftReal McCoy (A. T.)
School' 5 Out
*tS8btvorlng thakttpear* ...

•IShrhnp. The
•USong Writer's Revue. The
•fSTescher's Pet (A.T.)
niTough Winter. A
*t§Van & 8c h*nek
•tfVodevllle (A. T.)
•tlWhen the Wind Blow*...
•t | Whispering Whoopee

Laurel-Hardy ...

.. Oavldsea-Nlehelt
. ."i.-nny Rubin

. . Chase

..Our Gang
. . Our Gang
. . Harry Laagdoa .

(A.T.)
, . Our Gang
.. Our Gang

PARAMOUNT

. May 29.... 1775..
. Jan. II 1878. .„
. May II ....1775 .

2 reds
.Mir. 15
.June 14 1787...,

3 reels

'. Jan. 4.... 1895...
2rwli.

". Fob.""r.V.'.V899.'.'.'
S

. Ian. 25.... 1870...

.May 5... .1738....
2 reels . .

.

2 reela..
June 21 1880

.Jan. II 799....
2 reel*.

. Apr. 6 1795...
. Mir. 8 ...1907 . ...

.20... Aug. 23

Aug. 16
Dee. 14

I... Aug. 30

."..'.".Feb.' 7«
Dee. 14. '29

Aug. "6

...Mar. 29

FEATURES
Title

"t J Animal Crackers (A .T.)...
•flAnybody'e War (A.T.).. ....

•t§Anybody*s Woman
•t§Applaus* (A.T.)
•tftBehlnd the Mak*-Up(A.T.)
*t|Benson Murder Case The (A.T.
•tSBIg Pond. Tho (A.T.)
*t§Border Legion. Tho (A.T.)

.

•tlBornlng Up l»T> ...

•tl Dangerous Nan MeQrew (A.T.

Ml Dangerous Paradise (A.T.).
*tSD«vfl's Holiday. The (A.T.)
•tS. Fellow Thru (A.T.)
fIFer the Defense (A.T.)
M 6 Grumpy (A. T*
•f§Heads Up (A.T.)
•tSHoooy (A.T.)
t 5 Kibitzer (A.T.) (D.)
•tSLadles Love Brutes (A.T.).
*1IL**ghlag Lady
L'Enlmatlguo Mr. Parke*

(Slightly Scarlet)

Length
Star RM Date Ml«<. Reviewed

10.. ..8897. ...99. ..Aug. 30
....Aug. 2. . .8117 ..75.. .Apr. 5

30.. ..7243. Aug. 16
4..,
II..

.7068.
..6364.

. . . 78

.

...71.Jan. ..Oct. 26
,1 Powell-Palletle-Calvert Apr. 12.. ..5794. ...65. ..Apr. 19

. . Chevalier-Colbert May 3.. . . 6M4 ...78. ..May 17

. . Arlen-Wray-Holt Jua* 18 .6088 ...a. ..July 1
Alien-Brian ....Feb. ..5251. ...58. ..Feb. 15

.) Helen Kane July 5.. ,.6571. ...71. . June 7f>

....Feb. 27
,
..8244. ...58. ..Feb. 22

i . Nancy Carroll ....May ?4.. ,.674*. ...75. May 17

.Rogers-Carroll .... Seot. 27.., .8386 May 24
.William Powell ..-Jily 26.... .6871. ,..«. ..Jury 12

Cvrll Maud* Aug. 23... .6647.....M. . Nlv l»
Oct. II.

.

.6785. ...76. ..Sept. 27
Mar. ?» . .6701. ...74. ..Feb. 22

...Jan. II... .7273.. ..81. ..Aug. 31

.Georo* Bancroft ....Apr. 26.. . '177. ...70. ..Apr. 19

. Chatlertea-Breek .... Dm. 26.. .7105
. A. Menjou-C. Colbert. .. . 6390

.

...71. -Sept. 6

*t§Love Among the Mlllloi
*t§Levo Parade (A.T.) (O)..
f|Maa Fr*as WyeaHaf (A.T.)

- laughter (A. TJ _.
Are Like That (A.T.).. Hal

... Carl*
'tSOnly tho Brave (A.T.)

•HManslaui
*tfMen Are
•tSMonte C

. (A.T.).._
Chevalier- Mac Donald
.C«*por-Call|ar
Colbert-March

Skelly

July

.Aug. 16 6087...
.Apr. 19 6312..
July 19 IIBff...
Jan. 18... I006t..

12... ,5989...
9 7854...

. 22 5467...
Buchanan- Mac Donald Oct. 4 8077...
Gary Cooper Mar. 8 6024.

.

{^Paramount an Parade (A.T. (Special Cast Apr. 26 9125...
UQuoen High (A. TJ Rugglus- Rogers- Morgan ....4.ug. 23 7905...
t§Return el Fu Manohu (A.T.) .Oland-Arlhur May 17 6566
tSRoadhouse Night* (A.T.) Morgan- Rugglee Feb. 15 7202..

Reviewed as "River Inn" In Dee. 28, 1929 luue
t§Safety In Number* (A.T.) . .Charles Roger* June 7 7074..
tlSanta Fe Trail Richard Arlen 5839
tSSap From Syracuse (A.T.).Jaek Oakle July 26 6016 .

tSSarah and Son (A.T.) Ruth Chatterton Mar. 22 6868...
tjSea God, The (A. T.) AHen-Wray Sept. 13 6534..
SSeven Days' Leave (A.T.)... Gary Cooper Jan. 25 7300..

title of "Medal" In Nov. 23. 1929 1;

.65. ..May 31

.70... May SI

.71. ..July 12
111. ..Oct 19
68 July 12
.89... July 26
.61... Nov. 23
65... Aug. •
.67... Mar. 15
101... Apr. 5

Aug. 9
.73. ..May 10
.74. ..Dee. 26

.79.,

Reviewed under
•tSShadow ol the Law (A.T.)
•t£8ilent Enemy. Th*
•tSSIlghtly Scarlet (A.T.)
•nsonai Linn. The (A.T.)

. Powell-Schilling June
.Indian Cast Aug.
. Evelyn Brent Feb.
.Oakle< Brian June

•f§8pollera, The (A. T.) Cooper- K. Johnston-B. Camp.
son Sept.

•t§3tr«n>t of Chance (A.T.) Wm, Powell Feb.
'tiTeian. The (A.T.) Gary Cooper May
•fSTrue to tho Navy ( A.T t .... Clara Bow May
•hvagabend King. The (A.T.) .

King-MaeDonald-Oland Apr.
•With Byrd at tho South Pole June
•fSYoung Eagle* (A.T.) Charlei Roger* Apr.
'tSYoung Man at Manhattan
(A.T.) Colbert- Ruggle* May

14. .6392...
..7551...
..6204..,
..5403...

..8128...

..7023...
..7142...
..6396...
..9412..
..7411...
-.6405...

-.7306.

Juno T
Sept 27

03... Aug. 2
77.. Mar. 22

.Aug. 30
18... Nov. 23

68. .June 7
88.. .May 17

..Jan. 25

.June 2160.

Aug. 30
. Deo. 28
..May 17

..May 17

.Jan. II
.82.. June 28
.71... Mar. 22

.85... Apr. 26

105

Coming Feature Attractions

Oct. 25 8100.... 90... Oct II

Title Star Rel. Hate Length Reviews*
•tSAlong Came Youth ( A. T.). . .Charles Roger* Dec. 20
•tlDanelng Mothera (A. T.)

•tfFeet Flrit (A. T.) .
Harold Lloyd

•tSFIghtlng Caravan. ThafA.T.) Gary Cooper
•f§Her Wedding Night Clara Bow .Oct. 18 6924. .75. . .Sept. 27
*i*Honeymoon Lane I A. T.l_ . Eddie Dowllng
•f| Huckleberry Finn (A. T.) Junior Ourkln
MiKid 6mIi (A. TJ Jack Oaklo
ffLaufltitar (A T.) N a nev Carroll Oct. 25
•tlMaahattaa Mar* Ed Wynn
*t)Merton of the Talkies (A.T.) Jar" Oakle
*t§Moroee* (A. T.) Cooper-Oietrleb Dec. 7 Oct II
•t«New Mn-al» (A. T.) Wm. Powell
•fSPerche No Maria Jarobini 69
•tIPIayboy ol Pari* (A.T.) Maurice Chevalier Nov. I Sept 13
t§Rlgnt to Love, The (AT.) Ruth Chatterton
•tiRedeo Romance (A. T.) .... Arlen-Carroll

*MR3so ef the Ranehe (A. TJ. . Gary Cooper
*t§Roysl Family. The (A. T.K.Fredrle March
*f§8carab Murder Cue (A. T.) William Powell
•tJShlppy (A. T.)
•fJThe Virtuous 81a
M«Jem Sawyer (A. T.) Joehle Coegan
•HTvtthooa Bltt Goorpe Boatraft,

't§ Derelict Bancroft- Francis
Virtuous Sin, The Huston-Francis Nov. I bet 4

. . . Mar.

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star

*tSA Bird la tho Haad (A.T.).. Lois Wilson & Co
•ISA Hint to Bride* (A.T.).. .. Christie Comedy.
•t§A Sailor's Lutk (A. TJ Geo. Beatty
•H A Yankae Doodle Boy (A.T.). Screen Song
It^Accldent* Will Hapoen <A.Tj Smith and Dale wug.
•§f Action Speak Louder Than Wm. & Joe Mandel Mar 3

Words (A.T.)
•t§Adaras Ev* (A.T.)
•t§Alter S«v*n (A.T.)
•tSAltor the Bait (A.T.)
•TlApariment Hunting (A.T.)

•tSArtlst"* Reverie. Tha (A.T.)
*t§At Home (A.T.)
•tIAt the Gate (A.T.)
•t§Ballet Class (A.T.)
•t§ Barnacle Bill. the Sailor

(AT.) Talkartoon Aug.
•t&Bearded Lady (A. T.) Christie Comedy Mar.
•UBedelia SereenSong Jan.
•I, Belle ol the Nioht Christie Comedy Feb.

•tSBIshop'* Candlesticks (A.T.). Walter Hu.on Feb. 23

Length
2 reel*..

.

.2 reel*...
J reel

Oct 12. '29.1
Apr. 18, '29.:

.Christie Comedy...

. Jas. Barton Co

.Screen Song

. Florense Moore

. Gamberelll & Ca...

. Lulu McConnell

.Smith & Dale

.Dancing Act May 31

..Aug. 9.

30

1.2 reels
.1 reel

J reel
. I reel

. 1 real

.1 reel.... Aug 2

15

•t§Blue Song* (A.T.)
•§tBook Lovers (A.T.)
M '.Boyhood Day* (A.T.)
•tlBrown Gravy (A.T.)
•t§Carnlval Man (A.T.)
•f§Chinose Fantasy (A.T.)...
' I'hm.iipwn Fantasy, A.. ..

•tSChords of Memory (A.T.)..
•^Cleaning Up (A.T.)
MSCockeyed News (A. T.) ..

•fjCome Take a Trip In My
Airshk)

*t§Conlounded Interest (A.T.).
•t§Cow Camp Ballads (A.T.)..
*t§Croonlng Melodies (A.T.) .

.

•H Dante, You Singer* (A.T.)
•t§Dalsy Bell (A.T.)
•tlOangerous Female* (A.T.).
•tlDanelng Gob (A.T.)
•t§Dear Teacher (A.T.).

Ruth Ettlng &. Orchestra.
Joe Santley-lvy Sawyer...
Musical Novelty
Cnrlstle Talking Play...
Walter Huston
Novelty Act
Mlller-Dova
R. Bruce Scenic ,

C. Conklin-M. Swain
Eddie Cantor

'29

Jan.
..June 15. '29

.'Ian. 29. *29.

. Nov. 23, "29.

. Dee. 23. '29,

. Jan. 5
.July 5....
..May 10

, Sept. I

.. Aug. 9

.604...
2 reel*.

2 reels..
el

1 reel . .

.

2 reels. .,

2 reels. .,

2 reels..
I reel . .

.

. I reel .

.

1 reel . .

.

2 reels..

Screen Seng May 24
. Raymond 1 Caverly Oct. II...
. R. Bruce Scenic

. Singin. Orchestra Mar. 16/29.
.Puck & Whlt*
.Screen Song June I, '29
.Dressler-Moran Nov. 1

6. '29
. Christie Comedy Nov. 9,'29.

.

. Talking. Singing
t'SDear Vivian (A.T.) Christie Comedy June 15/29
•t§Deep "C" Melodies (A.T.) ... Frances Williams. Yacht Club Boys
*t§ Desperate Sam Bert Green Mar. 29. .

.

•tIDIzzy Dishes (A.T.) Talkartoon Aug. 9
"tlOon't Believe It (A. T.) Christie Comedy Feb. 8...
•UDown With Husbands -Vrthur.Roach .. . Mar. 8...
*t§ Dresden Doll* (A.T.) Maria Gamberelll. Dancing
•t§DrIftlng Along (A.T.) Robert Bruce Scenic Sept. 6...
•HDuke of Dublin (A. T.> Christie Talking Comedy. .. Feb. I...
MIFalse Alarm Fire Co. (A.T.) . Smith & Dale Mar. 9
t F.Tmiiv Next Door, The...
•t§Far» Nell (A.T.)
•tlFatal Card. Th* (A.T.)....
•U- Fatal Forceps (A.T.)
•t§Favorite Melodies (A.T.)..
•tSFeelln' Blue (A.T.) ,

•tSFlrebugs
•tSFIt to Be Tied (A.T.)
•tSFor Love or Money ( A. T.i. .. Christie Talking
•tSFood for Thought (A.T.). ...Allen & Canfleld
•t§Framlng ot the Shr*w (A.T.). Christie Talking

2 reels..
2 reels..
2 reels. .

,

I reels...
I reel. ..

1832
I reel . .

.

1872....
1660...
I reel...
I reel. .

.

1850 . .

.

I reel. .

.

cnarles Ruggles Jan. II .1381 ...

. Louisa Faienda Oct. 5/29 . . 2 reels.

.

. W. & E. Howard Nov. 8
. Christie Comedy
.Ruth Ettlng & Orchestra. .. Mar. 16

. Aih- Washington
,

.Talkartoon May 10.

.

. Burns & Allen Aug. 2...
Jan. 4..

.2 reels..

I reel...
. I reel.

.

704.

.Blork & Sully.

. Eddie Cantor . .

.

. Screen Song
. Tom Howard
Talkartoon

. Christie Comedy.

Play..

Play."
•HGertlng a Break (A.T.).
•t§Gettlng a Ticket (A.T.)..
M5Glow Worm. The (A.TJ. .

*t§Ge Ahead and Sinn (A.T.).
•t 5 Grand Uproar (A.T.)
'tSHs Did His Best (A.TJ
fiHe Loved tho Ladles (A.TJ. Christie Comedy.
•t§He Was Her Man (A.T.) Gllda Gray

,

•tSHelpIng Hand. The (A.TJ. . Solly Ward
•tCHer Husband's Women (A.T.).. Lois Wilton & Ca
*t§Her Piano Boy* (A.T.) Lillian Roth & Orchestra..
*1§High Hat (A.T.) Alice Boulden 4. Band

. I reel .

.

.1870...
. I reel .

,

. .2 reels..
I reel .

-J reel .

.

..564....
I real..

.1 reel...

2re*l*
.1 reel

.1 reel

'Means synchronized score, fMeans sound effects. §Meens voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on- film.
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.2 reels.

.2 reeli.
1 real .

2 reels .

.

I reel..

. I real..
,1 real..

'tSHIghlowbrow (A.T.) Talking Novelty ....2 ree s...

*t§KU College Chuoil (A.T.) ... Eddie Peabody &. Bind May ifi. 29 2 reel*. .

.

*1sHis Honor, in* Mayor Charlie Murray Mar. 22 2 reels

•t§Hls Wlfo't Birthday (A.T.). .Solly Ward 2 reels . .

•fSHold-Up (A.T.) Tom Howard
•tSHot Air Merchant (A/T.) Charlie Ruggles
•tsHol Dud Talkartoon Mar. 29 .

•t§Hot Lemonade (A.T.) Louisa Fazenda Apr. 25.29.

•TSHet Tlma In the Old Town
Tonight, A (A.T.) Screen Seng Aug. 2...

*t§Hun>orous Fllghti (A.T.) Donald Ogden Stewart Apr. 15....
•t§l Came First (A.T.) Herman Tlmberg
"t§lf Men Played Cards Like
Women Do (A.T.) Hugh Cameron & Co May II. "29

*t>Ta a Wild Woman (A.T.)... Boydell-Ath Aug. 16...
M§l m Afraid to Come Heme In

the Dark Screen Seng Feb. '

*t§l'm Forever Slewing Bubbles. Screen Song Max.
* t § i n the Good Old Summertime
(A.T.) Sense Boob June

tlln the Shade of the Old Apple
Tree Screen Seng Jan.

•t§ Installment Collector (A.T.).. Fred Allen
*t§l've Got Rln|s on My

Fingers (A.T Screen Seng Dee. 7/29
'tsinsuranee Eddie Canter Aug. 23
*n Introduction of Mrs. Qlbbs
(A.T.) Lulu McCennell Sept. 20..

15.

IB..

„. Barton & Co May 25.29. . I red.

.

. Zelaya Aug. 30 I reel.

.Grapewln-Chance (Christie) . Apr. 13.29. .1 reels.

Broadway Cast. Sketch Jan. 29.29. . I reel.

.

.Children's Ballet Aug. 23 I reel...

.Talking Comedy (Overman) Feb. 9. '29. . 2 reals.

.

'""
&. Dais Mar. 23 Ireel..
Seng April. 12. ...874...
' Dale

*tSlt Happened te Him (A.T.)
tsJiu Preferred (A.T.)
tlJed's Vocation (A.T.)
•t&Just One Word (A.T.)
•t&Kendy Kabaret (A.T.)
•tSKIssee (A.T.)
•Sr Knights In Venice (A.T.). .. . amirn
*T$L« Paloma Screen
•tJLa Schnapps. Inc. (A.T.) Smith _
't§Ladles' Choice (A.T.) Grapewln-Chance Sept 14/29 2 reel*.

.

•t&Lady. You Slay Me (A.T.) . . . Perkins-H lllpet Sept. 6... i reel.

*t»Let Me Esplala (A. T.) Christie Comedy Jan. 25 1870

•Til-oven' Lane (A.T.) Arthur A Morton Havel..
*t§Malno Stein Song (A.T.) Screen Song-Valleo .

•tiMakers ef Melody (A.T.) Talking. Musical ..

•fsMany Moons (A.T.) Bruce Novelty
•tlMarchlng te Georgia (A.T.).. Christie Comedy
*t a Marriage Wows (A.T.) Talkartoon

,

*t§Meek Mr. Meek. The (A.T.) Jimmy Barry
,

'tSMoot the Bey Friend (A.T.).. Lillian Roth ,

•f&Meet the Missus (A.T.) Christie Comedy
*t§Melanehely Dame (A.T.) Christie Talking Play..

•§t Melodies (A.T.) Smith Bros.. Singing.
•t^Meltlng Pot (A.T.) Petite Revue ,

'TsMillion Me's. A Lee Morse
*t|Moon Bride's Wedding (A.T.)lndlan Musical Novelty.

*t§Moonshlne (A.T.t Jas. Barton 4. Co..
*H Mother Pin a Rasa an Me
(A.T.) Screen Seng July 6/29 ,

•t&Mountaln Melodies (A.T.)....R. Bruce Seente Jan. II I re*l

*t§ Music Hath Harms (A.T.) ... Christie Talking Play Mar. 16/29.2 reels. ..

.

*t!My Gal Sal (A.T.) Screen Song 'OcL 10 Ireel
•UNeighborly Neighbors (A.T.) Lulu McConnell Aug. id 2 reels

*t§New Rhythm Ajplarer A Bead Oct. 18

•tSNoah'e Lark (A.T.) Talkartoon Oct. 26

•UNo* and Then (A.T.) Muslral Novelty Mar. 20/29. 2 reels....
•, 1 1 In the Silly Night (A.T.).. Christie Talking Play June 8/29. .2 reels

. ..SepL 1

June 1/29. 2 reals...
Aug. 9. .. 1 reel SepL 1

.... Dec. 21/29. 2 reels. .

Dec. 21/29.
.i'rwei

.'.'.".

. 1 reel
Mar 30/2J 2 reels. .

.

.... Feb. 2/29. 2 reels...
.1 red....

Jan. 13/29. 2 reals...
A or. 26... .964 ...Jan. 2!>

Feb. 22.... . 1 reel

.2 reels...

Screen Song '. Apr. 16/29..
Art Frank Sept. 27.... I reel

Frances Williams & Yacht BoyNov. 11/29.. I reel..

.George Fawcett Dec. 14/29. I reel.

.

.Tito Schlpa , May 24 Ireel..

.Jas. Barton & Ca June 29/29.2 reels.

^Paramount Aebs I reel.

*t§Old Black Joe (A.T.)
•tSOie Man Whoopee (A.T.)
*t§On the High C's (A.T.)..
*UOne Man Reunion (A.T.).
*t§Operatic Selections (A.T.)
•tSPals U Pal» (A.T.)..
^tlPara
•tiParamount Comedies 2 reels.

*T§Paramount Pictorials SepL 27
'tSParameunt Screen Songs Ireel..
*St Paramount Sound News I reel..

•tSParamount Talkartoona I reel..

•fSPlano Tuners (A.T.) 0"Donnell & Blair. Sketch. Oct. 19/29 . 1 reel.

,

•tlPlnlng Pioneers (A.T.) R. Bruee Scenic -Jan. 12/29 I reel.

*t§P1asterers (A.T.) O'Donnell 4. Blair, Sketch Intl.
•tSPest Mortems {A.T.) ChMstle Comedy 2 reels
"TSPNsoner a Song The Screen Song Mar. I. . 738..
•t§Put en Your Old Gray Bon-

net (A.T.) Screen Song ..

•t5 Radio Riot Talkartoon

•t§Radlo Rhythm (A.T.) Rudy Vallee &.

*t§Ralsing the Roof (A.T.) Lillian Roth &.

*t§Red. Green 4. Yellow (.A.T).. Lulu McConnell
•tl Resolutions (A.T.) Billy House ..

*tiRube. The Jimmy Barry .

•tSSalt Water Ballads (A.T..)...R. Bruce Scenic Mai
•tSScrapolly Married (A. T.) Christie Comedy Feb
•t§Schipa. Tito May
*t§Shubert's Inspiration (A.T.) .. Famous Composer Series..
*t|Shubert's Masterpleea (A.T.) . Famous Composer Series..
*t§Shuberfs Songs (A.T.) Famous Composer Series..
*t§Shubert's Unfinished Sym-
phony (A.T.) Famous Composer Series..

"t§Sldewa1ks of New York (A.T.) .Screen Song
*t§Slng, You Dancers (A.T.)... Eva Puck & Sam White.
•f ^Sleeping Porth (A.T.) Christie Comedy
••-So Thi* is Paris Green Fazenda
*t§Song Service (A.T.) Lee Morse & Co
'TJsStory Book Parade The (A.T.) Children's Ballet
•t§Strlke Up the Band (A.T.). .Sereen Song
•HStronger Sex, The (A.T.) Christie Talking Play Mar. 15 1760
•t§Surtset Hunter (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic July 12 Ireel

, Nov.
. Feb.

. Aug.

. Aug. 24
.Oct. 18.

Aug. 30
.June 21

23/29
IS .737 ...

10/29.1 reel...
24. ...I reel...

1 reel...
2 reels.

.

I reel. .

22.

Mar. 30.29.1 reel
May 18.29.. I reel....
Feb. 25/29.1 reel

June 9/29. . I reel
Feb. 26/29
Sept. 24.. ..I reel....
Sept. 7/29.2 reels...
Jan. 18. ...1747
Oct. 25 t reel
Oct 4 I reel
Sept. "

iure Cure L vnn Overman
*U Swing. You Sinner (A.T.). ..Talkartoon . .

•fSThat Party In Person (A.T.) Eddie Cantor
*t§That Red-Headed Hussy

.Nov.
.. Sept.
. . Jan.

.1 reel.

(A.I

Play.

Grapewln-Chance
..Christie Comedy.
..Christie Talking
..Tom Howard
. Jimmy Barry. Sketch. . .

.

. .R. Bruee Scenic
. . R. Bruce Scenic
. . Three Ormonde Sisters.
. .Donald Ogden Stewart. .

.

. . R. Bruce Scenic
(A.T.)
..Walter Huston

*t|The Home Edition (A.T.)..
•t§The Lady Fare (A.T.)...,
•tSThe Spy (A.T.)
*t§The Rube (A.T.)
•tSThe Tide R1*es (A.T.)....
•t§The Wanderlust (A.T.)
•tSToys (A.T.)
•tSTraftle Regulations (A.T.).
'tSTravellln' Alone (A.T.)...
*t§Twentleth Amendment. The
•ISTwo Americans (A.T.)....
*t§Two Little Chinese Maids
(A.T.)

'tSVolces of Lonelv Men
*t§Weak But Willing

(A.T.)
*t§Wee Bit «' Scotch (A.T.)
'HWhat Da I Care? (A.T.)
•t§What Is It? (A.T.)
•t§Whep) Caesar Ran a News-
paper (A.T.) Christie Comedy.

•UWlse Files (A.T.) Talkerton ,

*t§Ye Olde Melodies (A.T.)... .Screen Song
•"v., w- Hav- Hf Bananas

..Anna Chang

.Christie Comedy.

.R. Bruce Scenic.

.Moss & Frye
Glyn

July M

. Dec. 29/29 2 reels ,

. Dae. 7'29.. .2 reels...
2 reels

..Sept. 21/29 2 reels
July 21 | reel
-July 14 1 reel

I reel
. July 28 I reel

I reel

I reel
.Jan. 22 2 reels
. June 22/29. 2 reels

.Feb. 9/29.. I reel
. Apr. 19 I reel

.-Dee. 14/29.2 reels

..Feb. 8 I reel

I reel
.Feb 16/29. 1 reel

Apr.
.July
. May
Apr

•T§Zlegfetd Mldnlta Frelle (AT.). Talking. singing. Instrumental. Apr. 4/29

PATHE
FEATURES

Star Rel. Data
.Constance Bennett June 28

"tlBeyend Victory (A.T.) (P.)..
•tSCrashlnt Threugh (A.T.) (F.).
*TS Grand Parade, The (A.T.) (F.)
•tiHer Mao (A.T.) (F.>

His First Cemmand (A.T.) (F.)
Holiday (A.T.) (F.)
Night Work (A.T.) (P.)
Officer O'Brien (A.T.) (P.)..
Painted Desert (A.T.) <F.)..
Pardon Mv Gun (A.TJ (F.).
Rich People (A.T.) (P.)
Swing High (AT.) (P.)

Boyd-Twelvetrees-Gleasan-ScotOct 12

William Beyd Dec. 2S
Twe Ivetrees- Scott Feb. 2 7607 84

Twelvetrees- Holmes- Rambeau
SepL 21

Boyd -Sebastian.
Harding- Astor-Horton-Ames
Eddie Quillan
Boyd -Sebastian
Boyd- Twe Ivetrees

Starr- Duryea -

Constance Bennett Jan. S.

Twelvetreee-Seett May II

18.

..Jan.
.July
.Aug.
.Feb. is.
..OcL 26
..June 28.

..7508..

..5850..

..8870..
-.8394 ..

...8740..

!

'. '.mi'. '.

..70741

..7500..

..New. 18

..Sept. 13

..June 14

..Aug. tt
..Nov. 38

.".July
"5

..Feb. 8
May 3

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel

Big Money Quillan-Gleason-Armstrong-
Gleason OcL

't Greater Love. The (A.T.) »nn Harding Nov.
' In Deep (A.T.) Constance Bennett Jan.
* I Take This Woman (A.T.) .. Bannister-Harding June
* Last Frontier. The(A .T.) ... William Boyd July
" Lazy Lady (A.T.) Constance Bennett Apr.
• North of the Yukon (A.T.).. William Boyd May
• Price of a Party. The (A.T.). Helen Twelvetrees Apr.
"tSRawhlde (A.T.) William Boyd Feb.
•TSHomance Harbor (A.T.) Ann Harding Mar.
•TSRebound

, Ann Harding Dec.
Sin Takes a Holiday Constance Bennett Nov

•tSSIren Song. The (A.T.) Mary Lewis
*t|Taklng the Rap (A.T.) Robert Armstrong Aug.
•tSThls Marriage Business (A.T.) Constanee Bennett July

SOUND SHORTS
(Available sound-on-film and sound-on-discj

(Note. Pathe does not list running time on Shorts. The approximate runni
la the Important series, however, follow:

Rel. Date Run.
2 real eomodles M
Pathe Sound News to
Pathe Silent News ...| U
Pathe Audio Review j|
Pathe Review n
Aesop's Fables 6
Grant land Rice SpertllghtB id
Talking Topics et the Day, J
Knute Roekno Notre Damp •

Feetball Series af 6
1. The Last Yard Oct. 15 I

2. The Hidden Goal Oct. IS I

3. Flying Feet OcL 15 1

4. Touchdown Oct. 15 1

5. Two Minutes to Go OeL 15 1

6. Backfleld Aces OeL 15 1

time ei reeia

Reviewed

Mia ..

rote ..

la ..

Title

All for Mabel
*TSAmerica ar Bust..
'TSBeauties, The ....

*t§Blg Hearted
TiBoss's Orders. The
t§Bugvllle Romance, A..
'tSCampua Favorites .

"ffCarnival Revuo ,

•tSChasing Ralabows
'TSCbanplaa Makers
Circus uapers
Cobb Goes Fishing
"tlDrunw al Fear ,

*t§Deep South
•t§Dude Ranching (A.T.)
Ebony Shrine
*t§Farm Foolery
Fro en Frolics
•tSGIve Ma Action
"iSGlacier's Secret The
*ti?u "

•tlHearts and Heofe
tSHold the Baby
"tlHaeked
•t§Hot Tamale
*t§l'll Take That One
'tiJuagla Jazi
*f§Jungle Terror
*f§Kid the Kidder
Lair of Chang How
•ISLaundry Blues (A.T.)...
•tfLet 'Er Buck
•ULive and Learn
•ttLove's Memories (A.T.)..
•tfLove That Kills
•tSMandalay
*t§Mind Your Own Business,

beauty Shop
Ne- and Tirlv

t§New Walter, The
•JSNIghl Clerk. The
'tiNlght In a Dormitory. A...
'UOn tne Air (A.T.)
*t§One Nutty Night. Comedy..
*t§Oora Pah Pah (A.T.)
*t§Pathe Audio Review (A.T.).
•U- Pa the Sound Newt
•t§Perfeet Match. The (A.T.).
*t§Plck 'Em Young (A.T)...
"1§Rieh Uncles (A.T.)
•tfRlde 'Em Cowboy
tIRemee Rebla. A
*t§Royal Flush, A (A.T.)
•tfJRubPville Nite Club (A.T.)
•tSSacred Fires
"t§Satan -

s Fury (A.T.)
Self Defense
•tfShlp Ahey (A.T.)
MfSinglng Saps (A.T.)
'tiSlxteen Sweeties (A.T.)
Ski Hi Frolics

*t§Sky Skippers (A.T.)
Snr»« Tlm«
"tISome Babies
•tiSaesewhare Out
•USnnq-. of Motner
'tSSpllls end Thrills (A.T.)...
•tfSplashing Through (A.T.)..
Sportinq Brothers
Swell People
Temples of Silence
tSTIght Squeeze (A.T.)
•tSTrumoeteer, The (A.T.)
Trying Them Out
Two Fresh Eggs
Two Plus Fours

*t§Venetlan Nights
•; voice of the Sea (A.T.)..
•'(Western Whoepee (A.T.).
•tSWhat. Ne Bait! (A.T.J....

Star Rel. |

.Carney-Wills Oct.
. . Daphne Pollard July
. . H iatt- Kaley June
. . Harry G ribbon Juno
.. Morgan- MePhall Aug.
,. Aesop Fable June
.. Sport light June
,.H iatt. Hughes Aug.
. . Sportllght Aug.
..Sportlight June
.Aesop rable
.Sportlight
..Vagabond Adventure Series.. June
.

-..,...! n Songs Aug.
. . Sportl ight SepL

Vagabond Adv. Series.... SepL
. Aesop Fable Sept.
apsoo Fable Aug

.. Manning- Holmaa Auq.

..Vagabond Adventure Series... June
. Snort liqht

. Rleo-Keefe SepL
. .Agnaw-Crane- MePhall Aug.
.Sportlight May

,. Aesop Fables Aug.
..All Star OcL
..Aesop Fable July

. Vagabond Adv. Series OcL
..Campus Comedy
.Vagabond Adv. Series-Terrlss June
..Aesop Sound Fable Aug.
..Sportlight July
.. MePhall- Daerlng Juao

. Sonn Sketch Feb.
..Vagabond Adventure Series.. .Aug.
..Song Sketch Aug.
.Agnew- Gulliver July
.Melody Series June
All Star SepL

..All Star June

..All Star SepL
Ginger Rogers Jan.

.Topics of the Day Jan.

. Aesop Fable

.Released Every Week
. Releaseo Twice Every Week
.Butler Mayo
. Agnew-Geraghty
.Richard Carle
.Whlte-Carnev
.Aesop Fable
.All Star

. H B Watson

.Vagabond Advonture Series..

.Vagabond Adventure
Sportlight

. Aesep Fable

. Aesops Fables

.#htte.McNaughten

.Sportlight

.Aesop Fablea
.Apsoo Fable
.Carle-Hlatt.Llrtle Billy
.Sportlight
• Song Sketch
.Sportlight
Roertllght

.Sports

.Dot Farley-Harry Grlbbon...

.Vagabond Adv. Sorlw-Terrlss

. LeMalre
. Song Sketch *

.All Star

. Al. St. John-JImmle Aubrey

.Campus Comedy— Nat Carr-
Thelmo. Hill

Vagabond Adventure ..
'."

.Song Sketch

.Aesop Fables
Tavist af the Day

Length
. .2 reels..
.2 reels...
..2 reels..

..Aug. 30

..Aug. 30

..Sept 13

Rev lew* •<

..Aug. 23
.June 21

. .2 reels Aug.

..I reel June
. I reel July

...2 reels July 19

...I r
-'

.10..

.1 reel .June 21
.Oct. 4

Oct. 4
I reel June 28

.. i reel June 28

.. I reel ...10. .Aug. 16
...I reel May 31
... I reel SepL 20
...I reel SepL 13
...2 reels Auq. 9
...I reel May 31

10. .Sent. 27
...2 reels May 31
...Z reels
...I reel May 24

..Aug. 8

.".jiiiy"l9

..Sept 20
..2 reels Sept. 20

2 reels.. 18.. June 7
...I reel. .. Aug. 23

I reel Aug. 9
2 reels .Aug. 2
I reel June 7
I reel June 7
1 reel

2 reels. .17. .June 12
2 reels.. 18.. June 7
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

....2 reels..
1 reel

.

..I reel...
. ..2 reels.

.

. . I reel

. 1 reel .

.

.20.
.Jan. II

.June 7

Apr.
May
May
Apr.
June
Dee.
Jan.
July
SepL
SepL
Jan.
Feb.
Apr.
Aug.
Feb.
July
Sept.
July
Fen.
Apr.
Feb.
June
Aug.
July
Feb.
Jan.
May
July

Aug.
Aug.
May
Apr.

. . I reel .

.

. . . I reel
. . . I reel

2 reels Apr. _
••2 reels May 10

I reel. .

.

...2 reels.
..I reel...
.2 reels..
-.2 reels..

...I reel...
. - 1 reel . .

.

...I reel...— 2 reel..
. .1 reel
...2 reels
- . . I reel
• I reel

. ...
..I reel. .8
...2 reels
...I real
. . I reel

.May S
..Apr. 5
..June 28
..Aug. 30

. . Nov. 16

".Aug! *23

Sept. 13
..Jan. II

..Feb. 8
-Apr. 19

-Feb '.'
15

July 26
.Aug. t8

..I l._.
. . I reel

.

.

...I reel..

...2 reels.

...2 reels.
.. .2 reels.

....May 10
• -..Apr. II

-Feb. 15
.8.. June 7
22. July 19
10. .July 19

Nov. 23
Jan.
J una 7

•Weans synchronized score. ^Means sound effects. %Means voice
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.

(including dialogue and
D means disc. F means

incidental songs). A.T.
sound-on-film.

I reel
...2 reals
...2 reels.. 20.. Jujy

...2 reels.. 20.. July 28
• '

r«*' Aug. |fi' r"l May 3

after title means
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RKO
FEATURES

Title Star

•fGAIias French Gertie (A. T.) .. .Daniels-Lyon Apr.

•t§Beau Bandit (A.D-> La Roeaue-Kenyon Mar.

•tlcaw ot S«r B»«nt GrlMba Morris-Compson-Hertholt ...Feb.

•tIConsplraey. The (A.T.) Love-Trevor-3parlis Aug.

4iCHkMi The (A.T.) Wh«l«r- Wonls»v .. May
tSDaneehall <A.T.) Olive Borden-Arthur Lake

... .Volhelm-Armitrono-Arthur -Sept 22.

..Babe Danleli Aug. 30.

..All Star Cast Sept. 13.

Mullhall -Clarke-Spark* June 15.
Brent-Toomey . Mar. 16.

Feb. 2..

•tlDanoer Lights

"tlEseape (A. T.) ......
•t§Fall Guy. The (A.T.)
tSFramed (A.T.J
•tSGIrl of Pert (A.T.) O'Nell-Sharland

•t§Half Marriage (A.T.) Olive Borden- Farley

•tsH.ll Si.oi ai sunrise (A. T.) Wheeler-Woolsey Oct 3..

•t§He Knew Women (A.T.) Sherman-Joyce May 18..

-t6Hlf rhe Dee* (A.T.) Oakle-Walker Feb. 2.

•tllaelde th* Llaw (A.T.) CM^r«rljii July 20.

•HJazz Heaven (A.T.) Sally O'Neill-Brown

•tSLawful Larceny (A. T.) Daniels-Thompson Aug. 17.

•tlLeathernecktng (A. T.) . . . . Foy. Jr.-Rubln Sept. 25.

•tSLove Comes Along (A.T.) Daniels-Hughes Jan. 5.

•tSLovin
1

the Ladles Rlehard Dll Apr. 6.

'tSMIdnlght Mystery. The (A.T.)Compson-Sherman June I.

•t§Runaway Bride. The (A .T.) . Astor-Hughes May 24

•tISecead Wile {A.T.) ...Nagel-Lee ., Fob. 9.

•tSSeven Keys to Baldoato (A.T.) Dix-Seegar Jan. 12

•tSShe's My Weakneia (A.T.) .. Carol- Lake. Bunee Aug. 24.

•tSShootlng Straight (A.T.) Dix-Lawior July 20.

•tISIde Street (A.T.) Three Moore Brothera

•f§Tanned Legs (A.T.) Arthur Lake-Clyde
•t§The Delightful Rogue (A.T.).Rod LaRoccjue-Rita Laroy

•t§The Night Parade (A.T.K...H. Trevor-Dorothy Gulliver

•t§The Vagabond Lover (A.T.).. Rudy Vallee

•t§The Very Idea (A.T.) Sally Blalne-Hugn Trevor

Coming Feature Attractions

Title Star Rel. Date

•tSCheek and DouWe Check
(A.T.) Amos V

•tSCImarron (A.T.) Richard Dlx
•t§Ladles ol the Port Betty Compson
'gtPay Off. The Lowell Sherman Oct.

•t§Perfeet Alibi. The (A. T.)
tSSensatlon (A.T.)
•tlSllver Horde (A. T.) Brent-Wolhelm Oct.

•tlUpperworld (A.T.) Oct.

Length

Feet Mlns.

,
.6416 65.

..6128 69.
..8191 92.
.6480 71.
..9165 90.
..6184.
..7055.
..9385.
.6345. ...70.
..6175 65..

Reviewed

..Apr. 19

.73..
.July 26
.Sept. 13
.May 31

.Feb. 15
Jan. 4

.102..

.6111
.6174.
..6481 71
.7459.... 79... Sept. 27
63iy . ..70 .Aur 2f

..9219

..6652

. .6383 69.

..6309 69.

..7600 ...81.
, .7038 78.
..6138... 68.
..6469.... 72.
..6194 ...72.
..6088 60
..6759 70..
..6727. ...75..
..6720 55...
..6989 75..
..6383 69..
..6606 72..
..6671 72..
..6220 .

»fi«..

..6139 67..

.July 19

Sept. 6
.Dec. 21
.Feb. 22
.May 31
.May 31

.Feb. 15

..Jan. 4
.June 28
.July 12

. Oct. 25.

Reviewed

...Oct 4

IS .Sept. 13

!'.!'. Sept. 27

SOUND SHORTS
Title

. J*•tSAge ot Innocence. The(A.T.(F). Paula Trueman
•t§Be!ore Broakfaat <A.T.)(F)
Black and Tan Duke Ellington & Orchestra. .

Feb. 9

•t§Bobbed Wire (A. T.) Dane-Arthur •.•
*t§Brid*greom, The (A.T.)(F) .Mare Connelly Feb 2

"tSBroken Wedding Bells (A.T.) Dane-Arthur Sept. I

•t§Campus Sweethearts (A. T.) (F&D) .......... .
Mar. 9

•tSCish and Marry (A.T.) Vaughn-C«ok*-*«rg*at Mar. 16

•t§Oear Slayer (A.T.) Vaughn-Cook* ............. Mar, 2

•flEventually But Not Now (A.T.) (F&D) Vaughn-Cooke. .
Apr. 13

•tjFalr Deceiver. The <A. T.) (F&D) {an- «
•MGeneral Glnsburg <A.T.) (F).Nat Corr ... A "r. 13

•tlflolt Speelallrt. Tna W. C. Field* Aug. 19^

•tsGood Time Kenneth Mare Connelly Ju <y 20

•tsGunboat Glnsburg (A.T.) (F). Nat Carr Jan. 12.

•t§Guest. The (A. T.) (F&D).. Mare Connelly May 25.

•f§Hot Bridge (A. T.) (F&D) May II.

Hummanettes No. I Benny Robin
•*§Land of tne Sky Blue Daughters Vaughn-Cook* Ma"". 30

•tSLost and Foundered (A. T.) (F&D) . Vaughn-Cook* ,. Jan. 19

'tIMaonate. The (A. T.) (F&D). Mare Connelly Mar. 30.

•t Men Without Skirts (A.T.) .. Dane-Arthur Aug. ..

Mickey'* Chamos (A. T.)(F&D) Mlekey Yule Feb. 2

Mickey's Luck (A. T.) (F&D) Mickey Yule Mar. 30

Mickey's Master Mind (A. T.) (F&D) Mickey Yule Mar. 2

Mickey's Merry Men <A T.MFiDi Mickey Yule July 20

Mickey's Musketeer* (A.T.)
Mickey'* Strategy (A. T.MF&D) Mickey Yule Jan. 5
Mickey'* Winner* (A. T.) (F&D) Mickey Yule Aug. 17

4§Mlekey the Romeo (A. T.)(F&D) Mickey Yule June 22
•tfMlckey the Whirlwind (A.T.)(F&D) Mickey Yule Apr. 27
MjMltkey the Warrior Mlekey Yule Mav 26

•t 1 Museum. Th* Toby the Pup Aug. 19

LL°?. lo_.?.?orl *. (A.T.).....^_...Nick & Tony July 13

Length
, .1 reel .

. .2 reels.

. . I reel

nl

(Old Vamps for New (A. T.) . . Vaughn-Cook* Feb. -

•flpaleeka Flvino Sehoel (A.T.) tune 2'.

MlPeop m th* Deep, A Clark & MtCallaugh Sept.
*t§Pnro and Simple Louise Fazenda Sept. IE

•^Setting Son, The (A.T.) Vaugnn-Cooke Feb. K
•tfsieeplng Cutlet ( A.T.) Alberta V*uohn Ian *

Society 6ees Spaghetti Nick and Tony Sept. 15

•tSStraage Interview, The
(A.T.) (F) Sherwln-Knowles Mar. ',

•tSToby the Fiddler (A.T.) Sept.
Toby, the Miner
tSWho's Got the Body (A.T.).. Nick & Tony Aug. 3

. . .2 reels June
. .2 reels
. .2 reel*
. .2 reels Feb.

. .2 reels Apr.
. . I reel

.. 2 reels
2 roeli July

.. I real Aug.
..2 reels Nov.
. . I reel
..2 reel*

.1 r**i July

..2 reels May
. .2 reels

. . I reel

..2 reels July
. .2 reels
. .2 reels Apr.
. 2 reels ....

, . .2 reel* Aug.
..2 reels Aug.
. .2 reels

. .2 reel*
. .2 reels

. . .2 reel*

. . .2 reels

. . I reel May
. .2 reels June
. 2 reel* Dec
..2 reels Jan.

. . . I reel

...2 reels July
..2 reels
..2 reels Fob-
. reel* FW
.. 2 reels Sept.

S01W-ART-WORLD WIDE
Title Star Rel. Dat

MCBIo Flpht. Th* (A.T.) Willlams-Lan* Sept.
•tIBUz* 0' Glory Eddl* D*w1lng-B. Compsea. . Jan.
*t§Charge ot the Light Brigade. .McLaglen-Hume Dee.
•tSCock 0' the Walk (A.T.) 1. Sehlldkraut-Lav May
•tgCostello Case Tom Moore-Lola Lane Nov.
•ffDude Wranaler. The (A.T.) . r»urvea-B»«oiiette ... June
*1ICr*at Gabb* E. V» Strohelm-B. C*«ps*aJen.
•ffi Hello Sister (A. T.) L. Hughes-Borden Feb.
HOnce a Gentleman (A.T.) Horton-Wllton ..Sept.
•MRi-no (A.T.) Roland-Th*m*on-L*ve Oet.
•(Rooue of the Rio Grande. ... Hatton-Loy-Bohr Oct.
•tlTalk fff HallywMd Nat Carr-Fay Marbo Mar.
•HUr Th* Coat* Travel Laatura Feb.
MfWhat a Man (A.T.) Oenny-Segar Juno

..8850.
.7200.
.7000.
.fi?nf).

.90. Dec. 14/29
100
.80. . Apr. 19

. 68 Mav ?4
100. Sept. 2 1/29
.105... Apr. 5

June 21

.
.7nnn ...70 . ..

..fSM....72.Dec.2l/29

.8800. ...62

.7000 79... Mar. 29

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES

TWo Star Dltfr

TIAtrots th* World (A.D.) Martin Johnson
••After the Verdict ( A.T.) Tseheehowa-Ward
AIim d* Gaocho Special Ta«t
AatyWJt Frootleh-Amaaa
•tsBesaus* I Lov* Y*o Mady Christians
MlBotto* *f ttM World
•tfBrld* 88 (P.T.) Veldt-Brink Amer. Anglo
•t'llrliht Eyes Balfour-Trovtr .. . . New Era

Jl

LenotH
Data Feet Mint.

Net set 8860 98.
8900 73,

Allied Film. Mar. 15... 8 reels .85.
Amer. Gen. Film Jan. 2-lflOnft 1 00
Talk. Pie Epic* Sept, I 3800..

ion
July 10.6800... 76.

Reviewed

..Jan. 25
.June 21
..Sept 6
..May 10
. F*h. 8
42

.May 108372. -.68.

Anr.
Joly

.May :

l°

.Mar. 157127.

Chess Player, Th* Jehanne-Blanehard
MCMIIsstloi HiakMa-Haxka*
•tfeClancy In Wall Street
(AT.) Murray. tltttefleld . Aristocrat

•tICod* of th* West Bob Custer Syndicate
'tSConstant Nymph. The Ivor Novello Big Three Exe.-Aug. 17.7800..
t v i>,.u.ni»i- Suecial east N»-w Era ...rob. 8
•fSCrlmson Circle, The Stewart Rome Inter. Photoplay
*t§Covered Wagon Trail Bob Custer Syndicate Dee. 29.4617.
'•unanaer Man The (P.T.).Chas hutehlnoo*) ..Cosmo* May 2U65I6.
*t§Dark Red Roses Stewart Rome Inter. Photoplay
*U Darkened Skie* (A.T.) . . . Brentwood- MaeDonald Blltmor* Prod Jan.. 5460.
Docks *f Hamburg Jugo-Fritsch Ufa
•tlDrlfter* Harold Autoa
*t§Eseaped from Dartmoor. . .Barlng-Henning ...Harold Auten...Apr. II 7529..
Eternal Fools Judei Film* Sept 23. .6120
Farmer'* Wife Themaa-H all- Davis. . Allied Jan. *. 6845.
Figaro Franco- Amer lean Net Set6360.
•TtjHearf* Melody (A. T.)
(F & 0) Frltseh-Parlo Ula Film

Her Unborn Child (F&D) Special Cast Windsor
Hungarian Night* Special Cast mAer. Gen

Mar. I

.57

.87.. July 6
Fob. 22
Jan. II

.52.. May 17

.82.. May 24
Mar. 8

.60. .Dae. 14

...40. July 6

.70. Apr. IB

..68.. Sept 6

.76. .Jan. IB

.71. .Dec 7

Jan. 107609...
Film Co.
Aug. 5/29.. 8 reels.

Aor. 4853
Dec. 97650. ..

Hunted Men Bob Steele Syndicate
•t§Hunllng Tigers In India. Travel Talking Pie. Epl
* simiiHirial Vagabond (A.T.) Hajd-Froelleh ......Ufa Film
In the South Seas with Mr. and Mrs. Plnchot Talk. Pict. Epics Sept. I 5538 .

tlntMl African Hunt Congo Plet Ltd. Apr. 137776..
jaaF i jik'i The French Cast fnsmn* 5«no
•tSJazz Cinderella M. Loy-J, Robards. Chesterfield Aug. 14.6181 .

.

•t(Juno »no me Payeock (A.T.) Sara AHoonrf Harold Auten. . June 2? 9100 .

.

•t§Just Off Broadway D. Kelth-A. Christy. Chesterfield Mar. 15.7650..
l

-- tn Love (A.T.) Day-Walker Chesterfield May 176095..
*t|Last Dance The (A.T.) Reynolds- Robards Audible Mar. 8 5835..
•Lent Horoemaa T*m Tvlat Syndicate. ..Nov. I. '21. .4731..
•tSLonesame Trail C. Delaney-V. Brown

Fair* Syndicate Aug. 25 5786.

.

•tlLavt ••* (A.T.) Talk Pie. Iplra. .. SopL I. ...4400..
Lost Patroi Pro fatrla ..Not Set mn
MILove at First »ltbt{A.T.).f**nor- Fatter Chester^id Feb. 15 6039..
•tSMade to Order Julian Eltlnge Jesse Well 6240..
*t§Madonna of the Sleeping

Cars Claude Franc Little Playhouse Film Co
•t§Manxman, The Carl Brlason 6800 Dec. 2IUfa
Melody ol the Heart Ufa Film. .Aug. 29 Eng...806l.

Germ.. .8543
Mystery at the Villa Rose .

Trevor- Baring Harold Auten . . May 31 9000...
•tIMyterle* of Natura Ufa
*t§Overtand Bound Leo Maloney Raytone Apr. 15.5040.

.

*t$Overland Bound (A.T.) .Perrln-Ray .... Raytone ...Apr. 15 5040..
'tSPartlng of the Trails Bob Custer Syndicate ..Mar. I 4700..
Post Ion Song. The Olmsted- N. Beery. . Excellent 5080. .

Peaeoek Fan The Dorothy Own Chesterfield ... 5400
Poor Millionaire Talmadge- Howard
Perl Special Cast
•fSRampant Ago (A.T.)
(D F.) . . Murray- Kennedy

•tlRasputln, th* Holy Devil Spatial Cast Martin Borger
Rides of the Rio Grande Bob Custer Syn Pictures . .Sept.'29. .5223 .

•tIRsmanee *f Woot Jock Parrla Jack Trap June 15. .5494..
*t§Saddle King. The Cliff Ten Lyon Anchor
8ea Fury Mildred Harris Tom White Not Set 5200..
•tSlums of Toklo Japanese Cast Movlegraph*
Bmnke Bellew Conway Tearla First Division 6605
*t§Sombras de Gloria Jose Bohr Sono Art World Wide
South of Panama Carmellta GeraQhty. . Chesterfield 6300 .

Stampede Native Cast Harold Auten. . Apr. tl 7540..
Strange Case of District

Attorney "M" Unusual Photoplay Mar. 6800
Thre* Outcast* The ... Yaklmf Canutt Wa*a Mar t 5 r#el*

•tSThrow of the Dice Seeta Dvl Hollywood Pic. .Dee. 29.6700..
Thunder God Cornelius Ke*fo . . Crescent 5917.

.

•t§Treasure. Tho Film Arts Guild
Western Honor Bob Steel* Syndicate. .Mar 4849..
Mf-Weit Of Rockies (A.T.)
(D) Art Mil ...World Art Jaa. 18. 5100..

85.. Jan. 18

June 14

65.. Dee. 14

68.. Sept. 20
July 5

.85.. Dec. 14

.69.. May S
65. Mar. 29
53... Aug. 2

65... Sept. 13

.68.. Feb.
Jan.

Oet. 19
...Dee. 14.

.90.. Sept. 6

.56.. Mar. 29

.56 . .Mar. 29

.52. ..Mar. 29

-Apr. .5200.

. Continental Jan. 155743.. 64. Jan. 18
Aug. 30

June 28
.01. ..Aug. 2

Oct 12
38 .Dee. 7

73
. Feb. 22

l

..May S

..Mar. 22
. net. ia

..May 31

•t§Whlte Cargo (A.T.)
•tSWhite Devil (P.T.) (F
& D) Moslukln-Daoover

Why Cry at Parting Halm-Qralla ....
•tsWomaa Wh* Was For-
gettea (A.D.) Belle Beaactl State CI

Wonderful ties of Nina
Perrowna Helm- Ward Allied I

Warldly Goods K Irkwood- Kennedy. .. Contlnen'
••svidriUr. Mima The fA.T.)M«e Simon ;ud»» Fi
Young Woodley All English Cast

Special Cast Harold Auten Mar. I

78 .Feb. 22

.Jaa. 1-7560 85.. Jan. 25

Allied Film*. .May 80.. reels. 80 June
Continental Aug. I.. 6065 15. . .Aut-
rude* Film* dfiOO

Harold Anten Sept. 26. .7600 73 Oct.

Coming Feature Attractions

t $ Burning Heart, Th* Christians- Froelich. Harold Auten
•tfCall of Circus (A.T.)
fD F.) Bushm»n Clavton Burr Jan.

•Coayo* ot Mtulai Man Tom Tyler Syndleat* Juna
Caught in Berlin Underworld. Fritz Kortner

'Means synchronized score, fftfeans sound effects. %Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

Title Siar Producer Rel. Date Length Mlns. Reviewed
•tSApe. The (A.T.) Liberty Prod
*»5Body. Soul and Draw
•t§Breezy Bill Bob Steal* Syndicate 4500. .. .50. . Sept 20
rSBurned tvidonce (F) Continental

Buying a Wife Special Cast Aff. European 7 reel*
•tijClowa. Tho (F) Continental
•§tCemebaek. Tha (A.T.) .- Mafestlo
Convict's Code, The Cullen Dandis Syndicate 56. .Oct 4
•t§Danelng Father* (A.T.)
•t§Davy lones Locker 'A.T.) Liberty Prod
"t§Der Tiger Von Berlin Susa-Frank Ufa Film 55. .Sept. 27
'HDivore* Qu«*tlea, Th*
(A.T.) Majestl* „ .

Duty to b* SI tent Maria Albans Aff. European 6 reel*
•tSEait Lynn* (A.T.) Liberty Prod
"tSEast of Asia (A.T.) Liberty Prod
"tSEverybody'i Girl (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Exodus to tho New World, Th* Lyon-Prev**t Pioneer
Full Dresser) Thieves Nil* Aither Aff. European 7 reel*

German Underworld Special Cast Aff. European 7 reels

Great Unknown. Th* John Loder Aff European 6 reel*

•StHall th* Woman (A.T.) Majestic
Her Viennese Lover Asther-Nolaa Afl. European 6 reel*

•t§la Oklahoma (A.T.)
*t§Llfe For Hal*, A (F) Continental
Lonesome Trail Syndicate Sept 13
Mllak et th* Saowlands Special Cart Allied
•f§Mldnlght Alarm. The (A.T.) Liberty Prod
•tlMother** Million* (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Our Dally Bread Mary Nolan Aff. European 7 reel*

•tlPrle* Mark, Th* (A.T.) Majeitla
*t§Red Kisses (A.T.)
•tSRomantle Scoundrel. Th* (A.T.)
'fSSeeond Honeymoon. The (F) Continental
*+§Sentlmental Satan (A.T.) Malattl*
•tSSmart Women (A.T.) Majestl*
•tSThou Shalt Not Squeal (A.T.)
•tIToday (A.T.) Nagel-Owea Majestlo
't§Tr*p. Th* (A.T.) Majeatlo
•ti Unforbidden Sin, Tha (F) Continental
Unholy Love Wegener-Petrovltth. . Aff. European
When Duty CafJi Speelal Cast Allied
Wild Men ef Kallharl Denver African Elp.Talk. Plet. Epic*
•tSWorst Woman In Pari* (A.T.) Liberty Prod

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star tlrtrlbirtar Lenarh 4>vU*««

•t§Acr*** th* World Talk. Pictures Epla* 2 reel* (serial) Aug. I

•tIAnywhere By Air Vlsuagrapb 5 reel* May 17

6714 feet

A.T. after title means
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•tSAt the Photographer*
(A. T.) (F) Harry Delf Elbee

"tBarn Danee Mlskey Mouse CortoenCelflbrltvPred
Betides the Wnton tea Castle Flla
"tSBlind Youth (A. T.) .. Lou Tellegen Capital

*t§Brlrto On the Bride (A.T.> Ellbee

*t§Broken Doll, The (A.T.) . Sadie Bank* Judei Fltmi

•fChaln Ganf. Tha Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod

fConauest of tho Cascades. ..Educational Gen. Eleetrle Co
Coast to Coast Talker Vlsugraphle

*t§Down Hawaii Way Color Novelty Castle

tSFrlend Husband ( A.T.) Burr
•t§Frost and Old Lace Ufa ...••

•fGallopIng Gaueho M lekey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod— Feb.

Jewish Melody Cantor Waldman ...ludea Films. Inc

tjunole Rythm mickey Mouse CartoeaCelebrlty Prod

"tJust Mickey Mlekey Meute Cartoon Celebrity Prod

"6tKlddlo Cabaret affair
•fKlds and Pets Color Novelty Cattle

Land of Freedom Seymour Relztelt ...ludea Films, Inc

•t5Mal-Ko Mashma-Lou ... _„
(AT) Harry Feld Judea Films

-tiMowaa (P.T.) P».
B,t,

L..
Pra-

•tlMeasurlno Time Ufa Film

•*§Meet the Family (A.T.)
(F) Harry Delt Elbee

•tMlckoy'i Concert Mlekoy Meuee Cartoon Celebrity Prtd

•t§Monkey Squawks (A.T.)...... . Burr ...

Natascha Plnehus Lavenda ..Judea Films, ln<

•t§Oh Doctor (A.T.) Special Cast.. Judea ,£»•"• •

•tPlane Crazv Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod Ji

•tPlDw Rev Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod.
-I!.! 5 "*..'.;.::-« Uvmio latnhtnn lurtflfl Fill

2 reels..

1 reel .

.

.1 ml.
2 reels

2 reels.

.

, I reel .

.

,1 real..

,2 reels—
1 reel

2 reel*

I reel Sept. 20

I real

1 reel

, I reel Jin. II

. I reel

2 reels Apr. 2f

I*

30

Voice of

No. 8 .

No. 9 .

No. II

No. 12
No. 13
No. 14

No. 15

Hollywood Series...

isl.

.2 reels.

Ilms,
Sailors' Sweetheart Hymle Jacobson

*t§Shoemaker'i Romance
. .

?AT) Special Cast Judea Films

fSShould 1 Charles Lawmar ..Advance Trailer

i$Signed. Sealed * Delivered (A.T.) Burr

•tSSIity Minutes From _ .,

.Color Novelty Castle
.Marty Barratz Judea Films
.Song Cartoon Biophooo
.Felli tha Cat Copley Films. ..

.2 reels.

.

. IBOO . .

.

1. 1 reel . .

.

I reel. .

Broadway . -

*t§Style and Class (A.T.).
•t§Summer Harmonies
•+Tee Time
•tSWhen My Dreams Come

Trim
"tWhon tho oat's Away
•tWIld Wavoa

Gene 4. Glenn Advance Trailer

Mickey Mouse cartoonCeiebrlty Prad
M lekey Mou«e CartoonCeiebrlty Prod

. I reel
. 2000
.1 reel
.1 reel

I reel Apr.
I reel
I reel Jan.

TIFFANY
FEATURES

(Available soand-on-film and sound-on-dise

)

Length
Star Rel. Data Feet Mlns,

Armifla-Terry May 18.

Res Lease Sept.

111,6 ,» TV
•»§Border Romanee (A. T.)

•tSBorrowed Wives
*t§Hlgh Treason (A.T.). ..

•tlHet Curve* (A.T.) ....

•t§Journey i End (A.T.)... ... conn ^"ve

•tiJust tike Heaves) (A. T.)..Louise-Newell

•tSKathleen Mavournoen (A.T.) ONeil-Qeleney

•tSMamba (A.T.) ...... . -. . Hersholt Board!

•tfiMadlclna Man. Tho (A.T) Benny -Granite ...

•t§Near Rainbows End (AT.) Steele-L«rraine .

Reviewed at "Dangerous Buslne

..65.

dman-Forbeo

Reviewed __

•t§Oklahoma Cyelano (A.T.) ... . Bob Steele

*t§Pirtv Girl (A.T.).... Doug Fairbanks,

•tiPeac.ck Alley (A.T.)

.

MSSunny Skies .....
•tSSwellhead (A. T.)
Thoroughbred . •

•6TrofiDer» Thr»» 'A T.)

•tjWInis ef Adventure...

Business"

.Mar. 25.
. Jtwa It
. May 23.
..July 14.

luna 20.
.Mar. 10
June 15.

June 10.

Issue Doe. 21,

5974.
..5580 62
.6210. ...69
..7893. ...88
II4IB...ISO.
.5850.... 65.
..0IO9 80.
..6183 69

15 .021 1.... 60
..5916m 65.

Revlewoo
.May 31

.Aug. 30
.June 3

Jaly 12

.Apr. 12

-Oct. M
Au|. 1

. Mar. 15
June 21

..July 5

Sept 10 5850
Jan. I, 1930.6750

... Jan. 10. . . 6u6U.

Benny Rubin May 12

Glesson-Shlillnu-Walker ... Mar. 20
Garon-Barry Aug. 10.
; -ase-Gulllver Feb. 15.

Rn Lease June 30

..65.,

..75.,
.07..

,6994 78..
7040... .78.

5425 50..
7239.... 80..
.5050.... 56.

..Apr. M
.Aug. 23
Feb. 22
.Aug. 9

Coming Feature Attractions

. . Rex Lease . .

.

., Rex Lease . .

.

.. Sidney-Murray

Title
Aloha Oe
Arctic Patrol. Tho
Beloved Enemy, The
Blazing Guns
Branded Men
Caught Cheating
Circus Parade
Danger Signal
Drums of Jeopardy • ••
Extravagance Juno Collyer

Fighting Grin, The Rex Lease

Ghost Ship, Tha
Girl of the Limerlost, A
•tSHeadln' North (A.T.) Bob Steele

Hi-Jack
Keeper of the Bees, The
at$Land ef Missing Men (A.T. ). Bob Steele

Lasea
Lawless Valley Rex Lease
Leftover Ladles . .

Lure of the Yukon, The
Moran of tho Lady Letty „:.• -.1

•tSParadlse Island (A.T.) Harlan-Day
•tSRidln' Fool, Tha (A.T.) Bob Steele

Roaring Barrier
She Got What She Wanted Compson-Traey
Single Sin, Th June Collyer

Steel
t»§8unrlsa Trail. Tha (A.T.) . . . Bob Steele

The Barbarian
The Ollbway
Third Alarm. The James Hall-Hersholt-Loulso
Thundering Hoofl Roi Laasa

MlUnder Montana SHIM HarUa-Gulllver
Unpardonable Sin
Utah Kid , R« Lease

Wild Youth

Rel. Date Length

SHORT SUBJECTS

Title Star Rel. Data Length Review*
Blimp Mystery. The Sept 27
Clastlci in Slang Series 6 H. C. Wltwer'a 2 reels

Color Symphonies Series 6 In Technicolor I reel

•tgConaek's Bride. The Color Symphony Jan. 25 • reel Fab. 23

•HEnrhanted Forest The (A.T.) Dee. 27/29.. I real Mav *
Fire Worshippers. The Sept. 27

*t!ln Old Madrid Color Symphony Feb. 10. ...I reel

•HJunole Oromi Colertene Oct. 24. '29. . * ***'• Dee. 2a

Kentucky Jubilee Slnqers Series of 3 2 reels

tSKentucky Jubilee Slngeri Series of 3 I reel

Little Big House. The Chimp Comedy Oct. 4

Lltilo Covered Wagon Chimp Comedy 2 reels Aug. 30

t5Melodi« Color Symphony I reel

Musical Fantaslea Series of 6 L r"V •.: 1:
•tSOn the Plantation Forbes Randoloh Singer* 2 reels Mav l«

Rolling Stone Series 6 Color Travels I reel Sept. 6

Tiffany Chimp Series 6 Monkey Oomedles 2 reels

.Station S-T-A-R

.Ben Turpin ,

.Wesley Barry

.Billy Bevan

.Lloyd Hamilton

.Geo. K. Arthur ,

.Joe Cobb
,
.Ruth Roland
..Nell Hamilton
..Laura La Plante
..Gleason & Armstrong.
..Johnny Hlnes

26 . 1 reel each.
Apr. 26

Apr. 19
.May 24
May 21

July 19
.Aug. 9
.July 12

.Aug.

.Aug.
..Sept.

UNITED ARTISTS
FEATURES

Title
*t§Bad One, The (A. T.) ...

•flBe Yourself (A.T.) (F)...
*t§Eyes ol the World (A.T.)
'tSHell Harbor (A.T.)
*t§Lummox (A.T.) (F)
•t§One Romantic Night A. T.)
*f§Puttln' ea tha Rltz (A.T.)
t§fiaflles (A. T.)

•t§What a Widow (A.T.) .

Star Rel. Date
Del Rio-Lowe May 8...
Fannie Brie* Feb. 8..
Merkel-Holland Aug. 30..

Velez-Heraholt Mar. 22..

. . Westover-Lyon Jan. 18..

.. Glsh-Nagel-La Rocgue Apr. 12..

. Harry Richman Mar. I..

..Ronald Colman July 26..

.Gloria Swanson ...Sept. 13..

Length
Feet Mlns. Reviewed
6673.. 74 .Mar. 22
.5977.. 87 . . Feb. 1

.7272.. ..HI. ..Aug. 23

.8354.. M . . Mar. 6
M reu la

6592 .

.

11 .Mar. 2«
.8225. .91 ..Feb. 22

COMING ATTRACTIONS
Rel. Date
Nov. 29..
Nov. 15.

I 3

Title Star

•t§Abraham Llneoln (A. T.)... Walter Huston
MlBat Whispers, The (A.T.). ..Cheater Morris

Mi City Lights (F) Charlie Chaplin
•HOu Barry. Womaa ef Passion (A. T.) Norma Talmadga Oct II..

•t§Eseapado Evelyn Laya Jan. 10..

Kikl (A.T.) Mary Plekford

*t Hell's Angels (F) Lyon-Hall-Harlow ....

•tSLottory Bride. The (A.T.) . . .
MacDonald-Garrlek Oct. 25..

t§Reachlng tor the Moon (A.T.I Douglas Fairbanks Feb. 21..

•fiSeaa 0' Sunt (A.T.) Al Jolsoo
^Whoopee (A. T.) fcddie uantor Sept 27.

.

SOUND SHORTS
T" Star Rel. Date

'tSGIorlous Vampt (A.T.) Bobby Watson Jan. 25..

M^ Second Hungarian Rhapsody May 24.

.

•tSTho Americans Come (A.T.).. Otto Matlesoa Aug. 2.

•STWizard's Apprentice Apr. 20..

•t§Zampa (A.T.) Sept. 6...

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

Star Rel. Data

Wolhelm-Ayres-Wray Aug. 24..

.6509 78...AUI.

.8128 80. ..Sept 20

Length Reviewed
.8704 Aug. 23

.7472

!MM""""!ioiy".2

Length Revtewod
. 952 Jan. 25
..895 July 19
...978
..840 Sept 20
I reel Sept. 6

Title

*f|AII Quiet OR Westers Front

(A. T.)
Big Timber (Ra-lasue)
•tSBurnlng Trail (Reissue) . .

.

•tsCaptain of the Guard (A.T.)
•Kctfmax, The (A. T.)
•fSCohens and theKellys inSeotlanrt.

'tSConcentratln' Kid (A.T.)

'tiCzar ef Broadway (A.T.)...-
*t§ Dames Ahoy (A.T.).....-...
•t§Devlls Pit. The

Reviewed under title ef

'tSEmbarrasslng Moments (A.T).
'flighting Legion, The
Flying Hoofs
•ItHall'i Heroes
•t§Hlde-Out (A. TJ.. .......
"tSKlBj of Jan. The (A.T.)...

William Oesmond
, Wm. Desmond
La Plante-Bolos
Crawford- Hershelr ....
Sidney- Murray
Hoot Gibson

,
Wray-Compsoa-HarroB
Glenn Tryep

. Mar,
.July
Apr.

. Jan. _.

Mar. 17

12423...
438S..

28....4223...
20 7519...
26

•tILIttle Accident (A.T.)
•tLucky Larkln
•t§Mounted Stranger, Tbo
•ti Mountain Justice

•t§Nlght Ride
*§tOutslde the Law (A.T.) .

.

•tlParade of the West
*t5 Roaring Ranch (A.T.)
*t§Song of the Caballero
•t§Sons of the Saddle
•tSSpura (A.T.)
*t§Storm, The (A. T.)
-tSTralllng Trouble
•t§Trlgger Tricks (A.T.)
*t§Undertow
*t§What Men Want
•t White Hell of Pit* Pall
White Outlaw, The (Reissue)..
•tlYoung Desire (A.T.)

Reginald Denny Feb.
Ken Mayaard Apr.
Jack Hoile Feb.
Blckford-Hatton Jaa.
Murray-Crawford Mar.
Whlteman's Band A Special
Cast Aug.

Fairbanks. Jr., Page Sept
Ken Maynard Mar.
Hoot Gibson Feb.
Ken Maynard May
Joseph Schlldkiaut Jan.
Nolan- Robinson Sept
Ken Maynard Jan.
Hoot Gibson Apr.
Ken Maynard Juet20...
Ken Maynard Aug. 3.

.

Hoot Gibson Aug. 24..
Special Cast Aug. 18..
Hool Gibson .Mar. 23..
Hoot G'bson June I .

.

Nolan- ENli-Brewa Fab. 23.
All Star July 31...
Special Oast June I.

Jaok Hoxle May 25.

.

Mary Nolan Juee t . .

.

18.

19.
27 ,

.5230.

.6763..

.3852.,

.8148.
..5299..

.9163.,

.7897..
.5785.
..5784.,
.6748..
.5609.
..7111.
..5900.
6094.

8824...
..6872.,
.5303..
.7203.
.5198..
.5462.
5025.

.6041..

..7727.
. 4541.
.8828..

83... Apr. 5
. tt5 Mar. 2f
..ll,.Jir

:
18

..81. ..Apr. 26

.68. ..Feb. 8
.69.. Apr. 27
Issue

. . .58. ..Juno 29

..70... Dee. 21

..59.. .Apr. 19

.102. ..Apr. 8
.87. ..July 12
.64. . 22

.75.
. Feb. to

Mar. 22
. .82... Dee. 28
.78 ..Aug. 23
..65. ..Feb. 1

.67.. May 24
73 ..Jaly II
..78. ..Aug. 9
.58... Sept 6
..80... Aug. 28
.67.. Mar. 29
..57. .Juno 21
.58. Jan. 4
.67 ..Sept 9
.86. .may 10

;73::.'jat> ii

Coming: Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Data

•f§A Lady Surrendere Tobin-Nagel Oct 6..
•f§Bllnd Husbands (A.T.) ,

*t§Boudolr Diplomat (A.T.) Compson- Kelth-Duncan-Loff Nov. 10...

*t §Cat Creeps (A.T.) Twelvetrees- Hersholt- Hackett
•t§Cohens & Kellys Hunting Big
Game In Africa (A.T.) Sidney-Murray

*t§Dracula (A.T.) Bela Luqosi
*t§East is West (A.T.) Lupe Velez-Lew Ayre» Oct 23..
"ItHuaehbaok af Notre Dana
(A.T.)

"t§Lady Surrenders, A (A.T.)... Nagle-Tobin-Rathbone-HobartOct 6..
"it Merry - Go- Round (A.T.) Loff- Boles
•f§Ourang Dorothy J an Is

•t§ Resurrection (A.T.) Boles- Volez
ItSSalnt Johnson (A.T.) Ayres-Wray
*15Seo America Thirst (A.T.) . . . Langdon-Love-Summervllle
ItiStrictlv Dlehonoraole (A.T.).John Boles
*t§Half Gods (A.T.)

Length Reviewed
.8485 Sept 27

...Oct 4
.Sept 20

.Sept 27

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Ret.

Alias tho Bandit Bobble Nelson May
All Wet Sid Baylor
Anthony & Cleopatra (reissue) May
Badge ef Bravery Tod Careoa Feb.
Bashful Whirlwind (Reissue) .... Edmund Cobb Aug.
Battling Kid. The Bobbie Nelson June
Beauty Parade. The .Arthur Lake July
Benjamin Franklin (Reissue) June
Boundary Line. The (Reissue) .. Fred Humee July
Close Call ( Reissue) Edmund Cobb Aug.
Columbus A Isabella (reissue) June
Crimson Courage Ted Carson Mar.
Crooked Traill Ted Carson . May
Dnnqer Claim. Tho Bobbie Nelson Mar.
Fighting Terror (Reissue) Blllie Sullivan July

Follow Mo Arthur Lake Apr.
Foul Ball Sid Savior Apr.
French Leave Sid Sayler Mar.
Gettlno thn Air Arthur Lake Mar.
Her Bashful Beau Arthur Lake Juno
Hie Girl's Wedding Arthur Lake July

Data Length Reviewed
...Apr. 19

. .2 reels. .. ...May 24
. 1 reel

8,
,
..2 reels... ...Jan. II

7

n
B., .2 reels. .

.

1
9
8. . 2 reels... .. Feb l

22.
19

.. 2 reels. . ...Feb. IS

30. .2 reels. .. ..Apr.
18.. . . 1 reel . .

.

..Mar. 15
IH . . 2 reels. .

.

5. . .2 reels. .. . . Feb. 1

. 2 reels. .

.

..May 24
23.. .2 reeli... ...June 88

•Mean* tgnehronized score. flUeang sound effects. §Means poire (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T means Part-Talker. P means disc. F means maand-on-tilm.
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Keunty Fair
Lut Stand
Lav In the Saddle ,

Lightning Rider, The
Make It Smppy
Man Hunter, The
Matter ol Pelley
Milky Way (Reissue)
Omit Khayaa (Riinn) ....
One Wet Night
Paul Revere (Reissue)
Peekaboo
Plane Crazy
Pony Express Kid. The
D <it at Honor
PrehTtterli Maa (Relune) ...

Pranie Kid. The (Reissue)...
Queen of Roundup (Reissue)

-

Red Coat'* Romance
Restless Rest (Re-Issue)
Rcpln' Venue
Seeing Red (Reissue)
Should Poker Players Marry T

Sid's Lang Count
Sitting Pretty
Sit Our Justice

losie Maw
Sen et Courage
Speak Easy (Reissue) ..

Step Right Up
Sterffl King <Re-lisuo>.
Trail ef the Peek
Under the White Robe (Re-lslue
Way of the West (Reissue)
Why Walt
Whip Hand. The (Reissue)
Wild West Wallop (Reissue)
William Tell
Wolf's Fangs

,
Oswald Cartoon

. Bobble Nelson .

Ted Carson . ..

. Ted Carton

. Sid Baylor
Ted Canoe
Edwards

. Charlie Puffy .

. Ptgaah-Edwardg

. Arthur Lake . .

.

.Sid Saylor
. Edmund Cobb
.Bobble Nelson

Edmund Cobb .

.

, Josie Sedgwick
. Ted Carson
. Neety Edwards
. jml* Sedowlek .

Billy Sullivan .

.Jan. 8.

.Jan. 26.
..Apr.
...Aug. 23..
...Feb. 12..
.. Jely 2*..
..Jan. 13..
...Mar. 10.

. . July 14.

.

...Feb. 24.
..Aug. 18..
...July 9..
...Aug. 9..
...May 21.
...Feb. 22.

.. All*. II-

..Apr. 12..
...Mar I.

...June 29.
. . Mar. 24.

Title
*t|Arablan Daze
•fsBewery Blmbea*
'HBresdway Follies -

•t§Brother for Sale (A. T.).-
•fJChlnose Blues (A.T.)
•tSChrlstmas Cheer (A. T.)...
MChlle Con Carmen
•tSCeld Feat
•tSOeteetlve. The .

•^Discontented Cowboy*

•tSFIngor Print* (A.T.)
ItSFeotlleht FeMtet <A.T.)..
•tlFoul Ball, The
•t§Hallowe'en
*t§Hammer A Tongs (A.T.)

-tSHash Shop
*t|Hell'l Heeln
f Henpecked
•fSHeroes of the Flames (A.T.)
*ffiHls Bachelor Daddy
VlHot for Hollywood
•Hurdy Oordy
•tSIn Mexico
•tsjade bos. The
•t§Kld Roberto (A.T.)

.Sid Saylor
Arthur Lake
Bobble Nelsea

.Arthur Lake
, Bobble Nelson ,

Charlie Puffy
Sid Saylor
Edmund Cebb

.Ted Carson
)Nee1y Edwards
Neely Edwards
Slim Summi-rvll I*

.Billy Sullivan
.Edmund Cobb

..Ted Carton

SOUND SHORTS
Star

Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon

. Sunny Jim
Sporting Youth

.Sunny Jim •••<

. Oswald cartoon

. Oswald Cartoon
, . Oswald Cartoon
, .Sidney- Murray

Kenneth Harlan
Sporting Voutn
Oswald Cartoon
Sporting youth ....

Kane Richmond
Leather Pusher Series
Oswald Cartoon
.Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon

..Jan. IK

..Aug. 18.

. .June SO
. May a
..Jan. 15

. . Apr. It).

.'.Ju?y'

2.
12.

. A or. 7.

. "ay 7.
. Fab. IS..

. . Jan. 7

..May 12..
. . Fab. 1

.. Feb. II).

. Mar. IS

..May 24

..Jan. 27
..May 31

. I real...

.2 reels..
. .2 reels.

.

.2 reels..

.2 reels .

..1 r*eee.

. I reel. ..

. 1 reel
.1 f*oJ...

. . I reel. .

.

. . I reel. ..

.2 reels ..

.2 reels.

.

..2 reels.

. .2 reels.

.

.2 roels. .

.

.2 reels...
..2 reels.

. .

.. I real

..2 reels..
..2 reels..,

. I reel....
..2 reels..

. . 2 reals

.

..2 reels...
. .2 reels..

.

.2 reels...

. . I reel . .

.

..2 reels...
. 2 reels...

. . 2 reels. .

,

. I real .

..2 reels...
. . I reel

. .2 reels. ..

. .2 reels. ..

. . I reel. .

.

...2 reels

.Deo. 7

Dot. 21
. . Mar. I

..July II

..Jan if

....Mr i

'.July 19

A or. If

Apr. 26
.Doe. 21
..Mar. IS
..Mar. I

..Jsm 21

: Apr. 19

Sunny Jim
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lorraine- Perrin
Kane Richmond
Leather Pusher Series No.

Rol. Date
Mar. 3..
Mar. 17..
Mar. 3

.Juno 25..

. Mar. 31 ..

.Feb. 3..
. Fab. 3..
Aug. IS..

.Sept. 22..

.Nov. 12...
Apr. 9

. Mar. 23..
Feb. 3 .

.

.Oct. 6..
Apr. 14

Oct. B..
Apr. 14..

..Juno 2-
Aug. If..
.June 2..
May 14..
Mny 19 ...
Jan. 20 .

'n«r. u.'.'

Length
2 reels

. I reel . .

.

. 1 reel .

.

.2 reels.

.

.2 reels.

.

.2 reels.

.

. I roe I . .

Review**
Feb. 22

...Apr. a
..Feb. is

..Dee. 21

. Mar. 29

..Doe. 14
. . .Jan. Ii

2 reels
2 reels . . .Mar

. 10 episodes

.2 reels Jan.

.2 reelt

tKlsse* and nurse*
*t§Knockout, Tho
*73Lnjhin.ng tipresi. The

(Serial)
•tSLIve Ghetto (F 4 D)
*t§Mush Again
•t§My Pal Paul
*t§Nelghbors
•tlNot So Quiet
"tSOno Day to Live (A.T.)
•tuiiddrmr Snn"'
*t§P*Ii in Buckskin No. I

•t§Par1ez-Von»
•tPnson Panic
•HRoyal Feurflmh
•tSSehoolmatet
*t§8eelng Start
•ttjShe's a He (A.T.)
*t§Singing Sap
•tSSIster't Pest
'TSnappy Salesmen
'tSSpell of the Circus (A.T.).
VSSpooka
•t*} steeplechase (A. T.)
"tSStop That Noise
•tfstrange as It Seems No. I.

*t§Strango as It Seems No. 2.

*t§ Talking Nowtrael
• rTtrisn tho Tiger (Serial)..

'I Terry of_ the Timet (Serial)
lublot
Tramp*

Downstair*
VurH

•tSWa We Maria

fSTerry of Mie
•tlTraffle Troubl

H
(Tramping Tn
Sup and Do*

i

SVarnen't Auo

nswtilrf r.ai

Leather Pushers No. 3.

. L orrs I ne - Chandler

.Ann Chrltty
Sunny Jim
Otwald Cartoon
Sunny Jim
Oswald Cartoon

.All Star
Sid Saylor
.Tim McCoy —
Indians are Coming

.SummervlII*

.Otwald Cartoon
. Sporting Youth . .

.

.Sporting Youth ...

Sporting Youth . ..

. Sunnv Jim

.Oswald Cartoon ...

.Sunny Jim

.Otwald Cartoon . .

.

. .F. Bushman. Jr.-N.
.Otwald Cartoon ...

. Sporting Youth . .

.

.Sunny Jim

.Novelty

.Novelty

! Frank " Morrill"
".'.'.'.

. Howet-ThompMR .

.

.Otwald Cartoon ...

. riont- Archer
..Slim Summarvllle ..

. Juno 2.

.

..Jan. 20.

..Apr. 23.
Juno IS.

Mar. 26.
July 7..

..Sept. 24.

Series
SepL 10..

Apr. 28...

Feb. 17.,
Apr. 28.,
Mar. 17..

Feb. 26 .

Aug. IB.,

Vaughn. Jan. 12.,

July II..
Jan. 8.
July IB..
Sept. I..

Sept. 29.

SepL 29.
Doc. B.,

Aug. It..
Mar. 12..

Mar. 31.

. ....J"". 29.
Feb. "»

,
Oct. 29.

.2 reels

.1 reel Apr. 13

.1 reel Juno 7
. I reel

. 12 episodes

.2 reels Apr. 19
I reel May 24
' reel Nov. 31

. it) episodes. .Feb. 22

...2 reels

. 10 episodes.. April 12

. .2 reels Jan. 1

1

.2 reels Mar. 29
..I reel Juno 28
. . 2 reels. ... Mar.
.1 real July 28

eh
.Dae 14

Aug. 16
May 19

.Jan. 25
..Apr. 28
Mar.
.May m
..Sept. 20

. Jan. 25

,2 reels

.1 real

.2 reels

.2 reals

. 2 reels

. .2 reel*

, . .1 reel

.2 reels ....

.1 reel

. . 10 episodes
.1 rati
2 reels Dee. 14

2 reels June <4

. I reel SepL 20

. . . I reel
.

i(i eo-sodet.
.10 episodes.
.2 reels
. I reel

,
.2 reels

. .9 reels

..2 reelt

.June 21

. Fab. 18
.Mar. 2*
Jan. 25
. Fob- <

WARNER BROTHERS
(Available sound-on-dimc only)

Tltlt Star

A Soldier** Pltythlpg L*der-Lyei-La«8dai ....

Bli Boy Al Jolson

•tSCturaao (A.T.) BMWtt-Nlle.
•fSDancing Sweetlei t....AII Star ......

•TtDumbellt In Ermine (A. T-). Armstrong-Gleason-Kent

•tSEvldenee (A.T.) Paulino Frederick

•tlGeneral Crack (A.T.) John Barrymora

•tIGelden Dawn (A.T.) Wooll-Segal

*T I Green Goddess. The (A. T.).

*t§Hold Everything (A.T.)
•tllsle of Escape (A. T.)

(A. T.)

Rel. Date

..Nov. I..

..Aug. 30..
.Juno 7..
.July 18..
.May

""

Jan.
. Jan.

George Arllss
Llghtner- Brown-O'Neill
Blue-Ley
Al Jolson

25-
25..

Juno 14..
. Mar. 8.

.

.May I

. Mar. I

.

. May 31..
. May 24.
. May 3.

. Aug. 2..

.Aug. 23.
Au|. 18.

Mar. 15.

..July 8.
.June 7.

.Jan."' 411

.7447..
..6653.
..7513.
..5814.
..7570.
..6167.
..4383.
..6030.
..5220.
.5850.
..4410
..6120.
..4280.
. 8000.
..8150.
..5268.

..70..
..79.,
.109..
.83..
..74..
..84..
.65.

. Ma 15.
.. Aug.
..Apr. IE

..July 26

..Apr. I

.. Feb. I

413.
.7IR5.
.5772.
.6876.
.6120.
. 7498

.

.6341.

July 28
74... May 31

Juno 14
Juno 7
Oet. 19
Nov. 16

Juno XI
.Fob. 2?
.Apr. 12

.Apr. 5

.Mar. 29
...68. ..Apr. 12

...49. ..Apr. 12

Atlf. 9
...58... Oet. 4
.. 85... July 12

40, . .Feb. 8

...68. .Juno 7

...68. .July 28
. 89 Dec. 28

...91. .Jan. II

..59. ..May 10
...71... Feb. 22

Title
A Soldier's Plaything
Adam and Evening
Bad Women | ,

Barber Joha't Boy ,

Both Were Young
Captain Applejaflk
Captain Thunder ,

Children of Dreams
Divorce Among Friends.
Doorway to Hell
Fifty Million Frewchm.n
Gay Caballere
God's Gift to Women ..

Ex-Mistreat
Lite of the Party
Maybe Its' Lave
Maytime
Moby Olek
Old English
Outward Bound
Penny Arcade
Rod Hot SInnert
River's End
Sinners' Holiday
Sit Tight
tteel Highway
Viennese Night*

Coming Feature Attractions
Rel. Date Length Mlns. Reviewed

.John Halllday

.Fay Wray-V. Varconl...

.Ali Star" 7.7.7.7." 7.7.
. Lewis Ayret
..Olsen A Johnson

! W I tliers - N .Yon
"*!**""

. Nolan-Hamilton

.Winnie Lfghtnor

. Brown- Bennett

John Barrymora
.George Arllss
,.L. Howard- Fairbanks, Ji

.. Withora-Knapp
.Winnie Llghtner

. .Blekford-Knapp
,

. . Llghtner* Brown ,

,.WIthera-Aster
. Gray- Segal- H orsliolt

..Aug. 23
.SepL 27

. Nov.

.Oct.
. Jan.

OeL 4
OeL 4
Oet. 4
OeL 4

. . . .Aug. 30

VITAPHONE VARIETIES (D)
,

.
Star Rel. Date

Johnson Chow-Robison
Perkins-Ford
Songs
Douglas Stanbury
Elliott-Davis

Title
A Syncopated Sermon..
Absent Minded
Alda. Frances
Alpine Echoes
And Wile ,

At Homo. Potter Series Littlefleld-Ward
At the Round Table Helllnger-Hopper-tfunyon-Corbett
At Your Service Landls-H alii pan -Blackwood
Bard of Broadway, Tho Walter Wincfiell ,

Barefoot Days Cast of Children
Battery ol -nnos. a Hoyt.Cooto-Qulntelle
Believe It or Not, No. I Robert L. Ripley
Believe It or Not, No. 2 Robert L. Ripley
Believe It or Not. No. 3 Robert L Ripley
Believe It or Not No. 5 Robert L. Ripley
Benefit, The Joe Frisco

,

Senile, Ben Orchestra
,

Big Money, Potter **rlei Llttlefleld-Ward
Bigger and Better Watsons ,

Body Slam, The. Lambert- Ledoux- Irving
Booze Hangs High, The Song Cortoon

Box Car Blues Looney Tunes No. 5
Bridal Night Artftur-Merriam
Broadway's Like That Ruth Ettlng
Bubble Party,The Geo. Sweat
Bubbles Yltaphone Klddlet
Cave Club. The Leaeh.Merman-Plerlot
Celeste Alda Giovanni Martlnelll
Cheer Leader. The Tom Douglas
Christmas Knight Washburn-Eddy- Mlddleton
College Capers
Collegiate Model. The Ona Munson
Compliments of the Season Dressler-Lane-O'Brlen ,

Congo Jazz Looney Tunes No. 2
Contrary Mary Bobby Watson
Cry Baby Vernon-Troon
Danger Lltel-Campeau- Merrlam
Desert Thrills Edwin Bartlett
Oevil't Parade, Tho Sidney Tartr
Dining Out Kent-Lake
Doctor's Wlfo Pangborn-Astor-Mitchell
Done In Oil. Potter Serlea Littlefleld-Ward
Ducking Duty Conklln- Morgan

ReviewedLength
. . J reel
.. 882. ...10. .Apr. 12
.. 523 6.. Feb. 8

, . . I reel

. . 971 1 1.. Apr. 12
..1435 16 .Mar. 15

6. .OeL 4
.. 633.... 7
..2 reels OeL 4

7.719. 77.87..MayTo
. 2 reelt May 24

Aug. 30

. I reel

. 928 10.. Feb. 8
. 771.... 9. .Apr. 18
1141 12. .May 24

8. .Aug. 9
..I reel July 19

6.. Oct 4
. I reel

865.
. 629..
688.
793.

.2 reels May 10
..2 reels

J reel Aug. 30
...839 9, June 7

744.
. 725.,
.888..

.May 24
July 21
June 14

Duel. Tho
Emergency Case
Eternal Triangle. Tho...
Evolution . .

i

Evolution of the Dane*.
Excuse the Pardon
Family Ford
Fashion's M Irror

Faust Duet- lit Act...
Feminine Typet
Fight. Tho
Find the Woman
Five Minutes From the Statltn. -Overman-Churehill-Sldney

. Fields- Teasdale

.Hugh Comeron

. Rlch-Standino-Kallz

.Progress of Motion Pictures

.

Luplno Lane
. Morgan- Alexander

. Newberry. Thompson

.Cha*. Hackett

.Jean Barrios

. Norman Brokenshlre
.Hugh O'Connell

Footnotes
For Art's Sake
For Two Cents
For Sale ,

Fora
Fowl Triangle
Frame. Tho
Gates of Happiness
Getting a Raise, Potter .

Ginsberg of Newborn.....
Glrlt We Remember
Glee Quartette, The
Going Placet
Grand Upraar
Grounds for Murder
Gym Jamt
Hard "

-Page Sisters A Osear Grogan
. , Broderiek- Crawford
,.De Wolf Hopper
..Gregory Ratoff
. .Ford- Lane

".

'. Boyd- Middle ton
'

7.7.7. .7.7.7.7.7.
..Arthur Pat West
..Llttlefleld-Ward
...Eddlo Lambert

. . . Jack Buchanan ,

...Shaw A Lea

...Jim MeWllllRfflt

. . . Foster. Glendenning
. . . Lew Mayer
...Spencer Tracy

493.. . 5

SepL 27

1071 ".'

1 reel.

.10.

.12.
.June 21
. Feb. 22

872" lie' '.NaV.'M

. 1 reel.

. 817.. ."9
'.'(lay i 6

519...
1 reel

8. Apr. 19
Sent 27

1 reel.
523... '«'. JunV 14

Head Man. Tito O'ConneM-Kelly-
Heart Breaker. The Eddie Foy. Jr
Keldt and His California*}
Her Relatives Neely Edward
His Bio Ambition Potter Series, Littlefleld-Ward -

His Public Morris & Campbell
Holland Technicolor
Holiday In Storyland, A Vltophone Kiddles
Hold Anything Looney Tunes No. 3 ,

Honolulu Madison- Marsh
,

Horse Sense Bob Roebuck
Idle Chatter Lou Holtz ,

III Wind. An Hlbbard-Loreh- Graham
I'll Fix It Kent-Lake

.. 934....I0
8. ..Sept 27

...1188... .13. -May 10

.1 reels Aug. 1

.'." 552.7.7 87. Fab."
* Y>

.. 660 Juno 7

...702 8. .May 3f

*7635..7.'7.'.Ap"r7"l8
. . I reel Sept 8
.. 798.... 9. Apr. 19
.1315 15. -Oct 4

Juno 7

2 reels.. 19.. Aug. 30
......

...733 8. -Juna
. . 799.... 9 ....

AUR,
..I reel

•tfi?Man from Blankloy*t.Tho( A.T.)John Barrymora
•tfMan Huntor (A. T) Rln-Tln-TIn
Matrimonial Btd All Star

Office Wlfo Maekaill-Stone

'tSOhl Sailor. Behm (A.T.)....Lrene Delroy-Chas. K
•t»Oti tho Border J ln "LLn :.

r
..,..

•t§Recaptured Lova Bonaott-Halttdty
•t§Rough Waters (A. T.) Rln-Tln-TIn

•tSRoyal Box (A.T.) (eortian) . . Molstl-Horn
•tfSetond Choice (A.T.) Ooloret Costello

•ttjSeeend Floor Mystery (A. T) Wither*- Young
•t§8he Couldn't Say N» Llghtner-Morrlt
*+t>8ong of Hie West (A.T.) Boles-Segal

*t§Sweet Kitty Bellairt Claudia Dell

•UThoae Who Oaneo (A.T.) Men* Blue _.-„ _
•tSThreo Faces East Bennett-von Strenelm
•t§Under a Texas Moon (A. T.) . Fay-Torres-Lry-Beery

•tSWIde Open (A.T.) E. E. Horfan

•Means synchronized score. tMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title mean*
All-Talker, P.T. means Part-Talker D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

,.80.
..65. ..Sept 13

.76.. J«*y 18
. .68. . June 21
..83. ..Apr. I?
.71 . . Mar. 29

Japanese Bowl. The.
Jay Walker. The
Jazz Rehearsal .

Keeping
Legacy, The
Lertert
Let's Elope
Left M'.Tfre ...-,.. ...
Lobo. Dog of Dogs
Lonely Glglo
Lost and Found
Love Boat. The
Many Happy Returns.

.

Married
Master Sweeper, Tho..
Matinee Idle

Military Post. Tho
Modern Business
Money. Money, Money

Intruder

.....Technicolor
Chester Clutn

,

Kane- Edwards
Eddie Buzzell
Betty Co

m

d to n

Pauline Garan
Betty A Jerry Browne
Doree Leslie
Lobo
Lettl Loder
Demarest-Bond

.... Herman Tlmberg
Connolly -Gottscha Ik- Evan s

... . Flint- Ridges- Foran
Chester Conklln
Henry Hull
Roberto Guzman

,

. 908... 10 .Apr. II

. .2 reels .June 14

.1 reel.
..894... 8 June 14

. 1 real

.

.10 Sect 13

.1 reel. .May III

.1748 . 19 .May 10
.2 reels. II .Aug. :*u

800.. 9
.645.... .11. . June 14

. 390... 7 .Mar. 1
. 922... 9

754.. 8 .Mar. 1

.2 reels. .17. .Aug. 38

. 904.. in Mar. '8

. 685... . 6. .June 14

. 570.. . 6 Mar. IS

.... Maton-Keeler

.. ..Otto Krugor
My Mistake Donald Brian. Pat O'Brien
Naggers, The Mr. &. .Mrs. Jack Norworth
Naggers at Breakfast The Mr. A Mrs. Jack Norworth

.1 reel

..I reel June 14

..845.... 9. Juno 14
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Nay, Nay, Nero Cameron-Watson I reel..
Nightingale. The Oi borne -Talbot -O'Brien 2 reels.
Nile Green Broderlck- Crawford 740. .

.

No-Aecount, The Hardle-Hutthlaien 777...
Office Step* MeNaugh ton- Thompson 874. .

.

Oh. Sarah Jack MeLallen &. Sarah I reel,.
On the Rancho Will & Gladys Ahem 600 ..

Only the Girl Watlles-Marih 5R0
Deration. The Edgar Bergen 835.

10. May

7 'Mar.'

.Aug.
Oat for Game! Petter Serial Litflefleld-Ward . . 2 reels Aug. I
Paghaccl Giovanni Martlnelll ...

Pa Gets a Vacation. Potter Series.. Littlefield- Ward 1243 ,. 14 ......
Paper Hanoi no .. Johnny Arthur .... I reel. . May 3'

Paulo. Paguita & Chiquita 832 9
Pay Oft. the H. B. Walthall 1076 12 Mar. 8

People Venus. The Campeau-O'Malley 548 6. Apr. \l

Perfect Understanding. A May- Oaks 537. 6
Play Boy. The Fox-Curtit 2 reels

poor Aubrey Franklin Pangborn 2 reels May «fl

Poor Fish. The Cavanaugh-Rtrtges-Schafer
Private Engagement, A.. Yacht Club Boys 8. ..Sept. 27

Putting It On Jarvis-Bond
Railroad Follies Varieties No. 4209 1 reel Aug. 23
Reno or Bust Pangborn- Elliott 1150 n June 7

Roid Knlghta 9. .Aug. •
Rhythms Redman Band 15. Aug. 6

Royal Fourflusher. The . . Eddie Buzzell 1556. ... 17. June M
Rural Hospitality Roger Imhoff
Run Ian Rhapsody, A - Kuznetzoff & Nlcollna 704 8
Ryan & Lee June 14

Salesman. The Orth-Vernon ...

School Daze Musical -song -dance skit 2 reefs Aug. 30
Scotch Taffy Scott Sanders .

Seeing Things Demarest-Auer- Fielding 2 reels
Seeing Off Servlee Penner-Budey-MeNaughton I reel
Seymour. Ann Songs
Shakespeare Was Right
She Who Gets Slaoped Tom Dugan June 7
Ship Ahoy All Star
Showin' Off Vitaphone Kiddies I reel
Slnkln' In the Bathtub Looney Tunes No. I I reel May 10
Skin Game. The Irving-Lamhert-Duffy

Slick As Ever H. J. Conley 2 reels June 7

Song Paintings Ann Seymour I reel June i

Song Plugger, The Joe Frlseo 1390 16. .June 7

Seund Effects Buddy Traps 653 7. .May 10
South Sea Pearl Gaston Glass 2 reels May 10
Stand Up. The Watson. Cameron-Mack 685. . .. 8. -June 14
Stepping Out Penner- Phillips- Donnelly I reel

Still Alarm. The Webb-Allen I reel June 7
Strong and Willing Trixie Frlgan™
Strontj Arm The Harrlncton-O' Nell
Substitute, The Chas. Lawrence Sept. 27
Surprise Du pan -Leonard 1038 12
Suspicion Lvnns- Ear'*- Morne
Syncopated Sermon, A Hall & Johnson Choir,

Willard Rob I son I reel

System Clements- Knanp
Taking Ways Codee &. Orth 2 reelB May 10
Talking It Over Jack Osterman 739 8
Taxi Talks Tracy-Alexander 1346 l5..Ju"i 14
Temple Belles Green- Black man 1346. ... 15. .June 14
Tenement Tangle, A Ryan &. Lee 756. ... 9. .June 14
Thank You. Doctor Varieties No. 1026 1 reel Aug. 23
Tintypes Yorke A King

,

23 Sklddo Lew Field* 854 10. .June 14
Two of b Kind Lytell-Fant | reel Ji-ne I

Two Rounds ol Love . .
Rennie- Dixon

Varsity Show, The Olive Shea
Vengeance R ichmond- Moorhead 819 9 Feb B
Victim. The Orth-Howard
Wanderer. The Douglas Stanbury 9. .Sept. 13
Who's the Boss 7 Pangborn- Howard

.

Wehsterlan Students Ryan- Lee 801 9 Apr" "19

Wedding of Jack and Jill. The Vitaphone Kiddles 701... b' June 7
Wedding Belles Howard-Newton 485 5
What a Life 955 '.'. II June 14
Who Pnvs? .... Murray- Oak ta nrf 94? . n Mnr , ,

Where There's a Wilt George Hassell "...2 reels.
Window Cleaners Br ice- Edwards ...... 637 7 '

Anr" "ift
Woman Tamer, The Glfbert-Howard-Oavls

'"'w'

Won to Lose Irving- Lambert
Work. Milton C .....*.,

¥

MOTION PICTURE NEWS

LEADS

THE FIELD
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Every production
can have both

color-tints and sound

EASTMAN Sonochrome Tinted Positive

Films give charming atmospheric tints

that express the mood of every scene, or

the prevailing lighting of the picture.

Besides, these films reproduce sound with

exceptional fidelity. Through their use

everyproduction can have both color-tints

and sound, for Sonochrome costs no more

than ordinary black-and-white positive.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York Chicago Hollywood
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SEYMOUR^ EL IX
Directed by

^AVID.BUTLER

DeSYLVA, BROWN
and HENDERSON'S
Mightiest Musical And Mirthful Achievement

A daring and spectacular visit to 1980. Packed with surefire

song hits. Dazzling dances by huge ballet. Marvelous futur-

istic settings. Heart touching romance. An eyefeast of gor-
geous scenes. Bigger than "Sunny Side Up," created by
same producers and director!
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is the talkie of the industry
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HIT after HIT - - -

hitting the bull's-eye

of popular success.

has the hits!

DeSY L V A, BROWN
and HENDERSON'S
Marvelously Clever and Melodious
Conception of Life and Love in 1 980

with EL BRENDEL
MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN
JOHN GARRICK • MARJORIE WHITE
FRANK ALBERTSON

Directed by DAVID BUTLER

What are we coming to? See "Just

Imagine"! New York 50 years from

now. This picture will panic them. Bet-

ter than "Sunnj Side Up", by the same

producers and director.

with

WARNER BAXTER
NOAH BEERY • MYRNA LOY

GREGORY GAYE
From the novel by ANDRE ARMANDY

Directed by VICTOR FLEMING

Passionate love and desperate fight-

ing with the Foreign Legion in

Africa. Baxter the favorite in.

another great role.

SPENCER TRACY
CLAIRE LUCE
Warren Hymer > Joan Marie Lawes

William Collier « Humphrey Bogart

Directed by JOHN FORD

Story by MAURINE WATKINS

Just a bunch of boys taking a holiday

where they can't keep office hours.

Some of these birds punch the clock

when they come in and don't punch
out until 40 years later. The comedy
smash of the season.

EDMUND LOWE
JOAN BENNETT
BARBARA LEONARD

Ploy by DENISON CLIFT

Directed by WILLIAM K. HOWARD

The surgeon changed his face, and
something changed inside. He could

leave his life of crime through love for

the woman who thought him her hus-

band. But he couldn't desert his old pal.

Intense drama with novel story slants.

-fifcajfcr^

IheBIG TRAIL
The most important picture ever produced/
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13,000,000 READERS OF THE

SATURDAY EVE. POST ARE ALL SET FOR THE

LAUGH OF THEIR LIY
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IN
THE
BAG!
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HAROLD
LLOYD

FEET FIRST
is the one picture that every theatre-goer in

America is eager to see and every live show-

man is rushing to hook. Ring your Paramount

exchange now and arrange play dates!

PRODUCED RY THE HAROLD LLOYD CORPORATION A PARAMOUNT RELEASE



October IS, 1930 M o I i o n P i c t ii r c K c w s

THE SATURDAY EVENING POST Nouamber I, 1950

Again i maumce
BRINGS A NEW
KIND OF Love !

v

THE world's

. . . disarn

CHIMLIE
P£A\B01of PARIS

most popular entertainer. . . gay of the age. Give* you the world's greatest artists:

Maurice Chevalier! Let him sweep you along an irresistible Ruth Chattcrtori ! \nd from abroad

through his r\eiting "double life" in "Playboy of a dashing Chevalier ... a masterful Lubhsch . . .

Paris." A \vuiti-r by day, a millionaire lover bv the new and exotic Marlene Dietrich . . . among

night, Lit him -milr at you. Captivate you, Makr a host of others.

you recklessly happy! He's more fascinating than The whole world's a screen and you can enjoy

ever in this glittering picture only Paramount lis richest pleasures bv rcnu'inbermg

—

"If it's a

could produce. « Paramnnnt Picture it's the best show in town!"

Paramount gives you the greatest pictures of the f TUNE IN! Paramount Puhlix Radio HourX
new talking screen! Combs the world for the fin- I each Tuesday evening, 10:15 to 11 P. M. Eastern

J

est entertainments— the most thrilling entertainers \Tirne, over the Columbia Broadcasting System./

THIS
SENDS

THOUSANDS
TO

PARAMOUNT
EXHIBITOR

I'M'.tM"! NT Pl'BUX CORPORATION. *DOLPII 7.1'KOR. PRtS. '

1 his is the type of consistent, high powered national advertising that

builds CHEVALIER and other Paramount stars into box office magnets for

you. A mighty free service with each PARAMOUNT contract!





Clamp the Lid on

Milksop Dramas!

PLAY A SUPER WITH GUTS!
Modern super-

drama with the

old-time guts.,

the dream of

every show-

man. ...
Gentlemen, here's your dream come

true! The thriller of thrillers ...

ringing the death-knell of softy milk-

sop dramas... a roaring, surging. siren-

shrieking, profit-sharing box-offiee

epie— Tiffany's "The Third Alarm'-!

Strikes fire from every anyle. What a

east! ... Anita Louise, James Hall,

Paul Hurst, Jean Hersholt, Hobart

Bosirorth, a score of others sweep to

new heights of dramatic achievement

!

Triumphant classic of fire stories . . . a

delicate love theme . . . and a crashing

climax that will glue them to their seats.

Here's one that's dead-sure FEME!

A Great Cast

featuring

ANITA LOUISE

JAMES HALL

PAUL HURST

JEAN HERSHOLT

HOBART BOSWORTH

EMELIE JOHNSON

EMORY JOHNSON

TIFFANY SKYROCKETING TO THE TOP! JAMES CRUZE'S "SHE GOT WHAT SHE

WANTED" PREVIEWED AS THE HOWL OF THE SEASON. DEMAND IT! TIFFANY'S

CHIMPS SWEEPING THE SHORTS MARKET. "EXTRAVAGANCE" KNOCKING 'EM

COLD. AND NOW THE MAGNIFICENT MELODRAMA OF "THE THIRD ALARM"!

TIFFANY



Quote

Chester B. Bahn /// Syracuse, N. Y., Herald

Quite frequently customers of this de-

partment as well as members of The
Herald-WSYR Radio Movie Club express

curiosity as to the source of intimate facts

concerning screen stars typed or broadcast

by your reporter. Receipt of the 1930

edition of Motion Picture News Blue Book
makes pertinent the disclosure that this

annual volume is the authority. Without
it as aid, I venture the opinion that movie
writers would be lost indeed.

Unquote



THEY'RE COMING
80,000,000 STRONG!

WORLD'S MIGHTIEST HOST
OF BOX-OFFICE PATRONAGE
POISED FOR FRENZIED RUSH
TO THEATRES OF NATION!



POWER OF AMERICAN
NATIONAL AMOS N

Leading Newspapers of Nation Will Carry Dramatic Story of the Amos 'N'

Andy Show In Paid Advertising to Millions of Readers! Double-page and Single-

page Smashes Will Appear in More Than 150 Newspapers the Day Before

the Opening of "Check and Double Check," October 25th and 26th, Blanket-

ing America in the Most Spectacular Merchandising Sweep of all Show Ages!



PRESS HURLED INTO
ANDY AD CAMPAIGN

lPlL

The Premiere Exhibition of Amos 'N' Andy Should Be Made An Event of Public

Significance in Your Community. Your Fans Will See Amos 'N' Andy at Their Best

...As Millions of Radio Listeners Know Them ... In Every Mood ... In Trouble and
Out of Trouble...Bewildered...Happy...Lovable and Laugh-provoking Amos 'N'

Andy
! Their Advent on the Screen is Indeed the Show Event of a Lifetime.



TITAN SWEEPS AIR OCT. 24
MIRACLE STARS ON RKO HOUR

EPIC SMASH FOR JUVENILE TRADE
Not Since the Heyday of Chaplin Has There Been

Such a Juvenile Smash Hit Attraction As Amos 'n'

Andy. The Alert Sime Made This Most Emphatic in

His Brilliant Analysis Last Week of "Check and

Double Check."

Amos 'n' Andy, At One Stroke, Will Bring Back the

Kids to the Motion Picture Theatres of America.

Make Child Appeal a Vital Feature of Your Cam-
paign. Make Your Matinee Records Soar with a

Grand and Glorious Revival of Juvenile Business!

THE TITAN CAMPAIGN MANUAL TELLS YOU HOW!



lou wouldn't

give them pic-

ture projection

like this

. . . Then

why give them

sound projec-

tion like this?

Your public that demanded good projection now
insists upon clear, natural sound reproduction. Unless

they get both in your theatre, you are giving them
only a part of the show.

The recording of talkies by Western Electric ap-

paratus—used exclusively by producers who make
8 out of every 10 pictures—has reached a high point

of excellence.

It is now more important than ever that you use

equipment capable of reproducing everything that

directors and stars put into these productions.

Westen
SOU N D

Western Electric theatre equipment— designed

and built as part of a complete system for recording

and reproducing sound—serviced by ERPI to main-

tain quality—brings out everything that's in the

picture.

That's why—week after week—the crowds flock

to the nearly 7000 Western Electric equipped houses

all over the world.

Only Western Electric equipment can give the

complete show that brings maximum business to

your theatre.

Wectric
SYSTEM

Northern Electric in Canada

Distributed by

Electrical Research Productsfnc.
250 W. 57th Street, New York



It's lines like

this that have

given First

National the

EDGE on the

Industry!

"Vilophone" is the registered trade mark of

the Vitaphone Corp. designating its products.

I ..Sk

Richard Barthelmess in "Dawn Patrol," Walter Huston in "The Bad Man," Ann Harding in "The

Girl of the Golden West," Elsie Ferguson in "Scarlet Pages," Joe E. Brown in "Top Speed"

put a permanent line in front of America's Largest Theatres. Now you can

• Tells a most unusual story of an

unusual hero. A champ in a back-

field, but a chump on a back porch.

He loses his mind over a campus

cutie and doesn't miss it for weeks.

BOOK IT NOW AMD CASH IN ON THE
FRONT PAGE FOOTBALL HEADLINES

with

JACK WHITING 'MARIAN NIXON
Frank McHugh * Guinn Williams

FIRST NATIONAL GIVES YOU THE EDGE ON YOUR COMPETITORS
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Wall St. Tightens Grip on Industry

When Bear Raids Batter Down Stocks

90% Pollyanna
Hollywood—Joe Sehenck did a mind-

changing act on his way back from
New York, and he was filled with the
Pollyanna spirit when he stepped off

the train. Said he to the reporters:
"Prosperity is here! The slump, in-

sofar as the entertainment world is

concerned, in my opinion is definitely

ended. I base my opinion upon the
constantly increasing receipts from
our theatres, and upon many confer-
ences with business leaders over the
nation."

But the 10 per cent cut in United
Artists salaries Schenk made in New
York still stands!

Stock Exchange
Turns Binoculars

On Film Concerns

With reports of financial difficulties of

film firms and their bankers in circulation,

the New York Stock Exchange is making
an effort to uncover sources of reports re-

lating to the financial position of member
firms.

Member firms have been asked to submit
to the exchange's business conduct com-

(Coniinucd on page 17)

Del Rio and U. A. Sing
Swan Song and a Finale
Hollywood—Despite statement made by

Joseph M. Schenck upon his return from
New York that future plans for Dolores
Del Rio will await recovery from her ill-

ness, the inside slant on the situation is that
Del Rio and United Artists have sung a
joint swan song.

It may be accents and talkers or dwind-
ling box-office draw, for both reasons are
reported in some quarters to be the ex-
planation.

Paramount Studio Heads
To Map Economy Program
Trimming of overhead and installation of

Ernst Lubitsch as supervising director are
scheduled at the Paramount Long Island
studio by Walter F. Wanger, general man-
ager of the production department; B. P.
Schulberg, managing director of produc-
tion, and Sam Jaffe, production manager
of the Hollywood studios, who are in New
York from the Coast.

Murray W. Dodge Looms As
Big Power in Fox—Warners

Also Linked in Deal

Domination of the film industry by the
bankers drew nearer this week as a result

of attacks on amusement stocks by bear
raiders in Wall Street, with the moneyed
interests seizing the opportunity to strength-

en their hold on picture companies.
One of the major and immediate results

of the market manipulations was the pro-
jection into a position of importance in

the picture business of a new figure in

Murray W. Dodge, vice-president of the

Chase Securities Corp., who henceforth will

play a role of significance in the various

Fox enterprises. Dodge was elected a di-

rector of Fox Film after Chase Securities

had advanced $10,000,000 to Pynchon & Co.,

Wall Street brokerage house, to offset bear

raids on the Harley L. Clarke stocks which
embrace Fox Film, Fox Theatres, General
Theatre Equipment, Loew's and his utilities

holdings.

Meanwhile. Pynchon and Co., specialist

in the Clarke issues, was reported making
heavy purchases in Warners which on
Thursday was the second most active stock

on the New York Stock Exchange. One
hundred and sixteen thousand three hundred
shares changed hands during the trading

day with reports current in the financial

(Continued on page 20)

Celluloid and Bull-oney

One of New York's better known in-

dependent distributors, who constant-

ly boasts of his keen knowledge of

pictures and their box-office values,

drew a joker the other day which
should be instrumental in forever

sealing the lips from which emanate
a sickening line of self-flattery and
egotistical verbage.
For weeks he had been a great an-

noyance in local picture circles in his

attempt to get the bookers and larger

distributors to look at his new talker

which he touted as a "sure thing,"

"great money-maker," "marvelous
story with a sensational box-office

angle," etc., etc.

He did succeed in rounding up the
gang, who, with news and trade paper
critics, spent a miserable hour view-
ing a piece of junk that is more trashy
than one would imagine a picture

could be.

And, at last, one of New York's bet-

ter known independent distributors
really becomes better known.

Joke
Another Joe Frisco yarn.
Abe Lyman, the band master,

adorns a wall of the Chicago night
club he's jazzplaying at. One night
the scrubwoman lined up twenty or

more cuspidors immediately under the
portrait and proceeded to mop up the

floor.

Just then Lyman and Frisco walked
in. The latter, turning to the former,
said:

"Say, Abe, w-w-what d-d-did you
win the c-c-cups for?"

Hollywood Hears

Le Baron Is On
Skids;RKO Denies

Hollywood—Up and down the film by-

lanes are rumblings of impending changes

at RKO. Joe Schnitzer's presence from New
York is responsible.

The most persistent rumor is that Wil-

liam Le Baron has been given six months

to step up picture quality or seek new fields

to conquer elsewhere. Schnitzer, however,

denies the report emphatically, declaring Le

Baron's work to be most satisfactory and

pointing out further that the producer's

contract has several years to run. The gen-

(Continued on page 17)

Swanson Contract May Go
To Schenck; Kennedy Ont
Hollywood—Possibility of Gloria Swan-

son switching from United Artists to M-
G-M are growing slimmer.

The latest inside is that Gloria will re-

main on the U. A. program, but that financ-

ing for her pictures will be handled by Art

Cinema and Joseph M. Schenck with Joe

Kennedy passing out of that picture en-

tirely. The deal, however, is not yet set.

Clarke Slated to Head
Fox West Coast Chain

Hollywood—Harley L. Clarke is expected

to have himself elected president of Fox
West Coast Theatres shortly.

Oscar Oldknow, vice-president of Fox
Theatres Corp., who is now in charge, will

remain, for the time being at least, in charge
of actual operations, but insiders have it the

monicker of president will go to Clarke.
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PRODUCED BY WALL STREET;
DIRECTED BY DOUGH

THE industry is about to have its face lifted

and the plastic surgeons—self-appointed

—

are to be some of the most powerful banking
interests in this broad land.

To the business, already pretty well entrenched
financially, will come complete security as well as

comfortable immunity from all dollar worries, but
the price to be exacted for the assurance thus im-

parted will be the passing of control from film to

banking hands. Long talked about and as often

discounted, that day is at hand.

Big Fish Gobble Little

DOWN in America's money highway, far more
is transpiring behind closed doors than the
man in the street realizes. Last week three

old, reputable and substantial banking institutions

were saved from Stock Exchange suspension and
probable ruin only because banks bigger and richer

than those in jeopardy stepped in and pulled the
hero act.

One large picture company would have been
seriously involved and considerably embarrassed
if relief hadn't come. Only it did, some money was
transferred and a new banking influence, usually
dominant in its operations, brought into this field.

* * *

Penetration, Nice and Peaceful

THE raids now fashionable along the Wall
Street front may be expected to continue.
With each new foray, the hooks which the

financial giants are throwing out will sink deeper
and deeper into filmdom's carcass until the time

—

no longer far distant now—when domination will

be neatly tucked away in the hands of the nation's

leading bankers.

It's all premeditated and carefully planned. If

you break down American industry into its maior

banking sources, you will find the strings twined
around a handful of fingers. Motion pictures

shouldn't and won't be outside the pale. So the
bankers think.

Sharpening the Axe for Slaughter

WHEN the set-up is perfected, many of the
economic reforms so long aired and dropped
will swing into line. You will find produc-

tion jerked from complacent resting places in the

financial heavens and trimmed to fit the niche it

was always designed to fill. You will see bigger
and, perhaps, better mergers; understandings be-

tween the major companies on theatre buildings
and theatre operation and, if you live that long, a
sifting of some of the water from stock passed on
to a public once, but no longer, so gullible.

Where Yardsticks Don't Work

YOU will see some of the old, and many new
faces, in high places, but all of them will dance
to the tune whistled by the bankers. You

may see attempts to operate the film business by a
yardstick cut to measure for other businesses. And,
reasonably, you may see the entire huge entertain-

ment structure grow wobbly on its pins.

For the bankers have yet to learn that there is

something in the celluloid make-up that doesn't

respond to too scientific methods, granting that
mountains of waste literally beg for removal. Show
business which is the film business is unlike any
other.

And unless the bankers remember to use their

yardstick judiciously and carefully they may meet
in this industry the Waterloo that has escaped
them so far.

K ANN
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Tammany Pressure Compelling Walker

To Sit Tight While Office Is Under Fire?

Walker to Seek Other Fields

^T)C SHcrli) ffem $otK
:

t American

TIRED OF HIS JOB,

"Glitter All Off, Somebody

Else Should Have It"

NEVER AGAIN CANDIDATE

City Employees' Duties Over-

lap, He Tells Realty Men

"All the glory Is gone, all the glit-

ter Is off"—these are James J. Walk-

er's words, and they refer to his Job

as mayor of New York.—"It Is Just a

hard Job. and somebody else ought to

have it."

So he spoke last night at the Hotel

Blltmore. addressing some 300 mem-
bers of the United Real Estate Own-

ers' Association. Explaining he real-

ized the occasion was not one for

political discussion, he nevertheless

seized it to proclaim:

"I am not a candidate for office,

tnd if you add. and you'll never be

again.' I'll not contradict it. But

Mayor Walker, in a talk last

night, declared he had no wish to

run for office again, and especially
for the office of Mayor of New
York.
In the midst of a speech before

the United Real Estate Owners'
Association in the Hotel Biltmore
he suddenly departed from his

main theme, that of the city char-
ter, and exclaimed:

"I am not a candidate for

office at this time. This is not
the time to make threats, but if

you were to say 'or never will be
again.' I would not contradict it.

I have and have had no com-
mitment other than the general
interest of the city.

"All the glory is gone and all

the, glitter is off. Jt's just a
hard job. Someone else ought
to bave it. I want nothing save
to leave the city a little better
than I found it. That's all I

want to live on for the rest of

my life."

The Mayor declared the city

needs thorough revision of its

chattel' "to meet present day con-
ditions and nut conditions as they
were in 1340 and 1850." He in-

vited lvs heavers' to study the new

Close on the heels of the exclusive MOTION PICTURE NEWS story that
he would resign his post on January 1 to join the legal staff of Fox Film, comes
a direct statement from Mayor James J. Walker that he was tired of his job
and was ready to pass on the mantle of office to someone else. His statement
was quoted, and significantly played up, in The World and New York American
on Tuesday morning and is considered, in some quarters, as an indirect con-
firmation of the Fox story, despite the mayor's vehement denial of a Fox affilia-

tion to newspapermen.

Stock Exchange Turns

Binoculars on Films
(Continued from page 15)

mittee communications sent or received re-

lating to their financial condition.

This recalls the charge made when re-

ceivership action against Warners was filed,

that the suit was aimed to undermine the

company's stock. Similar alleged motives
are ascribed in circulation of other reports

concerning picture firms.

Hollywood Hears LeBaron
Is On Skids; RKO Denies

(Continued from page 15)

eral understanding here is that Le Baron
has about 18 months to run on his current
agreement which grew out of Radio's excite-
ment when "Rio Rita" hit the home office

some time ago.

In the meantime, variance in quality of
the RKO output leads many to beiieve that
Le Baron is very much on the spot.

'News' Story Denied by Mayor;
Political Result Seen as

Ruling Decision

Upon whether Tammany will consent to

retirement of Mayor James J. Walker of
New York at a time when his administra-
tion is under fire probably will depend his

course January 1, and his proposed associa-
tion with Fox.

Exclusive Motion Picture News report
that the mayor is planning to retire from
his office the end of the year and return to

the industry as a member of the Fox legal
staff rocked film and political circles.

Walker has made vehement denial of the
story which was picked up by national press
associations and the New York dailies. But
it may or may not be significant that neither
by him nor by Fox was Motion Picture
News asked to publish the formal denial.

Opinion in inside circles persists that
Walker's resignation would go through as
indicated unless the Tammany chieftains
decree otherwise.

Officially, Walker had this to say:
"There is nothing in it at all. It has not

been suggested to me. I have no intention
whatever of resigning for any reason. I

deny it emphatically."

However, early this week, the mayor
sounded what may be the tip-off. when in

a speech he announced he was tired of poli-

tical life.

"All the glory is gone, all the glitter is

off," he asserted. "It's just a hard job and
some one else can have it. I want nothing
save to leave the city a little better than I
found it. That's all I want to live on the
rest of my life."

Walker has been ill during recent weeks
and Tuesday was confined to his bed with
a severe cold. In one quarter, it is stated
that pressure may be brought to bear upon
the mayor to prevent his reported retire-
ment, because of a belief that resignation
in January would be a reflection on Tam-
many, and lead to accusation he was quit-
ting under fire.

William C. Michaels, Fox treasurer, told
newspapermen he has heard nothing to indi-
cate the mayor would join the organization.

Franklin on Vacation;
RKO Rumors Persist

Hollywood—Harold B. Franklin, his wife
and son, Elbert, leave this week for Canada.
Franklin will spend the greater portion of
his first vacation in fifteen years at Banff
and Lake Louise, returning the first of the
year. Before going Franklin said he had
made no definite plans for the future and
no announcement would be made until his
return.

Rumors that the former theatre chief
will go with RKO as head of theatres on
the west coast persist. It is understood
that an offer has been made him by RKO,
the terms of which, however, have not been
disclosed.
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THE ancient studio rivalry between

the Paramount plants. East and

West, is expected to be largely

relegated to the limbo of the forgotten

under the new plan which places Ben
Schulberg in charge of the New York
as well as the Hollywood lot.

This is how it will work—at least, on
paper

:

Schulberg, in addition to his six figure

salary per annum, gets a cut in profits.

Paramount makes most of its products

on the Coast. Which gives Schulberg

full opportunity to check and double

check on what's going on under his own
studio roof.

Every time the studio in Astoria

wanted a name for something or other

to be shot in the East, the idea brought

anything but cheers from Schulberg.

Natural, too. Why dissipate his produc-

tion resources? Of course, the line was
never drawn too rigorously, for, after

all and no matter what your slant, it was
all ultimately on behalf of Paramount.

But, breaking the situation down into

terms of East and West, Hollywood had

a natural advantage over Astoria. And
Astoria, as a consequence, often didn't

do so well production-wise. Now comes

the switch with Schulberg, with one or

maybe both eyes on the profits which
govern his slice at the end of the year,

directly responsible for all celluloid activ-

ity. The result is stars will be shunted

from Coast to Coast with far less fuss

and considerably more speed than has

prevailed until now.
East may not be West, but the idea

at least gives 'em a chance to meet on a

production parity basis. .

Page the Idea Man
Something brand new in advertising

hook-ups shortly is to be introduced in

the industry, containing possibilities

which almost stagger the imagination.

The idea is being closely guarded by its

sponsors, who feel they have something

big and that a tip-off would send the

racketeers into action to steal the idea.

The gag is a competitive one in

theatres. It is more than the time honored
drawing contest, for this one embraces

real entertainment features which should

spell sugar at the box office.

In fact, so radical and far-reaching is

the idea, that one of the national dis-

tributors is angling to tie-in on the propo-

sition, although the edge the arrange-

ment would give the company might
elicit squawks from Hays organization

members. There'll be something doing

on this proposition in the not distant

future and it promises to be a whiz.

A Boner 1

The best laugh of the booking season

is Paramount's "big-hearted" deal to help

out the Fox Brooklyn ( opposition to

Brooklyn Paramount) by letting the

house play "Santa Fe Trail" day and
date with the New York Paramount.
Imagine the cash customers coming all

the way over from Brooklyn when they
can see the picture at 25 cents plus a

INSIDERS'
whale of a stage show with about ten

acts

!

The Old Army Game
His company is large. Its interests

many. The sales manager around whom
this little yarn revolves isn't nearly so

good as he thinks. Matter of fact, there

are those who wonder how he manages
to hold on.

Nice fellow and all that sort of thing,

you know. But considered a feather-

weight for a job that is proving too

heavy for him. Funny part is this chap,

while he may not know it, suspects it

and is governing his actions accordingly.

For instance, he is scrupulously careful

about the type of manpower with which
he surrounds himself. He sees to it

that his minions pace their activities in

tempo with his own capabilities, for the

obvious reason that he wants no under-
ling to be in a position to show him up.

Amusing and peculiar as it all may

Do You Know—
WHAT erstwhile politician

now in the film business is

suffering from a serious case of
hi-hat?

The producer who recently
laid a million iron men on the
line to induce a certain film

man to divorce his wife?

What sales manager offered a
high-powered job-seeker a post
as salesman and what the job
seeker told the S. M. to do and
where to do it?

How serious is the danger
that racial differences may
leave their devastating mark on
the escutcheon of the industry
unless action to circumvent cer-
tain tendencies now creeping to
the fore is speedily taken?

Why did a big timer return to
New York less than a week
after he had started on what
was to be an extended vacation
jaunt?

What the next merger is to
be, who is to head it and what
the Government will say about
the procedure?

In what company is a request
for a raise tantamount to a re-
quest for a resignation?

seem, some of his executive associates

are, day by day, becoming more familiar

with the circumstances as they really are.

How long the S.M.'s bosom friend, who
sits in high places and is, therefore, in a
position to cover his buddy's activities,

will be able to keep the ax from swinging
is a serious question. Time's growing
short.

The Changing Times

Stars may twinkle in box-office firma-

ment, but they're watching how and
where they sprinkle their dust these days.

Time was when the marquee magnets
held the producers by the scruff of the

neck and made them dance to their

heavenly music, but those days are gone
forever. You probably remember some
of the grief enjoyed by Paramount when
Gloria Swanson and Pola Negri stalked
the same lot. After a time, it got so
the studio wasn't big enough to hold both
of them.
Then the Paramount crowd stopped

long enough one day to look itself in the
mirror and determined that the tempera-
ment which, by tradition, goes hand in

hand with histrionics, had had its hour.

Not before, however, the company ac-

quired sufficient theatres to make the
gang in Hollywood understand that when
it said hamming had to go, it meant ex-
actly that.

There came the day when Paramount
consequently determined it was bigger
than any of its constituents. Swanson's
contract ran out. Gloria thought she
could dictate. Paramount disagreed and
Miss Swanson joined United Artists.

Later Richard Dix asked for something
like $12,500 a week—every week—and
Paramount failed to see the light. So
Dix joined Radio.

Stars Do the Dancing

Whether or not the other companies
are following in the wake of Paramount's
example may be one of those moot ques-
tions. Probably the reason is that pro-
ducers today are loosely agreed not to
swipe each other's stars. Regardless of
that, however, it is a fact that today stars
do almost everything the studios tell them
to do. And temperament is proving no
longer fashionable.

The major companies feel they are in
the big business class now and tomfoolery
has no place in their operating scheme.
Funny thing is that the Hollywood
celebrities realize that times have changed
and are trimming their sails in accord-
ance with the wind.

Only recently, the proof of this was
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OUTLOOK
demonstrated on the coast. A female

player, propelled into fame almost over-

night, found herself in musical talkers

because the studio felt it was the thing to

do. She made one, then another and
finally walked off the lot, declaring her

talents were not being exercised to the

full. Or words to that effect.

A Case in Point

The studio did nothing about it. Ditto.

the player. In the meantime, several

choice roles originally designated for the

recalcitrant trouper were assigned else-

where. Elsewhere Ruth Chatterton, from
the New York stage, jumped to the fore

over night. Joan Bennett, a newcomer,
did some fast traveling toward the top
of the heap. Helen Twelvetrees, Con-
stance Bennett and Ann Harding, among
others, began to make sizeable dents.

All this and more was observed by the
player who perhaps made her decision

too rashly. So back to the studio she
went. There she cooled her heels until

the studio chief felt it was strategically

the time to see her. From that point on,
the wrinkles began to be ironed out.

There's no secret about all this. The
player is Janet Gaynor ; the studio, Fox

;

and the executive who bided his time,

Winnie Sheehan.

Sharpshooting in Stocks

One of the big names of picture busi-
ness has been gambling plenty in stocks.
So much so his manipulations are apt
to draw the attention of the Department
of Justice.

President Hoover is giving his atten-
tion to efforts to stop short selling, par-
ticularly when the shorts use questionable
means to accomplish their ends. Beating
down the price of stock through what
may prove to be crooked methods faces
some obstacles, and if the government
goes in for investigation of this sort of
thing, some very interesting details will
be divulged.

According to the dope, this film name
is resorting to tactics which may war-
rant criminal prosecution, if the theories
of insiders is borne out. Viciously at-
tacking the financial standing of any firm
calls for a criminal reckoning, and this
operator may be haled before the courts
if investigation of his activities bears out
current suspicions.

Should the government step in, the
results may prove embarrassing, for a
general probe of the stock market might
be undertaken. In the case of the big
name operator in question, such a probe
would divulge a maze of questionable

and, some say, fraudulent contracts and
stock transactions which would shake the

business to its oft-shaken foundations.

In the Balance!

Frank Whitbeck, showman extraordin-

aire and big cog in the Fox West Coast
theatres wheel, may or may not return

to his love of long-standing.

Frank is now on vacation. He may
stay that way insofar as the circuit is

concerned and, if he does, it appears
from this tower that the decision will be

his own of his own making.
Whitbeck is understood to have re-

sented for some time interference in his

publicity campaigns by the Fox studio.

Felt they weren't in tune with his job
and all that sort of thing. However,
now that Oscar Oldknow has insisted

that Fox West Coast operate on its own
without studio dictation, wires from Hol-
lywood indicate Whitbeck may decide to

stay after all.

Stock Tremors
THE boomerang of last

November is ricocheting all

over Wall Street almost a year
after the stock ticker first went
crazy.
On the inside is the dramatic

yarn of three brokerage houses,
each important and far flung in

its ramifications, which a hand-
ful of days ago faced suspen-
sion by the board of governors
of the New York Stock Ex-
change because current assets
were not sufficient to meet cur-
rent obligations. One of these
was a specialist in motion pic-

ture stocks.
If powerful allies hadn't been

drafted into the situation on
the one-two-three, this selfsame
specialist would have fallen on
sorry days and might easily
have carried into the mire of
speculation and frenzied rumor
the film companies whose issues
figured so largely in its business
trading.
The financial aid, however,

was forthcoming and what
looked like a near-disaster
averted by the narrowest of
margins. But perspiration
flowed freely and skipping
hearts beat rapidly that after-

N["
ATIOXAL Broadcasting Co. ana

Pepsodent aren't taking any

chances that some other firm will

cash in on the millions they have spent to

popularize Amos 'n Andy. As a result,

tie-ups of any kind, except with these two

firms on RKO's "Check and Double

!_"heck," are definitely out

Radio Pictures had arranged a national

hookup with the Underwood typewriter

firm, but the legal department of NBC
has issued a "no likee" edict and the

tie-up has been, or will be, called off.

L'se of stills on the picture is to be

confined to lobbies, store windows, pro-

grams, magazines, etc., but in no case

may they be employed with outside firms.

Even special sections tied in with the

4,000 line ad to be used have been ruled

out, for RKO is paying for the double

truck space used.

Amos 'n' Andy are to appear simul-

taneously on screens of 300 theatres of

the nation October 24. They will be on

the RKO radio hour at 10 :30 that night.

This means that RKO is taking no

chances with the two blackface stars. It

is figured that by breaking the picture in

300 houses on the same night the move
will prevent the picture from being handi-

capped by any adverse comments by
critical cranks, who may pick on the pic-

ture on general principles. RKO feels

it has got two big bets and intends to

hit while they're hot, and to strike all

over the country at the same time.

Amos 'n' Andy on the radio every

night have a national audience. It is

figured that on the night of the twenty-

fourth, with the two comedians directing

listeners-in to view the picture, it should

prove outstanding as a box office bet.

Time, as usual, will write the next chap-

ter.

Have a Piece of Throat
Plans for one of the most sweeping

drives, aimed at losing houses and high

overhead, have now reached the point

where officials of P'ublix are ready to fire

the opening gun. The move includes:

Wholesale closing of theatres, long in

the red and impossible to place on a
profitable basis : switching the policy of

many first run deluxe houses from full

week to split week programs; and last,

but not the least by any means according

to Publix employees in on the "dope," a
salary cut which will start at the very

top and include all in the organization

with the exception of low-salaried em-
ployees.

The cut will take in practically every

high-priced man and, from present in-

dications, will mean exit for dozens of

them who refuse to be consoled by
promises for the future as an excuse for

reduced income in the present.

Well, What?
What was the gist of the reply re-

ceived by Frank Wilstach of the Hays'
office to his complaint to RKO that the
advertising used in Chicago dailies in
connection with "On Your Back" at the
Palace was a direct and glaring violation

of the Hays' code of ethics?

THE INSIDERS
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Wall St. Tightens

Industry Grip as

Bears Hit Stock*
(Continued from 15)

district that the issue will show new
strength from now on.

Dodge Seen As Big Shot

How heavily Dodge's name will be linked

with the Fox companies remains to be seen.

Clarke's name may be kept in the ascend-
ancy, but Motion Picture News learns

authoritatively that Dodge will be a name
to conjure with in the immediate and future

conduct of those corporations.

Dodge, Clarke and W. S. Ingold. a part-

ner in Pynchon & Co., control General
Theatres Equipment, Inc., which, in turn,

controls Fox Film and Fox Theatres. In-

gold, in addition to Dodge, was added to the

directorate of Fox Film at the company's
annual meeting last Friday.

Another addition is Walter S. Hammons,
of Portland, Me. and head of the company
bearing his name. His banking affiliations

are understood to be extensive.

John L. Kuser and Dryden Kuser, rep-

resenting the Kuser family which figured

in one of the receivership actions against

William Fox in the now famous battle for

control of the Fox companies, have likewise

been made directors of Fox Film. They
represent the largest minority interest in

the Class B, or voting stock. Another addi-

tion is Charles B. Stuart, vice-president of

Halsey, Stuart and Company.
Dodge, Ingold, Hammons, the Kusers

and Stuart, as a group of six, have also

been designated to represent the Class A
common of Fox Film. This is non-voting
stock.

The Fox Film directorate, as a conse-

quence, now has been stepped up to 12, as

provided for in the refinancing plan which
was drawn up and executed last spring.

The rest of the directorate was reelected

and includes Clarke, Winfield Sheehan,
Oscar L. Gubelman, Matthew C. Brush,
Charles W. Higley and William Fox.
Another move in the Clarke camp pro-

vides for a reclassification of the capital

structure of General Theatres Equipment.
This company owns 50,101 of Class B Fox
Film : 100,000 of Class B of Fox Theatres
and about 1,000,000 of Class A Fox Film
common. By virtue of these holdings,

F. T. E. controls management of both Fox
companies.
The New York Curb Exchange on Thurs-

day admitted to trading new senior shares

of G. T. E. issued to reduce the outstanding

shares of common in re-classification of the

company's capital structure. This provides

for exchange of each voting trust certificate

representing the common for one third share

of the new $3 cumulative preferred and two-
third share common.

Capital stock is to be reduced from 5,000,-

000 of no par common to 2,000,000 of $3
cumulative convertible preferred and 4,000,-

000 of common also of no par value. The
new preferred will be convertible into com-
mon at four shares of common for each five

of preferred. The preferred is subject to

redemption at $52.50 per share. A quarterly

dividend of 75 cents is planned on the issue.

Dodge: The Facts

Latest headline name to join the

celluloid mighty is Murray Witherbee
Dodge, newly-elected director of Fox
Film Corp. He was born in New York
City and he's 52.

He is a director of Chase Securities

Corp., an associate enterprise of the

Chase National Bank, one of the na-

tion's biggest; Director of Continental

Paper & Bag Co.; Colonial Gas and
Electric Co., Newport Electric Corp..

Central States Utilities Corp., City

Utilities Co., Electric Shareholders
Corp., Helena Kubinstein, Inc., United
Dry Docks, Inc., Utilities Equities

Corp., Eastern Texas Electric Co., El

Paso Electric Co., Indianapolis Power
and L :ght Corp., Antilla Sugar Co.,

The Larvex Corp., Central Petroleum
Corp., Virginia Electric and Power
Co., Engineers Public Service Co., and
Utilities Power and Light Co. and
General Theatre Equipment, Inc., the
latter two enterprises in which Harley
L. Clarke figures prominently.

Dodge has also had his fling in

motion pictures. He financed D. W.
Griffith to the tune of $1,500,000 for
production of "Way Down East" and
"Orphans of the Storm," found down-
town bankers wouldn't take up the
issue, formed Lee, Benoit & Co. and
sold the stock directly to the public
in a high-pressure campaign at from
$15 to $25 a share. That's a few years
ago. The certificates are worth about
50 cents a share today.

Fox Girds for

A Battle with

RKO in South
Dallas—Theatre building warfare, slowed

up by the compulsory armistice dictated by
business conditions, is to be resumed along
this front with Fox moving in on a number
of key spots where RKO has the upper
hand.

Following the break-

down of negotiations

for sale of the Fox
product, RKO South-
ern Corp., which now
operates the former
Hoblitzelle Interstate

chain, Fox is after the-

atres in Dallas, Fort
Worth. San Antonio,
Houston and other

cities, and is said to

have negotiations under
way for purchase of a
circuit.

Contemplated theatres which Fox plans

to build in the four Texas keys will repre-

sent investments of about $1,500,000 each.

Fanchon & Marco shows will be routed into

these houses.

James R. Grainger, vice-president and
general sales manager of Fox, will direct

the invasion of Texas. He plans to visit

Texas keys soon to make a first-hand study
oi the various situations.

Meanwhile, KKO has strengthened its

position here through acquisition of the
Capitol, which lias reopened after remod-

James R. Grainser

Allied to Make
Practical Tests

Of "Fair Zoning"
Specific tests to determine the extent of

competition existing between theatres within

a city, and between cities, in an effort to de-

termine what constitutes "fair protection"

may be conducted by Allied States Associa-

tion.

This was indicated by Abram F. Myers,
Allied president, at the recent meeting of

the Michigan exhibitor association. He now
is engaged on plans to apply the proposed
test in various sections.

With the statement that protection should
in no instance be more than commensurate
with the existing competition as between
definite situations, Myers declared that pro-

tection, heretofore, has never incorporated

that principle.

"Systems of protection that have been in

use in the past," he said, "have been founded
entirely on theory. No actual or practical

tests have ever been made in the interests of

a system of protection to determine exactly

what competition exists between theatre

situations. Consequently, no accurate or

genuinely fair protection document has ever

resulted. In order to obtain such a docu-

ment, independent theatre owners should

make tests of actual competition existing be-

tween theatres and demand a protection sys-

tem on that basis only."

Myers stated that the independent theatre

owners are facing the crisis of their ex-

istence at this time. He urged them to sup-

port their sectional and national organiza-

tion with everything they had, and to make
no compromise in their fight for existence.

"You are now facing the test," he told

them. "If you withdraw or fail in any par-

ticular you will never have another chance.

The interests opposed to you will never
again be obliged to listen to your demands,
as they are obliged today."

Ungar, Canton, Gelsey to

Run 'U' City Under Junior
Hollywood—One out and three in. In

other words, with the resignation of Walter
Stern as studio manager of Universal City,

Carl Laemmle, Jr., has determined on a
three-ply cabinet system composed of super-

visors to handle pictures as well as general

studio operations.

Arthur Ungar, newspaper man turned

producer. Lew Canton and Erwin Gelsey

comprise the cabinet. Stern was with the

Laemmle organization for six years.

eling, with Charles Webb as manager. Un-
til Oct. 1 the house was operated by Ray
Stinnett and Eph Charninsky, who operate

the Palace at San Antonio. Universal for-

merly had an interest in the theatre.

Fox at one time had a deal set for pur-

chase of the Hoblitzelle chain, but it was
called off when the company got into finan-

cial difficulties. The theatres later were ac-

quired by RKO. Karl Hoblitzelle still is

operating head of the circuit with Lou B
Remy as general manager. The circuit for-

merly ran Fox under a long-term franchise,

which expired Aug. 31.
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Hughes Says Deal's Off; Schenck Adds
It Was Never On; Some Hold It's Close

The Wrong End?
Those in the know are wondering

why United Artists began its over-

head reduction process with the gang
in New York when they say the Coast
offers such golden opportunities.

Overhead Cutting

Gets Under Way
At U. A. Studios

The shears are being sharpened for an

active season at the United Artists studio.

Joe -Moskowitz, vice-president of Art Cine-

ma Corporation, is in Hollywood to see

what can be done about reduction of oper-

ating overhead at the U. A. plant. It is

understood his Coast stay will be indefinite,

but long enough to make the cuts necessary

to placate Joe Schenck's bankers.

The 10 per cent reduction instituted at

U. A. headquarters in New York last week
came about as result of investigations and
analyses conducted by Moskowitz at

Schenck's direct orders. " The job is now
considered finished so far as the Eastern

end of the organization is concerned and,

therefore, the Art Cinema executive now
transfers his activities to the studio.

Van Beuren Denies;
Reports of Deal Persist

A. Van Beuren yesterday branded as

"false" reports of an impending deal where-
by RKO will release the several series of

shorts now going through Pathe, and form-
ing a strong factor in the latter's short sub-

ject lineup.

Despite denials, the reports of the deal

persisted in inside New York film circles,

where it was stated official consummation
would be expected within a week.

Jack Eaton, producer of Grantland Rice
"Sportlights," a Van Beuren unit, likewise

denied a yarn which credited him with
quitting Rice to form a sports unit of his

own to make four series of shorts.

Harold Lloyd Coming to

"Feet First" Premiere
Harold Lloyd will come east to attend the

New York opening of his new picture, "Feet
First." It will open at the Rialto as soon
as Gloria Swanson's "What a Widow" ends
its engagement there.

Would Merge Theatre Firms
Merger of Shenandoah Theatres Corp.

with Warner Theatres, Inc., is to be voted
upon by stockholders of the former at a
special meeting to be held Oct. 29.

Angels" Producer May Yet
Bug in Art Cinema—Stiff

Asking Price a Bar

Howard Hughes insists the deal is off.

Joe Schenck says it was never on, but those

who analyze their picture deals declare that

Howard may yet be Joe's angel in Art Cine-

ma Corp., thereby aiding in solution of the

financial difficulties facing United Artists.

"In other words," as one authority puts

it, "when denials of an impending deal are

made on all sides, you can bet it's either

closed or will be soon."

Officially, what happened this week to the

reports that Hughes was buying a substan-

tial interest in Art Cinema was this

:

Hughes, in a Hollywood statement to

Motion Picture News, admitted he had
been negotiating. "I was prepared to take

over the Art Cinema Corporation," he said,

"at a reasonable figure, but the price asked
was beyond all reason in view of the un-
settled and none too prosperous condition

of the picture industry at this time. I re-

gret we were unable to come to terms, but

I can now say I am no longer interested in

the proposition."

Dodges Art Cinema Story

Schenck told newspapermen there would
be no change in control of United Artists

and that Hughes or no one else had bought
the company. In all of the multitudinous
yarns floating through the trade anent
Hughes, none had ever linked him with
purchase of United Artists, but many did

with Art Cinema. But Schenck made no
reference to Art Cinema and technically,

he, therefore, remains in the clear.

Interested with Schenck in the finance

unit are three banking groups : Harriman
National, Guaranty Trust and J. and W.
Seligman & Co. The president of U. A. is

understood to be able to deliver the stock
interest in Art Cinema held by Mary Pick-
ford, Douglas Fairbanks and some of the
other producing factors in United Artists.

In the offing is Paramount with a $3,000,-

000 hold on the company.

Art Cinema Backs Mary, Doug

Recently Mary and Doug disbanded their

own units and, the inside story goes, ar-

ranged for production finances through Art
Cinema. The same company produces the
Norma Talmadge pictures, those that Ro-
land West makes and holds contracts with
Chester Morris and Walter Huston. It is

Art Cinema which holds a franchise for
playing time with Publix and not United
Artists, according to information supplied
Motion Picture News.

If Hughes eventually closes his deal, he
will purchase the Morris and Huston con-
tracts, a franchise with Publix and the priv-
ilege of financing productions with Mary,
Doug and Norma.

Can You Beat It?

"Victor McLaglen of the philickers,

who uses such 'What Price Glory' lan-

guage, is the son of a Church of Eng-
land bishop," sez a N. Y. newshound.

Long-Line Gag
Was No Go with

Howard Hughes

When, as and if Howard Hughes' Multi-

color process threatens to divert the stream

of gold from coffers of Technicolor into his

own gravy dish, Technicolor, the king-pin

in its particular field, will hear echoes of

the alleged monopoly situation which was
created in the earlier days of color in 1929.

Hughes, so the inside story goes, was one
of the many producers in Hollywood who
found themselves tied hand and foot insofar

as the color problem was concerned, what
with Warners having all available color-

cameras sewed up, and Technicolor being

unable to turn out cranks in sufficient num-
ber to appease the anger of units which
fought hammer-and-tong for a color fran-

chise.

Hughes was keenly disappointed when his

request for color for "Hell's Angels" was
flatly denied, and he swore, by gag, that

he would never again find himself in a

position where he would have to depend on
Technicolor, or any other company, for

color. He immediately set his agents to

work on outright purchase of Multicolor.

Hughes, however, is not yet sold on color

for regular theatrical entertainment, but

those in on the know state that he is highly

optimistic over its possibilities in the edu-

cational, industrial and their allied non-

theatrical fields. He now has a staff out

in the field to bring into the fold every

available non-theat lab and industrial pro-

ducer.

Consolidated and M-G-M
In Five-Year Lab Deal

M-G-M has signed with Consolidated

Film Industries to send 500,000,000 ft. of

film processing through the H. J. Yates

Laboratories during the next five years.

This is the second long-term contract nego-

tiated by Consolidated, a recent deal tying

up Universal's lab work for ten years.

Democrats Using Sound
Films for Campaigning

Sound trucks are being used by the Dem-
ocratic party in New York in the current

campaign. Four trucks, equipped with port-

able reproducers, are covering the state in

the interest of the ticket headed by Gov-
ernor Roosevelt.
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RKO and Tiffany

Release Soviet

Films, Is Claim
Portland—With or without the consent

of RKO and Tiffany, two pictures released

by these companies were Soviet propaganda
pictures. M. R. Bacon, formerly a member
of the communist organization and an ex-

pert investigator, told the congressional

committee investigating Red activities in

the United States. The pictures, he said,

are "High Treason" (Tiffany) and "Loving
the Ladies" (RKO).
Other Soviet produced films are in this

country and being shown, especially where
there is no censorship, he declared. One of

these "The Krassian." was shown here.

Bacon said he believed there were enough
communistic propaganda films on hand in

Seattle to show one a week for six months.
Effort is being made to release these films

through regular booking agencies, he de-

clared.

E. B. Derr

Oong Boon Taat

Gets Hep to Nice

Bicycling Stunt

They ride bicycles in the Dutch East
Indies, it is indicated by evidence unearth-

ed by M. J. Weisfeldt of Talking Picture

Epics. Weisfeldt recently received a request

from Java for prints and advertising ma-
terial on "Simba" and on checking up found
out the picture hasn't been sold for that

territory.

The Java correspondent declared he had
purchased Dutch East Indian rights from
Oong Boon Taat, who is distributing the
picture in Singapore, Malay Straits and
lndo China. Authorities in Java are in-

vestigating the alleged bicycling.

Oldknow and Sheehan Tilt
On West Coast Operations
Hollywood—Two Fox vice-presidents

crossed swords this week on matters of
policy and. while the sparks never assumed
serious proportions, the clash of steel re-
sulted in a divorce of the Fox studio in-

fluence from the operations of Fox West
Coast theatres.

Oscar Oldknow, generalissimo of the big
Coast chain, has informed his staff to for-
get the studio and go ahead about their
duties. Winnie Sheehan, of late at least,

and in connection with "The Big Trail,"
"Up the River" and "Just Imagine," at any
rate, has been giving the theatre organiza-
tion pointers on ways and means to han-
dle local premieres. That looks as if

it's over now. Oldknow insisting the studio
may be one imoortant part of the Fox en-
semble, but that the theatre company also
carries a good deal of weight.
Oldknow took a quick about-face during

the week in connection with releasing for
publication grosses of local theatres. An
order went out on Tuesday to cut them out
and another to continue, as was, on Wednes-
day.

Pathe president who is sponsoring
policy of "fewer and better" pictures
in his organization.

Pathe Limiting

Output; Loans

Stars to Others

Hollywood—He would rather have stars

and featured players on his payroll idle than
at work on productions of doubtful quality,

states E. B. Derr. president of Pathe. The
company head, who but a few months ago
entered the production field, believes in

limiting output to increase quality, which
may account for the company's action in

loaning its stars to other companies.
Constance Bennett, loaned by Pathe to

Fox, scored her biggest hit and greatly in-

creased her standing at the box office in

"Common Clay." She is to be loaned to

Fox for another picture. Ann Harding, an-
other Pathe luminary, recently was loaned
to First National for "The Girl of the

Golden West."

Uses "Whoopee"
Copy for "Rain"

Springfield, Mass.—Copy used by Mc-
Yickers theatre, Chicago, for "Whoopee,"
was utilized almost line for line by the
Bijou here for "Rain or Shine." The ad
was headed with a cut of a revolver and
the caption. "Here's a gun to shoot your-
self." adding, "and you might as well if

you don't see, etc." Even the subordinate
copy on "Rain or Shine" closely paralleled
the Chicago advertisement.

Beebe-Sennett Romance
Hollywood—Mack Sennett is to marry

Marjorie Beebe. featured comedienne, who
recently renewed her contract with the pro-
ducer.

Smith, Raskob in

Eddie Dowling

Broadcast Tieup

John J. Raskob. Al Smith and William
Kenny are reported associated with Eddie
Dowling in Independent Disc Co., manu-
facturing records for radio broadcasts. The
firm has made a broadcast record plug for

"Outside the Law," Universal picture. The
idea is a broadcast from a record of a sales

talk on the picture.

Dowling acts as master of ceremonies in-

troducing Paul Whiteman with a few wise-
cracks and then a couple of sequences of

the picture are presented. The gag is for

the radio station to play the record, with
the theatre giving the station a screen plug
in return.

U. S. May Act in

Manipulation of

Amusement Stock

Short selling of stocks on the New York
Stock Exchange may result in a probe by
the Department of Justice, Arthur Brisbane
hints, writing in the Nezv York American.
He cites the case of one individual who has
sold great quantities of an amusement stock

short, and then wired all his branch houses
that the amusement company's annual re-

port was falsified, advising customers to

sell the stock, that he might cover his short

sales.

Fox, Loew's and Warner stock during
the week have been the chief targets of

bear raids among the amusement groups.

Lichtig's Iberia Company
To Make Spanish Talkers
Iberia Prod., New York, of which Ben

Lichtig is general sales manager, will pro-

duce immediately a series of 12 Spanish
language features for 1930-31 release. Pro-
duction is set for the Darmour studios in

Hollywood, with first to be "La Cautiva-
dora." by Arthur S. Mom, critic of "La
Nacion." Titles and casts for the remainder
are now- being lined up.

Decision to go in for Spanish talkers, it

is stated, was made following Lichtig's re-

cent trip to South America where he found
sound installations proceeding at a record-

breaking pace.

Named Associate Editors
Hollywood—Edward Montagne and Jul-

ian Johnson have been appointed associate

editors by B. P. Schulberg of Paramount.

M-G-M Gets Play
Screen rights to the stage comedy.

"Among the Married." have been acquired
by M-G-M. Its author is Yincent Law-
-ence.
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"Tiffany in Business to Stay," Says

Young; Denounces Malicious Slander

Nurses Protest

Milwaukee — Jeanette Hays, presi-

dent of the Wisconsin State Nurses'
Association, has sent a telegram to

Louis B. Mayer protesting against the

release in November of "War Nurse."

The telegram to Mayer reads as
follows: "On behalf of several thous-

and Wisconsin nurses, I urge you to

prevent the release of this film which
would, we believe, make a tawdry pic-

ture out of an epic in which millions

of lives were given up and in which
there was a supreme consecration of

human service."

Yank Out Vaude,

Picture Policy

Doubles Intake

Chicago—RKO experienced the best

week-end business in the history of its

operation of the State-Lake, former vaude-
film spot, with the change to a straight pic-

ture run house.

Average week-end business for the State-

Lake with vaudeville and pictures has been
approximately $9,000 for Saturday and Sun-
day. The two-day week-end gross on the

straight picture policy was more than dou-

ble that figure last week. "Half Shot at

Sunrise" is current at the house which, on
the new grind policy, is getting eight per-

formances daily, as compared with five on
the former vaude-film policy. Daily and
nightly holdouts persisted over the week-
end and into midweek.
The cream of the Radio product will go

into the State-Lake and will be held just as

long as the picture holds up, under the

new policy. "Check and Double Check" is

slated to follow the current picture, after

which, according to present plans, "Danger
Lights," photographed with Spoor-Berg-
gren cameras on 70 mm. film, will go in.

Installation of the Spoor projection equip-

ment and the new wide screen was com-
pleted recently. This showing will con-
stitute the first utilization of Spoor film and
equipment in any theatre.

Last week-end also inaugurated RKO's
12-week bookings of name acts at the Pal-

ace, here. Ruth Etting headlined the bill

at this vaude-film spot, which played to ca-

pacity business over the week-end.

"Don" Hancock Quits
Van Beuren P. A. Post

Donovan Hancock has resigned as pub-
licity and advertising director of Van
Beuren Prod., which releases shorts through
Pathe. Hancock's resignation becomes ef-

fective on Oct. 25.

Production Plans Guided by
Market Needs; Sees Best

Year Ahead

Tiffany is in the business to stay, and will

continue its forward strides despite efforts

of rumor-mongers to halt the company's
progress.

This was the emphatic message from L. A.
Young, company president, brought to New
York by Grant L. Cook, executive vice-

president, who has just returned to New
York from the Coast, via Detroit, where
the company chief makes his headquarters.

"We intend to see this thing through,"
summarizes Young's message to his organ-
ization, as relayed by Cook. The company's
chief difficulty in the past has been the lack

of product but this obstacle has been hurdled
and the firm is facing its best year, Cook
declared.

Cook attributed the various pessimistic

reports concerning his company's future to

Hollywood hangers-on, "with nothing else

to do but rewrite the picture business,"

and a certain amount of malice.

Tiffany is gauging its product to meet
what it considers the market possibilities,

says Cook. The company is not trying to

follow a "specials only" policy, but is aiming
its product at both Class A and Class B
houses. Its westerns, he says, are clicking

generally, with the chimp comedies proving
outstanding. As an instance of the effect of

this policy change, he pointed out, "Ex-
travagance." first picture on the new sched-

ule, has been set in at Fischer's Theatre,
Detroit.

Young Well Heeled

Drop of some stocks in Young's com-
panies gave rise to many reports in the

industry, but Cook pointed out the sound-
ness of Young's position to emphasize his

ability to carry out the program outlined

for Tiffany. Young's Spring and Wire Co.
has a ratio of 12 to 1 of assets and liabilities,

$3,600,000 cash on hand or convertible into

immediate cash. The stock has a book
value of 20.5 and is on a $3 annual dividend

basis. During the first nine months of this

year, admittedly one of the worst in automo-
in one of the receivership actions against

Two years ago, Young purchased the

Walter Hagen Golf firm which was in re-

ceivership. The firm's factory now is work-
ing 16 hours daily and is yielding a "fine

profit," so it seems that the Tiffany chief

is pretty well heeled for the course he has
charted.

Face Tax and Censors
Oklahoma City—Exhibitors of this

state will have to battle hard to stave
off proposed ten per cent admission
tax and censorship when the next ses-
sion of the legislature opens in Janu-
ary. The measures now are in pre-
paration.

Film Combats Crime
Cincinnati—The Music Hall, wiring

of which has just been completed, will

open with "Noah's Ark," which will

be shown without admission charge,
under auspices of a local church. The
presentation will be underwritten by
local business and professional men
of all creeds. Advance notices are to
the effect that the picture will be
shown as one means of combating
crime.

St. Louis Strike

To Be Carried to

Film Exchanges

St. Louis—Film business here is antici-

pating something of a blow-up if exhibitors

carry out their announced intention of

fighting the musicians' strike to a finish.

At the end of this week, unless a settlement

is reached, operators and stagehands are to

go out. After that, union men plan to call

out shipping clerks, inspectors and other

exchange back room employes, all of whom
are organized.

Operators and stagehands were to have

gone out last Thursday, but were ordered

to stand by when Samuel P. Meyers of the

musicians, requested a postponement from

the international. This was granted by
Louis Krouse, assistant to William Cana-

van in New York.

'Non-Union Union'

Denies Threats

Of Stench Bombs

Kansas City—The report that the Sound
Projectionists Association had threatened to

stench-bomb theatres employing union op-

erators if houses employing non-union oper-

ators were annoyed with the bombs was
denied last week by Denny Costello, owner
of a suburban theatre and one of the organ-

izers of the association.

"Our organization did not send out those

letters and I don't know who did it," Cos-
tello declared.

The Sound Projectionists Association is

a union of non-union operators. It was
formed by operators and independent ex-

hibitors to combat the local union. More
than fourteen houses here are employing
projectionists belonging to the "non-union
union."
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Work, Instead of

Whoopee, Is Lot

Of Coast Actors

Hollywood—Strange ideas about Holly-

wood prevail throughout the world and

strangers come to the film capital expecting

to find all sorts of weird spectacles. Mel-

ville Brown, RKO director of Amos 'n'

Andy in "Check and Double Check." has

been' making a record of the peculiar im-

pressions that exist about the people and

the customs of filmland as revealed by visit-

ors whom he meets from time to time.

Here are some of the idiosyncrasies of

Hollywood as they exist in the imagination

of some outsiders, as catalogued by Brown:
That actors and actresses spend their

nights making whoopee.
That most stars come and go from the

studios at their whim, lesving the rest of

the company to await their pleasure.

That many actors cannot work before the

camera until they have been "hopped up"

with a drink of liquor.

That directors habitually shout profanity

through their megaphones to get results on

the sets.

That most of the stars have guards about

their homes at night for protection against

mai auders.

That no woman can succeed in pictures

without sacrifice of her self-respect.

That every good looking blonde on Holly-

wood Boulevard is a famous actress.

"It requires a stay of several days before

some of these inisimpressions can be shaken

from the conscousness of our friends from

afar," declares Brown, "but most of them

leave with the conviction that Hollywood is

a place where most everybody works hard

and most evervbody behaves himself."

William Randolph Hearst
Feted on Return to Coast
Hollywood— William Randolph Hearst

was welcomed home from his European trip

by 125 screen notables at a dinner at the

Ambassador. The surprise informal affair

was planned by Mary Pickford, Douglas

Fairbanks. Joseph M. Schenck, Louis B.

Mayer, Charles Chaplin, Sid Grauman,
Irving Thalberg, Cedric Gibbons, Jack-

Warner, Samuel Goldwyn, and Winfield

R. Sheehan. Miss Pickford was hostess.

Nine Instead of Six to

Be Made by Chesterfield
Chesterfield M. P. Corp. will produce nine

pictures on its 1929-30 schedule, instead of

six, as previously stated. The company i^

just starting its first picture, "The Mid-
night Special." RCA Photophone recording

is being used.

Sills, Chaney Honored
Indianapolis—Resolutions have been

adopted by the local branch of the Indiana

Indorsers of Photoplays, commending the

work of Milton Sills and Lon Chaney. Res-

olutions deprecating the untimely death of

the two motion picture stars were passed

ami will be forwarded to Mrs. Chanev and
Mr.. Sills.

Der Tag!
Jules Trop made his formal debut

on Wednesday. All that day and
Thursday his dad. Jack, was handing
out cigars to the tune of an unes-
timated overhead.

What made one auspicious occasion
—on Trop pere's life—turned doubly
so. The same day as the youngster
arrived, Majestic's first talker, "To-
day," blew into New York, brought on
by President Harry Sherman.

Johnsons Film

Wild Animals,

Pygmies in Congo

Irumu. Belgian Congo—Forty thousand
feet in sound and 20.000 silent have been
shot to date by Mr. and Mrs. Martin John-
son. The veteran explorers have filmed

crocodile, hippo and elephants in great

numbers, all in sound. They now are on
the Rutchuru plains, and next plan to go
to the gorilla country. They expect to re-

turn to New York early next July. The
sound equipment the Johnsons are carrying
weighs about two tons. They photograph
all day and recharge the batteries at night.

In the Itura forest, the Johnsons made
pictures of the pygmies. They experienced
considerable difficulty at first in making
friends with the little folk, but with presents
of salt and soap, gradually won their con-
fidence until they had more than 500 camp-
ed with them. The pygmies the Johnsons
found favor bananas and salt, so much so

that they were obliged to bring in more
than 500 bunches of bananas a day, obtain-
ing them 100 miles away. Johnson also

brought in a ton of salt and says the pyg-
mies eat salt like American children eat
sugar.

Automatic Expands Sales
Network with Chi Branch
Chicago—With opening of a new branch

on Film Row here. Automatic Simplex Reg-
ister Corp. completes its coast-to-coast net-
work of sales and service officers.

The office, located at 1018 S. Wabash,
will handle products of General Register of
New York with which it is affiliated and
will be managed by Charles T. Clark as
district sales chief. Complete service de-
partment, warehouse and shipping facilities

have been establi shed.

National Has Holiday Film
National Screen Service has completed a

special sound-on-film short subject for use
during Thanksgiving Week. It is a com-
posite of living figures grouped at the top
of a huge pedestal, with soloists and chorus
in the group, accompanied by a symphonv
orchestra.

Handling Big 4 Product
Seattle—Big 4 product is to be distributed

in this territory by Sheffield Exchange Sys-
tem. W. H. Lamont is manager of the
local office.

Ft. Wayne Makes
It Tough on New
Publix Theatre

Fort Wayne, Ind.—For the first time this
city has resorted to drastic measures to
compel a theatre to use electric current from
the municipally owned plant. Recently a
contract was signed whereby the Indiana
Service Corp. was to sell current to the
new Paramount theatre in course of con-
struction. City officials declare many ef-

forts had been made to obtain the contract
for the municipal plant, but all failed, offi-

cials of the company owning the theatre
ignoring three letters mailed to the New
York office.

After learning that the private corpora-
tion had obtained the theatre's business, the
city officials pointed out that the theatre
is erecting a sign which is eight feet wide,
contrary to an ordinance which prohibits
signs more than six feet wide. Certain city
officials are said to have promised that if

the theatre would use municipal current, po-
litical pressure would be brought to bear
so that the larger sign could be erected.
However, the Indiana Service Corp. al-

ready has spent $8,000 for transformers and
other equipment and work preparatory to
serving the theatre. It is said an offer
was made to pay $8,000 and "have the con-
tract rescinded, but so far the corporation
has shown no disposition to accept. Men
erecting the sign have been halted by the
police.

Sam Katz Divorce from
Eleanora Is Confirmed

^
Reno—Through secret procedure, Sam

Katz. Paramount Publix vice-president, was
divorced from Eleanora Ambrose, dancer,
here in July. All papers in the case were
sealed by court order. Katz's first wife was
Ida Balaban, sister of Barnev Balaban. She
died in 1923.

Katz married the dancer after a whirl-
wind courtship which followed their meet-
ing when the star began an engagement
at a Paramount theatre. Soon after the mar-
riage, there were reports that a divorce was
scheduled. He is said to have settled a for-
tune upon her.

Alimony Bugaboo Mars
Del Rio Honeymoon?

Just a little matter of $3,500 is behind the
suit of Gwendolyn Webber Gibbons against
her art director husband, Cedric Gibbons,
who recently married Dolores Del Rio to
the tune of his wife's applause. Gibbons'
alimony checks stopped suddenlv, his ex-
wife says.

Demand Still for Good
Silents, Brecher Says

Silent films are "far from passe," in the
opinion of Lep Brecher. veteran New York
independent. The many requests received
for revivals of outstanding pictures is proof
of the fact, he says. Brecher operates the
Plaza and Little Carnegie.
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Fox Theatres to Lord Over the West;

RKO, Paramount, Warners to Join Pool

Kid Stuff
Recognition of the fact that juve-

niles have been driven from the thea-
tres by sophisticated and over-dia-
logued pictures led Paramount to em-
bark on a policy of productions that
will appeal to the vast mass of kids.

It achieves this in "Tom Sawyer**

—

and how! And it's first-class enter-

tainment for every age, sex and class,

says Don Ashbaugh in his review,
printed on page 59.

British Fans

After Plenty

Of "Metier"

Strong "meller" features and all-newsreel

shows are the big magnets in England, ac-

cording to Charles A. Stimson, of Big 4
Prod., who returned this week from a

lengthy sojourn in London, where he com-
pleted plans for distribution of his company's
1930-31 product.

"Theatres are being built everywhere,"
Stimson told a Motion Picture News re-

porter yesterday. "And those few houses
which have not already wired for sound pic-

tures are rushing to cover.

"Picturegoers have taken to talkers in a

big way, their favorite being of the strong
melodrama type, such as 'Common Clay.'

Newsreel theatres, and they are springing

up everywhere, are drawing capacity houses.

They clicked from the start.

"Miniature golf no longer enjoys the

popularity which marked its first entrance

into British amusement circles, and this

chiefly because of the stiff admission fees

of 50 cents which are being charged by
majority of courses. They are usuallv built

indoors, in department stores and restau-

rants, and no longer offer threatening oppo-
sition to picture houses," he concluded.

Stimson stated that Big 4 is the first in-

dependent company to successfully offer

British exhibitors feature pictures on a cash
rental basis instead of percentage playing.

Flaherty Planning Music
Firm After Fox Ouster

Pat J. Flaherty, who has resigned as vice-

president and general manager of Red Star
Music Co., film music unit, exclusively told

Motion Picture News that he intends to

open a music publishing house of his own.
He is succeeded by Jay Witmark, one of

the founders and until three months ago
an executive of M. Witmark & Sons, War-
ner music subsidiary, and who is one of the
six founders of the American Society of

Composers, Authors & Publishers. A few
weeks ago it was announced that Flaherty
had signed a term contract with Red Star.

Cut-Throat Competition to

Ruled Out Under Plan
Being Discussed

Be

Partnership deals with a split in operating
profits and guarantee that their product will

get a fair shake on the Coast may be the

determining factors which will swing the
RKO, Paramount and Warner theatres on
the Pacific Slope under the Fox West Coast
banner. The deals are now being torn
apart and put together again by officials

of the various companies involved in the
proposed theatre pool.

Chances are that the move will be put
over. If it is, there will go with it an
understanding, probably verbal, that Messrs.
Brown, Katz and Warner will lay off build-

ing or acquisition in the Fox West Coast
territory which reaches from San Diego on
the south to Seattle on the north and from
San Francisco on the west to Kansas City
on the east.

In other words. Fox will have the West
or the Pacific Slope at least, to itself with
its only competition whatever is left in

the independent theatre ranks. The chain,

now the most powerful on the Coast, will

then find itself in a position that might
mildly be described as impregnable.

Chicago Flapjacks

Pack Sex Appeal
Chicago—A certain B. & K. executive,

spotting sidewalk crowds near McVickers
theatre one day this week, came smilingly

down Madison st. to make a personal es-

timate of the holdout trade. As he neared

the theatre, the smile rapidly changed to a

frown of perplexity, then to disgust.

The crowds were gathered to watch a

flapjack artist in the window of a restaurant

adjoining the theatre.

"Why ain't them bums got something bet-

ter to do than block the sidewalk," scowled

the exec, turning on his heel and starting

back to State st.

Reviews and Service .

The reviewing section of MOTION
PICTURE NEWS this week gives staff

critics' opinions on the following
feature pictures (turn to page 59):

Along Came Youth
Canyon Hawks
Costello Case
Fourth Alarm
Derelict
Just Imagine
Love Trader
Min and Bill

Princess and Plumber
See America Thirst
She Got What She Wanted
Three French Girls
Tom Sawyer

"Greater Love, etc. ..."

Cedar Rapids, la.—When the couple
in a proposed stage wedding ran out
on him. Manager L. E. Davidson, of

the Paramount here faced a dilemma,
but solved his problem by prevailing
upon M. H. Nichol, manager of the
Palace at Waterloo, to advance the
date of his wedding. To help out a
brother Publix manager, Nichol com-
plied and the stage event went over
as scheduled.

Warners Dedicate

Prop Mountain

And Wreck It!

The boner of a property man at Warners'
west coast studio provides the climax for

one of the week's funniest gags. It all

started, to hear Sid Skolsky tell it, when
some one, who hasn't anything better to do,

roamed through Hollywood and discovered

a new mountain. The mountain had been
there since the beginning of time, but was
only discovered in the year 1930.

The man who discovers mountains sud-

denly decided to become a mountain namer.
He called it Mount Warner. Well, believe it

or not, this soon was called to the attention

of the Warner Bros.

"Ah !" they exclaimed, "a mountain named
after us. We must christen it ourself with

a fitting ceremony."
They marched forth to look at the great

mountain named after them and to arrange

for the ceremony. Looking over the moun-
tain, they couldn't find a large rock on it.

It was that kind of a mountain.

Jack Warner then returned to the studio

and ordered the head property man to have
a large rock placed on the mountain. Then
an announcement telling the time the cere-

mony would take place was sent out.

The property man, accustomed to doing

things in movie fashion, created a large

papier mache rock and had it transported to

the mountain.

The time for the ceremony arrived. A
large crowd was there. Cameras were
grinding away. Jack Warner made a

speech. Then he lifted the bottle of cham-
pagne, said, "I now christen thee Mount
Warner," and hurled the bottle at the rock.

The bottle went through the papier mache
rock and the ceremony never appeared in

the news reels.

Bargman Quits Lab
Ass'n., Joins Soland

S. L. Bargman has joined Nat Saland's

Craft Film Laboratory, following resigna-

tion as secretary-manager of the Associa-

tion of M. P. Laboratories.

Reports that the lab association would
dissolve are untrue, Bargman told a Motion
Picture News reporter.
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Boycott Trial

Awaits Thacher

Decree Appeal

Upon the outcome of distributors' appeal

to the U. S. Supreme Court from the

Thacher decree outlawing arbitration prob-

ably will depend decision in the case of the

Majestic Theatre Co. of Hartford, Conn.,

against United Artists, Fox, Vitagraph and

the New Haven Film Board, charging con-

spiracy in restraint of trade.

Federal Judge Burrows at Hartford, cit-

ing the Thacher opinion, ruled the contract

is illegal in sustaining a demurrer filed by

the plaintiff in answer to a special defense

set up by the defendants. Upholding of this

demurrer means the case will come to trial.

The case grows out of alleged boycott of

the theatre by the defendants, after an ar-

bitration award had been made against the

plaintiff company. An alleged fake sale of

the theatre property was the cause of the

original squabble. General denial has been

entered by the plaintiffs.

Argument on the appeal in the Thacher
case is to be heard by the Supreme Court

Oct. 27. Distributors are represented in

this and the Hartford cases by Cadwallader,

Wickersham and Taft. The Majestic firm

is represented in the Hartford case by Rob-
ert P. Butler of Robinson, Robinson & Cole

of Hartford.

O'Connell Dies on Eve
Of Capitol Opening

Halifax, N. S.—There was a touch of

tragedy in the passing this week of J. F.

O'Connell, long an exhibitor of Halifax,

N. S., just prior to the opening of the

magnificent Capitol Theatre at Halifax of

which he had been slated to be the man-
ager. During strenuous preparations for

the opening. O'Connell suddenly collapsed

from a heart attack and gradually sank.

Thomas Daley, Toronto manager, was
rushed by Famous Players Canadian Corp.

to take over the million dollar theatre and
Daley will remain in Halifax permanently.

O'Connell grew up with the moving picture

theatre business, being the proprietor of the

Majestic and other theatres over a period

of vears.

Pathe Location Blast
Flagstaff, Ariz.—Pathe's bad luck, which

was climaxed in last year's studio fire in

the East, caught up with the company on
location here, when an ill-timed dynamite
explosion injured 15 persons, two of them
seriously. The two most seriously injured

were local men, the others from Holly-

wood. Dynamite placed in the side of a

cliff exploded prematurely.

Among those injured are : Howard Hig-

gin, director, broken ankle, cuts ; Bert Gil-

roy, business manager, sprained leg, cut on

head ; Walter Hoffman, powderman, broken

leg, cuts: Hubert Morgan, helper, Flagstaff,

broken collar bone; William Garrett, broken

ankle, possible internal injuries; Jim Cun-
ningham, back, head and legs injured, pos-

sible internal injuries ; Morgan Peterson,

ribs broken, possible internal injuries.

A Mystery Solved

Eddie Cantor's contribution to the

midget-car gags involves a chap riding

in one as the guest of his friend when,
suddenly turning to the driver, he re-

marked, "It's dark: we must be going
through a tunnel."

"Tunnel, hell," replied the other,

"we're under a truck."

Avert General

Strike in Philly

By Compromise

Philadelphia—Musicians return to local

theatres Oct. 24, following a compromise

settlement signed at the offices in New York

of Joseph Weber, president of the American

Federation of Musicians.

Reaching of the agreement averted a sym-

pathy strike by operators and stage hands.

Under its terms 162 musicians will return

to the orchestra pits of the Stanley-Warner

and Fox theatres here and in Camden, N. J.

The theatre owners had sought to reduce

the number to 82 from the 245 originally

emploved under the contract which expired

Sept. 1.

A contributing cause to the present situa-

tion of the musicians was Joseph Weber's

order of last week that all musicians em-

ployed in radio stations, hotels, night clubs,

restaurants, etc., go on general strike on

Oct. 15 to enforce unionization of entertain-

ment help in these places. This move fol-

lowed directly after the musicians had called

out the operators and stage hands in sym-

pathy. Neither of these groups desired to

walk out. The general strike was regarded

as a counter move in the affair. Both walk-

outs were postponed for the time being. If

Weber's order had been followed, practical-

ly every one of the 3,000 members of the

Philadelphia musicians' local would have

been affected instead of the little more than

200 touched by the movie strike. The pro-

tests of the local as a whole overruled the

decision, and as a result, the operators and

the stage hands continued in the movie

houses.

M. P. Club Beefs and Eats
Steak with Al Lichtman

Figuring its members should have an op-

portunity to razz their president and with

an eye to the treasury as well, the Motion

Picture Club tendered Al Lichtman a beef-

steak dinner in club quarters Thursday

night.

.Married club members, always on the

alert to spend an evening away from their

spouses and with no office wives to draw
upon, turned out in something resembling

full force. The roving optics of one Motion
Picture News reporter saw, among others

;

Pat Garyn, Paul Lazarus, Arthur Kelly,

Joe Brandt, Oscar Price, Leo Klebano,

Louis F. Blumenthal, Alec Moss, Sam
Blumenthal, Emil Jensen, Bruce Gallup,

Sam Stern, Bert Adler, Jay Schreck, Sam
Inselbuch, Lou Rydell, Jack Shapiro,

George Fecke, J. J. Rosenthal, Billy Frank-

el, Al Gottesman, Myron Robinson, Toby
Gruen. Herman Robbins, Harry Cohn and

Lou Baum.

Africa Speaks"

Toned Down as

Critics Squawk
Changes in the dialogue and press book

and the insertion of a foreword to remove
any ground for criticism of the picture as
misrepresentation, are to be made in "Africa
Speaks" by Columbia, the Hays office has
informed the National Better Business
Bureau.
The latter for some time has been in-

vestigating allegations that the picture was
misleading, in that fts treatment indicates
that its sound sequences were made in Af-
rica, states K. B. Wilson of the Bureau.
The foreword will make it definite that

the picture was made purely for entertain-
ment purposes, Wilson has been told. The
Bureau is continuing its investigation to
determine whether the title is misleading.
Some time ago various members of the

Museum of Natural History criticised the
picture from a scientific viewpoint, stating
that it was so cleverly done its scientific im-
port would lead to misunderstanding.

Circle Firm Returning
To Indianapolis Field

Indianapolis—Return to activity of the
Circle Theatre Co. is scheduled soon, the
company planning to operate the English
theatre, under lease from the Valentine Co.
The house now is being overhauled. The
Circle firm, formerly headed by the late

Robert Lieber, who was president of First
National, formerly operated the Circle,

Ohio. Uptown and Indiana, which interests

it sold to Publix-Skouras.

Pacent Official Goes
Abroad on New Plans

B. H. Noden, secretary of Pacent Elec-

tric Co., New York, has sailed for Europe,
where he will conduct business for Pacent
in the radio and talking picture fields. It

was announced, coincident with Noden's
departure that both Pacent Electric Co. and
Pacent Reproducer Corp., have plans under
way for the manufacture abroad of their

radio, radio-phonograph and sound-repro-

ducing products for the European market.

Farce and Outdoor Epics
To Mark Season's Fare

Richmond—Farce is to play a greater

part in pictures and outdoor films of mag-
nitude will be numbered among the sea-

son's outstanding productions, Col. Jason
S. Joy, director of public relations of the

Hays organization, declared while here

visiting headquarters of Virginia censors.

Cubans Resent Scenes
In Pathe's "Her Man"

Washington — Eliminations and correc-

tion of alleged misrepresentation of Hav-
ana's "underworld" in "Her Man" has been
asked of the Hays organization by the

Cuban embassy.
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Wide Film Race

Won by Realife

In Detroit Run
With several companies rushing to bring

wide films to the screen, "Billy, the Kid"
opened Thursday night at the Paramount.
Detroit, marking first presentation of

Realife. M-G-M process. The film opens

its New York run at the Capitol, Friday.

A last minute switch prevented a start-from-

scratch test between draw of Grandeur and
Realife, for showing of "The Big Trail" at

the Capitol has been postponed until Oct. 24.

Meanwhile, First National soon will open

"Kismet" in Hollywood to introduce a new
process on which the Warners have been

working, RKO has "Danger Lights" com-
pleted, to introduce the Spoor-Berggren pro-

cess, and Universal has completed a short

on wide film.

Process on 35 mm Film
Universal City—Universale wide screen

pictures are filmed on standard film with

one-half of the frame blocked out.

W. E. Installations in

World Now Total 6,870
Revolutions notwithstanding, Brazilians

must have their talking picture entertain-

ments. The latest report of installations of

Western Electric Sound Systems through-

out the world shows a total of 6,870, of

which 4,549 are in the United States and
2,321 in the foreign field.

The installations in Brazil show an in-

crease of four, from 19 to 23, with the last

report. The installation in Spain have also

increased substantially, from 25 to 32.

McGuire and Barrows
Confer on New Print

P. A. McGuire, advertising and publicity

director of International Projector Corp.,

has returned to New York from Boston,
where he conferred with Thad Barrows,
head of the Projection Advisory Council
on the new standard release print.

To Play Opposite Maynard
Hollywood—Jeanette Loff is to play op-

posite Ken Maynard in the series of six
pictures he will make for the 1930-31 Tif-

fany program.

Thanksgiving Short
National Screen Service has completed a

special Thanksgiving short subject for use
during the week of the holiday. It is avail-

able for sound-on- film onlv.

Seidelman Returning
J. H. Seidelman, of the Paramount Publix

foreign department, is returning on the
Aquitania Friday from a six-weeks' trip to

Europe.

Radio Gets "W Plan"
"The W Plan," a British International

Production revealing the activities of spies
during the World War, has been acquired
by Radio for distribution in this country.

Danish Dough
Out Hollywood way, Jim Tully tells

the yarn about Karl Dane, who, after

lengthy deliberation decided to hit up
Louis B. Mayer, M-G-M studio chief,

for a salary tilt.

During the course of a heart-to-

talk with the boss, Karl made a long

spiel on how his work had benefited

the company, etc., etc., to which Mayer
agreed—more or less— and signified

his willingness to make an amicable
adjustment.

The climax arrived and, expecting a

reply in the four-figure class, Mayer
queried: "How much more money
each week would make you happy,
Karl?"

The great Dane pulled himself to-

gether, gathered every ounce of nerve
he possessed, and meekly replied:

"Oh, about twenty-five dollars."

Mary Lewis Wants
To Know If Pathe

Pact Is Phoney
Hollywood—Whether the Photophone re-

cording of the ceremony depicting Mary
Lewis, opera star, signing a $25,000 con-

tract with Pathe is phoney, is to be deter-

mined in court. She declares the company
paid her only $2,500 and has refused to

make the picture. Pathe officials are said

to have changed their minds about the pic-

ture, because no suitable story was availa-

ble.

PublixCompleting

Expansion Plan
Paramount Publix is nearing the wind-

up of the extensive building program
launched three years ago. With 27 houses

in construction, six of which are to be

opened by Christmas, plans for six others

are in work.
When these are completed, there will be

no general expansion for some time to come,

the circuit being scheduled to build only in

isolated spots. The name Paramount is to

be used exclusively unless a theatre of that

name is already in operation in the situa-

tion.

"Bill" Sistrom Quits
RKO to Recoup Health

Hollywood—William Sistrom now is

winding up his affairs at the RKO studio,

preparatory to taking an extended rest, after

which he will undergo a stomach operation.

He resigned his position with the company
on orders of his physician.

Chinese Censorship
Nanking—Showing of pictures in the in-

terior, except by authorized persons, has

been banned by the Nationalist government.
All films going into the interior are cen-

sored.

New Spoor Wide
Film to Stage

Debut in Chicago

Chicago—New wide film pictures of the

Spoor-Berggren process will make their de-

but at the RKO State-Lake here as soon as

installation of the projection equipment and
screen are given a final O. K. "Danger

. Lights" will be the picture which will in-

troduce the process, upon which George K.
Spoor, veteran producer, has spent a fortune

and more than ten years of effort.

The State-Lake dumped vaudeville this

week, opening its straight picture policy

with "Half Shot at Sunrise." The house is

one of the oldest vaude spots in this section

of the country. On the new policy, the

house will grind eight shows daily, nine on
Saturdays, and seven on Sundays.

Fox Casts Three
Hollywood—At the Fox studios Zasu

Pitts has been engaged for a part in "This
Modern World," directed by Chandler
Sprague.

Peter Gawthorne has been signed for

"The Man Who Came Back." in which
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell will be

co-starred under the direction of Raoul
Walsh.

Clara Blandick will appear in "Once a
Sinner," directed by Guthrie McClintic.

Davis Resigns
Winnipeg, Man.—Outstanding in West-

ern Canada for the past five years as a

Famous Players' manager, Walter F. Davis

of Winnipeg, has resigned and has gone
East to undergo medical treatment. He
was successively exploitation supervisor at

Toronto, manager of the Winnipeg Metro-

politan and more recently manager of the

Capitol Theatre where he was associated

with W. M. Thomas, Western Division

general manager.

Marguerite Churchill Cast
Hollywood—Marguerite Churchill, who

had been assigned the leading role opposite

George O'Brien in "The Seas Beneath,"

will forego the part to be leading lady in

"The Spider," opposite Warner Baxter.

Henry King, who will direct "The Spider,"

is ready to begin work on the picture sooner

than expected, having finished "Lightnin',"

starring Will Rogers, ahead of schedule.

Receiver at South Bend
South Bend, Ind.—Fred L. House of this

city has posted bond as receiver for the

Anno Theatre Corp., operator of the Anno.
He was appointed by the judge of the Su-

perior court where petition for a receiver

was filed by a local firm asking judgment

for $800 on an overdue account.

Promoting "Tom Sawyer"
The Paramount sales promotion depart-

ment has effected two national tie-ups on

"Tom Sawyer." During November it will

have the Philco radio tie-up. and the makers

of "Tom Sawyer Wash Wear for Real

Boys" will institute a national advertising

campaign which will be hooked up with

bookings.
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Allied States Will Ratify New Contract;

Michigan First Unit to 0. K. Agreement

The Home Influence

At the Empee Club with Louis Ni-
zer and Izzy Schmertz, among others,

present:

Louis Phillips, on the legal firing

line for Paramount, was entertaining
his youngster.

"What are you going to be when you
grow up, Gerald?" some one asked.
"Lawyer," was the quick-as-a-flash

reply.

"They just don't train the kids prop-
erly these days," one wisecracker re-

marked.

Nebraska, Iowa

Unit Favorable

To New Contract

Omaha—Favorable reception of the pro-
posed new standard form of license agree-
ment marked the meeting here of the Ne-
braska and western Iowa exhibitor unit.

The draft of the proposed contract was out-

lined by M. A. Light-

man, president of the

M. P. T. O. A. Sev-
enty delegates were on
hand for the two-day .

sessions. Bit ?"*

It had been expected

that Allied States Asso-
ciation would attempt

to "move in" on the

present association,
forming a unit of its

own during the conven-
tion, but its organizers

changed tactics and
didn't show up.

C. E. Williams of Omaha, veteran presi-

dent of the organization, who was projected

into the national limelight when he appeared
as one of the principal witnesses against the

Brookhart bill, was re-elected president for

the ninth consecutive year. Three hundred
attended the joint banquet given by the as-

sociation and the Film Board.

M. A. Lightman

Texas Exhibitors Point
For Convention Oct. 27

Dallas—Members of the Allied Theatre
Owners of Texas are pointing for their

annual convention to be held here Oct. 27
and 28. Predictions for a record attendance
are based on assurance that three leaders

will journey south for personal appearances
before the Texas body. Abram F. Myers,
president of the Allied Association; H. M.
Richey, leader of the Michigan unit; and
Al Stefifes, general manager of the North-
west organization, will be in Dallas for the

October dates.

Wolverine State Approves New
Standard Form, But Will

Veto Guarantees

Detroit—Allied States Association will

ratify the proposed new standard form of

agreement, it is indicated by action of di-

rectors of the Michigan unit in approving

draft of the agreement.
This move conforms with the exclusive

Motion Picture News article of several

weeks ago, which declared that considera-

tions outside of the contract would not in-

fluence Allied's decision in ratifying or af-

firming the proposed agreement. This re-

futed claim that Allied might walk out on
the proposed agreement due to the squabble

over protection.

The Michigan organization accepted the

new contract in an executive session held

following the organization's convention at

Grand Rapids. The organization is the first

in the United States to ratify the proposed
new form of agreement.

At the Grand Rapids sessions, the Michi-
gan organization condemned guarantee and
percentage bookings. No objection was
voiced to the percentage system, but the

meeting vetoed guarantees.

"New Blood" in

Industry to Get

Picture Lowdown
"A clearing house" for men new in the

picture business, due to changed conditions

in the industry, is the manner in which one
official describes the forthcoming conven-
tion of the M.P.T.O.A. to be held Nov. 10,

11 and 12 at Philadelphia. Committees now
are busy lining up speakers who will ad-

dress the annual gathering of the exhibitor

association.

Charles Picquet of North Carolina is chairman of

the convention committee named by President M. A.
Lightman. Others are:

Charles Picquet, M. A. Lightman, R. R. Biechele.
Willard Patterson, Frank C. Walker, Tav Emanuel,
M. J. OToole. Edward M. Fay, Wm. Benton, M. E.
Comerford, Sam. Dembow, Fred Desberg, Jack Miller,

Moe Silver, Maj. L. E. Thompson, Fred Wehrenberg,
Dean Rundell. Edward Kornblite, William Dillon, Sam
Katz, Spyros Skouras, L. O. Davis, Merle Davis.
Oscar Lehr, Louis K. Ansell, Floyd Maxwell. Harry
Alexander. Peter Adams, J. J. McCarthy, J. Hoffman,
E. G. Levy, Ernest Horstmann. Jake Lourie, Sen.

J. H. Bean. Michael White, Sidnev Nutt, H. D.
Wharton, Ed. Kuyendahl, R. X. Williams, Robert
Wilby. Arthur Lucas, Love B. Harrel, A. B. Momand.
Sidney Lust. A. J. Brylawski, Frank Durkee. J. Louis
Rome, Theodore Hays. Harry Nolan. J. J. Ruben,
I. W. Rodgers, John A. Schwalm. Martin G. Smith.
William James. Jack Harwood, P. J. Wood, I. Libson.
L Weinberg. Tony Sudekum. E. L. Drake. Louis
Markus. John P. Ashton. E. A. Buiford, Al. Ringling,

M. J. Kallett. Meyer Schine. William Smalley. Walter
Vincent, Wil'iam Quigley, Abe Sablosky, John Harris.

Jr.. Mike Manos, Stanley Elkin, L. J. Chamberlain.
Col. W. S. Butterfield. George Trendle, A. C. Zaring.

Ben Berinstein. Cliff Griffin, Rodnev Pantages, Michael

Gore, L. L. Bard. E. V. Richards. J. H. Saeneer.

Rupert Richards. Phil laley, W. L. Lawrence, E. Van
Hying.

Arthur on Own
Hollywood—Harry Arthur, Fox the-

atre chief in the east, has purchased
a half interest in the Mission theatre
at Fullerton and in the Fox West
Coast house at Anaheim. The houses
are being remodeled and will be re-

opened soon. Operation of the the-
atres will be under the direct super-
vision of Milton Arthur, Harry's bro-
ther, who also will book the houses,
taking this job away from Fox West
Coast. Harry Arthur recently leased
the Strand, Long Beach, from Fox
West Coast and put Milton in direct
charge.

Myers Praises

Kent but Warns
Battle Still On

Battle Creek—In Sidney R. Kent, the in-

dependents have a man to whom they can

bring their complaints in the certainty of

receiving a hearing and fair consideration,

Abram F. Myers told the Michigan meeting
here. He cited Kent's

attitude and actions

during the 5-5-5 confer-

ence and on other oc-

casions.

"But," the Allied

leader said, "with the

renewal of rezoning at-

tempts throughout the

country, judicial power
in industry affairs has
once again reverted to

its old entities. You
are obliged to fight for

everything that is and
should be yours."

Myers recounted inci-

dents that occurred at zoning sessions
throughout the country to support his state-
ment, and emphasized particularly the tac-
tics employed to gain the approval of a
new zoning plan for Chicago and Illinois

two weeks ago. Representatives in attend-
ance at that meeting, he said, were asked
to "initial" copies of the protection plan
with the understanding that it was not to be
a commitment of approval. When these
were obtained, Myers related, it was an-
nounced by representatives of the Hays or-
ganization that the plan had been adopted.
He lauded independent representatives at
that session for withholding their signa-
tures, thus blocking adoption of the plan,
which he declared to be inimical to their
interests.

Sidney R. Kent

La Salle Decorated
Minneapolis—The LaSalle has just been

redecorated in a modernistic design by the
Shelton Decorating Co. of this city.
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The BIG TRAIL

Now Packing
'em in at

Chinese. l<» A ngei«

Opening at

ROXY, New York
October 24th

WHEN DANGER THREATENS—Pioneer sweethearts
display unwavering courage and perfect trust. John
Wayne and Marguerite Churchill, youthful leads in the
Fox movietone, "The Big Trail."

IN FULL REGALIA—Three chiefs in war paint and
feathers, leaders of tribes which introduce plenty of

thrills in the battle scenes of "The Big Trail."

BEASTS OF BURDEN "MEET MY SISTER"——Moving slowly with David Rollins introduces
their ox-drawn wagons, Marguerite Churchill to
the pioneers found them- John Wayne, the fear-
selves each night a little less, handsome scout of
nearer their goal. the wagon train.

2o,ooo ENACT scenes of COLOSSAL DRAMA
Adv.



NOTHING STOPS THEM—Flooded rivers and treach-
erous quicksands challenged the progress of the wagon
train, but intrepid pioneers pressed on with resolute
and unwavering spirit.

TWO GENERATIONS—Tully Marshall, grizzled plains-

man, and Marguerite Churchill, daughter of the south,

watch the approach of hostile Indians. A moment of

drama and suspense in "The Big Trail."

IN PLAIN LANGUAGE—John Wayne
tells Tyrone Power, as a border ruffian,

just what he thinks of him in an excit-
ing scene from 'The Big Trail."

*?'

bL J* *«*

INJUNS ON WARPATH—Behind the frail barricade of their own wagons,
the pioneers await the attack. All night long they heard the distant beat

of war drums. At dawn the Indians advance.

WHILE THE BATTLE RAGES —
Women reload the smoking muskets
and stand unflinching beside their men,
helping to repulse the attacks of fren-
zied hordes of Indians.

Adv.
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GAY INTERLUDE—Forgetting the toil and hardships of

the day's march, pioneers dance and make merry to the
accompaniment of scraping fiddles and clapping' hands.

PIONEER MODE — John
Wayne displays what the
well-dressed scout used to
wear.

STRAIGHT DOWN! — Over the
sheer edge of a precipice, wagons
and livestock are lowered.

ALONG THE ROUTE—A halt under the

blazing sun of the desert while wagon train

leaders and scouts confer.

THEY'RE OFF!—Start of the historic expedition from the banks of
the Missouri River, first milepost in the long journey.

MUDHOLE—Just one of the hazardous in-

cidents which tested the courage and deter-

mination of the pioneers.

Adv.



SCREEN RECAPTURES
THRILLS FROM PAST

TRUST IN PROVIDENCE— Surrounded by
unknown dangers, even the pioneer children re-

posed their faith in divine guidance.

YOUNG DEFENDER
—Guarding those he loves in

a moment of peril

ZERO HOUR—
With only moun-
tain evergreens
to break the
force of bitter

winds and canvas
shelter against
the cold.

END OF THE
TRAIL—Building
a long shelter in

the new home-
land beyond
mountain and
desert. TOUGH CUSTOMER—Sparks fly when John Wayne and Tyrone

Power speak their minds in "The Big Trail."

RESTING ON HIS LAURELS—El Brendel's mule faces

west but sits east. The comedian is on the mule, but

the laugh is on the comedian.

Adv.
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Police Guarding

Portland Houses

In Union Row
Portland—Due to labor troubles between

theatre owners and operators, and the in-

creased activity of thieves who have recently

specialized in theatre robberies, Chief of

Police Jenkins and staff ordered that all

suburban houses be placed under guard.

Answering the gesture of the police depart-

ment, one neighborhood house was almost

bombed, and another was successfully

robbed.

Miss Elma Running, cashier of the Gra-

nada, had left the structure only 10 min-

utes, when she heard a heavy explosion,

and rushed out of her home in time to see

a huge column of smoke arising from the

rear of the theatre.

Police investigation disclosed that a

charge of black powder had apparently been

placed by the perpetrator and the "touch-

ing off" proceedings required little time.

"I have no serious trouble with organ-

ized labor," declared Stephen Parker, owner
of the Granada. "Under the silent scale,

which was $1.37 per hour, when sound was
installed the union established a new scale

of $2.22 l
/2 per hour, and demanded two men

to be placed in the operator's booth. I

agreed to that pending arbitration which

began in April, 1929.

"Proprietors of independent theatres of

Portland met with the operators and all

agreed to arbitrate the matter. In August,

1929, however, they refused to arbitrate

and pulled their men out of one of the

theatres which was considered the 'bone of

contention.' That action brought about a

controversy involving the other indepen-

dent theatres. As far as the Granada thea-

tre is concerned, I never have had any
arguments with the union and. although it

has had a picket in front of the establish-

ment, things have been very peaceful."

"Rubber Check" Warning
Is Sounded by Metzger

Columbus— Ohio exhibitors have been
warned against Gene Layman or Jean
Laymon, alleged bogus check passer, in a

message relayed by the state organization

from Charles Metzger, secretary of the

Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana. A
warrant for his arrest has been issued at

Brazil, Ind., says Metzger. A number of

rubber checks were passed on Indiana ex-

hibitors, it is stated. Layman formerly had
a ballyhoo featuring a live lion for theatres

and more recently has sold films.

Harry Sherman Grooming
Raymond Griffith as Star
Raymond Griffith has been signed to a

term contract by Majestic Pictures, accord-
ing to Harry Sherman, company president.

Griffith will be groomed for stardom by the

company, Sherman indicated.

Brunei Returns
Henry P. Brunet, manager of exchange

operations, has returned from a two weeks'
tour of Columbia European offices.

Business Better
Dallas—Exhibitors throughout the

Middle West are in a favorable frame
of mind and even optimistic concern-

ing the picture
situation this win-
ter, states Jack
K. Adams, chief

of Allied Film ex-
change, who has
returned from a

survey trip of
local territory.

That the worst
of the depression
has been passed
with business on
the upgrade,
Adams stated, is

evidenced by the
Jack K. Ada™

few personnel cuts
at theatres and steady support of
independently owned houses in this

territory.

Adams closed with Robb & Rowley,
Lytle circuit and Publix Texas houses
for the Big 4 Westerns.

Chains Concede

$2.50 Wage Boost

Seattle—Although the downtown circuit

houses have settled with operators and stage-

hands, granting a $2.50 weekly increase, the

smaller theatres are continuing their fight

for only one man in the booth. Meanwhile,
negotiations still are pending with musicians

and houses large and small. The present

downtown scale for operators and stage-

hands ranges from $65 to $85 a week. The
agreement, effective in 1931, was signed by
Fox West Coast, Paramount Publix, RKO
and A. L. Erlanger Enterprises.

Indianapolis Showman
Is Kidnaped and Robbed
Indianapolis—Found tied and gagged in

the fan room on the second floor of the

Alamo, in the heart of the business district

here, Maurice Magers, manager, told police

two bandits kidnaped him and forced him
to open the safe from which they took $2,-

200. The money was week-end receipts of

a chain of four small theatres owned by
Manny Marcus, formerly of Fort Wayne.

Big 4 Starts Western
Hollywood—Using Harry Carey's ranch

on the Santa Clara River for exteriors, Big
4 Prod, this week commenced work on
"Red Fork Range," a talker Western star-

ring Wally Wales, with Ruth Mix. Shoot-
ing was delayed because many of the cast

were working on "Cimarron," on the RKO
lot.

Hays in Radio Speech
"Forging an Industry Out of Shadows

and Sound" is the title of a radio address
to be made Oct. 24 over the Columbia net-

work by Will H. Hays.

"War Nurse" Opening
"War Nurse" is to replace "The Big

House" Oct. 23 at the Astor, New York.
"The Big House" has been running nearly
four months.

Zoning Plan Out
In Ohio on Raps
From Affiliates

Cleveland—Rewriting of zoning schedules
lor this territory is under way following re-

jection by home offices of the plan adopted
by the zoning committee. The rejection was
made because the representatives of the

Loew, RKO and Publix theatres were not
on the committee. Phil Gleichman, repre-
sentative of the Warner theatres in this dis-

trict, was the only affiliated theatre repre-
sentative who attended the zoning committee
meetings and Gleichman accepted the plan,

calling it fair.

Fred Desberg and W. J. Finney of

I-i lew's, J. E. Flrnkness of RKO, and Louis
Notarious of Publix were notified of com-
mittee meetings by registered mail, accord-
ing to the local Film Board. They did not
attend the meetings, it is stated, until the

situations in which they were interested

were already zoned. They then registered

objections in each instance.

Affiliated Objections

Representatives of affiliated theatres, on
the other hand, state that they had been
informed that they would be notified when
situations affecting them would come up
for discussion, so that they could partici-

pate in the discussions and make known
their demands. They were not notified, they

claim, with the result that the zoning was
completed without any participation by them.
They were present at the final meeting of

tlic committee when the plan was accepted
by both distributor and exhibitor members.
They then went on record as objecting to

the clauses which covered situations in

which they are interested.

It was understood by both distributor and
exhibitor members of the zoning commit-
tee that the plan, when accepted by both

parties, was final. It was not to be sub-
mitted to New York for approval. In the

final analysis, however, New York assumed
the prerogative of passing on it. Exhibitors
had signed the plan with the complete un-
derstanding that it was final. It was sub-
mitted to New York only to be put into

formal and legal form.

Sono Art World-Wide Gets
New Kale Via Geo. Norton
George C. Norton, banker and attorney,

has been elected a vice-president and treas-

urer of Sono Art-World Wide and, it is

reported, is arranging new finances for the

company.

Mrs. Weisfeldt Recovering
Detroit—Mrs. Paulina Weisfeldt, mother

of M. J. and Eddie Weisfeldt, veteran film

men, is recovering after amputation of her

left leg. Eddie is managing the Michigan
and Fischer here, while M. J. Weisfeldt is

head of distribution for Talking Picture

Epics.

Buy Educational Lineup
Contracts were signed this week by War-

ners for Educational's 1930-31 releases.
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Motion Pictures

UndermineMorals,

Says Dry Chief

Mosco, Ida.—The 26th annual convention

of the Northern Idaho Women's Christian

Temperance Union was held here, and

among the speakers was Miss Maude M.
Aldrich, vice-president and field secretary

of the Federal Motion Picture Council in

America, and also national director of the

department of motion pictures of the W. C.

T. U., who spoke on "the evil of motion pic-

tures in the United States and abroad as run

with no legal regulation."

She said that 20,000,000 people in the

United States and 30,000,000 abroad attend

motion picture theatres daily, and that pic-

tures are undermining the influence of the

home, school and church by creating false

standards of social life.

"They are the greatest foe of prohibition,

because they give a wrong impression of

the influence of liquor," she added.

Paramount Pep Club
Holds Annual Meeting

The Paramount Pep Club held its an-

nual banquet and ball in the Hotel Astor

Thursday evening. A feature of the event

was the installation of the new officers, Fred
Metzler, president ; Lou S. Diamond, vice-

president
; Joseph L. Doughney, treasurer

;

and Rose Weinberg, secretary. A. M. Bots-

ford was toastmaster.

Waxman Vacations
A. P. Waxman, publicity and advertising

director for Warners, is off on a two-weeks'

vacation.

Virginia Morris, former p.a. on the War-
ner staff and now rounding out her first

month as advertising manager under Wax-
man's supervision, will handle considerable

of the department's routine in A. P.'s ab-

sence.

Robbed Fourth Time
Tulsa, Okla.—For the fourth time this

year the Ritz has been robbed, $20 being

taken during the latest visit of the crooks.

From now on the money will be removed
from the box-office every hour.

Smallest Wired Town
Kansas City—Homer Ellison, RCA ter-

ritorial sales manager, says he has found the

smallest theatre in the world with his com-
pany's equipment. It is Abe Shafer's Air-

dome in Edgerton, Mo., which boasts of a
population of 558.

Viola Dana Weds
Colorado Springs, Colo.—Viola Dana has

embarked on her third matrimonial venture,

this time with Jimmie Thompson, golf pro-

fessional.

Milestone to Hughes
Hollywood—Lewis .Milestone has signed

a long-term contract with Howard Hughes.
First picture reported to be "The Front
Page."

Finance Wiring
Rochester, N. Y.—Rather than per-

mit its only film house to close be-

cause of inability to provide talking

films, the Dundee, N. Y., Chamber of

Commerce, aided by individual busi-

ness men, last week, completed financ-

ing the installation of equipment for

Paddock & Brewer, operators of the
Beekman. The operators remodeled
the house as a side issue.

Billy Libman, Veteran
Lobby MTr Is Dead

Funeral services for Billy Libman of the

Libman-Spanjer Co., manufacturers of lob-

by displays, was held in Brooklyn Thurs-
day. Libman had been ill for some time, a

complication of diseases precipitated by an
attack of lead poisoning some years ago re-

sulting in a fatal cerebal hemorrhage this

week.
Libman would have been 60 years old to-

day. He is survived by a widow and a mar-
ried daughter.

Brandts Consider Stage
Production on Their Own
Billy and Harry Brandt, erstwhile ex-

hibitors but now operators of four legitimate

theatres in New York City neighborhoods,
are contemplating stage production. The
brothers have just taken over "The Subway
Express" and have been bitten by the pro-
ducing bug.

Max Schmeling to Star
In American Picture

Max Schmeling, world's heavyweight
champion, is to come to New York in De-
cember, en route to Hollywood, where he
is to appear in a picture. He was starred
several months ago in a picture made in

Germany.

Coleman Heads Publicity
At Oklahoma City Houses
Oklahoma City—Elmer Coleman of Birm-

ingham has been appointed publicity direc-

tor for the Criterion, Capitol, Circle, Ritz
and Victoria here.

C. E. Cage Dead
Dallas—All employes of Universal here

and a number from other exchanges at-

tended funeral of C. E. Cage, for 11 years
manager of ad sales at the Universal branch,
who died from a throat affliction.

Dobie Made Publisher
Duncan A. Dobie, Jr., has been elected

publisher of Motion Picture Magazine and
Motion Picture Classic. He is vice-president
of Motion Picture Publications, with which
linn he has been associated for 16 vears.

Baker at St. Louis
St. Louis—Will Baker, formerly short

subject manager of Columbia's Chicago
office, has been appointed manager of the
company's exchange here, replacing A. R.
Dietz, resigned.

Warners Build

Program with

Musical Comedy
Racine, Wis.—Warners' Venetian has in-

augurated a new policy with the introduc-

tion of a musical comedy attraction in ad-

dition to the regular photoplay. The new
policy went into effect with the McCall-
Gifford musical comedy company offering

"Queen High" three times daily in addi-

tion to the picture "The Office Wife," with
Lewis Stone and Dorothy Mackaill.

In addition to the above features, the

Venetian also offered Steve Boisclair at the

organ and the Venetian orchestra of 10

pieces. If the new policy succeeds, it is

reported that Warners will offer similar

programs at other theatres in this territory.

The Eastwood, Madison, Wis., has been
offering a similar policy for the past num-
ber of weeks, featuring the Al Jackson
Players in addition to the regular photo-

play program. The Eastwood is an inde-

pendent house, however, managed by J. H.
Rupp.

Schanbergers Launch
Night Shows, Golfies

Baltimore— Schanberger Interests have
gone into the night club and miniature golf
business as well as conducting two first run
moving picture and one legitimate stage

house.

J. Lawrence Schanberger, manager of
Keith's, has just had the basement pool and
billiard room remodeled to be used as an
18 hole midget golf course.

Up at the Maryland Theatre Building,
the Club Ritz has just opened, sponsored
by the Schanbergers, with Moe Baker and
his Club Ritz Orchestra. At all times the
cover charge is $1.

Mid-West Takes Over
Four Houses at Tulsa

Tulsa, Okla.—Mid-West Theatre Operat-
ing Co., headed by Phil Isley and W. P.
Moran of Oklahoma City, has taken over
operation of the Main Street, Lyric, Palace
and Circle here. Mrs. Ella Schaber is owner
of the houses.

Weitzel With Vitaphone
Cincinnati— Frank Weitzel will be in

charge of the new Vitaphone exchange
which will be opened here to take care Df

southern Ohio business. Weitzel now is in

the Cleveland office acquainting himself
with disc distribution procedure.

Buy Huntington House
Huntington, Ind.—Watson Richwine and

Robin Wall of this city have bought the
Colonial here. Richwine formerly was with
picture houses in this city.

Ban Prison Yarn
Cleveland—Of four convict pictures sub-

mitted to the Ohio Board of Censors, "The
Big House," "Numbered Men" and "The
Spoilers" were passed, but "Criminal Code"
was rejected.
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Boston's Houses

Break Records

As Legion Meets

Boston—This city is digging out from the

American Legion national convention,

which is reported to have spent something

like three millions in Boston during the

week and which left a sizeable share of its

spendings in the theatre box-office. Boston

had the biggest week in its history. There
have been weeks when individual theatres

have exceeded the week's totals which have

just been piled up, but there has been no
week when every theatre shared in the coin

to such an extent.

The RKO Keith-Albee and Keith Mem-
orial celebrated their birthdays with mid-

night shows on Sunday and the Metropoli-

tan also staged a midnight show for the

benefit of the visitors. All were packed to

the doors and hundreds had to be turned

away. Tuesday, the day of the big parade,

there were a few spare seats during the

early, part of the matinees, but during the

late afternoon the theatres were swamped
with those who tired of watching the march-
ers and sought a few minutes to sit down
within the theatres until lines were broken

so they could get home. Every other mati-

nee and night everv plavhouse was filled

at every performance.
"Hell's Angels," in its sixth week, soared

to 200 per cent and only lack of seats pre-

vented it going higher. Metropolitan, with

"The Sea God" and Buddy Rogers in per-

son, hit 160%. "Half Shot at Sunrise" at

the Keith Memorial hit 150%, as did "What
A Widow" at Loew's State. "Monte Carlo,"

playing day and date at the Olympia and
Uptown, did 145% and 160% respectively.

Estimated takings

:

"THE SEA GOD" (Paramount)
METROPOLITAN—(4,250), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Charles "Buddy" Rogers in person, Pub-
lix revue, comedv, news, midnight show Sunday
night. Gross: $49,000. Rating: 160%.

"SHE'S MY WEAKNESS" (RKO)
KEITH-ALBEE— (2.500), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Vaudeville. RKO comedy, news, RKOlians.
Also midnight show Sunday night. Gross: $24,000.

Rating: 1.13%.

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (RKO)
KEITH MEMORIAL—(2,800). 30c-65c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Comedy, Sportlight, news. Gross:
$34,500. Rating: 150%.

"WHAT A WIDOW" (U. A.)
LOEW'S STATE— (3.700), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Bov Friend comedy, cartoon, news.
Gross: $30,000. Rating: 150%.

"MADAM SATAN" (M-C-M)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM — (3,100), 25c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Vaudeville, comedy, news. Gross:
$28,000. Rating: 145%.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)
TREMONT—(1.800). 50c-$2. 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: None. Gross: $22,000. Rating: 200% (Sixth
week.)

"NUMBERED MEN" (F. N.)
SCOLLAY SQL'ARE— (1.800), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Seven vaudeville acts, comedy, news.
Gross: $20,000. Rating: 145%.

"MONTE CARLO" (Paramount)
OLYMPIA— (2.500). 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Comedy, cartoon, news. Gross: $21,000. Rat-
ing: 145%.

"MONTE CARLO" (Paramount)
UPTOWN—(2,000). 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Comedv. cartoon, news. Gross: $19,000. Rat-
ing: 160%.

Rebuild West Portal
San Francisco—A new and more beauti-

ful West Portal theatre, to replace the pres-

ent building partially destroyed recently by
fire, will be ready for patrons of that dis-

trict in the near future, according to Man-
ager Harrv Levin.

Indoor Golfettes

Madison, Wis.—Wisconsin theatres

continue to take their miniature golf

lightly for the most part. The formal
opening of the first indoor miniature
course in this city was mentioned in

newspaper advertising in connection
with which John Scharnberg, manager
of RKO's Orpheum, Capitol and Gar-
rick theatres here, co-operated to the
extent of offering a free ducat to one
of the houses to any one making the
ISth hole in "one." The theatre award
was incorporated in the course's
formal newspaper announcement.
At Sheboygan, a miniature golf

course, identical with the ones in the
Congress Hotel and Medina Club, Chi-
cago, will be installed in the basement
of the Fox theatre. The course will be
eighteen holes and is expected to be
completed within the next several
weeks.

Providence Gets

Thrill as "Half

Shot" Goals 'Em
Providence—Sensational business at the

RKO Albee with "Half Shot at Sunrise,"

which hit $14,500, was the big noise for

the week. Harry Storin, when he checked

up Sunday night, found that the day's gross

had topped even "All Quiet on the Western
Front." And they continued to come for

the entire week.
Loew's, with "What a Widow," was off

from previous weeks, hitting about $18,000.

"Liliom," Majestic, also failed to excite the

mob very much and it was lucky to get

away with $10,800. At the RKO Victory

the receipts were around $9,000, not too

tough. The Paramount was down with

"The Spoilers," although Gary Cooper is a

big favorite here.

Hectic political activities did their part

to mar the sleep of exhibitors. The fair

ones find it hard to find escorts these nights,

with all the boys interested in rallies and
caucuses.

Estimated takings

:

"WHAT A WIDOW" (U. A.)
PARAMOUNT—(3,800), 10c-50e, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Our Gang in "Let the Wind Blow." Dis-
ney cartoon, news. Gross: $18,000. Rating: 90%.

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (Radio)
RKO ALBEE—(2,300). 10c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Knute Rockne's "Flying Feet," "Irish
Stew," "Jewels of Asia," "Humanette." Gross: $14,-

500. Rating: 125%.
"THE PAYOFF" (Radio)

RKO VICTORY— (1,600), 10c-50c. 7 days. Other at-
tractions: "Toby, the Miner," "Mickey's Winners,"
"Iitngle Terrors," Sportlight. Gross: $9,000. Rating:
90%.

"LILIOM" (Fox)
MAJESTIC—(2.400), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Island Empire," travelogue, news. Gross:
$10,800. Rating: 90%.

"THE SPOILERS" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (2,300), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Meet the Boy Friend," news. Gross:
$12,300. Rating: 90%.

Opening Service Stations
Montreal—Northern Electric Co., Ltd.,

representing Western Electric in Canada,
has announced the opening of seven spare

parts depots in Canada, located at Halifax,

Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Regina, Cal-

garv and Vancouver.

Kid Player Helps

"Golden West" to

Lead Minneapolis

Minneapolis—Personal appearance of 12-

year-old Mitzi Green, screen and vaudeville

player helped to keep the Minnesota in the

front lines of the percentage column during

the week. Mitzi was not the drawing card

that Buddy Rogers turned out to be, but

she was appealing enough to give the busi-

ness of the house the needed fillip.

A final fling of summer weather with

some clouds and rain in the early part of the

week and almost stifling hear during the

last half cut into the box-office queues to a

certain extent so that percentages were
slightly lower than they have been up and

down the line.

"Buzz" Bainbridge's dramatic stock com-

pany drew some attention with the an-

nouncement that Bainbridge would head a
chain of stock theatres throughout the west

and Northwest and because of some shifts

in the company due to the new organization.

There is a possibility that the new system

may make more significant than heretofore

the opposition offered by the Shubert house

which has been the home of Bainbridge ef-

forts for many years.

A poor showing of the Minnesota football

team a week ago prevented the much touted

Leland-Stanford game from amounting to

much more than the usual annoyance to the

box-office and this was probably evened up

by the celebration spirit which pervaded the

town after a to tie had resulted from a

game expected to go Stanford bv eight or

ten touchdowns.
Estimated takings

:

"GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST" (Warners)

MINNESOTA— (4,025). 30c-40c-60c, 7 days, 7 shows
daily. Other attractions: Mitzi Green in person, Lou
Breeze and his serenaders. "Gingersnaps" with Dick

and Edith Barstow, overture, news. Gross: $22,000.

Rating: 75%.

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (RKO)
RKO ORPHEUM — (2,900), 35c-50c-75c, 7 days, 3

shows daily. Other attractions: Five acts vaude.
Gross: $14,500. Rating: 50%.

"THE SPOILERS" (Paramount)
CENTURY—(1,640), 25c-35c-60c. 7 days, 6 shows

dailv. Other attractions: news cartoon and comedy.
Gross: $8,500. Rating: 75%.

"LET'S GO NATIVE" (Paramount)
STATE—(2,300), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days. 6 shows daily.

Other attractions: Shorts and news. Gross: $6,000.

Rating: 60%.

"MAN TROUBLE" (F. N.)
LYRIC—(1,238), 15c-25c-40c, 7 days, 7 shows daily.

Other attractions: News. Gross: $2,000. Rating: 70%.
"THE NOTORIOUS AFFAIR" <F. N.)

ASTER—(812), 15c-25c-30c, 7 days. 7 shows daily.

Other attractions: News. Gross: $1,500. Rating: 70%.

Musselman Back in Fold
Dallas—C. J. Musselman, who formerly

controlled the town of Paris, Tex., as an

independent exhibitor, and who later re-

tired when he tied in with circuit operations,

is staging a comeback in building a new
theatre for that city. The building is now-

going up on propertv formerly held by

Publix.

"Miss Arkayo" Ukes
Cincinnati—Miss Edith Kavanaugh, uke

soloist, is now stationed in the lobby of the

Lyric to entertain the standees on Satur-

days, Sundays and holidays. She is known
as Miss Arkavo.
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Post Graduate?
Lincoln, Neb.—There's a miniature

golf course in this city that has never
caused an exhibitor any worry. It's at

the state insane hospital.

After watching the effect of the
game on inmates. Superintendent Grif-

fiths said: "It has been a wonderful
thing for them. It keeps their minds
off their troubles and gives them a
chance to get well."

"Half Shot" with

$15,000 Take Is

Des Moines Wow
Des Moines—Wheeler and Woolsey in

"Half Shot at Sunrise" not only held the

high mark for the week at the Des Moines
houses, but went far ahead of their previous

records on pictures shown here at the Or-
pheum. The picture was judged as better

than their others, not only from the "com-

ment of the management and fans, but the

box-office recorded the picture as a 200%
drawing card. "Three Faces East," with a

very good stage show at the Paramount for

the last four days, was rated at 120%. "Fol-

low Through," at the Des Moines on a

week's run, was scheduled at 160% ; very

good business. "Soup to Nuts," at the

Strand, came in for some competition with

the Orpheum comedy and scored 100% for

the last half of the week. "Bright Lights"

and "Scarlet Pages" each rated 100% busi-

ness with, however, the comedies taking the

edge on the romances this week.
Estimated takings

:

"BRIGHT LIGHTS" (Warners)
PARAMOUNT— (1.700), 25c-35c-60c, 3 days. Other

attractions: News, organ special, three acts of vaude.
Gross: $4,000. Rating: 100%.

"THREE FACES EAST" (Warners)
PARAMOUNT— (1.700). 25c-35c-60c, 4 days. Other

attractions: News, stage band. Gross: $5,000. Rat-
ing: 120%.

"FOLLOW THROUGH" (Paramount)
DES MOINES— (1.600). 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News. Columbia cartoon, "Monkey Melo-
dies"; Pathe Sportlight. Gross: $10,000. Rating: 160%.

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (RKO)
ORPHEUM—(2,000), 25c-50c. Other attractions:

News. Mickey Mouse cartoon ("Plane Crazy").
Gross: $15,000. Rating: 200%.

"SCARLET PAGES" (F. N.)
STRAND— (1,100). 20c-30c, 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, two Vitaphone acts. Gross: $900. Rat-
ing: 100%.

"SOUP TO NUTS" (Fox)
_
STRAND— (1.100), 20c-30c, 4 days. Other attrac-

tions: News. Columbia cartoon ("Prodigal Daugh-
ter" i. Paramount comedy ("Helping Hands"). Gross:
$1,300. Rating: 100%.

Business Picking Up in

St. Petersburg Theatres
St. Petersburg, Fla.—Several houses

which have been closed all summer are
dolling up for the winter season. B. H.
Trumbull, manager of the Palace, who has
been operating but four days a week the
past summer, is booking now for the full

seven days' run. The Patio is scheduled
for re-opening this month. Harry Grif-
fin, general manager of the four Sparks
houses, says business is on the up-and-up.
Three of his houses have operated all sum-
mer and the Flaza will be ready for open-
ing as soon as business warrants.

Cantor's $10,500

In 950 Seater Is

Seattle Bullseye

Seattle—With a rating of about 160%,
"Whoopee," at John Hamrick's Music Box,

was the big hit of the week, keeping the

small theatre packed to capacity at all per-

formances. Top gross for the week went

to the Fox Fifth Avenue, where "The Sea
Wolf" took $12,900, but this was a rating

of only 95%.
Business generally was off for the seven

days. The Paramount, which has had some
great weeks recently, took a bad beating

with "The Bad Man," which grossed onlv

about $10,000 (80%). "On Your Back" at

the Fox Coliseum was retitled "Conscience"

for some reason or other, and did only

$3,250. while "Holiday," in its second week
at the Fox, took $9,400 for a rating of about

95%. "Maybe It's Love." at Hamrick's
Blue Mouse' did about $7,000 (105%).

Estimated takings

:

"MAYBE IT'S LOVE" (Warners)
BLUE MOUSE— (950), 25c.50c-75c. 7 days. Other

attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, Grantland Rice
Sportlight, news. Gross: $7,000. Rating: 105%.

"ON YOUR BACK" (Fox)
COLISEUM— (1,650), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Mickev Mouse cartoon, news. Gross:
$3,250. Rating: 102%.

"HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
FOX—(2.450). 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c. 7 days, second

week. Other attractions: Pathe comedy, news. Gross:
$9,400. Rating: 95%.

"THE SEA WOLF" (Fox)
FOX FIFTH AVENUE—(2,750). 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c,

7 days. Other attractions: Silly Symphonv. news.
Fanchon & Marco stage revue. Gross: $12,900. Rat-
ing: 95%.

"WHOOPEE" (U. A.)
MUSIC BOX— (950). 25c-50c-75c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Vitaphone Varieties, "Believe It or Not";
news. Gross: $10,500. Rating: 160%.

"THE BAD MAN" (F. N.)
PARAMOUNT— (3.150). 25c-35c-S0c-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions: News. Publix stage revue with
Milt Franklyn and band. Gross: $10,000. Rating:

$16,000 Intake

Gives 'Whoopee'

Cleveland Lead

Cleveland
—"Whoopee" and "Top Speed"

walked off with leading first-run honors

here last week, both pictures showing good
averages. "Whoopee" played to building

business. Other first-run business was just

fair, while subsequent run houses com-
plained that only occasional spots showed
satisfactory results, although the weather

was clear, with only one rainy evening.

Estimated takings:
"WHOOPEE" (United Artists)

STILLMAN— (1,900), 40c-75c, 7 days, second week.
Other attractions: "The Band Master" (Columbia),
"The Island Empire" (Standard Film), news. Gross:
$16,000. Rating: 106%.

"MADAM SATAN" (M-G-M)
ALLEN— (3,300), .KIc-uOc, 7 days. Other attractions:

"Monkey Melodies" (Columbia), news. Gross: $15,500.

Rating: 86%.
"TOP SPEED" (First National)

STATE—(3,400). 30c-60c. 7 days. Other attractions:

"Rubes and Dudes" on the stage, news. Gross:
$20,000. Rating: 100%.

"NUMBERED MEN" (First National)
RKO PALACE—(3,600), 25c-75c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Pathe Audio Review, news, vaudeville.
Gross: $20,000. Rating: 80%.

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (RKO)
RK() HIPPODROME—(4,500), 25c-75c. 7 days. Other

attractions: Pathe Review, news. Gross: $16,500.

Rating: 82%.

Blame the Depression
A big film mogul was addressing the

guests at a charity benefit.

"Well, we've just received the first

check for $5,000," he announced cheer-
fully.

"Who sent it?" inquired a voice from
the rear.

"Anonymous," came the answer, in a
tone of finality.

'Good News' Turns
Into Bad News;

Rest Above Par

Omaha—With the exception of "Good
News" (M-G-M), at the State for three

days, all houses hit par or better this week.
The Metro musical comedy adaptation fell

tc 80%, while one of its featured players,

Stanley Smith, was making a personal ap-
pearance at the World. Gross was onlv
$1,800.

"Whoopee" brought laughs for thousands
and $10,625 for the Paramount, which is a
125% week. Orpheum had a normal seven
days with "A Lady Surrenders." Takings
were $16,000, with Scooter Lowry and
Charles Withers sharing the four-act bill-

ing.

Stanley Smith, who left a stock company
here two years ago to try his luck in Holly-
wood, was welcomed "home" in a big way.
With "Call of the Flesh" he brought the
World $13,750 (125%), definitely establish-

ing his picture house draw.

"One Romantic Night," last half at the

State, got $2,750, or 110%. Weather was
ideal—Indian summer at its height, and
that's really something in this country.

Estimated takings:

"WHOOPEE" <U. A.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,900), 25c-50c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Who's Who in the Movies," news, car-
toon. Gross: $10,625. Rating: 125%.

"CALL OF THE FLESH" (M-G-M)
WORLD—(2,500), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

Stanley Smith and five Publix acts, Billy Meyers'
band, news and shorts. Gross: $13,750. Rating: 125%,

"A LADY SURRENDERS" (Universal)
ORPHEUM—(3,000), 25c-60c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Scooter Lowry and Charles Wither plus two
more RKO acts, news and shorts. Gross: $16,000.
Rating: 100%.

"GOOD NEWS" (M-G-M)
STATE— (1.200I. 25c-40c. 3 days. Other attractions:

News and shorts. Gross: $1,800. Rating: 80%.
"ONE ROMANTIC NIGHT" (M-G-M)

STATE— (1.200). 25c-40c, 4 days. Other attractions:
News and shorts. Gross: $2,750. Rating: 110%.

Publix Prosperity Week
Clicks in Tampa Houses

Tampa, Fla.—Harry Weiss, general man-
ager of the five Publix theatre* here, with
the assistance of the managers of the dif-

ferent houses, put "Prosperity Week" over
with a wallop.

Mayor McKay issued a proclamation on
the week, all of the papers played it up
big and the merchants boosted it. All of
this was accomplished by the different man-
agers and the theatres sold the idea to
their patrons with trailers and special news-
paper advertising.
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'Whoopee' Makes
Whoopee; $12,000

3rd Week's Gate

Montreal—The fans had plenty to talk

about with "Whoopee" playing its third

week at the Princess for $12,000 and 100%
rating and held over for a fourth week.
There was also excitement over the return

of vaudeville at Loew's after the termina-

tion of the musicians' strike while the Brit-

ish talker, "Alf's Button," was good enough
to be held over for a second week at the

Roxy. Land-office business was registered

with "Monte Carlo" at the Palace and with
"Call of the Flesh" at the Capitol, this be-

ing the last week for straight pictures at

the Capitol, by the way. Still another talk-

ing point was the reduction of prices at

the Imperial, where a split week has been
in vogue for a month, with a resultant in-

crease in patronage. All in all, it was an
exciting time.

Estimated takings:

"WHOOPEE" (United Artists)
PRIXCESSS— 12,272), 25c-65c, 7 days, third week.

Other attractions: News, Mickey Mouse cartoon.
Gross: $12,000, Rating: 100%.

"CALL OF THE FLESH" (M-G-M)
CAPITOL— (2.670), 25c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, "I'll Take That One" (comedy), 'The
Story Book Parade." local news special. Gross:
$15,00». Rating: 105%.

"MONTE CARLO" (Paramount)
PALACE—(2.600), 25c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, cartoon comedy, comedy. Gross: $16,000.
Rating: 105%.

"LAST OF THE DUANES" (Fox)
LOEW;S—(2,982), 25c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: N'ews, five vaudeville acts, comedy. Gross:
$14,000. Rating: 95%.

"ANIMAL CRACKERS" (Paramount)
IMPERIAL— (1.650). 15C-40C, 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: Xews. comedy. Gross: $2,750. Rating: 90%.
"DUMBELLS IN ERMINE" (Warners)

STRAXD— (750), 15c.50c. 7 days. Other attractions:
Xews. added British feature, "The Song of Soho."
Gross: $4,100. Rating: 85%.

"ALF'S BUTTON" (British)
ROXY— (550), 25c-75c, 7 days, second week. Other

attractions: Pathe Audio Review, Hodge Podge;
Felix, the Cat, cartoon. Gross: $2,700. Rating: 85%

"SWEETHEARTS AND WIVES" (F. N.)
IMPERIAL— (1.650), 15c-40c, 4 days. Other attrac-

tions: Xews. cartoon comedy. Gross: $3,600. Rating:

Decision Made Soon
In Canada Picket Case

Hamilton, Out.—Chief Justice Rose of the
Supreme Court reserved judgment in the
appeal of F. A. Baldassari and other rep-
resentatives of the Hamilton operators'
union from the decision of Magistrate Bur-
bidge of the Hamilton police court in find-
ing them guilty of picketing the Lyric.
Hamilton, because of its alleged non-union
policy. Chief Justice Rose announced that
he would hand down a written judgment be-
cause of the importance of the case. H. A.
F. Boyde was the counsel for the appellants
and W. F. Schwenger represented Ross T.
Stew-art, owner of the Lyric.

Pollard to Direct "Southerner"
Hollywood—Harry Pollard will direct

M-G-M 's production of "The Southerner,"
starring Lawrence Tibbett. The supporting
cast includes Esther Ralston, H. B. Warner,
Hedda Hopper, Roland Young, Cliff ('"Uku-
lele Ike") Edwards, Emma Dunn and Louis
John Bartels. "The Southerner" is an origi-
nal by Bess Meredyth and Wells Root.

Big Money
Montreal—Prospectus of the Cana-

dian-American Talking Picture Stu-
dios, Ltd., promises the following mini-
mum output and profits "in the course
of a year": Six features, net profit

per picture of $50,000—$300,000; 24

short subjects, net profit of $5,000

per picture—$120,000, and one serial

picture—$75,000; total net profits—
$195,000.

The capitalization of the company
is $1,000,000. divided into 100.000 shares
having a par value of $10 each, which
are offered in units of not less than
five shares. Kay Jackson is the man-
aging director of the company. The
name of the president is given as Dr.
W. I. Whitehead and the vice-president
is John Barry, a financial agent of
Montreal. The company was formed,
it was announced, to produce pictures
to qualify under the British quota
plan.

Brides' Blushes

Get Ottawa Par;

Remainder Below

Ottawa—Main line theatres of Ottawa
gave a good account of themselves and
there was not one picture which stood out

above all others, the choice being fairly well

balanced. "Our Blushing Brides" made it

100% at the Regent with bank deposits to-

taling $5,700 at the end of the six days,

while "Love in the Rough" at B. F. Keith's

and "Scarlet Pages" at the Centre were
close to perfect marks. Outside of collegiate

football matches, the theatres had the situ-

ation practically to themselves.

Estimated takings

:

"OUR BLUSHING BRIDES" (M-G-M)
REGEXT— (1.225), 2Sc-75c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Xews: "Stein Song"; "Introduction of Mrs.
Gibbs" (comedy); orchestra. Gross: $5,700. Rating:
100%.

"LOVE IN THE ROUGH" (M-G-M)
B. F. KEITH'S—(2,5%). 15c-50c, 3 days. Other at-

tractions: News, "His Error" (comedy). Gross:
$3,500. Rating: 90%.

"COMMON CLAY" (Fox)
AYALON— (990). 25c-35c. 3 days. Other attractions:

News, "Peace and Harmony," Mickey Mouse car-
toon ("The Barn Dance"), Technicolor "Glorious
Vampires." Gross: $1,050. Rating: 90%.

"SCARLET PAGES" (First National)
CENTRE—(1,200), 15c-50c. 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Harry Tate in "Selling a Car." "The Beau
Rrunimels." "Sound Effects," "Hungarian Rhapsody."
Gross: $3,000. Rating: 90%.

"THE STORM" (Universal)
IMPERIAL (1.200). 15c-50c. 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Xews, Screen Snapshots. "Johnny's Week
End." Gross: $2,600. Rating: 85%.

"LAST OF THE LONE WOLF" (Columbia)
B. F. KEITH'S— (2.596). 15c-50c. 3 days. Other at-

tractions: X'ews. "I.ady. You Slay Me," "Her Fu-
ture," "Si, Si. Senor." Gross: $3,200. Rating: 85%.

"NUMBERED MEN" (First National)
AVALOX- (990). 15c 35c, 3 days Other attractions:

News. "Love Birds." Krazy Kat cartoon. Gross:
$1,150. Rating: 95%.

Better Business After
Dropping Vaude Bill

Toronto—With the dropping of vaudeville
at Loew's, Manager Jules Bernstein has
adopted Friday opening instead of Monday.
The show starts at 11 A. M., an hour earlier

in the day. Admission prices remain the
same, scaling up to 65 cents with the show
all on the screen—and larger business is be-
ing done.

Screen Policy in

Duel with Revue;

Film Gets $20,000

Toronto—Manager Jules Bernstern of

Loew's put across a big exploitation cam-
paign for the introduction of the all-screen

policy starting Oct. 4 and packed 'em in

from morn till night with "Our Blushing

Brides" as "Hit No. 1" in the schedule.

The result was that Loew's topped the town
with a gross of $20,000, or 125%. The Im-

perial, with its new stage show policy, ta-

pered to $16,000, equal to 90%, with "Old

English," despite the local popularity of

George Arliss. An extra stage show was
worked in at 5:15 daily to stimulate mat-
ters. There were two British films on the

list, with "Balaclava" playing the Royal

Alexandra as a road show at $1 top, the

result being a gross of $9,000, or $5,000 be-

low "Abraham Lincoln" a few weeks before

at $1.50 top.

Estimated takings

:

"OUR BLUSHING BRIDES" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S— (2.200). 25c-7Sc, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Xews, "Who Killed Rover" (Mickey Mouse
cartoon). Cross: $20,000. Rating: 125%.

"OLD ENGLISH" (Warners)
IMPERIAL—(3,600), 25c-75c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: News; Andy Clyde in "Vacation Days; stage
presentation, "Lanterns." Gross: $16,000. Rating:
90%.

"BALACLAVA" (Gamnont)
ROYAL ALEXANDRA—(1,800), 50c-$l, 6 days.

Other attractions: None. Gross: S9.0IX). Rating: 90%.

"THE SEA GOD" (Paramount)
SHEA'S HIPODROME— (2,600), 30c-7Sc, 6 days.

Other attractions: Xews, five vaudeville acts, com-
e'dy. Gross: $14,000. Rating: 85%.

"ANYBODY'S WOMAN" (Paramount)
fPTOW'X- (3,000). 15c-50c, 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: Xews. Our Gang in "Teacher's Pet"; cartoon,
"Swing, You Sinners"; Technicolor noveltv. Gross:
$5,900. Rating: 90%.

"ATLANTIC" (British)
TIVOLI—(1,600), 25c-75c, 6 days. Other attractions:

News, W. C. Fields in "The Golf Specialist," "Tivoli
Talking Reporter." Gross: $10,000. Rating: 80%.

"LET'S GO NATIVE" (Paramount)
UPTOWN— (3.000), 15c-50c, 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: Harry Holman in "Give Me Action"; Milton
C. Work in auction bridge reel; "Gym Jams," news.
Gross: $5,800. Rating: 90%.

Nathanson Boosts British

Imports in Dominion
Toronto—Regal Films, generally regarded

as an N. L. Nathanson unit, has been re-

leasing more British features in the

Dominion than the country has known in

some time. "Atlantic," "The Hate Ship"
and "Loose Ends," of British International

Pictures-, Ltd., are currently being booked.
Canadian interest is also being shown in

"Alf's Button," new version, which played

two weeks at the Montreal Roxy, "Splin-

ters," "Balaclava," "Song of Soho" and
others. Not so long ago, "High Treason"
was being looked upon as a novelty as it

was the first of the British talkers to reach

Canada.

Theatre Shoots Own
Des Moines — The Orpheum is now

equipped to take local pictures of interesting

events. Pictures of a warehouse fire, and
football games, and films co-operating with
"Traffic Week" have been made recently.

The pictures are screened at the evening
show following their taking in the afternoon,

reports Jess Day, manager.
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U's "Lady" Soars

To $20,700; Cops

Chicago Honors
Chicago—Third week of top profits for

three of the Loop's smallest straight picture

houses. The Woods, with "A Lady Surren-

ders," demonstrated the power of a "pink"

ticket in this town by picking up $20,700

(180%). "Melody of the Heart" (.UFA)
slid to $5,850 (178%) in its third and final

week at the Castle, but kept the little house

among the leaders, regardless. "Extrava-

gance" (Tiffany) replaced in mid-week.

"Abraham Lincoln" dropped a few hundred

iollars at the Punch & Judy in its third

/eek, but the house continues at near ca-

pacity for all three shows daily, the de-

crease being attributable to a reduction in

prices. Matinee and supper shows are now
at $1, and the top evening price is $2.

"Madam Satan" showed strength playing

to adults only at McVickers, taking $25,000

(125%) in five days. The Chicago had a

nice week with "Office Wife" (W. B.),

which turned in $52,800 (110%), several

dollars more than a lot of recent stage

names have earned the house. "Whoopee"
had a nice initial week at United Artists,

getting $25,300 (115%), but showed signs

of weakening toward the close, which means
that its second week will be its last. Ori-

ental took it on the chin for the fourth

consecutive week, getting only $30,200

(72%) out of "Let's Go Native." The new
week's business showed marked improve-

ment, however, with Hack Wilson, Ki Ki
Cuyler, Gabby Hartnett and Cliff Heath-
cote, Chicago National League baseball

stars, on the stage, and "Top Speed" (F.

N.), on the screen.

Estimated takings:
"MELODY OF THE HEART" (UFA)

CASTLE—(300). 60c, third and final week. Other
attractions: News. Dropped about two grand under
previous week's mark, but still a money figure here.
"Extravagance" (Tiffany) replaced. Gross: $5,850.

Rating: 178%.
"OFFICE WIFE" (W. B.)

CHICAGO—(3,940), 35c-8Sc, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: Stage show, orchestra, comedy, news, musical
short. Gross: $52,800. Rating: 110%.

"MADAM SATAN" (M-G-M)
McVICKERS—(2,284), 35c-85c, first 5 days. Other

attractions: News, comedy, novelty short. Swell
opening business; to adults onlv. Gross: $25,000.

Rating: (5-day basis): 125%. "Moby Dick" (W. B.):
Gross (final of two weeks): $25,200. Rating (7-dav
basis): 90%.

"HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
(Second time in Loop)

MONROE—(962), 25c-40c. 7 days. Other attractions:
Thirty minutes of newsreel, comedy. Gross; $4,800.
Rating: 80%.

"LET'S GO NATIVE" (Paramount)
ORIENTAL—(3,900), 35c-85c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show, comedy, news, novelty short.
Gross: $30,200. Rating: 72%.

"SANTA FE TRAIL" (Paramount)
PALACE— (2,509), 35c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Four acts RKO vaude.. headed by Olsen &
Johnson, orchestra, news, cartoon, musical short.
Gross: $21,600. Rating: 90%.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U. A.)
PUNCH & JUDY— (390), $l-$2. 3-a-day, third

week. Other attractions: Comedy, novelty short.
Top evening price reduced from $2.50. Continues at
near-capacity pace for all shows. Gross: $8,400. Rat-
ing: 104%.

"SEA WOLF" (Fox)
ROOSEVELT—(1,591), 35c-85c, first 4 days. Other

attractions: News, cartoon, musical short. Not show-
ing much strength after mid-week opening. Gross:
$12,000. Rating (4-day basis): 102%. "Monte Carlo"
(Paramount): Gross (second of two weeks): $18,450.
Rating (full week basis): 90%.

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Columbia)
STATE-LAKE—(2,776). 35c-75c, 7 days here, third

week in Loop. Other attractions: Four acts RKO
vaude.. comedy, news. Picture moved here after
two fast weeks at Woods. "Half Shot at Sunrise"
(RKO) replaced here to open new straight picture
policy for this house. Grind will average eight shows
daily. Gross: $21,200. Rating: 80%.

"WHOOPEE" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700). 35c-8Sc. first week.

From Ticker to Ball

Ottawa — Former bucket shops are

being rented by proprietors of minia-

ture golf courses for indoor runt links

because of recent cool breezes. Patrons
are now trying to keep their eye on
the ball instead of on the ticker. The
indoor minnies are hardly more popu-
lar than the bucketing establishments
during the financial dog days, how-
ever.

"Common Clay's"

$6,940 2nd Run
Hits De Luxers

'Whoopee,' Eddie

Get $21,400 Top
Dough at Casey

Kansas City—Eddie Cantor gave the Mid-

land one of its banner weeks of the year,

the house taking in $21,400 on "Whoopee,"
or a rating of 150%. Cantor in person on

the opening day helped to make it one of

the biggest Saturdays on record.

The Pantages grossed $11,000, or a 110%
rating, on "Eyes of the World." The other

first runs rated 100% averages on their re-

spective features. The Newman, with "Fol-

low Thru," took in $12,500. Al Jolson's

"Big Boy" got $4,500 at the Royal. "La-
dies Must Play," at the Uptown, brought

$6,000, while the Mainstreet rang up $15,000

with "Half Shot at Sunrise."

Estimated takings:

"WHOOPEE" (U. A.)
MIDLAND— (4,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Silly Svmphony, "Midnight in a Toy Shop";
news. Gross: $21,400. Rating: 150%.

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (RKO)
MAINSTREET—(3,0671. 35c-60c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News and five acts of vaude. Gross:
$15,000. Rating: 100%.

"FOLLOW THRU" (Paramount)
NEWMAN— (2,000), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "The Fatal Card," Paramount screen song
("My Gal Sal"), news, Tom Terriss in "Ebony
Shrine." Gross: $12,500. Rating: 100%.

"EYES OF THE WORLD" (U. A.)
PANTAGES—(2,190). 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, Fancho & Marco "Victor Herbert" idea.
Gross: $11,000. Rating: 110%.

"LADIES MUST PLAY" (Columbia)
UPTOWN— (2.200), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News. Gross: $6,000. Rating: 100%.
"BIG BOY" (W. B.)

ROYAL—(900), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:
I.loyd Hamilton in "Won by a Neck"; news. Gross:
$4,500. Rating 100%.

Barusch Heads Drive
Against Daylight Saving

San Francisco—California's All Right
League Against the Daylight Saving Men-
ace has established a publicity department
in the campaign against Daylight Saving
to be voted on Nov. 4, and has placed Wal-
ter Barusch in charge. Every newspaper
in Northern California is being supplied
with articles and reprints of letters from
prominent people opposed to the proposed
law.

Other attractions: News novelty short. Nice first
week, but started to fall off at opening of second.
Gross: $25,300, Rating: 115%.

"A LADY SURRENDERS" (Universal)
WOODS— (1,166), 35c-75c, first week. Other attrac-

tions: News, cartoon, musical short. Picture play-
ing to tremendous business as a "pink." "East Is
West" (Universal) booked to follow this, and may
be the last picture to play the house under RKO
management. RKO is contemplating giving up the
house Oct. 1. Gross: $20,700. Rating: 180%.

Cincinnati
—"Common Clay," which

turned in the week's high as a first run at

the Capitol recently, repeated the record as

a second run at the Strand, only more so.

With a seating capacity considerably less

than its first-run sister house, and with new
admission scale reduced to 25 and 40 cents

as compared with 30 and 50 cents prevail-

ing for the initial showing, the Strand broke
its attendance, gross and percentage rec-

ords, the previous top at this house having
been made when the admissions were the

same as at the first runs.

The Albee, showing "Outside the Law,"
with Ruth Etting heading the flesh and
blood portion of the bill, did not maintain
its customary high, and the gross was down
considerably for the week. There was noth-

ing in particular to account for this reversal

of trend. Both the vaude and picture were
good and received flattering newspaper no-

tices from local reviews. It was simply one
of those inexplicable "off weeks" which
every house occasionally experiences.

"Half Shot at Sunrise" clicked heavily

at the Palace, where the receipts and ratings

shot upward, thus making up for the de-

ficiency which this house experienced last

week. For some unaccountable reason, Mil-
tun Sills, in "The Sea Wolf," did not attract

the crowds expected at the Capitol, and the

intake slumped to 20% below normal. The
Lyric, with "Liliom," likewise took it on
the chin, the fans apparently not being so

hot for this type of entertainment. The
week was off 13%. Second week of "Hell's

Angels," roadshowing at the Shubert, went
under its takings for the original seven days.

The picture is in its third and final week.
The Family went away over the top with

"Soup to Nuts" for the first half, and again
with "Shadow Ranch" for the remaining
seven days. Unusually hot weather was
anything but a box-office stimulant.

Estimated takings:

"OUTSIDE THE LAW" (Universal)

RKO ALBEE— (3,300), 30c-5Oc-65c-75c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Vaude, Pathe Audio Review, news,
"Hammer and Tongs" (Universal), "Jungle Terrors"
(Vitaphone Varieties). Gross: $22,700. Rating: 103%.

"LILIOM" (Fox)

RKO LYRIC— (1,400), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other at-
tractions: News, "Barefoot Days" (Vitaphone Va-
rieties). Gross: $10,365. Rating: 87%.

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (Radio)

RKO PALACE— (2,700). 30c.50c, 7 days. Other at-
tractions: News, "Kiddie Revue" (M-G-M), "Ven-
geance" (Vitaphone Varieties). Gross: $19,300. Rat-
ing: 138%.

"THE SEA WOLF" (Fox)

RKO CAPITOL—(2,000), 30c-50c, 7 days. Othe.
attractions: News. "Chain Gang"
toon). Gross: $10,415. Rating: 80%.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (United Artists)

SHUBERT—(2.1901. 50c-75c-$l-$1.50-$2, second week.
Other attractions: None. Gross: $12,400. Picture go-
ing into third and final week.

"COMMON CLAY" (Fox)

UKO STRAND— (1.350), 30c-50c, 7 days, second run.
Other attractions: News. "The Last Yard" (Knute
Rockne, Pathe). Cross: $6,940. Rating: 198%.

"SOUP TO NUTS" (Fox)

FAMILY— (1,140). 20c-25c-35c. 4 days. Other attrac-
tions: News, "Rolling Along" (Universal comedv).
Gross: $3,230. Rating: 166%.

"SHADOW RANCH" (Columbia)

FAMILY—(1.140). 20c-25c-35c, 3 days. Other attrac-
tions: News, "The Detective" (Universal comedy).
Gross: $1,740. Rating: 160%.

(Columbia car-
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The Very Word
Vancouver, B. C—The British Co-

lumbia censors banned "The Green
Goddess" because, they thought, it

was "anti-British." They cabled Eng-
land's censor at London for advice

—

and support. He cabled back "Ridicu-
lous."

Frisco Says "Oui"
"3 French Girls"

Take $45,000
San Francisco—Evidently M-G-M has a

winner in "Those Three French Girls," for

they rode roughshod over extremely warm
weather the first three days, which sent

many to the pee wee courses, to chalk up

$45,000 at the Fox for a rating of 120%.
"Madam Satan" ran up a gross of $20,000

and a rating of 110%. "Whoopee" at the

California made all laugh and showed a

gross of $15,000 and rated 105%. "The
Spoilers" at the St. Francis did $10,000

gross and rated 90%, while "Santa Fe
Trait" at the Paramount did a gross of

$13,000 and rated 100%. The Embassy did

a gross of $12,500 and rated 105% with

"Old English." The Davies had a third

week of "Three Faces East" with a gross

of $6,500 and an 85% rating.

Sky writing, used to boost the Eddie Can-
tor film, helped raise the intake at the Cali-

fornia.

Estimated takings

:

"THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS" (M-G-M)
FOX— (5,0001. 50c-65c-75c-$l. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Jan Rubini, gnest conductor; Fanchon &
Marco's stage frolic. "Rhythm-a-tic"; news. Gross:
$45,000. Rating: 120%.

"MADAM SATAN" (M-G-M)
LOEWS WARFIELD— (2.700), 50c-65c-90c. 7 days.

Other attractions: "The Ebony Shrine" (Pathe short),
news. Gross: S20,000. Rating: 110%.

"WHOOPEE" (U. A.)
CALIFORNIA—(2,200), 3Sc-50c-65c.90c, 7 days.

Other attractions: None. Gross: S15.000. Rating:
105%.

"SANTA FE TRAIL" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (2,700), 35c-50c-65c-Sl, 7 days. Other

attractions: "A Helping Hand" (Paramount comedy),
news, Allen Kane presenting "Take It Easy" and the
Sweet Sixteens. Gross: $13,000. Rating: 100%.

"THE SPOILERS" (Paramount)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400). 35c-50c-90c, second week.

Other attractions: Revue, Paramount comedy. Gross:
$10,000. Rating: 90%.

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (Radio)
ORPHEUM—(2,2701. 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Tricks of Football." Gross: $8,000. Rat-
ing: 90%.

"FOR THE LOVE O' LIL"
GOLDEN GATE—(2.500). 30c-4Oc-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Eight vaudeville acts. Gross: $15,000.
Rating: 95%.

"OLD ENGLISH" (Warners)
EMBASSY— (1.4001, matinee $30c. evening 40c, 7

days. Other attractions: Technicolor musical tour.
"Holland." Giovanni Martinelli "Faust." news, com-
edy skit. Gross: $12,500. Rating: 105%.

"THREE FACES EAST" (Warners)
DAVIES—(1.150). 35c and 40c evening. 7 days, third

week. Other attractions: News. Vitaphone produc-
tions. Gross: $6,500. Rating: 85%.

Uses Diver Ballyhoo
Providence—A publicity stunt that is

drawing crowds to the Victory Theatre has
been devised by the RKO boys here in con-
nection with the showing Of "The Sea
God." Jack McPhee, a real-live deep-sea
diver, with all his accoutrement for flirting

with the mermaids, is stationed in the lobby
of the theatre.

'Whoopee,'
wAbe'

Get Top Dough
In Philadelphia

Philadelphia
—"Whoopee" and "Abraham

Lincoln" opened strongly at the Boyd and

Aldine, respectively, but grosses in general

took a decided slump last week. There is

no apparent reason, except that the public

simply wouldn't "go for" the variety of

entertainment offered.

"Maybe It's Love" at the Mastbaum took

the count for $35,000, at least $5,000 off the

usual average, while "The Last of the Du-
anes" rolled into the Fox for $25,000, under

the house's average. "Animal Crackers."

which claimed $22,500 for an opening week
at Keith's, dropped to $16,000 for a second

week—though the figure is still good and
would have warranted a third week had not

Paramount wished to move some more of its

product in Philadelphia. On account of the

scrap with Warners, Paramount has several

pictures to release in this territory in a

limited amount of time.

Reopening the Aldine, "Lincoln" got away
for $10,000 for three full days, and a small

fraction of the opening night, most of the

house being given away on an invitation

showing at the first performance last

Wednesday night. The figure is good and
bears promise of some substantial business

for the picture, the first road show here

since "All Quiet." The film has scheduled

an extra showing at Saturday matinees each

week at 5 o'clock.

Estimated takings

:

"MAYBE IT'S LOVE" (Warners)

MASTBAUM-(4,800), 35c~-50c.75c. 6 days. Other
attractions: "Dogway Melody" (M-G-M comedy),
Aesop's Fables. Otto Kruger in Vitaphone sketch,
news. Cross: S35,0OO. Rating: 80%.

"LAST OF THE DUANES" (Fox)

FOX— (3.000), 40c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other attractions:

"Old Black Joe" (musical novelty), Tiffany Chimp
comedy: "Curiosities," news. Gross: $25,000. Rat-
ing: 90%.

"ANIMAL CRACKERS" (Paramount)

KEITH'S— (1,800). 35c-50c-75c, 6 days, second week.
Other attractions: "Kiddy Kabaret" (cartoon short),
news. Gross: $16,000. Rating: 10S%.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" United Artists)

ALDINE—(1,500.1. 50c$1.50, 3 days. Other attrac-
tions: News, United Artist musical short, cartoon
comedy. Gross: $10,000. Rating: 125%.

"WHOOPEE" (United Artists)

BOYD—(2.400). 35c-50c-75c. 6_ days. Other attrac-
tions: Ripley's "Believe It or Not," Fitzpatrick horo-
scope, news. Gross: $28,000. Rating: 100%.

"DOUGH BOYS" (M-G-M)
EARLE—(2.000). 25c-65c. 6 days. Other attractions:

News, "Si Si Senor" (Educational short). Sportlight,
"The Wanderers." Gross: $18,000. Rating: 100%.

"A LADY SURRENDERS" (Universal)
STANLEY—(3,700). 35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: News. Vitaphone Varieties. Second week.
Gross: $16.0)0. Rating: 85%.

"ONCE A GENTLEMAN" (Sono Art)
KARLTON—(1,000). 40c-50c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, "Dollar Dizzy" (Charlie Chase comedy).
Gross: $5,500. Rating: 110%.

"THE SANTA FE TRAIL" (Paramount)
ARCADIA—(600), 50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

News, cartoon comedy. Gross: $4,500. Rating: 90%.

Gleichman Assumes New
Post, Warner Div. Chief
Cleveland—Phil Gleichman was appointed

manager of the Warner theatres in this

territory by Syros Skouras, general man-
ager of theatres, when he was in the city

last week. The theatre department of War-
ners now occupies the fifth floor of the new
Warner building.

Too Great a Risk
A film critic says he should be sorry

to prophesy confidently about the fu-
ture of the "talkies." Perhaps he
doesn't yet know the American lan-
guage well enough to be sure of cor-
rectly interpreting the voices of the
stars.

—

London Passing Show.

"3 French Girls"

Grosses $14,500,

Portland Leader
Portland—Inaugurating a midnight "Joy

Frolic" and using wide advertising of a
Mickey Mouse Saturday matinee for the

youngsters with plenty of "Gobs of Joy"
candy bars as a preliminary to tie-ups with

Candy Week, helped to swell the gross also

on "Those Three French Girls" at Fox
Broadway to $14,500, rating 140%. Ideal

fall weather and usual "Gobs of Joy" stage

show originated by Fanchon & Marco and
starring "Pat" West.

Estimated takings:

"THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS" (M-G-M*
FOX BROADWAY— 11,912), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Fanchon & Marco's "Gobs of Joy"
Idea, news, band and extra performance for young-
sters. Gross: $14,500. Rating: 140%.

"HER WEDDING NIGHT" (Paramount)
PORTLAND PARAMOUNT— (3,068), 25c-50c, 7

days. Other attractions: Novelty stage show, news.
Gross: $13,600. Rating: 130%.

"HER MAN" (Pathe)
RKO-ORPHEUM— (1.700), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Stage show. Gross: $13,00(1 Rating:
123%.

"WHOOPEE" (U. A.)
FOX UNITED ARTISTS— (1.945), 25c-60c. 7 days.

Other attractions: News, Universal comedy. Gross:
$12,500. Rating: 115%.

"BRIGHT LIGHTS" (F. N.)
RIALTO— (1,498), 25c-50c. Other attractions: News.

Gross: $10,200. Rating: 110%.
"OLD ENGLISH" (W. B.)

HAMRICK'S MUSIC BOX—<1,835), new price, 25c
40c, 7 days. Other attractions: Vitaphone acts, news.
Gross: $9,900. Rating: 100%.

Al. O'Keefe Takes Over
Stout's Coast Exchange

Al O'Keefe, veteran manager of the Salt
Lake City branch, has been transferred to

the Los Angeles exchange, succeeding Jack
Stout, states E. J. O'Leary, general sales

manager. R. W. Drew, former salesman
at the Denver office, has been advanced to

manager at Salt Lake.
O'Keefe won for the Salt Lake City of-

fice the "Good Housekeeping" Trophy
awarded by the Hays organization for the
exchange keeping its house in the best order
for the first six months of 1929. Since 1925,

O'Keefe has been associated with PDC and
Pathe. Previous to this, he was with
Robertson-Cole. Metro and other companies.
Drew joined the Salt Lake City sales staff

in March.

More Competition
Providence—Exhibitors now are facing

not only competition of indoor golf courses,
stock and burlesque, but the Steamrollers,
professional football team, has taken to
playing night games. Wrestling soon will
start and prize fighting already has opened
at the auditorium.
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$24,500 Cantor

Balto. Gross; But

Jolson Nosedives

"'Whoopee" and

"Widow" Wow
New York Fans

Eddie on Coast

Run Piles 'Em
In On $26,000

Baltimore—Backed by a large slice of a

national advertising campaign in local

newspapers, "Whoopee" knocked 'em for a

row of box-offices at Loew's Stanley, the

gross being estimated at $24,500, a rating

of 140%. Not a dissenting voice was heard

about the production. All appeared to like it.

Loew's Valencia also went way up the

line with "Love in the Rough." the gross

being figured at $4,100, giving a rating of

117%. The audiences enjoyed this picture

hugely.

Another large gross was obtained at

Loew's Century with Norma Talmadge in

"Du Barry, Woman of Passion." The Tal-

madge name pulled strong, but the play is

considered somewhat weak, although Wil-

liam Farnum was praised for his good work.

The gross was estimated at $15,300 and the

rating 83%.
The German language picture, "Two

Hearts in Three-quarter Time," pulled

strong during its second week at the Little

with its 267 seats. Gross was $950, making
the rating 95%.

D. W. Griffith's "Abraham Lincoln" was
acclaimed by press and public and the gross

was about $5,600, with two shows a day
given and the top price at night being $1.50.

The rating was figured at 70%.
A dark horse was "Up the River" at the

New, which did pretty good and built as the

week went on, when the public found out

how good it is as a comedy. Gross was
$7,500 and the rating 75%.

Little Davey Lee is given credit for put-

ting the fine human touch in "The Squealer"

at the Rivoli and having much to do with

the wonderful showing with the gross esti-

mated at $8,000 and the rating being 100%.

Estimated takings

:

"DU BARRY. WOMAN OF PASSION" (U. A.)
LOEWS CENTURY—(3,070), 25c-60c, 6 days. Other

attractions: News, Sportlight, ' comedy Gross: $15,-

300. Rating: 83%.
"WHOOPEE" (United Artists)

LOEW'S STANLEY—(3.522), 25c.60c, 6 days. Other
attractions: News, "The Temple of Love" (Fitzpat-
rick Travel Film), "The Grand Uproad" (Paramount
Talkertoon). Gross: $24,500. Rating: 140%.

"LOVE IN THE ROUGH" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S VALENCIA— (1.487), 25c-35c, 6 days. Other

attractions: News. "Fiddlesticks" (Flip the Frog
cartoon), the Bov Friends in "Bigger and Better."
Gross: $4,100. Rating: 117%.

"THE BAD MAN" (First National)
(Shown at the Parkway uptown after one week at the

Stanley downtown)
LOEW'S PARKWAY— (987). 15c-35c, 6 days. Other

attractions: News, "Gems of M-G-M," "College
Hounds" (dog comedy). Gross: $3,400. Rating: 77%%.

"BIG BOY" (Warners)
WARNERS' METROPOLITAN—(1,300), 15c-50c, 6

days, starting Saturday. Other attractions: News,
"Everything Happens to Me," "The Servant Prob-
lem." "Five Minutes from the Station" (Vitaphone
Varieties). Gross: $3,000. Rating: 50%.

"HALT SHOT AT SUNRISE" (Radio)
KEITH'S— (2,500). 25c-S0c. 8 days, starting Friday,

Other attractions: News, "Toby, the Fiddler" (Toby,
the Pup. cartoon), "Drifting Along" (song reel).

Gross: $8,000. Rating: 75%.
"UP THE RIVER" (Fox)

NEW—(1,600), 25c-50c. 6 days. Other attractions:
News, "Detectives Wanted" (Clark & McCullough
comedy). Gross: $7,500. Rating: 75%.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U. A.)
AUDITORIUM- (1.600). 5Oc-$1.50, with two reserved-

seat shows a day for six days. Other attractions:
News. "My Gal Sal" (Paramount Song cartoon),
Mitt the Boy Friend" (Paramount comedy). Gross:

$5,600. Rating 70%.
"TWO HEARTS IN THREE-QUARTER TIME"

(Tobis-Superfilm G. M. B. H.)
(Second consecutive week for German language pro-

duction)
LITTLE— (267). 35-50c. 6 days. Other attractions:

"The Wizard's Apprentice" (novelty with music).

United Artists copped the big money on
Broadway with its "What a Widow" click-

ing to the tune of $54,700 at the Rialto, and
Eddie Cantor packing in $52,900 worth of

picture-goers at the Rivoli.

Most of the runs on New York's big stem
were off plenty, although "Angels," on a

dual run, and "Abraham Lincoln," playing

the Central, continued to hit the unusually

heavy paces set in previous weeks.

In the current week, business is stacking

up just below par, with rain all of Wed-
nesday sending pavement pounders hurrying

to picture palaces.

Estimated takings

:

"BIG HOUSE" (M-G-M)
ASTOR—(1,120), 50c-75c-$l-$l.SO-$2, 7 days, 16th

week. Other attractions: Comedy "College Hounds"
(dog comedy), news. Gross: $17,117. Holding fairly

even keel. Coming out Oct. 23.

"MADAM SATAN" (M-G-M)
CAPITOL— (4.700), 35c-50c-75c-$1.50, 7 days. Other

attractions: Cartoon, "Flip the Frog" "Village Bar-
ber," overture, Hearst Metrotone news, Capitol pres-
entation, "Romance of the Roses." Gross: $61,215.

De Mille film not so hot in this house.
"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U. A.)

CENTRAL—(1.490). $l-$2, 7 days, 7th week. Other
attractions: Comedy. "Dollar Dizzy": overture, "The
Zampa." Gross: $17,623. fair take.

"ATLANTIC" (B. I. P.)
COHAN—(1,5001, 35c-50c-75c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Comedy, "Gay Paree." Gross: $7,100, good.
"HELL'S ANGELS" <Caddo-U. A.)

(Playing simultaneously at the Criterion and Gaiety.)
CRITERION— (850). $l-$2-$2.50, 7 days. 8th week.

Other attractions: None. Gross: $18,475, swell for the
entire run.

EMBASSY—ALL NEWSREEL
EMBASSY— (598), 25c, 7 days. Straight newsreel.

Gross: $9,600. top.
"HELL'S ANGELS" (Caddo-U. A.)

(Plaving simultaneously at the Criterion and Gaietv.)
GAIETY—(808). $l-$1.50-$2-$2.50, 7 days, 8th week.

Other attractions: None. Gross: $15,290, great.
"HER MAN" (Pathe)

GLOBE—(1,050). 35c-SOc-75c. 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: Comedy, "The Little Covered Wagon"; short,
"The Ebony Shrine." Gross: $21,000. plentv attractive.

"OUTWARD BOUND" (Warners)
HOLLYWOOD— (1,600), 60c-7Sc-$l-$1.50, 3rd week.

Other attractions: Shorts, "Looney Tunes." "Helen
Broderick." "Martinelli." Gross: $19,475, so-so here.

"A LADY SURRENDERS" (Univ.)
PARAMOUNT—(3,700). 40c-50c-65c-85c-$l, 7 days.

Gross: $55,400, bad.
"WHAT A WIDOW" (U. A.)

RIALTO— (1.904), 65c-85c, 7 days. Other attractions:
"You're in the Army Now," "Grand LTproar." Gross:
$54,700. a wow.

"WHOOPEE" (U. A.)
RIVOLI—(2.103), 35c-65c-85c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Comedy. "Red. Green and Yellow"; cartoon,
"Swing, you Sinners." Gross: $52,900, great.

"LILIOM" (Fox)
ROXY— (6.200). 50c-75c-$l. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show. news. Gross: $89,739, only so-so.
"MOBY DICK" (Warners)

STRAND— (3,000). 35c-50c-65c-85c. 7 days. Other
attractions: Shorts, "Believe It or Not," "Temple
Bells." Gross: $32,856. fair.

"OLD ENGLISH" (F. N.)
WARNERS-11,490). $1-$1.50. 7 days. 7th week.

Other attractions: Shorts. "The Legacy." "Believe
It or Not." Gross: $14,716. floppy.

"OFFICE WIFE" (Warners)
WINTER GARDEN— (1.493), 35c-50c-65c-$l, 2nd

week, 7 days. Other attractions: Shorts. "Eddie Foy,"
"Mark Hellinger." "Walter Winchell." newsreel.
Gross: $33,933, pretty good.

"Along the Romantic Rhine" (scenic), overture on
film. Gross: $950. Rating: 95%.

"SHE'S MY WEAKNESS" (Radio)
PALACE (2,i*,i. jV-,,n,., „ ,|„ys. Other attrac-

tions: Revue, "Humanrtte," Mickey McGuire com-
edy. Gross: $6,550, Rating: 75^.

"THE SQUEALER" (Columbia)
RIVOLI—(1.982), 25c-50c. 6 days, starting Saturday.

Other attractions: "Divorced Sweethearts" (Mack
Sennett comedy). "The Bandmaster" (Krazy Kat
cartoon). "The Hidden Ball" (Knute Rockne novelty),
news. Gross: $8,000. Rating: 100%.

"THE STORM" (Universal)
HIPPODROME— (2.250). 20c-60c. 6 days, starting

Saturday. Other attractions: Stage shows, news,
first chapter of "The Indians Are Coming," "The
Chain Gang" (Mickey Mouse cartoon). Gross: $9,000.
Rating: 90%.

Los Angeles—Hitting 192% at the United

Artists, Eddie Cantor's "Whoopee" was the

talk of the town when the b. o. records re-

vealed $26,000. Crowds lined the theatre

lobby at early hours and continued to pour

shekles into the till until late at night.

Business at other houses was pretty good,

with majority of stands playing to near par.

Estimated takings

:

"JUST IMAGINE" (Fox)
FOX CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1,650). 75c$1.50, twice

daily. Other attractions: Abe Lyman and band, com-
edy. Movietone news. Gross: $22,500. Rating: 180%.

"MADAM SATAN" (M-G-M)
FOX CRITERION— (1.652), 35c-65c, 7 days, third

week. Other attractions: Comedy, Movietone news.
Gross: $8,400. Rating: 84%.
"THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE—(2,418), 35c-65c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Fanchon & Marco's Idea, comedy. Movie-
tone and Metrotone news. Gross: $15,000. Rating:
110%.

"HER WEDDING NIGHT" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT—(3,596), 35c-65c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Horace Heidt and his Californians, stage
show, comedy, news. Gross: $28,000. Rating: 112%.

"ROAD TO PARADISE" (Warners)
WARNERS' DOWNTOWN— (2,400), 35c-65c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, news. Gross:
$14,000. Rating: 93%.

"WHOOPEE" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,100), 35c-65c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Organ cOncert, comedy, news. Gross:
$26,000. Rating: 192%.

"THE PAY OFF" (RKO)
RKO—(2.700), 35c-65c, 7 days. Other attractions:

RKO vaudeville, news. Gross: $14,500. Rating: 90%.
"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (RKO)

ORPHEUM—(2,750), 35c-65c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: Comedy, news. Gross: $14,000. Rating: 87%.

"OLYMPIA" (M-G-M)
CALIFORNIA INTERNATIONAL—(2,000), 25c-S0c,

7 days. Other attractions: Spanish shorts, news.
Gross: $7,000. Rating: 100%.

"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)
GRAUMAN'S CHINESE—(2,030), 75c-$1.50, twice

daily, second week. Other attractions: Orchestra,
Movietone news. Gross: $23,000. Rating: 143%.

"LET'S GO NATIVE" (Paramount)
GRAUMAN'S EGYPTIAN— (1.800). 35c-65c. 7 days.

Other attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $7,500. Rat-
ing: 100%.

"SWEET KITTY BELLAIRS" (Warners)
WARNERS' HOLLYWOOD—(3,000), 35c-65c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, news. Gross:
$12,000. Rating: 85%.

"RAIN OR SHINE" (Columbia)
PANTAGES' HOLLYWOOD—(3,000), 40c-6Sc, 7

days. Other attractions: Fanchon & Marco "Foun-
tain of Youth" Idea. Movietone news, comedy. Gross:
$14,000. Rating: 98%.

New Theatre on

Warner Studio

Site, Is Report
Hollywood—Boulevard chatter has it that

the Warners are considering another first

run, this time on the site of the Warner
studio on Sunset Boulevard.
The plan is embryonic in the extreme and

is linked with the scheme to combine
Warner and First National production ac-
tivities at the latter's Burbank plant. First

both studios have suspended operations ex-
cept for the limited number of foreign

version talkers now under way, but when
the Burbank lot opens in January it is an-
ticipated forces will be merged and identi-

ties kept as is. The present Warner plan
will be turned over to manufacture of Vita-
phone Varieties and overflow, if any, on
feature output with the proposed theatre to

go up at what is now an undetermined date.
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Engineers Battle to Untangle Involved

Technical Mess of Wide Screens, Color

S. M. P. E. Convention Dele-

gates to Hear of Drive for

Better Sound

With preliminary stages of experimenta-

tion in sound definitely hurdled, engineers

of the industry are already knee-deep in a

battle with the technical obstacles which pre-

vent general adoption of color and wide
screens. This is strongly emphasized in

early reports of discussions and papers

planned for the fall convention of the So-
ciety of M. P. Engineers, which also reveal

existence of a movement in technical cir-

cles to concentrate on an immediate im-
provement of sound equipment as used in

studio, theatre and laboratory.

The engineers' convention, the 28th semi-

annual confab, will open Monday morning
at the Hotel Pennsylvania in New York,
continuing until Thursday, during which
43 subjects on practically every phase of

technical operation will be brought up for

discussion. These include 13 affecting sound
and sound equipment for theatre and studio

;

five for laboratory methods and procudure

;

four each involving theatre operation and
studio mechanics, other than sound ; three

on color and the same number on interna-

tional film problems; one involving tele-

vision; an open forum discussion on meth-
ods of securing a large screen to avoid

adoption of wide film ; and the non-theatri-

cal and numerous other fields.

Present Officers to Continue?
That engineers are giving serious thought

to the placing of sound and picture on sepa-

rate films is indicated by a sudden decision

to debate advantages and disadvantages of

this system to take place at the Tuesday
session.

Annual election of officers is not expected
to develop into a fight for leadership as first

reported, with all political camps now un-
derstood to be favoring continuance of the

present regime headed by President J. I.

Crabtree, of Eastman Kodak. Crabtree is

said to have been considering the new post

of association manager and editor of its

technical "Journal." The board of gov-
ernors will make a selection for this post,

following authorization of members, made
at the spring meeting.

The society will establish its own head-
quarters in .New York, following appoint-
ment of a manager.

Hollywood Undisturbed
Over Grandeur's Advent

Hollywood—"The Big Trail." showing
at Grauman's Chinese on Grandeur, is kick-
ing up no new tremors of excitement over
wide film.

The impression prevailed in some circles

that the picture publicly shown on 70 mm.
film might start anew discussions over wide
film. The general reaction is that the large
screen is interesting and worth watching but
not revolutionary.

Box-office-wise, "The Big Trail" is off

to an indifferent start.

Here 's theLowdown on Technical

Problems SlatedforSMPE Confab

Except for a committee report, wide film is ruled out at S. M. P. E.

conventions until industry organizes on standard width. However,
color, improved operation of sound equipment in theatres and studios

and other technical factors will come up for debate. Highlights of

papers to be read appear in abstract form below

:

PRINCIPLES AND PROCESSES OF PHO-
TOGRAPHY IN NATURAL COLORS

By GLENN E. MATTHEWS
Eastman Kodak Research Laboratories

Almost from the first years in which motion
pictures were used commercially, about 1895 to

1900, experimenters have been working on
methods of producing them in natural colors.

The only practical processes enjoying any ex-
tensive commercial use in the theatres, however,
are subtractive processes in which the culur i>

incorporated in the film. One additive process

has had extensive application for amateur mo-
tion pictures for over two years- Within the

past year a large number of color motion pic-

tures have been released with sound accom-
paniment so that the ultimate is being ap-
proached in motion picture photography, name-
ly pictures in color and sound. Xo prac-

tical methods of obtaining stereoscopy or relief

have as yet been found. The subtractive proc-

esses which have been used, howrever, are only
two-color methods and therefore a true spectral

record is not realized.

Although a simple process of color photog-
raphy yielding a print which faithfully repro-

duces the colors of nature is greatly needed,

most of the research at the present time is

being directed to the perfection of color motion
pictures. Another equally important field is

the use of color photography in photomechani-

Slated for Reelection?

J-. I. Crabtree, of Eastman Kodak,
Rochester, who is expected to be re-

elected to S. M. P. E. presidency at
New York convention.

cal printing processes as colored illustrations

have come into very extensive use during the
past fifteen years. The work of different in-

vestigators may naturally be divided into (1)
still photography including color photographs
to be viewed by transmitted light and by re-
flected light, and (2) motion picture color pho-
tography.
(The discussion of the different processes as

given in the lecture is prefaced by a description

of the principles involved in the photographic
reproduction of color.)

* * *

REQUIREMENTS FOR A PRACTICAL
SYSTEM OF THREE COLOR SUBSTRAC-

TIVE CINEMATOGRAPHY
By PALMER MILLER and P. D. BREWSTER

Brewster Color Film, Newark

Our paper first considers the necessary re-

quirements in the camera—the comparison of
advantages of using a single negative to record
the three color separations and the use of three
separate negatives—followed by a study of the
advantages of using separate films sensitized

for different colors, to aid in obtaining sharp
separations in comparison to the use of pan-
chromatic film and filters.

The question of the speed and the range of
focal lengths of the lenses required in the
cameras for practical use in the studios are
considered.

Different possibilities for the production of
the positive prints are then considered with
special attention to dye mordaunting processes.

Requirements as to definition of the image,
range of color and clarity of color are dis-

cussed.

Paper concludes with a number of slides,

showing curves of filters, curves of desired

color separations and transmissions of H & D
strips. The effect of superposing different

color strips is demonstrated.

* * *

AN ENTERTAINMENT CITY
By R. N. GOLDSMITH, Vice-Pres.

Radio Corp. of America

Through planned cooperation by Mr. John
D. Rockefeller, Jr., it will be possible to erect

a group of buildings in the center of New
York City to serve as an Entertainment City.

The various entertainment and educational en-

terprises housed in this city will be under the

supervision and direction of the Radio Corpora-
tion of America and a group of its subsidiary

companies primarily interested in entertainment

in the theatre and in the home.
Close coordination between motion picture

presentations on the stage, concerts, stage pres-

entations of legitimate dramas and musical

comedies, on the one hand, and record produc-

tion and radio telephone and television broad-
(Contimtcd on page 43)
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Improvements in Speakers and Studio

Equipment to Be Revealed at Confab
(Continued from page 41 )

casting on the other hand, will be carried for-

ward.
The radio and motion picture activities will

reach into the home and thus extend the in-

fluence of the Entertainment City to the entire

country or even the world. The development
of theatre construction and sound motion pic-

ture reproduction in the theatre which are
planned are expected to lead to further sub-

stantial progress in supplying this form of
entertainment to the public.

Numerous artistic and organization problems
are anticipated, arising in part from the fact

that the Entertainment City is probably the

first instance in human history when thousands

of artists and educators have been gathered
together in a single community in order to

place their offerings before national and inter-

national audiences both in the theatres and in

the home. The opportunity of attacking these

problems and perhaps contributing substantially

to their solution is enthusiastically welcomed
by thcjse who have planned this highly unusual

enterprise.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN RCA
PHOTOFHONE PORTABLE RECORDING

EQUIPMENT
By P. M. ROB1LLARD and E. B. LYFORD

R. C. A. Photophone

This paper describes in some detail the im-
provements which have been made in the RCA
Photophone Portable Recorder since the pub-
lication (Journal of the Society of Motion Pic-

ture Engineers, May, 1929, C. R. Hanna) of

the original paper describing this equipment.

The new optical system and galvanometer,
which requires much less power for its opera-

tion, is described and illustrated both diagram-
matically and by photograph. The new ampli-

fier, considerably smaller and lighter than the

previous one, is also described. Illustrations

and electrical characteristics are given. This
recorder is mounted upon a standard Mitchell

camera and records by the Photophone variable

area method. The complete equipment weighs
450 pounds, including carrying cases and all

accessories.

SOME NEW STUDIO RECORDING
EQUIPMENT

By W. P. DUTTON and S. READ
RCA Victor Co.

An illustrated description is given of some
new input equipment for sound recording. This
equipment provides for mixing the audio out-

puts of four or of eight microphones into the

recording amplifier, which has two output
channels.

Some of the interesting features of this

equipment are

:

(a) Constant impedance mixing, providing

:

constant load on each microphone amplifier

for all combinations of volume control settings,

thus giving unchanging fidelity ; and, a con-
stant output level from each microphone chan-
nel for all combinations of volume control set-

tings in the other channels.

(b) Filter for eliminating low rumbles,

caused by room vibrations, wind disturbances,

etc., can be switched "on" or "off" at the

mixer. This filter does not affect the fidelity

above 100 cycles.

(c) Recording amplifier, having two output
channels, supplying two loads with no interac-

tion between them. Each channel has a con-

venient switching arrangement for changing

To Honor Inventors?
Honorary memberships for the pio-

neer inventors, Leory and Lauste, will

be awarded by S. M. P. E. at its New
York convention, it is understood. In-

ternal squabbles among the board of

governors has postponed action on
these awards over a period of two
years.

the output transformer ratio, making possible

the operation of one, two, or three 500 ohm
loads in parallel.

(d) Each unit of the equipment is designed
to mount on a standard relay rack or in an
individual box equipped with handles for carry-

ing.

The paper contains schematic diagrams,
curves and views of equipment.

IMPROVEMENTS IN DYNAMIC
SPEAKERS

By I. BOBROVSKY SERGE, Consulting Engineer
Utah Radio Products Corp., Chicago

Acoustical problems are considered on the

basis of a point source of sound. The number
of sound sources leads to a number of techni-

cal problems. One unit is ultimate solution,

not yet reached. But necessity of fewer units

is imperative.

Problem was to develop a cone type dynamic
speaker which will have large power of ratio,

so that the ideal conditions may be approached.
Problems of developing cone dynamic speaker
for auditorium use are numerous and I think

most important one.

1. Increase of output results in increased size

of voice coil.

2. Maintaining as high flux density in the
air gap to obtain highest ratio between me-
chanical watts radiated to electrical watts in-

put. This accomplished by developing an alloy

with highest possible saturation point than ma-
terial used at present time commercially.

3. Proper design of magnetic circuit which
will develop maximum useful flux in the air

gap for the total given flux. That results in

selection of a set of dimensions to obtain mini-
mum leakage flux. Substantial reduction of
leakage are secured in design of new super
dynamic speaker.

4. Increase of pole face to give a large and
uniform density in the air gap. That will re-

sult in maintaining voice coil in uniform flux

densities at all amplitudes to prevent subse-
quent variation in impedence that are detre-

mental to conversion efficiencies.

5. Use of proper number of turns and resis-

tance for the field winding of the speaker unit.

Inasmuch fewer units are to be used, with the

super type of dynamic speaker, higher field

watts input are permissible.

6. Cone of dynamic speaker and its suspen-
sions is a very important factor. Continuous
experiments with cones and its suspensions

produced a cone which is able to withstand
high ratio of transfer of electrical energy to

mechanical energy.

7. Proper coupling of sound producing unit

with an auditorium is very important problem
and use of baffle horn seems to be superior to

the other type of coupling.

However, each auditorium presents special

problem as far as size and dimensions of
coupling medium are concerned.

Necessity of a super dynamic speaker which
will reduce numerous technical problems is

evident.
* * *

CONDENSER AND CARBON MICRO-
PHONES—THEIR CONSTRUCTION

AND USE
By W. C. JONES

Bell Telephone Laboratories

Of the numerous microphones which have
been developed since Bell's original work on
the telephone, only two are used extensively
in sound recording for motion pictures, namely
the condenser microphone and the carbon mi-
crophone.
The condenser microphone was first proposed

in 1881 but owing to its low sensitivity was
limited in its field of usefulness until the de-
velopment of suitable amplifiers. In 1917 E. C.
YVente published an account of the work which
he had done on a condenser microphone having
a stretched diaphragm and a back plate so
designed as to introduce an appreciable amount
of air damping. The major portion of the
condenser microphones used today in sound re-
cording embody the essential features of the
YVente microphone. Marked progress has how-
ever been made in the design and construction
of these instruments with the result that they
are not only more sensitive but also more
stable. The factors which contribute to this

improvement are described in detail in this

paper. Recently a number of articles have
appeared in the technical press calling attention

to certain discrepancies between the conditions
under which the thermophone calibration of
the condenser microphone is made and those
which exist in the studio. The nature of these
discrepancies and their bearing on the use of
the microphone are discussed.

Microphones in which the sound pressure on
the diaphragm produces changes in the elec-

trical resistance of a mass of carbon granules
interposed between two electrode surfaces have
been used commercially since the early days
of the telephone. In recent years the faithful-

ness of the reproduction obtained with the car-
bon microphone has been materially improved
by the introduction of an air damped stretched

diaphragm and a push-pull arrangement of

two carbon elements. This instrument is find-

ing extensive use in sound recording and repro-

duction fields where carbon noise is not an im-
portant factor. The outstanding design fea-

tures of the push-pull carbon microphone are

described in this paper and suggestions made
as to the precautions to be taken in its use if

the best qaulity, maximum life, etc.. are to be
obtained.

* * *

INDUSTRY ADOPTS THE MOTION-
PICTURE CAMERA

By ALLAN H. MOGENSEN, Assistant Editor
Factory and Industrial Management

"The greatest waste in the world is that

occasioned by useless and wasteful motions."

So said Frank B. Gilbreth almost twenty years

ago. Interest, long confined to very few, is

now rapidly increasing, and many industries are

looking to motion study to help eliminate as

much of this waste as possible.

Motion study is not a speeding-up process.

Instead, it seeks to find the one best way of

doing work, which is usually the easiest meth-
od. Extremely valuable in this work is the

motion-picture camera, and the simplicity and
low cost of 16 mm. film and equipment has

greatly accelerated its adoption by industry.

In the past, micro-motion study was a compli-

( Continued on next page)
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S. M. P. E. to Hear ofVon Madaler's New
Process of Recording and Reproducing

(Continued from page 43)

cated laboratory study, but now even the sim-
plest of amateur cameras may be used to ad-
vantage. A brief description of the method
followed in making an analysis of an operation
will aid in visualizing the technique.

The operation to be studied is photographed,
including in the field a fast-moving clock. This
clock, known as a micro-chrono-meter, records
simultaneously with the various motions on the

film, time to the 1/120,000 hour. Use of the
fast lenses now available with 16 mm. equip-
ment permits photographing an operation by
natural daylight or requires only a few simple
incandescent lamps.

After the film has been developed, it is an-
alyzed by projection on a small screen, one
frame at a time. Study of the film—a slow
and laborious process—enables the analyst to

drawup a "simo-chart"— (simultaneous motion
cycle chart). This is a long sheet of cross-

section paper, on which the motion of each
part of the hands, wrists, and arms is plotted

against time. The micro-motion analyst breaks
all motions down into seventeen fundamental
motions—called therbligs (Gilbreth spelled

backwards). These are represented on the

simo-chart by colors and symbols.

Study of this chart reveals violation of the

laws of motion, and a new and better method
of doing the job can be synthetically con-
structed. When taught to the operator, this

method—the one best way—makes possible

greatly increased production with the same or

less effort.

Lately an attempt has been made to simplify

the method of eliminating the micro-chron-
ometer. Running the camera at a constant
speed results in a definite time record being
impressed on the film. That is, if the camera
speed is 1,000 frames per minute, then each
picture will be one-thousandth of a minute
later than the preceding one—and a ruler be-

comes the time-measuring device.

Micro-motion studies have been in some in-

dustrial plants for many years, but with the

impetus given this technique lately, it is rapidly

being adopted by even the mass production in-

dustries. One large department store has been
making motion studies for some time. For
training new workers the film method is of
inestimable value. The effects of motion study
are going to be tremendously far-reaching;

and within the next years few industrial plants

will exist that do not use it in one form or
another.

THE MADALER PROCESS OF SOUND
RECORDING AND REPRODUCING

By H. VON MADALER
Hampton Bays, L. I.

After 10 years of experimenting the writer

has succeeded in producing an entirely new
talking film of a quality equal to the systems
now in use. and also having several advantages
over these systems.

First, the recording can be immediately re-

produced as soon as it is recorded and can be
plaved over 250 times without losing any of

its quality ; second, it is not necessary to reduce
the size of the picture frame as is the case of
the present sound photofilm systems ; third,

any colored film can be recorded successfully

and oil, dirt and scratches on the film do not

affect sound reproduction.

The record groove on this new talking film

is exactly like the Victor record. The depth

and width is about two thousandths of an inch

and this record is impressed with a diamond

point which is half round on the point. The
film is also reproduced with a similar point.

Recording has been successfully achieved on
a standard film 35 mm. with a speed of 90 feet

per minute and also on a 16 mm. film at a
speed of 24 pictures per second or 36 feet per
minute. A thorough test in recording was
made in the experimental laboratories of the

Eastman Kodak Company at Rochester and it

was found, with the help of an oscillator, that

there was no difficulty in recording frequencies

from 50 to 5,000 cycles on a 16 mm. film which
has a two and a half times slower speed than
the standard 35 mm. film. This film has now
sufficient quality to be put on the market.
For recording the sound waves there has

been constructed a very simple machine which
consists of a sprocket of about Wa, inch diam-
eter which is mounted on a shaft on one end
and a suitable flywheel on the other end. This
flywheel is driven from a synchronized motor
in the usual way. For reproducing a similar

device is used and an electrical pickup is em-
ployed for reproducing the sound.
There has been constructed a specially made

electrical recording unit which is more power-
ful than any other recording unit as much
more power is needed to engrave in a celluloid

film than in a wax record. The film is re-

corded in its ordinary cold state and no prep-
aration is necessary for recording on the film.

For recording on the standard film a 4 stage
double push-pull 250 tube amplifier is used and
for reproducing this same amplifier can be
used also.

For reproducing and recording a 16 mm.
film a 4 stage 245 push-pull amplifier is used
with very good results.

It is hoped that this new system will be used
universally in all theatres and homes on ac-
count of its simplicity, manufacture and opera-
tion ; and also because the cost to produce this

film will be much less than that of the present
systems now in use.

A 16 MM PORTABLE SOUND ON FILM
PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
By C. R. HANNA, P. L. IRWIN

and E. W. REYNOLDS
Westinghouse Electric, East Pittsburgh

A portable sound on film projection equip-
ment using 16 mm. film is described. The film

is standard with the exception that one row of
sprocket holes is omitted to provide space for
the sound track.

The projector is only slightly larger than
the average silent picture projector. Detailed
description of its mechanical, electrical, and
optical features is given.

The complete equipment is mounted in three
carrying cases, one for the projector, one for
the amplifier, and one for the loud speaker and
screen. The projector case serves also as a
sound proof housing when the equipment is in
operation. The rewind, splicer, cables, spare
tubes and lamps, and the films are located in

the case for the loud speaker and screen. Each
of the carrying cases weighs approximately 4n
pounds, making the total weight of the equip-
ment 120 pounds.

* * *

CINEMATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF
MECHANICAL ENERGY EXPENDITURE

IN THE SPRINTER
C. A. MORRISON and W. O. FENN

The average college sprinter in the 100-yard
dash utilizes oxygen at a rate which is equiva-
lent to the production of 13 H.P., according

to the results of physiologists who have been
studying the problem. With the aid of the

high speed motion picture camera, an analysis
has recently been made of the actual mechani-
cal work done by these runners, who were
picked at random from the gymnasium classes

of the university.

From this investigation it was found that
only about 3 H.P. are returned as mechanical
work which could be accounted for by the
movements of the various parts of the body.
This makes the human machine only 23%
efficient.

By measuring the displacements of the body
structures as they appeared wrhen projected on
a screen from over 2,000 separate film pictures,

it has been possible to compute the velocities

of the arms and legs during their swings. The
results showed that more than half of the me-
chanical work was required to swing them and
that 0.7 H.P. was expended to stop them at

the end of the swing, making a total of 2.4

H.P. utilized in the arms and -legs. The over-
coming of the resistance of the feet making
contact with ground required 0.4 H.P., while
wind pressure and gravity accounted for 0.2

H.P.
* * *

DUBBING AND ITS RELATION TO
SOUND PICTURE PRODUCTION

By GEORGE LEWIN
Paramount Publix

I Meaning of Dubbing
(a) Originally applied to straight re-re-

cording.

(b) Now usually applied also to synchro-
nizing and scoring in which sound
tracks are used.

(c) Also used to describe faking of dia-

logue for foreign versions of domes-
tic pictures.

II Reasons for Dubbing
(a) To transfer from film to disc or vice

versa for release purposes.

(b) To re-record for purpose of equalizing
level variations, or changes in quality.

(c) To add sound effects which can best

be recorded artificially.

(d) To add sound effects or music which
would hamper the original recording
or stage action, if made while original

recording was taking place, or which
would be spoiled when film is edited.

(e) For scoring and synchronizing, using
sound tracks instead of direct pick-up
on music, to avoid use of an expensive
orchestra for a long period.

(f) For adding sound effects from sound
tracks, where it would be difficult or
impossible to use direct pick-up of the

sounds—such as real street noises,

train noises, applause, etc.

III Kinds of Dubbing
(a) Straight dubbing

1. Film to disc

2. Disc to film

3. Film to film

4. Disc to disc

(b) Combined dubbing and synchronizing
1. From film, non-synch, outfits and

direct pick-up—to film or disc.

IV Technical Problems in Dubbing

(a) Reproduction of sound for dubbing
must be better than for reproduction
in theatres.

1. Defects of ordinary projecture.

2. The problem of "green" film.

(b) Special machines for high quality re-

production.

(Continued on next page)
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17 Methods for Elimination of Fire

Hazard in Laboratories Are Listed

1. Mixhtied him recorder for repro-
duction.

i c I Frequency characteristics of recording
and reproducing apparatus,

(d) Dubbing equalizers.

V Other Forms of Indirect Recording
i a i Subsequent photography,
(b) Dialogue faking in extreme long

shots, or where speakers are not
visible.

( c ) Trick effects.

CINEMATOGRAPHY WITH THE
LARYNGOSCOPE
By C. A. MORRISON

Eastman Teaching Films

A new technique for making motion pictures

of the vocal cords has been developed by the

use of a quartz rod as the means of projecting

a high intensity illumination within the larynx.

The source of light consists of the two fila-

menfs of an over-volted automobile bulb. A
laryngoscope, illuminating system and viewing
finder are attached to a 16 mm. motion picture

camera. This combination forms a self-con-

tained, one-man-controlled diagnostic unit,

which permits motion pictures of the cords to

be made at the standard rate of 16 frames per
second. The field photographed is viewed con-
stantly through the finder by the operator, who
controls the spring motor of the camera by the

usual release button. The pictures as projected
fill the entire screen area. This is a magnifica-
tion previously unattained under these condi-

tions.
* * *

SOME CAUSES FOR VARIATIONS IN
THE LIGHT AND STEADINESS OF HIGH

INTENSITY CARBONS
By D. B. JOY and A. C. DOWNES

Research Laboratories, National Carbon Co.,
Cleveland

The effect of the variation in the relative

positions of the positive and negative carbons
in a commercial high intensity lamp burning
13.6 millimeter carbons is investigated. The
futility of specifying an arc voltage without
fixing the position of the positive carbon with
respect to the negative carbon is illustrated.

It is also demonstrated that a relatively small
nn -vement in the position of the positive carbon
crater along its axis has a greater effect on
the steadiness and quantity of useful light from
the high intensity arc than is ordinarily sup-

posed. The positions of the carbons at which
maximum light and the maximum steadiness of

light are obtained are defined, and it is shown
that for the same current the position of maxi-
mum light is not necessarily the position of

maximum steadiness.

* * *

DOUBLE TONING OF MOTION
PICTURE FILM

J. I. CRABTREE and W. MARSH
Kodak Research Laboratories

Commencing with the black and white image
on motion picture film it is possible to color

this by purely chemical means so that the color

of the half tones is different from that of the

shadows, while the highlights remain clear.

One method of accomplishing this consists of

toning the image in the usual iron toning bath
omitting the potassium alum and dye toning

the image by immersing in a solution of a
basic dye in the usual manner. The half tones

assume the color of the dye while the color of

the shadows is a combination of blue and dye
employed.
An alternative method consists of toning the

image blue in the usual toning solution, fixing

in hypo, washing, and then re-toning followed
by immersion in a solution of a basic dye. In
this way the first toning bath converts the
silver image to a mixture of prussian blue and
silver ferrocyanide, the reaction going to com-
pletion in the half tones but incompletely in

the shadows so that some of the silver is un-
affected. The silver ferrocyanide is removed
in the hypo solution leaving an image consist-

ing of pure prussian blue in the half tones and
a mixture of this substance and silver in the

shadows. On re-immersion in the blue toning
bath, the silver in the shadows is again con-
verted to a mixture of prussian blue and silver

ferrocyanide which latter substance is a mor-
dant for basic dyes, so that on immersion in a
dye solution the dye is absorbed only to the

shadows. The result is an image with green
shadows and blue half tones.

SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR ELIMINATING
THE FIRE HAZARD FROM THE HAN-
DLING AND STORAGE OF FILM IN

LABORATORIES
By R. C. HUBBARD

Consolidated Film industries

Wherever Nitro-Cellulose Film is stored or
handled there is ever present the danger of
contact with a spark or flame starting a con-
flagration so rapid and intense that there seems
to be no known method of extinguishing it.

If fire is not isolated it will spread so rapidly

that operatives cannot escape the premises in

time. If large quantities of film are exposed
in small improperly vented rooms explosive
gases will accumulate and disastrous explosions
may occur.

When one considers that a fair sized labora-

tory may easily have in process and in its

storage vaults ten million feet of film and this

is equivalent to twenty-five tons of Nitro-
Cellulose, we shudder to think of the forces

involved and we believe that the fates have
been kind that no really serious loss of life

has occurred through laboratory fires. The
burning and decomposition of film may give
off several poisonous gases, such as Carbon-
monoxide, Nitrogen-dioxide, Nitrogen, Carbon-
dioxide, etc. Carbon-monoxide is fatal and is

almost instantaneous. Nitrous gases are also

fatal, but the victim may not feel the effects

for days or even weeks later.

It is worthy of note that the "Cleveland"
Hospital Fire in which one hundred and
twenty-five lives were lost, involved only four

and one-half tons of Celluloid films. We be-

lieve that the locating of laboratories in con-

gested sections of a city should be avoided. A
recent survey of laboratories around New York
showed a number in the heart of the business

district a number in residential sections and a
few in the outlying districts. Nearly all are

located in Multiple Story Buildings. Consid-
ering the almost instantaneous spread of film

fire, we believe this to be a very dangerous
condition.

There seems to be no known method of ex-
tinguishing a fire of rolled film. The ordinary

fire fighting equipment such as ; water pails,

sand pails, pyrene and guardene extinguishers,

are as useless as a "ham sandwich" at a feast.

Experience shows that the only salvation is to

isolate the fire and a good sprinkler system
with ample supply of water will accomplish

this in the best known manner. We should

also provide ample free vents for the gases.

The design and construction of the building

should be such that fire is confined to relatively

small spaces. Let us consider how best to

eliminate the above mentioned fire and life

hazard from laboratory operation.

1st—Building should be located with free
space on all sides and have no direct connec-
tion to other buildings.

2nd—Building should be one story so that
emergency exit may be immediate and direetly

to free space.

3rd—Departments should be separated by
fire walls, with automatic self closing fire

doors.

4th—Each department should have sufficient

emergency exits opening directly out to free

space to afford immediate egress of all opera-
tives.

5th—Each department should be provided
with temporary storage vaults sufficient to
handle all film in process.

6th—Each room and vault should be pro-
vided with automatic vents sufficient to provide
free passage of all gases.

7th—All mechanical operations such as pol-

ishing, waxing, processing and projection

should be isolated in separate rooms.

8th—Laboratory units should be kept to a
minimum size so that no more than one-half

ton of film shall be in one department at any
one time.

9th—Shipping and receiving department
should be isolated or in separate building with
proper temporary storage vaults.

10th—All electric panel boards should be
kept outside work rooms and in space where
no film is stored or handled.

11th—All electric fixtures and switches

should be of vapor proof type.

12th—All permanent storage vaults should be

isolated from all other buildings.

13th—All buildings should be equipped with

modern automatic sprinkler system with ade-

quate two source water supply.

14th—All vent openings and automatic doors
should be operated by rate of rise of tempera-
ture control.

15th—Lay out of plant shall be such that

economical and efficient operation may be

obtained.

16th—Proper metal cans shall be provided

so that all film not actually in process may be

enclosed.

17th—Film in workrooms shall be deposited

on small operating trucks (not on racks) so it

may be readily moved to temporary vaults

when not in use and at close of working period.

With these principles in mind we have

planned laboratory units which we term "Safety

First Laboratory."

Slide 1. Plan View S. F.L. two units | Qne Slj(le
2. Sectional Elevation S. F. L. }
3. Stage Type Skylight

4. Vault Vent Opening
5. Automatic Self Closing Door
6. Emergency Exit Door
7. Rate of Rise Control

8. Printing Room Booths
9. View of Building

10. View of Complete Plant

REDUCING SOLUTIONS FOR MOTION
PICTURE FILM

By J. 1. CRABTREE and L. E. MUEHLER
Kodak Research Laboratories

To date few satisfactory formulas for re-

ducing motion picture film which had satisfac-

tory keeping properties have been available.

To new satisfactory formulas have been evolved

one consisting of a mixture of ferric ammonium
sulfate and sulfuric acid and the second a

modification of the Belitzski formula which
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Use of Two Solutions in Lab Practice,

Will Diminish Tendency to 'Overwork'

{Continued from page 45)

contains a mixture of ferric chloride, potassium

citrate, sodium sulfite, citric acid, and hypo.

The Farmers Reducer when used as two
separate solutions is quite satisfactory and
with negative motion picture film produces an
almost proportional degree of reduction where-

as with positive film the effect is that of a
"cutting" reducer. The properties of the vari-

ous reducers are fully described.

For the intensification of motion picture film

a modified chromium intensifier is recommended.
The film is bleached in a mixture of potassium

bichromate and hydrochloric acid and is then

redeveloped in an ordinary developing solution.

Control of contrast is obtained by varying the

time redevelopment. This method of intensi-

fication produces permanent images.

PECULIAR ENGINEERING PROBLEMS
IN THE 16 MM. FIELD

By EDWIN C. FR1TTS
Eastman Kodak Co.

Previous to the introduction of amateur mo-
tion pictures, the appeal of the equipment which
the engineer was called upon to develop and
manufacture was not made for the public at

large but rather for the theatre management
who in turn used it to sell amusement to the

public. As a result, the man on the street

knew nothing of the function or appearance of

the motion picture equipment which furnished

his evening's entertainment.

The task of the engineer working on amateur
motion picture equipment is decidedly differ-

ent, in that the apparatus which passes from
his hands must necessarily make its appeal

directly to the popular fancy, since it is chosen
and purchased for personal use. The appeal

of the equipment may accordingly be divided

into three parts : results on the screen, cost,

and appearance. In the first place, the cus-

tomer has some basis of judgment as to what
he might expect, and will require in the main
equivalent results to those to which he has be-

come accustomed in the theatre. In appearance
he has no prejudged opinion, but compactness,
weight, and finish are of major significance,

especially in the camera, since it is carried

about on journeys or during recreation periods

and is as much a part of the personal appear-

ance as the golf bag, luggage, or milady's hand
bag. Furthermore, the question of cost places

this equipment in an entirely different category

from that of the professional theatre. As a
result, the engineer working in the field of

amateur motion pictures finds that it is only

in the main technical features that his work has

any common ground with that of the engineer

working in the professional field.

A DAMPED DIAPHRAGM REPRODUCER
By RUDOLPH MIEHL1NG

Universal Sound System, Pfiila.

This paper deals with a new type of speaker
recently perfected which differs from both ex-

ponential and cone type horns and yet retains

the best features of both. It is termed the

Damped Diaphragm Reproducer because of the

peculiar construction of this portion of the

instrument. It employs a large, metallic dia-

phragm rigidly attached to a heavy iron ring.

The dynamic driving system Is attached to the

center of the diaphragm and serves to actuate

the diaphragm. The diaphragm, which is made
of duralumin, .002 of an inch thick, is not
stretched on the ring so its natural period of

Revised Program

S.M.P.E. Meeting
Monday, Oct. 20th

8:30 to 10 A.M.—Convention Registration.
10:00 A.M.—Convention Called to Order (Roof
Garden, Pennsylvania Hotel).
Address of Welcome by Major Edward J.
Bowes, Capitol Theatre, New York.

Response by the President.
Report of the Convention Committee.
Reports of the Secretary and Treasurer.
Election of Officers.
Report of Progress Committee—G. E. Mat-
thews, Chairman.

"Meeting Sound Film Competition Abroad"
by. C. J. North and N. D. Golden, M. P.
Division, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, Washington.

"International Relations in the Sound Picture
Field" by F. S. Irby, Associate Editor,
Electronics, New York.

"Some Observations of the M. P. Industry in

Russia" by J. W. Coffman, President,
Audio-Cinema, New York.

1 :00 to 2:00 P.M.—Luncheon.
2:00 P.M,—Papers:
"The Progress of Sound Motion Picture Pre-
sentation" by Harold B. Franklin, Los
Angeles.

Report of Standards and Nomenclature Com-
mittee—A. C. Hardy, Chairman.

Open discussion
—"Methods of Securing a

Large Screen Picture."
_

Report of Journal Committee—L. A. Jones,
Chairman.

Report of Projection Committee—L. M. Town-
send, Chairman.

"Principles and Processes of Photography in
Natural Colors," by G. E. Matthews, Re-
search Laboratory, Eastman Kodak, Ro-
chester.

"Three Color Subtractive Cinematography,"
by Palmer Miller, Brewster Color Film,
Newark.

Demonstration Film of a Three Color Len-
ticular Screen Process, by L. M. LaPorte,
Paramount Publix, New York.

Committee Reports:
Color Committee—W. V. D. Kelley. Chair-
man.

Historical Committee—C. L. Gregory, Chair-
man.

Studio Lighting Committee—A. C. Downes,
Chairman.

Theatre Lighting Committee—C. E. Egeler,
Chairman.

Membership, Papers, and Publicity Commit-
tees—H. T. Cowling, J. W. Coffman, W.
Whitmore, Chairmen.

8:00 P.M.—Exhibition of recent films of in-

terest in the Roof Garden, Pennsylvania
Hotel.

Tuesday, Oct. 21st
8:30 to 9:30 A.M.—Registration.
9:30 A.M.—(Roof Garden, Pennsylvania Hotel.)
"An Entertainment City," by R. N. Gold-
smith, Vice-President, Radio Corp., New
York.

"Recent Developments in Newsreel Sound
Recording Equipment," by P. M. Robillard
and E. F. Lyford, RCA Photophone, New
York.

"Some New Studio Recording Equipment."
by W. P. Dutton and S. Read. RCA Victor
Co., Camden.

"Improvements in Dynamic Speakers," by
I. Bobrovsky Serge, Consulting Engineer,
Rochester.

"Carbon and Condenser Microphones—Their
Characteristics in Construction and Use,"
by W. C. Jones, Bell Telephone Labs., New
York.

Open discussion: "Advantages and Disad-
vantages of Placing Sound and Picture on
Separate Films."

12:30 to 1:30 P.M.—Luncheon.
1:30 P.M.—Papers (Roof Garden, Pennsyl-

vania Hotel):
"Motion Study with the Motion Picture
Camera," by Alan Mogenson, Associate
Editor, McGraw Hill Publishing Co., New
York.

"A New Sound Picture Theatre Reproduc-
ing System," by G. Puller, Bell Telephone
Labs., New York.

"A New Type Glow Lamp for Recording
Sound on Films," by Joseph B. Zetka,
New York.

"The Madaler Process of Sound Recording
and Reproducing," by H. Von Madaler,
Hampton Bays, L. I.

(Continued on next page)

vibration will be above audibility. The tension

on the diaphragm is such as to place its reson-
ance point within the audible range.

To prevent resonance at this particular fre-

quency the diaphragm is damped by attaching
strips of balsa wood so placed that its response
is constant throughout the audible range. By
the proper arrangement of damping strips, ad-
justment of air gap and diaphragm tension, it is

possible to tune the speaker so that it will have
a rising characteristic as the frequency in-

creases or a falling characteristic as may be

most desirable under the conditions met with
in its use.

Its wide range of frequency response and its

characteristics over that range enable this

speaker to meet easily all demands of the sound
projection field. Its high efficiency and per-

missible power input as well as its wide dis-

tribution characteristic make it desirable from
the standpoint of economy, both in lowered
amplifier output and reduced number of units

necessary for given sound level. To these must
be added the factor of naturalness or fidelity

of output. This can only be determined by
hearing tests but when a speaker produces
sound that is easy to listen to and unobtrusive,

these requirements have also been met. On all

points then, the damped diaphragm reproducer

promises better sound at less cost.

TWO-SOLUTION DEVELOPMENT OF
MOTION PICTURE FILM

By J. /. CRABTREE, H. PARKER
and H, D. RUSSELL

Kodak Research Laboratories

The idea of developing a photographic image
by successive immersions in two separate solu-

tions is by no means new. A large number of

workers have investigated the effect of starting

development in a weak developer and accord-

ing to the manner of appearance of the image,
development was continued in either a re-

strained, normal, or a very active developer.

In the case of negatives exposed under widely
varying conditions of lighting, such a method
appeared to have merit.

Other workers have claimed that in the case

of an under-exposed negative, of a contrasty

subject, if the negative is first immersed in a

developing solution which does not contain

alkali (A) and is then placed in a second solu-

tion containing only alkali and sulfite (B), the

quantity of developer absorbed by the film in

A is sufficient to insure adequate development
of the shadows in B whereas in the case of

the highlights, the developing power of the

developer is exhausted before full development
is attained. In this way, good shadow detail

is obtained while the highlights are not over-

developed.
These methods of development have been

applied to motion picture film but none of the

effects claimed have been observed, that is, the

two-solution formulas give essentially the same
type of image as a single solution. The two-
solution method of development, however, has
certain advantages as follows: (1) There is

less loss in emulsion speed on exhaustion

;

(2) it is possible to adjust the formula of the

first solution so that enough fresh developer is

carried over into the second developer to insure

replenishing of the latter so that a uniform
rate of development is maintained; and (3) it

is possible to compound the first solution with

a desensitizer so that the film can be carefully

inspected in the second developer with a rea-

sonably bright light.

It is considered that the use of two solutions

in practice would diminish the tendency to
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Non Theatrical Field is

Higher Illumination in

overwork the developing solution which causes
an effective film speed loss which is frequently
responsible for the dissipation of light energy
in the studio.

* * *

TREND OF LAMP DEVELOPMENT AND
OPERATION IN MOTION PICTURE PRO-
JECTORS EMPLOYING 16 MM. FILM

By V. J. ROPER and H. I. WOOD
General Electric Co., Cleveland

More exacting use of the motion picture
projectors employing lb mm. film has led to
demands lor higher illumination. While fun-
damentals of optical system design limit the
light source size and hence wattage, higher
illumination than that given by present pro-
jectors is possible with tungsten filament Mazda
lamps of relatively lower voltage, higher cur-
rent rating, and also with more efficient optical
systems. Highest illumination in present
equipments is produced by a 250-watt 20-volt
larrfp. The optimum lamp, a higher wattage,
low voltage type, necessitates a bulb of larger
size and hence some change in optical design.
Optical efficiency of present equipments has
been sacrificed to gain compactness and porta-
bility. Some systems use less than one per
cent of the light emitted by the source whereas
it is possible to use over two and five-tenths
per cent of the total. Therefore the combina-
tion of an optimum lamp and an optimum
optical system offers much higher screen illu-

mination.
Low voltage lamps practically necessitate

transformer operation. It is suggested that
transformer equipped projectors be provided
with a changeover switch to permit the use of
115-volt lamps on direct current. A voltmeter
should be provided across the secondary of the
transformer and a variable rheostat in series
with the primary to insure that the lamp re-
ceives its proper voltage.

* * *

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR TEST
PURPOSES

By A. H. WOLFERZ
Weston Electrical Instrument, Newark

This paper contains the outline of a proposed
electrical test set for servicing sound projec-
tion equipment and other similar apparatus.
The proposed set is portable and will be useful
in carrying out the following tests

:

Testing of the amplifier tubes.
Measurements of filament or heater voltages

or currents, plate voltage and current, grid
voltage, cathode voltage at the tube socket
while the amplifier is in operation.

Measurement of rectifier tube plate currents
and transformer secondary voltages.

Resistance measurements and continuity of
circuit tests.

Capacitance of condensers.
Input and output voltages of amplifiers.

* * *

A NEW AND SIMPLIFIED 16 MM.
PROJECTOR AND CAMERA

By C. E. PHILL1MORE
Peho, Inc., Chicago

This paper deals with a simplified 16 mm.
projector for home use which is well within the
range of the average pocketbook.
The first problem in designing this projector

was to obtain a source of light which would
be concentrated enough, sturdy enough and
give sufficient illumination without emanating
heat enough to injure the film.

After examination of all the lamps available
the low volt standard automobile headlight
lamp was found to give as ideal results as was
possible to obtain. An efficient transformer

Revised Program

S.M.P.E. Meeting
(Continued from preceding page)

Demonstration Film Recorded by the Use of

a Reflector in Combination with a Micro-
phone—H. W. Dreyer and M. C. Batsel.
RCA Photophone, Inc., New York.

"Film Noise of Non-Electric Origin." by
John O. Frayne, Electrical Research Prod-
ucts, Hollywood.

"Some Experiences in Adapting: Theatres for

Sound," by L. M. Townsend, Paramount
Publix, New York.

"A 16 mm. Portable Sound on Film Projec-
tion Equipment." by C. R. Hanna. P. L.
Irwin and E. w. Reynolds, Westinghouse,
East Pittsburgh.

6:30 to 7:30 P.M.—Dinner.
Entire evening set aside for visiting Broad-
way Theatres.

Wednesday, Oct. 22nd
9:30 A.M.—Papers (Roof Garden, Pennsylvania

Hotel):
"Cinematographic Analysis of Mechanical
Energy Expenditure in the Sprinter." by
C. A. Mornsson, Eastman Teaching Films,
Rochester, and W. O. Fenn, University of
Rochester, School of Medicine and Den -

tistry, Rochester.
"Additional Characteristics of High Intensity
Arcs," by D. B. Jov and A. C. Downes,
Research Laboratories, National Carbon,
Cleveland.

"Double Toning of Motion Picture Flm," by
J. I. Crabtree and W. Marsh, Research
Laboratory, Eastman Kodak, Rochester.

"Some Observations on Stereoscopic Projec-
tion," by J. B. Taylor, Research Labora-
tory, General Electric, Schenectady.

"Removing the Fire Hazard from the Hand-
ling and Storage of Film in Laboratories,"
by R. C. Hubbard, Consolidated Film In-
dustries, New York,

"Some Applications of the Comparison Micro-
scope in the Film Industry," by O. E.
Conklin. Redpath Laboratory, DuPont-
Pathe Film. Parlin, N. J.

"The Rocono Treatment for Film Rejuvena-
tion," by A. P. Rittenbein, New York.

"Reducing Solutions for Motion Picture
Film." by J. I. Crabtree and L. E. Muehler,
Research Laboratory, Eastman Kodak,
Rochester.

1.00 to 2 P.M.—Luncheon.
2:30 P.M.—Boat Trip Around Manhattan

Island. Boat leaves Battery Pier at 2:30
P.M.

7:30 P.M.—Semi-Annual Banquet in the Grill
Room of the Pennsylvania Hotel. Dancing
afterward.

Thursday, Oct. 23rd
9:30 A.M.—Papers {Bell Telephone Labora-

tories):
"A Modern Laboratory for the Study of

Sound Picture Problems," by T. E. Shea,
Bell Telephone Labs., New York.

"Peculiar Engineering Problems in the 16

mm. Field," by E. C. Fritts, Eastman Ko-
dak, Rochester.

Two-Way Television Demonstration by H. E.
Ives. Bell Telephone Labs., New York.

"A Damped Diaphragm Sound Reproducer."
by Rudolph Miehling, Universal Sound
System, Philadelphia.

"The World's Most Powerful Microscope." by
F. F. Lucas, Bell Telephone Labs.. New
York.

1:30 to 2:30 P.M.—Luncheon (courtesy of Bell
Telephone Labs., Inc.).

2:30 P.M.—Trip through Bell Telephone Labo-
ratories, including Sound Fitm Laboratory.

7:30 P.M.— Papers (Roof Garden. Pennsylvania
Hotel):

"Two-Solution Development of Motion Pic-
ture Film," by J. I. Crabtree, H. Parker
and H. D. Russell, Research Laboratory,
Eastman Kodak, Rochester.

"Aiding the Theatre Patron Who Is Hard of
Hearing," by F. H. Graham, Electrical
Research, New York.

"The Photoflash Lamp." by Ralph E. Farn-
ham. General Electric. Cleveland.

"Higher Illumination for Non -Professional
Projector Equipments with Low Voltage
Tungsten Filament Lamps," by V. J.
Roper, General Electric, Cleveland.

"Electrical Instruments for Test Purposes,"
by A. H. Wolferz, Weston Electrical In-
strument Corp., Newark.

"A New and Simplified 16 mm. Projector and
Camera," by C. E. Phillimore, Peko, Inc.,
Chicago.

Demanding

Projection
was developed to operate the lamp from the
regular 110-volt 50 or 60-cycle supply. Where
A (_' current is not available a standard 110-

volt 50-watt tubular lamp can be mounted in

the same base and gives excellent results.

A direct optical system was perfected, mak-
ing the entire optical system as compact as

possible. The final result obtained proved to

be remarkably efficient due to the low loss of
light in transmission.

For the intermittent movement a single cam
movement was developed which had the addi-

tional advantage of feeding both forward and
backward. Although this is not the fastest

action available, it proved to be fast enough
and had the advantage of reducing wear and
tear on the film.

The frame of the machine is constructed

from a white brass aluminum die cast alloy.

The motor is mounted on a bracket that is

easily detached so that by changing the lamp,

in addition the machine may be adaptable to

almost any current supply.

For operating from 200 to 250 volts 50 or

60-cycle current, a special transformer was
developed which fits into the base of the ma-
chine. By substituting the motor with one to

operate from the same voltage the machine
becomes very desirable for use in foreign

countries.

In addition to these regular types there is

available a 32-volt lamp together with a 32-

volt motor, making it attractively useful in

rural districts. It is apparent, therefore, that

any current supply can be readily accommo-
dated.

Bowes to Sound Gavel
At Convention Opening

When the Fall meeting of the S. M. P. E.

is called to order at the Hotel Pennsylvania,

New York, Major Edward Bowes will make
the welcoming speech in behalf of the in-

dustry. Association leaders are scheduled to

follow him on the rostrum.

Between 375 and 400 delegates are ex-

pected at the confab, the social highlight of

which will be the banquet Wednesday night

where leaders of all important distributing

companies will speak, led by Will H. Hays.

Membership Increased
To 735 Film Engineers

Membership roster of the S. M. P. E. has

jumped to approximately 735 delegates,

the Fall convention will be told. They are

divided as follows : About 329 in Eastern

states, 80 on the Pacific Coast, 86 in mid-

western states, and about 240 in the New
York section. Chicago, Hollywood and New
York each boast of a separate organization,

all of which are under direct supervision

of the parent body.

Hollywood Next and Then
London for 1931 Confabs
Hollywood is expected to play host to

Society of M. P. Engineers in May. 1931,

when the organization assembles for its 29th

semi-annual convention. London is slated

for the 1931 Fall meet, according to present

plans.
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Stop Us If Were Wrong

HANS KRALY took a right-hand swing
from Ernst Lubitsch, but it may prove

an aid to Cupid, for Mrs. Helene Lubitch
says she intends to wed Kraly when her
divorce from her former husband becomes
final. . . . One of the few companies which
closed all day for the Columbus Day holiday
was Australasian Films, Anzac firm

!

a * *

Colleen Moore has started her legit tour in

"On the Loose," which opened in Rochester.
. . . She has a private car, secretary and
all the trimmings. . . . George R. Batcheller,

big chief of Chesterfield M.P. Corp., has
gone to California to launch production of

"The Midnight Special." the fourth of the
firm's all talkers.

* * *

Europe is now getting the once over from
Millard Webb, director, and his spouse, the
former Mary Eaton, screen actress, on their

honeymoon. ... It probably will not look
like those Hollywood sets, at all. . . . Para-
mount, according to the inside dope, is con-
sidering renaming her Clara Woe. . . . Joan
Crawford has received a nice new contract
from M-G-M.

* * *

Dorothy Knapp, stage beauty, who ap-
peared with Eddie Cantor in "Whoopee,"
has another Indian role in the Pathe comedy,
"Under the Cock-Eyed Moon." . . . "The
future of the cinema is tied up not so much
with the mechanical improvements that sci-

ence can provide for if as it is with the
development of finer minds to guide and
control it," says Howard Estabrook. . . .

For instance? '

* * *

Phil Reisman has sold the Slim Summer-
ville comedy, "Parlez Vous," to 56 houses
in Ontario. . . . Grace Moore's first picture,

"A Lady's Murals," will have its world
premiere at the Columbia, Washington,
^1 -G-M announces. . . . Louise Brooks re-

turned to Hollywood after a year spent
abroad and discovered that the creations
she bought in foreign capitals were already
out of style. . . . She suspects that some of
the stars have been shipping their apparel
to Europe for sale there.

* * *

Leslie Howard, who makes his screen debut
in "Outward Bound," probably will continue
picture work after a road tour. . . . Inciden-
tally, the Warners are seeking a Xew York
legit house for production of "Illicit." . . .

This also is to be made in pitcher form. . . .

Gilda Gray has put the damper on reports
she is to wed H. H. Van Loan, who is in

somewhat of a jam on non-support charges
made by his wife.

Ruth Roland Day
Chalk up one for Adam Adams, own-

er of the Newark, Newark, N. J., as
another chip off Barnum's old block.
When he learned that Ruth Roland
was visiting the East during his run
of her current starring vehicle,
"Reno," he made the star's presence
in his own neck of the woods impera-
tive by getting the merchants of the
town to institute "Ruth Roland Day"
Tuesday. One of the chief features
of Adams* exploitation with the star
was a tie-up with all the Newark
dailies, for a newspaper shopping tour
of the stores.

Plenty of Love
Sono Art-World Wide entertained

the daily and trade press at Sardi's
on Wednesday. The function revolved
around the presence in New York of

Ruth Roland and the fact that Ruth
had staged a celluloid re-appearance
in "Reno."
When Miss Roland was called upon

to talk, she told all and sundry how
thrilled she was, how grateful she was
for everybody's appearance and how
much she loved them all.

Later, George W. Weeks explained
there was really nothing formal about
the eats; just a get-together, etc., etc.

"And that's about all," concluded
Weeks.
Just then someone in the rear, in

sotto voice, said:
"Not quite, how about the dough to

pay for the check?"
Unconfirmed, but nevertheless per-

sistently reported is the yarn that it

was Mike Simmons who pulled the
last crack.

CAN it be that Moss Hart, co-author of

the play, "Once in a Lifetime," which
laces it into Hollywood has never seen Holly-
wood? . . . Ed Wynn's middle moniker is

Leopold. . . . Walter Winchell's newsy Mirror
column has never revealed the fact that its

author is on the Paramount Publix payrolls.

As one of the few official story scouts in

the East.
* * *

"What it means to be the wife of a famous
comedian," is the subject of an address to
be given over the radio on Oct. 24 by Mrs.
Joe E. Brown. . . . Mary Spaulding has been
placed in charge of Columbia's foreign pub-
licity. . . . "Romance on the Road to Heaven"
was the winner in Warners' slogan contest
for a phrase describing "Outward Bound."
. . . "A Helluva Good Picture" came in sec-
ond.

* * *

Don Eddy opines that male stars are in

the ascendancy and proves it by figuring out
that Radio has 12 women and 24 men on
the contract list. . . Which should get him
in Dutch with the fair sex. . . . Albertina
Rasch, ballet instructress, is being publicized
as a "choreographic genius." . . . Hollywood
modesty! . . . "Shoot a nickel" is the filming
order on certain sequences of Big 4's "Red
Fork Range." ... It seems the casting di-

rector lined up a bunch of Indians and dis-

covered among them Chief Big Tree, who
posed for the Indian profile used by Uncle
Sammv for his buffalo nickel.

* * *

A table at the Motion Picture Club that
excited some interest and more than an
ordinary amount of speculation : Eddie Dow-
ling, Colvin Brown, Frank C. Walker and
Eddie Day. . . . Ben Goetz, confirmed Holly-
wooder, lunched at Al Lichtman's counter
emporium the other day and had to shake
14 hands and exchange greetings at six tables
before he reached his seat with Arthur
Loew's party.

* * *

Esther Ralston is broadcasting beauty
secrets on a national hookup. . . . There's a
chance for Louis Wolheim. . . . Mary Brian
is being rushed hard by a certain comedian
and a dialogue writer.

THE manager of the Coliseum in Seattle
must have a conscience or something.

. . . Wiien he played Fox's "On Your Back"
he retitled it "Conscience." . . . Ann Christy
values her nose at $10U,000. . . . That's the
amount she's seeking from the owner of a
ditching machine into which her automobile
smashed one night. ... At that rate her
face ought to be worth several millions.

Credit Irving Hoffman with the new defini-
tion of stock companies. He calls them stuck
companies. . . . Marc Lachmann, the ex-
ploiteer, tells the one, via Sid Skolsky, about
the Jewish man who fainted on Broadway.
A crowd quickly gathered and an old lady
shouted to the mob: "Somebody get him
a glass of water!" . . . The victim opened
his eyes and shouted : "No, lady, I vant
malted." . . . They say that Jimmy Cruze
and Betty Compson now pull together' more
amiably than when t'hev were married. . . .

Betty took two of Jim's old sweaters home
and mended them, which is farthest north
in ex-wifely devotion.

* * *

Europe-bound on the Lafayette is Edward
M. Stevenson, costume designer on the First
Xational lot. . . . Visitors from Hollywood
include Mrs. Nan Howard, wife of William
K. of Fox, and Charles Francis Coe and Mrs.
Coe. .Made the trip east via the Canal.

* * *

Guests of honor at Thursday's AMPA
meeting were Ruth Roland, star of Sono
Art's "Reno," and Graham McNamee. . , .

Mike Simmons also spoke. ... At night Miss
Roland was interviewed over the radio and
sang "As Long As We're Together," from the
fillum. . . . That's a queer title for a divorce
story theme song.

* * *

Charlie McArthur's walkout at M-G-M's
Culver City plant is said to be the aftermath
of a stiff argument with studio officials over
salary. ... He was only getting two grand
a week and said he was tired of working
for small dough. . . . With the split now
definitely out of the way, Riza Royce, Joseph
von Sternberg's ex-wife, is readying for her
return to the stage.

Cecil B. DeMille and William S. Holman,
general manager of Metropolitan Studios,
have a lot to talk about now. . . . Both un-
derwent operations recently. . . . Buster
Collier worked one day in "Cimarron." . . .

He was killed off by Richard Dix, drew his
paycheck and went home.

Kids Get Break
Huntingdon, Que.—Quebec law bars

all children under 16 years from pic-
ture theatres but the kids living near
the border line of Quebec and New
York State don't care. A few miles
over the line are Chateaugay and
Malone, N. YM where they can see a
picture show any old time. The Ideal
Theatre at Chateaugay, N. Y„ is mak-
ing a special play for Quebec's juven-
ile patronage with a 10-cent admission
charge. And the fact that children are
welcome is being advertised in the
newspapers of Huntingdon and Orms-
town on the Quebec side.



ESTABLISHED . . . •

In one short year Technicolor has risen to the top. Made records—and broken

'em. And made 'em again! There's just one answer. Color keeps the B. O. busy.

The tremendous increase in Technicolor business brought its problems, too. Print

orders increasing way out of proportion to original plans. Last minute orders

coming in all the time. But now, in addition to our Boston plant which is running

overtime, there is also a big, new Hollywood plant, now going full tilt, to meet

the ever-increasing demand for color. Technicolor is preparing itself in every way

to serve a motion-picture future bright with color.

TECHNICOLOR
S A BOX-OFFICE NAME'ADVERTISt IT!

FOR EXAMPLE ....
Seven times as much

Technicolor was used in

June 1930 as in June 1929

JUNE 1930

JUNE 1929
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Radio's DIXIANA transports you to the streets of old New Orleans— to witness the

last mad hours of Mardi Gras—and the romance of a girl and two men. A spectacle,

a pageant, an impassioned drama of the old South. Such is Dixiana— with Bebe

Daniels, Everett Marshall, Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey.

And now it is Bebe Daniels who sweeps into this new light of the motion-picture day . . .

another in the long list of stars who shine brighter than ever in the living, vital reality that

is Technicolor! Not a picture to be missed is Radio's latest
—

"Dixiana". . . nor a picture,

even, to be billed with the usual enthusiasm due a current hit. "Dixiana" is dynamic—

warm as its southern setting—swift and sure as its star. And as lovely and real as Technicolor

—at its best— can make it. No mistaking this one. It's out to pull— capacity!

.nTECHNICOLOR



WARNER BROTHERS'

VIENNESE
Gray . . . Segal . . . Hersholt . .

.

Pidgeon . . . Technicolor! Such is

Warner Bros. 5-star line-up

in the musical romance, "Vien-

nese Nights." Stars all— at

their brightest— in a rollicking

new story of love with its "old

Vienna customs."

And isittunefullyseasoned...?

"Viennese Nights" is one of

the best night's entertainments

ever out of the Warner fold

of S. R.O's! One of the finest

Technicolor pictures.

Get behind it. Feature it

Advertise it!

PlayupTechnicolorand buildup Box-Office.

The public is interested in Technicolor—

wants it. It will pay you to emphasizeTech-

nicolor in oil your promotion and publicity.

Warner Bros. VIENNESE NIGHTS is Vienna, and

all it means. New York and all it means. Incomparable

in music, in romance, in color, in cast. Alexander

Gray, Vivienne Segal, jean Hersholt, Walter Pidgeon.



SAMUEL GOLDWYN'S

OTHER TECHNICOLOR PRODUCTIONS
BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT, with Vivienne Segal and Walter Pidgeon

I First Nalionol); BRIGHT LIGHTS, with Dorothy Mackoill (First

National); DIXIANA, with Bebe Daniels and Everett Marshall

(Radio Pictures), Technicolor Sequences,- FIFTY MILLION FRENCH-

MEN, all-star cost (Warner Bros.),- FOLLOW THRU, with Charles

Rogers and Nancy Carroll (Paramount Publix); GOLDEN DAWN,
with Walter Woolf, Vivienne Segal and Noah Beery (Warner Bros.) ;

HELL'S ANGELS, with Ben lyon, James Hall and Jean Horlow

(Caddo), Technicolor Sequences, LEATHERNECKING, with Eddie

Foy, Jr. and Irene Dunne (Radio.), Technicolor Sequences; LOTTERY

BRIDE, with Jeanette MacDonald (United Artists), Technicolor Se-

quences; MAMBA, with Eleanor Boardman, Jean Hersholt and Ralph

Forbes (Tiffany); SWEET KITTY BELLAIRS, with Claudia Dell and

Perry Askam (Warner Bros.); THE LIFE OF THE PARTY, with Winnie

lightner and Joe E. Brown (Warner Bros.); THE MARCH OF TIME,

all-star cast (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer), Technicolor Sequences; THE

ROGUE SONG, with Lawrence Tibbett and Catherine Dale Owen

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer); THE SINGER OF SEVILLE, starring Ramon

Novarro (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer), Technicolor Sequences; THE

TOAST OF THE LEGION, with Bernice Claire. Walter Pidgeon and

Edward Everett Horton (First National); VIENNESE NIGHTS, w.lh

Vivienne Segal and Alexander Gray (Warner Bros); WHOOPEE,

starring Eddie Cantor (Florenz Ziegfeld-Samuel Goldwyn) ,- WOMAN
HUNGRY, with Sidney Blackmer and tilo lee (First National).

TECHNICOLOR
IS A BOX-OFFICE NAM

E

-ADVERTISE*
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Syrian Theatres

Are Modernizing

Their Equipment

Washington — Complete modernization of

equipment, particularly projection machines,
is the current trend in exhibition circles in

Syria, where, according to Dept. of Commerce
reports from J. H. Keeley, Jr., American con-

sul, there is a marked move toward German
apparatus.

Until about two years ago, states the report,

practically all of the theatres in Syria used Pathe
projectors, but now all the more progressive
theatres, which cater to the higher-class cli-

entele, employ a Krupp-Ernemann projector

with a ^iss lens. Only two theatres in Beirut,
out of a total of seven, are known to be
using Pathe projectors. In Damascus one the-

atre uses a Krupp-Ernemann and another uses
a Pathe machine, while in Aleppo there are
two Pathe and one Gaumont machines in use.

During the summer only, a theatre at Aley, a
resort in the Lebanon, uses a Gaumont.

The Krupp-Ernemann projectors are sold in

Beirut for $632. The usual terms are 25 per
ecnt with order and the balance against docu-
ments in Beirut, but shipment against docu-
ments has been made. Pathe sells for $321
against shipping documents in eBirut, while
the Gaumont machines are shipped on consign-
ment and are offered at $440.

Aside from the requirement that the pro-
jection should be clear, steady, and silent, no
other quality is required. None of the theatres

in operation in the territory under French
mandate has more than one projector, which
necessitates the almost perfect functioning of

the machine in use if interruptions are to be

avoided.

The market for projectors being relatively

small, there are no dealers in the district spe-

cializing in such equipment. Some dealers in

optical instruments have been selling a few
portable projectors, such as the Pathe Baby.
Several of the dealers have also brought in

non-theatrical types for sale to local schools

and missionary institutions. So far there has
been very little demand for projectors for

home use. Theatrical types of projectors are

not carried in stock, but are handled by com-
mission merchants, who show their catalogues

to interested parties and book orders there-

from.

It is estimated that there are not more than
25 projectors in the whole territory under
French mandate. Five of these are known to be

of the latest model, while others are old. Ameri-
can makes of projectors are practically un-
known in this market. The American Universi-

ty of Beirut recently bought an American pro-

jector, but it is understood to be a non-theatri-

cal type and can not favorably compare with

the latest models of German machines now
in use in local theatres. With this exception,

which does not react favorably to American
machines, theatrical types of American pro-

jectors have yet to be introduced.

Generators.—All local theatres are already

equipped with generator sets to convert alter-

nating current to direct current. Local theatre

owners would not consider replacing the sets

they are using until they are no longer service-

able. They would then doubtless follow the

usual practice of ordering a new set through

a commission merchant, and European manu-
facturers would doubtless get such orders be-

cause they are able to deliver with less delay

than are American manufacturers. There is no
prejudice against American generator sets,

however, and if the local representative of an
American manufacturer were to carry a few
in stock he might easily monopolize the sale of

replacement generators. The possibilities of the

market are, however, verv small.

Arc Lamps a>i<i Screens.— All local theatres

are using high-intensity and mirror-rerlector arc
lamps and white cloth screens. Silver screens

were once tried but were found to be unsuit-

able, the complaint being that the reflection

was too great.

Visual Education.—The following Govern-
ment representatives have under their super-
vision matters pertaining to education: Con-
seiller pour lTnstruction Publique, Haut-Com-
missariat, Beirut ; Ministre de lTnstruction

Publique, Beirut; Ministre de lTnstruction

Publique, Damascus; and Directeur de lTn-
struction Publique, Latakia.

In addition to these Government representa-
tives, who have general supervision of matters
pertaining to education, the president of the

Foreign Educational Institutions might be ad-
vantageously approached.

Visual education is not generally practiced

in Syria. There is given below a list of the

large educational institutions which have pro-
jectors and which occasionally show some edu-

cational films. Purely educational films are usu-
ally on some special subject, such as botany
or zoology for students studying those sub-

jects. Anatomic films are sometimes shown by
the American University of Beirut to its medi-
cal students.

American University of Beirut, Beirut.

Universite St. Joseph, Beirut.

College Francais du Sacre-Coeur, Beirut.

Lycee Francais de la Mission Laique, Beirut.

College de la Sainte-Famille, Tripoli.

College d'Antoura, Antoura, pres Beirut.

College Patriarchal, Beirut.

College de la Sagesse, Beirut.

Colleee des Lazaristes, Damascus.
College de Terre Sainte, Aleppo.

Prospects Bright for

Camera Sales, Says Gov't
Washington—While present conditions pre-

vent large purchases, the camera market in

Palestine may be expected to show radical
strides in near future, according to a report
from Jerusalem by Oscar Heizer, consul.

The market in Palestine for amateur cameras
is very small indeed. The country is not rich,

and the greater part of the inhabitants are
peasants who live in villages and have simple
needs, although the inhabitants of the larger
towns and cities, such as Jerusalem, Haifa,
and Tel-Aviv, are more prosperous ; in these
towns are to be found a number of foreign
residents, Government officials and others.

Cameras were first introduced into Palestine
several years ago by American and other tour-
ists who visited the country and took pictures

of the various points of interest. Later, some of
the local camera and photographic- apparatus
dealers displayed in their show windows a few
of the machines, with a view to making their

use more familiar in Palestine.

For the convenience of the tourists who car-
ried such machines with them, the local film
dealers began to stock film for those cameras,
and some of them have installed apparatus for
developing the film and preparing a positive
print from it. At present one can purchase in

Jerusalem standard size film as well as 16-

millimeter film. Amateur projectors are also
sold.

At the present time electric current for sup-
plying these projectors is available in Haifa,
Jaffa, Tel-Aviv, and Tiberias, and will in a
few years be extended to other towns and
cities in Palestine.

The current at Haifa, Tiberias, Tel-Aviv,
and Jaffa is 3-phase, 50-cycle alternating at
220 and 380 volts. For apparatus of a load
value not exceeding l-kilowatt either single-
phase current at 220 volts or 3-phase current
at 280 volts is supplied ; for bigger loads and
for motors 3-phase current 380 volts is sup-
plied.

Algeria Market

Split Into Four
Theatrical Units

Washington—American vice consul English,
headquarters at Algiers, reports that exhibitors
in Algeria are adverse to installation of Am-
erican projectors because of high price and
their supposed complicated operation.
The market for equipment in Algeria is de-

pendent on four classes of users: the regular
picture theatres of which there are about 50
in the colony, the native and open-air shows,
the traveling picture show for small and remote
localities, and the hire section for occasional
shows and generally for purposes of demonstra-
tion or propaganda.

Projectors.—Three makes of projectors are
in use. The cheapest and most widely used
make is the Pathe, which costs complete about
$150. The Gaumont projector sells complete at

$195. The firm Krupp-Ernemann sells for $355
complete. The Ernemann is classed far above
its competitors in all respects. Since Germany
is credited with being the inventor of the
special reflector and horizontal carbon system,
the Ernemann projector is valued for its high-
quality material and fabrication and also for
the simplicity and ease of its operation.
Three theatres are said to be operated with

American projectors. The only objections to
them, apart from high price, are that they
are more complicated in their operation than
the others.

Principally owing to the existence of the
hire system, theatrical projectors are stocked
only by firms directly engaged in the film in-
dustry. Projectors for other uses are stocked
by certain dealers in nhotographic, electrical,
and radio supplies.

The regular theatres are equipped with two
projectors each. Competition is sufficient to in-
sure that they are always of the latest ob-
tainable model. Elsewhere, in native and travel-
ing picture shows, the age of the apparatus
depends on the resources and individuality of
the owner.

Generators.—The current in general use
throughout Algeria is 110-volt 3-phase alter-
nating, which has to be converted to about 65
volts direct. The generator set in almost uni-
versal use is the Thomson Houston (French).
The possibility of introducing machines manu-
factured in America, given reasonable efficiency,

(2,100,000), which represents 92 per cent of
the entire population of the country, is still

Arc Lamps and Screens.—All the better-
class theatres use high-intensity and mirror-
reflector arc lamps. The carbons chiefly in
use are German. Screens are made of either
canvas or metal. They are quite an inex-
pensive item, and are sold by Pathe and Gau-
mont.

Visual Education.—With reference to the
employment of motion pictures in education,
it may be noted that Algeria is divided for
purpose of administration into three Depart-
ments, Algeria, Oran, and Constantine. fn each
of these there is a "Conseil Departmente de
('Instruction Publique," of which the prefect
is ex officia president.

At present visual education by means of
motion pictures is almost' unknown. Those ex-
periments which have been made have so far
ended in lamentable failure. It is quite pos-

sible that the methods of approach were de-
fective.

The industry of Tunisia is developing satis-

factorily, and as electric energy is extended
throughout the country (it is still confined to
the largest centers), numerous theatres are
sure to be opened. Also, the Arab population
depends entirely on considerations of price.

Freight costs and customs duty are the two
items which inflate the selling price of the
machines made in America.
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Before the "Mike"

In N. Y. Studios

WHEN the train from the Coast, which
might have been called "The Paramount

Special," pulled into New York early this week
it included in its "White Cargo" \\ alter

Wanger, Sam Jafre, West Coast production

managers; Ernst Lubitsch, associate producer;
Frank Tuttle, who will direct Clara Bow in

her next vehicle; George Vohajen, assistant to

Tuttle; Victor Milncr, cameraman; Franklin
Ansen. sound engineer tor West Coast studios;

James Wilkerson, West Coast head of the cut-

ting department; Lothar Mendes, who will

direct "Ladies' Man" here; Herman Man-
kiewicz, Max Marcin, Ernest Voyda and
Samson Raphaelson, writers, and Jesse Lasky,

Jr. Clara Bow and Stuart Erwin arrived on
a later train

* * *

Nancy ( arroll's next opus, tentatively titled
" / wo I gainst Death" has been renamed
"Stolen Heaven" and goes into production the

first week of November under the direction of

George Abbott. Nancy is at present making
persona! appearances at local theatres.

* * *

Inactivity at the Paramount New York
studio brought to mind a picture of an old
famous theatre, living in the glories of the

past. But in three weeks. Ah ! Again we
shall hear, "hold those hammers," "silence,"

"up to speed." orders indispensable in the pro-

duction of pictures.
* * *

But the short subjects must go on. Two
shorts have been mode this week ; one, called

"The Antique Shop," a comedy featuring
Burns & Allen under Ray Cosine's direction,

and the other, "Ship Ahoy-Oy-Oy" another
Smith & Pale comedy under the direction of
Howard Bretherton.

* * *

Typical New York exterior shots, including

automats, subways, elevated. Times Square
and docks, to be used in the new Clara Bow
picture, will be made next week under the

direction of Frank Tuttle.
* * *

Judea Films, Inc., has finished another seven
reel all-Jewish dialogue feature entitled 'Eter-
nal Fools" at the R. /-. A. studios on J8//1 St.

Sidney M. Golden directed. Sam Rosen tvas
behind the lens and Louis Schwarta edited the

film, under the supervision of Joe Seidcn.
* * *

Ilka Chase, who recently was on the Paramount
New York s.tudio lot. has been added to the
"Once a Sinner" cast, the new Fox picture
which soon will go into production under the
direction of Guthrie McClintic. "Once a Sin-
ner" is an original by George Middleton, Fox
associate producer.

* * *

Frank Orth, comedian credited with about a
dozen Varieties, added another one to the list

-when he mode "The Painter," which Alf
Gotilding directed. Helen Xord plays a promi-
nent role in this one and shows promise oj
becoming a "find."

In addition to Orth's reappearance at War-
ner's Flatbush studio, were another pair of
Vitaphoue veterans, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nor-
worth, who -were to make another one of "The
Nagger" series. Murray Roth's favorite laugh-
getter. This latest was entitled "The Naggers'
Day of Rest." the only one resting being ye
scribe who found a verj comfortable Morris
chair back of the cameras.

* * *

^
- /. P. OtVOS, I 'itaphonc staff writer and

Broadway first-nighter de luxe, nvotc "Opening
Night," a one-rcclci which was include! in the
production schedule. PINCUS.

Rochester Girds

For Fight Against

Daylight Saving

Rochester, X. Y.—Plans to battle the

daylight saving movement, which will he

voted upon in a referendum at the Novem-
ber election, are under way, backed by the

sentiments of theatre owners throughout the

district. The referendum, if passed, will

make the one-hour daylight saving plan a

permanent thing in Rochester.

Julius Greenstone. president of the

Rochester Motion Picture Exhibitors' As-

sociation, last week was reported about to

confer with the leaders in the movement
relative to backing the campaign. Leaders
are planning radio publicity and house to

house pamphlets to kill the daylight saving

plan.

Although no figures are available as to

what the fast-time plan cost the picture the-

atre interests this summer, it is known to

have been plenty. Miniature golf courses

and amusement parks, on the other hand.

benefited.

Harris Assumes Duties;
Warner Zone Manager

Pittsburgh—John Harris has assumed his

new duties as zone manager of all Warner
theatres in Pittsburgh, succeeding J. Reeves
Espy, who goes to St. Louis in an executive
capacity assisting Charles Skouras, zone
manager there. Harris sold his circuit of

theatres in Western Pennsylvania to War-
ners. After the transfer he was for four
mouths at the Warner home office as exec-
utive assistant to George Skouras.

Plans Concert Tour
Rochester. N. Y.—Benjamin Prestiani,

lyric tenor, who recently returned from the

University of Milan, began a concert tour

of the country last week prior to signing up
for a series of song shorts with "Miss
Italy," also touring the country after an
engagement with Roxv in New York.

Mexican House Opens
Mexico City—This Republic's first house,

especially built for sound, opened here.

Known as the Balmorri, the theatre is lo-

cated on Avenida Alvara Obregon. and is

situated a considerable distance from the

theatrical district. American sound equip-

ment is installed.

Going Back on Stage
Hollywood—Basil Rathbone is to return

to New York to appear in a stage play
produced by Arch Selwyn, following com-
pletion of Rathbone's work in "Sin Takes
a Holiday."

Urling Drops New House
Steubenville. O.—Walter B. Urling has

leased the New Rex to George Zepps and is

managing the old Rex. Urling has reverted
to a silent policy at his Columbia theatre,

East Liverpool.

High and Low

On Music Row

COMPLETING a four months' survey of

the popular song situation in Europe, Ar-
thur Behim, formerly professional manager for

Harms, has returned to become general profes-

sional manager for Mills. Behim is very much
in the throes about the songs, "With Pleasure,"

"Our Cottage Isn't for Sale Any More" and
"When Vagabond Dreams Come True."

* * *

/. J. Rohbins, head of Robbins Music Corp.,
exclusive publishers to Me tro-Coldwyu -M ayer,

soiled for Europe to enter negotiations with
music publishers in England and the Continent

for Ins firm's catalogue. He is expected to

remain away about six weeks, during which
time he will visit London, Paris, Berlin, Copen-
hagen and I ten no. "Sin gin' a Song to the
Stars," from "Way Out West;" "Go Home
and Tell Your Mother," from "Love in the

Rough/' and "Here Comes the Sun" are three

oj his best bets.
* * *

Uninvited, we walked into Frank (Universal

Music) Goodman's office and politely looked

over his shoulder at a letter that he received

from a songster who mailed his mss. for pub-

lication. The only reasons that the song was
not accepted were because the scale was writ-

ten with colors instead of notes ; the author
took about 40 sheets of drawings, footnotes,

trigometric figures and decimals to explain him-
self. Goodman had long ago forgotten his

higher calculus (we never had learned that

art) and finally when Lou Handman did look

at the colors, the brightness so dazzled him
that he couldn't see. If nothing else, this

would-be song writer certainly did send

SOMETHING DIFFERENT.
* * *

Green & Green have started work on a

novelty tune, written by Will Could, famous
cartoonist, and Jimmy Rule, entitled "Who's
Uluc." a song which is rapidly becoming the

favorite of the big moguls of the air. "Oh,
How 1 Cried the Morning After," written by

1

1

'ill Could, is still the firm's best seller. Han-
nah Green, sister of the bosses, is "the right-

hand man," keeping the books, demonstrating

songs and singing via the radio.

* * *

Several new music publishers who are sched-

uled to open their doors shortly include Phil

Kornheiser, Inc., his number one song being

"On a Little Balcony in Spain," written by
Sol Klein, Jack LeSoir and Ray Doll ; Al
Friedman, formerly with Harms, whose Co-
lumbia Music Co. will be located at 1587 Broad-
way ; Abner Silver and Nat Chaiken will be

located at 1600 Broadway and Felix Bernard,
writer of "Dardenella," Herb Magidson, writer

of "Singiu" in a Bathtub," and Harold Lee,
formerly sales manager for Davis, Coots &
Engel, have combined with offices at 1595

Broadway. Yes, sir, there still is a lot of con-
fidence left in the music business.

* * *

Word also comes from Hollywood that Bud-
dy Valentine, the hiking song ivritcr, is start-

ing a publishing business of his own with a

really great song called "Even in a Hole in the

Wall," which is undoubtedly one of his best

numbers. Good luck. Buddy.
* * *

Going—going—and still going like wildfire is

"Little White Lies," Walter Donaldson's proof
to the song business that the public has not
•-topped buying sheet music, but is showing
real discrimination in its choice, favoring the

song that is different. This may even explain
the terrific sales of "Springtime in the Rockies."

THE SONG SLEUTH
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Plugging Kids'

Programs with

Special Shows
Community singing- should be encouraged

at all children's performances, according to
Ryllis Hemington, director of public rela-

tion- for Fox West Coast theatres, who in

the accompanying article offers another in

the series of "Suggestions for Children's

Matinees."

With Saturday kiddie shows now in full

swing throughout the country, exhibitors
find themselves in a ticklish spot where
screen material is concerned, especially with
women's clubs and parent-teachers' associa-
tions throwing a spotlight on the suitability

of programs offered. This series of articles,

however, eliminates speculation and outlines
a definite line of procedure for successful
operation of junior matinees.

Regularly in Motion Picture News ap-
pears a list of suggested programs for Sat-
urday shows, published sufficiently in ad-
vance for exhibitors to secure material
outlined in the chart. Suggested programs
for Saturday. Nov. 1, and Saturday, Nov. 8,

follow.

Saturday, Nov. 1—Suggestion No. 1

DANIEL BOONE. BIRTHDAY, NOV. 2.

1734-1820.

Pioneer and Woodsman; One of the Greatest
of All Scouts and Wilderness Hunters.

(a) Guests of honor:
1. Members of Green Cross.
2. Officers of Pioneer Society.
3. Trail Finders.

(b) Doorman in woodsman's outfit..

(c) History teacher to give brief story of
life and interesting experiences of
Daniel Boone; emphasize the diffi-

culties encountered.
(d) Boy Scout leader to describe trail

blazing.
(e) Cooperate with the teachers of the

intermediate department of school
for sand table exhibit (for foyer or
window display), illustrating pioneer-
ing, miniature forest and log cabins.

(f) Officer of the Green Cross to illus-

trate the use of the compass in trail

finding.

(g) Child to give recitation of the poem,
"Woodman Spare That Tree."

(h) Attendance prize: Toy hatchet or
small copy of book of life of Daniel
Boone.

Pictures:

1. "Savages" (Indians). Talking Picture
Epics, 5 rls. (Released in Southern
California by Ray Olmstead, 1906 S.
Vermont Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.)

2. "War Paint" (Indian history), M.G.M.,
5 rls.

3. "Orphan of Sage," Buzz Barton, R.K.O.,
6 rls.

4. "Tumbleweeds," Bill Hart. United Art-
ists, 7 rls.

5. "Hill Billy" (Mountaineer). United Art-
ists, 6 rls.

6. "Hills of Kentucky," Rin Tin Tin. War-
ner, 6 rls.

7. "Long. Long Trail," Hoot Gibson, Univ.,
6 rls.

8. "Mountain Justice," Universal, 6 rls.

Shorts:

1. "Pining Pioneers" (Scenic), Paramount,
1 rl.

' "I ittle Indian Weaver," Pathe, 1 rl.

3. "Frontier Romance." MG.M. 2 rls.

4 "Woodchoppers" (Fable), rathe, 1 rl.

5. "Little Covered Whlmhi," Tiltanv, 2 rls.

6, "Timber," 1930 Pathe Review No. 21.

7 "Indian" (Technicolor), 1930 Pathe Re-
view X'o. 9.

,S. "In Sweden" (Scandinavian forests),

1930 Pathe Review No. ->-'.

Saturday, Nov. 1—Suggestion No. 2

VILHJALMUR STEFANSSON, BIRTH-
DAY, NOV. 3, 1879-

Arctic Explorer.
(a) Guests of honor:

1. Members of Scandinavian family.

2. Local explorers.
(b) Display of explorer's flags, also Amer-

ican flag.

(c) Librarian or history teacher to give
story of life and adventures of Stef-
ansson.

(d) Local explorer to give brief description

of sea craft used by Arctic explorers.
(e) Geography teacher or explorer to

sketch Arctic region, using black
board.

(f) Invite teachers of primary grades to

display (in store window or theatre
foyer) the sand-table work of the
children, illustrating the life of the
Arctic region—igloos, dogs, etc.

(g) Display in library or book store win-
dow of pictures and books of Arctic
adventure, with card announcing the
Junior Matinee.
(h) Attendance prize: Small com-
pass or book of Arctic adventure.

Pictures:

1. "Great White North," Fox, 6 rls.

2. "The Viking." M.G.M.. Syn. 9 rls.

3. "Alaskan Adventures," Pathe, 6 rls.

4. "Nanook of the North." Pathe, 6 rls.

5. "Kivalina of the Icelands," Pathe, 6 rls.

6. "Byrd at the South Pole." Paramount.
8 rls.

7. "Gold Rush" (Chaplin), United Artists.

8 rls.

8. "Trail of '98," M.G.M., 8 rls.

9. "At Bottom of the World," Talking Pic-
ture Epics, 38 minutes (Released in

Southern California by Ray Olstead,
1906 S. Vermont, Los Angeles).

Shorts:

1. "Tide Rises" (Scenic), Para., 1 rl.

2. "Sunset Hunter" (Scenic), Para., 1 rl.

3. "Snow Time" (Fable), Pathe, 1 rl.

4. "Glacier's Secret" (Vagabond series),

Pathe.
5. "Primitive Love" (Eskimo life), All

Star, 3 rls.

6. "Arctic Antics" (Sillv Symphony), Col.
1 rl.

7. "White Majesty," 1930 Pathe Review
No. 34. 1 rl.

8. "Alaskan Knights" (Krazy Kat), Col.,

1 rl.

9. "Frozen Frolics" (cartoon), Pathe, 1 rl.

10. "Winter White" (Frozen Witchery),
Pathe Review No. 3. 1930, 1 rl.

11. "Geese" (Arctic Circle), 1930 Pathe Re-
view No. 9, 1 rl.

WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT, BIRTH-
DAY, NOV. 3. 1794-1878.

Poet and Journalist; Editor of New York
Evening Post, 1828-1878.

(a) Guests of honor: Local writers and
newspaper representatives.

(b) English teacher to give, briefly, the
life history of Bryant, touching espe-
cially on his boyhood days.

(c) Encourage children to write short
poems, the best ones to be given rec-
ognition.

(d) Attendance prize: small copy of chil-

dren's poems.

Community Songs

At Kiddie Shows
Boost Business

Pictures:

1. "Power of Press." Columbia, 7 rls.

2. "Telling the World," M.G.M., 7 rls.

Shorts:

1. "When Caesar Ran a Newspaper," Para.,

2 rls.

2 "Home Edition." Paramount. 2 rls.

3. "Book Lovers" (Musical fantasy). Para.,

1 rl.

4. "Holiday in St or viand," Warner, 1 rl.

* * *

Saturday, Nov. 8—Suggestion No. 1

IGNACY JAN PADEREWSKI, BIRTH-
DAY, NOV. 6, 1860.

Polish Pianist, Composer and Patriot.

(a) Guests of honor: Local music teach-
ers and composers.

(b) Local music teacher to present pupil

in short recital.

(c) School orchestra to play airs from
Paderewski's compositions.

(d) Attendance prize: small harmonica.
(e) Director of local orchestra to tell the

children something of the boyhoi id

of Paderewski ; also of his work as

a great composer.

Pictures:

1. "The Music Master" (A. Francis), Fox,
8 rls.

2. "Jazz Mad" (Symphony leader), Univ.,

7 rls.

Shorts:

1. "Words and Music" (Walter Damrosch),
1930 Pathe Review No. 36, 1 rl.

2. "Opera" (Fortune Gallo), 1930 Pathe
Review No. 8, 1 rl.

3. "Canned Music" (Krazy Kat), Col.. 1 rl.

4. "Jazz Rhythm" (Krazy Kat), Col., 1 rl.

5. Music Master Series, All Star, 1 rl.

6. "Hungarian Rhapsody," United Artists,

1 rl.

7. "Tchaikowsky's 1812," Unitedt Artists,

1 rl.

8. "Two Story Pianos," 1930 Pathe Review
No. 17, 1 rl.

9. "Music," 1930 Pathe Review Xo. 29,

1 rl.
* * *

Saturday, Nov. 8—Suggestion No. 2

THE LEWIS AND CLARK EXPEDITION.
Reached the Pacific Ocean at the Mouth of

the Columbia River, Nov. 7, 1805.

(a) Guests of honor: Representatives of

historical societies.
' (b) History teacher to describe this expe-

dition, recounting the interesting and
thrilling experiences.

(c) Representative of transportation com-
pany to illustrate the territory cov-
ered by this expedition, using colored

maps, tracing course of explorers.

(d) Doorman dressed in explorer's outfit.

(e) Library display of maps of this terri-

tory ; also books relating to this

expedition.

(f) Attendance prize: book of adventure.

Pictures:

1. "North of 36," Paramount, 8 rls.

2. "Custer's Last Fight" (R. Stewart),
Coop., 6 rls.

3. "With Gen. Custer at Little Big Horn"

(Continued on page 56)
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Coop., 6 rls.

4. "Valley of the Giants" (M. Sills) First
Natl., 7 rls.

5. "The Covered Wagon" (Kerrigan)
Para., 8 rls.

6. "Pioneer Scout" (F. Thomson) Para.,
7 rls.

7. "Pony Express", Paramount, 10 rls.

8. "Vanishing Pioneer", Para., 6 rls.

9. "The Last Frontier", Pathe, 8 rls.

10. "Tumbleweeds" (W. Hart), U. A., 7 rls.

Shorts:

1. "Very Sad" (Prairie-ranger songs) 1930
Pathe Review No. 27, 1 rl.

2. "Old Paint" (cowboy ballads) 1930
Pathe Review No. 33.

3. "Riding the Sky Trail" (range country)
1930 Pathe Review No. 6, 1 rl.

4. "A Frontier Romance", M. G. M., 2 rls.

5. "Travellin' Alone" (Singing Scenic)
Para., 1 rl.

6. "Pining Pioneers" (Bruce Scenic),
Para., 1 rl.

7. "Law in the Saddle", Univ., 1 rl.

S. "The Little Covered Wagon" Tiffanv,
2 rls.

9. "The Lightning Rider" Univ., 1 rl.

10. "The Sunset Hunter" (Bruce Scenic)
Para., 1 rl.

11. "The Redcoat's Romance" Univ., 1 rl.

12. "Trailing the Western Sun" (techni-
color) Cooperative, 1 rl.

13. "Voyageur", 1930 Pathe Review No. 2.

Saturday, Nov. 8—Suggestion No. 3

SAMUEL GRIDLEY HOWE,
Birthday, Nov. 10, 1801-1876.

Philanthropist and reformer. Originator
of improved educational methods for the
blind, as superintendent of Perkins Institute,
1832-76; originator of the State Board of
Charities of Massachusetts, 1863, "the first

board of the sort in America. . . ."

"It is probably not too much to say that no
man ever lived in America who so truly de-
served the name of 'philanthropist' in its

highest and best sense—a lover of his fellow-
men ; and no American certainly was ever
connected with more great reforms that were
brought to a successful conclusion."

(a) Guests of honor: children from school
for the blind.

(b) Representative of newspaper to ex-
plain the Braill system, and the pub-
lishing of books for the blind.

(c) Librarian to tell of Samuel Howes
work with the blind; establishing of
schools, work of teachers—mention-
ing Mrs. Coolidge's work with blind
children, also training of Helen
Keller.

(d) Arrange with library for foyer display
of books for blind.

(e) Dog trainer or representative of police
dog kennels to explain value and use
of dogs to the blind.

* * *

Saturday, Nov. 8—Suggestion No. 4

ARMISTICE DAY, Nov. 11.

"The World War came to an end Monday,
November 11, 1918 at 11:00 o'clock A. M.
The armistice, which was imposed upon Ger-
ni.im \t\ tin Allies and the United States,
was sit;iK-d by the German plenipotentiaries
near Senlis. France, at 5 o'clock A. M. and

Motion Picture N c w s

hostilities ceased at 11 o'clock."
The Unknown Soldier. Armistice Day,

1920, was signalized in both France and Eng-
land by the burial of an unknown soldier
in the highest place of honor the country
could give ; in France beneath the Arc de
Triomphe, in England in Westminster Abbey
(with a cenotaph in Whitehall).
Armistice Day, 1921, the American un-

known soldier was buried in Arlington Na-
tional Cemetery, Washington, D. C.

Observance of the Day. Two minutes of
remembrance.
"On the feast of the soldier-saint Martin,

1919, for the space of two minutes, at 11

o'clock, there fell on the whole Empire as
it were from heaven a sacred silence and
cessation from action. It was the moment at
which, a year earlier, the roar of cannon had
been hushed. Men and women seemed to be
going about their business on their lawful
occasions, expecting nothing particular but
now and then looking up. No especial prep-
arations had been made except that services
had begun in the churches. Suddenly a
church bell or two is heard—then the deto-
nation of a rocket; policemen's hands go up;
and in a moment 'streaming London's central
roar' is hushed and myriads stand with
bowed heads; some kneel. Soldiers come to
attention ; trains, omnibuses, vessels, stop. It

is the same the globe over; on the high seas,

in a million villages. In warehouses, shops,
bank, held, mine or railway, all is stilled.

. . . The silence was the hush of a multi-
tude which no man could remember, to pause
in the midst of turmoil and hubbub, of busi-
ness and pleasure."

—"Nineteenth Century",
December 1919.

"Lest we forget", is the prevailing thought
of the day, which is demonstrated in the two
minutes of silence at 11 A. M. when "every
face is turned to the East in the fields of
Flanders.'
Programs may well include some of the

popular songs and other martial music of the
period such as "There's a Long, Long Trail",

"Over There", "Smiles", "Tipperary"; poems
on the armistice and Unknown Soldier and
historical addresses. These addresses should
feature the local participation in the conflict,

not only of those who enlisted but of those
who served at home, in Red Cross, Food ad-
ministration and in other ways. As the years
pass increasing tribute will be paid to the
leaders of the Ally forces, both in battle and
diplomacy, including King Albert, Generals
Allenby, Foch, Haig, Joffre, and Pershing;
and other leaders such as Balfour, Clemen-
ceau. Gren, Hoover, Lloyd George, Cardinal
Mercier and Wilson.
Some of the poems to be especially noted

are: "Unknown Soldier" by Angela Mor-
gan, "Americas' Welcome Home" by Van
Dyke, "You and You, to the American Pri-
vate in the Gri;at War" by Edith Wharton,
"November Eleventh" by Elizabeth Hanly.

(a) Display of American flags and flags of
Allied nations.

(b) Guests of honor:
1. Officers of American Legion,
2. World War nurses.

(c) Every community has an Armistice
Day Parade. Enter a float or unit

in the name of your Junior Matinee,
presenting an episode of World War
history, using children to carry out
this idea.

(d) Tiny flags for souvenirs.
(e) Drama or music teacher or local danc-

ing school to present tableaux of
children representing Allied nations,

children to be in costume of country,
carrying their flag,—singing "Star
Spangled Banner".

Pictures:

1. "Raider Kmden", Columbia, 6 rls.

J "Lost at the Front", hirst Natl.. 5 rls.

3. "Rookies" (war comedv) M. G. M.,
; .is.

A. "Tin Hats". M. G. M. 7 rls.

5. "It's the Old Army Game", Para., 7 rls.

October IS, 1930
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6. "Behind the German Lines", Para.

7. "Wings" (war drama). Para., 12 rls.

8. "Legionnaires in Paris", R. K. O.. 6 rls.

9. "His Master's Voice" (war drama) All

Star, 6 rls.

10. "The Big Parade", M. G. M., 11 rls.

11. "America", United Artists, 11 rls.

12. "Anybody Seen Kelly" (Armistice-
comedy) Univ., 7 rls.

13. "Dog of the Regiment", Warner, 6 rls.

Shorts:

1. "The Toll of Tomorrow" (rehabilitation

of France), Pathe, 2 rls.

2. "Over There Today" (Armistice),
Pathe, 1 rl.

3. "American Legion in Paris", Fox, 1 rl.

4. "The Trumpeter" (Patriotic), Pathe,
1 rl.

5. "Gunboat Ginsberg" (Soldier in Paris)
R. K. O., 1 rl.

6. "Parlez Vous" (soldier comedy), Univ.,

2 rls.

7. "The Spy", Paramount, 2 rls.

8. "Two Americans", Paramount, 2 rls.

9. "Soldier", 1930 Pathe Review No. 15,

1 rl.

Saturday, Nov. 8—Suggestion No. 5

FATHER AND SON WEEK, Nov. 9 to 15.

(a) Guests of honor:
1. Representatives of men's service
clubs.

2. Newspaper Men.
3. Civil and Spanish War Veterans.

(b) Flags of all nations displayed.

(c) Flag salute and pledge of allegiance,

led bv color bearers from Boy
Scouts, Y. M. C. A. or R. O. T. C.

(d) Community singing led by Glee Club
or chorus.

(e) Talk on "Paling with Dad" by leader
of Boy Scouts or Y. M. C. A.

(f) Picture of George Washington, Father
of His Country, hung in the lobby.

(g) President or representative of men's
service club to give brief talk on
George Washington.

Pictures:

1. "Boy of Flanders" (Coogan) M-G-M.
2. "We Americans", Univ. 8 rls.

3. "Father and Son", Columbia, 6 rls.

4. "Four Sons" (war drama), Fox, 11 rls.

5. "Bringing Up Father," M. G. M., 6 rls.

6. "Grandma's Boy" (H. Lloyd) Pathe.

7. "Lucky Boy" (Geo. Jessel) Tiffany, 8.

8. "Don Q, Son of Zorro" (Fairbanks)
U. A., 10 rls.

9. "Sonny Boy" (A. Jolson), Warners.
10. "Bov of Mine", First Natl., 7 rls.

11. "The Rag Man" (J. Coogan), M. G. M ,

8 rls.

12. "Son of His Father" (western), Para.,
7 rls.

13.."So's Your Old Man" (comedv). Para.,

6 rls.

14. "That's My Daddy" (comedy) Univ., 6
rls.

Shorts:
1. "Bovhood Memories" (sportlight)

Pathe, 1 rl.

2. "Boyhood Days" (musical novelty)
Para., 2 rls.

3. "Lazy Days" (Gang comedv) M. G. M..
2 rls.
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IF
WE consider the impedance characteristic

of the parallel resonant circuit as the basis

for the discussion, its use in practice be-

comes quite clear. As in the case of the series

resonant arrangement, the frequency of the

voltage applied to the circuit governs the

amount of current which will flow through the

circuit, because the total impedance of the cir-

cuit is a function of frequency.

We have found that the parallel circuit at

resonance offers a very high impedance as is

shown by the curve of Figure 66B. The ef-

fect of the impedance relation upon the cur-

rent is shown in Figure 66C. Just what can

be accomplished in the form of current con-

trol with the parallel resonant circuit is de-

pendent upon the manner in which the circuit

is used. Consider Figure 67A.

We have a source of voltage which causes

current flow through a winding. If we con-

nect a parallel resonant circuit LC in shunt

with this winding as in the illustration, a cer-

tain amount of current will be bypassed
through LC at all frequencies other than re-

sonance. This action makes possible equaliza-
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FIG-66B-

tion of the current flowing through the wind-
ing. Suppose that the character of the voltage

source is such that the value of the voltage

upon the resonant frequency is less than volt-

age available at all other frequencies.

Suppose further that the condition desired

is substantially uniform voltage upon all fre-

quencies. In order that this state be secure,

it is necessary that all of the voltages other

than at resonance be reduced and the voltage

at the resonant frequency remain as before.

Now, we cannot change the characteristics of

the source of voltage, but we can change the

voltage developed across the winding, by con-

trolling the current which flows through the

winding. Such is the purpose of the LC circuit.

It bypasses some of the current which would
normally flow through the winding upon all

frequencies other than the resonant frequency
of LC and the final result is an equalization

of the voltages in the circuit. In other words,
the unequal voltages at the source approach
equality across the winding.
Of course, such a condition is secured with

a much more complete circuit than the simple
LC combination, but the sum and substance of

.By John F. Rider m

the use of the equalizer arrangement is as has
been stated.

Consider the arrangement showing Figure
67B. Here we find the parallel circuit in a
different position. Instead of being shunted
across the winding, it is in series with the
source of voltage and the winding. What is

the action? According to Figure 66C, current
flows through the parallel resonant circuit at

all frequencies other than the resonant fre-

quencies.

By locating the resonant circuit in series with
the voltage and the load winding, current at

the resonant frequency is excluded from the
winding, whereas current at all other frequen-
cies is permitted to flow from the voltage
source E to the winding. By combining two
such resonant circuits tuned to different fre-

quencies, controlling action upon more than
one frequency is secured. Such a system is il-

lustrated in elementary form in Figure 67C.
Filter circuits of this nature shall be discussed
at greater length later in this source.

Referring once more to Figure 67A, the
parallel circuit LC by offering an easy bypass
path for currents at all frequencies other than
the resonant frequency would naturally reduce
the voltage at all of these frequencies to an
extent much greater than that necessary for

equalization. By inserting a resistance as
shown, a definite maximum current flow
through the filter circuit is established.

Added to this control is the impedance char-
acteristic of the tuned circuit, so that at re-

sonance current flow is minimum and off re-

sonance the current flow is set at a certain

value which is not exceeded no matter how
low the impedance of the parallel combination.
Thus is equalization accomplished.

Transformers.

The successful application of alternating

current is due to a very large measure to the
phenomenon of induction whereby it is possible

to transfer electrical energy from one point
t i another without a direct metallic link be-
tween the two points. Now, these points need
not be far removed from each other. They
may be two coils separated by a small space,

but not directly connected. Two such coils

constitute a transformer and induction is the
basis for the transformer. On the other hand,
the transformer is one of the major reasons
for the success of alternating current as an
electrical tool. It provides the required ver-
satility of operation, of transmission. Before
we enter upon the discussion of the transformer
in its various forms, let us devote a little time
to that phenomenon of induction.

We know that if a coil is placed within a
magnetic field created by some agent and if the
coil is moved or the flux changes so that some
change of linkages between the coil and the
flux takes place, a voltage will be induced
across the coil and current will flow through
the device connected to that coil. Obviously
the change in the number of linkages can be
accomplished in more than one manner. We
can arrange to move the coil. We can arrange
to vary the flux lines. We can arrange to

move the flux lines. Any one of these three
systems will cause the generation of a voltage
ai ross the coil.

Suppose that we arrange a circuit such as

that shown in Figure 68. A battery causes the

flow of current through coil A. Switch opens
or closes this circuit so that flux lines will ap-
pear around coil A when the switch is closed
and will disappear when the switch is opened.
Adjacent to coil A we locate coil B, connected
to a current indicating device. If, for some
reason, a voltage is induced across coil B, cur-
rent will flow through the current indicating

instrument G. If we close the switch S. cur-

rent flows through coil A and flux lines appear
around the coil and radiate out into space.

Now, some of these flux lines link with coil

B or cut coil B.
At the same time we can say that the turns

of coil B cut the flux lines which surround
coil A. Both statements mean the same thing.

At the moment that the switch is closed flux

lines are developed around coil A, but they do
not arrive at their maximum value at the in-

stant the switch is closed because the current
through A is gradually increasing until it

reaches its normal maximum.
During the period that the current through

A is reaching its final steady state, there is a

change in the flux which links coil B and coil

A. Hence a voltage is induced across coil B
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and current flows through the indicating device

G. Evidently some of the electrical energy in

circuit A has been transferred to circuit B.

Such is actually the case although there is no
direct metallic link between the two circuits.

This statement does not mean that there is no
link of any nature. There is a link, but in the

form of the flux lines which cut the turns of

coil B. These lines are common to both coils

hence link both coils.

If we continue the observations we note that

a short period after S is closed the indication

upon G decreases to zero, and the fact that a

steady value of current is flowing through coil

A and a steady magnetic field surrounds coil

A is of no consequence. The current in cir-

cuit B remains zero. This condition is due to

the lack of change of flux linkage between
steady flux around A and the turns of coil B.

The turns of coil B are still within the field

of coil A, but since there is no variation in the

flux linkage between the lines and coil B there

is no voltage developed across coil B.

Suppose that we maintain the current through
A at a steady state and move coil B. We note

that the motion causes an indication of current

upon G We generate a voltage by moving the

This is Lesson 21 in The Rider Series on Sound Projection
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conductor within the field. However, the

moment that coil B comes to rest the current in

G again becomes zero. Let us return B to its

original position and vary the position of coil

A with the steady current Howing through its

turns.

Again we note current in circuit B as long
as coil A is in motion. The moment it comes
to rest, current in circuit B returns to zero
value. The motion on the part of coil A is

movement of the flux lines and a change in the

number of linkages between coil B and the

fluxlines.

Suppose that both coils are at rest and the

current in circuit B is zero. We now open
the switch S so that current flow in circuit A
is interrupted. We note a momentary indica-

tion of current in circuit B. This is due to a
change in the number of linkages between coil

B and the collapsing field of coil A. Thus, if

we produce some state wherein two coils are

adjacent to each other, cause the flow of vary-
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ing current through one coil so that the field

varies and place the second coil in such posi-

tion that the turns of coil B cut the flux lines

of coil A at an angle, we induce a voltage

across the secondary winding, coil B.

The relative positions of the two windings
are of importance. If the two coils are close

together, more of the flux lines created around
A will cut coil B, hence coupling between coil

A and coil B is close. If they are far apart
the number of the flux lines which are com-
mon to both coils will be less and coupling be-

tween the two coils will be loose.

The arrangement of two coils so that flux

due to the current flowing in one coil cuts the

turns of the other coil and induces a voltage
in the transformer. Based upon the element-
ary explanation the transformer consists of
two windings, a primary winding and a sec-

ondary winding. The primary winding is the

source of the flux lines or expressed in an-
other manner, the primary winding carries the

magnetizing current. The secondary winding
is that in which the voltage is induced.

Types of Transformers

Transformers used in practice are of various
types. Let us refer once more to the element-
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ary transformer. We shall start with A.C. in-

put to coil A so that the flux surrounding coil

A is varying and a voltage will be induced
across coil B and current will flow through G.

Suppose we set an arbitrary value of 100
turns for coil A and say that coil B is fixed

in position with respect to A. This position

is adjacent to coil A, as in Figure 69. The
resistance R is connected across coil B. If we
apply a voltage R to the coil A, a current I

will flow in that circuit. The exact value of

this current is naturally dependent upon the
structure of coil A and the frequency of R.

Let us forget the frequency at the moment and
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discuss the effect of the turn relation between
coils A and B. We shall assume that every
line of flux which surrounds coil A cuts every
turn of coil B.

The flux is due to the current in A and this

current is naturally due to the voltage. The
flux is also due to the turns of coil A, hence
there is a relation between the number of
turns and the voltage. Operating upon the
premise that all of the flux is common to both
coils, the voltage induced across coil B is go-
ing to depend upon the turns in coil B. If the
number of turns in coil B is equal to the turns
in coil A, the voltage induced across coil B
will he the same as applied to A.

Hence, if a voltage R applied to 100 turns
in A causes a number of flux lines and these
flux lines again cut 100 turns, the induced volt-

age will equal the impressed voltage. Hence,
if the secondary voltage is equal to the primary
voltage the ratio of the secondary to primary
voltage will be unity. Hence, such a trans-
former is a 1:1 transformer.

If we maintain the A circuit as before and
reduce the number of turns in the B circuit

to 50, the voltage induced across coil B will be
less than that across coil A. Such a trans-
former is a step-down transformer. On the
other hand if we make coil B with 200 turns
instead of 100 and keep coil A as before, the
voltage induced across the secondary winding
will be greater than that applied to the primary
or coil A and the transformer is a step-up
transformer. Thus, we have three types of

J (l mEI§
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transformers ; that is, as far as voltage ratio

is concerned. This reference to types has no
bearing upon physical structure.

The selection of any one of these types is a

matter of the work required. The presence of

voltage and current in the A or primary cir-

cuit represents energy. The presence in the

B or secondary circuit of voltage developed
across the coil B and current flow through the

device R connected to B also represents energy.

Hence, we have energy in the nrimary and en-

ergy in the secondary circuits. This energy is

in electrical form and the function of the trans-

former is to transfer energy from one point to

another.

Now, we also note that there can be a change
in the magnitude of the voltages in these cir-

cuits. The output or secondary voltage may be

equal to, greater or less than the primary volt-

age. Hence, we can say that the function of

a transformer is to transfer energy from one

point to another at various voltages.

To properly understand the action of the

transformer is quite important. One is apt to

believe that it can be employed to increase

energy during the process of transfer. Such
is not the case. At best the amount of elec-

tricrd energy in the primary circuit is trans-

ferred to the secondary circuit. In practice it

is impossible to achieve such a condition be-

cause some of the electrical energy is converted
into heat and therefore lost during the process

of transfer. Hence, the amount of electrical

energy in the secondary circuit is always less

than that in the primary. Such is the true
condition irrespective of the voltage in the
primary or secondary circuits.

Recognizing that the electrical energv pres-

ent in the primary circuit consists of current
and voltage and assuming that 100 per cent
efficiency is secured, the relation between the

current and voltage in the secondary circuit is

at all times such that it equals the electrical

energy originally in the primary. Thus, if we
have 100 volts and one ampere in the primary
circuit and the transformer is arranged to

provide 1,000 volts in the secondary circuit, the

current in the secondary must be such at 100
per cent efficiency that

IpRp = I BR 9

Thus, the transformer will transform volt-

age and current from one value to another but
will only transfer energy in its electrical state

from one circuit to another. This is the ele-

mentary explanation of the transformer and

the relation between the primary and second-
ary circuits. More detailed data will follow.

The Auto-Transformer

The transformer, consisting of two separate
cells, functions by virtue of the flux linkage
between the two coils. That sucli linkage oc-
cur does not make imperative the use of two
coils which are entirely separated. It is pos-
sible to employ one coil and to secure a trans-
formation action. Such a unit is called an
auto-transformer and is shown in simple form
in Figure 70A.

Imagine a coil B which is tapped at its mid-
point. It has a total number of N turns. A
portion of this complete winding shall be
designated as the A winding. It is shown in
heavy lines. A voltage R is impressed across
these turns equal to N 1

turns. The flux pro-
duced by the current flowing through N 1

turns
cuts these turns and also the remainder of the
coil ; therefore, the complete coil of N turns.
Let us say that all of the flux produced in
coil A cuts all of the turns in coil B, which is

the complete coil. Let us further say that the
voltage impressed across N 1

turns is E. Then
the voltage across the complete coil will be the
ratio between the total turns in B or N turns
and the turns in coil A or N 1

turns times the
voltage applied. This may be expressed as

N
EB = E X

N 1

Such a transformer consisting of just one

winding is known as an auto-transformer. It
can be employed to step-up or step-down volt-
age by properly dividing the number of turns
used for the B circuit. Thus, if the coil A is

the complete winding and the B circuit is

tapped at some point, the voltage across the
R winding will he less than the A winding.
Such is shown in Figure 70B. One marked
difference must be recorded. Examine Rigures
69 and 70 A. While the auto-transformer has
its primary (A) and secondary (B) circuits,

(Continued on page 64)
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Opinions on Pictures

Tom Sawyer
{Paramount

)

Big Possibilities

(Reviewed by Don Ashbaugh)

NOTE this one on the booking sheets and
prepare to brace the walls—they're going

to bulge. It's first class entertainment for

every age, sex and class. Should produce rich

runs in almost any house.

Nearly every man, woman and child in

America has read Mark Twain's immortal clas-

sic. Paramount has assembled a fine cast, se-

lected the choicest bits from the book and turn-

ed out a production which brought the strongest

applause of any preview showing in months in

a favorite Glendale, Calif., theatre.

Jackie Coogan, the soulful-eyed "kid" of

yesterday, blossoms forth in his next step up
the acting ladder. His performance in the

title role is nothing short of amazing.

The "kid" who first captured the hearts of

America's womanhood with his wistful looks

in juvenile role will regain his old following

and augment it with many more after Tom
Sawyer is shown. In short, young Coogan
steps forth as a polished performer, showing
promise of becoming one of the outstanding

actors of the screen.

Those who know him in blase Hollywood
were amazed at the naturalness with which he
endowed the Mark Twain character in the

picture. He is a "real boy,'' a regular barefoot
kid who climbs trees and fences, carries dead
rats in his shirt, detests chores but still loves

his Aunt Polly.

Jackie carries the picture from the start and
does a grand job of it. If it was a comeback
he was attempting he has already arrived. Pre-
pare to see him in even more adult roles. He'll

be able to do them in another year or so.

The rest of the cast is more than satisfying.

Junior Durkin handles the character of Huckle-
berry Finn in a fine manner. Durkin gives
promise of winning a large following if Para-
mount follows up, as Mark Twain did, with
the story of Huckleberry. Naturally, in Tom
Sawyer, Huckleberry merely fits in as the pal

of the principal.

Mitzi Green is seen as the adorable Becky.
Maybe Mitzi isn't just exactly what readers
of the book expected Becky to be, but after
the picture is over everybody is willing to

change their former opinions of Becky and
make them conform to the part as played bv
Mitzi.

The little girl star doesn't have much to do
except look pensive and be astounded and in

love, in her juvenile way, with Tom. She is

adorable in her pantellettes and long curls

and doesn't seem at all the Mitzi who has
gained fame as a rollicking little mimic of other
film celebrities. She does the straight role like

a regular trouper, however, and is bound to

gain many new friends by her work.
Jackie Searle, the youngster who plays the

part of Sid, Tom's little tattling, whimpering
and trouble-making brother, is a positive riot.

He makes everybody in the audience thorough-
ly dislike him from the start and when Aunt
Polly turns on him and administers a slap near
the close of the film the entire audience cheers.
The lad is but an infant, really, but his work
surpasses that of many others who have at-

tempted to portray similar rules as adults.

Lucien Littlefield. as the school master, and
Clara Blandick as Aunt Polly both are ex-
ceedingly pleasing in their characters. Others
in the cast handled bits and small roles to
perfection.

The fence whitewashing scene, the school
room sequence when Tom takes the blame for
Becky's cartoon of the teacher, the graveyard
bit where they see Injun Joe kill the doctor

Service!

Reviews of the majority of features
reaching Broadway's screens appear
in MOTION PICTURE NEWS many
weeks before their initial appearance
on New York's main stem.
Theatre owners keeping a close

touch on new product, particularly

New York premieres, will find the

chart below an aid in ascertaining
dates of issues in which THE NEWS
reviewed productions in the group of

current openings:
PRODUCTION DATE

REVIEW
Billy the Kid Sept. 13

Devil with Women July 26

Half Shot at Sunrise Sept. 27

Liliom Sept. 13

Rasputin Aug. 30

Santa Fe Trail Sept. 27

Scotland Yard Oct. 4

Those 3 French Girls This issue

Up the River Oct. 11

Virtuous Sin Oct. 4

War Nurse Sept. 20

Consult the Release Chart, last sec-

tion in this issue, for complete list of

features released in current months,
together with MOTJON PICTURE
NEWS review dates and other im-
portant data.

and the cave scene where Tom and Becky are

lost and Injun Joe chases the hero bent on
vengeance, are highlights of the picture.

Ordinary program support, news reel and
short of some hind are all that's needed.
Produced and distributed by Paramount. Directed

by John Cromwell. Story by Mark Twain. Screen
play by Sam Mintz, Grover Jones and Wm. Slavens
McNutt. Photographed by Charles Lang. Edited by
Alvson Shaffer. Length not set. Release date,
Nov. 15.

THE CAST
Tom Sawyer Jackie Coogan
Huckleberry Finn Junior Durkin
Becky Thatcher -' Mitzi Green
Teacher . . . .x Lucien Littlefield

Muff Potter Tully Marshall
Aunt Polly Clara Blandick
Mary Mary Jane Irving
Mrs. Harper Ethel Wales
Sid Jackie Searle
Joe Harper Dick Winslow
Widow Douglass Jane Darwell
Ben Rogers Billy Naylor
Charley Billy Butts
Dr. Robinson Edward Coxen
Injun Joe Charles Stevens
Minister Charles Sellon
Mr. Deming Guy Oliver
Judge Thatcher Lon Poff

She Got What She Wanted
( James Cruze Prod,—Tiffany)

Hilarious Comedu
{Reviewed by Bill Crouch)

THIS is a satirical comedy that would have
been a flop had not the direction been way

above average. James Cruze has handled the
talker in expert fashion and, as a result, has a
delightful little comedy that is a laugh from
start to finish.

Will be satisfactory for week-run houses and
great for the split-week spots. It has a capable
cast which gives very good performances. The
customers will like this and walk out satisfied.

Betty Compson plays the role of a poor
Russian girl who is seeking true love. Like
her father, who was married six times and
failed to find the right mate, she seems doomed
to disappointment. Gaston Glass, as the first

and last of four husbands, nlavs the role of
Boris. Lee Tracy and Alan Hale are boarders

in the home of Boris and Betty and it is Tracy
who is constantly trying to get Betty to run
away with him. He succeeded often, hut is al-

ways going away and leaving her waiting -tt

the last minute—only tu shuu up again some
time later and pull the same stunt. Hale finally

persuades Betty to get a divorce from Glass

and marry him. This she di>es, but only when
she has consented that Glass be allowed to live

with them. This plan fails to work out and
she finally runs away with Tracy only to be left

waiting just before the wedding. Hale is killed

and Glass wins his wife back, for good.

Miss Compson gives a very good performance

as the girl, while Hale and Tracy provide

laughs galore. Glass does well in his role and
makes the husband seem real.

The story might have been a very bad bur-

lesque were it not for the clever acting and di-

rection. The dialogue is sparkling and fits the

piece. The gags are original and are not forced.

It's a swell little domestic comedy.
Use musical shorts with this one.

Produced by James Cruze Prod. Distributed by
Tiffany. Story and dialogue by George Rosner. Di-
rected by James Cruze. Photographed hy C. F.
Schoenbaum. Length and release date not set.

THE CAST
Mahyna Betty ("ompsun
Eddie Lee Tracy
Dave A. an Hale
Boris Gaston Glass
Olga Dorothy Christy
Dugan Fred Kelsty

The Costello Case
(Sono Art-World Wide)
Good Sales Value

t Reviewed by Charles P. Hynes )

A GOOD story and the current gang war-
fare give this some fine money slants.

The picture is good entertainment and has a
number of exciting situations. Direction is not

so good, but the cast get the picture over.

The newspaper critics probably will lanibast

this, due to an overdone reporter characteriza-

tion by Roscoe Karns. However, audiences
will go for it and get quite a kick out of the

picture.

Tom Moore is the big shot of this produc-
tion and carries the major portion of its bur-
den. He turns in a fine performance which
makes one wonder why he has been so inac-

tive since talkers became the order of the day.
Lola Lane is good in her part and Russell

Hardie a fair hero, Wheeler Oakman is the
murderous gang chieftain and puts over some
polished villainy.

A murdered man is found in front of his

office, in which the safe had been robbed. A
gang chieftain with a good connection with the
police appears for the usual questioning and is

released. Meanwhile, a girl and young man are
picked up, but insist they are elopers, although
the unsuspecting police don't even comment on
the fact that she isn't wearing a wedding ring.

They are released, but the patrolman who made
the discovery takes them to his boarding house.
The youth had robbed the safe in the murdered
man's office and had seen the killer. The patrol-
man solves the murder, kills the murderer in

a pistol duel and frees the young couple.
The big scene in this is the one where the

copper is to be put on the spot, and this carries

considerable punch. Tied in with the present
gang warfare this should get dough.
Needs musical support.
Produced by James Cruze Prod. Distributed by

Sono Art-World Wide. Directed bv Walter Lang.
Story by F. McCrew Willis. Length. 7,200 ft. Run-
ning time, 7S minutes. Release date, Oct. 15.

THE CAST
Mahoney Tom Moore
Mollie Lola Lane
RIair Roscoe Karns
Mile Away Harry Wheeler Oakman
Timmie Russell Hardie
Saunders William Davidson
Landlady Dorothy Vernon
Donnelly Jack Richardson
B*he M. K. Wilson
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Opinions on Pictures

Along Came Youth
(Paramount)

"Buddy" Gets Funny
{Reviewed by Don Ashbaugh)

DIVERTING entertainment is apparently

what Paramount desired to provide with
"Along Came Youth," Charles Rogers' new ve-

hicle. An enthusiastic preview audience bore

testimony to the fact that perhaps they had
succeeded. "Along Came Youth" is frothy

and nonsensical comedy at which even a so-

phisticated audience might laugh a bit and a

youthful one adore.

The story concerns two American boys

stranded in England because one of them had

a horse which failed to win races. Their ad-

ventures in earning enough on which to go
home, especially after they both fall in love,

forms the basis of the tale.

They become chef and assistant at an estate

next to the one where their divinities reside

and eventually "Gangster," the horse, wins a

thrilling steeplechase and points the way to

a satisfactory ending.

Rogers proves that he has a pleasant gift of

comedy. It seems too bad that Paramount
doesn't feature it instead of his youthful inno-

cence and his ability to play various instru-

ments. He's a likeable chap in the present pic-

ture with no particular aura of lily white

morals and he doesn't play or sing.

Stuart E-rwin, of course, as his friend, car-

ried a large share of the comedy. He is near-

sighted—almost blind—without his glasses, and

some of the scenes in which he loses those

necessary articles are riots. Moreover, "Gang-
ster" does not like him, and that contributes

more to the fun. Stuart Erwin's comedy would
help any picture and he adds immensely to this

talker.

Mathilde Comont assists in a large way
with the fun. She appears as a South Ameri-
can woman of means, and with a huge appetite

for desserts. Frances Dee is a pleasing hero-

ine. She and Rogers make a most satisfactory

team. Betty Boyd as the heroine's friend is well

contrasted and gives a competent performance.

Neivs reels and dramatic shorts may be used

with this to good advantaae.

Produced and distributed by Paramount. Directed

by Lloyd Corrigan and Norman McLeod. Story by
Maurice Bedell. Scenario by Marion Dix. Screen play

by George Marion, Jr. Dialogue by George Marion.
Tr. Edited by Jane Loring*, Photographed by Henry
Gerald. Length not set. Release date, Dec. 20.

THE CAST
Larry Brooks Charles Rogers
Elinor Partington Frances Dee
Ambrose Stuart Erwin
Eustace William Austin
Lady Prunella Evelyn Hall

Senor Cortez Leo White
Senora ("nrlez Mathi'de Comont
Sue Long Betty Boyd

See America Thirst
( Universal)

G^od Underworld Satire
(Reviewed by Dick Crenshaw)

HARRY LANGDON and Slim Summer-
ville are seen at their best as the inno-

cents in this farce of underworld life. This

picture will hold appeal to admirers of the

Langdon type of humor, although some of it

will nol go over with those who care for a

rational story.

Plenty of box-office value in this with the

Langdon and Summerville names. Will stand

up in the week-run houses and subsequent

bookings.
I nderworld life is portrayed as being quite

comical and collegiate, with its theme songs and

gang yells. Trick forts built on the tops of

skyscrapers furnish a novel setting for a large

pad of the picture and plenty of action is seen.

\ - I supporting cast of Hollywood's ugliest

and toughest hombres adds to the atmosphere.

Summerville shares the acting glory in this

film, making a perfect partner for Langdon.
Bessie Love furnishes the love interest, al-

though her part is rather unconvincing.
The story deals with the situation that re-

sults when Langdon and Summerville are mis-
taken for two noted gangsters and become
mixed up in a gang war. They accept huge
sums of money from two rival gang factions

when they agree to wipe out the other. Some
of their experiences with the gang's fighting

equipment result in a number of laughs. A
scene showing a balancing act high above the
city streets proved somewhat stale.

Summerville takes the aggressive in estab-

lishing the pair's reputation as tough gangsters,
while Langdon poses as ''Shivering Smith," a
famous killer. The two arrange a street battle

between the gang factions, only to be discov-

ered in their true light when the real Smith
arrives on the scene. They finally spray tear

gas on the gangsters to subdue the entire out-
fit. Bessie Love then turns them down for a
police officer and they depart with the money.
The picture has plenty of comedy appeal and

should click with any audience.
Musical short subjects will fit well here.

Produced and distributed by Universal. Directed by
William James Craft. Story by Yin Moore and Ed-
ward Luddy. Screen play and dialogue by Henry La
Cossitt. Adaptation by C. Jerome Horwin. Photo-
graphed by Arthur Miller and C. Allyn Jones. Songs
by Lou Handman and Bernie Grossman. Edited by-

Harry W. Lieb. Length, running time and release
date not set.

THE CAST
Wally Harry Langdon
Slim George "Slim" Summerville
Ellen Bessie Love
Screwy O'Tolle Mitchell Lewis
Insect McGann Mathew Betz
Spumoni Stanley Fields
O'TolIe's henchman Lloyd Whitlock
McGann's henchman Dick Alexander
"Shivering" Smith Tom Kennedy
Inventor Lew Hearn
The attorney LeRoy Mason

The Princess and the
Plumber

(Fox)
Entertaining

I Reviewed by Dick Crenshaw)
*<'~T"*HE Princess and the Plumber" proves to

-1- be another romance about European roy-
alty and Americans. It is better than the aver-
age program film, and a pleasant evening's en-
tertainment for the family. Will fit into the
first-run spots and good for split-week book-
ings.

The story is another tale of a dashing young
American who falls in love with the beautiful
princess of a small mythical European country,
and by cleverness wins her hand. It is light

in theme and contains a few good laughs.

As the rich young American out to make his

own way in the world, Charles Farrell is not
as convincing as he has been in some of his

previous pictures. His portrayal of the am-
bitious youngster is rather stilted.

Maureen O'Sullivan has the role of the sweet
and unsophisticated young princess who has
never been out in the world, and Bert Roach
furnishes the comedy as a rich American
bachelor.

The story is laid in Switzerland and a few
picturesque mountain shots add to the atmos-
phere. The Princess goes to a mountain cabin

with Roach and a baron (Lucien Prival) of

her own country. When Prival makes love to

her and she resents his advances Roach enters

the scene and saves her.

Prival has his revenge when he spreads the

rumor that the princess has been compromised
by Roach, a tale that gains further credence

when the innocent bachelor sprains his ankle

arid keeps the princess out until morning.
The heroine's father arrives suddenly and

mistakes Farrell for the other American. He

demands an immediate marriage, to which the

principals consent. It is only after they have
sailed away in a convenient airplane that the

father discovers his mistake.

There is little action in the story and many
developments of the plot hinge on implausible
factors, such as Farrell's signing the marriage
contract in such an illegible hand that it cannot
be read. Good performances are given by Lu-
cien Prival, H. B. Warner, Joseph Cawthorn
and Murray Kinnell.

A strong comedy will help this picture.
Produced and distributed by Fox. Directed by

Alexander Korda. Story by Alice Duer Miller. Screen
play and dialogue by Howard J. Green. Song and
lyrics by Richard Fall. Edited by Margaret Clancey.
Photographed by L. W. O'Connell and David Rag-in.
Length not yet set. Release date, Jan. 11, 1931.

THE CAST
Charlie Peters Charles Farrell
Princess Louise. Maureen O'Sullivan
Prince Conrad of Daritzia H. B. Warner
Merkl Joseph Cawthorn
Albert Bowers Bert Roach
Baron Von Kemper Lucien Prival

Those Three French Girls
(M-G-M)

Spicy Comedy
(Reviewed by Bill Crouch)

THIS talker is a farce that has plenty of
sexy situations and will go over in places

where this type of stuff is a draw. There are

a lot of laughable situations and plenty of opti-

cal allure in the persons of the three girls

—

Fifi Dorsay, Sandra Ravel and Yola D'Avril.
Suitable for the average week-run spots and

good material for the split-week houses. Of-
fers plenty of exploitation possibilities and is

bound to attract attention.

The dialogue is by P. G. Wodehouse and,

while extremely clever, sometimes fails to get

over with the entire audience, it being some-
what over their heads. The story concerns Reg-
inald Denny, a titled Englishman who comes
to the aid of the three girls about to be thrown
out of their apartment when they fail to pay
the rent. However, it all ends up when they
assault the landlord and they go to jail. He
then meets up with Cliff (Ukelele Ike) Ed-
wards and Eddie Brophy. These boys are from
the U. S. and are in France to see what the
place Is like after the war.
Tht gang finally escapes from jail and goes

to Denny's estate. Here George Grossmith,
I Jenny's uncle, falls for Fifi and is about to

marry her, she thinking that Denny is untrue
to her. having found that he has had many
affairs. It all works out that Grossmith has
used Denny's name to save himself and when
the truth is known Fifi marries Reginald.
There are a great many laughs in this talker

and they are worked in at all times, regardless

of whether or not they fit the story. Songs
are also put in at all times.

Too much dialogue in French spoils many of

the scenes and detracts from the story. Harry
Beaumont has capably directed the piece, but,

given a good story, this comedy would have
been much better. If one overlooks the incon-
gruities the picture will prove entertaining,

otherwise it won't go over so well. The three
pjrls and fellows are very good in their vari-

i ius roles, with Miss Dorsay having the top

spot. Denny also does some clever work.

Use dramatic shorts.
Produced and distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Directed by Harry Beaumont. Originat story by Dale
Van Every and Arthur Freed. Adaptation and con-
tinuity by Sylvia Thalberg and Frank Butler. Dia-
logue by P. G. Wodehouse. Music by Joseph Meyer.
Lyrics by Arthur Freed. Edited by George Hively.
Photographed by Merritt B. Gerstad. Length, 6,760
fee^. Running time, 75 minutes. Release date, Oct. 11.

THE CAST
Cbarmaine Fifi Dorsay
Larry Reginald Denny
Owly Cliff Edwards
I>'ane Yola d'Avril
M adelon Sandra Ravel
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Just Imagine
(Fox)

Novel and Fantastic
(Reviewed by Bill Crouch)

A WORLD in which people no longer have
names but merely numbers—where an eight

course dinner is taken in concentrated form in

a pill—where highballs are tiny pellets, reduced
in size but not in kick—where airplanes park
in mid-air—where street lights need no posts

—

these are some of the conditions pictured in

"Just Imagine."
A good attraction for the long run houses

and a talker that will do big business in the

better week runs spots and following bookings.

Many novel angles to the picture afford plenty

of exploitation possibilities.

The picture has every indication of being a

comedy success. It has humor—delicate, me-
dium and broad. It has plot, novel settings and
a wealth of imaginative detail. The plot con-

cerns life in 1980 and life in a world which not

only mechanical inventions have changed, but

in which manners and customs are radically

different from the world of 1930. Marriage, for

instance, is considered a matter of civic inter-

est, and when there are two or more suitors

for a girl's hand the matter is settled by the

marriage tribunal.

That custom forms the basis for the plot of

the story. A young trans-ocean pilot, John
Garrick, has been ruled against by the tribunal

in favor of a wealthier and more distinguished

rival, who is also the suitor for the hand of

Maureen O'Sullivan. The rehearing has been

set ahead four months, during which time John
will have a chance to make a stronger claim

for his rights. All looks bad for his chance
when he is asked to pilot a rocket ship on a

trip to Mars. Accompanied by El Brendel and
1-rank Albertson, he visits the planet and meets
with many highly amusing incidents.

El Brendel is the leading figure in the picture

and is actually the hero. According to the story

he was playing golf back in 1930 when struck

by lightning and killed. Fifty years later,

scientists attempt to bring him back to life.

They are successful and he begins where he
left off. However, he finds things changed and
relies upon Albertson and Garrick to teach him
the ropes. He makes the trip to Mars as a

stowaway.
"Just Imagine" gives Brendel plenty of lee-

way for his style of comedy and he takes ad-

vantage of every opportunity. Garrick and
Albertson are both splendid. Garrick sings two
numbers, "Old Fashioned Girl" and Melody of

Love," which are potential hits.

Maureen O'Sullivan is very attractive and
does well in her role. She sings several songs

most pleasingly. Marjorie White displays her

exceptional gifts as a comedienne and provides

some of the most enjoyable comedy moments
of the production.

"Just Imagine" was written by De Sylva,

Brown & Henderson, who have provided a

highly imaginative and entertaining plot, clever

lines and tuneful melodies. It was directed by
David Butler, whose work shows a keen con-

ception of comedy and high order of imagina-

tion. The Martian sequences, as well as those

on the earth, are spectacular and interesting.

Any type short other than comedy and musi-

cal should fit here.
Produced and distributed by Fox. Directed by

David Butler. Storv. dialogue and songs by De Sylva,
Brown & Henderson. Photographed by Ernest Palm-
er. Edited by Irene Morra. Footage, not set. Re-
lease date, Nov. 23.

THE CAST

Single O El Brendel
LN—18 Maureen O'Sullivan
T—21 John Garriclc

T>—6 Marjorie White
RT^12 Frank Albertson

Z—1 Hobart Bosworth
MT—3 Kenneth Thomson
X—10 Wilfred Lucas
B—36 Mischa Auer
AK 44 Sidney De Gray
Commander Joseph Girard
LooLoo—BooBoo Joyzelle
Loko—Boko Ivan Linow

Travis William Stack
Captain Gregg Wade Boteler
Captain Hogarth William Walling
Masoni Paul Porcasi
McFall Brooks Benedict

The Derelict
(Paramount

)

Very Bancrofty
(Reviewed by Don Ashbaugh)

GEORGE BANCROFT is seen in "The
Derelict" as a rough, swaggering first

mate. It is a typical Bancroft picture and will

probably do nice business with Bancroft fans.

There is enough action and entertainment in

the rest of the production to hold the attention

of those who are not merely Bancroft fol-

lowers.

The star fights all the way through the pic-

ture with William (Stage) Boyd and has a

romance, with many misunderstandings, with
a newcomer to filmdom, Jessie Royce Landis.

Throughout Bancroft does just what you ex-

pect him to do; so he won't disappoint any
audience. They'll know ahead about what's go-
ing to happen next.

Boyd, as far as acting goes, steals consider-

able glory for his depiction of Bancroft's

enemy. Miss Landis turns in a capable per-

formance in her first leading role.

The story is the customary thing about the

sea and its men. Bancroft and Boyd are first

mates on different ships of the same company's
line. The crafts dock at Havana at the same
time and Bancroft manages to steal Boyd's
girl.

The captain of a freighter gets fired for

having a woman aboard and both the first

mates are after the appointment. Bancroft gets

it and has Boyd appointed as his first mate so

that the feud between the two may continue.

In the meantime Bancroft has agreed to get

the girl, a Havana cabaret singer, to Rio, where
opportunities are better. He intended taking

her on his passenger ship, but, as captain of

the freighter, is unable to carry her.

Boyd sneaks her aboard and Bancroft dis-

covers it during a heavy fog. While he is off

the bridge, the ship is in a collision and the

resulting investigation discloses that the girl

was i'ii the boat. Bancroft blames her and be-

gins to hate her. He loses his command and
Boyd is given the boat.

Bancroft ships on a banana boat and Boyd
and the girl sail away. During a heavy storm
and while the captain of the tramp is drunk,

Bancroft takes command and rushes to the

rescue of the freighter, which has lost a pro-
peller.

Eusue> many thrilling miniature shots, quite

well done, a wild rescue at sea and the return

to port, where the hero finds out the girl has
always loved him and that he misunderstood.

In the meantime, Boyd, grateful for being

rescued, radios the company the information
that Bancroft wasn't at fault for the girl being
ahoard and everything ends joyously. Donald
Stuart, who plays the cockney steward and,
Bancroft's pal. registers strong in the comedy
part.

Give it pretty strong support of comedies
and other shorts.

Produced and distributed by Paramount. Screen

Elay by William Slavens McNutt and Grover Jones,
h'rected by Rowland V. Lee. Photographed by

Archie Stout. Dialogue by Max Marcin. Edited by
George Nichols. Length. 6.750 feet. Running time,
7s minutes. Release date. Xov. 22.

THE CAST
Bill Rafferty George Bancroft
Helen Lorber Jessie Royce Landis
Ted Graves William Boyd
Fin Thorn son Donald Stuart
Jameson James Durkin

Canyon Hawks
I Big A

)

Pretty Bad
i Reviewed by Charles F. Hynes)

PATRONS probably will get a lot of laughs
out of this, but they will be laughing at,

not with, the picture. It's such an absurd af-
fair that it amounts almost to burlesque. Even
shooting gallery patrons will guffaw at its silly

story.

It seems that Yakima is one of these tough
guys that just can't get hurt. Even a bullet
fired by the heroine fails to bring forth blood,
although presumably he is wounded to the point
of unconsciousness. However, he comes to and
goes in for riding and fighting which would
tax the strength of any man. It certainly
taxes and surpasses belief.

The story is about a ranch owner who falls

for a girl who, with her brother, is driving a
herd of sheep across his land. He protects the
girl, despite the animosity of the cow men, and
finally rounds up a bandit gang, headed by his

ranch foreman.
Acting honors, if there are any, belong to

Euzz Barton, western veteran. Canutt does
somes good riding, but that about lets him out
and Renee Bordon playing opposite is very am-
ateurish. Some of the to-the-death struggles
are a howl.

If fans are rabid enough in their desire for
westerns, this might get by on a double-feature
bill ; otherwise it's a black-eye for any Jiouse.

Comedy and musicals offer balance.
Produced by National Players, Ltd. Distributed by

Big 4 Film Corp. Directed by Alvin J. Neitz. Storv
by Harry Taylor and Alvin J. Neitz. Adaptation and
dialogue by Alvin J. Neitz. Edited by Fred Bain.
Photographed by William Nobles. Length, 5,539 feet.
Running time, 60 minutes. Release date, Aug. 26.

lilt CAST
.Tack Benson Yakima Canutt
Sieve Knowles Robert Walker
Mildred Manning Rene Bordon
George Manning Buzz Barton
Sheriff Jackson Robert Reeves
Tom Hardy Cliff Lyons
Dick Carson Wally Wales
Shorty Bobbv Dunn

The Fourth Alarm
(Standard l

Not So Hot
(Reviezved by Jack Gram

|

JUDGED by the standards of such inde-
pendent releases, "The Fourth Alarm" is

averagely well done. It combines all the ele-
ments of thrill stuff that pleases in double-bill
and small grind spots.

Such stories as this programmer tells sel-

dom can stand analysis and "The Fourth
Alarm" is no exception. We are asked to be-
lieve that a chemical manufacturer is making
nitro-glycerine secretly in his plant. The
authorities are not notified because of the
obvious fire hazards entailed. Just how he
intends disposing of his product commercially
without letting anyone know he makes the
stuff is not explained. Perhaps that was the
secret.

For love interest, we have the daughter of
the big "soup" and cracker man and the son
of the city's fire department. They meet when
the girl, indulging her passion for fast auto
driving, races with a hook and ladder truck
piloted by the boy. He takes a fall off the
truck to avoid sideswiping the lady's car. In
the hospital, while his broken leg is mending,
true love is born.
The girl's father sees in their friendship an

opportunity to cover his manufacture of nitro.

He has the kid appointed fire inspector for
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the district. They say love is blind, so the

lad is not expected to see what is going on.

But the gallant young smoke-eater is of

Horatio Alger stuff. Regardless of conse-

quences, he decides to spill the beans about
the soup. The girl refuses to believe her

father's villainy and starts out to investigate.

She is locked in the storeroom with the ex-
plosives just as fire breaks out below.

It might be mentioned that the fire was ex-

tremely generous to the plot construction. Al-
though the blaze started in the room beneath
the place in which the nitro is stored, the

flames considerately burned the lower floor

and adjoining buildings 6rst. The boy is

thereby allowed to effect a last minute rescue

of his sweetheart.

Nick Stuart plays the fireman's child who
arrives in the nick of time. Somehow or other
he manages to be ingratiating in the role. The
rest of the cast are capable enough.

The fire sequences are thrillingly handled
and guaranteed to bring the kids to their feet

in excitement. And, after all, that was the idea

behind the making of "The Fourth Alarm."
Strong musicals and comedies needed here.

Produced by Standard. Distributed by W. Ray Joy
Johnston. Directed by Philip H. Whitman. Story by
Scott Littleton. Edited by Carl Himm. Photographed
by Herbert Kirkpatrick. Release date, Oct. 25.

THE CAST
The Boy Nick Stuart
The Girl Ann Christy
The Father Tom Santschi
Firemen. .Harry Howen, Ralph Lewis, Jack Richardson

The Love Trader
(Pacific Pictures—Tiffany)

Weak
{Reviewed by Don Ashbaugh)

«*npHE Love Trader" can be nlaced in no
X certain class of motion picture. It can't

have much draw as a program picture because
of the tragic ending. It can't be used as an
attraction for the artistic and sophisticated pub-
lic which does not mind an unhappy ending
because it is not done cleverly enough. The
theme and some of the acting, however, is too
good to be dismissed entirely as trash.

The story is of a South Sea island. The
scenery is really beautiful, but the natives too
frequently bear the Hollywood stamp. Into the

harbor comes a ship from Xew England car-

rying a hard, narrow-minded captain, played by
Henry Walthall, and his starved and lovely

wife, portrayed by Leatrice Joy.

The wife gazes wistfully on the lovely island,

feels the spell of its music and flowers, but to

her husband it is all wicked and indecent. Her
meeting with Tonia, the halfbreed, in the per-
son of Roland Drew, brings matters to a psy-
chological climax.

When Capt. Adams is decoyed away by Tonia
on the track of pearls, his wife attends an
island fete and further succumbs to the South
Stra spell. As the ship sails away at the end
of the picture she is still gazing longingly at

the island where love and happiness might make
her happy for a day, but only a day. New
Bedford looks unbearable so she jumps over-
board and leaves the audience wondering why
and where she went.

Walthall is good as the captain and Drew
gives a rather unusual portrayal of the half-
breed. Miss Joy proves that she has been
studying for the talkers, but her efforts to be
careful in her intonations slow up her imper-
sonation. Her blonde hair is not becoming.

"The Love Trader" is a rather irritating
picture, for it should somehow have been good
and isn't

The best place for this talker is on a double
hill in a grind house.

Use strong name shorts with this picture as

it needs lots of support.
Produced by Joseph Henebery and Harold Shumate

for Pacific Pictures. Distributed by Tiffany. Di-
rected by Joseph Henabery. Original story, adapta-
tion and dialogue by Harold Shumate. Photographed
by Ernest Miller and Tiny Goodfriend. Length, 5,700
'feet. Running time. 64 minutes. Release date, Oct. 9.

THE CAST
Martha Adams Leatrice Joy
Tonia Roland Drew
Nelson Chester Conklin
Capt. Adams Henry B. Walthall
Luane Barbara Bedford
Capt. Morton Xoah Beery
John Clarence Burton
Benson William Welsh

Min and Bill

{M-G-M)

Strong Drama and Comedy
(Reviewed by Bill Crouch)

ANY picture featuring Marie Dressier and
Wallace Beery will be box-office. But

why M-G-M or any one else would dare to
take a tragic story like "Dark Star" for this

combination of fun-makers as their first team-
ing picture is beyond comprehension. That
they did dare to do it, and that it is a fine pic-

ture, is a tribute to somebody's courage.
Good for adult trade in the popular priced

week-run houses and okay for the split-week
spots. Not a picture for adolescents, but adults
will find it to their liking.

"Dark Star," which may be final title for
"Min and Bill." is the story of the love of a
rough waterfront divekeeper (Miss Dressier)
for the little waif that is left at her place by
her mother, a prostitute. The sacrifices she
makes to keep the girl in ignorance of her
origin make up the serious side of the story.
This doesn't sound like a Dressier-Beery ve-
hicle, but that's what it is, nevertheless.
Dorothy Jordan is the girl who, under Ma-

rie's care, grows up and is educated without
knowing who her real mother is. Donald Dil-
laway, a rich youth who knows of Miss Jor-
dan's parentage, marries her regardless. This
situation, while rather trite, is done convinc-
ingly and doesn't mar the picture.

George Hill has directed the talker in an
understanding manner and the picture moves
fast and carries the story in a forceful manner.
Miss Dressler's transitions from comedy to

serious drama are remarkable and stamp her
as a versatile artist—more so than her most
ardent fans imagined. Beery is her boarder
and between them they create a lot of laughs
amid the serious situations. Dorothy Jordan is

splendid as the daughter and Marjorie Rambeau
does a marvelous characterization as the pros-
titute.

A runaway motorboat provides a world of
thrills, and a hand-to-hand battle between
Beery and Miss Dressier is packed with laughs.

The picture can't miss on the names alone,

and it won't disappoint the comedy fans even
if they don't care for the more serious mo-
ments, for it has plenty of laughs.

It is Miss Dressler's picture.

Afusica! shorts and cartoons will go we!!
here.

Produced and distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Directed by George Hill. Story from novel, "Dark
Star." by Lorna Moon. Adaptation and dialogue by
Frances Marion and Marion Jackson. Photographed
by Harold Wemstrom. Edited by Basil Wrangell.
Footage, about 6,200 feet. Running time, about 69
minutes. Release date not set.

THE CAST
Min Marie Dressier
Bill Wallace Beery
Nancy Dorothy Jordan
Ella Marjorie Rambeau
*>ick Donald Dillaway
Grool DeWitt Jennings
Alec Russell Hopton
Mr Smithard Frank McGlvnn
Mrs. Southard Gretta Gould

Milwaukee Gets

Picture Madison

Censors Banned

Milwaukee—"Mysteries of Birth." which
was disapproved l>y censors at Madison, is

playing the Davidson here. Booked for the

Parkway at Madison, the film was disap-

proved by the committee on the ground that

it is clinical, that it is not entertainment and
that it is not suitable for mixed audiences.

The picture was shown the week prior

to its opening to more than 300 representa-

tive Milwaukeeans, who were asked their

opinions concerning its showing. The ver-

dict was to the effect that it should be
shown to all men and women. Boys and
girls under 16, however, are barred.

The two diverse decisions concerning the

picture and its merits for the theatre pro-
vide an interesting example in human be-
havior. Madison is only 80 miles from Mil-
waukee, although its population is onlv

50.500 as against 600,000 for Milwaukee.
The results of this comparison would seem
to indicate that the censors in the smaller

cities are inclined to be more prudish than
those in the larger.

Broadcasts Sound
Films Over Radio
Madison. Wis.—Somewhat of an innova-

tion in theatre advertising was staged re-

cently by John Scharnberg, manager of the

RKO Orpheum. when he arranged for the

broadcasting of the theatre program for the

coming week over station WISJ in this city.

First the sound portion of the picture.

"Eyes of the World." was broadcast from
the auditorium of the theatre and relayed
by remote control to the radio station trans-

mitters. After the photoplay, short subjects,

including the news, comedy and cartoon,

were broadcast.

The stunt went over big and created a

desire in many of the listeners to see the
picture, the sound sequence of which they
heard broadcast over the radio.

RCA Dismantling

Gramercy Studio
RCA Photophone probably has sung its

swan song as studio operator in New York
with virtual dismantling of the Gramercy
studio. Most of the fixtures and scenery
already have been disposed of.

Before it could be reopened as a studio

the studio would have to install sprinkling

systems and fire escapes. As one official

put it, the plant is "all ready to put in the

horses." He added that if RKO plans to

produce in the East, production probably

would be "in the street."
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Bluenoses Turn

Pale as Shoe Fits

Austin, Tex.—The picture show managers

we're arrested and, after the authorities had

failed to get a single conviction in eight

cases in the citv courts, certain interested

persons went before Judge Hamilton, the

district judge, and asked him to charge

the grand jury to indict the motion picture

exhibitors in his district.

The judge read the statutes and replied

that he would have to charge the grand

jury to enforce the laws against every busi-

ness mentioned in Article 286, and that he

would not select any particular misdemeanor

apart from the others and ask an indict-

ment on same.

Flynn Writing Dialogue
For His Big Silent Hit

Hollywood—Several years ago^Emmett

Flynn made screen history with "A Con-

necticut Yankee," in which Harry Meyers

played the title role. Today he is collabo-

rating with Hayden Talbot and Harlan

Thompson on dialogue for the talker ver-

sion which will star Will Rogers.

Fanchon & Marco Shows
For Cincinnati Hinted

Cincinnati—Whether Fanchon & Marco

shows will be routed into this RKO strong-

hold is a subject of speculation here follow-

ing visit of Bert Adler, New York repre-

sentative of the presentation firm. Adler

declined comment on the object of his visit.

Pola Sues for Divorce

par is—Pola Negri has not been recon-

ciled with her prince husband, and has re-

newed the divorce action dropped last year

when difficulties were regarded as settled.

"U" Buys Play
"On the Up and Up," New York stage

play, has been acquired by Universal, The

firm now has nine stage plays on its new

season schedule and is negotiating for three

more.

Young Reopens at Canton
Canton, O.—Max Young has re-opened

the McKinley, closed during summer months.

Tourney New Manager
Cleveland—P. R. Tourney is now manag-

ing the Windameer, formerly managed by

Si Silverman.

Another for Omaha Chain
Omaha—Popular Amusement Co. has

added the Winn to its chain of local neigh-

borhood houses.

Avery at St. Louis
St. Louis—Roy Avery is new TifTany

manager here, C. A. Gibbs of Charlotte, has

succeeded Avery at Oklahoma City.

A Specimen
Melcher, la.—This town has a man

who has never seen a motion picture

show. He is aged 50 and is named
George Arthur Fletcher, produce mer-
chant. He says that he was taught
not to go to film theatres and that he
has abstained along with the use of

tobacco or intoxicants. He has never
hunted or fished or learned to swim.
"What I know about a movie is only

what my boys tell me and what I see
as I go by the theatres," he said. He
would substitute the church for the
film theatre, he said.

Gambling Layout

Hits Front Page
Tampa, Fla.—Paul Short got a lot of

front page publicity for the Tampa through
the display, in the lobby of the theatre, of

a real gambling lay-out. The lobby of the
Tampa is exceptionally large and each week
Paul arranges an elaborate display of some
kind to boost his coming attractions. This
week, as a teaser for the next week's show-
ing of "Monte Carlo," he had a handsome
gambling outfit, consisting of a roulette table,

lottery wheel and "crap" table, with at-

tendants in' everything, on display in the
lobby. Patrons were permitted to try their

luck and if they made three straight win-
ners they received a pair of passes.

Everything went fine until the editor of

the Tribune came out with an editorial call-

ing attention to the fact that the State law
provided that the mere possession of gamb-
ling paraphernalia was prima facie evidence
of gambling and that the outfit could be
seized by any officer. The evidence was re-

moved pronto, but the story broke on the
front pages and everybody knows about the
coming of "Monte Carlo" now.

Ruby Joins Columbia
Cleveland—Oscar Ruby, who recently re-

signed as local Pathe branch manager, has
been appointed city salesman for Columbia.
Lew Thompson, who formerly covered the
city for Columbia, has resigned.

Ellman at Milwaukee
Milwaukee—Lou Ellman, formerly Des

Moines manager, now is managing the Mil-
waukee Pathe branch. Nate Sandler, for-

mer salesman, has succeeded to the Des
Moines post.

Ames and Dunn Cast
Hollywood—Robert Ames and Josephine

Dunn have been cast in Columbia's "Ma-
donna of the Streets." based on W. B. Max-
well's novel, "The Ragged Messenger."
Evelyn Brent is featured in the production,
which is to be directed by John Robertson.

Buys Para. Lineup
Cleveland—M. B. Horowitz, general

manager of the Washington Circuit, has
purchased the entire 1930-31 Paramount
product.

RKO Dropping

Woods Theatre
Chicago—Realignment of RKO in the lo-

cal situation will result in darkening of the

Woods. Loop Shubert house. The last pic-

ture to play the house will be "East Is

West." If the booking is okehed, "Hell's

Angels" will play the theatre as a result

of refusal of Publix to alter the United

Artists' stage to accommodate the air pic-

ture. The Shuberts are understood to be

willing to make any alterations necessary

for the "Hell's Angels" showing.

Bandits Get $1,926
at Philly Stanton

Philadelphia—Three armed bandits in-

vaded the manager's office of the Stanton
and at the point of a revolver took $1,926

of the day's receipts. An hour later, two of

the men were arrested at downtown hotels

and the monev recovered.

C. A. Leonard on Coast

San Francisco—C. A. Leonard, from
Chicago, heads a newly organized RKO
publicity department to embrace the Golden
Gate and the Orpheum houses here and in

Oakland. He has been associated witli the

Publix Loop theatres in Chicago.

Columbia Completes Cast
Hollywood—With the signing of Rodney

McLennen and Wilson Benge, Columbia
has completing the casting of "Charley's
Aunt," which is being directed by Al Chris-

tie. Charles Ruggles and June Collyer are

featured.

1,000 Wired in Germany
Berlin—With 124 located in Berlin and

suburbs, Germany now has nearly 1,000

houses wired for sound. Klangfilm and To-
bis machines predominate.

Realife in Providence
Providence—Reelife, new M-G-M large

screen device, soon is to be introduced at

Loew's State Theatre, according to an an-
nouncement.

Leonard in Frisco
San Francisco—C. A. Leonard, formerly

with B. & K. theatres in Chicago, will have
charge of the publicity and advertising in

the RKO Orpheum houses of the San Fran-
cisco division.

Boiling Plans Theatre
Norton, Ya.—R. H. Boiling is to build a

theatre on Park avenue and plans are being
drawn now by Architects Kearfott arid

Arnold of Bristol, Va.

"U" Signs Comedy Team
Hollywood—Bert Roach and Raymond

Hattan are to be featured in "Pineapples."

Universal short to be directed bv William
Nigh.
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Projectionists'

Round Table
- By John F. Rider -

(Continued from page 58)

the two circuits are directly joined. Such is

not the case with the unit shown in Figure 69.

The primary and secondary circuits are

coupled by means of the magnetic flux, but

they are separate entities. There is no direct

metallic link between A and B in Figure 69,

but there is a direct metallic link between A
and B in Figures 70A and 70B. This is im-

portant and its effects shall be shown later.

Number of Windings in Transformer

We shall refrain from entering upon the

more detailed items related to the operation of

transformers and their characteristics until we
have completed the elementary details. Supple-
mentary to the induction phenomenon and the

RG.71

turn ratio items is another related to the num-
ber of windings which may constitute a trans-

former. The elementary transformer makes
use of but two windings ; the primary and the

secondary. This number is by no means the

limit. Neither is it imperative that a trans-

former be a step-down, step-up or a unity trans-

fer device. All three may be combined into

one unit or any two of these three may be
arranged in one device.

Suppose that we consider the original trans-

former shown in Figure 69. The number of

turns in A is 100 and in B is 100. This trans-

former has a turn ratio of one and the output
voltage is theoretically equal to the input volt-

age. Suppose that we cut coil B into two so

that we have two windings of 50 turns each
as in Figure 71, so that the complete coil B
now consists of two separate coils Bl and B2.
Each of these coils has 50 turns and is so lo-

cated that all of the flux lines around coil A

fiq.y-2.

cut the secondary coils. Then we have two
windings which will supply 50 volts output
each.

Hence, this transformer consists of three
windings, two of which are secondary windings.

Since the output voltages are less than the in-

put voltage this transformer is a step-down
unit. By means of a simple connection we
can combine the secondary windings so that

the output voltage is again equal to 100 volts.

This is possible, despite the fact that the two
windings are entirely separate.

If we join leads F and G and bring out a
common lead as in Figure 72, we have an out-

put winding which will supply either 50 volts

or 100 volts. This winding is known as a
split winding or centre tapped winding. Each
half supplies a voltage equal to one half of the

combined voltages. Thus, the voltage from
Bl across EFG is 50 volts in this instance and
the voltage from B2 across FGFf is 50 volts.

The voltage across B1B2 or between the ter-

minals E and H is the sum of the voltages
across Bl and B2 or 100 volts.

This does not mean that it is possible to

haphazardly connect windings so as to increase

the output voltage to fulfil some requirement.
( >ther actions and controlling agents present in

the operation of a transformer must be taken
into account. These will be discussed in time.

The arrangement shown is not necessarily

the maximum number of windings which may
be found in a transformer. We stated that a

single unit may be arranged to increase and
decrease voltage. This means one secondary
winding which has more turns than the pri-

mary and another secondary winding whicii lias

fewer turns than the primary. The former will

boost the voltage and the latter will decrease

the voltage. Such transformers are actually

used in practice and form the nucleus of the

rectified power supply systems employed in

connection with innumerable talking picture

amplifying installations.

More data about transformers in Lesson -2.

Nolan Back in Cleveland
—Frank Nolan has returned to

Terminal, Superior Ave. For
eral years Nolan has been de-

ime to managing the Orpheum,
is retaining his interest in the

e. but is devoting 'his time ex-

the Terminal.

Cleveland-

manage the

the past sev

voting his t

Canton. He
Canton hou:

clusivelv to

Barry Transferred
Lakeland, Fla.—Arthur P. Barry was ap-

pointed manager of the Polk, one of the

1'ulilix houses here, this week. He was
transferred from Hendersonville, N. C.

Former Manager Swanson has been trans-

ferred to Miami, Fla.

To Open Stockton House
San Francisco—Dedication of the $450,-

000 Fox-California Theatre in Stockton has

been set for Tuesday, Oct. 14. Theatre of-

ficials say they are expecting a first day's

attendance of 50,000.

New Virginia Company
Danville, Va.—The Henry Theatre Corp.

has been chartered here with a maximum
capital stock of $25,000 authorized. The
company will operate a general amusement
business. The officers are John F. Pryor,

president ; Mrs. J. C. Hester, vice-president

;

T. C. Hester, secretary-treasurer.

Midway Installs RCA
McMechen, W. Va.—The Midway oper-

ated by Louis Menches and J. Kiapes, who
also have houses in Bellaire and Bridge-
port, has contracted for installation of RCA
Photophone.

Gets RKO Sign Post
Cincinnati—Mat Bialkowski, formerly

with Arkay Sign Studio of Cleveland, now
heads the local RKO sign and poster de-

partment.

Alhambra Changes Policy
Cleveland—Loew's Alhambra. Euclid

Ave. and East 105th St., has changed its

policy from four to changes a week.

Moran Reopens Keystone
Cleveland—Following the closing of the

Keystone theatre by its lessees, the Kellar
brothers, the house was opened last Sat-

urday by the owner, M. E. Moran.

Abrams Continues with Silents
Canton. O.—A. H. Abrams has reopened

his Mozart, closed all summer. He is oper-
ating the house silent.

Short Subjects

The Spell of the Circus
( Universal Serial)

Starts Well
THE first three episodes give promise of a

real box-office bet in this serial, which will

appeal to grownups as well as kids. The ini-

tial episode is "A Menacing Monster" and is

climaxed by the runaway of a mad elephant.

"Tinsel and Tears" is the second chapter and
it, too, is filled with action. The story is of

the love of two circus performers. The owner
of the show has something on the girl and
tries to break up the romance. The youth is

heir to a fortune and the circus owner forces

the girl to renounce her love for her sweet-
heart. Episodes run around 26 minutes each.

Fine for audiences liking serials.

Pups Is Pups
{Our Gang—M-G-M)

Peach
LOTS of new kids in the Gang these days,

but their childish charm persists in out-
living the new faces. This Roach comedy ends
'way up near the top of the heap in entertain-

ment and sheer cleverness. Pretty much the
entire two-reeler is built around little Wheezer
and the rive pups he rules via a small bell

which calls them to him any time the Wheezer
inclination would have it that way. But
Wheezer loses the bell, also the pups, who get
dizzy trying to obey the dictates of locomotive
whistles, church bells, and whatnot. The gang
eventually goes in for a pet show and succeeds,

as usual, in breaking up the proceedings with
their varied assortment of live stock. Directed
by Robert McGowan with great charm and ap-
peal. Running time, 19 minutes.

Advertise this. It rates this consideration as

an added attraction.

French Fried
(Educational—Terrytoon)

Good
THIS cartoon indicates a trend that we be-

lieve will raise the audience appeal of
animated draw-ings by the inclusion of two men
among the actors. The picturization of humans
by the cartoonist's pen, instead of the repeti-

tious use of animals of known and unknown
nature, will give the artists greater scope and
allow them to inject real ideas into the shorts.

Running time, 6 minutes.
Fine anywhere.

Monkey Melodies
(Silly Symphony—Columbia)

Foolishly Clever
EVERYTHING else, it seems, has had its

cartoon day. Now it's the monkeys. Walt
Disney has fairly outdone himself in the as-
sortment of ridiculous postures and gyrations
through which he puts his pen-and-ink charac-
ters. Cartoons are diverting when they get
foolishly clever. Which is exactly what the
producer has done with "Monkey Melodies."
Running time, 8 minutes.

Fine to lighten heavy feature

.

Seeing-Off Service
(Vitaphone Variety No. 1066)

Fairly Good
THE title is based on a business organiza-

tion which supplies staffs to give clients a
gorgeous "bon voyage" send-off in order to im-
press the friends of the travelers. The idea
didn't pack many possibilities, but this short
clicks a number of laughs ?nd will amuse gen-
erally.

Okay with any bill.
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Price War Raging

In the Northwest
Seattle—After just a few weeks of "new

fall and winter prices" that brought the

matinee tax up to 5U cents at his Blue

Mouse and .Music Box, John Hamrick has

felt the press of competition and again

reduced his matinee scale to meet the "sum-

mer rates" still in effect at Fox West Coast,

Paramount Publix, and Radio-Keith- Or-

pheum local theatres. Hereafter, admission

rates from 11 A. M. until 1 P. M. daily

will continue at 25 cents, but matinees from

I P. M. until 6 P. II. will be 35 cents in-

stead of 50 cents,' every day except Satur-

day and Sunday. Night prices of 50 cents

remain unchanged.

A more drastic move was also made by

Hamrick at his Music Box, Portland. There

he will establish a scale of 25 cents from

II A. M. until 6 P. M., and then will

charge only 40 cents for night admission.

This is believed to be the lowest general

admission charge at a first run house in

a key city of the Pacific Northwest terri-

torv since the advent of the sound pictures.

Thomas Daley Gets New
Assignment at Toronto

Toronto—After a sojourn of only a

couple of weeks as manager of the Impe-

rial, Thomas Daley has been promoted to

the post of advertising and publicity man-
ager for the Imperial, Tivoli and Uptown
theatres, the office being at headquarter^

For years Daley was at the Tivoli and was
moved to the Imperial when vaudeville was
dropped and stage presentations took its

place there. Howard Knevels, formerly of

Hamilton, Ontario, has been appointed man-
ager of the Imperial, while Robert Knevels,

his brother, has succeeded Nelson Shea as

manager of the Uptown theatre. Fred
Schaeffer, former manager of the Imperial,

has gone to Xew York City.

General Theatres Corp.
Merges 2 Salem Houses

Salem, Ore.—Salem's two largest houses,

the Fox Elsinore and the Capitol, have been
merged and are being operated as the Gen-
eral Theatres Corp.

Eight names are on the list of new- own-
ers, including J. G. Heltzel, Hazel Gear-
hart and Walter Fuhrer as officers and the

following board of directors : Harry Hawk-
ins. T. A. Roberts, Frank Spears, William
S. Walton and Frank Bligh.

Reduction in operating costs is given as

the main reason for the merger. General
Theatres may operate the house itself or

lease it to a chain.

Manta, Barlow Touring
Goshen, Ind.—Alexander Manta, district

manager of Warner Brothers Theatres. Inc.

of Indiana, and L. C. Barlow, press repre-

sentative, both of Chicago, were here re-

cently for a conference with Maurice Han-
kinson, manager of the Jefferson. They left

here for Elkhart, where a meeting was held

for the business managers of both Elkhart
and this citv.

Clever Chinese

Hollywood — Chinese actors
are plenty literal-minded. And, if you
don't believe it, ask Monta Bell, who
instructed two Chinks, during filming

of "East is West," to chase one an-

other down a long pier. The scene
was swell, with plenty of action—until

both reached the end of the dock,

when they jumped in and began swim-
ming toward Hawaii.

Maryland Foes of

Daylight Saving

Ask Legal Ban

Baltimore—Legal ban on daylight saving

time, similar to the law existing in Minne-

sota, will be sought at the next session of

the legislature, according to Frank W. Law-
son, executive secretary of the Standard

Time League. The proposed bill will make
it punishable by fine to display any but

standard time in the state.

This will be done regardless of the out-

come of the referendum on daylight saving

which will be voted on by the people of

Baltimore at the general election. Nov. 4.

Lawson believes that this bill could be

passed without much trouble with the coun-

ty representatives aiding those of the city

delegation who oppose the changing of time

in summer. It is remembered that the so-

called "voluntary" daylight saving time was

not effective in the counties of Maryland

and was not liked by the farmers.

Miss Epstein Engaged
Cleveland—Miss Ethel Epstein, Fox

office manager, has announced her engage-

ment to Edwin R. Bergman.

RKO Dropping Plans
For 2nd Albany House

Albany—RKO will not erect its proposed
$3,000,000 theatre here, but will improve and
enlarge the Grand, it is reported. Some
time ago RKO bought a plot of land and
razed the houses on it preparatory to the

erection of a theatre, but all wurk has now
stopped.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Ticket Machines

WILL PAY CASH for used Ticket Machines. Auto-
matic "GOLD SEAL" or SIMPLEX MODELS
PREFERRED. Forward information giving size of

machine, serial number, motor current and condition.
MIDWEST TICKET & SL'PPLY COMPANY, Inc.,
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois,

For Rent

I Ml AIRE completely equipped with Talkies. Seating
380 people, drawing from territory of 2500. Rent
Reasonable. H. S. Tuthill, Secretary, Marlboro, N. Y.

For Sale

ENTIRE EQUIPMENT—1'acent Reproducer, chairs
upholstered, Strong Lamphouses. Whole or part.
Family Theatre Corp., St. Marys, Penna.

Wanted
WANTED to buy used cutawl machine.
Theatre, Miami, Oklahoma.

Equipment

300 USED veneer opera chairs. Lake Theatre, Celina,
Ohio.

Situation Wanted
PROJECTIONIST—Al—LONG EXPERIENCE ALL
machines and sound. Address Fred T. Walker, 2291

Milwaukee Avenue. Chicago. Illinois.

Situation Wanted
EXPERIENCED SOUND PROJECTIONIST desires

p sit ion, Massachusetts. Non-Union. Box 691, Motion
Picture News, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York.

SYNCROFILM
Built on the Reputation of

Twelve Hundred
SYNC RO DISK

Installations

ACCURACY
QUALITY

SIMPLICITY

Built as accurately as the finest watch.

Highest grade materials. All working

parts chromium plated. Simple to

install and operate.

WEBER MACHINE CORPORATION
59 Rutter St., Rochester, N. Y.
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Film Business'

Yes-Man System

Reaches Italy

Chicago—Like a producer and his yes-

men is the graphic description of -Mussolini

given by Eric Von Stroheim returning to

California from Europe. The Italian dic-

tator's picture is on every postcard in Italy,

he said, emphasizing that -Mussolini is do-

ing great things for Italy.

Joseph Eric Von Stroheim, 7, returned

from Europe a true Californian. "Europe's

all right." was his verdict, "but Los Angeles

is prettier. And, say, Rome has sure got

a bum fire department."

The last observation should have some-

thing of the qualifications of authority, for

Joseph is an honorary battalion chief of the

Los Angeles fire department.

"We didn't see any good Wild West
shows in Europe, either," remarked Joseph,

sadly. "I like Wild West shows a lot bet-

ter than the kind my dad makes. I like

Tom Mix's shows best. When I'm big I'm

going to make shows like that."

Name Draws Go
Into Chi Palace

To Buck B.&K.
Chicago—A three-months' program of

name draws for the Palace has been com-

pleted by RKO here. Led off by Olsen &
Johnson, the list will offer on successive

weeks Ruth Etting, Irene Bordoni, Watson
Sisters, Dave Apollon, Moran & Mack, Gus
Van of Van & Schenck. Four Marx Broth-

ers, Tom Patricola, Jack Pearl, Rae Samuels

with Babe Egan and the Redheads, and

Weaver Brothers and Elviry.

The new name program follows RKO's
withdrawal of vaudeville from the State-

Lake, which became a straight picture house

this week, and is in answer to B. & K.'s

offerings of picture celebrities and other

"names." B. & K.'s recent names included

Lillian Roth, Jack Oakie and Mitzi Green
at the Chicago. Current at the Oriental,

and playing to big business, are Hack Wil-

son, Ki Ki Cuyler, Gabby Hartnett and Cliff

Heathcote. of the Chicago National League
baseball team.

The Palace will continue to play pictures

in addition to its vaudeville line-up.

Hire a Hall

Chicago— Billy Weinshenker, local

Sono Art-World Wide representative,
is in a dilemma. The company's new
picture, "Reno," after screenings for
the Loop bookers, was found to be too
hot for B. & K., not hot enough for

Dick Beck's Castle, and RKO was un-
able to handle it because it loses the
Woods this month, and its two re-

maining Loop houses are crowded
with bookings in consequence. It looks
like the Monroe or Orpheum, the only
other Loop spots, might get a break
with a good first-run picture as a re-

sult.

Weinshenker reports capacity busi-
ness arrived with the release of "The
Big Fight" this week.

Africa Speaks to

Some; Skeptics

Deaf to Claims

Chicago—Controversy in the public prints

here over whether or not certain sequences

of "Africa Speaks" (Col.) are the "McCoy"
or just one of those things is being hugely

enjoyed by the distributors and the State-

Lake theatre management.
Letters from "Constant Reader." "Civic

Virtue" and "Public Opinion" attacking the

picture's authenticity find their way into

the newspapers' forums, and are promptly
and vigorously answered by "Lover of Out-
doors," "Motion Picture Fan" and "Ro-
manticist," all of whom are equally sure no
producer would attempt to dupe the public,

or that the entertainment merits of the pic-

ture are its justification. The controversy

may scatter a few clouds of doubt about the

picture, but through them shines the big

red sun of free advertising. The smart

.decks, reading it, are impelled to pay an
admission and decide for themselves whether
or not everything is on the up and up.

The same controversy is carried on by

word of mouth, and its benefits have cer-

tainly been noticeable in this town. RKO
booked the picture here, and after it had
done two, near-record weeks at the Woods,
transferred it to the larger State-Lake, to

accommodate the overflow. Incidentally,

only one reviewer—Carol Frink of the

Herald-Examiner—entertained any doubt of

the picture's authenticity after viewing it at

a very impressive formal preview staged, by
RKO. Miss Frink, likewise, was the sole

local guesser to question the good intentions

of the producers of "Ingagi."

Double Features

Receive Sanction

Of Distributors

Chicago—Distributors here have bowed
to the major objection of independent the-

atre owners in striking out the clause regu-

lating double featuring which was incor-

porated in the new plan of release and pro-

tection for this territory. Double featuring,

relegated to the eighth week of general re-

lease in the plan, will again be permitted in

the first week of general' release, as a result

of the Film Board's action. Motion Pic-
ture News stated last week that this action

was a certainty.

The exchange managers' committee which
authored the plan will convene again in the

near future to list all downstate key centers

and devise a protection schedule for each.

The plan, as it now stands, considers only

so-called "Publix towns." Others, equal in

importance, were ignored. On completion
of this addition to the plan, and possible

other concessions to the independents, the

plan will be re-submitted to distributors and
exhibitors here.

Allied Not Interested

Allied Theatre Owners of Illinois, ap-

prised of exchanges' action in discarding the

double featuring clause, showed little inter-

est. At a recent meeting of the organiza-
tion there was talk of testing the legality of

protection itself in Illinois. Whether or not

an actual move to bring the matter to court

had been made by the independents could

not be learned.

Publix itself will employ double features

in its smaller theatres here in the near fu-

ture, it was learned this week. Essaness
Theatres, in which Publix holds a sub-

stantial interest, have already inaugurated
double feature programs at the Center, one
of the larger houses of the string.

"U" to Make Talker Tests
At Chicago Radio Show

Chicago—Universal will sponsor a talker

test at the ninth annual Chicago Radio Show
at the Coliseum, October 20-26. Universal,
cooperating with the show and the Tone-o-
Graph Co., will provide screen and voice

tests for career-ambitious Chicagoans. The
resultant tests, Universal promises, will be
viewed by the company's directors in Holly-
wood, who are interested in new talker

personalities.
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Did the Prince

Kiss Mary? She

Can't Remember

Wabash Ave.—South

Chicago—Mary McCormic, Chicago Civic

i (pera singer, and the challenger of Pola

Negri for the affections of Prince Serge

Mdivani, cried "Grand!" when apprised of

Pola's new suit for divorce, filed recently in

Paris.

.Mary, however, refused to make any an-

nouncement concerning the significance the

event might hold for herself.

"They might," she smiled, "decide on an-

other reconciliation. They did once before,

you know."
Prince Mdivani escorted Mary from Paris

to Cherbourg when she left Europe two

weeks ago, the singer related.

"Did he kiss me good-bye? I can't re-

member. Don't let's he yokel- about these

things. So many men have kissed me."

Then Mary related how she met the

prince. It was live years ago in the Okla-

homa oil fields. She was so overwhelmed to

see a prince working that, when she met him
again on an Atlantic liner, she was some-

what susceptible, she admitted.

"Do I still love him? Maybe. Anyhow.
I saw him first."

Chi Scandal Rag
To Give Inside

On Studio Life

Chicago—Nash & Ahearn, Chicago law-

firm noted largely as counsel for this city's

more notorious hoodlums in their infre-

quent contacts with the local courts, are to

be attorneys fur a new motion picture

scandal sheet, in process of creation here.

The publication will devote itself to the

more lurid aspects of the studio and per-

sonal life of motion picture people, and will

use names and photographs whenever ob-

tainable. The rag will be published in

Chicago. A prominent figure in local labor

circles has invested $50,000 in the enterprise,

according to a reliable source.

Chicago Off $2

De Luxe Theatre
Chicago—The Punch & Judy switched to

grind policy this week and made its second

price cut since opening. Performances are

now continuous from 1 P. M. to 11 P. M..

with a top general admission of 75 cents

afternoons and $1 evenings. Reserved seats

in the smoking loge only go for $1, after-

noons, and $2 evenings.

This swanky little house opened with re-

served seat sale only and a $2.50 top for

two shows daily. A third performance
was added shortly after opening, and the

top was cut to $2. All of which would ap-

pear to bear out what the pessimists have
been saying about Chicagoans and $2 ad-

missions to picture theatres.

CHICAGO.
LESTER P. .MARTIN", secretary-treasurer

of the Allied Theatres Association of

Iowa, in town to talk shop with Aaron Saper-

stein,
* * *

Frank Rubels, formerly publicity man for

I
'"-, Chicago theatres, has quit that post and

acquired the mid-west distribution rights for

"Her Unborn Child."

* * *

John Rogers, formerly an RKO theatre

manager at Tacoma, is managing the Engle-
wood.

* * *

Milton Cohen and Jack St. Clair have
resigned as country salesmen for Universal.

* * *

The Center started double-featuring this

week. The policy will be continued even
though it improves business only modestly.

* * *

Ethics committee of the Film Board met
Friday to give a verbal spanking to transgress-
ing salesmen.

* * *

The Fashion runs a trailer requesting patrons
to refrain from chewing tobacco until they get
i nit on the street.

* * *

Henry Goldberg reopened the New Lincoln
after installation of sound.

* * *

Adolph Zukur in town during the week.
Paid a visit to J. O. Kent and the new Para-
mount exchange building during the stop-over.

* * *

Warner's Orpheum will reopen this week,
thoroughly renovated.

* * *

Ken Belina, formerly manager of the RKO
Englewood, is slated to manage a northern
Wisconsin house for a different circuit in the
near future—unless this premature announce-
ment spoils it.

* * *

Charlie Steele, Tiffany comptroller, here to

negotiate for new quarters for the local ex-
change.

* * *

Harry Graham, formerly of Pathe, now on
country territory for Universal.

* * *

Carl Harthill and Bennie Edelman, TifTany
country salesmen, replaced by two Pacific
Coast Henrys—Kopald and Pendleton—which
leaves Sam, the portei, the only Ellman hold-
over.

* * *

Will Hays spotted in political and newspaper
offices here during the week.

* * *

On October 10 the Chicago office of National
Screen broke its old record for daily output by
more than 2,000 feet of trailers.

* * *

Every time a match is struck on Film Row
a fire alarm sounds ; that's why, when a waste

Swank
Chicago—An order for a trailer from

a Mt. Sterling, Ky., theatre, received
by a local firm was accompanied by
the following copy:

"This beautiful theatre in which you
take so much pride is your house of
entertainment. Spitting tobacco juice
on the floor will not be tolerated.
Scrape your boots before entering.
—The Management."

No Studio Pass,

No Knockdown
To Speakeasies

Chicago—-West Coast -tudio heads have
issued instructions to exchange managers
here to stop writing letters of introduction

for west bound relatives and friends who
want to look in on the studios and lots. The
practice had grown to the proportions of a

nuisance when the studio officials broke
down.

Most managers accepted the admonition

graciously, but a few, of more sensitive na-

tures, threatened to retaliate by refusing to

act as guide to local speakeasies when
parched studio guys stop off here.

basket caught on fire last week, two battalions

lined up in front of the Universal building in

the ensuing five minutes.
* * *

Dave Rice is now managing the Elston for

Louis Brecka.
* * *

Clyde Elliott, who, incidentals, is a pal of

Herb Woolsey's, will re-open the New Evans-
ton in another week or so.

* * *

Charlie Carpenter operates two theatre-- in

East Moline, is mayor of the city, and district

commander of the American Legion there.

Can't somebody think up something to keep
this guy busy?

* * *

Hal Opperman, who formerly ran the Cres-

cent and Bond theatres at Pontiac, has taken

over the Apollo at Princeton. The house will

be opened on the completion of an extensive
remodelling program.

* * *

Morrie Salkin reopened the Adams with
"Lawful Larceny" this week.

* * *

Phil Rorer, owner of the Dixon, in town
complaining about the closing of the golf

season, and wondering what he'll do for fun
this winter. He might ask a Norseman what
thev do when the fishing spots freeze over.

* * *

It took forty prints of a 61-foot trailer for

Fox Midwesco to apologize to its disappointed

customers for running out of copies of the

current issue of Screen Mirror mag. the sheet

put out by Fox West Coast. The gist of the
trailer was, "Keep your change in your fist

;

we'll have a new supply soon."
* * *

Phil Cudia. who describes himself as a

former Hollywood director, stages amateur
plays as a part of the regular performances at

small city theatres. The talent is recruited

from local residents and he films the entertain-

ment while it is being enacted on the stage of

the theatre. A lecture on technique, make-up,
acting and direction accompanies the program,
and everything is done without charge to the

principals or theatre. Cudia cashes in by sell-

ing the prints to the local theatre. Screening
of them is said to account for tremendous draws
in the provinces where the stunt has been
staged.

* * *

Saul Goldman running around on October 13

with a collection of nifty birthdav presents.
* * *

Louis Machat opened his Punch & Judy
to several hundred members of the Junior Citi-

zens' Club, a civic high school students' organ-
ization sponsored by the Chicago Historical

Society, last Saturday morning, at a special

screening of "Abraham Lincoln" ( U. A.).
* * *

Warner's Symphony started vaude-film policy

last Sunday. Five acts in addition to the

screen feature are being used.

KANE.
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Publix Buys Ottumwa
Houses; Other Changes

Des Moines—Publix has gone into Ot-

tumwa with the purchase of the Empire
and the Square from J. Brown.

Several other Iowa houses have recorded

change of ownership with the first of Octo-

ber. The Crest at Audubon has gone from
D. E. Johnson to J. D. Spoon. Harry Simp-
son, who has had the Garden at Sigourney
for the past five years, has sold to Meredith

& Smith. Art Meredith, a new man in the

theatre business, will have the management
of the Garden.

Earl E. Clef, formerly acting as operator

at Milton, has bought the theatre at Red-
field, formerly owned by Bill Curtis, and
will have the management.

Potato Matinee
Sidney, O.—To aid the Shelby County

Memorial Hospital, Harry Lee Moller, man-
ager of Warner's Ohio, staged a special

matinee for children for which the admission

consisted of five potatoes. A substantial load

of tubers was delivered to the hospital.

Beckrich Now at Cleveland
Cleveland—Al Beckrich, formerly with

RKO as manager of theatres in New York
and Brooklyn, is now managing the Hippo-
drome. He succeeds Allen Glenn.

Realism!

Hollywood—Clara Bow's next talker

will be called "No Limit" and has the
red-haired lady as a theatre usherette
who turns manager of a gambling
house.

Jack Oakie's next talker will be an
underworld story with the title "On
the Spot."

Both of these pictures will be able to
capitalize on recent publicity in which
the various stars figured prominently.
Therefore it is expected that Ernst
Lubitsch will direct as his next talker
a fight picture which will allow the
studio to have a good break on pub-
licity concerning the fray between the
director and Hans Kraly, a writer,
over Mrs. Lubitsch.

Partington on Coast
To Build Publix Units

Seattle—Jack Partington, former manag-
ing director of the Granada, San Francisco,

who has been producing stage units for

Paramount Publix in the East for the last

several seasons, was a visitor at the local

Paramount theatre this week. He was
en route to Hollywood, where he will begin

producing the Pacific Coast stage units for

the same company.

Big Managerial Switch
Changes 5 in Cleveland

Cleveland—Gerald L. O'Connell, New
York, has been appointed manager of the
Allen. Isadore Lidman formerly held this

post. Lou Herget is assistant manager.
Arthur Catlin, has been transferred from
the Allen to the Stillman as assistant to
George Gilliam.

Al Sindlinger has resigned as manager of

Loew's Park to take a managerial post with
Stanley in Philadelphia. John Newkirk,
who came to Cleveland last week as man-
ager of Loew's Mall, succeeding J. B.
Hardy, has been made manager of the Park,
succeeding Sindlinger.

Wire Civic Hall
Cincinnati—Music Hall, a civic enter-

prise with a large seating capacity, is in-

stalling sound equipment and will feature

scientific and religious subjects, some of the

former to be shown in cooperation with the

Cincinnati Zoological Gardens.

"Dot" Barber a Manager
Cleveland—Dorothy Barber, who joined

the Knickerbocker nine years ago as organ-
ist, is now managing the house, which be-

longs to Associated Theatres circuit. Miss
Barber is said to be the only woman man-
aging a circuit house in this territory.

IN THE HEART OF FILMLAND
J The Hollywood Roosevelt is strategically located

in close proximity to a majority of the studios and
film laboratories.

J Eastern motion picture executives favor this

noted hostelry with their patronage for this reason

and because its service, cuisine and room accommo-
dations are unequalled anywhere in the Southwest.

J The Hollywood Roosevelt invites inquiries in

regard to convention rates, accommodations and
other data that will help the home office in planning

its annual sales convention at the scene of produc-
tion. We will gladly quote special rates and furnish

full information on request.

"We*!! be expecting you!"

ROOSEVELT HOTEL
L

HOLLYWOOD'S FINEST
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, PRES."IN HOLLYWOOD

IT'S THE ROOSEVELT"

HOSTELRY
FRANK CUMMINGS, Jr.

Manager

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS DKUV-lfO New York
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^Conducted ByAtv Exhibitor For Exhibitors

KEEP YOUR SHIRT ON!

SO long as chain theatre con-
trol lasts, you will always
find a lot of unrest and

worry among the men working
for the chains, by reason of the

many transfers, switches and
changes constantly occurring.

We have noticed it more than
ever in the past few months.
Whether it was caused by the

recent new acquisitions, or be-

cause the chains were readjust-
ing their men in the field, we
cannot say. But regardless of

the cause we would like to cau-
tion every showman to try to

concentrate more on his present
job than to permit his mind to

constantly dwell on whether he
is going to be switched or let out.

If you are handling your job
satisfactorily, there is no reason
on earth why you need worry. If

you honestly feel that you are
not, then you'd better get your-
self organized and set before the
axe falls.

On a short trip up New York
State last week, we found that

the chief topic of conversation
was, "How's chances for a job
around New York?" Or, "Have
you heard anything about the
changes our circuit is going to

make up this way?"
The chains need good man-

power and need it badly. There
is no more reliable source to

secure such "good" manpower
than right within the organiza-
tion. We know all about the
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story of the boss' relations get-
ting first crack at the best jobs.

In fact, we've heard it so often
that we wonder it hasn't grown
stale. But. for the lovamike. the
boss don't have enough relations

to fill all of those good jobs.

If every manager devoted all

his time and energy to handling
his theatre and getting business
at the box-office, more district

managers would come from with-
in the ranks of the various chains.

But so long as you let your mind
grow stale while worrying about
someone else getting your job,

so long will your chances for ad-
vancement amount to peanuts.

Chain theatre control is rapid-
ly reaching a more commonsense
level than ever before. Chiefly,

because the chains recognize the
value of promoting men from the
ranks. For example, look at the
Loew circuit where you will find

dozens of managers who have
been with that outfit for years,
and the newer managers are men
who were formerly assistants.

We take our hats off to the Loew
executives. They have the right
idea — therefore they have the
right kind of men.

Sell yourself the idea that you
are with your present outfit for

keeps. That you will gradually
advance until you are in com-
mand of a fine position and an
income commensurate with the
job. But first forget about losing
vour job. It's entirely up to your-
self.

"

"Chick"
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Brown Received a

Lot of Breaks on
The "Dawn Patrol"

Free space and lots of good-
will was added to the store of

stunts to be found on the right

side of A. Parkes Brown's
ledger at the Strand Theatre
in Shreveport, La. One of the

most effective of the good-will
building stunts was a tie-up with the local Journal.

The Journal donated 74 inches on Wednesday, 30 inches on
Thursday and 23 inches in Saturday's edition. Practically every
one of the three large ads was devoted to advertising the pic-

ture, theatre and play dates with the top of the ads appealing

to the kiddies to help increase the circulation of the paper.

The newspaper offer was open to "Boy Scouts" and "Sky
Climbers" under 12 years of age ; the offer being a free ticket

to see the picture by getting one subscription to the Journal
for two months. And two tickets were to be given if the kiddie

got a three months' subscription.

Parkes secured a large window in the downtown business
section which he devoted to the display of a miniature flying

field. This display included miniature planes, hangars, anti-air

craft guns, etc. Small planes suspended from the ceiling were
kept in motion by hidden electric fans. And of course the win-
dow had an ample supply of stills as well as art panels playing

up the title of pictures, theatre and play dates.

A tie-up was also made with the Jersey Golden Creameries

—

known as Shreveport's Dawn Patrol. Eleven of this com-
pany's trucks carrying banners on "Dawn Patrol" staged a

parade with a police escort all over the city. This parade broke
into the columns of both local papers in which the title, the-

atre and play dates were prominently mentioned.
The parade was a powerful word-of-mouth builder and was

found to be one of the most effective of the stunts used. We
want to thank Mr. Brown for passing this along to us. And
listen, Parkes! How about a photo of yourself, so that we can
complete our file records, and at the same time give you an
introduction to the rest of the Club?

Carl
Staged
Show

B.

A
At

Sherred
Fashion
Mishler

Tying them up with a ven-
geance, Carl B. Sherred, man-
ager of the Mishler Theatre
in Altoona, Pa., stepped out
and promoted a fashion show
as an added feature to go with
his showing of "On Your

Back" when the film played the house recently.
Through the co-operation of the local department store—the

largest one in the town—he was enabled to secure models to
display men's, women's, and children's fashions for the com-
ing season. The affair was heralded well in advance and by
the opening night everyone in Altoona was present to get a
look at the unusual event. Sherred has been in the show game
for a number of years and his training in the legitimate field

permits him to put on some elaborate stage effects and you
may be sure that these, too, were well in evidence. When he
summed matters up at the conclusion of the style show he
found that the house had gained plenty in good-will, publicity
and additional business. So, after all, what more could he want?

Incidentally, the locals all know Sherred's rep as a show-
man and whenever they want to put on a special benefit per-
formance such as a minstrel show or other form of stage en-
tertainment, they call on him to do the drilling and the various
other "dirty work." He boosted the good-will stock of the
house considerably recently when he coached the local Elks'
charity minstrel show. The affair was a sell-out and the pro-
fuse thanks showered upon Sherred spoke well for his popu-
larity.

From time to time this showman passes along many angles
that are especially valuable and we know that if you keep your
eye on him you are sure to pick out one or two angles that
will help your own show-selling. Before closing this little

story we'd again like you to consider the fashion show angle, es-

pecially in view of the fact that it is now fall and the new styles

are being featured by merchants everywhere. Dope out the
situation and perhaps you'll figure out a way in which you can
let your house in for additional business and plenty of publicity.

It Costs You Nothing

to Belong to the

MANAGERS'
ROUND TAREE

CEUH

And see what marvellous benefits you

derive from this organization!

A great many showmen (we know) have been
just on the verge of joining the Managers' Round
Table Club, but have neglected to do so largely
through oversight.

We suggest that YOU get full information about
this great army of showmen and then decide once
and for all whether you want to join.

The mere fact that so many live-wire showmen
already belong to the organization— that they
represent the cream of the show-world — every
branch of theatre management—that not a single
one was induced by a salesman or any other sort
of solicitation other than through the actual activi-

ties of the Club and the word-of-mouth praise that
has spread from one end of the world to the other
—but joined after simply reading the facts about
what the Club does for its members—all these are
indications that it is worth your while at least to
get these facts as quickly as possible, and then (if

you want to) join and get the benefits that such
association with fellow showmen is bound to bring.

IT HAS ALMOST REACHED THE POINT
WHERE IT IS NOT A QUESTION OF WHO
BELONGS TO THE CLUB—BUT, WHO DOESN'T
BELONG TO IT!

..All For One And One For All

"
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H. Lashley Staged
A Parade To Sell

"All Quiet" In Town

There was plenty of racket
at the Paramount Theatre in

Burlington, North Carolina,
recently when H. T. Lashley,
city manager of Publix, set

out to exploit "All Quiet on^-—^- the Western Front."
As is usual with a war picture, Lashley tied up the local post

of the National Guard as well as the Drum and Bugle Corps
and effected a parade. The soldiers and the Drum Corps pa-
raded through the main streets, stopping here and there to give
brief exhibitions of the manual of arms. Banners were carried

plugging the film at the theatre.

As the soldiers reached the
house, they stopped and fired a
volley as a salute, with the
Drum and Bugle Corps playing
several numbers. After the con-
cert they marched into the the-
atre, stood in the center aisle

and played two more numbers,
marching out at the conclusion,
as the picture flashed on. Sev-
eral thousand people, observing
the parade, had followed it

all along the lines of march,
and, gathering at the theatre,

they halted traffic for two
blocks. This proved to be one
of the most successful stunts
that Lashley used in his cam-
paign, particularly from a
free newspaper space publicity

standpoint, as the newspaper came through with an editorial
and three front-page stories. And when they'll do that, there
must be a reason.
Another angle that further helped the picture toward its

successful run was the unique front, depicting the atmosphere of
the battlefields that Lashley created. The front was a wow in
every respect. No detail was left out to make it one that would
appeal. Rifles, machine guns, grenades, star lights, flares, zim-
mies, and every other thing utilized in modern warfare was
placed on display. On top of the marquee he erected a cut-out
of a German soldier. Behind the soldier a loudspeaker ground
forth the battle scenes going on inside the house, and the tre-
mendous racket thus created excited the curiosity of passersby,
and not one of them went past the theatre without looking at
the display. And having looked, they were pretty well sold on
it, this being evidenced in the sensational business done. Lash-
ley, we understand, is always on the go, and, as a result, his
district is hanging up quite some record for live-wire showman-
ship. We would like to hear more from this showman con-
cerning his work and we hope he will favor us with an earlv
account of his future activities.

'LOBBY LAFFS"
Bv DICK KIRSCHBAUM

Greenberg Landed A
Lot of Free Space
In Local Newspaper

He has been in Brainerd,
Minn., but a short time, still

Harry Greenberg is already ty-
ing up the local paper. He ar-

ranged a tie-up with the Daily
Dispatch on "Our Blushing
Brides" that netted him a

bunch of valuable space on the classified page.
Two-column and three-column ads appeared daily in which

details of the contest was announced as well as name of star,
title of pictures, theatre and play dates. These ads and an-
nouncements appeared for six days in advance of play dates.
Each day for six days, the paper published, among its classi-

fied ads, the names of three Brainerd brides of the current year.
Each bride whose name was published, upon application to the
Classified department, was presented with one guest ticket for
herself and husband to see the talking picture which inspired
this "Daily Dispatch Name" contest. Much enthusiasm was
caused on the contest and it also was excellent publicity in
advertising the picture.

Listen, Harry, we haven't a photo of you on file. Why don't
you shoot one in to us with your next contribution so that we
can pass along the "low down" to the rest of the Club? Oke,
Harry?

Sad—But Oh, So True. Believe It Or Not! I !

Send a Laff Gag to Dick

Edward A. Furni
Secured Beautiful
Break from Judge

His acquaintance with al-

most everyone in the neigh-
borhood of his theatre proved
profitable for Edward A. Fur-
ni, manager of the Paramount
Theatre in St. Paul, Minn., re-

cently when he invited a num-
ber of prominent Judges and Magistrates to witness a special
screening of "Manslaughter."
Furni received a great break in that just prior to the open-

ing of the picture one of the judges in the police court sen-
tenced a woman who had violated one of the traffic laws to
see "Manslaughter." The judge had been present at the screen-
ing. A three-column cut appeared in the newspaper; the photo
showing the judge sentencing the girl.

The judge said, as was stated at bottom of cut, "I want you
to see what carelessness in driving may lead to. The woman in

the picture (Manslaughter) violates every rule of the road un-
til she finally, through her carelessness, kills a policeman. I

intend to send every minor traffic violator to see this film play

as it holds a graphic lesson in the reformatory scenes where
the speeder is imprisoned as penalty."

Furni also planted traffic signs at many prominent corners in

the downtown district; these signs reading, "Do You Realize
It May Mean a Conviction of MANSLAUGHTER if you run
down a person through reckless driving? DRIVE CAREFUL-
LY is a City Ordinance Requirement."
That's real showmanship, as you will agree. As Furni's name

appears frequently on our pages, you all know what he can do
along the show-selling line, so it is unnecessary for us to say
more. However, Ed, we don't know what you look like, so why
not send us in a photo of yourself so that we can give you an
introduction to your fellow members?
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Hucknell at Stockton!
It will interest his many friends to know that

John W. Hucknall, popular manager of the Na-
tional Theatre in Madera, California, has been
transferred to the National Theatre in Stockton.
His shift is in the nature of a promotion for

Hucknall and we believe he deserves it. While he
was at the Madera National he did much to boost
up the good-will which the house now enjoys. We
are sure that he will continue to display the show-
manship which has so characterized his past
efforts, and will continue an active member of the

Managers' Round Table Club.

Hendricks Socking
Showman Apple On
Nose In Parkersburg

Heralding a new type of

showmanship, which is only
natural in view of the fact

that a new man, coming from
another town, is going to in-

troduce new ideas. William^——^^^—^^^=^ L. Hendricks, district man-
ager for the Warner houses in Parkersburg, West Va., is cer-

tainly waking the town from whatever form of lethargy it may
have displayed toward the motion pictures, and instilling in it

a new sense of enjoyment, through his showmanship.
Hendrick's type of showmanship, an innovation in the town.

is of the calibre displayed by showmen in the bigger cities,

but lie has found that no matter where he went, his ideas would
go over; whether the place happened to be large or small. To
give you a better idea of his work, we are showing a photo of

a mob of people outside the doors of the Capitol Theatre in

Steubeuville (Hendrick's former house), when he ran a first

night opening for "The King of Jazz." He promoted three

eleven-piece orchestras, staged one of his "grand opening
broadcasts," with Robert Merryman, popular announcer, of-

ficiating, and a number of local celebrities appearing in person.

The three orchestras comprised about thirty-five musicians, and
were accounted the three best bands in Steubenville. They were
playing to decide the title of "Kings of Jazz" in Steubenville.

(As would be expected, when smart showmen pull a stunt, it

was declared a draw, with all of the bands being crowned local

Kings of Jazz. They posed for photos, etc.)

i
iiti

.- "£&!*• /

On the occasion of the opening night, it took a dozen police-

men besides the regular house staff to handle the mob of people
who were on hand; so it is small wonder that capacity business
was done, good-will received, and the papers, next day just

chock-full of accounts. The opening went over bigger than ever.

Directly after this stunt, Hendricks was transferred to Park-
ersburg, and by a strange coincidence, one of the first films he
had to play was the "King of Jazz." So he arranged to repeat
the Steubenville success.

One of his handicaps, he found, was that Parkersburg boasts
no radio station. But that didn't faze him. He was set on run-
ning a grand opening—and this is how he did it : The house
microphone was carried out to the side-walk, the services of a

local orchestra were promoted, the papers carried ads and
notices to the effect that the festivities outside the house would
also be carried into the inside, and advised that the patrons be
seated early. During the Grand Opening part of the cere-

monies, the show was stopped for about 45 minutes, and music
and talk carried through the horns, all handled in the front,

FREE TICKETS TO "KING OF JAZZ" THESE HERCHANTS mil HELP YOU

Here Is How to IV,

<s> CTOR RECORDS _,**_

[ «BB J
GRINTER DRUG CO.

I

-:.'

Ilu! In Hollywood

WW felon

just as though it were a real broadcast, with the announcer
plugging the coming attractions, instead of the current ones,

as the persons inside the house did not have to be sold on the

picture they were going to see, after they had witnessed the

preceding show. Hendricks claims that this gag can be used
by anyone in the country, and he says he will vouch for its

effectiveness, especially since he had to hang the S.R.O. shingle

up in front of the house, this being the first time the board
had been conspicuously displayed in a number of months, thus

it is small wonder that the newspapers next day commented
upon it. Look over the stunt and if you think you can use it,

hop to it.

Hendricks also pulled some other good angles on the picture,

among them being a "Handsome Man" contest with the various

luncheon clubs. This angle was worked by sending the clubs

a letter informing them that the feminine and the male star

in the picture had authorized him to present two tickets to

the handsomest male and female in the various clubs. The
stunt furnished the clubs with something to talk about and
proved to be an excellent medium for Hendricks' acquaintance

with them. News stories were gathered by it, also plenty of

comment.
He also had a couple of co-operative ad pages on the picture,

one of which we are reproducing here. The novelty value of

this ad was responsible for its success. Each ad, as you will

note, carried a blank
square. A window card
was placed in the mer-
chant's window which,
in addition to carrying

copy, carried the letter

to fit in the blank
square, in order to

spell out the title "King
of Jazz." The contest-

ants had to visit all of

the windows and fill in

each letter in the prop-
er space on each page.
As may be easily dis-

cerned, the stunt met
with plenty of favor

from the local mer-
chants, so much so,

that they even put in

special window dis-

plays.

His other activities

in Parkersburg, includ-

ed a tie-up with the

local airport and the newspaper, the sheet agreeing to sponsor
the plan and the aviation company to furnish the rides. Patrons
entering the theatre were given coupons to fill out and mail to

the paper, retaining the stubs, which were afterwards called

off from the theatre stage. This proved to be a fine good-will

bet as did another Hendricks used in the form of an "Iden-
tification Contest." A local photographer co-operated by shoot-
ing a picture a day of one or two persons on the streets of the

town. The photo was made into a cut by a local engraver, who
was in on the stunt, and sent to the newspaper, where it was
placed on the front page for four weeks. This is a gag that

had been used frequently by showmen and has always been
productive of great results. Along with this story we are also

showing a photo of a window display arranged for "All Quiet."

This will give you a line of Hendricks' activities along this line.

The window was filled with war souvenirs, helmets, machine
guns, buttons, iron crosses, photographs, etc. The photos were
actual snaps, taken over "No Man's Land" and they caused no
end of comment.
With work like this being turned out, it is small wonder that

they have to dust off the S.R.O. panel and give it a fresh coat
of paint. Let's have some more of it. Bill, because we know
that your fellow members are interested in seeing how you are

selling them by your showmanship in Parkersburg.

-P-P

D-

aAll For One And One For All
yy
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Walt Murphy Joins;

He Is Managing the
Roxy in New Jersey

The Roxy Theatre in Perth
Amboy, New Jersey, doesn't

lack for publicity or anything
else if Walter Murphy, the

manager, whose photo we are

presenting here, and who we^—-^ want to introduce to you, can
help it. And we hope to prove it right here.
Murphy has been in the show game for a great many years,

having spent the larger part of them as a projectionist for the
Shustermann Enterprises. From his job as projectionist he

entered the publicity department in the

theatres, going from there to his present
position. When he started at the Roxy
he had the house entirely re-decorated,
new floors laid, and special innovations
placed in. As a result of this the neigh-

borhood patronage soon increased, and
A% ^^^ when they realized that they had a man

^^^ft a fcj his business, and was on the

A lookout to see that they were given good
^L'm shows, they increased still more.A I To give you a little idea of how

Murphy works, we want to pass along

a stunt he used for "Our Blushing Brides." Three Austin cars

were promoted from the local dealer. A mock bride and groom
were secured, with others serving as a bridal party. The cars

paraded about the town, with banners announcing the title of

the film and the play dates. This move proved to be a very

profitable one for Murphy and the added business that he did

during the run of the film more than attested to his showman-
ship. We want to welcome him into the Club and we know he

will prove an active member.

A showman who seems to

have a fancy for busting right

in and socking competition on
the button is William H.
Whyte, manager of the Capi-

tol Theatre in Riverhead, L.= I., N. Y.

As many of his friends know, Whyte formerly worked as

manager of the Franklin Theatre in Thompsonville. Conn.,

from which town he came to his present position. While in

Thompsonville he found that he had to buck opposition often,

and not the least of the competition was street fairs and things

of like nature. However, through his showmanship he turned

in a very creditable performance.
Upon taking up his duties in Riverhead and starting out to

set his campaigns, he found that a fair was about to be held

in the town. This fair, a yearly feature, played havoc with the

theatre box-office, the house sustaining a loss every time the

tent show hove into view. Whyte decided that this year would

tell a different story. He visited the promoter of the fair, who
was contemplating putting on a baby contest, and, for the

privilege of having the winners presented with their awards

from the stage of the theatre, agreed to donate one cup for

either the Baby Contest, Float Contest or Favorite Daughter
Contest. The promoter announced the arrangements at the

fair grounds before the thousands of persons on hand, telling

them that the Capitol would present the cups.

Whyte received his first break, after the contests had started,

by having one of his ushers chosen the "Favorite Daughter,"

with the result that the picture and stories in the paper all

mentioned the Capitol Theatre. During the week of the fair,

when every mother was talking baby contest, Whyte pulled the

old "Live Baby Given Away" stunt, securing excellent co-oper-

ation from the local papers. The stunt was a riot. When the

people found out that the baby was a pig they laughed all over

the theatre. This gag only served to whet their appetites more
for the real baby contest, to be held. The "Baby Contest" went
over in great style. It was handled in a dignified way, the paper

running a special tabloid insert of 16 pages containing the

photos of all the babies in the contest, and made up of ads

secured from nearly every dealer in town. This is a slant that

it would pay you to work on. There's plenty of gold in it if

handled right.

We want to thank him for passing this along to us and we
look forward to hearing lots more about him.

William H. Whyte
Is Slamming Out a

Lot of Showmanship

"The Showman9
s

Calendar "

AN EXCLUSIVE CLUB FEATURE

Check up on these dates each week and see how
you can turn them into "money dates" for your

theatre.

Each new month offers new days of untold

opportunities.

OCTOBER

Oct. 26 to Nov. 2 Girl Scout Week.

Oct. 27th Roosevelt's Birthday

Oct. 27th Anniversary of First Shot in

Trench Warfare

Oct. 31st Hallowe'en.

Oct. 31st Admission Day (Nevada).

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

1

2

4

6

7

9-16

10

11

Nov.

Nov
llth-18th

16th

NOVEMBER
All Saint's Day.

North and Sound Dakota Became
States (1889).

Election Day.

Lincoln Elected President (1860).

Montana Became a State (1889).

Children's Nat'l. Book Week
(sponsored by Parent Teachers'
Ass'n. Everywhere)

Birthday of Martin Luther (1483)

Armistice Day.

King's Birthday (Italy).

Washington Became a State
(1889)

American Red Cross Week
Oklahoma Became a State (1907)

Can you tie any of the above events into

your theatre's activities?

And don't overlook the many local events that

are constantly turning up right in your own town,

county or state.

Keep an eye on "The Showman's
Calendar" for an advance tip on

Suture holidays and events.
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AN OPEN LETTER FROM
"SIR" EDDIE HITCHCOCK

In Re: The Promising Department.
I have been operating the Hitchcock Promising Department

now for the past several months with a high degree of success

and find that it has become, and as a matter of fact, always
has been, an integral part of the show business. When you
come right down to it, I am merely emulating some leaders

and executives. They have had Promising Departments oper-
ating for years. Take a few examples. There is the vaude-
ville headliner who has been promised $4,500 a week if he'll

take a couple of weeks in Padooka at $2,000; the manager who
will be given 75 bucks a week in six months (or when
business gets better) if he'll only start in at $50. The Hitch-
cock Promising Department operates along the same lines,

only it comes right out in the open . . . and once in a
while makes good. I have broken it up into several units so
that whatever you or anybody else has coming is being turned
out by a separate branch of my organization. First comes
the Obligation Department. You are not eligible to member-
ship in the Promising Department until I am first obligated
to you. That's the first stage. When I feel that I am obli-

gated to you I fill out a blank for you in the Promising De-
partment and from that point on everything gets all mixed
up. I find that there is a high percentage of leakage and
possibly dirty work going on between my Promising Depart-
ment and the Functioning and Delivery Departments. The
Burns people are working on that now and Gene Dennis, the
Kansas wonder girl psychic, takes a peek in her spare time.
I am having a lot of trouble getting things out of the Promis-
ing Department into the Functioning Department. Once in
the Functioning Department, everything is easy. The De-
livery Department then takes it under advisement and you
either get it or it gets you. It's a case of dog eat dog before
you know where you really stand. I have Rube Goldberg, the
inventor-cartoonist, working on a device now that will facili-

tate matters.
Eddie Hitchcock.

They don't need calendars

Resnick's Fashion down "> the vicinity of the

o, ,-,•,• , j A Hamilton Theatre, in Phila-bhOW Clicked Again delphia, Pa. The reason for

For Him This Year tWs can be best explained by
A. U. Kesnick s activity. Res-

===—^^——

—

——^—————— nick is the manager of the
Hamilton and every year at a set time he runs his Fall Fashion
Show. All that the residents have to do is look in the news-
paper or at the house program and notice that the fashion show
is on. Then they know it's September and the season has again
started at the local playhouse.

This year, Resnick added a few new slants to his fashion
show. It has been his custom in the past to tie-up the local
Sally Shops and they furnished him with the clothes which
were modeled by local talent selected by Resnick from entrants
recruited from patrons of the theatre. It has been his custom
in the past to run the show at the Hamilton alone, but this

year he included the Overbrook Theatre also, running the show
in one house for two days, and in the other for the same
amount of time. This in no way detracted from the business
at either house. Both theatres were jammed on the nights of
the fashion show. Another angle, and one that may have been—to a great extent—responsible for increased patronage, was
that of giving away a dress each evening to the lady holding a
corresponding number to one called off from the stage.

As would be expected, Resnick grabbed off a flock of news-
paper publicity, as well as mention in all of the ads run by the
local dress shops. The windows of the stores also carried neat
cards announcing the show. The front page of the theatre
house organs were called into play and they, too, proclaimed
the event.

Fashion shows have long proved winners for Resnick and
he declares that in his many years in the show business, he has
found no better medium. It offers unlimited possibilities for
a display of showmanship above the ordinary, and, uppermost
of all, the results more than justify the work incurred.

A FAMOUS HAVANA HOP!
By EARLE M. HOLDEN

Two hours and fifteen minutes by Pan American plane from
Miami and that's the only way to travel. Beautiful black-eyed

and black-haired babies who stand on the balconies at nights watch-
ing a bewitching moon cast sinister shadows over Morro Castle

that guards the entrance to Havana harbor. Below black-haired

Cubans making love, and boy what love. Guitar in hand they strum
love tunes while the Senorita and her madre look on. No necking
here, boys, it's just an old Spanish custom that Mama has to be

around. Oh, sure, there's beautiful automobile rides in the moon-
light, there's the famous cafes and night clubs of the Cuban capitol,

but Mama is always there.

And they tell me she is always business in Havana is around
around until after the marriage 9:30 at night. This is not much
ceremony. Me for the quaint like thing's are down in the
American custom always. We States, where 7 and 9 are usually
have our moonlights, we have the peak hours, but 9:30 is show
our automobile rides, and yes oh going: time in Havana, and if

boy we have our necking, and you are ever in a Havana the-
Mama is not around, she is at re at S or 3 :30 and you can
usually out doing the same thing count the people on both hands,
with another woman's husband. don't become alarmed, because
But to hell with the necking the house will fill before the 10

and the Cuban moonlight. I'm o'clock performance gets under
supposed to tell about the the- way.
atres of Havana and how the A great handicap which the
Cubans and Spaniards like the Havana managers are meeting is
Gringos talkies. They like the the fact that most all pictures
theatres but not the pictures, are six months old. This is due
because they can't understand because or' the fact that even in
what's it all about. our day of talking pictures,
Havana is well cared for in the most all the prints displayed in

matter of motion picture the- Cuba have to have titles and
atres, and, too, there's several usually a musical score which
legit houses. I went to one of takes considerable time in the
the legits, the National Theatre. studios. Some Spanish talkies
But for the kindness of Leonard have made their appearances
Grossman, who holds down the and the people have gone wild
managerial chair at the Encanto over them, but until all prints
and who, by the way, is a mem- shown in Cuba are Spanish,
ber of the Managers Round those people are just not going
Table Club, I would not have to go to pictures unless they
known what the show was all have been titled in Spanish. And
about, because everything was you can't blame them. How
in Spanish, and what Spanish many of us would enter an
lingo I know would not go American theatre to see a talk-
through the mails, that is the ins picture on the screen, an all
publication in which it was talkie in which the characters
printed. spoke Spanish? We wouldn't
Leonard thoroughly explained know what it was all about, and

the play to me, and it sure was neither do they when an Ameri-
dirty, would like to tell some of can talkie is exhibited,
the story here, but that is out, A peculiar custom, too, is the
you must see and hear to appre- fact that a film exchange cannot
ciate. book a picture into a theatre un-
American's going to Cuba for til the print has actually arrived

the first time get the surprise of in Cuba and is in the customs
their life when they arrive at office. Here we book pictures
Havana to find that they are before they have even been com-
into a new world entirely. Even pleted at the studios, but not in
though only two hours and half Cuba. Just another Spanish cus-
by plane from Miami you feel torn, or should I say a Govern

-

as though you are 5,000 miles ment order? Harry Simpson,
from home, and the only evi- genial manager of the Universal
dence of American ideas is in Exchange, gave me the low down
the theatres. And the boys who on this, and Harry has only been
run the theatres there are no in Cuba a short time, don't ask
slouches, they know their show- me if he likes it. Anyhow, Harrv
manship, and it's too bad that knows where to go to get the
all of them are not members of best wine, and if any exhibitor
the Round Table Club. goes to Havana the first person
As I stated before Leonard they should look up should be

Grossman is the manager of the Harry Simpson and Leonard
El Encanto Theatre. When I Grossman. These boys will
went to Havana a year ago show you a good time.
Leonard held down the man- And ye Gods I almost forgot,
agerial reins at the Fausto, but Tom Thumb golf has made its
due to his super showmanship appearance in Havana. Had a
he was transferred to the En- couple of Annie Oaklies to go
canto, which is the leading mo- but we have plenty of these
tion picture theatre of Havana, courses here in Miami. Reports
and probably the largest on the were to the effect that they are
Island of Cuba. not going so strong in Havana,
Other than the fact that the and anyhow the Americans are

cashiers cannot speak English the only ones who play golf in
and the doormen speak to you Cuba. If you want to get razzed
in broken English, you would proper, just slroll down one of
imagine that you were entering Havana's streets with golf at-
a theatre right in your own tire on. Maybe you won't under-
home town in the States. stand what the gang on the
Snappy and selling fronts are corner is saying, hut if you did

used at the Encanto, while understand you wouldn't like it
there's many a beautiful shadow very much. Not that Cubans
box to catch the eye and sell you don't believe in golf, because
on the coming attraction. And they do, they like all sports, but
Leonard sure knows his shadow a person dressed in golf attire
boxes. He should take some pic- belongs on the links and not on
tures and send them on into the the streets, at least that is their
Club. I'm sure thev would be belief.
appreciated. The Encanto and And now one "gorgeous" week
Fausto are Paramount houses comes to a close in Havana,
and there are several others Once again the Pan. American
owned by independents. And airport—in the air—up 4,000
all are doing a good business be- feet—and home to Miami in ex-
cause Cubans are great theatre actly two hours, thanks to a
goers. gentle tail wind and a high
The peak hour of the show flying pilot.
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PERSONALITIES
-^ SHOWMEN NEWSETTES FROM EVERYWHERE -^

JEAN JORDAN has purchased and will

operate the New Holdingford Theatre, Hold-
ingford, Minn.

* * *

MARC BOWMAN has been appointed by
Floyd Maxwell, divisional manager for Fox
W.esco, to the managership of the Broad-
way Theatre, Portland, Ore.

* * *

DALE C. BOUGHMAN of St. Louis has
been appointed manager of the Liberty The-
atre, Oklahoma City, succeeding William
Heiner, who goes to St. Louis, Miss.

* * *

SAM PEDIGO is managing the Palace
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla., succeeding
Sol Teeters.

* * *

MILES BROTHERS have opened their

new theatre at Coolidge, Texas.
* * *

L. A. HOWSLEY has opened the Texan
Theatre, Throckmorton, Texas.

* * *

M. B. PEYTON is 'the new manager of

the Lavista Theatre, Bogata, Texas, replac-

ing J. F. Tyson.
* * *

JACK MAYO will manage the Ritz The-
atre. Oklahoma City, Okla., with Ted Jones
at the Circle, Adla Avery at the Criterion,

Henry Brownlee and Bert Stein at the Vic-
toria and Capitol, respectively. All are new-
ly appointed Publix house managers.

* * *

MAX PRUNISKI will manage the new
Rialto Theatre in Little Rock, Ark., upon
completion of the house.

* * *

E. M. WHALEY has leased the Victory
Theatre in Brookland, Fla., and will shortly
reopen it.

* * *

LEROY BOONE, assistant to Bob Swan-
son, manager of the Polk Theatre, Lake-
land, Fla., has resigned from his position
and will report for preliminary training as
a flying cadet in the United States Army,
his appointment having just been made
public.

* * *

RAY C. BROWN, former manager of the
Stanley Theatre, Baltimore, Md., for the
Loew Circuit, is now located as manager

of the Great Lakes Theatre in Buffalo, N. Y.
He is succeeded in Baltimore by E. Stein-
buch, formerly of the Paradise Theatre,
New York.

* * *

SOL ROSE AND S. J. STONE have re-
opened the darkened Flag Theatre in the
residential section of Baltimore.
HERBERT WILLING has been appointed

Assistant Manager of the Fulton Theatre,
Baltimore, Md., with Leonard Carnarta suc-
ceeding him at the State.

* * *

W. A. PETERSON will re-open the Ar-
lington Theatre in Arlington, Ore.

* * *

REX BROWN has succeeded George Paper
as manager of the Isis and Curran Theatres,
Boulder, Colo.

* * *

MAX TSCHAUDER has been appointed

manager of the Illinois and Majestic Thea-
tres. Jacksonville, 111., replacing C. S. Ferris.

* * *

PAUL T. STONUM is the new manager
of the Capitol and Elks Theatres, Taylor-
ville, 111., succeeding George Montray.

* * *

"DOC" CLEMMER has been assigned the
managerial position at the Audion Theatre.
Spokane, Wash., replacing H. A. Albright,

resigned.
* * *

EDDIE LEWIS, recently of the Capitol

Theatre in Salem, Ore., has accepted a posi-

tion as publicity director of the State Thea-
tre, Eugene, Ore.

* * *

JAMES MASON, assistant manager of the
State Theatre, Fargo, N. D., has been ap-
pointed temporary manager during the
leave of absence of Ed Kraus.

* * *

J. L. CARTWRIGHT again will manage
the Florida Theatre in St. Petersburg, Fla.,

when the house re-opens for the winter
trade.

* * *

H. E. WEBSTER has been transferred to
Kankakee from Danville, 111., as City Man-
ager, succeeding R. M. Lamb. George E.
Mahoney has been appointed acting City
Manager in Kankakee.

* * *

JAMES T. GRADY, former Assistant
Manager at the Valencia Theatre, Jamaica,
Long Island, N. Y., has been appointed
manager of the Avenue B Theatre, New
York City.

* * *

F. J. PATTERSON, former manager of

the Queen Theatre, Austin, Texas, has been
transferred to Wichita Falls, succeeding
A. M. Averv, who removed to Oklahoma
City.

* * *

STARR DUELL, formerly manager of the
Metropolitan Theatre, Seattle, Wash., has
been appointed Assistant Manager of the
Portland, Portland, Ore. The Metropolitan
has been closed.

* * *

RAYMOND B. JONES, formerly manager
of the Denver Theatre, Denver, Colo., has
assumed the managership of the Paramount,
Syracuse, N. Y., replacing Paul Shay.

* * *

GABRIEL GULLIA has purchased the Lo-
Net Theatre from W. J. Powell, in Welling-

Items for publication on this

page should be addressed to
"Chick" Lewis and will be pub-
lished the week following re-

ceipt. Notices of promotions,
transfers, change of addresses,
and other material of this na-
ture is what we want for our
"Personalities" page. The more
you send the more interesting
will be the page each week.

LAWTON AND PAGENKOPF have
leased the Lomita Theatre, Lomita, Calif.,

from Mr. and Mrs. Doucet.
* * *

HOWARD J. RITTER will continue as
manger of the local movie house in Tippe-
canoe City, Ohio.

* * *

ROBERT PIERCE, formerly manager of
the Capitol Theatre, Ilion, N. Y., has been
promoted by the Fox Corp. He will be re-
assigned.

* * *

WILLIAM ROSENOW, formerly manager
of the Roosevelt Theatre, Buffalo. X. Y.,
has been appointed manager of the newly-
opened Shea's Elmwood, Buffalo. Kenneth
Cooley succeeds Rosenow at the Roosevelt,
with R. Stanley Weber, former assistant
manager of the North Park Theatre, stepping
into the managerial job vacated by Cooley
at the Riviera, North Tonawanda, N. Y.

* * *

D. D. PHOENIX, former manager of the
Palace Theatre, Raleigh, N. C, has been ap-
pointed manager of the Wilson Theatre,
Wilson, N. C, succeeding A. C. Kincey,
resigned. F. E. Owen of the Capitol, Raleigh,
succeeds Phoenix at the Palace, with N. S.

Merritt. former assistant manager of the
Paramount, Goldsboro, receiving a promotion
to the managerial berth of the Capitol.

* * *

DANIEL FINN, former managing director
of the Strand Theatre, Hartford, Conn., has
been promoted to the position of Director
of Advertising for the Warner houses in

Xew England. Israel Schancupp, former
manager of the Regal Theatre, will succeed
Finn, with John A. Callahan of the Lyric
Theatre, succeeding Schancupp at the Regal.
Frank Linehan, of Springfield, Mass., will

manage the Lyric.
* * *

C. R. LANTZ has been appointed manager
of the State Theatre, Portland, Ore. House
was formerly managed by A. L. Bernard, but
ownership changes necessitated a switch.

* * *

M. E. BAYLISS has resigned as manager
of the Granada Theatre in Santa Barbara,
Calif. He managed the house for the past
six years.

* * *

A. E. ABELSON has taken over three

theatres in Aberdeen, South Dakota, and
added to his string ihree bets that should de-

velop into real assets for the Publix outfit.
* * *

ROY C. MacCULLEN, former manager of

the Sheridan Theatre. Chicago. 111., has been
temporarily appointed supervisor of all Fox
Theatres in the Windy City. James Keough,
formerly assistant at the Sheridan, steps into

the place vacated by Mac Mullen.
* * *

ROBERT BENDER of the Fox Brooklyn
Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., and Robert C.

Frost of the Terminal, Xewark, X. J.,

have been transferred to posts with the Fox
West Coast Theatres Corp., marking the first

personnel transfer since Oscar S. Oldknow
took office on the Coast.

* * *

CLIFF BOYD, former manager of the

Capitol Theatre, Cincinnati, Ohio, has been
appointed manager of the Keith house.
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Bergmann Nebraska
Regional Chairman!

We just appointed another Regional Chairman.

Bill Bergmann, well known to Club members, as a

result of his many activities which have appeared

on our pages, is going to take care of the regional

chairmanship for the state of Nebraska.

He is well fitted to handle it, as he has been

located in Omaha and other cities for quite a num-
ber of vears. We would like to show you a picture

of Bill but we haven't one on file at this writing.

However, we'll no doubt have one when we present

the next account of his work.
Listen, Bill, you know your new assignment

means extra work for you, but we are of the

opinion that you'll find time to stir up a lot of

activitv and make the Club membership from

Nebraska leap up to gigantic proportions. Oke?

Len Burge, Jr., from
Canada, Is Active

Around His District

Krier Gets Breaks

In Window Display

That Help Him Sell

played by Paul Krier, manager
opportunity to secure window
tion medium of value.

If you should stroll through
the town of Walsenburg, Col.,

you would be sure to notice

that the local Valencia Thea-
tre has its attractions plas-

tered everywhere. This is due

to the unusual activity dis-

of the house, who misses no
tie-ups or any other exploita-

Up in Calgary, Albert, Can-

ada where Len Burge, Jr.,

handles the Strand Theatre,

he finds that ene of his best

bets to boost up his box-offj$e

business, and to get the Resi-

dents talking about hi* the-

atre, is to use throwaways that are nevel.

The heralds click so well that Burge shoots out five thousand

a week to certain districts and they never tail to bring home
the bacon. The heralds are made UP by him, printed \u black

on various types of colored paper. They resemble the circus

herald a great deal, and they constitute a fine flash. Through
the use of \»ats and effective copy, Burge turns put something
that has, to sell in his locality. lie

knows his patrons so well that he is

aware of their likes and dislikes in pic-,

turea, stars, etc., so he plays up featured

artists and supporting players accord-
ingly in all his copy, He never fills up
his herald with a bunch of mats. It is

rarely that he will use more than three

of them, unless he is putting across a

novelty. He plays vaudeville as well as

pictures in his house, and this helps to

keep him pretty busy.

As an institutional plug, he devised a

scheme whereby a man was hired to go
about the streets carrying a cut-out clock on his back, with

copy on it reading: "Wake Up—You're Missing Something at

the Empress Theatre." The hands on the clock pointed to the

starting time of the show. The cut-out itself was well made.

Painted in black, the hands and numbers tinselled, as well as

the theatre name, it constituted, as we have said, an effective

medium. We hope that Len is going to keep us posted on his

future efforts too, so that we can see what he is doing to keep

abreast of the showman times in Canada,

All over the sidewalks
Charles F. Holscher splashed
the name of Paramount. This
was all because he wanted to

let the residents of Monroe,
La., and the nine surrounding
towns know that the name of

In order to prove to you that he is right on tap with the

goods, we are showing a group of photographs depicting his

latest activities at the theatre, as well as' some of his past

ones. In the photos you will note, though somewhat dimly, a

special window display, used on "All Quiet," in which colored
stills enhanced the effectiveness of the book display in the store

where the tie-up was secured. The photograph on the upper
right shows the atmospheric front, painted in prison gray and
resembling the state institution even down to the bars, that

was used for "The Big House." This front attracted a lot of

attention and was an aid to boosting business also.

In the lower two photos may be seen the flashy sign that

is placed on a car and sent about the town and vicinity to get

across the title of the picture playing. This car, and the banner,
is a familiar sight to all of the residents and they always pay
attention to it when it comes along. The lower right photo
shows a very novel display for "Last of the Duanes." Minia-
ture cows, made from ad cut-outs, a cut-out of one of the
players in the picture, and sand hills, combined to present a

very effective picture that perfectly conveyed the theme of the
film.

Thanks, Paul, for letting us in on what you are doing. Let's

have some of your campaigns, too, so that we can pass them
along.

Holscher Painted
Up Sidewalks To
Anounce New Name

the house has been changed from Saenger to Paramount and
was ready to reopen.
The main arteries leading in and out of the city were given

the paint-brush treatment every two or three miles with the

word "Paramount Theatre," the sign being approximately eight

feet high and five feet wide. The letters were large enough to

be easily read, even though driving at 50 miles per hour.
The sidewalks on every corner of the downtown district of

Monroe were painted with the name of theatre, opening date
and time of special attraction. Permission for this was received
from the Chief of Police.

Seven hundred and fifteen post cards were also mailed to

persons on the rural mailing list; these cards announcing the
name of theatre and the next two attractions.

And by the time Holscher was finished the people certainly

had the low-down. But that brings us to remember that we
haven't as yet secured the introductory low-down on him. Let's

have some data on your "deep" past, Charles, so that we can
give the rest of the Club some enlightenment on your career in

the show game. And stick in your photo, too.

It Belonged to Butler!
In the September 28th issue of the Managers'

Round Table Club section of Motion Picture News,
Wallace J. Butler, manager of the Ritz Theatre in

San Bernardino, Calif., was erroneously tagged
Wallace J. Baker. In case there has been any mis-
apprehension regarding who pulled the stunts de-
scribed in the article we'd like you to know that
full credit belongs to Butler. Oke. Wally?
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Davison Doped Out
Some Good Slants

On "Dixiana" Selling

With a big university to

draw from, Don. W. Davison,
manager of the Varsity The-
atre, Manhattan, Kan., sees to

it that the students are kept
well informed on the produc-

^^=^^^^==^=^^^^^ tion playing his house. So
when he got "Dixiana" he proceeded to boost the film to the

skies.

He had nary a single press sheet on the picture, nor any
ideas on what the picture was, but he had heard that it was
a good film, so he sold it. Enough paper was ordered to cover

a radius of 25 miles, on all sides of the town, and a quantity
more to cover the town

i i'M,, r t l|
,
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'

'"
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''' " proper such as it had never

before been blanketed. Felt

pennants and lobby hangers
were ordered, and these

were placed in the lobby
and under the marquee.
The artist, R. P. Couger.
was called in and he turned
the lobby into a Mardi
Gras. Teaser ads were run
in every paper obtainable

and scenes were built in

three drug store windows,
all carrying out the tone of

the picture.

Manhattan being the home
of the Kansas Aggies, the largest agricultural school in the
United States, Davison sent out telegrams on the opening
morning of the picture to every member of the 36 fraternities,

sororities and dormitories, urging them to be sure and see the
picture. The local newspaper broke with full-page ads, with
the college paper also coming through with publicity. Another
angle, as you will note, that was not neglected was that of

placing a 24-sheet cut-out on the canopy of the theatre. A
spotlight played on the block letters and served to attract

attention to the sign. The entire campaign went over with
smashing success and Davison turned in a week of corking busi-

ness, to say nothing of the reams of publicity he secured. Good
work, Don; keep it up and remember we want to hear more
about it.

Co - Operative Ads
Were Aid To Clark
As Selling Mediums

Here's what Arthur B.

Clark, manager of the Indiana
Theatre in Bloomington, Ind.,

does when he wants to grab
off a bunch of free newspaper
space for his house.

' When he played "Rio Rita."
he tied up a number of the local business men and interested
them in the full-page ad which the cut shows. The effectiveness
of the ad was enhanced by the missing letter contest slant that
he injected into it in order to assure all of the ads being read.
This little gag made an immediate hit with the residents of the
town and a large number of answers were received—the
contestants finding the letters in various ads. Of course, the
merchants were pleased, also, and they expressed their satis-

faction by stating that they would like to run another at a
future date, which was done.
The other ad is one of a type that a great many Club mem-

bers use two and three times a year. As you can see, it is a

Cline at Scranton!

It was with interest that we learned Eddie Cline,
who has been active for some time in Eastern show
houses, has hooked up with Publix and is now man-
aging the Manhattan Theatre, in Scranton, Pa.
We want to wish Eddie a lot of luck on his new

assignment and we are sure that Scranton will
afford him plenty of opportunity for displaying the
live-wire showmanship that has characterized his
efforts in the past.

Watch Out for This Gag!
A brother member was thoughtful enough to pass

on a warning about a team operating around the

country and negotiating theatre tie-ups whereby
they are supposed to perform some sort of auto
stunt driving.

The catch is this: they solicit ads for a special

circular, have them printed, collect the dough and
—exit laughing; leaving the theatre manager hold-

ing the bag because the merchants who went for

the racket thought he was behind it.

The team who worked it in several towns in the

east are now dodging warrants for their arrest in

numerous places.

Therefore—be you all warned. Don't be a sucker.

subscription plug for the local newspaper. The paper placed

in the full-page ad, free of charge, the only thing that Clark

did was to offer free tickets to the theatre for every three

months' subscription. The page was well made up and was cer-
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tain to catch the eye, and though we don't know what the final

results were, we suspect that they must have been good. This

is Mr. Clark's first contribution since joining the Club, and we
know that when he turns out work like this, being always

active, he is going to prove a real live-wire member. Keep us

posted, Arthur.

Rosenberg Utilized
Some Good Gags to

Keep Film Running

Perhaps it was a strange co-

incidence that when Jack
Rosenberg, manager of the

Plaza in San Diego, Calif.,

played "Top Speed" and de-

cided to pull a few more
stunts for the film's third

week, that he should display top speed showmanship, but that's

how it happened.
As a couple of touches to his finished campaign on the pic-

ture, he imprinted five thousand paper bags with a big cut

of the star in the film and distributed them to the dealers

around the neighborhood of the theatre. The bags carried copy
reading: "Hurry! Third and Last Week." When the patrons

purchased something at the stores wherein were located the

imprinted bags, the merchandise was placed in them. In this

manner the bags found their way right into the home and
proved an excellent medium for letting the housewife know the

attraction at the Plaza.

The same procedure was followed out regarding the special

12-inch window cards and the imprinted napkins, only in this

case, instead of the napkins going into the home, as did the

bags, they were used at soda fountains and restaurants about
the downtown section. The cards were also tacked on poles

and around the busy intersections of the town. These few
stunts were an excellent aid in helping the picture pull through
to a last week of good business.
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LEE BROADCAST FESTIVITIES
Up in Bath, New York, they are still talking

about the stunt that Harold C. Lee, manager of
the Babeoek Theatre, pulled not so long ago on
the stage of the theatre.
The Victor-American Legion Broadcast, which

was given nation-wide publicity, and in which many
national celebrities took part, was received on the
stage of the Babcock through a radio set promoted
from a local dealer. The broadcast was conveyed
through the loud speakers that are part of the
house's sound equipment.
The residents of the town were enthusiastic

over the stunt and they didn't hesitate to say so.

The local newspapers gave it a play, too. At the
conclusion of the broadcast — which started at
9:00 P.M. and lasted until 10:30 P.M.—the feature
picture was shown, completing an evening of en-

joyable and profitable entertainment, especially
from the good-will standpoint.

Front displays are always an

BlllletS Plugged interesting item to pass along.

_.. -p.. . . This statement has been prov-
.Tllm .Playing At en to us, especially since we

T impnVV'c; HniKP receive many requests for the.UimeriCK S flOUSe
publication of displays. So
many of our members handle

the paint brushes so well that they prefer to make their own
displays, thus eliminating the salary of an artist, and at the

same time giving them an opportunity for displaying their

artistic ability to great advantage. As a result we have found
that many novel angles were obtained that would otherwise

have never come to light. And that accounts for one of the

reasons why we like to pass along displays. The one that we
are showing was used by the Coleman Theatre in Miami, Okla-
homa, and is passed along to us by George Limerick, the as-

sistant manager of the house, who is proving to be very active

around his district.

The front for "Anybody's War" that we are showing was
very effective, being toned in an excellent color scheme, and
was quite inexpensive, the only cost being for the material.

The massive bullets were cut-out of compo board and they
certainly did draw attention. They were painted in a dull gray
to make them look as much like bullets as possible. The big
dice standing between the two bullets was used as a street

ballyhoo. It was made of beaverboard and mounted on casters.

A man, dressed in a soldier suit, his face blacked up to resemble
one of the characters in the film, pushed it about town, stop-

ping here and there to attempt one of the mannerisms so
natural to the black crows. The stunt created a lot of laughter
and talk, with the result that the film played to extra good
business. Thanks, George. Let's see what else vou're doing.

Cohen Features a

Bunch of Cut-Outs
To Plug Pictures

One of the best bets that is

used by Abe Cohen, manager
of the Strand Theatre, in Mas-
sena. New York, to plug his

shows is that of his truck bal-

lyhoo.
^~=~~~~~"===^-^^^——^— In the photos we are show-
ing you can see what he did to sell a couple of films that played
recently at the house. For one. an air film, he placed a couple
of cut-outs of airplanes on top of the cars, with special beaver-
boards along the sides of the autos. The front car carried the
title of the picture, with the following car bearing the theatre
and play dates. This angle proved to be very effective, especially
on a picture of this type, as it was rather unusual for the town
to see a display of this sort. We'd like to point out that this
angle can be used on any number of air films, or, as a matter
of fact, you can work it on almost any picture. Hang on to it,

and maybe you'll be able to find a spot for it.

eg
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In the other photo you can note the plug used for "The Big
Pond." Cut-outs showing Chevalier were mounted on the roof
of the car, the sides of the auto being bannered with beaver-
board carrying appropriate copy, and the truck was driven
all about the town and the neighboring communities. If you
will look closely at the photo you can also see, on the marquee,
the excellent use that Cohen makes of some space on the front
by placing up signs announcing the coming attraction. There
may be a slant or two in there that you, too, can take advan-
tage of. Look it over and see what you can do with it. We
want to thank Mr. Cohen for letting us see this. And listen,

"Abe"! We want to be kept posted on the rest of your work,
too.

Man with Big Grin
Grimaced on Street

For Picture Stunt

When he played "The Sap
from Syracuse," Sidney Hol-
land, manager of the Para-
mount Theatre in Hammond,
Indiana, was fortunate enough
to find a young man who has
a lot of the mannerisms of

Jack Oakie, the big chin and grin magnate.
The young man was dressed to imitate "The Sap from Syra-

cuse." being dressed in an exaggerated sport attire with green
and orange colored suit, orange and blue necktie, a straw hat
with a very "loud" band, etc. He walked about the city and
covered the surrounding towns, greeting everyone in typical
Oakie style. The ballyhoo created a lot of attention; and
Holland feels that it was a great aid to the opening of the
attraction.

Listen, Mr. Holland, we notice that we haven't a photo of
you in our files, why not shoot us in one, together with a little

dope about yourself so that we can give you a regular intro-
duction on these pages. What do you say?

J. F. SMART Says:
".

. . / have read the CLUB pages every week
and have been impressed again and again with
the wonderful progress the CLUB has made and
the value of its members' contributions.

Manager,
Capitol Theatre,
Port Hope, Ontario,
Canada.
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Morris Rosenthal Is

Still Picking Up a

Flock of Publicity

If any one should attempt
to compute the inches of free

space that Morris Rosenthal,
former manager of the Lyceum
Theatre in Duluth, Minn., and
now manager of the Garrick,~""~~~" has garnered from newspapers

in his many years in the show business, they would probably be

counting yet.

Rosenthal hatched another coup when, for four successive

days, he received a two-column ad free from one of the local

Duluth papers. He booked in "So This Is London," with Will
Rogers headlining. Knowing that one of the local papers ran

Rogers' syndicated column on the front page, he persuaded

the editors to tie-up the picture and the column. The newspaper
heads agreed and they broke with the special ad which showed
a scene from the picture and also carried a plug on the play-

date of the film at the theatre.

In addition to this, when they began to note results, they

went out of their way for the first time in the paper's history

and gave the film mention in the editorial columns. In order

to keep on the good side of the paper, Rosenthal agreed to run

a trailer plugging the syndicated column. The idea met with

immediate approval and in this manner good-will was secured

for the house that would come in very handy the next time a

campaign was planned.

A number of showmen have taken advantage of this stunt

already—at least those showmen who have had the columns

appear in their local papers; but we want to say that Morris

has certainly done himself credit through his work, as it is only

on rare occasions that work such as this comes to light. Keep

it up, Morris, and let's have some more.

Through the courtesy of

John D. Jones of the R. Jones
Theatres in San Angelo, Tex.,

we are enabled to pass along
this knockout lobby flash cre-

ated by L. D. Bowen, assist-^^^ ant manager of one of the

houses, and carried out in colors by Luther Cummings, head

of the art department.
The three heads on the cut-outs in the photo were animated

by means of a mechanical device, concealed behind them. The
flash was one of the most effective mediums ever used at the

Animated Display
Created Flash That
Proved Valuable One

theatre; and it was no great sight to see adults as well as kids

standing in front of the theatre for minutes at a time, watch-
ing the heads as they revolved and performed their contor-

tions. If you will look closely at the photographs you will also

note the little cut-outs of various animals which are dotted

among the display. On each of these cut-outs selling copy-

was used that enhanced their effect considerably. On the

elephants, copy stated: "Elephants of enjoyment"; on the lions,

it read: "Lions of laughter." and others of like nature.

We are passing this along in the event that the film is set

for your house, but even if it is not, remember that you can

use the same idea on any travel film you may be showing some-

times, or even on your serials. There are opportunities galore

to this one, and you know that an animated display can mean
plenty to your box-office—animating it inside and outside. We
want to thank Mr. Jones for passing this along to us and we
hope that the future will bring us some more samples of his

work. How about your photo, Jones?

KIDDIES' NAT'L BOOK WEEK!
November 9-16th has been designated Children's

National Book Week. This is a week of vast im-
portance to showmen due to the fact that a nation-
wide tie-up has been made with the Parent-Teach-
ers Association. See the President of the organiza-
tion in your town and secure their co-operation.
They'll be more than glad to help on this angle.
The week offers you opportunities to tie up your

local book dealers and your libraries. Have the
libraries send out, to the schools, special lists, com-
piled by them and printed by you, carrying recom-
mended books and a plug on your theatre.
Promote a few children's books from your local

book store and offer them as daily matinee prizes.

You can give them away by the corresponding
number gag or any other way that you care to.

You could work in the newspaper by offering a
book as a prize for the best composition on "Why
I Like Books." There are any number of angles
that can be found in connection with this special
week; they remain only to be used.

"Dawn Matinee" At
Early Hour Of 5:45

A.M.WokeThemUp

We've had early bird mati-
nees and midnight shows, but
it remained for R. M. Swan-
son, manager of the Polk The-
atre in Lakeland, Fla., to in-

troduce a "dawn matinee."^^^^^^^^-^————— It happened when Swanson
played "Dawn Patrol." He announced that at 5:45 A.M. the

theatre would run a dawn matinee at the time the sun was
beginning to lift its rosy cheeks over the horizon and beam
down upon the awakening world.
Swanson publicized the special dawn matinee by having the

Miller Sisters and Sun Glow Coffee Co. to furnish 1,000 dough-
nuts and coffee in the lobby for patrons attending the dawn
matinee.

It was also advertised that the first 100 children under the

age of 12 to line up at the box-office for this special matinee
would be admitted free.

It was also made known throughout the wayside that one
guest ticket to the Dawn Matinee would be given to each auto
owner whose license contained two 2's. This stunt brought
in many paid admissions along with the owner of the car lucky
enough to have two 2's on his license plates.

He also distributed 5,000 handbills over the entire county
two days in advance and placed 50 arrows on all roads leading
to Lakeland with white letters on red, "THE DAWN PA-
TROL—POLK THEATRE." And on Friday prior to Satur-
day's Dawn Matinee, Swanson flew over eVery town in the
county dropping heralds, many of which were good for free

admissions to see the picture.

The Dawn Matinee turned out to be such a good publicity

stunt and something out of the ordinary that one of the county
papers gave it a front-page write-up and mention on the edi-

torial page. The Lakeland Ledger also gave the stunt a special

news item in its publication.

And to show you what else he does, we want to pass along
a little account of his bridge parties which are held every after-

noon at the theatre.

To make these parties more popular, Swanson tied up with
a beauty shop whereby the beauty shop distributed "Movie
Gift Bonds" to every person at one of the afternoon teas. The
"Movie Gift Bonds" were worth 50 cents in cash on the pur-
chase price of a manicure, finger wave, scalp treatment, marcel
or facial, on Monday and Wednesday morning at the Florida
Beauty Shop.
The Beauty Shop had the tickets printed and Swanson saw

to it that they were given to the ladies attending the matinee
bridge teas. This tie-up was just another inducement for the
ladies to attend the parties at the Polk Theatre.

Thanks, "R.M.," for these. Keep up the good work.
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Sound Interference

Those theatres not fortunate enough to have an
up-to-date recirculating or blower type of heating
will have to pay a great deal of attention to the
interference caused by the hissing of valves on
radiators.

In view of the large number of theatres still

heated by the old direct steam-heating process, a
lot of thought should be given to this angle and,
if possible, make sure that the old defective valves
are replaced with a modern type of equipment.
This is a very small item in actual expense or out-
lay of money but will prevent many kicks and hard
feelings from patrons who are unfortunate enough
to be seated near a radiator where the valve is

creating such a nerve-wracking disturbance.
You might give this some thought the first chance

you have to try out your heating plant which is

going to be mighty soon, if you have not already
done so, and make sure that you correct any con-
dition which exists as the one described above.

Step Up And Take
Your Pick From Al
J^ourie's Grab Bag

A grab bag of gags seemed
to be floating around the vi-

cinity of the Morton Theatre
in Dorchester, Mass. And
floating around that neighbor-
hood it is only natural that it

be held by Albert B. Lourie.
manager of the Publix house, who is putting across winners.

Lourie has been hitting the ball smack on the nose, and bang-
ing them into the bleachers with monotonous regularity. When
he played "Our Blushing Brides" he managed to turn in a

couple of stunts that will prove of value to you if you ever care
Jo use them in your town. Playing "The Man From Blank-
lev's" with the film, he wanted to put them both across. To
accomplish this he fashioned the herald, in the form of an
invitation to a wedding, that was distributed about town. Look
this one over and you'll find that it is right there, covering every
point.

YOUR PRESENCE IS CORDIALLY REQUESTED

AT THE MARRIAGE OF ENCHANTING

IN THE GREAT ALL-TALKING PICTURE SENSATION

"Our Blushing Brides"
IN THE

PUBLIX MORTON THEATRE

SUN.-MON.-TUES. or WED., SEPT. 14-15-16 or 17

best man will be

John Barrymore "The Man From Blankley's"

DRESS-INFORMAL
ADMISSIONS ONLY

25c-3Sc

Some gag, isn't it? He had another one that proved a good-
will builder for the lady trade when he tied up the local drug-
gist who co-operated by giving away samples of face powder.
The drug store paid for the trailer, which was run on the screen
announcing the stunt, and also for the printing. The film went
over to good results, especially the invitation gag, the residents
being surprised when they opened the mailbox and found an
invitation reposing therein.

Then on "Love Among the Millionaires," he planted Confed-
erate money on the sidewalks of the busy sections, and it was

MIRTHQUAKE!! STRIKES DORCHESTER!!

"SAP from

SYRACUSE"

Tickle—Amu*e— •Entertain You

THURS.-FRI.-SAT. - SEPT. 18-19-20

HcctcN
THEATRE. DORCHESTER

a great big laugh to see people making dives for it. This is a
rather tricky angle and must be handled properly in order not
to cause any offense.

And now look at the

cut we are showing.
There's a thing that

Dorchester acclaimed a

classic in herald make-
up. It is self-explana-

tory, so we won't at-

tempt to say anything
more about it. It had
the goods, and, as a re-

sult, clicked.

When he played "Let
Us Be Gay," Lourie
was faced with the

problem of selling it to

the kids as well as

adults. To get in the

kid business, he decided

that the best thing to

do would be to stage

a "Whoopee Party" and
invited all children to

come dressed in party

clothes. On the ap-

pointed afternoon all of the kids present were given noise-

makers, whistles, etc. A goodly number of the kids appeared

dressed in the comic outfits. These were paraded up on the

stage and entered into a contest whereby audience applause

picked the three best costumes. After the stage show was over

the children were permitted five minutes in which to make all

of the noise they could. And they more than took advantage

of the occasion.

Every Saturday matinee, Lourie runs a gift contest. He
distributes cards 3 '4 by 2}4 inches, printed in black on white

stock. The cards carry letters of the alphabet. They are made
up in 12 different combination with 10 different letters being

left out. The printer makes up winners with one letter of the

10 on each series of cards. During the gift proceedings, an

easel is placed on the stage and cards are shown with the win-

ning letters. The lucky children come up and take their pick

of the gifts arranged. This scheme is very effective, particu-

larly since it absolves the manager from spending too much
time on the stage and enables the conducting of the contest in

jig time. Incidentally, when the cards are received from the

printer, they are assorted so that every 12 cards are different,

and after all of the cards are mixed up, the winning letters are

deposited in different sections of the bundles. Should you de-

sire to use a stunt of this sort, which is proving effective for

Lourie, we would suggest that you get in touch with him, and

we are sure he will supply all of the information necessary.

Thanks, Albert, for the way you are responding to our call

for material from the New England division so that we can

keep posted on what is being done by you live-wires. And
listen! When you send in your next contribution, how about

a photo and a little dope on yourself?

Essay Contest on
Business Aroused
Merchant Interest

Who said business depres-

sion? It wasn't Ray Peterson,

manager of the Strand Thea-
tre in Gulfort, Miss. Ray ran

an essay contest recently in

which the local dealers took^^= a great deal of interest.

The topic of the essay was, "Why Old Man Business Should

Come Back." The contest was open to school children, for

which a first prize of a wrist watch was at stake. The watch

was promoted from a local jeweler and it was given to the

winner at the Saturday evening performance.

The stunt not only helped to increase business at the theatre,

but through its publicity through the newspaper columns

helped to make people, and especially business people, think

in terms of better business conditions.

Good stuff, Ray. And listen ! Since you are so active, why
not give us a photo of yourself, too, so that we can let the rest

of the Club meet you ?
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Bair Adds Another
Ace Ad To His Well
Known Collection

Again E. E. Bair comes
through and clicks with an-
other of his novelty ads. This
time it was one for "All Quiet
on the Western Front." Those
showmen who have been fol-

lowing Bair's activities at the
State Theatre in East Liverpool, Ohio, know that he is right
there with the goods when it comes to injecting novelty into
his newspaper ads.

If you will look over the ad we are reproducing and study
the copy closely we think you will pick out a couple of slant's
that will more than prove handy for you as box-office builders.

As you will note, you
will see that Bair pays
the director of the film a
special tribute, but he
also manages to get in a
plug for the book, pho-
tography and the sound.
He keys up interest in

the picture by the fact

that he does not plug the
type of picture; in other
words, he does not try to
convey outright that it

is a most spectacular war
film. He manages to get
the message across well.

The many ads that he
has furnished the Club
with have no doubt
given his fellow-members
a number of slants that
have proven valuable in

their show-selling. We
would like to point out
that a careful study of

all of the ads shown on
the pages from week to

week will help to boost
up your box-office just

as well as the various
stunts presented.
We have shown many

kinds of advertising,

novel, regular, and co-
operative, and in all

of them could be found
helpful hints. We want
to thank Bair for pass-
ing along to us this lat-

est achievement of his,

and we are sure that he
will shoot along some

more so that we can present them to the rest.

Mr. Milestone:—
You have accomplished

the seemingly impossible

with your superb direction

of the favourite war novel

"ALL QUIET on the

WESTERN FRONT"
Everyone with normal

faculties will extend to

you, their heartiest con-

gratulations when they see

this great effort. It is in-

deed a coincidence that

your surname is Milestone,

inasmuch as this celluloid

document adds not one - -

but many milestones to the

advance of the motion

picture.

"ALL QUIET on the

WESTERN FRONT"
is the advanced idea of

the perfect wedding of

sight and sound.

A Milestone For

You Milestone

STATE NOW

Thames' Prologue
Was One of Finest
House Had Seen

Whenever a showman re-

ceives a film attraction that he
thinks deserving enough to

merit special attention he sets

to work to give it that little

bit of something which the
Chesterfield cigarette ads tell

us ' stands alone." In their trailer prologues, the showmen
found ways to put pep into the presentation that proved gold
mines. Working along on the same idea, J. F. Thames, Jr.,
manager of the Saenger Theatre in Vicksburg, Miss., put on
a prologue that slayed them when he played "All Quiet."
The orchestra pit was transformed into an imitation trench.

Crude steps in trench allowed boys to crawl over the top. The
arrangement also included sand bags on front side of footlights
and barbed wire entanglement on other side of foots. A 1 x 2
blind stop was used for the posts with old rusty barbwire to
give the desired effect. Two machine guns were also used in
a camouflage nest on each side of the stage.
On opening of prologue, boys in uniforms and helmets are

seen crouching in trench facing the screen. Then the trench
closes with soft blue foots giving a glow on barbed wire and the

Good Will Begins at Home!
On many occasions we have suggested that man-

agers cultivate a more harmonious relationship be-

tween themselves and their employees. And we are
glad to say that plenty of showmen found the sug-
gestion a good one.

But we won't be happy until we feel that the
great majority of showmen are practising this

little idea of promoting a closer feeling among
their staffs.

Besides making your theatre a better place for
the patrons, it will give you a peace of mind that
you hardly believed possible. You will soon find

that everyone on the payroll is pulling for you and
your theatre. When business calls you away from
the house for a few hours during a performance,
you will know that your absence is not a signal for
laying down on the job or neglecting the patrons
or the show.

Especially is this true of the boys in the booth.
If you have good projection and projectionists, the
best way to retain those important adjuncts is to
promote a friendly feeling between you. But the
operators (pardon, we mean projectionists) are
just as human as you are and will respond quicker
to helpful suggestions if they like you.
Abuse and foul language will bring you only

grief.

M. R. T. C.

whole stage. Baritone singer is standing behind in machine
gun nest. This in order to get the proper lighting effect upon
his face as the lights concealed in the nest come from a source
about waist high to the singer. A box-like structure is used
with mirrors—a red and green light to get the effect of a red
light on one-half of his face and a green on the other side.

After the song—black-out—and singer steps off.

A boy stationed near switchboard operators gives effect of

rumbling noises and shell crashes synchronized with red flashes

on stage—coming solely from border lights. These flashes

silhouette the barbed wire entanglement and the boys crouching
in the trench. The rumbling tank effect and machine gun fire

is mixed with the above effect. After a few seconds of this, the
projectionists play a spot up and down the trench on the heads
of the men and finally stops on the center man with his eyes
glued on his wrist watch. This is the cue for him to give signal

for men to go over the top. As they go over, the machine guns
fire, etc. As they get past the barbed wire entanglement, an
airplane about six feet high, controlled from the fly loft, swoops
down over them, while the non-sync operator synchronizes
the airplane effect with the plane. Men from the machine gun
nest fire at the plane as it passes out of sight, while the other
men hug the stage. The plane finally conies down as the
whistling effect is used on the non-synch.
After this, all effects cease. The stage is lighted with a soft

blue light from the foot. The boys get up and go through
a snappy drill accompanied by the drum and bugle corps. The
boys then form a line and stand at attention saluting a flag

waving in front of one of the ventilating ducts. The flag is

picked up by a white spot from the booth. When the boys
salute flag, the blue lights are dimmed out entirely and a red
light only is cast on them from front and rear by olivettes on
each side of stage. The national anthem is then played while
boys are at attention. After this, red lights are cut out, blues

brought up again and the boys march off as the picture hits

the traveler.

And what a sensation it created! The audience applauded
for quite some time, and if the picture hadn't been flashed on to

the screen they would have continued to applaud. When he is

turning out work like this we think that Mr. Thames should
be represented often on our pages, and we hope to hear from
him again very soon.
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WHAT IS EXPLOITATION?
FLOYD BELL Says:
Somehow I have always rather doubted the

exact truth of that old bromide, "a rose by
any other name would smell as sweet." There's

a touch of Babbitry about that statement. Per-
sonally, I believe the word "rose" must have
suggested to the earlier students of nomencla-
ture something sweet and fragrant and I know
that today it would be difficult to convince the

public that a rose called by any other name
would not lack charm.

It's a bit the same with Publicity. Call it ex-
ploitation if you will but to me the word has
a harsh and grating sound. To exploit oneself

is to draw immediately the picture of having
been a bit braggadocio, just a trifle over-inflated

with one's importance as it were. And I firmly

believe that when one speaks of "exploiting" a

theatre or any other business he is very apt
to cause a reaction which is not always favor-

able. There is very likely to be implanted in

the mind of the hearer the thought that per-
haps the would-be "exploiteer"—is that a new
one—is trying to "put something over."

But Publicity. Ah, there is something differ-

ent. So thoroughly has the American public

been sold upon the value of advertising that

to the average man the very word Publicity

seems to arouse a feeling of kindness toward
and pride in the organization promoting this

same Publicity.

And Publicity—all right, call it exploitation

if you like but we shall stick to our own choice

—may embrace any legitimate means under
the sun for placing before the public the value
and attractiveness of one's product. It may be
newspaper space, which may be submitted with-
out argument as being the most valuable form
of publicity, or it may be lobby display, "stunts,"

grand lounge attractions, anything and every-
thing that brings before the Average Person

—

and God bless him he is the one who makes
it possible for all of us to hold our jobs—the

fact that one is offering an attraction which
will please and entertain.

Publicity which cannot be substantiated by
the quality and quantity of entertainment pro-
duced is bad. The press agent who has within
the secret recesses of his brain the thought
that anything which gets the name of his the-
atre before the public is valuable, is losing

something, is obtaining entirely the wrong per-
spective.

It is all very well to "exploit" your theatre
as having "the greatest picture of the year" if

by so doing you are able to bring the crowds
into the theatre and prove to them that you
were honest in your conviction that the film

shown is the "best" thus far. But if you are
merely using such phrases to drum up business
and then are unable to back up those phrases
with four star offerings, you will eventually
suffer total eclipse.

Publicity, exploitation, call it what you will,

is sound, legitimate, approved advertising of
your attractions and then being certain that
your advertising conforms to the rule of the
present century, "truth in advertising."

F. B. HILL says:

IF one will analyze the importance of exploi-
tation and ballyhoo, they will find that here
lies the real backbone to the existence of

the Theatre. Without them the Theatre can-
not survive.

As an athlete may overtrain or undertrain, so
is exploitation and ballyhoo overused or under-

This week's opinions come from

Floyd Bell, Metropolitan, Boston; F.

B. Hill of the Inland Circuit in the

Northwest, and Sid Lawrence of Lima,

Ohio.

Each oite's reaction differs from the

other, but combined you have read, in

this interesting series, the viewpoints

of ten showmen (and show-women)

exclusive of the three this week.

So far, the series has met with tre-

mendous response from our many

members and readers, but we won't

be satisfied until the majority have

expressed themselves. So better get

busy and tell us what YOU have to

say on this most vital question of

"What Is Exploitation?"

"CHICK"

used and in most cases, underused. For an
example, the exhibitor, especially in the smaller

towns, gets in the habit of ordering the same
kind of advertising material offered by the ex-

changes, using the same space and type of ad

in the newspapers, on every picture. Perhaps it

is true that there are just a few types of stories

for pictures, but nevertheless, each picture has

an individuality of its own and when an ex-

hibitor will treat them as such, he is bound to

show better results at the boxofhee.

It is not necessary to buy all the paper the

exchange has, or to work every known bally-

hoo to put a picture over. Often times some
little stunt or publicity gag will strike the pub-
lic's fancy to such an extent, that it doe;. Far

better work, than trying to "circus" a picture.

This I think is what really constitutes real ex-

ploitation and ballyhoo, for the exhibitor or ad-
vertising man, to treat each picture as an en-

tirely new article and to work out his news-
paper ads and other mediums of advertising to

suit that picture, and at the same time to get

the most value for the least money. By doing
this he is doing the best thing possible for his

theatre, besides keeping his advertising from
becoming stale and commonplace. Our business

is the fastest changing of any, therefore the ad-
vertising must be faster. It can't be kept faster

unless it is kept fresh.

Being a manager in a small town I am in-

clined to believe that the small towner has a

more difficult problem in handling exploitation

and ballyhoo, than does the man in the larger

towns, as most theatres in small towns run two
or three pictures a week while in the larger

cities a picture will run for a week or longer,

so the small towner must utilize every possible

means of advertising. He must use his news-
papers to every advantage possible and to write
ads that are "different." An ad, more than
anything else will kill or make the attendance
for a theatre. Here I want to agree with Mr.
Charles Lewis, Chairman of the Managers
Round Table Club of The Motion Picture
News. He advocates white space and plenty of

it in newspaper ads. I have tried it out and
find that it pays high dividends on the amount
invested. So many ads are filled to the brim
with copy and so many ads are just a mat and
signature cut. They all look alike.

At the beginning of this questionable article,

I stated that exploitation and ballyhoo was the
backbone to the theatre's success. In closing I

want to say that I think proper and carefully

writen newspaper ads, are the backbone to suc-
cessful exploitation and ballyhoo.

SID LAWRENCE Says:

I
HAVE found that in answering this ques-
tion that it seems that EXPLOITATION
and BALLYHOOING come in the form of

a germ—it hits you and stays with you. Ex-
ploitation is made up of interesting forms of
advertising gotten out to cause the attention
to be directed to the certain thing that you are
selling to the public. There are many different
forms of exploitation. There is good and bad.
The good can be gotten out in forms of novel
stage presentations, lobby cut-outs, special let-

ters, flower baskets on the front of the theatre,

a neat and attention compelling lobby, capsules
of advertising inside, extra newspaper space,

banners across the street and hundreds of other
stunts. I have always found that each and
every picture, regardless of how large or
small, could be exploited on some particular
angle. Exploitation is a thing that you can not
let down on, once you start, it must be con-
tinued daily. The public gets used to seeing
little new and novel stunts and look forward to
you doing them so that they can be more
familiar with the type of picture you are play-
ing. The exploitation campaign put on for any
picture should carry an idea pertaining to that
picture only, unless it is an exploitation stunt
that you are putting over to benefit the theatre
for the time to come through your various civic

organizations.

Exploitation has already proved itself to be
constant and indispensable. Any exploitation
which makes clear to the public that your pic-

ture has some outstanding feature in it, I be-
lieve should be dwelt upon. Ballyhooing is

something that has been done for the last thirty-

five or forty years. It is not news but means
a whole lot to the theatre going public as an
attention-compelling factor. There are various
forms of ballyhooing to be considered. There
are street cars, automobiles, people dressed to

fit a certain part walking on the streets, wagons
painted, victrolas playing on streets, bands
inside of automobiles and hundreds of other
like stunts which could be called ballyhooing.
In other words when you ballyhoo you reach
the people direct with the thing that you are
getting out, if it does not do this it is not
a good form and it is lost. Therefore, when-
ever ballyhooing is done it should be done with
the same idea in mind as the program presented
to your public. It should be unique, clean and
free from any salacious utterings. pictures, etc.

In summing up exploitation and ballyhoo we
get down to the real fact that the public must
be sold, therefore, the average theatre man-
ager or showman must get out something that

will attract attention to his theatre. I have
found that it is not the great big things that

we do in exploiting that gets us the biggest re-

turns, it is the small and unique ideas that

register. Some managers can go exploitation
crazy—this, I believe, is a mistake as you leave
nothing to be done for future work. Figuring
on a basis of fifty-two weeks in a year you
should always leave something in reserve.
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Get Started Now!

You should be perfecting your plans right now
for one or two special morning shows, preferably
sponsored by local Chamber of Commerce or Wel-
fare organizations, which will help the poor and
needy around Thanksgiving when they have little

to be thankful for. Last year, after making such
suggestions through the Club pages, hundreds of
vegetable or food shows were put across with great
success.

The details are few and simple. Just advertise
the special performance for kids, with the only
admission charge being a bag of vegetables or
food. Then see that the foods so received are
promptly and sensibly distributed via baskets or
bags through the Salvation Army or Welfare Clubs
of your community. In addition, you ought to be
able to promote other items to fill the bags or
baskets from the various merchants in town.
You perform a humane act in sponsoring these

performances and besides you create more good-
will than through anv other medium ever thought
of.

Keep away from the toy angle as that should
be held for similar gags around the Christmas
holidays.

With every man in Sam
Rinzler's division in Brooklyn
and Long Island of the Fox
Theatre working like the
deuce to put the popularity
contest which is forming an
important part of Greater

Show Season across, it is no surprise to find out that R. J.
(Dick) Ryan is slapping the old apple hard and heavy to bring
them into his house—the Park, at Brooklyn, N. Y.

Dick Ryan Roping
In Plenty of Pub-
licity For House

ftp**
CANDJOAH

THEIBIPTOM...
ON THE LUXURIOUS

THE OEALTlfUL

MAJESTICMMJ

In the photos we are showing you can gain some idea of what
Dick is doing to sell the Popularity Contest in his lobby. He
has promoted pictures from the steamship company offering

one of the prizes; promoted a blackboard to announce the
current results of the votes polled; and also announces a per-
sonal appearance of all the contestants in the circuit stunt. His
lobby has been tastefully decorated in a Mardi Gras tone and
it has pepped up the front of the house considerably.
The other photo—though somewhat indistinct—shows one

of the many window displays he secured. Besides carrying a
couple of banners announcing the event at the Park, the win-
dow showed a picture of a steamship and also the blackboard
on which had been placed the standings to date of the con-
testants. But the big punch in the window was the balloons
which floated all around the interior. A fan, concealed on the
bottom of the window caused them to soar about. The window
attracted plenty of attention from passersby, who had never
seen the stunt before, with the result that the theatre obtained
some fine word-of-mouth publicity.

This is Dick's first contribution since he has been at the
house, so you'll agree with us that he seems to be in line for a
rating of active member. Keep it up, Dick, and let's know what
else vou are doing.

Edward Stoffer Is

Very Handy with a

Paint Pot and Brush

Another showman who finds

his skill with the paint brush
a valuable asset to him in the
display work that he turns out
to plug the attractions playing
at his house, the Biltmore^———————

-

==-====——— Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y., is

Edward Stoffer, live-wire showman handling the house.
Stoffer has been fashioning some great stuff along these lines,

and a scrutiny of some of his work which we are presenting
here—though the dark photographs made reproduction poor

—

will be productive of a slant or two on which you can base
your own work. For his display on "Caught Short" he' used
the regular three-sheet, made a cut-out from it, and flanked
it with stills. The cut-out was then placed before a board on
which stock quotations had been painted. A real ticker, in

operation, served to enhance the effectiveness of the lay-out,
and strings of ticker tape helped to further it.

The other display was used on "The Unholy Three." Again
a three-sheet cut-out, flanked with stills, was used. As the spe-

cial touch on this one, Stoffer used the affidavit declaring that

the star of the picture had used no vocal double. This was
placed on an attractively painted beaverboard with an arrow
pointing toward it, and the interest evidenced, when people
crowded before it at all times of the day, spoke well for the

success of the film. We are very glad to pass along these few
accounts of Mr. Stoffer's work as we feel his fellow-members are

just as much interested as we are, and we hope that he is go-
ing to keep us posted on his future work along the show-selling

line. What do you say, Edward?

Imprinted Drinking
Cups Used By Mc-
Kenna To Plug Show

By effecting a tie-up with
the maker of a well-known
beverage, J. McKenna, man-
ager of the Lyric Theatre in

Jackson, Tenn., was enabled
to procure a generous quan-

'

"

tity of imprinted paper drink-
ing cups which were used to get across the attraction at his

house.
The paper cups were distributed at places where the drink

was served in bottles. The cups in this instance were used by
putting the bottle inside one of the paper bags, primarily to

stop the dripping ice water from soiling one's clothes. One
set of the cups was imprinted about "Romance" with name of

theatre and playdates while another set was devoted to institu-

tional copy about the theatre.

This is but one of the many activities attempted by McKenna
at his house, and we happen to know that he makes many
valuable tie-ups in his town. In this manner he displays some
good showmanship, and we'd like to hear more from him. What
do you say, Mac, keep us posted, will you?

La Falce Plugging Two!
If any of his fellow showmen have been wonder-

ing where he has been keeping himself, we'd like to

inform you that Frank La Falce is very busy han-

dling the publicity, temporarily, for the Earle and
the Metropolitan Theatres, in Washington, D. C,
for the Stanley-Crandall-Warner houses.

You are all acquainted with Frank's work and
know what his capabilities are; so keep your eye
on the Club pages and get the latest dope on how
he brings in the dough to the box-office.
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Fans Regret Departure

ofForster
(From Syracuse American—Sept. 14th i

By E. R. VADEBONCOEUR
Another familiar face faded—tempc--

arily, at least—from Syracuse theatre
circles when Paul H. Fcrster closed
his orfan and stepped down at the
Eckel last week.
For a good many years, Forster has

been playing for motion picture theatre
audiences here and his departure will

be keenly regretted by his admirers,
who run into the thousands.
Paul Forster is the man who made

Syracuse sing. It was he who intro-
duced the organ-singing feature to the
city at the Empire when the big. white
consoles still were new to Syracusans.
At the Empire, the idea caught at

once. They sang with Forster. He
went to the Eckel and they sarg wi'h
him there. He went to Loew's, and
still they sang. He went back to the
Eckel again and once more the house
rang to willing voices.

of their voices.
It was a contagious affair. The flap-

pers and their mammas all caught the
fever. The more timid might not be
heard at the outset, but before the
orgologue ended you'd look a long way
before you'd find a closed mouth.
You'd hear good voices and fair

voices, excellent voices and territ e
voices, but they all had one thing in

C cmmon—enthusiasm.

Transformed Folk

Not So Easy

Other organists tried to do the same
thing, but with indifferent success.
The late Ernie Mills, at the Strand,
worked up some enthusiasm. That
splendid musician, Maurice, tried to
make Loew audiences warble, but even-
tually abandoned the idea and arranged
his programs to eliminate that feature.
But all the time they were sing :ng

for Forster. No one else could bring
out those voices. We've often sat and
listened to him, trying to discover why
he succeeded where others failed.

We've heard patent-leather-haired
sheiks jazzing it up, gray- haired old
gentlemen gazing around them half
abashed and sneaking into the first

number or two diffidently, only to wind
up the last songs bellowing at the tops

Hadden Has Great
Way To Get Rid Of
The Old Straw Hats

Until two weeks ago, when the organ
was moved, audiences saw only the
back of Forster's somewhat grayed
head during the orgologue. But there
was something eloquent in it. When
the spotlight bloomed out in its glow-
ing circle, a buzz wotdd run through
the audience. You could hear it and
feel it. By some unseen touch, even
the back of Forster's head seemed cap-
able of changing the whole spirit of

the audience. Where, a few minutes
before, it had been a group of indivi-
duals watching the joys and trials of

screen lovers, they now became as
closely-knit as a picnic crowd.
There was competition to see who

could sing the loudest. There were gig-
gles at false notes and high ones that
voices cracked on. There were roars
of laughter at tricky choruses and
flocks of S's and ch's through which
the organist led his chorus at increas-
ing pace until the whole song broke
cif wn in a spasm of mirth.
Yes, Paul Forster made them sing.

Maybe he will again. But if he coesn't,
he will leave behind him as many de-
votees as any single Syracuse motion
picture theatre entertainer ever had.

Here it is! J. S. Hadden's
effectual but harmless manner
of destroying those old straws
that are so carefully placed
away in a bag at the end of

this season and thrown away
at the beginning of next. Had-

den's idea is said to have been welcomed with open arms by
the housewives who patronize the Paramount Theatre in Jop-
lin, Mo., of which house he is the manager.
Inasmuch as the straw hat season is universally over on

Sept. 15, Hadden offered to let every man turning in his old
straw a guest ticket to see the picture.
With police sanction, the straw lids were stacked in a no-

parking space in front of theatre. Around the space provided
for the hats was a special chicken wire pen and on this were
art signs carrying copy, "Men Free—Your old straw hat is a
ticket today. See Ruth Chatterton in ANYBODY'S WOMAN
—Paramount—Sept. 14-17."

Xearly 3U0 hats were piled up in the "pen" with nearly every
one bringing along one or more paid admissions. Eleven hat
dealers co-operated in paying for 32 inches of newspaper space
—outlining proposition and selling "Anybody's Woman." The
merchants also ran new hat ads around theatre ad—thus filling

up an entire page, of which the newspaper contributed a head-
ing at top.

And that's what comes of getting a good idea. It may be a
little too late for you to use this gag now, but there's nothing
stopping you from filing it away until next season because it

will always work. You can also use this stunt in connection
with felts when the straw hat season starts again, but it's up
to you. If you think it won't be effective as the other way, oke.
We want to thank Mr. Hadden for this and let him know that
if there are any more of these ideas on the way we'll hand the
postman a plane to deliver them in. Which means, Mr. Had-
den, that we'd like to hear from you again soon.

Perry Turned Out
A Souvenir Program
That Was Excellent

One of the highlights of the
campaign turned out by Fred
Perry, for the opening of the
Riviera Theatre in Bingham-
ton, N. Y., was the souvenir
booklet.

The booklet was made up
in twelve pages. Perry, who is promotion manager for the
house, hustled about town and secured ads from all of the
principal dealers. The ads paid for the cost of printing. The
booklet was made up in black and white with special colors
being used for the covers.

Besides carrying the ads, the pages were devoted to stories

of the men who had built the theatre and would run it. In
addition to this feature, stories were printed harping back to

the old days of the movies. The current program was also
carried. Taking it all in all, the job was well done, and Perry,
who knows Binghamton as well as any man in the town, can
well consider his work perfect. We want to thank Fred for
passing this along to us, and as he is one of our active mem-
bers we feel that the new season is going to be productive of
many fine showman slants from up around his section of the
country. What do you say, Fred, let's have it.

Adeptness in lobby display
creations of unusual design
may be easily said of Joseph
W. Kligler, manager of the
Daly Theatre in New York
City. Whatever else Daly has
on the ball, if it is as good as

the stuff he turns out when making up lobby displays, he's a
pennant winning team in himself.

Kligler Is There
When It Comes To
Turning Out These

<f/ III V

,^TUPr>
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«

mCOMMON C4AY %?

When he played "Common Clay" he turned out what might
perhaps be considered one of the finest pieces of work ever
done along the lines of lobby display in the city, and when you
take into consideration the fact that he is working at a neigh-
borhood house, then the stunt's value is more than enhanced.
Looking at the photo closely you can see the giant cut-out of

Justice—painted by Kligler himself—holding a sword balancing,
in the scale, the featured players. At the foot of Justice, a
miniature jury box may be seen with miniature figures of
jurors, cut out of compo board, listening to the defense being
quizzed by the prosecuting attorney. In her arms she holds
the baby, silent symbol around whom the story revolves. The
defense attorney and the court clerk sit in their respective
places. A banner under the railing that separates spectators
from participants in courtroom episodes sold the picture with
effective copy.

Kligler has given you a real line on what can be done if

you'll just take the time to do it in. And even if you find that
you're pretty busy what's to hinder you from laying out what
you want and having your house artist carry it out. Dope out
this photo and we are sure that you'll pick up a couple of more
slants to add to your showmanship. Thanks, Joe.

Did You Order Your Club Pin ?
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Moss-Covered Lobby
Of Carolina Was
Novel Attraction

In this case, the rolling

stone couldn't gather any
moss in Charlotte, N. C, due
to the fact that E. E. Whit-
aker, manager of the Caro-
line Theatre, seemed to have
gathered it all in his lobby to

use as a plug for "Let's Go Native."
A shelf-like moss display was built out over the regular ban-

ner frame with cut-outs of Jeanette MacDonald underneath.
In fact, the box-office, front of lobby and walls were covered
with moss interspersed with special art heads, stills and copy
about the picture. The moss display was decidedly different

from anything that had been used in sometime, and certainly

proved an effective medium in advertising the picture.

The only complaint that we have about the whole affair is

that we haven't a photograph, but we hope Whitaker will rem-
edy this when he turns out another novel display or any other
showman gag, and at the same time he'll send us in a photo of

himself. What say, "E. E."?

Knowing that the first thing

Elliott Johnson Is he ha
i

t0 do when he
f

to?k_,..,. ,
over the management of the

Clicking at the Saenger Theatre in Hope,

Saenger in Hope Axt-, was to sell himself to
& ^ the town via the house, Elliott

Johnson set out to do it.

In the program that is sent out through the mailing list he
injected a few novelties that served to acquaint the town with
"him and the new season attractions coming to the house. One
of the messages was along a personal letter angle in which he
stressed the importance of not missing any of the pictures,
told also about the innovations that the theatre had, and. at

the same time, informed the readers that on certain days
designated by an asterisk, special prices would be in effect. The
asterisk was placed along side of the features, which were on
the opposite page.
This angle proved one of the best bets that Johnson could

have used for an opener and it is a certainty that it secured
plenty of publicity for him. We hope that now he is settled

down in the house he is eoing to prove a very active member.
How about it, Elliott? Keep us posted, will you, so that we
can let the rest of the show world in on what you are doing to

sell shows at the Saenger.

Working with Terhune at

Amateur Critic Gag the Strand Theatre in Plain-

TT i . ^ TIT 1, T-, field, New Jersey, Bill Slater
Went Over Well t Or ;s enabled to turn out some

Terhune And Slater good gags in conjunction with
the show-selling that goes on=^^^^^^^==^=^=^ in the town.

Though only in the town a short time, he has been doing
some nice work, his latest contribution to the showman en-
cyclopedia being an Amateur Critics' Contest, held in conjunc-
tion with the local newspaper, that he passes along to us. The
newspaper, a very conservative one. hearkened to Slater's pro-
position that they co-operate with him in the running of com-
ments from the residents on the value of the picture current
at the Strand.
A notice was inserted in the pacer to the effect that all in-

teersted were invited to particioate in the contest and shoot
in their review of the picture. The stunt caught on very wel>.

and letters in the neighborhood of two hundred were received

very week. The rave stories were not always chosen, either.

Slater saw to it that only well written and intelligent reviews
were selected- and strictly on their own mer'ts; if they panned
the picture, fine—if they didn't, also oke. In this manner he
proved that the stunt was a bona-fide one, and this helped to

boost up the weekly batch of correspondence.
Here's one that von, too. can work to good advantage. You

can offer a set of tickets for the three best reviews printed

weekly. Pick the reviews from different sections of your town.
Or present the kid. vouth. and adult angle, by printing three

different reviews. There are lots of possibilities in a stunt of

this sort and it will be of value to you to look into them.
Thanks, Bill, for letting us have this one and remember we
want to be kept posted on what you are doing.

Football Nite!
Following up our recent suggestions on the value

of football tie-ups in your theatre, we want to call

particular attention to the "Football Nite" idea
which clicked so marvelously last fall in many
spots throughout the country.
The gag is to invite the local high school foot-

ball team as the theatre's guests on a designated
night. Surround the stunt with plenty of publicity,
dress your ushers in football togs, decorate the
front and lobby appropriately and get as many
civic leaders as possible to co-operate.

If feasible, have the team brought to the theatre
via a parade in which they ride in autos furnished
by the local Packard or Cadillac distributors. The
school band can also be worked into the idea both
for their value in the parade as well as to play
some selections and school songs in the theatre.
This idea is as broad as your ability to capitalize

on it. A hundred side angles will surely present
themselves as you go along working out the cam-
paign, but it will all be brought to a climax with
smashing b.o. returns and everybody rooting for
the team.
We set forth the details of how Manager W. A.

Roberts in Plymouth, Pa., successfully executed a
stunt of this kind. If you must have help refer
back to the story, dig up the issue of March 1st.

Members taking advantage of this suggestion and
putting some sort of Football Nite over in their
theatres will confer a favor by sending us all the
details, photos, etc., so that others may benefit by
their experience.

A bona fide insurance policy

Scholer Handed Out was one ° f the features that J.

T t-> i- • J- Scholer, manager of the
insurance Policies tO Orpheum Theatre in Phoenix,

Combat Laughing Ariz., handed to his patrons
when he played Animal
Crackers."

The insurance policy was secured through the agent of the
Hartford Accident and Indemnity Co., through which a public
liability was issued insuring the patron against possible injury
resulting from laughing.
The inside pages of the four-page leaflet was devoted to the

policy: " In consideration of the premium stipulated herein,
the company hereby agrees with the insured—ORPHEUM
THEATRE—that if, during the term of this policy, ANY PER-
SON OR PERSONS other than the employees of the insured
shall sustain any physical injuries caused by HYSTERICAL
LAUGHTER while viewing THE 4 MARX BROTHERS in
ANIMAL CRACKERS for which injury the insured is liable
for damages, then the company will indemnify the insured
against losses arising out of such liability up to an amount not
in excess of ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS in respect to any
one performance."
The front and back pages were identical in make-up, being

devoted to copy about the insurance company and the picture,
theatre and play dates. The insurance policy was obtained
free.

A tie-up was made with Merchant's Biscuit Co., whereby
they furnished 5.000 glassine envelopes with two animal crackers
in each one. The envelopes carried copy, "You will eat up
ANIMAL CRACKERS—name of theatre, and play dates."
These packages of animal crackers were distributed at the
theatre in advance and at the schools.
The two stunts were just what the film needed to get them

talking about it, and before the box-office opened they were
lined up and ready to lay down the dough. Thanks, "J. J."
Give us some more.
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Edward Hart Still

Giving Newburgh
Fine Showmanship

"Say it with music" was the
theme song of a couple of bal-

lyhoos that Edward Hart,
manager of the Academy The-
atre in Newburgh, N. Y., used
to sell his attraction to the
residents.

One of the ballyhoos consisted of a group of 12 colored boys
of the local colored fife and drum corps. These musicians were
planted behind a 24-sheet special cut-out mounted on a large
truck. The truck then visited the suburban towns where he
drew lots of attention.
Hart also picked up two straggling street musicians—a vio-

lin and an accordion. They were engaged to play for three days
in front of the theatre as well as being used on a small truck
behind a special six-sheet cut-out.

Both musical ballyhoos attended the city community outing
where 20,000 people were in attendance. Both ballyhoos got
lots of attention and helped the picture immeasurably.
He also arranged for a two-day and two-night showing of

CLUB
EMBLEM

PIN!!!

IT WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG
THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A
MEMBER OF THIS GREAT ORGANI-
ZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE
SHOWMAN!

This is the actual size of the pin. It is made
of rolled gold with the outer circle contain-

ing a blue enamel background and the inner
circle an orange background. The wording
is in gold letters.

Use This Blank:

Managers' Round Table Club

729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Kindly send me, postpaid, Club pins,

for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.

Name of Member

Theatre

Address

City State.

living models in one of the window shops in town. These model
showings took place in advance of playdate. The girls wore
sport and bathing attire to attract one of the largest crowds
ever to gather for such an event in the city. The window also

had a generous supply of advertising matter playing up the
title of picture, cast, theatre and playdates.

From the way things look, it appears to us that Newburgh
must be 100% Round Table, and if that is the case we hope that

Mr. Hart will send us in his photo so that we can make it a

hundred Der cent that way, too.

Kunze Kiddie Klub
Is One Of Biggest

Assets Theatre Has

Perhaps one of the most
prosperous of the many kiddie

clubs, inaugurated by show-
men throughout the country,
is that run by Paul W. Kunze,
manager of the State Theatre
in Stoughton, Mass.

First started as a medium for boosting the kiddie business at

the theatre, it rapidly developed into one of the strongest at-

tractions that the theatre has ever had.

The kids, when they assembled at the weekly meetings, would
display whatever talent they possessed. Kunze was amazed to
find that the kids were exceptionally versatile. Word-of-mouth
comment began to float around town that the theatre had a
winner that looked to become something sensational.
About the second meeting of the kiddie club, Natalie Tolman,

whose picture we are showing here, was
called in as "Big Sister" to act as spon-
sor and chaperon of the kiddies. Un-
usually gifted herself, possessing a

working knowledge of dramatics, and
well skilled in handling kids, having
graduated from a school of kindergarten
training, she immediately won over the
youngsters ; and without hesitation they
spent many hours rehearsing under "Big
Sister's" direction, until they were fully

capable of appearing on any stage in the
country. The weeks drifted by and fin-

ally the kids were set. Everyone in

Stoughton, and the vicinity for miles around, had been talking

about the kids and marvelling at their Saturday matinee per-

formances, but they were entirely unprepared for the surprise

that Kunze had been secretly preparing for them. Then he
broke with the announcement ! The kids were to make a week-
ly appearance on the radio.

What a sensation that radio appearance turned out to be!
Letters began to pour in the day after the first broadcast and
they still continue to come in by the hundreds. The Kiddie
Club is known all over the state, and it is also said to be talked
about in other parts of New England. Its membership of 1,000

youngsters is perhaps the largest enrollment of its kind in the
country. The local newspapers and the merchants are solidly

behind it. One of the newspapers, commenting editorially,

states: ".
. . What a fine idea! One of the best advertisements

for our town is to give the outside world something worth-
while from our town and community. By these broadcasts,

Stoughton will again be on the map. The country will know
that the old town is alive, to say nothing of the service that

'Big Sister,' through the theatre, is rendering to the Kiddie
Club and its members."

This "Big Sister," Natalie Tolman, and she seems to be giving
Kunze quite a run for showmanship honors. To her should go
a vote of thanks for the tireless energv she has devoted to ac-

complishing her project and from a "little acorn" in the form
of a hundred or so kids, has grown a "big oak" of hundreds of

them. But Paul was behind it

!

The showmanship that Kunze has been displaying at the

State in Stoughton has netted him reams and reams of pub-
licity, plenty of good-will, and business that is of the highest.

In view of the fact that he has made such a success of his kid-

die club, we feel that it will act as an incentive to those show-
men who may also be featuring them, and that they, too, will

climb into the top positions held by Kunze, Jack Marpole, Matt
Press, Dave Himmelhoch and the many other active showmen
who are reporting "All's Well" on their kiddie business.
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Lou Smith Stepping

Along At The Stone
In Brooklyn, N. Y.

Already, Lou Smith is bowl-
ing them over. This showman
who is well known because of

his activities at the Windsor
Theatre, when he handled the
house in Brooklyn, N. Y., is

now working at the Stone
Theatre, and, as we said, on his first week he started to bowl
'em over.

The Fox circuit is running a popularity contest in all of the
Brooklyn and Long Island houses, and every manager in Sam
Rinzler's division is doing some fast stepping to put it over.
The photo will give you some idea of what Lou is doing to
keep them interested in the stunt which runs for about a month.
He has the lobby looking like a flower garden, and a close scru-
tiny of the picture, will reveal the rubber plants that have at-
tracted a lot attention. These, as well as the other flowers, were
promoted from one of the local florists, and what we want to
say is that it is certainly a feather in any showman's cap when
he can get stuff from merchants when he has been at the the-
atre but a short time.

We have a hunch that Lou is going to be up among the lead-

ers when the final results of the popularity contest are read off.

Listen, Lou ! We want to hear lots from you, even though we
know that you are going to be very busy putting the house
across. Keep us posted on your work, so that we can pass it

along to your fellow members and let them in on the slants you
employ.

Atmospheric Lobby
To Sell Western Was
Effective Medium

Just to show that he is still

on the go when it comes to

putting pep into his work, L.
P. Weaver, manager of the
Rialto Theatre in Phoenix,
Ariz., spent considerable time
and effort in turning out an

atmospheric lobby for a western he was playing.
Old-time guns, saddles, cowboy outfits and stuffed wild ani-

mals were displayed on each side of the foyer. In back of this

display was a fence—giving the effect of a corral. Hay was
also used on the floor—adding to the effect of its effectiveness.
Art work was spotted throughout the lobby display—plugging

the picture and featuring Zane Grey, Jack Holt, Richard Arlen
and Fay Wray. This lobby display caused considerable atten-
tion and aroused lots of interest for the picture. The kids gave
it a big play, too, hanging around the guns and saddles for quite
some time. In fact it was often necessary to chase them away.
They seemed determined to wear out the display by looking
at it.

Oke, "L. P." And we'd like to say that we hope you are go-
ing to keep us supplied on your other showman activities, too.

"All For One And One For Air

Benefits!

A number of requests have come into Club head-
quarters asking us to pass along a few of the ways
in which showmen run benefits at their houses.
Running through back numbers of the Round

Table Club, we find that some showmen let out
their houses to the local organizations on a 50-50

basis for all tickets sold on the outside, the box-
office sale going to the theatre. The split, at times,

varies, depending upon the organization. It is

sometimes, in cases of charity, 60-40, the major
portion going to the locals.

Another method that we find is popular with
showmen is that of selling the house and help out-

right, the cost, of course, including a fair evening's
pi'ofit for the theatre. In the case of overtime for
stage hands, operators, etc.—should the lessee be
running a stage show or special attraction—is paid
by the organization, a contract being entered into

regarding this phase.
We hope that the above will prove of benefit to

the members who have requested the information.
If any of you have any other views on the subject,
let's have them and we'll pass them along.

Archibald And His
Colleagues Giving
Town Showmanship

Though the Strand Theatre
in Pocatello, Idaho, has been
opened but a short while, the
showmen taking care of the
house are seeing that it is in

on every sort of stunt it can
be pushed in for. And in or-

der to let us see what they are doing now, R. E. Archibald,
manager of the Orpheum, gives us a look at a double truck
ad used recently.

When the Strand played "With Byrd at the South Pole," it

was thought that a two-page spread would do much toward
putting the film across. Accordingly a number of the town's
leading merchants were visited and they consented to come in

on the proposition. You will note in the ad that it does not
carry a contest or anything else to boost it, so we feel that the
men who made it up must know the town pretty well, and be
sure that it is going to be read.

See Byrd at the South Pole, Fox Strand, Starting Tomorrow
foM^&.WWM/mm./AaO*

Battle Cr*ck Health Food,

PIGGLYW1GGLY

-20%—

I*wis Service Stations

i£m Alamlnui -ITRD USED-

CELOTEX

NOW— "WITR.__
; BYRD

f 532 South Pole"

iwmiHftviay

Maytag Washer

HATTAC SHOP

friqidaiiBYTto rngidaire i

Chose
'

B P«a* El,™, M, r..

HALLIWEU,
DRUG

The mats inserted in the ads of the dealers helped to pep
up the pages considerably. A number of persons commented
on the ad, as it has very seldom been pulled in Pocatello, with
the result that word-of-mouth spread. And this didn't displease

the merchants any. In fact, they liked the ad so much that they
expressed a desire to run another at a future date. And know-
ing that the showmen in Pocatello know their stuff, we hardly
have to say that it is going to be taken advantage of to the

fullest extent.
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THE
BIG

PARADE
OF NEW

STILL

CONTINUES!

NOW MEET THESE SHOWMEN!

J. S. HADDEN manages the Paramount
Theatre in Joplin, Mo*. From the account
we have on hand of Mr. Hadden's work, we
managed to dope out that he is right there
with the goods. Keep your eye on the Club
pages and see the methods that "J. S." uses

to bring them up to the box-office of the

Paramount. And if he'll send us a photo of

himself, we'll introduce him on the regular

pages. What do you say, "J- S."?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

RAYMOND PUCKETT is the District

Publicity Manager for Publix working the
New Jersey houses. He is associated with
"Bunny" Bryan the regional chairman, so if

you don't recall seeing Ray's name before,

you can know that he has some of his stuff

in with the showmanship that Bunny turns
out. We are glad to welcome him into the
Club and we know that he is going to con-
tinue his activity. How about your photo,
Ray, nnd a little dope?

—Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

FRANCIS FALKENBURG is the Assist-
ant Manager of the Olympia Theatre in

Miami, Fla. As many members know, the
Olympia is handled by that up-to-the-minute
showman, James H. McKoy, so it is small
wonder that Falkenburg is turning out some
good work. We are sure that if he continues
it, he will more than merit a house of his

own in a short time. Keep us posted on your
work, Francis.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

GEORGE H. DUMOND is the managing
director of the Jersey City Theatre in Jersey
City, New Jersey. The house features a
policy of pictures and presentation. In view
of this fact we know that it takes a show-
man who is well versed in the game to run
it. Holding the position, Mr. Dumond must
fill all qualifications. Give us a photo and
some dope on your career in the business,
George ,so that we can give you a regular
introduction.

ALBERT HANSEN is the Assistant Man-
ager of the Fox West Coast Theatre in San
Bernardino, Cal., and he comes to the Club
well recommended by his manager, Mr.
Miller, who is known in all of the show cir-

cles of the Coast. All that you have to do
now, Albert, is to live up to the send-off
that you have received and you'll be handling
your own house and selling your own shows
before long.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

J. L. MULHALL manages the Grand The-
atre in Lancaster, Pa. This town has been
pretty well known for showmanship in the
past, and we think that if Mr. Mulhall knows
about its rep he is trying to keep it up where
it belongs. Let's have the low-down on your
show-selling, "J. L.," and you might also in-

clude your photo with it.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

RUSSELL B. TERHUNE is the manager
of the Strand Theatre in Plainfield, New
Jersey. The house plays a straight week
policy, so you can figure that for a theatre
to feature a policy of that type in a sub-
urban town there must be some showman-
ship displayed to keep the house filled. And
we happen to know that business is good,
because we became acquainted with the
record Terhune has made for himself as a

showman. Keep it up, Russell.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

ROBERT L. JONASSON manages the
Mayfair Theatre in Asbury Park, N. J., right

in the heart of the resort district. And that
makes it plenty hard for Mr. Jonasson to
sell his shows. But still he does it, and the
way he does it will no doubt be seen in

future issues of the Club pages when he
passes along some dope on his activity. In-

clude vour photo with it, too, Bob.
—Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

FRANK J. BYRNE is the manager of the
Victoria Theatre in New York City. In his

years in the showgame Mr. Byrne has ef-

fected some nice showmanship, and we are
glad to know that he is continuing it at the
Victoria. Welcome into the Club, Frank.
And listen, drop us a line or two and include
your photo with it so that we can let the
rest of the Club meet you.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

STANLEY E. GOSNELL manages the
Valencia Theatre in Baltimore, Maryland.
He is located in a city that permits the em-
ploying of some exploitation angles that are
the kind which build up the box-office, so
he should be kept pretty busy. However,
we are sure that he will find time to sit down
and drop us a line or two concerning him-
self, and also include his photo.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

WILLIAM R. FISHER is the assistant
manager of the Columbia Theatre in Wash-
ington, D. C. As we number a great many
showmen from his town we are sure that
Mr. Fisher must be getting a lot of ex-
perience from seeing bow they work. Keep
us posted on what you are doing, William,
so that we can report vour progress.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

N. EDWARD BECK is the manager of
the Georgia Theatre in Atlanta, Ga., and as
past issues of the Club pages have proven,
he is no slouch when it comes to selling

shows. He reallv needs no introduction on
these pages, as his work has introduced him
before. However, Eddie, everyone must
come through these portals sooner or later.

So that's that; and we hope you will con-
tinue vour activity.

PAUL J. RHODES manages the State
Theatre in Hanover, Penn. We recall having
been through Mr. Rhodes'. town some time
ago when we were looking over a string of
houses in his state and while we don't re-
member at the time what showman possibili-

ties it offered, we know that Mr. Rhodes will

keep us in touch with it by his activity. Are
we right, Paul?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

A. H. COHN is the manager of the Corby
Theatre in Omaha, Nebraska. There is a
great deal of showmanship being displayed
around Mr. Corby's vicinity and we hope
that he is right in the middle of it because
it will furnish us with some interesting ma-
terial that we can pass along on the Club
pages. And when you send in your con-
tribution, "A. H.," give us a little dope on
yourself, too.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

WALTER D. McDOWELL manages the
Loews and United Artists Theatres in Louis-
ville, Ky. Mr. McDowell has been in the show
game for a number of years and he is more
than qualified to put over the house. In
view of the fact that a lot of high pressure
showmanship is being displayed down around
his district, we look forward to hearing from
him soon, setting forth what is being done
to keep them coming up to the box-office.
And we hope to find your picture in with it,

too, Walter.

JOIN NOW!!
Here's the Blank

Application For

Membership In

"MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB"

729 Seventh Ave., New York City

I hereby apply for membership in

the Club.

Name

Theatre

Address

City

State

Position

Wm. A. Johnston "Chick" Lewis
Honorary Chairman Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are
coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been
assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions." Running times are those supplied by the distributor.

Where they vary in different cities or towns, the change is probably due to state or local censor-
ship deletions.

AMKJNO
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date
Cain and Artem E- Gall-N. Slmonov Juno

Cnlldron of Hit Ne* Day F. Gllllazova-Lltkln June
China Eipre** Special Cast Mar.
Demon ot the Steppe* Saltykov-Podlesnaya Jan.

Fragment of an Empire Nikilm-N. Semenova Jan.

La* of Slb-Talga Kevebul Kima July

Man trom me Restaurant Tchekhov-Mallnovskaya Jan.

Old and New Martha Lapklna May
Jufy

Inklzhlnov Sept.
Pamir, Record of Expedition..
Storm Over Asia V.
Turkslb Educational .May

ste
6.

Lenflth
FfPt

..7202.

..5631.

..6800

..7000

Mini.
..78..

Reviewed
June U

a.
18.

5.

...63
..75.
..78.

..Mar. 15

;F«i'."*l

4.
1..

..6000

.6921..
...6000.
..7152.
..4900.

..67.
..76.

.Jan. 16

.May 10

5.
24.

...72

..60..
..Sept 13

.June 14

Coming Attractions
Title Star

Jimmy Hlggln* A. Buchma ..

.

Living Corpse, The V. Pudovkln
flazloB M. A. Narokov
Sell S. Svashenko .

.

Spring Educational
Transport ot Fire G. Kuznetsov .

.

BIG 4 FILM CORPORATION
Title Star Rel. Date Feet

Aug. 4 5400..*t§Bar L Ranch (A.T.) OF ...Buffalo Bill, Jr....
•t§Beyond the Rio Grande (A.T.)

DF Jack Perrln Apr. 12 5401..
•t§Breed of the West (A.T.) DF.Wally Wales Oct. 30 5400..

•TICanyon Hawks (A. T.) DF ..Yakima Canutt *uo. 26 5400
•+SFlrebrand Jordan fA.T.l nF I an*. Chandler J"™ 28... S^n..

*t§Red Fork Range (A.T.) DF..WalIy Wales Nov 5400..

•tsR'dln
1 Law tA.T.j DF Jack Perrln May 24 5600.

*t§Tralls ef Danger (A.T.) DF.Wally Wales Sept. 30. ...5400.

•fSTake the Heir (A.T.) D Edw. E. Horton Jan. 20 5700 .

•tSWould You Believe It? (A.T.)
D Walter Forde Feb. 24. .6 reels..

COLUMBIA
t Available sottnd-on-rUm and sound-on-dtsc)

Reviewed
...Aug 23

...July 5

! "Jan. "25

FEATURES
Title

•t§Africa Speaks
*t§Around the Corner (A. T.)..
•t§Call of the West (A. T.)...
*t5For the Love of Lll (A.T.)

.

•TfGullty? (A. T.)
•tSHell'i Island (A.T.)
•tlLadles of Leisure (A. T.) .

.

•tiL»H Rider, The (A. T.)..-.
"tSLadle* Must Play (A.T.)...
*t§Last of the Lone Wolf (A.T.)
•KMelody Man. The (A. T.)..
•T§Murder on the Roof (A. T.)
•t§Personsllty (A. T.)
"tSPrlnce ot Diamond* (A.T.)..
tSRaln or Shine (A. T.)
•t§Royal Romance. A (A. T.)..
fSSIatera <A. T.)
"t§Squealer, The (A. T.)
•tISoldiers and Women (A. T,

*t§ Sweethearts on Parade (A. T.)
*+fiTemptation (A.T.)
*T|Venoeance (A. T.)

Sidney-Murray
Re ier-Matt Mm

Rel. Date
-SepL 15.

, Apr. 26.

.Mulhall-Starr-EIIIot Nugent
. Holland-valll
.Holt-Graves-Sebastian
. stanwvrk-Graves* Sherman
j*n«*- Reynolds
.N. Hamllton-D. Sebastian..
. Lytell-Patsy Miller
. Collier. Jr.-Day-SL Polls .

.

Revier- Livingston
. Starr-Arthur
.Ian Keith-Prlngle
.Joe Cook-Joan Peers
. Collier. Starke
. ODay-O'Nell
. Holt- Revier. Davy Lee
) Pringle-Wlthers
Alice White- Lloyd Hughes
Wllson-Gray-Percy
Holt-Revler-Strange

. Apr. 5

.JPJM t.

.Aug. I.

-Aug. 26.
Jan. 25.
Jan. 19.
Feb. 18.

. Mar. 26

.Aug. 15
Mar. 17.
June 15.
.Aug. 25.
Apr. 30
.Aug. (6
.June 6
Feb. 22.

Length
Feet Mlns.

..7054 74.
..6356 71.
,..6500 72
...7000. ...72.
..6371 ...71
...7462 83

. 9277.. 103
.6431. ..at..
.5978 65..
..6500.... 64
..6388 71.
..5400 60
..6304... 70.
..6383. ...71
..8273 92
..6359.
.6284 .78
..6358. "

..6671.

..6247.

..6279 70.
..6160

63

.67

Review*"1

..Sept. 27
..May 3
. .May 31

..Oct. 4

..Apr. I?

...July 26
. Apr. in

jBly It
.Aug. 16
..Sept. 13

..Feb. 15

..Feb. I

..Mar. I

..May (7

..July 26

..May 31

.June 28
.Sept. 13

..May 17

..Sept. 6

..June 28
Mar. I

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length

•fSArlzona (A.T.)
*7§Brother* (A.T.) Bert Lytell-Sebastian '.'.'

•t^Charley's Aunt (A.T.) rhnrles Rnnoles- June Collyer '.

*t§Crlmlnal Code. The (A.T.). Holmes-Huston-Doran
•f§Dirigible (ATI Holt- Graves- Wray- Brent
*t§Dawn Trail (A.T.) Buck Jones
•| 5 Fifty Fathom* Deep (A.T.J .

•t§Flood. The (A.T.) ...
•t§Last Parade. The (A.T.)
•tSllon and the Lamb. The (A.T.)W. Byron-C. Meyers-R.Hatton-Love
•t§Madonna *f the Street! A. T.) Evelyn Brent-Robert Ames
*t§Meet the Wife (A.T.) . ..
*i§Men Without Law Buck Jones
tSMiracle Woman, The (A.T.) Barbara Stanwyck
Shadow Ranch Buck Jones
*t§Subway Express. The (A.T.i

,

"tSTol'able David (A.T.) Cromwell-Beery-Peers
'tSVIrtue's Bed (A.T.)
•tSWoman Who Came Back. The (A.T.)

Title

•'Alaskan Knights
"fJApache Kid. The ..

'TSArclie Antic* (A.T.)

*f ^Bandmaster, The
*stBarnyarO Battle (A.I i

•tfBarnyard Concert (A.T.)..
'tfBarn Dance (A.T.) . . .

.

'EHactus Ktd (AT,)
tSCame the Dawn

*TCanmoai Capo*
**Cat's Meow. The
•tSChaln Gano (A.T.)
•t§Cinderella (A.T.)
M§Continental Evening. A
•tDesert Sunk
•STlo It Now
MS Dutchman's Paradise .. ..

•tSFaith, Hope end Charity.

SOUND SHORTS
Siar Rel

.Kmitv KM Ca^onn May
.Krazy Kat Cartoon
Disney Cartoon June
OUnev Cartoon Feb.

.Krazy Kat Cartoon Sept.
-Apr.

...Mar.

...Mar.

...Apr.

'.'.'."Mar.'

Mickey Moute
.Mickey Mouse
Mickey Mouse
M irkey Mouse

..Eddie Buzzel
ii isfiey Cartoon
Kr3 7v Kat Kartoon Pan.

,. Mickey Mouse Auq.
.Krazy Kat Cartoon Aug.
Fay Maroe I- en.

.Krazy Kat Kartoon Mar.

.Rambling Reporter Sept.
. .Eddie Buzzell
Bedtime Stories for Grownups No.

13..
2

25..

14...
II...

fa".'.".

? .

6 ..

. . 1 reel .

..1 reel..

. . 1 reel . .

.

. . 1 reel . .

.

Inly
Feb.

..Aug.
16
23

• 2

27 . .! reel...

...Feb. ??

*Means synchronized score, fMeans sound effects. %Means voice

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.

..I i-i'.'l. .... June 21
.1 reel

..t reel Sept. 27
.. I reel

.1 reel.

. I reel

.1 reel

. I reel Jan.

26.

26 I reel Sept.
20 I reel. Oct. I!

3 I reel

Aug.

•tSFIddllng Around (A.T.) Mickey Mouso Mar. I

*t§ Firefighter* (A.T.) Mickey Mouse June I

t§ Frol licking Fishes (A.T.) . Disney Cartoon - .... May
•tgGallopino Gaucho (A.T.) Mickey Mouse. Feb. I

Gorilla Mystery Mickey Mouse Oct. I.
* ? Ham Berger &. His Horse

Radish (A.T.) Color Sensation July I

•f§Hard Boiled Yeggs Eddio Buzzel
Bed Time Stories for Grownups No.

f§Haunted House (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Aug.
•t§Hawallans Columbia. Victor Gem Apr.
•t§Honolu!u Wiles (A.T.) Krazy Kat Cartoons July
*7§Hot and Bothered Eddie Buzzell

Bed Time Stories for Grownups No. 3 SepL 26
'tIJaithouse Blues '

. A.T. j Mamie ami in I reel Aug. 16

*t§Jazz Fool (A.T.) Mickey Mouse July 5 ... I reel. Nov. 9, '29

*ltJa22 Rhythm Krazy Kat June 19 1 reel July 26
'IS Jewel of Asia Rambling Reporter Sept. 26 I reel

»t§Jungle Rhythm (A.T.) Mickey Mouse luly

tSKarnival Kid (A.T.) Mlck<-v Mouse Miv
*t§Land ot Long Ag* Rambling Reporter Sept.
"tsMai.unertea -•• ""> »"» « «ai.

•t§Mickey's Follies (A.T.) Mickey Mouse June

"t§Mickey's Choo Choo (A.T.) .. Mickey Mouse June

•§tMldnlght In a Toy Shop Disney Cartoon luly

*t§Never Strike Your Mother Eddie Buzzell
Bedtime Stories for Grownups No.

't§Night (A.T.) Oisney Cartoon July

"TOId Flame. An Krazy Kat Kartoon Apr.
"tSOn'ry Ho'ise (A.T.) MlrkPv Mouse War

•tSPicnic, The Mickey Mouse Oct.

•t&Planf Crazv (A.T.J MirKev Mouse Feb.

* t§Playful Pan D isney Cartoon •

•TSPlow Boy (A, 7.; Mickey Mouse "ay
•tsprincess Lady Bug 'A.T.).. f"!"' Sensation Mar.

*t§Prodigal Daughter, The Eddie Buzzel Sept.
Bedtime Stories for Grownups No.

•T§Radla-Tors utua judiibb Singer* reo.

•tiShindlg (A.T.) Mickey Mouse J"'y

'tSlow Beau Krazy Kat Kartoon Feb.

•nSpookeasy Krazy Kat Kartoon Jan.

•tSSplke Speaks Frank Moulan Mar.

•tisStage Door Knight* Buddy Dcyle Apr.

•tSStage Door Pest Bovce Combe Jan.

tSSteamboat Willie (A.T.) Mickey Mouse 'an.

•t§South Sea Interlude (A. T-). .Color Sensation Jan.

'tSSummer Silly Symphony Jan.

^STalking Screen Snapshot*. Released twice

'29

. I reel June 28
24 I reel

28 I reel

28
" .' .'

.7 Ve'ei
'.'.'/.'.'.

'.

.' " " .*

5 1 reel
17 1 reel

26

_ I reel

9 I reel

27 I reel Feb. 22
30 I reel Feb. I

26 I reel Mar. I

23 1 reel
15 I reel Feb. 1

31 I reel

17 I reel

16 1 reel Feb. '

month I reel. June 9.

•t§When the Cat's Away (A.T.). Mickey Mouse Jor. II I reel

Jlwtltl Waves (A.T.) Mirk-v Mouse *ug. 15 I reel Jan. I

*t§ Winter Disney Cartoon

*t§Ye Heartte Shop (A.T./ ^olu« 5ens>atio-

EDUCATIONAL
SOUND SHORTS

( Available sound-on-film and sound-on-dtsc

Star R«'-

.Clyde-Moorhead Sept.

Lamoert-Mcenail Apr.
i »mhfTt.K«UAv- Garvin Feb.

.Clyde-Stedman SepL
-Beebe

.Jun<
. Feb.
. Aug.
July

. June
. Mar.
Oct.

..Oct. :

Title
Average Husband (A. T.) .

.

•tSBItter Friends (A. T.)
• + *B!o lewei Case. The (A.T.)
•tSBIuffer, The
tsBulis ano dears (A.T.) ,

"1§Bully Beef Terry-toon July

•tsCamera Shy (A.T.) Hamilton-Hlatt Feb.

•t^Campus Crushes (A.T.) Clyde- Beebe-Stuart
'tCavlar Terry-Toons

Chop 8uey Terry-Toon
•tSCbump*, The (A.T.) Beebe-Clyde
•t§Codflsh Ball* Terrytoon
•t§Dad Knows Best (A.T.) Holmei-Bolten --

Divorced Swpethearts Chr^tv-lrwin-Pnllarrl.Beebe

*t§ Don't Give Up Buster and John West . .

•1§Don't Bite Your Dentist Clyde Pollard Nov.

'IsUrumming It in (A.I.) Mcnoe-biualley 'an

Dutch Treat Terry-Toons Sept.

•t6Fat Wive* tor Thin (A.T.) . . Beebe-Barraud-Clyde May
*t§Flylno Trip, A Hodge Podge Sept.

•T§Follow the Swallow (A. T.) .. Lloyd Hamilton ...Apr.

•t§French Klsse* (A.T.) Bobby Agnew Juni

French Fried Terry-Toon Sept.

Freshman'* Goat, The (A.T. .Cooke-Shoekley Sept.

Fried Chicken Terry-Toons Oct.

•t§Goodby Legs (A.T.) Pollard-Stuart July

•t§Good Morning. Sheriff (A.T.) . Lloyd Hamilton May
Grandma's Girl Clyde -Stuart -Kane Oct.

•t^Hall the Princess (A.T.) Boiey-Colllns May
•tHawallan Pineapples Terrytoon May
**6He Trumoed Her Ace (A.T.) . Burke-Beebe Mar.
•tJHello Television Clyde-Chrlstv Aug.

HI* Error (A.T.) Barnes-Collin* SepL
•tSHoneymoon 2eppelln (A. T.) Beebe Pollard Apr.

•t§Honk Your Horn (A.T.) Lloyd Hamilton Jum
•+6Hot and Ho» (A.T.) Goodwin-Crane Jen.

'tHot Turkey Terry-Toon "«
•tSHow's My Baby (A.T.) Barnes-Colllns-McPhall June
*t§ Hungarian Goulash Terry -Toon* June
*t Indian PurlHlnq .. ... TeTv-Toon Apr.

Johnny'* Weak End (A.T.) . . . Johnnv Hlne* S-nt.

•tIJumping Beam ferry-Toons Nov.
Irish Stew Terry- Toons Oct.

•5 Kangaroo Steak Terry-Twin July

*t§Lova A La Mode Granville-Drew Nov.
Love Your Neighbor rharlottf t.. e«nwood Oct.

•S Match Pl*v • A.T.) H«n»n.nt«>o«l M.ir.

*t§Medlej ol Rivers. A Hodge-Podge Nov.

•t§Monkey Meat Terry -Toon Aug.
'MMCiim nt Art. A. HnnO- C«(fo» Feb.

*HMv Harem Moran-Bradbury Nov.
• nn n.rllnfl I * ' H-wo, W , P» „ .1 . Petk "h

.Ford Sterling Nov.
.houye-podu- Oct.

•T§Peace and Harmony (A.T.) . .Lambert-Colllns-McPhall ...May
•t^Pollshed Ivory (A.T.) Lloyd Hamilton Mar.
•tPi-ptzeH T»rrv-Toons Mar.
••Prize Puppies Llnvd Hamtlton Aug.

•t§Racket Cheers Clyde-Irwln-Pollard Nov.

Date
7...
27..
23...
28...
2 ..

13...

Length
Feet. .Mint.
1646 18..
1609.... 18..

IH38
.543.

.. 1480... .16

.1629. ..21..

...659 7

,...529 6
..1888.

..Feb .22

..July 12

..Feb. t

.June 2b

..Feb. 22

.578..
I8<in .

..1822..
I72* ..

.1937..

..'.612.

20.

. Oct. 1

1

.SepL 27

e 15 1684 .

M7.

.

.22

...1789.
569

...1981

...1735. ..19.
,...1885 21

...1573 17
602 7
1895 21

...1844.

...1750.

...1976.

...1711.
....1528.

604.
...1667.

.515

.A or. 26

..Aug. °

..Oct. 18

Se'pt.* 'H
..July 12
.June 14

.20.

.22..
IB

.May 24
.Apr. '2

.Aug. 23

'Aor!'?n
.Juno 2t
.Jan. M

•§tOuf Nagging Wives

6.

14.
...576.
..1653.

...6.

..18.
..Apr. 28

5.. ,535..
.. .535
.1770..
.1756
2002.

..6.. .Oct, II

2..
12..

.19.
.22..

22.
s"cpt.

. Feb
27
22

10 ...548.
I -»-l.

.1764..
1565.

.. 6, 23

16.. .19..
17. Feb'.

-]

9..
8..

23...

. Ifid2.

.623..

.1724.

-Sept 27
.May 10

. Mar. 29

.Air. •

(including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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•t§Radlo Kisses (A.T.) Beebe-Ouryea-Carewe May
"TRoman Punch Terry-Toon Apr.
•TSSeMch (A.T.) Clyde- Bovan-MePhall Jan.

SI. SI. Senor (A.T.) Ton Patriae!* Sept
•tSpanlsh Onion* Terry-Toon Max.
'TlSugar Plum Papa (A.T.) . . - Clyde- Gnbbon* Feb.
*T§Swlss Cheese TarTy-Toon June
••STroubl' for Two (A.T.) Raymono M'Kee Mar.

*t§Up a Tree Lloyd Hamilton Nov. 3

Vacation Love* (A. T.i_ Clyde-Betty Boyd Sept.
•tlWestem Knlghti (A.T.) ' ^mrjert-*. lohn-MePhall. . Apr.
•t§Wilkins Murder Mystery Wm. J. Burns

Won by a Neck Lloyd Hamilton Oct.

.1753

.637

. 547.

..21. ..June 14

,...Q...Apr. 2b
...22. ..Jan. *

...20

"."ii.""F«b""i
....8

. Mar. 29
,19
...21

20 Anr. \

II. ..Sept. 27
. .21 Oct. II

FIRST NATIONAL
i Available sound-on-dtsc only)

FEATURES
T<tle

•t§Baek Pay (A.T.)
•1§Bad Man. Tha (A.T.)
*t5Brlde of Hie Regiment (A.T.)
*t§Brlght Light*
•tiCollene Lover* (A.T.)
V^Dawn Patrol. Trie lA.T.) . .

.

•tSFIIrltng Wldew (A.T.)
•t§Furle» (A.T.)
"t§Glrl ol Golden West (A.T.)
'tain the Next Room (A.T.)..
•tlLllle* ot Field (A.T.) ...
*t§Ltote Ankle* (A.T.)
*t§Murder Will Out (A.T.)
•t§Naaghty Flirt (A.T.)
•tSNe. N*. Nanette (A. T.) . . .

,

•tSNotorlous Affair. A (A. T.)

.

•fSNumbered Men (A.T.)
•t§Other Tomorrow (A.T.)
'tSPIaylng Around (A.T.)
•t§Road to Paiadlse. Tha (A.T.)
•SSally (A.T.)
•tfSearlet Page* (A.T.)
tSShow Girl in Hollywood (A.T.)
"t§Son of the Gods (A.T.)
*t§Song of the Flame (A.T.)...
•t§ Spring Is Here (A.T.)
*t§Strletly Modern (A.T.).. ..

•^Sweethearts and Wive* (A.T.)
••iSweet Mama 'A.T >

•f§Too Young to Marry
•t|Top Speed (A.T.)
•tSWay ot All Men, The (A.T.)

Title
M§Adlos lA. T.)
•fSCaptaln Bleed (A.T.)
•tiFathaf* Bon (A-T.)
*t§Going Wild (A.T.)
•tSGorllla. The (A.T.)
t 5- Honor of the Family, Tha
(A.T.)

•tJHot Heiress. The (A. T.)...
'tSKIsmet (A.T.)
•t§Udy Who Dared, Tha (A.T.)
•tSLittle Caesar (A.T.)
•t§Men of the Sky (A.T.)
•flMother* Cry (A.T.)
•t§One Night at Susie'* (A.T.)
*t§Misbehavlng Ladles (A.T.)..

The (A.T.).
•tSMisb
•tlRlQUt of Way.
"tSSunny (A.T.)
•t§Toast at the Legion A.( T.).
lt§Truth About Youth (A.T.)..
*t§Widow (rom Chicago (A.T.).
*t§Woman Hungry (A.T.)

Mar Rel.

June
.Sept.
.Oct.
Aug.
.May
Mm
Oct.

Feb.
Apr.

, Fen.
. May
. Aug.

. Jan.
July
Jan.

.Sept.
Apr.
Mar.
May
Apr.

. Mar.
June
July

Aug.

Date
1..

14..
22..
21..
5...

10. ..

II..
•6

12...
a..
5..
2..
6..

Set ..

ifl..

4..
3..
9..
19..
20..
12..
28..
20..
9..
25..
13..
2..
15
6..

24..
7..

Len
Fees.

..5672.
..7124.
..7418
..6416.
.5633
.nut

. 6664
ssnij

.7276..
. 6-Jjb.
..5979.
..6190
..6200.
..5187.
..9108.
..6218.
..6480.
..5800.
. 6003.
..6935..
..9277.
.5906.
..5ii5.
. . 8344

.

..6501.

..6386.

.5632.

..7003.
.5012..
8400.

..7200.

..6032.

gth
Minn.

...62.
...77.
...82
...72.

Hi
. 74

'1

-.75..
.../u.
...67.
.68.

...68.

Revlet
. .June
.Aug.
Mn*

..July
Sept.
Jul*
June

.June
.Apr.

. Dec.
Mar.

. .Apr.

an
7

30

.Whltlng-Nlxon
Barthelmess- Fairbanks. Jr..

6
lb

7

21

Fairbanks. Jr.- Young ... .

. Muihail-Lee 19

Blllle Dove
..101..
...69.
...72.
..64..
...68.
..77.

..103.

...65.

...50.

...92.

...72.

...70.

...77.
. . 55 .

.

...90.,

...82.

...70.

.Jan.
..May
. .June
.Jan.
..Apr.
..July
. Dee.
..Aug.
. .May
.Fob.
..May
. . Apr.
.May

. .J una
July
Aug.

. .June

..July

3

.Whlte-Morrl* 5
5

. Ferguson- Nixon

. Whlte-Mulhall

.Rich. Barthelmet*

, Claire -Gray
. Dorethv Maekalll
.Blllle Dove

9
3
9
S
26

18
7

Brown- Claire- Whiting
9

21
26

Coming Attractions I

Star
.Richard Barthelmeu
.Jarnei Rennle
Janney* Stone* Rleh

Rel Date
.Dec. 14..

.Nov. 2..

Feet Mini.

'.'.72.'.

...65.

Revlei
..Oct

'.".Oat
.Aua.
.Oct.

• ed
4

4

4

.Walter Huston

. Lyon-Mun*on
,0m Skinner
.Blllle Dova
Edw. G. Robinson

. Irene Dalroy-Jack Whiting

. Peterson- Manoert
Dove* Fairbanks, Jr

. Lee- Lyon
Nagel- Young

.Marilyn Miller

.Clare-Pldgeon

'
Not" Set".*

.D*ee.""7"
Oct. 19..

'tiov.' 9.Y.

Nov. "30.'.'."

.Nov. 23...

. . 5769

.

-.6480.
.6142.

".".721
. Sept.

;.oct.

1*3

II

Neil Hamilton
Lee- Kohler-Biaekmer

.5773..

FITZPATR1CK PICTURES, INC.
Features

Length
Feet Mlns. Reviewed

....4749

SOUND SHORTS
Traveltalk Series

Title Star
lo. I—From Barcelona to Valencia (F.eVD.)
lo. 2— From Valencia to Granada (F.&D.)
[o. 3— From Granada to Toledo (F.&D.)
lo. 4— In Old Madrid (F.&D.)
lo. 5— Egypt—The Land of the Pyramids (F.&D.)
lo. 6—Gateway to India. The (F.&D.)
lo. 7—Temple of Love, The (F.&D.)
lo. 8— Imperial City (F.&D.)
o. 9—Plturescjue Hong Kong (F.&D.)
lo. 10—The Island Empire (F.&D.)
lo. II—Japan in Cherry Blossom Time (F.&D.) ...

o. 12—Java—The Fragrant lsll(F.&D.)

Length
Rel. Date Feet Mins.

..Sept. 1929.... 1006

..Oct. 1929 971 I

.Nov. 1929 975 I

..Dec. 1929 867 I

..May 1930 972 II

..June 1930 850.

..July 1930..

..Aug. 1930 .

..Sept 1930
..Oct. 1930.

..Oct. 1930.

..Nov. 1930.

.958..
..832...
...716.,
..716..
..766..
..773..

Sept 6
.Aug. 23

.8.

American Holiday Series
•Abraham Lincoln (A.T.) 3.
•Armistice Day (A.T.) 3.
•Christopher Columbus (A.T.) 3.
•George Washington (A.T.) 3.
•Independence Day (A.T.) 3.

'§ Memorial Day 3.
'5 Mother's Day 3.

'^Origin of Christmas .... 3.
^Thanksgiving 3.

Movie Horoscope Series
One Release for Each Month of the Year

Till*
People
People
People
People
People
People
People
People
People
People
People
People

Born in

Born in

Born In

Born In

Star Ret. Date
August (D.&F.)
September (D.&F.)
October ( D.&F. ) 954
November (D.&F.)
December (D.&F.)
January (D.&F.)
February (D.&F.)
March (D.&F.)
April (D.&F.)
May (D.&F.)
June (D.&F.)
July (D.&F.)

Length
Feet Mins.
. 830 9

.714.

.901.

.749.,

.944.

.823..

Music Master Series
Length

Till* Star Rel. Date Feet Mlns.
•tGeorges Bizet (D.&F.) 972 II

•I Johannes Brahms ( D.&F.) 971 .... 1

1

•tFranz Liszt (D.&F.) 998 II
itGcorge Frederick Handel (D.&F.) 990 II
•t Frederick Chooin (D.&F.) 932 IO'/2
•tLudwig Van Beethoven (D.&F.) CS1 TA Apr. 19
•tJohann Strauss (D.&F.)
"fGuiseppi Verdi iD.&F.)
"t Felix Mendelssohn (D.&F.)

FOX FILMS
(All releases soand-on-film and sound-on-disc)

FEATURES
Title Star Rel.

-fs-Arizon- Kid. Tha (A.T.) Baxter-Marl* Apr.
*t§Big Party. The lA.T.j Lee-Carol-Albertson Fab.
•t&Born Reckless (A.T.) Edmund Lowe May
IT* Came. Klrby (A.T.) Terris- Murray Jan.

*tlChe*r Up and 90111* Loe-Lako-Baalaom June
•tICIty Girl (P.T.) Farrell-Duncan Fab.
*Tt Common Clay (A.T.) Bennett - Ayrei - Manhill Aug.
•tSCrazy That Way (A. T.) Bennett- Mac Kenna Mar.
*• & Double Cross Road* (A. T.) Ames-Lee Apr.
t§F*K Movietone Follle* of 1930

(A.T.) Special Catt May
•f§Good Intention* (A.T.) Lowe-Churchill June
*t§Golden Calf (A.T.) Carol-Mulhall-Brendal Mar.
*t§Happy Day* (A.T.) Special cast Mar.
n§Harmony at Heme (A.T.) Collier, Sr.-Churehlll Jan.

. . Gaynor- Fan-ell Mar.

..O'Brlen-Loy. Browne Aug.
Wap.italT.Lane Feb.

MSLIIIom Farrell-Taylor Oct
't&Lone Star Ranger (A.T.) .... George O'Brien Jan.
•t§Man Trouble Sills- Maekalll Aug.
*t$Men Without Women (A T.) MacKenna-MacDonald Feb.

*t§Movletone Follies of 1930 Special Cast May
•TSNot Damaged (A.T.) Meran-Byron-Ame* May

.Den Jote Mollca July

. Victor McLaglen Mar.

. Rich-Warner. Haekett Sept
O'Brien- Chandler June
Milton Slllt Sept

. Garriek- Chandler Jan.

.Will Rogers June

.John MeCormack . Sept
Healy-Wlnnlnger-SmUh Sept.

) Baxter-Owen Mar.
' 'Hash of Lore" lo Feb 1,

'-Farrell Dee.

-t,Hlgh Society Blue* (A.T).
*tSLa*t at the Ouanei (A.T.).
•t!ii«r» Go Place* lA.T.).

•TSOne Mad Kl** (A.T.)
'f$un the Level (A.T.)
't§On Your Back (A.T.)
'URoagh Romanca (A.T.)
"t§Sea Wolf (A. T.)
*t§Sky Hawk (A.T.)
VSSo This I* Londoa (A.T.)..
MISono 0' My Hearl (A.T.)

.

•tSSoup to Nutt (A.T.)...
•T&Sueh Men Are Dangerous (A.T.) _

!< . lewed under title
' 1 5 Sunny Side Up Gaynor
'TSlempie Tower (A.T.) Mac Kenna -Day a
•t§3 Sister* (A.T.) Dresser. Patrkola Apr.
•tSUo the Rlvar (A.T.) Luee-Bogart-Traey Oct

' Company (A.T.) Alberrson- Warner- Lynn July
m Everywhere (A.T.) .. . Murray-Donay-Kellard June

Coming Feature Attractions
Stir Ret

...Victor McLaglen-Marl* .... Nov.
. . . Gaynor- Garnck
. . L II Me - Garriek Nov.
. . . aaynor-Bogart
... Wayne-Churchlll-Marshall ,. Nov.

. . . Moran-Bogart-Ame* .'.

.

.
.
Lowe- Baxter

,

Will Roger*
Moran-Holmes-Walter Byron. Nov.
Ann Harding. Brook-Nagel
0' Brian- H un t Ingtoa Dee.

•tswii
•tfWoi

fltle

ISA Devil With Women...
•tSAIone With You (A.T.).
•t§Are You There? (A.T.).
•t§ Barcelona (A.T.)
•tSBIg Trail. The (A.T.)..

*t§Blondle (A.T.)
*t§Clseo Kid, The (A. T.)
•tSConneetleut Yankee. A {A.T.l
•t§The Dancers (A.T.)
*t§Eatt Lynne
*t§Falr Warning (A.T.>
•ti Flr*t Lova (A.T.)
•+SF. 0. B. Detroit
*t§ Girls Demand Excitement

(A.T)
tSGolnfl Nowhere (A.T.)
'tSHeart Breaker. The (A.T.)..
*t§Her Kind of Man (A.T.)
*t5Het Number* (A.T.)

SLIghtnli'
*t§Man Who Came Back.

(A.T.)

Length

Date Feet Mini. Reviewed
27.. ..7450.. ..83. ..May 17a , ..6482.. ..72.. .Mar. 1

II.. ..7400.. ..82. .May II
12.. ..1120.. ..68. . . D». 7
n ..5000.. .62 ..Aug. 2
in ..•171., 60 ..Aug. It

17.. ..7981.. ..88. ..June 21
30.. ..5828.. ..64. .Mar. 29
20.. ..5800.. ..64.. .Mar. 29

4... .7422.. .84.. .May II
29... . 6340.. .70.. .June 14

IS.. ..6552.. ..73. • Feb. 22
2.. ..7526. ..84. ..Jan. 18

19.. ..6395.. ..70. .Dec. 14

23.. ..6750. 75 . . Mar. 1

SI.. ..5500. ..July 12
2.. ..6745. ..71. ..Jan. II
5.. ..8472 .Sept. 13

5.. ..5940.. ..66.. .Jan. 25
24... .7800.. ..84.. .Aug. 30
9... .7246.. ..61.. .Jan. 4

4.. ..6710.. .May 10
25... .6500.. ..72.. .June 14
13.. ..5566.. ..64. ..July 26
23.. ..5600.. ..62.
14... .6600.. ..70.. .July 26
15.. ..4800., . 60 ..June 21
II... .Aug. 30
26.. ..6925.. ..76. ..Dec. 14
1.....6300.. .-92. .May 31

..8243.. ..97
28.. ..6340..
9.. ..7586.. ..82.
193" I.BII-t

29.'29 II 196. ..125. ..Oct. 12
13.. .5200 . 511 May 17

1... •442.. . 71.. .Aor. 26
!.... .8200... .92.. .Oct II
.. ..7200. ..60. ..July 19
1.. .7500.. ..83. .June 14

Data Lenoth
..5750

tandard2.. S< line ..Oct. II
Grandeur 14200

t§No Favor* Asked (A.T.)
•T|Oh. For a Man! (A.T.)..,
TlOnce a Sinner
tfOnt Night In Pari* (A.T.).
•tSPalnted Woman. The (A.T.).
*t§Prlneess and the Plumber.

Tha (A.T.)
'tSRenatedM

,

*t§Sn>tland Yard (A.T.)
Seas Beneath. The.

.

•t§She'* My Girt (A.T.)...
•tfShepper Newfounder (A.T.)

.

•t$She Wears the Pant* (A.T.)
•Ssnirfoe, The (A T )

Sauadrons
"Ini- Wnrle-n World (A.T.>.

Three Girls Lost
*T»T*aight and Yt (A.T.)
*t§Women of All Nation* (A.T.
•tSWyomlng Wonder (A.T.)..
*tlYouno Sinner* (A.T.)

.
Brendel-Whlte.Compton
Brendel-Whlte-Traey

.IcDonald-Denny-Whlte .... Jan.

.Murray-Huntington
Corcoran- Byron Collier, Sr

. Brandel-O'Sulllvaa Nov.
.will Roger* Dee.

.J. Gaynor - C. Farrell - K.
Mac Kenna Jan. 4. '31

.

.Edmund Lowe-Clarke Dec. 28

. Special Cast

.Hamilton-Kay Johnson
. McLaglen-Francl* ...
. Gaynor- Farrell
.H. B. Warner Jan
. Gaynor-MaeKenna
. John Wayne

23 Oct. 18

Feb. 22. 1931.

I. '31

26
19. ...6750..

Farrell-O'Sulllvan- Warner ..Jan.
. Baxter- Beery-Lay Oct.
Edmund Lowo-Bennett Oet
O'Brlen-Lessing .

Farrell-Compton
.T. Clifford-E. Lowe-L. Hyan Feb,
Dorsay- Mae Kenna
Baxter-Churchill

Feb. 8. 1931.
Baxter-Aleanl* Feb. 15. 1931

.Oct. 18

..Oct 4

..Oct 4

1931

J. Harold Murray.;
McLaoien-Lowe . .

.

Howard-Corcoran .

.

Moran-Albertson

....Dee. 14..

INTERNATIONAL PHOTOPLAY DISTRIBUTORS
FEATURES

.Title star
•tAfter the Verdlot oiga T«cheehowa
'tICrlmion Circle. Th* Stewart R*me ..
••snerk R-ri Row i-A.T.' , . . Rame-Doble
•tSUnwrltten Law, The ( A.T.) ... Rosalind Fuller

Rel. Date
....Jan. I.

Feb. I

.

Mar. I.

....Feb. 1.

Length
Reels Mlns. Reviewed

..7 76. .June 21
.7 79. Jan. II

. R R7..Mar. 8

..3 30

SHORT SUBJECTS
StarTitle

*t§Acl-Dental Treatment ,

•HAbble Mitchell aV Sizzle 4
Blake Song Program

tAI!e2*Op Marionettes
*tSCIyde Ooerr i. Saxephone

Seitet Jazz Program
,

*tSFeed the Brute (A.T.) Animal Novelty
•tSHoak (A.T.) Frawley &. Smith
MSJustlee (A.T.) Special Cast

,

*t§Llt1le Journeys In Songland . . Song Series
•t^Marlonettes Operatic
•tSMIser. The (A.T.) Bransby William*
•tSMr. Smith Wake* Up (A.T.) .Marriott-Gott
ViNlght In Dixie. A (A.T.) .. .Mitehell-Hudgln*
*1§Nora Blaney Ne. I Song Program
'tlNora Blaney No. 2 Song Program
*t§ Radio Frank* 4 4 Bachelor*. Song Program
'tgTeddy Brown 4 HI* Band Jazz Program
tjWhen the Clock Struck

Twelve (A.T.) Nile* Weleh

..8...

..8...

..9...

.17...

..8...

.8.. Aug. 30
. Nov. 16, '20

*Means synchronized score. fMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
A.T. after title means
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METRO-GOLDWYN-MA YER

Title
"t§Anna Chrlille (A.T.)....
*t!Bla H«UU, The (A.T.)..

FEATURES Length
Star Rel. Dat« Feet Mine.

Greta Garbo Feb. 21 6700 74.
.. Beery- Morrls-Hyams June 14 7901 68.
..John Mack Brown Oct. (8 8000

§Blshop Murder Case (A.T.) .. Basil Rathbone May 10 6873 75.
*1|CaJI ef the Fifth Novarra Aug. 16 9179. .100.

Reviewed under title of "Singer of Seville" in July 12th. 1930, issue
•'SCaujht Snort (A.T.) Dressier- Moran Jan. 3 7661 63.
•tSChaiino Ralnbowt (A.T.) Love- King Jan. 10 8100 H.

(Reviewed under title of "Read Shew" Id Nov. 2. 1929. Uiue)
•fJChlldren ef Pleasure (A. T.).Gray-Rubln-Jehnaen Apr. 26 6400 "
•t§Devll-May-Care (A.T.) Ramon Navarre Feb. 7 8782
MS Divorcee, The (A.T.) Shearer- Morrle Apr. 19.... 7533.
"t§Doughboy» Buster Keaton Aug. 30. ...6750 75

Reviewed
.Dee. 21

.June 28

.Sept. 13

.May 1%

.July 12

9,1

Reviewed under title "Big Shot" In July 26 Issue.
Buster Kestoa Mar.
Dav lei- Gray May

•tSFrve and Easy (A.T.)
•tSFIoradora Girl, The (A.T.).
"TSGIrl Said No, The (A.T.) .

•fjGood Newi (A.T.)
*t§ln Gay Madrid (A.T.)
•tSLady sf Scandal (A.T.)...
*t§Lady to Leve (A.T.)
•ULet Us Be Gay (A.T.)...
•t&Lord Byron of B'way (A.T.)
*t§Love In the Rough (A.T.)..
•t§Madam SatBn (A.T.)
*t$.Men of the North (A.T.) B. Leenard-G. Roland
*t§Montana Moon (A.T.) Joan Crawford
TiNol So Dumb (A.T.) Davles-Nugent

Reviewed tinder title ot "Duley" In Nov,
*t§Our Blushing Brides (A.T.). . Crawford-Page-Sebastlan .

*t§One Embarrassing Night AM English Cast
*t§Rederaptlon (A.T.) fillbert-Nagel-Adorta

22..

. . Haines- Hya:
.Special Cast

. . Ramon Novarro
, . Chattorton-Forbos-Rathbone
..Vllma Banky
.Shearer- La Roque

, . Terry- KaJey- Edwards
..R. Montgomery- 0. Jordan

Johnsoi Reginald

Mar. 15..
Aug. 23.

6413..
.7260...
.6382..
.8100..
.7654...
.6858..
.8142..

May
. May
..Mar.
...Aug,
. Feb. 28 7200.
--Sept, 6 7675.

Denny. Sept. 20
Sept. 27
Mar. 29. ...7917.

.Jan. 17 7650.
2. 1929, Itaue
July 19 8138

*t$Rogue Song. The (A.T.)

.

*t 5 Romance
*t§Sea Bat, The (A.T.)
*t§Shlp From Shanghai, The

(A.T.)

. Lawrence TIbbetl
, Grata Garb*
Blckford-Mlljan-'

Nagel-Johnaon-Wolhelm

Aug.
.Apr.
.May
.July :

, June

.7000..
..6019..
.9372..

*TSSIns of the Children (A.T.). Mann-Nugent
Reviewed under the _t! tie of ''Richest Man" la the Warld la July 6 latue

.Aug. 9

.Deo. 28
.Apr. 19
..July 26

. . Feb. 22

..juii r

. . Feb. I

..Apr. 12
..June }

..May 31

. . Feb. 8
..May 8
..Jan. 25
..Aug. 16

.Aug. 30

162... July 19
Aug. 18

..67. ..May 10

.104... Feb. I

.76... Aug. 2
..73. ..May 8

.69. ..Jan. 18

MsStrletJy Unconventional (A.T.) Stone-Cavanagh-Owea
Reviewed under the title af "The Circle"

-tSThii Mad World (A.T.) Rathbone-Johnson
•tSThey Learned About Women

(A.T.) Van and Schenek
•TJThose Thrae Franeh Girls (A.T.) R. Denny ....
t^Unholy 3, The Chaney-Lee-Linow
•tSWay Out Wait (A.T.) Halnes-Hyams

May 3.... 4970.
In Feb. 22, 1929. Issue

Apr. 12 6100...

Jan. St.

Aug.

..6773..
.-6760.,
..6300..
..6407..

-July |

Fab, 22

68... Apr. ffl

.97. Dee. (4

Oct. 18

.70... May 24

.71. ..Aug. 9

Coming Feature Attractions

Title
•tSBallyheo (A.T.) ,

'•^Battle of the Ladlaa (A.T.)..
•t$ Bugle Sounds. The (A.T.)
•t&Crisls. The (A.T.)
tlDance. Fools, Dance (A.T.).
nSOaybreak (A.T.)
•f§Dlxle (A.T.)
t§Doing That Thing (A.T.)....
MS Five O'clock Girl, The (A.T.)
•« Great Day. The (A.T.)
•fSGreat Meadow. The (A.T.)

.

"tJHer Fortune (A.T.)
•tflnsnlratinn
•t§Lady'e Morals. A. (A.T.)...,
"TSLlfce Kelly lib iA.I.i
*t§Mareh ot Time (Tent.)
•t§Merry Widow. The (A.T.). .

Mm and Bill
•tSMoosleur Le Fox (A.T.)
•tSNaughty Marietta (A.T.)....
t§Never the Twain Shall Moat
•t§New Moon. Tha (A.T.)
•'^passion Flower (A.T.)
•-•Prisoner of Zenda

,

•t§Rap, The
•t§Razzle-Dazzle (A.T.)
•t§Red DHst (A.T.)
•tJReduelno (A.T.)
• t § Remote Control (A.T.)
•tSRevue of Revues <A. T.)
taRosallo (A.T.)
•tjSong af India (A.T.)
•TlSquaw Man (A.T.)
Soul Kiss. The
" t §Southerner, Tha ,

*t§The Squaw Man
•tSTampleo (A.T.)
•tJTrader Horn (A.T.)
niWer Bablos (A.T.)
*t§War Nurse (A.T.)
*t§Way for a Sailer (A.T.)
*t§Woman Racket (A.T.)
•t§World"i Mlusloa. The (A.T.)

.

Star

Lon Chaney

Ramon Novarrt ...

Marlon Davles ...
Joan Crawford ....
Srown-Boardman . .

.

Joan Crawford
Greta Garbo
Grace Moore
Montgomery -Jardon
Weber & Fields ..

Torres
Tlbbett-Moore ....
K. Francis-Johnson-I
Novarro

Length Reviewed

Dressier- Moran
Greta Garbo
Dressier- Moran

i
Halnes-Derea
King. Love- Haines*Crawford
Marlon Davles

.Harry Carey
. Buster K ea ton

Walker-Page-Montgomery .. Nov.
John Gilbert Nov.
Meore-Sweet Jan.

.Sept. 20

.Sept 20
..Dee. 14

Title
*t§A1l Teed Up ,

-TaBaby Felllea (A. T.)
•tdbear Shooter*
•tlBeln Zf (A. T.)
**«filo Kick Th»
't§Bigger and Better
'neiotta
•tIBrata
niClock Shop, The ,

• t fjCol lege Hounds ,

'"iii«o« RamMa
*t§ Doctor's Order
*t§Dogway Melody
•'(Dollar Dizzy AT.).
*t§Dublin and Nearby
•TsFast Work (A. T.»
tSFiddleetlcks (A.T.)
-
1 § F I ft> Million Husbands
ft Fighting Parana

,

• 1 1 Flnt Seven Yean. Tha
•ri™.. Q,'*m*
*t§Flying Fists
teGeras. ol M-G-M \A.T.)
Girl Shock
**6Hayvlra (A.T.)
xHead Guv. Tha

•tlHog Wild (A- T.) ,

"'Hot p.<-

*t§Into Morocco
•TIKiddlas Rovm (A. T.)
•SKIag. Tha
•t»Laur*l & Hardy Murder Case
.adies First
Looser Than Loose
'*% Manhattan Serenade (A. T.)
Modern Madrid
tSNIght Owls (A. T.)
•SOId Man Trouble (A.T.)
•BPIrites (A.T.) ,

Pups Is Pups

SOUND SHORTS
Star

Charley Chase
Revue
Our Gang
Laurel- Hardy
"ar*v I a nodon
B. Friend
Laurel- Hardy

. Laurel- Hardy Apr,
Revue Ma«
Dogs Sept.out—. Tr |# ,,„
B. Friend S-»t.
Uogville Dec.
^h^HPv Chase Oct.
Holmes Dee.
Charlie Chase >>«»

Aug.
Charlie ChaM May
Langdon Feb.
Our Gang Mar.
Revua Ian
""-tnnn Sept.
Novelty

Rel Date Length Revlewe*
*nr (9.. . . 1895 ...Mar. 29
Apr, 12 .

May 17.

.

.1681
Apr. 21.. . 1880 ...
Mar •**

. 1827 Jan 2.1

O.t 25 ..
reO. 8.. 2654 . . Feo. lb

IOR« May ">

...568 Aug. 16

..1848 Mar. 21
..1877 Dec I'

..1843 Apr. 5

Aug. 23 .

Jan. II..
.Laurel-Hardy May ftl ...1775
Oasa Aug. 16 . 1400 2 reel; . . Feb. 15

. Holmes
......Mar. In

, Harrv Laoadea
, Juno 14 ..1787

.Laurel-Hardy Sept. R ..3 reels Aug. 7
Dec.
Nov.Chase .

Haekert-Doran
.Holmes Nov. IS

Laurel-Hardy Jan. 4.. ..1895.. . . Dec. M
novldson-Nlaliaia : reel.

.-fenny Rubin , Feb. Its.. .1622 ..Aug. IR

Our Gang Aug. m.. . . Oct. 16

'•5 Real McCoy (A. T.) Chase Feb. I 1899 Dee. 14
Rounder. The Novelty Nov. 22...

.

School's Out Our Gang Nov. 2. . . . 1893. ..21. . Aug 30
•T5Shlv«rlng Shekeiooare Our Gang Jan. 25 1870
•TSShrimp, The .. Harry Laagdan May 3 1738 Feb. 15
tsSnng_Wrlter'i_ Revue. The (A.T.) Aug. 30. ...1861

Sp; Maddest Fiesta. Holmes
•tlTeaeher's Pet (A.T.).
Through the Yangtze Gorges.
•tSTough Winter. A
*t§Van & Schenek
Village Barber, The
tSVodeville (A. I

'ttWhen the Wind Blows...
*t

5

Whispering Whoopee ....

Gang
. .Holmes

. Our Gang

. .Flip the Frog Series
. . Laurel- Hardy

. Our Oaoo

-Oct.
. June
. Jan.

..Aug- 16

. Mar." " 29

..2 reel*.
...1795...
.1907....

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Title Star -

'tSAnimal Crackers (A .T.) Man Brothera
flAnybody's War (A.T.) Moran & Mack..
t§Anybody's Woman Chatterton-Brook
t §Applause (A.T.) Helen Morgan
't 5 Behind the Make-Up(A.T.) .. Skelly-Wray- Powell
!§Benson Murder Case The (A.T.)Powell-Pallette-Calvert
't§Blg Pond, The (A.T.) Chevalier-Colbert
't§Border Legion. The (A.T.). . Arlen-Wray-Holt
tSBurnlng Op (A.T.) Arlen-Brlan
'tfiDangeroua Nan MeGrew (A.T.)Helen Kane
1 3 Dangerous Paradise (A.T.) . . Carroll- Arlen
t§Devil»s Holiday, The (A.T.).Naney Carroll

,

Rogers.Carro II

Rel. Date
.. Sept. 10.

.

..Aug. 2..
-•Aug. 30..
..Jan. 4..

Length
Feet Mlas.
.8897 99.
.8117 ...75.
..7243
.7068.... 78
.6364. ...71,
.5794 65.
6964

.Feb.
..July
.Feb.

-William Powell
Cyril Maude

. .Rogers- Kane
..Clara Bow
.Naney Carroll
..Green-Brlan-Hamllton

,

. George Bancroft
. Chattertan- Break
. A. Menjou-C. Colbert..

. MacDanald-Oakle

IJ, I IIC

•tSFollow Thru (A.T.)
'tSFor tha Defense (A.T.)...
•tiGrumpy (A. T.)
•tlHeads Up (A.T.)
*t§Her Wedding Night
*t§Honey (A.T.)
'f§Klbltzer (A.T.) (D.)
*t§Ladles Love Brutes (A.T.)
*tSLasghlng Lady
L'Enlmatioue Mr. Parkea

(Slightly Scarlet)
't§Lefs Go Native (A.T.)
*f§Llght of Western Stars (A.T.) Arlen- Brian. Greea ...
'fSLove Among the Millionaire* (A.T.) . .Bow-Smlth
•tJLove Parade (A.T.) (0) Chevalier- MacDonald
t(Man From Wyoming (A.T.) . . . Cooper- Collier
*t§ Manslaughter (A. T.) Colbert-Mareh
'tfMen Are Like That (A.T.).. Hal Skelly
•t§Monte Carl* Buchanan-MacDonald
M§Only the Brtv* (A.T.) Gary Cooper
'tSParamount on Parade (A.T.)Speclal Cast
"tlQueen High (A. T.) Ruggles-Rogers-Morgan
•tBReturn of Fu Manchu (A.T.) . Oland-Arthur
*t§Roadhouse Nights (A.T.) Morgan- Rugglei

Reviewed at "River Inn" In Dee.
*t§Safety In Numbers (A.T.) . -Charles Rogers
*t§Santa Fa Trail ,

-
*t§Sap From Syracuse (A.T.)

.

•tSSarah and Son (A.T.)
•tiSea God. The (A. T.)
MsSevon Days' Leave (A.T.)..

Reviewed under
•t§Shadow of the Law (A.T.).
'USIIent Enemy, Tha
"tSSIIghtly Scarlet (A.T.)
*t§»oeial Lion, The (A.T.) ...
•t§Spollera, Tha (A. T.) ...

-July 26..
..Aug. 23.
..Oct. II.

.-Oct. 18..

.Mar. 29.
Jan. II.
..Apr. 26,
Dee. 28

Aug. 16

Apr. i9

July 19.
....Jan. 18

July 12
....Aug.

.Mai
..Oct.

ZZ.

..Mar. 8.
...Apr. 26.
..Aug. 23..
...May 17.
-Feb.

28. 1929 Issue

...«8».
.

...5251...
-.6571...
...5244...
..674*J...
..8386 . .

..6670...
. .6647...
..6785...
...6924.
...6701...
..7273...
...7177...
..7105 ..

..6390...

..6087...
...6312...
..6IM...
.10622...
..5989...
..7954...
..5467...
..8077...
..6624...
..9125...
..7905...
..6586...
.7202...

hard Arlen
Jack Oakie ,

Ruth Chatterton
Arlen- Wray
Gary Cooper
the title ef "Medal"

. .Powell-Sehllllng
. Indian Cast
.. Evelyn Brent
..Oakle-Brlan
.Cooper-K. Jahnston-B. Co

.June 7.. 7074.
5839.

.

.6018.,....July 28
Mar. 22 BStuj

....Sent. 13 6534
...Jan. 25. ...7300
n Nov. 23, 1929 Issue

June 14 6392
...Aug. 2..
...Feb. 22..

June 21..

son
. Wm. Powell .

. Gary Cooper

.Clara Bow

•t§Strttet of Chance (A.T.).
•ISTexan, The (A.T.)
•t§True to the Navy (A.T,)...,
M§Vagabond King, The (A.T.). Klng-MaeDonald-OIand
•With Byrd at the South Pota
•tSYoung Eagles (A.T.) Charles Rogers .

't§ Young Man of Manhattan
(A.T.) Colbert- Rugglea

mp-
Sept. 26.
Feb. 8.,
May 10.

....May 31.

....Apr. 19.

...June 28.

.7551.,

.6204.
-5403..

.8128..

.7023..
-.7142.,
..6398..
..9412.,
7411..

• Apr. 5.... 6405..

Reviewed
..Aug. 30
.Apr. 5

..Aug. 16
9... Oct. 12
I... Oct. 28
5.. .Apr. IS
3. ..May 17
I. ..July »
l...Fen. 15
I... June 28
J... Feb. 22
5.. May 17
..May 24

I. ..July It
I... July 12
l...Sept 27
i.. .Sept. 27
I... Fab. 22
...Aug. 31

) ..Apr. 19

'.'.'.Sept." 6

. ..May 31
>...May SI
...July It

I ..Oct. IB

...Mb is
I... July 26
...Nov. 23
...Aug. »
'...Mar. 15

...Apr. 5
...Aug. 9
I... May 10
I... Dec. 28

I. ..June 7

...Sept. 27
...Aug. 2
..Mar. 22
.Aug. 30

I... Nov. 23

I. ..June 7
...May 17
...Jan. 25
...June 21

..Aug. 30

...Dee. 26
I... May I?
...May 17
I... Jan. II

. . .June 28

...Mar. 22

-May 17 7306 . .. .85. . .Apr. 26

Coming Feature Attractions
Title star

•tSAIong Came Youth (A.T.)... Charles Rogers.
**GOan-lng Mothers (A. T. J

't§Derellct Bancroft- Francis
*T$Feel First (A. T.)

.
... Harold Lloyd

"tlFlghtlng Caravan. Tha'A.T.) . Gary Cooper
"UHonaymoon Lane (A. T.) taoio Dowllng
•HHuekleberry Finn (A. T.). Junior Durkln .

"jiKId Beets (A. T.) Jack Oakle ....
•MLetfohter (A^ T.) Nancy Carroll ..
'tlMaanattai Mary Ed Wynn .

•tSMerton of the Talkies (A.T.) Jack Oakle
tlMoroceo (A. T.) ..

•tINew Moral* (A. T.)
*t§Perche No
"tSPIayboy f Paris (A.T.)
•t§Rlgnt to Love. The (A.T.)
"tSRodeo Romance (A. T.)
•tlRase of the Raneho (A. T.).
"ifloyal Family, The (A. T-).

. Cooper- Dietrich ...
Wm. Powell

. Maria Jacobin! . .

.

.Maurice Chevalier
. Ruth Chatterton ..

Arlen-Carroll
, Gary Cooper
Fredrlc March

..Oct II

.'.Sept." i3

tJSearab Murder Case (A. T.) William Powell
tfSklppy (A. T.) ..
{The Virtuous Sin.

•tfTynheea Bill ..
Virtuous Sin. The

Title

. Jatkle Coogan
...George Bancroft
. . Huston- Francis

SOUND SHORTS

Oct. 18

..Oct."
"4

Star
itSAeeldenta Will Happen (A.T.) Smith and Dale
'§tAetion Speak Louder Than Wm. &. Joe Mandel
Wordi (A.T.)

•tSArtlit's Reverie. Tha (A.T.). . Gamberelll &. Co•64 1 Home (A.T.) Lulu McConnell ..
'tSBallot Class (A.T.) Dancing Act
•t&Barnacie BUI. the Sailor

(A.T.) Talkartoon
•UBearded Lady (A. T.) Christie Comedy
•6 Bedel ia . Serern Seng
•SBelle of the Night Chrlille Comedy
•HBlue Songs (A.T.) ..Ruth Etting &. Orchestra.
"tSChlnese Fantasy (A.T.) Novelty Act
•'Hhjnatown Fantasy. A -Wilier- Dova
•t§chords of Memory (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic

!t!2
le
^
nlPB Ud (A -t - ) c - Conklln-M. Swain....

*t§Coekeyed News (A. T.) .. ..Eddie Cantor
"*U;nme Take a Trip In My

4irshln Srreen Seng
•HConfounded Interest (A.T.) ... Raymond & Caveriy .
•tgCow Camp Ballads (A.T.).. D "—
•60anee, You Singers (A.T.)
•t§Deep "C" Melodies (A.T.)

.

'•EOesoerate Sam

Rel. Dite
.Aug. 2..

, Mar 3

.Aug. 2.
•Aug. 9.
May 31.

Length
.2 reels...
, I reel

. 1 reel June
.1 reel

.1 reel

15

. Aug.
. Mar.
. Jan.

,
. Feb.
-Jan. 5..

. Jan. 5...,

.July 5..
.May 10..

,
Sept. I..
.Aug. 9..

.Aug. 2

.604
eels.

•t§Dl2zy Dishes (A.T.)
•tSOon't Believe It (A. T.)

.

•SDown With Husbands .. .

*t§Dresden Dolls (A.T.)
•t§Driftlng Along (A.T.)

Bruce Scenic
Puck & White
Frances Williams. Yacht CI
Bert G reen
Talkartoon
Christie Comedy
Arthur- Roach .

Maria Gamberelll. Dancing
Robert Bruce Scenlo

. I reel.

. I reel
. . I reel

. f reel

.2 reels

. I reel.

. I rati."

lb Boys
Mar.
Auq.
FeD.
Hit,
lub

. Sc-pt

29

26.

. I reel..

.

.1832....
. I reel...
.1872

*Means synchronized score. iMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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vtDukd o' Dublin (A T.) Christie Talking Comedy.
't§False Alarm Fire Co. (A. T.). Smith & Dale
•i F.imily Next Door The marles Rugqles
•tSFatal Card. The (A.T.) W. & E. Howard
*t§Favorite Melodies (A.T.) Ruth Ettlng & Orchestra..
*t§Feelln' Blue (A.T.) Ash- Washington
•t§ Firebugs Talkartoon
•t§Fll to Be Tied (A.T.)
•ts'For Love or Money IA.T.J,
•tSFood tor Thought (A.T.)...
•tlGettlng a Break (A.T.)
•t§Gettlng a Ticket (A.T.)....
MSGlow Worm, The (A.T.)
•t-Gu Ahead and Sing (A.T.)
•tsGrand Uproar (A.T.)
•t§He Was Her Man (A.T.)..
*T§Helplng Hand, The (A.T.)
•t§Her Piano Boys (A.T.)

Feb.
Mar.
Jan.

.1850..

. I reel.

.1381...

May 10..

Burns & Allen Aug.
.Christie Talking Play Jan.

Allen &. Canfleld Sept. I

.Block & Sully May 10

.Eddie Cantor Mar. 2

Screen Song Aug,

701
. I reel.

.

.1870...
. I reel .

. I reel
. I reel .

.

.56-1

Tom Howard Oct. 25 2 reels ,

Talkartoon Oct. 4 2 reels

Gilda Gray 2 reels

Solly Ward Oct. 4 I reel

Lillian Roth &. Orchestra I reel

Mayor Charlie Murray Mar. 22 2 reels July

tSHIs Wife'i Birthday (A.T.) .. Solly Ward 2 reel*

"§Hold-Up (A.T.) Tom Howard 2 reels.

§Hot Air Merchant (A.T.) Charlie Ruggles 2 reels.

Talkartoon Mar. 29.

Sereen Song Aug.
Herman Timberg May

. Boydell-Ash Aug.

15.

7...

t&Hot Dog .

*t§Hot Time In the Gilt Town
Tonight. A (A.T.)

— t§l Came First (A.T.)
Msl'm a Wild Woman (A.T.)
'tSI'm Afraid to Come Heme

the Dark Sereen Song ... Feb.
'tjjl'm Forever Blowing Bubbles. Screen Song Mar.
'i : in the Good Old Summertime

• T.) Sereen Song June
*t§ln the Shade of the Old Apple

Tree . Sereen Song Jan. 18.
't§ln»urance Eddie Canter Aug. 23..
MSIntroduetlen ot Mrs. Glbbs

(A.T.) Lulu McConnell Sept. 20.

*t§Jui Preferred (A.T.) Zelaya Aug. 30..
'tsKandy Kabaret (A.T.) Children's Ballet Aug. 23..
*§tKnights In Venice (A.T.;... Smith &. Dale Mar. 23..

*T9La raloma Screen Song April. 12

*t§La Schnapps. Inc. (A.T.)..
*f§Lady. You Slay Me (A.T.).
•TSLei Me Explain (A. T->...
*t§i.overs' Lane (A.T.)
-•UMalne Stein Song (A.T.)..

Moons (A.T.)

.

. I reel.

I reel Jul* I
I reel June 28

. . I reel

574

.1870.

I reel...
. I reel . .

.

I rael...
I reel...

13. '29.. 2 reals...
. 26... 964 ...

22 1 reel...
II I reel..

10 1 reel....
16 2 reels.

.

18

26
27.... I reel

July M
.July

*
2*

Dale
.. Perkins- Hlllpot Sept. 6
. . Christie Comedy Jan. 25
.. Arthur 1 Morton Havel
. .Screen Song- Val lee

. Bruce Novelty Aug. 9

MSMeek Mr. Meek. The (A.T.) Jimmy Barry Aug. 16

*t§Meet the Boy Friend (A.T.).. Lillian Roth
•§1 Melodies (A.T.) Smith Bros.. Singing
•tSMeltlng Pot (A.T.) Petite Revue Jan.

•t§Mlllion Me's, A Lee Morse *or.

*t§Moon Bride's Wedding (A.T. (Indian Musical Novelty Feb.

•t§Mountaln Melodies (A.T.)....R. Brute Scenic Jan.

•t§My Gal Sal (A.T.) Screen Song Oct.

'^Neighborly Neighbors (A.T.) Lulu McConnell Aug,

MSNew Rhythm Azalaw 4 Baid Oct.

*t§Noah*s Lark (A.T.) Talkartoon Oet.

•t§Ole Man Whoopee (A.T.) Art Frank Sept.

•tlOperatk Selections (A.T.) Tito Schipa May 24 1 reel

*T5Paramount Acts '
rml -

*t§Paramounl Comedies 2 reels

*t§Parameunt Pictorials Sept. 27
*T§Paramount Sereen Songs I reel.

'St Paramount Sound News I reel.

fSParamount Talkartoons I reel.

t 6 prl v nm Song T r,,. Screen Sono Mar. I . ... 738.

.

•t§Ralsing the Roof (A.T.) Lillian Roth & Band Aug. 24 1 reel

•t§Red. Green &. Yellow (.A.T).. Lulu McConnell Oct. IS I reel Oct.

•t§Resolutlons (A.T.) Billy House Aug. 5"

*t§Rube, The Jimmy Barry June
*t§Salt Water Ballads (A.T..)...R. Bruce Scenic Mar.
tlscrappily Married (A. T.> .... Christie Comedy Feb.
•tSSrhipa. Tito -May
*t§Slng. You Dancers (A.T.).. .Eva Puck &. Sam White Sept. 24 1 reel..
•• l So Thi* " Parl» Green ?azenda inn >o i?-i7 jan

*t§Song Service (A.T.) Lee Morse &. Co Oct. 25 I reel

*t§Story Book Parade. The (A.T.) Children's Ballet Oct. 4 I reel Aug.
•fSStrlke Up the Band (A. T.). .Screen Song Sept. 27
•tSStronqer Sex. The ( A.T.) .... Christie Talking Play Mar 15.. 1760

•t§Sunset Hunter (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic July 12 I reel

Sure Cure I vnn Overman Nov. I I reel Sept.

^igSwinq. You Sinners (A.T.) .. .Talkartoon Sept. 20 Oct.

•tIThat Party In Person (A.T.) Eddie Cantor Jan. 5 1 reel

•tIThe Lady Fare (A.T.) Christie Talking Play 2 reels

•t§The Rube (A.T.) Jimmy Barry. Sketch July 21 I reel.

2 reels.

.

21.. ..I reel .

8 1 rsel...
22... 1634 .

.1 reel

"t§The Tide Rises (A.T.).
•t§The Wanderlust (A.T.)
•tSToys (A.T.)
*t§Traffic Regulations (A.T.)..
't§Travellln' Alone (A.T.)
•f§Twentieth Amendment, The
•t§Voites of Lon<.lv Men
*t§Wee Bit o' Scotch (A.T.)..
•t§Wise Files (A.T.)
*t§Yes. We Have No Bananas.

Title

Scenic.
Seen

. Three Ormonde Sisters.

..Donald Ogden Stewart..
, .R Bruce Scenic
(A.T.)

July 14 I reel

I reel

ly 28 I reel

I reel

I reel

n. 22 2 reels
,
anr 19 | reel

. Feb. 8 I reel
July 19 I reel June

.. J

Screen Snng Apr. 26 ... I reel May 24

PATHE
FEATURES

Star

'"Adam a "d Eve 'A.T> r^tiinee R*nnett June 2E

*t§Grand Parade. The (A.T.) (F.) Twelvetrees-Seott .....Feb. 2.

°t§Her Man (A.T.) (F.) Twelvetrets- Holm«s-Rambeau
Gleason Sept. 21

•t§Hls First Command (A.T.)(F.) Boyd-Sebastian Jan. 19.

•iSHollday (A.T.) (F.) Harding-Astor-Horton-Ames July <

1 Take June

•*§Nloht Work (A.T.) (F.) Eddie Qulllan
*t§Offleer O'Brien (A.T-> (F.) .Bnvd-Sebastlan Feb. (5.

•t§Pardon Mv Gun (A.T.i (F.).Starr-Duryea June 29.

•*6Rleh People (A.T.) (F.) Constanee Bennett Jan. 5..

*15Swlng High (A.T.) (F.) Twelvetrees-Seott May 18

Coming Feature Attractions

Length
:e Feet. .Mlns. Reviewed

...7607.. ..84. . Nov. IS

....7508. ..85. .Sept, 13
5850. ..65.

. ..8870|. ...97. . June 14

...8394 95 Alio ?»

6740. ...73. ..Nov. 9fl

....5654. . 63. ..July If

. . . .70741 ...78. Feb. R

....7500.. ..75 May 3

*t§Beyond VUtory (A.T.) (F.)

Big Money

Star Rel Date
. Boyd-Twelvetrees-Gleason-ScotNov. 30...
. 1 j 1 1 1 - n - Gli DSOh Armstrong-

. Oet. "

•t§Crashlng Through (A.T.) (F
i^Ureater Love. The (A.T.)..
•»5ln Deep (A.T.t -

•t§l Take This Woman (A.T )

•HLast Frontier. The(A .T.) .

•tSLazy Lady (A.T.)
•SNnrth ot the Yukon 'A.T \

•t§Palnted Desert (A.T.) (F.)

•tSPrice of a P-rtT. The (A.T.)
•tSRawhide (A.T.)
"t§Rebound
•tIRnmance Harbnr (A.T.)

Sin Takes a Holiday.
•tSSIren Song. The (A.T.)
•tETakino the Ran (A.T.)
*t§Thls Marriage Business (A

,). William Boyd ,
....Dee. 2R

. . Ann Harding Aug.
Jan.

Bannister- Harding June 7. •SI

. . William Bovd July W. •31

.. Constanee Bennett .... Apr. S, '31

Witli-i-n Pnvri . ... May 10, •SI

. . Boyd-Twelvetrees Nov. III

) Hplen Twelvetrees Apr. 19. 31
. . William Rovd Feb. 8. '31

.. Ann Harding . ... Dec. 14
. Ann Harding . Mar. 15. Ml
..Constance Bennett Nov. 10
, . Mary Lewis
. Roh«"-» ftrttntrnno .... ... Aug. 16. •31

.T.I Constance Bennett ... .... July 5. '31,

in the

SOUND SHORTS
lilable sound-on-film and sound -on-disc >

The approximate running lime ei reals

Rel. Date Run. Time Reviewed
2 reel comedies
Patne Sound News 10 mln ,

Pathe Silent News 10 mis ,

Pathe Audio Review 1 1 mia .

Pathe Review II mln..
Aesop's fablei 8 mi* .

Grantland Rie* Soorthgnts . 10 mis
Tnlhint 'no..' . th. Oav 7 at*
Knute Rockne Notre Dame

,

Football Series ot 6
1. The Last Yard Oct.
2. The Hidden Goal Oct.
3. Flying Feet Oct
4. Touchdown Oct.

5. Two Minutes to Go Oct.

5. Ba.kfietd Aces Oct.

Title Sta' Rel.

All for Mabel Carney-Wills Oct.
*T§Amerlca or Bust Daphne Pollard July
'tlBeauties, The Hiatt-Kaley June
*T§Blg Hearted Harry G ribbon June
*t§Boss's Orders, The Morgan-McPhall Aug.
•15 Bug villa Romance. A Aesop Fable June
MSCampus Favorites Sportllght June
'tSCarnival Revue Hiatt-Hughes Aug.
*t§Chaslna Rainbows Sportllght Aug.
'tiChampion Makers Sporttloht June
Circus apers -*lsop rable Sept.
Cobb Goes Fishing *»o-r.' s a ht Oct.
"fSDrums of Fear Vagabond Adventure Series.. June
*t§Oeep South bourne, n Songs Aug.
*t§Dude Ranching (A.T.) Sportlight Sept
Fuony Shrine Vagabond Adv. Series Sept.
*t§Farm Foolery Aesop Fable Sept.
Frozen Frolics **eson Fable . Aug.
Gem of Agra. The V^qabond Adventure Series. . Oct
"t§Glve Me Action Mannlng-Holman Aug.
MSGIatler's Secret The Vagabond Adventure Series... June

* tending = --n ili"ht Sept.
'tSHearts and Hoofs Rleo-Keefe Sept.
*t5Kold the Baby Agnew-Crane-McPhall Aug.
•t 5 Hooked Sportllght May
•tJHot Tamale **.sop Fables Aug.
•t§l'll Take That One All Star Oct
*T§Jungle Jau Aesop Fable July
*t§ Jungle Terror Vagabond Adv. Series Oct.
"tSKld the Kidder Campus Comedy
Lair of rthanq How Vagabond -*dv Series-Terriss June
'^Laundry Blues (A.T.) Aesop Sound Fable Aug.
•tJLet 'Er Buck Sportllght ...July
•SLlve and Learn MePhall-Deerlng Jung
•ttLove's Memories (A.T.) sono Sketch .... ..Feb.
'tSLove That Kills Vagabond Adventure Series... Aug.
*t§Mandalay Song Sketch Jan.
*t§Mind Your Own Business Agnew-Gulliver July
Musical Beauty Shop Melody Series June
Neat and Tidy... A" s*ir Sept
"tSNew Walter. The All Star June
•HNIghl Clerk. The All Star Sept
*l§Nlght In a Dormitory, A Ginger Rogers Jan.
•HOn tne Air (A.T.) Tooies Of the Day

15 1 reel Aug. 30
15 1 reel Aug. 30
15 I reel SepL 13

15 I reel

15 1 reel

15 1 reel

Date Lnnnrr. K-w.»»-'
12 2 reels Aug. 23
27 2 reels June 21
29 2 reels
22 2 reels June 28
31 2 reels Aug. 2
8 f reel June 21

29 I reel July 5
3 2 reels July 19
10 1 reel

1 ree| , .
:

.
.
.June 21

28. .1 : 10 Oct.
1 reel 10. . .Oct. 4

29 I reel June 28
24... I reel June 28
21... I reel . 10. Aug. 16
21 I reel May 31
14 I reel Sept. 20
31 I reel SepL 13

19 928 10. .Sept. 27
17 2 reels Aug. 9

..May 31

Sept. 27
May 31

reel.
. I reel . I

. .2 reels.

.

.2 reels.

.

.1 reel...
.1 real...
.2 reels..

reel.

"t§One Nutty Night. Comedy
M|Oom Pah Pah (A.T.)
*t§Pathe Audio Review (A.T.)
*t§Pathe Sound News
*t§Perfect Match, The (A.T.)
•t§Pick 'Em Young (A.T)..
Racqueteers
*'|Rie» Uncles (A.T.) ..

'"Rirtf 'Em Howbov White- i:nrpav

*t$Romee Robin. A Aesop Fable
' (A.T.) . .All Stai

Carney Nov.
Aesop Fable May
Released Every Week
i:. i. .i'.i-c Twice Every Week
F.itlrr Mayo Apr.
Agnew-Geraghty . . .... . May
Sportlight
Richard Carle May
White-C»rpev Apr.

June
Dec.

•SR.ib-viMe Nite Club (A.TJ..M B Watino .Jan.
*t§Sacred Fires Vagabond Adventure Series. ..July
•tfSatan's Fury (A.T.) Vagabond Adventure Sept.
Self Defense Sportlight Sept.
*t§Shlo Ahoy (A.T.) Aesop Fable Jan.
'•-i-noino Saps (A.T.) Aesopi Fables Feb.
•tSSIxteen Sweeties (A.T.) #hlte- MrNaughten Apr.
S*i Hi Frolics Sportlight Aug.
*t§Sky Skippers (A.T.) Aesop Fables Feb.
Fno-v Time Afsnn Fable July
•tfSome Babies Carle-H latt-LlttJt Billy Sept.
*t§Somewhere Out Sportllght July
•HSonqs of Mother Song Sketeh FeD.
t§Sollls and Thrills (A.T.) Sportllght Apr.
•t^Snlashtng Through (A.T.).. Soertllght F«-b.
Soortinn Brothers Sports June
Swell People Dot Farley-Harry Grlbbon. . . Aug.
Temples of Silenee Vagabond Adv. Series-Terriss July
•tSTtght Scueeje (A.T.) LeMalre Feb.
Touchdown Knute Roekne Series
•tfTrumoeteer, The (A.T.)... Snng Sketch Jan
Trying Them Out All Star May
Two Fresh Eggs Al. St. John- Ji mm it? Aubrey July
Two Plus Fours Campus Comedy—Nat Carr-

Thelma Hill Aug
*t§Venetian Nights Vagabond Adventure .... Aug
•t§Voiee of the Sea (A.T.) Song Sketeh May'
'tfWestern Whonoee (AT.). Aesop Fables Anr
-fSiWhat. Ne Bait! (A.T.) Tatlrt ef the Day ..Mar".

...July 19

5 I reel Sept. 20
2 reels Sept. 20

15 2 reels. .18. .June 7

17 I reel Aug. 23
27 1 reel Aug. S
15 2 reels.... .Aug. 2

16 I reel June 7
24 I reel June 7
5 I reel

30 2 reels. . 17. June 12

I 2 reels. . 18 .June 7
28 2 reels
8 2 reels
14 2 reels
5 2 reels
'2. .. i r^i Jan. If

30 2 reels
II I reel June 7

I reel
I reel .

6 2 reels Apr. 5
4 2 reels May 10

II. ..Oct. It

II I reel May 3
13 2 reels Apr. 5
22 I reel June 28
19 2 reels Aug, 30
?fi 2 reels Nov. 16
27 1 reel

7 I reel Aug. 23
7 I reel Sept. 13

5 2 reel Jan. II

2 I reel Feb. 8
20 2 reels Apr. 19
24 I reel
'6 I reel ..Feb. is

20 I reel..

21 2 reels.

13 1 reel..

23. I reel...
I I reel 8

24 2 reels. .22
13 2 reels. JO
2 2 reels. ..

'9. . I reel . .

. .2 reels. . 17.

. .2 reels.. 20.

July 26
. Aug. 18

.'May" To"

-Apr. 12
.Feb. (5
..June 7
July 19

..July 19
.Nov. 2.1

Oct. II

Jan.
June 7
-July 5

10 2 reels. .20. July 26
10 I reel Aug. 16
4 I reel May 3

13 I reel Apr. 19
9 I reel

RKO
Title

t§Alias French Gertie (A.T.).
**$Beau Bandit (A.D.)
'*SCa*e of Sergeant Grlseha
•t§Consplracy. The (A.T.)
MSfuekoos The (A.T.)
•tSDaneehall (A.T.)
•'^Danger Lights
'UDUIana
•t§Eseape (A. T.)
•tSFall Guy. The (A.T.)
*§ Framed (A.T.)
•KRIrl of Port (A.T.)
•t§Half Marriage (A.T.)
***Half Snot at Sunrise (A. T.)
•t^He Knew Women (A.T.)tswK the neck 'A.T 1

tSlnelde the Llaaa (A.T.)...,
•i*Ja?z Heaven (A.T.)
•t§Lawful Larceny (A. T.) . .

.

•t§Lenthernecking (A. T.) . .

.

•t§Love Comes Along (A.T.)...
•+e

l nvln' the Ladle*
"SMidnloht Mvstery. The (A.T.
*§iPay Off. The
•^Runaway Bride. The {A .T.)
•SSeeono Wife (A.T.)
*»SSeven Kevi te Bxldoate f A.T.)
*t§she's My Weakness (A.T.).
•^Shooting Straight (A.T.)...
•tSSllver Horde (A. T.)

FEATURES
Star

.Daniels-Lyon
La Rocque- Kenyon

. Morris- Compson-HerSholt
.

Love-Trevor-Soarlts .

.

Wheeler-Woolsev
.Olive Borden-Arthur Lake

. Wol helm. Armstrong-Arthur
. 8ebe Daniels
All Star Cast

. Mullhall -Clarke- Sparks
. Rrent-Tnomev
.O'Neil-Sharland
.Olive Borden-Farley
Wheeler-Woolsey
Sher---

Rel Date

Apr. 20.

.

. Mar. 2.
. Feb. 23..
.Aug. 10..
May 4..

Length

Feet Mins.

..6416 65.

..6128 69.
BI9I 92

.6480 ....71.
..9155 90.

Sept. 22..
-Aug. 30..
Sept. 13..
June 15..
Mar. 16..
Feb. 2...

.63-15
.

6175.,
.6111.

Reviewed

..Apr. 19

..June 21

July 26
Sept. 13
.May 31
..Feb. 15
Jan. *

Oakle-Walker . ..
..Cempise-Ferbes
.

.
Sally O'Neill. Brown

. Daniels-Thompson . .

.

,
Foy. Jr.-Rubin

. Daniels-Hughes
Richard Dlx

)Compson-Sherman . ..
Lowell Sherman
Astor-Hughes
Nagei-Lee
Dix-Seegar
Carol-Lake-Bunce
Dlx-Lawlor
Brent- Womelm

. OeL 3..
. Mav 18 .

Feb. 2.
.July 20.

Aug'."i7!
- SepL 25..
. Jan. 5.

.

Apr. 6.
June I

-Oct. IS..
. May 24.

- Feb. 9.
• Jan. 12.

- Aug. 24.
July 20.,

-Oet. 18...

..9219. ..102..
. .6652 75.

.

..6383. ...69..

. .6309 69. .

..7600 ...81..

..7938 78
.6(38.

..6469..
.6377 .

..6194 .

..6088.,

..6759.

..6727.,

..6720..

..Feb. 2S

..May 31
. Sept. 13
..May 31
..Feb. 15

..Jan. 4
. .June 28
..July 17

..Sept. 27

•Mean* synchronized scare. tWeons sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). AT after title mm™
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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Coming Feature Attractions Melody of the Heart Ufa Film.

line
"tSCheek and Double Cheek

(A.T.)
MJCImarron (A.T.)

Ret. Date Length

6929. ...75. ..Oct.

•t§Perfect Alibi. The \A. I.i

SOUND SHORTS
'-It Stir

Black and Tan Duke Ellington A Orchestra Feb. 9..

'Sttridegroom, The iA.T.MFi Mare Connelly >-bo 2 ,

•fSS.oken Wedding Bella (A.T.) Dane-Arthur Sept. I..

'tsCampus Sweetnearts (A. IjiFiD) *•>< 9

'tSCesh and Marry (A.T.) Vaughn-Cooke-Sargent Mar. 16..

•tSDear Slayer (A.T.) vaughn-Cooko Mar. 2..
•tSEventuaUy But Not New (A.T.) (FAD) Vaughn-Cooka. Apr. 13...

•HFalr Deceiver. The (A. T.) <FAD) Jan. 6..

Fafl to Arms. A Louise Fazenda Oct. 20..

•tSGeneral GlnsDurg < A.T. J \Fl Nat Carr Apr. IS.,

•tSQolf Specialist The W. C. Fields Aug. 19...

*t§Geod Time Kenneth Mare Connelly July 20..
•TgGunpoat Ginsbura (A.T.) (F).Nat Carr Jan. 12..,

•tSGuest. The (A. T.) <F40> Marc Connelly May 25..
'tSHot Bridge (A. T.) (FAD) May M..
Hummanettes No. I Benny Rubin Aug. 22..
Hummanettes No. 2 Hutchinson-Lorch Sept. I..

Hummanettes No. 3 Clyde-Rubin Oct. I..

Knights Before Xmas ..Dane Arthur Nov. I..
*' .L.inii ol trie Sky Blue Uauynters Vaughn -Cooke .... Mar. 30 .

•tSL'st and Foundered (A. T.) (FAD) . -Vaughn- Cooke tan '9 -

•t§Magnate. The (A. T.) (FAD) Mare Connelly Mar. 30..
•t§Men Without Skirts (A.T.) .. Dane-Arthur Aug
"TJMIckey's Champs (A. T.UFeVD) Mlekey Yule Feo. 2..
•tlMlckey'i Luek (A. T.J(FAD) Mickey Yule Mar. 30..
•UMickey's Master Mind (A. T.) (FAD) Mlekey Yule Mar. 2 .

•fSwickey'e Merry Men (A T.) (FAD) Mlekey Yule July 20..
flMlckey's Musketeers (A.T.) Oct. 20
tSMickey'i Strategy (A. T.) (FAD) Mickey rule ,.,„ 5..
'SMiekey'* Winners (A. T.)(FAD) Mlekey Yule Aug. 17..
IMIckey the Romeo (A. T.WFADi Mlekey Yule June 22..

•t§Mickey the Whirlwind (A.T.)fFAD) Mlekey Yule Apr. 27..
'MMlekey the Warrior Mlekey Yule May 25..
•t 5 Museum. The Toby the Pup Aug. 19.

.

•§TOff to Peoria (A.T.) Nick A Tony j U | y 13..
•t§Old Bill's Christmas (AT.I Feb. »..
MSOld Vamps for New (A. T.) . . Vaughn-Cooka Feb. 2..
•tSPalooka Flying Seho«l (A.T.) .. . tune 22..
•tJPeep tn the Deep. A Clark A MeColleugh Sept I..
•t§Pure and Simple... Louise Fazenda fcept. 15..
Razored in Old Kentucky Nick and Tony Oct. 20..
*t§Settlng Son, The (A.T.) ... Vaugnn-cooKe Feb. 16.

.

•tSSIeeping Cutlet (A.T.) Alberta Veuohn Ian 1

Society Goes Spaghetti Nick and Tony Sept 15..
"tSStrange Interview. The
(A.T.) (F) ... Sherwln-Knowles Mar. 2..

"tIToby the Fiddler (A.T.) Sept. I.

Toby, the Miner
•tSWho's Got the Body (A.T.)..NIek A Tony Aug. 3...

SOIVU-ART-WORLD WIDE

Length Reviewed

..2 reels
.
..June 21

.2 reels .

2 reels
.2 reels. "Feb! 22

Apr. 19

. 1 reel ...

1774 ...20.

1 reel ...Auq. •

..July 5

.July

•J5«

. I reel . .

.2 reels..

.2 reels

.2 reels Apr. 12

.2 reels

.2 reels Aug. 16

1623 18. Aug. 16

2 reels . ...

.2 reels

.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels ...

1 reel May 24
.2 reels June 14

2 reels Dee. 14

.2 reels Jan. 25
. I reel

.2 reels.
1 reels.

1 699
.2 reels .

.July 9

.Oct. II

,
2 reels Sept. 27

Title Star

•*6Plg Fight The (A.T.) Williams-Lane
•tJjBlaze O'Glory .... .^. ...... .Eddlt Dowllng-B. Compsoo

Rel. Dale

Sept. I

.

Jan. I.

t§Charge of the Light Brigade. .McLaglen-Hume Dec. 15.
•tSCoek 0' the Walk (A.T.j J. Sehlldkraut-Lov May 15.

•f§Costello Case Tom Moore- Lola Lane Nov. I .

,

•§tDude Wrnnoier. The (A.T.). Ourvea-Basoiiefte . . . June ...
•HGreet Gabbe E. Von Strohelm-8. Campsoi Jan. I.
*t 5 Hello Sister (A. T.) L. Hughes- Borden Feb. . ..

*«SOnce a Gentleman (A.T.) Horton-Wilson Sept I..
•tReno (A.T.) Roland-Thomson-Love Oct. I.

•SRogue of the Rio Grande Hatton-Loy-Bohr Oct. 15..
*tlTalk of Hollywood Nat Carr-Fay Mart* Mar. I.
"tlUp The Conga Travel Lecture Fab. I.
'tfWhat a Man (A.T.) Denny-Segar June I..

. 565(1

..8300

..8850.

..7200..
.7000

.
,6?nn

.

.9950 .

. .9500.

.65 Aor lo

.90 Dec. 14/29
100..

Apr. Ifl

. 80. ..Oct.
68 May 7i

100. Sept. 21/29
.105. ..Apr. 5

June 21
. .7200 . . .80. . Oct. II

. .7nno ...70
..S586....72.Dec.2l/29
..5800. ...62
.7000 79... Mar. 29

STATE RIGHTS

fine Star

FEATURES
Dlst'r lanoth

Rel. Date Feet Mlns.

Talk. Pie. Epics. .Nat «et8860 9
.Int. Photoplay. .Jan. I. 8900 ;

Edw. L. Klein
Allied Film. Mar. 15... 8 reels, t

Amer. Gen. Film Jan. 249000 II

3800

*ta*>erosi the World (A.O.) Martin Johnson
•tSAtter the Verdict (A.T.) Tseheehowa. Ward
Alma de Gaucho Sperfal Cast
Aipnalt Froolleh-Amann

' flfrause I Lova You Mady Christians ..

•tIBottem af the Wertd Talk. Pie Epics Sept
•tSBrlde 68 (P.T.) Veidt-Brlnk Amer. Anglo ....Apr,
•t'lBrlght Eyea Balfeur.Trew New Era July 10.6800.. .70.

,

*t§Burmng Heart. The Christians-Fraellch. . Harold Auten May 10 8372. . .88. .

.

*t§Call of Circus (A.T.)
fD F) .... Bushman Clayton . . . Rurr Jan. 155466. . . . fil . .

•Ceoyoa af Mining Mea Tom Tylar Syndicate Jane I. .4742 50..
Caugnt in Beilin underworld. Fritz Kortner

Chess Player. The Jehanne-Blanchard Unusual Plct
•tClvlllzatlea H I tkmaa- Marker ...Amer. Trad. Ami
•f§Clancy in Wall Street

(A.T.) Murray-Llttleneld . . .Aristocrat Mar. 157127
*t|Cada «i the Weal Bob Custer Syndicate 67!,
•t§Constant Nymph, The Ivor Novetlo Big Th;

- Special cast

.Stewart Rome

.Bob Custer

Reviewed

.Jan. 25
June 21

.Sept 6

.May 10
Feb. 8
.42

.Mar. I

Exc.Aug. 17.7800..
. New Era ...Feb. 8

.Inter. Photoplay

.Syndicate Dec. 29.4617...
. Cosmos May 2u65l6...
. Inter. Photoplay

.Jan .5480...

T = Cn-Ool
•t§Crlmson Circle, The..
•tlCovered Wagon Trail,
•tsnanqer Man. The (P.T.).Chas. Hutchinson
*t§Dark Red Roses Stewart Rome ...

•f§ Darkened Skies (A.T.) . . Brentwood -Mac Donald Blltmore Proa.
Docks of Hamburg Jugo-Fritsch Ufa

,

•tIDrlftars Harold Autaa
*t§Escaped from Dartmoor

.
..Barlng-Henning

. Harold Auten. ..Apr. II 7529....
Eternal Fools judea Films Sept 23. .6120..
Farmer's Wife Thainas- Hall-Davis. . Allied . Jan. 4 6845...
Figaro Franco-American Nat SeL6360...
•tlHeart's Melody (A. T.l

(F A D) Fritseh-Parlo Ufa Film
Her Unborn Child (F A D) . Special Cast Windsor
Hungarian Nights Special Cast mAer. Ger

.July 6

.Fab. 22

.Jan. II

.May 17

. . May 24

.Mar. 8
Dee. 14

O.July 6
.Apr. 19
I.. Sept. 6
.Jan. ir

Jan. 107609...
Film Co.
Aug. 5/29. .8 reels.

Aor. 4R53
Epic* Dee. 97650...

Hunted Man Bob Steele Syndicate
•t§Huntlng Tigers In India. Travel Talking Pie
•t§lmmortal Vagabond ( A.T.) Hald-Froelleh Ufa Film
In the South Seas with Mr. and Mrs. Plnehot Talk. Plct. Epics. Sent. I 5538
•tlngagl Afrlean Hunt Congo Plct Ltd. Apr. 137778..
>nn. casket The French Calf . Cosmos 5800. .

•tfJazz Cinderella M. Loy-J, Robards. Chesterfield Aug. 14.6181..
•tfiJuno and the Paycock (A.T.) Sara Alloood Harold Auten. . .June 2? 9100
•t§Just Off Broadway D. Keith-A. Christy. Chesterfield Mar. 15.7650 .

•tILadies In Love (A.T.) Day-Walker Chesterfield May 176095..
*t§Last Dane*. The (A.T.) .. P»vnolds- Robards 4udlble .. Mar 8 5825
•Lena Horseman Tap Tyler Syndicate. . . Nov. I. 'M.. 4731..
*t§Lonesome Trail C. Delaney-V. Brown

Fal re Synd leate .

•t|L*at Ged* (A.T.) Talk Pis, EalM..
Lost Patrol Pro Patrla
•t4L*»e at First Sight (A.T.) KMsar- Falter Chosterfldd
*tSMade to Order Julian Eltlnge Jesse Well
•T-Mndonna of the Sleeping
Cars Claude Franc Little Playhouse Film Co

•t§Manxman. The Carl Brlason 6800 Dec. 2IUfa

85.. Dee. 14

Aug. 25 5786..
. Sept I ... 4M0..
...Not Set. 5100.

Feb. 15 6039..
6240..

. .Sept. 13

. Joly 12
Dee 2'

Aug. 29 Eng.. .8061 .

.

Germ...8543
31 9000..

.

Mystery at tho Villa Rose. Trevor- Baring Harold Auten
MSMylerlei of Nature Ufa
*t§Overland Bound Leo Maloney Raytone ..Apr. 15.5040...
M90verland Bound <A.T.< Perrln-Ray Rayiono .. Apr. 15 5040...
'^Parting ol the Trails ... Bub Custer Syndicate ..Mar. I 4700...
Passion Song, The Olmsted- N. Beery. . Excellent 5(180. .

.

Peaeoek Fan The Dorothy Dwan Chesterfield 5400...
Poor Millionaire Talmadge-Howard .Blltmore .Apr. 7 5200...
Port Special Cast Ufa Films
*T§Rampant Age (A.T.)
(D.F.) Murray- Kennedy ... Continental Jan. 155743...

•t'H.uputin. the Holy Devil Special Cast Martin Berger
Riuurs of the Rio Grande Bob Custer Syn. Pictures . .Sept'29. .5223.

.

'tSRomance of Wait Jack Perrln Jaek Trop June 16.. 5494. ..

*t§Saddle King. The Cliff Tex Lyon Anchor
Bea Fury Mildred Harris Tom White Not Set 5200..
"Slums of Toklo Japanese Cast . .. . . Movlegraphs
Smoke Bellew Cnnwav Tearle Flnt Division ...6605...
tSSombras de Gloria Jose Bohr Sono Art World Wide
Soutn of Panama oarmellia Geraghty. . Chesterfield 6300...
Stampede Native Cast Harold Auten. .. Apr. M 7540. ,

.

Strange Case of District
Attorney 'M'" .... Unusual Photoplay . Mar. 6800

Three Outcasts The Yakima Canutt Waea Mar. ' 5 reels

•tSThrow of the Dice Seeta Dvl Hollywood Pic. .Dee. 29.6700. .

.

Tti under God Cornelius Keefo. . . Crescent 5917.

.

•t§Treasure. The Film Arts Guild
Western Honor Bob Steele Syndicate. .Mar 4649...
•ts-Wost of Rockies (A.T.)
(D) Art Mix World Art Jan. 18.5100...

*t$Whlte Cargo (A.T.).. .Special Cast Harold Auten
•t§Whlte Devil (P.T.) (F

A D) Mosjukln-Dagover .UFA Film! -

Why Cry at Parting Halm-Grails International
VaWoman Who Waa For.
gotten (A.D.) Belle Bennett State Cinema.

Wonderful Lies of Nina
Petrowna Helm- Ward

Worldly Goods Klrkweod-Keonedy..
•sviddi.h M*ma. The (A.T.)Mne Simon
Young Woodley All English Cast..

100 mlns..
71
.56.. Mar.

64.. Jan. IS

Aug. -in

June 28
.61. ..Aug. 2

Oet 12
.58.. Dec. 7

.73.

Feb.
/u.
80. .May

.Jan.

. 7000 .

.

1-7560..

.Allied Films. May 80.. 8 reels

. Continental Aug. I . .6065. .

.

Juries Films anno. . .

Harold Anten Sept. 26. 7600...

68 .Aug.
Mar.

'. Feb'.'

9

'.78'. 22

85 Jan. 2J

80
.95.

.J una
. Auo.

14

2

73. ..Oct.

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Producer Rel. Date Length Mins. Reviewed

*t§Aoe, The (A.T.) Liberty Prod ..

Atlantic Elstree 90... Oct. II

"'SBody. Soul and Dreas
*t5Breezy Bill Bob Steel* Syndicate 4500 50. ..Sept. 20
f§ Burned tvidence iF) Lent mental

Buying a Wife Speelal Cast All. European 7 reels
t§Clown. The (F) Continental
'StComebaek. The (A.T.) Malestle
Convict's Code, The Cullen Dandis Syndicate 56. .Oct 4
'tSDaneing Fathers (A.T.)
•t§Davy Jones Locker (A.T.) -. Liberty Prod
"t§Der Tiger Von Berlin Susa-Frank Ufa Film 55. .Sept. 27
'tfDlvorce Question. Tho
(A.T.) Majestle

Duty to be Silent Maria Albana Aff Europeen 6 reels
•t§East Lynne (A.T.) Liberty Prod
•t§East of Asia (A.T.) Liberty Prod
•t5 Everybody's Girl (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Eiadus to the New Werld. The Lyon-Prevost Pioneer
Full Dressed Thieves Nils Asther Alt. European 7 reels
German Underworld Speelal Cart Aff. European 7 reels
Great Unknown, The. . . . John Loder Aff. European 6 reels
•StHall the Womaa (A.T.) Majestle
Her Viennese Lover Asther-Nolan Aff. European 6 reels
•t§ln Oklahoma (A.T.)
*t§Llfe For Rale. A (F) Continental
Lonesome Trail Syndicate Sept. 13

Mllak of the Snowtands Speelal Cart Allied
*t§MldnlQht Alarm. The (A.T.) Liberty Prod
•tSMother's Millions (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Our Dally Bread Mary Nolan. ... Aff European 7 reeU
•tSPrlee Mark, The (A.T.) Majestlo
*t§Red Kisses (A.T.)
*T§ Romantic Seoundrel, The (A.T.)
*t!tSecond Honeymoon. The (F) Continental
•+§Sentlmental Satan (A.T.) Majestlo
-tlSmart Women (A.T.)... H Majestle
*t§Thou Shalt Not Soueal (A.T.)
•TSToday (A.T.) Nagel-Owen Majestle
*t§Trap. Tha (A.T.) Majestlo
•^Unforbidden sin, The (F) Continental
Unholy Love Wegener- Petrovltth. . Aff. European
When Duty Call) Special Cast Allied 6714 feet
Wild Men of Kallharl Denver African Exp. Talk. Plct. Epic*
*t§Worst Woman in Paris (A.T.) Liberty Prod

SOUND SHORTS
Star lstrlhuter L*not» Weviewe*

Talk. Pictures Eples 2 reels (serial) Aug. •
Vlsuagraph 3 reels May 17

.Harry Delf Elbee 2reels..

. Mlekey Mouse CartoanCelebrltv Pr*d I reel..

Castle Film I rati..
. 2 reels

. 2 reels.

.

. I reel.

.

. I roe I . .

.Nov.

.Apr. I«

.Aug. 30

.Sept. 20

Title
*t§Across the World
*t§Anywhe'» By Air
*t§At the Photographers

(A. T.) <F)
*+Barn Danee
Besides the Western Sea
*t§Bllnd Youth (A. T.) ..Lou TeJIegen Capital
•UBrlng On the Bride (A.T.) Eltbee
*t§Broken Doll, The (A.T.J.Sadie Banks Judea Films ...

'tChaln Gang, Tha Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod.
"tConguest of the Cascades. . .Educational Gen. Eleetrle Ce. .

Coast to Coast Talker Visugraphlc 2 reels...

•tSDown Hawaii Way Color Novelty Castle I reel

•t$Frlend Husband 'A.T.) Burr 2 reels. ..

'tlFrost and Old Lace Ufa ' <"ee'

"tGallopIng Gaueho Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod. Feb. M reel

Jewish Melody Cantor Waldman .. Judea Films, Ine 1 reel.-

*tJungle Rythm mickey Mouse Cartooa Celebrity Prod I reel Jan. 1

1

'tJust Mlekey Mickey Meuie Cartoon Celebrity Prod I rael

'ft Kiddie Cabaret Uarfelr • 2 reels Apr. 26
•t/Kids and Pets Color Novelty Castle I reel

Land of Freedom Seymour Relztelt .. Judea Films. Inc 2 reels

f §Mal- Ko Mash ma- Lou ..

.

(A.T.) Harry Feld Judea Films • -, _
"tiMawas (P.T.) Capital Prod 3'/a reals. ..-»"'
•tSMeasurlng Time Ufa Film 7... Sept 27

•tSMeettha Family (A.T.)
(F) Harry Delt Elbee 2 reels

•tMlekey'a Caneart Mlekey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prad I rael

*t§Monkey Squawks (A.T.) Burr .

Natascha PInchus Lavenda .Judea Films. Ine 2 reels

*t§Oh Doctor (A.T.) special Cart Judea Films 1800
•t Plane Crazy Mlekey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod Jan. I reel

•1Plow Bay Mlekey Mouse Cartoon Celebrltv Prad
Judea Films. Inc 2 reels.Sailors' Sweetheart Hymle Jacobson

•tSShoemaker's Romance
(A.T.) Speelal Cart

*t§Should I Charles Lewmer
•t () Signed. Sealed A Delivered (A.T.)
*t§SUty Minutes From
Broadway Color Novelty . .

.

*t§Style and Class (A.T.) .. Marty Barratz ..

't^Summer Harmonies Song Cartoon . .

.

•tTee Time Felix the Cat...
*tgWhen My Dreams Come

True Gene A Glenn Advance Trailer (reel.
*tWhen the Cat'* Away Mlekey Mouse Cartooncelebrlty Prad I reel

'wild Waves Mickey Moti.t Cartoon Celebrity Prod I reel.

..Judea Films 1900
.. Advance Trailer May
.. Burr

. . Castle I reel
.Judea Films 2000
. . Blophone I reel Oet.
..Copley Films I reel Apr.

Apr.

'.Jan."

'Means synchronized score. fMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
Alt-Talker. P.T means Part-Talker, P mean* disc. F means sound-on- film.
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TIFFANY
FEATURES

(Available soand-on-film and sound-on-disc

J

Title Star Rel. I

•f&Border Romanee (A. T.) Armioa. Terry May
•
t SBorrowed Wlvea Rex Lease Sent.

Extravagance June Collyer-Lloyd Hughes. .. Oct.

tdHlqh Treason (A.T.) Hume-Thomas Mar.

*t§Hot Curvet (A.T.) Rubin-Lease-Day JUM
•TSJourney's End (A.T.) Colin Clive Apr.

*t§ Kathleen Mavourneen (A.T.). ONeii-Deian*y IllM
Land of Missing Men Boh Steele Oct.

LOW Trader Leatrice Joy OcL
-t§Mamba (AT.) H^rshuM Boa rdman- Forces Mar.
•§ Medicine Man. The (A.T.).. Benny-Branson June

Montana Skies Kenneth Harlan Sept.

•fINear Rainbow's End (A.T.) Steele-Lnrralne June
Reviewed u "Dangerous Buslnels" Issue Des.

* t §Oklahoma Cyclone ( A.T.) . . . . Bob Steele Aug.

•t&Paradlse Island (A.T.) Hirlan-Day July

•SParty Blrl (A.T.) o«uo Fatroanks. Jr Jan.

*t§Peaeook Alley (A.T.) Mae Murray Jan.

•fISunny Skies Benny Rubin May
•fSSwellhead (A. T.) Gleason-Shllllng-Walker Mar.

Thoroughbred Garon-Barry Aug.
•STroooBra Thr*e (A.T.) L^ase-Guttlver Feb.

•fJWIags tf Advaatura Rn Lease Aug.

Length
late F*et Mlns. Reviewed
HI .5974. . . . 65

.

.May 'i

III . . 5580

.

...62. , .Aug. M
III ...5888 Sept. 70

a ..6210. ...69. .June t

it. ...7TOS. ...n. ..Jaly 12

r, INI'.
. 130 Apr. VI

m ..5169. ..56. Aug. 1

10. ...6183 ...68. ..Mar »c

75 6211. ...69. . June 21

10.

II

...5916.
1028

...65. ..July 5

H . 5850 ..65.. .Aug. HO
Ift ...6507. ..July 5
7S . 7480. ...75. Dec. 71

10 .6045 ..67.. Feb. 8
| . 6994 ..78.. May 24
?n ...7040. ...70. ..Apr. n
Ml ..5425., ..50.. .Aug. 29

n . . .7239 80 Feb. 22
i. .5050. . . .56. .Aug. 9

Coming Feature Attractions

Title
Aloha Oe
Arctic Patrol. The
Beloved Enemy. The
Blazing Guns
Branded Men
Caught Cheating
Circus Parade
Danger Signal
Drums of Jeopardy
Fighting Grin. The
Ghost Ship, The
Girl of the Llmerlost, A..
M§Headln' North (A.T.).
Hl-Jack.

Rel. Date Length

. Rex Lease . .

.

, Rex Lease . .

.

. Sidney-Murray

. Rex Lease

. Bob Steele

MfJust Like Heavaa (A. T.)
.
-Louise- Newell

Keeper of the Bees, The
Lasea

65. ..Oct. II

Lawless Valley Rex Lease
Leftover Ladies
Lure of the Yukon, The
Moran of the Lady Letty
*t§Rldln' Fool, The (A.T.) Bob Steele
Roaring Barrier
She Got What She Wanted Compson-Traey Oct. 18

Single Sin. Th June Collyer

t'ssunris'e
'

Trail," "fhi* Va.tj'
.' *

' Bob Steele !!.!!.!!!"!!"!!!"!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!"".....!!.!
The Barbarian
The Olibway
Third Alarm, The lames Hall-Hersholt-Loulse
Thundering Hoofs Rox Lease
•t SUnder Montana 8klM Harlan- Gulliver
Unpardonable Sin
Utah Kid Rex Lease
Wild Youth

SHORT SUBJECTS

lUM
Auq
Feb.
Sept

' »t«. Stir
Blimp Mystery. The
Chinese Flower Boat
Classic* in Slang Series 6 H. C. Wltver's .

Color Symphonies Series 6 In Technicolor .

.

"os>ack Bride
Dancing Bear
Fire Worshiooers, The
In Old Madrid
In the Mountain
'5 Jungle Orumi Colortone Uct.
Kentucky Jubilee Singers Series of 3

*t§K«ntucky Jubilee Singers Series of 3
Little Big House. The • Oct.

Little Covered Wagon Sept.

Musical Fantasies Series of 6
Memories Apr.
Old Black Joe Fo-bes Randolph Singers May
On the Plantation Forbes Randolph Singers Apr.
Parisian Nights June
Rolling Stone Series 6 Color Travels
Tiffany Chimp Series 6 Monkey Oomedles
Voice of Hollywood Series Station S-T-A-R
William Tell Aug.

2 reels

I reel
25.... I reel Feb. 22
10
10 Sept. 27
10 ... I reel

25 I reel Sept. 6
24. '29. . 2 reels Dei. 2a

2 reels
I met

15 2 reels Oct. 4
5 2 reels Aug. 30

23.
.1 i

I reel Sept. 6
2 reels

.26. . I reel each

No. 8
No. 9

No 13
Nn 14
Nn 1.1

Nl lb'

No i;
No i»

No i'i

No 20

. . Ben Turpin

..Wesley Barry
, . Robert Woolsey
..Billy Bevan
.. Lloyd Hamilton
..Geo. K. Arthur
..Joe Cobb
. .Ruth Roland
..Nell Hamilton
..Laura La Plante
. .Gleason & Armstrong.
..Johnny Hlnes
.. lames Hall

Apr. 26
Apr. 19

.'.".'.' -May" 24
May 21

July 19

Aug. 9
July 12

UNITED ARTISTS
FEATURES

Title

22..
18..
12..

Star Rel. Oata
_ One. The (A. T,) Del Rla-Lowe Mav 3 ..

•tf.Be Yourself (A.T.) <F> Fannie Brlee Feb. 8..
*t§Ey« of the World (A.T.) . - Merkel-Holland Aug. 30..
•tljHBll Harbor (A.T.) VelM-Hershelt Mar.
•*% Lummox (A. T.> (F) Westover-Lyon Jan.

•tSOne Romantic Night A. T.) . . Glsh-Nagel-La RocQue Aor.
•tSPuttln' to the Rite (A.T.) .. Harry Rich man Mar.
tfifinffles (A. T.) Ronald Colman July 26.

't§What a Widow (A.T.) ...Gloria Swanson SepL 13.

COMING ATTRACTIONS
Tltl* Star Rel. Date

*t 6 Abraham Lincoln (A. T.) . . . Walter Huston Nov. 29
•tIBat Whispers. The (A.T.)... Chester Morris
*t§Clty Lights (F) Charlie Chaplin
•HDu Barry, Womai af Passion (A. T.) Norma Talmadge
DIM Evelyn Laye Jan.
Kikl (A.T.) Mary Plckford
*tH«M's Angels (F) Lyon-Hall-Harlow .

•tSLortery Bride. The (A.T.). . . MacDonald-Garrlek Oct. 25
'tEReachlng for the Moon (A.T.) Douglas Fairbanks Feb. 21.

"tSSons 0' Bunt (A.T.) At Jolson
tSWhoooee i A T.) Eddie Cantor Sept. 27.

L.noth
Feet Mlns. Reviewed
6B73-. 74 ..Mar. a
.5977.. m ..Feb. i

.7272.. m . .Alio. :m

.8354.. B2 ..Mar. g

.7533.. H4 . . Feb. in
.6392.. 77 ..Mar. '.'o

.8225.. ..II. ..Feb. n

.Nov.

Oct.

"

.fisng 70...Aui. *

.8128 90... Sept. 20

Lungth R*vlew»"
..8704 .97... Aug. 23

...8291. ...92....

.8393 93 July 12

SOUND SHORTS
TW Star Rel. Date

*t§Glorlous Vamp$ (A.T.) Bobby Watson Jan. 25..
M&Senond Hungarian Rhapsody May 24..
t5The Americans Came (A.T.).. Otto Matleson Aug.
It Wizard's Apprentice Apr.

Length Reviewed
. 952 Jan. 2*

..895 July 19
..978

.Sept. 20
•t§2ampa (A.T.) Sept. 6 I reel Sept. 6

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

Title St a'

*t§A Lady Surrenders Tebin-Nagel
'TSAII Uuiim en *ntsrs Froai

(A. T.) Wolhelm-Ayres-Wray
Big Timber (Re-Issue) William Desmond
M§Burning Trail (Reissue) Wm. Desmond
*f§Cantaln of the Guard (A.T.) La Plante-Bolei
•tSCIImox, The (A. T.) Crawford- Hershslt
•t§Cohensand the KellyslnSeotlaad. Sidney- Murray
•tSCzar af Braadvty (A.T.) Wray-Compsoi-Harrai
*t§Dames Ahoy (A.T.) Glenn Trysa
•t§Devll's Pit, The Special Cast

Reviewed under title at "Under the Southern Crass"
*t§Embarrasslng Moments (A.T) . Reginald Denny
*T§Flghtlng Legion. The
Flying Hoofs
•ItHell't Heroes ,

•tCHIde-Out (A. T
Ml King of Jen, Tilt (A.T.).

*t§Lady Surrender*. A (A.T.).
'tiLlttle Aeeldent (A.T.)
•tLueky Lark I a
tSMounted Stranger. Th*
tlMountaln Justice

•fSNIght Ride
*§tOutslde the Law (A.T.).
•tIParado tf the Wast
'tSRoaring Ranch (A.T.)
•HSong of the Caballera

,

*t§Sons of the Saddle Ken Maynard
MSSpurt (A.T.) Hoot Gibson
't§Storm. The (A. T.) Special Cast
t 5 Tr»IUno Trouble Hoot Gibson
*t§Trlgger Trlekt (A.T.) Hoot Gibson

•fl Undertow Nolan-Ellis- Brown
•UWhat Men Want All Star
•f While Hell of Pltz Pall Special Oast
White Outlaw. The (Reissue) Jack Hoxle
•tSYoung De«1re (A.T.) Mary Nolan

Mayaard
Jack Hexle
Blektord-Hatton ....
Murray-Crawlord . .

.

Whiteman's Band &
Cast

Nagle-Tobin- Rath bone- Hobart
Fairbanks, Jr., Paoa
Ken Maynard
Hoot Gibson
Ken Maynard
Joseph Schildkiaut .

Nolan-Robinson ....
Ken Maynard
Hoot Gibson
Ken Maynard

Aug. 24
Mar. 30
July 29
Apr. 20.
Jan. 2«
Mar. 17..
May 25..
Feb. 9 .

Mar. 9
In April
Feb. 2.

Apr. S.
Fab. 2.
JOB. fl

Mar. 30.

Aug. 17.
OcL 6.
SepL I.

Mar. 2.

Feb. 19.
May 4..
Jan. 12.
SepL 18.
Jan. 19.
Apr. 27.
Jua* »..
Aug. 3.
Aug. 24..
Aug. 18.

Mar. 23.
June I.

Feb. 25
July 31..
June I.

May 25.
JUM I..

Length
Foe) Mins.

-.8485

..12423..
...4388..
...4223..

.7519.. ..83.

.82....7000.
...7314.
..5773....66..
. .6268 69.
27. 1929 Issue
...5230.... 58.
...8763.... 75.
...3852 43.
...•148 70.
...5299. ...59.

.SepL 27

-Apr. 26

.Apr. 5
Mar. 2V

.Mir. 15
Apr. 28
Fob. •
Apr. 27

.Dm. 21

.Apr. 19

.9183... 102... Air. 5

...7897..

...5783..

...5784..

..6748...

...5609..
...7111..
. . .5900..
.. 6094..
..1*24...
...6872..
..5303..
...7203..
,..5198..
...5462..
.. 5025.
..6041...
...7727..
...4541..
..•52b...

.87 ..July IJ
,H ..Mar. 12
14 ..Feb.
75 .Mar. 22
.62 . .Dee. 28
..78. ..Aug. 73
KB ..Feb.
m ..May 74

It.. Ja»» It
,.71. .Aug. 1M .Sept. 1
. m ..Aug. 23
07 . . Mar. 21

..» . .June 71

n . Jan. 4
.67 . .Sept •

,.M, -may ia

71... Jury 1|

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date

ISBIInd Husbands (A.T.)
't§Boudolr Diplomat (A.T.) Compson-Keith-Duncan-LofT Nov. 24.
•TSCat Creeps (A.T.) Twelvetrees-Hershott-Hackett Nov. 10
•fSCohens & Kellys Hunting Big

.Hoot Gibson Oct. 26 ..

Bela Lugosi
Lupe Velez-Lew Ayrts OcL 23...
Sidney- Murray
Tobin-Nagel

Length Reviewed

•taConcentratln- Kid (A.T.)
tlDracula (A.T.)
'tSEast Is West (A.T.)
Game in Africa (A.T.)

Half Gods
-It Hunchback *f Notr* Dan*
(A.T.)

-Sept. 27

Loose Morals
•ft Merry- Go- Round (A.T.) .... Loft- Boles
*t§Ourang Dorothy Jan Is

*t§ Resurrection (A.T.) Boles- Velez
lt§Salnt Johnson (A.T.) Ayres-Wray
•tlSee America Thirst (A.T.) .. .Langdon-Love-Summervlllo
ItSStrlctly Dishonorable (A. T.J.John Boles

Dee. 8 ...Oct. 18

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel.

. MayAlias the Bandit Bobble Nelson
All West Sid Saylor
Anthony 4. Cleopatra (reissue > May
Badge ef Bravery Ted Carson f H0
Bashful Whirlwind (Reissue) Edmund Cobb Aug.
Battling Kid. The Bobble Nelson Jun
Beauty Parade. Th* Arthur Lake July
Benjamin Franklin (Reissue) June
Boundary Line. The (Reissue) .. Fred Humea July
Close Call (Reissue) Edmund Cobb Aug.
Columbus 6V Isabella (reissue) June
Crimson Courage Ted Carson Mar.
Crooked Trails . Ted Carson May
Danger Claim. Th* Bobble Nelson Mar.
Fighting Terror (Reissue) Blllle Sullivan July
Follow Mo Arthur Lake Apr.
Foul Ball
French Leave
Getting the Air .....
Her Bashful Beau
Hit Girl's Wadding
Kounty Fair ,

Last Stand ,

Law In the Saddle
Lightning Rider. The.
Make It Snappy— .

Man Hunter, The
Matter of Policy.

Sid Saylor Apr.
Sid Saylor Mar.
Arthur Ltfce Mar.
Arthur Lake Jun*
Arthur Lak* July
Oswald Cartoon Jaa.
Bobble Nelson Jan.
Ted Carson Apr.
Ted Carson Aug.
Bid Saylor Feb.
Ted Carton July

. Edwards Jan.
Milky Way (Reissue) Charlie Puffy Mar.
Omar Khayam (Reissue) July
One Wet Night Roach- Edwards Feb.
Paul Revere ( Reissue) Aug.
Peekaboo Arthur Lake July
Plane Crazy . Sid Saylor Aug.
Pony Express Kid. The Edmund Cobb May
°est ef Honor Bobbie Nelson Feb.
Prehlstorle Mai (RelutM) Aug.
Promo Kid, The (Reissue) Edmund Cobb Apr.
Queen of Roundup (Reissue) Josie Sedgwick Mar
Red Coat's Romance Ted Carson June
Restless Rest (Re-lsaue) Neely Edwards Mar.
Rod <n' Venus losle Sedowlek Jan.
Seeing Red (Reissue) Billy Sullivan Aug.
Should Poker Player* Marryr June

Sid's Long Count Sid Saylor May
Sitting Pretty Arthur Lake Jan.

Six Gun Juitle* Bobble Nelson Apr.
Rome Shew Arthur Lake Apr.

Son of Courage Bobbie Nelson July
Speak Easy (Reissue) Charlie Puffy Apr.
Step Right Up Sid Saylor May
Storm Kino (Ro-ltsua) Edmund Cobb Feb.

Trail of the Peek Ted Carson Jan.

Under the White Robe (Re-lslue) Neely Edwards May
Way of the West (Reissue) Neely Edwards Feb.
Why Walt Slim Summervllla Feb.

Whip Hand. The (Reissue) Billy Sullivan Mar.
Wild West Wallop ( Reissue) .. Edmund Cobb May
William Tell J»">-

Wolf's Fangs Ted Carson May

Data Length Review**
17.

18..
. . .2 reels
. .2 reels

Apr. IR

. . May 24

a..
30..

2..

6..
2..

fl

..2 reels

..2 reels

8..
3...
22.
19 ..

30..
16..
19..
5..

II ...

23..
fl..

25 ..

5..
23..
12..
26...
15..
10

,

. 2 reels

. . 2 reels. . .

, , Feb. 1

Mar. 29
Feb. 15

.. 2 reels. .

.

.. 2 reels...
..2 reels...
. 2 reels

.2 reels...
. . 1 reel

. . 2 reels
. .2 reels. .

.

,.2 reels

. .2 reels . .

.

..2 reel*..
. . 1 reel

..Apr. 1
...Mar. 15
..Mar. o
... Feb. 1

..May 24
...Jun* 21
. . Oee. J

..Doc. 21
....Mar. I

...July 10

...Jan. 18

July 1

14 ..1 reel
?4

9...
8..
21..
22.
If..

. .2 reels. .

.

..1 r***....

...Jut* 7
. . .July 18

...Air. U
Jan. 18

1..
28 .

28.
15..

2 reels...
..2 reals..

...Apr. 26
. , Dm. 21

2.

7..
7..

15..
7..

..1 reel

,..| reels... ','.'.'.AwrV It

. . . Da*. 7

1..

24..

31. . . .2 reels . ....May 10

"Means synchronized score. iMeans sound effects §Menns mice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

All-Talker. P.T means Pnri-Tnlkrr U meant ditc. F means sound-on-lilm.
A.T. after title means
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SOUND SHORTS
Title Star R«|. Date

*T§ Arabian Daze Mar. 3.
-t 5 Bowery BlmbtOS Oswald Cartoon Mar. 17.
*t$Br«adway Fotllei Oswald Cartoon Mar. 3.
*t§Brether for Sale (A. T.) Sunny Jim June 25.
*t§Chlnese Blues (A.T.) Sporting Youth Mar. 31
'tIChrlstmas Cheer (A. TO ..Sunny Jim Feb. 3
rill,. Con Carmen Oiwald Cartaon Feb. 3

*t§Cold Feet Oswald Cartoon Aug. 18.

*t§Oetectlve, The Oswald Cartoon Sept. 22
*t§Discontented Cowboys Sidney-Murray Nov. 12.

*!<; Fellow Students -m savior , ... Apr. 9

"t^Flnger Prints (A.T.) Kenneth Harlan Mar. 23.
lt§Feotllght Folllea (A.T.) Sporting Youth Feb. 3.

•t^Fowl Ball, The Oswald Cartoon Oct. 13..
*t§ Hallowe'en Sporting Voutn Apr. 14.
" •-H.imnuT &. Tongs (A.T.) Kane Richmond

Leather Pusher Series Oct. 8.

"tSHash shop Oswald Cartoon Apr. 14.

•tsHell's Heels Oswald CartMl June 2
•fHenpecked Oswald Cartoon Aug. II.

*t§Heroes of the Flames (A.T.) ...luna 2.

•t§His Bachelor Daddy Sonny Jim May (4.

*HHot for Hollywood Oswald Cartoon ..May 19..
'Hurdy Qurdv Oswald Cartoon Jan. 20

i n the Navy Oswald Cartoon Nov. 3

'ttjade Bex. Tne Lorraine- Pemn Mar. 24.
*t§Kld Roberta (A.T.) Kane Richmond

Leather Pusher Series No. I

•iKii'd and Curses Oswald Cartoon Feb. 17

*t§ Knockout. The Leather Pushers No. 3 Nov. 5

*T£ Lightning Express. The
(Serial) Lorraine-Chandler June 2..
SLIve Ghosts (F 4 D) Ann Christy Jan. 20.
§Mush Again Sunny Jim Apr. 23.

'f§My Pal Paul Oswald Cartson June 16..

•HNelghbors Sunny Jim Mar. 26..
*t§Not So Quiet Oswald Cartoon July 7..
'tSOne Day to Live (A.T.) All Star Sept. 24.
•UOutdoor Soorts Sid Saylor Jan. I.

*t§P«l* In Buekskln No. I Tim McCoy
Indians are Coming Series

*t§Parlez-Vout Summervllle Sept. 10..

*t Prison Panic Oswald Cartoon Apr. 28.
Red Terror, The Tim McCoy Nov. 10..

•fSRoyal Fourflush Sporting Youth Feb. 17.

*T§Srhool mates Sporting Youth Apr.
*t§Seelng Stars Sporting Youth Mar,.

'tlShe's a He (A.T.) Sunny Jim June
*t§Slnglng Sap Oswald Cartoon Sept.
*r§sister's Pest Sunny Jim Feb.
'•Snappy Salesmen Oswald Cartoon Aug.

•tSSpell ol the Clreui (A.T.).-.F. Bushman. Jr.-N. Vaughn. Jan.

*t§Spookt Oswald Cartoon July
•rgSteepleehase (A. T.) Sporting Youth In.
•t§Stop That Noise Sunny Jim iu'Y

*t§Strange as It Seems No. I... Novelty Sept.

"t§Strange as It Seems No. 2. ..Novelty Sept.

•t§Strange as It Seems No. 3... Novelty Oct. 27

n§Talklng Newsreel Sept 29

,<Tar/ar, the Tiger (Serial) Frank Merrill Oee. j*.

•tSTerry of the Times (Serial) .. Howes- Thompson Aug. II.

•t§ Traffic Troubles Mar. 12.

*t§Tramplng Tramp* Oswald Cartoon Mar. 31

•TSUp and Downstair* J™- *
•* Vern««'i Aunt n«nt- Archer *eb. '«

f§We We Maria Slim Summervllle Oct. 29

Length Review*'
, 2 reels Feb. 22
. I reel Apr. o
.1 reel Feb. 15

.2 reels Deo. 21

, .2 reels Mar. 29
..2 reels Oec. 14
. . I reel Jan. 1

1

.1 reel
Oct. II

, I reels. Oct. 1

1

.2 reels . . Mar. K

. 10 episodes

.2 reels Jan. 25

. .2 reels Apr.

.2 reels.,

Apr. 12

..I reel June 7
. I reel

.12 episodes
2 reel* Apr. ID
I reel May 24
I reel Nov. 3e

10 episodes. .Feb. 23

31b.

.1 reels Oct. II

JO episodes. .April 12
. .2 reels Jan 1

1

. .2 reels Mar. 29
.1 reel. June 2*
. 2 reels Mar. i

.1 reel July 21

. .2 reels

2 reels Oee. 14

v. 17.

if. 18..
12..
21..

10..

29.'.

.2 reels Jan. 25

.2 reals Apr. 26
. 2 reels Mar. 8
. 2 reels May in

. .1 reel Sept. 20
.2 reels Jan. lb
.1 real
. 10 episodes
.1 real
2 reels Dee. 14

.2 reels Juna 14
.1 reel Sept. 20

Oct.

. . .1 reel
10 episodes

. 10 episodes. . .June 21

.2 reals Fab. 15

.1 reel Mar. ?*

2 reels Jan. 25
•> reel* *«h

, 2 reels Oct. II

WARNER BROTHERS
( A vai table sound-on-disc only /

Title

A Soldier's Plaything
-3lg Bay
'TSCourage (A.T.)
*f§Dancing Sweeties I...,
Doorway to Hell
•tSDumbells in Ermine (A. T.)
•t§Evldenee (A.T.)
•flGeneral Craek (A.T.)
*t§Gelden Dawn (A. T.)
•f§Green Goddess. The (A. T.)..
'tlHold Everything (A.T.)
•lisle nt Eseape (A. T.)
Maybs Its' Lore
*r§Mammy (A.T.)
•tfMantrom Blankley's.The(A.T.)
•t§Man Hunter (A. T)
Matrimonial Bed
Moby Dlek
Office Wife
•t|Ob! Sailor, Behave (A.T.)....
Old English
teOfi the Border

*t§ Recaptured Love
•ttRougn Waters (A. T.)
"t§Royal Box (A.T.) (German).
•t§Second Choice (A.T.)
•t|Seeond Floor Mystery (A. T.)
•§Sh* Couldn't Say Nt
Sinners' Holiday
•+6Song of th» w*st (A. T.)
•tSSweet Kitty Bellalrs
•6Those Who Dane* (A.T.)
"tIThree Faces East
•SUndur * T.*as Moon (A. T.)
Viennese Nights
•Iiwiof Op«n (A.T.)

Star Rel. I

. Loder- Lyon-Langden Nov.
Al Jolsoa Aug.
Bennett- Nixon June
All Star July
Lewis Ayres Oct.
Armstrong -Gleason- Kent .... May
Pauline Frederick .Jan.
John Barrymore Jan.
Wool! -Segal June
Georgu Arllss Mar.
Llghtner. Brown-O'Neill May
Blue-Loy Mar.
Brown- Bennett Oct
Al Jolson May
John Barrymore May
Rln-Tln-TIn May
All Star Aug.
John Barrymore Sept
Mackaill-Stone Aug.
Lrene Delroy-Chas. King .Aug.
George Arllss Sept
Rln-Tln-TIn Mar.
Bennett-Halllday July
R in- T in- Tin June
Molssl-Horn
Dolores Costello Jan.
Withers-Young Apr.
Llghtner- Morris Feb.

Oct.
Boles-Segal Mar.
Claudia Dell Aug.
Monte Blue Apr.
Bennett-von Strotietm July
b iv-Tnrres-Lev-Beery Apr.
Gray-Ssgal-Hershalt Sept
E. E. Horton Feb.

.7447..
..6653..
..7513.
..5814.

July 26
74. ..May 31

,
June 14
Sept 20

70... June 7

.79. ..Oct 19

09... Nov. 16

83. ..Juno 21
74... Feb. 22
.84... Apr. 12

.65... Apr. 5

..7570.

..6167.

..4383
..6030.
..7220.
..5220.
..5850.
..7926.
.4410.
..6120.
..4280.
..8000.
..8150.
..5268.
.6413.

5536.
..7I«5.
..5772.
..6876.
..6120.
,.749&.
..9007
..6341

...84. ..Mar. 29

...68. ..Apr. 12

...49. ..Apr. 12

Aug. 9
Aug. 16

..58. ..Oct 4
...65. ..July 12

Aug. 30
, . ,4<t.. .Feb. 8

,..63. ..June 7
...68. ..July 26
..89.. .Dec. 28
..91. ..Jan. II

..59. ..May 10

..71... Feb. 22
Oct. 4

...80. ..Mar B

.Sept 13
Jity 12
.June 21
.Apr. 11
.Aug. 30
.Mar. 29

..65.

...71

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length Mlns. Reviewed

A Soldier's Plaything Coder-Langdon-Lyon Nov. I

Adam and Evening
Bad Women § Oell-Boley- Gordon
Barber John's Boy Holmes- Mitchell
Both Were Young
Captain Applejack John Halllrfay 5940 Aug. 23
Captain Thunder Fay Wray-V. Varconl Sept. 27
Children of n reams
Olvorco Among Friends All Star Oct. 4
Fifty Million Frenchmen Olsen &. Johnson
Gay Cabal lero

God» Gift to Women Withers-Nixon
Ex- Mistress Nolan- Hamilton
Ufa of the Party Winnie Llghtner Oct 25
May time ,, m
Outward Bound Leslie Howard Sept 20
Penny Areade Withers- Knapo
Red Hot Slnntrs Winnie Llghtner
River's End BIckford-Knapp Nov. 8 Oct. 4

5 I! J'P.V .. Llghtner-Brown Jan. 3 1.... 6300 Oct. 4
Steel Highway Wlthera-Aster Oct 4

VITAPHONE VARIETIES (D>
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Absent Minded Perkins. Ford 882 . .10. .Apr. 12
Alpine Echoes Douglas Stanbury I reel
And Wife Elliott-Davis .., 971 lt..Aor. 12
At Home. Potter Series Littlefleld-Ward 1435. ... 16. .Mar. 15

At the Round Table. Heliinger-Hopper-Hunyon-Corbett 8. -Oct 4
At Your Service.. Landls-Halllgan-Blackwood 633 7
Bard of Broadway. The Walter Winchell 2 reels Oct 4
Barefoot Days Cast of Children
Battery of Songs. A ... . Hoyt-Coots-Qulntelle 719 8... May 10

Believe It or Not. No. I Robert L. Ripley 2 reels May 24
Believe It or Not, No. 2 Robert L. Ripley Aug. 30
Believe It or Not, No. 3 Robert L. Ripley
Believe It or Not No. 5 Robert L. Ripley I reel

Benefit. The Joe Frisco 928 10. .Feb. 8
Bernle. Ben Orchestra 771.... 9. .Apr. 19

Big Money. Potter Series Lltttefleld-Ward 1141 12. .May 24
Body Slam. The Lambert-Ledoux-Irvlng I reel July 19

Border Patrol, The. Frisco- Knapp-Graham 2 reels

Booze Hangs High. The Song Cortoon 6. .Oct. 4
Box Car Blues Looney Tunes No. 5 I reel

Bridal Night Arthur- Merrlam
Broadway's Like That Ruth Ettlng 665 10. .Mar. 8
Bubble Party. The Geo. Sweet 629 7

Bubbles Vltaphone Kiddles 688 8

Cave Club. The Leach. Merman-Plerlot 793 9

Celeste Alda Giovanni Martlnelll 9.. Juna 21

Cheer Leader. The Tom Douglas 826 9
Christmas Knight Washburn- Eddy-Mlddleton 696 8
College Capers
Collegiate Model. The Ona Munson 2 reels May 10

Compliments of the Season Dressler-Lane-O'Brlen 2 reels

Congo Jazz Looney Tunes No. 2 1 reel Aug. 30
Contrary Mary Bobby Watson 839 9.. June 7
Cry Baby Vernon-Treen
Danger Lltel-Campeau-Merrlam 744 8. .May 24
Desert Thrills Edwin Bartlett 725.... 8 .Jury 21
Devil's Parade, The Sidney Toler 888. ...10. .June 14
Dining Out Kent- Lake
Doctor's Wife Pangborn-Astor- Mitchell
Done In Oil. Potter Series Llttlefleld-Ward 1539 17. .Juno 14
Ducking Duty Conklln- Morgan 493.... 5
Duel, The Fields- Teasdale
Emergency Case Hugh Comeron Sept 27
Eternal Triangle. The Rich-Standing- Kail*
Evolution Progress of Motion Pictures 10. .June 21
Evolution ef the Dane* Luplno Lane 1071 . ... 12. .Feb. 22
Excuse the Pardon Morgan -Alexander I reel
Family Ford
Fashion's Mirror Newberry-Thompson
Feminine Types Jean Barrios

,

Fight The Norman Brokenshlre I reel May 10

Find the Woman Hugh O'Connell 817 9
Five Minutes From the Station. .Overman-Churchill-Sldney
Footnotes Page Sisters & Oscar Grogan 519.... 6. .Apr. 19
For Art's Sake Broderlck-Crawford I reel Sept 27
For Two Cents De Wolf Hopper t reel
Fore Ford-Lane
Fowl Triangle
Frame, The Boyd-Mlddleton 934 10
Gates of Happiness Arthur Pat West 8. ..Sept 27
Ginsberg of Newborg Eddie Lambert 2 resls Aug. f
Girls We Remember
Going Places Shaw & Lee 666 June 7
Grand Uproir Jim MeWMIIama 702 8. .May 31
Grounds for Murder Foster- Glendenn I ng
Gym Jams Lew Mayer 635. . . . 7.. Apr. 19
Happy Hottentots, The Joe Frisco I reel

Hard Guy Spencer Tracy I reel Sept. 6
Headache Man. The Clements- Cava naugh I reel

Head Man. The O'Connell- Kelly 796. . . . 9. . Apr. 19

Heart Breaker, The Eddie Foy. Jr 1315 ....15.. Oct. 4
H er Relatives Neely Edward
His Big Ambition Potter Series, Llttlefleld-Ward 2 reels. . 19. .Aug. 30
His Public Morris & Campbell
Holland Technicolor 733 8.. June 14

Hold Anything Looney Tunes No. 3 Aug. 30
Honolulu Madison- Marsh I reel

Horse Sense Bob Roebuck
Idle Chatter Lou Holtz 908 10. .Apr. 19
III Wind. An Hlbbard-Lorth-Graham 2 reels June 14

I'll Fix It Kent-Lake I reel

Japanese Bowl. The Technicolor 694 8.. June 14

Jay Walker. The Chester Clute I reel. .. 10. .Sept 15

Keeping Company Eddie Buzzell 1746 19. .May 10
Knocking Them Cold Andrew Tombes 1 reel

Legacy. The Betty Compton 2 reels. . 15. .Aug. 30
Letters Pauline Garon 800 9
Let's Elope Betty & Jerry Browne 645 9. .June 14
Let's Merge ...• Doree Leslie
Lobo. Dog of Dogs Lobo 990.... 7. .Mar. •
Lonely Glglo Lortl Loder 922.... 9
Lost and Found Demarest-Bond
Love Boat. The Herman Tlmberg 754.... 8. .Mar. I

Many Happy Returns Connolly-Gottschalk-Evans 2 reels. . 17. .Aug. 30
Married Flint- Ridges- Foran
Master Sweeper. The Chester Conklln 904 10. .Mar. 9
Matinee Idle Henry HuK 685 8. .June 14

Military Post The Roberto Guzman 570 6. .Mar. 15
Modern Business ,

Money. Money, Money Mason- Keeler 876 10
Mr. Intruder Otto Kruger
My Mistake Donald Brian. Pat O'Brien I reel

Naggers, The Mr. & Mrs. Jack Norworth I reel June 14

Naggers at Breakfast The Mr. & Mrs. Jack Norworth 845 9. .June 14

Nay, Nay. Nero Cameron-Watson I reel
Nightingale. The Osbome-Talbot-O'Brlen 2 reels

Nile Green Broderlck-Crawford 740.... 8. .June 7
No-Account. The Hardle-Hutehlnson 777.... 9
Number Please Sheila Barrett-L. Barrie I reel

Office Steps McNaughton-ThompsOfl 674 10. .May 31

Only the Girl Wattles-Marah 580..., "

Operation. The Edgar Bergen 835
Out for Game, Potter 8ertt»... .Littlefleld-Ward 2 reels..
pagliaccl ..Giovanni Martlnelll
Pa Gets a Vacation. Potter Series.. Littlefleld-Ward 1243...
Paper Hanging .. Johnny Arthur I reol.

Paulo. Paauita & Chiquita 832
Pay Oft. The H. B. Walthall 1076
People Versus. The Campeau-O'Malley 548 6-. .Apr. 12

Perfect Understanding. A May- Oaks 537 6
Play Boy, The Fox-Curtis 2 reels

Politics George Jessel 2 reels

Poor Fish. The.. Cavanauqh-Rldges-Schafer
Private Engagement, A Yacht Club Boys 8. ..Sept 27
Putting It On Jarvls-Bond
Railroad Follies Varieties No. 4209 1 reel Aug. 23
Reno or Bust Pangborn- Elliott 1150 13. .June 7

Road Knights 9. .Aug. 9
Rhythms Relsman Band 15. .Aug. 9
Royal Fourflusher. The Eddie Buzzed 1556.... 17.. June 14

Rural Hospitality Roger ImhofT
Russian Rhapsody, A Kuznetzoff & Nlcollna 704 8
Ryan & Lee June 14

Salesman. The Orth-Vernon
School Daze Musical-song-dance skit 2 reels Aug. 30
Scotch Tatty Scott Sanders
Seeing Things Demarest- A uer- Fielding 2 reels

Seeing Off Service 3enner-Busley-McNaughton I reel. . .9. . .Oct. 18
Seymour, Ann Songs
Shakespeare Was Right
She Who Gets Slapped Tom Dugan June 7
Ship Ahoy All Star
Showin* Off Vltaphone Kiddies I reel

Slnkln' In the Bathtub Looney Tunes No. I I reel May 10

Skin Game, The Irving-Lambert-Duffy
Slick As Ever H. J. Con ley 2 reels June 7

Song Paintings Ann Seymour I reel June 7
Song Plugger, The Joe Frisco 1390 16. .June 7

.Aug. 9
..Aug. 2

.May

.Mar.

*Means synchronized score. fMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. ¥ means m&und-on-film.
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South Sea Pearl Gaston Glass . .
. 2 reels May 10

Stepping Out Penner-Phillips- Donnelly I reel

Still Alarm. The Webb-Allen I reel June 7

Strono and Willing TMxie Friganja
Strong Arm. The Harrington- O'Ntll
Substitute. The Chas. Lawrence Sept 27
Surprise Dugan- Leonard 1038 12
Suspicion , ; Lyons- Ear'e- M or ne

Syncopated Sermon, A Hall &. Johnson Choir,
Willard Roblson -.1 reel

System Clements- Knagp
Taking Ways Codee & Orth 2 reels May 10

Talking It Over Jack Osterman 739.... fl

Taxi Talks Tracy-Alexander 1346.... 15. Juoi 14

Temole Belles Green-Blackman 1346 15. .June 14
Tenement Tangle, A Ryan & Lee 756 9. .June 14

Thank You, Doctor Varieties No. 1026 1 reel Aug. 23
Thirteenth Prisoner. The Willie Howard-Lee Kohlmar I reel.
Tintypes Yorke &. King

Trip to Paris, A Jarvis-Taylor I reel . .

23 Sklddo Lew Fields B54 10. .June 14
Two Rounds of Love Rennle- Dixon
Varsity Show, The Olive Shea
Victim, The Orth- Howard
Wanderer, The Douglas Stanbury 9.. Sept. I

J

Who's the Boss? Pangborn- Howard
Webster Ian Students Ryan- Lee 801 9. -Apr 19
Wedding of Jack and Jill. Ths. . Vitaphone Kiddles 701 8. Juno 7
Wedding Belles Howard- Newton 485 5
What a Lite 955 II. .Juno 14
Who Pays? Murray-Oakland 9« 10 Mar 15
Where There's a Will George Hassell 2 reels

.Oct. II

Window Cleaners Br ice - Edw
Woman Tamer, The Gilbert- Howard- Davis
Won to Lose Irving- Lambert
Work. M llton C

.637. .7.. Apr. 19

MOTION PICTURE NEWS

LEADS

THE FIELD
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To All

Theatre Owners
Everywhere

m. p. t. o.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL
NATIONAL
CONVENTION

NOVEMBER
10-11-12

Benjamin Franklin Hotel

PHILADELPHIA

YOUR PROBLEMS

community, state and national

. . are the problems of all. In

unified effort great things can

be accomplished . . So pack up

your old bag . . hop a rattler . .

and be in Philly for the National

Conclave with its accompanying

LQIJIPMENT IXIIimilOV

Lend your shoulder to the other

fellow and thousands of shoulders

will be loaned to you.

. . And bring the wife! She'll like

"The City of Brotherly Love" . . its

shops . . its homes . . its historic past

. . and its artistic present. Plenty

of entertainment will be provided

for her amusement.

Write for Reservations!

CONVENTION HEADQUARTERS 219 N. Broad Street, Phila., Pa.



Recorded By

Weitern Electric

Syitem

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc., E. W. MAMMONS, President
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Marie DRESSLER
alone can pack any theatre, anywhere!

Wallace BEERY
alone is a favorite since "The Big House'.

Imagine both TOGETHER

MIN AND BILL
"A fine picture Strong drama. Plenty of laughs. Can't miss!" —M. P. News

Positively! METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

>OI . XIII. SO. I#

PybluM Wttkly WW

//WW Kot'tt til Hotlyi I

mttttt

Nrn ).»!.

Price- /• ««-•«•<

• l»i« «*««



by Donald Ogden Stewart will bowl audiences over. Because it blends fun, heart-

ache, melodrama and romance in a new, high-spirited way and the effect is

tremendous, as well as BOX OFFICE PLUS. Because it was brilliantly directed by

H. D'Abbadie D'Arrast from the story by Mr. D'Arrast and Douglas Doty. Because

it will gross a barrel of money and revolutionize production everywhere!

Sime Silverman,

publisher of Variety,

thought so much of

ffLAUGHTER"
that he ran three

praise stories about

it in a single issue

of his publication.

Paramount has turned out one of the best pictures of the year, and

one that should stand as such in the opinion of any audience

_r ni - i—

PARAMOUNT
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THE PICTURE OF THE CENTURY
THE HIT OF THE AGE

Trade and newspaper revtewers acclaim

j{amltt)a£ds
Most Important Picture Ever Made

The BIG TRAIL
with

JOHN WAYNE « MARGUERITE CHURCHILL
EL BRENDEL

TULLY MARSHALL • TYRONE POWER • DAVID ROLLINS

Premiere at Chinese Theatre, Los Angeles,

brings verdict of "tremendous"

TREMENDOUS!
As big a picture as one will find in a season. Splendid entertainment and

no exhibitor need think twice about booking it. A story with a spine . . .

A tremendous production. —John W. Alicoate, Film Daily

BOX OFFICE!
BOX OFFICE with a Capital B. O. -Hollywood Daily Reporter

NEW STANDARD!
A new standard of comparison. Scene after scene provokes tumultuous

applause. No such feast for the eye has ever been spread on one curtain.

—Monroe Lathrop, Los Angeles Evening Express

MASTERLY!
Walsh has done a masterly piece of work. He has not only given the Fox
Company a great picture, but he has made an epic of which the whole

motion picture industry may be proud. — Louella Parsons, Los Angeles Examiner

SENSATION!
A pictorial sensation. Scenically unrivalled. Exerted the spell of awe.

—Edwin Schallert, Los Angeles Times

IN-THE-BAG SPECTACLE!
Spectacle de luxe. A money picture. In the bag—Red Kann, Motion Picture News

-V>
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Watch For These Two
MILLION DOLLAR Pictures!

TOD BROWNING'S
Greatest Picture

DRACULA
ind

EDWIN CAREWE'S
Sensational Production of

RESURRECTION
EAST IS WEST

LUPE VELEZ as Ming Toy, Chinese Love Slave . . .

LEWIS AYRES as Billy Benson, American Boy . . .

EDWARD G. ROBINSON as Charlie Yong, the

Slave Buyer in another Universal box office marvel.

SEE AMERICA THIRST
with HARRY LANSDON—SLIM SUMMERVILLE—
BESSIE LOVE. Clicked 300 laughs in its first preview.

BOUDOIR DIPLOMAT
pronounced better than "A LADY SURRENDERS"
by preview critics.

KING OF JAZZ
continues its record-breaking tour, going like a

house afire everywhere.

ALL QUIET ON THE

WESTERN FRONT
keeping up its record as the GREATEST MONEY-
MAKER of all time.

A LADY SURRENDERS
Held over 3rd week at STANLEY, Philadelphia . .

held over 2nd week at WOODS Theatre, Chicago
. . sensational business, CAPITOL, Atlanta compels

holdover 2nd week ... a box office wonder at

RIALTO, Washington .... great business at

KEITH'S, Boston .... sets new high at RKO
DOWNTOWN, Detroit . . . topped the town at

RKO ORPHEUM, Portland, Ore. . . a "sensation

at RKO ORPHEUM, Minneapolis . . . .'getting

$2000 more than previous week .... higher than

house average at RKO ALBEE, Providence.

I

UNIVERSAL First in Features . . First in Shorts

First in First Runs Everywhere
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OME TO GODS OF RADIO
Grandest Show Phenomenon of This Roar-

ing, Rocking Century.

AMOS N ANDY
on the Screens of America's Leading
Theatres/ Starting Today and Tomorrow!
Twin Meteors of the Radio In Their First

Feature Talking Motion Picture "Check
and Double Check/1

WE'VE DONE OUR SHARE-NOW YOU DO YOURS!
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MIGHTIEST SMASH OF ALL TIME IN

YOUR LAP . . . IF YOU'RE A SHOWMAN,
NOW'S THE TIME TO PROVE IT

Never before in the sweep of show history has there been an attraction to match the
twin meteors of the radio . . . now come to vivid life on the screen. Radio Pictures has
spent with lavish hand to back them up . . . and TO BACK YOU UP!

You confront the test of your career as a showman . . . and you will be judged by the
margin of PROFIT you achieve with "Check and Double Check!"

AN RKO-RADIO SUPER-PRODUCTION
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"Give Us Good Films and to Hell with

Depression," Is Answer to News Quiz

What Survey Shows
There is no slump at box-

offices of the nation when good
pictures are available and
exhibitors everywhere are op-

timistic over the season's out-

look.

Producers are not "coming
through" with pictures of suffi-

cient quality to maintain pa-

tronage.

The cry of "Wolf" by some
showmen applies only when pic-

tures offered are not up to the

standard demanded by a dis-

criminating public.

Good pictures are getting big

grosses, despite unemployment,
wage reductions and depression

in other lines of business.

The day is past when ordi-

nary pictures can make money,
for the novelty of talkers has

worn off and the public now is

buying carefully and with a

full advance knowledge of

quality.

Showmanship is helping to

keep box-office intake up to its

present level, although the

need to give the public "more
for the money" has increased

overhead and decreased net.

Chains, along with individual

operators, are finding that "the

picture tells the story" in writ-

ing gross business.

Stage shows are helping to

maintain business at many
theatres, although the dropping
of "flesh" in others has not

affected business.

Unemployment in many in-

stances is helping box offices,

pictures offering needed diver-

tissement in the present period

of economic depression.

Short subjects are playing an
important part in bolstering
programs.

Miniature golf courses, ex-

cept in isolated instances, are

not providing serious competi-

tions to picture houses.

Box-Offices of Nation Holding Up Well During Present

Situation; Optimism Prevalent in Most Spots;
Bad Films Cause of Slump

Optimism, spurred by the realization that good pictures command good
grosses, regardless of condition in other lines of business, motivates the
picture business today, it is shown in a national survey of theatre busi-

ness just completed by MOTION PICTURE NEWS.
The industry commands good box-office intake, regardless of slump,

when good pictures are released, but there is a dearth of meritorious
attractions to command box-office intake, the survey shows.

Find Ordinary Pictures Passe

Prosperity, so far as picture business is concerned, is inseparably bound
up with good pictures, key cities of the nation emphasize, pointing out
that their depression is due to inferior attractions.

Producers are not doing their share in providing quality pictures which
will get money at the box-office, exhibitors insist, declaring that block
booking and misleading advertising are driving patrons away from the
box-office.

Protection is looming large as a "life and death" factor in the future
of subsequent runs, who feel they cannot exist unless releasing arrange-
ments are changed, the survey makes clear. These subsequents find that
first runs are getting the business, due to the newness of attractions and
more favorable atmosphere.

A few instances, the survey brings out, show that subsequents are bene-
fitting by the shopping tendencies of patrons, who are patronizing the
lower-priced houses.

The MOTION PICTURE NEWS survey, covering every section of the
nation, discloses forcibly that theatre business is singularly free from the
depression existing in other lines of business. While grosses are off in

some localities, the drop in no case is alarming, being due, so exhibitors
say, to the dearth of good pictures.

Some exhibitors are counteracting drop of box-office receipts with the
addition of stage shows. Others are finding that meritorious shorts can
help hold grosses to an even keel. In some sections, country store and
giveaway ideas are helping business. Others are finding that extensive
ballyhoo is the answer.

Films Not Up to Snuff

The day of ordinary pictures has passed, it is shown by the symposium,
because the novelty of sound has worn off, and people are demanding
more for their money than ever before.

Since the day of forced runs, when impressive running time and adver-
tising campaigns could be used as a selling point, the industry has under-
gone a revolutionary change, so that now the public cannot be "kidded"
on outstanding pictures, the survey demonstrates.

All sections of the nation are "wised up" on picture values, it is shown
by the survey, the discrimination extending to all classes and all runs,
various sections report.

Except in a few isolated instances business is on the upward trend,
exhibitors being confident they can make money with worthwhile pictures.

Exhibitors in various sections are complaining that distributors are not
giving them proper support in helping to sell films to the public, and are

(Continued on page 48)
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POOR PICTURES"
(A TRAGEDY IN FIVE CHAPTERS)

FOR two weeks or more, Motion Picture News
sleuths have been on the trail of the truth about

box-offices. The results are presented to you
today.

Roaming in and out of circuit headquarters, and
wherever theatre business is talked about, digging into

bank statements and factory statistics, these collective

Brisbanes have unearthed facts and a not inconsider-

able array of data about depression.

Their discoveries are interesting". The dope, assem-

bled for the first time since film clouds lost their silver

linings, include a lesson or two which the industry has

always known, but occasionally forgets.

Twenty Per Cent Under Normal

TO begin with, let the facts have their say

:

In many sections of the nation there exists a

business vacuum which has many theatres gasp-

ing for air. Not because they won't pull through. Not
at all. But because business adversity is a strange and
unknown creature in the film family and nobody quite

knows how to handle it.

The flux is decidedly variable throughout the land,

but in averages research shows grosses have dropped

twenty per cent, under last year. The exact ratio de-

pends on what part of the map you study. Unemploy-
ment, widespread and serious, is one reason and the in-

difference to pictures is explainable largely by that

factor.

Average, Or Good, Not Enough

BUT, looming up like a leviathan that blankets all

other explanations, is the irrefutable lowdown
on pictures themselves.

To repeat in 1930 the bromidic wheeze about excep-

tional attractions drawing in the kale is almost suffi-

cient excuse for legalized murder. Yet, no matter how
you look at it and from what angle you endeavor to

solve the current day problem, the answer is the same.
Any sales manager, if he would tell you what he

thinks, will admit that the average picture—better

than that, the good picture—no longer does anything
but average business. Pictures have to reach higher
than ordinary levels to persuade the shopping public

to part with its money.

When Loudspeakers Warble

THAT type of film has been rare, a limited number
of attractions, of course, providing the excep-
tion. The consequence has been that the quar-

ters have not been passing across box-office windows
with that rapidity which the theatre operator prefers

to see.

When this publication, some weeks ago, checked and
double checked on pee-wee golf as a national theatre

disturbance the net result of the investigation demon-
strated then and there that nothing will keep the public

out of theatres if the loudspeakers are warbling attrac-

tions the mobs want to see.

The spotlight on the depression ailment merely con-
firms, and at the same time strengthens, that funda-
mental truth.

The Answer to the Question

THIS business and its constituents can have no
commercial aches when fine pictures are pro-

duced. The entire explosive career of the in-

dustry demonstrates this to be so.

When the leaders bring in new production brains,

when they delegate to the skill of many what too few
men in Hollywood are endeavoring to do and crack-

ing up as they try to do it—then will production take

the spurt forward which will dissolve fears that come
with periodic spells of depression. Not before.

Old stuff, you may say. Add wearisome, too.

Certainlv. The truth is alwavs that way.
K A N N
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Merger Hawkers Find Business Brisk;

Now Link RKO, Fox, Loew andWarners
The Lowdown

The story of depression and its

effect on the nation's box-offices is

told, city by city, beginning on page
48.

Everybody has been guessing what's
happening throughout the country. A
Motion Picture News investigation
tells you what's what with all specu-
lation reduced to facts.

Clara, Locked in

Car, Won't Talk;

Yawns at Harry

Chicago—Clara Bow, acting like a re-

cently scolded girl, kept very much out of

the public view and contact while passing
through the city during the past week.
She completely ignored reporters' pleas for

interviews and remained not only inside the

Paramount private car, but securely locked

within her particular compartment, as well.

All provocative inquiries from the news-
men were either ignored completely or an-

swered only with a sleepy-voiced affirmation

or denial.

"Is it true," a voice shouted at her door,

"that you and Harry Richman are definitely

'quits'?"

"Uh-huh." Followed by a luxurious

yawn.

Clara's car was switched about the maze
of Chicago's inner railroad yards, from the

terminal of the Santa Fe Chief to the La
Salle Street station and the Century. Clara
remained aboard, the sole occupant during
the troubled hours of the yards' journey.

Dixie Lee, likewise New York-bound to

work on Paramount's "No Limit," fell heir

to picture space in the dailies, as a result

of Clara's voluntary seclusion. Dixie, a
local gal, heard opportunity's knock after

winning one of those contests at the College

Inn here. She followed it to Hollvwood.

Toledo Theatre Ad Man's
Anti-Dictionary Complex
Toledo—A new record for honest adver-

tising has been chalked up by the Pantheon
theatre here. One of its newspaper ads on
"Girl of the Golden West" proclaimed that

the picture has "12 Big Anti-Climaxes."

The town is now flooded with book agents
peddling dictionaries to theatre ad writers.

Believe It or Not, Some Wall
Street Circles Are Lending

Ear to "Big 4" Plan

That famous theme song, "Merger, I Love
You," is being crooned in financial circles

these days with a fervor rarely exceeded.
That is. if Wall Street rumblings in Times
Square are to be credited.

The latest, and by easily the dizziest, to

hit the film district in some time purports
to tie in RKO, Fox, Loew's and Warners,
all in one company with David Sarnoff and
Hiram Brown pulling the strings designed
to make the works go 'round.

The tip-off of what is presumably trans-
piring is attributed to the heavy purchases
of Warner stock by Pynchon & Co., down-
town financial firm which specializes in the
Harley Clarke stocks. The affiliation

between Pynchon and Chase Securities Cor-
poration which, in turn, means the Chase
National Bank, is understood to have drawn
closer in the last two weeks by virtue of a
$10,000,000 advance made by Chase Securi-
ties to the brokerage firm.

These are the links in the chain which
are said to have induced Fox and Warners
to think along the same lines.

On the other hand, RKO and the Warner
Brothers are working closely together to

offset the strong and friendly coalition which
has developed between Fox and Paramount.
The dopesters declare that, if a consoli-

dation of such magnitude is worked out,

fully a year will elapse before the financial

tangles can be untangled. In the interim, a
year is a long time and many things might
happen.

For the present, official comment from the
four companies involved is limited to this

:

Sam Morris for Warners: "I haven't
heard a whisper of it and Harry Warner is

out of the city."

Hiram S. Brown for RKO: "You're the
first fellow to talk to me about it."

Nobody at Fox would talk, the impres-
sion being conveyed that, even if there was
something to it, obviously no company
executive would tip it off.

And efforts to reach Nick Schenck came
a cropper.

De Milles' Status

Puzzle on Coast
Hollywood—Future status of the De

Mille brothers is a matter of speculation

here. William is definitely out at M-G-M
and there is doubt as to Cecil B. remaining
with the company. Meanwhile, Jeannie Mc-
Pherson has returned to the Paramount
fold.

Color
Wilmington — It was announced

through the columns of the Wilming-
ton Theatre News, fan paper, that the
ushers employed in the theatres in
which the Amos V Andy picture is to
be shown will say "check" and "double
check" until the picture finishes its

engagement here. The ushers non-
use the customary "yes, sir" and "no,
sir."

Schnitzer Beams
On Le Baron, but

Coast Wonders
Hollywood—It looks like spring cleaning

on the Radio lot, only a lot of the boys on
salary don't know it. Joe Schnitzer, who
has been on the scene for about three weeks,
is expected to remain that much again, hir-

ing new people and firing the old.

And, while Schnitzer is on record via a
statement that this talk about Bill Le
Baron's resignation is the bunk, the report

simply won't down that Radio's production
chief is very much on the spot. Schnitzer
declares Le Baron holds a long-term con-
tract which will run to its conclusion, but

by "long-term" is meant the limited number
of months which the present agreement
really has to go, than those who rely on
their informative pipe-lines are content to

let the matter rest.

Schnitzer did beau geste in Le Baron's
direction this week when he said that when
the latter's contract does run out, "I per-

sonally will do everything in my power to

see that it is renewed on an equally happy
basis."

Then Radio's president stepped a step fur-

ther by covering the same ground insofar

as associate producers and other studio

executives were concerned.

Some of Hollywood's substantial citizenry

simply don't understand it.

Ax-Swinging Tournament
Reported Brewing at RKO
All may be quiet along the Potomac, but

not at Radio Pictures headquarters, if confi-

dential reports aired throughout the New
York trade this week are to be seriously

credited.

Impending changes in executive person-

nel are being whispered about, the yarn most
often repeated concerning two individuals

high up in the ranks of the organization.

S.M.P.E. turns spotlight on mechanics of industry at New York convention.
Turn to pages 37 to 46 for inside dope on the confab.
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THE pinwheel is still revolving.

Take the situation of this high-

powered theatre operator (*).

He was a headliner in this celluloid

show business ever since the day this

Insider entered the industry; that's a

long time now. His operations were al-

ways big. Important chap, too. The
circuit he managed grew from a handful

of houses to the most affluent in its par-

ticular territory.

Then, here in New York, some things

began to happen. Business wires were

pulled and, in less time than it takes you

to read this, said big league operator was
out of the picture and the chain had a

new set of bosses. But that didn't end

the tale.

The present owners are having trouble.

Loads and loads of it. Maybe some

—

come to think of it, unquestionably plenty

of it—is being stirred up by the decapi-

tated executive, for the man is in a posi-

tion to make the going rough.

Now, in the offing, is something like

this

:

Millions are at stake and perhaps in

jeopardy. The leader who purchased the

chain is one smart hombre. His history

shows that when a situation grows tight,

he has always found the sagacious step

is to meet it before it grows tighter.

Translated into terms of prophecy, and

with all mystery dropped, what this yarn

is trying to get over is that the deposed

executive may shortly find himself back

in the post he was forced to vacate—at a

considerably higher figure, and with

more power placed in his hands to wield.

If it happens—and it might, easily

—

try to analyze the reasons for the move.

If you remember what The Insiders have

narrated here, the job won't be so hard.

Misery Note
Last week, a certain circuit—unnamed

it shall be—used $30,000 worth of red

ink to record its losses. This was in the

East. In another section of the country,

the same circuit dipped into the ink to

the tune of $100,000. Nationally, and as

of a few days ago, the chain was pain-

fully behind its figures of last year.

Maybe it's management. Perhaps an

inheritance from a previous administra-

tion. Probably both, with a general

sprinkling of punk pictures thrown in.

At any rate, the figures are as you get

them here.

Something has to be done about it, of

course. So this Saturday, the powers

that rule will probably fire sixty or

seventy ushers.

Television and Headaches

With television reported to be devel-

oped to a point where it is ready for

commercial use, but being held back by
the big electrics until such time as eco-

nomic conditions are such that the in-

dustry is ready to undertake the new de-

velopment, major companies are said to

be keeping eagle eyes on all advances in

this field.

The idea is that the various companies

* Sec facie 76.

INSIDERS'
don't want to be caught napping in case

there is a violent upheaval, when and if

commercial television is introduced. The
strides being made are emphasized by the

legal point raised this week to determine

whether the televised broadcast of a prize

fight constitutes a violation of the Fed-

eral laws prohibiting interstate transpor-

tation of fight films.

The broadcast which resulted in the in-

quiry demonstrates how imminent is the

introduction of regular broadcast of news
events, provided latest developments in

television are made commercially avail-

able. With the industry now trying to

dope out its status in view of the impend-

ing wide screen development, television

looks like a real headache of the not-dis-

tant future.

It Is to Laugh

Graft, ugly word, but rarely more
notorious and flagrant than the manner in

You Tell Us—
WHAT very important ex-

ecutive said the presidents
of all of the big companies
didn't know how to run their

jobs and what ought to be done
about it?

Who is the guy a lot of bill-

posters would like to put on the

spot and why you immediately
draw the conclusion that, be-

cause mere billposters are mad,
the question mark in this ques-

tion isn't important?
What company faces an office

revolt over a new order that

keeps the staff working every

second Saturday afternoon?
What Chicago exchange man-

ager, ordered out by the gen-

eral sales manager some weeks
ago, is still on the job and how
did it all happen?
Which big chain is receiving

unasked-for resignations from
capable theatre managers and
will receive plenty more as soon
as others line up new jobs—all

because main office, swivel-

chair generals think acting

petty is acting big?

If the head of this same cir-

cuit knows what his high-

salaried subordinates are get-

ting away with?

which a certain man in this business prac-

tices it. You would imagine from the

publicity fanfares which have heralded

this career over the years that morally
and ethically he was above indulging in

that sort of thing. But it's really pretty

much the other way.
For this man—name familiar, but not

supplied on request—not so long ago
signed a certain star to a contract run-
ning into a total figure that makes the

Bank of England's reserve look sick.

But first he took his luminary into a

corner, or maybe it was a walk in the

park, and arranged his split. That gives

the double-crosser not only his hand-
some weekly salary, but a cut from the

player, at the same time mill-stoning his

company with a contract that only a

miracle—maker could turn to profit.

Yet, they give this guy dinners.

The Long Lane
They think hard and long over in Eng-

land. Here's a story that proves it

:

About three years ago, the Warners
decided to open up their own offices in

Britain. The plan was part of a world-

wide expansion which provided that the

W. B. standard was to fly everywhere.
An understandable ambition. And so, the

Vitagraph exchanges were bought and
re-dubbed Warners.
By the switch, Gaumont, then and now

one of the distributing subsidiaries of

Gaumont British which, you must re-

member, is England's biggest exhibitor,

naturally lost the Warner product.

What happened was this :

From that time, almost thirty-six

months ago, until this fall the Warner
product couldn't make a sizeable dent in

the Gaumont British line, three hundred
theatres long. The Warners sold all

around them, but not to them.

A long time to square away what they

thought required an accounting, but the

Gaumont British crowd stuck it out until

they figured their point had registered.

"The Butcher"

To his face they "yes" him. Good
old industry custom. Behind his back,

this directorate's aide-de-camps call him
"The Butcher." Maybe he wouldn't burn

up if only he knew.
The monicker is unsavory, but is well-

earned for this self-styled imperator of

the studio has a habit of completely dis-

regarding the sensibilities and often the

physical welfare of those who work un-

der his wing.

For instance. In a picture just com-
pleted, this dubious hero of dubious prac-

tices permitted a score or more of extras
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OUTLOOK
to suffer needless and .otally unwarranted
discomfort—perhaps injury—because he
allowed them to do stunts requiring the

skill and training these extras didn't

possess. Stark realism, his fetish, was
the excuse.

Where the head of the studio was while

all this was going on is something the

record so far doesn't show. Suspicion

has it he was studying the stock market
reports.

More Changing Times
It used to be in the days of not so

long ago that publicity departments
turned out press books, not so that

showmen could pick up an occasional

idea to help his box-office, but for stars

in the studio and the sales force. The
gag was pulled to keep the stellar lum-
inaries happy and the sales crew steamed
and it worked.
Today in this business when stars do

what producers tell them and sales, or
lots of them, are closed right here in

little old New York, the picture is tinted

differently. Publicity hounds have re-

ceived their orders to grind out their

press books for exhibitor consumption,
not their waste baskets.

Good old banking influence.

Al and Joe
Al Jolson is back in Hollywood readv

to make his first talker for United
Artists. It is rumored, however, that Joe
Schenck, who negotiated the deal, is no
longer particularity delighted over it.

It seems that when the agreement was
made it called for Jolson's services in four
talkers. The salary for each picture is

said to be $500,000, or a total of $2,000.-

000 for the four.

With Jolson essentially a filmusical

and at the present time a not so heavy
favorite at the box-office, it looks as
though super work on the part of
Schenck will be necessary to make the
receipts show on the black side of the
ledger.

That half million salary nut is plenty
to begin with. Add to that the cost of
production, in the Croesus-like manner
with which U.A. makes 'em. Also dis-

tribution, print cost and advertising and
the prospects look anything but bullish

—

for Joe.

Al? Just another "Mammy" song for
him.

Whafs the Answer?
This comes to you via the shears and

paste-pot and from an observer who en-
joys the reputation of knowing what he's
talking about

:

"Some day in The Insiders' column
you might tell me why chains make it

a practice of sending managers into the

smaller cities who make no attempt to

identify themselves with the town, who
spend their time in exploitation of ques-
tionable value rather than in making and
developing vital civic and newspaper
contracts, and who are unavailable to

patrons and meet friendly overtures with
coldness, evidently fearing they are a
prelude to pass-begging.

"You might also explain, if you can,

why chains insist frequently upon trans-

ferring a manager who has just learned

a town's likes and dislikes, and why a
well-filled press book is considered more
important than a well-filled till.

"I am sure chain managers as well as

newspapermen would read your explana-
tions with profound interest."

Other folks have been asking the same
questions, but nobody yet has provided
the answer.

Spectacle

LONG in the business and
one of its most highly-

vaunted production geniuses.
As a matter of faithful report-
ing, this chap had a long list of

money pictures to his credit.

That is, until the last year, or
two, or three.
But the hand that was once

so deft seems to be slipping
and the outfit that holds the
bag to the tune of thousands
and thousands— the contract,
you know— isn't too happy
about matters as they stand
today. That, as you might
imagine, will mean something
that is something when renewal
time rolls around.
Sad, but true, is the pro-

ducer's ignorance of what is

going on almost under his own
sensitive nose. Always with his
head roaming through the
clouds while his body walks on
earth like other mortal men,
the tempest that brews will
probably reach him last. He's
totally unaware of his prestige
barometer's drop.
You've heard, no doubt, the

wheeze about ignorance and
bliss, folly and wisdom. Here's
one case where it was never
more truth.

LIKE his Hollywood colleague, the

stormy petrel around whom this

explosion hovers has too many re-

sponsibilities, too many pictures to turn
out. But the System is to blame for

that, not the stormy petrel.

Here in New York, cost sheets are
being scrutinized. And balanced with
rentals. The cost sheets are coming in

second best and that explains the fuss.

Headquarters wants to know, is asking
a couple of whys and not a few where-
fores and the answer from the golden
West is:

"I have too many pictures to make,
can't see them all and you'll have to take
the weak sisters with the strong."

But New York, knowing what a job
it is these days to raise the dollars which
Hollywood spends without understand-
ing their value, has an entirely different

idea. For instance, the head of this

company remembers when his on-the-

spot producer didn't have a long bank-
roll with which to play, made pictures

costing between $60,000 and $120,000,
instead of from $150,000 to $400,000—
with the emphasis on the latter—and
supplied exchanges with attractions that

made profits reasonable things to earn.

Mr. President wants to know why
the practice of yesterday can't be fol-

lowed today and proposes to find out

within the next two months. He under-

stands what a battle impends, even if the

producer on the Coast doesn't, and pro-

poses to have his own way about it.

It wasn't so long ago that this Holly-

wood personality had New York on the

telephone and raised the usual thing be-

cause headquarters in the East permitted

a pet studio story to go to a competitor

for $75,000. What New York said to

Hollywood isn't on the record, telephone

rates being what they are. But what
New York, as represented by the presi-

dent of the organization, remarked after

the conversations ended won't bear repe-

tition in any respectable family chron-

icle.

The insane frenzy over story rights

will have to stop, the decision is. Nega-
tives will have to end their heavenly pere-

grinations and learn once again what
earthly ozone smells like.

The fracas, or its pieces, may ever

remain a secret because the cover-up

will be so complete. But, if you can

dope it all out, you're on the track of

one of the biggest inside upsets that this

whoozy old business has witnessed in its

none too placid existence.

William Fox, Mystic

Has Bill Fox been conferring with Al

Smith and John Raskob about motion

pictures at large and one big company, in

particular ?

Is Fox about to float a finance com-

pany, backed by a well known Wall

Street crowd and, if so, what for?

Well, is he ?

THE INSIDERS
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Big Circuits Still Consider Four

Way Pool; Gov't Won't Stand for It

On the Nose

Right out of the can, and, in many
instances, just out of the studio,

Motion Picture News in this issue

covers fifteen features. Some of them
won't reach theatres for months, but

the dope is here anyway. The line-

up, beginning on page 72, includes:

Illicit

Lady of the Lake
Life of the Party

Lightnin'
Loose Ends

Maybe It's Love
New Moon

Men of the North
Passion Flower

Queen of Scandal
Soil

Soup to Nuts
Today

Widow from Chicago
Zwei Herzen in l

\ Takt

Sob Sisters and

Males Fall for

"Eve-lyn" Laye

Chicago—The spectacle of an actress who
was a stranger to high hat altitudes so com-
pletely won Chicago newspaper train-

meeting crews that the resultant publicity

on Evelyn Laye's visit here read more like

an elegy for a departed President of the

republic than a story about the doings of

a professional woman. Even the lady jour-

nalists put their best Sunday edition ad-

jectives to work.
In the maze of phrases dedicated to her

charm, her pulchritude and her wardrobe

not much of news was woven. It appears,

however, that she is not to marry Ronald

Colman—not at once, anyhow.
"Ronny," smiled the little London blonde,

"is the sweetest, most charming and reticent

boy alive. But, marry him? Why, he's not

even divorced."

Evelyn. she says it's pronounced

"Eve-lyn," doesn't care particularly about

making her profession a step to great

wealth.

"I know that sounds artificial," she adds.

"But all I really care to have is a sufficiency

to enjoy the good things of life, and enough

to provide for a comfortable old age."

She talks like that—the diction of an in-

structor in rhetoric. And when she says

it, it sounds reasonable.

Musicals at Paramount
Out; MacDonald Dropped
Hollywood—Paramount is off musicals, it

is indicated by report that Jeannette Mac-
Donald's option will not be renewed. With
musicals out, there is no place for her, it is

stated.

Washington Slant and Task
Of Pleasing All Factors

Impossible Hurdles

A four-way swap of the nation's most
important theatres is still being talked about,

but the conversation is unofficial. There it

may remain.

The plan, first sprung on the industry by
Motion Picture News many weeks ago,

would provide for a split of the country into

a quartette of divisions with Fox and
Loew's. Warners, RKO and Publix parcel-

ling their houses on predetermined geo-

graphical lines and with each remaining out

of the other's back yard. It is felt that this

would permit a more intensive development

of each major section with worries of over-

building and cutthroat competition removed
from the reckoning.

Along the Potomac

What the government would have to say

in connection with such a project is not

known, but the general attitude of Wash-
ington toward mergers at large, and in par-

ticular, the close scrutiny with which it sur-

veys activities in the picture business, leads

those who have been discussing the plan to

watch their step.

The human equation is considered to be

of prime importance as well. One observer

who knows what the shooting is all about

pointed out this week that it would be a

super-man's job to work out a gigantic deal

of this nature with personalities like Sam
Katz, Nick Schenck and Spyros Skouras,

as well as the presidents of the respective

chains, to blend into a harmonious set-up.

The move now under way in New York
to add the Paramount, Warner and RKO
houses on the Coast to Fox West Coast

Theatres, thereby making that string the

overlord of the Pacific Slope, has been

regarded by some as another step in bring-

ing the four-way pool closer to realization.

This is incorrect.

Oldknow Soon to

Name Successor
Los Angeles—Just how long will Oscar

Oldknow remain on the Coast? This ques-

tion is being discussed a great deal about the

Fox West Coast Theatre offices at present,

as it is understood that Oldknow was to be

out here for about 30 days.

If he leaves, just who will take his place

is a matter of conjecture. No one indi-

vidual being slated for that job apparently,

as yet.

It is rumored that Charles Kurtzman,
who has been with Fox theatres in the east,

will be brought out here, but in what
capacity is not known. Kurtzman was
formerly associated with the company on
the coast and knows the situation at this

end.

Mitzi and Moe
Chicago—This city was the scene of

a tender reunion between prominent
professionals recently when a lead-

ing picture actress and her "discov-
erer" got together at a dinner at the
New Bismarck Hotel to talk over old

times. The principals were Mitzi
Green, Paramount pet, appearing at
local theatres here, and Moe Snyder,
who spotted Mitzi several years ago
and obtained screen tests for her
which later led to responsible parts in
productions.
Moe and his wife, Ruth Etting, en-

tertained Mitzi and her parents at
their first reunion since the juvenile
actress attained prominence. Moe first

caught Mitzi doing an impersonation
as part of her parents' vaudeville rou-
tine in New York. He was so im-
pressed at the time he urged the
screen tests, and, later, a try at Holly-
wood.

Protection Cut to

14 Days, Demand
In Penna., W. Va.

Pittsburgh—Reduction of protection to

14 days will be demanded by the western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia exhibitor
association, its members decided at the
annual convention here. The meeting was
enlivened by the reading of the decision of

Judge Burrows of Hartford, Conn., declar-

ing the old standard contract illegal.

Zoning schedules now call for 28 days' clear-

ances for first runs.

David Selznick is new president of the

association, succeeding Anthony Jim, who
declined to run for another term. Other
officers were reelected as follows : William
Wheat, vice-president

; Joseph Gellman,
treasurer ; Fred Herrington, secretary. Wil-
liam Lipsie was added to the board of direc-

tors.

There was considerable discussion of

insurance and it is likely that the organiza-

tion will act as agent for an insurance com-
pany, commissions to be added to the

treasury.

Sunday Benefits Planned

Twelve Sunday benefit shows are to be

staged in different towns, the proceeds to go
to the organization. New dues are at the

rate of 15 cents per seat or $2 per month
to theatres which show slide or screen

advertisements sponsored by the association.

The convention recommended that in

future, advice or assistance from the asso-

ciation is to be extended only to members.
The organization, says Herrington, is tired

of helping slackers. Luncheon was served

each day in lieu of an annual banquet.
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Exhibitors Demanded Arbitration, U. S.

Supreme Court Told in Thacher Appeal
The Reason Why

Al Lichtman went to see "Once in

a Lifetime," stage play which pokes
fun and takes cracks at the picture
business, et al. Then Joe Schenck
took in the piece.

Talking later:

Lichtman: "You see. Exactly what
I told you was wrong with Holly-
wood."
Schenck: "Is that so? You think

the play rings true because no dis-

tributors are mentioned in it."

Court Erred in

Credit Committee

Case, Brief Avers

Washington — Briefs setting forth the

government's position in the so-called credit

committee case have been filed with the

United States Supreme Court in anticipa-

tion of argument of the case in the near

future.

Explaining its action, the department of

justice stated that the court, in the case

against First National Pictures, Inc., and

others, held that the credit committee rules

complained of by the government were not

in violation of the law. The department, in

support of its appeal from the decision, cites

the first section of the anti-trust act, which
says, among other things, that "every con-

tract, combination in the form of trust or

otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of

trade or commerce among the several states,

or with foreign nations, is hereby declared

to be illegal."

The brief filed with the Supreme Court

asserts that the lower court erred in not

holding that the picture corporations "have
engaged in an unlawful conspiracy to coerce

and require exhibitors of motion pictures in

the United States acquiring a motion pic-

tures theatre by purchase or transfer to as-

sume and to perform the uncompleted con-

tracts for the exhibition of motion pictures

in such theatre existing at the time of such

purchase or transfer between the former
owner or operator of said theatre and any
appellee distributor and any other principal

of any member of an appellee Film Board
of Trade."

Also, that the court erred in not holding

that the picture corporations "have engaged
in an unlawful conspiracy to deprive ex-

hibitors of motion pictures in the United
States acquiring a motion picture theatre by
purchase or transfer of the right to have
any court of competent jurisdiction deter-

mine whether such purchase or transfer has

been fraudulent and for the purpose of

avoiding contractual obligations.".

In its brief, the department also states:

"We submit that this case is governed by

Distributors to Cite 24 Alleged
Errors in High Court

Hearing Oct. 27

Citing _'4 alleged errors in the Thacher
decision outlawing compulsory arbitration

in the industry, distributors will go to bat
before the United States Supreme Court at

Washington, Oct. 27, in an effort to upset

the decree and restore the arbitration sys-

tem in the picture business.

The distributors, represented by Cadwal-
lader, Wickersham & Taft, New York, will

deny that any conspiracy existed in setting

up of the arbitration system, as charged,
and will put forward three affirmative de-

fenses to support their contention that the

arbitration system is legal and beneficial.

Distributors contend that Federal Judge
Thacher erred in holding that the making
of the standard contract and arbitration

rules of 1928 and the means of chosen to

bring about their general adoption were un-
lawful acts either under the Sherman Act
or the common law.

Called Reasonable Restraints
To support this stand, distributors say

that such acts were normal and reasonable

regulations of a business and that the con-

tract and arbitration rules were adopted by

a committee appointed at the Trade Prac-

tice Conference sponsored by the Federal

Trade Commission. They also assert that

the contract and arbitration rules were
adopted pursuant to the demands and upon
the insistence of exhibitors.

The court also erred, say distributor.-, in

holding that distributors refused to make
departures from the standard contract when
requested by exhibitors, and in "refusing to

hold that each contract between distributor

{Continued on page 27)

the numerous decisions of this court con-

demning as an illegal restraint of trade any
agreement not to deal, or even any concerted

action by members of a trade having such

a purpose and effect. This court has also

said that such an agreement is equally in-

valid where the restraint may be removed
by complying with the conditions fixed by
those imposing the restraint. And it is no
justification of an illegal combination in re-

straint of trade that the primary object of

the parties to the agreement is to protect

themselves against trade conditions which
they consider inimical."

The brief states that in its opinion the

Supreme Court "has never sanctioned an
agreement among the members of an in-

dustry to act in unison in making an agency
of the group an extra-legal tribunal to

compel fulfillment of contractual obligations.

Such a restraint on competition seems par-

ticularly obnoxious to the anti-trust laws
where the enforcing group, as in this case,

has monopolistic control of the industry.

The alleged justification would seem to be-

come even more untenable where, as in this

case, the pressure of the group is applied

to those who in most cases are not under
any legal liability to the members of the

industry."

Publix Optimistic
There is every reason for optimism,

declares Sam Katz, head of the Publix
circuit. "Especially is this true in
Publix," he declares.
"What has happened," he says in

commenting on general conditions, "is
that from a tempo of over-expansion
and over-production the world is

assuming the steady, progressive pace
of normalcy. Just as the United
States has been the first among na-
tions to recognize this and adapt it-

self, so has Publix been first to divest
itself of superficialities, in order to
sustain all necessities for easy, normal
progress."

Amos 'n' Andy
May Introduce

New Show Angle

RKO may be paving the way to a new
slant on picture merchandising by virtue

of its plan to run "Check and Double
Check" in approximately 300 cities day and
date throughout the country, beginning
today.

The Amos 'n' Andy opus opens at the

new RKO Mayfair, which was formerly
the Columbia, next Friday, but gets under
way generally today throughout the coun-
try. The dates have been spotted in so

that word-of-mouth comment, if it should

be unfavorable, will have little effect on
the first run situation upon which Radio
naturally depends for its big money. If

New York critics should sock the film, it

will have little effect on the rest of the

of the country—provided the main stem
comments do carry weight with out-of-town

exhibitors, because the showing here is one
week behind the key cities. In other words,

Radio is playing it safe.

The day and date gag has been tried

before, but old-timers have difficulty in re-

calling as extensive a tie-up as the one pre-

pared for the radio team. In 200 news-
papers, double page trucks appeared during

the week as advance guard for the picture.

The cost to Radio is up in six figures.

Tonight, Amos 'n' Andy will do a radio

stunt over the regular RKO hour and will

tie in their picture over the "red" network

of the National Broadcasting Co. At the

same time, Pepsodent swings into line on

behalf of its headline team in the form of

cooperative store window displays. The
Marx Toy Company and the Williamson

Candy Company are likewise cooperating.

The campaign reaches beyond RKO's
province and embraces Publix and Warner
theatres as well. A. M. Botsford of the

former and Dave Weshner of the Warner
theatre department are working hand in

hand with Radio to plug the picture.
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Producers and Exhibitors Combine to

Bring Back Kid Attendance to Theatres

F. W. C. Active

Los Angeles— Fox West Coast
Theatres for months has been con-
centrating on kiddie appeal. The cir-

cuit sponsored formation of Mickey
Mouse Clubs and matinees, and reaped
big box-office results from its cam-
paign. Especial attention is being
given to pictures for the new season
as regards kiddie appeal.
The drive being conducted is ex-

pected to result in increased grosses
during the coming year over houses
of the chain.

Kids Still Get

Big Kick Out of

Old Tinie Stunts

Proper combination of product and selling

will remedy the situation caused by drift of

kid patronage and bringing back child

attendance, in the opinion of Publix home
office executives.

William Saal, general director of film

buying, points out that years ago the kids

came to theatres to see serials, and cared
nothing—the same as today—for the sex
dramas.
"We must approximate the same type of

entertainment today." he asserts, "with suffi-

cient allowance, of course, for enlightened
and changed conditions.

"With proper product, it shouldn't take

long to build up a permanent matinee audi-

ence that will do much to stabilize gross,"

he continued. "Children form habits very
easily, and with proper encouragement they
should go for specials in a big way—because
the kids don't dislike the movies. They've
just stopped being interested in them."

Serials Go Big

Check-up made by Publi.r Opinion shows
that wherever the serials, "The Indians Are
Coming" and "The Lone Defender," have
played, results have been "excellent."

"Stock activities in the nature of dog
shows, airplane shows, singing clubs, etc.,

have proved beneficial in every case," Pub-
lix Opinion states. "In addition, managers
are going in for special matinee shows at

which an all juvenile program consisting of

serial, suitable shorts and suitable features

are shown. These are proving extremely

popular."

Publix Revamping Its

Forces on West Coast
Hollywood—Stanley Brown is to manage

the Paramount and United Artists here,

with Leon Levy transferred to Seattle and
Portland as division manager, while "Bob"
Blair, former Northwest chief, is to come
here later to handle the Paramount with

Brown going to United Artists.

Juvenile Patronage Sought in

New Lineup of Pictures;
Serials Big Draw

Efforts to win back the children to pic-

ture theatres of the nation will be one of

the big developments of the 1930-31 season.

With producers taking the lead in providing
attractions with juvenile appeal, exhibitors

are following in directing their efforts to

booking and properly exploiting films which
will induce the return of kiddie patronage.

Following the child vogue which accom-
panied cartoon comedies last year, in which
the Mickey Mouse offerings played a lead-

ing part, producers have come to a realiza-

tion that the alienation of child patronage
through concentration on sophisticated

dramas was bad business all around.
Such a course meant an immediate drop

at the box offices, plus great potential future
loss, through destroying the picture-going
habit in the adult patrons of tomorrow.

Last spring Motion Picture News
caused something of a sensation when it

announced exclusively that Paramount was
preparing a program in which kid appeal
would be given major consideration, with
the Tom Sawyer and western films calcu-

lated to reattract the waning child interest.

Other companies, sensing the way the

wind was blowing, began falling in line, with
the result that the new season will be marked
by a great crop of kid pictures. These will

include all manner of attractions with
stories of youth and the outdoors relied

upon chiefly to turn the trick.

Stone Going Abroad
Hollywood—Jack Stone of the Fox

foreign department has left for Europe to

look over the talker situation.

Going On Own

Pat J. Flaherty, organizer and general
manager of Red Star Music Co., who will
begin operations at the head of his own
music publishing company about Dec. I.

Flaherty resigned early this month, declin-
ing Fox's offer to renew his contract. Dif-
ference of opinion on the allotting to
De Sylva, Brown & Henderson of music
scores on a number of forthcoming Fox
pictures is the asserted reason for Flaherty's
resignation.

Appeal to Kids
Get back children patronage, is the

substance of orders issued to manag-
ers of the Loew circuit. Stress is be-
ing placed on the danger to future
business because of the childrens' drift
away from picture theatres.

Serials and shorts with juvenile ap-
peal are methods being employed by
the chain to win back kid patronage.
Our Gang and other Kiddie Club ideas
also are being utilized.

Serials Aiding

In Luring Back
Juvenile Trade

Serials, because of the talker develop-
ment, again are assuming proportions of the

first water, according to John Balaban of

Paramount Publix, who cites the success of

chapter plays at kiddie matinees in Chicago
to back up his contentions.

"The serial, which held such an impor-
tant position in our programs years ago,"
said Balaban, "is gaining an equally impor-
tant place in its talking version. As a means
of getting the children back into the theatre

it gives promise of being invaluable.

"It is no secret," he continues, "that the

principal reason that child attendance has
diminished since the advent of sound is

because a majority of talking pictures hold

no particular appeal for juveniles. Sophisti-

cated drama and drawing room comedy,
while perhaps elevating the standard of the

entertainment we are enabled to present,

have at the same time tended to keep chil-

dren away.
"But talking serials, which they under-

stand and enjoy, have the ability to trans-

form scantily attended children's matinees
into packed nouses. Properly and economi-
cally exploited, these serials will get real

business on Saturday and Sunday matinees."

Balaban's remarks are prompted by suc-

cess of Universal's "The Indians Are Com-
ing" at the Senate and Norshore theatres,

Chicago. A number of serials, Balaban
says, lend themselves to effective exploita-

tion.

Manager, $400 Sought
By Police at Toledo

Toledo—Elmer Smith, erstwhile man-
ager of the Ohio for Jack O'Connell and
Roy Sherman, is missing. So is about $400
worth of receipts, O'Connell reported to

police. In accordance with the quaint

American custom, both Smith and the sugar
are being sought. W. LaVon Boone, for-

merly with the Charnas-Feigley chain of

second-runs here, is the new manager of the

Ohio.
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Warners Seeking Vindictive Enemies as

Rumor-Mongers; State Business Is O.K.

Shearer Resumes Soon
Hollywood—Xorma Shearer is plan-

ning to turn Irving Thalberg, Jr., over

to his nurses about the first of the

year when she resumes picture work
in "Gondola of Dreams."

Distributors to

Cite 24 Alleged

Errors in Court
{Continued from page 25)

and exhibitor was a matter of negotiation

and bargaining between the parties nega-

tived unlawful coercion."

Six Years of Effort

In support of their defense, distributors

point out that: "The standard exhibitor

contract and rules of arbitration of May 1,

1928, having been evolved after six years

of experimentation, are reasonable and nor-

mal regulations for the intelligent conduct

of the industry; so that whatever restraint

they produce falls short of unlawful co-

ercion.

"The impetus toward standardization

came from the exhibitors themselves."

"The situation had become intolerable and

a uniform contract had become a trade

necessity."

"Negotiations for the contract had been

under way since 1922."

"Every effort was made to secure ade-

quate representation of the exhibitors."

"The exhibitors were largely responsible

for the terms of the present contract."

"The terms of the standard exhibition

contract aim to combat specific evils and

are reasonably commensurate with the needs

of the case."

"The procedure adopted and the standard-

ization resulting are in line with a current

industrial trend."

Arbitration is well adapted to the needs

of the industry, distributors assert, pointing

out the need for speedy termination of dis-

putes : the costliness of other modes of set-

tlement ; the stabilization asserted to have

resulted from arbitration and elimination of

friction: and the general tendency toward

arbitration in industry.

Held Fair in Practice
The "reasonable character" of the con-

tract and arbitration rules is reflected by

the manner in which they have worked out

in practice, states the distributors' brief, de-

claring the enforcement methods "are rea-

sonable and have been applied fairly by the

Film Boards of Trade": and "that exhibi-

tors have given "unequivocal evidence of

their endorsement of the contract and rules."

The decree is inconsistent with the "facts

stipulated of records as well as with the

court's findings of fact," distributors insist,

asserting that the injunction should be di-

rected "solely against the so-called 'supple-

mental agreements'."

Business Foes Believed to Be
Back-Knifers; N. Y. Stock
Exchange Aids Probe?

Who is trving to stab the Warners in the

back?

The brothers won't talk, but the suspicion

that unknown assailants, expert at their

craft, are surreptitiously hurling knives at

them, in the deliberate hope that some day
they will land, runs through their minds.

Dodging all inquiries and refusing to

answer questions leveled in their direction,

it is nevertheless a fact that the Warners
believe stories which credit them with hav-

ing lost control of their organization are

being deliberately broadcast by business en-

emies to discredit the organization and
batter down the morale of the selling force.

When Ira Nelson, a minority stock-

holder, filed a bankruptcy suit against the

Warners in August, advance word of the

action was more or less common property

among Wall Street brokerage houses. The
Warners wondered why, investigated and,

it is understood, traced the leak to a source

identified with the business. Confirmation

of this is, however, impossible to secure

since no one over on West 44th Street will

do any talking.

Exchange Investigating?

In financial circles, the current decision

of the governors of the New York Stock

Exchange to probe reports that some of its

members were circulating damaging infor-

mation about issues of highly competitive

companies is, to some extent, credited to

claims made by the Warners, or those acting

for the Warners, that enemies were trying

to give them the "works." This, too, can-

not be verified.

Another slant is the widespread verbal

and printed comment on the manner in

which the Warners are reported to have
over-extended themselves, coupled with

which are stories of impaired credit and a

shrinkage of liquid assets. These yarns are

also on the list of things which the Warners
propose to have explained.

The attitude of company executives today

is calm and unruffled. There is no disposi-

tion at headquarters to minimize whatever
mistakes have been made, but the stand

taken is that if it is true the Warners have
gone haywire in some of their expansion
moves, other companies in the industry are

in an identical spot. They insist, further,

that business is good and that the fore-

runner of their 1930-1931 product is far

beyond their anticipation in point of salable

appeal.

First National, companion company of the

Warner organization, states contracts in its

possession today outstrip the number rolled

up at this time last year by two to one. The
impression also prevails that the backbone
of the slump in theatre business has been
broken and that the curve will swing up-
ward from this point on.

It Happened
Hollywood—Sign on a new miniature

golf course:
OPENED

BY
MISTAKE

Women's Tastes

Responsible for

Slush and Mush
Toledo—Prevalence of "slushy, gushy,

mushy movies" in the current product was
blamed on the tastes of women patrons by
Philip J. Wood, executive secretary of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Ohio, in

a talk before the Toledo Motion Picture
Council.

Asserting that theatres are dependent
upon women fans for support, Wood de-

clared : "As long as American women will

flock to see Gilbert and Garbo make pas-
sionate love, that is the type of picture the

producers will make for them. When the

women display a taste for a higher type of

picture," he said, "they'll get it."

Taking a slam at censorship, Wood asked

:

"Why should any two persons decide what
is best for six and a half million theatre-

goers in Ohio to see ? Their tastes can't be

identical with yours and mine. What they

find objectionable might not displease us."

"Half-baked reformers who point the fin-

ger of scorn at motion pictures in general"
also came in for a drubbing, Wood remark-
ing: "They've seen only the worst pictures.

If they had ever seen a picture like 'The
Big Trail' or 'Abraham Lincoln' they

wouldn't voice such sentiments."

Paramount to Produce in

England for U. S. Market?
London—Paramount's ten-year lease for

one of the stages of the British and Do-
minion Film Corp.'s studio which is W. E.

equipped lends credence to the report that

the company intends resuming production in

England on or shortly after the dawn of the

new year.

The dope is the pictures will not be mere
quota films, which often means they are

made at a minimum of expense and some-
times with the same amount of quality, but

pictures that will be sent back to the States.

Pathe-RKO Still Talk It

Over; Deal Almost Closed
The Sarnoff-Walker deliberations which

will determine the fate of Pathe continue,

with anticipation by those in the know, that

Pathe will be sold to RKO under a plan
which provides for the rooster brand to

continue as is. The deal will give Radio
its own newsreel.
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Rembusch and Abramson Join Ranks to

Battle "Whitewashed Movie Monopoly"

Reed in Scrap
Indianapolis—Former Senator James

A. Reed of Missouri is to be attorney
for Frank J. Rembusch in the anti-

trust actions he has pending and plans
against the Hays organization and its

members, it is understood. Rembusch
for some time has been conferring
with the veteran Missouri Democratic
leader.

Picture Chiefs

Ignore Bids to

Business Meet

Chicago—Officials and sponsors of the

Seventh Conference of Major Industries, in

session here from October 20 to 22, inclu-

sive, expressed amazement when advised

that prominent members of the industry who
had been invited to attend the conferences

and the Wednesday evening banquet which
concluded them were ignorant of the pur-

poses of the conference and the identities of

the organization sponsoring them.

The Conferences of Major Industries are

participated in by leaders of American In-

dustry, finance and education, annually, and
are for the purpose of discussing problems

pertaining to American economics and edu-

cation. Representation of the motion picture

industry, as one of the large industries of

the nation, and as a factor in education, was
urged on the industry's leaders by officials

of the industrial conference. Among those

to whom invitations were extended were
Adolph Zukor, Carl Laemmle, Harry M.
Warner, William Fox and Cecil B. De Mille.

Mr. Zukor's acceptance was the only one
received.

Representatives of other industries and
educational institutions who took part in

this year's conference, as in other years, in-

cluded P. E. Crowley, president of the New
York Central Railroad; L. A. Downes, pres-

ident of the Illinois Central Railroad;

George M. Verity, chairman of the board of

the American Rolling Mills Co. ; Harvey S.

Firestone, Jr., president of the Firestone

Tire and Rubber Co. ; R. E. Wood, presi-

dent of Sears-Roebuck, and Julius Rosen-
wald, chairman of the board ; Silas H.
Strawn, president of Montgomery Ward &
Co. ; Walter P. Chrysler of the Chrysler
Motors Corp. ; Samuel Insull, public utili-

ties magnate; Mathew S. Sloan, president of

the New York Edison Co. ; Glenn Frank,
president of the University of Wisconsin,
Robert Maynard Hutchins, president of the

University of Chicago, and numerous others.

The conferences are sponsored by the In-

stitute of American Meat Packers, a scien-

tific and industrial foundation representing

250 American packing houses. Various civ-

ic and educational institutions and organiza-

Indiana Exhibitor to Enlist Aid
Of Al Smith, Roosevelt

In Court Action

Indianapolis—Frank J. Rembusch is

mapping plans for his drive against what he
terms "the movie monopoly." His next step

will be the organization of the American
Association Against Monopoly, which is to

campaign for reforms in the picture business.

The battle, according to Rembusch, will

be taken into the courts and into politics,

and he is planning to ask former Governor
Al Smith and Governor Roosevelt to

become directors of the organization.

The new association, states Rembusch.
will not be against any one party, creed or
lawful business. He plans to finance its

activities through sale of his book, "The
Unaffiliated," now on the presses. The book
denounces alleged monopoly in the industry.

Rembusch has accused the Department of

Justice of whitewashing the industry in its

investigations and prosecutions of the

credit committee and arbitration cases, and
asks that the Supreme Court postpone hear-

ings on the arbitration case appeal to give
him and his associates time to present more
evidence.

Ivan Abramson, independent producer
who is suing the Hays association and its

members for alleged conspiracy, also is

active with Rembusch in forming the new
association. He also has asked the Depart-
ment of Justice for a postponement of the

Supreme Court hearing on arbitration,

declaring that a decision may prejudice his

case. Meanwhile, Abramson has submitted

a series of questions to Hays and Adolph
Zukor for answer before trial of his action.

Van Beuren Shorts May Go
From Pathe to RKO Soon
Radio-Keith-Orpheum's 50 per cent buy

into the Van Beuren Corp. may result in a

switch of the five series of shorts handled
by the latter corporation from Pathe to Ra-
dio Pictures. Several of the releasing con-

tracts held by Van Beuren with Pathe are

understood to expire shortly.

While the buy gives Radio's theatre or-

ganization a half ownership, control of three

of the five directors remains with Amedee
J. Van Beuren. The deal provides for RKO
to play the short subject line-up 100 per cent

in all of its theatres.

The series are Aesop's Fables. Topics of

the Day, the Grantland Rice Sportlights,

Song Sketches and Vagabond Adventures.

tions are annually enlisted to assist. Among
them this year were the University of Chi-

cago, the Chicago Association of Commerce,
the Industrial Club of Chicago, and the

Commercial Club of Chicago, each represent-

ing major industrial, civic and educational

institutions of the Mid West.
The annual dinner which closes the con-

ferences is attended only by leaders in edu-

cation and industry.

Grauman Turns Observer
Hollywood — Sid Grauman says he

is going to sit on the sidelines and
watch the other boys worry over busi-
ness conditions. He has no definite
plans for the present and is not anx-
ious to make any until the picture
business reaches normalcy.

Musicians in

St. Louis Reject

Compromise Bid

St. Louis—Proposed compromise which
would have restored musicians to the first

run houses here, but not to the Missouri or

any subsequents, has been rejected by the

union. Whether the operators and stage-

hands now will carry out their threatened

sympathy strike is awaiting to be deter-

mined. Representatives of the musicians
brought back the compromise offer after

conferences with circuit heads in New York.

If this strike goes through, it is probable

that houses affected will be closed.

Free Pony Golf Is

Wilmington Wrinkle
Miniature golf courses have been spring-

ing up so fast in the community of Richard-

son Park, just outside of Wilmington, that

Charles Grier, a real estate broker, hit upon
building a course which will be free to the

community.
In the meantime many of the "Teenies"

are drawing vast crowds until wee hours of

the night, while a few others are faring

rather poorly. One of the pioneers on Dela-

ware avenue, in one of the best residential

sections of Wilmington flourished during
the summer months, but now it is deserted

most of the time. The patrons seem to be

going downtown course, convenient to the

theatres, although cutting down the box-
office receipts to a certain extent.

Change Fox Title in

Run at K. C. House
Kansas City

—"Wild Company," Fox fea-

ture, played at the Uptown Theatre, Fox
first-run suburban house, under the title of

"Modern Madness," last week. The picture

was given sensational advertising in the

newspapers. No mention of the original title

was given in the billing.

Ben Serkowich Resigns
As Puhlix Opinion Chief

Despite inducements offered, Ben Serko-
wich. editor of Publi.r Opinion, has resigned

to take an extended vacation. His resigna-

tion takes effect Nov. 1.
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Distributors Facing Tough Problem in

Reaching Quotas; Buying Apathy Hurts

Mary Turns Exploiteer
Hollywood—Mary Pickford is trying

many new ideas in promoting busi-
ness for her midget golf course. The
latest stunt is to autograph balls for
those who make the lowest scores and
those who make a "hole in one."

£tLet Us Be Gay,"

Fat Chance for

Norma Shearer

Montreal—Just try to be gay in pictures

in this hotsy-totsy berg. Norma Shearer
has found out that even a native daughter
isn't immune from the censor shears.

First of all, the board refused to consider

a picture having the title of "The Divorcee"
because of religious principles. It was
finally presented under the title of "The
Love Career" and there were changes in

the story to fit.

Norma tried to be gay during Famous
Players' Prosperity Week with "Let Us Be
Gay" at the Palace, but word got around
that the censors had used the scissors again
and business at the Palace wasn't as pros-
perous as expected by Manager George
Rotsky.

Publix Subsidiary for
Virginia Houses Formed
Richmond—Sam Dembow. Jr., of Para-

mount Publix, New York, is president of
Publix Newport News, subsidiary firm
formed to operate theatres throughout this

state. F. L. Metzler, New York, is vice-
president and treasurer, and Eppa Hunton,
Richmond, is secretary.

Ruggles at Boston Meet
Boston—Charles Ruggles was guest Tues-

day of Allied Theatres of Massachusetts,
local organization of affiliated and legit
houses. George A. Giles is president of the
association, Thomas B. Lothan of Erlangers
is vice-president, Stanley Summer, Cam-
bridge, treasurer, and James J. McGuinness,
secretary.

Nigh to Make Maynard Film
Hollywood—William Nigh is to direct

Ken Maynard in "The Midnight Stage," the
star's first for Tiffany. In the cast will be
Jeanette Loff, Wallace MacDonald, William
L. Thorne, Nita Martin, Charles L. King,
Fred Burns and Lafe McKee.

Buys "Today" for N. E.
Herman Rivkin of Hollywood Films,

Boston, has acquired distribution rights in
New England to "Today," first picture
made by Majestic Pictures, headed bv
Harry Sherman and Jack Trop.

Exhibitors Yawn at Salesmen's
Pretty Stories; Wait for

Price Break

It will have to be full steam ahead, gener-
ated via all forms of selling media, to push
sales quotas over the top this season.

Unaffiliated circuits and lone house oper-
ators, whose aggregate rentals admittedly
represent the revenue from which national
distributors eke their profits, are in no rush
to sign contracts for 1930-1931 programs,
Motion Picture News learns. And while
sales managers are understood to express no
concern over the ultimate fate of their

quotas, the realization is spreading that

their organizations and their exploitation

and advertising departments will have to get
behind the product and sell it hard.

Practically every distributor is set with
its national circuit bookings, or well on the
way toward consummation of those deals,

but subsequent runs are sitting back undis-
turbed by the selling barrages directed at

them by salesmen.

This condition is not peculiar to any one
distributor, but has a wide application

throughout the industry. The usual reasons
for waiting to see which way the circuits

go are ascribed to the situation, but regard-
less of how the set-up is analyzed, the fact

is that exhibitors, in many instances, are
not buying and sales costs appear to be on
the increase.

Reports from all over the country indicate

that salesmen are being compelled to visit

and re-visit exhibitors in order to land con-
tracts and, while to some extent this practice

has always existed in the trade, the condi-

tion has rarely, if ever, been quite so pro-

nounced as prevails this season.

Bucket of Gin

Story Denounced
Chicago—Tom Gilliam, president of the

local Warner Club, while looking about for
eligible prospects, sent a request to the
Coston office for a list of Warner theatre
employees. Several days later an eight-
page memorandum, bearing about 300
names, was received. The list represented
the personnel of the Warner houses in Illi-

nois and Indiana, operators, janitors, ushers
and tickket takers included.

The club will stage a Hallowe'en party,
the night of October 30, in the Warner ex-
change building here. Officers emphatically
denied a report that members would be per-
mitted to bob for apples in a bucket of gin.

Days of Yore
"How I long," sighs George Jessel,

"for the days when knighthood was
in flower and Goldman, Sachs were
in Russia."

Up Goes the Negative
Hollywood—RKO is looking for a

locomotive with asthma for "Hook,
Line and Sinker," the Wheeler-Wool-
sey comedy. Eddie Cline, the director,
says it must also have falling of the
wheels, rheumatic joints and bow-
legged pistons.

Too Many Seats

Sending Managers

To Wailing Wall
Toledo—Two down and eight to go is the

current score in this heavily over-seated

community. The season started with nine

houses playing first run pictures and one
grinding away with Mutual burlesque.

The Empire, local haven of hip-wavers,

folded a couple of weeks ago. The State,

which was the only first-run picture house

not in the downtown district, has switched

its policy to subsequent runs. An unverified

rumor has one of the film theatres on the

main stem following suit any day now.
"The Big House" is standing 'em on the

sidewalks at Loew's Valentine this week,

but until the arrival of that widely publi-

cized opera in town business was so uni-

versally bum that one kibitzer suggested the

city ought to erect a wailing wall in St.

Clair St. for the use of house managers.

Mrs. Grey Returning to

Europe for Music Study
Mrs. Almah Griffith Grey, wife of Albert

Grey, brother of D. W. Griffith, is en route

to Europe to resume her study of music.

Mrs. Grey for three years has been studying

voice culture with Mme. Florence Holtz-

man and Pelia Litvinne in Paris. Mrs.
Grey recently completed voice recording

with RCA-Victor and an audition with the

National Broadcasting Co.

Von Sternberg on "Dishonored"
Hollywood—"Dishonored" will serve as

the next vehicle for Josepf Von Sternberg

to direct for Paramount. The director will

have as the featured leads Gary Cooper and
Marlene Dietrich, who appeared in his lat-

est picture "Morocco."

Burke Gets Tiffany Post
Minneapolis—Thomas A. Burke, veteran

United Artists and First National manager,
has been placed in charge of the Tiffany

branch here, succeeding A. H. Fischer.

Burke recently joined the Tiffany forces

as a salesman.

Jack Young with Sono Art
Detroit—Jack Young, former manager of

the Columbia branch, has joined the Sono
Art-World Wide organization here.
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Allied to Resort to Court Action If

Zoning Plan Is Foisted Upon Illinois

A Surprise

Threatened court action by Chicago
independents if efforts are made to

force them to subscribe to a zoning

plan they do not approve comes as a

surprise, as it is generally understood
that C. C. Pettijohn had the okay of

the government before the zoning of

the country was begun. However, the

independents feel that efforts to pre-

vent double-featuring and giveaways
is a breach of the spirit which
prompted the consent decree in the

Fox West Coast protection trial.

"Publicity" Is

Chain Reply to

Horwitz' Fight

Houston
—

"Publicity" is the way Houston
exhibitors of the big chain theatres sum up
the fight of Will Horwitz, independent op-

erator of three subsequent run theatres here,

against the protection policy of the chains.

Horwitz has brought to the public through
display ads, hand bills and screen advertis-

ing blistering indictments of the "big

chains," "money hogs," who are seeking to

force him to raise the prices on his pictures.

He lost a recent plea in Federal Court for

an injunction restraining Publix and other

producers from withholding his pictures 120

days.

Horwitz prices at his largest theatre are

five and 15, and five and 25 cents after 6

P. M. At his other two theatres prices are

always five and 15 cents. He is still showing
at these prices, but his product is on last

year's contract.

"Horwitz is a showman," said one ex-

hibitor. "He knows his public. He will

show these last year's contract pictures at

old prices, and when they are used up, will

sign the new contract and raise his prices.

Then he will say to the dear public: 'The
money hogs made me do it ; but look what
a fight I made for you !'

"

Allied Maps Plans

For New Offensive

Washington—Allied States Association

soon is to invade another state territory to

form an affiliated unit at the request of in-

dependent exhibitors, the organization states.

The meeting already has been scheduled, al-

though the place is confidential. Conditions

in this and other territories from which re-

quests have been received now are being in-

vestigated. Recently an Allied unit was
formed at St. Loui<.

Demands Right to Run Theatres
In Own Way and Hints at

"Consequences"

Chicago—No zoning plan will be ap-

proved by the Allied unit here and any
attempt to force its members to subscribe

to a general plan without their consent will

be carried to the courts.

This is the substance of a warning
sounded by a spokesman of the exhibitor

unit, who says the association will ignore

further changes made by the zoning com-
mittee. The independents unanimously
rejected the proposed schedules.

"Running our theatres in our own way is

our business," he said. "Any attempt to

regulate the conduct of our business for us,

against our wishes, constitutes conspiracy,

and will be met with court action. If we
and our businesses are left alone, we shall

make no objection to what they are able to

saddle on anyone else."

The zoning committee, meanwhile, has

completed its listing of downstate towns,

other than those in which Publix is repre-

sented, this week. No other change in the

plan as published exclusively in Motion
Picture News two weeks ago was made.
The clause regulating give-aways, or bar-

gain admissions, was not altered, despite the

objections of independents. This clause, it

appears, however, will prove to be just one
of those things—though it will remain on
the books no attempt will be made to invoke

arbitrary penalties for its infraction.

Discretion is being used by all exchanges
in putting the plan, which has not been ap-

proved, into work. Any and all objections

to its provisions, from any and all quarters,

are being politely heard and compromised
before a contract is actually drawn.

Grief for Exchanges

Failure of the Chicago committee in

drawing up its new plan of release and pro-

tection to specify the "C" release theatres

is bringing plenty of grief to local ex-

changes, now that very discreet attempts are

being made to incorporate as much of the

zoning plan as possible in contracts.

Pre-release "A" theatres, definitely desig-

nated in the new plan, play the third,

fourth and fifth weeks (after the Loop).
Pre-release "B" houses, also classified in the

plan, play the sixth and seventh weeks, while

the pre-release "C" houses, given no descrip-

tion whatever in the plan, play the eighth

week, or immediately preceding general

release.

Taking advantage of the plan's failure to

specify the "C" release houses, every exhibi-

tor in town who is operating something a

shade better than a livery stable is now
claiming "C" release privileges in buying
film. If he is successful in convincing a

single exchange that he belongs in "C," the

rest of the road is paved for him. He merely
has to show his contract at the other ex-

changes and all are obliged to make the same
deal with him or lose the sale. Exhibitors

who are refused the "C" classification deal

A Fine Job
Universal has given another ex-

ample of its aggressiveness and show-
manship by issuing a second announce-
ment booklet for the new season.
The 42-page book, being sent to ex-
hibitors now, contains a complete and
revised line-up of the new season's
product, supplying information not
available when the first announcement
was published in Motion Picture
News.
Milton Silver, advertising chief, is

responsible for the entire stunt and
has done a fine job of it. He has
made expert use of colors in the book.

H A G E .

Protection Issue

Is Highlight of

Suit at Rochester

Rochester—Although permitted to finish

a second-week run of "Holiday" at the Re-
gent, after shifting it from the Eastman.
Paramount Publix last week still faced a
suit for damages to the Linwood Amuse-
ment Co., operator of the Strand, which
claimed second run rights. Pathe also is

named a defendant in the suit.

Paramount Publix was permitted to com-
plete the last three days of the week at the

Regent when Supreme Court Justice

Rodenbeck set aside a temporary restrain-

ing order against showing the film granted
by Supreme Court Justice Taylor. Attor-

neys for Paramount Publix argued at the

hearing that a film does not become second
run until a lapse of time has occurred be-

tween showings. "Holiday" opened at the

Regent the day after finishing at the East-

man. Herbert E. Kaufman is manager of

the Regent and Carroll Fenyvessey of the

Strand.

/. J. Franklin "Breaking

.

In" L. A. Zone Successor
Los Angeles—Robert C. Frost now is

working with J. J. Franklin, acquainting
himself with duties of his post as head of
the Los Angeles division of Fox West Coast
Theatres, as successor to Franklin.

leave the exchange in a huff and take their

business next door, even though, were they
to ask for the same deal in the exchange
which finally gets their business, they would
in all probability be turned down. The
disappointed ones, also, hold out for much
lower prices than they have formerly paid
for film.

The situation is causing a lot of trouble

and ill-feeling but, despite this, it appears
that there is little chance of the "C" houses
being designated.
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Industry Still at Sea on Public's Wide
Screen Attitude After Realife Opening

Modesty
Chicago—Ivan Lebedeff, RKO fea-

tured player who won distinction

through his performance in "Street

Girl." made himself a lot of friends

in Chicago during a recent visit here.

He was acclaimed as "regular" by
such experts on the subject as Jack
Hess, Bill Brumberg and Frank
Young. Lebedeff stated he did not
wish to be a star in pictures—just an
assignment that will give him a chance
at the work he likes will suit him, he
said. Lebedeff was advised while here
that a fan club has been organized
for him, the members of which are
each pledged to be responsible for no
less than ten customers for each and
every picture playing here in which
he has a part.

Spoor Wide Film

Achieves Depth,

Natural Vision

By Sherwin S. Kane

Chicago—Spoor-Berggren wide film and
projection equipment were given their first

theatre try-out at a secret screening for RKO
executives at the State-Lake here early Sun-
day morning. "Danger Lights," a Radio
railroad drama, photographed on 70 mm.
film with Spoor-Berggren cameras, was the

picture which provided the test for the third

dimension process and projection equipment.

The vastness of the projection surface

affords a lasting impression of the Spoor
screening. The picture occupied a full

three-quarters of the space enclosed by the

proscenium arch, which measures approxi-
mately 50x36 feet. The light of the pro-

jected picture, amounting almost to bril-

liancy, is a second impressive spectacle

provided by the Spoor equipment. Both
factors combine to bring into stark relief on
the screen the most minute objects and
details, such as rings worn on the fingers of

principals, fields in which blades of grass

and grain are separate and distinct, bolts on
pieces of machinery, buttons on clothing,

lacings on shoes, and innumerable other

details which pass unnoticed in pictures

photographed on standard film.

Remarkable in view of the enlarged screen

surface and unprecedented clarity of the pic-

ture is the fact that the result obviously is

not obtained by magnification. If this were
so, the "grain" of the film would be apparent

and, close up, the photographed objects

would reveal a thinness that the closest

observation of the screen did not disclose.

The pictures are remarkable for their

naturalness and merit the term that has been
applied to them by Spoor "natural vision."

This, more nearly than any other term, is

the proper description for the film.

The impression of depth, or a third dimen-

( Continued on page 32 i

Wide Film Merry - Go - Round
Ride to Be Continued with

Grandeur Run

Motion picture business is on another mer-
ry-go-round trying to dope out the public

viewpoint toward wide screen pictures. With
the Coast a hubbub of wide screen conver-
sation, distributors are rinding that their

ear-to-the-ground soundings on the wide
film development are falling short of the
mark.

M-G-M was first in on the present wide
screen wave, opening its first Realife pic-

ture, "Billy, the Kid," in Detroit, New
York and Kansas City. The results have
been below anticipations in the introduction
of a process which was heralded as revolu-

tionary.

At the Capitol, New York, "Billy, the

Kid" will do around $60,000 on the week,
which is not so hot. However, the dope-
sters say it is the fault of the picture rather
than public apathy toward wide screen pic-

tures.

Uncertainty to Continue

Meanwhile, more uncertainty probably
will follow .reception of "The Big Trail" on
Grandeur film, opening Friday at the Roxy,
for the reason that the grosses will not prop-
erly reflect public attitude toward wide film,

as the picture probably would be a box-
office hit on standard film.

M-G-M has made no plans for produc-
tion of other Realife pictures, pending pub-
lic reaction to "Billy, the Kid," meanwhile
other producers are preparing to place wide
screen pictures on the market.

The Realife Lens

Detroit— An important factor in the
"Realife" process is the special Bausch &
Lomb Super-Cinephor lens attached to any-

standard projector. Photo shows this tens
being inspected by Francis Jahl, head of

the Ford research department, in charge of
the Edison Institute at Dearborn.

In 12 Cities
.Marketing plans for Realife, M-G-M

wide screen process, will depend upon
public reaction in 12 trial cities. These
are Detroit, New York, Kansas City,
Providence, Cleveland, Pittsburgh,
Washington, Kansas City, Chicago,
Philadelphia, Detroit and Los Angeles.
Realife is photographed on 70 mm

film and then reduced to 35 mm posi-
tive. This, it is said, eliminates de-
fects common to magnified images
and produces clearer definition.

The size of the projected picture
may be regulated to fit any screen
requirements. The only special pro-
jection equipment necessary is: special
aperture plate with openings as fol-

lows: top, .945: bottom, .940; width,
.473; a special Bausch & Lomb super-
cinephor lens, and a special cylindrical
condensing system such as is used on
high intensity lights. The special
equipment is said to cost around §100.

Fox to Hold Up
Grandeur Until

Market Is Ripe

Hollywood—With no wide film pictures

slated for production at this time, it is

understood that Fox Grandeur will not be

used until the demand for the wide film

reaches a point where it warrants the added
cost of its production.

None other than YVinfield Sheehan, head
of the Fox studios here, is reported to have
said that wide film pictures were out at

Fox, at least for some time to come. Fox
pioneered this phase of the business and
spent several hundred thousands of dollars

in perfecting their devices. However, the

cost to the exhibitor in machines to show
this film is so great thaf the idea is imprac-
tical for universal use.

Other companies are experimenting in

the wide film but most of them are using
wider celluloid for the negative prints and
then printing the positive on standard film.

When projected this gives the wide film

effect, and the difference between it and
Grandeur is negligible. "Realife" film is

made on this plan and "Billy the Kid" is

the first picture to be made with this proc-

ess by M-G-M, owners of the device.

United Artists have a process which in-

volves the same principle and "The Bat
Whispers," which is now being edited, will

be the company's . first venture into this

field. Further plans for the use of wide
screens will be held up by United Artists

until the effect of this talker is known. All

the scenes for this picture were taken inside

and no outdoor shots were made. Just how
these will appear is a leading question at

present, as the effect of wide screens for

outdoors is already known.
M-G-M also plans to show "The Great

Meadow" in Realife film and it is being
shot on that type of film at the present time.
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"Realife" Hailed

As Enhancement
Of Film's Sweep

New York critics agree that "Realife,"

M-G-M's new wide screen process, provides

added scenic embellishment, but generally

regard its use for close-ups and intimate

dramatic portrayal as not always effective.

One critic maintains that some of the

scenes in "Billy, the Kid," upon which the

New York dailies base their reactions, were
blurred and for this "Realife" is held re-

sponsible. Most of them, however, have
nothing but praise for the manner in which
the sweeo of the outdoor scenes is enhanced
via the new method.

What they have to say is this

:

AMERICAN—The "Realife" screen proves effective
in panorama shots of the gorgeous background against
which this story has been filmed. But in more inti-

mate sequences it is somewhat distracting.

DAILY MIRROR—Wide film photography has
reached its greatest heights in this stirring, gigantic
outdoor thriller. The awe-inspiring scenery of the
western plains and mountains is reproduced mag-
nificently, with a depth and clarity heretofore only
hinted by the experimental giant screens. And en-
acted in these magnificent surroundings is a real
thriller, packed with action and suspense.
"Realife" makes the chases, a fire, the battles doubly
exciting. And the scenic grandeur surpasses all you
would imagine.

DAILY NEWS—It is far and away the most tre-
mendous picture of the outdoors yet undertaken by
the microphonic camera. Stretches of prairie land are
photographed by the new Realife process which pre-
sents depth so essential in a production of this nature.

EVENING JOURNAL—. . . it presents some of
the most striking out-door shots yet filmed. And the
scenic sweep of the production is enhanced by the
use of "Realife." which gives an illusion of depth to
the vivid backgrounds. . . , And the wide film
heightens the action, especially in the long shots
where much more can be seen than is possible on
the standard -size screen.

EVENING WORLD-Of course, the real draw of
this picture is in the fact that it is photographed
upon Realife. which is to M-G-M what Grandeur is
to Fox and Magnasctpe to Paramount. Realife is
larger than the other two, being about three times
as wide as the regular screen and half again as high.
It fills the entire proscenium of the Capitol.

Its inventors claim that it gives unprecedented depth
and clarity to the photography, and in some instances
it does. But, like all wide-screen photography, it is
blurred more often than not. Then, too. because of
tthe wide-screen photography, some difficulty doubt-
less was experienced in placing microphones at ad-
vantageous spots, for a number of the speaking parts
are undisguishable. Many a time you are unable to
understand what the characters are saying.
There's one thing, of course. Because of the wide

screen, you get a full sweep of the action. When
Billy, the Kid, is being besieged in a ranch house or
when the action is out in the open, you get a full
view of it rather than having to see it through me-
dium shots and close-ups. And this, it seems to us.
might prove in time to be a saving grace for the
screen, for it might conceivably bring back that action
which the talkies have curbed.

GRAPHIC—The greater dimension movie is effective
in outdoor sequences, adding to the realism of the
natural settings.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—The device is called Realife
and it is supposed to provide not only scenic breadth,
but also stereoscopic effect. The screen employed in
the display occupies the entire proscenium of the
theater and must be at least three times the breadth
of_ the average screen, and a bit higher. It is ad-
mirably devised for the portrayal of panoramic views
nf outdoor scenery, but not entirely effective in the
more intimate scenes. Probably it will be more suc-
cessful in the latter field when the producers realize
that it means the doom not only of the close-up
but of its relative, the semi -close un. That is, of
course, if the Realife screen actually proves tri-
umphant. Anyway, the device is hardly more suc-
cessful at providing the third dimension than its
predecessors have been.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—In the order of their im-
portance an invention takes precedence over the
film at the- Caoitol Theater this week and. as far as
I am concerned. "Rea'ife" serves it purpose well in
those panoramic scenes where an illusion of depth
is intended to make the distant action more believ-
able. The film that has the distinction of introducing
this new optical effect tn the screen i^ "Billy the
Kid." From a standpoint of locale, the sweepine
panorama of the New Mexico bills provides a splendid
barkcron.nl to test the illusory qualities of "Realife."

* * Without wandering into technicalities about the

method whereby the picture is filmed, it is enough
to say that "Realife" endeavors to give an illusion
of depth. At times, where the scope of the scene is

big enough, this new invention seems to achieve that
effect. At least it is noticeable that faraway objects
can be seen with the same clarity of vision as those
close to the camera's eye. I believe that the process
gives a greater clarity of vision than Magnascope

—

but that its stereoscopic qualities arc not as great
as those) of Grandeur or any other actual wide-film
throw w hen film above the standard size is used
in -.lead of lens devices.

POST In order to dispose as quickly as possible
pf this "Realife" business 1 might as well say that
to my un technical eyes it looks like nothing more
than an ordinary photographic enlargement, contain-
ing all the defects of blurred outlines and hazy back-
grounds which commonly accrue to such pictures.

To be sure, there is a certain immediate impressive-
ness in the large screen but as soon as the eye be-
comes accustomed to it the heroic figures seem to
shrink back to the dimensions of the ordinary film.

It has been asserted that "Realife" captures the
elusive third dimension, but this was not apparent.
Though I tried hard to be impressed. I found the
perspective as flat as ever. Indeed, the tonal values
of the old-fashioned film were altogether lacking in
the new process, some of the scenes being as feeble
in their contrasts of light and shade as the earlier
impressionistic photographs of Dr. Arnold Genthe.
* * * The scenery, which is what is known as ma-
jestic, is given full sweep by the enlarged screen,
and a certain grandeur results.

SUN—"Realife." as the big. wide screen at the
Capitol is referred to, is Grandeur films on a wider
and higher scale. It is effective, principally, on ac-
count of its increased size, but it tends to scatter
the sound and the interest by its inability or re-
fusal to focus on mere intimate objects such as people

It is. though, excellent in its panoramic effect.

TELEGRAM—The screen employed occupies the
entire proscenium of the theatre and must be at least
three times as wide and considerably higher than
the average screen. Like its predecessor. Grandeur
Film, it is admirable when used for panoramic views
of ourdoor settings, but its effectiveness is dispelled
when it deals with more intimate scenes.

Then, too, it is neither more nor less successful than
its predecessor in providing the so-called third di-

mensional effects, and it seems to me that it scatters
the sound considerably.

TIMES— * * * has the decided advantage over the
Grandeur and other wide -screen inventions of being
projected from a standard -size positive print. The
result is tremendously effective, for the picture not
only fills a screen virtually the full width of the
Capitol stage, but it has an increased height, which
other such inventions did not possess. It is ques-
tionable, however, whether the images are as sharp
as they were in the Grandeur productions, although
the outlines are never perceptibly blurred.

This picture is chiefly noteworthy for this enlarged
screen idea, for the story is merely a moderately en-
tertaining and often unconvincing Western melodrama.
The scenes in the open, however, are impressive, and
often they have a stereoscopic illusion, which was also
beheld in the Grandeur subjects. *

The enormous screen permits the director to un-
furl his story with fewer close-ups than would be
employed in the standard -size screen, but Mr. Vidor
still takes advantage occasionally of the close-up to
emphasize the expressions or actions of the charac-
ters. » * •

The views on the wide screen are so compelling
that when one goes to see a picture on an ordinary
sized screen the standard image looks absurdly small.

WORLD—A number of its exterior scenes, em-
bracing the mountain country of the sun -flooded
Southwest, are made impressive and beautiful as
they fling themselves upon the vast canvas, and in

these views of nature's own making- "Billy the Kid"
is at its best.

Detroit
—"Not since the debut of the talk-

ing picture four years ago has the movie
industry developed anything so important in

bettering its entertainment facilities as the

Realife process of projecting film," declared

Harold Heffernan in commenting on "Billy

the Kid," now current at the Paramount.
He says the new invention was greeted

enthusiastically at a preview held here and
adds the reaction of the audience then pres-

ent "made it clearly apparent that the small

screen is due to pass out of the running very
shortly."

His reactions are these

:

"The Realife process offers many valuable points
in its favor. It naturally presents a wider range
for the eye to rove over, but its most intriguing fea-
ture is the illusion of depth that it manages some-
how to convey in certain groups and backgrounds
"In one sequence of the premier picture, "Billie the

Kid." is a scene presenting foreground action which
cal's for a rescue. While the action is in progress
in front of the camera the audience can see. apparent-
ly miles away, the approach of the rescue party. Thus
the old close up and cut hack style of relating an
exciting incident is despensed with.
"By using a special film stock the grainy effect

which might he expected of an enlarged picture such
as this is avoided. The detail, even in panoramas of

mountainous backgrounds, stands out with a surpris-
ing clarity and definition."

Spoor Wide Film

Achieves Depth,

Natural Vision

{Continued from page Jl

)

sion, is obvious
; yet not completely convinc-

ing- at all times. Outdoor scenes, where
panorama shot were possible, appeared to

fulfill the third dimension promise with
greater effect than indoor scenes ; though in

the latter there appeared to be a marked
difference where props were sparsely used in

backgrounds and where they were not.

Crowded or solid backgrounds dispelled the
illusion noticeably, in some instances.

From a visual consideration the picture

was the most satisfactory. All angles of

vision were equally good. Side-views ap-
peared to have equal effectiveness with
center views ; and first rows with last. No
distortion was apparent from a variety of

positions in the house. The only defect ap-

parent was a minor blurring of objects in

motion from a close-up position. This
characteristic, however, was decidedly unob-
trusive and detracted nothing from photo-
graphic or action values.

From the first row, looking almost direct-

ly up at the picture. 1 no distortion in the way
of elongation was apparent. It was as though
one looked out of a window at a scene

enacted in a nearby building at a slightly

higher elevation. There was no more dis-

crepancy in the view than there might be
in vision altered only by perspective.

Distortion Absent

From extreme side aisles the screen pre-

sented the same faithful picturization. Dis-
tortion was nowhere apparent. Moreover,
from side aisle seats, the third dimension
impression in many shorts was accentuated.

Objects "stood out" from their backgrounds
without obstruction or distortion much in

the manner in which they actually do when
they are viewed more from the side than
from directly in front.

At the rear of the theatre and from a

variety of balcony positions the view of the

screen was as true as from seats in the cen-
ter of the house. The enlarged projection

surface and the "lightness" of the picture on
the screen were the obvious factors jn
achieving this result, and indicated that the

same result might be attained in vastly

larger theatres. (The State-Lake seats

2,800).

Photographic results, apart from the

details which are brought into prominence,
are, in many respects, remarkable for their

"naturalness." An oncoming train does not

rush up and, in a flash, envelop the entire

screen. It advances with apparent, yet

natural speed, and when it passes in front

of the camera it still retains a proper per-

spective, passage and position in relation to

its background. Remarkable, too, is the

fact that objects surrounding a speeding
object are not distorted by the action photo-

graph. In other words, not only the object

in motion retains its natural outlines and
proportions, but so do the secondary objects

which it passes. It is in this, as in many
other respects, the nearest representation nf

natural vision afforded the screen.





IOO % COAST

COSTON BOOKING CIRCUIT Chicago

ASSOCIATED THEATRES Cleveland

WILMER & VINCENT THEATRES Penna.

STEINE & WYCOFF Indiana

MIDWEST THEATRES Chicago

MANHATTAN PLAYHOUSE THEATRES New York

SPRINGER COCALIS CIRCUIT

GRIFFITH AMUSEMENT CO.

New York

Oklahoma

and thousand/ of other
\
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CENTURY CIRCUIT New York ROSENBLATT THEATRES New York

LEFKOWITZ & GREENBERGER

ROBB & ROWLEY

SCHINE CHAIN THEATRES

Cleveland

Texas

New York

SCHOENSTADT & SONS

VONDERSCHMIOT

MART COLE THEATRE CHAIN

Chicago

Indiana

Texas
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10 IKK. SMASHES BYJANUAR

DIRIGIBLE
A Frank Capra

Production

with

Jack Holt and

Ralph Graves

TOLLABLE
DAVID

*

Joseph Hergesheimer's

greatest story brought

to the talking screen.

Directed b)

John Blvstone

BBOTHERS
with

Bert Lytell

(Coming soon

to the Capitol

Theatre, N.Y.)

THE
CRIMINAL

CODE -
Walter Huston

Direrled by

Howard Hawks

ROSELAND
(Temporar) Tille)

willl

Barbara
Stanwyck

Directed by

Lionel Barrvmoro

THE IIO\
. LAMRAM> TIIK

E. PHILLIPS

OPPENHEIM'S

NOVEL SENSATION

Joe Cook
in

RAIN OR
SlljXK

Directed by

Frank Capra

AFRICA!
SPEAKS

A PROVED
BOX-OFFICE
SENSATION

CHARLEYS
AUNT

A Christie Production

ilh

Charles Ruggles

MADONNA
STREETS

with

Evelyn Brent

Directed by

John Robertson

I Other big
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LeRoy and Lauste Honorary Awards in

S. M. P. E. Blocked by "Dirty Politics"

Search On Historical committee of the S. M. P. E. has launched a
wide-spread search to reach the industry's attics and dark

For Old cellars, for all old relics, films and documents importantly

jr, .

.

concerned in the early history of the business. These will
KetlCS be placed in a special repository to be given over to films

in the Museum of Peaceful Arts, which is located in the
towers of the New York Daily News building on East
42nd Street.

Voice Bubbles

Suggested for

'Dumb' Players

Favorites of the screen who lost favor

abroad with advent of sound can be rein-

stated to their former high places simply by

use of "dummies" in talkers.

This interesting fact was revealed at the

S. M. P. E. convention in a survey made
by C. J. North, chief, and N. D. Golden,

assistant chief of the M. P. Division, Dept.

of Commerce, who suggested that producers

tear down the mask which hides an unnec-

essary condition, and state, "frankly," in an

explanatory title to foreign audiences, "that

while the actors do not speak the language

in question, it was considered fair in the

interests of realism to employ voice dubbles,

so that their favorite stars of the silent film

days could still be brought before them, even

though they could not speak the language."

The old system of writing foreign-lan-

guage captions on the screen of American-

made talkers shown abroad, as explanatory

of the English dialogue, is out of the ques-

tion and only in "musicals" which have a

minimum of dialogue may this be done, the

survey asserts.

North and Golden likewise sounded the

deathknell for dubbing sound pictures. The
two chief methods of talker production, they

stated, rested in production of multi-lin-

guals at Hollywood or some foreign studio

center. Both have many advantages and
disadvantages, they declared, and it is yet

too soon to judge which is the most prac-

tical.

Stiff Battle Ahead

While American companies are readying

for a battle, they will be met with strong

opposition, by companies abroad, for su-

premacy of the film markets in Europe, it

was pointed out.

"There is a widespread feeling that Euro-

pean producers are adapting themselves

more readily to sound than they did to si-

lent production. From less than 650 thea-

tres sound equipped early in 1929, total in-

stallation number has jumped to 4,950, ex-

clusive of Russia."

With American companies contributing

approximately 150, and foreign companies,

including quota pictures, sending in 300, the

foreign field will have more foreign-version

talkers on hand this season than since in-

ception of sound, according to the govern-

ment chiefs.

New Standard

Changeover to

Be Approved
Theatre owners throughout the country

will soon be asked to accept a new standard

for changeovers, final draft of which now
is in the hands of the Projection and Stand-
ards committees of the S.M.P.E., as for-

warded by the technicians' branch of the

Academy of M. P. Arts & Sciences. It

merely awaits indorsement of the S.M.P.E.
before becoming effective, having already

passed muster before big producer-distribu-

tor-exhibitors.

Following the trend to revise old prac-

tices now obsolete because of sound, and
formulate new standards, suggested plans

for an improved type of projection room
are to be made for widespread use of the

industry.

Crawford Quits S.M.P.E.
Committee at Convention
Resignation of Merritt Crawford as a

member of the historical committee was
tendered at the convention of the S.M.P.E.,
which terminated Thursday night in New
York. Crawford's refusal to further serve

was as a result of the society governors
turning down honorary membership of

Eugene Lauste and Jean LeRoy, pioneer
inventors.

8,500 Seats for Picture
House in "Radio City"

RKO will have direct charge of the
various theatre structures to be incorporated
in the RCA-Rockefeller "Radio City" in

New York, to be occupied late in 1932 or
early 1933, according to R. N. Goldsmith,
vice-president of RCA, in an address before
members of the S.M.P.E. The film theatre

will seat 8,500, with the vaude house having
a 5,000 capacity.

Service!

In last week's issue of Motion Pic-
ture News appeared detailed abstracts
of majority of papers and discussions
delivered at the New York convention
of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers.

Edison Faction Fighting Craw.
ford Prevents Awards to

Old Film Pioneers

Sensational charges and recriminations
said to have been hurled at a closed
session of the board of governors have un-
earthed what many have branded as "a
dirty political trick" to prevent Eugene
Augustine Lauste and Jean Acme LeRoy,
aged and worn-out pioneers, from securing
honorary memberships in the Society of

Motion Picture Engineers, which a majority
of the technical association believe they so
justly deserve.

Led by Merritt Crawford, a bitter fight

has been under way in the society for over
a year to honor the aged inventors, but
political maneuverings of a certain element
blocked the awards. Despite unanimous ap-

proval of historical committees of the so-

ciety, voiced on two occasions, the antagon-
ists have been successful in check-mating
the award.

"Dirty politics" are blamed, and they re-

volved around Crawford's past charges that

Edison is the commercial and not the inven-

tive genius of motion pictures, which
prompted Edison cohorts on the board of

governors to retaliate, and punish Crawford
through Lauste-LeRoy, who are understood
to be but innocent bystanders to the fray.

Climax of the affair is expected to result in

splitting the society wide open for severe

criticism by the industry.

Edison Okay, Others Not?

When the spotlight at the meeting was
turned on the Edison "lieutenants," the

latter charged that men like Edison, already
an honorary member, should be recognized
by the society because of their great success

in commercializing motion pictures, and no
one should be honored for contributions to

motion picture science, this despite the fact

that entire sympathy of the S.M.P.E. is

supposed to lean toward inventors and not

commercialization specialists. If commer-
cialists only were to be tendered honorary
awards, it is pointed out by insiders, men
like Zukor, Laemmle, William Fox and
others would be eligible.

The Edison fighters further charged that

Crawford "probably was getting something
out of it," full knowing the impossibility of

this because of the economic status both of

LeRoy and Lauste.

LeRoy is a pioneer inventor of the pro-

jection machine and Lauste built and de-

signed the first wide film projector, invent-

ing the "loop" and indispensable second

sprocket. Lauste is also understood to have
been the first inventor to record and repro-

duce sound and scene upon the same film.

His pioneer discoveries have furnished

many of the fundamentals of the modern
talking picture. Exhaustive research of

Bell Telephone Laboratories, the Historical

Committee of the S.M.P.E., and others, dur-

ing the past two years, have established

these claims to be true.
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Let's Not Get Technical

MANY years ago, an old business sage told

us that "when a big company, like United
States Steel, General Motors or Bell Telephone,

does a thing, it does it right and in no uncertain

manner."
We never believed the old guy until we read

the beautifully printed piece of literature which
Bell representatives presented to delegates at

the S. M. P. E. confab just concluded, and in

L. C. PORTER W. V. D. KELLEY
Sound Color

Comm. Chairman Comm. Chairman

which Bell execs spent 226 words and a full-

page street-chart to explain the route and
method of transportation from the Pennsylvania
Hotel (convention headquarters) to the Bell

laboratories on the West Side, where a tele-

vision demonstration was given on Thursday.
"Bell, apparently, gauged the intelligence of

S. M. P. E. members by the work of some of

the young engineers in its laboratories," cracked

one wit.

The earlier sessions of the opening convention

day suffered by distraction of members who
could not resist reading Motion Picture News.
copies of which were distributed throughout the

auditorium before sessions started. (Advt.)

Some of the "oily boids" on the registration

list included: Dr. F. S. Irby, of "Electionics,"

L. A. JONES
"Journal"

Comm. Chairman

W. WHITMORE
Publicity

Comm. Chairman

who is simply ka-a-razy over film statistics

;

"Wee Willy" Whitmore, in charge of S. M. P.

E. publicity affairs, and who still is trying to

fathom the vagaries of trade paper reporters

;

Max Mayer of New York; "Smiling Dick"
Brady, Eastman Kodak's New York sales chief;

Cart L. Gregory, the "vet" photographic ex-

pert; Merritt Crawford; and Ray Evans, who

I By JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM*

represented the picture branch of Uncle Sam-
mie's Dept. of Agriculture at Washington.

* * *

IV. C. ("Bill") Kunzman once again de-
monstrated his fitness for the post of convention
chairman. "Dynamic" Bill was the incentive

for a Peppy meeting. And he's a marvelous
host, too! (Ask the boys zvhn visited Room
1750).

* * *

The ultra-ultra-ultra modernistic scheme of

the Salle Moderne Room, where sessions were
held, was just a little too much for some of the

older "professors" and "doctors."
* * *

James (Publisher) Cameron led the proces-

sion of dignified (?) projectionists to the con-
vention hall.

* * *

Mrs. E. I. Sponable piloted the women mem-
bers about town. First stop was a fashion

show, specially arranged, at Stern Bros., then

tea ; theatre parties and more tea ; a sight-see-

ing boat trip, and still more tea.

* * *

The stage was all set, flags draped, officers

installed and a dignified air reigned supreme—
until someone shouted: "Omigosh! we've for-

gotten to name the reception committee for

PETER MOLE A. C. HARDY
Pacific Coast Section Standard-Non-Clem

Chairman Comm. Chairman

Major Edward Bowes, opening address spokes-

man."
Hurried conferences and a rush call for P.

A. McGuire, who was officially made a com-
mittee of one to walk on the right of the

"Majah" from the elevator to the rostrum.
"Well done, Mac," was the unanimous opin-

ion.
* * *

Frank Badgley, Canadian government film

chief, and Merritt Crawford remembered "way
back when" both were big shots in the world
tilt started by ex-kaiser Wilhelm.

* * *

H. B. Tuttle, Eastman Kodak, took the ros-

trum for Harold B. Franklin, to read the lat-

ter's paper, "Progress of Sound Motion Pic-
ture Presentation."

* * *

Eastman Kodak and Bell-Erpi-Western Elec-

tric ran neck and neck for top honors insofar

as most widely represented company was con-
cerned. RCA Victor ran third.

* * *

Who's the guy tvho's dubbed : "the bolshevik"

of the board of governors? Always squab-
bling, right or zvrong, and gumming up the

works. The gang is beginning to treat him
"lightly."

HP HERE are always some in all large asso-
-1 ciations who stand in need of squelching.

The S.M.P.E., is no exception, as evidenced

by the stiff manner in which President Crab-
tree "seated" several delegates during the
sessions. * * *

Bell laboratories was host to 300 engineers
on Thursday, at its West street research head-
quarters. A tour through the plant followed.

ED CURTIS
Solicitation

Comm. Chairman

L. M. TOWNSEND
Projection

Comm. Chairman

What a break for Neumade Product's,

which stole the show with a flood of litera-

ture and displays on its new equipment, in-

cluding counters, measures, splicers, syn-
seeinq trip around Manhattan Isle Wednesday.

* * *

Out-of-town conventioneers had tJie oppor-
tunity to view New York's ever-changing sky
line when "BUI" Kunzmaris convention com-
mittee took the gang on a boat ride and sight-

seeing trip around Manhattan Isle Wednesday
afternoon.

* * *

"Professor" Crabtree dismissed the boys
from school sessions Tuesday night so that

all could make whoopee on Mazda Lane.
* * *

Western Electric rigged up a complete sound
theatre in the auditorium, doing the entire job

A. C. DOWNES C. E. EGELER
Studio Lighting Theatre Lighting
Comm. Chairman Comm. Chairman

over the week-end. International supplied pro-
jectors and Raven a sound screen.

* * *

Charlie Barrell, in charge of Western
Electric's industrial department, and in the
front at all convention sessions, leaves soon
for Hollywood where he will supervise the
making of a company picture highlighting
the use of radio equipment in airplanes.
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Industry Turns AboutFace on 65 and 70
AndGoestoWorkon50mm. as Standard
Cost of Complete Changeover
Would Be Too High, Bringing
About Further Depression

As exclusively stated in Motion Picture
News two weeks ago, industry leaders will

not plug development of any wide film

which necessitates wholesale junking of

present equipment as used in production and
exhibition.

This decision is prompted by certain tech-

nical obstacles which 65mm. or 70mm.
present in theatres and the desire to steer

clear of the giant financial burden which the

industry would be forced to shoulder,

jeopardizing its economic structure at a

time when business conditions in the in-

dustry are showing the first signs of bright-

ness following a hectic period of depression.

It has been learned from authoritative

sources that financial and technical moguls
will immediately set to work developing

50mm. as the standard wide film width.

This standard, it is stated, will only require

slight changes in present equipment and is

also more practical from a projection stand-

point, being more naturally proportioned

than 70mm. which is just double the width

of currently used 35mm. stock.

Raw stock interests and large equipment
manufacturers who would benefit most by
a changeover to 70mm., are understood to

be in sympathy with the practicability of

50mm., so much so that many sponsors of

65mm. and 70mm. stand ready to junk
millions in research and laboratory equip-

ment to push 50mm.

50 mm. Already Agreed Upon
That the Academy of M. P. Arts &

Sciences, through its technical bureau, and
the Society of Motion Picture Engineers,

working through its Standards Committee,
have already secretly approved adoption of

50mm. is said to be a fact, both organiza-

tions merely holding official announcement
of their findings until the final okay comes
from Hollywood producers.

Placing the sound track on film has rushed

through the engineers' laboratories develop-

ment of wide film, first talked of at least

The Wide Film Mess
Two months' of concentrated re-

search on advantages and disadvan-
tages of various methods of procur-
ing wide pictures is expected to clear

up the muddy mess in which the in-

dustry has been hurled with failure
of its production and engineering
chiefs to arrive at a practicable stand-
ard.

Lester Cowan, director of the tech-
nicians' branch of the Academy in
Hollywood, has secretly been chosen,
by all interests, to straighten out the
situation. Motion Picture A'eirs learns,
exclusively.

Cowan departed from New York
yesterday, following conferences with
technical moguls at the S.M.P.E. con-
vention in New York.

Speed Standard Adopted
Present standard speed for running

film through projectors has been
changed by the S.M.P.E. Standards
Committee from 80 feet a minute for
silents, to 90.

The 90 - feet - a - minute speed for
sound remains the same.
Standard Release Prints, as adopted

by the technicians' bureau of the
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
were approved by the S.M.P.E., which
at the New York convention referred
its members to the Oct. 11 issue of
Motion Picture \eu>s for full text of
the new schedule.
The next step in theatre standard-

ization will be a standard for screen
brightness, which now runs in screen
color from a bright yellow to a blue.
The Standards Committee likewise

urged exhibitors to entrust theatre
sound control not to an operator but
to an experienced engineer.

five years ago before sound started its rev-
olutionary movement in the industry. Tak-
ing away this space from the picture frame
by sound, gave 35mm. stock a picture with
undesirable proportion, which were corrected
by masking the height. The smaller area of
picture requires a greater magnification of
the film to cover the same size of screen,
and, as the magnification had already been
pushed close to the limit set by the graini-
ness of the film and the unsteadiness in the
projector, the utilization of a portion of the
film for the sound track has made the pro-
jection of the pictures of even moderate
screen dimensions not altogether satis-
factory.

Simultaneous with the general introduc-
tion of sound has come a desire on the part
of the industry for a larger projected pic-
ture which will include more action.

Wider Screens Are Taboo
"Although several methods have been

suggested for the realization of large screen
pictures with the present 35 mm. film,"
states the S.M.P.E. Standards Committee
report as given at its New York convention
this week, "this committee feels that none
of these methods offers a permanent solution
to the problem." Which means that wider
film, and not wide screens is the only
solution.

"There are many obvious advantages to
wide film," the report states. "It not only
permits a sound track of more satisfactory
width than in use at present, but it makes
possible large screen pictures having a
greater variety of composition and more
action without exceeding a practical limit
of magnification."

Concrete evidence that engineers have
been instructed to keep in mind the indus-
try's economic condition is discovered in
the Standard Committee's admission that
"in considering a new standard for motion
picture film, this committee has been guided
not alone by engineering principles but by
considerations of the cost to the industry
of a new standard and of the necessary
transition period.

S.M.P.E. Recommends Adoption
Of a 1.8 to 1 Ratio of

Width to Height

"It is obvious," it was stated, "that any
practical recommendation must involve the
ratio of screen width to screen height that

is already established within reasonably
narrow limits by both the proscenium arch
and the balcony cut-off in existing theatres.

An investigation of this subject shows that,

whereas a few of the larger theatres can
use a ratio of width to height as great as

2 to 1, the ratio for the smaller theatres is

usually less. After careful consideration
of this subject, this committee recommends
the adoption of a 1.8 to 1 ratio of width
to height as the best compromise. This
ratio seems to be not out of line with pre-
vailing sentiment among members of the

Academy.

65 or 70 mm. Impractical

"During the deliberations of the sub-
committee, it became increasingly evident
that the adoption of release prints with a

width in the neighborhood of 65 to 70 mm.
would be economically impracticable for a

large proportion of theatres. It seemed
desirable, therefore, to give consideration

to a film size intermediate between these

dimensions and the present 35 mm. stand-
ard. We are working on a layout that will

permit the use of the 1.8 to 1 ratio and
that will provide for a wider sound track

and more suitable margins. We are at-

tempting to assign dimensions to this film

that will permit the most economic use of

existing 35 min. equipment.

"While the specification of the release

print dimensions is the problem of most
importance, this committee has under con-
sideration a negative of such proportions
that it may be printed by optical reduction

on the new intermediate film size or by con-
tact on a larger film for the de luxe houses.
An agreement on the above plan has been
reached so recently that there has been in-

sufficient time to complete the final details

for presentation to the society," it is stated.

The Exhibitor's "Pal"

If full entertainment value of a
wide sound film can only be secured
by using another projector and an-
other projectionist, what matters these
little things in an exhibitor's life,

stated J. I. Crabtree, president, at the
banquet of the S.M.P.E. Wednesday
night in New York.
And this despite the heavy financial

burdens under which theatre owners
have been made to labor in recent
years because of forced mechanical
changes brought about by sound.
Crabtree told the engineers that

sound, in its present form, must be
bettered if patronage of the American
audience is to be held. Which prompted
one exhibitor wit to chirp: "are dese
engineer guys trying to tell us sum-
tin*?"
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Industry Is Carefully Picking Its

Way in the Adoption of Television

Big Chiefs Are Plenty Hazy
Over Economic Status of

Ether Movies

The unimportant part which television

played in the four-day session of the Society

of Motion Picture Engineers at New York

is said by observers of technical progress

to be significant of the fact that the indus-

try intends to watch its step, in a most

cautious manner, before accepting this tre-

mendous new factor as part of the electrics'

scheme of entertainment. This is to be the

policy followed, they say, at least until wide-

film, or a wide screen and the obstacles

which the latter present, have been fully

coped with, and the economic status of tele-

vision more clearly defines itself.

Only one of the 42 discussions at the New
York meeting involved television, and this

lone contribution was merely repetition of

a demonstration given innumerable times in

the Bell Telephone laboratories, which is

snonsoring, among other television angles,

the H. E. Ives televisor.

Economics the Big Point

The economic status of widespread adop-

tion of television has not been definitely

fixed in the minds of powers who control

the nerve-strings of the industry, particu-

larly as it affects practical marketing meth-

ods, and the relation and influence of the

home angle with regular theatre entertain-

ment to be offered by television. These fac-

tors alone, and without considering the

many technical imperfections yet to be cor-

rected, are sufficient to halt television for

many years, it is said.

C. Father Jenkins, "the father of tele-

vision'' in this country, told a Motion Pic-
ture News representative at the May meet-

ing of the Society of M. P. Engineers at

Washington, that at least five years will

elapse before television would assume prac-

tical proportions to allow for theatre adop-

tion. He did agree, however, that a much
shorter period, possibly two or three years,

would find television occupying an impor-

tant spot in the radio field, broadcasting di-

rectly to homes much in the same manner
as present radio programs are being used.

Television and "Radio City"

RCA-Rockefeller's "Radio City," on which
it is said, the combined interests will spend

$250,000,000 for a group of theatre build-

ings in mid-town New York, may be ex-

pected tq be held in abevance until television

is further developed. This, so insiders state,

because RCA is interested in building up
the legend, "the home of television," around
its proposed theatre community, and "Radio
City" without full development of television,

technically and economically, would defeat

the purpose for which the center was origi-

nally designed.

Hritish Baird Television, England's most important television

rp j • • unit, will attempt to steal a march on American companies,
1 eieVlSlOn with plans already nearing completion for a wholesale

Unit Here invasion of the field in this country.
Baird, so reports from London state, has been successful

in gaining a foothold for television in the public's scheme
of entertainment, and plans to make inroads into America
before our electrics are ready for the big drive.

"Producers Do Not Fully
Appreciate Engineers"

"Absence makes the heart grow fonder"

—

for somebody else, according to Major Ed-
ward Bowes, who told S. M. P. E. members
in an address which opened the New York
convention, that "producers out in Holly-

wood do not fully appreciate the engineers."

He stated that "one mighty serious and
disorganizing problem of the industry was
that offices were 3,000 miles way from fac-

tories."

The M-G-M executive urged engineers to

force upon the production officials "recog-

nition of the engineer's work and his prob-

lems."

J. I. Crabtree, society president, immedi-
ately took up the cudgels in behalf of the

technicians and stated that "engineers will

soon have more to do with the actual enter-

tainment end of the business than ever be-

fore," and closer working arrangements will

be enforced, he stated.

Old Slate Reelected
AtS.M. P. E. Confab

With but one exception, officers of the

S. M. P. E. were re-elected. J. I. Crabtree,

Eastman Kodak, was returned to the presi-

dency, with W. C. Hubbard, General Elec-

tric, elected vice-president. H. T. Cowling,

Eastman Kodak, was elected Hubbard's suc-

cessor as treasurer. J. H. Kurlander, West-
inghouse Lamp, continues as secretary.

W. C. Kunzman and Frank C. Badgley
are new members of board of governors,

which also includes: S. W. Palmer, Para-

mount-Publix: J. A. Dubray, Bell & How-
ell ; Peter Mole. Mole-Richardson ; Simon
Rowson, Ideal Films, London ; K. C. P.

Hickman, Eastman; E. I. Sponable. Fox;
L. C. Porter, General Electric; D. Macken-
zie. Electrical Research.

$32,263 "In the Kick"
When W. C. Hubbard, of General

Electric Vapor Lamp Co., turned in

his current and final report after five

years as treasurer of the S.M.P.E..

he revealed cash on hand totaling

$32,263. This compares with $1,500

in the "till" when he took over the
job back in 1925.

Hubbard refused to again run for

the treasurer's post and was elected

vice-president. H. T. Cowling, East-
man Kodak, succeeded him as

treasurer.

756 Engineers Now on
RosterofS.M.P.E.

Total membership to date includes 756,

according to J. H. Kurlander, secretary,

who told delegates attending the S. M. P. E.

convention that the roster had jumped 200
in one year.

Eight honorary members are listed, in-

cluding Edison, Eastman, Ives, Jenkins,

Maurey and the presidents of the French,

German and English cinematographic so-

cieties.

Sustaining members (companies which
contribute heavily, financially) include

Agfa-Ansco, Audio-Cinema, Bausch and
Lomb, Bell and Howell, Bell Telephone,

Case Research, Consolidated Film, DuPont-
Pathe, Eastman Kodak, Electric Research,

General Theatres Equipment, Mole-Rich-

ardson, National Carbon, Pacent, Para-

mount, RCA Photophone and Technicolor.

Of the remainder, 356 members belong to

the New York division; 122, London; 107,

Pacific Coast; 77, Chicago, and 18 in foreign

countries other than England. Forty-five

applications are pending, it was stated.

Wide Film Brings Out
Home Office Executives

Every home office equipment concern and

film company on New York's main stem

sent representatives to the fall meeting of

the Society of M. P. Engineers, held this

week at the Pennsylvania Hotel in New
York, to get the lowdown on sound, color

and wide film as revealed by industry tech-

nicians. The result was one of the most

widely represented and largest gathering in

the history of the business.

The registration list, which follows, does

not include industry leaders and "big name"
personalities who attended as guests

:

Altman, Fred E„ Eastman Kodak, Rochester.
Anderson, A. H., Duplex M. P.. Inc.. Laurelton. N. Y.
Badgley, F. C, Canadian Govt., M. P. Bureau, Ot-
tawa.

Ball, J. A., Technicolor. Hollywood.
Bauser, Chas. W-, Colortone Pictures, Hudson
Heights. N. J.

Beatty, A. M., International Projectionists.
Benford. Frank. General Elec. Schenectady.
Blair, George E„ Eastman Kodak. Rochester.
Blaney, J. M., Colorcraft Corp.. Whitestone, N. Y.
Bommann, C, Agfa Ansco Corp., Johnson City, N. Y.
Bovlen. J. C, Ont. Government, Toronto.
Brady, R., Eastman Kodak. N. Y. C.
Buttolph, L. J., General Elec. Vapor Lamp Co., N. J.

Cameron, James. Manhattan Beach, N. V.
Carlton, H. C, Eastman Kodak, Rochester.
Carson, Walter H., Agfa Ansco Corp., Binghamton.
Carver, E. K., Eastman Kodak, Rochester.
Cloud, R- T.. Chicago.
Conklin, O. E„ Du Pont-Pathe. Parlin. N. J.

Cook. Alan A., Bausch & Lomb. Rochester.
Cowling, H. T., Eastman Kodak. Rochester.

(Continued on page 45)
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Shining Glitter Gone from Sound, So

Film Technicians Turn to Other Toys

Producers the Santa Claus to

Engineers Who Send the
Bills and Headaches

Sound and its glittering novelty appeal
have come to the parting of the ways—
practically and theoretically. Practically,

from the viewpoint of theatregoers and
theoretically insofar as the industry's tech-

nical wizards are concerned.

Talkers, so it is said, have at last become
part-and-parcel of the picture business, and
as such no longer deserve, nor can they

command the undivided attention of the

fathers of progress, which staid old gentle-

men—-in the person of film engineers—now
are busily engaged in dusting off the

pedestal to make way for a new king: the

wide picture.

Within one year, those in on the know
predict, discussion of sound will be ruled

out in up-to-the-minute circles, and in its

place wide pictures will be the king-pin.

Color and television are in for a tem-
porary setback, it is pointed out, with both

of these developments held for grooming
until some future date.

The field of progress in technical circles

is already beginning to narrow down to

development of wide film, with the Progress
Committee of the Society of M. P. Engi-
neers accepting this new trend as one of the

highlights of the past few months.

While it is true that laboratories cannot
completely ignore talkers, it is expected that

from now on film engineers will shower
upon sound no greater attention than is paid

to any other routine phase of the industry.

The Industry Progresses.

Sound was the predominating factor in

the field of progress in the past six months,
as reported in the following S. M. P. E.
convention report, but leaders expect the

next survey will find wide pictures on top.

The report follows:

Plans for ultimate adoption of wide film

have continued throughout the summer as

several producers were known to be engaged
actively in further experimentation. Accord-
ing to reports from production centers, nega-
tives for several pictures have been made on
wide film as well as on the usual 35 mm. width.

Agreement has been reached among leading

producers on perforation standards and sound
tracks but there is still a division of opinion

on total width and size of frame. One possible

solution of the projector problem is to make
the negatives on wide film and make reduced
prints on 35 mm. for showing on the present

standard projector fitted with a shorter focal

length lens.

A transparent paper support which can be
coated with either a positive or negative emul-
sion was placed on the market and the claim
advanced that it was suitable for cinematograph
film. Another innovation was the introduction

of a film containing a layer of aluminium foil

0.005 mm. thick.

European Studios All Wired

The bulk of the leading studios of Europe
had installed sound recording channels by July,

Don't Get Swell-Headed!
While it's true, as seen by the

S.M.P.E. committee on progress, that
greater importance on the program
has been given cartoons, similarity in
thought will oust them from public
favor just as quickly as theatregoers
registered approval some eight or ten
months ago.

In addition to cartoons, sound pic-
tures introduced other changes in the
previous routine of motion picture
programs, it was stated at the engi-
neers' convention. For instance, over-
tures played by orchestras have large-
ly been eliminated, the value of the
news-reel enhanced, and the value of
comedies lessened, with general length
of programs remaining two hours.
So the committee finds it any rate.

1930, one of the finest being located in a studio

at Wembly, England. Services of American
engineers were in demand by several Russian
firms to assist in establishing an expansion
program.

A report was published during September
giving the final results of a comprehensive
survey of the methods used to silence cameras
in the Hollywood studios. Eighteen types of

equipment were tested. One very interesting

"blimp" was constructed of a cellulosic com-
position, the sections of which were so tightly

fitted as to render the housing both airtight

and water-tight.

The investigation dealing with methods of
silencing arc lights for sound motion picture
work mentioned in the previous report of this

committee has been continued and its results

published. Data on tests made in 14 studios

and reports from the Los Angeles Bureau of

Power and Light are included. One improved
type of arc lamp contains a special built-in

choke coil which takes care of commutator
ripple. The intermittent feed has been elimi-

nated, non-grinding gears installed, and a new
type of positive carbon used which is said not

to squeak during feeding of the arc.

Improvement has also been noted in high
wattage incandescent lamps. Such lamps must
necessarily be subjected to rough usage and it

has been a problem to make these sufficiently

strong for such service. A new system of

bringing the current into the bulbs of 5 KW.
and 10 KW. lamps has greatly increased their

strength, reduced their heating tendency, and
permitted the introduction of any amount of
current. In the method used, the glass does
not come in contact with current-carrying parts.

Incandescent lamps are stated to be in almost
universal use in sound studios in England. For
overheads and banks it is general practice to

use 6 to 12 lamps (1500 watt) in a fan cooled

single aluminum reflector. The average light-

ing of a set is 400 foot candles. The use of
tungsten powder for cleaning bulbs is not gen-
erally favored.

According to reports from the Motion Pic-

ture Division of the U. S. Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce, the demand is increas-

ing in foreign countries for sound pictures in

native languages. The plan of dubbing foreign

lines in pictures made with English speaking
actors is being discouraged.

Sound film records made in England at the

Plan of Dubbing Foreign Lines
In English Versions Being

Discouraged

Wembly studios are identified by photographing
at intervals on the film, a lantern slide carrying
the scene and shot numbers. Each half minute,
figures up to 10, in Morse code, are printed on
the side of the film opposite the sound track.
Corresponding figures are recorded on the pic-
ture negative in the space reserved for the
sound track.

By controlling the ratio of direct sound to
reverberation, Maxfield states that the true
illusion of nearness or distance of the speaker
can be secured. There is a critical range of
50 steps of the total 120 sensation units within
which sounds may be reproduced pleasantly in
theatres.

New Flashing Lamp Appears
An improved type of flashing lamp has been

devised by Zetka which is stated to have fifty
times the life of older types and to be of much
sturdier construction. Recordings of nearly
25,000 feet have been made.

A beam microphone which may be focussed
on one speaker has been perfected by a Holly-
wood sound director.

Balantine has studied the effect of cavity
resonance on the frequency response character-
istic of the condenser microphone. Two effects
causing increases over the uniform response of
condenser microphones are: (1) increase of
pressure on the diaphragm, and (2) acoustic
resonance in the cup-shaped recess of the ring
stretched over the diaphragm.

Two large equipment manufacturers during
the summer of 1930 announced lower prices on
sound-on-film equipment and the option of pur-
chasing the general installation without the
disk. One producer who supplied disk records
exclusively began early in the summer to supply
sound-on-film features as well. It is considered
by some exhibitors that film records "wear"
better than disk records and have noticeably
less of a metallic note when played. There are
3,500 theatres, however, equipped only for disk
records and it will undoubtedly require at least
two years to effect a complete change-over.

A system of recording being developed in
Russia employs an oscillograph with one thread
and is stated to be suitable for either variable
width or variable density recording. Another
sound-on-film process utilizes a sound print
having the record engraved in the edge of the
film. A saffire roller pick-up device is em-
ployed in the reproduction. A roll of clear
celluloid is engraved in preparing the master
record and this record is then transferred to
the sound print. No stages of amplification are
said to be necessary in reproduction.

A report was published the latter part of
May, 1930, and a second report in September,
1930, giving the results of extensive tests made
on acoustic materials for set construction.
Reverberation times were measured with the
new materials as against times for an empty
room. The greatest absorption coefficient was
found with Zonolite plaster brushed 1ETAN
inch thick over burlap or chicken wire.

Fire Code Adopted
A committee made up of representatives from

the Board of Fire Underwriters, the New York
Bureau of Fire Prevention, and the Motion

(Continued on next page)
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New Code Completed for Prevention of

Fires in Studios, Labs and Theatres
S.M.P.E, Progress Report Urges
Exhibitors to Contact Their
Patrons on Music Tastes

(Continued from the preceding page)

Picture Producers Association have drawn up
a code on studio and laboratory practice, the

exchange and the theatre. It gives specifica-

tions for the handling of film from its develop-
ment to the delivery of the finished print.

Further information has been published on
the Hunter-Pierce developing machine which
was mentioned briefly in the previous report.

The machine consists of horizontal tanks ar-

ranged one above the other with a vacuum
system drying compartment on top. It pro-
cesses 12 separate strands of film simultaneously

at the rate of 10 feet per minute and has a
capacity of about one million feet of film per
week. The film is fed into and taken off the

machine from the same end. During process-

ing the film is twisted constantly and is so
exposed that any breaks can be repaired very
quickly. Lasally has also published a descrip-

tion of two developing machines, those of

A. Debrie, Paris, and of Geyer-Werke A.-G.,

Berlin. The former apparatus is a twin ma-
chine, each part of which works independently.

The developing and fixing end is located in a

dark room, the washing, dyeing and drying end
in a light room. Film passes in loops through
the various baths at the rate of 1,600 ft. per

hour. The Geyer machine is of somewhat
similar design.

Sensitometric Control

A slowly growing appreciation of the value
of sensitometric control in motion picture film*

development has been apparent since the advent
of the sound motion picture. It is also under-
stood to be a general practice in the larger

laboratories to make duplicates of the bulk of

negatives as finally edited.

A new continuous printer has been designed
for sound film records which works at 120 feet

per minute. Contact is established by a curved
gate with a flattened aperture through which
the films are pulled at the correct tension. The
printer may also be equipped with an automatic
light change attachment. A strip of thin film

with perforations on its edges (corresponding
to scene changes in the negative) is fed into a_

special gate attached to the front of the
machine. The fibre strip is moved forward at

a slower rate than the film and as each hole

passes over a contact (of which there are 20)
a light change is effected. Changes may be
made for scenes as short as 6 inches. It is not
necessary to mark the negative in any way by
this system.

Specifications have been drawn up by a sub-
committee of the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences on a standard release print

including leader, run-out and cues. It applies

to either silent or sound prints.

Gauge Music by Audience Taste

According to trade reports orchestras have
been returned to a few theatres in this country
and South America which discharged their

orchestra over a year ago with the installation

of sound equipment. An inventory of several
leading theatres on the Pacific Coast reveals,

however, that certain houses appear to have a
patronage who wish orchestras and shows,
whereas others have a patronage who prefer a

first class selection of pictures. It appears to

depend, therefore, largely on the type of clien-

tele a theatre enjoys.

Sound motion pictures have introduced cer-

tain fundamental changes in the previous order

The Return of orchestras to theatres depends, entirely, upon

* s\££ *ne *yPe °^ C^en^e'e a theatre enjoys, as indicated by
Tip-Off results of a recent survey which revealed that patrons in

« -m~ • some sections favor orchestras with sound pictures whereas
Un ifl USIC others are content without them, according to data

announced by the S. M. P. E. Progress Committee.
On this basis, an exhibitor contemplating installation

of an orchestra should first contact his regular theatre-
goers for the lowdown, before making the change, it was
stated.

of motion picture programs. Overtures played

by an orchestra have largely been eliminated,

the value of the newsreel enhanced, the value

of comedies lessened, but greater importance

has been given to cartoons. The general length

of program remains one of approximately two
hours duration.

About one-third of the motion picture thea-

tres of the world had been equipped by Sep-

tember, 1930, for sound reproduction of either

the synchronous or non-synchronous types. In

proportion to the total number of theatres,

Canada leads the list of countries with 70 per

cent sound installation, the United States is

second with 55 per cent, Great Britain third

with 47 per cent. European theatres are rapidly

converting their old equipment over for use

with sound pictures.

"Dummies" in Booths Suggested

The suggestion made by Edgar that projec-

tion rooms in major theatres will be equipped

with extra dummy machines for handling film

with sound records only, has been realized in

the showing of the feature production "Hell's

Angels" at the Chinese Theatre, Hollywood.

Volume with less distortion, elimination of

troubles from heating of the film, and a lower-

ing of projector vibration are some of the

advantages cited by Edgar. Three dummy pro-

jectors connected in parallel were used in the

Chinese Theatre demonstration so that two
sound tracks could be played at the same time.

Six reels of "Magnascope" film were included

in the picture which was projected on a 24 by

37 foot screen and 9 extra loudspeakers were
added to the regular installation which con-

sisted of three horns. A special amplifier

system was installed to accommodate the 12

horns, which made possible an increase in

volume equal to five times the normal value of

the regular sound installation.

One of the most interesting innovations in

projection equipment of foreign origin is the

French Nalpas double pro j ector. Two com-
plete sound-on-film or disk assemblies are

mounted compactly on a single rigid support.

A resynchronizing device of British origin

consists of a footage counter and a dial gradu-

ated into 16 sections, each of which corresponds

to a frame. The device is attached to the 90

foot per mjnute spindle by a flexible shaft.

The footage counter is set to correspond with

the edge number on the film and the dial hand

is moved to zero. The exact foot and frame

Scenario Writers and Axes
About 80 per cent of amateur scen-

arists have been eliminated because
of their inability to write dialogue for

sound pictures, members of the S. M.
P. E. attending the Fall convention

were told.

passing the aperture can be detected at once,
during projection.

A power level indicator has been announced
for reading the signal amplitude in voice trans-
mission circuits; levels from minus ten to plus
thirty-six decimals can be measured. A monitor
has been developed to meet the needs for
accurate indication of volume levels from power
amplifiers in sound reproducing equipment.

Optical Lens in New Device

In a new type of sound-on-film reproducer,
mechanical parts in the optical path have been"
substituted for a cylindrical lens which illumi-

nates only 0.0005 inch of the film area, thus
eliminating the usual slit. A new ultra-sensi-

tive vacuum tube has been developed in which
the grid current is reduced to a very low value
for measurements as low as 10-17 amperes.
Such a tube will indicate a flow of 63 electron!

per second.

A new 72 inch dynamic cone speaker and
directional baffle has been announced which is

claimed to deliver clear mellow low frequency
50 cycle sounds and high frequency 7,000 cycle
sounds. The letters "s," "f" and "th" can be
distinguished clearly. Another type described
by Bostwick, utilizes a moving coil piston

diaphragm in conjunction with a 2,000 cycle
cut-off. By using this speaker as an adjunct
to the ordinary type, it is claimed that uniform
reproduction of sounds from 50 to 11,000 cycles

may be obtained.

Bull has published data on methods of
measuring loud speaker efficiency. Good horn
type speakers used in theatre installations are
said to have an efficiency of 35 per cent ; ordi-

nary commercial speakers only 1 to 6 per cent.

At a meeting of the Societe Francaise de
Physique, Dundoyer described a new type of
light bulb for sound reproducing equipment. A
rectilinear filament is arranged parallel to a flat

plate fused in the bulb and a microscope objec-
tive used to produce a greatly reduced image of

the filament on the film.

A projection lamp of novel construction is

designed so that the upper part of the bulb is

spherical, whereas the lower part narrows to

a cylinder, near the base of which is the

filament.

Wide O Lens for Enlargements

Methods of using wide-angle lenses to pro-

ject a much enlarged picture on the screen have
been employed in several of the large theatres

for certain scenes of such pictures as "Old
Ironsides," "Trail of Ninety-Eight," "The
Hollywood Review," and "Hell's Angels." In

one process, a movable screen was utilized

which traveled downstage as the growth of the

picture occurred. These methods all tend to

overaccentuate the graininess of the picture.

The same defect holds if too large a picture

is attempted with wide film ; tests having shown
(Continued on next page)
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Public Address System Utilized on Stage

In Place of Horns for Short Sound Films

New Television Device Revealed

At SM.P.E. Convention in

Progress Report

{Continued from preceding page)

that width of 50 feet is the maximum permis-

sible before such effects begin to appear.

When space is at a premium back stage, the

public address system with outlets over the

proscenium arch, has been utilized quite success-

fully as a substitute for the usual horns during

presentation of shorts, such as song cartoons.

Non-Intermittent Portable

A novel portable non-intermittent projector

for educational use has been made available by
Gaumont. It consists of a folding metal case,

hinged at the top. Film moves continuously

around a hollow sprocket containing a sta-

tionary prism. Light from a source on the

front of the projector, is directod toward the

rear through a condensor system and then

through the film, where it strikes the first

prism. At this point, it is reflected on to the

second prism and thence through the rotating

lens drum, and is directed finally through a

suitable lens system onto the screen.

A number of theatres throughout the United
States have increased the size of their screens

anticipating the advent of the wide screen pic-

ture. Practically all the theatres in one circuit

on the Pacific Coast have installed larger

screens. A survey indicated, however, that

about 60 per cent of the theatres in this country
lack space for screens of more than 24 ft.

width.

The large ballroom in the Atlantic City Pier
Auditorium has been equipped for showing^
sound motion pictures and required one of the"

largest installations ever made. A social center

motion picture theatre has been completed in

Newark, N. J. It contains a theatre audi-

torium seating 436 persons, a ballroom, billiard

room, ping pong room, coffee and cigarette

counters, card room, and indoor golf facilities,

all decorated in modernistic fashion.

Eyring has shown that an auditorium to have
a single optimum reverberation time, should not

only be free from echoes and have the proper
amount of damping, but the absorbing material

should be fairly uniformly distributed, resonat-

ing bodies eliminated, and a condition for dif-

fusing sound should be assured. MacNair has
suggested that the rate of decay of loudness
sensation is a better criterion for the arrange-
ment of damping material in auditoriums than
decay rate of sound energy.

Educational Movement Afoot

Several colleges are planning to institute a
cultural course on photo play appreciation dur-
ing 1930-31. Arrangements have been made to

release the negatives of outstanding historical

pictures made several years ago, for re-editing

for educational purposes.

To correlate efforts being made in different

countries on the production of educational films,

Will has advocated that the International

Cinematographic Institute (League of Nations)
prepare a statistical record of the demand for

such films.

Motion pictures will be made from hidden
viewpoints of all public events in Vienna in

which the police take part; the films will be
used later for police instruction. Eighty per
cent of the workers in a silicate factory in

Blonde or Brunette?
A group of laboratory dignitaries

was discussing the Progress Commit-
tee report at the S.M.P.E. convention
when one news hound took exception
to the remarks.

It seems that the conversation ran
something like this:

"Extensive tests on acoustic ma-
terials for set construction involving
reverberation times measured with
the new materials as against times
for an empty room, reveal that the
greatest absorption co-efficient was
found with Zonolite plaster brushed
1/16 to ^s-inch thick over burlap or
chicken wire."
The reporter contended that dele-

gates should confine themselves to

convention business and not enter into

a discussion of chicken-coops.

London Scientists Develop New
Two-Color Additive Process,

S.M.P.E. Delegates Hear

Russia are claimed to have been taught to read

by means of sound films.

Gottheiner and Jacobsohn have reported on
improvements in their technic in X-ray cinema-
tography. In this type of work, the difficulty

in the past has been to get sufficient exposure
to make pictures without over-dosing the patient

and working the X-ray tube over its capacity.

A new lens of f/1.25 was used, constructed of

two spherical cemented elements. A camera
equipped with a shutter admitting more light,

and improved X-ray tube, a fluorescent screen,

and a highly sensitive film were employed.
With this equipment it was possible to take

pictures for as long as 25 seconds at a time,

whereas 2 to 3 seconds was the maximum
exposure which could be used with older appa-

ratus.

Research in Television Field

An International Institute of Television was
founded in Brussels, Belgium, which will deal

with results of researches in connection with
the broadcasting of pictures. Eighteen com-
panies were reported to have twenty-two sta-

tions in operation in the United States for

television experimentation. No license is granted
by the Federal Radio Commission however,
unless evidence can be shown that the work
represents legitimate research.

A three-day test made in September, 1930,

to transmit televised signals across the Atlantic

ocean, failed and was abandoned. A permanent
equipment installation for two-way television

was set up in April between the Bell Labora-
tories and the American Telephone and Tele-
graph Company's offices, which are about two
miles apart.

Television images transmitted by radio were
shown as a part of one regular performance at

the Proctor Theatre, Schenectady, N. Y., on
May 22. A loud speaker system was used to

transmit the voices of the actors who per-

formed before a "television camera" at the

General Electric plant, about one mile distant.

A 48 hole scanning disk covered the subject

twenty times per second. Four photoelectric

tubes respond 40,000 times per second to the

impulses reflected back from the subject. The
images were transmitted on a wave length of

140 meters; the voices on 92 meters. At the

theatre, the light impulses were reproduced first

on a small monitor "teleptikon," then trans-

ferred to a light valve where the light was
broken up bv a 48 hole scanning disk to repro-

duce the images which were projected on a

screen six feet square set under the proscenium
arch. Head and shoulders of the subjects were
reproduced in a black and white picture show-
ing gradation of tones. The system was de-
veloped under the direction of Alexanderson.

Baird Plugging Television

Marked progress has also been made in

England in the development of television in the
hands of Baird Television, Ltd. On July 1,

1930, a demonstration of television was made
before press representatives on a 3 by 6 foot
screen. Screen brightness was ensured by
using 2,100 ordinary metal filament lamps
instead of neon tubes and Kerr cells as in

earlier experiments. Commutator contact

switches, turning on one lamp at a time, sweep
the entire bank of 2,100 lamps in one-twelfth
of a second. The receiving outfit on a portable

truck, was installed in the London Coliseum and
demonstrated as a part of their regular variety

program three times daily from July 28th to

August 9th, 1930. A talking film made on
Friday, August 8th, was televised as a special

feature of the program on the closing date of

August 9.

In another television system, patented by
Lieut. Wold of the Quartermaster Corps,

U. S. Army, mechanical scanning is said to be
rendered unnecessary by the use of a lamp
house having a lattice work of filaments, dif-

ferent junctions of which become luminous
successively.

An attempt to make a motion picture record
of the moon's shadow from an airplane during

the total eclipse of the sun on April 28, 1930,

was partially successful. Clouds obscured the

earth below the plane which flew at an altitude

of over 18,000 feet, but the shadow bands were
photographed on the cloud layer. A special

sound recording camera fitted with an f/1.4

lens and hypersensitized panchromatic film was
used. Radio time signals received by the plane

were recorded. Accurate timing records made
on a reel of sound film by Dr. Pettit during the

eclipse showed it to be 1.7 seconds earlier than

calculated.

Spherical Lenses for Color

According to plans announced during the

summer of 1930, positive prints made by the

additive Herault Trichrome process have the

three successive frames dye tinted. Projection

is made with a Continsouza-Combes noninter-

mittent projection which at 24 frames per

second is said to suppress flicker. This pro-

jector does not use mirrors or prisms, only

spherical lenses. The Wolf-Heide process is

said to use a similar projection method.

A new two color additive process is reported

to have been used in making "The School for

Scandal" shown during the early part of Oc-
tober, 1930 at the Plaza Theatre, London.
Sound prints by the Technicolor process are

now made with a silver image sound track hav-

ing a contrast or "gamma" of unity which is

claimed to represent a material advance in the

art of reproduction. The feature picture

"Whoopee" was made with a sound track which

was developed in this way. It is stated to be

impractical to control the gamma of the sound
track as closely as this on black and white

prints.

A new plant for the Multicolor process, be-

(Continued on page 45)
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Engineering Eccentricities
By JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM

«* A BUNCH 'o the boys were whooping it

** up." The scene was one of those pre-
convention parties where the gang renews ac-

quaintances, some of which date back to the
first S. M. P. E. meet held 14 years ago. Hi-
larity reined supreme, the hour was late.

Suddenly, loud knocks on the hotel door,

and "Big Bill" Kunzman responded. Imagine
his embarassment upon discovering that the

four-a.m. -caller was none other than a promi-
nent Supreme Court judge, in nightie and
woolen cap who told the boys in no uncer-
tain terms what he thought of technicians,

engineers and the picture business in general.

"How can one expect a judge to shoulder

the cares of the judicial robe if he is kept
awake all night by a bunch of so-and-sos?"
he asked.
The door closed, and the boys all gave

three lusty cheers (a la Bronx) for the de-
parted, uninvited visitor.

* * *

Nate Golden, who with C. J. North, runs the

M. P. Section of Uncle Sam's Dept. of Com-
merce, warned the industry to be ready for a
battle with foreign companies who nozz> offer

severe competition for American companies in

talker fields abroad.

E. /. Dentson, now marketing his own film

Process, seen in a huddle with Arthur (Hays)
Dickenson.

* * *

"The Big Trail" and Chevalier's "Rene-
gade" were the big things on a five-hour film

show given Monday night in the convention
auditorium.

* * *

Management of the Chrysler building—
"world's largest structure" issued warm "invi-

tations" to visiting delegates to make use of
the tower for a "magnificent" view of New
York—and all for the sum of fifty cents.

* * *

Ex-treasurer Hubbard, in turning over the

post which he held for five years to H. T,

Again the Chief

J. I. Crabtree, of Eastman Kodak, who,
as exclusively predicted in MOTION PIC-
TURE NEWS last week, was re-elected to
the presidency of the S.MJ*.E., at Fall con-
vention in New York.

W. C. KUNZMAN G. E. MATTHEWS
Elected to Progress

Board of Governors Comm. Chairman

Cowling gave to his successor a set of compli-

mentary remarks in German, Yiddish, French
and what have you, to be used in- reply to

foreign communications sent in by European
members.

* * *

Congrats to the new and re-elected officers,

including President Crabtree, Vice President

Hubbard, Secretary Kurlander and Treasurer

Cowling.
* * *

J. W. Kaufman, chairman of the papers

committee had not arrived from Russia

where he is making a study of film condi-

tions, as expected, so E. O. Scriven, of Bell,

subbed as committee chief, with Herb (Inter-

national Projector) Griffen acting as side-

kick.
* * *

Griffen, incidentally, supervised wiring
_
of

sound, public address and inside communications

systems in the convention hall.

* * *

The trade press contingent was plenty

large, what with Jay Schreck, "Exhibitors'

Herald"; Arthur Eddy, "Film Daily"; Al
Sherman, "Morning Telegraph"; UCone
Mancall, "Theatre Management"; Joe Kelly,

"Exhibitors' Daily Review"; H. W. Bare-
more, "Theatre Management," and others on

hand, the technicians went home with plenty

of material for scrap-books.

* * *

"Old-Timers" seen on the convention floor:

Merritt Crawford, "Dick" (Eastman Kodak)
Brady; Joe (Continental Equipment) Horn-
stein; W. V. D. Kelley, color specialist.

* * *

A. C. Hardy occupied the spot post with

his report of Committee on Standards.

Hardy, despite his youthful appearance, is

none other than Professor Hardy of Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology.

The industry will shortly have at its disposal

an entire neiv glossary of trade terms. The
S.M.P.E. Standards & Nomenclature Commit-
tee is revising the list which has stood un-

touched for many years. Forty-tzvo neiv terms,

many brought about by sound, will be included.

* * *

Led by Lester Cowan, director of the
Academy's technicians' bureau, the Pacific

Coast contingent included Peter Mole, of

Mole-Richardson; J. A. Ball, Technicolor
Russell Otis, Multicolor and R. C. Fear, of

Fearless Camera Co.

THE sudden and dramatic appearance on the

scene of Elmer Pearson put some of the

old timers in a reminiscent mood which brought
them back to the good ol' days when Elmer
was executive vice-president of Pathe, and the

whole works over at that company's home office.

* * *

Pearson left the picture business to raise

cattle, quitting cattle later to reenter films via
an advertising agency.

* * *

That grand old man, George Blair, of East-
man Kodak at Rochester, was one of the last

on the registration list, a little late, but, never-
theless, continuing his long-unbroken attendance
record at S. M. P. E. meets.

* * *

In the lens and optical group were to be seen

I. L. Nixon, Alan A. Cook, J. A. Schcick, all

of Bausch & Lomb; Edivard Roland and Wil-
liam Schade, Ilex Optical Co., and Percy Lins,

of Herbert & Heusgen.
* * *

Harry Hollander, of Joe Hornstein's Con-
tinental Theatre Supply staff in New York
rushed to greet Morris Rothenberg, a
brother equipment salesman who sells for

National Theatre Supply in Boston, and
greeted him with this heart-breaking quip:

"Hello, ol' keed, some company Continental,
eh what ! Too bad we stole that Haverill

(Mass.) equipment installation from your

gang ain't it?"

Just a nize guy.
* * *

Joseph Spray, of Warners, seen in a state

of bewilderment, pacing up and dozvn the main
lobby looking for parlor "C" ivhere his

S.M.P.E. committee had already reached the

first lap in a plenty-important meeting.

* * *

J. H. Kurlander, of Westinghouse Lamp,
wields a wicked pen when it comes to taking
down minutes of business sessions. "Kurly"
is S.M.P.E. secretary and a genial chap.

* * *

Majority of Main Stem New York theatres

threw open their doors to all delegates and
their guests during the entire week.

Re-elected Secretary

J. H. Kurlander, of Westinghouse Lamp
Co., Bloomh~eld, N. J., who will again serve
as S.MJ*.E. secretary, following defeat of
his opponent by ISO votes, for re-election.
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The Weaker Sex
There are 3,500 houses in this

country now equipped for disc only,

and it will take at least two years

to effect the present change-over to

sound-on-film.
Which movement, according to au-

thorities, those who insist they know,
spells the doom for disc equipment.

Wide Film Brings Out
Home Office Executives

(Continued from page 40)

Crabtree, J. I., Eastman Kodak, Rochester.
Crapp, George, Powers Cinephone.
Curie, C. E,, Publix, Tivoli Theatre, Chattanooga.
DeVry, H. A., Q. R. S. DeVry Corp., Chicago.
Del Riccio, Lorenzo^ Paramount Publix, Astoria, L. I.

Denis, A., Eastman Kodak, Rochester.
Dickson, R. B., Pyrene Mfg. Co., Newark.
Dowries, A. C, National Carbon Co., Cleveland.

Dutton, W. P., RCA Victor, Camden, N. J.

Elms, J. D., Elms-Revo Corp., Staten Island, N. Y.
Engstrom, E_ W., RCA Victor, Camden, N. J.

Evans, P. H., Warner Bros.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Evans, Raymond, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Wash-
ington.

Farnham, R. E., General Electric Co., Cleveland.
Fear, R. G., Fearless Camera Co., Hollywood.
Flory, L. P., Boyce Thompson Institute, Yonkers.
Gage, H. P., Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.
Fritts, E., Eastman Kodak, Rochester.
Golden, N. D., Motion Picture Bureau, Dept. of Com-
merce, Washington.

Gleason, Clarence H., Paramount Publix Embassy,
Walt ham, Mass.

Greene, N. B., Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester.
Greene, E. H., Burton Holmes Lectures, Chicago.
Giegory, Carl L_, New Rochelle.
Hammond, L- E., Warner Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Hardin. R. O., Publix Tennessee Theatre, Knoxville.
Hays, M, J., Eastman Kodak, Rochester.
Henkel, Joseph, N. Y. C.
Hibbard, F. W. f Duplex Industries, Inc., Long Island

City.
Hogr, J. F. D.. Bell Lab.. N. Y. C.
Holman, Arthur J., Brookline, Mass.
Hopkins, P. S., Agfa Ansco, Bingham ton.

Hubbard, W. C, H. Gen. Elec, Hoboken, N. J.

Isaacs, A. S., M. P. Machines Co., Pittsburgh.
Isaacs, Louis, M. P. Production Co., Pittsburgh.
James, H. N-, Burton Holmes Lectures, Chicago.
John, W. E., Johannesburg, South Africa.
Jones, J. G., Eastman Kodak, Rochester.
Jones, L. A. Eastman Kodak, Rochester.
Kamin, A. C, Chattanooga.
Keller, Jr., Julius, Ampro Corp., Chicago.
Kellogg, Ed. W., RCA Victor Co., Camden, N. J.
Klein, Edward L., N. Y. C.
Kroessen, J. C.
Kravitz, Samuel, Kaplan Projection Soc, Brooklyn.
Kunzmann, W., National Carbon, Cleveland.
Kurlander. J. H., Westinghouse Lamp. Bloomfield,
N. J.

Lewin, George, Paramount Publix Corp., Long Island
Citv.

Lewis, C. W., Signal Corps War Dept., Washington.
Linosi.-out, C A., Uffice of Motion Pictures, Dept. of

Agriculture, Washington.
Lins, Percy A., Herbert & Heusgen, N. Y. C.
Linsley, D. F., The Replitura Corp., Stamford, Conn.
McMaster, Donald, Eastman Kodak, Rochester.
McNabb, J. H., Bell & Howell Co.. Chicago.
McCann, F. D., Westinghouse, N. Y. C.
McNamara, D. Thos., Paramount Publix Theatre,
Newton, Mass.

McRae, Donald, J. E. McAuley Mfg. Co., Chicago.
Malkames, Don., Hazelton, Pa.
Maton, W. L_, Publix Tennessee Theatre, Knoxville,
Tenn.

Matthews, Glen F., Eastman Kodak, Rochester.
Metzger, M., Associated Screen News, Montreal.
Miehling, Rudolph, Universal Sound System, Phila-
delphia.

Mole, Peter, Mole- Richardson Inc., Hollywood.
Morton, H. S., Punch & Judy Theatre, Detroit.
Neu, G. H., Neumade Prod.. Buffalo.
Nelson, Otto, National Cash Register Co., Dayton.
Nixon, I. L., Bausch & Lomb, Rochester.
Nolan, P. A., Notal Theatrical Enterprises, Ottawa.
Otis, Russell M., Multicolor, Los Angeles.
Palmer, Paramount Publix, Long Island City.
Parshley, Chas. W., Harvard Square, Cambridge,
Mass.

Phelps, L. G., Phelps Films. Inc., New Haven.
Popoviei, Geo. G., Astoria. N. Y.
Porter, L. C, General Elec. Co., Cleveland.
Ranieri, M-, Rome, Italy.
Rayton, W. B., Bausch & Lomb Opt. Co., Rochester.
Ricker, Maurice, United Research Corp., Long Island

City. N. Y.
Roland, Ed. C, Ilex Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Roper, Val J.. General Elec. Co.. Cleveland.
Ross. O. A., N. Y. C.
Rothenberg, Maurice, National Theatre Supply. Brook-

line, Mass.
Schade, Wm_, Ilex Optical Co.. Rochester.
Schick, M. C, Sunny Schick Pictures, Fort Wayne,

Ind.
Schlenker, V. A., Vitaphone Corp.. Brooklyn.
Schmidt, Willy, Agfa Ansco Corp.. Binghamton. N. Y.

Schoenberg, V. A., Chicago.
Schunk, Oliver H.. Pathe Film Co.. Parlin. N. J.

Schwartz, Dr. Plato, Strong Memorial Hospital, Ro-
chester.

Serge, L_ B-, Utah Radio Products, Rochester.
Shaw, Joseph, Paramount-Publix Corp., Astoria, L. I.

Sheppard, S. E., Eastman Kodak, Rochester.
Spray, Jos. H., Warner Bros.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Stewart. G. Edwin, Paramount-Publix, N. Y. C.

Strickler, John F., Jam Handy Picture Service, Chi-
cago. 111.

Sumner, Stanley, University Theatre, Cambridge,
Mass.

Taylor, John B., General Elec. Co., Schenectady.
Tulpan, Samuel, H. E. R. Lab.. 457 W. 46th St..

N. Y. C.
Turtle, Harris B., Rochester.
Waide. Merrill, Opticolor Corp., Long Island City,

N. Y.
Walker, R. R. O., Walker Screen Co., Brooklyn.
Webb, Hartwell W.
Welman, Victor A., Cleveland.
White, D. R., DuPont Pathe. Parlin, N. J.
Wolferz, A. H., Weston Electrical Inst., Newark.
Wynd, Clarence, Eastman Kodak, Rochester.

Fire Code Now
Ready for Films

Culminating months of effort, committees

representing the Hays organization, Board
of Fire Underwriters, and N. Y. Bureau of

Fire Prevention, final draft of a new code

of fire prevention for studio, theatre and
laboratory has been adopted. It gives

method of procedure for safe handling of

film from the time it enters a camera to its

final resting place in "dead" storage vaults.

Sound the Chief Topic

At Fall S. M. P. E. Meet
Highlighted by 13 discussions on various

aspects of sound and sound equpiment for

theatre and studio, the Papers Committee
of the S.M.P.E., in convention at New
York, adopted a new plan whereby long-

winded discussions and papers were ruled

out. In May, delegates attending the Spring
confab raised heavy squawks because of ex-

ceptionally long periods allotted to some,

and, as a result, more than a dozen papers

could not be heard.

In addition to the sound group, delegates

at the New York meet heard five discussions

on laboratory practice, four each on studio

mechanics and theatre operation other than
sound, three each on color and the interna-

tional problems of pictures, several papers
on the non-theatrical field and open dis-

cussions on methods of securing wide pic-

tures on a wide screen without resorting to

a complete changeover to 65mm or 70mm.
There were 43 subjects covered, as com-

pared with 52 at the previous semi-annual
meet.

German Preference Out
Paris—Preference for German films under

the French quota is to be dropped, it is

understood here, following protest of

American distributors.

Canada Beats U. S. Sound
Canada and not the United States,

as generally believed, has the greater
number of sound installations, on a
proportionate basis. Seventy per cent
of all Canadian houses are wired,
while the U. S. only boasts of 55 per
cent. Great Britain is third with 47

per cent.

Dubbing Tabooed
The plan of dubbing foreign lines in

pictures made with English-speaking
actors is "no go" with foreign
audiences, S. M. P. E. delegates were
told. The plan is being discouraged,
and is expected will soon be out
completely.

Progress in Industry ^
Mechanics Revealed
(Continued from page 43)

ing constructed in Hollywood during the sum-
mer and fall of 1930, will require 200 men and
will have a capacity of 3 million feet of film

per week. A school for color cameramen is be-

ing conducted.

200,000 Showing at Home
Irby estimates there are over 200,000 home

motion picture sets in use. Interest during 1930
appeared to be centering in the development
of sound motion picture devices for use in the

home. To date these have all been of the type

requiring disk turn tables, and range from
simple models to very elaborate ones. Putting
sound records on 16 mm. film beside the picture

is a difficult problem because of the narrow
space available and the delicate equipment re-

quired for recording the sound.

Visionola is a radio-phonograph and motion
picture instrument in which any combination of

the three units is attainable. The image from
the projector may be reflected onto a 2 by 3

foot screen mounted at the top and back of the

cabinet or it may be focused directly on a larger

screen. Two loudspeakers are included ; one

static and one moving coil the former being

mounted behind the smaller screen.

A compact mercury vapor lighting unit has
been made available for amateur use, designed

as a portable studio unit with a power rating

of 450 watts. Dallmeyer has issued a new
telephoto lens of f/2.9 aperture which is stated

to give a linear magnification of three diameters.

It is supplied only in 3 inches focal length. The
f/0.99 lens made by this firm has been with-

drawn from the market.

Amateur Scenarists Tabooed
by Sound

About eighty per cent of the amateur
scenarists have been eliminated because of their

inability to write dialogue for sound motion
pictures. According to an estimate made by
Menefee, a million and a half dollars were ex-

pended in the production of industrial films dur-

ing 1929 which indicated a great gain in the

popularity of such films. One-third of the

amount was devoted to the production of sound
films.

Theatres in the province of Szechwan, China
on the border of Thibet exhibit American as

well as Chinese pictures. There are 27 theatres

with a seating capacity of 115,000. As this is

an average of more than 4,000 seats per theatre,

some of the theatres compare favorably in size

with several of New York's big cinema houses.

The population of the province Ts 60 million,

however, so that only a few can attend at one
time. Only silent pictures are shown to date.

Average daily attendance at 18 of Broadway's
leading theatres with a seating capacity of 37,-

000 has been estimated as 100,000.

The above is a condensed report of the Proaress
Committee of the S.M.P.E: The committee comprises:
J. A. Ball, J. Boolskv, W. Clark. E. R. Geib, J. B.
Engl, R. E. Farnham. Harold B. Franklin. K. Geyer.
A. C. Hardv. R. C. Hubbard. G. F, Rackett. S. K.
Wolf, and G. 11. Matthews, chairman.

German Version of "Big Trail"
Hollywood—Fox is preparing to make a

German version of "The Big Trail." Lew
Seiler will direct.
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Perambulator" Is

Aid in Filming

Of "Cimarron"

Hollywood—The "electric perambulator"

has made its debut in practical use. It was
devised by W. S. Johnson, head of RKO
Radio Pictures' electrical department, who
tested it and finally put it to use under prac-

tical conditions in the filming of "Cimar-

ron." Its cost is reputed to be $3,000.

Old-fashioned perambulators or "dolleys"

were cumbersome, hard to control, had to

be dragged by an army of "grips" and were
restricted to lateral motion. The use of

ordinary motor power on dolleys was pro-

hibited because of the silence required for

sound work.
The perambulator used on "Cimarron"

has an electric motor that is noiseless, and

gives speeds of complete range from noth-

ing to 20 miles per hour.

By means of a hydraulic lift, it will also

elevate the cameras to a height of 33 feet.

This elevation may be accomplished if de-

sired, while the lift is in motion, thus secur-

ing simultaneous lateral and vertical mo-
tion.

It is provided with five platforms, giving

sufficient space for microphones, cameras,

lighting equipment and camera staff.

Simple Process of Color
Photography Is Needed
Glenn Matthews, Eastman Kodak re-

search laboratories, told S.M.P.E. members
that a simple process of color photography
yielding a print which faithfully reproduces

the colors of nature is greatly needed.

The only practical processes enjoying any
extensive commercial use, Matthews stated,

are substractive processes in which the

color is incorporated in the film.

Palmer Miller and P. D. Brewster, of

Brewster-Color Film, Newark, followed

Matthews with a discussion on color re-

quirements in the camera, a comparison of

advantages of using a single negative to

record the three-color separations and the

use of three separate negatives.

Honor Kaplan
A banquet and dance in honor of Sam

Kaplan, president of M.P.M.O. Local 306,

will be given by members of the Kaplan
Projection Society, Inc., Nov. 1 at the Com-
modore Hotel. Larry Kent, head of Para-
mount's short subject department; Max
Hayes, G. Edwin Stewart, head of the

Paramount sound department ; and J. S.

Winick, chief projectionist at Paramount
New York studios, will be among those

present.

The Minute-Men
When asked how quickly his com-

pany could adapt itself to a wide film

standard, if and when the change
comes, an executive of Eastman Kodak
yesterday told a reporter for MOTION
PICTURE NEWS: "We were ready for
wide film six months ago."

The "Perambulator'

This new invention, the electric perambu-
lator, was designed by W. S. Johnson, head
of the RKO electrical department, and was
first used in filming "Cimarron."

Drive for Kiddie
Business in Wisconsin

Milwaukee—Warner houses in Wisconsin
are making a strong bid for juvenile busi-

ness with the formation of a Kiddie Club

at the various houses in the state. To each
child joining, a button is given and special

Saturday matinee programs are offered.

Managers at the various houses are en-

larging upon the plan. At Sheboygan, R.

W. Bollenbeck has announced that each

kiddie who is a member of the club, may
upon his birthday bring his parents to the

Sheboygan as guests of the theatre. In

addition he posts each Saturday in the lobby

of the theatre ten numbers and the owners
of the buttons whose numbers appear in

the lobby of the theatre, are entitled to the

Saturday matinee free.

A special birthday party is also staged

in connection with the Saturday matinee

for members of the club by Gary Lassman,
manager of the circuit's Egyptian, Mil-

waukee.

Foreign Talker

Bugaboo Still a

Studio Headache

Hollywood—Silent foreign versions may
be the general practice of the various stu-

dios, according to present indications. Pathe

is one plant making all foreign talkers in

silent form with a musical background. No
dialogue is spoken.

The reason for this is said to be that

foreign theatre patrons want to see the big-

stars and are not satisfied with the importa-

tions speaking the language correctly, but do

not have the appeal which made the stars

stars.

RKO still is experimenting with the dub-

bing process for foreign versions, but noth-

ing definite about general adoption has been

set. The plan is to shoot the sets here and
super-impose the actors on the film after

shooting the dialogue scenes in the foreign

land. Cost of this system is said to be be-

low normal for foreign talkers and, if sat-

isfactory, will perhaps be adopted by other

studios.

University Backs Little

Film House at Seattle
Seattle—Under auspices of the University

of Washington department of drama and
English, this city is to have a season of

"Little Theatre" film attractions. Arrange-
ments have just been completed for the

showing of several of these films at Fox's
Egyptian. Performances will be given
twice weekly.

Smallest Sound House
Toronto—L. C. Pearson of Northern Elec-

tric Co., distributing for Western Electric,

has a contract for an installation in what
is believed by the firm to be the smallest

theatre in the world. The house is the Cres-
cent at Temiskaming, Que., and seats 240.

It is patronized almost entirely by employees
of a pulp and paper comnany whose plan'

is located there.

Double-Featuring Is

Resumed in Germany
Washington—Double-featuring has been

resumed by German exhibitors, according

to report to the M. P. Section of the De-
partment of Commerce. The practice went
out of vogue with the advent of talkers,

but is returning rapidly, it is stated.

S. M. P. E. to Collaborate
With Academy on Coast

A close working arrangement will be

effected between the S.M.P.E. and the tech-

nicians branch of the Academy of M. P.

Arts and Sciences. The step will eliminate

much duplication of effort, according to its

sponsors.

Chimps in Multi-Linguals
Hollywood—Tiffany will make multi-lin-

gual versions of all its chimp comedies.
The first two already have been done in

Spanish and German.

Freed on "Blue" Charge
Brownwood, Tex.—J. C. Tunney was

freed of a charge of operating his theatre
on Sunday under the ancient Texas "blue
laws." A jury in the County Court failed

to agree.

Help Wanted: Engineers
In case picture engineers in the

U. S. find tough sledding because of
depression, bad times, or what have
you. They will always find employ-
ment in Soviet Russia, where the
government is willing to "talk turkey"
to American technicians to further its

expansion program.
All applicants must be well "red."
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Board, Council

Preparing Plans

For Book Week
November 16-22 will be observed as Book

Week. The Better Films National Council

and the National Board of Review have

compiled a list of 105 features and eight

short subject series which lend themselves

to tie-ups during this national observance,

the pictures being based on books or plays

and on productions reviewed by the Na-
tional Board from October, 1929, to Octo-
ber, 1930.

For exhibitor guidance, Motion Pic-

tvrue News publishes the list in full

:

j -ABRAHAM LINCOLN (Story by Stephen Vin-
cent Eenet). Walter Huston; 10 rls.—United
Artists,

f 'AFRICA SPEAKS (Colorado African expedition).

8 rls.—Columbia.
m 'ALL QUIET ON WESTERN FRONT (Novel

by Maria Erich Remarque). Lewis Ayres; 12

rls.—Universal.
m 'ANNA CHRISTIE (Play by Eugene O'Neill).

Greta Garbo; 10 rls.—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
j ANYBODY'S WAR (Novel by Charles E. Mack).

Moran and Mack; 10 rls.—Paramount,
m -APPLAUSE (Novel by Beth Brown). Helen

Morgan; 9 rls.—Paramount,
m ARIZONA KID (Story "The Cisco Kid" by O.

Henry). Warner Baxter; 9 rls.—Fox.
f BEHIND THE GERMAN LINES (Battle shots

and maps made under the German govern-
ment). 9 rls.—Paramount,

m BENSON MURDER CASE (Novel by S. S. Van
Dine). William Powell; 7 rls.—Paramount.

m -BIC HOUSE (Novel by Jack Lait). Chester
Lait) Chester Morris; 10 rls.—Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer.

f "BIG POND (Play by George Middleton). Maurice
Chevalier; 8 rls.—Paramount,

m BISHOP MURDER CASE (Novel by S. S. Van
Dine). Basil Rathbone; 9 rls.—MetrolGold-
wyn-Mayer.

f BORDER LEGION (Novel by Zane Grey). Rich-
ard Arlen ; 8 rls.—Paramount,

m BORN RECKLESS (Novel "Louis Beretti" by
Donald H. Clarke). Edmund Lowe; 8 rls.

—

Fox.
m BRIDE OF REGIMENT (Operetta "The Lady in

Ermine" by Schanzer and Welisch). Vivienne
Segal: 11 rls.—First National.

m -CASE OP SERGEANT GRISCHA (Novel by
Arnold Zweig). Chester Morris; 10 rls.—RKO.

f CITY GIRL (Novel "The Mud Turtle" by Elliott

Lester). Charles Farrell, Mary Duncan; 7 rls.

—Fox.
m COMMON CLAY (Novel by Cleves Kinkead).

Constance Bennett; 9 rls.—Fox.
m -CONDEMNED (Novel "Condemned to Devil's

Island" by Blair Niles). Ronald Colman; 10

rls.—United Artists,
f COURAGE (Play by Tom Barry). Belle Bennett:

7 rls.—Warner.
f DARKENED ROOMS (Novel by Philip Giggs).

Evelyn Brent; 7 rls.—Paramount,
f DAWN PATROL (Novel by Guy Fowler). Rich-

ard BaTthelmess: 12 rls.—First National.
m DIVORCEE (Novel "Ex-Wife" by Ursula Par-

rott). Norma Shearer; 9 rls.—Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer.

m ESCAPE (Play by John Galsworthy). Sir

Gerald du Maurier; 8 rls.—RKO.
m EYES OF WORLD (Novel by Harold Bell

Wright). Una Merkel; 9 rls.—United Artists,

m FALL GUY (Plav by George Abbott and James
Gleasonl. Jack Mulhall: 7 rls.—RKO.

f FLIRTING WIDOW (Novel "Green Stockings"
by A. E. W. Mason). Dorothy Mackaill; 8 rls.

—First National,
m 'GENERAL CRACK (Novel by George Preedy).

John Barrymore: 11 rls.—Warner,
m GIRL OF GOLDEN WEST (Play by David

Belasco). Ann Harding; 8 rls.—First Na-
tional,

m GIRL OF THE PORT (Novel "The Fire Walker"
bv John Russell). Sally O'Neill; 8 rls—RKO.

f GREAT DIVIDE (Play by William Vaughan
Moody). Dorothy Mackaill; 8 rls.—First Na-
tional,

f -GRUMPY (Play by HOTace Hodges and Wigney
Percyval). Cyril —Maude: 9 rls.—Paramount,

f HALF WAY TO HEAVEN (Novel "Here Comes
the Band Wagon" by H. L. Gates). Charles
Rogers: 8 rls.—Paramount.

f HARMONY AT HOME (Play "The Family Up-
stairs" by Harry Delf). Marguerite Churchill:
7 rls.—Fox.

m HE KNEW WOMEN (Play "The Second Man"
by S. N. Behrman). Lowell Sherman: 7 rls.

—

RKO.
m HELL HARBOR (Novel "Out of the Night" by

Rita Johnson Young). Lupe Velez; 10 rls.

—

United Artists,

m HOLIDAY (PUy by Philip Barry). Ann Hard-
ing; 9 rls.—Pathe.
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Key to Data
Data on pictures suitable for Book

Week is arranged in the following
order by the National Board of
Review

:

Picture, title, course, author, stars,

number of reels and distributor.
The symbols preceding titles mean

this:

f—suitable for family audiences, 12
years and up.
m—suitable for mature audiences, 18

years and up.
j—suitable for special showings to

children under 12.
*—especially interesting or well

done.

f HONEY (Play "Come Out of the Kitchen" by
Alice Duer Miller). Nancy Carroll; 8 rls.—
Paramount,

f IN CAY MADRID (Novel "La Casa de la Troya"
by Alejandro Lugin). Ramon Novarro: 9 rls.

—

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
m IN THE NEXT ROOM (Novel by Harriet Ford

and Eleanor Robson). Jack Mulhall; 7 rls.

—

First National,

m INSIDE THE LINES (Novel by Earl Derr Big-
gers). Ralph Forbes; 8 rls.—RKO.

f ISLE OF LOST SHIPS (Novel by Crittendon
Marriott). Jason Robards; 9 rls.—First Na-
tional,

m -JOURNEY'S END (Play by R. C. Sheriff).
Colin Clive; 13 rls—Tiffany,

f KATHLEEN MAVOURNEEN (Play by Dion
Boucicault). Sally O'Neil ; 6 rls.—Tiffany,

m LADY SURRENDERS (Novel "Sincerity" by
John Erskine). Conrad Nagel; 10 rls.—Uni-
versal,

f LAST OF DUANES (Novel by Zane Grey).
George O'Brien: 6 rls.—Fox.

m LET US BE GAY (Play by Rachel Crothers).
Norma Shearer. Marie Dressier; 8 rls.—Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer.

f LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS (Novel by Zane
Grey). Richard Arlen; 8 rls.—Paramount,

m "LIUOM (Play by Ferenz Molnar). Charles Far-
rell ; 9 rls.—Fox.

f LONE STAR RANGER (Novel by Zane Grey).
George O'Brien; 7 rls.—Fox.

f -LOVE PARADE (Novel by Russell Holman).
Maurice Chevalier; 12 rls.—Paramount.

m LUMMOX (Novel by Fannie Hurst). Winifred
Westover: 9 rls.—United Artists,

m -MAN FROM BLANKLEVS (Play by F.
Anstev). John Barrymore; 7 rls.—Warner.

m MANSLAUGHTER (Novel by Alice Duer Mil-
ler). Claudette Colbert: 12 rls.—Paramount,

m MARRIAGE PLAYGROUND (Novel "Children"
by Edith Wharton). Mary Brian; 9 rls.—Para-
mount,

m DER MEISTERSINGER (German production
based upon the opera). 8 rls.—Moviegraphs.

f MEN ARE LIKE THAT (Play "The Show Off"
by George Kelly). Hal Skelly; 7 rls.—Para-
mount,

j -MISTER ANTONIO (Play by Booth Tarkington).
Leo Carrillo: 7 rls.—Tiffany,

h -MOBY DICK (Novel by Herman Melville). John
Barrvmore; 8 rls.—Warner,

m OFFICE WIFE (Novel by Faith Baldwin).
Dorothy Mackaill; 6 rls.—Warner,

m -OLD ENGLISH (Play by John Galsworthy).
George Arliss: 9 rls.—Warner,

f ONE ROMANTIC NIGHT (Play "The Swan" bv
Ferenz Molnar). Lillian Gish: 8 rls.—United
Artists,

m -OUTWARD BOUND (Play by Sutton Vane).
Leslie Howard. 8 rls.—Warner,

f PORI (German production of big game hunting
in East Africa). 6 rls.—Ufa.

f RAFFLES (Novel by E. W. Hornung). Ronald
Colman: 8 rls.—United Artists,

m RETURN OF DR. FU MANCHU (Novel by Sax
Rohmer). Warner Oland; 8 rls.—Paramount,

f RETURN OF SHERLOCK HOLMES (Novel bv
Sir Conan Doyle). Clive Brook; 8 rls.—Para-
mount,

m 'ROMANCE (Play by Edward Sheldon). Greto
Garbo; 10 rls.—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

f ROMANCE OF RADIO (Industrial film depict-
ing entire process of manufacturing radios). 7

rls.—Craft,
f ROMANCE OF RIO GRANDE (Novel "Con-

quistador" by Katherine F. Gerould). Warner
Baxter; 9 rls.—Fox.

m SACRED FLAME (Play by Somerset Maugham).
Pauline Frederick; 7 rls.—Warner,

f SANTA FE TRAIL (Novel "Spanish Acres" bv
Hal H. Edwards). Richard Arlen; 8 rls.—
Paramount.

f "SARAH AND SON (Novel by Timothy Shea).
Ruth Chatterton; 9 rls.—Paramount,

m -SEA WOLF (Novel by Jack London). Milton
Sills: 9 rls.—Fox.

f SECOND FLOOR MYSTERY (Novel "The
Agony Column" by Earl Derr Biggers). H. B.
Warner: 6 rls.—Warner,

f -SEVEN DAYS LEAVE (Play "The Old Ladv
Shows Her Medals" bv Sir James M. Barrie).
Gary Cooper. Beryl Mercer; 9 rls.—Paramount.

105 Features

And 8 Short

Series Listed

f SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE (Novel by Earl
Derr Biggers). Richard Dix: 8 rls.—RKO.

f SHANNONS OF BROADWAY (Play by James
Gleason). James and Lucille Gleason; 7 rls.

—

Universal.

SHE'S MY WEAKNESS (Novel "Tommy" by
Harry Leon Wilson). Arthur Lake; 8 rls.

—

RKO.
SHOW GIRL IN HOLLYWOOD (Novel by J. P.

McEvoy). Alice White; 9 rls.—First National.

SILENT ENEMY (Book "Long Lance"—story of

the Ojibway Indians' fight against hunger).
Long Lance, Yellow Robe; 9 rls.—Paramount.

SKINNER STEPS OUT (Novel "Skinner's Dress
Suit" by Henry Irving Dodge). Glenn Tryon,
7 rls.—Universal.

SKY HAWK (Novel by Guy Fowler). John Gar-
rick ; 7 rls.—Fox.

SO THIS IS LONDON (Play by George M,
Cohan). Will Rogers; 9 rls.—Fox.

SOCIAL LION (Story "MaTco Himself" by Oc-
tavus Roy Cohen). Jack Oakie; 7 rls.—Para-
mount.

SON OF THE GODS (Novel by Rex Beach).
Richard Barthelmess; 9 rls.—First National.

SONG OF LOVE (Novel by Irwin R. Franklin).

Belle Baker; 9 rls.—Columbia.
SPOILERS. THE (Novel by Rex Beach). Gary

Cooper; 11 rls.— Paramount.
'STORY OF GOESTA BERL1NG (Novel by Selma

Lagerlof). Greta Garbo; 12 rls.—F. O. Renard.
TAMING OF SHREW (Play by Shakespeare).

Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks; 8 rls.

—

United Artists.

THE TEXAN (Story "The Deep-Dyed Deceiver"
by O. Henry). Gary Cooper; 9 rls.—Para-
mount.

THEIR OWN DESIRE (Novel by Sarita Fuller).

Norma Shearer: 7 rls.—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
THIRTEENTH CHAIR (Play by Bayard Veil-

ler). Conrad Nagel; 8 rls.—Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer.

THIS THING CALLED LOVE (Play by Edwin
Burke). Constance Bennett; 7 rls.—Pathe.

THREE FACES EAST (Play by Anthony Paul
Kellv). Constance Bennett: 7 rls. Wamer.

UP THE CONGO (An expedition through East
and West Africa). 6 rls.—Sono Art—World
Wide.

•VAGABOND KING (Play "If I Were King" by
Justin McCarthy). Dennis King; 12 rls.—Para-

mount. .

VIRGINIAN. THE (Novel by Owen Wistler).

Gary Cooper; 12 rls.—Paramount.
WEDDING RINGS (Novel "The Dark Swan" by

Ernest Pascal). H. B. Warner; 7 vis—First
National. _ „ ,WHAT A MAN (Novel "His Dark Chapter by
E. J. Rath). Reginald Denny: 10 rls—Sono
Art-World Wide.

m -WHOOPEE (Novel by E. J. Rath).

Cantor: 12 rls.—United Artists,

m WIDE OPEN (Novel by E. B. Morris).

Everett Horton: 7 rls.—Warner,
f -WITH BYRD AT SOUTH POLE (Pictorial rec-

ord of the expedition). 8 rls.—Paramount.

f YOUNG EAGLES (Stories by Elliott White
Springs). Charles Rogers: 8 rls—Paramount,

m YOUNG MAN OF MANHATTAN (Novel by
Katherine Brush). William Foster; 8 rls —
Paramount.

Book Week programs may be rounded out

by the addition of short subjects from the

following series

:

BELIEVE IT OR NOT SERIES (Robert L
Ripley). 1 rl. each Vitaphone.

FAMOUS COMPOSER SERIES, 1 rl. each-
Paramount. _ „ „ .

HODGE PODGE SERIES (Lyman H. Howe s

Novelties). 1 rl. each—Educational.
PATHE AUDIO REVIEWS. 1 rl. each-Pathe.

ROBERT BRUCE SCENICS, 1

f

I

Eddie

Edward

rl. each—Para-

SPORTLIGHT SERIES (Grantland Rice). 1 rl.

STRANGe'aS IT SEEM SERIES (Phenomena

of nature). 1 rel each—Universal.
SUPER-EDUCATIONAL SERIES. 1 rl. each-

Ufa.

Combination Policy for

Three More Fox Houses
Continuing the return of vaudeville to

various houses of the circuit. Fox on Satur-

dav opened a combination policy at the Fox
Walker and Savoy in Brooklyn. Next Sat-

urday the Renublic. also in Brooklyn, will

adopt a combination policy.
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"Give Us Good Films and to Hell with

Depression," Is Answer to News Quiz
Box-Offices of Nation Are

Holding Up Well During
Present Situation

(Continued from pai/c 19.)

finding difficulty in justifying some of the

misleading copy being used.

The lack of child appeal in some pictures

also is stressed in the nationwide checkup,

the situation calling for a drastic change

of production policies.

Following is the detailed report of the

survey

:

N. Y. Gets Good Business
When Pictures Are Good

Optimism, coupled with a feeling of

"Wake Up, Producers," characterizes the

feeling of exhibitors in the New York ter-

ritory. General business conditions are off

considerably in the metropolitan territory,

but box-offices are subnormal only when
picture quality slumps.

One thing the present situation emphasizes

is that the day of the mediocre and so-so

picture is out. Time was when an exhibitor

could hang out a "100 per cent talking"

sign and be assured of S. R. O., but those

days are .^one forever. The public today is

wise as to the entertainment value of pic-

tures offered.

The encouraging sign is that showmen,
large and small, know that duds are all

washed up at the box-office, and are trying

to gauge their programs accordingly. They
feel, however, that producers are not com-
ing through properly with pictures which
will attract a discriminating public.

Broadway is leading the way in the pres-

ent situation. Even on the Big Street, where
forced runs and intensive exploitation here-

tofore could command big grosses, the

crowds have thinned, except when meritori-

ous pictures are offered. Long runs have
lost their lustre unless the picture can de-

liver, and the echo of public interest car-

ries right through to the fourth and fifth

runs and shooting galleries, showing that

the public absolutely refuses to be kidded,

so far as its picture diet is concerned.
Misleading advertising and block booking,

which compels an exhibitor, as one puts it,

"to buy a lot of junk to get an outstanding
attraction," are other factors blamed by ex-'

hibitors for lower grosses.

"Give us good pictures and we'll get the
money," sums up the general attitude in the

New York territory.

Producers' Worries

Paris—Protest against French cen-
sorship of American pictures has been
voiced by representatives of Will H.
Hays on account of a ban placed on
"The Big House," "Son of the Gods"
and "Sally," to which the Chinese
minister objected because all of the
dialogue was in English.
Six American films have been de-

layed several weeks by censors. "All
Quiet on the Western Front" finally

was passed upon presentation of evi-

dence that the film contained no
German propaganda.

Big Films Making Dough
In Texas, Checkup Shows

Dallas—Outstanding pictures are draw-
ing practically as much money as they did
a year ago under particularly prosperous

conditions, but ordinary films are taking it

on the chin, a checkup of this territory

shows.
The three great standbys of this country

have been under heavy pressure for the last

four or five months. These are cotton,

wheat and oil. The cotton crop, while

slightly larger than last year, has been dis-

tributed over not as great an area as here-

tofore. This, with the low price of 9c, has,

in itself, readjusted the purchasing power of

the people of this State. In some sections

the cotton crop was very large and what it

lacked in price it made up in volume. Some
sections, notably a large part of West
Texas, went through a very severe drought

and the production is practically nothing.

Wheat Price Drop Hurts

Wheat in Texas is largely raised in the

panhandle and while the crop was not quite

as large as last year the severe drop in

price has affected that section of Texas
quite materially in its buying power. An-
other serious set-back has been occasioned

by the over-production of oil and the prora-

tion method of production adopted in this

state. This has thrown out of work large

numbers of men in the oil fields and refin-

eries and in those sections where oil and
refineries have predominated it has lowered
the purchasing power of the people to quite

a considerable extent.

So far this has not resulted in bank fail-

ures to any extent and all cities of any size

show tremendous bank deposits, against a

kind of frozen-in condition in the smaller

places. This has made all bankers in this

territory very cautious and in consequence
the circulation of money over this time last

year has been materially reduced.

Most of the theatres have installed a
drastic reduction in their expenditures for

advertising. This is a very serious matter
because the history of the theatre business

shows that it must have a certain amount of

stimulation through advertising of all kinds.

With the drop of business, starting last

May, a great many managers who had been
playing stage shows with pictures were of

the opinion that this drop was largely due
to the withdrawal of what is known as
flesh and blood in entertainment, but the
present results show that even where this

Optimism in Exhibitor Ranks
Is Prevalent in Almost

Everg Territorg

has been returned to the theatre that after

all it is the picture that is the big magnet
at the box-office and not the so-called stage

show.

A careful checkup over a period of time

shows that the gap in between the presen-

tation of big pictures has greatly reduced
the former average of receipts over a period

of time. It is safe to say that this drop
represents approximately 25 per cent. A
drop in commodities as severe as has taken

place in Texas has reduced these articles

to the lowest point in years and much be-

low cost. This in itself is a very unhealthy
condition and cannot continue.

It is believed by responsible and well in-
formed theatre men that the state is begin-
ning to dig out from under the ashes of de-
flation and is starting to build on another
foundation which may be slow and may af-
fect attendance at the theatres for a while.
An upward swing is indicated as these ar-
ticles have now reached the point where
they are investments and these conditions
are sure to be taken advantage of by people
who are always looking for bargains.

The cotton crop is being marketed very
slowly and there is more cotton in storage
and being held on farms than ever before
in the history of Texas. However, as this
money will be spent in a more orderly man-
ner this year than has been the case in the
past it should also help, being released slow-
ly over the balance of this vear.

Business Upswing Is
Noted in Twin Cities

-Minneapolis—Steady upswing of business
in this territory is being noted, despite the
steady pounding on prices of wheat which
has forced that chief Northwest product to
low levels during the current season.

Peculiarly, this territory was one of the
first hit, and it now seems that it is to be
among the first to come out of the slump
which has affected business in all sections
of the country.

First run business here has been imme-
diately dependent upon the quality of pic-
tures shown. Given a good picture, the
theatres grab off the dough, but with a cluck
they take the rap.

Throughout the territory things haven't
been so hot, many of the small towns feeling
the pinch caused by falling prices of farm
products. The two Dakotas have been
harder hit than Minnesota, due chiefly to
the fact that they depend almost exclusively
on the wheat output.

There is a shortage of cash among farm-
(Continned on [>ogc 49)
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K. C, Portland, Philadelphia Zones

Optimistic; Good Films Always Click

Business Off Somewhat But
Showmen Kicking Only

On Quality

ers of the Northwest, many of whom are

wary of any spending in preparation for

what may be a tough winter. However,
they still go for the big pictures, and are

picking them with a knowledge which is

almost uncanny.
In the Twin Cities business has been up

and down all season. A few outstanding

pictures have turned in good grosses, show-
ing that the public will respond to the good
ones.

The strike at suburban theatres of the two
cities has had its effect on business. The
independents have been having a tough time

of it, due to protection and the strike, to a

degree that exchanges here came to the aid

of showmen by reducing their rentals during

the period of the strike.

Protection is a big issue among indepen-

dent exhibitors of the two cities, who have
been bolstering attendance by country store

nights and other forms of give-aways.

Accordingly, they have been battling pro-

posed zoning, fearing this form of attracting

patronage would be denied them.

Good Films Get the
Dough in K. C. Zone

Kansas City—First-run managers here

have no complaints to make regarding busi-

ness in Kansas City. With the possible ex-

ception of one downtown house, the de luxe

theatres are finding business normal.

To sum up the situation, one theatre man-
ager used this statement as a standard bar-

ometer: "When we have good pictures,

business is good. When the pictures are

bad. business is bad." And the declaration

of this manager is the consensus of opinion

of his local fellow-managers. The one the-

atre which has found it tough sledding

lately is now beginning to pull heavier pat-

ronage and, although the manager of this

house takes a somewhat pessimistic attitude

toward business in general, he feels that

the worst is over. In brief, first-run busi-

ness Is normal, if the managers are telling

the truth.

In the territory patronage is normal in

the larger towns. In the smaller towns the

exhibitors are feeling a depression. But this

depression in theatre patronage is not due
to a lack of showmanship, according to an
exchange employee who watches over the
ad sales. The smaller theatres are using
as much, if not more, advertising accesso-
ries as they did before this so-called busi-

ness slump began. Checkers report that

theatres are taking advantage of exploita-

tion suggestions as they never did before.

Small Towns Feel Pinch
A fear of the immediate future and the

prospects of a still lower economic level is

blamed by an exchange executive, who said

the average small town patron is looking
ahead and saving his money to weather a

Texas Talks Up
Hard times in Texas? Maybe so,

but the most recent figures concern-
ing the state's agricultural record
does not indicate slack conditions.

For example, we find that the Lone
Star State this year will offer to the
world's market 88,128,000 bushels of

corn, 27,674,000 bushels of sorghum,
8,200,000 bushels of rice, 6,780,000

bushels of sweet potatoes, 73,360,000

pounds of peanuts, 8,000,000 pounds of

pecans, 149,000 bushels ot apples,

325,000 bushels of peaches and 1100

tons of grapes as shown from crop
reports up to October 1. And that's

not including a tremendously large
citrus crop coming up from the Rio
Grande Valley.
And if you think that sounds like

Texas is having hard times we'll have
to question your judgment or your
mental condition. Or if you persist

in believing our state is in the dol-

drums just keep in mind that in ad-
dition to the list above we raised 4,-

275,000 bales of cotton, 715,000 tons of

tame hay, 147,000 tons of alfalfa and
1300 tons of broom corn.

So the next time you hear some
pessimist trying to include Texas in

the list of states suffering during the
general business depression just sing
out and quote the figures given here-
with.

—

The Houston Press

crisis that may still be on the way. Crop
conditions were not the best in this terri-

tory and yet already there seems to be an
optimistic- feeling regarding the crops for

next year.

The depression in the small towns is a

temporary one, one exchange manager says.

But neither pictures nor lack of showman-
ship can be blamed, in his opinion. Busi-

ness is quiet everywhere and the small town
houses are feeling its effects, but people

will spend money for amusements when
they won't for other things, he declared,

and good sound showmanship will win out.

A circuit district manager states the

larger houses in the larger cities in this ter-

ritory are doing business in proportion to

the houses in Kansas Citv.

Portland Off, but All
Showmen Are Optimistic

Portland—While it is the consensus of

opinion that theatre business in Portland at

the present time is off from ten to 12 per

cent, this reduction is slowly nearing an end.

Interviews with first-run managers show
optimism to the nth degree universal.

Real showmanship is being displayed, es-

pecially since the advent of Greater Talkie
Season', and they have been backed up by
producers in furnishing additional outstand-
ing film attractions. These have been
coupled with shorts, personal appearances
of stars, strong Saturday morning attrac-

tions for kiddies, and several inaugurating
midnight shows, which have helped to swell

grosses.

Outstanding film successes in this terri-

See-Sawing of Intake Is Story
Of Kind Of Show

Offered

tory during the past few months were "So
This Is London" (Fox), shown at Fox
Broadway to heavy gross ; "Animal Crack-
ers" (Paramount), at Portland Paramount;
"Let Us Be Gay" (M-G-M), at Fox United
Artists; "Half Shot at Sunrise" (RKO),
shown at RKO Orpheum; "All Quiet on
the Western Front" (Universal), shown at

I famrick's "Music Box."

Three Houses Dark

The closing of three downtown houses
early in the spring, the Blue Mouse, Rivoli

and Fox Alder, took some 2,500 seats off the

market, which helped grosses at other
houses.

The only criticism of features heard is

that there have been several color features

released that were found inferior.

Keen competition, which has resulted in

more show for the money, has raised over-

head to a point where it cuts considerably
into profits.

Fox Washington Theatres, Inc., operat-

ing in the Grays Harbor district, in which
Aberdeen and Hoquiam are the most im-
portant cities, discloses that one theatre in

Hoquiam and one theatre in Aberdeen will

close Friday. The reasons given are the

continued business depression in these cen-
ters ; lumber being practically the only busi-

ness and mills being closed down for the

past few months; and also because of labor

disputes. The operators' union demands two
men in the projecting room and the theatre

firm maintains that only one is needed, and
that business at the present time does not
warrant the extra expense. No stage shows
are used in either city.

Close of the show houses will leave but
two operating in Aberdeen, one Fox house
and Warners' Aberdeen, and none in Ho-
quiam.

Optimism Is Keynote
Of Philly Viewpoint

Philadephia—If there is any depression
in the picture field in Philadelphia, the local

managers are not admitting it. William M.
Goldman, manager for the Stanley-Warner
interests, points with satisfaction to the
cash bonus split among the members of

his office about two months ago for rating

the highest of any Warner Brothers divi-

sion over the country, and stands oat on the
consistently good grosses scored by the six

first-run Warner houses in the downtown
section.

David Idzal, manager of the local Fox
office, made the statement that "business is

just as usual, just as it has been last year,

or the year before, when the product is

'right'." "A good picture will do just as
much business today as a good picture ever
did. and a poor film will gross correspond-
ingly less."

Keith's, the new Paramount outlet, hasn't
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Showmanship Helping to Offset Effect

Of Slump in Other Lines of Business

Dark Houses' Re-opening
Cited as Showing

Upward Trend

been in existence long enough to warrant

any comparative figuring, but Al Boyd,

Frank Buehler, Edgar Wolf and others of

the Moon Amusement Co. are highly elated

with the showing of their first three attrac-

tions.

The chain neighborhood theatres have

been doing slightly better this year than last

in most cases. With economy more or less

the rule in all circles, they have been taking

some of the patronage from the first-runs on

account of lower price scales.

Lack of Product Blamed

The independents around town have been

in a stew most of the year, but their prob-

lems were not so much those of a depressed

period but because the leading film product

was sewed up by their chain competitors.

With Paramount in the field to join Fox
in giving them films, most of their troubles

have been ironed out.

So far as the box-office records go, the

slump-off from last season is very slight.

It was inevitable that some reaction in the

face of general business depression would
be felt, but the houses have been maintain-

ing a good level of business and much high-

er than any other form of amusement except

football.

The Mastbaum which considers $40,000
intake each week a good summer gross,

has fallen below that mark only three times

in the last 20 weeks. On several occasions,

the gross has leaped considerably above this

margin. The Fox is a consistent theatre,

having a well-organized regular patron-

age. $27,000 is a good week's business, and
seldom does the mark drop below $25,000.

With a four week-run of "Common Clay"
the house leaped to over $30,000 for three

of the weeks.

The Boyd, another popular house, has

been behaving erratically but in the main
profitably. The house will do $25,000 or

better for the first week of a two-week pic-

ture and drop to half that amount for the

second. The indications are that the theatre

would do well on a weekly change policy,

but the Warners are using it to project

some of their better regarded films. The
Earle has been maintaining a pace of $18,-

000 or near that figure for many weeks,
while the Stanton, considered for closing

last year, has crashed into big profits with
nine weeks of "The Big House" and now
with five (so far) for "Scarlet Pages."
These two pictures alone will put the house
across for the season.

Dark Houses Reopened

The Arcadia, closed last year, has opened
up this year as a profit making independ-
ent, with a Paramount tie-up. The Aldine,
closed for 40 weeks, has opened profitably

with "Lincoln." Keith's has been taken over
from the legitimate ranks and has been a

hit so far for Paramount. The only back-

Goof Golf Blamed
San Francisco—Poor pictures and

pee wee golf courses are responsible
for most of the socks being taken by
box offices in this territory. The sub-
sequents are feeling the pinch, due
to protection, and a general buying
strike on the part of patrons is an-
other contributing factor.

No

slider was the Erlanger, which returned to

the legits after a season with RKO, but the

fact that RKO negotiated the sale of its

product to Warners, made an outlet here

for them unnecessary.

Another indication that there is some
tightening of business was the failure of

Fox to go through with its project of erect-

ing a 5,000 seater at 17th and Market Sts.,

but it must be remembered that the idea

was abandoned with the withdrawal of Fox
from the company, indicating that a shake-

up in the internal organization of the com-

pany is as much responsible for the aban-

donment of the plan as actual business con-

ditions.

Other Fields Hit

Other amusement fields have been suf-

fering, with, as noted above, the exception

of football. The University of Pennsylvania

averaged a 35,000 attendance for its first

two "set-up" games, a new record for pre-

season tilts, while Temple,, playing two
night football games so far, crowded its

stadium (30,000) for both contests.

The legitimate theatres have gotten off

to a bad start. In fact, the Shuberts an-

nounced that the Lyric and the Adelphi.

two of their houses, held for the last 20

years or more, would be abandoned after

October 31. Since they have already leased

Keith's to the Moon Co. this year, this cuts

down their houses from six to three. In

addition, however, they have arranged the

booking for the Walnut Street theatre. The
Erlanger interests will maintain their three

theatres here, bringing the total up to seven

in the city. Business on the whole has been

bad, though three musical shows, "Three's

a Crowd," "Girl Crazy" and "Ripples," the

Gould show, "Elizabeth the Queen." and the

Professional Players show, "The Man in

Possession," have made good profits.

The prize-fight and wrestling racket has

"taken it on the chin" terribly during the

last season, both indoor and out. Several

big contests had to be called off because of

poor attendance. Grosses of $2,500 and
$3,000 have been common, as against the

$10,000 grossed for the same kind of fights

a year ago. Not only business conditions,

but the black-eye received by the sports on
account of the numerous "fouling" bouts

enter into the situation.

Other enterprises have been getting by
with profits. The out-door season of the

Philadelphia Orchestra in Robin Hood Dell

in Fairmont had a summer season attend-

ance with a grand total of 250.000—real

Exhibitor Failures Re-
ported in Indiana
Trade Territory

profit. The midget courses have been get-

ting by in most sections where they are not

competing with themselves too much and
baseball—thanks to a championship team

—

has enjoyed a good year.

Conditions are, of course, spotty, but no
manager can be pinned down to anything
but optimistic statements. Which seems to

be as good a way as any of combating any
depression, either real or imagined.

Theatres in Indiana
Free of Any Failures

Indianapolis—Perhaps one good way to

calculate the effect of so-called business de-

pression on local theatres and theatres in

central Indiana is to look at the record of

failures. There is no available record of

any theatres in this section going into the

hands of a receiver.

This cannot be said of any other business.

The business mortality rate in this section

has been rather high during the past year.

Banks and businesses, retail, wholesale and
industrial, of long standing have had finan-

cial difficulties aplenty.

Both first and second run houses still are

doing business in this territory. Speaking
strictly of first-run houses, a lot of credit

must be given the managers for the busi-

ness being done. All of them are giving

more for the money than they ever have be-

fore. Many of them admit their houses are
not making the net profit they did, but they
are returning a profit, which in itself is a

victory under present conditions.

Grosses Off 10 Per Cent

Gross receipts perhaps have fallen off an
average of only ten per cent. In view of

business conditions and other competition,

this is remarkable. This year the miniature
golf craze struck this city in full force for

the first time. Most of these courses have
been well patronized and doubtless money
spent here lessened the amusement buying
power of hundreds of persons. Yet the local

managers sav they have noticed no ill effects

from this competition. Thev are expecting

another year of such competition in 1931

and are not worried. Most of them believe

the worst of this competition will be over
next year.

A little example in just one theatre here
may suffice to show just why the public

continues to patronize the theatre in num-
bers just below averages for a ten year peri-

od. When the Indiana theatre here, the

largest in the city, was completed, the city

was at the peak of the prosperity era im-
mediately following the war. The Indiana
had silent pictures, a symphony orchestra
and an organ.

Now the same theatre has an orchestra,

organ, talking pictures, a widely known
band, stage presentations and once every so
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Unemployment, Wage Reductions Find

Picture House Business but Slightly Off

Public Now Harder to Please,

Grosses on Big Films
Emphasizing

often a personal appearance on the part of

some picture star. Manager Sturdevant of

the theatre stated following the appearance
recently of Helen Kane that the house
grossed $3,000 more than any week in the

history of the theatre.

Better Shows Help

The condition prevailing at the Indiana

is not isolated. Every first-run theatre in

the city is giving better value for the money
than it ever has before. Some of this is due
to the better shows, according to managers.
The talking picture and the rapid strides

made toward better talking pictures have
done much to keep up attendance.

Those theatres which abandoned their or-

gans with the coming of the talking pic-

ture now have them back in use and it is

entirely probable that those who had good
orchestras that were given the air at the

same time will have them back in the pits

before long. Most of them now have. All

these things account for the fact that the

net is not so large as formerly, but also

account for the continued patronage.

Business Off Only When
Films Below Standard
Houston—There is a "depression period"

in show business in Houston only when the

week's show is mediocre. This is the senti-

ment of every operator of theatres in the

city.

Joseph Plunkett, vice-president and gen-
eral manager of RKO, was in Houston re-

cently on his first visit to the Southern cir-

cuit since the acquisition of the Interstate

Amusement Co. from Karl Hoblitzelle,

Texas theatre magnate. Accompanied by
N. J. Blumberg, Chicago, head of the west-
ern division, and Hoblitzelle, Plunkett vis-

ited all the Texas RKO theatres, including
the Majestic here, and checked on business
done.

"The actual figures for the year show that

the Majestic business now is just the same
as a year ago," he stated. "Last week, for

instance, the figures were below average,
because of a mediocre picture. This week
the showing is far above average because
of 'Half Shot at Sunrise.' The condition
a year ago was exactly the same. That tells

the story.

"When you have the show, the people
come. But they shop for entertainment now
just as they do for everything else, and
they want their money's worth.

Public Harder to Please

"Pictures are much harder to make now
than two years ago because of a more dis-

criminating public, the proper balance of
dialogue and action, and the necessity of

using sound and dialogue with the 'second-

A Winner
One of the outstanding and most

consistent drawing cards of the cur-
rent season is "Common Clay," it is

shown in the national business survey
just completed by MOTION PICTURE
NEWS. The picture has clicked with
unfailing regularity, and has toppled
over some records.

act climax' and yet retain the very essen-

tial screen technique. It's a hard job. But
the producers are all trying to do that, and
are succeeding very well."

There is no lack of showmanship in

Houston, according to E. E. Collins, city

manager of Publix in Houston. Nor is there

any real depression of show business in this

city, in his opinion.

"Some weeks are up, some down, and the

full responsibility falls on the Dicture. If

it clicks, people come. If not, they go some-
where else. That's all there is to it. If we
had pictures every week that stood up, our
business would be correspondingly good.
As it is, the box-office falls with the caliber

of the picture. On the average, business is

as good as this time last year."

The Metropolitan, de luxe Publix house,
is inaugurating the first of the stage shows
booked out of New York. These shows
have been coming to New Orleans from the
East and there recast. Now they will reach
Dallas intact in cast, scenery, and stage and
wardrobe managers, from the East, and
reach Houston via San Antonio, and then

to New Orleans, Collins said. Jimmy Ellard
has gone to Dallas to join the "Moonbeam"
unit, and will return to Houston when it

plays here. Ted Cooke is substituting as

m. c. at the Metropolitan for two weeks.

Loew's in Black

Manager W. V. Taylor of Loew's State

summed the matter of percentages up tersely.

"Last year at times the home office sent

us money. For eight months now we have
kept the cash going the other way. There
is no show business depression in Hous-
ton."

Taylor is emphatic in his declaration that

good pictures brought good business and
poor pictures poor business. "It was ever
thus, and always will be," he said.

Will Horwitz, manager and owner of a

subsequent run independent chain of the-

atres in Houston, who recently took to Fed-
eral Court his fight against the "protec-
tion" policy of producing chains and lost,

voices the same sentiment

:

"If you have the show, they come. Of
course, you've got to let 'em know you have
the show, and we are no pikers when it

comes to that. There is no lack of show-
manship in Houston."

Exhibitors are united in the opinion that
the percentage now is none below that of
this time last vear. but "about the same."
Business last fall was about 15 per cent
below the average of the fall of 1928, one
exhibitor said.

Florida Business Drops
State Optimistic For

This Winter

But

Tampa, Fla.—Business in Tampa is 20
per cent below normal. This is not just a
rough guess or estimate, but is the result of

a careful and thorough survey conducted by
Paul Short, managing director of the Tampa
theatre, in the interest of the Publix circuit.

The year of 1928, considered a normal
one, was used as a basis for comparison.
The Chamber of Commerce assisted Short
in his survey and leading merchants in all

lines of business were interviewed and re-

quested to dig down and make comparison
of their business in this year and the past.

The business of the five theatres operated by
the Publix corporation here was included
and when the facts and figures had all been
compiled and an average struck, the totals

showed a general decrease of 20 per cent.

There seems to be several reasons for this

general decrease. There was some unem-
ployment ; salaries had been reduced in many
lines ; there had been bank failures, with a
general unrest and tightening up of the pub-
lic purse.

To counteract this decrease in receipts

Publix closed one house, the Strand, and
established lower admission prices in two
others.

Others Report Bigger Slump

Other theatres here report a still greater
decrease in receipts. For instance, the
Maceo Amusement Co., operating two thea-
tres catering to negro patronage exclusively,

has been hard hit. Its patrons, being of the
laboring class generally, have suffered from
unemployment and reduction in wages, with
the result that they have had but little money
to spend for amusement, so one of the houses
was closed. Then the two other colored
theatres also closed, leaving the company in

control of the field with the one house, the

Central, and still, according to Charles A.
Sappal. president of the company, this house
has been operating in the red most of the
year. He figures the attendance for the
house at least 25 per cent below normal.

Poor pictures seem to get general blame
for a part of the decrease in business. Most
all of the houses find that when real good
pictures are presented the public find some
way to dig up the money and there is a
good increase in attendance.

The public seems to have an uncanny way
of picking the good ones. Of course there

are fans who have to see them all. If there
were not it would be just "too bad" for show
business, but with good pictures, Short says
it would be possible to simply advertise the
picture and the dates and be sure of good
crowds. So poor pictures are responsible
for a portion of the 20 per cent decrease at

this de luxe house, at least.

Everything seems brighter now, for win-
ter time is the big time in Florida. The
citrus crop is moving. Canning factories

are going up all over the state, and will ab-
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Picture-Wise, Discriminating Public

Responsible Where Gross Tapers Off

Can't Get 'Em In for Ordin-

ary Films, Say
All Sections

sorb most of the off-size fruit. The vege-

table crop will start moving soon, and the

tourists are coming, so the showmen of

Florida are preparing for the "Happy Days"
which are bound to come again.

Business Off Only 5

Per Cent at Syracuse

Syracuse—Increased competition, changes

in policy and revision of box-office scales

are three reasons why it is both difficult

and hazardous to compare Syracuse theatre

patronage today with that of one year ago.

In the matter of competition, the past

year saw the Rialto invaded by Paramount,

taking over th? old "emple ( vaudefilm and

later, burlesque), and the return of the Em-
pire to the picture column from dramatic

stock.

In the matter of policy, Loew's State has

substituted straight films for vaudefilm.

while vaudefilm is the current rule at both

the Syracuse and the Empire.

In the matter of box-office scale changes,

there is scarcely a house (major) that has

not altered its tariffs in some fashion, it

but to attract juvenile trade.

Making fair allowance for all of these,

it is a conservative opinion that the average

business today in the local first-runs is not

more than .five per cent below last year's

level.

All Film Policy Hits

There are several houses where this aver-

age does not apply, of course. Poor pic-

tures may be set down as the reason why
their grosses went down below the five per

cent drop.

Loew's. without "flesh," is doing much
better, proportionally, than it was doing a

year ago.

Keith's business today is about on par

with that of a year ago. William J. Tuh-
bert, manager, suggests intact vaude shows
have played their part in keeping up gros-es

when films were weak.
The Paramount, since its opening in De-

cember, has had few if any tough weeks;
the house has a low overhead, comparative-
ly speaking, and this has helped.

Warners Strand and the Fox Eckel felt

the effect of poor product ; better pictures

recently have boosted the draws in both
houses.

Night attendance in all first runs is sat-

isfactory if the picture is good ; matinees
recently have been off, regardless of the

quality of the film. Exhibitors so far have
found no answer.
Tom Thumb golf is not on the warn here

:

rather it seems to be gaining in popularity,

and this may cut into patronage during the
winter.

Industrial situation here is none trio good;

Pictures Richmond — Reported depression in various lines of
business has had little effect on picture business here.

Escaping Neither has the drought, which caused heavy losses to
_-. . Virginia farmers.
UepreSSlOn If there has been decreased attendance in some instances,

it has been so slight it is hardly noticeable. Then, too, with
some good pictures on the way, an even better report
should be in prospect. Legitimate attractions haven't
exerted any noticeable drain on picture houses.

this has been a factor in the slight decline

of business. So has the excellent out-of-

doors weather, which has persisted into mid-

October.
Exhibitors, none too pleased with talker

product during the summer, believe better

films are in sight ; they do not find any size-

able dissatisfaction with dialogue films;

Syracuse may be set down as a talker town.

Neighborhood and subsequent run ex-

hibitors appear to feel the loss of business

more deeply. Where dimes count, there is

an indication of "shopping.'' Poor films,

spotted via the reviews when playing the

first-runs, are ignored in the repeats. Good
films, however, draw well, perhaps even

better than a year ago.

Milwaukee Blames Poor
Pictures and Conditions
Milwaukee—There are no bones made by

local exhibitors in stating that the show
business is off. It isn't what it was at this

time last year and the reason for it is about

evenly divided between poor pictures and
the depression. Some name one, some the

other, and still other exhibitors say that it

is a combination of both.

"Good pictures are few and far between,"

said one independent exhibitor. "There are

some that have been good box-office attrac-

tions, although as far as ranking high as

good photoplays they have been flops."

Others seem to think that the product has

been fair enough but that business is harder

to get because of the depression. None of

those interviewed was anxious to give fig-

ures concerning the amount of decrease and
several admitted after prolonged discussion

that it really wasn't "so terribly much off

over last year."

There are those who say the business is

there, but it takes more work to pull it in.

Operators of these houses have not felt the

depression so badly. They have kept after

the public with heavy exploitation and ad-

vertising and for the most part are clicking.

One exhibitor states that bad weather has

had more of a tendency to keep down busi-

ness than before. As a result, this, coupled

with several bad pictures, sets the old box-
office in a hole from which it takes plenty

of good nights to pull out of. Last year one

didn't have so many bad nights, he observed.

Conditions Are Spotty
In the state conditions are spotty. The

smaller industrial cities including Racine
and Kenosha are particularly slow. Several

large concerns whose plants employ consid-

erable of the labor in these and similar

towns in Wisconsin are operating at small

capacity and short hours. Theatres in towns
located in agricultural and dairying districts

are not so badly oft'. Crops in the state were
for the most part fairly good and business
in these towns is a bit stronger.

"I know of a chap who was working in

a plant in one of the smaller cities in the

state, who made as much as $100 a week,"
one exhibitor stated. "Now he's driving a
truck at $25 a week. When such conditions

exist people aren't going to spend money
quite so fast for the theatres."

In Milwaukee with its diversified indus-

tries, conditions are a bit firmer. However,
even here a decline in the box-office receipts

is noticeable. There are not the long lines

waiting before the box-office windows to

purchase tickets that there were last year
and one does not have to wait in the lobby

to obtain choice seats.

For the smaller neighborhood theatres

which have been operating on slim receipts

during the summer months in hope that the

fall and winter season would bring increased

business, there is bound to lie disappoint-

ments, in the estimation of various exhibi-

tors. Many are inclined to believe the

bankers' predictions which do not promise
any great improvement for another year.

Opinions Vary on
Conditions at Buffalo
Albany—There is a decided difference of

opinion here in regard to business being
done by the picture theatres of the city at

the present time. The ow'ner of three the-

atres, one of which, however, is closed, is

frank in declaring that business is ahead of

the same period last year. On the other

hand, a person who is particularly well ac-

quainted with the business being done by
another group of houses, and who was for-

merly general manager of the circuit. is

equally frank in admitting that business is

approximately 20 per cent under what it

was a year ago.

There is no question but that the Albany
area is suffering from w-hat might be term-
ed a general depression in business and that

this is reflected not only in the entertain-

ment business, but in stores and in a thous-
and and one other ways. When a company
lays off anywhere from 500 to 1,000 men.
it cannot help but bring its effects to the
doors of theatres, business houses and else-

where.

The situation in Albany is rather inter-
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Find Box-Offices That Wobble Aided

By Clever Booking of Short Subjects

Protection

Keynote of

Conditions

Protection looms large in theatre business conditions

throughout the nation. First run houses, playing films

right out of the can, are reaping the benefits, while sub-
sequents seem to be taking it on the chin.

Strong effort is being exerted to pull patrons downtown
and away from the subsequents, and the effort is producing
results. Stage shows figure largely in this condition, the
MOTION PICTURE NEWS survey shows. The big houses
figure the stage bill and protection are their chief edges
on the subsequents. Plenty of small houses throughout
the nation are running in the red, due to these advantages
of the first runs.

esting from the standpoint of the exhibitor.

C. H. Buckley owns and operates Harman-
us-Bleecker Hall, a 2,200 seat house some-

what removed from the actual business cen-

ter of the city and also the Leland, which

has a seating capacity of about 1,400 and

is in the center of the business section. He
also has a lease on the Clinton Square the-

atre, which is closed at the present time,

although located downtown, but too close to

the RKO house and the Strand to become
a competitor in the full sense of the word.

The Clinton Square theatre is small and
was formerly a church.

Showmanship Boosts Business

Buckley is basing his comparisons for

the period from Labor Day up to the pres-

ent as compared to the corresponding period

last year. The Hall, which charges a 50
cent admission, was at one time regarded
as a white elephant. When Buckley took

it over, he spent a large sum of money,
with the result that today it is generally

regarded as the most attractive theatre in

the city. On account of its location there

were many who predicted that the theatre

would never be a success, basing their as-

sertion on the ground that the residential

theatres would attract those in their neigh-
borhoods and that others who were inclined

to -•} downtown, would continue right on
without stopping at anv halfway theatre.

But Buckley figured otherwise and started

off with a camrjaign of heavy newspaper
advertisin cr and furnishing at the same time
a bill of entertainment that cost him ^lenty.

but which left the patrons well satisfied with
their entertainment and with a feeling that
thev were getting their money's worth. The
parking situation was also in favor of

Buckley.
Then Buckley had the advantage of an

extremely large lobbv, which he has made
attractive at all seasons. If it isn't banked
with flowers from the Buckley garden, it

is attractive, as at the present time, with a

fountain and a pool of gold fish. Last
Eastertime, his lobby attracted much atten-

tion with its pond filled with live baby-
ducks. He informed the News representa-
tive this nast week that he is spending $300
a month for flowers for the stage and lobby
and figured that it is money well spent.

Stresses Shorts' Value
Since last Labor Day Buckley has been

showing pictures including "Song o' My
Heart," "Our Blushing Brides," "Common

Clay." "Let Us Be Gay," "Madam Satan"
and "Romance," and on every one of these

the house has made money. And, going a

bit further, it has made more money than
during the corresponding period last year.

One thing more, Buckley believes in plenty

of advertising space as a means of telling

the people what he has in the way of en-

tertainment. His short subjects are just as

important as his feature, he says, and he
never lets down on the short end of his

program.

"You know, it is an easy thing." said

Buckley, "to slip in a cheap short subject

that will go far in destroying the enjoyment
of an entire program. I would rather exer-
cise greater care in selection and pay more
for my short subjects to balance my bill,

feeling that it is money and time well spent

to send a patron away from the theatre with
a feeling of satisfaction covering the pro-

gram from start to finish. Buying cheap
and uninteresting subjects is a dear one in

the long run."

The Leland is also running ahead of a

year ago in the way of business. Buckley
admits that in a general way there is a

business depression, but contends that peo-
ple are counteracting this with an evening
or two each week of good entertainment in-

stead of sitting around the house and be-
moaning one's fate simply because the mar-
ket is a matter of 30 or more points off from
where a person bought some stock a year
ago.

Business is probably 20 per cent off from
a year ago this time, in various upstate

houses. In Troy, perhaps it may run a
trifle more because the collar shops are
down to a considerable extent, and when
these slump, there is an almost immediate
drawing in of spending power in the collar

city. The same thing holds true with
Schenectady, which is an industrial town.
According to one chain operator, a the-

atre that was perhaps bringing in $20,000
a week a year ago, is finding it pretty hard
these days to make the $15,000 mark. He
contends that sound is no longer a novelty
and that a year ago people were flocking to

the theatre regardless of the picture, simply
for the purpose of enjoying the novelty of

sound.

It might further be said that there is no
great amount of exploitation in the Albany
territory. Theatre managers do not seem
to take kindly to this idea. They are at-

tracting patronage by straight newspaper

Higher Overhead Cutting
Down Net, But Gross

Drop Small

advertising and by little of the spectacular.

Owners of all first-run houses declare that
the pictures this fall are above the average
in the way of entertainment and say that
they have absolutely no kick along that line.

Far Northwest Optimistic
Though Grosses Under Par

Seattle—Theatre business in the Pacific

Northwest territory for the first half of
1930 was noticeably below normal averages,
but improved business this fall will bring
the year's totals almost up to previous stan-
dards, it is shown by a check-up among ex-
hibitors of this territory.

Salient facts brought out in interviews
with first-run and suburban exhibitors are:

1. Poor business at theatres is generally
conceded by all showmen to be a result of

the national economic depression. Pictures
have been well up to standard and many ex-
amples of good showmanship have been em-
ployed in the presentation and exploitation

of those pictures.

2. Neighborhood and suburban theatres
have suffered the most from the depression.
While a few leading suburban houses have
shown strong business tendencies, a major-
ity of them have suffered decided slumps in

revenue, and it is reported that more small
houses were closed during the last summer
season in this territory than in several years
past.

3. The public no longer patronizes a
show merely because it has talkers. In-
stead, theatregoers demand more stage pres-
entations, musical specialties, novelties, etc.

The newness of talkers has worn off, and
the theatre must sell its entire program to

the public as they did before the talker era.

West Coast's Grosses Off 10%
Fox West Coast Theatres, operating a

large string of first-run and suburban the-

atres throughout the entire territory, are
about ten per cent below 1929 in revenue,
according to Earl L. Crabb, Pacific North-
west division manager. Crabb reports busi-

ness on the upgrade at the present time.

The key houses are showing steady gains
in patronage, and the suburban theatres

have been building business by offering

stronger programs that combine worthy fea-

tures with the best novelty shorts that can
be obtained.

Publix houses in Seattle and Portland

are showing a volume of business on a par
with 1929, according to Robert Blair,

Northwest division chief. Up to August,
grosses were lower than in previous sea-

sons, but the last few months have proved
that conditions are more nearly normal than

at any time since the "crash," and even bet-

ter than in 1928. Publix stage shows
brought back to Northwest theatres, are
aiding business to a noticeable extent, it

was reported.

Representing the independents, John
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Public Will Pay

For Good Films,

Says Showman
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decreased business. Instead, they deem it

best to give more for the same money,

rather than less for less money.

Hamrick reports business volume below

1929 in his Blue Mouse and Music Box
theatres in Seattle, Tacoma and Portland,

but is optimistic regarding prospects for the

balance of the year. To meet competition,

Hamrick houses are introducing stronger

supporting programs of shorts, and are con-

templating the introduction of musical spe-

cialties again. A droD of about 12 to 15

per cent from the "big" seasons of 1928

and 1929 was said to be approximately the

figure that would apply to this circuit's

business, but fall has started off in good

style and bids fair to bring the year's vol-

ume up to nearly normal.

RKO Ahead of Last Year

Independents in the suburban field are

Jensen & Von Herberg, who report business

in excess of previous seasons. This, accord-

ing to Leroy V. Johnson, general manager,

is a result of changes in policy whereby the

J & V houses offer the best feature attrac-

tions as soon as possible after first-run

bookings, plus strong programs of shorts

and novelties.

Radio - Keith - Orpheum, with first - run

houses in Seattle, Tacoma, Spokane, Port-

land, Vancouver, etc., shows a gain in busi-

ness over 1929, also due to presentation of

strong feature pictures and additional short

specialties, with less emphasis on the vaude-

ville. Slight downward revision of price

scales has also aided in building volume of

patronage.

Lone Operators Feel Pinch

Among the suburban and neighborhood

exhibitors, it seems that business goes to

the houses owned and operated by definite

groups or chains, at the expense of lone in-

dividuals who cannot keep one house mov-
ing at the clip which larger operators at-

tain. The Fox junior circuit, John Danz's
Seattle downtown second run chain, and
similar groups of houses are all doing busi-

ness equal to that of 1929, but the one-man
shows are running from ten to 25 per cent

below average, according to general indica-

tions.

As a summary, it seems apparent that

business for the entire year of 1930 will

practically equal that of 1929 in this terri-

tory, as far as volume is concerned, among
the "larger" operators, with the individual

operators of single houses suffering the

loss. To attain this volume, houses are un-
der greater expense than heretofore, how-
ever.

Everything possible is being done to pro-

mote better business by the larger houses,

including booking of best features obtain-

able, regardless of distributor
;
presentation

of "flesh" acts ; booking of stronger support-

ing programs of shorts; added advertising;

more time and effort spent on exploitation

;

use of musical organizations ; installation of

wide screens, best sound apparatus, re-

decorating and equipping of theatres, etc.

A worthy factor is the point that, with
one or two remote exceptions, houses have
not reduced admission prices as a result of

Baltimore's 21,330 Seats
Belie Depression Talk

Baltimore—With 11 first-run and about

60 residential houses going full tilt and the

majority of them doing well, it does not ap-

pear possible that conditions in Baltimore

can be at a very low ebb although many per-

sons in the city are reported to be out of

work and conditions are generally supposed

to be depressed here.

Looking over the picture situation in

other large cities of the United States, Bal-

timore compares favorably with those of

the same population and even with those

containing a greater number of residents.

This city carries along in operation 11 first-

run houses for its population of 805,753,

representing a combined seating capacity

of 21,330.

Taking the week beginning October 6,

as an example of the business being done in

those 11 houses, reports show that approxi-

mately $92,500 was taken in during that

week and this amount does not include the

enormous gross at the tills of the neighbor-

hood theatres.

Comparing this with the same week in

1929, statistics show there were nine first-

run houses in operation in Baltimore then

and that the gross receipts for the week was
about $94,150.

Both weeks were exceptional because for

that week in 1930 "Whoopee," starring Ed-

die Cantor, pulled in a gross at Loew's

Stanley of $24,500, while during the same
week in 1929, the record at that time for

the same theatre was done with "The Holly-

wood Revue" pulling into the box-office

$33,350.

Public Discriminating

This seems to prove conclusively the

statement of Morris A. Mechanic, proprie-

tor of the New theatre, who says that people

expect more for their money now than ever

before and will purchase only good picture

entertainment and that the public will fork

over money only to see those pictures which
they know to be good.

"The depression is hurting the ordinary

run of productions," Mechanic said, "but

where the big super specials of known merit

are concerned, people will pay their monev
to see them."
Frank Price, Jr., manager of the Rivoli.

has an opinion somewhat similar to that.

He said that matinees may be hurt some-

what by the race track operation in Mary-
land, but if the pictures are good, business

will be good any time regardless of race

tracks.

Herman A. Blum, who has been presi-

dent of the M.P.T.O. of Maryland, Inc.,

twice, and is now managing the Embassy,

says that the theatre business is the same
as any other and that the depression is here

but the 100 per cent man has a better chance

to survive than the 60 per cent man, which
applies to all human endeavor.

Another thing affecting picture business

in Baltimore is that people are shopping

more for their films than ever before. They
seem to have become aware that talking pic-

tures must be presented as well in the resi-

dential houses as in the big downtown pal-

aces of the cinema and they are flocking to

the former houses for pictures they want to

see.

The automobile is playing a good part in
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Weather Blamed
For Decline in

Chicago Grosses

the film business for people watch the ad-

vertisements in newspapers and if they see

a picture advertised at a neighborhood house

they want to see they all pile into the ma-
chine and go over to that house to see it.

Where a playhouse such as the Hippo-
drome, Palace or residential State have tab-

loid stage dramas, musicals or stage pres-

entation acts, in addition to the talking pic-

ture program, a following may be built up
who will come each week regardless of what
the pictures may be, if advertised properly,

but it is generally conceded that where
straight film houses are concerned, pictures

must be good in order to draw the trade.

Chicago Blames Weather
For Slight Business Drop

Chicago — Decline in Loop first run

grosses from the figures for the preceding

year is admitted by officials of both major
circuits here. Actual figures are withheld

out of deference to the home office of each,

but the circuit officials state that the de-

crease was "not alarming." A comparison

of weekly grosses during corresponding

periods of both years, they say, substantiate

the description.

Abnormal weather conditions account for

the decreases more than any other single

factor, representatives of both Publix-Bal-

aban & Katz and RKO theatres opined. It

is their belief that the national economic

depression has had little or no effect on local

theatre grosses; that productions of the cur-

rent year compare favorably both as to

quality and drawing power with those of

last year, and that showmanship, or sales

methods, likewise, have been as meritorious

and effective as in other years.

Waning of interest in talking pictures

purely as a novel entertainment medium, it

is believed, also accounts in some measure

for the lower grosses of the current year.

The real alibi, however, is the weather.

They have detailed reports of government
meteorologists for this section to bear out

their statements.

The current year, the government reports

reveal, has been marked here by unusual

weather extremes. Unseasonable cold, un-

seasonable heat, extremes of precipitation

and drought, have been the rule rather than

the exception. The Chicago area has had

695 degrees of heat in excess of the normal

average for the section from Jan. 1 to Oct.

1, which would indicate an unnatural pro-

longation of vacation weather and its at-

tendant forms of entertainment, any and all

of which may be regarded as theatre com-
petition.

Competition as between theatres in the

Loop remain essentially the same this year

as last. With the exception of the Punch &
Judy, which was opened too recently to af-

fect the present survey, no new theatres

were opened in the Loop this year. RKO,
however, put pictures into the Palace, a for-

mer straight vaudeville house, June 1. Cir^

cuits did not add to their Loop holdings by
purchase or lease during the current year;

and legitimate theatres operated temporarily
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Public "Smells Bad Ones in Advance,''

Is Buffalo Exhibitor Slant on Slump
Depression Only When Pictures

Do Not Click, He Asserts;
Boosts Star System

as picture houses were not of enough signi-

ficance to affect the decrease in grosses.

Long Runs Decrease
Length of engagements in extended run

houses was uniformly less this year than

last. The average run to date has been
seventeen days, as compared with twenty
the preceding year. This would appear to

indicate a weakened drawing power in this

year's pictures. However, the more rapid

turnover of product thus effected kept

grosses on a favorable basis through the

stimulation of new-picture openings. At
the same time, it reduced the theatre net

through increased film rentals brought about

by the greater number of pictures played.

Balaban & Katz estimate that the decrease

in box-office grosses at five Loop theatres

may amount to six per cent less than last

year's grosses. RKO, operating two (Woods
to be relinquished next Monday, and Palace

using pictures only since June) estimate a

five per cent decrease may be shown this

year. The profit line of neither circuit is

endangered by the decreases, and, in fact,

net earnings for the year may compare
favorably with those of the year before

through various economies in operation

which have been in effect here since early

summer.

Buffalo Public Smells
Bad Ones in Advance

Buffalo—There is no doubt that there is

some depression in general lines of busi-

ness, but it is not very difficult to place the
finger on the pulse as it affects the motion
picture theatre. As one exhibitor here con-
tends, and his contention is borne out every
week, the depression rears up its head at

the motion picture box-offices only when the

pictures are not "up to snuff." Any good
picture gets its normal share of the business.
The bad pictures will not draw good busi-

ness regardless of how much they are bally-

hooed or what is given away with them in

order to get the people in.

It looks as though Mr. and Mrs.
General Public know more about which are
the good pictures and which are the bad
ones than many of the theatre operators do,
because they just won't come to the bad
ones. The whole scheme of things has re-

solved itself down to the point where the
general public is shopping, and if there is

any doubt about this, stand on Main Street
any Saturday night or Sunday night, or any
other night, for that matter, and see them
parade from one theatre to another to pick
the show they want to see and which suits

their fancy most. They know. the good ones
and they go to the good ones. It is true that
the minority with whom the motion picture
is a fetish will go to more than the average
number of pictures per week, but as stated
above, these are in the minority.

Reverse English
Milwaukee—Usual plaint of subse-

quents that all the business is being
pulled downtown is reversed here,

where indications point to the fact

that many people are waiting for pic-

tures to come to neighborhood the-
atres and then see them at lower
prices. This trend is particularly
noticeable at the better class neigh-
borhood theatres, which for the most
part have been doing a fair business
in Milwaukee.

And don't forget this : the star system is

just as strong as ever and the popular stars

in weak pictures outdraw the average pic-

ture* without a star. This does not mean
that stars can continue to make weak pic-

tures and get by with them.
Therefore, the depression which actually

exists is considerably more evidenced in

those theatres on poor pictures, whereas it

is not evident at all on good pictures. I

cite the outstanding business which has been
done on such pictures as "Common Clay,"

"Last of the Duanes," "Animal Crackers,"
"All Quiet," "Anybody's Woman," etc., and
in this there is nothing new this season as

compared to any other. The percentage of

business increase or decrease at this time
depends entirely on how good or bad the
pictures are. A survey indicates there is

hardly a difference of 10% from a year ago.
The public is not tiring of talking pic-

tures and the reaction to the good ones in-

dicates that they are more in favor of good
talking pictures than they ever were of good
silent pictures.

Industrial conditions undoubtedly are off.

Many industries have laid off employes
ranging from 10 to 40 per cent with very lit-

tle prospect of their resuming in the im-
mediate future. The general feeling as to

any improvement between now and the first

of the year is a pessimistic one. However,
it seems that this has not as yet affected

the picture theatres, particularly the first-

runs, to anywhere near the extent it has
affected merchants. It seems that people
who are not working can still find a few-

nickels or dimes with which to go to pic-

tures to help them to forget their troubles.

Subsequent runs appear to be more af-
fected than the big first-runs, particularly
in Buffalo. This, of course, is due to the
fact that the downtown theatres with the
low admission prices at matinees offer so
much more for the money than the subse-
quent runs can afford, with the result that
the subsequent runs can only hope for good
business on their outstanding Dictures. Un-
fortunately the supply of such pictures is

insufficient to cause them to cheer.

Quality Petering Out

The usual has happened in that the season
started off with a great splurge by all pro-
ducers who released jointly six or eight
outstanding pictures the latter part of Au-
gust and the early part of September and

Cleveland Subsequent Runs Up
Against It; Circuits

Are Optimistic

the most recent crop of first-runs has pe-
tered out considerably. Too little regard is

being paid to the type of pictures which
seem to draw and the attempt to put the
talkers on a higher plane has been too sud-
den. I refer to such productions as "Liliom,"
"Outward Bound," etc., which appeal to
the vast minority of movie-goers, but which
the young folks do not care about, one local

exhibitor declares.

It is sad but true that picture audiences
to a very great extent want their entertain-
ment given to them in such a way that they
can understand it. After all, it is the enter-
tainment for the masses and when it is pro-
duced on a plane beyond their understand-
ing, or calling for thought, they will not
go for it. Picture audiences do not go to
the theatre to think or to have problems
thrust at them, but to spend an hour or two
where they can relax without taxing their
minds. There has been no change in the
lack of response to problem plays, satire or
subtleties which the average office or fac-
tory worker cannot appreciate. That is why
such pictures as "Common Clay." "Animal
Crackers," etc., succeed.
And what is true of big cities also ap-

plies to the small towns. It is nothing new
to say that the picture that is a hit in the
big town 99 times out of 100 is also a
hit in the small town. Frequently you can
get by with an inferior picture in the small
towns because of the shorter run, which will

not get by in the bigger cities where it will
not hold up for a week or longer.

In other words, the extra ballyhoo or ad-
vertising make no difference, so, to revert to
an old but true phrase, "They can smell
them !"

First Runs O. K., But
Subsequents Squawking

Cleveland — While Cleveland has been
among the cities of the country most keenly
affected by the national business depression,
managers of the leading first runs are
unanimous in agreeing that their' business
during the past year has not experienced
any disastrous set-back.

The former general business averages at
the downtown first-run motion picture the-
atres have been maintained, according to
Fred Desberg, general manager of the Loew
circuit, and J. E. Firnkoess, district man-
ager of the RKO circuit.

"Our houses are holding their own,"
Firnkoess stated, "and in these days of un-
employment we consider that a distinct ad-
vantage over other businesses."
"The Loew theatres," said Desberg, "re-

flecl the times to a certain minor extent,
but our average has been steadily maintain-
ed in our first-run houses."

Subsequent-run theatre owners tell a dif-
ferent storv. They report that their busi-
ness is off all the wav from 30 to 40 per
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Theatres in Detroit Socked Plenty By

Auto Slump; City Hardest Hit in State

175,000 Unemployed Cause of

Box-Office Sickness;
Public Apathetic

cent. Unemployment, insecurity of jobs,

lack of confidence in the future and poor
pictures all contribute to this condition, ac-

cording to a leading circuit owner. Thous-
ands are out of work. Those who are em-
ployed feel no security in their jobs. And
the pictures so far available for subsequent

run exhibition, according to this circuit

owner, who operates a chain of ten houses,

are not to the public taste. Of the new prod-

uct available, only one picture. "Common
Clay," he states, has drawn consistent busi-

ness.

The large discrepancies between the good
weeks and the poor weeks is largely re-

sponsible for the low average of subsequent

run business for this year over last year,

states another circuit manager. The good
weeks go as high as ever they did. but thev

are few and far between, while the poor

weeks drop way below previous low records.

This exhibitor explains it bv saying that

the public is shopping closer for its amuse-
ment than ever before. Discrimination and
low funds cause this.

Downtown theatres have maintained their

averages due to the fact that they get what-

ever amusement money the public has to

spend while a picture is now and is talked

about. But a check-up reveals that Cleve-

land fans have cut down on their theatre at-

tendance. They have curtailed the number
of shows they see a week. Neither are they

attending in family groups as formerly.

Only some members of a family attend.

The backbone of the depression is broken,

according to Col. Leonard P. Ayres. vice-

president of the Cleveland Trust Co. and
noted business prognosticator in his monthly
review and prophecy of business. Business

activitv has increased during the past

month. Ayres states, and there is no slowing

down of activity.

In Cleveland 2,000 men went to work this

week at the Fisher Body plant. Another
1.000 have been emnloyed by the city to

clean up the parks. The Akron rubber plant*

of Goodyear and Goodrich have adopted a

six-day a week schedule so as to kee- all

of their employees on the payroll. In To-
ledo, the Chevrolet factory is working full

time, and now employes several thousand
additional men.
These announcements are gradually re-

storing public confidence. With increased

employment, and restored confidence, the

amusements will be among the first to feel

a reaction, it is confidentlv hoped bv local

theatre owners.

Bloody Murder Is Yell
From Detroit Territory

Detroit—This city is about the hardest
hit of any large city in the country. De-
pendent as it is upon the automobile busi-

ness, Detroit is one of the best show towns
of the state—when the automobile business
here is good. A glance at sales as well as

manufacturing records of the past year will

give some conception of the Michigan situa-

tion.

Detroit's normal unemploved number
from 10.000 to 15,000. The city is now reg-

istering all the unemployed in Detroit and
the total will run close to 175,000. With
a population of 1,250,000 one can get some
conception of the percentage of unemployed.

Publix in Red
Unofficial reports have it that Publix

hopes to save $1,000,000 in the operation of

the Detroit and Chicago houses this year.

The same source places the Publix loss at

from $25,000 to $50,000 per week. One of

the second-run downtown theatres, normally

a gold mine, is doing today just 50 per cent

of the gross of a year ago.

In the neighborhoods the 'situation is

worse. Dependent on working men, it is a

mystery how they have hung on as long as

they have. Many have closed, some 100 in

the state and city.

The Adams is closed, the State is said to

have operated at a big loss all summer, and
the Fox dropped to 25 and 50 and is break-

ing even, which is a big improvement for

them.

Outstanding pictures like "The Big

House" do a big business and then nothing

the rest of the week. Musical pictures are

as dead as a doornail. New stars are not

clicking. The public doesn't seem to have
the appetite to absorb as many talking pic-

tures as silents. Sound installations are

generally good, so it isn't that.

"Picture prices have something to do with

so many going broke." says one exhibitor.

"Producers made more last year when ex-

hibitors were taking their worst licking, and
now, with the situation no better, they are

asking telephone numbers again. Boy, I

don't know how they do it. and then they

holler about the exhibitor being unfair.

How is an exhibitor going to make up the

losses if he starts taking losses already on

the new product ?

"We have been hit hard. From what I

hear, actually the hardest in the country.

When we come back it is going to be a little

slower than usual."

Old-Time Business Is

Cheer to Canada Houses
Ottawa—Canada, generally, is not worried

much about economic conditions and, for

various reasons, most people are looking

to the winter with more confidence than

they had only one month ago. The new
Conservative government called a special

session of Parliament in September when
an array of higher tariffs for industries and
the farmers was put into effect and an ap-

propriation of $20,000,000 was made for

public works to relieve unemployment dur-

ing the winter.

Manufacturers were warned that the new
duties were not to he passed on to the con-

sumers in the form of higher prices, and
when the glass companies made price ad-

vances in defiance of the government a

special order-in-council was passed can-

celling the new duties on imported window

Canadian Exhibitors Exuding
Optimism; Western Area

Feels Depression

glass. The farmers are feeling much better

since the duty on New Zealand butter was
raised from one to eight cents per pound.
There have been various announcements

in recent weeks regarding the reopening of

factories and the hiring of more workers
at others, some plants going on day and
night shifts in order to catch up with new
orders.

Prosperity Campaign Aids
The Prosperity Week campaign of Fa-

mous Players Canadian Corp., Oct. 11 to

18, has been most timely and its effect will

lie widespread because there are Famous
Players theatres in every city from Coast
to Coast. The Canadian government,
through the department of trade and com-
merce, has also launched a business promo-
tion drive in more than 100 newspapers
across the country, while the Ontario gov-
ernment is putting across a campaign to

boost Ontario products.

The fall season has opened up nicely for

theatres in many Canadian cities. "Whoo-
pee ' is now completing its fourth week at

the Princess theatre, Montreal, and is

breaking records. Various other produc-
tions have been held over at other houses,
thus indicating strong business. "The
Singer of Seville" broke the house record
at Keith's, Ottawa, in September, and "Raf-
fles" did likewise at the Centre theatre,

Ottawa. The Ottawa Regent scarcely could
do any better than it has for the past two
months.

At Toronto, the Imperial broke all records

on the introduction of its new stage show-

policy, while Loew's, Toronto, had lines a
block long for "Our Blushing Brides" dur-
ing the week of Oct. 4. this being the start

of a new all-screen policy there. Another
indication that the people have money was
seen when "Abraham Lincoln" played the
Royal Alexandra, Toronto, as a road show
at $1.50 top. Old-time crowds have been
in evidence at leading theatres in Hamilton,
London and other cities of eastern Canada.

Western Canada Hit
Western Canada has been hit by the low

price of wheat and the cutting oft" of for-

eign markets, but the situation is regarded
as a blessing in disguise because the prairie

provinces are being forced to turn to mixed
farming and. in the future, will probably
not have all its eggs in one basket. The
present economic correction is painful, but
the patient expects to enjoy better health
after the operation. In the meantime, the
theatres of the Canadian West are not turn-
ing in big profits as a consequence, but the
western spirit of optimism is but little di-

minished.

The stock market situation is a depress-
ing feature and many small speculators have
been cured—until the next bull market
catches them again. Editorial writers are
saying that more attention is being paid to

every-day business than to the ticker and.
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Weeding Out of

Inferior Houses

Not Slump Sign

therefore, the country will he better off.

I lure have been practically no big com-

mercial failures and the worst has been the

passing of a few dividends by a number of

companies. The talk is that there is as much
cold cash in the country as before and huge

natural resources are still intact. They say

the bears will die in their caves this winter

and next spring will open up better and

stronger than ever.

Oklahoma Prepares for

Return of Normalcy
Oklahoma City—This territory blames

poor pictures, business conditions and a lack

of money in circulation for the 20 per cent

drop suffered last summer. Tulsa and other

large cities of the state report a similar

falling off in attendance.

The smaller towns throughout the state

suffered a loss of 30 to 40 per cent due to

poor crops, business depression, shortage of

money and poor pictures.

However, with cooler weather and good

rains recently over the entire state, all lines

of business, including theatrical, are show-

ing an improvement. This is particularly

noticeable in Oklahoma City. Tulsa and the

larger cities and towns, and with the mar-

keting of cotton and other farm products

and the increasing volume of oil develop-

ment in nearly every section of the state,

the theatrical situation as a whole is ex-

pected soon to become normal again.

year. A diagnosis finds big pictures, show-

manship and the normal response of the

average man to the call of picture amuse-

ment all responsible for this increase. Man-
ager Moore of the Paramount in Des
Moines has been putting over splendid stage

shows which have been a big factor in the

steady run of good business at this house.

The reactions brought on by weather

changes and other temporary effects on buy-

ing power have followed almost exactly the

same scale as in the year previous. The
Strand has shown this fall a ten per cent

gain over the last year's business and con-

ditions look auspicious for a maintenance

of this rate.

Jess Day, manager of the Orpheum, Des
Moines, says that the buying power in Iowa,

which has always been steadily conservative,

has maintained its same even tenor. With
bigger pictures the theatre has continued

at the same average of that of last year, the

same profit to show as that of a year ago.

New construction in Iowa has shown a

steady gain. Locations in the good size

towns are being selected for new theatres.

Business Up in Iowa
Tho Weeding Continues

Des Moines—Competition of the larger

houses is still making things tough for the

smaller theatres in Iowa and in many of the

outlying towns business is 50 per cent off of

last year, due also to the fact that the farm-

ers in that district are getting half their

usual amount of corn crop. In the theatres

that have been meeting with competition

from large houses since the paving has made
it possible for the larger houses to draw
from a wide territory, business is 25 per

cent off. The week-ends have shown a tre-

mendous business in the towns of good size,

while the week between has been rocky. The
larger theatres are doing a splendid busi-

ness, in some cases ten to 20 per cent above
the business of last year, and all are doing

at least average business.

The general opinion, expressed by Des
Moines film men, is that the audiences may
be found where the sound is best. Big pic-

tures with good equipment will draw from
a long distance, now that it is possible to

drive on paving.

General business conditions are good and
Miss Margaret McGrevey, secretary of the

Des Moines Film Board, rates the situation

here as 100 per cent. "There is no slump
here," she asserts.

Theatres Prospering

Bob Gary, manager of the Des Moines,
Des Moines, finds business consistently

maintaining a 20 per cent increase over last

Public Picture Wise at

San Antonio ; Business Off
San Antonio, Tex.—Optimism is the kev-

note of the managers of San Antonio's pic-

ture houses. Business is off. it's true, but

it is gradually getting better and, with better

pictures, business should eventually rise to

normal.

While business depression, pee wee
golf and night baseball have cut into

receipts, local managers are agreed that

good, entertaining pictures will bring the

crowds into the theatres.

One manager who operates a de luxe the-

atre, but who does not care to have his

name in print, voiced the opinion of all

managers when he said : "Give me a good,

first-class picture—one that appeals to all

classes—and I'll do the business I did in the

peak times of a year ago. Inferior pictures

are what have caused the drop in receipts

and not business depression.

"The public today is picture wise. It

can tell a good from a poor picture without

seeing it. The theatre fan used to go into

a picture house to see a show. Today he

shops for his pictures just as he shops in

a department store. If a picture appeals to

him. he will see it. Otherwise, he will not.

It is my experience that my weekly grosses

with outstanding pictures are as great to-

day as during the peak times of a year ago.

But let me get hold of a poor picture—and
down go my receipts."

A survey of local conditions developed

that theatre receipts today are about 15 per

cent less than a year ago. When it is con-

sidered that during the spring months re-

ceipts had dropped to 20 per cent below a

year ago, box-office receipts are showing a

healthv increase. Local managers look for

normal times eventually—not in a month or

two—but perhaps by next spring.

Good Business Enjoyed
In Canadian Northwest

Vancouver—Theatre business remains
steady and encouraging, says T. R. Muir.
district manager here for Famous Players
Canadian Core., speaking for Vancouver.
Victoria and Xanaimo on Vancouver Island,

Prince Rupert in northern British Columbia.
Chilliwack and smaller towns scattered
through the Fraser Valley.

For Vancouver, Muir speaks for business

Canadian Coast

Finds Business

Holding Steady

in the first-run houses, the Capitol, New
Orpheum and Dominion, and a chain of nine

suburban houses linked up with the Famous
Players.

"1 can say that business generally in the

houses in my territory is good," said Muir.

"Of course, it is off in some places and bet-

ter in others. Prince Rupert, in the north,

is particularly flourishing; in fact, we have

big business up there. It must be remem-
bered that a year ago sound was coming
in, and now that novelty has worn off, busi-

ness is really down to a normal steady

status. At the first onslaught of the minia-

ture golf course we noticed some difference

and there is no doubt that craze bit into

us a little. That has now subsided, even
though many of them have retired indoors.

Every one wants to try something once,

and when that is over they settle down to

the more solid enjoyment of a good picture.

"I can say that all our house managers
are good showmen. They are able to tie

up with anything which makes for good
legitimate business, know how to present

their shows, apart from merely showing a

picture, and are men who keep in touch, as

much as is humanly possible, with their

patrons.
As for the type of picture we are get-

ting," he concluded, "I can say they are

fully equal to any we got last year, and
many of them better."

Chains Prospering but
Indies in Cincy Suffer

Cincinnati—Business in this city, which,

on account of being the gateway to the

South, has more or less of a transient popu-
lation, is decidedly not off. Contrarily, it is

on the up and up. In addition to the "float-

ing element" there is a big suburban terri-

tory from which to draw. This includes not

only the sizeable towns in the immediately

contiguous environs in Ohio, but also sev-

eral reasonably large cities in Kentucky,

separated from Cincinnati only by the Ohio
river, and' having a combined population of

approximately 300,000.

The economic depression, instead of exert-

ing a demoralizing influence on the film

houses, apepars to have had the opposite ef-

fect.

There is no gainsaying the fact that a

large amount of unemployment exists here,

but. according to recent surveys, this is ap-

preciably less than obtains in other cities of

similar size. The slant taken by the exhibi-

tors is that food and amusements are two
elements which people will invariably buy
regardless of conditions, and irrespective of

the urgency of their other essential require-

ments. It seems to be an established fact,

too, that a bigger percentage of the unem-
ployed patronize the films now than they

did before they joined the ranks of the idle.

This is a logical and natural reaction. The
line of reasoning is basically and psycho-

logically sound. Ordinarily, the factory op-

erative whose hours necessitated very early

rising had little, if any, time or inclination

to attend an evening showing during the
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Unemployed Held

Boosting Gross

Of Cincy Houses

week. His enforced domesticity was a

means of diverting him as a potential patron

during the week-end which usually was used

to replenish his personal requirements, or

to seek outdoor diversion or social contact.

Unemployment Helping Grosses

Now, however, with an abundance of

time at his disposal, the erstwhile working
man looks to pictures as a haven of refuge

to which he may repair and forget his status

of inactivity, at least for the moment.

With very few exceptions tirst-run houses

have been and are exceeding their establish-

ed quotas. In fact, the RKO Albee, a vaude-

film house, under management of George
Sommers, has more than doubled its gross

within the last four months. The RKO
Strand, managed by E. D. Yarborough,
broke its single week attendance record with

a second-run within the past fortnight, the

receipts in percentages hitting within a

couple of points of the 200 mark. Other
houses in the downtown district are enjoy-

ing proportionate business.

This enviable position among local houses

is the result of specialized and co-operative

effort on the part of John L. McCurdy, divi-

sional manager, and Bill E. Danziger, chief

of the advertising and publicity division of

RKO.
Reversing the customary formula at

present employed by so many executives in

other lines, that of curtailing, if not entirely

eliminating their advertising and retrench-

ing in their operating expenses by reducing
their employee personnel, McCurdy and
Danziger are not overlooking a single oppor-
tunity of thoroughly selling their houses and
product to the public through liberal use of

newspaper advertising space, and making
two effective tie-ups grow where only one
grew before. The constant jingling of coins

in the box-office coffers is the answer.
RKO officials and managers here are not

depression-minded. They have no reason to

be—at least, not yet. Optimistically, they
are planning and executing extensive im-
provements in their local houses, some of

which are to be considerably enlarged to

provide greater seating capacity, and while
the pessimistic rank and file among the
purveyers of various commodities are be-
wailing the present economic depression
with its heavy inroads in their returns, the
theatres, through aggressive tactics, are
reaping a financial reward, largely because
the powers that be are looking through the
glass at the proper angle. Their vision is

not distorted. They see the doughnut and
not the hole, as it were.

Subsequent Runs Hit

Extensive inquiry among suburban ex-
hibitors as well as those in smaller towns
within a reasonable radius of Cincinnati re-

veals a less healthy commercial condition.
Here business has definitely slumped, the
decrease ranging anywhere from 25 to 60
per cent as compared with similar calendar
periods of last year. This falling off is not
due to lack of showing meritorious pictures,

or those which have a distinct box-office

appeal, but rather to conditions in general.

The business simply isn't there.

Some of the smaller exhibitors whom the

writer interviewed are continuously in the

red, and having a difficult time to keep their

heads above water. Not having unlimited

resources at their command, they must needs
conserve their finances rather than employ
them in ways and means to bolster up the

vanishing business. Conversely, the chain
houses, where ample financial backing is

available, can effectively continue extensive

exploitation with telling results.

As one small independent exhibitor aptly

expressed it, "I simply cannot afford to

throw good money after bad. Em operating
on a hand to mouth basis. The big fellow
is sitting pretty. He can go out after busi-

ness. He has the money. I haven't. This
proves the old saying, 'Them that's got,

gitS'."

Among the smaller exhibitors it seems to

be the survival of the fittest, and while
there have not been an unusually large num-
ber of the smaller houses closing, a whole-
sale closing, either temporarily or perman-
ently, looms as a possibility in view of the
present state of affairs, which has implanted
a fear psychosis in the minds of the little

fellow in the exhibition end of the industry.

Poor Films, Pee
Wee Golf Blamed

For Cal. Slump

California Hit by Pee
Wees and Inferior Films

San Diego—Theatres here have been wal-
loped by economic conditions, midget golf

and inferior pictures. In spite of this, when
an outstanding attraction comes along the

patrons turn out.

Following is a summary of the local situ-

ation :

Dwight L. Hill, general manager of Pa-
cific National Theatres, operating the Su-
perba, Plaza and Mission: "Our current
business is running about ten or 15 per
cent under normal, which is directly due
to the business depression throughout the
nation. This has been one of the worst sum-
mers in years in the motion picture busi-

ness. Our business up to Sept. 1 was about
50 per cent below normal, due partly to the

operation of the miniature golf courses,

which drew heavily from the theatres.

"About Sept. 1, due to a run of better pic-

tures, our business went up nearly to nor-
mal. Showmanship doesn't seem to draw
out the crowds because they simply haven't
the money to spend. We tried intensive ad-
vertising on one of our houses, but it failed

to bring out the extra business.

"We kept the Plaza dark for ten weeks
this summer because we felt it was cheaper
to pay the rent on a vacant theatre. I pre-
dict the return to normal conditions in our
business this winter because a number of

really excellent pictures are in prospect."

Jack Edwards, manager of the Spreckels

:

"Our business is between 40 and 60 per
cent below normal, due, 1 believe, entirely

to the economic depression throughout the
nation. The public is shopping for pictures
now and picking them carefully. The peo-
ple nowadays are going to a single picture

a week instead of to three or four weekly,
as was the case during boom times.

"Then, too, I blame the midget golf
courses, night football and the county fair,

partially, for the slow business. The fact

that a picture is all talk means nothing to

the movie public any more. It has got to be
out of the ordinary. For example, when we

showed "Little Accident" and "The Bad
Man" they packed the house, but the ordi-

nary run of picture doesn't attract.

"Showmanship doesn't make any impres-

sion because the public hasn't got the money
to spend. The studios, I believe, are making
an earnest effort to improve the quality of

their pictures. The future depends entirely

on business conditions because our business

is the first to feel an economic depression

and the last to recover from the effects of

one."

L. Fountain, manager, San Diego, Calif,

division of West Coast Fox : "Our business

is doing very well in view of general condi-

tions. .1 believe that the element of humor
should be stressed as much as possible in

pictures. The public wants the very best

pictures and won't go to see the mediocre
ones."

Good Shows Get the Big
Money, Say Exhibitors

Providence—Good pictures produce good
business, is the way leading Providence ex-

hibitors sum up this depression bugaboo
which, they seem to feel, is largely in the

imagination.

While admitting that there is a serious

business depression in other lines, they cite

the fact that the public always seems to

scare up the necessary half dollar or what
it takes when a good film is in town.

Harry Storin, general manager of the

RKO Albee and Victory, phrases it this

way: "If exhibitors have the shows the
people have the money-—when exhibitors

don't have the shows they don't get the

money." Both John P. McCarthy of Loew's
State and Ed Reed of the Paramount feel

that business has been about normal ordin-

arily with figures jumping high when a film

of exceptional merit is shown.

The Albee, for instance, broke all records
for week-end business with "Half Shot at

Sunrise," even exceeding the big gross 'of

"All Quiet." Loew's with Eddie Cantor in

"Whoopee" clicked a bit over $25,000. The
Paramount since its opening a few months
ago has kept on very even keel, averaging
between $11,000 and $12,000. Their best

bets, of the stamp of "The Dawn Patrol,"
hit around $15,000.

Exhibitors seem to feel that their show-
ing is all the more remarkable because of
the fact that the textile industry in Rhode
Island is hard hit. Also every hamlet in the

state has its own film house, most of

which are flourishing. This stresses the fact

that patrons of the Providence theatres
come mostly from the city itself as Paw-
tucket and Woonsocket are well supplied
with cinema houses.

The public today is too wise to be fooled

by a bad picture and it takes considerable
showmanship and ingenuity to lure the pat-
rons in to see a film that is only so-so, man-
agers say. This is amply demonstrated at

the box-office of the house that has a pro-
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Business Normal

At West Coast

1st Run Stands

gram picture when the other big fellows

are showing hot ones.

During the past year records at the Ma-
jestic, Loew's, RKO Victory, RKO Albee

and figures compiled since the opening of

the Paramount indicate that ratings have

fluctuated between 85 and 110%.

Business About Normal
At Coast 1st Runs; Others Hit

Los Angeles—Local first-run theatres are

grossing about normal, in the opinion of

Frank Whitbeck, director of advertising and

publicity for Fox West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

who thinks that business is about normal,

but when compared to last year's figures

from the box-office shows a marked decrease

due to the fact that business at that time

was considerably above the usual standard.

Talking pictures were then a novelty and

their appeal was more to their unusualness

rather than to the quality of the pictures.

At the present time the picture is what
brings the patron to the box office and busi-

ness is in accordance with the merit of the

pictures shown.
In the neighborhood houses the managers

find that the child patronage is slowly com-

ing back after almost a year of very little

attention from the voungsters. The pro-

ducers have found that the kid audience

is greatly desirable and that the first talkers

were not at all appealing to the juveniles.

Mure westerns and the outdoor stuff have

been scheduled and made, and the kids are

once again wending their way to the box
office.

Smaller Houses Sutter

The business in the smaller houses is

from ten to 20 per cent below normal, ac-

cording to local theatre men. The downtown
houses have brought on stage shows and a

better run of pictures and for them business

has been much better. Certainly a great

increase over the early part of the year and
during the summer when grosses were at

a low mark. At the present time the offer-

ing are of a better quality and the busi-

ness has improved greatly, managers say.

What the public wants is a good show and
lots of it, and if they are offered that, thea-

tre business will hold up.

Business conditions in other lines are

not at all promising and the outlook for a

pick-up is not at all bright.

Gross and Net at
High Mark in Boston

Boston—Not for a number of years has
this city's box offices, both gross and net,

been so good as during the past nine months.
This is the opinion expressed by theatre

managers on all sides, being especially true
of the two or three managers who have
been in charge of Boston first-run theatres
over a period of several years.

While talk of business depression has
been under wav on all sides, it has not been
reflected in Boston's theatres, which are

well on the road to making 1930 the ban-

ner year of motion picture history.

In a number of cases changes in man-
agers have been made with more or less

frequency, hence only reference to actual

records of the houses could be used for

purposes of comparison. In a few instances

the same manager is in charge who was
there three, four and even five years ago.

These men speak from personal knowledge.

One reason for the year's marked increase

in Boston is doubtless due to the fact that

there has been no increase in the number of

first run theatres over a period of years.

The Keith Memorial theatre merely took the

place of the old B. F. Keith theatre among
first-run houses. The Publix Uptown was
one of the Keith houses before Publix ac-

quired it. The seating capacity of first-run

houses is practically the same today as it

was five years ago.

Flesh Not Missed

When the Keith Memorial eliminated

vaudeville it was believed that there would
be a drop in gross. This has not material-

ized. Receipts have increased, while costs

have decreased so that the Keith Memorial
has not only shown an increased gross for

the first nine months this year, but it has

shown a very decided increase in the net

receipts.

Keith Albee now shows vaudeville for-

merly presented at the Keith Memorial. It

has resulted in a very marked increase in

gross for the house and a slight increase in

net, despite the very much larger expenses
of the house.

The net gain of the vaudeville shift for

the two theatres is estimated at better than
15 per cent.

Publix Business Up

The Metropolitan, the key theatre for the

Publix chain in New England, has shown a

steady increase in its gross the entire year.

Compared with figures of a year ago, it

shows a very marked gain. Other Publix
theatres showing a gain are the Scollay

Square, the Olympia, the Uptown, with
minor gains in outlying second-run houses.

It is estimated by a Publix official that the

net gain over last season is better than 12j^
per cent for the Boston houses.

Loew's two theatres, the State and the

Orpheum, show a steady increase with pat-

ronage becoming more and more of the

permanent, rather than transient type. It

is estimated that at least ten per cent gain
in net, and probably even larger, will be
shown with the close of the current year.

Outside of Boston the gain is even more
marked. There are fewer theatres in oper-
ation than a year ago at this time, for in

almost every city of 35,000 or 40,000 popu-
lation or over, at least one theatre has been
closed, turned into an indoor miniature golf

course or used for some other purpose. Con-
struction of new theatres has slowed down
materially so that the number of theatres
now in operation are not only being well
patronized, but are actually giving much
more to their patrons in return, than ever
before.

Small Town Gains Reported

Even in the mill cities, with the possible
exception of New Bedford, the theatre busi-
ness shows a marked gain for the first nine
months of this year, compared with the

Boston Grosses

Running Plenty

In the Black

same period of time for several years past.

While totals for all these cities are not avail-

able, estimates gathered from the managers
of the leading theatres have been as follows:

Cambridge, Mass., gain of 12 per cent

over last year.

Maiden, Mass., gain of five per cent over

last year.

Medford, Mass., gain of eight per cent

over last year.

Somerville, Mass., gain of five per cent.

Haverhill, Mass., gain of ten per cent.

Lowell, Mass., gain of 12 per cent.

Lawrence, Mass., gain of seven per cent.

Fall River, Mass., neither a gain nor loss.

Worcester, Mass., gain of six per cent.

Springfield, Mass., gain of ten per cent.

Manchester, N. H., gain of nine per cent.

Portland, Me., gain of 15 per cent.

New Bedford, Mass., loss; percentage not

estimated.

Business on Up-Grade
In Omaha Territory
Omaha—Despite national depression

propaganda, business in this territory has
been on the up grade all season, according
to leading exhibitors here, who base their

opinions on piled high percentages.

While the industrial centers have been hit

hard, Iowa and Nebraska have depended on
the farms to maintain their equilibrium.

Crops have been consistently good and
prices favorable in relation to quantity har-

vested. Depression in some centers may be

the real thing, but talk of poor farmers ap-

parently is all hot air. They like talkies and
they come often.

"This territory has the best theatre busi-

ness of any center in the United States,"

one chain executive said.

One chain house here has been leading

most of the company's string from coast to

coast in grosses based on its seating ca-

pacity. All downtown houses report an in-

crease this season over the same period last

year. Suburban and out-state theatres re-

port grosses, in nearly all cases, on a par

with last year.

Here's Idea if Theatre
Business Continues Bad
Hollywood—-A downtown theatre, oper-

ating a play-by-play scoreboard on the world
series, uncovered a clever little plot among
the square gamblers in the balcony.

Ushers first noticed several boys hurrying
to and fro between the mezzanine phone
booths and the balcony. Then something
went wrong with the phone service. When
they went to investigate, they discovered a

boy with a buzzer set hooked on to wires
in a booth.

These liaison operators were transmitting

the result of a plav 40 seconds before it was
flashed on the board, and the balcony gam-
blers were cleaning up at so much a play.
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Good Color
Mack Sennett's color process, termed

Sennett Color, is unusual in the re-

alistic effects obtained. The coloring,

as shown in the first Sennett Brev-
ities, "The Bluffer" and "Take Your
Medicine," is natural and has beautiful
t'nts. In addition, Sennett has wisely
chosen two good single reel comedies
to introduce the process, "The Bluffer"
being particularly good and "Take
Your Medicine" a fairly good subject,
but both offering exceptional oppor-
tunity to use color to advantage.

HYNES

Production and

Theatre Building

Spurt in England

Great Britain is off on a theatre-building

jaunt. Houses of the de luxe type are being
built or planned throughout the island

empire, but principally in suburban centers.

Charles Wilcox, executive of the British

and Dominions Film Corporation, Ltd., now
in New York from London, is the authority
for the statement. He sees in construction

of this type of house serious times ahead for

the smaller and out-of-date theatres, but an
opportunity for producers and distributors

to increase their profits because of an in-

creased number of first run and big money
outlets.

Wilcox also declares that production in

England is jogging along at a rate unprece-
dented since talkers hit the tight little

island. As against an approximate total of

25 pictures made from June, 1929, to June,
1930, he estimates 60 will be turned out

between June of this year and the corre-

sponding month of 1931. His own company
has swelled its plans from three last year to

12 this.

"On Approval," "Canaries Sometimes
Sing," "Plunder" and "Tons of Money" are
finished. In work or on schedule are "The
Blue Lagoon," "A Cuckoo in the Nest,"

"Carnival," "A Night Like This," "Thark,"
"Love Lies," "The Love Race" and "One
Embarrassing Night."

"Saner Blue Law" Aimed
To Stop N.J. Sunday Shows

Atlantic City—New Jersey's legislature

will be called upon to enact a "saner blue

law" which will have the sponsorship of the

state's Lord's Day Alliance. The bill will

eliminate asserted absurd provisions of the

125-year-old law. This will aim to prohibit

Sunday shows, without prohibiting certain

other forms of activity on the Sabbath.

Protective Club Formed
Hollywood—Protection of the character

and promotion of the theatrical profession

in the United States is the purpose of the

Dominos, recently formed. Among the

directors are: Mrs. Morgan Wallace, Con-
stance De Mille, Claire Whitney Keane,
Louise Dresser Gardner, Dorothy Bernard
Van Buren and Margaret McKinney Mc-
Allister.

Louis Simon to

Make Eighteen

Pathe Comedies
Simple Simon Comedies, Inc.. will pro-

duce a series of 18 comedies starring Louis

Simon this season for Pathe release. Pro-
duction will be at the Audio Cinema Studios,

New York. Max Stark, former head of

the musical sales de-

partment of Paramount
Publix, is organizer,

treasurer and general

manager of the com-
pany. Ben Bloom field

is production manager
and Frank Z u k o r

camera chief.

Sylvester J. Simon is

president of the firm

and Bert Westerman,
secretary. Louis Simon
appeared in several of

the comedies made by Louis Simon

the late George Le Maire for Pathe.

Answer Is Filed in

De Forest-RKO Suit
Wilmington—Alleging that the patentee

were not the first and sole inventors of

certain apparatus in sound recording and
reproducing methods, an answer was filed

before Judge John P. Nield in Federal

Court by RKO Radio Pictures, Inc., de-

fendents in the suit brought by the General
Talking Pictures Corp. and De Forest
Phonofilms, Inc.

According to the answer of the defend-

ents. the patents described do not con-

stitute patentable matter and asked for

dismissal of the bill. The defendent com-
pany also denies that it has a regular

established place of business in this city.

Acoustical Suits in

Chicago Are Continued
Chicago—Cases brought against 26 Chi-

cago theatres by the city fire prevention

bureau were continued to Nov. 12, when
called in Municipal Court here Wednesday.
The charges involve alleged violations of

fire prevention ordinances in the use of

acoustical materials not approved by the fire

commissioner's office.

Record Business at N. Y.
Cameo with Africa Speaks

"Africa Speaks" is continuing its box
office records with a fourth week at the

Cameo, New Yrork, where it has chalked up
*''" biggest grosses of the theatre's season.

Blame Him
Cartoonists—screen and newspaper

—have been increasing by leaps and
bounds the past years, according to
Harry Hershfield.

"If all of them were placed back to
back," he asks, "wouldn't it be a great
idea?"

Return of the Musical
The 10 per cent, salary cut at United

Artists went into effect late last week.
Shortly after the checks were handed

out a company executive walked
through the office humming "Happy
Days Are Here Again."
One of the stenogs immediately be-

hind him stood it as long as she could,
then turned and said:
"My goodness, what a man!"
They're thinking of forming The Ten

Percenters, a new social organization
at U. A. headquarters.

Asks $1,800,000

Of Seven Firms

In 'Blacklisting'

Indianapolis—Damages of $1,800,000 are

asked of six producers and distributors and
a talking picture equipment company in a
suit filed in Federal court by Harry Muller,

theatre operator of Anderson, Ind. Defen-
dants are Fox, Universal, United Artists,

Pathe, RKO, Tiffany and Electrical Re-

search Products.

The suit alleges that a co-operative setup

of motion picture distributors exists, where-
by Muller was blacklisted and that service

by distributors, except perhaps one, was
refused to him in a conspiracy to put him
out of business.

The suit alleges he contracted with some
of the firm defendants for talking picture

films and talking disc records, but that after

he had placed the necessary equipment for

sound on film type, the equipment company
then announced it was unable to place the

sound-film attachment, leaving Muller with

no use for the sound film.

Catholics to Boycott
Films Deemed Unfit

San Francisco—Knights of Columbus are

concerned over what they feel are obscene
and improper films and they are forming the

Catholic Screen Commission to deal with
the matter. The commission is being formed
with the sanction of Patrick Cardinal Hayes
of New York. Appointees are to be nation-

ally known screen, dramatic and art critics

and the organization will advocate boycott

rather than censorship of undesirable films.

Howard and Fox Close to

New Deal; Not Signed Yet
Hollywood—They're still at it. the "it"

being the terms of William K. Howard's
new contract with Fox. The deal is practi-

cally set and calls for a series of eight pic-

tures at a salary which will return to the

director four handsome figures a week.

Warners Add Two More
Danbury, Conn.—Warners have taken

over the two local theatres of the Danbury
Amusement Corp.

Fraser in New York
William R. Fraser, general manager of

the Harold Lloyd Corporation, is in New
York for the premiere of "Feet First."
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Michigan Unit

Adopts Pledge

Of Cooperation

Grand Rapids—Michigan theatre owners

have adopted a membership pledge which

it is believed will make the already power-

ful state organization a vastly stronger and

more influential unit.

The pledge offers new financial aid to the

Michigan organization and subjects every

member in good standing to render personal

and other services for the organization

whenever called upon to do so.

Following is the text of the pledge:

In order to secure the maximum benefits to

be derived from a membership in the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Michigan, Inc.,

I hereby pledge

:

1. To pay my dues monthly in advance.

2. To fully and completely carry out every

policy determined by a majority of the Board

of Directors, after receiving due notice of the

same, in order that the composite strength of

the organization may be maintained.

3. To voice any criticism of the Association,

its policies or activities, only to the Association

Headquarters or to the Board of Directors at

their regular meeting, either in writing or in

person, that the organization may not be handi-

capped by internal conflict.

4. To promptly respond when the organiza-

tion asks me to render personal service, if phy-

sically able, or unless prevented by causes be-

yond my control, either on membership, legis-

lative activities or necessary organization ac-

tivities as determined by the Directors.

5. To attend the state convention unless pre-

vented by causes beyond my control and as

many of the other meetings as feasible for me
to attend.

6. To, if I run any advertising other than

my own advance trailers, show the advertise-

ment of one advertiser per week (not political)

be it slide, trailer or industrial reel, the pro-

ceeds of same in addition to my dues to go to

the beneflt of the Association.

In signing this pledge I understand that non-
payment of dues or failure to keep any of the

specific pledges shall make me liable for ex-

pulsion from membership. That non-payment
of dues shall be direct notice both from me
and from the Board of Directors that the head-

quarters cannot render to me or to any other

theatre owner so defaulting any service what-
soever.

I also understand that under the constitution

and by-laws of the Association any member de-

faulting, expelled or withdrawing for any rea-

son except legitimate retirement from business

cannot be reinstated without the payment of a

reinstatement fee of $100.00, unless by the

unanimous consent of the Board of Directors

or a majority consent of the membership at

any meeting.

I make these pledges realizing that without
complete co-ordination of effort I cannot derive

the maximum benefits from this organization.

Seeks Opera Deal

Fox in Honolulu?
Los Angeles—Although nothing def-

inite has been announced, it is under-
stood that Fox West Coast officials

headed by Oscar Oldknow are strongly
considering the building of a picture
theatre in Honolulu. As yet no specific
plans have been offered but it is sup-
Dosed that a de luxe type house will

be built as soon as a site can be
obtained. Fox West Coast operates no
theatres in Honolulu at present.

Earle W. Hamnions

24 Chicago Opera

Films Sought by

E. W. Hammons

Chicago—Educational will make a series

of one-reel pictures in connection with the

( hicago Civic Opera Company this win-

ter, if negotiations now under way between

K. \Y. Hammons and Samuel Insull. presi-

dent of the opera company, are concluded

satisfactorily. The shorts will be made from

highlights of popular operas to be produced

here, and are included in Education's new
program calling for the production of edu-

cational and kindred pictures.

The regular stars and casts of the Chi-

cago Civic Opera Company will be used

for the productions.

Hammons opened the negotiations with

Instill here during a recent visit in the city.

An agreement was not reached at that time,

but the deal is expected to be concluded very

shortly, possibly during the ensuing week
in New York, where Insull is at present.

Similar productions were made last year by
Fox, working with the Chicago Civic Opera
Company, but it is understood Fox will not

renew the deal this vear.

Decline of the Musical
Ends Murray on Fox Lot
Hollywood—J. Harold Murray, Broad-

way warbler, has been forced off the Fox lot

because of a studio decision to lay off musi-
cals, said decision being prompted by the

public reaction against that type of talker.

The unexpired portion of Murray's con-

tract has been bought up.

Gets $150,000

And Share of

"Ingagi" Profits

Agreement to share profits on "Ingagi,"
plus payment of $150,000 to Byron P.

Mackenzie, has ended litigation over
"Ingagi" brought by Mackenzie against
Congo Pictures. As a result, the injunction

against distribution and showing has been
dissolved, and the picture will resume play-

ing. Louis Nizer represented Mackenzie in

the litigation.

"Ingagi," African jungle picture, was re-

leased about six months ago and was
branded a fake by various scientists and ex-

plorers, who enlisted the National Better

Business Bureau in a campaign to denounce
alleged false claims of authenticity made for

the film. The Hays organization also is said

to have interested itself in the charges of

fake and turned thumbs down on the film.

Mackenzie claimed that scenes obtained by
his mother were being used without his

permission.

Chamberlain Receivership
Is Further Complicated
Sunbury, Pa. — Following agreement

among 18 lawyers representing various inter-
ests related to the ownership and operation
of Chamberlain Amusement Enterprises,
which controls a number of theatres in the
hard coal mining regions of Pennsylvania,
to recommend to the Northumberland
County Court that the present temporary
receivership be made permanent, Louis Ber-
man, of Philadelphia, filed a petition object-

ing to the plan.

Berman, who has on record a lease of

the properties of the corporation, but who
does not have possession of the theatres,

contends that by virtue of the lease he had
right of possssion to all property and
theatres of the corporation at the time,

recently, when the temporary receivership

was created by the court. He holds that

the receivership constituted an illegal ouster.

He contends, moreover, that the court is

without jurisdiction to issue a permanent
receivership order and that the properties

should be turned over to him as lessee.

It was intimated by General C. M. Clem-
ent, counsel for Berman, that his client will

take his fight for possession of the theatres

to the State Supreme Court if the local

court fails to act in his favor. The local

court set Nov. 10 as the date for the hearing

of the case. The affairs of the corporation

have been subjected to a long period of

complicated litigation.

Geography Note
Universal shows previews regularly

in New Rochelle.
Bob and Phil Cochrane, Nate Man-

heim, Charlie Paine, Phil Reisman and
others of the Laemmle family also

live in New Rochelle.
Now there's a move on to change

the name of the town to Universal
City.
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Broadway Gold

Flows to "Half

Shot at Sunrise"

Broadway last week was backing up for

a fresh start, it would indicate with the rush

of business which has characterized the cur-

rent week, the Roxy grabbing off heavy

dough with "Scotland Yard" in its first

three days, indicating another big Fox win-

ner. The Paramount is looking up this

week, after diving last week.

The public didn't seem to go for Realife

in its bow at the Capitol, but maybe the pic-

ture had more to do with it than the wide

screen process, "Billy, the Kid" not being

accepted as anything bis; in the way of en-

tertainment. There is speculation as to

whether it has taken the edge off "The Big

Trail" opening Friday with Grandeur.

Wednesday night marked closing of "The
Big House" after four months, being re-

placed Thursday with "War Nurse." Clos-

ing of "Outward Bound" is scheduled next

week and there is report that one of the

"Hell's Angels" showings may be pulled.

"Lincoln" is doing just so-so- at the Central

and soon will fold. The Radio Pictures' hit,

"Half Shot at Sunrise," which came in

quietly, grabbed off $28,000, smash business

for the Globe.

Estimated takings

:

"THE BIG HOUSE" (M-G-M)
ASTOR— (1.120) SOc-75c-$l-$l.S0-$2, 7 days. 17th

week. Other attractions: 'College Hounds (dog

comedy), news. Gross: $14,252. Tapered off and

coming out. _ „
"THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS" (M-G-M)
CAPITOL -14. 700) 35c-5()c-7Sc-$1.50, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Below Zero." news, Capitol presenta-

tion. Gross: $6S.364, not so good.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U.A.)

CENTRAL— (1,490) $l-$2, 7 days.. Sth week. Other
attractions: "Dollar Dizzy," The Zampa." Gross:

$16,318. Just fair; due to fold.

"ATLANTIC" (B.I.P.)

GEO. M. COHAN—(1,500) 35c-50e-75c. 7 days. 2nd

week. Other attractions: "Gay Paree." Gross: Around
$5,000. Fair take.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (Caddo-U.A.)
(Playing simultaneously at the Criterion and Gaietyl

CRITERION (850) $l-$2-$2.50. 7 days, 9th week.

Other attractions: None. Gross: $18,162. Good busi-

ness for this day and date attraction.

EMBASSY—ALL NEWSREEL
EMBASSY— (598) 25c, 7 days. Straight newsreel.

Gross: $9,348. House holding to steady average.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (Caddo-U.A.)
(Playing simultaneously at the Criterion anil Gaiet)

GAIETY—(808) $l-$1.50-$2-$2.50, 7 days, 9th week.

Other attractions: None. Gross: $14,993. Off con-

siderably; looks like run near end.

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (RKO)
GLOBE 11.050 3Sc-50c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Shorts. "The Hidden Ball," "Monkey Mel -

dies," "Voice of Hollywood." news. Gross: $28,000.

A box office smash at this RKO stand.

"OUTWARD BOUND" (Warners)
HOLLYWOOD—(1.600) 60c-75c-$l-$1.50, 4th week.

Other attractions: "Looney Tunes." "Helen Brod-
erick," "Martinelli." Gross: $19,361. Good gross I

this attraction, winch iiitics found hard to peg.
"HEADS UP" (Para.)

PARAMOUNT (3,700) 40c-50c-65c-8Sc-$l, 7 days.
Other attractions: Shorts, "Pining Pioneers," "Birds
of a Feather." news. Gross: $58,200. When this house
goes under 60 grand, it's B-A-D.

"WHAT A WIDOW" (U.A.)
RIALTO—(1.904) 65c-85c, 7 days. 2nd week. Other

attractions: "You re in the Army Now." "Grand Up-
roar." Gross: $36,600. This picture's days are num-

"WHOOPEE" (U.A.)
RIVOLI — (2.103) 35c-65c-85c. 7 days. 2nd week.

Other attractions: "Red, Green and Yellow." cartoon.

a You Sinners." Gross: (37,800. Just fair.

"UP THE RIVER" (Fox)
ROXY— (6,200) 50c-75c-$l. 7 days. Other attractions:

Stage show and news. Gross: $93,538. Not so good,

but not bad in view of generat business.
"SINNERS' HOLIDAY" (F.N.)

STRAND—(3,000) 35c-50c-65c-85c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Seeing-Off Si Satan's Fury."
"French Fried." Gross: $31,649. Fairly profitable

week, though not hot.

"OLD ENGLISH" (Warners)
WARNERS— (1.490) S1-S1.50, 7 days, 8th week.

Something New
From out of the West, Harry

Rathner, veteran producer and ex-
changeman, has brought something
brand new in the way of entertain-
ment. The Radio Robots, the new
subjects are called, and the first one
demonstrates clearly that Harry has
something new and revolutionary in

the way of entertainment. In the
intial release, the robots do some
singing and dancing stuff which is

sensational. A broad vista of possi-

bilities is opened up by the new series,

for the plastic figures speak with a
lip movement precision that is almost
uncanny. This series offers oppor-
tunities which are sensational.

H AG E .

Prosperity Week
Proves Anything

But in Seattle
Seattle

—"Prosperity Week" was rather a

misnomer in this city. Paramount Publix's

sponsorship of this nation-wide movement
didn't click very strongly in this city, nor

did the "Prosperity Week" attractions at

the local theatres.

As a feature of the celebration, Publix

set "Follow Through" in its Paramount
theatre, but the film didn't seem to have

much pull here, where the stage show
wasn't known, and a gross of about $13,500

was all that the house could pull, for a

rating of about 97%. At the Fox Fifth

Avenue, "Three French Girls" wasn't much
of a draw, taking about $12,500 for a rating

of 95 r
r . And DeJIille's "Madam Satan"

at the Fox had tough sledding to get about

$12,000, for 110% rating.

John Hamrick's Music Box had a very

successful week with "Whoopee" (second

week |. but the Blue Mouse flopped with

"Last of the Lone Wolf" and the picture

was pulled after four days of the run had

earned only about $4,000.

Estimated takings

:

"THE SEA WOLF" (Fox)
Extended Run

COLISEUM— 11.6501 25c-35c-50c 7 days Other at-

tractions: Educational comedy, news. Gross: $3,000

Rating: 98%.
"LAST OF THE LONE WOLF" (Col.)

BLUE MOUSE — (950) 2Sc-35c-S0c-75c. 4 days

Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, Sportlight.

news. Gross: $4,000. Rating:

"MADAM SATAN" (M-G-M)
FOX— (2,450) 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Vagabond Director, news, Owen Sweeten
and band. Gross: $12,000. Rating: 110%.

"THREE FRENCH GIRLS" (M-G-M)
FOX FIFTH AVENUE—(2,750) 35c-35c-50c-60c-75c.

7 days. Other attractions: Mickey Mouse cartoon,

news, Fanchon & Marco stage revue. Gross: $12,500.

Rating: 95%.
"WHOOPEE" (U.A.)

MUSIC BOX— (9501 2Sc-35c-50c-75c, 7 days, 2nd

week Other attractions: Vitaphone varieties, "Be-
lieve It or Not." news. Gross: $8,500. Rating: 125%.

"FOLLOW THRU" (Para.)

PARAMOUNT—(3.150). 25c-35c-50c-60c. 7 days.

Other attractions: Paramount short, news. Publix
stage revue with Milt Franklvn and hand. Gross:

$13,500. Rating: 98%.

Fox Films Cop
On Coast; Three

Hit Big Dough
Los Angeles—It was Fox Week at Los

Angeles and Hollywood first runs, with
"The Big Trail," "Just Imagine" and "Up
the River" all getting big dough.
While "Just Imagine" pulled a higher

rating, "The Big Trail's" take was the more
surprising in view of the fact that it grab-
bed $22,000 in its third week, indicating

that the Grandeur film is due for a stay of

several more weeks at Grauman's Chinese. .

With fair weather, business took an up-
ward trend, the run houses holding up well

and downtown houses chalking up fine

grosses. Enlarged publicity campaigns
boomed the Criterion. Chinese and Circle,

while "Whoopee" continued well in its sec-

ond week. "The Spoilers" proved a big

draw at the Pantages, Hollywood.
Estimated takings:

Los Angeles
"JUST IMAGINE" (Fox)

FOX CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1,650) 75c-$1.50. 7 days,
2nd week, twice daily. Other attractions: Abe Lyman
and band, news. Gross: $20,000. Rating: 160%.

"UP THE RIVER" (Fox)

FOX CRITERION—(1,652) 35c-65c, 7 days. Other
attractions: "Mickey Mouse" cartoon, news. Gross:
$14,500. Rating: 135%.

"SO THIS IS LONDON" (Fox)
LOEW'S STATE— (2,418) 35c-65c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: F. & M. "Enchanted Garden" Idea, news.
Gross: (30,000. Rating: 110%.

"PLAYBOY OF PARIS" (Para.)

PARAMOUNT— (3,596) 3Sc to 65c, 7 days. Other
attractions: "Anchors Aweigh," stage revue, news.
Gross: $36,000. Rating: 144%.

"SINNER'S HOLIDAY" (Warner)

WARNER DOWNTOWN— (2,400) 35c-65c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Vitaphone varieties, news. Gross:
$12,000. Rating: 80%.

"WHOOPEE" (U.A.)

UNITED ARTISTS-^(2.100) 35c-65c, 7 days, second
week. Other attractions: News, organ concert.
Gross: $18,000. Rating: 134%.

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Col.)

RKO— (2,700) 35c-65c, 7 days. Other attractions:
Vaudeville, news. Gross: $13,500. Rating: 84%.

"THE LADY SURRENDERS" (Univ.)
ORPHEUM— (2,750) 35c-65c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, comedy. Gross: $10,500. Rating: 65%.
"EL DIO DEL MARE" (Para.)

CALIFORNIA INTERNATIONAL — (2,000) 25c to
50c, 7 days. Other attractions: Spanish comedy news.
Gross: $7,100. Rating: 108%.

Hollywood
"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox Grandeur)

GRAUMAN'S CHINESE— (2.030) 75c to $1.50, third
week, 7 days, twice daily. Other attractions: Sym-
phony orchestra, news. Gross: $23,000. Rating: 150%.

"DOUGH BOYS" (M-G-M)
GRAUMON'S EGYPTIAN—(1,800) 35c-65c, 7 days.

Cther attractions: "Dogway Melody" (M-G-M), news.
Gross: $5,000. Rating: on'",.

"MAYBE IT'S LOVE" (Warners)
WARNER HOLLYWOOD—(3,000) 35c to 65c, 7

days. Other attractions: Vitaphone varieties, news.
Gross: $23,500, Rating: 1691.

"THE SPOILERS" (Para.)
PANTAGES HOLLYWOOD— (3.000) 40c to 65c, 7

days. Other attractions: F. & M. "Doll Follies" Idea,
news. Gross: $18,000. Rating: 120%.

"The Legacy," "Believe It or

14. Slipping steadily and due to
Other attractions:
Not." Gross: $13.7

told soon.
"OFFICE WIFE " (F.N.)

WINTER GARDEN - (1,493) !5c-50c-65c-$l, 3rd

week. 7 days. Other attractions: "Eddie I-ov." "Mark
Bellinger." "Walter Winchell," news. Gross: $32,390.

isiness (or third stanza at this stand.

"Hells Angels" Going
To Film Houses Nov. 15

Because of the reported threat of "The
I (awn Patrol" to the success of "Hell's An-
gels," the latter will be released generally
to picture houses Nov. 15. Soon after the
picture opened in New York, when road-
show runs were being discussed, Motion
1'n turk Xews stated exclusively that the
picture soon would go out to trim houses,
due to fear that the First National air pic-

ture would take the edge off Howard
Hughes' costly drama.
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"Her Man" Gets

$14,300; High

In Providence

Providence—Sensational business at the

RKO Albee. where "Her Man" clicked for

$14,300, featured the week's high grosses.

This business equals the record set by "Half

Shot at Sunrise" two weeks ago. At the

other RKO house, the Victory, biz also was
good with "The Sea God," $11,000 pour-

ing in.

A double-feature bill, "The Squealer" and
"Sweethearts on Parade," did close to $11,-

500 at the Majestic, which is fair. At the

Paramount "Monte Carlo" checked in for

$12,500. sound enough. Loew's State was
off a bit with "Those Three French Girls,"

hitting $17,500.

"MONTE CARLO" (Par.)

PARAMOUNT—(2,300), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other at-
tractions: Organlogue, news. Gross: 512,500. Raring:
95%.

"THE SEA GOD" (F. N.)

RKO VICTORY—(1,600), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other at-
tractions: "Divorced Sweethearts," Audio Review,
"Humanettes," news. Gross: $11,000. Rating: 110%.

"HER MAN" (Pathe)

RKO ALBEE— (2,300). lOc-SOc, 7 days. Other at-
tractions: "The Last Yard" (Pathe). "Mickey's Mus-
keteers," news. Gross: $14,300. Rating: 120%.

"THE SQUEALER" (Col.)

MA.TESTIC-(2,400), lOc-SOc, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: "Sweethearts on Parade" (Col.), "Vitaphone
Kiddie Revue." news. Gross: $11,500. Rating: 90%.

"THOSE 3 FRENCH GIRLS" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3.800), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Gems of M-G-M," news. Gross: $17-
500. Rating: 90%.

Talker to Aid "Buy
Now" Philly Campaign

Philadelphia—Advantage of the talking
picture as an exploitation medium has been
seized upon by the Philadelphia Chamber
of Commerce, which will sponsor a series
of talking shorts and trailers, featuring
speeches by prominent Philadelphia busi-
ness, professional and social leaders to
stimulate a "Buy Now" campaign.
The campaign starts this week, but the

films will not be released until next week.
The cooperation of the Stanley-Warner Co.,
the Fox company and the various inde-
pendent interests in Philadelphia and vicinity
has been secured, and all exhibitors will
give the shorts a play in their theatres.

Baltimore Continuing
Daylight Saving Fight

Baltimore—About 200 attended the meet-
ing at Keith's under auspices of the Asso-
ciation Opposed to Daylight Saving. Henry
F. Broening. president of the Baltimore
Federation of Labor, urged that daylight
saving be voted down by an overwhelming
majority when the question comes up on
the ballots in Baltimore at the general elec-
tion Nov. 4. and said organized labor is

opposed to daylight saving.
Frank W. Lawson, executive secretary

of the Standard Time League and several
others also spoke against daylight time.

Maynard to Tiffany
Hollywood—Tiffany has signed Ken May-

nard. former First National star, for a
series of westerns.
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Portland, Ore.—Display ad which appeared
in the "Portland News," advertising a serial

booking at the Music Box. This is the first

time a serial has been advertised locally by
a first run in years.

'Spoilers' $9,000

"Lady" $6,972 to

Lead D.M. Parade

Des Moines—Business was good for all

playhouses this week and would have been

better but for the fact that cold weather

swooped down on Iowa and diverted some
funds to coal and clothes that later will

swell the coffers of picture houses. "The
Spoilers" at the Des Moines for seven days

and the picture at the Orpheum for the last

half of the week, "A Lady Surrenders,"

were given high ratings with 150%. "Love
in the Rough" and "Play Boy of Paris," di-

viding the week at the Paramount, stacked

up good with 120%. "Love in the Rough"
is a good audience picture and Chevalier

in the latter film is popular.

"The Storm" drew 100% business, al-

though Lupe Velez has not been doing so

well at the larger houses. The Rockne sport

series went over big. "One Night at Susie's"

was above average, and "Animal Crackers"

on return engagement also did 125%.
Estimated takings

:

"LOVE IN THE ROUGH" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT (1,700) 25c-35c-60c, 3 days. Other

attractions.- News, three acts of stage band aude.
Gross: $4,800. Rating: 120%.

"PLAY BOY OF PARIS" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT—(1,700) 25c-35c-60c, 4 days. Other

attractions: News, stage band. "Hot Air Merchant"
(Paramount). Gross: $5,400. Rating: 120%.

"THE SPOILERS" (Paramount)
DES MOINES— (1,6001 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News, "Go Ahead and Have a Fling"
(Paramount), "Barnyard Battles" (Columbia cartoon).
Gross: $9,000. Rating: 150%.

"THE STORM" (Universal)
ORPHEUM—(2,000) 25c-50c, 4 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, Knute Rockne Series (Pathe), vaude.
Gross: $4,672. Rating: 100%.

"A LADY SURRENDERS" (Universal)
ORPHEUM—(2,000) 25c-50c. 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, vaude. Gross: $6,972. Rating: 100%.

"ONE NIGHT AT SUSIE'S" (F. N.)
STRANDt-(l.lOO) 20c-30c, 4 days. Other attractions:

News, "Song Service" (Paramount), "Temple of Love"
(Capitol feature). Gross: $1,240. Rating: 125%.

"ANIMAL CRACKERS" (Para.)
STRAND—(1,100) 20c-30c. 3 days. Other attractions:

News, "Amateur Night." Gross: $1,800. Rating: 125%.

Baltimore Showmen in

Midget Golf Business
Baltimore—F. H. Durkee Enterprises,

operating about 20 theatres in Baltimore,

and Walter Pacy, associated with that com-
pany, have entered the midget golf business.

In a room across from the bowling alleys

established in the old Arcade Theatre build-

ing, Hamilton, operated by the Durkee in-

terests, a golf course has been built. During
the day until 6 P. M. admission is 15 cents

to all while after that time children are

15 cents and adults 25 cents. On Saturdays,

Sundays and holidays night prices prevail.

The basement of Pacy's Garden theatre,

residential house in South Baltimore, has

been arranged for a midget golf course.

Band First Flesh
Attraction in Years

Seattle—Yielding to the pressure of com-
petition, John Hamrick, this week intro-

duces a "live" band in his local Blue Mouse
theatre—the first "flesh" presentation in the

house since it became the first talker theatre

in the Pacific Northwest territory several

years ago. Since that time, the house has

offered nothing but sound reels in support

of the feature attractions.
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"Half Shot" and

All Film Policy

Shoot Up Gross

Chicago—Sensation of the week here was

the performance of the State-Lake which.

with vaudeville out for the first time since

the house was opened, more than doubled its

normal weekly gross under the old vaude-

film policy and equalled the take for the

week of the Chicago, Publix rival house

across the street, with 1 ,(100 more seats than

the RKO house. "Half Shot at Sunrise"

(Radio) inaugurated the new policy at the

State-Lake, and, getting $45,360 (107%),
was good for a second week. Other RKO
houses were big money-getters during the

same week. Palace, inaugurating a twelve-

weeks' schedule of big name acts, with Ruth

Etting leading oft", went to a new house rec-

ord for its vaude-film policy with $25,200

(105%). Etting was booked for a return

engagement as a result. "The Pay-Off"

i Radio) was the feature. The Woods, with

a second and final week of "A Lady Sur-

renders" iU.), hit $14,950 (130$ i. "East

Is West" (U.) replaced, and will remain

until the 27th, when RKO relinquishes this

house.

McVickers went to $34,700 i 124', ) with

".Madam Satan" (M-G-M), first week.

"Whoopee" (U. A.), after starting a slide

at the opening of its second week, began to

build again, and finished the week with

$23,800 ( 108 r
7 ). only two grand under the

first week. Indifferent reviews were respon-

sible for slowing this one up, but word-of-

mouth advertising rescued it. The Oriental,

after four weeks of scarlet tallies, came to

life again with $41,100 i
<>8 r

; ), with four

Cubs' ball and bat men as a stage draw.

"Top Speed" ( F. X. ) was the picture. The
Punch & Judy got a new- high mark with

"Abraham' Lincoln" (U. A.) after a second

price cut and a switch to continuous policy.

Estimated takings:
"EXTRAVAGANCE" (Tiffany)

CASTLE— (300) 60c. first 3 days. Other attractions:

News. Picture playing to adults only; went in at

mid-week with adverse reviews and good business.

Short running time of this one is giving house 12

shows daily. Gross: $3,101). Rating (3-day basis)

201%.

"GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST" (F. N.)
CHICAGO—(3,940) 35e-8Sc, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show, orchestra, news, comedy, novelty
short. Gross: $45,600. Rating: 95%.

"MADAM SATAN" (M-G-M)
McVICKERS— (2,384) 35c-85c. first week Other at-

tractions: News, comedv, novelty short. Picture play-
ing to adults only. Gross: $34,700. Rating: 124%.

"ANYBODY'S WOMAN" (Paramount)
(Second time in Loop)

MONROE—(962) 25c-40c, 7 days. Other attractions:

Thirty minutes news, comedv. Gross: $4,500. Rating:
75%.

"TOP SPEED" (F. N.)
ORIENTAL—(3.900) 35c-85c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show headed by four Cubs' ba'l players,
news, cartoon, musical short. Gross: $41,100. gating:
98%.

"THE PAY-OFF" (Radio)
PALACE—(2,509) 35c-75c, 7 days. Other attractions:

Four acts RKO vaudeville headed by Ruth Etting.
news, comedy, musical short, orchestra. New high
for this house with vaude-film policy. Etting gets a
return engagement later in the season. Big name
acts booked for 12 successive weeks. Gross: $25,200.

Rating: 105%.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U. A.)
PUNCH & iTJDY—(390) 75c-$2, fourth week. Other

attractions: Chimp comedy (Tiffany). House switched
from three-a-day to grind policy from 1 to 11

—

getting five shows daily. Second price cut makes
general admission six bits and one buck. Reserved

.

seats in smoking loge only at $2. New high money
mark for house. Gross: $9,840. Rating (new basis):
120%.

"THE SEA WOLF" (Fox)
ROOSEVELT—(1.591) 35c-85c. final 7 of 11-day

engagement. Other attractions: News, musical short.

Teamed by "U" Again
Hollywood—Two of the leads of "A

Lady Surrenders" will be teamed
again in "Half Gods" at Universal
City. Conrad Nagel and Genevieve
Tobin have been assigned the roles,

with Monroe Owsley in the third fea-

tured role.

..

Susie" Shoves

K. C. Pan in

Front; $12,500

Kansas City — The Pantages and the

Newman exchanged places as t" ratings

last week. The Newman for several weeks
has been enjoying ace business while the

Pan has been feeling a slump. "Three
Faces East" at the Newman nosed down to

S.v,
, „r an intake of $10,600 while the Pan

climbed up to a rating of 125%, or $12,500.

Recently these ratings have been reversed.

"One Night at Susie's" was the feature at-

traction at the Pantages.

"Monte Carlo" gave the Royal $5,000.

which means a rating of 110%. The Main-
street also rated 110% with "Her Man"
ringing up $16,500 at the box-office. "Those
Three French Girls" was a poor magnet for

the Midland, which took in only $11,600, or

a rating of 80%. Average for this house is

$14,500. "The Storm" brought $5,100 to the

LTptown. This means a rating of 85%.
With the exception of the Pantages, Kan-

sas City first runs showed a decided slump
in business.

Estimated takings:

"THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S MIDLAND—(4.0UO) 25c-40c, 7 davs. Other

attractions: "The Baby Follies" (M-G-M), Kr.iri
Kat cartoon, news. Gross: $11,600. Rating: S0%.

"HER MAN" (Pathe)
MAINSTREET— (3.067) 35c-60c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Knute Rockne football short iPathe), news,
five acts vaude. Gross: $16,510. Rating: 110%.

"ONE NIGHT AT SUSIE'S" (F.N.)
PANTAGES— (3.190). 25c50c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Old Black Joe" (Tiffany screen song). Vaga-
bond series (Pathe), F. and M. "Green Devil" Idea,
news. Gross: $12,500. Rating: 125%.

"THREE FACES EAST" (Warners)
NEWMAN—(2,000), 35c-60c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Grandma's Girl," "Sky Scraping" (Para-
mount news). Gross: $10,000. Rating: 85%.

"MONTE CARLO" (Para.)
ROYAL— (900!. 25c-60c. 7 days. Other attractions:

"Sure Cure" (Paramount comedv). "Voice of Holly-
wood" (Tiffany), news. Gross: £5.000. Rating: II"',

"THE STORM" (Univ.)
UPTOWN—(2,200). 25c-50c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "The Big Review" (Midwest), Mickey Mouse,
news. Gross: $5,100. Rating: 85%.

comedy. Picture couldn't get going. Replaced alter
11 davs bv "Liliom" (Fox). Gross: $16,800. Rating:
82%.

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (Radio)
STATE-LAKE—(2,776) 35c-75c, first week. Other

attractions: Cartoon (Radio), news. First week as
run house, straight picture policy, more than doubled
usual gross for aude-film here formerly. Picture good
for one more week then "Check and Double Check"
(Radio) replaces. House averages eight shows daily,
and can do 50 grand a week. Gross': £45,360. Rating:
107%.

"WHOOPEE" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS (1,700) 35c-S5c, second week.

Other attractions: News, travelogue. After starting
to slip, word-of-mouth advertising picked this one
up. Good for a third week. "DuBarrv. Woman of
Passion" (U. A.) set to replace. Gross: £23,800.
Rating: 108%.

"A LADY SURRENDERS" (Universal)
WOODS—(1,166) 35c-75c. second and final week.

Other attractions: News. Terrytoon (Radiol, musical
short. "East Is West" replaced, and will run till the
27th. when RKO gives up this sprit. Gross: £14,950
Rating: 130%.

"Wedding Night's"

$18,050 Big for

'Cincy' Theatre

Cincinnati — Coincidentally, there were
three plus and three minus signs in this

week's box-office checkup. However, the

total gross for all houses showed a slight

gain over last week. Business at the RKO
Capitol, with "A Lady Surrenders," was
somewhat better from a standpoint of gross,

but was off 16$ when reckoned in percent-

ages. This was the only house that did not

bit the 100rr mark or better.

"Hell's Angels," originally set in for a

four-weeks' roadshow run at the Shubert,

had a big first week, but thereafter business

began to hit the toboggan, and the picture

folded after the third week. The fact that

"Journey's End" at the same house this sea-

son was likewise pulled after three weeks of

a four-weeks' booking would seem to indic-

ate that local fans are fed up on pictures of

this nature, especially at fancy prices.

RKO Strand showed "Matrimonial Kiss,"

which in reality is Warners' "Matrimonial
Bed," but the Ohio censors didn't quite like

the title and changed it. They did not other-

wise tamper with the original, but the fact

they had a finger in the pie undoubtedly had
an unfavorable reaction on business at this

house, which did not duplicate some of its

past performances.

Estimated takings

:

"THREE FACES EAST" (Warners)
RKO ALBEE— 13.300) 35c-50c-65c-75c. 7 days. Other

attractions: Vaudeville, "Society Goes Spaghetti"
(RKO). "Frederick Chopin" (FitzPatrick), news.
Gross: $25,300. Rating: 115%.

"MADAM SATAN" (M-G-M)
RKO LYRIC—(1,400) 30c- 50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News. Gross: £11,900. Rating: 100%.

"HED WEDDING NIGHT" (Para.)
RKO PALACE— (2.700) 30c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Jewels of Asia" (Columbia). "Believe It

or Not" No. 2. (Vitaphone), news. Gross: $18,050.
Rating: 129%.

"A LADY SURRENDERS" (Univ.)
RKO CAPITOL— (2.000) 30c-50c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Strike Up the Band" (Para, screen song),
news. Gross: $10,970. Rating: 84%.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (United Artists)
SHUBERT— (2,190) 25c-50c-75c-$l-$I.50-$2. 7 days.

Other attractions: None Gross: $10,400. Final week
(br this picture.

"MATRIMONIAL KISS" (Warners)
RKO STRAND— (1.350) 25c-40c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "The Hidden Goal" (Knute Rockne

—

Pathe), news. Gross: $3,960. Rating: 113%.

"OKLAHOMA CYCLONE" (Tiffany)
RKO FAMILY (1.140) 20e-25c-35c. 4 days. Other

attractions: "Kid Roberts" (Leather Pushers) (Univ.),
news. Gross: $3,087. Rating: 160%.

"STRICTLY UNCONVENTIONAL" (M-G-M)
RKO FAMILY—(1.140) 20o-25c-35c, 3 days. Other

attractions: "Foul Ball" (Oswald cartoon). "Out for
Game." (Vitaphone). news. Gross: SI. 663. Rating:
166%.

Grombacher Deal Off;
Fox Slated to Build

Spokane. Wash—Difference of $50,000
kept Fox West Coast from gaining virtual
control of the local situation, it is reported.
The circuit was that far apart in its pro-
jected deal with Ray Grombacher for his
houses, Grombacher holding out for $550,-
000. with $500,000 offered.

Now Fox West Coast is planning to build
a house which will cost $650,000 and Grom-
bacher's competition still exists. In addi-
tion, RKO is reported seeking a site, so a
three-cornered situation is threatened.
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He Means a Miracle
Two of the trade-paper gentry were

in the midst of a hot discussion over
what type of material represented
news value in the picture business,
when the younger of the duo, a
"greenhorn," asked the old reporter
for his definition of that much-abused
word, news.
"Waal, I'll tell you," replied the old-

timer, "if Fox Film buys Big 4 Produc-
tions, that ain't nothin'. But if Big 4

buys Fox, brother, that's news"

Ottawa Goes for

Romance"$3,400
Worth at Centre

u

Ottawa—Famous Players' Prosperity

Week campaign was an effective community
feature for the week of Oct. 11, but warm
weather kept many people away from the

theatres. Moreover, "Romance" at the Cen-

tre, an independent house, was the pick of

the attractions, grabbing off a gross of

$3,400 for 110%. "Follow Through" was
the Prosperitv Week feature at the Regent

and rated 100% with $5,500. "Dawn Pa-

trol" shot over par at the Avalon for three

days with a rating of 110^. The rest of the

pictures were just so-so—in fact, "Danger
Lights" at Keith's was a near-wreck at 80%.

Estimated takings

:

"ROMANCE" (M-C-M)
CENTRE—(1,200) 15c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

"Voice of Hollywood" (Tiffany), "The Blimp Mys-
tery" (Tiffany comedy). Gross: $3,400. Rating: 110%.

"FOLLOW THROUGH" (Paramount)
REGENT— (1,225) 25c-75c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Paramount news, "Dollar Dizzy" (M-G-M
comedy), orchestra. Gross: $5,500. Rating: 100%.

"DANGER LIGHTS" (RKO)
B. F. KEITH'S—(2,596) J5c-50c. 3 days. Other at-

tractions: Pathe news, "The Cock Shop" (M-G-M
novelty). "Traffic Tangle" (Paramount jcomedy).
Gross: £2,900. Rating: 80%.

"DAWN PATROL" (First National)
AVALON— (990) 25c-35c, 3 days. Other attractions:

Fox Movietone news. "Tony Sarg's Marionettes" (M-
G-M novelty). Gross: Sl,4iX>. Rating: 110%.

"THREE FACES EAST" (Warners)
B. F. KEITH'S—(2,596) 15c-50c. 3 days. Other at-

tractions: Universal news, "The Artists' Reverie"
(Paramount), "Neat and Tidy" (Pathe comedy).
Gross: $3,600. Rating: 90%.

"THE BIG FIGHT" (Sono Art)
IMPERIAL—(1,200) 15c-50c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: News. "Love Your Neighbor" (Educational
comedy), "The Glow Worm" (Paramount screen
song); "New Rhvthm." Havana Casino orchestra.
Gross: 82,100. Ratine: 80%.

"THE MELODY MAN" (Columbia)
AVALON—(990) 25c-35c. 3 days. Other attractions:

News. "Below Zero" (M-G-M). Gross: $1,100. Rat-
ing: 90%.

Sunday Shows Balked
By Order of Mayor

Martinsburg, W. V.—H. A. Doman, man-
ager of the Apollo, gave up his plans to

inaugurate shows on Sunday at his play-

house and those in the crowd that gathered
outside were disappointed, whether they
came to see the theatre proprietor arrested

or the performance inside the playhouse, for

neither took place. Mayor C. H. Dailey
considers exhibition a violation of the city

ordinance forbidding work in gainful occu-
pations on the Sabbath, except where neces-

sary. A sign on the playhouse announced
the mayor had ordered the house closed. He
was backed up by the Ministerial Associa-

tion of the city, and commended for his

action.
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"Love in Rough,"

Flesh to $18,500

Montreal's Leader

65

Montreal—Famous Players Canadian
Corp. decorated the main stem of Montreal

with flags, bunting and signs for its Pros-

perity Week drive and the campaign aroused

plenty of interest. But the weather was so

warm during the first half of the week that

the people sought the outdoors rather than

the theatres. Patronage was largely made
up starting Wednesday, when cold, clouds

and rain blew in. The first week of stage

shows at the Capitol proved a wow with a

draw of $18,500, or 120%, the screen attrac-

tion being "Love in the Rough." At the

Princess, "Whoopee" continued a wonder
for its fourth week, again registering $12.-

000, or 100%. Several nights the crowds
were standing 15 deep when the nine o'clock

show started. The Palace lost ground with

"Let Us Be Gav" when word got around

that the Norma Shearer vehicle had been

trimmed by the censors. Two British fea-

tures, "The Hate Ship" at the Imoerial and

"Greek Street" at the Roxy, were only

steady.

Estimated takings

:

"LOVE IN THE ROUGH" (M-G-M)
CAPITOL—(2.670) 25c-8Sc, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News; Jack Arthur stage show, "Hello. Mon-
treal"; "Flip the Frog" (cartoon). Gross: $18,500.

Ratine: 120%.
"WHOOPEE" (United Artists)

PRINCESS— (2,272) 25c-75c, 7 days, fourth week.
Other attractions: Metrotone news, L'niversal Topics,

Mickey Mouse cartoon. Gross: $12,000. Rating: 100%.
"LET US BE GAY" (M-G-M)

PALACE— (2,6)0) 2Sc-99c, 7 davs. Other attractions:

News. W. C. Fields in "The Golf Specialists." Vita-
phone Varieties, band. Cross: $14,000. Rating: 90%.

"FORWARD MARCH" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S—(2,982) 25c-99c. 7 days. Other attractions:

News, five vaudeville acts, Edmond Sanborn's or-

chestra. Gross: $14,500. Rating: 95%.
"COMMON CLAY" (Fox)

IMPERIAL—(1,914) 15c-40c, 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, Charles Ruggles in "The Hot Air Mer-
chant." Gross: $3,700. Rating: 90%.

"THE HATE SHIP" (British)

IMPERIAL—(1,914) 15c-40c, 4 days. Other attrac-

tions: Screen Snapshots, news, "Royal Flush."
Gross: S3, 300. Rating: 85%.
"THE WAY OF ALL MEN" (First National)
STRAND—(750) 15c-50c. 7 days. Other attractions:

News, add feature, "Personality" (Columbia). Gross:
$3,800. Rating: 85%.

"GREEK STREET" (British)
ROXY— (550) 25c-75c. 7 days. Other attractions:

French news weekly; "01' Black Joe" (Paramount
song); "Roman Punch" (Educational Terry-Toon);
"Voice of Hollywood" (Tiffany). Cross: $2,900. Rat-
ing: 85%.

Raoul Walsh Slated

To Direct in Europe
Hollywood—Raoul Walsh, Fox director,

will go to Europe this spring and will per-

haps direct a picture over there. Final
plans for the trip to France have not been

set nor has any announcement been made
regarding what picture he will direct. A
story recently assigned to Alexander Korda
—and refused—is thought to be the one.

Durkee Opens Another
Baltimore—The Edgewood, residential

playhouse designed along Colonial lines by
Architect John J. Zink. with a seating ca-

pacity of 1.250. has been opened by the

Lynnhurst Corp. This house is another link

in the F. H. Durkee Enterprises controlling

about nineteen houses in Baltimore.

D-d-do T-t-tell?

They tell this one about Joe Frisco,
who has a couple of Vitaphone shorts
to his credit:

In a Chicago hotel the comic called

for a messenger boy.

"Did you c-c-c call for me, Sir?"
asked the messenger.
"Y-y-yes, I d-d-did, but y-y-you g-g-

go right b-b-back to the office and
t-t-ell them I w-w-want a straight
man," replied Frisco.

"Raffles" Minus

Flesh to $20,500

Leading Toronto

Toronto—Lillian Roth in person at the

Imperial was the real center of attraction

during the week, and with "Rain or Shine"

on the screen and a stage show, the house

drew $20,000 for a rating of 115%. This

was topped by "Raffles'' at Loew's, with an

all-screen bill, with returns of $20,500 for

125->. It was quite a week all around and

Famous Players' Prosperity Week campaign

looked good. The Tivoli, under the new
management of James Lvnch, continues to

hold up, earning $12,000, or 90%, with "The
Office Wife." With vaudeville out of

Loew's, many are turning to Shea's Hippo-

drome for vaudeville and pictures, but the

battle of the town is between Loew's and

the Imperial. The week started out like

summer, but turned cold.

Estimated takings

:

"RAIN OR SHINE" (Columbia)
IMPERIAL— (3.600). 25c-75c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, Lillian Roth in person, Jack Arthur
stage show, concert orchestra. Gross: $20,000. Rating:
115%.

"RAFFLES" (United Artists)

LOEW'S— (2,200) 25c-75c. 6 days. Other attractions:

"Dollar Dizzy" (M-G-M comedy), "The Chain Gang"
(Columbia Mickev Mouse cartoon), news. Gross:
$20,500. Rating: 12S9 .

"THE OFFICE WIFE" (Warners)
TIVOLI—(1.600) 35c-75c, 6 days. Other attractions:

"Parlez Vous" (Universal), "The Last Yard" (Pathe
football series), "Story Book Parade" (Tiffany), "The
Grand Uproar" (Paramount Talkertoon). Gross:
$12,000. Rating: 90%.

"MAN TROUBLE" (Fox)
SHEA'S HIPPODROME—(2,600) 30c-75c, 6 days.

Other attractions: Five vaudeville acts. news. Andy
Clyde comedy. Gross: $14,500. Rating: 90%.

"ANIMAL CRACKERS" (Paramount)
UPTOWN—(3,000). 15c-50c, 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: Screen Snapshots (Columbia), Krazy Kat car-

toon (Columbia), news. Gross: $5,400. Rating: 90%.

"SWEETHEARTS AND WIVES" (First National)
UPTOWN— 13.000) 15c-50c. 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: Grantland Rice Sportlight, "Campus Favorites"
(Pathe). "Flower Garden" (M-G-M Colortone Revue).
"Neighborly Neighbors" (Paramount comedy). Gross:
$5,200. Rating: f

'='.

Pee Wee Course Planned
In Wilmington House

Wilmington—The Parkway will be trans-

formed into a miniature golf course, which
is now the craze in this city and which is

also causing the attendance of local theatres

to lag. The permit for the "teeny" course
calls for the alteration of the building at a
cost of $3,000.

With the rapid construction of courses
patrons spend their time playing this game
and theatre men here fear that there will

be no let-up until cold weather comes and
prevents the golf bugs from playing.
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Snow Halts Production
Hollywood — "The Great Meadow"

company, which planned to leave for
Sonora the first of the week, will be
delayed for some time due to a heavy
snowfall there. John Mack Brown and
Eleanor Boardman head the cast for
M-G-M.

Weather Socks

Minneapolis B. O.,

75% Is Top Mark

Minneapolis—Minnesota weather staged

a free-for-all during the week to give the-

atre managers a rich choice of alibis.

The weatherman's show included every-

thing in his bag of tricks from uncomfort-
able heat to the first hard freeze of the sea-

son, half a dozen light rains, at least one
downpour with thunder and lightning, two
swift flurries of snow and several bright,

cool days.

A sudden swing from hot to very cold

gave trouble to some managers on account
of frozen automobile radiators that put the

family car out of business and kept the folks

from sallying forth. As soon as this trouble

was adjusted, However, bright cold weather
brought them out in force to take up the

slack and put the box-offices back on their

feet.

Motor touring, which at this season of the

year cuts strongly into afternoon business if

not into the ear'-* evening shows, became
unpopular as soon as the mercury hit bot-

tom. Outlying residents huddled over newly
made furnace fires during the gloomy peri-

ods but anartment house dwellers sought
refuge from the gloom in downtown theatres

so that the general effect of the weather was
a shifting of the audience from one group
to another rather than any appreciable loss

at the box-office.

Minnesota's football game against Indiana
did not cut heavily into the Saturday after-

noon business because of the cold weather
and the relative unimportance of the game.
The radio broadcast of the game was prob-
ably a larger factor, many persons prefer-

ring to stay beside the hearthfires and listen

to the game by radio.

The arrival of Gladys George to become
the new leading woman of the Shubert stock

players gave that theatre a little more pull-

ing power than usual in opposition to the
films, but the percentages indicate that box-
offices held their own against sport, rival

attractions and the weatherman's free show.
"HER WEDDING NIGHT" (Para.)

MINNESOTA— (4,035), 30e-40c-60c, 7 days, 7 shows
dailv. Other attractions: Stage shows, news. Gross:
$34,000. Rating: 75%.

"HER MAN" (Pathe)
RKO ORPHEDM — (3.900) 35c-50c-75c. 7 days, 3

shows dailv. Other attractions: Four acts of vaude.
Gross: $15,950. Rating: 55%.

"THE SEA GOD" (Para.)
STATE— (2.300) 25c-35c.60c, 7 days, 6 shows daily.

Other attractions: Comedy, novelties and news. Gross:
$7,000. Rating: 70%.

"RAFFLES" (U. A.)
CENTURY— (1,640) 25c-35c-60c, 7 davs, 6 shows

daily. Other attractions: News. Gross: $7,500. Rat-
ing: 75%.

"LOVE IN THE ROUGH" (M-G-M)
LYRIC— (1.238) 15c-25c.40c. 7 days. 7 shows daily.

Other attractions: Comedy and news. Gross: $2,000.
Rating: 70%.

"STRICTLY MODERN" (F.N.)
ASTER— (812), 15e-25c-30c. 7 days. 7 shows dailv.

Other attractions: News. Gross: $1,500. Rating: 65%.

"Big House" Big

Smash Getting 30

Grand at Stillman

Cleveland—Two outstanding first-runs

and three fair runs is the local report for the

week. "The Big House" went over big with
an approximate weekly total of $30,000 and
the State played to full benches with Helen
Kane as the drawing card de luxe dividing

honors with the picture, "Love in the

Rough." The week-end weather was too
beautiful to entice theatre patronage, and
this hurt business both downtown and at

the neighborhood houses.

"The Big House" has received plenty of

publicity due to the ban first placed on it by
censors.

Estimated takings:
"THE BIG HOUSE" (M-G-M)

STILLMAN—(1,900) 40c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: "Bigger and Better" (M-G-M), "Swing, You
Sinners" (Paramount Talkertoon), news. Gross: $30,-
000. Rating: 200%.
"THOSE THREE FRENCH CIRLS" (M-G-M)
ALLEN— (3.300) 30c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

"Haunted House" (Columbia cartoon). "Kiddie Re-
vue" (M-G-M), "Franz Liszt" (Standard Film),
news. Gross: $15,000. Rating: 83%.

"LOVE IN THE ROUGH" (M-G-M)
STATE—(3.400) 30c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

"Jungle Rythm" (Columbia Mickey Mouse cartoon),
"Vacation Love" (Educational comedy), news. Helen
Kane in person. Gross: $30,000. Rating: 100%.

"THREE FACES EAST" (Warners)
RKO PALACE— (3,600) 35c.75c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Sportlight (Pathe), news, vaudeville, with
Bernice Claire and Alexander Grey in person. Gross:
$22,500. Rating: 90%.

"HER MAN" (Pathe)
RKO HIPPODROME—(4,500) 35c-75c. 7 days. Other

attractions: "Love Your Neighbor" ((Educational
comedy), news. Gross: $16,000. Rating: 80%.

"Her Man" Hits

High in Omaha
With $17,600

Omaha—With a continuance of ideal fall

weather, the Orpheum romped away from
the other houses with a 110 per cent week
playing "Her Man." Nothing big on the

stage either. Incidentally, this house hasn't

dropped below the par mark for many
weeks. Total for the week was $17,600.

At the Paramount, "The Spoilers" slip-

ped to 90 per cent, despite a vigorous ad-

vance campaign, getting by with $7,650.

Lacking- drawing power, the World also

dropped with "The Sea God." Picture did

$10,450 on the house's combination policy,

which is 95 per cent.

At the State, "Love in the Rough," last

four days, hit 110 per cent for $2,750. First

half, "Czar of Broadway," flopped. $2,112
is only 85 per cent.

Estimated takings

:

"HER MAN" (Pathe)
ORPHEUM— (3,000) 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Four acts vaudeville, shorts, news. Gross:
$17,600. Rating: 110%.

"THE SEA GOD" (Para.)
WORLD— (2.500) 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

Five acts of vaudeville, band, shorts, news. Gross:
$10,450. Rating: 95%.

"THE SPOILERS" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,900) 25c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Comedy, organ, news. Gross: $7,650. Rat-
ing: 90%.

"CZAR OF BROADWAY" (Univ.)
STATE— (1,200) 2Sc-40c. 3 days. Other attractions:

Shorts, news. Gross: $2,112. Rating: 85%.
"LOVE IN THE ROUGH" (M-G-M)

STATE—(1.200) 25c-40c. 4 days. Other attractions:
Shorts, news. Gross: $2,750. Rating: 110%.

Scorching

Berkley, W. Va.—When fire damaged
the projection room of the Rex, Man-
ager J. S. Crockett didn't have to look
far for the cause.

"Hot for Paris" was being run at
the time.

"Whoopee" Clicks

$23,000 (125%)
In Philadelphia

Philadelphia— With one or two excep-

tions, grosses in Philly held to the same
level they experienced the previous week.

"Whoopee" clicked a splendid $23,000 for

a second week, l hough it was moved out of

the Boyd to make room for "Old English,"

whose playing date has been overdue in

this territory. "Whoopee" was moved into

the Karlton, where it started off big on
Friday.

Switching "Manslaughter" early in the

week after fair business, Keith's pushed in

"Anybody's Woman" on Wednesday, which
clicked off a little better than $14,000 for

four days. With five days of "A Lady Sur-

renders," on a second run, the Karlton

grossed $6,200, a good figure.

Otherwise, the grosses were just fair.

For the second straight week the Mastbaum
dropped to $35,000, or 55,000 under normal
for "Madam Satan." The Fox scraped a

little under with $26,000 with "Heads Up"
while the Stanley grossed $17,000, a poor
first week for "Good News."

Settlement of the strike will bring stage

shows back to Philadelphia on Friday, with

the Roxy chorus on the stage at the Fox
and the Duncan sisters at the Mastbaum.
The Mastbaum this week is offering Moran
and Mack in person, without an orchestra.

Estimated takings

:

"MADAM SATAN" (M-G-M)
MASTBAUM— (4,800) 35c-50c-7Sc. 6 days. Other

attractions: "October Horoscope" (FilzPatrick),
"Midnight in a Toyshop" (Silly Symphony), news.
Gross: $35,000. Rating: 80%.

"HEADS UP" (Para.)
FOX— (3,000) 35c-50c-75c. 6 days. Other attractions:

"Strange As It Seems" (Universal), Station S-T-A-R,
"Foul Ball" (Universal comedy), "Jewels of Asia
(FitzPatrick), news. Gross: $26,000. Rating: 95%.

"ANYBODY'S WOMAN" (Para.)
KEITH'S— (1,800) 35c-50c-75c, 4 days. Other at-

tractions: "Accidents Will Happen" (Para, short),
Ethel Merman in songs (Para, musical), news. Gross:
$14,000. Rating: 130%. "Manslaughter" did $4,000 for
two days, for a 75% rating.

"WHOOPEE" (U.A.)
BOYD-(3,4O0) 35c-50c-75c, 6 Bays. Other attrac-

tions: Ripley's "Believe It or Not," "October Horo-
scope" (FitzPatrick), news. Gross: $23,000. Rating:
125%.

"LINCOLN" (U.A.)
ALDINE— (1,500) 50c-$1.50, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Zampa" (U. A. musical short) "Terry-toon
cartoon, news. Gross: $12,000. Rating: 80%.

"WAY OF ALL MEN" (F. N.)
EARLE— (2.000) 25c-65c, 6 days. Other attractions:

"Stepping Out" (Vitaphone), "College Capers" (Vita-
phone). "His Week End" (Educational comedy).
Cross: $18,000. Rating: 1QT)%,

"GOOD NEWS" (M-G-M)
STANLEY-(3,700) 35c-50c-7Sc, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: Vitaphone variety, news. Gross: $17,000.
Rating: 95%.

"A LADY SURRENDERS" (Univ.)
KARLTON— (1,000) 40c5Oc, 5 days. Other attrac-

tions: Educational comedy, Vitaphone variety, news.
Gross: $6,200. Rating: 150%.

"LET'S GO NATIVE" (Para.)
ARCADIA—(600) 50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

Pathe comedy, Pathe cartoon, news. Gross: $4 500
Rating: 90%.

"SCARLET PAGES" (F.N.)
STANTON-0,700) 25c-6Sc. 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Vitaphone variety, news. Gross: $11,000 Rat-
ing: 110%.
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"Scotland Yard's"

$11,500 (115%)
Baltimore's Top

Baltimore — Business at the big houses

went along fairly well here during the week,

with the weather fair and warm during the

first four days and then cool for Friday and

Saturday with showers Friday afternoon

and evening.

While business was good at Loew's Stan-

ley with "Those Three French Girls" as the

attraction, backed up by a big slice of na-

tional advertising campaign in the Hearst

Baltimore papers, it was not anything like

what would be expected. The gross was fig-

ured around $15,550, while the rating was
90 per cent. This picture did not prove a

big hit with the public although they took

it fairly well.

Ramon Novarro's "Call of the Flesh,"

went over all right at Loew's Century with

a gross estimated at $16,000, which can be

considered the new 100 per cent rating for

that house.

So much for the large grosses.

Next in line came the reported gross of

the New theatre of $11,500, with Edmund
Lowe in "Scotland Yard," which is an es-

timated rating of 115 per cent. This house

started off well, being backed up with extra

advertising space, taken by the theatre in

newspaper and by word-of-mouth praise

began to pull the high class trade and one

night, during the latter part of the week,

the audience looked like a Who's Who of

Baltimore in person.

"Hunting Tigers in India," proved a good
drawing card at the Little Theatre with its

seating capacity of 267, and the box office

showed a gross of about $1,000, making a

100 per cent week.
Receipts were a little off at the Hippo-

drome with the tabloid stage show policy

with acts; chorus and orchestra and "Czar
of Broadway." But a substantial week was
enjoyed with a gross of $8,500, rating 85%.

"CALL OF THE FLESH" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S CENTURY— (3,076), 25c-60c, 6 day?. Other

attractions: News, "Johnnv's Week-End" (Educa-
tional comedy). Gross: $16,000. Rating: 100%.

"THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STANLEY— (3.522) 25c-60c, 6 days. Other

attractions: News, "Zampa" (U. A. featurette), Flip
the Frog in "Flying Fists" (M-G-M cartoon), Gus
Edwards' "Babv Follies" (M-G-M color revue).
Gross: $15,550. Rating: 90%.

"WHAT A WIDOW" (U. A.)
(Shown simultaneously with Parkway uptown after

one week at Century.)
LOEW'S VALENCIA—(1.487) 25c-35e. 6 dan. Other-

attractions: News. "For the Defense' (Granlland
Rice Sportlight), "Swing. Ye Sinners'* (Paramount
talkartoon), "Egypt—Land <,f the Pyramids" (Fir?-
Patrick traveltalk). Gross: $2,800. Kiting: 80%.

"WHAT A WIDOW" (U.A.)
(Shown simultaneously with Valencia downtown after

nne week at Century.)
LOEW'S PARKWAY— (987) 15c-35c. 6 days. Other

attractions: News, "Glories of Nikko" (Burton
Holmes traveltalk). "The Grand Uproar" (Paramount
talkartoon). Gross: $3,800. Rating: 100%.

"OUTSIDE THE LAW (Universal)
WARNERS' METROPOLITAN—(1,300) 15c-50c, 6

days, starting Saturday. Other attractions: News.
"The Still Alarm" and "Fashion Mirror" (Vitaphone
Varieties). Gross: $3,500. Rating: 58%.

"HEADS UP" (Para.)
KEITH'S—(2.500) 25e-SOc, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: News. "The Little Covered Wagon" (Tiffany
Chimp comedy). "The Voice of Hollywood" (Tiffany).
Gross: $5,21X1. Rating: 65%.

"SCOTLAND YARD" (Fox)
NEW'— (1,600) 25c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

News. "Hold the Baby" (Pathe comedy). Gross:
$11,500. Rating: 115%.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U.A.)
AUDITORIUM— (1,600) 50c-S1.5n, with two reserved

seat shows daily for 6 days. Other attractions: News,
"My Gal Sal" (Paramount Screen Song), "Meet the

A Problem
Hollywood— Altitude proves to be

food for considerable thought upon
the part of a number of technical men
at the various studios when they pre-

view pictures. Used to the low setting

of the gauge which establishes the
sound volume—in Hollywood—the tech-

nical men find that at San Bernardino
and points of a higher altitude, their

calculations are all wrong and only
by careful adjusting can the volume
be established at the right amount.

n

».
Liliom," Football

Put Fox House in

Lead at Portland

Portland—The football teams of the Uni-

versity of Washington and the University

of Oregon occupied the front pages and
brought in an additional 20,000 fans from
all sections of Oregon and Washington and
Portland's first-run managers again employ-

ed showmanship in tying in, the Portland

Paramount holding a midnight football

night prior to the season's big game and the

Fox Broadway the following night. Both,

in consequence, stimulated their box-offices

very materially. Ideal fall weather greeted

the big events and was also a factor in

bringing out the crowds. Manager Max-
well of Fox West Coast Theatres also held

a special Saturday Mickey Mouse Club

serial, and now gives the youngsters who
wish it free dancing lessons, free parking

for the night patrons and altogether the

most the patrons ever received for their

money. "Liliom" and Fanchon & Marco's
"Southern Idea" grosses again topped with

$14,800, rating 142%.
"LILIOM" (Fox)

FOX BROADWAY—(1,912) 25c-60c, 7 days, extra
Sat. nite. Other attractions: Fanchon & Marco's
"Southern Idea," Special Mickey Mouse stunt, news.
Gross: $14,800. Rating: 142%.

"PLAYBOY OF PARIS" (Para.)
PORTLAND PARAMOUNT—(3.068) 25c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Revue, extra midnite show. Gross:
$14,500. Rating: 132%.

"THE ROAD TO PARADISE" (F.N.)
RIALTO— (1,498) 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions:

Extra mid-nite performances. Gross: S12,fM). Rat-
ing: 126%.

"EAST IS WEST" (Univ.)
RKO ORPHEUM—(1,700) 25c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Stage show. Gross: $12,500. Rating: 115%.
"ONCE A GENTLEMAN" (Sono)

HAMRICK'S MUSIC BOX— (1,835) new price, 25c-
40c, 7 days. Other attractions: Serial, "Indians are
Coming," Vitaphone Acts, news. Gross: $10,200.

Rating: 105%.
"WHOOPEE" (U.A.)

FOX UNITED ARTISTS— (945) 25c-60c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Hollywood Varieties, news. Held
over second week good results. Gross: $9,800. Rat-
ing: 98%.

Boy Friend" (Paramount comedy). Gross: $4,160.
Rating: 52%.
"HUNTING TIGERS IN INDIA" (Talk. Pic. Epics)
LITTLE—(267) 35c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

"Anywhere by Air" (Vituagraphic), Laurel and
Hatdy in "The Hoosegow" (M-G-M comedy). Gross:
$1,000. Rating: 100%.

"ONCE A GENTLEMAN" (Sono-Art)
PALACE— (2,046) 25c-60c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show, "Chop Suey" (Educational Terry-
toon), "Grandma's Girl" (Educational-Mack Sennett
comedy). Gross: S5.850. Rating: 65%.

"FOR THE LOVE OF LIL" (Col.)
RIVOLI— (1,982) 25c-50c, 6 days, starting Saturday.

Other attractions: "Gliding" (Grantland Rice Sport-
light). "Circus Capers" (Aesop's Fable), "One Nutty
Night" (comedy), news. Gross: $4,800. Rating: 60%.

"CZAR OF BROADWAY" (Univ.)
HIPPODROME— (2.250) 20c-60c, 6 days, starting

Saturday. Other attractions: Stage show, news, "The
Indians Are Coming" (U. serial). Gross: $8,500. Rat-
ing: 85%.

"Wedding Night,
4

3 French Girls'

Highs at Boston

Boston—With the general public again

able to get into Boston and the theatres fol-

lowing the congestion of the week during

the American Legion convention, all thea-

tres did another big week's business. The
holiday falling on Sunday brought midnight

shows at the Metropolitan and Scollay

Square theatres to help boost receipts.

"Her Wedding Night" at the Metropoli-

tan, with a gross of $46,000 for a rating of

150%, and "Those Three French Girls" at

Loew's State, with a gross of $30,000 and
a rating of 150%, were the high spots for

the week. "Whoopee" at Loew's Orpheum
went across for $24,000 for 125% rating.

"Hell's Angels," now in its eighth week,

grossed $11,000 for 100%. "Bright Lights"

and "Her Man" at the two Keith houses

grossed $20,000 and $25,500, respectively,

for ratings of 110% and 115%.

Estimated takings

:

"HER WEDDING NIGHT" (Paramount)
METROPOLITAN— (4,350) 25c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Publix revue, "Putt Putt"; Metropolitan
grand orchestra, comedy, news. Special midnight
show, preview of "Playboy of Paris" (Paramount).
Gross: $46,000. Rating: 150%.

"BRIGHT LIGHTS" (First National)
KEITH ALBEE—(2,500) 25e-60c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Vaudeville. Sportlight, RKOlians, news.
Gross: $20,000. Rating: 110%.

"HER MAN" (Pathe)
KEITH MEMORIAL— (2,800) 30c-65c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Flying Feet" (Pathe), news. Gross:
$25,500. Rating: 115%.
"THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3.700) 30c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $30,000. Rating:
150%.

"WHOOPEE" (United Artists)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM— (3,100) 25c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Vaudeville, news. Gross: $24,000.

Rating: 125%.
"HELL'S ANGELS" (United Artists)

TREMONT— (1,800) 50c-$2, 6 days. Other attrac-
tions: None. Gross: $11,000. Rating: 100%. (Seventh
week.)

"THE SEA WOLF" (Fox)
SCOLLAY SQUARE— (1,800) (25c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Vaudeville, comedy, news. Special mid-
night show Sunday. Gross: $16,500. Rating: 120%.

"MONTE CARLO" (Paramount)
OLYMPIA—(2,500) 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Comedy, cartoon, news. Gross: $15,000. Rat-
ing: 100%.

Critic Joins Universal
Kansas City—Jack Moffitt, film editor of

The Kansas City Star, has been given a six

months' leave of absence to go to the

scenario department of Universal studios.

Carl Laemmle is said to have read sev-

eral of Mofftt's reviews of pictures and
requested the loan of The Star's critic for

a period of six months.

Craffs New Contract
Hollywood—William James Craft's work

in directing "Little Accident" and "See
America Thirst" has won for him a five-

vear contract from Universal.

Goetz in New York
Ben Goetz, Consolidated Film Industries

head man on the Coast, is in New York on
a visit.

Plans Butte Branch
Butte, Mont.—Tiffany is preparing to

open a sub-branch here. It will be under
supervision of the Salt Lake City exchange.
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Stop Us If Were Wrong

TIFFANY'S "Extravagance" has been
booked for 12 Publix first runs. ... No

wonder Sales Manager Oscar Hanson is smil-

ing. . . . It's the first release under the new
production policy. . . . Robert Lord has re-

turned to Hollywood and the Warner lot, after

rejecting an offer to supervise a picture in

New York.
* * *

Wallace Smith, RKO writer, is a capable

artist and painter. . . . Tiffany's Chimps made
a hit at the convention of the Society of Mo-
tion Picture Engineers, where "The Little Big
House" was shown.

* * *

Sophie Tucker recently entertained royalty

at the Winter Garden, London, reports Paula
Gould. . . . M. A. Lightman, M. P. T. O. A.
head, is the latest circuit operator to get on
the Universal bandwagon, booking the
new season features and shorts. . . . Harold
PfafF, Tiffany district manager for Canada,
got a real kick out of his visit to New York.

* * *

Now Rex Lease, who socked Vivian Duncan
and was socked by Vivian's brother, has been
socked by Cupid. . . . Betty Pierce has broken
off her engagement to him, even though she
thinks he's "charming." . . . Maybe she isn't

foresighted. . . . Paramount sound newsreels

of the Santo Domingo hurricane will be shown
at meetings throughout the country to assist

in collecting funds for the sufferers.
* * *

Joe Schenck has been azvarded a permit to

drill for oil in Venice, Calif. . . . It is tinder-

stood that ten per cent of the proceeds zuill be

devoted to charity. . . . The Spaniards are

now getting an eyeful of screen kisses. . . .

During the Rivera dictatorship the censors liad

to clip them short. . . . Things are so tough
around tozvn, says Walter Winchell, that auto-

graph hunters are asking only for initials.

* * *

Lieut.-Commander Wead has signed with
M-G-M as a writer. . . . He's the chap who
served as a Navy air pilot, flying several

thousand miles without a mishap, and broke
his back in a fall down three stairs. . . .

Lyonel R. V. Margolies, Fox art director,

came to New York to ankle up to the altar

with Lola C. Mandelbaum. . . . They will fly

back to Hollywood.
* * *

The United Artists economy wave continues.

They've sent bulletins to all newspaper editors

asking them to file the U. A. stills in the

morgues, instead of the waste baskets. . . .

When Harry Green, Mitzi Green's father, in-

quired what advance plug was being used to

herald the coming of little Mitzi to the Para-
mount in person, he was told that a "trailer"

called "The Santa Fe Trail" was being run all

week.

A Real Start

If "Today" is a sample of what
Majestic Pictures will turn out this

season, this new independent com-
pany, headed by Harry Sherman and
Jack Trop, is going to make a real

dent in the market. The picture has
action and punch and is good enter-
tainment, albeit a little daring in
spots. This one stands up well with
a lot of pictures being made by the
old line companies and is geared for
first runs.

HYNES

Will See It Through

L. A. Young, Tiffany president, who has
spiked reports that he intends to pull out
of the film business, and declares that his
company is just beginning to hit its stride.
The company's chief difficulty in the past
has been tack of good product, but this
obstacle has been hurdled, Young says.

DAVE ( Universal ) Bader remembers the
gang with salt water taffy from Atlantic

City. . . . And Pat Garyn, hard working sales

chief of National Screen Service, just won't
stay home, even though suffering from pneu-
monia.

* * *

Gloria Swanson's marquis hubby is directing

the French version of Radio's "The Queen's
Husband." . . . Lee Marcus showed he can
pick titles when he rechristcned "Sheep's Cloth-
ing," the neiv tag being "The Sin Ship."

* * *

Charley Pincus, Paramount Publix district
manager at Omaha, got over-enthusiastic in
welcoming Stanley Smith to the World The-
atre. . . . He was pinched and received a
suspended sentence of $50 fine for painting
welcome signs on the sidewalks.

* * *

Joe E. Brown, with Herb Crooker in tow,
told enough funny stories to Len Hall the

other day to keep all three of them laughing.
. . . D'ja ever see that green suit Joe zvcarsf
. . . It lit up the entire North restaurant of
the Astor the other day.

* * *

Charlie Einfeld did a neat job this week
in tying in the premiere of "Kismet" with
the New York American Christmas fund and
landed loads of headlines. . . . We always
thought Hearst was tied up with M-G-M,
not First National.

* * *

Frank O'Hara, nee picture critic of the New
York Telegram, has turned p. a. You'll find

him behind a desk at First National. . . . And
Glen Allvine still makes the five-something-or-
other for his modernistic house at Long Beach.

* * *

The reason they're so noisy at Universal
these days is because Oscar Cooper is on jury-

duty. . . . The Eberhardts—Harriet and Wal-
ter—are overhauling trunks and luggage by
way of preparation for their overseas trip.

It's to be Italy first, then Paris and finally

London. All their friends have turned
green-eyed.

AL ST. JOHN is reported in a jam for

$1,400 in arrears on alimony. . . . Mau-
reen O'Sullivan's reward for her work in

"The Princess and the Plumber" is the role

opposite Will Rogers in "A Connecticut
Yankee." . . . Wesley Ruggles is still shoot-
ing "Cimarron" at RKO, having rounded out
his third month on the production.

* * *

Five thousand berries a month is the alimony
Mrs. Sylvia Brown seeks from Lew Brown,
member of De Sylva, Brown & Henderson.
. . . Who said the song writing business was
tough ? ... Elsie Janis suffered a dislocated
shoulder in giznng a zvrestling lesson to Ramon
Novarro.

* * *

Uncle Carl Laemmle has returned to the
Coast, after enthusiastically noting the prog-
ress his company is making. ... In the party
were Mr. and Mrs. M. Fleckles, Dave Bader
and Jack Ross. . . . The Chester Morrises are
celebrating the arrival of a baby daughter.
. . . Jeanie McPherson, long associated with
Cecil B. DeMille productions, is returning to
the Paramount lot. . . . Ruth Chatterton au-
thored a play which is being presented in

London.
* * *

On the visitors' list : E. S. Gregg, European
manager; J. C. Latham, Continental technical
representative, and A. McLean, Australia op-
erating manager. All part of the "Erpi" family.
. . . Making American artichoke—conscious
has nothing on the Pathe gang in Kansas City,
where "Nolan Month" has been officially

launched. . . . Purpose : Play dates—as many
as the sales force can land.

* * *

Willie Collier, pere, is demonstrating to all

scoffers that it's possible to do several things at
the same cr nearly the same time. . . . He
collaborated ztnth Dudley Nichols on "The Seas
Beneath," and appeared in "Up the River" and
also stage directed that opus.

* * *

Checkerboard plays: Eddie Lamb has been
transferred from Portland to Seattle by
RKO. W. B. Kelley moves into the Portland
spot. . . . Lois Moran will discover a lot of
new buildings when she arrives in New York
from Hollywood today. It's her first visit

in four years.
* * *

Among the passengers deposited in Brook-
lyn's wilds on Wednesday were Johannes Rie-
mann, German actor, who is on his way to

Universal City, fortified by a contract. . . .

Also Donald Ogden Stewart, who dabbles in

talkers when he isn't knocking off a novel or
two.

(Continued on page 76)

The Lone Hand
George Jessel tells the story of "Jo-

seph and His Brethren" playing a
town in upper New York State. After
the second act, a customer approach-
ed the manager and said he wanted
his money back.
"What's wrong," queried the man-

ager. "Is your seat bad? Any posts
in front of you? Can't you hear?"
Said the customer:
"No, everything is fine. I'm even

enjoying the show, but you see I'm
up in the balcony and I'm afraid to
sit up there all alone."
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!THE"

Projectionists' Round Table

LET us analyze the transformer in a some-
what more thorough manner, but without
entering upon the mathematical treatment.

Consider the simple transformer shown in

Figure 69, repeated again in this lesson. It

has two windings, A, the primary and B, the

secondary. The usual designations for such
windings are P and S respectively and they will

be referred to in that manner in further dis-

cussion.

We assumed in Lesson 21, that the position

of the secondary winding with respect to the

primary was such that all of the flux pro-
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duced by current flow through the primary coil

cut all of the turns of the secondary coil. The
medium through which the flux lines had to
pass was air. Now, all transformers employed
for the transformation of alternating emf and
current, with the exception of one type, name-
ly that which operates with an input frequency
of hundreds of thousands, if not millions of
cycles per second and which is of no interest
to us, make use of a magnetic core so that the
flux lines have a much easier path and more
readily link the primary and the secondary cir-

cuits.

Thus, all power transformers employ a
magnetic core. The exact material depends
to a large measure upon the requirements and
the quality of the product. The most popular
core material used for power transformers is

silicon steel. As a general statement relative
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to power transformers employed in connection
with sound systems and audio transformers em-
ployed in sound system, let it be understood that
there are definite differences between these

two types of devices, although the basic prin-

ciples are the same.
In all respects other than the basic principles,

the two should be divorced until both have been
fully considered. In this manner shall we avoid
the possibility of miscomprehension. We now
are considering the power transformer and have
no concern as yet with the audio frequency
transformer.
Transformers designed to transfer electrical

energy, referred to as power, from the primary
to the secondary circuit are of two general types.

When the magnetic path takes the form of a
single ring upon which are mounted the primary
and secondary windings, be they one or more
in number, the transformer is of the core type
and of the formation shown in Figure 73. The
primary winding is mounted upon one leg of the

core and the secondary winding is mounted

By John F. Rider

upon the opposite leg. The core is of square
cross section as shown in Figure 73A. The
space within the core is known as the "window."
When a number of secondary windings are

used, they may be distributed as in Figure 73B.
Another type of transformer construction is

the shell, illustrated in Figure 74. In this ar-

rangement the secondary is wound atop the
primary. There are basic differences between
these two forms of construction relating to the

length of the magnetic path and the length of
the winding, but such differences are of no
interest at this time. Let it suffice to say that

the core type of transformer is most popular
in the sizes employed in talking picture systems.

As to the operation of the transformer, the

flux generated by the current flowing through
the primary threads its way through the core
and thereby links with the secondary turns.

Naturally, every effort is made to link most
of the secondary turns with the flux generated
by the primary current. Thus, if we consider

the transformer shown in Figure 75, the flux

passes through the core in the direction shown
by the small arrows. This direction is oc-
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casioned by the direction of the current flowing
through the primary winding. However, all

of the flux generated by the primary current
does not flow through the core and cut the
secondary turns.

Some of it leaks across the window as in

Figure 75A. Thus, there is introduced a con-
dition which will tend to prevent 100 per cent
efficiency in the transformer. Supplementary
to this we must recognize the action taking
place when the flux traverses the core material.

When current is passed through the primary
winding, and flux flows through the core, the
core material is in a state of magnetization.
The direction of the current flow through the

primary winding is constant for but a short
time, one half cycle, after which period the

CORE

WINDING

J L
CORE

current reverses and the direction of the
magnetizing force likewise reverses. Based
upon the assumption that the electromagnetism
is due to molecular activity within the core ma-
terial, this continual agitation of the molecules
produces a certain amount of energy dissipation,
manifest as heat.

This energy is supplied by the primary cur-
rent, hence there is another factor representing
loss and limiting the possibility of 100 per cent
electrical efficiency within the transformer.
This loss related to the magnetizing action upon
the core by an increasing current and rapidly

reversing current is referred to as the hysteresis
loss. A third form of loss is associated with
conductors which may be acted upon by a vary-
ing flux, known as eddy-current loss.

Wherever a conductor may be acted upon by
a varying flux, electric currents are induced in
the conductor. Such a conductor is the
magnetic core itself and since it has resistance,
energy will be dissipated in the form of heat at
a rate equal to rr. Hence, we have the third
factor which prevents 100 per cent electrical
efficiency. What has been said so far is suf-
ficient to show that absolute perfection is not
possible in a transformer.

Present day design is such, that fairly high
percentages are possible, the efficiency increas-
ing with the size of the transformer. The aver-
age degree of efficiency in a small transformer
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is between 85 per cent and 95 per cent whereas
large transformers have been designed with ef-

ficiency factors as high as 98 per cent or 99
per cent.

Action of Flux Within Transformer.—The
flow of current through the primary winding
causes the generation of flux which passes
through the core in a certain direction and cuts

the secondary turns. A voltage is induced
across the secondary winding and, if a resistance

is connected across the secondary winding, cur-
rent will flow through the winding and the re-

sistance. Now, the presence of a current
through the secondary will naturally create flux

around the secondary winding and, because the

direction of the current flow through the
secondary is the reverse of that through the
primary, the direction of this flux will be op-
posite to that due to the primary current. The
secondary current flux will naturally flow

through the core and we have the condition

This is Lesson 22 in The Rider Series on Sound Projection
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that the secondary current flux bucks the
primary current flux. This condition produces
a definite effect. Let us see what and how.

If we refer to Figure 75 and assume that R is

absent, the amount of current required in the

primary circuit when the transformer is con-
nected to a source of voltage is that permitted
by the impedance of the primary winding and
represents the flux required to magnetize the

core. This magnetizing current is compara-
tively small. These flux lines unhindered by
any action due to the presence of the secondary
because there is no current through the
secondary, will cut the terms of the secondary
winding and induce across these turns, a volt-

age, representing the "no-load" voltage.

If we now connect the resistance R (Figure
75), a load has been applied to the transformer
and current flows through the winding. As has
been stated this secondary current causes a flux

in the opposite direction through the core and
the number of flux lines due to the primary
which now cut the core are reduced, some be-

ing forced out of the core by the secondary cur-
rent flux and some being neutralized by the

secondary current flux. As a consequence the

voltage induced across the secondary winding
decreases and the "load" voltage is less than the

"no-load" voltage. Such is always the case.

Accompanying the above action is another.

At the "no-load" condition, the current required
to magnetize the core is very small. This cur-
rent represents the magnetizing current and the

component which supplies the energy to over-
come the losses in the core. We can neglect

the latter.

Now the limitation of the primary current
without a load upon the secondary is a function

of the counter emf developed across the primary
winding by virtue of the presence of the

primary winding around a core which is

magnetized. The flow of current in the sec-

ondary circuit and the resulting counter flux

tends to reduce the flux which threads the
primary turns and, therefore, to reduce the
counter emf developed across the primary.
This means the reduction of the impedance

of the primary. The result is that the primary
current increases in such direction as to as-

sist the production of the primary flux. The
greater the secondary current, the greater be-

comes the primary current. It is for this reason
a short circuit upon the secondary winding of
a transformer will blow the line fuse or burn
out the transformer primary winding.

Load a>td No Load Voltages.—It is not suf-

ficient to merely state that the "load" voltage
is less than the "no-load" voltage. Such is the
case, but allied with it is another important con-
sideration. Each secondary winding bears a
definite specification, wattage and voltage. In
other words, each transformer secondary wind-
ing will supply a certain amount of current at a
prescribed value of output voltage. This volt-

age is the "full load" voltage. Suppose that a
filament winding is rated at 10 volts and 60
watts. This means that it will supply 10 volts

at a maximum current flow of 6 amperes. The
winding will function at lower or higher values
of current. As has been shown, the less the
current load upon the secondary winding the

higher the output voltage. However, this volt-

age cannot be determined by means of the
regular wattage relation

E = W/I
because the number of turns in the winding
are definitely limited and, while the no load volt-

age is higher than the load voltage, the in-

crease is not very great. The better the ef-

ficiency ot the transformer, the less is the

change in voltage. The secondary voltage will

gradually increase as the secondary current de-
creases until it finally reaches its no load value.

If the situation is reversed and the current is

increased beyond the rating as expressed by the

voltage and wattage values, the output voltage
decrease very rapidly. This decrease is due to

several factors other than just the flux reaction

previously mentioned, such as the increase in re-

sistance of the conductors used for the secondary
winding and the increased voltage drop within
these windings. In this respect, the drop in-

creases the reduction of the output voltage when
the secondary is loaded. Hence, it must be
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added to the factors which create the difference
between the load and no load voltage. The in-

ternal drop is, however, very small and rep-

resents but a small percent of the total volt-

age. A voltage regulation curve is shown in

Figure 76.

Voltage and Current Ratio.—Both the voltage

and the >.urrent ratio depend upon the turns in

the primary winding. If Np is the primary
winding and N, is the secondary winding where
N may consist of any number of turns, the
voltage tatio is expressed as

E, N.

Ep Np
Actually, the above relation is not true in prac-

tice because of the leakage of flux, the eddy
current loss, the hysteresis loss, the internal

voltage drop across the windings, etc.

Thus, if the primary voltage is 100 volts and
the primary turns are 50 and the secondary volt-

age is 200 volts, the secondary turns number 100

or
200 100

= 2 and = 2
100 50

from which the secondary voltage

N.
E. = EP X

Np
and if we substitute the previous quantities

100
E. = 100 X = 200

50

If, however, the secondary consist of 5 turns,

the secondary voltage

5

E. = 100 X — = 10 volts

50
As is evident the voltage of the secondary
varies directly as the turns in the secondary.

The current in the secondary varies inversely

as the turns or
I. Np

Ip
~ N.

Thus, if the number of turns in the secondary
winding are less than in the primary the cur-

rent in the secondary will be greater than the

current in the primary. This condition should

not be confused with the previous statement

that the increase in current flow in the sec-

ondary under load is equalized by the increase

in primary current. Equality is reached with

the action of the turn ratio.

Transformers with More Titan One Secondary
Winding.—Power transformers employed to

supply voltage to rectifier tubes in eliminator

systems are usually equipped with several sec-

ondary windings. Each of these windings bears

its own wattage rating and the sum of these

ratings is the total wattage rating of the trans-

former.
These transformers are designed for full

load operation of all the secondary windings,

hence the voltages available from the individual

windings depend upon the total load. If the

full load condition is maintained, the rated volt-
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ages will be available from each winding. How-
ever, if one winding is overloaded, the voltage
output of the other windings will likewise de-
crease. Conversely if one winding remains un-
loaded, the voltages available from the other
windings will be increased.
The extent of the increase in voltage output

depends upon the magnitude of load applied to
the transformer. The greater the wattage out-
put and the less the load, the greater will be
the increase in voltage What damage may re :
suit is again dependent upon the conditions
under which the transformer is being operated
and the device connected to the transformer. If

for example, the load is one vacuum tube fila-

ment, when the normal load should be S or 6
tubes, the increase in voltage may be sufficient

to greatly shorten the life of the tube. In this

respect poor design of the transformer is also
of importance because the increase in voltage
may be sufficient to injure the filament or heater
of the tube.

Thus, the actual operation of the transformer
has much to do with its performance.
A defect is one of several secondary wind-

ings when of such nature that it shorts the
winding and causes excessive current flow will
naturally heat the transformer and reduce the
voltages available at the various taps. Hence,
such a defect is the equivalent of an excessive
load or overload. Such cases of overload need
not be located in the transformer proper, but
may be external of the transformer in the
circuit connected to the winding.
We made the statement that excessive cur-

rent load is apt to blow a line fuse or injure
the primary winding. While this statement is

absolutely true, it is necessary to also bear in

mind that the current carrying capacity of the
conductors employed in the secondary windings
is definitely limited and, if the overload is

sufficient to cause the flow of current much
greater than that which can be carried by the
secondary winding, that winding will burn out.

Whether the primary or the secondary winding
will burn out is a matter of transformer design
and the currents in the respective circuits.

Defects in Primary Circuit and Their Effects
Upon Secondary Voltages.—Bearing in mind
that the turn ratio governs the voltage developed
across the secondary windings when the voltage
impressed across the primary is constant at any
one effective value, any change in the primary
winding will naturally influence the secondary
voltage. This is so, even when the primary
voltage remains constant. The reason for such
action is self-evident. Any change in the num-
ber of turns in the primary winding is a change
in the ratio of the primary and secondary turns.
If we assume a transformer with three sec-
ondary windings, Nl, N2 and N3 of such
numbers of turns as 1,000, 100 and 10 and the
normal primary winding consists of 100 turns
and the primary voltage is 100, the secondary
voltages will be under normal conditions 1,000
volts, 100 volts and 10 volts respectively. Let
us now assume a defect in the primary wind-
ing so that 10 turns are short circuit. What
is the action?

First and foremost the respective turn ratios

have been changed. The voltage impressed
across the primary remains at 100 volts, but the
ratio

Nl

Np
no longer equals 10. It now is 11.1 and the
voltage out of the secondary winding Nl will

be

100 X 11-1 = 1,110 volts

The voltage out of winding N2 will be 110 volts

and the voltage out of N3 will be 11.1 volts.

Thus, decreasing the number of turns in the
primary winding will increase the voltages out
of the secondary windings, no matter what their
turn ratio. At the same time it is significant

to note that output voltages increase by the
ratio between the normal number of turns and
the number of turns in use when the defect is

present.

Pozt'cr Transformers with Tapped Primaries.
—Quite a large number of power transformers
employed in rectifiers used in talkie systems are

{Continued on page 80)
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Supplies Money,

Advice and Love;

Angel Is Rubed

Chicago—Suit for $50,000 will be started

either here or in New York within the next

few weeks by the "angel" who, after put-

ting up what it takes to make an indepen-

dent production in Hollywood, found that

the fleet-minded, and as fleet-footed, pro-

ducer whom he had backed, had beaten him
to the sale of distribution rights on the pic-

ture; said sales having been understood to

belong to the "angel" as partial remunera-

tion for his investment.

The series of misunderstandings between

the "angel" and the producer originated in

Hollywood, while the production was in

work. The first strain on the otherwise

beautiful friendship which existed between

the two was remarked when the "angel"

persisted in living on the set and volunteer-

ing plenty of advice and suggestions con-

cerning production. When this deplorable

behavior was eventually corrected by the

producer, the "angel" transferred his atten-

tions to certain female members of the cast,

occasionally inducing one or another of the

more comely of these to play "hookey" and
accompany him on a Tia Juana, Ensenada
or Del Monte excursion.

On one such occasion, when production

was suspended for 11 days due to the ab-

sence of the leading lady, the producer, un-

doubtedly an obtuse old meanie whose own
youth had been long forgotten, became
vexed and threatened to chuck the works
into three fathoms of Santa Monica Bay.
Whereupon the "angel" affixed his signa-

ture to a final check and departed eastward

to look after his own long-neglected busi-

ness affairs.

The Woodpile African

Now it seems the production moved to a

swift conclusion thereafter ; in fact, the cel-

luloid record was in the cans several weeks
before the "angel" in the East was even
aware the picture had been completed. He
first suspected its status when, after three

weeks had gone by without a new request

for "more cash" being received from
Hollywood, he became distrustful and filed

the following wire addressed to the studio

:

"Advise at once the status of production
and when picture will be ready for distribu-

tion. I have my sales organization estab-

lished and waiting to start. Several con-
tracts ready to be signed. Want first avail-

able print for screenings here. Regards to

Myrtle and Ethlynne."
To this business-like message—and to a

volley of less complacent ones which fol-

lowed it—no reply was ever received. Then
Ethlynne came East and, with autumn in

the air, was reminded that that last season's
ermine of hers was beginning to show signs
of wear across the shoulders. It would be
just the thing, now, for the kid sister in

Kalamazoo. Thus it was that the "angel"
first learned "his picture" was already in

the cans.

Nervous and excited, he grabbed up his
blank contracts and hit the road. His uneasi-
ness was justified. Everywhere he went, he
learned, the producer had been there before

Helping the 01' Folks
Here's a land where anybody who

reads movie titles out loud becomes
a respected citizen instead of some-
body to be silenced by an usher!

"In India," according to the progress
report of the S. M. P. E., "it is the
custom of those who can read to re-
peat the titles aloud for the benefit of
the illiterate majority of the audi-
ence.
"There are more than 30 languages

and 150-odd dialects in India. An
Indian film therefore has to have
titles in the familiar vernacular of
the locality in which it is shown.
Hence the necessity of printing the
titles in four, and sometimes six, ver-
naculars as well as English.
"Love themes as in American and

European productions are not under-
stood for the simple reason that it is

not part of the Indians' life. Neither
the man nor the woman has anything
to say about whom they marry, it all

being arranged by their parents."

him. Distribution rights, in every situation,

had either been disposed of already, or there

was no possible market for the picture in

that particular territory. Sorrowfully he
returned home to think things over.

Papers had been drawn, he found, creat-

ing an impregnable partnership between
himself and the producer. What the one
signed was binding on the other. The dis-

tribution contracts obtained by the producer
were valid and unassailable. The "angel's"
principal cut-in had vanished in thin air.

"But he will pay," shouted the disillu-

sioned angel to a Motion Picture News
reporter. "Mark my words. He shall pay
dearly for his cunning. I shall start suit

for $50,000—my share of the distribution

profits, and shall ask for a strict account-
ing of every dollar expended and every
penny collected. I'm no chump."

Publix "Flying

Stage" Creates

Seattle Furore

Seattle—Coincident with the presentation
of the first of the "new era" Publix stage
units now being produced in their entirety
in Hollywood, the Seattle Paramount intro-

duced its "flying stages" to the local

theatregoing public.

Much to the surprise of local audiences,
Milt Franklyn and his Band, seated on the
stage, were seen to rise above the stage level

on a giant hydraulic lift, while a second
stage filled with performers came forward
toward the footlights from the rear of the
stage underneath the band. The stunt
occasioned enthusiastic applause.

The theatre's hydraulic stage was installed

at the time the house was built about two
years ago, was later removed without ever
having been used, and is now installed

again for weekly use. Although rising pits

and organ consoles are well known in this

territory, the Paramount's rising stage is

the first seen west of Chicago.

Whitbeck, Back
At Job Peps 'Big

Trail' Campaign
Hollywood—Frank Whitbeck was called

back to work at Fox West Coast before his

vacation was over, and as a result several

new forms of advertising in newspapers and
on billboards have appeared in the past few
days on "The Big Trail" and "Just
Imagine." These talkers are showing for

long runs at Grauman's Chinese and Car-
thay Circle theatres.

West Coast has decided to spend about

$5,000 extra weekly for advertising on "The
Big Trail." The picture is said to have
been sold on the wrong angle at the start

of the campaign.
Another new offering at the Chinese is

the stage show which started this week.
Girls from the Fox studio line-up were
brought in and are offering, under the direc-

tion of Franchon and Marco, dances staged
by Seymour Felix, Fox studio dance in-

structor.

The theatre has also been dickering for

the services of either George Olsen and \}\s

band or Earl Burtnett and his orchestra, to

support the stage show. However, the con-

tracts held by the symphony orchestra now
appearing at the Chinese calls for its

appearance for the length of the run and
unless the theatre can straighten this matter

out with the musicians' union a dance band
will not go in.

Lane to Make Quota Film
Lupino Lane, English musical comedy

star, well known in America for his ap-

pearances in the Ziegfeld Follies and in

Educational two-reel comedies, has been
signed by P. D. C. of London to produce
a special feature. This picture, titled "Dying
to Live," will be made at the Elstree Stu-
dios of British International near London.
Production on this, the first of a series of

quota pictures, is scheduled to start on
Oct. 27.

Managers Switched
Vancouver—Recent changes here in the

personnel of Famous Players Canadian
Corp. have sent Lloyd Dearth, formerly
manager of the Capitol, to manage the Cap-
itol in Winnipeg ; Maynard Joiner, man-
ager of the New Orpheum, has been trans-
ferred to the Capitol as manager, and
Claude Smith, assistant under Joiner, is

now in charge of the New Orpheum.

Leach Opens Another
Hartford, Wis.—The Arcade theatre, for-

merly the Opera House, has been opened
here after being dark for many months.
The theatre has been renovated and De-
Forest Phonofilm equipment installed. Ralph
Leach, operator of the State, also is

manager of the Arcade.

631 Revisions in Month
Toronto—Six hundred and thirty-one

revisions were made by Ontario censors
during August, according to a report just
published. Five features were banned out-
right.
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Illicit

(Warners)

Fine Box-Office

{Reviewed by Jack Grant)

WHATEVER way you look at it, "Illicit"

is a box-office natural for any house.

Falling under the general classification of

"problem drama," it is, of course, adult fare

and will appeal nearly equally to men and
women patrons.

It is an intelligently interesting question with
which "Illicit" deals—whether a couple very
much in love can live more happily out of wed-
lock than they can if married. The fact that

the question remains unanswered does not lessen

its interest. Few problem plays can stand retro-

spective analysis of plot motivation. Fewer
audiences attempt to analyze what they accept

as entertainment.
Barbara Stanwyck and James Rennie are in

love and genuinely happy in each other's com-
pany. Rennie is a frequent visitor at Bar-
bara's apartment, for her morals are as mod-
ern as her ideas concerning marriage. Bar-
bara has seen too much of the unhappiness
marital ties bring—her own father and mother
being an example. Rennie, however, believes

in the institution, though he allows Barbara
her way.
They are seen on a week-end trip by a mem-

ber of their set and scandalous gossip starts.

Rennie's father, Claude Gillingwater, joins his

son in urging marriage. Under their combined
arguments, Barbara finally assents.

A matter of several years pass and we find

Rennie has become the typical bored husband.
The romance of his association with Barbara
has vanished and he seeks instead the com-
pany of the dashing Natalie Moorhead. His
wife is hurt by his lack of attention and when
he stays out until 4 A. M., capping the act by
lying about it, she insists on leaving him to go
back to her own apartment.
There Rennie calls upon her, becoming again

the romantic lover. The glamour of their so-

called "illicit" relationship returns. Their hap-
piness is interrupted by Rennie's jealous be-

havior when he encounters Ricardo Cortez in

Barbara's apartment. He tells her he will

never call again.

The following day Natalie Moorhead drops
in to warn Barbara she is going to lose her
husband. Natalie believes it a sporting propo-
sition to issue such warning and thereby let

the wife hold her man if she can. When Na-
talie departs after a stormy scene Barbara
phones Rennie and is told he has already left

for the boat to Bermuda.
For all her modern ideas, Barbara is in-

dulging in a good old-fashioned cry when Cor-
tez phones a few moments later. She assumes
indifference at the news of her husband's elope-

ment and between sobs is bantering with Cor-
tez as Rennie walks in. At the sight of him,

Barbara is in his arms and Rennie explains

his change of heart on the eve of sailing. We
fadeout on the telephone receiver lying on the

floor as the voice of Cortez is heard shouting
"Hello—hello."
The performances of the principals are uni-

formly excellent. Barbara Stanwyck heightens

the fine impression she made in "Ladies of

Leisure." In "Illicit" she has several splendid

opportunities to prove her worth as a dra-

matic actress and admirably rises to them all.

Particularly good is her final emotional scene

at the telephone.

Natalie Moorhead likewise adds considerably

to her screen reputation. She is fast becoming
our most charming charmer. James Rennie
contributes his smoothest work in talkers, ob-

viously being more at home in a drawing room
than he is as a western hero. Ricardo Cortez

makes the most of his limited role as the other
man.
The comedy is in the capable hands of

Charles Butterworth playing a drunk. He wan-
ders in and out of the action, garnering laughs
whenever things get a bit heavy. Claude Gil-

lingwater drops his usual grouch portrayal and
does excellently the sympathetic father assign-

ment.
"Illicit," from all angles, stands as one of the

best talkers of its type ever made by Warners.
Report had it that the studio was going to

forego previewing the picture, so sure was it

of the quality of the product. And it's there
as the jingle of coins at the box-office should
prove.

Can stand heavy support in comedy shorts.

Produced and distributed by Warners. From the
play by same name by Edith Fitzgerald and Robert
Riskin. Directed by Archie Mayo. Adaptation and
dialogue by Harvey Thew. Edited by Bill Holmes.
Photographed by Robert Kurrle. Length, not set.

Release date, Feb. 7, 1931.

THE CAST
Anne Barbara Stanwyck
Dick Ives James Rennie
Price Baines Ricardo Cortez
Margie Natalie Moorhead
Georgie Charles Butterworth
Dukie Joan Blondell
Ives, Senior Claude Gillingwater

The Lady of the Lake
(James A. FitzPatrick—Synchronised)

Hard to Peg
(Revieived by Charles F. Hy'nes)

IT'S difficult to dope this one from the box-
office slant. It's a well done and sincere por-

trayal of Sir Walter Scott's classical poem,
enacted by a fine cast. Just how well it suc-
ceeds at the box-office depends on how willing
the public is to go for a fine document of this

kind.

It may be that it's selling angle is to class

audiences, with strong shorts surrounding it to

put it over. On the other hand, it may require
another feature, the difficulty in pegging it

being due to the fact that nothing like it ever
has been done before.

The picture has no dialogue, lines from the
poem being used for the subtitles. It would
have been almost sacrilegious to have tried to

have spoken Scott's lines, for spoken they would
have produced a flowery effect, which would
have amounted almost to burlesque. As sub-
titles, however, they register well.

The lack of dialogue in this is a welcome re-

lief. Talkers to date have been so gabby that

drastic reductions in dialogue are to be made.
The changing cycle which is to result in less

dialogue may help this picture.

Lovers of literature and children will find

this to their liking. Its direct and simple treat-

ment enhances the charm of the idyllic story,

and this simplicity makes it very easy for chil-

dren to understand. Exceptionally fine photog-
raphy characterizes the production.

Benita Hume, in the title role, dominates the

production. She is a beautiful heroine of real

ability. Percy Marmont is the only name, so

far as American draw is concerned, and he

gives a fine performance. The others in the

cast are adequate, but not exceptional.

A lost nobleman accepts the hospitality of
Ellen Douglas, the lady of the lake, who takes
her to the island fastness where her father is

hiding with other exiles in a colony headed by
the power ful outlaw, Rhoderick Dhu. When
Dhu's men take the knight prisoner, the girl

rescues him, and he in turn presents her with
a ring, which he says the king will recognize

to grant her any wish in return for her service.

The outlaw leader tries to force the girl's

father to consent to their wedding, and her
fiance objects, only to be banished from the

colony. When the fiance is captured by the
king's men, the girl's father offers io give him-

self up if the youth *is released, but the king's

men decide to execute both. The girl then goes
to the palace to claim the favor of the ring,

and when it develops that the knight she be-

friended is the king, her fiance and her father
are released.

This is characterized by good direction by
FitzPatrick, and althought the tempo is slow,
it is in keeping with the story. It was pro-
duced in Scotland, the locale of the poem.
Needs strong support.

Produced, distributed, adapted and directed by James
A. FitzPatrick. From the poem by Sir Walter Scott.
Photographed by Bert S. Dawley. Length, 4,749 feet.

Running time, 50 minutes. Release date, Nov. 1.

THE CAST
James Fit zJames Percy Marmont
The Lady of the Lake Benita Hume
Roderick Dhu Lawson Butt
Lord Moray James Carewe
Malcolm Graeme Haddon Mason
Margaret Hedda Bartlett
Allan Bayne Leo Dryden
Blanche of Devon Sara Francis
Douglas James Douglas

Queen of Scandal
(United Artists)

Good Musical Show
(Reviewed by Dick Crenshaw)

WITH music and romance as the keynote
of this production, "Queen of Scandal,'' is

scheduled for success through its notable cast,

if for nothing else. Evelyn Laye, recruited

from the musical comedy stage, brings a rich

and beautiful voice to the screen, while John
Boles will attract through his former successes.

It should do good business, provided musicals
still draw with your gang.
The production got a big hand at its first

showing. It is light in theme, but has enough
romance to make it a good story. Leon Errol,

as the comedian, proved a hit and kept the

audience laughing during his scenes.

The locale is Continental, although the exact
setting is not identified. Unusual costuming and
old-world scenery give a romantic air to the

film, which is rather far-fetched in some of

the plot unravelings.

The story deals with a poor girl and her
desire to have the things that are showered
on her idol, a musical comedy star notorious
for her wild escapades. Through an incident

with the police the stage beauty is requested

to leave the city for a country villa. She gives

her admiring friend a chance to take her
place as the pampered exile.

Miss Laye goes to the country and meets
John Boles, a neighboring count, who has
been placed in charge of the stage beauty. The
count treats her as he would expect a frivolous

woman of the world would want to be treated.

Complications follow.

Most of the love scenes are carried by
music, the words of Boles and Miss Laye
proving to be well adapted for the parts.

When the real actress is found out and brought
under police escort to the village, Miss Laye
is sent back to the city and Boles follows to

tell of his love.

Travel film and good comedy zvould bal-

ance the program*.

Produced by Samuel Goldwyn. Distributed by
United Artists. Story an original by Louis Brom-
field. Directed by George Fitzmaurice. Adapted by
Sidney Howard. Scenario by Sidney Howard. Dia-
logue by Louis Bromfield and Sidney Howard. Mu-
sic by Herb Nacio Brown, Edward Eliscu and Bruno
Granichstaedten. Lyrics by Clifford Grey. Edited
by Stuart Heisler. Photographed by George Barnes
and Gregg Toland. Length, not set. Release date,
about Jan. 10, 1931.

THE CAST
Lilli Evelyn Laye
Mirko John Boles
Otto Leon Errol
Fritzi Lilyan Tashman
Janos Hugh Cameron
Liska Marian Lord
Zacow Lionel Belmore
Papa Lorenc George Bickel
Egon Vincent Barnett
Almady Henry Victor
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Lightnin'
(Fox)

Great
(Reviewed by Dick Crenshaw)

THERE'S plenty of box-office value to

"Lightnin," a talker version of the well

known stage play. Will Rogers in the title spot

and giving a top-notch performance does the

best work of his film career.

Rates attention in the two-dollar class houses,

and will hold up strong in the better pop price

places and subsequent bookings. The picture

has lots of quality and will stand plenty of

exploitation. Old and young will find it amus-
ing and worth while.

Rogers takes a new role in this story, that

of the shiftless, kind-hearted and liquor-loving

Lightnin', and he fills it to perfection. He is

slow in his motions, obvious in his lying, and
a perfect scream in his comedy. He has added
much to the character portrayed in the original

play, with many of his own lines and his own
inimitable style of acting. He is himself

throughout the play, being at his best during
the earlier scenes when his comedy is permitted
full sway.
The story deals with practices of modern

society, depicting Nevada's divorce business and
the ease with which the marital knot may be
untied in that state. The scenes are laid at a
hotel located on the California-Nevada line,

where prospective divorcees may establish their

residences in Nevada, and live in California.

Shots of Lake Tahoe and adjacent mountain
scenery add much to the production.

The story tells of Lightnin's efforts to keep
his family from selling this hotel, when they
are approached by unscrupulous land sharks.

When he refuses to sign over the deed, his wife,

led on by flattery and promises of wealth, sues

for divorce. Complications arise in the person
of John Marvin (Joel McCrea), a suitor for

the hand of Lightnin's daughter, who is wanted
on the Nevada side for a deal in which he is

innocently involved. He always manages to

reach the California side just ahead of the

sheriff. The final scene is laid in the court-
room at Reno, where Lightnin' attempts to halt

the unexpected divorce proceedings. His cross-

examination of his wife's attorney proved a
riot. Everything turns out satisfactorily when
the crooks arc shown in their true light and
the couple is reconciled.

As Lightnin's wife, Louise Dresser does a
splendid piece of work. Joel McCrea and Helen
Cohan carry the juvenile love interest in this

talker, and both are ably cast. Jason Robards,
Frank Campeau, Sharon Lvnn, Goodee Mont-
gomery, Joyce Compton and Luke Cosgrave are
well fitted for their roles.

Henry King has given the picture expert at-

tention from a directorial standpoint. He has
worked out the comedy situations in a manner
that gets plenty of laughs—and natural ones.

Musical short and newsreel to balance.

Produced and distributed by Fox. Directed by
Henry King. Adapted from John Golden's stage play
by S. N. Behrman and Sonya Levien. Photographed
by Chet Lyons. Edited by Lois LoefTer. Length,
about 8,100 feet, but not definitely set. Running time,
about 80 minutes. Release date, Dec. 7.

THE CAST
"Lightnin' " Bill Jones Will Rogers
Mrs. Jones Louise Dresser
John Marvin Toel McCrea
Milly Helen Cohan
Thomas Jason Robards
Zeb Luke Cosgrave
Lem Townsend J. M. Kerrigan
Margaret Davis Ruth Warren
Mrs. Lower Sharon Lynn
Diana Joyce Compton
Ronald Rex Bell
Sheriff Frank Campeau
Mrs. Brooks Goodee Montgomery
Monte Winslow Phil Tead
Everett Hammond Walter Percival
Mrs. Thatcher Charlotte Walker
Mrs. Leonard Blanche LeClair
Mr. Leonard Bruce Warren

Mrs. Lord Antica Nast
Mrs. Blue Moon Carroll
Mrs. Weeks Bess Flowers
Mrs. Starr Gwendolyn Faye
Mrs. George Eva Dennison
Mrs. Graham Betty Alden
Mrs. Young Lucile Young
Mrs. Bigg Betty Sinclair
Flapper Divorcee Roxanne Curtis
Walter Lannon Thomas Jefferson

Life of the Party
(Warners)

Swell Comedy
(Reviewed by Bill Crouch)

GREAT comedy performances by Winnie
Lightner, Charles Butterworth and Charles

Judels make this talker most entertaining. The
story is nothing more than a frame on which
to hang a bunch of laughable situations—but
who cares ?

This will hold up in the week runs spots

and is good for the split-week places. Where
Lightner has a following this will meet with
great success, as she has the top role and plays
it great.

The story, such as it is, concerns the esca-
pades of two song pluggers who work in a
music store and aspire to do bigger and better

things. (Only one song is used in the picture

and it is of a comedy nature that fits in well.)

The girls get fired when Charles Judels appears
and wrecks the music joint, a habit he has
when angered. The girls, out of a job, go to

work for him and when he offers them fine

clothes to wear at a party he is giving they
take the offer—and the clothes—and go to
Havana.
Here Winnie tries to get Del Roy engaged

to some rich young man who will assist them
in driving the wolf from the door. They hear
that a certain Mr. Smith, inventor of a drink
called "Rush," is stopping at their hotel and
they decide to name him the victim. Thev see

a "Mr. Smith," Tohn Davidson, and think he
is their game. When the wedding date is set

and all is ready for the union, Irene finds that

Jack Whiting, whom she has met and fallen

for, is the real Mr. Smith. Judels makes his

appearance at this time and the whole affair is

exposed. The girls are about to be jailed when
Whiting steps in, pays the bills, wins Del Roy,
and all ends well.

The most laughable scenes occur in the fur-

niture wrecking episodes played by Judels and
Winnie's ride as a jockey in the big race, with
the horse she bet on and is riding, running the

wrong way. Charles Butterworth dispenses a

brand of dry, subtle humor that is delightful

and his comedy is in splendid contrast to that

of Judels and Lightner, who go in for the slap-

bang stuff.

The love interest is carried by Irene Del
Roy and Whiting and they are both well cast.

John Davidson and Arthur Hoyt give good
performances.
Roy Del Ruth did a good job of directing

and keeps the piece moving at a rapid pace,

never once letting the action slow up. Laugh
follows laugh and the dialogue sunplied by
Arthur Caesar is decidedly refreshing. The
talker has been filmed in Technicolor, which
adds considerably to the settings.

Use cartoons and semi-serious shorts with
this.

Produced and distributed by Warners. From an
original story by Melville Crossman. Adaptation and
dialogue by Arthur Caesar. Directed by Roy Del
Ruth. Edited bv Bill Holmes. Photographed by
Dev Tennings. Running time, 70 minutes. Length,
6,300 feet. Release date, Oct. 25.

THE CAST
Flo Winnie Lightner
Dot Irene Del Roy
A. J. Smith Jack Whiting
Colonel Jov Charles Butterworth
Monsieur Le Maire Charles Tudels
Fake Count. ..t Arthur Edmund Carewe
Bogus Mr. Smith John Davidson
Secretary Arthur Hoyt

Passion Flower
(M-G-M)

Same Old Triangle
(Reviewed by Don Ashbaugh)

HERE'S a picture with excellent exploita-

tion angles. When the cutters are through
with it ad a few retakes are spotted, exhibitors
will be able to put it across for fair box-office

business. At best, however, it will have to re-

main in a program classification. With proper
handling it will carry through on week runs,

but on the average will do better on split-week
bookings.
Kay Johnson and Charlie Bickford are back

together again. This is good for those who
like them. Kay Francis offers more glamor and
class in this than in anything she has ever done.
Lewis Stone is seen all too briefly in a quite

worth while role.

But hand the laughs to Zazu Pitts. This sol-

emn girl drags the giggles out every time she
walks into the scene—and she does plenty.

The story is by Kathleen Norris. That should
be good for attracting the large numbers of

nice old ladies and others who follow her stuff.

The plot concerns two girl cousins. Kay Fran-
cis is married to a stupendously rich old Span-
ish don and has everything money c<.n buy. The
other girl, played by Miss Johnson, is the

daughter of an aristocratic old chap. She falls

in love with the family chauffeur, played by
Bickford. When the father finds out about it

he orders both from the house and they are
married at the Don's home, Lewis Stone play-
ing the role of the patient, but wise, husband
of Miss Francis.

Bickford, following the ceremony, refuses to
accept a wedding present of a 320-acre farm
from the other pair—he prefers to make his

own way. His new wife forsakes everything
and honors him for his ambition. They find an
attic apartment where Zazu Pitts is the land-

lady. Bickford fails to get far as a stevedore
during the coming five years. Two children are

born to them. Miss Johnson drudges on as the

ever faithful and loving wife. Bickford still

refuses to down his pride.

Finally he does accede to the ever-recurring

desires of the rich cousin to accept the ranch.

They move, taking Zazu along, ostensibly as

the children's nurse, but more for her comedy
to hold up the remainder of the film. The rest

is the same old story. Bickford falls for Fran-
cis. The rich old Don dies. The two leave

the still faithful and adoring wife and go to

Paris. Bickford still loves his wife and kids.

Then pangs of conscience strike him and just

about the time everything is all set for him to

divorce the wife and marry Francis he finds

out just how much he loves his family. It ends
in a clinch.

Bickford fills the role of the befuddled hus-
band in a capable manner. Nobody, however,
could blame him for falling when Miss Francis
appears in some of the gowns she wears. Miss
Johnson, as usual, turns in an excellent per-

formance as the wife.

William C. deMille directed it and during the

early portions displays some clever touches.

After the first half it flattens out and becomes
just another one of those draggy affairs with
no mystery surrounding the ultimate wedding.
The setting is laid near San Francisco and some
of the scenic shots are fine.

Sttpport it n'ith a lively comedy or cartoons.
Produced and distributed by M-G-M. Directed by

William de Mille. Story by Kathleen Norris. Screen
story and dialogue by Martin Flavin. Additional dia-

logue by Lawrence Johnson and Edith Fitzgerald.
Photographed by Howard Rosson. Edited by Conrad
A. Nervig. Length and running time not set. Re-
lease date, Dec. 6.

THE CAST
Dulce Morado Kay Francis
Kathryne Pringle Wallace Kay Johnson
Dan Wallace Charles Bickford
Leroy Pringle Winter Hall
Tommy Morado Lewis Stone
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New Moon
(M-G-M)

Tibbett Scores Again
(Reviewed by Bill Crouch)

DESPITE the fact that filrausicals are on

the wane, the enthralling voice and engag-

ing personality of Lawrence Tibbett enables

him to make "New Moon" great entertainment.

This song treat surpasses "The Rogue Song"
with its beautiful numbers convincingly ren-

dered by the voices of Tibbett and Grace

Moore.
This talker is worthy of consideration in the

long-run houses and great for the better week-

run houses. If musicals are any draw where

this talker plays it should do smashing business.

The story is nothing out of the ordinary and

serves merely as a background for the singing

of Tibbett and Miss Moore. The first scenes

are aboard a ship bound for Russia. Aboard it

are Grace Moore, a princess, and a burly, blus-

tering lieutenant, Tibbett. They both manage
to fall in love with each other and all goes

well until the boat reaches port, where Adolphe
Menjou, a nobleman to whom Miss Moore is

betrothed, makes his appearance. The fickle

princess departs, assuming, evidently, that the

ship romance was a passing fancy. Tibbett,

however, thinks otherwise and plans for re-

venge.

At Menjou's ball for his bride-to-be, Tibbett

appears and in a song brings down his scorn

for the princess. Menjou then orders him to

command a desert military post, as assignment

from which no man has returned alive.

Tibbett assumes the post. One day the prin-

cess appears and, meeting Tibbett in his office,

flays him with a horsewhip across the face—an-
nouncing that this is her avenging of his insult

at the ball. As she starts to leave a messenger

arrives, announcing that the Riffs are attacking

the outpost. The princess—forced to remain—
breaks down and confesses her love for Tibbett.

They go through a hastv marriage and the new
husband, spurred on by love, leads his men to

victory over the enemy in a night attack on

their camp.
When the survivors of the battle return they

find Menjou has arrived with aid, but they are

too late—and so is he. Tibbett has won Miss
Moore for his bride, and the picture closes with

another song.

The singing of Miss Moore and Tibbett is

almost unsurpassable, and the songs, while

plentiful, are always pleasing. Adolphe Men-
jou as the suave nobleman does admirably in

an unsympathetic role. Roland Young is well

spotted in a comedy role. Others who give fine

performances are Gus Shy and Emily Fitzroy.

Jack Conway has directed this talker in an

able manner, carefully inserting the song num-
bers where thev will do the most good.

Use comedy or dramatic shorts here.

Produced -and distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Directed by Jack Conway. Based on the musical
operetta. "New Moon." Book and lyrics by Oscar
Hammerstein 2nd, Frank Mandel and Laurence
Schwab. Music by Sigmund Romberg. Adaptation
by Sylvia* Thalberg and Frank Butler. Dialogue by
Cyril Hume. Edited by Margaret Booth. Photo-
graphed by Oliver T. Marsh. Length and running
time not set. Release date, Dec. 13.

THE CAST
Lieut. Michael Petroff Lawrence Tibbett
Princess Tanya Strogoff Grace Moore
Governor Boris Brusiloff Adolphe Menjou
Count Strogoff Roland Young
Potkin Gus Shy
Countess Anastasia Strogoff Emily Fitzroy

Maybe It's Love
(JJ'anier's)

Raw! Raw!
(Rcvicived by Robert Hage)

THEY sure messed up the possibilities in

this one. Take Joe E. Brown, a football

story and the whole AU-American team of 1929
thrown in and you'd expect a ripsnorting com-

edy. Good old Upton wins the crucial game in

the last moment, as per formula, but Joe
doesn't get into the game. His role is such a

small one that the audience forgets he's in the

picture and is not set to laugh when he does
appear. And then they release a picture con-
taining all of last year's football stars after the

opening of the new season, when the public's

forgotten them and is engrossed in the feats of

the present crop of footballers.

Maybe it's love, but it looks as if it may be
a case of poor judgment all around.
But there are compensations, and they're all

packed into Joan Bennett. Whenever she is on
the screen it's mighty easy to forget the feeble

yarn and its unprecedented triteness. She and
James Hall as the leads carry most of the

burden, and it appears as if Joe's part was writ-

ten in at the last moment to inject some sadly

needed comedy. Laura Lee, who had a fat role

with Joe in "Hold Everything," appears for

only a few feet. Maybe that isn't a boner of

some kind

!

Joan, the daughter of the president of Upton,
learns that he will lose his job unless the team
licks the hated rival, Parsons. The author
went the limit in exercising his writer's license

and had Hall, the greatest football player of

them all, and the eleven immortals of 1929 walk
past the campus in a casual way, fall in love

with Joan and decide to die for dear old Upton
on the gridiron. Of course, she pretends that

she has palpitation of the heart for each. They
discover her treachery before the big game, but,

being loyal sons of their Alma Mater, pitch in

and win the fray. Hall gets the love touch-

down. That's no way to treat All-American
players.

The theme song, "Maybe It's Love," is tuneful

and heard often. The direction is haphazard,

but the settings are truly collegiate. Bill Banker
of Tulane ought to be signed up if for no other

reason than his Southern accent. It's the

warmest we've ever heard and it evoked a

chuckle whenever he spoke.

It does not seem possible to write a football

story without resorting to the stereotyped

formula, and Warners, on seeing the script for

this, should have pitched it out of the window
and provided Brown with a slapdash burlesque

of the gridiron.

Musicals and nezvsreels to balance.

Produced and distributed by Warners. Story by
Mark Canfield. Screen play and dialogue by Joseph
Jackson. Directed by William Wellman. Length,
6,568 feet. Running time, 72 minutes. Release date,

Oct. 4.

THE CAST
Nan Sheffield Joan Bennett
Speed Hanson Joe E. Brown
Tommy Nelson James Hall
Betty Laura Lee
Mr. Nelson Anders Randolf
Whiskers Sumner Getchell
President Sheffield George Irving
Professor George Bickel
Coach Bob Brown Howard Jones
Bill Bill Banker
"Racehorse" Russell Russell Saunders
Tim Tom Moynihan
Schoony W. K. Schoonover
Elmer E. N. Sleight
George George Gibson
Ray Ray Montgomery
Otto Otto Pommerening
Ken Kenneth Haycraft
Howard Howard Harpster
Paul Paul Scull
Brown of Harvard Stuart Erwin

story, which deals with a happy-go-lucky
French-Canadian who is accused of stealing

gold from a Canadian mine. He falls in love

with the daughter of the mine owner, rescues
both the girl and her father from a snowslide,

saves the life of the Canadian mounted police-

man who is pursuing him for the theft, and is

finally vindicated. Rather a trite story, but
fairly well acted and directed.

The snow scenes are beautiful, and the bliz-

zard is realistic. The snow slide miniatures are
not so good, and in photographing these scenes
the audience first sees a peaceful snow shot
with the sun shining, then rather faky storm
scenes in the mountain country, then back to
the original meadow shots. In other words, the
miniatures do not match the long shots in light-

ing or terrain, making it quite apparent even
to the layman that it is fake stuff in the snow
slide scenes.

Gilbert Roland does very well in the leading
role. Robert Elliott dominates the picture with
his "mountie" characterization. The rest of

the cast is ordinary.

Musical, cartoons and comedies are suitable

here if they are strong.

Produced by M-G-M. Directed by Hal Roach.
From the story "Monsieur Le Fox," by Willard Mack.
Adaptation and dialogue by Richard Schayer. Edited
by Tom Held. Photographed by Ray Binger. Run-
ning time, 80 minutes. Length, 7,200 feet. Release
date. Sept. 27.

THE CAST
Louis Gilbert Roland
Nedra Barbara Leonard
Sgt. Rooney Robert Elliott

John Ruskin Arnold Korff
Wollie Woolie Nina Quartero
Corp. Graves George Davis
Priest Robert Davis, Jr.

Men of the North
(M-G-M)

Not Unusual
(Rcviezved by Bill Crouch)

THIS is a fairly good program picture that

has nothing outstanding or novel about it,

yet will probably meet with approval from kids

and those who like the outdoor stuff.

Is okay for the split-week spots and other

short runs. For neighborhood and small-town

houses should meet with fair success.

There is nothing startling or unusual in the

Today
(Majestic Pictures)

Looks Like a Bet
(Reviewed by Charles F. Hynes)

THERE is plenty of action and punch in

this, the first offering of Majestic Pictures,

and it should click generally. The climax
packs a real wallop, presenting an unusual sit-

uation which will put this over and send them
out talking.

The theme has delicate moments, but these

are offset by the dream ending, showing that

all the action was part of the wife's nightmare.
Majestic has made this with two endings, one
straight and the other the dream slant. While
the former is stronger dramatically, the latter

is preferable because it will forestall criticism

of the picture's more daring moments.
Conrad Nagel is pretty much the picture,

turning in an exceptional performance, prob-

ably his best to date. He is called upon for

plenty, and he puts it over in splendid fashion.

Catherine Dale Owen is a pretty and pleasing

heroine, Sarah Padden and John Maurice Sulli-

van are effective as Nagel's parents, and Ju-
dith Vosseli is good as the villainous friend,

who leads the young wife into the trap. Others
in the well-balanced cast are Julia Swayne
Gordon, William Bailey, Edna Marion, Robert
Thprnby and Drew Demarest. William Nigh
has turned in a good job of direction, building

up to a smash climax.

You need comedies with this.

Produced and distributed by Majestic Pictures.

Directed by William Nigh. From the play by Abra-
ham Schomer and George Broadhurst. Scenarist,

Seton I. Miller. Photographed by Jimmie Howe.
Length. 6,660 feet. Running time, 74 minutes. Re-
lease date, Nov. 1.

THE CAST
Fred Warner Conrad N age]
Eve Warner Catherine Dale Owen
Emma Warner Sarah Padden
Henry Warner John Maurice Sullivan
Marian Garland _. Judith Vossclli
Mrs. Farringdon Julia Swayne Gordon
Gregory William Bailey
Gloria Vernon Edna Marion
Telka Robert Thornby
Pierre Drew Demarest
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Opinions on Pictures

Soup to Nuts
(Fox)

Dubious
(Reviewed by Jack Grant)

BUILT along the nonsensical lines of the

Marx Brothers vehicles, "Soup to Nuts"
misses fire in many respects. The general reac-

tion will be that Ted Healy and his Racketeers
were turned loose with merely the instructions

to be funny. Seemingly they try too hard.

The story, as a story, is somewhat flabby.

Charles Winninger, owner of a costume shop,

is thrown into the hands of a receiver. Stan-
ley Smith, appointed to receivership, falls in

love with Lucile Browne, daughter of Winnin-
ger. He makes a deal with his attorney to buy
unneeded costumes so that the old man can
pay the creditors. Meanwhile Winninger goes
to work as a waiter in the cafe of his old
friend, George Bickel. The fireman's ball is

being held in the cafe when fire breaks out in

the costume shop. The building insurance Win-
ninger carries gives him enough money to re-

establish himself in business.

Healy's part in the proceedings is that of
clerk in the shop and volunteer fireman. When-
ever the truck manned by his Racketeers goes
anywhere he rides along for company. Healy
used most of his stage material in the dialogue
and serving as master of ceremonies at the

fireman's ball gives him an excuse for doing
his vaudeville act.

The fine Italian hand of Rube Goldberg,
credited with story and dialogue, is apparent
in the goofy inventions and appliances intro-

duced in the picture. These gadgets for which
Goldberg is justly famous really supply the
funniest moments.
Winninger contributes a legitimate perform-

ance as the eld German costume maker. His
is the best work in the production. The others
are more or less acceptable.

Patrons will either regard "Soup to Nuts" as
the worst picture of the year or most amus-
ing. The prediction, based on audience re-
action when caught, is that those holding the
latter view will be greatly in the majority.
Avoid playing slapstick shorts with this.

Produced and distributed by Fox. Directed by Ben-
jamin Stoloff. Original story and dialogue by Rube
Goldberg. Edited by Clyde Carruth. Photographed
by Joseph Valentine. Length, 6.340 feet. Running
time, 65 minutes. Release date, Sept. 28.

THE CAST
Ted Ted Healy
Queerue Frances McCoy
Schmidt Charles Winninger
Carlson Stanley Smith
Louise Lucile Browne
Throckmorton Hallam Cooley
Klein George Bickel
Ferguson Wm. H. Tooker

Loose Ends
(British International Pictures)

Too Gabby
{Reviewed by Charles F. Hynes)

ALTHOUGH it shows the steady improve-
ment being made in British production,

this is a glaring example of the use of excessive
dialogue at the expense of action. As a conse-
quence, its American appeal is going to be lim-
ited and it will need another feature or strong
help from some peppy shorts to get it over.
The cast features Adrienne Allen, who is

attractive and capable and has a pleasant voice.

She walks away with honors over Edna Best.
Others are fair, their acting being somewhat
stilted.

The story concerns an actress, married to an
ex-convict who has done 15 years for shooting
his sister's betrayer. The wife is a member
nf a fast-stepping set, into which the husband
an ex-jail bird doesn't fit. When the story of
his past is exposed the wife prepares for a
divorce, but finally decides to stick by her
husband.

Not a very complic?ted plot and certainly not

worthy of the heavy acting given it. It greatly

needs humor and some dramatic punch. Direc-
tion is not very good, judged by American
standards.

Columbia is to release this film in America,
it is said, but it is doubtful if it can measure
up to that company's standards.

Another feature or strong shorts.

Produced and distributed by British International
Pictures. Directed by Norman Walker. From the
play by Dion Titheradge. Adapted by Dion Tither-
adge and Norman Walker. Edited By S. Simmonds
and Emile De Ruelle. Length, 7,560 feet. Running
time, 84 minutes. Release date, Oct. 17, 1930.

THE CAST
Malcolm Ferres Owen Nares
Mina Grant Edna Best
Raymond Carteret Miles Mander
Brenda Fallon Adrianne Allen
Winton Penner Donald Calthrop

Widow from Chicago
(First National)

Poor White Vehicle
(Reviewed by Jack Grant)

JUST another gangster picture lacking even
the usual suspense. Alice White is not

called upon to do anything she hasn't done
before. Which makes this just another White
picture any way you look at it. Where Alice

has a following it will do moderate business

on the star's name draw. But word of mouth
will not be hot.

Alice's brother is bumped off by the mob led

by Edward G. Robinson. Impersonating the

wife of Neil Hamilton, whom she supposes to

be dead, Alice joins the gang. Hamilton turns

up alive and agrees to help Alice by continuing

the deception.

Pretending that she has killed an officer,

Alice works her way into the confidence of

Robinson and finally extracts a confession from
him that he is the murderer of her brother.

As is to be expected, it turns out that she is

secretly connected with the police department.

Comedy is at a minimum with Frank Mc-
Hugh shouldering the burden of carrying most
of the laughs. The dialogue goes in for heavy
dramatics of the ten-twent-thirt school. Much
weeping and wailing and all too little action.

An Alice White performance usually defies

criticism and her "Widow from Chicago" is not

an exception. The acting honors, such as they

are, fall to Neil Hamilton and Ed Robinson.
Hamilton, always a believable juvenile, adds
the most realistic note to the picture.

This release marks Alice White's last under
the First National banner. It will hardly stand

up in the full week run spots but is acceptable

for double bills and split week stands.

All the support in strong comedy name shorts

you can muster.

Produced and distributed by First National. Direct-
ed by Edward Gine. Story by Earl Baldwin. Photo-
graphed by Sol Polito. Edited by Ed Schoeder.
Length, 5,773 feet. Release date, November 23.

THE CAST
Polly Alice White
"Swifty" Dorgan Neil Hamilton
Dominic Edward G. Robinson
Slug Frank McHugh
Johnston Lee Shumway
Mullins Brooks Benedict
Sgt. Finnegan John Elliott
Cora Dorothy Mathews
Mazie Ann Cornwall
Captain E. H. Calvert
Helen Betty Franrisrr»

Zwei Herzen im % Takt

Produced in Germany, the picture has the
lilt and swing of a Viennese opera and its

swiftly-paced tempo, light-hearted treatment
and melodious songs make it an outstanding
offering. And it is packed with laughs. Al-
though this reviewer could not understand them,
the wisecracks from the screen kept the audi-
ence in a continuous chuckle.

The picture is out for the average American
theatre, of course, but in a New York theatre

the audience was by no means preponderantly
Teutonic. The management had supplied a
lengthy synopsis of the story, and thus enabled
those not familiar with the German language
to acquaint themselves with the plot and thus
follow the story trend, aided by the excellent

pantomime. Such a course could be followed
by an American exhibitor wishing to stage a
novelty program.
There was nothing stodgy or phlegmatic

about the cast. In fact, with the exception of

character bits, the players might have been
lifted out of Hollywood. Walter Janssen gave
a splendid performance as a composer ; Oscar
Karlweiss and Willy Forst, while rather too

acrobatic, garnered many laughs ; Gretl Thei-
mer, as pretty and vivacious as they make them,
clicked big and Irene Eisinger was equally suc-
cessful as a singer. The entire cast was expert.

The story, centering about a waltz tune which
the composer had written under the inspiration

of a pretty girl and forgotten when she dis-

appears, only to have the girl show up sud-
denly at the premiere and score a hit, is light-

weight stuff, but interest is kept pepped up
throughout by its appeal. The music is excep-
tionally good.
German shorts are available from the pro-

ducer to balance.

Distributed in U. S. by Associated Cinemas of

America. Scenario by Walter Reich and Fritz Schulz.
Directed by Geza Von Bolvary. Music and musical
direction by Robert Stolz. Photographed by Willy
Goldberger and Max Brink. Length, 8.800 feet. Run-
ning time, 98 minutes. Release date, Oct. 10.

THE CAST
Toni Hofer, Viennese composer Walter Janssen
Nicky Mahler, librettist Oscar Karlweiss
Vicky Mahler, librettist Willy Forst
Hedi Gretl Theimer
Anni Lohmeier Irene Eisinger
The Theatre Director Szoeke Szakall
The Cashier Schlesinger Karl Etlinger
The Notary Novotny Paul Morgan
Ferdinand, a cab driver Paul Hoerbiger
Weigl, Hofer's butler August Vockau

(Two Hearts in Waltz Time)
(Associated Cinemas of America)

For German Audiences
(Reviewed by Robert Hage)

IF you draw from a considerable German
population it would be a fine gesture to book

this production, even if only for one perform-
ance. It will make friends for your house.

Soil
(Amkino)

Stupid
(Reviewed by Robert Hage)

ANOTHER piece of Soviet propaganda
made in the mould of many preceding it

and utterly unfit for American audiences. It

glorifies the Russian peasant, praises the Soviet
scheme of things and villifies religion. Of
course, there is a small class of radicals in the

large cities who revel in such pictures—during
one performance members of a New York audi-

ence hissed the appearance of President Hoover
and applauded a Soviet character—but this

production is dynamite to houses with Ameri-
can clientele.

Class struggle is the theme of the film, with
the peasant represented as the noblest work of

God and anybody with a few dollars being an
enemy to society. The Soviet is an Utopian
form of government and it will solve all the ills

of the world. Particularly vicious are the at-

tacks on religion and for that reason alone even
an "arty'' theatre should hesitate before show-
ing such films in this country.

Not fit for American theatres.
Produced by WUFKU. Distributed by Amkino.

Author, director and adaptor, Alexander Dovzhenko.
Photographed by Danil Demutzki. Starring S. Svash-
enko. Length, 5.600 feet. Running time, 62 minutes.
Release date, Oct. 17.
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Stop Us If

We 're Wrong
(Continued from page 68)

Without any advance publicity, Lewis S.

Stone and Hazel E. Woof of Playa del Rey,

Calif., were married in Yuma, Ariz. . . .

Didn't she see him in "Office Wives"? . . .

Francis X. Bushman is reported to be working
in a Hollywood theatre. ... He says that he

made $6,000,000 in the movies and that Wall
Street cleaned him out. . . . Move over, boys

and girls, and give him a seat.
* * *

Johnny Cassidy, vet RKO P. A., who is ping-

ing the Hippodrome in New York, goes around

to employment agencies and tacks up cards ad-

vising the idle citizens not to zvaste their time

there, but to see the shozu at the Hip. . . .

Johnny is the same getiius who duped a Him
showing Lindbergh's home-coming to make it

appear that Jimmy Durante was the hero of

the occasion.
* * *

Photoplay editorializes that one explana-

tion of the recent slump in picture produc-

tion is that the producers couldn't make up
their minds what to imitate next . . . "The
Last Word" has supplanted "Now" as the

title of the Fox West Coast Theatres house
organ . . . Are there any women on the

staff? . . . What a comedown! . . . Jimmy
Gleason, who enlisted in the Spanish-Ameri-
can war while still in knee-breeches and also

signed up for the Big Bust abroad, has to

play the role of a K. P. in Pathe's "Beyond
Victory."

* * *

Sono Art-World Wide is continuing to step

right along, thanks to product and the sales

pressure of Budd Rogers' gang. The company's

20 pictures have been booked by Publix houses

at Rockford and Quincy, 111. . . . Incidentally,

give "Six Syllable" Simmons a hand for the

way he is backing up the product with adver-

tising and publicity. . . . Mike's latest gag is

a linked heart puzzle on "Reno," which should

help that opus.
* * *

Oscar Strauss, w. k. composer, donned the

greasepaint for several scenes in a German pic-

ture at M-G-M, but he says he'll stick to the

piano for a permanent job, however. . .
_

.

Paul Ellis, formerly a bullfighter in Madrid,

has been cast by M-G-M for a part in "Ca-

balleros" with Benny Rubin. . . . Paul is

to throw the bull and Benny the "bull."

Fox Eager to Sign Leads
Opposite Male Stars

Hollywood—Fox is eagerly casting about

for leading women for talkers. Elissa Landi
of the English stage has been signed to play

opposite Charles Farrell in "Squadrons."

Most women in Fox pictures at present are

those borrowed from other studios.

Publix Eastern Units to

Go to Los Angeles, Frisco
Hollywood—Starting next week, eastern

Publix stage shows will be routed to San
Francisco and then to Los Angeles. North-
ern coast theatres are to drop stage acts.

Service for Zuro
Hollywood—Josiah Zuro, musical chief at

the Pathe studio, was buried Tuesday, fol-

lowing his death from injuries received in

an automobile accident. He was 42 years
old.

Ballantyne Named
Pathe Division

Sales Manager
R. S. Ballantyne, veteran manager of the

Omaha exchange, has been appointed mid-

western division sales manager of Pathe, by

E. J. O'Leary, general sales manager.

Ballantyne succeeds Harry Lorch, who has

held the post for several

years.

The midwestern di-

vision embraces the

largest number of ex-

changes in the Pathe
group. Only recently

O'Leary eliminated the

central division and
transferred all the ex-

changes with the ex-

ception of Buffalo to

the midwestern group.

The Pathe exchanges
and their managers
under Ballantyne are:

Clarke ; Cincinnati, S. C. Jacques ; Cleve-
land, J. B. Reilly; Des Moines, N. Sandler;
Detroit. H. Silverberg; Indianapolis, G. L.

Levy; Kansas City, Ray Nolan; Milwaukee,
Lou Elman ; Minneapolis, M. E. Mont-
gomery; Omaha, E. A. Haines; Pittsburgh,

S. Lefko; St. Louis, C. R. Lundgren.
Ballantyne has been in the business for

more than 20 years, having started as a
theatre manager at Norfolk, Neb.

In 1910 he joined the Progressive Film
Co., of Omaha, subsequently joining Mutual.
The following year he was promoted to

manager of the Mutual Film Co., at Omaha.
In 1918 he became managing director of

theatres for the World Realty Co., and in

1923 Pathe manager at Des Moines, later

becoming southern district manager for

Pathe in 1925 and western division manager
in 1926. About the time of the Pathe-P.
D. C. merger, Ballantyne returned to his

home in Omaha and later took over the

management of the Pathe exchange there.

R. S. Ballentyne

Chicago, J. J.

B. & K. Yanks Out Stage
Shows in 2nd House

Chicago—Publix-B. & K. withdraws
stage shows from its second de Luxe house
here this week. Beginning Friday a

straight all-talking picture policy goes into

effect at the Marbro. Stage shows were
withdrawn from the Granada several months
ago. Benny Meroff, Marbro m. c, gets

the Oriental assignment this week, replacing

Charlie Crafts, former Federal Theatres

m. c.

Eastward Bound
Hollywood—On the train or about to

start Eastward are Harold Lloyd, Roy Del

Ruth, William Koenig, William Guthrie,

Jack Warner and John Stone.

See Page 22
No, the man is not Harold B.

Franklin.
The company is not Fox.

Short Subjects

The Happy Hottentot
(Vitaphone Varieties 4393)

Nifty

DETAILING the adventures of a ham broth-
er act booked in a small-time house. The

gag is that the song and dance men are to be
ready to go on any time they arc called. They
do so many shows they lose count after fifteen.

Finally told they can go home, they drop ex-
hausted into bed and a fire alarm in the board-
ing house fails to arouse them. When the
rescued are checked, they are discovered miss-
ing and a fireman bawls out their name. Hear-
ing the call they jump out of bed, grab hats
and canes and, still asleep, start going through
their routine.

It's a dandy gag and so built that the lay
public gets the full significance. Joe Frisco
featured and Bryan Foy directed. Authorship
credited to Herman Ruby. Running time, 9
minutes.

Good on any bill.

Two Minutes to Go
(.Pathe)

Good

IN this, the fifth of his series, Knute Rockne
puts his Notre Dame squad through a series

of clever plays conceived purposely for their
scoring possibilities when a score is badly
needed. It's packed with interest from start to
finish and includes scenes from a Southern
Methodist-Notre Dame game. Rockne's run-
ning comments are enlightening and should
spread the knowledge of how to play the game
throughout the nation. Running time, 10 min-
utes.

A dandy addition to any program.

Stepping Out
(Vitaphone Varieties No. 1068)

Only Fair

A WEAK sister on the-country-boy-comes-
tc-the-city-to-see-the-sights theme. Jeal-

ous wife of the city cousin allows her husband
to act as guide. Boys pick up a couple of girls

and actually go on a sight-seeing trip. Arriving
home late to dinner, wife refuses to believe

they have been to Grant's Tomb and the Aqua-
rium. She crowns husband with dinner plate

for lying. Joe Penner, featured, doesn't get

over so well with rural comedy character. Ten
minutes.

Will do to break up a couple of funny short

comedies.

The Lucky Break
(Vitaphone Varieties No. 1035)

Has Few Laughs

HARRY FOX is featured in this short,

which has but few laughs, although it is

different from the usual run of shorts. He is

the inventor of a breakless mirror, trying to

sell the invention to furniture manufacturers.
All goes well until the wrong dresser is brought
in for the demonstration. Harry gets a lot of
cuts and the air. Returning home, he finds he
has been dispossessed, his wife seemingly en-
joying things with the furniture nicely arranged
on the sidewalk. Glenda Farrell plays oppo-
site and Arthur Hurley directed. Running time,

21 minutes.

Where comedy is needed.
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The Bluffer
(Sennett—Educational)

Very Good
THIS is the first subject of the Sennett

Brevities and introduces Sennett Color, the

producer's new process. The coloring is beauti-

ful and effective, but more important is the fact

that this is a very good comedy, with Andy
Clyde pretty much the whole show. He always

can be depended upon for laughs, and in this

he comes through nicely, aided by the pretty

Patsy O'Leary, Gaylord Pendleton and Lin-

coln Stedman. Clyde had offered a big job in

South America and his daughter's hand to the

braver of two suitors. Stedman appears loaded

down with medals and gets the assignment. But

Pendleton and Patsy upset things when Clyde

and Stedman are out fishing. Some very good

gags in this. Running time, 11 minutes.

Fine anywhere.

My Mistake
(Vitaphone Varieties 1086)

Mildly Amusing
THE idea behind this might have been sold

to better effect. It is not especially new,

but there is a laugh or two left in the gag. A
professional killer enters a man's apartment

and takes a pot shot at him. The gunman
has been hired to bump him off and they get

into an argument as to how it shall be done.

The man is an undertaker and knows some-

thing about killings. By chance it is discov-

ered the gunman is in the wrong apartment

and the undertaker makes a deal with him to

leave business cards whenever he kills anyone.

Neither Donald Brian or Pat O'Brien get

much out of their material. Running time, 10

minutes.

Okay for opening when you need several

shorts.

I

The Hoosegow
(M-G-M)
Dandy

T WAS a bad day for everybody up to the

governor when Messrs. Laurel and Hardy
were sent to jail for some reason or other.

When they had finished with their pranks it

didn't resemble a jail at all. This is gorgeous

slapstick all the way through and the custom-

ers roared without a stop. After a series of

side-splitting episodes in the place the governor

appears for an inspection. A practical joker

tells Laurel to put a lot of rice in the radiator

of the governor's car, with the result that a

mountain of gooey goo emanates. At length

the governor, his staff, the warden, some swell

dames and the prisoners indulge in throwing

the stuff at each other. Mack Sennett and his

custard pies never made a mess like this. Run-
ning time, 20 minutes.

Surefire in any spot.

Our Nagging Wives
(Gayety-Educational)

Not So Good
FORD STERLING is capable of better stuff

than this. It's a comedy with the laughs

few and far between, and doesn't shape up so

well. Ford is a lingerie salesman, who always

is getting into jams with his wife. She gives

him one more chance, and when he tries to help

the fiancee of a friend, he rides into another

mess. Better comedies are expected from Al
Christie. Arvid E. Gillstrom directed. Run-
ning time, 19 minutes.

With a feature comedy.

Grandma's Girl
(Sennett—Educational)

So-So

AN odd one from Sennett. If it were not

for a couple of tossed pies, you could hard-

ly believe the barking dog trademark.

Andy Clyde is an old-fogey father refusing

to allow his daughter, Baby Kane, to know the

modern youths of the town. Her only approved
boy friend is Lincoln Stedman, a nice steady

bank clerk. Then grandma arrives. She is

Short Subjects

modern from the word go and, when Andy de-

parts on a trip, she throws a real party. The
girl meets Nick Stuart and forgets Stedman.

Father returns and grandma frames him into

permitting the kids to marry.
Not many laughs. Florence Roberts out-

standing as grandma. Others merely average.

One song by Baby Kane means little. Running
time, 21 minutes.

Probably will fit with a strong comedy
feature.

Take Your Medicine
(Sennett-Edueational)

Fairly Good
AS a vehicle to exploit Sennett Color this

is a good novelty, but it is only fairly good
as a comedy, and falls quite a bit below "The
Bluffer," first of this new Brevity series. As
usual, Andy Clyde carries the picture. He is

a hypochondriac, intent upon keeping his

daughter from marrying a radio singer. They
are vacationing and the scenery is used to

splendid advantage to show off the values of

the color process. Eddie Cline directed. Run-
ning time, 10 minutes.

Fits any kind of bill.

Midnight
(Pathe)

Full of Laughs

A CAT quartette yodeling "Ida, Sweet as

Apple Cider,'' and six dogs singing the

"Sextette from Lucia" furnish the major por-

tion of the laughs in this Aesop Fable, the

sound and action synchronization being done so

cleverly that the effect is good for a number
of roars. The story concerns the plight of a

farmer, annoyed by the cats, who pulls a boner

by calling on the pound for a score of dogs to

stop the nuisance. But they supply more
whoopee than the cats did. Running time, 7

minutes.
Fine for added comedy.

Below Zero
(M-G-M)

Another Laugh Treat
LAUREL and Hardy go through a lot of

silly experiences in this new comedy, but
they are good for plenty of laughs. They are

street musicians, the picture opening with them
trying to panhandle in front of an institute for

the deaf. Later they find a purse containing
plenty of dough and go with a copper to a
tough restaurant. When it develops the purse
belongs to the cop, there is plenty of excitement.

Another reason why Laurel and Hardy are
so popular. Running time, 22 minutes.

On any kind of program.

Scotch Taffy
(Vitaphone Varieties No. 956)

A Wow
NEAT dialect monologue and plenty of fun-

ny material which is fresh and all fits

the bill. Scotch character played by Scott

Saunders introduced as a scissors grinder who
has had but one customer in three years. Opens

with a song and closes with the final chorus of

same number. In between is a genuinely amus-
ing series of Scotch anecdotes.

Saunders sells himself splendidly on the

screen, having an admirable sense of timing.

Caught on a bill which included three other

shorts, this was the only one getting a hand.

One reel.

Heartily recommended wherever a real laugh-

getter is needed.

Neighborly Neighbors
(Paramount)

A Howl
LULU McCONNELL is pretty much the

whole show in this short, but she's some
show. It's filled with laughs, some of them of

the uproarious variety. She moves in on her

neighbors for a game of bridge. Her husband
hasn't a chance to get a word in edgewise,

neither have her neighbors, in fact. And when
the liquor is served, Lulu gets gloriously pie-

eyed, the affair winding up in a near fight. Any
audience will get a big kick out of this. Run-
ning time, 22 minutes.

Great support for a zt'eak feature.

Too Hot to Handle
(Darmour—RtiO)

One Continuous Laugh
LOUISE FAZENDA turns on all her laugh

guns in this one and furnishes two reels

of continuous laughter. It's pure slapstick of

the kind that turns on the laughs at the start

and keeps them rolling until the final fadeout.

Louise is cast as a social advisor who agrees

to supply an "old Southern family" as atmos-

phere for her employer, a "climber" of the

worst sort
.

Many ludicrous happenings occur before it

is revealed that the "old Southern family" are

all relatives of the "advisor" and come from

South Brooklyn.

It's Miss Fazenda's show from start to fin-

ish, but the supporting cast, gags, direction and

dialogue place this one at the top of the list

Vernon Dent, Fern Emmett, Harry Bernard,

Lyle Tayo, Joe Young, Hilliard Kerr and Irv-

ing Bacon are the other players.

Musical shorts should be used to balance.

Lonely Gigolo
(Vitaphone Varieties No. 3931)

Misses

A TECHNICOLOR musical in which Lotti

Loder sings two numbers. She makes

her entrance in male attire backed by a chorus

of girls. Female orchestra also spotted in

background. After singing title song, Lotti

wishes she could be a woman for just a short

time. Dissolve grants the wish and at the

same time changes the chorus girls to chorus

boys. The orchestra is likewise transformed.

Then the second number.

Miss Loder has not a particularly good sing-

ing voice. Nor are her dance routines out of

the ordinary. Mistake was made in working

chorus girls too tall and large for her. The

whole idea just misses. Running time, 9 mins.

Color only reason for using this.

Cannibal Islands
(Talking Picture Epics)

Highly Interesting

EPICS has cut up "Across the World with

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson" into serial

form, and the result is interesting. This is the

first of the four chapters and an interesting

one it is. Johnson accompanies the film with

a lecture pointing out points of interest and

describing the cannibalistic natives of the

Solomon Islands. With the present vogue of

travel talk pictures, this one should go over

well. Running time, 20 minutes.

Spot with musical shorts.

Jumping Beans
(Terry-Toon—Educational)

Weak Cartoon
THIS is pretty shy on laughs or funny gags.

As the title indicates it is a Mexican bor-

der affair, built around the effects of eating

jumping beans. Terry has turned out so much

better stuff that this one suffers plenty by com-

parison. Can't hand it much. Running time,

11 minutes.

Use with good support.
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And Now Chains

Double Feature

In Windy City

Wabash Ave.—South

Chicago—Circuit houses here, balked in

their attempt to have a clause restricting

double-featuring included in the new plan

of release and protection for the territory,

are now resorting to double-featuring them-

selves. The Film Board and zoning com-
mittee threw out the clause after indepen-

dents raised strenuous objections to it. Now
Warners' Avalon and Symphony theatres

have started using the double bills. Both
houses are among the most important of

the circuit's local holdings. Essaness, in

which Publix holds an appreciable interest,

is double featuring at the Center, Davis and
Embassy.

The discarded clause in the zoning plan

attempted to prohibit double featuring until

the eighth week of general release. Now, as

formerly, it is being done in the first week
of general release (ninth week after the

Loop). The circuits, apparently, unable to

halt this form of independent competition by
having it forbidden, are now claiming it for

their own. Other circuit and chain houses

here are reported about to inaugurate

double feature bills.

Publix on Level

On Dirty CopyBan
Chicago—Proof of the earnestness with

which Publix regards the purity code gov-

erning advertising copy was had here re-

cently when M-G-M copy on "Madam Sa-

tan," slashed and censored on a wholesale

scale, was presented to a local trailer firm.

All deletions were of salacious or sug-

gestive nature only, and the trailer house

was instructed to follow the M-G-M copy
in all other respects. Deletions of references

to "bacchanalians of love" and "satin-

skinned women for sale" were typical. The
trailers were for use in outlying B. & K.

houses here.

Hartman's New Assignment
Chicago—-Joe Hartman, former Educa-

tional salesman, was given a country sales

territory by the First National office here

this week.

CHICAGO

BEN AMSTERDAM, theatre buyer for

Warners, in town talking shop with Jimmy
Coston.

* * *

Tom Delaney, with a five-year eity and coun-

try sales record for Pathe here, has been named
city sales manager by John Clarke. Delaney
spent a recent interlude selling "gift night" sup-

plies to theatres.
* *

Emil Stern, Lou Reinheimer and Floyd
Brockell dedicated a week to New York re-

centlv.
* * *

Forty-two Chi theatres joining with local

papers in getting jobs for the folks who are

having their tirst real rest in years by running

trailers reminding patrons that it is a civic duty

not to permit the idle to remain that way.
* * *

The Milo reopened after $15,000 worth of

new equipment and paint were provided it.

* * *

Viola Braun, former Pathe switchboard op-

erator, is now assistant secretary for Local No.

666, International Motion Picture Photo-

graphers Union.
* * *

Essaness has acquired the Regent and will

reopen it as the New 400, November 1.

* * *

Hazel Flynn, alias Rob Reel, is co-author of

"Three's a Crowd" tvith Arthur Sheekman,
former Chi Daily Illustrated News scrivener.

"Three's a Crowd" was given a successful try-

out in Philadelphia recently and moves to

Broadzvay soon. Clifton Webb, Fred Allen and

Libby Holman, stars of the first "Little Show,"
the lyrics for tuhich were turned out by Hoivard
Diets, M-G-M advertising wis, are in the cast

of the Flynn-Sheekman revue.
* * *

Burglars did a wholesale job on the 554 West
Adams building recently, when they ransacked

three entire floors of the building. The J. _E.

McCauley Co., manufacturers of high intensity

lamps, were among those who counted up their

losses the following morning.
* * *

Essaness advertising department moved into

the main office of the chain in the Standard

Oil building during the week. The former
quarters in Room 332 will be used by Essaness

as theatre and office stockrooms.
* * *

Walter Immerman, who succeeded John

Balaban as director of Publix Chi and Detroit

theatres, has been greeted by old friends here

with as much enthusiasm as there was sor-

row in Detroit over his departure. And that

was plenty. Immerman, in the opinion of this

column, is one of the few genuine regulars in

responsible positions in the business here. We
(Continued on next page)

Fights 'Giveaways'

In Zone Pact, but

Uses 'Em Itself

Chicago—Yearly, monthly and daily

passes to Publix-Balaban & Katz theatres

here are being offered by the circuit to win-

ners of a newspaper contest designed to

gain additional and habitual readers of the

circuit's daily theatre advertisements.

Each day a "still" from a feature current

at one of the circuit's theatres is published

in an afternoon paper. 'Contestants are

asked to identify the picture from which the

"still" is taken and to supply two snappy
dialogue lines to accompany the "stills."

Fifty pairs of guest tickets to Publix-B.

& K. theatres will be distributed to daily

winners. Twenty-five "Annie Oakleys,"

good for one month's admissions for two
persons, will go to weekly winners, and 10

passes, good for one year's admissions for

two persons, will be awarded monthly win-
ners. The contest is for one month's dura-
tion. Hearst's Evening American is the

sheet that figures in the tie-up, which, inci-

dentally, does not call for any increase in the

amount of advertising space used by the

circuit. The paper figures the reader in-

terest in the contest will repay.

And, yet, Publix representatives at the

recent zoning conferences here championed
the clause in the proposed protection plan

regulating "give-aways" at the smaller in-

dependent houses.

Buying Strike in

Chicago at End
Chicago—The biggest business week of

the season was marked at all Chicago ex-

changes. Exhibitors, either in a buying
frame of mind at last, or forced to open up
for want of pictures, descended on Film
Row in a body with fountain pens poised

for action. Every exchange reported the

phenomena.
Exhibitors, whom salesmen have been

chasing for months, this week sought out

the salesmen. Contracts were signed in a
volume that has not been attained here since

last year. Indications are that the buying
will continue and may reach its peak this

week, with a good volume of business per-
sisting for weeks to come.
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Balaban & Katz

Not to Take Over
Woods Theatre

Chicago—Balaban & Katz is not interest-

ed in acquiring the Woods theatre, which

is to be relinquished by RKO next Monday,
Walter Immerraan, successor to John Bal-

aban as director of the Chicago and De-

troit Publix theatres, told a Motion Pic-

ture News representative this week. Im-

merman also denied a trade paper report

that Balaban & Katz contemplated making

a vaudeville house of the Oriental. The lat-

ter report originated when RKO changed

the State-Lake, vaude-film spot, to a straight

picture house, which eliminated vaudeville

from the central theatre district in which

the Oriental is situated.

"We are not interested in acquiring or

operating the Woods," Immerman stated.

"Nor is there any truth in the report that

a change to straight vaudeville policy is

contemplated for the Oriental."

The Chicago office of RKO was definitely

advised by New York this week that the

circuit would cease to operate the Woods
after Oct. 27. "A Lady Surrenders" is

current at the Woods and only one other

booking. "East Is West," has been made
for the house. The Shuberts, original les-

sees of the Woods, will operate it as a pic-

ture house, thereafter, it is believed.

RKO Ad Heads

Add Headaches
Chicago—RKO's local newspaper adver-

tising was obliged to bridge two extremes

of public taste this week, when vaudeville

was discontinued at the State-Lake and

simultaneously a 12-week policy of name
acts was inaugurated at the Palace.

"In response to the insistent public demand

for 'in-the-flesh' entertainment," began the

Palace ad, while, next to it, the State-Lake

copy read : "A change of great significance

to motion picture fans! In the future this

theatre's entertainment will consist solely of

the extended run showing of the most im-

portant talking pictures produced."

Universal, Judell Start

Hot Serial Sales Race
Chicago—Universal and Judell Pictures

are running neck and neck in a race for the

lion's share of the serial picture business in

Chicago. The race is largely between Uni-

versal's "The Indians Are Coming" and

"The Lone Defender," distributed locally by

Judell. Both are getting a tremendous play

from exhibitors, though "Defender" appears

to have an edge on the bookings to date.

The remarkable popularity of this type of

picture is giving other exchanges something

to think about. Exhibitors here find they

go over with almost any type of audience,

and have been particularly effective for

matinees and kid busines.

Wabash Ave.—South

(Continued from page 78) .

hope—whether it's necessary or not—that busi-

ness during his regime is swell.

* * *

Ken Leach, formerly business manager here

for the Moviephone Corp., is now Seattle man-
ager for General Talking Pictures Corp.

* * *

Hal Opperman, formerly of Pontiac, is now
operating Pearson's old Apollo at Princeton.

* * *

Lee Marcus, Charles Rosenzweig, Jules Levy,
Joe Plunkett and other RKO execs here early

Sunday morning to catch the screening of
"Danger Lights" with Spoor equipment at the

State-Lake. All returned to New York the

same day.

* * *

Who has been thinking about leasing the

Auditorium, old homestead of Chi Civic Opera,
since the minnow golf deal fell through, and
turning it into a weekly change picture house?

* * *

Sam Gorelick is working Frank Young's
former north side territory for United Artists

with Ernie Pickler moved down here from Mil-

waukee to help out. Sam retains his position as

office manager, in addition.

* * *

Mike Kahn, RKO salesman, left his office

at 2 o'clock one cold morning recently, got into

his car and started for home. He had driven

about three blocks zuhen he zvas startled by a

few deep bass snores emanating from the ton-

neau of the ear. He looked around and dis-

covered a companion—one of those knights of

the road zeho had drifted over from South State

Street and mistook Kahn's machine for a muni-
cipal shelter.

* * *

Tom Gilliam completed a delightful trip to

Lincoln, 111., recently. After closing a big deal

there he was generously supplied with Steve

Benis's justly famed Greek wine.
* * *

Tommy Greenwood, formerly Pathe Milwau-

Confessions
Chicago—This city's railroad ter-

minals were full of picture luminaries
in recent weeks. Here are a few of
the errands on which they were bent:
Sharon Lynn, Fox featured player:

"I'm going to New York for tryouts
with both the Selwyn and the Woods
interests. I want to improve myself
with actual experience on the talking
stage. Since the talkies a lot of ns
girls have just been getting away
with it as far as voice is concerned.
This experience in New York will help
me immensely, whether I will be on
the stage for a month or six months."
Ruth Roland, who recently com-

pleted "Reno" for Sono Art-World
Wide: "I want to see the New York
opening of my new picture. It will

be more thrilling to me than my old
serial thrillers were to their audi-
ences. I'm crazy about talkies, and
hope to make a lot more of them."

Charlie Mack, co-star of "Anybody's
War": "I'm taking three new 'Morans'
along with me to New York. There
is no use telling you their names be-

cause you may not hear of any of

them again. There have been seven
'Morans' so far. They come and go;
but I'm always 'Mack'."

Oo La La Gal's

French Roused
In Pose Flare

Chicago—Posing a French actress for

newspaper pictures requires a technique

different from that commonly applied to the

professional dames of our native heath, pho-
tographers for the local sheets learned to

their dismay.

The occasion was the arrival here of

Pierette Caillol, Parisian comedienne, en
route to the Coast for picture work with

M-G-M. Mile. Caillol, a stranger to the

English language, was all for popping one
exasperated photog in the snoot when, after

vainly trying to explain the quaint Ameri-
can custom of leg-crossing to her, he en-

deavored to assist her personally in striking

the approved newspaper pose. Pierette,

quite naturally, thought the mugger was get-

ting fresh and properly resented it. She
drew back a business-like right, but the

photographer evaded it and returned to his

office. In consequence, no one in Chicago
is absolutely certain whether or not Pierette

has knees.

Lorch Resigns Pathe
Post; Ballentyne In

Chicago—Harry Lorch, for the past six

years mid-west division manager for Pathe,

with headquarters here, resigned that post

this week, and left for New York where ar-

rangements for a new post will be completed.

Though Lorch stated before leaving Chicago
that he was not at liberty to announce what
position he would occupy, it is generally con-

ceded here that it will be as a sales executive

with Universal.

R. S. Ballentyne, former Omaha manager
for Pathe, was named to succeed Lorch as

mid-west division manager, and assumed his

new office here this week.

kee manager, will be assigned to the Chicago
exchange.

* * *

M. & M. Film Exchange had an "M" am-
putated recently. H. O. Martin withdrew.

* * *

Joe Hartman now on country territory for
First National here.

* * *

Frank Ishmael sharing a jar of gargantuan
dill pickles with Max Schwartz and "Castle"

E. Beck at the M-G-M exchange.
* * *

Tess Heraty and "Vinee" Brady heard that

tune from Lohengrin played last Saturday.
* * ' *

M-G-M moves into Paramount's former ex-

change building this week end. John MacLeod
from the home office completed arrangements
for the migration earlier in the week.

* * *

Tiffany will move into the "U" exchange
buildina soon.

* * *

Carl Laemmle through town a week ago in

a hurry. Too cold to stop.
* * *

Paramount threw a housezuarming party at

the new exchange buildinq recently.
* * *

Irving Mack's wife says his hands are more
eloquent than his tongue. And none to deny it

Kane.
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Bomb Thrown in

K. C. Opens War
Between Unions

Kansas City—Opening gun in the "war"

between the union operators and members
of Sound Projectionists' Association, a non-

union group, seems to have been fired. An
explosion, believed to have been caused by

dynamite, caused damage estimated at $200

at the Baltis, suburban house, shortly after

the theatre closed. Several windows in the

theatre and in a nearby store were broken.

The blast occurred under the canopy, but

there was no fire.

Several weeks ago the management laid

off two union operators and hired one be-

longing to the "non-union union." Police

and fire officials blame labor for the explo-

sion at the Baltis.

Shortly after the non-union association

became established, a rumor was issued to

the effect that this body would retaliate

any bombing of non-union houses by bomb-
ing union houses. An anonymous letter, de-

scribing such intentions, was circulated

among all exhibitors in Kansas City. The
non-union group denied any responsibility

for the letter, its leaders declaring they did

not know the identity of the writer. How-
ever, it is believed the union officials lay the

writing of the letter to the Sound Projec-

tionists' Association, and it is reported in

exhibitor circles that the union is testing

the strength of the new non-union by means
of the Baltis affair.

The anonymous letter stated that the non-
union houses would retailiate "the very next

time a non-union house is bombed." It also

hinted that the victim would be a de luxe

house. Fireworks are expected as a result

of the dynamiting of the Baltis.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Ticket Machines

WILL PAY CASH for used Ticket Machines. Auto-
matic "GOLD SEAL" or SIMPLEX MODELS
PREFERRED. Forward information giving size of

machine, serial number, motor current and condition.
MIDWEST TICKET & SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc.,

910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

For Sale

POWERS 6A MACHINE COMPLETE, films, type-
write.'. J. Borske, Webb Building, Minneapolis,
Minn.

Wanted

: THE"

Projectionists'

Round Table

= By John F. Rider —

(Continued from page 70)

equipped with tapped primaries so as to adapt
the transformer to various line voltages. Such
an arrangement is essential when the trans-

former is designed for general application in all

parts of the country where the line voltage is

apt to vary from 95 to 130 volts. In order to

accommodate a single transformer upon these

different primary voltages, the primary winding
is tapped so as to provide various ratios be-

tween the secondary and primary turns. Each
ratio is such that it provides the rated sec-

ondary voltage with one particular range of

primary voltages.

An example is that cited in connection with
the shorted primary winding. If this trans-

former were operated upon 90 volts instead of

100 volts, the output voltages would be those

available with the complete 100 turns in the

primary and a primary voltage of 100 volts.

The effect of a fixed ratio and a variation in

line voltage can be illustrated as follows.

Suppose that the turn ratio is 100 and the

transformer has been designed for a 110 volt

line to supply 1,100 volts out of the secondary.

This transformer is used on a 90 volt line, the

output voltage is 900 volts. At another point

the transformer is used on a 125 volts line. The
output voltage is 1,250 volts. This difference

is not of great moment when voltage is ap-

plied to the plates of a rectifier tube, but sup-

pose that one winding is used to supply the

filament voltage. This winding is rated at 2.2

volts and the ratio is .02.

If the line voltage is increased to 125 volts,

the voltage output of the filament winding will

be 2.5 volts. On the other hand, if the line volt-

age is 90 volts the output voltage will be 1.8

volts. In the first case it may shorten the life

of the tubes and. in the second, may not pro-

vide sufficient voltage for correct operation of

the tube. To overcome such difficulties, power
transformer primaries are arranged as shown in

Figure 77.

The number of turns in the primary winding
is increased as the line voltage is increased, thus

reducing the ratio. In turn, the number of

turns in the primary winding is decreased as

the line voltage is decreased, thus keeping the

same transformation ratio and adapting the

transformer for different line voltages. It

must be understood that such devices are
manually operated and function upon ordinary

power lines without compensating for momen-
tary voltage fluctuations. The reference to

various line voltages means steady line volt-

ages but differing in different localities.

More about transformers in Lesson 23.

WANTED to buy used cutawl machine. Coleman
Theatre, Miami, Oklahoma.

Situation Wanted
EXPERIENCED SOUND PROJECTIONIST desires

position, Massachusetts, Non-Union. Box 691, Motion
Picture News, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York.

Strike Settled,

But Musicians

Plan New Fight

Philadelphia—Musicians already are

pointing to 1931, following the compromise
settlement which ended the local strike. The
agreement is for one year, and the mu-
sicians feel that conditions will better en-

able them to enforce their demands.
"We are counting on assistance in the

form of an aroused public demand for real

music in the theatres," states Adolph S.

Hirschberg, chairman of the arbitration

committee of the musicians. However, he
points out, the new agreement was conclud-

ed without any ill feeling between the par-

Theatre Employes Fight
Daylight Saving Law

San Francisco—More than 1,500 theat-

rical employes are pledged to work against

the proposed daylight saving measure,
which will appear on the November ballot.

The theatrical folk gathered at the St.

Francis theatre and heard talks against the

plan. Among the speakers were Henry
Duffy, Bert Lytell. Herman Wobber, A. M.
Bowles, State Senator Thomas A. Maloney,
John O'Connell and A. A. Hickson.

Gilbert in the Air
Hollywood—John Gilbert's next starring

talker will be an air story which Lt. Com-
mander Wead of the U. S. Air forces will

write for the star. Wead is the author of

"Flying Fleet" and "Dirigible," air pic-

tures.

BUSINESS MEN stay at the

^MEW YORKER
The New Yorker has 2500
rooms, every one with radio,

tub and shower bath, Servidor

and circulating ice water. There

are four popular-priced restau-

rants, including Coffee Shop.

Rates from $3.50 a day. 85%
of the rooms are $5, or less.

Manhattan's Largest and Tallest Hotel

34th Street at 8th Avenue, New York City

RALPH HITZ • Managing Director

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS
nnrXTWQ. 1437 B'wayDKUUrO New York
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"Kwitcherbelliakin"

THIS talk about stock market
conditions, business depres-

sion and numerous other, so-

called, causes for bad business at

the b. o. has finally reached the

point where it now constitutes the

pet alibi for all kinds of showmen.
Out on the coast this past sum-

mer, when lots of houses were cry-

ing, we saw many theatres doing a

turn-away business. True, they

were running good product, but,

also true, they were selling their

shows to the public without a let-up.

That struck us as damned sight

better sense than lying down and
bellyaching all over the town. On
several occasions we made it a point

to find out how strong the "crying
houses" were making a play for

patronage, and, in all but one in-

stance, they were doing practically

nothing at all.

Show business has no use for

slackers, and any one who seizes

upon the "business depression" alibi

to support his claim for poor b. o.

receipts ought to be seriously think-

ing of getting into some new kind
of a racket.

When things slow up, that's the

time you should make an inventory
of yourself and your methods of
show-selling. And when business is

brisk, you must keep plugging if

you want it to stay that way.
If you are willing to face facts

and truths, such an inventory may
reveal that you are letting yourself
slow up to a dangerous degree.

Table of Contents

\ Linstaedt Inaugurated "Harvest
Week"

\ Smart Placed Cut-out In Park

If Bair Plugs Them From Roof
*\ McCarthy's Paper A Wow
1! "The Showman's Calendar"

\ Ken Hoel's Candy Tie-Ups

% Dan Weinberg Joins

f W. Ward Marsh Speaks
r Solomon Has Great Stuff

1 Berney Wants A Little Help

1i "Holidays Are Coming"
c Claar Handled House Capably
' Lewis Had Fortune Teller

If "Truthful Advertising"

If Campbell Passes Some Along

1; Carkey Crashes Thru

*f "What Is Exploitation?"

If Harrison's Button Stunt Good
1 Haley Utilized Trolley Car

If Hance's Stage Wedding Clicked

1i Hecht's Flivver Ballyhoo

U "Exploiting In England,"

by Robb Lawson

If "Police Pups"

If Peterson's Good-Will Getting

1 Harry Rice Secured Publicity

If Beck's Novel Lobby Display

If Mitchell's Identification Stunt

IF J. Real Neth An Active Showman
r "Potato Matinees"

If Walter McDowell Joins The Club

If La Bar Had Live Lobby Stunt

1 Oscar Passes Some Along

I Street Used Banner As Plug
1i Russell, Jr. Invited Indian Chief

'I Smart Had Some Winners

T Sonosky's Gag Was "All Wet"
If Weaver Used Presentation Angle
If Ed Mooney Active

If Walter D. Fleck Shifts

If Perrin's Coiffure Show
If Olsen Plugged Telegrams

II "New Members"

Dangerous Pastime
Then you must snap out of it quick

and get them coming back to your
theatre by working harder than
ever. Perhaps these kind of tactics

will surprise you by the way it

works, and we are confident that

it will work if you will only do your
share.

Then we have those visiting "cry-

ing towel" managers
; you know the

kind we mean; they trot from one
house to another unfolding endless

stories of how hard (?) they are

working to put their house over
and how little appreciation the boss

shows for their efforts.

Show them the door, and show
it to them quick. You have enough
problems to juggle with without
listening to a lot of hooey from
showmen who are a disgrace to the

business. And it won't add one bit

to your prestige or reputation to be

Septemberissue. Forty-one
found entertaining them when you
ought to be doping out ways and
means of keeping your house up
among the big money makers.

Visiting between managers has
been one of the suggestions we have
made time and again, but those

visits should be educational as well

as social. Not that you should be
expected to talk shop all the while

you are together, but the very na-
ture of the business you are in is

bound to provoke some sort of dis-

cussion about show-selling and the

theatre game in general.

"Chick"
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MANAGERf ROUND TACLt CLUD
Karl Lindstaedt Let
House in for Break
On "Harvest Week"

Karl Lindstaedt, manager of

the Paramount Theatre in

Austin, Minn., has earned for

himself the title of being an
"obliging" manager, with the
result that his good-will stock
in the town has shot sky-high.

It happened because Lindstaedt's Anniversary Week and the
local Harvest Festival Week fell on the same date. Being wise,

he decided to tie his event in with the town celebration, much
to the gratification of the merchants.

The Festival Week was sponsored by the Advertising Club
of Austin, who in turn appointed Lindstaedt chairman—giving
him charge of the entire affair.

The "Week" was advertised in seven out-of-town newspapers,
corn stalks and special printed cards were used on all the lamp
posts, a free pavement dance was given and a three-day style

show was had at the Paramount Theatre.
Over $400 was collected from the merchants to defray the

expenses of the Festival Week. And inasmuch as this was the
first time an amount of money of this proportion had been col-

lected from merchants on an affair of this kind, it was quite a

feather in Manager Lindstaedt's cap.

Prizes were offered to farmers bringing in the largest family,

biggest stalk of corn, biggest potato, biggest stalk of celery,

oldest car, family that traveled the farthest, etc.

With something doing every day and evening during the six

days, Lindstaedt figured by having lots of people in the city he
would get his proportionate share of the business at the Para-
mount. Consequently, he dressed his lobby accordingly for the

three pictures he presented during the week.
A stunt that got lots of attention was the posting of nine

autographed photos of Paramount stars in the lobby. These
same stars also sent congratulatory telegrams regarding the
Festival Week and they were placed underneath their photos

—

all of which made a good attention-getter.

The theatre played to excellent business all during the week,
and Lindstaedt was more than satisfied. Listen, Karl ! Let's

have some more dope on you. Send us in a photo of yourself
so that we can give you a regular introduction. Oke?

Cut-Out in a Local
Park Was Latest
Smart Achievement

It took plenty of drag for
Hugh Smart to secure permis-
sion to pull the knockout
stunt he used recently on "All
Quiet" when it played the

^_^^^^_^^^__^___^ Montgomery Theatre in
Spartanburg, S. C.

As the photo will show you, he placed a huge cut-out in a
centrally located park in the business district, at the base of a

statue. And one of them looked
so good, that he decided to
stick another in the park as
well, which, accordingly, was
done. This gag proved to be a
big one for his box-office and
will probably prove a good
break for you, too, if you care
to use it. Proposition your park
authorities if you have some-
thing that will be of mutual
benefit.

A tie-up was arranged with a
drug store and soda fountain
whereby persons visiting the
Montgomery during the pre-
sentation of "All Quiet" would
receive tickets which would en-
title bearer to two drinks for

the price of one. The drug
store advertised it in the paper
playins; up the picture, theatre
and playdates. The store also

paid for the tickets which car-

ried the theatre's ad on the coming attraction.

These activities form a great part of the work turned out
weekly by Smart and, as he is one of our active contributors,

we know that we will have some more of them to present in

the future issues of the Club pages where thousands of other
showmen find the ideas which are making their jobs really worth
while. It's the spirit of the organization, let's keep it up.

Managers' Round Table Club Section

A publication within a publication devoted exclusively

to the interests of the

HOUSE MANAGER
and all others participating in theatre management,

exploitation, publicity and advertising.

The Industry's Clearing House For Ideas!

A GOLD MINE OF VALUABLE "DOPE" EVERY
WEEK FOR THE LIVE-WIRE SHOWMAN WHO
SEEKS TO GET AHEAD IN A BUSINESS WHERE
"YOU HAVE TO GO LIKE HELL TO STAY WHERE

YOU ARE"

And our slogan is typical of our organization:

"AH For One And One For All >>
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Bair Plugs Shows
From Roof, Using a
Beaverboard Sign

As much as possible, with-
out detracting any from the
facade beauty of his house,
E. E. Bair, manager of the
State and American Theatres
in East Liverpool, Ohio, util-

izes every available space to
plug his attractions and make the prospective customers look
his way.

His house, the State, is located on the main street, and Bair
observed that automobiles or pedestrians from blocks away
could see the State sign and the side of the building quite
clearly. This set him to thinking, and he doped out that the
use of cut-out letters along the side of the wall would probably

help him to plug his fea-

tures to great advantage.
The letters would be quite
inexpensive. Accordingly,
he set out and achieved the
result that the photo shows
you. Mammoth letters were
placed along the side of the
building and you may be
sure that they attracted
plenty of comment and at-

tention when they first ap-
peared. We don't know
whether they are respon-
sible for the long line of

people who waited at the
box-office for tickets on the

opening day, but it must
have brought some of them
there. And that leaves you
wide open for suggestions.

Have you any space that can be used in this wise? Look your
house over, inside, outside and upside down. Perhaps there are

some valuable spots lying around idle. Fill 'em up ! But do it

in a manner that doesn't resemble the old time ballyhooing.

Bair is also stepping right along with his newspaper ads and
we notice in his latest batch that he has again switched to the

simple tone that has characterized most of his past advertising.

In one of the ads—a plug for "Top Speed"—he showed a pic-

ture of the star puffing away contentedly at a cigar, and along-

side his head, in very small type were the words : "Did'ja See
Me?" The unusualness of this ad attracted plenty of comment
from the newspaper readers and doubtless helped to sell the

show in a big way. Thanks, "E. E." Let's have some more so

that we can keep the rest of the Club posted on what's who in

your town.

Theatre Newspaper
Is Wow'g Them Out
In W. Frankfort, III.

Division Manager L. J. Mc-
Carthy, who handles the Fox
Wesco houses in the vicinity

of West Frankfort, 111., may
well be proud of the plan he
conceived when he tied in

seven towns in his district on
a co-operative plan whereby the theatres would get out and
distribute an eight-page tabloid newspaper.
The paper, titled "The Egyptian Movie News," is devoted to

ads from the local dealers in the seven towns, carries local

stories on the advertising dealers and their products, and also
carries publicity on the picture. A great deal of the motion
picture publicity is secured from "Now," the official Wesco
organ put out by Frank Whitbeck and his hustlers.
The sheet is only in its fourth week, but already ten thou-

sand copies are distributed ; and from the requests coming
in, the number is going to jump up hundreds more. The paper
is edited by Lou Cox of the Strand Theatre in West Frank-
fort. The residents take a great deal of pride in the paper and
they go to the trouble of writing and sending in their opinions,
with the favorable ones completely overshadowing any unfar-
vorable ones. As a matter of fact, there are no unfavorable
ones—only critical. We think that with a few more editions
the paper will develop into a real box-office getter, as it has
certainly started off fine. Keep us posted on it, Lou. And let's

know what else you are doing, too

"The Showman's
Calendar "

AN EXCLUSIVE CLUB FEATURE

Check up on these dates each week and see how
you can turn them into "money dates" for your

theatre.

Each new month offers new days of untold

opportunities.

Oct. 31

Oct. 31

Nov. 1

Nov. 2

Nov. 4

Nov. 6

Nov. 7

Nov. 10

Nov. 11

Nov. 11-18

Nov. 16

Nov. 16-23

Nov. 23

Nov. 25

OCTOBER

Hallowe'en.

Admission Day (Nevada).

NOVEMBER
All Saint's Day.

North and South Dakota Became
States (1889).

Election Day.

Lincoln Elected President (1860).

Montana Became a State (1889).

Birthday of Martin Luther (1483)

Armistice Day.

King's Birthday (Italy).

Washington Became a State
(1889)

American Red Cross Week
Oklahoma Became a State (1907)

Children's Nat'l Book Week
(sponsored by Parent Teachers'
Ass'n.)

Capt. John Ericsson Landed in

N. Y. (1837)
Repudiation Day (Maryland)

British Evacuated N. Y. (1783)

Can you tie any of the above events into

your theatre's activities?

And don't overlook the many local events that

are constantly turning up right in your own town,

county or state.

Keep an eye on " The Showman's
Calendar" Cor an advance dp on

future holidays and events.
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What Is It?

No, this is NOT a "Lobby Laff." It found it's way into Club
headquarters and we thought that you might get a giggle or a

laugh out of it. so here it is.

As you can see, it has something to do with theatres, cooling

systems and conditioned air (whatever that may be), so, like a

good student of showmanship, look it over and figure it all out

for yourself.

"
In New York City there's a

Showman Has His showman who has been in the"
n ,. . game for a good many years.

Say; Do YOU Agree, At present he is handling a

Can YOU Assist? local house, and, knowing his

business as he does, he is more
than making a go of it. In

order to let you in on what he does to beat the terrific competi-

tion offered him by three houses of a major chain, right near

him, get a load of his views, in which he starts off by saying:

"By the way, it might interest you to know that we've in-

stalled the Theatrephone, that device that enables the hard-of-

hearing to enjoy squawkies. This is the same device that the

Warners installed in their houses, and I believe that ours is

the only theatre at our admission scale in the world to install

this device. We make no extra charge for the use of it, and.

believe me, I never knew there were so many hard-of-hearing

people in this neck of the woods. It is certainly a help, both
to me and the patrons, as the majority of them haven't been
to the theatre since the advent of sound. Now they are regular

patrons here, and as they usually bring other patrons with them,
the installation more than pays for itself."

"Wish I could take a photo of a display I have here on "The
Storm." Have two empty stores in the building and use one of

them for ordinary lettered banners. In the other, the larger of

the two, had a beaverboard proscenium built, with a stage, and
room for an announcement card at the bottom of the prosce-

nium, under the stage. Just now am using an animated display

on "The Storm," made up of beaverboard cut-out of Wm. Boyd
and Paul Cavanagh fighting, while on background we have
Lupe Velez and another male character holding on to a tree

watching the fight. Background also shows the snowstorm
scene. Animated it by means of white confetti thrown into the
window and three rotating fans blowing it about, giving us a

good snowstorm effect. The attention it attracted more than
makes up for the trouble we had rigging it, and the time we
put in experimenting with the fans to get the confetti to fly

about properly."

"Have a few more ideas up my sleeve for displays of that

sort, but it's still the same old story of not spending money up
here, which gives me an idea. You often mention problems of
various managers, but they usually apply to either small towns
or first runs. Now let's see what you can do with this. I'm
in a tough jam. located in the Bronx, playing third run since
Fox bought out our opposition; which originally played day
and date with us, giving us at that time second run. I'm not
permitted to spend much money for advertising, which ties me

down to programs, window cards and a six-sheet truck which

is split up between three theatres, meaning that we use it about

10 days a month. Our sound is satisfactory to our patrons,

although it could stand plenty of improvement; in fact, am
experimenting on that end now. We are the only theatre in

the section running double feature, our shows usually running

about three hours in length."

"The theatre itself is kept clean and neat at all times, and is

the most modern of the smaller houses in the section, being only

three years old. Of course, we have our regular patrons, who
have been patronizing the house since it opened, but we can't

depend on them. Since installing sound have no room for stage

attractions, as the horns and tower take up all available stage

space. Previous to sound we gave our patrons a stage attrac-

tion in the form of a high-class singer every week. I don't be-

lieve in give-away propositions or rebate tickets or price reduc-

tions, as I believe that all of those items tend to cheapen a

theatre."

"Have prospects of Saturday morning Kiddie Shows, through

getting acquainted with the president of the Parents' Associa-

tion of a large school nearby, something I've been trying to

promote since we opened, but without success. Did him a favor

by running program notices regarding school registration, and

he promised to use his influence with the principal, so we shall

see what we shall see."

"By golly! When I started this letter I thought I had noth-

ing to say, but it looks as though I'm wrong, so better stop

now. Say, before I forget, here's a hint for houses that use the

non-sync for opening and closing. If they want some good
snappy fox-trot numbers with vocal choruses, tell them to try

those ISc "Hit-of-the-week" records, issued once a week.

They're made of fibre, are unbreakable, and can be run about a

hundred times without impairing the sound quality. Recordings

are just as good as on the expensive discs, and they employ

some well-known orchestras. Have been using them here for

the past few weeks, and they're more than satisfactory."

" 'Snuf for now."
Well, how about it? He wants to know what you'd do if you

were in his shoes. Drop us a line giving us some dope on it and

we'll pass it along. Remember it's "All for One and One for

All."

The economy idea instilled

Ken Hoel Gives Us in s° m?n? oiJhe
t

A™rican
A T •**! w- ft gentry during the term of of-
A Lilltle 1 ip Un nce f Coolidge seems to have

Novel Candy Tie-Up hit Ken Hoel pretty hard; but
it happens to be an advantage-
ous wallop. Ken, as you know,

manages the Harris Theatre in Findlay, Ohio.
It happened this way. When he played "Bright Lights" he

decided to use a throwaway that would be looked at. To do
this, he tied up with a local confectioner and the man donated
a bunch of candy kisses which were placed, one apiece, in an
envelope appropriately labeled: "A Kiss From Dorothy Mac-
kaill, charming star of 'Bright Lights,' etc." A small box car-

ried a credit for the dealer.

To seal up the envelopes, Hoel printed a number of small
stickers, which contained the program for the week. The stick-

ers were placed on the flaps of the envelopes, holding them
down, and insuring their being read. The angle proved to be a
good one from the box-office standpoint and resulted in addi-

tional business. Which, as that is what Ken is always after,

was oke with him.
And by the way Ken, how about passing along some photos

and dope on how you manage to turn out those marvelous art

fronts that we have been hearing about from some folks who
passed throueh your town recently? Not fair keeping those
things a secret. We're waiting. So don't tell us that you are
too busy.

A L W

A

YS
WE A R

YO U R
CLUB PIN
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Dan Weinberg Is
Latest Virginia
Showman to Join

Another showman from
Virginia comes to the Club in

the person of Dan Weinberg,
district manager for Warners,
of the state, working under

-——^^—^-^^—--——^———^ tne direct supervision of John
J. Payette, general zone man-

ager. He handles all of the houses in Harrison, Staunton, Lex-
ington, Clifton, Forge and Bedford.

Well versed in showmanship, having been in the game since
he was knee high to a water bucket, Weinberg is well qualified
to handle the job he now holds. In the olden days his father
was one of the pioneers in the business, and has been handling

houses since then. Weinberg himself has
developed right along in the game, start-

ing as an usher in the houses, shifting to

ticket taking, billposting, and operating.

He knows almost every phase of the busi-

ness. The success of the Shenandoah
Valley theatre can be accounted in no
small way to his efficiency.

Well, when a showman can present so
excellent a card of admission, it seems to

us that we have acquired a man who will

join the ranks of the active Club mem-
bers. We want to extend him a hearty
welcome into the Club and express the

hope that he is going to pass along some slants on his work
so that his fellow members might also benefit from them.
What do you say, Dan?

A National Guard
Tie-Up Netted Ray
Peterson Publicity

Tying in with the National
Guardsmen was largely re-

sponsible for Ray N. Peter-
son increasing business over
200% during the showing of

"All Quiet on the Western
Front" at the Strand Theatre,

which has been making theatrical history in Gulfport, Miss.

Company M, 155th Infantry of the Mississippi National Guard
paraded to the theatre from the armory in uniform with a full

complement of officers at 7:30 P. M. on first day of picture's

engagement. Upon arrival at the theatre they assembled along
the sidewalk and went through a few drills and were then
photographed.

Besides the parade, Peterson had the guardsmen's full co-
operation in putting over the picture. They furnished a ma-
chine gun which was displayed in the lobby during play dates
with three uniformed guardsmen with rifles and fixed bayonets
on duty at all times. The machine gun was set up behind a sand
bag dugout in the lobby. A uniformed bugler was also secured
who blew taps at the close of the feature each time. All lights

in the theatre were dimmed and then the bugler stepped from
the wings of the stage and was spotted with a dim baby spot
which threw his shadow on the back curtain while he softly

played Taps. This went over very nicely and was loudly ap-

plauded.

Peterson then persuaded the Captain of the guardsmen to

award, from the stage on the first day of the picture, Govern-
ment medals for marksmanship which two of the guardsmen
had won at the National Guard summer encampment. The
medals were presented and the boys received tremendous ap-
plause from the audience. A special shadow box was made on
which was painted two big guns pointing up toward top of

box. Then at the mouth of the gun a jagged hole was cut

out to resemble a bursting shell and this was covered over
with red transparent paper on which was lettered the title

of the picture. By the use of a flasher in the box, it gave the

NOVELTY SOUVENIRS
Make friends with your patrons
Vew profits In your box office receipt*
• lire kiddies "Brazel Novelties" end win
there es Boosters for your show house . . .

Inexpensive attractive novelties eerve as real
business erettors always.

St,

Says W. Ward Marsh
in The Cleveland Plain Dealer

I know of no other big business which asks so little loyalty
and gives so little human interest to employees as the film
industry, as a whole.

It is an enterprise which has never made inventory of the
cost of labor-turnover—or what price it is to have a loyal,

honest, affectionate employee.
With but few exceptions, barring relatives, most men with-

in the industry will tell you (if they speak the truth) that
they expect to be "let out any time." I mean by "most men"
to include all the workers with particular emphasis on the
ones on the lower rungs of the ladder.

A new boss comes in (which happens regularly), and there
is a complete change of staff. This happens with astonish-
ing regularity. And the pictures have yet to learn that no
employee does his best or even tries to do his best when
he knows that it's only a matter of months or weeks or
even days when he'll be hunting a new job.

The cost of these changes of staffs is terrific, but so far

no one has made the slightest attempt to reckon the cost
nor has any attempt been made to build up good feeling,

morale or anything else which goes into solid, if abstract,

construction of a business enterprise.

In place of that, standardization has set in. AH ushers
bow from the hips, direct you with extreme and annoying
politeness to seats you do not want, and in all respects act

as about as unAmerican as it is possible for them to act.

House managers, not all but most, still have no great say
in the operation of their houses. They are told to get busi-

ness, and that they have a free rein—and then next day a
favorite from New York appears, fires ushers, raises blazes
because the rest rooms are not perfect (when no appropria-
tion has been given to assist in perfection), and acts so
lordly that every employee in the theatre knows the manager
has no authority and thenceforth treats him with no respect.

The theatre goes down. Then a new manager comes in.

Often expenses seem to be running high, and so several

jobs are closed and more work is thrown on the manager of

the theatre, with the results that he can't do all the work
allotted him. Finally New York asks, "What's the matter
with business?"
The trouble is that so little brains is going into manage-

ment—both in exhibition and production. Only one factor

is not neglected and that is this: Are we making as much
money as we set for our quota?
And then when the producers find they are not they begin

cleaning house again, establish new staffs and begin the
same rotten old process of doing everything to kill business,

and just enough of the right thing to keep business going.

What the screen needs is loyalty within its folds. What
it also needs is enough sense to understand that its forte is

telling motion picture stories. I think it will struggle along
for a long time as it is.

There is no telling how far it will go if it sets about
telling stories which have movement in them.
As for loyalty in its own house, that's its own grief. It

costs millions to have its own hands bitten by the thousands
who don't care what the hell happens to the old concern just

so long as they can hang on. It's a great game among em-
ployees—this hanging on. I've been watching them come and
go for a decade, and there are shining exceptions to every

rule, but most of them hate the handouts which are feeding

them.

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG. CO. "cln.i^f. 8'

appearance of the guns firing. At each flash, the titles stood

out boldly in the center of the explosion.

Other mediums included 250 postcards being sent to Ameri-
can Legionnaires and to prominent people in the city; the dis-

tribution of 3,000 paper napkins printed in two colors; 1,000

heralds wrapped around bread and distributed by the bakeries

and others.

With so complete a campaign is it any wonder that they were

yelling S. R. O. when the first show was half over? We have

noticed from this showman's past activities that he doesn't

waste any time in putting his campaigns across, so we'd like

him to shoot along some dope to us on the various means and

stunts he uses to sell them. Let's hear from you, Ray, and
include your photo at the same time, so that the rest of the

Club can meet you.
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New Angle on Phone Gag!
Remember that telephone hanger gag that C. J.

Latta and Johnny Scanlon passed along on our
pages? Paul Kunze, Manager of the State Theatre
in Stoughton, Mass., is using it now and he reports
unusual success.

A slight variation—one that is of great help—has
been made by Kunze on the stunt. He prints, like

Latta and Scanlon, the program for the week on
the phone hanger. As a pass privilege stunt though,
he announces on the hanger that every day fifty

phone subscribers will be called and asked what is

playing at the State. If the answer comes back
correctly the person called is informed that tickets

will be waiting at the box-office for him. In this

manner Kunze is sure that the phone hanger is

put on the phone, as the person called will have
to have it before him in order to state the name of

the current picture.

Solomon Sure Can
Lay Out Campaigns;
He's a Real Expert

When S. S. "Sig" Solomon,
city manager for Publix in

Youngstown, Ohio, sets out to

execute a campaign on a pic-

ture, every possible angle is

covered, as witness what he
did to sell "All Quiet on the

Western Front" to the town when the film played the State

Theatre.
For his general treatment of the film, Solomon depended, to

a great extent, on the newspapers. Cut off from the east and
west suburban territory because "All Quiet" played Sharon,
Pa., and Warren, Ohio, he concentrated on intensive city cover-
age and devoted most of the selling energies to north and south.
On the art work, his copy sold the title, above all else. He
played up the sex appeal angle, and heads of all the prominent
characters. All copy connected the book with the screen.

The street displays, valance and lobby cards carried copy:
"Regular Prices—Doors open 9:30 A.M."
To sell the trailer, Solomon spotted it between the news and

the comedy. Two men uniformed in German army attire seem-
ingly opened and closed the unit. They appeared at the center
of the stage and as the curtain unfolded marched toward the
exits (offstage) and remained in the background to march
toward the center as the trailer finished and the curtains closed
in. The fader setting was raised higher than usual to bring
home the "thrill" effect.

His free publicity in the newspapers netted him a human
interest story, supplied by the State doorman, whose childhood
was spent behind the Western Front lines, a special feature pre-

view story write-up written by the dramatic editor, special

human interest story written by a Detroit nurse, the impres-
sions of a local German pastor on the film, a Funny Face con-
test with children being entitled to revamp a cartoon of Slim
Summerville, and readers in all the foreign papers.
On his outside billing, Solomon covered every inch of avail-

able space in the city, even to the posting of dated one-sheets
on all of the army boards. Every window of prominence in the
town features some of his art work, with the book stores com-
ing in for a great play. He ran a special preview early in the
morning for the benefit of the dramatic editors, vice-president
of the Federation of Women's Clubs, the two most prominent
Germans in the town (the Pastor and Mr. Dietz), and the
superintendent of public schools. He secured reviews in writing
from every one in attendance and ran them in the papers, in

the write-ups and display advertising.

His exploitation included a personal address during the meet-
ing of a prominent German society, the distribution of 1,000

personally signed German letters, at a Teuton picnic ; 2,000
postcards to the Mahoning valley district adjacent to Youngs-
town; an address at the Kiwanis Club; at the Saturday Booster
Club meeting he announced to the children the importance of
"All Quiet"; secured personal contacts with the American Le-

gion and Cinema Club for theatre parties; two German pastors

gave their comments to the congregation on the picture; and
the superintendent of schools gave all of the principals copy
of his personal review to post on the bulletin boards.

Some campaign ! So completely covered and so adeptly

handled that it had to click! Have yet to hear of an instance
where Sig's campaigns have not gone over. We want to say
thanks for this one because we know that the rest of the Club
is very much interested in seeing what this showman is doing
out in Youngstown, and we are sure that they will be able to

pick out and use some of the ideas to suit their own particular

case. Thanks, Sig, and remember, we're always looking for

more from you.

Ike Berney Wants
Your Help on His
Price Slash Problem

Pasture
-> THE BEST FOR LESS"

THIS THEATER CLOSED TONIGHT AND TUESDAY

In nl „,. of Jcwiih Holiday.

"GOLDEN DAWN"

ONLY THE PASTIME
• Could Brio* You Such •

Phenomenal Entertainment Line-Up
Fo. the New Show Su

nvnahip and r

... randy tt

theater

the best entertainment season

H» booked bv lh» PASTIME

!

With the bold nliy to make
Ibt edmietion price only 3Sc

(childre: 16c> w
rrgoing

Here's one for the Club to

dope out. In accordance with
our policy of "All for One and
One for All," and not desiring

to express our own personal
opinion on the angle, since we
feel that it is the Club's prob-

lem as well as our own, we are going to give you the low-down
on the ad we are reproducing here.

This ad, made up by Ike Berney, manager of the Pastime
Theatre in Lewistown, Pa., was inserted in the local news-
paper. In an effort to boost business for the coming season,

Berney and the owners
decided to reduce the
price of the house. In the

ad he explains that he can
hardly afford to do this,

especially since pictures

are not cheaper and his

expenses are as high as

ever. He tells the readers
and patrons of the theatre
that he is going to take a

sporting chance. He wants
their support, and, being
confident that he is going
to get it he is slashing

prices.

His list of prosperity
promoters, which he lists

in the ad, cover some of

the biggest pictures for

the coming season. He
tells the whole town what
he is going to play, and
gives them a line on what
to expect. His aim is to

have those persons who
formerly visited the the-

atre but once or twice a
week, come to every new
show. In this manner he
expects, through increas-

ed patronage to get back
the money which he
stands to lose by lowering
prices. What do you think
of his move? Is it a good
one? Would you try it?

Have you any suggestions
to offer? Let's have your

views so that we can pass them along to him? Or if you're in
Berney's district drop him a line or two and he'll give you some
dope on how he's doing on the plan to date.

public I

Newest production, of three
of the motion picture indus-
try's leadine; etudios ore under
contract—the greatest trio we
ever brought together!

PROSPERITY PROMOTERS!

WARNER BROS FIRST NATIONAL

. "MOBV DICK"

"RIVER'S END-

MARILYN MILLER

"EAST IS WEST'

.....,-; ... SAME QUALITY

i I., rhr PASTIME ic

WALTER S. CALDWELL says:
Have always considered MOTION PICTURE NEWS

a marvelous trade journal.
Manager,
Loew's Valentine Theatre.
Toledo, Ohio.
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Claar Handled the

House Capably While
Holden Vacationed

It is too bad that we have
to bust in on this column,
which we had intended to de-

vote exclusively to the activi-

ties of J. M. (Jake) Claar, as-

sistant manager of the Fairfax
Theatre in Miami, Fla., where

Earle Holden manages, but we have to pass along the photos
showing the arrival of the flyers and officials from Cuba, who
attended the premiere performance of "The Dawn Patrol," of

which we told you more some time ago, so we hope that Jake
will forgive the little break. However, here goes for a recital

of Jake's work while Earle was recently vacationing in Havana.

When lie played "The Spoilers," he went down to the Miami
Herald and sold the sporting editor the idea of attending the
screening so that he could witness the fight scene in the pic-

ture. The editor attended and was so impressed with the film

that he gave the special scene a big write-up on the sporting
page. In keeping with the theme of the picture, Claar secured
a quantity of slab lumber and converted the entire front of the

theatre into a hut similar to those found in the lumber camp of

Maine and Oregon. The same effect was obtained for the box-
office.

To plug the film about the city, Claar, in lieu of heralds,

made up stickers, which were pasted on automobile wind-
shields. The stickers carried copy : "Keep Smiling ; Don't Be a

'Spoiler.' " A number of them were also pasted on the windows
of local merchants. For a street ballyhoo, an usher, dressed in

miner costume, with pick, shovel, boots and everything that

goes to make up the well dressed miner. He paraded the streets

during the busiest hours, a banner on his back plugging the
film.

Then he effected a very valuable tie-up for "Monte Carlo."
crashing one of the largest department stores for the first time,

with this particular sort of gag. The store agreed to furnish
him with perfume costing $15 an ounce. The perfume was
sprayed in the theatre during the boudoir scene in the picture
and proved a knockout angle. You can figure that it must have

These Ads Will Make 'Em Look Twice!

Thanks to Pete Smith out at the Metro Studios in

Culver City, we are passing along three of the marvel-
ous ads used for the coast premiere of this attraction.
Do you agree that they are beauties? Let's have some
more Pete—and thanks.

HOLIDAYS ARE COMING!
No doubt many of our members and readers will

wonder why we start calling attention to these
things so far in advance, but truthfully speaking,
nothing real big was ever accomplished through
lushing about doing last-minute things. On the
contrary, rushing generally ends in failure and
hard feelings for all concerned.

Christmas holidays means, in the parlance of
show business, headaches. Unless you are one of
those honest-to-goodness managers who know how
to capitalize on the hundred and one angles which
present themselves to those who would seek them.

Promoting a free show for the poor kiddies of
your community is just one way of cloaking the
theatre in good-will. Receiving and distributing
groceries, vegetables or toys, via the local Salva-
tion Army, Chamber of Commerce or other wel-
fare organizations.

Working up interest in a Santa Claus matinee,
perhaps one of the best ways of showing a real
day's receipts on Christmas Eve. It's simple
enough. Advertise it as just that; "A Santa Claus
Matinee"; time it to break after school hours on
the 24th. Have a Santa Claus there to greet the
kiddies as they come in and to present them with a
little package. The package to contain one or two
small toys or novelties, plus some good Holiday
candy. We know of one manager who took in $165
on the day before Christmas. Out of the $165, the
special matinee netted him $152. It was like finding
the money. All the toys and candy cost him was
twenty-two dollars.

These are just suggestions; think it over, boys,
but don't wait until the last minute to make your
plans or arrangements.

taken some tall talking to promote the perfume, $15 an ounce,
an ounce each performance, five performances a day, and a
seven-day run! Not so bad, is it? And Claar did more besides

that on the picture, too. Nearly every store dealing in ladies'

apparel was tied up for window displays.

Claar certainly deserves to be complimented on his work,
especially in view of the fact that he had all the regular routine
to look after, too. Keep us posted, Jake, so that we can keep
tabs on you.

Fortune Teller at
Old Mill Theatre
Was Fine Novelty

Showmen have had artists,

singers, dancers, musicians
and every other form of en-
tertainment to plug shows, so
it was no surprise to find out
that W. W. Lewis, manager
of the Old Mill Theatre in

Dallas, Texas, had introduced a gypsy fortune teller to help
him boost business higher at the house.
A gypsy tent was promoted and a psychic was secured who

had built up quite a following at a local tea room. The gypsy
woman was glad to co-operate on the stunt for the prospects
of customers which she might get. The fortune teller gave
readings free and became so popular that she had a line all day,
every day, waiting to have their fortunes told. Patrons received
readings on presentation of seat check—showing that they had
actually attended the show.
The stunt proved so popular for the three days that it was

decided to hold it over for the remainder of the week. Well,
there it is. If you can find a spot for it, it might also click for
you, too. At any rate, we want to thank Miller for letting us
see it, because we know that his fellow Club members are al-

ways interested in seeing what the other fellow is doing.
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Truthful Advertising

In a recent letter received from R. Mason Hall
of the Lyric Theatre in Norton, Virginia, we quote
a paragraph which we consider straight from the
shoulder and always of timely interest. We would
appreciate any other expressions of a similar char-
acter because it deals with a subject of such great
importance.

"My possibilities for exploitation here in Nor-
ton are limited, but regardless of the town or
the location, if you go after it strong enough
using the available opportunities that the town
affords you can usually get the business. By
winning the confidence of your patrons, being
fair and square with your advertising, and ex-
ploiting each feature as being just what it is.

Exploiting each feature as being bigger and bet-

ter than the one you just showed, I think is about
the worst practice a theatre man can follow,

especially if he has competition and uses this

method; he will wonder why he isn't packing
them in. My idea of exploitation is not putting
over a big special; any fool can do that. It's

these good little subjects that need the plugging
and if you put it across, then I congratulate you
and consider you a good exploiter."

We are grateful to Mr. Hall for this frank ex-

pression and we hope to hear from him again on
some more of his opinions on how to sell your
shows and your theatre.

Carkey Crashes Thru
With Whiz Work for

Olympic Opening

Throwing all his showman
resources into the task before

him, Larry Carkey, who is

now handling the Olympic
Theatre in Utica, N. Y., is

turning out some great stuff

at the house.
On the recent opening of the house he treated Utica to a

fine campaign. Radio announcements were broadcasted four
times a day for ten days in advance of the opening date, telling

about the theatre opening and the attraction playing the house.
Fifty thousand paper napkins were placed in every restaurant
and soda fountain in the city. The napkins carried the im-
print of the initial attraction at the theatre. 40,000 circulars
were distributed on a house-to-house campaign. Music stores,

book stores, and every available merchant's windows were tied

up, the windows being devoted entirely to the theatre opening.

An elaborate theatre front was built for the opening of the
house, cut-outs and other things were being placed on top of

the marquee, with floodlights enhancing the effects. Cards were
placed in every room in the leading hotels advising the guests
of the feature attraction at the Olympic. Plenty of newspaper
stories were secured well in advance and right through to the
opening day.

As the city boasts a large foreign population, every foreign

paper in the city carried ads and stories, a move which proved
to be an excellent one. Over 5,000 telegrams were sent out
through Western Union informing Uticans of the event to take

place. Congratulatory telegrams sent in by screen stars were
placed on a large board in front of the theatre. The Western
Union set up a receiving set in the lobby, and furnished with
copies of the congratulatory telegrams by Carkey, they duped
them so that it appeared as though they were just being sent.

This move created a lot of comment, the natives thinking that

it was the McCoy. As a result, the stunt clicked wonderfully.

Carkey's whole campaign, well planned and executed, was a

certainty to click from the start. The theatre enjoyed one of

the best nights it had ever had and the town saw a sensational

opening night and campaign. With Larry all set up there, we
look forward to hearing more from him real soon, and we are

sure that his work will contain some slants that will help his

fellow showmen. Keep it up, Larry.

Guest Week and a
Film Check Chart
Campbell's Latest

Up in Canada they are still

as active as ever, and one place

where there is bound to be
something doing is in Wal-
laceburg, Ont., where Duncan
Campbell manages the Capitol

Theatre.
Not so long ago he pulled a stunt that went over well

in his town. It was called "Guest Week." Six local mer-
chants co-operated in it and permitted Campbell to insert

names iu their daily ads. The names were selected at random
from the town directory. A heading on the ad stated: "Look
for Your Name in This Ad and Receive a Free Pass to See
(Title, etc.)." The local newspaper came through handsomely
and give him a front-page streamer on the top of the sheet,

"This Is Guest Week at the Capitol." Directly underneath they
ran a long reader. The space was secured absolutely free. In-
cidentally, "Guest Week" went over very well. Perhaps you
want to try it?

Along with this story we are reprinting a copy of the film

report chart which Campbell so kindly passes along to us.

This was gotten up for him by one of the boys at his house
and contains a pretty complete summary of what goes into the
booth. If at any time the theatre is accused of damaging film,

they have only to check back on the film report to find out the
condition it arrived in. We are reprinting this rather small in

order to save space. If you care to use the slant, you can make
up your reports any size you want. They may be either printed
or mimeographed, Campbell's being the latter.

Date
Name of Feature Picture
Producer
No. of Reels—Large Small Condition
Type Condition of Film
Comedy No. Reels
Other Shorts
No. of Stops Reason
Adjustments Made
Quality of Reproduction—Feature Shorts
Running Time—Feature Comedy
Other Shorts Spec. Gravity of Battery
Tubes Changed Amp
Pec. Amp Exciting Lamps
Charging of Batteries Rate Amps No. Hours

.

Supplies Ordered

Any Trouble in Sound Reported by Manager.

Remarks

Projectionist.

Projectionist.

Manager.

Oke, Duncan. We are glad to note that you are still selling

them in a showmanlike manner up in your district. Give our
regards to Jack Allan and the rest of the Round Table mem-
bers around your vicinity and let's hear some more from you.

PIERRE BOULOGNE says:
"Like every other manager who reads the ROUND

TABLE CLUB regularly, and they are legion, I bet, I

get a great deal out of it. More than one stunt I have
used has come right out of your pages."

Manager, Norva Theatre,
Norfolk, Va.
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WHAT IS EXPLOITATION?
EARLE HOLDEN Says:
EXPLOITATION and ballyhoo!

As great a difference between the two
as day and night, or a black horse and a

white horse. At least I think so, and although
I have only been in the game four years, I

have learned to respect the meaning of the two
words.

As it appears to me the word ballyhoo takes
us to the circus lot. It is a hard word to

use, because of the fact that modern shownman-
ship had almost eliminated the word. When
the spieler of a side show stood on the platform,
and with cane in hand, told of the million of

wonders that one could see on the inside for

ten cents, that was ballyhoo. But the man-
agers of theatres don't go in for that kind of
showmanship, not that there is anything wrong
about it, but their method of selling comes
under the classification of exploitation, to sell

their shows in a manner that will bring them
the greatest returns for their money.

And what constitutes exploitation? There's
so many ways of exploitation that it is rather
hard to state just what does constitute ex-
ploitation. I would refer to any form of a
street device for selling a picture as a street
ballyhoo. I would refer to any noise or music
device for selling a picture as a ballyhoo, which
shows that even the present day theatre man-
ager does have to use bally methods in selling
some of his shows, but his ballyhoo must carry
a truthful message. And it must be stated that
some of the old time showmen who stood on
the platform yelling their wares to the public
were apt to stress a point here and there, such
as the giant reptile you will see on the inside,
captured after it had strangled 40 men to
death with one stroke. The snake probably was
raised on some snake farm, and had been doped
from the time it was old enough to see until
the present, so much, that it did not know a
man from a horse.

But the most practical side of the showman-
ship game of today where motion picture the-
atres are concerned is the regular exploitation
methods. And they come under many classifica-
tions, but all tend to sell that particular show
which the theatre manager is attempting to put
over. If you plant a special story in a news-
paper that is exploitation. You had to sell the
editor the idea that the story had news value,
you had to write it like that, and that was
newspaper exploitation. The window trim in
which the merchant had to be sold on the idea
that the stills and art displays would attract to
his window were surely exploitation ideas. The
fact that you promoted perfume at $15.00 an
ounce gratis to spray the theatre with was ex-
ploitation. You had to sell the merchant the
idea that people would like the scent of the
perfume and would want to know where they
could purchase it, and if the merchant was wise
he would do some exploitation of his own with
the results that you would have a trailer on
his screen announcing that the perfume could
be purchased at his store.

In all matters pretaining to exploitation the
word ballyhoo should be left out. They are two
separate means of selling a picture. If you
are going to ballyhoo a picture then ballyhoo it

and if you are going to exploit a picture then
exploit it, and yet there are times that the two
can be worked together to good advantage.

If I build an atmosphere front for my theatre
that is exploitation. It had been included in
my exploitation plans. Now if I decide to fur-

Here's the latest opinions on
exploitation. These views sub-
mitted by Earle Holden, man-
ager of the Fairfax Theatre,
Miami, Fla., and Dave Lustig,
publicity chief of the Manhat-
tan Playhouses in New York
City will let you see what two
showmen—hundreds of miles
apart—have to say. Follow this

series closely, as the tips con-
tained therein are valuable.
Only a few more of them, too.

ther enhance the selling value of the front by
placing a loud speaker on it playing music, then

that is ballyhoo, a direct bally to call attention

to the front which should then sell the Dicture.

The same thing applies to the truck that I

might have out on the streets. My exploitation

ideas call for certain specifications on the same.
The art department and the carpenter carry out
my exploitation ideas. Then my truck is ready,
but how shall the attention of street walkers be
called to the truck. By ballyhoo methods of
course, a loud speaker or a spieler.

I have tried to show what I believe is the

difference between the two. Exploitation is

used mostly, is used all the time, with a Tang-
ling in of ballvhoos for the purpose of attrac-
tion additional attention to that particular ex-
ploitation idea that I am trying to put over.

In the modern show business we necessarily
need both exploitation and ballyhoo, with the
exploitation dominating. Exploitation itself is

a'separate part of the show business, but a good
theatre manager in order to hold down a ffood
job has to be a theatre manager and an ex-
ploiteer. And the theatre business is not the
only business that depends on exploitation and
bally methods in order to do business.

While it is true that the words originated
around the show business, practically every in-

dustry today is using exploitation methods to
sell their product and it is a noticeable fact that
most of these methods were handed down by
showmen. And all in a nut shell exploitation
is really advertising, which is secured free of
charge to put over a show. Advertising really
heads the list with exploitation coming next and
then ballyhoo and all three make the combina-
tion to either pack your house or to have your
show play to empty seats.

DAVE LUSTIG Says:

WHAT is exploitation?
It we are wrong this case can be taken

to a higher court. If you agree' with us
. . . our time has been well spent knocking out
this "must go" for our friend "Chick."

Exploitation is the getting across of a cer-
tain picture or stage show that hasn't the big
names, well known story by a well known
writer . . . and a number of other lacking
qualifications the seasoned showman should
know.

Suppose we get the order or get the idea
ourselves to put across a certain special month,
picture or what have you. Instead of the
usual three or four hours sleep we remain
awake jotting down various steps and ideas

that later we will either incorporate into a more
or less smashing campaign or tear up and as-

sign to the ever-waiting waste basket . . . only
to begin all over again doping, planning and
discarding. Yes, indeed, its a great life but

nerve wracking! Ask Chick ... he knows!
After we decide on a dozen or two jotted

ideas we start pounding out the necessary copy,

routines, window displays, and the war is on!
Each manager, following the set campaign, sug-
gests various bits and ideas. Then they start

to work. And boy they sure do work

!

The campaign is under way . . . the dear
public learn all about it'. . . they tell their

friends and results start clicking in a consistent

manner. The box office sings a theme song
. . . the home office begins to smile . . . the

managers are delighted . . . and more bacon is

brought home.
Exploitation embraces many things . . . and

covers a multitude of sins. It acts as the

hypnotic influence, when properly applied, that

draws them from various sections into the the-

atre and when the talking entertainment is en-

tertainment Mr. Mrs. and Miss Public, dear
beloved souls . . . leave the theatre in a happy
mood . . . and if not . . . well ... we do try

to make 'em come and then like what we give
them.
The mere sending out of a few thousand

circulars or heralds doesn't mean exploitation.

It is the many different items checked on a
campaign routine that clicks and hits the bell.

It was the consistent plugging of the Man-
hattan Playhouses, Inc., organization that put

over Blue Ribbon Month, Gratitude Month,
Better Talkie Month, and everything we have
done. It was the managers who went over the

top with banners flying and bands playing.

Pictures that had but litle selling value were
put across to satisfying returns by the men in

our organization stepping to the music doled
out by the main office. Our men are not rub-
ber stamps nor puppets . . . they are expected
to do things and they do. Empty seats are the
bugbear of every theatre man. Exploitation
properly applied will fill, at least, many of the

empties, but each and every theatre really needs
a bit of study and special exploiting of ideas
for it has been proven time and time again that

certain stunts and campaigns that will click well
in one neighborhood will not apply to another.
Managers who know what it's all about know

their immediate vicinity and their own house
can add to a campaign sheet with telling results

but these additions will bear more fruit when
taken up with the main office for two or more
heads many times are better than one.

And on the other hand it is imperative that

the house manager follow the campaign sheets

as well as studying the press sheets for every
bit of effort put forth to boost a picture counts
and the public is always interested in some-
thing a bit different and the oldest standbys can
be rehashed and adapted with a new angle that

many times goes over to much better results

than a newly thought out bit of special ex-
ploitation and that is where the value of The
Manager's Round Table section clicks . . . for
here the managers have a fund of practical

exploitation stunts used by managers through-
out the country.
Often a manager picks an item out of the

pages of the News and brings it in to our
office and asks us if they can use it. We often
adapt the idea, giving it a different twist and
are honest enough to admit that we are thank-
ful for these pages especially when we have a
million things to get out so copy can reach the
printers before deadline.
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Backgammon in New York City!

Right on the heels of our suggestion a while ago
regarding the rapidly gaining popularity and value
of Backgammon, we learned that one of New
York's houses has installed the game, and it is

meeting with favorable response from the patrons.
The Little Carnegie Playhouse, Leo Brecher's

house, on 57th Street—formerly an arty cinema,
and now playing second runs at Broadway prices

—

is ideally suited, due to its background, to intro-

duce the game. The house is the first in the city to
feature it.

Loose Buttons Were
Sewed on by Lady
As Harrison Stunt

They are still laughing in

Waco, Texas, over the latest

Harrison gag. It happened
when "Animal Crackers"
played the Waco Theatre. J.

P. Harrison, manager of the
house, in order to make cer-

tain that his patrons would go home with all their buttons on,
engaged a lady to sew on all lost buttons.
The lady sat in a big wicker chair in the lobby with her sew-

ing basket, table and plenty of buttons. A large sign in the
background read: "The management of this theatre has em-
played a lady to sew the buttons back on the clothes
of the patrons who burst them off laughing at ANIMAL
CRACKERS."
The lobby stunt got a lot of attention and caused much

favorable comment.
A street stunt was used that evoked a lot of laughter. Two

grown boys rolled each other around in a baby carriage through
the business district—and the one riding carried a sign reading.
"I am now paying off a bet that ANIMAL CRACKERS is the
funniest picture ever produced."

And while we are at it, we'd like to tell you of the realistic

lobby display he constructed for "Manslaughter."
The local Ford agency and a motorcycle dealer loaned the

vehicles to make up the lobby display. The motorcycle was
turned on its side as if the car had hit it and the dummy in

policeman's uniform was under the motorcycle.

In the car was placed a wax figure of a woman that was
valued at $500; the wax figure being loaned by a local dry
goods dealer. She (the wax figure) was seated behind the driv-

ing wheel and was attired in sports wear and was smiling as
though nothing had happened.

The car had to be turned on its side to get it into the lobby
and then put on rollers and rolled in. The display looked so
realistic that people gazed at it for some time. Special stills

and catchlines regarding the picture were placed around car
and motorcycle. In addition to the interest displayed in the
exhibit many people were curious to know just how the car
had been placed in the lobby.

You all, no doubt, remember the gag that Harrison pulled
on "Vagabond King" when he had girls on the street present
every man in Waco with a rose, which they pinned on to their

lapels, so you know he is no slouch when it comes to turning
out stunts that will click at the box-office. In view of this fact,

"J. P.," we think that you ought to be represented often, so
we hope that you are going to keep us posted.

Haley Had Trolley

Car Plugging Film
Playing His Theatre

It's all star showmanship
that Eddie Haley is displaying

at the Star Theatre in Con-
cord, N. H. Eddie, whose
photo appears with this arti-

cle, is right there when it

comes to attracting shekels in-

to the box-office. One of his recent endeavors may be seen in

the street car gag that formed a big part on his campaign for

"Follow Through."
Through the co-operation of the General Manager of the

street railway—who was persuaded that the stunt was a corker
and would help business—Haley secured the use of a trolley

car, the only cost being the salary of the motorman, a trivial

expenditure in view of the results ob-
tained from the stunt. The car, appro-
priately bannered with compo board,
carried a plug for the street railway and
the selling talk on the picture. The gag,
never before pulled in the city, went
over like hot cakes in a Childs' beanery.
The street car company, well pleased,

reported an increase in business, as did
the theatre. The way was paved for an-
other tie-up and we don't doubt but
that Haley is going to take advantage
of it when the occasion arises.

Another gag that went over very well
in his town was an animal cracker hunt, held in conjunction
with "Animal Crackers." A notice was inserted in the news-
papers to the effect that envelopes filled with animal crackers
would be secreted amongst the shrubbery and trees in the local

park. All of the children in town were invited to participate

and the one securing the most animal crackers would be
awarded a football donated by the local dealer. The second
highest received a month's pass to the theatre and there was
a number of other awards. The children were cautioned against
opening the envelopes. When they were brought to the theatre

^^J^5
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and counted they were distributed evenly, thus giving Haley an

excellent break along the good-will angle, and also showing
that he knows his stuff. The local newspaper came through
with a story on the stunt and this, too, helped to put the picture

across.

Oke Eddie, when you display work like that we know that

vou are going to be an active member. Let's have some more.

What Is Exploitation?
"Many of us are learning for the first time what ballyhooing and exploitation really

are. The daily routine does not give us much time for analysis so your series of articles

leave many of us with new thoughts that are always so welcome and so needed in show business."

Lea Duhamel,
Paramount Theatre,
Providence, R. I.
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After Trying for a
Number of Months
Hance Staged This

"If at first you don't suc-

ceed, try, try again," was what
they used to tell us when we
went to school. Monte Hance,
manager of the Saenger The-
atre in Biloxi, Miss., seems to

have remembered it, for after

a lot of trying to secure a couple for a stage wedding, work
which was started in Hattiesburg and finally ended in success

in Biloxi, he accomplished his objective.

He had been trying since last March, while in Hattiesburg,

to secure a couple who would agree to marry on the stage.

He had things pretty well sewed up in Hattiesburg when he
was transferred to Biloxi. This was somewhat disappointing

but he kept on, determined to have that stage wedding if it

took him a few thousand years. On his arrival in Biloxi in

May he remarked, in one of the weekly letters that he sends out,

that he would like to have a couple married on the stage. He
expressed the opinion that he thought he could run it on August
15th. He missed out by three days. The wedding was held on
the 18th.

But we are getting way ahead of the story. Hance started

his quest for the couple by calling a meeting of the theatre

personnel and asking them to be on the look-out for prospects.

A want-ad was inserted in the paper advertising for a couple

who would be married on the stage. The confidence of a lady

running the "Advice to the Lovelorn" department was next
gained, and a letter submitted to her in which the writer con-

fided that she would like to be married in a novel way where
all their friends could see them. The letter was published in

the paper and several days later Hance sent in an answer stat-

ing that a wedding on the stage of the theatre would be the

proper way. This letter, too, was printed.

A favorable break in the campaign was hit upon when a cer-

tain gentleman, still unknown to Hance, advertised for a wife.

The newspaper played this up, and Hance sent in an answer
purported to come from a woman who expressed the desire to

be married on the Saenger stage. The newspaper grabbed the

fictitious letter and gave it a big display.

So the months rolled by, and still no couple in sight. In the

latter part of July, another meeting of the service staff was
called and they were again requested—this time urgently—to

scout around and see if they couldn't get a lead on a couple.

Finally he got a break. A man came into the office and an-

nounced that he and his bride would be married on the stage.

Hance almost hit his head on the ceiling jumping for joy.

Then he set out to put the wedding across. Everything and
everybody in sight was tied up. There were gifts of an opening
account at the bank, bridal dress and veil, bride's slippers,

flowers and bouquets, groom's evening clothes, wedding ring,

the bridal suite at the local hotel, haircut for the groom and
facial and permanent for the bride, 3 month's subscription to

the daily paper, floor lamp and baby carriage, wedding cake,

ice cream, wedding supper. 50 piece dinner set, complete shower
bath installed, and many other articles.

REMEMBER—FOOTBALL—l
This is about the third time we are calling atten-

tion to the fact that during the football season you
can do many things to boost business, tying right
in with the popular sport.

In response to many requests we have forwarded
the details of how other showmen have success-
fully engineered this type of stunt in the past few
years, but it should be sufficient to know that an
invite to the entire local team, together with
their coaches, trainers, etc., ought to mean some-
thing in your theatre. If the school has a band,
O. K. Bring them into the party, too. They'll liven
things up with a parade to the theatre and then
play some of the popular school songs before the
team is presented on the stage.

Get busy right now and plan some sort of a cele-

bration for your team. Print their line-ups, the
schedules, and get banners around the home field.

Enough angles here to make it mighty profitable
for every one concerned.

Collegiate Flivver
Was a Ballyhoo That
Clicked for Hecht

Hance did the job up fine and received reams of publicity

for his house. Each of the merchants displayed his gift or

gifts in the window; a display was placed in the theatre foyer;
the merchants inserted co-operative ads in the local paper and
plenty of stories and pictures came along.

The stage setting was a knockout, and we are unable to show
it all to you in the photo we are reproducing. The photo was
taken the morning after the wedding. Only a part of the set-

ting is visible. The photo had to be taken this way to eliminate
the cost of stage hands. At the real wedding the stage was
deep, the screen being flown. The town had never seen so fine

an affair and they didn't hesitate to tell Hance about it. And
by the way, Monte, like a real showman, declares that he
shouldn't be given all of the credit. He wants to hand some
of it to the employees who contributed their services, and a
lot to his assistant George Pollitz who helped him make it a
success. Oke Monte, there are the credits; but just the same
you deserve plenty.

A couple of stunts that net-

ted him some publicity and
good-will for his house were
successfully executed by El-

mer Hecht when he played
. "Sunny Skies" at the Isis The-

atre in Pensacola, Fla., by the
use of an ancient flivver and a tie-up with a cooking school.

The flivver was of 1924 vintage and was completely painted
white and covered with numerous collegiate wisecracks as well
as the title of picture, name of theatre and play dates. Just
above the back of the front seat an opened umbrella was placed
on which was painted the title of picture and name of theatre.
Four boys drove the thing through the residential and business
district of the town while one of the boys announced the title

of picture, theatre and play dates through a megaphone. At
night the car was parked in front of the theatre. The ballyhoo
caused much atention and received more comments than forth-
coming in a long time.
Hecht also tied up with a local cooking school in which two

guest tickets were offered as an attendance prize. In return
for this, the name and play date of the current attraction was
announced before the body of cooking school members, which
totaled about 600. The school also mentioned in their news-
paper ads that "Sunny Skies" was playing at the Isis and gave
play dates.

These two angles enabled him to turn in a few dollars more
than were expected. And when that's done, it turns the trick,

doesn't it. Elmer? And, by the way, we haven't a photo of you.
What do you say about remedying the deficit?
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EXPLOITING IN ENGLAND!

By ROBB LAWSON

"Exploiting screen entertainment effectively calls for an insight
into English psychology."

The above comment from Robb Lawson, publicity director lor

the United Artists' Film House in Wardour Street, London,
England, can be best explained by reading the English show-
man's signed article, reprinted below, in which he sums up
the show situation in England from the exploitation and pub-
licity angle.

Mr. Lawson has long been active in theatrical affairs on the
other side, and his observations are made after years of careful
study, in which he passes along not only his own opinions but
those of his contemporaries as well.

it is advisable to avoid ballyhoos, as snobbish prospects are choked
off by what they term cheap publicity. In the provincial cities

this does not apply, the provincial has not yet lost his sense of

curiosity nor his appetite for street shows.
As regards "musicals," the gramophone record makers and song

publishers always give 100% co-operation for window display tie-

ups throughout the United Kingdom. For merchant shop window
displays, it is not quite so easy, but a persuasive and ingenious
exploiteer can always overcome prejudices. Woolworth's shops
are specially helpful with displays of their 6d edition of film novels.
Outdoor stunts sometimes lead to trouble with local police, but

there is generally a way round to secure kindly co-operation.
Summed up, it is the fascination of overcoming editorial barriers,

art editors' predilections for British products, and the prejudices
of the old-time exhibitors against exploitation, that make the Brit-

ish publicity man's life a splendid adventure.

"The screen is peopled by such characters as were never seen,

conversing in a language that was never heard, upon topics which
never arise in the commerce of mankind."
To adapt Dr. Johnson's phrase that is still the official, class and

literary attitude of snobbery towards the cinema in Great Britain.

Yet we serve 20 million people weekly with screen entertainment!
To exploit that form of entertainment effectively calls for an

insight into English psychology. For your Britisher is a pan-
technicon-load full of prejudices that must be respected. To the
showman the solution is simply to vend the sweets in the proper
wrapping paper—in the classic phrase, "feed them with food con-
venient for them."

Just how the English scene differs from the American can be
explained by one incident. A few years ago the Dramatic Critics

Circle at one of their discussion dinners chose the screen for its

whipping post. Only one member—the writer—could say anything
in its favor. Today, five well-known dramatic critics who were
there find it is part of their duty to write about films in the London
dailies, and there is now a film section of the Critics Circle, with
ten members.

As to the English picturegoer today, he is captiously critical.

Largely so, I think, because of the superior manner adopted by
the press towards films. Editors have not yet taken the screen
seriously enough, and their remarks are dictated by, I would say,
flaming ignorance.

Two editors of London dailies admit they never see pictures, and
I quite believe it, judging by their attitude towards the screen.
The mind of the English public is devastatingly skeptical towards

film news. Stories about colossal salaries of stars, etc., hinder
rather than help. The yarn served up with sauce piquante has a
better chance of seeing print.

The same conditions prevail with provincial journals. There is

scarcely one newspaper which employs a full-time film correspond- .

ent. A reporter is deputed to cover the cinema showings on Mon-
day openings and his usual method is to write up twelve to forty

lines upon the picture, matter for which is derived from an ex-

ploitation sheet. There are exceptions in the key cities, of course,

but the press attitude towards pictures generally is dictated by the
brutal question, "How much are they going to spend in advertising?"

—a question that never arises with stage shows.

The publicity man has got to ferret out the correspondents who
will be useful in the dissemination of news. Among these are free

lances who specialize in film gossip, and these have to be encour-
aged. One phase in the art of preparation or advance work, is to
forestall any angle of criticism that may be unfavorable. An ex-
ample occurs in the case of "Villon," a stormy subject for critics.

This was forestalled by sending out an article in advance stating
exactly what was known historically of his life and work. The
result was that the critics' expected strictures on that angle were
effectively stilled.

There are six trade papers, but only three fan journals, two
weeklies and a monthly. There is also a film paper for boys and
one for girls. Advance production publicity presents difficulties.

A goodly section of the London dailies and Sunday weeklies are
open for news stories, but film news comes last in the list of
editorial news values. For the ordinary advance news about stars
or productions, there is little demand. As to the fate of screen
pars., in some editorial offices "the W. P. B. is King." (W. P. B.,

expect you know, is "waste paper basket.") Yet London stage gos-
sip is always accorded plenty of space, despite the fact that picture
theatres spent ninety times the amount in newspaper display adver-
tising that theatres do.

Working "ballyhoos," stunts and street parades in London is

anathema to the police. But it can be done! The sad part to a
publicity seeker is that when you attend the police court the magis-
trate usually asks the press men not to publicize proceedings in
their reports. In that way you lose your anticipated press pub-
licity. For West End shows catering for high-priced seats ($2 top),

Circuit Houses Plug
Shorts and Discover
They Are Valuable

We have consistently stress-

ed the fact that a very valu-

able form of film to plug is the
short subject. We have en-

deavored to show why, and we
were gratified to find out that
our arguments were backed

up by progressive showmen throughout the country, in the
form of a mass of material, in response to our hurry call for
anything showing the selling of shorts.

In Brooklyn, N. Y., the Century Circuit, an up-to-the-minute
chain of theatres, headed by A. H. Schwartz, well-known the-

atre man in the East, has instituted a regular policy of plug-
ging all shorts of especial merit in each of the circuit's houses.
In the photo we are showing you can get an idea of what one
enterprising manager of the circuit thought of "Si, Si, Senor,"
a hilarious comedy just released.

-***AVA LO
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COMMON CLAY WITH CONSTANCE BENNETT
TOM PATRICOLA IN "SI SI SENOR"
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It is not only on the marquee, though, that the shorts are

plugged. You will find many managers on this circuit tying

up windows and working gags and street stunts to put them
across. No matter what the type of the short, comedy or drama,
they have yet to meet with bum business in plugging them. At
times a short has saved the entire show.

How are you handling your one and two reelers? Do you
put them on as just "fillers"? Or do you try and get more
than your money's worth out of them

—

a thing that may be
easily done?

Whitbeck says:
"The Round Table is progressive . . . in edi-

torial and the doctrine they preach. They en-

courage you to get out of the rut of old-fash-

ioned sameness and repetition and then . . .

what is still better . . . they show you how
to do it . . . by story and illustration."

And Whitbeck knows!
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Good-Will Getting
Is a Bright Spot
In Peterson's Work

With an eye to future tie-

ups, Ray N. Peterson, man-
ager of the Publix-Strand
Theatre, Gulfport, Miss., pulled

a good-will stunt on last day
of showing of "Song o' My
Heart" that will undoubtedly

prove of value in the months to come.
Thursday noon, on last day of picture, there was a luncheon

at the high school which was attended by the members of the

school board, the city commissioners, officers of the Parents-
Teachers' Ass'n, officials of the Chamber of Commerce as well

as the superintendent of schools and all -city school teachers.

The purpose of this luncheon was a general meeting for dis-

cussion and get-together prior to the opening of the city

schools. Peterson took this opportunity to have announced to

this group at the luncheon that they were all invited to attend
the Strand Theatre to hear John McCormack—knowing that

they would particularly enjoy a picture of this type.

Peterson's purpose in doing this was to get the theatre in

the minds of the school teachers and to form a spirit of good-
will at the start of school in order to be in a position to ask
favors during the coming school year and to be able to get co-
operation for future advertising and exploitation through class-

room medium as well as a foundation for help in forming a

Kids' Booster Club in the near future.

The superintendent of schools and the principal personally
called on Peterson to thank him for the courtesy extended to

their faculty and expressed their desire to fully co-operate at

any time in exploiting and advertising the theatre programs.
The president of the Chamber of Commerce also expressed
his appreciation for making the afternoon program for the
teachers enjoyable.

In this way. Peterson is setting himself in solid with the
town. And the results are more than ever going to boost the
attendance at the local house.

POLICE PUPS!
A corking kiddie gag that always brings results

is the passing out of some Police Pups (pedigreed
or otherwise), in conjunction with some special

kids' matinee.
For complete details, use your own imagination,

but in doing so surround the angle with enough
interest to make the youngsters keen for the pups.
It's really a worth-while idea, so think it over. If

you engineer it successfully you can repay us for

the suggestion by sending us all the dope on how
vou handled it.

IS IT A DEAL?

Harry Rice Grabbed
Off Publicity on
Initial Visit to Town

From the time he started at

the new Paramount Theatre
in Monroe, La., up till the
present, Harry Rice, manager
of the house, has been secur-
ing plenty of publicity for the
theatre.

The arrival of a new manager and the change of name of
theatre gave the newspapers something to write about—and Rice
gave them all the information desired as he figured it was good
advertising for the theatre.

Within the short span of several weeks, Harry engineered a
'Most popular Business Girls' Contest," "Invitations to Visitors"
and a "Cooking School" tie-up in addition to articles about the
manager himself.

Through the aid of one of the newspapers the "Most Popular

Business Girl Contest" gave the theatre lots of publicity at very

small cost ; the merchants supplying the gifts and helping to

defray the expenses of the winner to Hollywood and return.

Through the columns of another newspaper, Rice issued

invitations to visitors. If there was a visitor in town, the friends

of that visitor or visitors was to get in touch with the news-
paper, who in turn would issue them a printed invitation; the

invitation being good for any show at any time convenient to

the visitor. This stunt resulted in lots of favorable comments
for the theatre.

The theatre derived more publicity on a cooking school tie-

up which was sponsored by one of the local papers. This paper
devoted a full page in announcing the school to be held morn-
ings at the Paramount as well as contributing publicity during
the four days the school was in session.

One of the newspaper scribes concocted a story about Harry's
affiliation with the local baseball league several years ago, and
that they were glad to have him in Monroe instead of a neigh-
boring town. They also mentioned in this story that he was
the new manager of the Paramount and the people could look
for great things from him.
Another story was that Rice contemplated having amateur

programs one night a week at the theatre. A photo of the

manager accompanied this story. And still another story about
the manager purported to give his biography since entering the

show business from the time he managed a show boat on the

muddy Mississippi up to the present time.

These many items of publicity have helped to make people
think in terms of Harry Rice and especially the new Paramount
Theatre. And if the box-office receipts are any criterion, then
Harry has made good already.

These publicity stories served to cement Harry's introduction
to the town; but we think that if he wants to cement his "intro"
into the Club, a photograph and a story about his career in

^how business would be most appropriate.

Whooping It Up With Two Effective "Whoopee" Displays
A New York and Canadian Flash for Eddie Cantor's Laugh Provoker. And if anyone under-rates the value
of such displays let them step forward and give us some good reasons for so doing. Otherwise remain

silent and forever hold your peace.

TJRT1
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Wright at Toledo!
The front page of the Akron (Ohio) Beacon-

Journal carried a notice of Dick Wright's depar-
ture from the management of the Strand Theatre,
so he must have been popular.
Dick is going to handle a duo of R.K.O. houses

in Toledo, and with a background such as he has,

he should make an excellent job of it. We want
to wish him a lot of luck and we are sure that
he will continue the excellent work and activities

which have characterized his past performances in

the field and on the Club pages. Good luck, Dick!

Through a tie-up with a lo-

Diving Outfit in cal telegraph company Ed-

r .i" i7i j j ward Beck, manager of theLObby Helped tO Georgia Theatre. Atlanta, Ga.,

Plug Beck's Show turned in a very creditable

:^=^^^-^^^___^-^^^^_=. week, from a box-office as

well as publicity standpoint,
when he played "The Sea God" recently.

Postal installed a receiving set in the lobby. On opening day
of picture telegrams were being received from stars and execu-
tives in Hollywood and New York complimenting the theatre
upon having secured "The Sea God" for the first appearance
in Atlanta.
From Tuesday on, however, Beck had telegrams come in

over the Postal from the newspaper critics and various promi-
nent citizens—commenting upon the show. As the telegrams
came in, they were posted on a display board, which was cap-
tioned, "What Atlanta Is Saying About THE SEA GOD and
the Only Vaudeville Show in Atlanta via Postal Telegraph."
Beck also rigged up a telegraph operator's key which was

concealed in an unused box office. This key was connected to

a spark intensifier over the box office and for four hours a day
a school boy was kept busy sending in Morse code—the same
messages being received in the lobby. The noise of the spark
intensifier attracted lots of attention.

In addition to posting telegrams on the board, Beck also got
out a message of about 30 words addressed to "Mr. or Mrs.
Atlanta Theatregoer." These were distributed on the sidewalk
in front of the theatre very carefully to the extent of about SO
a day.

A complete diving suit was placed on display in the lobby
with a card attached reading, "This suit worn by Richard Arlen
in THE SEA GOD." The suit was stuffed with newspapers so
that it was filled out—and then it was suspended from a beam
in the lobby. This display attracted a tremendous amount of
interest from passersby and proved even more interesting to
patrons after they had viewed the picture.

We understand that Mr. Beck has been turning out some
good work around his district and we hope that he is going to
be represented on our pages often, particularly so since his
fellow showmen in the South are rated among the active.

In order to introduce his

patrons to something novel in

the form of an exploitation
stunt, J. L. Mitchell, manager
of the Genessee Theatre in

Waukegan, 111., tied up with
the local newspaper and ar-

ranged to run a photo identification contest on "The Big
House" in which free tickets were given to the contestants
guessing correctly the identities of the pictured players.

Photographs showing a portion of the faces of each member
of the cast were published in the paper on consecutive days,

and in connection with them, Mitchell also ran a description
given in the manner of those found on reward notices for
escaped convicts. The stunt proved to be a very successful one
and Mitchell will probably use it again, as its simplicity in-

sures its clicking.

Thanks, "J. L.," for letting us in on what you are doing, and
incidentally, we haven't a photo of you. How about one?

Identification Idea
Helped Mitchell to

Put His Show Across

J. Real Neth Is
An Active Showman
Says Jean La Roe

It is Miss Jean LaRoe her-

self, the well known feminine
press agent for the J. Real
Neth houses in Columbus, O.,

who passes the palm to her
boss, Mr. Neth, and the staff

artists, M. F. Bragdon, who
arranged the ad we are showing in the cut.

Knowing that a certain shot in the film "Dancing Sweeties"

would afford him a tie-up with the makers of a well known
drink, Neth decided to tie up the film when it played at the

Grand Theatre. The bottling company paid for the entire ad,

which ran a half of a page,

and we think you'll agree
with us that its copy is ef-

fectively worded.

Here's a situation where
the owner of the circuit

proves he is right there

when it comes to displaying

showmanship. Miss La Roe
tells us that she ought to

feel a bit jealous, but then,

she explains that Mr. Neth
is one of the most capable
showmen the city has ever
seen, and in this manner
she manages to excuse her-

self, and at the same time
she pays her boss a tribute

that he deserves, and the

reason we know that he
does is because we have
been in touch with things
theatrical long enough to

know what is going on in

Columbus and every other
city in the country.

We have a hunch that

Miss La Roe is going to

follow this up with some
other angles, that will more
than make up for the march
that was stolen on her.

However, since every one
in the Neth organization is

working for the theatre and
not for personal glory, it

makes things all right. Are
we right on that point, Miss
La Roe?
The midget cuts and stu-

dio mats blend in well with
the artist's drawing and
this helps keep the eye fo-

cused on the ad to the ex-

tent on seeing every point.

We were glad to pass this along to our other members and
readers for two reasons. First : it shows how good the Beth ad
artist is, and second : it proves again how angle for free space
can be engineered.

Notice to Members
PLEASE be sure to notify

the Chairman of any change

of address.

—THANK YOU.
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PERSONALITIES
-- SHOWMEN NEWSETTES FROM EVERYWHERE —

ROBERT PIERCE is now managing the

Strand Theatre at Carthage, New York.
* * *

ROBERT FULTON has been re-assigned,

by Publix, to the Broadway Theatre, Coun-
cil Bluffs, la., replacing Don Allen who
had been acting as temporary manager.

* * *

IRWIN SOLOMON, former manager of

the St. James Theatre, Asbury Park, N. J.,

has been transferred to the new Paramount,
Plainncld. Edgar Goth will assist him.

* * *

EARL TATE has assumed the manage-
ment of the Strand, Meridian, replacing

E. R. Willis.
* * *

SAM PEARLMAN, former assistant

manager of the Strand Theatre, Long
Branch. X. J., has been appointed manager
of the Riaito. Asbury Park, succeeding

Edgar Goth.
* * *

JACK BOYD, former manager of the

Imperial Theatre, Greensboro, N. C, has

assumed management of the Rex, Hender-
sonville, N. C, succeeding A. P. Barry who
was transferred to the Polk, Lakeland, Fla.

Roy Rowe, former manager of the Strand,

Spartanburg, succeeds Boyd at the Imperial,

Greensboro.
* * *

A. GOLDSMITH, former manager of the

Savoy Theatre, Asbury Park, N. J., has

been "transferred to the Majestic, Perth Am-
boy, replacing Walter Morris who went to

the Strand. Savoy, featuring legit all sum-
mer, is dark.

* * *

ROBERT L. DRAKE has been pro-

moted from the assistant managership of

the Saenger, Pine Bluff, Ark., to manager-
ship of the Strand, Texarkana, Texas, suc-

ceeding Frank Harting.
* * *

JACK HODGES has been transferred

from the managership of the Strand The-
atre, Perth Amboy, N. J., to that of the

St. James, Asbury Park.
* * *

T. M. HERVEY, formerly manager of

the American Airdrome "in El Paso, Texas,

has assumed management of the Palace,

El Paso.
* * *

GILBERT HIGGINS has been appointed

manager of the Queen Theatre, Austin,

Texas.
* * *

F. J. PATTERSON is now managing
the Strand Theatre, Wichita Falls, Texas,

succeeding Adna Avery, resigned.
* * *

J. E. CAMPBELL has been transferred

from his post as assistant of the Lyric The-
atre. Asbury Park, N. J., to that of assistant

at the Paramount.
* * *

CLARK WRIGHT has been transferred

from the Rex Theatre, Abilene, Texas, to

the Queen, Brownsville.
* * *

F. JOHNSON has assumed management
of the Jamaica Theatre, Jamaica Plains,

Mass., succeeding Harry Brown. Jr. who
becomes publicity director of the Washing-
ton St. Olympia and Uptown Theatre,

Boston.

C. A. CUNNINGHAM, formerly man-
ager of the Riaito, Lowell, Mass., has been
transferred to the Strand Theatre, Somer-
ville.

* * *

C. R. ORR, assistant manager of the

Strand Theatre, Waterloo, la., is acting as

manager of the house, pending replacement
for Harry Holdsberg, resigned.

* * *

HERBERT KNELLER, former man-
ager of the Lyric and Hippodrome Theatres
in Lancaster, Ohio, has resigned to accept

a position as assistant to Harry Abram of

the local Palace Theatre. He is replaced

by C. L. Henrich, who was re-called from
the Ohio Theatre at Piqua.

* * *
LOUISE LABINE is managing the Em-

bassy Theatre, New Britain, Conn. Hi;
managerial position in Middletown, Conn.,

will be filled by B. S. Rogin.
* * *

E. M. CARNEY has resigned as manager
of the Princess Theatre in Deming, New
Mexico. Frank Nordhaus, the owner, will

manage the house.
* * *

GENE BRADLEY, formerly of the Crys-
tal Theatre, Broken Arrow, Oklahoma, has
leased the Liberty Theatre in Bi.xby.

* * *

J. H. CALLAHAN, formerly manager ot

the Capitol Theatre, Middletown, Conn., is

now managing the Regal Theatre in Hart-
ford.

* * *

CONRAD HOLMES has resigned from
his post as manager of the Paramount The-
atre in Portland, Oregon. He is awaiting
transfer assignment.

* * *

MAX GOLDSTEIN, formerly of the

Fox Theatres Main Office Booking Depart
meiit is now managing the Tivoli Theatre
in Jersey City.

* * *

SIMEON MARKS has been promoted
from the assistant managership of the Ter-
minal Theatre, Newark, N. J., to the man-
agerial job, with Stanley Hala stepping in

as assistant.
* * *

EDWARD LANE, former assistant man-
ager of the Audubon Theatre, New York
City, has been promoted to manager of the

Tuexdo Theatre, with Paul Ellis, former
asistant at the Victoria, going to the Tux-
edo, in the same capacity. W. Tatreau will

succeed Lane at the Audubon.

Items for publication on this

page should be addressed to

"Chick" Lewis and will be pub-
lished the week following re-

ceipt. Notices of promotions,
transfers, change of addresses,
and other material of this na-

ture is what we want for our
"Personalities" page. The more
you send the more interesting
will be the page each week.

D. J. BURNS has been appointed man-
ager of the Monticello Theatre, Jersey City,

New Jersey.
* * *

JACK RANTZ is now managing the
Queen Anne Theatre in Bogota, New Jersey.

JACK MULDOON has been appointed
manager of the Leonia Theatre, Leonia,
New Jersey.

* * *

E. S. KUYKENDALL is now assistant

manager of the Victoria ^Theatre, Ossining,
New York.

* * *

LEONARD PIERCE has been appointed
treasurer of the St. Francis Theatre, San
Francisco, Calif.

* * *

MARTIN BROWN, for ten years lessee

and manager of the Lorain Theatre, Cleve-
land, Ohio, has darkened the house and re-

turned to Pittsburgh, his former home.

AL FECKE, formerly of the sales staff of

Educational in New England, is to manage
Sam Kurson's three houses in Vermont. He
will establish headquarters at the Brandon, in

Brandon, Yt. The Brandon is a recent acqui-
sition.

* * *

EUGENE OCHS has been named man-
ager of the Heights Theatre, Cleveland,
Ohio, succeeding Lee Berger, resigned.

C. E. PAYNE has succeeded Robert Gor-
man as manager of the Dickinson Theatre,
Hiawatha, Kas.

* * *

WILLIAM BUCHANAN and Nathan
Bragg will build a theatre in Blue Springs,
Nev^. in a building that formerly housed the
local post-office.

* * *

M. J. SMITH is building the new Oriental
Theatre, Bonaparte, Iowa. Town has never
had a picture theatre.

A F. SAMS, JR., former manager of the
Auditorium Theatre, Winston-Salem, North
Carolina, and more recently engaged in the
banking business, has re-entered show busi-

ness and is now managing the Playhouse,
Statesville, N. C.

* * *

HERMAN G WEINBERG is again
managing the Little Theatre, Baltimore,
Md.

* * *

WILLIAM T. HASTINGS, former man-
ager of the Rahway and Empire Theatres,
Rahway, N. J., has been appointed manager
of the Globe Theatre, New York City. He
is succeeded by Ed Moore of York, Pa.

J. J. Williams will continue as manager of

the local playhouses.

* * *

CLARENCE L. LAWS is managing the

new California Theatre in Berkeley, Calif.

* * *

ARTHUR LUCAS has been appointed to

look after the Ritz Theatre, new movie house
in Brunswick, Ga.
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Potato Matinees Are

Corking Thanksgiving Gag
Are you planning a potato matinee for the week

or two weeks before Thanksgiving?
It's one of the best ways to grab off a flock of

good-will and publicity for your house. It is a

certainty that the local paper will get solidly be-

hind you. Announce through their columns and
your screen and house organ that on a certain day,

all kids bringing in a bag of potatoes or a can of

fruit, beans, etc., will be admitted free to the the-

atre.

Stack the goods up in the lobby of your house.

Let the residents of your town know that the goods
will be donated to the Salvation Army, or local

charity. Take a picture of the stuff you receive and
grab off some additional space in the local news-
paper.
The "potato" matinee is a natural for Thanks-

giving. There are plenty of ways in which you can

benefit your house, as well as yourself and others

by working like a Trojan to put a stunt of this sort

across. It is not alone from a publicity standpoint

that you should attack it. You're a showman, a

credit to your community, and anything you can
do to relieve an unfortunate situation in your town
will more than be appreciated. Oke.

Walter McDowell of

Louisville, Ky., Joins
Round Table Club

From down in Louisville,

Ky., we recruit another mem-
ber in the person of Walter
D. McDowell, of the State

Theatre, the United Artists

and Loew house.
During his many years in

the show game, McDowell has turned out some corking show-
manship, accounts of which have been frequently seen in trade

publications and newspapers throughout the country. He is

very active at his house, being one of the real vets in show
experience.
As we list this city as being pretty close to 100% Round Table,

we are under the impression that Walter will have some pretty

stiff competition if he tries to lead the field. However, Walter,
it is up to you. If you want to take a crack at running ahead
of the pack, you know your ability. Let's have a photo of your-
self when you send in your initial contribution so that we can
give you a regular introduction on the Club pages.

Man Painted Sign
In Full View of
Patrons of Plaza

Oscar Offers Us a
Couple; Including a
Knockout Herald

Down in Athens, Alabama,
the natives have been seeing

plenty of showmanship for the

past couple of seasons or so

and the reason for it has been
that Earle Oscar, manager of

the Ritz Theatre doesn't let

up on the speedy pace he sets when he wants to sell the town
on each and every show that he plays at the house.

As usual, Earle hands us a bunch of quantity gags with the

quality mixed in with them. Take the account of his cam-
paign for "Dynamite" when he played the picture not so long ago.

Small red cards measuring about two inches all around, carry-

ing copy, "A Careless Driver Plays With 'Dynamite'," were
placed on every car in the vicinity of Athens. Another stunt

was that of securing a great many cardboard boxes, labeling

them "Dynamite" and throwing them about the streets. This
stunt, as would be expected, caused plenty of excitement, until

the persons got near enough to distinguish the name of the

theatre and the fact that "Dynamite," in this case, was a pic-

ture title and not an explosive.

We are showing a cut of the novel heralds Oscar uses. These
heralds measure three by two inches, printed in black on com-
mon stock paper. Look them over. They go great in Oscar's

town and they should probably do something for you, too.

If you can use them, hop to it. They are inexpensive and will

give you an opportunity for displaying ingenuity in make-up.

A gag that went over well on "Hell's Heros" was the dis-

tribution of heralds, in the form of pay envelopes, that con-

tained appropriate copy on front, and inside, a couple of spoons-
full of sand. The natives liked the stunt very much. Another
stunt, on the same film, that went over well was a street bally-

hoo. Three men, dressed like desperadoes, rode horseback about
the town. Signs on their backs plugged the film, and the ef-

fectiveness of the stunt may be seen in the photo we are show-
ing. The other photo shows you what Oscar does along the

lines of display work.

A lobby stunt that derived
an unusual amount of public-
ity for "Animal Crackers"
when it played the Plaza The-
atre, Asheville. N. C, was the
stunt that F. LaBar, Jr., used
by having his house artist

paint a coming sign in full view of the patrons.
The artist worked in the lobby at different hours of the day

on a special banner which was to cover the entire electric sign.

Neatly lettered cards nearby the artist informed the patrons
that he was working on a special sign for "Animal Crackers"
—one of the laugh hits of the season and coming to the Plaza
the following week.
The special sign made by the artist covered the entire electric

sign with the exception of the name "Plaza" and electric border.
The banner contained cut-out heads of the four Marx brothers,
their names, title of picture and catchlines pertaining to the
picture. The sign was illuminated by four 1,000-watt lights

which made an excellent attention-getter.

As you all know, LaBar turns out some fine displays at his

house, and it was only recentlv that we showed you the work
he created for "Anybody's War" and "The Silent Enemy,"
so you know what to expect from him in the future. Right?

"HOOT GIBSON" FIGHTS LIKE

A GAME COCK

in "SPURS"
TODAY at the RITZ THEATRE

Be Wise!

SEE

"UNDER A
TEXAS MOON"

TODAY at the RITZ THEATRE

He's certainly a busy showman, isn't he? Though he is not

located in a big city, the work he turns out is certainly big

time showmanship and we feel sure that he had made the the-

atre one of the community assets. This is the way it should

be and we are glad to see that Oscar is right on tap. Let's

hear some more from you, Earle.
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Meet Fred Polacek
Johnson's Side Kick
At the Robb Houses

Here he is—Fred Polacek,
himself. As you know, Fred is

the assistant manager of the
R & R Theatres in Big
Spring, Texas. He is the side-

kick of Heinie Johnson, the

house artist whose work has
appeared many times on our pages. Since he has been at the

house, Fred, who is considered pretty good at exploitation has
been turning out some fine stuff.

Xot so long ago we showed you the miniature aeroplane that

he doped out to plug "The Dawn Patrol" when the film played
the local houses, and we are sure you will agree that he knows
his stuff. Fred tells us that he and Heinie have some good

work in store for us on their campaigns
for the new season and that the team is

going to try and put in as many novel
angles as they can dope out.

They have a rather neat system down
in Big Springs for selling shows. Robb,
the part owner and manager of the chain,

dopes out the campaigns, hands them
over to Johnson and Polacek and they
add whatever they can dope out, raean-

| while carrying out to the letter, the direc-

tions that Robb has given them. In this

manner they are able to do work that
means something. Welcome into the

Club, Fred, and remember we want to hear plenty from your
district.

E. Street Strung
Banner in Main
Section of Town

Get a load of this photo and
see what Eugene Street, man-
ager of the Carolina Theatre,
in Greensboro, N. £, did to

put "Manslaughter" across in

his town.
He sold the police on the

idea of careful driving and thus was able to put up three ban-
ners across the street in different locations; the banners read-
ing. "MANSLAUGHTER may be the charge if you do not
DRIVE CAREFULLY." There was no mention of theatre and
play dates or any intimation that "Manslaughter" was a picture,

but when the newspaper ads broke, everybody was rather
anxious to see the picture.

Street also arranged to have cardboard signs placed on
light and telephone poles as well as traffic signs. Copy on these
signs read: "Do You Realize it may mean a conviction of

MANSLAUGHTER if you run down a person through reck-

less driving? DRIVE CAREFULLY is a city ordinance re-

quirement."

To top off his campaign with another medium that received

lots of comment was the lobby display. In the lobby was a

sport roadster on which was a banner reading: "A Woman
Was Driving This Car," etc. Alongside of the car was a motor-
cycle, lying on its side with a dummy policeman standing
near by.

How Big Is Great?
Words never used in show business:
Gigantic, Colossal, Tremendous, Massive, Mag-

nificent, Titanic, Startling, Momentous, Preten-
tious, Mammoth, Terrific, Stupendous, Imposing,
Staggering, Enormous, De Luxe, Immense, Pro-
digious, Superb. . . .

Now you tell one!

That is effective exploitation. He covered every angle thor-
oughly, making certain that his newspaper ads broke at the right
time, as well as his announcements, in the theatre, of the pic-
ture. Every stunt used on the picture clicked for him. We are
glad to note that he is continuing the live-wire work that has
marked his efforts down at the Carolina, and we hope to hear
from him again. And send your photo in with your contribution,
Eugene.

Heap Big Indian
Chief Was Invited
To Witness Film

Playing up a local interest

angle was one of the ways
that enabled C. J. Russell, Jr.,

manager of the Opera House
in Bangor, Maine, to get in a
newspaper plug and a picture

t on his current show, "Silent
Enemy" which resulted in big returns for his efforts.

The local interest was due to the fact that the leading lady
in the film had come from the Indian reservation just 12 miles
distant from the theatre.

Russell visited the big chief at the reservation and got him to
send down a representative group to attend the first night's
showing of the picture.

Both local papers played up the local interest angle in the
picture in addition to running photo of the leading lady. The
picture got an excellent opening and held up well throughout
its entire run.

Mr. Russell has been displaying some fine showmanship in

his town, and while this is only his first contribution we have
an idea that he is going to be represented often on our pages.

And when you send in your next contribution, "C. J.," include
your photo and some dope on yourself.

Smart Shot Stunts
Swiftly; Starting
Season Show Selling

Here's a few gags that were
used recently by Roy L. Smart,
manager of the Broadhurst
Theatre in High Point, N. C,
to sell the current attraction.

We are passing them along in

the event that you may be able
to find a spot for them in your own show selling.

A neat looking card containing institutional copy was mailed
to school teachers. Copy on these cards varied from the usual
copy sent to teachers in view of the fact that most of them
were not new and a large number of them have been in the
city all summer.
"Theatre News," an irregular publication containing four

pages and about 7'/i by 5 inches in size was made possible
through the co-operation of a store presenting a fashion show.
The News contained the kind of news one would expect in a
publication of its kind—all the news about the theatre, the
forthcoming pictures, etc., as well as news about the fashion
show. The store stamped and addressed them at their expense
to a mailing list of nearly 2,000.

Another unique looking folder was made up with the front
page headed, "Instructions for Rear Seat Drivers," etc. Pages
2 and 3 contained in large type—SHUT UP!—and the back
page was devoted to listing the coming attractions at the Broad-
hurst.

The novelties went over very well, especially the Rear Seat
Driver gag, which found its way into the homes of nearly every
resident of High Point. As Roy is always pulling stunts of this
sort, he being active in his town—we will probably have some
more of them to pass along in the near future.
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Assistant Managers as Members!
In order that we may dispel a wrong impression, we want

all assistant theatre managers to know they are eligible for

membership in the Round Table Club, PROVIDING their

manager certifies as to the position they hold.

Many assistant managers have important duties in their

respective theatres, such as publicity and exploitation direc-

tors, treasurers, etc. We therefore feel that their activities

are many times just as important to the Club pages as the

managers.

The reasons we make this one provision is that it is difficult

for us to know whether an applicant who calls himself an

assistant manager is. really just that. We can check up on

the managers but the managers must help us check up on

the assistants and we would rather they expressed their

willingness before their assistants joined the Club.

M. R. T. C.

It Was "All Wef
But Sonosky's Gag
Was Winning One

Sonosky's stunt was "all

wet," but this time "all wet"
didn't mean what the show-
man equivalent is supposed to

mean. The gag pulled by
"A. J." who is the manager
of the Riviera Theatre in St.

Paul, Minn., was one in which he used a display of fish to sell

"The Sea Bat."

The advance lobby display consisted of a fish tank 22 inches

wide by 36 inches in height and 2yi inches in length, with a spe-

cial undersea background painted in. This tank was especially

made to fit a gold frame with a special compo board cut-out

mask to fit over. Fish were obtained from the local fish hatchery
and also from a fish store. The display attracted lots of atten-

tion from patrons leaving the theatre.

During the week of run of picture, a special front was built

—the tank mentioned above was moved outside and an addi-

tional tank was also set up outside; each with various types of

gold fish and small game fish. This display created tremendous
interest and stopped practically every passerby.

The "young aquarium" stunt worked so well that Sonosky
intends using it again at some future date, and he is passing it

along now in the event that any of his fellow members may
care to use it in conjunction with a current or coming picture.

Thanks, "A. J., let's have some more of them.

Presentation Angle
One of the Gags
Weaver Made Use Of

No matter what picture he
plays at his house, it is a sure
thing that L. P. Weaver, man-
ager of the Rialto Theatre,
Phoenix, Arizona, is going to

do something to sell it. And
it generally happens that the

work he puts into it was just the necessary thing.

When he booked "All Quiet," he achieved an effect with his

foyer display that did plenty towards putting the film over when
the play date rolled around. In the foyer of the theatre, on
each side of the stairway leading to the balcony he built a para-

pet composed of sand-filled cement sacks, procured from a local

dealer, to create the illusion of a trench. A number of war
trophies, of especial interest, were promoted from the American
Legion Post and placed so as to give atmosphere, with the sacks
lying so that the protruding muzzles of machine guns recruited

could be seen. Special lighting effects were used and they lent

a powerful tone to the display. In addition to this advance
plug, the service staff wore silk badges ten days prior to the
opening, attracting, as a result, a great deal of attention and
curious comment from the patrons. The angles proved very
valuable and their success was seen in the large crowds attend-
ing the showing of the picture.

A presentation slant that went over excellently on the wai
picture was that of sounding a bugle call, on the non-syc,
with the title curtain closed while the picture was starting.

At the conclusion of the bugle call, blue lights were put up and
a blue effect projected, by means of gelatine, on the screen, and
put out as the first shot opened. On the last scene of the pic-
ture, the blue footlights were flashed up slowly, with "Taps"
being played on the non-sync, the organ joining in, playing
softly. The curtain was slowly closed and the picture ended
just as the bugle call faded out.

As we have said before, Weaver does something with every
picture. On the "King of Jazz," he distributed special heralds
in the form of card invitations informing the reader that White-
man would be happy to entertain his friends in "Kings of Jazz."
The angle, a novel one, more than clicked.

And on "Manslaughter," he achieved some fine results
through a tie-up with the police department, who permitted
him to place signs all over town bearing copy: "Drive Care-
fully—You May Be Convicted of 'Manslaughter'." The title

word was printed in brilliant red ink, the rest of the card,
black and white. The placards were displayed on every pole in

town and at all of the busy street intersections. They attracted
considerable attention and were the subject for an editorial in

the newspaper. The co-operation of all the civic clubs was also
secured on the picture. The week preceding the opening of
the engagement, traffic policemen distributed small cards con-
taining the same copy as the larger ones, in all of the parked
automobiles on the city streets.

In conjunction with this story we are also showing a photo
of a crackerjack front display turned out for "Hit the Deck."
Look it over carefully and you'll pick out many helpful hints
on art work. In the center doors of the theatre, Weaver placed
a miniature battleship, made out of compo board, and carry-
ing copy on the attraction. The other photo shows three
clowns, their backs bannered, parading the streets of the city

on the opening day of the picture. The clowns performed
tricks and kidded all along the streets, with the result that
plenty of attention was paid them.
So you see, Weaver is certainly one active showman, and

there's no getting away from the fact that Phoenix must get its

eyeful of showmanship. We are sure that we will have some
more of his work to report on in the near future, because we
know that he wants to let his fellow members and managers in
on his work, too. Right "L. P."?

ED. MOONEY ACTIVE!
From stories drifting into Club headquarters we

learn that E. J. (Ed) Mooney, manager with the

C&M Amusement Company in Marietta, Ohio, is

displaying some great showmanship out around
his section.

He has long been an active member and Club
booster and we believe that he is going to have
some novel slants to pass along to the rest of the

Club, setting forth his season's campaign. Let's

hear what you have today, Ed.
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Walter
Moves
Island,

D. Fleck
to Grand
Nebraska

It looks as though Grand
Island, Nebraska is now 100%
Round Table, especially since

Walter D. Fleck, former man-
ager of the Strand at Water-
loo, la., is now the new man-
ager of the Island Theatre.

The house, directly after Brown came to town, was closed

for re-decoration and repairs. A special newspaper campaign
and other showman stunts were put on and the residents were
informed that the theatre would open shortly for their enjoy-
ment. With so capable a showman handling the house, it ap-

pears to us that he is going to give the town some of the show-
manship he displayed while at the Strand, which, as you will

recall, was right up to tap as far as showmanship goes. In-

cidentally, in a recent issue of the Club pages we credited an-

other showman with a window tie-up on Jolson's "Mammy"
film, and another for "Paramount on Parade." These stunts

were put over by Fleck and we'd like you to know it, so that

he can receive the proper recognition.

Okay Walter, we are glad to see that you are all set and
raring to go at your new house. We want to wish you con-

tinued success and we know that you will keep us posted on
what you are going to do along present and future lines.

Coiffure Show Is

Perrin's Latest to

His Fellow Showmen

Give a hand to C. T. Per-
rin, manager of the Para-
mount Theatre in Cheyenne,
Wyo., for the marvelous way
in which he introduced the
patrons of his house to a hair-

style show, which, if you will

recall, is something that has been going over great, a gag of

similar lines having been pulled recently and successfully by
Paul Short in Tampa, Fla.

Perrin's hair-style show was made possible through a tie-up

with a local beauty shoppe. The beauty shop furnished 14 young
ladies for models and paid for the advance trailer announcing
the revue. They also ran an ad in two editions of the Tribune
in conjunction with their own ads.

The show was something new and different and the ladies

not only fell for it, but thought it was great stuff. The show
lasted only five minutes and was very pleasing to all who
saw it.

It was staged in front of the screen with the curtains parted

just far enough for the models to step up into a spot that was
centered in the middle of the stage. Models traveled between
the curtain and the screen until they reached the spot. The
spot covered them from the shoulders up so that their clothing

would not detract attention from their hair.

A very beautiful color effect was thrown on the main cur-

tains throughout the entire performance, constantly changing
color. A fast dark color and design covered the screen where

Allen Opening Toronto Theatre!

One of the reasons why he hasn't been as active

on the Club pages as usual is explained by Jack
Allan of Kitchener, Ont., when he tells us that he
is going to Toronto to open one of the new theatres
there. We don't know how he made out, as we
haven't latest reports yet, but we are sure that
our Regional Chairman will more than put the
house over. Give us the lown-down, Jack.

the curtains parted. A white spot then showed the models up
to great advantage.

Music was played very low with a 33 1-3 r.p.m. record. And
announcements of different styles were made by a man with
a strong voice, the man not being seen by the audience.

You don't have to cut your show down to any special time
limit. There are plenty of other angles that you can use in

conjunction with it, if, of course, your local conditions permit.

We don't know how things were with Perrin, so we can't say.

But a suggestion on these shows has come to headquarters in

which local beauties can also take part. Another gag is that

of doing up the hair of two or three ladies in the audience.
At any rate, we want to thank Perrin for passing along this

angle which we are sure will meet with plenty of favor on the
part of his fellow Club members. Let's have some more news
about what you are doing out there in Cheyenne, "C. E.," so
that we can keep posted on it.

Display Board Used
By Tom Olsen Was
Fine Attention Draw

One of the gags that Tom
Olsen used on the recent
Third Anniversary celebration

of the Fox Washington Thea-
tre in Washington, D. C, was

_ a lobby display board featur-

ing congratulatory telegrams
from the various movie stars.

The display board, quite a large one, was placed on an easel

in the lobby. It was attractively painted, with an exceptional
border running around it. On the center of the board was
placed the plug for the anniversary and the notice that the
messages were sent direct from Hollywood. Around the bor-
ders were grouped metallic cut-outs in star shape, in the center
of which was placed a still of a star. Directly under the still,

the telegram was placed. The board proved to be an effective
medium for making them stop and look in the lobby.

Listen, Tom, we'd like to hear more about what you are do-
ing down there in Washington. Let's have the low-down so
that we can pass it along to the rest of the Club.

CLUB
EMBLEM

PIN!!!
IT WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG
THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A
MEMBER OF THIS GREAT ORGANI-

ZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE

SHOWMAN!

Use This Blank:

Managers' Round Table Club

729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Kindly send me, postpaid, Club pins,

for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.

Name of Member

Theatre

Address

City State

.
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INVEST
YOUR
CO-OPERA-
TION
AND
DRAW
RIG
DIVIDENDS!

JOIN NOW!!
Here's the Blank

Application For

Membership In

"MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB"

729 Seventh Ave., New York City

I hereby apply for membership in

the Club.

Name

Theatre

Addreii

City

State

Position

Wm. A. Johniton "Chick" Lewi.
Honorary Chairman Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

JUST ASK THESE SHO WMEN!
FRED S. MEYER is a showman with

whom most of the Club is already acquainted.
In his many years in the game, Fred has
come to amass quite a reputation for him-
self and his work at the Alhambra Theatre
in Milwaukee and is upholding it. Welcome
into the Club, Fred, and remember we want
to hear from you real often.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! i

BERNARD BUCHHEIT manages the
Strand Theatre, Montgomery, Alabama. He
is well versed in the show business and from
the activity being displayed down here in

Bolivar Hyde's district, he must be kept
pretty busy. Let's have a photo and a little

dope on yourself when you send us your
next contribution, Bernard, so that we can
give vou an introduction.

:—Wear Your Club Phi! ! !

FRANK W. GOODALE is the manager of
the State Theatre in White Plains, New
York. In his district Mr. Goodale has been
turning out some excellent work, and we are
going to present some of it in future issues
of the Club pages. Welcome into the Club,
Frank. And let's hear from vou often.

Wear Your Club Pin} ! !

LEN GROTTE manages the Tremont
Theatre in New York City. Being fairly

well acquainted with Mr. Grotte's section
of the town, we think it offers possibilities

for some good exploitation angles, and we
are sure that if that is the case Len is

taking good care of them. Are we right,

Len? Give us the dope on the "sitcheashun",
will you?

Wear Your Club Pin ! ! !

A. S. GOLDSMITH is the manager of
the Majestic Theatre in Perth Amboy, N. T.

In his town, competition to see who leads
the showman list along the exploitation line

is keen as there are a number of cracker-
jack showmen operating there. As Mr.
Goldsmith is just hooking up with the Club
we feel that he should send us in a photo
of himself to start off his first contribution,

as we hope he will be very active. Oke,
"A. S."?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

ANDREW J. GOLDBERG is the man-
ager of the Hawthorne Theatre in Newark,
N. J. We think that his town is pretty well

sewed up as regards a 100% enrollment. And
if that's the case, competition ought to be
pretty keen. However, we'd like to hear
what you are doing to bring them up to

the box-office window, Andrew. Let's have
a view of your methods and at the same
time include your photo so that we can
give you a regular introduction.

'—Wear Your Club Pin! ! I

SYDNEY T. BURRELL is the manager
of the Strand Theatre in White Plains. N. Y.
He is handling the house for the Loew chain
and, we understand, doing a very capable
job of it. We'd like to know some more
about you, Sidney. Give us the low-down
on yourself and the way things are going
up in your part of the state, will you?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! t

NAT SALANDER manages the Hillside
Theatre in Jamaica, Long Island, N. Y. He
is located in an up and coming part of Long
Island and it affords him ample opportunity
to display the showmanship that has charac-
terized his time in the business. We suspect
that he is turning out some great stuff and
we hope he is going to pass it along to us.

What say, Nat?

ELMER HECHT manages the Isis The-
atre, Pensacola, Fla., for the Publix outfit.

Mr. Hecht is one active showman; and there
are very few opportunities that he lets go
by to plug his house. If you'll keep your
eye on future issues we think you'll pick
up some good slants on show-selling. And
listen, Elmer, how about your photo?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

CHARLES F. HOLSCHER is the man-
ager of the Paramount Theatre in Monroe,
La. He has been in the show game for a
number of years and is well qualified for

the position he now holds. From what we
understand, according to the stories that
reach Club headquarters, Mr. Holscher is

turning out some good work. Well, Charlie,

we'd like to see some of it because we are
sure it will merit passing along. How about
sending some in to us?

' -Wear Your Club Pi
CHARLES BREWER manages the Ten-

nessee Theatre in Knoxville, Tenn. Since he
has been located at the house, Brewer has
been giving some exhibitions of great show-
selling. As this is right in line with the
rest of our Tennessee enrollment who also
are very active, we look for some stiff com-
petition to see who will reach the top rung
first. Keep us posted. Charles.

-Wear Your Club Pin!
O. G. FINLEY, the manager of the Vic-

tory Theatre in Tampa, Fla., is another
showman who really needs no introduction,
especially since his work has been seen so
frequently on our pages. But you know
the rule, Mr. Finley, everyone has to go
through these mystic portals at some time
in his illustrious career. And now that you
have passed the barriers don't let up on
your activity. You can increase it though
by sending us a photo of yourself.

-Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

JAMES H. SKIFFINGTON is the man-
ager of the Nelson Theatre in Springfield,

Mass. Mr. Skiffington's work has appeared
several times on our pages so a number of
his fellow members are already acquainted
with his work. But, unfortunately, they
don't know what he looks like, and as the
only remedy for this is a photo of himself,
together with a little dope on his career,

we hope he will oblige.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

JOSEPH FELDLUN is the manager of

the Kameo Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y. He
is the latest of the Brooklyn showmen to

hop on the band wagon and shoot in a
membership application to the Round Table
Club, and some of our most active members
are being found in that part of the country,
which, in view of the fact that we are rap-
idly nearing the 100% enrollment mark,
means something. Welcome into the Club,

Joe, and let's hear from you.

Photos of Members!

THE Club is anxious to publish

photographs of every member
and would, therefore, appreciate

receiving as many as possible for

use in future issues of the Club

columns. If you have not already

done so, PLEASE send us your own
photo at once. Thank you.
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are
coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been
assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions." Running times are those supplied by the distributor.

Where they vary in different cities or towns, the change is probably due to state or local censor-
ship deletions.

28.

AMK1NO
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date
Cain and Artem E. Gall-N. glmonov June

Cnlldna af tilt Na* Dl| F. Gllllazova-Lftkln June
cnma tsarest Bpeelal Can Mar.
Demon ot tha Steppes Saltykov-Podlesnaya Jan.

Fragment nf an Emplra Nikitin-N. Semenova Jan.

Law of 8lb-Talga Kevebul Ktma July
Man from me Hestaurant Tehekhov-Mallnovskaya .... Jan.

Old and New Martha Lapklna May
Pamir. Record of Expedition July

Soil S. Svashenko 0ct -

Storm Over Asia V. Inklzhlnov SepL
Turkslb Educational May

Length
Fr*t

..7202.
Mint.
..78.

Reviewed
J una *4

..5631.

..6800
. . 7000

...63
..75.
..78.

..Mar. 15

!Feb.'"l

..6000
.6921 ..

67.
..76.

Jan. 18

.May 10

.5600.

..7152.

..4*00.

.62 .

.72.

.60..

.Oct. 25

..SepL 13

.June 14

Coming Attractions
Title Star

Jimmy Higpin) A. Buchma ...
Li vino Corpse . The V. Pudovkln ..

Ri2\om M. A. Narokov
Spring . . Educational
Transport of Fire G. Kuznettov ..

BIG 4 FILM CORPORATION
Rel. Date
Aug. 4..

Title Star
*tSBar L Ranch (A.T.) DF ...Buffalo Bill. Jr
tIBeyond the Rio Grande (A.T.)

OF Jaefc Perrin Apr. 12 5400..
•t§Breed of the West (A.T.) DF.Wally Wales Nov. 12.. ..5400..

•tSCanyon Hawks (A. T.) OF .Yakima Canutt *uo. 26 5400
*t(Flrebrnnd l«>-dan 'AT) DF Lane Chandler June 28 5400.,

•t§Red Fork Range (A.T.) DF..Wally Wales Dee 5400..

•tsRidln' Law tA.T.) DF Jack Perrln May 24 5600.
•t§Tralls of Danger (A.T.) DF.Wally Wales Sept. 30. ...5400..

"T§Take the Heir (A.T.) D Edw. E. Horton Jan. 20 5700 .

•tswculd You Believe It? (A.T.)
D Walter Forde Feb. 24. .6 reels..

COLUMBIA
(Available sound-on- film and sound on-dtsc >

Reviewed
...Aug 23

.July 6

Jm.'*25

Title
•tlAfrlca Speaks
*t§Around the Corner (A. T.)..
*t|Call of the West (A. T.)
•1 For the Love af Lll (A.T.).
•t Guilty? (A. T.)

•t Hells Island (A.T.)
"tiLadle* nf Leisure (A T.)
•t Leat Rider. TV* (A. T.)...-
"t§Ladles Must Play (A.T.)...
•tSLast of the Lone Wolf (A.T.)

•f Melody Man. The (A. T.)-.
•f Murder on the Rtof (A. T.}
M Personality (A. T.)
•tSPrlnce ot Olamonda (A.T.).

•J Rain or Shine (A. T.)
*t Royal Romance, A (A. T-).
•tSSIsters (A. T.)
•tJSguealer. The (A. T.>....
"t 5 Soldiers and Women (A. T_
'tlSweetheart* on Parade (A. T.)
I J Temptation (A.T.) .

'tiVengeance (A. T.) ..

FEATURES L, fl„h
Star Rel. Date Feet

SepL 15. . . 7054.
.Sidney- Murray Apr. 26.... 6356 71

.

Revier.Matt M«nr» May 10 6500 72.
. Mulhall-Starr-Elllot Nugent Oct. 5 7000 .. 72.
Holland- vain Mar. 3 6371 71.

.Holt-Graves-Sebastian July 18 7462.... 83.
Stanwvrfc.G'-aves-snBrman

. Apr. 5 9277. 103.
.Jens-Rr.neJ.6a j.a* •....MSI.. .18...
.N. Hamilton-D. Sebastian ... Aug. I. ..5978..
Lytell-Patsy Miller Aug. 26 6500

.Collier, Jr.-Day-St. Polls ...Jan. 25 6386.
Revler-Livlngston Jan. 19 5400.

. Starr-Arthur Feb. 18 6304.
.Ian Kelth-Prlngle Mar. 26 6383
.Joe Cook-Joan Peers Aug. 15 8273,
Collier. Starke Mar. 17. . . .6359.

. O'Day-ONell June IB... 8284. . .76.

.

Holt- Revler- Davy Lee Aug. 25 6358. ..70.
) Prlngle- Withers Apr. 30 6671 70
Alice White-Lloyd Hughes. . .Aug. 16 6247.... 67

. Wilson-Gray- Perey June 6.... 6279 70
Holt-Revler- Strange Feb. 22 8160 68

..74.

71.

Si.

Review* <1

.Sept. 27
.May 3
..May 31
.Oct. 4
..Apr. 17
..July 26
Apr. 19

.Jsjly II
.Aug. 16
.Sept. 13

..Feb. 15

..Feb. I

..Mar. I

..May 17

..July 26

.. May 31

Jon* 28
.Sept. 13
. May 17
..Sept. 6
. .June 28
Mar. I

Coming Attractions

StarTitle

*t§Arliona (A.T.)
tSBrothera (A.T.) Bert Lytell-Sebastlan ..*„..
•t§Charley's Aunt (A.T.) Charles Rugoles-June Collyer
•fSCrimlnai Code, The (A.T.). Holmes-Huston-Doran-Cummlngs
•t§DIrlgihle (ATI Holt- G raves- Wray- Brent
'i§Dawn Trail (A.T.) Buck Jones
tSFIfty Fathoms Oeep (A.T.)
•tSFIood. The (A.T.)
•t§Last Parade, The (A.T.)
•t§Llon and the Lamb. The (A.TW. Byron-C. Meyers-R.Hattm-Love
•tJMadonna nf ths Strteta A. T.) Evelyn Brent-Robert Amei
•tIMeet the Wife (A.T.)
'tSMen Without Law Buck Jones
ttjMlraele Woman, Tha (A.T.) Barbara Stanwyck
Shadow Ranch Buck Jones
•t§Subway Express. The (A.T.)
"tfTol'able David (A.T.) Cromwell-Beery-Peera
•tSVIrtue's Bed (A.T.)
ISWoman Who Came Back. The (A.T.)

Rel. Date Length

SOUND SHORTS
Title

•tAlaskan Knights
-tSApache Kid, The
•ts-Aretle Antic* tA.T.)...
*t A it turn

"t§Bandmaster, The
•§t Barnyard Battle (A.T.)...
•tfBarnyard Concert (A.T.)..
*t§Barn Dance (AT.)
•tSCaetus Kid (A.T.)
•t§Came the Dawn
*f Cannibal Capers
•Cat's Meow. The
•t§ChaIn Gang (A.T.)
*t|Cinderella (A.T.)
'tiContinentai Evening, A. .

.

*i Desert Sunk
•t«fl» It Nnw
•^Dutchman's Paradise ....
•tIFalth, Hepn and Charity..

Star
, .Krarv Kat C»rh»»n
. . K razy Kat Cartoon
. . Silly Symphony

Silly Symphony
. .Krazy Kat Cartoon
.Mickey MtOM
..Mickey Mouse

,

. Mickey Mouse

..Mickey Mouse

. . Eddie Buzzel
Silly Symphony

. Krazv Kat Kartoon
..Miekey Mou*a .

-Krazy Kat Cartoon
Fay Marbe

. Krazy Kat Kartoon

. f*larlr * p-ro^.n
..Rambling Reporter
..Specialties (Eddie Buzzell)

June
Feb.
Sept.
Apr.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr. II.

.1 reel.

.1 reel.

. I reel..
. I reel .

.

..July 5
..Feb. 16
.Aug. 23

Mar. 13.
Ian. 2
Aug. 6.

Aug. 14..
Fen. 12..
Mar. 27

Sept.
7Q

! reel Feb. 22

•t§Flddllng Around (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Mar.
*tS Firefighters (A.T.) Mickey Mouse June
t&Frollicking Fishes (A.T.) Silly Symphony May
"t^Galloolng Gaucho (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Feb.
Gorilla Mystery Mickey Mouse Oct.
'T§Ham Berger & His Horse

Radish (A.T.) Color Sensation July
h.li.

I Boiled Yeggs Specialties (Eddie Buzzell)..
I
.Hiunicd House (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Aug.

M&Hawaiians Columbia- Victor Gem Apr.
*t§Honolu)u Wiles (A.T.). Krazy Kat Cartoons July

' Hut and Bothered ..Specialties (Eddie Buzzell)
*t§ J ail house Blues t.A,T.) Mamio smith
•UJazz Fool (A.T.) Mickey Mouse July
'StJazz Rhythm Krazy Kat June

;Jewel of Asia Rambling Reporter Sept.
•f&Jungle Rhythm (A.T.) Miekey Mouse July
•tSKamival Kid (A.T.) Mickey Mouse May
"t§Lambs Will Gamble Krazy Kat Cartoon
"|§Land ol Long Age Rambling Reporter Sept.
"t§ Let's Talk Turkey Ram bung Reporter

i
am.li lumrno . . Tony barg .War.
Mn key's Follies (A.T.) Mickey Mouse lune

"
1 ' Mickey's Choo Choo (A.T.).. Mickey Mouse lune
vt Midnight In a Toy Shop Silly Symphony fuly
't§ Monkey Melodies Silly Symphony
'tSNever Strike Your Mother Specialties (Eddie Buzzell) . .Oct.

*t§Night (A.T.) Silly Symphony July
"TOId Flame. An m»/> hji Kartoon Apr.
•tfOn-rv Hi'iie (A.T.) Mickey Mnuse Mar.

- tS Picnic. The Mickey Mouse Oct.
•tGPIanp Cra/v (A.T.).... Mickey Mouse Feb.
•t§Playful Pan Silly Symphony
*1 SHIow Boy , A.T.; M Ickey Mouse VI ay
USPrini-esi I adv Bag ' A.T.) .. Color Sensation Mar.
*t§Prodigal Daughter. The Specialties (Eddie Buzzell)..SepL

i . Kaotd- lor- ... l
.-

t - - jutu 1 -- Singers.. . . , reO.
"t§Roof of Europe, The Rambling Reporter
*t§Shindlg (A.T.) Mickey Mouse July
•'Slow Beau Krazy Kat Kartoon Feb.
"tSSpookeasy Krazy Kat Kartoon Jan.
*t§Spike Sneaks Frank Moulan Mar.
*f; Stage Door Knights Buddy Doyte Apr.
•IStage Door Pest... ... . Bnvre Combe Jan.

t§Steamboat Willie (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Jan.

•t§South Sea Interlude (A. T.). .Color Sensation Jan.
"tSSummer Silly Symphony Jan.

: Trdit ino Screen Snapshots Released twice a month
*t§When the Cat's Away (A.T.)-M(<-kev Mo»s« ».pr.

"t§Wild Man's Land Rambling Reporter
'tFWild Waves (A.T.) M.rkev Mouse *ug.

•f§Wlnter Silly Symphony
*t§Ye Heartte Shop (A.T.) Colur Sensation Apr.

..I reel June 21
. I reel

-I "el SepL 27
. .1 reel

. I reel
. I reel

. 1 reel Jan. 24

. I reel Aug. 16
. I reel. Nov. 9. '29

. .1 reel July 26
. I reel

. I reel Jan. II

. I reel

. I reel Aug. 9
. I reel Sept. 14. '29

. I reel. Oct. 12. '29

. 1 reel

Oct. 18

.1 reel June 28
. I reel

. I reel

.1 reel

. I reel Feb. 22
.1 reel Fen. i

, . I reel Mar. I

.1 reel
. I reel Feb. I

.1 reel

.1 reel

.1 reel Feb- '

. I reel. June 9, '29

. I reel

. I reel Jan. II

'.Y reel .7 May 3

EDUCATIONAL
SOUND SHORTS

f Available saund-on-tilm and sound-on-disc )

Tin
Average Husband (A. T.)..

*t§Bltter Frlenas (A. r.i
• + KRio lew*) Ce«» The (A.T.),
•t§Bluffer. The (A.T.) ,

- r
:. b u 1

1
-, and Bears (A.T.)

'tSBully Beat
•tSCamera Sny (A.T.)
•tfCampui Crushes (A.T.)
tCavlar

Chop Buey
•tSChumps. The (A.T.)
•tSCodflsh Balls
•tinad Know* B*st 'A.T 1

Divorced Sweethearts (A.T.).
-tPDrm't Give Up (A.T.)
'tSDon't Bite Your Dentist (A.T
•t§0rummlng It In (A.T.)....

Dutch Treat
•(Fat WIvm for Thin (A.T.).
*t§Flylng Trip, A
UFollow the Swallow (A. T.)

•tSFreneh Klstee (A.T.)
Freneh Fried
Freshman's Goat. The (A.T.
Fried Chicken

tSGnodby Legs (A.T.)
•tSfinnd Mnrnlnn Rh«rl*» (A.T.)

Grandma's Girl (A.T.)
•HHaii the Princess (A.T.)
*t Hawaiian Pineapple*
•FN- Trttmped Her *-• 'A.T.)
*t§Hello Television (A.T.)

Hit Errer (A.T.)
*tEHoneymoon Zeopelln (A. T.)
•t§Honk Your Horn (A.T.)
'"-Hot and Han (A.T.)
•tHot Turkey
tSHow's My Baby (A.T.)
*t£Hungarlan Goulash
•tlndlan Puddlnq

Johnny's Week End (A.T.)..
a t§Jumplng Beans

Star Rel
..Sept.

Irish Slew
'* I Kangaroo Steak
•t§LovB A La Mode (A.T.)

Love Your Neighbor (A.T.)..
•fMatrh Play -A T.|
*t§Medley of Rivers, A. (A.T.)
*1|Menkey Meat

nf 4r<

•t§My Harem (A.T.).,
•Kiln Hurling (A T.>.
•t§Our Nagging Wives (A.T.).

Over the Air
•(JPeaee and Harmony (A.T.)
HPollshed Ivory (A.T.) ,

•Pr.»7el«
•tSPrlze Puppies (A.T.)
*t§Racket Cheers (A.T.)

-.Clyde-Moorhead ...
. Lamberi-McHnail .

.

. lamh»rt. **(«.-*. Garvin Feb.
. Clyde-Stedman SepL
. Pollaro-Clyae-Beebe Mar.
Terry. toon July

.Hamilton. Hlart Feb.
Clyde-Beebe-Stuart June
Terry-Topns Feb.
Terry-Toon Aug.
Beebe-Clyde Joly

. Terrytoon Junt
Hnlmes-Boltan Mar.

. rhrhtv-lrwln-Pnllarrf-Beebe.. Oct.
. Buster and John West Oct.
) Clyde Pollard Nov.
McKee-Smalley lan.
Terry-Toons SepL
Beebe-Barraud-Clyde May
Hodge Podge SepL
Lloyd Hamilton Apr.
Bobby Agnew lune

.Terry.Toon Sept.
. Cooke-SheekUy SepL
.Terry -Toons Oet.
. Pollard-Stuart July
Llovd Hamilton May

. Clyde-Stuart- Kane Oct.
.Boiey-Colllns May
Terrytoon May
Burfce-Beeb* Mar.

. Clyde-Chrtstv Aug.

.Barnes-Collins Sept.
Beebe- Pollard Apr.
Lloyd Hamilton June
Goodwin-Crane Jan.

. Terry-Toon May
Barnes- Collins- MePhall June

, Terry-Toons June
Te'ry-Toen Apr,

. Johnnv H Inei SepL
i Terry-Toons Nov.
Terry- Toons Oct
Terry-TM*) July
Granville- Drew Nov.
rharlott- Greenwood Oct.
Haoan.niaaal Mar.
Hodge-Podge Nov.
Terry.Teen Aug.
Hnrtoe-P«rto» Feb.
Moran- Bradbury Nov.
n«w»r MrPhmt.Peok ... F«b.
Ford Sterling" Nov.
Hodge- Podge . . Oct.

.
Lambert-Collins. MePhall . . . May
Llovrt Hamllten Mar.
T»rrv-Tnnns Mar.
.Llnvd Hamilton Aug.
Clyde- Irwln-Pollard Nov.

Length
Feet. Mini Reviewed

7 ..1646. ..18. ..Aug. 23

77 ..1609. ...16.
23.. 14*0. 16. .Feb. 22

?n .972.. .11..
. . 1 H3B

-

..20. ..Feb .22

n ...543. ...6. ..July 12

9.. .1480. ..16. . Feb. 1

11 1979.. 11... June tt

SI ...659. ...7. .Feb. 22
74 ...579. .1.

• .ISO.. 71 .Jiir if
II
30.. . .1940. ..20. ..Apr. 12
7B ..1872. ..27.

IK ,. .1774.. .19.

.

Oct. II

«.. .1937.. ..22.. .Sent 27
7fi ..•600. ..18. Jan. 26
71 ...612. ......
7K ..1980. ..22. ..May 31

7.. ...895. ..10.
77 ..1686. ..10. .Apr. 20
18 ..1884 ..19. .Aug.
7 ...547. .. 6. .Oct. 18

7.. ..1789. ..19.
..8.. Sent. 27

July 11n ..Ml. 77
..1735. .19.. June 14

17 ..1885. ...21 . . Oet. 25
ii ..1573. ..17.
m ...607. ...7. .May 14
7.1 ..1895. ...21. ..Apr. 12

17 ..1844. ..20. .Aug. 23
14 ..1750. .20.

..22. ..Apr. 21
« .1710. ..It. June tl
17 ..1578. ...17. ..Jaa. II

.1607.77 It
?H

I! . ...576. ...6. Apr. 26
14 ..I«5S. ...IS.

..499. ...6.
6.. ..635.. ...... .OeL II

77 ...535. ...«.

},, .1770.. ..It..
17 .1756. .22.. Sent. 27

Fab. 77ifi . .2002. 22.

».. ..892.. .10..
III.. ...546.

1 ."el

.

...6. .Aug. 23

ID .

'«.. i*65. . 17. .Feb. 1

H,. .1780.. .19..
17 ..935. ..10. SepL 27
m ..1660. ..18. .May 10

..1842. ..18. .Mar. 29
• ...•23. ...*. .Apr. •
I.. .1724. .It.

73... .1994.. .22..

'Meant synchronized score. fMeans sound effects. %Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-Mm.
A.T. after title means
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•tSRadlri KlUOl (A.T.) Beebe- Ouryea-Carewe May 4.

*T Roman Punch Terry- Toon Apr. 20
*t$Seeteh (A.T.) Clyde-Bevan-MePhall Jan. 19.

*t§Scotch Highballs Terry-Toon Nov. 16

SI. 81, Senor (A.T.) Ton Patritola Sept. 21

•tSpanlsh Onions .Terry-Toon Mar. 23
*t§Sugar Plum Pipi (A.T.) - Clyde- Gnbbons Feb. 16.

•t§Swl« Cheeio Terry-Toon Juno I

•tSTroubl* For Two (A.T.) .. Raymond M'Keo Mar. 9

•t5Up a Tree Lloyd Hamilton Nov. 30.
Vacation Loves (A. T.) Clyde-Batty Boyd Sept. 28

•tlWeitern Knight* (A.T.) ' *mO"i-<*i lonn-MePhall. Apr. 20
*t§Wllkins Murder Mystery Wm. J. Bum) 1014

Won by a Neck Lloyd Hamilton Oct. 5 1885

FIRST NATIONAL
(Available sound-on-disc and sound-on-film I

FEATURES

..1891.

...560..

..1961..

.21..

.. .«.

..22.

.June

. .Jan.

u
26
4

..1758. ...20.

. .1932.. ..21. ..Feb. 1

.1777.. ..19
-.1904. ...21

661 20 Aor.
1014... .11... Sept.

.21... Oct. II

Title
•t§Boek Pay (A.T.)
•tSBad Man. The (A.T.)
*14Bnde of the Regiment (A.T.
•t§Brlght Lights
tsCollego Levera (A.T.)
*T$Ua*n Pairvl. Tne (A.T.) .

.

•tSFIining Widow (A.T.)
"t§Furlee (A.T.) . .

*t§Glrl of Golden West (A.T.
*t§ln the Neat Room (A.T.).
•tiLllle* ef Field (A.T.) ..

*t§Loose Ankles (A.T.)
•tSMurder Will Out (A.T.)...
•t§Naughty Flirt (A.T.)
MSNo. NO, Nanetto (A. T.) .

.

MsNotorlous Affair. A (A. T.)
•t§Numbered Men (A.T.)
*t§One Night at Susie's (AT.
*t§Other Tomorrow (A.T.)
•tfPlaylng Around (A.T.)
*t§Rcad to Pmadlso. The (A.T.
•tSSally (A.T.)
*t§Searlet Pages (A.T.)
tIShow Girl In Hollywood (A.T.
•t§Son ot the Gods (A.T.)
"tSSong ot the Flama (A.T.)..
*t§Spring Is Here (A.T.)...
•tSStrlctly Modern (A.T.)
*t§Sweethearts and Wlvel (A.T.
*t%Sweet Mama 'AT.).......
't§Too Young to Marry
•tSTap Snood (A.T.)
MSWay of All Men. The (A.T.

•tar
Connne Griffith

.Huston.Rovler
. Segal-Pldgeen
.uorothy Mackalll
.Whitlng-Nlxon
Bart hel mess- Fairbanks.

. Dorothy Mackalll
Warner- Wilson

. Hardlng-Rennle

.Jack Mulhall

. Corlnne Griffith
Fairbanks. Jr.. Young

. Mulhall-Lee

.Alice White
.Claire-Gray
. Bllllo Dove
. Nagel-Clalre

,

. Dove- Fairbanks. Jr

.Billle Dove

.White-Morris

.
Young- Mulhall

. Marilyn Miller

. Ferguson- Nixon

. White-Mulhall

. Rich. Barthelmesa

.Gray-Claire
. Claire-Gray
Dorothy Mackalll
Bllllo Dove
.Alice White
.Young Withers
. Brown- Clalro-Whltlng
.Fairbanks, Jr.-Rovler .

flei. Oato
June I..

....Sept. 14..
June 22...
Sept. 21 .

.

Dct. 5...
Ir. Aug. 10

May II...

Oct. 12..
Jan. 28.

. Jan. 5.
Feb. 2.

Apr. 6.
Not Set .

. Fen. 16.

..62

.75

. Feb.
. Jan.
.July
. Jan.
..Sept.

..May 25.

..Apr. 13.
... Mar. 2
. June 15.
. July 6.

.'."Aug." 24.

..Sept. 7.

.5672.
..7124 1

.7418 .. ,8

..6416 ;

.5633
mi! set

.6664... 7

. fifinij

.7276.

..6338 70

..5979 67
. 6190. . 68
..6200.... 68.
..5IB7
.8IU8. nil

..6218 69

..6480.... 72

..5769

..5B00...64.

..8003 66.
.8938.. - 77
..9277.
.5906.
..mi.
..8344.
..6501
..6386 70
..5632 63
..7003. ...77.
.5012 55.,
..8400 90.
..7200. ...82.
..6032. ...70.

Revle.e"
..June 7

..Aug. 30
Mav 2->

..July 5

.Sept. 6
July 19

.June 7
lor >»

.June 21

..Apr. i

J

. Dec. 21
Mar. *

..Apr. 19

.103.

..72.

Title
MSAdlos vA. T.)
•tfCaotaln Blood (A.T.)
•flFathafa Boa (A.T.)
•f&Goim Wild (A.T.)
•t§Gor(lla. Tha (A.T.)
•t§Honor of tha Family, Tha
(A.T.)

•tSHot Heiress. Tha (A. T.)...
*t§Klsmet (A.T.)
•tSLady Who Dared. Tha (A.T.)
•tSLittle Caesar (A.T.)
*t§Men of the Sky (A.T.)
•t§Mothers Cry (A.T.)
*t§Mlsbehavlng Ladles (A.T.)..
•tfRlght of Way, The (A.T.)..
•tSSunny (A.T.)
•tSToaat ef the Legion A.( T.).
lUTruth About Youth (A.T.)..
•t§Widow from Chicago (A.T.).
•tSWoman Hungry (A.T.)

Coming Attractions
Star Rel C

.Richard Bartholmeu Dec.

.James Rennle
Janney- Stone- Rich
Joe E. Brown
Joe Frlse* Nov.

Walter Huston
. Lyon-Munson
Otis Skinner
.Bllllo Dove Not S
Edw. G. Robinson
.Irene Detroy-Jack Whiting
.Peterson- Manners Dee
. Lee- Lyon ....
Nagel-Young
Marilyn Miller
.Clare-Pldgeon
Young-TenrU
Nell Hamilton

.Jan. II

.May 3
Juno 7

Jan." 4
.Apr. 5
..July 5

. Dec. 28

.Aug. 9

.May 3

.Feb. fi

.May 8
Apr. 26

.May 10

..June 7
.July 19
.Aug. 9

. .June 21

July 26

. Oct. 4
Aug. 23

..Oct 4

r ".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. iin. "n"

...6480..

...6142..
..72. . ,S«D«. 13

i'.Ort. II

30..
30..Nov. .6235.. ..65.. .Oet. 25

FITZPATRICK PICTURES, INC.
Features

Title Star 1

Lady of the Lake Percy-Marmont-Benita-Hume.

SOUND SHORTS
Traveltalk Series

Length
Feet Mlns.

.4749.... 52..

Title Star
No. I—From Barcelona to Valencia (F.&D.)
No. 2—From Valencia to Granada (F.&D.) Oct
No. 3—From Granada to Toledo (F.&D.) Nov.
No. 4— In Old Madrid (F.&D.) Ot-,-.

No. 5—Egypt—Tha Land of the Pyramids (F.&D.) May
No. 5—Gateway to India, The (F.&D.) June
No. 7—Temple ot Love. The (F.&D.) July 1930...
No. 8— Imperial City (F.&D.) Aug. (930..
Nov. 9—Picturesque Hong Kong (F.&D.) Sept. 1930.
No. 10—Tha Island Empire (F.&D.) Oct. 1930..
No. II—Japan In Cherry Blossom Time (F.&D.) Oct. 1930..
No. 12—Java—Tha Fragrant lsle(F.&D.) Nov. 1930..

Length
Rel. Date Feet Mlns. Reviewed
.Sept. 1929... 1008.... M

1929 971 II

1929 975.. ..II
1929 867... .10

1930 972 II. June 21
1930 850 9'/j

958. ..IO'/3 . -Sept 6
.832...9... Aug. 23
..716.. ..10
.716 8
.766 9
.773 9

•tFrnnz Liszt (D.&F.)
itGeorge Frederick Handel (D.&F.)
"tFrederlck Chopin (D.&F.)
tLudwtg Van Beethoven (D.&F.) .

"tJohann Strauss (D.&F.)
*t§Guiseppe Verdi (D.&F.)
t Felix Mendelssohn (D.&F.)

93 2 .... 1 '/a

081 7tt Apr. 19

FOX FILMS
(All releases sound-on-film and Mound-on-dt*c)

FEATURES
Title Star Rel.

't§Arl2ona Kid. Tha (A.T.) Baxter-Marls Apr.
'tsBIg Party. The 'A.T.J.... Lee-Carol. Albertson Fab.
•I 5 Burn Reckless (A.T.) Edmund Lowe May
^'Comae Kirov (A.T.) Terrls- Murray Jan.
Cheer Up aod Salle Lot-Laxe-Bailaaova June

•tiClty BID (P.T.) Farrell- Duncan Fab.
•fSCommon Clay (A.T.) Bennett-Ayres-Marshall Aug.
*t§Crazy That Way (A. T.) Bennert>MacKenna Mar.
'tlDouble Cross Roads (A. T.) .. Ames- Leo Apr.
'tSFex Movietone Follies of 1830

(A.T.) Special Caet May
*t§Good Intentions (A.T.) Lowe-Churchill June
•t§Golden Calf (A.T.) Caroi-Mulhall-Brendel Mar.
*t§Happy Days (A.T.) Speetal east Mar.
•tSHarmony at Home (A.T.) Collier. Sr. -Churchill Jan.

'HHIoh Society Blues (A.T.) ... Gaynor- Farrell Mar.
M§L«l ef the Duaaea (A.T.) . ..0 Br.en-Loy-Browne Aug.
•t&Let's Go Places (A.T.) Wagstaff-Lane Fab.

•tlLlllom Farrell-Taylor Oat.
't&Lone Star Ranger (A.T.) George O'Brien Jan.
t§Man Trouble BMIs-Mackaill Aug.
*t§Mon Without Women (A TJ.MacKenna-MaeDonald Fab.
'tlMovletone Follies of 1930 Special Cast May
•TSNot Damaged (A.T.) Moran-Byron-Ames May
•tSOne Mad Kits (A.T.) Don Jose Moilca July
*tSOn the Level (A.T.) Victor McLaglen Mar.
"t§On Your Back (A.T.) Rich. Warner. Haekett Sept.
•t^Roaoh Romance (A.T.) O'Brien-Chandler June
t§Scotland Yard (A.T.) Edmund Lowe-Bennett Oct.
•t§Sea Wolf (A. T.) Milton Sills Sept
•tfSky Hawk (A.T.) Garrlek-Chandler Jan.
*t§So This It Lendea (A.T.) Will Rogers June
"ISSong 0' My Heart (A.T.) ... John McCormaok Sept,
*t§Soup to Nu-ts (A.T.) Healy-Wlnnfnger-Smlth ....Sept.
*t£such Men Art Dangerous (A.T.) Baxter- Owen Mar.

(Rpvtewed under title of "Ma-k of Love" Id Feb 1,

"t§Sunny Side Up Gaynor-Farrell Dee.
*T§i ample Tower (A.T.) MasKeana-Oay Apr.
*t53 Sisters (A.T.) Dresser. Patrkola Apr.
•t§Up the River (A.T.) Luee-Bogart-Tracy Oct.
*t§ Wild) Company (A.T.) Alberrson-Warner-Lynn July
•tsWomen Everywhere (A.T.) . .. Murray-Dorsay-Kellard June

29.

Length

Date Feet Mlns.
27.... 7450.... 83.
23.. -.6482. ...72..
II 7400 82
12. ...1120. ...68.
22....6900.... 62.
18.. ..6171... .89.
17 7981 88.
30 5828 64..
20 5800 64..

7422...
6340 . .

.

6 6552...
2. ...7526..
9 6395...
3. ...6750..
II. ...8800..
1. ...6748..
5.... 8472 .

5. ...5940...
I. ...7800...
B....7246...
4. ...6710...
5 8500...
13.... 5566..
I3....5600...

.6600...
.4800..
,6750...
.8000...
.6925..

8 8300...
7. ...8243...
28 6340..
9 7586 . .

.

lf»an lP9u<^
29/29 1 1 198..
13... .520U..,
«... 8442...

12. ...8200...
•....7200..
I. ...7500...

15.

26..

Reviewed
May 17

. Mar. I

.May II
..Dm. 7
..Aug. 2
..Aug. I»
.Juno 21
.Mar. 29
.Mar. 29

.May II
June 14
..Feb. 22
.Jan. 18
.Dec. 14

. . Mar. I

.July 12

.Jet, II
Sept. 13
Jan. 25
.Aug. 30
Jan. 4

.May 10
Juno 14

.July 26

.June 14
July 26
.Juno 21

..Oct 4
Aug. 30

..Dec. 14

..May 31
.Mar. is

..Oet 25
.Feb. I

..Oct 12
..May 17

.Apr. 28

..Oct II

.July II
Juno 14

Title

*t!A Oavl! With Women....
*t§Alone With You (A.T.)..
-t§Are You There? (A.T.)..

Coming Feature Attractions
Star

• Victor MeLaglen-Marle
. Gaynor-Garnck
Llllle-Garrlck

•t§Blondie (A.T.)
•t§Clseo Kid. The (A. T.)
'tlConnectlcut Yankee. / '

•t§The Dancers (A.T.)
*t§Eait Lynn*

Detroit
•t§ Girls Demand Excitement

(A.T)
t§Golng Nowhere (A.T.)
*t§Hot Numbers (A.T.)
•tfiJust Imagine (A.T.)
•tlLlontnli* will

Moran-BoQart-Ames ".".".",

Lowe-Baxtar
(A.T.) Will Rogers

Moran-Holmes- Walter Byron. Nov.
Ann Hardlng-Brook-Nagel.
O'Brien- Huntlngtoa Dee.

Nov. 30.... 5000.".".

Nov. 23. Standard IIH6."0et""
Grandeur 14200

BrencJel- White- Com o ton
Brendel-Whlte-Traoy
Corcoran- Byron Collier,
Brendel-O'Sulllvaaj ....

Rogeis

Si
....Nov.

Dec.
23 Oet 18

7 Oct 25

•t§Men on Call (A.T.)
*t§Movietone Follies ef 1931

(A.T.)
*t§No Favors Asked (A.T.)...
»t§Oh, For a Man] (A.T.).

. J. Gaynor - C. Farrell . K.
MacKenna Jan.

.Edmund Lowe- Clarke Doe.
4. '31

II. '!

... Oct 26..

. Special Cast ,

. MeLaqlen* Francis '.".*.'.'."

McDonald-Denny- White
*t§Onee a Sinner Dorothy McKail-Joel McCreaJan. 25
•fSOne Night In Paris (A.T.) .. Gaynor- MacKenna
*t§Palnted Woman. The (A.T.).. John Wayne
*t§Prlncess and the Plumber,

The (A.T.)
*t5 Renegades
Seas Beneath, The
•tSShe's My Girl (A.T.)
*t§Shepper Newtounder (A.T.)..
•t5She Wears the Pants (A.T.)
•folder The (A.T.)....
*t§Sny. The
Squadrons

Three Girls Lost Mar

t7w^' r^,*?/* 1 *. , J Harold Murrw Matw Dee.tlWomon of All Nations (A.T.i Mei.agien-Lowe
nwyomlng Wonder (A.T.)...

. Howard-Corcoran '.'..'.'.'.

t5Yeuno Sinners (A.T.) Moran-Albertson Mar. I. I93l'

8400..

Farrell-O'Suli Ivan- Warner
.Baiter. Beery- Loy
O'Brien- Lesslng
Farrell-Compton

.T. Cllfford-E. Lowe-L. HyanFeb. I. 1931
Dorsay- MacKenna . ..
Butor-Churehlll '.'."'."

.Hamilton- Kay Johnson I...".

_ . Feb. 6, 1931
Baxter-Moran Feb. IS, 1931...

" 1931 .

.Oct I

..Oct

*Abraham Lincoln (A.T.)
•Armistice Day (A.T.)
"Christopher Columbus (A.T.)
* George Washington (A.T.)
'Independence Day (A.T.) .

.

•§Labor Day
' § Memorial Day
*§Mother's Day
"lOrigin of Christmas
'^Thanksgiving

American Holiday Series INTERNATIONAL PHOTOPLAY DISTRIBUTORS

....3.,

....3.

....3.

....3.

Title
* After the Verdlet
•t§Crimion Circle. The
*»sn»rt Rod Row. fA.T i

MSUnwritten Law. The (A.T.).

FEATURES
Star Rel. Data

. Olga Ttcheehowa Jan. I

Stewart Rome Fob I.
.Rom-.nnbl.. Mar. ..

. Rosalind Fuller Feb. I

.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Movie Horoscope Series

One Release for Each Month of the Year

Title !

People Born in August (D.&F.)
People Born In September (D.&F.)
People Born In October (D.&F.)
People Born in November (D.&F.)
People Born In December (D.&F.)
People Born In January (D.&F.) ...
People Born In February (D.&F.)
People Born In March (D.&F.) ...
People Born In April (D.&F.)
People Born In May (D.&F.)
People Born In June (D.&F.)
People Bern In July (D.&F.)

Length
Feet Mlns. Reviewed

.. 830 9

Title sta
•t§Ael- Dental Treatment
MsAbblo Mitchell & Sizzle &

Blake Song Program
*t§Clyde Doerr & Saxophone

Sextet Jazz Program

Length
Reels Mlns. Reviowea

...7 76. June 21

...7 79..JBB. II

...8 ". .Mar. B

...S 30

Length
Reels. Mlns. Reviewed
.2 17

Animal Novelty
Frawley & Smith
Special Cast

Tlflo
*tGeorges Bizet (D.&F.) ....
MJohannes Brahms (D.&F.)

Music Master Series

Star Re

.. ./49 B'/a

.. .944....l0'/a

...823 9

Length
Feet Mlns. Reviewed

...972 II

.. .971. ...II

MSFeed the Brute (A.T.)
•tiHoak (A.T.) .

•tSJustleo (A.T.) ..

*t§Llttle Journeys In Sengland. .Song Series
Marionettes

1. Grand Opera
2. Allpz-Op
3. Dimples & Teara

•tSMiser. The (A.T.) Bransby Williams .

'tSMr. Smith Wakes Up (A.T.) Marriott- Got!
*f§Ni u ht In Dixie. A (A.T.). ..Mltehell-Hudglns .

*7§Nora Blaney No. I Song Program ....
•fSNora Blaney No. 2 Song Program ....
MSRadle Franks & 4 Bachelors Song Program
'tSTeddy Brown & Hlo Band Jazz Program
*t§When the Clock Struck

Twelve (A.T.) Nllei Welch

...I B

...1 8

...I I

...2 17

...1 8

8.. Aug. SO
9. Nov. 16, '29

*Means synchronized score. fMeans sound effects. %Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

A.T. after title means
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FEATURES Length

Tiu» Star Rel. Date Feet Mini.

tiAnna Christie (A.T.) Greta Garbo Feb. 21 . . . .6700. . .
.74.

tIBIg Houie. Tbe (A.T.) Beery- Morris-Hyams June 14 7901 SB-.

•Ubillv the Kid (A.T.) John Mack Brown Oct. 18 8000

•tSBunop Murder Case (A.T.) .. Basil Rathbone May 10. . . .6873. . . .75.

•tICaJl *f th» Flesh Novarra Aug. 16 9179 .. 100.

.

Reviewed under title of "Singer of Seville" In July 12th. 1930. issue

•tSCauoM Short (A.T.) Dressier- Moran Jan. 3 7961 88.,

'TSChutng Rainbows (A.T.) Lovo-KIng Jan. 10 0100 60..

(Reviewed under title of "Road Show" Id Nov. 2. 1929, Issue i

tSChlldren of Pleasure (A. T.).Gr»y-Rybl«-Jeh«e») Apr. 28 6400 72.

•t 6 Devil- May- Cart (A.T.) Ramon Novarre Fob. 7 8782 98.

*t5 Divorcee. The (A.T.) Shearer- Morrla Apr. 19 7533 84..

•tSDoughboy* Buster Keaton Aug. 30 6750 75.

Reviewed under title "Big Shot" In July 26 Issue.

*t§Free and Easy (A.T.) Buster Keaton Mar. 22 8413 93.

•HFIoradora Girl. The (A.T.). .Davles-Gray May 31 7260. ...81.

MsGIrl Said No. Thi (A.T.). .. Halnee-Hyam* Mar. 15 8382 93.

•tSGood News (A.T.) ..Special Cast Aug. 23 8100 90.

•t§ln Gay Madrid <A.T.) Ramon Novarro May 17 7654. ...85..

IS Lady if Scandal (A.T.) Chatterton- Forbes- Rathbone . May 24 6858 77.

'tSLady to Love (A.T.) Vllmi Banky Mar. 8 8142 90.

*t§Let Ui Be Gay (A.T.) .Shearer-La Regue Auf. 9 70.,

"tSLord Byron of B'way t A.T.) . Terry- Kaley- Edwards Feb. 28 7200 80..

•fsLove In the Rough (A.T.) R. Mentgomery-D. Jordan. .Sept. 6 7875 88.

»t§Madam Satan (A.T.).. K. Johnsoi Reginald Denny. Sept. 20

•t§M*n of the North (A.T.) B. Loonard-G. Roland Sept. 27
*t§Montana Moon (A.T.) Joan Crawford Mar. 29 7917. ...B8.

MlNol So Dumb (A.T.) Davles-Nugent Jan. 17 7650 85..
Reviewed under title of "Duley" In Nov. 2. 1929. Issue

*t§Our Blushing Brides (A.T.). . Crawtord-Page-Sebastlan ...July 19 9138. ..182..
*t§One Embarrassing Night All English Cast Aug. I 7000.

•fl Redemption (A.T.) Gilbert- Nagel-Adoree Apr. 5 6019 67..

MSRogue Song, The (A.T.) Lawrence Tlbbetl May 10 9372. ..104.
*t§ Romance Grata Girt* July 26 76..
'tSSea Bat, The (A.T.) Bleklord-Mlljan-Terre* June 7 6570 73..

*t§Shlp From Shanghai, The
(A.T.) Nagel-Johnaon-Wolhelm ... Jan. 31 8223 ... .69

•tSSIni ot the Children (A.T.). Mean-Nugent June 27... .7775. .. .88.
Reviewed under the title et "Richest Mai" la the World la July I laaut

'tGStrletly Unconventional (A.T.) Stone-Cavanagh- Owen May 3 4970 55..
Reviewed under the title at "The Circle" In Feb. 22. 1929. Issue

-tIThls Mad World (A.T.) Rathbone- Johnson Apr. 12 6100 68..
'tSThey Learned About Women

(A.T.) Van and Scnenok Jan. 31 8773 97..

•tsThese Three Franch Glrla (A.T.) R. Denny Oct. II. ...6760
•TSUnholy 3. The Chaney-Lee-Lmow Aug. 2 6300 70.

•tSWay Out West (A.T.) Halnes-Hvams Aug. 2 6407 71.

Revloved
.Doc. 1\

.June n

.Sept. Ifl

-May >.

.July 12

.May 10

.Nov. >

AUQ. 1
..Dee. 2h

Apr. 19
..July 20

..Feb. 11

..Jul* 1

. . Feb. 1

..Apr. 11
.June ?
..May Ill

..Feb. I
.May I

.Jan. 13
..Aug. IH

AuO •ft

..Oct 2.S

. . Feb. a
.Nov. 2

.July II
.Aug. Iff

.May in

..Feb. 1

Aug. 2
.May a

Jaa. IK

-Jaly 1

•t§Real McCoy (A. T.) Chase Fab.
Rounder. The Novelty Nov.
School's Out Our Gang Nov.
't§Shlv«rlng Shakeepearo Our Gang Jan.
*t§Shrimo, The ..Harry Langdoa May
'HSong Writer's Revue. The (A.T.)
Spain's Maddest Fiesta Holmes Sept
'tSTeaeher*! Pet (A.T.) Our Gang Oct.
Through the Yangtze Gorges Holmes Oct.
'fSTough Winter, A Our Gang June
*t§Van 4 Schenek Jan.
Village Barber, The Flip the Frog Series
fsVodevllle (A. T.) Laurel- Hardy
•if When the Wind Blew* Our A>oa Apr.
•t 5Whispering Whoopee Mar.

I.... 1899 Dec 14
22
2 1893. ..21. ..Aug. 80
25.. ..1870
3.... 1738 .Feb. 15

Aug, 30.. ,.1861
13
II. ...1894 Aug. 16
25
21.... 1880 Mar. 29
II 799

7. .Oct. II

2 reels

5. ...1795
8 ...1907 Mar. 29

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Star Rel.

Man Brothers Sept.
Moran 4 Mack.... Aug.
Chatterton- Brook Aug,
Helen Morgan Jan.
Skelly-Wray- Powell Jan.

-Apr.
May
Jaw
.Feb.
July
.Feb.
.May

.Harold Lloyd Nov.

. Rogers-Carroll Sept. 27

Title
*tiAnlmal Cracker* (A .T.)..
•fjAnybody's War (A.T.)
flAnybody's Woman
•t§Applause (A.T.)
*t§Behlnd (he Make-Up(A.T.)
*t§Benson Murder Case The (A.T.) Powell-Pallette- Calvert
*t§Blg Pond, The (A.T.) Chevalier-Colbert
•t&Border Legion, The (A.T.). . Arlen-Wray-Holt
•fSBurnlng Up (A.T.) .Arlen-Brlao ...

•tfiDangerou* Nan MiQrew (A.T.) Helen Kane
•fSDangerous Paradise (A.T.).. Carroll. Arlon
*t§Devll*s Holiday, The (A.T.). Nancy Carroll

•tSFeet First (A. T.)
•tSFollow Thru (A.T.)....
*

1 5 For the Defense (A.T.) W Milam Powell ~ July

•tfGrumpy (A. T.t Cyril Maude Aug,
•fl Heads Up (A.T.) Rogers- Kane Oct
*t§Her Wedding Night Clara Bow Oct.

•tSHoney tA.T.) Nancy Carroll Mar.
•t§Klblt2er (A.T.) (D.) Green-Brlan-HamlltoB Jan.

*t§Ladtes Love Brutes (A.T.) ..George Bancroft Apr.

Apr. II

.Dee. 14

Ort. 18
.May 24
.Aug. 9

*tSLru,on»er , a. T.)
*f§Langhlng Lady
L'Enimatique Mr. Parkee

(Slightly Scarlet)
•fSLet's Go Native (A.T.)

Nancy Carroll

. ChattartM- Break ...'.'.'

. A. Menjou-C. Colbert.

. MacDonold-Oakle

Oct

.Dee.

•tSLove
*f§Love
tiMan

Coming Feature Attractions

Title Star Rel.

•tSBallyheo (A.T.)
-rgBattie of the Ladles (A.T.)
•tIBugle Sounds. The (A.T.) Lon Chaney
*t§Crlsis. The (A.T.)
*t§ Dance. Fools. Dance (A.T.)
tSDaybreak (A.T.) Ramon Novarre
•tiDtxie (A.T.)
*T§Dolng That Thing (A.T.)

*t 3 Flve O'Cloek Girl. The (A.T.) Marlon Davlos
•tIGreat Day. The (A.T.) Joan Crawford
•tSGreat Meadow. The (A.T.) . .3rown-Boardman
•t§Her Fortune (A.T.) Joan Crawlord
*t§lnsolration Greta Garbo
•t§Lady ,

s Morale. A. (A.T.).... Grace Moore Nov.

"TaLiae Kelly can (A.I.J Montgomery-Jardon
•tlMarch ol Time (Tent.) Weber 4 Fields

t§Merry Widow. The (A.T.)
Min and Bill Mane Dressier Oct
•HMonsleur Le Fox (A.T.) Barbara Leonard
•|§ Naughty Marietta (A.T.)
|§Never the Twain Shall MeetR. Torres

.5467.

.8077..,

.6024..

.9125..
6512..

•tINew Moon. The (AT).
"t§Passlon Flower (A.T.)..
"H Prisoner ol Zenda
•tSRazile-Dazzle (A.T.) ..

•tSRed Oust (A.T.)
•tlReduelno (A.T.) ...
•t S Remote Control (A.

Tlbbett- Moore Dec.

. .K. Francis- Johnson-Blckford Dec.

. .Novarre
Dressier- Moran

. Greta Garbo
. Dressler-Moran ....

. Haines- Deraa Nov.
..Xlng-Love-Halnes-Crawford .. ..

,. Marlon Davles

tSLIght of Western Star* (A.T.)AHen-Brlan-Greeo ".".
Air

Love Among the Millionaires (A.T.) . Bow-Smith . Julv
Parade (A.T.) (D)... Chevalier- MacDonald "jan

From WysmlBf (A.T.) .. .Cooper. Collier July
16 Manslaughter (A. T.) Colbert-Mareh Aug

•tfMen Are Like That (A.T.).. Hal Shelly .....Mar
.!M-i1?

e
.i,
C*r

o ' '
*W V \ Buchanan- MacDonald Oct.

•JfOnly the Brave (A.T.) Gary Cooper Mar
t§Paramount on Parade (A.T.)Soeclal Cast Apr

'tfPlayboy of Parle (A.T.) Maurice Chevalier Oct .oT§aueen High (A. T.) Ruggles- Rogers- Morgan ... Hun 23 7905tlReturn of Fu Manchu (A.T.) .Oland-ArthCr ...... Mav 17 mm
"tSRoadhouse Night. (A.T.). . . . Morgan. Ruggles .... . Feb 15 7202

In Numbers (A.T.) . . Charles Rogers j un8 7 7074
* T™! l

_v.-.---:i-Vr-!,ic
1,

har
„
t'

L
Arlen s«0t- 27.^5839.

_(A.T.)..Jack Oakie j U |y 2* 6018
Ruth Chatterton Mar. 22 6868'
Arlen-Wray Sept. 13. ...6534'

9
ar> Cooper Jan. 25. ...7300

the title of "Medal" In Nov. 23, 1929 Issue

,

p0 *el I -Schilling June 14.... #392.
Indian Cast Aug. 2. ...7551.

/v« vn Brent Feb. 22. ...6204.
Oakle.Brlan June |4 5403.
Coonor-K. Johnston-B. Comp-

son gen*
Wn, Powell
Gary Cooper
Clara Bow
King- Mac Donald -Oland

Date Feet Mlns.
6... .8897.. ..99.. .Aug. 30

.8117 .

30.. ..7243,
..7061. ...78.
..6364. ...71. ..Oct 26

..,65
..6964. ...78.
..80 88. ...0 ..Jaly 1

...58.
..6571. ...71.

...58.
. .6741

.

...75.
. .8100

. . .90.
..8388.

...M
..6647. ...66 July 12

...76.

29.. 6701.
.75.

...74.
..Sept. 27

7273., ..81.

25... -.7134.
-.70. Apr. 19

28.- •7105
..6390. ,..71. ..Sept 6

16... .6787.. ..65.. .May 31
IB.. ..o3I2, ...70. .May 31
19... .6910.. ..71., .July 12
18... 11)622 . ..HI. ..Oct 19
12.. ..5989. 68 ..July 12

..7954. ...89. ..July 26

•tSSafety
*t§Santa I

*t§Sap From Syracuse
•tSSarah and Son (A.T.).
•tfSea God, The (A. T.) ...,
MlSeven Days' Leave (A.T.)...

Reviewed under
"t§Shadow of the Law (A.T.).
*t§Sllent Enemy, The
•tISHghtly Scarlet (A.T.)
•tSSocial Lion, The (A.T.) ...
"tSSpollere, The (A. T.)

_. (A.T.)
*t§Revue of Revue* (A. T.).

MSRosalle (A.T.)
•tfSong of India (A.T.)..
"tlSguaw Man (A.T.)
Soul Kiss. The
•t§Southerner, The ,

-'SQuaw Man, The
-tSTamoleo (A.T.) . .

Their First Mistake Laurel 4. Hardy
(Reviewed under title of "The Rap," Issue of Sept. 27)

•tSTrader Hern (A.T.) Harry Carey

•tlWar Bablee (A.T.) BuMer Keaton
*t§War Nurse (A.T.) Walker-Page-Montoomery

*t§Strvjt,t of Chance (A.T.).
•tSTexan. The (A.T.)
•t§True to the Navy (A.T).
*t§Vagnbond King, The (A.T.)
"With Byrd at the South Pole.. .

•tJYoung Eagles (A.T.) Charlet Rogers' ".'

*t§ Young Man of Manhattan
(A.T.) Colbert- Ruggles

.Feb.
..May
..May
..Aer.
..June
.Apr.

31.

26.

.8128.
.7023..
.7142..
. 6396 .

,

.9412..
-7411..
.6405..

.7306.,

_ 23
..Aug. t
...Mar. 15

. . . Apr. 5

..Sept. 13
..Aug.
...May 10
...Dee. 28

. . June 7
..Sept. 27
...Aug. 2
..Mar. 22
.Aug. SO
...Nov. 23

...June 7
..May 17

. . Jan. 25
..June 21

..Aug. 30
..Dec. 28
...May 17

...May 17

...Jan. II

. .June 28

..Mar. 22

...Moore- Denny

. ..Lawrence Tlbbett

*t§Way for a Sailor (A.T.) John Gilbert

Tinr

Nov. 22 Sept. 20
Nov. I Sept. 20

Woman Racket (A.T.) Meore-Sweet Jan. 24. ...6387 Dec. 14

•tSWorlds Illusion. The (A.T.)

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star

•t§AI1 Teed Up Charley Chase
•tiBnby Felllee (A. T.) Revue
•tt.Be>>' Shooters Our Gang
tIBolew Zere (A. T.) Laurel-Hardy .

•**R( k if . Th» Harr t >ngdon
*T§Blgger and Better B. Friend
'TsBioUe Lourei-nerdy
M§ Brats Laurel- Hardy
tlCleek Bheo. Tfce Revue *•» '•

-t§CoHege Hounds Dogs Sept 27.* = r»n. . ptuHtwM qlltmar* Trli Ian 25.

*t§Doctor's Order B. Friend Sent. 13.

•flDogway Melody Dogville _. Dee. 20

Rel Date Length Reviewer1

Apr. 19.. ..1895 ...Mar 29
Apr. 17
May 17.. 1881 F*b i«

Apr 26 .. .1889 Oct. 25
M»r ?9.. 1827 Jan. »
lift M
t-<-n 8. 2654 Feb. 15

Apr. 27.. . . 1926 ...Apr. 1

Coming Feature Attractions
Title* star a.r ria

•t§Along came Youth (A. T.). . .Charles Roger*... Dec 20EO»nHft Q Mothers (A. T.) ...... ..
*t§Derellet Bancroft-Francis Nov 22

'

"UFIohtlng Caravan. TheiA.T.) Gary Cooper
••ewe. «..

M§Follow the Leader Ed Wynn
'

MjHoneymoon Lena (A. T.) ... Eodie Dowiing" '.

\

"

'lluY^s!"?* .

r

in& ja
-
T> Jun,or Durk "' .......::::**«Klrf Beets {A. T.) ... Jack Oakie

•tSMerton of the Talkie* (A.T.) Jack Oakie ".'.*.'.'.'.

•tSMoroeeo (A. T.) Cooper- Dietrich "."Dee 7!«•*** Mnpa>» 'A. T.) Wm. Powell ....
*t§Only Saps Work
"T§Perehe No Maria Jaeobini
•t I Rlo.nl to Love, The (A.T.). Ruth Chatterton
•SRodeo Romance (A. T.J.... Arlen-Carroll
'(Rase ef the Ranehe (A. T.)..Gary CooDer ..
•tSRovel Family. The (A. T.)..Fredrlc March
tCRearah Murder Case (A. T.) William Powell '."

'

•t§Sea Legs
•ssuoev rA. T.)
•t§Stolen Heaven Nancy Carroll '.,',','.'.'.'....'.'.'.)'.'"

•*§The Virtuous Bin
•!Tom Sawyer (A. T.) . ... lartle Cooomt .. ....".*.' ' Nov

'

22
'

Virtuous Sin. The Huston-Francis Nov. I.

A T.»

*t§Dublln and Nearby ....
*T«Fast Won (A. t.i ....
•tSFIddlestleks (A.T.) ...

*t|Flfty Million Husbands.
*SFIgh(lno Pinon
*tCFIret Seven Yean. Therwwf «.-<!»»

"tSFIylno Ffcrta

•tgGen.- ot M-G-M (A.T.)
Girl Shock
tSHavwlre (A.T.)
*Head Guv. The
MIH.t Wild (A. T.)
t(M.i n.«

Ipv Chase Oct. 4....
.Holmes Dec. 27. .

.

.Charlie Chase June «.
Aug. 16..

Charlie Chase May 24..
.Langdoa Feb. 22.
Our Gam Mar. I..
Revue •" "»..
Cartoon Sept. 8

SOUND SHORTS
Star

.1848...
.1877...
.1843...

..Aug. 16

..Mar. 29
..Dee. 14

..Apr. 5

. Novelty
....Charley Chase .

Leuret.Herdy
Herrv Lanqdon

....Leoral-Hardy ..

Dees
.. Holmes

Sailor

..Aug. 23.
.. May 29.. .June 7

..1786.
.1775..
..1878
...1775
.1400.. 2 reels.. Feb. 15

tlKidtfU* Revae (A. T.) Mar.
•UKIeg The Harry Laegdoa June
niLaurel 4 Hardy Murder Cae*. Laurel- Hardy Sept.

.adies First B. Friend Dec.
Looser Than Loose Chase Nov.
•tSMaqhomn Serenade (A. T.) Haekett-Doran
Modern Madrid Holmes Nov.

tf Night Owle (A. T.) Leuref-Hardy Jan.

*t(oid Man Trouble (A.T.) n«vldso*-Niehelt
•t |P Irate* (A.T.) .Benny Rubin Feb.

Pups Is Pb*ts Our Gang Aug.

.1895 Dec. 14

2reei*
.1622 Aug. 16

Oct. 18

Title
ItGArrldenN Will Hannea 'A.T ) Smith
*STActlon Speak Louder Than Wm. i

Worn* (AT)
^Antique Shop
*t«Artist's Reverie. The (A.T.)
•t6At Home (A.T..
VSBallet Class (A.T.)
*t$Barnacie Bill. t)

(A.T.)
•t6Boarded Lady (A. T.)
•tfiBedella ,

•+6Belle of the Night
fjBlue Songs (A.T.)
•§tCamera Trail*
'tSChlnese Fantasy (A.T.)
tPCMnatown Fantasy. A
"tSChords of Memory (A.T.)...,
•tSCIeanlno Up (A.T.)
•t§Cockeyed News No. I (A.T.)

Burns-Allen
Gamberelll 4 Co...
Lulu MeConnell
Dancing Act

Tulltnrto""
- ..

.

Louise Fazenda .

.

Rel. Dste Len
. Aug. 2 2 ree
May 3 1 reel.

....Aug. 2 I reel.
Aug. 9 1 reel.

.

... May 31 I reel.

.

Dorothy McNulty
.Ruth Ettlno 4 Orchestra.
Bruce Scenic
Novelty Act
Mlller.Oova
R. Bruee Seenle
C. Conklln-M. Swain
Eddie Cantor

. Mar.

..Jnn.
... Feb,
..Jan.
..Oct.

.. Jan.

..July
..May 10

Sept.

I.

.604

*t§Come Take a Trip In My
Airship Sereen Sono

tSConfounded Interest (A.T.) . . . Raymond eV Caverly
"tgCow Camp Ballads (A.T.) R. Bruee Scenic
•t§Oanee, You Singer* (A.T.)..Puek 4 White
MSDeep "C" Melodies (A.T.)... Frances William*, Yacht

. Aug. 9.

.

2 reels.

.

5 I reel. . ,,

II I reel ...

5 I reel
5 1 reel...

I reel . .

.

.2 reels..

. . . I reel

.

. . . I reel.

...I reel..

•Means synchronized score. fMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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*1 5 Desperate Sam
•t§Dlzzy Dishei (A.T.)
•tsDon't Believe It (A. T.)
•tSOown With Husbands
•f§Dresden Dolls, The (A.T.)
•tiDriitino Along (A.T.)
•HOufce of Dublin <A T.)

Bert Gordon Mar.
Talkartoon Aug.
James Gleason Feb.
Vrthur Ho.trn . . Mar.

Marie Gamberelll July

Robert Bruce Scenic Sept.

Charles Murray Feb.

§False Alarm Fire Co. (A.T.). Smith & Dale Mar.
-TSFamlly Next Door The,. Charles Rugqles Jan.

t§ Fatal Card. The (A.T.J W. & e. Howard Nov. 8....

'tSFavorite Melodies (A.T.) Ruth Ettlng &. Orchestra. .. Mar. 16 I reel

t§FeeHn* Blue (A.T.) Ash-Washington U""' .A'"'',™,"
1

t§Firebugs Talkartoon May If

't§Flt to Be Tied (A.T.) Burns & Allen Aug. .

t§For Love er Meaty iA.T.),. Lois Wilson ,an -
,

Allen & Canfleld.. Sept. I,

Block &. Sully May 10

Eddie Cantor Mar. |i

Screen Song Auq. 23

29 1832
9 I reel

8 1872 Mar. 22

8 I860 Mar. 22
16 I reel

6 I reel

I 1850
9 I reel

II 1381 Feb- 15

•t§Food lor Thought (A.T.)
•tSGettlno a Break (A.T.).
•t§Gettlng a Ticket (A.T.).
tSGlow Worm. The (A.T.)...... mimH »»««
•t§Go Ahead and Sing (A.T.).. Tom Howard Oct. 25.. ...I reel .

•t§ Grand Uproar (A.T.) Talkartoon Oct. 4 1 reel ..

•t§He Was Her Man (A.T.) Gllda Gray 2 reels.

.

•tlHelplna Hand. The (A.T.) . . Sollv Ward Oct. 4 reel...

*t§Her Future Ethel Merman Sept. 6 I reel
.

*t§Her Piano Boys (A.T.) Lillian Roth & Orchestra. i""8 "'---

•tSHis Honor, the Mayor Charlie Murray Mar. 22 2 reels..

•t§Hls Wife's Birthday (A.T.) .. Solly Ward 1
r" '

*t5Hold-Up (A.T.) Tom Howard •• V .

•tlHot Air Merchant (A.T.) .... Charlie Rugglei Sept. 13.. ...2 reels

Talkartoon Mar. 29 I reel..

04 Apr. 1%

I reel

1870
I reel

I reel June 28
.1 reel

uly IB

.1 reel.

.1 reel.

. I reel.

•f&Hot Dog --

'tSHot Time In the Oid Town
Tonight. A (A.T.) Screen Song Aug. 2.

*t §1 Came First (A.T.) Herman Tlmberg Apr. 12.

•i&l m a Wild Woman (A.T.)... Boydell-Ash Aug. 16.
*Tfci m A Ira id to Come Heme In

the Dark Screen Song ... Feb. I

.

*t§l'm Forever Blowing Bubble*. Screen Song Mar. 15.
*t§ln the Good Old Summertime
(A.T.) Street Sons June 7.

•t§ln the Shade of the Old Apple
Tree Screen Seng Jan. <8.

•tjlnsuranee Eddie Center Aug. 23..

"t§ Introduction of Mrs. Glbbs
(A.T.) Lulu McConnell Sept. 20.

MSJazz Preferred (A.T.) Zelaya Aug. 30..
*t§Kandy Kabaret (A.T.) Children's Ballet Aug. 23..
*§tKnlght» In Venice (A.T.j... Smith 6V Dale Mar. 23..
"t§Lady. You Slay Me (A.T.) . . . Parktns-Hlllpot Sept. 6
•t&La Paloma Screen Song April. 12

"tlLa Schnapps. Inc. (A.T.) smMh & Dale Nov. 8

•tSLet Me Explain (A. T.)... Taylor Holmes Jan. 25 1870

•fS Lovers' Lane (A.T.) Arthur a. Morton Havel - - -
•tisMany Moons (A.T.) Bruce Novelty ..Aug. 9... I reel Sept. 6

•t§Marry or else Arthur & Morton Havell ...Oct. 25.-. . .2 reels

•T&Meek Mr. Meek, The (A.T.) jimmy Barry Aug. 16 I reel

•tSMeet the Boy Friend (A.T.).. Lillian Roth Aug. 30. ...I ree

*§1 Melodies (A.T.) Smith Bros.. Singing I reel

•t§Meltlng Pot (A.T.) Petite Revue Jan. I3.'29. .2 reals

•tlMillion Me's, A Lee Morse *or. 26 964 Jan. 23

*t§Moon Bride's Wedding (A.T.) Indian Musical Novelty Feb. 22 I reel

.1 reel.

I reel June 28
. I reel

1 reel
..574

Jan. II.

18...
ft..

18... . I reel

. I reel

. I reel . .

.

. I reel .

.

. I reel . .

.

. 738 . .

.

.1 real'.,

.July u

_. 24
.Oct. IB I reel.

.2 reels.

21..
. . I reel

.1 reel..
. . 1 634 .

.

. i reel .

. ..Oct.

.Jan. 16

Jan. 25

...Sept 6

..Aug. 23

*t§Mountaln Melodies (A.T.J....R. Bruce Scenic.

*t§My Gal Sal (A.T.) Screen Song
•^Neighborly Neighbor! (A.T.) Lulu McConnell ..,

4§New Rhythm Azplazar 4 Bead
•t§Noah'8 Lark (A.T.) Talkartoon Oct. 26

•tSOle Man Whoopee (A.T.) Art Frank Sept. 27.... I reel

•t§Operatlc Selections (A.T.) Tito Schlpa May 24 I reel..

*t§Paramount Acts I reel...

"tSParamount Comedies 2 reels..

•t§Paramount Pictorial No. I Clara Bow Sept. 27 1 reel

No. 2 Mary Brian &. Phillips Holmes Oct.

'tSParamount Screen Songs
•It Paramount Sound Newt ,

•tSParamount Talkartoon*
•t6Prl*nnere Song. The. Si>r«i,n song Mar.

't§Radio Root Talkertoon Feb. I

•t§Ralslno the Roof (A.T.) Lillian Roth & Band Aug.
Bt§Red. Green &. Yellow (.A.T).. Lulu McConnell
•t§Resolutlons (A.T.) Billy House Aug.
tQRube. The Jimmy Barry June
't§Sallor's Luck, A George Beatty Sept.

•t§Salt Water Ballads (A.T..).. R Bruce Scenic Mar.
•tSScrapplly Married (A. T.).. Johnny Arthur &. Bert Roach. Feb.
•t§Srhipa. Tito May
"tSShip Ahoy-Oy-Oy Smith-Dale
•t§Sing. You Dancer* tA.T.). . . Puck & White Sept. 20 1 reel.

•t6So This li Parlt Green Fazenda lan. 18. . 1747 .

•tSSong Service (A.T.) Lee Morse &. Co Oct. 25 1 reel.

•tlStein Song (A.T.) Screen Song-Vallee Sept. 6

"ttStory Book Parade. The (A.T.I Children's Ballet Oct 4 I reel.

•tlStrlke Up the Band (A.T.). .Screen Song Sept 27
•tfJStronger Sex, The (A.T.) . . . Myers-Roach Mar. 15 1760
"t§Sunset Hunter (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic July 12 I reel

«!••• Cu'e Lynn Overman Nov. I I reel Sent. 6
"t§Swing. You Sinner (A.T.) .. .Talkartoon . Sept. 20 1 reel Oct II

•t§That Party In Person (A.T.) Eddie Cantor Jan. 5 1 reel

•t§The Lady Fare (A.T.) Christie Talking Play 2 reels

•t§The Rube (A.T.) Jimmy Barry. Sketch July 21 1 reel

•t§The Tide Rises (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenle July 14 1 reel

*t§The Wanderlust (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic I reel

•tlToys (A.T.) Three Ormonde Sisters July 28 I reel

*t§Trafflc Regulations (A.T.) Donald Ogden Stewart I reel

'tSTravellln' Alone (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic I reel
*t§Twentleth Amendment. The (A.T.) Jan. 22 2 reels
•»KVnlr*>« nf Lm-lv Men R. Bruce Scenic a n r l» I reel

"t§Wanderlust. The R. Bruce Scenic April 5
•tGWee Bit o' Scotch (A.T.) R Bruce Scenle Feb. 8 I reel

"tSWhile the Captain Walts Armlda
*T§Wlse Files (A.T.) Talkarton -lu'y '9 1 ™el June 14
-*'v„, w- Hove No Bananas, Scream «am Apr. 26... ' '""I May 24
•tSYou're In the Army Now Johnny Burke Oct. II 2 reels

PATHE
FEATURES

Title Stir "•!• Data

•toOratld Panda, Tin (A.T.) (F.)T«eIyetreee-SeoM '•' ' 7607....M... Not. II

•tlHer Mao (A.T.) (F.) Twelyetrees-Holnras-Rambeau
Gleason Sept. 21

•tlHuj Flrel Command (A.T.HF.) Be»d-8elja,tlai Jap. II.

*t§Hollday (A.T.) (F.) Hardlno-Aitor-Horton-Ames .(uly 13

I Take This Woman June 7

•tSNInht Ware (A.T.) (F.) Eddie Qulllar, Auq. 3
•tSOffleer O'Brlan (A.T.) (F.)..Boyd-8ebaItlan fab. 15.

VSParden My Run (A.T.) <F.).8tarr.Duryea June 21.

•t6Rlch People (A.T.) (P.) Constance Bennett Jan. 5..

•t58wlni Hfgh (A.T.) (F.) Twelvetreei-Stott May IS.

7508. ...85. ..Sept 13
.5850 15
88701. .. .97. ..JOia 14

.8314
.6740..
..5654..
.70741..
..7500..

Coming Feature Attractions

Title „ St" „
tEAriam and Eve (A.T) Constance Bennett

•tiBiyand Vletory (A.T.) (F.)..Boyd.Twelvetree>Glenon-SootNov.

Bio Money Qulllan-Gleason-Armltrono-
Gleason Oct.

MSCraabUii Throuib (A.T.) (F.).WIIIIani Boyd Doe.

•tSGreater Lave. Tba (A.T.).. . »nn Hardlnq .. A"J.
•tSln Deep (A.T.) Constance Bennett Jan,

Rel Date Lenpth

...June 7.

...July 26,
. . .Apr. b,

. . . May ID,

•tSI Take This Woman (A.T.) . . Bannlster-Hardlng .

•tSLast Frontier. The(A .T.) ... William Soyd
*t§Lazy Lady 1A.T.1 Constance Bennett
•tf North ot the Yukon (A.T.) .. William Boyd
•tSP«lnted Desert (A.T.) (F.>.. Boyd-Twelvetrees ..

•tSPrice of a Purty. The (A.T.). Helen T welvetrees Apr. 19.
'

tgRawhlde (A.T.) William Boyd Feb. 8,'
'TSRebound Ann Harding Dec. 14..
•t& Roma nee Harbor (A.T.) Ann Harding Mar. 15.

'

-i" Takes a Holiday Constance Bennett Nov. 10....
•tSSlren Song. The (A.T.) Mary uewis
'tlTaklng the Rap (A.T.) Robert Armstrong Aug. 16.'
*t§Thls Marriage Business (A.T.) Constance Bennett July 5. '

SOUND SHORTS
(Available sound -t

(Note: Pathe doe* not list running time
in the Important series, however, follow:

2 reel corned le*

Pathe Sound News
Pathe Silent News
Pathe Audio

-film and sound-on-ttisc)
Shorts. The apnroiimate running time el reeis

Rel. Date Run. Time Reviewed
..20 m

10 mla
id mis
II m

Pathe Review II mla,
Aesop's Fables . 8 mt»
Grant land Rice SportllghtS 10 mil
Talking TodIcs of the Day 7 Ml*
Knute Rockne Notre Dame ,

Football Series of 6
15 1 reel Aug. 30
IS I reel Aug. 30
IS I reel Sept 13

15 1 reel

15 1 reel

15 1 reel

Star Rel. Date Lenoth R-vlcw*'
Carney-Wills Oct. 12.. . .2 reels.

.

...Aug. 23
July 27... .2 reels... ..June 21

.Hlatt-Kaley June 29.. ..2 reels..

.Harry Grlbbon June 22.. . .2 reels. , ...June 28

.Morgan-McPhall Aug. 31.. . .2 reels. .

.

...Aug. 2

1

.

The Last Yard Oct.
2. The Hidden Goal Oct.
3. Flying Feet Oct
4. Touchdown Oct
5. Two Minutes to Go Oct
B. Backheld Aces Oct.

Title
All for Mabel
~ (America er Bust....

§Beautles, The
§Blg Hearted
SBoss's Orders, The
I Bugvllle Romance, A Aesop Fable lune 8 I reel June 21

ICampus Favorite! Sportllflht June 29 I reel July 5
([Carnival Revue H lattHughes Aug. 3 2 reels July 19

*t§Chasing Rainbows Sportllght Aug. tO I reel

'tSChamplon Makers Sportllght June IS I reel.. June 21

I'-ircus Lapers Aesop Fable Sept. 28 I reel. . 10. . .Oct. 4
Cobb Goes Fishing Snortlioht Oct 5 I reel. . 10. . -Oct. 4
•tSUrumi ot Fear Vagabond Adventure Series.. June 29 I reel June 28
*t§Deep South bou.iitun songs Aug. 24... I reel June 28
*t§Oude Ranching (A.T.) Sportlight Sept 21. .. I reel ... 10. Aug. **

Ebony Shrine vagabond Adv. Series Sept 2"

•tSFarm Foolery Aesop Fable Sept I

Frozen Frolics Aesop Fable Aug. 3

Gem of Aora. The Vaqabond Adventure Series.. Oct. I!

*t§Olve Me Action Manning- Holma* Aun. I

'tSGIacier's Secret The Vagabond Adventure Series.. .June
*t§Ghding Snortliaht Sept.

'tSHearts and Hooff RUe-Keefe Sept
*t§Hold the Baby Agnew-Crane-MoPhall Aug. 17 2 reels..

"tSHooked Sportllght May 18 1 reel May 24
'tSHot Tamalo Aesop Fables Aug. 8 1 reel Aug. •

•tfjl'll Take That One All Star Oct 5 2 reels

'tSJungle Jazz Aesop Fable July 6 I reel July 19

*t§ Jungle Terror Vagabond Adv. Series Oct 5 I reel Sept. 20

•f§Kld the Kidder Campus Comedy 2 reels Sept. 20
Lair of Chang How Vagabond Adv. Series-Terrlss June 15 2 reels. . 18. .June 7

"t6 Laundry Blues (A.T.) Aesop Sound Fable Aug.
*tSLet 'Er Buck Sportllght July
*T$Llve and Learn McPhall-Deerlng June
•K Love's Memories (A.T.) Song Sketch Feb.
*t§Love That Kills Vagabond Adventure Series.. .Aug.
*T§Mandalay Song Sketch Jan.
*t§Mldnight Aesop Fables G35

.1 reel May 31

, I reel Sept 20
.1 reel Sept 13

19 928 10... Sept. 27
17 2 reels Aug. 9

I I reel May 31

21 I reel. . 10. .Sept. 27
7 2 reels May 31

15

I reel Aug.
.1 reel Aug.
.2 reels. .....Aug.
I reel June

J4 I reel. June
5 I reel

7 min..
•fSMInd Your Own Business Agnew-Gulllver July 30 2 reels. . 17. .June 12
Musical Beauty Shop Melody Series June I 2 reels. . 18. .Juno 7
Ne»t and Tidy All Star Sept. 28 2 reels
*t$New Walter, The All Star June 8 2 reels
•jjNlght Clerk, The All Star Sept 14 2 reels
'TsNIght In a Dormitory, A Ginger Rogers Jan. 5 2 reels
•tSOn tne Air (A.T.) Topics of Hie Day Jan. 12 l reel Jan. II

•t§One Nutty Night, Comedy Mills-Carney Nov. 30. 2 reels

*t§Oom Pah Pah (A.T.) Aesop Fable May II I reel June 7

'tlPathe Audio Review (A.T.)... Released Every Week I reel

'tgPathe Sound News Released Twice Every Week I reel

•t§Perfect Match. The (A.T.) ... Butler Mayo Apr. 6 2 reels Apr. 5
*t§Plck 'Em Young (A.T) Agnew-Geraghty May 4 2 reels May 10

Racqueteers Sportlight II. ..Oct
Uncles (A.T.) Richard Carle May

•tfRlde 'Em Cowboy Whlte-Carnev Apr.
II.

•tlRomee Robin. A.. Aetop Fable June 22 I reel June 28
•t'tTRoyal Flush. A (A.T.) All Star Dec
HRubeville Nite Club (A.T.)..H B Watson ...Jan.
'tSSacred Fires Vagabond Adventure Series.. .July
*t§5ands ot Egypt, The Vagabond Adventure Series
*t§Satan's Fury (A.T.) Vagabond Adventure Sept.
Self Defense Sportlight Sept
MSShlp Ahoy (A.T.) Aese* Fable Jan.
'-.sinqing Saps (A.T.) Aesops Fables Feb.
*t§SI*teen Sweeties (A.T.) iVhlte-MeNaughten Apr. zo
Ski HI Frol les Soortllght Aug. 24.
*t§Sky Skippers (A.T.) Aesop Fables Feb. '6.

Pnnw Time A*«no F->h'e July 20.,
*t98omo Bibles Cerle-Hlatt-Llttle Billy Sept "
•tiSemewhere Oat Sportllght July
*t§Songs ot Mother Song Sketch Feb.
tsSollis and Thrills (A.T.) Sportllght Apr.
•tiSplashlng Through (A.T.).. Soortllght Feb.
Sporting Brothers Sports June
Swell People Dot Farley-Harry Grlbbon.. . Aug. 24 2 reels. .22. .July 19
Temples of Silence Vagabond Adv. Series-Terrlss July 13 2 reels. . 10. .July 19
H§Tlght Suueeze (A.T.) LeMalre Feb. 2.... 2 reels Nov. 23
Touchdown Knute Rockne Series |0.. Oct If
•t§Trumoeteer, The (A.T.) Song sketch Jan. 19.... I reel Jan *
Trying Them Out All Star May ~
Two Fresh Eggs Al. St. John-JImmle Aubrey July
Two Plus Fours Campus Comedy—Nat Carr-

Thelma Hill Aug.
*t§ Venetian Nights Vagabond Adventure Aug.
MiVolee of the Sea (A.T.) Song Sketch May
•tSWestern Whoopee (A.T.) Aesop Fables Apr
*t§What, Ne Bait! (A.T.) Teplrt ef the Day Mar.

.2 reels Aug. 30

.2 reels Nov. 16
..I real
..956 ft. 10

. I reel Aug. 23
7 1 reel Sept. 13

5... .2 reel Jan. II

2 I reel Feb. 8
tO 2 reels Apr. IS
4 I reel

. I reel Feb. 15

.1 reel. ..8.. July 28
2 reels Aug. 18

IS I real
.1 reel May 10

I rael Apr. 12
23.... I reel Feb. 15
I I reel .... 8 .. J une 7

.2 reels. .17. .June 7

.2 reels.. 20. July 5

.2 reels.. 20.. July 28
Aug. 16
May 3
Apr. 19

..I reel.
. . I reel

.

. . I reel

.

95... Aug. 29
73... Nov. 88
63... July 5
78... Feb. 8
7S May 3

RKO
FEATURES

Title

*t§Aliaa French Gertie (A.T.)
t^Beau Bandit (A.D.)
'tfCase ot 8ergeant Qrlscha ,,

*tSCheck and Double Check
(A.T.)

't§Consplracv. The (A.T.)
"rlCuckoos. The (A.T.J
"UDancehall (A.T.)
•tSDanger Lights
'UDIslana
•tSEscape (A. T.)
tSFall Guy, The (A.T.)
•tSFramed (A.T.)
•tSGIrl at Pert (A.T.)

Star

. .Daniels- Lyon
. La Rocque- Kenyon
. Morris-Compson-Hertholt

Rel Date

. Apr. 20.
. Mar. 2.
. Feb. 23.

Length

Feet Mlns. Reviewed

..6416 65. ..Apr. 19

..6128. ...69. ..June 21
..8191. ...92. ..Ma'. 8

.Amos 'n' Andy-Carol-Rleh. ..Oct. 25..

. Love-Trevor- SparKs Aug. 10.

,

. Wheeler- Woolsev May 4.
. . 01 Ive Borden- Arthur Lake
..Wolhelm-Armstrong-Arthur -Sept 22.

. Bebe Daniels Aug. SO.

.All Star Cast Sept 13.
..Mullhall -Clarke-Sparks June 15.
., Brent-Toomey Mar. 16.
.O'Nell-Sharland Feb. 2.

.6929..

.6480..
..9155..
..6184.,
..7053.
. .9383. .

.6345
..6175..
.6111.
..6174..

.75... Oct.

.73.

July 26
.68. ..Sept. 13
.65. ..May 31

.68... Feb. 15
.69... Jan. 4

*Means synchronized score. fMeans sound effects. §Mean& voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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*t§Half Marriage (A.T.)
"tHjlt snot at Sunrise (A. T.)
•fSHe Knew Women (A.T.)
•ttmi the Deck (A.T.)
•tllMld* th. Lines (A.T.)....
*t§Jaz2 Heaven (A.T.) ,

•t§Lawlul Larceny (A. T.) ...
*t§Leatherneeklng (A. T.) ...

*T§Love Comes Alone (A.T.)...
•ttgLovin' the Lsdiet
*t§Mldnloht Mystery, The (A.T.)
•§tPay Off, The
•t§Runaway Bride. The (A .T.)
•tJSecena Wife (A.T.)
•(Seven Kevi >* Baldoate (A.T.I
•tSShe's My Weakneu (A.T.).
•t§Shootlng Straight (A.T.)...
•tSSIIver Horde I A. T.»

.Olive Borden- Farley
Wheeler-Woolsey Oct
Sherman-Joyce May
Oekle- Walker Feb.

i
Conaaea- Fertee July
.Sally O'Neill-Brown
Daniels-Thompson Aug.
Foy. Jr.-Rubln Sept.
Danlels-Hughei Jan.
Richard Dli Apr.
Compson-Sherman Juno
Lowell Sherman Oct.
Astor-Hughes May
Nagel-Lee Feb.
D ix -See gar Jan.
Carol-Leko-Bunee Aug.
Dix-Lawlor July
Brent-Womelm Oct. I

.. Ii48l

.7459..
. 6319 .

..9219.

..6652..

..6383.

.6309.
..7600 .

..7038..
.8138..

..6759.

..6727.,
..6720..

..71

.79. .Sept. 27

.70 ..Apr 2r

,102. ..Apr. 26
.73. . .July 12

. . 69 . .

.69 July 19

Sept. 6
Dec. 2)
Feb. 2:
.May 31

Sept. 13
May 31

.Feb. 15

Jan. 4

luly

Title Star
Children of the Streets Betty Compson
•tSCImorren (A.T.) Richard Dlx
Devil's Battalion
•tSHook, Line & Sinker WheBler-Woolsey
Kept Husbands Sue Carroll
^Perfect Alibi. The \A. T.)..
Private Seer-rary
*t§Quoen's Husband
Sheep's Clothi.ig Wolheim-Astor
Sour Graps ... ,

White Shoulders

Coming Feature Attractions
Rel. Date

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star

Black and Tan Duke Ellington &. Orchestra. . Feb. 9

*f §BnOegroun, The 'A I.KFl Marc Connolly ... Feb 2

*t§Broken Wedding Bells (A.T.) Dane-Arthur Sept. I

•nCampus Sweethearts lA. I.KF&Dl Mar. 9

VSCash and Marry (A.T.) Vaugha-Cooke-tergent Mar. 16.

•UDear Slayer (A.T.) Vaughn-Cooke Mar. 2.

'tlEventually But Not Now (AT.) (F4.D) Vaughn-Cooke. .
Apr. 13.

*T6Falr Deceiver. The (A. T.l rFiO) Jan. 6.

Fafl to Arms. A Louise Fazenda Oct. 20.

•tiGenerol Glnsburg lA.T.I (F).Nnt Carr . .. Apr. li

"tSGolf Specially. Til* W. C. Fields Aug. 19

't$Good Time Kenneth Marc Connelly July 20.

*1$tiuoboat Gtntbura (A.T.) (F) Nat Carr Jan. 12.

M§Guest. The (A. T.) <FAO> Mare Connelly May 25.

•tiHot Bridge (A. T.) (Fe\D) May II.

Hummanettes No. I Benny Rubin Aug. 22
Hummanettes No. 2 Hutehinson-Lerch Sept. I.

Hummanettes No. 3 Clyde-Rubin Oct. I.

Knights Before Xmas Dane Arthur Nov. I.

- - iLjno or inc Sky Blue Uaugnier* Vaughn-Cooke Mar. 3D
*t§Lost and Foundered (A. T) (F4.D) Vaughn-Cooko .

Jan. (9

•t&Magnate. The (A. T.)(FAD) Mare Connolly Mar. 30.

•tlMen Without Skirts (A.T.) .. Dane-Arthur Aug. ...

•tSMIckey'i Champs (A T.HFiO) Mickey Yule Feb. 2.

•tfMlckey's Luck (A. T.MFAVD) Mickey Yule Mar. 30.
•KMickey'i Master Mind (A. T.) iF&Di Mickey Yule Mar. 2

'HMlckey's Merry Men <A T.MF&D) Mickey Yule July 20.
•t§Mickey'j Musketeer* (A.T.) Oct. 20.
•fSMIekey'l Strategy (A. T.) (F6VD) Mickey Yule j an. 5.
•HMIckey'a Winner! (A. TMFiOi Mickey Yule Aug. 17.
*t|Mlckey the Romeo (A T.)(F4D) Mickey Yule June 22.
'tIMIckey the Whirlwind (A.T.HF&.D) Mickey Yule Apr. 27.
•t| Mickey the Warrior Mickey Yule May 25
*t§ Museum. The Toby the Pun Aug. 19
"StOtf to Peoria (A.T.) Nick & Tony July 13.
•t§Old Bill's Christmas (A.T.) Feb. 9.
"tsOld Vamps for New (A. T.V., Vaughn- Ceoke Feb. 2.
tspsionka Flvino Sehoal (A.T.) ..... June 22.
MSPeep en the Deep. A Clark & MsColletign Sent. I.

*t§Puro and Simple. Louise Fszenda Sept. (5.
Razored in Old Kentucky Nick and Tony Oct. 20.
'tgSettlng Son. The lA.T.J Vaugnn-uooKe Feb. 16.
*t§Sleeping Cutlet (A.T.) Alberta Vaughn ,. Ian '

Society Goes Spaghetti Nick and Tony Sept. 15.
*r§Straag c Interview. The

a T i (F) Sherwln-Knowles .. Mar. 2.

•tlToby the Fiddler (A.T.) Sept. I

Toby, the Miner
•t§Who's Got the Body (A.T.).. Nick & Tony Aug. 3..

reel

.. .2 reels June 21

.2 reeli
. . 2 reels
. .2 reels Feb 21
.2 reels Apr. If

. , I reel. .

.

.1774. ...20
2 reels

2 reels July 1

.
. I reel Aug. I

.2 reels No., s

. .1 reel

. .2 reels.
. . I reel July 5

. .2 reels.

.

.2 reels

. .2 reels
. . I reel

. .2 reeis.

.

. .2 reels.
.

. 2 reels .

. 2 reels .

. . .2 reels.

.

.1623 I

. .2 reels

. .2 reels.

.

. .2 reels.

.

i
. .2 reels.

.

. . .2 reels.

.

. . I reel. .

.

..2 reels..
. 2 reels.

.

..2 reels. ..

,
. . I reel .

.

. . .2 reals.

.

..1 reels.

.

. . 1 699 ...

.

. .2 reels.

.

? reel*

. . 2 reels.

..If

..July 5

Apr 12

..May 24
. .June 14

Dec. 14

..Jan. 25

reel.

.2 reels. .

.

SOHU-ART-WORLD WIDE
Title

*t5Blg Fight. The (A.T.)
tSBIaza O'Glory
*t§Chargo of the Light Brigade.
•tSCoek O- the Walk (A.T.J...
't§Costello Case
•6tr>ude Wranoler. The (A.T.)
'tlQreat Gebbe
*t<t Hello Sister (A. T.)
'tonce a Gentleman (A.T.)...
•MReno (A.T.)
••SRoque of the Rio Grande...
*t]Talk at Hollywood
•tiup The Cenge
•tfWbat a Man (A.T.)

fHIa

Star Rel. Da
. Wllliam>. Lane . . Sept.
.Eddie Oowllng-B. Compsei.. Jan.
.McLaglen-Hume Dec.
J. Sehildkraut-Lov May

.Tom Moore- Lola Lane Oct.
Durvea-Batouette .. . ... June
.E. Von Strahelm-B. CanpsonJan.

, L. Hughes- Borden Feb.
. Horton-Wllson Sept.
Roland-Thomson-Love Oct.

. . Hatton-Loy-Bohr Oct

..Nat Carr- Fay Marbl Mar.

. . Travel Lecture Fab.
Denny. Seaar June

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES

.5850. .65 Apr 10

90. Dee. 14/29
.100
,80.. Apr. 19
.78... Oct. 18

68 May ?4
IOO.Sept.2l/2Q

9500... 105... Apr. 5
June 2l

-.8850
. 7200
.7200

.
.6?nn
.9650

..7200.

.

..7000 .

. . .«588 .

.

..5800..

.7000...

.70.
Oct. II

.72.Dec.2l/29
-•2
79... Mar. 29

Star OUfr
Re). Data

Epics.. Nat set 6860..
8900.

Talk. Pte. _,
. .Int. Photoplay. .Jan.
Edw. L. Klein

...Allied Film. Mar. 15... fl reels .8.

...Amor. Gen Film Jan. 249000 10
Talk. Pie Ell tt Sept I 8600.

..Apr. 6 in

July 10.8800. ..7
.May 108372. ..88

Jan.

Reviewed

.Jan. 25
21

.Sept 6

.May 10
. F*h. 8

..42
Apr. I*

..July »
May 24

Jan. I"

*t$A»ross the World (A.D-) Martin Johnson
•tSAfter the Verdlet (A.T.) Tsehechowa- Ward
Alma de Gaucho Special Cast
AeMtlt Froelleh-Amaaa
•• • Bemus* I Love Vau Mady Christians
•tiBBttom of the WnrM
•tSBrlde 68 (P.T.) V»ldt-Brlnk Amer. Angle
* f 1 Bright Eyes Balfeur-Trever .... New Era ...
MSOurning Heart, The Chrlstians-Froellch.

. Harold Auten
**5Call o» Circus (A.T.)

'Tt F i .... Ruihirun Clayton . . . Burr .....
'Caayea el Mlulaa Mie Tom Tyler Syndicate JlM I. .4742 80..
CauQiit m Berlin underworld. Fritz Kortner .

r*h»M Player. The Jehanne-Blanehar
••Civilization Hlekaaa.Markay
*t§Claney in Wall Street
(AT.) Murray. Llttlefteld . . .Aristocrat Mar. 187127

tiCede of the Watt Bob Cutter Svadleate 87.
•f§Constant Nymph, The Ivor Novello Big Three Exc.Aug. 17.7800 87.
•t<-r n .nniimiMt Special east N<-w Era ...Feb. 8
•tSCrtmson Circle. The Stewart Rome Inter. Photoplay
•t§Covered Wagon Trail Bob Custer Syndicate Dee. 29 4617 52.
•snanoer Man The (P.T.) Chai. Hutchinson ..Cosmos May 2n 6516 82.
•t§Dark Red Roses Stewart Rome Inter. Photoplay
*t§Darken«d Sklea (A.T.) .. Brentwood- MecDonaldBMtmore Prod Jan 5400. ...69
Dorki »f Hamburg Jugo-Frltsch . Ufa
•tlDrlftera Harold Autta 40.. July 8
•tSEtcaoprf from Dartmoor Barlng-Hennlng .Harold Auten. ..Apr. II 7529 ... .70 Apr. IP
Eternal Fools Judea Films Sept 23. .6120 68. .Sept 6
Farmer'* wife Themat-Halt-Davi* Allied Ian. 4 B845 ..76 len if
F ,n" r" .. --.".«. *™.rl««B si-* o.» 6360 71 Doe
•t§Fourth Alarm. The .. Nick Stuart-Ann Christy W. Ray Joy Johnston

Oct. 25 Oct. 18

Mar.

July i

Feb. 7:

Jan. I

May I

May 2
Mar.
Dec. I

*t§Heart's Melody (A. T.)
(F & D) Fntseh-Parlo Ula Film

Her Unborn Child (F & D) Special Cast Windsor Jan. 107609...
Hungarian Nights Special Cast mAer. Gen. Film Co.

Aug. 5/29. .8 reels.

Hunted Men Bob Steele Syndicate Apr.. 4853
MSlnimorlal Vagabond (A.T.) H aid- Froellch Ula Film
In the South Seas with Mr. and Mrs. Plnchot Talk. Plct. Epics. Sept. I 5538...
tlngagl Mr lean Hunt Congo Plet Ltd. Apr. 137778. ..

jaae Casket. The French Cast . . Cosmos 580u. .

.

*t§Jazz Cinderella M. Loy-J, Robards. Chesterfield Aug. 14.6181...
*t<3Juno and tlie Paycock (A.T.) tiara Allgood Harold Auten. . .June 27

.
9100 ..

.

*t§Just Off Broadway D. Kelth-A. Christy. Chesterfield Mar. 15.7650...
*TS*-adles In Love (A.T.) Day- Walker chesterfield May 178095...
*t$Last Dance. The (A.T.) Reynolds- Robards Audible Mar. 8 5825...
*Lone Horaemaa Ten Tyler Syndicate. .. Nay. I, '28. .4739. .

.

*t§Lonesome Trail C. Delaney-V. Brown
Falre Syndicate Aug. 25 5786...

Loose Ends Edna Best British Inter Oct. 17. .7560 ..

•TlLeet Gedi (A.T.) Teifc Pic felt* .. Sept I... .4*00...
lui. Patrol Pro rattle ...Not Set 5100...
MKove et First •lght(A.T.) Keener- Feeter ... Chesterfield Feb. 15 6039...
*t§Made to Order Julian Eltlnge Jesse Well 6240...
*t£Madonna of the Sleeping
Cars Claude Frane Little Playhouse Film Co

*t§Manxman, The Carl Brlason 6800 Deo. 2 i Ufa
Melody ol the Heart Ufa Film. .Aug. 29 Eng.. .8061 .

.

Germ... 8543
Mystery at the Villa Rose. . Trevor- Baring Harold Auten. .May 319000...
MSMyterlei et Nature Ufa
*t§Overland Bound Leo Mai one y Raytone Apr. 15.5040. .

.

' ju.rri.,ni3 o„„nd (A.I .i Perrln- Kay Ray (one ... Apr. 18... 5040. . .

'ts-Partlng of in. Trails .. Bob Custer Syndicate ..Mar. I 4700...
Pession Song. The Olmsted- N. Beery. . Excellent 5080. .

.

f*eacoek Fan The . Dorothy Dwen Chesterfield 5400...
Poor Millionaire Talmadge-Howard . Blltmore .Apr. 7 5200...
Porl Special Cast Ufa Films
*t£Rampant Ago (A.T.)
(D.F.) Murray-Kennedy ...Continental Jan. 155743...

'HRasputln. the Holy Devil Special Cast Martin Berger
Ri.ie s ot the Rio Grande Bob Custer Syn. Pictures . .Sept '29. .5223. .

.

•tsRomance el Weet Jack Perrln Jack Trap Jane 15. .8494...
•t^Saddle King, The Cliff Tex Lyon Anchor
Sea Fury Mildred Harris Tom White.. Not Set 620O...
•ISIums ol Tokle Japanese Cast . Moviegraphs
-r... k n -),.»

, . . Conway T carle First Division
. 6605

"t§Sombras de Gloria Jose Bohr Sono Art World Wide
-...nil. Panama l...i niriiu Gernghty .. Chesterfield 6300...
Stampede Native Cast Harold Auten... Apr. tt 7540..

.

Strange Case of District
Attorney "M" ... Unusual Photoplay . Mar. 6800 ...

Thr... Outcasts The Yakima Canutt Waca Mar - wk-i,
•tSThrow of the Dice Seeta Dvl Hollywood Pic. .Dee. 29.6700...
m under God Cornelius Keefe Crescent 5917.
•t§Treasure. The Film Arts Guild
Two Hearts in Waltz Time. . Janssen-Theimer . .Asso. C. of A. ..Oct. 10 8800
Western Honor Bob Steele Syndicate. . Mar 4849.

.

.

*t§Weit of Rocklea (A.T.)
(D) Art Mix World Art Jan. 18.5100...

•t§Whlte Cargo (A.T.) Special Ceit Harold Auten
•tSWhite Devil (P.T.) (*

Sl 0) Mosjukln-Dagover UFA Film*
Why Cry at parting .. . Halm*Gralla International
•tSWomar Who Was Far-
gotten (A.D.) .Belle Beaaatt State Cinema.

Wonderful Lies et Nina
Petrowna Helm-Ward ... Allied Films.

Worldly Goods Klrkweod- Kennedy. . . Continental ..
-t£Vlridlct> Mama. The CA.T.IMae Simon . Jiidio rilmt
Young Woodley All English Cast.

85. .Jan. 16

June 14

68.. Sept 20
July fi

.85.. Dec. 14
69.. May 8
65.. Mar. 29
83... Aug. 2

65. ..Sept. 13
84.. Oct. 25
13 ...Jaly II
.57. Dec. 21
68.. Feb. I

Jan. 25

.Oct 19

56.. Mar. 29
56. . Mar. 2H
52 Mar. 29
56

.Jan. IS

Aug. :_

...June 28
61.. .Aug. 2

Oct 12
58. Dee. 7

73.-
Feb.

70.
80.. May

...May 31
66.

Nov. 30
98 Oct. 25
50.. May 17

Jan.

.May I

..Am.

Harold Anten Sept.

.7000..

1.7560.

7600

78 Feb. 22

.65. Jan. 28

80.. June
65... Aug.

73... Oct

Coming Feature Attractions
Star Producer Rel. Date Length Mins. Reviewed

Liberty Prod
Atlantic Elstree 90.. .Oct. II
•tSBody. Soul end Drew
"TSBreezy Bill Bob Steele Syndicate 4500. .. .50. . Sept. 20
t§Burned Evidence (F) continental

Buying e Wife ....Special Cast Aff. European 7 reels
*t§Clnwn, The ( F) Continental
•§TComebaek. The (A.T.) Malestlo
Convict's Code, The Cullen Dandis Syndicate 56. .Oct 4
"tSDanelng Fathers (A.T.)
•t§Davy Jones Locker (A.T.) Liberty Prod
"t§Der Tiger Von Berlin Susa-Frank Ufa Film 55. .Sept. 27
*t§Dlvoree Question. The
fA.T.) Malestlo

Duty to be Silent Maria Albana Aff. European 6 reels
*f§East tynne (A.T.) Liberty Prod
*t§East ot Asia (A.T.) Liberty Prod
•t§Everybody'i Girt (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Exodus to the New World. The Lyon-Prevoet Pioneer
Full Dressed Thieves. Nils Aither Aff. European 7 reels
German Underworld Special Cast Aff. European 7 reels
Great Unknown. The. John Loder Aff. European 6 reels
•StHall the Woman (A.T.) Majestic
Her Viennese Lover . . . Asther- Nolan Aff. European 5 reels

•tSIn Oklahoma (A.T.)
"tSLIfe For Hale. A (F) Continental
Lonesome Trail Syndicate Sept. 13

Mllak of the Snowlands Special Cast Allied ...

•t§Mldnlght Alarm. The (A.T.) Liberty Prod
•tSMolher's Millions (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Our Dally Bread ... . Mary Nolan.. .. . Aff. European 7 reel!
•tiPrlee Mark. The (A.T.) Majestlo
*t§Red Kisses (A.T.)
•tSRomentle Scoundrel. The (A.T.)
*t§Seeond Honeymoon. The (F) Continental
*+§Sent I mental Satan (A.T.) Malestlo
*t§8mart Wemen (A.T.) Majestlo
•tSThou Shalt Net Squeal (A.T.)
•tSToday (A.T.) Nagel-Owen Majestic Nov. I ..6660ft Oct 25
•tSTrap. The (A.T.) Majestlo
•ISUnforbldden Sin, The (F) Continental
Unholy Love. Wegener. Petrevlteh, . Aff European
When Outy Call! Special Cast . . Allied 6714 feet
Wild Men of Kallharl Denver African Exp. Talk. Plct. Epiet
*t§Worst Woman in Paris (A.T.) Liberty Prod

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star ilstrlbuter

*t5Anywhe'e By Air Visuagranh
*t§At the Photographers

(A. T.) (F) Hnrrv D«lf Elbee
"Barn Dane* Mickey Mouse Certeenrelrbrlrv Pr»d
Besides the Western Sea Castle Fill

*t5Bllnd Youth (A. T.) Lou Tetlegen Capital
•tSBrlno On the Bride (A.T.) Ellbee
•tEBroken Doll. The (A. T.). Sadie Banks Jud»a Films
a tChaln Gang. The Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod i reel

'tConeuest of the Cascades. . .Educational Gen Elertrle Ce &o' "
Coast to Coast Talker Visupraphic 2 reels Aug. 30
•Known Hawaii Way finln' N«w»ltv ... Ra<tle I «»«
•t§EII-Eli Cantor Waldman ...Judea Film 950ft
*t§Evening in Jewish Camp.Eval Miller Judea Film 1000 ft

•*6Fri(,nu Mu^hnnd A t i Burr 2 reel»

*t§Frost and Old Lace Ufa I reel Sept. 20
•trt.llnnlnr Rniieho Ml»lmy Mo"«" Cartoon Celebris Prod. Feb. " •"•»'

*t 5 Jewish Gypsy Hymle Jacohson . . . Judea Films 1900 ft

Jewish Melody Cantor Waldman ..Judea Films. Inc I reel.

'Junole Rvthm mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod I reel Jan. II

•+ln*l Mlrfcey Mickey Meuee Cartoon Celebrity Prod I reel

'It Kiddle Cabaret Mayfalr 2 reeli Apr. 21

Length Reviewed
...May 17

2 reels ...

•red 1 reel...
n 1 reel...

2 reels ..

2 reMa ..

a 1 reel.
. .

.

!'NeV'"f

'Meant sunchronized score. ^Means sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

All-Talker. P.T means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-Hlm.
A.T. after title meant
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•Kids »nd Pets Color Noveltv

't&Kol Nldre No. I Cantor Sehmlllkel

•t*5Kol Nldre No. 2 Cantor Waldman .

Land of Freedom Seymour Relztelt

•tSMai-Ko Masnma-Lou
(A.T.)

-T£Mawas (P.T.)
•^Measuring Time
'tSMeel tne Fatally (A.T.)

(F)
•tMlefcey'i Cenoert .......
•t§Monkey Squawks (A.T.)
Natascha

Motion Picture News October 25, 1930

.Harry Fold

. . Castle I reel...

Judea Film* 900 ft.

Judea Films 950 It
..ludea Films. Ine 2 reels..

Judea Film* • - ,•
.Capital Pred 3 '/a reels

-Ufa Film

. Elbee 2 reels .
. Harry Delt ..

M lekey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Pred
Burr :— ,

.Pfnehus Lavenda ..Judea Films. Ine 2 reels

WotY Doctor (A.T.) Speelal Cart Judea Fllma leHMJ

tPlm.e Crazy Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod Jan.. reel

tplow Bey " Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Pred i rwel

ailur? Sweetheart Hymle Jacobson ...Judea Films. Ine 2 reals

•^Shoemaker's Romance
, A T )

Special Cut Judea Films

•KShould "i Charles Lawmer ..Advance Trailer

•tlsigned. Sealed & Oellvered (A.T.) Burr

*t|si*r> Minutes From _ „
Broadway Color Novelty Csitle

•tSStyle and Class (A.T.) .. Marty Barratz Judea Films ...

•T^Summer Harmonies Song Cartoon Blophone

UNITED ARTISTS
FEATURES

Tim Star *•• Data

•tSBad One. The (A. T.) ....Del Rle-Lowi May 3^..

tIBa Yeursalt <A.T,> <F).... Fann e Brtee Feb. 8..

•
T ,Du 155 wlntiiH V a».on<A. T.) Norma Talmadgs OcL II..

•t*Eyes ot the World ( A.T.) . .
Merkel-Holland Aug. 30..

•SHeM Harbor <A.T.) Velaz-Herehelt Mar. 22..

MSLottery Bride. The (A.T.). . . MacDonald-Garrlek Oct 25..

•riUmaSH (A T) <F> Weetover-Lyen Jan. 18..

•f§One Romantic Night A. T.) . . Glsh-Nagel-La RocQue Apr. 12..

•t&Puttln' id the Rltz (A.T.) .. Marry Riehman Mar. I..

.^Raffles (A. T.) Ronald Colman July 26..

•tSWhat a Widow (A.T.) ... Gloria Swanson ...Sept 13..

tSWhoopee (A. T.) Eddie Cantor Sept. 27..

ell: the Cat

•t§Un-Sana-Takof Cantor Waldman
i$wnen My Dreams Com*

True ...Gen
•tWhen the oafs Away..
'tWIld Warn

200O
I reel . . .

i reel

Films 950 ft.

Glenn Advance Trailer.

_-, Mouse CanoonCelebrlty Prod...
key Mouse CartoenCelebrity Prod.

I reel Apr.
I reel

. I reel Jan.

TIFFANY
FEATURES

f Avoidable soand-on-film and soand-on-disc

/

T,t,B
„ i

•t§Border Romance l A. 1

*t§Borrowed Wivea
EMravagance
tSH I g h Treason f 41.)

•tSHol Curves (A.T.) ..

•TSJourney . End lA.T.) .......

•fljust Like Heaven (A. T.) .

.

M§ Kathleen Mavoumeen lA.T.)

Land of Missing Men
Love Trader
-t§Mamba (AT)
•t§ Medic Ine Man. The (A.T.)

.

Montana Skies - •

•TSNear Rainbow s End (A.T.)
Reviewed as

M§OklBhoma Cyclone (A.T.)

•t$ Paradise Island (A.T.)

•'oParty Girl (A.T.)
•tfjPeacoek Alley (A.T.)
*t§Sunny Skies

•tfSweMhead (A. T.)
Thoroughbred •

-•ST run per* Three (A.T.)
MfaWlngs et Adventure

Star Rel. Date
Armida-Terry May 20.

Rex Lease Sept. 10

June Coltyer-Lloyd Hughes. . .Oct. 10

Hume-Thsmas Mar. 25

Ruble- Lease -Da* *•• '*

Lolin Clive Apr. 15.

Louise- Newell Oct. 22.

ONeu-ueianey <""• 20.

.Pob Steele nr
' IS.

.Leatrice Joy Oct. 9..

Hershoil -Board man -Fomo. Ma- '0

Benny-Branson J""e 25.

Kenneth Harlan Sept. 10.

Steele-Lnrraino June 10

•Dangerous Business" issue Dae. 2i.

Bob Steele Aug. 8

Harlan- Day July 15.

uuuv Fa.roanks. Jr Jan. 2o

Mae Murrav Jan. 10

Benny Rubin May I

Gleason -Shilling- Walker ... Mar. 20.

Garon-Barry Aug. 10.

: .^-Gulliver Feb. 20.

Ras Lease Aug. I.

Feat »

...5974..

...5580..

...5888 .

.6210
...78M..

I 141b
.5850
,..5169.
.. 5167.

.

..5700...
.

Oitt3
...6211 .

...5273 .

...5916..
1029
...5850-.
...6507..

. . 7480..

...6045.

.

. . . 6994 .

.

...7040..
...5425..
...7239..
...5050..

Review*.
May '

. .Aug. 30

..Sept. 20
June .

.Jul* 12

..Apr. 12

..Oct. II

Aug 2

..Oct! "is
Mar

. June 21

.55. .July 5

.65. ..Aug. 30
... July 5

75 Dec. 21

67... Feb. 8
78 May 24
78 Apr. 2i

.50... Aug. 23

.80 ...Feb. 22
.56 ..Aug. 9

Title
Aloha Oe ...

Aretle Patrol. The
Beloved Enemy. The
Blazing Guns
Branded Men
Caught Cheating
Circus Parade
Danger Signal
Drums of Jeopardy
Fighting Grin. The
Ghost Ship, The
Girl of the Llmerlost, A.
•t§Headln' North (A.T.)

HI. Jack
Keeper ot the Bees, The.

Coming Feature Attractions
Star Rel. Date

Torres & Lyon

Rex Lease ...

Rex Lease . .

.

Sidney-Murray

Review
. .Sept 27

Lasca
Lawless Valley R« Lease •

Leftover Ladles ....

Lure of the Yukon. The
•t§Midnlght Stage. The Maynard-Laff

Moran ot the Lady Letty. . .•l.'--':
•tSRIdln' Fool. The (A.T.) . . . . Bob Steele

Roaring Barrier • • -•.• • .„
She Got What She Wanted Compson-Tracy Oct 18

Single Sin. Th June Collynr

Steel .

t*§Sunrlse Trail. The (A.T.) . . . Bob Steele

The Barbarian

Thfrd Alarm? The".
'.'.'.".'.". ".'.*.*.'.'.*. James Hall-Hersnoit-Loulse

Thundering Hoofs - ?«* L« s«

•TlUnder Montana SUM Harlat-Gulllw
Unpardonable Sin •_-•. « "\L „ .1 \,
Utah Kid Rex Lease-Dorothy Sebastian

Wild Youth

SHORT SUBJECTS
ntla Star R»< Dsi. Lenoth

Bllmo Mystery. Tne ••• Inly " .2 reels. .

.

Classics in Slang Series 6 H. C. Wit..!". 2 reels

Celor Symphonies Series 6 In Technicolor . 1 reel

Chinese Flower Boet inly J
Cossack Bride Ian. 25

Dancing Bear June 10

In Old Madrid Feb. 10

Parisian Nights lune 25

•tsjungl. Oraxe C.lerMM Oct. 24.29 2 reels Oe.. a
Kentucky jubilee Singers Series of 3 . •-".*

Old Black joc "ay I .. 2 reels -•;;
On the Plantation *or. i 2 reels May 10

Musical Fantasies Series ol 6 ..'•,„ ••' rMl
Vilfmm

Fire Worshipners Jug. IJ Sent. 27

Memories »nr. 23

William Tell Aug. I

Rolling Stone Series | Color Travels I reel. Sept. 8

Rolling Stone Series Series of 6 Sept. 25 I reel bept. o

Tiffany Ch:mD*s"r"«. . . 6 Monkey Comedies 2 reels

Little Big House. The
Little Covered Wagon. The ...^ „ T . -

Volte ot Hollywood Series Station S-T-A-R
hi- o Ben Turpln

E?" q Wesley Barry
Robert Woolsey
Billy Bevan
Lloyd Hamilton

'"",, Geo. K. Arthur

15 Oct
.. .26. .1 reel each

Apr. 26
Apr. 19

No.
No II

No 1?
No 1

1

No IS

No IS

No II

No. 17

.Joe Cobb

. Ruth Roland

..Nell Hamilton

..Laura La Plante

..Gleason eV Armstrong.

.Johnnv Hlnes
,Jame« HaM
. .Conklin & Christy

Length
Feet Mlns. Reviewed
6673. ,..74. .Mar. 22
.5977. ...67. ..Feb. 1

8291. ...92.
.7272. ...81. ..Aug. 23
.8354. ...92. ..Mar.
.7472. ..83..
.7533. ...84. ..Feb. 15

.6592. ...72 ..Mar. 29
..8225. ...91. Feb. 22

. 6509. ...70. ..An. t

.8128. ...90. ..Sept 20

.8393. ...93. ..July 12

COMING ATTRACTIONS
Title

•t§ Abraham Lincoln (A. T.)..
*tlBat Whisper*. The (A.T.)..
•tSClty Lights <F)
•tlDevIl to Pay
K.ki (A.T.)
•t Hall's Angels < Fl

*t§ Queen of Scandal
•T5HeaeiilnB lor tne Moon <A.T
•tlSeoi 0* Guns (A.T.)

*t§Glorlous Vamps (A.T.)
•15 Second Hungarian Rneosody
"tSThe Americans Come (A.T.)
*§TWizard's Apprentice
•t§Zampa (A.T.)

.May 24

.May 21

July 19

.Aug. 9
July 12

Star Rel. Date
.Walter Huston Nov. 8..
.Chester Morris Nov. 29..
Charlie Chaplin
.Ronald Colman Dee. 20 ..

.Mary Pickford
Lyon-Hall-Harlo» Nov. 15 .

. Evelyn Laye Jan. 10 .

i Douglas Fairbanks
. A I j olson

SOUND SHORTS
Star Rel. Date

.Bobby Watson Jan. 25..
May 24..

.Otto Matleson Aug. 2..
Apr. 20..
Sept. 6 . .

.

Length Reviewed
.. 952 Jin. ?

...B95 July 19
...978
...840 Sept. 20
.1 reel Sept 6

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

Title
ti-Aii Quiet en Western Front

(A. T.)
Big Timber (Re-lssuei ... .

•f ^Burning Trail (Reissue)...
't§Captain ot the Guard (A.T.)
•TSCIImax. The (A. T.j .

'tgCohensand theKeltys iniseoflann

*t£Czar of Braadiny ,A.T.)
'1 s Dames Ahoy (A.T.)
•t§Devll's Pit The

Reviewed under title of

•T§East Is West (A.T.)
'IStmliarrasiing Moments (A.T)

' tl Fighting Legion. The
Flying Hoofs
-,f H. II i. Heroes
•»i5Hlde-Oul r A Tl
•tlKlag of Jazz. The (A.T.)...

"tlLady Surrenders, A (A.T.)..
ts Utile Aeoldeot iA.Ij
•tLueky Larkin
'tSMounted Stranger. The
•t $ Mountain justlet
•tlNlght Ride
* It Outside the Law (A.T.) . .

.

•tiParada et the West
'tSRoaring Ranch (A.T.)
*t§Song et the Caballero..
*t|Sons of the Saddle
MISpurs (A.T.)
*t§Storm. The (A. T.)
'tSTralllng Trouble
•tlTrigger Trleks (A.T.)
*t§Undertot«
•tlWhat Men Want
•tWhlte Hell of Pltz Pala
White Outlaw. The (Reissue)...
•tlYoung Desire (A.T.)

Wolheim-Ayrei.Wray Aug. 24.
William Desmond ..Mar. 30.
Wm. Desmond July 29.
La Plante-Boles Apr. 20.
Crawford- Hershslt Jan. 2b
Sidney- Murrav ...... Mar. 17..
Wray.Compsofl-HarroB May 25.

.

Glenn Tryea Feb. 9.

.

Special Cast Mar.
'Undef the Southern Cross'"

Lupe Velez-Lcw Ayrfla ....
Kcflinaia Denny Feb,
Ken May nerd Apr. t).

.

jack Hoile Feb. 2..
Blckford-Hatton Jan. ».,
Murray-Crawford . . Mar. 30.
.White man's Band 4 Scetlai

Cast Aug.
Nagle-Tobln-Rathbone-Hobart Ort.

12423..
..4388..
..4223.

.

..7519..

.7100..
.7314..
.5773...

...6268..
In April 27. 1929
Dct 23

2

138... Apr. 20

.82. ..Mar. If)

.81 ...Apr. 26
68... Feb. t
.69 Apr. 27

Fairbanks. Jr.. Page Sept I.

Ken Maynard Mar. 2.

Hoot Gibson Feb. 16.
Ken Maynard May 4.

.

Joseph Schlldkiaut Jan. 12.

.Nolan- Robinson Sept 18
Ken Maynard Jan. 19.
Hoot Gtbsoa Apr. 27.
Ken Maynard Juas 2t .

Ken Maynard Aug. 3.
Hoot Gibson Aug. 24.
.Special Cast Aug. 18.

Hoof Gibson Mar. 23.
,Hoo: Gibson June I.

Nolan-EIIIs-Brtvi s SD 23
All Star July 31..

. Special Oast June I

Jack Hoxle May 25.
Mary Nolan JtlJM •..

5230..
6763..
3852.

.

6148..
5299..

17. ...9163..
6 ...8485..
I. ...7897..
2 S;85..
16 5764..
4 6748...
12 5609..
18... .7111..
19.... 5900.

.

27... 6094.

.

B24...
6872..

.70. ..Dee. 21

.59... Apr. 19

102. ..Apr. S
Sept. 27

.87... July 12
Ma Zi

75-

..5303.
..7203 .

..5198..
..5462..

. 5025.
.6041..
...7727.
.4541.

Fop
Mar. 22

.62.. .Dee. 28

.78... Aug. 23

.65. ..Feb. '

67.. May 24
T! ..Jily II
.78. ..Aug. 9
.58. ..Sept 8
..60... Aug. 23
.67... Mar. 28
.57.. June 21
56. Jan. 4

.67... Sept «

«2* . .73. July If

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Data Length Reviewed

*t§Bllnd Husbands (A.T.) Dec. 8
*t§Boudolr Diplomat (A.T.) Compson- Keith- Duncan- Loff Nov. 24 Oct 4
*t§Cat Creeps (A.T.) Twelvetrees-Hersholt-Hackett Nov. 10 6493 Sept. 20
*t$Cohens &. Kellys Hunting Big
tjXoneentratln- Kid (A.T.).. Hoot Gibson Oct 26 4984
•nDracula (AT.) R-la Lugosl
•f§Flres of Youth Lew Ayres .!...•

Gs.-ne in Africa f A.T.l . Sidney- Murray
•JtHunchbaek tf Notre Dane
(A.T.)

Loose Morals
•t§Resurrectlon (A.T.) Boles-Velez
ItSSalnt Johnson (A.T.) Ayres-Wray
'tlSee Amerlea Thirst (A.T.) . ..Langdon-Love-Summervllli .Nov. 24 Oct. 18
ItSStrletly Di*hono"»Dle (A.T.) I"hn Boles
*t$Wh!te Captive. The Dorothy Janls

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel.

Alias the Bandit Bobble Nelson May
All West Sid Say I or June
Anthony 4 Cleopatra (reissue) May
Badge ef Bravery Ted Caraoa Fab.
Bashful Whirlwind (Reissue) Edmund Cobb Aug.
Battling Kid. Tha Bobbie Nelson June
Beauty Parade. T!ie Arthur Lake July
Benjamin Franklin (Reissue) . June
Boundary Line. The (Reissue) Fred Humss July
Close Call (Relssun) ... , Edmund Cobb Aug.
Columbus i. Isabella (reissue) . Juna
Crimson Courage Ted Carson Mar.
Crooked Trails Ted Carsen May
Danger Claim. Tha Bobbie Nelson Mar.
Fighting Terror (Reissue) Billle Sullivan July
Follow Me Arthur Laka Apr.

Data

17.

Length Reviewed

. 2 reels Apr. It

.2 reels May 24
1 reel

.2 reels Jan. II

.2 reels

2 reels May 24
.2 reels June 7
.1 reel
.2 reels

.2 reels
1 reel

2 reels Feb I

2 reels Mar. 29
. 2 reels Feb. IS

Foul Ball
Freaeh Leave
Gettlno the Air
Her Bashful Beau
His Gin's Wadding ....
Kounty Fair
last Stand
Law In the Saddle
Lightning Rider, The
Make M Snappv
Man Hunter. Tha
Matter ol Policy
Milky Way (R*lt<ue) .

Omar Khayam (Reissue)
One Wet Night

...Sid Savior
.. Sid Saylar
... Arthur Laka ..

Arthur Lake
...Arthur Laka ..

. . , Oswald Cnrioon

. . . Bobble Nelson .

. . . Ted Carson . .

.

, ... Ted Carson
. .. Sid Baylor
... Ted Carson

Edwards
... Charlie Puffy

.... Roaeh-Edwards

- - Apr.
. . Mar.
. . Mar.
.. June I

...July :

.. Jan.

...Jan.

... Apr.
. . Aug.

Feb.
...July

:

... Jan.
.

. Mar.
... July
...Feb.

2 reel*

..2 reels...

. . 2 reels. . .

1 . .2 reels. .

.

. . 2 reel*...

..2 reels..

. . I reel

. . 2 reels

. . 2 reels .

.

. .2 reels. .

.

. . 2 reels .

.1 rtela.
..I > el

Aor a

..Mar. 15
.Mar b

Feb I

May 24
. June 29

. . Oae. 7
Dm 21

...Mar I

July It
.Jan. 18
....July I

I reel

I reel..
. . I reel

•Means synchronized score. +Menns sound effects §Meann voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

All-Talker. P.T menna Part-Talker I) means disc. F means sound-nn-tilm.
A.T. after title mean*
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Paul Hevei-B ( Reissue)
Peekaboo
Plana Crazy
Pony Express Kid. The ,

D ttt at Hanar
Prohliterlt Mai (RolMMJ
Pronto Kid. The (Reissue)
Quean of Roundup (Reluue)..,
Red Coat'* Romance
Resiles* Rest (Reissue)
Ropia' Venu*
Seeing Red (Reissue)
Should Poker Player* Marry?
Sid's Lang Count
Sitting Pretty
Six Gun Juotloa

tamo Shaw
Son of Courage
Speak Easy (Reissue)
Step Right Up
Sterm King (R*- Issue)
Trail of the Para ,

Under the White Robe (Re-lstue)
Way of the West (Reissue)
Why Watt
Whip Hand. The (Reissue)
Wild West Wallop (Reissue)
William Tell

Weirs Fangs

Aug. 18.
Arthur Lake July 9..
Sid Saylor Aug. 9.
Edmund Cobb May 21.
Bobble Nelson. Feb. 22

Aug. II.
Edmund Cobb Apr. 12.

Jotle Sedgwick Mar I.

Ted Carson June 28.
Noely Edward* Mar. 24.
Josle Sedgwick Jan. 18.

Billy Sullivan Aug. 16.

Jung SO

.

Sid Saylor May 28
Arthur Lake Jan. 15.
Bobble Nelson Apr. 19

Arthur Lake Apr. 2

Bobble Nelsoa July 12.

Charlie Puffy Apr. 7.

Sid Saylor May 7.
Edmund Cobb Fab. 15-
Ted Carson Jan. 7.

Neely Edwards May 12.

.

Neely Edwards Feb. I

.

Slim Summenrllle Feb. 10.

Billy Sullivan Mar. IS.

Edmund Cobb May 24.

. . I reel
.2 reels Juaa 7
..2 reels July 19

..2 reels Apr.. 20
, . .2 reels Jan. lb

.2 reels. .

.

. .2 reels. .

.

..2 reels...

. . I reel

..2 reela..
..2 reels..

..I .

. .2 reels Apr. 20

..2 reels Dm. 21

...2 reels Mar. 13

, . .2 reels Mar. I

..2 reels June 21

. . I reel

..2 reels Apr. 19

.. 2 reels

.. 2 reels Oee. 7

. I reel
. .2 reels
. . I reel

. .2 reels

Ted Carson May

SOUND SHORTS

.2 reels May 10

Star Rel. Date

7..

Title
*t§Arablan Daze . .

.

•tSBowery Blmboes Oswald Carteoa Mar.

•tsBroadway Follie* Oswald Cartoon Mar. „

•tSBrother tor Sale (A. T.) Sunny Jim June 25.

•tSChlnese Blues (A.T.) Sporting Youth Mar. 31.

•tSChrlstmes Cheer (A. T.) Sunny Jim Feb. 3

•t Chile Con Carmen Oswald Cartoon Feb. 3

MSCold Feat Oswald Cartoon Aug. 18.

•tiDetectlvo. The Oswald Cartoon Sept. 22.

*t§Discontented Cowboya Sidney-Murray Nov. 12..

•fgfello* student* . Sio »a*ior Apr. a.

ItSFootllght Follies (A.T.) Sporting Youth Feb. 3.

't§Fowl Ball. The Oswald Cartoon Oct. 13..

•tSHallowe'en Sporting Youth Apr. i4.

•t§Hammer &. Tongs (A.T.) Kane Richmond
Leather Pusher Series Oct. 8.

•fSHash Shop Oswald Cartoon Apr. 14.

»t§Hell'« Heels Oswald Cnrtoen June 2

•fHenpecked Oswald Cartoon Aug. II.

*t§Hls Bachelor Daddy Sunny Jim May 14.

•fSHot for Hollywood .Oswald Cartoon -May 19

•Hurd* Gurdv .Oswald Cartoon Jan. 2n

*t§ln Mexico Oswald Cartoon Nov. 17

t;ln the Navy Oswald Cartoon Nov. 3.

•t§Kld Roberta (A.T.) Kane Richmond ••••
Leather Pusher Series No. I

•tKi«»i end Curse* Oswuld r-*rtn<>* c #b. I?

•f§Knockout, Tha Leather Pushers No. 3 Nov. 5

•TSLive tinoiti if A. 0». . Ann Christy Jan. ZU

•TSMush Again Sunny Jim Apr.

•t§My Pal Paul Oswald Cartoon Jun«

•t§ Neighbor* Sunny Jim -• Mar. Zb

•tiNot So Quiet Oswald Carton* July 7

•t!Oo La La Slim Summervllle Nov. 26

't§Parlez-Vous Summervllle Sept. 10

•iPrison Panic Oswald Cartoon Apr. 2(

•t§Royal Fourflush Sporting Youth Feb. 13

•T5Srhootmates Soortlno Youth Apr. M
•tSSee America Thirst Langdon-Summervllle Nov. 24

T§Seelng Star* s.p»rtino Youth Mar 1/

•title's a He (A.T.) Sunnv Jim June 4

•t§Slnolng Sap Oswald Cartoon Sept. It

*T§Stster s Pest Sunny Jim feb. 26
•tSnappy Salesmen Oswald Cartoon Aug. IJ

tSSpooks tiswaid Cartoon July 21

•tISteepleehate (A.T.) .Sporting Youth »"j '

•tSStop That Noise Sunnv Jli

•tSStrange as It Seems No. I.. ""

•f§Strange as It Seems No. 2.
•tSStrange as It Seems No. 3.

*t§Strange as It Seems No. 4

tSTalking Newsreel
•t§ Traffic Troubles
*t§Tramplng Tramps
"Is Up and Downstair*

*.unt

, 2 reels.
.1 reel

I reel

..2 reels.

,

.2 reels

. .2 reels.

.

. . 1 reel .

Feb. 22
...Apr. o

..Feb. il

. . Dee. 21
Mar 2'-

. ..Dec. 14
j an

. I reels. .

.

. 2 reel*
.2 reels.

. I reel . .

.

2 reels

..I reel..

. .2 reels

I reel .

! reel..

Apr.
..May
. . Nov.

18.

t reel .

. 2 reels,

.2 reels.

. 2 reels.

.1 reel .

2 reels.
. I reel .

.

.2 reels .

.2 reels..

. I reel .

.2 reels.

.2 reels.

'"'»

BSS8 :::::::::::::::::::.»,?•"•".-..:..:
.-.-.-.**

. . 2 reel*.

. . . I reel .

.

.2 reels

..I reel..
.1 reel...
2 reels, .

.2 reels...

. I reel.

Mar. I

.May t"

..Sept. 20

Oee I'

.Juno U
Sept. 20

.Novelty Oct. 27
'. Novelty .V.

'.'.'.'. Nov.
Sept.

24

Oswald Cartoon

*t§We We Maria Slim Summervllle .

"§tYou said it Sailor Red Star Comedy

. Mar.
Jan.
r-b

.Oct.

...I reel..
2 reel*.

WARNER BROTHERS
(Available sound-on-dtsc only)

Title

A Soldier'* Plaything
Big Bey
'tiCourage (A.T.)
•ffDaneing Sweeties •-...
Doorway to Hell
•ffjDumbelli In Ermine (A. T.)
•tSEvldenee (A.T.)
•tlGeneral Crack (A. T.)
MfGelden Dawn (A.T.)
•tSGreen Goddes*. The (A. T.) .

.

•fjHold Everything (A. T.)
•tsio* "• Esrane (A. T.)
Life af the Party
Maybe It** Low
- rjMammy (A. T.)
•t§ Man from Blankley'*. That A.T.)
'fMan Hunt»r (A. T)
MatrlmenlaJ Bed
Moby Diet
Office Wlfo i*:'"
*t|Ohl Sailor, Behave (A.T.)...

Old English
Ttrjn tne Border

*t§ Recaptured Love
•tfiRough Watera (A. T.)
•tSRoyal Box (A.T.) (German).
•KScrond Choice (A. T.)

•tSSecond Floor Mystery (A. T )

•UShr Couldn't Say Nt
Sinners' Holiday
•ESnno ot -h- WMt (A. T.)...

•t§Sweet Kitty Bellalr*
•(Trio** wno Dnnee (A.T.)...
*t§Three Face* East
•SUnd»' » T»»a» Moon (A. T.)

Viennese Nights
•T§Wlo> OpBd (A.T.)

Star Rel. C

Loder-Lyon-Langden Nov.

Al Jolion Aug.

Bennett- NUen June

All Star July

Lewis Ayre* Oct.

Arm»trong-Gleason-Kent May
Pauline Frederick Jan.

John Barrymore Jan.

Woolt-Segal Juno
Grorg P Aril** .. Mar.
Llghtrter- Brown-O'Neill May
Blue-Loy Mar.
Winnie Llghtner Oct.

brown- Bennett Oct.

Al Jolson May

.7447.,
..6653.
..7513.
..5814.

John Barrymore . .

.

Rln-Tln-TIn
All Star
John Barrvmor* . ..

Mackalll* Stone
Lrene Delroy-Chas.
George Arils*
Rln-TIn

"*-

. .. May
. May
. . . Aug.
...Sept.
...Aug.
...AW.
.. Sept.
.. Mar.
...July
. . . June

. . Jan.

Bonaett-Halllday
Rln-Tln-TIn
Molssl-Horn
Dolores Costolle ...
Wither*- Young Apr.
Llghtnor-Morrli Feb.

Oct.

Bflles-Reg»' Mar.

Claudia Dell Aug.
«»»•- Rlu. Apr.
Bennett-von Strohelni July
c, v furm-tm B«r> . Apr.

Gray-Segal-Hersholt Sept.

E. E. Horton Feb.

..7570..

..6167..

..4383..
.6030..
.7220..
..5220..
..5650..
.7926..
..4410..
..6120.

.

..4280..
.8000..
.8150..
.5268..
.6413..
5536..

July 28
..74. ..May 31

,
June 14

,
Sept 20

..70. ..Juno 7

...79... Oct. It

.109.. Nov. 16

..S3. ..Juno XI

.. .74. ..Feb. 22

...84... Apr. 12

...15... Apr. S

Oct. 25
Oct. 25

. .Mar. 29

..Apr. 12

..Apr. 12

..Aug. 9

..Auq. 16

..Oct 4

..July 12

..Aug. 30

..Fob. 8

..June 7

..July 26

. . Dec. 28

..Jan. II

May 10
..Feb 22

.Oct 4

..6120
. 7498
,9007.

. . 634 1

,

. . ,65. . .Sept. 13

...76.. Jnty II

. . .68. . .June 21

...83.. .Apr. (»

Aug. 30
...71 . ..Mar. 29

Coming Feature Attractions
Star Rel. Data Length Mini. Reviewed

Loder- Lang don -Lyon Nov. I

rat.

Title

A Soldier's Plaything
Adam and Evening.

.

Bad Women
Barber John'* Boy...
Both Were Young . - . . .. • • • • •

Captain Applejatk John Halllday Jan. 1 7*3

r

Captain Thunder Fay Wray-V. Varconl Dec. 13...

Oell-Boley-Gordon ... Apr.
....Holmes-Mltehell De:.

1 1.. Apr. 12
16. .Mar. 13

Oct. 4

Oct. 4

May
.May 24
.Aug. 30

Children of Dreams
Divorce Among Friend* All Star Oct. 4
Ea-Mistreei Nolan* Hamilton
Fifty Million Frenchmen Olsen 4 Johnson Feb. 14*3

1

Gay Cabal lero

Gods Gilt to Women Withers-Nixon Mar. 2I'3I
Husband's Privileges All Star Vlar. 21*31
Illicit All Star Feb. 28'3

1

Outward Bound Leslie Howard Sept 20
Penny Arcade Withers- Knapp
Rod Hat Sinner* Winnie Llghtner
River** End Blekford- Knapp Nov. 8 Oct 4
Bit Tight Llghtner- Brown Jan. 31 6300 Oct 4
•ted Highway Withers-Aster Oct 4

VITAPHONE VARIETIES (D)
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Ab*ent Minded Perkins- Ford 882 10 Anr. i!

Alpine Echoes Douglas Stanbury I reel..

And Wile Elllott-Davis 971....

At Home. Potter Sorle* Littlefleld-Ward 1435

At the Round Table Hellinger-Hopper-Kunyon-Corbett I reel

At Your Service.. Landls- Hall <oan- Blackwood 633. ..

Bard of Broadway, The Walter Wlnchell 2 reels.

Barefoot Days Oast of Children I reel

Bitter) oi -engs. A Hoyt-Coots-Qulntolle 7in

Believe It or Not. No. I Robert L. Ripley 2 reel*..

Believe It or Not. No. 2 Robert L. Ripley I reel..

Believe It or Not, No. 3 Robert l_ Ripley I reel

Believe It or Not No. 5 Robert L. Ripley I reel...

Benefit. The Joe flseo 928....

Bernle. Bon Orchestra 771

Big Money, Potter Serle* Littlefleld-Ward 1141...

Body Slam. The Lambert- Ledoux- Irving I reel..

Border Patrol. The Frisco-Knapp-Graham 2 reels..

Booze Hangs High. The Song Cortoon I reel..

Box Car Blues Looney Tunes No. 5 I 'eel..

ttrldai Nigtit Arthur-Mernam I reel

Broadways Like That Ruth Etttng 865. ..

Bubble Party. The Geo. Sweet 629.. .

gubbles Vltaphone Kiddle* 688

Cave Club the Leach. Merman-Plerlot 793

Celeste Alda Giovanni Martlnelll I reel.

Cheer Leader. The Tom Douglas e2b
Christmas Knight Washburn- Eddy- Mlddleton 696
College Capers I reel

Collegiate Model. The Ona Munson 2 reels

Compliments of the Season Dressler-Lane-O'Brlen 2 reels.

Congo Jazz Looney Tunes No. 2 1 reel..

Contrary Mary Bobby Watson 839 .

Cry Baby yernon-Treen . I reel

Curses Moore-Clement- Backwood 2 reels

Danger Lilel-Campeau-Merriam ... /44. . .

.

Desert Thrills Edwin BartJert 725
Devil's Parade, The Sidney Teler 8B8 ..

Dining Out Kent-Lake I reel

Doctor's Wife Pangborn-Astor-Mitchell 2 reel*
Done In OH. Potter Serlon Littlefleld-Ward 1539
Ducking Duty Conklln-Morgan -iQS

Ouel. The Flelds-Tegsdala
| reel

Emergency Case Hugh Comeron 1 reel.

Eternal Triangle. The Rich-Standino-Kallz | reel
Evolution Progress of Motion Pictures I reel .

Evolution of the Dane* Luplno Lane 1071
Excuse the Pardon Morgan -Alexander ,

'

t \
]','/. '..

| reel .

,

Family Ford | reel"
Fashion's Mirror Newberry-Thompson

I reel .

Feminine Tvpes '«" 8a"ln»
| ree ]

Fight. The Norman- Breckenrldge
| reel

10.. Feb. 8
9. Apr. 19

12.. May 24
July 19

10. .Mar.
7
8

8. May
8 .July

10.. June

7.. Apr. tfl

...Oct 25
...Sept 6

Find the Woman. Hugh O'Connell «I7
Five Minutes From the Station. .Overman-Churchlll-Sldney ".".".".'.'. .2 reels
Footnotes Page Sisters & 0*ear Grog an 5iS
For Art's Sake Broderick- Crawford

I reel
For Two Cents De Wolf Hopper | reel .

Fore Ford- Lane | ne \

Fowl Triangle | reel
Frame. The Boyd-Mlddleton .934
Gates of Happlnesa Arthur Pat West | peel..
Ginsberg of Newberg Eddie Lambert 2 reels .

Girls We Remember | , , ,1

Going Places Shaw & Lee ,. 660
Grand Uproar Jim McWIIIIam* 702
Grounds for Murder Foster-Glendennlng

| reel
Gym Jams Lew Mayor 635
Happy Hottentots. The Joe Frisco '

| reel
Hard Guy Spencer Tracy

I reel. .

.

Headache Man. The Elements- Cavanaugh I reel .

Head Man. The O'Connell- Kelly 796 .

Heart Breaker. The Eddie Foy, Jr 1315 |

Her Relatives Neely Edward I reel
His Big Ambition Porter Series. Littlefleld-Ward 2 reels .1

His Public Morris A Campbell 2 reels
Holland Technicolor 733
Hold Anything Looney Tunes No. 3 I reel
Honolulu Madison- Marsh | reel
Horse Sense Bob Roebuck | reel
Idle Chatter Lou Holtz nos m Apr ' i«
III Wind An Hlbbard-Loreh-Graham 2 reels .. June 14
I'll Fix It Kent-Lake | reel
Japanese Bowl. The Technicolor 694 .' 8 Juno 14
Jay Walker. The Chester Chute

I reel.. 10 Sopt IS
Keeping Company Eddie Buzzell 1746 19 May 10
Knocking Them Cold Andrew Tombes "

! | real... ..'.*.

Legacy. The Betty Compton ...7.2 reels. .15. .Aug" ' 30
Letters Pauline Garon 800 9
Let'* Elope Betty 4 Jerry Browne 645 9. .Juno 14
Let'* Merge ... Doree Leslie

l reel
Lobo, Duo of Dog* Lobo ,in 7 M*r
Lonely Gigolo Lottl Lodor 922 9

'

Oct 25

.8.. Juno I*

Aug. 30

Lost and Found Demarest-Bond
Boat. Thi

Many Happy Returns
Married ,

Master Sweeper. Th*
Matinee Idle

Military Post. The
Modern Fairy Tales
Modern Business
Money. Money, Money
Mr. Intruder
My Mistake
My Hero
Naggers. The ,

Nagoers nt Breakfast. The
Naggers' Day of Rest, The.
Nay. Nay. Nero

,

Niohtlnqate. The ,

Nile Green
No- Account The
Number Please
Office Steps
One on the Aisle
Only the Aim
Opening Night
Operation Tne
Out for Game. Potter Series...
paaliaeel
Pa Gets a Vacation. Potter Series.
Painter. The
Paper Hanging

Tlmberp
. Connolly. Gottschalk- Evana
. Flint-Rldaes-Foran
Theater Conklln

.Henry Hull
Robert* Guzman

. . . Mason- Keeler
, . . Otto Kruger
, ..Donald Brian. Pat O'Brien.
. Foy-Chaw
..Mr. & Mrs. Jack Norworth...
,.. Mr. A Mr*, lark Norworth
..Mr. & Mrs. Jack Norworth . .

.. Cameron-Watson
.. ruborne-Talbot- O'Brien
.

.
Broderlrk-Cmwford

. Hardle-Hutehlmoo
..Sheila Barret'-L. Barrle
. MeNaughton.Thompton

. Lon Hascall
-.Watttos-Maitb

. I reel
. 754 .

.

. .2 reels

..I reel

. »04 . .

.

. 685...
570

. . . I reel
...I reel .

...876
. . I reel

,

.

. . I reel . .

.

. . . I reel

, . I reel

..645....

. . I reel.

.

..2 reels.
... 740...
..777 .

. . I reel.

.

...874
. . .1 reel

. . 580 ..

.

8. Mar. I

17.. Aug. 30

iY"hmC"i
8 June 14

6.. Mar. 15

10. May 31

S.".'.*.".*"."*

Edaar Beroen 835.. .

Littlefleld-Ward J rM la
Giovanni MartinetM | reel
1 ittl»fietff-Ward (243
Frank Orth
Johnny Arthur

1 real
Panuita 4. Chlqulta 832

Pay Oft. The H B. Walthall 1076...
People Versus. The Campeau-O'Malley 543

9.. Aug.
Anf. t

'Means synchronized score, tMeans sound effects. §Means co#>e (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title mt>nn»

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker P means disc. F means oMn.nrfor../1/m.
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Perfect Understanding, A.
Play Boy. The
Politics
Poor Fish. The
Private Engagement, A.

- . May-Oaks
.. Fcx-Curtl»
. . George Jessel
.

.
Cavanaugh-Rldoes-Schafer

..Yacht Club Boys

637...
2 reels.

2 reels.

I reel
.. . - I reel.

Putting It On Jarvis-Bond . I reel
Railroad Follies Varieties No. 4209 1 reel..
Reno or Bust Pangborn- Elliott 1150
Ro3d Knights

I reel.
Rhythms Redman Band 2 reels

.

Royal Fourflusher. The Eddie Buzzell i55b
Rural Hospitality Roger Imhofl "... . . I reel
Russian Rhapsody. A Kuznetzoft & Ntcolina 704
K> , ri & Lee

I rce |

Salesman, The Orth-Vernon
I reel

School Daze Musical-song-dance skit I reel.
Scotch Taffy Scott Sanders I reel.
Seeing Things Demarest-Auer-Fleldlng

, 2 reels
Seeing Off Service =enner-Busley-McNaughton I reel
Seymour, Ann Songs I reel
Shakespeare Was Right I reel
She Who Gets Slapped Tom Dugan I reel
Ship Ahoy All Star I reel
Shnwin' Off Vitaphone Kiddies I reel...
Sinking In The Bathtub Looney Tunes No I I reel

Skin Game. The Irving- Lambert- Duffy I reel
Slick As Ever H. J. Conley 2 reels
Song Paintings Ann Seymour I reel
Song Plugger. The Joe Frisco 1390
South Sea Pearl Gaston Glass 2 reel*

Stepping Out Penner-Phillips-Donnelly I reel.

Still Alarm. The Webb-Allen I mwI
Straight and Narrow Rob Ins- Jenkins I reel
Strong and Willing Trixie Frlgsnra I reel.
Strong Arm. The Harrlngton-O'Nall I reel
Substitute, The Chas. Lawrence
Surprise Dugan- Leonard 1038. .

.

Suspicion Lyons- Ear'e-Mornr
Syncopated Sermon, A Hall &. Johnson Choir.

Wlllard Roblson I reel...
System Clements- Knapp I reel
Taking Ways Codee & Orth ... i tenia.
Talking It Over Jack Osterman 739 .

Taxi Talks Tracy-Alexander 1346. .

.

Temple Belles Green-Blaekman 1346...
Tenement Tangle. A Ryan & Lee . 756
Thank You, Doctor Varieties No. 1026 . . I reel..
Thirteenth Prisoner. The Willie Howard-Lee Kohlmar I reel .

Tintypes Yorke & King I reel.
Trip to Paris, A Jarvis-Taylor I reel..
23 Sklddo Lew Fields R54
Twn Rounds of Love Rennie-ni*on I reel
'tSUnfalr Sex, The Healy-Gilbert I reel
Vars.ty Show The Olive s^ea 2 reels
Varsity Vamp Mikes Ames
Victim, The Orth-Howard I reel

.9. ..Aug. 9

.15. .Aug. 9

Wanderer. The
Who s the eoss?
Websterian Nights
Wedding ot j..ik and till.
Wedding Belles
What a Lite
Who Pays?
Where There's a Will
Window Cleaners

.Douglas Stanbury
. Pangborn- Howard
.Ryan- Lea

. Vitaphone Kiddles

. Howard-Newton . .
,

. Murray- Oakland 942
. George HasseM 2 reels.

irice- Edwards B37 7 Apr. 19

Oct. 18

June 7 ."Viiii I5'29 10 episodes Aug. I7'29
.Sept. I. 1930. .12 episodes

June
June
June
May '

.Sept. 27

.'.Sept 27

Woman Tamer. The Gilbert-Howard-Davis A reel
Won to Lose Irving-Lambert I reel
Work. Miiion c i reel
Yamekraw H57 , _

SERIALS
Nat Levine

•t§King of the Kongo (P.T.).. Logan-Miller
'tILona Defender (A.T.) Rln Tin Tin

Talking Picture Epics

*t§Across the World Mr. & Mrs. Martin JohnsonJuno 15 4 episodes Aug. 9
Hunting Tigers in India Commander Geo. M. Oyott..Apr. 15 3 episodes

Universal

•tITarzan the Tiger Meirlll-Kingston Dec. 9 '29 10 episodes
•t§Jade Box, The Perrll-Lorraine Mar. 24 10 episodes ... Feb. 22
*t§Lightning Express. The Lorralno-Chandler ..June 2 10 episodes. .. .Apr. 12
'tlTerry of the Times Howe -Thompson Aug. 1 1 ... 10 episodes. . .Aug. 1

1

'tllndians Are Coming, The ...Tin: McCoy ... Oct. 20 15 episodes. . Aug. 23

May 11

15 Jurm J4

15 June 14
9 June 14

Auo. 23

Oct. II

10 June V*

Nat Levine

•tSPhantom of the West

Universal

•tSSpell of the Circus . ..

•flFingerprints
*t§ Heroes of the Flames

Pathe

Perils of Pauline

COMING SERIALS

Tyler- Gulliver Nov 10 episodes.

. F. Bushman Jr.-N. Vaughn .Jan. 12. '31 .. 10 episodes.
Kenneth Harlan Mar. 23, '31. . 10 episodes.

June 2, '31 l2eplsodes..

Who?
What?

Where? wh
Who are the live wire showmen who will

discuss theatre equipment, operation

and service in the special meeting of

The Managers Round Table Club

to be held in the forthcoming issue of

Motion Picture News
featuring the industry's greatest equipment publication

The Showman

Coming to You Next Week

en.'



Every production

can have both

color-tints and sound

EASTMAN Sonochrome Tinted Positive

Films give charming atmospheric tints

that express the mood of every scene, or

the prevailing lighting of the picture.

Besides, these films reproduce sound with

exceptional fidelity. Through their use

everyproduction can have both color-tints

and sound, for Sonochrome costs no more

than ordinary black-and-white positive.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York Chicago Hollywood
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THE

RINCESS

C HARL E
FAR R E L L
MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN

H. B. WARNER
Story by Alice D u e r Miller
Directed by Alexander Korda

•** rax

Sugar for the women and young people
and how they love Farrell!

Sprightly romance amid gorgeous surround-
ings. Chock-full of surprises, laughs, action.

He thought she was a peasant girl. She
thought him a duke.

He found she was a princess. She found he
was a plumber.

Farrell is big Box Office. He draws them the
way honey draws flies.
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*#PAT«E
HI

The virile spirit and magnificent beauty of the great American Wilderness

JLa flhuAtm cLa llowvtLL Lsrtulu

A mighty melodrama dressed in

Pathes inimitable BIG HIT style

BILL BOYD
Painted DesertDirected by

HOWARD
H I G_G I N

E.°B
UCe

D

d

ER
b

R vith Helen Twelvetrees and William Farnum

The
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LEW
AYRES

star of

"All Quiet on the Western Front"

and 'Common Clay"— in

his greatest role I



.'&rJ> »

WARNER BROS.
Present

THE

DOORWAY
TO HELL
Story by George Rosener Directed by Archie Mayo

A BABY- FACED KILLER!

Wanted by the police, marked by the

gang, betrayed by the woman he loved!

This inside story of underworld vengeance

is a box-office natural that ties in with the

biggest front page news of the year!

Record-smashing business at the Earle in

Washington and the Stanley in Philadel-

phia. Opens this week at the New York

Strand. AVAILABLE TO YOU DAY-

AND-DATE WITH BROADWAY!
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with John

BO
and Lupe

VEL
and thousands of

Presented by Carl La^
and produ&d by CaH Lne

A
FIRST LhL FiR$T.J?IIMQ EA/celyw/



First National Runs Off with

JACK WHITING
MARIAN NIXON
FRANK McHUGH QUINN WILLIAMS

RICHARD TUCKER
St»ry bj brl Baldwin

Olr.rt.d. by John Adolf)

Wlth

SURPRISE COMEDY SMASH!
FOOTBALL-CAMPUS FROLICS-
RIGHT AT THE RIGHT TIME!

I
'" ' _

1. 1 m tf-

-^ SET 1TJMOW AJSID CASH IN ON



The Honors

It's

easy to win
with FIRST
NATIONAL

Pictures!

V Brfi TBADE MARKBia.TRAPt MARK .

"Vitaphon*" I* the registered trad* mark of

th« Vilophon* Corp. designating it> products.

What a run of hits

from First National!

"Dawn Patrol", "Top

Speed", "Girl Of The

Golden West", "Scar-

let Pages", "Bad

Man", have left the

opposition at the

starting line! ^

€vvujtfunq
utillbe

THE FOOTBALL HYSTERIA!

fUNNY
soon



November is here /

Here are a few of the many
theatres who will make

it a big month
Wlth

The BIO TRAIL
JOHN WAYNE

MARGUERITE CHURCHILL
EL BRENDEL

TULLY MARSHALL TYRONE POWER
DAVID ROLLINS

Cily Theatre Beginning
Cily Theatre Beginning

Akron, O. Colonial Nov. 8 Jacksonville, Fla. Palace Nov. 22

Albany, N. Y. Harmanus Kansas City, Mo. Newman Nov. 28

Bleeker Hall Nov. 27
Los Angeles, Calif. Grauman's Chinese Oct. 2

Atlanta, Ga.

Baltimore, Md.

Boston, Mass.

Boston, Mass.

Fox

New

Uptown

Washington Street

Olympia

Nov. 14

Nov. 3

Oct. 31

Oct. 31

Memphis, Tenn.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Richmond, Va.

Loew's Palace

Strand

Fox

Capitol

Nov. 15

Nov. 29

Nov. 14

Nov. 8

Brooklyn, N. Y. Fox Brooklyn Nov. 1

Rochester, N. Y. Rochester Nov. 22

Chicago, III. McVickers Chicago Oct. 29
St. Louis, Mo. Fox Nov. 21

Denver, Colo. Tabor Oct. 31
San Francisco, Calif . Loew's Warfield Oct. 25

Detroit, Mich. Fox Nov. 7
Syracuse, N. Y. Echo Nov. 8

El Paso, Tex. Ellanay Nov. 14 Toledo, O. Cameo Nov. 8

Ft. Wayne, Ind Publix Nov. 8 1 1^^ ^^^^T Washington, D. C. Fox Nov. 14

Hartford, Conn. Capitol Nov. 7 I ^ ^.A.^^. Youngstown, O. Park Nov. 15



RADIO'S
MIRACLE
SMASH...

ANDY
In Pageant of Victory Unrivalled
Across the Ages of Entertainment!

IW



FLAMING SUNS LIGHT

the Screen . . Roaring Nation Becomes One Vast Audience
All America Stampedes to Bursting Box Offices ! . . .

TWIN METEORS OF THE AIR ENSHRINED ir



NG THE SHOW WORLD

Ticket Sales Tower to Fabulous Heights . . . North . .

South . . . West ... As Whole Country Reacts to Unprecedented
Advertising Stimulation . . . the Radio Titan Has Scored and the
Motion Picture Industry Scores With Him

!

THE HEARTS OF 100,000,000 SOULS



YOUTH OF AMERICA AWAKES!
JUVE BUSINESS SOARING!

Radio Pictures Extends Its Heartiest Thanks To the American Press, the Crack
Showmen of RKO, Publix and Warner Circuits as Well as Many Independents
Whose Vigor and Skill Have Combined to Stage the Mightiest Show Campaigns
Since All Rome Turned Out to Cheer the Embattled Gladiators of Antiquity.

AN RKO- RADIO SUPER PRODUCTION
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Bankers Plan to Set Off Fireworks as

Negative Costs Keep on Skyrocketing

Nearing the End
Hard-boiled government authorities

are about ready to tighten the strings
of a net which during the past several
weeks has been woven around one of

the most notorious— if not the bold-
est—picture stock swindlers in the
East.
This particular gent of ill-fame had

the nerve to attempt to interest news
and tradepaper men in his venture,
using their editorial comment on h ; s

questionable venture to fleece big
names in the business. He did succeed
in duping one or two of the news-
hounds, and secured the patronage of
several important screen luminaries
who are yet unaware of the crooked
deal.

Director Lick

Reporters? Then

Came the Dawn
Hollywood—"I can lick any newspaper-

man in Los Angeles." shouted Ralph Ince,
director, during a little argument in a news-
papermen's club. When peace had settled

down gently three members of the film

colony had cracked heads and the journalis-
tic casualties numbered four black eyes and
one broken nose. Final score, 5 to 3.

It started when Rex Lease, big he-man
among the weepy sex, who holds a courtesy
card at the club, appeared with Ince. Henry
Clive, artist, and Oliver Price, oil operator,
as his guests. When Lease wanted to leave,

his compatriots indicated a desire to remain,
but club members hinted that he take his

bosom friends along. The hint brought the
aforesaid challenge from Ince—and the
battle was on.

Rex's friends, outnumbered 35 to 3, had
little chance. Rex, who is adept at slugging
women, judging from the $50 fine he paid
for socking Vivian Duncan in the eye, was
a calm onlooker and did not go to his

friends' aid. He apparently got a huge kick
out of his ringside position. But he did see

his guests safely to the hospital for first aid.

Police were called during the fray, but no
arrests were made.

Studio Chiefs to Be Put on the Spot for Shooting Up
Expenses; Nick Schenck, Rubin, Feist, Brandt

and Kennedy Make Quick Exodus to West

Negative costs, ancient nemesis of the picture business, are
out of bounds again. Coupled with the skyrocketing in expense
seems to be a general nosedive in quality of pictures.

The bankers who make it possible for the entire industry to

go 'round are of that opinion, have expressed themselves to film
executives in terms far more specific than general, and the hula-
baloo is creating an inside storm that threatens to raise plenty
of havoc unless the producing executives on the Coast listen to
the mandates of their home office executives and trim expense
sheets until it hurts.

The bankers' ultimatum is understood to be the inside reason
for the sudden westward trek of a number of important execu-
tives. Nicholas M. Schenck and J. Robert Rubin of M-G-M
leave for Hollywood on Tuesday. Felix F. Feist, general sales

manager of the company, is already on the ground.

Joe Brandt of Columbia leaves today ; Hiram S. Brown and
Joseph P. Kennedy tomorrow.

Schenck's trip is described as "the usual annual journey"
at his office, but the purpose, dictated by those who hold the
financial strings, is expected to concern itself with cost sheets.

It has been reported in recent weeks that the M-G-M studio
expense ledger has been running far beyond its scheduled pace.

Insofar as Columbia is concerned, the same situation pre-

vails. Brandt and Jack Cohn are reported to have been advised
by their bankers that Harry Cohn is spending too much money
on pictures for value received. Columbia's new policy of bigger
pictures, adopted with this season's line-up, is understood to

have shot negative costs up from an average of $60,000 a picture

to $125,000. Specials like "Rain or Shine," "Dirigible" cost more.

Paramount is the only organization on record, so the inside

story goes, which beat the bankers to the post on the matter
of costs vs. quality. An advance tip that something of import
was brewing in Wall Street, it is reported, reached Adolph Zukor
before the actual tip arrived. As a result, B. P. Schulberg was
brought East and told that slashes will have to be made imme-
diately. He is expected to leave for Hollywood shortly with
definite instructions along these lines.

(Continued on Page 26)

Many angles on showmanship and equipment of vital interest to all exhib-

itors are discussed in The Showman, beginning page 59 in this issue
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PANSY SHOWMANSHIP GOES
OUT OF THE PINK

THE opposition will tell you that Amos 'n'

And}* are freaks, circus stuff, naturals for

any box-office with or without ballyhoo, ad-

vertising, headline broadcasting.

Radio Pictures will admit that "Check and
Double Check" is the freak it is claimed to be, but

the record tells you that it was two-fisted, all-

embracing and infinitely smart merchandising in

the trade, and without, that went miles to make
exhibitors and their public conscious of the enter-

tainment festival about to be dumped in their laps.

understand that his spiel must get across to the
men of the theatre before he could enthuse them
into the job of putting the picture across with the

public.

He upset precedent because he smashed his

message across week in and week out. Some of

his copy might have made the Harbords and the

Sarnoffs, perhaps the Browns, wince, but what it

may have lacked in restraint it whammed across
in effectiveness.

Overboard with the Routine

HERE was a real commodity to sell. The
radio team, reaching into many thousands
of homes six nights a week, was almost

its own gaiarantee that an audience was ready-
made and waiting to see what the comics looked
like on the screen. All this, RKO knew.

It would have been easy to sit back, do the per-
functory things in the perfunctory industry-fooled
fashion. But the company of the Titans sensed its

opportunity and turned smart enough to launch
something that proves its right to use that self-

selected monicker.

Adjectives Do A War Dance

IT
was circus-ey, it was hard-hitting, it tossed

superlatives about in bewildering and, often,
amazing fashion, but Hy Daab, whose job it

was, made the trade understand that the air was
thick with something and that something was
Amos V Andy. He planted his advertising cam-
paign where such campaigns belong—no matter
how you look at it—in the industry's trade papers,
because he had the tine showmanship sense to

The Grand Push Crashes Through

THEN Joe Schnitzer pulled the day and date
stunt and Daab followed in with his news-
paper splash : single pages and double trucks,

many in color, in eighty-nine newspapers in fifty

cities and in thirty states at a cost of only $75,000.
The intensity of the grand push became con-

tagious. Elsewhere in this edition today you may
read for yourself what Amos 'n' Andy are doing
for some of the country's biggest theatres.

The Lesson of the Upset

THE personalities, of course, cannot be dis-

counted. Nor the entertainment character-
istics of the picture. But what Daab has

done with Amos 'n' Andy lends itself to a Lloyd,
a Chaplin, a "Journey's End," a "Big Trail" and
all other big-time attractions that stride the
boards.

Merchandising—intelligent, emotional, sweep-
ing, colorful, specialized—merchandising, in the
trade and without, but in the trade always, has
turned the trick.
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Raskob and Fox and Smith and Hughes

And Franklin and Schenck—WhatNow?
Economy

Along with the rigid economy pro-
gram which has resulted in ouster of
a number of employes, restrictions on
stationery and office supplies, even
extending into the booths of company
theatres where costs have been shaved
a few dollars weekly. Paramount Pub-
Iix has cut down publication of Publix
Opinion to twice monthly. It formerly
was a weekly. Its editor, Ben Serko-
wich. is resigning Nov. 1.

They're All in This Week's
Merger Stew; Dally with

Dizzy Deals

Paramount Staffs

In Portland and

Seattle Canned
Seattle—Paramount has served notice on

its employes at its theatres here and at

Portland that their services are being dis-

pensed with. The Portland ouster is effec-

tive Nov. I, while the local edict is effective

Nov. 7.

Speculation as to whether the theatres are

to be operated bv Fox West Coast Theatres
has prompted denials. The visit here of

Robert Bender, personal representative ot

Oscar Oldknow, executive vice-president of

the Fox circuit, has renewed the report that

Fox would take over the theatres, as first

reported by Motion' Picture News.
Changes in the personnel of the houses are

anticipated.

Robert Blair, Pacific Northwest division

manager of Publix theatres, says the notice

to employes is more or less of a formality

to be complied with in connection with the

abandonment of Seattle and Portland as

route points for the Publix stage shows that

have been showing here for the last two or
three months. After the dates specified, it

is stated, the houses will revert to their

former policies of feature pictures and
orchestra specialties, together with short

subjects of a revue nature.

Warners, F. N. May Add
Five Each to '30-'31 List
Warners and First National may step up

their current programs from 35 to 40 pic-

tures, an addition of five features on each
list.

The contemplated move is predicated on
the company's belief that the additional

groups can be handled without difficulty by
the sales force. No decision, however, has
been reached. Each studio has about seven
more to go to round out the '30-'31

schedules.

Lloyd in New York
Harold Lloyd arrived in New York from

the Coast Thursday to attend premiere of

"Feet First" at the Rialto.

The merger stew boiled over this week.
After clouds of steam had cleared away suffi-

ciently to permit a check on the casualties,

the picture that unfolded itself had John J.
Raskob. William Fox. Harold B. Franklin.
Alfred E. Smith, who once ran for presi-

dent of the United States, lined up on the

same side of the fence, with Joe Schenck
and Howard Hughes bringing up the rear.

Reports from Hollywood indicate that

Franklin may shortly be identified with Ras-
kob in the latter's further participation in

motion pictures. New York reports Smith
and Fox have been indulging in plenty of

conferencing of late, while the Smith asso-

ciation with Raskob has, of course, been
known and recognized as a close one since

the former governor of New York ran for

the presidency on the Democratic ticket.

Raskob owns a heavy block of Warner
stock. Fox is reported to have been buying
in, although at the Warner offices reports
that Fox will shortly figure in the affairs

of that organization are laughed at, and not
so politely at that.

Over at Fox Film whenever mention is

made that William F. may again secure con-
trol of the companies he formerly headed,
via finances secured from Raskob and the
latter's banking affiliations, executives are
inclined to get mad. But that story, too,

refuses to down.

More Mystery

The missing link that connects these facts

with Warners and Fox Film is a reported,
but impossible-to-confirm yarn that if the
move goes through, Warners. Fox and
Loew's will he banded together under one
control.

Franklin enters the picture with plans to
create a new chain on the West Coast with
extensions throughout the country until it

assumes national proportions. While Frank-
lin is not talking except to indicate that

something big is on the way. his brother.

J. J., admitted to a Motion Picture News
reporter in Hollywood this week that it was
not at all improbable that his brother would
be finally aligned with Bill Fox and Raskob.

Raskob Serene

Rumblings that Raskob is dissatisfied with
his Warner affiliation are countered in the
latter's offices with the statement that an
offer to join the company directorate had
been turned down, with Raskob reputedly
expressing full satisfaction in the manage-
ment as it now stands.

Schenck and Hughes have been identified

with the Franklins' theatre move, but
Hughes stated definitely on the Coast earlier

in the week that he was not "at this time"
interested in the plans of the former head
of Fox West Coast Theatres.

Architecture On the Pan
Authenticity of present-day "Moor-

ish" architecture is more or less a lot

of bunk, in the opinion of Theodore
Komisarjevsky, formerly director of
the Moscow Art Theatre, and now one
of London's foremost stage producers,
who makes startling disclosures in

tracing the history of "Moorish" and
"Spanish" motifs in THE SHOWMAN,
which appears in this week's issue
commencing on page 59.

What Did Hughes

Get from Joe for

His $5,000,000?

Hollywood—Howard Hughes has invested

about $5,000,UUU in Art Cinema and, while

that is a lot of money, the producer of

"Hell's Angels" doesn't yet know definitely

what he has bought. The explanation of-

fered hinges around the mass of details yet

to be worked out in connection with the

buy.

Hughes does, however, become Joe
Schenck's partner in all of the pictures Art
Cinema may finance. They will work hand
in hand and Hughes will have equal say

with Schenck as to what shall or shall not

be produced.
When "Reaching for the Moon," in which

Doug Fairbanks and Bebe Daniels will ap-

pear, is finished and when Mary Pickford
completes "Kiki," the United Artists studio

will be shut down until after the first of the

year.

Hughes will make his headquarters on the

lot, probably beginning next week. There
are a number of small subsidiary companies
which figure in the U. A.-Art Cinema set-

up. Coalescing them into the major picture

is declared to present a detailed job which
will take some time to complete.

Hughes is responsible for the dope.

Schenck maintains silence, but the film col-

ony had a good laugh for itself over the

latter's denial of the deal on a technicality

a few days before it was closed. When he
arrived here from New York, he said no
deal for U A. was under way, ignoring the

widely published reports that it was Art

Cinema that was involved, not the distri-

buting organization.

Man Brunette Again
Hollywood—May McAvoy declares that

she is returning to the screen within a short

time, but will not name the company. She
i< returning as a brunette. The story is

that Warners compelled her to be a blonde

during the course of her contract with them,

but now that her tresses are back to their

natural shade of dark brown she again

hears the call of the screen. But it's not

coming from the Warner studio, she asserts.
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W1IHN a man's in a position of

power he's got plenty of friends

—preferred and common. When
things go wrong—well, there's always the

Salvation Army.
The theme of this bedtime yarn might

be entitled "Friendship." The object

under fire is a well known production ex-

ecutive in Hollywood who values his pals

more highly than wisely—that is, for his

own career's sake.

When this worthy took over his

present job, he brought in his friends,

the chaps he had worked with in other

days at other studios, ft is now many,
many months since the acquisitions were
made. There have been changes on the

lot, but all of them have been additions.

The Old Guard stands as is, Gibraltar-

like in its solidity, stability and stupidity.

The executive is turning out a lot of

pictures. More so than he, or any other

individual on the Coast, should have to

worry about, although that is the fault

of the system and not the person. But
some of them are passable, a lot of them
are terrible, and all too few above the

average.

The world and its observers know
where a good deal of the fault is to be

traced. In the friends who bask in the

headliner's spotlight, as you have, by this

time, surmised. The reason is simple

:

They are trading on friendship, not on
ability as picture makers.
The boss, in whom the quality of

friendship is undoubtedly strained beyond
all reasonable bounds, knows his prestige

is being jeopardized ; the sales department
has squawked to the president and the

president has passed the yelps to the

studio.

You would think that ultimately this

blindness would be replaced by the light.

Only it isn't and today the man's future

hangs uncomfortably in the balance with

the scales slowly, but steadily, swinging

in his disfavor.

Touched by "Genius"

From all indications, a certain director

will start on a vacation as soon as he
completes his current opus. That vaca-

tion will probably take the form of a

rest cure.

Strange tales of his weird behavior

on the set are being circulated up and
down the Hollywood foothills. An in-

stance :

For no apparent reason this director

wanted a group of galloping horsemen to

pull up to a particular spot. The easy

and natural thing for both men and
horses was to continue past this imag-

inary line, coming to a more gradual

stop. Where they halted had nothing to

do with the sequence, as they are still

riding hard when they passed the cam-
eras. In fact, the whole incident could

be termed nothing more than an idio-

syncrasy on the part of the director.

Yet he was adamant in his demands.
Those horsemen would stop where he
wanted them to, or he would know the

reason why. They tried it again. A
score or more were unable to stop in

INSIDERS'
time. Again and three or four were

over the line. Again with the same re-

sult.

In vain cameramen and sound experts

tried to reason with the director. The
takes in each instance had been perfect,

so why bother about the rest? The di-

rector refused to listen. These riders

would do as he told them or else .

Another take and the director deliv-

ered his ultimatum. Grabbing a prop

pistol, he shouted : "The next man that

crosses the line is going to get shot."

The horsemen lined up. At command
they started riding full gallop past the

cameras and tried to draw up. From
the milling group of horses and men
one lone rider was pushed across the

line. Promptly the director emptied his

pistol at the man. When none of the

shots took effect, our friend realized he

was firing blanks.

"Give me a gun with real bullets," he

demanded, "I'll show the ." His

It Is No Longer
A Mystery—

WHY "Way for a Sailor'
was pulled at the New

York Capitol the day before its

scheduled opening and "The
Big House" rushed in as a sub-
stitute immediately after it had
closed its run at the Astor.
Why a certain big shot wants

to place the blame on the sales
department when the produc-
tion forces under his jurisdic-

tion aren't hitting the ball.

That a certain advertising
man got away with graft for a
long time before the search-
light hit him.
That a usually level-headed

executive drew real disdain
from his employes when he is-

sued his asinine order on so-

called economy.
That the boys were quick to

peg the wise guy who turned
high hat.

Who the fellow was who had
plenty of palpitations before
scanning the morning papers to

make sure his name wasn't
mentioned in the news.
That a certain company chief

is plenty sorry that he didn't
give recognition to a valued ex-

ecutive who took the air, to the
immense satisfaction of another
company.

assistants were too scared to move.
"Hurry up," he growled, "or everyone
of you are all washed up on this unit."

Finally someone shoved another gun
in his hand, hoping to placate him. He
broke it. found it contained blanks, too,

and sought out the fellow who had
given it to him. Finding the "culprit,"

the man was fired, but meanwhile the

director forgot his wrath against the

horsemen and called it a day.

Still another story is being heard about

a different director and a group of riding

extras. In filming a mob scene, twenty-
seven men were sent to the hospital after

having been ridden down by horses. It

seems the director operates upon the the-

ory it is up to extras to get out of the

way—if they can.

The studio, however, in reporting the

accident, overlooked mentioning the fact

that the horses all had riders.

Tenacity
Two executives are in a quandary.

The head of a certain department under
their direct jurisdiction has occupied his

post for years. But internal shiftings

now find the man's assistant his superior.

The hunch was this would force the

stormy petrel into resignation. Onlv it

didn't. He still reports every morning
like clock-work with no duties to engage
his attention. No question of monev in-

volved, because he who has fallen into

disfavor is worth several millions and
proposes to see how long he can keep the

executive pair embarrassed by his

tenacity.

There isn't any contract at stake, hut
certain circumstances make it a tough job

to tell the man he's through. In the in-

terim, he continues to appear on deck
daily, and collect at the end of each week.
As confusion reigns in executive cham-
bers.

Eyes on Hughes Again
Howard Hughes' course in putting over

Multicolor is being watched on the Coast.
The multi-millionaire who plunged so
heavily on "Hell's Angels" is prepared
to put plenty into an effort to put over
the color project, it is understood.

Multicolor differs from Technicolor in

that it has color on both sides of the film,

making the film thicker. The company
now is working on improvement of the
process, and soon will open its new lab-

oratory on the Coast.

Hughes went into Multicolor when he
hit a stone wall on use of Technicolor for
"Hell's Angels." At the time Warner
had the eight Technicolor cameras sewed
up. Fox had had an option on Multi-
color, which was used in a few Fox pic-

tures. Later Universal and Pathe are
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OUTLOOK
said to have obtained options, which were
subsequently dropped.

Ifs a Business
It seems that things had been going a

little tough for him ; even though he was
one of the big shots, his weekly salary

running into three figures. And so, to

tide him over, he made several touches

from one of his subordinates.

Then, evidently, a lapse of memory.
The underling was up on the carpet and
his chief told him it meant the gate.

"Okay," was the substance of the sub-

ordinate's reply. "I'll take the rap, but

the prexy is going to have the lowdown
on the whole deal."

Which was a horse of a different color.

iWas the underling kept on the payroll?

Don't be silly.

Short Story
And then there is the case of another

who had been scheduled for a big step

up the ladder. The Insiders told you
about him some time ago. Only, he was
caught chiseling on his expense account.

The practice was confined to compara-
tively small sums, but chiseling it was
and he was called on it.

The promotion was off, but he was
given opportunity to hold his job. through
repayment of the chiseled dough. It was
agreed upon, but the repayments were
not forthcoming. As a result, the gate

swung wide, and he walked right through

it.

Just a Freak
The president of a certain company

this week got a load of the early gross

returns on the first week showings of

Amos 'n' Andy.
This company happens to have a pic-

ture which—the company head thinks

—

should have done the same sort of busi-

ness, but didn't. So in came the sales

manager—by request.

"How about this and how about our
own picture?" asked the boss.

"Don't pay any attention to those fig-

ures. To begin with they're exaggerated.

Secondly, the Amos 'n' Andy affair is

a freak and freaks don't count," parried

the sales manager.
One of the erudite Insiders tried to

discover since when "freak" was syn-

onymous with "showmanship," but failed

to get to first base.

'Twos Ever Thus
Really a clever fellow. His job is to

publicize, as well as to advertise, his cir-

cuit's houses in a territory not so far

from New York, and he does it very
well. Or so it appeared on the surface.

But recently his assistant was trans-

ferred to another city. And New York

wondered why it was that So-and-So was
slipping. It didn't occur to the big town
executives that perhaps the removal of

the assistant from the scene offered the

explanation.

There you have one slant.

But the selfsame individual is really

in a bad way. What you already know
is merely one reason. The other two are

these

:

His copy is often off-color. So much
so that several rnerry-to-dos have re-

sulted at headquarters. His superiors

have warned him to watch his step, but

apparently home office mandates mean
nothing.

He has gone the way of much flesh

;

hi-hat. Since his last promotion this

foolish young man has made himself in-

accessible. That's oke, except when the

inaccessibility touches the wrong people.

While matters stand as they are, it

won't be long before something happens.

That Big If

SHOW business is just a
series of funny guesses.

Take, for instance, the case of
Amos 'n' Andy. At the time
of the Tiffany convention in

Chicago last season it was re-

ported the veteran radio aces
had made overtures to the
company for production of a
picture.

The matter is said to have
been hot and cold for several
days, with the blackface stars
even offering to put up their
own dough. However, the deal
fell through and the next move
was the signing of a contract
with RKO.

All of which leads to a Big
If, and just what would have
been the outcome had that
.Chicago proposal been other-
wise acted upon.
Another slant. Paramount

was hot after them. The deal
was practically set, so the story
goes, when RKO, sensing the
box-office potentialities of the
team, stepped in and exercised
its prerogative, by virtue of its

hook-up with National Broad-
casting Co. That move caused
nlenty of feeling between
Paramount and RKO at a time
when a merger deal was pend-
ing between the two firms.

.

RAIDING on personnel, banned by
edict of the Hays organization, is

being resorted to by the sales man-
ager of one company to a" degree which
may lead to a campaign of retaliation

by the outfit made the target of the

raids.

So far, the sales manager who has
taken the offensive has weaned away
from the rival company a number of its

branch managers, salesmen and bookers.

At present, dickering is under way for
others.

The intensity of the raids, directed

only against this one company, has given
rise to a query as to the real purpose be-

hind them. One angle has it that malice
is inspiring the attack and the truth is

that the tactics are undermining the

morale of the offending sales chief's own
force.

The company attacked is declared
planning reprisals which will give the

offender something to think about. This
was indicated when its sales manager
called his "opposition" and warned him
that if a battle was wanted, he could have
it and how.

"I've been in the racket too long not to

know how to meet underhanded tactics,"

was the substance of the warning, "and
if you want to go to bat on the issue, I'll

shoot up your payroll 300 per cent."

The warning so far has gone unheeded.
The Insiders learn, and a real storm,

therefore, may be brewing.

The funny part of it all is that the

Hays association, which always has

frowned on raids of personnel either is

unaware of or is winking at the practice

recited in the case in point, and the sales

manager attacked can't talk to the "oppo-
sition" about it for the reason that the

latter now declines to answer his phone
when the other calls.

Gelt-Getters

Two big business chiefs sat down
weeks ago to work out details of a deal

which would place vending machines in

each of a certain chain's several hundred
theatres. One executive represented the

circuit and the other, of course, repre-

sented the equipment manufacturer.

They fought for hours, each attempt-
ing to drive a hard bargain. The result

was an iron-clad agreement with very
few concessions for either outfit.

One clause, however, was inserted

upon suggestion of the chain head which,
on the face of it, appeared trivial. It

stipulated that instead of the usual cap-
tion, "Drop Penny Here," the wording
above the change slot must read : "Drop
Coins Here," and the hole enlarged from
regulation penny size to hold nickels,

dimes and quarters.

This little twist will result in increas-
ing the circuit's net from the machines
by at least $25,000 yearly, and the reason,
according to the genius who engineered
it, may be explained in the public's care-
lessness in inserting silver coins, instead
of copper, in slot machines.

THE INSIDERS
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Wide Film Shelved By Public's Wide
Yawns; Time Not Ripe, Producer Slant

Agency Agony
Hollywood — "Flesh Peddlers" are

having a tough time. With production

at a low ebb the various agents are

finding they have a tremendous over-

head, carrying a number of represen-

tatives who, capable or not, are not

getting any talent placed.

One of the larger firms with six rep-

resentatives has cut the staff to two
and other agencies are doing likewise.

Film Boards to

Probe Status of

Two-for-One Gag
Los Angeles—So many complaints have

been received by the Film Board of Trade
that Lola Gentry, local secretary, has started

an investigation to find out whether or not

the awarding of premiums by various thea-

tres affect the present zoning plan.

The commission investigating the com-
plaints will determine just what is meant

by the word "premium" and whether or not

use of premiums is in violation of the zon-

ing agreement.
At the present time some of the smaller

theatres are offering tickets which, with one

paid admission, permit two to see a show.

These tickets are given out by merchants

in return for products that can be awarded
at gift nights or for similar reasons. If the

regular admission is thirty cents and a pat-

ron presents a coupon or premium ticket

two persons see the show for fifteen cents

each. This fifteen cent admission is worked
in houses rated as thirty cent admission

theatres in the zoning plan which gives

them bookings ahead of the fifteen cent

houses.

While perhaps none of the managers is

in favor of the two-for-one price, there are

so many houses doing it that each manager
feels he will have to follow the plan or he

will lose business. The commission hopes

to clarify matters and establish just what
the "premium" rights are in the various

zones.

Detroit State Is

Closed by Publix

Due to Depression

Detroit—Poor business is forcing Publix

to close the State Friday for an indefinite

period. The Adams was closed early this

summer, for the same reason.

Admission prices may he reduced at the

Madison, downtown second run. the scale

being cut from 35 and 75 cents to 25 and 50

cents.

Heavy Plugging Fails to Stir

Excitement ; Warners to Soft

Pedal Vitascope

Wide film will go back to its shelf in the

laboratory, to emerge at some future, unde-
termined date, if opinion current in a num-
ber of executive councils stays as is.

The latest socks administered to wide-
angled pictures come from the public and
are expressed in the lack of enthusiasm
evidenced by box-office grosses, shown over
Realife and Grandeur. In New York,
"Billy the Kid," first example of M-G-M's
Realife method, ended its week at the Capi-
tol with an approximate $76,000 gross. The
picture was not held over, despite the fact

that M-G-M ballyhooed the process in its

advance newspaper campaign, plus the ad-

ditional fact that the company could have
forced the picture for a second week in its

own house if the inclination to do so had
existed.

In Hollywood "The Big Trail," exhibited
on Grandeur, failed to cause a ripple of ex-

citement. Here in New York the same pic-

ture at the Roxy, backed by a heavy news-
paper splurge, did about $60,000 from Fri-

day morning to Sunday night, which is bet-

ter business than the big 7th Avenue thea-

tre has been doing of late. That gross,

however, is not phenomenal.

Significant is the decision of Winfield
Sheehan to steer clear of future productions
on wide film until the time is considered
ripe. What that means in terms of weeks
or months is anybody's guess.

Warners Soft Pedal

The current slant on wide film is tipped
off by decision of the Warners to intro-

duce "Kismet" for a Broadway run at the
Hollywood on wide film, but with no ad-
vance ballyhoo. The picture opened Thurs-
day night with nary an advance mention
of the introduction of Vitascope, as War-
ners have dubbed their process. At Warner
headquarters, argument raged back and
forth before decision to soft pedal the proc-
ess was reached. Some executives were
strong for a real fuss, via newspaper copy,
but it was Harry M. Warner who decided
to play up "Kismet" and play down Vita-
scope on the theory that wide film was
merely another embellishment like sound.

Executive opinion on wide film is varied.
There are some who maintain the innova-
tion is fine for spectacles, but tiresome when
an entire picture is projected that way.
Others can see no radical difference in the
picture image obtained in the 35 mm. print
as used widely today and the wide film

image. One important man said:

"Suppose the picture is larger. Why not
make it smaller? Actual size doesn't mean
a thing. It's what the screen shows, not the
size it can be made to assume, that counts."

His opinion is being echoed in a number
of headquarters in New York.

Turning Old Into New
Transformation of old theatre struc-

tures into new and modern edifices is

one of the industry's most important
present-day problems. Several recog-
nized authorities discuss this phase of
exhibition in this month's SHOWMAN,
which begins on page 59, this issue.

Londoners May
Pull Away from

Engineers Unit

One hundred and twenty British members
of the Society of M. P. Engineers, compris-

ing the entire London section, are in revolt

and are expected momentarily to sever the

tie that binds them with the parent body in

this country.

The London branch of the S. M. P. E.,

headed by Simon Rowson, is declared by
insiders to have long been a "thorn" in the

side of the association, what with its con-

stant "bickering," "fault-finding" and "un-
reasonable demands," and many in the

American group are said to be highly in

favor of a split.

The climax was reached only recently

when Rowson, on behalf of the Londoners,
sent a long cable to the S. M. P. E. gover-
nors threatening immediate withdrawal un-
less certain unnamed policies of the associa-

tion were changed. Conservative members
of the board had a tough job keeping in

check those colleagues who favored sending
Rowson notice to "go to it." In the mean-
time, the matter was shelved pending fur-

ther action by the governors.

New York Quarters Set

Xew York headquarters of the S. M. P. E.

will be opened in the Aeolian Bldg., where
Silvan Harris, a newcomer in the picture

field, will commence duties as manager and
editor of "The Journal." Harris has been
given a year's contract for the newly-
created post. He was formerly with Fada
Radio Corp.. and prior to that was manag-
ing editor of "Radio New-."

Supreme Court Weighs
Credit, Arbitration Cases
Washington—Charge of distributors that

the lower court erred in granting an injunc-

tion restraining compulsory arbitration as a
conspiracy in restraint of trade, and allega-

tions of the govenment that the credit com-
mittee system is illegal, are under advise-

ment by the United States Supreme Court.

Appeals in the arbitration and credit cases

were filed early this week. The government
is appealing from the Thacher decree, hold-

ing the credit system legal. Decision is

expected late in November.
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Radio Purchase of Pathe Believed Set;

Lee Marcus Reported as New Head Man
Kennedy and Brown Leaving

for Coast to Make Survey
of Pathe Lot

Lee Marcus, at present a vice-president
of RKO Radio Pictures, is understood to

have been temporarily decided upon to head
Pathe if the deal now pending between the
two companies is closed. Indications late

Thursday were that the purchase by RKO
is set.

Under the terms of the deal, as now set

up, RKO will assume control of Pathe, but
the latter organization will be maintained
as a separate organization, serving as a
production "feeder" for the RKO theatre
circuit.

Joseph P. Kennedy is slated to leave for
the Coast Saturday, as is Hiram S. Brown,
president of RKO. The purpose is under-
stood to be a final survey of the Pathe
studio properties, prior to consummation
of the sale. Terms and their details are be-
ing handled principally by Elisha Walker
of Bancamerica-Blair, Pathe bankers, and
David Sarnoff, president of RCA, which
controls RKO Radio Pictures.

RKO After Earnings of
$2.50 a Share for 1930

Financial forecasters at RKO (Theatres)
look for 1930 profits to equal $2.50 a share
on the approximate 2,000.000 shares of stock
outstanding. This would place the year's
earnings at a minimum of $5,000,000.

Although the third quarter showed a big
drop under last year, high previous quarter
earnings enabled the companv and subsidia-
ries to report profit of $3,052,571 for the
quarter ended Sept. 30 after depreciation,
interest and Federal taxes, but before sub-
sidiary dividends. This compares with
$1,637,900 in the first nine months of last

vear. Profit for the third quarter was
$886,438.

Brandt-Blumenthal Suit
Set for January Trial

Billy Brandt's suit against A. C. Blumen-
thal for $600,000 which he says is due him
as commission for lining up sale of New
York independent theatres to Fox is slated
for trial before a Nassau County court
early in January.
The complainant claims Blumenthal's end

of the deal totaled $1,200,000 and that he is

entitled to half as per an alleged agreement
with Blumenthal at the time the purchase
was made. The defendant denies any such
agreement is in existence.

Ten Lose Fox W. C. Jobs
Los Angeles—Shake-ups hit the publicity

and advertising department of Fox West
Coast this week and when the excitement
subsided the staff was minus ten members.
Under a new ruling, all publicity and ad-
vertising is to emanate from the home of-
fice and from the particular sanctuary in

which Frank Whitbeck reposes.

But Cochrane
Laughs
And Laughs

Wall Street, via one of its usually well-informed sleuths,

sold Universal down the river again during the week.
This time the story had RKO, which is reported buying
every picture company under the sun, annexing the
Laemmle organization, including the usual lock, stock
and barrel.

When R. H. Cochrane was asked about it he said he
had been disturbed for some time now because Universal
had been so completely ignored of late by merger hawkers.
"It simply proves we do mean something after all," he
commented.
Then he started to laugh and was still at it when the

telephone conversation ended.

Leo Waiting for

Fox Settlement of

5-Year Contract

Broadway Outlet

May Mean Another
Grind for Warner

Efforts are reported under way to bring
to an end, by settlement, the five-year con-
tract held by Joe Leo, former president of

Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., with
Fox. It is understood Harley L. Clarke will

act on the matter in the next few weeks.
Pending the settlement, Leo is at work on

formation of an independent chain covering
the eastern half of the country. He plans to

concentrate his activities in New York
State, Ohio, Pennsylvania and bordering
territories and may attempt to tie in inde-

pendent producers by assuring them outlets

for their product.

Paramount Buys London
Chain; Changes Policy

London—Paramount changed its spots

this week by purchase of the four theatres

operated in London suburbs by the Astoria
circuit. The buy was made by Emil Wer-
theimer and turned over to Paramount on
lease.

The move is contrary to the company's
generally understood plan for theatre expan-
sion in Great Britain, which provides for
building, rather than a campaign of acqui-
sition.

Discussing Equipment
Of special interest to every live-

wire theatre manager is the discus-
sion on innumerable angles of theatre
maintenance, equipment, etc., by ex-
hibitor members of the "Managers'
Round Table Club." which this week
appears as part of THE SHOWMAN
section, and beginning on page 119.

This special feature of the "Round
Table" is becoming more popular
every month when the maintenance
angle of theatre operation is given
particular attention bv Club members
in THE SHOWMAN section.

With five theatres on Broadway, the

Warners are still minus sufficient outlets

to supply their own and First National
product with main stem showings. The ac-

cumulation of pictures awaiting release may
make it necessary to convert either the Hol-
lywood or the Warners to a grind policy to

eliminate the jam.
There are 13 pictures in the vaults in

New York with no place to go under the

present policy of spotting what the com-
pany believes to be important pictures in

Times Square show windows. On the watt-

ing list of two-a-days are "Mothers Cry,"

"Adios" and "Sunny," turned out by First

National, and "Illicit" and "Viennese
Nights," which emanate from Warners.
For the Winter Garden are scheduled

"Woman Hungry," "Little Caesar," "Go-
ing Wild," "Kiss Me Again," "The Gor-
illa," "The Doorway to Hell," "River's

End" and "Barber John's Boy." The hold-

up is largely traceable to the run of "The
Dawn Patrol," which played ten weeks at

the Garden when the Warners figured it

would run about five. "Office Wife" fol-

lowed in for another extended run.

The Strand takes the weekly changes, but

often follows the Warner, Hollywood and
Winter Garden. The Beacon on the upper
reaches of Broadway is. of course, out of

the Broadway theatrical district and is.

therefore, considered out of the running
except as a subsequent run house.

The situation will probably create some
difficulties as the season progresses inso-

far as subsequent runs are concerned, the

possibility being failure to clean up on
1930-1931 releases in the metropolitan area

before the next season rolls around.

Rogers, Shearer Re-Sign
Hollywood—Two stars have attached

their signatures to new contracts. Fox has
induced Will Rogers to stay with it for two
more years, his next to be "The Connecticut
Yankee," and Norma Shearer has signed
a new long-term contract with M-G-M.
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Hollywood Promoters Arrested in News
Expose; Accused of Trimming Suckers

Mix Returning

Hollywood—Tom Mix is considering
a return to the screen, following con-
clusion of his circus tour. The former
ace western star has been out of pic-

tures since May, 1929, when he joined

the circus at a reputed salary of

$15,000 weekly. One or two pictures

may be made by Mix, but his decision

will hinge on conferences with the
circus owners.

Carrier Deal to

Merge Several

Equipment Units

The deal which will bring into one fold

at least 15 air conditioning units, headed by

Carrier Engineering Corp., is nearly set.

Final consummation is expected within a

few days, when plans will be launched to

organize a new $15,000,000 unit.

Carrier will merge with Brunswick-
Kroeschell Co., with both concerns, it is

said, representing 60 per cent of air condi-

tioning installations in the country.

Included in the consolidation is the York
Heating & Ventilating Corp.. which has

three subsidiaries, and with other units will

swell the total involved to 15 companies.

Carrier Company is the name adopted for

the consolidation.

Robert A. Kroeschell and A. C. Buensod
will manage the theatre division, with Otto

Armpach in charge of the air conditioning

engineers.

75 Per Cent of Houses
In Poland Now Wired

About 75 per cent of Poland's theatres

have been wired, with the remainder falling

in line at a steady rate, according to William
Rybak, who is in New York representing

Cebe Film Co., Warsaw.

There are no matinees in Poland, theatres

usually beginning operations at 6 P.M.
except on very rare occasions when a big

feature of special appeal to children is

shown.
There are about 730 theatres in Poland,

which has a population of 31,000,000. War-
saw, a city of about 1,100,000, has about 60

theatres. During the season of 1929-30 it

is estimated that over 1,000,000 admissions

were paid in Warsaw.

Lorch Goes to Chicago
Harry Lorch has returned to Chicago to

take up his duties as western division man-
ager. He replaces Harry Taylor, who is to

become manager of the Kansas City branch.

'Josh' Binney and R. E. Wharf

f

Held Without Bail in

Old Racket

Hollywood—Film investment rackets, in

exchange for which the investor is offered
a chance to break into films, are expected
to receive a setback here, due to the vigi-

lance of Motion Picture News. H. J.
(Josh) Binney and Robert E. Wharff, alias

Bob White, are in jail without bail, await-
ing prosecution for their part in the al-

leged racket.

Binney, who is president of the Interstate

Prod, and Amusement Corp., when arrested
was in the process, it is charged, of closing
a deal for some stock in his company, in

return for which the purchaser was to re-

ceive an important role in "The Trek of the
Titans."

About ten days ago Wharff, who is listed

(Continued on page 33)

Indian" Serial

Bringing Back
Kids to Movies

Paving the way for comeback of serials

on a big scale, Universal's "The Indians
Are Coming" is playing a leading part in

bringing back children to theatres, say re-

ports from exhibitors made public by the
company.
Thousands of children have been attracted

to theatres playing the serial, presaging the
winning back of child attendance, these re-

ports show. A number of de luxe houses
throughout the nation are playing the serial.

Maybe It's Publicity or
Maybe Not, Anyway—

Hollywood—Local dailies report police
here and at Pontiac, Mich., are man-hunting
for Jimmy Trientas, a 16-year-old orphan,
who is charged with having sent death
threats to Ben Lyons and Bebe Daniels.

Pontiac Sherlocks say the couple have
received the following note

:

"You double-crossed me and you will

pay, and if you don't pay me with money
you will pay some other way and pay
plenty."

Then Bebe received a second note, this

time in Greek, demanding that she send
money to a town in Greece, only the sender,

whoever he is if he is, failed to stipulate the

amount.

Newsreel Vet Dies
San Francisco—An internal disorder was

ascribed as cause of death here Thursday of

Jack Gum, 46, International Newsreel vet-

eran.

Plan Two Openings

Hollywood—Warners will borrow a
leaf from Howard Hughes' manual and
open "Life of the Party" day and date
at both their local houses. Hughes
got big results in New York with a
dual showing of "Hell's Angels" at the
Criterion and Gaiety, New York,
where the film is still playing twin
engagements.

Bankers Plan to

Light Fireworks

As Costs Mount
(Continued from page 19)

An interesting speculation concerns it-

self with the financial pressure that has been
brought to bear. The departure of repre-

sentatives of M-G-M, Pathe, Paramount,
Columbia and RKO for the Coast on or
about the same time gives rise to the query
if the moneyed interests behind the com-
panies are not identical, or at least so close-

ly identified that a general exodus of such
importance can be maneuvered.
Months ago, Motion Picture News

pointed out. and has ,since reported new de-

velopments along those lines from time to

time, that the bankers are digging into the

operations of the industry on a wholesale
scale. Not only have the inside workings in

Xew York been thoroughly gone into, but
investigators on the Coast, likewise, have
been busy. Some of them have been func-
tioning under cover. Others have been se-

curing the required data via the social-entry

wedge.
A considerable mass of data has been pre-

pared covering operations in Hollywood.
Relatives and friends occupying positions
made important by the high salaries, if not
ability, have been checked, their background
investigated and their duties scanned in or-

der to find out whether they are competent
to hold their jobs. Also if they are being
overpaid and, if so, why and through whose
orders.

The results of the probe are likely to be
sweeping. Many changes in the Coast line-

up may be expected as a consequence. That
overhead will be pared in wholesale fashion
is definite.

Photophone Earnings to

Show Big 1930 Increase
Profits of RCA Photophone for the first

nine months of the year will show a sub-
stantial increase over the corresponding fig-

ure for 1929, it is indicated, although official

figures have not been released by the com-
pany. On Jan. 1, 926 Photophones were in

operation and since that time 1,200 new
installations have been made. Its foreign
earnings are increasing rapidly, it is said.
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Steam Roller Being Greased and Oiled

For Action at M. P. T. O. A. Convention

Showmanship
Fox has turned out a press book on

"The Big Trail" that's a knockout, and
a credit to the showmanship of Glen
Allvine. It consists of 32 pages, news-
paper size, most of them on coated
stock in color.

In addition to the remarkable line-

up of general exhibitor aids, it con-
tains three full pages of exploitation

stunts for the kids—and all of them
practical, with the keynote line:

"Bring Back the Kiddies with 'The
Big Trail.'" Many novelties that will

appeal to the juveniles are available

to exhibitors. It's a comprehensive
campaign to bring back children's

trade and should go over with a bang.

HAGE

Lightman Slated for Re-elec-
tion; Contract to Be Ap-

proved at Philly Meet

Ohio Unit to Go
To Bat in Fight

On Score Charge

Columbus—Score charges, which have
been more or less a dormant issue of late,

will go under tire, together with excessive

sound equipment servicing costs when the

Ohio exhibitor unit holds its tenth annual

.here Nov. 18 and 19.

The proposed new contract and adverse

legislation are other matters to be acted

upon at the sessions. Zoning also is to be

discussed, the organization reporting on its

experiences at Cleveland, Cincinnati, Co-
lumbus and Dayton, in each instance of

which it has failed to reach agreement with
distributors.

Allied States Association organizers are

not expected to be on hand, due to their

move last week in forming an association

at Cincinnati. Cleveland, it is believed,

will be their next objective.

Jones, Linick & Schaefer
Operate Woods Theatre

Chicago—Theatre interests here are haz-

arding opinions on the future plans of

Jones, Linick & Schaefer, following the

decision of the latter to operate the Woods
theatre themselves. It is understood that

two circuits made offers to the owners of

the Woods at the time the RKO lease ex-
pired; both of which were turned down by
Aaron Jones, whose company owns the

Woods building and theatre. Property and
capital enough to make Jones, Linick &
Schaefer an important figure in Loop the-

atre operation is already in the name of the

firm, despite the fact that the Woods, Rialto

and Erlanger theatres are the only ones
operated by it. Also under its control are

the Studebaker, Garrick and Randolph the-

atres, and the Marcus Loew Booking
Agency.

That "clockwork precision" which has
marked the last two conventions of the
M.P.T.O.A. again will be in evidence at the
forthcoming convention Nov. 10 and 11,

with the slate of officers reported as already
set.

M. A. Lightman, president of the organi-
zation, who succeeded to the post upon
retirement of R. F. Woodhull, just prior to

the Memphis convention, and then was re-

elected at the sessions, is a cinch for reelec-

tion, unless he insists upon withdrawing his

name from the roster. However, indica-

tions are that Lightman will again be the
standard-bearer, returning with him into

office practically the entire present slate.

Changes in the directorate will be made, it

is understood. Under the method of pro-
cedure, directors elect officers.

If Lightman pulls out, it is understood,
Charles W. Picquet, veteran Pinehurst, N.
C, showman, would be next in line, it

being the desire of the affiliated chains to

keep an independent at the head of the

organization for legislative and other pur-
poses.

Contract To Be Ratified

The Philadelphia convention will ratify

the proposed new standard form of agree-
ment. Most of its directors already have
indicated their approval of it.

There is little likelihood that Allied States

Association will be an issue at the conven-
tion, for the Allied leaders are not expected
to go near the sessions. Last year they
stayed away from Memphis, and although
theyear before they were on hand at To-
ronto, they did not try to attend any meet-
ings, probably aware that they would have
been invited out if they had.

Instead, while the Philadelphia meetings
are in progress they probably will be orga-
nizing a new unit in some zone far removed
from the convention sphere of activity.

Among speakers who will feature the

Philadelphia convention are: Adolph Zukor,

S. R. Kent, Hiram S. Brown, Al Lichtman,
Major General Smedley Butler, comman-
dant of the Marine Corps : R. E. Logsden.
of the Memphis Chamber of Commerce: E.

Kuykendahl, Mississippi exhibitor, and Paul
Block, newspaper publisher. Michael L.

Simmons, president, will lead a delegation

of five members of the AMPA to the ses-

G. E. Short at Strand
"The Electric Ship," a new Marvels of

Science subject produced by the General
Electric Co., has been booked into Warners'
Strand for one week starting Oct. 31. The
following week it will be shown at Warner's
Beacon and the Brooklyn Strand. The pic-

ture was produced and scored under the

supervision of John Klenke and is being

booked in the New York territory by Albert

Bondv.

Stumped
Hollywood—Overheard on the set

where Wheeler and Woolsey are film-
ing "Hook, Line and Sinker":
Woolsey: "Hello. . . . hello. Thish

tha hotel clerksh? Shay. . . . wattum
I gonna do? I'sh in tha wrong
roomsh! Theresh a womansh in
here!"
Wheeler, the clerk: "Throw her

out!"
Woolsey (3 minutes later): "Okeh,

ol' kid. Now. . . . what'll I do wish
her husband?"

Rembusch Anti-

Monopoly Body
Now Organized

Indianapolis—Organization of the Asso-
ciation Against Business Monopoly has been
completed here. Articles of incorporation
have been filed with the secretary of state by
Louis Rosenburg, Indianapolis, one of the
incorporators.

Other incorporators are Theodore H.
Jeffries of this city, who is interested in the

picture business, and Frank J. Rembusch of

Shelbyville, operator of about 20 picture

houses in this state.

"The organization was formed to assist

owners of theaters, shopkeepers and store

operators in their fight against monopolistic

conditions in their business." Rosenberg
said. "The monopolistic conditions to

which I refer are similar to those existing

in the motion picture industry, where the

large operators compel operators of individ-

ual theatres to sign contracts agreeing to

take films that are sent to them in order to

operate their theatres. Then, if the theatre

owner has any difficulty the case is heard
before a board of arbitrators composed of

officials of the industry."

Rembusch has just completed his book on
"Trust Busting" which is a tirade against

centralization in the picture business, with

Will H. Hays the special object of his

attack. The book is to be sold for $1 a copy,

proceeds of which he says will be used in

the fight against monopoly.
The Rembusch book traces various de-

velopments in the industry in the process of

centralization and offers letters from former

Department of Justice operatives declaring

their activities in attempted investigation of

the Hays organization were blocked by

Washingon.

Pangborn to Star in

Pathe Comedy Series
Hollywood—Franklin Pangborn is to

appear in a series of two-reel comedies for

Pathe. Monte Carter now is working on an

untitled story for Pangborn and Fred Guiol

and Arch Heath are developing a second.
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Warners Increase Own Production to

Achieve Independence in Theatre Field

Carry On, Mates
Washington—Abraih Myers' vocabu-

lary is running riot again. The presi-

dent of Allied States Association,
whose "pusillanimous" crack at the
Columbus convention last year caused
a scurrying for dictionaries, now an-
nounces that the Michigan exhibitor
unit is "ready to furnish to organiza-
tions in other territories attractive

decalcomania signs for use on box-
office windows reading: 'An Allied

Theatre, Home Owned for Your Pro-
tection*."

Legislatures of

44 States Meet

Early in 1931

The 44 states which will open legislative

sessions next year, together with states and
territories whose legislatures meet in 1932,

are shown in the following summary, to-

gether with dates of meetings held in 1930

:

Jurisdiction

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts .

.

Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire..
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina...
North Dakota...
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Porto Rico
Rhode Island
South Carolina .

South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
U. S. Congress.

Date of Meeting
1931

an. 7

day 12

Jan. 1

Jan. 11

Mar. 2

Jan. 12

Jan. 12

Jan. 5

Jan. 7

Jan. 7

Jan. 6

Apr. 7

June 24
Ian. 5

Jan. 7

Jan. 8

Jan. 12

Jan. 13

Jan.

Jan. 7

Jan. 7

Jan. 7

Jan. 7

Jan. 6

Ian.
May

Jan.

Jan.

Feb.
Jan.
Jan.

Jan. 7

Jan. 5

Jan. 6

Jan. 19

Jan. 7

Jan. 13

Jan. 13

Jan. 7

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.

Jan. 8

Jan.

Jan.

Jan. 12

Jan. 6

Feb. 8

Ian. 5

Jan. 12

Jan. 13

Ian. 12

Jan. 7

Jan. 12

Jan. 14

Jan. 14

Jan. 13

Dec. 7

Jan. 13

Afternoon Sunday Show
Is Up at Whittier, Cal.

Whittier, Cal.—Voters here Tuesday will

pass upon the question of legalizing Sunday
shows after 12 o'clock.

Own and First National Output
To Be Boosted to JO to 50

Annually

The Warners are discussing plans to make
their organization as independent of the

rest of the industry as the industry's set-up

will allow.

Latest in the steps designed to bring this

realization closer is a plan, purely formu-
lative now, to step up production from 35

pictures this season to from 40 to 50 for

1931-1932, the increase to apply jointly to

both Warners and First National.

The inside slant that prompts considera-

tion of the move is this:

Certain of the Warner executives feel

that the increase can be absorbed easily by
their own theatre organization, thereby add-

ing to the company's treasury money which
ordinarily would go to outside producers.

They also feel that the sales crews of both

companies can handle 40 or 50 features as

well as 35.

Jack Warner is due in New York from
the Coast on Sunday to remain here about
a month, during which time a definite con-
clusion will be reached. Opinion in Warner
headquarters has not as yet crystallized

either for or against the plan, but decision

will be determined by the end of November.
If the idea is adopted, this means that

the Warner circuit will use correspondingly
fewer pictures from outside sources during
the 1931-1932 season.

Warners to Remain on
Sunset Blvd.; Won't Move

Hollywood—Jack Warner denies emphati-
cally stories that Warner production will

be centered in the First National studio at

Burbank. He says the Warners will stay
as is in the Sunset Boulevard plant.

Fifteen scripts are ready for the cameras.
Actual work gets under way in a month.

Dizzy Sales Heights
Sales in the independent market

are beginning to hit the high paces
set in pre-sound days, according to a

sales survey just
completed by Bill

Raynor of "Big 4,"

which shows that
since the begin-
ning of the new
season, grosses
have jumped
100%.
Raynor contin-

ues to build-up
exchange repre-
sentation for "Big
4," having already

Bill Raynor Hned-up Buffalo,
Detroit, Minneap-

olis, Salt Lake and Denver.

Politeness Pays
Chicago—A State-Lake usher kicked

a small package while racing up an
aisle the other week. Examination
showed it contained $360 in bills. It

was turned in and when identified by
the owner he offered the usher a $2
reward. The boy snapped to attention
and saluted. "Our reward," he said,

not even glancing at the proffered
bills, "is in serving the public." Who
was the cluck who said ushers didn't

have a sense of humor?

Inventor Alleges

Infringement in

"Realife" Process

Los Angeles—Unless an accounting of

profits is made to him and to Charles M.
Richter, New York financier and associate.

Edwin W. Clark, inventor, will bring an
injunction suit to prevent M-G-M from
showing "Billy the Kid" by the Realife proc-

ess. Clark charges infringement of his wide
screen patents.

M-G-M officials admit that Richter wired
them concerning alleged patent violations

in the Realife process, but denied any in-

fringement. The Realife method was de-

veloped in the M-G-M studio laboratories,

it is asserted.

Clark's method is very similar to M-G-M's.
so far as projection is concerned. The in-

ventor also wired the Capitol, New York,
to stop showing "Billy the Kid," charging
infringement. His process is protected by-

two patents. One dates March 29, 1921, the

other Sept. 19, 1922.

About a year ago, Clark says, he showed
M-G-M his process and received an offer

for it, which he refused. Richter is en route

to Hollywood to start the proposed suit.

Realife Process

Fails to Please

In Kansas City

Kansas City—Realife, new wide screen

process being offered by M-G-M, failed to

draw the patronage anticipated at the Mid-
land, Loew house here, said to be the third

theatre in the country to offer the new
process. In view of the advertising and
publicity given run of "Billy the Kid," via

Realife, considerably better results were ex-

pected by the management.
The first three days of "Billy the Kid"

drew very well, but patronage slumped after

Monday. To exceptionally cold weather
was attributed part of the drop in business.
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"Titans' "Showmanship SplurgesWrites
New History in Picture Merchandising

Amos V Andy Production in

250 Day and Date Runs
Scores Huge Hit

In what is regarded as ushering in a new-

form of big scale merchandising of special

attractions, "Check and Double Check" the

Amos 'n' Andy feature, literally has set the

industry on its ear by its day and date runs

throughout the country, in which it is prov-

ing one of the biggest upsets in years.

The picture opened around 150 day and
date runs last Friday and Saturday in key
cities in all sections, backed by what is con-

sidered the most extensive simultaneous

newspaper advertising campaign ever em-
ployed for a picture. Openings this week
run the total of day and date runs to around
250.

Heralded for weeks by extended adver-
tising in the trade press, exhibitors were
well sold on "Check and Double Check" in

advance, and got behind the national exploi-

tation splurge with efforts that sent records

careening in nearly every spot where the

picture opened.
A national radio hook-up on Friday help-

ed direct public attention and patronage to

theatres where the attraction was opening.
Public reaction to it has stamped the at-

traction as one of the outstanding freaks

of show history.

The newspaper splurge, which consisted

of two color single page and double trucks
in 89 newspapers of 50 cities in 30 different

states, was put over at an aggregate cost

of about $75,000.

Capitalizing on the radio following of

Amos 'n' Andy and public curiosity toward
the stars of the air it had never seen, Joseph
I. Schnitzer, RKO president, appropriated
201 sound-on-film and 70 sound-on-disc
prints to "break" the picture in all sections

of the nation simultaneously. New York
was prevented from participating because
the Mayfair theatre was not ready. The
picture opens at this new RKO house Fri-

day night.

Following is a summary of the national

reception of the picture, as gathered by
Motion Picture News correspondents

:

Los Angeles Gross Hits
$31,000 and New Record
Los Angeles—Amos 'n' Andy have met

Los Angeles and the whole blooming town

$32,000 on Week
Detroit—Hard hit by business de-

pression, Petroit, nevertheless, is go-
ing for Amos 'n' Andy in a big way,
the picture playing to $28,000 in six
days and will do $32,000 on the week.
Since the opening, grinding nine and
ten shows daily at the RKO Down-
town, the picture has attracted 100,000

patrons. It is to be held a second
week with no let-up in sight.

Business is being stimulated at
other houses by the RKO picture.

Cincy Dazed
Cincinnati—Amos 'n' Andy took a

two-way sock at Cincinnati records,
and what a sock it was, their "Double
Check" piling up $20,900 at the RKO
Capitol, and $17,630 at the RKO Palace
from Saturday to Wednesday, inclu-

sive, plus a Friday midnight preview
and a Saturday midnight matinee at

both houses.
The picture rode the crest of the

heaviest advertising campaign in local

history and the audience reaction was
sensational. Crowds are lined up con-
tinually at both houses.
The Capitol will hold over the pic-

ture, but it will go out at the Palace,
moving to the Lyric for a second
week.
Business at other theatres has been

hit by Amos 'n' Andy's drain on
patronage.

is theirs. "Check and Double Check"
grabbed $31,000 at the Orpheum, which
gives that house a rating of 190 per cent on
the week and a new all-time record as well.

As the Orpheum business mounted, trade

waxed slimmer at the competitive houses.

The house did $12,500 over the week-end
as against $10,500 the entire previous week
with "A Lady Surrenders."

Opening Slow but Film
Building at Milwaukee
Milwaukee—Strong opposition has cut

into draw of "Check and Double Check" at

the RKO Palace Orpheum. The picture's

business has been above average, but not

sensational, as it didn't get away to such a

hot start.

However, business is reported building

and a two weeks' run is planned.

110,579 Admissions Set
St. Louis on Its Ear

St. Louis—One hundred, ten thousand.

five hundred and seventy-nine paid admis-

sions up to, but not including Wednesday
night, tell the story of how Amos 'n' Andy
have set this town on its ear. The RKO
St. Louis charges 25 cents for matinee and
50 cents night, children 15 cents at all

shows, which run from 10:30 A.M. to mid-
night.

The picture opened last Friday and has

had some effect on opposition houses, but

the degree of this effect will not be appar-

ent before the close of the week.

Omaha Reeling After
$22,400 Five-Day Onslaught
Omaha—Box-offices here still are reeling

over the onslaught of "Check and Double
Check." which in six days got $22,400 at

the RKO Orpheum, to hit a 140 per cent

rating and smash the RKO Orpheum record.

Before the week is out the picture probably

will have established a new high mark for

the city.

The picture is to be held over indefinitely,

National Radio Hook-up
Aid Exhibitors in Bal-

lyhooing Freak

to

with a new stage show going in Friday.
Publix is meeting the Amos 'n'Andy bar-

rage with "Her Wedding Night" and "The
Life of the Party," but it is doubtful that
either picture will quite hit par.

Above Average but Not
Sensational at Seattle

Seattle—Amos 'n' Andy are one down,
so far as cornering the business of this

town is concerned. Estimated gross for five

days at the RKO Orpheum is $20,000. The
midnight preview last Friday drew only
fairly well, but Saturday and Sunday were
capacity. Since then business has been
above average, but not tremendous. It

doesn't seem to have the local appeal of "Rio
Rita."

$25,000 in 5 Days at
Pittsburgh; Phenomenal

Pittsburgh— Although managers here
always refused to divulge figures, the gross
of "Check and Double Check" in its first five

days may be conservatively estimated at

$25,000. This is the biggest business done
here in months, and other grosses are falling

off but slightly.

$9,000 in Five Days
Tells Baltimore Story

Baltimore—"Check and Double Check" is

a big hit here, getting $9,000 in five days.

six nights and one Sunday midnight matinee
at Keith's, operated by the Schanberger
interests. Large advertising splurges and the

radio reputation of the stars helped the

strong draw. The picture is holding up
well and is going into a second week.

Competition has not been affected.

12,000 More in 5 Days
Than "Cockeyed World's" 7
Houston—While actual figures are not

available, "Check and Double Check"

(Continued on page 30)

New Record in Chi
Chicago—Here in the radio home of

Amos 'n' Andy, their picture has
already copped the house record of

the RKO State-Lake, and is continu-
ing at a terrific pace. In five days,
Saturday to Wednesdav, the take was
$39,712.

Competition is hard to gauge as all

Loop houses are doing good business
with strong attractions, but two might
have done much better if it weren't
for Amos 'n* Andy. The Chicago is

playing "Laughter" and the Oriental,

around the corner, is meeting com-
petition with a heavy stage draw.
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"Titans' " Big

Splurge Writes

Picture History

( Continued from page 29)

herded approximately 25,000 patrons into

the RKO Majestic in the first five days of

its run, a 225 per cent rating for RKO's
hit. This is 12,000 more than "The Cock-

eyed World" got in seven days, which was

the former record. Competition is hard hit

and admits it.

$17,500 in 5 Days
Real Dough at Casey
Kansas City—Amos 'n' Andy grossed

approximately $17,000 for the five days

ending Wednesday night at the RKO Main-

street. This is a rating of 150 per cent.

The picture is being held for a second

week and it is concededly cutting into busi-

ness of opposition houses.

Atlanta's $25,000 Is

Sensation for 5 Days
Atlanta—Knocking competition into a

cocked hat, Amos 'n' Andy are riding home
winners, grossing approximately $25,000 in

five days at the Capitol, RKO and Universal

stand. This is from the Friday opening up

to and including Wednesday night. The
picture is going into a second week.

$21,800 Blast Rocks
Dallas Show Business

Dallas—Amos 'n' Andy exploded a bomb-

shell in this city with their "Check and

Double Check," getting $21,800 from Friday

up to and including Wednesday at the RKO
Majestic. The first three days the picture

was bucking the state fair, but despite this

it knocked records for a row, with half-

block lines extending both ways.

The picture has stimulated business in

other houses except the Melba, two doors

away, which was blanked out at times. How-
ever, some of the overflow went to the

Melba.

Rain Doesn't Mean a

Thing; Big at Des Moines
Des Moines—Rain didn't mean a thing

to Amos 'n' Andy, who went soaring for

a new record at the RKO Orpheum, the

first four days shoving the house way out

in front with the SRO sign out.

The picture is bringing good business all

around, "Whoopee" doubling the business

at the Des Moines. The Paramount is do-

ing only average business on "Heads Up."

Standees Send Grosses

Soaring at Scranton
Scranton, Pa.

—"Check and Double Check"

taxed the capacity of the 1,800-seat Capitol,

opening here on Monday, and again on

Tuesday and Wednesday, the last named be-

ing Mitchell Day, a holiday for anthracite

miners.

Hundreds of men, women and children

stood throughout the performances, some-

thing unusual these days. Comerford-

Paramount Publix regulations prohibit

making public the gross. Admissions are

50 cents matinee and night, 15 cents for

children matinee, and 25 cents at night.

Color

Omaha—Orpheum employes for the
past two weeks have had a lot to say.

Whether its over the phone, at the
box office, the doorman or ticket taker
—the greeting has been "Check and
Double Check, RKO Orpheum thanks
you." The idea was originated by
Manager Ralph Pierce.

The picture is spotted in for a week and
its overflow is greatly helping business at

other theatres.

Frisco Capitulates with
$21,500 in Five Days

San Francisco—Amos 'n' Andy broke

every record at the Orpheum with about

$21,500 gross, which is a rating of 180

per cent. This is up to and including Wed-
nesday night, when it looked like the pic-

ture would run for weeks. The draw is

affecting all other pictures.

Their heavy draw occasioned surprise

locally, as there was skepticism as to

whether the radio stars could duplicate

their radio following on the screen for they

are dialogists first and actors second.

Big Opening at Oakland
Presages New Record

Oakland—"Check and Double Check"
opened to smash business here Wednesday
night. It looks like the film is on the way
to a record.

$16,500 Portland Smash;
$7,000 Above "Rio Rita"

Portland—From Saturday to Wednesday,
"Check and Double Check" just walked
away from the town, drawing $16,500 at

the RKO Orpheum, according to Manager
Gamble. This is $7,000 more than "Rio
Rita," which held the previous record. The
way the picture is standing 'em up, it looks

like it's in for a run.

Competitors concede that the Orpheum is

leading the field by a heavy margin.

$20,000 Mill City Smash;
Ovprflow Aids Another

Minneapolis—It's the same story here on
Amos 'n' Andy, the sensational drawing
cards grabbing off $20,000 in five days at

the RKO Orpheum.
The opposition claims no effect on busi-

ness at their theatres, but this is due to the
rush of radio fans to downtown houses, with
the other theatres getting the overflow.
Publix' Minnesota is a case in point, claim-
ing the biggest Saturday and Sunday in six
weeks, despite the RKO smash.

Amos V Andy Crash
B. O. Record at Albany
Albany—Box-office records of the year

were sent tottering by Amos 'n' Andy up to
Wednesday night of this week. The picture
opened at a midnight show Friday, playing
to tremendous business which has necessi-
tated seven shows daily.

Business was far ahead of "Animal
Crackers." the previous attraction, which
also went over big. "Check and Double
Check" also helped business at other
houses, which are enjoying good business in

ideal show weather. The Strand is playing
"Whoopee," while "The Sea Wolf" is filling

House Records

In Many Spots

Take a Tumble
Harmanus-Bleeker Hall and "Good News"
is running fairly strong at the Leland.

New Orleans Flocks to Film;
$23,000 for Week Possible
New Orleans—They're wondering how

so many of the dear old public can jam
their way into the RKO Orpheum here.

House records have already succumbed to

the Amos 'n' Andy onslaught and the week
threatens to end with a gross in the neigh-

borhood of $23,000. Believe it or not, if

that figure is reach or approached, it looks

like a new show day for the New Orleans

show world.

Even Censors Praise
Picture in Virginia
Richmond—Amos 'n' Andy have passed

the state board of motion picture censor-

ship and their "Check and Double Check"
is practically assured a landslide business

in Virginia.

"The picture passed without elimina-

tions," said Mrs. Emma Speed Sampson,
one of the three Virginia censors who have
expressed themselves as being greatly

pleased with the film and also benefitted by
its laugh-provoking dialogue and scenes.

While it is reported to be attracting great

crowds to the Keith house in Washing-
ton, the picture already has been assured
record-breaking receipts in Richmond for

Gosden, one of the pair, is a native son.

Exploitation work in connection with the

picture has been on an elaborate scale. The
picture is to have a midnight showing in

the Byrd Nov. 10 and its regular engage-
ment there will begin Nov. 15, states

Stewart B. Tucker, house manager.

Cleveland Does Between
$17,000, $18,000 5 Days

Cleveland—Amos 'n' Andy grossed be-

tween $17,000 and $18,000 Saturday to

Wednesday, inclusive, getting big matinee
business and fair evening business.

Business was only slightly above aver-
age, the picture proving just normal com-
petition. It is going into a second week.

$26,000 Topples Five-
Day Record at Boston

Boston—All house records were broken
by "Check and Double Check" at Keith's
Memorial, the film getting around $26,000
for its first five days. The best previous
top at the house was scored by "Sunny Side
Up." Business is good at other theatres.

All New England Runs Are
Reported as Going Big

Boston—New England is going strong for
Amos 'n' Andy. With the film off to a new
record here, record business is reported
from the Albee. Providence ; Keith, Lowell

:

Keith, Portland ; Paramount, Haverhill and
Warner, Worcester.
Big business is reported but estimates are

not yet available from Warners Palace,
Lawrence and Publix Empire. New Bed-
ford.
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Trade Paper Copy
And Newspaper
Ads Put It Over

Conceding that the trade paper campaign
which heralded "Check and Double Check"
was the first big gun to be fired in the na-
tional offensive by way of theatre prepara-

tion for the Amos 'n' Andy debut, Hy
Daab's newspaper follow-up, which reached
89 newspapers in 50 cities and in 30 states,

was put over at a cost to Radio Pictures

slightly under $75,000.
Daab steered clear of full page and double

truck rates by holding down the number of

lines under full column depth, but in each
instance, for eye appeal, the splash looked
like an entire page. Two big heads of the

radio headliners dominated the display,

which was prepared in circus ballyhoo
style.

Newspaper censorship, often strict in cer-

tain sections of the country, failed to apply-

in this instance, only one paper toning down
the copy by throwing a Ben Day screen
over the drawings. Daab doesn't know
whether he was lucky or simply got away
with something, but at any rate his display

went through as originally laid out.

The copy was placed in some of the larg-

est dailies in the United States. In the
Chicago Tribune the two-page smash ap-
peared in two colors, black and red. Circu-
lation of the mediums used totaled 13,210,-

595 and in larger cities, two or more papers
were frequently used.

Daab is now the proud possessor of a
sheaf of letters from newspaper publishers
and newspaper advertising managers com-
mending him upon the efficacy of his layout.

The letters didn't come only from those
dailies in which the ads were carried. One
Middle Western publisher saw the display
in a daily published in a nearby city, but
nevertheless was persuaded to write Daab
a word of praise for his treatment.
An idea of how the the copy blanketed

the nation is obtainable from this partial
list of papers used. Here it is

:

CALIFORNIA—Los Angeles Examiner (204.245), Times
(162,959), San Francisco Call-Bulletin [115,012]
Chronicle (94.922). Examiner (182.210).

COLORADO—Denver Post (162.722).

CONNECTICUT- Hartford Courant (29,200). Ti
(59,952), New Haven Journal-Courier (20,821), Re

mes
Regis -

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA-Washington Star (105.-
J90), limes (92.988).

FLORIDA -Jacksonville Times-Union (50.707), Jour-
nal (21,852).

GEORGIA—Atlanta Constitution (92,897), Journal
(80,778).

ILLINOIS—Chicago American (559,705), News (430.-
204), Tribune (828.422).

INDIANA—Indianapolis News (126,262), Star (108.505).
lOWA-Lks Moines Register 1112,856). Tribune-Capi-

tal (117,213).

LOUISIANA—New Orleans Item (68,283), Times-
Picayune (99,7411, Tribune (44,626).

MAINE— Portland Express (24.098), News (13,113)
Press-Herald (39,817).

MARYLAND—Baltimore Sun (148,235).

MASSACHUSETES—Boston Globe (140,633). Spring-
field News (42,361), Republican (23.557), Union (34,-
^66). Worcester Gazette (60,351). Telegram (44,467).

MICHIGAN—Detroit Free Press (226,508), News (233,-
585). Grand Rapids Press (90,076).

MINNESOTA—Minneapolis Tribune (72,263), St. Paul
Dispatch (89.523), Pioneer-Press (74.597).

MISSOURI—Kansas City Star (279,096), Times (269,-
574), St. Louis Globe- Democrat (277.378), Post-Dis
patch (241,066).

MONTANA—Butte Standard (17,349), Post (10,860).

NEBRASKA-Omaha World-Herald (69,589).

NEW JERSEY—Newark News (146.093).

NEW YORK-Buffalo Courier- Express (130.099). News

Clicks for Warners
Amos 'n* Andy have socked grosses

right on the chin in every Warner
house they are playing. In every
instance, business has jumped at least
100 per cent, with many of the thea-
tres rolling up grosses of from 150 to

200 per cent over normal in the first

six days of the run.

"Double Check" to

Reach $50,000 in

First Chi Week

Amos 'n' Andy Open N. Y.
Tonight; Scale Is $1 Top
With a potential maximum gross of $60,-

IH If I on the week~to shoot at, Amos 'n' Andy
make their New York debut tonight at the

RKO Mayfair. The theatre at 7th Avenue
and 47th St. will operate on a grind policy

with a $1 top. in conformity with other

houses of its type on Broadway. Forrest

C. Macomber, formerly at the New York
Strand and now manager of the Globe, will

manage the Mayfair and, at the same time,

continue control of the Globe.
The revamped Columbia, which housed

burlesque prior to its acquisition by RKO,
ha.s had a number of seats added, total

capacity of the theatre now being 2,300.

Morocco rouge marble has been used rather

generally throughout the house. In the

place of bulky ornamental fixtures, the walls

and ceiling show only the outline of recesses

and mounted bas-reliefs which tend to fur-

ther stress the modernistic architectural

scheme under which the theatre was re-

modeled.

One of the features of the house is the

marquee, in which the lighting has been

arranged to flood not only the sidewalk, but

that part of 7th Ave. on which the theatre

faces as well. Two large signs, one facing

7th Ave. and the other 47th St., have a main
banner of lights 100 feet high and 125 feet

long.

Plans and specifications were drawn by

Thomas W. Lamb and contracting work by
M. Shapiro and Son.

(160.267), Brooklyn Eagle (84,248). New York Daily
News (1,273,946), Evening Journal (624.4831.

NORTH CAROLINA—Charlotte Observer (46.380).

OHIO—Cincinnati Post (195,062). Times-Star (160,288).

Cleveland News (175,458), Plain Dealer (209,777),

Press (211,934). Columbus Citizen (90,839). Dispatch
(119,430). Dayton Herald (48,505), Journal (28,1981,

News (58.598), Toledo Blade (134.018).

OKLAHOMA—Oklahoma City Oklahoman (84,780),

Times (81,359), Tulsa World (75,573).

OREGON—Portland Oregonian (109,123).

PENNSYLVANIA—Philadelphia Bulletin (555,573),

Public Ledger (129.807). Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
(243.097). Scranton Republican (25,028), Wilkes-
Barre Times-Leader (27,257).

TENNESSEE^Memphis Appeal (evening—76,412),
Commercial Appeal (morning— 113,098).

TEXAS—DaMas Journal (44,117), News (89,0551. Hous-
ton Chronicle (88.912). Post-Dispatch (69.904), San
Antonio Express (38.343), News (40,031).

UTAH Salt Lake City Deseret News (40,315),
Tribune (48,979).

VIRGINIA—Richmond Times-Dispatch (66.848).

WASHINGTGN-Seattle Post-Intelligencer (101.095).
WISCONSIN— Milwaukee Journal (171,896.)
ONTARIO—Toronto Mail and Empire (114.1131. Star

(173.101).

A Break
Omaha—The Orpheum got a break

when twins born in a local hospital on
the opening day of "Check and Double
Check" were named Amos and Andy.
Pictures and story were splashed over
the front pages.

Chicago—Amos 'n' Andy, with smiles
lighting up the interior of the RKO State-

Lake, sat well to the rear of the house dur-
ing the first performance here of "Check
and Double Check" early Saturday morning.
Because of the constant tinkle of change-
making machines, audible from their van-
tage points in the theatre, and the continu-

ous shuffle of paid customers past their

seats on the aisle, it was difficult to deter-

mine whether the r(R)adio stars were
pleased more by the public manifestations of

interest in themselves or by their own per-

formances on the screen before them. Only
once during the performance did they turn

their glances away from that screen up
front.

At exactly 10 o'clock, one hour after the

theatre opened, that shuffle of feet through
the various entrances came to an abrupt
halt. Amos looked up at Andy question-

inglv. and Andy stared back at Amos. But
George Quinlan, manager of the State-Lake,

was on hand to reassure them.

"Filled up," he whispered. "Not a seat

left."

A pleased smile went the rounds of the

three faces, and three pairs of eyes turned
back to the screen. The house remained
the same way for the nine shows which fol-

lowed the first ; it was still the same for

Sunday's eight performances. And at 8 :30

A.M. Monday a . long line of customers,

change in hand, waited in an autumnal rain

that shrouded State St. By that time. 48,676

of the faithful had paid out $24,584 for

eighteen performances at this 2,800-seat

house.

House Records Smashed

Needless to say, all house records at the

State-Lake for week-end grosses were
smashed in a very definite way, and all-

time records for the house are fast disap-

pearing as the rush to lay it on the line

continues. The Saturday and Sunday take

alone exceeded by $5,000 the normal weekly
take for the house on its old vaude-film

policy which it abandoned only two weeks
ago.

Advance advertising on the picture has
never been equalled here before. Extra
display space in all local papers was used for

a full week before the picture's opening.

More than $10,000 worth of space was used
in the six dailies on Friday alone. It was
apportioned as follows : Two center page
spreads with color. Daily Tribune ($3,880) ;

one page, Herald-Examiner, ($1,020) ; one
page Evening American ($2,000) ; one
page Daily News ($2,000); half-page Eve-
ning Post ($650); half-page Daily Illus-

trated News ($525), and additional dis-

play space in the theatre sections of all

papers. Orders for the space came from
Radio's New York office.

Nothing like this volume of advertising
on a single picture nor the reception given
it in its opening days has been witnessed
here before. Local exhibitors and guessers
fifure it a cinch for the house to hit $50,000
this week, an unprecedented figure here for
a 2,800-seat house with a 35c-75c scale.
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Cincy Completes

Protection Fian

42 Days Is Top
Cincinnati — Maximum protection of 42

days, during which time the picture must
play the downtown second runs, is the

schedule agreed upon in the new zoning

schedules, which have been sent to New
York for approval. The second runs are

given seven days' clearance over five groups

of nearby suburbans, making the protection

of 35 days over the last group.

Pictures are available to 15-cent houses

100 days from the closing date of the first

run. Fourteen days' protection is given

•over all houses within a 25-mile radius.

Text of the new zoning plan covering

Cincinnati and territory served by ex-

changes here follows

:

FIRST RUN IN CINCINNATI—
42 DAYS PROTECTION

ZONE I

Ordinarily the following- theatres are now sold as

first run:
Albee, Palace. Capitol, Lyric. Keith's, Family.

Strand, Shuberts, Grand. Cincinnati first-run has 14

•days' protection over Hamilton. Middletown, Aurora.
Lawrenceburg and Lebanon.

ZONE II

Downtown Second Run
Ordinarily the following theatres are sold as down-

town second run:
Strand and Family theatres. Must be played in the

42 days.
Key Zones

The theatres listed in Key Zones A-B-C have first

suburban run following first run and downtown sec-

ond run. The theatres listed in these key zones
have 7 days to set from the date of availability and
-maximum of 7 days' protection from the end of run.

Zone A
L. B. Wilson, Covington, Ky.
Liberty, Covington, Ky.

Zone B
Temple, Newport. Ky.
Hippodrome, Newport, Ky.
Strand. Newport, Ky.

Zone C
Orpheum. Cincinnati.

Numerical (Neighborhood) Zones
No theatre is to be given any protection over any

-theatre outside the numerical zone, except that the
theatres listed in zones one (1) to eleven (11) inclu-

sive, have seven days to set and play, prior to avail-

ability of any picture to the theatres listed in the
following classification embracing twelve (12) to

twenty -three (23) inclusive; and the theatres listed

In zones twelve (12) to twenty- three (23) have one
-week to set and play prior to availability of any pic-

ture to the zones listed in the following classifica-

tion, etc.

Zones 1 to 11 inclusive—7 days to set and play:
Zone 1—Idle Hour, Carthage.
Zone 2—Woodlawn, Cheviot; Che v wood, Cheviot.
Zone 3— Forest, Cincinnati.
Zone A—Nordland, Cincinnati; Clifton, Cincinnati.
Zone 5—Glenway, Cincinnati; Western Plaza, Cin-
cinnati.
Zone 6—Plaza, Norwood: Norwood, Norwood.
Zone 7—Monte Vista. Cincinnati.
Zone 8— Lincoln, Cincinnati ; Roosevelt, Cincinnati

:

Pekin, Cincinnati.
Zone 9—Eagles. St. Bernard: St. Bernard, St. Ber-

-nard.

Zone 10—Emory, Reading.
Zone 11—Jackson. Cincinnati.
Zones 12 to 24 inclusive—7 days to set and play,

with no protection over zones listed below beyond the
-end of the seventh dav:
Zone 12—Park. Hyde Park.
Zone 13— Park Hall, Oakley.
Zone 14—Uptown (Variety). Cincinnati.
Zone 15— Freeman. Cincinnati.
Zone 16—National. Cincinnati.
Zone 17—Hollywood. Cincinnati.
Zone 18—Park, North side: Americus. Northside.
Zone 19—Casino, Cincinnati; Metropolitan, Cincin-

nati.

Zone 20—Empire, Cincinnati.
Zone 21— Marvel, Cincinnati.
Zone 22— Fairview, Cincinnati.
Zone 23—Imperial. Cincinnati.
Zone 24—Madison. Madisonville.
Zones 25 to 35 inclusive—7 days to set and Dlay with

no protection over zones listed below beyond the end
of the seventh day

:

Zone 25—Hdand. Ft. Thomas. Ky.
Zone 2ft—Hippodrome, Covington. Ky.
Zone 27—Beecher, Cincinnati.
Zone 28—Evanston, Cincinnati.
Zone 29—Df-rby, Latonia. Kv.; Grand, Latonia. Ky.
Zone 30—Liberty, Dayton. Ky
Zone 31—Sylvia. Bellevue. Kv.
Zone 32—Overlook. Cincinnati.
Zone 33— Fairmont, Cincinnati; Valley, Cincinnati.

Motion Picture News

To Address Academy

Will H. Hays, who will be the prin-

cipal speaker at the annual meeting
of the Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences in Hollywood, at which nine

honor awards will be made.

Zone 34—Family, Mifiord, Ohio.
Zone 35—Avenue, LockTand, Ohio.
Zones 36 to 45 inclusive—7 days to set and play

with no protection over zones listed below beyond
the end of the seventh day:
Zone 36—Broadway, Cincinnati.
Zone 37—New Liberty, Cincinnati; Victor. Cincinnati.

Zone 38—Queen Ann, Cincinnati; Washington. Cin-

cinnati.
Zone 39—Arcade. Elm wood; Valley. Elmwood.
Zone 40—Shirley. Covington, Ky.
Zone 41—Family, Covington, Ky.
Zone 42—Riveria, Sedamsville.
Zone 43—Elm. Ludlow, Ky.
Zone 44—Rialto, Cincinnati.
Zone 45—Garden, Swiss Gardens.
Zones 46 to 57 inclusive—7 days to set and play:
Zone 46—Sharonville, Sharon.
Zone 47—Avalon. Cleves.
Zone 48—Main, Mt. Healthy.
Zone 49—Opera House, Loveland.
Zone 50—Opera House, New Richmond.
Zone 51—Pastime, Addyston.
Zone 52—Parkland, Sayler Park.
Zone 53—Opera House. Williamsburg.
Zone 54- -Mystic, Harrison.
Zone 55— Dream, Mason.
Zone 56—Amelia, Amelia.
Zone 57—Capitol. Batavia.

SILENT HOUSES
Zone 58—Center, Cincinnati.
Zone 59—Woodward, Cincinnati.
Zone 60—Main, Cincinnati.
Zone 61—Ideal, Cincinnati.
Zone 62—Lubin, Cincinnati.
Zone 63—Royal, Cincinnati.
Zone 64— Lyric. Reading.
Zone 65—Pendrola. Lockland.
Zone 66"—Crescent—Winton Place.
Zone 67—Music Hall, Newport, Ky.
Zone 68—Strand, Covington, Ky.
Zone 69—DeMilo, Covington, Ky.
Zone 70—100 days after end of first run—7 days to

set and 7 days' protection from end of run:
Star. Cincinnati; Bijou. Cincinnati; Gifts, Cincinnati.
Zones 71 to 72, inclusive

—

7 days to set and play

:

Zone 71—Colonial. Cincinnati; Avenue, Cincinnati.
Zone 72—Rex, Cincinnati; Dixie, Cincinnati : Gem,

Cincinnati.
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Academy Awards
Honors; Hays as

Chief Speaker

Cole Steps Out;

Horwitz Named
Dallas—Will Horwitz. Houston showman,

who has been fighting the distributor-ex-

hibitor circuits on the protection issue, is

new president of the Allied Theatre Owners
of Texas. He succeeds Col. H. A. Cole,

veteran leader, who stepped aside for the

new head of the organization.

The convention here unanimously en-

dorsed the Tiffany franchise as a "life-

saver" for the "little fellow," and called

upon all members to support it. Several
leaders of Allied States Association attend-

ed the two-day gathering.

Will H. Hays is going to Hollywood to

be principal speaker next Wednesday at the

annual dinner of the Academy of M. P.

Arts and Sciences. Merit awards of the

Academy are to be presented at the dinner,

the third annual event of its kind. An ad-

dress by Thomas A. Edison via a talker

short, also will be a feature.

This year a new award, for sound re-

cording, has been added to the list, making
nine awards in all, as follows

:

1. Actor—best performance or perform-

ances ; 2. Actress—best performance or per-

formances ; 3. Director—best achievement or

achievements; 4. Art director—best achieve-

ment ; 5. Cinematography— best achieve-

ment
; 6. Sound recording—best achieve-

ment ; 7. Scientific or technical — best

achievement ; 8. Writing—best achievement

;

9. Production—outstanding picture of the

year from all aspects.

The committee of arrangements consists

of Harry Rapf, chairman ; William C. de

Mille, Sam Hardy, Arthur Edeson, Al Cohn,
Reginald Barker, Lawrence Grant, Frank
Woods and Clinton Wunder.

Early Trial Seen for
W. E. Pacent Patent Suit

Early trial of Western Electric against

Pacent for alleged patent infringement is

being anticipated following a decision of the

United States Supreme Court reversing a
lower court decision and holding the com-
pany with Electrical Research Products and
American Telephone & Telegraph Co. may
properly join as plaintiffs in the suit.

Clara Bow Returns to L. A.
Clara Bow has gone to Hollywood, hav-

ing completed New York sequences for her

next Paramount picture, "No Limit." With
her went Norman Foster, her leading man

;

Stuart Erwin, featured comedian, and Dixie
Lee.

Mary Brian also has left New York for

the Coast.

"Man I Killed" Next
Ernst Lubitsch's next and his first to be

made in the East for Paramount will prob-
ably be "The Man I Killed," Maurice Ros-
tand's war play.

Strike Postponed
Newark—Sympathy strike of operators in

the theatre-musician jam here has been
postponed indefinitely while an agreement
is being sought.

Warner Club to Meet
First general meeting of the Warner

Club, composed of New York employes of

Warners and subsidiaries, will be held Nov.
6 at the Hotel New Yorker.

Finished with Warners
Marian Nixon has completed her contract

with Warners and from now on expects to

free-lance.
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Coast Promoters

Arrested After

Expose by News
(Continued from page 2i>)

as vice-president and treasurer of the com-
pany, approached Richard Pierson and
Charles Carroll, Cincinnati youths, who
were seated outside the Roosevelt Hotel in

a car bearing an Ohio license. Wharff
struck up an acquaintance with the boys and
gave Pierson his card, asking that he call at

the picture offices and see him within the

next day or so.

Pierson did, and upon visiting Interstate

is said to have been told that he was an
unusual type and well qualified to play the

second important masculine role in the pic-

ture. They are said to have told Pierson

that the picture was to be made on a scale

as elaborate as "The Big Trail," "Fighting

Caravans," "Cimarron" and other outdoor

pictures of epic proportions.

They told him, it is said, that the picture

would be filmed on a large ranch in Texas,
which would necessitate a location trip of

about eight weeks. They also are declared

to have informed him that many of the high-

priced free-lance actors of Hollywood had
been engaged for this production, that a

director of prominence had been secured,

and that the producer and his staff were
well qualified to make such a picture, having
been "important" figures in the film busi-

ness for the last 20 years. The company,
while only established a short time, was out

to make a picture that would rank it as one
of the outstanding independent organiza-
tions in the film capital, Pierson is asserted

to have been told.

Asked to Invest $500

After Pierson was reputedly advised of

the wonderful opportunity to become a

screen success overnight due to the magni-
tude of the production and the association

with important people in the film business,

he was informed the corporation was being
organized on a cooperative plan, so it would
he necessary for him to invest $500 in the

venture.

For this investment he would receive 50
shares of stock with a par value of $10 per

share, and a note signed by the president

and vice-president and treasurer of the com-
pany for $500, thus making his investment a

loan and a gesture on his part to show his

faith in the company.
After hearing these reputed promises,

which bade fair to give him a start as an
actor, Pierson discussed the proposition

with William Crouch, western representa-
tive of Motion Picture News. When
Pierson told the story in all its detail.

Crouch inquired as to the status of the
company and its plans. Suspecting it might
be a promotion scheme to obtain money
from film-struck people, Crouch talked the
story over with Jack Lawrence, of the Los
Angeles Examiner staff, and asked him to

investigate the records of the company.
This wras done, and Lawrence discovered

that Wharff, the vice-president, had served
a term in the city jail for operating a fake
radio concern. Binney, it was alleged, had
served time in various jails throughout the
country and Canada. At the time of the
interview, Crouch had questioned the offi-

cials as to their plans, and the discrepancies

Costly Ducats
Ottawa—Receipt of two complimen-

tary reserved tickets and an engraved
invitation for the opening performance
of the Capitol, Halifax, N. S., Friday
evening, October 31, has cost Manager
Joe Franklin of B. F. Keith's Theatre,
Ottawa, just $50 in cold cash. FrankPn,
a former Halifax exhibitor, felt the
old town urge and went out and
bought himself the necessary railway
ticket which represented an invest-

ment of the half a yard. Franklin
opened the last theatre to be built

in Halifax, 16 years ago.

in their story prompted further investiga-

tion.

Detectives -Marshall and Swan, Deputv
Corporation Commissioner Frederick W.
Bahls and State Corporation Auditor George
Castle were notified of the findings by
Lawrence and Crouch, and they decided that

a thorough investigation should be made.
They asked Crouch to go to the firm with
Pierson, offering to supply the money so
that Pierson might obtain the role in the

picture. If possible, they were to obtain

samples of the stock certificates. While
Crouch and Pierson were being "high pres-

sured," the officers walked in and made the
arrest. The papers, business records, stock
certificates, contracts and other properties
were seized by the police for investigation.

When confronted by the law, Binney first

put up a bold front, but broke under the
rapid-fire questioning of the officers and
admitted he had taken various sums of

money from numerous individuals, giving
them shares of stock, unsecured notes, and
an offer for a role in the picture. He admit-
ted also that, while he owned a large share
of the company's stock, he did not have
one cent of cash invested in the company
and neither had Wharff.

Assets Almost Nil

The cash assets of the company amounted
to a very few dollars and the only property
was some motion picture equipment listed

as lights, cameras, reflectors, etc. Just
where this property was located Binney
failed to mention. It was disclosed during
the investigation that Wharff, the vice-

president and treasurer, had not been paid
his weekly salary of $35 for the past three
weeks, and that the company finances were,
at the time, very low.

When Crouch and Pierson first visited

Binney's offices. Binney is alleged to have
stated that Pierson was to receive a salary
of $35 a week as an actor. Binney had
previously told Pierson that he would pay
him $50 a week, while Wharff stated that

$75 would be his weekly wage. The men
told of having 35,000 feet of "spectacular"
film, which they had purchased from the
government. This film, they stated, was
obtained for their exclusive use and had
numerous scenes of buffalo hunting and
Indian fights.

They said they were going to use process
shots to bring members of the cast into

these scenes, showing them hunting buffalo
and fighting Indians. Binney is said to
have stated that he had signed Don Terry,
film player, for the male lead in the pic-

ture, and that Aileen Ray, screen actress,

intended to sign to play the feminine lead.

Binney stated that Terry had, as had the
others in the cast, invested in the company.
However, when questioned by the police

Josh Binney and
R. E. Wharff in

Jug Without Bail

officials. Terry stated that he had not in-

vested a cent in the concern.
Miss Ray, when questioned, said she had

been offered the part but had immediately
turned it down. The other members of the

cast, with the exception of one or two char-
acter people, are mostly unknowns in the
film business. On the first visit Binney
told Crouch and Pierson that Reeves Eason
was to direct the production. The second
visit, however, brought out the statement
that Neal Hart was to serve in that capacity.

Binney allegedlv claimed that the financ-

ing for the picture was coming from a rich

rancher of Texas, on whose estate the major
portion of the outdoor scenes would be shot.

Other exteriors would be shot on the 20-acre
ranch which the company is said to have
owned near Victorville, Calif., and for in-

teriors, space in local studios would be
rented, he is credited with stating.

Incorporated in Nevada

The company is reported to have been in-

corporated under the laws of the State of

Nevada for $100,000. The stock issue, it is

alleged, was underwritten by a "Campbell
investment company of Omaha," and stock
was at the present time being sold through-
out the Middle West. All of the stock was
issued from a Nevada office, which made it

unnecessary to have a California license.

When money was invested by those offered

parts in pictures, they were offered the per-

sonal stock owned by Binney and Wharff.
and given a six-months' note for the amount
invested, this making the deal apparently-

legal, although no cash or financial security

backed the transaction, investigators charge.
The men, following the arrest were lodged

in jail and refused bail. The district at-

torney's office then started to question the
various individuals who had invested money.
One woman of about 50 years of age, who
had been promised a leading role in the
picture as her initial screen venture, said

that she did not wish to sign a complaint
because she would lose her chance in pic-

tures. Since the alleged producers have been
in custody, numerous individuals who
claimed to have lost money in other ven-

tures sponsored by this pair are said to

have made statements to the police regard-
ing their losses.

When asked what release the picture

would have. Binney stated it would be of

such magnitude that it would be the best

plan to roadshow it throughout the coun-
try. Various other people were interviewed
by Motion' Picture News concerning
talks they had with Binney. A comparison
of these interviews showed many discrep-

ancies in the producer's story of his film

activities.

Binney stated that for 20 years he had
been an important figure in the motion pic-

ture and amusement world ; that he was
formerly an actor with Mack Sennett ; a

director, writer and producer of motion
pictures and had a most esteemed and un-
tarnished record as a film personage. A
query of some officials in the major com-
panies failed to bring out any information
from them, as to just what he had achieved.
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Allied to Enter

All Key Points

Before January

Washington—Allied States Association's

expansion program, begun several weeks

ago, is to be carried out with renewed vigor

so that the first of the year will see the

organization entrenched in practically every

key city of the nation. The expansion is

being carried out under direction of Presi-

dent Abram F. Myers.
Already Allied units are operating in 20

trade zones, with 14 or 15 additional key
headquarters soon to be opened.

The organization is adopting a principle

new to organization work. While each unit

will be self-governing and self-sustaining,

close watch will be kept upon each new zone

organization formed, with the paid secre-

tary in charge of the individual unit respon-

sible for its development and efficient op-

eration. Thus a home office system of super-

vision similar to that employed by distribu-

tors, will be relied upon to speed organiza-

tion work in each instance.

Many Cities To Be Visited

Cities scheduled for visits by Allied or-

ganizers within the next few months are

understood to be New York, Buffalo, Al-

bany, New Haven, Cleveland, Kansas City,

Memphis, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Washing-
ton, Omaha, Charlotte and San Francisco.

Units now affiliated with Allied, together

with their headquarters, president and sec-

retaries, are : Northwest Theatre Owners
Association (Minneapolis), Bennie Berger,

president ; W. A. Steffs, general manager.
Allied Theatre Owners of Michigan (De-

troit), Allan Johnson, president; H. M.
Richey, general manager.

Allied Theatre Owners of Texas ( Dallas),

Will Horwitz, president ; B. H. Haralson,

general manager.
M. P. T. O. of Southern California (Los

Angeles), L. L. Bard, president; W. E.

Knotts, secretary and business manager.
Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana

(Indianapolis), Charles R. Metzger, gen-
eral manager and attorney.

Montana Exhibitors Association (Butte),

E. P. White, president; John A. Gaven,
secretaiy.

M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin (Milwaukee),
Fred .\. Meyer, president; Steve Bauer,
general manager.
M. P. T. O. of Western Pennsylvania

and West Virginia ( Pittsburgh ) , Anthony
Jim, president; Fred Herrington, secretary.

Intermountain Theatre Owners Associa-
tion (Salt Lake City), J. J. Gillett, presi-

dent
;
Homer Holgren, secretary and gen-

eral counsel.

M. P. T. O. of Colorado and Rocky
Mountain Region (Denver), H. E. Huff-
man, president; Tom Sullivan, secretary and
general manager.

Independent Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of New England (Boston), Nathan
Vamins. president ; Ernest H. Horstmann,
secretary.

M. P. T. O. of Maryland ( Baltimore),
Charles E. Nolte, president ; William E.
Stumpf, secretary.

M. P. T. O. of New Jersey (Newton),
Sidney E. Samuelson, president.

Leads Allied Drive

ABRAM F. MYERS

Van HyningWarns
Allied States Not
To Slur Motives

Allied Invades

'Cincy' Zone in

New Expansion

Cincinnati—Continuing the expansion
program which has for its object the forma-
tion of a unit in every key city where the

organization is not now represented, Allied

States Association has formed Allied Thea-
tre Owners of Southern Ohio, Kentucky
and West Virginia. Frederic Strief, vet-

eran exchangeman, is business manager of

the new organization, with headquarters
here.

Exhibitors who attended the organization
meeting are:

Henry Levy, Elmer Shard, Phil Miller,

Charles Fine, Mrs. A. Schwenker, Andy
Hettescheimer, Miss Doris Stecker and Carl
Brown, all of Cincinnati : John Kaiser and
Earl Myers, Chillicothe; Harry Silver and
Nat Turburg, Hamilton ; Ed. Keene, Ox-
ford; Fred Rowlands, Real Neth. William
Pullin, L. Goldsoll, Columbus; Theodore
Chiffas, Middleton. Ohio: Lamothe Smith.
Huntington, W. Va. ; P. Barrett, Parkers-
burg, W. Va. ; Charles Brown. Middlebor-
ough, Ky.

; ]. Guilfoile, Wellston, who rep-

resents 30 theatres.

Al Steffes and Aaron Saperstein con-
ducted the meeting. Elmer Schard, man-
ager of the Monta Vista theatre here, was
appointed secretary-treasurer and Charles
Meyers, Chillicothe exhibitor, was named
chairman. Offices will be opened in the
Film Building.

Pantaaes Must Go to
High Court on Appeal

Los Angeles—Alexander Pantages must
appear before the Supreme Court in De-
cember to press his claim for a new trial.

Recently, the Appellate Court granted Pan-
tages a new trial. He is under prison
sentence for an alleged attack on a dancer.

Kansas City—Reflecting the declared at-
titude of the M. P. T. O. A., that there is

room for two exhibitor organization in the
field, the M. P. T. O. of Kansas and west-
ern Missouri will not object to invasion of
this territory by Allied States Association,
but the organization does resent any at-
tempt by Allied to impugn its motives in
any respect.

It all came about through a statement in
Allied's house organ, to the effect that the
local organization cut dues to offset threat-
ened invasion by Allied, which incidentally
is scheduled to materialize in the near fu-
ture. E. Van Hyning, president of the local
unit, has called upon Allied for a retraction
of the article which he says "conveys im-
pressions so erroneous and prejudicial" to
his organization that he fails to see how it

could have been printed except by over-
sight.

No Quarrel With Allied

"In an industry so wide-spread and im-
portant as that in which we are engaged
there is certainly room for two such asso-
ciations as ours, and it would seem to be
the part of wisdom no less than the part of
common courtesy for publications issued by
any branch of the business to devote their
energies to promoting the general welfare
rather than to incite the illwill of one group
toward another," Hyning's protest says.
"Certainly the organization which I have
the honor to represent has no quarrel with
Allied or any other organization engaged
in popularizing and building up the great
industry in which we are all vitally and
equally interested. We are doing our best
to buiid up our own organization, of course,
but we are not devoting a dollar of our
money or a minute of our time to tearing
down Allied or any other organization. In
the course of the discussion which resulted
in a determination to reduce our dues, the
Allied was not mentioned, nor so far as I

know, so much as thought of. We were
considering our problems, not yours, and
we reduced our dues for the very simple
reason that we believed the welfare of our
Association and thereby the general good
of the picture industry would be advanced
by such action.

Financing Own Business

"As to the manner in which our Asso-
ciation is financed, I do not know that that
is anybody's business but our own—but
there is no secret about it. We are financed
in large measure by the Affiliated Theatres,
even as are several of your units, a fact
which we are glad to have known for the
reason that it is an evidence of the impor-
tance the heads of the great theatre chains
attach to our Association, and at the same
time assures our Association the stability
which only an ample and certain income
could give it. But the contribution which
comes to us from this source does not carry
with it any domination of our board or
any authority or power to dictate to that
board, or to any individual member of our
association. Proof of that is found in the
fact that the president of the association is

a small town independent."
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Iowa Allied Unit

Meets to Battle

On Protection

Omaha— Opposition to protection and
zoning is the reported object of a meeting
of Allied Theatre Owners of Iowa to be

held this week at Onawa, la. A meeting

was held last week at Cherokee, la.

Local film circles anticipate no excite-

ment over the anti-zoning plans. Mean-
while, there is speculation as to when Allied

States Association will go through with its

plan to establish a unit here. The Allied

organizers were expected to be on hand
during the recent convention of the M. P.

T. O. A. of Nebraska and Western Iowa,

but changed tactics and did not show up.

M. A. Lightman, president of the M. P.

T. O. A., came to the convention to help

hold members of the existing unit in line,

in the event Allied's organizers were on
hand.

Lust New President
Of D. C. Exhibitors

Washington—Sidney Lust, film exchange
and theatre owner here, has succeeded A.
Julian Brylawski as president of the M. P.

T. O. of Nebraska and Western Iowa,
post Brylawski has held for eight years.

Election of the new president of the or-

ganization took place at a recent meeting
when Brylawski announced that he felt he

had held the office long enough and that

the time had come for him to step down and
let another run the organization. Other
officers of the association will be elected at

the next meeting to be held soon.

Ohio M. P. T. O. Meet to

Fight Adverse Attack
Columbus—The tenth annual convention

of the M. P. T. O. of Ohio will be held

here at the Deshler-Wallick Hotel on Nov.
18 and 19. Subjects of vital interest to be
discussed, according to notices sent out by
Business Manager P. J. Wood, include zon-

ing and protection, score charges, and ad-

verse legislation which threatens to put
over an amusement tax.

Open St. Louis Office
Elliott Takes Charge

St. Louis—Allied States Association has
opened quarters here to handle the business
of the recently formed local unit. Arthur
Elliott, formerly RKO exchange manager
at Detroit, will be business manager of the
new Allied unit, which is rapidly rounding
out details of its organization.

Constructive
Detroit— Credit H. M. Richey and

the Michigan exhibitor unit with a
constructive step to relieve the pres-
ent unemployment crisis here. Mem-
bers of the organization are donating
ten per cent of receipts one night per
week for use by the municipal govern-
ment in alleviating distress.

A Sticker

Cleveland—Double featuring, which
proved the monkey wrench in the
machinery of the Chicago protection
meetings, may be the stumbling block
in the local zoning conferences.
Independent theatre owners have

asked for a 43-day protection limit on
double feature pictures. Affiliated

theatre owners presented a 105 day
protection plan. Discussion brought
about a compromise, with affiliated

theatre owners agreeing to 64 days
protection of double feature pictures,

and independent theatre owners ask-
ing for 57 days protection.

Cleveland Makes
Third Attempt to

Solve Protection

Cleveland
—"On again, off again" pretty

well sums up the history to date of the pro-

posed zoning schedules for this territory.

For the third time exhibitors and distribu-

tors are at work trying to untie the pro-

tection knot.

The first plan accepted by the exhibitor

members of the zoning committee was re-

jected by the local distributor members.
The second plan, which was accepted by
both the exhibitor and distributor members,
was disregarded by the Hays office because

affiliated theatre owners were not repre-

sented on the committee. Conferring on the

new plan are Martin P. Smith, chairman
of the unaffiliated exhibitors committee ; P.

J. Wood, secretary of the committee, all the

members of the Cleveland Film Board of

Trade, and, representing the affiliated thea-

tres, W. J. Finney and Fred Desberg, rep-

resenting Loew's; J. E. Firnkoess, repre-

senting RKO ; S. Dannenberg, of Buffalo,

representing Publix, and Phil Gleichman
and Earl Bell, representing Warners. No
action was taken at this meeting on any
of the affiliated demands in situations in

which they are interested.

Before the meeting started, Martin Smith
asked that a definite method of procedure be

defined in writing so that any plan, now
evolved, shall not suffer a like fate as the

two preceding plans.

It was definitely stated by Al Mertz,

chairman, that the plan must be submitted

to the sales managers of each distributing

company for approval and ratification be-

fore it raav become effective.

2 Managers Taken
forRide;Lose$724
Omaha—Two suburban theatre managers

here were taken for a ride and robbed of

their combined receipts of $724 by a lone

bandit as they were on their way to a bank
at midnight. Ray H. Mason, Tivoli, lost

$347 and K. L. Peter, of the Roseland,

surrendered $377. The houses are located

in the same block. The thief escaped after

taking the showmen for a wild ride in the

country.

'Childlike Cuss

Words' Censored,

Carroll Moans

Boston—Earl Carroll, stage producer, paid

a visit to Boston and before departing paid

his respects to the Boston censorship rules

in no uncertain terms.

He asserted Boston is subjecting its theat-

rical shows to a group of people who sel-

dom attend a performance and yet it can see

no harm in the system.

"I am perplexed by a system of censor-

ship which allows one theatre to do and say
things which are prevented in another. It

is inconsistency which is not for the best

interests of the theatres.

"My opinion is that censorship in Boston
is not sincere, because the city censor plays

to the churches and not to the theatre-going

public. Nothing against good taste should

ever be shown in a theatre.

"I cannot understand the city's attitude

when the censor forces chorus girls to wear
stockings during their dancing, with natural

damage to the dancing, when he allows them
to go stockingless on the streets.

"Child-like cuss words are stricken out of

some shows, yet much more profane words
are allowed to go in others. Such censor-

ship as Boston practices, with entire respon-

sibility resting on one man, is hurting the

entire theatrical business."

Disagree on 'Common Law'
Rights; Draw for Answer
Hollywood—Rights to "Common Law"

were bought by Charles R. Rogers in a

unique manner. He owned the dialogue,

play and television rights, but couldn't make
it as M-G-M owned the silent rights. Slips

were put into a hat and in the draw Rogers
won, paying the price agreed upon by both

parties previous to the draw. He will start

production soon for RKO.

Warners Planning New
House at Washington

Washington—A new Avenue Grand the-

atre is to be built on the site of 654-656
Pennsylvania Ave., directly across the street

from the present theatre of that name in

the Warner chain by that organization to

seat 2,500 persons. It will be an atmos-
pheric house and cost about $500,000.

Opens Royal Theatre
Salem—C. V. Rakestraw, who owns two

local houses, has leased the Royal, closed

since last January, and is now operating
it with sound programs.

Britain's Best

London—Alfred Hitchcock, director
of "Murder." has been awarded the
Film Weekly certificate for the best
production of the current season.
A review of "Murder," current at

the George M. Cohan, New York, ap-
pears on page 53.
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RKO-B. & K. in

Advertising War
On Chicago Front

Chicago—Climaxing the most recent of

a series of tilts between the respective ad-
vertising departments of RKO and Balaban
& Katz, revolving about the merits of the

stage shows presented in the theatres of

both circuits, was a blatant message in the
Chicago Tribune authored by RKO which,
in addition to implying that B. & K. was
misleading the public in its advertisements
of stage presentations, also described the

Publix stage shows as "obsolete" forms of

amusement.
The present altercation began with the

withdrawal of vaudeville from the RKO
State-Lake two weeks ago. B. & K. seized

upon it as an opportunity to flaunt its stage

presentations at the Chicago, Oriental and
outlying de luxe houses. Accordingly,
trailers were run in all theatres calling at-

tention to the Publix stage shows and the

personal appearances of popular picture

stars at the B. & K. houses. Suspension
signs advertising "huge Publix stage shows"
were appended to marquees of the circuit's

Loop theatres. The trailers and occasional

newspaper copy proclaimed that "nowhere
else can you see the movie personages and
lavish stage productions" offered by Publix.

Ads as Ammunition

RKO, just inaugurating a 12 weeks' book-
ing of big name acts at the Palace, coun-
tered with display space in the dailies set-

ting forth the Palace policy and its 12
weeks' bookings. At that time. Jack Hess,
western advertising director for RKO, in-

formed Motion Picture News that the

counter advertising would continue until the

trailers were discontinued at the B. & K.
houses and the marquee signs came down.
The climax of the tilt came with a message
in the Tribune.

"Don't be misled," the advertisement
warned in bold-face. "The RKO Palace
Theatre is the only Loop theatre with RKO
vaudeville. Certain Loop theatrical inter-

ests," the ad continued, "have caused a mes-
sage to be placed upon the screens of their

theatres worded in such a manner as to

lead the public to believe they are playing
RKO vaudeville and that no other Loop
theatre is presenting flesh and blood enter-

tainment. This is untrue. Hundreds of
thousands of Chicagoans know that the Pal-
ace theatre is bringing week after week
mighty stars in person who are unobtaina-
ble by others." The ad proceeds to name
prominent acts booked for the Palace, and
continues : "These celebrities appear in a
full act ; not in 'presentations' with 'boop-a-
doop' girls, the same old scenery and a mas-
ter of ceremonies. This obsolete form of
amusement is rapidly disappearing from
Chicago; having been eliminated from the
North Side months ago, and from the West
Side two days ago."
The latter refers to B. & K.'s withdrawal

of stage presentations from its Granada
theatre, de luxe North Side house, last sum-
mer, and from the Marbro, de luxe West
Side spot, last week. The reference to the
public being led to believe that theatres
other than the Palace were playing RKO

'Chi's" Gats Bark

DON'T BE MISLED — THE
R-K-0 PALACE THEATRE IS
THE ONLY LOOP THEATRE
WITH R-K-0 VAUDEVILLE
Certain loop theatrical interests

have caused a message to be placed
upon the screens of their theatres
worded in such a manner as to lead
the public to believe they are playing
R-K-O vaudeville and that no other
loop theatre is presenting flesh and
blood entertainment-
THIS IS UNTRUE. Hundreds of

thousands of Chicagoans know that
the Palace theatre is bringing week
after week mighty stars in person
who are unobtainable by others.
THE FOUR MARX BROTHERS, GUS
VAN (OF VAN AND SCHENCK),
JACK PEARL, TOM PATRICOLA,
MORAN AND MACK, and the
WEAVER BROTHERS AND ELVIRY
are among those who will appear in

the near future. These celebrities

appear in a FULL ACT; not in "pres-
entations" with "boop-a-doop" girls,

the same old scenery, and a master of
ceremonies. This obsolete form of

amusement is rapidly disappearing
from Chicago, having been eliminated
from the North Side months ago, and
from the West Side two days ago.

THE PALACE THEATRE THIS
WEEK HAS THE FINEST STAGE
ENTERTAINMENT THAT R-K-O OR
ANYBODY ELSE EVER BROUGHT
TO THE PUBLIC. IT IS HEREBY
GUARANTEED AS SUCH BY R-K-O,
THE LARGEST THEATRICAL OR-
GANIZATION IN THE WORLD,
WITH REPRESENTATION FROM
COAST TO COAST.
DON'T MISS THE PALACE SHOW

THIS WEEK!

Chicago—Via the advertising col-

umns of the Chicago newspapers,
RKO and B. & K. are taking regular

socks at each other. Reading the above
ad will explain B. & K.'s latest peeve.

vaude is believed to refer to the Chicago
theatre's stage show of a week ago, which
was titled "Varieties," seeming to imply

a vaudeville presentation. This bill and

the presence of professional ball players at

the Oriental led a local picture critic to

surmise in print that B. & K. houses were
going vaudeville.

No other foundation for the RKO state-

ment appears to exist.

Meanwhile the circuits foot the bills and
the newspapers, trailer and sign makers sit

back and smile.

Niemeyer Quits After
Brief Oklahoma Stay

Oklahoma—Harry Niemeyer. who re-

cently came here from St. Louis to handle
publicity for the local Warner chain, has
resigned to become publicity director of the

Orpheum, St. Louis. He is succeeded here

by Todd Ferguson.

Stage Shows in

Portland, Seattle

To Be Dropped
Portland—Stage shows at the Paramount

theatre are being discontinued Friday both
in Portland and Seattle, following the en-

gagement of Horace Heidt and his Cali-

fornians. For the present stage bands will

be continued, supplementing the talker pro-

grams.
Stage shows will be continued at San

Francisco and Los Angeles. Increase in

business at the Paramount here and in Seat-

tle has not justified the expense of bringing
these shows to the Pacific Northwest, it is

said.

Report that Fanchon & Marco units would
soon be a thing of the past at the Fox
Broadway was set at rest by Floyd Max-
well, division manager of Fox West Coast
Theatres f:>r Oregon. It was admitted that

some basis had existed for the rumor, due
to discussions with unions serving the the-

atre, but everything has now been settled

satisfactorily and the stage shows will be
continued, with a program calling for even
bigger and better units. This also aims to

set at rest the other report that the Fox
West Coast might take over Paramount
Publix houses on the Pacific Coast.

Phil Lampkin, master of ceremonies at

the Portland Paramount, is being continued
with his band for six weeks. Stage hands
at the house have received six weeks' no-
tice.

Acrobat Seriously Hurt
In Mishap at Seattle

Seattle—Attempting to complete a diffi-

cult part of the routine in the acrobatic act

of "The Banta Trio" at the local Para-
mount, Philip Banta, key man of the act,

missed his footing on his partner's shoulders
and fell to the stage, fracturing a bone.
Quick action on the part of Milt Franklyn,
master of ceremonies, and the stage crew
resulted in a continuance of the show with-
out knowledge on the part of the capacity

audience that Banta had been seriously in-

jured.

Banta was rushed to the Swedish Hospital
by his brother, Benny, and his wife, Esther,

the other members of the act. He is show-
ing progress at the present time, it is an-
nounced, and as soon as possible will be

moved to Los Angeles, where the family
make their home. The act, a part of the

"Take It Easy" revue on Publix time, was
omitted from appearances during the re-

mainder of the engagement.

"Mike" Joins "U"
Cleveland—"Mike" Simon, former local

Paramount branch manager, has joined the

Universal sales force as special representa-

tive with headquarters here.

Second Portland House
Victim of Stench Bomb

Portland—For the second time in a week
a Portland theatre was the victim of "stink

bombs" with the Fox Broadway object of

vandals. Some 200 persons left the show
(with refunds at 60 cents per), though the

major portion of the audience remained, due
to the large air space and ventilating sys-

tem in the theatre. A similar outrage was
perpetrated at the Capitol earlier in the

week.
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Stop Us If Were Wrong

SONO ART has booked "The Big Fight" into

the entire Publix circuit in Pennsylvania.

. . . Colin Give, who appeared in Tiffany's

"Journey's End," is in New York. . . . Sidney
Skolsky says there is only one thing about Gary
Cooper that he likes and that is Lupe Velez.

. . . Three thugs slugged Manager MacZip-
perman of the Fifth Avenue Playhouse, New
York, and got away with $500.

* * *

Bcbe Daniels has reported to the Los Angeles
police that she has received letters from a

youth demanding money. . . . But Bebe's been
in worse scrapes then that in pictures, so she

isn't worrying. . . . Clara Joel is suing a
taxicab company for $100,000, charging that her
beauty was marred and her histrionic ability

impaired when a taxi smashed into an elevated

railroad pillar in New York. . . . She is the

wife of IVilliam Boyd (screen).

* * *

Pathe has signed Johnny Farrell, former
golf champion, to make a series of golf

shorts. . . . Paramount theatre executives
report that their patrons like lobby side-

shows, so the policy will be continued. . . .

Incidentally, the Paramount will celebrate
its fourth anniversary Nov. 7-14, with
"Laughter" as the feature. . . . Warner pub-
licity hounds report that while "she is en-
joying her annual vacation, Evelyn Knapp
is spending one hour a day at the University
of California at Los Angeles, where she is

taking a comprehensive course in French."
* * *

A paragraph of cinema chatter lifted from
Louis Sobol's colyum : "The only thing keep-
ing the Jack (Ina Claire) Gilberts together is

the warning from the cinemamoguls that they

must. . . . Although 'Farewell to Arms' was
a stage flop, the flicker rights have netted

Ernest Hemingway 35 grand, about $32,000
more than was bid for the film rights to the

book. . . . 'War Nurse' was taken from a

yarn originally authored by Rebecca West, who
asked that her name be withdrawn when it

was rewritten for the flickers, foolish lass."

* * *

Marian Nixon tea-ed the press the other
day at the Savoy Plaza . . . Whendidyouget-
inandhowlongwillyoustayandwhy? asked an
Empeenewshound . . . "Arrived a week ago,
will stay another week, but there's no an-
swer to the third," she replied, quick as
that Gene Ochs is now manager of the
Heights Theatre, Cleveland, succeeding Lee
Berger, transferred to the Jewel.

* * *

John Hamrick, veteran Far Northwest
showman, is in New York on a special mis-
sion . . . He was the first showman of the

Pacific Northwest to go for sound . . . Another
visitor to the Big Town is L. K. Brin, Mil-
waukec independent, who has been making
opposition step in the Beer City.

One in a Million

Marc Connelly, of whose "The Green
Pastures" you may have heard, is

cleaning up in a big way and was
therefore not at all tempted by a six-

figure offer from Gene Markey to
hurry to Hollywood, says Heatley in

the N. Y. Journal. Marc's reply, sent
collect, read:
"Sorry. Not interested. Success has

gone to my head."

"Nothing doing! We can do better with
the Paramount -Mayer-Goldwyn people."—

The New Yorker.

TWO robbers held up the manager of Mary
Pickford's minnie golf course and got $75.

. . . Does that, or doesn't it, prove that there's

dough in immature golf now? . . . The Up-
town Theatre in Kansas City played "Wild
Company" as "Modern Madness." . . . The
manager said the change was made "for box-
office reasons." . . . "Wild Company" prob-
ably wasn't wild enough.

* * *

The Warner publicity office infortns us that

"visitors to ttie offee of Sanford Greenburger
sometimes find him conversing in Hungarian
with playwrights and agents." . . . Hell, that's

nothing . . . We've even heard English spoken
in some offices in New York . . . Pathe has
effected a national tie-up on Jo-Cur for "Her
Man." . . . It's a cosmetic and, as we get it,

each girl gives the sample to her man. . . . Or
maybe that isn't the idea at all.

The government wants $3,080 from Madge
Bellamy and $202.62 from Ford Sterling and
has filed income tax liens against them. . . .

Some day a player will pay too much and,
brother, THAT will be news. . . . George
Bernard Shaw appears again in Fox Movie-
tone News and tells the world how good he
is. . . . Just as if he were a Hollywoodian. . . .

* * *

M. B. Horowitz, G.-M. of the Washington
circuit in Cleveland, broke a bone in his clboiv

while playing handball . . . Hans Junkermann,
German screen comedian, has arrived from the

Fatherland to play in the German version of
Universal's "The Boudoir Diplomat." . . Paula
Gould, the Publicist, tells us that she's moved
to "larger quarters" at 729 Seventh Ave. . . .

Welcome, Paula.

* * *

Lyndon Young, of the Kunsky-Publix De-
troit organization, walks up to the altar Sat-
urday with Harriet Cran, former pianist in

Ned Wayburn's Chicago studio . . .The real

inside dope on scenario writing was im-
parted to the AMPAS Thursday by Albert
Howson, of Warners, and there'll be no lack
of stories (good or bad) from now on . . .

Eddie Cantor has changed his mind again
and will return to the legit.

* * *

Universal New York employes are all set
for the boatride . . . Said ride being a trip

to Havana, starting in the grand ballroom
of the Hotel Astor and winding up in the
wee hours in the same local . . . The imi-
tation trip is the Universal Club's annual
get-together and if past events are any
criterion, it should be a wow.

ifyHERE might be more enthusiasm," ob-
1 serves the Okmulgee {Okla.) Times,

over the report Mayor Walker is to head the
movie industry if it were known for certain

he would write the gags." . . . Fred (Uni-
versal) McConnell still believes a birthday
is something to celebrate.

Wallace Smith, scenarist, and Mrs. Smith
are en route to Spain. . . . Now that "Way
for a Sailor" is completed, John Gilbert is

growing a moustache again. . . . Pathe has
built a swell bungalow dressing room for Ann
Harding, finished in green and old gold. . . .

Melville Brown, who directed Amos V Andy
in "Check and Double Check'' lias been as-

signed to direct Evelyn Brent in "White Shoul-
ders." . . . From black to white.

'Tis said that Cecil B. De Mille glories
in his membership in the Holland Club,
consisting of Americans of Dutch and
Flemish ancestry. . . . The first De Mille,

then spelled De Milt, was a sheriff of
Ghent. . . . Contracts have been closed
whereby the Fox New York circuit will show
all of the Pathe 1930-31 features in 25 or
more houses. . . .

* * *

Joseph Jackson, Warner scenarist, is in New
Y'ork after a vacation in Yurrop. . . . That
was some party the boys threw for Phil Meyer,
who resigned as Tiffany's New York chief to

join Columbia. . . . Wonder if the Film
Center is shy any doors?

* * *

It must Itave been like old times when Al
Steffes and Fred Strief got together in Cin-
cinnati. . . . Fred, who has made a great
record as an exchangctnan, is business man-
ager of tlie new Allied unit at Cincy. . . .

Charley Burr has completed two of his series

of Sport-Logs, which depict a sport star in-

structing a screen star in the fine points of the

sport. . . . Mickie Walker dons the gloves
with Ben Lyon in the first of the series.

* * *

H. M. Wilcox, operating manager of Elec-
trical Research Products, is on an inspec-
tion trip to W. E. theatres in Southeastern
states. . . . Another reason for the success
of Amos V Andy is their modesty. . . .

They didn't make the mistake of going on
the stage at the Chicago opening, prefer-
ring to let the screen represent them.

Fish Story
Hollywood—Mack Sennett, the com-

edy king, has issued emphatic orders
to his secretary to discontinue the
practice of telling visitors "Mr. Sen-
nett is out to lunch" when he isn't.

Sennett is an inveterate fisherman.
On a recent trip down the Pacific

coast, he was accompanied by Don
Lee, millionaire automobile dealer.

The two anglers had a great run of

luck, but at noon it looked as if every
last undersea denizen had gone back
to bed.
"The fish seem to have stopped bit-

ing, Don," remarked Sennett deject-
edly.

"Yes," replied Lee disgustedly, "I

suppose they're out to lunch with
most of the Hollywood producers."
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$50 License Fee

On Pee Wees
At Harrisburg

Harrisburg, Pa.—Annual license fee of

$50 on indoor and outdoor miniature golf

courses has been levied by the city council.

Four courses which have been operating on

Sundays in defiance of the "blue" laws, have

discontinued Sunday operation at the request

of the mayor.

First Simple Simon to

Be Made by Blumenstock
Mort Blumenstock has been signed to

direct Louis Simon in the first series ot

two-reel comedies to be produced by Simple

Simon Comedies, states Mack Stark, gen-

eral manager.
Blumenstock left Paramount recently after

two years at the eastern studio, during

which time he directed 40 shorts, starring

Eddie Cantor, Irene Bordoni, Lulu Mc-
Connell, Tom Howard, Smith and Dale and
others. He introduced the current Broad-
way star, Ethel Merman, to the screen in a

short for which he provided both the story

and the settings. He is credited by the

Paramount studio with the direction of

"The Return of Sherlock Holmes" and the

co-direction of the last Jeanne Eagles pic-

ture, "Jealousy."

In directing Louis Simon, Blumenstock
will be assisted by his brother, Sid, who
was associated with him in this capacity at

the Paramount studio.

Telegraph Company to

Handle B'way Tickets
Tickets for reserved seat houses on

Broadway are to be handled by the Postal

Telegraph Co. on a flat surcharge of 50
cents. The company will take and fill orders

and deliver the tickets to the box-office for

the 50-cent fee. The move followed a jam
between the League of New York Theatres,

formed to eliminate ticket speculation, and
16 broker members, who resigned in a body
when their demand for a 75-cent surcharge
privilege was refused.

Better Product Hurts
Wilmington Pee Wees

Wilmington, Del.—John P. McLaughlin,
service manager of Wilmington theatres,

says miniature golf courses are not hamper-
ing the attendance of the Queen, although
officials find that a slight drop in attendance

is being shown in the other houses.

McLaughlin said that since Aug. 29 at-

tendance at the Queen has shown an in-

crease and attributes the increase to better

product.

Cracksmen Fail to Open
Winthrop Theatre Safe

Winthrop, Mass.—Robbery of the safe of

the Winthrop theatre was foiled when
burglars were apparently frightened away.
Charles Clark, assistant manager, found the

dial of the safe hammered off when he
opened the theatre, but the door had not
been opened.

Stars in New Series

Ken Maynard, who recently signed
to make a series of six talker westerns
for Tiffany, the first of which will be
"The Midnight Stage."

Commercial Body
Intervenes When
Strike Threatens

Hoquiam, Wash.—Faced with a decrease

in entertainment facilities, the Hoquiam
Chamber of Commerce has made a strong

effort to prevent closing of the Seventh
Street as a result of a controversy between
the Fox West Coast management and the

operators' union.

The projectionists insist that two men
must be maintained in the projection booth,

while Cecil Gwinn, manager of Fox thea-

tres in the Grays Harbor district, main-
tains that only one operator is necessary to

satisfactory and safe projection of sound
pictures.

The Fox organization operates more than
50 theatres in Washington, using only one
projectionist in each booth.

Woodlaw Sues for
Writ Against Operators

Portland—Suit has been brought by
Woodlaw Investment Co., operators of

the Circle, asking a permanent injunc-
tion restraining the operators' union from
picketing the theatre. A temporary in-

junction against the picketing was grant-
ed by Judge Tucker. Since that time the

union has given up its request for two op-
erators in the booths of second-run theatres,

but is asking that the one man be paid $90
a week for six hours instead of $70, the

present scale.

Guilty in Bombing
San Francisco—Found guilty of placing

a fuse bomb in a San Jose theatre, Jack
Sutton, San Francisco picture operator, will

soon learn what his punishment is to be.

Sutton waived jury trial when arraigned
before Judge Percy O'Connor.
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RKO Freak Off

To Smash Start

In Detroit Run
Detroit—Huge business done by Amos

'n' Andy's picture, "Check and Double
I heck," at the RKO Downtown will send

the Radio freak attraction into a second

week and probably a third, despite the fact

that theatre business here has been marked
terrible for some months.

Fifi Dorsay is showing heavy drawing
power at the Fox coming through on a sec-

ond week. "Hell's Angels" is taking the

air at the Shubert, but its exit is due to

previous bookings. The picture has exceed-

ed the guarantee of $12,000 each week of

the four it has played the house.

Fifi Dorsay proved a top-side attraction

last week with capacity audiences crowding
the Fox theatre at every performance. It

was estimated that 1,400 people passed

through the doors each hour during the

week. The second anniversary show, and
"Scotland Yard" with Edmund Lowe, help-

ed to hang up a $40,000 gross.

Ideal theatre weather, with two "snappy"
days to drive the customers Inside, did not

help local attendance much, due more or

less to a poor assortment of screen and
stage entertainment. Norma Talmadge's
"DuBarry," thrown into the United Artists

house the first of the week, flopped feebly,

with Winnie Lightner's "Life of the Party"
gradually fading away.

Estimated takings:
"SCOTLAND YARD" (Fox)

FOX— (5,500) 15c-25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions:
F. & M. "Country Club" Idea, Fifi Dorsay, news,
comedy. Gross: $37,000.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (Howard Hughes)
SHUBERT DETROIT— (1,757) S0c-75c-$l-$1.50, 7

days, fourth week. Other attractions: mine. Gross:
$12,000.

"MATRIMONIAL BED" (Para.)
FISHER—(2,800) 3SC-40C-7SC. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, Publix unit, comedy. Gross: $15,000.

"EAST IS WEST" (Col.)

RKO DOWNTOWN— (2,950), 25c-50c. 7 days. Other
attractions: Football short, news, cartoon comedy.
Gross: $14,000.

"THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS" (M-C-M)
MADISON— (1,976) 3Sc-50c-75c, 7 days, second week.

Other attractions: News, novelty, comedy. Gross:
$11,000.

"BILLY THE KID" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT—(3,448) 35c-50c-75c, 7 days, first

week. Other attractions: News, Charlotte Greenwood
comedy. Gross: $13,000.

"HER WEDDING NIGHT" (Para.)
MICHIGAN—(4,100) 35c-50c-7Sc, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Toot Sweet" Publix unit, Mitzi Green,
news, comedy. Gross: $20,000.

"LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Para.)
STATE— (3.000) 35c-50c-75c, 7 days, second week.

Other attractions: Clara Bow short, "comedy, news,
Gross: $7,500.

"DUBARRY. WOMAN OF PASSION" (U.A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2.070) 35c-50c-75c, five days,

first week. Other attractions: Grantland Rice sport-
light, comedy, news, novelty. Gross: $7,000.

"ANYBODY'S WOMAN" (Para.)
RIVIERA— (2,800) 15c-25c-50c, 7 days, second run.

Other attractions: Clark & McCullough, travelogue,
comedy. Gross: $10,000.

"DOUGH BOYS" (U.A.)
HOLLYWOOD— (3,436) 10c-2Sc-50c, 4 days, second

run. Other attractions: Stage show, comedy. Gross:
$6,500.

"THE SQUEALER" (Col.)

HOLLYWOOD— (3.436) 10c-25c-50c, 3 days, second
run. Other attractions: Stage show, sound nevvsreel.
comedy. Gross: $5,700.

Dallas Firm Expands
Dallas—Oak Lawn Amusement Co., op-

erating the Oak Lawn, a neighborhood
house, is planning a $50,000 house, seating

1.000, at Wycliffe and Oak Lawn Aves.
Both houses are to be operated by the com-
pany. They will be about one mile apart

on the same thoroughfare.
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Broadway Gives

Wide Screen Go-

By, Grosses Say

Motion Picture News 39

Wide screen doesn't mean much to Broad-
way fans, it is indicated by the reception

given Realife and Grandeur at the Capitol

and Roxy. Realife grabbed only slightly

more than $76,000 when presented at the

Capitol with "Billy, the Kid." while Grand-
eur at the Roxy this week, with "The Big
Trail" the attraction, showed no evidence of

soaring toward a record, despite a big

splurge in advertising.

The Capitol business is only slightly bet-

ter than average, and the Roxy in the first

rive days of the week was regarded as sat-

isfactory, but not big, in view of the special

equipment needed to project Grandeur.
"War Nurse," new run film at the Astor

doesn't look like it will stay for long.

Attention was directed this week to "Mur-
der," British picture, at the Cohan. The
picture is showing box-office strength and
the notices have been good.

Estimated takings

:

"WAR NUR5E" (M-G-M)
ASTOR— (1.120) 5Oc-75c-41-$1.50-$2, 3 days. Other

attractions: "Flip, the Frog" (M-G-M). "Dogway
Melody" (M-G-M i. Gross: $11,000. Picture rapped
and start not so hot.

"BILLY, THE KID" (M-G-M)
CAPITOL— (4,700) 3Sc-50c-75c-$1.50, 7 days. Other

attractions: News, Capitol presentation. Gross: $76,

262. Only slightly above average; customers seeming-
ly indifferent to wide films.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U.A.)
CENTRAL— (1.490) SI -$2, 7 days, 9th Meek. Other

attractions: "Dollar Dizzy" (M-G-M), "The Zampa."
Gross: $16,085. Only slight drop over last week but
run near end.

"LOOSE ENDS" (B. I. P.)
GEO. M. COHAN— (1,500) 35c-50c-75c. 7 days. Other

attractions: "Leather Pushers" (Univ.). Gross:
Around $5,000. Good second week for British film.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)
(Playing simultaneously at the Criterion and Gaiety)
CRITERION— (850) $l-$2-S2.50. 7 days, 10th week.

Other attractions: None. Gross: $15,980. It won't be
long now.

EMBASSY—ALL NEWSREEL
EMBASSY—(598) 25, 7 days. Straight newsreel.

Gross: $9,616. This house usually holds to around
this figure.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U.A.)
(Playing simultaneously at the Criterion and Gaiety)
GAIETY—(808) $l-$1.50-$2-S2.50, 7 days, 10th week.

Other attractions: None. Gross: $12,750. Just fair.

Due to fold soon.

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (RKO)
GLOBE— (1,050) 3Sc-50c-75c, 7 days, second week.

Other attractions: "Hidden Ball" (Pathe), "Monkey
Melodies" (Columbia), "Voice of Hollywood" (Tif-
fany), news. Gross: $16,800. Big drop over opening
week, but not bad, s^nsidering.

"OUTWARD BOUND" (Warners)
HOLLYWOOD— (1.600), 50c-75c-$l-$1.50, 5th week.

Other attractions: "Looney Tunes," "Helen Brod-
erick," "Martinelli" (all Vitaphone). Gross: $17,939.
Showing strength at this figure.

"SANTE FE TRAIL" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (3,700), 40c-50c-65c-o5c-$l, 7 days.

Other attractions: "Fit to Be Tied" (Para.), news.
Gross: $85,400. Fine business. Nancy Carroll and
Rudy Vallee helped.

"WHAT A WIDOW" (U.A.)
RIALTO— (1.904), 65c-85c, 3rd week. Other attrac-

tions: "You're in the Army Now" (Para.). "Grand
Uproar" (Para.). Gross: $24,600. Away off and due
to fold.

"WHOOPEE" (U.A.)
RIVOLI—(2.103) 35c-65c-85c, 7 days. 3rd week.

Other attractions: "Red Green and Yeliow" (Para.),
"Swing, You Sinners" (Para.). Gross: $28,400. Way
down and going out.

"SCOTLAND YARD" (Fox)
ROXY—(6,200) 50c-75c-$l. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show and news. Gross: Above $97,000.
Picture showed surprising strength.

"MAYBE ITS LOVE" (F. N.)
STRAND— (3.000), 35c-50c-65c-85c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Audio Review (Pathe). "Five Minutes from
the Station" (Vitaphone). Gross: $29,261. lust fair.

"OLD ENGLISH" (Warners)
WARNERS -(1,490) $1-$1.50. 7 days. 9th week. Other

attractions: "The Legacy." "Believe It or Not" (Vita-
phone). Gross: $11,481. Should be out at this figure.

"OFFICE WIFE" (Warners)
WINTER GARDEN— (1.493) 35c-50c-$l, 4th week.

Other attractions: Eddie Foy, Mark Hellinger, Walter
Winchell" (all Vitaphone), news. Gross: $27,394.
Holding up well.

Smart Comedy
Frederick Lonsdale's dialogue, as

usual and, in this case, smarter than
smart, reinforced by a fine English
cast of four, of which Tom Walls is

the ringleader, makes "On Approval"
a really amusing situation comedy.
Walls isn't known in this country.

That's a pity. After taking a peek at
this English-made production from the
studios of British and Dominion Pic-
tures, it becomes easy to understand
why the man is so popular in London.
He has a suavity, an air of good breed-
ing and a flair of comedy that are
pleasurable to watch.
"On Approval" will appeal plenti-

fully to those who like sophistication
in their motion pictures. For big town
showings, it's particularly there—pro-
vided some American distributor has
the good sense to take it on.

KANN

Clara-$18,000,

Gloria-$H,200,

In Des Moines

Des Moines—Gloria Swanson and Clara

Bow staged a bit of competition running

next door to one another at the Paramount
and the DesMoines. Each ran the week
and the Paramount grossed almost twice

the Des Moines intake. A considerable dif-

ference in overhead and in average gross

at the two theatres makes a difference in

the rating, but the 120% at the Paramount
shows that Clara Bow is running very well.

The story of "Her Wedding Night" is light,

but it had plenty of laughs and proved to

be a very good audience picture. Support
was good. And a very good stage show
with five acts of vaudeville.

Gloria Swanson in "What a Widow"
rated 130%, with a gross of $11,120. Gloria

has a strong personal following. Helen
Twelvetrees made the individual success at

the Orpheum. This little star is coming
rapidly to the front and with good support

in "Her Man" she scored 150%. Showing
for four davs this gave the picture a gross

of $6,000, very good for tb.e last half of

the week. The* first half with "Outside the

Law" ran to average business with $5,000.

At the Strand "Down to Hell." advertised

as showing the star of "All Quiet," rated

160%. The gross was $2,200 and shows
business at the Strand as very good. The
last half with "Scotland Yard" with Ed-
mund Lowe and Joan Bennett scored 140%,
very nice indeed for the last half of the

week.
Estimated takings

:

"HER WEDDING NIGHT" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (1,700). 25c-35c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News, stage band with five acts of vaude.
Cross: $18,000. Rating: 120%.

"WHAT A WIDOW" (Para.)
DES MOINES— (1,600) 25c-35c-60c. 7 days. Other

attractions: News. "Camera Thrill" (Para, scenic),
"The Fatal Card" (Para, comedy). Gross: $11,200.

Rating: 130%.
"OUTSIDE THE LAW" (U.)

ORPHEUM— (2.000) 25c-50c, 3 days. Other attrac-
tions: News, vaude. Gross: $5,000. Rating: 100%.

"HER MAN" (Pathe)
ORPHEUM— (2.000) 25c-50c. 4 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, vaude. Gross: $6,000. Rating: 150%.
"DOWN TO HELL" (Warners)

STRAND—(1.100) 20c-30c. 4 days. Other attrac-
tions: News. "Introducing Mrs. Gibbs" (Para.). "A
Sailor's Luck" (Para, comedy). Gross: $2,200. Rat-
ing: 160%.

"SCOTLAND YARD" (Fox)
STRAND— (1,100) 20c-30c. 3 days. Other attractions:

News. "Marry Or Else" (Para, comedy). Para. Pic-
torial. Rating: 140%.

Amos 'n' Andy
A Sensation for

Portland House

Portland—With an auspicious preview,
clever exploitation and double-spread news-
paper advertising, Amos 'n' Andy's "Check
and Double Check" swept away all existing
box-office records at the RKO Orpheum,
with four acts of vaudeville.

Horace Heidt's Californians were the
high spots at the Portland Paramount, grab-
bing second position, and augmented excel-

lent screen fare headed by Ann Harding
in "Girl of the Golden West." Night foot-

ball took, some of the grosses.

Estimated takings:
"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (RKO)

RKO ORPHEUM—(1,700). 25c-35c-60c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Jack Osterman plus four acts vaude-
ville, news. Gross: $19,000. Rating: 200%.

"GJRL OF GOLDEN WEST" (F. N.)
PORTLAND PARAMOUNT— (3.068). 25c-35c-50c, 7

days. Other attractions: Horace Heidt's Californians,
"Skyscraper" (Paramount comedy), news. Gross:
$14,700. Rating: 145%.

"SCOTLAND YARD" (Fox)
FOX BROADWAY— (1,912), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Local scenic, Oliver Wallace, nev.
organist, Fanchon & Marco's stage frolic, "Rhythm-
a-tic"; news. Gross: $14,000. Rating: 135%.

"UP THE RIVER" (Fox)
FOX UNITED ARTISTS— (945), 25c-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions: News, Universal comedy. Gross:
$13,200. Rating: 120%.

"LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)
HAMRICK'S MUSIC BOX—(1,835), 2Sc-40c, 7 days.

Other attractions: News, Scotch Taffy, College Ca-
pers (Vitaphone comedies). Gross: $10,000. Rating:
105%.

"THE SANTA FE TRAIL" (Paramount)
RIALTO— (1,498), 25c35c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, "Sailor Love," "Marry or Else" (Para-
mount comedies). Gross: $9,800. Rating: 100%.

Sheehan Heads Mayfair Club
Hollywood—Winfield R. Sheehan, Fox

vice president and general manager, is new
president of the Mayfair Club, social or-

ganization. Other officers are : Conrad
Nagel, vice president; Irving Thalberg, sec-

retary ; M. C. Levee, Treasurer ; Margaret
Ettinger, assistant secretary, and Jack L.

Warner, Fred Niblo, B. P. Schulberg and
Sid Grauman, directors, in addition to the

officers.

Changes Talker Equipment
Tampa—The Seminole, neighborhood

house, operated by Publix, is the latest

house here to throw out the old sound
equipment and install new. The change over
was made in such a way that the house had
to close but one day for the final hook-up.
C. D. Cooley, an old timer in show business
here, has been managing the house for the
last vear.

Start Sick Fund
Cleveland—Al Mertz, RKO branch man-

ager and president of the Cleveland Film
Board of Trade, and I. J. Schmertz, Fox
branch manager, have been named a com-
mittee of two to arrange for an entertain-

ment, proceeds of which will go to a sick

relief fund for local members of the indus-

try.

Schram Leases Bijou
New Philadelphia—Fred Schram has

leased the Bijou theatre, closed for several

months, and has appointed A. B. Abel as
house manager.
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Coast Hypnotized

By Amos V Andy
To $31,000 Tune

Los Angeles—It was all Amos 'n' Andy
in town this week, their "Check and Double

Check," hooked to the sensational national

campaign on the picture, running away
from all competition to grab $31,000 at the

Orpheum. This is a rating of 190% and

an all-time record for the theatre.

Up went the Orpheum grosses over last

week-end, with other downtown houses tak-

ing it on the chin, while the crowds flocked

to the Orpheum. The house got $12,500

over the week-end, sensational any way you

look at it, particularly when "A Lady Sur-

renders" did only $10,500 the preceding

week.
Meanwhile, the Carthay Circle spurted

upward with "Just Imagine." backed by a

heavy exploitation plug. "The Big Trail"

slipped at the Chinese and strong advertis-

ing is being resorted to in an effort to main-

tain grosses. Pop price houses on the boule-

vard sagged, the Egyptian getting the best

rating.

Estimated takings:

Los Angeles
"JUST IMAGINE" (Fox)

FOX CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1,650), 75c-$1.50, 3rd

week, 7 days, twice daily. Other attractions: Abe
Lyman and band, news. Gross: $22,175. Rating: 175%.

"UP THE RIVER" (Fox)
FOX CRITERION— (1,652) 35c-65c, 2nd week, 7

days. Other attractions: "Mickey Mouse" cartoon,

news. Gross: $11,500. Rating: 115%.
"LOVE IN THE ROUGH" (M-G-M)

LOEWS STATE— (2.418) 35c-65c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: F. & M. "Way Back When" Idea, news.
Gross: $27,500. Rating: 105%.

"LAUGHTER" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT—(3.596). 35c-65c, 7 days. Other at.

tractions: "High Speed" revue, Rubinoff. news.
Cross: $24,500. Rating: 98%.

"ONE NIGHT AT SUSIE'S" (F.N.)
WARNERS DOWNTOWN—(2.400) 35c-65c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Vitaphone varieties, news. Gross:
$12,000. Rating: 80%.

"WHOOPEE" (U.A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,100) 3Sc-65c, 7 days. 3rd

week. Other attractions: News, organ concert. Gross:
$15,500. Rating: 114%.

"BROTHERS" (Col.)

RKO— (2,700) 35c-65c, 7 days. Other attractions:

News, vaudeville. Gross: $11,500. Rating: 72%.
"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK'' (RKO)

ORPHEUM— (2,750) 35c-65c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, Knute Rockne short. Gross: $31,000.

Rating: 190%.
"ESPRILLADOS" (M-G-M)

CALIFORNIA INTERNATIONAL-12,000) 25c-50c.

7 days. Other attractions: Spanish comedy, news.
Gross: $7,000.

Hollywood
"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)

GRAUMAN'S CHINESE - (2.030), 75c-$1.50, 4th

week, 7 days, twice daily. Other attractions: Stage
revue, news. Gross: $20,200. Rating: 128%.

"MONTE CARLO" (Para.)
GRAUMAN'S EGYPTIAN-(l.SOO) 35c-65c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $7,500.

Rating: 100%.
"MAYBE ITS LOVE" (Warners)

WARNERS HOLLYWOOD— (3,000) 35c-65c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Vitaphone varieties, news. Gross:
$13,500. Rating: 96%.

"THE BIG FIGHT" (Craze)
PANTAGES' HOLLYWOOD— (3,000) 40c-65c, 7 days.

Other attractions: U. S. Indian Reservation band,
news. Gross: $12,000. Rating: 76%.

Return Runs for "Whoopee"
Cleveland

—"Whoopee" is now playing a

round of leturn engagements in first-run

theatres in this district, according to Charles

Kranz, United Artists branch manager.
Loew's Valentine, Toledo, will play a return

booking of one week, starting Nov. 1. The
first run of "Whoopee" was a one-week en-

gagement at the Valentine, starting Sept. 27.

Deep Stuff
Having seen his "Escape" filmed,

John Galsworthy has given his con-
sent to the screening of two of his
best plays, "Justice" and "Loyalties."
Preparing for the screen these three

high class dramas should help to raise
the standard of cinema plays. The pic-

tures adapted from the better stage
plays are the salvation of the talkies.

In fact, the only good talkies I have
seen thus far this season were "Holi-
day" and "Let Us Be Gay." The worst
talkie I have seen was a Western pic-

ture, which had what was evidentlv
an original scenario. I cannot recall

either the title of the picture or the
leading plaver. Yes, it was as bad as
that.

Thus, instead of the talkies killing

the legitimate theatre, the latter is

saving the talkies. —N. Y. Sun.

"Half Shot" Pulls

In Snowbound
Putters for 125%

Omaha—Though the first frost and snow-
fall folded up all miniature golf courses for

the week, it did not have the expected favor-

able reaction on all downtown box-office

grosses. "Half Shot at Sunrise" at the

Orpheum got most of the idle putters along

with $20,000 for a 125% week.
"Heads Up" at the World hit 95% for

$10,450, but Buddy Rogers should have done
better. At the Paramount, "Girl of the

Golden West" failed to equal Ann Hard-
ing's previous grosses with $7,650 (90%).
"The Santa Fe Trail," first half at the

State, "pulled $2,475, which is 110% rating.

Last half, "Men of the North," dropped to

90%, bringing $2,250. Weather was some-
what wintry all week.

Estimated takings

:

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (Radio)
ORPHEUM— (3,000), 2Sc-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Four vaude acts, RKO comedy, Sportlight,
news and Rockne short. Gross: $20,000. Rating:
125%.

"HEADS UP" (Paramount)
WORLD— (2,500), 25c-60c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Five Publix acts, Billy Meyers & band, news.
Gross: $10,450. Rating: 95%.

"GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST" (First National)
PARAMOUNT— (2.900). 2Sc-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Parley Vous" (Universal comedy). "While
the Captain Waits" (Paramount comedy), organ solo
and news. Gross: $7,650. Rating: 90%.

"THE SANTA FE TRAIL" (Paramount)
STATE—(1,200). 25c-40c. 3 days. Other attractions:

"The Fatal Card" (Paramount comedy), "Won By a

Neck" (Educational comedy), news. Gross: $2,475.

Rating: 110%.

"MEN OF THE NORTH" (M-G-M)
STATE—(1,200), 25c-40c, 4 days. Other attractions:

"Strike Up the Band" (Paramount song cartoon),
"Carnival Revue" (Pathe), news. Gross: $2,250.

Rating: 90%.

Salesman Now Exhibitor
Milwaukee—Jack A. Kraker, formerly

salesman for Paramount, has taken over

the Greenfield theatre, local south side

neighborhood house which figured in

bombings earlier in the year, from Columbia
Enterprises. The name of the theatre has

been changed to the Pastime.

"Office Wife" at

$27,200 Leader

At Minneapolis

Minneapolis—Strong attractions enabled
local theatres to make the grade, in the face
of current conditions, although there was
nothing unusual about takings. "The Office

Wife" grossed $27,200 for 80% and the
city's leader at the Minnesota.
A strange factor enters into the situation

in considering hard times and box-office

take. The Minnesota, Orpheum and Cen-
tury find their clientele still holding jobs
and able to pay the relatively modest prices

asked. A look at the matinee business, how-
ever, reveals a noticeable percentage of the
temporarily or permanently unemployed us-
ing the theatres as a sedative against their

troubles and worries or possibly as the best

available shelter with assurance of keeping
out of trouble.

Minneapolis business reacts more slowly
than that of most other cities to unsettled

or depressing conditions. The town doesn't

go on spending sprees, nor does it squeeze
the dimes till they pop when things go bad-
ly. This accounts for the fact that many in-

dividuals and some good-sized families who
can't be quite sure of the winter's coal bill

are still to be found going to theatres.

Another theatre was added to the first

run string during the week with the re-

opening of the Seventh Street, formerly the

home of the Orpheum circuit for extended
runs of certain types of feature pictures.

The opener is "Africa Speaks" from the
Columbia lisl.

Estimated takings

:

"THE OFFICE WIFE" (Warners)
MINNESOTA— (4.025) 30c-40c-60c, 7 days, 7 shows

daily. Other attractions:' Stage show, news. Gross:
$27,200. Rating: 85%.

"EAST IS WEST" (Univ.)
RKO ORPHEUM— (2,900) 35c-50c-75c, 7 days, 3

shows daily. Other attractions: Four acts vaude.
Gross: $20,300. Rating: 70%.

"WHAT A WIDOW" (U. A.)
CENTURY— (1,640) 25c-35c-60c, 7 days. 6 shows

daily. Other attractions: News. Gross: $8,000. Rat-
ing: 80%.

"EYES OF THE WORLD" (U. A.)
STATE— (2.300) 25c-.15c-60c, 7 days, 6 shows daily.

Other attractions: Comedy, screen novelties, news.
Gross: $6,500. Rating: 65%.

"ROAD TO PARADISE" (F. N.)
LYRIC— (1,238) 15c-25c-40c, 7 days. 7 shows daily.

Other attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $2,000.
Rating: 70%.

"THE FURIES" (F. N.)
ASTER-(812) 15c-25c-30c. 7 days, 7 shows daily.

Other attractions: News. Gross: $1,500. Rating: 65%.
"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Col.)

SEVENTH STREET— (1.300) 25c-35c-50c, 7 days,
6 shows daily daily. Other attractions: News. Gross:
$1,200. Rating: 45%.

Vilma and Rod Draw
Wilmington—The appearance of Rod

LaRocque and Vilma Blanky in "Cherries
Are Ripe," legitimate, at the Playhouse here
during October showed the local appeal film

stars have on the stage. Houses were good
during the run.

Coppock Managing Tour
Rochester, N. Y.—E. S. C. Coppock, act-

ing manager and publicity director of the
Eastman theatre and for three years asso-

ciated with Publix, resigned last week to

become manager of a Coast-to-Coast demon-
stration of bantam cars.
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$17,000 Gives

Montreal Lead

To "Spoilers"

Montreal—Picture business suffered a

lapse of enthusiasm following Famous
Players' Prosperity campaign. Canada's

metropolis was not hit by the blizzard which

caused havoc in upper New York state, but

yet there was not much flocking to picture

houses, although the Capitol made it 100 per

cent with "The Spoilers" with a stage show,

receipts being $17,000. This was down
$1,500 from the previous week. "Old Eng-

lish" was worth $15,000, or 95 per cent to

the Palace. After four weeks of "Whoopee"
at the Princess, "Inside the Lines" looked

strange there and receipts dropped to $9,000,

registering 85 per cent. "Whoopee" was
going" so strong it should have been held

over for a fifth week.

Estimated takings:
"THE SPOILERS" (Paramount)

CAPITOL—(2,670), 2Sc-85c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, Jack Arthur stage show. Paramount
cartoon. Gross: $17,000. Rating: 100%.

"THE SANTA FE TRAIL" (Paramount)
LOEWS— (2,982), 25c-99c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Five vaudeville acts, Our Gang in "Helping
Grandma" (M-G-M comedy), news, orchestra. Gross:
$14,000. Rating: 90%.

"OLD ENGLISH" (Warners)
PALACE— (2,600). 25c-99c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Organ solo by N. H. Payne, news, Paramount
cartoon, Vitaphone Variety. Gross: $15.ud0. Rating:

95%.
"INSIDE THE UNES" (RKO)

PRINCESS—2,272), 25c-7Sc, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Honolulu Wiles" CColumbia cartoon), "Blimp
Mystery" (Tiffany comedy), news. Universal Topics.

Gross: $9,000. Rating: 85%.

"MANSLAUGHTER" (Paramount)
IMPERIAL—(1,914), 15c-40c, 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: Eddie Cantor in "Insurance" Paramount
comedy). "The Introduction of Mrs. Gibbs" (Para-
mount comedy), news. Gross: $3,450. Rating: 90%.

"SOUP TO NUTS" (Fox)
IMPERIAL— (1,914), 15c-40c, 4 days. Other attrac-

tions: W. C. Fields in "Golf Specialist" (RKO com-
edy), news. Gross: $3,100. Rating: 85%.

"LAWFUL LARCENY" (RKO)
STRAND— (750), 15c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions:

Added leature, "Sons of the Saddle" (Universal), news.
Gross: $3,600. Rating: 80%.

"ANNE AGAINST THE WORLD" (Silent)

ROXY—(550), 25c-75c, 7 days. Other attractions

French news weekly. Educational Terry-Toon
"Voice of Hollywood" (Tiffany). Gross: $2,000.

tag: 80%.

eel,

Rat-

Tampa License Fight
May Be Statewide

Tampa—B. E. Gore, owner of the

Garden theatre, is putting up a hot fight

against the city theatre license here. Gore
says the annual tax of $200 for theatres,

irrespective of size or location, is discrim-

inating and unconstitutional. The Garden
is a small neighborhood house. The city

won the first round, but Gore is taking the

case to the Supreme Court. If Gore wins
at this final court he will probably go after

the state and county license which nicks the

theatres' bank roll to the tune of 300
smackers annually in cities of this size.

Resumes Summer Schedule
Cleveland—Because business in his neigh-

borhood has dropped off within the past two
months, Harry Horwitz is running his New
Broadway and Olympia theatres on summer
schedule of three shows a week.

The Breaks
Hollywood— William Keighley has

been a stage actor for more than 17

years and never once appeared in a

feature picture until this week. He
has written stories for the screen and
stage and played in many Broadway
successes but not until he came West
a few months ago to work on a film

story did he find pictures attractive.

Universal hired Keighley to help
direct some of the dialogue sequences
in "Resurrection," which Edwin Carewe
is making with Lupe Velez and John
Boles starred. In explaining the de-
livery of lines to some of the prin-
cipals Carewe decided to test Keighley
for a role and as a result he was
signed for the acting end, too. The
Broadway player is now planning to
make more talkers as he has "suc-
cumbed" to the lure of "Chattering
Tintypes."

"Journey's End"
Only One Hitting

Par in Ottawa
Ottawa—Most of the theatres here had an

off week, the principal exception being
"Journey's End" at the Centre theatre,

which started off with a big midnight show
and wound up with $3,200 for 100 per cent

at 50c top. Old English" at the Regent
was close tc par through the support of

Arliss fans, while "The Sea God" at the

Imperial got the word-of-mouth boost and
rang up $2,900 for 95 per cent. "Rain or

Shine" was fair at Keith's, registering 90
per cent, but the week's worst was "Heads
Up," which flopped to 80 per cent with

$2,700 for three days at Keith's (last half).

Estimated takings

:

"JOURNEY'S END" (Tiffany)
CENTRE—(1,200), 15c-50c. 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Mickey Mouse cartoon. Gross: $3,200. Rating:
100%.

"OLD ENGLISH" (Warners)
REGENT—(1,225), 2Sc-75c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, "Barnacle Bill, the Sailor" (Paramount
cartoon), "The Golf Specialist" (RKO comedy), or-
chestra. Gross: $5,100. Rating: 98%.

"THE SEA GOD" (Paramount)
IMPERIAL—(1.200). 15c-50c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, Lloyd Hamilton in "Won by a Neck"
(Educational), Silly Symphony (Columbia). Gross:
$2,900. Rating: 95%.

"RAIN OR SHINE" (Columbia)
B. F. KEITH'S— (2,596), 15c-50c, 3 days. Other at-

tractions: News, "Grandma's Girl" (Educational com-
edy). Gross: $3,800. Rating: 90%.

"HEADS UP" (Paramount)
B. F. KEITH'S-(2,S96), 15c-50c, 3 days. Other

attractions: News, "Hot Air Merchant" (Paramount
comedy), Krazy Kat "Midnight in a Toy Shop" (Co-
lumbia). Gross: $2,700. Rating: 80%.

"THE BAD ONE" (United Artists)
AVALON—(990). 25c-35c, 3 days. Other attractions:

News, "Hello, Television" (Educational comedy),
"Irish Fantasy" (Tiffany musical). Gross: $1,100.
Rating: 95%.

"TOP SPEED" (First National)
AVALON— (990), 25c-35c, 3 days. Other attractions:

News, Our Gang in "Bear Hunting," "Kiddies Re-
vue" (M-G-M musical). Gross: $1,250. Rating: 95%.

"What a Widow"
17 Grand Is Top
Dough at Toronto

Toronto—Business at Toronto during the

week caused few raves, although "What a

Widow" was outstanding at Loew's under
the new all-screen policy, where it gathered

in $17,000, equalling 100 per cent. This was
the only feature to hit the perfect mark
for the week. The Imperial was off $2,500

with "Scarlet Pages" at $17,500, as com-
pared with the previous week, when Lillian

Roth was on the stage doing five shows
daily. "Moby Dick" brought steady trade

to the Tivoli and the ticket vendors regis-

tered $12,000 for 90 per cent. Shea's Hip-
podrome had a fair week with "The Big
Fight" and the only vaudeville in town,

taking in $14,000, this being 90 per cent.

Toronto got the first real taste of wintry

weather and this did not help matters.

Estimated takings:
"WHAT A WIDOW" (United Artists)

LOEW'S—(2,200), 25c-75c, 6 o'ays. Other attractions:

"The Clock Shop" (M-G-M Technicolor), news. Gross:
$17,000. Rating :100%.

"SCARLET PAGES" (First National)
IMPERIAL—(3,600), 25c-7Sc, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: News. Jack Arthur stage show. Gross: $17,500.

Rating: 95%.

"MOBY DICK" (Warners)
TIVOLI— (1.600), 35c-75c, 6 days. Other attractions:

"Average Husbands" (Educational comedy), "I'm a

Wild Woman" (Paramount), "Hamberger
_
and His

Horse Radish" (Columbia), news, Tivoli Talking
Reporter. Gross: $12,000. Rating: 90%.

"THE BIG FIGHT" (Sono Art)
SHEA'S HIPPODROME— (2.6Q0), 30c-75c, 6 days.

Other attractions: Five vaudeville acts, news, Andy
Clyde comedy (Educational). Gross: $14,000. Rating:
90%.

"DAWN PATROL" (First National)
UPTOWN— (3,000), 15c-50c, 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: Andy Clyde in "Vacation Loves" (Educa-
tional), news, Krazy Kat cartoon (Columbia). Gross:
$5,100. Rating: 88%.

Ash in Cleveland
Cleveland—Paul Ash. it is announced, will

come to Loew's State theatre in November
for an extended engagement.

Cameo Goes First Run
Cleveland—Loew's Cameo is again trying

out a first-run policy.

"U" Exchange Moves
Cleveland—Universal has moved into its

new exchange building at Payne Ave. and
East 24th St. Bernard Rose is branch man-
ager.

Says Fox Franchise with
RKO in South Runs to '31

Fox product will play over the Hoblit-

zelle chain, now controlled by the RKO
Southern Corporation, until Aug. 31, 1931.

According to James R. Grainger, the cur-

rent franchise did not expire this year, as

reported last week in Motion Picture
News.
The 1930 expiration date appeared in

connection with Fox plans to build in the

Southwest as a result of the reported break-

ing down of negotiations with RKO for

the 1930-1931 product.

Building New Theatre
Postiville, la.—This town is to have a

new theatre with the erection of the new
Isis, which will be opened in December.
The theatre is being built for S. E. Palmer,

director of the Postiville, which will be

closed when the new house opens. The Isis

will be a 500-seat house. Palmer has pur-

chased about $4,500 worth of new equip-

ment.

Para. Gets Sayre House
Waverly, N. Y.—Paramount Publix has

taken over the Sayre at Sayre from the

Comerford circuit. This gives the firm con-
trol of the larger theatres of Waverly, To-
wanda and Sayre. Edward Cangly will be
retained as manager of the Sayre house.
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"Scotland Yard"
4Liliom' Chicago

Red Ink Spots

Chicago—Two flops and a new lease-

holder came into the Loop. The flops were
"Liliom" at the Roosevelt and "Scotland
Yard" at the Oriental, former getting only

$15,600 {78%) at the run house and was
replaced at the end of its first week by "Old
English." Oriental, after one good week,

went back to the red line with a $30,200
gross (72%).

Palace, in the midst of a "big name" stage

list, chalkod up its third successive good
week, getting $23,280 (97%) with Irene

Bordoni headlining and "Brothers" on the

screen. Other good figures were registered

at the Woods with $17,000 (150%) from
"East Is West," playing to adults only. The
picture moved to the Palace for a second
Loop week, and "Half Shot at Sunrise"
moved over from the State-Lake after two
swell weeks to occupy the Woods during
its last two days under RKO management.
Jones, Linick & Schaefer took over the

lease from the Shuberts and opened Mon-
day with "Swing High." State-Lake did

$38,160 (90%) for the second week with
"Half Shot." "Check and Double Check"
replaced on Saturday and did a tremendous
week-end business.

"Plavbov of Paris" earned the Chicago
$43,680 (91%) ; McVickers got $25,200
(90%) in "Madam Satan's" second week.
The picture sticks till the end of its third

week, with "The Big Trail" set to follow
it in mid-week. "Whoopee" fell more than
six grand in its third week at the United
Artists with a take of $17,160 (78%), and
"Du Barrv, Woman of Passion" replaced.

Castle collected $4,800 (146%) on "Ex-
travagance."

Estimated takings

:

"EXTRAVAGANCE" (Tiffany I

CASTLE— (3001. 60c, first 10 days. Other attrac-
tions: News. Picture playing to adults only. Good
for another week. Gross: $7,900. Rating: 192% (10-
day basis).

"PLAYBOY OF PARIS" (Paramount)
CHICAGO-(3.940). 35c-85c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show, orchestra, news, comedy, novelty
short. Cross: $4.1,680. Rating: 91%.

"MADAM SATAN" (M-G-M)
McVICKERS—(A284), 35c-8Sc. 2nd week. Other

attractions: News. Screen Song (Paramount). Pic-
ture playing to adults only. "Big Trail" replaces in
mid-week after three weeks for "Satan." Gross:
$25,200. Rating: 90%.

LAST OF THE DUANES" (Fox)
(2nd time in Loop)

MONROE-1962). 25c-40c, 7 days. Other attractions:
Thirty minutes of news, comedy. Gross: $.1,990.

Rating: 68%.
"SCOTLAND YARD" (Fox)

ORIENTAL—(3.900), 35c-85c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: Stage show, organ, comedy, news, cartoon.
One of_ the house's familiar red weeks once more.
B. & K. considering renaming this spot the "Maison
Rouge." Gross: $.10,200. Rating: 72%.

"ANIMAL CRACKERS" (Paramount)
(2nd time in Loop)

ORPHEUM-(-OO), 35c-50c, 7 days. House reopened
as an

_
"intimate" theatre with swell chairs and

modernistic decorations. Nice business for the house.
Gross: $6,300. Rating: 90%.

"BROTHERS" (Columbia)
PALACE—(2,509). 35c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Four acts RKO vaude headed by Irene Bor-
doni; news; "Society Goes Spaghetti" (Radio).
Gross: $23,280. Rating: 97%.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U. A.)
PUNCH & JUDY— (390)), 75c-$2, fifth week. Other

attractions: Chimp comedy (Tiffany). Picture leaves
in mid-week for a total of six weeks. Gross: $8,100.
Rating: 99%.

"LILIOM" (Fox)
ROOSEVELT— (1,591), 35c-85c. one week. Other

attractions: News. "Ole Man Whoopee" (Paramount),
"Go to Blazes" (Univ.). Poorest week in some time
(orchis run house. Critics didn't like it, but called
it "art," and the handful of customers who paid to

Capitulates

Montreal—Charlie Lalumiere, one
of the oldest exhibitors in Canada,
has fallen to the lure of the talkies
at last although he had publicly
sworn to stick to silent through thick
and thin. Which is another way of
saying that the Roxy, last of the
silent main stem houses of Montreal,
has been rejuvenated with a talking
system, a Phonofilm set having been
installed.

But just for spite, Lalumiere pre-
sented a silent feature, "Anne Against
the World," with non-synchronous
accompaniment during the week, this

being the Canadian premiere.

'Big House' Pace

Swift; $22,500 in

2nd Cleve. Stanza

Cleveland
—"The Big House" was the out-

standing box-office attraction of the week,
playing a second week at Loew's Stillman

to $22,500. The picture is benefited in this

entire state by the wire publicity gained
when the censor board refused to pass it.

Newspapers, in retaliation, printed the story

of "The Big House" in tabloid form, and
aroused unusual interest in the production.
It is being held a third week.
The rest of the first-runs did average

business, but the suburban theatres report

a consistent decline in box-office receipts re-

gardless of attraction.

Estimated takings

:

"THE BIG HOUSE" (M-G-M)
STILLMAN—(1,900), 40c-7Sc, 7 days. 2nd week.

Other attractions: "Bigger and Better" (M-G-M).
"Swing, You Sinners" (Paramount Talkertoon), news.
Gross: $22,500. Rating: 150%..

UP THE RIVER" (Fox)
ALLEN— (3,300), 30c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

"Who Killed Rover" (M-G-M), "The Cactus Kid"
(Columbia), news. Gross: $14,500. Rating: 80%.

"SCOTLAND YARD" (Fox)
STATE— (3.400). 30c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

"Helping Grandma" (M-G-M), "Don't Give Up"
(Educational comedy). "Let's Go to the Zoo (Fischer).
"Melody Maidens" on the stage, news. Gross: $20,-
000. Rating: 100%.

"THE LADY SURRENDERS" (Universal)
RKO PALACE— ((3,600), 25c-7Se. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: news, 5 acts vaudeville, headed by Ruth
Etting. Gross: $25,000. Rating: 100%.

"EAST IS WEST" (Universal)
RKO HIPPODROME— (4.500). 25c-75c, 7 days.

Other attractions: "His Error" (Educational comedy).
"The Last Yard" (Knute Rockne). nsws. Gross:
$16,500. Raring: 82%.

see it came out wondering what it was all about. Re-
placed after one week by "Old English" (W.B.).
Gross: $15,600 Rating: 78%.

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (Radio)
STATE-LAKE-(2,776). 35c-75c, 2nd and final week.

Other attractions: News. Terrytoon. Second good
week for this former vaude-film spot as a straight
picture house. "Half Shot" moved to Woods for
final two days of that house under RKO management.
"Check and Double Check" (Radio) replaced and
opened to tremendous business. Gross: $38,160
Rating: 90%.

"WHOOPEE" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1.700), 35c-85c, 3d and final

week. Other attractions: News, travelogue. Fell off
more than six grand from secnnd week's grnss. "Du
Barry" (U. A.) replaced and opened to good trade.
Gross: $17,160. Rating: 78%.

"EAST IS WEST" (Universal)
WOODS— (1,166), 35c-75c. one week. Other at-

tractions: News, cartoon. Picture nlaying to adults
only. Moved to Palace for a second Loop week.
"Half Shot at Sunrise" (Radio) came in here for
Saturday and Sunday after tw big weeks at State-
Lake. Jones, Linick & Schaefer succeed RKO as
lessees of this house, and opened "Swing High"
(Pathe) Monday. Gross ("East Is West) $17,000.
Rating: 150%. Gross: (2 days—"Half Shot" )$4.950.
Rating: 103%. W. R. Graham continues as manager
of Woods for J. L. & S.

Ohio Censors Help
"Big House;" Gets

$23,900 in Cincy

Cincinnati
—

"It's an ill wind, etc." was
never more vividly exemplified than in the

case of "The Big House," which this week
broke all attendance and intake records at

the Lyric, dating back some sixteen years.

This record is more than ordinarily signi-

ficant from the fact the previous manage-
ments usually advanced admission prices for

a picture with special box-office value. No
increase in the scale was made in this case.

From a box-office angle the censors "budd-
ed better than they knew" when they with-
held the picture from showing in Ohio for

past five months, thereby unconsciously cre-

ating state-wide advertising which, for re-

sult, exceeds anything of a similar nature
in the past several years. Not only did the
crowds storm the Lyric box-office, but dou-
ble rows of standees extended two blocks
down the street the greater part of the
week. Translated into exhibitor language,
this means a gross of $23,900, or a rating

of an even 200%.
Business generally was good at all houses,

the aggregate gross reaching around $92,-

000, in itself a record, indicating pretty con-
clusively that the first-runs are not suffer-

ing from competition to any appreciable
extent.

Estimated takings:
"HEADS UP" (Paramount)

RKO ALBEE— (3.300), 35c-SOc-65c-75c. 7 days.
Other attractions: Vaudeville. "The Knockout" (Uni-
versal comedy), "Booze Hangs High" (Vitaphone car-
toon), "Play Boy" (Vitaphone), "Cobb Goes Fishing"
(Pathe), news. Gross: $25,780. Rating: 117%.

"THE BIG HOUSE" (M-G-M)
RKO LYRIC—(1,400), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other artrac-

Uons: "Fried Chicken" (Educaitonal cartoon), news.
Gross: $23,900. Rating: 200%.

"LAUGHTER" (Paramount)
RKO PALACE—(2,700), 30c- 50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "From Grenada to Toledo" (Fitzpatrick
Traveltalk), "Tobey the Fiddler" (RKO cartoon),
news. Gross: $17,100. Rating: 122%.
"GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST" (First National)
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Parlez-vous" (Universal comedy), news.
Gross: $14,200. Rating: 109%.

"ANYBODY'S WOMAN" (Paramount)
RKO STRAND— (1,350), 25c-40c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Arctic Antics" (Columbia cartoon), "Fly-
ing Feet" (Pathe, Rocnke series), news. Gross:
$5,900. Rating: 170%. Second run for the picture at
this house.

"CONCENTRATION KID" (Universal)
RKO FAMILY— (1,140), 20c-25c-35c, 4 days. Other

attractions: "Neat and Tidy" (Pathe cemedy). "Hot
and Bothered" (Columbia), news. Gross: $2,778.
Rating: 142%.

"RECAPTURED LOVE" (Warners)
RKO FAMILY—(1,140), 20c.25c.35c. 3 days. Other

attractions: "Slick As Ever (Vitaphone comerlv*
news. Gross: $1,497. Rating: 142%.

Revival as Double
Feature at Montreal

Montreal—To keep up with rival theatres
in the matter of morning shows starting at

10:30 or 11 A. M., Manager J. C. Adams
of Loew's has adopted a policy of present-
ing a "revival" as an extra feature each
week for the one performance starting at

11:15 A. M. The revived feature for the
week of Oct. 12 was "The Return of Dr.
Fu Manchu." The admission price to 12:30
is 25 cents and morning patrons see a show
lasting from 11 :15 A. M. to 3:15 P. M., all

different, if they want to—and may stick

the four hours. The regular feature for the
week was "Forward March," starring Bus-
ter Keaton, and there were also five acts of
vaudeville.
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"Whoopee" Big

Smash in Dual

Balto. 2nd Run
Baltimore—With ideal weather prevail-

ing for picture going, averages for the week
were a little off at the majority of first-run

houses.

"Top Speed" pulled in about 90 per cent

at Loew's Century with the gross figured at

about $14,800. Audiences liked Joe E.

Brown's humor immensely, but the story

was considered somewhat weak. It is ex-

pected that the grosses will jump to high
averages again after Nov. 3, when stage

attractions will be put on with the regular

talking picture program now that the dif-

ferences with the musicians' union have been
ironed out and the orchestra will go back
into the pit with George Wild again con-
ducting.

While a gross estimated at about $12,600
was taken in at Loew's Stanley with "Billy,

the Kid," this represented but 72 per cent

of the normal 100 per cent and it is con-
sidered because people do not care for west-
erns as feature film fare in the big house,

no matter hew well directed and acted. For
the neighborhood houses on Saturdays for

the kids—yes.

"Whoopee," with Eddie Cantor, went
over big >n two houses simultaneously even
though it had been shown to a huge week
at Loew's Stanley previously. At Loew's
Parkway it grossed $5,200, or 139 per cent,

while at Loew's Valencia downtown the

gross was estimated at $3,900, or 111 per
cent. Showing again that the public will

go to see a fine picture that they like.

"Renegades" proved a fine pulling pic-

ture at the New, doing an estimated 95 per

cent business, the gross being figured at

$9,500. Xothing but good comments on this

by all who saw it.

"Moby Dick" went into its Dopular-priced
engagement at Warners' Metropolitan with
a bang, going through the week with a gross
figured at $5,400, representing 90 per cent.

This after two weeks downtown at $1 top,

nights.

Estimated takings

:

"TOP SPEED" (F. N.)

LOEW'S CENTURY—(3,076). 25c-60c, 6 days.
Other attractions: News, "Nature's Freaks" (Colum-
bia), "The Apache Kid" (Columbia), Our Gang in

"Helping Grandma" (M-G-M). Gross: $14,800. Rat-
ing: 90%.

"BILLY, THE KID" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STANLEY—(3,522). 25c-60c. 6 days. Other

attractions: News, Burton Holmes' "Old Man River"
(M-G-M traveltalk). "Main Stein Song" (Paramount
song reel). Gross: $12,600. Rating: 72%.

"WHOOPEE" (U. A.)
(Shown simultaneously with Parkway uptown after

one week at Loew's Stanley)

LOEW'S VALENCIA— (1,487). 25c-35c, 6 days.
Other attractions: News, "Zampa" (U. A. featurette),
"The Imperial City" (FitzPatrick travelogue). Grosst
$3,900. Rating: 111%.

"WHOOPEE" (U. A.)
(Shown simultaneously with the Valencia downtown

after one week at the Stanley)

LOEW'S PARKWAY—(987), lSc-3Sc, 6 days. Other
attractions: News, "The Temple of Love" (Fitz-
Patrick travelogue). Flip the Frog in "Flying Fists"
(M-G-M cartoon). Gross: $5,200. Rating: 139%.

"MOBY DICK" (W. B.)
WARNERS' METROPOLITAN— (1.300), 15c-50c, 6

days, starting Saturday. Other attractions: News.
"College Capers" and "Many Happy Returns" (Vita-
phone Varieties). Gross: $5,400. Rating: 90%.

"THE PAY OFF" (Radio)
KEITH'S— (2.500), 25c-50c. Syi days. Other attrac-

tions: News, Krazy Kat cartoon "Midnight" (Van
Beuren), Art Frank in "Old Man Whoopee" (Para-
mount act). Gross: S2.100. Rating: 45%.

RENEGADES" (Fox)
NEW— (1,600), 25c-50c, 6 days. Other attracti »ns:

Balk Walkathon
San Francisco—There will be no

"walkathon" contests in Oakland.
Permit to hold a contest similar to
that completed in San Francisco last
month was revoked by the Oakland
city council when members of the
Oakland Theater Managers' Club ob-
jected on grounds that it was "cruel
and revolting."

The contest was scheduled to be
held under auspices of the East
Oakland unit of the United Veterans
of the Republic.

Wedding Night's"

$14,000 Is Best

Providence Bet

Providence—Business took somewhat of

a lacing with political rallies, pro fights and
wrestling, not to mention pony golf tourna-
ments, eating into the profits of exhibitors.

"Her Wedding Night," with $14,000, led

the town, the only picture to go over 100%.
Loew's State had a fair week with "Du-

Barry, Woman of Passion," garnering $16,-

500. "The gay Chevalier pulled $12,000 for

the Paramount in "Playboy of Paris," which
is not to be sneezed at in these times. The
Majestic with "The Sea Wolf" was a trifle

off at $11,500.

"Her Man," the RKO Albee attraction,

established a week-end record, but petered

off during the week, cleaning up a nice

$14,000, however. "Brothers," at the RKO
Victory, couldn't seem to get under way,
but hit around $8,000, which is around nor-
mal for this house.

Estimated takings

:

"PLAYBOY OF PARIS" (Par.)
PARAMOUNT— (2.300), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Organlogue, "Marry or Else," news. Gross:
$12,000. Rating: 90%.

"DU BARRY, WOMAN OF PASSION" (UA)
LOEW'S STATE (3,800). 10c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Charley Chase in "Dollar Dizzy;" organ-
logue, news. Gross: $16,500. Rating: 85%.

"BROTHERS" (Col)
RKO VICTORY— (1.600). 10c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Pathe Audio Review, "Kangaroo Steak"
(cartoon Comedy). "Si. Si Senor," news. Gross:
$8,000. Rating: 85%.

"HER WEDDING NIGHT (Par.)
RKO ALBEE— (2,300), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Love Your Neighbors," comedy; "Touch
down." Knute Rockne's football short, news. Gross:
$14,000. Rating: 105%.

"THE SEA WOLF" (Fox)
MAJESTIC—(2.400). 10c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "His Error," comedy; Vitaphone's "Alpine
Echoes;" news. Gross: $11,500. Rating: 85%.

News, "Don't Give Up" (Educational comedy). Gross:
$9,500. Rating: 95%.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U. A.)
AUDITORIUM— (1,600). 50c-$1.50. with two reserved

seat shows daily for 6 days. Other attractions: News,
"My Gal Sal" (Paramount screen song), "Meet the
Boy Friend" (Paramount comedy). Gross: $3,200.
Rating: 40%.

"THE ROYAL BOX" (W. B.) (In German)
LITTLE— (267), 35c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

"The Glow Worm" (Paramount novelty in German),
"Creative Hands" (German). Gross: $850. Rating:
85%.

"THE LOVE TRADER" (Tiffany)
PALACE— (2,046). 25c-60c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Mickey McGuire in "Mickey's Mix-up" (RKO
comedy), "The Freshman's Goat" (Educational com-
edy). Gross: $6,300. Rating: 70%.

"NIGHT WORK" (Pathe)
RIVOLI-(l,982), 25c-50c, 6 days, starting Saturday.

Other attractions: Charlotte Greenwood in "Love
Your Neighbor" (Educational comedy). Mickey Mouse
in "The Gorilla Mystery" (Columbia cartoon), news.
Gross: $5,000. Rating: 62>/S.

"PARDON MY GUN" (Pathe)
HIPPODROME-(2,250). 20c-60c, 6 days, starting

Saturday. Other attractions: Harvey Players, news,
"The Indians Are Coming" (Universal serial). Gross:
$8,500. Rating: 85%.

"Scarlet Pages"

and Ruggles Get

$45,000 in Boston
Boston—With "Hell's Angels" grossing

$10,000 for the eighth week and continuing
for another, United Artists have launched
a second load show in Boston, "Abraham
Lincoln," at the Majestic, which grossed
$7,500 for 125 per cent for its first week
and looks good for several weeks more.
These two films, with "What a Widow"
doing 115 per cent at Loew's Orpheum and
"Du Barry, Woman of Passion," at Loew's
State for a rating of 125 per cent, United
Artists did approximately 50 per cent of
the bu.iness of Boston during the week.

"Scarlet Pages" at the Metropolitan,
coupled with the personal appearance of
Charles Ruggles, grossed $45,000 for 140
per cent, hitting the highest spot of any
show in town for the week. "East Is West"
at Keith Memorial grossed $25,000 for 115
per cent, while "Leathernecking" at the
other Keith house grossed $24,000 for a
rating of 125 per cent. "Moby Dick" at the
Olympia .vas good for 110 per cent.
The week's business dropped a bit from

the preceding week, but exhibitors were sat-
isfied with results.

Estimated takings:
"SCARLET PAGES" (First National)

METROPOLITAN-(4,350). 25c-60c. 7 days. Other
attractions: Charles Ruggles in person, Publix revue
news. Gross: $45,000. Rating: 140%

"EAST IS WEST" (Universal)
KEITH MEMORIAL-(2.800), 30c-65c. 7 days. Other

attractirns: Comedy. Sportlight, news. Gross: $25,000.
Rating: 115%.

"LEATHERNECKING" (RKO)
KEITH-ALBEE— (2,500), 25c-60c. 7 days. Other

attractions: Ken Murray in person, vaudeville, com-
edy, news. Gross: $24,000. Rating: 125%.

"DU BARRY, WOMAN OF PASSION"
(United Artists)

LOEW'S STATE— (3,700), 3Oc-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $24,000. Rating:
125%.

"WHAT A WIDOW" (United Artists)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM— (3,100), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Vaudeville, news. Gross: $23,000. Rat-
ing: 115%.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (United Artists)
TREMONT-(1,800), 50c-$2, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: None. Gross: $10,000. Rating: 90%. (Eighth
week.)

"THE SPOILERS" (Paramount)
SCOLLAY SQUARE—(1.800), 25c-50c. 7 days. Other

attractions: Vaudeville, comedy, news. Gross: $1,000.
Rating: 115%.

"MOBY DICK" (Warners)
aLYMPIA-(2,500). 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Comedy, cartoon, news. Gross: $16,000. Rat-
ing: 110%.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (United Artists)
MAJESTIC—(1,800), S0e-$1.50, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: None. Gross: $7,500. Rating: 125%.

Manager and Staff
Indicted Under Blue Law
Cincinnati—William E. Burton, manager

of the Bexley, New Philadelphia, O., and
six of his employees have just been indicted
by the grand jury for participation in Sun-
day theatre operation last May. Forney E.
Bowers, manager of the New Philadelphia
theatre, arrested for Sunday violation last

April 27, escaped indictment because Mayor
W. F. Hurst's transcript erred in saving
Sunday, April 28.

Vote on Sundays
Rutherford, N. J.—The people of this

town will have an opportunity next month
to vote on Sunday showings. There has
been a difference of opinion in the council
on the question, and it was decided to let the
voters solve the problem.
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Eddie for George
Hollywood — Eddie Cantor, Broad-

wayite who makes pictures once in

a while, is on the coast to play a two-
weeks' engagement—gratis—at Geo.
Olsen's night club. Close friendship
between the pair is the reason. Of
late the club has been hit hard due
to constant raids by prohibition

agents.

"Whoopee" Clicks

200% in Third

Week at Philly

Philadelphia—The big noise in theatre

circles was the $23,000 piled up by "The
Doorway to Hell" at the Stanley, for a 130

percentage. Moved down to the Karlton for

a third week in the downtown section,

"Whoopee" crashed through for $10,000, a

percentage of 200 and the biggest gross for

this comparatively small house in the last

three years.

"Whoopee" had done two good weeks at

the Boyd and was strong enough for a third,

but was chased out by the necessity of giv-

ing a date to "Old English." This Arliss

picture was a comparative flop, grossing

$17,000, or under average, and was yanked
out to make room for "Check and Double
Check," which started off like a big hit.

Other good business included $19,000 for

"Anybody's Woman" at Keith's.

The Mastbaum went considerably under
average for the third straight week, the

combined null of "Love in. the Rough" and
Moran and Mack on the stage bringing in

$38,000. about $2,000 under average. Fig-

ure is big jump, however, over the $35,000
of the previous two weeks.

Friday marked the return of the musicians

to the Mastbaum, Fox and Earle, with the

Duncan Sisters featured at the first named;
the Roxy Gang and Chorus at the second

and a Jay Mills stage revue at the third.

Good houses greeted the returning stage

programs.

Estimated takings:
"LOVE IN THE ROUGH" (M-G-M)

MASTBAUM— (4,8001, 35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other
attractions: Moran and Mack on stage, Vitaphone
Variety, news. Gross: $38,000. Rating: 95%.

"UP THE RIVER" (Fox)
FOX— (3.000), 35c-50c-75c, days. Other attrac-

tions: Oswald cartoon (Univ.), "Asia" (FitzPatrick),
news. Gross: $26,000. Rating: 95%.

"ANYBODY'S WOMAN" (Para.)
KEITH'S (1,800) 35c-50c-75c. 6 days. Other at-

tractions: "Accidents Will Happen" (Para, comedy),
"Her Future" (Para, musical), news. Gross: $19,000.

Rating: 125%.

"OLD ENGLISH" (Warner's)
BOYD- (2,400), 35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Don't Give Up" (Vitaphone comedy), cartoon,
news. Gross: $17,000. Rating: 95%.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U.A.)
ALDINE— (1.500). 50c to $1.50, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: "Zampa" (U.A. musical short), Terry-toon
cartoon, news. Gross: $12,000. Rating: 80%.

"OUTSIDE THE LAW" (Universal)
EARLE— (2,000). 25c-65c, 6 days. Other attractions:

"His Public" (Vita. Variety), "Divorced Sweethearts"
Pathe comedy, news. Gross: $18,000. Rating: 100%.

"DOORWAY TO HELL' (Warner's)
STANLEY—(3,700), 35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: "The Last Yard" (Rockne Pathe), "Won
by a Neck" (Lloyd Hamilton), news. Gross: $23,000.

Rating: 130%.

"SCARLET PACES" (F. N.)
STANTON— (1,700), 25c-c5c. 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Vitaphone Variety, news, Gross: $9,000. Rat-
ing: 90%.

"WHOOPEE" (U. A.)
KARLTON— (1,0001 40c-50c. Other attractions: Edu-

Realife "Billy"

Opening in K. C.

Gets Only 115%

Kansas City—Realife at the Midland, her-

alded with an extensive advertising cam-
paign, was unable to get Kansas City ex-

cited. After a strong opening, patronage

took a tumble, although cold weather and
the first snow of the year may have had
something to do with the comparatively

slim gross. "Billy, the Kid," the M-G-M
Realife attraction, gave the house $16,675,

or a rating of 115 per cent.

Top honors for the week go to the Up-
town, a suburban first-run house, and the

Pantages, each chalking up a rating of 140

per cent on its respective offerings. "The
Bad Man" gave the Pan $14,000, while

"Modern Madness" brought $8,500 to the

Uptown. "Modern Madness" in reality is

"Wild Company." the picture being given

another title by the theatre for "box-office

reasons," according to the management.
"Old English" was a good draw for the

Royal, which did 130 per cent, or $5,850.

The Newman had an average week with

"Her Wedding Night," which gave the

house $12,500, or a 100 per cent rating. The
Mainstreet didn't do so well with "East Is

West," taking in $13,500, or a rating of 90

per cent.

Estimated takings

:

' "BILLY, THE KID" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S MIDLAND— (4.000). 2Sc-40c. 7 days. Other

attractions: Burton Holmes traveltalk, news. G:oss:
$16,675. Rating: 115%.

"EAST IS WEST" (Universal)

MAINSTREET—(3,067), 35c-60e, 7 days. Other at-
tractions: Rockne Football short, Sportlight. vaude.
Gross: $li.5C0. Rating: 90%.

"OLD ENGLISH" (Warners)

R( lYAL—(900). 25c-60c. 7 days. Other attractions:
"Marry or Else" (Paramount comedy), "Chop Suey"
(cartoon), news. Gross: $5,850. Rating: 130%.

"WILD COMPANY" (Fox)

UPTOWN— (2.200), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: "One Nutty Night" (Pathe comedy), Miekey
Mouse cartoon, news. Gross: $8,500. Rating: 140%.

"THE BAD MAN" (First National)

PANTAGES— (2,190), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: Cartoon, news. F. & M. "Gems and Jams"
Idea. Gross: $14.01)0. Rating: 140%.

"HER WEDDING NIGHT" (Paramount)

NEWMAN— (2.000), 35c-60c. 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: "You're in the Army Now" (comedy). "Cam-
era Trails." news. Gross: $12,500. Rating: 100%.

Claudette Colbert Hurries
Home and Breaks a Law
Boston—The haste of Claudette Colbert

and her husband, Norman Foster, to reach

New York when arriving at this port caused
them to fail to remain aboard the motorship
Chinese Prince, on their return from a three-

months' tour of Europe, until immigration
authorities had passed them. They had de-

parted when the immigration officers looked

for them. Evasion of immigration officers

carries with it a penalty of $1,000 each.

Officials of the steamship company notified

their New York offices to get in touch with
the motion picture actress and her husband,

to report to the New York immigration offi-

cials to comply with regulations.

cational comedy, news. Gross: $10,00(1. Rating: 200%.
"THE SEA COD" (Para.)

ARCADIA -(600) 50c. Other attractions: Pathe
comedy, news. Gross: $4,500. Rating: 90%.

Puny Pills Persist
Providence — Theatre men who

hoped that the first flurry of snow
would remove whatever menace exists
in the miniature golf courses find that
they will have to contend with the
craze all winter. More and more of
the demi-tasse links are being install-

ed in buildings here each week.

Heavy Stage Plug

Shoves 'Liliom' to

Front at Seattle

Seattle—Fox's Fifth Avenue, celebrating

its fourth birthday, took high honors among
fust runs. It was not so much the feature

"Liliom" as it was the public weddings on
the stage each night, plus an elaborate stage

revue, that brought the gross to about $14,-

500 (115%) for the run. Second in the

running came the Seattle Paramount with

Ann Harding featured strongly as "The
Girl of the Golden West." Despite this

star's growing popularity, the picture didn't

go so well with local fans, and reached onlv

about $13,000 for the week (95%).
Other attractions did average business

only. Highest in the second division came
"Old English" at Hamrick's Music Box,
where a gross of around $8,000 was quite

acceptable (125%) but lower than expected

in comparison with the "Disraeli" record

that was set there a few months ago.

"Madam Satan" in its second week at the

Fox took about $9,250 for a rating of 90%.
"Du Barry, Woman of Passion" at the Blue
Mouse was good for about $7,000 (1.10%)
and "Three French Girls" in an extended

run at the Coliseum wound up with about

$2,950. ;95%).

Estimated takings

:

"DU BARRY, WOMAN OF PASSION" (U.A.)
BLUE MOUSE-(950). 25c-35c-50c-75c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, Sportlight,
news. Gross: $7,000. Rating: 110%.

"THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS" (M-G-M)
COLISEUM— (1.850), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days, (extended

run from Fifth Avenue). Other attractions: Mickey
Mouse cartoon (Columbia), news. Gross: $2,950. Rat-
ing: 95%.

"MADAM SATAN" (M.G-M)
FOX— (2,450), 25c-35c-S0c-60c-75c, 7 days, (second

week). Other attractions: Pathe comedy, news, band.
Gross: $9,250. Rating: 90%.

"LILIOM" (Fox)
FOX FIFTH AVENUE—(2,750), 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c,

7 days. Other attractions: Fashion reel (S.R.), news,
Fanchon & Marco's "Modes" idea, weddings on stage
nightly. Gross: $14,500. Rating: 115%.

"OLD ENGLISH" (Warners)
MUSIC BOX—(950), 25c-35c-50c-75c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, news. Gross: $8,000.

Rating: 125%.

"GIRL OF COLDEN WEST" (F. N.)
PARAMOUNT— (3.150). 25c-35c.50c-(>Oc, 7 days.

Other attractions: "At Home" (Paramount comedy),
news, Publix stage revue. Gross: $13,000. Rating:
95%.

Co-op. Concerts Staged
By Unemployed Musicians
Montreal—Unemployed musicians have

organized the Montreal Concert Symphony
Orchestra and are presenting Sunday after-

ip »in concerts in the Orpheum on a co-

operative basis. There are 75 men in the

orchestra. These concerts are in direct com-
petition with the theatres where many of

them formerly were employed.
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New Equipment
Unknown in East

Washington—Turkey is far behind mod-
ernization in many respects, including its

very limited theatre market, where modern
equipment is practically totally unknown
due to low earning capacity of inhabitants

which keeps spending power at such low

ebb exhibitors are unable to amass sufficient

funds for the purchase of new machinery.

The newest installment in the U. S. gov-
ernment's survey of equipment conditions

abroad, which appears weekly in Motion
Picture News, covers the situation in Tur-

key and other countries. Full text follows

:

As yet Turkey is a relatively small market
for the sale of projectors and projection equip-

ment, owing to the very small number of the-

atres in the country. It is estimated that the

total number does not exceed 100, of which 25

are located in Istanbul. In that city there are

five large theatres having a seating capacity

of 800 to 1,200 each. All other theatres are

much smaller in size, having a seating capacity

of only 200 to 600. With the exception of the

leading theatres in Istanbul, Smyrna, and An-
gora, all the other establishments are poorly

and primitively equipped, their owners having

a very little operating capital and being obliged

to use cheap equipment and films. In view of

the low purchasing power of the great major-

ity of the population in the interior, no mod-
ern or large theatres can be established and
operate successfully throughout the greater part

of the country. The majority of the owners of

theatres throughout Turkey operate on a very

small scale, and, in addition, practically all of

them are more or less uninformed concerning

modern motion-picture developments and im-

proved equipment.

Condition Improvement Needed
Increased sales of equipment, as well as the

increase in the number of theatres, are largely

dependent upon an improvement of social, edu-

cational, and economic conditions. Although

it can not be denied that the present govern-

ment has put into application in the course of

the past few years a number of laws and regu-

lations tending to promote the cultural and
social standards of the population, it will un-

doubtedly require considerable time for this

movement to yield the desired results.

Projectors,—Prior to the war, projectors

were supplied largely by French and to a cer-

tain extent by German manufacturers. Among
the French product, Pathe equipment was in-

troduced at the time when the first local thea-

tres were established and enioyed a marked
preference on the market. During the war,

when it was impossible to obtain other than

German and Austrian equipment, the Pathe

lost its former share of the business in pro-

jectors to German firms. Immediately after the

war the Pathe and Gaumont companies re-

sumed their projector sales; later, however,

after the treaty of Lausanne, German trade

with Turkey was reestablished. At the present

time about 50 per cent of the projectors im-

ported are of German make, Goerz. Ernemann,
and A. G. French projectors are mainly Gau-
mont machines. Pathe nroduct having lost in

the course of the past few years their former

popularity. It is generally stated that German
projectors are acquiring increasing popularity,

and their sales are gradually increasing.

Prices Vary According to Buyer

The selling price quoted in Turkey to pur-

chasers of proiectors varies according to im-

portance of individual buyers as well as ac-

cording to payment terms. Of the four types

of German Ernemann projectors supplied, the

Imperator No. 1 and Imperator No. 2 are the

principal individual large types, being quoted

at about $375 and $565. respectively, including

the cost of complete equipment. The Ernemann

New Acoustic Plaster

Winnipeg—The neighborhoods here

have been given a mineral acoustic

treatment, using material called zono-

Hte plaster. Develope d by Canadian

gypsum interests, it is not yet on the

market generally. Zonolite is a min-

eral of the mica family.

Ivinox projector is retailed at $56 to $70. The
Ernemann president, a small theatrical type,

is also sold occasionally.

The prices quoted for other German makes
are more or less in line with those quoted on

Ernemann product. The French Gaumont
projectors are stated to be sold at a slightly

lower price.

German Devices Favored

In a general way, German photographic ap-

paratus has always had the reputation in Tur-
key of being the best, most nrerise. and most
attractive, and to represent the latest achieve-

ments in technical perfection. Moreover, the-

atre owners consider them simpler to operate

and that they run smoother and generally pre-

sent a number of other advantages.
American projectors are practically unknown

on the market. It is reported that just after

the war some four or five American projectors

were imported, but it has not been possible to

learn by whom they are being used at present,

and what the reaction of their owners is with
regard to their operation. One of the above
American projectors is stated to have been sold

at auction in the Turkish customhouse for

$150.

Believe U. S. Apparatus Too High

The consensus is that American projectors

are too expensive for the market and, in addi-

tion, too complicated for the average operator

in this country. Cheapness of price, solidity of

construction, and simplicity of operation are

the dominating factors in the sale of projectors

in Turkey. It is believed by local dealers and
theatre owners that American manufacturers
of projectors would probably not be in a posi-

tion to supply cheap and simple product simi-

lar to German projectors, and that in view of

the few projector sales at the present time,

American manufacturers would probably show
little or no interest in entering the Turkish
field. Furthermore, it is not believed that they

would be disposed to make liberal arrangements
with either an exclusive sales agent or an indi-

vidual dealer.

In the event American manufacturers are in-

terested in the Turkish market, and are able to

furnish projectors and equipment competitive

in price with German products, they should
furnish a supply of adequate descriptive and
illustrative literature, price lists covering the

projectors and spare parts and equipment, and
an outline of the most favorable agency, sales,

and credit terms which they will allow.

Tough to Break In

In view of the fact that the total annual sale

of projectors at present are only about 10 to

15 units, and that these sales are entirely of

the German and French machines, it would be
difficult to induce local agents or dealers to

invest in American projectors which are un-
known locally and which are considered to be
expensive. However, if an expert, aggressive,

reliable and financially responsible agent or

dealer were offered favorable consignment on
credit terms, appropriate advertising allow-

ances, and cooperative assistance by American
manufacturers until American projectors be-

come known and appreciated, it might be pos-

sible to arouse a certain interest in American
product, especially in theatrical types. Prac-
tically all theatres in Turkey own and operate

a single projector. There are four or five the-

atres which have two projectors. By far the

Lack of Culture

Halts Progress
greater proportion of the projectors used in trie

larger Istanbul theatres, as well as in the bet-

ter establishments in the interior, are of the
latest models. Late models are also used to a
certain extent in second and third-class thea-
tres. A certain amount of second-hand equip-
ment, which has been acquired from the larger

local theatres and repaired, may be found in

a number of small theatres, both in Istanbul

and in a number of towns in the interior.

Generators.—With the exception of Istanbul,

which has the largest electric light and power
plant in the country, only four or five other
cities in the country have electric-generating

plants. Theatres in towns where there is no
electric plant have individual motor and dynamo
installations for the production of their electric

and lighting requirements.

Power Problems
The larger theatres in Istanbul and those

towns which have central electric light and
power plants convert the alternating current

to direct current by means of generator sets,

which are supplied largely by the Allgemeine
Elektrizitaets-Gesellschaft, the Siemens-Schu-
kert YVerke, and to a lesser extent by the Ganz
company. The small and poor theatres operate

to a great extent with the alternating city cur-
rent, using cheap transformers merely to re-

duce the voltage to their own requirements.
This procedure is due to the low purchasing
power of owners of small theatres, who can
not afford generator sets for conversion of

alternating into direct current. The result is,

of course, bad projection.

The German generator sets are supplied from
consignment stocks of the local branches of

the German companies, which extend liberal

credit and also sell their equipment to local the-

atre owners on installment plans. The German
product enjoys great popularity and are given
ready preference. They are generally consid-

ered to be of satisfactory quality, of solid con-

struction, and cheap in price. Considering these

factors, as well as the fact that they are ob-
tainable at favorable payment terms from local

stocks, and that, on the other hand, American
generator sets are practically unknown and be-

lieved to be too expensive for local require-

ments, interested parties expressed the opinion

that it would be extremely difficult to develop
any worthwhile business in American genera-
tor sets. At any rate, it would be difficult to

induce local dealers in electrical appliances to

invest in American generators on a direct pur-

chasing basis. In the event of low prices and
liberal credit terms, local agents might possi-

bly evince an interest in American generator
sets, but even under such conditions only very
small business in the sets may be expected.

Arc Lamps and Screens.—It is estimated that

about 75 per cent of all theatres in Turkey
use mirror-reflector arc lamps. By far the

greatest majority, probably 90 per cent, use

white linen screens, the other establishments

projecting their pictures on the stage wall.

Visual Education Nil

Visual education.—All matters pertaining to

public education are governed by the Ministry

of Public Instruction in Angora, which is

represented in the various Provinces by di-

rectors of public instruction attached to pro-
vincial governments.
The use of motion pitures and other mediums

of visual education in the various educational

institutions of Turkey is extremely uncom-
mon. The equipment of the majority of Turk-
ish schools is rather primitive, while advanced
and modern methods of instruction are almost
entirely lacking. Motion pictures, however, are

occasionally projected in the colleges and uni-

versity at Istanbul, but even in those insti-

tutions there is no regular or systematic pro-
gram of visual education.

( Continued on paqe 4'i I
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U. S. Projectors

Not Employed in

French Morocco
{Continued from preceding page)

Four makes of projectors are employed by
cinema owners in French Morocco. They are,

in order of importance, Gaumont, Ernemann,
Pathe, and Aubert. The following sales prices

are quoted at Casablanca for those machines
equipped with double projectors and complete :

Gaumont, $470 ; Ernemann, $860 ; Pathe and
Aubert, $310.

In spite of its high price, the Ernemann
projector is greatly liked. That make and the

Gaumont are easily the favorites, on account
of the ease with which they can be taken
apart and put together. Those projectors give

a clear picture and are equipped with double
projection heads and one lantern for the two
projectors, the change of projectors being regu-
lated automatically.

The French Moroccan market is a small

one, there being only 40 theatres in all, and
of these six are controlled by the firm of

Xiberras, of Algiers, which purchases all its

equipment direct from the manufacturers. The
cinema owners, therefore, are in the habit of

buying direct in France or Germany, and there

does not exist in French Morocco any dealers

specializing in motion-picture equipment.
Nearly all cinemas are equipped with an

extra projector in case of accidents. As a

general rule, the equipment is old. dated on
the average about four years back. Cinemas are

popular but are run on cheap lines, the seating

accommodations and material comfort being
poor on account of the lack of competition.

No American projectors are at present in use

in French Morocco.
Generators.—The Thungar (French) trans-

former is the most popular. It is equipped with
two mercury lamps and is sold fullv equipped
for $70. The lamps last about 1,000 hours, and
cost $10 each. No high-itensity and mirror arc

lamps are used.

Screens.—The screens consist merely of a

whitewashed cloth, or, in the cheaper cinemas,
the whitewashed wall is deemed sufficient.

Visual Education.—All schools in French Mo-
rocco come under the Direction General de
l'lnstruction Publique at Rabat. The question

of visual education has been discussed, but so

far nothing has been done in any of the

schools, which are all public and run by the

Protectorate authorities. Should any steps be
taken in that direction, it is practically certain

that only French equipment would be purchased.

Projectors.—In the Tangier consular district,

comprising the International and Spanish Zones
of Morocco, there are 8 or 10 theatres, four

of which are situated in Tangier. The pro-
jecting machines used are Gaumont, Ernemann,
and one American machine. Foreign projectors

are available at Casablanca (French zone) and
in Spain at Seville, Madrid, and Barcelona.

American projectors, of which there are only
two in the district, were imported direct from
the United States through an American citizen.

It is reported that the price paid at the time

(a few years ago) was $1,175 each. No Ameri-
can projectors are on sale in Morocco.
The two foreign makes in use are said to

be giving satisfaction, their simplicity of mech-
anism making them popular in a country where
Moors are used as operators. The Ernemann
projector, in spite of its higher cost, is found
in half the theatres of the district.

In the French zone, projectors are equipped
with double posts and one lantern for the

two projectors, the change from the one ma-
chine to the other being operated automatically.

In Tangier and the Spanish zone, the sing !e-

post type is used exclusively, requiring a short

interval between parts. On one occasion only

double posts were imported into Ceuta for the

running of an American film, owing to tke

le-igth of that production.

"George V Alberf
Shaw and Einstein are to appear on

the radio the same night. At last a
little competition for "Amos V
Andy"!—A'. Y. Sun.

It is not believed that there are any local

dealers who would be interested in handling
projectors. The market is small, and with
stocks in Casblanca and Spain, the local demand
is fully and speedily satisfied. Cinema owners
are in the habit of writing to those sources, or

even direct to manufacturers.
Nearly all cinemas are equipped with an

extra projector in case of emergency. As a
rule, projectors are old, but it is understood
that this situation is rapidly bettering itself,

foreign companies, like Gaumont, taking back
old projectors and supplying new ones for a
rea«^nahle cash difference.

Generaly speaking, the equipment of cinemas
in Morocco is lacking in comfort and luxury,

based on American standards. This is due in

part to the fact that they cater principally to

Moors with a low purchasing power, which
element is by far the most important com-
mercially. In Tangier two of the houses, oper-

ated in conjunction with casinos, are run more
to attract patrons to the main establishments

than to make a direct profit.

The two American projectors employed in

Tangier are said to be the best in the city.

They have two inconveniences, however : they

are relatively costly, and in case of a break-
down requiring a change of parts it is neces-

sary to write to the United States.

Generators.—Transformers are not required
in the international zone, where there is a

direct current of 110 volts. No high-intensity

and mirror arc lamps are used.
Screens.—Screens always consist of a white-

washed cloth.

Visual Education.—Schools in the interna-

tional and Spanish zones have done nothing
on the question of visual education. In Tangier
the chief school is under the Direction General
de l'lnstruction Publique at Rabat, and, were
steps taken to develop that form of education,

French equipment would undoubtedly be pur-
chased-

Liberia Offers

Small Market
The market in Liberia for projectors and

other equipment is very small. There are no
sales agents for equipment, and the possibilities

for the sale of such equipment are at present

very remote. There are five projectors in the

entire country, four of which are American
made (one a portable projector) and the fifth

French made. Except for the portable pro-

jector, used by an American company upon
its plantations, they are old models. White
cloth sheets are used for screens.

There are no real theatres, but a theatre to

seat about 300 was recently constructed by a

Liberian association in Monrovia. Indifferent

motion pictures are occasionally shown in the

public halls of the larger towns.

Apparently the difficulty in Liberia with the

business is the comparatively small number of

people to patronize shows. No census has ever
been taken of the population of Liberia, but

it is estimated to consist of 1.200,000 uncivilized

natives in the interior, 50,000 slightly civilized

natives forming the fringe of the civilized

coastal settlements, 12,000 civilized negroes,

principally Americo-Liberians or their descend-

ants, and 500 whites.

Except in Monrovia and the rubber planta-

tions, there is no electricity in the country.

During the past three years, there have been

only two exhibitions for educational purposes.
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Camera Market

Shifts Rapidly

In South Africa

Projectors.—Nearly all the theatres in the

larger towns of South Africa are equipped with
two projectors. The greatest number of the-

atres, however, are in small communities where
only one projector suffices. The equipment in

the larger towns is quite modern but the great
majority of projectors located in small theatres

are very old. The amount of business done does

not warrant the installation of new machines
as long as the old ones will continue to func-

tion. Practically all of the newer types of

projectors in use give good service.

Generators.—There is a small demand for

generator sets. Most of the sets in use are of

American make.
Arc Lamps and Screens.—The great major-

ity of theatres in South Africa use mirror-
reflector arc lamps. The high-intensity arc is

not favored on account of the high cost of

running.

Screens in use in South Africa are usually

of linen with a coating of paint or other re-

flecting substance. In a large number of small
theatres the picture is projected simply upon
the white plaster wall of the building.

Visual Education.—Visual education has not

yet taken hold in South Africa in the public

schools, but there is a steady increase in the

use of both cameras and projectors for ama-
teur and business purposes. A number of busi-

ness men in Johannesburg use projectors in

their offices to demonstrate manufacturing
processes and products and are finding this

method of greatest benefit to their sales.

In the last two or three years there has
been a decided shifting in the camera market
of South Africa. Until 1926 practically .all

cameras and supplies imported were solely for

still pictures. Several sporadic attempts had
been made to introduce various kinds of mo-
tion-picture or semi-motion-picture cameras,
hut the first popular appeal to the amateur
public came late in 1925. For a long time this

was confined entirely to the larger cities, and
it has only been within the past six months or

a year that any particular interest has been
shown in the country districts. At the present

time, though, merchants are receiving fairly

substantial orders in the country districts of

the Transvaal and the Orange Free State, as

well as from Rhodesia. Sales have been most
erratic. At times for two or three months large

purchases have been made, only to be followed

by an abrupt slump in the market. There has
apparently been no cause for any changes, which
have been purely sopradic and not seasonal in

any respect.

Cameras.—At the present time there are

four American outfits in the market. There
are also two German machines already well

entrenched in the market. Pathe has main-
tained a high selling average, holding over 60
per cent of the total sales.

It is estimated that bv 1929 the Pathe in-

creased its sales from six to eight times over

the 1925 sales. American machines have also

made very substantial increases, but not in

the same proportion, due almost entirely to

price considerations. The lowest-priced Ameri-
can camera on the market sells for £17 ($83).

A very popular American product sells for ap-

proximately £31 ($151). The Zeiss sells for

£20 ($97) with a 3.5 lens.

Projectors.—Projectors sell in approximately
the same ratio as cameras. The only important

projector at present on the market, aside from
the American products, is the Pathe, which
retails at £8 ($42^. American projectors re-

tail from £20 ($97) with resistance up to

£85 ($414). A very popular standard Ameri-
can machine retails at £22 ($107).

{Continued on next page)
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Egyptians Want

U. S. Equipment;

High Price Bar
{Continued from prcceeding page)

Projectors.—Three makes of projectors are
used extensively in Egypt today, the Krupp-
Ernemann, the Gaumont, and the Pathe. Up
until a few years ago the French makes en-

tirely dominated the market, but lately the

Ernemann projector has been increasing in

popularity, gradually replacing the old French
models which pass out of use. At present it

is estimated that 60 per cent of the total num-
ber of projectors employed are Gaumont, 30
per cent Ernemann, and 10 per cent Pathe.
The local selling prices of the French pro-

jectors range from $200 to $400. whereas those
of the German maker run from $500 to $600.
The French projectors secured the domina-

tion of the market because they were the first

to be introduced, were actively represented, and
enjoyed the reputation of being easy to oper-
ate. Their prices were also most attractive.

Furthermore, the local representatives were
well stocked with spare parts and replacement
equipment. Despite its somewhat higher price,

however, the German make has come into rapid

prominence, especially among the larger and
better theatres. The Gaumont projectors have
the reputation of requiring spare parts after

about a year, whereas the Ernemann is consid-

ered stronger, seldom requiring replacement
parts, and being steadier in operation at high
speed.

General commission merchants importing al-

so for their own account would probably be
willing to handle such American projectors
and equipment as would compete with the

Ernemann in price, quality, and payment terms.
The local agent for Ernemann is understood
to receive most of his goods on consignment.
Gaumont has its own branch in Alexandria,
and Pathe offers payment facilities (90 days)
to its agent.

An American make and the Pathe home
projectors are now on sale in Egypt. It is felt

that other makes would have considerable dif-

ficulty in securing a foothold, as those two
have special organizations and offer facilities

with which few dealers would care to endeavor
to compete in so small a potential market.
On the whole, the demand for the theatrical

types is also a small one. In the Port Said
district there are no equipment dealers, and suf-

ficient business could not be done to make an
agency profitable.

Only the very best theatres in Cairo and
Alexandria have more than one projector, and
the maximum is two. About 20 per cent of

the total are, however, fitted with double con-

nected projectors, mostly of the Gaumont type.

The four houses in Port Said carry only one

projector each, but keep a spare in readiness

for emergency use.

In Port Said all the projectors are now of

the latest models, whereas in Ismailia and Sue2

they are mostly of the old types. In Cairo, Alex-
andria, and elsewhere the majority (around 70

per cent) of the projectors in use are still of

the old French types, as above mentioned.

These are gradually being replaced by the

latest Ernemann types.

No American projectors are used in the the-

atres in Egypt at present. It is understood that

immediately after the war a few American
projectors were imported from France, but

that the importer was unable to dispose of

them, as he had no stock of spare parts. Al-

though local dealers are prepared to believe

that American projectors are superior to the

makes already on sale, they feel that it would
be very difficult to introduce them successfully

if the prices and terms were not competitive

with the Ernemann.
Generators.—Very few generator sets are

used in Egypt to convert alternating to direct

current. Most of those in use are old and of

German make. Owing to cheaper initial cost,

cinema owners employ transformers and rec-

tifiers instead of generator sets in general. The
French Delmo and Astra transformers and the

Thompson-Houston Tunger rectifier are most
popular. They sell at $170, $225, and $150,
respectively. No American generator sets have
ever been introduced. Although the market is

not very large, it is believed that if the initial

cost of the sets were not too high it would be

possible to find some demand for them, as the

transformers and rectifiers now in use are not
found entirely satisfactory, wearing out rapidly.

Arc Lamps and Screens.—Local theatres em-
ploy, in general, mirror-reflector arc lamps up
to 50 amperes. The screens used are all of

white canvas or plaster, locally made.
Visual Education*—All matters pertaining

to education are controlled by the ministry of

education, which can purchase such educational

film as it wishes. The censorship of ordinary
films is under the supervision of the Ministry
of Interior.

Visual education was started about a year
ago in the government secondary schools by
the ministry of education, and has produced
very favorable results. It is to be recalled, of

course, that the percentage of literacy in Egypt
is not over seven per cent and that in the out-

lying districts visual education is unknown.

U. S. Portables

Used by Missions

In East Africa

Canary Islands

Market Limited
The demand for amateur cameras and pro-

jectors is small in the Canary Islands, prin-

cipally because the purchasing power of the

people is small. There is a market available,

however, and the possibilities of some sales to

tourists passing through the islands.

The chief imports of cameras and projectors

are from France and Germany, in the order
named. Local preference for both projectors
and cameras has been for the French products.
The low selling price and the advertising car-

ried on have accomplished this.

The purchasing power of the people of the

Canary Islands, comparatively, is far less than
in the United States, and the standard of living
is generally much lower. This results in fewer
purchases of such articles as cameras and pro-
jectors, and what purchases are made are con-
sidered from the price standpoint more than
from a quality one.

The Pathe baby projector is found in gen-
eral sale in the West Canary Island mar-
ket, and also the Guyer (German) projector.
Cameras of both makes are not common.
There is more interest in projectors for use

in the homes, and the fact that the Pathe films
can be purchased retail for four pesetas for those
in French and eight pesetas for those in Span-
ish influences their sale. An undeveloped film

for the Pathe camera costs 7.50 pesetas ($1.25)
for three rolls of 10 meters each.
The great majority of projectors are of the

hand-operated type. The local electric service
is of 110-volt direct current in the capital, with
J10 volts, alternating, in some of the interior

towns.

The Pathe baby projectors are found in a
number of the retail stores, such as those that
sell photograph supplies, musical instruments,
optical goods, and even textiles. They are
purchased direct from France, the Pathe people
refusing to appoint a representative in the
island. The Guyer is represented by one of
the photography supply stores. A great deal
of advertising in the local papers and in win-
dow displays is carried on by the stores carry-
ing the French products.

It is felt that a strong advertising campaign
might prove of value in placing movie cameras
and projectors on the market.
The Pathe Company is giving the local deal-

ers 60 days, and the same is true of the Ger*
man company. Local dealers, in turn, sell to
the public on the installment plan. It is felt

that the above terms would have to be met
to be able to compete.

There are only about seven theatres in Brit-

ish East Africa, of which five are in Kenya

Colony and Protectorate (three in Nairobi and

two in Mombasa), one in Zanzibar, and one

in Dar-es-Salaam, Tanganyika territory. A
theatre formerly existed in Kampala, Uganda,

but this was destroyed by fire not long ago

and has not been reopened. The owners of

the Alexandra, Nairobi, the Royal Cinema.

Zanzibar, and one of the Mombasa theatres

have erected a new cinema in Dar-es-Salaam,

and there is also a project, not yet under

way, for the erection of a new theatre in

Nairobi.

Projectors—The Theatre Royal, Nairobi,
has recently purchased two new Kalee double-

lamp houses, mirror-arc projectors, costing

£200 apiece in England, That theatre is be-

lieved to be the only one in British East
Africa having more than one projector. The
Lyric, Nairobi, has a Gaumont projector which
has been in use for about 10 years.

Some time ago, while holding an exhibi-

tion for a small audience of Indians, this

result of which the regular programs at the

theatre had to be suspended for a week while

the projector was being repaired. All the other

theatres in British East Africa use Pathe
projectors, and practically all of them are old

machines. There are also about 15 American
portable proj ectors used by the Church of

England and Italian Roman Catholic mission-

ary societies in British East Africa to attract

natives to their meetings.

The manager of the Theatre Royal is inter-

ested in considering an American machine if

the price is right, and, as most of the other

projectors in use are old ones, consideration

would undoubtedly be given by other theatres

to the purchase of American projectors, either

now or in the not too far distant future, if

their advantage over machines now in use is

clearly demonstrated and the price satisfactory.

There are no dealers in British East Africa
handling projectors or other equipment of the-

atrical type. Material of that sort is ordered
directly by the owners or managers of the

theatres, and the demand is not sufficient to

interest dealers.

Generators.—Alternating current is in use in

the district. The sale of American generator

sets to convert alternating current to direct

current would again depend on price and ad-

vantages to be gained therefrom.

Arc Lamps and Screens.—High-intensity and
reflector arc lamps are in general use in local

theatres. The Theatre Royal, Nairobi, has a

Bulman fabric screen, but the screens in gen-

eral use are canvas screens of local manu-
facture.

Visual Education.—The director of educa-

tion is in charge of matters pertaining to edu-

cation in each of the British East African

colonies and protectorates. As yet, however,
practically nothing has been done in the way
of education by motion pictures, although, as

already indicated, they are used by some of the

missions, which also conduct schools, to attract

the natives. A well-known American explorer

and photographer files one copy of all his films

with the Kenya Government as a record, but

those films have not been shown to any extent.

Local dealers who have agencies for amateur
picture cameras have held local small exhibi-

tions of pictures taken with those cameras in

order to interest the purchasing public, and
some of the exhibitions have been held for

school children.
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GOD knows there is no reason to scorn the

new owners of Hollywood for their dull

performances and their stupid rules. When
our highest political office is surrounded by secret

commissions and a suave public relations counsel

group, when everything from the oil industry,

with its Petroleum Institute, to independent gro-

cers, have some organized medicine show to

make the public aware of anything but the sim-

plest facts of life, there is no reason why film

producers shouldn't give their support to the

great pastime of keeping the consumer happy

and ignorant. But I happen to believe that the

movie is a major art form. There is ample proof

that Hollywood does afford able men and women,
and it is irksome to realize they haven't a fight-

ing chance to work. Before their work gets

through the mill it gets smeared somewhere.

Propaganda, rules of any kind arbitrarily en-

forced, are anathema to genuine art.

If movie patrons overnight became as toler-

ant as Jefferson, if the women's club-houses

became groves of Daphne and the censors died

of apoplexy, it still would be difficult in pres-

ent circumstances for one writer and one direc-

tor and a group of actors to get their work
through the factory without a gadget hooked

on or a spoke taken out by their owners. It

seems to be an immutable law of art that form,

ecstacy and dignity grow in inverse proportion

to the number of patrons sheltered under one

banner. A public utility director is very likely

to be an art patron and the chances are that

his preferred stock will go to some huge mau-

soleum of art at his death. He himself is not

responsible for the absurd announcements his

companies send to the public, the eulogies on

how science is making our land a paradise of

comfort—he doesn't sign his name, it's "the

company." One pants presser is always sus-

ceptible to pressure. Once in a while one of his

directors might break through. But fifty own-

ers, far away banking control, offer a machine

barrier that quenches all fire to some extent

before it is properly kindled. The best of our

future film productions are likely to have at

least one banal episode. But it is no peculiar

fault of Hollywood. It happens to be the re-

sult of the very framework of finance as it is

built today. Our national crest has come to be

a slightly tarnished eagle oyer a share of pre-

ferred stock.

—

Lorenta in Cinema.

Ttietj say

On June 15, Jocelyn Lee, the movie
actress, and Luther Reed, the director,

were married in Agua Caliente.

About a week ago Jocelyn Lee filed

an answer and cross-complaint for di-

vorce. She asked custody of their two
children.

Well—that's Hollywood! Or one of

those things that happen once in a
lifetime.—/V. Y. News.

* * *

While making a picture a director was an-

noyed by one of the male leads. This actor,

a former chorus boy, would end every one of

his scenes with a hand-on-the-hip movement.

The director couldn't make him do otherwise

and not wishing his picture to be spoiled he

ran to the office of the general manager.

"I'm sorry," replied the director, "but you'll

have to get rid of that pansy. Else I can't go
on with the picture."

"Don't worry," replied the manager, "every-

thing will be all right. You return to the lot

and that will be taken care of."

The director, highly pleased, slowly walked

to the set. On the way he met a fellow direc-

tor who called him aside.

"Say," he said, "I've just come from the

general manager's office. Do you know what
he called me for? He asked me what a pansy

was!"

—

Skolskv in A'. Y. News.
* * *

/( is interesting to learn thai American
producers are making talkies in foreign

languages. They may eventually be per-

suaded to do one in English.—London
Humorist.

Getting Personal
He's a famous star and is now mar-

ried to a rich Park Avenue woman.
His first marriage was also his first

big love, and when it began everybody
thought it would last forever. So did

he. The first wife was a musical com-
edy favorite who was cute and sweet
and should have stayed that way in-

stead of trying to learn as much about
Manhattan night life as she could.

Finally they drifted apart and were
divorced. He took her second mar-
riage very hard, but recovered as most
men do and finally found a charming
companionship in his present union.
But there has always been a hangover
feeling for the girl of his youth and
he still worries about her.

What nobody except his business
manager and a few intimate friends
know is that the last time his ex-wife
was in the Far East with an alleged
wealthy, new husband, they went
broke and in desperation they cabled
to the movie star for help. He not
only paid their bills, but helped them
to get back here. The Englishman is

working for a mediocre salary and the
movie star is too much the thorough-
bred ever to make him uncomfortable
about his financial obligations. By this
time the sweet little one has probably
learned that she threw away the big-
gest thing in her life when she walked
out on her actor husband.

—

N. Y.
Graphic.

H c

,l of fame and wealth, can be unnecessarily
cruel, until, at times the unfortunate victim of
her jibes and gossip seems pursued by a per-
sonal jinx that touches each climax of life.

It must seem that way to Lina Basquette.
Hollywood has never been kind to Lina, even

in her influential days as the wife of Sam War-
ner. Even in the days when she was the po-
tentially sensational candidate for the glory that

Cecil de Mille can build. And certainly not
now.

—

Motion Picture Classic.

* * *

Joseph Mankieweicz, who in leaner
days used to write for the papers, has
christened his new Hollywood man-
sion "Option Downs."

—

Los Angeles
Herald.

* * *

Though I've known Jim Tally for a
number of years, I learned only today
that he has an 18-year-old son. The boy
is zvorking in the cutting room at Uni-
versal. Carl Laemmlc, Jr., got him the
job.

By the way, Tully predicts that Jack
Gilbert's new picture, "Way For a Sail-
or," will be a big hit. The two erstwhile
opponents are very thick now.—Carroll

in Los Angeles Herald.

THERE'S a domestic rift about to occur in

the home of one of filmdom's most popu-

lar sheiks. His wife, who helped him climb

from obscurity to a rich job, says she could

manage the struggle, but she can't stand the

heights. It seems that he's so handsome and
so nice the Hollywood girls can't let him alone,

and he forgets he is married and the father of

two children. He is afflicted with what is

known in California as wandering feet—has

a habit of visiting actresses when he has left

word at home that he is taking a singing les-

son. In a way, it wasn't entirely his fault. He
was married before he was through school, and
has had to struggle all these years with no
time for romance and no money for pleasure.

It's hard on his wife.

He is quite keen on a well known blonde star

with a director husband, and while she poses

as one of the sweetest little ingenues in the

business, she hasn't been unwilling to see

the married boy friend quite frequently. His

wife admits she can't stand much more and

while all her friends are advising her to stick

it out, she is inclined to ask for an open break,

and that wouldn't be helpful to his career. If

he should ever marry that blonde he'd be out

of luck. Her type in dozen lots isn't worth his

charming, intelligent wife.

—

N. Y. Graphic

Claud H. Thompson of the Kansas
City Star doesn't believe the report of

the recent theft of $200,000 in jewels

from Mrs. Eddie Cantor. Because if it

were true, Eddie would have written

a book about it.

—

N. Y. Post.

John Gilbert has gone just a little hay-wire

in refusing to see the press just at a time when
he needs their good will as he never needed

it before. He has not granted an interview,

or posed for a set of new pictures since before

his trip to Europe. It is all right for Greta

Garbo to hide out in seclusion. But

—

Anyway, so rabid is Jack on the subject of

press men that he arrived, turned on his heel

and walked out on a stag dinner party given

by one of his most intimate friends, when he

caught sight of a local newspaper man who
was also a guest.

On the other hand, of course, what this

forever-talking town takes for high-hat aver-

sion may, on investigation, turn out to be an

effort to bend backward and not solicit favor-

able notices on his "comeback."

—

M. P. Classic.

Rough Host
Hollywood—A prominent leading

man invited some of the boys whose
options had expired over to his Bev-
erly Hills home for a party. Later in

the evening or early in the morning
the gang still remained around the lit-

tle bar which adorned the room.
Finally things got to such a state that

the host had to use tear bombs to get

the fellows out. What price courtesy?
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MR. HAYS must not be around the office

much these days. For the second time in

one week a satirical piece slipped under the

wire. It is called, for no reason at all, "The
Way of All Men." Sloppy direction lets it fall

to pieces but it has, for a movie, a new basic

idea. It is, simply, that men faced with one
hour to live may rise to noble heights, but if

released at the end of their sentence naturally

will return to their easy cut-throating ways.
Naturally the producers could not allow the

hero to regain his senses after he has been
cooped in a Hooded saloon with his show-girl
sweeties and leave her for the attractive, in-

telligent and young daughter of his employer.
He rushes the girl to the city hall as soon as

the doors open, but. despite the blunt writing
and direction and the mediocre work of Doug-
las Fairbanks, Jr., you have an uneasy feeling

after all the snouting is over that the author
was taking a sideswipe at religion and that, in

the movies, Mr. Hays, is heresy.

—

Judge

Mrs. Ernst Lubitsch took a poke at

Ernst the other day by way of enliven-

ing Hollywood, but we won't really

know what her prospects are until she
meets Jim Tullv in at least a ten-round
bottt.—N. Y. Post

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is faced with the

danger that threatens every movie actor in

Hollywood who suddenly achieves prominence.
"The Dawn Patrol" * * * saw young Doug
leap to fame by a magnificent performance
with which he completely stole the show from
Richard Barthelmess and a fine cast, and as

soon as the Warner Brothers realized that they
had a new star on their hands they set about
to stuff him into as many films as possible

while the fickle public were all hopped up over
the youngster.

—

Evans*in Life

Discussing a certain Hollywood
celebrity whose rapid rise has gone
to her head rather conspicuously,
Eddie Quillan said to his director,

Russell Mack: "Yeah, she's so swell-
headed she needs Grandeur film for
her close-ups."

—

Screenland

Studio Secrets

The last scene of "The Royal Fam-
ily" was about to be shot at the Para-
mount New York studio when the
make-up woman, thinking that Ina
Claire was finished with the tray,
started to leave.

"Come back here with that tray,"

ordered Miss Claire. "I'm not finished
yet."

"Oh, I'm so sorry," apologized the
woman. "I thought you were through."
Whereupon the actress snapped:

"You mustn't think; you're very, very
apt to be wrong."

A Pipe Dream?
There is the one that a returned

song writer tells that happened in the

lobbv of Grauman's Chinese Theatre

on the evening of one of those Holly-

wood super-openings.
A young lad. a celebrity seeker, ap-

oroached movie stars with pen and

book to collect their autographs. The
first star the boy went up to was Will

Rogers. While Mr. Rogers was sign-

ing his name, the kid, his eyes poo-

ping, exclaimed : "Gee, it must be

treat to be a famous star like you.

How do you feel?"
Rogers merely signed his name and

smiled at the youngster. The ques-

tion was too inane to warrant an an-

swer.
The next star the kid apnroached

was John Barrymore. While Mr. Bar-
rvmore was signing, the kid asked him
the same foolish question. Barrymore
also ignored it.

The third movie star the youngster
went up to was Buddy Rogers. While
Buddy was carefullv scrawling his

name into the book, the kid said: "Gee,
it must be great to be a famous star

like you. How do you feel?"

Rogers looked at the youngster, and
with much sincerity, replied: "Some-
times I think it must be a dream."

—

N. Y. News.

THE talkies and the stage are now so nearly

alike in their requirements that actors and
actresses move rapidly in both directions.

Former screen favorites planning to act on the

stage this fall are Mary Pickford, Colleen Moore,
Lya de Putti, Vilma Banky and Rod La Rocque.
As salaries in the talkies are so much higher, it

is safe to assume that most of those returning to

the legitimate drama have been obliged to take

the step because of waning screen popularity. A
few are foreign actors and actresses imported
during the era of the silent pictures, and now
suddenly obliged to try to cure themselves of
their foreign accent.

Perhaps this emphasizes the element of truth
in George Bernard Shaw's recent lament that

______ "the poor old theatre is done for" and may
survive only "as a place where people are
taught to act." That the poor old theatre is

completely done for we cannot believe; the re-

ports of its death have been exaggerated too
often. But it is at least clear by now that the

threat of the talkies is both a real and a grow-
ing one. A year or more ago those critics who
maintained that the talking pictures were even
more puerile on the average than their silent

predecessors could show a good deal of plausi-

ble evidence to support their contention, but
since that time there has been remarkable im-
provement both in technical resources and in

the use of those resources by directors. It is

true that the stage still has advantages (that

of the direct contact of the actor with his

audience is one which the talkies will never
capture), but the talkies, on their side, already
have great technical superiorities over the stage.

They have, to begin with, nearly every advan-
tage the silent pictures had—of unlimited out-

door action, real galloping horses, speeding lo-

comotives, automobiles, airplanes, ships, mob
and battle scenes, natural scenery instantane-

ously shiftable, unusual "angles," enlargement
and selection of physical detail—plus not only
the voice and natural sounds as on the stage,

but the free manipulation of sounds—to portray,

for example, the mental state of a character.

As the public can see the talkies for approxi-
mately one-fifth of what it pays for orchestra
seats on Broadway, the future of the ordyiary
commercial theatre does not seem particularly

bright.

THE biggest surprise to us in this talkie

era is the way million-dollar productions

have been living up to advance notices. "All
Quiet on the Western Front" turned out to

be, as advertised, uncompromising, unforget-
table—on an epic scale. "The King of Jazz"
was dazzling, even though it may have been
short on spontaneity and humor. "Hell's An-
gels," the talkies' first great spectacle, looks

like four million dollars. And now comes
"Whoopee," which has real pace and constant
humor, against a magnificent background—the

first talkie musical comedy in which the pro-
ducers have several things to show for their

money.

—

Motion Picture
* * *

Greta Garbo, the aloof, zvho never
goes or is seen anywhere, zvas not so

Jona ago one of the qreatest hounds for
"publeecitee" in Hollyzvood. ez'cn to the
extent of appearing in track suit and
boxing gloves.—Modern Screen Magazine

* * *

A certain movie star in Hollywood
owns the controlling interest in one
of our smartest dress-making estab-
lishments—but she insists on keeping
her business venture a secret.

"Why not?" she shrugs. "My di-
vorced husband's new sweethearts are
my best customers. I can't take any
chances with all that trade."

—

Motion
Picture Classic

Two factors, it is true, seriously limit the
competition of the talkies with the stage, as

they limited that of the silent screen. The first

of these is the commercial need to reach the

lowest common intellectual denominator of a
great mass audience ; the second is a drastic

and stupid censorship. Yet the recent appear-
ance of "All Quiet," "Journey's End," "The
Love Parade," "The Man from Blankley's" and
"Holiday" shows that it is possible for intelli-

gent or sophisticated pictures to emerge even
under these conditions. And the intellectual

level of the average stage play, it should not
be forgotten, is not distressingly high. If the

legitimate stage is to survive (as we think it

will), it will have to appeal to a more intelli-

gent audience than the talkies and it will have
to take much greater commercial risks. In
brief, it will have to become "experimental,"
to bear much the same relation to the talkies

as such an institution as the Theatre Guild was
originally intended to bear to the ordinary

commercial theatre on Broadway.

—

The Xation.

As far as the great American pub-
lic is concerned—and by that I mean
taking into full consideration the
small towns and suburbs, not merely
the first runs in big cities—neither
Greta Garbo or Clara Bow are entitled
to leadership honors in the race for
premiere feminine screen honors. It

will surprise the film colony to know
that this honor is now about equally
divided between Norma Shearer and
Janet Gaynor.

—

Film Mercury, Holly-
wood.
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Before the "Mike"

In N* Y* Studios

ALF GOULDING, director at the Warner
Platbush studio, is responsible for the coin-

age of a new expression. When he wishes to

instill more pep, vigor, etc., into the action he
yells "Get the bubble," which may sound silly,

but seems to get results. Thelma White, sister

of Marjorie White, Fox star ; Billy Wayne
and John Patrick were the latest to "get the
bubble" in a comedy "Last But Not Leased,"
written by Weare Holbrook.

* * *

Listen my children and you shall hear of a

songwriter who, with others, last year, went
to the coast to write songs called themes, with
salaries higher than in all their dreams, of hard
times that came alas and alack, of most of
those boys who had to come back, while this

one writer, Herman Ruby by name, in his spare
time learned the Vitaphone game, and now
while his former co-songwriters feel so out-of-
sorts. Herman is here, for Warners, writing
shorts.

* * *

Having directed Eric Dressier, Broadway
stage star in two successful Vitaphones, Arthur
Hurley was again selected to handle the now-
extinct megaphone (extinct perhaps to all but

Rudy Vallee) in a new short, written by Bur-
net Hershey under the genteel title of "The
Lady Killer," the story dealing with the ad-
ventures of a ventriloquist and his dummy.
Shirley Palmer and Thelma White supported
Dressier.

* * *

// you think that directing grand opera is a
cinch, ask Roy Mack, who was assigned to

direct a Vitaphone involving the "death scene"
from "Romeo and Juliet," with Cliarles

Hackett and Rosa Low singing the title roles.

By a strange co-incidence the same scene was
enacted with Ina Claire as Juliette in the re-

cently-completed Paramount production, "The
Royal Family."

* * *

Sunday may mean golf, tennis, fishing, or
church, according to the extent of one's religi-

ous fervor, but to most of the Paramount New
York studio gang last Sunday meant what
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday (we
could easily have said "week," but this way
helps complete a column faster especially when
one has a theatre engagement), Friday and
Saturday means to hoi polloi—Work. Every
department was represented when the Clara
Bow picture under Frank Tuttle's direction
necessitated labor on the Sabbath due to the
fact that there was no time to lose, the cast

having to entrain for the coast. Others also

had to be on hand for stills of Miriam Hop-
kins for exploitation and publicity on "Fast and
Loose," Miss Hopkins, being forced, by cir-

cumstances, in the form of her new play, "The
King's Automobile," which was scheduled for
an out-of-town try-out, to "look at the birdie,"

"smile please" and other such repartee synony-
mous with the business of taking photos.

* * *

An Easterner, brand new to pictures, ap-
proached his boss, zvho has fought and died
for Paramount here and in Hollywood for un-
told years, with a sad and troubled mien. The
Clara Bow unit had just arrived to take some
exteriors. Where, asked the neophite, did those
western barbarians get their uncouth ways?
It seems that when Assistant Director George
Yohalem wanted his camera and sound men to

start he called "Sync 'em and turn 'em." At
the New York studios assistant directors bel-

loiv a chaste "Switch." This effete East.

PINCUS

Public Apathy

Dooming Talker

Remake Policy

Hollywood—Talker remakes of silent ver-

sions will be hard to recognize hereafter if

plans proposed by the various studios are

carried out. The public apparently doesn't

want the remakes of films they have seen

before, so they are not going to the box-
office. Thus the exhibitors and producers
in checking over the receipts have decided

to stop remaking the old favorites, or if they
do it, will do so in such a manner that the

public will not recall them.
Warners have made plans to drop all

preparations for remakes at both First

National and the Warner studio. Here-
after attention will be given to the new
product and what has been made will rest

as is.

Cool Weather Putting
End to Epidemic

Toronto—Cool weather is sending
infantile paralysis epidemic in Central On-
tario after two disconcerting months. No
move was made in any city or town to

close theatres nor to prohibit the admission
of children to the theatres, although sev-

eral schools were closed.

Ties Up Music Stores
The Music Sales Corp., retail store unit

of the music companies affiliated with War-
ner Bros., including Harms, DeSylva,
Brown & Henderson, Remick, and Witmark,
has completed negotiations to put the mu-
sic departments of fifteen J. J. Newberry
stores, located in West Coast cities, under
its direction.

Consolidated Buys Disc Firm
Consolidated Film Industries has ac-

quired American Record Corp., manufac-
turer of Regal, Cameo and Perfect records,

states President H. J. Yates. The acqui-

sition was made through exchange of 120.-

000 shares of Consolidated common and out-

standing common in addition to preferred of

the record company.

Victor Schertzinger in
3-Year Pact with Radio

Hollywood—With one more picture to

make for Paramount, Victor Schertzinger
has signed a three-vear agreement with
RKO.

Singing in the Rain
Hollywood — The first rain of the

season will be remembered at RKO.
The new pavement to the entrance of
the lot sunk several feet and the
street had to be filled in and paved.
Improper filling of a drainage ditch
under the street was the cause for
the sinking when water soaked
through and softened the dirt under-
neath.

High and Low

On Music Row

ROBBINS MUSIC CORP. got quick action
on "Go Home and Tell Your Mother,"

written by Dorothy Fields and Jimmy Mctlugh
for the M-G-M production, "Love in the

Rough," this number finding a place among the

first five best sellers within two weeks after

the release of the picture. "I'm Doin' That
Thing," by the same writers, a dance number,
should also show favorable results, although

this type of song requires more time to assert

itself. Meanwhile "Just a Little Closer," from
M-G-M's "Remote Control," is another hit

tune flying the Robbins banner.
* * *

Ira Schuster, professional manager, and Bob
Miller, band and orchestra manager for M.
Witmark & Sons, Warner music subsidiary,

have returned from a trip covering Pittsburgh,

Cincinnati, Detroit and Chicago, and claim

that "Kiss Walts," "Nobody Cares If I'm
Blue," "Laughing at Life" and "Dancing with
Tears in My Eyes" are the favorites.

* * *

With "So Beats My Heart for You," "Don't
Tell Her What's Happened to Me," written

by DeSylva, Brown & Henderson, and "Still

I Love Her," a modern ballad written by
Clarence Gaskill, all proving to possess sales

potentialities, DeSylva, Brown & Henderson
are starting to work on a hill-billy number
which it accepted over a year ago from Elmer
Colby, "The Churchbells Are Ringing for

Mary." "Wedding Bells Are Ringing for Sally,

but Not for Sally and Me" is being published

by Phil Kornheiser.
* * *

Billy Barry, last year unknown along tin-pan

alley, is rapidly gaining a reputation as a

writer. In the past three weeks Barry has
placed four songs with several publishers, the

numbers being "Bad Girl." with Harry Bloom.
"Singing a Love Song That Nobody Hears,"
which shows every indication of being the

successor to "Dancing with Tears in My Eyes"
with Denton & Haskins Music Pub. Co., and
"Gotta Go Build a Bungalozv" and "Let's Pre-
tend," both with Universal Music Co. Well.

we ahvays contended that there was room for
good writers on the "street."

* * *

Frank Goodman, president of Universal Mu-
sic Co., claims that the score contained in

Universalis "Resurrection" is the greatest since

"Merry Widow." With music by Dimitri Ti-
omkin and lyrics by Bernie Grossman, the

three main songs of the score are "Do You
Remember?", "Gypsy Serenade" and "Where
the Volga's Flowing." Meanwhile "I Wonder
Where My Cinderella May Be" and "Can't We
Be Sweethearts Again ?" are the firm's two
best moving numbers.

* * *

Joe Keit, president of Remick, left on a tour

of the firm's branch offices, the trip taking him
as far as the West Coast. "If I Could Be
with You" at present is included among the

"money-makers," while "Maybe It's Love,"
from the Warner production of the same name,
also may be a favorite.

* * *

Harry Blair, head of the organ and slide de-
partment for Shapiro-Bernstein, told us that

he has been working on two new tunes, "Shad-
ows in the Moonlight" and "By All the Stars
Above You," both being popular with organ-
ists. This firm's catalogue, one of its best in

years, also includes "Lovin' You the Way I

Do," "Moonlight on the Colorado." "Ro-Ro-
Rollin' Along" and "Singin* Your Love Songs
to Somebody Else."

THE SONG SLEUTH
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Laughter
(Paramount

)

Intelligent and Pleasing
{Reviewed by Sherwin A. Katie)

WHAT Pathe achieved with "Holiday,"
Paramount has duplicated with "Laugh-

ter." The two pictures, as entertainment ma-
terial, have much in common. Both are charm-
ing and human stories, pleasantly told, acted

with distinction, and possessing an intellectual,

rather than a physical problem for a plot.

Delightful humor is interspersed throughout,

and if the fun of "Laughter" is not as sophisti-

cated as that of "Holiday" it is just as human,
and universally appealing therefore. The
difference is merely the difference between
Donald Ogden Stewart, dialoguist for "Laugh-
ter," and Philip Barry, author of "Holiday."
Both pictures may be said to flatter the intelli-

gence and taste of audiences without confound-
ing them.

There is a sincerity about the performances
given by Frederic March, Nancy Carroll and
Frank Morgan in "Laughter" that covers up
what would otherwise be obvious flaws in the

story. Any one of these performances would
distinguish another picture. They make of this

one a different and refreshing production, set

apart from the mine-run pictures of the day.

Nancy Carroll plays a former show girl who
has forsaken old, carefree attachments and
surroundings to become the wife of C. Morti-

mer Gibson, a wealthy and elderly widower,

played by Frank Morgan. One year after her

marriage three significant events occur almost

simultaneously.

Ralph Le Saint, a young sculptor still in love

with Peggy Gibson, the former show girl, plans

a suicide in a mood of bitterness brought on by
the treatment his wooing has received from the

girl. A chance visit at his studio permits the

girl to prevent the suicide and pacify her

admirer. Then Paul Lockridge, a musician

also in love with Peggy Gibson, returns from
Paris, where he fled at the time of the girl's

marriage to her financier husband. He resumes

a charming and boyish courtship with her, bas-

ing his arguments on the obvious stuffiness of

her new life and her need of laughter.

About this time Gibson's daughter, Marjorie,

played by Diane Ellis, returns from schooling

abroad. She is paired up with Le Saint, and

both couples proceed to involve themselves in

humorous escapades and scrapes that result in

considerable embarrassment and trouble to old

Gibson. In the course of one of these esca-

pades, Lockridge (Frederic March) tells

Peggy he is about to return to Paris. "Come
with me," he urges. "You are not happy with

your money and power. You are dying. And
you are rich—dirty rich. You need laughter to

make you clean."

Peggy refuses this invitation and returns to

her home. That evening, during a party in the

Gibson home, Peggy learns that Marjorie. Gib-

son's daughter, plans to elope with Le Saint.

Aware that the sculptor does not love the girl,

but wants her money to insure the leisure

necessary to his art, Peggy intercepts the two
at Le Saint's studio and exposes the sculptor to

the girl. Dejected, he commits suicide, and

Peggy, found in the apartment, is involved in

the subsequent notoriety.

The emotional experience gives the girl a new
spiritual honesty. She returns to Gibson, con-

fesses her unhappiness and advises him she

cannot go en as his wife; then joins Lockridge

and laughter in Paris.

There is a deft touch to the action which

glosses the heavy and the tragic sequences with

an air of having been either so natural as to be

inevitable, or else that what has happened does

not matter anyhow, since the important things

are vet to come. This same touch, in which the

direction of H. D'Abbadie D'Arrast must have

figured importantly, transforms almost the
entire production into a highly convincing, sin-

cere and human story. Its last impression is

one of lightness and charm.
Its weaknesses are found in its infrequent

lapses from credibility. For instance, Le
Saint's suicidal bitterness, both at the beginning

and end of the picture, is not convincing
because it has not been justified by the weight
of events leading up to it. People do commit
suicide for the loss of love and the loss of

money, but Mr. Anders' performance does
nothing to help one understand why.
Again, Nancy Carroll, in suddenly announc-

ing to Morgan her intention of leaving him for

March, does not succeed in making the action

a reasonable one. The spiritual experience she

undergoes as a witness to Le Saint's suicide is

not registered, and, consequently, her decision

would have appeared just as credible before as

after the tragedy. Likewise, her buxom,
obvious prettiness is out of type with the intel-

lectual companion and adored of artists.

But in the picture as a whole these faults are

trivial, inconsequential. As an entertainment

offering it succeeds unquestionably well. High-
brow audiences will approve of it without a

doubt, and the incurable fans, though they may
miss some of its finer nuances, will welcome it

as something new and refreshing. It is an
opportunity to draw customers from among the

disdainful classes who regard the movies as

"trash." It should get great word-of-mouth
advertising everywhere and should do above-

average business in the full week stand where
it has a chance to benefit by this and build.

March walks away with the honors in this

one. His ambitious young composer is an
honest and accurate portrayal of a certain type

of artistic temperament that is as diverting as

it is refreshing. Frank Morgan turns in a fine

performance as Gibson, the successful^ financier

in love with a pretty girl whom he is utterly

incapable of understanding, but whose devotion

keeps him forever trying and forgiving. He
wins a sympathy for the role that in less ca-

pable hands might have earned no more than

derision. Nancy Carroll's performance is

always adequate and occasionally distinguished.

Glenn Anders, the young Theatre Guild player,

has a difficult and unsympathetic role but

handles it satisfactorily. Fine performances are

registered in minor parts by Leonard Carey as

a butler and Ollie Burgoyne, a maid. Direc-

tion is in tune throughout.

A musical short and a cartoon will fit.

Produced and distributed by Paramount. Directed

by H. D'Abbadie D'Arrast. Story by him as well.

Adapted and dialogue by Donald Ogden Stewart.

Length, 8,893 feet. Running time, 99 minutes. Re-
lease date, Oct. 25, 1930.

THE CAST
Peggy Gibson Nancy Carroll

Paul Lockridge Fredric March
C. Mortimer Gibson Frank Morgan
Ralph Le Saint Glenn Anders
Marjorie Gibson Diane Ellis

Benham Leonard Carey
Pearl Ollie Burgoyne

One Night at Susie's
(First National)

Well Acted Crook Stuff; Pleasing

(Reviewed by Jack Grant)

WHERE the public has not tired of crook

dramas, "One Night at Susie's" will

please. It is neatly handled and played al-

though its greatest shortcoming is that it wig-
wags every climax before achieving it.

Nominally the star of the production, Billie

Dove plays what amounts to the third role in

importance. She profits rather than loses by
being cut in footage. Come to think of it, that

perhaps was what has been wrong with many
previous Dove vehicles—too many close-ups

where the star had nothing to do but exhibit

her features. This part gives her greater act-

ing opportunities and she avails herself of them.
The story concerns the adopted son of Susie,

friend of thieves and gangsters, who is raising
the boy straight. The boy (Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr.), falls in love with Billie, a member of the
chorus in the show for which he is press agent.

Billie kills the rich angel of the show in pro-
tecting her honor and Fairbanks takes the rap.
While in prison, he writes a play for her, in-

sisting she sell it as of her authorship. She has
difficulty in finding someone to produce the
piece. When she sees how hard the boy is

taking it, she becomes the mistress of a man-
ager who offered those terms as part of the
production contract.

Susie has little use for the girl thinking her
merely out to get what she can from Fairbanks.
Susie learns of the relationship with the man-
ager on the eve of Fairbanks' release from
prison. Confronting the girl with the informa-
tion, the mother is made to understand it was
all in the nature of a sacrifice to the boy's
happiness. To keep Fairbanks from knowing,
Susie helps her gangsters kill the crooked detec-
tive who is the only one who might tell. The
flatfoot had it coming in any event. Pretty wild
stuff.

Helen Ware plays Susie and completely dom-
inates the picture. It is nicely modulated and
quite enough in itself to lift the tone of the
production. Fairbanks Jr., makes the boy
thoroughly believeable and Tully Marshall is

responsible for the comedy. James Crane's
crooked detective is an out-of-the-ordinary
portrayal worthy of attention.

Will stand an all comedy support in shorts.
Produced and distributed by First National. From

the magazine story by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan,
Directed by John Francis Dillon. Adaptation and
dialogue by Forrest Halsey and Katherine Scola.
Photographed by Ernest Haller. Running time 64
minutes, Length 5,760 feet. Release date October 19.

THE CAST
Mary Billie Dove
Nick Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Susie Helen Ware
Buckeye Bill Tully Marshall
Houlihan James Crane
Hayes John Loder
Drake Daude Fleming

Du Barry, Woman of
Passion

(United Artists)

Has Its Moments
(Rcinezved by Sherwin A. Kane)

"p\ U BARRY," as the story of a tempest

-

\-J uous and historically significant woman,
has some power and some fine dramatic values.

As a picture it is good entertainment and a
box-office morsel, if your gang still likes Norma
Talmadge, but it lacks that final distinction

necessary to set it apart from other pictures of

its kind. Like a sales manager's business graph,
tracing the rise and fall of sales over some
such erratic period as now upon us, it has its

moments of excellence, its even, unwavering
norms and its depressions. Also, it is in cos-

tume which may hurt.

The heights, such as they are, are attained by
the ability of Norma Talmadge in some
sequences, ?.nd by flashes of brilliant direction.

Its relapses are contributed to by Miss Tal-
madge's limitations in other sequences in which
she appears to be clearly out of step with the

Du Barry role ; by the ordinary performances
of other principals, and by that gross tinsel

touch which pictures habitually are giving to

their picturizations of royalty—particularly his-

toric royalty. These latter are as glamourously
artificial and unconvincing as any that have
ever been given to the democracies of the

theatre.

Miss Talmadge's is a difficult role, and with

it goes the burden of the picture. In the highly

emotional, life-loving and fiery midinette who
was plucked from a modiste's shop and set down
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in the boudoir of the King of France is a gamut
of emotions and spiritual adventures which, to

be played perfectly, defy imitation or substitu-

tion. It is in the sequences demanding spiritual

values and understandings that the star is

taxed. At such times the Talmadge artistry

wears to the thinness of finesse and the star

emerges as a motion picture fairy princess.

The same may be said of the supporting

principals. Conrad Nagel, as Cosse de Brissac

of the King's Guard, for whose love Du Barry
is never quite capable of renouncing court

luxuries and attentions, is a legendary lover of

magnificent restraint and foolhardy vengeance,
appearing and disappearing throughout the

story's course in the manner of a cuckoo bird

released at regular intervals from some historic

timepiece.

And William Farnum, returning to pictures

in this after an interval of years, makes of his

Louis XV something more of the modern
Broadway sugar daddy than a weak and
selfish monarch whose extravagances precipi-

tated an epochal revolution.

The story is that of the love of a maid for

luxuries and the tragedies which result from
their attainment. A milliner's errand girl

strikes the fancy of her king and is established

at court. There she soon tires of her costly

playthings and considers again the young
guardsman whom she deserted at luxury's call.

The man is sentenced to prison and eventual

death by the jealous king but revolutionists,

already organized, recognize the condemned
man's hatred of the king and give him his

freedom for a pledge to kill the monarch.

In attempting to fulfill the pledge, the young
nobleman, now a revolutionist leader, invades
the royal palace and, wounded there, takes

refuge in Du Barry's chambers. She hides him
in her bed, where he is later discovered and
surrendered by his own father, the Due de
Brissac. Condemned to death, young de Bris-

sac is given a chance for his life by the king,

who, to save himself from the embarrassment
resulting from the discovery of his lowly rival

in the bed of his favorite, promises to spare de
Brissac if Du Barry will denounce him publicly

as an unwelcome annoyer.

To save him she agrees, but in the middle of

her denunciation breaks down and falls into the

arms of her lover in the presence of the court.

The execution is ordered, but Du Barry throws
open the palace gates to the howling mob of

revolutionists, who save her lover. Later, with

the revolution accomplished, Du Barry is sen-

tenced to die as a royalist by the citizens'

tribunal. De Brissac, unable to gain her par-

don, renounces the revolutionary cause and is

sentenced to die with her.

The picture is well made and its story well

told, but disappoints only through its own pre-

tensions. Undoubtedly it will do the normal
business wherever it is spotted. In substanti-

ation of this it may be said that occasional of
its sequences are as intimate and revealing as

a peep through a boudoir keyhole. In addition,

it has its title and the Talmadge name. The
star's performance is somewhat spotty, alter-

nately ordinary and excellent. On the whole,
she fails to win for her character the sympathy
it deserves.

In her performance one sees more of the

unthinking woman, a slave to her own whims
and emotions, than one does a tragically inno-

cent girl of great passions. One does not sense

the Du Barry qualities of spiritual martyrdom.
There is only the disillusioned and thwarted
woman. And cameramen need to be reminded
that profile views of Miss Talmadge are unkind
to her.

A good comedy and a newsreel will balance

a program.
Produced by Art Cinema Corp. Distributed by

T'nited Artists. Directed by Sam Taylor. Adaoted
from the David Belasrn play by Sam Tavlor. Edited
by Allen McNeal. "Photographed by Oliver Marsh.

Length. 8,110 feet. Running time. 90 minutes. Re-
lease date, Oct. 11.

THE CAST
Madam Du Barry Norma Talmadge
Louis XV William Farnum
Cosse de Brissac Conrad Nagel
Due de Brissac Hobart Bosworth
Jean Du Barry Ullrich Haupt
La Gourdan Allison Skipworth
Denys E. Alyn Warren
Renal Edgar Norton
Maupeou Edwin Maxwell
d'Aiguillon Henry Kolker

The Sin Ship
(R-K-O)

Not See Worthy
{Reviewed by Jack Grant)

FEW men are capable of directing and play-

ing the principal role in the same picture

and Louis Wolheim is no exception. "The Sin

Ship" is his first venture in acting-directing and
it emerges just another film.

Wolheim's direction is uninspired. He has
shown nothing unusual in either story-telling

technique or camera perspectives. Rather has

he been content merely to photograph the

action allowing the characters to move in and
out of camera range as they might on a stage.

Panorama and traveling shots are noticeably

minimized.

All of the faults of "The Sin Ship" as enter-

tainment are not to be attributed to direction

alone, however. The story, too, is largely to

blame. Wolheim is introduced as the captain

of a trading ship which has just docked. The
sailors, bound for shore leave, seek the amuse-
ments that all footloose sailors are supposed to

seek.

Wolheim, headed for the nearest bar, catches

sight of Mary Astor standing on the dock with
a minister. Her beauty, or something, strikes

him so forcibly as to make it impossible for

him to think of anything else. Waterfront
women become distasteful and unable to stand
them any longer, he moves to a table by him-
self.

There the minister finds him and, explaining
that he and his wife have missed their boat,

asks Wolheim if they may sail with him. Wol-
heim is so overjoyed he cancels shore leave to

start immediately. Once aboard his own ship,

his yen for the reverend's wife is even more
acute. Under the pretense of offering her a cup
of tea, he traps her in his cabin, and loses no
time in locking the door.

Pulling the heavy stuff on her, Wolheim is

repulsed—by words. Mary Astor tells him he
is a beast and both he and his ship are unclean.

She effectively sells him tht idea and he sur-
renders the kev without laying a hand on the

girl. The following day there is much busi-

ness of cleaning up ship supervised by Wolheim
in white ducks.
From this point, the plot becomes just an-

other regeneration theme. The parson and his

wife turn out to be a couple of crooks evading
the police and the ministerial garb a masquerade
to escape. When Wolheim learns he has been
tricked, his belief in cleanliness and godliness

receives a jolt. But his pure love triumphs and,

when the crook is killed trying to make a get-

away, Wolheim offers the girLniarriage and the

right to walk his ship's deck for the rest of
her life.

Difficult as it is to conceive a love affair be-
tween Wolheim and Mary Astor, it is even
harder to reconcile the story's absurd major
premise. Say that a rough sailor such as Wol-
heim portrays might fall for a beautiful woman
merely upon passing her on a wharf. She is

obviously out of his class, but let that go, too.

Then he discovers her to be the wife of a

minister. Would his yen for her in the face of

the gap between them be so overpowering as

to cause him to go on the make at the first op-
portunity? The situation raised a titter from
the preview audience. Its very abruptness
makes it funny. Aside from that, church circles

might easily take offense at the posture of a
crook in ministerial garb.

Wolheim is still a great actor despite his

shortcomings as a director. But he should shy
clear of romantic roles. Miss Astor gains in

authority with every new talking assignment.
In this she nearly succeeds in rising above her
material. Ian Keith plays the pseudo parson
for all that is in it. And there is a peach of
a comedy portrayal contributed by Hugh Her-
bert. Withal, this is just another movie.

You'll need strong support in shorts if you
must play it.

Produced and distributed by R-K-O. Directed by
Louis Wolheim. Original story by Keene Thompson
and Agnes Brand Leahy. Dialogue by Hugh Her-
bert. Photographed by Nick Musuraca. Length,
running time and release date not set by distributor.

THE CAST
Capt. McVeigh Louis Wolheim
Kitty Mary Astor
Marsden Ivan Keith
Charlie Hugh Herbert
Detective R ussell Power
Dave Alan Roscoe

"Brothers"
(Columbia)

Improving a Stage Play
(Reviewed by Sherwin A. Kane)

N[ICELY balanced direction and an excellent
I supporting cast share honors with Bert

Lytell in making "Brothers" an interesting and
exceptionally well made picture. Lytell han-
dles a dual role which demands the portrayal

of two opposite characters like the veteran
he is, and with some fine character perform-
ances by others of the cast the story comes
off vastly better than its somewhat dismal
nucleus would promise.
Orphaned twin brothers are adopted in in-

fancy, one by a washerwoman, the other by
a wealthy attorney. They grow to manhood
with only the doctor who presided over the
orphanage aware of their relationship, and fol-

lowing the careers of both as an interesting

experiment in the relative powers of heredity
and environment. Eddie Connolly, adopted by
the washerwoman, and Bob Naughton, the

adopted child of wealth, are both played by
Lytell. Eddie grows up to become the piano
player in the back room of Oily Joe's saloon.

Bob is a brilliant attorney, heir to his foster

parent's practice, but addicted to drink. He is

engaged to marry Norma Moore, daughter of
the orphanage supervisor, but is also involved
in an affair with the wife of a criminal whom
he had defended. In an altercation over the

woman Bob kills her husband in the latter's

room above Oily Joe's. He is observed leav-

ing the place by Oily Joe, who recognizes him,
and by Lorenzo, another roomer at the place,

who mistakes him for Eddie Connolly. Eddie
is arrested and charged with the murder.
At this juncture, Dr. Moore reveals Eddie's

identity to his brother, the real murderer, who
consents to defend Eddie in court. Convic-
tion appears certain after Lorenzo's testimony,
when Naughton upsets the witness's identifica-

tion of Eddie by posing himself as the prisoner
and is wrongly identified by the witness as the
accused. Connolly is freed; but Oily Joe be-
gins a systematic blackmailing of Naughton
thereafter. The strain on both his finances

and nerves brings him finally to the breaking
point, assisted by drink. He is sent to a sani-

tarium secretly, and Dr. Moore prevails upon
Connolly to take his brother's place i n the
Naughton home, after revealing to him the re-

lationship between the two.
Connolly makes a better son to the Naugh-

tons, and a better fiance to Norma than his

brother, and when the latter dies in the sani-
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tarium, the way is cleared for him to make
both roles permanent ones. Which he does,

with only a minor alteration in the latter one.

He marries Norma.
Much of the sordidness which was present

in the stage play has been eliminated for the

purposes of the picture ; and, though it may
have been prompted only as a concession to the

censors, it has had a happy result. It has suc-

ceeded in making the story a little more pleas-

ant and somewhat more credible. It has con-

tributed audience appeal which the stage play,

however successful, did not possess.

Numerous comedy touches have also been

introduced and do much to lighten the story.

Maurice Black, as Lorenzo, and Rita Carlyle,

as Mag, the inebriate, and frequenter of Oily

Joe's, are particularly deserving of mention.

Dorothy Sebastian, as Norma, is at all times

a charming actress and likeable character.

Frank McCormack as Oily Joe does a convinc-

ing bit of characterization. Lytell in both roles

is everything the picture demands.
"Brothers" is the equal of any current pro-

gram material, and should do the normal busi-

ness in the one-week stands and, later, in the

split-week houses.

A musical short and a newsreel will round
out a nice program.
Produced and distributed by Columbia. Directed

by Walter Lang. From the stage play of the same
name by Herbert Ashton, Jr. Adaptation and con-
tinuity by John Thomas Neville and Charles R.
Condon. Dialogue by Sidney Lazarus. Photographed
by Ira Morgan. Length, 6,843 feet. Running time, 76

minutes. Release date, Oct. 25, 1930.

THE CAST
Bob Naughton Bert Lytell
Eddie Connolly Bert Lytell
Norma Dorothy Sebastian
Dr. Moore William Morris
Prosecuting Attorney Richard Tucker
Lorenzo Maurice Black
Oily Joe Frank McCormack
Mrs. Naughton Claire McDowell
Mr. Naughton Howard Hickman
Tony Francis MacDonald
Mag Rita Carlyle
Maud. Jessie Arnold

The Concentratin' Kid
(Universal)

Pretty Weak
(Reviewed by Charles F. Hynes)

HOOT GIBSON gives a good performance
in this western, but he is handicapped

plenty by a weak plot. The story is so thin, it

probably will be kidded. However, for juve-

nile and rabid western fans it will get by all

right, although it won't stand any real

promises.

In this Hoot is a cowboy with a strong yen
for a radio crooner whom he has never seen.

He wagers a radio set that he will win her as

his bride and is kidded plenty by the rest of

the outfit. It's a cinch that the two are to be

brought together, so the girl comes to the town
as member of a theatrical troupe. When Hoot
rescues her from the unwelcome advances of

the villain, she falls for him, but after he pro-

poses she gives him the air because of the

wager. She feels that Hoot has gone to all

the trouble of wooing her just to win the radio.

There is a rustling plot thrown in, with Hoot
routing the band single handedly and rescuing

the girl, whom the villain had abducted.

Kathryn Crawford, playing opposite Hoot, is

an attractive heroine who can act and sing.

James Mason is fair as the heavy, and the rest

of the cast is okay. Robert E. Homans gets

some laughs as the crusty showman.
Another feature or strong shorts with this.

Produced by Hoot Gibson. Distributed by LTniversal.

Directed by Arthur Rosson. Story by Harold Tarshis

and Charles Saxton. Scenario and dialogue by Harold
Tarshis. Edited by Gilmore Waler. Photographed
by Harry Neuman. Length, 5,148 feet. Running time,

57 mins. Release date, Oct. 26.

THE CAST
Concentratin' Kid Hoot Gibson
Betty Lou Vaughn Kathryn Crawford
Moss Blaine Duke R. Lee
Campbell James Mason
C. C. Stile Robert E. Homans

Murder
(British International)

Good Attraction
(Rcvicivcd by Charles F. Hynes)

PROBABLY the best of the pictures recentl-

ly produced in Great Britain, this boasts a

strong story, capably acted by a tine cast. Top
honors go to Herbert Marshall, a good looking

and capable hero, who solves the murder
mystery.
The picture has the fault common to many

British films of too much dialogue and lack of

action, but good direction surmounts this

obstacle and the suspense is sustained through-

out.

An actress is murdered in a theatre after a

quarrel with a girl in the cast, who is found

unconscious beside the corpse. The girl is

sentenced to hang but on the jury is a noted

playwright-producer who, after the trial,

becomes convinced of the girl's innocence. He
traps the murderer through the ingenious

method of casting the suspected man in a

dramatization of the murder case.

The climax carries a good punch, with the

murderer going through his trapeze routine at

the circus, placing a noose around his neck and

jumping to his death when he realizes he is

caught.
There are no names of American prominence

in the cast, but Marshall should be played up.

as he is a good potential bet. This looks like a

good offering for the weekly changes, as well

as subsequents. The title should give it draw.

It's recorded by RCA Photophone.

Musicals and comedy needed.
Produced and distributed by British International

Pictures. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. From the

play. "Enter Sir John," by Clemence Dane. Scenario

by Alma Reville. Edited by Rene Harrison and

Etnile De Ruelle. Photographed by J. J. Fox. Length,

8,200 feet. Running time. 91 mins. Release date, Oct.

THE CAST
Sir John Herbert Marshall

Diana Baring Norah Baring

Doucie Markham Phyllis Konstam
Ted Markham Edward Chapman
Gordon Druce Miles Mander
Handel Fane Esme Percy

Ion Steward Donald Calthrop

Prosecuting Counsel Esme V. Chaplin

Defending Counsel Amy Brandon Thomas
Juage Joynson Powell

Miss Mitcham Marie Wright
Bennett S. J. Warmington
Mrs. Didsome Hannah Jones

Fair Warning
(Fox)

Just Another Western
(Reviewed by Don Ashbaugh)

UTTAIR WARNING," the latest of the string

•T of George O'Brien Fox westerns, should

have much the same audience appeal as other

recent releases in which this star is featured.

Good split-week billings with heavy draw from
the juvenile element.

O'Brien, strong man idol of small boys, ca-

vorts through this one in his best western man-
ner. He captures a wild horse, shoots three of

the villain's cronies and finally wins the heroine

without joining those punctured by flying lead.

The picture has all of the elements of the good
old pre-talker westerns, plus the various noises

which go with rough riding on wild horses and

gallops down hills.

Louise Huntington makes her talker debut in

this production. She shows a nice control of

dramatic and emotional ability and displays

promise. A winning personality is coupled with

beauty and charm to make her seem quite worth

while for the fighting O'Brien does to win her.

The villain of the piece is nicely handled by

that old trouper, Mitchell Harris. George
Brent, who began his stage career with a com-
pany in Dublin, is the villain who regrets his

evil life, splits with the gang, rescues the dam-
sel and is shot at the finish.

The story was written for O'Brien by Max
Brand. It offers nothing particularly unusual
in plot. O'Brien is the foster son of an old

fellow who has a daughter. These two are
in love. Harris hates young O'Brien because
the youngster shoots better. The two men fight.

Harris pops George on the head with a chair.

During the remainder of the picture O'Brien
is attempting to gain revenge for this blow.
Alfred L. Werker, who has directed many

westerns, has done an able job in this one,

while the photography by Ross Fisher is beau-
tiful. He has achieved some great shots of the

high Sierras.

A trained horse and an educated dog do some
clever stunts, including the rescuing of O'Brien
from a burning building.

Xeeds dramatic shorts and lizrly comedy for

support.
Produced and distributed by Fox. Directed by Alfred

Werker. Story by Max Brand. Adaptation and dia-
logue by Ernest L. Pascal. Photographed by Ross
Fisher. Length, not set. Release date. Ian. 18.

THE CAST
Whistlin' Dan Barry George O'Brien
Kate Cumberland Louise Huntington
Jim Silent Mitchell Harris
Lee Haines George Brent
Purvis Nat Pendleton
Kilduff John Sheehan
Morgan Erwin Connelly
Tex Calder Willard Robertson
Mr. Cumberland Alphonz Ethier
Jordan Ernest Adams

The Lady Who Dared
(First National

)

Average Dove
(Revieived by Bill Crouch)

JUST another picture is about the only classi-

fication you can give this talker, which will

need all the help the Billie Dove name can give,

to put it over. The story is filled with many
incongruities and moves slowly. No one in the

cast has a great deal to do, although all per-

form rather capably. The picture lacks punch
—decidedly.

Will fit okay on double bills and is all

right for the split-week spots, but requires

plenty of help if booked for week runs. The
Dove name is about the only exploitation plug
unless set in where Conway Tearle has a fol-

lowing.
This story concerns the wife of the American

vice-consul in a South American country. She
falls in love with Tearle, an alleged explorer

who is really in league with smugglers. Tearle
is forced to aid Cosmo Kyrle Bellew and his

wife, Judith Vosselli, frame Billie Dove, so

they may "be able to use her in preventing Sid-

ney Blackmer, the consul, from inspecting their

belongings for diamonds.
Billie is caught in Tearle's room, where she

has gone to visit him, but his cleverness pre-

vents the agents from searching the room. She
is thus saved from disgrace as Blackmer is one

of the searchers. It all ends well when Tearle
is cleared and the real smugglers are caught.

Tearle goes away and Billie and Blackmer are

left for the clinch.

Tearle gives the best performance of the cast,

while Miss Dove is attractive and does her best

with a simple role. The many queer twists of

the story spoil its effect and it fails to develop

any amount of suspense or interest.

Use musical and strong comedy support with

this.

Produced and distributed by First National. Di-
rected by William Beaudine. Based on "The Devil's
Playground," by Kenneth J. Saunders. Screen version
and dialogue by Forrest Halsey and Kathryn Scola.

Photographed by Tony Gaudio. Edited by Hugh Ben-
nett. Length, 5,076 feet. Running time, 56 mins. Re-
lease date not set.

THE CAST
Margaret Townsend Billie Dove
Chas. Townsend Sidney Blackmer
Jack Norton Conway Tearle
Julianne Boone- Fleming Judith Vosselli
Seton Boone-Fleming Cosmo Kyrle Bellew
Farrell Lloyd Ingram
Butler Ivan Simpson
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Short Subjects

The Dogway Melody
{M-G-M)

Grand Comedy
\K7 ITH that famous and early musical as"

" its model, 'The Dogway Melody" turns

out to be a swell take-off on "The Broadway
Melody." Instead of humans, dogs of all kinds
and descriptions are used and the result is a
grand comedy. These subjects are shot silent,

of course, with dialogue and effects added. The
"Singin' in the Rain" number, played against

a set almost identical with that of the original,

actually uses Cliff Edwards' warbling. That's
a laugh in itself and a howl for those who can
spot it. For a "sister'' trio—all composed of

dogs, of course—the voices of the Bronx sisters,

as per the original, are utilized. Clever, very
much of a novelty and a grand comedy. Run-
ning time, 17 mins.

Audio Review, No.
(Pathe)

Fair

42

A TOUR ol the city of Marrakech, metropo-
lis of Morocco, supplies the spectators with

picturesque views and unusual settings. The
next unit is a dog style show, demonstrating
what the various breeds of smart dogs are
wearing these days, some of the costumes cost-

ing $200. The final unit gives the low down
on the fruit once known as the alligator pear,

but which took on fancy prices when it was re-

christened avocado. Running time, 9 minutes.

Divorced Sweethearts
(Sennett-Educational)

Will Get By
THERE are some good laughs in this situa-

tion comedy, although Mack Sennett's ten-
dency to get away from slapstick and toward
situation comedy isn't going to help the box-
office value of his offerings. Daphne Pollard
gets over some laughs and does her usual hold-
ing-the-baby act, with the usual results. Un-
necessary and becoming an unfunny joke. This
has a fairly familiar plot, but it has action and
laughs, thanks to Marjorie Beebe and Sennett's

direction. Running time, 22 minutes.

Secrets of Nature
(British International)

Good

ANY audience will appreciate this highly
diverting study of the frog. It contains

some excellent shots of the frog's evolution,

from the egg and through the tadpole stage.

The slow motion shots of the frog and toad

eating are exceptionally good and carry a
laugh. Running time, 12 minutes.

A Hollywood Theme Song
(Educational—Sennctt)

A Long Howl

HERE is a two-reeler that will provide more
laughs per minute than any short seen in

some time. William Beaudine has directed it

in capable fashion, and it is one long howl from
start to finish. Harry Gribbon, Patsy O'Leary
and Yola D'Avril have the leading roles and
give excellent performances. It's about a sol-

dier from a hick town who sings a theme song
whenever he ventures into battles. Many funny
gags are interpolated and the comedy moves
at a rapid pace. This will appeal to all types
and rates a plugging. Running time, 20 minutes.

Cuckoo Murder Case
(M-G-M)

Okay

FIFTEEN or more series of animated car-

toons on the market at one time make the

going tough for this type of short. That is,

unless they're turned out with the cleverness of

"Cuckoo Murder Case," one of the "Flip the

Frog" subjects produced by Ub Iwerks. Here,
the cartoonist takes the usual mystery slant but

sends it over with loads to spare. The answer
is in the treatment. Iwerks has Flip go through
the most amazing contortions. This shows real

thought. Running time, 7 mins.

Seeing Things
(Vitaphone Varieties No. 1081-82)

Feeble

JUST the old haunted house yarn crossed by
the inheritance gag. William Demarest falls

heir to an estate provided he lives in a haunted
house for a year to make good his claim.

Otherwise the estate reverts to other relatives.

Need you be told who plays ghost?
Not more than a mild giggle from the audi-

ence when caught. Maybe the kids will like it.

Helping Grandma
(Our Gang—M-G-M)
Lots of Laughs

Hal Roach's Rascals can be depended upon
for laughs and this two reeler is no exception.

However, unlike most of the others feauring this

troupe, it depends for comedy more upon situ-

ations than upon the wild antics of the young-
sters. In this, they undertake to help grandma,
who owns a small town store, which is sought
at low price by a chain store rival. The kids

mind the store, while grandma is out, and
succeed in boosting up the price to a fine figure,

outwitting a scheming miser in the process.

The kids' antics in the store are rilled with

laughs. Running time, 21 minutes.

Believe It or Not, No. 4
(Vitaphone Varieties)

Weak

THE fourth of the "Believe It Or Not"
series lacks the novel continuity of its

predecessors. Ripley is introduced as a passen-

ger of an incoming ocean liner. Four ship re-

porters act as straight men for the strange

things he is supposed to have seen abroad.

Questions and answers comprise most of foot-

age ending with the usual blackboard sketches.

Ripley draws a Chinaman he saw who has two
pupils in each eye. He also exhibits a few
shots of walking fish from an amateur movie
negative. The only other character who makes
an appearance is a chap who can make himself

seven inches taller at will. Much of the ef-

fectiveness of this is lost by not photographing

a full length figure. Instead the frame cuts

off just below the knee. Number four is a

weak sister in the Ripley series compared to

the others of its group.

Not So Quiet on the Western
Front

(British International)

Poor

ASIDE from one or two good specialty

turns, this hasn't much to offer. Monty
Banks directed and he certainly misses fire on
the comedy slants. There are but few laughs,

hardly enough to compensate for 25 minutes of

running time. This shows a group of British

soldiers in a French cafe. A snappy chorus
adds to the occasion and there are a couple of

fairly good song numbers. Hardly up to the

general run of, American two-reel comedies.

Running time, 25 minutes.

Roosevelt's Compliment
"The cat's whiskers" is the way

Governor Roosevelt described the
fleet of sound trucks placed at his
disposal in the current campaign by
Sam Kaplan, president of M. P. Ma-
chine Operators' Local 306.

Operators Supply

8 Sound Trucks

For Roosevelt

Eight trucks, equipped with sound pro-

jection apparatus, are being used in New
York State in the interest of the Demo-
cratic campaign. These were built at the

instigation of Sam Kaplan, president of

M. P. Machine Operators Local 306, work-
ing in co-operation with officers of the

union. Various equipments were tested be-

fore the trucks were equipped.

Kaplan met Governor Roosevelt at the

Democratic convention at Syracuse and in-

formed him that the union was placing the

trucks at the disposal of the party. Since
that time, the trucks have been working day
and night, manned by specially-trained

operators.

The trucks will be kept in commission
after close of the campaign and be utilized

for private showings.

Nan Cochrane Gets
Leon Abrams "U" Post

Hollywood—Leon Abrams, former story

editor at Universal studios, has been sup-

planted by Nan Cochrane who previously

was head reader at Universal. Just what
Abrams plans to do has not been announced
as yet.

DeMilles Coming East
Hollywood—William deMille, who com-

pleted his directorial contract with M-G-M
several months ago, but remained to make
"Passion Flower" is en route to New York
accompanied by Mrs. deMille (Clara Be-
ranger).

The trip is a vacation and he does not

contemplate engaging in any work while

away. Miss Beranger however, will devote
herself to the production of her play which
is to be produced in New York this season.

Lab to Be Ready Nov. 15
Hollywood—Multicolor is to have its new

$1,000,000 laboratory completed by Nov. 15,

according to Howard B. Lewis, manager. It

will have a capacity of 3,000,000 feet of

Multicolor film per week, he says. Two
hundred men will be employed.

"Outward Bound" Moves
With opening of "Kismet" at the Holly-

wood, New York, Warners have moved
"Outward Bound" to the Warner, across

the street. "Outward Bound" has run ten

weeks at the Hollywood.
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Oldknow Speeds

Fox West Coast

Expansion Plan

Los Angeles—Fox West Coast Theatres

is rounding out its expansion program, with

construction at a new peak, indicating, the

company says, the return of business to nor-

malcy. Oscar Oldknow is in charge of the

circuit.

The theatre and office

building at Pomona is

under way, as are the

Bakersfield and Santa

Barbara houses. The
Fox, Anaheim and the

Mission at Fullerton

have let contracts for

extensive remodeling.

The nex Fox at Calexi-

co was opened recent-

In Los Angeles, the
Qscar oldknow

Stadium is neanng
completion and ground has been broken for

the theatre at Westwood. Construction is

under way on the Spokane, Phoenix and

Billings theatres.

In the Middle West, a number of houses

are to be opened soon. These include thea-

tres at Hutchison and Salina in Kansas and

at Joplin, Mo.

Legit at Film Prices
Offered at Frisco

San Francisco—Giving San Francisco a

total of six downtown legitimate theatres,

the Tivoli, Eddy Street near Mason, will be

opened Friday, offering stage productions

at "motion picture prices."

This was announced by Richard Marshal,

who will operate the house jointly with

Irving Ackerman, of the theatrical firm of

Ackerman and Harris, owners of the Casino.

Comerford First Run
At Rochester Reopening
Rochester—Completely rebuilt after a

$39,000 fire forced it to close last January,

Comerford's Capitol, downtown house seat-

ing 1,200, reopens Saturday under manage-
ment of Albert P. Kaufman and Milton

Korock, assistant. The theatre was operated

by Edward Fay of Providence at the time

of the fire.

Famous Division Post
For Montreal Showman

Montreal—Harry S. Dahn, for six years

manager of the Capitol here, has been ap-

pointed division manager of Famous Play-

ers Canadian Corp. L. I. Bearg, of Boston,

recently was appointed supervisor of com-
pany theatres here.

Dussler Now Exhibitor
Memphis, Mo.—W. H. Dussler of Atlan-

tic, la., has bought the theatre here from
W. A. Collins. Dussler has been interested

in the mechanical end of the theatre busi-

ness and this is his first investment as a

theatre manager.

With a Moral
Hollywood—Not so very long ago

one of the coast theatre chains in-

vested in a few miniature golf courses
for "experimental" purposes. Lately
business has fallen off at one of these
courses to such an extent it was dis-
mantled and the material put up for
sale.

In the same city a rival theatre
operator was building a new theatre.
Passing the golf course he saw a nice
pile of bricks and asked the man
standing around if they were for sale.

The reply was in the affirmative and
immediately the deal was closed and
the bricks are now being used in the
new theatre. A feature of the deal was
that neither fellow knew the other was
manager of a rival house.

Brookline to Vote

On Sunday Shows
Brookline, Mass.

—"Do you want moving
picture theatres in Brookline?'

This is a question which will appear on
the state election ballot in this town at the
election Nov. 4. It will be the second time
that the entire electorate of the town has
been called upon to vote upon the question.

In 1923 it was defeated 5,634 to 1,619.

The matter has also come up in town
meetings on several occasions, each time be-

ing defeated but by a smaller margin.
This year nobody has any pecuniary in-

terest in the matter, nobody is trying to get
a theatre permit. It is merely to be an ex-
pression of opinion on the general question.

Brookline adjoins Boston and is within
easy distance of all Boston theatres.

RCA Files Counter Claim
In De Forest Patent Suit
Wilmington—RCA Photophone • has filed

answer and counter claim in the suit brought
against it by the General Talking Pictures
and DeForest Phonofilm in the United
States Court here, denying patent infringe-

ments.

The defendant company contends that the
patents in question that involve improve-
ments in recording and reproducing pulsa-

tions or variations in sound and other phe-
nomena had not been issued to any one
prior to patents granted John D. Myers in

October, 1916, acquired by the defendant
company.
The plaintiff set forth in the bill of com-

plaint that they owned the patents and that

they had been the victims of infringement.

Multi-Linguals to Be
Resumed by Roach

Hollywood—After dropping foreign ver-
sions for several months. Hal Roach has
decided to make more of them, this time in

French and Spanish only. Laurel and Hardy
comedies will be in both tongues while the
Charley Chase two-reelers will be produced
in Spanish only.

Open Door Policy

For Songsters Is

Witmark Policy

Open door policy for all song writers will

characterize operation of Red Star Music
Co., Fox subsidiary under the new regime

headed by Jay Witmark who has succeeded

Pat J. Flaherty as general manager. Flah-

erty resigned after a

difference over the

allotting to another
company of publica-

tion of a number of

songs in forthcoming
Fox pictures contend-

ing that Red Star

should have exclusive

publication rights.

Realignment of the

catalogue and reor-

ganization of Red Star

already is under way
by Witmark, who was
one of the founders of

M. Witmark & Sons, Warner subsidiary.

Jack Richmond who for more than 15 years
was associated with Leo Feist. Inc. has re-

placed Charles Harrison resigned. Other
changes are contemplated.
At least 75 per cent of Red Star's cata-

logue will be popular songs, Witmark says.

Jay Whitmark

Hymer and Tracy to

Be Permanent Team
Hollywood—Warren Hymer and Spencer

Tracy have been designated as a permanent
comedy team as a result of their perform-
ance in "Up The River." Until Tracy re-

turns to Hollywood, following his Broadway
and road engagements with "The Last
Mile," Hymer will perform individually in

Fox pictures. At present he and Marjorie
White are enacting comedy roles in "Oh,
for a Man !"

"Judge" Saef to Wed
Boston—Announcement is made of the en-

gagement of Jack "Judge" Saef of the ex-

ecutive staff of the Publix theatres here to

Miss Ann Eisenberg of Mattapan. Miss
Eisenberg is formerly of Cleveland. "Judge"
Saef was associated with Harry Browning
in theatre exploitation work.

Badger's Next Set
Hollywood—"A Lady for Love" is

another stage play to be made into a talker.

The story is by Alan Brunner Schultze,

Clarence Badger will direct for First

National and Loretta Young will have the

leading role.

Farley Joins Independent
Omaha—Fred Farley, former assistant

manager of the State (Publix i. has re-

signed to become manager of the Muse here,

one of the Popular Amusement Co. houses.

Farley has been with Paramount-Publix for

the past three years.

Howard with Sono Art
Cleveland—M. C. Howard has joined the

local Sono Art-World Wide sales force.

$50 Tax Proposed
Sunbury, Pa.—Tax of $50 per year on

miniature golf courses is provided in a bill

introduced in the city council.
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Editor Lanibasts

Censors; Calls on

Hays to Stop 'Em
Kansas Lity—Several weeks ago A. B.

McDonald, foremost of the feature writers

on the Kansas City Star, wrote an article

dealing with the influence of motion pic-

tures on modern youth. By quoting several

judges and magistrates, McDonald indi-

rectly laid the blame for much delinquency

on the films, which aroused the ire of J. C.

Moffitt, motion picture editor of the Star.

Moffitt took it upon himself to answer the

charges of McDonald in a series of articles

under the title of "To See or Not to See,"

which were published for four consecutive

Sundays md which created considerable in-

terest in Kansas City and throughout the

territory. The essence of the features cen-

tered on censorship and pointed out its in-

fluences pro and con.

In argument against the attack upon un-

derworld pictures and their alleged effects

on juvenile crime, .Uofhtt pointed out that

some of the most notorious bandits of his-

tory were youths who flourished long be-

fore motion pictures were heard of, and
that many oi these culprits never had read

a book or story which might have given

any suggestion of a bandit profession.

The inconsistency and inadequacy of cen-

sorship as it stands today is the subject of

many columns of Moffitt's discussion. Four
examples illustrate his meaning. In Kan-
sas, history in connection with Henry VIII
had to be altered to conform with the cen-

-ir- views of propriety. This happened
with the picture "Deception," starring Emit
/armings. The censor board caused a sub-

title to be inserted when the king was
shown with Anne Boleyn on his lap, reading.

"They Secretlv Had Been Married." Since

Henry was already married to some one
else, the censorship board thus made the

famous king a bigamist, and Kansas got

its history diluted, but pure. Again, in the

case of "Sonny." starring Richard Barthel-

mess. a harmless picture was panned in-

sistently and had a great struggle with the

censor board because, as it seems, it gave
a suggestion that clubwomen were busy-
bodies. On the other hand, in the case of

the easily detected hoax. "Ingagi." an earn-

est effort was made in Kansas City to have
a special screening of the picture for school

children for its "instructive scientific fea-

tures."

In Moffilt's words, "The most consorable

picture that has appeared in Kansas City

in the last five years was nassed without

a ripple of protest from official headquar-
ters." Likewise in the '-ase of "Montana
Mm n." where some iustified censoring
miHit have been done in connection with

CLASSIFIED ADS

Swank
Another blonde has come to the end

of her contract in Hollywood without
the producers evincing any particular
interest in her cinema future. She is

beautiful and how she knows it; can
dance a little, sing a little, and got
the wonderful breaks of being cast
opposite very important stars and in

the best directorial vehicles. All this,

however, didn't help her to make any
particular impression on the fans, and
by this time next year, unless she's

taken up by one of the smaller com-
panies, she'll be one of the New York-
ers who'll be panning Hollywood. They
always do that when they can't get a
good job out there.

It's her own fault this time. After
her first picture, she put on so much
swank that wise ones even then said

it was only a matter of time. The men
stars in each production passed on
word to their successors about her
bad disposition and temperament. She
was engaged to be married to some
rich man who made the same fatal

error of butting into his girl friend's

career. He even visited the New York
offices of the company which employed
her and complained about the size

type used on her name in the adver-
tisements. She never stopped com-
plaining, which is one of the reasons
why, when her contract expires next
month, the studio executives will have
no regrets in bidding her a none-too-
sad farewell.

—A'. }*. Graphic.

Ticket Machines

WILL PAY CASH for used Ticket Machines. Auto-
matic "GOLD SEAL" or SIMPLEX MODELS
PREFERRED. Forward information giving size of
machine, serial numher. motor current and condition.
MIDWEST TICKET & SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc.,

910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago. Illinois.

the scene in which Joan Crawford gets off

a train, sees a cowpuncher and goes to bed

with him, there was not a stir of protest

from the board and the critic got himself

called down for suggesting that the scene

might not hold up as the Perfect Behavior
for Decorous Young Ladies.

Stupidity of Censors

Moffitt comments upon these examples as

follows

:

"These anecdotes, taken at random from
the leaves of a critic's notebook, illustrate

several important phases of censorship. The
stupidity of the censors keeps the thought-

ful theatregoer in constant fear of the in-

stitution they represent; the stupidity of the

producers makes censorship an even more
pressing menace.

"Censorship of the screen came into be-

ing at a time when many conscientious per-

sons thought it necessary to protect their

children from the violence and the sensu-

ousness of the early nickelodeons. That
child attendance of the movies should be

regulated is a subject on which we offer

no debate. We believe many fine books are

unfit for child readers, that many works of

art will not improve adolescent minds, and

we hope, we piously hope, that a few pic-

tures shall be made every now and then

that are not designed exclusively for men-
talities of ten vears.

"Relationships between the child and the

movies are adequately supervised in most

cities by che better films committee of the

parent-teacher association. This committee

sees many films each week and each week
prepares a list of films approved for chil-

dren. Child attendance of questionable films

lues not always indicate that parents take

advantage of this service, but is being per-

formed faithfully and very well for those

parents who consider the movies a prob-

lem. If other parents disregard the ap-

proved list it may be taken as an indication

of the fact they are not as alarmed over
Hollywood's plot to corrupt our babies as

others might make out.

Maternity a Qualification

"The astonishing thing about the work
of this committee is that every week it is-

sues a list of films 'approved for adults.'

Just how maternity should indicate an abil-

ity to censor films for adults is hard to

explain. How does the fact a woman who
has had three children qualify her as a
judge of entertainment for a Harvard grad-
uate, a truck driver, or a newspaper re-

porter ? \Yhat right has she to assume an
air of superiority and decide that persons
who are older (and younger) than she, and
perhaps wiser, may look at and what they
may not."

Moffitt points out that nine out of every
ten persons who are asked about juvenile

delinquency talk about parental neglect,

bridge, golf, dancing, and the movies, and
that the facts do not bear this out. He
quotes Judge Jlalph S. Latshaw of Kansas
City as saying that he does not believe there

is a larger percentage of boy criminals now
than there ever was, and that the majority
of our boy criminals are mentally and phy-
sically below normal to begin with. Moffitt

draws this conclusion

:

"The big point is this : Golf, dancing,
bridge, religion, Billy Sunday, and the

movies are made for normal people. All of

these factors in modern life are keyed to

the reactions of the normal. Civilization

will retrograde if we key things to the

subnormal. If we must make movies with
no public : n mind, save one that is criminal

and mentally deficient, where will the movies
be? The idea is too ridiculous to think of.

It never would be thought of but for the

American habit of thoughtlessly giving ex-
pert testimony on any subject whatever.
"The state of the motion picture would

be improved greatly if Mr. Hays, instead

of spending millions of dollars trying to

curry the turnkeys, the deputy sheriffs, the

judges, the reformers and all the other sa-

cred cows, would hire a few good lawyers,

whenever anv of the aforementioned gentry

brought serious charges against the screen,

and would make him prove it. We have
laws that cover drunken and careless driv-

ing. It is general careless talking that is

running down the country's fourth largest

industry."

Indoor Golf Socks
Business at Albany

Albany—Indoor miniature golf courses,

many of which are constructed on an elab-

orate scale, are being opened in this city

and seriously threaten the picture theatres

in the way of patronage. During the past
week two large indoor courses opened with
several already in operation and a half

dozen or more in sight.

Two of these have opened in a large down-
town block formerly housing a printing
concern and within a short block of two
theatres. These are equipped with refresh-

ment booths and other attractive features.

One indoor course is advertising the at-

tendance of two well known "pros." LTp to

a month or so ago. exhibitors in Albany
were under the impression that there would
be no competition from miniature golf dur-
ing the late fall and winter season.
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Wayne a Teach'

To Hempel;Opera
Waning, Says Diva

Chicago—"He's so big and handsome ! I

think he's a peach."

That was the verdict of Frieda Hempel.

famous diva, on her arrival here from the

Coast in the company of John Wayne,

who.-* first feature role came with "The
Big Trail." Madam Hempel's pleased ejac-

ulations referred to Wayne, but, lest ro-

mance be suspected, her interest was only

a maternal one. The discrepancy in ages,

you know.

Madam Hempel was here for the Civic

Opera opening, and soon undertakes a con-

cert tour of Wisconsin cities.

"I >pera," she said, "is definitely on the

wane. Pictures are the only form of popular

entertainment which can look forward to

progress."

Wayne, a six-foot-three cowboy, in the

approved high-heeled boots and sombrero,
was something of a shock to State Street,

which found the paradox of a he-man on
a high heel hard to take. Wayne is here

for personal appearances at McVickers,
where "Big Trail" opened in mid-week.

Unions Demand
3 Men in Booth

For Spoor Device

Chicago—New labor difficulties are fore-

seen here with the introduction of Spoor-
Berggren projection equipment at the RKO
State-Lake. Claiming that the new equip-

ment is highly complicated in operation and
requires unusual attention, the operators'

union, through Tom Maloy, business man-
ager, is prepared to demand that three men
be employed in the booth where the Spoor
machines are used. Mort Singer, RKO
executive here, has asked Jack Miller, presi-

dent of the Chicago Exhibitors' Association,

to confer with Maloy on the subject at once.

RKO is prepared to use the Spoor equip-

ment with the radio picture. "Danger
Lights," which is set to follow "Check and
Double Check" at the .State-Lake.

Wabash Ave.—South

CHICAGO.
COSTON office, now the Warner theatre

department for this section, moves to the
Warner Exchange building this week-end. This
definite association with the Warner interests

will mark the end of the Coston Booking .Cir-
cuit, which has been on the decline since the
affiliation was first made. Operation of Warner
Theatres is to be the sole function of the office

in the future, it is believed, with the bulk of
the former Coston subscribers being inherited

by Midwest Theatres.
* * *

State-Lake reduced its weekly nut $7,500
when the can zvas tied to zaude. The same
tnove doubled the house's gross for the first two
weeks following the change, and this week
{"Check and Double Check") the gross was
tripled. For the three weeks' period the gross

of the State-Lake exceeds that of the Chicago
during the same period. The public may still

want flesh, but it looks like it prefers to have
it on the dinner tabic rather than the stage.

* * *

Harry Lorch in town Saturday for a visit at

the Universal office, now a part of Harry's
new dominion as western division manager for

Universal under his old pal, Phil Reisman.
Lorch's headquarters will be at the U home
office.

* * *

McVickers closed all day Tuesday zvhxle the

new wide screen and projection equipment was
being installed. Re-opened in the evening for
an invitation pre-vieiv of "The Big Trail."

* * *

W. A. Graham, assistant manager of the

Woods under R-K-O, continues there as man-
ager of the spot for Jones, Linick & Schaefer.

* * *

B. & K., acting according to the home office

formula, got excited ozer Paramount's "Laugh-
ter" and spent plenty of extra bucks on addi-

tion display space and trailers. The latter were
supplied all the Publix Loop and outlying

theatres a week in adz'ance of the picture's

opening at the Chicago.
* # *

Educational took the third floor quarters in

the L'niversal Exchange building vacated by
M-G-M.

* * *

Harry Graham, nozv special sales representa-

tive for Universal made St. Louis his first stop

under the new assignment,
* * *

Midwest Theatres, Simansky & Miller and
the Chicago Exhibitors Association swapped
offices in the Standard Oil building this week.
Midwest took Simansky & Millers, S. & M.
took the exhibitors' space, and the exhibitors

are now doing business in the former Midwest
location. Everybody but the exhibitors needed
more space. They had too much.

(Continued on next page)

Balaban & Katz

Slated to Win
Wide Film Race

Chicago— It looks like RKO is being

beaten to the draw by Publix-B. & K. on
that wide-screen angle. With McVickers
opening Tuesday night after a day's work
putting in the equipment, the Publix house
has at least a three weeks' advantage—and
possibly longer—over RKO.
The Radio production. "Danger Lights,"

filmed on Spoor-Berggren 70 mm. film, and
slated some time ago to go into the State-

Lake with the already installed Spoor pro-

jection equipment, was held back on two
different occasions by RKO. With the

Amos and Andy picture now in the State-

Lake, and good, conservatively, for three

more weeks. "Danger Lights" is put well

in the background by the B. & K. coup.

The Spoor equipment may not be ready for

use by that time even, it was learned this

week, with the tentative spotting of Pathe's

"Her Man" to follow "Check and Double
Check" at the State-Lake.

The explanation appears to be that tech-

nical adjustments of the Spoor equipment
remain to be made, and these will require

some time to complete. RKO technicians

and executives, it is now learned, at suc-

cessive screenings of "Danger Lights" at

the State-Lake left the theatre dissatisfied,

not so much with the results achieved by
the Spoor equipment as by its mechanical
performance. Adjustments to conform with

their ideas are now being made at the

Spoor laboratories, and it is difficult to de-

termine how much time these will require.

B. & K. is reported also to be readying the

Chicago for installation of the wide screen

equipment. All of which, having been done
on the quiet, hit Chicago as a surprise. It

was generally believed here that RKO
would be first in the Loop with the wide
screen, with time to spare.

Goetz, Dezel On Own
Chicago—Leon Goetz and Albert Dezel

are in New York producing a new drama
to be released under the title of "Over the

Great Divide," from the original story,

"Exodus." purchased recently by Goetz.

Ben Lyon and Marie Prevost will be

starred in a popular cast which also includes

Russell Simpson. Talking and sound se-

quences will be recorded on Western Elec-

tric. The working title of the production,

which will be distributed by Road-Show
Pictures of Chicago ( Goetz"), is "All Faces
West."
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Showmen Ignore

Dialogue Cuts
By Chi Censors

Chicago—New trouble between the Chi-

cago board of censors and local distributors

is brewing here over dialogue which has

been ordered out by the board but which
exhibitors, with increasing frequency, are

failing to eliminate at showings.
Legally the censors here have no author-

ity to order deletions of dialogue or to cen-

sor it in any way, as the audible lines are

given the same legal status as spoken lines

on the stage, and no ordinance exists for

the censoring of these. Distributors, how-
ever, have not made an issue of the matter,

taking the attitude that if they did protest

the censoring of dialogue it would be a

simple matter for the censor board to get

the required ordinance placed in the books.

With this authority behind them, distribu-

tors believe, orders for dialogue cuts would
soon become a far more serious problem

than it is at present.

Use Fader on Cuts

Under the present system, when the cen-

sors ask a dialogue deletion the distributors

send a registered letter to the exhibitor

playing the picture advising him of the dis-

approved dialogue, and asking him to com-
ply. The letter relieves the exchange of

responsibility for what happens thereafter.

Exhibs who comply with the censors' de-

mands use the "fader" at the objectionable

points, so that, while the picture continues,

the spoken lines are made inaudible. Some
exhibs also "varnish over" the sound track

at the objectionable points, but inaccuracies

in computing their position on the film, and
comparable difficulties encountered with

discs, result in slips which the censors are

beginning to regard as deliberate. Many
exhibs. too, ignore the exchange's instruc-

tions entifely.

Complaints against exhibs who are play-

ing pictures without the necessary permits
are also increasing and result in plenty of

aggravation over at the police building.

Universal May

Get New Building
Chicago—Tentative plans for the com-

pletion of the Film Exchange building at

Thirteenth St. and Wabash Ave. now indi-

cate that the owners of the Universal Ex-
change building may take over the construc-
tion and operation of the proposed new
building in the near future. This is indi-

cated in a lease recently signed by the Uni-
versal exchange here, which stipulates that

Universal will retain its present quarters
until completion of the new exchange build-

ing, at which time it will move to the Thir-
teenth St. location. The lease implies that

completion of the new exchange building is

to he undertaken by the owners of the pres-
ent Universal exchange building.

Wabash Ave.—South

{Continued from page 57) .

Joe Fisher, associated for a time with the
Essaness advertising department, is now editing
a South Side community raq—a weekly.

* * *'

Tom North is vacationing after completing
an assignment as short subject salesman for
Pathe.

* * *

B. & K.'s Berwyn zuas knocked over for %221
on a busy Sunday night with 1,200 people
watching a performance within twenty feet of
the cashier's cage.

* * *

M. Van Praag, general sales manager of
Advance Trailer, in town for the past week.

* * *

Lee Verschuur doing a snappy Chi page for
"En-Ess-Ess" National Screen's monthly house
publication.

* * *

It was the Chi Daily Neivs which promoted
all those trailers asking the public to help cmt
the unemploved with a snack of work.

* * *

Ludung Sussman is giving one-third of this

zveck's gross at his Adclphi to relief work
among the unemployed of the millionaire

Rogers Park district. ATo foolm'.
* * *

Ted Levy, Filmack salesman, to New York
for work and play.

* * *

Jonas Perlberg, formerly of the Englewood—and you name the rest—dickering with a cir-

cuit for a managership.
* * *

Max Grulke, manager of the Castle, up
home in Wisconsin shooting ducks last week.
The game wardens let him get back with more
than his quota but it didn't do Max any good

—

they were all taken away from him by pals

when he got to Chicago. Max ate in a Thomp-
son's the night after.

* * *

Anws V Andy_at the first shozv at the State-

Lake Saturday morning.
* * *

Bennie Eisenberg and Ted Meyers, Univer-
sal city salesmen, given a country route last

week.
* * *

De Forest moved to 1155 South Wahash last

week.
* * *

Where was Frank Young at 8:30 P.M. on
the night of October 24th, and why is Bill

Brumberg so interested in the storv?
KANE.

Chi Being Shot

Up Some More
Chicago—The townspeople are getting a

few of their infrequent glimpses of pictures

in the factory stage this week. Sidney

Lanfield, Fox director, arrived early in the

week with cameramen and technicians to

shoot exteriors for "Three Girls Lost,"

authored in three weeks by the youthful

Bob Andrews of the Chi Daily News, in

which paper the story ran serially. Shortly

after. George Hill, M-G-M director, ar-

rived to spot locales for a picture which
will go into work here in the near future.

Hill refused to disclose any information con-

cerning the production other than that the

scenario was by Frances Marion, his wife.
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Stars Palling on

Chi Reporters;

Want Leg Poses

Chicago—"Movie folks," observed a re-

porter at the La Salle Street station the

other day, "are altogether too numerous
around here. They get in your hair." He
glanced a little dejectedly at an assignment
slip bearing an even dozen picture names.
"If I was a guy without no imagination,"

he remarked, "the sheet wouldn't get a

story out of the batch of them. Hey, Harry,"
he yelled at a photographer who was pre-

paring to shoot a smiling actress posed on
the steps of a Pullman coach, "lay off that.

If she won't climb up on a baggage truck

and cross her legs she can wait till the

fan mags come around for her picture."

Among the transient luminaries this week
were John Wayne of Fox's "Big Trail"

cast, here for an opening day appearance at

the Roosevelt ; Alexander Gray and Bernice

Claire, former musical comedy folks, now
of the films and here for a week at the

Palace ; Irene Bordoni, just completing a

week at the same theatre ; Stanley Smith,

former juvenile support for Nancy Car-
roll, here to do a week's turn at the Ori-

ental.

Hollywood-bound was a group of foreign

stars who will make German and French
versions of "The Boudoir Diplomat" for

Universal. They are Olga Tschechova, Tala

Birrell, Ivan Petrovich, Andre Nicolle and
Marcel de Garcin, and Mr. and Mrs. Jo-

hannes Riemann.
Adolph Zukor was here to attend the sev-

enth conference of Major Industries at the

University of Chicago in mid-week, and

Harry M. Warner also spent a few days

in Chicago en route from the Coast to New
York.

Maurice Hi-Hat

Sighs Irene, But

Buddy Says Nay
Chicago—France is accusing Maurice

Chevalier of having donned the Hollywood

high-hat, and is now declaring that one hun-

dred million Americans can't be right about

him, so Ashton Stevens, drama critic of the

Herald-Examiner, quotes Irene Bordoni as

tattling. Bordoni, Stevens says, now refers

to Chevalier as her "one-time" favorite

gamin.
In the same breath the critic hastens to

add a defense of the Frenchman contributed

hv his nal. Ben Bernie, orchestra pet of the

Bvfie'd's democratic dance room—the Col-

lege Inn at the Hotel Sherman.

"Bernie," relates Stevens, "recently gave

Chevalier a 'bon voyage' night in Holly-

wood with a $10 cover charge and half a

thousand applicants turned awav. More than

$6,000 was turned over to Chevalier after

ful deductions for expense, breakage, and

interest on the bonds."

"But the high-hatter," Bernie's story goes,

"wouldn't take a cent for himself."
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THE TRUTH OF MOORISH ARCHITECTURE

In which Theodore Komisarjevsky, former director Moscow Art

Theatre, traces the history of "Moorish" and "Spanish" motifs.

OUSTING THE GARISH ORIENTAL
All semblance of Chinese gods are gone, in favor of warmth,

intimacy and comfort at newly rebuilt Downton, in Detroit.

EAST INDIA MOVES TO CALIFORNIA
Acoustical plaster and subdued lighting are combined to

assure the best in acoustics with maximum beauty

THE UNUSUAL IN THEATRE LIGHTING
Effective displays of decorative schemes in the field of theatre

illumination for fronts, showing the trend here and abroad.
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Intimate angles on "This Man, the Architect." . . . Problems in

sound, in question-and-answer form. . . . Acquainting the man-
ager with intricacies of engraving. . . . The fundamentals for

successful personnel, as gleaned from the firing line at Balaban

& Katz headquarters. . . . Added revenue by means of vend-

ing machines in theatres. . . . Training managers by corre-

spondence. . . . Suggested shows for kiddies. . . . John Rider's

23rd lesson in the Projectionists' Round Table series. . . .

"Chick" Lewis interviews A. H. Schwartz. . . . Elmer Behms
joins J. Harry Toler in a discussion on architecture. ... Ex-

hibitor members of the "Managers' Round Table" discuss

theatre equipment.
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1HAYE decorated the interior of the

Granada Theatre, Walthamstow,

England, in Moorish style, or, as the

man in the street calls it, "Spanish" style.

That "Moorish" style of which so many
restaurants. Turkish baths, casinos, etc..

are nefarious examples, is no more Moor-

ish than the so-called Spanish style.

The style of architecture and decora-

tion of the Alhambra Palace at the Span-

ish town of Granada was imported into

Spain by the Moors or Arabs who con-

quered the country and who, in mentality

and religion, had nothing in common with

the original Spanish inhabitants. About

1,2()0 years ago the Moors, Musselmans

of the North African desert, overran a

good part of the World, reaching the In-

dies in the East. West Africa in the West

and in Southeastern Europe, stopping at

the Gates of Vienna. They established

themselves particularly firmly in Spain,

which has never since been so prosperous,

happy and well governed as it was un-

der the Moorish invaders. Wherever the

Moors came they brought with them a

culture dating from the ancient Persian

Kings, a literature and an art which was

specially rich in the sphere of architec-

ture.

The monuments of architecture which

were left by the Arabs in Spain after

their expulsion are what are known today

as examples of the "Moorish" style.

The Embellishments

of Moorish Motif

Add Beauty of Tone

to the Interior of the

Granada. Waltham-
stow, England

Probably on account of its picturesque

qualities, its whimsicality and multi-col-

ored character it was so much favored in

the nineteenth century for restaurants,

night haunts, etc. We can call to mind

places the world over known as the "Al-

hambra," "Mauritania," etc., which, how-

ever, do no justice to the originals. Those

responsible for the exterior and interior

of those places of amusement usually

tried the "Moorish experiment" by

merely imitating or copying the genuine

article. Apart from the fact, if I may
venture to say so, that they were not

people of any great taste or discernment,

it is not possible to reproduce faithfully

Moorish decoration without using the

same materials as the Moors, who
worked, one might say, like jewellers on

a large scale when embellishing their

Mosques and Palaces.

Paint and Plaster Unused

Paint they used but seldom, and of

plaster they knew nothing, but stones of

various kinds and colors, marbles, carved

woods, and a variety of metals were the

materials utilized by a people who were

not only architects in the matter of build-

ing, but sculptors, carvers and metal-

smiths as well. They did not add color

by daubing or painting the walls, but by

glazed tiles and a clever combination of

different materials. Thev relied, for the

Errors and Blunders

IN WHICH AN AUTHORITY TRACES

THE HISTORY OF MOORISH AND

SPANISH ARCHITECTURE

By THEODORE KOMISARJEVSKY

Formerly Director, Moscow Art Theatre

full effects of their work to be manifest,

on light and shade, on sun and moonlight.

But that sunlight was of the South and

that moon of the Arabian Nights ! So the

effects achieved by the Moors in their

buildings in the Iberian Peninsula can-

not be reproduced without the Southern

heavens even if the same materials were

to be used. Thus, the Moors, relying on

the assistance of Nature, left wide open-

ings in the walls to admit light, and even

small rooms, usually plain in decoration,

had fantastically shaped grilles over

numerous windows whereby the sun rays

and moonbeams might make decorative

shadows m the walls !

Copying the Spanish buildings of the

Arabs in order to give an impression of

Moorish architecture is out of the ques-

tion, in a northern country. Firstly, be-

cause the materials used in the original

would be prohibitive for any commercial

undertaking and, secondly, because even

by faithfully substituting paint and plas-

ter for those materials the resulting im-

pression would be one of cheapness and

disharmony. Beside this, there is another

consideration and probably the most im-

portant, i. e., the proportions of modern

buildings and the arrangement of the

rooms are directly antagonistic to the

Moorish plans of construction. In order

to convince oneself of this fact, it is quite

sufficient to look at the Court of the

I. inns of the Alhambra Palace at Granada

and to compare it with the entrance hall

of any of the modern palatial luxury ho-

tels. No less convincing would it be to

compare a modern kitchen fitted with

electric cooking apparatus. American

sinks, refrigerators, patent dish-washing

machines, etc., with the beautiful, simple

(Continued on paijc 98)
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Bringing the Atmosphere of Moorish Spain to

the Walls of a Modern Theatre in

England—the Granada
at Walthamstow
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Small Sculptural Pieces

In Panels Predominate
Interior of RKO'S Downtown

Dethroning the Orient and Its Idols

CHARM AND WARMTH SUCCEED THE GROTESQUE AND CONVEY

A TRUE SPIRIT OF CHEERY, HOME-LIKE ATMOSPHERE

DETROIT—Taking its place among
the de luxe houses of Detroit,

the new and transformed R-

P-O occupies a unique place among

playhouses of the automobile city. For

charm and intimacy, for warmth of

coloring and decorative effects as well

as comfort, the Downtown has already

won the plaudits of picturegoers.

Through almost complete remodeling of

the interior, John Rberson, architect, has

attained that effect so earnestly striven

for, of a theater that, immediately upon

entering, gives the impression of cheery,

homelike atmosphere.

This intimacv has not been sacrificed

to ornate splendor although the house

has achieved the effect of massive gor-

geousness in its every detail.

The Downtown was formerly known
as the Oriental. It is located on West

Adams at Grand Circus Park, the hub of

Detroit's business and night life. The
Oriental, true to its name, was garish in

its decorative schemes with a riotous

blend of colors as the motif of wall and

ceiling decorations and ugly Chinese idols

in various niches and recesses along walls

and corridors.

Now this is completely changed. Ar-

tistic in the extreme, every detail of dec-

oration has been carefully blended so that

the entire interior is as cheerful as a liv-

ing room in the finest home.

As one enters the main door they find

a large lobby, the high ceiling giving an

impression of baronial vastness. In fact

one could well imagine that they were in

the reception hall of a medievial king.

Costly paintings line the outer wall, all the

work of a famous Detroit artist. These

paintings lighted with soft amber tints

are found along the grand staircases on

each side of the lobby and the mezzanine

as well.

Where formerly the many, blinking

Chinese idols overlooked in grotesque

fashion the lobby and foyer, there are
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now replicas of the most famous sculp-

tural pieces in the world of art.

On the walls are light fixtures that

probably have no counterpart in any thea-

ter. These rise from an illuminated base

and then are carried by velvet upright to

an artistically shaped spread of 20 amber

lights set between artistic brass supports.

Topping this is a horseshoe of a dozen or

more small ball-shaped lights, old rose in

color and giving an effect that is most

unique. Two large chandeliers of amber

art glass with crystal hangings and sur-

mounted by rows of small decorative

lamps throw a soft amber glow that is

both restful and affords plenty of light

without glare.

The foyer has been treated in similar

fashion but here the use of numerous

wall brackets has added to the brilliance

of illumination. In the center of the

foyer a huge crystal chandelier surround-

ed by art glass of varied colors gives an

impression of solidity and ornate dignity.

All the colorings, the hangings, the tapes-

tried walls, the carpets have been care-

fully designed so as to perfectly match

the splendor of Italian rose-colored mar-

ble used for the base and columns that

are found in the lobby, the main foyer

and the mezzanine.

Another touch of comfort is found in

the profusion of luxurious divans, arm
chairs, and period furniture that has been

placed in all vantage points in foyers

and lobbies. This idea has been carried

out to the main lobby where people can

relax while waiting for seats.

Carpets throughout are all specially

An Intimate View of

One Corner of "Mei"
Foyer In RKO House

Making Effective

Use of Ornaments
and Objects D'Arf

woven and match perfectly with the deco-

rative scheme. Especially eye compelling

is the huge seamless carpet in the lobby,

deep red in color with black figure and

black border which carries into the stair

coverings of plain rich red and black.

The lobby and stairs were formerly bare

and the contrast of the new covering is

especially noticeable.

Entering the theatre through oddly

shaped Oriental doors, hand carved and

of artistic design, one finds an auditorium

that is a delight. The new chairs of red

velour back and wine colored leather

seats are both inviting and extremely

comfortable. The soft rays of amber and

blue lights set in reces.ed panels illumin-

(Conthmcd on page 110)
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The Fox at Visalia, Calif., Designed by Balch & Stanbery, Los Angeles. Huge Thermometer Above Marquee Sells the Cooling Plant.

East India Moves to California

ORIENTAL MOTIF ENHANCED BY SUBDUED LIGHTING IN AUDITORIUM AND

SPANISH ARCHITECTURE HIGHLIGHTS OF FOX THEATRE AT VISALIA

VISALIA. Cal.— Acoustical plaster

and subdued lighting" are combined
to assure the best in acoustics with

maximum beauty in the new Fox here,

recently completed. The house is eco-

nomically built, but without sacrifice of

any features of beauty, comfort or prac-

tical sound and film projection. The un-

usual prominence of the box-office also is

a feature of this new house.

The entire ceiling and side walls of

the auditorium are treated with acousti-

cal plaster. The material is artistic and
decorative as well as fireproof.

Subdued lighting removes the effect of

the rough plaster finish, giving it a smooth
appearance, which greatly enhances the

beauty and effectiveness of the East India

motif of this atmospheric theatre. All

lighting is concealed in the side walls, so

that no shadows are cast upon the ceiling.

- W-MAIH-SIKCn,
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which gives patrons the illusion of the

outdoors. Doors are provided at the

ends of the aisles, to prevent any noise

from the foyer from interfering with the

presentation.

The organ is concealed in shrines on
either side of the proscenium opening,

with the grille opening taken care of in

novel manner, as the photograph below
shows. The proscenium arch ties in with

the general effect of the ornamentation,

carrying out the style of the old temples

found in the Far East.

An innovation is introduced in the

treatment of the box office, which serves

as the base for the tower, which is visible

for miles in all directions. Thus, the

cashier's window commands the most im-

portant position in the lobby, ticket sales

being handled from both streets of the

intersection. A large clock serves as a

magnet in attracting attention, with the

name Fox below it on either side.

Spanish architecture is used for the ex-

terior, the exterior walls being of rein-

forced concrete. This harmonizes with

the architecture predominant in the town.
The roof is supported by steel trusses

with a steel deck and composition roof

covering more than one-half inch of in-

sulation.

This Spanish motif is carried into the

lobby but in the foyer the design changes

to East Indian, which gives a massive
effect. On one side of the foyer stairs

ascend in both directions to the small

mezzanine landing which serves the bal-

cony. On the other side is the entrance to

the main floor of the auditorium. At
the end opposite the entrance is located

the manager's office.

The architect here has developed an in-

genious arrangement to conceal the safe,

thus minimizing robbery hazard. A spe-

cial closet arrangement hides the safe

from view. (Complete blue-print de-

scription of this unique safe layout ap-
peared in the last Showman, c let. 4.)

The ceiling of the foyer is supported
by large beams, which contribute to the

effect of massiveness, with the highly

colorful decorations and design of the

carpet creating a feeling of warmth and
luxury.

One side of the mezzanine landing in

the foyer is provided with rest rooms and
cosmetic room, artistically decorated. The
cosmetic room is modern in treatment.

Visalia is a city of about 10,000 inhabi-
tants. The theatre was constructed at an
estimated cost of $134,163.
The new Visalia Fox theatre was de-

signed by Balch & Stanbery, Los An-
geles architects. Adoption of a Spanish
design for the exterior is in line with the
policy of Fox West Coast Theatres, in

making theatre designs conform to the
architectural scheme of the community.
wherever such course is feasible.

Left—Spanish in de-
sign and deliberately

so in order to make
the Visalia conform
with the architecture

of the community.

Below — Avoiding
the danger of over-

dressing, this view
of the attractive

lobby gives a splen-

did idea of the

good taste used in

decoration.

Richly colored carpeting, in perfect harmony with surrounding tapestry and
objets d'art, combine to make the interior of this Fox house one of beauty.
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Striking Display at the Paramount, Lynn.

Lighting the

Way to

Profits

Lighting the Way to "The

Heart of the World."

Times Square, New York,

Where More Than Thirty

Film and Legitimate Thea-

tres, All Within the Radius

of a Few Short Blocks,

Nightly Wage a Battle with

Mazdas to "Pull" the Thou-

sands of Broadway Pleasure-

Seekers to Their Windows.

From Gay Paree Comes

This Unique and Elaborate

Theatre Front. At each side

of the Entrance to the

Olympia, Large Uprights

Are Used to Spell the

Name in Red and Blue

Claude Neon Tubing. Curl-

ing Flames Wave Upward

and Out Under the Canopy

The Display at RKO'S Downtown, Detroit, Is a Sura-Fire Eye-Arrester.



DISTRIBUTORS OF THE WORLD'S BEST THEATRE EQUIPMENT

SERVICE

ON MERIT ALONE
There is no argument by which we can expect or hope to

put over to you our idea of a single, all-embracing purchase

contract, unless we can show to your complete satisfaction, that

it is a real advantage to you.

We know that we can do this and only ask that you defer

closing a deal with any individual or concern until we are given

a chance to prove our statements.

Why should you part with your good money until you have

at least scrutinized our proposition and made comparisons.

This imposes no obligation on you, whatever. Just get in

touch with us either at headquarters or at any of our branches

and let us quote on your specifications.

We know we can supply your wants with goods of quality

at the right prices.

Merit is the only thing that counts.

Sdtf^je^.
President

t.t. FULTON COMPANY
±Q AST TO COAST <|ULCO)> DISTRIBUTORS.
COMPLETE- LINE- OP THEATRE EQUIPMENT - BRANCH E-$ IN ALL KEY CITIES-
INSTALLATIONS GUARANTEED - SERVICE DAY AND NIGHT - EXPERT ENGINEERING -
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COMPARE!

FULCO PROJECTOR
(Ernemann Design)

On demonstration at all

E. E. Fulton Company branch offices

located in the following cities:

CHICAGO 1018 So. Wabash Ave.

NEW YORK 115 W. 45th St.

BOSTON 65 Broadway

PHILADELPHIA 1337 Vine St.

ATLANTA 146 Walton St.

LOS ANGELES Film Exchange Bldg.

ST. LOUIS 3232 Olive St.

MILWAUKEE 151 Seventh St.

INDIANAPOLIS 340 No. Illinois St.

SAN FRANCISCO 255 Golden Gate Ave.

Fulco— Point by Point—

With Any Other Projector

Comparison will convince you beyond a doubt that Fulco is

the most efficient picture machine in existence.

If you are about to buy projectors, it will be well worth your

while to visit our headquarters, or any Fulco branch, and see

the Fulco side by side with competing machines.

With comparisons made before your eyes, you will be
astonished at the many valuable features exclusively built into

the Fulco Projector—improvements which make it the greatest

projector on the market today.

The machine which appeals to the man who knows all about

projection as well as the man who knows all about show business.

CJ Low Initial Cost

C]J Lower Maintenance

C| More Dependability

C| Better Projection

Ask the Man Who Owns or Operates One

!

E. E. FULTON COMPANY
C H. FULTON

President

A. G. JARMIN
Treasurer

Executive Offices: 1018 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago Factory: 2001-2007 So. California Ave., Chicago

_fFULCOl>
E.E FULTON COMPANY, COAST/oCOAST DISTRIBUTORS
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FOR THE NEEDS OF
TODAY AND TOMORROW

The motor-generator, like all other important inventions and developments,
has its background of research and experiment, accumulated during those forma-

tive years when projection of motion pictures presented, almost daily, new and
puzzling problems.

Today the electric current needs of the modern picture machine lamp are

definitely charted and understood by experts engaged in these researches and
experiments.

General Electric engineers have penetrated and carefully examined the prob-

lem of current supply to the picture lamp and have produced the highly

efficient G-E motor-generator as the answer not only to present-day demands but

also to the probable call of tomorrow for much higher amperage.

As exclusive distributor in the United States of G-E motor-

generator sets in the theatre field, the E. E. Fulton Company

will gladly furnish complete information on this line. Or, if

more convenient, address your inquiry to the nearest G-E office.

GENERAL ©ELECTRIC

r ^FULC^>
E.E FULTON COMPANY, COASTYoCOAST DISTRIBUTORS\L
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Modern Projection Room
Requirements

Made to Aid

Your

Projectionist

Give

Your Patrons

A Better

Show

The Gem Carbon Jaw is

designed expressly for use
with the Peerless High
Amperage Reflector arc
lamp. Made of a special

heat resisting alloy which
will outlast any material
now in use for this purpose.
It is composed of but two
castings. Type of construc-

The Centering Lens Mount for
Simplex, here illustrated, is endorsed
by projectionists everywhere as the
simplest, most accurate and efficient

device for effecting instantaneous
lateral adjustment of lens when chang-
ing from regular to sound track film
and vice versa. Can be placed in

machine in a few minutes without
cutting or machining. Holds lens rigid

and vibrationless.

Price each complete as shown:

$25.00

CENTERING LENS HOLDER

The Duplex Aperture Gate for

Simplex carries a vertically shifting

plate having both the regular aperture
opening and also one for movietone.
The sound on film aperture may be
either proportional or one which
simply masks off the sound track,

as you prefer.

Price each complete as shown:

$35.00

DUPLEX APERTURE GATE

tion insures carbon being
held parallel and positive
crater is always precisely

at focal point. Because of
lasting qualities it is by
far the most economical
carbon jaw to use.

GEM CARBON CONTACT JAW

Price each:

$12.00

_fiHUCO|>
E.E FULTON COMPANY, COAST6>COAST DISTRIBUTORS=Z
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Fuel At Half Price!

I
f the price of coal were cut 25% to 50%
h6w much would it save you this winter?

If we could save you practically the same
amount, would it be worth a postage stamp
and a few minutes of your time to write us?

Hundreds of theatre owners are slashing their

overhead cost every winter, by distributing

heat the Blizzard Way.

When writing for in-

formation give layout

of your theatre with
dimensions. It obligates

you in no way.

BLIZZARD SALES CO.
1524 Davenport St. OMAHA. NEBR.

Export Office
LINCOLN EXPORT CO.

32 A Water St. New York, N.

Symbol of Safety

Select your carpets from the

stocks of the world's largest

manufacturers

Slater standards demand the

highest efficiency in the intalla-

tion of the products we represent

Insist on Slater installations

for complete satisfaction and
safety

WM. SLATER, Jr.

CARPETS

CHICAGO

LINOLEUM - RUBBER - TILE

1
AUDITEC

The Modern

Decorative Acoustical
Corrective Material

Auditec fulfills so completely every need for acoustical
correction making your auditorium clear toned and at
the same time being capable of such decoration as to
leave your house equally or more beautiful than before.
Acoustical correction has a direct result on box office

profits and you owe it to your own desire for a greater
business to have your house analyzed for acoustics.
Auditec is low in cost, high in results.

Made in Six Beautiful

Colors and Special Designs
Get in touch with your own E. E. Fulton Company
office and have them supply you with a questionnaire.
No obligation is involved as this engineering service has
been arranged for you through the E. E. Fulton
Company firm. You will be surprised at this new and
hetter manner of acoustical correction.

NATIONAL RUG MILLS, Inc.

Milwaukee - - Wisconsin

AUDITEC
Modernize With

ELECTRICAL DISPLAYS

Of New Design

A new front will stimulate ticket sales, and add

to the attractions of your theatre as a neighbor-

hood institution.

For economical short cuts to a new dressing

to the exterior of your theatre nothing offers

such effectiveness as electrical signs styled along

modern lines of design and showmanship.

Electrical signs attract transient as well as

community patrons and make your program

known to the largest number of potential ticket

buyers.

Consult a Fulton Representative

r fFULC5^
E.E FU LTON CO/APA NY, COASTSCOAST D I STRJ BUTORS^
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AUTOMATIC
REFLECTOR
ARC LAMPS

Silently, Automatically,
Producing-Crisp,
White Light

For Sale By Independent Supply Dealers

Che Strong Electric Corporation

2501 Lagrange St., Toledo, Ohio

FULCO
AUTOMATIC ENCLOSED REWIND

Comprises a well designed cast aluminum frame into

which are built all the accurately built elements that make

J
rfclfe

1

dt

Is~i

this the easiest and quietest running rewind on the market.
Complies with the strictest regulations.

If you show talking pictures, you of course want your
projection room free from noise making apparatus. THE
FULCO IS A NOISELESS REWIND.

PERFECT PROJECTION
The ILEX F:2.5 Dual Focus Pro-

jection Lens is adapted for use

with either sound-on-film or sound-

on-disc. The same size screen

covering is maintained by a shift

of the lever. Maximum sharpness,

flatness of field, brilliant

illumination, coal blacks, snow

whites — all remain in either

position. This lens is an absolute

necessity for sound - equipped

theatres. Insist upon ILEX and

be patron-insured.

ILEX OPTICAL CO.
ROCHESTER NEW YORK

GALLAGHER,
Orchestra Equipment Company

616 W. Elm St, Chicago

Orchestra Equipment
MUSIC STANDS
STAGE AND PIT
RESONATORS
ORGAN LIFTS
ORGAN SEATS
ORGAN RACKS
PIANO RACKS

LEADER STANDS
STAGE PLATFORMS

CHAIRS
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

AND
FURNISHINGS

ALL
DESIGNS

AND
FINISHES

:frul£5l>

2- E.E FULTON COMPANY, COAST6>COAST DISTRIBUTORS -1
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Fulton Company branches

at Chicago, New York,

Boston, Philadelphia,

Atlanta, St. Louis, In-

dianapolis, Milwaukee,

San Francisco, and

Los Angeles, will gladly

give you complete infor-

mation on the subject of

theatre decoration.

Creatorsand
designers of
distinctive
nteriors

r\ good show is always
better when seen amid charm-
ing surroundings, produced
by harmonious color combin-

ations, designs and effects.

Any theatre can achieve a

pleasing, inviting atmosphere
through an original decorative

scheme of modern design and
color.

We are prepared to offer

and to execute, inexpensive

decorative schemes of pro-

nounced individuality.

J. A. Torstenson & Co
Chicago mois

r _fRJLC^>
E.E FULTON COMPANY, COAST6>COAST DISTRIBUTORS
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"This Man, the Architect" — His

Code of Ethics and Modus Operandi
An Intimate Close Up of the Building Tailor in Which Many Old Beliefs Involving His Connection

With Drafts, Plans and Specifications Are Permanently Thrown Into the Discard

THE question, "Shall I employ an
architect?" is easily answered if the

man about to build will ask himself,

instead, "Do I want a stock house (or

church or store or what not) or do I want
something designed for me personally

—

something that meets the speciai needs of

my family (or congregation or business)

and affords a proper setting for it? In a
word, do I want that which is fitted par-

ticularly to me, to my needs and my ideals ?"

If the former alternative will satisfy you,

do not bother with an architect. If you do
want a building tailor-made to the measure
of your particular needs and desires, the

architect's function is the only known means
of getting it.

One of the most prevalent misconceptions

regarding the architect is that he is a
maker of plans. Those who visualize the

architect in this light also believe that, once
having secured a "set of plans," they are

fully equipped to carry the building project

to a successful conclusion. Nothing could
be much further from the truth. The
making of plans is often the smallest and
most insignificant part of the architect's

work. It is the part that he can and does

relegate to his draftsmen, since his other

activities are of so much greater importance.

The older and more experienced of the

architects will tell you that the further they
advance in their profession the less do they
become dependent upon plans.

The Insignificance of "Plans"

To conceive of the architect as a mere
producer of plans is like regarding a physi-

cian as a mere producer of prescriptions, or

a lawyer as a mere compiler of briefs.

"Plans," by which we mean drawings, speci-

fications, memoranda, are but partial means
to an end ; they are mere fragmentary
records of instruction to others regarding
what the architect wants done. If you have
ever had the opportunity to see a building

erected by a builder who was guided solely

by a set of plans, and then to see what the

architect himself produced from that same
set of plans before they were stolen for mis-
use, the real futility of plans alone would be

quite apparent to you. Building merely
from a "set of plans" is a great deal like

picking up a doctor's prescription on the

street and trying it out to see what it will

do to you.

Architecture is properly numbered among
the learned professions. The qualifications

of one who practices it are perhaps more
diverse than those required in any other

professional activity. He must have a

background of general culture and the

liberal arts, an instinctive feeling for design,

a highly developed technical skill in con-
struction, a broad familiarity with materials

that range from the delicacy of fine fabrics

to the rugged strength of stone, steel and
concrete, and. in addition to all this, he
must be a business man familiar with the

varied contractual and legal relationships

occurring in the complex business of build-

ing. He must know intimately the intricacies

of structure, strength and durabilities of

materials, sanitation, plumbing, hydraulics,
heating, ventilation, acoustics, electricity,

and many other minor branches of science

and engineering. It is obvious that such an
equipment is not to be had excepting
through a long and arduous period of study
and training. Most of the states now
recognize this fact—and the rest are rapidly
falling into line—in requiring that one who
calls himself an architect shall be registered

or licensed by the state after satisfying a
properly qualified board of examiners that
his qualifications are really adequate. In
some states it is again the law for a man

What Is the Architect?

TPHIS close-up of the architect
* was conceived and published by
Charles Scribner's Sons for the
following reason

:

"The architect, like the doctor
and the lawyer, has a code of ethics

which prevents his telling the pub-
lic what he is and does. We think
the public is entitled to know, so,

as interested bystanders, we are
setting forth herein some of the
facts."

The Showman, believing the
information to be of interest to
exhibitors and all those interested
in the advancement of the theatre,
therefore publishes the text in full,

with permission of the authors.

even to call himself an architect without
such registration, and many cities protect
the public by requiring in that any building
put up within its boundaries shall be
designed and supervised by one so registered
or licensed.

What the Architect Is Not
The architect, of course, is not a building

contractor. He does not buy materials, he
does not guarantee costs, nor has he any
financial interest in the building operation
or in the materials that go into it. He is

your professional adviser and advocate, paid
by you and looking out for your interests

in an operation that is far more technical

and complex than the average case in court.

And yet, with all this, the position he
occupies is a curiously judicial one, as

between you, the client, and your building

contractor. The courts recognize him as

a sort of umpire: in questions at issue

between owner and builder he is the judge

as to what is fair to both.

The relationship of a man and his archi-

tect is similar to that between a man and
his physician. You retain the practitioner

of your choice, telling him as much as pos-
sible of your aims, needs, mode of life (or
business), and seek his diagnosis.

It will be well to realize the fact that you
can tell him how large a building and what
quality you want, allowing him to ascertain
what it will cost; or else you can bind him
as to quality and cost, allowing him to tell

you how much building you can secure for
that amount; or, again, you can bind him as
to size and cost, in which case he will tell

you what quality is obtainable. Manifestly
it is not possible for you to specify all three
of these governing factors—size, quality and
cost—since any two of them will necessarily
determine the third.

Selecting the Right Man
Select an architect as you would select a

physician or a lawyer. In this age of spe-
cialization many architects, though not all,

confine themselves rather closely to certain
kinds of work. A man whose practice
consists for the most part of banks, for
example, may not be the one you would
select to do a country house. Many archi-
tects refuse to do country house work,
either large or small. Others whose prac-
tice consists mainly of ecclesiastical work
may decline a commission to design a hos-
pital, just as a throat specialist would send
you elsewhere for an appendix operation.
If the project is a large and complicated
one, it will probably be well to choose an
architect familiar with that particular kind
of work. If, on the other hand, the project
is small, you will probably secure much
more personal attention by engaging one of

the younger men who still has his reputation
to make.
There are advantages, of course, in the

services of a nationally known established
practitioner. There are other advantages
in the services of the younger man whose
reputation is as yet unmade.
One of the worst ways of selecting an

architect is by inviting several to present
sketches. The one who happens to be th

"

best salesman, or who appears with th.

prettiest pictures (which he may have had
someone else prepare) may win the com-
mission. The better architects will not
descend to such a way of getting business,

just as the better lawyers or physicians will

not compete for a case on the basis of tenta-

tive briefs or competitive prescriptions.

Coin petitions
In some instances, where public work

seems to require the final choice of an archi-

tect in a manner free from any suggestion
of personal preference, competitions are
held, but these will be entered by reputable
practitioners only when conducted under
approved methods of procedure, and usually

when each competitor is paid for the study
and work that these preliminary drawings
necessitate. Details of such competition

(Continued on page 113)
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H-W PUBLIX DE LUXE THEATRE CHAIR

The Publix Theatre Corporation has awarded its 3rd successive contract for theatre seats

to the Heywood-Wakefield Company! In the past 3 years, this world-famous organization of

showmen has installed more than one-quarter of a million H-W chairs in their houses through-

out the United States. It is a distinct pleasure to receive the third straight contract from
Publix not alone because of the large amount of business involved but because of the definite

stamp of approval given to Heywood-Wakefield chairs by Publix officials and by the Publix

Engineering and Maintenance Staffs.

During the recent years in which we have been working with Publix, many changes have

occurred in theatre seating designs. Sound pictures, for instance, created a demand for new
acoustical properties in theatre chairs. Guided by and cooperating with Publix engineers and

technicians, Heywood-Wakefield has developed theatre chairs which accurately and perfectly

meet sound requirements—chairs which are so modern, so luxuriously comfortable that Publix

patrons everywhere have gone out of their way to praise the excellence of the seating accom-

modations provided for them.

Heywood-Wakefield
BALTIMORE, MD. BOSTON, MASS. BUFFALO, N. Y. PITTSBURGH, PA. OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
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H-W PUBLIX SUPER DE LUXE CHAIR

In Hundreds of Publix Theatres located from Coast to Coast, you'll find Heywood-Wake-
field chairs wearing well, pleasing patrons, doing their share to pay box office dividends. For

such qualities as these, Publix has again specified H-W chairs and for these very same reasons,

you owe it to yourself to investigate this world's largest selling line of theatre seats.

Before seating a new house or reseating an old one, ask your nearest Heywood-Wakefield sales

office for definite, helpful information on theatre seating and its influence on box office receipts.

Theatre Seating
NEW YORK, N. Y. PHILADELPHIA. PA. CHICAGO, ILL. PORTLAND. OREGON SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF. SEATTLE, WASH.
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Personnel In Some Ways Seen As
More Important Than Attraction

"Cabinet Rule" Produces Best Results for Balaban & Katz—Executive Office Maintains

Close Contact with House Managers in Co-ordinating Efforts

CHICAGO.—Administration of the

Publix-Balaban & Katz circuit is

based not on the authority of one man
or office but on the co-ordinated workings
of many. The organization contains no
office corresponding to that of a general
manager. Its various operating departments
are closely linked together ; the heads of

these departments working as a committee
of the whole, combine to create the admin-
istrative authority commonly endowed with
a general manager. Thus there is no "line

and staff" organization but, rather, a com-
mittee proposition composed of the man in

charge of stage shows, he who heads the

booking department, the chief of personnel,

the director of publicity and advertising

—

all separate and distinctly operated depart-
ments but co-ordinated for the purpose of

working out details of administration in each
and evolving a harmoniously working whole.
The benefits of this administrative policy

are to be found in the opportunity it pro-
vides a greater number of minds to work in

individual ways toward a common objec-
tive^—the success of the theatre enterprise.

It provides department heads with greater
range and freedom in the administration of

their own departments, while at the same
time, the familiarity with the workings of

allied departments which it affords them
avoids the danger of bureaucratic tendencies.

It teaches that no single department is more
or less important to the whole than another.

This committee rule likewise contributes
significantly to the successful operation of

the individual theatre and the circuit as a
whole. It does this not only through the
efficient administration of single depart-
ments but directly—by virtue of the close

co-ordination of all department heads, who
contribute their knowledge, experience and
departmental resources to other departments.

How Personnel Department Works

This is best illustrated in the functioning
of the department of personnel which, in a

sense, is perhaps the closest link between the

executive offices and the theatres. This or-

ganization has from its inception stressed the

importance of the right type of man for its

theatre staff. From house manager on down
the men are picked with exactitude and with
certain requirements in mind. It is these

house men who, after all, contact the pub-
lic and from whom the public's opinions of

the organization are formed. The company's
goodwill is in their hands to a certain im-
portant extent. The gruff, hardboiled, old-

time manager, with a derby hat and an of-

fensive cigar is outmoded by the neat, af-

fable, polite manager who has the comfort
of his patrons and their entertainment al-

ways in mind. The large size of most of the

theatres presents him, in addition, with a

multitude of other problems and considera-
tions, all of which are of vital importance
inasmuch as the prosperity of every house is

"Publix Service"

BALABAN & KATZ is generally

credited with introducing new
standards of courtesy, comfort and
convenience in picture theatres. The
standards are exemplified in "Publix

Service," put into effect by Sam Katz.

Here is an outline of the B. & K.'s

views toward personnel, the carrying

out of which has been a big factor

in the circuit's success.

founded on its "return" patronage. In this

respect, there is not one product, but 52 to

sell patrons annually. No house problem is

ever permanently disposed of. It is present

from week to week and if mishandled once,

means not the loss of one sale so much as

the loss of many. A patron disappointed

in a program will return hopefully to view
the new one, but a disgruntled patron may
never come back. In this respect the per-

sonnel of a house is more important, even,

than the picture showing.

Some Requisites

The new house manager begins where the

old left off. The sole stock in trade of the

old manager was "showmanship sense."

That is still a requisite, but the new man
must have, in addition, greater education

—

or its mind-broadening equivalent. He must
be a shrewd and efficient business man who
knows costs in their relation to income, he
must be a diplomat, capable of handling
people, he must be thoughtful and observ-

ing, as such things as audience reaction to a

certain type of film are significant and valu-

able knowledge for the executive office.

Different neighborhoods react differently

to certain types of pictures. These sectional

variations in taste, obviously vital to the

health of the box office, must be watched
for closely. One neighborhood will never
tire of comedies, another of mysteries, and
so on. These preferences must be known
and catered to, and anything counter to

them avoided as far as possible. The man-
ager must be relied upon for that informa-

tion. To assist him, ushers in all houses
are supplied with "comment cards" on the

opening day of each week. Copies of these

cards are sent to the house managers' de-

partment, to the booking, publicity and pro-

duction departments. They not only aid

in determining neighborhood preferences,

hut show how exploitation should be hand-
led in that and subsequent neighborhoods.

Sometimes, if adverse comments are

weighty enough, they result in the with-

drawal of a picture or act. Occasionally,

these "comment cards" are a guide to run
pictures and the circuit is prepared by them
in advance to make their arrangements ac-

cordingly when, perhaps, prior to a pic-

ture's opening, its chances of being a "hit"
were hardly considered. Comments, in ad-
dition, are a guide to whether or not they
are to receive the benefits of that most valu-
able advertising medium—word-of-mouth
advertising.

Obviously, a house manager is an impor-
tant cog in the organization. He must be
trained and selected with care. The Publix
managers' training school has furnished
some creditable managerial talent.

However, survey of our present personnel
shows that 26 managers or assistants came
up from the ranks, having started as ushers,

five began as doormen and nine as "specials"
(those having had some sort of allied ex-
perience and 12 weeks of training).

There are executive positions waiting for

managers who prove themselves too valu-
able to be kept in charge of a house. Such
inducements tend" to supply with unusual
calibre even in the ushers' ranks, and in ad-
dition they keep alive ambition in the man-
agers themselves. Managers are aided and
encouraged in other ways as well.

Weekly managers' meetings are held with
the chief of personnel, at which every one
of them has a full opportunity to express
himself, to solicit and receive the advice and
aid of other managers in the solution of his

individual theatre's problems. It is the ex-
ecutive committee of the organization over
again in miniature, with a union of inter-

ests for the solution of common problems.

Publicity Men Kept in Field

Publicity men are kept continually in the

field, visiting theatres, conferring with
neighborhood managers. They are thus
familiarized with local situations and know
what type of exploitation is most effective

for certain pictures when they come to cer-

tain neighborhoods.
Further encouragement is offered house

managers by the posting of cash awards for

production and improvement. Quarterly
business drives are engaged in, during
which a $300 prize is offered the house man-
ager showing the greatest profit at its con-

clusion, and a similar prize is offered the

house showing the greatest improvement
during the period of the drive.

Thus, it may be seen that the efficiency

of the managerial machine, vital in itself,

is dependent upon the harmonious function-

ing of the executive committee of depart-

ment heads. The department of personnel,

for instance, does not insist that a manager
and his staff concern themselves solely with
proper deportment in their relations with
the public. He sees to it that they furnish

vital information and aid to all other de-

partments wherever possible. In return,

this and other information and resources

are employed by the various departments
to contribute to the successful functioning

not only of their own departments but of

others and the theatres as well.
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This MODIFIER is instantly
adjusted to any screening surface
NOW you can remove the temporary, stationary, makeshift

modifiers from the screen and definitely solve all screen

modifying problems by installing the Vallen Automatic Screen

Modifier, which is all the proscenium equipment needed to show

Widescope, Magnascope, Grandeur or any size film.

The Vallen Automatic Screen Modifier is a complete unit with

metal screen frame, modifying travel control, modifying curtains

and push button operated electrical driving

equipment, extremely flexible in installation

and operation. Can be installed for use

with small size screens or mammoth
screens; or readily changed when the small

screen is replaced. It requires no additional

space beyond the present screen frame.

In fact, provision is made for lacing the

screen to the metal frame of the modifier.

For Fifteen Years Builders

P7>SS\01*fyi772^j

U^©E©IF\E^=yj

The modifying curtains are instantly contracted or expanded to

exactly conform with the screening surface of the film, simply by

pushing an electric control button. These control buttons can be

located at the most convenient positions in the theatre; on the stage

or in the projection room. The modifying curtains are always taut,

without unsightly folds and assure a straight picture line on all sides.

The Vallen Screen Modifier is efficient, practical and a necessary

proscenium unit. It has been demonstrated

to owners of many of the country's leading

theatres who have acclaimed it a necessity

and backed their approval with purchases.

A complete description of the Vallen

Automatic Screen Modifier and other

Vallen designed and proved equip-

ment will be mailed upon request,

of Theatrical Equipment

VALLEN ELECTRICAL COMPANY, Inc., AKRON, OHIO

EElTMODiriER
for amy s»i!z;e Screen
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Under the National Stamp of

Approval the following depart-

ments of theatre equipment

are sold, installed and serviced:

Exterior Lighting Equipment

Flood Lighting Equipment

Electric Signs and Marquees

Ticket Booths

Ticket Vending Machines

Ticket Chopping Machines

Photo and Poster Display Frames

Complete Projection Room Equip-

ment and Accessories

Auditorium Lighting Equipment

Auditorium Seating

Carpets and Draperies

Air Conditioning Apparatus

Orchestra Pit Equipment

Stage Lighting Equipment

Theatre Switchboards

Stage Rigging and Hardware

Stage Scenery

Stage Curtains and Draperies

Motion Picture Screens

Screen Masking Devices

It's quite a jump from a stage screw to a

successful theatre. But the major elements

that build the foundation for theatre success

are all included in the National Line of

equipment and accessories. If you want a

marquee or an electric sign your nearest

National Branch will have it for you. Need

Projection machines, a generator or light-

ing equipment? That's there for you, too.

So are your ventilating fans, opera chairs,

stage rigging, screen, carpets, draperies.

They have oil won their place in the Na-

tional Line through selective tests for quality

in materials and workmanship and for

profit-producing practicability. When you

want a battery or a bill poster's brush, your

nearest National Branch will get them to

you quickly and economically. If you need

rush repair work, a National Emergency Man

will help you keep the show going. And

when you buy complete equipment for a

new theatre you can get it from National

—

all on a one-source plan. From stage screw

to successful theatre— the whole range of

service is there. "One Source—One Quality

—One Guarantee."

,: "De Luxe Your Theatre and Make

It Pay" is the suggestive title

of our new Fall Catalog. It's full of

timely tips. Write or ask for a copy.

NATIONAL TH€ATR€
SUPPLY COMPANY
Branches in all Principal Cities
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Half Tone or Line Engraving? And
How To Determine Which To Use

Each Has a Particular Function Which the Manager Should Know—
Publix Experts Explain How to Select

UT^HE rignt Picture is worth 10,000

words" is a phrase that has been
-^ used more often in the motion pic-

ture field than in any other. No wonder.

Illiterates, foreigners, and children have

been able to read from pictures the stories

and messages that could not have been

brought to them any other way. Their

money has helped make the industry what

it is today, and their constant attendance is

ample proof that the picture language is a

universal language.

Pictures have been used to sell photoplays

since the early days when lurid and blood-

thirsty posters served to draw patrons into

the nickelodeons. Many felt that the pic-

tures were not used wisely then—many feel

that they are not being used wisely today.

One of the reasons for this is the lack of

knowledge among exhibitors of picture-

printing technique. Pictures are made in

many ways, they are reproduced in many
ways. In the following discussion, we will

treat of those things the theatre manager
should know about the printing of illustra-

tions, and touch on the various kinds of

illustrations with which he will come in

contact.

Different Media

All of us have used rubber nameplate

stamps. The letters that print stand out

in relief from the surrounding rubber. It

is the raised surface that prints.

If we had a picture of wood or metal that

stood out in relief from the surrounding

solid, we could print from it. But our com-

mercial artists do not work on wood blocks

Half Tone or Line?

EVEN though it is not as rich

in detail as a fine screen re-

production, a coarse screen is best

for newspaper cuts, it is pointed out

by "Publix Opinion," in which was
published the accompanying article.

An engraving with too many dots,

it is pointed out, will smudge on
news stock.

The accompanying article stresses

the difference between line engrav-

ings and half tones, and gives the

theatre manager valuable pointers

as to which to use to guarantee the

best results.

as a rule, nor do they spend precious time
making etchings on metal. They draw on
paper and it is our problem to convert the

rendering into a relief plate. What com-
plicates the matter still more is the fact

that artists use various media in which to

express themselves. Let us consider some
of those first.

We wish our artist to reproduce the head
of an actress. He may use pen and ink and
give us a likeness in which all the blacks

are of equal intensity and all the whites are

the color of the paper. He may use crayon
on rough paper and his drawing will seem
to be made up of lots of fine lines. Or he
may use charcoal and have a softness and
gradation of tones that is very pleasing.

On the other hand, if he is skillful in the

use of paints and colors he may paint the

head. Oil paints will give one result. Wash
drawings (a mixture of paints and water
in contradistinction to body pigments) will

give another. If he is a photographic artist

he may decide to use the camera.

For all these types of pictures there are

only two general forms of engraving. For
some a line engraving would be best, for

others a halftone.

What is a line cut? (Engravings ready
for printing are spoken of as cuts.)

It is an engraving in which all the solid

elements of the picture are reproduced on
a zinc plate as solid elements in relief. It

is done in the following way:

A photographic negative of the picture

is made by the engraver and put on the

metal. This is covered with a chemical that

resists acid. The plate is then put into an
acid bath and all unprotected parts are

etched or eaten away, leaving a reversed

outline of the original in relief. The plate

is next mounted on a wooden block that is

type high (so that the printing surface is

of the same height as the printing surface

of the type) and it is ready for the press.

Involved Process

In actual practice, there are many steps to

the making of an engraving, but this brief

description is more than sufficient for our
purposes.

A halftone presents a problem that is

slightly different. Examine a photograph
carefully. You will notice high lights and

(Continued on page 103)

Buying Printing and How to Do It

TTTITH the trend of showman-

\\ ship toward a better type of

advertising, it seems strange

that more of those entrusted with this

phase of work have not given it more
study.

By study we mean basically the me-
chanical phases of this profession.

We wonder just how many men know
what a pica is . . . that there are six

picas to the inch . . . that there are

72 points to the inch and consequently

12 points to the pica.

When dealing with points you will

have discovered that this relates most-
ly to type size. When you talk of space
in width and heights in the printing

parlance you refer to it in picas.

A pica rule is perhaps the easiest

thing in the world to obtain. You are
dealing with engravers and printers

who usually have a supply of them on
hand with their ads on them. Get one,

if it is merely for your education, take

this pica rule and analyze a good look-

ing ad with it. Determine the inden-

tions by picas . . . measure the step ins

by the pica system . . . familiarize

yourself with the terms of the printing

trade.

This is suggested to you as a first

step. You will find in studying along
this direction you will become inter-

ested in type and the different faces.

Cheltenham and Caslon are the two
most commonly used in newspapers.
Study the value of bold face . . . the

value of italics . . . and don't think

when you use bold face type you must
use the biggest type the space will per-

mit . . . that you must throw it up into

the largest point and that you must
use all caps.

You cannot be taught this business

of lay-outs, type values and type sizes

excepting through study on your part.

The suggestions of study given you
here will lead you to ask your printer

or newspaper man questions. Don't be
afraid to ask . . . you'll learn more by
being a human question mark.

You are buying a lot of type ... a
lot of white paper . . . and a lot of
black ink . . . learn how to use them
... to use them intelligently and
effectively.

—

From "Now."
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No. 6862
A luxnrions chair
obtainable in a va-
riety of fine cover-

ings.

In which you will find exactly what yon waul
— Solid comfort— Many beautiful designs
and an almost unlimited variety of fine

coverings with which to achieve strikingly
individual effects — plus several mechanical
superiorities that assure unusually quiet,

trouble-free operation and exceptional dur-
ability.

The expert services of our planning depart-
ment and that of our distributors, the Na-
tional Theatre Supply Company, are free, at

your command in any seating or reseat-

ing problem. The guarantees of both institu-

tions assure complete satisfaction for every
installation.

Send for this valuable free book,
'"Modern Theatre Seating.''

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
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"Go Slow, Take It Easy and Don't

Rush/' Is A. H. Schwartz's Advice
Eastern Chain Executive Uses the Unusual Method of Body-Building to Mould a Successfully

Strong Organisation and Qives the Loudoivn in Ten Short Paragraphs

By "CHICK" LEWIS

Chairman, "Managers' Round Table Club" of Motion Picture News

HOW a theatre executive, famous
for his ability to accomplish great

things, keeps himself in fit condi-

tion, both physically and mentally, should

be of interest to every man in this in-

dustry.

Frequently referred to as the most
powerful independent in the east, A. H.
Schwartz stands head and shoulders

above the other, so-called, independents

operating various sized chains in the vic-

inity of New York.
From a start, dating back many years

ago, when building a theatre was a real

pioneering venture, Schwartz invoked a

rule which, today, represents an outstand-

ing feat in any business. "Go Slow, Take
It Easy and Don't Rush" is what he

both practiced and preached, not to him-

self alone, but to every one connected

with his organization.

Still a young man (he is in his early

forties), Schwartz has constructed an or-

ganization of such strength, built on such

a sensible and financial foundation, that

opposition, business depression, or any-

thing else coming under the heading of

adverse conditions, can not budge him or

his various enterprises a fraction of an
inch.

Old Stuff in Schwartz's Outfit

The many things which the big chains

of today boast about, whenever they start

some reform, have been in vogue for over

ten years in the Schwartz outfit. Days
off regularly each week for the managers.
Vacations every summer. Home office

co-operation. These and numerous other

details have been part of his method of

doing things and encouraging his many
employees to give their best.

But, according to A. H. Schwartz, if

you want to make a success of what you
are doing, and then have the health to

enjoy that success, you must adhere to

certain rules in your method of living,

tempered only by conditions and circum-
stances. By which we want to convey
that, while many of the ideals he has lived

up to so religiously may be impossible to

others, you can still follow the funda-
mental rules with whatever slight alter-

ations necessary to fit your individual

requirements.

A. H. Schwartz

"Chick" Lewis herewith reveals

the little-known factors responsible

for the success of A. H. Schwartz
in the latter's operation of one of

the biggest independent theatre cir-

cuits in the East. Basing his inti-

mate knowledge of the chain execu-
tive on a former close association

as "right-hand man," Lewis tells

the details of an unusual modus
operandi in the theatre field.

A. H. Schwartz' ten rules for success

and health—for without health your
chances for success are almost nil—are

based on good common sense. Read them
over carefully and see if you don't agree

that we can all benefit by what he has to

say.

Ten "Golden" Rules to Sttccess

1—Exercise. A healthy bod\r means
a keen and active mind. Getting out into

the woods as often as circumstances per-

mit, spend an hour chopping wood. Don't
allow your body to accumulate unneces-

sary fat and your muscles to get stale.

2—Rise Early. Lying in bed late

mornings will leave a tired body the bal-

ance of the day. Try getting to bed at

a reasonable hour each night and rise

early, but be sure of at least eight hours
of sleep. If you get the right amount of

exercise each day you will encounter no
difficulty falling into a deep, healthy sleep.

3—Walking. This is the cheapest
form of exercise and is available to all.

Indulge this habit for all it is worth. If

you must get to a point within a mile or
two, walk—don't hop a taxi or trolley

car. And, above all, get a brisk 15-minute
walk in before retiring.

-I—No Coffee. Avoid this particular
beverage at all times, and even pass up
tea if you can. Cultivate the habit of

drinking milk.

5—Watch Your Diet. Sensible eat-

ing, like sensible living, constitutes one
of the most important rules for health.

Indulging yourself with too much meat,
an excess of canned foods, and packing
away big, heavy meals whenever the clock

tells you it is eating time, will positively

ruin your body. Proper eating should not

call for meat more than three times a

week. Fried food should also be passed
up in all its forms. Well cooked, or
broiled, foods are the healthiest at all

times. And never eat unless you are hun-
gry.

6—Relaxation. (This rule is perhaps
the most difficult of all to follow. Mr.
Schwartz himself realized it, so while di-

gesting his views on this subject, remem-
ber, you can get your share of relaxa-

tion if you will but take the trouble of

figuring out the ways and means best

suited to your employment and working
time.) Try to arrange your affairs so
that you can take, at least, three days a
month away from all business. But make
sure that whatever time you take away
should be used for mental relaxation.

Forget all business. Don't dissipate or
spend your holiday, or brief vacation,

staying out late nights and drinking a lot

of rotten whiskey. If your mind and
your body are to benefit by these short
periods of rest, they must be spent in a
healthy and sensible manner.

7—Don't Dissipate. After a hard
day's work, don't expect your body to be

(Continued on page 104)
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arrier

a new nation-wide air-conditioning

— .

—

r —
HOW THE NEW THEATRE DIVISION WAS FORMED

ON October 8, the new Carrier Corporation was established. It

consists of the Carrier Engineering Corporation, makers of

Manufactured Weather, the Brunswick-Kroeschell Company, and

the York Heating and Ventilating Company (Philadelphia).

As a result of this merger, the engineers who had been specializing

in air-conditioning of theatres in the Carrier Engineering Corporation

and the Brunswick-Kroeschell Company were grouped in a new unit,

the Theatre Division of the Carrier Engineering Corporation. In this

new Theatre Division are combined the two decades of experience in

theatre air-conditioning of the two leaders in this field. Between them

they can offer to every theatre any type of air-conditioning equipment

on an unbiased basis of most economical performance in the theatre,

whether it seats 500 or 5,000.

A. C. BUENSOD, formerly specializing in

Manufactured Weather for theatres, now joint
head of the Theatre Division of Carrier Engi-
neering Corporation.

R. A. KROESClrELL, formerly in eharce of
all theatre air-conditioning for Brunswick-
Kroeschell, now joint head of the new Carrier
Theatre Division.
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nnounces

service to theatre owners

WHAT I T MEANS T O YOUR THEATRE

TEN years ago, theatre air-conditioning was

just beginning. Today its influence on box-

office receipts is fully recognized. Customers do

come back to a comfortable theatre.

The only question is, "How much will it cost?"

That's where the new Theatre Division of the

Carrier Engineering Corporation comes into the

picture. And comes in strong.

Here you will find the practical money-saving

discoveries and developments of the two decade-

old leaders in successful theatre air-conditioning.

In the Theatre Division itself, there will be

new economies in research work, in installation,

in offering a 2-1-hour-a-day maintenance service

in principal cities. The merged service and expe-

diting departments will be on the spot almost as

quickly as your own maintenance men. There

will be new improvements in theatre air-condi-

tioning similar in importance to the elimination

of the slightest disturbing noise from the appa-

ratus when sound houses came in.

Find out what air-conditioning can do for your

theatre or theatre chain—what it has already

done in hundreds of successful houses. Get in

touch today with the Theatre Division, Carrier

Engineering Corporation, Paramount Building.,

New York. Carrier Engineering Corporation:

Newark, New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Chi-

cago, Cleveland, Washington, Detroit. Dallas,

Los Angeles.

Weather

a good day

A few of our outstanding

customers
PARAMOUNT-PUBLIX CORPORATION

RADIO-KEITH-ORPHEUM CORPORATION

FOX WEST COAST THEATRES, INC.

FOX THEATRES CORPORATION

LOEWS, INC. WARNER BROTHERS, INC.
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Can the Old Theatre Be

Modernized Successfully?

Further Discussion of a Timely Subject with Supporting

Facts in Substantiation by An Authority

By J. HARRY TOLER
In Collaboration with ELMER F. BEHREHS, Theatre Architect, Chicago

LOOKING back over a span of

only a few years, one may notice

a gradual but decided change in

the style of theatres. Theatre styles

change, perhaps not so rapidly as that of

personal habits, clothing, automobiles and
radios, but there has been and probably
always will be a constant transfiguration

in the architecture, practical arrangement
and operative practices of the theatre.

The theatre owner who persistently ig-

nores these cyclic style changes and pas-
sively avoids modernity in the appear-
ance and operation of his house is cer-

tainly not giving his business the consid-
eration to which it is entitled. The corner
grocery, the neighborhood drug store, the

self-satisfied business man in practically

every form of trade, who allowed his

business to become out of style and out
of step with progress was suddenly faced
with mail order competition and later the

chain store. They came as a natural con-
sequence, because there was an unre-
quited demand for better service and the
refinements of a present generation which

The remodeled Park Theatre at Chicago
Avenue and Washington Boulevard, in
Chicago, is an outstanding example of an
attractive recreation of an old style theatre
front at nominal expense. Executed by
Mr. Behrens.

the neglectful tradesman could not, or

would not, recognize.

The progressive theatre owner, how-
ever, naturally more alert than the aver-

age business man, and with more of the

sportive element in his makeup, saw what
was coming and with whatever available

means he had at hand, wagered that he
could meet and satisfy the public demand
for the new styles and modes in moving
picture entertainment. These progressives

need have no fear as to future trade de-

mands. They know how to meet such
situations when they arise. To many
others, however, the problem remains un-
tackled and unsolved.

A Need for Careful Planning

How may the present theatre owner,
with limited means, go about fixing up
his theatre? No cut-and-dried plan of

procedure is available and if obtainable

would not apply economically. Every
project must be treated individually be-

cause no two such problems are identical

and local conditions vary. Let us assume
a case that will probably fit the average
condition : An exhibitor is operating a

theatre which he built and opened back
in 1925 and which has until the last few
years been a rather consistent money
maker, notwithstanding the fact (and he
admits it) that just about everything im-

aginable is wrong with his house as com-
pared to present standards ; bad sight

lines, poor projection, terrible acoustics,

drabby stage settings, uncomfortable seat-

ing facilities, and worse than all, an anti-

quated front. His business has been
gradually slipping away during the last

few years, and the steady depression has
almost depleted his surplus. He owns the

building r.nd the leasehold on the site,

which is still in the circle of patronage,

but his house is unattractive, dull and
consequently not inviting to the modern
age of theatre-goers.

He has often considered tearing down
the old structure and promoting a new
theatre. But he has found that considera-

tion beyond his means and the required

amount of capital difficult to raise, and
if it were possible to finance the project

with outside capital, it would, perhaps,

mean loss of controlling interest in his

business. He must do something for self

Elmer Behrns Joins
The Toler Discussions

IN a preceding article, certain

views were expressed on what,
if anything, was wrong with the

motion picture show business from
the mechanical angle. But they
were personal opinions and, after

all, a diversity of ideas is always
more to be relied on than merely
one individual's convictions. Con-
sequently, to add more thunder to

the argument for better equipment
and more modern houses in which
to show pictures, Elmer F. Behrns,
a Chicago theatre architect, was
prevailed on to assist.

The Basis of Authority

Mr. Behrns is a busv man. That
alone explains one plausible reason

why he was selected to collaborate

with the writer in this series of ar-

ticles on Equipment and Its Rela-

tion to the Successful Operation of

the Theatre. An architect who has
successfully engineered the con-

struction and reconstruction of so

many theatres of all classes cer-

tainly is qualified to lend authority

to the discussion, not merely from
the standpoint of architecture, but
from other angles as well.

A more widely or nationally

known designer of theatres might
possibly have been selected. That is

usually done when an article on
theatre architecture and construction

is to be composed. But world-wide
reputation and eminence was not
essentially a requirement in this in-

stance. Our collaborator was select-

ed because of his familiarity with

the problems of the rank and file

of theatre owners ; not the leaders,

but the progressive runners-up in

the industry.

Elaborating the Series

Elmer Behrns is not yet a celeb-

rity, but he is building an enviable

reputation among theatre owners of

the Middle West. He has been
steadily adding to that reputation

during the past 12 years of inten-

sive work and research among that

class of theatre owners who are

progressive and ambitious and have
been willing to provide adequately,

and withal economically, those
things which have subsequently
brought them success. Mr. Behrns
will furnish facts and figures on
which this instalment and others

to follow will be based.

In this installment of the series,

which appears regularly each month
in The Showman, there is a con-
tinuance of that timely discussion:

modernizing the old theatre suc-

cessfully.

J. H. TOLER
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protection. New construction is at pres-

ent out of the question, but a most satis-

factory alternative is found in remodeling

which will enable him to correct the in-

herent faults of the old house, fix it up
generally and place it back on a profit-

able basis.

Any Change Stimulates Business

A foundation, four good walls, a roof,

a good sized stage and reasonably good
doors afford a good basis to work from.

Through consultation with an experi-

enced architect he can quite readily bud-

get the expense of reconstruction to in-

clude an eye-catching, attractive front

and a modernized interior that will fairly

re-convert the natives and bring them
back to the box-office in droves. The hu-

man element grows tired of seeing the

same sights continuously, week in and
week out. A frequent change in decora-

tion and color effects, arrangement and
general atmosphere always has an allur-

ing effect on public sentiment. Remodel-
ing to some extent should therefore be a

regular seasonal practice among theatre

owners, particularly those who are lo-

cated in smaller towns or communities
contiguous to the metropolitan centers.

Lighting, color, and the modernistic

trend toward novelty effects should pre-

dominate in the re-decoration of the the-

atre, exterior and interior. The theatre to

be remodeled is usually susceptible to

such treatment if the architect selected is

one who knows his business.

Can most old theatres be successfully

remodeled ? Generally, yes ; and w-e shall

in the course of this series of articles of-

fer actual examples of completed remod-
eling assignments, with illustrations—be-

fore and after—for comparison, with

certain cost data to show that most old

theatres can be successfully renovated,

modernized architecturally and re-equip-

Elmer F. Behrens

Well-known Chicago theatre architect
who, with this issue of THE SHOW-
MAN, joins J. Harry Toler in explain-
ing the fundamentals of architecture

The remodeled interior of the Park Theatre, now a popular neigh-
borhood house in Chicago, illustrates the possibilities existent in most
theatres on which time has made its mark.

ped at astonishingly low cost as compared
to new construction.

To the lay mind it is sometimes dif-

ficult to visualize the transformation of a

ramshackle old theatre into a modern
structure, and the question naturally

arises : Will it look like a patched up job

when it's finished? An architect who spe-

cializes in theatre work can quite easily

and satisfactorily answer that question on
paper. He knows theatre construction,

and can usually pilot the job through to

completion most economically.

Shaving Too Close Is Not Economy

It is unfortunate that in too many cases

a theatre architect is not consulted in the

remodeling of structures in smaller

towns. And, too, many times, where such

consultations are made the recommenda-
tions of the architect are disregarded, and
final results are disappointing. Every re-

modeling job should be predesigned and
carried through to completion in the same
careful manner as a new project. The
designer's budget should be spared as

much "shaving down" as possible, be-

cause a preconceived plan for a well-bal-

anced finished product can be seriously

thrown out of balance by the omission

of even minor details "to save expenses."

An example of this kind is brought to

mind by a recent occurrence. The origin-

al design for a revamped theatre in the

vicinity of Chicago was carefully worked
out to preserve the sight lines and make
every seat in the remodeled house one

from which the patron could view the

screen without discomforture. That part

of the proposal calling for the removal

of certain obstacles and the re-arrange-

ment of seating was forced to yield to

false economy and two of the most griev-

ous faults of the old house were left un-

corrected to "save expenses" and while

the theatre front and foyer were admir-
ably treated and the auditorium corrected

acoustically, the final result was some-
what of a "bust." The designer knew that

an attractive stage setting was needed to

sell the projected picture to the audience,

so he presented an attractive design as a

part of nis budget ; but that too was
"kicked out" as a sacrifice to economy
and the architect's appeal to reason was
of no avail. It is an unfortunate break

of the business that such as that happens
too frequently.

Design in Next Discussion

Seating capacity is always an important

consideration in the process of remodel-
ing. Unfortunately too many other equal-

ly important factors have in the past

been sacrificed to greater capacity and
crampiness, eyestrain and other physical

discomfortures have been the portion of

the patron. Remodeling, when properly

designed and engineered can be relied up-
on to correct the inherent faults of the

old house and many times an increase in

seats may be realized without sacrificing

comfort or convenience—two all-import-

ant considerations in the theatre's appeal

for public favor.

Theatre front and entrance design, ex-

terior decoration and other eye-catching

refinements adaptable to practically every

type of old theatre construction will be

outlined in an article to follow in an early

issue of the Showman. Arrangements
are being made to reproduce actual photo-

graphs and other interesting statistical

data and facts in support of the argument
that it pavs to change the atmosphere as

well as the picture, and that a remodeled
theatre can generally be relied on to ef-

fect an increase in box-office revenue.
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Stronger Protection for Inventors By
Keeping Patent Applications Pending

Quicker Disposition of Inventor's Rights When Patent Is in the Application Stage,

Which Enables Purchasers to More Readily Effect Changes and Corrections

WHILE, of course, circumstances al-

ter cases, it is usually wise not to

allow a patent application to issue

into a patent immediately, but rather to

keep it pending as long as possible, and un-

til the time that the patent is really needed,

according to Ray Belmont Whitman, noted

authority on patents, who continues in this

article a discussion on involved patent prob-

lems, which appears regularly every month

in The Showman.
Of course, in following out this plan, it is

suggested that the inventor bear in mind
the fact that he has no right to sue for in-

fringement until after the patent has issued,

and he cannot collect profits and damages
for any infringement before the date of issue

of the patent.

The common practice of many large cor-

porations, as well as of experienced and

successful inventors, is to prepare and file

the patent application as soon as possible

after the inventor's conception of the idea,

and then to quite vigorously "prosecute" the

case, through the prompt filing of amend-
ments in answer to each office action, until

an appreciable amount of the total protec-

tion in claims belonging to the inventor has

been granted by the Examiner. Thereafter,

on receipt of each Patent Office action,

nearly all of the six months, now allowed

by law^, is permitted to elapse before an

amendment answering the action is filed. In

this and other ways, the case may l>e de-

layed and the application held pending in

the Patent Office for a number of years;

but after a total of some three years, the

office may request a prompt conclusion to

the prosecution so as to get the patent is-

sued.

The Forfeit a Renewal Factor

Another and additional means of delaying

the issue of the patent is to prosecute the

case to an allowed condition and then not to

pay the final fee of $20 within the six

months permitted. The case then becomes

forfeited, but can be renewed within one

year from the end of this time. Thus it

may be again prevented from issuing for

an appreciably longer interval.

As long as the application is pending, it

is held in secrecy in the files of the Patent

Office, and the inventor is in position to

watch the activities of his competitors and
issue it only when he needs it to protect his

rights. By means of this strategy, the sev-

enteen-year term of the patent monopoly is

arranged to begin more nearly on the date

that the patent is really needed. Once is-

sued, it can only be extended beyond that

term by an Act of Congress; but such ex-

By RAY BELMONT WHITMAN
Motion Picture Patents Authority

tension has never yet been granted on any
mechanical patent. However, as a partial

substitute, the inventor may sometimes keep
his protection alive by filing other patents

from time to time on improvements of the

original invention.

Still another advantage of delaying the

issue of a patent is that it often enables the

inventor to better dispose of his rights by

sale or license, since most large corpora-

tions or other purchasers have been taught

Patent Problems
O AY BELMONT WHITMAN'S
J^- department on patents, which
appears every month in The Show-
man, embraces a discussion of highly

important problems involving that

field, a question and answer service

for readers, and a resume of current

{latent activities as gleaned directly

from the office of the patent authori-

ties at Washington.
The Question and answer column

imposes no obligation on the reader.

All queries on the subjects of patents,

trademarks, designs and copyrights

fall within the scope of this service.

If a personal answer is desired, a

stamped envelope should be enclosed
with the question. If not, the answer
will appear in this department in the

first available issue after receipt.

Write on one side of the paper only.

giving full name, address and business
affiliation. Only initials will be pub-
lished if so requested. All inquiries

should be addressed to Patent Editor,

Motion Picture News.

by their attorneys to give preference to the

purchase of patent rights as yet in the

application stage. For it enables these attor-

ney^ to correct or augment the work of the

inventor by revision or by adding new
claims during the original prosecution.
< (therwise, if this is not done, the pur-
chaser must either be content with the pro-

tection of the original patent, or else try
to broaden it by filing an application for

"reissue."

Question and Answer Service

This department places at the disposal of

inventors a question and answer service con-
ducted by Whitman, who will reply to any

i Continual on page 90)

THE New Patents Department, con-
ducted by Ray Belmont Whitman, not
only embraces patents on motion pic-

ture equipment of all types, but also includes

material on trade-marks and designs, re-

ports of which are obtained regularly from
the Patent Office at Washington.

Copies of any of the patents cited below
may be obtained by sending 15 cents I 15c I

to the Patent Editor of this publication for

each copy desired.

The current group of new devices for

which patents have been granted follows:

1,773,974. FILM. Carleton Ellis. Montclair. N. J.
Filed Sept. 23, 1926. Serial No. 137.380. 16 Claims.
(CI. 91—68.)
1. A stratified film, a stratum of which contains

pigment and another stratum devoid of pigment and
substantially transparent which comprises nitrocellu-
lose and a synthetic resin compatible therewith.

1,776.223. ACOUSTIC DEVICE. John V. L. Hogan,
Forest Hills, N. Y., assignor to Radio Inventions,
Inc., a Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 30,
1926. Serial No. 85,069. S Claims. (CI. 181-31.)

1. An acoustic device comprising a substantially
spherical non-metallic wall of paper-like material, the
polar dimension of which is adapted to increase and
decrease simultaneously with equatorial contraction
and expansion in combination with a support at one
point of said wall and an electromagnetic system com-
prising a movable' element connected mechanically to
another point of said wall in combination with a sup-
port for said device at one pole thereof and vibrating
means connected to the opposite pole.

1.776.045. ELECTRICAL RECORDER REPRO-'
Dl'CER. Harrison \V. Rogers. New York, N Y
Filed Mar. 10, 1927, Serial No. 174.182. Renewed
Mar. 4, 1930. 4 Claims. (CI. 179—100.41.)

1. An electric recorder-reproducer, including a
swinging support, a magnet carried thereby, a rod. a
stylus carried thereby, spring supports for the rod
and for connecting the rod to the frame and permit-
ting the rod limited oscillatory movement, an I i

armature provided with coils carried by the rod. said
armature being disposed between the poles of the
magnet.

1.776.148. TELEVISION APPARATUS. Paul
Loveridce Clark. Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed May 29,

1928. Serial No. 281,567. IS Claims. (CI. 178—6.)
1. In a signalling system, the method of operation,

which consists in producing at a high rate of speed

1 1 ontimied on page 90)
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The

ONE
Lamp

Having

A
Light

Producing

Reserve

Capable

Of

Delivering

ANY
Required

Screen

Brilliance

..The
SUP A UTOMA TIC

HIGH INTENSITY
Reflector Arc Lamp

USED BY THE MAJORITY OF THE NATION'S GREATEST
THEATRES

TO obtain that "Snap" and "Pep" so necessary to a perfectly
projected "Sound," "Silent" or a "Magnafilm" picture, it is

absolutely necessary to deliver to the screen the utmost in "LPA"
(Light Per Ampere).

From an economy standpoint the utmost in "LPA" is also vital.

Peerless High Intensity Reflector Arc Lamps are a necessity for the
perfect projection of Sound Pictures. Its distinctive features are many,
their ability to deliver uncomplainingly is an inbuilt quality.

Correct engineering principles and precision standards employed in their
manufacture have personified in the name "PEERLESS" unapproachable
leadership in its field.

The first cost of Peerless High Intensity Reflector Arc Lamps is no more
than what can be paid for less and as for maintenance expense?—far
less than any.

"LIGHT PUTS LIFE IN YOUR PICTURE"

MANUFACTURED BY

J. E. McAuley Mfg. Co.
552-554 W. Adams Street Chicago, 111.
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Acoustic, Other

Devices Listed
{Continued from page 88)

a great plurality of successive signals of non-uniform
duration, and transmitting the signals of relatively

long duration each in a period of time less than the
period required to produce an audible sound.

1,774,744. ONE-MAN ORCHESTRA. Paul T. F.
Cenci, Los Angeles. Calif. Filed May 9, 1929. Serial
No. 361,659. 3 Claims. (CI. 84—170.)

3. In an apparatus of the class described, a support
for a musician's body comprising a seat proper, hav-
ing an edge portion positioned to permit the limbs of

the musician to extend thereover, a switch having
an operating arm which upstands from said seat
proper adjacent said edge portion thereof in position

to be engaged laterally by the limbs of the musician
when seated upon said seat proper to close said
switch, and a musical instrument the operation of

which is controlled by the opening and closing of

said switch.

1,774,298. AUTOMATIC FADE SIGNAL FOR MO-
TION-PICTURE REELS. James H. Stanfield.

Kaufman, Tex., assignor of one-fourth to Albert H.
Walker, one-fourth to O. A. Coleman, and one-
fourth to T. A. Coleman, Kaufman, Tex. Filed Oct.
3, 1929. Serial No. 397,096. 7 Claims. (CI. 116—67.)

1. In combination with a motion picture reel hav-
ing a hollow core, an audible signal mounted in said
core, means for effecting a continuous sounding of
the signal, a spring actuated slide comprised in said
sounding means, and a tongue for insertion between
adjacent convolutions of film, said tongue having a
hinge connection with said slide.

1.773.436. POLARIZATION" PHOTOMETER. Wilbur
B. Rayton and Henry F. Kurtz. Rochester, X Y .

assignors to Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester,
X. V., a Corporation of New York. Filed Oct. 21,

1926. Serial No. 143.554. 7 Claims. (CI. 88—23.)

1. A polarization photometer comprising a polariz-
ing element, an analyzing element and co-operating
beam separating and lens elements, the said separating
and lens elements being arranged at the side of said
analyzing element which is farther from said polarizing
element, means for effecting relative adjustment be-

rwetn said polarizing and analyzing elements, said
means being provided with scale means for indicating
.aid adjustment directly in terms of light transmission.
PATENTS
1.773,335. IMAGE MODIFIERS. Adelbert Ames, Jr.,

and Charles A. Proctor, Hanover, N. H. Filed June
21, 1922. Serial No. 569,992. 4 Claims. (CI. 05—81.)

1. An image modifier screen having a central clear

spot not adapted to irregularly refract incident light,

and a surrounding region containing refractive surfaces
irregularly oriented in all directions, the said screen
having an increasing refractive effect toward the mar-
gin of the s"creen.

Flame-Proo/ing Wood
Bests Metal in Test

AFLAME-PROOFING WOOD which
held back smoke and flame six times

as long as did a metal-covered door

carrying the label of the Fire Underwriters'
Ass'n at a test conducted by Columbia Uni-
versity, is a development of Henry Klein

and Company of Elmhurst, L. I.

The immunity of the wood to the ravages

of fire is brought about by impregnating
lumber under high pressure with a secret

chemical preparation. When attacked by
fire, it is said this chemical throws off a gas

which kills fire on the same principal as a

fire extinguisher.

In each row of cells of the wood are de-

posited minute chemical crystals. As one
row of cells comes in contact with the flame

it offers temporary resistance to the fire and
is in turn supported by the millions of rows
of cells behind it.

The test was conducted for Klein. The
metal-covered and the wooden doors were
set in the sides of a large furnace, the flames

sweeping their interior faces.

The metal-covered door quickly became
untouchably hot, passing 120 degrees in

about three minutes, and in fifteen minutes
passing 660 degrees. The wood door's ex-
terior reached 100 degrees after thirty min-
utes and at the end of forty-five minutes was
still under 150 degrees. It did not go over
200 degrees at any time.

In the metal-covered door, after ten min-
utes smoke poured through the joints in

heavy clouds and flames appeared. The
wooden door held back both smoke and
flames for a full hour until it was less than
one-eighth of an inch thick.

Whitman Qives

Patent Dope
(Continued from page 88)

and all queries involving patents, trade-
marks, designs, etc.

The current group of questions and their

answers, in detail, follow

:

Q.—A neighbor has offered to back me
to finance patenting and marketing my in-

vention providing I include his name as co-
inventor. Is it all right to do this ?—Allan
Dagnan. Albany, N. Y.

A.—No. If your neighbor is not in

'ruth a co-inventor and an unfriendly party
learns of the arrangement, the patent can
be declared invalid. You can doubtless sat-

isfy your neighbor by giving him a 50%
interest in the proceeds made out of the in-

vention. (Be on your guard not to assign
outright any portion of your title to your
patent.

)

Q.—My employer insists I must assign
my patent to him on the ground that it was
developed on his time and the patent filed

at his expense. The patent has since proven
of great value and I wonder if the law
requires me to do this ?—M. Granville, Har-
risburgh, Pa.

A.—Xo. The employer may only ob-

tain from you a shop right or license to use
the invention, unless there has been pre-

vious specific understandings.

Q.—Please advise if there is any way
to protect my invention from some one
getting ahead of me to the Patent Office

while I am still experimenting on it. I am
told by a local attorney about a paper called

a Caveat which can be prepared and signed,

and which is much less expensive than filing

an extra patent application.—J. Davidson,
New York City, N. Y.

The Caveat Law

A.—There is no way now to prevent
sonic one getting ahead of you to the Patent
Office with an application for a patent on
an invention without filing your application

first. The law of Caveat was repealed July
1, 1910. It provided for an inventor giving

notice to the Patent Office of incomplete
inventions by a signed paper called a Caveat,
which explained the purpose of the inven-
tion or discovery and its distinguishing

characteristics and asked protection of the

inventor's rights until he should have ma-
tured his invention. It was required to be
filed in the confidential archives of the office

and to be kept in secrecy and it had to be
renewed from year to year to keep it en-

forced. The person filing it was entitled to

be notified of any application for a patent

made during the lifetime of the Caveat,
which application, if granted, would inter-

fere with the invention claimed therein,

and was entitled to priority by reason
thereof.

The next best thing to do. in the absence
of your ability to file the application as soon
as possible, is to prepare a description and
sketch of your invention known as an "Evi-
dence of Conception" and sign and date it

before a notary and retain such papers in

the event of an interference proceeding later.

This might prove priority of conception and
entitle you to the patent over a claimant.
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Lobby of the Tower
Theater of the Fox chain,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin. It

isamong the finest neighbor-

hood theaters in the
country. C-H Dimmers
are used.

gtying

Dimmers Their Proper Place

In the Picture

C-H "Simplicity'* Dimmer Plates are
supplied by leading switchboard manu-
facturers with the board they install. Fig.
1 shou>s the front of a typical board. Fig.
2 the rear view showing C-H Dimmer
pltues and Fig. 3 a single plate. Dimmer
plates are the heart of any lighting con-
trol board. Make sure the C-H trade-
mark is on your plates for long life,
smooth lighting control and low main-
cemnce.

DIMMER plates—hidden as they

are behind the switchboard

—

too often fail to receive the proper
amount of attention when lighting

equipment is selected. The board
which throws lights into full bril-

liance for a burst of color must also be

able to wipe them quickly, smoothly

into "black out." This is the test of

the dimmer plates behind the switch-

board.

Cutler-Hammer "Simplicity" Dim-
mers were providing flickerless light

control in leading show houses over a

quarter of a century ago. Their supe-

rior construction, their freedom from
burnouts and other dimmer faults

have made C-H Dimmers the choice of

theater owners ever since. Constant
improvement in C-H dimmer design

has kept pace with modern electrical

requirements. Today the mark of

Cutler-Hammer on the dimmer plates

behind the switchboard assures careful

showmen that their lighting control

is correct as well as modern.

Long experience in theatrical light-

ing problems, improved dimmer plate

design and construction—these are

the advantages which Cutler-Hammer
offers you when you specify C-H Dim-
mers. They can be had on any board
you install . . . and be enlarged with

the growth of your requirements.

Your architect or electrician can tell

you more about C-H "Simplicity"

Dimmers. Ask for the C-H Booklet
"Illumination Control for Modern
Theaters." It shows many typical C-H
Dimmer installations in

leading theaters through-

out the country.

CUTLER-HAMMER, Inc.
Pioneer Manufacturers of Electric Control Apparatus

1319 St. Paul Avenue
MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN

CUTLER WAMMER
(•Perfect Illumination Control for the Modern Theater

** «* CA-307)
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Quality Assured!
c

By NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
Manufacturers whose advertisements appear on these pages use National Service as their method of distribu-

tion. Their products bear the National Stamp of Approval, which indicates a certain definite standard of

quality, value and service—a safeguard and assurance of customer satisfaction. The products are available

at each of the 30 National Branch Stores—there's one near you—a close-at-hand supply source.

NATHCO ACOUSTICAL FELT
Manufactured
highest quality

expressly for National

materials. Acoustically

Theatre Supply
correct, high g

Compa
ade ha

ny of

r felt.

DENSTEN FELT &
New York, N. Y. Philadelphia

HAIR CO.
Pa. Peabody, Mass.

ASSEMBLY CHAIRS
Pc rtable seating for every need. Your dealer w II ql adly send cir-

CU lars and quote attractive prices on exactly what

STANDARD MFG. CO.
Cambridge City, Indiana

you need.

STRONG CHANGE-OVER DEVICES
Always in the lead in developing efficiency equipment for the projec-

tionist. Ask the equipment salesman to tell you about the new Strong

Super Change-Over Device, or write us for information and prices.

ESSANNAY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
2809 W. Van Buren Street Chicago, Illinois

Wyandotte,

Sole Manufacturers

for perfect and harmless

cleaning of painted sur-

faces, marble, tile, ter-

razzo, and mosaic.

J. B. FORD COMPANY
Wyandotte, Mich.

HORTON VARIABLE SPEED DRIVES
Approved for sound-equipped theatre ventilating fans, furnished with

close-up or remote, electric, hydraulic or mechanical control. Send for

descriptive circulars.

HORTON MFG. CO.
3016 University Avenue S.E. Minneapolis, Minnesota

Sped
tions.

126 S

EXPANSION
y Chicago Expansion

They stay put unde

CHICAGO
outh Clinton Street

SHIELDS AND BOLTS
Shields and Bolts for your chair

all conditions.

EXPANSION BOLT CO.
Chicago

"nstalla-

lllinois

FILM PROCESS
For

first

Film Exchanges and Theat

run and used film—talking

es—Eliminates Waxing
and silent.

Process. For

728 E.

YANKEE
Market Street

LUBRIC CO.
Louisville, Ky.

SLIDES for ADVERTISING, BRENKERTS,
SONGS and ORGAN SOLOS

QUALITY SLIDE COMPANY
"All that tho name implies"

6 East Lake Street Chicago, Illinois

FUSIBLE LINKS
The Type "B" 160-degree Fusible Link is recommended for theatres. A
superior link that never fails in an emergency. Accept no substitutes.

J. W. YATES
49V2 Eighth Avenue New York, N. Y.

GARVER KURRENT CHANGER
"Garver K
equipment
last word

urrent

trade

n high

Changer" and "National

marks familiar with every

grade booth equipment.

Mazda Re

showman,
Made by

gulator,"

represent

two
the

GARVER ELECTRIC
Union City, Indiana

CO.

BOSTON RUBBER MATS
A necessity in every modern theatre lobby. Mats and runners made
to measure in very attractive combinations of colors and designs.

Name of theatre worked in if wanted. Write for samples and prices.

BOSTON RUBBER MAT COMPANY
332 A Street Boston, Mass.

BEST PROJECTION DEVICES
Kinebooth port-hole shutters that conform to fire regulations; heat

shields, carbon adapters, Mazda adapters, baby spots and
Besteropticons. Magazine lights.

BEST DEVICES CO.
200 Film Bldg. Cleveland, Ohio

GOLDE PROJECTION PRODUCTS
GoldE leads in the development of better projection equipment.

The line includes the GoldE Unilens, GoldE Framing Light Shield

and GoldE De Luxe Rewind. Watch for important announcement

GOLDE MANUFACTURING CO.
2013 N. LeMoyne Street Chicago, Illinois

FOREST RECTIFIERS
Assure superlative projection, silent (no moving parts), economical,

strongly built, easily installed, the proper equipment for sound theatres,

large and small.

FOREST ELECTRIC CO.
272 New Street Newark, N. J.

VENEER SEATS AND BACKS
Ask your nearest National Branch for prices on seat and back replace-

ments. Highest quality and prompt service is assured.

FROST'S VENEER SEATING CO., LTD.
Sheboygan, Wise.

UNIFORMS - CAPS
For Doormen. Ushers, Orchestras. Period Uniforms of All Natrons.

Co: ors to Match Architectural Surroundings Spec al Drawings made
for Sp scialty Uniforms. State Color, Desc iption of Style Wanted.

CHICAGO UNIFORM & CAP CO.
208 w Monroe Street Chicat 0, III.

2

2

3sJ?. i^-£
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Problems of Sound in

The Projection Booth
Thoroughly covering that all-important topic: sound projec-
tion by means of an easily understood self-quiz for theatre
managers, compiled by the Sound and Projection Department
of Paramount-Publix Corp., Harry Rubin, managing director.

Q. If, with a universal base there was no sound
on disc, one machine okay, other machine
and both movietones okay, and charging
reproducer did not help, where might the
trouble be and what could you do to keep
the show running?

A. Look for loose connection on 700-A appa-
ratus unit or dirty connections on the film

disc switch and disconnect 7-inch equalizer.

Q. If, with two units, one unit blows out, and
sound from the other is not enoueh to fill

the house—what adjustments would you
make to obtain additional volume?

A. Raise the horn setting on the horn control

panel to zero for the remaining unit to re-

store unity impedance until defective unit

is replaced. More volume could be ob-
tained by running fader at higher point.

Q. Suppose volume on Red movietone had been
slowly getting bad, and then suddenly went
very low and noisy, where might the trou-

ble be and what could you to do to keep the

show running?

A. Change P. E. cell and change tubes in film

amplifier. Change "B" batteries or a poor
exciting lamp.

Q. Sound seems distorted. Sustained notes ir-

regular. What is the trouble and where
would you look for it? On disc? On film?

What could you do to repair it?

A. Flutter. On disc—rubber connector holding
rings loose or Bristo set screws holding con-
necting shaft loose. On film—take-up out
of adjustment. Take-up chain too loose, or

leather disc on take-up worn. Loose ten-

sion holding film to sprocket or guide
rollers, or defective projector fly-wheel.

Accumulated dirt on face of sprocket in

sound gate.

Avoiding a Jam

WHAT would you do if sound

stopped suddenly on your disc

sound machine while the other re-

mained okay ? Or if your motor went

badly off the proper speed ?

Would either of these emergency
situations jeopardize business, or have
you a sufficient knowledge of the

minor mechanics of sound apparatus

to safely bridge the "jam" until ar-

rival of a repairman?
Every theatre owner and operator

in the country should be fitted with

a "surface" knowledge of projection

apparatus to assure continuance of

programs when trouble arises. A close

study of the accompanying article will

give to exhibitors the fundamentals

necessary.

Q. Light of exciting lamp as seen on paper

when used for focusing, is yellow all over,

focus apparently correct. Changing excit-

ing lamp doesn't help. What is the trouble?

A. Dirt or oil on optical assembly.

Q. If while playing, disc sound stopped sud-

denly on one machine, while the other ma-
chine remained okay, what could you do

to keep the show running?

A. Look for a loose connection in 29-A con-

necting block or at Fader and change re-

producer. After show it will be well to

replace reproducer and test to see whether
same is O. K.

Q. If there was a bad hum in the movietone on
one machine only and you could not hear
in your monitor—what might the trouble

be and how could you eliminate it while
the other machine was running?

A. The only noise that cannot be heard in the

monitor as well as in the stage horns is

pick-up of the noise made by the projector.

This is a mechanical pick-up which can
usually be eliminated by clearing the movie-
tone amplifier where it is touching some
portion of the casing. Check to see there

is no bind in floating shaft.

Q. If your 42-A amplifier read 60 and one
43-A read 120 and the other 43-A read 100,

would you suspect any trouble, and, if so,

what would you do to prevent interruption

to the show ?

A. Replace 211-E vacuum tube in 43-A ampli-
fier that had reading of 100. Test is made
by removing one tube at a time and noting

meter reading.

Q. If your motor went badly off the proper
speed, how would you remedy the trouble?

A. Replace V-3 or V-4 with 205-D vacuum
tube in control cabinet.

Q. If your 702 type fader went bad on both
sides, at all settings and every key position,

and you could not repair it or get a new one
immediately, what could you do quickly
to keep the show running?

A. Use a double-pole double-throw switch for
the fader connecting the fader output to

the blades of the switch and connecting a

pair of head phones in series with switch
blade as a compensating resistance. The
output from each projector is connected to
opposite ends of switch.

Q. If sound stopped suddenly on movietone,
meter on movietone amplifier read zero,

what would you do to keep show running?

A. Replace 239-A tubes in 49-A movietone am-
plifier or fuse on charging panel. Check
for loose connection in F battery line.

Schooling the Manager
T 7 SED extensively by one of the

biggest theatre chains in the
country, the accompanying questions
and answers on sound projection of-

fer to every exhibitor an easy route to

a thorough knowledge of every-day
problems concerning successful oper-
ation of talking devices.

Minor breakdowns or slight inter-

ference in the mechanics of reproduc-
ing need not command the services of

outside sound engineers if exhibitors
thoroughly acquaint themselves with
the material presented herewith. It

is suggested that the chart be con-
stantly kept in the projection room so
that ready reference may be made to

it as occasion arises.

Q. If 43-A amplifier meter needle dropped to
zero and smoke issued from amplifier, what
would you do to keep show running? A.

—

With only one 43-A in system? B.—With
two 43-A system?

A- Strap output of 43-A on input of 43-A.
Raise fader to 15 and gain control on 43-A
amplifier to 23.

Q. If needle was constantly skipping the
groove, what would you do to keep the
show running ?

A. Start reel again with new needle and record
on another proj ector and check level of
reproducer arm and turntable before start-
ing another reel on projector causing the
trouble.

Q. If a noise like a motorboat exhaust devel-
oped in movietone, how might you get it

out while the show was running?

A. Turn set-screw and upper guide roller first

one way and then the other until sound is

eliminated as this is caused in most cases
by either frame lines or sprocket holes
running where sound track should be.

Q. If sound stopped suddenly and both meters
on the 41-A amplifier read zero, what would
you do to keep the show running?

A. Replace three new tubes in 41 amplifier. If
this does not correct above condition, re-
place film supply fuse with six-ampere fuse.
This is located in the charging panel.

Q. Suppose a crackling noise heard on both
film and disc in one machine, but not heard
at all on the other machine, what could you
do to clear it while the show was running?

A. Throw fader key to cut out fader r and clean
fader.

Leather Seats, Minus

Wood, To Deaden Sound
Spokane, Wash.—J. Knox Strachan, man-

ager of the RKO Orpheum, states the house
will be entirely remodeled and renovated.
The house will be reseated with a new type
of leather seats, especially built without
wood to clafify sound projection. Heywood-
Wakefield are designing the seats for all

RKO houses.

New Simplex projection machines are to

be installed, with high intensity lamp houses
and a larger screen, which will insure great-
ly improved visibility and sound. The new
marquee recently put in place is to have a
change of lighting effects. The work will

in no way interfere with operation.
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Suggested Programs for

Saturday Kiddie Shows

The month of November offers an unusually large number
of opportunities for successfully staging Saturday morning
matinees for youngsters. Real showmen who take full

advantage of National Book Week, Armistice Day, the cele-

bration of Lincoln's famous Gettysburg speech of 18G3.

Thanksgiving Day, and a dozen other important events, will

undoubtedly find immediate reaction at the box-office win-

dow. Suggested programs for Nov. 15 and 22 appear below:

Sat., Nov. 15—Suggestion No. 1

MARTINMAS (Nov. 11)

Feast of Saint Martin, patron saint of the

husbandmen (the end of the harvest) and

beggars (he divided his cloak with one).

Many seasonal and weather traditions have

grown around this date; "If Saint Martin's

Day be bright and sunshiny, there will be a

cold winter or if the trees and vines still

retain their foliage, the same will follow. But

if there be frost before Martinmas, the winter

will be mild. . . . An old proverb warns people

against using up more than half of their pro-

visions before Candlemas (February 2nd).

Martinmas being considered the beginning of

winter and Candlemas about the middle of it.

The French say, 'A la Saint-Martin l'hiver en

chemin.'
"

INDIAN SUMMER (Nov. 11)

Called Saint Martin's summer in England

and France. "That mellow time in November
which follows the first or even the second

cold snap or period. The return of summer
for a season characterized by a hazy atmos-

phere and a mellow air and coloring."

A legend tells that after Saint Martin had

divided his cloak with a beggar on a wintry

day in November, on account of his kind deed

summer came back again. The origin of the

term, "Indian Summer," is given in "New In-

ternational Encyclopaedia Americana" and

"Monthly Bulletin" Carnegie Librarv of Pitts-

burgh October 1920, p-359-60.

Poems : "Saint Martin's Summer" by Whit-
tier. "Indian Summer" by Emily Dickinson,

J. R. Lowell, Father Tabb and Henry Van
Dyke.

(a) Guests of honor

:

1. Officers of Garden Club.

2. Representatives of School Gar-
den Club.

(b) Story teller from the library or school

to use the above material in a story

with juvenile appeal.

(c) Teacher of music from public school

to present autumn songs by group

of children.

(d) Encourage children to attend matinee

in paper costumes representing

autumn
;

prizes for best costume
might be copy of poems' suggested

in above outline.

(e) Get photograph of children in costume
for local newspaper.

PICTURE:
1. "The Magic Garden," R.K.O.,

7 rls.

SHORTS:
1. "Blossoms" (autumn) 1930 Pathe

Review No. 20, 1 rl.

2. "Hills of Home" (Indian sum-
mer—cowboy ballad) 1930 Pathe

Review No. 5, 1 rl.

3. "Hay and Sunshine" (Connecti-

cut farmers) 1930 Pathe Review
No. 14, 1 rl.

4. "In the Good Old Summer Time"
(screen song) Paramount, 1 rl.

5. "In the Shade of the Old Apple
Tree," Para., 1 rl.

6. "The Year" (four seasons)

Pathe, 1 rl.

7. "Kountv Fair" (cartoon) Univ.
8. "Busy Bee" 1930 Pathe Review

No. 21.

9. "Poppies," 1930 Pathe Review.

Sat., Nov. 15—Suggestion No. 2

ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, BIRTHDAY,
NOV. 13, 1SSO-1894

Scotch poet, essayist and novelist.

(a) Guests of honor: Members of Writers
Club.

(b) Story teller from library to tell of the

life of Robert Louis Stevenson.

(c) A group of school children, under the

direction of their teacher, to recite

some of Stevenson's poems or sing

some of his that have been set to

music.

(dj) Display in book store window of

Stevenson's poems with card an-
nouncing Junior Matinee.

SHORTS:
1. "Wee Bit o' Scotch," Pathe, 1 rl.

2. "Book Lovers," Paramount, 1

rl.

Sat., Nov. 15—Suggestion No. 3

NATIONAL BOOK WEEK
Starts November 16th and continues one

week.

(a) Guests of honor:
1. Librarians.

2. Local Writers Club.

3. Representatives from local book
stores.

4. Representatives of Book Studv
Clubs.

(b) Arrange with local book store for

display of books having been filmed

and late books interesting to chil-

dren, with card calling attention to

celebration of Book Week at Junior

Matinee.

(c) Cooperate with school and city libra-

rians for display of table of books
used in pictures. Examples : "With

A Box-Office Bromo
Theatre owners in widely scat-

tered sectors have found gold in the

good will of children. The word-of-
mouth publicity plugs for pictures

of their liking have on more than
one occasion brought added dollars

to the box office window.
Youngsters, too, usually lend

themselves to exploitation stunts for

pictures which depend on intimate

community tieups for a successful

run, and, recognizing this important
asset, hundreds of theatre owners
stage special Saturday morning mat-
inees for kiddies.

These shows, in many localities,

have become an institution and the

good will which they create for the

show-house has proven of priceless

value. Women's clubs and parent-

teachers' associations give consider-

able thought to these programs, and,

therefore, it is of high importance
that intelligence be used in the selec-

tion of suitable material.

Ryllis Hemington, Fox West
Coast public relations director, with
the aid of various women's club

authorities, herewith offers another
in the series of "Suggested Shows
for Kiddies," which appears regu-
larly in Motion Picture News.
Exhibitors are urged to study them
carefully and adapt the suggested
showmanship ideas to their Satur-
day programs.

Byrd at the South Pole," "Huckle-
berry Finn," "Robinhood," etc.

(d) Librarian to tell children of formation
of reading societies, building of

libraries and meaning of National
Book Week.

(e) Invite teachers to present skit by chil-

dren in costume, representing book
characters, for example, Ugly
Duckling, Black Beauty, etc., pre-
sented through the pages of large
book.

(f) Dancing teacher to present number,
using children in costume of book
characters. "Three Bears" wo lid

be delightful.

PICTURES (Book Films):

1. "Robinhood," (Fairbanks'1

, U.
A., 11 rls.

2. "Oliver Twist" (I. Coogan; All
Star, 8 rls.

3. "Abraham Lincoln," First Natl.
4. "Pollyanna" (M. Pickford),

U. A., 6 rls.

5. "Mysterious Island," M.G.M.,
9 rls.

6. "Light of Western Stars," Para.

7. "Seven Keys to Baldpate,"
R.K.O., 7 rls.

SHORT:
1. "Book Lovers," Paramount, 1 rl.

* * *

Sat., Nov. 15—Suggestion No. 4
PIKE'S PEAK DISCOVERED BY
LIEUTENANT PIKE, NOV. IS, 18M:

(a) Guests of honor: Officers of Hikers
Clubs and Geographical Society.

(b) Representative of Geographical So-
(Continued on page 105)
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Hoffmdnn&Soom

I PERFECTION
Three recent installations of Per-

fection Rheostats pile up the grow-
ing proof of leadership

—

In Paramount Theatre, Paris,
France.

In State Lake Theatre, Chicago.
In Warner's Theatre, San Pedro,

CaL
(To say nothing of the in-

betweens.)
Such coast-to-coast evidence

—

across the Atlantic—and on to the

Pacific—has an old and new world
meaning for crowded-theatre-seeking
executives.

Said by alt branches of the Na-
tional Theatre Supply Co., Sam
Kaplan, New York, Continental

Theatre Accessories, and by your
dealer.

HOFFMANN & SOONS
New York City

\ Mfg. Division—Contracting Electrical Engineers—
\_ Mooing Picture Theatre Electrical Specialists

M"^^ THE ONLY UNION MADE RHEOSTATS M

Rheostats

K
HEALTHFUL A •

poler-A»re

Foul Air

Hurts Business
PEOPLE shun the theatre that is

stuffy, smelly and oppressive.

You can keep your air fresh and

untainted—changed completely

every few minutes— washed free of

dust and soot, with the Kooler-Aire

Cooling and Air Conditioning
System.

Powerful - Quiet - Low Cost

Write today for complete details.

KOOLER-AIRE ENGINEERING CORP.
1912 Paramount Building New York City

B. F. SHEARER CO., West Coast Distributors

Seattle Portland Los Anqeles

9(eepM^'BOX

^1 If your programs need a tonic to
stimulate lagging box office returns, investi-

gate the real entertainment value of color

and scenic effect projection.

*J The Brenkert F-7 Master Brenograph
was designed expressly for this purpose.

It places at your disposal a wealth of

monotony-relieving effects. Your patrons

will be quick to appreciate the added enter-

tainment that the F-7 brings.

<I Color! Variety! Pep! All at your
command in a wide range of animated or

still, color and scenic harmony.

*I The F-7 is used and endorsed by
hundreds of the leading exhibitors through-

out the country.

Write for complete catalogues Nos. 28

and 29, and see your nearest dealer

Brenkert Light Projection Co.
Engineers and Manufacturers

St. Aubin at East Grand Boulevard

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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Lobby Vending Machine Source of

Big Revenue for Chicago Houses
All Types of Windy City Theatres Cashing in on Lobby Vendors—Usual Tie-up

Is Lease of Machines tvith Commission on Sales—$40,000 Annual B. & K. Net

CHICAGO—Theatres here—from the

least pretentious neighborhood houses
to the proudest Loop palaces—are

cashing in on unused lobby space with the

installation of vending machines. The prac-

tice was originally confined to only a few
neighborhood spots, but reports of the not

insignificant revenue to be derived from the

machines spread rapidly, with the result

that, today, there are approximately 100

theatres in the city with one or more vend-
ing machines placed in lobbies, smoking
lounges or rest rooms. The monthly income
from them is variously estimated at from
$40,000 to $60,000.

One year ago there were less than 35
machines in use in Chicago theatres. Their

acceptance as a theatre fixture rapidly fol-

lowed their installation in Publix-Balaban &
Katz Loop and outlying de luxe houses.

Other circuits and houses quickly followed

suit, with the number of machines in the-

atres having been more than doubled dur-

ing the past six months.

The revenue to be derived from hitherto

unused theatre space has been the primary

factor in the growth in popularity of the

vending machines here. Publix has esti-

mated that installation of the machines in

its houses nationally will net the circuit

$500,000 annually. This figure was based

on surveys conducted in representative the-

atres throughout the country in which the

machines were given their initial tryout by

the circuit. It was shown in these houses

that an average of one out of every 15

patrons spends seven cents in the machines.

In addition, little or no objection to the

machines was found in either their appear-
ance or the amount of space which they
occupied.

As many as five machines are now in use
in a single Publix-B. & K. house here. Ap-
plying Publix's own earning estimates to

the number of machines in use, it is appar-
ent that the circuit can net a minimum of

$40,000 annually from the vending ma-
chines in use in its theatres here.

Some Monthly Profits

Additional earning possibilities in neigh-
borhood theatres of various classifications

are afforded by the following report on
machine earnings in use in the houses.
The Metropole, a 300-seat house, one of

the first in the city to install a machine, nets

between $50 and $75 per month on one
machine; the Halsted (700 seats). $150-
$200 per month on three machines; Milford
(1,200 seats), $125 per month on one ma-
chine; Haymarket (1,400 seats), $100 to

$125 per month; Lexington (450), $40 to

$50 monthly; New Wonderland (400), $75
to $100; Avalon (600), nets $40 to $50;
Gem (400), nets $60, and Casino (600),
$50.

There are about 75 additional small,

neighborhood theatres whose average reve-

nue from one machine is $50 per month.
The machines are built in various models

with selection afforded for almost any type
of theatre. Those in use in the de luxe

houses here are built, ordinarily, according
to the circuits' specifications. Most of them
are elaborate in metal and glass trimmings,
and having illuminated colored tops or

bases. The neighborhood house type in

popular use is smaller in proportions and
uses a single white light to illuminate the
merchandise partitions of the machine.
Lobby corners appear to be the most

popular locations for the machines in all

houses. They utilize odd space without con-
tributing unsightliness to their surroundings.
They must be prominently placed at loca-
tions adjacent to the greatest prospective
patronage in order to obtain the maximum
revenue, but they need not be obstructions
in even the smallest lobbies or public rooms.
A conspicuous design or unusual lighting

effect will give them prominence even in

out of the way corners. In the de luxe
houses, they are frequently placed in loung-
ing and smoking rooms as well as on main
floor lobbies. The larger Loop houses have
also placed them on mezzanine and balcony
approaches and on converging staircase

landings.

The majority of the machines merchan-
dise confectionery exclusively. They offer

a variety of candies and nuts at prices rang-
ing from five to 25 cents. Revolving con-
tainers display as many as 12 varieties of

confections in as many sections of the ma-
chine.

Most of the machines in use here are

leased from the manufacturer on the basis

of commission on actual sales. The manu-
facturer also services the machine and sup-
plies the stock. Machines, too, may be
bought outright, with the entire revenue
thereby going to the owner. This is the

policy on which the Publix houses here

operate the machines.

Film Entertainment

Via Radio, Is Plan
Formation of an American company to

handle the Fultograph, portable device used

for radio broadcasting of photographs, is

declared under way by Capt. Otho Fulton,

inventor of the instrument. The captain now
is in New York demonstrating the device.

He is showing the reception of radio pic-

tures on a motion picture screen, in what
is declared to presage development of radio

picture transmission as entertainment.

In Europe, the Fultograph is being used

by Scotland Yard to transmit photographs
of fingerprints for identification, weather
maps from Berlin to airplanes of the Ger-
man lines and photographs to home receiv-

ing sets.

Qas for Cooling
Ideal Electric, of Mansfield. Ohio, has

developed a line of gas compressors for
cooling and ventilating theatres. The com-
pany, also manufactures power apparatus
for direct and "a.c." cm-rent.

Qrain Elimination on Wide

Film Aim of Stern Device

Ernest Stern, motion picture engineer,

this week gave a demonstration of a print-

ing process whereby granulation of standard
film is reduced to a minimum when project-

ed on a Magnascope screen. His invention,

he asserts, practically eliminates the grain
on the negative, will be of particular value
in the using of close-ups via Magnascope.

Black and gold placquc which RCA
Photophone is sending exhibitors in Spanish-
speaking countries for displav above box-
oihecs or in theatre lobbies. The top line,
translated, means "Sound Satisfaction" ; the
bottom line. "In This Theatre.

Home-Made Idea to

Air the B. O. Works
Baltimore—What is claimed as a new

idea in box office ventilation has been in-

corporated in the box-office of the Bridge,

residential house recently opened by R. B.

Werkmeister and Frederick Auman on the

site of the old house of the same name and
that of the Edmondson next door.

The roof of the box office is arranged on
hinges so that it can be lifted and propped
up in the summer and this causes fresh air

to rush continually through it.

Its location is directly on the corner with
doors on either side and with the lobby back
of it. During winter the trap door can be
lowered and locked down, and the door
can be closed thus making it warm inside

for the ticket seller.

New Changeover on Market
Chicago—Golde Manufacturing Co. is in-

troducing a new changeover device, called

the "Manumatic," which, it is claimed,

simplifies work in the projection booth.
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Da-Tone Sound Screens

ARE YOU EASILY SOLD?
When a salesman tells you his merchandise must be better than others because it costs more, he thinks

you are a poor fish waiting to grab his hook

—

When he knocks on a product he does not sell, he usually has the proverbial ax to grind. The wide-
awake buyer will call his bluff and ask for a competitive demonstration. The Da-Lite Screen Company,
after specializing in the manufacture of Motion Picture Screens for twenty years, makes no claims

we cannot sustain, and we claim the following for our product

—

(a) Superior reflection

(b) Lowest price consistent with quality

(c) Endorsed and used by every large circuit in

the United States and Canada

(d) The only acoustically perfect sound bead screen on
the market

(e) There are more Da-Lite Sound Screens in use today,

than all other makes combined

THE DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY
2723 North Crawford Avenue Chicago, Illinois

Racon He
Units are

by U. S.
Nos.

150771

1

1501032
(577270

732I7-732IB
1722-448
171 1514

Theatres DEMAND RACON Speakers

.... their popularity is nation-wide

Products for Perfect Reception

5325

The New Racon Horn No. 532S is the latest

development of the Racon family—especial-
appealing where there is very little

space between screen and wall.

An Column slightly less than 10 ft. Depth
30 inches. Bell 30 x 40 inches. Weight 30

pounds.

OUR LATEST CATALOG IS YOURS UPON THE ASKING

The No. 5325 (illustrated) amplifies as
perfectly as the parent horn, No. 4320,

on both speech and music.

You'll also find the same full, rich tones
of musical reproduction and the same
clearness and distinctness of speech that
is only possible with RACON Horns and
Units.

Patented non-vibratory, non-porous ma-
terial and construction, plus light weight,
which make for perfect results and maxi-
mum convenience.

These outstanding features of RACON
products have made imitation and com-
petition impossible.

Improve your Sound Equipment with RACON
Speakers and Watch Results!

NEW!
PORTABLE
HORN
Air column length

—

slightly less than 7 feet.

Oval bell 27" x 35". depth 28".

Can be separated In two halves for portability.

Excellent for music as well us speech.

I N V.

Factories

:

Specialists in Acoustic Chambers

18 to 24 Washington Place, New York SLOT'GH. BUCKS. ENGLAND
.'. MUTUAL ST., TORONTO. CANADA

THE NEW UNIT FOR PUBLIC AD-
DRESS PURPOSES IS THE BABY
ELECTRO • DYNAMIC HORN UNIT
WHICH WILL TAKE 12 WATTS UN-
DISTORTED INPUT WITHOUT RAT-
TLING.
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Televisors for

Theatre First?

USE of television will first be prac-

tical only from the standpoint of the

theatre, with home television at least

four or five years distant, in the opinion of

J. E. Ferguson, secretary of the American
Radio and Television Corp. He believes the-

atre television will make its commercial bow
in about two years.

The chief value of television, so far as

the theatre is concerned, "will lie in the

possibility of sitting in a playhouse in New
York and hearing and seeing the World's
Series played in Chicago."

"In the case of television for the theatres,"

he says, "it is our belief it will come into

general use about two years hence, but even

then it will resemble largely the old-fash-

ioned flickering film of 25 years ago."

The recent Schenectady theatre demon-
stration, where televised pictures were
shown on a screen six by seven feet, is being

interpreted by many that home television is

at hand. This, in the opinion of radio deal-

ers, is wrong, according to Ferguson.

The present-day television set, relatively

speaking, is a rather crude piece of appara-

tus and resembles somewhat the old fash-

ioned crystal detector wireless set of primi-

tive radio days, except that it is many times

larger. Nor has the broadcasting of tele-

vision signals been perfected. Until that oc-

curs, practical home television receivers

cannot be made.
It is possible to do a great many things

in television from the standpoint of the

De Forest's View

TELEVISION brought into the

home by wire and paid for at

a specified rate per month is vis-

ualized by Dr. Lee De Forest as a

development of the future. Thus,

the listener-in, or looker-in, will

phone the telephone or electric

light company and ask for a con-

nection with the network carrying

the city and program desired.

Performances on six foot screens

he believes, will be offered and the

pictures shown in colors. Produc-

ers of televised entertainment will

receive a percentage of the amount
paid for the service by subscribers.

The veteran inventor, on Janu-
ary 1, will transfer his activities to

the Coast for research and experi-

ment on television and sound re-

producing equipment.

engineer who has every facility at his com-
mand and laboratories in which to work,

but the building of a practical image re-

ceiver for the home is something else again.

The present-day experimental models of

television receivers show the image or the

artist on a relatively small screen, approxi-

mately three inches by three inches and then

only in silhouette, so that the artist must

of necessity stand with his or her profile to

the transmitting apparatus in order to pre-

sent on the receiving screen a rather poor

likeness of themselves.

Is Your Theatre Up To Date

and Ready for the Future?
Modern Motion Pictures need, for their most suc-

cessful presentation, a screen of various picture sizes,

automatically adjustable by the operator, to effectively

portray the outstanding scenes of the picture. This new
type of screen control is an absolute necessity for the

showing of Magnascope, Grandeur, Spoor and Real-Life

films, and will play an even more important role in the

film developments of the future.

The PETER CLARK AUTOMATIC SCREEN
ADJUSTOR fulfills all the demands of the present

Motion Picture and has anticipated the needs of the

future.

With over 200 successful installations to their credit,

Peter Clark, Inc., are prepared to serve any theatre
owner or manager who sees the trend of the times and
desires to install a screen that will not only serve for

the projection of any of the enlarged picture systems,
but will also lend itself to almost instantaneous reduc-
tion to standard size pictures projected from 35 mm.
film.

"Stage Equipment with a Reputation"

PETER CLARK, INC.
Stage Equipment Specialists for Over 25 Years

544 West 30th St. New York City

Errors, Blunders

In Architecture
(Continued from page 60)

and spacious tiled kitchen with its colored

pottery in the house of the Soanish
painter el Greco at Toledo.

Even the streets and public places

which form the environment of modern
edifices have nothing in common with the

surroundings of Spanish buildings.

Bearing the foregoing in mind, I have
not attempted to copy any particular

Moorish building when decorating the

Granada Theatre, Walthamstow. Besides
I have been reminded daily by a score of
the most modern of engineers, electricians

and numerous technical experts, of the

absolute necessity for the most up-to-date

ventilation, sanitation, fire exits, etc. They
informed me that "special noiseless fans,

pumps and motors mounted on vibration

absorbers snd housed in chambers insu-

lated with sound-absorbing material were
being designed for the purpose of venti-

lation on a lavish scale." Six million

cubic feet of fresh air were to be admitted
every hour, or, they explained to me, as I

listened in respectful silence, "one-and-a-
half-hundred weight per person !" Nay,
I was told more, that this fresh air was
first going to be "tempered, then drawn
through a finely atomized water spray
similar to a mountain mist which coats all

particles of dirt with moisture and then
separates them with the air stream by
means of special moisture-eliminating

plates at the rate of 2,000 cubic feet of

air per person per hour!"

I have endeavored to give an impres-
sion of old Moorish architecture under
modern conditions and surroundings.
From my knowledge of the art of the

Moors I have evolved in my modern im-
agination a new Alhambra for the audito-

rium and foyer ceiling, not true in detail

to that of Granada, but which seems to

me to give at least an impression of the

decorative art of the Conquerors of

Spain. For the large entrance hall foyer
I chose decorations in the seventeenth
century Spanish Baroque style inspired

by the work of the architects Juan de
Toledo. Juan de Herrera and Mora, who,
under Philip II, built the royal palace of

Aranjuez.

I am fully aware that learned special-

ists in matters architectural may no doubt
claim to find in "my Alhambra" traces

of the palace at Cordoba or even greater

"inaccuracies" and "blunders," but I can
assure these gentlemen that what they are

pointing out I am already only too well

aware of.

These "errors" have therefore been
committed with the sole intention of cre-

ating the atmosphere of Moorish Spain
in the up-to-date Granada Theatre audi-

torium, not in a vain effort to reproduce
mediaeval Spanish architecture for a mu-
seum, but for the interior of a twentieth

centurv theatre structure.
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Training of Theatre Managers By
Correspondence Under New System

Home Study Course Contains Wide Variety of Subjects for Student-Managers
Covering Many Phases of Operation—More Than 300 Enrolled

By D. M. BALTIMORE
Founder and Director, Moving Picture Theatre Managers' Institute

I"MVE years ago if it were said that

( men in the business could be trained
in the modern theatre business meth-

ods through home-study methods, while em-
ployed at the theatre, it would have been
called theory. Today, however, the theatre
field has hundreds of men who have been so
trained.

This method of theatre instruction is a
development of an idea suggested by the in-

dustry's need for manpower, which resulted

in the Moving Picture Theatre Managers'
Institute. The Institute, originally a resi-

dent school for managers in New York City,

is now located at Elmira, N. Y. It was soon
found that resident school training was too
expensive for the theatre employee who
could not give up the many months of time
required for such training. To overcome
the limitations of a resident school, the lec-

tures and data were prepared for home-
study training, with the result that 36 text-

books on all phases of the theatre business
form the foundation for the Institute's me-
dium of training.

73 Colleges Use Home Sttidy

Before preparing the text material for the

course, an investigation of home-study train-

ing was made. It was found that 73 col-

leges and universities in the United States

were successfully using the home-study
methods in teaching hundreds of college

subjects. The methods as used in these

schools were adapted to the Institute's

training. The curriculum as well as the

text-books of the Institute's course were
presented to the New York State's depart-

ment of education for approval, which was
granted.

The home-study method of instruction

differs from the class-room in one major
respect. In the class-room the student hears

the instructor lecture the instructions and
makes notes accordingly, whereas in the
home-study method the student reads from
the printed word the lecture or instruction.

The home-study method often is the only
method in which many subjects can be
learned. English composition, for instance,

cannot be taught in any other way than by
home-study methods.

Wide Range of Students

Through a system of examinations, the

student is regularly checked as to his pro-

gress. For example, the student must pre-

pare advertising campaigns on current sub-

jects, just as if he were preparing them for

his theatre. These campaigns are prepared

as to copy, layout, and size for certain spe-

cified cities, and are sent to the Institute

for constructive criticism. If satisfactory,

the student is so informed, and if not, he is

shown where he is at fault and why and how
to correct his deficiencies. In such cases he
must prepare a new campaign and continues

until he is proficient.

The institute reports that it has now en-

rolled more than 300 students, residing in

most of the states and connected with all the

major chains and many of the smaller

chains, as well as students in Canada and
other countries.

The scope and magnitude of the course

can be readily realized from the curriculum

of the course which is as follows

:

THEATRE MANAGEMENT
1 Economic Structure—History

2 Theatre Organization

3 Production
4 Distribution

5 Theatre Service—Part 1

6 Theatre Service—Part 2

7 Program Development and Arrange-
ment

8 Theatre Accounting

THEATRE ADVERTISING
1 Theatre Advertising Principles and
Psychology

2 Type and Type Measurements
3 Illustrations and Cuts
4 Advertising Layout Mechanics
5 Effective Advertising Copy—Part 1

6 Effective Advertising Copy—Part 2
7 Newspaper Display Advertising—Part

8 Newspaper Display Advertising—Part
2

9 Newspaper Display Advertising—Part
3

10 Newspaper Display Advertising—Part
4

11 Program Copy and Layout
12 Lobby Display Design—Part 1

13 Lobby Display Design—Part 2
14 Modern Theatre—Exploitation

THEATRE TECHNICS
1 Theatre Design
2 Theatre Regulation
3 Projection Room Design and Layouts
4 Stage Design and Layouts
5 Theatre Lighting—Part I

6 Theatre Lighting—Part 2
7 Theatre Ventilation

PROJECTION FOR MANAGERS
1 Projection Principles

2 Projector Mechanisms
3 Theatre Electricity

4 Projector Lenses
5 Projector Arc Lamps
6 Arc Lamp Current Control
7 Sound Pictures

National Screen

Splits Ohio in Two
Cleveland.—National Screen Service has

divided Ohio into two districts instead of

handlingWt as one. Evan G. Roberts, who
handled the entire territory with headquar-
ters in Cleveland, is now covering the south-

ern part of Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia.

Arthur Ehrlich, at one time local M-G-M
branch manager, is Northern Ohio repre-

sentative with headquarters in Cleveland.

After Auto Trade
Toledo—Manager Jack O'Connell of the

Vita-Temple is stimulating hot weather at-

tendance at his house by the offer of free

parking to his patrons. Through a tie-up

with the Richardson garage, which is in the

same block as the theatre, the customers'

claim checks are stamped "paid" at the box-

office when seats are purchased.

Tulsa Ritz Installs

Huge Electric Sig;n

Tulsa, Okla.—The Ritz here has installed

a new electric sign. More than 3,000 lamps

are used. Four and one-half foot letters

spell Ritz in the display, which weighs three

and one-half tons, is 52 feet long and 11 feet

wide. Twelve miles of wire connections

were used to connect the lamps and switch-

board. There are 52 individual contacts

working a flasher and steady light system.

The sign is bordered with Neon tubes.

New Fox Slogan
"T^HE Last Word" has been

X selected as slogan of all Fox
theatres. Its adoption will mean
scrapping of existing trademarks.

Warner Theatre

Heads Switched
Milwaukee—Lineup of theatre managers

on the Warner Wisconsin circuit has been
revamped following resignation of Owen
McKivett as manager of the circuit's

Venetian, Racine.

He is replaced in that city by F. M.
Westphal, formerly manager of the circuit's

Kenosha theatre. Westphal in turn is suc-

ceeded by Harold Janecky, formerly man-
ager of Warner Bros. Appleton theatre.

Lon Ramsdell, a newcomer, succeeds

Janecky at Appleton.
In Milwaukee the managers have been

reassigned in several instances, Jack
Pfeiffer, formerly of the Lake, has suc-

ceeded Robert Gross at the Riviera, while

Gross has been transferred to the Lake,

succeeding Lucien Hull.
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RKO's Twin Theatres,

Separate Edifices

With Double Marquee

TOLEDO — Twin theatres com-

pletely transformed, eminently

comfortable and sumptuously dec-

orated, were presented to this city's

amusement seekers with the completion

of RKO's $350,000 remodeling program

on the Rivoli and Palace.

Featuring the finished project is a huge

double marquee extending completely

across the facades of the two theatres,

which are adjoining structures in the

heart of Toledo's theatrical district.

Although the twin theatres are coupled

as an RKO unit, they retain their sepa-

rate identities as to box offices, lobbies

and interior decoration schemes. Ex-

tensive alterations in both houses have

made them, to all intents and purposes,

entirely new edifices. The Rivoli, which

seats 2,800, has a vaudeville and picture

policy ; the Palace, with a capacity of

1,200, plays films only.

An innovation in carpeting is one of

the first improvements to be noticed on
entering the Rivoli lobby. This distinct-

Hugh Arches Supplant

Rows of Boxes Which

Jutted Over Orchestra

Retaining Individuality In

Transformed Theatres

A UNIQUE AND STRIKING FEATURE OF

THIS UNIT IS A DOUBLE MARQUEE

ly novel idea in floor covering for the

marble lobby and its two staircases is

credited to W. A. Hartman, art director

for John Eberson, architect who handled

the remodeling. Hartman originated a

rubber carpeting with a net, or mesh, of

hexagonal design. The mesh not only

adds greatly to the attractiveness of the

carpet but also increases its resilience.

Polychrome Treatment in Lobby

A polychrome treatment of Italian

style was used in the lobby decorations.

The ceiling, formerly of plain plaster,

now is of antique walnut paneling. Bas

relief placques mounted on a Venetian

red background adorn the side walls.

This frieze represents the triumphal

entry of Alexander into Babylon and is

a copy of that executed in 1812 for one

of the apartments of the Palace of the

Quirinal in Rome. The beauty of the

work may be measured by the fact that

another reproduction of it, in marble,

is among the prized pieces in the Mu-
seum of Copenhagen in Denmark.

Creating Warm Hospitality Spirit

In the foyer, which is reached through

curtained glass doors, occasional pieces

of furniture in walnut and subdued gold,

together with soft carpeting in a red,

taupe and black design, and artistically

placed lamps create an atmosphere of

warm hospitality. Home-like appeal and

comfort, rather than staggering magnifi-

cence, predominate in the appointments

of both theatres and the color schemes are

in harmony with that laudable aim.

Elaborate use has been made of fabric

in decorating the side walls, a damask of

henna shade being employed in the panel-

ing of the Rivoli. Ornamental bracket

busts of famous figures in history, art

and science stud the walls. The double

series of upper boxes which formerly

jutted into the auditorium have been re-

moved to make way for a gigantic,

cleverly illuminated niche on either side

of the house. In one of these is a seven-

foot copy of the Apollo Belvedere, in

the other a similarly imposing replica of

the classic Diana. Solid walls have sup-

planted the rest of the old box-seat

sections, the result being a singularly im-

pressive effect, its charm heightened by

the simplicity of the whole decorative

scheme and a sharp contrast to old motifs.

Off the Rivoli mezzanine, occupying
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space formerly taken up by offices, is the

women's lounge, with windows overlook-

ing the street. A modernistic motif pre-

vails here, cerise, green, apricot, silver

and black being prominent in the color

combinations. An elaborately equipped

cosmetic rooms, with specially designed

mirror tables, adjourns the lounge.

Also readily accessible from the mezza-

nine are the men's lounge, with inviting,

richly upholstered chairs and divans, and
the offices of the two theatres' executives.

Above, at the top of the spacious bal-

cony is the new and commodious projec-

tion booth, boasting the very latest in

equipment and safety devices.

Even greater architectural ingenuinty

was required in transforming the Palace

into a modern cinema house, as the thea-

ter had undergone several prior remodel-

Upper Tiers of Boxes

Here Were Converted

Into Arched Balconies

walls of the Palace and the same material

conceals the unused orchestra pit. The
fabric color scheme is grav and gold,

while the same tones are repeated in the

painting and other decorations of the

house. The general scheme is French in

flavor, as contrasted with the Italianate

characteristics of the Rivoli's interior.

In both theatres the extensive use of

fabric wall coverings has been found to

make a tremendous improvement in the

acoustics, the sound reproduction being

flawless in both instances.

Both houses now are operated by RKO
under management of Howard Feigley,

who held a similar post when the Sourbier

interests owned the properties.

Commodious Projection

Room Is One of Many of

the Rivoli's Features

ing programs in the course of its check-

ered career as a burlesque emporium,

stock company theater and flicker palace.

An ornate series of upper and lower

boxes had been partially removed during

earlier alterations, leaving the upper rows

of them, although they were neither use-

ful nor ornamental. This problem was
met by building sturdy arches in beneath

the remaining boxes and uniting them

into an arched balcony.

Damask paneling also adorns the side

The Women's Lounge

Is Done In A Popular

Modernistic Scheme
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Personality Is

Showman's Key
By S. L. ROTHAFEL

Successful showmanship is in no small
measure a matter of personality. Give
thought to your appearance, your clothes,
your manners and your speech. Maintain
the respect of your staff without losing a
touch of kinship with them. As you are
so your theatre will be. Become a good
mixer. I have always placed great value
on my associations outside of my theatre.

Join clubs, join trade associations, mix with
business men, establish contacts with public
characters.

Forget tradition ; don't overlook the value
of novelty. Don't be afraid to make mis-
takes. I have found that impulse is a great

asset; first thoughts are generally best

thoughts. If you have been born with the
instinct of a showman you are fortunate.

There is no way that this instinct can be

taught. Avoid bad taste. Good taste is

never wrong, never out of place, never a
detriment to yourself or your house.

Be modest personally and be modest
about your house and its attractions. In

your advertising it is better to understate

than to overstate. People will learn to have
confidence in you and having that confi-

dence will value your sincerity. When they
know you are sincere they will take every-

thing you say for granted. This will save

you the trouble of shouting from the house-

tops.

A good showman should be in position

to allow his staff to run his theatre with-

out a hitch during his absence. Be sure

you place enough responsibility on your
subordinates. Insist on responsibility from
them. On my staff there are always many

SAMUELS

the SILVERSMEI line . .

.

bTAB I LARC
MOTOR GENERATOR

aulodrape
CURTAIN MACHINE

tlenTSTEEL
CURTAIN TRACKS

AUtbHaSE
SCREEN REGULATOR

EASILY DISTINGUISHED

FROM ALL OTHERS
by the

SILVER FINISH and

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

AUTOMATIC DEVICES COMPANY
739 HAMILTON STREET

ALLENTOWN, PENNA.

men who have grown up with the theatre

and they are the greatest asset I have. I

have always made it my maxim that respon-
sibility makes men.
You ask me how to be sure of giving suc-

cessful shows. I will first ask you to re-

member that you cannot give the public

what it wants for the good reason that nei-

ther the public nor you know what it wants.
All you can do is to build as good as you
know how, taking nothing for granted. It

is necessary to please yourself.

In every audience, in every gathering of

men, there is a potential leader. In every
one of your audiences there is some one who
knows all you know; if not technically, at

least with regard to what makes enjoyable
entertainment. When you are building a

show, keep this mythical leader in mind

;

build your show to please one man. The
rest will follow like sheep. Don't worry
about shooting over the heads of your pub-
lic. It takes more than genius to know the

level of the public head. If you don't try

to please a mythical leader in your audience

you will find the odds against you. Mathe-
matically these odds are the seating capa-
city of your house against yourself.

Be humble. You are not as great as your
audience. Humility is the basis of great-

ness. Humility and the courage to take a
chance are tremendous assets.

The good will of your public is of untold

value. It will carry you over the weeks
when your show isn't right. I have always
noted that two or three weeks with good
shows can give me at least another week of

good business even though the quality of my
show may let down.

New Eyemo Camera Is

Placed on Market
Chicago— Bell & Howell have made

available a new Eyemo camera, which uses

standard-size film. The new device em-
bodies major features of the Filmo 70-D
camera, having seven film speeds (4, 6, 8,

12, 16, 24 and 32), a built-in turret head ac-

commodating three lenses, a variable area
viewfinder and a relative exposure indica-

tor.

In addition to these features, the new
Eyemo has an integral crank which permits
hand cranking when desired—for instance,

when an exceptionally long scene is encoun-
tered which runs beyond the spring capacity

of the camera, or when single frame ex-
posures are to be taken. For hand crank-
ing, the speed indicator may be set at the

speed desired. The governor then acts as a

brake and makes it impossible to turn faster

than the previously established speed.

The new Eyemo can be held in the hand
or used on a light portable tripod, such as

the new B. & H. all-metal tripod. The Eye-
mo is designed especially for use of news-
reel cameramen.

Qeneral Register Starts

Operations in Midwest
Chicago—Launching sales activities in

the Midwest through a newly established

branch office at 1018 S. Wabash Ave.,

Charles Clark, district manager, is lining

up his staff here for General Register

Corp. of New York. Complete service

staff, warehouse and sales unit are includ-

ed in the new local department, which
will cover the Midwest zone.
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Engraving Dope
For Managers
(Continued from page 81)

shadows in it. You will notice that some
spots are completely black, while others are

gray. The lighter gray parts are the half

tones.

Now we know that all ink prints a sur-

face with the same intensity. How are we
going to get the halftones on paper, then,

if we can do nothing to change our meth-
ods of printing?

Let us consider a photograph first. Why
do we have tones on an ordinary snapshot?

Light sensitive silver salts are used as

a basis for photography. These salts are

fine grains or particles. When many of

them appear close together, the eye, unable

to distinguish between them, sees a solid

mass of color. When these grains are more
widely separated the tone appears lighter.

It is thus an optical illusion with many fine

dots appearing like solids that causes us

to see lighter and darker colors in a photo-

graph.

Optical Illusion

Now let us consider certain kinds of

drawings and paintings in which we find

tones. How are they obtained?

Ink and paint consist of many fine par-

ticles of ground pigment mixed with a

"binder" which holds them together. Like
the photographic salts, these grains are too

fine to be seen with the naked eye, but when
many of them appear on paper, the effect

is that of a solid mass. When diluted with

water, the particles spread out so that the

paper shows through and gives the effect

of gray.

Obviously, if we could apply the same
principle of optical illusion to engravings,

we would be able to reproduce tones. It is

just this which has been done.

The halftone plate consists of dots which
are mechanically made substitutes for the

grains in the tones of the original. These
dots are produced by photographing the

original through a fine mesh or grating

called a halftone screen. As in the line

process, the photograph is transferred to the

metal, the acid resisting cover is placed over

it, and it is then put into its acid bath. The
metal surrounding the dots is then etched

away so that the dots stand out from the

plate in relief. When printed, these dots

cause the same optical illusion that the

grains of salt or the particles of pigment
did.

Look for Dots

The explanation just given is not an at-

tempt to reproduce in detail the manufac-
turing technique of the halftone. But if

you will pick up a newspaper and examine
some of the reproductions of photographs

you will be able to see the dots if you use

a reading glass, or if you carefully scruti-

nize the picture with the naked eye. It is

enough for our purpose just at present to

remember the difference between a line cut

and a halftone.

All printing is done on paper. Papers
vary from the coarse, crude news print to

the smooth-coated surface of "The Ladies'

Home Journal" or "The Saturday Evening

New Effects Manual

DETROIT.—A variety of new
lighting effects .for screen,

stage and proscenium lighting re-

cently developed in connection with
;;

the Brenkert F7 Master Brenograph
are described in detail in a projec-

tionist's operating manual issued

this week by the Brenkert Light •

Projection Co., of Detroit.

In addition to a complete study
of the apparatus the operating man- >

ual illustrates lighting designs for !!

special presentations by the use of
slides and slide effects, both posi-

tive and negative, stationary and
mobile.

Post." How will the dots of the halftone
reproduce on different kinds of paper?
The printing we know is done by the dots.

On smooth paper the very fine dots should
leave an impression that is clear because
all parts of the paper come in contact with
the dots. Newspaper stock, however, does
not present an even surface to the printing
plate. Some of the dots will not print un-
less the paper is forced into the plate. And
in that case, if there are too many dots to
the square inch, some of the ink which is

in the space between the dots will be print-

ed and the result will be a smudgy repro-
duction. Obviously, if we had fewer dots,

and larger ones, the increased space between
dots would prevent the ink from smudging.
Thus, we need plates with different number
of dots for different kinds of paper. How
do engravers meet this requirement?

Size of Screens

Screens produce dots because of the criss-

crossing lines that form the mesh through
which the original is photographed. The
number of lines vary from 55 lines to the

inch to 400 lines to the inch in the follow-

ing division: 55, 65, 85, 100, 110, 120, 133,

150, 175, 200, 300, and 400. The number of

dots produced by the crossing lines is the
square of the number of lines to the inch.

In other words, a 100 line screen produces
10,000 dots to the inch. No wonder they
can not be seen by the naked eye

!

The screens producing the least number
of dots are the best for the coarsest paper.

Newspaper halftones should be engraved
through screens containing from 110 to 133.

Screens above 133 are used for special kinds

of printing requiring unusually accurate re-

production.

Why must the advertiser know all this?

Because in ordering an engraving it is nec-

essary to specify the screen in which it is

to be made if it is a halftone. All publica-

tions list their screen requirements on their

advertising rate cards, but a theatre man-
ager making up special heralds, a theatre

program, etc., will have to find out just

what paper he is going to use before he has

anv engravings made. The engraver will

tell him the necessary screen it he is shown
a sample of the paper.

In his daily routine, the theatre manager
rarely orders engravings. Instead he uses

"mats" and electros which he obtains from

the exchange. How are these made and

what is their nature?
Making a cut is an expensive process. In

How to Decide

Which to Use
large advertising campaigns, or in a busi-
ness like this in which the same ad may
appear in hundreds of newspapers, the cost
of engraving would run into thousands of
dollars for one picture. In addition, the
cuts are heavy and mailing costs would be
great. For these reasons, mats are used.
A matrix or mat is made of a paper sub-

stance which is extremely strong and tough.
The original engraving is pressed into this
under great pressure and the result is a
mould of the original in the paper composi-
tion. This is light and flexible and lends it-

self to easy handling.
In the newspaper office, the mat is put

into a casting machine and molten lead is

poured over it. The lead hardens in the
mould, forming a reproduction of the origi-

nal engraving, which is suitable for print-

ing. The reproduction is called a stereo-

type or a "stereo." Practically all newspa-
per plants are equipped for casting stereos.

Altering Mats

The theatre manager must rely to a great
extent on the mats sent him from the ex-
changes because he does not as a rule em-
ploy an artist nor would he care to go to

the expense of making original engravings.
Fortunately, however, mats can be altered
very easily to suit individual requirements.
The moulds can not be changed, but it is

very easy to cut away part of the mat, leav-

ing only the portions desired. Cutting should
be done at the newspaper office, where a
jigsaw will be used, giving a product of

greater accuracy and neatness.

In preparing his layout, the theatre ad-
vertiser should clip the picture he desires

from the press book, alter it by cutting

with a pair of shears, and paste on the lay-

out. He should then send the mat with the

layout and instruct the compositor to change
the mat according to the picture on the

layout.

An electrotype or "electro" is a metal du-

plicate of the original which is used just

as the original would be. Like a mat, it is

made when many copies of the original are

desired, but it gives a more faithful repro-

duction than a stereo. It is more expensive

than a mat.

About Ben Day

The Ben Day process, named after the

printer Benjamin Day, is a mechanical de-

vice for making dot and stipple patterns.

The process finds constant application in

all kinds of printing.

Sometimes a black mass would appear

too heavy in an ordinary line engraving. It

is very simple for the engraver to substitute

some Ben Day pattern for the solid black

so that the reproduction appears an even

gray often much more pleasing than the

original.

Ben Day designs are also used to fill in

certain areas which to an artist would pre-

sent a difficult problem.

Sometimes type must be set into an en-

graving. To do that, the engraving is cut

or mortised, leaving an open space of the

appropriate shape. The type slugs are set

into this and printed as part of the plate.
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"Qo Slow, and

Don't Rush"
(Continued from page 83)

ready for another hard day by spending

the night raising hell. Spend more time

with your family, cultivate some of their

pleasures. Out of the seven nights in a

week, five should be spent in a healthy,

restful manner, "Stepping out" more
than two nights a week, even for friendly

visits with others, is as much as your

body can safely stand. Aside from actual

sleep, restful evenings are your best bet.

Pass up some of those so-called parties.

8—Don't Bite Off Too Much. Avoid
taking on too much of anything at one

time. If you assume the right amount of

work, you are more certain of seeing that

amount through to a successful conclusion

than if you attempt to do too much. Bit-

ing off more than you can chew is bad
for the health and for the undertaking.

It's a handicap that is rarely overcome.

9—Good Company. Cultivate good
company and friends. Especially those

who can provide you with many oppor-

tunities to laugh. If you travel with the

right kind of people you will be travelling

on the right road to health and success.

When away from business—forget busi-

ness. Your after-business friends and

Theme Perfumes
HOLLYWOOD—and now the-

atre perfume to provide at-

mosphere for pictures. Odors cued

to various types of pictures are to

be manufactured and distributed by

West Coast Perfume Co. The idea

is not particularly a sequence odor,

but rather a thematic perfume for

the entire picture. The Fox at San
Bernandino recently experimented
with "Three French Girls." How-
ever, only a sequence experiment
was conducted. The smell of stored

clover was distributed through the

ventilating system to enhance a
scene showing the cast in a haymow
set.

company should, preferably, be people

disassociated from your own work.
10—Take It Easy. This last rule is

perhaps the most important of all regard-

less of how seriously you may take the

other nine. "Go Slow, Take It Easy and
Don't Rush," we have already told you,

constitutes one of the greatest rules in

all walks of life. If you can train your-

self to take things easy, to think over all

matters carefully and sensibly before act-

ing, to avoid those deals where you are

asked to "rush," then you will be laying

the foundation for a successful career and
a healthy future.

Proper Degrees

Of Illumination
Proper degrees of illumination for all sec-

tions of the theatre should be made the sub-

ject of studious consideration. This can be
aided by borrowing a footcandle meter, sim-

ple instrument for measuring intensity of
illumination, from any light or power com-
pany. These utilities will readily assist or
instruct theatre managers in making tests

of theatre illumination.

Managers should preserve an easy grada-
tion of lighting intensity over the route the

patron travels in finding a seat, avoiding
abrupt changes. Considerable latitude is al-

lowed, but a maximum at one point and a
minimum at another are undesirable in the
public portions of the house.

The figures given in the table below show
proper readings for night illumination.

Readings should be made at a height of 30
or 36 inches from the floor, and should be
as follows

:

Marquee—30 footcandles up.
Outer Lobby—20 to 30 fc.

Inner Lobby—5 to 10 fc.

Foyer—3 to 6 fc.

Promenades, Ramps—2 to 5 fc.

Auditorium—4 fc. in rear, 2 fc. in front.
Lounges, Rest Rooms—3 to 6 fc.

Stairways—2 to 4 fc.

Elevators—3 to 6 fc.

Dressing Rooms—5 to 10 fc.

Booth—5 to 10 fc.

Engine Rooms—5 to 10 fc.

Sign Shop—5 to 10 fc.

Alleyways, Fire Escapes—1 to 2 fc.

Light is

an Attraction
Inside the Theater

a/so-
People can be thrilled with light as well as

attracted by light. Hundreds of successful

showmen realize this and are using the @
Major System for stage and auditorium lighting

control because it pays profits at the box office.

You will do well to know about this flexi-

ble, practical, up-to-the-minute system,

the pioneer; the leader. Send for details.

Shrank <$idam
ELECTRIC COMPANY

ST. LOUIS

District Offices in all Principal Cities
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Suggested Shows
For Kid Bills
(Continued from page 94J

ciety to tell the children of the

life and adventures of Lieutenant

Pike, emphasizing his discovery of

Pike's Peak.

(c) Member of Chamber of Commerce to

sketch Pike's Peak and describe

ways of ascent -from mere climb-

ing—the cog-ratlroad—to the fin-

ished automobile road now in use.

Mention the mining towns in this

region and their products.

(d) Representative of the Green Cross

Society to explain the vegetation

on mountain sides, timber-line,

rocky summit with its observatory,

explaining range of mountains as

watersheds.

(e) Invite primary teacher to display

sand-table in theatre foyer, illus-

trating the Pike's Peak region

—

snow-topped peak, trees, camps, etc.

—work to be done by the children.

Award to class exhibiting sand-

table.

PICTURES:
1. "Beyond the Sierras" (McCoy),

M.G.M., 6 rls.

2. "Judgment of the Hills," R.K.O.,

7 rls.

3. "Mountain Justice," Univ., 7 rls.

4. "Tracked in the Snow Country,"

Warner, 8 rls.

5. "Go West," M.G.M., 7 rls.

6. "Denver Dude" (H. Gibson),

Univ., 6 rls.

7. "Sunset Pass" (Jack Holt),

Para., 6 rls.

8. "Kit Carson" (Fred Thomson),
Para., 7 rls.

9. "Lone Star Ranger," Fox, 6 rls.

SHORTS:
1. "Up and Up" (Mountain climb-

in England) 1930 Pathe Review
No. 16, 1 rl.

2. "Glacier's Secret" (Vagabond)
Pathe

3. "Bear Shooters" (Gang comedy)
Pathe, 2 rls.

4. "Dude Ranching" (Sportlight),

Pathe, 1 rl.

5. "Mountain Melodies" (Bruce
scenic) Para.

6. "Travellin' Alone" ( Singing

scenic), Para., 1 rl.

7. "Cow Camp Ballads," Para., 1

rl.

8. "Round Up," 1929 Pathe Re-
view No. 5, 1 rl.

9. "Riding the Sky Trail," 1929

Pathe Review No. 6.

10. "Very Sad" (Prairie-ranger

songs) 1930 Pathe Review No.
27, 1 rl.

11. "Perpetual Newsreel" (Pike's

Peak climb) 1930 Pathe Review-

No. 30, 1 rl.

* * *

Sat., Nov. 15—Suggestion No. 5
LINCOLN'S ADDRESS AT GETTYSBURG.
NOV. 19, 1863.

(a) Guests of honor : Civil War veterans.

(b) Display of flags. Salute to the flag

and pledge of allegiance—Boy
Scout color bearers.

(c) Local judge or Civil War veterans

to tell children of the life of Lin-

Boosting the Roxy
ALL Fox houses four times

yearly are to run a trailer

boosting the Roxy under a plan

adopted by Harry C. Arthur, gen-

eral manager of the circuit. The
F'ox executive figures that calling

attention to the Roxy affiliation

builds prestige for other theatres of

the chain.

The idea is easily adaptable to

*chain operators who figure they

have an "ace" house suitable for the

boost.'

coin, emptj3$izing the difficulties of

his early .life, his characteristics, his

great love for humanity, the

emancipation of slaves.

'(d) Use slide on screen showing the

"Gettysburg Address," history

teacher to lead children in the

reading of same.

(e) Attendance prize: Small book of life

of Lincoln or the Gettysburg Ad-
dress.

(f) School chorus to lead children in sing-

ing of Civil War songs : "Tenting

Tonight on the Old Camp Ground,"

"Marching Through Georgia," or

others.

PICTURES:
1. "America," United Artists, 11

rls.

2. "Abraham Lincoln," United

Artists, 10 rls.

3. "Abraham Lincoln," First Natl.,

8 rls. silent.

4. "The Bugle Call" (Civil War),
M.G.M., 6 rls.

5. "Uncle Tom's Cabin," Univ.,

12 rls.

SHORTS:
1. "Lincoln," Pathe, 1 rl.

2. "Ye Old Newsreel," 1930 Pathe
Review No. 15.

3. "Two Americans." Para., 2 rls.

4. "The Trumpeter" (patriotic),

Pathe, 1 rl.

5. "Marching On" (Lincoln), Fox.
* * •

Sat., Nov. 22—Suggestion No. 1

MAYFLOWER COMPACT SIGNED,
NOV. 21. 1620.

When the little band of Separatists (later

called the Pilgrim Fathers) embarked from
Plymouth, England, to found a colony in the

new world (see Sept. 16) "the necessity of

some mode of civil government was enjoined

upon them in the farewell letter from their

pastor. . . . On the very day when the May-
flower anchored in what is now Cape Cod
Harbor, they wisely organized a government

for their colony for they drew up and signed

the famous paper known as the 'Mayflower

Compact,' a short constitution providing a form
of government 'in which they agreed to be
governed by such rules and regulations as

should be made by common consent for the

good of all.' This compact has often been

eulogized as the first written constitution in

the world and as the forerunner of the Declar-

ation of Independence."

This day is now frequently honored by the

descendants of the Pilgrims since the date of

their landing at Plymouth, December 21st,

known as Forefathers Day, is so near the

Christmas holidays that its observance is not

always easily arranged.

The Tercentenary of the Pilgrims, 1620-

Kiddie Programs
Boost Business

1920, was celebrated throughout the United
States, Canada and Great Britain, "commem-
orating all that the Pilgrims stood for, repre-
senting as they did not only the freedom to
which this nation is dedicated, religious, poli-

tical and personal, but also the pioneer spirit.

The celebrations began in England in May
1920; they were continued in Leyden in Hol-
land and later in the United States. There
was a second sailing of the Mayflower and a
distinguished company embarked from England
following the route of the Pilgrims to Leyden,
from there to Provincetown, Mass., thence to
Plymouth itself."

(a) Guests of honor:

1. Representatives from 'Society ot

New England Women.
2. Daughters of the American

Revolution.

3. Daughters of the American
Colonists.

4. Colonial Dames.

(b) Foyer display of a compact or consti-

tution, identical or similar to the

Mayflower Compact.

(c) Mayor or representative of the city

government to incorporate in a
brief talk the fundamentals of the
Mayflower Compact, in a manner
interesting to children.

(d) Display the American flag, giving a
brief history of its changes.

(e) Exhibit pictures of the Pilgrims, the

Mayflower, etc.

(f) Attendance Prize: Small book or pic-

picture of the Pilgrim Fathers.

(g) Doorman in costume of Pilgrim
Father.

PICTURES:
1. "America," United Artists, 11

2. "Evangeline," Fox, 5 rls.

rls.

3. "Evangeline," United Artists, 10

rls.

4. "We Americans," Univ., 8 rls.

SHORTS:
1. "Landing of the Pilgrims"

(Chronicles of America Series),

Pathe, 2 rls.

2. "Frontier Romance" (Colonists),

M.G.M., 2 rls.

3. "The Little Indian Weaver,"
Pathe, 2 rls.

Straits Settlements to

Get Occidental Theatre

Washington—Modern features of occi-

dental theatres are to be brought to Bang-
kok in the Straits Settlements, according

to advices to the M. P. Section of the De-
partment of Commerce from Warren S.

Lockwood and Donald W. Smith, assistant

trade commissioners at Singapore.

The new theatre is to be completed in

April, 1932, in time for the 150th anniver-

sary of the capital's founding. It is being

built at the request of the king and queen

and the site has been visited and approved

by their majesties. The house is to seat

2,000.
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Qov't Device to

Study Acoustics
WASHINGTON— Accurate meas-

urement of the intensity of noise

is made possible by an instrument

developed by the Sound Section, Bureau

of Standards of the Department of Com-
merce, according to V. L. Chrisler, engi-

neer. The apparatus is similar in appear-

ance to the pick-up equipment of a broad-

casting station and is compact and port-

able. Measurements are obtained quickly,

it is stated.
" Clothing worn by the audience is an
important factor in reproduction, the

audience absorbing more sound in winter

than in summer, because people wear
more and heavier clothing in winter, the

department's tests show.
The Sound Section of the Bureau of

Standards has for some time been carry-

ing on experiments with sound reverber-

ation and acoustical materials. These
experiments have been conducted in a
specially constructed building housing a

large empty room having no sound ab-

sorption and no acoustical properties. A
loud speaker is placed in the empty room
and the length of time required for the

sound to decay after the source has been
shut off is measured.
These experiments are carried on in

the empty room and then with various
types of materials having acoustic prop-
erties placed in the room. In this way,
practically every kind of acoustical ma-
terial now made has been tested with the
cooperation of the company manufac-
turing it. The effects and sound absorp-
tion qualities of the acoustical materials

are measured and the Bureau of Stand-
ards advises the manufacturer on the im-
provement of his product.

Eye and Ear Tests

The experiments are conducted both
by ear and by visual indication. In the
former method, the length of time re-

quired for the sound to spend itself is

timed by individuals by ear. In the sec-
ond method, which is thought to be
more accurate, a microphone is placed in

the room and the effects of the sound
are transmitted by electric current
through an amplifier and into a tube

An interesting instrument for accurately measuring intensity of noise has been developed
by Bureau of Standards, Washington. The apparatus resembles the "pick up" equipment
of a broadcasting station, and is easily portable. In operation a calibrated variable shunt
is connected across the input to the set and by observing deflection of a meter, measure-
ments are quickly and accurately obtaind. Dr. V. L. Chrisler, of the Bureau Staff, is shown
operating the instrument.

volt meter. This gives a visual indica-
tion of the time required for the sound
to decay. Success has been obtained
with both methods.

Among the more common substances
from which acoustical materials are made
are plaster and hair felt, sugar cane
fiber, pumice and rock wool, the latter
being the result of molten rock blown
through exceedingly fine jets. Some of
the materials were found to have higher
coefficients of sound absorption than
others. In general those of higher co-
efficients seem to be more costly.

While the use of sound-absorbing ma-
terial has been most prominent in the-
atres and particularly the talking picture
houses, their use in business buildings
has progressed at a rapid rate during the
past three or four years. It has been
found that this material, which is most
often placed in the ceiling, is very effec-

tive in softening and toning down such
office noises as originate from typewrit-
ers, persons speaking and various busi-

ness machines.

Difference in Reverberation

Considerably more acoustical material
is required in the talking picture houses
than ordinary legitimate theatres, due to
the fact that while the human voice is

somewhat limited in volume, the loud
speakers used in sound reproduction have
virtually unlimited volume. Consequent-
ly, most talking picture houses have a
reverberation period of about one-half
the duration the ordinary theatre has.

In the theatres the acoustical material
is commonly placed in the ceiling and
side walls while curtains and drapes are
also used. In many theatres, the soft
seats and spring padding in the backs
of the chairs serve to absorb much sound.

An Essential to Proper Presentation of Sound
REHEARSALS have become a necessity since the advent of sound pictures. The projectionist needs rehearsals

yy because his point of vantage usually does not enable him to determine the proper sound levels for the program,
so that an observer in the auditorium is needed to gauge volume of the sound reproduced. The two co-operating

is the most efficient system, each being provided with pad and pencil. This enables careful cueing and checking of the
comparative volume throughout the program.

Maintenance of the sound at normal level is essential to the proper enjoyment of the program. In addition, too-
loud or too-soft tonal reproduction produces fatigue. T he change-over factor also is one which must be considered,
and a rehearsal enables accurate cueing of them.

To obtain the desired effect, it is necessary to maintain the volume of sound at a normal lez'cl, which means the
level of naturalness for all reproductions. Too often there is the jarring effect of a pistol shot, which is barely audible,
while a girl's voice comes through with a boom. These conditions cause sharp criticism and prove a real handicap to
the subject being presented.

_

Rehearse every show you put on. A provision in the new "standard" contract calls for delivery of films to exhibitors in
time for rehearsal, so failure to rehearse only can be laid at the door of slip-shod operation. The careful presentation of
sound programs demands that every show be rehearsed. You'll find the rehearsal a good bet from the standpoint of
pleased patrons.
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:THE-

Projectionists' Round Table

WE HAVE referred to the wattage

rating of transformer secondary

windings. These figures function as

guides to indicate the maximum current out-

put of each winding and serve to limit the

character of the load which may be imposed

upon the transformer. At the same time the

sum total of the wattage ratings of the out-

put windings serve to indicate the power
input requirements of the transformer. For
100 per cent efficiency, the input power
would be equal to the output power. Such
efficiency cannot be obtained in practice and
the input power must at all times be greater

than the output power. The exact differ-

ence is a matter of design, but one must re-

member to allow a certain amount of toler-

ance became of the losses in the transform-

er. Thus a 15 per cent increase is sufficient

to indicate the approximate power input

to the transformer at full load.

This power rating serves a definite pur-

pose. The voltage rating is a matter of turn

ratio. The current rating is also a matter

of turn ratio but each winding is alloted a

certain amount of current output when the

transformer is designed. Thus it is possible

to have two transformers operating upon
the same input voltage, with like number of

output windings, with like output voltage

ratings yet different power ratings. Hence,
the selection of a transformer is based upon
several considerations. Output voltage is

not the only quantity. This value of voltage

is determined by the input voltage and the

turn ratio, hence, the input voltage is also

an item of importance. Thus a transformer
which is designed for operation upon a 220
volt line will not ordinarily be satisfactory

for application upon a 110 volt line despite

the fact that the output voltages of the 220
volt unit are exactly those required.

It is possible to use the 220 volt upon a

110 volt line if the power output is satis-

factory, by arranging to increase the input

voltage to the transformer to 220 volts. An-
other transformer designed for a 110 volt

input and with sufficient power rating to

provide the correct current to the 220 unit

makes this possible. The connection of

transformer No. 1 to transformer No. 2 is

shown in figure 78. Now, the transformer
connected to the 110 volt line must fulfill

two requirements. First, its output voltage
must be 220 volts, that required by the 220
volt unit. Second, its output power rating

must be such as to provide the required

voltage at the current necessary in the pri-

By John F. Rider

mary winding of the 220 volt unit when the

full load is applied to the 220 volt trans-

former.

The selection of the 110 volt transformer
is independent of the output voltage rating

of the 220 volt unit. Whether the secondary
circuit of the 220 volt transformer consists

of one, two or three windings and whether
these output voltage are a decimal of the in-

FIG. 79

put or a multiple of the input is of no con-
sequence, just so long as the power output
of T2 is enough to supply the needs of Tl
when the latter is being subjected to the full

load.

Suppose that we reverse the condition.

Tl is designed for a 110 volt line and the

system available is rated at 220 volts. Two
means of employing Tl are possible. One
method makes use of a resistance, variable

so as to provide satisfactory control which
is inserted in series with the 110 volt wind-
ing when it is connected to the 220 volt line

and serves to produce the required voltage

drop so that the voltage impressed across the

primary of Tl is 110 volts. This is shown
in figure 79. The variable resistance R must
cause a voltage drop of 110 volts at the

current necessary to provide full load across

the secondary windings. Thus if the wat-
tage rating of the output winding is 200
watts, it means that about 2 amperes flows

in the primary winding at full load. Hence,
the resistance R must drop 110 volts at 2
amperes. By making the resistor variable,

adjustment is possible to suit various needs.

By making the maximum resistance of R
greater than that required at full load sat-

isfactory adjustment is possible during less

than full load operation.

An alternative system, resembling that il-

lustrated in figure 78, is the use of a step

down transformer between the line and the

110 volt unit. This is shown in figure 80.

The transformer T2 now acts as a step-

down transformer and feeds Tl. Once
again the pcwer output rating of T2 must
be sufficient to fill the needs of Tl at full

load.

Frequency Rating

During all of this discussion we have
omitted mention of frequency. For any one
design of a transformer the selection of the
number of turns necessary for the primary
winding is based upon a formula such as

that shown herewith. (This formula is used

merely as an illustration of a point and sub-

sequent mathematical treatment shall be
omitted.

)

Ep X 108

Tp =
4.44 X a X B x F

where Tp is the primary turns

Ep is the primary voltage

a is the cross section area of the core in

square inches

B is the flux density of the core per
square inch of core cross section.

F is the frequency of the power supply

Assuming the selection of a core of cer-

tain dimensions and of certain quality of

material which item encompasses the flux

density, the number of turns used in the

primary depends entirely on the voltage of

the primary and the frequency of the power
supply. With any one voltage input, we
note that the number of turns in the primary
varies inversely as the frequency. In other

words a transformer designed for 60 cycles

will have fewer turns in in primary wind-
ing than a transformer designed for 25

cycles. This condition naturally influences

the number of turns used for the secondary
winding or windings as the case may be to

produce a certain turn ratio and voltage
output. Thus the frequency of the power
supply bear a direct relation to the trans-
former used. As a matter of fact trans-
formers uear definite frequency specifica-

tions. Customary practice is such that
transformers are designed to cover a range
of frequencies between 25 and 40 and be-
tween 50 and 60 cycles. According to the
formula the number of primary turns re-

quired for a 25-40 cycle transformer ex-
ceeds that required for a 50-60 cycle unit,

hence the 60 cycle transformer may be con-
nected to the 25 cycle line without injury
to the transformer. The reverse, however,
is not true. A 50-60 cycle transformer when
connected to a 25-40 cycle line will cause
sufficient current to flow through the pri-

mary winding to injure that winding. With-
out entering upon a lengthy discussion con-
cerning the reasons for this action, we can
refer to the impedance of the primary wind-
ing at 60 cycles and the impedance of the
same winding at 25 cycles. For example,
with any one set of constants, the turns
required at 60 cycles are 230 and for 25
cycles the turns required at 555. Recogniz-
ing the variation of inductance with varia-

(Continued on page 109)

This is Lesson 23 in The Rider Series on Sound Projection
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Plan Simplifies

Stage Lighting
LIGHTING of all Publix units is now

being planned in accordance with a

standardized stage layout, the result

of months of study of equipment installations

in many theatre by Francis M. Falge, James
Orr and William Enes of the Publix pro-

duction department. The newly adopted

standard layout becomes effective immedi-
ately.

Advantages of stage standardization are

apparent, among them the saving of time in

hanging and setting a show, ease of opera-
tion, and elimination of bad first perform-
ances. With unit lighting planned for a

standard layout, data sheets are standardized

and unit lighting may be easily reproduced
in each theatre.

Footlight circuits selected are red, white

and blue White is included for high in-

tensities of light, particularly for line girls'

numbers If amber is desired a dimmed red
and white without blue is a satisfactory sub-
stitute. Footlights should be of 100-watt
size, diffusing type, in a double row on not
larger1 than 5 in. centers, with the upper row
of reflectors parallel with the stage floor

and the filaments slightly above it.

New Type Spotlights

Borderlights are 200-watt chromium plat-

ed on 8 in. centers. The small size is seen
as a big advantage, and desirable intensities

are easily obtained in conjunction with ac-

companying equipment of the standard stage.

Red, white and blue circuits are used in the

first border, which should be as far down-
stage as possible and massed to light the

aprong but not the set. This border lights

the line girls and the acting area. Other
borders, at 5 ft. 6 in. intervals, are in red.

green and blue. White is rarely used over
a set, and may be obtained when necessry,

since these three colors when mixed produce

The Electrical Center for all

Theatres

Hub Electric Company offers a service which is

everything that the name implies—the center for all

theatre electrical equipment and installation.

No theatre is too large or too small for the Hub
organization. Our many years of experience and

wide background of theatre work enable us to offer

a service which stands supreme in the motion picture

theatre field.

Many of the results of our extensive experience are

gathered together in a new and comprehensive cata-

logue which we have just published. This book is of

priceless value to every theatre executive. A copy

will be cheerfully sent FREE on request.

Hub ElectkicGomd\ny
Sound
Reproduction
Equipment

Stage Switchboards

Footlights

Borderlights

Stage Pockets

Emergency and Exit
Lighting Units

Complete Theatre Lighting Equipment

Factory and General Offices

2219-2225 West Grand Avenue

Chicago

Telephone Seeley 6440-1-2-3

Branch Offices in New York,

Toledo, Milwaukee, Minneapolis

Cove Lighting
Exit Signs
Spotlights
Service Boards
Panelboards
Usher Signals

Directional Signs
Flood Lights
Mobile Flood Light-
ing Equipment

white. Green, too, is in frequent demand
for unit lighting.

Spotlights are of the new type which
were made up for the Metropolitan, Boston,
and the Paramount, New Haven, where they
have proved to be very successful. With
exception of the balcony spots, all use 6 in.

lenses of 10 to 12 in focal length. They have
prefocussed base sockets and lamps, which
automatically line the filaments up with the
lenses. Mirrors have no focussing adjust-
ments, because of the new base.

It is suggested that spotlights be hung on
a piper with a small walk to get to them, or
a catwalk be hung on another pipe and re-
moved when the spotlights are adjusted, in-
stead of the old ponderous steel bridge which
handicapped direction of spots. Hung on
yokes, adjustment of these spots is simple.

3' Way Amplifying

At Amusement Park
Rye, N. Y.—Broadcasting of voice,

photograph or radio reproduction to any of
three different points is made possible by
the sound amplifying equipment at Play-
land, designed and installed by Hays-Griffin^
Inc., New York.
The casino is used in the summer time as-

a huge dancehall. The floor measures
about 240 feet in length and 120 feet in
width. Around three sides the loudspeakers
are built into recesses in the walls and are
hidden by means of a decorative screen, in
keeping with the design of the interior. At
the extreme end of the casino there are two-
Wright - DeCoster dynamic reproducers,
mounted on 24 by 48-inch baffle boards.
Along one side are four individual units
mounted on baffle boards of the same size.

At each of these speakers a volume control
and field switch is provided, in order that

any combination of speakers may be used?

as desired. This control of the speakers is

also provided in the main control room.
The amplifying equipment in the control

room was manufactured by the Samsora
Electric Co., Canton, Mass., and consists of

two PAM amplifiers mounted on separate

iron racks, together with the control appa-
ratus. Three sources of input are provided
—radio, phonograph and microphone. A
Capehart automatic record changing phono-
graph is used, capable of playing a continu-
ous program of 112 selections over a period
of eight hours.

Microphone outlets are installed at vari-

ous points for the purpose of picking up the
orchestra music and amplifying it to the
volume required in this enormous dancehall.

In the winter time, when the casino is used
for ice skating, a microphone is used to

make announcements to the skaters.

Remote control of the apparatus is pro-

vided in a small room at one end of the

casino in order that the operator may cut

in a microphone to make an announcement
or to enable him to reject a record or to cut

the apparatus off entirely. The installation

in the restaurant, although similar in many
respects to that in the casino, is separate

and distinct from the latter.

New Sign Letters

A new indestructible sign letter of pat-

ented cast aluminum construction is being
offered theatres through supply dealers and
sign services concerns by Friedley-Vorhardt,

of Chicago, manufacturers of marquee deco-

rative material.
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tion of turns, more than doubling the turns

increase the inductance by more than four

times. With any one value of input voltage

the current flow through the primary 60

cycles will be very much greater at 25 cycles

and the usual result is burnout of the wind-

ing. Thus it is imperative to observe fre-

quency stipulations.

It is possible to operate transformers in

parallel too as to provide twice the normal

output of either transformer or to combine

the outputs of the two transformers. Such

a combination is shown in figure 81A. As-

suming two like transformers Tl and T2,

their primaries are connected in parallel.

Their secondary windings, assuming them

to be alike may be connected in parallel as

in figure 81 A. The voltage output of SI

is equal to S2 and the two voltage sources

are in tandem, hence the voltage output

remains the same but the power rating of

the combination is the sum of the power

ratings of SI and S2.

The series connection of the secondaries

is shown in figure 81 B. The primaries are

connected in parallel and the secondaries in

series. The voltage output of this combina-

tion now is the sum of the voltages from

SI and S2. The centre tap C need not be

used unless it is necessary. This tap is com-

mon to both windings and is used when one

half of the total voltage is required. Such
tandem operation is to be found in sound
systems, located in the rectifier power sup-

ply system.

Additional data pertaining to power trans-

formers shrill be discussed when we consider

the application of the power transformer.

The actual heart of all electrical systems

is the measuring or indicating instrument.

It is equally important in a perfect system

and in a system which has failed. In the

former it indicates the operating conditions,

shows them to be normal and provides a

means of noting any change which might
prove detrimental to normal operation. In

the defective system, it indicates the ailing

part unless the major source of power has

been interrupted, in which case the meas-
uring instrument is used to locate the de-

fective point. No doubt the readers of these

lines are by this time familiar with the use

of the meters upon the control panels as

guides to determine whether or not the

tubes in the amplifier are in perfect condi-

tion or if the voltage sources are perform-

ing in correct manner. No matter what its

immediate application, the voltage and cur-

rent indicating instruments find their ap-

plication in every electrical system. In fact,

the abundant use of meters or general

metering Is the only means of rapidly lo-

cating a fault in an electrical system. No
matter how expert the individual who is
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FIG. 82.A

called upon to service a defective system,

the time necessary to complete the repair

would be appreciably reduced by abundant
metering.

Generally speaking, there are two types

of visual indicating instruments used in

electrical circuits. Of course, there are

various combinations of devices but substan-

tially there are only two types of complete
instruments completely self contained. One
of these operates upon the action produced
by heat generated in a conductor by pass-

ing current through that conductor. This
type of meter is known as the "thermal" or

hot wire type of instrument. The other type

is known as the "magnetic" type of meter
and depends upon the forces evoked by vir-

tue of the magnetic fields created around
the conductors which carry the current.

Between these two types, the latter is far

more popular in sound systems. However,
a few words about the former will not be
amiss.

If current is passed through a conductor
heat is developed in that conductor. Just

how much electrical energy is converted in-

to heat and how readily one can detect

that heat and its effects upon the conductor
depends entirely upon the magnitude of the

electrical current and the character of the

conductor, such as its constituency, its cross

section, etc. Certain conductors remain cool

while carrying currents within certain limits

and heat badly when the current is increased

beyond these limits. Hence, physical con-

tact with the conductor during the period

that it carries the low value of current will

not enable detection of current flow. On
the other hand physical contact with the

conductor during the time that it is carry-

ing the high value of current will enable

detection of the fact that current is flowing
through the conductor by virtue of the heat

generated. These simple statements should

not lead one to believe that such manner of

detecting electric current flow is quite satis-

factory. In fact, it is just the contrary and
apt to prove very devastating. Now, tem-
perature has a definite effect upon the phy-
sical dimensions of metals, in fact, upon
matter. Matter changes its state with dif-

ferent temoeratures, thus solids, gases and
liquids. Hence, when current is passed
through a wire and sufficient heat is created

in that wire, the metal will expand. The
property of expansion and contraction is

possessed by all metals no matter how small

the variation in temperature. Naturally, the

effect of expansion or contraction depends
entirely upon how that metal is used. Its

property of expansion is used in the "ther-

mal" or "hotwire" type of meter, to actuate

a pointer which moves across a graduated
scale upon which have been marked the

calibrations of the instrument representative

of the current flowing through the wire.

Such a meter possesses advantages and
disadvantages. Joule's law shows that the

heat generated in a conductor is independ-
ent of the direction of current flow. Thus,
this tvpe of meter is equally suitable upon
A.C. or D.C. circuits. Furthermore, it is

practically independent of frequency, en-
tirely so throughout the range of frequencies
employed in sound systems but not com-
pletely so throughout the range of radio and
ultra high frequencies. Hence, in sound
systems, the meter may be used with equal
faciilty upon 60,600 or 6,000 cycles.

Its disadvantage is that it is not very
rapid in action. Since the heat generated
does not reach its final value instantaneous-

ly, the movement of the meter pointer de-

pendent upon the expansion of the current
carrying conductor is quite sluggish in ac-

tion.

The general structure of such a meter is

shown in figure 82A. The solid line AB is

the conductor in its normal position with-
out any current flowing through its length.

A junction at its midpoint is fastened to a
thread which makes a spiral around the
pointer support and then terminates in a
spring. The normal tension of the wire is

equal to the opposing tension of the spring
and the meter point remains at the posi-

tion. When current is passed through the
wire it expands and stretches into the shape
illustrated by the dotted line. This allows
the thread to be pulled by the spring and
thus move the pointer into the new position

indicating the current through AB.
Since the operation of the meter is de-

pendent upon the heat generated in a con-
ductor and this heat is proportional to the
square of the current, the indications upon
the meter are proportional to the square of

the current through AB. Furthermore, the
meter indicates effective values of A.C.

The second type of meter, employed in

various combinations of measuring systems

depends upon the magnetic effect of current

flow. Just how this effect is employed de-

pends entirely upon the meter. We know
that like poles of a magnet will repel.

Whether these magnets are of the perman-
ent type or electromagnets is of no conse-

quence. The fact remains that as long as

the polarity of the poles is alike, the poles

will exert a repelling action upon each other.

If we arrange two pieces of soft iron which
can be magnetized within a coil of wire as

in figure 83A, and one piece of metal is

fastened into place and the other is suspend-

ed from a string and both bars are adjacent

to each other, they shall remain in that

position as long as they are not magnetized.

If we now pass current through the circuit,

say direct current in one direction so that

the top enJs of the iron bars becomes the

N pole, boih bars will have N poles in the

same position. The result will be a repell-

ing action or force between the two iron

bars, now electromagnets. Since one is

fixed, the suspended magnet will move away
from the fixed magnet as in figure 83B.

If we now interrupt the current the sus-

pended bar will again assume its position of

rest as in figure 83A. If we now reverse the

current so that it enter at the bottom of the

coil, the polarity of the coil is changed, but

the polarity of the magnetized bars is also
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changed and the bottom ends of both bars

are now N poles and the top ends are S
poles. Once again the force between the

two pole ends is repelling and the bars as-

sume the position shown in figure 83B.
Were it possible to interpret the separa-

tion between the two bars in current flow-

ing through the coil, the arrangement would
be the equivalent of a measuring instrument

suitable for use upon D.C. circuits to indi-

cate the current flowing in the circuit and
therefore thiough the coil. Now, we found

that the same repelling action is existant

regardless of the direction of the current

flow, hence the same deflection is possible

with alternating current or direct current

through the winding. If we arrange a cer-

tain amount of inertia for the suspended bar

and apply an alternating current of such

frequency that the suspended bar cannot

return to its zero position when the current

momentarily passes through the zero point,

we have an A.C. meter with a constant

separation between the bars and which will

indicate the effective value of alternating

current flowing through the coil. Such is

the principle of the moving iron or moving

FIS S3A

vane type of A.C. and D.C. type of meas-
uring instrument. In this type of meter,
that is in the commercial form, the station-

ary electromagnet assumes a semi-circular

shape. The same is true of the moving
electromagnet or moving bar. The latter is

suspended upon jewel bearings and so lo-

cated that the repelling force existing be-

tween the two electromagnets within the
meter forces the moving bar to pivot on its

bearings in such manner as to describe a
part of a circle. The meter pointer is at-

tached to this bar and moves across the
scale when the bars are magnetized by the
current. An idea of the arrangement of

these two electromagnets may be had from
figure 84. SB is the stationary bar. MB
is the moving bar, P is the pivot and N is

the meter pointer. Springs and a van are
employed to properly damp the motion of

the moving elements so that they come to

rest and do not oscillate when the meter is

placed into operation.

In view of possible residual magnetism
in the bars, it is customary to take to read-
ings when the meter is applied to a D.C.
circuit. One reading with the current flow-

ing through one coil in one direction and the

other reading with the meter connections
reversed. The mean of these two readings
is accepted as the correct D.C. quantity. As
to A.C. measurements, one form of connec-
tion is sufficient.

There are many other items of import-
ance connected with such meters. To meas-
ure the current in a circuit it is necessary
to insert he measuring device in such fash-
ion that rhe current flowing in the circuit

also flows through the measuring device.

This means a series connection of the cur-
rent indicating instrument. Now, current
flowing through the coil of this meter must
find the least opposition to its flow in order

The Newest Wrinkle

WESTERN Electric's salesmen

in the sound equipment field

will no longer confine their activities

to theatres. Commencing this week,
each man will call on radio broad-

casting stations in his respective ter-

ritory, handling a complete line of

broadcasting accessories.

Narrowing down of the sound
market is understood to have
prompted this decision by the elec-

tric officials.

The company manufactures ma-
jority of equipment used in the field

of ether waves.

that the measured current be the current in

the circuit without the meter in the system.
In other words, the effect of introducing the
meter into the system should not alter the

characteristics of the system. If the resist-

ance of the coil is great, and this resistance
is inserted in series with the system being
measured, the additional resistance is apt
to reduce the current in the circuit and
the measured current would not be the ac-

tual current after the removal of the meter.
Now, this is actually the case in all in-

stances, but the general construction of a
current meter intended for direct insertion

into a circuit is such that its insertion will

not materially influence the constants of

that circuit and the reduction in current by
increasing the resistance of the complete
circuit is entirely negligible.

The resistance of the meter cannot be
avoided, because no matter how low the re-

sistance of the coil within the meter, there
is at all *imes that much additional resist-

ance in the complete circuit. However, the
drop across this resistance is usually very

fig.64

small and entirely negligible. As a matter

of fact, current meters are generally of

very low resistance; the higher the range
of the instrument, the lower is its internal

resistance.

Returning to the basic structure of this

meter, we note that the movement of the

pivoted bar depends upon the forces evoked
by the magnetizing current flowing through
the coil. In order that the greatest action

take place for the minimum amount of cur-

rent, the resistance of this coil must be low.

At the same time, we must always have a

certain amount of current through the coil

in order that the proper separation be cre-

ated between the two bars because operation

is dependent entirely upon the current

through the coil for the magnetizing force.

Since deflection of the meter needle is

caused by the forces evoked when current

flows through the coil, this same meter may
be employed to measure voltage. If we as-

sume that the coil surrounding the moving
and stationary elements has a resistance of

20 ohms and the current necessary to give
full scale deflection is 10 milliamperes or

.01 ampere, a voltage drop equal to .01 X
20 takes place across the meter coil. In

other words a voltage drop of .2 volts takes

place across the meter coil. If we illustrate

the internal resistance of this meter is a
resistance R in figure 85 and we apply a

voltage E of .2 volt a current of .01 ampere
will flow in the circuit and the meter will

function as a current meter indicating full

scale and as a voltmeter indicating a volt-

age of .2 volt.

If we so desire we can measure 100 volts

with this meter. However, we note that the

full scale deflection exists for a voltage of

.2 volts and a current flow of .01 ampere.

We cannot connect this meter as it is across

a 100 volt line because the current flow

through the meter would be 5 amperes, far

in excess of that required for full scale de-

flection, which means that the meter would
deflect off the scale and furthermore the

meter would be ruined beyond repair be-

cause of the very high current. But if we
arrange a means whereby the current flow-

ing through the meter is limited to .01

ampere maximum and this value of current

represents 100 volts, the full scale deflection

upon the meter can be interpreted as being
the equivalent of 100 volts.

RKO Turns Theatre

Into De Luxe House
(Continued from page 63)

ate four magnificent murals that, be-

cause of the artistry and their marvelous
colorings, have created wide comment. In

the auditorium are more works of sculp-

tural art, these being much smaller than

those in the lobbies and foyers. Over-
head lights are utilized for effective light-

ing of these works. Back of the bas relief

structure that extends from the floor to a
point two-thirds of the way to the ceiling

are more lights, red, blue and amber in

color that heighten the effect of distance.

The ceiling is done in a special blend

of blue that makes the illusion of an
azure sky almost perfect. Tiny stars

blink from this blue vault while scurrying

clouds further the impression of a play-

house set amid the great our-of-doors.

Donahue Succeeds

Hansen at Buffalo
Cutler-Hammer, Inc.. has switched B.

L. Donahue from its Pittsburgh branch
to Buffalo, where he will have charge of

the company's branch office formerly

managed by B. A. Hansen.
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From Maine To California
they are hanging out S. R. O. on

"PYROLOID"
DRESSERWARE NIGHTS

2

COLORS
4

PLANS

26 WEEKS
30 WEEKS
36 WEEKS

11 1/2 CENTS
12i/

2 CENTS
13 1/2 CENTS

Colored Heralds, imprinted free. Free coupons.
12 colored Window Cards, imprinted free. Mat

free. Trailer loaned 4 weeks. No charge.

"Buy direct from the Manufacturer and you will

not have to worry about delivery."

PYROLOID SALES CO.
ATHOL, MASS.

"SALESMEN IN EVERY STATE"

An Electrical Curtain
Control Unit You
Can Afford

to Buy

Price is a

virtue
with the

Travel-
trol. It is

practic-
ally de-
signed,
compact and simple in construction. A sturdy,

well-made curtain control unit, readily in-

stalled on any stage. Write for economy and
performance facts.

The ECONOQUIPMENT MFG. CO.
225 Bluff Street Akron, Ohio

The complete unit, Electric
Operator and 35 foot
Traveler for only $150.00

f.o.b. Akron.

TRADE MARK

W Cany Size or Type of

SPOTLIGHTS
you desire

JT varied and complete line of

Kliegl spotliehts; provides for

your every need—incandescent types

for lamps from 10 to 1,000 watts:

arc types ranging from 2 S to 200

amperes; all forms of mounting

—

suspension, bracket and pedestal

—

with or without color wheels or

other accessories for color lighting.

Small spotlights that fit in little

places, as well as intermediate size 1
;

and the high intensity units for long

distance projection. They give a

clear, evenly-illuminated spot or flood

of light and are extremely flexible

for directional movements; easy to

adjust and focus; thoroughly venti-

lated and well-made m every re-

spect. You get full value for everv

dollar invested in Kliegl spotlights

and can rely upon them to give

dependable service. Write for liter-

ature, prices, or any information

you may desire concerning spotlights

or other Kliegl lighting specialties.

KLIEGL BROS
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., inc.

321 West 50th Street. NewYohkN.Y.

PROTECT
YOUR CASH RECEIPTS

with these

General Register Salesmen

:

AUTOMATICGOLD SEAL
REGISTERS

AND

SI M PLEXTICKET
REGISTERS

SPEED ACCURACY EFFICIENCY
CATALOGUE AND TERMS UPON REQUEST OR REPRE-
SENTATIVE. IP YOU PREFER, WITHOUT OBLIGATION.

GENERAL REGISTER CORP.
PARAMOUNT BUILDING

CHICAGO OFFICE: TIMES SQUARE
AUTOMATIC SIMPLEX Mcu > v7\T>Y KI V

REGISTER CORPORATION WtW IUKIV., N. I.

1018 SOUTH WABASH AVE. J. C. ENSLEN, Goo. Sale» Mir.
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Forty Faults

In Exhibition
By MAURICE M. RUBENS

Division Manager, Great Slates Theatres, Chicago

1. Too many attractions billed in front

of theatre at one time, dividing interest and
causing confusion.

2. Not enough attention given to our
most important selling medium—the attrac-

tion board or marquee. Copy not made up
by manager, but left to some other attache;

poor spelling and phrasing; copy without
punch or selling value ; letters not properly

spaced or firmly joined, light leaking out.

3. Lights out in sign or marquee.

4. Front lights on too early or too late.

Former means a waste of current, latter a

loss of patrons. Should be checked by man-
ager personally.

5. Front billing not changed until morn-
ing of show ; change should be made imme-
diately after closing performance.

6. Not opening box-office punctually;

Motion Picture News

closing box-office before scheduled closing
time.

7. No sign on box-office announcing time
of opening and start of performance. Should
be prominent announcement of this at all

times during closed hours.

8. Cashiers carrying funds from the box-
office, alone. This should be done by man-
agers.

Cashiers' Conduct

9. Cashiers' conduct: not saying "Thank
you" with a smile; eating candy, chewing
gum, applying make-up, combing hair and
reading in box-office ; not giving courteous

treatment to pass-holders and delaying them.
Pass-holders should be treated exactly as

cash customers.

10. Improper handling of company's
funds; managers permitting cashiers to

keep petty cash and vaudeville funds in box-

office; using petty cash fund for advances

to employees and borrowing cash for per-

sonal bills ; refunds not being made by man-
agers.

11. Doormen not courteously requesting

pass-holders to obtain tickets at box-office;

THE ODDS ARE AGAINST YOU IF YOU
HAVE NO VENTILATING EQUIPMENT TO

COMBAT AVOIDABLE WINTER ILLNESSES

Our Engineers Are At Your Service

TYPHOON FAN CO.
345 WEST 39TH STREET NEW YORK CITY

Write lor Booklet K.

N ov ember 1 , 1930

all passes not being presented at box-office
for tickets.

12. Doormen, cashiers and ushers carry-
ing on extended conversations with patrons.

13. Lighting auditorium and lobbies too
early. Using full lights for cleaning instead
of work lights.

14. Persons telephoning not receiving
correct information on attractions playing
and starting time of features.

Managers' Conduct

15. Manager not on floor at the opening
of his house to welcome patrons.

16. Not checking house before opening
and seeing that all exit doors are in work-
ing order.

17. Managers not checking sound on first

performance afternoon and evening and at

frequent intervals.

18. Incorrect show schedules.

19. Confused manner of making up time
on shows, due to not working out running
time before opening.

20. Movietone mask on machine and cur-
tain not properly matched; not have same
in or out on time.

21. Managers not checking booth to see
that lamp houses, lenses, condensors, mir-
rors, etc., are clean.

22. Managers not getting down early
enough in the morning to check the clean-
ing.

23. Failure of managers to eliminate ob-
jectionable language in stage show.

24. Running too many trailers; not over
two sound trailers should be run during any
performance.

25. Advertising and sound trailers being
run longer than a week without being
changed.

26. Short subjects being eliminated from
program without consent or notification of

division office.

27. Ushers not alert enough in checking
parcels.

r

28. Box office doors open and no safety

chain.

29. Leaving confidential reports on office

desk with door open and manager absent.

30. Lobby display frames across exit

doors, cheating a hazard.

31. Making advertising tie-ups without

(Continued on page 115)

Draperies

Decorations

Magnascope
Screens

340 W. 41st ST.
BUILT OH MERIT

Settings

Acoustical

Treatments

Acoustical

Banners

New York City 1 m

:":::
I

J
Made In 500. 1000, 1500

and 2000 watt capacity

THE EASY
ELECTRIC HEATER

Designed especially for Theatre Organ Chambers,
Bex Offices, etc.. but will prove useful In many
other places.

AISLE LIGHTS
For Theatre Chairs, Ramps & Stairways

KAUSALITE MFG. CO.
8129 Rhodes Ave., Chicago, IU.

STANDARD CHAIR TYPE

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS im *""
New York
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The Lowdown
on the Architect

(Continued from page 75)

procedure may be had from reputable

architects or from The American Institute

•of Architects, The Octagon, Washington.
Dismiss from your mind the thought that

entrance into an architect's office inevitably

means that you are committing yourself to

the spending of a lot of money. A certain

-architect in one of the large cities is

retained on an annual fixed fee just to keep
.his client from foolish spending. The client

is a big department store. Its directors call

in this architect and tell him they are

thinking of buying another half block to

extend their store. His reply, after a study

of the problem, is that they should do
nothing of the kind ; an alteration here, a
readjustment of departments there, the addi-

tion of a floor or two on the present build-

ing, with better elevator service, will

achieve the expansion required at one-tenth

the cost. Like the Chinese doctors, such
men are employed primarily to keep the

patient well, and only secondarily to heal

him when he is ill. Your architect is a
professional adviser first, and a means to

achieve your building afterwards, when, as,

and if that becomes advisable.

There are those who hesitate to employ
an architect because of an uncertainty as to

whether the particular man selected will be
able to satisfy them with a design. Ap-
parently these people do not know that an
architect may be retained and dismissed at

any point of the proceedings. It is not

necessary that one who cannot satisfy the

client with his design be retained to the

titter end. If, after having the architect of

your choice make preliminary sketches in

accordance with his understanding of your
needs, the results are not to your satisfac-

tion, and repeated trials fail to make them
so, you are at perfect liberty to terminate

the connection, pay him for the work that

has been done, and engage another man.

Some Things the Architect Does

In additio nto his work of diagnosing your
needs and having this diagnosis translated

into building materials and construction,

the architect is your professional adviser in

such matters as the following : The drawing
up of proper contracts; the taking out of

necessary permits ; the proper time and
amounts of payments to contractors; the

covering of the work by insurance while

under construction, not only against fire but

against personal liability for accidents to

•workmen or to passers-by ; the provision for

connection with public utilities, such as

electrical current, gas, sewer ; the proper

guarantees from contractors as to durability,

tightness against weather ; the innumerable

questions as to which sub-contractor's

province covers certain work ; as to who
pays for water, heat and light used during

the contruction of the building; the placing

of responsibility for protecting adjoining

Duildings. It is easy to see how, without

the architect's aid in such unfamiliar mat-
ters as these, it would be inevitable that the

layman should find himself involved in a

veritable morass of technical and legal

entanglements. The fee that one pays an
architect to conduct him through this maze
of technical procedure becomes an insignifi-

cant sum for the peace of mind it provides.

Roughly speaking, the function of the

architect is twofold. Through his own
abilities as a diagnostician and through
conferences with his client, he establishes in

general terms the size, arrangement and
character of the building. This may, and
usually does, take considerable time and
progressive checking back and forth with
preliminary sketches, but at this stage of

the proceedings the dealing is between
architect and client. One great difficulty

here is the inability of most laymen to visu-

alize what the preliminary sketches indicate.

Drawings remain Greek to the client, just

as does the tailor's crude patterns. It is

hard indeed to picture the finished result to

which they are leading. It is of the utmost
importance, however, that the client should
realize their general significance, the sizes

of rooms contemplated, the matters of com-
munication and inter-relationships involved.

Comparison of the tentative rooms with
existing rooms—rooms that can be in-

spected and measured—frequently helps.

Careful study of early drawings is the client's

duty and responsibility.

Where the Client Cannot Help

This achieved, the architect's second
function comes into play. His work hence-

forth consists of refining and improving the

general scheme and in having it executed.

In this phase of his work the client cannot

be of much help, but he can too easily be a
real hindrance to the efficient and economi-
cal progress of the work. It is the wise
client who, having really satisfied himself

that he understands what he is to get—or,

i having enough faith in the architect of his

choice to believe that the latter understands

his needs and desires—goes abroad or

elsewhere while the highly complex process

of building is in progress.

How Architects Are Paid

The client who insists upon seeing every

nail driven, and who presumes to tell the

plumber, electrician and mason how to ply

their respective trades, is no more likely to

improve the desired result than he who
attempts to tell the pharmacist a better way
to make up the doctor's prescription.

Architects, like those rendering any other

professional service, are paid for their work.

There are all sorts of arrangements under

which the fee is established and paid. In

some cases it is a fixed sum, in others, a

sum established as a certain percentage of

the building's cost. The latter method is

most common, having become so established

by long custom. It is not an ideal arrange-

ment by any means, since it permits the

suspicion that the architect may increase his

own fee in the degree to which he persuades

his client to spend money on the building.

On the other hand, it has a fairly sound
basis for existence in the fact that generally

the greater the cost of the building, the

greater amount of work he has to do.

Architects' fees on the percentage basis

vary in accordance with the type of build-

ing. A monument, for example, or some
special furniture might not cost very much
for the structure in proportion to the great

amount of work devolving upon the archi-

tect. The small house also entails an
amount of work on the architect's part that

is at least as much as, and sometimes more
than, required for a house of larger size and
greater cost. Alteration work, also, involves

more work on the architect's part, partly

because he has to measure up everything

that has been done.

An Explanation

of His Duties
The architectural fee, therefore, is entirely

a matter for agreement in advance between
you and your architect. The establishment
of an understanding as to its details in

advance will prevent the possibility of
misunderstandings and uncertainties.

The American Institute of Architects,
which is a national organization working
for the highest ideals and the highest stan-
dards of practice in the profession, is

fairly specific in the matter of what should
constitute a minimum fee. It says

:

"1. The architect's professional services

consist of the necessary conferences, the
preparation of preliminary studies, working
drawings, specifications, large-scale and
full-size detail drawings : the drafting of

forms of proposals and contracts ; the issu-

ance of certificates of payment; the keeping
of accounts, the general administration of

the business and supervision of the work,
for which, except as hereinafter mentioned,
a proper minimum charge, based upon the
total cost of the work complete, is six per
cent.

"2. On residential work, alterations to

existing buildings, monuments, furniture,

decorative and cabinet work, and landscape
architecture, it is proper to make a higher
charge than above indicated.

"3. The architect is entitled to compen-
sation for articles purchased under his

direction, even though not designed by him.

"4. Where the architect is not otherwise
retained, consultation fees for professional

advice are to be paid in proportion to the

importance of the question involved and
services rendered.

"5. The architect is to be reimbursed the

costs of transportation and living incurred

by him and his assistants while traveling

in discharge of duties connected with the

work."

It is also customary when an operation is

carried forward under a number of separate

contracts, rather than under one general

contract, to charge a fee that is roughly half

again the basic fee.

In this age of great specialization and
extreme complexity of modern buildings, it

is customary on large work to engage
supplementary professional advice from
heating, ventilating, mechanical, structural,

electrical and sanitary engineers, and the

fees for these consultants are not included

in the architect's own fee.

Payments to the architect are due as his

work progresses in the following order:

Upon the completion of the preliminary

studies, one-fifth of the entire fee; upon
completion of specifications and general

working drawings (exclusive of details),

two-fifths additional, the remainder being

due from time to time in proportion to the

amount of service rendered. Until an actual

estimate is received, charges are based upon

the proposed cost of the work and payments

received are on account of the entire fee.

In case of the abandonment or suspension

of the work, the basis of settlement is

usually as follows : For preliminary studies,

a fee in accordance with the character and

magnitude of the work; for preliminary

studies, specifications and general working

drawings (exclusive of details), three-fifths

of the fee for complete services.
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Keen Observer

To Qauge Sound
By DR. N. M. LA PORTE

Director, Publix department of scientific

research, sound and projection

IN
sound picture projection it is of the

utmost importance to maintain the

proper sound level in the auditorium.
By far the greatest criticism made of sound
pictures is that directed against the exces-

sive volume too commonly found in theatres

today. While this condition exists we must
admit that there is some justification in

the use of such derogatory terms as

"Squawkies" and such descriptive words
as bellowing, harsh, blasting and shrieking.

In reproducing synchronized sound and
scene we are primarily concerned with real-

ism, and realism has hardly been attained,

if such terms apply.

Extreme care must be used in the selec-

tion of the observer who is to control the

sound level in the auditorium by signaling

changes in volume to the projectionists. The
first requisite for such an observer is good
hearing. Good hearing for this job, how-
ever, means more than is commonly accept-

ed as satisfactory hearing for ordinary pur-

poses. The observer should be able to hear
all the frequencies that the system will re-

produce.
To determine whether he can, it may be

advisable for him to make a trip to the

nearest division office of the Electrical Re-
search Products, Inc., and have his hearing
checked by an audiometer test. There are

other qualities to consider outside of hear-

ing when selecting this observer. The man
should be a showman, ear-minded rather

than eye-minded, and should be appreciative

of music. If the observer is selected with
these considerations in mind a great deal of

the cause for criticism of sound pictures will

be eliminated.

It is helpful to think of the sound leav-

ing the horns as a fixed amount of power
that must in some way be absorbed. This
energy must be finally dissipated by setting

in motion the particles making up the con-

tents of the auditorium including the drapes,

walls, carpets, seats, audience and so on.

This fixed amount of power is doubled

THE AMERICAN PUBLIC HAS SPENT

MORE MONEY THIS YEAR FOR AMUSEMENT

THAN EVER BEFORE

If it's a contest in your locality as to bow this amusement fund

is being divided — there is only one ultimate answer

—

"He who serves best profits most"

To serve best you NEED the TRANSVERTER

It is essential to good Projection. It improves projection as it

reduces expense in current, in repairs, in the Projectionist's work.

Why not get the facts? Write us. Let us show you just what the

TRANSVERTER and its kindred equipment will do to make

your Theatre more popular in your community.

Approved by
National Theatre
Supply
Company

Canadian
Distributors,
Perkins
Electric, Ltd.

THE HERTNER ELECTRIC COMPANY

12694 ELMWOOD AVENUE

^nrTTKgprarJ
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

every time the fader setting is increased

one step. This means that twice as much
power pounding on the ear drums of the
audience. Of course, as the audience in-

creases, the absorptive power of the audi-

torium increases, but before you step the

fader up just pause and recollect that you
are doubling your power for every step.

At some time in the not too distant fu-

ture we hope that all sound films will be
recorded in such a manner that the need
for volume control in the house will be
greatly reduced. Production methods will

be such that all the desired effects of loud-

ness and softness will be recorded under
studio direction and few changes will be

necessary in the fader setting.

A few points for the present, however,
must be borne in mind by the observer.

Use conversational volume for ordinary con-

versational shots and greater volume for

close-ups, shouting, screaming or desired

loud effects. Orchestras in general should

be loud to more nearly simulate actual con-

ditions, while solos are for the same reasons
generally reproduced softly. These settings

of the fader will of course be predetermined

at the rehearsal.

With the present almost universal advent
of sound equipment to theatres, superiority

of showmanship is now evidenced by higher

quality of sound in one house than in an-

other. Note the quality of sound in your
house and, above all, keep it from being

reproduced so loudly that the naturalness

is destroyed.

Budgeting Ads Is

Qoldberg's Advice
By HARRY GOLDBURG

Western New York District Manager, Fox Theatres

Buffalo—An advertising budget.

What does this mean to you? To me, if

I were operating a theatre, it would mean
that I was being vested with the faith and
confidence of my company. It would mean
that I was entrusted with a certain sum
of money to spend as I would see fit. It

would mean that I would realize more than
ever before the responsibility that I had.

I would analyze every cent of the budget
money that I would spend, and would not

let one red penny go until I satisfied my-
self that it would bring results to the box
office.

The budget system opens a new field of

opportunity to you men in the field. Now,
more than ever before, the success of your
theatre depends upon you.

Newspaper advertising throughout the

division has fallen into a rut. It is plain

to see that not enough thought is being

given to this important medium.
First of all, are we keeping in pace with

the times? Take a look at automobile ad-

vertising. Haven't you noticed the improve-
ments in it in the past year or so?

But the auto industry hasn't taken the

rapid strides that our industry has in pro-

duction. No developments have been made
on cars that compare with the advent of

pictures that talk, the improvements in color

and the many other forward steps our in-

dustry has just taken.

The fact remains that we're not keeping

in pace with this in our advertising.

Just because a mat service comes to you

on every picture is no reason why you have

to use those ideas exclusively. Use your

own, too. Your new budget will permit it
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Wrong Acoustics

in Most Houses
By VESPER A. SCHLENKER

Acoustical Engineer, Yitaphone Corp.

Few theatres constructed before the sound
era are free from acoustical defects. No two
houses have the same defects, even though

they may have the same cubical content.

Consequently, every theatre needs to be in-

dividually diagnosed to correctly determine

the faults and decide upon the proper treat-

ment.

This lack of proper diagnosis is the

greatest obstacle to perfected talking pic-

tures and to this end we have designed a

special truck, which is really a laboratory

on wheels. This travelling laboratory holds

portable testing equipment with the neces-

sary accessories to apply to any theatre.

The truck has been put into intensive ser-

vice with tests and diagnosis resulting in

successful cures for many theatres.

Using Short for Test

One of the many experiments used is the

reproduction over the theatre horn is of a

speech by H. M. Warner, notable for its

clear enunciation. The speech is photo-

graphed as it comes out of the horn and
simultaneously photographed at scattered

spots in the theatre by means of micro-

phones. The horn photograph is later used

as a basis for comparison to determine how
the quality of reception varies in the dif-

ferent locations.

Another trial is the reverberation test in

which single tones are projected and sud-

denly interrupted electrically. During the

short time in which the sound dies away
it is photographed, the rapidity of its dying

furnishing the measure of reverberation.

A third experiment is even more delicate.

A single syllable is projected so that its

path can be followed completely around the

theatre and photographed through every re-

flection. This syllable serves as a basic test,

for when one sound receives the proper

acoustical reception, all others and all com-
binations of sounds will be similarly re-

ceived.

Brighter Outlook Forecasts

With the results of initial tests on hand
we foresee a brilliant future for the devel-

opment of new methods for the correction

of theatre acoustics. It is our belief that

in all cases a proper diagnosis will lead to

perfected scund and save money by using

the right materials in the minimum amount,
holding out hope for the many exhibitors

facing a loss of patronage due to interior

reproduction.

Forty Faults in

Theatre Operating
(Continued from page 112)

consent of home office, such as giving out-

siders letters of authority to use name in

soliciting local merchants.

32. Making donations without authority

from home office.

33. Locally purchasing supplies in im-

proper manner. This should be done by

requisition, giving local vendor's name. In-

structions should be asked for if not clear.

34. Wasteful lithographing; not check-

ing available locations before ordering pa-

per; not checking after posting to see if

proper showing has been given.

35. Managers smoking in foyers and lob-

bies, where patrons are not permitted to do
the same thing.

36. Skylarking in theatre by ushers and
other employees.

37. Managers in office instead of on the

floor during peak business hours.

38. City managers and theatre managers
absent without permission.

39. Not having meters disconnected in

closed houses, to save meter rental charges.

40. Insufficient thought given to select-

ing right type of theatre personnel.

National Supply

In New Offices
St. Louis—New offices have been open-

ed here by the National Theatre Supply
Co. The new store has a depth of 160
feet and enables the company to carry a
much larger stock of merchandise than
was possible in previous quarters of this,

division office.

A special balcony has been constructed
which is used as a display room for theatre
chairs and other equipment.

CAST ALUMINUM
SIGN LETTERS

are clean cut. carefully die
cast and finished to fit at-
tractively into any decora-
tive scheme. Impervious to
bad weather—hot. cold or
wet, and require no brac-
ing. Supplied in two sizes;
9-inch and 13-inch.

Save on Your
Canopy Upkeep

F & V Cast Aluminum Sign Let-

ters are indestructible. Toss one
of them from the top of your
sign to the sidewalk. It will

bounce but it won't break!
Economy—that's why leading

showmen are partial to F & V
letters. They cost no more than
ordinary letters that break and
bend out of shape.

Ask Your Dealer to

Show You a Sample

Friedley-Voshardt Company
763 Mather St. Chicago, 111.

. ,. E, ---'^^ j SYNCROFILM
Built on the Reputation of

Twelve Hundred
SYNC RO DISK

Installations

ACCURACY
QUALITY

SIMPLICITY

Built as accurately as the finest watch.

Highest grade materials. All working

parts chromium plated. Simple to

install and operate.

^pjr^^^^^^_5^"" _-y

~m:^^^ Lai I

WEBER MACHIIN
Export Dept.: CO Riiftpr St

15 Ljight St.. New York City •>* IVUHCl OL,

E CORPORATION
Rnrhactpr N V Cab,° Address:ivutneisLei, r*. i. -arlab." new york
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Selected List of Important Trade Publications

Prepared for the Service of Theatre Owners, Managers and Theatre Architects

Important publications issued by manufacturers in connection with the subjects listed in these columns will be sent free
to readers upon request to this magazine. For your convenience a number is used to indicate each subject and a request
blank provided. To obtain copies of publications on subjects in which you are interested simply insert on line provided

in blank the number opposite that subject, fill in name and address and mail to Motion Picture News.

AIR CONDITIONING
(1) General outline of systems with illustrated descrip-

tions of apparatus for atmospheric conditions in

theatres.

CARBONS—PROJECTOR. SPOT and FLOODLIGHT
(1A) Descriptive literature, list prices, etc.

CLEANNG SYSTEMS
(2) Apparatus used in central cleaning systems for theatres.

DECORATION
(3) Furnishings for auditoriums, lobbies, lounges—decora-

tive furniture and fixtures, fountains, shrubbery, dra-
peries, etc.

(4) Finishing materials for wall and ceiling treatments.

FILM PROCESSING AND CLEANING
(5) Descriptions of materials and apparatus used in proces-

ses fcr film renovation, preservation and cleaning.

HEATING AND VENTILATION
(6) Types of ventilating and heating systems with dia-

grams, illustrations and descriptions of apparatus.

LIGHTING, DECORATIVE
(7) Lighting apparatus illustrated and described.

LIGHTING FIXTURES
(8) Decorative chandeliers, wall fixtures, directional signs,

illuminated mirrors and fountains for theatres described
and illustrated.

LIGHTING, PROJECTION
(9) Arc and incandescent lighting equipment, specifications

for use and operation.

LIGHTING, SIGN AND MARQUEE
(10) Flasher equipment, color devices, etc.,

and advertising.

LIGHTING, STAGE
(11) Spotlights, effect machines, borders,

and their uses in stage effects.

LIGHTING CONTROL
(12) Dimmer control, switchboards, panel boards, switches

of various types for stage and auditorium lighting
control.

(12a) Emergency Lighting Plants.

MOTOR-GENERATORS
(13) Various designs of motor-generators specially designed

for motion picture projection.

(14) Power control, transformers, etc., for projection, speci-
fications and illustration of apparatus.

ORGANS AND ORGAN EQUIPMENT
(15) Theatre organ of various types for large and small

auditoriums.
(16) Organ blowers, heaters, seats and accessories.

PIT AND STAGE ORCHESTRA EQUIPMENT
(17) Music stands, special designs for pit orchestras and

stage band acts.

PLUMBING FIXTURES
(18) Radiators, equipment for wash room furnishing, etc.,

illustrated.

PROJECTION
(19) Operating instructions, parts for machines

make and model).

for front effects

foot lights, etc.,

(specify

RIGGING, STAGE
(20) Curtains, curtain control apparatus, automatic stage

platforms, elevators, etc.

SAFES
(21) Descriptive literature illustrating types of safes espe-

cially designed for theatre use.

SEATING
(22) Auditorium chairs, special designs illustrated, re-seat-

ing arrangements, etc.

SCREENS, MOTION PICTURE
(23) Various types described, diagrams, illustrations of sur-

faces, etc.

SCREEN SLIDES & MATS
(24) Various types for screen advertising and announce-

ments.

SIGNS AND MARQUISE
(24A) Theatre advertising signs, marquise designs illustrated

THEATRE POSTER AND DISPLAY DEVICES
(25) Materials and supplies for advertising and art work.

TICKET VENDORS
(25A) Automatic ticket machines for motion picture

theatres, change makers, canceling devices and
registers.

Sound Equipment

ENGINEERING AND(26) ACOUSTICAL MATERIAL,
CONTRACTING

(27) AMPLIFIER UNITS

(28) HORNS AND SPEAKERS
(29) HORN TOWERS
(30) NON-SYNCHRONOUS DISC REPRODUCERS
(31) PICK-UPS

(32) RECORD LIBRARIES FOR NON-SYNCHRONOUS
DISC REPRODUCERS

(33) SYNCHRONOUS DISC AND FILM-TRACK RE-
PRODUCERS

(34) TRANSFORMERS AND VOLTAGE REGULATORS

Request Blank

Motion Picture News
729 Seventh Ave.

New York City

Please obtain for me free copies of trade pub-

lications dealing with the following subjects:

(Insert above numbers indicating aubjecti)

Name .

Theatre

Street
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The following list of advertisers in The Showman Section has been prepared

for the convenience of readers, and while care has been taken to make

it correct it cannot be guaranteed against possible errors or omissions.

Adam Electric Co., Frank
American Seating Company
Automatic Devices Company
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.

Best Devices Company
Blizzard Fan Company
Boston Rubber Mat Company
Brenkert Light Projection Co.

Brooks Costume Co.

Carrier Engineering Corp.

Chicago Expansion Bolt Co.

Chicago Uniform & Cap Co.

Clark, Peter, Inc.

Cutler-Hammer, Inc.

Da-Lite Screen Company, The
Densten Felt & Hair Co.
Econoquipment Mfg. Co., The
Essannay Electric Mfg. Co.
Ford Company, The J. B.
Forest Electric Company
Friedley-Voshardt Co.
Frost's Veneer Seating Co., Ltd.
Fulton Company, E. E.

Gallagher Orchestra Equipment
Carver Electric Company-
General Electric Company
General Register Corporation
GoldE Manufacturing Company
Hertner Electric Company, The

104

71

102

. 117

. 92

. 72

. 92
95

112

84-85

92

92
. 98
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97
92
111
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... 92
115
92

67 to 75

Co. 73

92

... 69
111

92
114

Heywood-Wakefield 76-77

Hoffmann & Soons 95

Horton Manufacturing Company 92

Hub Electric Company 108

Ilex Optical Company 73
International Projector Corporation 118

Kausalite Mfg. Co. 112

Kliegl Bros., Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc. Ill

Kooler-Aire Engineering Corp. 95
McAuley Mfg. Co., J. E. 89

National Rug Mills, Inc. 72

National Screen Service 117
National Theatre Supply Company 80
Netschert, Inc., Frank 117
Novelty Scenic Studios 112
Pyroloid Sales Company 111

Quality Slide Company 92
Racon Electric Co., Inc. 97

RadiO-Mat Slide Company 117
Slater, Jr., William 72

Standard Mfg. Company 92
Steel Furniture Company 82
Strong Electric Corp., The 73
Torstenson & Company, J. A. 70

Typhoon Fan Company, Inc. 112
Vallen Electrical Company, Inc. ... 79
Weber Machine Corporation 115
Yankee Lubric Company 92
Yates, J. W. 92

RADlO-Vy^-MAT

Mr. Exhibitor

The Friendly Feeling of your

Audience is

Personal
cultivated by a

Message daily

—

RADIO-MAT SLIDES are

your best medium.

Sold by all Leading Dealers

is ihe Stationery of the Screen

Qolf

Courses
A|L

,

) Decorate with

«L»ifi!f%' ourm SHRUBS
TREES

FLOWERS
GRASS MATS
for LAWN
EFFECTS, etc.

ijSplF Write for
Catalogue No. 7

<Hb
We make a full line

of Artificial Flowers
and Shrubs for
Theatres, Orchestra
Pits, Lobbies, Foy-

FRANK NETSCHERT, Inc.

61 Barclay St. New York, N. Y.

Phone: Barclay 0166
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TALKING VICTORS*
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l —THE TALKING TRAILER
k ^^ —THE SOUND TRAILER
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CINEPHOR
» » LENSES « «

PRODUCT OF
NUMBERLESS
INSPECTIONS

IHE secret of the unvaryingly
high quality of Cinephor Lenses
lies in the continuous control of

every process.

In grinding, the lenses are repeatedly examined and tested

by interference—one of the most critical testing methods known
to science.

We believe Cinephor Lenses are unequalled in critical defini-

tion, flatness of field, illumination, and maximum contrast be*
tween black and white.

Write for complete literature.

BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.
678 St. Paul St. « » Rochester, N. Y.

BAUSCH &LOMB
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TRADE MARK REG'D.

THE INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR
USED BY

THE ASTORIA CHAIN
THE FINSBURY PARK ASTORIA

LONDON, ENGLAND
EVIDENCE OF BRITISH PROGRESSIVENESS

and

SIMPLEX SUPREMACY

EQUIPPED WITH

FOUR

TRADE MARK REG'D.

PROJECTORS
THE FINSBURY PARK ASTORIA

ISLINGTON, LONDON, ENGLAND

"The projection and talking picture machinery is the most
complete of its kind in any theatre to date."

"In the Modern Theatre—Machinery rules."

DIRECTORS:

E. A. STONE, F.S.I., Chairman
A. SEGAL, Managing Director

J. C. CLAVERING
ALBERT LESSER
ARTHUR LESSER
HENRY LESSER

GENERAL MANAGER:
CHARLES PENLEY

SECRETARY:

H. T. RICHARDSON

ARCHITECT:
E. A. STONE, F.S.I.

GENERAL CONTRACTORS:
GRIGGS & SON

CONSULTING ENGINEER:

MAJOR C. H. BELL, O.B.E.

INTERNAL DECORATIONS:
MARC-HENRI & LAVERDET

RESIDENT MANAGER:
E. L. DIMMOCK

THE FINSBURY PARK ASTORIA is the fourth Theatre

to be opened in the chain originally visualized by the

Directorate two years ago. The Theatres already

opened include the Brixton Astoria (August, 1929); the Old
Kent Road Astoria (February, 1930); and the Streatham

Astoria (June, 1930). To open four Theatres of the magni-

tude of the Astorias in just over twelve months is a record

of which the Directorate are justifiably proud, while the

success of the Theatres already opened is confirmation that

the policy originally laid down and carried out was a

wise one.

The policy of the Directorate is to provide:

—

(1) Theatres of Unequalled Size and Magnificence in

suburban areas.

(2) Entertainment unexcelled by even West End of

London Houses.

(3) Music by picked Orchestras and Grand Organs.

(4) Comfort, Courtesy, and Service.

(5) Strictly suburban prices.

THE ASTORIAS have been acknowledged by the Press

of this country—and America—to be real super Theatres
presenting super Entertainment in Pictures, Vaudeville,

Stage Production, and Music, and the ideals which have
proved so successful and acceptable will be continued.

The Directorate and Management are sincere in their

endeavours to raise the standard of Entertainment and
Entertaining, and the maintenance of their declared policy

is accepted as a duty to the public they serve.

A. SEGAL.

TAe/nter/iationaJ'frq/ector

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION
90 COLD STREET NEW YORK
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MANAGERS'
ROUND TABLE CLUB
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in a

Conducted By At* Exhibitor For Exhibitors

THE HIGH COST OF
NEGLECT!

WHEN some member of

your staff calls your at-

tention to needed repairs

around the theatre do you inves-

tigate and make those repairs

immediately?
From close observation we are

rather afraid that many man-
agers are inclined to let these
"little" things go until it is too
late for repairs and replacements
(sometimes very expensive) are
necessary. And often such neg-
lect results in accidents or break-
downs.
Those who stop to analyze the

many responsibilities of a
house manager soon learn that

maintenance of the equipment
represents an important part of

the job. Yet we have thousands
of showmen who cannot seem to

realize that the cheapest way to

maintain that equipment is to

keep it in a good state of repair
at all time. They try to avoid
immediate expenditures and then
pay plenty for replacements
later.

A manager who is placed in

charge of a theatre with its many
items of equipment must show
that he understands and appreci-
ates the responsibility placed on
his shoulders by keeping a care-

ful check on each and every de-
tail. This can only be accom-
plished by frequent inspections.

We doubt whether any chain
or individual theatre owner
would criticize an expenditure
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for repairing some necessary
part of the theatre's equipment.
Those who used to take such an
attitude soon learned, that it was
a pennywise and pound foolish

policy. Therefore every theatre

owner is now in favor of keeping
the house in tip-top shape at all

times and glad to pay for minor
repairs rather than for expensive
new equipment. They need not
worry about accidents, break-
downs of shows and dissatisfied

patrons.

Why not inaugurate a new
system of house inspection check-
up starting this week? Make up
a series of charts according to

the various members of your staff

who are responsible for certain

parts of the theatre. Let them
handle their own portions in a

systematic way and then you
take that chart and go over the

entire house, starting with the

roofs, hanging ceiling, booth,
seats, floor and floor coverings,

rest rooms, toilets, mezzanine,
orchestra, lobbies, foyer, front,

marquee and marquee roof, clos-

ets, ushers' rooms, porter closets,

sinks, cellars, boiler rooms, heat-
ing equipment, ventilating equip-
ment, stage, stage gridiron, etc.,

etc., right down the line not
overlooking a single detail.

You'll soon learn a lot more
about your theatre than you
ever knew before, and you'll be
able to check waste and make
necessary repairs while they are
still small items.

"Chick"
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Vending Machines
Are Discussed by
Some Live Showmen

Of all the subjects pertain-

ing to theatre operation and
its many modern twists the

subject of vending machines
has created the most peculiar

kind of reaction.

For example, Harold Kop-
plin of the Capitol Theatre in Miami, Fla., insists that the first

and last purpose of a theatre is to sell entertainment and not
candy or chocolate bars or even cigarettes, cigars.

He backs up this statement with some mighty plausible argu-
ments.
The selling of candies, etc., from vending machines in thea-

tres or even from a candy confection counter located within
the theatre or in the lobby or foyers will tend to clutter up the
corners or the aisles and in fact every other part of the theatre
which they strive to keep looking inviting and clean with all

sorts of wrappers and papers and not infrequently a stray piece

of chocolate which is ground into the carpet or the marble
work or causes some other patron to register a healthy kick

because they are walking around with a nice sticky chocolate
bar all over their shoes.
He tells us many other interesting arguments against the

vending machine angle and incidentally his claim that the patron
is apt to develop a notion that the theatre is trying to get every
dime out of them is not without good common horse sense.

Then we have the expression of B. L. Kearney of the Palace
Theatre in Ashtabula, who insists that a nearby confectionery
store answers the purpose of the patron when they so desire

to take some candy into the theatre and it certainly is not the

part or duty of a theatre to enter into this line of business in

direct competition with one of the merchants whom they may
some day want to tie up with on some promotion scheme.
Backing up Kopplin's opinion, we quote A. E. Warden of

the Cortland Theatre in Cortland, N. Y., who says: "Person-
ally, I feel that we are selling entertainment and not candies,
chewing gum or what have you." Vending machines placed on
the backs of the seats at a local theatre in his town were

removed as the revenue was too small. However, he does con-
cede that in some houses they might prove a good bet.

We could then jump into Eddie Landsborough's Capitol The-
atre up in Gault, Ontario, Canada, wherein he puts himself
on record by saying that he has had no experience whatsoever
with any type of vending machine, but considers that it might
turn out to be a good proposition. Since it is out of his juris-

diction he is leaving the decision whenever that may come up
for action to his home office.

E. T. Mathes, in charge of the Mt. Baker, American and
Avalon theatres in Bellingham, Wash., expresses the opinion
of a great many other showmen in the Northwest when he
says that they do not use any such machines in any of their

theatres. He also is inclined to feel that it would be entering
into competition with nearby confectionery or cigarette stores
and would not help in the promotion of good-will or co-opera-
tion from such merchants.
Fred E. Johnson, an old standby of the Club, has the follow-

ing to say on the same subject:
"Regarding the use of candy, cigarettes, gum and vending

machines in the theatre, I cannot see this at all as they litter up
your house and the kiddies have gum stuck everywhere. We
allow smoking in our balcony or mezzanine foyer and rest

rooms, but in a beautiful theatre like the Latonia, gum, etc., are
out of place. Of course, they do it, but to have gum stuck on
carpets, chairs, etc., is something I rebel at."

We are inclined to give a lot of serious thought to such
expressions, especially coming from some of the boys we are
quoting here and, when we stop to realize that these men have
seen many a year of service in show business, they are certainly
qualified to pass an opinion.
We are respecting the confidence of quite a few other show-

men who express themselves and at whose theatres vending
machines are apparently as important as the projection booth
equipment because the circuit has decided to go into that line of
business, but other than to tell you briefly that they are dead
aeainst this angle we will say nothing further about where or
who they represent.

ALL FOR ONE
AND

ONE FOR ALL!

O UR slogan takes on a new meaning once more with this issue in the Showman section

in Motion Picture News.

YOU MUST DO
YOUR PART, TOO

WE'VE described how your brother managers have successfully executed all sorts of

exploitation, ballyhoo and publicity stunts; and what's more important, you have

contributed to those items yourself and helped make the Club pages tremendously valuable

and interesting.

\J OW once each month, the Club pages are being incorporated into The Showman section and
"* ^ particular emphasis and prominence will be given material pertaining to the proper main-

tenance of equipment in your theatre.

IpHIS important phase of showmanship and theatre management has been sadly neglected in the

*• past. Managers are faced with all sorts of new equipment problems while still struggling along

with the problems of the old.

responsible for.

They want to know more about the expensive apparatus they are

TELL US HOW
YOU DO IT

QO the Managers' Round Table Club again establishes a distinct precedent and incorporates this

^ vital feature as part of our Club activities and pages.

WE have got to have material for this monthly section. Just as you now send us the details of

your various show-selling activities, so you must tell us how you are keeing your theatre's

equipment in perfect condition all the time. How you prevent breakdowns and trouble by constantly

watching every piece of equipment and furnishing in the house. How you promote cooperative

goodwill between yourself and the booth, the ushers, the cleaners, etc., etc.

THESE are all important factors in the proper maintenance and operation of your theatre. To
broadcast how effectively and efficiently you handle this part of your job, is to let the whole world

know that you are a capable manager, and besides, it will be immensely valuable and helpful to your

brother members and showmen the world over.

M. R. T. C.
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"Sound Interference"

Important Problem
Says R. Mason Hall

A lot of folks in the show
business who are anxious for

a good ventilating system do
a lot of crying until they
finally get the boss or propri-

etor to install one; then, after

they get it, they don't seem to

know how to handle it to the best possible advantage with par-

ticular emphasis on "interference with the sound."

In this respect we must take off our hats to R. Mason Hall,

manager of the Lyric Theatre in Norton, Va.

We feel qualified to say that, after visiting several hundred
theatres on our recent coast-to-coast tour, not a few of them
had plenty of interference with their sound apparatus from
noisy or wind-sucking ventilating equipment.

Mr. Hall covers this phase of two important conditions in the

following manner and we will quote from his letter: "I always
sit through the first matinee showing and note the scenes and
time that I can run the same with the least interference. I run
it between shows and during the comedy, provided same is a
musical one, and so, by looking after this particular phase of

the business personally, I have so far had but few complaints,
and those during the matinee, as the evenings here are always
comfortable, but opening all windows and exits."

We can appreciate the question raised by Mr. Hall's letter

when we say that only a short time ago we were looking at a

feature in a Long Island theatre where the sound, the projec-

tion and the entire theatre, with the exception of the ventilation

was 100%. When we say with the exception of the ventilation

we do not mean the efficiency of the equipment, because that

was not lacking, but rather the noise of a moaning sound cre-

ated by an exhaust fan running at top speed and drawing the

air through the opening in the ceiling.

It is deplorable that such a condition must exist, and upon
questioning the manager we were told that he fully realized

the handicap he was placing on his sound apparatus by operat-

ing the ventilating fan, but it was a one-speed proposition and
to turn it off would create an atmosphere in the theatre that on
warm days would be almost unbearable.

He had appealed, up to this time, without success to his

superiors to make the slight alteration which would permit the
operation of the fan at various speeds, in which case he could
then cut down the speed of the motor and thereby cut down a

great deal, if not all of the noise without impairing the venti-

lating of his theatre.

We hope that this frank opinion from Mr. Hall will prove
beneficial to many other managers all over the country who
are experiencing the same difficulty and will call to mind in

many houses where they have a variable speed control that it

ought to be put to use for just such a purpose.

We are very grateful to Mr. Hall and we know that in the
near future we will be able to present some other views of his

on the efficient operation of his equipment and theatre. These
are the kind of items that we are particularly anxious to feature
in the special Showman Editions of the Club pages.

Ben Cohen Supplied

Dealers With Mats
For Newspaper Ads

Ben Cohen of the Capitol

Theatre, Hazelton, Pa., effected

a tie-up with a radio dealer
that netted a wide range of

publicity for "Follow Thru."
Cohen supplied ad mats on

"~~ ~ "Follow Thru" for use in the
dealer's newspaper ad. Copy in this ad read, "You can FOL-
LOW THRLI the World Series and all other big events if you
choose a Philco, etc."

The dealer also sent out 1,000 "Follow Thru" heralds with
their ad on the back page—to all people on his mailing list.

Six deluxe photos supplied by the theatre were on display for
a week in advance in the Philco dealer's window.
Both local newspapers published a story on the picture which

resolved it=elf into a contest on golf technical terms. There
was nothing very difficult about it and it was primarily used to

stir up interest in the picture which it did accomplish as was
evidenced by the number of contestants sending in their
answers.

"LOBBY LAFFS"
By Dick Kirschbaum

WHO ALWAYS 0RESS£S
H»S USHERS To FIT
THe PICTURE SfRiktS

A S ^A<3 -

HELP WANTED—!

Stage Sketch Prior

To Trailer Helped
Sell Coming Picture

T. W. Thompson enhanced
the selling value of his trailer

on "Raffles" by putting on a

sketch just prior to the show-
ing of the trailer. This stunt
was used at the Avalon Thea-

=== tre, Grand Junction, Col.
A safe was set on the left side of the stage right next to the

proscenium. After the subject in the News just before the
trailer, the screen goes dark and the beam of a flashlight appears
at right stage. The faint form of a man is seen behind the
flash as he moves across the stage—sweeps the house with a
flashlight until finally it rests on the sate. He moves swiftly
toward it and bending down, starts to work the combination.
At this moment, the Assistant Manager comes walking down

the aisle to inquire what the man on the stage is doing. And
then follows a conversation between these two men with the
As<= ;stant Manager stating upon learning the identity of the
stranger that he (RAFFLES) isn't due until next Friday—so
Raffles leaves the stage and states he'll be back Friday.
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TOILET CLEANLINESS!
If there is any part of your theatre demanding

close attention it is your toilets. Yet, you can walk
into hundreds of theatres and find these rooms
foul-smelling and an insult to your patrons.

Particularly on those days when the kiddies pre-

dominate, you must exercise extreme caution and
make frequent trips to those rooms to make sure
that they are fit for the use of your patrons.

Toilets, especially in the busy theatres, cannoi
wait until the following day for a mopping or clean-
ing. This is necessary every hour or two and be
positive that the toilet paper holders are full too.

In ladies rooms you should make doubly sure that
everything is O.K. because nothing will chase away
the ladies quicker than dirty lounge rooms and
toilets.

There is nothing delicate about this subject. It's

as important as any phase of your theatre's opera-
tion, so just check up a lot more in the future than
you have in the past to be certain that your hired
help is not overlooking or neglecting the toilets.

Mrs. Tommy Kane of

Redwood - Sequoia

Gives Her Suggestions

Just to be different I am
handing you herewith an ar-

ticle by Mrs. Thomas J. Kane.
So here goes

:

Let us start at the ticket

window. First impressions are

lasting. Have a cashier and
doorman who can smile and say "Thank You." Also a gracious
voice and manner to answer telephone inquiries.

Personal touch means much, especially in a small town. The
manager should be on the floor to greet his patrons from time
to time during the evening and especially at the break of the
show.
Ushers should be trained to treat customers with courtesy

and not as if they were doing them a favor. Ushers should be

in uniforms and uniforms should be well cleaned and pressed.

It makes such a difference.

Noise is another serious problem. Don't let one or two wise
guys make it uncomfortable for all your patrons by razzing
heavy love scenes, etc. Crying babies are also a matter to be
given immediate attention. The parent should be asked nicely

to take the child out if they do not do so themselves.

Smoking should be confined to sections set aside for that

purpose. Even in this day of much smoke there are still a few
people wo do not care for it.

In case of complaint from patron, say, "I'll see that the matter
is given attention." The patrons are always right. (Even if

you know them to be cranks.) Even then make them think

they are right. Be a good "yes" man. The dear public likes it.

"Believe it or not."

Heat is another angle which requires much attention. In

winter be sure your house is warm and as cool as possible in

the summer. Use ventilators intelligently. Have handy in all

parts of the house fire extinguishers. They may only be needed
once in a lifetime, but that once may be the means of saving

life and property. A first aid kit should be on hand for comfort

of patrons and employees.
Rest rooms are of paramount importance. There is nothing

so disagreeable as toilets and washrooms that are not immacu-
late. See that all toilets are in working order. Above all else

keep up minor repairs. These are only little things but after

all it is the little things that count. Janitors and maintenance

men are a very important part in running a house, although

never seen by the people. Try to create in all employees a

personal pride in his particclar post in the theatre.

Another pleasing thing is having nice fresh flowers in a

prominent place as you enter. But be sure they are fresh.

This of course does not touch on pictures, projection and a

number of other important things it takes to run an ideal house.

The Meyers, Senior

And Junior, Certainly

Know Show Game

Meet two of Milwaukee's
showmen. One has already
made a name for himself that

means a lot in the theatrical

history of the city. The other

is well on the way to duplicat-

ing the record held by his

father; for the gentleman at the top of this story is Fred S.

Meyer, general manager of the Alhambra Theatre, Milwaukee,
Wis. The young man at the bottom of this story, appearing in

the football uniform, is Stanley Meyer, Fred's sixteen-year-old
son.

Let's see what the boy has done so far in show business in

Milwaukee. Several years ago he started

a as an usher in the local houses, working
after school and on his days off. It wasn't
long after he graduated from high school
that he was promoted to the position of

assistant manager at the Venetian The-
atre, in Milwaukee, for the Warner out-
fit. He has held the job down very cap-
ably, and rates 100% with the circuit.

^^^L He is six feet tall, weighs 175 pounds, and
^k . attends school at Marquette University.

^k Vil k| Last year he was selected as a candidate
^^ M M for the all-suburban football team, a local

selection of great importance in the city.

He bids fair to rival his dad's record should he desire to con-
tinue in the show game. We do not know anything about what
he is going to do in the future—when Fred
was in our office some time ago we never
thought to ask him—but the pep he has
shown should guarantee him a place in the
show game any day in the week.

And now for Fred. He's been in the
movies pretty near since the movies started,
and as a result, there's little he doesn't know
about the show game. He has been in
every branch of it. The work he turns out
in Milwaukee is great stuff, and with the
added advantage of many years of sagacious
showmanship behind it, it always clicks. Fred is going to pass
along some of his future work to us, and we are sure that it

will more than be welcomed by the rest of the showmen in the
Managers' Round Table Club. We want to welcome the two
Meyers into our organization and we believe they will prove
very active.

AU OilIIT°» •»•

And just to give you a line on Fred's ability towards newspaper lay-out,
we are showing a group of ads that he used when he played "All Quiet."
The spectacular feature of the advertising was the fact that alt of the ads
carried testimonials from civic personalities, thus insuring their being read
and subsequent word-of-mouth talk following.

FLASH!
C. J. Latta, formerly managing director of the

Roger Sherman Theatre, New Haven, Conn., has
been promoted to district manager of Cleveland,
Ohio, for Warner Brothers.

Congratulations, "C. J." You deserved it.
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Harry D. Steam
Discusses Theatre

Operation Angles

As is undoubtedly known by
all people in business, regard-
less of type, a certain atmos-
phere must be created in order
to establish a permanent and
select patronage. With this

^^ aim in view, a trained staff

must be maintained. Since the cashier is the first to greet the
patrons, she must be congenial and pleasant at all times, regard-
less of what trying situations may arise. To further the effect

of welcome, the doorman accepts each ticket with a cordial
good evening and thank you. The ushers, who have been
selected as to uniformity in size, stand at attention, always ready
to direct the patrons to their preferred seats.

The people are very much impressed upon entering our lobby
by the restful atmosphere obtained by soft lights, fresh flowers
and plants. The barren effect of our rather large lobby is

relieved by a frame with artistic posters of coming attractions

displayed therein. The beauty is further enhanced by mirrors
and soft draperies.

Our mezzanine floor is luxuriously appointed with upholstered
lounges and easy chairs, charming lamps, oil paintings, and vases
of freshly cut flowers dispersed at random. Again soft lights

prevail.

The restrooms are neatly outfitted with several easy chairs,

carpet and panelled walls of a harmonious shade, dressing table,

and large gilded mirror.

A state of cleanliness is habitual throughout the theatre. We
maintain a very capable staff of cleaners, who see that the house
is well disinfected and aired daily, giving it a most thorough
cleaning and airing over Saturday night and Sunday. The
theatre is sprayed daily with a delightful perfume, the odor of

which lingers faintly and fragrantly throughout the day.

The lighting effects inside the auditorium must not interefere

with the photography. To this end, we use very bright lights

in the rear of the theatre, then graduate to soft reds and blues,

and finally to a quiet midnight blue near the stage. To relieve

the monotony, we vary our color scheme occasionally, both in

the auditorium, lobby, mezzanine floor, and also marquee and
upright sign.

Our sound is watched at all times by someone on the floor.

Due to some of the audience complaining about sound, we main-

tain ours at a moderate rate. As the house fills, we bring our

fader up, and thus have the sound as perfect as possible at all

times.

Our effects in producing and maintaining these comforts for

our patrons are well repaid, as is evident in our ever increasing

patronage since the advent of all these little niceties.

HARRY D. STEARN, Reading, Pa.

/. G. Hruby Crashed
Dealers' Windows
For Initial Tie - Up

It was a hard job but J. G.

Hruby, manager of the local

Publix house in Harvey, 111.,

refused to be discouraged, and
finally through his persistence

managed to crash the win-——

—

——

—

- dows of the local merchants
for an advantageous tie-up on "The Social Lion."
He arranged with a store which caters to high school and

college students, and propositioned them to put in a window
display of felt hats, using several still illustrations that Hruby
had among his advertising accessories for "The Social Lion."
After much persuasion, the tie-up was made and a window dis-

play was made up to include photographs of Oakie, tie-up copy,

cards, etc., about "The Social Lion," giving theatre name and
play dates.

Hruby reports that the use of stills in this manner enabled
him to break the resistance the merchants have shown to win-
dow displays, and reports that he is giving no little attention

to furthering such tie-ups which for the very small amount of

money involved gets ample attention from a great number of

people.

A number of showmen have encountered similar situations

but we know that just by shedding some light on the subject

and showing the merchants the value of co-operation, they

have, in the end, won out. Thanks, Hruby, for calling this one
to our attention.

"The Showman's
Calendar"

AN EXCLUSIVE CLUB FEATURE

Check up on these dates each week and see how
you can turn them into "money dates" for your

theatre.

Each new month offers new days of untold

opportunities.

Nov. 1

Nov. 2

Nov. 4

Nov. 6

Nov. 7

Nov. 10

Nov. 11

Nov. 11-18

Nov. 16

Nov. 16-23

Nov. 23

Nov. 25

Nov. 27th

NOVEMBER
All Saint's Day.

North and South Dakota Became
States (1889).

Election Day.

Lincoln Elected President (1860).

Montana Became a State (1889).

Birthday of Martin Luther (1483)

Armistice Day.

King's Birthday (Italy).

Washington Became a State
(1889)

American Red Cross Week
Oklahoma Became a State (1907)

Children's Nat'l Book Week
(sponsored by Parent Teachers'
Ass'n.)

Capt. John Ericsson Landed in
N. Y. (1837)
Repudiation Day (Maryland)

British Evacuated N. Y. (1783)

Thanksgiving Day

You should have your plans well advanced for
those special Thanksgiving shows for the poor, as
well as the Christmas and Holiday tie-ups. Watch
the Club pages for details.

Can you tie any of the above events into

your theatre's activities?

And don't overlook the many local events that
are constantly turning up right in your own town,
county or state.

Keep an eye on "The Showman's
Calendar" for an advance tip on

Suture holidays and events.
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SILENCE—IS GOLDEN!
In this era of sound and talking screens no

manager can afford to relax his vigilance on the

floor of his theatre. If the patron is to enjoy the
performance, silence must reign supreme at all

times and the fader must be watched like a hawk.
Making up a batting average for 14 theatres

visited within the last ten days would reveal that
three of them were 100% on sound and silence.

The balance seemed to be providing plenty of com-
petition with numerous and sundry noises, con-

tributed in many instances by the theatre employes
themselves.
How the management of a theatre can expect the

customers to be quiet when the theatre employees
are raising a racket is a mystery still to be ex-

plained. But apparently such is the case.

The second great evil is the volume of sound
which when not perfect always seems to be much
too high. This is caused most of time by differ-

ences in the size of the audience. We are told, from
reliable parties, that the larger the audience, the
higher the fader must go due to absorption. There-
fore, if this is correct, when the patrons start thin-

ning out the fader must be cut down in proportion.
Then again we have pictures where one character's
voice records in deep, heavy tones. The opposite
end of a conversation on the screen where such a
condition prevails may be one whose voice records
rather thin. Therefore you must arrive at a happy
medium in adjusting the fader control.
Whether silent or sound no theatre should be

left without anyone on the floor at all times, and
with close attention necessary for sound volume
it becomes a matter of vital importance.
These little pointers are meant just as sugges-

tions. Maybe your house is being better handled
than some of those 14 we visited, and then again,
maybe you are taking your staff too much for
granted. Better watch these things all the time
and make sure that everything is as it should be.

Harold C. Lee Is
Always Prepared For
Every Emergency

Ten minutes before the first

show is out at night two of
my ushers take positions at
the center exit doors, which
would be used the most in

case of trouble. One usher
takes his place with the door-

man in the foyer to avoid crowding when the first show is out.
All exit doors are opened before the first show opens at night
to see that they are working perfectly.

Once a week the ushers and doorman are drilled in handling
the fire extinguishers which are handy in all parts of the house.
The first thing my ushers are told to do in case of trouble

is to open the nearest exit door and to prevent crowding.
Keep cool is the most important thing that is impressed on
them.

The hardware on my exit doors is inspected once a month
as well as the fire inspection in all parts of the house, all con-
ditions are reported to the Home Office once a month. On big
crowds I make an inspection of the house, back stage and front
at least twice during the evening. This keeps you in touch with
the boiler room and also the temperature of the house, and
sound conditions.

We are fortunate to have three sets of exit doors on each side
of the house besides a stage exit.

(Mr. Lee manages the Fox Babcock Theatre in Bath, N. Y.)

250 Gas Stations
Sold "Good News"
To Autoists In Stunt

It meant good news at his

box-office when Charles E.
Couche, manager of United
Artists Theatre, Portland,
Oregon, set out to sell his

show "Good News" recently.
He arranged a tie-up with the territorial distributor of gaso-

line and the company permitted him to place one sheet on 250
of the stations selling the gas. Since lithograph crayons were
used to design the poster sketch, an opportunity presented itself

for a tie-up with a local dealer in artist materials. And, oh yes,
5.000 heralds were distributed by the employees of the gas
station.

A contest "Good News about Portland" was also run, and it

did a lot towards putting the picture across. It was planted
on the city page of one of the Portland papers. Contestants
were invited to set down all the optimistic phases of the city

from an industrial standpoint such as building programs, etc.

Each day some prominent business man was interviewed for

a good news about Portland comment which was used as an
incentive for possible entrants.

Here's something that might also go over in your town.
Figure it out. You know how local conditions shape up, and
can best tell what will and will not click in your part of the

country. Thanks, Charles, for letting us see this one. And we
hope that you're going to be right out front in the Portland
representation on our pages. How about it?

Robert Soffer Was
Alert To Cash In On
His Kiddie Business

Right on time with his

stunts, Robert (Bob) Soffer

didn't let anything get by him
when the schools opened re-

cently and he saw an oppor-
tunity to boost the good-will
of his house and grab off a

flock of publicity for his kiddie business, at the Hollywood
Theatre in New York City.

He announced that composition books would be presented
free to all kids attending the Saturday matinee on the Saturday
prior to the opening of school. Eleven hundred kids were on
hand that day and with a seating capacity of 1200 you can see
that the gag clicked for Soffer. The books cost him two cents
each. The front cover was imprinted with an institutional plug.
This medium, doubtless, will keep his house before the eyes
of the kids for a number of weeks to come.

Soffer declares that the stunt was worth the slight expendi-
ture^ his business jumped up higher than previous Saturdays.
He is continually pulling gags of this sort at his house and we
know that when he engineers some more he will pass them
along to us, so that his fellow members can see how he has
built his kid business up from practically nothing. Right, Bob?

'All For One And One For All"
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Carlson's Slants On
Silence During Show
May Interest Others

We are running a SILENCE
trailer made by Publix. You
may have seen it, it shows a

young man talking to a girl in

a theatre, relating a party of

the night before—old man in

row ahead has just enough of

the conversation, puts a nickel in the slot and a muffler comes
up to cover the gabby man's mouth and the old man says "Now
that's that. On With The Show."
That is the only medium we use at this time for silence, not

having a foyer in the theatre, but I do believe in neat electrical

silence signs, the glass type with tubular lamp inside.

As for coverings for aisles and stairs, a very thick carpet with

a layer of Ozite as padding should eliminate any noise in the

aisles, as for the rest of the auditorium, I hope someone will

manufacture a carpet of "Cotton Seed Composition," same as

used for greens for Indoor Golf Courses or on that order, which
would have a very small absorption quality, because too much
absorption will deaden the sound, I believe the entire audi-

torium should be covered in all theatres, so as to eliminate

scraping and thumping of feet when a catch song hit is played,

but the matter of too much absorption is a problem that will

have to be worked out.

G. W. CARLSON, Manager,
Peoples Theatre, Superior, Wis.

Maintaining Silence

An Art With Wight
Up In the Northwest

Policing and soliciting for

quietness during the perform-
ance is diligently avoided in

our theatre. Speaking to
talkers, foot - stampers, and
noise-makers in general, is not
only resented by the offenders,

but is also disliked by those seated in the immediate vicinity.

There are times when the usher or floor manager is compelled

to remind people of the disturbance they are creating, especially

so with those of high school age, but it is our practice to use

this method only as a last resort.

Trailers requesting silence during the performance are at

best antagonistic and boresome both to the orderly and the

disorderly. Signs about the foyer fall under the same category

not to mention cluttering up the theatre.

Our entire campaign for quiet dcring the performance is

based upon two policies; first, the type of program which will

hold the audience's interest, and second, the atmosphere of

quiet and comfort which we present to them the second they

are admitted by the doorman.
The first factor is no small problem with us as we cater to

train crews, section hands, round-house employees, and mail

clerks, as well as professional people, Pasco being the division

point for two large railroads. While we play an occasional

dramatic feature for the professional people of our city, our

general program consists of ACTION.
The atmosphere of peace and quiet in our theatre is conveyed

to our action loving public, our brakemen, locomotive engineers,

as well as doctors, teachers, lawyers, and store clerks by means
of silently operated equipment. The patron enters the theatre

through a quiet swinging door into the softly and attractively

furnished foyer, walks along the ozite and deep carpeted floor

to the swinging doors at the head of the aisles which allow

quiet passage into the aisles as well as serving to eliminate

street sounds. Ozite and carpeted aisles to the well-kept and

upholstered seats place the patron in his comfortable seat with-

out any unnecessary sound whatsoever. Ushers are instructed

to ascertain the incoming patrons' desires before leaving the

heads of the aisles, and then to admit them to the aisles with

brief and courteous instructions never spoken aloud. Sta?e

curtains are frequently adjusted and oiled to make their opera-

tion absolutely silent. The projection room is sound-proof.

All fans, motors, boiler fixtures, etc., of the heating and ven-

tilating system are sound-proofed by sand and plasterboard

bases. Our heating is done by the dual system. The foyer,

rest rooms, and ticket office are heated by fans blowing air

through steam radiators. The auditorium is heated by large

fans blowing hot air from the heating plant two stories under-

ground. Foul air is drawn out through lon<? distance suction.

All this ordinarily unnecessary expensive equipment allows the

talking screen sole rights to making all the sound.

"Kids — Kids — Kids"
If one were to ask "Where are the kiddies who used to

pack our theatres in the days gone by?" Howard F.
Brink of Buffalo, would answer with this photograph
and the following remark: "Children can be brought back
to the theatre with the right kind of pictures and the
right kind of managers."
And to that statement we shout at the top of our lungs,

"Ditto." Because the falling off in kid business is as much
the fault of the manager as the pictures he is handing out
on those days when the youngsters might be persuaded to
come to the theatre.

This photo shows the auditorium of the Fox Capitol
Theatre in Buffalo, N. Y., ably managed by George Wil-
liam (so they tell us) and is the answer to "where are the
kiddies." This answer is to the tune of exactly 1,432 kids
(if the ticket machine in the b.o. is to be taken as an
authority). And what's more, it's but one of the many
kid matinees which are regular features of the Capitol
and a credit to George's ability as a showman.

*
4i5*

t i

61

—

•

How does he do it? That's a fair question. He gives
the youngsters a program of pictures that brings them
back regularly and in larger numbers week in and week
out, thereby proving what we have been preaching about
for years ; if you give the kiddies the right kind of a show
they will not only come to your theatre, they will fight to
get in. And this one packed house of children represents
hundreds of others who are likewise profiting because they
are showmen.
Mr. Brink stressed the importance of the right kind of

managers to bring back the kids. He's right. Even with
the proper pictures the theatre would be handicapped if

the manager was not a real showman and one who under-
stands how to cater to the kids so that in addition to the
screen show other interesting novelties, etc., could attract
the youngsters. Community singing, laugh gags, pie-eat-
ing contests, and a thousand other ideas are all as im-
portant as the pictures, but don't forget for one moment
that without the proper pictures all the side trimmings
would be wasted. No kid is coming just for the gags if he
has to sit through Becky McClosky in "She Dies For
Her Honor" (that is, if she has some honor to die for).

Think these things over boys, there's plenty to it. But
for the lovamike stop yodelling about "where is the kiddie
business?" It's waiting outside your door.

Our walls have not been treated for sound, but the shape of
our theatre, the upholstered seats, liberal use of drapes, and
quiet manner of operation make our theatre what sound
technicians call the A-l sound house in Washington.

MILTON WIGHT.
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Live- Wire Showmen

Will Cash In On
"Amos 'n'Andy"

There is no denying the fact that a picture like "Amos 'n'

Andy" can be made to mean more than any other, so-called,

great picture, providing YOU, as the showmen on the firing

line, can be made to appreciate the marvelous angles and possi-

bilities offered by this production.
It should not be difficult to recall these days, and they seem

so long ago, too, when the arrival of a Chaplin special meant
a box-office smash with a momentum that carried on for weeks
after. Those specials used to pep up the b. o. just often enough
to make show business a pleasure. But in the past few years

we have bewailed their absence, and cried, "Give us something
to pull us out of a slump." Your prayers were unanswered. Not
because there was a great shortage of "good" pictures, but be-

cause the type of "good" pictures which were coming through
were not sufficiently big enough to create any excitement in

your community.
Well, here is a picture, backed by one of the most marvelous

exploitation campaigns that has ever been conceived. No "real"

showman will deny that here is a picture capable of doing the

apparent impossible. It will certainly reap a harvest at the b. o.,

not only because it presents those two famous radio personali-

ties, but because it is a "great" picture.

Don't misconstrue these remarks. We are not reviewing the

picture ; we are merely reviewing its possibilities. But get this

under your hide and get in it good and deep: IT'S ENTIRELY
UP TO YOU.
Stop for a moment and consider how you have been handling

those outstanding pictures which you were told would stampede
the ticket machine. In regulation routine manner you ran
your trailer. On regulation schedule you started your tearer

ads, your advance plugs, etc., etc. DON'T do the same thing
with "Amos 'n' Andy."

First, make up your mind that you can mop up with this

attraction. Second, aside from the reputation of its stars, your
patrons must be convinced that this is something so different,

so big, so outstanding, that they should be looking for it weeks
in advance.
Show-business needed a picture like this. Its appeal to the

masses is a foregone conclusion. If four out of five people get
pyorrhea, then 999 out of every thousand are regular listeners-

in to the evening broadcast of "Amos 'n' Andy." Therefore,
they all know about them and have been enjoying their pro-
grams for months.
Then again you must take into consideration the tremendous

advertising campaign that Radio is putting behind this attrac-
tion. Every key city is getting its share of single or double-
truck advertising in the largest papers. Regardless of where
your theatre is located, the reaction from such advertising must
benefit you in many ways. So you can really assume that seats
are being sold in advance for you and your theatre. And the

result of such activity, plus the appeal of the attraction, takes
on the form of a general "back to the theatre" movement, and
how theatres need something like this is everybody's business.

We told you a short time ago about the unusual Campaign
Press Book for this attraction. Get hold of it well in advance.
No doubt it will be augmented by many tried and successful
selling campaigns executed since the opening of the picture
in some three hundred first-run spots simultaneously. The Club
pages will feature such campaigns as fast as the material is

received.

But here, we raved altogether too much. Let us add, in con-
clusion, that to play this picture is to stimulate business to the
nth degree. If you are going to run it, and we know that every
live showman will want to, enthuse over it so much that every-
thing you do to sell it to your community will radiate that

enthusiasm. If you treat it in any sort of matter-of-fact way,
you are hurting your business even more than just doing the

picture an injustice.

Advance information on the openings in various cities brings to light

a few of the ticket-selling angles employed by the live-wire showmen
who apparently appreciated the fact that they had a great b.o. bet in the

attraction. Here's what going on

:

* * * *

Ralph Pekor, exploitation director for the Capitol Theatre in Atlanta,

Ga., arranged for a special excursion rate on all trains coming into

Atlanta from the surrounding towns to transport the man hundreds of
out-of-town Amos V Andy radio fans who were eager to catch a glimpse

of than on the Capitol Theatre screen.

Full information in regard to the rates was given out by the local

ticket agents of the respective railroads who were granting this special

excursion rate.
* * * *

Jess Day, manager of the Orpheum Theatre in Des Moines, Iowa-
arranged for a special parade through the principal streets of the city

of cards decorated after the fashion of the famed "Fresh Air Taxicab"
used by Amos 'n' Andy in their picture "Check and Double Check,"

which was to have a midnight premiere on the date of the parade.

After announcement of this unusual auto parade was made thousands

of entrants deluged the office of the Orpheum Theatre to compete for

the prizes which ranged from twenty dollars down to a pair of seats

in the theatre.
* * * *

Shea's Century Theatre in Buffalo tied up with The Buffalo Evening
Xeu's for an Amos ri Andy letter contest to determine who could sub-

mit the longest list of expressions used by the radio stars. The contest

began a week in advance of the showing of the film and thousands of
letters were received daily with the close of the contest a few minutes

prior to the showing of the film.

THEY'RE OFF—NOW WATCH THEIR SMOKE!
The three photos reproduced below were received just be-

fore going to press and will give you some idea of how th first

runs started off with this attraction. The photo on the left is

from the Emboyd Theatre in Ft. Wayne, Ind., and in the crowd
awaiting for admission we want you to note the large number
of kids. That's proof positive that this picture has an unusual
youngster appeal. The middle photo is the front of the Roger
Sherman Theatre in New Haven, Conn., with some of the

several thousand early birds waiting for the b.o. to start func-

tioning. The third picture is the ballyhoo used by the Palace

Theatre in Jacksonville, Fla.

5111111 «. . , -.r
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Here Is A Worthy
Cause — Get Behind
And Put It Over Big

The American Red Cross
will open its fourteenth annual
Roll Call on Armistice Day
when local chapters all over
the country embark upon a— — — nationwide membership cam-
paign which will continue un-

til Thanksgiving. Among the most impressive ways in which
the work of the Red Cross will be brought before the public
will be through the medium of the new talking motion picture
trailer, which will be available for theatres in all parts of the

country. The 1930 trailer leads off the scenario to a musical
accompaniment of

the "Flying Dutch-
man." Swiftly fol-

lows scenes of ship-

wreck, fire and
flood. A voice

speaks, "When ca-

lamity befalls, the
Red Cross is your
messenger of mer-
cy, speeding emer-
gency relief and
permanent rehabili-

tation in your name
to the stricken com-
munity." Next are

shown flood refu-

gees in Georgia and
Alabama being fed

by the Red Cross.

Then there is a
brief glimpse of

wounded veterans
with the explana-
tion that to 30,000

ex service men still

suffering from the
wounds of war,
the Red Cross is

still the "greatest

mother in the
world." A little girl

is shown placing a

Red Cross service flag in her window. There is a bugle call and
the little girl fades into this year's poster of "The Greatest

Mother."
Theatres which have not made arrangement to show this

trailer may contract for it through their local Red Cross Chap-
ter. The film can be shown without talking where the silent

version is desired.

The Red Cross has always received the utmost co-operation

from the theatres and motion picture houses and members and
readers are urged to make immediate arrangements with their

local Red Cross Chapters to co-operate in this year's drive.

As stated above, the trailer is available to all theatres. Augment
its showing with appropriate lobby displays, using, if possible,

several members of the local Red Cross in their uniforms to-

gether with the display.

"CHICK"

Speedy Selling Of
Tickets Facilitates

Osborne's Service

In regard to promoting cour-

tesy and speed at the ticket

window. I hope that the com-
bination of those things which
I have put in practice and the

goal at which I have always
aimed, will be of help to some

other manager. They have been to me.
Speed with courtesy at the box office depends primarily upon

the qualifications and experience of the cashier, her training and
the mechanical aids with which she is supplied, and the location
of the ticket window.
In choosing a permanent cashier several things must be con-

sidered. The most important of these is personality. This is

a much overworked term, but applied to a ticket seller it

resolves itself into the following qualifications.

LOBBY LIGHTING!
Those theatres which are blessed with large, at-

tractive lobbies and foyers ought to make them
even more inviting through the use of sensible
lighting. It seems somewhat of a shame to walk
into a large, beautifully decorated lobby or foyer
and find its attractiveness hurt by a lot of bulbs,

sometimes of different wattage.
There are so many ways of enhancing the ap-

pearance of these entrances that it seems a shame
that showmen won't take the time necessary to ex-

periment a little so as to arrive at what should be
the most attractive lighting.

Try this angle out, see if it don't create patron
comment, and where you create such comment you
are making your theatre the reason for word-of-
mouth advertising around the community. You
all know the value of such advertising.

The ability to present to each individual appearing before the
window a smile and a greeting which is real without becoming
personal. This can only come from a girl who is thoroughly
interested in bringing pleasure to people; who realizes that she
is the first contact with the patrons of the theatre and who is

truly sold on the idea that her greeting will go far toward deter-
mining whether the patrons enjoy the picture or not.

The old adage of "the pleased customer" always holds good
in the movie house, as well as elsewhere. The only difference

is that many managers leave it entirely to the show to create
this good will. A friendly, courteous greeting by each member
of the staff tends to place the patrons in a better mood to enjoy
the performance for which he or she has paid admission. The
ability of the ticket seller to create this impression quickly,

without seeming curt, is the difference between an asset or a
liability to the theatre.

Another situation which tends to break down the morale of

the organization and especially that of the ticket seller is where
she permits lengthy conversations between herself and friends.

This gets the cashier out of the habit of handling many people
quickly and courteously. It also gives a slovenly appearance
to the lobby of a theatre.

Nothing makes a poorer impression on the general public than
to see someone lounging at the ticket window in conversation
with the cashier ; in fact, most people will hesitate to break in

on such a conversation, and a customer is lost. In many cases

a disappointed customer will spread dissatisfaction.

The cashier should, of course, have an even temper, be not

easily confused and be able to figure change quickly; have a

pleasing telephone voice and at all times be familiar with the

time schedule of the current program, the play dates of coming
shows, as well as enough of the plot of each to intelligently

answer all inquiries.

The second item to be considered in handling people quickly

and courteously is the interior arrangement of the ticket booth.

The cashier should be supplied with a ticket and change vending
machine so placed that they require the minimum amount of

effort in making change and delivering the ticket.

This merits a careful study by the manager in each situation.

In conjunction with this the position of a telephone and desk

or shelf used by the cashier in making out necessary reports

should also be taken into consideration. Box offices, as a gen-

eral rule, are small and care in arrangement will often eliminate

needless confusion.
The third item to take into consideration is the placing of the

box office so that patrons waiting in line are protected from the

weather, and can easily rejoin their friends without confusion.

Under this head it is well to consider the placing of guide ropes

and rails to facilitate the movement of the buying line in re-

lation to patrons waiting in cases of standout crowds.

(Carl Osborne was the manager of the Lincoln Theatre in

Massilon, Ohio.)
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BOX OFFICE COURTESY!
So long as managers take things for granted, so

long will carelessness exist in those parts of the
theatre where close supervision is apt to be over-

looked, or because you don't look into it enough.
This particularly applies to the box office, the

first point of contact with the patron and in many
cases the source of information for telephone calls.

If a patron is treated with any sort of dis-

courtesy when they are at the ticket window they
will enter the theatre with a chip on their shoulder,
which means they will find fault with every little

thing. Whereas, let them get the proper kind of
treatment and they will probably overlook other
things.

It is a bad start for a customer who comes to be
entertained and is absolutely uncalled for in any
theatre at all. If such a condition does exist the
fault is with the manager. He cannot be exercis-

ing the proper supervision of his box office fre-

quently enough, if he was, the cashiers would be
watching their steps all the time.

In those theatres where the phone calls come
into the b.o., with an extension to the manager's
office, it would be wise to pick up the phone and
listen in once in a while. In this way you can soon
learn whether those calls are being answered prop-
erly. And do you insist on this: "Good Evening,

;

Paiace Theatre," and then the way the feature,
j

etc., is conveyed to the caller.

These little things all tend to make your theatre
a desirable place and an asset to the community,
but if you don't watch it closely yourself you will

be a long time finding out that this important point
of patron-contact is not being handled right.

As is usual with him when

H Mnrrhand Placed he wants t0 Publicize a picturen. maicnana riatea and add a few different sIants
ComiC Banners On Harry Marchand put on the

The Laundry Trucks old thinking cap, and the re-

sults was a number of excel-—

^

lent stunts that boosted busi-

ness at the box-office of the Saenger Theatre in Mobile, Ala.,

during the run of "Animal Crackers."
One of the stunts that received a lot of publicity was eight

laundry trucks carrying comical reading signs on either side

—

playing up the picture, theatre and play dates. In part, copy
on these signs read: "If you bust your button laughing at the
4 Marx Bros, in ANIMAL CRACKERS, etc., we will sew
them on free—Another of our economy services."

Inasmuch as the laundry trucks traveled all over the city

and neighboring towns, the signs made mighty fine publicity

for the picture.

A dummy flagpole sitter was perched on top of the canopy
one week in advance. A sign underneath stated that the dummy
would not come down until "Animal Crackers" reached town.
The lobby display consisted of the Four Marx Brothers heads
in a shadow box with Harpo sitting on a giraffe's neck, which
moved back and forth with the aid of a fan motor on the inside

of the box. This alone made the people laugh when they walked
up the lobby.
The entire campaign was cleverly done and well executed,

with the result that not a hitch was incurred. And when every-
thing runs smoothly it is just paving the way for business, isn't

it, Harry?

Keep a Well Stocked
The theatre stockroom is

one of the important parts of

Store Room, Advice $-£3P3&SU" The*

of Mgr. Chet Miller well-kept stockroom will save
the manager many a worry,
and good insurance against a

dark house. Many a theatre is run and operated under the
impression that nothing will ever break or go wrong. But as
long as our business depends on mechanical devices we are
bound to have a break-down now and then. And the writer has
the first time to see anything break or go wrong during the
hours the theatre is not in operation. It most generally happens
at the peak of business. At a time when there is no time to
hunt the local electric shopman, in order to get him to open up
so that you may get a fuse or phone your equipment company
for an exciting lamp. To save embarrassment, mental worry
and refunds, the theatre must be prepared to meet all such
emergencies that are likely to occur. And the well-kept store-
room is the solution. The spare parts and supplies should be
kept in neat order, and arranged so that the one in charge can,
at a moment's notice place his hand on the needed requirement.
When supplies are received from the equipment house or supply
dealer, they should be unpacked immediately, checked and put
in the proper place in the storeroom. Otherwise if the manager
merely notes on the outside wrapping who the package is from,
and takes it for granted that it is such and such a part that he
ordered, and tosses same in some corner to be opened when it

is needed, is liable to be fooled when it is opened (that is if he
can remember where he left it). So the best way is to take a
little more time, and do it right at the start, and save many
minutes when they are precious.
The supplies that should be kept on hand is of course guided

largely by the equipment and local conditions. But as a rule
in most situations the following parts and supplies have been
found to come in very handv when needed.
AUDITORIUM-LOBBY.'Extra fuses to fit all needs. Light

globes to fill all purposes. A few extra seat parts. A little first

aid kit comes in handy lots of times (containing a bottle of
iodine, a roll of tape, a little gauze and medicated cotton). A
few flashlights or candles.

THE BOOTH. Some manufacturers of sound equipment
have a prepared list of emergency parts to be carried at all

times, and their service men check same on each visit to see that
this stock is kept up. It most generally includes,: Tubes, excit-
ing lamps, photo electric cells, reproducer and speaker unit.
Other items that should be carried are fuses, condensers, lugs
and connections, one intermittent movement, contact shoes and
carbon holders. If possible a complete picture machine head.
COOLING SYSTEM AND HEATING. Depending on the

equipment used. The parts that cause trouble are the ones that
should be carried in the stockroom.
A supply and parts list could be kept in the storeroom, which

would allow the manager to check off and add to as supplies are
used and received. Also a "want sheet" could be kept. It's not
necessary to overstock your storeroom, just the things that you
are going to need, in the time of need.

CHET MILLER.

Did You Order Your Club Pin?

^==^==
J. T. Stroud of the Capitol

Prosperity Week In Theatre, Aberdeen, S. D.,

Aberdeen S.D. Went g?£yjKffi 5?&£
Across For Stroud mount-Pubhx Prosperity

Week.
The parade started at 10

A.M. on Monday and everybody taking part in the parade did
so without any expense to the theatre and 85 entries comprised
the parade with Manager Stroud in one of these little Austin
cars at the head of the procession.
Then followed a float, another float on which all Publix

ushers were in uniform and which carried appropriate banners,
the State Normal College band, followed by various automobile
agencies, a flock of Yellow Cabs, 29 trucks of the International
Harvester Co., and many others.
The parade was four block long and practically every motor

vehicle in the parade bore banners with appropriate copy about
Paramount-Publix Prosperity Week as well as mention of the
theatre.
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George Delis Dis-

cusses The Value Of
Regular Fire Drills

Following is a brief report
on being prepared for emer-
gency, such as fire drills, panic
drills, by all theatre staffs.

The manager: Notify im-
mediately fire and police de-
partment, see that all the em-

ployees are kept at their stations and do their duty as drilled.

Cashier: Pick up all money, mark opening and closing numbers
and leave the box-office immediately. Chief Usher: Has drilled

and prepared his ushers in case of fire, to keep cool and calm
and remember what to do. First, open back exit doors, then all

the side exits, and last open foyer exits. Station ushers on each
exit to keep people moving, station ushers on each aisle to keep
people moving and quieting them down and see that every one
of the patrons is out of the theatre. Stage manager and stage
hands: First cut rope opening ventilators; second, put down
asbestos curtain; third, notify and open exits for actors, use fire

extinguishers and fire hose if possible. Stage manager see that

all actors and stage crew get off the stage. Orchestra leader
and players: Stay and keep playing till patrons are out of the
theatre and then leave the orchestra pit. Operators: First shut
light off film; second, see that fire doors leading to audience
get shut; third, use fire extinguisher if possible and if fire is

getting into film magazines, leave booth immediately. Fire

engineer: Shut off fan, use fire extinguisher and hose if possible

and then leave boiler room.
My provisions for emergency lighting in the event of failure

of current from main supply is several electric lanterns ready
for use and kept in the house.

GEORGE A. DELIS, Manager,
Capitol and Olympic Theatres, Steubenville, O.

Knowing that this type of

Potato Matinee Is

Corking Booster For
Theatre Good - Will

work generally clicks in his

town, F. E. Owen staged one
of the ever popular potato
matinees to good results at the
Capitol Theatre, Raleigh, N. C.

Every child under 12 years

of age was admitted to see the first chapter of "The Lightning
Express" by bringing two pounds of potatoes, or they could
substitute that for some kind of canned goods.
The result was a generous supply of eatables on hand which

was turned over to the Salvation Army for distribution among
the poor.
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The newspaper played up this special matinee in a lengthy

article and, of course, mentioning the theatre and manager.
This is a stunt that is usually used before Thanksgiving Day,

but can be used with success almost any time.

This gag can be used almost any time, especially if you hap-
pen to have a Salvation Army or other organizations in your
town to whom the gifts of food would be most welcome. We
want to thank Owen for passing this along.

Emergency Lighting!
Sitting in an up-state theatre a short time ago

during a violent electric storm, the lights suddenly
started to flicker and finally passed out entirely.
The manager (also part owner) looked at me in

disgust and exclaimed, "Here's where I hand out
my profits in refunds." Not to mention the hard
feelings on the part of the customers who have
journeyed through the storm to see the show.

I asked this exhibitor why he had never installed
an emergency plant to continue his shows when
the main supply breaks down or goes out of com-
mission and was the most surprised man in the
show business when he said he knew little or noth-
ing about such plants.
Since that incident we have questioned no less

than a dozen out-of-town managers about the same
thing and among those dozen only five had
emergency equipment.
Here is a slant of the utmost importance. Picture

a crowded house—the middle of a great picture

—

blooey—out go the lights—rush calls to electric
company—promises of immediate resumption of
service—patrons sitting in dark—still no show

—

two or three customers come storming out of the
auditorium and demand their money back—others
hear them and do likewise—bum business all

around.
Every theatre located in a community where

emergency service is not provided by the lectric

company should be equipped to continue their
shows after discontinuance of service. It makes
no difference how rare the occasion is that the
current goes off, even if it happens but once in a
year you would still be smart to have some sort of
generating apparatus so that your exit lights and
show can go on uninterrupted. It is real economy
and not a big expense.

Marathon Putting
Race Had Dallas
Talking For Week

A stunt that attracted no
end of attention in Dallas,
Texas, recently was the one
pulled by Marsline K. Moore,
up-to-the-minute manager of

the Palace Theatre, who
staged a marathon golf put-

ting contest, the first ever to be seen in the city, and, unques-
tionably one of the best gags of the year.

Boys from three towns about 32 miles from Dallas started out

at 9 o'clock Monday morning from their respective towns.

Each boy was sponsored by their local Chamber of Commerce
and newspaper. And the Dallas Dispatch tied up with the

theatre in Dallas. The idea of the contest was for the boys

to putt a golf ball from their respective towns to the Palace

theatre. The idea proved a good one and was recipient of

much publicity. The winner covered the distance in a little over

six hours.

Moore also tied up with all miniature golf courses and driv-

ing ranges whereby banners and signs containing suitable sales

copy was prominently displayed. One of the golf courses fur-

nished a pro to give instructions in foyer in afternoons to the-

atre patrons on the miniature putting course specially installed

to advertise the picture.

These activities have helped Moore to combat the opposition

offered when the miniature golf courses first made their ap-

pearance upon the show horizon, with the result that his busi-

ness has increased and he has had little or no opposition from
them. Listen, Marsline, let's hear some more from you regard-

ing what you are doing so that we can pass it along to your

fellow Club members.
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WHAT IS EXPLOITATION?
WALLY ALLEN Says:

EXPLOITATION is a much abused word
and has many definitions. Our idea of

exploitation is the selling of an article, be

it film, dry goods or what have you through
channels that are off the beaten path. For in-

stance, a newspaper ad, trailers on the screen
or a lobby card could hardly be called exploita-

tion, but an unusual ballyhoo, window or herald
is.

Among the different mediums that can be
called exploitation is the ballyhoo, a trade name
for a moving advertisement. When well dressed
and cleverly worked out to create a desire to

see the picture advertised the ballyhoo is usual-
ly worth the money spent on it. Another £orn:

of ballyhoo which has gone out of style general-
ly is the use of a barker in front of the theatre

to draw them in. A sure fire ballyhoo is a
parade of any sort.

A very popular form of exploitation is the
herald. Almost every producer creates a herald
for each production. Many printing establish-

ments originate heralds to increase their

volume. Lots of managers invent their own
novelty heralds to suit a particular need. The
herald itself is easy enough to obtain but the
proper distribution is the true test of this

medium. Many a good herald has been a total

loss because it was distributed in the wrong
section or thrown in an ash can. Another form
of herald, and very popular, is the house organ.
Unusual stunts that sometimes find their way

to the newspaper as real news is a type of ex-
ploitation that is used very little these da>s,
because of the high cost and lack of stage talent

to execute the stunts. Such stunts as a flag-

pole sitter on the roof or one of the performers
on the bill dancing on toes down the street are
what we meant
Window tieups, from an ordinary litho card

to elaborate displays can be included in the
flexible word, exploitation. Outdoor billing,

such as street car fronts, sniping, snowbirds and
other forms of outdoor billing come under ex-
ploitation.

By this time the reader has deduced, if he has
gotten this far without turning to the next page,
that exploitation covers a multitude of sins and
such clever brain work deserves proper credit

!

There is more money wasted in thoughtless ex-
ploitation than in any other medium of mer-
chandising. Yet, when properly thought out
and executed exploitation can turn a mediocre
attraction into a box-office success.

This is the last of the series on ex-

ploitation which we have been pre-

senting to you. Wally Allen of Oscar
Doob's exploitation force on the Loew
Circuit; Monty MacLevey, attached to

Sam Rinzler's division of B'klyn and
Long Island Fox Theatres, and Walter
Morris, manager of the Strand Thea-
tre in Perth Amboy, New Jersey, pass
along their definition, backed by
years of experience in the show game.
In subsequent issues of the Club
pages we will present those other

slants on exploitation which many of

our members sent to us. Watch for

them, they are a worthy follow-up to

this excellent series.

MacLEVY SAYS:
EXPLOITATION is the sales medium used

by a manager to merchandise an attraction

in an unusual manner—attract attention

—

arouse interest—thereby creating sales at the

box-office, or establishing a good will advertise-

ment. In exploiting an attraction, we should

first consider atmospheric background of the

picture or title. If the feature is of a military

nature. South Sea Island, Arctic, underworld
drama, etc., sell the attraction by atmospheric

lobby or window displays. For example, the

military picture, with flags, guns, uniforms, tie-

ups with legion militia, etc.—the South Sea
Island with palms, special lighting effects, hula-

hula girls—the Arctic by ice scenes—the crook
picture by underworld materials, etc. In this

manner you are then creating interest and
thereby causing sa1«

Get away from the theatre and tie-up with

your merchants, either through window dis-

plays, contests, co-operative tie-ups, etc. You
are then gaining new patrons. Newspaper press

notices, if the theatre is located where news-
papers are a chief form of advertising, are one
of the best forms of bringing to the attention of

the public your message. Items of interest,

contests which crash the front page, and co-

operative newspaper ads, are the best sources of

selling your theatre.

Results at the box-office should be the sole

purpose when planning your campaign. Regu-
lar advertising, usual in all theatres, such as
programs, trailers, stills, one-sheet cards, etc.,

cannot be termed as exploitation. This is mere-
ly theatre advertising. The theatre manager
will no doubt be able to hold his patrons, pro-
viding, of course, the theatre is run in the prop-
er manner, but can he gain new patrons daily,

which is the purpose of worth while exploita-

tion. Staging benefits, the use of ballyhoo
trucks, political banners, atmospheric lobby dis-

plays, special heralds, window tie-ups, co-opera-
tive merchant campaigns, etc., are some of the

various forms of exploitation which a manager
should use.

Exploitation, which is worth while, has a di-

rect result at the box-office, either as a good
will builder, or as a medium of selling tickets.

This is the kind which we should concentrate

upon. Analyze your locality, the type of mer-
chants, the class of people, newspapers, and in

general, theatre proper and surroundings. Then
adjust your exploitation methods to fit your re-

quirements. Each section requires a definite

type of exploitation. The good manager will

be able to fit his campaign to his neighborhood.

BUNNY BRYAN Says:

I
RATHER believe Adam and Eve's exploi-

tation of "The Call Of The Flesh" is the
first exploitation gag on record. Quite a

change, from the apple and fig leaf to some
of the elaborate stunts pulled by modern ex-
ploiteers. My conception of exploitation and
ballyhoo is that which obtains the greatest at-

tention and sales value for the minimum cost.

Any tyro can figure a gag that would be pro-
hibitive as to cost, great as to attention value,
but lacking in that something that would send
them away talking about, remembering wrhat
they had seen and sold the idea.

I never try to go into anything too elaborate,
as I learned early in the game that the more
simple the gag, the greater would be its ef-

fectiveness. Attention must be obtained as
quickly as possible, an idea must be sold in a

convincing manner—that's my definition of ex-
ploitation summed up very briefly. The Man-
ager's Round Table Club contains a large num-
ber of exploitation ideas every week, many of

them are useable and effective in certain parts

of the country, others would have to be changed
to meet local conditions, all of them are of
value somewhere.

Shorthand Stunt Was
One With Which V.

L. Wadkins Sold Film

One of the stunts used by
V. L. Wadkins in exploiting

"Office Wife" at the Para-
mount Theatre, Atlanta, Ga.,

was a shorthand contest for

business girls.

The contest was put over by
distributing 2,000 blotters to girl in offices—the face of the
blotter showing a photo of Lewis Stone and Dorothy Mackaill
as well as a confidential message to business girls in shorthand.
A notation in the lower right-hand corner of blotter stated

that the first 25 girls to send in a correct translation of the

shorthand inscription would receive a ticket to see the picture.

Of course, the shorthand message contained effective sales

copy about the picture. And it also caused a lot of comment
which in turn helped greatly in popularizing the picture.

A real desk was seen in the lobby with a cut-out of Stone and
Mackail seated at the desk. A card on the desk carried sales

copy about the picture.

Brown Had A Good
Throwaway Which
Attracted Comment

A novel throwaway that at-

tracted a good deal of atten-

tion was used by H. C. Brown,
manager of the Modjeska
Theatre, to exploit "Good
News," when it played the
Publix house in Augusta, Ga.

The throwaways were of postcard size and showed a picture

of a newsboy with a miniature newspaper under his arm. The
paper could be taken out and was imprinted on the other side

with copy relative to the picture, theatre and playdates.

Music displays were secured with music dealers selling rec-

ords and sheet music on "Good News." And an attractive dis-

play of stills showing "Good News" in latest styles were placed
in windows of leading ladies' ready-to-wear stores.

"H. C." has been hitting winners over the fence with con-
sistency and we are sure that his efforts on the new season
product will form the basis for many an interesting slant on
our pages in the future.
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Ben. J. Javellano

Of Philippine Isles

Enrolls In The Club

From all over the world we
receive applications for mem-
bership in the Managers'
Round Table Club. Singapore,
China, Honolulu, Australia,

Africa, Europe—all of these

countries are represented.
Showmen have realized the value of international communica-
tion and meet weekly on the Club pages. Many new faces are
seen every week, too, the latest of which—a showman from a

foreign country—is Benjamin J. Javellano.

Mr. Javellano is the manager of the Palace Theatre in Iloilo

Iloilo, Philippine Islands. And not only does he manage the

house, but he also owns it. Witli a

job of this sort on his hands, he has
plenty to do. We'd like to introduce

you to him, and we are showing you
a picture of him so that you may see

what he looks like. Along with his

portrait, he was also thoughtful
enough to send us in a picture of his

theatre, so that we could use it in our
Showman Number this week, we
knowing that you men would be glad

to look it over. If you have any sug-
gestions or anything that you think

Mr. Javellano would like to look over,

don't hesitate to drop him a line. This is a banner Round Table
Year, and we want the "All for One and One for All" slogan

to girdle the globe.

We want to welcome this foreign showman into our organ-
ization, and we are sure that his association with the most wide-
awake group of showmen in the world will prove pleasant and
profitable. Let's hear from you real soon, Benjamin, and let

us know what else is going on around your district.

Regular And Pint
Sized Golf Courses
Plugged Amos Show

Charlie Amos ties up with
miniature golf courses as well

as Golf Clubs to advertise

"Love in the Rough," playing
at the Imperial Theatre, Ashe-
ville, N. C, through which
banners were placed on houses

at Tom Thumb courses and copy on score cards.

Golf Clubs permitted Amos to place set pieces on the greens

—

playing up the golf theme in the picture as well as mentioning
theatre and play dates.

Ten days in advance, Amos had a one-hole course in his

lobby with obstructions to make it difficult for one to get a
hole in one. A panel at the hole announced that patrons would
receive a guest ticket to see the picture by making a hole in one.
It was good advertising for the picture with the free list held
to the minimum.
Amos also received window tie-ups with sporting goods stores

and a special story on the sporting page of one of the local

newspapers.

JUST WHAT YOU NEED!
Next week's issue of the Club pages will include

a complete six months index to all the valuable

material which has been published in our section

since last May. This index will be worth ten times

its weight in gold to every live-wire showman
who appreciates the necessity of having this

wealth of information at his finger tips.

We know that most of you keep your copies of

Motion Picture News filed in proper rotation.

With the six months index it will take you but a

few moments to select the stunt you want and then

turn to the complete details of it in the issue

where it originally appeared.

NEXT WEEK!

Cleaning And Ven-

tilation Factors Of
Prime Importance

Cleanliness and proper up-
keep and maintenance of
house and equipment is, in my
estimation, a very simple mat-
ter and in line with proper
management. Simply a matter
of keeping it that way, which,

in the final analysis, is up to the rank and file of an operation,
so what credit is in order is due my personnel here.

I have been in positions in the past where we have had to
combat an epidemic scare of some sort and, when possible, I

have endeavored to avoid bringing the thought before our
patrons, but when considered necessary I have stressed very
strongly the fact that the modern (when term applied) theatre
is about the last place to think of in connection with the word
"contagion." Modern ventilating equipment, washed air system,
janitorial service—vacuum cleaning nightly, spraying, dusting,
etc. Of prime importance the stressing of the fact that opera-
tion of theatre is subject to supervision of Board of Health and
other authorities.

I have followed through with the above and other pertinent
facts with curtain talks, trailers, pamphlets and lobby cards.

Cartoons in connection with the latter can be used effectively

—

crowded elevators and street cars breathing in one another's
faces—a couple seated comfortably in a theatre with air cur-

rents carrying off above, etc.

When possible, and I have succeeded at times, I have had the
safety of the theatre incorporated in articles warning against
gatherings of groups of people, my efforts, however, being first

to try and kill anything I could about any danger of an
epidemic. This. I know, is something that is hard to accom-
plish. Short trailers along the lines of dispelling fear I believe

to be one of the most effective means of combat—together with
a small, neat folder in which I would always include a mention
of the fact that we are compelled to abide by the Sanitation Or-
dinances of the city. With schools sometimes closed and the-

atres still operating, it is an argument in our favor. A short

quieting message from the screen and handed to patrons is

bound tc secure favorable comment from those attending the

theatre and find receptive listeners as I feel the public at large

is always ready to listen to any excuse to lull their fears where
interference with their pleasure is concerned.

In conclusion I would say the theatre should hesitate until

it is felt necessary to bring up any thought of danger in con-
nection with any prevalent thought. I sincerely trust I have,

somewhat, expressed my thoughts intelligently.

LESTER J. FOUNTAIN,
City Manager, Fox Theatres,

San Diego, Cal.
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Ads Built On Showmanship!

Below we present a group of ads on Universal's "A Lady
Surrenders" showing the many effective ways this attraction

can be sold via the newspaper. In this group you will note the
various sizes and how attractive even the small ones are for

the simple reason that common sense was used in making them
up.

If there is anything about them that appeals to you and helps
you with your own ad layouts, thank Joe Weil for sending
them over to Club headquarters for reproduction.

Quiet During Per-
formance Is Aim Of
Harold A. Kopplin

I will try and give my
opinion regarding noisy pat-
rons and kindred subjects. I

say opinion because as a mat-
ter of fact we have never had
much trouble from this source.
Probably the natives of Miami

are a quiet sort of people, or educated (no, I hardly think that
we have too many Georgia and Florida crackers for that) or
they possibly understand that quietness is a necessary evil for
the satisfactory reproduction of talking pictures. At any rate,

as I said before, we very rarely have any trouble as far as your
questionnaire goes.

During the first few months of our installation, which was
just about a year and a half ago (mistake—again it was over
two years—how time does fly) we used a card at the entrance
door reading: "Quiet please, loud talking disturbs those listen-

ing to picture." We have never used a trailer, a slide or any
other method of telling this message to the patrons.

Our carpets are all padded underneath with Ozite (but this

was already done before the installation of sound. Our accous-
tical treatment of Balsam Wool and draperies is very good, and
it is possible that should any talking occur in any section of the

theatre, no one seems to be disturbed, at least no complaint has
ever been registered and we on the floor have never noticed it.

Probably the only objectionable noises we have are crying

babies, but that's just another one of the continual worries of

a house manager, and the objection is squelched in the usual

method.

The interest that had been aroused by the seeing of the word
"Manslaughter" in all of the police caution signs came to a

climax with this, and you may be sure that, when a stunt is

coaxed along such as this one, it is going to click. So Miller

was more than satisfied.

Novelty Campaign
Netted Jersey RKO
Houses Big Returns

Scouting around over in

New Jersey recently, in the
vicinity of Union City, etc.,

we were rather surprised at

the stunts being pulled off

there. At nearly every house
we visited we heard some

dope on this or that stunt. All of the stunts mentioned seemed
strangely familiar, and it was when we looked them over that

we found they came from the Club pages. From what we could
pick up here and there we managed to find out that M. Arthur
Loewy, who is handling publicity for that division of the RKO
theatres was responsible for it.

In some instances he has put a new slant to the stunts used
and we are going to

pass them along in case

you'd like to put them
to your own purpose.
This live -wire press

agent, whose work
seems to have been
very good over in Jer-

sey, according to the

send-off that the man-
agers give him, pulled

a clever stunt recently

by landing a story in

one of the Rutherford
papers, the Republican,

in which he stated that

the movies were a sure cure for "panicphobia," a mythical dis-

ease. The story was dolled up by having a bunch of photostats

made of the article. The photostats were distributed to the

various theatres in the district. In the lobby of the theatres

a card was placed which stated that the house would give a free

remedy to antidote the "disease." The remedy was an envelope,

pay size, the copy on which described a smile and stated that

everyone should smile. The envelopes were placed at the bot-

tom of the lobby card. This gag, if pulled right, may work in

your town, though there is a possibility of some city ordinances

being found which would prohibit a stunt of this sort. Look
it over, maybe you can use it.

In Rutherford, New Jersey, we found that this showman had

placed heralds in the form of mammoth, cardboard police

shields which carried copy: "Go to Show Month," on all of

the telephone and electric light poles in the city, giving the

theatre a valuable display. The stunt, inexpensively executed,

may also prove a good bet in your town, too, if you care to use

it in connection with anything you want to add another touch,

too.

We are reproducing a copy of the certificate given to patrons

signing the "Optimist Resolution." This stunt made a decided

impression in all of the circuit houses, to the extent of many
thousands of them being distributed. It was printed in black,

on a light brown background, with a deeper tone of brown as

a border. This stunt can be used in conjunction with kiddie

matinees also, having the kids sign one and taking another

home for their parents to sign. Dope this angle out, there are

plentv of possibilities to it.

And now for another Round Table stunt—the "Health No-
tice" which appeared in the Sept. 13, 1930 issue of Motion Pic-

ture News. Loewy made use of this stunt by printing up a num-
ber of heralds, in the form of not ; <-e ^. The hera'ds measured 8V2

by 6 inches, printed in black, on white stock, with an ornament-

al border around it. Look up this stunt if you want to use it.

Teddy McDonald pulled it at the Rivoli Theatre in West
Haven, Conn.
While we haven't met this live-wire as yet we hope that when

he sees this little story he'll keep us posted on his future work
so that we can pass it along and let the rest of the showmen,

who make up the Round Table, get a look at it, and, if possible,

make use of it.
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Wm. R. Fisher Is

Latest Washington
Showman to Join Us

And now meet William R.
Fisher. Mr. Fisher is the as-

sistant manager of Loew's Co-
lumbia Theatre in Washing-
ton, D. C, that town where so
much showmanship is being
turned out lately.

Located as lie is in the same town with Tom Olsen, Bill

Ewing, Hardie Meakin and the rest of the showmen who make
up the theatrical district of Washington, Fisher, no doubt, has
to do some tall stepping to help Roger Drissel fill up the house
But this should be no task at all for him, in view of the fact

that the town offers a lot of opportuni-

ai(Bnmi ties for showmanship of the le luxe

Kgjj[^ I calibre.

We have many times stressed the fact

that being located in a small or a large

4M[ «*- town doesn't make any difference to a

showman. He is going to put his house

^^ dfl across in every way possible and that

~^H
|

also means the best way possible. We
^^"^^^-^fl are of the opinion that Mr. Fisher is

doing some nice work in the Capital

^k City and we hope that he will favor us
^fc^^^B Ml with some of it at an early date so that

we can pass it along to the rest of the
Club for their hokay. Right, Bill?

Rosenthal Profited

On This One; Plenty

Of Free Publicity

A thousand dollars' worth
of publicity for only fifteen

bucks, was the record hung
up by Morris Rosenthal at

the Garrick Theatre, Duluth,
Minn. We were unable to

figure up the good-will value,

perhaps you can, though it'll be a job.

When the local airport dedication was announced recently

in Duluth, Al Anson, district manager, visited the civic author-
ities and sold them on the idea of having "The Dawn Patrol"
booked in for the same week. The authorities were sold on
the idea, and the campaign was planned.
The flyers at the airport were invited to attend the midnight

show at the theatre, directly after a banquet and ball that had
been arranged by the city in their honor. This angle was tied

in by the committee in all their program announcements. Ar-
rangements were also made to incorporate, in all their broad-
casting, the theatre announcement. This was done at the avia-

tion field, the dinner, ball, and fire-works display.

Special cards were placed at advantageous spots about the

flying field where they were seen by 25,000 people. 500 special-

tricked letter heads were mailed out by the Chamber of Com-
mrce, and one was placed under each plate at the dinner. All

prominent merchants featured special window displays, with
a card tying the dedication into the theatre film. Some of the

spots secured were practically inaccessible under normal con-
ditions.

On the midnight show, receipts were trebled, just by the ap-
pearance of the famous flyers who had attended the dedica-
tion. The local airport loaned the theatre material for lobby
displays. The ent're campaign went over like nobody's business,

with the result that the theatre profited plenty.

Animosity Of Local

Merchants Was Over-

come By J. Peters

With a great deal of animos-
ity piled up against his theatre

due to the fact that some one
had not played square with
them, the local merchants in

the neighborhood of the Ritz

Theatre in Indianapolis, Ind.,

have not been very partial to any suggestion offered them by
J. R. Peters, manager of that theatre in Indianapolis, Ind.
However, Peters has not been discouraged.

Not so long ago he decided to feature some kind of a special
week at the theatre. He was undecided as to what sort of a
week he wanted to plug. Then he hit on a brilliant idea. He
would feature a week that would ring in the local merchants.
He called the event 34th St. Civic Week.

GIVE HIM A HAND!
He's a district manager out in the Middle West. A
real guy; not one of those fellows who are always
looking on the floor for gum wrappers so that they

can bawl out the manager. He's never afraid to

lend a helping hand. He doesn't wait to be asked,

he pitches in. He has earned the rating from his

men of being "one in a million." And it is said that

when he bawls a man out, he can do it in such a
way that the manager almost feels complimented.
Do you want to know who?
It's Art Ableson of the Publix South Dakota

District.

One afternoon he made a special visit to the merchants and

invited them over to the theatre to talk. When he had all of

the merchants in the house, he laid down his proposition, ask-

ing that they co-operate with him to the extent of plugging

the week. The way the merchants responded almost swept

Peters off his feet. They more than agreed to help him, their

decision being arrived at due to the fact that Peters had asked

them to come to their theatre and have a talk, in which he told

them that the unfortunate affair of other days was not his

fault and he asked them to forget it.

When the merchants consented to help, he set to work and
turned out a royal campaign, that went over in corking fashion,

with the theatre and the merchants reporting some of the best

business they had enjoyed in years. Incidentally, Peters passes

along a lot of credit to his house staff, which he says worked
all night to get the house in readiness for the opening day of

the Civic Week.
Thanks, "J. R.," for passing this along to us, and remember,

we'd like to hear what else you are doing.

Bollinger Hitting
The Line Over In

Union City, N. J.

Dollinger is scooping again.

This time it is in Union City,

New Jersey, where Fred is

handling the Pastime Theatre
for an independent corpora-
tion, having resigned from the

Fox Theatres to take this

assignment, a short time ago.

The first thing he did when he opened the house, which had
been dark for some time, was to send out a street ballyhoo
plugging the price policy. As you will note from the photo, the

ballyhoo consisted of five men dressed in clown costume. The
men, carrying the banners, paraded about the city, shouting thje

announcements through a megaphone. The ballyhoo attracted

a lot of attention and served to appraise people of the fact

that the house was re-opening.
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Special introductory tickets, allowing two admissions for the

price of one, were distributed at house-to-house and through
the local merchants. Circus heralds stressed a "Let's Get Ac-
quainted" policy, giving the prices in big type. Dollinger had
a catchline on the herald which some of you might like to use.

It was: "AEROPLANE SHOW AT SUBWAY PRICES."
His campaign for the opening was well planned and executed,
with the result that it went over with a bang. We expect to
hear some good things about what Fred is doing and going to
do over there. Come on, Fred, let's have some more.
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LAFF-O-THE-WEEK
This time it concerns the gent who had just

graduated from the managerial training school
maintained by a major circuit. The "book made
showman" was boasting that he had passed with a
rating of 100%. His colleagues were frankly in-

credulous when he made the declaration, and they
didn't hesitate to say so.

"Oh yeah!" slanged back the grad, in the show-
man English he had been taught, "I got 20% in

box-office operation, 15% in service staff drilling,

40% in swearing, 15% in production, and 10% in

exploitation. If that ain't a hundred, what is?"

Popularity Stunt
In Rinzler's Divi-

sion Going Great

Free Round Trip to Miami for Winners
In Gigantic Fox Popularity Contest

page of publicity was
secured free of charge
from a Brooklyn local

paper. You will notice,

if you look closely, that
for a one-year subscrip-
tion, the theatre allows
30 votes in the popular-
ity contest. This angle
helped to land the full

page of publicity, and
should not be over-
looked in the event that
you should happen to
be planning a similar
stunt in your town.
MacLevey pulled an-

other good stunt by
signing up the local
celebrities in the neigh-
borhoods where the cir-

cuit houses are lo-

cated, police captains,
congressmen, a senator,

etc., agreeing to be on hand and act as judges. The activity
displayed by this alert showman and his fellow showmen in
Rinzler's division bids fair to rival closely the success of any
popularity contest to date, and we look to hear the latest and
perhaps final, developments on the stunt. Keep us posted
Monty.

McNeill's Display
For This Was Oke;
Look This One Over

With plenty of interest be-
ing shown in the Popularity
Contest, that Monty MacLe-
vey is plugging in conjunction
with Fox Theatre Show Sea-
son, in Sam Rinzler's Brook-
lyn and Long Island Division

of the Fox Theatres, it looks as though the thing is going over
in great style.

The cut we are showing will give you one of the many slants

that Monty is using to keep the Brooklyn and Long Island

public informed as to what is going on at the houses and in

the contest. This full

Our Canadian showmen are

still tearing off 90 yard runs
in their show-selling and one
of their strongest bets is the

window displays turned out to

plug their attractions. We
have frequently showed what

Stan McNeill of the Capital Theatre, Smith Falls, Ontario,
Canada, does along these lines, and in passing along his latest

work her?, we are sure that you will pick up a new slant on
attracting attention.

The photo we are showing portrays a twenty-four-sheet head
cut-out, of Joan Crawford, used to plug "Our Blushing Brides"
which was placed in one of the windows
of a prominent merchant located on the
main street of the town. The cut-out was
blanketed all around it. Behind the face,

red crepe paper was placed. A 100-watt
nitrogen lamp was next installed behind
the head. The lamp had a reflector, and,
by the use of a winker (to make the light

go off and on), it gave the face a blushing
effect. The stunt was also pulled in three
other stores, though in this case, instead
of a window, a box was used, with a one-sheet head pasted on-
to it. The back of the one sheet, excepting the head was cov-
ered with cardboard. The face and head were given the same
treatment as the window display.

A great many comments were occasioned by this stunt. The
merchants liked it, patrons of the theatre commented on it, and
all in all, it was one of the best displays that the theatre had
ever had—surely it was one of the most impressive and effec-
tive. Thanks, Stan, for letting us see this. We are sure that
your fellow members and showmen in the Round Table Club
will more than take advantage of it, particularly since it may
be used on any picture.

Plane Taxies About
Streets Of Tucson
As Exploitation Plug

One of the most unique
stunts that has ever been used
in Tucson, Ariz., was put over
by Frank E. Drachman in ex-
ploiting "The Dawn Patrol,"
playing at the Opera House.
On the opening day of pic-

ture, a regular passenger plane taxied under its own power
through the main business street to the astonishment of thou-
sands of on-Iookers.

The plane was brought to town from a nearby aviation field

on a truck and then was piloted by an expert aviator. The
wings of the plane had copy about picture, theatre and play
dates in large letters.

The entire police force, including both the patrolmen and the

motorcycle squad, kept the street cleared as the plane wended
its way through the city's principal business thoroughfare.

It was estimated by the local newspapers that over 5,000

people followed the plane up the street. The stunt was not
only unique in exploiting a picture in Tucson but it had a tell-

ing effect at the box office too, as was eviednced by a continuous
line-up all day long.

ALL THOSE IN FAVOR SAY AYE!
"/ want to express my appreciation of MOTION PICTURE NEWS and of the

MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE CLUB. It is surely a grand feeling to have a file
of those red magazines around and be able to turn to a review of a feature or a
comedy, or to have a thousand or so exploitation ideas at your finger-tips. Some day
I hope to be a good enough showman to be able to contribute a few originals that may
help somebody else."

Luman Lynn,
Manager, Mercy Theatre,
La Grande, Wash.
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PERSONALITIES
-^ SHOWMEN NEWSETTES FROM EVERYWHERE +

SIMON MARKS, formerly assistant man-
ager of the Terminal Theatre, Newark, N. J..

has been promoted to the managership of the

house.
* * *

FRED SCHROEDER is now managing
the Liberty Theatre, Elizabeth, N. J.

* * *

HARRY LEE MOLLER, manager of the

Ohio Theatre, Sidney; Ohio, for the past two
years has resigned. He is succeeded by L.

J. Smith of Gloversville, N. Y.
* * *

PIERCE BOYD has been appointed man-
ager of the Crystal Theatre, Pittsburgh,

Texas.
* * *

RAY N. PETERSON is now managing
the Lyric Theatre in Mobile. Alabama.

* * *

E. A. KEENE has installed sound equip-

ment in the Oxford Theatre, Oxford, Ohio.
* * *

IRVING SHULMAN, owner of the Har-
riston Theatre, Harriston, Ont., has leased

the Grand, Fergus, Ont., from S. Fradella.

* * *

CHARLES MARTINA is managing the

re-opened Family Theatre in Mount Mor-
ris, N. Y.

* * *

R. BESLER, veteran exhibitor, has re-

opened the Park Theatre in Winnipeg, Mani-
toba, Canada.

* * *

FRED FINK Jr., manager of the Red-
ding Theatre in Sacramento, Calif., an-

nounces the completion of plans for the con-
struction of a new Redding Theatre, in the

town, by the T & D Enterprise chain.
* * *

FRED GUNSELMAN is managing the

re-opened Rialto Theatre in Florence, Colo.
* * *

C. A. RYDEEN will manage the local

theatre in Amery, Wis., replacing Charles
Phillips, resigned.

* * *

COL. DAVID E. DOW, former manager
of the Elsinore Theatre, Salem, Ore., will

manage the John Hamrick houses in Port-
land, Seattle, and Tacoma, in association

with Hamrick. Headquarters will be at the
Blue Mouse in Seattle.

* * *

LEO SELTZER, general manager of the

Rose City Theatres, states that the Oregon
Theatre in Portland, Oregon, will be re-

opened shortly, with new furnishings and
decorations.

* * *

F. M. (PETE) HIGGINS has taken over
Gateway Theatre in Kirkland, Wn., from
Miss Mae Pauly.

* * *

W. W. AND R. R BOOTH announce
plans for the construction of a new motion
picture theatre in Nebraska City, Neb.

* * *

GEORGE DOUDEN, manager of the

Superba Theatre, San Diego, Calif., has en-
tered the ranks of the benediks. His wife
is the former Frances Thomas Long, of

Tillamook, Ore.

W. R. McKINNON of Clarksville, Texas,
is the new Assistant Manager of the Em-
press Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

* * *

G. H. DAVIES has been appointed As-
sistant Manager of the Liberty Theatre,
Oklahoma City.

* * *

E. W. JOHNSON of Tulsa, Oklahoma,
has accepted a position with Momand The-
itre of Oklahoma City.

* * *

BOB WITT has been appointed man-
ager of the Capitol Theatre in Oklahoma
City, Okla., succeeding Bert Stern, who has
been appointed advertising manager.

* * *

ROBERT ROTHROCK, former manager
of the Strand Theatre, Shenandoah, Pa.,

has opened and will operate the new the-

atre in Weatherly, Shenandoah suburb.
* * *

JAMES BLANCHARD, manager of the
Savoy Theatre, Northumberland, Pa., an-
nounces a show schedule change. House
will open only two days a week, Friday and
Saturday.

* * *

WALTER YOST has leased the Grand
Theatre. Harrisburg, Pa., from Wilmer and
Vincent.

* * *

G. J. ABLEN announces the opening of
the State Theatre in Sauk Rapids, Minn.

* * *

MISS KATE ALEXANDER has been
appointed manager of the Bourbon Theatre
in Paris, Kentucky.

* * *

F. J. MARRA will manage the re-modeled
Broad Theatre, Penns Grove, N. J.

* * *

C. J. LATTA, former manager of the
Roger Sherman Theatre, New Haven, Conn.,
has been appointed district manager of
Warner Bros, theatres in Cleveland, Ohio.

* * *

SAMUEL KURSON, representing the
Graphic Circuit of Bangor, Me., has pur-
chased the Brandon Theatre, Brandon, Vt.,
from Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Avery.

* * *

LEONARD MAXWELL, for the past
eight years projectionist of the La Mesa
Theatre in San Diego, Calif., suburbs, has
taken a lease on the house from its owners.

Items for publication on this

page should be addressed to
"Chick" Lewis and will be pub-
lished the week following re-

ceipt. Notices of promotions,
transfers, change of addresses,
and other material of this na-
ture is what we want for our
"Personalities" page. The more
you send the more interesting
will be the page each week.

C. H. AMOS will manage the new Para-
mount Theatre, Nashville, Tenn., when the
house opens shortly.

* * *

W. LaVonBOON, for several years con-
nected with the Schine Enterprises, has been
named manager of the Ohio Theatre,
Toledo, Ohio.

* * *

W. C. LUDTKE will manage the new
theatre in Durant, Iowa, on completion of
building.

* * *

H. G. SIMPSON has sold the local the-
atre in Sigourney, Iowa, to Smith and
Meredith.

* * *

LARRY CONLEY, for many years con-
nected with production, has been appointed
Managing Director of the Stanley Theatre,
Jersey City, N. J.

* * *

RALPH CRABILL, formerly division
manager for Fox West Coast Theatres, has
been added to the staff of Harry Calmine,
Warner Bros. New Jersey Theatres Gen-
eral Manager.

* * *

C. C. CASSADY, former manager of the
Tivoli Theatre, Spencer, Ind., is now poster
artist of the Egyptian Theatre, Indianapolis,
Ind.

* * *

LEO GARNER has succeeded George
Payette as assistant to Sidney Lust, Wash-
ington, D. C. exhibitor.

* * *

R. G. FLANNERY has installed sound
equipment in the Star Theatre, Richlands,
Va.

* * *

LEWIS AND SCOTT, former operators
of the Auditorium Theatre, Anancock, VaM
have again taken over the house. It is re-
opened under the name of New Theatre.

* * *

HARRY L. KRAFT has been appointed
Assistant Manager of the TivoH Theatre,
Washington, D. C.

* * *

JAMES LUNDY, former publicity direc-
tor of Loew's Theatre, Toronto, Canada,
has succeeded Sam Rubin as publicist for
Loew Theatres, Washington, D. C. Rubin
has been assigned to Detroit.

* * *

H. B. JONES, JR., owner of the Arcade
Theatre, Monterey, Va., has re-named the
house, the Highland.

* * *

M. SILVERMAN has taken over the
Fern Theatre, neighborhood theatre in Mil-
waukee, Wis., from Harry Hart.

* * *

R. R. "DOC" MILLER has resigned as
manager of the Strand Theatre, Madison,
Wis.

* * *

IRVING LIPNICK, former manager of
Fox's Tower theatre, has been named man-
ager of the circuit's Terminal theatre in

Chicago, where he succeeds Jack Fink, re-

signed. Louis Lamm, former manager of
the circuit's Mirth theatre, Milwaukee, suc-
ceeds Lipnick at the Tower, while Harry
Karp, formerly chief of service for the Fox
Midwesco division has been named man-
ager of the Mirth.
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A House Manager Talks
About His Theatre

The Lounge: We have fitted up a beautiful room in the

rear of the mezzanine lounge, where ladies and gentlemen

may smoke while waiting for the performance to start and

between shows.
Checking Articles, Packages, etc.: The ushers will always

be glad to check any articles for patrons. Please pay no

fees for checking service.

The Ladies' Room is at the head of the mezzanine stairs,

left of the orchestra.

The Men's Room is at the head of the mezzanine stairs,

right of the orchestra.

Water Fountain is at the rear of orchestra floor.

No "Tips" Please. No attendant in the Beacon Theatre ex-

pects a "TIP" for any service rendered to patrons. I shall

be glad if you would report any unusual courtesy on the

part of our employees, for I am as anxious to recognize ef-

ficiency as to check discourtesy.

/ Want Help. If you can give me any SUGGESTIONS for

adding to your comfort in the Beacon Theatre I shall be

extremely grateful.

Ask For Me. I am always in the theatre during the per-

formances. If I can do anyth'ng for you, or adjust any dif-

ficulty, please ask for me at the box-office.

BILL LEVEY,
House Manager, Beacon Theatre,
Port Washington, Long Island, N. Y.

New Jersey Show-

men Are Crashing

Thru The Opposish

Live fronts, window tie-ups,

street parades and unusual
newspaper tie-ups were prac-

tically unknown until Publix
took over the former Reade
Circuit in New Jersey. Shortly
after Bunny Bryan and Ray

Puckett were transferred from New England to New Jersey,

things began to happen. Witness the following, made in prac-

tically every instance, in a city where such things were con-
sidered either impractical or impossible. R. K. Stonebrook,
manager of the Asbury Park Paramount, gave away one pea-
nut to each patron the week prior to the showing of "Soup to

Nuts." An invitation from Ted Healy, the star, to see the show
was attached to the nut with a rubber band. Stonebrook's first

assistant was promoted to a similar position elsewhere. The
local paper was contacted and a half-column story plugging the
possibilities for advancement with Publix resulted. A short
subject, "Kiddies' Revue," was good for three display ads from
a local dancing school.

Bob Jonnasson, manager of the Publix Mayfair, Asbury Park,
had a prominent window in Steinbach's, largest department
store in any eastern resort city. This was the first time this

store had ever given a window to any theatre. Jonnasson also

had music and sporting goods store windows on "Follow
Through." Jonnasson also had a co-operative page on "The
Lady Surrenders."
Parades in connection with theatre attractions had never been

pulled in Asbury Park, but Manager Irwin Solomon of the St.

James, Asbury Park invited the American Legion post to attend
a special midnight show of "All Quiet" and bring along their

bugle and drum corps. Result : a real parade and a money-
getting night. The Veterans of Foreign Wars paraded later in

the week. The first parade netted a three-column picture and
story in the Asbury Park Press. Solomon had two co-operative
pages on "Good News" the first time in the city, a dance contest
at the Municipal Casino with the Casino management plugging
the contest and show for a week in advance and also running
five display ads in the local paper.
The Rialto, Asbury Park, is a third-run house, but Manager

Edgar Goth made "Rain or Shine" click with a number of
umbrellas containing suitable copy. They were used by well
located newsstands.
Tommy Phe'an, manager of the Publix Strand, Lon? Branch,

put "Follow Through" over big. A part of his advance cam-
paign was a miniature golf course in the lobby. Guest tickets
were awarded those making a hole in one.

Walter Haas, manager of the Publix Strand, Freehold, in-

vited the publisher of the local newspaper to visit the theatre,

and note the improvement in cleanliness, ventilation and gen-

eral attractiveness. Result, an editorial worth plenty.

Russell Terhune, manager of the Strand, Plainfie'd, displayed

luggage in his lobby a week prior to the opening of "Holiday."

Each piece was labelled with name of one of the stars and the

statement that he or she was about to leave for the "Holiday."

Activities of this sort have institutionalized Publix in New
Jersey and also increased the box office receipts.

A Page al Suggeitioni That Will Make Any Lady Surrender
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And a word or two must be said for these men because of

the way they have won the confidence of the local merchants

in their respective towns. They have shown the merchants how
to boost business and publicize their house through tying up
with the theatre. At first the merchants fought shy, but now
they are more than willing to co-operate with the theatre in

every way possible.

The full-page ads we are showing will prove this point. That's

a victory in itself, and one that these showmen may well be

proud of. Congratulations!

Amos Had a Good
"Propolishun" That
Sold Show for Him

A deck of cards was really

all that Charles H. Amos
needed to plug his show,
"Queen High," when it played
the Imperial Theatre, in Ashe-
ville, N. C, but he decided to

use a display board as well to
set off the gag. And have them looking.
The card stunt was enhanced by a huge beaverboard Queen

of Hearts playing cards, with a heart-shape cut out in which
appeared an attractive-looking girl seated at a table with a
deck of cards on the table.

Copy on the huge Queen of Hearts read: "Here's Luck!
Cut the Queen of Hearts and win a Guest Ticket to see
QUEEN HIGH."
The stunt proved a popular diversion and also aided mate-

rially in publicizing the picture.

There are lots of ways in which you can work this gag, too.

If you prefer, you can use in pinochle deck and offer tickets for
a royal flush in hearts. Plenty of variety in a gag of this sort.

Make use of it!

EXPLOITATION—WITH A BANG!
When "THE DAWN PATROL" plaved the Des

Moines Theatre. Des Moines, manager Bob Gary
arranged a mock battle which was fought between
six airplanes over the city on Saturday noon. Just
as the shopping crowd was at its height, the planes
swooped over the city, dropping teaser heralds,
while bombs were fired from the top of the city's

tallest building. As far as the street crowds were
concerned, the bombs were supposedly coming
from the airplanes, and everyone Ioked up.
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Morris' Article on
Loyalty Belongs In

All Theatre Offices

A few years back, very few,

many of you can remember,
and so can I, of warnings
about accepting a position in

a theatre on account of its

lacking prestige and distinc-

tion
—

"Just look at the men in

it," was the common expression on everyone's lips.

Back in the minds of all the showmen whom I have for-

tunately worked under, there has been a definite appreciation

of the eventual arrival of modern business methods in the show
business. Many have suggested "prepare yourself as a special-

ist"; so management being my calling, that is what I eventually

hope to be.

This evolution is fast becoming the chief feature of theatre

operation today, if it hasn't already arrived. Modern business

methods will eventually entirely replace those catch-as-catch-

can methods employed by old theatre operators, unless they

grasp the true significance of the evolving trade and keep step

with it.

New men to the profession are coming from all ranks of

business and the most successful ones are those who can most
readily adapt themselves, to the new situation and cope with

the many hundred intricate obstacles in theatre operation today
and still systematically record variable ones they have success-

fully handled for future reference.

Each new recruit, to the managerial field, whose attitude

and manner of conducting his assignments is indicative of his

deserving a position of higher responsibility, brings with him
new thoughts regarding business conduct and system.

Some have revamped ideas from other fields, some original,

and some practical ideas culled from theories in colleges, trade

schools, etc. These new ideas are hailed as revolutionary steps

in the show business.

Such was the opinion and still is where modern business

methods are being established as a result of the realization of

their necessity to combat the present stiff competition. It isn't

difficult, I venture to say, for many of you to remember
instances where people (outsiders) unconsciously have shown
amazement of finding genteel men in a "show-place."

To summarize, higher type employers, or managers attract

higher type employees. Employees with a proper home back-

ground or those appreciative of its constituents of good breed-

ing, tact, taste and thoughtfulness in sufficient amount to prop-

erly reflect courtesy to all patrons. An employe of such a

type naturally senses the finer features of service to the patron

and with slight supervision from the manager becomes a vital

factor in the smooth running theatre of today.

Each new managerial recruit has some ideas he has gained

through experience or training to test. Of course, he must
follow the general policies and performance of duties desired

by his employers. But after those have been attended to his

manner of handling the details and personal features of the

operation should rest and does "seek the level" of his ingenuity.

An appropriate reference come to my mind at this time by
Tom. Dreier, recently published in FORBES.
"There are business men who conceive it their duty to hold

themselves to their desks and to detail tasks. Such men might

learn much if they studied the way steamships are managed.

The Captain, of course, is supreme in command. His word is

law. In effect he is like an absolute monarch. But the captain

stands no watch. He goes and comes as he pleases. Only
when there is danger does he hold his post on the bridge. At

other times he goes where he pleases, giving general oversight

to the general business of the ship. Because he is not saddled

with the detailed responsibilities he is better in a position to see

that his passengers are contented, that everything about the

ship is being done properly. His officers are charged with the

detailed duties. He holds them responsible. A business man
should organize his business so that he. too, can look at his

business as a whole. Too many ate kept from seeing what they

ought to see by being blinded by details that should be the

responsibility of the subordinates. The chief executive, whose

desk is cluttered with papers has something wrong with his

system."

Though this illustration is somewhat more elaborate by com-
parison, I feel the point is clear. For there has been an appre-

ciation lacking of the necessity for organized methods of man-
agement in this field, so that the men immediately at the helm,

Some Good Pointers!
From, L. W. Orlove, Manager,
Uptown Theatre,
Milwaukee, Wise.

1. Run special matinees for kiddies, don't ever try to

fool a kid, be on the square with them, give out prizes.

One week—Jelly beans; another week, Hershey bars, etc.

2. Keep your theatre's name in front of the public at

all times. In my case, I have three community papers.
7 blocks west of theatre is a suburb where they have a
paper, V/z blocks west of theatre there is a triangle where
two important highways meet.

3. Be charitable with various organizations; offer

passes for their card parties, door prizes, etc.

4. When you have educational pictures such as "Byrd
at the South Pole" or "Africa Speaks," invite orphans of
the city. Pass out passes to various high schools for their

faculty. Take along a press book, tell them to look it over.
5. Contact various automobile concerns, but transpor-

tation or street car compaies to get and call for the men
and women from various old homes as your guests.

6. Mingle with your crowds, know your people by
name, shake their hands and ask them about the health
of their offspring.

7. Be sure that when something special arises and you
make an announcement from the stage, you know what
you have to say and make it short and to the point.

after completing the operating details would have time to con-
tinue contacting the people day by day, maintaining content-
ment among the employees by palling with them and in other
ways encouraging constantly a hospitable attitude toward all

patrons.
It seems to me that this is an extremely important feature in

the management of today's theatre. For like the captain of a
ship, a manager must be in the position of his patrons as much
as possible to appreciate their viewpoint and be able to relay it

to his inner co-workers of the theatre. His position is com-
parable too, to the position of a lense in a projector. He views
and senses the public's taste from one side and reflects them in
his operation from the reverse.
But the fact remains also that his employees are not devoid

of observation faculties. Of ten their relation of word-of-mouth
criticism is more reliable than the manager's judgment. So a
welcoming attitude to discussion must be reflected at all times.

After all what is better, more impressive, than an example for
teaching loyalty. Without it, a manager cannot exemplify it.

First to encourage it he must be a man. One who is appre-
ciative of a man's views. And as such he will naturally demon-
strate when possible a realization of the ambitious and loyal

employee to climb to a higher position with financial gain com-
parable to his tried and proven ability. Honesty and sincerity

begets loyalty. As a leader his position pertaining to minor
operating policies is definitely disclosed by his tactics and
manner of treating everyone. He must be for the definite

elimination of favoritism and can most impressively reflect it

rather than voice it, for nothing in my mind will uproot loyalty

and destroy morale more assuredly. To supervise alone would
breed discontent for with the other characteristics a leader has
to accept his position and appreciate as much his responsibilities

are greatest and sacrifices more.
If squawking comes as a result of making the sacrifices, then

the co-workers follow suit, when a request is made. Whether
expressed or not the discontent is there. Without the proper
mirror, no perfect object can reflect as such. Without the
proper captain, no ship is certain of a safe return to the home
port. Without the proper example of loyalty to the one im-
portant cause : The comfort and welfare of the patron through
the examples and deeds of the men at the top no employee will

take upon himself the responsibility.

All we can be or hope to be is what we should preach, if any-
thing, or preach what we are, with sincerity and discretion,

appreciating that the other fellow has views of his own.
Thanks.

WALTER MORRIS,
Strand Theatre, Perth Amboy, N. J.
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Ed. Stone, Organist

Of North Platte Fox,

Gives Us Some Dope

100%, showmanship is the

rating of the Fox Theatre in

North Platte, Nebraska. As
many showmen know, Chet
Miller handles the house, and
it has been the work he turn-

ed out there that has kept the
house hitting consistently in the winning class, a feat, in no
small measure, being due to the Fox Theatre-Eddie Stone Or*
gan Club which he started in the theatre, bringing it up to a
point where Eddie Stone, the organist, himself, could go out
and sell it, thereby leaving Chet free to pursue his many other
showman activities.

"We are presenting here an account, given by Eddie Stone, of

the inception and progress of the Organ Club. In his letter

Stone says: "Having noticed many discussions in the Round
Table on methods of obtaining and holding the juvenile trade.

I feel that this is an appropriate time in which to write and
tell you of our plan. Every Saturday we meet at the Fox at

1:30 P.M. During the next half hour we are also on the air

over Station KGNF, so the opening remarks are explanatory
of the club, expressed so that they will explain what it is to air

and audience listeners both who might hear or see it for the
first time. After the opening remarks, we generally have about
ten minutes of community singing, singing songs which the

children have expressed a preference for through writing me
letters. The songs, of course, are shown via slides on the

screen.

"Following this, we have the regular weekly singing contest
for individuals, first the girls, then boys, and finally, adults.

The prizes for the boys and girls are as follows : a one week's
pass to the Fox Theatre which allows them the privilege

of seeing three shows free, and a second prize. The prizes

for adults (anyone fifteen years of age or over) are first,

a two week's pass, and second, a one week's pass to the
Fox, and you would be surprised could you see the age of some
of the contestants ; for example, several weeks ago, a woman
about fifty years of age won first prize playing the harmonica.
The audience picks the winner in all cases by applause. Fol-
lowing the contests, we generally close by singing the club

song, "Sunny Side Up," and giving the club yell, made up and
led by a club member.

"We have membership cards, one for the kiddies under twelve,

and one for adults. The kiddies cards are a different color than
the adults, and admit the kiddies for 5 cents admission if pre-

sented at the box-office before 1 :30 on Saturdays, and the adults

cards correspondingly admit adults for 10 cents admission

before 1:30.

"One may be inclined to think that this is too cheap an
admission where the regular prices concerned are 10 cents and
30 cents, but we have found out that we are getting people to

the theatre who wouldn't come otherwise and that in addition

to our regular business, all 5 cents and 10 cents admissions are

'to the gravy.' The kiddies will bring the adults and further-

more, they always think first of the Fox during the other

changes of the week. Our Saturday's regular business has

not lost one cent to the S cent and 10 cent club members ad-

missions. Also, if you will note the numbers in the opper

right-hand corner of the cards. All cards are consecutively

numbered and each week we post a list of twenty different

numbers, ten adults and ten kiddies, in the box-office, which
permits card holders admission free to the show that day if

they come between one and one-thirty. This tends to Oraw
them to the theatre every Saturday, regardless, and we have
found it to be a very satisfactory plan. When one considers
that we have over 4,000 membership cards out in a town of

12,000 population, you must admit that is a good percentage.

"We have also tied up with an indoor miniature golf course
one-half block away, to permit holders of Organ Club cards
to play Saturday's after the matinee until 6:00 P.M. for the
same rate as shown on the cards, 5 cents for kiddies and 10
cents for adults per round, whereas the regular price is 15 cents

per round for anyone, and in addition, Organ Club members
get the third round free. This eliminates the competition of

'pee-wee' golf on Saturday afternoons as the kiddies can attend
the show and play a round of golf for the same price they
would pay for a show only elsewhere, or less than one usual
round of golf. The owners of the course also take our list of

lucky numbers and post it on the course, the lucky twenty being
given one round free. This, of course, enhances the value of

their cards and they take care of them.

"Sometimes we change the prizes; for example, during Easter
week, we gave away four live rabbits. Another time, two little

puppies were given a welcome home. And speaking of dogs,

in conjunction with the showing of our first M-G-M Dogville
comedy, 'Hot Dog,' we distributed bills to all the schools

stating that every boy or girl with a dog on a leash who was
in front of the Fox at noon would be given a free ticket to see

the show. The enclosed picture shows the result. One girl

even brought a monkey in lieu of a dog, and the newspaper's

want-ad column carried many notices of dogs lost, strayed, or

stolen the night before we pulled this stunt. We then paraded
the kiddies through the downtown district, after which they had
plenty of time to take their pets home before the show. We
gave out about 200 free tickets but the stunt attracted so much
attention that we had about 150 over usual paid admissions.

"Of late, so many have each week wanted to sing in the con-

tests that I have been forced to ask them to write and take

them in order as they write, owing to our limited time. If there

is more time allowable after all who have written in have sung,

then the first three or four down in front get their chance.

Any song they want to sing is permissible and a stunt to get

them really interested is to offer a pass to those writing in and
giving valuable suggestions as to how the Club may be bettered.

Chet Miller works down front with me always, and is a big

favorite with the kiddies, and is known to them all. We start

out the Club meeting with a 'Hi, Gang!' and the crowd comes
back with 'Hi, Eddie!' We have found this to be a wonderful

good-will builder for the theatre in addition to cornering the

Saturday afternoon trade of both kiddies and adults. Every
time during the week that a boy or girl passes either of us on
the street, they invariably call out 'Hi, Eddie,' or 'Hi, Chet,' and

should their parents or grown-ups be with them, it starts them
asking questions about how they happen to know us, and a lot

more indirect advertising then goes out about the Fox.

"To organists, who today have only too little to do at best,

I can only say that this will help you hold on to your job. It

is the proof of the pudding on Saturday afternoon or morning

as to whether or not you are helping your theatre's box-office,

and while I don't wish to claim that this is due to me, as really

only a very small per cent of the credit can be given to me.

nevertheless, I really believe that this one feature has enabled

me to keep on working through the 'talkies' period when they

made such inroads on the ranks of musicians. Managers can

work this stunt up without the aid of an organist, although the

community singing and contests help put it over immeasurably,

through the medium of the Mickey Mouse Clubs, much as done

on the Coast, and which has previously been reported in the

columns of the Round Table Club.

"Let me say, in conclusion, that I hope that some organists

and managers may get a few ideas from this ; that I enjoy read-

ing the Round Table, and appreciate the suggestions such as

the one a few weeks ago on Eddie Paddock's Organ Solo. Let

us organists in on a few more good ones."
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Jay H. Guthrie of

Uhrichsville, Ohio,
Joins Round Table

When showmanship is being
displayed about a certain the-

atre, there must be a showman
who will display it. That's the
case out in Uhrichsville, Ohio;
whenever Jay H. Guthrie,
manager of the local State

Theatre gets set to plug his films and his house, he displays
showmanship.

Guthrie is pretty well versed in the

show racket. He has to be to keep up
with the great enrollment of live-wires
that we have from his state. And a

number of them are right in his locality.

The State offers him opportunity for

handing out some excellent showman-
ship and he more than takes advantage
of every possible opportunity.
There has been some good work com-

ing from Uhrichsville, and we are sure
that Guthrie is going to keep up the old

tradition and make sure that his house
is right there delivering the goods. Lis-

ten, Jay. Let's hear from you regarding your future work, so
that we can pass it along to your fellow showmen in the Man-
agers' Round Table Club and let them in on it. Oke?

Attention To Stock

Room Sure Road To
Operating Economy

Of utmost importance to

efficient operation is the main-
tenance and careful super-
vision of the stock room.
A tabulation of the season ^

profit and loss statements, will

show that large amounts are
expended for supplies and materials necessary for the mainte-
nance and general upkeep of the theatre. These amounts being
charged to operating expenses, can only reach a minimum by
careful study of economical buying, of satisfactory qualities and
quantities, and of proper conservation.
No matter how well appointed a theatre may be in every

respect, it is not complete unless the stock rooms are con-
veniently located, kept clean and orderly, and safely locked at

all times.

The booth stock room, which should be located in the booth
or adjoining to it, should contain all replacement parts for the
sound equipment. These spare parts should be kept separate
from all other supplies. Where the sound equipment is under
the supervision of a service engineer, it should be noted by the

manager each time the engineer makes an inspection, that these

spare parts are checked and that replacement orders are made
promptly. Other supplies in this stock room should consist of

carbons, projector oil, motor grease, film cement, film lacquer,

supply of blank film, cleaning fluids for lenses and fader con-
tacts, clean rags, extra light bulbs, supply of fuses for all fuse

blocks with no exception, spare brushes for all motors.
The chief operator should be made responsible for this stock

room, keeping it clean and orderly, and should report to the

BLANCHARD'S GOOD-WILL
SCOOP!

Winning the loyal support of each and every
member of the high school in his city, as well as

all the boosters of the town, is one of the accom-
plishments of J. M. Blanchard, manager of the
Strand, Sunbury, Pa. Blanchard got a two-column
write-up in his home town paper when he promoted
a fund to charter buses to convey the Sunbury high
school band to the football game in Hazleton. The
band has 80 members and the entire town as well

as the membershiD of the high school were highly
appreciative of Blanchard's personal efforts in

their behalf, the school boys staging a special

downtown parade in celebration of the event.

Read and Reflect:

JL shall pass through this 'world but

once. Any good, therefore, that I can

do or any happiness that I can show to

any human being, let nie do it now.
Let me not defer or neglect it, for I

shall not pass this -way again.

—Author Unknown

manager any articles that should be ordered to replenish the
stock.

No one should have access to this stock room except the
chief operator and manager.
The auditorium stock room should contain stock of all jani-

tors supplies, such as liquid soaps, scrubbing powders, sweeping
compounds, disinfectants, deodorants, metal polish, carpet clean-
ing compound, paper towels and tissue, mops, buckets, wringers,
brooms, brushes, dusters, etc.

All spare parts for repairs to seats, upholstery and draperies.
Stock of electric light bulbs for entire house, stage and front
lighting. Stocks of fuses for all switchboards in the house.
Stock of vending machine supplies. Stock of artists supplies.

Materials for each department should be kept in separate
compartments, where there is only one stock room.
Care should be taken to see that no obsolete equipment or

junk is kept in the stock room.
No one should have access to this stock room, except the

manager and assistant manager. When necessary to store fresh
supplies or to remove any articles, it should only be done under
the supervision of the manager or assistant manager.
The office stock room, located in the manager's, or assistant

manager's office, should contain all office supplies, and the stock
of tickets. Tickets should be filed in numerical order in such a
manner as to enable an inventory to be taken quickly at any
time. No one should have access to this room except the man-
ager and assistant manager.

All stock rooms should come under a system of regular
inspection. By so doing not only are many dollars saved, but
many embarrasing moments, and often a delay in the show.

A. R. NININGER.

Being in well with all of the
local organizations in his dis-

trict, B. W. Bickert, manager
of the Tivoli Theatre in Chat-
tanooga, Tenn., placed an at-

tractive float in the American
Legion parade held recently

and ballyhooed his show "Dawn Patrol" to good advantage.
The Mack agency who furnished the truck had a sign read-

ing, "Mack Trucks are always 100% for the American Legion

—

Mack International Motor Truck Corp. Local Distributors."
The truck was a flat bottom one on which were wings and
other parts of an aeroplane. Around the sides were banners
reading, "Dick Barthelmess in DAWN PATROL—Tivoli,

New.'
The front of the theatre was decorated for the Legion con-

vention with flags and banners. The lobby also had two propel-
lers on display with a miniature plane hanging from the marquee.
We hope that when "B. W." turns out another gag like this

he will send us in a photo of it so that we can give his fellow

Club members a real view of it, because they, too, are inter-

ested in seeing what he is doing to keep them lined up at the

box-office of his house, and when patrons evince as much in-

terest as was seen in the display, they want it more than ever.

Let's have 'em, Bert, so that we can pass them along.

Bickert Landed A
Truck In Parade
That Helped Biz.
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CIVIC CONTACT
(From Fox West Coast "Now")

Civic contact, in its accepted meaning as applied to theatre operation,

means the upbuilding of permanent good will and prestige. The modern
theatre occupies a place of honor in any community. Its owner or operator

takes his place as one of the leading citizens. In relation to the man-
ager's primary duty of successfully conducting his theatre, it is impellent

not only to place his house among the city's leading institutions, but like-

wise to assist in every movement tending toward civic improvement.
While the attainment of prestige and good-will is the main objective,

both of which are practically identical in meaning, there is a difference.

If they are not handled judiciously and intelligently, a manager will find

that he is obligating himself beyond his capacity . . . laying himself

open to impositions and un reasonable demands on his time and the re-

sources of his theatre. The good old handshake and slap on the back,

together with honeyed words of greatness is a type of good-will that

does not always carry with it that other necessary adjunct . . . Prestige.

Now, how is a manager to set about establishing worth while civic

contacts or improving those that already exist. Initially, there are already

established organizations . . . civic and social clubs, such as the Rotary,
Optimists and Kiwanis Clubs. Fraternal groups like the Elks, Masons,
Knights of Columbus, etc. And last, but probably the most influential of

all . . . The local government and Chamber of Commerce.

Detailing the possibilities accruing to such relations would merely
entail listing a batch of facts with which every one is familiar. It is only
necessary to state that these organizations need the support of the theatre

just as much as the theatre needs theirs. They are all aiming at a

common purpose . . . the improvement of the community.

A different tinge is applicable to relations with the city government.
Naturally every manager wants to fit in strongly with the powers that

be. That is necessary to obtain the support of the police, fire and other
departments to put over stunts. But the idea to pursue in this direction

is to secure official support in eliminating competition that directly af-

fects theatre business. This classification becomes the disturbing factor

of traveling shows and carnivals. Herein the relations already established

with the service clubs . . . Elks, American Legion and others who
occasionally bring in tent shows under their auspices on a split profit

basis, will be beneficial. It is recognized that these carnivals are harmful
to the theatre, but unless the manager is in a position to swing unified

influence t© his support, he usually has to grin and bear it.

So far we have given expression only to relations as far as the mascu-
line element of the city is concerned. But more directly related to the
theatre are the activities that concern only women and their organiza-
tions. Most managers recognize that the various Women's Clubs, Parent-
Teachers' Associations and like groups are more vitally important to

their welfare than anything else. Through Women's Clubs and the

P. T. A.'s can the manager reach the element that constitutes a great
portion of his patronage . . . the children. Harmonious relations with
these groups guarantee entree into the schools and the home.

The part which newspapers play in the success or failure of theatres
is of paramount import. They are the one great outlet of publicity. Their
chief source of revenue is advertising and the theatre is one of the
greatest contributors to that item. The newspapers are in business for

the same purpose that the theatre is ... to make money. A manager
can expect no more support from the press than that which he gives it.

Yet, in consideration of the amount of money spent, the theatre is, by
far, the recipient of more favors than any other advertiser. If the Smith
Department Store takes a double-truck ad or a full-page section, the
manager is satisfied if he gets a few little readers tucked away in an

Good-Will And Super-
vision Needed With
Manager & Operators

obscure corner. But when the theatre manager places a similar order,
it's about 75 per cent merchant contact ads, and on top of this he expects
columns of news and editorial matter splashed all over the entire edition.

Of course, it's great business for the paper, but how often does it leave
a poor impression.

Newspapers, with rare exception, have always been willing to go more
than halfway with theatres. News of the motion picture studios and
theatres have been great adjuncts to them.
The difficult thing for the manager in the small town is to keep from

doing too much. Good business principles dictate that a theatre cannot
be thrown open to everything savoring of community benefit that comes
along. Forgetting this quite often puts the manager in the position that

he is running the theatre for the community, not the owners.

In the theatre that I have
been connected with, I always
make a survey of conditions in
local booths, I always consider
the value of sound equipment,
the make, etc.

When I find that the sound
equipment is manufactured by a reliable firm and is a real outfit,
I always expect my operators to produce all that is necessary to
put a show over 100% in sound, clearness and projection. And I

always follow this up, such as informing projectionists that
their work is full of praise and I noticed same. And on the
other hand, when projectionist fails to deliver the goods I find
it is my duty also to inform him that results are not so good,
and that I demand a better show from him. A manager must
remember that good results cannot come from a bad and un-
reliable outfit. What is cheap is dear.
Now, on the other hand, the projectionist has a perfect right

to ask the manager of said theatre for a few words upon pro-
jection and sound.
The man in the booth should always make for the betterment

of conditions for said theatre, see that his outfit is O.K., free
from all neglectful noises that arise and disturb the patrons.
Which is the main failure in some house's poor sound. Opera-
tors have a perfect right to demand from managers, perfect
prints, machines in perfect condition at all times to keep that
theatre before the public as a real theatre. And not just a
movie house advertising "Talkies To-day." To operate a thea-
tre in a real honest-to-goodness way I believe the manager of
the small houses should devote just as much time trying to
improve his sound and projection just as he does the front of
his theatre.

After all, just placing posters, etc., in front of said place is

not where he should leave off. Sound and projection, good
prints free from rain and bad sound noises is what the patrons
want. And the only way that these conditions can work out
is that the manager and operator in the booth work hand in
hand and demand from each other just what they want.

I have been a projectionist for the past twenty years and I

inform managers as to needs for some time ahead and co-oper-
ate with managers to put his booth over.

WALTER MURPHY, Mgr.,
Perth Amboy, N. J.
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Joe Buses Ballyhoo

Had Them Lining Up
At Regent Box-Office

With three houses on the
same block as his own, what
is a showman going to do to

keep his house out of the red?
Any one wanting a real an-
swer to the question that we
are asking, need only look at

the photos we are showing to get an idea of what Joe Buse,
manager of the Regent Theatre, in Los Angeles, Calif., did

to extricate himself and his house from the predicament in

which he was entrapped.

The cut shows a ballyhoo for "The Greene Murder Case,"
that had every one going by the house,
stopping, looking and paying. Stills were
grouped about some of those flaring

crime headlines that the tabloids disport
themselves with nowadays. A one-sheet
plugged the film. Lying at the bottom
of the display was a dummy of a man,
a knife plunged into his back, with the
hilt showing. They certainly stopued
tor this one.
The other display, this time on "The

Mighty," was equally effective. A cell

was placed in the lobby of the theatre.

A colored man sat on the lower bunk,
while the upper was occupied by a dummy. Again the headline
stunt was used by Buse. To enhance the effectiveness of the
stunt, he tied-up with the Los Angeles police department and
they furnished him with some guns and other weapons used
by ganedom, which had been taken from the crooks at various
times. The guns were placed on a large board, with the police
co-operation being given credit.

GEORGE

P«NCR0F
Tic MIGHT?

Stunts of this type were eaten up in Buse's neighborhood,
and he takes every opportunity to use them. As a result, he
has been leading the other showmen in his district. And, inci-

dentally, that's Joe, himself, at the top of the story. He's been
in the game quite some time and sure knows his business. Give
him a hand. We'd like to hear some more about what is going
on among these neighborhood houses and we hope it will be
soon.

Hill Received Full

Page Ad from Paper
At No Cost To House

He has so cemented himself

in the good-will of his town
that Frank Hill, of the In-

land Theatres houses in Wal-
la Walla, Washington, gets

some fine breaks for nearly
• everyone in business. This is

especially so in regards to the newspapers.

Through a tie-up with one of the sheets recently, Hill worked
in the local newsboys, putting the stunt over to excellent re-

sults. In return for this, the newspaper gave him a full-page
ad at no cost to himself. This was a great break for Hill, as
he was playing "Common Clay" and wanted to put it over with
a big show. The ad that he turned out for the picture was

LOBBY STAGE SETTINGS!
Like everything else in the show business, the

subject of an old idea revives itself and becomes
even more popular than when originally intro-
duced. As witness the lobby, or miniature stage
setting stunt which has suddenly popped up in
widely scattered sections of the country.

A wide-awake manager can always find some
corner or portion of his lobby or foyer where such
settings are possible, providing, of course, he is

ambitious enough to "dope" it out according to
his local conditions.

We can't sit here at Club headquarters and tell

Mr. So & So to do this or that in his theatre, when
this or that happens to be an impossibility. But
we can suggest certain ideas that have come to
our attention and pass them along for that group
of live-wire showmen who are always willing and
anxious to take advantage of brother managers'
ideas.

An appropriate stage setting is not expensive in

most theatres because the biggest item is the mat-
ter of drapes, and almost every theatre (especially
those equipped with stages) has an excess of such
material. The rest of the setting is just a matter
of showmanship, plus attractive looking displays,
and, of course, proper lighting. Also not expensive
if your theatre happens to carry some baby spots.

The simple suggestion of lobby and foyer stage
settings to herald a coming attraction should be
sufficient to call to your mind a dozen different

angles from which you can tackle this idea. And
it's worth the time it takes if you do it right.

excellent, carrying every point that the picture portrayed, and
conveyed by means of appropriate copy and mats by Hill. As
most of our members are familiar with this showman's work,
they will, of course, know that the ad was simply made up.

Hill never puts a lot of type in his ads. You can always find

plenty of white space setting off the black type.

Oke, Frank, we are glad to know that you are getting such
fine breaks out there in Walla Walla and we know that you
will continue the work.

Co-Operation Is The
Answer To Perfect

Projection, Says Egan

The manager should expect
the very best results that the
man in the booth is able to
give at all times, as the opera-
tor must put the show before
the public as it should be, not
in any slipshod or haphazard

way, as better projection draws the dollar to the box office.

And it is up to the manager to get the public into the theatre,
with advertising, service and courteous treatment, but what use
is it to the manager if, after doing this the projectionist does
not do his part and put the pictures on the screen in such a
manner that it reflects back on him and the theatre.
After all, in a nutshell, the whole sum and substance is co-

operation. If the manager and his projectionists have that
happy faculty of working out matters together in a co-operative
way, nothing but good results can be obtained, and with good
results come good managers and good projectionists, better
pictures, and pleased head office executives.

PETE EGAN,
Capitol Theatre, Regina, Sask. Can.
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KIDDIE BIZ. COMMENTS!

". . . now is the time to go after the kiddie trade,

because the children of to-day are future patrons
of the theatre."

* * *

"A serial is the greatest getter of kiddie business
in show business, and many theatres to-day seem
to have forgotten the children."

* * *

"No theatre, no matter what size or class it is in,

should forget the children."
* $

"We fully tell adults that the kids are the bosses,
and it has never failed yet, but that those adults
attending the Saturday matinee enjoy themselves
just as they did some years back when they too
sat and watched westerns and action serials. It

is great to see them live the whole picture through
again."

Ray M. Butterfleld, Mgr.
Metropolitan Theatre,
Leominster, Mass.

Roulette Idea Was
Utilized By Binstock

To Plug New Serial

Motion is always effective

in any form of advertising.

Paul Binstock seems to agree
with us on this point, as his

latest display in the lobby of

the Astoria-Grand Theatre in

Astoria, Long Island, New
York, is one that through its motion would be certain to catch
the eye and the ultimate attention and interest of any one enter-
ing the theatre.

Tlie cut-out that we are showing in the picture was used to
plug a serial, "The Indians Are Coming." Made in the design

of a roulette wheel, the chapters, 12

in number, were divided so that each
chapter was titled and contained a
still from that particular chapter.
The cut-out was attractively col-

ored and the scenes well chosen.
The big feature of the display was
this: the cut-out had an electric fan
motor concealed behind it, with the
result that it would revolve slowly.
Persons entering the theatre,

adults and children alike, would stop
and watch it revolve. And it was
seldom that they would leave be-
fore the 12 chapters had been seen
by them. Designed primarily to in-
terest the kids, the cut-out, as you
see, served a double purpose. For
some unexplainable reason—perhaps

because they have decided Mark Twain was right when he said
something to the effect that there's nothing like being a kid—
they have been evidencing a remarkable interest in serial films,
so much so that their enthusiasm when the hero rescues the
heroine from the danger whereby a knife will drop on her head
when a candle flame reaches a string by which the weapon is

suspended—reaches a height bordering on total oblivion of their
station in life, and the reserve which the law demands they pos-
sess in some respect or another.

Perhaps you'd like to use Binstock's gag. If so, it may be
made up quite easily, but if you want any further dope on it,

just drop Paul a line at his house and we are sure he'll comply.

'All For One And One For Air

A Spinning Wheel
In Lobby Attracted
Patrons' Attention

The patrons of the Ti-
voli Theatre in Chattanooga,
Tenn., certainly took notices

of the latest activity indulged
in by Bert Bickert, manager
of the house when he placed a

spinning machine in the lobby.
Through the courtesy of a local manufacturer, the spinning

wheel was put in operation with a girl, supplied by the manu-
facturer, operating it. The machine was in operation just as
it would be in the factory—and attracted all sorts of attention.
A group of paintings also formed part of the lobby display.

These are the paintings used for illustrations in popular style

magazines. There was also a display of all models of hosiery
and another displaying cocoons, silk thread and hosiery in its

various stages of construction.
The Vogue, exclusive retailer in the city for Humming Bird

hosiery, had a girl in the lobby giving out cards to ladies which
were worth 25c on a pair of hose. The Humming Bird Hosiery
mill and The Vogue purchased a block of 500 tickets for their
employees.

All of which tended toward another one of those eye-filling

weeks that keep his house far, far away from the losing side
of the ledger.

Beautiful Fronts
Mean More Business
Says Russell Bovim

Regularly we use a white
frosted lamp under our mar-
quee but on "THE SPOIL-
ERS" we changed those lights

to a ten watt green. This of
course darkened the under
marquee considerably but

made the lighting of the lobby display practicable by spotlights.
We used six 1,000 watt spots, three suspended at each end of
the marquee lighting the set on a side angle, rather than a
"head-on" spot, thereby eliminating the shadows of people walk-
ing in front of the display. We used white spots without colored
gelatine as the latter is not practicable for outside use. Colored
glass could be used, the only drawback, however, being that the
glass cuts down a great deal of the intensity of the light.

Rather than use colored lights we used plenty of color in our
lobby display and accentuated same by the use of white spots.

—m* bipilli

S" \ GARY C01PER-BETTY COMPSON KAY JOHNSON
MATIC SPECTACLE WITH THE TERRIFIC FIST-FIGHT
SV.V.SV.S'.V' f.-.'S.W//'.-.".-A

Up until lately we haven't gone in very much for the lighting
of the outer lobby but I intend to do quite a bit of experiment-
ing in this regard, in as much as the transformation of our
lobby display on "The SPOILERS" by subdued lights and the
use of spotlight was so startling and created a great deal of
comment.
The use of green lights under the marquee is not necessarily

essential but adds greatly to the effect desired. Where a theatre
cannot afford the expense of purchasing the extra lamps, the
under marquee can be left dark.

At the present time I don't have any more to say on lobby
lighting, although in the future I hope to be able to contribute
something more definite in this regard.

RUSSELL BOVIM.
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Art Work An Import-

ant Factor In Up-To-
D at e Showmanship

To start with, "What is

Art?" Is it spending weeks
on a canvass job to be famous
years after the artist is dead?
Yes, that is art of a kind. But
art has kinds and kinds and
it is this last kind we will now

consider.

Its that great new art today being expressed in such forceful
manner on all wide-awake theatre fronts, EXPLOITATION
ART, and believe me when it continually sells tickets you can
point out the man responsible for it and truly say: "That man
is an artist."

Selling tickets is an art and exploitation are when done by
a chap who mixes plenty of brains with his paint usually gets
results.

The paint without the brains won't get far. Neither will the
brains without the paint—as many a smart manager will tell

you.
Today we have cut-alls, projectors, air brushes, flitters, wall

board and linens as well as wonderful colors in both transparent
and opaque at costs within reach of even the small modest
theatre and there is really no reason why every theatre should
not take advantage of these little wonder ticket sellers providing
a man to do the work can be secured; and they are not so
scarce.

To start with, every theatre should strive to be the center of
attention in its community. In this contention I cannot imagine
anything more attention compelling than the theatre which
changes the complete front with colors, light and motion for its

various current billings.

Next : Art in various forms has always been the heart blood
of the theatre. This was true long before the day of the movie.
Your opportunity in this "the talkie day" to keep the art spirit

alive in your theatre lies in your using hand painted lobby
posters well executed in soft inviting colors. Printed one sheets
won't do it 100%. If you question this I suggest you get the
services of a good poster artist and after using his work one
month try to get along again with printed stuff.

Sit a well-painted cut-out of a coming attraction in your
lobby, then stand to one side and watch the effect on people as

they come in or pass by. You will note they look longer at it

than they do or possibly could be forced to look at a printed

poster.

That means among other things that you have made them
think longer about the advertised attraction. I ask you: will

that sell less tickets?
No, there is no argument to it: Art work in theatre and on

theatre fronts is the thing.
You may be getting along without it, doing a fair business

and hesitate to add the cost of such a department to your
present cost.

You are thinking along lines of your present volume of
business and thinking on that volume basis you are right—it

won't justify adding an artist to your staff—but you would like

a bigger volume of business, wouldn't you ? Add that art de-

partment and keep it working, put a man in it who knows
enough to mix 60% brains with 40% paint and you are on the
road to being a very successful manager.

The Real Club Spirit!

"All For One And One For AIV %

WILLIAM G. SMELTZER Says

/ want to tell you right here that I never miss
reading an issue of the ROUND TABLE CLUB
section in MOTION PICTURE NEWS. It has
made it possible for me to keep up-to-date with
things in the business.

Manager,
Broadway Theatre
Oakland, California.

Really good exploitation artists demand salaries equal to that

of good managers, but look around over America and you will

note the good managers as a rule are using the services of the

good artists.

There must be reasons

—

I am now serving as Exploitation Artist under Mr. J. Y.

Robb, Manager of the R & R Theatres, this city and in this job

I find use of my various experiences gained over a period of

years as a window trimmer and card writer for department
stores, sign and scenic painter for various shops and an ex-

tended study of art. I find window tie-ups a big help. Also

street ballyhoos and big banner jobs.

In view of our experiences I would say theatre art work
is not expensive. Regardless of cost a thing is not expensive

which makes money over and above said cost.

Then, too, I have the word of Mr. Robb to the effect that my
department will be closed down when it doesn't pay, and I am
still working.
This is only my opinion—now what do you think about it

and why?
HEINIE JOHNSON,

R & R Theatre, Big Springs, Tex.

Charles' Campaign
Crashed Centralia

Papers For Big Play

With the Mayor of Cen-
tralia, Wash., giving an intro-

ductory speech, the Fox Thea-
tre, ultra-modernistic house
erected at a cost of $200,000,

opened its doors to a crowd
that had formed lines early in

the evening.
R. E. Charles, manager of the house turned out an ace cam-

paign for the opening, working interest up to a point that had
them standing in line for hours on the opening night. One of

the biggest stunts he pulled on the campaign was his newspaper
section that was devoted to the theatre opening. Twenty-two

pages carried plugs for the theatre. On
the front page of the paper, the editors

wrote a special editorial and gave it

prominence. The editorial stressed the
asset what the theatre was going to be
to the community and also spoke about
the way the town has been growing by
leaps and bounds.

In a box on the first page was writ-

ten a number of paragraphs on the as-

sets of the city. The box informed the
reader that a special rotagravure sec-

tion, illustrating the points discoursed
would be found on the inside of the

paper. The roto section was a knockout. It carried six pages of

illustrations, among which was the theatre, local banks and
prominent business enterprises and buildings. Never in the
history of the city had they such an opening as featured the
opening night of the Fox. We want to compliment Charles,
whose picture we are showing above, on his work, and we are
sure that he will keep us informed on what he is doing and
going to do to keep the house a consistent winner. How about
it, "R. E."?
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Permit me to congratulate

Keep Your Equipment you on your foresight and
r„ n » » y-t .... judgment in presenting a
In Perfect Condition serieS of articles through the

Says Paul W. Kunze Round Table on the purchas-
ing and maintenance of equip-
ment. I am quite sure you

can do a lot of good in forcibly bringing home the vital import-
ance of the proper care of theatre equipment in general and
also the costly results of neglecting it. While probably most
managers do not deliberately slight their equipment, the old
saying "Out of Sight, Out of Mind" comes into play and it is

not hard to forget that something, perhaps located in a remote
part of the house, needs a little attention. Especially so, when
so much time is occupied with trying to devise ways and means
of keeping the cashiers busy and the customers happy.
Most of the chain outfits and larger independents realize the

value of purchasing the very best in operating equipment and a
substantial part of the original investment in a theatre goes
into it. Practically all of it receives constant and continuous
use and requires as much vigilance on the part of managers who
are entrusted with its care as advertising, service and theatre
cleanliness. Equipment, both in purchasing and replacement
represents actual money and what manager, given forty or fifty

thousand dollars of his firm's money would not exercise extreme
care and caution with it. Whether the sum is cash or repre-
sented by seats, booth machinery, organ, electrical display, bat-
tery plant, boilers, motors or stage appliances makes no differ-
ence in the amount of care and attention it should be given at
the hands of the one it is entrusted to.

Watchful Eye Necessary

I believe that anything but the very best in theatre equipment
is a doubtful investment. Because of the hard usage almost
every part of it receives and the fact that little can ever be
reahzed from used appliances, equipment should be installed
with the idea of giving years of efficient service. In order for
it to give this service at a minimum of cost, it must have con-
stant and regular care under the watchful eye of some one
qualified to detect and rectify the gradual wear of its parts.
Good equipment, given proper consideration as to cleanliness,
lubrication and replacements cannot help but give years of
uninterrupted service and more than repay the additional ex-
pense incurred in its installation as against the lower cost of
inferior apparatus.

It is gratifying to visit theatres and talk with managers who
take as much pride in having the invisible parts of their house
as neat and clean as their lobbies and foyer. Usually they are
surrounded with a staff instilled with that same pride, a pro-
jectionist, electrician and stage man trying to outdo the other
in having their particular departments spic and span. A con-
dition of this kind is ideal in the matter of giving long life and
getting the most out of equipment. A big percentage of the
money invested in equipment includes motors, mechanical parts
and machinery and the two prime factors in their long life and
efficiency are cleanliness and lubrication. Barring mechanical
defects which may develop, dirt and lack of proper lubrication
are the greatest enemies to these mechanical devices and the
root of most of the trouble. To this extent a manager is indi-

vidually responsible as it is quite within his ability to see that
every device within his walls is kept free from dust and dirt

and receives its regular required lubrication. This is especially
important in the case of ventilating and cooling appliances
usually located in out-of-the-way places. Even the fact that
these duties may be entrusted to a reliable employee, does not
relieve a manager's responsibility in checking frequently. Any
neglect eventually reverts back to the one in charge.

A Stitch in Time /

Another factor of importance in keeping down costs is the
early detection and replacement of wearing parts. Many times
a small expenditure when wear develops and is taken care of

immediately saves hundreds of dollars if it becomes necessary
to replace an entire unit, due to neglect in repairing a small
part. It is apparent that someone well versed in the subject
should have charge and general supervision of this important
feature of a theatre's operation.

Larger chains have trained men who specialize in this work,
while with the smaller circuits and independents it is usually up
to the local manager to designate one or more employees to
care for it under his own supervision. However it is done, the
matter is one of vital importance in keeping down costs and
should receive the same attention given the front of the house
and program presentation.

Reduces Fire Hazards
The same applies to seats, organ, backstage equipment, heat-

ing plant and numerous miscellaneous fixtures which are all

important in the daily operation of the theatre and which
deteriorate fast through neglect and careless use. A weekly
check on seats saves money and patrons disgruntlement. Care-
ful supervision of stage appliances reduces fire hazards and
larger replacement costs later, which also applies to heating
plant and emergency battery system. The organ, which repre-
sents an investment of five, ten or fifteen thousand dollars and
probably lays idle with a coating of dust in many houses, should
continue to receive its frequent tuning and service and be kept
in such good condition as its big investment calls for. And so
with all equipment, whether used frequently or not. Good
money has been spent for it, its replacement would be costly
and men who neglect it for perhaps more noticeable activities

are not giving full measure to those who have entrusted them
with the huge investment in a theatre of today.
Under the new regime of things in the business, when the

mechanical plays such an important part in the presentation of

talking pictures, showmen everywhere have been forced to take
a much more active interest in things pertaining to equipment.
This new interest has spread itself to include all parts of the
house and is in direct contrast to the days gone by when nothing
was done about repairs until something or other just wouldn't
run any longer. An observer now might remark that the new
interest in equipment being shown by managers is a result of

the close relationship of properly functioning booth equipment
and money in the box office.

The chains have always attached much importance to keeping
equipment in first class shape and insist upon it from their men
in the field. Furthermore it has been found a good policy to

keep it up-to-date and modern by the installation of new and
improved devices as they appear on the market. Smaller cir-

cuits and independents might well profit by the experiences of

the chains and adopt a similar policy as being the most prac-

tical and cheapest in the long run.

Maintain a Standard

It is our desire here to maintain a high standard of perfection

in the operation and upkeep of equipment, which our company
Interstate Theatres, Inc., of New England, insists upon. Being
a representative 1,000 seat house, we do not employ a man just

for this purpose but find beter results by establishing three

separate departments to look after respective equipments under
the general supervision of chief projectionist. The division of

responsibility includes stage, booth and auditorium each in

capable hands and with a little spirit of rivalry we find things

kept right up in condition.

Too much cannot be said for the vital importance of keeping
theatre equipment up-to-date and in perfect working condition.

IT IS YOUR SHOW and without it you have noth'ng to offer

For this reason showmen and managers who neglect this all

vital part of the job will find themselves seriously embarrassed
when it is too late.

PAUL W. KUNZE.

FLYNN STUBBLEFIELD Says:

"/ am a weekly reader of your MANAGERS'
ROUND TABLE CLUB section of the MOTION
PICTURE NEWS and it certainly has given me
new pep and new ideas."

Manager, Strand Theatre,
Louisville, Ky.
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Prosperity Week Was
Ewing Idea That Net-

ted House Publicity

PROSPERITY WEEK OCTOBER 5-11

15===

REAL
THRIFT

*S

That group of showmen out
around Watertown, S. D.,

where J. C. Ewing manages
the Colonial Theatre are con-
tinuing to display the aggres-
sive showmanship so necessary
in these hectic days of mer-

gers and more mergers, and spectacles and more spectacles.

One of the latest stunts that Ewing engineered at his house
was a "Prosperity Week," in which he interested the merchants
to the extent of procuring a full-page co-operative ad in the

local paper, that later proved to be one of the most potent fac-

tors of his campaign. We
are reproducing this page
here so that you may
see how he laid it out.

Through a tie-up with one
of the local banks a stunt
was pulled whereby every
baby born during "Pros-
perity Week" would be
given a start in life in the

form of a bank account of

one dollar. A notice of

this was put in the paper,

as well as the ad. Inci-

dentally, all of the ads on
the full page were sold by
Ewing, himself, and for
which he obtained the

free space that you may
see.

The campaign, which
included many other an-
gles as well, went over to

great results, both the pic-
ture and "Prosperity Week" being voted the greatest shows
in the town for quite some time. And when the patrons handed
out compliments, they handed them out in the form of money
at the box-office, which is the kind of compliment any show-
man is looking to receive. Good work, "J. C," and we'd like

to have some more dope on whatever else you live-wires are
do :ng to keep that town up among the leading ones in South
Dakota.

TWE COLONIAL THEATKE

FIRST NATIONALBAWaTRUSTCO

WATERTOWN BABIES

rM
©

Kenimer Utilized

Some Showman Gags
to Excellent Results

A campaign that sent re-

ceipts sky high was turned
out by Guy Kenimer, man-
ager of the Palace Theatre in

Jacksonville, Florida, when he
- played "Holiday" at his house

recently.
He ran teaser ads in all of the newspapers a week in advance

of the picture. These ads carried nothing more than the title

of the picture, in bold type; and underneath, abbreviated critic-

isms of the reviews submitted by nationally known critics.

Through a tie-up with the classified advertising department of
one of the papers he was enabled to work a stunt that netted
him free space for several days. Single passes were offered as
rewards to the persons submitting the best letters on why cer-

tain advertisements seemed to be the most effective. Seventy
passes were given away, and they were more than paid for by
the free space. Another slant was a limerick contest. This
went over very well.

Selling the show on the screen, Kenimer ran trailers contain-
ing copy similar to that in the ads. The trailers were shown at
the four other houses on the circuit, with the sound trailer be-
ing shown in addition at the Palace.
As a radio plug, Kenimer had a local orchestra play appropri-

ate numbers for fifteen minutes on the day of the picture. The
radio announcer read some of the criticisms which were fur-
nished him by the theatre.

A special stunt that went over very well was that of sending
post cards, direct from New York, to three thousand women
residents of Jacksonville. The cards bore a scene of a promin-
ent building or spot in New York. In the space for correspond-
ence, the copy, which had been written in longhand by some
girls, stated: "Hey! Returning next week via Clyde Line. Hav-

ing a wonderful time. Attended a theatre last night and saw
a picture entitled 'Holiday.' Believe it to be one of the best
pictures that I have ever seen. If it comes to Jacksonville, be
sure to see it. See you soon."
The cards were signed "Flo" or any other feminine name,

each girl having a different name to sign. The cards reached
Jacksonville at about the time the picture was to start. In-
cidentally, by mentioning the name of the steamship company,
Kenimer prevailed upon them to pay the postage. When the
women received the cards, plenty of talking was rife; with the
result that the picture received a great deal of word-of-mouth
comment which proved to be very valuable.

A number of other stunts were pulled during the selling of
this picture, but since they are known to nearly all showmen,
we will not pass them on at this writing. We want to thank
Guy for keeping us posted as to what he is doing and we are
sure that he is going to continue his live-wire showmanship.

CLUB
EMBLEM

PIN!!!

WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG
THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A
MEMBER OF THIS GREAT ORGANI-
ZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE
SHOWMAN!

This is the actual size of the pin. It is made
of rolled gold with the outer circle contain-

ing a blue enamel background and the inner
circle an orange background. The wording
is in gold letters.

Use This Blank:

Managers' Round Table Club

729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Kindly send me, postpaid, Club pins,

for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.

Name of Member

Theatre

Address

City State
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HERE'S A
POST-

GRADUATE
COURSE

IN MODERN
SHOWMAN-
SHIP!

JOIN NOW!!
Here's the Blank

Application For

Membership In

"MANAGERS* ROUND
TABLE CLUB"

729 Seventh Are., New York City

I hereby apply for memborship in

the Club.

Name

Theatre

Address

City

State

Position

Wm. A. Johnston "Chick** Lewi*
Honorary Chairman Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

These Men Signed the Blank:
ROLLIN K. STONEBROOK is the man-

ager of the Paramount Theatre in Asbury
Park, New Jersey, for the Publix outfit.

This group of live-wires located on the Jer-

sey shore has been evidencing some excel-

lent showmanship ever since Publix took up
operation there and we believe that Mr.
Stonebrook is riding right along the same
showman wave that the rest of his fellow

managers are on. Keep us posted about
what you are doing, Rollin.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

HARRY K. BROWN manages the Pre-
mier Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y., for the
Loew outfit. The showmen on this circuit

have been displaying some great activity,

and we note with interest that Brooklyn
is right out front when it comes to being
represented. However, Harry, we'd like to
have some individual representation, too, so
let's get a look at some of your recent work
so that we can pass it along.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

MAX GOLDBERG manages the Spooner
Theatre in the Bronx, New York City. The
Spooner, if we remember rightly, has long
been known as a house of distinction in its

neighorhood, and we feel that Max is up-
holding tradition. Give us the low-down on
your work. Max, so that we can pass it along
to the rest of the Club.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

KARL LINDSTAEDT is the manager of
the Paramount Theatre in Austin, Minn.,
for the Publix outfit. Being associated with
a group of wide-awake showmen such as
this circuit boasts—especially around the
mid-west—he is no doubt stepping high, wide
and handsome in his show-selling and for

that reason we want to hear some more from
him in the near future. What say, Karl?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

FRANK BURNS manages the State The-
atre in Winston-Salem, N. C. He is the first

of a group of North Carolina showmen who
have just signed on the dotted line. This
state already has a large representation in

the Round Table Club and boy, how it's

growing! What do you do to keep them lin-

ing up at the house, Frank? Give us the in-

side dope, will vou?
Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

BEN HOOK is the manager of the Mur-
phy Theatre in Wilmington, Ohio. Mr. Hook
comes to the Club also proposed by Lee
Euring. Well, Ben, when Lee proposes you
that's all the dope we need for the present.
But you'll have to be active in the future
because we are sure that you must have the
goods. What do vou say?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

EMIL BERNSTECKER manages the Na-
tional Theatre in Greenboro, N. C. His work
has appeared before on the Club pages so
you all know that he is capable of display-
ing showmanship. We hope that from time
to time he will keep us posted on his activi-

ties so that we can pass along the low-
down on what is eoing on in Greensboro.
How about it, Emil?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

PAUL PHILLIPS manages the Capitol
Theatre, Salisbury. N. C. With so many
North Carolina showmen rallying to the
Round Table it looks to us as thou eh this

state is going to hang up a 100% R.T.C. flag,

shortly. Keep up your good work, Paul and
remember, we want to pass it along to your
fellow showmen all over the world.

TOM OLSEN really needs no introduc-
tion on these pages as he has been repre-
sented many times in the past, through his

ace show selling, but as everyone else had
to go through these paragraphs, Tom, too,

must go along. Oke, Tom. Let's have some
more of your work now, especially since we
hear you are doing some great things at the
Fox house in Washington, D. C.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

JAY H. GUTHRIE manages the State
Theatre in Ulrichsville, Ohio. We recall

driving through Ulrichsville a few years ago
and stopping off for a short time we had
a chance to chat with one of the managers
of a house there. Drop us a line or so Jay
and tell us about conditions down there now
and what you are doing to better them. Oke?

Wear Your Club Pin! !

ROGER R. DRISSEL is the manager of
the Columbia Theatre in Washington, D. C.
Drissel has been in the show game for quite
some time and he is fully capable of holding
down his position. His town has had some
good showmanship displayed in it in the past,

and, as most of you know, this is being re-

peated now. Keep in touch with us, Roger.
Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

A. H. VINCENT manages the Sterling
Theatre, Greeley, Colo. With Greeley a cen-
ter of showmanship, he is doing all he can
do to keep up with the leaders. Why not
shoot in a photo of yourself and some dope
on what you are doing to line them up at the
box-office, Mr. Vincent, so that we can pass
it along?

Wear Your Club Pin! I !

SALEM YELLEN has been handling the
Star Theatre in the Bronx, New York, for

over six years and in that time he has dis-

played plenty of showmanship. He promises
to be an active member, and with a back-
ground such as he has we are sure that we
will have many helpful hints from him which
we can pass along. Let's have a photo of
yourself, Salem.— Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

WALTER O'BRIEN is proposed for mem-
bership in the Round Table Club by Lee J.
Euring, himself an excellent showman. Mr.
O'Brien manages the State Theatre in
Greenville, Ohio. We have a hunch that he
will be kept pretty busy selling shows if he
wants to be right in line with the showman-
ship that has been displayed down there be-
fore. Let's have some information on your
work, Walter.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

HARRY GREENBERG manages the Par-
amount Theatre in Brainerd, Minn. Mr.
Greenberg has already been introduced to
the Club via a story or two on his activity,

so he is no stranger. However, Harry, every-
one who joins must be on this page sooner
or later. Now that you've been initiated, we
hope that you will continue your activity.

And send us a photo of yourself, too.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

JACK H. HODGES manages the St. James
Theatre, Asbury Park, New Jersey, for the
Publix outfit. Jack is one of the showmen
on the section where Bunny Bryan does
the publicity and advertising. Considering
the fact that fine teamwork has been re-

ported from this district, it's small wonder
that these showmen are creating a lot of
comment with the way they are handling
their houses. Keep us in touch with your
work. Jack.
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are
coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been
assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions." Running times are those supplied by the distributor.

Where they vary in different cities or towns, the change is probably due to state or local censor-
ship deletions.

AMKINO
FEATURES

Title Star Rel.

Cain and Artem E. GiH-N. MNM June

Children #1 tha Nov Day F. Gllilazova-Lltklo Juna

cnina Eiarew Special Can Mar.
Demon ol tha Steppes s-.ltvlc<,v.Poriie*naya Jan.

Fragment of an Empire Nlkltfn-F. Semenova Jan.

La* ef Slb-TllQl Kovebul Ki ma July

Man from tfie Restaurant . . . Tehekhov-Mallnovskaya Jan.

Old and No* Martha Lapkina May
Pamir, Record af Expedltlen i«W

S. Svashenko Oct,

Lenpth
Feet Mini. Reviewed

...7202... 78... Juna U

...5516

...5631 63. ..Mar. 15

...6800 ..75

...7000 ...78... F«b. I

.Jan. 18

.May 10

Storm Over AilaT. V. Inklzhlnov
Turkilb Educational

Sept
May :

..6000 .. .67.

.6921. ...76.
...8000
..5600... 62... Oct. 25
...7152 72. ..Sept 13

, .4*00. ..60. ..June 14

Tide
Jimmy Hlgglns
tivlng Corpse. The..
Rufeai
Spring
Trantport of Fire

Coming Attractions
Star

.A. Buttima . .

.

. V. Pudovkln ..

,.M. A. Narskev
. Educational
. G. Kuznetsov ..

BIG 4 FILM CORPORATION
Title Star Rel. Date

•t§Bar L Ranch (A.T.) OF ...Buffalo Bill, Jr Auo. 4

•t§Beyond the Rio Grande (A.T.)
DF Jack Perrln Apr. 12.

•tiBrted of the West (A.T.) OF.Wally Wales Nov. 12

•T§Canyon Hawka (A. T.) DF .Yakima Canutt *-ua. 26.

•tSFIrebrand lardan (AT.) OF. Lane Chandler June 28

•t§Red Fork Range (A.T.) DF..Wally Wales Dec.

•tsRidin' La* tA.T.) DF Jack Perrln

•tSTrallj ef Danger (A.T.) DF.Wally Wiles ....

•HTake the Heir (A.T.) D Edw. E. Horton..

•tSWould You Believe It? (A.T.)
n WaJter Forde . .

.

May
... Sept
....Jan.

12 5400..
12 5400..
26 5400 .

28 5400..
5400..

24 5600..
30 5400..
20.... 5700 .

...July 5

;;;jin."25

Feb. 24. .6 reels . 60. .

COLUMBIA
(Available sound -on-dim and sound-an-diic)

FEATURES
Title

•t§Afrlea Speaks
•tSAround the Corner (A. T.) .

-

•tSCall of the West fA. T.l...
•t Fer tht Lave tt Lll (A.T.).

•f Guilty? (A. T.)
H Hall'i Island (A.T.)
"f Ladles of Leisure (A. T.)..

M Lm Rider. The (A. T.)....
•tSLadlei Must Play (A.T.)...
'ULait at the Line Wolf (A.T.)
•t Melody Man. The (A. T.)..
»t Murder on the Root (A. T.)
*+ Personality (A. T.)

•t Prince ef Diamonds (A.T.)..
•t Rain or Shine (A. T.)
t Royal Romance. A (A. T.)..
•tSSIitert (A. T.)

•t Squealer. Tha (A. T.)....
•tlSoldiers and Women (A. T.

'tSSweettiearts en Parade (A. T.)

f Temptatlaa (A.T.) .

•t Vengeance (A. T.) ..

Star Rel. Data
Sept 15.

Sidney-Murray Apr. 26.
Revier-Matt Mnnr*. May 10.

Mulhall-Starr-EIIIot NuotDt Oct. 5.
Holland-Valll Mar. 3.

.Holt- Graves*Sebastian July 16.
. stanwvrk-Gravet-Snerman ..Apr. 5.
Jet**- "eye*! de Jeae t..
.N. Hamilton. D. Sebastian. .. Aug. I..

. Lytell-Patiy Miller Aug. 26.

.Collier. Jr.. Day- St.. Polls ...Jan. 25..
Revier- Livingston Jap. 19.

. Starr-Arthur Feb. 18..

.Ian Keith-Prlngle Mar. 26.

.Joe Cook- Joan Peer* Aug. 15.
. Collier-Starke Mar. 17.
. O' Day- O Neil June IB.
Holt-Revler-Davy Lee Aug. 25

.) Prlngle-Wlthers Apr.
Alice White-Lloyd Hughes. ..Aug.
Wilson- Gray- Percy Juno

. Holt-Revler-8traaio Fab.

30.

Lanlth
Feet Mlns.

,.7054 74.
..6356. ...71
...6500 72
..7000... 72
..6371 71
...7462.... 83
.9277.. 103
Wl M

.5978..
..6500.
..6386.
-.5400.
..6304.
..6383.
..8273.
..6359... 63.
.8284. ..76...
..6358... 70.
...6671.... 70,
...6247 67
...6279.... 70
..6160 68.

.65..
...64.
..71.
,..60.
.. 70.
...71.
...92.

Coming Attractions

Star Rel. Data Length

6843.

Title
•tSArteona (A.T.)
•(Brothers (A.T.) Bert Lytell-Sebastlan Oct.
•tiCharley'a Aunt (A.T.) Charles Ruggles-June Col Iyer

•fiCrlmlnal Code. The (A.T.). Hotmes-Huston-Ooran-Cummlngs
•tf Dirigible (A.T ) Holt- Graves- Wray
•f§Dawn Trail (A.T.) Buck Jones
•15 Fifty Fathoms Deep (A.T.)

,

•fiFloed. The (A.T.)
"HLast Parade. The (A.T.)

,

•ttjLlon and the Lamb. The (A.T.)W. Byron-C. Meyers-R.Hatten-Love
MIMadonna ef tha Streets A. T.) Evelyn Brent-Robert Ames
•tSMeet the Wife (A.T.)
' r M.--n Without Law Buck Jones
• (Miracle Woman, The (AT.) Baroara Stanwyek
Shadow Ranch Buck Jones
•TSSubway Express, The (A.T.) ,

•tSTol'able David (A.T.) Cromwell-Beery-Peen
•tSVlrtue's Bed (A.T.)
•TSWoman Who Came Back. The (A.T.)

Reviewed
.Sept 27
..May 3
..May 31
..Oct. 4
..Apr. 12
..July 26
..Apr. 19
Jbjt It
Aug. 16
.Sept 13

.Feb. 15
..Feb. I

..Mar. I

..May 17
July 28

..May 3i

.June 28
.Sept 13
..May 17
..Sept 6
..June 28
..Mar. I

Reviewed

"nov."'"(

SOUND SHORTS

. May
Title Star

•tAlaskan Knight* K**n Kat CnrtMn.

•tSApaeha Kid, The Krazy Kat Cartoon

•tiAretle Antloa (A-T.l Silly Symphony June
•tA.itiimn Silly Symphony Fab.

*t§Bandmaster, The Krazy Kat Cartoon Sept.

•StBarnyare Bertie (A.T.) Mickey Metis* Apr.

•f§ Barnyard Coneerl (A.T.) M ickey Mouse Mar.

•t§Barn Dance (AT.) Mlekey Mouse Mar.

•tSHaetus Kid fA.T.) Mfefcey Mouse Apr.

•tSCame the Dawn Eddie Buzzel
•tCannitjai Capers

Rel. Date Length
.1 reel July 12

25 1 reel.

3 1 reel.
14 I reel..
II 1 reel..

..July 5

..Feb. 16

.Aug. 23

•tCefs Meew. The
•t§Chaln Gann fA.T.)
•tlClnderella (A.T.) ..

METnnHn-ntal Evening
•tSCurloslties
•t Desert Sunk

I reel

.

2 f reel.

6 1 reel.

Silly Symphony Mar.
. . K rn/v K ai K artoon Jan.

,. .Mlekey Mouse Aug.

..Krazy Kal Cartoai Aug. 14
Fay Marbe *e» '2... I reel

Novelty 6 mln.
Kreiy Kat Kartooa Mar. 27 ) reel

r*i»rfc * R^eman Ian ?« | reel

•tSDutehman's Paradise Rambling Reporter ....Sept. 6 .<««;
•tSFalth. Hope and Charity Specialties (Eddie Buzxell) ! reel Feb. 22

*t§ Fiddling Around (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Mar.
•t§Flreflghters (A.T.) Mickey Mouse June
t§Frolllcklng Fishes (A.T.) Silly Symphony May
*f§Galloping Gaueho (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Feb.
Gorilla Mystery Mickey Mouse Oct.

•I reel June2l
.1 reel

I reel Sept 27
..I reel

't§Ham Berger
Radish (A.T.)
H.ii-j Boiled Yeggs. . .

.

•T§Haunted House (A.T.).
•t§HawaHans
•^Honolulu Wiles i A.T. i

Horse
Color Sensation . ..July
Specialties (Eddie Buzzell)..
M ickey Mouse Aug.
.Columbia-Victor uem Apr.
Krazy Kat Cartoons July

*t§Hot and Bothered Specialties (Eddie Buzzell)
*t§Jailhouse Blues tA.T.) Mamie Smith
*t§Jazz Fool (A.T.) Mickey Mouse July
•§tJazz Rhythm Krazy Kat June
'"§Jewel of Asia Rambling Reporter Sept.
•f§Jungle Rhythm (A.T.) Mickey Mouse luly
•tSKarnlval Kid (A.T.) Mickey Mouse May
•fSLambs Wlil Gamble Krazy Kat Cartoon
"HLand ot Long Ago Rambling Reporter Sept
*t§Let's Talk Turkey Rambling Reporter .

*TS Marionettes Tony Sarg JMar.
*t§Mlckey's Follies (A.T.) Mickey Mouse lune
'ttMickey's Choo Choo fA.T,).. Mickey Mouse June
'ItMldnlght In a Toy Shop Silly Symphony luly
*t§Monkey Melodies Silly Symphony
•fSNever Strike Your Mother. . ..Specialties (Eddie Buzzell) . .Oct.
'tSNIght (A.T.) Silly Symphony July
*tOld Flame, An Krazy Kat Kartoon Apr.
•UOo'ry House (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Mar.
"t§Plcnle. The Mickey Mouse Oct
tS Plane Crazy (A.T.) Mlekey Mouse Feb.
•t§PIayful Pan Silly Symphony
•tsPlow Boy (A.T.) Mickey Mouse May
•tSPrineess Lady Bug <4.T.) .. Color Sensation Mar.
*t§Prodigal Daughter, The Specialties (Eddie Buzzell) ..Sept
'TsRadia-Tors Utlca Jubilee Singers rea.
•t§Shlndlg (A.T.) Mickey Mouse July
*tSlow Beau Krazy Kat Kartoon Feb.
"tSSpookeasy Krazy Kat Kartoon Jan.
•*§Splke Speaks Frank Moulan Mar.
•tSStafle Door Knights Buddy Opyle Apr.
•tJStage Door Pest Bovee Combe Jan.
tiSteamboat Willie (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Ian.
•tSSouth Sea Interlude (A.T.) . -Color Sensation Jan.
f§Summer Silly Symphony Jan.
•UT.ilkine Screen Snapshots Released twice a month
*t§When the Cat's Away (A.T.)-Mickey Mouse Upr.
•tEWIId Waves (A.T.) Mickey Mouse *ug.
t§Wlnter silly Symphony
*t§Ye Heartte Shop (A.T.) Color Sensatlan Apr.

.1 reel

.1 reel
. I reel. . . . .Jan.

..I reel
. I reel. Nov.
..I reel

Aug. 16

9. '29

July 26

. I reel Aug. 9

. I reel Sept. 14, '29

. I reel. Oct 12, '29
-I reel

Oct. 18

.1 reel June 28

. I reel

.1 reel

28 1 reel.

:el

Feb. 22
Fob. I

.Mar. I

.1 i

.1 reel

. I reel

.

. . I reel

. . I reel

. I reel.
. . 1 reel Feb.
.1 reel
. I reel
. I reel Feb.

. I reel. June 9,

. 1 reel ,

. I reel Jan.

. 1 reel.

EDUCATIONAL
SOUND SHORTS

(Available sound-on- film and sound-on-Jisc >

Title

*t§Average Husband (A.T.) .,

•TiBHter Frienai -a. I.;
'toRle Jewel Case. The (A.T.)
•f§8luffer. The (A.T.)
*t§Bulls and Bears (A.T.)
•tiBuiiy Beef
•tsCamera Shy (A.T.)
•tSCamnus Crushes (A.T.)
'tCavlar

Chop Suey
•tSChumps. The (A.T.)
•tSCodflsh Balls
•Unad Know* ftMt (A.T.t
"tSDIvoreed Sweethears (A.T.)...
tbOon't Give Up (A.T.)
•tSDon't Bite Yeur Dentist (A.T.)
tSDrummlng It li (A.T.)...

Dutch Treat
•t«Fat Wives for Thin (A.T.)
•tSFIylng Trip. A
•tfFollow the Swallow (A. T.)
"tSFreneh Klssee (A.T.)

French Fried]
*t§Freshman's Goat, The (A.T.).

Fried Chicken
•TIGoodby Legs (A.T.)
•Kfiflnri Mnrnina. Sheriff (A.T.)
•tSGrandma's Girl (A.T.)
'TsHall the Princess (A.T.)
•t Hawaiian Pineapples
•IHe Trumped Her 4-» rA.T.)
•tSHello Television (A.T.)
'tSHIs Error (A.T.)
'TJHoneymoon Zeppelin (A, T.)
*t§Honk Your Horn (A.T.)
*t§Hot and Hew (A.T.)
•tHot Turkey
MSHow's My Baby (A.T.)
•fj Hungarian Goulash
••Indian Pudrtinq
•t§Johnny's Week End (A.T.)..
"f§Jumping Beam

Irish Stew
MlKangaree Steak
*t§Leve A La Mode (A.T.)
'tSLove Your Neighbor (A.T.)

.

•t^Mateh Play .A.T.) ..

t§Medley of Rivers. A. (A.T.)
"ffMenkoy Meal
•Museum nf Art A
•t§My Harem (A.T.)
•SOh Darting (A T.l.
•tSOur Nagging Wives (A.T.)..

Over the Air
"t§Peaee and Harmony (A.T.) .

•f (Polished Ivory (A.T.)
•Pretzels
•t§Pr!ze Puppies (A.T.)
•tSRaeket Cheers (A.T.)
-roHadlo Kisses (A.T.)
"tRoman Punch

Star Rel.
Clyde- Meerhead Sept
Lambert-MePhali Apr.
Lambert.Kelsey-GarvIn ... Feb.
Clyde-Stedman Sept.

. Pollarp-Clyde-Beebe Mar.
Terry-teen July
Hamilton. Hlatt Feb.
Clyde- Beebe-Stuart June
Terry.Teens Feb.
Terry- Toon Aug.
Beebe- Clyde Joly
Terrytoon June
Holmei-Bclten Mar.
Christy- Irwin -Pollard- Beebe. . Oct
Buster and John West Oct.
Clyde Pollard Nov.
McKee-Smalley Jan.
Terry-Toons Sept
Beebe-Barraud-Clyde May

Date
7..
27..
23..

-jngth
Feet.. M Ins.

.1646 18..

.1609.... 18.
.16..

..,922.
..1838 20.
,...543 6
..1480.... 16.

.1829. ..21...

...659 7.

...529 6.

.1881.

Reviewed
.Aug. 23

'

Feb."H
Oct. 25
.Feb .22
.July 12

. Feb. I

June tt
.Feb. 22

20.

Hodge Podge
Lloyd Hamilton
Bobby Agnew
Terry-Toen ...
Cooke- Shosklay
Terry. Toons
Pollard-Stuart ..
Lloyd Hamilton .

Clyde-Stuart-Kane
Boiey-Colllns

....Sept
Apr.
June
Sept
Sept.
Oct.
July
May
Oct.

Miy
Terrytoon Mai
Burhe-Beebe Mar.
Clyde-Chrlstv Aug
Bantee-Colllna Sept.
Beebe- Pollard Apr.
Lloyd Hamilton Jim

I

Goodwin- Crane Jan.
Terry-Teen May
Bames-Colllns-McPhall June
Terry-Toons June
Terry-Toen Apr.
Johnro Hlnes Sent
Terry-Toons Nov.
Terry- Toons Oct
Terry-Teen Jury
Granville- Drew Nov.
Charlotte Greenwood Oct.
Hsoen.Dleael Mar.
Hodge- Podge Nov.
Terry- Toon Aug.
HArfaM.Pnitii* Feb.
Moran- Bradbury Nov. I

nnv»r-Mrp»»tii.peek Feb.
Ford Sterling Nov.

, Hodge- Podoe Oct.
. Lambert-Collins- MePhnll ... May
.Lloyd Hamllten Mar.
Terry-Toons Mar,

. Llevd Hemlltei* . Ang.

.Clyde-lrwln. Pollard Nov. 2

, Beebe- Ouryea-Carewe ...... May
Terry. Teon Apr.

...578..

..1840..

..1822..

.1724...
.1937...
...fll.Hl

...612..
..1980..
...895..
..1886..
..1864 .

...547..
..1789..
...569...
..1981..
. . 1735.

.

,.1885..
..1575..
...602 7.

.1895 21
..1844 20.
..1750....20
..1976 22.
..I7I8....I6.
...1528 17

...804 7
.1687. ...19.

.17.

. . Oet. II

.Sept 27

..Jan. 20

Sept. 27
..Jary II
.June 14

Oct 25

.May 24
..Apr. 12

..Aug. 23

.'"Apr*.'26

..Jose tt
..Jan. II

..If..

.10.,

...516

...578 t

..I85S II

...499 6

...035.... 6.
...533.
.1770..
..1756.
..2002.
..892..
...546.
.1 reel.

.1764..
. . (S«S.

..1780.
...935.
..1680.
. .IR42
...823
. 1724
.1994.
..1891
...560

.Apr. 26

'. Oct "25
.Oet tl

p-h. '

..Oct 25
.Sept 27
..May to

.Mar. 29
»

....It.
.Air. 1

...11..
«.

Jiia.

.Apr.
14
26

'Means synchronized score. flUeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
A.T. after title mean*
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•tSSeeteh (A.T.) Clyde-Bevan-MePhall Jan.
•|§Scolch Highballs Terry-Toon No 1

Senor (A.T.)•t§Si. S
*t&f>anlsn On I

•nSugar Plui

*t§Take Your Medicine

Papa (A.T.).

...1961..

...560..

...1755.,

....637.,

...1932..
. . . 847.

.

Ton Patrieeia Sept.
. Terry- Toon Mar.
. Clyde- Gr (boons Feb.
Terry-Toon June

. .Andy Clyde
r l*o iA.I.J - Ka*mono IVJrKe* Mar. 9... 1527..

•tlUp a Tree Lloyd Hamilton Nov. 30 1777..,
*t§Vacation Loves (A.T.) Clyde-Betty Boyd SepL 28 1804.
•ijWestorn Knighla (A.T.) • *mr>prt-st Jonn-MePhall . . Apr. 20. IB6I.

•UWilkins Murder Mystery Wm. J. Burni 1014

"|§Won by a Neck Lloyd Hamilton Oct. 5 1885 .

FIRST NATIONAL
(Available sound-on-disc and sound-on-film)

22. ..Jan. 4

..Feb. t

.".'6ct.*"25

4or. i

.Sept. 27

..Oct. II

FEATURES
T'tle

*t§Baek Pay (A.T.)
1§Bad Man, The (A.T.)
*t§Bride ot the Regiment (A.T.)
•t§Brlght Light!
*T§Co1lege Leven (A.T.)
•laUawn Pauoi. THb (A.T.)...
•tS Flirting Widow (A.T.) ,

'tGFurles (A.T.)
'f§Gfrl of Golden West (A.T.)
"tain the Next Room (A.T.)..
*tSLItlei of Field (A.T.) ....
*t§Loose Ankles (A.T.)
*t§Murder will Out (A.T.)
•f§Naughty Flirt (A.T.)
*t|No. no. Nanette (A. T.)
'tSNotorlous Affair, A (A. T.).
•t§Numbered Men (A.T.)
*t§One Night at Susie's (A.T.)
•tfOther Temorrow (A.T.)
•flPlaylng Around (A.T.)
"t§Road to Paiadlse. The (A.T.)
"HSalty (A.T.)
*t§Searlet Pages (A.T.)
TSShow Girl in Hollywood (A.T.)
*t§Son of the Gods (A.T.)
*t§Song of the Flame (A.T.)...
•t§Sprlng Is Here (A.T.)
•t§Strlctly Modern (A.T.)
•HSweethearts and Wivee (A.T.)
•ttRweer Mama 'A.T) ..

*t5Too Young to Marry
•t&Top Soeed (A.T.)
*t§Way of All Men. The (A.T.)

iter Rel.
Cor i nne Griffith June
Huston* Revler Sept.
Segal -P id geen June
uorothy Mackalll Sept.
Whitino-Nnon Oct.
Barthelmess- Fairbanks. Jr., tug. I

Oorothy Mackalll May
Warner-Wilson M»r.
Harding. Rennle Oct.

Jack Mulhall Jan.
Corlnne Griffith Jan.
Fairbanks. Jr.- Young ...... Feb.
Mulhall- Lee Apr.
Alice White Not S
Claire-Gray Fod.
Billle Dove May
Nagei-Clalre Aug.

Length
Feet. . Mini.

..5672. ...62.
..7124. ...77..
..7418

75.

Dove- Fairbanks.
Billle Dove
Whlte-Morrla
Vounq- Mulh.ill

Marilyn Miller ...
Ferguson-Nixon
White- Mulhall
Rich. Barthelmeis
Gray-Claire

. Oct.
.. Feb.
. . Jan.
..July
. . Jan.
..Sept.
Apr.

..Mar.
.May

Title
•1§Adios (A. T.)
•tSCaptalti Blood (A.T.)
•tSFather's Bon (A.T.)
•tSGomg Wild (A.T.)
•tSGorllla. The (A.T.)
•f§Honor ot the Family. The
(A.T.)

•t«Hot Heiress. The (A. T.)...
•t§Klss Me Again (A.T.)
•i'.KI-m-! (A.T.)
•tSLady Whe Dared. The <A.T.)
*t§Little Caesar (A.T.)
*t§Men of the Sky (A.T.)
•tSMolhers Cry (A.T.)
t§Misbehavlng Ladies (A.T.)..
M&Rignt o( Way. The (A.T.)..
*t§Sunny (A.T.)
lt§Truth About Youth (A.T.)..
*t§Widow from Chicago (A.T.).
•tSWoman Hungry (A.T.)

. Claira-Gray Apr.
. Dorothy Mackalll Mar.
. Billle Dove June
Alice White July
.Young Withers
. Brown-Claire- Whiting Aug.
.Fairbanks, Jr.-Ravler SepL

Coming Attractions
Star Rel C

-Richard Barthelmess Dec.
.James Rennle
-Janney -Stone- Rich
Joe E. Brown
.Joe Frisco Nov.

Walter Huston
Lvon - M unson

,

Clare- Pidgeon
Otis Skinner
Billle Dove
Edw. G. Robinson
Irene Delroy-Jaek Whiting
Peterson • M annert

, Lee- Lyon
Nagel-Young-
Marilyn Miller
Young -Tearle
Nell Hamilton
Lee- Konier- Blaekmer

416
.5633

not set
..6664. ...3

.7276...

..6336..

..5979..

..6190.

.

..6200..

..5187..
..9108..

.

..6218..

..6480..
. .5760.

.

. .5800..

.6003..
..6933..
..9277..
..5906..
..7zi3..
..8344..
..6501..
..6386..
..5632..
..7003..
.5012...
..8400...
..7200..
..6032..

.72

Reviewed
-June 7
.Aug. 30
.Mav 2J
..July S
.Sept. 6
..July 19
..June 7

Aor •>«

June 21

..Apr. i2
. Dee. 21

. Mar. n

..Apr. 19

101. .Jan. II

..May 3

..June 7
Nov. I

Jan. 4

.Apr. 5
July 5
.Dec. 28
.Aug. 9
.May 3
.Feb. n

..May 3

..Apr. 26
.May 10

.June 7
July 19

.Aug. 9
June 21
July 26

...Oct. 4

..Aug. 23
..Oet 4

. Not i

. bee.

.8253 ,

.'."7300

'

-Nov.
Nov.
.Nov.

.Sept. 13

loit'ii

.Oct.* "25

FITZPATRICK PICTURES, INC.

Features
Length

Title Star Rel. Date Feet Mlns. Reviewed
Lady of the Lake Percy-Marmont-Benlta-Hume. Nov. I 4749 52 Oct 25

SOUND SHORTS
Traveltalk Series

Title Star Rel. I

No. I—From Barcelona to Valencia (F.&D.) Sept.
No. 2—From Valencia to Granada (F.&D.) Oet.
No. 3—From Granada to Toledo (F.&D.) Nov.
No. 4— In Old Madrid (F.&D.) Dec.
No. 5—Egypt—The Land of the Pyramids (F.&D.) May
No. 6—Gateway to India, The (F.&D.) June
No. 7—Temple of Love. The (F.&D.) July

No. 8—-Imperial City (F.&D.) Aug.
Nov. 9— Picturesque Hong Kong (F.&D.) Sept.

No. 10—The Island Empire (F.&D.) Oct.

No. II—Japan in Cherry Blossom Time (F.&D.) Oct.

No. 12—Java—The Fragrant lila(F.&0.) Nov.

Length
late Feet Mlns. Reviewed

1006 f I

.

971. ...11.
975. ...II.
867. ...10.
972... .11. June 21
850,...9'/2
95ft.. JO'/* ..Sept. 6
832 9.. .Aug. 23

-..716 10.
716 8.
766 9.

773 9

"tFrnnz Liszt (D.&F.) • Sept.
itGcorge Frederick Handel (D.& Oct.
*t Frederick Chopin (D.&F.) Oct.
'tLudwig Van Beethoven (D.&F Oct.
'Uohann Strauss (D.&F.) Nov.
•tSGutseppe Verdi (D.&F.) Nov.
'tFeiix Mendelssohn (D.&F.) Nov.

.932 IO'/j

.681 7'/2 .Apr. 19

FOX FILMS
(All releases sound-on-film and sound-on-disc)

ritle
•tSArlzona Kid, The (A.T.)
•tSBIg Party. The (A.T.)..
*t§Born Reckless (A.T.) . .

.

IfCemee Klrty (A.T.)
MlCheer Up aid Broil. Lte-Lako-Baalaaeve
•tSCIty Slrl (P.T.) Farrell ~

FEATURES
Star Rel. Date

Baxter. Marls Apr. 27..
Lee-Carol-Albertson Feb, 23...
Edmund Lowe May II..
Terrls-Murray Jan. 12..

I una 22..
Feb. 10..

•flCemmon Clay (A.T.J Beanett-Ayres-Marthall Aug.
•t|Crazy That Way (A. T.) Bennett- MacKenne Mar.
•tlDouble Cross Roads (A. T.) ,. Ames-Lee Apr.
'tSFex Movietone Follies of 1930

(A.T.) Special Celt May
*t§Good Intentions (A.T.) Lowe-Churchlll June
*t§Golden Calf (A.T.) Carol-Mulhall-Brendel Mar.
*t§Happy Days (A.T.) Special cast Mar.
"tSHarmony at Heme (A.T.) Collier, Sr.-ChureJilll Jan.
»6Hioh Society Blues (A.T.) . . . Gaynor. Farrell Mar.
*t§Lajt of the Ouates (A.T.)...0'BNen-Loy-Brgwne Aug.
•t§Let'a Go Places (A.T.) Wagstafl-Lane Feb.
•tSLIIIom Farrell. Taylor Oct
't&Lone Star Ranger (A.T.) George O'Brien Jan.
'tSMan Trouble Sills. Mackalll Aug.
'tSMen Without Women (A. T.) .MnrKenna- Mar.Donald Feb.
*t§Not Damaged (A.T.).
•none Mad Kits (A.T.)
•tSOn the Level (A.T.)
•HOn Your Back (A.T.)
•t 9 Renegade* ..
•URoaun Romance (A.T.)
•t§Scotland Yard (A.T.)
•t|Sea Wolf (A. T.)
•tSSky Hawk (A.T.)
-tsSo This ie Lendei (A.T.)..
MSSe-ng 0' My Heart (A.T.) .

*t§Soup to Note (A.T.)...

. Meran-Byron-Amet May
, Den Jose MoJIca July
.Victor McLaglen Mar

19 .

23
31...
2...
5...
5.

24....
9...,

25...,
13...
23...

Length

Feet Mlna.
..7450.... 83.
.0482 72..
..7400.... 02..
..0120. ...68.
..5000 62.
..0171. ...09.
..7961 88.
..5828 64..
..5600... .64..

.7422... .04.
. 6340. ...70..
-.6552. ...73.
..7526.. ..84.
..6395.
..6750
..6500
0745....71

..8472

.5940 66.

.7800.... 84.

.7246. ...81.

.6500.
.5566
.5600 62
6600 70
8400.... 93
4HU0

.75

-.72.

. Rlrh-Warner-Hackett ..

.Beitar-Beery-Lry Oct. 26.
, .0 Bnen- Chandler June 15
Edmund Lowe-Bennett Oct. 19. ...6750

.Milton Sills sept. 21. ...8000..

.Garrlek-Chandler Jan. 26. .. .t>s25.

.

•
W

l"
R
J
)flirs -L J""" 8. ...8300..

.John MeCormaek Sept, 7 8241

;i" t ' ;
Haaly- Wlnnlnger-Smlth .... Sept. 28. . .

.6340*

'

•TSSueh Men Are Dangerous (A.T.) Baxter-Owen Mar t. 7&BB
(Reviewed under title of "Mask of Love" In Feh i lfljw" i««---v

•t§Sunny Side Up Gaynor- Farrell Dee'"
•tglample Tower (A.T.) MaeKenoa-Day Agr

'

•t§3 Sisters (A.T.) Oresser-Patrlrola Apr"
*t§Up the River (A.T.) Luce-Bogart-Tricy '.Oct
•t§Wlld Company (A.T.) Albertson- Warner- Lynn July"
*t§ Women Everywhere (A.T.) .. .Murray- Donay-Kellard ....". j unB

Reviewed
.May 17
.Mar. I

.May It
. . Doe. 7
..Aug. 2
..Aug. 19
.June 21
.Mar. 29
.Mar. 29

.May 10
June 14
..Feb. 22
.Jan. 18

..Dec. 14
..Mar. I

.July 12
Jan. 10

.Sept. 13
.Jan. 25
.Aug. 30
Jan. 4
.June 14

.July 26

.June 14

.July 26
..Oct 4
.June 21

Oct. 4
.Aug. 30
.Dec. 14

.May 31

29/29 1 1 196
13. ...5200 5(1

0... 0442 71.
12 8200 92.

7200 30
I 7500 03

..Oct 12
.May 17

.Apr. 26
.Oct II

July 10
June 14

Title

t!A Devil With Wemei....
»t§Alone With You (A.T.)..
VsAre You There? (AT.)..
Axelle ,

•t§Barcelona (A.T.)
•tSBIg Trail. The (A.T.)...

Coming Feature Attractions
Star

..Victor MeLaglen-Marli ..

..Gaynor-Garrlck ...
.. Llllla-Garrlck

. -oaynor-Bogari
'".'.'

.
. Wayne-Churehlll-Marshall' . Nov.

Moran-Bogart-Ames
Fill Oorsay

I Lowe-Baster
(A.T.) Will Rogers-O'Sullivan...".'.'. Mar!

Moran-Holmes-WaUer Byron. Nov
Ann Hardlng-Brook-Nagel

,
O'Brleo-Huntlngtoa Dee

•*6Blnndl« (A.T.)
Charlie Chan Carries
*t§Clsco Kid. Tne (A.
•tf Connecticut Yankee.
*t§Dancers. The (A.T.)
•UEast Lynne
"tSFalr Warnlno (A.T.) ....
•tSF. 0. B. Detroit
*t§Glrls Demand Excitement

(A.T)
*t!Golng Nowhere (A.T.)
*t§Hot Number* (A.T.)
•tSJust imagine (A.T.)
Land Rush Victor McLaglen
*t9LlghUla' will Rogers ..

*t§Man Who Came Back. The
(A.T.)

23 Standard
...Grandeur

7500 83 Oct. 4

. Brendel-Whlte-Compton
.
Brendel-White-Tracy ..'.'.'.'.

Corcoran-Byron Collier, 8r
.
Brendel-O'Sulllvaa Nov. 23.. .10056"" ij'i" .Oct. 18

Oct. 25

J. Gaynor - C. Farrell - K.
Mac Ken na Jan.

Edmund Lowe-Clarka .Dee!

. Speelal Cast
. McLaqlen-Francis

*t§Men on Call (A.T.)
'tSMovIetone Follies et 1931

(A.T.)
•t§No Favor* Asked (A.T.) -.....<..,. c „-rrui
•t§Oh. For a Man! (A.T.) . . .

. McDonald-Denny-White JuT'lcVw*
•t§Once a Sinner Dorothy Mackaill-Joel McCreaJan 25 'SI
*t§One Night In Paris (A.T.) . . G«vnor-MarKen„ B

w™*™. *>. SI.

•tlPalnted Woman, The (A.T.).. John Wayne-Claire Luce'.*.
•t§Prineess and the Plumber,

The (A.T.>
Seas Beneath, The
'tSShe'a My Girl (A.T.)
*t§Shepper Newfounder (A.T.)..
•tfShe Weari the Pants (A.T.)
•tt9older The (A.T.)
*t§Soy, The

,

Squadrons
"t§Thls Modern World (A.T.)..
Three Girls Lost
'TSTeaignt and Yea (A.T.)

£
sr;e"- 0,Su" lvari-Warner .Jan. II, '31

O'Brien. Lesslng
.
Farreli-Coniuion

.T. Clifford-E. Lowe-L. Hyams"Feb."l."'3r
Dorsay-MacKenna
Baxt»r-Chiireh|[|

. . .,
'"

.Hamilton- Kay Johnson .'.'".".".'.V.V.
Charles Farrell-Elissa Land). Feb. 8. '31
-Baxter-Mackaitl Feb. 15, '31

* "a'UUVU Mar
- l5

- '3 '

.m;„- iTAH «*K"BC.¥J JSSSiJlr?"""••••"« '«•••

•tSY.Iin. Slnnm (A.T.) M.rag.Alb.rt,., ... Mar. 1931

American Holiday Series INTERNATIONAL PHOTOPLAY DISTRIBUTORS•Abraham Lincoln (A.T.) 3
•Armistice Day (A.T.) 3
•Christopher Columbus (A.T.) 3
•George Washington (A.T.) 3
•Independence Day (A.T.) 3
•§Labor Day 3
•IMemorial Day 3
*§Mother's Day 3
"§ Origin of Christmas 3
*§Thanksglv!ng 3

Title
•tAfter the Verdlet
"tlCrlmson Circle. The
•SDark Red Roset (A.T.S
•tSUnwrlttea Law, The (A.T.)

.

FEATURES
. Olga Ticheehowa ...
Stewart Rente

. Rome-Dobf*

.Rosalind Fuller ...

SHORT SUBJECTS

Lenoth
Rel. Date Reels Mlns. Revieweo

. Jan. I. ...7 76. June 21
Feb. I.... 7 79. Jan. II

• Mar. I ft 67. .Mar. 8
.Feb. I. ...3 30

Movie Horoscope Series Title

One Release for Each Month of the Year

Star Rel. Date
Length

Titli Star Rel. Date Feet Mlns. Reviewed
People Born In August (D.&F.) 830 9
People Born In September (D.&F.) 991 II

People Born In October (D.&F.) 954 IO'/2

People Born In November (D.&F.) 711 8
People Born In December (D.&F.) "4 8
People Born In January (D.&F.) 901 10

People Born in February (D.&F.) 918 10

People Born In March (D.&F.) 901 10

People Born In April (D.&F.) 669 8
People Born In May (D.&F.) 749 8«/

?
Peoole Born Id June (D.&F.) 944 lO'/a

People Born In July (D.&F.) 823 9

Music Master Series

Title Star Rel. Date
•tGeorges Bizet (D.&F.) Sept. ..,

•tJohannes Brahms (D.&F.) Sept. ..

*Means synchronized score. -fMeans sound effects. %Means voice
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.

Length
Feet Mlns. Reviewed

972. ...II

•tSAellDental Treatment
St" B«V.?Mln.. Review*

•tSAbble Mitchell & Sizzle &
Blake

•tSCIyde Doerr & Saxophone
Sextet Jazz Program 1 •

•tSFeert the Brute (A.T.) Animal Novelty ..
1

a
•tSHoak (A.T.) Frawley & Smith.. 1

a
•tSJustlee (A.T.) Special Cast "... •

17
"tSLIttle Journeys In Songland. .Song Series ..

1 i
Marionettes

' B

1. Grand Opera
2. Allez-Op
3. Dimples & Teari

•tSMIser. The (A.T.) Bransby Williams
•tSMr. Smith Wakes Up (A.T.).Marrlott-Gett
•fSNIght In Dixie. A (A.T.) .. . Mltehell-Hudglm '.'.' 4
•tSNora Blaney No. I Song Program i"
'tSNora Blaney No. 2 Song Program a
•tSRadlo Franks & 4 Bachelors. Song Program 1 5*

* **..*"* ii
•tSTeddy Brown & His Band....Jazz Program ......'.

1

9 n™ in -m
•tSWhen the Clock Struck

Twelve (A.T.)

Song Program |.

....I.

\\^\y.".2.'.Y.'.'.'M\'.',

.Nllei Welch y. .16.

(including dialogue and* incidental songs). A.T. after title meansD means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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METROGOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES Length

Tills Star RbL Date Feet Mini.

tSAnna Christie (A.T.) Greta Garb* Feb. 21 8170 91.

MIBlg House, The (A.T.) Beery. Morrli-Hyams June 14 7901 88.

•TSBIlly the Kid (A.T.)...- Jonn Mack Brown Oet. 18 8808. -.82..
•UBiihop Murder Catt (A.T.) . .Basil Rathbofle Jan. 3 7961. ..89..

tiCaJI at the FlMb Novarro Ang. 16 9061.. .99..
Reviewed under title of "Singer of Seville" In Juty 12th. I9JO. issue

•fSCaught Short (A.T.) Dressler-Moraa May 10 6873. ..71..
•TiChailno Rainbow* (A.T.) Love- King Jan. 10 8813. . .98.

.

(Reviewed under title of "Road Show" In Nov. 2, 1929. Issue)

tSChlldren of Pleatur* (A. T.) . Gray- Rubin- Jeha»ea Apr. 26 6400 72

MS Devil -May- Care (A.T.) Ramon Novarr* Feb. 7 8813... 98.
•TSOlvoreee, The (A.T.) Shearer-Morris Apr. 19 7533. "

't&Doughboy* Buster Keatsn Aug. 30 7325
Reviewed under title "Big Shot" In July 26 Issue.

. Buster Keatao Mar. 22 8413
Dav.es- Gray May 31.

. Haines- H yams Mar. IS.

.Special Cast Aug. 23.
.Ramon Novarro May 17.
.Chatterton-Forbes-Rathbena .May 24.
Vllma Banky Mar. 8.
Shearer-La Reque Aug. 9
Terry- Ksley- Edward* Feb. 28

. . R. Montgomery- B- Jordan. . .Sept. 6.

Jonnsoi Reginald Benny. Sept. 20.

_. Leonard-G. Roland Sept. 27.
Joan Crawford Mar.

Reviewed

.Bee. 21

June 23
Sept. 13

May 10

July 12

.May 10

•t§Free and Easy (A.T.)
•fSFIoradora Girl. The (A.T.)

.

•tSGIrl Said No. The (A.T.).,
't§Good News (A.T.)
•t sin Gay Madrid (A.T.)
•t§Lady sf Scandal (A.T.)....
*t§Lady to Love. A (A.T.)..
TSLei Us Bo Gay (A.T.) . .

•TSLord Byron of B'way (A.T.).
*t§Love In the Rough (A.T.)...
'tSMadam Satan (A.T.) K.
•TSMen of the North (A.T.)

.

'tIMontana Moon (A.T.)
tSNot So Bumb (A.T.). . Bavles-Nugent . Jan. 17.

Reviewed under title af "Oulcy" In Nov. 2. 1929. Issue

..7260 81.

..8382 93.
..7931 88.
..7654 85.
..6858. ...77.
..8142. . .90.

.

...7121...79..

...7069... 78..
.7668.. .85..
. 10320.. 113.

.

..5359... 60..
. ,7»l7 88.
.6875.... 75.

.6019. ..67.
..9723.. 108.
. 6977... 76..
.6253 69..

..6176. ..69..
. 7716. ..86..

Isaue

..Aug. 9

..Dec. 28

..Apr. 19

..July 26

..Feb. 22

. Juit 7

...Feb. I

...Apr. 12

..June J

..May 3t

..Feb. 8

..May 8

..Jan. 25
Aug. 16

Aug. 30
-Get. 25
..Feb. «

. . Nov. 2

..July 19

.Aug. 16
May 10

. Feb. I

.Aug. 2

.May 3

Jan.
.July

*t§Gur Blushing Brides (A.T.) .. Crawford-Page-Sebastlen ...July 19 9138. ..102
•t§One Embarrassing Night AM English Cast June 21 . . . .861 1 . . .90.
'^Redemption (A.T.) fiilbert-Nagel-Adoraa Apr.
•tS Rogue Song. The (A.T.) Lawrence Tlbbett May
't&Romanee Grata Garbs July
•fSSea eat. The (A.T.) Blefctord-MIIJan-Terre* June
'tSShip From Shanghai, The

(A.T.) Nagel- Johnson. Wolhelm ... Jan. 31 6i:

"tsSlBi of the Children (A.T.).Maan. Nugent June 28... 77
Reviewed under the title of "Rwhest Mai" la the World la July _

•tiStrletly Unconventional (A.T.) Stone-Cavanagh-Owei May 3 4970 55. ..Fab. 22
Reviewed under the title of "The Circle" In Feb. 22. 1929, Issue

'T§Thls Mad World (A.T.) Rathbone-Johnson Apr. 12 6452. . .72. . .Apr.
*t§They Learned About Women

(A.T.) Van and Schenck Feb. 14. . . .8773. . .97. . . Dec.
•tSThose Three Freneh Girl* (A.T.) R. Benny Oct. 1 1 . . .6760. . .76. . Oct.
•isunnoly 3, The Cnaney-Lee-Linow July 12.... 6478 72. .May
•UWav Out West (A.T.) Halnes-Hyams Aug. 2. . . .6407. . .71 . . . Aug.
•t§Woman Raeket (A.T.) Moore-Sweet Jan. 24 6887... 77. ..Bee.

Coming Feature Attractions

Title Star Rel. Bate Length Reviewed
Bachelor Father Davies- Forbes
'tSDance. Fools. Bance (A.T.).. Joan Crawford
•tSOaybreak (A.T.) Ramon Novam
Girls Together
*t§Great Bay, The ( A..T.) .... Joan Crawford
Great Lover
*t!)Great Meadow, The (A.T.) . . ,3rown-Boardman
*t§Her Fortune (A.T.) Joan Crawford
'^Inspiration Greta Garbo
•t§Lady'i Morals, A. (A.T.) ... .Grace Moore Nov.

(Reviewed under title of "The Soul Kiss" issue of Oct. 4.)

Mata Hari Greta Garbo
•taMarcn of Time (Tent.). Weber & Fields
Min and Bill Marie Dressier Nov.
•t§New Moon. The (A.T.) TlbbeH-Moore Dec.
•HPasslon Flower (A.T.) -K. Francis-Johnson-Blekford Dec.

•nRed Dust (A.T.) Greta Garbo
*t 5 Reducing (A.T.) Dressier* Moran
*TS Remote Control (A.T.) ... Haines* Bona Nov,
Secret Six. The Beery -Rambeau
•t§Southerner. The Lawrence Tlbbett
*§t Squaw Man. The
Their First Mistake Laurel & Hardy

(Reviewed under title of * The Rap." issue of Sept. 27)
*t§ Trader Horn i A.T.) Harry Carey . ..

•tSWar Nurse (A.T.) Walker-Page-Montgomery ..Nov. 22 Sept. 20

•tSWay lor a Sailor (A.T.) John Gilbert Nov. I Sept 20
Within the Law Crawford-Arm strong

Oct. 18

Bet. 25
Bet. 25

...Oct.

SOUND SHORTS
Title

T.)....

•T5AII Teed Un- ...

Another Fine Mess
*TsBaDy Follies (A.
'tsuear Shooter*
-tiBelew Zera (A. T.)
••Shin Kick. The
MSBIgger and Better
fSBlotto
•tSBrats
Cabalieros Revue
t) Clack Shop. Trm Ravua
Clyde Doerr & His Saxophone Orchestra Act

Star Rel. Date

harley Chase Apr.

Revue
. . . Our Gang
.... Laurel -Hardy ..
... . Harrv Lnngdoa
.--.B. Friend
. . . .Laurei-nardy
. . . Laurel-Hardy

•tsjColleg.

*t I Col lege Romeos
Crazy House
Cuckoo Murder Case. Th<
*t§ Doctor's Order
tfOogway Melody
'tSOollar Bizzy (A.T.)

.Nov. 29..
...Apr. 12 ..

... May 17.. .

...Apr. 26
.
...

.. Mar. 29 ..

."."." Feb. "'HI'.
.. Mar. 22..

Sept. 20..
...May to..

...Dec. 18...
...Sept 27..

Jan. 25..

Length

. . 1895 . .

.

RevlaweC

..Mar. 29

.Feb- '*

..Oet 25
Jan. 29

.Oogville
. Rillmnr. Trla
. Dane- Mora n

Oct. 18.

-B. Friend Sept. I

,
.uogville Dec. 20

"ley Chase Oet 4.

.

*t§Oubl(n and Nearby Holmes Dec. 27
'tlFast Work (A.T.) unarlie Chase June ?fl

.

•t§ Fiddlesticks (A.T.) Aug. 16.

.

•tSFlfty Million Husbands Charlie Chase May 24.
1f Fighting Parson Langdaa Feb. 22.
*«( First Seven Years. The Our Gam Mar. I

.

"Flower Garden Revue Jan. 18.

•t§Flylng Fist* Cartoon Sept. 6
*t|Gem of M-G-M (A.T.) Novelty
Girl Shock Charley Chase Aug. 23.
Glories of Nikko, The Holmes Aug. 23
•^Haywire (A.T.) Laurel-Hardy May 29.
^Hearf Gijy, The Harry Langdaa Jan. M.

High C's Chase Dec. 27.
Hoosegow. The Laurel & Hardy
-t|Hog Wild (A. T.) Lourwi- Hardy May II
•*«Het Dm Dogville Aug. 16.

*t§lnt* Moroce* Holmes Dee. 6.
•T*Kiddi« Rovaa (A. T.) Mar. 15
•tiKUg. The Harrv Laaadaa June 14.
MRaurel 4 Hardy Harder Caw. Laurel-Hardy Sept. 6.
Ladies Last B. Friend Dee. 6.
Looser Than Loose Chase Nov. 15

.

•»$M*nh«man Serenade (A. T.) . Hackett*Doran
Modern Madrid Holmes Nov. 15.
t§ Night Owla (A. T.) Laurel. Hardy ian. 4.
•tSOId Man Trouble (A. T.) Hevldson-Nlehels
•»§Plrate« (A.T.J -Senny Rubin Feb. 15.
Pups Is Pops Our Gang Aug.
'tSReal MeCey (A.T.) Chaw Feb.
Rounder. The Novelty Nov.
School's Out Our Gang Nov.

.2354..

.. i«R8..
...568...
..1846..
..1877..
..1843..
...1663..
....628..

. May ?•

..Aug. 16

.May 29

..Dee. n

..Apr. 5

.1788.,

.Oct. 25

.Feb." 15

.1787.
.2781..
.1893..

20

.1895
2

..1622..

..1693..
..IROfl.

.

. .1812 .

...1893.

..Dee. 14

!auV.'
'
16

-Oct. 18

.Dec. 14

..Aug. 30

.1894.,

..1870.
.1738..

•USung Writer's Revue The (A.T.) Aug. 30 1661.
Spain's Maddest Fiesta Holmes Sept 13 908
*t§Teacher'a Pet (A.T.) Our Gang Oct. II...
Through the Yangtze Gorges Holmes Oet. 25..
'lUnugh Winter. A ..Our Gaag June 21..
*t§Van & Schenck Jan. II..

Village Barber. The Flip the Frog Series Sept. 27..
Virginia Judge, The Act. Jan. 4
'TSVudevllle i A. l.j Laurel* Hardy 2 raela
*T«When the Wind Blew* Our a»o* Apr. 3 1795
•SWhHoerlna Whoopee Chase Mar. 8. ...1907 Mai
Who Killed Rover? Dogville Nov. 8

.799.,

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Star Rel.
Marx Brothers Sept
Moran & Mack Aug.

. Aug.

.Jaa.

Title
MfAnlmal Cracker* (A .T.)
•IIAnybody'a War (A.T.)...
*t§ Anybody's Woman Chattertoo- Brook
M§Applauia (A.T.) Helen Morgan ...,
•t§Behlnd the Make- U p(A.T.) .. Skelly-Wray- Powell Jan.
*tf Benson Murder Case The (A.T.) Powell -Pal lette- Calvert Apr.
"tSBIa Pond. The (A.T.) Chevalier-Colbert May
MSBorder Legion, The (A.T.) .. Arlen-Wray-Holt Juoe
•tSBurning Up (A.T.) Arlen-Brlaa Feb.
•tjBangoroui Naa MeGrew (A.T.)Helen Kane July
*T9 Dangerous Paradise (A.T.) ..Carroll- Arlen Feb.
*tSDevil*s Holiday,, The (A.T.). Nancy Carroll May

Length
Feet Mi as,

.8897. ...99..
..8117. ..75..
...7243
..706*. ...78.
..6384 71.
..5794. ...65.

.Harold Lloyd Nov.
. Rogers-Carroll Sept.

.William Powell
Cyril Maude Au

..Rogers -Kane Oct

..Clara Bow Oet
..Nancy Carroll Mar.
.Green. Brian. Hamilton Jan.

..Apr.

JFeet First (A. T.)_.
'tlFollow Thru (A.T.)...
tSFor tha Befensa (A.T.)
*t|Grumpy (A. T.)
•tlHeads Up (A.T.)
*t§Her Wedding Night
t&Honey <A.T.)
•t§Klbltzer (A.T.) (0.)
•t§Ladles Love Brutes (A.T.).. George Bancroft
•t*.Labghter (A. T.) . Nanev Carroll uct.

'tSLaoghlag Lady Chattartaa* Break Baa,
L'Enimatiquo Mr. Parke* A. Menjou-C. Colbert

(Slightly Scarlet)
'tSLet'a Go Natlva (A.T.) MaeBonnld-Oakle Aug.
•tSLIght of Western Star* (A.T.)Arlen-Brlan-Greea Apr.
"tSLove Among the Millionaire* (A.T.) . .Bow-Smith July
•flLove Parade (A.T.) (B) Chevalier- MacDonald Jan.
tfMaa From Wyeailaf (A.T.) . . .Cooner-Celller July
ti Manslaughter (A. f.) Colbert- March Aug.
•tiMen Are Llk* That (A.T.).. Hal Skelly Mar.
•t § Monte Carlo Buchanan -MacDonald Oct
f§Only the Brave (A.T.) Gary Cooper Mar.
* T5 Paramount on Parade (A.T.) Special Cast Apr.
*t§Playboy ef Parte (A.T.) Maurice Chevalier Oct
•UQueen High (A. T.) Ruggles-Rogen-Morgan Aug,

28. ...ID 88..
I 5251..
5 6571..

22 5244..
24 674.1..

27.
1100.

....8388 .,

July 26 8870.
.6647..
.6785..

8 6924 .

29 6701..
II. ...7273..
26... .7171..
»5... .8893...
28... 7105 .

6390..

16....6787...
19 6312.

19. ...6910...
18. ..10622..
12 5989..
9 7954..

22.... 5467..
4 8077..
8 6824..
26. ...9125..
8 6512..

7905..

Reviewed
..Aug. 30
.Aj>r. 5

.Aug. 16
..Oct 12

...Oet 26
..Apr. IS
...May 17
...July 8
..Feb. 15
..June 28
..Feb. 22
..May 17

..Oct. II

.May 24

..July II

..July 12

..Sept. 27

..Sept 27

..Feb. 22
. .Aug. 31

..Apr. 19

..Nov. I

tlReturo of Fu Manebu (A.T.) .Oland-Arthur May 17 6586. ...73
•tSRoadhouse Night* (A.T.) Morgan- Ruggles Feb. 15 7202 74

Reviewed a* "River Inn" In Dec. 28, 1929 Issue
'tSSafety In Number* (A.T.) . . Charles Rogers June 7 . 7074 79
*t§Santa Fa Trail Richard Arlen Sept 27 5839. "...65.
•t§Sap From Syracuse (A.T.).. Jack Oakla July tu 6018. 88
*t§Sarah and Son (A.T.) Ruth Chatterton Mar. 22... 6868 77
•tJSea God, Tha (A. T.) Arlen. Wray Sept. 13 6534....
'HSeven Days' Leava (A.T.)... Gary Coopar Jan. 25 7300 88

Reviewed under the title af "Medal" In Nov. 23, 1929 hsue
'tSShadow of the Law (A.T.)
*t§Sllent Enemy. Tha
*t§Sllghtly Scarlet (A.T.)
•tSSoeial Lion, The (A.T.) ..

•t|8poller*, Tha (A. T.)

•tJStmt af Chanea (A.T.)..
•+§Texan. The (A.T.)
•tSTme to the Navy (A.T).._ .

*t§Vagabond King, The (A.T.) Kina-MacDenald-Oland
Virtuous Sin, The Huston-Francis
With Byrd at the South Polo..
•tSYoung Eagle* (A.T.)
*t§Young Man of Manhattan
(A.T.) Colbert- Ruggles

Powell- Schilling June
. Indian Cast Aug.

, . Evelyn Brent Feb
, .Oakle* Brian June
. Cooper- K. Johnston -B. Comp*

•on Sept.
. Wm. Powell Feb.
Gary Cooper May
Clara Bow May

...Apr.
.. Nov.

14. •392..
.7551..
. 62H4 .

.

.5403..

..8128.

.7023..
.7142..

..6398..
,.WI2..
.7233..
.7411..
..6405..

May 31
.May 31

July 12
.Oct 19
.July II
.July 26
.Nov. 23
.Aug. 8
.Mar. 15

Apr. 5
Sept 13

.Aug. 9
.May 10
Bee. 28

..June 7

..Sept. 27
..Aug. t
. Mar. 22
.Aug. 30
..Nov. 23

..June 7

..May 17
..Jan. 25
..June 21

.Aug. 30
..Dec. 26
...May 17
..May 17
..Jan. II

..Oct. 14

. .June 28

..Mar. 22

.Hi 17. ...7306. ...83. ..Apr. 28

Coming Feature Attractions
Star

Charles

Rel. Oate

Rogers Dee. 20

Title

tSAIong Came Youth (A.T.)
•ttDanclng Mather* (A, T.) —
*t§Dere1lct (A.T.) Bancroft-Francis

Fast and Loose H opk ins -Starred- Lombard-
Morgan

•iSFIohtlng Caravan. The (A T.) Gary Cooper
•fSFollow the Leader (A. T.)..Ed Wynn
*t§Honeymeon Lane (A. T.)... tome Dowilng
•HHuekleberry Finn (A. T.) . Junior Durkln
*t|Kld Boat* (A. T.) Jack Oakle
MSMerton of the Talkies (A.T.) Jack Oakl>

Length Review

t§Moro«o (A. T.)
•tGNow Moral* (A.
•t§Only Saps Work
*t§Perche No
•t§Rlgnt to Love, The

T.)
D««. 7

.Dee." 7."i.6i

(A.T.).
t§Rodee Romance (A. T.)
'iRsse of the Ranehe (A. T.l
SRoyal Family, The (A. T.)

.

Length

.2 reels...

Maria Jacobin! .....
Ruth Chatterton Dec. 27
Arlen -Carroll
Gary Cooper

\ .

Frertrlc March
earab Murder Case (A. T.) William Powell

•t§Sea Legs (A.T.) Nov. 29..
•tssklnoy (A. T.)
*t IStolen Heaven Nancy Carroll
•t§Tem Sawyer (A. T.) Jackie Coogan Nov. 15.

SOUND SHORTS
Tltl* Star Rel. Dste

ItSAeeldent* Will Happen (A.T.) Smith and Dale Aug. 2
Accordion Joe Talkartoon Dec 13
*t§Actions Speak Louder Than Wm. & Joe Mandel May 3 I realWorm (A.T.)
•tSAntlque Shop Burns-Allen
•tSArtlst's Reverie. Tha (A.T.) . . Gamberelll & Ca Aug. 2 I reel.
"tSAt Home (A.T.) Lulu MeConnell Aug. 9... | reel
*t§Ballet Class (A.T.) Dancing Act May 31 I reel
*t§ Barnacle Bill. the Sailor

(A.T.) Talkartoon Aug. 30.

.

•t^Bearded Lady (A. T.) Louise Fazenda Mar. )

•t % Bedel la Screen Seng Jan 4
•tSBelle of the NloM Dorothy MeNulty Feb. 15.

*t§8tue Songs (A.T.) Ruth Etting & Orchestra Jan. 5
By Appointment Craig Nov. I

•§t Camera Trails Bruce Scenic Oct. II I reel
•tSChlnese Fantasy (A.T.) Novelty Act Jan. 5 I reel
•Sfhinatown Fantasy, A Mlller-Dova July 5 I reel Ml
•f§Chords of Memory (A.T.) R. Bruce Seenle May 10 I reel
•t^Cleanlng Up (A.T.) C. Conklln-M. Swain Sept. 27 2 reels
•^Cockeyed News No. I (A. T.). Eddie Cantor Aug. 9
*t5Come Take a Trip In My

4'rshlo S-reen Seno Mav 24. ... I reel Jum
•tSConfounded Interest (A.T )... Raymond & Caverly Oet II I reel
•t§Danee. You Singer* (A.T.).. puck &. White
'tSDeep "C" Melodies (A.T.)... Frances Williams. Yacht Club Boys I reel

I real.

..604
. 2 reel*. . . .

. I reel

*Meart8 synchronized score. ^Means sound effects. %Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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*t§ Desperate Sam
•tfDIzzy Dishes (A.T.)
•TSDon't Believe It (A. T.).-
'TgDown with Husbands .. .

't§Dresden Dells, The (A.T.)
•t& Drifting Along (A.T.)
•ttjDuhs •( Dublin (A. T.j _
Excuses Bruce Novelty
*t§Fa!ss Alarm Firs Co. (A.T.). Smith A Dale

Bert Gordon Mar.
Talkartoon Aug.
James Gleason Feb.
Arthur-Hoaeb Mar.
Marie Gamberelll July
Robert Bruce Scenic Sept.
Charles Murray Feb.

Nov.
Mar.

.1832.
.1 I

.1872." WW. ! Mar." 22

.1660 Mar. 22
. I reel

.1 reel

.1850
29.
9..... I reel.

II 1381...•TSFamlly Next Door, The varies Huggles Jan
•t§Fatal Card. Tht {A.T.) W. &. E. Howard Nov. _

•t§Favorlte Melodies (A.T.) Ruth Ettlng & Orchestra. .. Mar. 16 I reel

•t§Feelln' Blue (A.T.) Ash-Washington I reel

•tSFIrebugs Talkartoon May 10

"tSFIt to Be Tied (A.T.)
*'tSFor Love ar Mean (A.T.J.
•tSFood lor Thought (A.T.)
"t§Gertlng a Break (A.T.)
•UGettlng a Ticket (A.T.)
MSGlow Worm. The (A.T.)
*t§Go Ahead and Sing (A.T.)
•tSSrand Uproar (A.T.)
MSHe Was Her Man (A.T.)..,
tSHelpIng Hand. The (A.T.)

Burns & Allen Aug.
Lois Wilson Jan- '

Allen A Canneld Sept. 13.

.Block & Sully May 10.

.Eddie Cantor Mar. 10

.Screen Song Aug,

. Tom Howard
Talkartoon
Gllda Gray
Solly Ward

I reel. .

.

1870....
I reel .

.

I reel .

. I reel

.. .564....
Oct 25 1 reel .

. Oct 4..

3 2 reels

I reel...

Oct. 4.

•t§Her' Future .
."..'.. '.. .'..'...'... Ethel Merman Sept. 6

*TSHU Honor, the Mayor Charlie Murray Mar. 22.

His Price Johnny Burke .....Dec. 13

•tSHIs Wlfa'e Birthday (A.T.i. . Solly Ward 2ml>
•f§Hold-Up (A.T.) Tom Howard ..2 reels

MSHot Air Merchant (A.T.). ... Charlie Ruggtes Sept. •
•t&Hot Dog Talkartoen Mar.
MIHot Time In the Oid Town

Tonight, A (A.T.) Screen Song Aug.
"tSI Came First (A.T.) Herman Tlmberg Apr.
•TSl'm a Wild Woman (A.T.)... Boydell-Ash Aug.
•t§rm Afraid to Come Heme In

the Dark Screen Seng Feb.
*t§l'm Forever Blowing Bubbles. Screen Song Mar.
In Again, Out Again...... Cook-Bond Dec,
*t§ln the Good Old Summertime
(A.T.) Screen 8ong June 7

'fSIn the Shade of the Old Apple
Tree Screen Seng Jan. '8

*t|lnsurane* Eddie Canter Aug. 23.

*T§ Introduction of Mrs. Glbbs
(A.T.) Lulu McConnell Sept. 20

It's All Over Marion Harris Dec. 20
'tiJau Preferred (A.T.) Zdaya Aug. 30
Just a Pal Minor Watson Nov. I!

•T&Kendy Kabarat (A.T.)^. Children's Ballet Aug. 23.

real
.2 reels

. I reel

. I reel

2 reels July

12..

20.

I reel July 8
I reel

I reel

i reel.

.June 28

•§tKnlghts In Venice (A.T.;. ... Smith & Dale Mar.
"tSLady, You Slay Me (A.T.) ... Perkins- Hltlpot Sept.

*tgLa Piloma Screen Song April,

23.

.1 reel

I reel

I reel July »
. I reel

reel June 2t)

*t!La Schnapps, Inc. (A.T.)
'TSLet Me Explain (A. T.)
"t&Lovers' Lane (A.T.)....
•fsMany Moons (A.T.) ....

Mariutch
*t§Marry ar else

*tsMeek Mr. Meek, The ( A.T.) . Jimmy Barry

>mith & Dale
' Taylor Holmes Jan.
. Arinur & Morton Haval
Bruce Novelty Aug.
.Screen Song Nov.

.Arthur & Morton Havell ...Oct. 25
Aug.

I reel,
reel .

.

.574..

15.

5...
16..

..Aug. 30

. Jan. I3.'29

..Apr. 26..
..Dec. 6..

. Feb. 22...

..Jan. It...

..I reel Sept. 8
... I reel

.2 reels
. . I reel

,
. I reel

. . I reel

.2 reals..
964 ...

.

. . I reel . .

.

. i reel. ..

. . I real .

.

I reel....
. . I reel. .

.

2 reels.

. I reel .

.

.Jan.

.Oct.

*t§Meet the Boy Friend (A.T.).. Lillian Roth
•JlMelodles (A.T.) Smith Bros.. Singing...

•tSMeltlng Pot (A.T.) Petite Revue
•tJMIlhon Me's. A Lee Morse
Model Women All Star

*Ts-Moon Bnae's Wedding (A.T.)lndien Musical Novelty..

•fSMountaln Melodies (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic ,

•TSMj Gal Sal (A.T.) Screen Song ucr. i

Mysterious Mose Talkartoon Dec.

•fSNeighborly Neighbors iA.I.>. Lulu MeCennell Aug.

•TlNew Rhythm Aipirar A Bead Oct
•t§Noah*a Lark (A.T.) Talkartoon Oct. I

Office Blues Ginger Rogers Nov.

Oh Teddy Billy House Dec.

or King Cotton George Dowey Washington. .. Dec. _

•fSOle Man Whoopee (A.T.) Art Frank Sept. 27 I reel July 26

On a Sunday Afternoon Screen Song Nov. 29 I reel.

•t§Operatlc Selections (A.T.) Tito Schlpa May 24 1 reel...

tSParamount Aets I reel...

•t§ Paramount Comedies 2 reels..

•tSParameunt pictorial No. I Clara Bow Sept. 27 1 reel ,

No. 2 Fisn Faces Munich Manni-
kins: Walrus Hunting in Si-
beria; Stars of To-morrow. .. Oct. 25 1 reel .

•t§Parameunt Screen Sengs I reel...

•it Paramount Sound News (Two Editions Weekly) I reel...

'Tjparamount Talkarteone 1 reel...

Patient, The The Three Swifts Nev. 29..

Plastered Willie. West & McGinty. .. Nov. 22..

Prisoner's Song. The Screen Song Mar. I.

"tSRadlo Roet Talkertoon Feb. 15 .

•tSRaising the Root (A.T.) Lillian Roth & Band Aug. 24..

•t§Red. Green A Yellow (.A.T).. Lulu McConnell Oct. 18...

'tSResolullons (A.T.) Billy House Aug. 30..

Row Row Row Screen Song Dec. "'

•t§Rube, Th Jimmy Barry June

•tSSallor's Luck. A Geerge Beatty Sept
•t§Salt Water Ballads (A.T..) . . . R. Bruce Scenic ... Mar. 8 I reel..

•tjSerapollv Married (A. T.) Johnny Arthur A Bert Roach. Feb. 22 1634. .

.

Seeing Helen Home Helen Lynd Dec. 6 I reel

Seven in One Juliet Dec. 27 I reel

*t§8lng. Yoa Daneera tA.T.) .. . Punk &. White Sept 20 1 reel

Sky Scraping Talkartoon Nov. I .... I reel

Sky Scrappers Chester Conjclin Dec. 6. ...2 reels

*ttSo Thu ii Paris Grean F agenda Jan. 18 1747 Jan. 25

'tSSong Service (A.T.) Lee Morse &. Co Oct. 23 I reel

"tlsteln Song (A.T.) Screen Song-Vallee Sept 6 Sept 6
•f§Story Book Parade. The (A.T.) Children's Ballet Oct 4 I reel Aug. 23
HStrlke Up the Band (A. T.). .Screen Song Sept 27
'^Stronger Sex, The (A.T.) Myers-Roach Mar. 15 1760
*t§Sunset Hunter (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic July 12 1 reel

Sure Cure Lynn Overman Nov. I I reel Sept. 8
•t§Swlng. Yen Sinner ( A. T.). . .Talkartoon Sept 20 I reel Oct M
•t§That Party In Person (A.T.) Eddie Cantor Jan. 5 1 reel

•t§The Rube (A.T.) Jimmy Barry, Sketch July 21 1 reel

•tSThe Tide Rises (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic July 14 I reel
*t§The Wenderlust (A.T.) R. Bruce Seenlo ....I reel

Tongue Tied Lulu McConnell Dec. 13 I reel

"t§Toys (A.T.) Three Ormonde Sisters July 28 I reel

't§Travellln' Alone (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic I real
•(.Twentieth Amendment. The (A.T.) Jan. 22 2 reels

Up to Mars Talkartoon Nov. 22 I reel
•tSVelces e' Ln"«ly Men fl. Bruce Scenic Apr IS I reel
*t§Wanderlust, Tha R. Bruce Seenlc April 5
•ttWce Bit o' Scotch fA.T.) R. Bruce Scenic Feb. 8.

-tiWhlla the Captala Walts ...-Armlda Nov.
Why Continue the Struggle Casey- McH ugh Nov. 15

•T§W!se Files (A.T.) Talkarton July IS

•'<Vm W> Have No Bananas. .. Srrpen Anne Apr. 26

•tlYou're In the Army Now Johnny Burke Oct II.

. . I reel.

.

. .2 reels.
. . I reel .

.

..I reel...
. I reel.

.

. I reel.

.

. I reel .

.

...738..

! I Wei ." .'

. I reel .

.

.2 reels.
. I reel .

.

reel.21.
13 I reel

.Oct

Jan.

. . . I reel

. . .1 reel

. . . I reel. June
. I rani May
.2 reels

PATHE
FEATURES

T|tl« Star

Bio Money Qulllan-Gleason-Armstrong-OIH
* Gleason Oct 28... .7310..

•tSGraad Parade. Tha (AT.) (F.) Twelvetrees-Seett Feb. 2 7807.,

•tlHer Mai (A.T.) (F.) Twelvetrees- Holmes- Rambeau
Gleason Sept 21 7508. .85... Sept 13

•tlHis First Command (A.T.)(F.) Boyd-Seiaitlat Jan. 19 8850. ...85
*t|Hollday (A.T.) (F.) Harding-Astor-Horton-Ames July 13 8870) 97...Juia 14
•tlNlgat Work (A.T.) (F.) Eddie Quillan Aug. 3 8394 95. ..Aug. 23
*t§Offlcor O'Brien (A.T.) (F.)..Boyd-Sebaitlao Feb. 15 6740.. . .73. .. Nov. 30
•tsPardon Mv Gun (A.T.) tF.).8tarr-Duryea June 29 5854... 63. ..July 5
•i | Rich People (A.T.) (F.) Constance Bennett Jan. 8 70741 78. ..Feb. 8
"TlSwIng High (A.T.) IF.) Twelvetrees- Scott May 18 7500 75 May 3

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel Date Length Reviewed

'tSAdam and Eve (A.T.) Constance Bennett
'tSBoyend Vletery (A.T.) <F.)..Boyd-TweIvetrees-Gleaaon-ScotNov.
'tSCrashlng Through (A.T.) (F.). William Boyd Dec.
MsGreater Love, The (A.T.) Ann Harding Aug.
*t§ I n Deep (A.T.) Constance Bennett Jan.
'til Take This Woman (A.T.) . . Bannister-Harding June
•tfLast Frontier, The(A .T.) ... William Boyd July
*t|Lazy Lady (A.T.) Constance Bennett Apr.
•tSNorth oT the Yuken (A.T.)... William Boyd May
•tSPslnted Desert (A.T.) (F.). . Boyd -Twelvetrees Nov.
•tSPrlce of a Party. The (A.T.). Helen Twelvetrees Apr.
•fSRawhlde (A.T.) William Boyd Fab.
'!§Rebound Ann Harding Dec.
•tSRomance Harbor (A.T.) Ann Harding Mar.

Sin Takes a Holiday.. Constance Bennett Nov
•t|Taklng the Rap <A.T.) Robert Armstrong Aug.
tsThls Marriage Business (A.T.) .Constance Bennett July

SOUND SHORTS
(Available saund-on-film and soand-on-disej

(Note: Pathe does not list running time on Shorts. The approximate running rime at reeis
In the Important series, however, follow:

. „., .„„.,«,„ Rafl- Date Run. Time Reviewed
2 reel eomedles M
Pathe Sound News fX „!! "
Pathe Silent News ...!.! |0 mis
Pathe Audio Review -i.
p.», r.»i,» ::::::::::::::!! Z!. .:::::::::::
Aesop's Fables 8 mio
Grant land Rice Sportllghts ".!!".'.'.".'.'."'.""."'

10 mla .'.

Talking Topics af the Day... .. ,
" 7 n j t

Knute Roekne Notra Dame !!!!'*'
Football Series ef 6

'• The Last Yard. bet' 15 I ml Aug. SB
2. The Hidden Goal Oct 15 1 reel Aug. 30
3. Flvlng Feet Oct 15 I reel Sept 13
4. Touchdown Oct. 15 I reel Oct II
5. Two Minutes to Go Oct 15 1 reel
6. Backfleld Aces Oct. 15 1 reel

5.

Title Star

All for Mabel Carney-Wills
tSAmerlea er Bust....

-tSBeauttes. The
*T5B to Hearted
*T§Boss's Orders. The
Breakfast in Bed
*1§Bugvlllo Romance. A....
'llCampus Favorites
*T§Carnlval Revua
*t§Chailng Rainbows
*t§ChampTtp Makers
Circus Lapers
Cobb Goes Fishing
'TsDruras at Fear
~T§Deep South
§Dude Ranching (A.T.)..
bony

Rel. Oate

...Oct 12..

...July 27...

...June 29..

...June 22..

...Aug. 31..

.Dephne Pollard
.-Hlatt-Kaley ....
..Harry Grlbbon .

..Morgan-McPhall

.
.
Pollard- Pangborn

..Aesop Fable June 8

..Sportllght June 29.

..Hiatt- Hughes Aug. 3

..Sportllght Aug. 10.

..Sportllght June 15.
..Aesop Fable Sept 28
..Sportlight Oct. 5
..Vagabond Adventure Series.. June 29.

. . Southern Songs Aug. 24
..Sportllght Sept. 21

Vagabond Adv. Series Sept
"'V,

*t§Farm Foolery Aesop Fable Sept.* 14 1 reel Sept20

Length

..2 reels..

.2 reels...
..2 reels..
. .2 reels.

.

. .2 reels..

.Vl'reel.'.V
. I reel
..2 reels..
. . I reel . .

.

. I reel
. I reel.

,

. . I reel

.

..I reel.
. I reel.

, I reel.

.

1 reel

Revieweri

..Aug. 23
..June 21

June 21
July 5
July 19

June 21
10... Oct. 4
10... Oct 4

June 28
....June 28
10. .Aug. 16

May
-"

I reel Sept 13
.928.... 10... Sept 27
.2 reels.

.

7..
17..
18..
3

Frozen Frolics Aesop Fable Aug
Gem of Agra, The Vagabond Adventure Series.. Oct

'

MfGlve Me Action Manning. Holmon Aug
'TSGIacler's Secret Tht Vagabond Adventure Series.. .June
'tSGIiding Snortlinht ReDt
"t§Hearts and Hoofs RIsa-Keefa sept
•tSHeld the Baby Agnew-Crane-MePhall Aug.
•IfHoaked . Sportllght May
'tSHot Tamale Aesop Fables Aug.
*t§l'll Take That One All Star Oct
*T§Jungle Jizz Aeiop Fable July
•t§Jungle Terror Vagabond Adv. Series Oct
*t§Kld the Kidder Campus Comedy 2 reels
Lair of Chang How Vagabond Adv. Serles-Terrlss June 15 2 reels. .18
•tSLaundry Blues (A.T.) Aesop Sound Fable Aug. "

•tSLet 'Ef Buck Sportllght July
*HLlve and Lean MePhall-Daerlni June
'tJLove's Memories (A.T.) Song Skeich Feb.
*t|Leve That Kill! Vagabond Adventure Series.. .Aug.
SMandalay Song Sketch Jan.

..May 31
Sept 27
.May 31

.May" 2*

I reel.
. I reel . I

.2 reels.,

.2 reels..
.1 reel...
I reel Aug. •

5 2 reels
i I reel July 19
S 1 reel Sept 20

Sept. 20
.June 7

..I reel.
...1 reel..
...2 reels..

. . . I reel .

.

...I reel..
. I reel. .

.

Aug.

•t§Midnight Aesop Fables 635 ft 7 min.
"t§Mlnd Your Own Business Agnew-Gulliver July
'"ial Beauty Shop Melody Series June

Neat and Tidv..
•tINew Walter. The.........
"fiNlght Clerk, The
'TSNIght la a Dormitory. A..
•t§On tne Air (A.T.)
"t§One Nutty Night, Comedy.
*t§Oom Pah Pah (A.T.)
tIPathe Audio Review (A.T.).

Star . Sept. 28.
June 8..
Sept 14..

Jan. B.

.All Star

.All Star

.Ginger Rogers ..
.Topics al tne Oay. . .

.

. M il Is-Carney Nov.

.Aesop Fable May
Released Every Week

*t§Pathe Sound News Released Twite Every Week
'tSPerfect Match. The (A.T.) ... Butler Mayo Apr.
•tSPIck 'Em Young (A.T) Agnew-Geraghty May
Racqueteers Sportllght
*t§Rich Uncles (A.T.) Richard Carle May
•tFRlde 'Em Cewbey Whlte-Carnev Apr.
"fIRonM Robin, A Aesop Fabla June
*t<)Hoyal Flusn. A (A.T.) All Star Dee,
"t^Rubevllle Nlte Club (A.T.) . . H B Watson Jan.
'tfSaered Fires Vagabond Adventure Serle.. . . July
"t§Sands of Egypt, The Vagabond Adventure Series
•t§Satan ,

s Fury (A.T.) Vagabond Adventure Sept.
Self Defense Sportlight Sept
•tSShln Ahoy (A.T.) Aesep Fable Jan.
*t§Singing Saps (A.T.) Aesop* Fables Feb.
t§Shteen Sweeties (A.T.) #hlte-McNaughten Apr.
Ski HI Frolics Sportllght Aug.
•t§Sky Skippers (A.T.) Aesop Fables Feb.
Snnw Time A»«on F*Me July
•t!8om* Babies Carle-Hletl. Little Billy Sept.

*t!Soaewhere Ovt Sportllght July
*t§Songs of Mother Song sketch Feb.
'tSSplils and Thrills (A.T.) Sportllght Apr.
MiSplashing Through (A.T.).. Sportllght Feb.
Sporting Brothers Sports June
Swell People Dot Farley-Harry Grlbbon. .. Aug.
Temples of Sllenee Vagabond Adv. Serles-Terrlss July
ISTIght Soueoze (A.T.) LeMalre Fob.
"tSTrumpeteer, The (A.T.) Song Sketch Jan.
Trying Them Out All Star May
Two F>-psh Eoqs Al. St John-JImmle Aubrey July
Two Minutes To Go 10 mln
Two Plus Fours Campus Comedy—Nat Carr-

Thelma Hill Aug. 10 2 reels
*!§Venetlan Nights Vagabond Adventure Aug. 10 . 1 reel*$ Voice of the Sea (A.T.) Song Sketch May 4. ...I reel"
*t§Western Whoopee (A.T.) Aesop Fables Apr 13... | reel

"
*tSWhat. No Baltt (A.T.) Teplrt at the Day Mar. 9....I reel.7.

2 reels. . 17.. Juno 12
2 reels.. 18. .June 7
.2 reels
2 reels

.2 reels
.Jan. II

.Juno 7

..May

..Apr. 5
.June 28
-Aug. 30
.Nov. 16

13

30 2 reels.
II I reel

I reel...
, I reel .

6 2 reels Apr. 5
4 2 reels May 10

II. ..Oct. II

II I reel

13 2 reels
22 I reel

19 2 reels
26. ...2 reels

27 1 reel

958 ft. 10

7 I reel Aug.
7 1 reel Sept

5 2 reel Jan. 1

1

2. ... I reel Feb. 8
20 2 reels Apr. 19
24 1 reel
<6 I reel Feb. 15

20 I reel. ..8.. July 28
21 2 reels Aug. 18
IS 1 reel
2 I reel May 10
8....I reel Apr. 12

23 I reel Feb. 15
I I reel. . . .8. .Juno 7

24 2 reels.. 22.. July 19
13 2 reels. .10. .July 19
2 2 reels Nov. 23

19 I reel Jan. 4
25 2 reels.. 17.. Juno 7
6 2 reelo .20. .July 5

Oct 25

20.. July 26
Aug. 16

....May 3
...Apr. 19

'Meant synchronized score. ^Means sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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RKO
FEATURES

Title

•t§Allii French Gertl* (A.T.)
MsBeau Bandit (A.O.)
*TSCa*e oi Sergeant Grlttna...
•TICheek and Double Check

(A.T.)
•f§Consplraey. The (A.T.)
•

i u u;"oOb The ( A.T j
•t^Dancehall (A.T.)
•fsOanger Light*

>uiitan*
•t§£scape (A. T.)
"T§Fall Guy. The (A.T.)
MSFraroed tA.T.)
•tSGIrl e( Pert (A.T.)
•t§Hall Marriage (A.T.)
"tsHalf Snot at Sunrtie (A. T.)
•tSHe Knew Women (A.T.)
t §H If the Deck (A.T.)
•tllailde the Lite* (A.T.)....
*t§Jaz2 Heaven (A.T.)
•tJLawful Larceny (A. T.) ....
•f§Leatherneeklng (A. T.) ...
•fSLove Comet Along (A.T.)...
r-Lovin' the Ladle*
•HMidnlght Myitory. The (A.T,
"S'Pay Oft. The
TSRunawBy Bride. The (A .T.)
•tlSecend Wife (A.T.)
*t$Seven Keyi to Baldoate (A.T.)
•tSShe's My Weaknota (A.T.)
'tlShootlng Straight (A.T.)..
*t§Sllver Horde (A. T.)

Star Rel Date

. .Daniel*- Lyon Apr. 20.,

. La Rocquo- Kenyon Mar. 2.
,. Morrii-Compson-Hareholt ... Feb. 23..

..Amos 'n' Andy-Carol-Rleh. . .Oct. 25..

. Love-Trevor- Sparlis Aug. 10.

.

. . Wheeler. Wooliey May 4.

..Olive Borden- Arthur Lake
.. -Vol helm- Armstrong -Artnuf . Sept. 22.

..Bob* Daniel* Aug. 30.

,. All Star Cast Sept. 13.

..Mullhall-Clarke-Sparkt June 15..

.. Brenl-Toomey Mar. 16.

. .
0' Nell -Sharland Feb. 2.

.

.Olive Borden-Fartey
Wheeler- WooUey Oct. 3.

.

Sherman- Joyce May 18.

.

Oakle-WaUer Feb. 2.

CeapM t- Ferttte July 20

.

..Sally O'Neill-Brown
. Daniels-Thompson Aug. 17.

. Foy. Jr.-Rutoin Sept. 25.

. Daniel*- Hughe* Jan. 5.

. Rlehard On Apr. 6.
)Compson-Sherman June I.

. Lowell Sherman Oct. IS.

. A*tor. Hughes May 24.

.Nagel.Lee Feb. 9.

Dix-Seegar Jan. 12.

.Carol. Lake- Bunee Aug,
. Dix-Lawlor July
. Brent- Wottielm Oct

Length

Feet Mln*. Reviewed

.0416 65. ..Apr. 19

20.

,.6929...
.6480-.
..9155..
..6184..
..7053..
. .9385.

.

..6345..
.6175...
..6111..

, .6174. ..

..6481..

.7459...
. 6419. ..

..9219..

..6652..

..6383..

..6309..

..7600 .

..7038..

..6138..

..6469..

..6377..
...6194 .

...6088..

...6759..
..6727..
..6720..
.6768..

.75... Oct 4

.71

.90. ..Apr. 6

.July 26

.Sept. 13

.May 31

..Feb. IS

.S*»L 27

.Apr. 2*

..Apr. 26

..July 12

!.'july"i9
. SepL 6
..Dec. 2)
..Feb. 22
...May 31
..Sept. 13

..May 31
...Feb. 15
...Jan. 4
...June 28

..July 12

. Sept. 27

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star

Children of the Streets Betty Compson .

•TjClmarren (A.T.) Richard Dlx
Devil's Battalion
•t§Hcok. Line A Sinker Wheeler-Woolsey
Kept Husbands Sue Carroll
•TSPerfeet Alibi. The \A. T.)
Private Seer>iary
•tlQucen's Husband
Sin Ship Wolheim-Astor .

Sour G raps
White Shoulders

Rel. Date Length

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star

Black and Tan Duke Ellington A Orchestra.
.
Feb.

•TSBrldegroom. The (A.T.)fF) . . Mare Connelly Feb.

*t§Broken Wedding Bell* (A.T.) Dane-Arthur Sept.

•TSCampus Sweethearts (A. T.) (FAD) *}"•
*t§Caih and Marry (A.T.) Vaughn- Cooki-Sargent Mar. I

•T§Dear Slayer (A.T.) Vaughn-Cook* *f.
•tlEventually But Not New (A.T.) (FAD) Vaughn-Cook*. .

Apr. I

*t§Falr Deceiver. The (A. T-> (FID) J»n.

Fall to Arms. A Louise Fazenda Oct. t

'^General Glniburg (A.T.) (F).Nat Carr Aor
-

'

•tSGoif Specialist The W. C. Fields Aug.
•fSGood Time Kenneth Mare Connelly ,N| >

•TsGunpoat Glniburg (A.T.) (F).Nat Carr Jan. I

•HGuest. The (A. T.) (FAD).. Mare Cennefly May 2

MfHot Bridge (A. T.) (FAD) May I

Hummanettes No. I Benny Rubin Aug.
Hummanettes No. 2 Hutchinson-Lerch Sept.
Hummanettes No. 3 Clyde-Rubin Oct.

Knights Before Xmas Dane Arthur Nov.
*r|Land ol tne Sky Blue Daughters Vaughn-Cook* Mar.
*t§Lo*t and Foundered (A. T.) (FAD) ..Vaughn-Cooke .. Jan. I

•f§Magnate. The (A. T.) (FAD). Mare Connelly Mar. 3

*t§Men Without Skirts (A.T.) .. Dane-Arthur Aug.
VSMIckey'i Champ* (A. T.) (F4D) Mickey Yule Feb.
V|Mlckey'* Luck (A. T.) (FAD) Mickey Yule Mar. 5

flMlckey'* Master Mind (A. T.) (FAO) Mlokey Yule Mar.
•tlMlckey'i Merry Men (A T.) (FAD) Mickey Yule July
•tSMIckey'* Musketeer* (A.T.) Oet. 2

*t§Mlekey'» strategy (A. T.) (FAD) Mickey Yule Jan.
MfMlekey's Winner* (A. T.) (F&D) Mickey Yule Aug.
*Tl Mickey the Romeo (A. T.) (FAD) Mickey Yule June :

*t§Mlckey the Whlrrwlad (A.T.)(FAD) Mickey Yule Apr.
••*M(»k«v the Werrltr M lekey Yule Mav
Moonlight A Monkey Business. .Nick A Tony Nov.
tfj Must urn. The Toby the Pup Aug.
*§TOff to Peoria (A.T.) Nick A Tony July
•tSOId Bill's Chrlitma* (A.T.) ftb
•'{Old Vamp* for New (A. T.) Vaughn-Ceoke Feb
*»«Pelooka Flvine Schotl (A.T.) June
*t|Peep en the Deep, A Clark A MtCallsugh Sept.
*t§Pure and Simple Louise Fa?enda Seot.
Razored in Old Kentucky Nick and Tony Oct. '.

't§Settlng Sen, The (A.T.) Vaugnn-uooke Feb.
't§5leeplng Cutle* (A.T.) Alberts Vmmhn Ian
Society Goes Spaghetti Nlek and Tony Sept.
t§StraBfl B Interview, The
'«T.) (F) Sherwln-Knowle* Mar

'tSToby the Fiddler (A.T.) Sept.
Tnby. the Miner
Too Hot to Handle Louise Fazenda Nov.
*t 5 Who's Got the Body (A.T.).. Nick A Tony Aug.

Length Revleweo
..I reel

. . i reel

..2 reels June 21

. .2 reel*.
eli

23

el...I i

..1774 20
. 2 reel*.

.2 reels.. 23.. July 6

.. I reel Aug. 8
.2 reel* Nov. 9

. . I ree I

..2 reel*
..I reel. ..8.. ..July 5

10

8
..2 reels. .18
. .2 reels May 3
. .2 reel*

. . I reel

..2 reeis July 5

. .2 reel*

..2 reel* Apr. 12

. .2 reel*

..2 reel* Aug. 18

..1623 ...18. ..Aug. 16

. .2 reel*

. .2 reel*
. .2 reel*
. .2 reel*

.'.2 reels. .21."

...I reel. ...8
. .2 reels.

. 2 reel*.

..7 r«#lt

...I reel... 21
...2 reels. .20. July 8

.2 reels Oet. II

.. 1699. ...18
. .2 reel* Feb I

7 <...! iw *
...2 reels. .20. Sept. 27

.May 24

..June l«

.Dec. 14

.Jan. 2'-.

SON O-ART-WORLD WIDE
Title

Air Police
"Pin fipht The (A.T.)
tSBIaze 0' Glory
MSCharoe ot the Light Brigade.
•tSCoek 0' the Walk (A.T. J

* t § Costello Case
*§tOude Wn»n«ler. The (A.T.)
•MGreat Gabba
Hell Bent For Frisco
•UHello Sister (A. T.)
*HOnce a 6entleman (A.T.)
•tReno (A.T.)
•*SRooue of the Rio Grande...
•MTalk ef Hollywood
tlUi The Cmo*
ti"*bat a Man (A.T.)

Star Rel. Dati

WHMsmi-Lane
*

" ! Sept
Eddie Dowllng-B. Compsei.. Jan.
M c Lag kn- Hume Dec.
1. Senildkraut-Lov May
Tom Moore- Lola Lane Oct.
Ourvi-a- B**on»tl* June
E. Vol Strohelm-B. CempioaJan.

L. Hughes-Borden Feb.
Horton-WII*on Sept.
Roland'Thommn-Lovo Oct.
Harton-Loy-Bohr Oct
Nil Can-- Fay Msrb* Mar.
.Travel Lecture Feb.
Deany-Segar Juna

. .5850.

.

..8800 .

..8850..
. 7200..
.7200..
..«?nn.

.

.9930

.'.MOO..

80.. Apr. 14

.78 ...Oct 18

68 May 74
IOO.Sept2l/29

.105... Apr 5
June 21

.80. ..Oct II..7200.
..7nra
..6586. ...72 Dec 21 29
.5800.... 62
.7000 79. ..Mar. 29

STATE RIGHTS

fWle Star

FEATURES
Diet

*»s*tra*» ths World (A.D.). Martin Johnson .

•tSAfter the Verdict (A.T.) Tieheehowa-Ward
Alms do Gaucho Special Cast
Asphalt Froel 1th - Amain
•* q^.ut* I Lnv* Vau Mady Christian* ...

•tlBartom if Um W*rld Talk. PU Epics Sept I

•»SBHn> 68 fP.T.) V»ldt-Brlnk Amer. Angle Aor. 6 .

flBrlght Ey« Baltaur-Trsw ....N*W En July 10

Leneth
Rel. Diti Feet Mini.

Talk. PI*. Evict Net *ei8860 98..
.Int. Photoplay.. Jai. I. 8900 73.
Edw. L. Klein

,

Allied Film. Mar. IB... 8 reels. .85.
Amer. G*n nim Jan. 24 9000 100

3800

Reviewed

Jan 25

.ion

.65 Sept 13
84.. Oct. 25
l3...Jily IS

'ISBurnlng Heart, The .... Chrlstlans-Frwllch. . Harold Auten May 108372.. .86. ..May 24

OF) '- Bushman Clayton ...Burr Jan. 155466 61. .Jan. 18

'Cipyei st MlMill Mil Ten Tyls* Syndicate Jim I. .4742 40. ..Am. t

Cauitm in Benin unuerworld. fritz Kortner .

Ches* Player, Thl Jehanne- Blanehar

•tClvlllzatUi His*— <«>
*ts^i«ncy in Wall Street

(A.T.) Murray- Llttlefleld . . .Arlitotrat Mar. 157127 Mar. I

niCod* if thl Wert Bob Custer Syndicate 67

MSConstant Nymph, The Ivor Novello Big Three Exc.Aug. 17.7800 87. .July 6
*i,i,»-uii bucciai cait New bra ... rob. o fob. Z'l

*t§Crlmson Circle. The Stewart Rome Inter. Photoplay Jan. II

•tlCovered Wagon Trail Bob Custer Syndicate Dee. 29.4617 52. .May 17
" i $ Danger Man. The (P.T.) tna*. hutch IMID .. Cosmos May Ju bit6 BJ!. . May 24

•t'Dark Red Roses Stewart Rome Inter. Photoplay Mar. 8
'TsUarkened Skies (A.T.) . ..Brentwood- MacDenaldBiltmore Pred Jan.. 5400 60.. Oet. 14

Dock* ef Hamburg Jugo-Frltsch Uta
•tlDriften Harold AutM 40. .July 6
•t§E*caped from Dartmoor . Baring. Henning Harold Auten. ..Apr. II 7529 70. .Apr. 19

Eternal Fools Judea Film* Sept 23. .6120 68. .Sept 6
Farmer's Wife Theinas-Hill- Davis. . Allied Jan. 4.ba«5 70.. Jan. In

Fioaro Franco-American Net Set6360 71. .Dec 7

*f§Fourth Alarm, The ..Nick Stuart-Ana ChrlstyW. Ray Joy Johnston
Oet 25 Oet IB

*t§Heart's Melody (A. T.)
(F A D) Frltsih-Parlo Ufa Film

Her Unborn Child (F A 0) Special Cast Windsor ... .Jan. 107609 85. -Jan. 18

Hungarian Nights Special Cast Amer. Gen. Film Co.
Aug. d/29. .8 reels June 14

Hunted Man Bob Steele Syndicate Apr.. 4853
•1§ Immortal Vagabond (A.T.) Haid- Froel leh Ula Film
In the South Seas with Mr. and Mrs. Plnehot Talk. P let. Epic*. Sept. 1.5538 May 31
Mlngagl African Hunt Congo Plet Ltd. Apr. 137778 86. .Apr. 28
jaae Casket The French Cast Cosmo* 58U0 M
*t§Jau Cinderella M. Loy-J, Rohards. Chesterfield Aug. 14.6181 68. .Sept 20
M§Juno and the Paycack (A.T.) bara Allgood Harold Auten. . .June 27. 9100 July 6

•tSJust Off Broadway D. Keith-A. Christy. Chesterfield Mar. 15.7650 85. .Dee. 14
*i 9 Ladle* In Love (A.T.) Day- Walker uhesterheld May 176095 69. . May 8
•fSLait Dance. The (A.T.) .. Reynolds- Robard* ..Audible Mar. 8 5825 65. .Mar. 29
•Lent Harsamao Teas Tyler Syndliate. . . Nev. I. '28. .4731. .. .63. . .Aug. 2
*t§Lonesome Trail C. Delaney-V. Brown

Fair* Syndicate Aug. 25 5786.
Loose Ends Edna Best bntish Inter Oct. 17. -7569.
•TILeit fla* (A.T.) Talk Pie. Eplss. .. 8e|t I. ...4880.
Loit Petrel - Pro rains ...Not Set. 5IU0
•tSLove at First 8)l6llt(A.T.) Kaeaer. Fetter Chesterfield Feb. 15 6039.. ..88.. Feb. I

•t§Made to Order Julian Eltlnge Jesse Well ...6240 Jan. 25
*t§Madonna ef the Sleeping
Cars Claude Frane Little Playhouse Film Ci Oet 19

*t§Manxman. Thl Carl Brlason 6800 Dee. 2IUfa Dec. 14.

Melody ef the Heart Ufa Film. .Aug. 29 Eng...806l 90. .Sept 6
Germ...8543

Murder Marshall-Baring ...British Int.. Oct 24. . . 8200. . .90. . .Nov. I

Mystery at the Villa Rase. . Trevor-Baring Harold Auten. .May 31 9000 100 mln*
•t§Myteriei ef Netare Ufa 71
*t§Overland Bound Leo Moloney Raytono Apr. 15.5040 56. .Mar. 29
*T30verland Bound (A.T.). . Perrln.Ray Ray tone ... Apr. 15 5040 56... Mar. 21*

tsParting ot the Trails Bob Custer Syndicate ..Mar. I 4700 52.. Mar. 2S

Paitlon Song. Th* Olmsted- N. Beery. . Excellent 5080 56
Peacock Fan The Dorathy Dwan Chesterfield 5400 60
Poor Millionaire Talmadpe-Heward . Biltmore .Apr. 7 5200 58. ..May 17
Porl Special Cast Ufa Films
tSRampant Ago (A.T.)
(D.F.) Murray. Kennedy ... Continental Jan. 155743 64.. Jan. 18

*t§Ra*putln, the Holy Devil Speelal Cast Martin Berger Aug. 30
Riders of the Rio Grande Bob Custer Syn. Pictures . .Sept'29. .5223 June 28
'tlRomaneo af Waal Jack Parrll Jack Trap Jua* 18. .6494 61. ..Aug. 2
•t§Saddie King, The Cliff Tex Lyon Anchor Oet 12
Sea Fury Mildred Harrl* Tom White Nat Set 6200 58.. Dee. 7
't Slums of Toklo Japanese Cast Movlegraph*
Smoke Bellew Conway Tearle First Dlvltloa ..6605 73
*t§Sombras de Gloria Jose Behr Sono Art World Wide Feb. 22
South of Paaama Carmellia Geraghty . . Choiterfleld 6300 70.-
Stampede Native Cast Harold Autoa. . . Apr. 88 7540 80. .May 8
Strange Case of D Istrlet
Attorney *'M" Unusual Photoplay . Mar. 630(1 Mar. 22

Three Outeait*. The Yakima Canutt Waea Mar. 7 5 reel* Oet (P
M§Throw of the Dice Seeta Dvl Hollywood Pie.. .Dee. 29.6700 ....May 31
Thunder God Cornel lui Keefe Crescent 5917 66
•fSTreasure, The Film Arts Guild Nov. 30
Two Hearts in Waltz Time. . Janssen-Theimer ...Asso. C. of A. ..Oct. 10. .8800. .. .98. .Oct 25
Western Honor Bob Steele Syndicate. .Mar 4849 50.. May 17

'tSWeet of Rockies (A.T.)
(D) Art Mil World Art Jab. 18.5100 68..Auo. 9

•tSWhlte Cargo (A.T.) Special Cast Harold Auten Mar. I

•tSWhlte Devil (P.T.) (F
A D> Metlukln-Dagover ..UFA Film*

Why Cry at Partial Halm-Gralla International
"tSWomea Wh* Was For-
gotten (A.O.) Balls Benatt State Cinema Jen.

Wonderful Lies af Nina

..7000. ...78. .Feb. 22

.7560. Jan.

Petrowna Helm- Ward
Worldly Beads Klrkweod-Ksanedy..
•tsvidrilt* Mama. The (A.T.)Mnf. aimon
Young Woodley All English Cast..

Allied Films
Continental .,
Judo* r.im,
Harold Anten Sept. 26 .7600

May 80.. 8 reels. .80.. June
.Aug. I. .6065 ....63. ..Aug.

.73... Oct.

14

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Producer Rel. Date Length Mint. Reviewed

•tSApe, The (A.T.) ...Liberty Prod
Atlantic Elstrea 90 Oct II
•tSBodv. Soul and Drees
*T5 Breezy BUI Bob Steal* Syndicate 4500 50. ..Sept 20
tSBurned toidenco (F) Continental

Buying a Wife Speelal Cast Aff. Earepeai 7 reels
•t§Clown. The (F) Continental
*§*Cemsba*k. Th* (A.T.) .- Majestlo
Convict's Code. The Cullen Dandls Syndicate 56 .Oct 4
•t§Danclng Fathers (A.T.)
•t5Davy lone* tocker *A.T.) Liberty Prod
'tlDer Tiger Von Berlin Susa-Frank Ufa Film 55. .Sept 27
*t§Dlvorc* Queitle*. Tht
(A.T.) MaJastle „

Duty to be Sliest Maria Albana Aff. European 6 reels
•t§Eait Lynne (A.T.) Liberty Prod
*t§Ea*t of Ails (A.T.) Liberty Prod
•tSEverybedy's Girl (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Exodus to the New World, The Lyon-Prevest Pioneer
Full Dressed Thlevas Nils Asther Aff. European 7 reels
German Underworld Speelal Cast Aff. European 7 reels
Great Unknown The . .John Lod«r Aff. European 6 reels
*§tHall th* Womaa (A.T.) Majestic
Her Vlennete Lover Aither- Nolan Aff. European 6 reel*
• t Sin Oklahoma (A.T.)
•tILIfe For Sale, A (F) Continental

Syndicate Sept 13
Allied

. Liberty Prod
.Liberty Prod
. Aff. European 7 reel*.

. Majestl*

June
.Sept 6
.May 10

F»-b. 8
.42
Apr. !•

July 8

Lonesome Trail
Mllak of the Snemiand* Speelal Cast
*t§Mldnlght Alarm. The (A.T.l
•HMother'i Millions (A.T.).May Roson
Our Dally Bread Mary Noiaa
•tlPrlee Mark. Tha (A.T.)
"tSRed Kisses (A.T.)
• + 5 Roman tit Scoundrel, The (A.T.)
'tSSeeond Honoymesa. Th* (F) Continental
•^Sentimental Satan (A.T.) Majestlo
•TSBmarl Women (A.T.)...^ Majestlo

,

•t§Thou Shalt Not Squeal (A.T.)
•tSToday (A.T.) Nagel-Owea Majestic Nov. I

•t§Trap, The (A.T.) ,, MaJastle
•^unforbidden Sin. Tha (F) Continental
Unholy Love Wegener-Petrevlteh. .Aff. Eunpeaa
When Duty Calls Special Cast Allied 8714 feet
wild Mor. f Kallharl Denver African Es».T«lk. Plet Epic*
Women Like Men Liberty Prod
*T§Worst Woman in Paris (A.T.) Liberty Prod

,

6660 ft. Oct 25

'Means synchronized score. iMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on^film.

A.T. after title means
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SOUND SHORTS
Title Star litrlbulor Length

.Vlsuagraph 3 reel*.

Reviewed

..May 17*t§Anywhee By Air
*t§At the Photographer?

(A. T.) (F) Harry Oelf Elbee 2 reeli

•tBarn Danee Mlekey Moues CartoenCelebrlty Prad I reel

Beildei the Weston Bei Castl* Fllta I rial

*t§ Blind Youth (A. T.) .. Lou Teltegen Caoital 2 reels

Bosom Friendship Novelty UFA 10 min
T9 bring On ine Bride (A.T.) Eilbee 2 reels.- . . . . MO». »

'tSBroken Doll. The (A.T.) Sadie Banks Judea Films I reel

•'Chain Gang. The Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod i reel

"tConquest ol the Cascades. . .Educational Gen. Electric Ce Apr. II

Coast to Coast Talker Visugraphie 2 reels Aug. 30

•tenown Hawaii Way Color Nnv.i-v Castle ' raal

t§Ell-EII Cantor Waldman ...Judea Film 950 ft,

"t§Evenlng In Jewish Camp. Eval Miller Judea Film 1000 ft

*fsf-n»ao Husbnno -A. I., Burr 2 reels

•t§Frost and Old Lace Ufa I reel Sept. 20

*t Galloping Gaueho Mickey Mome Cartoon Celebrity Prod— Feb. • l reel

't§Jewish Gypsy Hymle Jacobson . . . Judea Films 1900 ft

Jewish Melocy Cantor Waldman .. Judea Films, Ine I reel

•tJungle Rythra mickey Mouse CnrtoeaCelebrlty Prod I reel Jan. 1

1

'tJust Mlekey Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod I raal

•StKlddle Cabaret Uayfalr 2 reels Air. 21
• » K ids and Pets Color Noveltv Castle I raal

*t&Kol Nidre No. I Cantor Schmllikel ..Judea Films 900 ft

.Harry Feld

"t§Kol Nidre No. 2 Cantor Waldman
Lanu of Freedom Seymour Heme It

*t§Mal-Ko Mashma-Lou ..

(A.T.)
•TIMawas (P.T.)
'tlMeasuring Time
•tSMeet the Family (A.T.)

(F)
'TMIckey'i Concert
*T§Monkey Squawks (A.T.)
Natasiha
*t§Oh Doctor (A.T.)..

.Judei

.Judea Films •

.Capital Prod 3'/i reals June l

.Ufa Film 7. • -Sept. 27

Harry Delt Elbee 2reels..
Mlekey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prad I rial.

Plnchus Lavenda ..Judea Films. Inc 2 reels

Special Cut Judea Films 1800 .

TPiane Crazy Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod Jan. I reel.

*TPIow Boy Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prad I reel

Sailors' Sweetheart Hymle Jacobson Judea Films, Inc 2 reels

*T§Shoe maker's Romance
(A.T.) Special Cast Judea Films 1900

*t§Should I Charles Lawmar ..Advance Trailer
•u Signed. Sealed i Delivered (A.T.) Burr
't§Slxty Minutes From
Broadway Color Novelty Castle I reel.

•f§Style and Class (A.T.). . .Marty Barratt Judea Films 2000
. Song Cartoon . .

.

.Felix the Cat. ..

.Cantor Waldman

B lophone 1 reel . .

.

Copley Films I reel.

.

Judea Films 950 ft

*T§Summer Harmonies
*tT«e Time
"t§Un-Sana-Takof
MSWfien My Ureams Coi...

True Gene 4 Glenn Advance Trailer I real..

MWhen the cat's Awey M icKey Mouse cartoonCelebrlty Prad I reel.

wild Wavos Mich** Mou*a Cartoon Celebrity Prod I raal..

World Unseen. A Scientific UFA 12

TIFFANY
FEATURES

(Available sound-on-titm and soand-an-disc)

Title Star Rel. Date
•tlBorder Romance (A. T.) . ... Armida-Terry May 20.

"t§Borrowed Wlvea Rex Lease Sept. 10.

Extravagance June Collyer-Lloyd Hughes. . .Oct. 10.

1§Hlgh Treason (A.T.) Humt-Thimaa Mar. 25.

t/SHot Curves (A.T.) Rubin-Lease-Day Ju*a IS.

•tSJourneyi End IA.T.) conn Olive Apr. 15.

•tlJurt Llka Heavei (A. T.)..Loulse-Newell Oct. 22.

*t§Kathlee* Mevoumeen lA.T.j 0" Nen-ueiaoay tuna 20.

Land of Missing Men Bob Steele Oct. 15..

Love Trader Leatrice Joy Oct. 9.,

'UMamba (A.T.) H ershoM. Board man* ForDes . . Mar. 10.

•t§Medlclne Man. Tha (A.T.).. Benny- Bronion June 25

Montana Skies Kenneth Harlan Sept. 10

*t§Near Rainbow's End (A.T.) Steele- Lorraine June 10.

Reviewed as "Dangerous Business" Issue pee, *
•t/SOklahoma Cyelena (A.T.).
*t§Paradlse Island (A.T.) . .

.

*t§Party «lrl (A.T.)
*t§Peacook Alley (A.T.)
MSSunny Skies
•t§Swellhead (A. T.)
Thoroughbred
*t6Troooers Thr«e fA.T.)
"tSWIngs «f Adventure

.Bob Steele Aug.

.Harlan-Day July
Fairoanks. Jr Jan.

.Mae Murray Jan. 10.

.Benny Rubin May I

. Gleason-Shlillno- Walker ....Mar. 20

.Garon-Barry Aug. 10.

. Lease-Gutllver Feb. 20.
Rei Lease Aug. I

Lengi
Feet ft

...5974...

...5580..,

...5886...

...6710...

...7WJ..
. I

I JIN ..

..5850...

..6169...
. .5167...
..5700...

. . . b 1 1*3 -

.

...6211..

...5273..

...5916..
IS2B
. . 5850 . .

.

...6507..

...7480...
..6045...
. . 6994 . .

.

...7040..
..5425...
..7239...
...5050...

...Oct

...Air.

.Apr.

'.'Jen'.*

Reviewed
..May 31

..Aug. 30
. .Sept. 20
..June l

..Jaly 12
..Apr. 12

..Oct II

..Aug. t
..Oct. 4

..Oct 18

,
..Mar. ta

. June 21

. .Aug. 30
..July 5
..Dec. 21

. . Feb. 8

..May 24
...Apr. 24
..Aug. 23
..Feb. 22
..Aug. 9

Coming Feature Attractions

Title • Star

Aloha Oe Torres & Lyon.
Arctio Patrol. Tha
Beloved Enemy, The
Blazing Guns Rex Lease ....

Branded Men Rex Lease

Caught Cheating Sidney-Murray
Circus Parade
Danger Signal
Drums of Jeopardy
Fighting Grin. The Rex Lease
Ghosl Ship, Ths
Girl of the LlmeHost A ,

*t§Headln' North (A.T.) Bob Steele ....

Hl-Jack.

.

Rel. Oate Length

Keeper of the Bees. The
Lasca
Lawless Valley Rex Lease
Leftover Ladles
Lure of the Yukon. The
*t§M Idnlght Stage. The Maynard-Laff
Moran ot the Lady Lefty
*t§Rldin' Fool, The (A.T.) Bob Steele

Roaring Barrier
She Got What She Wanted Compson-Tracy Oct 18
Single Sin, Th June Collyer

Steel
t'§Sunrlse Trail, The (A.T.)... Bob Steele
The Barbarian
The OJ Ibway
Third Alarm, The James Hall-Hersholt-Loulse
Thundering Hoofs Rex Lease
tSUnder Montana Skies Harlan. GullUer
Unpardonable Sin
Utah Kid Rex Lease-Dorothy Sebastian
Wild Youth

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date Lenoth Review*

Blimp Mystery, The July 25... .2 reels Sept. 27
Classics in Slang Series 6 H. C. Wltwer's 2 reels
Color Symphonies Series 6 In Technicolor I reel

Chinese Flewer Boat July 5
Cossack Bride Jan. 25
Dancing Bear June 10
In Old Madrid Frb. 10

Parisian Nights 'une 25
">% Jungle Drums r,«lort»ne ill 24.'29. . 2 reels Dee. 2B
Kentucky Jubilee Singers Series of 3

Old Black Joe May I 2 reels
On the Plantation Apr. 15 2 reels May 10

Musical Fantasies Series of 6 ...I reel

Fire Worshippers Aug, 10 Sept. 27
Memories Apr. 23
William Tell Aug. I

Rolling Stone Series 6 Color Travels I reel Sept. 8
Rolling Stone Series Series of 6 Sept. 25 I reel Sept. 6

In the Mountain
Tiffany Chimp Series 6 Monkey Comedies 2 reels

Little Big House. The Sept. 5 Aug. 30

Little Covered Wagon. The Oct. 15 Oct. 4

Voice of Hollywood Series Station S-T-A-R 26. .1 reel each
No. 8 Ben Turpin Apr. 26

No. 9 Wesley Barry Apr. 19

No. 10 Robert Woolsey
M Billy Bevan May 24

12 Lloyd Hamilton May 21

13 Geo. K. Arthur July 19

14 Joe Cobb Aug. 9

15 Ruth Roland July 12

Nell Hamilton Aug. 10

17 Laura La Plante Aug. 20
18 Gleason &. Armstrong ..Sept. II

19 Johnny Hlnes
lames Hall Oct. II

....Conklin &. Christy

No.

No.
No.
No.
No.

UNITED ARTISTS
FEATURES

Title
•t§Bad One. The {A. T.) ...

•t|Be Yourself (A.T.) <T)...
*tfDu Barry, Woman ef Passroi

'istyes ot the World (A.T.).
*tSHell Harbt-r (A.T.)
*t§Lottery Bride. The (A.T.)...
'TsLummox (A.T.) iF>
*t§One Romantic Night A. T.)-
•TSPuttln' on tha Riti (A.T.).
HRaflles (A. T.)
*t§What a Widow (A.T.) ..,

tSWhoopee (A. T.)

Star Ret. I

. Del Rlo-Lewe May

. Fannie Bnee ... . Feb.
i (A. T.) Norma Talmadge Oct.

. Merkel- Holland Aug.

.Velei-Hersltolt Mar.
. MacOonald-Garrlck Oct.
. Westover.Lyon Jan,
. Gish-Nagel-La Roccjue Apr.
Harry Kichman Mar.
Ronald Colman July
Gloria Swanson - ...Sept

.Eddie Cantor Sept 27.

Leng th

inte Feet Mins. Reviewed
8... . 6673., .

. . 74

.

.Mar. 22
H ..5977. ...67. . . Feb. f

II ..8110. ...90. ..Nov. 1

BO .
. ..7272. ...81. ..Aug. 23

22 ..8354. ...92. ..Mar.
25., ..7472. ..83..
Iff.

.

..7534. ...D4. ..Feb. 15

12 ..6592. ..72 .Mar. 29
1.. ..8225. ...91. ..Feb. 22

26.. . .6509. ...70. ..Aug. 2
13 ..8128. ...90. ..Sept 20
27., -.8393. . . . 93

.

..July 12

COMING ATTRACTIONS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

*tfc Abraham Lincoln (A. T.)... Walter Huston Nov. 8 8704 97. . .Aug. 23
*tfiBat Wblspsrs, Tha (A.T.) ... Chester Morris Nov. 29
•t§Clty Lights (F) Charlie Chaplin
*t§Devll to Pay Ronald Colman Dec. 20
Kiki (A.T.) Mary Plckford
•tHHI's Angels (F) Lyon-Hall-Harlaw Nov. 15

*t§0.ueen of Scandal Evelyn Laye-John Boles Jan. 10 Oct 25
'tsHeachlng tor tne Moon (A.T.) Douglas Fairbanks
•TSSons O 1 Guns (A.T.) Al Jolson

SOUND SHORTS
TIH* Stir Rel. Date

a t§G1orIous Vampi (A.T.) Bobby Watson Jan. 25.
•t$ second Hungarian Rhapsody May 24
*t§The Americans Cams (A.T.).. Otto Matlesoi Aug. 2
•ST Wizard's Apprentice Apr. 20
•tSZampa (A.T.) Sept. 6.

s Length

895

Reviewed

...July 19

i 840
...1 reel.... Sept. 6

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

Title

't§AII Quiet an Wester! Front

(A. T.)
Big Timber (Re-Issue)
Mourning Trail (Reissue)...
'tSCaptain of the Guard (A.T.)
'TsCllmax, The (A. T.)
'IlCohensand theKellys InSeotland.

*T§Coneentratln' Kid (A.T.)
VSCzar tf Breadwsy (A.T.)
*1 s Dames Ahoy (A.T.) „...
•t§Devll's Pit, The

Reviewed under title af

•tSEast Is West (A.T.)
*TSEmbarrasslng Momenta (A.T).
flighting Legion. Th*.
Flying Hoofs
StHell'i Hereei
•t6Hlde-Out (A. T-l

•tlKln af Jazz. Ths (A.T.)....

•t§Lady Surrenders. A (A.T.).
*t§Llttle Accident (A.T.)
•tLucky Larkln
•ts, Mounted Stranger, Tha
•t§Mountoln Justice
*t§Nlght Ride
•ItOutslde the Law (A.T.)..
•tJPsrsde »f tha Wast
*t§Roarlng Ranch (A.T.)
*t§Song of the Caballero
*t§Sons of the Saddle
•tSSpura (A.T.)
*t§Storm. The (A. T.)
tSTnlllng Trouble ,

"1§Trlgger Tricks (A.T.)
•tfi Under tow
*t§What Men Want
-tWhlte Hell of Plti Pali
White Outlaw. The (Reissue)..
•t§Young Desire (A.T.)

Star Rel. Date

Wolhelm-Ayres-Wray Aug. 24.
William Desmond Mar. 30.

, Wm. Desmond July 29.
Ll Plant*. Boles Apr. 20,
Crawford -Hershelt Jan. 26.
idney- Murray Mar. 17.

Hoot Gibson Oct. 26.
Wray-Compsoi-Harron May 25.
Glenn Tryen Feb. 0..
Special Cast Mar. 9

.

"Under the Southern Cross" In April
Lupe Velez-Lew Ayres Oct. 23.
Reginald Denny Feo. 2.
Ken Mayiird Apr. S.
Jack Hoxie Feb. 2.

BIckford-HattOH Jan. 5.
Murray -Crawford ... Mar. 30.
Whlteman's Band 4 Spatial
Cast Aug. 17.

Nagle-Tobln-Rathbone-HobartOct. 6.
Fairbanks, Jr., Page Sept I.

Ken Maynard Mar. 2.
Hoot Gibson Feb. 16.
Ken Maynard May 4..
Joseph Schlldkiaut Jan. 12.
Nolan- Robinson Sept. 18.

Ken Maynard Jan. 19.
Hoot Gibson Apr. 27.
Ken Maynard Juiitt..
Ken Maynard Aug. 3.
Hoot Gibson Aug. 24..
Special Cast Aug. 18.

Hool Gibson Mar. 23.
Hoot Gibson June I.

Nolan-Ellls-Brawi *«o 23
All Star July 31..
Special Cast June I.

Jack Hoxle May 25.
Mary Nolan Jum I.

.

..83.
..t)5.

.82.

..12423..
.. .4388.
...4223.,
...7519.

. .7800

..5148. ...57..

..7314 81.
..8773.. ..66..
...6268. ...69.
27, 1029 Iscue

...66B3....75.

...52311 5B.

...6763 75.

...3852 43.

...6146. ...70.

...5299. ...59.

138. ..Apr. 21

...9163.
..8485..
...7897.
...5785.
...5784.
..6748..

102.

.69.. .5900.
. 6A94.
.•624. ...75..
..6872.... 76.
.5303 58..
..7203 60.
..5198. ...67..
..5462.. ..57.
.. 5025 56.
.6041 67..
...7727.... 66.
..4541
.W2D....73..

..Apr. 6
. Mar, 2V
.Mar. 16

. Nov. I

.Apr. 26
. Fab. •
.Apr. 27

Dee. 21

.Apr. 19

.Air. 6
.Sept. 27
.July 12
.Mar. 12
.Fefr la

Mar. 22
. Dec. 2H
.Aug. 23
.Feb. !

May 24
Jaly It
.Aug. •
.Sept. 6
.Aug. 23
.Mar. 29
.June 21
.Jan. 4

Sept 6
.may 10

July II

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Data Length Reviewed

*t§BHnd Husbands (A.T.)
*t§Boudolr Diplomat (A.T.) Compson-Kelth-Dunean-Loff Dec. 8 Oct. 4
•t6Cat Creeps (A.T.) Tw.lvPt">«.H ersholt-Haef<ett Nov. 10 6493 Sept 20
*t§Cohens & Kellys in Africa. Sidney-Murray ....-.<.*..
•tSDracula (A.T.) Bela Lugosi
•t§Flres of Youth Lew Ayrcs
Half Gods Nagel-Tobin
Loose Morals
Many a Slip
Merry Go Round John Boles
*t§ Resurrection (A.T.) Boles- Velez
lt§Salnt Johnson (A.T.) Ayres-Wray
'tJSee America Thirst (A.T.). .. Lnngdon-Love-Summervllle .Nov. 24 Oct 18
itSStrlctly Dishonorable (A.T.) John Boles
•tSWhlte Captive, The Dorothy Janls

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title- Star Rat. Date

Alias the Bandit Bobble Nelson May 17..

All West Sid Saylor June 18...

Anthony 4 Cleopatra (reissue) Miy 26...

Length Review*!
. .2 reels Ac*. <Q
.2 reels May 24
I reel

*Meart9 synchronized score, fMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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Badge *f Bravery Ted Cartoi Feb.
Bashiul Whirlwind (Reissue). ... Edmund Cobb Aug.
Battling Kid. The Bebbie Nelson June
Beaut> Parade. Ttii . . Artnur Lake July
Benjamin Franklin (Reissue) June 3

Beundary Line, The (Reissue) .. Fred Humee July
Close Call (Relssuo) -Edmund Cobb Aug.
Columbus & Isabella (reissue.) J una
Lf inuun Courage Ted Canon Mar.
Croukad Trail* Ted Canon May
Danger Claim. The Bobbie Nelson Mar.
Fighting Terror (Reissue) Billle Sullivan July I

Feiiuw Me Arthur Lake Apr.
Foul Ball Sid Say lor Apr.
French Leave bid Saylor Mar.
Getting the Air Arthur Lake Mar.
Her Bashful Beau Arthur Lake June I

HU Blrl'e Wedding Arthur Lake July i

Ksuni) fair Oswald Cartoon Jan.
Lait stand Bebbie Nelien Jan.
Law In the Saddle Ted Carson Aor.
Lightning Rider. The Ted Carson Aug.
Maka It Snappy Sid Baylor Feb.
Man Hunter, The Ted Canon July :

Matter el Polley toward* Jan.
Milky Way (Reissue) Charlie Puffy Mar.
Omar Khaynm (Reissue) July
One Wet Night Roach- Edwardi Fen.
Paul Revere (Reissue) Aug.
Peeks bee Arthur Lake July
Plane Crazy Sid Saylor Aug.
Pony Express Kid, The Edmund Cobb May
c>ost et Honor Bobbie Nelson Feb.
Prehinerlt Mae (Reissue) Aug.
Prenie Kid. Tne iHeissue) Edmund Cobb Apr.
Queen ot Roundup (Reissue) Josle Sedgwick Mar
Red Coat'i Romance .Ted Carson Juno
Restless Rest (Rc-ltsue) Neoly Edwarda Mar.
Ropln' Venus Josle Sedgwick Jan.

Seeing Red (Reissue) Billy Sullivan Aug.
Should Poker Play era Marry 7 Jung !

Sid's Long Count Sid Saylor May
Sitting Pretty Arthur Lake Jan.

Six Gun Juitlea Bobble Nelson Apr.
tome Shew Arthur Lake Apr.

Son of Courage Bobble Nelson July

Sneak Easy (Reissue) Charlie Puffy Aor.
Step Right Up Sid Saylor May
Storm King ( Re- issue j

Edmund Cobb Fob.
Trail of the Pack Tod Carson Jan.

Under the White Robe (Re-lslue)Neely Edwards May i

Way oT the West (Reissue) Neely Edwards Fob.
Why Wait Slim Summervllle Feb.

Whip Hand. The (Reissue) Billy Sullivan Mar.
Wild West Wallop ( Reissue) ... Edmund Cobb May
William Tell Jan.

Wolt'i Fangs Tod Careen May

..2 reels..

..2 reels..

. .2 reel*.

.

..2 reels. .

I reel

.

. .2 reels..

..2 reel)..
. I reel

. .2 reels.

.2 reds . .

..Feb. I

.Mar. 29

.Feb. is

..2 reels...

. . 2 reels. .

.

, . .2 reels. .

.

.. 2 reels.
.

.

..2 reels..

. . I reel . . .

. .2 reels...
. . .2 reels. .

.

..2 reels...

..2 reels .

.

...2 nolo.
.. I reel

. . I reel .

..I rial....
. . I reel

.. I reel
.2 reels. .. ,

..2 reels...

..2 reels...
. . .2 reels.

.

..2 reels...
. .2 reels..

.

..2 nolo...
. . I reel

..2 reels..
,..2 reels..,

..I reel...
..2 reels..
..2 reels.

. . .2 reels. .

.

. . .2 reels. .

.

...2 reels. .

.

. . I reel . . .

.

...2 reeli...
.. 2 reels...
... 2 reeli...

..I reel

,
..2 reels. .

,

...I reel

..2 reels...

..2 reels...
. . . I reel. . .,

2 reels

.Apr. 8

..Mar. 15
.Mar. e
...Feb. I

May 24
..June 21

. Dee. 7

Dee. 21
...Mar. I

..July 19

..Jan. lb

...July I

•tSMan Irom Blankloy'a. The(A.T-)
•TsMan Hunter (A. T)
Matrimonial Bed ,

Moby Dice.
Office Wilt
MSOht Sailor, Behave (A.T.)...
Old English

i ,un ,m border
•tS Recaptured Love
'nrtougn Waten (A. T.)
'tSRoyal Boi (A.T.) (Gorman)..
•fSSecond Choice (A. T.J
*T9Seeond Floor Mystery (A. T.)
•TSShe Couldn't Say N*
Sinners' Holiday
'TSSong of the West (A. T.)
•tJSweet Kitty Bellalrs
•Til unit wno Dance (A. T.)
'tS Three Faces East
''SUhiim a T-ias Moon (A.T.i.
Viennese Nights
'13 Wide Upon (A. T.)

John Barrymore May
Rm-Tln-Tin May
All Star Aug.
John Borrymore Sept.
Maekalll-Stone Aug.

, Liene Delioy-Chas. King ...Aug.
. (ieorge Arllss Sept.
Rin- 1 in- 1 in Mar.
Bennett-Halllday July

Moissi-Horn
Dolores Costella Jan.
Withers- Young Apr.
Ligntner-Morris . Feb.

.Oct.
Mar.

. Aug.

Bennett- von Strohelm

24.. ..6167.. .611 ..Apr. 12

4.. ..43B3.. ..49. ..Apr. 12

2 ..6030.. .Aug. 9
27 , ..7220.

.

.Aug. 16
23 ..5220.. . .Ml. , .Oct. 4
is . . .flbiO.. .63. ..July 12
23 ..7azb.. .Aug. 30
IS ..4410.. .49. .FeD. 8
H ..6120.. ..68.
7.. ..42110.. . .68. ..July 26

4 ..8150.. ..91.. .Jan. II

76 , . .5268.. ..59.. .May lu

lb.. ..6413.. ..11.. -Feb. 22
II. 5538 .

.

...Oct. 4
15.. ..7IB5.. ..80. ..Mar. 8
9., ..5772.. ..65. . .Sept. 13
in ..6876.. ..78. . Jojry II
2« . ..6120.. ,.«H ..June 2i

I .

.

..74yb.. ..83. . .Apr. 12

20 ..9007.. .Aug. 30
i.. ..6341.. ..71. ..Mar. 29

Coming: Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length Mins. Revie

.July IB

..Apr. 28

..Jan. lb

..Aor. 28
.Dae. 21
..Mar. IS

..Mar. I

..June 21

..Apr. II

'. Dm.'
'

" 7

Adam and Evening
Bad Women Dell-Boley-Gordon Apr. 4 '31
Barber John's Boy Holmes-Mitchell Dec. 6 Oct. 4
Both Were Young
Captain Applejack John Haliday Jan. 17 '31. .5940 Aug. 23
Captain Thunder F. Wray-V. Vareoni Dec. 13 Sept. 27
Children oi u reams
Dlvoroa Among Frlendi All Star Oct. 4
Ex- Mistress Nolan- Hamilton
Fifty Mullen Frenchmen Olsen &. Johnson Feb. 143 1

Gay Cabal lero

Gods Gitt to Women Withers-Nixon Mar. 2I'3I
Husband's Privileges All Star War. 21 '31

Illicit Stanwyck- Rennie Fev. 7, '31 Oct. 25
Maytime ,

Outward Bound Leslie Howard SepL 20
Penny Arcada Withers- Knapp
Red Hot Sinners Winnie Llghtner
River's End Blekford- Knapp Nov. 8 Oct. 4
8H Tight Llghtner-Brown Jan. 31 6300 Oct. 4
•teat Hlohamv ... Wlthen-Aster Oct 4

VITAPHONE VARIETIES (D)

TitleU Arabian Daze
'tSBowery Blmbees
*tsjBread*ay Follies
tlBrother for Sale (A. T.) .

.

*tS Chi nose Blues (A.T.)
•tSChristmai Cheer (A. T.)...
'tChile Con Carmea
•t§Cold Feat
Comeback. The
*t§ Detective. The
*t§Discontented Cowboys

lt§FeWght
M

FaiHea (A.T.) . -

.

t§Fowl Ball, The
Go to Blazes
"tiHallowe'en
*t§Hammer &. Tongs (A.T.)

•t§Hath Shop
*T§Hell'i Heels
*t Henpecked
*t§H is Bachelor Daddy
•tlHot for Hollywood
'Hu'iv Gurdy
In Africa
*t§ln Mexico
•TSKld Roberta (A.T.)

•t Kisses and Curm --

•ti Knockout. The
*tsLivf> Burnt* <F i D)
Love Punch, The
*T§Mush Again
•t§My Pal Paul
Navy. The
*Ts Neighbors
•swot So Quiet
•t§Oo La La
'tsjParlei-Vout
'•Prison Panle
Rolling Along
*T 5 Royal Fourflusn
*t| Schoolmates
'tlSeelng Star*
•tsshe*< a Ho (A.T.)
*t§Slnging Sap
'TlSister's Pest
•iSnappy Salesmen
*t§Spooks
*t$Steepl»ehaae (A. T.)
*t5Sto* That Noise
*t§Strange as It Seems No. I

flStrange as It Seems No. J

•UStrange as It Seems No. ;

*t§Strange as It Seems No.
*t§ Talking Newsreel
•t§Trafflc Troubles
•t§Tramplng Tramp*
*t£Up and Downstairs

SOUND SHORTS
Star

.' Oswald Cartoon
. U'«.u Cartoon
. Sunny Jim
. Sporting Youth
, Sunny Jim
.Oswald Carteon
.Oswald Cartoon
.Leather Pusher Series No. 4

.Oswald Cartoon
?. Sidney- M urray

..Sporting Youth
.Oswald Cartoon
.Sidney -Murray
. Sporting Youth .

Kane Richmond
Leather Pusher Series No. 2

. Oswald Cartoon
,
Oswald Carto*a
Oswald Cartoon
Sunny Jim
Oswald Cartoon
.Oswald Cannon

. .Oswald Cartoon

. Oswald Cartoon

..Kane Richmond ,

Leather Pusher Series No. I

Rel.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Date
3..

17..

25.!
31..
3..
3..

18..

Length
. 2 reels. . ,

Reviewed
...Feb. 22

. . 1 reel Feb. li

Feb. 14

A up. ..1 nil....

Sept
Nov.
Apr.
ceb.

22..
12...
9..
3..

13...
15..
14..

8..
14..
2..

II..
14..

19...
20 ..

1..

17 ,

. 1 reels. .

.

-2 reels

....Oct.
...Oct.

Mar.
...ian.

II

ll

25

Apr. . . . .Apr. 8

Apr.
.June

. . 1 reel Apr.
June

12

7

May
May
Jan. . i reel

..Apr.
May

. . . Nov.

10
2-1

31

Sept,
Fen. 17 . 1 reel Jan. ?s

.Leather Pushers No. 3. Nov. b. ..2 reels... ...Oet. II

Aon Christ* ian. 2ii
. .2 reels. . .

,

...Jan. II

Dec. 10 .2 reels...
23.. ..2 reels... Mar. 29
16 . .1 reel.... .. .June 28

3..
2b .

7...
. . 2 reels. . . ...Mar.

July

.Slim Summervllle
Sept. 10... .2 reels... 16

Oswald f~artnon . ... Aor. n ..1 real .. ...May II

Oct. i. . .2 reels. .

.

Feb. 17..
.... Apr. DJ , ..2 reals... ....Apr.

Mar. 17 .

4..
15..

.. 2 reels..

.

. .1 reel... ....SeptSept. . 20

.... Feb. ?fi . ..2 reels....

... Aug. 18..

July 21..
Jan. «.. 2 reels. .

.

..Julv ..2 reels . . .June

.... Sept. 1.. . . 1 reel ...SepL 20

.Novelty Sept. . . 1 reel. . .

.

.Novelty Nov.
71 1 reel...

... Mar. 12. . .2 reels.. . . . Fafc. 19

Oswald Cartoon . ... Mar. 31..
7<3

. . i reel
25

. . ^«b. 10 . f reoli . .

Oet. 29.
19..

. . 2 reels. ..

. Red Star Comedy Nov.

Title Star Rel. Date Length
Absent Minded Perkins- Ford oa2. . .

.

Alpine Echoes Douglas Stanbury I reel..

And Wite Elliott- Davis 971
At Home. Pottar Series Littlefleld-Ward 1435

At the Round Table Hellinger-Hopper.Hunyon-Corbett I reel.

At Your service Landls-Halligan-Blackwood 633....
Bard o( Broadway. The Walter Wlncliell 2 reels..

Barefoot Days Cast of Children I reel

Battery oi Songs, A Hoyt-Coots-Qutntelle 7l»
Believe It or Not. No. I Robert L. Ripley 2 reels..

Believe It or Not, No. 2 Robert L. Ripley I reel..

Believe It or Not. No. 3 Rohert L. Rioley I reel

Believe It or Not, No. 4 Robert L. Ripley I reel..

believe It or Not No. 5 Honert L. mpiey I reel...

Benefit. The Joe Frisco 928
Bernle. Ben Orchestra 771
Big Money, Potter Series Llttlefleld-Ward 1141....
Body Slam, The Lambert- Ledoux- Irving I reel.

.

Border Patrol. The Frisco -Knapp -Graham 2 reels.

.

Booze Hangs High, The Looney Toones No. 4 1 reel..

Box Car Blues Looney Tunes No. 5 I reel..

Bridal Night Artnur- Mernam I reel

Broadway's Like That Ruth Ettlng 865
Bubble Party.The Geo. Sweet 629
Bubbles Vltaphono Kiddles 688
Cave Club, The Leaeh.Merman-Plerlot 793. ..

Celeste Alda Giovanni Martlnelll I reel..
Cheer Leader. The Tom Oouglas 82b
Christmas Knight Washburn- Eddy- Mlddleton 696..
College Capers I reel
Collegiate Model. The Ona Munson 2 reels.
Compliments of the Season Dressler-Lane-O'Brlen 2 reels.
Congo Ja2Z Looney Tunes No. 2 1 reel. ..

Contrary Mary Bobby Watson 839 -.

Cry Baby Vernon-Treen I reel
Curses Moore- Clement- Backwood 2 reels
Danger Litel-Campeau-Mornam 744
Desert Thrill* Edwin Bartlett 725
Devil'*. Parade, The Sidney Tiler 888
Dining Out Kent-Lake I reel
Doctor's Wife Pangborn-Astor-Mitchell 2 reels
Done In Oil. Potter Series) Llttlefleld-Ward 153a
Oueklng Duty Conklln- Morgan J93

Reviewed
.Apr. 12

1 1.. Apr. 12
16. Mar. 15

Oct 4

.8.. May to

....May 24
Aug. 30

10. .Feb. 8
9. Apr. 19

12.. May 24
July i9

8. May 24
8 .July 28
10.. June 14

. Fields- Teasdale
I reel

. Hugh Comeron | reel.

. R ich -Standing- Kail* | reel

.Progress of Motion Pictures I reel .

Luplno Lane 1071
. Morgan- Alexander .....t reel .*.

- Harkins | reel
. Newberry. Thompson
. l»an R-.-'m,

. Norman-Breckenrldge .......
..Hugh O'Connell
.Overman -Church ill -Sidney
..Page Sisters &. Osear Grogan,.
. Broderlck-Crawford
.De Wolf Hopper

. . Ford- Lane
,

..I reel

I reel
I reel. ..

.... 817 ..

2 reels

...519....
.. I reel...

...I reel ..

... I reel
... 934 .

I reel.

WARNER BROTHERS
(Available sound-on-disc onlyt

Title

Soldier's Plaything. A
Big Bey
-tJCourage (A.T.)
t^Dancing Sweeties a....
Doorway to Hell
•tIDumbelli In Ermine (A. T.J,
•U Evidence (A.T.)
•t«General Crack (A. T.)
•SGolden Dawn (A. T.)
*t(Green Goddess. The (A. T.) .

.

•tSHold Everything (A. T.)
•»<UI# «' F.e-f. (A. T.) ,

Llfa of Hi* Party
Maybe Its' Love
TiMaramy (A. T.) ,

Star Rel. I

Loder-Langdon-Lyon Nov.
Al JoltOO Aug.
Bennett- N Ixen June
All Star July
Lewis Ayrea Oct.
Armstrong- G lesson- Kent May
Pauline Frederick Jan.
John Barrymore Jan.
Woolf- Segal June
Georgt, Arllss Mar.
Llghtner -Brown-O'Neill May
oi... !_<n Mar.
Winnie Llghtner Oct.

a rown. Bennett Oct.

Al Jolson May

7.. 74.. .May 31

19 .June 14

in ..6300.. ..70. ..June 7

.,7152. ...79. ..Oct If

..9809.. .109. .Nov. If

14 .7447.. ..83.. .June 21

..74. ..Feb. 22
l ..7513. ..84. ..Apr. 12

1
, ..5814. M . .Anr. 1

2*1. ..Oct. 25

Duel. The
Emergency Case
Eternal Triangle. The
Evolution
Evolution of th* Dance
Excuse the Pardon
Family Ford
Fashion's Mirror
Feminine Types ,

Fight. The
Find the Woman
Five Minutes From the Station
Footnotes
For Art's Sake
For Two Cents
Fore
Fowl Triangle
Frame. The
Gates of Happiness
Ginsberg ot Newberg.
Girls We Remember .

Going Plaees
Grand Uproar
Grounds for Murder. .

.

Gym Jams
Happy Hottentots. The
Hard Guy Spencer-Tracy, Katherlne
„ . . „ _ Alexander I reel .

.

Headache Man. The Clements-Cavanaugh I reel..
Head Man. The O'Connell-Kelly 796...
Heart Breaker. The Eddie Foy, Jr 1315

E? r Relatlvoa Neely Edward I reel

H."
Big Ambition potter Series. Llttlefleld-Ward 2 reels.

HI* PubMe Morris & Campbell 2 reels
Holland Technicolor 733.
Hold Anything Looney Tunes No. 3 1 reel.
Honolulu Madison-Marsh I reel...
H orse Sense Bob Roebuck I reel
Idle Chatter Lou Holtz 908...
.'.m

W
,

lnd
' An Hlbbard-Loreh- Graham 2 reels.

I" Fit It Kent-Lake I reel. .

Japanese Bowl. The T«hnieolor 694
Jay Walker. The -. Chester Chute I reel .

Keeolno Camoanv Eddie Buzzell . . 1746
Knocking 'Em Cold Andrew Tombes '..I reel..
Leoaey. The Betty Comoton 2 reels.

.

Letters Pauline Garen 800...
Let's Elone Betty & Jerry Browne 645
Let's Marge ...- Doree Leslie I real
Lobo. Dog of Digs Lobo o90 ..

, . . . Boyd- M Iddleten
...Arthur Pat West

,

...Eddie Lambert 2 reals.

. . .
Shaw "

i'

'

Let'.
'.'. '.'.'.'.'.

','-"'.'.'.'.'. V.
...Jim McWIIIIam.
... Foster-Glendennlng
. . . Lew Mayer

.8.. Sept. 27
Aug. 2

. 660.

..702 .

. . I reel

. 635. .

. . I reel

,

June 7
{..May 31

.8.. June I'

Aug. 30

8 June 14

.10.. Sept 13
1 9.. May 10

15. .Aug. "30

9
9.. June 14

*Means synchronized score. fMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
A.T. after title means
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Aug

June

Oct.

June

..Am.

Aug.
Aug.

Lonely Gigolo L»HI Lader 922
Loft end Found Demarest-Bond I reel
Lo*e Boai. Tr»e w«rman Tlmberg ... ... . 754...
Lucky Break Foi
Madame of the Jury Judith Anderson ... I reel. .

.

Many Happy Return* Connolly -Golbcnalk-E vans 2 reels .

Married flint- Ridges- Foran . I reel
Master Sweeter. The. .. .... . Chester Conklln ... •,(,;

Matinee Idle Henry Hull 685
Military Post. The ... Roberto Guzman 570
Modern Fatry Tales

I ree |

Modern Business
I reel

Money. Money, Money Mason-Keeler .
"876

Mr. Intruder Otto Kruger I reel
My Mistake Donald Brian. Pat O'Brien I reel .

My Hero Foy-Chaw I reel
Naggers. The Mr. 4 Mrs. Jack Norworth I reel...
Naggers at Breakfast Tne Mr. & Mrs. Jack Norworth .845
Naggers Go South, The Mr. &. Mrs. Jack Norworth I reel
Nay, Nay. Nero ^ameron-Watson I reel
Nightingale, The Osborne-Talbot-O'Brlen 2 reels..
Nile Green Broderlck-Crawford 740...
No-Aecount. The Hardle-Hutehlatoa 777 ...
Number Please Sheila Barrett-L. Barrie I reel...
Ofllee Steps edge' Bermn 835.... 9
One on the Aisle Lon Has call I reel
Only the Girl Wattles-Marsh 580. ...6
Open:ng Nioht
Operation. The Edgar Bergen 835*""

9
Out for Game. Potter Series LittleAeld-Ward 2 reels
Pagliacci .... Giovanni Martinelll I reel
Pa Gets a Vacation. Potter Series. LittleAeld-Ward 1243 14
Painter. The Frank Orth
Paper Hanging Johnny Arthur

I reel. May 31
Paulo. Paquita &. Chiquita 832 9
Pay Off. The H. B. Walthall 1076. ..12 Mar 8
People Versus. The Campeau-O'Malley 548 . 6 Apr 12
Perfect Understanding. A May-Oaks 537 6
Pest of Honor. The Short-Fielding-Hall

I reel
Play Boy. The Fox-Curtis 2 reels
Politics George Jessel 2 reels
Poor Fish, The Cavanaugh-Ridges-Schater | reel
Private Engagement. A Yaeht Club Boys I reel . B . Sept. 27
Purely An Accident Brown- Kearns- Otto

I reel
Putting It On Jarvis-Bond I reel
Railroad Follies Morgan- Hager

, . I reel Aug. 23
Reno or Bust pangborn-Elliott 1150 13... June 7
Road Knights I reel. . .9. . . Aug. 9
Rhythms Relsman Band 2 reels 15 . Aug. 9
Roseland Ruth Etting 14
Royal Fourflusher, The Eddie Buzzell |556 17. June 14
Rural Hospitality Roger I mho . , . | reel
Russian Rhapsody. A Kuznetzoff &. Nicolina 704 8 ..
Salesman, The .Orth- Vernon

. . . . . . | reel
School Daze Musical -song -dance skit ... . i reel
Scotch Taffy Scott Sanders I reel Oct.
Seeing Things Demarest- A uer- Fielding ,2 reels. .. Nov.
Seeing Off Service Penner-Busley-McNaughton I reel 9. ..Oct.
Seymour. Ann Songs I reel
Shakespeare Was Right I reel .June
She Who Gets Slapped Tom Dugan ...I reel June
Ship Ahoy All Star I reel
Showln' Off . . Vitaphone Kiddies . . . . | reel
Sinkin' in the Bathtub Looney Tunes No. I .., | reel May
Skin Game. The Irving- Lambert- Duffy I reel

Slick As Ever H. J. Conley 2 reels June
Song Paintings Ann Seymour .....I reel June
Song Plugger. The Joe Frisco 1390 16. ..June
South Sea Pearl Gaston Glass 2 reels May
Stepping Out Penner-Phtlips- Donnelly ... | reel Oct.
Still Alarm. The Webb-Allen I reel June
Straight and Narrow Robins-Jenkins I reel
Strong and Willing Trixie Frlganza I reel Sept.

Aug.

.1 reel

.1 reel.

.'ibis;.'!!

Strong Arm. The Harrington-O'Neil
Stuttering Romance, A Penner- Chard
Substitute, The Chas. Lawren:e
Surprise Dugan- Leonard
Suspicion Lyons- Earle-Morne
Syncopated Sermon. A .Hall &. Johnson Choir

Wlllard Roblson I reel
System Clements- Knapp I reel
Taking Ways Codec & Orth 2 reels May
Talking It Over Jack Osterman 739.

1346 15... June 14

1346 15 June 14

756 9 ..June 14

I reel Aug. 23
1 yei
I ftel Oct. M

June 14

Taxi Talks Tracy-Alexander
Temple Belles Green Blackman
Tenement Tangle. A Ryan & Lee
Thank You, Doctor R*vold-Taylor-Clute
Thirteenth Prisoner. The Willie Howard-Lee Kohlmar
Tintypes .Yorke & King \ *eel
Tom Thumbs Down , ..Jarvis McNaughton . . I reel
Trip to Paris. A Jarvis-Taylor ... I reel
23 Skiddo .Lew Fields 854...
Two Rounds of Love Rennle-Dixon I reel
*t§Unfair Sex. The Healy-Gllbert I reel
Varsity Show. The Olive Shea 2 reels
Varsity Vamp Mike Ames
Victim. The Orth-Howard I reel
Wanderer, The Douglas Stanbury I reel 9. Sept. 13

Who's the Boss? Pangborn-Howard I reel
Webster ian Students Ryan- Lee 801 9 Apr. 19

Wedding of Jack and Jill, The Vitaphone Kiddies 701 8.

Wedding Belles Howard-Newton 485 5
What a Life 955. . . 1 1 . . .

.
June 14

Who Pays? Murray. Oakland 942. ..10 Mar. 15

Where There's a Will George Hassell .... 2 reels
Window Cleaners Brice-Edwards 637. ..7 Apr. 19

Woman Tamer, The .Gilbert- Howard- Davis I reel
Won to Lose Irving-Lambert I reel

Work. Milton C I reel

Yamekraw . 857 - .9 Apr. 20

June

SERIALS
Xat Levine
t§Klng of the Kongo (P.T.) .

•fILone Defender (A.T.)

Talking Picture Epics
•tIAeross the World
Hunting Tigers in India

15'29. 10 episodes Aug.
. I. 1930. 12 episodes .

Mr. & Mrs. Martii
Commander Geo. M

McCoy Oct. 20 15 episodes. . Aug. 23

COMING SERIALS

Universal
•t§Tarzan the Tiger Merrill-Kingston Dec.
•t§Jade Box. The Perril-Lorraine .Mar.
'tlLightning Express, The . Lorraine-Chandler ... ..... tune
*t§Terry of the Times . Howes-Thompson . . Aug.

Indian; Are Coming. The

Nat Levine
•t§Phantom of the West

Universal
*t§Spell of the Circus F. Bushman Jr.-N. Vaughn. Jan. i:

•t§Fingerprints Kenneth Harlan Mar. 2;

" + §Heroes of the Flames June 2,

Pathe
Perils of Pauline

4 episodes
3 episodes

'29.
. . .10 episodes

4 . 10 episodes. . Feb.
... 10 episodes. . . .Apr.

3 episodes.

Tyler-Gulliver

'31
. . . 10 episodes

*3I . . 10 episodes
'31 12 episodes

A NEW

EXHIBITOR SERVICE FEATURE
COMPLETE CATALOGUE OF NEW AND IMPROVED

EQUIPMENT OF 1930

Watch for

Important

Added Features

of The Showman

Full information about all new models and
new equipment devices introduced by manu-
facturers during the past year—presented in

concise, convenient form.

To Be Published

DECEMBER 6th, 1930



P-u-keie ! P-u-leeze!
take me to trie

UNIVERSAL CLUB
Dinner Dance m

Aboard the S. S. Morro Castle

HOTEL ASTOR
Main Ballroom

November 1st, at 9 p. m.

A

It s the biggest

'oy Invent
of the season and everybody who

is anybody will be there

!

Besides, the tickets are only

J>7.50 each

including everything!

P-U-leeze! P-u-leeze!



^fa

-\ ^{Sjr merry merry-go-round
' of amusement

LYMAN H. HOWE'S

HODGE-PODGE
Some sense and some nonsense
but all entertainment with the
snap of a sparkling cocktail...

ONE
REEL

WITH
SOUND

A

f

Y,lour program is like a race. The

quicker the start, the better the

chance of a good finish. Hodge-

Podge, with its merry mixture of ^
the serious and the frivolous, will

get any show off to a flying start.
THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES Inc. E. W. HAMMONS, President
Member, Motion Picture Producers am) Distributors of America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President



SO>l ttflll It «. I«J J©

INSIDERS'
TLOOK

HEY INSIDER! Get wised up on

a new coast sensation ! Everybody's

talking about

MARION

DAVIES
The BACHELOR
^B a m Hi >%M Directed by Robert Z. Leonard
ET #m U I? who made
#% | b% "Let Us Be Ga>"

The Be/asco stage hit's a screen hit nou'

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYERI

m

>OI . \l II. SO. I«l

S..-*. lark

/O (rnH



WALLYWALES
"BUZZ" BARTON

VIRGINIA BROWNE FAIREW"BUD OSBORNE
z*L

BRHD&WEST

ALEXANDER FILM SERVICE, INC.
Pittsburgh. I'll.

FIRST GRAPHIC EXCHANGE
Buffalo, N. Y.

FIRST GRAPHIC EXCHANGE
Albany. N. Y.

EXCELLENT PICTURES CORP.
Detroit, MlCh.

SECURITY PICTURES
Chicago. III.

SECURITY PICTURES
Indianapolis, lint

FTSCHER FILM EXCHANGE CO.
Cleveland. Ohio

FISCHER FILM EXCHANGE CO.
Cincinnati. Ohio

WORLD-ART PICTURES OF N.K.. INC.
Boston, Mass.

WORLD-ART PICTURES OF N.F:.. INC.
New Haven, Conn.

EXCELLENT FILM EXCHANGE
Toronto, Canada

NOW BOOKING AT
ARTHUR C. BROMBERG ATTRACTIONS

Atlanta. Ga.
ARTHUR C. BROMBERG ATTRACTIONS

Charlotte, N. C.
ARTHUR C. BROMBERG ATTRACTIONS

New Orleans. La.
ARTHUR C. BROMBERG ATTRACTIONS

Tampa. Fin.
ALLIED FILM EXCHANGE, INC.

Dallas, Texas
ALLIED FILM EXCHANGE, INC.

Oklahoma City, Okla.
SHEFFIELD EXCHANGE SYSTEM

Seattle. Wash.
SHEFFIELD EXCHANGE SYSTEM

Portland. Ore.
SHEFFIELD EXCHANGE SYSTEM

Salt Lake City. I tali

SHEFFIELD EXCHANGE SYSTEM
Denver, Colo.

CONTINENTAL REPRODUCER CO.
Milwaukee, wis.

THE
BEST

WESTERN
OF THE

YEAR

CAPITAL FILM EXCHANGE
New York City

CELEBRATED FILM EXCHANGE
Minneapolis. Minn.

HOME STATE FILM EXCHANGE, INC.
Little Roek. Ark.

CAPITOL PICTURES CORP.
Omaha, Neb.

(.OLD MEDAL FILM CO.
Philadelphia. Pa.

GOLD MEDAL FILM CO.
Washington, D. C.

MIDWEST FILM DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
Kansas City. Mo.

PROGRESSIVE PICTURES, INC.
St. Louis. Mo.

CO-OPERATIVE FILM EXCHANGE
San Franelseo. Calif.

CO-OPERATIVE FILM EXCHANGE
Los Angeles. Calif.

FILMOPHONE RENTERS, LTD.
Broudmend House. Pantoll St., Londo
S.W. 1, EiiRluml.

BIG 4 FILM CORPORATION 130 W. 46th ST., NEW YORK CITY
John R. Freuler, President



THE GREATEST COMEDY
ATTRACTION ON EARTH!



i «*»»Vi y>V»% ,/y^

"Capacity audiences and crowded lobbies greet HAROLD

LLOYD in TEET FIRST.' Fast, clean, laugh-inducing enter-

tainment that leaves you breathless." _iy y rrnDhir

"Keeps you in a constant state of hysterics. One of the fun-

niest pictures Lloyd has ever made."
\ yy y TPiP&rnnl

"Refreshing fun for young and old. Loaded with action

and laughter." —N. Y. Mirror

'Another Lloyd load of laughter. Audiences in constant

state of mirth." —N. Y. Times

HAROLD
In Itis latest and greatest all-talking hit

"FEET FIRST"



"HAROLD LLOYD in TEET FIRST convulsed audiences

that occupied every seat of the long run Rialto Theatre, New
York, and stood six deep in the rear of the playhouse."

—New York American

"They were lined up outside the Rialto in the early morning

for one of the best Harold Lloyd comedies to date."

—New York Journal

«TEET FIRST' is exactly what the folks are waiting for.

»Audiences roll boisterously in their seats with laughter.

—New York World

"Will clean up at the box office. Lloyd at his best. Most

exciting he has ever given us."
—N. Y. Graphic

0>

' .:
J 20 ADULT

JH L1FE
PRESERVERS

1LLOYD
Produced by the HAROLD LLOYD Corp.

,<

A PARAMOUNT Money Mirthqnake!



VITAPHONE TRAILERS
blaze the trail to profits!

With

LEWIS
AYRES

Star of

"All Quiet on the

Western Front"
and "Common
Clay" — in his

greatest role!



WARNER BROS
Present

THE

DOORWAY
TO HELL

Story by Rowland Broum Directed bv Archie Maso

The public can sense a hit!

Without ballyhoo or hullabaloo

this picture was pre-released—
and immediately proved itself the

undercover sensation of the year!
•

Record-wrecking business at the

Embassy in San Francisco, the

Palace in Toledo, the Lyric in In-

dianapolis, the Earle in Washing-

ton, the Stanley in Philadelphia,

the Downtown in Los Angeles

and the Stanley in Pittsburgh!
•

Second week at the New York Strand

—and going stronger than ever! AVAIL-

ABLE TO YOU DAY-AND-DATE WITH BROADWAY!



To be published

December 6th

• • •

Theatre Building & Equipment

BUYERS GUIDE
EDITION OF

THE SHOWMAN

Full Listing of Equipment Manufacturers &

Distributors

• • •

Catalogue of New & Improved Equipment

of 1930
• * *

Pictorial Review of New Theatre Architecture

• • *

Special Feature Articles on Theatre Design

and Operation
• • •

"The Industry's Foremost Equipment Authority"

PUBLISHED AS A FEATURE OF

MOTION PICTURE NEWS



RIVET
AFTER

RIVET
INTO THAT
GIRDER
op FIRST
NATIONAL

STRENGTH;

G'W of the
2fWenWeSf

Co//
(
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Speed
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9
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OTIS

SKINNER
IN

KISMET
with Loretfa Young. $2
Sensation at Hollywood

'-, N.Y.

k3

«

S

o

.•#;

.
*r^

MARILYN

MILLER
IN

"SUNNY
Better than "Sally" with

Joe Donahue, Lawrence

Gray.

: h

with Doug. Fairbanks, Jr.,

Edward G. Robinson. Ter-

rific hit. Syndicated in

First National's

product has
strengthened the

financial structure

of the largest cir-

cuits and smallest

independents! >.

»

9-

THE

gorilla!
Lila Lee, Joe Frisco.

Creepiest, Wooziest,

Funniestof all mystery-

comedies.

BROWN
as a nut aviator

GOI
WILD
with Ona Munson, Laura

Lee, Lawrence Gray,
Walter Pidgeon.

-»

* Your Backbone
t»:



k
c

Helen Groce Carlisle's

sensational novel

^V

©

RICHARD

MOTHERS
CRY

humanity. A $2 show in

every sense of the word.

BARTHELMESS

IT "AD IOS"

c

Dick s follow-up hit

to "Dawn Patrol." J^^H
^^_ .,,.-..•"' ^^^H ^P

w %• Tney s 'ay em wi,n '-ove ^f
h HE

WIDOW% FROM

tCHICAGO
J^ Edw. G. Robinson M

^L. Neil Hamilton
*

HOT
IRESS

I f« By the most successful

creative trio in the show
world. Fields, Rodgers and
Hart. With Ben Lyon, Ona
Munson, Walter Pidgeon.

"Vilaphone" Is the registered trade mark of

the Vifophone Corp. designating its products.

A ^ A Tower Of
Strength Welded
by Unprecedented

Production Accom-

plishments. More
Big Hits Than Any
TWO Companies
Can Offer! A A



ALL QUIET ON THE
WESTERN FRONT

WORLD'S GREATEST MONEY-MAKER

EDWIN CAREWE'S

RESURRECTION
RANKING IN THE BIG MONEY CLASS WITH
"ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT"

TOD BROWNING'S
GREATEST PRODUCTION

•

1w vv-V

The Story of the Strangest Passion

the World Has Ever Known

Presented by

Carl Laemmle

Produced by

Carl Laemmle, Jr.

fc

%.
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TORRENTIAL TITANS BR
\
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WHOLE NATION IN THROES OF AMOS N ANDY
HYSTERIA AS 2nd WEEK GROSSES SHOOT TO SKY

iracie Mars in Drmian peningours
of the New RKO Mayfair

!

Early Week Figures Zoom to Dizzy Peaks as The Boys Do An
Al Smith and Run a Mile Ahead of the Ticket!

All America Whoops It Up as Mighty Host of Patronage
Engulfs the Nation's Box-offices!

awflWwF^

[!t»i»"V'

UpSr"*

VtHk V * ^^^T^klMRifcrl



ING BACK PROSPERITY
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CONSISTENCY
A good comedy now and then is a good

thing. But a good one on every show is a

far better thing. You can get an occasional

good one almost anywhere. But that isn't

enough. It's consistency that counts . . . that

makes your patrons walk up to your box-

office confident of enjoying your whole

show.

IMA T BITE VOIR
»EVriST"-MACK SEN.
S'ETT goes back to slam-bang
omedy with a vengeance in
in uproarious, fast-moving
tieture featuring Andy Clyde,
daphne Pollard, Patsy
yiearyandLincolnStedman.
The Film Daily says it's

'a corker." And the Film
)aily is 100 per cent right!

DIVORCED
SWEETHEARTS'*
— Divorced but still in
love. Double-crossed
by his "best friend"
and tricked bv a nosev
aunt. One of MACK
SENNETTS smartest
ultra-modern laugh
gems. With a fine cast
including Daphne Pol-
lard, Ann Christy, and

Charles Iricin. „..-

BRACKET
CHEERS"-
A brilliant satire
on the racketeer-
ing theme, with a
m ile-a-minute
hairraisingfinish
that brings out
most of the big
PaciBc fleet. One
of the most im-
pressive come-
dies MACK SEN-
NETT has made
in many months,
with Andy Clyde,
Daphne Pollard,
Charles Irtcin,
Marjorie Beebe
and Patsy O'feary
all contributing
to the fun.

-LOVE A LA >IODE"-Love and
laughs in the modern mode. A beautiful
country club setting. Romance in the air.

A big deal at stake. And then he picked the
wrong girl! A MERMAID COMEDY that fea-

tures Bernard Granville and lives up to the
famous MERMAID standard for laughs and
speed.

"SCOTCH HIGHBALL"-Every
PAIL TKHII Y-TOn.\ tries to out-do

fits forerunners in laughs. Watch the rec-
«l "IIMSH STKU \ "FRIED
< IIU KE>*\ "JUMPIXC HEAIVS"
and, now, "SCOTCH HIGH HALL".
Every one faster and funnier. And more
.popular with the millions of cartoon fans.

"Ml HAREM"-
,Just two American
boys trying to see the
world. But they never
dreamed of seeing
anything like this.
And they almost lose
an eye or two before
they trap the villains
and save the day, and
the harem beauties,
for themselves. An
'IDEALCOMEDY fea-
turing Lee Moran and
James Bradbury, Jr.

"WON BY A NECK"*-Wins in a
walk away for LLOYD HAMILTON who
has never had a funnier role in talking
comedies than this new one where he plays
a correspondence school detective who blun-
ders his way through a thousand laughs to
the capture of dangerous"One Shot Louie."



STILL COUNTS
Consistent delivery of quality short fea-

ture entertainment put Educational Pictures

in command of their field over ten years ago

. . . and has maintained them there through

the succeeding vears. And it's still there on

the Educational release program, stronger

than ever. Consistent quality, consistent

fun, consistent profit for you.

"DORPT GIVE
UP"— Busier and
John West make
their bow under the
Educational come-
dy banner... and get
a great big hand. "A
lot of class", says the
Film Daily. "A fine
laugh tonic for the
fans fed upon the old
stuff. This is new—
and good." It's a
VANITY COMEDY,
produced by AL
CHRISTIE.

<*A MEDLEY OF RIVERS"-
LYMAN H. HOWE'S HODGE-
PODGE—The merry mixture of
sense and nonsense in every
HODGE-PODGE subject makes this

series unsurpassed for variety.

"THE BLUFFER"
— Introducing a new
seriesofone-reel MACK
SENNETT BREV
TIES, novelty come-
dies in natural colors
that are a new depar-
ture in the single reel
class. The biggest thing
in "short short subjects"
since sound.

"OUR > \4.<.1\<. WIVES*"— Ford Sterling joins the big pa-

rade of comedy stars that is making Edvcationals new comedy
program the biggest on record. Supported by John T. Murray* Ethel

Svkes and Margaret Clarke* he turns in a new domestic tangle laugh-

maker In the GAYETY COMEDY series that will make him many
new followers. An AL CHRISTIE Production.

"TAKE VOIR >IEI»I-
CINE"-The second
MACK SENNETT BREVI-
TY, a laugh-fest with Andy
Clyde, Patsy O'Leary, Ver-
non Dent and Sennett's new
"find"Franft£as(man."The
color," says the Exhibitors
Daily Review, "is the near-
est approach to perfection
this reviewer has seen."

"LOVE YOUR NEIGH-
BOR-— A TUXEDO COME-
DY with Charlotte Greenwood
that is one of the most spec-

tacular comedy hits in years.

Cleveland Plain Dealer says:
" \ slick piece of broad satire,

beautifully played by Mi**
Greenwood and Dot Farley, .

.

excellent entertainment." An
AL CHRISTIE Production.

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, INC.
£. IV. HAMMONS, President

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President



The advertisement above

appeared in trade papers

in September and October,

Now read how Western

Electric answers the first

six questions.

Answering^^^ >Aof these questions

. ... to help you make the most
profitable decision •' •

tt

QUESTION 1

Will I get regular service by thoroughly trained engineers to

maintain high quality and prevent costly breakdowns?

ANSWER 1

Three years' actual operating experience has

proved that obligatory preventive service for

talking picture equipment is essential in main-

taining patronage at most profitable level—
essential even with apparatus of highest pos-

sible quality.

E. R. P. I.'s standards of service—maintained

through regular inspections by 753 trained en-

gineers operating in 279 territories— have
proved a definite economy to the industry.



QUESTION 2

Has the company enough installations to support an efficient

nation-wide service organization for the 10-year life of the

contract ?

ANSWER 2
The cost of selecting, training and maintaining

a corps of engineers capable of delivering the

highest standard of preventive service can be

justified only by a company having a large

number of installations.

E. R. P. I.'s 5000 installations— a number
rapidly increasing— assures exhibitors of this

essential service for the 10- year life of the

contract.

QUESTION 3

Has the equipment a proved performance record of less than

one interruption per thousand shows in several thousand theatres?

ANSWER 3
Program delays and breakdowns cause losses in

returned admissions or disappointed patrons.

E. R. P. I.— by reason of its obligatory ser-

vice which anticipates and prevents trouble

has reduced interruptions to 1-20 of 1 per cent

of actual performances.

QUESTION 4
JF ill a real stock of spare [tarts be available nearby and a ser-

vice engineer on call for immediate emergency service during

all theatre hours?

ANSWER 4
If trouble comes, speed is essential.

Most of the 5000 theatres in the U. S. A. now
equipped with Western Electric can be reached

by expert assistance with a supply of parts

within an hour.

This help comes from over 200 service points

—engineers available day and night—$500,000

stock of parts at 38 branch headquarters.

QUESTION 5

Will the patrons of my theatre be satisfied that the quality «/
reproduction is the best and equal to that in de luxe theatres?

ANSWER 5
The public, by making comparisons, sets up its

own standards. It sets them for the theatres it

selects for its entertainment.

All the principal de luxe theatres throughout

the world are Western Electric equipped—setting

the standard for talking picture entertainment.

Small theatres equipping with the Western

Electric Sound System can match in every way,

the high quality found in de luxe houses—and

so get their share of the increased profits from

talking pictures.

QUESTION 6
Will I get engineering supervision of my installation equal /<»

that in de luxe theatres?

ANSWER 6
Theatres differ in architectural design and acous-

tics—necessitating expert engineering in each

case to provide a profit-making installation.

The Bell Telephone Laboratories—the birth-

place of the talking picture—surmounted all

the difficulties incident to the successful opera-

tion of talking picture apparatus under varying

conditions.

This vast store of experience comes to you

through the same engineering organization

responsible for over 7000 correct installations

throughout the world.

Western
SOUND

Electric
SYSTEM

Northern Electric in Canada

Distributed by

Electrical Research Products Inc.
250 W. S7th Street. New York



It Isn't Even a Gamble •

It'saSureThing!

KEN MAYNARDS

FIRST ALL-

TALK WESTERNS!

The great Ken Maynard, b.o.

king, in his FIRST talking West-

erns for Tiffany . . It isn't even

a gamble— it's a sure thing!

AYNARD
IN A SURE -SHOT SERIES OF 6 TIFFANY TALKING WESTERNS

Tiffany showmanship gives you the year's crack box-

office development. Ken Maynard's the big money shot

today! Keep your eye peeled for his first rip-roarer/

"The Midnight Stage," with beautiful Jeanette Loff and

a marvelous cast directed by Will Nigh. A winner as

sure as loaded dominoes!

TIFFANY
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Schenck, Hughes, Franklin, Lesser and
Gore Out to Scalp Fox Coast 'Monopoly'

Jonah's Lark
Chicago—The theatre competition

afforded by the whale's carcass at the

Michigan Ave. bridge will be ended
this week. In its six weeks' engage-
ment old Leviathan grossed almost
$200,000, playing to more than 500.000

paid admissions. It was necessary to

re-embalm the cadaver twice a week.
It costs $1,500 a treatment for the

fluids, utensils and craftsman. The
latter was in the habit of repairing to

a Wackcr Drive speakie immediately
his job was done and remaining there
until it was time to repeat. After
next week he won't have to come out

at all. Or maybe he won't find it

necessary to go in any more.

Chaplin Out for

The Dough; U. A.

Publix in Jam?
Hollywood—Charlie Chaplin plans to dis-

regard affiliated theatres and will book "City

Lights" into independent houses everywhere.

Whichever operator offers the heaviest sugar

for the film will get the play dates, al-

though it is difficult to figure how indepen-

dents can outbid the chains, provided the

latter want the picture. One house or ten

in a city, it doesn't matter to Charlie, so

long as the do-re-mi is okay.

This may get United Artists into a jam
with Publix, it is stated here, due to that

firm's preferential booking arrangement
with United Artists.

The picture will have its world premiere

New Year's Eve at the Los Angeles, being

built by the Gumbiner interests on a site

owned personally by William Fox.
What effect the U. A.-Fox jam will have

on Chaplin's plan is problematical.

DeForrest Asks $2,770,000

In Western Electric Suit
Suit for $2,770,000 has been instituted by

Dr. Lee DeForrest against Western Electric.

Electrical Research Products and John E.

Otterson, charging they blocked the deal for

sale of DeForrest Phonofilm to William Fox.
The latter, it is charged, was to have paid

Dr. DeForrest $5,250,000 for stock of De-
Forrest Phonofilm Corp., and employ him for

a period of five years at an annual salary

of $50,000. Several options were taken by
Fox, but were not exercised due to the al-

leged interference of the defendants.

U. A. Films Can't Play Chain
Houses in Future, Is Edict

Issued By Company

Los Angeles—Opening guns in what is

expected to be one of the most sensational

theatre battles in film history, with Joseph
M. Schneck, Howard Hughes, Harold B.

Franklin and Sol Lesser joining forces to

do battle with Fox West Coast, have been
fired with a declaration of open war by
United Artists. Other distributors prob-

ably will align themselves with the new
combination in the battle, some think.

"Fox theatres hereafter cannot play

United Artists pictures ' at any price," Jo-
seph M. Schenck states, in announcing that

all company members have signed a "declar-

ation of independence" against what they
consider unjust dictation on film rentals.

The company is prepared to go into tents,

armories and various halls in an effort to

break what it terms an "arrogant monop-
oly." Harold B. Franklin, it is said, is com-
ing into the coalition to make the Lesser-

Gore houses the nucleus of a Coast chain.

The Hughes millions also will be brought
into play to build up the opposition.

The "declaration" was signed by Schenck,
Charlie Chaplin, Norma Talmadge, Eddie
Cantor, Al Jolson, Mary Pickford, Douglas
Fairbanks, Gloria Swanson, D. W. Griffith,

Ronald Colman and Sam Goldwyn, who
personally issued "a declaration of inde-

pendence."

"An unbearable condition of affairs forces

us to drastic action against Fox West
Coast Theatres," the proclamation said.

"That organization is an arrogant monopoly
and has made demands upon us which we
cannot and will not accept.

"Hereafter, no picture made by us as

United Artists shall be shown in Fox thea-

tres as long as that organization maintains
its present greedy, short-sighted policy.

"Our quarrel with the Fox organization
is simply this : that organization is attempt-
ing to dictate to the makers of pictures just

how much it shall pay for pictures regard-
less of who makes them or how much effort

has gone into them. We cannot make the
kind of pictures we want if the monopoly
intends to pay us less and charge the public

as much as ever.

"We will not be dictated to. We do not

do this arrogantly, but to fight for our rights

to make finer pictures. We will show these

pictures in tents, armories, halls or wher-
ever they can be shown on the Pacific

Coast, but we will not show them in theatres

of the Fox West Coast trust organized to

stifle our individual endeavor and that of

all other artists and producers."

Schenck declares that Fox West Coast
made $5,000,000 last year because the com-
pany didn't pay producers enough for film.

Ifs a Business
Hollywood—Although H. B. Frank-

lin and J. J. Franklin are no longer
connected with Fox West Coast Thea-
tres, they maintain offices in Grau-
man's Chinese theatre. Rather un-
usual that plans, which will undoubt-
edly develop into direct competition
to West Coast, are formulated in a
theatre owned and operated by that
company.

However, in these days of economy,
whoever pays the rent is a welcome
tenant, regardless of his affiliations.

At least it seems that way.

Lichtman to Quit

U. A. and Become
Producer on Own?

Al Lichtman, according to report, will

either produce pictures on his own or join

Warners in an important capacity. These
two stories regarding the present vice-presi-

dent in charge of sales at United Artists are

current. Lichtman admitted neither on
Thursday to Motion Picture News. Like-
wise, he didn't deny them.

If Lichtman does withdraw from United
Artists, the move would not come as a com-
plete surprise. It has been reported per-

sistently that he is considering new pastures

and that his inclination is to enter produc-

tion.

He leaves for California next week to

confer with Joseph M. Schenck. Announce-
ment of future plans may be made during

his stay on the Coast. At Warners, reports

concerning Lichtman are denied.

Hughes' Fingers Hover
Over the Cash Register

It isn't off, but it isn't a deal—yet. That
buy into Art Cinema by Howard Hughes is

expected to go through as per schedule, but

no money has changed hands. That, in turn,

means officially that the papers still have to

be signed.

In the interim, Hughes, it is reliably

learned, is whipping his financial affairs into

shape in order to produce the necessary cash

to swing the purchase, the figure being vari-

ously reported from $3,000,000 to $5,000,000.

Reports that when Hughes definitely en-

ters the Art Cinema picture, Joseph M.
Schenck will bow out are incorrect. The
plan provides for Hughes to actively handle

production, with Schenck supervising.
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HEAVY THINKERS AND THEIR LONG
DISTANCE BRAINSTORMS

THEY park in New York, the disciples of bud-
geteering, scan the reports of their divisional

managers in the field and, through the twin
privileges of title and power, ram down the throats

of their managers long distance conceptions of

circuit operation.

So many dollars times so many houses equal so

much money. The cost sheets give up their totals,

the machine is set, out go the orders and there you
have it. Nothing to this business of running
houses in wholesale. Never mind contacts with
the public. They'll part with their money. Aren't

pictures the entertainment of the masses? It's the

system, boys, that counts. Nothing else.

* * *

The Divine Right of Chains

MANAGERS? Robots, office boys, janitors.

They don't mean a thing. They're dumb.
O.K. to check tickets, to see that torn car-

pets don't bring law suits, to make certain the

lights go on and off as defined in the per-minute

schedule sent out by chain headquarters.

Beyond that, nothing. We'll book the houses.

We'll give them their shows. Manuals from the

home office will tell 'em what to do and how. All

you've got to impart to the palpitating masses is

the name of the attraction and they'll batter down
the doors of hell in order to squeeze in. It's a

cinch.

Sanity Adds An "In"

AND so they are doing. One national string

whose reputation, at least, would lead to

belief its operators know better is today
slashing salaries with something akin to insanity.

One chap, up in five comfortable figures a year.

has been fired. He cost too much. A $40 a week
stripling has been given that job.

Yet this chain forgets the thousands—nobody
knows quite how many—their veteran has saved
them over the years in that city. Nothing isolated

about this yarn; there are plenty more exactly
like it.

Long Line to the Budget

THE same chain supplies its numerically strong
outfit with manuals from New York. They
look like the goods, too. Also all advertising

material and a fixed sum of money for each house
to spend on weekly exploitation.

A grand idea and the beau geste de luxe toward
budget and system. It eliminates speculation.

Week by week headquarters know to a dime
what operation is to cost. The auditors have a
swell time and the bankers return to their Wall
Street hibernations.

Dust, Ashes and a Fetish

STRANGE isn't it then that grosses continue
to bite the dust? Can the smart boys in New
York be wrong after all?

Not by a mouthful. They merely haven't the
foresight to understand that mechanized operation
is taking the heart out of show business ; that the
incentive of the manager, the man who under-
stands his public better than all of his executive
superiors combined, is being stifled; that they are
tearing dowrn manpower when they should be coax-
ing and nursing its development; that their fetish

for budgets and systems is murdering ambition
and initiative.

K A N-N
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Retirement of Schulberg Runiored as

Paramount Chiefs Worry Over Costs

Dirt
Chicago—Whose pictures hang along-

side Al Capone's in natural color
photography in what theatre's office?

Production Head Said to Have
Received Ultimatum to

Slash Expenses

Fifi Kisses Cop

;

Cop Is Busted;

Fifi Very Sorry

Philadelphia—Traffic Patrolman Robert
Taggert, stationed in front of the Fox, made
the front pages when Fifi Dorsay kissed

him on her way into the theatre to make
her first personal appearance in her week's
engagement at the Fox.

Taggert made the front pages again on
Saturday, when Director of Public Safety
Lemuel Schofield "busted" him for his par-
ticipation in this little bit of less majeste.

The director was all burned up at the inci-

dent.

"It is a very serious matter," he said,

"and the entire matter will be thoroughly
investigated." Meanwhile, Taggert has been
sent back to pounding the beat.

Fifi landed in town Friday morning, all

primed for a publicity stunt. Trailed by
photographers, she declared that she would
bestow a kiss on some deserving Philadel-

phia citizen in front of the theatre. Leav-
ing her automobile, the dark and handsome
six-foot Taggert attracted her attention.

Fifi snuggled up to Taggert and the pho-
tographers snuggled up to both of them.

"Are you skeered, monsieur," she inquired.

"Perfectly willing to accommodate a

lady," responded the gallant Taggert—and
the cameras clicked. The pictures made
most front pages and the Fox got a great

publicity break.

Then the blow-off came. Schofield saw
(Continued on page 26)

Possible retirement of B. P. Schulberg
as Paramount production head is seen in

the series of conferences held recently in

New York, with Schulberg called on the
carpet in the matter of studio overhead.
The holding down of negative costs at the

Paramount New York studio is the reported
reason for the summons of Schulberg to

New York, where he is said to have been
asked why the Hollywood studios could

not pare production costs. The matter is

said to have been brought to a climax by
the low cost of "Laughter," with Schulberg
declared to have been told he should be
able to make pictures of similar quality

as inexpensive as that was produced. This,

he is reported to have told executives, is

impossible on the Coast, after which an
"either or else" ultimatum is said to have
been issued.

Schulberg has been quoted as saying that

he intends to retire in about a year, and
this is declared in line with the reported

ultimatum. Either Walter Wanger or

David Selznick would step into Schulberg's

post, if that becomes fact, it is learned.

Attending the sessions held recently in

New York, were Adolph Zukor, Jesse L.

Lasky, S. R. Kent, Schulberg, Wanger
and Sam Jaffe.

Schulberg already has returned to the

Coast, while Jaffe left New York Thurs-

day.

Famous Players Canadian
Chain To Prune Houses
Toronto—Famous Players Canadian Corp.

is reliably reported as on the verge of prun-

ing operations with several deadwood houses

to be lopped off.

Most of the houses slated for the discard

are from the wreckage of the ill-fated Trans-

Canada legit chain, a post-war error on the

part of ambitious Canadian showmen. Some
of them date to the days of the Ambrose
Small circuit.

Schulberg Denies
Hollywood — "I will never retire,"

B. P. Schulberg told Motion Picture
News in denying New York report
that he is leaving Paramount. Pro-
duction costs will be the same as last

year, with bigger productions planned,
he says.

Huston Got Big

Raise—Via the

Hollywood Style

Chicago—Hollywood not only raised the

Lincoln whiskers which ramble over Walter
Huston's chin, northward to the temples,

in the D. W. Griffith picture, but it also

raised the star himself a full three and
one-half inches—the difference in his own
and the real Abraham Lincoln's altitude.

"What," he asked, referring to the whis-

kers, "is the use of raising your own when
a couple of other fellows can do the job

for you so much better?"

As for the three and a half inches of

artificial altitude supplied him, that was ac-

complished by a pair of specially built boots

which, though they served their professional

purpose, were a little tough on the Huston
dogs, the actor admitted.

Nine O'Clock Curfew

Huston arrived here en route to his old

home in Toronto. Frcm there he will pro-

ceed to London and the continent on vaca-

tion.

Huston enjoyed making the Lincoln pic-

ture despite the exactions it levied on him,

he said. "I had to get up at five every

morning ; spend two hours and a half ad-

justing the whiskers; give up golf for work,

and be in bed by nine every night," he

related. "But, just the same, it was fun

making that picture."

Central Figures in Paramount Production Confabs

Adolph Zukor Jesse Lasky B. P. Schulberg Walter Wanger
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THERE'S a new king occupying

the film throne these days and his

name is economy. The headliners

who have been fighting for these many
years for the throne spot have suddenly-

diverted their individual energies to the

new white-haired boy, and take it from

this Insider, the crowned head has plenty

of devoted subjects.

The wisdom of it all might be ques-

tioned. You might even rant against it,

if you're one of those wise boys who
see how foolish the spectacle is, but, like

it or not, economy is wielding the sceptre.

The big national chains are the latest

to bend the knee before the monarch.

Slashes have been made and more—far

more—are on the wing. Not only have

orders gone out to reduce the overhead

on stationery and stamps. Ushers are

about to feel the keen edge of econ-

omy's axe and, the rumblings go, man-
agers.

The Conference Gag
The circuits have been doing some con-

ferring, it seems, and the decision,

whether arrived at individually or col-

lectively, is to cut—and cut until it hurts.

The proverbial bad times are blamed.

Pictures don't seem to be clicking as they

used to, although theatre operators will

tell vou that business is slowly dragging

itself out of the mire on to more solid

ground.

The circuit heads are really in a tough
spot. Their theatres are not pulling in

the money expected of them, yet nega-

tive costs still roam through the clouds.

That means that their companies are

holding a sieve with uncomfortably large

holes at either end.

In Reverse

Putting it another way

:

No matter what Hollywood does and
regardless of what the Coast may spend
on pictures, it's up to the theatre depart-

ment and the sales division to pull their

companies through. New York is pretty

much disgusted with Hollywood, has

INSIDERS'
been for years, but probably never more
so than at this very moment.
Take the attitude of one of the big

chain operators who unburdened himself

to a group of sympathetic listeners the

other night. His story ran something

like this, the ideas being his and the

words this Insider's:

"We stay up all night, breaking our

backs and our brains in an effort to slash

expense. And we succeed. To the ex-

tent of $100,000 a month insofar as our
own circuit is concerned. That's $1,-

200.000 a year, a lot of money no matter

how you look at it.

"What happens to that effort? The
studio—I'm speaking of our own now

—

goes haywire on a couple of pictures,

steps all over its budget and before you
can look around, the savings effected in

theatre operation are snuffed out.

"Imagine this, if you can. I was on
the lot not so long ago. Hundreds of

extras were waiting for their cue. The
director was waiting for his leading man.
Eventually he appeared. The director

looked him over and then went crazy.
" 'You've got the wrong decoration to

go with that sword. Have it fixed.

Italian soldiers didn't wear that sort of

doo-dad during the war.'

"So back to the dressing room went
the lead, had the adjustment made and
reappeared. Again it was wrong. More
frothings from the director. Then the

director threw up his hands, said some-
thing or other about his inspiration hav-

ing evaporated and dismissed the entire

troupe until the next morning.
"I don't know what that burlesque

Things THE INSIDERS Wonder About

WHEN will the biggest merger of 'em all be closed and who are
the companies implicated?
What studio head on the Coast dropped everything to phone

New York who the blazes had been talking, ten minutes after his copy
of Empee News walked in on him?
How did a certain company secure control of another? Through

what sort of questionable manipulation? And will the government do
anything about it?

How long the backbiting campaign against the Warners will ride
unchecked before something is done to stop it?

Which company it was that paid an unknown amount to an engineer,
unknown in the trade, to lamp the lowdown on a revolutionary inven-
tion still locked behind laboratory doors?
Who circulated reports Wheeler and Woolsey were to quit Radio

and why?
Isn't it a fact that a large organization has just about reached the

end of its financial tether and that its bankers are reluctant to supply
additional kale?

costs us but it was tragic enough to add
approximately $5,000 to the cost of the

picture. When the production was com-
pleted, I sat through it twice searching

like hell for that scene, and I don't think

a shot even appeared."

By this time, the circuit head was so

apopleptic, he couldn't continue. He had.

however, gone far enough.

The Hollywood Folly

Stories of the face on the cutting room
floor are legion. Everybody knows them
from the presidents of big organizations

clear down the line. When the profits

roll on, however, the inclination is to let

well enough alone, the Hollywood mael-

strom being what it is. But when theatre

business topples as costs continue rising,

it becomes generally recognized that

something has to be done about it. And
something will.

The bankers are asking some questions

and a number of industry folks are be-

coming embarassed. This industry can't

get along without Wall Street today and,

therefore, whether it would have it that

way or not, when the minions of the nar-

row canyon insist upon action, it follows

action will be forthcoming.

The laugh in the whole situation is the

picayune manner which that action is

assuming. Stenographers and office help

are being fired. Where not actually dis-

charged, they face cuts in salaries. The-
atre managers, one of the lifebloods of

the business, confront the same condi-

tion. Yet Hollywood—aloof, alone and
beyond control—rides on an eternal crest

of the waves.

If it weren't so maddening, it would
be funny.

"Von's" Sideline

Josef Von Sternberg doesn't limit his

activities to wielding a megaphone but

he also serves as manager and counselor

for Marlene Dietrich, German player

whom he "discovered" in Berlin.

Miss Dietrich is at present working on
"Dishonored" which Von Sternberg is

also directing. All production stills and

publicity photographs of this talker are

okayed by Von Sternberg before they are

released. The director goes over all the

pictures and chooses those he thinks

suitable.

The Windy City Queries

Why that certain theatre organization

in>i>ted upon improperly listing its offi-

cers and did such a bald-faced job that

the Chicago Association of Commerce
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OUTLOOK
will probably kick the outfit clear out the

door?
Who the individual is that has been

talking "turkey" at the "City Haul" for

some weeks past in an effort to have

something reasonable made out of the

local censor board and what chance has

he got of getting places?

In the Bag
Pathe to RKO. Auditing and other

details alone remain for the sale to be

made. As The Insiders and their pater,

Motion Picture News, have told you
from time to time, Pathe, under the deal,

will remain as is. The company will

serve as a feeder production unit for

Radio and strengthen the position of that

organization's theatres in point of qual-

ity product. When you appreciate the

fact that RKO is being operated primar-

ily as a theatre organization first, with

production as a necessary but allied en-

terprise, you will understand more easily

the why of the Pathe purchase.

This is the set-up unless one of those

famous last minute changes upset calcu-

lations. That doesn't seem probable now,
for the understanding reached between
Elisha Walker and David Sarnoff has

progressed too far.

What may happen insofar as Pathe

and its bankers are concerned is a read-

justment of price. Seven million is the

reported sum, but the rising popularity

of Ann Harding, Constance Bennett and
Helen Twelvetrees may alter the figures

upward. There is also Pathe News and
the large, but minority, interests in Du
Pont-Pathe, which must not be over-

looked. They're valuable.

Amazing, But True
Nero played a fiddle while Rome

burned down. Now listen to this

:

A department head in a very large or-

ganization one day discovered the store

room had gone dry on pencils. He
speeded the purchase on the outside with

fifteen cents dug out of his personal

jeans. Shortly thereafter he sent through
a voucher.

Elsewhere in the same building sat an
executive, commissioned to raise a tidy

sum in millions. The company needed
money, and money was not easy to get.

That executive's job, therefore, was a

major operation.

But he wasn't too busy, nor too small-

ish, to stop sufficiently long to get a three

hundred word letter off his chest, return-

ing the voucher to the department head
and advising that no petty cash slips

could be approved unless they were made
out in proper requisition form.

If you conclude that this man ulti-

mately failed to bring in the money he
was assigned to get, you surmise cor-

rectly.

"Cimarron" Will Tell

With "Check and Double Check" off

to a flying start, plus Joe Schnitzer's

emphatic statement that there is to be
no shake-up in the production line-up at

Radio, "Cimarron," white hope of the

Radio crowd, is expected to definitely

clinch matters and regain for Bill Le
Baron the ground he has lost.

The stories have been many anent dis-

satisfaction over the manner in which the

studio has been operated, most of them
centering around pictures, their cost and
their quality. The prolonged presence of
Schmtzer in Hollywood is generally re-

garded as significant, but what many
don't know is that Joe is understood to be
doing all that he knows how to straighten

matters out with Le Baron continuing at

the helm.

The Amos 'n' Andy opus, while far

from a production achievement, in its

early stages looks like enough of a freak
to return plenty of profit to Radio. That,

of course, won't hurt Le Baron's stand-

ing, for, regardless of who brought the

radio team into talkers, the studio turned
out the picture and Le Baron heads that

studio.

At any rate, with $1,000,000 into the
bank roll already, "Cimarron" will tell

the story. If advance reports from Hol-
lywood are borne out by the completed
picture, it appears now that Le Baron's
troubles will be ended.

BANKERS' woes over production

costs have yet to meet a yarn that

beats this one, reported from
Hollywood:
The story concerns "\\ hoopee," Sam

Goldwyn and Flo Ziegfeld and the par-

ticular scene in the picture where the

show girls, bedecked in Indian costume*
and head dresses, parade a la fashion

show before the camera.
Feathers for the regalia were in de-

mand—flocks of them. Ziegfeld, it is

so rumored, insisted on real eagle

feathers. Goldwyn, on goose feathers

figuring they would be ample for photo-
graphic purposes. But realism had its

inning and the eagles won out.

The decision, however, meant this

:

Wires were shot out all over the

country and a virtual corner in eagle

feathers resulted. Each feather, some
Coast statistician dopes it, cost anywhere
from $2 to $10, dependent on the sup-
ply and demand, there being plenty of
the latter in this particular case.

What this same statistical soul didn't

compute was what the Ziegfeld fetish

for accuracy added to the production
sheets.

"Whoopee," it is necessary to add, is

understood to have cost $1,200,000 to
turn out.

Razors and a Close Shave

Through fast thinking on the part of
one of the musicians in a night club or-
chestra here, a film celeb, whose blond
curls are admired by women everywhere,
is still alive and unharmed.
The film celeb who has been going

steadily with a dark-eyed beauty stepped
out with a new flame the other night and
was "caught" at the night club. The
black-eyed damsel started to pull a knife
whin the pair met on the dance floor and
no telling what might have happened had
the fiddle player not intervened. As it

was only a few persons saw the near
fracas.

The pay-off is the girl friend was
stepping with her latest heart-throb.

THE INSIDERS

It Wasn't So Very Long Ago—
THAT one of the best known leaders in celluloid ranks, fed up

with his studio and its financial dissipations, determined to make
one picture merely to demonstrate how pictures should be

produced.

He went to Hollywood, selected his story, set his budget, named the
cast and dispatched the troupe up north to shoot exteriors. In three
weeks what should have gone through the camera in six days still
remained undone. So back to the lot came the company with the
budget entirely exhausted and nary a foot of film to justify the
expense.

Eventually the production went through the mill and emerged a
terrific flop. Before its completion, the producer was called East. It
wasn't until months later that he established the fact his pet experi-
ment had been deliberately ruined and the cost run sky high, under
direct orders from his studio head, for the express purpose of teach-
ing the head of the outfit that he had no business bucking the Holly-
wood undertow.
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350 M.P.T.O. Delegates Meet Monday

To Reelect M. A. Lightman President

Pity the Operator
Columbus J. Real Neth's State

here is offering talkers in French,
Spanish, German, Italian, Polish, Swe-
dish and Portuguese. The first of the
series, Chevalier in Paramount's all

dialogue French version of "The Big
Pond," inaugurated the new policy.

"Molesson" and "Clinique Musicale"
were the offerings on the shorts pro-

gram. The foreign talker series will

continue throughout the winter, shows
being held on stated Saturdays at 10

a. m.

M-G-M Lets Out
Music Staff at

Coast Studios

Hollywood—Because filmusicals are out

of favor, temporarily, at least, and on ac-

count of the tremendous overhead for main-

taining an inactive department, the entire

music staff at M-G-M has been let out with

the exception of Martin Broones, who for-

merly was in charge. Broones will be trans-

ferred to another department. The com-

pany has no more musicals on its current

schedule.

Among those to be released are James
Dyrenforth, Arthur Freed, Carroll Gib-

bons, Clifford Grey, Howard Johnson, Jo-

seph Myers, Oscar Straus, Herbert Stothart

and Harry Woods, composers.

Dr. William Axt, Oscar Radin and Fred-

erick Stahlberg, conductors, were also re-

leased.

Musical arrangers who were let out in-

clude the following: Wayne Allen, Hugo
Frey, Ray Heindorf, Arthur Lange, Charles

Maxwell and Larry Shay.

No, Sir, Hughes

Not Buying Sites;

Not Even Hades
Hollywood—Howard Hughes denies that

he intended buying the Warner studio prop-

erty here, as was reported. Hughes said he

was not planning to buy any local studio

at the present time and that he expected to

make his next talker, "The Front Page," at

the Metropolitan Studios, where he is now
located.

One Hollywood statistician who has been

checking the Hughes rumor of late states

that the L. A. Public Library and the Holly-

wood police station are the only structures

which the maker of "Hell's Angels" has not

been reported buying.

Contract, Banquet, Labor and
Legislation to Be

Highlights

Philadelphia—M. A. Lightman will be
elected president of the M. P. T. O. A. at

the eleventh annual convention of the or-

ganization which opens a three-day session

here on Monday. About 350 exhibitors from
various sections of the

nation will attend.

The slate of officers

which will direct or-

ganization affairs for

the next 12 months has

been set and the elec-

tion here will be of

a perfunctory nature.

Other officers slated for

reelection are : Ed Fay,
chairman of the board

;

M. J. O'Toole, secre-

tary, and Jay Emanuel,
treasurer. Regional
vice-presidents are: m. a. Lightman
Charles Picquet, Willard Patterson, R.
R. Biechele and Frank C. Walker. The lat-

ter, it is said, will withdraw from the slate,

as a result of the sale of the Comerford
chain to Paramount.

Contract a Highlight

Labor and legislation are expected to oc-
cupy a prominent part in the discussions,

as will the proposed new standard contract.
All exhibitors, regardless of whether they
are members, have been invited to attend
the sessions.

Among distributor executives who are
scheduled to address the meetings are:
Adolph Zukor, Harley L. Clarke, S. R.
Kent and Al Lichtman.

Fraternal delegates will be present from
the Society of Motion Picture Engineers
and the Associated Motion Picture Adver-
tisers.

The banquet is Tuesday evening, Armis-
tice Day. Among those who will speak
on that evening are: Major General Smed-
ley Butler, commandant of the Marine
Corps; Gov. John S. Fisher of Pennsylva-
nia; David Stern, proprietor of the Phila-
delphia Record. Others will include execu-
tives of the motion picture business, one of

the officials of the Pennsylvania railroad. It

is also expected that Otis Skinner will ad-
dress the convention and speak at the din-
ner. George Arliss also may attend.
The convention program in detail, excluding

the many social functions for the women,
follows

:

Monday, Nov. 10

Opens 10:30 A.M.
Opening address by Lewen Pizor. President

of M.P.T.O. of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern
New Jersey, and Delaware.

Address of welcome by Philip H. Gadsen,
President, Chamber of Commerce, Philadelphia.

Response by Frank C. Walker, counsel,

M.P.T.O.A.
Introduction of M. A. Lightman, president,

M.P.T.O.A. by L. Pizor.

Formal opening of the convention and ad-

dress by Mr. Lightman.
(Continued on page 32)

Packing a Wallop
One of the most powerful dramas

ever to reach these shores from Eng-
land's studios arrived unheralded in

New York this week bearing the ap-
propriate label: "Suspense." It is

sordid meller, but a more truthful
narrative of mud and World War
trenches has yet to be screened.
The first review of "Suspense" to

appear in this country is published in

Motion Picture News this week on
page 46.

CUNNINGHAM

Fifi Kisses Cop;

Cop Is Busted;

Fifi Very Sorry
(Continued from page 23)

the pictures and suffered an immediate rise

in temperature. Inasmuch as the various

departments of the city government have
co-operated in various amusement publicity

stunts, his wrath seemed a little out of pro-

portion, but the Dorsay incident came just

as the director was planning a drastic

shake-up in the police force and Taggert
was caught in the midst of the director's

anger. The news broke on Sunday that

eight captains and an inspector had been
demoted all over the city, most of them be-

ing broken to the rank of patrolman.
While the first publicity got plenty of

space, Fifi and the Fox company has been
evidently fearing that sympathy generated
for Taggert's "jam" might react unfavora-
bly, and have been trying to get Taggert

—

who is a married man with two children,

thus having a domestic angle to worry him
—reinstated to his post. They deny that

Taggert had been "planted," stating that he
was the innocent victim of Fifi's. exuberance,

and a press agent stunt that had a kick-back.

Fifi declares that she will testify before the

police trial board in Taggert's favor.

Warners to Keep
Wide Film System

For Own Theatres

Definite sales plans for Vitascope, the
Warner wide film process, are yet to be
determined, but the probabilities are that,

for the time being at least, the attachment
will not be sold to houses outside the War-
ner circuit.

Officials of the company are understood

to see no reason why they should build up
(Continued on page 34-D)
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Warner- 1st Nat'l Merger Now Closer;

Sales Force and Studio Consolidated

Brands Separate, but for How
Long, Trade Wonders—Gov't

Suit Still Pends

Welding of Warners and First National

into one organization, begun two years ago
when Warners acquired control of the Stan-

ley Co. of America, bringing with it con-

trol of First National, takes another decisive

step Monday when sales forces of the two
firms are merged. Details of the plan have
been worked out by Sam E. Morris, vice-

president of Warners.

The move, which means the passing of

First National as a distributing organiza-

tion, is made in the face of the government's
suit to prevent combination of the two com-
panies under the Clayton Act. The suit now
is pending. Both the Warner and First

National brands of pictures are being con-

tinued, but speculation is rife as to how
long the brands will be kept separate.

The consolidation, influenced by the bank-

ers, will result in widespread economy in

operations and is designed to reach into the

studios as well. Denied last week in Holly-

wood, it appears that Warner production

activity, now centered in the Sunset Boule-

vard studio, will be concentrated in the more
commodious First National plant in Bur-
bank under a system of supervisors, details

of which are outlined elsewhere in this

edition.

Speculation exists over the disposal of the

Warner and First National publicity and
advertising departments, now maintained
separately with A. P. Waxman handling
Warners and S. Charles Einfeld handling
First National. A consolidation in that

direction is likewise considered inevitable,

although it is stated the matter has not as

yet been given consideration.

Two Divisions

Under the sales plan, the country is divid-

ed into two sales divisions with Claude
Ezell, Warner sales chief, made eastern

general sales manager, and Ned E. Depinet,

First National, made western general sales

manager.

Norman Moray, formerly branch man-
ager at Chicago, will move into the home
office in New York City to assume the posi-

tion of sales manager of Vitaphone Va-
rieties.

Morris has established two new metro-
politan areas in Philadelphia and Chicago,

The Fool 'Em Business
The press department of Vitaphone

has been instructed not to supply
newspaper reviewers with the run-
nine time of its short subjects. No
explanation is given.
So reviewers call Warner's own

theatres on Broadway on the phone
and invariably get the information
with neither delay nor hesitation.

A Break
Gus Solomon, Brooklyn and Long

Island sales manager for First Na-
tional, married Grace Cohen on
Thursday at noon.
At 1 o'clock while at his bride's

house, he received notification that,

under the consolidation move at
Warners-First National, his job had
been abolished.

Entire Sales Department in

Shakeup; Economy Is

Basis of Move

in addition to the already existing one in

New York City. Under the re-alignment
in New York, George Balsdon remains in

charge of the metropolitan area; Nat Beyer
is sales manager of New Jersey; Harry
Decker, sales manager of Brooklyn; and
Eddie Goldstein, sales manager of New
York City.

In the wholesale shakeup, Nat Beyer (Vita-
graph, which is the Warner distributing unit),

manager at Albany, has been transferred to

the New Jersey exchange, replacing J. Herzog
(Vitagraph). Ben Kalmenson (F. N.) gets the

Albany branch. Harry Decker (Vitagraph)
succeeds Gus Solomon (F. N.) as metropolitan
sales manager in Greater New York.

Goldstein New York Chief

Ed Goldstein (Vitagraph) takes over the

combined New York exchanges, Joe Vergess-
lich formerly was First National manager. J.

S. Hebrew (Vitagraph) has been called to

the home office for special work, with W. J.

Heenan (F. N.) getting the Philadelphia post.

J. T. Ezell (Vitagraph) is Atlanta manager,
with Fred M. Jack (F. N.) given the Dallas

branch, with Truly Wildman (Vitagraph) and
Joe Luckett (F. N.) to do special work out
of the home office. Thomas P. Spry (F. N.)
is Boston manager, with H. E. Elder (Vita-
graph) transferred to the home office. H. E.

Seed (Vitagraph) gets the Buffalo branch,

with F. J. McCarthy (F. N.) transferred to

the home office.

Other Switches in Staffs

F. P. Bryan (F. N.) is Charlotte manager,
M. W. Davis (Vitagraph) being transferred

to the home office. R. F. Cloud (Vitagraph)
is manager at Cincinnati, Paul E. Krieger (F.

N.) is transferred to Indianapolis with Floyd
Brown (F. N.) being brought to the home
office, and H. F. Neill (Vitagraph) made sales

manager at Chicago.

J. C. Fishman is Cleveland manager, with
Walter J. Brandt (F. N.) transferred to the

home office. C. E. Almy formerly managed the

Vitagraph branch.

Charles Gilmour (Vitagraph) is Denver
manager. J. H. Ashby was First National
manager. E. J. Tilton (F. N.) gets the Des
Moines office. Mike Comer was former Vita-
graph manager. F. E. North (F. N.) takes the

branch at Detroit, with J. V. Allen (Vita-

graph) transferred to the home office.

N. C. Sinift (Vitagraph) gets the Kansas
City office, and William Warner (F. N.) goes
to the home office. Henry Lustig (Vitagraph)
is assigned the Los Angeles office, and N. FT,

Brower (F. N.) is transferred to Seattle,

where A. H. Huott was Vitagraph and Al
Oxtoby First National manager. H. D. Hearn
(F. N.) retains the Memphis office, where
Vitagraph has had no exchange.

R. T. Smith (Vitagraph) gets the Milwaukee
branch, with C. K. Olson transferred to the

home office. L. E. (Nicky) Goldhammer (Vita-
graph) is assigned the branch at Minneapolis
with W. C. Brimmer (F. N.) transferred to
Portland, where Pete Stewart (F. N.) and
M. F. Keller (Vitagraph) were managers.

J. A. Davis (Vitagraph) is New Haven
manager. M. H. Keleher formerly managed
the First National branch. F. Goodrow (Vita-
graph) gets the branch at New Orleans, where
L. Conner managed the First National ex-
change.

J. H. Rohde (Vitagraph) is Oklahoma City
manager. T. O. Beyrle formerly managed there
for First National. George W. Taif (F. N.)
is manager at Omaha, where M. A. Raymon
had the First National branch. R. H. Haines
(F. N.) is given the Pittsburgh branch, with
H. S. Dunn (Vitagraph) transferred to the

home office.

William F. Gordon (F. N.) has the Salt
Lake branch, where M. H. Gustavson formerly
was Vitagraph manager. Charles Muehlman
(F. N.) remains at San Francisco. M. A.
Walsh formerly managed for Vitagraph. A.
M. Weinberger (Vitagraph) gets the St. Louis
branch. D. P. Rathbone formerly managed
for First National.

Carl Lesserman (F. N.) is manager at Chi-
cago, with Norman Moray transferred to the

home office as sales manager of Vitaphone Va-
rieties. Robert Smeltzer (F. N.) is Washing-
ton manager, Ralph E. Binns (F. N.) is sales

manager at the branch.

Warners secured control of First Na-
tional two years ago through acquisition of

the Stanley Co. At the time, Fox had a 28
per cent interest in the company, which
blocked any plans of a merger. However,
when William Fox experienced financial

difficulties, he sold his interest to Warners
for a reputed price of $10,000,000.

Form B. & E., Ltd.

London—Jack Buchanan, stage and screen

star, who has made pictures in Hollywood,
and Harry D. Edwards are forming a pro-

ducing company here, to be known as "B. &
E., Ltd."

Making Foreign Versions
Hollywood—Foreign versions of "Hell's

Angels" are being made by Caddo Prod.

Joseph Monocure March is in charge of

production.

F. N.-Publix Jam
San Antonio, Tex.—First National

has cancelled its contract locally with
Publix. The franchise has been ob-

tained by the Empire theatre, an in-

dependent house. The franchise in-

cludes a number of Warner Vitaphone
pictures.
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Hess Keeps Wires Humming in Attempt

To Win Allied O. K. of Illinois Zoning

Hunter's Process

Hollywood—C. Roy Hunter, Univer-
sale technical chief, has developed a
new wide screen color process. This
new process uses standard film and
the images which are printed two on
a frame, are of different colors. One
frame will be, for example, all red,

the next green, yellow, etc. These
frames running through the projector
travel twice as fast as the ordinary
film and the color filters attached to
the lens, help to bring out the colors.

Hunter has been working on the proc-
ess for several months and has finally

gotten it to the stage where it is prac-
tical and can be used with standard
film at a cost much less than ordinary
color film, he says.

Protection Hits

Cleveland Skids
Cleveland—Protection has hit the skids

in Cleveland and the exhibitor association

has pulled out of the conferences. Members
said they did not want to disturb existing

contracts, indicating they will resume nego-
tiations in time to complete zoning sched-
ules before the 1931-32 selling season starts.

Most of the product for the present sea-

son has been bought, it was pointed out,

and although most of them have a retroac-

tive clause covering any schedules worked
out, the local association believes it should
let well enough alone.

Meanwhile, efforts are being made to

zone the state outside of Cleveland. P. J.

Wood, business manager of the state asso-

ciation, and Martin Smith are representing

unaffiliated exhibitors.

Zoning Is Set in

Philadelphia Area
Philadelphia—Satisfactory arrangements

have been concluded with distributors on
the question of zoning for this territory.

With the exception of several upstate

houses, particularly at Harrisburg and
Reading, protection issue is settled here.

Exhibitors at Harrisburg and Reading
declare that a better arrangement had been

made by them with the distributors than

through the committee of the M. P. T. O.

A. The case of these exhibitors will be

considered separately, it was announced.

The program of the national convention of

exhibitors, to be held in Philadelphia on
Nov. 10, 11 and 12. was received and the

local body pledged to aid the program.

RKO Sues Exhibitor
Huston—RKO has filed a creditor's peti-

tion against the Premier theatre of Nor-
wood, Mass., alleging that it owes RKO
$3,82?.

Gabriel Hess

Offers Independents Conces-
sions But Saperstein Turns

Thumbs Down

Chicago—Gabriel Hess has been bargain-

ing with Aaron Saperstein by wire and
phone in an effort to gain independent ap-

proval of the Chicago and Illinois zoning
plan, with "no sale" registered to date. One

report had it that Hess
offered "to throw out
anything in the pro-
posed plan which the

independents found ob-
jectionable" in order to

gain the Allied unit's

okeh of zoning for the
territory.

Saperstein has stated

that h i s organization
will refuse to approve
a zoning plan in any
form whatever and that
his organization is not
interested i n conces-
sions made or offered

by the Film Board so long as a continuing
zoning committee is authorized by the plan.
Saperstein has charged that independent in-
terests are not fairly represented on the
proposed continuing zoning committee, and
never could be. It

would be a simple mat-
ter, he says, for this

committee to reinstate

any and all clauses

dropped from the zon-
ing plan in order to

gain independent ap-
proval of it, once the

plan and the committee
become operative.

Meanwhile, zoning
and protection is ad-

ministered here just as

it always has been in

the past. This has led

proponents of the re-

jected plan to claim that it is operative here.

Actually, it is not, although theoretically

much of it is. *The explanation lies in the

fact that the pfan embraces the old, unwrit-
ten system in its entirety, but whatever it

added to that system is being ignored in all

contracts—even in those of the circuit and
circuit-affiliated theatres. For this reason it

may be definitely stated that there is still

no written or legal system of release and
protection in existence in Illinois.

A. Saperstein

Distinction

Philadelphia—The only picture play-
er ever to become governor of a state
is the distinction of Gov.-Elect Gif-
ford Pinchot, who was one of the few
Republicans engaged in important
campaign fights who won out at the
election Tuesday. Gov. Pinchot ap-
pears in "South Seas," a picture which
he made with Mrs. Pinchot and their
son. Talking Picture Epics distrib-
utes the attraction.

Showmanship Gold Mine

That's what we call the Managers'
Round Table Club six months' index
which is included in this week's issue
of the club section, starting on page
55. This index includes a full listing

of the exploitation, advertising and
publicity activities of the thousands
of Club members whose showmanship
has earned them world-wide recogni-

tion.

The six months' index, properly
used, constitutes a genuine encyclope-

dia of modern showmanship. Take ad-

vantage of the tried and successful

activities of the showmen-members of

our Round Table Club.

Protection Aims
Spell Ruination?

Columbus— Granting of protection de-

mands of the four major companies which
he says control the exhibition situation in

30 large cities of the state will spell ruina-

tion to scores of independents, declares Pete
Wood, business manager of the Ohio ex-
hibitor unit.

"Until you know how this protection mat-
ter affects you," he writes in sounding the
call for the annual convention Nov. 18 and
19, "you are in no position to definitely

decide on what you can afford to pay for
film. And if you sign any contracts without
having this knowledge, you are apt to pay
prices which will eventually prove to be un-
reasonable.''

Chains Control

Only Few Keys

Atlanta—Georgia is one state in the
Union which is singularly free from dis-

tributor chain domination, with but a few
keys in the state controlled by chains.

Paramount Publix and its affiliates are the
No. 1 circuit, operating the Paramount and
Keith's Georgia here, the Modjeska and
Imperial, Augusta; Ritz, Strand and Capi-
tol, Macon, and the Lucas and Odeon,
Savannah.

Chains Hit Hard
Radio-Keith-Orpheum now has the Capi-

tol here, as a result of its deal with Univer-
sal, and Loew's has the Palace and Grand.
Fox has the Fox, which is declared to be
running in the red for plenty.

The Fox, according to opinion of local

showmen, is fully five years ahead of the
town, which makes it hard for the house
to get by and doubly tough for other first

run theatres.
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Employment Crisis Ending on Coast as

Studios Swing Into Production Stride

Another "Nurse" Film
Hollywood — The title must ring

pleasantly on M-G-M ears. Having
recently finished "War Nurse," the
studio is preparing for just plain
"Nurse." Denison Clift is writing the
script and dialogue.

Newsreel House
Ends First Year;

Take Is $475,000
Fifty-two weeks under its present policy

has netted the 598-seat Newsreel Theatre
in New York a gross of about $475,000.
On a flat, all-time scale of 25 cents a throw,
this means the house has played to 1,900,-

000 paid admissions during the first year
of its operation.

The house, formerly the Embassy, threw
open its doors under the newsreel plan on
November 2, 1929, and clicked from the out-

set. The attendant publicity that followed

in its wake indicated that other cities through
out the country would follow the same idea.

As a matter of fact, several did, but failed

to make a go of the plan.

Now the fox organization is again talk-

ing about a chain of newsreel houses. Tru-
man H. Talley, general manager of the

Movietone News, who is currently in Ber-
lin launching a German edition of the reel,

declares houses will be opened in Berlin

with others planned for London, Paris and
Sydney. Other cities are reported to be

under consideration as well.

$3,000 High for

Big House; $5,000

Low in Smaller

Chicago—The handicaps under which the

Fox Monroe operates, largely because of its

out-of-the-way location, are illustrated by a

booking made by the Castle theatre this

week. The picture booked is "Devil with
Women," which had its first Loop run at

the Monroe this week. The Castle will take

the picture immediately after the Monroe.
If the Monroe's gross this week exceeds

$3,000 it will have done splendidly; where-
as, if the Castle, with 650 seats less than
the Monroe, does under $5,000 in its first

week with the same picture, "Devil with
Women" will be considered a flop at the

smaller house. But it is a practical certainty

that the $5,000 mark will be reached.

The Castle adjoins the so-called "world's
busiest corner." State and Madison streets.

One block south and one west of it is the
Monroe, not far as distances go. but a world
apart as far as box-office draw is concerned.

Situation Better Than Last
Year; Warners, F. N.

Resuming

Hollywood—While production activities

and employment were extremely light dur-
ing the summer months, studio activity is

picking up rapidly and, with the exception
nl two >tudios now closed, production is

ahead of last year at this time.

Warners and First National will remain
dosed for another month, at which time
they will embark on a heavy schedule.

Warners' studio was closed at this time last

year, but First National was open with
four pictures in work.
When the studio reopens, Warners will

adopt the supervisor system of production,
instead of the former plan, under which
Darryl Zanuck was overseer of every pro-

duction. The system will be similar to that

employed at M-G-M, with Zanuck occupying
a job identical with Irving Thalberg's.

Three supervisors will be appointed, two
of whom are Ray Enright and Lucien Hub-
bard and an undetermined third party.

Busy at Paramount

Paramount has seven companies working,
with four preparing to start. Fox has com-
pleted 24 of its scheduled 48 features, which
is about the same percentage of completed
pictures as last year.

M-G-M has nine talkers in work, plus

five foreign versions, making about six more
units at work than at this time last year.

The Pathe studios are quiet, but plan to

resume work soon to meet schedules. RKO
has five companies active, all on a more
ambitious scale than were the four com-
panies working at this time last fall.

Universal has five English and four for-

eign version talkers in work, about twice

as many as were busy at this time last year.

Tiffany and Columbia have about the same
number of films in work as last year.

Because the big pictures in production
are using more players, the employment sit-

uation is much better than last year. Ex-
tra lists, however, are smaller than in for-

mer days, as "the intimate" type of talkers

now being made requires less players.

All studios are commencing fall and win-
ter activity and business conditions here

are on the upward trend.

Theatres in "Healthy
State," Says Schulberg

Hollywood—National business conditions
are growing sounder daily, declares B. P.

Schulberg, Paramount production chief.

Theatres, which are "barometers of the

public pocketbook, are in a healthy state."

he asserts.

Universal Signs Sidney
Fox on Term Contract

Hollywood—Sidney Fox, former stenog-
rapher who skyrocketed to prominence with
her work in "Lost Sheep." has signed a five-

vear contract with Universal.

Independents Busy
Hollywood — Resumption of inde-

pendent activity on a more elaborate
scale than in previous years is under
way. Indications here are that the
state right market will stage a come-
back this season.

Derr Nails Yarn

Of Monetary Jam
At Pathe Studio

Hollywood—Spiking reports that inac-

tivity at Pathe is due to lack of finances,

the company is preparing to start work on
five new pictures within the next few weeks,
with President E. B. Derr continuing in

charge of studio ac-

tivity.

Talkers recently re-

leased, says Derr, are

"showing a nice profit,"

so more money is to be

spent on future produc-

tions.

"Big Money" and
"Her Man," Derr
points out, have been
booked solidly in Fox
theatres. "Sin Takes a

Holiday," recently fin-

ished, is to be sold to

Publix, it is stated.

Practice of Pathe in

farming out its various
stars and the inactivity of the studio have

given rise to report that the company was
in a monetary jam and was loaning its stars

for the profit it could get out of their ser-

vices.

E. B. Derr

RKONameJunked
Favoring "Radio"

To Avoid Mixup

Hollywood—So much confusion has been

caused by the trademark RKO. used when

discussing Radio Pictures and the Radio

studio, that the film plant and picture prod-

uct will hereafter be called Radio Pictures

Studio and Radio Pictures, respectively.

The name RKO, which heretofore has

been used by both the theatre organization

and the film company, is to be used only in

connection with the theatres hereafter.

Complaints have been received from all

over the country from people asking just

what pictures were "RKO pictures." Many
said they never saw the name RKO used.

but heard of pictures by that name.
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Loew Assets Jump to $128,633,361
Comparative balance sheets of Loew's, Inc.. for the fiscal years ending

the 31st of August, 1929 and 1930, giving a statistical picture of the corpo-

ration's financial standing follows:

ASSETS
YEAR ENDING YEAR ENDING
AUG. 31, 1930 AUG. 31, 1929

Current:

Cash and call loans $6,637,370.34 $8,356,436.70

Cash reserved for construction 1.489,944.44 1.717.937.59

$8,127,314.78 $10,074,374.29

Receivables:

Accounts receivable $2,532,731.21 $2,265,673.52

Notes receivable 355.71261 239.158.08

Due from affiliated corporations 1,462,120.66 1,974,812.08

$4,350,564.48 $4,479,643.68

Inventories—At cost:

Film productions in process, completed
and released (after amortization) $26,952,236.81 $22,644,774.94

Film advertising accessories 646.831.81 598.182.55

Theatre and studio supplies 261,283.43 323,272.49

$27,860,352.05 $23,566,229.08

Advances:

To motion picture producers, secured by
film productions $765,538.35 $1,260,135.34

Mortgage and interest payments 256,001.04 407,428.33

1,021,539.39 1,667,563.67

Total current assets..- $41,359,770.70 $39,787,811.62

Investments:

Stocks and mortgages of affiliated corpo-
rations $12,365,821.18 $11,843,802.53

Deposits on leases and contracts 844,622.84 807,296.65

Miscellaneous 1,611,375.16 2.271.391.64

$14,821,819.18 $14,922,490.82

Property—100% owned:

Land $24,671.22S.03 $24,310,443.99

Buildings and equipment 55,249,371.04 49,477,483.93

Leaseholds 2,251.740.57 2,503.649.63

$82,172,336.64 $76,291,577.55

Less reserve for depreciation 13,233,637.54 10,955,480.19

$68,938,699.10 $65,336,097.36

Deferred 3.513.072.81 4.177.224.46
$128,633,361.79 $124,223,624.26

LIABILITIES
Current

:

Accounts payable $5,630,833.58 $7,364,889.29

Notes payable 193,296.28 408.676.17

Federal and state taxes 1,427.483.33 1,190.109.31

Accrued interest 716.911.17 783.431.35

Advances from affiliated corporations 230.267.93 141.646.53

Debenture sinking fund payments, etc. (net) 1,048,500.00 667,000.00

$9,247,292.29 $10,555,753.15

Subsidiary corporations' dividend payable
Sept 15 $69,124.09 $70,893.39

Accounts payable—long term 210.500.00 277,000.00

(Continued on page 31)

Plunkett Orders

Price Slashes in

Houston Majestic

Houston—The first price slash in any

Houston theatre followed the recent visit of

Joseph Plunkett, general manager of RKO,
to the Majestic, one of the RKO theatres of

the southern chain recently acquired through

a deal with the Interstate Amusement Co.

Prices heretofore have been 25 cent bar-

gain matinee from 11 to 1 P.M., 40 cents

balcony and 60 cents lower floor, and 75

cents for boxes and loges from 1 P.M. until

closing.

The new scale of prices, effective Oct. 31,

•the beginning of the second week's run of

"Check and Double Check," is 25 cents un-
til 1 P.M., 35 cents between 1 and 6, 50 cents
between 6 and 7, and 60 cents from 7 until

closing; no extra charge for boxes, and bal-

cony and first floor prices the same.
The Majestic was originally built for

vaudeville, and box seats have always been
sold for more.

Benjamin Gets District
Ben Benjamin, formerly with Universal

at Kansas City and Chicago, has been
placed in charge of the Middle States Divi-
sion for C 'umhia, with headquarters at

Kansas City. He will have jurisdiction

over the Kansas City, Des Moines and
Omaha offices.

From Fox to F. N.
Cleveland—Dave Klein, for years with

the local Fox selling force, is now with
First National in the Toledo territory.

Loew's Rings Up
New Profit Jump

Of $2,834,991
Reaching a new profit mark in its history,

Loew's, Inc., which includes M-G-M as its

most important subsidiary, reports a net

increase of $2,834,991 for the year ended
Aug. 31, 1930, as against the previous year.

The 1929-1930 profits total $14,942,017, as

against $12,107,026 for 1928-1929.

Aside from this jump in the net, the com-
pany has further strengthened its position

by reduction of a number of liabilities and
an increase of $4,409,737 in assets, which
the corporation now places at $128,633,361,

as against $124,223,624 last year. An analy-

sis of the current consolidated balance sheet

shows that the 15-year six per cent deben-
tures which mature in 1941 have been re-

duced by retirement from $12,694,000 to

$11,695,000, or $999,000.
Negatives in production or completed and

released are currently valued at $26,952,236,

as against $22,644,774 last year, the figures

applying after amortization.

Accounts payable have dropped from
$7,364,889 in 1929 to $5,630,833 in 1930,

while theatre receipts have jumped $13,493,-

186 from $108,312,973 in 1929 to $121,706,-

159 in 1930. Loew's is also deriving greater

revenue from rentals on stores and offices in

its theatre buildings, the revenue having
jumped $458,613 from $4,112,992 in 1929 to

$4,571,605 at the close of the 1930 fiscal

year.

An insight into the operating cost of the

M-G-M sales machine is conveyed by the

item down on the balance sheet as "film dis-

tribution" which cost $14,089,697 in 1929
and $14,744,161 in 1930, or $283,541 a week.
This applies to the international activities

of M-G-M.
Loew's, Inc., has shown a steady rise in

its net in the last ten years. The following
chart tells its own story

:

1921 $1,800,550
1922 2,267,871

1923 2,415,489

1924 2.949,053

1925 4,708,631

1926 6,388,200

1927 6,737,205
1928 8,568,162

1929 12,107.026

1930 14.942,017

Ten Year Profits $61,884,204

The 1929-1930 net shows an increase of

$1.98 a share, or $9.90 per share on the

average number outstanding at the close of

the year. For the last fiscal year, the per
share profits totaled $7.92.

Buying Strike Flops
London—Buying strike of British exhibi-

tors is proving pretty much of a dud, with
pledges to refrain from booking in protest

against percentage and overage being broken
generally.

Mix III
Hollywood—Tom Mix is confined to a

local hospital due to an injury to his back
sustained in a fall several years ago. His
illness will prevent his appearance at Nat-
chez, Miss., in a $50,000 breach of contract
suit.
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Hays 'Subsidy' on

Approved Films

May Be Dropped
Baltimore—Changing of the plan of op-

eration of the International Federation of

Catholic Alumnae, under terms of which the

organization praises good pictures and ig-

nores the bad, is reported under considera-

tion, as is proposal that the association

henceforth refuse to permit the Hays or-

ganization to defray the expense of publish-

ing its lists of approved films.

Both policies were condemned by Arch-
bishop Michael J. Curley in an address be-

fore the Maryland chapter of the organiza-

tion.

The archbishop took occasion to praise

Miss M. Cecelia Muth, head of the Mary-
land chapter, in bringing the printing of the

list by producers to the attention of the

national convention. Miss Muth questioned

the wisdom of the policy which she felt

placed the association under obligation to

the industry.

"The committee's work," the archbishop
declared, "would be carried on far better,

in my opinion, if you did not accept one
single penny from any movie man, woman
or child. I should act independently. Don't
bother about the good pictures, but condemn
the bad ones.

"While you are boosting the best, people

are going to the rest."

The committee was given a vote of con-

fidence by the convention.

Promoted from Sales Staff
Omaha—E. A. Harms, recently appointed

Pathe branch manager here by E. J.
O'Leary, general sales manager, won his

promotion from the sales staff. Harms came
to Pathe from Warners and previously to

that was in business for himself operating

theatres. Harms was born in Germany,
coming to America following graduation
from high school.

Sheets with Powell
Hollywood—Skeets Gallagher is to ap-

pear in William Powell's next Paramount
picture, which has the tentative title of

"Buy Your Woman." He joins a support-
ing cast in this filming of Octavus Roy
Cohen's play, "Alias Mrs. Wallace," which
includes Carol Lombard and Juliette Comp-
ton. Louis Gasnier will direct.

"U" Assignment Changed
Universal City—Because Zasu Pitts will

not be able to complete work in another
production in time, Virginia Sale has been
signed to play the role formerly assigned
to Miss Pitts in Universal's "Many a Slip,"

which Vin Moore is directing with a cast

headed by Lewis Ayres and Joan Bennett.

Fox Reclaims Westlake
Los Angeles—R. T. Newton is the new

manager of the Westlake, which "bounced"
back into the West Coast chain when busi-

ness took a slump and the independent op-
erators were unable to keep it going.
The Westlake will still show second-run

Net Profit of $2,834,991 Revealed
(Continued jrom page 30)

Fifteen-year 6% debentures, due 1941
Bonds and mortgages of subsidiary corporations
First lien 6% bonds of subsidiary corporation

—

due 1947

Subsidiary corporations' stock outstanding
(Metro-Goldwyn, etc., preferred)

Deferred credits
Reserve for contingencies

Capital stock:
Preferred stock, no par value, $6.50 cumula-
tive: issued and outstanding, 146,763 shares

Common stock, no par value:
Issued 1,569,725 shares
Less held by trustee for

holders of stock purchase
warrants 156,151 J4 shares

YEAR ENDING
AUG. 31, 1930

11.695,000.00

13,872,870.42

YEAR ENDING
AUG. 31. 192J

12.694,000.00

15.937,599.00

10,125,000.00 10,375,000.00

4,938,445.57

972.918.S9

500.000.00

5,561.452.57
1.284.285.53

500.000.00

$13,869,103.50 $14,023.800.00t

1,569,725 shares

Outstanding 1,413,573% shares

205,731% shares

1,363.993^4 shares

Surplus
34.348,805.64

28.784,301.69
32.082.520.64

20,725.083.36

$128,633,361.79 $124,223,624.26*

OPERATING STATEMENT
Including All Subsidiary and Affiliated Corporations

Gross income

:

Theatre receipts, rentals and sales of films

and accessories $121,706,159.27

Rentals of stores and offices 4,571,605.90

Booking tees and commissions 1,286,291.39

Miscellaneous income 1,956,973.16

Expenses:
Theatres and office buildings $61,264,478.64

Film distribution 14,744,161.25

Amortization oi films 23,872,047.50

Film advertising accessories 698,238.56

Producers' share of film rentals 6,541,687.83

Operating profit before depreciation and Federal taxes
Depreciation of buildings and equipment $3,470,573.26
Federal taxes 1,893,137.57

Net profit all corporations
Minority interests' share, affiliated corporations.

Loew's Incorporated share after Federal taxes...

$129,521,029.72

$107,130,613.78

$22,400,415.94

$17,036,705.11
2.094,687.90

$14,942,017.21

$108,312,073.26

4.112.992.96

845.530.04

2.931.341.02

$56,331,167.35
14.089.697.54

19,711.888.44

703.539.23

6,934.481.59

$2,748,685.69

1.607,788.84

$116,201,937.28

CONSOLIDATED SURPLUS ACCOUNT
Surplus, Sept. 1, 1929
Operating profit as above.

Less:
Undistributed share affiliated corporations
Dividends paid and declared:
Subsidiaries preferred (Metro-Goldwyn, etc.).

Loew's Inc., preferred
Loew's Inc. Common

$20,725,083.86

14,942,017.21

341.684.77

953,963.34

4,817,121.75

$14,074,688.80

1,967,662.43

$14,833,171.83

12,107.026.17

$26,940,198.00

$861,167.15

350.070.49

969.800.00

4,034,076.50

Surplus, August 31, 1930.. $28,784,301.69 $20,725,083.81

•Includes $136,236.12 which appears on balance sheet as of August 31, 1929 as item "Notes Payable-
Long Term" on the basis of 14S.0O0 shares, issued and outstanding.

pictures, but will have Fanchon & Marco
units as an added attraction. This is the

first time in two years the house has had
a stage show. It is the only theatre in the

Westlake district to offer vaudeville. The
house will operate on a twice-a-week change
policy.

Paramount's RKO
Peeve Results in

Hamilton House
Two Versions Shown

Montreal—Both the English and French
versions of "Playboy of Paris" were shown
at the premiere here at the Palace. Receipts
were close to the record mark.

iV. E. Association Drive On
Boston—With the appointment of George

F. Sellman as field agent, a drive is under
way for members for the Independent The-
atre Owners of New England.

Cincinnati—Paramount's retaliatory pro-
gram, against Radio-Keith-Orpheum for
moving in on the deal for the Ike Libson
chain, is being emphasized at Hamilton.
The company has a 1,500-seat house under
construction, to open in March, and now
has taken over the Hamilton Palace from
the two Harrys—Silver and Sturnburg.

The Palace, built 12 years ago, for sev-
eral years was managed bv Fred S. Meyer,
who now is president of the Wisconsin ex-
hibitor unit and is manager of the Alham-
bra, Milwaukee.
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Publix Ties Up
With Football

In Minneapolis

Minneapolis—Publix is riding the band-

wagon with both radio and football. What
the firm can't help it makes help it. Martin
Kelly of the Publix publicity department
says it is a definite policy and that it is

working out.

Radio fans have reported that it i?n't

possible to listen to the local stations in the

Twin Cities for any extended period with-

out hearing some mention of one of the

company's theatres. That isn't strictly true.

It can be done, but it is the proud boast of

the Publix outfit that there isn't a local sta-

tion that doesn't have something to say-

about what is going on at their houses and
that there isn't a theatre owned by the com-
pany that isn't mentioned some time, some-
where, on the air by one station or another.

The Twin Cities have two major radio

stations. Minneapolis has four minor school

stations, one belonging to the Dunwoody
Institute and the other to the University

of Minnesota. Some of them have only a

few listeners, but the theatres overlook no
opportunity to take a shot at them via air.

When the football season bore down on
the town it was realized that campus ac-

tivities before the games would cut into

attendance from the university, that the

game itself would draw dollars that other-

wise might find their way into the box-office,

and that the radio broadcast of the games
by the two big stations would hold thou-

sands of fans to their seats on Saturday
afternoon at least.

Publix chose its Minnesota to hook on to

the wave of football enthusiasm. By smart
advertising around the university it an-

nounced football parties after the final show
with dancing in the great lobby and special

entertainment both from the stage show and
from the campus.

Not only are these weekly affairs success-

ful, but the interest is so great that the

campus made a special request that the par-

ties be held on Monday nights, instead of

Thursdays. As many as a hundred couples

dance in the lobby at once and the Minne-
sota is believed to get practically all of the

campus business with a great play when the

football team wins.

Publix is considering ways and means of

extending the plan to the high school groups,

there being half a dozen high school foot-

ball teams that cut into the Friday afternoon

shows during the season.

Screen Mirror in K.C.

Kansas City

—

Screen Mirror, the Fox
fan magazine, enters Kansas City next

month. The twelve Fox houses have been
using a similar house organ, the Friendly

Messenger, which has been in circulation for

the last two months as a weekly. It is

understood Screen Mirror will absorb the

Friendly Messenger, the latter serving as

the Kansas City supplement to the main
section.

Herbert Breidenthal, who established the

Friendly Messenger, died three weeks ago.

Tiffany Sales Changes

Realignment of Tiffany managers at

three eastern exchanges has been
completed by Sales Manager Oscar R.
Hanson, with installation of Irving
Hanower as Washington manager.

Previously, Han-
son had appointed
Al Blofson man-
ager of the New
York exchange,
with Harry Brown
of Washington
transferred to the
Philadelphia
branch. Hanower
formerly was
salesman in New
York. He is suc-
ceeded by Manie
Meyer, brother of

Phil Meyer, former New York man-
ager, who has joined Columbia.
Blofson was guest at a welcome din-

ner Thursday at the Warwick, fol-

lowed by a preview of "She Got What
She Wanted" at Yonkers. Monday he
was feted at a farewell dinner by the
Philadelphia Film Board of Trade.

Irving Hanower

Program of Annual
M.P.T.O.A. Convention

(Continued from page 26.)

Report of board of directors, presented by
Ed. Fay, chairman.

Report of National Secretary M. J. O'Toole
of Scranton, Pa.
Name important committees : Resolutions,

credentials, sergeant-at-arms.
Addresses by M. E. Comerford ; Lt.-Gov.
Arthur James; Oscar Hanson; Ed. Kuvken-

dahl.

Buffet luncheon at noon.
Dinner dance 9 P.M. to midnight. List of

speakers

:

Con McCole, Eddie Dowling, Gov. Carl E.
Milliken, Joe Brandt, Al Lichtman, R. F.

Woodhull.
Tuesday, Nov. 11

Opens 10 A.M.
Report of committees.
Address by Dr. Franklin S. Irby.
Address by Col. R. E. Logsdon.
Address by Michael Simmons.
Nomination of national directors.

Luncheon.
Opens 2 P.M.
Address by Maj. L. E. Thompson.
Address by Sidney R. Kent.
Address by Charles H. Bunn.
Address by Frank Conklin.

Election of national directors.

Annual banquet at 6:30 P.M.
At speakers' table

:

Harry A. Knapp, Albert M. Greenfield,
Harry Warner, C. C. Pettijohn, Eddie Dowling,
Maj. Gen. Smedley Butler, Harry A. Mackey,
Congressman Wm. P. Connery, Con McCole.
M. A. Lightman, J. David Stern, M. E. Comer-
ford, R. F. Woodhull. Sidney R. Kent.

Wednesday, Nov. 12
Opening session 10 A.M.
New business, reports of committees, resolu-

tions.

Address by L. E. Blachley.

Address by A. C. La Rue.
Election of officers.

Open Forum.

Desberg Plans to Attend
Cleveland—Excepting Fred Desberg, who

is a member of the board of directors of the

M. P. T. O. A., no local exhibitors have
indicated their intention of attending the
reinvention at Philadelphia.

Business So Bad
That Capone Lays

Off 200 Coppers

Chicago
—

"Business," remarked a Loop
theatre manager, "is so bad all the mice
in our dime mill are giving themselves up
to the cats. And just as though that wasn't

enough, they're askin' us now to run a
trailer askin' people to help provide jobs

for the unemployed. Can you imagine ?

Why, that's the same as askin' us to cut

our own throats. If we get 'em all back
working again, who'll there be left to pay
to see a show? Can you tell me?"

At this juncture the manager was sum-
moned to the projection room. It seems the

efficiency of one projector had become a

matter of grave uncertainty to the operator.

"Stick around," he called back over his

shoulder. "I'll be back in a second. Just
have to stick a little adhesive tape on this

magic lantern of ours."

"Yes, sir," he frowned, returning a mo-
ment later, "conditions are certainly bad.

Why, do you know," confidentially, "we
haven't had to throw a 'John-Buzzer' out
of the house in more than a week now. No,
sir. The last one was a week ago yester-

day."

"What," we inquired, a little embarrassed
at our own innocence, "do you mean by a
'John-Buzzer' ?"

He glanced at us, a little scornfully, we
thought.

"A dame," was the reply. "You know

—

a lobby hustler. They generally wait around
till they spot a visiting fireman, or a guy
in from Nebraska with a load of steers for

the yards, follow him inside and get a seat

next to him. Well, there ain't been one of

'em around for a week now. In good times

we have 'em every day. But not no more.

When the easy money ain't around they

disappear like a ten-case note in a night

club.

Even Snipes Are Shorter

"No, sir. There's no dough around now-
adays. ' His eyes took on a far-away, wist-

ful look. "I can remember," he smiled,

"when they useta bust up to the cashier's

window out front and peel a 'saw-buck' offa

big roll like it was a street car transfer.

Them was the days. Now they sneak
to the slot with a dying look on their faces

tryin' to count the change in their pockets

to find out if they'll have enough left for

carfare home.
"Why, do you know, Bert—he's the por-

ter—Bert was telling me only yesterday he'd

noticed it, too—how hard times are gettin'.

Says the snipes they shoot in the wash-
rooms nowadays ain't hardly worth pickin'

up any more. No bigger than that."

He measured off a fraction of an inch on
his index finger.

"The cheap bums !" we sympathized.
"Sure." he said. "But they can't help it.

It's even worse in their racket—whatever
it is—than it is in ours. Conditions are bad
everywhere. A fellow was telling me just

this morning it's the same in his line. He's
got a cigar store over on Dearborn and
peddles a little gin over the counter. Says
he never saw anything like it. Told me
things were so slow in the booze trade Ca-

(Continiwd on page 34-P)
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Horwitz Out for Censorship but Abe
Myers Gives Lie to Claim of Support

.4 Bray from Texas
Will Horwitz, Houston theatre operator, is enlisting the support of

the citizenry in that city to foist a state-wide censorship bill on the amuse-
ment industry of Texas.

He is telling the Houston public, in paid newspaper advertising space,
"I am ashamed today of some of the pictures I am forced to run"; that the
"movie trust"—good old rallying cry—is, by its greed for the almighty
dollar, forcing the exhibition of "sexy, indecent, repulsively gross pictures."

Here you have the amazing spectacle of an exhibitor, who calls him-
self a showman, inviting reformers to step in and regulate the business in

an important state. We step out of our accustomed forum to focus the
attention of the entire industry on this man and on what would be an
amusing incident, if it were not fraught with potential danger.
We wonder how many of the "indecent" attractions of which Horwitz

raves he would have spurned if he had an opportunity to play them;
whether his spiel isn't more commercial than righteous and what the
members of the Independent Theatre Owners of Texas now think of their
new presidential spokesman.

)

We wonder how Horwitz discovered the formula which makes him a
perfect ass and a figure of utter rid icule in the eyes of his business as-

sociates and what he uses when others use brains.
K ANN

500-Seater Is

Publix 1st Run
In Wilmington

Wilmington—Paramount films have at

last found housing room for first runs in a

downtown local theatre. The Rialto, a the-

atre of 500 capacity, formerly devoted to

popular-priced westerns, has taken the task

of challenging Stanley- Warner, owners of

four first-class houses on the same street,

to which Paramount first runs are not avail-

able. Furthermore, another house, the

Strand, a neighborhood theatre of 800 ca-

pacity, is now running Paramounts, includ-

ing seven first runs, on a limited contract.

The Rialto. of which A. J. Blair is the presi-

dent, holds the exclusive rights on first runs,

however. The Strand is not a downtown
competitor. Its first booking is "Let's Go
Native." Others in the offing are "Man-
slaughter" and "Animal Crackers." With
the running of Paramounts comes the an-

nouncement from Blair that his theatre has

been equipped with the latest Western Elec-

tric sound system, which gives it an edge
on other theatres in this respect.

Myers Refutes

Horwitz Charge

On Censorship

Washington—"I did not mention censor-

ship in my Dallas speech, which was con-

cerned solely with organization and protec-

tion," Abram F. Myers, president of Al-
lied States Association, Thursday told Mo-
tion Picture News.

"Horwitz," said Myers, "outlined over

the telephone his views with reference to

censorship which I assumed related only to

Texas."
Censorship, the Allied leader said, "is ;i

local matter which hardly could be taken up
nationally and which each territory must
decide for itself.

"I am not sufficiently acquainted with de-

tails of Mr. Horwitz's plan to discuss it in-

telligently," he concluded.

Blank to Rebuild at

Burlington After Fire
Des Moines—Fire destroyed the Rialto at

Burlington, in a blaze of unknown origin

which is believed to have started under the

stage. E. K. Kalw-ishky is manager.
A. H. Blank, head of the Central States

Theatres Corp., stated through Harry Wein-
berg, in charge of the Des Moines office.

that the theatre would be rebuilt. A Bur-
lington corporation will build the house.

Catching 'Em Hot
In the reviewing section of MOTION

PICTURE NEWS this week, commenc-
ing on page 46. appear opinions on
the following feature pictures, several
of which have just emerged from Hol-
lywood studios:

Beyond the Law
Cohens and Kellys in Africa
Conspiracy
Flame of Love
Headin' North
Kismet
Oh, for a Man!
Suspense
Third Alarm

Stormy Petrel Uses Splash Ads
In Threat; Continues

War on Chains

Houston—Will Horwitz, who started his
career as president of the Allied Theatre
I (wners of Texas in a jam with Houston
independents, has a new wrinkle—the advo-
cacy of a state censorship law for Texas.

In newspaper advertisements the Hous-
ton showman, who has been with the asso-
ciation but a few months, razzes pictures
generally, stating he is ashamed to run many
of them. Then he gives a purported quota-
tion from Abram F. Myers, president of
Allied, advocating censorship. His adver-
tisements state that Myers, when censorship
was proposed at the convention, jumped to
his feet and said:

"That is the only weapon left to us in the
fight to make our theatres decent. I promise
you the national support of our organiza-
tion

;
promise you a similar fight in every

state now without proper state censorship."
Horwitz will ask the state legislature to

enact a censorship law, and says he has the
promise of the state attorney general's of-
fice for investigation of alleged monopoly
of film companies in the state. The new
Texas president joined the association last

summer; when the protection fight became
hot, and since has laid down a newspaper
barrage against the chain houses.
At the Dallas convention, a delegation of

Houston independents appeared to defend
the proposed zoning plan which Horwitz is

so bitterly opposing, but were denied the
floor at the convention. They charge Hor-
witz with trying to use the organization for
personal gain. They said they were not
members of the association because they
could not afford to be.

Horwitz was named president of the
Texas unit when Col. H. A. Cole stepped
down to become manager. Other officers

elected are: Reuben Frels and W. E.
Hodges, vice-presidents. Bennett Haralson
is continuing as secretary.

Labor Trouble Held
Cause of Tear Gassing

Council Bluffs—Tear gas bombs thrown
into the Liberty at Council Bluffs, were at-
tributed by B. Harding, manager, to be the
reopening of the labor troubles which caused
some difficulties two years ago. Several
hundred persons were thrown into a panic
by the bombs and two persons, a boy and a
voting man, were overcome and carried to
the hospital for oxygen treatment.

Warners Reported After
New Theatre in Albany
Albanv—A report that negotiations for

a new Warner theatre had been reopened
here is current among real estate operators.
It is said that Harry M. Warner is ex-
pected in Albany in the near future. The
company has had an option on a number of
sites in Albany for a number of months
past.
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M. P. Academy Selects Its "Blue Ribbon "Holders

For best picture of year: "All Quiet On the Western Front"
For best director : Lewis Milestone
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For best art direction: Herman
Rosse for "King of Jazz"

For best actor: George Arliss
for "Disraeli"

For best actress: Norma
Shearer for "Divorcee"

Mxzjk
For best photography: Willard Vanderveer and Joseph T. Rucker for "With Byrd at South Pole"

Shearer, Arliss,

"All Quiet" Win
Academy Awards

Hollywood—"All Quiet on the Western
Front" was voted the best picture of the
last year and its director, Lewis Milestone,
credited with turning in the best directorial

achievement in the annual awards of merit
voted by the Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences. Five hundred members of the
Academy attended the annual affair, at

which Will H. Hays was guest speaker.
Awards were determined by a ballot of

the Academy membership, based on pictures
released in Los Angeles during the year
ended July 31. Other awards are:

For best performance by actress: Norma Shear-
er in "The Divorcee."
For best performance by actor: George Arliss

in "Disraeli."
For best cinematographic achievement: "With

Byrd at the South Pole," Willard Van Derveer
and Joseph T. Rucker.
For best art direction achievement: "The King

of Jazz," Herman Rosse.
For best sound recording achievement: "The

Big House," M-G-M sound recording department.
For best writing achievement: "The Big House,"

Frances Marion.

A feature of the meeting was a film ad-
dress by Thomas A. Edison, who with
George Eastman was elected to honorary
membership. Vice-President Conrad Nagel
presided at the session. Bronze statuettes,

emblematic of the awards, were formally
presented to winners by a member of the
Academy branch to which the achievement
is related.

Publix Units to

Supplant Native

Canadian Shows
Toronto—Several weeks of Jack Arthur

presentations at the Imperial, Famous
Players Canadian house, have culminated in

a tentative decision to replace the native
presentations with Publix units, also send-
ing the same shows to Montreal.
Arthur had been using imported head-

liners and a master of ceremonies with local

ballet and orchestras. The presentations

were produced here. From the beginning
there was trouble about costs. The change
is announced for Nov. 21.

T. S. Daley, after starting as managing
director of the Imperial, when RKO vaude
was removed to make the house the Famous
high spot, returned to head office after a

few weeks only and then went east to open
the new Capitol in Halifax, N. S.

ng: Frances Marion for
"The Big House"

For best sound recording: Douglas She
for "The Big House"

Tampa Getting "Moby
Dick" for Two Bits

Tampa—George Peck, manager of the
Park, cleared his decks so as to bring the

John Barrymore feature, "Moby Dick," in

for a full week's showing with no tilt in

the prices. The Park established a 10c and
25c scale for the summer months, but the

customers seem to like the low prices so

well that Peck is letting it ride.
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Talker Dubbing

Antagonizes Fans

In Foreign Lands

European audiences are objecting to dub-

bing oi talkers to an extent that unless

American tiuns become polyglot, United

Males picture firms may find the market

.-.nppmy away Hum them, Kalph Heinzeu

writes in a United Press despatch from

Paris. No longer can films get by with

actors speaking English lines, which come

through the ampliners according to the

language oi the country concerned. False

lip movement is the berries so far as Eu-

rope is concerned.

there was one film shown in Paris which

had Dutch, French, Spanish and American

players each speaking French with a differ-

ent accent. Audiences hooted, considering

it great comedy, although the film was

meant to be serious.

"We will simply have to decide whether

we are going to come abroad and make

linns in toreign languages or take entire

casts to Calilornia and make five to ten

different language versions of every film,'

Alfred Lewen of M-G-M told the United

Press correspondent.

M-G-M Plans to Make 50

Foreign Language Films
M-G-M will make foreign language talkers

mi a picture-for-picture basis with English

-peaking versions. That means that 50 for-

eign-language films will be made during the

coming year, in addition to the English-

speaking films. A number of European

players, directors and technicians will be

sent to Hollywood in connection with the

new program.

New Unit Meets Nov.
12 to Outline Program

Cincinnati—Plans for future activities of

the newly organized exhibitor unit of Allied

States Association, which has adopted the

title of the Allied Theatre Owners of South-

ern Ohio, Kentucky and West Virginia, will

be discussed at a meeting Nov. 12. accord-

ing to Fred M. Strief, business manager.

AMPA Plans Dance; Daab
Testimonial to Get Ad

Staging of a dance on the U. S. S. Illinois

i- planned "as the annual AMPA function.

1 Mails now are being mapped out. A reso-

lution wa- passed at yesterday's session to

present a testimonial to Hy Daab. RKO
advertising chief, for the effectiveness of

his campaign on "Check and Double Check."

Jazz "Daddy" Returns
"Alexander's Ragtime Band." the first

piece of jazz ever written, is to be revived

li\ Max Fleischer in the form of an animated

screen song. It was written bv Irving Berlin

in 1911.

Weeks to Coast
t ieorge W. Weeks, vice-president of Sono

Art-World Wide, has left fur the Coast to

supervise production of ten pictures for the

new season.

Pathe News Chiefs

Terry Ramsaye Ray L. Hall

Celebrate 20th

Anniversary of

Pathe Newsreel

Twentieth anniversary of Pathe News will

he celebrated beginning Nov. 11. The pio-

neer newsreel was established in 1910 by
< harles Pathe in Paris. Pathe News today

and for several years past has been under

the editorial guidance of Terry Ramsayc
and Ray Hall. Ramsaye is editor-in-chief.

The first editor of Pathe News was Bert

lloagland, who was engaged by J. A. Berst,

who established the Pathe organization in

America for Charles Pathe. He was fol-

lowed by L. E. Franconi, who is still with

the Pathe organization functioning as chief

of the extensive film library. G. Hugon and

Eric Mayles each served as editors for brief

periods. In 1915, Emanuel Cohen became

editor and continued in charge for 11 years.

He resigned to found the Paramount News
and was succeeded by Ray L. Hall.

"Ingagi" Plagiarized,
Federal Court Holds

Unopposed judgment of $150,000 has been

handed down in Federal Court in favor of

Byron W. MacKenzie, owner of the copy-

right to "Hearts of Africa," against Congo
Pictures, Ltd., on the ground that the de-

fendant's "Ingagi" was a plagiarism of

parts of the MacKenzie picture. "Ingagi,"

which enjoyed a brief but spectacular career,

was the subject of protests from scientists

that it was a fake.

Vaudeville Out at 7 N. Y.
Houses in Stagehand Jam
Fox has dropped vaudeville at seven New

York theatres following a jam with the

stage employes on their demand for two ad-

ditional men at the Academy of Music.

This puts 70 union musicians, 28 stage-

hands and a number of vaudeville acts out
< if w urk. The theatre had agreed to use four

men at the Academy, but balked at the de-

mand for two additional men.

Receiver for Tone-O-Graph
Armin Mittleman has been appointed tem-

porary receiver for Tone-O-Graph. Inc.,

following a suit in equity. The friendly ac-

tion was instituted bv the Casev Trunk Co.

Will Rogers No
Draw on Charity

Bill with 'LiUom'

Los Angeles—Despite the fact that Will

Rogers is appearing in person at every

show, "Liliom" is not clicking at Loew's
State, where it was expected a "take" of

$40,000 would be rung up at the box-office.

Instead, the grosses for the first two days

totaled about $8,000, a little more than

half of what was expected.

The talker, which is rated as a class pic-

lure and not especially appealing to the

average theatre patron, was set for the State

some time ago. Since then \\ est Coast has

tried to have the booking changed, but the

studio would not allow it. Neither would
iliey sanction a change of title for this show-
ing, a practice heretofore followed by West
(oast in several instances. Studio orders

were to play the talker as booked and under

the same title.

Rogers is getting $12,500 for the week
and donating it to the Community chest.

The theatre will give all over the nut of

$35,000 to the chest. Estimates, however,

are $10,000 in the red.

At the Criterion "Billy, the Kid," on

Realife film, opened strong and bids fair

to do a good business. The picture grossed

very heavily the opening days and looks

good for a grind of several weeks.

Re-Equipping Fox Houses;
$3,500,000 Spent in East

Revamping of theatres in the F"ox cir-

cuit, launched as far back as May, will con-

tinue under budget arrangements just com-
pleted by Harley L. Clarke. Since mid-

summer, houses in the Eastern division have
been improved to the extent of almost $3.-

500,000 and about the same amount on
theatres on the West Coast, including new
projects.

Army Studio Opened
Washington—Heading a delegation of

executives and officers high in the official

family of the department of war, Assistant

Secretary of War Frederick H. Payne par-

ticipated in the formal opening of the sound
recording studio and private projection room
in the Unition Building when the recording

apparatus and sound reproducing equipment
installed by RCA Photophone were operated

and their functions explained.

To Film "Fan Mail"
Hollywood

—"Fan Mail." an original story

"depicting the human side of Hollywood,"
has been selected as the special John Mur-
ray Anderson is to produce next for Uni-
versal. Anderson made "King of Jazz."

Brenon Casts Loretta Young
Hollywood—Loretta Young has been cast

in the feminine lead in "The Devil's Bat-
talion." which Herbert Brenon will direct.

Irene Rich also has been cast for the picture.

Ohio Theatre Burned
L'pper Sandusky. O.—Fire of unknown

origin destroyed the Ohio theatre, which
was operated by W. L. Bristol.
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Musicians Lose

Sympathy Strike

Aid in St. Louis

St. Louis—Operators and stagehands have

declined to strike in sympathy with the

musicians, so it looks as though pit orches-

tras, organists and stagehands will be out

for a long time to come.
Theatres offered a compromise agreeing

to employ 100 musicians for ten months, on
provision that houses without orchestras

would not be picketed, but this was turned

down.
Officers of the International Alliance of

Stage Employes and M. P. Machine Opera-
tors refused to sanction a sympathy walk-

out. Musicians have been out since Sept. 1,

when the demand that orchestra of the St.

Louis theatre be increased to 20 men from
12 was refused.

Canadian Operators
Protest Class Tests

Toronto—Operators in cities and towns
of Ontario have been advised by the On-
tario government that the examination of

all projectionists for classification purposes
will be conducted forthwith. Intimation has
been given that the operators will be di-

vided into four classes, based on the pro-

ficiency shown in the written examinations.
The operators have protested that the

tests are unfair and that they will lead to a

shake-up in present employment arrange-
ments, particularly if the operators at one
theatre are given Class "A" rating while
those at another theatre are placed in a

lower category. Under the government reg-

ulations, it is planned to have a Class "A"
man in charge of a projection room, while
others will be regarded as assistants.

Reisman Off on Swing
Around Land; To L.A.,Too
A loop around the country in three weeks

is the heavy schedule which Phil Reisman,
general sales manager at Universal, has
set for himself, visiting the studio before re-

turning to New York. He left New York
Thursday.

New Des Moines Secretary
Des Moines—Miss M. E. Streeks is the

new Film Board Secretary here. She comes
from the Film Board at Winnipeg. Before
that she was at Washington, D. C. She
succeeds Miss Margaret McCrevey, who has
been secretary of the Des Moines board for

the past two years.

Arrested on Sunday Charge
Metropolis, 111.—W. A. Collins, manager

of the Illinois Theatre here, was arrested
Sunday charged with violating an ordinance
in operating his theatre on the Sabbath.
Rev. Harmon Etter. Baptist minister, ob-
tained the warrant for Collins.

Six-Syllable Sells Story
Mike Simmons, president of the AMPA,

has written "First Aid," an original glorify-
ing the ambulance surgeon in the war, and
it will be made as a special by Sono Art.

D. W. on Projection
Previewing of a picture in houses

where sound reproduction does not
show the picture off to its best advan-
tage is a mistake,
in the opinion of
D. W. Griffith.

The veteran pro-
ducer now in New
York from the
Coast, declares
that poor repro-
duction will ruin
any picture.

"Talking pic-
tures," says Grif-

fith, "are only as

good as the oper-
ator projecting
them," adding that the fact must be

realized if pictures previewed are not

to go out under a "terrific handicap."

Franklin Plan of

Economies Gets

Oldknow's Veto

Portland, Ore.—Discarding the economy
program outlined by Harold B. Franklin,

his predecessor, Oscar S. Oldknow, new-

vice-president of Fox West Coast Theatres,

paid a brief visit to Portland on an inspec-

tion trip to northwest theatres operated by
his organization.

"The rumors of business depression mean
nothing to us, for we believe that the pic-

tures now in the making and those recently

completed at our studios are the finest yet.

They are made to cater to a discriminating

public that is becoming more and more par-

ticular. Not only will more time and money
be spent on pictures, but also Fanchon &
Marco are cooperating with us by producing

finer revues of a greater variety," was the

optimistic statement of Mr. Oldknow.
Portland will be affected almost immedi-

ately by the "better times" program, with

repairs and renovations slated at the Fox
Broadway and Fox Hollywood theatres and

also at the Coliseum in Seattle, which will

close on Nov. 14 for remodeling. When it

reopens, redecorated and renovated, the Coli-

sium will greet showgoers as a popular-

priced theatre.

The determination to use newspaper space

for Q0 per cent of its advertising is another

important phase of the Fox plans.

Cruze to Make "Platinum"
Hollywood— "Platinum," novel by Ed-

ward Dean Sullivan, author of "Rattling

the Cup on Chicago Crime," and Adele
Commandini. has been purchased by James
Cruze for Tiffany releases, it was announced
today. Lola Lane will in all probability

be cast in the leading feminine role. Wal-
ter Lang will direct and Julian Josephson
has been signed to do the screen adaptation.

Men Get Break
Chicago—Essaness had four houses

closed to kids last week while "pinks"
played the spots. That's one way of
getting the adolescent trade back.

16,000 Theatres

In Nation Today;

10,000 Now Dark
Less than 16,000 theatres are now in

operation in the United States, C. W. Bunn,
sales manager of Electrical Research Prod-
ucts, says a survey made by his company
shows. The survey, he asserts, emphasizes
that conditions in the industry are adjusting

themselves in orderly manner with future

prospects encouraging.
"At the first glance this diminished total

of theatres might lead to the conclusion that

the popularity of pictures has waned. This
is not so," he declares. "What it means is

that the public, aware of the difference be-
tween good and inadequate reproduction, is

patronizing the theatres where the repro-

duction is satisfactory.

"The patronage formerly enjoyed by the

10,000 theatres that have closed is now go-
ing to the 16.000 remaining houses. Their
total weekly patronage today is larger than
the weekly motion picture attendance at any
previous time in the country's history.

"Of these 16,000 theatres, about 10,000
have sound equipment. Of this number
4.800 have the Western Electric Sound Sys-
tem and about 6,200 other kinds of ap-
paratus.

"Our information indicates that about
2,500 of the closed theatres have a possi-

bility of reopening."

Ottawa Theatres Make
Play for Kid Trade

Ottawa—Children are again very much
in evidence in the theatres, particularly for
special matinee performances. The first

Saturday morning show at the Imperial in

months was staged by Manager Ray Tub-
man with a double-feature program consist-
ing of "The Silent Enemy" and "The Song
of Soho," admission being 10 cents. Satur-
day matinees at B. F. Keith's theatre and the
Avalon are also drawing heavy juvenile
patronage and the kiddies cut loose with
cheers, jeers and applause in old-time style.

Manager P. J. Nolan of the Avalon is

conducting a Matinee Children's Club for
the Saturday afternoon shows with fine re-

sults, the theatre being packed with young-
sters, the admission being 15 cents.

Offer Bargain Shows
Detroit—A new price policy has been put

into effect at the Madison, with bargain
matinees and evening and Sunday prices on
a lower scale. Children will be admitted for

15 cents at all times. Matinee price has
been set at 25 cents until 6 P. M. daily, ex-
cept Sunday, and from then until closing for

50 cents. Sunday admission will be 50 cents

for adults. New first run pictures and the
return continued engagements of picture of-

ferings will be featured.

Paramount Signs Owsley
Monroe Owsley has been signed by Para-

mount for an important role in "Strictly

Business," which Frederic March and Clau-
dette Colbert will make at the Long Island

studios. Phillips Holmes will also make a

talker in New York for Paramount playing

opposite Nancv Carroll in "Two Against
Death."
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Clara's Rubber
Checks Stretch

Out Publicity

San Francisco—Elmer F. Keinmer, who
is said to have accepted Clara Bow's checks

to the tune of $19,000 at his gambling re-

sort at Calneva, only to find later that the

redhead isn't so dumb and had stopped pay-

ment on them, is being sued for divorce.

Clara is partly to blame for the action, for

Mrs. Keinmer says her husband told her

:

"I got so much publicity out of Clara Bow's
bum checks that now 1 know everyone and
am hobnobbing with the big shots. You're
no help to me now; you're just a detriment."

Upon which Mrs. Remmer saw red, and
the rubber game in the marital mixup will

be played in court.

Clara Bow Swears Off
Gambling and Richman

Hollywood—Clara Bow has announced
definitely that her gambling days are over
and that from now on she will stick tc

parchesi, checkers and dominoes for indoor
recreation. She would not discuss the

Remmer divorce suit, admitted that her
affair with Harry Richman has grown cold,

and said nice things about Rex Lease, the
lady-socking western he-man.

Business Booms
In Iowa Cities

Des .Moines— towa theatres are doing a

remarkable business in the cities and towns
of good size, says Al Yarowsky of the First

National office in Des Moines in a checkup
of booking and a comparison with those of

other exchanges of this office. The book-
ings lor the new year's pictures are past

those of last year and from several angles

exchange men feel that Iowa is showing up
very good and that they are in good luck.

The small towns, those of 1,000 population

and under, are starving and have been hav-

ing a hard time for a good while. Locations

like Dubuque, Waterloo, Fort Dodge. Mar-
shalltown, Cedar Rapids. Sioux City, etc..

are all going big. while Des Moines seems

to be booming in the amusement business.

Victor McLaglen Cast
Hollywood—Marking the first time he

has appeared in any but a Fox picture

since "What Price Glory," Victor McLag-
len has been cast in Paramount's "Dishon-

ored" opposite Marlene Dietrich. Gary
Cooper originally was slated for the part.

Signs "The Great One"

The Great Art Shires, baseball

player, amateur pugilist and champion
self-praiser of the universe and other

points, has gone movie now and has
another field in which to talk about
himself. Universal has signed him up
to play in two episodes of "The
Leather Pushers."

Scotch Prizes

Chicago—Warner Club tossed a
swell Hallowe'en party in First Na-
tional's offices in the exchange build-

ing. Brunswick furnished the enter-
tainment and music for dancing;
games and refreshments by commit-
tees; ghost stories by Tom Gilliam.
Everybody had such a swell time they
forgot to ask for the prizes that were
to be awarded the best costumes, so

the club is holding them for the next
party. Regular monthly business meet-
ing of the club's officers next Tuesday.

Combo Play and

Film, "U" Plan;

Hersholt to Star

Hollywood—"The Sign of the Rose" will

be made by Universal as a combination

stage play and motion picture, it is reported.

Jean Hersholt will have the most important

role in the production and will make per-

sonal appearances with the film.

The idea at present is to show the first

part of the play in film and then raise the

curtain and go on with the stage play.

The final part of the production will be in

film, also it is planned.

The picture will be filmed in its entirety

as a regular feature for places where Her-
sholt will not appear in person.

Plt.ns are still in a formative state and
the date for production is not set. George
Beban made a combination and silent ver-

sion several years ago.

Blair Gets L. A.

Paramount Post
Seattle—The first of the several changes

in the ranks of Paramount Publix execu-

tives in the Pacific Northwest territory re-

ported to be scheduled for this month was
announced here this week by C. C. Perry.

Publix Western division manager, who has

just arrived from Los Angeles.

It involves the transfer of Robert Blair,

at present supervisor of Publix theatres in

Seattle and Portland, to the post of city

manager in Los Angeles, with jurisdiction

over all Publix houses in the southern Cali-

fornia city.

Mr. Blair was succeeded in this territory

by Leon Levy, former manager of the

United Artists theatre in Los Angeles, he is

making headquarters in the Paramount the-

atre building here, and will supervise the

operation of that theatre and the Paramount
and Rialto theatres in Portland.

A. W. Baker and Zach Freedman remain

as manager and assistant manager, respect-

ivelv. of the local Paramount theatre.

Chapman Joins Standard
Pittsburgh—Abe Chapman, for the past

five years with Pathe, has been appointed

lo.al branch manager for Standard Film

Service, succeeding Harry E. Klein, who
resigned.

Wliitbeck Stages

Shakeup in Fox
Publicity Staff

Los Angeles—Shakeup in the Fox West
Coast Theatre publicity staff has resulted

in an entirely new system being worked out
and put into practice by Frank Wliitbeck,

director of advertising and publicity.

The new system brings all the press men
into the home office, where new and larger

quarters are being arranged for the depart-

ment. There will be 17 men in the depart-
ment with Whitbeck in direct charge. Sec-
ond in command will be Eddie Eckels, who
will supervise activities of the other men
in the department.
Those who have been given assignments

at the present time are Mel Riddle to Loew's
State and Grauman's Chinese; George Ver
Halen to Criterion and Carthay Circle, and
Hal Baetz to Egyptian and Wilshire. Each
of these men will have several assistants.

Bob Collier will head the exploitation end
of the staff and will visit the various thea-

tres on the circuit, helping out where and
when necessary. The Fanchon & Marco
publicity staff and those who helped publish
The Last Word and Screen Mirror will

also be located in the same offices and un-
der Whitbeck's supervision.

The idea for a central staff belongs to

Wliitbeck and the layout is in accordance
with his plans.

New Canada Tax
To Boost Cost

Of Accessories

Ottawa—Proposal to tax American mag-
azines coming into Canada on the basis of

their advertising revenues and Canadian
circulation is now before the Canadian
Cabinet. It is of interest to picture business

because it would hit the circulation of fan

magazines and national publications carry-

ing picture advertising. Trade publications

are unlikely to be affected to anv important

degree.

Some definite statement on the matter is

expected this month, but, in the meantime,
strong opposition to the proposal has de-

veloped.

At the same time, the government is be-

ing urged to boost the tariff on imported
printing matter on a poundage basis. Con-
sideration has been promised, but nothing

else. This would hit press books, lobby

cards, litho and other advertising material

now sent in by the distributor.

Bad Influence

Hamilton. ().—John C. Schumacher,
house superintendent of the Rialto,

was elected county sheriff by a large

majority over the Republican incum-
bent. He claims he originally aspired

to the office while watching the hard-

riding hombres in the Westerns.
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Warners to Keep
Wide Filni System

For Own Theatres

u ontinued from page 2b)

opposition with competitive houses, if

—

and the "if" is a big one—the business should

suddenly veer toward wide film.

As pointed out in Motion Picture
News, the general industry atttitude today
is to lay off wide film until the public is

ready for it. However, the impression pre-

vails that some company may hit the mar-
ket with a "wow" attraction, and thereby

precipitating the whole business into wide-

angled projectors and screens.

Vitascope is photographed on 65 mm.,
as against the current standard of 35 mm.
and projected as shot, via a special attach-

ment which the Warners claim can be

applied to any machine in about thirty min-

utes.

The image, of course, requires a new
screen.

The Warners make claim that Vitascope

adds a third dimensional effect on the

ground that the focal length of the camera

lens results in additional depth. Elimina-

tion of close-ups or switches from long to

medium shots is regarded by the company
as a method to improve the continuity of

action. That advantage, however, is claimed

lor Grandeur, Realife. Spoor-Berggren and

other wide film systems.

fn addition to "Kismet." First National

lias photographed "Adios" on wide film.

Seven N.Y. Critics

Ignore Vitascope;

Only 2 Like It

The odds are against Vitascope insofar

as New York newspapers are concerned.

Only six of the 13 critics of the metropolitan

dailies commented on the new Warner wide

film process and of that number two like it,

as exemplified in "Kismet," and four think

the enlarged image detracts from the story.

Bland Johannesen of the Daily Mirror,

Rose Pelswick of the Evening Journal, Julia

Shawell of the Graphic, Richard Watts, Jr.

of the Herald-Tribune and William Boehnel

of the Telegram turned all of their comment

to the picture itself and offered no critical

analysis of Vitascope. Regina Crewe on

the New York American merely said it was

"spacious" and Mordaunt Hall of the Times

Appearances Pull

Providence—The Publix Paramount
theatre here finds personal appear-

ances of screen stars an aid to busi-

ness. Recently Charles Rogers and
Hal Thompson appeared in connec-

tion with their films and an effort

now is being made to get Charley
Ruggles to say howdy. Ruggles is a

big Providence favorite, critics raving

about him in all reviews.

Tut! Tut!
Hollywood—The chatter columnist

on a Los Angeles paper wrote some-
thing about Harry Richman, "Clara
Bow's ex-friend."

An hour later, the proofreader was
carried out roaring with hysterical
laughter. When he had quieted down,
they asked him why. He showed them
the galley proof of the Richman item.
The typesetter had made it "Clara

Bow sex friend."

—

Photoplay.

devoted one paragraph to the facts involved
with nary a word of criticism regarding its

effect.

Excerpts of the six published opinions
follow

:

DAILY NEWS—Certainly it enhances the scenic
values of so magnificently mounted a production.
EVENING WORLD—And the same thing may be

said of Vitascope which has been said of all other
wide films—that its \ery ponderousness militates.
against a smooth How of story telling. Like Gran-
deur Film or Realife, the giant images set before
you tire you out long before the final fade-out comes,
and, what's more important, there are spots in which
the sound ' and dialogue are less than distinct.
MORNING TELEGRAPH-A11 (First National)

has to do is to turn out more "Kismets," present
mure Skinners and hug Vitascope to its proprietory
bosom. "Kismet" would have been an excellent
picture in ordinary dimensions; in Vitascope its ap-
peal is doubled and its sermon to the industry given
strength. Let there be width, oh, Allah.
POST—As such ("Kismet") should have provided

a wealth of material for movie treatment, but the
story emerges in a badly garbled form, laden down
with a dialogue and choked up with a wide screen
device that ihrusts the characters forward into pro-
portions that seem terrifyingly out of keeping with
the story and the mise en scene. The figures art
insistently heroic and, except for a very few per-
spective sequences, are projected with an unnecessary
and annoying emphasis,
SUN—The production is presented on still another

variety of wide screen, called in this case, the
"Vitascope." Now "Kismet," while ostensibly a

spectacle, is really a play concerned with people and
their clashings, and the big screen tends to prevent
you from focusing on their intimate goings-on. How-
ever, I don't suppose the Vitascope hurts the drama
in "Kismet" very much—even though it doesn't
noticeably help it.

WORLD—Upon a mammoth canvas the veteran
player of that designing cut-throat (Otis Skinner)
swaggers more importantly, delivers his soliloquizing

speeches with a greater sweep and volume and romps
through this time-worn and old-fashioned portrayal

with even more of inward enjoyment than was his

in the silent picturing of it. As a consequence,
everyone concerned appears to contemplate it with
pleasure. It is the same old melodrama in balloon

-

tire proportions. The one notable change is that

on occasion it slips disconcertingly out of key and
out of focus.

Aside from the mere business of introducing its wide
screen, there is no apparent reason for the employ-
ment of its new method in "Kismet." It seems to

be that the wide screen finds its most distinctive

effectiveness in the reflection of panoramic episodes,

exteriors and the like.

"Kismet" does present a half dozen massive set-

tings, such as those of the market place, the throne
room, the harem and the courtyards, but aside from
these a large proportion of its chapters move for-

ward in interior and close-up. In these the device
for enlarging the picture unfortunately sacrifices

the clearness of cut, the accuracy of camera place-

ment gained in the normal curtain. But a* to the

passages of greater size, no doubt this Vitaphone ap-

pliance will serve as well as any of its recently ini-

tiated relations.

Business Bad,
Capone Cans Cops

{Continued from page 32)

pone had to lay off 200 coppers. But this

can't last," he sighed.

"No," we agreed. "It'll change soon."

"Sure. But if it's for the worse I can
still laugh at 'em. My brother-in-law." he
explained, "is a big shot with a television

outfit. Them're the babies who're gonna be

in the bucks, and I got a job promised me
any time I want it. "Hello. Bert

—
" turning

to a newcomer. "What the grief?"

"It's that Number 2 projection machine
again. Otto says he don't think it'll last out

the show."
"Stick around," called the manager over

his shoulder. "I'll be right back."

Spanish Talkers

And Road Shows
San Diego Plan

San Diego—One dark house here may be

reopened and a stock theatre turned over to

talkers if deals under way are completed.

Plans for the showing of Spanish talkers

and presentation of roadshows in the Bal-
boa are announced by Harry Hartman, di-

vision manager for Fox. Under the plan,

the foreign language talkers will be shown
three days a week, and road productions
booked out of Los Angeles to nil the rest

of the weekly program.
The Balboa has been closed for almost a

year. Hartman's plan is the result, he said,

of many requests by Spanish residents here

.for talkers in their native tongue. The Sa-
voy is one other house involved.

After a run of five consecutive years.

Fulkerson and Marsh, producers, have an-
nounced plans to close. Details of the pro-

posed move have not been announced, but

the producers say they plan to lease the

house to Los Angeles theatre men for film

productions.

If the deal goes through, the Savoy
Players will go to a house in Hollywood
to continue their productions, Lawrence
Marsh, producing director, said.

A movement is under way by civic or-

ganizers to sell enough season tickets to

finance the company in a longer stay here.

The announcement of the proposed closing

has aroused many San Diegoans, as the Sa-

voy is the last house here where stage plays

are offered.

Company Formed to Make
Talkers in Spanish

Spanish Talking Pictures has been
formed in New York to make Spanish talk-

ers. Production will be on the Coast. Fitel-

son, Lerman & Meyers handled the incor-

poration. Fitelson is attorney for Tiffany.

Frank Dreher, now in "Once in a Life-

time," legit show, will appear in the pro-

ductions.

Dix Third Player to

Become Radio Director
Hollywood—Richard Dix is the next

player in line for acting-directing assign-
ments on the Radio lot. Lowell Sherman
and Louis Wolheim for some time have
been directing and appearing in companj
films.

Pansy Purloiner
Dayton, O.—There is at least one

purloiner of other people's property
hereabouts who has ample cause for
reflection. A man. probably the boy
friend of a modern sweetie, stole a
French mirror, 12 inches by 3d inches,
from a rest room of the RKO Strand.
In leaving the theatre he passed sev-
eral ushers as well as the doorman
without being discovered.
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"Billy," "Life of

Party" in Heavy
Dough On Coast

Los Angeles
—

"Billy, the Kid" was the

talk of the town, copping off $24,500 at the

Criterion for a rating Ot 245%. Top dough
for the week went to Loew's State, with
Will Rogers in person pulling in the shek-

els. However, at $35,000 that was no bar-

gain for the theatre, due to the heavy nut.

Warners' "Life of the Party" looks like a

real box office card, for it goaled them at

both the Downtown and Hollywood, play-

ing day and date. Amos 'n' Andy continued

to show strength. The two-a-day houses
nosedived, however.

Estimated takings

:

Los Angeles
"JUST IMAGINE" (Fox)

FOX CARTHAY CIRCLE (1,650) 75c-{1.50, 4th
week, 7 days, twice dailv. Other attractions: Abe
Lyman and hand. news. Gross: £15.000. Rating: 120%.

"BILLY. THE KID" (M-G-M)
FOX CRITERION (1,652) 35c-65c, 7 Jays. Other

attractions: < artoon, news. Gross: $J4,500. Rating:
2457o.

"LILIOM' (Fox)
LOEW'S STATE -(2,418) 35c-65c, 7 days. Other

attractions: K sV M. "Seasons" liea. news, Will
Rogers in person. Gross: $35,000. Rating: 129%.

"THE VIRTUOUS SIN" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT 3,596) 35c-65c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Collegiate" revue, news. Gross: $20,000.

Rating: 80%.
"LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)

WARNERS DOWNTOWN" (2,400) 35c-6Sc, 7 days.
Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, news. Gross:
$24,500. Rating: le>.?%.

"DU BARRY" (U.A.)
UNITED ARTISTS-(2,100) 35c-65c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News, organ concert. Gross: $17,000.

Rating: 125' ',

.

"BIG MONEY" (Pathe)
RKO -(2,700) 35c-65c, 7 days. Other attractions:

News, vaudeville. Gross: S12.000. Rating: 75%.
"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (RKO)

ORPHEUM—(2,750), 35c-65c, 7 days (second week).
Other attractions: News. Knule Rockne short. Gross:
$21,000.

"MR. WU" (M-G-M)
CALIFORNIA-INTERNATIONAL -2.000) 35c-65c, 7

days. Other attractions: Spanish comedy, news.
Gross: $7,3C0. Rating: 1114%.

Hollywood
"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)

GRAUMAN'S CHINESE— (2.0301 75c-$1.50, 5th week,
7 days, twice dailv. Other attractions: Stage revue,
news. Gross: $14,500. Rating: 90%.

"THE LAST OF THE DUANES" (Fox)
ORAL MAN'S EGYPTIAN (1,800) 35c-65c. 7 days.

Other attractions: Comedy, new s Gross: $4,000.

Rating: 59':;.

"LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)
WARNERS HOI.LYWOOD~3.000) 35e-o5c. 7 dais.

Other attract!—is: Vitaphone Varieties, news. Gross:
$23,000. Rating: 164%.

"SO THIS IS LONDON" (Fox)
PANTAGES HOLLYWOOD -(3,000) 40c-65c. 7 days.

Other attractions: F. & M. "Enchanted Garden" Idea,
news. Gross: $15,000. Rating: ]

Firebug Tries to Burn
Greenwich House

Greenwich, X. V.—A fireproof runner un-

der an aisle carpet saved the Star from the

work of a firebug. The carpet had been
soaked in gasoline and then set afire. State

troopers and police are investigating, hut as

yet no trace has been found of the incen-

diary. The theatre will suffer a loss of sev-

eral hundred dollars.

The work of the firebug was discovered
when a woman entered the theatre to pre-

pare it for the day. She discovered that

gasoline had been spread around various

parts of the auditorium and also came upon
a can of the liquid in the center aisle. The
damage was done mainly bv smoke, which
injured the draperies and the walls. The
theatre is owned by Dennis Regan, of

Greenwich, one of the pioneer operators in

northern New York, but has been operated

hv G. A. Woodward of Luzerne, N. Y.

Cheerio, Ol' Topper
Credit C. A. Stimson, of Big 4, with

this one. While in England recently,

he accompanied a British producer on
a visit to his young son at boarding
school.
The professor, with characteristic

tact, gave a brief talk on films in gen-
eral. In particular he regretted "the
appalling colloquialisms introduced by
American films and their influence on
the hitherto unsullied English tongue."

"Train your ear to catch and throw
off the hideous incongruities of this

raw-ther frightful slang," the master
harangued. "And nevah, nevah, for

one moment, let me hear any of my
young men engage in such distressing
vulgarisms."
A lad in a front seat squirmed with

increasing restlessness.

The teacher turned his penetrating
eye upon this Union Jackie. "Do you
understand, sir?" he fiercely queried.

"Okay, pal," was the terse reply!

"Corpulation" in

2nd Week Slide

San Antonio— After shattering all at-

tendance records at the RKO Majestic in

its first week, "Check and Double Check"
dropped with a thud the second, and was
yanked Sunday after two days of the sec-

ond week. "The Silver Horde" was substi-

tuted.

The Amos 'n' Andy feature played to

87,000 admissions in its first week, which
tops the record of "The Cockeyed World"
by 17,000 patrons.

"Playboy of Paris" Held Over
Maurice Chevalier's "Playboy of Paris"

will be held over a second week at the New
York Paramount. "Laughter," featuring

Nancy Carroll and Fredric March, which
originally was scheduled for the New York
and Brooklyn Paramount theatres the week
of Nov. 7, wiM be released at both houses
the week of Nov. 14.

Delay Patent Suit
San Antonio—Trial of the suit of the

Aleograph Co. of America, a local con-
cern, against Electrical Research Products
for alleged infringements of patents which
was set for Nov. 3 in the Federal court, has
been postponed until Nov. 28. As the suit

also asks for an accounting of profits and
damages, there are millions involved.

Cut Indoor Golf Space
Vancouver—Indoor golf proprietors are

using half-page advertising space in Van-
couver newspapers on a co-operative basis.

right indoor courses being in the list. Van-
comer claims more inside links than any
other Canadian city.

New Bernstein House
London—The Granada, another link in

the rapidly-growing Bernstein circuit, has
opened at Walthamstow.

RKO Aces, Plus

New House, Get

$51,000 on BVay
RKO's Mayfair was the big noise on

Broadway this week, the new 2,300-seater
off to a flying start with Amos n' Andy's
"Check and Double Check." The house,
Thursday, was well on the way to a $51,-
000 take for its first week, staging a paid-
admission second show at the premiere last

Friday night.

Roxy failed to make any sensational rip-

ple with "The Big Trail," emphasizing that
the public hasn't any great yen for wide
screen, so far as the Street is concerned.
The previous attraction, "Scotland Yard,"
on regulation-size film, soared to $97,000,
so the picture's still the thing that pulls 'em
into the box-office.

Estimated takings

:

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)
ASTOR—0,1301 S0c-75c-$l-$l.SO-$2, 1st week. Other

attractions: "Flip the Frog" (M-G-M). "Dogway
Melody" (M-G-M). Gross: $20,319.

"BIG HOUSE" (M-G-M)
CAPITOL-14.700) 35c-50c-75c-$1.50, 7 days. Other

attractions: Comedy, "Helping Grandma," Our Gang1

,

News and Capitol presentation. Gross: $87,383.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U. A.)
CENTRAL— (1,490) $l-$2, 9 days. 10th week. Other

attractions: "Dollar Dizzv" (M-G-M), "The Zampa."
Gross: $15,710.

"MURDER" (British International)
GEO. M. COHAN-0,500) 35c-50c-75c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "The Leather Pushers," (Ll.l.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)
(Playing simultaneously at the Criterion and Gaiety)
CKITERION-(850) $l-$2$2.50. 7 days. 11th week.

Other attractions: None. Gross: $10,800.

EMBASSY—ALL NEWSREEL
EMBASSY (598) 25c, 7 days. Straight newsreel.

Gross: $9,444.75.

"HELL'S ANGELS" <U. A.)
(Playing simultaneously at the Criterion and Gaiety)
GAIETY-(808> $l-$1.50-$2-$2.5O. 11th week. Other

attractions: None, Gross: $9,400.

"EAST IS WEST" (Univ.)
GLOBE—(1,050) 35c-SOc-75c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Toby the Pup." I RKO). Knute Rockne short,
(Pathe), "Bedtime Story" (Col.). Gross: $18,S00.

"OUTWARD BOUND" (Warners)
HOLLYWOOD— (1.600) 50c-75c-$l-$1.50, last 5 days.

Other attractions: "Looriey Tunes." "Helen Bred-
erick." "Martinelli" (all Vitaphones). Gross: $8,375.50,
followed by "Kismet" for 2 days. $6,038.

"THE VIRTUOUS SIN" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (3.700) 40c-50c-65c-8Sc-$l. 7 days.

Other attractions: Stage show and newsreel. Gross:
$70,300.

"WHAT A WIDOW" (U. A.)
RIALTO— (1,904) 65c-8Sc, last six days. Other at-

tractions: "You're in the -Army Now," (Para.),
"Grand Uproar" (Para.). Gross: $14,800.

"WHOOPEE" (U. A.)
K' l\ i .T.I—(_M0Sl 3Sc-6Sc-85c, last nine days. Other

attractions: "Red. Green and Yellow" (Para.).
"Swing You Sinners" (Para.). Gross: $28,300.

"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)
ROXY— (6.200) 50c-75c-$l. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show and news. Gross: S110.00O.
"THE GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST" (F.N.)
STRAND-(3.000) 35c-50c-65c-85c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Vitaphone variety, "Lost and Found" and
"Aesop Fables." Gross: $29,785.

"OLD ENGLISH" (Warners)
WARNERS— (1,490) $1-$1.50. last f-ur days. Other

attractions: "The I.eeacy." "Believe It or Nnt" (Vita-
phone). Gross: $6,327. Followed bv "Outward Bound"
for 3 davs. Gross: S8.375.50.

"THE OFFICE WIFE" (Warners)
WINTER GARDEN -(1.493) 35c-50c-$l, 5th week.

Other attractiens: Eddie Foy, Mark rTellinger, Walter
Winchell (all Vitaphone), news. Gross:

Bernstein's new Granada at Waltham-
stow. England, was the subject of a feature
article in the November "Showman" section

of Motion Picture News, issue of Nov. 1.

Exhibitors Get Set to

Fight Daylight Law
Watertown. N. Y.—Theatre owners are

not losing any time these days in taking
steps that may do away with daylight sav-
ing next summer. At a meeting of the
common council in Watertown a statement
was made that petitions doing away with
daylight saving will probably be submitted
to the people next year.
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'Little Accident'

Beats 'Check' in

Baltimore Race
Baltimore—Patronage rose to a high peak

at four theatres in Baltimore during the

week, but, as usual, the high grosses were
taken in by Loew's Stanley and Century
with their seating capacity of over 3,000

each.

"Her Wedding Night" at Loew's Century
took in an estimated $14,000, rating S7y2 per

cent, while at Loew's Stanley, "Playboy of

Paris" did about as well with $15,400 as the

gross, rating about 88 per cent.

The pictures which made ratings rise at

the four theatres are as follows:

"Little Accident" took in a gross esti-

mated at $9,000 at Warners' Metropolitan,

which rated 150 per cent; "Check and Dou-
ble Check" went over strong at Keith's, aid-

ed by a slice of national advertising and the

stars' radio reputations, the gross being fig-

ured at about $9,800 for six days and a

special midnight Sunday showing, giving a

rating of 116 per cent; "Whoopee," during

its second week of a second run at Loew's
Valencia, took in $3,900, which rated 111

per cent, and "Scarlet Pages" at the Rivoli

grossed an estimated $8,800, giving this

house a rating of 110 per cent.

Estimated takings

;

"HER WEDCING NIGHT" (Paramount)
LOEW'S CENTURY (3,076), 25c-60c, 6 days. Other

attractions: News, "Cobb Goes Fishing" (Sportlight),
"The Picnic" (Walt Disney cartoon). "Who Killed
Rover" (M-G-M Dogville comedy). Gross: $14,000.

Rating: S7V.%.
"PLAYBOY OF PARIS" (Paramount)

LOEWS STANLEY—(3,522), 25c-60c, 6 days. Other
attractions: -News. Nature's Freaks" (Columbia Cu-
riosity), "Mariutch" (Paramount song reel). "Ladies
I ast" (M-G-M comedy). Gross: $15,400. Rating: 88%.

"WHOOPEE" (U. A.)
(Second week cf second run after one week at Stan-

ley and cne week at Parkway)
I I IE \\"S VALENCIA (1,487), 25c-35c, 6 days. Other

attractions: News, "Zampa" (U. A. featurette), "The
Imperial City" (FitzPatrick travelogue). Gross: $3,900.

Rating: 111%.
"CU BARRY, WOMAN OF PASSION" (U. A.)

(Shown uptown alter one week at the Century, down-
town)

LOEW'S PARKWAY (987), 15c 35c. 6 days Other
attractions: News, "Baby Follies" (Gus Edwards'
color tone M-G-M revue). Rudy Vallee in "The Maine
Stein Song." Grcss: $3,100. Rating: 72%.

"LITTLE ACCIDENT" (Universal)
WARNERS' METROPOLITAN— (1,300), 15c-S0c. 6

days, starting Saturday. Other attractions: News,
"Believe It or Not" (Ripley cartoon), "The Booze
Hangs High" (Yitaphonc Variety). Gross: $9,000.

Rating: 150%.
"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (Radio)

KEITH'S— (3.500). 25c-50c, 6 days, starting Thurs-
day night and a Sunday midnight show. Other attrac-
tions: News. "Story Book Parade" (Paramount).
Gross: $9,800. Rating: 116%.

"A DEVIL WITH WOMEN" (Fox)
NEW (1,600), 25c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

New- "Don't Bite Your Dentist" (Sennett Educa-
tional), Gross: $9.0 Rating: 90%.

"GRUMPY" (Paramount)
AUDITORIUM (1.6C0). 50c SI. with three reserved

seat shows daily and four Saturday for six days.
Other attractions: News. "The Nightingale" and
"Lost ;>nd Found" (Vitaphone Varieties). Gross:
$2,805. Rating: 42%%.

"SOUTH SEAS" (Talking Picture Epics)
LITTLE—(267), 35c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

"The Broadway Limited." "In Old Madrid" (Tiffany
color svmnhonv). "Marc Connelly," "Creative Hands,"
Gross: $750. Rating: 75%.

"THE BIG FIGHT" (Sono-Art)
PALACE— (2.046), 25c-60c, 6 days. Other attractions:

"Divorced Sweethearts" (Terrytoon). Jimmie Hodges
in "That's Mv Wife" on the stage. "The Voice of

Hollywood" (Columbia). Gross: $6,300. Rating: 70%.
"SCARLET PAGES" (First Nationa'l

RIVOLI- (1.982). 25c-SOc. 6 days, starting Saturday.
Other attractions: "Kid, the Kidder" (Pathe cotn-
<',1\

I, "Screen Snapshots," "The Last Yard" (Knute
Rockne series), news. G-os-=: $8-810. Raring: 110%.

"LA<5T OF THE LONE WOLF" (Columbia)
HIPPODROME— (2.250). 20c-60c. 6 days, starting

Saturday. Other attractions: The Harvey Players on
the stage. with acts. chorus. orchestra. news,
"Indians Are Coming" (Universal). Gross: $8,000.

Rating: 80%.

Big In Houston
Houston—Amos V Andy did a fine

business at the Majestic RKO theatre
for a seven-day run. The gross hit

$20,000 which compares with $23,932
garnered by "The Cock-Eyed World."
The picture was held over a second

week, with four new vaudeville acts.

Blackface Duo
Collect $28,000

In Boston Run
Boston—Amos 'n' Andy in "Check and

Double Check" hung up a new box-office

record for the Keith Memorial this week
with a gross of $28,000. The gross exceeded
even the days of the opening of the new
theatre. The rating is 160% and was the
high spot for the week. It holds over for a
second week.
The week's grosses throughout the city

were high. "Playboy of Paris" at the Metro-
politan hit 140% with $45,500 taken in,

while "Women Everywhere" at the Keith-
Albee was good for $23,000, or 120%.
Two roadshows in the downtown district

at a time are unusual in this city. "Hell's

Angels." in its ninth week, grossed $10,000
at the Tremont, and "Abraham Lincoln,"

with a $1.50 top at the Majestic, grossed
$7.0011 for 120% in its second week. When
United Artists put two road shows in Bos-
ton at the same time they broke a prece-

dent, but results showed good business judg-
ment.

"Those Three French Girls." which hit

the .high spots for Loew's State three weeks
ago, came back to Loew's Orpheum for $24,-

000. pr 125%, a performance decidedly out

of the ordinary. "Billv. the Kid," was good
for $24,000 at Loew's State and "Up the

River" at the Scollav Square rolled up $15.-

000 for 110%.

Estimated takings

:

"PLAYBOY OF PARIS" (Paramount)
METROPOLITAN— (4.350). 25c-60c. 7 days. Other

attractions: Publix revue, news. Gross: $45,500i
Rating: 1-10%.

"WOMEN EVERYWHERE" (Fox)
KEITH ALBEE— (2.500). 25c-60c, 7 days. Other

attrac'icns: Vaudeville, comedy. Sportlight, news.
Gross: $'3 000. Rating: 120%.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (RKO)
KEITH MEMORIAL—(2,800). 30c-65c. 7 days. Other

attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $28,000. Rating:

"HELLS ANGELS" (United Artists)
TREMONT -(1.800). 50c-$2. 6 davs. Other attrac-

tions: None. Gross: $10,000. Rating: 90%.
"THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM— (3,100). 35c-50c. 7 vays. Other

Other attractions: Vaudeville, news. Gross: $34,000
Rating: 125%.

"UP THE RIVER" (Fox)
SCOLLAV SQUARE— (1.800). 25c-50c. 7 days. Other

attractions: Vaudeville, news. Gross: $15,000. Rating:
115%.

"LINCOLN" (United Artists)
MAJESTIC-11,800). 50c-$1.50. 7 davs. Other attrac-

tions: None G-oss: $7 000. Rating: 130%.
"BILLY. THE KID" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S STATE— (3,700), 30c-S0c, 7 days. Other
attnact'ons: Burton Holmes Travelogue, comedy,
news. Gross: $24,000. Rating: 125%.

Seattle Falls for

"Double Check"
To Tune of 185%
Seattle—Amos 'n' Andy moved into town

this week and a big portion of the local

citizenry visited them during the week at

their quarters in the RKO New Orpheum.
Business reached about $27,000 (185%)
and the film is being held for another week.
The only other attraction ever to achieve
that distinction was "Rio Rita," which did

about $50,000 in two weeks last fall at

slightly higher prices.

Other attractions in the city played to

average business only. "Her Wedding
Night" at the Paramount sagged about $12,-

000 (85%), being all that it copped, Clara
Bow seems to be a losing bet here since the

advent of talkers. The Fox Fifth Avenue
had a fairly good week with "Way for a
Sailor" and a big stage show, taking around
$14,500 (110%) for the run. "What a

Widow" at Hamrick's Music Box was good
for about $8,000 (115%) and "The Life of

the Party" at the Blue Mouse took close to

$7,000 (105%). "Up the River" at the Fox
did a nice week with about $14,000 (120%),
but Fox's Coliseum was off with "Clancy
in Wall Street." Those last two words in

the title have a nasty sound to a good many
people.

Bainbridge's stockplayers moved into the

Metropolitan Theatre for a season of stock

at $1 top, and presented "Nancy's Private
Affair" to good business.

Estimated takings:
"LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)

BLUE MOUSE— (950). 25c-35c-50c-75c. 7 days.
Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, news, Billv

Ulman and hand. Gross: $7,000. Rating: 120%.
"CLANCY IN WALL STREET" (S. R.)

COLISEUM— (1.850), 25c-35c-50c. 7 days. Olher at-
tractions: "The Break-LTp" (S. R. scenic), news, or-
gan concert. Gross: $3,900. Rating: 80%.

"UP THE RIVER' (Fox)
FOX— (2.450), 2Sc-35c-50c-60c-75c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Bottom of the World' (S. R. scenic),
news. Owen Sweeten and hand. Gross: $14,000. Rat-
ing: 120%.

"WAY FOR A SAILOR' (M-G-M)
FOX FIFTH AVENUE— (2.750). 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c.

7 days. Other attractions: Fashion reel. news. Fan-
chon & Marco's "Gobs of Joy" Idea. Cross: $14,500.

Rating: 110%.
"WHAT A WIDOW" (U. A.)

MUSIC BOX— (950). 25c-35c-50c-75c, 7 days. Other
attractions: "Leather Pushers" (Universal), news.
Gross: $8,000. Rating: 115%.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHFCK" (RKO)
RKO NEW ORPHEUM -(2.650). 25c-35c-50c-oOc-75c,

7 days. Other attractions: News, orchestra concert,
vaudeville. Gross: $27,000. Rating: 185%.

"HER WEDDING NIGHT" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT—(3450), 25c-35c-50c-60c. 7 days.

Other attractions: "Song Service" (Paramount).
"Bouncing Ball" (Paramount cartoon), news. Publix
stage revue. Gross: $12,000. Rating: S5 r

; .

Radio Boys Break Record
Toledo—"Amos 'n' Andy" played to more

people and to larger grosses in the opening
week of its extended run engagement at the

Rivoli theatre than any picture in the his-

tory of the house. Police were called upon
to handle the crowd, according to Al Mertz,
RKO branch manager.

"Splinters" Roadshown
Montreal—"Splinters," the British war

comedy, was roadshown at His Majesty's
by Regal Films during the week of Nov. 2.

Prices ranged from 30 cents to $1 and per-
formances were given twice daily.

Radio Advertising Cut
Vancouver—Publication of radio pro-

grams in the newspapers of Vancouver has
been discontinued by the publishers in jus-

tice to local exhibitors who use considerable
display space each week. Radio advertisers

were buying no space in the newspapers,
it was stated.
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"What a Widow
Only Film Over

Par in Ottawa

Ottawa—"What a Widow" brought con-

tinued good business to the Centre theatre,

but special exploitation played a strong part

in drawing the crowds—particularly the

women. Gross of $2,800 was equal to 95%.
Comparatively, the most popular picture of

the week was "Let Us Be Gay" at the Ava-

lon at 35 cents top. which grossed $1,400,

for 1109c. "Good News" fell down some

at Keith's, earning an 8594 gross of $3,100

for the first half, and "Liliom" was respon-

sible for $3,700, or 90%, being somewhat

better in spite of the fact that many people

called it a "crazy picture." It was a feature

that aroused curiosity, however, while Far-

rell fans were there in numbers, of course.

"The Spoilers" at the Regent was just so-so.

Estimated takings

:

"THE SPOILERS" (Para.)

REGENT—(1,225) 25c-35c-4Oc-50c-60fc-75c,

Other attractions: News, "Freshman's Goat
tional comedy), orchestra. Gross: $4,700.

6 days.
(Educa-
Rating

:

"WHAT A WIDOW" (U. A.)

CENTRE— (1,3001 15c-25c-35e-50c. 6 days. Other at-

tractions: Spcrtlight, "Somewhere Out" (Pathe),

"Traffic Tangle" (Pathe comedy). Gross: $2,800.

Rating: 95%.
"GOOD NEWS" (M-G-M)

B. F. KEITH'S (2.592) 15c-25c.35c-5Uc.60c, 3 days.

Other attractions: News. "Men Without Skirts"

IKK(I). Gross: $3,100. Rating: 85%.
"LET US BE GAY" (M-G.M)

AVALON— (990) 25c-35c. 3 days. Other attractions:

News, Lloyd Hamilton in "Prize Puppies" (Educa-
tional comedy); Screen Snapshots (Col.). Gross: $1,-

400. Rating: 110%.
"THE SQUEALER" (Col.)

IMPERIAL— (1.200) 15c-25c-35c-50c. 6 days. Other
attractions: News, Andy Clyde in "Vacation Loves
I Educational comedy). ''Story Book Parade" (Para.).

Grcss: $2,300. Rating: 85%.
"LILIOM" (Fox)

B. F. KEITH'S— (2.5921 15c-25c-35c-50c-60c. 3 days.

Other attractions: News "Red Green and Yellow"
(Para, comedy). "Honolulu Wiles" (Col. cartoon).

Grcss: $3,700. Rating: 90%.
"THE UNHOLY THREE" (M-G-M)

AVAI.ON— (990) 15c-25c-35c. 3 days. Other attrac-

tion-: Fox news, Charlie Clnse in "50 Million Hus-
bands" (M-G-M comedy). "Flower Garden" (M-G-M
Technicolor). Gross: $1,201), Rating: 95%.

Turberg Promoted
Hamilton, O.—Nat Turberg, formerly

treasurer of the Palace Theatre Co., has

been appointed manager by Paramount Pub-

lix, who recently took the house over on a

ten-year lease. The Palace will be under

jurisdiction of Mark Wolf, divisional man-
ager, whose headquarters are at Indianap-

olis.

Indorsers Share Fund
Indianapolis—The Photoplay Indorsers of

Indianapolis are listed on the l°-30 Commu-
nity Fund roster as recipients of $400 of the

money collected by the fund. The money
is to be used to help defray the expenses

incurred by the organization in its work of

indorsing pictures for the public.

Canadians See "Hell's Angels"
Windsor, Ont.—Residents of border cities

in Ontario are seeing "Hell's Angels," de-

spite the ban of the Ontario board of cen-

sors on patriotic grounds, simply by cross-

ing over to Detroit where it has been play-

ing as a roadshow at Shubert's Detroit

Opera House. The Detroit theatre adver-

tised extensively in Canadian newspapers to

get this patronage.

Action Needed
Pittsburgh—Although theatre busi-

ness here is in the doldrums, exhibi-

tors aren't particularly worried and
express optimism over the future.

Business is declared to be off 75 per
cent, with 300 theatres dark in the
trade territory.

Showmen here are crying over poor
pictures and say that when distribu-

tors give them more action stuff busi-

ness is sure to pick up. The few local

successes scored here recently have
been with action pictures.

Toronto Grosses

$15,000 (125%) on

"Double Check"

Toronto — The Canadian premiere of

"Check and Double Check" was the talk of

the walk in Toronto, starting out with a

swell pre-view performance and being held

over for a second week after a gross of

$15,000, or 125%. This was the only hold-

over in Canada for the week. Big business

was also done by "The Big House" at

Loew's, which rang up $16,500, equalling a

percentage of 95%, while "Her Wedding
Night" was good for $17,000 at the Im-
perial along with a pleasing stage show.

The Uptown more than held its own with

a split week of "All Quiet on the Western
Front" and "Monte Carlo." doing around

$5,500 on each, which means 90%.
Estimated receipts

:

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (RKO)
TIYOLI— (1.600) 35c-50c-60c-7Sc, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: News, "Meet the Boy Friend" (Para, com-
edy), Tivoli Talking Reporter. Gross: $15.0011. Rat-
ing: 125%.

"THE BIG HOUSE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S— (2.200) 25c-35c-40c-60c-75c. 6 days. Other

attractions: News. "Doctor's Order" (M-G-M com-
edy). "Prince of Wales in Many Countries" (special
news reel). Gross: $16,500. Rating: 95%.

"HER WEDDING NIGHT" (Para.)
IMPERIAL — (3.600) 25c-35c-40c-60c-75c. 6 days.

Other attractions: News, stage show, Talkertoon.
Gross: $17,000. Rating: 92%.

"THE SANTE FE TRAIL" (Para.)
SHEA'S HII'l'i>I>R"ME— (2.600) 30c-40c-65c-75c. 6

days. Other attractions: Five vaudeville acts, news.
Gross: $14,500. Rating: 90%.
"ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT" (U.)
UPTOWN— (3.000) I5c-25c-35c-50c, 3 days. Other

attractions: News, "Grand L'proar" (Paramount car-
toon). Gross: $5,500. Rating: 90%.

"MONTE CARLO" (Para.)
UPTOWN— (3.000) 15c-25c-35c-50c, 3 days. Other

attractions: "Introduction of Mrs. Giblts" (Para,
comedy). Sportlight. "Champion Makers" (Pathe).
Mickey Mouse cartoon (Col.), news. Gross: $5,400.

Rating: 90%.

Sues Ince Studios for
Commissions on Yarns

Hollywood—Edna R. Schley has filed suit

against the Thomas H. Ince studios for

$1,800 which she says is due her as commis-
sions on the sale of rights on nine stories.

In her complaint Miss Schley contends
that under her agreement she sold to Doug-
las McLean rights to "Twenty-three and a

Half Hours Leave." The price paid was
$5,000, of which $1,000 was rightfully hers,

she contends. Commission on eight other

stories, sold to Charles Ray, and including

"The Egg Crate Wallop," amounting to

$800, also never was paid her, the complaint

declares.

Chevalier Clicks

In Montreal with

$18,000 Intake

Montreal — Maurice Chevalier was the

playboy of Montreal, with the result that

his "Playboy of Paris" at the Palace topped
the list. Manager George Rotsky making it

a sure thing by presenting the French print

of the feature three times daily to draw the

substantial French populace and also run-

ning in midnight shows. The gross out-

come was $18,000, or 115%, yet the attrac-

tion was not held over, one week of inten-

sive presentation being considered enough.

The Capitol, with its stage show and "The
Sea God," ran a close second with $17,500,

or 105rj . the Paramount picture being par-

ticularly popular. "Dixiana" was good for

a week at the Princess, but no longer, at

$11,000, or 95%, while "Good News," with

vaudeville, rated 95% with $15,000 and
Manager Adams was satisfied.

Estimated takings:
"THE PLAYBOY OF PARIS" (Para.)

PALACE-(2,600) 25c-40c-50c-65c-75c-99c, 7 days.
Other attractions: News. Lulu McConnell comedy
(Para.), "Spain's Maddest Fiesta" (M-G-M). Gross:
$18,000. Rating: 115%.

"THE SEA GOD" (Para.)
CAPITOL — (2,670) 25c-40c-50c-65c-75c-85c, 7 days.

Other attractions: News, stage show, concert orches-
tra, "Japanese Fantasy" (Tiff.). Gross: $17,500.

Rating: 105%.
"GOOD NEWS" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S — (2,982) 25c-35c-50c-65c-75c-99c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Five vaudeville acts, news, orches-

tra. Gross: $15,000. Rating: 95%.
"DIXIANA" (RKO)

PRINCESS— (2.2/2) 25c-30c-40c-50c-60c-65c, 7 days.
Other attractions: News. "Honolulu Wiles" (Col.

cartoon), "Parley-Vous" (Univ. comedy). Luiiversal

Topics. Gross: S11.000. Rating: 95%.
"CONSPIRACY" (RKO)

STRAND— (750) 15c-25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Added feature: "Borrowed Wives" (Tiff.), news.
Gross: $3.90)1. Rating: 85%.

"WHITE HELL OF PITZ PALU" (U.)

ROXY— (550) 25c-50c-75c. 7 days. Other attractions:

French news. Screen Snapshots (Col.). Educational

comedy: travelogue. Cross: $2,300. Rating: 85%.

Business Slump? Not
For Claude Neon Firm

Claude Neon Lights reports sales for

itself and associated companies throughout

the United States for the first nine months
of 1930 amounting to $13,002,331, as

against $10,604,458 for the first nine

months of 1929, an increase of about 22 per

cent.

The total sales for the third quarter of

1930 of $4,044,280 are within four per cent

of the third quarter of 1929.

Sally Phipps in Short
Sallv Phipps of "Once in a Lifetime"

has been assigned the ingenue lead by

Broadway Talking Pictures, Inc., in a two-

reel dramatic film called "Her Story." This

is one of a series of 12 two-reel pictures

being made by this new producing organ-

ization. Raymond Friedgen is director and

producer of the series. Others in the cast

include Wyndham Standing, Roy D'Arcy
and Louise Carter. Production will start

on Fridav at the Audio Ciname Studio.

Ohio Okays "Squealer"
Cleveland

—"Squealer," Columbia prison

picture, was passed by the Ohio Board of

Censors with no major cuts.
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Flesh Clicking

Cincinnati— Changing cycle of the

times is reflected in the manner in

which combination houses are going
over, and emphasized by the RKO
Albee here, whose gross has been
doubled within the last four months.

Pepsodent Duo
Clicks $22,500

In Kansas City

Kansas City
—"Check and Double Check"

led the parade of grosses, taking in $22,500

and chalking up a 150% rating, the Main-

street holding over the Amos 'n' Andy pic-

ture for another week.

The other houses in town felt the effect

of the drawing power of the radio favorites.

Three houses managed to keep their heads

above water and maintain an average week,

while two dropped by the wayside. "Office

Wife" gave the Newman $12,500, which is

a rating of 100%- The Midland also had a

100% week with "Up the River," which
brought in $14,500. Public generally agreed

this picture had a poor title. Picture was
well liked, but its drawing power was weak-

ened by a title which spelled underworld, a

type of picture which this town is getting

fed up on. The Roval rated 100% with

"Heads Up," getting' $4,500.

The Pantages took a nosedive on "Ex-
travagance," which gave the house only $8,-

500, or a rating of 85%. The Pan re-in-

stated vaudeville this week in place of Fan-
chon & Marco revues. The suspending of

the F. & M. shows is only a temporary
move, however. "Last of the Lone Wolf"
at the Uptown grossed $4,800, or a rating

of 80',

.

Estimated takings

:

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (RKO)
MAINSTREET—(3,067) )5c-60c. 1 days Other at-

tractions: Vaude. Gross: $22,500, Rating: 150%.
"THE OFFICE WIFE" (Warners)

NEWMAN— (2.000) 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: "Dnn't Bite the Dentist" (Mack Sennett com-
edy), news. G-oss: $12,500, Rating: L00

"UP THE RIVER" (Fox)
MIDLAND—(4,000) -'5c 40c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Dollar Di/i-v" (Charley Chase comedy), Silly

Symphony, news. Gross: $14,500. Rating: 100%.
"HEADS UP" (Para.)

ROVAL— (900) 25e-50c, 7 .lays. Other attractions:

"Divorced Sweethearts" (Mack Sennett comedy),
news. Gross: $4,500. Rating: 100%.

"EXTRAVAGANCE" (Tiff.)

PANTAGES—(2,190) 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-
t :cns: News and five acts vaude. Gross: $8,500.

Ratine: 85*5

"LAST OF THE LONE WOLF" (Col.)

UPTOWN (2,200) 25C-50C, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Ki ! the Kidder" (Pathe comedv), "Snapoy
Salesmen" (Universal cartoon), news Gross: $4,800.

Rating: 8091

Sheuerman Reappointed
Warner Branch Manager
Cleveland—Following the visit here of

II. M. Warner, Spyros Skouras and Dan
Michaelove, Fred Sheuerman was re-ap-

pointed office manager of the local Warner
exchange, a position he held for several

years and until last spring, when he was
made city sales manager. L. F. Weintz.
former office manager, is now with the

Warner theatre department in this city.

Two Cincy Runs
Give Amos, Andy
Total of $45,100

Cincinnati—All roads led to the Palace

and Capitol theatres, where Amos 'n' Andy
regaled a receptive populace in "Check and
Double Check." House records at both the-

atres were shattered completely, as a steady

flow milled about the box offices fighting to

deposit their money. Nothing like it has

ever been experienced in the annals of local

amusements. When the managers' reports

were checked and double checked, the score

stood $28,100 for the Palace, and $17,000

for the Capitol.

Advertising, publicity and exploitation

for this picture were circused to the 'nth

degree, exceeding anything of a similar na-

ture that has gone before, and the records

established, from both intake and advertis-

ing standpoints, leaves something for future

pictures to shoot at.

Despite this unprecedented result, busi-

ness at the other houses was not affected to

the extent that was originally thought, with

exception of RKO Albee, vaudefilm, where
the gate went slightly below the 100% mark,

which is very unusual for this house.

The Lyric, with second week of "The Big
House," continued to stand 'em up, and al-

though the gross fell considerably from the

first week, it was, nevertheless, higher than

that registered for many of the preceding

pictures.

The Strand had an even break with the

previous week, while the Family went way
up on a split-week showing, turning in the

highest gross since the new policy and price

schedule went into effect.

Total gross for all houses ran $98,680,

which is_ the highest ever turned in at any
time by any Cincinnati amusement organ-

ization, constituting an all-time record.

Estimated takings

:

"THE BAD MAN" (F. N.)
RKO ALBEE— 1 3,300 1 35c-50c-65c-75c, 7 .lays Other

attractions: Vaudeville, "The Racqueteers" (Pathe
Sportlight I. "Many Happy Returns" (Vitaphom act),

"October Horoscope" (FitzPatrick), "Curiosities No.

2 (Cot), news. Gross: $21,550. Rating:

"THE BIG HOUSE" (M-G-M)
RKO LYRIC— (1.4001 30c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac

tions: News. Gross: $16,900. Rating: HI', Second
week for this picture.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (RKO)
RKO PALACE— (2.7001 30c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Dogway Melody" (M-G-M), news. Gross:
$28,100. Rating: 201%. Picture shown simultaneously
at RKO Capitol.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (RKO)
RKO CAPITOL— (2.000) 30c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Kiddie Revue" (M-G-M colortone), news.
Gross: $17,000. Picture shown simultaneously a( RKO
Palaci

"MEN OF THE NORTH" (M-G-M)
RKO STRAND—(1,350) 25c-40e, 7 Jays. Other at-

tractions: "The Touchdown" (Rockne No. 4, Pathe),
"Men Without Skirts" (RKO comedy), news. Gross:

$5,900. Rating: 170%.

"MEN WITHOUT LAW" (Co'.)

RKO FAMILY—(1,140) 20c-2Sc-35c, 4 days. Other
attr^ct'ons: "Mind Your Own Business" (Pathe
comedy), news. Gross: $3,354. Rating: 170%.

"UNDERTOW" (Univ.)

RKO FAMILY—(1,140) 20c-25c-35c. 3 days Other
attractiens: "Alpine Echoes" (Vitaphone), "DiSI i

tented Cowboys" (Univ. comedy), news. Gross: $1,-

806.

Sunday Shows Sought
Fort Collins, Colo.—Petitions are in cir-

culation here calling for a special election to

vote on proposed ordinance to permit Sun-

day shows.

Couldn't Place Her
On being informed that his wife

was suing hiin for divorce a movie
star exclaimed, 'Why, I am simply
astounded!" His friends tell us con-
fidentially that he hardly knew the
woman.

—

Life.

AmosV Andy Do
$16,000andBreak

ProvidenceRecord

Providences—The bronze playboys of ra-

dio fame, Amos 'n' Andy, knocked the town
for a loop, smashing all records at the RKO
Albee and drawing $16,000 into the cof-

fers. The week-end business was tremen-
dous and Manager Harry Storin is holding
the attraction over for a second week.

Business, generally, was good, Loew's
State garnering $22,000 with "Billy, the

Kid," which is well over the 100 per cent
mark. The Paramount, too, showing
"Laughter," was turning 'em away several

nights, catching $15,000.' The Majestic with
"Office Wife" and the RKO Victory, show-
ing "East Is West," also clicked for 100
per cent and over.

This business is considered remarkable
in view of the fact that hectic political ral-

lies were being held each night in the down-
town districts and Al Smith drew 15,000 to

the auditorium on Monday.
Estimated takings

:

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (Radio)
RKO ALBEE— (2.300). 10c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Two Minutes to Go" (Rockne), "Singing
Sap," Snapshots, news. Gross: $16,000. Rating: 125%.

"LAUGHTER" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (2.3CO). 10c-50c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Insurance" (Paramount comedv), news.
Gross: $15,500. Rating: 110%.

"THE OFFICE WIFE" (Warners)
MA.IEST1C-(2,400), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Parisienne Nights" (Vitaphone comedy).
"Japan" (travelogue), news. Gross: $12,000. Rating:
105%.

"BILLY, THF KID" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3.800). 10c-50c. 7 days. Other

attractions: News, Disney cartoon. Gross: $22,000.

Rating: 110(
"r.

"EAST IS WEST" (Universal)
RKO VICTORY— (1,600). 10c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Swiss Cheese," "Hold the Baby," "Came
the Pawn." news. Gross: $9,000. Rating: 100%.

Midnight Previews Hit

Omaha with a Rush
Omaha—This town went midnight pre-

view all at once. After RKO Orpheum has

campaigned a reserved seat premier of

"Check and Double Check" for a couple
of weeks Paramount-Publix sprung two pre-

views on the same night to even things up.

The Paramount showed "The Life of the

Party" and the World screened "Her Wed-
ding Night." both of which are current with
the Amos 'n' Andy film.

Stench Bombs in Two
Akron—Stench bombs were hurled in the

Paramount and Regent theatres last Tues-
day, said to be the result of labor difficulties.

Special police guards have been placed in

both houses in an effort to catch the offend-

ers.
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"Double Check" in

Chi Hits $44,675

Last 2 Days Drop
Chicago

—"Check and Double Check"
broke all existing bouse record;, at the

State-Lake, outstripping the high for the

house, reached under its old vaude-lilm pol-

icy. The Amos 'n' Andy picture hit $44,675.

"Laughter," playing across the street from
Amos 'n' Andy, earned the Chicago $48,960.

which was high for the week. The Amos
'n' Andy film which did $39,712 the first

five days of its run, or about $7,942 a day,

dropped the last two days of its first week.

On the basis of the opening days, the picture

should have done $55,596, but didn't.

McVickers closed for one day to put in

a large screen and magnifying lenses on
projection machines for "The Big Trail"

showing. The picture opened to fine trade

and excellent plugs from the reviewers in

mid-week and got $33,100 in six days. "Old
English" knocked off a nice $24,190 in its

first week at the Roosevelt, and "Du Barry"
hit a fair $24,600 at United Artists to earn

a second week. Oriental was only so-so with

"Maybe It's Love," getting $34,000.

Estimated takings:
"EXTRAVAGANCE" (Tiffany)

CASTLE— (300), 60c, final 7 of 17 days. Other at-
tractions: News, Picture playing to adults only. Re
placed by "The Locust Lady" (Audible). Gross:
$4,800. Rating: 154%.

"LAUGHTER" (Paramount)
CHICAGO— (3.940). 35c-85c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Orchestra, stage show, news, comedy, novelty
short. Gross: $48,960. Rating: 102%.

"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)
McVICKERS— (2,284), 3Sc-85c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Comedy, news. House using wide screen and
magnifying lenses on projection machines. Attracted
very little attention. Reviews of picture were swell
and so is business. Gross: $33,100. Rating: 139%.
(6-day basis).

"THE SEA GOD" (Paramount)
(Second time in Loop)

MONROE—(962). 25c-40c. 7 days. Other attractions:
Thirty minutes of news, comedy. Gross: $2,880. Rat-
ing: 48%.

"MAYBE ITS LOVE" (Warners)
ORIENTAL— (3.90O). 35c-85c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show with Stanley Smith, news, car-
toon, novelty short. Gross: $34,000. Rating: 81%.

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Columbia)
(Second time in Loop)

ORPHEUM— (700). 35e-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: Thirty minutes of news, comedy, novelty short.

Gross: $6,500. Rating: 93%.

"EAST IS WEST" (Universal)
PALACE— (2.509), 35c-75c, 7 days. Other attractions:

Four acts RKO vaude headed by Alexander Gray
and Bernice Claire: orchestra, news, cartoon, musical
short. Picture moved here after one week at the
Woods. Playing to adults only. Gross: $24,240.

Rating: 101%.

"DICH HABT ICH GEL1EBT"
PUNCH & JUDY— (390), 75c-$2, first five days.

Other attractions: Comedy, novelty short. After six

weeks of "Abraham Lincoln" (U. A.), house shows
evidence of the Machat penchant for foreign pro-
ductions. Fair reviews and corresponding business,
with price scale a little too high to get any volume
of the citv's plentiful but thrifty German population.
Gross: $6,500. Rating: 110% (5-day basis).

"OLD ENGLISH" (Warners)
ROOSEVELT—(1.591), 35c-85c. first week. Other

attractions: News, comedy. Splendid reviews for this

one and correspondingly nice business. Gross: $24,190.

Rating: 118%.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (Radio)
STATE-LAKE— (2.776). 35c-85c, first week. Other

attractions: News, musical shorts. All house records
broken and house's high for its old vaude-film policy
broken. Looks like about three more weeks. Gross:
$44,675.

"DU BARRY—WOMAN OF PASSION" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS-1 1.700). 35-85c. first week.

Other attractions: "Don't Give Up" (Educational).
"Story Book Parade" (Paramount), news. Gross:
$24,600. Rating: 112%.

"SWING HIGH" (Pathe)
WOODS— (1.166). 3Sc-75c, 7 days. Other attractions:

News, comedy. House now under Jones. Linick
_
&

Schaefer management. "The Squealer" (Columbia)
replaced "Swing High." Gross: $11,300. Rating: 99%.

Teaching by Talkers
Columbus—Foreign students striv-

ing to master our idiomatic English
are to be given a break through the
medium of the talkers, according to
series of experiments to be conducted
by M. Ii. Clark, local Paramount man-
ager, in cooperation with Dr. John L.

Clifton, state director of education
for Ohio, who, incidentally, is chief

of the Ohio censor board.
Initial experiment was held at the

State theatre, with "The Big Pond"
as the first articulate screen produc-
tion designed to divorce the alien sons
from their mother tongue and teach
them to split a mean infinitive accord-
ing to Webster et al.

Professors and instructors from
Ohio State University, together with
students from nearby colleges and
high schools were among those pres-

ent to note the reaction on the em-
bryonic linguists. Consensus of opin-

ion seems to be that the ambitious
boys and gals will be speaking reverse
English after acquiring the talker

technique.

Harold in Duel

With 'Check' Boys;

Wins by $1,000

Portland, Ore.—Harold Lloyd in "Feet

First," backed by a hangup exploitation

campaign by Manager J. R. Frazier of the

Paramount, copped first place in town with

a gross of $15,000, which means a rating

of 138^0- It was a close race with Amos
'n' Andy, for the blackface comedians, in

their second week at the RKO Orpheum,
drew $14,000, for a rating of 125%.

It was a satisfactory week generally, with

all theatres reaching par or above. The
Washington-Oregon football game drew
thousands to town—and to the theatres.

Estimated takings

:

"FEET FIRST" (Para.)
PORTLAND PARAMOUNT— (3,068) 25c-35c-S0c. 7

da vs. Other attractions: Orchestra, news. Gross:
$15,000. Rating: 138%.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (RKO)
RKO ORPHEUM— (1,700) 25c-35c-60c, 7 days, 2nd

week. Other attractions: Vaudeville, news. Gross:
$14,000. Rating: 125%.

"BILLY THE KID" (M-G-M)
FOX BROADWAY — (1.912) 25c-35c-60c. 7 days.

Other attractions: "Fanchon & Marco's "American
Beauty" Idea, news.__Gross:_$13,8q9i Rating: 120%.

(Fox)
25c-35c-60c, 7 days,
al comedy. Gross:

"UP THE RIVER"
FOX UNITED ARTISTS— (945)

Other attractions: News, Univers
$12,000. Rating: 110%.

"BIG BOY" (Warners)
IIAMRICK'S MUSIC BOX— (1,835) 25c-40c, 7 days.

Other attractions: News: serial (Universal), Vita-

phone shorts. Gross: $9,800. Rating: 100%.
"HEADS UP" (Para.)

RIAITO— (1,498) 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News. Paramount comedies. Gross: $9,700.

Rating: 100%.

Exhibitor Sued for
Unassigned Contracts

Milwaukee—Action has been started

against Jack Yeo and the Odeon building

by RKO and Universal for unplayed con-

tracts. The Odeon and Davison, formerly

conducted bv Yeo, have been taken over by
Fox Midwesco. A claim of $2,262.50 has

been entered by RKO and $397 by Univer-
sal. Ben Koenig is acting as attorney for

the exchanges in the matter.

Cleveland Gives

Only 115% to

'Double Check'

Cleveland—For reasons which nobody has
been able to dope out, business at local first-

run houses was not so hot this week. There
was nothing the matter with either the
weather or the attractions offered, but they
did not sell as well as they have done during
previous weeks. Amos and Andy piled up
a lot of admissions at the RKO Hippo-
drome, but the gross was not what was ex-
pected, considering the amount of business
these radio stars have been doing elsewhere.
A big advertising campaign covering all

avenues of publicity was used, but the gross
for the first week was a long way from
the house record. The other first runs pull-

ed through with average results, "The Big
House" holding up well in the third and last

week.
"THE BIG HOUSE" (M-G-M)

STILLMAN— (1.900) 40c-75c, 7 days. Third week.
Other attractions: "Bigger and Better" (M-G-M),
"Swing, You Sinners" (Para.), news. Gross: $14,000.
Rating: 93%.

"HER WEDDING NIGHT" (Para.)
ALLEN—(3,300) 30c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

"Ladies Last (M-G-M). "Dizzy Dishes" (Paramount
Talkertoon), "Cobb Goes Fishing" (Pathe Sportlight),
news. Gross: $15,500. Rating: 86%.

"RENEGADES" (Fox)
STATE—(3,400) 30c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

Stage show. news. Gross: $20,000. Rating: 100%.
"GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST" (F.N.)

RKO PALACE— (3,600) 25c-75c, 7 days. Other at-
tractions: Vaudeville, news. Gross: $25,000. Rating:

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (RKO)
RKO HIPPODROME-(4.500). 30c-75c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Jungle Terrors" (Pathe), Knute Rockne
No. 2, "Chain Gang" (Columbia Mickey Mouse car-
toon), news. Gross: $23,500. Rating: 115%.

"FURIES" (Fox)
CAMEO— (1.200) 25c-50c. 7 days. Other attractions:

"Si Si Senor" (Educational comedy), "Jazz Rhythm"
(Col.) "Cockeyed News" (Para.), news. Gross: $4,100.
Rating: 82%.

The 'A Boys' Cop
Indianapolis Top,

Grossing $22,000

Indianapolis—Amos 'n' Andy at the Cir-

cle proved to be the greatest draw at local

houses. The Circle took in a gross of ap-

proximately $22,000 for a rating of 130%.
The picture is to be held over for the sec-

ond week and is expected to continue to

draw good crowds. The Indiana, Apollo and
Lyric drew average patronage and received

ratings of 100%. The Palace, showing
Gloria Swanson in "What a Widow," took

in approximately $10,000 for a rating of

110%.
Estimated takings

:

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (RKO)
CIRCLE— (2,600) 25c-40c-50c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, Vitaphone shorts. Gross: $22,000. Rat-
ing: 130%.

"MONTE CARLO" (Para.)
INDIANA— (3,300) 35c-50c-65c. Other attractions:

Publix stage show. news. Gross: $20,000. Rating: 100%.
"THE DOORWAY TO HELL" (Warners)

LYRIC— (2,000) 25c-35c-50c. Other attractions: Six
acts of vaudeville, news. Gross: $3,000. Rating: 100%.

"THE LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)
APOLLO — (1,100) 25c-3Se-50c. Other attractions:

Rockne football serial, Vitaphone acts, news. Gross:
$6,000. Rating: 100%.

"WHAT A WIDOW" (U.A.)
PALACE — (2.800) 25c-35c-50c. Other attractions:

Comedy, news. Gross: $10,000. Rating: 110%.
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Amos 'n' Andy
Knock Business

For Mpls. Loop
Minneapolis—The extraordinary spectacle

of one theatre doing an all but capacity busi-

ness four shows a day with five on Sunday
without making a ripple in the even flow

of regular business for the other houses was
proof conclusive here that the radio fans

can be brought out with their shekels by such

a feature as "Check and Double Check."

The folks from the sequestered firesides

asked no questions about the show, appar-

ently. They broke all the houses records at

the RKO Orpheum in the Minneapolis sec-

tion of the 300 simultaneous openings. They
came out to see their old friends and not the

picture. Nobody cared about the title,

"Check and Double Check." It was Amos 'n'

Andy, regular visitors in the house every

night, alrnost as well known to the family

as the mail man and the family dog, that

the people wanted to look at. The pull was
almost equal to that of a home talent pro-

duction among the kith and kin of those

who have fat parts.

On the word of the various managers and

as far as inspection could reveal there was
no appreciable falling off in other downtown
business. Whatever was taken away by the

grand smash, apparently, was given back

by the overflow on the night shows when
those who didn't get .to see the colored

comics dropped in at the theatre of their

next choice.

The film has now opened in the RKO
Seventh Street, the old Orpheum vaudeville

house, which was dusted off with a two
weeks' run of "Africa Speaks," and the

question now asked is how long it will con-

tinue to do its stuff.

Estimated takings

:

"LAUGHTER" (Paramount)

MINNESOTA—(4,025), 50c-40c-60c, 7 days, 7 shows
daily Other attractions: Stage show. news. Gross:
$27,200. Rating: 85%.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (RKO)

RKO ORPHEUM— (2.900), 35c-50c-75c, 7 days. 3

shows daily. Other attractions: Yaude. news, come-
dies. Gross: $28,000. Rating: 96%%.

"MADAM SATAN" (M-G-M)
CENTURY—(1,640), 2Sc-35c-60c, 7 days. 6 shows

daily. Other attractions: News. Gross: $7,510. Rat-
ing : 75%.

"GOOD NEWS" (M-G-M)
STATE— (2.300). 25c-35c-60c. 7 days, 6 shows daily.

Other attractions: Comedy, screen novelties and
news. Gross: $7,000. Rating: 70%.

"THE SANTA FE TRAIL" (Paramount)

LYRIC—(1,238), 15c-25c-40c, 7 days, 7 shows daily.

Other attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $2,000.

Rating: 70%.

"SINNER'S HOLIDAY" (Warners)

ASTER— (812), lSc-25c-30c, 7 days. 7 shows daily.

Other attractions: News Gross: $1,500. Rating: 65%.

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Columbia)

SEVENTH STREET -11.420). 25c-35c-50c, 7 days, 6

shows daily, second week. Other attractions: None.

Gross: $4,0"0O. Rating: 25%.

Sunday Shows Prove

Hit at Bellows Falls
Bellows Falls, Vt.—In the face of com-

petition from Sunday indoor and miniature

golf, theatre managers here opened their

theatres Sunday evenings in defiance of

"blue" laws and the theatres were quickly

filled. There has been no interference from

local or state authorities. Sunday night

shows will be continued here for the first

time.

Box-Office

Hollywood—M-G-M has another box
office smash in "Within the Law."
Joan Crawford wins new laurels in it,

turning in a fine performance. This
talker has plenty of action, suspense
and thrills. It moves at a fast tempo
that never lets the interest die. Kent
Douglas, a newcomer, and Robert
Montgomery give excellent portrayals,
as do others in the cast.

Sam Wood didn't miss a thing in the
direction and the picture should click

wherever shown. The story, taken
from the stage play, has been brought
up to date, and this treatment helps
considerably. Depression has a hard
time licking a picture like this.

CROUCH

'Morocco' Booked
As 1st Paramount

In Chinese Theatre

Hollywood—Evidence of the close work-

ing arrangement between Fox and Para-

mount is seen in the deal whereby "Mo-
rocco" goes into Grauman's Chinese for a

run. The theatre is operated bv Fox West
Coast circuit and the picture was produced

by Joe Von Sternberg. It is the first Para-

mount film to play that theatre.

No date has been set, but it is figured the

run will get under way early next month.

The Chinese is now housing "The Big

Trail."

Freuler to Coast to

Supervise Production
John R. Freuler. president of Big Four,

has left New York for Hollywood to in-

augurate new production units. The com-
pany will handle in 1930-31, via state rights

market, a series of eight action "mellers,"

two series of six Westerns each and 12

two-reel comedies. Bruce Mitchell will

make the first in the action series, starting

work immediately upon Freuler's arrival.

Craig Hutchinson will soon start on a com-

edy group, the first to be "Radio Rasp-

berry." Alvin J. Neitz is scheduled to make
the "initial Western, "Hell's Valley."

English Talker Planned by
Judea, Jewish Film Maker

Judea Films will slip an English talker

into its schedule, the subject selected being

a crook story which Sidney Golden will di-

rect probably at the Bristol studio in Water-
bury. The company has been making all-

Jewish talkers.

Film Board Aiding Deaf
St. Louis Theatre Fans

St. Louis—Silents have been placed by

the Film Board at the disposal of organiza-

tions interested in persons afficted with

deafness. Meanwhile theatres here rapidly

are installing equipment enabling the deaf

to hear talkers.

'Check' Hits 155%
In Philly; Stage

Shows Big Draw
Philadelphia—Return of stage shows, fol-

lowing the conclusion of the musicians'
strike, jumped the grosses at the Mastbaum,
Fox and Earle, the three houses which nor-
mally feature presentations, though it is

doubtful if the increased grosses made the

week as profitable as the period when the

stage bills were out.

With the Duncan Sisters and an aug-
mented orchestra of 80 pieces, the Mast-
baum hit $40,000, which was two thousand
better than last week, when Moran and
Mack appeared without musical accompani-
ment. The Fox jumped $2,000 with the

Roxy Gang and ballet and the Earle, with
a Warner-Publix stage show, jumped $1,000
"ver the preceding week. None of these in-

creases seems heavy enough to cover the

additional expense of the stage presenta-

tions, though the gradual drop from week
to week in grosses during the strike gave
indications that ultimately the lack of stage

shows would be felt.

The big noise of the week, however, was
"Check and Double Check," which swept
into the Boyd for a gross of $28,000, beat-

ing the excellent record made by "Whoo-
pee" three weeks before. Figure means a

percentage rating of 155%.
Estimated takings:
"THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS" (M-G-M)
MASTBAUM—(4,800) 35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other

attractions: Publix stage show featuring Duncan
Sisters, augmented orchestra of SO pieces, Murray-
Sidney comedy, news. Gross: $40,000. Rating: 100%.

"LILIOM" (Fox)
FOX— (3,000) 35c-50c-75c. 6 days. Other attractions:

K-.xv liang and ballet nn stage, orchestra, news.
Gross: $28,000. Rating: 105%,

"FOLLOW THRU" (Para.)
KEITH'S— (1.800) 35c-50c-75c. 6 days. Other at-

tractions: Paramount comedy, news. Gross: $14,000.

Rating: 95%.
"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (RKO)

l!( >YD— (2,400) 35c-50c-75c. 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Island Empire" (FitzPatrick). "The Gorilla"

(Mickey Mouse), news. Gross: $28,000. Rating: 155%.
"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (O.A.)

ALDINE— (1.500) 50c-S1.50. 6 days. Other attrac-

tiens: "Zampa" (U. A. musical short), Terry-toon
cartoon, news. Gross: $10,000. Rating: 65%.

"BROTHERS" (Col.)

EARLE— (2.000) 25c-65c. 6 days. Other attractions:

Warner-Puhlix stage unit, news. Gross: $19,000.

Rating: 105%.
"DOORWAY TO HELL" (Warners)

ST.WLEY— (3,700) 35c-50c-75c. 6 days. Other at-

tractions: "The Last Yard" (Rockne-Pathe), "Won
by a Neck" (Lloyd Hamilton), news. Gross: $16,000.

Rating:
"DANGER LIGHTS" (RKO)

STANTON—(1,700) 25c 65c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Vitapbone variety, news. Gross: $10,000. Rat-
ing: 100%.

"THE STORM" (Univ.)
KARLTON— (1,000) 40c- 50c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Educational comedy, news. Gross: $4,500.

Rating: 90%.
"ANIMAL CRACKERS" (Para.)

ARCADIA— (600) 50c. 6 days. Other attractions:

Pathe comedy, news. Gross: $5,500. Raring: 110%.

Garmen Gets Avalon
Baltimore—The Avalon theatre, residen-

tial house in the northwestern section of

Baltimore, has just been taken over by

Louis Garmen, who owns the Pimlico in the

same district. He has appointed Louis A.

DeHoff, pioneer film exhibitor of Baltimore.

as manager. The house will reopen shortly

after having had its sound equipment
changed.

Wheeler-Woolsey Remaining
Hollywood—RKO has denied report that

Wheeler and Woolsey are to leave the com-
pany.
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Black Face Boys

Get 31 Grand in

2nd DetroitWeek
Detroit—These two hombres, Amos 'n'

Andy, surely occupy an important place in

the hearts oj Detroit fans, for their "Check

and Double Check" is sailing serenely along,

knocking the props from under local records.

The picture's second week showed that it

has sustained drawing power, enabling the

RKO Downtown to lead the city with a

gross of $31,000. It's going into a third

week. And this at a time when local houses

are crying plenty.

Estimated takings

:

"FOR THE LOVE O' LIL" (Fox)

FOX 15.500). 15c-25c-50c. 7 days. Other attractions:

F. & M. Idea in Blue, Movietone news, comedy.
Gross: $29,000.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (Howard Hughes)

SHURERT-DETROIT-(l,757), 50c-75c-$l-S1.50. 7

days, fifth and final week. Other attractions: None.
Gross: 518,000.

"SANTA FE TRAIL" (Paramount)

FISHER (-',800). 35c-40c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Publbc unit, sound news, comedy. Gross:
$18,000.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (RKO)
RKO DOWNTOWN— (2.750), 25c-50c, 7 days, second

rtci'k. Other attractions: Sound news, comedy. Gross:
$31,000. (To be held for third week.)

"DANCING SWEETIES" (First National)

MADISON'— (1.976). 35c-50c-?5c, 7 days, first week.
Other attractions: Sound news, comedy. Gross:
$12,000.

"BILLY, THE KID" (Metro-Goldwyn)

PARAMOUNT—(3,448), 35c-50c-75c, 7 days, third

week Other attractions: Sound news, comedy. Gross:
$12,000.

"PLAYBOY OF PARIS" (Paramount)

MICHIGAN—(4,100). 35c-50c-75c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Publix unit, sound news, comedy. Gross:
Sir,. 1100.

"ANIMAL CRACKERS" (Paramount)

RIVIERA—(2,800), 15c-25c-50c, 7 days, second run.

Other attractions: Sound news, comedy. Gross:
$13,000.

"SEA GOD" (Paramount)
HOLLYWOOD—(3.436), 10c-25c-50c. 3 days, second

run. Other attractions: Stage show, sound news.
comedy. Gross: $8,500.

"ANIMAL CRACKERS" (Paramount)
HOLLYWOOD—(3,436), 10c-2Sc-50c. 4 days, second

run. Other attractions: Stage show, sound news,
comedy. Gross: $9,000.

"DUBARRY WOMAN OF PASSION" (U. A.)

UNITED ARTISTS^(2.000). 35c-50c-75c. 7 days.
second week. Other attractions: Sound news, com-
-,!>. Sportlight. Gross: $11,000.

Amos 'n' Andy and Fifi Dorsay were the

big noise here last week. In its first three

law at the Downtown, "Check and Double
Check" was seen by around 120,000 people,

more than doubling receipts.

Estimated takings for the week ending

Oct. 30 are:

"LAUGHTER" (Para.)
MICHIGAN— (4,100) 35c.S0c-75c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Puhlix unit. news, comedy. Gross: $28,000.

"THE GORILLA" (F. N.)
STATE — (3.000) 35c-50c-75c. 7 days, first week.

Other attractions: Sportlight. Andy Clyde comedy.
Armi.la short. Gross: $14,000.

"RENEGADES" (Fox)
FOX—(5,500) 15c-25c-50c. 7 days. Other attractions:

F. & M. "Cadet" Idea, Fifi Dorsay, news, comedy.
Gross: $34,000.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (Howard Hughes)
SIIUBERT DETROIT — (1.757) 50c-75c-$l-$l.SO, 7

davs. fifth week. Other attractions: None, Gross:
$14,000.

"EXTRAVAGANCE" (Tiff.)

FISHF.R-(2.800) 35c-40c-75c. 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: Puhlix Unit, comedy, news. Gross: $20,000.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (RKO)
RKO DOWNTOWN -1 2.750) 25c-50c. 7 days. Other

attractions: News, cartoon. Gross: 532.000.

"WHOOPEE" (U. A.)
MADISON— (1.976) 35c-50c-75c, 7 days, fourth week.

Other attractions: Sportlight, news. Gross: $12,000.

"BILLY THE KID" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT— (3.448) 35c-50c-75c. 7 days, second

Charge Accounts?
Cleveland — Requests for charge

accounts are being made by Cleveland
suburban patrons. They want to

attend the theatre, one manager re-

ports, but haven't the cash. Although
thousands are out of work, the im-
pression prevails that the slump is

definitely ended and an upswing is in

prospect.

Omaha Checkup
Shows $26,400

For Taxicab Pair

"Whoopee" 200%,
"A" Twins 160%

In Des Moines
. .

Des .Moines—Business is on the up and
up in Des Moines and two pictures playing
for a week's run made record business for

the year while the Paramount, with two
popular pictures to which it had devoted
the minimum of advertising, did a grand
business, also. "Amos 'n' Andy,'' playing
at the Orpheum for the week, had a line-

up in front of the box-office even on the

rainy nights and the first half of the week
established a record business for this

year, with the last half dropping slightlv

to a total gross of $13,000, or 160%.
"Whoopee'' started off very nicely and
maintained a 200% average for the week
at the Des Moines, the best business of the
year so far, says Manager Bob Gary. "Lil-
iom" showed up much better than "College
Lovers" at the Strand, rating extra good
business on Saturday and Sunday, 120% for

"Liliom" and 100% for "College Lovers."
"Heads L'p" and "Laughter," splitting the

week at the Paramount, each scored 120%.
Estimated takings:

"HEADS UP" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (1.7001 25c-35c60c, 3 days. Other

attractions: News, 3 acts of vaude. Gross: $9,800.
Rating: 120%.

"LAUGHTER" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT—(1,700) 25c-35c-60c, 4 days. Other

attractions: News, stage show. Gross: $S.-10b. Rating:
120%.

"WHOOPEE" (U.A.)
DES MOIN'FS— (1,600) 25c-35c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News "By Appointment" (Para, comedy).
Gross: $16,000. Rating: 200"

-
, .

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (RKO)
ORPHEUM—(2,000) 25-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News. RKO vautle. Knute Rockne Series
(Pathe). Gross: $16,000. Rating: 160%.

"LILIOM" (Fox)
STRAND— (1,100) 20c-30c. 4 days. Other attractions:

News, "Never Strike Your Mother" (Col.). Gross:
$1,800. Rating: 120%.

"COLLEGE LOVERS" (F. N.)
STRAND— (1.100) 20c-30c, 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, "Her Future" (Para.). "Hot and How"
(Educational). Gross: $1,000. Rating: 100%.

week. Other attractions: News, color fashions, com-
edy. Gross: $12,000.

"DU BARRY, WOMAN OF PASSION" (U.A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,070) 35c-50c-75c. 7 days.

second week. Other attractions: Sportlight. Eddie
Buzzell comedy, news. Gross: $10,000.

"FOLLOW THRU" (Para.)
RIVIERA— (2.800) 15c-25c-50c, 7 days, second run.

Other attractions: News, comedy. Gross: $11,000.
"LET'S CO NATIVE" (Para.)

HOLLYWOOD—(3,436) 10c-25c-50c, 4 days, second
run. Other attractions: Stage show, news, comedy.
Gross: $7,500. (Week ending Oct. 25.)

"FOLLOW THRU" (Para.)
HOLLYWOOD—(3,436) I0c-25c-50c. 3 days,

run. Other attractions: Stage show, news, comedy.
Gross: $6,000.

Omaha—The town's biggest dough in

several months went to "Check and Double

Check" which lasted for nine days at the

Orpheum and piled up a total of $26,400,

hitting 165%. The house did five shows
daily with a change of vaudeville at the end

of seven days. The Berkoffs topped the

stage bill, but all the draw was due to

Amos 'n' Andy.
"Her Wedding Night" at the World, in

face of such competition, got a par week
and $11,000. At the Paramount, "The Life

of the Party" grossed $7,650, or 90%.
First half at the State, "The Sea Wolf,"

wa- good for 125% rating on an intake of

$2,812. Last four days, "Eyes of the World"
slipped to 95%, getting $2,375.

Frosty weather has ended the miniature

golf season, though a few of the places are

still hanging on. Night football has re-

placed night baseball but it only comes once

a week.
Estimated takings

:

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (RKO)
ORPHEUM—(3,000) 25c-60c. 9 days. Other attrac-

tions: Four RKO acts, headed by the Berkoffs, Rock-
ne short, news. Gross: $2o.4l)0. Rating: 165%.

"HER WEDDING NIGHT" (Para.)

WORLD— (2,500) 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

Five Publix acts. news. Gross: $11,000. Rating: 100%.

"THE LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)
PARAMOUNT (2,900) 25c-60c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Fishing with Cobb" (Pathe), "Skyscrap-
ing" (Para.), news. Gross: $7,650. Rating: 90%.

"THE SEA WOLF" (F. N.)

STATE— (1.200) 25c-40c. 3 days. Other attractions:

Comedy, novelty, urns Gross: $2,812. Rating: 125%,

"EYES OF THE WORLD" (U. A.)

STATE— (1,200) 25c-40c, 4 days. Other attractions:

Comedy, novelty, news. Gross: $2,375. Rating: 95'

Century Resumes Stage
Shows After Labor Rift

Baltimore—Loew's Century, managed by

A. H. Beuhrig, re-established its stage show
policy with talking pictures, an orchestra

in the pit and on the stage and an organist

this week. "Pastels" was the first Loew-
Capitol theater unit offered.

Differences between the theatre organiza-

tion and the musicians' union of Baltimore

were ironed out with the same terms in

effect as formerly except that there is a

six weeks' cancellation clause now which
can be put in effect but it is understood that

if the theatre wishes to take advantage of

that clause the musicians must be paid a

bonus during the time.

George Wild is again conducting the pit

organization of 17 men as formerly, while

fifteen are engaged in the stage band. All

soloists formerly with the Century have
been re-engaged and some of the musicians

double in the pit and on the stage. The
organist is Al Hornig, formerly at Loew's
Parkway in Baltimore.

Daylight Saving Out
San Francisco—Extensive campaign

against daylight saving waged by amuse-
ment interests resulted in defeat of the
measure in Tuesday's election.

Simon Starts First
Simple Simon Comedies has inaugurated

its production activities at the Audio Cin-

ema Studios in the Bronx. Louis Simon's

first comedy is "Hot Shivers."

Mort Blumenstock is directing Simon in

a vehicle written by William A. Grew and
Rube Welch. Ruth Holden, second lead in

the Chicago company of "June Moon" and
previously in several Broadway productions,

is leading woman Aileen Cook, Walter
Wilson and Peggy Cunard are other leads.
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Gag
Cincinnati—A local newspaper man

with an ingrowing sense of humor of-

fered the MOTION PICTURE NEWS
sleuth an exclusive yarn during the
record-breaking run of "Check and
Double Check."
He confidentially spilled the infor-

mation that the picture had been with-

drawn, and no further showings would
be possible.

With visions of the misguided Ohio
censors again indulging in their favor-

ite indoor sport of "pulling" pictures,

aforesaid sleuth, with his ear to the

ground, reached for his note pad.

"Pepsodent is removing the film,"

was the smart retort from the wise-
cracking journalist.

They'll Swear in

Harmony in New
'What Price Glory'

Detroit—Fox will remake a musicalized

version of "What Price Glory," with Fifi

Dorsay in the role of Charmaine, she has

been informed by long distance call from
the studio.

At the same time, it was stated that it is

doubtful that Victor McLaglen and Ed-
mund Lowe, who were seen in the original

silent version of the production, will be

seen in the same parts in the new picture,

as better singing voices are said to be

wanted.
Fifi Dorsay herself is "Queen Bee" along

Detroit theatre row these days. The "petite

Parisian peril" jumped into town with only

enough time to make her first scheduled ap-

pearance at the Fox during the second an-

niversary show last week, and her popu-
larity is borne out by the fact that the

house played to capacity crowds all week,
thanks to an extra heavy billing the previ-

ous week by the opposition for "Those
Three French Girls."

Open N. Y. Stage Unit
In Houston Metropolitan
Houston—"Moonbeams," the first of the

much-advertised "New York" stage units,

opened at the Metropolitan, Publix deluxe
theatre, with Jimmy Ellard, Houston's fa-

vorite m.c.

A slump in business, due to the lack of

good pictures, according to the management,
is being bolstered by bigger and better stage

units. These units, formerly routed via New
Orleans to Texas, were recast there. Now
they are routed from New York to Dallas,

San Antonio, Houston, and then New Or-
leans, with original casts.

Holiday Helps
Ottawa—All Saints' Day, Nov. 1, was a

general holiday in the Canadian capital and
in all cities of the province, and the theatres

felt the direct benefit, the only counter-at-

tractions being the football games. Another
legal holiday throughout the Dominion is

Monday, Nov. 10, observed as a combina-

tion Thanksgiving and Armistice Day.

Imitation Golf

Folds on Coast;

Mania Vanishes

Hollywood—Premature golf has had its

day—for this year at least. The puny courses

which made tile city's vacant lots a thing

of beauty and a gathering place for pellet

putters are being folded up and moved to

parts unknown. Once again the corner lots

are becoming more sordid and await the

building of a service station or "Eat 'n Your
Car" stand.

Theatre managers have the whole field

to themselves now and if business doesn't

come to them it's not the fault of the golf

pastime.

< Ine golf course built early this year for

about 55,600 was sold at a sheriff's sale the

other day for $210. Other courses around

town are available for the kids to play on
free of charge and those owning a putter

and ball are making use of the opportunity.

Just how the larger courses are going to

fare next year and through the winter is

problematical, with the odds on the red side

of the ledger.

Indoor Golfies Waning,
Albany Official States

Albany—Theatre owners who are won-
dering just how many more indoor mini-

ature golf courses will be built this fall were
encouraged by an address by F. F. Futterer,

director of municipal recreation, who de-

clared that the pee wee variety of golf does

not possess the challenge a game needs to

have to endure. All outdoor golf courses

in Albany are now closed, but each week
sees from one to three new indoor courses

opening.

It is figured that the heating of these in-

door courses will necessarily be an expen-

sive proposition and that many owners who
have not figured on this will be forced to

close their places before the winter is over.

Organists Dropped in
Albany, Troy Theatres

Albany—Organists are no longer em-
employed at any of the motion picture

theatres of Albany or Troy, N. Y. Stage

shows have also been abandoned in Utica.

Steve Boisclair, premier organist of Albany
for several years and who broadcast each

week over WGY, is now said to be in

the Middle West.

The Grand Entry
Hollywood—When the Villa Carlotta,

new Hollywood apartment hotel,

burned—that's where so many movie
stars and folk live—the other evening,
and the fire engines began roaring
and clanging and sirening about the
place, one of the guests in a down-
stairs apartment to which the smoke
hadn't yet penetrated, commented:
"H'm; sounds like another director

coming home."

—

Photoplay.

Weekly Premieres
Hollywood—Good showmanship is

responsible for the success Fred Mil-
ler is achieving at the California In-
ternational Theatre, where only for-

eign version talkers are presented.
One of the features of Miller's

showings are the weekly premieres
which occur every Friday night. Stars
appearing in the foreign versions
make their appearance and other
notables attending are announced over
a radio hookup. Lights and all the
gala attraction of a first night help
to sell the pictures and build up a
steady clientele from among the 120,-

000 foreign speaking people of Los
Angeles.

Colleen Moore on

Stage Competish

In Indianapolis

Indianapolis—The legitimate season start-

ed Oct. 31 at the English theatre with the

presentation of Colleen Moore in her first

stage production, "On the Loose." The first

night drew an almost capacity crowd, al-

though it is believed that the two night stand

would not deduct from the attendance at the

motion picture houses.

In the past the picture business has not

been seriously affected during the stage sea-

son, as the legitimate offerings have been

taken by the theatre-goers as additional en-

tertainment and not as substitutes for the

screen dramas, as might have been expected.

Articles of incorporation for the English

Theatre, Inc., were filed recently. The new
corporation was formed by interests of the

Circle Theatre Co., which purchased the

franchise for the house from the Valentine

Theatre Co. The directors are Leo M. Rap-
paport. Edgar O. Hunter and Herman P.

Lieber. C. Roltare Eggleston, former man-
ager of Keith's theatre, will manage the

house.

Serial Crashes First

Runs at Seattle, Portland
Seattle—For the first time in the history

of a first run picture theatre in this territory

since the advent of talking films, a serial is

to be a part of the program at John Ham-
rick's Blue Mouse, beginning next month.

"The Indians Are Coming" is the serial and
it has been booked by Hamrick for his

Music Box theatre in Portland and his Blue

Mouse in Tacoma.

Cruze Prepares Second
Hollywood—James Cruze's second picture

for Tiffany will be "The Command Per-

formance," which Walter Lang will direct.

Lola Lane is the first player signed for the

cast. Gordon Rigby is directing.

Greta Gets Spy Role

Hollywood—Greta Garbo will start work
on "Mata Hari" as soon as she completes

"Inspiration" for M-G-M.
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Kiddie Shows
As Builders

Of Good Will

Ryllis Hemington, public relations direc-

tor of Fox West Coast theatres, offers an-

other in the series of suggested programs
for Saturdav morning kiddie shows, which
appear regularly in Motion' Picture News.
The new group covers Nov. 22 and 29, both

highly important on the showman's calen-

dar because of the unlimited possibilities of-

fered by Thanksgiving Day and other holi-

day- in the season for the staging of elabor-

ate and colorful programs in neighborhood
theatres.

* * *

Sat., Nov. 22—Suggestion No. 1

MIGUEL JOSE SERRA. KNOWN AS FATHER
JUNIPERO SERRA, BIRTHDAY,
NOV. 24, 17I3-17&4

Spanish missionary to the Indians of Cali-

fornia. Founded the missions of San Diego,

San Gabriel and others

:

(a) Guests of honor:

1. Mission Fathers.

2. Officers of Indian Women's Club.

3. Officers of History and Land-
marks Club.

(b) Display of American and California

flags.

(c) Librarian or representative of History

and Landmarks Club to tell the

story of the establishment of the

missions in California and their in-

fluence on the history of the state.

(d) Geography teacher from public schools

to sketch map and locate important

cities, lakes, rivers, starring loca-

tions of the old California missions.

(e) Representative of local Chamber of

Commerce to tell children of the

importance of their state, its loca-

tion, climate, industries, products

and people.

(f) Invite elementary teachers to display

in theatre foyer the sand-table work
of the children, illustrating Cali-

fornia missions, big trees, orange

groves, mountains and Pacific

Ocean.

<g) Souvenirs: tiny California bear flags.

(h) Close matinee with singing of Cali-

fornia songs
—

"I Love You, Cali-

fornia," and others.

(i) School orchestra or Glee Club to fur-

nish California music.

(j) Encourage children to attend matinee

in Spanish costume.

(k) Doorman in Spanish costume.

PICTURES:

1. "Valley of the Giants'
1 (Red-

wood forests), First Natl., 7 rls.

2. "Ramona," United Artists, 8 rls.

3. "Tide of the Empire" (Calif,

history), M.G.M., 6 rls.

4. "California Mail "(Gold mines),

First Natl., 6 rls.

5. "Rose of the Golden West"
(Calif, history) First Natl.. 7 rls.

6. "Bevond the Sierras" (Calif,

history), M.G.M., 5 rls.

7. "Senor Americano" (Calif, ro-

mance), Univ., 5 rls.

8. "California," M.G.M., 5 rls.

9. "Senorita" (Bebe Daniels), Para.

10. "California Straight Ahead,"
Univ., 6 rls.

11. "The Mojave Kid," R.K.O., 5 rls.

SHORTS:
1. "Lonesome Pines" (Lajolla,

Cal.), 1930 Pathe Review No.
19, 1 rl.

2. "La Paloma" (Mission San Ga-
briel), 1930 Pathe Review, 22.

3. "Goat" (rural California), 1929

Pathe Review No. 24, 1 rl.

4. "Bells" (Riverside, Cal), 1929

Pathe Review No. 33, 1 rl.

* * *

Sat, Nov. 22—Suggestion No. 2

JOHN ALFRED BRASHENI, BIRTHDAY,
NOV. 24, 1540-1920

Astronomer, telescope builder, manufacturer

of scientific instruments. His instruments of

precision made possible many important dis-

coveries in physics and astronomy.

(a) Guests of honor:

1. Representatives of Weather Bu-
reau.

2. Local astronomers.

3. Teachers of astronomy.

(b) If possible, secure a telescope for

mounting in front of theatre.

(c) Cooperate with local merchant for

window display of astronomical in-

struments—telescopes, glasses, etc.

(d) Representative from Weather Bureau
or Chamber of Commerce to ex-

plain the value of the knowledge
gained through the use of astron-

omical instruments, regarding

weather, climate, tides, etc. Explain

effect of weather conditions on air-

plane flying and ocean travel.

(e) Display of weather charts, barometers,

thermometers and their use ex-

plained.

Sat. Matinees

For Youngsters

Boost Business

SHORTS:
1. "The Tide Rises" (scenic nov-

elty), Para., 1 rl.

2. '"Way Up There," 1930 Pathe

Review No. 10, 1 rl.

Sat., Nov. 22—Suggestion No. 3

ANDREW CARNEGIE, BIRTHDAY,
NOV. 25, 1835-1919

Manufacturer, capitalist, philanthropist; ben-

efactor of libraries, creator of endowments for

international peace, institutions for research,

etc.

(a) Guests of honor: Representatives from
library.

(b) Librarian to tell of Andrew Carne-

gie's philanthropic activities re-

garding the establishment of free

libraries, also his contributions to-

ward international peace.

(c) Compare the present day library fa-

cilities to limited privileges of the

past.

(d) Librarian to distribute lists of books

interesting to children.

(e) Cooperate with elementary teachers to

present children in a playlet where
each child represents a book char-

acter.

(f) Attendance prize: Suitable small book.
* * *

Sat., Nov. 22—Suggestion No. 4

THE FIRST STREET RAILWAY IN AMERICA
BEGAN OPERATION. NOV. 26, 1832

It was pulled by one horse and ran from the

City Hall in New York to Fourteenth Street,

a distance of about a mile and three-quarters.

(a) Guests of honor: Representatives from

the street railway companies.

(b) Representative of street railway com-
pany to tell story of street railway

progress and development, illus-

trating with pictures the various

models of cars.

(c) If possible have representative of

street car factory explain the build-

ing of street cars.

(d) Representative of street railway to

explain to the children the public

safety obligation of street railways.
PICTURE:

1. "The Iron Horse" (First rail-

road), Fox, 10 rls.

* * #

Sat., Nov. 22—Suggestion No. 5

THANKSGIVING DAY (NOV. 27)

The last Thursday in November.
"Of all the holidays observed in this country

there is none so distinctively American as

Thanksgiving. It is a legacy of the Pilgrims,

cherished because of the romance and tradi-

tions that surround it.

"But days of thanksgiving for special occa-

sions have been common in all Christian coun-

tries in all ages. A number of such celebra-

tions have been held in England, one of which
was for the defeat of the Spanish Armada in

1588. The inhabitants of Leyden, Holland for

many years observed October 3rd as a day of

thanksgiving in memory of the deliverance of

that city from the Spaniards in 1574. This

was a popular festival among the Dutch during

the ten years the Pilgrims lived in Holland

and may have suggested to them the thanksgiv-

ing celebrations which were afterward held at

Plymouth.

"The origin of the day we now celebrate

must be attributed to Gov. Bradford of Ply-

mouth. In November, 1620, the Pilgrims

landed on the desolate coast of New England

and passed the following winter with great

suffering and privation. In the spring seed

was sown and its growth was watched with

great anxiety for on the result depended the

lives of the colonies. When the grain was cut

and the harvest was found to be abundant,

there was great rejoicing and the Governor

proclaimed a day of thanksgiving. He sent out

four men in search of game and they soon re-

turned with a large number of wild fowl, most

of which were turkeys. It is doubtless due to

this incident that the turkey has always been

considered a necessary feature of Thanksgiving

feasts. This festival lasted nearly a week and

a large party of friendly Indians, including the

Chief Massasoit, shared in the festivities. . . .

"In the summer of 1623 the little colony was

again facing starvation. A drought, which be-

gan in May, almost destroyed the crops. About

the middle of July the Governor appointed a

day of fasting and prayer. Soon after this the

weather changed. . . . About the same time

Captain Miles Standish returned from a voyage

which he had taken to secure provisions and

brought with him not only food but also news

that a ship which was expected from Holland

had been sighted. In acknowledgment of these

blessings a day of Thanksgiving was appointed

and held on July 30, 1623.

"It is probable that both these celebrations

had their influence in forming our present

Thanksgiving day. The Pilgrims appointed

similar days of Thanksgiving on various occa-

(Conlinucd on next page)
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Thanksgiving

Holiday Offers

Showman Angles

(Continued from preceeding page)

sions but it does not appear that the celebra-

tion was regularly observed.

"On October 3, 1789, Washington issued a

proclamation appointing Thursday, November

26, 1789 as a day of general Thanksgiving.

This was the first Thanksgiving proclamation

issued by a United States president and may
be considered the first national Thanksgiving

Day.

"For a little while the holiday was observed

faithfully but somehow a break occurred and

one by one the states began to observe the day

at different times . . . but all of observances

were in November.

"In 1864, President Lincoln issued a proc-

lamation appointing the fourth Thursday in

November, with a view of having the day ob-

served every year thereafter. The very next

year, however, the assassination of Lincoln

almost caused a suspension of this rule but

President Johnson was prevailed upon to ap-

point the last Thursday in November as

Thanksgiving and since then each President

has followed his custom. On receiving the

President's proclamation, the governors of the

several states issue a proclamation of their

own naming the same day. Thanksgiving Day
is now observed everywhere throughout the

United States and is kept as a legal holiday in

almost every state and territory.

"The adoption of the last Thursday in No-
vember as a uniform date for the observance of

Thanksgiving was doubtless due to the efforts

of Mrs. Sarah J. Hale, author of the last cen-

tury. About 1840 she began agitating for a

more general observance of the day and the

selection of a definite time so that the celebra-

tion might have a more national character.

Year after year she wrote to the governors of

the states asking them to appoint the last

Thursday in November. The idea met with

general approval and this finally led to the

adoption of the present method of fixing the

date."

(a) Guests of honor:

1. Daughters of American Colonists.

2. Colonial Dames.
(b) Story teller from library to use fore-

going material in a form interest-

ing to children, emphasizing the

origin and reason for celebration.

(c) History teacher to tell Abraham Lin-

coln's part in setting a definite

day for Thanksgiving celebration.

<d) Lobby might be decorated in autumn
grains, vegetables, fruits or flowers,

horn of plenty.

(e) Singing of Thanksgiving songs, led

by local music teacher.

({) Dancing teacher to present pupils in

autumn costumes.

(g) Encourage children to bring vege-

tables or canned foods for distribu-

tion among needy families, also

outgrown clothing, to be given to

charity organizations.

SHORTS:
1. "Bring Home the Turkey"

(Gang comedy), Pathe, 2 rls.

2. "Cold Turkey" (cartoon), Univ.

3. "The Pilgrims" (Chronicles of

Motion Picture New s

American Series), Pathe, 3 rls.

4. "The Puritans" (Chronicles of

America Series), Pathe, 3 rls.

5. "Just Passin' Through" (Will

Rogers), Pathe, 2 rls.

6. "Courtship of Miles Sandwich"

(Burlesque on Thanksgiving

celebration), Pathe, 2 rls.

* * *

Sat., Nov. 29—Suggestion No. I

LOUISA MAY ALCOTT. BIRTHDAY,
NOV. 29, 1832-1888

Story writer, author of "Little Men" and

"Little Women."

(a) Guests of honor :

1. Local Writer Club.

2. Story tellers from library.

(b) Teacher of literature or school librar-

ian to relate to children the inter-

esting life of Louisa May Alcott

and her sisters.

(c) Teachers of intermediate grades to

cooperate with librarian in present-

ing group of children in characters

from Miss Alcott's books.

(d) Attendance prize: Small copy of one

of Miss Alcott's books,

a child.

(e) Dancing teacher to present children

in costume and dance of the period.

(f) Arrange with local book store for

window display of Miss Alcott's

books announcing Junior Matinee

celebration.
PICTURES:

1. "Janice Meredith," M.G.M., 7 rls.

2. "Quality Street" (colonial),

M.G.M., 7 rls.

* * *

Sat., Nov. 29—Suggestion No. 2

CYRUS WEST FIELD, BIRTHDAY,
NOV. 30, 1819-1892

Financier, projector of the Atlantic cable.

(a) Guests of honor: Representative from
local telegraph and telephone com-
pany.

(b) Representative from telegraph com-
pany or Chamber of Commerce to

tell children of the many attempts

and final success of the laying of

the Atlantic cable and its interna-

tional values, stressing the time

saved as compared with the old

way of carrying messages by ship.

(c) Representative from electrical power
company to explain use of cables

and development and practical

use of electricity in its various

forms.

(d) Display of American and English

flags.

(e) Singing of American and English

songs.

PICTURES:
1. "Across the Atlantic" (Monte

Blue), Warner, 7 rls.

2. "Overland Telegraph," M.G.M.
3. "The Glorious Trail" (First

telegraph), First Natl., 6 rls.

SHORTS:
1. "Voice of the Sea" (song

sketch), Pathe, 1 rl.

2. "Braving the Wolf Rock Light"

(Britain's Rocky Coast), 1929

Pathe Review No. 32, 1 rl.

* * *

Sat, Nov. 29—Suggestion No. 3

SAMUEL LANCHORNE CLEMENS (MARK
TWAIN), BIRTHDAY, NOV. 39, 1835-1910

Author, humorist.

(a) Guests of honor:

1. Members of Writers Club.

2. Writers of humor columns of

newspapers.

November 8 , 1930

Suggested Bills

Aid in Picking

Proper Subjects

(b) Librarian to tell story of life of Mark
Twain and his writings for young
people.

(c) Tie in with book store for display of

Mark Twain's writings with card

telling of celebration of Mark
Twain's birthday at Junior Matinee.

(d) Invite teacher of dramatics to have

group of children in costume to

represent characters (from Mark
Twain's writings) in skit or pan-

tomime.

(e) Attendance prize : Small copy of

"Huckleberry Finn," "Tom Saw-
ver" or "Connecticut Yankee."

PICTURE:
1. "Connecticut Yankee," Fox, 7 rls.

Stage Shows in Glendale; .

House in Red for 2 Years
Glendale, Cal.—Fox West Coast is put-

ting stage shows back in the Alexander after

an absence of two years. The theatre has
been playing pictures day and date with Los
Angeles with only 21 days' protection and
Hollywood fifteen minutes away.
The house has been in the red for two

years and the new policy is probably figured

by Oscar Oldknow as a way to compete with

downtown theatres. There are two other

first runs here, three second runs and one

other. Plenty of competition for a suburban

town.

Holdover Suit Against
"Doc" Gallup Settled

Marquette, Mich.—Infringement of copy-

right action brought against the Delft The-
atre Co. by Pathe and Universal has been
settled in favor of the exchanges. It is

reported that several other cases of infringe-

ment and bicycling of films against Wiscon-
sin and upper Michigan exhibitors have
been filed. The Delft firm is headed by H.
C. (Doc) Gallup.

On Zoning Committee
Milwaukee—Arthur Schmitz, local RKO

manager, has been named to the permanent
zoning committee to succeed Thomas Green-
wood, former Pathe manager, who has been
transferred to Chicago. Jack O'Toole, Tif-

fany, and Charles W. Trampe, Mid-West
Distributing Co., are the other two exchange
managers on the committee.

Irving in "Resurrection"
Hollywood—George Irving is the latest

member to be added to the cast of "Resur-
rection" which Universal is making with
John Boles and Lupe Velez in the starring
roles. Edwin Carewe is handling the mega-
phone.

Signs Merna Kennedg
Hollywood—Merna Kennedy has been

signed for "The Midnight Special," fourth
Chesterfield talker, being directed by Duke
Worne.
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Stop Us If Were Wrong

MAYBE there is nothing significant in the

fact, but Gaston Glass, who recently ap-

peared in James Cruze's "She Got What She
Wanted," has announced his intention to wed a

Russian dancer -\nd Bradley King.
scenarist, has said "I Do" to George H. Boyd,
Los Angeles contractor, the nuptials having
been performed last night.

* * *

Adolphe Menjou appeared in court in New
York this week to answer a $10,000 breach of
contract suit, brought by John J. McKeon, his

former manager. . . . The case was post-

poned until next week. . . . Al Blojson is

starting out with a bang as New York manager
for Tiffany. . . . He's been on the job only a

week and already has set "Extravagance" at the

Beacon.
* * *

Joe E. Brown is returning to Hollywood by
boat via the Panama Canal, after making per-

sonal appearances in New York. . . . Walter
Meyers, who handles the booking of Warner
acts, is that way over Miss Marjorie Hartman,
daughter of Samuel I. Hartman, and there'll be
wedding bells soon. . . . Albert Howson in-

stilled pep into some 200 Warner theatre man-
agers in the Pennsylvania region, selling them
on the exploitation possibilities of the new
product.

* * *

E. J. O'Leary, Pathe sales chief, is busy
setting new product in Loew's Greater New
York houses. . . . Circuit theatres playing
Pathe News have renewed for next year.
. . . Charles Ruggles is back at work al the
New York Paramount studios, after a
series of personal appearances. . . . Law-
rence Tibbett expresses amusement over
the reported rift between him and the
missus, branding- it so much hooey.

* * *

Otis Skinner, star of "Kismet," the First Na-
tiunal and Vitaphone screen version of his most
famous stage play, and Sidney Blackmer, fea-

tured in the picture, were present at the pre-
miere Thursday night at the Hollywood, New
York. . . . Helene Darly. French star, has
gone to Hollywood to make foreign language
talkers for Vitaphone. . . . Charley Einfeld,

First National advertising and publicity impres-
sario, can be found at every Columbia football

game, lustily cheering his alma mater.
* * *

The Amos 'n' Andy opener was attended
by filmdom's blue book entries. John E.
Otterson of "Erpi," who isn't seen much in

film circles, was among those present. And
in a theatre wired with RCA Photophone
at that. . . . Guy Morgan, U. A. repre-
sentative in South America, is beaming on
Broadway again, after spending several
years in the land of revolutions. . . . Here
only for a short stay.

* * *

The Nezvsreel theatre is letting its presenta-
tion do ivhatever celebrating there is to be

done, while observing its anniversary this week.
. . . A year ago a lot of weisenheimers said
the idea was a crazy one.

* * *

Alfred T. Mannon, Coast representative of
the Van Beuren Corp., is in New York for

conferences with President Amedee J. Van
Beuren. . . . Another in from the Coast is

W. H. Kemple of Triangle, whose company
recently reissued "The Birth of a Nation" with
sound effects. . . . He intends to remain sev-
eral weeks. . . . Incidentally, D. W. Griffith

still has a cut on the profits, his take running
about 22 per cent.

As They Say
"Deed hi see a muvvink peecture

lest night!"
"Hmmmm-ummmmm!"
"Vot vas?"
"De Dun Petrul."
"Polissmen wid recketeers, yas?"
"No. Hevvyaters wid herrplans."
"Vas good?"
"Movvelus. Must hev custing meel-

uns fun dollars."
"Dots remindink me, hi'm goink in

the pun bizzness. I just cum from
uppenink my new pun-shop."

"Veil. Good lock to you. As the
hevyaters say, 'heppy lendingsV—Judge.

WHOSE shoe trees did Vic Shapiro borrow
to break in those new golf shoes of his?

There's one Hollywood doesn't know. . . .

"Lep" Friedman hasn't been West for seven
years. Says he's going soon and maybe by
aeroplane—maybe.

* * *

An old timers' meeting at the Empce Club :

Bruce Johnson. Bill Morgan and Jaydee Wil-
liams with Charlie Wilcox making a foursome?
around the luncheon table,

* * *

E. V. Richards blew into New York this
week from New Orleans. The gang in town
hasn't seen much of him since his long
siege of illness. "Rich" says he's O. K. now.
So much so. his family even permits him
to scan trade papers under the guise of
light summer reading.

* * *

Jack Pegler and Barrett McCormick, as

.

plenipotentiaries de luxe for Lord & Thomas
and Logan, threw a dinner et al for Hy Daab
prior to the opening of the Mayfair theatre.

Took pictures and everything.
* * *

Truman H. Talley, veteran Fox executive,
is receiving congratulations on the effectiveness

of the new German edition of Fox Movietone
Nezvs. . . . Loew-M-G-M's nezv group insur-

ance plan surely is proving popular with cm-
plo yes,

* * *

This guy Jim Morrison, Fox Denver man-
ager, already is anticipating winning the
Fox anniversary drive in January. . . . Jim
and his Cowboys have copped the last four
special drives and usually get what they
go after. . . . Bill Howard certainly pulled
a pleasant surprise in his direction of
"Scotland Yard." Bill has a way of turning
out showman's pictures. . . . You see, he
used to peddle film in the old days, so he
has an in that few directors can boast. . . .

To prove it. Fox has just given him a nice
new contract.

* * *

Wonder how some of the four figure (not
finger) execs figure they can pound pep into
their help by making the underlings take a cut.

. . . It's a cinch such moves cost more than
they save.

* * *

S. L. (Roxy) Rothafcl is due hack in Nezv
York from Europe in December, and the in-

side story still is that he will join RCA soon
after. . . . Meanzvhile, Harry C. Arthur and
Mike Marco are running the big house, Marco
handling the stage end.

DAVE BADER, who never believes in wast-
ing time, sends one of his "and company"

letters to dote on the California climate. . . .

Dave rarely stays in one place long enough to

get sold on it. . . . He surely missed some-
thing when he wasn't on hand for the Universal
party. . . . Maybe Phil Reisman isn't solid

with the LTniversal gang, as their welcome to
him showed.

* * *

Whoever was responsible for the trip to Ha-
vana gag deserves a world of credit for show-
manship 4nd trust Frank Mastroly to

cop the round-trip ticket to the Cidwn metropo-
lis. . . . Now, if lie can sell the company an
idea, he'll get a trip, too, for naturally the
missus rated the tickets.

* * *

Sam Jacobson, who is doing such a whale
of a job with the Universal newsreel, cer-
tainly was all eyes when the chorus gang
was hoofing. . . . And Jack (Consolidated)
Goetz offered a story that was nobody's
business. ... He and Ralph Poucher, also
of Consolidated, helped hold the fort.

* * *

'S funny, but it seemed like there were more
people from other companies than there were
Universalites at the party. . . . Columbia
certainly had plenty of representation, with
General Sales Manager Joe Goldberg showing
some fancy steps. . . . Another ringer was
Oscar (Tiffany) Hanson, who spent the eve-
ning selling Fred McConnell an idea.

* * *

Uncle Carl Laemmle didn't forget to send a
telegram from the Coast to wish all and sundry
a good time 4nd that zvas a swell pres-
ent the gang gave Herman Stern, president of
the club.

* * *

Paul Gulick certainly was in his element,
and had many a good laugh during the
show. . . . And the acrobatic act that was
staged would bring down any house. . . .

The hand that the Riley kids got made one
wonder if it was a Universal party, after
all.

* * *

Hurray for this gentleman of the cloth. . . .

Dr. A. B. Beresford, pastor of the Mohawk
Presbyterian Church in Cincinnati, says that

the talker "is the greatest single educational
agency that has come into the keeping of man
during the last four centuries ; nothing can
compare with it since Gutenberg printed the

Bible." . . . Give him a hand, boys.

* * *

Joe Reilley. former bluecoat and nozv police

chief at the Fox studio in Hollywood, has been
Nezv Yorklng. Joe's been a Hollyzvoodite for
about tzvo years and nozv says the big burg is

the hunk.
* * *

Jimmy Grainger is adding to his collec-

tion of blue ribbon dogs. The official fam-
ily now consists of two, but there'll be a
couple more almost any minute now.

* * *

Numa, the Hon that injected thrills into hun-
dreds of pictures, is dead in Hollywood. . . .

He is said to have earned $75,000 for his owner,
Charles Gay.

* * *

Constance Bennett's new picture, "Sin
Takes a Holiday," is to go into the New
Vork Rivoli for a run. . . . Tom Holden,
cashier of Pathe's Cincy branch, has just
been awarded the 15-year service pin by
C. J. Scollard, executive vice-president.
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Opinions on Pictures

Kismet
(First National)

It All Depends
(Reviewed by Red hann i

HARD to spot "Kismet." If you approach
it from the angle of that it is "different,"

it will click. Certainly the picture has consid-

erable merit, revolving almost entirely around
the magnetism and the skilled performance of

Otis Skinner, who starred in the stage version

and who also appeared in a silent version of

the picture some years ago for Robertson-Cole.
The dialogue is steeped in poetic "thees" and

"thous." Whether the fast-moving present gen-

eration will go for it remains to be seen. The
picture is in costume, often effective in page-

antry and splendid in production values. Like-
wise, it is theatrical and occasionally unwieldy,

but through it all Skinner's performance is

unquestionably the beacon light.

It may be that the type of audience that goes

for pictures like those which George Arliss

has made for the Warners may be counted up-

on to patronize "Kismet," but decision along

those lines is one that must be reached by the

individual showman, familiar as lie is with the

gang that patronizes his theatre or theatres.

While Skinner dominates the picture in every

wise, the cast which has been assembled for

his support is way under par. Loretta Young
has practically nothing to do as Marsinah.

Sidney Blackmer, as the Wazir Mansur, plays

the heavy in the good old-fashioned way, which
means he inclines to overacting. David Man-
ners, as the caliph, elicits no cheers and, as

far as Mary Duncan is concerned, you get the

impression the director must have been looking

more at the display of figure which her ab-

breviated costume reveals than her histrionics.

Edmund Breese, as Jawan, has little to do. but

that little is excellent. As a matter of fact,

he rates second to Skinner.

The yarn transpires in one day and revolves

around the rascality of Hajj, beggar and thief.

Briefly, he steals robes from the bazaars,
_
is

arrested and brought before the chief of police

who promises to spare his arm if Hajj will

murder the caliph. The crime is planned to

save the chief of police from being branded

an absconder.
Hajj promises and, posing as a Moorish

magician, is brought before the caliph who
wards off the blow via a coat of mail he hap-

pens to be wearing at the time. The beggar

is imprisoned, but escapes. Elsewhere, his

daughter, Marsinah, is being prepared for en-

trance into the chief of police's harem. Hajj

kills the villain, is again nabbed by the caliph's

guards and banished as the daughter learns the

simple gardener with whom she had fallen in

love is really the ruler of Baddad.

Operatic number will lend proper dignity as

supporting short.
Produced and distributed by First National. From

plaj by Edward Knoblock. Directed by John Francis

Dillnn. Adaptation and dialogue by Howard Esta-

brook. Edited by Al Hall. Photographed by John
Seitz. Length. 8,253 feet. Running time, 92 mins.

Release date, Jan. IS.

THE CAST
Hajj Otis Skinner

Marsinah Loretta Young
Caliph Abdallah David Manners
Wazir Mansur Sidney Blackmer
Zeleekha Mary Duncan
Jailer Montagu Love
Amru Ford Sterling

The Guide Nazir Theodore von Eltz

Tmam Mahmud John St. Polls

Jawan Edmund Breese

Suspense
(British International Pictures)

A Powerful War Drama
(Reviewed by J. P. Cunningham)

A HIGHLY intelligent and powerfully grip-

ping dramatization of Patrick MacGill's

war story has found its way from the studios

of England, where only too seldom does a

talker emanate with such splendid production
qualities, mechanically and otherwise, as are
found in "Suspense."
American distributors will certainly have

plenty to worry about in foreign-market com-
petition if British producers continue the high
production mark which is reached in this one.

From the angle of American exhibitors and
their box-offices, there looms but a single hitch

to prevent substantial grosses, and that rests in

its war-story classification. Not that the dra-
matization is unauthentic, or unconvincing, but
because predecessors in the field have nicked
the edge on this type of material. Audience re-
action usually handicaps those which bring up
the rear in cycles. However, whether or not

this situation develops with "Suspense" remains
to be seen. The picture certainly deserves as
much of a play as has been accorded previous
war dramas, on the basis of comparative pro-
duction values. By selling in true showman-
ship style, a national distributor might easily

displace the handicap.

For stark drama, it is a pip. You are made
to feel, way down in the depths of your boots,

the same nerve-racking tenseness which gripped
the heart-strings of most participants in that

great struggle. We wager the most en-

thusiastic advocate of war will more than once
consider conversion to pacifism when he feels

the depressing reaction to the miserable and
mind-wrecking phases of life in a mud-filled

dugout.
Entirely a man's picture, for it is practical-

ly without the slightest trace of feminism, in

cast or in action, a more truthful portrayal of

the horrors of war has yet to be filmed. From
the moment of the first shot, down to finis,

there can be easily observed an unquestionable

touch of realness. Sound contributes plenty in

this respect, faithfully recording the whizzing
of shells and the slush of mud.

This is the rainy, muddy side of war. more
convincing, and surely more truthful than the

flowery tints with which many have painted it.

"Suspense" does prove that "war IS hell."

Direction is superb, and, aided by splendid

portrayals by the entire cast, intelligent camera
angles and almost perfect sound, you can prac-

tically rest assured that an indelible impression

will be made on the minds of theatregoers who
appreciate good screen drama. Not a little of

that popular brand of dry English humor
trickles Hghtly through all of this sordidness

?.nd does much to lighten the spirits of ob-

servers.

A real showmanship campaign is needed to

put over this one. Tie-up with American Le-
gions and other associations.

Lighten your bill with slapstick comedies and
cartoons.

Produced at Elstree studio, London, by British
International Pictures, Ltd. Directed by Walter
Summers. Photography by T. Sparkhul and Hal
Young-. Edited by Walter Sokvis and Emile de Reulle.

THE CAST
Sergeant McGlusky Cyril McLaglen
Captain Wilson Jack Raine
Corporal Brown Syd Crossley
Private Pettigrew Mickey Brant ford
Private Brett (Alleluia) Percy Parsons
"Scruffy" D. Hay Petrie

Private Lomax Fred Groves

Headin' North
(Tiffanv)

Unusual Western
( Rez'iezved hv Charles F. Hynes)

A LOT of comedy and some unusual twists

make this western stand out. It contains
an abundance of laughs and goes far from the
beaten track of western pictures.

In this, Bob Steele is out to expose the
crooked gambler who had made his father 20
wrong. He teams tin with a rancher who be-
comes his pal after a fight. In escaping from
the law. the two are forced to pose as English
actors. A lot of fun results when the pair do

their stuff as limey performers. Some of the
saloon scenes are a treat, particularly when
the hardboiled girl does her stuff as a cabaret
entertainer.

Bob Steele is an outstanding attraction, and
in this he troups well. He is a good song
and dance man in addition to his riding ability,

and comes through okay in this.

It's a different kind of western, loaded with
laughs, with the hero called uoon to fake an
actor's role in order to escape from the sheriff.

With his pal, Bob puts on a vaudeville turn,
which is a riot of comedy.
No review of this picture would be com-

plete without due emphasis placed on the fine

photography which characterizes it. Some of
the shots are exceptional for their beauty and
effectiveness.

Direction by J. P. McCarthy is very good,
with all possibilities of the story having been
taken advantage of. However, Steele is handi-
capped considerably bv a mediocre supporting
cast, no member of which stands out.

This picture will appeal strongly to western
fans. It will get bv nicely as a better-than-
average program picture. Steele is adding con-
siderably to his popularity and this picture
should help the work along.
Comedy and musicals needed.
Produced and distributed by Tirfany. Directed by

J. P. McCarthy. Story and adaptation by J. P. Mc-
Carthy. Edited by Fred Allen. Length, 4,950 feet.

Running time, 55 minutes. Release date, Nov. 1, 1930.

THE CAST
Bob Steele, Barbara Luddy, Perry Murdock, Wal-

ter Shumway, Eddie Dunn, Fred Burns, Gordon de
Main, Harry Allen, Gunnis Davis, S. S. Simon, Jack
Henderson and Jim Welsh.

The Flame of Love
(British International Pictures)

Just Fair
{Reviewed by Robert Hage)

ANNA MAY WONG hardly rates stardom
and in this picture she is not so hot.

She has the role of a Chinese dancer, in love
with the adjutant of a grand duke of im-
perial Russia. Although she exudes consider-

able sex appeal, her characterization leaves

plenty to be desired. The picture lacks a hanny
ending, and, while perfectly logical, the climax
in all probability will be detrimental.

Outstanding in the production is the per-

formance of George Schnell as the grand duke.

He is an accomplished actor who lends color

and vigor to the role of the pseudo-villain.

Although the part lacks conviction, Schnell

makes it real and powerful.
Anna May Wong gives a good performance,

but the part assigned her isn't so favorable.

There is nothing in it to warrant special atten-

tion, although she enacts her role well.

The story is of an adjutant to a Russian
grand duke, who falls in love with a Chinese
dancer. The fraud duke falls for the dancer
and orders her to attend a supper party with
him. In the course of the evening he makes
unwelcome advances and is shot by the girl's

brother. The latter is sentenced to die, but is

saved when the ^irl offers to sacrifice herself.

The grand duke, however, permits her to make
a getaway, on her promise to renounce the

adjutant forever.

Some of the scenes and dialogue are a bit

risque. John Longden, the adjutant, resembles

Frank Fay somewhat, and is not particularly

keen in his part. The rest in the cast are satis-

factory.

Comedy and musicals needed.

Produced and distributed by British International

Pictures. Directed by Richard Eichberg. Scenario
and dialogue by Moncton HofFe. Length, 6,600 feet.

Running time, 74 minutes. Release date, Oct. 30. 1930.

THE CAST
Hai Tang Anna May Wong
Lieutenant Boris John Longden
Grand Duke George Schnell

Colonel Moravjev Percy Standing
Yvette Mona Goya
Wang llu J. Leyon
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Oh, For a Man
(Fox)

Full of Giggles

i Reviewed by Red Kami)

A LOAD of laughs in this. Which makes
it well worth a boost. "Oh, For a Man"

is not big, but is amusing and sexy in a manner
which can prove offensive to nobody.
The story, in brief, concerns the foibles of a

grand opera star who falls for a burglar, makes
him, marries him and the situations which de-

velop between them before the final and in-

evitable happy fade-out.

The story had an idea, even if slightly far-

fetched, but the charm which Hamilton Mac-
Kadden injected into his direction and his al-

ways deft touch in guiding the characters

through their paces more than surmounts the

fundamental stretching of coherence which
marks the story's conception.

In other words, it's a bit difficult to figure

that normally an opera star, feted by the world
as Jeannette MacDonald is in the picture, either

could or would so for a second-story man even
if he happens to be as prepossessing in looks

as Reginald Denny. On the other hand, audi-

ences undoubtedly won't concern themselves

with that.

Here you have Miss MacDonald, tempera-
mental and impetuous, declaring the life of

a grand dame of the opera is the bunk. You
know right along, of course, that she doesn't

mean a word of it and that the last decision she
might be expected to make would be to ditch

her career. Into her room one night comes
Denny who is the Barney McGann of the opus.
She falls for him. He thinks he has possi-

bilities as a singer and the singer decides to

give him a chance.

She uses her wiles and her prestige with
her impresario to get him a contact. Then in

comes her teacher to whip the impossible into

line. Of course, it's no go. Denny exhibits

more of a bellow than a voice and that's that.

He's about to wash up on his venture in the

realms of opera, when MacDonald confesses

she loves him.
He decides to marry her and off to Italv

they go. The singer offers him a villa in the

mountains overlooking a lovely lake. He's
thinking of Third Avenue and the pals he used
to know. The situation develops inevitably as

you expect it must. Eventually, Denny has
enough, leaves for New York, while Miss
MacDonald sees suicide, the convent or her
public as alternatives to placate her great sor-

n w.

So back to the opera she goes, has an aus-
picious opening once again to be visited that

night by her husband via the porch route. He
lavs her out cold tor a bad third act; she tells

him it was because her heart wasn't in the

performance and asks him to stay for a little

bit anyway. He does—for longer than that

—

as the picture fades out. The ending is a bit

weak and not un to the excellence of that

which precedes it.

Miss MacDonald exhibits a versatility that

has not appeared in her earlier work. She
gives an extremely good performance. Denny,
too, comes through in splendid style as the

Irish husband. Alison Skipworth, as Laura
the maid, is extremely good. Ditto for the
rest of the cast.

Cartoons suggested with this.

Produced and distributed by Fox. From "Stolen
Thunder," Saturday Evening Post story by Mary
F. Watkins. Directed by Hamilton MacFadden.
Seen arm by Philip Klein. Dialogue by Lynn Star-
ling. EditC I by At De- GaetaRO. Photographed by
Charles Clarke. Length, 7.800 feet. Running time,
87 minutes. Release date, Dec. 14.

THE CAST
Carlotta Man son Jeannette MacDonald
Barney McGann Reginald Denny
"Pug" Morini Warren Hymer

"Totsy" Franklin Marjorie White
Laura Alison Skipworth
Peck Albert Conti
Frescatti Bela Lugosi
Costello Andre Cheron
Kerry Stokes William Davidson

Conspiracy
(Radio)

Mystery Stuff Entertains
(Reviewed by Bill Crouch)

A NOVEL story adapted from the stage play,

plus some excellent acting by Ned Sparks
makes this talker rather entertaining. The piece

is rather crudely put together and would have
been much better with more attention given to

details and softening of the more dramatic
moments.
The story revolves around Bessie Love's en-

deavor to protect her brother, the district at-

torney, from a band of dope peddlers. In order

to protect herself she is forced to kill the head
of the narcotic ring, and when Sparks, an ec-

centric writer and amateur detective, writes the

story of the murder as it appears to him, Miss
Love is disclosed as the murderess. However,
Hugh Trevor as the truth-seeking reporter

saves her from being tried for the murder and
she is exonerated.

The part of the cantankerous writer is very
well played by Sparks and it is his work that

carries the piece over many rough spots in the

story. A love interest between Miss Love and
Trevor is woven into the yarn and given relief

to the heavier moments. There are many plots

and counterplots in the talker and at times the

story becomes very confusing. Christy Cabanne
directed and, in several instances, failed to get

the most out of some of the dramatic situa-

tions.

Smaller roles are capably played by Ivan

Lebedeff, Rita La Roy and Otto Matieson.

Trevor is especially good as the reporter and

Miss Love does fair in a part not especially

suited to her talents.

Use strong comedy support here.

Produced and distributed by RKO. Directed by
Christ v Cabanne. Story by Robert Bake-" and John
Emerson. Continuity by Beulah Marie Dix. Edited

bv Artie Roberts and Sam White. Photographed by
Nick Musvaco. Length. 6.480 feet. Running time, 72

minutes. Release date, August 5th.

THE CAST
Margaret Holt Bessie Love
Winthrop Clavering Ned Sparks
John Howell Hugh Trevor
Nita Strong Rita LaRoy
Butch Miller Ivan Lebedeff
Martha Gertrude Howard
Tame- Morton ( "'" Matiesen
Weinberg Walter Long
I !-wne Jane Keckley

i ,,! WcLeod Donald Mackenzie
Mark Hull George Irving

Victor Holt Bert Moorhouse

The Third Alarm
(Tiffany)

Sure-Fire Hoke
{Reviewed bv Charles F. Ilyncs)

IN silent form, "The Third Alarm" was one

of the biggest money-makers turned out by
FBO. The talker version should be a money-
maker, as well, because it is loaded with exploi-

tation angles. It's not outstanding as a produc-
tion, but the sure-fire hoke is there, so it will

please pretty generally.

Emory Johnson has wisely steered clear of

the original story, so that, except for the title,

this is in no sense a remake, a point which
should be stressed in all advertising. He has
written an entirely new story around the title.

and while some of it is mushy, it gets over well.

Anita Louise and James Hall have big op-

portunities in this and come through nicely.

Miss Louise is a beautiful girl with ability, and
should become a bet. Hall probably does the
best work of his career in this. Paul Hurst
supplies a generous amount of laughs, in a part
that fits him to a T. Little Georgie Billings is

a talented kid, and helps the sob stuff. Hobart
Bosworth, always a topnotcher, is fine as the
fire captain, and Jean Hersholt is effective in
an all-too-brief part.

The picture is well directed and dressed up
nicely. The main action centers around the ef-

forts of Hall to adopt Anita Louise and her
little brothers, after they have been placed in

an orphanage. Their father, a fireman, had lost

his life at a blaze. The kids run away from the
orphanage, and Hall and Hurst learn that they
can adopt the kids, provided either Hall or

Hurst are married. Then they try to land a
wife, with Hall finally waking up to the fact

he is in love with Anita. Hurst's up-to-the-min-
ute date book, containing pictures of his vari-

ous girls, is a laugh.

The climax is a fire at the orphanage. It's

out and out hoke, but carries wallop.

Musicals will go well with this.

Produced and distributed by Tiffany. Directed by-

Emory Johnson. Story by Emilie Johnson. Continu-
ity by Frances Hyland and Jack Natteford. Photo-
graphed by Max Dupor.t. Length, 6,300 feet. Run-
ning time, 70 minutes. Release date, not set.

THE CAST
Milly Morton Anita Louise
Dan James Halt
Beautv Paul Hurst
Dad Morton Jean Hersholt
Captain Hobart Bosworth
Neeta Mary Doran
Woman barber Dot Farley
Mamie Nita Martan
Jimmy Georgie Billings

L^ncle Walter Perry
Matron Aileen Manning

Cohens and Kellys
in Africa

i (
rniversal)

Lots of Laughs
(Reviewed by Dick Crenshaw)

ALTHOUGH the Cohens and Kellys idea
has been used plenty, this picture is proba-

bly the best that has been turned out by the
well known comedy pair. There are plenty of

laughs in the production, and it was well re-

ceived at its first preview. It rates as a good
programmer and is okay for first runs and
split-week bookings.

Africa proves an ideal background for the
trouble-hunting partners, Cohen and Kelly.

These parts are again taken by Charlie Murray
and George Sidney, while Vera Gordon and
Kate Price appear in their usual roles as the

wives. Animal scenes add much to the picture

and work in well with the dialogue and plot.

The picture would prove entertaining if for

nothing but its action, animal and native Afri-
can scenes.

Cohen and Kelly go to Africa with their

wives in search of ivory keys to aid their piano

business. Alter a number of comical experiences

in an African city, they start the long hike into

ivory territory. Here the native black men
desert them and they arc captured by cannibals.

They escape from the man-eaters through a
ruse and are caught by another tribe, which
is ruled over by a former friend of Cohen's.

This friend guarantees to furnish them with

the ivory needed, and a game of African minia-

ture golf over a novel course is played to settle

a few business details.

In the meantime Mrs. Cohen and Mrs. Kelly

are captured by a desert sheik and held for

ransom. Not being beauties, their abductor de-

cides to set them free without payment from
their husbands. The life in the sheik's harem
has proven so tasteful to the two, however, that

they decline to leave until their husbands re-
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verse the situation and grab off a few of the
harem beauties.

The talker was over footage in preview form,
but with considerable editing will be speeded up.

Murray and Sidney do their usual stuff and
are okay. Vera Gordon and Kate Price fit in

well as the wives, and the direction by Vin
Moore is satisfactory.

Strong musicals and semi-serious shorts

needed to complete the program.
Produced and distributed by Universal. Directed by

Vin Moore. Story by Vin Moore and Edward Luddy.
Photographed by Hal Mohr. Length, release date not
determined by distributor.

THE CAST
Mi Ci 'hen George Sidney
Mr. Kelly Charles Murray
Mrs. Cohen Vera Gordon
Mrs. Kelly Kate t*rice

Windjammer Thorn Frank Davis
Sheik Llnyd Whitlock
Guide Nick Cogley
Chief Ed. Kane

Beyond the Law
(Syndicate Pictures)

Pretty Weak
(Reviewed by Charles F. Hynes)

OX A double feature bill this can get by,

but it needs plenty of help. It lacks the

rapid fire action patrons expect from a west-

ern. Louise Lorraine is the outstanding mem-
ber of the cast and does the best work. Frazer
is miscast as a western player. Direction is

just fair.

The action takes place on the border be-

tween California and Nevada, where a bandit

chief rules the country-side, presumably with

the undercover aid of the sheriff. He harrasses

a rancher and his daughter and son, until the

rancher finally leaves for the capitol to get

state aid. A happy-go-lucky wanderer, Robert

Lraser. and his pal are held up by one of the

bandits, but secure employment on the ranch,

where he helps frustrate the rustlers until the

troops arrive.

The troopers' songs give this a touch o f

color and the battle between the troops and the

outlaws is effective.

Xeeds comedy support.
Produced and distributed by Syndicate Pictures.

Directe:! by J. P. McGowan. Story by A. G, A.
Durham. Photographed by Frank Newman. Length.
4.930 feet. Running time, 50 minutes. Release date,

Aug. 15.

THE CAST
Dan Wright Robert Frazer

Barbara Reingold Louise Lorraine
Ted Jinimie Kane
Jack-Kiiite Lane Chandler

Reingold Wm. Walling
Brand Charles King
Jack Slade Edward Lynch
Mnnty George Hackathorne
Lieutenant Franklin Farnum
Stone Robert Graves

Wunder to Discuss
Academy in Lectures

Clinton Wunder. executive manager of

the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,

arrived in New York on Monday for con-

ferences on Academy affairs. He is to ad-

dress a gathering at Kansas City on Nov.

16, in the first of a series of speeches before

civic leaders throughout the country. Other
speeches scheduled are: St. Louis, Nov. 18;

Memphis, Nov. 19; Omaha, Nov. 21; Des
Moines. Nov. 20 or 22: Minneapolis. Nov.
23 and 24; Milwaukee. Nov. 25; Chicago,

Nov. 26.

Projection Training
School Head Aquitted

Seattle—Charges of grand larceny against

Jay E. Holmes, agent for a motion picture

projectionists' training school and organiza-

tion, were dismissed in this city last week
by Justice of the Peace John B. Wright for

lack of evidence.

Holmes was alleged to have induced

prospective projectionists to enlist in his

school by telling them it was affiliated with
the American Federation of Labor and had
contracts with leading local theatres to fur-

nish them with his graduate students. Both
of these charges were denied by the de-
fendant.

Several witnesses were introduced to

prove that Holmes had assisted them in

obtaining employment after they learned the

projectionists' trade, and they also denied
that Holmes had enrolled them under false

pretenses.

Publix Changes Mind,
Reopening Detroit House
Detroit—Sudden decision on the part of

the Publix-Michigan officials in Detroit re-

sulted in the re-opening of the State The-
atre Thursday. The State closed its doors
a week ago Friday without advance notice,

word now being given out that the closing
was for purposes of "renovation." A lower
admission scale is to be effective under the
new policy of one-week runs. "Doorway
to Hell" is the first attraction.

Paramount Adding to

Stage Show Houses
Detroit—Report that stage shows are to

be eliminated from the Publix-Kunsky the-
atres, the Michigan and Fisher, where they
are now important parts of the program,
are absolutely without foundation, accord-
ing to N. M. Piatt, Detroit district manager.
Piatt says the organization is now adding
to. rather than decreasing, stage resources.

Daab Goes West
Hy Daab. publicity and advertising chief

for Radio Pictures, leaves for the Coast
Saturday to take a peek at "Cimarron"
and other pictures newly completed or nearlv
so.

This, by way of preparation for adver-
tising campaigns which will launch them
in the trade.

Cutting Havana Reference
Washington—Pathe is deleting all refer-

ence to Havana in "Her Man." following

official Cuban protest that the film presented

the city in a false or derogatory light.

Educational Contracts Renewed
Hollywood—Contracts of Charlotte Green-

wood and Bert Roach have been renewed
by Educational.

Cut Laye Opus
Hollywood—Samuel Goldwyn took

another look at the Evelyn Lave pic-

ture the other night after 3,000 feet
of film and several song numbers had
been removed and the result was a
faster and better piece of entertain-
ment.
Evelyn Laye is a great bet and shows

great screen possibilities as a com-
medienne. She possesses a marvelous
voice and her acting is of the best.

The comedy antics of Leon Errol
were not cut any and are decidedly
mirth provoking—the limber-legged
comic stealing many scenes from a
talented cast.

The story is of the Cinderella type
and the picture will meet with ap-
proval if sold as a comedy, rather
than a filmusical.

CROUCH

Short Subjects

Racket Cheers
i S i- inictt—Educational')

Plenty of Laughs
1V/IACK SEXXETT directed this comedy.
"^-1 It is up to his usual high standard. The
trouble encountered by Andy Clyde and his

wife. Daphne Pollard, when they buy a rum
running yacht, provides the basis for many
clever and amusing gags. This comedy is okay
for any bill.

Most of the story, if there is a story, deals
with a running gunnght with the coast guard.
In order to stop Andy and his friends on the

yacht, the government agents call out the whole
navy, planes, subs, warships and all. Stock
shots are used of these, but they fit well into

the talker.

Charles Irwin and Marjorie Bebe as the rum
runners add some good comedy touches, but
Clyde and Pollard take top honors. Running
time. 22 minutes.

The Crystal Gazer
( Columbia

)

Laughs Galore
EDDIE BUZZELL, as a Hindu crystal gazer,

foretells an impending divorce, the story

following with Eddie the sympathetic judge.
There are plenty of laughs at the expense of

the husband, but the finai twist proves a wow.
Then the crystal shows the old hokum of a
miniature golf salesman (Buzzell), misunder-
stood by a jealous husband, who throws him
out of a high window. Then the old gag of

Eddie coming back for his rubbers goes over
big despite the fact that this gag had been done
hy the late George Le Maire in "The Dentist"
and others.

Pulling a Bone
( Paramount

)

Starts Slow; Then Builds

BURNS AND ALLEN are featured in this

piece of nonsense built up around a chap
with a bone in his throat. As you expect, he

has a merry time trying to have someone be-

lieve him first, and secondly to help him. Some
of the gags arc old and a lot of them new

—

to this reviewer, at least. Not much sense to

it, but after a slow start, this one builds. Worth
a play. Directed by Howard Bretherton.

Running time, 10 minutes.

Humanettes
(RKO)

Novelty Angle
FAILS miserably in its weak attempt to be

humorous, but for sheer novelty there are

sufficient twists to pass muster with average

neighborhood audiences. Out completely for

the de luxe stands. A dull and uninteresting

story prevents the intended laughs. The skele-

ton dance is splendid. Running time, 9 minutes.

( Short Subject Reviews arc continued on

next page. )

United Artists Plans
To Star Walter Huston

Walter Huston is being groomed for star-

dom by United Artists. He had the title role

in "Abraham Lincoln." Huston arrived in

New York yesterday from Toronto.

Jannings Stays in Berlin
Berlin—Emil Jannings will not return to

America in the near future for talkers, for

the player has signed a new contract with

Ufa for a third picture.
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Opinions on Pictures

Scarlet Runner & Co.
(British International Pictures)

Great

HIGHLY interesting and very well done,

this is a picturization of the various stages

in the growth of a scarlet runner. It is one of

the cleverest and interesting shorts it has been
our good fortune to see. Ingenious handling

of the theme makes it an unusual subject. Any
audience will get a lot of information and en-

tertainment out of this fine subject. Running
time, JS minutes.

Audio Review, No. 43
(Pathe)

Interesting

SOME unusual shuts oi the Rock of Gibral-

tar and of the life of the Spaniards living

at the slope of the British fortress is the open-

ing unit, but the most interesting feature shows
the interior of the Chicago Planetarium with
its intricate mechanism by which it throws a

faithful reproduction of the stars on the globe

ceiling. The issue is rounded out by a tour

of the mansions of New York millionaires.

Worth playing. Running time, 9 minutes.

The Electric Ship
(Genera! Electric)

Fair
THIS commercial short takes us on the SS.

Virginia, an electrically-driven steamer of

the Panama-Pacific line and the largest vessel

built in this country, to the West Coast via

Havana and the Panama Canal. Routine shots

aboard ship and at ports of call are included.

It's an advertising plug for the company, and
will not excite any one. Running time, 9

minutes.

College Capers
( Vitaphone No, 4124)

Fair
PHOTOGRAPHED in Technicolor, this

short has the merit of a fresh idea, but its

possibilities have not been developed to the

fullest extent. It contrasts the college gradua-

tion exercises of two decades ago, when dignity

reigned, with a jazzy parody along modern
lines, but it is produced with such a pronounced
jerkiness that the idea is ruined. Running
time, 10 minutes.

Charles Hackett
( Vitaphone No. 1143)

Bombastic; Lacks Illustion

THE famous romance of Romeo and Juliet

takes it on the chin in this Vitaphoner.

Exactly how old Romeo was may be subject

to controversy in so far as actual years may
be concerned. Juliet, too, according to Bill

Shakespeare, was a very comely wench. And
so, when you see a Romeo who obviously

reached his majority years ago and a Juliet

who sings far better than she looks, it becomes
one tough job to keep the illusion that pre-

sumes to surround these two renowned lovers.

The renditions are very good, and thus the

ear is satisfied. But the eye has thrown at it

more than it can reasonably absorb. Hackett's

operatic bombastty doesn't add to the affair,

either. Running time, 9 minutes.

The Big Cheese
( Pathe—Aesop Fable)

Fair
THERE are some laughs in this, but they

are few and far between. Most of the

action is devoted to a prize fight, with the pugs

interpolating esthetic dances, but it's overdone.

Verv little thought was devoted to making this.

Running time, 8 mini'tes.

Short Subjects

Go to Blazes
( Universal)

Has Lots of Laughs
THIS starts out as pretty much of a dud,

but gathers momentum as it goes. By the

time of the wind-up it registers as a hilarious

comedy which will go big with any kind of

audience. George Sidney and Charles Murray
have an individual style of comedy which gets
over nicely. In this, they are entrusted with
the care of the fire station while the boys are
having a picnic. The inevitable fire finds them
taxing their ingenuity in trying to rescue the
widow both are k^en for. This can be depended
upon for plenty of laughs. Running time, 21
minutes.

The Bandmaster
(Krazy Knt—Columbia)

Great
ANOTHER reason why these clever cartoons

are so popular. The Kat appears in the

title role, going through a series of funny
capers which will put this over in grand style

on any kind of bill. This cartoon is worth spe-

cial billing in any kind of theatre. Running
time, 9 minutes.

Traffic Tangle
( Pathe )

Feeble
THE lines supplied to Nat Carr and Dot

Farley in this alleged comedy are so putrid

that your audiences will groan—if they have
any intelligence. And the story is almost as

bad. Nat buys a new Ford and the family,

consisting of Miss Farley, Spec O'Donnell and
George Billings, starts on a camping trip. They
tangle up traffic, but a cop, unable to find his

"tickets," orders Nat to drive him to his home
to get them. Twice on the way there they are
stopped by motorcycle cops, neither of whom
notices the huge cop sitting beside Nat and
gives the latter a ticket. That's too much
license and the interest of the audience sags.
Don't plug this one. Running time, 20 minutes.

The Glory of Spain
(Pathe)

Average
THE photography in this Tom Terriss Vaga-

bond Adventure is so flat that the interest

palls. Long shots of Spanish towns that look
like the Bronx from afar, close-ups of little

girls dancing and a few stereotyped bull fight

scenes make up the "adventure." Terriss, how-
ever, manages to become excited and romantic
in his synchronized spiel. Running time, 10
minutes.

Razord In Old Kentucky
(RKO)

Has Laughs
THIS is a burlesque on a Kentucky feud,

the town divided into two armed camps, when
Nick and Tony arrive to set up a barber shop.

They figure they'll be in for heavy dough, due
to the prevalence of beards. The dividing line

runs right through the barber shop, so the vet-

eran partners are forced to take sides. It has
some laughs, particularly the summoning of the

clans with the trick automobile horn of the type
Eddie Cantor made famous. Running time, 20
minutes.

Bird Island of Peru
(Talkin,/ Picture Epics)

Very Interesting

DR. ROBERT CUSHMAN MURPHY lec-

turing on Peruvian birds. He photographed
the pictures on the Peruvian Oceanographic
Expedition of the American Museum of Nat-
ural History. It has some fine shots of bird
life, and the love-making of two boobies is a
treat. Dr. Murphy is an entertaining talker.

These travel monologue films are going over
well. Running time, 21 minutes.

Hot and Bothered
(Columbia)
Peppy

EDDIE BUZZELL as a radio announcer
keeps up a rapid-fire spiel as the action

flits hither and yon, with some funny antics.

Eddie explains what it's all about, although
only brief flashes are shown of him before the
microphone, and in some episodes, by means of
clever dubbing, the characters' voices are car-

ried by Eddie with fairly perfect synchroniza-
tion of the talk and the lip movements. Eddie's
voice becomes tiresome, however. Running time,

10 minutes.

The Showman
(Radio)

Old Stuff

A TOBY, the Pup, cartoon filled with the
stereotyped singing and dancing acts of

beast, fowl, fish, etc. There's one original gag

—

a goldfish donning a regulation diver's suit to

come to the surface and join in the singing.

It's got a few laughs in it. Running time, 7

minutes.

Jewel of Asia
(Columbia—Bray)

Stale
THIS is the second in the Rambling Reporter

travelogue shorts being made by the Bray
Studios, but it lacks action and interest. The
cameraman roams the city of Bangkok, Siam,
depicting scenes shown often before. The syn-

chronized voice is flat. Just another travelogue.

Running time, 10 minutes.

While the Captain Waits
(Paramount

)

Mild Attraction
ARMIDA, featured player in a number of

recent Coast pictures and now a musical

comedy star on Broadway, gets the stellar spot

in this short, a musical with a nautical back-
ground. The setting is aboard an ocean liner

and the night that on which the usual concert in

the first cabin is to be held. But Armida is

back in the steerage singing and dancing for

the immigrants. She sings as well as her
small and undistinguished voice permits, but

dances considerably better. No world-beater.

Just a mild attraction. Directed by Ray Cozine.

•Running time, 9 minutes.

Mariutch
(Paramount )

Pretty Good
ONE of the series of song cartoons produced

by Max Fleischer for Paramount distribu-

tion, "Mariutch" has had a number of better

predecessors. The song, however, is known up
and down the land and is 'way ahead of the

cartoon work that accompanies it. In high

spots, there is one: when the curtain behind

which the violently active hootchy-kootchy

dancer doing her stuff goes up and demonstrates

the gyrations belong to three acrobats. Run-
ning time, 7 minutes.
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Chicago Theatres

Do Share in Aid

Of Unemployed
i hicago—Numerous local theatres are

cutting themselves in on a generous share

of the city's good will as a result of their

effective participation in relief measures for

unemployed persons.

Approximately fifty theatres, cooperating

with the Chicago Daily Sews, ran trailers

urging patrons to list "Help Wanted" ad-

vertisements in the free classified ad space

provided by that newspaper. Other theatres,

cooperating with other emergency relief or-

ganizations, ran trailers urging charitable

contributions of clothing, food, fuel, money
and employment. Numerous theatres, them-
selves, provided or created jobs by immedi-
ately inaugurating house cleaning and deco-

rating programs and caring for delayed re-

pair work.
The Chicago Daily News' policy of offer-

ing free classified ad space for the listing of

"Help Wanted" advertisements was dupli-

cated in Memphis and other cities in the

middle west and south. Memphis theatres,

cooperating with the morning and evening
Commercial-Appeal, are running trailers

similar to those in use here, urging patrons

to h~i employment in the free columns.

The theatres' aid has proved effective in

every instance and has won for numerous
managements the good will of their com-
munities and editorial commendation by
newspapers.

Hours and Wages
Reduced in W. E.

Hawthorne Plant

Chicago—Western Electric's Hawthorne
plant—Chicago's largest employer of labor

and the country's second largest—thn week-

put into effect a reduced working week in

order to prevent further layoffs of em-
ployes. Half of the office and factory staffs

at Hawthorne are now working on a forty-

four and one-half hour and forty hour week,
as compared with the former fifty and one-
half hour week. A salary reduction has gone
into effect to conform to the shorter work-
ing schedule. Approximately 15,0(10 em-
ployes are affected by the change.

Checked
Chicago — A Scotchman, given a

ticket for Parking Double, canvassed
every theatre in town in an attempt
to find out where it was playing.

Stage Shows Are

Obsolete, Warner
Reaction in Chi

Chicago—Would you think of calling for

your best girl in a horse and buggy? No
more would Warners think of putting a

stage show in a Chicago theatre. Read their

announcement of the introduction of an all-

picture policy at the Capitol

:

"The Capitol," says the ad, "is too pro-

gressive a theatre to cling to out-moded,
old-fashioned forms of entertainment . . .

and too loyal to its patrons to tax them for

something which has lost its appeal as en-

tertainment.

"Public sentiment demands the discard-

ing of stage presentations as obsolete and
lacking in novelty, and tomorrow finds the

Capitol ready with its popular new policy.

The Entire Show on the Talking Screen

—

and the public pockets the saving!"
The Capitol formerly used Fanchon &

Marco units, and is the fifth important
Chicago theatre to oust stage shows and go
all-picture policy in recent months. Others
were: E. & K.'s Belmont, Granada and
Marbro, and the RKO State-Lake.

"10 Nights in Barroom"
Suit Is Settled

Chicago—Damages ,,f $50,000 are asked
in suit filed here against Willis Kent, in-

dependent producer, by Leon Goetz of this

city which has been settled out of court. Tn
the praecipe of the suit Goetz charged that

he had not received his full share of the
earnings of the independent production, "Ten
Nights in a Barroom," in which he held an
interest, and asked an accounting and settle-

ment. No answer was tiled by Kent.

More Publix Give-Aways
Chicago—The recently opened Paramount

at Hammond, Ind . is already resorting to

give-aways in order to bolster business.
Philco radio drawings at the theatre are
being widely advertised. Perhaps it's just
as well that that Publix-sponsored clause in

the new zoning plan prohibiting give-aways
was contested by the independents.

Red Hot Spice

Peps Ads of Chi

Warner Theatres

Chicago—Warners have stolen the crim-

son toga for lurid theatre advertising from
other Chicago theatre offices in the brief

space of a few months. Here is a sample
from recent Warner advertising here

:

" 'A Lady Surrenders'—Mary gave what
Isabel refused." This prominent line was
flanked by an illustration of a girl disrob-

ing. Another showed a woman being car-

ried to a definitely suggested destination on
the arms of a man.

"Half Shot at Sunrise" was the story of

the "boudoir buccaneers in the grin and
garter belt of Gay Paree," and plenty more
in the same vein. And if there was a bou-
doir sequence in the entire picture it wasn't
shown in Chicago, for one place.

"Scarlet Pages" was the "electrifying
drama of women seared by shame."

But perhaps it's not all the advertising
department's fault. Warner theatres here
have been playing more "pinks" than any
other group of theatres in the city, and an
advertising man can't be expected to sell a
certain plumbing fixture with copy based
on quotations from Keats' "The Eve of St.
Agnes."

It was Warners' advertising of "Party
Girl" that caused a local court to invalidate
the injunction under which it was playing
here.

"Dawn Review" For Milkmen
Chicago—Something new in pre-views

was brought to light with the receipt here
of trailer copy heralding a "Dawn Preview."
scheduled for 5 :45 a.m. at the Ritz theatre,
Muskogee, Oklahoma. The picture billed
was Paramount's "Playboy of Paris." Reg-
ular admission rates were in effect with
main floor seats by reservation. Breakfast
was served by the theatre to all patrons. A
particular appeal was made to milk men
finishing up and to stenos starting out. with
the reminder that the performance would
be over by 7:30. in time for every one to
get to work.

Flesh Being Dropped
At Warner Chi House

' 'hicago—Warner's Capitol, large South
Side house, this week will discontinue stage
slums. All-picture programs, with a reduc-
tion in admissions, will be the new policy.
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-THE"

Projectionists' Round Table
By John F. Rider

It is not a difficult matter to visualize two
windings, one with 10 turns of wire with a

total resistance of 20 ohms and another coil

of 400 turns rated at 10,000 ohms. Suppose fur-

ther that these two windings are used as the

magnetizing coils in two meters such as that

shown in Figure 84.

A current of .01 ampere through each wind-
ing causes the meter pointer to move over an

arc equivalent to that of the scale of the meter

between the and the full scale deflection. In

order that the meter containing the low resist-

ance coil indicate full scale deflection a voltage

of .2 volt must be applied across the terminals

of the meter. In order that the needle of the

meter containing the high resistance coil indi-

cate full scale deflection it is necessary that

the voltage applied across the terminals of the

meter, therefore the winding he 10,000 x.01, or

100 volts. Thus, if the resistance of the mag-
netizing winding is increased so that full scale

reflection is obtained for a definite value of cur-
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rent flow, that meter is suitable for use as a

voltmeter.

With the high resistance coil fixed as to the

number of turns and with the maximum mag-
netizing current fixed at .01 ampere, the meter

will deflect when potentials between and 100

volts are applied across the meter terminals.

Now, it is evident that the deflection of the

meter needle is a function of the current cours-

ing through the winding and that a full scale

deflection of the meter needle is an indication

of a current flow of .01 ampere, but the meter

is no longer suitable for the measurement of

current flow. This is so since the internal re-

sistance of the instrument is so great that if

it is placed in series with a circuit carrying

current, the resistance of the meter will add

so much resistance to the circuit that it will

greatly influence the characteristics of the cir-

cuit and the current indication upon the meter

will no longer be a true indication of the actual

current in the circuit.

As a matter of fact, the insertion of such a

high resistance into a low resistance circuit of

a few hundred ohms will impair the operation

of the system. Thus, a voltmeter is not suitable

for the measurement of current despite the fact

that it is a current indicating instrument.
Recognizing the use of a low resistance wind-

ing in a current meter and a high resistance

winding in a voltmeter, it is impractical to con-
struct high range voltmeters with magnetizing
coils of many turns and high resistance. Ob-
viously the higher the range of the voltmeter,
the greater would be the number of turns re-

quired for the magnetizing coil. To make a

long story short, the use of high resistance

magnetizing windings is used only in low-range
instruments.

A much more practical method is employed.
Referring to the moving iron type of meter
illustrated in Figure 84, illustrated in Lesson 23

full scale deflection means a voltage of .2 volt

and current flow of .01 ampere. This is the

equivalent of a coil or meter resistance of 20
ohms, indicated as D in Figure 84. This same
value of current may be caused to flow through
the meter when the applied voltage is .4 volts

by adding a resistance Rs in series with the

meter, so that the current through the meter
c«>il remains at .01 ampere with an applied po-

tential of .4 volt. This arrangement is nothing

more than the regular series circuit discussed in

Lesson 8.

Consider Figure 85. Rm is the 20-ohm re-

sistance of the meter winding. Rs is a series

resistance. The current flowing through the

meter coil, or R, is governed by several con-

ditions.

First, the value of the applied voltage E;
second, by the value of Rs, and third, by the

value of Rm. We know that Rm is fixed

;

hence, if E is constant, the current, according

to Ohm's law, which is applicable in this case,

is going to be controlled by Rs. No matter

what the value of E, some value of Rs will,

in series with Rm, limit the flow of current

through Rm, therefore the meter to any pre-

determined value necessary to give full-scale

deflection, yet not to indicate off scale.

In the case cited, the maximum current is

limited to .01 ampere. The voltage indication

required is .4 volt. This means a total resist-

ance of 40 ohms is necessary. Of this total 20

ohms is represented by Rm, hence the series

resistance required is the difference between the

total and that in the meter, or 40— 20 = 20

ohms. With an applied potential of .4 volt and

a series resistance Rs of 20 ohms, our meter

will indicate full-scale deflection equivalent to

a current flow of .01 ampere and an applied

voltage of .4 volt. It is significant to note that

the drop across the meter has not changed. It

still remains at .2 volt. But the sum of the

respective drops in the circuit is equal to the

applied voltage, or
IRm + IR S = E

We have selected for our illustration a very

low value of voltage. Suppose that the re-

quired voltage indication is 400 volts. The
meter remains as before. Its maximum cur-

rent is .01 ampere, and the drop across the

meter is .2 volt. Hence an external element

must produce a voltage drop ciual to the ap-

plied voltage E less the dron across the meter,

in this case 399.8 volts. Therefore, the value

of the series resistance is governed by two fac-

tors. First, the required voltage drop, and

second, the maximum current flow through the
meter. In the case cited

399.8

Rs=
.01

= 39,980 ohms
A resistance of this value connected in series

with the meter will allow the application of

400 volts or will allow the measurement of
voltage up to and including 400 volts, since any
voltage up to and including 400 volts will cause
the flow of current not greater than .01 ampere.
Such is the arrangement of the series resist-

ance and the current meter to comprise a volt-

age indicating instrument. This explanation by
no means concludes the discussion of series

multipliers. Its function was to illustrate the

formation of voltage indicating instruments
with current indicating meters as the basic

structures.

It should be understood that the series mul-
tiplier resistance arrangement is not to be

found in every voltmeter. Low-range meters
employ high resistance coils. This is a general
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statement and should not be construed as being

absolute because many voltmeters even of very

low range, less than 10 volts to be exact, make
use of series resistance voltage multipliers.

Further discussion relating thereto shall fol-

low upon the conclusion of the preliminary de-

scription of the moving coil type of meter.

The Moving Coil Type of Meter.—In con-

trast to the moving iron type of indicating in-

strument, suitable for the measurement of al-

ternating and direct currents and voltages is

the moving coil type of meter, limited solely to

the measurement of direct current and voltage,

but extremely popular for that form of work.

In other words, if the data desired is that relat-

ing to direct current or voltage, the moving coil

type of meter is used in preference to the mov-
ing iron type of instrument.

While it is true that the mechanism of the

moving coil type of instrument differs from that

in the moving iron type of unit, the basis of

operation is the same in both types of meters.

The current through the magnetizing coil in

the moving iron type of meter evokes forces be-

tween two magnetized bars. The current

through the coil used in the moving coil type

of meter evokes forces between two magnetic

fields, this force being in the form of a torque

upon a coil, causing it to turn within a certain

space. Bv virtue of the form of pivoting of

the coil, its rotation occurs in a predetermined

This is Lesson 24 in The Rider Series on Sound Projection
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in,inner. However, let us start at the beginning
and show the structure of the average moving
coil meter. We take as an example the Weston
instrument of that type.

There are two important parts of a moving
coil type of meter. These are the permanent
magnet and the moving coil. The permanent
magnet is in the form of a horseshoe. Lines
of force are existent between the poles of this

magnet, but since the moving system is located

at a definite point, an effort is made to concen-
trate the lines of force at the poles of this mag-
net by the use of two soft iron pole pieces, as

shown in Figure 86, depicting the poles and
pole pieces of the permanent magnet. This illus-

tration shows the lines of force at the pole

pieces. The radial position is the ideal required

because it affords a uniform concentrated held

within which is located (when used) the mov-
ing coil.

By suitable design of this air gap so that a

uniform held exists between the pole pieces or

within the space through which the coil is to

rotate, a uniform scale with equal divided di-

visions is possible. This part of the instrument
is the same for current or voltage indicating

instruments.

The moving coil in a current indicating in-

strument consists of a few turns of wire wound
upon a rectangular form, usually of aluminium.
Such a form is shown in Figure 87. The
pointer is attached to this form and pivoted in

such manner that rotation of the coil moves
the pointer across the scale.

When the coil is located within this constant

magnetic field (due to the permanent magnet)
and current is passed through the turns of the

coil, another magnetic field is created around
the turns of the coil. Thus, we have two mag-
netic fields within the space between the pole

pieces. Now, between every carrying conductor
and a magnetic pole, there exists a mechanical

force, whose value depends, in addition to

other things, upon the product of the current

through the coil and the strength of the pole.

For the sake of brevity we shall assume that

"the other things" have been taken care of,

and since the constant field is uniform, the

torque exerted upon the coil is proportional to

the strength of the current through the coil.

By virtue of the relation between the two mag-
netic fields, the forces evoked tend to turn the

coil in such manner that the coil will be linked

by the maximum possible number of flux lines.

Since the meter pointer is attached to the
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coil and since the design of the system is such

that the movement of the coil is proportional

to the current through the coil, the meter
pointer moves through a uniformly divided arc.

This is in contrast to the moving iron system,

where the motion of the pointer dependent upon
the forces, evoked between two like poles of

a magnet moves over a scale which is pro-

portional to the square of the current.

The presence of the constant field due to the

permanent magnet makes this type of meter un-

suited for A. C. measurements. Furthermore, it

creates polarity in the instrument. When the

direction of the current flow through the coil

is correct the reaction of the two fields is such

that the meter needle moves in the proper di-

rection. However, if the direction of the cur-

rent through the coil is reversed, the reaction

between the two fields will still be existent, but

the direction of the force will be reversed and
the meter pointer will deflect in the opposite

direction. Hence, when alternating current i^

applied to the coil, the total motion of the

Rs
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pointer is zero or perhaps oscillation over a
short distance around the point upon the
scale.

Internal Resistance of the Meter.—Once
again the deflection is due to the current flow-
ing through a coil. And once more it is im-
possible to wind a coil without resistance,
hence the moving coil type of meter, like the
moving iron type of meter, is possessed of a
certain value of resistance, i. e., internal resist-

ance. Whether this value of resistance is small
or great depends entirely upon the design of
the instrument. For current meter it is low
and for voltage indicating instruments it is high,
but at all times the maximum deflection indi-

cates the flow of a predetermined value of
current. Excessive current flow will cause the
meter to deflect beyond the upper extremity of
the scale or "off scale."

Meter Ranges.—It is customary to quote the
range of any type of meter as from to some
maximum value. This would tend to create
the impression that any value of voltage within
these two limits may be measured with a volt-

meter or any value of current may be measured
with a current meter. Such is not the case.

While it is true that the lower limit is zero
and that any finite value of current or voltage
is in excess of zero, decimal values of unit

current or voltage are not very readily discern-
ible upon current or voltage indicating instru-

ments which have maximum ranges equal to

several hundred times the unit value.

In other words, it is not very easy to read
.001 volt upon a voltmeter of a single range
with a maximum range of 100 volts. The reason
for this is that the instrument is not designed
for such work. The width of the pointer, the

width of the lines upon the scale, the inertia of
the moving system itself are factors which
impose definite limitations upon the lower limits

of all indicating instruments. For this reason,

current and voltage meters are made in various
ranges.

The subject of meter ranges is of interest.

Obviously, for any one fixed design of a meter,

be it of the current or voltage indicating type.

extension of the range may be accomplished
without much trouble, but reduction of the

range and utilization of the full scale for re-

duced range is not practical. It is possible, but

generally not practical. Examples of how such
reduction may be attained will be shown later.

As in the case of the moving iron type of

meter, the basic moving coil type of instru-

ment is a current indicating device. Current
meters have windings of low resistance and
voltage indicating instruments have windings of

fairly high resistance, but once more all volt-

meters do not employ high resistance windings.

At the same time meters designed to indicate

high values of current do not pass all of the

current indicated upon the meter, directly

through the meter.

Meters are calibrated in decimals of the unit

nf current or multinles when thev are current

indicating instruments and decimals of voltage
or multiples of voltage when thev are voltage

indicating instruments. Thus, current meters
are referred to as microammeters, milliamme-
ters and ammeters. Naturally each of these
may be interpreted in the other, but it is cus-
tomary to qualify the type of instruments ac-
cording to the equivalent of the maximum indi-
cation. Thus, if a meter indicates 1,000 micro-
amperes, or 1 milliampere, at full scale deflec-
tion, that meter is generally known as a milli-
ammeter. If the full scale deflection is a deci-
mal value of 1 milliampere, the meter is known
as a microammeter. By the same token, if a
milliammeter indicates 1,000 milliamperes, or
1 ampere, at full scale deflection that meter is

known as an ammeter, with a range of from
0-1 ampere.
The same may be said of voltmeters. A meter

with a full scale deflection of 1,000 millivolts
is a voltmeter with a range of from 0-1 volt.

If the meter indicates 750 millivolts at full scale
deflection it is a millivoltmeter with a range ot
from 0-750 millivolts.

Supplementary to the current or voltage des-
ignation of a meter, one frequently hears the
application of a term designating the utility of
the meter, i.e., its location in a system, viz.,

filament voltmeter, plate millammeter, grid cur-
rent meter, plate voltage meter, etc. These
terms are applied to indicating instruments em-
ployed in connection with vacuum tubes and
vacuum tube circuits. Similar appellations are
applied, of course, different in character to
indicating instruments employed in connection
with other equipment and systems.

In connection with such names, it should be
understood that the name does not limit the
application of the meter to the circuit stated.

That same meter is suitable for use in any
circuit where the maximum potential does not
exceed the maximum or full scale rating of the
instrument and the character of the potential

or current conforms with the design of the
nstrument.
Current and Voltage Ranges.—We have men-

tioned that the range of a current or a voltage
indicating instrument may be increased at will.

Suppose that we start with a current meter.
As an example we shall select a moving coil

type of instrument rated at .001 ampere, or 1

milliampere, and an internal resistance of 30

ohms. The drop across this meter coil is

.001X30, or .03 volt. If this meter is con-
nected into a circuit through which is flowing
some value of current within the 0-1 milliam-

FIG. 89

pere limits, the value of the current will be
indicated upon the meter. What about a cir-

cuit which is carrying 10 milliamperes, or 10

times the maximum of the meter? Is this meter
suitable for insertion in such a system? The
answer is to the affirmative with reservations.

The reservation is the use of a shunt.

We know from the previous discussion of re-

sistances in parallel (Lesson 8) that if two
resistances are connected in parallel, the total

current is the sum of the current flowing

through the branches. We also know that the

voltage is the same across all branches of a
parallel system. From this we glean that the

current through each branch varies inversely

as the resistance of the branch, that is, when
the voltage is maintained constant. With these

relations in mind it is not difficult to visualize

a state wherein tire known current flow through
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one branch of known resistance will be indic-

ative of the total current in the circuit.

Consider Figure 88. £ is a voltage. Rm is

one resistance and Rs is another resistor in

shunt with Rm. The total current in the cir-

cuit is I. At the junction between Rm and Rs,

the total current divides into I„, and I,. If

Rm = Rs, the value of U will always be that

of Im, regardless of the value of E. Whether
E is small or great, I 9 = Im when Rm = Rs.

Thus, if we know Im, we automatically know
Is. Furthermore, by making Rs a predeter-

mined decimal or multiple of Rm, we can make
Im a predetermined decimal or multiple of I s

and of I, This becomes evident when we consid-

er the relation between currents through parallel

branches. Suppose that Rm is twice as great as

Rs. Whatever the value I, twice as much cur-

rent will flow through Rs than is Rowing
through Rm. If we know the current through
Rm, the tota! current can readily be deter-

mined. By a suitable known ratio of Rm / Rs,

and known current through Rm, we can deter-

mine total current I.

Now, if a meter such as we have mentioned
is to be employed to indicate the flow of 10

milliamperes for full scale deflection, the meter
winding need never carry more than 1 milliam-

pere. If this winding is Rm, we can arrange
a shunt resistance Rs to carry the remaining 9

milliamperes and the meter scale with this shunt

always in place can be calibrated for a full

scale deflection of 10 milliamperes. By virtue

of the ratio between Rm / Rs the meter scale

is multiplied a definite number of times. By
suitable selection of Rs the flow of .001 am-
pere through the meter (Rm) may represent

a total current I of 10, 100, 1.000, 10,000, or

even 100.000 milliamperes.

However, we must qualify the ratio Rm / Rs.

This does not indicate the actual multiplying

ratio. This ratio indicates the division of the

currents between Rm and Rs. But since the

meter at all times carries a part of this current,

the multiplying term is

Rm
+1

Rs
The part "+ 1" represents the portion of the

total current flowing through the meter. This

relation may be expressed in another manner.

The total current is that flowing through Rm
and Rs. The current through Rm bears the

same relation to the total current I as the Rs
does to the sum of Rm and Rs. In other words,

the multiplying factor is

Rs + Rm

Rs
These two ratios are absolutely independent

of current values. They pertain solely to the

resistances involved, hence any current range

is possible by suitable arrangement of the shunt

resistance or element. A 100 ampere meter

would naturally require very heavy coils, as a

matter of fact so heavy as to be entirely im-

practical. But by the use of a shunt element

which is a part of the external circuit of the

meter, a meter mechanism which requires only

.001 ampere for full scale deflection can be

utilized and calibrated to represent a total cur-

rent flow of 100 ampere when .001 ampere flows

through the meter.

Suppose that we have the current meter rated

at .001 ampere and 30 ohms. This meter is

"Hell's Angels" Jam
Toronto— Counting on a blanket

okay on "Hell's Angels" from English
censors as a means of getting the On-
tario ban on the picture raised, the de-

cision to make another try for the

local board's verdict was again post-

poned when the British officials or-

dered three reels out. Ontario censors

say these are the same scenes to

which they objected. Patent rights

also complicate the question here.

Blood-Thirsty Reformer
Portsmouth, O.—An unsigned threat-

ening letter, evidently written by a re-

ligious fanatic, has been received by
C. A. Harrell, city manager. The writ-
er strenuously objects to picture
houses being open on Sunday, and
threatens to "bump off" Manager Har-
rell, Municipal Judge W. R. Sprague
and Patrolman Charles Bender unless
this nefarious practice is immediately
discontinued.
The communication is similar in

text to ones received by other city

officials at Portsmouth in which the
self-appointed guardian of the city's

morals threatened to take the officials

for a ride if the Sabbath day con-
tinued to be thus desecrated.
Fingerprint experts are investigat-

ing. Meanwhile, Sunday shows are in

operation, and the would-be killer has
not carved any additional notches in

his gun.

one-fifth of the resistance of the meter. This
division is expressed as

Km

shunted by a 10-ohm resistance Rs. Whatever
the value of current through Rm, three times
as much flows through Rs. Thus the ratio

Rm / Rs indicates the division. However, we
know that the meter is carrying current and, if

the shunt is carrying three times as much, the

total current may be said to be divided into

four parts ; one flowing through the meter
and three parts flowing through the shunt.

That one part flowing through the meter is

present at all times, even when the value of the

shunt is greater than the meter resistance or
when the current through the meter is greater

than through the shunt. We can add the cur-

rents through Rm and Rs and thus determine
the total current, but such operation requires

definite knowledge relative to the currents in

each branch. By operating with the resistances,

we predetermine the division of the currents.

Thus, in the case cited, the current through
the meter is .001 ampere and through the shunt
is .003 ampere. The sum of these currents is

.004 ampere. If we apply the multiplying factor

to whatever value of current is indicated upon
the meter to determine the total current we
have

I = ImX

Rs
Rm
+1

= .001 X 4
.004

and

I = ImX-
Rs + Rm

Rs
40

= .001 X
10

= .004 ampere

Because of the known division of currents

through paralleled circuits of known resistance

we can determine the values of resistance neces-

sary for use as a shunt in order to provide a

definite division of currents. If we desire to

multiply a meter scale three times and remem-
ber that one part of the current will flow

through the meter, the remaining two parts

must flow through the shunt. Hence the shunt

must carry twice as much current as the meter,

therefore the resistance of the shunt must be

half of that of the meter.

If we desired to multiply the meter scale six

times, we must secure a division of currents

whereby the current indicated upon the meter

is one-sixth of the total. The other five-sixths

will flow through the shunt. If the shunt must
carry five times as much as the meter, its re-

sistance, because of the inverse law relating

to current division in parallel circuits, must be

I

In

1

where I is the total current and I,,, is the cur-
rent through the meter. The relation (I/In —I)
indicates the division of the current. Thus, if

the meter resistance is 30 ohms and the required
range is .01 ampere or 10 milliamperes and the
meter scale is .001 ampere or 1 milliampere.
the value of Rs. the shunt

30

.01

.001

30

= 3.33 ohms
At the same time, we can determine the re-

sistance of the shunt by considering the ratio

hetween the current through the meter and the
current through the shunt. If the meter scale

is to lie multiplied 10 times, it is the equivalent
of dividing the current into ten parts; one part
flowing through the meter and the other nine
parts flowing through the shunt. Hence, the
ratio I,„/I, = .001/.009 and if we multiply the
resistance of the meter by this quantity we
ascertain the value of the shunt, since the ratio

between the shunt and the meter resistance
must equal the ratio of the current through
the meter to the current through the shunt or

I„/T. = R,/R„
and R, = (I„/I.) X R...

"Equitable Copyright"
Demanded in Canada

Ottawa—George Herbert Thring, secre-

tary of the Incorporated Society of Authors,
Playwrights and Composers. London, Eng-
land, is in Ottawa for the announced pur-
pose of conferring: with the Canadian gov-
ernment with a view to securing the enact-

ment of "a fair copyright law" in Canada.
'Hiring declared that all other Dominions
of the British Empire had adopted an equi-

table act.

Exhibitors in Canada are watching devel-

opments but. in the meantime, are ignoring

the demands of the Canadian Performing
Rights Society for an annual tax on a seat

basis for the privilege of using copyrighted

music in pictures and otherwise, the Cana-
dian assignments of which are held by the

society.

Cincy Legit Out!
Cincinnati—An unconfirmed rumor is in

circulation to effect that the Victory, the

only legitimate theatre in Dayton, which
has been dark for several months, is to be

wired for sound, in which event legitimate

attractions are to be discontinued entirely.

The Retort Swell

Andy Clyde, the Mack Sennett com-
edy star, had been ill for two weeks,

and his physician advised daily osteo-

pathic treatments.
Appearing on the Sennett lot unex-

pectedly a few days later, he was
greeted by Marjorie Beebe with:

"Didn't you go to the osteopath to-

day, Andy?"
"No," he replied, "I was kneaded

at home."
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Pathe Halts Plan

ToRemake Serials
Hollywood—Pathe has called a halt on

production of serials, following a compila-

tion of comments from exhibitors. It seems

that the idea of remakes in chapter plays

hasn't clicked so favorably, exhibitors feel-

ing that new stuff is what the public wants.

It had been planned to make talkers of

some of the past Pathe serial successes.

Meanwhile, Universal and Mascot Pic-

tures are cleaning up on talker serials.

Warners Continue with

Theatre Field Expansion
Warners has not abandoned expansion

plans but intends to go through with theatre

projects scheduled. Contracts for three new
Warner houses have just been let. These
are: Morgantown, W. Va.. 1,300 seats;

Torrington, Conn., 1,900 seats, and New
Avenue Grand, Washington, 1,800 seats.

John Eberson is contractor for the first and
last named while Thomas Lamb is architect

for the Torrington house.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Ticket Machines

WILL PAY CASH for used Ticket Machines. Auto-
matic "GOLD SEAL" or SIMPLEX MODELS
PREFERRED. Forward information giving size of

machine, serial number, motor current and condition,
MIDWEST TICKET & SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc.,

910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

For Sale

GEORGIA theatre for sale; nearest showhouse ?2

miles ; drawing population 22,000; capacity 300 and
balcony for colored; disc equipment ; everything
owned but the building; three-year lease with renewal
option ; theatre doing best business for size town in

state. Price $6,500; $4,000 cash; balance one year.

If you haven't the cash don't waste my time or

yours. Grand Theatre, Montezuma, Ga.

3,000 UPHOLSTERED OPERA CHAJRS from Cen-
tury Theatre, New York City. Sell any amount it
sacrifice prices. Box No. 692, Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.

Sweet Man
Now, don't listen while I convey a

secret to a friend of mine who, ap-
proaching fifty, wears belts on his

coats, and tries to give chorus girls

the idea that he's just out of Yale.
The male stars of Hollywood have

beauty secrets just like the girls.

There is a certain little device made
of adhesive tape and string which acts
as a temporary face lift. The adhesive
tape is applied close to the ears and
holds the sagging muscles of chin and
neck in place. Two very famous, but
aging Doan Juans wear these devices
when they're making a picture.—Photoplay.

Extras' Average

Pay $2.63 Weekly
The average wage of a Hollywood extra

is $2.63 a week, Jerome Beatty discloses in

"The Modern Screen Magazine." There
are over 17,000 men, women and children in

the film city competing for the eight or nine

hundred jobs open to extras every day. Ten
dollars a day is the usual wage and out of

that extras are expected to furnish a com-
plete wardrobe. Jane Arden, whose two-
year average wage of $47.45 a week is the

highest in the industry, has among other

things fifteen hats, twenty-one pairs of

shoes, seven evening dresses and four eve-

ning wraps. Babe Green, who has averaged

$46.95 for the past two years, owns full

dress, tuxedo, sport suits, military uniforms,

cutaway, knickers, riding habit and every

sort of ordinary clothing. Miss Ardeu's

wardrobe cost more than $2,000 and Green's

well over $1,000: yet, says Mr. Beatty, they

are mighty glad to get $10 a day and to

work a little more than an average of four

days a week, for they know that if the pro-

ducers wanted to hire extras at bed rock

prices they could fill the stages, so great

does the supply exceed the demand.

First De Luxer at St.

Louis Going to Stock

St. Louis—This city's first de luxer, the

Grand Central, is about to make its final

bow about Christmas as a film house,

switching to a stock policy. Competition of

the St. Louis, Missouri and Fox proved

too tough and the old theatre went dark sev-

eral months ago. Later it was proposed to

install an indoor miniature golf course,

but with the popularity of that fad pass-

ing this plan was abandoned. Dramatic

stock seems to be in demand here.

Wins $55,000 Award
Damage award of $55,000 has been made

by a Manhattan jury in favor of Clara Joel,

wife of William Boyd, for injuries received

in a taxicab accident, which she says marred
her beauty and ruined her voice, ending her

.tage career.

Para. Changes in

Northwest States
Portland—There is a heavy conference of

Paramount Publix executives under way,
portending a change in the Northwest ter-

ritory. Charles C. Perry, head of the west-

ern division of theatres, is here conferring
with L. J. Levy of San Francisco, and
Robert Blair, Northwest district head. Levy,

it is learned, is slated to replace Blair here.

"Dawn Patrol" Theft
Case Off to Nov. 17

Hollywood—Preliminary hearing in the

action revolving alleged thievery of "The
Dawn Patrol" script has been continued to

November 17 by Municipal Judge Ballard.

Defendants are Edith Higgins, accused of

theft of the original manuscript from First

National studio, and Forrest J. Easley and
Joseph M. March, charged with conspiring

with her to commit burglary and grand theft.

Miss Higgins, former employe of War-
ners, took the manuscript, valued at $20,000,

from the studio, it is charged.

March and Easley are accused of conspir-

ing with her and offering her $100 to be

given to Carmelita Sweeney, another War-
ner employe, for her assistance.

Why the theft, if one was perpetrated, has

not come to light.

Plymouth Theatre Sold
To Mayflower Corp.

Worcester, Mass.—The Plymouth theatre

was sold at auction this week by the Wor-
cester County National Bank, as trustee, to

a committee representing the Mayflower
Corp., of New Haven, Conn., which financed

the structure. The price paid was $100,000

above taxes, which were listed as $72,000.

BUSINESS MEN stay at the% NEW YOKICEK
IBL The New Yorker has 2500
^™ rooms, every one with radio,

tub and shower bath, Servidor

and circulating ice water. There

are four popular-priced restau-

rants, including Coffee Shop.

Rates from $3.50 a day. 85%
of the rooms are $5, or less.

Manhattan's Largest and Tallest Hotel

34th Street at 8th Avenue, New York City

RALPH HITZ Managing Director

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS 1437 B'way

New York
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Conducted ByAn Exhibitor For Exhibitors

SALARIES !

THE oft-heard expression,

"The laborer is worthy of

his hire," apparently never
received much attention from
theatre owners — if present day
managers' salaries are any cri-

terion.

There was a time, in what now
seems like the dim and distant

past, when men entrusted with
the management of a large and
expensive theatre were paid a
salary somewhat commensurate
with the responsibilities of such
a position.

Then came—not the dawn

—

but chain theatre control and the

none to gentle process of cutting
overhead. And for some un-
known reason that process al-

ways started with the manager's
salary.

Yet, if you stop to analyze the

operating expense of a theatre

you will soon find that the cost

for the man who runs the house
is one of the smallest items of all

the essentials needed to properly
operate the house.

Aside from stimulating inter-

est in the theatre and increasing

its receipts, the manager must
mix with the various organi-

zations in the community and
while the theatre may bear

the dues for membership in those

organizations, the manager, as a

representative citizen in the com-
munity, is often put to the ex-

pense of those many items corn-
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ing under the heading of enter-

tainment and goodwill.

He must dress and look neat at

all times and that costs plenty, too.

Then he must be an able ex-
ecutive both in his contact with
merchants and civic leaders as
well as in his relations with the
general public and his staff. He
must keep an ever-watchful eye
on every part of the theatre's

equipment so as to avoid expen-
sive breakdowns and replace-

ments. Summing up in as brief

a way as possible, he must carry
the entire responsibility of an in-

vestment running from several

hundred thousands to sometimes
a million dollars.

And for all of that work, all of

that effort, all of that responsi-
bility, they tell him that the
house cannot afford to pay more
than "just so much," which in

many instances means fifty to

seventy-five dollars a week.

A man capable of looking after

an investment involving so much
money, a man who understands
his job and looks after every de-

tail of it as though it were his

own personal investment, and,

above all, a man who is, admit-
tedly, the right man for the job,

deserves a damned sight more
than seventy-five dollars a week.

We hope to see the day when
a happier condition will exist be-

tween theatre-owners and man-
agers on the salarv question.

"
•'Chick."
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itJMANAcerr round table club

How Much to Join?

The Club has been accepted as such a val-

uable aid to showmen that many of them

take it for granted that a joining or mem-
bership fee is required.

BB

May we take this means of correcting

any such a mistaken idea?

B
It costs you NOTHING to join the

Managers' Round Table Club, and there

are no dues, charges or fees of any kind

in connection with your membership.

cz ZS C-

WE HAVE NOTHING TO SELL BUT
SERVICE AND YOU GET PLENTY OF
THAT FREE.

M. R. T. C.

Police Department

Co-operates With
Friedman on Stunt

Sam Friedman got plenty of

co-operation from the city of-

ficials in a safety slogan con-
test which indirectly was a

plug for "Manslaughter," play-

ing at the Capitol Theatre,—— Pottsville, Pa.

The safety slogan contest was sponsored by both the theatre

and the Journal; the Journal jiving write-ups for five days in

advance and another in announcing prize winners.

The idea of the contest was to jot down a slogan, not over
ten words. And also to make people think in terms of safety,

especially drivers of motor
vehicles.

The ticket prize winners
had only one choice in

which to redeem their tick-

ets and that was on the

opening night of "Man-
slaughter," at which time
the Mayor in a short speech
from the stage donated the

first prize.

The Motor Club which
donated the first prize also

permitted Friedman to hang
a large banner from the sec-

ond floor window of their

office building. The office

building is in the heart of the city and it was one of the best

spots one could have sought for this purpose. The banner was
in two colors and plugged "Manslaughter."

The Mayor and Supt. of Streets also permitted Friedman to

place signs on the "No Parking" traffic signs. These signs

read, "Avoid Committing MANSLAUGHTER—Obey Potts-

ville's Traffic Rules." 190 of these cards were used in this man-
ner.

psmwrs \fM
Minus ^^

1

Earle

Novel
R. R.

Holden Had
Herald In
Ticket Form

Stunts and more stunts drift

into Club headquarters that

helped Earle Holden put his

pictures across.

His latest does a lot of talk-— ing. Of course it's a variation

of a gag that has been pulled

before but we want to say now that no one has used it as well as

Holden, especially in view of the fact that

he had a natural picture to tie-up with

it. in the form of "Danger Lights," a
railroad drama.
Through the co-operation of one of

the local railroad companies he secured

a few thousand of the envelopes that are

used to place tickets in. Appropriate copy
was placed on the back of the envelopes.

In case you don't know what these en-

velopes are like, hop down to your rail-

road ticket office and get yourself a
couple.

The tickets themselves were made up in

the standard colors used by many of the

railroads throughout the world, light olive

stock with black type. This stunt created

a lot of comment in Miami and was the

means for putting the film across to ex-

cellent results. How about it? Do you
think you can use it on this picture or

any coming to your house? It's a good
angle and one that you shouldn't miss.

You may be able to get the railroad com-
pany in on it to pay for half of the print-

ing.

Earle also passes along to us his trailer

presentation for the picture, and as it

contains some points which will be of
value to his fellow Club members we are

printing it here.

One Way Fare
For (he Greatest Thrill Trip
You Have Ever Takanl
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DANGER LIGHTS
WOlSEIH-HTKUK-MySTROIS

LOUIS WOLHEIM

The famed star of "All Quiet

On che Western Front".

DANGER LIGHTS
WDIHEIM -mrNUfl iHySTR0«

JEAN ARTHUR

Sensational little actress of "The
Greene Murder Case" and

"Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu"

DANGER LIGHTS
WDIKEIH MTHUI iRySTRWt

ROBERT ARMSTRONG

The Star of "Oh Yea" and

"Singapore Sal."

"Danger Lights" Trailer Presentation

To be used with regular sound trailer one
week in advance of play date.

Propg Needed:
1 electrical Victrola with loudspeaker
1 Imitation train whistle, can be borrowed
from music store or some orchestra

1 locomotive bell, can be borrowed from
some railroad or possiblv from music
store. The louder the better

1 Pullman porter's uniform
2 hand bags or suit cases
1 train effect record for use with Victrola

1—Victrola, bell and whistle is in charge of
stage manager and should be placed
where all three can easily be worked in
a quick manner.

2—Pullman porter's uniform is for colored
porter, also the hand bags.

DANGER LIGHTS
WCLHtlU-iRIhLR -UtHSTKOU

"Marvel Of the Ago"
Preii critic* hail "Danger Light." u
•omtitaing new in entertainment. A
tonic dnnu' Plunging juggernaut*.

DANGER LIGHTS
WOLKEIM URTKvIt 1RHSTRDIG

"Mightiest Of Thrillers"

Scrnmwg whia.te*. finding brain,

Jrlifwui iptrd. Sec the nilioiil wiib-
out. nde on the record fun I0O milei

pel hour on the woild'i fatten loeo-

SEE and HEAR

DANGER LIGHTS

Fairfax Theatre

ONE WEEK ONLY STARTING

FRIDAY. OCT. 3RD

How Presented
1—Booth fades in slide on the Magnascope

screen showing the rear end of an ob-
servation car. This is faded on the close
in curtain. As soon as effect hits the
screen, the curtains are opened allowing
the slide to show on the Magnascope
proper.

2—Immediately after the curtains have been opened, the stage man-
ager blows three sharp blasts on the train whistle and at the
same time starts ringing the locomotive bell.

3—The ringing of the bell is a cue for our porter dressed in Pullman
porter's costume to walk from the rear of the house down one
of the aisles with the suit cases in his hand. As he passes down
the aisle he will call "All aboard, all aboard for 'Danger Lights'
special, Track No. 12, All Aboard, All Aboard," etc. He goes up
on the stage and makes a right exit.

4—His exit is a signal for the stage manager to start the Victrola
with the train effect record which should give the effect of a
train starting and getting up speed. As soon as the imitation
gives the effect of speed he should signal the booth to immedi-
ately start the sound trailer on the picture superimposed on top
of the effect en the Magnascope. On first scene in the trailer
stage will close masking to normal size and booth will fad«»
out the effect.

I'h.' <liili would appreciate other anclen on trailer presentation.*
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Cartoonist Gave a

Picture to Glaser
As Birthday Gift

Some excellent showman-
ship was called into play by
Will J. Glaser, manager of the

Paramount Theatre, Faribault,

Minn., when he set out to sell

the first anniversary of the

theatre's opening.

Front page stories appeared in advance that guest tickets

would be given to all those never having seen a moving picture.

There were 18 acceptances, of which practically all parties were

from out-of-town. However, this stunt created considerable

talk and helped to publicize the attractions playing during Anni-

versary Month.
The newspaper pub-

lished a four-column
cartoon of the manager
in the act of cutting a

birthday cake with
heading reading, "Con-
gratulations" and men-
tion of event at bottom.
This cartoon was later

used on heavy paper
with the other side giv-

ing a list of the month's
attractions. Effective
distribution of these
cartoons also helped to

sell the Anniversary
Month bookings. A
four-foot birthday cake
made out of cardboard
and plaster, surrounded
with baskets of flowers
was placed in the foyer.
A card called attention
to an offer of a three

month's guest ticket to the patron estimating the nearest correct
weight in pounds and ounces, the announcement of winner to
be made at a Saturday midnight show. The newspaper carried a
story and the theatre used a box at top of regular ad in 6-point
type giving details.

Nearly 4.000 estimates were received on the birthday cake
guessing contest. Estimating coupons were given with each
paid admission during the week and there was a great deal of
comment and interest manifested by the public in the contest
not only by those taking part but many others too. The cake
itself weighed 28 lbs. and 10 oz. and really had every appearance
of being genuine. A young boy guessed' the correct weight.

Listen, Mr. Glaser, we'd like to hear some more from you
regarding the work you are turning out at the Paramount.
How about keeping us posted so that we can pass it along to
the rest of the Club?

Harrison Solicited

Aid of Patrons to

Help Him Pick Still

Here's another one from the
ace showman, J. P. Harrison,
that will help you to work up
a lot of interest in your com-
ing attractions. This lobby
stunt, worked in the Waco
Theatre, Waco, Texas, had

them talking about the picture with the usual good results
following.

A large bulletin board was placed in the lobby: the board
containing fourteen 8 x 10 stills and each one being numbered.
In the center of the panel was copy reading: "HELP US

OUT, PLEASE! We are in doubt about which picture to run
in the newspaper. The one that you vote the most popular
will appear in the Sunday layout in the newspaper." A girl sat
at a desk in the lobby and registered the numbers that the
people indicated.

The stunt got them looking at the stills on "Holiday" as well
as_ getting them talking about the picture, all of which made
mighty fine publicity for the picture.

Listen, "J. P."! We'd like to hear a lot more from you.
What do you say about it? Are you going to give the postman
plenty to do?

"The Showman's
Calendar"

AN EXCLUSIVE CLUB FEATURE

Check up on these dates each week and see how

you can turn them into "money dates" for your

theatre.

Each new month offers new days of untold

opportunities.

NOVEMBER
Nov. 10-16 American Education Week

Nov. 11 Armistice Day.

King's Birthday (Italy).

Washington Became a State
(1889)

Nov. 11-18 American Red Cross Week
Nov. 16 Oklahoma Became a State (1907)

Nov. 16-23 Children's Nat'l Book Week
(sponsored by Parent Teachers'
Ass'n.)

Nov. 23 Capt. John Ericsson Landed in

N. Y. (1837)
Repudiation Day (Maryland)

British Evacuated N. Y. (1783)

Thanksgiving Day

DECEMBER
Monroe Doctrine (1823)

Illinois Became a State (1818)

St. Nicholas Day—(Patron Saint
of Children)

Dec. 7 Decoration Day, Cuba

You should have your plans well advanced for
those special Thanksgiving shows for the poor, as
well as the Christmas and Holiday tie-ups. Watch
the Club pages for details.

Nov 25

Nov. 27

Dec. 2

Dec. 3

Dec. 6

Can you tie any of the above events into

your theatre's activities?

And don't overlook the many local events that

are constantly turning up right in your own town,

county or state.

Keep an eye on "The Showman's
Calendar" for an advance tip on

future holidays and events.
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LAFF-O-THE-WEEK!
This week's giggle is had at the expense of a

certain "145th" assistant to a division manager.
Said assistant requested that the house managers
of the division make hourly trips to the sidewalks
afront of the houses and scrape off chewing gum.
This circuit has no porters, all the cleaning being

done in the early morning hours through a cer-

tain maintenance company. What's a guy gonna
do?

Have a Handful of

Harfs Showmanship
In Newburgh, N. Y.

Street ballyhoos seem to be

one of the most effective me-
diums for business building in

Newburgh, N. Y., as Edward
Hart, manager of the Acad-
emy Theatre, always manages== ^=^^^ to report that they clicked.

A recent street stunt was that of using a girl to exploit "Com-
mon Clay," when it played the Academy.

The girl was dressed neatly, carrying a number on the front

of her dress and carrying a large card on her back reading,

"Lost a Name, Given a Number, Branded by Society as COM-
MON CLAY." Other copy on the card contained sales copy

about the picture as well as name of theatre and playdates.

The girl paraded the streets and excited lots of attention which

in turn focused thoughts of persons on seeing the picture.

The same idea was again used, but this time on "Anybody's

Woman." We'd like to point out that Hart uses very effective

copy and this permits him to use the gag whenever he wants, as

the copy attracts attention to it. One ballyhoo consisted of an

attractive girl, neatly dressed, wearing a mask and carrying

a tray on which was painted "Anybody's Woman." This girl

paraded the business section and passed out candy kisses to

which was attached tags carrying copy about the picture, the-

atre and playdates.

The other ballyhoo consisted of two boys carrying a large

warning sign—copy on the sign reading: "WARNING! Scan-

dal-wagging tongues calling Pansy Gray ANYBODY'S WO-
MAN must stop! I admit I married Pansy Gray when I'd

known her only three hours and while under the influence of

liquor but now she is my wife and I intend to protect her.

Xeil Dunlap—Meet the husband and wife of this sensational

picture in ANYBODY'S WOMAN feast, theatre, playdates)."

These boys carried the sign about town and parked the sign

every once in awhile to allow people to read it

In advance of the opening of the new serial "The Indians
are Coming," he distributed heralds to the school children, be-
fore and after class. He also secured an old car, on which he
mounted a three-sheet showing the Indians, and had the car
driven around town for several days preceding the opening of

the serial. Advertising the serial caused much comment among
the children, and acted as a stimulus in bringing them into the
theatre.

With so much activity evident up around his district, it is

small wonder that Hart keeps his house on the winning side

of the ledger all of the time. Let's hear from you again, Eddie.

Briant Engineered
Man-Sized Campaign
To Sell "Big Boy"

It's a sure thing that E. H.
Briant, of the National The-
atre in Richmond, Va., knows
his stuff. Anyone uninformed
on this point need only con-
sult this account of what he
did to sell "Big Boy," and

they'll have to admit that what we say is the McCoy.
The newspapers gave him plenty of advance stories and pic-

tures on the film. A special front was built, with cut-out letters

on the marquee giving it a brilliant finish. The sign was kept
burning one week in advance of the opening. Small stickers

were made and placed on all restaurant menus and fountain
cards. 10,000 round cards, containing a cut of the globe, and
an overprint red arrow, pointing to Richmond, with wording
"THE FIRST SHOWING IN ALL THE WORLD" were
used to plug the film, which, incidentally, world premiered in

Richmond. On the reverse side, the picture was played up,

together with a line on the cooling plant and bargain matinees.
The largest laundry in town put one in each package. Others
were distributed at the leading hotels, being placed in each
room. The rest were distribtued through cigar stores.

Every day during the run of the picture, life savers and fruit

drops, enclosed in special envelopes, were placed in every room
of the four leading hotels in the city. Three leading restaurants
placed one before the plate of every patron.

Local music stores and radio dealers were contacted and they
plugged the theme songs. Haberdashery establishments were
also tied up. The theme songs were plugged by the lead-

ing orchestras. Radio stations also loaned their assistance. A
tie-up with the Big Boy Bottling Company netted Briant signs

on their four trucks, and half the cost of printing 25.000 her-

alds, which were distributed all along the route. The Mayor
of the city purchased the first ticket to the world premiere, and
posed for the newspaper cameramen.

A bicycle endurance contest was going on in the city. Briant
worked up interest in it to the extent of securing contributions

to a fund for a cup, to be presented to the endurance riders if

they broke a record, from the stage of the theatre. The news-
papers came through great for this one. The Mayor loaned his

assistance, playing head man on the stage, assisted by another
prominent figure in civic circles.

Other activities on the "Big Boy" campaign included the

phoning, by Western Union, of a number of prominent
people, who were requested to send messages of good-will for

the opening. 49 messages were placed on display, included

among them one from Al Jolson, and also one from George
Arliss. The completed campaign for the opening was a wow.
The natives packed the house all during the run. proving to

Briant that he knows his showmanship. Give us some more of

it "E. H.," and include your photo.

C. B. ANDERSON says:
"/ have been reading your ROUND TABLE

Department ever since it was inaugurated, and
have found some very helpful suggestions."

Manager, Ritz Theatre,
New Albany, Miss.
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MANAGtW flCLND TADLt CLUE
C. J. Latta Promoted;

Leaves New Haven

For Cleveland Post

"C. J." has left New Haven.
Who are we talking about?
Oh, yes. We are talking about
C. J. Latta, former managing
director of the Roger Sherman
Theatre in New Haven, Conn.,^-__^^^_____ who has just earned a well-

merited promotion to the post

of district manager for Warner Brothers' Cleveland, Ohio,
theatres.

Every constant reader of the Round Table pages knows what
C. J. Latta has done since he has been in the show game. We
started to pass his work along two years ago, and we are >till

doing it. Talk about im-
proving with age! Latta's

work does! He made
many friends in New Ha-
ven, and it is a certainty

that it will be some time
before they forget him—if

ever they do. His con-
tacts with newspaper men
and dealers were always a

source of great profit for

his house. The reason why
being that Latta always
treated them fairly.

On the evening that his appointment to the new position was
announced, plans were immediately made by his house staff to

tend him a dinner. And it was some dinner! Speeches and
everything. The sentiments of the entire organization that

Latta had built up at the house were expressed in these words,
found in the dinner program : ". . . it certainly was a pleasure
working, not for, but with 'C. J.'

" That's enough for us, or any
showman. When every one in the house says "Oke," can you
ask for more?
Now to get down to business. We are presenting the last

activities of Latta at the Roger Sherman. The photo of the
man dressed in full-dress suit and wearing a mask, that we are
showing, was used on "Raffles."

The man walked about the streets

of New Haven handing out calling

cards reading: "I'm Lonesome.
Meet me at Warner Bros.' Roger
Sherman, Saturday at 1 o'clock."

It was signed: "Raffles." Ronald
Colman heralds were also used to

plug the picture.

The man was picked up by the
police at the close of the second
day. It seems that an officer, well

informed on city ordinances, did

his duty. The story crashed the
local papers for a picture, too. New
Haven knew that "Raffles" was
playing in the town. The heralds
on the picture had a novel slant.

The back page was imprinted with
copy on a tie-up that Latta had
obtained with a local jeweler.

The jeweler offered weekly prizes

to persons holding heralds that

carried numbers corresponding to

ones in his window. The town ate up this stunt. They made
sure that they received a herald weekly. Thousands of them
were given out. There was no question but that the theatre
received thousands of dollars worth of publicity. The jeweler
was also given a mention on the screen, via trailers, announcing
the stunt and new picture. The herald gag is a weekly feature,

NOVELTY SOUVENIRS
Make friends with your patrons
Jow profits In your box office receipt.
;t»e kiddies "Braze! Novelties" and win
(hem as Boosters Tor your show house . .

Inexpensive attractive novelties aerre aa real
huOness fetters always.

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG. CO. r.ltitt. S
L

An Appreciation!
We want to take this means of expressing our

appreciation to the members of the Club who re-

sponded so promptly to our request for the special

material which appeared in The Showman issue
last week.

All of those special articles constituted the real

"meat" of the Club discussion on theatre mainten-
ance and equipment, and that it will be of great
value to other showmen, desirous of learning more
about this phase of theatre operation, goes without
argument.
We are now preparing the list of subjects to be

|

featured in the December Showman Club section
and another group of members will be selected to
contribute the necessary stories. In this way each
succeeding issue of the Club pages in the Showman
section will present new slants until it becomes as
valuable from the equipment angle as it now is for
exploitation, etc.

every herald on a new picture being imprinted. Incidentally, the
gifts were sometimes displayed in the theatre lobby, as, for in-

stance, when a 52-piece silver set was offered.

The other photo that we are showing was a ballyhoo on "All
Quiet." A stuffed bear was placed alongside a sign carried on
a white truck, plugging the film. A radio set was also installed

on the truck and this served to attract plenty of attention to the
street ballyhoo. This one stunt helped plenty to sell the show,
though Latta used others as well.

Another gag that went over well—this on "Scarlet Pages"

—

was the novelty herald in the form of a booklet that was dis-

tributed. It contained twelve pages, in which was found very
effective copy—along the lines of these "True Stories," so prev-
alent—that must certainly have aroused interest in the film.

The heralds had no pulling power for the kids—the fact being
that the picture was made for adult consumption—so they were
left out this week.
We are sure that "C. J.," in his new assignment, is going to

continue this live-wire work, and we look forward to hearing
that his houses are knocking them cold. Good luck, "C. J."

•Write f*T our FrM Booklet.
8howlm I. Ml Kind*.

A classified ad that drew

Emil Bertistecker lots of comment and created
. . attention was used by Emil

Landed tree Space Bernstecker of the National

In Local Newspaper Theatre in Greensboro, N. C.,

at no cost to himself or the~~^~~^~~^^^~^^^^~ house, recently.

The heading was, "EMIL AND 'STUFFER' SPEAK
THEIR MINDS." And then followed an explanation who the

principals were: "The place is a well known South Elm Street

Restaurant. The time is just after ice cream—just before cof-

fee. The verbal combatants are the manager of the National
Theatre and the advertising manager of Odells."

A conversation then followed about Saturday ads paying in

the Greensboro Daily News, a part of which is repeated:

Stuffer: "Well, I don't know about you, but I tried a Satur-

day ad offering 1,000 bang guns free to the first 1,000 kids

coming to a tire store on Monday morning, and by 10 o'clock

the perspiring manager had a broken arm from handing out
the favors, a headache from the noise—and no guns."

Emil: "Oh, so that was where those kids came from! Do
you know they almost broke up my show with their popping?"

Stuffer: "That's funny. Wonder why they came right over
to your place?"
Emil: "I wonder—could it have been— ? Yes, I guess they

must have read my ads in the Saturday papers, too."

The ad was primarily one to entice advertisers to use the
classified columns in the Saturday editions as well as other
davs. And it proved a good plug for the theatre.

"Which," says Emil, "is another way of grabbing publicity."

"And," says we, "how about some more, Emil?"
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Putting It Over Big!
Acting upon the tip that an animal cracker hunt

as staged by another manager was successful, Har-
ry Palmer of the Princess theatre, Bloomington,
Indiana, staged one in his city with the result

that the whole town's juvenile population turned
out. The hunt was sponsored by the Indiana Daily
Student publication and hundreds of young-
sters roamed the town in search of envelopes con-

taining animal crackers and special prizes.

The accompanying photo tells the story,

how!
And

Brewer Boosted His

Business on Film by

Minnie Golf Tie-Up

With a golf picture to plug
at the Tennessee Theatre,
Charles F. Brewer, manager
of the house, had a natural tie-

up with the two miniature golf

courses.

He furnished both courses
with score cards on which was plenty of copy about the picture,

cast, theatre and play dates. The score cards were used in

advance and throughout run of picture.

He also decorated the courses with banners which were
placed in a conspicuous spot. This banner carried copy to the
effect that "Follow Thru" was in the 'Hole-in-One' of musical
comedies, theatre and play dates.

The courses in turn furnished the theatre with material to

lay out a one-hole miniature in the lobby, including hazard,
mat, etc. This display attracted lots of attention and made good
publicity for the picture.

Brewer is continually displaying work of this type down in

Knoxville, and since this is his first contribution, we are pretty
safe in asserting that he is going to follow it up with some
more, and rate the title of active member. And when you give
us your next work, Charles, include your photo.

Phillips Engineered
Profitable Tie-Ups
Anniversary Week

Ralph E. Phillips made sev-

eral advantageous tie-ups that
helped considerably in public-
izing Anniversary Week at the
State Theatre, Chattanooga,
Tenn., awhile ago.
A tie-up was made with the

local bottling company to serve drinks to all theatre patrons
during Anniversary Week. A large bar was built in the
lobby, painted up nicely and an announcement placed that the
drinks were gratis to theatre patrons. In addition to furnishing
the drinks, the bottling company permitted Phillips to place
banners on their five trucks; the banners carrying copy playing
up Anniversary Week.
A tie-up with a local bakery resulted in the bakery furnishing

a birthday cake ; the cake to be presented Monday night at the

opening of Anniversary Week. The presentation was made to

the holder of the lucky number of the ticket stub. The cake
was on display in the lobby four days in advance and also a

dummy cake was placed in the bakery window one week in

advance with the announcement that the cake would be pre-

sented to some one on Monday night. The window display was
very prominent as the bakery is on the main street where a lot

of transients pass.

Putting Green In
Lobby Featured the

Midget Golf Course

Ed. Crane had his lobby all

fitted up in atmospheric style

to advertise "Follow Thru,"
playing at the Florida Theatre,
Daytona Beach, Fla
One week in advance, Crane

installed the putting green in

the lobby. It consisted of grass mats borrowed from a local

florist, and a patented device with holes, which was borrowed
from the local Spalding agency, who also furnished golf balls

and other golf accessories.

In the background of the putting green was an artificial palm
tree, borrowed from a local department store. In front of the
palm tree was a display board offering patrons a guest ticket

for the opening day of "Follow Thru" for each one making
a hole in one. This idea went over big and naturally helped
to sell the picture, too.

Crane had a display of golf togs in window of a department
store with advertising cards and still photos; a window display

of golf accessories in window of stationery store with adver-
tising cards and stills and similar displays in windows of a hard-

ware store selling sports equipment and in the local Spalding
agency window.

Minstrel Show Run
By Sherred Gained

Good-Will for House

They are still talking about
the minstrel show that Carl B.
Sherred ran, out in Altoona,
Pa„ recently at the Mishler
Theatre.
Ever since he has been at

tbe house, Sherred has been
turning out some excellent work, and his activities have been
passed along to the rest of the showmen in the Club, in many
instances the stunts being adopted and worked immediately
to the same success as Sherred enjoyed with them.

The ad we are showing will give you an idea of just another
way that Sherred has of

getting good-will and pub-
licity for his house; the
good-will in this instance

being derived from the lo-

cal newspaper when he
showed them that he want-
ed to promote a full-page

ad. The ad, which carried

the names of all of the
members participating in

the Elks' shows, was given
a great reception, plenty of

attention being paid it. The
attendance at the charity
show was the largest rep-

resentative gathering the
theatre had ever known.

Listen, Carl ! We look to

hear some good things from
you for the coming season,
as we are sure your show
selling this year is going to surpass anything that you have
done thus far. Let's hear from you real soon.

(^±2 Altoona Elk's Charity Minstrel* (U£>
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Notice to Members
PLEASE be sure to notify

the Chairman of any change
of address.

—THANK YOU.
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SIX MONTHS' CLUB INDEX!
Successful Showmanship—At Your Finger-Tips

Aeroplane Tie-Ups
I'a-ze

Issue May 3rd, 1930 106

Issue June 28th. 1930 85

Issue June 28th. 1930 91

Issue July Sth. 1930 42

Issue July 5th. 1930 58

Issue. July 26th, 1930 77

Issue Auk. 9th, 1930 64

Issue Aug. 16th, 1930 66

Issue Aug. 30th. 1930 62

Issue Sept. 13th. 1930 72

Issue Oct. 4th. 1930 133

Issue Oct. 4th. 1930 136

Issue Oct. 11th. 1930 73

Anniversaries—Theatre
Issue May 3rd, 1930 102

Issue May 10th, 1930 77

Issue May 31st, 1930 155

Issue June 14th, 1930 95
Issue June 14th, 1930 101

Issue June 21st, 1930 64

Issue June 28th, 1930 92

Anniversaries—Sound
Issue May 3rd, 1930 107

Automobile Tie-Ups
Issue May 17th, 1930 81

Issue Aug. 30th, 1930 76

Bank Tie-Ups
Issue June 28th. 1930 92

Issue Sept. 13th, 1930 72

Baseball Tie-Ups
Issue June 14th, 1930... 95

Issue July 12th, 1930 106

Issue July 19th, 1930 62

Beauty Shows
Issue May 17th, 1930 78
Issue May 24th. 1930 135

Issue June 14th. 1930 103

Issue Sept. 27th, 1930 59

Benefits
Issue May 24th, 1930 141

Issue Aug. 2nd, 1930 95

Birthday Register

Issue Aug. 9th, 1930 67

Blue Ribbon Month
Issue July 5th, 1930 49

Booster Club
Issue Aug. 9th. 1930 56

Issue Aug. 9th, 1930 60

Bride Tie-Up
Issue Sept. 6th, 1930 113

Bridge Parties

Issue June 7th, 1930 150

Cabaret Night
Issue July 26th, 1930 72

Campaign Booklet
Issue Oct. 11th, 1930 63

Candy Tie-Up
Issue June 7th, 1930 152

Cat Tie-Ups
Issue Aug. 2nd, 1930 106
Issue Aug. 30th 1930 68

Chewing Gum Evil

Issue Oct. 4th, 1930 119
Issue Oct. 4th, 1930 126

Civic Tie-Up
Issue July 12th, 1930 99

Cleaning Carpets
Issue Oct. 4th, 1930 118

Combating Fairs
Issue Oct. 18th, 1930 73

Contests
Issue May 31st, 1930 62
Issue May 31st, 1930 147
Issue May 31st, 1930 151
Issue June 7th, 1930 154
Issue July Sth. 1930 55
Issue July 12th. 1930 103
Issue Aug. 30th. 1930 68
Issue Aug. 30th, 1930 76
Tssue Sept. 6th. 1930 107
Issue Sept. 13th. 1930 62

With this issue we hand you a com-
plete index of the more important
Club activities which appeared on our
pages for the past six months. This
index can be made as valuable as your
ability and desire to use it. Kept in

a handy place, where it will always be

available for instant reference, you
can readily see how simple it would
be to sit down, and with the aid of

this index, map out complete cam-
paigns based upon tried and success-

ful exploitation and advertising.

In making use of the Feature Cam-
paign listings, please keep in mind
that the stunt is NOT married to the

picture with which it was used. They
can all be remoulded to fit whatever
picture you are anxious to exploit and
your individual conditions.

By publishing this six-months' in-

dex you can now destroy the previous

monthly indexes. This covers all the

items previously listed.

Contest (Cont.)
Page

Issue Sept. 27th, 1930 63

Issue Oct. 4th, 1930 134

Issue Oct. 18th, 1930 71

Issue Oct. 18th. 1930 80

Issue Oct. 18th, 1930 85

Issue Oct. 25th, 1930 93

Issue Oct. 25th, 1930 94

Cooling Plant Plugs
Issue May 17th, 1930 67

Issue May 17th, 1930 72

Issue May 17th. 1930 73

Issue May 24th, 1930 127

Issue May 31st, 1930 152

Issue Aug. 30th, 1930 74

Issue Sept. 13th. 1930 66

Issue Sept. 13th, 1930 67

Issue Sept. 13th. 1930 70

Issue Sept. 20th. 1930 60

Displays
Issue Oct. 11th, 1930 65

Issue Oct. 18th. 1930 76

Issue Oct. 18th, 1930 79

Issue Oct. 18th, 1930 83

Door Hangers
Issue May 24th, 1930 126

Double Truck Ads
Issue May 10th, 1930 75

Issue May 31, 1930 151

Issue June 7th, 1930 148

Early Bird Matinee
Issue July I9th, 1930 64

Factory Tie-Up
Issue June 28th, 1930 87

Family Month
Issue Aug. 2nd, 1930 105

Issue Aug. 9th. 1930 59

Family Nite I

Issue May 10th. 1930 73

Fashion Shows
Issue May 24th. 1930 140

Issue May 24th. 1930 134

Issue Oct. 18th. 1930 70

Issue Oct. 18th, 1930 73

Feature Campaigns
Issue May 17th, 1930 87

Issue May 24th, 1930 128

Issue May 24th, 1930 134

Issue May 24th, 1930 138

Issue May 31st. 1930 144

Issue May 31st, 1930 145

Issue May 31st, 1930 146

Issue May 31st, 1930 157

Issue May 31st. 1930 159

Issue May 31st. 1910 160

Issue June 7th. 1930 146

Issue June 14th. 1930 %
Issue June 14th, 1930 97

Issue June 14th. 1930 99
Issue June 21st. 1930 50
Issue June 21st, 1930 52

Feature Campaigns (Cont).
Page

Issue June 21st, 1930 53
Issue June 21st, 1930 55

Issue June 21st, 1930 59
Issue June 21st. 1930 60

Issue June 28th. 1930 95
Issue Pune 28th. 1930. 96
Issue June 28th. 1930 89
Issue July 5th, 1930 46
Issue July Sth. 1930 51

Issue July Sth, 1930 55
Issue July Sth, 19.10 56

Issue July 5th, 1930 S7

Issue July 12th, 1930 94
Issue July 12th. 1930 98

Issue July 12th, 1930 99
Issue July 12th, 1930 100

Issue July 12th, 1930 101

Issue July 12th, 1930 104

Issue July 12th, 1930 105

Issue July 19th, 1930 59
Issue July 19th, 1930 62
Issue July 19th, 1930 69
Issue July 26th, 1930 75

Issue July 26th, 1930 78
Issue July 26th, 1930 79

Issue Aug. 2nd. 1930 98
Issue Aug. 2nd, 1930 100

Issue Aug. 2nd. 1930 101

Issue Aug. 2nd, 1930 103

Issue Aug. 2nd. 1930 105

Issue Aug. 9th, 1930 55

Issue Aug. 9th. 1930 56

Issue Aug. 9th, 1930 58

Issue Aug. 9th, 1930 60
Issue Aug. 9th, 1930 62
Issue Aug. 9th. 1930 66
Issue Aug. 16th. 1930 56
Issue Aug. 16th, 1930 58
Issue Aug. 16th, 1930 64

Issue Aug. 16th. 1930 65

Issue Aug. 16th, 1930 67

Issue Aug. 23rd, 1930 62
Issue Aug. 23rd, 1930 65
Issue Aug. 23rd, 1930 72

Issue Aug. 23rd. 1930 75

Issue Sept. 6th, 1930 103

Issue Sept. 6th, 1930 104

Issue Sept. 6th, 1930 105

Issue Sept. 6th, 1930 109

Issue Sept. 6th. 1930 112

Issue Sept. 6th, 1930 113

Issue Sept. 6th, 1930 114

Issue Sept. 6th, 1930 116

Issue Sept. 13th, 1930 67
Issue Sept. 13th, 1930 78
Issue Sept. 20th, 1930 60
Issue Sept. 20th. 1930 62
Issue Sept. 20th, 1930 64
Issue Sept. 27th. 1930 58
Issue Oct. 4th, 1930 128

Issue Oct. 4th. 1930 135
Issue Oct. 11th. 1930 63
Issue Oct. 11th, 1930 65
Issue Oct. 11th, 1930 68
Issue Oct. 11th, 1930 71
Issue Oct. 11th. 1930 76

Issue Oct. 11th, 1930 79
Issue Oct. 18th, 1930 70

Isue Oct. 18th. 1930 71

Issue Oct. 18th, 1930 72

Issue Oct. 18th, 1930 77

Issue Oct. 18th, 1930 78
Issue Oct. 18th, 1930 79
Issue Oct. 18th, 1930 80
Issue Oct. 18th, 1930 81

Issue Oct. 18th. 1930 84

Issue Oct. 25th, 1930 86

Field Day
Issue Sept. 27th, 1930 72

Flower Show
Issue June 7th, 1930 149
Issue Oct. 4th, 1930 121

Food Show
Issue July 5th, 1930 50

Football Nite
Issue Oct. 18th, 1930 85

Free Parking
Issue Aug. 16th, 1930 63

Free Refreshments
Issue Aug. 30th, 1930 66

Fronts—Atmospheric
Issue June 14th. 1930 105

Issue June 21st, 1930 61

Issue July 26th, 1930 80
Issue July 26th. 1930 81
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A THOUSAND AND ONE STUNTS-
Fronts—Displays

Page
Issue May 3rd, 1930 112

Issue May 3rd, 1930 115

Issue May 10th, 1930 71

Issue May 17th, 1930 91

Issue May 31st, 1930 147

Issue May 31st. 1930 153

Issue May 31st, 1930 158

Issue June 7th. 1930 152

Issue June 28th. 1930 94

Issue June 28th, 1930 88

Issue July Sth. 1930 54

Issue July 19th. 1930 58

Issue July 19th, 1930 60

Issue Aug. 2nd, 1930 94

Issue Aug. 9th. 1930 63

Issue Aug. 16th, 1930 66

Issue Aug. 30th. 1930 64

Issue Sept. 6th. 1930 105

Issue Sept. 13th. 1930 74

Issue Sept. 13th, 1930 76

Issue Sept. 20th. 1930 63

Issue Sept. 20th. 1930 66

Issue Sept. 20th. 1930 68

Issue Sept. 20th. 1930 69

Issue Sept. 20th, 1930 70

Issue Sept. 27th, 1930 51

Issue Sept. 27th. 1930 55

Issue Sept. 27th. 1930 59

Issue Sept. 27th. 1930 65

Issue Sept. 27th. 1930 66

Issue Oct. 18th, 1930 78

Issue Oct. 25th. 1930 93

Gift Nights
Issue May 3rd. 1930 105

Issue May 17th, 1930 69

Issue June 2Sth. 1930 88

Good-Will Booster
Issue Aug. 16th. 1930 5:

Graduation Gags
Issue June 7th, 1930 149

Issue Tune 7th. 1930 153

Issue lune 14th. 1930 99
Issue lune 21. 1930 57

Issue tune 21st. 1930 66
Issue June 28th. 1930 93

Issue July Sth. 1930 52

Heralds
Issue May 3rd. 1930 113

Issue May 17th. 1930 68

Issue May 24th, 1930 136

Issue June 7th. 1930 155

Issue June 28th 1930 88

Issue June 28th, 1930 95

Issuelune 28th, 1930 98

Issue July 12th. 1930 103

Issue Tuly 26th, 1930 68

Issue Tuly 26th. 1930 69

Issue July 26th, 1930 73

Issue July 26th, 1930 79

Issue Aug. 2nd, 1930 107

Issue Aug. 9th. 1930 65

Issue Aug. 30th. 1930 76

Issue Sept. 6th. 1930 114

Issue Sept. 13th. 1930 74

Issue Sept. 13th, 1930 78

Issue Sept, 20th, 1930 68
Issue Sept. 27th, 1930 62

Issue Oct. 18th. 1930 76
Issue Oct. Z5th, 1930 96

House to House Distribution

Issue June 7th. 1930 155

House Closing Stunts
Issue Aug. 23rd. 1930 75

House Organs
Issue May 17th. 1930 62
Issue May 17th, 1930 84
Issue May 24th, 1930 126
Issue Aug. 9th. 1930 65
Issue Sept. 27th. 1930 60

Institutional Plugs
Tssue Aug. ?th, 1930 63
Issue Aug. 23rd. 1930 71
Issue Aug. 30th, 1930 70
Issue Aug. 6th. 1930 109
Issue Oct. Uth. 1930 71

Invitations

Issue May 3rd, 1930 114

Jay Walker Gag
Issue Sept. 6th. 1930 107

Kiddie Biz
Issue May 3rd. 1930 116
Issue May 17th. 1930 84
Issue May 17th. 1930 85
Issue May 24th. 1930 126
Issue Mav 24th. 1930 132

Kiddie Biz. (Cont.)
Page

Issue May list. 19'0 152

Issue June 14th. 1930 94

Issue June 14th. 1930 99

Issue June 7th. 1930 151

Issue lune 28th. 1930 9!

Issue July 19th, 1930 56
Issue Tuly 19th. 1930 58

Issue July 19th. 1930 64

Issue Aug. 2nd. 1930 95

Issue Aug. 2nd. 1930 96
Issue Aug. 2nd. 1930 97

Issue Aug. 2nd. 1930 105

Issue Aug. 16th, 1930 68

Issue Aug. 9th. 1930 65

Issue Aug. 16th, 1930 68

Issue Aug. 23rd. 1930 63

Issue Aug. 23rd. 1930 69
Issue Aug. 23rd. 1930 70
Issue Aug. 30th. 1930 75

Issue Sept. 6th. 1930 113

Issue Sept. 6th. 1930 116

Issue Sept. 27th. 1930 65

Issue Oct. 4th. 1930 125

Issue Oct. 4th. 1930 128

Issue Oct. 4th. 1930 135

Issue Oct. 11th. 1930 64

Issue Oct. 11th, 1930 69
Issue Oct. 18th. 1930 86

Library Tie-Up
Issue May 10th, 1930 1)3

Lice Model Tie-Up
Issue June 7th, 1930 154

Issue June 28th. 1930 89

Issue Aug. 2nd. 1930 107

Issue Sept. 27th. 1930 54

Lobbies
Issue May 3rd, 1930 105

Issue May 3rd. 1930 107

Issue May 3rd. 1930 108

Issue May 3rd. 1930 11-'

Issue May 10th. 1930 62
Issue May 17th. 1930 77

Issue May 17th, 1930 83

Lobbies
Issue May 17th, 1930 92

Issue May 31st. 1930 151

Issue Mav 31st, 1930 154

Issue May 31st, 1930 157

Issue June 7th, 1930 155

Issue June 7th. 1930 158

Issue June 14th, 1930 95

Issue June 14th. 1930 108

Issue June 14th. 1930 110

Issue June 21st. 1930 53

Issue June 21st. 1930 68
Issue June 28th, 1930 96
Issue July 5th. 1930 44

Issue July Sth, 1930 47

Issue July 5th, 1930 49

Issue July Sth, 1930 52

Issue July Sth. 1930 57

Issue July 19th, 1930 67

Issue Tuly 26th, 1930 80
Issue Aug. 16th. 1930 66
Issue Aug. 16th. 1930 68
Issue Aug. 23rd, 1930 69
Issue Aug. 23rd. 1930 71

Issue Aug. 23rd, 1930 72
Issue Aug. 23rd, 1930 73

Issue Aug. 30th, 1930 64
Issue Aug. 30th, 1930 71

Issue Aug. 30th, 1930 73

Issue Sept. Uth, 1930 66
Issue Sept. Uth. 1930 70

Issue Sept. Uth, 1930 71

Issue Sept. Uth, 1930 76
Issue Oct. 11th, 1930 70
Issue Oct. 11th, 1930 72
Issue Oct. 11th, 1930 78
Issue Oct. 18th. 19.10 S3
Issue Oct. 18th, 1930 85
Issue Oct. 18th. 1930 87
Issue Oct. 25th. 1930 94
Issue Oct. 25th. 1930 98

Locked Door Gag
Issue July Sth. 1930 42

Local Movies
Issue Aug. 30th. 1930 73

Magnafilm
Issue May 24th. 1930 127

Mardi Gras
Issue May 31st, 1930 148

Marquees
Issue May 3rd, 1930 109
Tssue May 10th. 1930 73
Issue June 14th, 1930 106
Issue Tune 28th, 1930 89

Marquees (Cont.)
Page

Issue July 26th, 1930 80
Issue Aug. 9th. 1930 61

Issue Aug. 23rd, 1930 69
Issue Oct. 25th. 1930 92

Meal Check Gag
Issue May 10th, 1930 74

Merchant Tie-Ups
Issue May 3rd, 1930 115

Issue May 10th, 1930 65
Issue May 10th, 1930 67

Issue May 10th, 1930 70

Issue May 10th, 1930 72
Issue May 17th, 1930 90
Issue May 17th, 1930 91

Issue May 24th, 1930 131

Issue May 31st, 1930 ISO
Issue June 7th, 1930 145

Issue June 7th, 1930 149

Issue June 14th, 1930 101

Issue June 14th, 1930 104

Issue June 21st. 1930 56
Issue June 21st, 1930 63

Issue June 21st, 1930 65
Issue June 21st, 1930 66
Issue June 28th, 1930 93
Issue June 28th, 1930 95
Issue July Sth, 1930 42
Issue July 5th, 1930 43
Issue July 5th, 1930 49
Issue July 5th, 1930 58
Issue July 5th, 1930 59
Issue July 12th, 1930 100

Issue July 12tb, 1930 101

Issue July 12th, 1930 107

Issue July 19th, 1930 61

Issue July 26th, 1930 72
Issue July 26th, 1930 75
Issue July 26th, 1930 76
Issue Aug. 2nd. 1930 102

Issue Aug. 2nd. 1930 103

Issue Aug. 2nd. 1923 107

Issue Aug. 9th. 1930 61

Issue Aug. 9th, 1930 62
Issue Aug. 30th. 1930 74
Issue Aug. 30th, 1930 75
Issue Sept. 6th. 1930 112

Issue Sept. 20th. 1930 62
Issue Sept. 27th, 1930 64
Issue Oct. 4th. 1930 128
Issue Oct. 11th, 1930 65
Issue Oct. 25th, 1930 84

Milk Bottle Cap Gag
Issue July 19th, 1930 57

Miniature Golf Course
Issue July Sth, 1930 50
Issue Aug. 2nd, 1930 96
Issue Aug. 2nd, 1930 106
Issue Aug. 19th. 1930 62
Issue Aug. 16th, 1930 59
Issue Aug. 30, 1930 71

Minstrel Parade
Issue June 7th, 1930 157

Mother's Day Gags
Issue June 7th, 1930 161
Issue June 21st. 1930 60

Naming House
Issue May 10th, 1930 76
Issue June 7tb. 1930 153

Newspaper Ads
Issue June 14th, 1930 98
Issue June 14th, 1930 100
Issue June 14th, 1930 101

Issue June 14th, 1930 105
Issue June 14th. 1930 106
Issue June 14tb. 1930 10S
Issue June 14th, 1930 110
Issue June 21st, 1930 51
Issue June 21st. 1930 61
Issue June 21st, 1930 62
Issue June 21st. 1930 64
Issue June 21st, 1930 65
Issue June 28th, 1930 92
Issue June 28th. 1930 96
Issue June 28th. 1930 97
Issue July 5th, 1930 96
Issue July Sth. 1930 97
Issue July 12th. 1930 101
Issue July 12th. 1930 102
Issue July 19th, 1930 60
Issue Tuly 19th, 1930 61
Issue Tuly 19th, 1930 66
Issue July 19th. 1930 68
Issue July 26th, 1930 81
Issue Aug. 2nd. 1930 96
Issue Aug. 2nd, 1930 104
Issue Aug 16th, 1930 67
Issue Aug. 23rd, 1930 64
Issue Aug. 23rd, 1930 75
Issue Aug. 30th. 1930 70
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Newspaper Ads <( ont.)
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Issue Sept. 13th, 1930 71

Issue Sept. 20th, 1930 60
Issue Sept 20th. 1930 62

Issue Sept. 20th, 1930 67

Issue Sept. 27th. 1930 58

Issue Oct. 4th, 1930 132

Issue Oct. 11th, 1930 73

Issue Oct. 18th. 1930 77

Issue Oct. 18th, 1930 81

Issue Oct. 18th. 1930 87
Issue Oct. 25th, 1930 86

Issue Oct. 25th. 1930 S7

Issue Oct. 25th, 1930 94

Newspaper Tie-Vps
Issue May 3rd, 1930 112

Issue May 10th, 1930 66
Issue May 10th. 1930 67

Issue May 17th, 1930 61

Issue May I7th, 1930 63
Issue May 17th, 1930 71

Issue May 17th, 1930 76
Issue May 17th. 1930 80
Issue May 17th, 1930 81
Issue May 17th, 1930 85

Issue May 17th, 1930 87

Issue May 24th, 1930 137

Issue May 31st, 1930 160

Issue June 14th, 1930 106

Issue June 14th. 1930 110

Issue Aug. 2nd, 1930 102

Issue Aug. 23rd, 1930 74

Issue Aug 30th, 1930 73

Issue Sept. 13th, 1930 64
Issue Sept. 20th, 1930 69
Issue Sept. 27th, 1930 60
Issue Sept. 27th, 1930 64
Issue Oct. 4th, 1930 129

Issue Oct. 11th, 1930 67

Issue Oct. 11th. 1930 68

Novelty Gags
Issue May 10th, 1930 60
Issue May 3rd. 1930 117

Issue June 21st. 1930 SI
Issue June 7th. 1930 144

Issue Aug. 30th, 1930 75

Issue Sept. 6th, 1930 110
Issue Sept. 13th. 1930 64
Issue Sept. 13th, 1930 66
Issue Sept. 13th. 1930 68
Issue Sept. 13th. 1930 76
Issue Sept. 20th, 1930 63
Issue Sept. 20th, 1930 72
Issue Sept. 27th. 1930 51

Issue Sept. 27th. 1930 57

Issue Sept. 27th, 1930 59
Issue Oct. 25th, 1930 90
Issue Oct. 25th, 1930 96
Issue Oct. 25th, 1930 97
Issue Oct. 25th, 1930 98

Open House
Issue June 7th. 1930 157

Openings
Issue May 31st. 1930 156
Issue Aug. 9th, 1930 54
Issue Sept. 27th. 1930 55
Issue Oct. 4th, 1930 121
Issue Oct. 11th. 1930 72
Issue Oct. 25th, 1930 88

Openings—Premiere
Issue May 17th, 1930 88

Organists
Issue May 10th. 1930 66
Issue May 24th. 1930 133
Issue June 7th, 1930 159
Issue July 5th. 1930 51
Issue Sept. 27th, 1930 56

Personal Greetings
Issue June 21st, 1930 67

Personal Endorsement
Issue Aug. 16th, 1930 65
Issue Sept. 6th. 1930 112

Personal Letter Gag
Issue Sept. 20th. 1930 61

Police Tie-Up
Issue Aug. 30th. 1930 65

Postal Telegraph Tie-Up
Issue May 10th. 1930 65
Issue July 12th. 1930 107

Poster Work
Issue June 21st. 1930 63
Issue July 19th. 1930 66
Issue Aug. 9th. 1930 61
Issue Sept. 13th. 1930 73
Issue Oct. 4th. 1930 124

Issue Oct. Uth. 1930 67

Price Slash Campaign
Issue June 28th. 1930 88

Programs
Page

Issue Mav 17th. 1930 80
Issue June 28th 1930 9S

Issue July 5th. 1930 43

Issue Oct. 18th, 1930 S4

Issue Oct. 18th. 1930 85

Radio Tie-Ups
Issue May 3rd. 1930 108

Issue May 3rd. 1930 117

Issue Mav 17th. 1930 89
Issue June 14th. 1930 103

Issue June 14th, 1930 Ill

Issue July 5th, 1930 59

Railroad Tie-Ups

Issue June 14th, 1930 97

Issue July 12th. 1930 94

Recovering Seats
Issue Oct. 4th. 1930 130

Rodeo
Issue Aug. 9th, 1930 55

School Tie-Ups
Issue June 21st, 1930 56
Issue Oct. 11th, 1930 to

Issue Oct. 11th. 1930 81

Issue Oct. 2Sth, 1930 93

Service Angle
Issue June 28th. 1930 51

Sound Installation

Issue May 17th. 1930 88

Issue June 28th, 1930 82

Issue June 28th, 1930 86

Issue July 12th. 1930 95

Special Matinees
Issue July 5th. 1930 47

Special Nights
Issue Sept. 20th. 1930 66

Special Weeks
Civic Pride—Issue Sept. Uth. 1930 68

Festival—Issue May 24th. 1930 140

Guest—Issue Oct. 25th. 1930 88

Harvest—Issue Oct. 25th. 1930 82

Music—Issue June 7th, 1930 153

Take-A-Chance—Issue Aug. 16th. 1930 67

Stage Weddings
Issue July 19th, 1930 oO

Issue July 26th, 1930 74

Issue Aug. 16tn, 1930 63

Issue Aug. 23rd, 1930 66

Issue Oct. 4th, 1930 122

Issue Oct. 4th. 1930 123

Issue Oct. 5th, 1930 126

Issue Oct. 25th. 1930 91

Street Ballyhoos
Issue May 3rd, 1930 103

Issue May 3rd, 1930 10

Issue May 10th, 1930 63

Issue May 10th, 1930 6S

Issue May 10th, 1930 6J

Issue May 10th, 1930 70

Issue May 17th. 1930 79

Issue May 24th. 1930 133

Issue May 31st. 1930 158

Issue June 7th, 1930 14-->

Issue June 7th. 1930 148

Issue June 7th. 1930 150

Issue lime 7th, 1930 161

Issue June 14th 1930 104

Issue June 14th. 1930 107

Issue June 14th. 1930 109

Issue June 21st, 1930 165

Issue July 5th, 1930 43

Issue July 12th. 1930 UM
Issue July 12th. 1930 106

Issue July 19th. 1930 61

Issue July 19th. 1930 68

Issue July 26th, 1930 70

Issue July 26th, 1930 76

Issue Aug. 2nd. 1930 98

Issue Aug. 9th. 1930 58

Issue Aug. 9th. 1930 60

Issue Aug 9th. 1930 62

Issue Aug 9th. 1930 64

Issue Aug 9th. 1930 65

Issue Aug 9th. 1930 66

Issue Aug 9th, 1930 t»

Issue Aug. 16th. 1930 64

Issue Aug. 16th. 1930 08

Issue Aug. 23rd, 1930 63

Issue Aug. 23rd, 1930 64

Issue Aug. 23rd. 1930 70

Issue Aug. 23rd. 1930 72

Issue Aug. 30th. 1930 7"

Issue Aug. 30th. 1930 71

Issue Aug. 30th. 1930 72

Issue Aug. 30th. 1930 74

Issue Aug. 30th. 1930 75

Street Ballyhoos (Cont.)

Issue Sept. 6th. 1930
Issue Sept. 6th. 1930
Issue Sept. 6th. 1930
Issue Sept. 13th, 1930
Issue Sept. 13th. 1930

Issue Sept. 13th. 1930

Issue Sept. 20th. 1930

Issue Sept. 20th, 1930
Issue Sept. 27th. 1930
Issue Sept. 27th. 1930
Issue Sept. 27th, 1930

Issue Sept. 27th. 1930

Issue Sept. 27th 1930
Issue Oct. 4th. 1930
Issue Oct.
Issue Oct.

1930.

.

1930.

.

Page
...106
... 107
... 110
... 65
... 70
... 73

... 61

... 67

. .. 54

... 57

... 60
.. 62

... 63

... 119
.. no

133

Issue Oct. 4th. 1930 134

Issue Oct. 4th, 1930..

Issue Oct. 11th. 1930..

Issue Oct. 11th. 1930..

Issue Oct. 11th. 1930..

Issue Oct. 18th, 1930.

.

Issue Oct. 18th, 1930.

.

Issue Oct. 18th, 1930..

Issue Oct. 18th. 1930.

Issue Oct. 18th. 1930.

.

Issue Oct. 18th. 1930.

.

Issue Oct. 25th. 1930.

135

67
7»
76

71

73
76
77

78
86
82

Issue Oct. 25th. 1930.... .. 85

Issue Oct. 25th. 1930 90
Issue Oct. 25th. 1930 91

Issue Oct. 25th, 1930 96-

Swimming Pool Tie-Ups
Issue July 19th. 1930 57

Telephone Co. Tie-Up
Issue May 10th. 1930 70

Telephone Gag
Issue Aug. 23rd.

Issue Aug. 30th.

1930..

1930.

Theatre Anniversary
Issue Aug. 30th, 19311.

.

Theatre Census
Issue July 26th, 1930..

Theatre Dancing
Issue Oct. 11th. 19311

Theatre Exhibit
Issue Aug. 9th, 1930.

.

Theme Song Plug
Issue June 7th. 1930...

Tin Can Matinee
Issue June 7th, 1930...

Tourist Gag
Issue June 21st.

Trailers

Issue May 3rd.

Issue June 7th.

Issue June 21st,

Issue Aug. 23rd
Issue Aug. 23rd
Issue Sept. 6th
Issue Sept.

iu.il. I

1930. .

.

1930...

1930.

.

1930..

1930.

.

1930. .

.

7th, 1930..

114

146

89
66
75
106

56
IKIssue Sept. 27th. 1930.

Issue Oct. 11th. 1930

Treasure Hunt
Issue June 7th, 1930

Issue July 5th. 1930

Turtle Gag
Issue Aug. 2nd, 1930

Usher's Manual
Issue June 7th, 1930

Want Ad Gag
Isue Sept. 27th. 1930

Western Union Tie-Up
Issue Sept. 27th. 1930

Window Displays

102

160

54

50

Issue May 3rd,

Issue May 3rd,

Issue May 10th,

Issue May 17th,

Issue May 17th.

Issue May 17th.

issue June 7th,

Issue June 7th.

Isue June 14th.

Issue Aug. 16th.

Issue Aup. 23rd
Issue Auj?. 30th

Issue Sept 6th.

Isue Sept. 20th,

1930. . .

.

1930....
1930. .

.

1930...
1930...

1930...
1930....

1930. . .

.

1930. . .

.

1930. .

.

1930.

.

1930..

1930. .

.

1930...

113

114

60
75

86
90
58
62

94
69
71
62
104

69
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WHAT IS EXPLOITATION?
AS ANALYZED BY A SPECIALIST

By GEORGE LANDY
According to my Webster's Dictionary, "exploit" has twin meanings : as a

transitive verb, "to get the value out of something," as a noun, "a noble achieve-

ment."
Certainly, proper exploitation of an attraction, getting the value out of it ( Web-

ster should have said, as far as showmanship is concerned, "getting the MOST
value out of it") is a noble achievement—in spades, which means double.

Like every other business in this age of modern complexity, exploitation in-

cludes a flock of fundamentals, which the thorough showman must never neglect.

They form a groundwork that he supplies to his every exploitation campaign.

They are the basic forces that he must line up, as best he can with the resources

he can command, before he sits down and plans out the distinguishing highlight

of his battle for box-office business.

In this groundwork, I classify:

(1) Marquee

Here is a theatre property which few ex-

ploiteers value aright. It is virtually an il-

luminated 24 sheet (or bigger) in the heart

of the territory which the theatre serves, close

to competitors and seen by thousands daily.

Marquee messages should be pithy, striking and
unconventional, with plenty of changes of style

and content.

(2) Lobby

A good lobby won't sell tickets, of itself

;

but it will certainly act as a clincher, if your
ads, exploitation, and word-of-mouth have
paved the way. Again, the lobby is situated

in the heart of your "main stem" (whether
first run or neighborhood house). Use plenty

of originality and don't begrudge money to a

good artist. Be a good customer for the color

manufacturers ; use distinctively variant color

combinations, so passers-by will sense the

change of attraction ; use combinations that fit

in with the type of picture you are playing and
make that lobby conform to the centralized

idea of your newspaper advertising campaign.
Use plenty of pictures; the customers love 'em.

And don't be too modest about covering space.

A gojjd display will sell lots more tickets than

an unimpaired view of the theatre's marble
walls.

(3) Window-displays

Here is a feature that most of us dismiss by
getting a flock of exchange window-cards and
letting a relief usher take them around, either

with or without passes for the receptive mer-
chants. Forget that system ; it belongs back in

the days of homespun underwear. Don't ac-

cept a window except where it has plenty of

passersby; go after the crowds. Get the

merchant whose windows command public at-

tention regularly because he puts attractive

displays into them. Give him display ma-
terial on your attraction that is really based

on a tie-up thought and also meritorious as

an attraction-getter on its own. Give him a

card, etc., that fits in with his sales campaign
and also with the color scheme of his own dis-

plays. Figure out a tie-up that will help the

merchant sell his wares as well as your theatre-

tickets. Then you are putting over real ex-
ploitation and you won't have to shell out a

lot of passes to get into windows. Sure, it

means lots more work—but you wouldn't be a

member of the Round Table and you wouldn't

have read this far, unless you were the kind
of man to whom the mention of that four-letter

word doesn't cause worry. It also means more ex-
pense for your art department and it's worth it.

His many years and varied
experiences in the show game
have fitted George handy to

make emphatic comments on
exploitation. He speaks from
actual experience. Followers
of the Club pages will recall

the marvelous work that this

high • salaried publicity man
turned out when handling
A rkayo's Pacific Coast Thea-
tres, an affiliation recently sev-

ered. This article is one that
was received after the original

series had started. String along
with George and read what he
has to say. Its interesting and
helpful.

The Real Meat

Now for the real meat : Newspaper adver-

tising and the central-exploitation idea. Please

note the singular use of that word. It reveals

this particular writer's whole thought on the

subject of exploitation. You get all the milk
from a cow when you use one good-sized

bucket
;
you're bound to waste some of it and

spill it, if you milk the one bossy into half-a-

dozen shallow pans. The great snare for the

exploitation man, the deceptive delusion, the

fatal temptation, is to fiddle away his appro-
priation on a lot of minor stunts that may look

good in a pressbook, or fill out an impressive
report, or help you kid yourself—if you're your
own boss—but which don't really mean any-
thing.

Start thinking about your picture a couple
of weeks beforehand and lay nut the ground-
work with your artist—that will give him time

to get a start, so you'll be able to have other

things made at the last moment and thus also

he can give you something worthwhile.
"Write down every exploitation thought that

occurs to vou—use the exchange pressbnok.
your own clipping file (if you have one), and
your Round Table file. Then start the process
of elimination: throw out stunts the other
fellow has just pulled, those that are too ex-

pensive or need too much fixing at political

headquarters, He. In fact, keep askim1 your-
self about each one: "Will it really sell more
tickets than it costs? Is it really necessary'"
you'll find that you've thrown most of them

away when you've gone over the list a couple of
times. You'll have just a couple or three real

IDEAS in front of you. If you've been living

right, it will be just ONE IDEA.
Now, take a fresh sheet of paper—get a big

one. Put down everything you can concoct
that will sell THE ONE IDEA. Again go
through the process of elimination and what
you'll have left is PURE GOLD, according to

your own particular lights, experience, God-
giVen talents, and local conditions. Clamp
down on this one idea and the few ways you
have decided to put it over and go into high
gear.

Plan Ahead

That's all exploitation is— it's a cinch

!

Newspaper advertising (like everything else

in theatre-operation ) also really comes under
the heading of EXPLOITATION—and most
importantly. Don't be stingy with the papers;
they give you circulation, reader support, other
co-operation—they are your one best bet. Give
your picture some advance aid ; shoot the works
the day before your opening, opening day and
good support second day. If you're not over
by this time, take the picture out as fast as
you can.

As your advertising is so important, give it

a real chance. Don't put it off until 30 minutes
before presstime and then grab any old mat
and shoot it in. As soon as you've decided
on your central exploitation idea and how
you're going to sell this particular picture, dif-
ferentiated from all others, go into a huddle
with your ad artist and try to lay out—tenta-
tively, if necessary, and concretely, if possible
—your exact space schedule for the whole run
of that picture, your advance and at least the
first week's ads, if it's a long run house. If

it's a one-week or split-week house, you must
lay out the whole campaign at the same time.
The one centralized thought should dominate
your entire campaign ; but you can have as
many different ads as possible. A daily change
is ideal. Mix art and type, adapt the weight
of the ad to local conditions, remember women
still are the best picture customers, and stick

to your decision.

Outdoor advertising is so local a problem that

I won't treat it here.

Make Up Your Mind

It's easier to do a lot of little things than
to do one or two well. Don't fiddle away your
energies or your appropriation. Make up your
mind how you want to sell this particular pic-
ture (or other attraction), clear the ground-
work away ahead of time, set your ads in work
and hew to the line. Always leave yourself a
litle leeway so you can grab at an emergency
stunt that may arise at the last minute. Time-
liness is a great asset.

In short, Noah Webster was right: Get the
value out of the attraction, then you're ex-
ploiting it. And "noble achievements" win
their reward not only in Heaven, but also at

the hank.

NEXT WEEK
"Debunk The Ballyhoo," by

Jack O'Connell of the Vita-
Temple Theatre, in Toledo,
Ohio. He will make you aasp
with astonishment at the frank
and free-spoken opinions ex-
pressed. "Chick."
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Jean La Roe Gave
Newspapers Her Im-

pressions Of City

The activity Jean La Roe
displays out around Colum-
bus, Ohio, where she handles
the publicity for the J. Real
Neth string of houses, has
long been an object of interest

to the Club members, who
have watched her work ever since her name first appeared on
our pages.
Her recent activities cover numerous stunts that she engin-

eered to secure publicity for the houses. When she made a trip

to New York recently, upon her return to Columbus, she wrote
a couple of columns of text on her visit for one of the news-
papers, and, we notice, upon careful scrutiny that she took
especial pains to mention that certain pictures coming to the
Neth houses were corking films. Which is just another way
for grabbing free space.

A stunt that goes over very well for her, and one that has
not as yet failed, is that of having children submit sketches of

stars in the pictures playing at the Neth houses. Through a

tie-up with the local papers, she secures space in the columns,
awarding passes as prizes. This angle, for some reason or
other has become a great favorite with the residents of the city,

and it is nothing to find a few hundred or so replies to every
contest run.

Along with this story, we are presenting a sample of the ad-
vertising turned out at the house. You will notice that it is

simply but effectively done in black and white, conveying every
impression intended and striking, in its novelty, which may
be seen in the special suit worn by Oakie and the facial ex-
pression. This, combined with the background, further aids the

ad's effectiveness. As Miss La Roe is perennially active out
around her district we will have some more of her work to

pass along in the near future. We want to thank her for let-

ting us see this and we are sure she will have some more fine

slants on her next contribution.

Saxton's Syracuse
Stunts Garner Lots

Of Free Publicity

In Syracuse, William K.
Saxton is a pretty well known
theatrical figure. The distinc-

tion is due in part to the ac-
tive interests he takes in civic

affairs, as well as those of his

own, the theatre. This popu-
lar manager of Loew's State has always had a gag or two up
his sleeve to use when he thought the occasion merited it.

One of his recent stunts was that of appointing a boy man-
ager. The boy proved very capable, going out and promoting
a tie-up with a local ice company on "Good News." Fifty
trucks were secured, all of which carried banners plugging the
ice and the show at the State. Copy read: "Arctic Ice for
Dependable Service. GOOD NEWS for Dependable Entertain-
ment." The stunt went over very well. In addition to this tie-

up, Saxton went out and persuaded a couple of daily adver-
tisers in one of the newspapers to head off their copy with the
title "Good News." Some free publicity was garnered from the
local papers through an invitation extended the Syracuse "U"
football squad to witness the film. The publicity stories ap-
peared on the sport pages.
On his next week's booking, which happened to be "Dough

Boys," he planned and successfully executed a "Joy Week,"
comedy predominating on the screen menu. Saxton is always
pulling stunts of this sort and we hope that his future activities

will also appear on these pages. It's up to you. Bill.

Spread A Little Sunshine!
We doubt whether any theatre owner or chain

executive would veto a manager's suggestion to

throw open the doors of the theatre for a special

morning show just before Thanksgiving, for the
purpose of receiving articles of clothing or food,

as the admission price for a special show.

By co-operating with the local Welfare organ-
izations, newspapers, etc.. the food and other mer-
chandise can be distributed to the worth-while
poor. And in these days there are many who can
stand a little helping hand.

In addition to such special shows, you can build

a large box in the lobby of your theatre where
patrons attending the regular performances can
deposit packages for the same purpose. The news-
papers will certainly get behind a move of this

kind and carry stories and announcements regard-
ing same. Your own program and screen should
also be used to publicize this worth-while campaign.

Among other suggestions along these lines, we
recommend: Potatoe matinee for the kiddies with
a bag of potatoes or some other vegetables as the
admission. Old toy shows, with all youngsters at-

tending leaving one or more old toys. These can
be repaired (if necessary) and repainted, and then
distributed or held until Christmas.

However, we have conveyed our own thoughts on
the subject. Whatever you can successfully work
out along these lines will answer the purpose,
BUT do something.

Theatre Front Was
Well Designed For
Selling Of Feature

While we'll agree that those
showmen who handle the
Stanton Theatre in Philadel-

phia, Pa., have every right in

the world to take pride in

their work, to the extent of
shooting us in their corking

display on "Scarlet Pages,'' we think that they should have
given us their names so that we could credit them with it, and
let the rest of the show world know who turned out the work.
This front display had everyone who saw it talking. The

photo does not really do it justice, as the camera cannot cap-
ture the startling color effects that were used. Looking at the
photo closely you will observe the novel art pieces in the form
of an opened book that carries the theme of the picture. On
one page the title was splashed, on the other a still scene en-
larged and made into a cut-out was placed. Appropriate copy
was contained on the page. The valance under the marquee
contains effective copy also. This valance, we believe, was made
up in red, carrying silver letters.

SCAHIET PAGES WITH ELSIE FERGUSOa
cue iHAUIOAY HARIAX HltOK 1 GHAUT WITH

NIDHITE SHOW SUHOAY KITE IE 01.AN

1k

r̂ ^^*J£*^
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The front created a lot of talk that resulted in word-of-mouth
comment for the picture, in this way giving it publicity that was
very valuable. We hope that we will hear some more about
what is going on down around this house.
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A Question
Would window displays get better results in the

winter time than billboards?
A showman would like an answer to this ques-

tion. What are your views on the subject? Send
them along to Club headquarters.

Program and House
Organs Featured in

Jerabeck's Selling

A whole raft of gags and
suggestions have been handed
to his fellow Club members by
Randall Jerabeck in the latest

contribution which he makes
to the Club pages.

This live-wire showman, who
has been following the Club pages ever since the organization
made its appearance in the Motion Picture News, has included
in his work a number of slants which were passed on at some
time via the Club. For these gags, he asks that we give the
persons responsible his thanks. But let's go. The first is an
usher's card, a stunt that many members, no doubt, are familiar

with. This card, with copy: "Dear Patron: I hope I may have
the honor of seating you at each of these extraordinary attrac-

tions next week" (picture, play date and usher's signature) is

handed out to patrons as they leave the theatre.

Jerabeck's heralds and programs show evidence of care in

their make-up. They are attractively colored, especially an
Easter program, which is tinted in blue, gold, brown and black,

bordered with flowers, and carrying a head : "Wishing you a

joyful Easter." A group of bunnies look at a large egg carry-
ing an institutional plug. This program made a decided hit

with the patrons, all of whom expressed their appreciation of

his thoughtfulness to Jerabeck.
In the cut we are sbowing you can get a line of the sort of

art work turned out for the chain by Robert Slanker, circuit

artist. If you look closely you can see that the shorts—in this

case Mickey Mouse—come in for a plug. The other piece of

work was a cut-out for "Phantom of the Opera."

A gag that makes a considerable impression on the town—so
much so that if it is a day late they phone and wrathfully in-

quire the reason—is the monthly calendar which is sent to
every one on the mailing list. We are reproducing one of these
calendars here, so that in the event that you may want to use
a stunt of this sort, you can have something to work from.
This calendar was made from a cut, the original drawing being
made by the staff artist. All of the picture titles and play dates
are hand-drawn, including the theatre slug. If you can have a
local art student draw it up for a couple of passes, so much the
better. It won't cost a fortune to have a cut made from the
drawing, and you'll save plenty on the printing. At times the

back of the calendar is used for plug-in co-operation with civic

activities, for example, on Fire Prevention Week a notice
was run requesting the co operation of the townspeople in

helping prevent fires. For the most part, the back is left blank.
In order to enhance the effectiveness of the stunt, Jerabeck
run a box announcing that on the end of the month the calen-
dars, if presented at the box-office, will admit two adults for

one price. Give this idea a little consideration, as it means some-
thing to any house.
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We want to thank Randall for passing these along to us and
we are sure that if he continues to display this kind of show-
manship down in Chula Vista, the house is going to set a record
for attendance. Keep us posted on your future work, Randall.

McKoy Passes On a

Couple of Gags Of
Value To Selling

"Doughboys" brought dough
into the box-office of the
Olympia Theatre in Miami,
Fla., but it was not the pic-

ture alone that did it. Most
of the success was attributa-

—— ble to the work turned out by
James H. McKoy, the manager, and his assistant, Francis
Falkenburg, a rising showman.
Foremost among the stunts used was the one of two dough-

boys sitting in front of the box-office all day Saturday, appar-
ently paying no attention to any one. and peeling potatoes. One
of the boys happened to be very talented and at intervals during
the day he would suspend work and play several numbers on
the ukelele and sing, too.
Another stunt that created a lot of interest and helped to

publicize the picture was a walking ballyhoo. A young man,
rigged out in an ill-fitting Army uniform, carried a 12-foot
beaverboard gun on his shoulder. Both the sign on his back and
both sides of the huge gun carried copy pertaining to the pic-
ture, theatre and play dates.
A window display was secured in which a pile of potatoes

was seen surrounded by cut-outs and neatly lettered cards play-
ing up the picture, etc. A card also announced that guest
tickets would be awarded to the 10 persons nearest estimating
the correct number of spuds in the window.

Listen, "J. H.," why don't you give us a picture of yourself
and some dope on your career so that we can give you a regular
introduction to start the new season off right.

South Africa Reports!
Our latest reports from South Africa show that

the Club members located there are displaying
good showmanship. We will have some more of
their work to present in the near future; and we
want to take this means of acknowledging the let-

ters of Cecil Thorne of Pretoria and George E.
Smith of Krugersdorp, Transvaal. South Africa.
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PERSONALITIES
-- SHOWMEN NEWSETTES FROM EVERYWHERE +

u. L. HENSLER has resumed his former
position as manager of the State Theatre

in Lexington, Ky.
* * *

LEONCE TEXIER, formerly of the

Blenheim Theatre, New York City, has been
transferred to the Crotona Theatre in the

Bronx, New York.
* * *

D. J. WHITE, formerly manager of the

Rialto Theatre, New York City, has as-

sumed management of the Paramount in

Stapleton, Staten Island, recently opened
Publix house. Whyte is succeeded at the

Rialto by L. B. Flintom.
* * *

J. B. HARDY has been appointed man-
ager of the Blenheim Theatre in New York
City. George Stoves, former assistant man-
ager of the Highway Theatre, Brooklyn,
N. Y„, has been appointed treasurer of the
house.

* * *

J. SHEKLIN has been appointed assist-

ant manager of the Parkway Theatre in the
Bronx, New York City.

* * *

NEVIN McCORD has been assigned to

the assistant managership of the Portage
Park Theatre, Chicago.

* * *

LEONARD MAXWELL has purchased
the La Mesa Theatre in La Mesa, Calif.,

from Cecil Lewinson and Clyde Gleason.
He will manage the house.

* * *

W. L. LANSBERRY has assumed man-
agement of the Gem Theatre in Filer, Idaho.
House will feature a split policy of talkies
and stage plays.

* * *

A. J. MEYERS is managing the re-mod-
eled Cheerio Theatre in Seattle, Washington.

* * *

JOHN CARNAKIS is re-modeling the
Virginia Theatre in Bakersfield, Calif.

* * *

TONY LUBELSKI will manage the new
Sutter Theatre in Sacramento, California,
in conjunction with Mr. Rude.

* * *

A. V. FILIGNO is managing the New
Mission Theatre in Seattle, Washington.

* * *

L. D. SCHNEE has been appointed man-
ager of the Rialto Theatre in Paynesville,
Minn.

* * *

BARNEY GURNETT is managing the
re-modeled T. & D. Theatre in Lodi, Calif.

* * *

W. H. DONOVAN has leased the Grand
Theatre in Taunton, Mass.

* * *

JOSEPH M. HARGEDON has purchased
the Colonial Theatre in Haverhill, Mass.

* * *

HERMAN WILSON is managing the
Bijou Theatre in Richmond, Ya., succeeding
"Monty" Mountcastle.

* * *

MRS. VIRGINIA McGEORGE has been
granted a permit for the dismantling and
re-modeling of the Rex Theatre in Rich-
mond. Va.

MAUREY L. ASHMAN, former man-
ager of the Tivoli Theatre in New York
City, has been promoted to the managership
of the Avalon Theatre in the Bronx, New
York City.

* * *

EMIL IRMILLA has been appointed
manager of the new Ramona Theatre in

Los Angeles, Calif.
* * *

STEPHEN W. BROWN announces that

plans are under way for the re-modeling of

the old Victory Theatre in Oxnard, Calif.
* * *

RICHARD L. OWEN is superintending
construction of the Warner Bros. Theatre
in San Pedro, Calif.

* * *

S. H. HERRON has sold the Bijou The-
atre in New Philadelphia, Ohio, to J. S.
Surrell and F. G. Schram, Cleveland theatre
and film exchange operators.

* * *

PHIL MESSINA states that his theatre,

the Gable in Sharon, Pa., will undergo a
complete re-modeling.

• * * *

M. J. PRUNSKI is managing the new
Rialto Theatre, in North Little Rock, Ark.

* * *

C. E. MOSHER is readying the Mission
Theatre in Arroyo Grande, Calif., for re-
opening. House has been dark for some
time.

* * *

C. C. CONNOR may assume the Arcadia
Theatre in Los Angeles, Calif. He is re-
ported by Mrs. Lola Adams Gentry of the
Film Board of Trade as considering the
deal.

* * *

GEORGE MANN, of the Redwood The-
atres, Inc., lias purchased from R. L. Ulsh,
of Berkeley, property on which to erect a
theatre.

* * *

G. R. GERMAIN has shifted his head-
quarters for the Pittsburgh Warner office
to First National on Forbes Street.

* * *

PHILLIP SMITH Enterprises of Bos-
ton, Mass., have acquired the Ideal Theatre
in Springfield, Vt The circuit is one of the
largest independents in New England.

* * *

ROBERT W. PRIEST has been ap-
pointed manager of the Parsons Theatre in
Hartford, Conn. Fred Ward is the treas-
urer.

Items for publication on this
page should be addressed to
"Chick" Lewis and will be pub-
lished the week following re-
ceipt. Notices of promotions,
transfers, change of addresses,
and other material of this na-
ture is what we want for our
"Personalities" page. The more
you send the more interesting
will be the page each week.

MIKE ROSENBLOOM, former exhib-

itor of Pittsburgh, Pa., is now in charge of

a Freedom gas and oil station.
* * *

JOHN MULLER and Andrew Semon
have taken over the Ritz Theatre, Sharps-
ville, Pa., from Peter Patti.

* * *

JOHN GORRIS has signed over the

State Theatre in Clairton, Pa., to the Robb
Amusement Company.

* * *

C. E. LONG has taken over the man-
agement of the Greenfield Theatre in

Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeding H. Seemiller.
* * *

W. B. HILL has been appointed man-
ager of the re-opened Monticello Theatre
in Jersey City, N. J.

* * *

J. G. NICHOLS has sold the Cozy Thea-
tre, LTnion, Ore., to Grade Haggerty.

* * *

C. A. LEONARD, formerly with the pub-
licity department of Publix' Chicago houses
heads the newly organized Arkayo pub-
licity department which will embrace the
Golden Gate and the Orpheum houses in

San Francisco and Oakland, Calif.
* * *

HARRY HUFFMAN has re-opened the
Tabor Theatre in Denver, Colorado.

* * *

RAY THOME has been appointed pub-
licity man at the California Theatre. San
Francisco, succeeding Jack Gault.

* * *

MEL MOSHER, formerly with the Fox
exchange in San Francisco, has taken over
the management of the Orpheum in the
California city for the Blumfield circuit.

* * *

LOUIS HELLBORN is now managing
the St. Louis Theatre, St. Louis, Mo., suc-
ceeding L. R. Pierce.

* * *

FLOYD O. WILLIAMS, former man-
ager of the Electric Theatre in St. Joseph,
Mo., has opened the Orpheum Theatre.

* * *

WARD VAN HOOK, former manager
of the Conway Theatre, Conway, Ark., has
been transferred to manager of the Majes-
tic in Stuttgart. Jess Hutson, formerly of
the Paramount, Texarkana, lias been as-
signed to the Conway.

* * *

"MIKE" SIMON, former branch man-
ager for Paramount in Cleveland, Ohio, is

now with the Universal sales exchange as
special sales representative.

* * *

JOHN J. CLARK has leased the Rex
Theatre in Ontonagon, Mich., to the Zenith
Amusement Company of Duluth.

* * *

GLEN DYSON has purchased the Cameo
in Carthage, Mo., from Harry Levitt.
House will be re-modeled and opened under
the name of "The Idol."

* * *

ART GOULD, former booker of the
Chicago Warner Exchange is now connected
with the Midwest Theatres Booking Corp.,
of the Windy City.

* * *

W. O. WILSON has taken over the
Palace Theatre in Peach Creek, W. Va.,
from Dr. R. O. Hill.
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ASSISTANT MANAGERS!
In order that we may dispel a wrong impression, we want

all assistant theatre managers to know they are eligible for

membership in the Round Table Club, PROVIDING their

manager certifies as to the position they hold.

Many assistant managers have important duties in their

respective theatres, such as publicity and exploitation direc-

tors, treasurers, etc. We therefore feel that their activities

are many times just as important to the Club pages as the

managers.

The reasons we make this one provision is that it is difficult

for us to know whether an applicant who calls himself an

assistant manager is really just that. We can check up on

the managers but the managers must help us check up on

the assistants and we wou[d rather they expressed their

willingness before their assistants joined the Club.

Local Stores Gave
Free Show To Bunch
Of Tampa Kiddies

Get an eye-ful of the latest

Paul Short stunt pulled at the

Tampa Theatre in Tampa,
Florida, by this live-wire

showman whose work has
often furnished us with many
interesting and helpful sug-

gestions that were passed on to the rest of the Club. This gag
was worked with "Animal Crackers."
One of the local stores, through a tie-up, invited several

hundred children as their guests to see the picture. The chil-

dren gathered about noon and then sang in unison, "Animal
Crackers" to the tune of "Hold that Line." This stunt created
plenty of excitement for a half hour and caused sidewalk traffic

to be paralyzed for nearly two blocks. We'd also like to call

your attention to the novel decorations, in the form of boxes of

"Animal Crackers," which Short has placed under the marquee.
This slant had them talking, and it did plenty to sell them on
the picture also, as it served to attract the eye to the rest of

the display.

At 1 :30 P. M. on opening day of picture, a parade of 70 new
cars and trucks took place. All vehicles were properly bannered
playing up the picture, theatre and playdates. The parade of

cars was led by an orchestra on a truck. All cars in line made
very good use of their horns throughout the line of march to

gain plenty of attention. The line of march took the cars

through the downtown business sections as well as Ybor City

and other residential and suburban places.

With a campaign such as this, the picture was bound to go
over. And click it did. Keep it up, Paul, and let us in on what
else you are doing to sell your shows, also.

Morris Turns Out
Excellent Campaigns
On Every New Show

We haven't the full dope
right on hand concerning the
campaign turned out by Wal-
ter Morris at the Strand The-
atre, Perth Amboy, New Jer-
sey, for the World Premiere
of "Only Saps Work" when

the picture played his house, but we can tell you how he set

about to announce the film ; and when we receive the complete
campaign we'll pass it along.
A special four-page booklet, printed in blue on good white

stock, was distributed through the mailing list and on house-
to-house deliveries to the residents of the town. The herald
carried excellent copy, telling the people that they were to

witness the first world premiere ever held in Perth Amboy.
The herald carried the names of the stars and featured players,

giving a little bit about their past performances. It met with
favor wherever it was distributed.

When he played "The Spoilers," Morris made up a blotter
novelty that carried copy: "What Could Be A Better Rule,
Than For You To Make Your Plans Now To See (Picture,
playdates, etc.) ?" A small rule was imprinted at the bottom of
the blotter. The blotter was distributed to banks, offices, hotels

and restaurants throughout the city. As you can see, the "life"

value of the blotter was enhanced by the ruler angle.

For another plug on the same picture, he bought a bunch of

tags similar to those used by express companies. The tags

were imprinted with copy: "Be Happy! Prosperity is here
to stay. AN EGG like this would have sold for two dollars in

Nome, Alaska, in 1900 for its lasting quality—Hen Eggs sold

for $12 per doz. We bring you Life, Love and Adventure, as

lived there in the Gold Rush days in (Picture, Playdates, etc.).™

An imitation, glass, hen egg was attached to the tag. The eggs
were secured, at small cost, from a local dealer in novelties, and
were wrapped in bright colored paper.
They were distributed through the prominent local grocery

stores and placed in each bag of eggs sold, three days prior to

the opening. Plenty of laughs were occasioned when the stunt
first made its appearance and through this angle the picture
received enough publicity to sell it alone, even though Morris
did cover the rest of the angles as well.

We are also showing with this story, a couple of fronts
created by Jack Hodges, who handled the house before Morris.
Look them over and see whether you can pick out a couple of
slants that will help you with your art displays. Thanks, Walter,
for keeping us up-to-date on your work. We are sure that you
are going to continue your live-wire showmanship and we look
to hearing of some more, because from the way you Jersey
showmen in the Publix outfit are stepping, there are bound
to be any number of valuable angles to be found in your work,
which can be passed along to the Club.

"The Stamp of Real Merit"
Your membership in the

Managers' Round Table Club
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Moon Handled the

Greater Show Gag
In Showman Style

Due to the corking cam-
paign planned and executed
by Russell B. Moon, director

of advertising and publicity

for the Fox New England
Theatre, the circuit houses en-
joyed unprecedented success

along the business building, publicity, and good-will lines.

Tie-ups with the Saturday and Sunday papers of Meriden,
Port Chester, Greenwich, Bridgeport, New Haven, and Water-
bury, Conn., netted Moon special sections in which to announce
the arrival of the Fox "Greater Show Season."

Full page advertisements, right on the front page, carried

in bold type the announce-
fox-pou theatres creater show section ment of the new season, with

the other six and eight pages
making up a section that car-

ried the ads of the local mer-
chants and pointed out the

value of tie-ups with the the-

atre along this line. It also

stressed the fact that "Great-
er Show Season," through
the quality of the shows,
would bring more and more
people into town, thereby
aiding business considerably.

Interspersed throughout the
advertising were stories re-

garding the production of

pictures, stories of the ac-

tivities of the executives and
stars, as well as many new
"personality" photos of the

stars and feature players.

Moon also edited an eight

page tabloid newspaper,
printed on green stock,

which was distributed to the patrons of the theatre during the

celebration. A couple of pages from this paper are reproduced
here, and you can see its effectiveness for yourself. It was
called the "Fox Talkie News," and, as you will note, the "O"
in Fox contained "The Last Word," the season's slogan. The
rest of this paper carried fashions, editorial matter, cartoons,

reviews, and feature stories of the players and their work.
Thousands of copies were distributed by the theatres and taken

home by the patrons.

Benefit Performances!
Several weeks ago we mentioned the many valu-

able slants on tying up with the various local or-

ganizations for the purpose of promoting Benefit
Shows in your theatre. We call attention to the
profitable, as well as good-will angles in this idea.

Apparently many wide-awake showmen recog-
nized the logic of our reminder and we have re-

ceived quite a few interesting letters regarding
this type of tie-up. While they vary a great deal in

the way they were handled, they, nevertheless,
prove that a friendly suggestion of any merit will

be snapped up by showmen everywhere.
We were prompted by the fine reaction to again

mention this idea. If you need help in the way of

how to go about arranging such Benefit Shows,
or want to know how best to figure the split in

receipts, refer back to the issue of October 18th,

or drop us a line and we'll gladly help.

Weiss Is Walloping

Out Some Showman
Homers At Florida

^IlalkieJpX]
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"COMMON CLAY" Greatest Screen Drama
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These unusual ideas, together with many other stunts, made
the Connecticut public conscious of the message Moon was
endeavoring to convey, the result being that they all flocked

to the theatre when the first film of the special season made its

appearance. Being that much sold, they were ready to see the

rest, too. Let's have some more of your work, Russell.

Just to give us a line on
what he is doing, now that he
is handling the job alone, Al
Weiss, formerly of the team
of Weiss-Perlberg, Inc., and
manager of the Florida The-
atre in Jacksonville, Florida,

passes along some of his recent activities.

On "The Dawn Patrol" he secured an excellent tie-up with
the public library, securing space in the institution for a panel
with stills and reviews on the attraction. The library distrib-

uted 5,000 book markers and also displayed a half sheet art

card in a prominent spot.

On "Good News" he secured a full page co-operative ad
from the Florida Times Union—the first one that the paper
ever consented to take part in. A two-inch streamer across the
page carried the heading, "Good News For Jaxons." This help-

ed to put the picture over to satisfactory receipts. On "Raffles"

he pulled the key stunt that nearly always clicks. He had on
hand, a lock, with five thousand keys, of assorted fits. But few
of the keys would open the lock. On each key he attached a
small shipping tag with copy: "If this key fits the lock at 140
East Forsyth St., Ronald Colman will give you a pair of passes
to see "Raffles" at the Florida Theatre." The space on back of
the tag was sold to a dealer in Yale locks and the cost served to

pay for the printing of the tags. The windows at 140 East For-
syth Street were all whitewashed, with small apertures in the
form of keyholes being left for people to peer through, and
observe a cut-out inside of Ronald Colman busily engaged in

cracking a safe. The stunt attracted much attention and caused
a great deal of comment from everyone witnessing it.

Then Weiss had a good-will builder for "Doughboys." He
announced that he was going to run a special matinee for chil-

dren, under twelve years of age, who would bring doughnuts
to the theatre. Three doughnuts entitled the bearer to a free

admission. The doughnuts were given to the Salvation Army
and it is interesting to note that over four hundred pounds of
doughnuts were received. The announcement of the special
matinees was broadcast at the weekly meeting of the Kiddie
Club, and, in this manner, the message was conveyed to some
1100 children.

These activities seem to show that Al is going to carry on
and endeavor to hang on to the record created by the incor-
poration when they were operating. It's oke by us, Al, only we
want to be kept posted often on what you are doing.

The Real Club Spirit!

"All For One And One For AW*
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"DIRTY BULBS"
Talking about keeping your theatre in tip-top

shape brings to mind the thought that you ought
to devote a morning or afternoon to cleaning all

the electric bulbs on the outside of the theatre.

Maximum brilliancy can never be attained from
vour signs if the bulbs are coated with a winter's

dirt and soot. And while discussing this subject,

may we inquire when you last walked out of the

theatre, on an evening, to the opposite side of the

street to look over the front of your house?
We suggest you develop the habit. In fact, it's

worth doing several times a week, just to get the

patron's slant on what the front of the house looks

like. Is it inviting? Are there a majority of lamps
not burning? Perhaps the letters of your theatre's

name sign is sidly in need of a coat of white paint.

Maybe the attraction letters could stand a good
cleaning (despite your weekly inspection).

These represent but a few of the angles that

every wide-awake showman should make it a point

to watch. Whatever else you may do, DON'T wait

for one of your bosses to tell you that your theatre

looks like a "dump." Such news generally spoils

your appetite for dinner and jars the nerves.

Bevel's Displays

Show Evidences of

Careful Planning

One thing that L. W. Bevel
takes a great deal of care in

seeing that they are turned
out the best he knows how,
are the lobby displays and
front art pieces that he de-

—^—^——^—-
' signs for every new attraction

at the Princess Theatre, Harriman, Tenn.
In the display that we are showing, you can see what he did

with the brush on his recent "Prosperity Week." The back-
ground of this display was in dark purple, the lettering "Pros-
perity Week" in gold, with the dates in white. The still frames
on either side of the beaverboard front were in green, also cut
out of beaverboard. The center pieces in the foreground were
colored red, yellow, green and orange. The one on the far left

has the name of the theatre in metallics.

Give this color scheme a try by dabbing them on a piece of

board, and see whether you think they would help to make
your displays more effective. They clicked well for Bevel, per-

haps they will do the same for you. Incidentally, the "Pros-
perity Week" went over very well for Bevel, he tying up the
merchants and securing merchandise free of charge which was
given away at the theatre. The merchants also plugged the
week.
We want to thank Bevel for passing this along to us and we

hope that he will keep us posted on his future work.

Craite's Kid Show
Contained Parade
Of Assorted Dogs

Dogs and more dogs were
the order of the day when I. J.

Craite, manager of the Fort
Theatre, Fort Atkinson, Wis.,
set out to sell the opening day
of his new serial starring Rin-
Tin-Tin.

When he played "The Lone Defender," he announced that
all children presenting themselves at the theatre with a dog
would be given free passes to visit the matinee show.
There it stood. Passes for every kid bringing a dog. Two

hours before the opening time, the kids started to trundle down
the main streets with the animals. What dogs! Long ones,
short ones, big ones, small ones, all intent on helping their
young owners see a show for nothing. Passing the street bally-
hoo that Craite was using—a police dog, led by a man carrying
a banner—they would look at the police dog and sniff disdain-
fully, much as though it was a disgrace to witness one of the
canine fraternity acting in such a low down capacity as a the-
atre ballyhoo. Arriving at the theatre, the dogs barked their
greetings to friends whom they had not seen from the time they
were pups. In some instances, though, sad to relate, feuds were
renewed.

Every pedestrian on the streets stopped to look at the strange
procession wending its noisy way to the theatre. Following it

up, they traveled to the house and after looking at the displays

for a while decided to go in and see the picture at some time
during the day. Craite's stunt was one of the most successful he
had ever pulled, the second work more than paying him for

the passes he gave away on the opening. The adults, too, re-

sponded nobly to the serial, seeming to get as much kick out of

it as the kids.

Craite has been doing some good things along the showman
line out in Fort Atkinson and we look forward to hearing some
more about him and his work. Right, "I. J."?

Perry Persists In

Garnering Space
For His Theatre

That showman Fred Perry,

who has been giving Bing-
hamton, N. Y„ some good
stunts, pulled another one re-

cently when he tied in with

-_^^^^_^^_^——^_^^^_ one of the local papers and
grabbed off a flock of publicity

for his house, the Capitol Theatre, by inviting the members of

the paper sponsoring Junior Firemen's League to witness his

show, as part of his contribution to Fire Prevention Week.
Headed by the Citizens' band of Binghamton, two motor-

cycle policemen, and several pieces of fire apparatus, the parade
formed at 9 o'clock. The full membership of the league, 2.061,

was in line, with the fife and drum corps of a local institution,

and a squad of firemen. Banners were carried by many. The
parade marched to the theatre, stopping there until the band
had played a number, and then entering.

Inside the theatre. Perry led the boys in singing to music
enticed from the organ presided over by Paul Loomis. After

a session of singing, the National Anthem was rendered, at the

conclusion of which the show was given. Plenty of publicity

was the order of the day on this one for Perry. If you want
to pull this stunt next year, file this away, as it may come in

handy. Thanks, Fred.
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Le Kander Used A
Locomotive As A
Plug For Picture

Playing a second run of

"Thunder," C. G. Le Kander,
manager of the Fargo Theatre
in Geneva, Illinois, put the
picture over to great results,

for a second time, by one of
the best street ballyhoos the

town had ever seen, for a motion picture.
The train, in the photo we are showing, was the means

through which Le Kander turned in a knockout week. The train,
rubber-tired, was a replica of the old "Pioneer" the first train
on the Chicago and North Western Railroad. The original
pioneer stands on exhibition in the Chicago terminal of the
Northwestern, and many thousands of people have seen it, a
great many from Geneva and surrounding towns being num-
bered among them.

The locomotive was run by a regular train crew in uniform
and work clothes. It visited all of the surrounding towns and
also stopped for a time in front of the theatre, with a special

card giving the dope on the stunt. Though the cut is a bit

small, you may be able to pick out the officials who were pres-

ent when the train entered the town. The gentleman in the

derby hat is the vice-president of the Chicago-Northwestern
railroad. The film, due to a great extent to Le Kander's stunt,

broke and now holds the record for business getting at the six-

year-old house. A funny incident came to light, when it was
learned that so much comment was rife on the film, that the

other theatres around the town played it and did exceedingly
well on account of the publicity it had been given at the Fargo.
We want to thank Le Kander for the interest he is showing

in the Club and we know that when he has some more ace

showmanship of this sort to pass along, he will send it in to us.

Are we right "G. E."?

Football Schedule
Card Was Excellent

Institutional Plug

Selling his entire month's
attractions to thousands of

football fans was accomplished
at small cost with a printed
pocket size schedule gotten up
by Sidney Smith, manager of

the American Theatre, Pitts-
ton. Penn. The front side of the program was given over to
listing the season's games while the back side carried the
American's coming attractions schedule for the next four weeks.
Smith reports that the schedule cards went like hot cakes,

apparently every one in town wanting one.
On the front side of the schedule card, he printed this copy:

"Keep this as a reminder of two important schedules, Pittston
High School and coming attractions at the American Theatre.
Thanks, Sidney, for letting us see your latest. Incidentally,

how about a proto of yourself when you send in your next
contribution? Which we hope will be soon.

A L W A YS
WE A R

YO U R
CLUB PIN

PAGING MORE "LOBBY LAFFS"
Dick Kirschbaum is again in need of sugges-

tions for the "Lobby Lafifs" series, and knowing
how popular these cartoons are with our readers,
we are broadcasting this request right off the
Club pages.

If you stop to think for a moment or two, un-
doubtedly you will recall some funny incident
that occurred around your theatre and could be
converted into one of Dick's "Laffs."
"Keep Your Sunnyside Up" and let's all get

some fun out of this series as long as Dick is good
enough to do the cartooning for us.

Beckerich Is Using
New Type Of Sign
To Plug His Shorts

Al, who may be seen at the le

right being Billy Darrow, publi
think a lot of the gag to put it in

can be used either in this fash
made up of felt in solid color
them is impressed in silver,

and in gold letters, the

copy and the star's name,
with a picture of the player

being placed in the center.

They are very attractive

and can probably be pro-

cured from the nearest ex-

change featuring the stars

whose names and pictures

appear on the banner. A
spot, trained on the one-
sheet frame, or on the ban-
ner itself when it is in the

lobby, is also very effective.

The metal leaf letters catch
the light and throw it back,

causing the eye to fall upon
the gleam. Study out the

idea and if you think you'd
like one for your house, use
it. Listen Al, we'd like to

hear from you more often.

How about keeping us posted

The photo we are showing
will give you an idea of the
new type of sign that Al Beck-
erich, manager of the Hippo-
drome Theatre in Cleveland,
Ohio, is using as a special ap-
peal to the kiddie trade.

ft of the sign—the man on the
city man for the house—must
a one-sheet frame. These signs
ion or as a banner. They are
such as red, blue, etc. Upon

Special Supplement
Was Landed By H.
McCallon In Houston

on your future work. Oke?

A credit to his showmanship
is the special section that Ho-
mer McCallon, manager of the

State Theatre in Houston,
Texas, turned out to plug his

shows. The section was run
with the co-operation of the

newspaper and a nationally-known radio manufacturing com-
pany.
The special section, comprising eight pages, contained ads,

stories and pictures, in which all of the dealers participating

figured prominently, with the theatre coming in for a front

page play. The section was one of the best that has been

turned out in Houston in some years and it more than ap-

prised the natives of the city that the State Theatre was right

there with the shows.
Listen, Homer! We are hearing quite a bit about what you

are doing down there. Suppose you keep us posted on your
activities so that we can pass them along to the rest of the

members of the Club. And at the same time, include your pho-
tograph and an account of your career in the show game.
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MANACEW KCUND TABLt CLUE

"ACTIVE MEMBERS"
Being an Active Member in the Club

merely consists of taking the little time
necessary to write and explain how you put
over the various pictures; what new slant

you have on theatre operation; what local

angles you have found profitable in creating
good-will, etc.

Items of this nature, together with any
photographs you can send us, are what the
Club members and readers of our pages like

to follow.

E. Bair Used Frank
Hill's Ad; He Gives

Him Credit for It

The "All for One and One
for AH" spirit is in evidence
again. This time the palm
must be extended to E. E.
Bair, manager of the State
Theatre in East Liverpool,
Ohio, for the instant acknowl-

edgement—and we might say proud acknowledgement—of the

use he made of a lay-out that Frank Hill of Walla Walla de-
signed and which we used in our pages, not so very long ago.

"E. E." picked up Frank's ad and used it in one of his local

papers. The ad was on "The Dawn Patrol," and we are repro-
ducing it here in order that you may see the lay-out scheme.
Bair, himself, is very proficient

in the art of newspaper lay-out

and we believe that it is cer-

tainly fine of him to use an ad
run by his brother-member and
see that he is given the proper
credit.

Since he has been at the State
and the American Theatre in

East Liverpool, Mr. Bair has
not been a bit backward in dis-

playing showmanship that will

click any place, and the success
he is enjoying is the result of

it. One of his latest features
was the distribution of a quan-
tity of handbills—the layout for
which had previously been used
in a newspaper ad—through the
mailing list and house-to-house
distribution. The handbill was
headed : Painting The Show
World Red (the red in red
color). The rest of the hand-
bill contained a list of the pic-
tures as well as a little note from the management. With two
houses in the town run by the same company, you may be sure
that Bair had an imposing array of films to offer. This, coupled
with the flash make-up of the handbill, sold the town.
We want to thank you again "E. E." for the way you are

carrying out our Club spirit, and we are sure that the rest of
our members—who would do the same—are right with us.

Consolidated Houses
Are Using New Pro-

grams On Circuit

The group of showmen
comprising the Consolidated
Amusement Enterprises Cir-
cuit in New York City, have
been stepping out again. This
time they have inaugurated a
circuit house organ, the first

issue of which has just reached our desk.
It is made up in the style that is used by the bigger cir-

cuits such as Loew, Arkayo, and others. Four pages, contain-
ing newsy bits and picture on current and coming attractions, it

Atmospheric Front
Conveyed the Circus

Theme of Picture

The'C-IBCUl /*
. COM/.NC.

is sure to be met with favor by the patrons of the circuit houses.
One of the inner pages carries the program of the houses
wherein the paper is distributed. The back page carries the
circuit programs. There are two separate distribution points,

downtown and uptown. The downtown program is carried in

its entirety on those programs intended for the house; with the

same procedure being followed for the uptown theatres.

As the issues run along, we are sure that there are going to

be lots of new angles added to them, particularly so since Rudy
Kuehn is supervising the work. We hope to see some more
so that we can report on them from time to time.

Plugging a circus picture in

Fort Plain, New York, Harold
L. Richardson, manager of the
Fort Plain Theatre proved
himself to be a pretty good
aerialist by swinging high and
selling "Swing High."

Located in a town that does not permit him to use as many
exploitation angles as a larger place would do, Richardson,
nevertheless, turns out some mighty fine work. The special

herald that we are showing is but one of the angles that he
used to bring the show home a winner. The herald was a real

circus throwaway, meas-
uring about the size

of a newspaper page.

It contained many
catchlines, copy, mats
and other information
relating to the feature

film. It was printed in

black on pink stock.

When they first made
an appearance on the

streets of Fort Plain

they caused plenty of

comment, and you may
be sure that they were
read from top to bot-

tom.
Another angle that

helped sell the picture

was the circus front,

created by Richardson,
which we are showing.
The front materials
were for the most part
comprised of sign cloth,

the banners, valance,

etc., being of that ma-
terial. The trapeze above the marquee (which unfortunately,
the photo does not show) was a home-made affair. A cut-out
of the star in the film was placed on the rung. Electric lights

of various colors were placed about the trapeze. The cut-outs
in the foreground of the front display were resurrected from
the store room, re-lettered and re-vamped for the occasion and
put into use.

Smaller FORT PLAIN THEATRE

Friday and Saturday, SEPT. 26-27
A 6-Ring Circus or

Fun, Thrill and Daring

S. SWING HIGH'
tX-S See!

A - .
.11 -.,

I Collection

m
. Seel *£*

of Gtoriout Creaturu*

REMLMOCR t mi.

taB§ft^
1U«. 7 .5 O.ZO

Richardson's campaign went over very well, as he took great

care in seeing that it should do so. We are glad to note that

he is continuing his live-wire work at the Smaller house and
we hope to hear from him again very soon.
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MENACE!?!' KOIJND TABLt CLUE
Fourmet's Float Was
A Classy Affair for

Plugging Attraction

Due to his successful float,

Al Fourmet is walking on air.

The foregoing statement is

thus phrased in order that you
will pay special notice to the
photos we are showing below
and get a line on what this

live showman and his house artist, Joe Pendleton, are doing at
the Paramount Theatre in Abilene, Texas.
The town of Abilene recently held a Loyalty Day Parade (and

not in honor of the big league pitcher this town has landed on
one of the pennant winning ball clubs) that formed part of the
celebration of the West Texas Fair. Fourmet entered his con-
tribution, which consisted, as you will notice, of a truck covered
with beaverboard signs plugging the week's attractions at the
local playhouse.

The art work was nicely made up, all of the colors standing
out very well, and, as a result, the float was the subject of many
comments from the persons lining up watching the parade. At
the finish of the parade, the float was driven all over town, vis-

iting the fair every half hour. The small cost of the truck and
driver—four passes—was more than made up in the wealth of

publicity derived.

Thanks, Al, for letting us in on what you are doing to pep
up your town from a showman angle. We want to get some
more from you, too, so that we can chalk up your progress on
our blackboard. Oke?

When Manager A. R. Tate
of the Victoria Theatre, Jersey
Shore, Pa., learned that the
American Legion drum corps
was going to stage a down-
town parade on the opening
night of his showing of "Any-

body's War," he arranged that the corps wind up its march
right at the front door of his theatre. The crowd followed
them to the theatre and while the members were admitted as

Legion Drum Corps
Was Pressed Into

Service by A. Tate

guests of the management, the ballyhooed audience paid its

way in.

'1 rite also used cards which were tacked to all the electric light

standards on the main street of the town, besides decorating his

marquee with toy balloons painted black to represent Moran
and Mack on which overseas hats were placed.

"Masked Phantom" at

The Starland Broke
Pole Endurance Mark

Hitting the bell ten times
out of ten, Gene Bollin, man-
ager of the Starland Theatre,
Los Angeles, Calif., is keeping
his house in the public's eye at

a fraction of the cost that the
big houses in the city pay for

their ads in the Los Angeles dailies.

He pulled a stunt recently that they will always remember
in the neighborhood. A man, billed as "The Masked Phantom,"
set out to break the flagpole sitting record established by "Ship-
wreck Kelly." Perched on a pole atop the theatre, he sat and
sat, until the record was finally broken. All during the time
the attempt to break that record went on, the newspapers car-

ried daily stories.

The climax came two days after the record-busting feat.

The Los Angeles fire department was called out to bring the
Phantom down from his lofty perch. Newspapers carried the
stories and the newsreel photographs ground away shooting
the scene. To enhance the effectiveness of the stunt, Bollin put
a 12-piece orchestra, dressed in convict costume, on the marquee
to plug the current feature, "The Big House." A tremendous
mob of persons was on hand the night the fire department was
called out. The photos will give you a little idea of the size.

The police department had to call out reserves to hold them
back.

These stunts that Bollin is pulling are keeping his house
right before the Los Angeles theatre-going public, and, as a
result, he is doing a corking good business. We hope that he
will keep us posted on his future work, as we are sure he
is going to have some excellent slants on show-selling.

CLUB
EMBLEM

PIN!!!
WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG

THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A
MEMBER OF THIS GREAT ORGANI-
ZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE
SHOWMAN!

Use This Blank:

Managers' Round Table Club

729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Kindly send me, postpaid, Club pins,

for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.

Name of Member

Theatre

Address

City State.
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MANAGE!}*' KCLND TACLF CLUB

IT'S

YOUR
OWN
FAULT
IF

YOU'RE

LONESOME!

JOIN NOW!!
Here's the Blank

Application For

Membership In

"MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB"

729 Seventh Ave, New York City

I hereby apply for member •hip in

the Club.

Name

Theatre

Address

City

State

Position

Wm. A. Johnston "Chick" Lewis
Honorary Chairman Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

COME ON, JOIN THESE LIVE WIRES!
WILLIAM K. SAXTON, it we were in

Syracuse, N. Y., would need no introduction
to anybody, so fine a rep did he establish

for himself at the State Theatre. Bill has
been a pretty active showman since he has
been at his house and any of his press books
will prove this. He has crashed the papers
as many times as Tammany Young has
crashed a gate. Let's have your biography.
Bill, and a photo, so that we can give you
a real introduction. Oke?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

DEAN C. DEMAREE manages the State
Theatre in Omaha, Xeb. He is proposed for

the Club by W. H. Bergmann, making about
the ninety-seven hundredth showman our
live-wire Regional Chairman has proposed
for membership. Well, Dean, being in

Omaha, leads us to believe that you are
right there with the show goods. So that's

all for the present. But we want to hear
from you on your next campaign. What do
you say ?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

PIERRE BOULOGNE is the manager of
the Norva Theatre in Norfolk, Va. Since
his stay at the Norva Mr. Boulogne has been
doing some good work and we know that
now he is a full-fledged member of the Man-
agers' Round Table Club he is going to

continue his activity and pass the work along
to his fellow members so that they can see

what he is doing to keep the house on the
winning side of the ledger. Let's have it,

Pierre.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

HERMAN G. WILSON is the Assistant
Manager of the Bijou Theatre in Richmond,
Ya. He has plenty of competition along the

showman line and it keeps him busy stepping
along to make sure that the Bijou gets
plenty of representation. And it does. Fu-
ture work of Wilson's, which we expect to

present on our pages, will prove this state-

ment because we know that the showman
managing the house knows his stuff. Keep
up the good work.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! >

MIKE EDELSTEIN has been in this

racket plenty years, and now that he is

giving them something to talk about along
the showman line at the Mt. Morris Theatre
in New York City, we are sure that he is

going to pass it along for the rest of his

fellow-members to look over. And when you
do Mike, give us a photo and some data

so that we can give you a real send-off.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

DAVID J. LUSTIG is the publicity chief

for the Manhattan Playhouses in New York.
Through some oversight, or something or

other, we found out that Dave had never

signed on the dotted line that entitled him
to a mention on this page. Well, he's signed

up now, and, as most of his fellow-members
know, he can turn out some excellent work.

We look forward to having lots of it on

our pages for the new season, Dave. What
do vou say about it?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !
—

WADE G. LOUDERMILK is the Assist-

ant Manager of the Rialto Theatre in Phoe-
nix, Arizona. We understand that Mr. Loud-
ermilk is of another profession, and is learn-

ing the show game from the front of the

house up. Well, Wade, with a showman of

the experience of your house manager teach-

ing you the ropes it shouldn't be hard for

you to get along. Let's know how you're do-

ing.

GEORGE H. MINER is the manager of the
Loew's Theatre in Yonkers, New \ork, and
we'd like you to know that it is unneces-
sary for us to say that he is active up around
that district. He's more than active, as the
crowds in the house every evening will

prove. And if that isn't enough, all we have
to do is to ask some of the other showmen
around his neighborhood. This showman
seems to have annexed quite a rep for him-
self as being a square-shooter. Welcome in-

to the Clubx George, and don't be a stranger.

Il'ear Your Club Pin! ! !

ROGER R. DRISSEL manages the Co-
lumbia Theatre in Washington, D. C. From
the accounts we have gathered concerning
Mr. Drissel's work, we find that he rates

'ace high" in the showman standing of his

town. Which is oke with us, Roger. Only
send us in some of your stuff, too, will you?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

RAY M. BUTTERFIELD manages the
Metropolitan Theatre in Leominster, Mass.
This town, wherein Mr. Butterfield is lo-

cated, has shown some mighty fine show-
manship in the past, and, even now there's

some good work being done there. Let's

have your show-selling slants, Ray, so that

we can present them to your fellow mem-
bers through the medium of the Club pages.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

IRVING LIPNICK manages the Fox Ter-
minal Theatre in Chicago. While he was at

the Tower Theatre in Milwaukee, Lipnick's

showmanship was a big feature. Now, with
so much to draw from in the Windy City,

it is a sure thing that he'll have some cork-
ing work to his credit as soon as he gets

"wised"on the situation. Keep us posted on
your activity, Irving, so that we can pass
it along.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

T. M. HOROWITZ is the manager of the

Paramount Theatre in Peekskill, New York.
Mr. Horowitz has an excellent background
which should serve him well in the show
game. We are sure that he is going to be an
active member and contributor of the Club
and we hope to hear from him shortly.

Let's go, Ted!

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

F. E. OWEN is the manager of the Capi-
tol Theatre in Raleigh, N. C, that represen-
tative city of his state. Listen, "F. E.," we
number some more showmen from down
around your way on our rolls and you'll have
to do some stepping to catch up with the

showman lead they have been taking. As
your first move in the campaign, how about
a photo and some data on 3

rourself so that

we can give you an introduction?

Photos of Members!

THE Club is anxious to publish

photographs of every member
and would, therefore, appreciate

receiving as many as possible for

use in future issues of the Club

columns. If you have not already

done so, PLEASE send us your own
photo at once. Thank you.
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are
coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been
assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions." Running times are those supplied by the distributor.

Where they vary in different cities or towns, the change is probably due to state or local censor-
ship deletions.

nth
Cain and Artens

Children tf tt* Me* Day
China Eiprou
Demon of the Stcpp**
Fragment of an Empire
Law of Siberian Taiga
Man from the Restaurant
Old and New •-••
Pamir. Record at Exaodlllai..

Storm Over Ail*
Turkslb

Title
Jimmy Hlgglns
Living Corpte, The.
Radon
Spring
Transport ef Flrt...

AMK1NO
FEATURES

Stir Rel. Dm
. E. Gall-N. Slfflonov June 6.

.F. Glllla/ova- Litkjn June 28

. Special Cut -Mar. 8.

. Saltykov. Pedlesnaya Jan. 18.

. Nlkltin-F. Semenova Jan. 25.

Kevebul Klma July 23.

.Tchekhov.Mallnovskaya Jan.

S. Svashenko .

V. Iflklzhlnov
Educational

Jul]
2..
12.

Length
Fart

...7202..
.. 5518.

.

...5631..

...6800.

...7000.

.V.obbV!
.6921..
.6000.
.5600..
.7152..
. «*00..

.63. ..Mir. 15

.75
78...Fa0. I

62... Oct 23
..72... Sent. 13

.60... Jul* 14

Coming Attractions
Star

.A. Buehma •

V. rudertla
.M. A. Naraka?
. Educational
. G. Kuzoetaev

BIG 4 FILM CORPORATION
Tltla Star

•t§Bar L Ranch (A.T.) DF ...Butlala

•tsBeyond the Rla Grande (A.T.)
DF Jaok Parrln ..

•tSBroed af Mia Wast (A.T.) OF.Wally Walaa .

•tSCanyen Hawka (A. T.) DF ..Yakima Canuft
•ts Firebrand lerdan (A.T.) OF. Lane Chandler

Rsl. Date
BUI. Jr. Aug. 4.

Apr.
Nov.
S.UQ.

..June

IIRad Far* Ranga (A.T.) OF..Wally Wale. Doc.

•tsRidin- Law (A.T.) OF Jack Parrln May
•tSTrall. at Dapgar (A.T.) OF.Wally Walea Seat.

•tSTako tha Hair (A.T.) D Ed». E. Norton Jan.

•^W'Ol
.''..

V0U
..

B,'.'",
.!!!.!

A
.-T:!wJ ..r F.rd. F.b. »..>n

COLUMBIA
(Available sound-on-tilm and sound-on-dtMc)

.5400...
..5400..
..5400. .

..5400..

..5400..
..5600..
..5400..
..5700 .

.60

.60.

.60
60
.60
60
.62.
60.
.63.

60..

Reviewed
..Aug 23

Oct. 18

...July 26

July 6

Jon! 25

Tltla
*t§Afrlea Speaks
'tSAround the Corner (A. T.)

-tsBrothers (A.T.)
•rscatl n: the Wast (A. T.I.

' Lit (A.T.)

8tar

FEATURES

•II Far th. Lava al Lll (A.T.)

.

•tlGullty? (A. T.)
•(Hell's Island (A.T.)
•Hndlf* -* Letsnra 'A T.».

•tILo
•HL

1

t§Lone Rider. The (A.T.)
•tlLadlee Mutt Play (A.T.)...

sit ot (he Lofl* Woll (A.T.)
elody Man, The (A. T.) .

.

urder on the Raaf (A. T.)
SPertonallty (A. T.)
(print* at DIamande (A.T.)..
fRaln or Shine (A. T.)
iReyal Romance, A (A. *.)•

•tfSlotari (A. T.)
•tISquealer, Tha (A. T.)
•t§Sotdier» and Worn** (A. T.
**§Sweetheart* on Parade (A. T.)
*tJT*mptatle« (A.T.>
'tJVangoanee (A. T.)

Sidney-Murray
Bert Lyteil-Sebastlan
Revler-Matt Maw*.

.
Mulhalt-Starr-EHlot Nugeot
Holland- vain

, Holt- Graves-Sebastian
Stanwyck -Gravei-Stierman

.Jones- Reynolds
.N. Hamllton-D. Sebastian..
Lyteli-Patsy Miller

.Collier, jr.- Day- St Polis ..

Revler- Livingston
. Starr- Arthur
.Ian Kelth-Prlngle
.Joe Cook-Joan Peer*
.
Collier-Starke
.O'Day-O'NeM . . ....
.Holt-Revier-Davy Lee
) Prlngle- Wither*
Alice White- Lloyd Hughes
Wilson- Gray -Percy
Holt- Revler. Stroma

Rel. Data
. Sept. IS.
Apr. 26.

Oct. 25..
May 10.
Oct. 5.
Mar. 3.

.July 16.
Apr. 5.

June 9.
Aug. I..

.Aug. 26.
Jan. 25..
Jan. 19.

Feb. 18..
. Mar. 26.
Aug. 15.
Mar. 17.

Length
Feet Mlns.

..7054. ...74.

. . 6356... 71

..6843 76.

...6500 72

...7000.... 72

...8371. ...71

...7462.

...9277.

. . .5432.
.5978...
..6500.

.83

.60..
65.

Aug.
Apr. 30.
.Aug. 16.
June 6.
Fab. *2..

.71.
..5400 60.
..6304... 70.
..6383. ...71
..8273. ...92
..6359... 83.
.6284... 76..,
..6358... 70.
..6671.... 70
..6247 67
..6279.... 70
..6160. ...68.

Reviewer)
.Sept 27
.May 9
Nov. I

..May 31

..Oct. 4

..Apr. 12

..July 26

..Apr. 19

.July 12

Aug. 18
.Sept. 13
.Feb. 15
..Feb. I

..Mar. I

..May 17

..July 28

..May 31

.Jane 28
.Sept 13
..May 17
..Sept. 6
. .Juno 28
..Mar. I

Coming Attractions

Title Star
*t5Arf2ena (A.T.)
•tSCharley'* Aunt (A.T.) Charles Ruggles-June Collyer
*t§Crlmlnal Code, The (A.T.). . Holmes-Huston-Doraa-Cummlngs ...
•tSDIrlglhle (A.T.) Holt-Graves- Wray
•t§Oawn Trail (A.T.) Buck Jones
•t§Flfty Fathom Deep (A.T.)
•flFlood. The (A.T.)
•tSLast Parade. The (A.T.)
•tHIon and the Lamb. The (A.T.)W. Byron-C. Meyer»-R.Hattai-Lova
•tJMad*nna af tha Street* A. T.) Evelyn Brent-Robert Amai
'tSMeet the Wife (A.T.)
*t§Men Without Law Buck Jones
t|Mlraelo Woman, The (A.T.) Barbara Stanwyck
Shadow Ranch Buck Jones
t§Subway Express, The (A.T.)
•tSTot'able David (A.T.) Cromwetl-Beery-Paen
•t§Vlrtu.s's Bed (A.T.)
MSWoman Who Came Back. The (A.T.)

Rel. Data Length

Title
•tAlaskan Knlghtt
*t§Apaehe Kid. The
•tiArctk Antics (A.T.)
•tAutumn
tSBandmaster, Tha
•STBarnyaro Battle (AT.)..
•tIBarnyard Concert (A.T.)

.

•t§Barn Dance (A.T.)
•tfCactus Kid (A.T.)
MfCame tha Daws
•TCannlbai Caper*
•teat's Meow. Tha
tSChaln Gang (A.T.)
•t§Cinderella (A.T.)
*tej Continental Evening. A...
*f§CurIositle»
t Desert Sunk
•tKDo It Now
*t§Dutehman'« Psradli* ...
*t§Falth, Hope and Charity.

SOUND SHORTS
Star Rel.

..Krazv *fnt C»rton»i May

..Krazy Kat Cartooa Oct
, . Silly Symphony Juno

Silly Symphony Feb.

..Krazy Kat Cartoon Sept.
Mickey MeuM Apr.

. .Mickey Mouse Mar.

. Mickey Mouse Mar.

. .Mickey Mouse Apr.

..Eddie Buzzel Oct.
Silly Symphony Mar.

. Krarv Kat Kartoon Jan.

, .Mickey Mouse Auq.
.Krazy Kat Cartoon Aug.
fa. Marpe . . .

Feo
. . Novelty 6 mln.

Kra/y Kat Kartoon Mar.
•"lark A Bergnitiii 'an

, .Rambling Reporter Sept.

..Specialties (Eddie Buzzell) ..Sept

25 I reel

3 I reel July 5

14 I reel Feb. 16

II 1 reel Aug. 23

*t§Flddllng Around (A.T.) ....Mickey Mouia Mar.
•tSFIreflghter* (A.T.) Mickey Mousa Juno
tSFrollieking Fishes (A.T.) Silly Symphony May
-tSGallopIng Gaucho (A.T.) Mickey Meuat Feb.
Gorilla Mystery Mickey Mouse Oct.
*t§Ham Berger & His Horse

Radish (A.T.) .Color Sensation July
'..Hard Boiled Yeggs Specialties (Eddie Buzzell). .Oct I

'tSHaunted House (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Aug.
"tSHawallans Columbia-Victor bem Apr.
*t§Honolulu Wiles (A.T.) Krazy Kat Cartoon* July
*t§Hot and Bothered Specialties (Eddie Buzzell) . .Sept
•t§Jaflhouse Blues (A.T.) Mamie smith
•t§Jazz Fool (A.T.) Mickey Mousa July
*SfJazz Rhythm Krmzy Kat June
"HJewel of Asia Rambling Reporter Sept
't§Junglo Rhythm (A.T.) Mickey Mousa July
•tSKarnival Kid (A.T.) Mickey Mouia May
•tSLambs Will Gamble Krazy Kat Cartoon
*t§Land ol Lang Ago Rambling Reporter Sept
•f§ Lot's Talk Turkey Rambling Reporter
'lsMarionei.es Tony Sarg
-t§Mickey's Follies (A.T.) Mickey Mouse ...
'tSMickey's Choo Choo (A.T.) .. Mickey Mouse
*§tMldnlght In a Toy Shop Silly Symphony ..

f| Monkey Melodies Silly Symphony .

.

•tSNever Strike Your Mather Specialties (Eddie __
*t§Night (A.T.) Silly Symphony July
"t Old Flame, An Krazy Kat Kartoon Apr.
•ttOn'ry House (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Mar.
*t§Plcnle, Tha Mickey Moute Oct
•tSPIane Crazv (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Feb.
*t§Playful Pat Silly Symphony
•ttjPlow Boy (A.T.) Mickey Mouse May
•t&Prlnresi Lady Bug ' A.T.) .. Color Sensation Mar.
*t§Prodigal Daughter, Tha Specialties (Eddie Buzzell)..Sept
•)

3 Haaia. lors utica Jubilee Singer* I- en.
•t§Shindlg (A.T.) Mickey Mouse July
•fSlow Beau ,. Krazy Kat Kartoon Feb.
'tsSpookeasy Krazy Kat Kartoon Jan.
't§Spike Speaks Frank Moulan Mar.
"tlStage Door Knight* Buddy Doyle Apr.
'tSStage Door Pest Boyee Combe Jan.
*t§Steamboat Willie (A.T.) Mickey Mousa Ian.

*t§South Sea Interlude (A.T.) . .Color Sensation Jan.
*t§Summer Silly Symphony Jan.
'tGTji Iking Sereen Snanshot* . Released twice a month
•t§When the Cat'* Away (A. T-). Mickey Mouse *pr.
•tEWIId Waves (A.T.) Mickey Mouse *un.

•ISWInter Silly Symphony
"t§Ye Heartte Shop (A.T.) Color Sensation Apr.

I reel June 21
.1 reel

.1 reel Sept 27
. . I reel

. I reel
,

.1 reel

I reel Jan. 24

. I reel Aug. 18
. I reel. Nov. 9. '2d
. .1 reel July 26
. I reel

. I reel Jan. II

. I reel

Mar.
June
June
luly
Aug.

Buzzell).. Oct.

. I reel Aug. 9

. I reel Sept 14, '29

. I reel. Oct 12, '29
. I reel

Oct 18

. I reel June 28

28 1 reel.

Z6.. . . 1 reel

9... . . 1 reel

27.. Feb. 22
311

,
.Feb. 1

2H , . . 1 reel .Mar. 1

211 ,

1*
,

. . 1 reel . Feb. 1

16 . . Feb. 1

. 1 reel.Jum 6. '29

15 Jan. II

May 3

EDUCATIONAL
SOUND SHORTS

(Available sound-on-tilm and sound-on-disc

)

Tin* Star Rel. Date
*t§Aveiage Husband (A.T.) Clyd*-M*orhead Sept 7..
•T9BltWi Fnenai *A. 1.;.. Lambert- McPhail Apr. 27.-
•"•Bio iew«i Case. The (A.T.).. Lnmbert.Kolsov. Garvin .. Peb. 23..,
'tSBIuffer, The (A.T.) Clyde-Stedman Sept 28..
•'-Bulls and Bean (A.T.j .... Pollaro-ClyOo-Beebe .Mar. 2.

.

•tJBully Beef Terry. tooa July 13..
•tSCamere Shy (A.T.) Hamilton- H latt Feb. 9..
•tlCampu* Crushe* (A.T.) Clyde-Beebe-Stuart June 15...
'tCovlar Terry-Teen* Feb. 23..

Chop KM Terry-Tooo Aug. 24.-
*t§Chumpi. The (A.T.) Beebe*Ctyde July 6 .

•tSCedflih Balls Terryteon June 15.
"+snad Knows Best (A.T.. Holm**. Bolton Mar. 10.
•t 5 Divorced Sweethears (A.T.) .. .Chrlity- Irwin- Pollard- Beebe. Oct 26.

.

•ibDon't Give Up (A.T.) Buster and John Well Oct. 26 .

•tSDon't Bite Your Dentist (A.T.) Clyde Pollard Nov. 8..
•nOrummlng It In (A.T.) McKee-Smalley Jan. 26.

Dutch Treat Terry -Toons Sept 21.
•»«F«t Wlv«» for Thin (A.T.). Beebe-Barraud-Clyd* May 25.
M§Flylng Trip. A Hodge Podge Sept. 7.
TSFollow the Swallow (A. T.) .

. Lloyd Hamilton Apr. 27.
•t^French Klssee (A.T.) Bobby Agnew June IS.

Freneh Fried TerryTooa) Sept 7.
*t§Freshman's Goat, The <A.T.).Cooke-Sho«kl*y Sept 7.

Fried Chicken Terry -Toons Oct. 19.

.

*t§Goodby tegs (A.T.) Pollard-Stuart July 27 ,

•"Rnnrl Mnrnlno Sh«rl« fA.T.) Lloyd Hamilton May 25.
•f§Grandma's Girl (A.T.) Clyde-Stuart-Kane Oct. 12.

Boioy-Collln* May II..
Terrytoon May 18.

Turn irumoed Her **• fA.T.) Burke-Beebe Mar. 23.
•t§Hello Television (A.T.) Clyde-Chrlrtv Aug. 17.
"t§Hls Error (A.T.) BemM.Cein Bi ^^ 14,
Hollywood Theme Song. A Gribbon-O'Leary-D'Avril

". Honeymoon 2eppehn (A. T.) Beebe- Pollard Apr. IS.

.

*t§Honk Your Horn (A.T.) Lloyd Hamilton June 29..
*+CHot and Hov (A.T.) Goodwin-Crane Jan. 12.
*tHot Turkey Terry-Toon May 4.
•HHow's My Baby (A.T.) Barnei-Colllna-McPhall June 22.
•tlHungarlan Goulash Terry-Toons June 29.
•"nriian PurMInQ . . Terry-Toon .Apr. 6.
•t§Johnny's Week End (A.T.) . .. Johnny Hlnei Sept 14.
*t§ Jumping Beam Terry-Toons Nov. 2.

.

Terry-Toons Oct I.

.

Terry-Toon July 27.
• Granville- Drew Nov. 2..
.Charlotte Greenwood Oct. 12.

.

Hio»n- Dl-otl Mar. Ift.

*t§Medley of Rivers. A. (A.T.) . Hodge-Podge Nov. 9.
Honkey Meat Terry-Toon Aug. 10.
M.neum ol Art A Hodoe-Pndoe Fob.
*t§My Harem (A.T.) Moran- Bradbury Nov. 16..'Oh Dorllng (* T.) . Onvt-r. McPhsti-Peok *eb. 'fl.

*t§Our Nagging Wives (A.T.). .. Ford Sterling Nov. 9..
Over the Air. Hodge- Podge Oct. 12.

,

tSPeace and Harmony_ ( A.T.) . . Lambert-Coll Ins- McPhail ...May

.1609..
'WO..
.922...
.1838..
..543..
. 1480.

.

1929...
..659..

529..

..Feb. «
..Oct 25
...Feb .22
...July 12

. . . Feb. I

..June 28
...Feb. 22

.18--.

...578..
. 1840..
.1822...

. 172.*. ..

.1937...

..•600..
.612..

..10;

...895..

..1686..

..1884 .

,...547..
..1789.. .19.

*t5Hail the Princess (A.T.).
*t Hawaiian Pineapple*

Siew
Kangaroo Steak
•t§Love A La Mode (A.T.).
•t§Lovo Your Neighbor (A.T.).
"t&Match Piny 1A.I.J

.1961. ...22..

..1735. ..19..
.. 1885 21.
..1573. ...17.
...602 7.
..1895 21.
..1844 20.
..1750.... 20.

. .2reels..20.

..1976 22.
.1716 10..
..1528 17.

...604

..1667

...513

...576

..I65S.
..499..
..533.
...535
.1770

..Nov. I

..Oct II

..Sept 27
...Jan. za

i

...May 31

..'.Apr.M

...Aug. 9

..Oct. 18

Sept "*27

July 12
June 14

..Oct 25

* May 14
.Apr. 12

.Aug. 23

'.Nov."
"7

Apr. 26
June 28
..Jan. II

....10.
0.
6. .Agr. HI
10.

....... .Oet 21

...0... .Oaf. It

22

GPollshed Ivory (A.T.).
"Pretzels
•t§Prlzo Pupple* (A.T.).
•tSRaeket Cheers (A.T.)..
-ettadlo Kluet (A.T.)..

'tRoman Punch

...Lloyd Hamilton Mar. 16.
Terry-Toons Mar. 9 .

Llovd Homlltea Aug. 9.

.

Clyde -Irwin -Pollard Nov. 23 . .

,

Beebe- Ouryea-Carewe May 4..
Terry-Toon Apr. 20.

.

.1756
2nn2

..892 10..

...548 6.

. I reel

.1764.... II.

.

IIRR 17.

..1780. ...19.

...935. ...10.

..I860 18.

..1642 18.

..623.... .6.,
..1724 16.
.1994.... 22..
..1891 ...21..
...560 6.

F-h. '

.Oct 25
.Sept 27
.May 10
. Mar. 2Q

. Apr. 5

•Means synchronized score, fftfeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-Hlm.
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•ttSe.teh IA.T.I Clyde. Bavan-MePhell '" » '"*'

•tiseoteb. Highballs Terry.JooB Nov. 16..... 5W.

•tSSI. Si. Senor (A.T.) J.n PBO-iaala Scot. |I....I«S.

•tSganUn Onlone Terry.TBBB "«•
J*

• • • •

.!~J
-ISSugar Plym Paaa IA.T.)...CIy<IB.9rlbb..l Ja£ 16. ... I9S2

^|^Y,TM
«...^:::::::.A^lB.::::::::::::::::oft.

r

26 ....*

WrtW...r..^^. DBrnta£::v//.:v.:.S"
li"»"£:

%SSSS »l^aw::::flSaa^*JHa::.« a-HSft

:fes ."^ "'«;:::a
j«l=,":::::::::::»,t-i:^

...20.

....7.
..Feb.

......
...10. ..Oct.

17. . Mar.
..19..
...21.

20 Aor.

II... Sept.
...21. ..Oct.

•fFronz Liszt (D.4.F.) •-

itGtorge Frederick Handel (0.4
•1 Frederick Chopin (D.&F.)
•fLudwig Van Beethoven <D.e\f
'tjohann Strauss iD.&F.)
•t§Gulseppe Verdi (D.&.F.)
•tFeli* Mendelssohn (D.&.F.)

FIRST NATIONAL
(Available sound- on-di.se and sound-on-film)

FEATURES
Title

•t§Baelt Pay (A.T.).-...
•tSBad Man, The (A.T.)
M§Bride el the Refllmeoi (A.T.)

•t§Brlght Light* . ;i
--

;
MlCelleis Lever* (A.T.)
*T5Dawn Patrol. The (A.T.) .

.

•tfFMrtlng Widow (A.T.)
•tOFurles (A.T.) •-..,,
*t§Glrl of Golden Weit (A.T.
•tSGorllla. The (A.T.)
-T§ I n the Next Rood) (A.T.)

.

•T§ Lilies *f Field (A.T.) ..

'tsLoose Ankles (A.T.)
tlMurder Will Out (A.T.)...
MiNaughty Flirt (A.T.)
•t§Na. Nt. Naaett* (A. T.J...
*|§Netorloui Affair. A (A. T.)

.

•t§Numbered Man (A.T.)
•tjOne Night at Susie's (A.T.).
•t§Other fwnTW (A.T.)
*tlPlaylng Around (A.T.)
•t§Road to Pa\adlie, Tho (A.T.)
•HSally (A.T.)
•fSStariit P«l« (A.T.)
t§Show Girl in Hollywood (A.T.)
*t5Son of the Gods (A.T.)
•t§Song tf tho Flame (A.T.)...
*t§8pring It Here 'A.T.)
•tiStrletly Modern (A.T.) .. ...

•HSweethearts and Wives (A.T.)
*t>«Sweet Mama (A.T.)
"tSTop Soeod (A. T.) . . . .......

•tfwoy at All Men, Tho (A.T.)

iter
Connne Griffith

.Huston- Rev I i-r

.
Sogal-Pldgean
.uorothy Maekalll
.Whltlng-Nlxon
Barthelmess- Fairbanks.

. Dorothy Maekalll ....
Warner-Wilson
Harding-Ronnie
Joe Frlte*
.jack Mulhall
, Corlnno Griffith

Fairbanks. Jr.-Young
. Mulhall- LP-
.Alice White
.Claire-Gray
. Blllle Oova
. Nagel-Clolra
. Dove. Fairbanks. Jr....

.BUM* Oovo

.Whlta-Morrlt

. Young- Mulhall

. Marilyn Millar
Ferguson-Nlxoa
Whlte-Mulhall
Rich. Barthelmesi
Bray-Clalra
Claire- Gray
Dorothy Maekalll
Bllllo Oova
Alice White
Brown-Clalre-Whltlng
Fairbanks, Jr.*Rovler .

Coming Attractions

.5672
.7124.
.7418

. Reviewed
..Juno 7
..Aug. 30

71 . ..6416. ,..72. ..July 5

.5633.. .Sept.

10 not set-..
II.. .-6664..

spnpj
..74..
.. 7$. Aor.

17 .. .7278.. ..78.. .Juna

7 ..8911.. ..85.. .Oct
..6336. ...70. .

.Apr.
..597ft. ...67. . .Doe.
..6190. ...68.

A.. ..6200. ...68. ..Apr.
..5187.

1(1.. ..9108.

.

.101..
4. ..6218. ...69.

8., ..G4B0. ...72.
ID ..5760.. ..64..

ft.. ..5800. ..64..
10. .6003. ...68. ..Apr.

July 70 ..1838.. ..77. ..July

.Jan. 12 ..9277. ..103. . .Dee.

.Sept. n ..5906. ...65. ..Aug.
a ..TiiS. .60 ..May
a . .8344. . . . 92 . . . Feb.
:s ..8501. ...72. ..May 5

la ...6386. ...70. ..Apr.
...5632. . .iw. .May

15. ...7003. ...77. ..Juna 7

8.. ..5012. ...55. ..July

24. ...7200. ...82. ..June 21

Sept. 7. ...6032. ...70. ..July lb

Till.
•t§Adlos (A. T.)
•HCwttlb BlMf (A.T.)
•VlFifiiiVl *M (A.T.)
•tJGoi.i wild (A.T.) ."..
•tSHoner .1 the Family. The

Mlliil' H.irwt-Tli. i». T.)...

•tIKIu IK. Mill (A.T.)
•IIKImil (A.T.) .............
"1|Lad» Wh. Dared. The (A.T.)

'tILItlle Caesar (A.T.I
•t§Men ol the Sky (A.T.)
•tSMethere Cry (A.T.) .......
•f§Mlstrehavlng Ladlaa (A.T.)..
•HRIght .1 Way. The (A.T.)..
•t§8tn*ny (A.T.)
•tJToa Yeung t» Marry .....

ItjTruth Abeut »eirtb (A.T.) .

.

•tSWIdow Irom Chleaga (A.T.).
•tiwomin Han (A.T.)

gtar Pel Date Faet M
Richard Barthaltaaas Dee. 28
James Rannle
Janney-Stone-Rteh •• • • •• • •••-- •
Joe E. Brown Dee. 24 6486...

Walter Huston
.Lvan-Munaon
Clare-Pldoeon Ian. 25. '31

Otli Skinner Jan. 18. '31 . .8253.

.

.Blllle Dove 5076

Ed». 0. Robinson 7300 .

Irene Delray-Jaek Whiting

. Peteraon-MaflBBra Ian. 4. '31 ..-••••

.Le»-Ly.B 6480..

. Nagel- Yeiing • 6142..

.Marilyn Millar Nov. 3 isii"'

.Young Wlthera •••• ££?
Young- Tear! «B». JO. .. .8235. ..

Nail HamlltBB Nov. 9. ...6235..

.
Lee-Kehler-Blaekmer

Ravlawad
...Oet 4

. OeL 4

.Aug. 23

.65. ..Oet. 25

FITZPATRICK PICTURES, INC.

Features

Title
Lady ol the Lake..

Length
Rel. Date Feet Mine. Reviewed
Nov. I. ...4749. ...52 Ott. 25

SOUP/D SHORTS
Traveltalk Series

Tllla Star

No. l_From Barcelona t» Valencia (F.4D )

No. 2—From Valencia to Granada (F.ft-D.)

No. 3 From Granada to Toledo (F.&D.)

No. 4— In Old Madrid (FID.) ••,.••;,;•,;•.•
No. 5—Egyst—The Land ol Hie Pyramlde (F.&O.) May

No. 6—Gateway to India. The (F.&D.) «"»
No. 7—Temnle ol Love. The (F.4D.) '"»

Rel. Date
.SepL
.OeL
.Nov
.Dee

.1006.
...971.

... City (F.&D.)
Nov. 9—PlcturesBue Hong Kong (F.eVD.)

No. 10—The Island Emolre (F.eYO.) i.»u...
No. II—Japan In Cherry Blossom Time (F.4.D.)

No. 12—Jarav-Tha Fragrmot ltle(F.4D.)

.Aug. .

-SepL
.Oct.
.Oct.
.NOV.

.975..
..867..
..972..
..850..
..958..
..832..
...716..
...716..

..Sept 6

..Aug. 23

American Holiday Series

•Abraham Lincoln (A.T.)
•Armistice Dey (A.T.)
•Christopher Columbus (A.T.)
•George Washington (A.T.) ..

•Independence Day (A.T.) ...

•§Labor Day
•§Memorial Day
^Mother's Day
•§Orloln ol Christmas
•§Thank60lvlng

3..
3..
3..
S..
8.,
3.,
S.,
3.

...• 3..
8.

Movie Horoscope Series

People Born In August (D.4VF.) .

People Born In September (D.oVF.)

People Born In October (D.iF.) .

People Born In November (D.oVF.)

People Born In December (D.&F.)
People Bom In January (D.S.F.) ..

People Born la February (D.4.F.)

People Bern In March (D.&F.)
People Bora la April (D.&F.) ...

People Bom In May (D.8.F.)

People Bom IB June (D.&F.)

One Release lor Each Month el the Year

Btar Ra'- Datt

.954..

.711..

.714..

.910.

People Bwro In )oly (D.&F.)

Music Master Series

TTtJe
lOaergoa Blaet (D.&F.) ....

•tJoJianjles Broheai (D.&F.)

Rel. Data
SepL ..

Sept. .

SepL
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

..990..
..932..
.681..

FOX FILMS
(All releases sound-on-film and tound-on-ditc)

FEATURES
Star

.Baxter- Maria
Lee*Carol.Albertson ..

. Wayne-Churchill- Marshall

ntto
•H Arizona Kid. The (A.T.)...
"tSBIp Party. The (A.T.)
•tSBIg Trail. Tho (A.T.)

fSBorn Reckless (A.T.) Edmund Lowe
••Canoe Klr*y (A.T.) Torrls-Murray
" t§ Cheer Up and Smile Lee- Lake- Bad a nova . .

.

•tiClty eirl (P.T.) Farrell- Duncan ........
•tSCommon Clay (A.T.) BaaBOtt-Ayros-Morshall
*t|Crazy That Way (A. T.) Bennett- MacKenna
*t§Double Cross Roads (A. T.) . Ames-Lee
•tifex Movietone Follloi of 1 930

(A.T.) Special Cast
't§Good Intentions (A.T.) Lowe-Churchill

*t§ Golden Calf (A.T.) Carol- Mulhall-Brondel .

•tSHappy Oays (A.T.) Spoelal east

n§Harmony at Home (A.T.) Collier, Sr.-Churehill ..

-*6Hieh Society Blues (A.T.K . Gaynor-Farrall
t§La*t of tho Duaaai (A.T.)...0'Brlen-Loy-Browne
•".Let'i Go Places (A.T.) Wagstaft-Lana
*t§Llliom Farroll-Taylor
•TtLone Star Ranger (A.T-t George O'Brien
•tSMao Trouble SHIa-Maekaill
•t§Mon Without Women (A. T.). MacKenna. MacDonald

Length

Rel. Date Feet Mini. Reviewed
..Apr. 77. ...7450... .63. ..May 17
..Fob. 13- ..W82....72...M1T. I

..Nov. 2. .Standard 11116— Oct. II

Grandeur 14200
..May II 7400 82. ..May 10

.. Jaa. 12. ...8120. ...68. ..do*. 7
lune 22... .1)000. ...62. ..A0|. 1

.. Fek. 10... .0171... .18. ..Ami. II

...Aug. 17 7961 68. ..Juno 21

...Mar. 30 5828 64. ..Mar. 29

...Apr. 20 5800 64. ..Mar. 29

*t§Not Damaged (A.T.)
•tSOne Mad Kits (A.T.)
*t*Gn the Level (A.T.)
•t60n Your Back (A.T.)

'
;

' Renegades
ic.Huoon Romance (A.T.)
•^Scotland Yard (A.T.)
•tSSea Wolf (A. T.)
*t§8ky Hawk (A.T.)
*HSo This la Londaa (A.T.)...

MISoni 0' My Heart (A.T.).
*t«Soup to Nwtt (A.T.) -

'TlSuch Men Are Dangerous (A.T.) Baxter-Owen
(Bfvtowed under title of "Mask of Lore" la

•t§Sunny Side Up Oaynor-Farrall
tllemple Tower (A.T.) MuKilM-Day
•tS3 Slstan (A.T.) Drouer-Patrleola

*tlUo the Rlvar (A.T.) Luea-Beiart-Traey
•tJWIld Company (A.T.) Alberrion-Warner-Lynn

Moran-Byron-Amoa
. Don Jose Mo] Irs

Victor McLaglen
. Rich-Warner.Hackott ..
Baiter-Boary-Ley

..0' Brian- Chandler
.Edmund Lowo-Bonnott ..

.Milton Sills

. G arr Ick- Chandler

.Will Rogers
i . John MeCarmaak

,

Healy-Wlnnlngor-Sfflltb

*t 5 Women Everywhere (A.T.) . . .
Murray- Dorssy- Kellara'

..May 4
June 29.

. . Mar.

.. Mar.

..Jan. I

, . Mar. 23
..Aug. 31.
. Feb. 2.
..Oct. 5..
..Jan. 5..
..Aug. 24..
..Feb. 9..
.. May 25..
. July 13.

• Mar. 23..
..Sept 14..
.. Oet 26..
..Juna IS.
..Oct. 19..
.-Sept 21..
..Jan. 26..
-Juna 8..
..Sept 7.
...Sopt 28.
..Mar. 9. ...7586..
Feb 1. 1930 Issue)
...Dae. 29, '29 1 1 198.
...Apr. 13 5200..
..Apr. ...8442..
... Oet 12. ...8200...
...July 8....7208..
..Juna I 7500..

.7422...
. 6340...

16.... 8552...
2.... 7526..

"" ...6395...
...6750..
..5500...
..6745...
.8472
...5940...
..7800...
..7246...
..6500...
...5566..

..6600..
-.8400..
...4800..
..6750..
..8000..
..6025..
..8300..
...8248..
..6340.,

.84... May 18

.70. ..June 14

.73... Fob. 22
..84. ..Jan. 16

.70.. .Dee. 14

.75... Mar. I

.61... July 12
.72... Jan. 18

94... Sept 13
.66. ..Jan. 25
.84. ..Aug. 30
.81. ..Jan. 4
.72. ..Juno 14

..64. ..July 26

..62. ..Juno 14
.70... July 26
.93. ...Oct 4
..60. ..Juna 2i

.75.... Oet 4
.89. ..Aug. SO
..76. ..Doc. 14
..92, ..May SI
.82. ..Mar. IK

..70.. .Oet 25
..82... Feb. I

.125.
.58..
.71..
.92..
..88..

-Oct 12
.May 17

Apr. IS
.Oet II

.July 19

.June (4

fltle

tIA Devil With W.e.10...
•tSAIone With You (A.T.).
•tiAro You TharoT (A.T.).
Axelle
* t ^Barcelona (A.T.)
*+5Blondl« (A.T.)
Charlie Chan Carries On...
•UCIseo Kid, The (A. T.).

Coming Feature Attractions
Star

.Viator MaUilea-Marli
. Gaynor-Garrlek
Lllllo-GajTlek

Lonatb Rovlevoa
.5750.... 64... July 26

. Nov. 30.... 5000....56

.Mar.

.Jan.

. Brendel- Whlte-ComptOP

. Brendel- Whlte-Traoy
. Coreoran-Byron Collier, St..
. Brendel-O'Sulllvaa

WeLaglen-Fay Wray.
Ropers

aaynor-Sopart
,

Mnran.Bogarl-AlDOt ....
Fill Dorsay
Lowe-Baxter

UCenneetleut Yankee. A (A.T.) Will Rogert- 0' Sullivan.
*1§Dancers, The (A.T.) Moran-Holmes-Walter Byron. Nov
*t§Ettt Lynne Ann Hardlng-Broek*Nl|«f
•t? Fair Warning (A.T.) OBrlea-Huntlogtoa
*tfF. 0. B. Detroit
*t§Glrls Demand Excitement

(A.T)
•tE.Goino Nowhere (A.T.)
•t§Hot Number* (A.T.)
•tSJuit Imaoln* (A.T.) ___
Land Rush Victor

niLlihtflle.' Will
•t§Man Who Came Back. The

(A.T.) * Gaynor - C. Farrell . K.
MacKenna Jan. 4. '31

n§Men on Call (A.T.) ..Edmund Lowe- Clarke Do*. 28
•UMovletone Follloa of 1931 „

,

(A.T.) Special Cast
,

•tSNo Favor* Asked (A.T.) MeLaqlen-Franels ..

•TiOh. For a Man! (A.T.) ... McDonald-Denny- While Dee. 14. ...7600
•tfOnco a Sinner Dorothy Mackaill-Joel MeCreaJan. 25, '31

*t§Ono Night In Paris (A.T.) . . Gavno>--MacK#nna
*t§Palnted Woman. The (A.T.).. John Wayne-Claire Luce
*t§Princesi and the Plumber.

Tho (A.T.)
Seas Beneath, Tho
'tSSlie'e My Girl (A.T.)
*t§Shepper Newfoundor (A.T.)
•t6She Wean the Pants (A.T.) . Doroay-MaeKenna ..
•6<!nlder The (A.T.) Baxter. Chnrohlll
•t§Spy. Tho Hamilton-Kay Johnson
Squadrons Charles Farrell-Ellssa Land). Feb. 8.

•t§Thls Modem World (A.T.) . ..Baxter- Maekalll Feb. 15,

Three Glrla Lost Mar. 15.
*T«.Tes.ight and Yea (A.T.) J. Harold Murray-Moran Jan. t

•t§Women of All Nations (A.T.) Metvaoien-Lowe
'teWyomlng Wander (A.T.)... . Howard-Coreoran
tlYounp Sinners (A.T.) Moran-Albertson Mar. I.

Nov. 23. ..10056. ..III. ..Oct 18

Farrell. O'Sulllvan- Warner
O'Brien- Lesslng

. Farrell. Common
"Hfford-E. Lowe-L. Hyams Fab. I

Dee. 21 Oct 16

INTERNATIONAL PHOTOPLAY DISTRIBUTORS

Title
•tAfter the Verdlot
MICrlmson Clrele, Tba
•nnirk Rod Roses (A.T.) . .

.

•tSUnwrltlen Law, The (A.T.).

FEATURES
. Olpa Tlcheehowa
Stewart Rome .

.

Romr.DoDle
. Rosalind Fuller

Lenoth
Rel. Date Reals Mlna. Review.o
Jan. I 7 76. .June 21

... Fob. I... .7 79. Jaa. II

Mar. I 8 R7..MBT. S

....Fab. I....S SO

SHORT SUBJECTS
Lenoth

Reels. Mlns. Revlewo.
.2 17

Lenoth
Feat Mlns. Reviewed

.. 830 9
em ..II

..IO/i

...8

...8

..10

..10

..10
.689 8
.749 8V4
.944....IOVa
.823 •

Laogta .. ,

Feet Mlns. Reviewed
972... 1

1

97I....I

Song Program 1 6.

•Means synchronized score. Weans sound effects. %Means voice

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.

Title
•t§Ael- Dental Treatment
•tSAbblo Mitchell & Slzzla a\

Bloke
*t§Clyde Doerr i Saxophone

Sextet
*tSFeed the Brute (A.T.)
•tlHoak (A.T.)
MSJustlc* (A.T.)
»t § Little Journeyi In Songland..
Marionettes

1. Gread Opera
2. Alloz-Op
9. Dimples & Tear*

*t§Mlser. Tho (A.T.) ,

•tiMr. Smith Wakes Up (A.T.)
HNIght In Dixie. A (A.T.)..
•t 5 Nora Blaney Na. I ,

*t5Nora Blaney No. 2
*T§Radle Franks 4 4 Bachelors
*t§Teddy Brawn eV Hla Band...
MS When the Clock Struck

Twelve (A.T.) ,

(including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

Jazz Program
Animal Novelty
Frawley & Smith.
Special Cast
Song Series

Bransby Williams
Marriott- Golt
Mitchell. Hudglns
Song Program ...

Song Program ...
Song Program . ..

Jazz Program —

...1 9

...2 17

...1 8

....2 16

...2 IB
.6

.1.

I.

Nlles Welsh J.,
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METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES

Star Rol. Data

Grata Garba Feb. 21.
Beery- Morns- H yams

Title

MSAnna Ctirlitle (A.T.)
•tSBifl House. The (A.T.)....
•tSBilty the Kid (A.T.)
•fsBtsriop Murder Case (A.T.)
MSCaJI at the Flesh

Reviewed under title of "Singer ef Seville'

MICaught Shart (A.T.) Dressier. Moran
• t seriating Rainbow* (A.T.) Love- King

Mack Brown.
. .Basil Rathbone .

.

..Novarr*

.8170
June i* 7901
Oct 18 8808
Jan. 3
Ang. 16

In July I2th

May 10
Jan

..79GI...89.

(Reviewed under title at "Road Show" Is Nay. 2. 1929. latue)
MJChlldren at Pleaearo (A. T.).Gmy-RubIn-JchnMn Apr. 26 6400...
M$OevM-Msy-Care (A.T.) Ramon Novarre Feb. 7 8813..
Ml Divorcee. The (A.T.) Shearer- Morria Apr. 19 7533.

.

*1§Doughboyt Butter Keataa Aug. 30 7325..
(Reviewed under title "Big Shot" in July 26 issue.)

'. 21
31

Mi Free and Easy (A.T.) Butter Keataa Mi
MSFleradoni Girl, The (A.T.). .Daviea-Gray May
MSGIrl Said No. The (A.T.) ... Hilnee-Hyame Mar.
•fSGood Newt (A.T.) Special Cast Aug.
M§ln Gay Madrid (A.T.) Ramon Novarro May
MSUdy'i Mania. A. (A.T.) ....Grace m„. - Nov.

(Reviewed under title of "The Soul Kiss" in Oct.
•tjLady at Scandal
*t§Lady to Love.

(A.T.) . Chatterton-Forbes-Kathbone . May
(A.T.) Vllma Banky Mar. t

•tiLel Us Be Gay (A.T.) .Shearer-La Reque Aug. <

MSLord Byron at B'way (A.T.) . Terry- Kaley- Edward* Feb. 2E

*t§Lova In the Rough <A.T.)....R. Mentgomery-D. Jordan. .Sept. 6

M§ Madam Satan (A.T.) K. John&si Reginald Denny. Sept. 20
MSMen at the North (A.T.) B. Leenard-G. Roland Sept. 27

MS Montana Moon (A.T.) Joan Crawford Mar. 29

MSNot 8a Dumb (A.T.) Davles- Nugent Jan. 17

(Reviewed under title of "Dulcy" in Nov. 2. 1929,
*t§Our Blushing Brldea (A.T.).. Crawiord-Page-Sebastlan ...July 10

*tSOno Embarrassing Night All English Cast June 21
•^Redemption (A.T.) fiflbert-Nagel-Adaraa Apr. 5.

"Ilftegue Bang, The (A.T.) Lawranea Tlbbett May 10

•tSRamanea Greta Garba July 26

*tlSaa Bat. The (A.T.) Blektord-Millan-Terra* June 5
•TSShlp From Shanghai. The

(A.T.) Nagel-Johnaoa-Walhelni ... Jan. 31

MISlis af the Children < A.T.) . Maaa-Nugeat Jum
(Reviewed under the title of "Richest Man'

•tlStrlrtly Unconventional (A.T.) Stoac-Cavsnagh-Oww
(Reviewed under title of "The Circle'

*1STbli Mad World (A.T.) Rathbana-Jahnaof) Apr.
'tIThoy Learned About Wooaca

(A.T.) Van and Schanak Feb. 14.

•Whose Thru* French Qlria (A.T.) R. Denny Oct. II.

•T9Unholy 3, The Chaney-Lee*LiRow July 12.

*t§Way for a Sailer (A.T.) John Gilbert Nov. I.

•t'Wny Out Wait (A.T.) Hainee-Hyami Aug. 2
•tSWoman Racket (A.T.) Moore-Sweet Jan. 24.

85.

77.

8413
...7260

. . .6382.
....7931.
.. 7654.
...7856.
issue.)

...6858.
8142. -.90
7121

....7069
...7668.
..10320.
...5359.

7»(7.
...6875.
Issue.)

. .sua

93

Reviewed

..Deo. 21

.May

.July

Aug.
..Dec. 28
..Apr. 19

..July 26

Feb. 22

June 7
. Feb. I

• Apr. 12

611.
..6019..
...9723.. I

...6977...

..6253....

May 31

.Feb. 8
May 8

78... Jan. 25
35. ..Aug. 16

13.. .Aug. 30
.Oet 25
.Feb. I

. Nov. 2

..July 19

.Aug. 16
May 10

.Feb. I

.Aug. 2

.May 3

88

f>?

69

31. ...6176. ..69..
June 28 7716. ..86..

In the World in July 5 issue.)
May 3 4970 55..

In Feb. 22. 1929, Issue.)

Jan.
.July

.6452... 72... Apr.

..8773..

..6760..
.6478..
..7967..
..6407..
..6887..

.May 24
..Sept 20
..Aug. 9
.Dec. It

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star

Bachelor Father Davies- Forbes
*

t s Dance. Fool, Dance (A.T.) . . Joan Crawford
*t s Daybreak i A.T. ) Ramon Novarrt
G irla Together
MS Great Day, The (A..T.) ..

Great Lover
MSGreat Meadow. The (A.T.).
MIHer Fortune (A.T.) ,

•fflnsplration

Joan Crawford .

.Srown-Boardman
Joan Crawford .

.Greta Garbo

•t&Mareh af Time (Teat.)..
Mm and Bill
-tSNew Moon. Tne (A.T.)...
•tSPaailon Flewer (A.T.)....
M&Red Quit (A/T.)

(ilf.i*.

..Weber 4 Fleldt i^."*"-

..Marie Dressier Nov. 29

. .Tlibett-Mearn Dee. 13...
,.K. Francia-Johmen-Blckford Dee. ...,

. . Greta Garbo
. Dressier- Mora n

... Halnet-Doraa Nov. 15,....

. .Beery- Rambeau

..Lawrence Tlbbett —

'tSRemote
Secret Six. Tt*... L __.
MSSootherner, The
•SfSquaw Man, The
Their First Mistake Laurel &. Hardy

(Reviewed under title ef "The Rap," Issue ef Sept 27)
MSlrader Hern (A.T.) Harry Carey ,

•t|War Nurse (A.T.) Walker- Page- Montgomery .. Nov.
Within the Law Crawford- Armstrong

..Oct. 18

..Oct. 25

..Oct 25

.82... Sept. 20

Tlti*

•tSAII Teed Uo
Another Fine Mess
-fSBaoy Follies (A. T.)
fsbear Shooters
-tlBalaw Zer* (A- T.)
Big Dog House, The
*ThBiQ Kick Tne
MSBlggor and Better
Blood and Thunder
MSBIotto
MSBrata
Busy Barcelona
Cabal leros Revue
M|Ciock Snap. Th*
Clyde Doerr &. H Is Saxophone
•llCotlege Hounds
MfCollege Romeos
Crazy House
Cuckoo Murder Case, The
•TjjDoetor's Order
MSDogway Malady
•t^Dollar Diziy (A.T.) ...
•tSDubiia and Nearby ....
MSFast Work (A.T.)
*t6 Fiddlesticks (A.T.) ...

*t§Fltty Million Husbands..
tIFIghtlag Panon
•HFIret Seven Year*. The.
•Flower Garden
•t§Fly!ng Fbli
"t§Gem of M-G-M (A.T.)
Girl Shock
Glories of Nlkko. The
"t§Haywlre lA.T.)
^CHead Guy. The

Helping Grandma
High C't
tiHae Wild (A. T.)
Hoosegow. The
•«Hot n«e
*t 5

1 nl» Maraee*
MIKlddi**, Revue (A. T.)
•tSKIag. The ,

•1 (Laurel 4 Hardy Harder Case
Ladies Last
Looser Than Loose
Love Business
Love Fever
•t§Manh»rtan Serenade (A. T.)
Modern Madrid
tlNlght Owlt (A.T.)
•SOId Ma" Tr»ubf. (A.T.)
Peeps at Pek Ing
•t§P|rate* (A.T.)
Pups Is Poo*
•tSReal McCoy (A. T.)

SOUND SHORTS
Star Rel. Date Length

Charley Chaae Apr. 19 1895 Mar. 29

I -Hardy"

Nov. 29..
Apr. 12
May 17..
Apr. 26..

Renw

ffi
*»

.Dooville Mar
riarrv Langdoa . Mar.
B. Friend

. B. Friend Jan.
.Laurel -Hardy Feb.
.Laurel- Hardy Mar.
. Holmes Apr.

Sept.

25

23

Revue
Orchestra Act
Dogville
BIHroara Trie
Dane-Moran
Flip the Frog Series.

B. Friend
.Dogville
Charley Chase
Holmes

. Cnarlie Chase

..May 10...;

..Dec. 18

. Sept 27...
Jan. 25...

.V.Oet'l'a.'.'.V.
..Sept. 13..

June ?R.

. Aug. 16..

. May 24..
. Feb. 22.

.

.IRfiB.

Charlie Chase
Langdon
Our Gang niar. <

. Revue Jan. II

. Cartoon Sept. I

.Novelty Jan. 3.

.Charley Chase Aug. 23
.Holmes Aug. 2-

Laurel-Hardy May 29
Harry Langden Jan. II

.Our Gang Jan. 3.

.Charlie Chase Dee. 27 2623

. Laurel- Herdv May II 1778
.Laurel & Hardy
Dogville Aug. 16..

. Holmes Dec. 6.

.

Mar. 15
Harry Laoodee June 14.

.Laurel-Hardy Sept 6..
B. Friend Dee. 6..
Charlie Chase Nov. 15..
Our Gang Feb. 14. '31

B. Friend Feb. 23. '31
Haekett-Doran
.Holmes Nov. 15
Laurel-Hardy Jan. 4 1895.

.

navidaea-Nlohele ....J
.Holmes Jan. 17. '31
3enny Rubin Feb. 15 1622.
Our Gana Aug. 30 1693.
Charlie Chase Feb. 1 1899.

. May
.Aug.
..Mar.

... IB4.1 ....Apr. 5

1786 ....Aug. 23

...1775
....1878
'31. .2 reels.. '.'.'.'.Mm. 1

.1400..

.1787..
2781...
1893...

.Aug.

..Oet.
:. 14,

Rounder, The Novelty Nov. 22. ... 1812. .

.

School's Out Our Gang Nov. 22 1893. .

.

•t5Shlv«rlng Shakespeare Our Gang j«n. Z$ . I«70
MsShrlng. The Harry Langden Mav 3 1738 ..

MSSong Wrlter'a Revue. The (A.T.) Aug. 30 1861...
So Quiet on the Canine Front. . Dogville Jan. 31. 31
Spain's Maddest Fiesta Holmes Sept. 13 908.

.

.Aug. 30

.Feb." 15

Sultan's Camp of Victory
Tale of the Alhambra. A
fsTeaeher'a P«i (A.T.)

That Little Bit of Heaven
Through the Yangtze Gorges..
•tSTough Winter. A
•t§VBn & Schenek
Village Barber, The L

Virginia Judge. The Act.
-QVudevIHe (A. l.j ...wel-Hartfy
What a Man Charlie Chase
ittwhen the Wind Blawa Our o«o«

,

•(WhUoerlno Wheepae Charlie Chase
Who Killed Rover? Dogville

Holmes
Holmes

. out bang
Holmes

. Holmes ,

. Our Gang

.. Flip the Frog Series.

- Feb.
. Feb.

. Oct.

-Mar,
• Oct.
June 21
Jan
Sept
.Jan.

'31..

7, '31.

25.,

27.

.Mar. 29

...Oct' II

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Title Star Rel.
MiAnlmal Craekera (A .T.) Man Brothers s»pt.
•tSAnybody's War (A.T.) Moran 4 Mack Aug.
*t§Anybody'a Woman Chatterton-Breek Ai|.
*t§ Applause (A.T.) Helen Mergan jaa.
tSBehlnd the Make-Up(A.T.) . .Skelly-Wray-Pewell Jan.
"tSBenson Murder Case The (A.T.) Powefl-Pallatte-Calvart Apr.
*tSBIg Pood. The (A.T.) Chevaller-Celeort May
•tSBorder Legion, The (A.T.).. Arlen-Wray-Helt June
•tl Burning Up < A.T.i Arlen-Brlai Feb.
*f|Daaierea Nan Mafirav (A.T.)Helen Kane July
•TSDangeroua Paradise (A.T.) . . Carroll-Arlen Feb.
tSDevll's Holiday, The (A.T.). Nancy Carroll May
Fast and Loose Hopkins-Starrett- Lombard-

Morgan Nov.
Herein Lloyd Nov.
Rogers-Carroll Sept.
William Powell * July 2

Cyril Maude Au<

Length
Feet Mine.

.99..

Rogers- Kane
Clara Bow ,

Nancy Carroll

Green-Brian-Hamlltea ..

George Bancroft
Nancy Carroll
Chatterton - Brook
A. Menjou-C. Colbert

. .

•tiFeet First (A. T.)
•tjFollow Thru (A.T.)
•TSFor the Defease (A.T.)...
•tSGnirapy (A. T.)
•|§Heads Up (A.T.)
•t§Her Wedding Night
•tfHeney (A.T.)
MSKIbltzer (A.T.) (0.)
•tHadlei Lave Brute* (A.T.)
•t!La*gnt*r (A. T.)
*1 § Laughing Lady
L'Enlmatiane Mr. Parke*

(Slightly Scarlet)
•tfLet's G* Native (A.T.).....
•tSLIght ef Western Start (A.T.) Arlea-Brlen-Greea
*t|Love Among the Millionaire < A.T, i . Bow-Smith ..

*t$Love Parade (A.T.) (0).... Chevalier- MacDonald .

*t§Man From Wyoming ( A.T.) .. Ceeper-Celller
*?) Manslaughter (A. T.) Colbert- Marth
tfMaa Are Like That (A.T.).. Hal Shelly
"ttMonte Carlo Burhsnan- Mat Donald .

MiOnly the Brave (A.T.) Gary Cooper
MSParamount en Parade (A.T.)Speelal Cast
•tSPIayboy ef Pari* (A.T.) Mauris* CbevaJkr ....
•tiQueea High (A. T.) Rugglea-Rafort-Mcrgan
M§ Return ef Fu Maneha (A.T.) .Oland-Arthur
MIReadhoute Night* (A.T.) Morgaa-Rugglee

Reviewed at "River Inn" In Dee.

Oct
. . . .Oct
. . . Mar.
...Jan.
....Apr.
. . . Oet.

...Da*.

10

...8117 ..

....7243.

...7064..

...1384..

...5794..

...6964...
...6068...
. . .j251.. .

...8571...

...5244...

...6743...

.'.'.'sioo.W

...8364 ..

..5670...,
...6647...
...6785...
...6924.
...8701...
-.7273...
...7171...
..8893....
..7105 ..
...6390...

..6787....
IB.. ..6312..
9. ...6910...
8. ..10622...
2.... 5989....
9 7954...
2....5467...

8077...
8. ...1424...
»....tl25...

.6512...
7905...

7/7B
.,71.
..65.

M§Saf*ty In Number* (A.T.)
M§Sante Fe Trail
M§Sap From Syracuse (A.T.)
MSSarah and San (A.T.)....
MSSea Ged. The (A. T.) ...
MlSeven Day*' teave (A.T.).

Reviewed under the title ef "Medal 1

MSShadow of the Law (A.T.) . . Pewell-Sehllllng
•HSIIent Enemy, The Indian Call
MSSIlghtly Scarlet (A.T.) Evelya Brant
MSSociai Lion, The (A.T.) Oakla-Brlai
•tSSpoller*. The (A. T.) Ceeper-K. Johnston-B. Cemp

son Sept
MSStraet *f Chance (A.T.). . .. Wm. Powell Feb
M§Texan. The (A.T.) Gary Cooper May
MfiTrue to the Navy (A.T.) Clara Bow May
'^Vagabond Kino. The (A.T.) . Klng-MacOenald-Oland A*r
M§Virtuous Sin. The (A.T.) .... Huston-Francis
•With Byrd at the South Pole
M§Youag Eagles (A.T.) Charles Roger*
M§Young Ma* ef Manhattan
(A.T.) Colbert- Ruggle*

.Charles Roger* June

.Richard Arlen
.

.Jack Oakl* ...

.Ruth Chatterton
. AHen-Wray ...
.Gary Cooper

..July

.Jan.

.July

.Aug.

.Mar.

.Oct

.Mar.

.Apr. 21

.Oct 18.
.4ug. 23.
.May 17
. Feb. 15

IB7J Issue
7074

Sept 27. ...5839.
July 26 6018.
Mar. 22... .6814.

....Sept. 13.. ..6534
Jan. 25 7300

In Nov. 23, 1929 Issue
Iim 14 8342.
Aug. 2..
Feb. 22..

..June 21..

.7202.

.7551..

.6204..

.5403..

20.

--Nov. 22..
...June 28..
...Apr. 5..

.8128.
.7023..
.7142.,
.8396..
9412..

.7233..

.7411..

.6405..

Reviewed
.Aug. SO
.Apr. 5
Aug. 16
..Oct 12

..Oct 26

..Apr. 19

..May 17
..July 5
..Feb. 15
..June 28
-Feb. 22
..May 17

.'.'.'6rt."lV

-May 24
..July 12

. Jaly 12

..8*pt 27

..Sept 27

..Fab. 22
..Aug. 31
..Apr. 10
. Nov. I

.May 81
...May 31

..July 12
..Oet It

..July 12
..July 26
..Nov. 23
..Aug. t
..Mar. 15

..Apr. I

.Sept II

..Aug.
..May 10
..Dee. 28

..Sept 27
..Aug. 2
..Mar. 22
.Aug. 80
...Nev. 23

...Jul* 7

..May 17
...Jan. 23
..June 21

..Aug. 80
...Dec. 28
...May 17

...May (7

...Jan. II

...Oet 4

..June 28
...Mar. 22

May 17. ...7306. ...83. ..Apr. 26

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date

•t§Along Came Yauth (A.T.).. .Charles Rogers Dee. 20...
-TlDaewlna Mather* (A. T.) „
M§DerelIet (A.T.) Bancroft-Francis ..
•tSFIohtlng Caravan, The (A T.) Gary Cooper
M§Follow the Leader (A. T.)..Ed Wynn
•UHoneymaon Lane (A. T.) cadie Dowflng
MfHuckleberry Finn (A. T.). Junior Ourkln
MIKId Boot* (A. T.) Jack Oakle
fMerlon af the Talkies (A.T.) Jaek Oakle

gth Reviewed

Oct 18

'. N ov. '

'22
'.

'.

'.
.'6702 ." ." .' .75'. '.

'. Oct " *I8

"Jan." 7.
v
3'l"

'
'.""""."""" V.*."V.

•tlMoroeee (A. T.) .

>t(New Moral* (A.
MSOnly Saps Work
M§Perche No

T.).
Dee. 7.

*t!Right to Love. The (A.T.).
'tSRodeo Romance (A. T.)
'IRsse ef the Ranehe (A. T.I.

Maria Jacobin! .

Ruth Chatterton
Arlen-Carroll . .

,

Gary Cooper . .

.

Fredrlc March .•tjRoyal Family, The (A. T.)
•''.Scarab Murder Case (A. T.) William Powell
M§Sea Legs (A.T.) Jaek Oakle
•sSklooy 'A. T.)
M§Stolen Heavem Nancy Carroll
MiTom Sawyer (A. T.) Jackie Coogan

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star

ItfiAeeldents will Happen (A.T.) Smith and Dale
Accordion Joe Talkartoon

,

MIActions Speak Louder Than Wm. & Joe Mandel
Wordt (A T.l

MSAntlQue Shop Burns- Allen
»t§Artlst's Reverie. The (A.T.). Gnmberelll 4 Co
•t$At Home (A.T.) Lulu McConnell
MSBallet Class (A.T.) Dancing Act
MSBarnacle Bill, the Sailor

(A.T.) Talkartoon
,

•t§Bearded Lady (A. T.) Louise Fa?enda
'i 5 Bedel la Screen Seng
•tSBelle of the Night Dorothy MeNulty
MSBlue Songs (A.T.) Ruth Ettlng & Orchestra...
By Appointment Craig-Bond
MtCamera Trail* Bruee Seenle
MSChlnese Fantasy (A.T.) Novelty Act
•**Chinatewn Fantasy, A Miller-Dove
MSChordi of Memorf (A.T.) R. Bruce Seenle
•tSCIeanlnp Up (A.T.) C. Conklln-M. Swain
•t§Cockeyed News No. I (A. T.). Eddie Cantor
*t!Come Take a Trip in My
Airship Screen Seng

Rel. Date Length

Aug. 2 2 reels...
.Dec. 13

May 3 I reel

Aug. 2 I reel. .

.

Aug. 9 1 reel. ..

May 31 l reel...

Aug. 30 I rial...
Mar. I 1794
Jan. 4 604

,
Feb. 15. . . .2 reels.

.

Jan. 5 I reel...
Nov.
Oct II.,

Jan. 8...
July 5.
May 10..
Sept. 27.
Aug. 8..

May 24 I reel June 14

. I reel .

.

. I reel
..I reel..

. . I reel . .

.

-.2 reel*.

*Mean* synchronized score. tMeans sound effects. %Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs),
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-Hlm.

A.T. aft"*
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•fSConfounded Interest (A.T.).
•fSOeep "C" Melodies (A.T.).
*T§Oeiperate 8am
•t§Dlizy Dishei (A.T.)
'nDon't Believe It (A. T.)...
•+SDown With Husnands
•f§Dresden Dells. The (A.T.}
"tSDrltttng Along (A.T.)
•t§Ouke ef Oubllo (A. T.)
Excuse

•f§Gettlng a Break (A.T.)
•fSGettlng a Ticket (A.T.)....
•fSGlow Worm. The (A.T.)
*t§Go Ahead and Sing (A.T.).
*t5Grand Uproar (A.T.)
*t§He Wat Her Man (A.T.)...
«T§Helplng Hand. The (A.T.).
•t§Her Future
*t sHt* Honor, the Mayer..
His Price
•t§Hls Wlfe'e Birthday (A.T.).

..May 10..

.. Aug. 2..
..Jan. 4..
..Sept 13..

.. May 10...

...Mar. 10..

,. Aug. 23..
.. Oct 25...
.Oet 4...

;."bct.'"4.\'.'
...Sept 6...
Mar. 22...
..Dec. 13..

2...
12...
16...

.Raymond & Ceverty Oct II

..Frances Williams. Yacht Club Boys.
Bert Gordon Mar. 29

..Talkartoon Aug. 9.

. . James Gleason Feb. 8
Arthur- Roach Mar. 8
Marie Oamberelll July 26.

. . Robert Bruce Scenic Sept 6
. Charles Murray F «b. '

..Bruce Novelty Nov. 29
t§ False Alarm Fire Ce. (A. T.). Smith & Dale Mar. 9.
•TSFamlly Neit Door. The Charles Ruggles .Jan. II

tSFatal Card. The (A.T.) W. &. E. Howard Nov. 8
•fgFavorlte Melodies (A.T.) Ruth Ettlng & Orchestra. .. Mar. 16.

"tiFeelln' Blue (A.T.) . Ash- Washington
*t§Flrebugs Talkartoon
•HFlt to 8* Tied (A.T.) Burns & Allen..
*t§For Love or Money (A.T.) .. .Lois Wilson
•fSFood for Thought (A.T.) Allen A. Canfleld

.Block &. Sully...

.Eddie Cantor ...

. Screen Song

. Tom Howard

. Talkartoon
, Gllda Gray
. Solly Ward
. Ethel Merman ..

.

. .Charlie Murray
Johnny Burke . .

.

. Solly Ward
'tSHold-Up (A.T.) Tom Howard i^i •'."'

•tlHot Air Merchant (A.T.).... Charlie Ruggles Sept 13

*t§Hot Dog Talkartoon Mar. 29
•t§Het Tine In the Old Town

Tonight, A (A.T.) Screen Seng Aug.
•t§l Came First (A.T.) Herman Tlmberg Apr.
*til'n • Wild Woman (A.T.)... Boydell-Ash Aug
tSI'm Afraid to Come Heme In

the Dark Sereen Song Feb. I .

.

•§l'm Forever Blowing Bubbles. Sereen Song Mar. 15.

.

In Again, Out Again Cook-Bond Dec. 20..
*f§ln the Good Old Summertime
(A.T.) Screen Song June 7..

atSln the Shade of the Old Apple
Tree Sereen Seng Jan. IB..

*t§lnsurance Eddie Cuter Aug. 23...
*t§lntredUDtl»n of Mrs. Glbbs
(A.T.) Lulu McConnell Sept 20..

It's All Over Marion Harris Dec. 20..
•t§ Jazz Preferred (A.T.) Zetaya Aug. 30..
Just a Pal Minor Watson Nov. 15.

•t&Kandy Kabaret (A.T.) Children's Ballet Aug. 23...
•§tKnlohts In Venice (A.T.f Smith A Dale Mar. 23...
•tSLadv. you Slay Me (A.T.)... Perklns-Hlllpot Sept. 6...

•tSLa Palema Streen Seng April. 12.

•tlL» Schnapps. Ine. (A.T.). ... Smith & Dal. Nov.

•tSLet Me Eaplaln (A. T.) Taylor Holmes .........
•tSLovers' Lane (A.T.) Arthur & Morton Havel
•t&Many Moons (A.T.) Bruce Novelty Aug.

Marluteh Screen Song Nov.

"t§Marry or else Arthur &. Morten Havel I ...Oct
**hMeek Mr. Meek. The (A. T.). Jimmy Barry
•tSMeet the Boy Friend (A.T.).. Lillian Roth
•StMelodles (A.T.) Smith Bros..

•tSMeltlng Pot (A.T.) Potlto Revuo
•tSMIIhon Mo's, A Lee Morse ..

Model Women All Star

•T&Moon Bride's Wedding (A.T.)lndlan Musical Novelty Feb. *«...

•t§Mountaln Melodies (A.T.) R. Bruee Scenle Jan. II...

•t5My Gal Sal (A.T.) Sereen Song Oct 18...

Mysterious Mose Talkartoon Dec. 27..

•f$NeighDor1y Neighbors (A.T.).Lulu McConnell Aug. 16..

•rSNew Rhythm Azplazer & Band Oct 18...

VSNeah's Lark (A.T.) Talkartoon Oct. 26...

Office Blues Ginger Regers Nov. 22..

Oh Teddy Billy House Dec. 20..

01" King Cotton George Dowey Washington. . .Dec. 27..

*1iOl< Man Whoopee (A.T.)

. I reel

.

.1 reel..

.1832..
. I reel..

.1872...

*f|Kls First Command (A.T.)(P.) Boyd-Sebastian
•jjHollc""

Ml.
.1 reel...
.1850 ...

. I reel . . .

. I reel . .

,

.1381 ...

.1 reel...
. I reel, .

.

.1 reel...

..704....
. I reel . .

.

.1870
. I reel ...

. I reel .

. . I reel
..564...

. I reel .

. I reel ..

.2 reels..
.1 reel...
. I reel .

2 reels.

.

.2 reels..

.2 reels.

.

..2 reels

.1 reel...

June 28

.july 19

..651...
. I reel.

I reel..

...I reel..

.1 reel...
. 1 reel. .

.

. . I reel. .

.

I reel...
. . I reel . .

.

I reel . .

.

..574....

..July 5

.Juno 29

25. .1870...

Singing.
..Aug. 30...

.'Jan.' i3.'29

..Apr. 26..
Dec. 6..

On a Sunday Afternoon Screen Song
*t§Operatlo Selections (A.T. )... -Tito Schlpa
•tSParamouirt Acta

•t iParameunt Comedlee
*t§Paramount Pictorial No.

Art Frank Sept.
.Nov.
May 24..

. Sept. 27.

..(Two Editions Weekly)..

22...
I..

15 ..

Clara Bow
j 2 Fish Faces Munich Mann

kins; Walrus Hunting in Si-
beria; Stars of To-morrow... Oct 25

'tlParamount Sereen Songs
*ff Paramount Sound News.
*tS Paramount TalkarteoM
Patient The> The Three Swifts Nev.
Plastered Willie, West &. McGlnty. ..Nov.
Prisoner's Song, The Screen Song Mar.
*t§ Radio Reet Talkartoon Fob.
•t§Raising the Roof (A.T.) Lillian Roth & Band Aug. 24..

*t§Red, Green t Yellow (.A.T).. Lulu McConnell Oct 18...
•t§Ro»olutlons (A.T.) Billy House Aug. 30..

Row. Row, Row Screen Song Dee. 20..
*t«Rubs. The Jimmy Barry Juno 21.

.

•t§SalloiJ s Lack, A George Beatty Sept 13..

•tSSalt Water Ballads (A.T..)...R. Bruee Scenic Mar. 8...
-,S.r..ppiiy Married Johnny Arthur aV Bert Roach. Feb. 22..

Seeing Helen Homo Helen Lynd Dee. 6..

Seven in One Juliet Dec. 27..
*t§8lng. Yoaj Daneera (AT.).. . Puck & White Sept 20..
Sky Scraping Talkartoon Nov. I..

Sky Scrappers Chester Conklln Dec. 6..

*T§So This Is Paris Green Fazenda Jan. 18..

•t§Song Service (A.T.) Lee Morse & Co Oet. 25—
"tlStein Song (A.T.) Screen Song-Vallee Sept. 6...
*tlStery Beok Parade. The (A.T.) Children's Ballet Oet 4....
•UStrtke Up the Band (A.T.) . -Screen Song Sept 27..
^Stronger Sex, The (A.T.) Myers-Roach Mar. 15..
•t§Sunset Hunter (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic July 12...

Sure Cure Lynn Overman Nov. I . .

.

•t§Swlng, Yet Sinner (A.T.) -. .Talkartoon . Sept 20...
MIThat Party In Person (A.T.) Eddie Cantor Jan. 5...
"t§The Rube (A.T.) Jimmy Barry. Sketch July 21...
•t§Tho Tide Rises (A.T.)..
•t§The Wanderlust (A.T.)..
Tongue Tied
tSToys (A.T.)
*t§Travellln' Alone (A.T.).
•^Twentieth Amendment, The

. . I reel . .

.

. . I reel.

.

.2 reels .

. I reel . .

.

.1 reel...

. . I reel . .

.

.2 reels.

.

..964
. . I reel . .

.

. i reel . .

.

. . I reel. ..

I reel

. . I reel . .

.

. .2 reels..

. I reel .

. I reel.".*

..2 reels.
.1 reel .

.

. . I reel . .

.

. 1 reel.

.

.1 reel. .

.

. I reel . .

.

.2 reels..
. . I reel .

. .1 reel

I reel

I reel...
I reel...

. I reel...

. I reel . .

.

...738...

.1 reel. .

.

. I reel . .

.

.2 reels.

.

. I reel..
.1 reel...
. I reel .

. I reel . .

.

. 1634. . .

.

. I reel..

. I reel.

.

. I reel . .

.

.1 reel..

.2 reels.

.

.1747....
. I reel...

I reel.
..Sept 6
.Aug. 23

Bruce Seenle July 14...
. h. Bruce Scenic
.Lulu McConnell .Dec. 13..
.Three Ormonde Sisters July 28...
. R. Bruce Scenic
(A.T.) Jan. 22...

Up to Mars Talkartoon Nov. 22..
"t§Volces of Lonely Men ft. Bruce Seenle Apr |0..
•t§Wanderlust. The R. Bruee Seenle April "

*t$Wee Bit o' Seoteh (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic -Feb.
•tSWhlle the Captale Walts ....Arm Ida Nov.
Why Continue the Struggle Casey-McHugh Nov.
•HWIse Files (A.T.) Talkarton July
*f|Yes, We Have No Bananas. .. Screen Snno Apr.
*T§You're In the Army Now Johnny Burke Oct.

.1760. ..

. I reel,

.

.1 reel.

.

I reel...
.1 reel.

.

. I reel .

.

. I reel .

.

. I reel .

.

. 1 reel .

.

. I reel .

.

. I reel..

.2 reels.

.

. I reel.

.

I reel. .

.. 1 reel
8.

. . 1 reel . .

.

1 , . . 1 reel . .

.

...June 14

...May 24

PATHE
FEATURES

Title Star Rel.

Big Money Qulllan-Gleason-Armstrong-
Gleason Oct

fSGrand Parade. The (A.T.) (F.)Twelvetrees-Scott Feb.
*T§Her Man (A.T.) (F.) Twelvetrecs- Holmes-Rambeau

Gleason Sept 21. .7508.... 85... Sept 13

Jet. 19 8050.. ..05
illday (A.T.) (F.) Hardlng-Astor-Horton-Ames July 13 8870> 97...Juiel4

tINIght Work (A.T.) (F.) Eddie Qulllan Aug. 3 0394. - .95. . .Aug. IS
•tSOfflrer O'Brien (A.T.) (F.)..Boyd-8ebMtlao Feb. IB 0740.... 73... Nev. 30
MSPardon My Gun (A.Tj (F.).Starr-Duryea June 20 5054... 03. ..July 8
•tfRleh People (A.T.) (F.) Constance Bennett Jan. 8 70741 78. ..Feb.

-

•tlSwIog High (A.T.) (F.) T.Twelve troos-Scott ..May (8 7500. May 3

Coming Feature Attractions

Title Star Rel I

*t§Adam and Eve (A.T.) Constance Bennett
*t§Beytnd Victory (A.T.) (F.) ..Boyd-Twelvetrees-Gleason-SeotNov.
*t|Crasblni Through (A.T.) (F.).willlam Boyd Dec.
•T5 Greater Love. The (A.T.). ... Ann Harding Aug.
'tiln Deep (A.T.) Constaneo Bennett Jan.
*t§l Take This Woman (A.T.). . Bannlster-Hardlng June
§Last Frontier. The(A ,T.> ... William Soyd July

*t§Lazy Lady (A.T.) .

f (North of the Yukon (A.T.)..
•tSPalnted Deeort (A.T.) (F-).
"tSPrlce of a Party. The (A.T.)
•HRawhlde (A.T.) -
"t 5 Rebound
*t§Romanee Harbor (A.T.).

Sin Takes a Holiday
"t|Taklnp the Rap (A.T.)..
tSThls Marriage Business

Constance Bennett .

William Boyd
Boyd'Twelvetrees
Helen Twelvetrees

. .. William Boyd

.... Ann Harding
. . . Ann Harding
....Constance Bennett ...
. . . . Robert Armstrong
(A.T.) Constaneo Bennett

..Apr. S.
May Ill

.-Nov. 211

.Apr. IB,
. Fab. «,

. Dec. 14
. Mar. 15.

Nov. III.

. Aug. IB
. July 4.

SOUND SHORTS
(Available sound-on-ftlm and sound-on-disc

>

Shorts. The approximate ri
(Note: Pathe does not list running time
in tnt important senee, however, follow:

2 raal .am.dl.a
Rel

'
D"«

Pathe Sound News
Pathe Silent News
Pathe Audio Review
Pathe Review .'.*.".".".'.*

Aesop's Fables
Grantland Rlee Sportllghts "..".".!.!.".!"....!""""
Talking Topics ef the Day

, \

Knute Rockne Notre Dame
Football Seriea ef ..."'.

1. The Last Yard Oct "is..."
2. The Hidden Goal ' Oct 15
3. Flvlng Feet '. Oct I5\"
4. Touchdown Oct. 15
5. Two Minutes to Go Oct 15
S. Backfleld Aees Oct 15.

Run. Time
...2fl am ..

.10 mil .

...10 sile ..

...II esll ..

...II mln. ..

... !..

...10 ale ..

... 7 ajle ..

Ime of reels

Reviewed

.1 reel..

. I reel.

.

.1 reel.

LengthTitle Star Rel. Date
All for Mabel Carney-Wills Oct 12.
"tSAmerlee er Bust Daphne Pollard July 27
•ffBeautles. The Hlatt-Kaley June
"tSBIg Hearted Harry Grlbbon June
•tSBoss's Ordert. The Morgan. McPhall Aug.
Breakfast in Bed Pol lard- Pangboro
*t§BuQvllle Romance. A Aetop Fable June
'fSCampus Favorltoi Sportllght June
•tSCarnlval Revuo Hlatt-Hughes Aug.
•T§Chaslng Ralnbowi Sportllght Aug.
•fSChampion Makers Sportllght June
Circus Capers .„ Aesop Fable Sept 28. ... .i reet JO

..Sept 13

..Oct II

. Oet 25

Reviewed

29..

Cobb Goes Fishing
'tSDrums ef Fear
*t§Deep South
•t§Dude Ranching (A.T.)...
Ebony

..2 reels Aug. 23
.2 reels June 21
..2 reel!

22 2 reels June 28
31 2 reels Aug. 2

2 reels
8 I reel June 21

»9 I reel July 5
3 2 reels July 19
10 1 reel

June 21
Oct 4

...Swrtllg.it Oct 5 1 reel.. 10... Oct. ,
...Vagabond Adventure Serlet...Juno 29 I reel June 28
...Song Sketch Aug. 24... I reel June 28
...Sportllght Sept 21... I reel. .. 10. .Aug. 16
... Vagabond Adv. Series Sept 21 I reel May 31

"t§Farm Foolery Aesop Fable Sept 14 1 reel Sept 20
Frozen Frolics Aesop Fable Aug. SI I reel Sept 13
Gem of Agra, The Vagabond Adventure Series.. Oct 19 928 10.. .Sept. 27
ttfGlve Me Action.^. Maning-Holmes Aug. 17 2 reels Aug. "

i. i.i i-! - Secret, The Vagabond Adventure Serin..
'19 Gliding Sportltght Sept. 21
HHeerta and Hoofs Rlee-Keefe Sept 7
*tSHeld the Baby Agnew-Crane-MePhall Aug. 17..
"tlHoeked Sportllght May 18..
tJHot Tamale Aesop Fables Aug. 3..
*t§l'll Take That One All Star Oct 5..
TSJuegle Jezx Aesop Fable July 6...
" - Junqk Terror Vagabond Adv. Series Oet

...May 31

..I reel.. 10.. Sept. 27

..J regit May 31

..2 reels
I reel May 24

. I reel Aug. 9
..2 reels
. I reel July 19
,1 reel Sept. 20

iifji ana i my

.

•tSNew Walter
"tINIght Clerk
*f|Nlght Id i

*t§Kld the Kidder Campus Comedy 2 reels Sept. 20
Lair of Chang How Vagabond Adv. Series* Terrlss June 1

5

2 reels. . 18. .June 7
• Lnundrv Blues (A.T.) Aesop Sound Fable Aug. 17 I reel Aug. 23

•tSLet 'Er Bock Sportllght July 27 I reel Aug. 9
"t§Live and Learn McPhail-Deerlng June IB 2 reels.... .Aug. 2
*H Love's Memories (A.T.) Song Sketch .. . ..... ... Feb. 1

6

I reel June 7
'tSLova That Kills Vagabond Adventure Series. ..Ami. 24 I reel June 7
tlMeodeJay Song Sketch Jan. 5 I reel
•tSMIdnlght Aesop Fables 635 ft 7 min Oct 25
'tSMInd Your Own Business Agnew-Gulliver July 30 2 reels. . 17.. June 12
Musioal Beauty Shop Melody Series June 1 2 reels. . 18. -June 7
Neat and Tidy All Star Sept 28 2 reels

Walter. The All Stir June 8 2 reels

Clerk, The All Star Sept 14 2 reels
Dormitory, A Ginger Rogers Jan. 8 2 reels

•t§On tne Air (A.T.) Tomes ef the Day Jan. 12 I reel Jan. II

*t§One Nutty Night, Comedy Mills-Carney Nov. 30 2 reels
*t§Oom Pah Pah (A.T.) Aesop Fable May II I reel June 7
*t 5 Pathe Audio Review (A.T.)... Released Every Week I reel

*t|Pathe Sound Newt Released Twice Every Week. I reel

*t§Perfoct Match, The (A.T.) ... Butler-Mayo Apr. 6 2 reels Apr.
•tSPick 'Em Young (A.T) Agnew-Geraghty May
Racqueteers Sportlight Oct
'tSRich Uncles (A.T.) Richard Carle May
*t§Rlde 'Em Cowboy Whlte-Carnav *Pr.
Romeo Robin. A Aesop Fable '" ne

•HRoyal Flush. A (A.T.) All Star Dee.

*t§Rubev!lle Nlte Club (A.T.)..H B Wetaoe J«J.
•t§Sacred Fires Vegabond Advonture Strlee..."')/
"t§Sands of Egypt, The Vagabond Adventure Series Nov.

•tSSatan's Fury (A.T.) Vagabond Adventure Sept.

Self Defense Sportlight Sept

•tSShlp Ahoy (A.T.) Aesop Fable «•
tlsinglflg Saps (A.T.) Aesops Fables ....

•t§S!xteen Sweeties (A.T.) iVhite-McNaughten
Ski HI Frolics Sportllght

. Feb.

. Apr.
. Aug.

-2 reels May in

9 2 reels.. 1 1... Oct II

It... .I reel May 3
13 2 reels Apr. 5
22 I reel June 28
19 2 reels Aug. 30
26 2 reels Nov. 18
27 1 reel

2 r. it. in

7 I reel Aug. 23
7 1 reel Sept. 13

5. .. .2 reel Jan. 1

1

2... .I reel Feb. 8
20 2 reels Apr. 19

. I reel.

tSSkv Ski oners (A.T ) . Aesop Feblet rep. 'o 1 reel Feb.

Snow Time ...... .........>«op Fable July 20 1 reel.. .8. .July 28.

*t§Some Babies
*t§Somewhere Out
•tlSongj of Mother
'tSSolils and Thrills (A.T.)...
•t§Splashing Through (A.T.)..
Sportlncj Brother

.Carle-Hlatt-LIttle
Sportllght ...

. , Song Sketch
Sportllght ..

Sportllght

.Sept.

.July
. Fen.
.Apr.
. Feb.

.Aug. IB

Sports iy

Swell People Dot Farley-Harry Grlbbon. .. Aug.

Temples of Silenee Vagabond Adv. Series -Terrlss July

•tITIght Saueeze (A.T.) LeMalre Feb.

•t§Trumpeteer. The (A.T.) Song Sketch Jan.

Trying Them Out All Star May
Two Frosh Eggs At St. John-JImmle Aubrey July

Two Plus Fours Campus Comedy—Nat Carr-
Thelma Hill Aug.

•t§ Venetian Nights Vagabond Adventure Aug.
•t§Vo(ce of the Sea (A.T.) Song Sketch May
•^Western Whoopee (A.T.) Aesop Fables Apr.
What. No Bait Topics of the Day Mar.

_ _ 2 reels.

IS I reel...
2 I reel May 10

8. ...I reel Apr. 12
23 I reel Feb. 15

I I reel 8. .June 7
24 2 reels.. 22.. July 19
13 2 reels.. 10.. July 19
2 2 reels Nov. 23
19.... I reel Jen. 4
25 2 reels.. 17. June 7
6 2 reels.. 20.. July 5

10 2 reels. .20. .July 26
10.. ..I reel Aug. 16
4 I reel May 3

13 I reel Apr. 19
9 I reel

•Means synchronized score. ^Means sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-fitm.
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Title

•tSAIiij French Gertie (A.T.).

•f§Beau Bandit (AD.)
*T§Ca»e ot sergeant UrUeni...
•fSCheek and DouWo Cheek

(A.T.) --
•tJConsplraey. The (A.T.)
•r§Cuekoes. The (A.I.)
•t§Dincehill (A.T.)
'tiOingtf Light*
•I ;U nunft
•fSEscape (A. T.)

•t|FBll Guy, The (A.T.)....
*t§ Framed (A.T.)
•t§Glrl ef Part (A.T.)
•t§Ha1f Marriage (A.T.)

RKO
FEATURES

Star

.Daniels- Lyon
.La Rocque-Kenyon
. Morris-Lompion-Heraholt

. A or.

. Mar.
. Feb.

.Amos 'n' Andy-Carol-Rleh. . . Oet. 25.

Love-Trevor- 3 parks Aug. 10.

. Wheeler- Woolsey May 4.

Olive Borden- Arthur Lake
..iVothelm- Armstrong-Arthur .Sept 22.

Bobo Daniels Aug. 30.

.All Star Cast Sept 13.

..Mullhall-Clarke-Sparka June 15.

,
Brent-Toomey Mar.

"73.

.O'Neil-Sharland
.Olive Bordsn-Fsrley

Hall Snot at Synrtsa (A. T.) .
Wheeler- Woolsey

. Feb.

'.Oet
. May
. Feb.
July

18.

20.

Aug.

Sherman-Joyce
Oakle-Wajfcer
Compson- Forbes
Sally O'Neill-Brawn .

Daniels- Thompson
Foy. Jr.- Rubin Sept, 25
Danleli-Huohes Jan. 5

. Apr. •

. June t

.Oct. 15
. May 2*

. Feb. i

. Jan. I!

. Aug. 24

.Dix-Lawlor July

. Brant- Wotnelm Oct
20 .

*t§Ho Knew Women (A.T.)
•t§Hlt the Deck (A.T.)
tilnside the Lines

*T§J«u Heaven (A.T.)
•tSLawful Larceny (A. T.)
•t§Leatherneeklng (A. T.)

•tSLevo Comes Along (A.T.)
•t§Lavln' in. Ladle. Richard Dli

*t§Mldnlght Mystery, Tha (A.T.)Compson-Sherman
•§fPay Ofl. The Lowell Sherman .

*t§Runaway Bride. Tha (A .T.). Astor-Hughes ...

•tiSeeead Wlft (A.T.) i'" N *oe '- Lee

•flBeven Kaya te Baldoita (A.T.) Dlx-Seegar

•tSBhei My Weakness (A.T.)..Cirel.Lake.Bunee
•tfSheotlng Straight (A.T.)
•SSIIver Horde (A. T.) ..

Coming Feature Attractions

Titlt Star Rel. Data

Children of the Streets Betty Compson
•t§Clmirren (A.T.) Richard Dlx
DevU"s Battalion -

•tSHook. Line & Sinker Wheeler-Woolsey
Kept Husbands Sue Carroll

•fSPerteet Alibi. The tA. T.)

Private Seer-tary
•tSQueen's Husband J,".:': • V*
Sin Ship Wolheim-Astor

Sour Grapes
White Shoulders

SOUND SHORTS

Length

Feet Mlns.

..6416 65.

..6929..
,.6480.
..9155.
..6164.
..7053.
..9365.
. .6345.

.

.6175..
.6111.
..6174..
..6461.
.7459..

. 6319..
..•219.
..6652.
..6383.
..6309.
. .7600
..7038.
..6158.

Reviewed

..Apr. 16

.
.6759
.6727
.6720.

July 26
Sept. 13
May 31

.Feb. 15

....Jan. 4

.71 "

.79... Bait 27

.70. ..Apr. 2*

.102. ..Apr. 26
..75. ..July 12

..69

..69... July 19

..81.. Sept 6
•"> Dec. 2l

Fab. 22
.72.. .May 31

...70... Sept. 13

...72. ..May 31

...60. ..Feb. 15

70. ..Jan. 4
...75. ..June 28
...71. ..July 12

...75. ..Sept. 27

.68.

'.'66.

Title

Aunt's In the Pants
Black and Tan

Star
,W. Catlett Nov.

.Duke Ellington &. Orchestra. .
Feb.
Feb

, Sept
Mar.
.Mar.
Mar.

.Apr.
Jan.

Apr.
..Aug.
.July

. Jan.
May

,
May

30.

•tGBrldegroom. The (A.T.MF). . Mare Connelly

'tlBroken Wedding Belli (A.T.) Dane-Arthur
•t§Campus Sweethearts (A. T.) (F&.D) --- --•

•!§Cash and Marry A.T.) Vaughn-Cooke-Sargent
"T^Oear Slayer (A.T.) Vaughn -Cooke ........

.
-

-HafvtTntually Biit Not New (A.T.) (FAO) Vaughn-Cooka.

*T6 Fair Deceiver. The (A. T.i ( Ft\D)
Fall to Arms. A Louise Fa2enda
•tSGeneral Glnsburg (A.T.) (F).Nat GiFT
•tiflolf Specialist Thn W. C. Fleldl
'tSGood Time Kenneth Marc Connelly
•tSGunboat Glnsburg (A.T.) (F) . Nat Carr
•tfGuest, The (A. T.) (Fe\D)..Marc Connelly
*t§Hot Bridge (A. T.) (FsVD)
Hummanettes No. I Benny Rubin *«•
Hummanettes No. 2 Hutchinson-Lereh sept.

Hummanettes No. 3 Clyde-Rubin Oct.

Knights Before Xmas Dane Arthur Nov.

•t§Land of tne Sky Blue Daughters Vaughn-Cooka Mar.

•t§Lost and Foundered (A. T.) (F6VD) ..Vaughn-Cooka . .
Jan.

"tSMagnate. Tha (A. T.) (F&D). Marc Connelly Mar.

§Men Without Sklrti (A.T-) . . Dane-Arthur Aug.
(Mickey's Champs (A. T.) (FAD) Mickey Yule Feb.

SMIckey's Luck (A. T.)(F*\D) Mickey Yule Mar.

jMlekey's Master Mind (A. T.S FID) Mlokey Yule Mar.

SMIckey'i Merry Man (A. T.HF6VD) Mickey Yule July
• §Mlekey's Musketeer* (A.T.) 0ct - *»

(Mickey's Strategy (A. T.) (Fe\D) Mickey Yule Jan. 5.

(Mickey's Wlnnere (A. T.) (FA.D) Mickey Yule Aug. 17.

(Mickey the Romeo (A. T.) (F&D) Mlekey Yule June 22.
-CMIekey the Whirlwind (A.T.J(FAD) Mlekey Yula Apr. 27.

*T§Mlekey the Warrior Mickey Yule May 25,

Moonlight &. Monkey Business. .Nick &. Tony Nov. 15.

•HMuseum. The Toby the Pup Aug. 19

•StOfl to Peoria (A.T.) Nick &. Tony July 13.

•tJOId Bill's Christmas (A.T.) Feb. I.

*t§Old Vamps for New (A. T.) . . Vaughn-Ca«ka Feb ?

•(Pelooka Flying Seheal (A.T.) June 22.

•f§Peep on the Deep, A Clark-MeCullough Sept. I

•fSPure and Simple Louisa Fazenda Sept. 15.

Razored in Old Kentucky Nick and Tony Oct. 20.

-tJSettlng Son, The (A.T.) Vaugnn-Uooke Feb. 16

•tSSIeeplng Cutles (A.T.) Alberta Veuahn Jan.
Society Goes Spaghetti Nick and Tony Sept.
'tSStraage Interview. Tha
(A.T.) (F). Sh-rwIn-Knowlet Mar 2.

•t§Toby the Fiddler (A.T.) Toby, the Pup Sept. I.

Toby, the Miner Toby, the Pup
Toby, the Showman Toby, the Pup Nov. 22
Too Hot to Handle Louise Fazenda Nov. 15-

*t§Whos Got tne Body ia t 1 Nick & Ton* .. Aug. 3 .

SO\U-ART-WORLD WIDE

Length
.2 reels. .!

. I reel . .

.

. 1 reel .

.

.2 reels..
.2 reels..
, 2 reel*.

.

.2 reels..
2 reels. .

.

. I reel

.1774
,2 reels.

.

2 reels

. I reel

.

.2 reels.
«l...

.'.J una 21

.'.'.'.Feb. 22
...Apr. 19

.23... July 6

Aug. 9
Nov. 9

30..
2.
20.

15.

..2 reels

. .2 reels
.2 reel*.

.1 reel..

.
.2 reeis.

.2 reels

.2 reel*.

.2 reels

. .2 reels

.1623...
, .2 reels.

,.2 reels
.2 reels
..2 reels
. .2 reels

. .2 reels

. . I reel

. .2 reels

. 2 reels

. .7 reels

. . I reel

.

. . .2 reel

. .2 reels
. 1 699 .

. .2 reels

. .2 reels

..2 reels

..I reel

.8. ...July 5
.10
..8
.18

May 3

July

.ApX

5

12

Aug..16.. 16

S..2I.
8. .May

Dec.
.Jan.

i'jul'y

Oct.

24

...21.
Is. .20

>

14

n
"a
11

Feb. 8

Dee. 21. '29

.20.. Sept. 27

Star Rel. DataTltto

Air Police
•tSRIo Floht The (A.T.) Willlama-Lane Sept.
•tlBlaza O'Olary Eddie Dowllng-B. Compson. . Jan,

*t!Charge of the Light Brigade. .McLaglen-Hume Dee.
•texc-ek 0' the Walk (A.T.) J. Sehlldkraut-Lav May
"t§Costelte Case Tom Moore- Lola Lane Oct.

•St Dude Wrangler. The (A.T.). Durvea-Basouette June
•HQrMl Qabbe E. Voa Strohelm-B. Ca*puUan.
Hell Bent For Friseo
"HHello Sister (A. T.) L. Hughes-Borden Feb.
•160nce a Gentleman (A.T.) Horton-Wllson Sept
•»Reno (A.T.) Roland-Thomson- Love Oct.
**tRooue of the Rio Grande Hatton>Loy-Bohr Oct
•tlTalk at Hollywd Nat Carr-Fay Mart* Mar.
*tiUp Ttia Call* Travel Lecture Feb.
•tfWbat a Man (A.T.) Oenny-Seoar juna

..8850

.7200.
.7200 78
ft200

80. . Apr. IQ

Oct: 18
Mav ">4

.9950... 100. Sept. 21. "29

9500. ..105. ..Apr. 5

I June 21

..7200..
...7000..
.. .6586 .

...5800.

..7000...

.60... Oct II

.70
..72.Dec.2l/29
..a
.79... Mar. 29

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES

MHiron the World (A.D.l Martin Johnson .

•tSAtter the Verdict (A.T.) Tseheehowa- Ward
Alma de Gaucho
Asphalt
*tsR»-nn» I Love Yaa .

Beyond the Law
MiBortom at the World
•tSBrlrf. 68 (P.T.)
••(Bright Eves
•tf Bum

1 no Heart. The
•t6C»H Of Clre

(D.F.)
[A.1

Dlst'r Lenpth
Rel. Date Feet Mini.

. Talk. Pie. Epics.. Nat *et6860 98..
. .Int. Photoplay. .Jan. 1 . 8900 73.

.

Edw. L. Klein
..Allied Film Mar. 15... 8 reels.. 85 .

. ..Amer. Gen. Film Jan. 34<)onn ion
Aug. 15...4930 . .50

...Talk. P'e Epics Soot I S800 ...

...Amer. Angle ...Apr. A 100 .

..July 10. 6800. . 76.

..May 10 8372. .88..

Bushman Clayton ...Burr Jan. 155466 61

.. Special „

.. Froedeh-Araeao

...Madv Christians
-Syndicate

'."veidt-'Brrn'k"!"

Trad. Assn.i

..Aristocrat Mar. 157127.,

. . Syndl cata

..Big Three Exe..Aufl. 17.7800..
. New Era ...Fob. 8

Canyon of Missing Men Tom TyUf Syp-dhrtta Jaw I. .4742...

ua utf"i in beiini unuaiworlct. Frlt2 Kortner

Chess Player. The Jehanne-Blanehard Unusual Plct
•tClvlllxattei HlekaBM.aj»rti«y
"t&Uancy in Wall Street

(A.T.) Murray. Llttlefleld

*t§Code of the West Bob Custer
•fSConstant Nymph. The Ivor Novello
•

1 u- OuiMinMi bpcciai cast .....

*t§Crlmson Circle. Tha Stewart Rome Inter. Photoplay .

•t§Covered Wagon Trail Bob Custer Syndicate Dee. 29.4617.,
'^Danger Man. The (P.T.).Chas. Hutchinson ..Cosmos May 2ub6l6.
•tSDark Red Roses Stewart Rome Inter. Photoplay
fi Darkened Skies (A.T.) . . . Brentwood- MacDonald Blltmora Prod Jan.. 5400.
Docks ol Hamburg Jugo-Fritech Ula 1

•TIDrlfters Harold Auten
*t§Escaped from Oartmoor. ..Barlng-Hennlng ...Harold Auten. ..Apr. 11 7529..
Eternal Fools Judea Films Sept 23. .6120
Farmer's Wife Thames. Hall- Davis

.
. Allied Jan. 4.6H45.

Figaro Fraaco-Amerieon Nat Set 636"
Flame of Love Anna May Wong ..Brit. Int Oct. 30. .6600
•fSFourth Alarm. The ..Nick Stuart-Ann ChrlstyW. Ray Joy Johnston

Oct 25
*t§Heart's Melody (A. T.)

(F eV D) Fritsch-Parlo Ufa Film
Her Unborn Child (F 4 D). . Special Cast Windsor
Hungarian Nlghta Special Cast Amer. Gen

..Alt. >
.Feb. is

Reviewed

Jin. 25
June 21

,Sept 6
May 10
F»h »

..Nov. 8
..42
.Apr. 1°

July 9
May 24

.Jan. 18

Mar. I

57
87.. July 6

Fen. 22
Jan. II

52. .May 17
BZ.. May 24

Mar. 8
.60.. Dec. M

/.'.40.'.J>ly'»
70 Apr. 19

..63.. Sept 9
70. .Jan. 18
.71 .Dae. 7
..74.. Nov. 8

Oet 18

.Jan. 107609...
Film Co.
Aug. 5/29. .8 reels.

Apr.. 4853 .Hunted Men Bob Steele Syndicate
M§ Immortal Vagabond (A.T.) Haid-Froelleh Ula Film
In the South Seas with Mr. and Mrs. Plnchot Talk. Plet. Eples.Sept. I 6538...
•Tlngagl African Hunt Congo Pitt Ltd. Apr. 137776. .

.

jade Casket The French Cut Cosmos 580U...
*t§JaZ2 Cinderella M. Loy-J, Robards. Chesterfield Aug. 14.6181...
•tSJuno and the Payeock (A.T.) Sara Allgood Harold Auten. . .June 27. 9100. .

.

•t§Just Off Broadway D. Keith.A. Christy. Chesterfield Mar. 15.7650...
*TSLadles in Love (A.T.) Oay-WaJker Chesterfield May 176095...
•tfJLatt Dance. The (A.T.) . . Reynolds- Robards .Audible Mar. 8.5825...
•Leae HeraejaiM Tom Tyler Syndlaata. . . N«i. I. ». .4731. .

.

tSLaneseme Trail C. Dalaney-V. Brown
Fair* Syndicate Aug. 25 5786...

Locust Lady Audible
Loose Ends Edna Best British Inter Oct 17. .7560. ...

*t§Lost Gods (A.T.) - Talk Pic. Epics. Sept I. .4800.
Lost Patroi Pro Patria ...Not Set. 5100...
•tILova at First lgbt(A.T.).KMaor-F»tt»r Chesterfield Feb. 15 6039...
•tSMade to Order Julian Eltlnga Jesee Well 6240...
*t§Madonna af the Sleeping
Cars Claude Frano Little Playhouse Film Co

*t§Manxman. The Carl Brlason 6800 Dee. 2IUfl

85. .Jan. 18

June 14

Melody of the Heart..

Murder Marshal I -Baring .

.

Mystery it the Villi Rase.. Trevor- Baring
*t§Mysteries of Nature
•tJOverland Bound Leo Maloney
*1§Overland Bound (A.T.) . . Perrln-Ray
•t&Parting ot the Trails Bob Custer
Passion Sonij, Tha Olmsted-N. Beery.
Peacoek Fan The Dorothy Dwin
Poor Millionaire Talmadge- Howard

Speelal Cast Ufa Films

.Ufa Film. .Aug. 29 Eng...606l..
Germ...6543

..British Int... Oct 24 8200.

..Harold Auten. .May 31 9000...
-Ufa

. .Raytone

. . Raytone .

.

. Syndicate .

, Excellent .

.Chesterfield
, filltmore

.68.. Sept 20
July 5

.85.. Dec. 14
69. -May •
.65.. Mar. 29
.M.. ,A>|. I

65... Sept 13

Nov. 8
84. Oct 25
.53. .July 12
.57. Dec. 21
.63.. Feb. I

Jan. 25

....Oct 19
...Dee. 14.

.90.. Sept I

Apr. 15.5040.
Apr. 15 5040.
Mir. I 4700.

5080.
5400.
5200.

.56.. Mar. 29

.56 .
Mar, 29

.52... Mar. 29

Apr.

. Continental

..Martin Berger
,.Syn. Pictures .

.

. . Jack Trap

..Anchor

. Tom White
ivlegraphs

Jan. 155743.

Nat Sot 5200..

.6605.

Porl ..

'tSRarepant Age (A.T.)
(D.F.) Murray- Kennedy

*t§Rasputln, the Holy DevllSoeclal Cast ..

Riders of the Rio Grande Bob Custer
•tfRomanee af Wawt Jack Perrlt ...

•tISaddle King. The Cllfl Tex Lyon.
Sea Fury Mildred Harris
•iSlums of Toklo Japanese Cast
Smoke Bellew Conway Tearle First Division

•tSSombras de Gloria Joso Bohr Sono Art World Wide
South ot Panama Carmellta Geraphty. . Chesterfield 6300- .

Stampede Native Cast Harold Auten ..Apr. 26. ..7540
Strange Case of D (strict

Attorney "M" Unusual Photoplay .Mir. 6800. .

.

Suspense British Int

ihrcH Outcast* Tne Yakima Cinutt Waca Mar '5 "Hi
*T§Throw of the Dice Seeta Dvl Hollywood Pie.. .Dee. 29.6700...
Thunder Bod Cornelius Keefo Crescent 5917. .

.

*t§Treasure. The Film Arts Guild
Two Hearts in Waltz Time. . Janssen-Thelmer ...Asso. C. of A. ..Oct. 10. .8800...
Western Honor Bob Steele Syndicate. -Mir 4849...
*t§YVe«t of Rockies (A.T.)
(D) Art Mix World Art Jan. 18.5100...

t§Whlte Cargo (A.T.) Speelal Cist Harold Auten
"tlWhlte Devil (P.T.) (F
& D) MHjukln-Oagover ..UFA Films

Why Cry it Parting Halm- Oral la International 7000..
tfWomin Whs Wu Far-
gotten (A.D.) Belle Bennett State Cinema. . - - Jan. 1.7560.

Wonderful Lies ef Nlnn
Petrowna Helm-Ward Allied Films. .May I0..8reels

Worldey Goods Klrkwood- Kennedy... Continental ....As*. <• 6085..
•»6vlddl*t> Mams. The (A.T.)Mae Simon . Judea Film* Jfinn..

Young Woodley All English Cast. ... Harold Anten .Sent. 26. .7600..

64.. Jan. 16

Aug. 30
June 28

.61.. Aug. 2
Oct 12

.58. .Dee. 7

173!!
""""
Feb. 22

.70

...80. May 3

Mar. 22
Nov. 8
Oet II

May 31
.66

Nov. 30
.98.. Oct. 25
.50.. May 17

78 Feb 22

...65. .Jan. 25

.80. .June 14
.65... Aug. I

73... Oet.

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Producer Rel. Date Length Mlns. Reviewed

•t§Ane. The (A.T.) Liberty Prod
, 90... Oct II

. 4500. ...50. ..Sept 2*

Atlantic Elstree
•UBody. Soul and Dress
*t§Breezy Bill Bob Steels Syndicate ..

r§Burned Evidence (F) Continental
Buying a Wife Special Cast AfT. European 7 reel*
•t§Clown. The (F) Continental
'StComebask. The (A.T.) Mafestle -
Convict's Code. The Cullen Dandls Syndicate 56. .Oct 4
• t §Danelng Fathere (A.T.) *

•tlDavy Jones toeker (A.T.) Liberty Prod
*t§Der Tiger Von Berlin Susa-Frank Ufa Film 55. .Sept 27
*t§Dlvorce Question, The
(A.T.) Majeitle «

Duty to be Silent Marin Albana Afl. European 6 reels.

•tSEast Lynne (A.T.) Liberty Prod
•tSEast ef Asia (A.T.) Liberty Prod
't§Everybody's Girl (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Exodus to the New World. The Lyon-Prevest Pioneer
Full Dressed Thieves Nils Aether AfT. European ? reels

German Underworld Special Cast Afl. European 7 reels

Great Unknown. The John Loder AfT. Europenn 6 reels

'sfHall tha Woman (A.T.) Majestic
Her Viennese Lover Asther- Nolan Afl. European 8 reels
• t§ I n klnhomn (A.T.)
•tILIfe For Sale. A (F) Continental
Lonesome Trail Syndicate Sept 13

Mllak of the Snowtands Speelal Cast Allied
*t§Mldnlght Alarm. The (A.T.) Liberty Prod
•t§Mother'( Millions (A.T.).May Roson Liberty Prod
Our Dally Bread Mary Nolan Afl. European 7 reel*

•tiPrlee Mark. The (A.T.) Majestla
MIRed Kisses (A.T.)
•f§ Romantic Scoundrel. The (A.T.) -

*t$Seeond Honoymeea. Tha (F) Continental
••HSentimental Satan (A.T.) Malestls
•tftmart Women (A.T.)..... Majestle
•t§Thou Shalt Net Squeal (A.T.) •

•t5Teday (A.T.) Nagel-Owen Majestic Nov. I 6660 ft Oct. 25
•tSTrao. The (A.T.) Majestle *
•tSUnforbldden Sin. The (F) Continental
Unholy Leve Wegener-Petrovlteh. . Afl. Eurepean
When Duty Calls Special Cast ..Allied 1714 feet

Wild Men of Kallhart Denver African Exp. Talk. Plct. Epics

Women Like Men Liberty Prod
"t§Worst Woman In Paris (A.T.) Liberty Prod

•Means synchronized score, fMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on -film.
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SOUND SHORTS
Title Star Distributor Length Reviewed

•tSAnywhee By Air Vlsugraphlo 3 reels May 17

"t§At the Photographers
<A. T.) <F> Harry Delf ., Elbee 2 reelt

•tBsrn Danee Mickey Mouse Corteen Celebrity Pred f reel

Besides the Western Sea Castle Film I rani

•t§Bllnd Vouth (A. T.) . Lnu Tellegen r.anital 2 reels

Bosom Friendship Novelty UFA 10 min
•retiring On the Bride (A.T.) Ellbee 2 reelt Nov. i

•tSBroken Doll. The (A. T.J.Sadie Bankt Judea Films I reel

•t Chain Gani, The Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod i real

'fConouest ot the Caseadei. . .Educational Gen. Eleetrle Ce Apr. 19

Coast to Coast Talker Visugraphio 2 reels Aug. 30

•tSDnwn Hawaii Way Color Nnveltv Castle ' """I

•t§EII-Ell Cantor Watdman ...Judea Film 950 ft

"tJEvenlng In Jewish Camp. Eva! Miller Judea Film I00O ft

•ftFrtena Husbsnit -A.I.> Burr 2 reel* •„_.„
"tlFrost and Old Laee Ufa I reel Sept. 20
•t Galloping Gaueho Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod.. .Feb. • l reel

"t§Jewlsh Gyply Hymle Jacobson Judea Films 1900 ft

Jewish Melody Cantor Waldman ..Judea Films. Inc I reel ..

*t Jungle Rythm mickey Meuse CartooiCelebrlty Prod I reel. Jan.
1

1

*tJust Mlekey Mickey Meuie Cartoon Celebrity Prod I reel

•St Kiddle Cabaret Mayfair 2 reels Apr. 62
•TKtds end Pett Holer Noveltv ...Castle <

r«ei

*t e Kol Nldre No. I Cantor Sehmlllkel ..Judea Films 900 It.

*t§Kol Nldre No. 2 Cantor Waldman Judea Films 950 tt.

Land of Freedom Seymour Relzteit ..Judea Films. Inc 2 reels

•t§Mal-Ko Mashma-Lou ...

(A.T.) Harry Feld Judea Films - ,
•tiMawai (P.T.) Capital Prod 3'/a reels ..June 1

•^Measuring Time Ufa Film 7... Sept. 27

*t§Meet the Family (A.TJ
(F) Harry Delt Elbee 2 reelt

-tMlckey't Contort Mlekey Meute Cartoon Celebrity Pred I real

•t § Monkey Squawks (A.T.J Burr
Natasrha Plnchus Lavenda .Judea Films, Ine 2 reelt

Not So Quiet on the Western
Front British !nt .2 reels. . .25. .

.Nov. I

*t§Oh Doctor (A.T.) .special Cut Judea Fllmi iblH)

•t Plane Crazy Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod Jan.i reel

•tPlow Bey Mlekey Meute Cartoon Celebrity Pred t reel

Sailors' Sweetheart Hymle Jacobson Judea Films. Ine 2 reels

Secrets of Nature British International 12. ..Nov. I

-
1 y an nt maker » Homance
(A.T.) Speolal Cast Judea Films 1900

*t§Should I Charles Lawmer ..Advance Trailer May 17

*f§Slgned. Seeled & Delivered (A.T.) Burr
*t§Slxty Minutes From
Broadway Color Novelty Castle I reel

*t§Style and Class (A.T.). .. Marty Barratz Judea Films 2000
*t§Summer Harmonies Song Cartoon Blophone I reel Oct. o

MTee Time Felix the Cet Copley Films I reel Apr. t

't§Un-Sana-Takot Cantor Waldman ...Judea Films 950 ft
'tlWhen My Dreams Come

True Gene & Glenn Advance Trailer I reel Apr. a

MWhen the oat's Away Mickey Meuse Cartoon Celebrity Pred I reel

•tWIld Waves Miehev Mau.e CartoenCeiebrlty Prod I reel... Jan. II

World Unseen, A Sclentlfle UFA 12 mln

TIFFANY
FEATURES

(Avai'abU soand-on-film and soand-on-disej

Title Star Ret.

tSBorder Romance (A. T.) Armida-Terry May
•tsBorrowed Wives Rex Lease Sept.

Extravagance June Collyer-Lloyd Hughes. ..Oct.

MSHIgh Treason (A.T.) Hume-Themas Mar.
*t|Het Curvet (A.T.) Rubla-Leaso-Day June
•td Journey End (A.T.) Conn Chve Apr.

•f§Just Like Heaven (A.T.) Louise- Newell Oct.

*r$KaIhlo«n v. tvimrnaen (A.TJ 0' Neu- Deianey I una
Land of Missing Men.. Bob Steele Oct.

Love Trader Leatrice Joy Oct.

•f§Mamba (A.T.) Hershuit-Boardman-Forpet .Mar.
*t§Medlclne Man. The (A.T.). . Benny-Branson June

MS Near Rainbow's End (A.T.) . Steele- Lnrra Ine June
Reviewed u "Dangerous Business" Ittue Dee.

*t§Ok1ahoma Cyeleno (A.T.) .. . . Bob Steele Aug.
•tlParadlse Island (A.T.) Harlan-Day July
VSParty Blrl (A.T.) Duug Fairbanks. Jr Jan.

•t§Peaeook Alley (A.T.) Mae Murray Jan.

'tsSunny Skies Benny Rubin May
•HSwellheed (A. T.) Gleaton-Stihllng-Wolker .. Mar.
Thoroughbred Garon-Barry Aug.
•STroonon Thr»* 'A.T.) .

! ease-Gulliver , , Feb.

Under Montana Skies Kenneth Hartan Sent.

Utah Kid Rox Lease- Dorothy Sebastian Oct.

•tlWlms tt Adventure Rex Lease Aug.

Coming Feature Attractions
Rel. Date

Length
Date Feet Mini. Revleweo
HI ...5974. . . . 65

.

. .May 9i

in ...5580. ...62. . .Aug. no
10. ...5888 . . Sept. 20
25 ...6210. ... 59

.

June 7
IS ...7893. .88 July 17
15 .11416. .130. .Apr. 1?

27 ..5850. ...65. ..Oct. II

m ,..5169. ...se. Am. 1

15. ,
..5167.. ..Oct. 4

Q . ..5700.. ..84.. .Oct IV

...69. . .Mar
75 ...6211. ...69. ..June 21

ID ...59IS. ...65. ..July f>

71 I92S
H ..5850 ..65. .Aug. 30
15 ...6507. .July 5
7.1, ...7480. ...75. ..Dec. ;i

in ,.6045. ..67., .Feb. 8
i ..6994. ...78. ..May 24

TO, ...7040. . . . 78

.

. -Apr. 26
10, , . . 5425

.

...50. .
.Aug. 25

711 . ..7239 ..80. Feb. 22
..5273
...4390.77 ..52..

1. ...5050. ...56. . -Aug. 9

Title Star
Aloha Oft Torres & Lyon
Arctic Patrol. The
Beloved Enemy, The ,

Blazing Gunt Rex Lease ...

Branded Men Rex Lease
Caught Cheating Sidney-Murray
Circus Parade
Oanger Signal
Drum) of Jeopardy
Fighting Grin. The
Ghost Ship, The
Girl of the Llmberlost. A..
'tsHeadln' North (A.T.)...
Hl-Jack
Keeper of the Bees, The....
Latca
Lawless Valley
Leftover Ladles
Lure of the Yukon. The ,

'tSMIdnlght Stage, The Maynard-Laff
Moran of the Lady Letty
•t§Rldln* Feel. The (A.T.). . . . Bob Steele
Roaring Barrier
She Got What She Wanted Compson-Tracy
Single Sin, Th June Collynr
Steel
t*§Sunrlse Trail, The (A.T.)... Bob Steele
The Barbarian
The OJIbway ,

Third Alarm, The lames Hall.Hersholt-Louise
Thundering Hoofs Rox Lease
Unpardonable Sin
Wild Youth

. Rex Lease

Rex Lease

SHORT SUBJECTS
T>H» Ster Rel. Date Length Rev

Classics In Slang Series 6 H. C. Wltwer'i 2 reele
,

Color Symphonies Series 6 In Technicolor I reel
Chinese Flower Boat July 5. ,

Cossack Bride Jan. 25
Dancing Bear June 10
In Old Madrid Feb. 10

,

Parisian Nights June 25
"tSJunole Drums fnUrtene Oct. 24/29. . 2 reele De.
Kentucky Jubilee Singers Series of 3

Old Black Joe May I 2 reels

On the Plantation Apr. 15 2 reels May 10

Musical Fantasies Series of 6 1 reel

Fire Worshippers Aug. 10 Sept. 27
Memories Apr. 23
William Tell Aug. I

Rolling Stone Series 6 Color Travels I reel Sept. 8
Rolling Stone Series Series ot 6 Sept. 25 I reel Sept. 8

In the Mountains Sept. 25 I reel Sept. 6
Tiffany Chimp Series 6 Monkey Comedies 2 reels

Blimp Mystery. The July 25 2 reels Sept. 27
Little Big House. The... Sept. 5 Aug. 38

Little Covered Wagon. The Oct. 15 Oct. 4

Voice of Hollywood Series Station S-T-A-R 26. . I reel each

No 8 Ben Turpln Apr. 26

No. 9 Wesley Barry Apr. 19

No. 10 Robert Woolsey
No. II Billy Bevan May 24
No 12 Lloyd Hamilton May 21

No. 13 Geo. K. Arthur July 19

No. 14 Joe Cobb Aug. 8
No. 15 Ruth Roland July 12

No. 16 Nell Hamilton Aug. 10

No. 17 Laura La Plante Aug. 20
No. 18 Gleason & Armstrong Sept. II

No. 19 Johnny Hlnes
No. 20 lames Hall Oct. II

No. 21 Conklin &. Christy

No. 22 Ian Keith

.70... Nov. 8

UNITED ARTiSTS
FEATURES

Length
Feet Mlns.
.8704 97.

. 6673.... 74.

..5977.... 67.

..8110 90.

..7272.

..9354.

..7472.

.7533.
..6592. ...72
..8225 SI.
..6509. ...70.
..8128. ...90.
..8393.... 93.

..81.

84.

Title Star Rel. Date
•t§Abraham Lincoln <A. T.)... Walter Huston Nov. 8..

•t$Bad One. The (A. T.) ....Del Rle-Lowo May 3-.

M5Be Yeurtelf (A.T.) <F).... Fannie Brlee .......... Feb. 8.,

•tiDtl Barry, Women ef Passion (A. T.) Norma Talmadge Oct. II..

•tsE.yes ot the World (A.T.) .. Merkel- Holland Aug. 30..

*t§Hell Harbor (A.T.) Velez-Hereholt Mar. 22..

*t§Lottery Bride. The (A.T.) MncDonald-Garrlek. Oct. 25..

*f§Lummox (A. T.) (F) Weitover-Lyon Jan. IB.,

•t§One Romantle Night A. T.) .. GUh-Nagel-La Roegue Apr. 12..

*t§Puttln' en the Rite (A.T.).. Harry Richman Mar. I.

t6fiafllas (A. T.) Ronald Colman July 26..

't§What a Widow (A.T.) Gloria Swanson Sept 13..

tSWhoopee (A. T.) Eddie Cantor Sept. 27..

COMING ATTRACTIONS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

MSBat Whispers, The <A.T.)... Chester Morris Nov. 29
•UClty Lights (F) Charlie Chaplin
*t§Devll to Pay Ronald Colman Dee. 20
KiKi 1A.T.) Mary Pickford

» Hell's Angels (F) yon-Hall-Harlow Nov. 15

*t§ Indiscretion Evelyn Lay e John Boles .... Jan. 10, '31

(Reviewed under the title of "Queen of Scandal." Issue of Oct. 25.)
"tSReaehlng lor the Moon (A.T.) Douglas Fairbanks
*tl8sns 0' Guns (A.T.) Al Jolion

SOUND SHORTS
"*' star Rel. Date

*t§Glorleus Varapt (A.T.) Bobby Watson Jan. 25..
*i§Senond Hungarian Rhspsody May 24..
*t§The Americans Cease (A.TJ. .Otto Mntlesoa Aug. 2.
•StWIzard's Apprentloe Apr. 20.,
•tSZampa (A.T.) Sept. 6...

Reviewed
.Aug. 23
.Mar. 22

. . Feb. I

. Nov. I

. .Aug. 23

. . Mar. 6

'.

. Feb.' Vs
.Mar. 29

. . Feb. 22
.Aug. 2

. .Sept. 20
July 12

Length Reviewed
.. 952 Jan. 25
...895 July 19

.'.".840 '.'.'.' ."."."
.'.Sept 20

J reel Sept 6

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

en Western Front
Star Rel. Dots

26
I..
26..

Title

'tSAII Quiet —
(A. T.) Wolhelm-Ayres-Wrsy Aug.

Big Timber (Re-lasue) William Desmond Mar.
*t§Burnlng Trail (Reissue) Wm. Desmond July
*t§Captaln of the Guard (A.T.) La Plante-Boles Apr.
•tlClfmax. The (A. TJ Crawford-Hershelt Jan.
•t§Cohensand theKellys In Scotland. Sidney- Murray Mar.
tSConcentratln' Kid (A.T.) Hoot Gibson Oct
•tiCzar of Broadway (A.T.) Wray-Compson-Horron May 25.
•1t;Damei Ahoy (A.T.) Glenn Tryon Feb. 9...
•t§n»vii'i Pit. The.. Beetle! Cast Mar. 9

(Reviewed under title of "Under the Southern Cross" In April 27,

t§Easl Is West (A.T.) Lupo Velez-Lew Ayret Oct 23..
•TsEmBerratsIng Moments (A.T) . Reginald Denny Feb. 2

*t$Flghtlng Legist). The Ken Mayesrd Apr. 8..
Flying Hoofs J nek Hex Is Feb. 2..

•ftHoll's Heroes Blckford-Hatttn Jan. 8..
•UHlde-Out (A T \ . Murrey. Crstwforrt Mar. SO..

'tlKlM St Jazz. Tba (A.T.)....Whiteman's Band & Special
Cast Aug. 17..

. Nagle-Tobln.Rathbone-HobartOct 6...

.Fairbanks, Jr., Page Sept I..
"tCueky Larkln Ken Maynard Mar. 2..
*t|Mounted Stranger, The Hoot Gibson Feb.
'tlMsuntaln Justin Ken Maynard May
*T§Nlght Ride Joseph Schlldkiaut Jnn.
•\\ Outside the Law (A.T.) .... Nolan- Robinson Sept.
'tfPersde ef the West Ken Maynnrd Jan,
'tSRoarlng Raneh (A.T.) Hoot Gibson Apr. z/ .

.

*t§Song of the Caballere Ken Maynard June 29..
*t5Sons of the Saddle Ken Maynard Aug. 3..
*t§Spurs (A.T.) Hoot Gibson Aug. 24..

...Special Cast Aug. 18..

...Hoot Gibson Mnr. 23..

...Hoot Gibson June I..

...Nolan-etlls-Brtwa or. ?s
..All Star July 31...

Special Cast June I.,

.Jack Hoxle May 25..
Mary Nolan June 8.

.

12423... 138... Apr. 28

.4223

.7519. ...83.
WM«. . .65.

7600 82..
.5148 57..
.7314 81 .

,5773.... 68..
R7R0 BQ

1929 Issue.)

.6683.... 75.
32 <0 an

*t§Lady Surrenders. A (A.T.)..
•t5 Little Aeeldoai (A.T.).

•tSStorm. The (A. T.)...
•t§Tralllng Trouble
•t§Trlgger Tricks (A.T.)....
*t§ Undertow
5W(nt Men Want
•tWhite Hell ot Pltz Palu..
White Outlaw, Tne (Reissue).
*t§Young Desire (A.T.)

.6763. ...75.

.3852 43.

.0148.. ..79.

.6299. ...59.

.102.

.87.

16.

9.

9163
.8485.
.7897,
.87115

.5784,
.6748.
.5609 K2
.7116 78.

.75.

. Apr. 8
Mar. 29

Mar. 15

. Nov. I

Apr. 26
Fes. 8
Apr. 27

. Deo. 21

.Apr. 18

.Apr. 9
Sept. 27
.July 12
Mar. 22
.For IP
Mar. 22
Dm 29

5900
8094 6
.6524... 73
.6872....

7

.5303 58
.7203....

8

.5198. ...63
.5482.... 5:

. 5025... !

6041 67
..7727....

8

..4511
6529... 73

Aug. 28
. . Feb. I

..May 24
July 12
.Aug. t
..Sept •
..Aug. U
..Mar. 29
June 21

..Jan. 4

.Sent 6
..•say 10

July
'

12

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Data Length Reviewed

•tSBIlnd Husbands (A.T.)
•tSBoudoIr Dlplomnt (A.T.) Compson-Kelth-Duncan-Loff Dec. 8 Oet 4
•HCat Creeps (A.T.) Tw.ivpt-"«.H ershr.lt- Haehftt Nov. 10 6493 Sept 29
"t§Cohens & Kellys In Africa. . Sldney-Murray .*-.

•Unrariil* (A T ) Beta Luposi
•t § Fires of Youth Lew Ay res

Free Love Naget-Tobln
Loose Morals
Many a Slip
Merry Go Round John Boles
*t§Resurreetlon (A.T.) Boles. Velez
IHSalnt lohnson < A.T.) Ayres-Wray
*t§See America Thirst (A.T.).. . Langdon-Love-Summervllla .Nov. 24 Oet IS
IHfitrlMly Ol*hono--itole (A.T.). '"hn Bolei

*t§Whlte Captive, The Dorothy Janls

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Alias the Bandit Bobble Nelson Mev 17.

All West Sid Say lor June 18..

Anthony & Cleopatra (reissue)-. May 26

Length Reviewed!
. 2 reels Apr. 19
.2 reels May 24
I reel

*Mpan8 synchronized score, tMeans sound effects. §l\frans voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title mean*
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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Sing* •( on very Ted Carton Feb.
Bashful Whirlwind (Reluue) Edmund Cobb Aug.
Battling Kid. The Bobble Nelson June
Beauty Parade. Tlie ..Arthur Lake July
Benjamin Franklin (Reissue) June
Boundary Line, The (Reluue). . Fred Hume* July
Close Call (Helssuo) Edmund Cobb Aug.
Celumbui e\ Isabella (reissue).. June
Crimson Courage Tod Canon Mar.
Crooked Traili Ted Carton May
Danger Claim. The Bobble Nelson Mar.
Fighting Terror (Reluue) Blllle Sullivan July
Follow Me Arthur Lake Apr.
Foul Ball Sid Saylor Apr.
F reach Leave Sid Saylor Mar.
Getting the Air Arthur Lake Mar.
Her Bashful Beau Arthur Lake June
HIi Girl's Wadding Arthur Lake July
Kounty Fair Oswald Cartoon Jan.
Last Stand Bobblo Nelson Jan.
Law In the Saddle Ted Carson Apr.
Lightning Rider. The Ted Carson Aug.
Make It Snappy Sid Saylor Feb.
Man Hunter. The Ted Carioa July
Matter ot Policy Edward* Jan.
Milky Way (Reissue) Charlie Puffy Mir.
Omar K hay am (Reluue) July
One Wet Night toech-Edwerds Feb.
Paul Revere (Reissue) Aug.
Peekaboo Arthur Lake July
Plane Crazy Sid Saylor Aug.
Pony Express Kid, The Edmund Cobb May
°eit of Honor Bobbie Nelson Feb.
Prehliterls Man (Reluue) Aug.
Pronto Kid. The (Rolsiue) Edmund Cobb Apr.
Queen of Roundup (Reissue) Josle Sedgwick Mar
Red Coat's Romance Ted Carson Jung
Restless Rest (Re-Issue) Neely Edwards Mar.
Ropln' Venus Josle Sedgwick Jan.
Seeing Red (Reissue) Billy Sullivan Aug.
Should Poker Players Marry? Juno
Sid's Long Count Sid Saylor May
Sluing Pretty Arthur Lake Jan.
Six Gun Justice Bobblo Nelson Apr.
•erne Show Arthur Lake Apr.
Son of Courage Bobble Nelson July
Speak Easy t Reissue) Charlie Puffy Apr.
Step Right Up .Sid Saylor May
Storm King (Ro-lstuo) Edmund Cobb Feb.
Trail of the Pack Ted Carson Jan.
Under the White Robe (Re-ttlue) Neely Edwards May
Way of the West (Reluue) Neely Edwards Feb.
Why Wilt Slim Summervllle Feb.
Whip Hand. The (Reiuuoj Silly Sullivan Mar.
Wild West Wallop (Reissue) .Edmund Cobb May
William Tell Jan.

Wolf's Fangs Tod Cirsoi May

..2 reels. Jin. li

..2 i

, .2 reels May 24
..2 reels June 7
. .1 reel

. .2 reels

..2 reels
.1 reel

..2 reels Feb. I

..2 reels Mar. 29
.. 2 reel* Feb. lb

.'.2 reels' ".Apr. S

..2 reels. .... .Mar. 15

.. 2 reels Mar. a
. .2 reels Feb. I

,. 2 reels May 24
.2 reels Juno 28

. . I reel Oet. i

. . 2 reels Oet. 21
. . .2 reels Mar. i

..2 reels July 19
. .2 reels Jan IB

.1 raels July •
.1 i

I reel
...I ml
. . . i reel

., . I reel

..2 reels Juat 7

. . .2 reels July 1«

...2 reels Apr. 26

'.'.'.I rail*......;'!?!.' .

. . .2 reels
. . .2 reels

...2 reels

...I real

...2 reels

..I reel
..2 reels Apr. 26
.. 2 reels Doe. 21

. .2 reels Mar 15

, . .2 reels Mar. I

..2 reels June 21

..2 reels Apr. 19
. . 2 reels

.. 2 reels Deo. 7

. . I reel
. .2 reels

Title
*t§Arablan Daze
'ISBewery BlmbOM
*t§Br»adway Follies
*t§Brolher lor Sale (A. T.)

.

•tJChlnese Blues (A.T.)...
't§Chrljimei Cheer (A. T.) .

.

•tcnile Con Carmel
•tlCold Feet
Comeback, The
"tSOeteetlve, The
*t§Dlscontented Cowbeyt
•t§Fellow Students
ItSFootllght Follies (A.T.)..
*t§Fowl Ball, The
Go to Blazes
*t§Hallowe'en
•tiHammer & Tongs (A.T.)

•tSHash Shop
*t§Hell's Heels
•t Henpecked
•tSHit Bachelor Daddy
•TfHot for Hollywood
•Hurdv Gurdy
In Africa
M5ln Mexico
*T§Kld Roberta (A.T.)

•t Kisses and Curse*
•tSKooekout, The
TILIvs Ghosts (F & D)
Love Punch, The
*T§Mush Again
M5My Pal Paul
Navy, The
*t {Neighbors
•t&Not So Quiet
•tSOo La La
*t§Pirlez-Voue
•t Prison Panic
Rolling Along
*f|Royal Fourftush
*t §Schoolmates
•TfSeelng Stan
"tjshe's He (A.T.)
•fsSlnglnfl Sap
•t§Slster's Pest
"tSnappy Salesmen
*t!Spooks
t§8t*epleehise (A. T.) ....
tiStep Thit Noise
*t§Strange as It Seems No.
•tSStrengs as It Seems No.
•tSStrange as It Seems No.
MSStranoe at it Seems No.
MSTalking Newsreel

'"
file Troubles
mplng Tramps

Downsbiln
•tl Vernon's Aunt
•t§We Wo Mario
"§tY«i said It Sailor

SOUND SHORTS
Star

...Oswald Cartoon
. . . Oswald Cartoon
...Sunny Jim

Sporting Youth
....Sunny Jim
.... Oswald Cartoon
. . . .Oswald Cartoon

Leather Pusher Series No.
j-., Oswald Cartoon
.'A?. Sidney- Murray

Sid Saylor
Sporting Youth ..

....Oswald Cartoon
Sidney- Murray
Sporting Youth
Kane Richmond
Leather Pusher Series I

.... Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon

.. .. Sunny Jim

...Oswald Cartoon

....Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon

... Oswald Cartoon
Kane Richmond
Leather Pusher Series r.

..Oswald Cartoon
.....Leather Pushera No. 3.

. .
. Ann Christy— Sidney- Murray

• •- Sunny Jim
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Sunny Jin
Oswald Cartoon

....Slim Summervllle ....
Summervllle
Oswald Cartoon

.. ..Sidney- Murray
Sporting Youth

. . . . Snorting Youth

. . . , Sporting Youth

....Sunny Jim

....Oswald Cartoon ,

....Sunny Jim

.... Oswald Cartoon

.... tiswaid Cartoon

....Sporting Youth ,

Sunny Jim ,

I... Novelty
,

2... Novelty
3. . .Novelty ...,
4. .Novelty

Rel. Oate
. . Mar. 3..
..Mar. 17..
-.Mar. ?..
..June 25..
. . Mar. 31
. Feb. 3..
.. Feb. 3.
. Aug. 19..
4. Dec. 3...
..Sept. 22..
..Nov. 12...
..Apr.

13.

14.

Feb.
.. Oct.

. . Oet.
• Apr.

,
2. Oct 8.

...Apr. 14.
. . . June 2.
...Aug. II.
.. May 14.

...May 19..

...Jan. 20 .

...Dee. I.

...Nov. 17.

Length
, 2 reels..

.1 reel....
. I reel

. .2 reels. .

.

. .2 reels. ..

. .2 reels...
. . I reel. .

.

.1 reel....
. . 2 reels.

.

. . I reel

, I reels. ..

. 2 reels .

.2 reels.

. I reel .

.

..2 reels..
, .2 reels...

. .2 reels. ..

. . I reel

. . I reel..

.

. I reel . .

.

. .2 reels. .

.

. I reel. . .

.

..Feb. 22
...Apr. a
..Feb. IS

..Deo. 21
...Mar. 29
...Deo. 14

...Jan. II

.Oct. II

..Oct It
. Mar.
.j an. 25

.Apr. 19
. . May 24
. . Nov. 3S

I Sept.
Ob.

. . . . Nov.
IM| 2f> .

10..

11 i an i ii(

•t§Tram c

'tSTrarnpl
•4§Up am

Oswald Cartoon ...

Dent-Archer
....811m Summervllle .

Red Star Comedy.

Dec.
. . . . Apr.
...June 16 .

....Nov. 3.
... Mar. 26
...July 7.
....Nov. 26..
.... Sept. <9. .

...Apr. 28,
Oet. I

.

...Feb. 17
..Apr. 28..
... Mar. 17

June 4.
Sept. 15.
Feb. 26

...Aug. 18.

....July 21.
Jan. R

....July 16.

.. Sept. I..

....Sept. 29.

. Nov. 3.

....Nov. 24.

....Sept 29.
Mar. 12

....Mar 31..

""'. Feb. 19.

....Oct. 29.

....Nov. 19.

? real>

. . t reel . . .

.2 rests ..

..2 reels..

. . t reel. .
,

. .2 reels.

.

. 2 reel*

.

..2 reels..
2 reels . .

.. 2 reels..

. . .1 reel.

.

. .
2 reels .

1 mum, .

. .2 reels.

.

. . I refl .

.

. . I reel . .

.

. . I reel . .

.

. . I reel. .

.

... I reel .

.

7 roelS

. . I reel

2 reels.,

. .2 reels.

.

, . 2 reels.

.

..2 reels .

Ian 7*

..Oct II

.Jan. II

..Aug. 16
May 10

!'.Jan!"?Y
..Apr. 28
.Mar. t
.May I"

..Sept 20
..Jan. 25

Dee "
June 14

..Sept 20

Pea. •
. Mar. 29
..Jan. 25
..Feb. I

...Oct II

WARNER BROTHERS
(Available sound-on-disc only J

Length
Title Star Rel. Date Feet Mlns. Rnvlewed

Big Bay Al Jtlson Aug. 30 July 26
-tfCourago (A.T.) Bennett-Nlxen June 7. .. .6830.. ..74. ..May 31
*tf Dancing Sweeties 0....AII Star July 19 June 14
Doorway to Hell Lewis Ayres Oet 18 Sept 20
'tsOumbells in Ermine (A. T.J .Armstrong-Gleason-Kent May 10 6300 70. ..June 7
•tgEvldenee (A.T.) Pauline Frederick Jan. 23. ...7152 79. ..Oet II
*t§General Crack (A.T.) John Barrymore Jan. 25 9809. ..109.. Nov. 16
•t§Gelden Dawn (A. T.) Woolf -Segal June 14 7447 83... Juno 21
MIGreen Goddess, The (A. T.)..Georot> Arllss Mar. 8 6653 74. ..Feb. 22
•tlHold Everything (A. T.) Llflhtner-Brown-O'Nelll May 1 7513. .. .84. . .Apr. 12
•tShle of Euaoe (A. T.) Blue-Loy Mar. I 5814 65. ..Apr. 5
Life of rbo Pnrty Winnie Llghtner Oct 25 Oct 25
Maybe It's Love Browa. Bennett Oct. 4 Oct. 25
•TlMammy (A. T.) Al Jolson May 31.. . .7570. .84. . Mar. 29
•ffMan from Blank ley's, The! A.T.) . John Barrymore May 24 6167 68. . .Apr.

*Means synchronised score. fMeans sound effects. %Means voice
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.

.4363 49. ..Apr. 12
6030 Aug. 9
7220 Aug. 16
.5220 58. ..Oct 4
.5850. ...65. ..July 12
.7926 Aug. 30
.4410 49. ..Feb. 8
.6120 68. ..June 7

Oet 4

19..

.4280.. ..66 .July 26

.8U00.. -.89. Dee. 28
8150.. ..HI. .Jan. II
5268.. ...Ml.. .May 10
.8413.. ..71.. .Feb. 22
5538 . ...Oct 4

.7165.. ..80 .Mar. 8

.5772.. „cs. . .8ept 13
6676.. 78 .July 12
.6120.. ..68, June 21
.7498.. ..83. ..Apr. 12
.9007..
.6341.. ..71. ..Mar. 29

.Oct.

*t§Man Hunter (A. T.) Rln-Tln-Tln May 3...
Matrimonial Bad All Star Aug. 2...
Moby Dick John Barrymore Sept. 27...
Office Wife Mac kail! -Stone Aug. 23...
*tsOhl Sailor. Behave (A.T.). ... Lrene Delroy-Chas. King ...Aug. 16...
Old English George Arllss Sept. 27...
-TSOn tne Border Kin-lln-Tin Mar. 15...
** 5 Recaptured Love Bennett- Hell I day July 8
River's End Blekford-Knapp Nov 8
•TSKough Waters (A. T.) Rln-Tln-Tln June 7
"t§Royal Boi (A.T.) (German) .. Molssl-Horn
•tSSecond Choke (A.T.) Dolores Costello Jan. 4...
'TsSecond Floor Mystery (A. T.) Withers-Young Apr. 26 ..
•t&She Couldn't Soy No Llghtner- Morris Feb. 15. ..
Sinners' Holiday ...Oct. II.
Soldier's Plaything. A Loder-Langdon-Lyon Nov. I ..
-tgSong of tne West (A. >.; .... Boles-Segal Mar. 15
"tSSweet Kitty Bellalrs Claudia Dell Aug. fl

*T5Those Who Dance (A.T.) Monte Blue Apr.
't§Three Faces East Bennett-voi Strehelm July
•t§Under a Texas Moon (A. T.) . Fay-Torres-Ley-Beery Apr. I.,
Viennese Nights Gray-Sogal-Herthott Sept 20..
-tSWItfe Open (A.T.) 6. E. Norton Feb. I..

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length Mlns. Reviewed
Adam and Evening
Bad Women Dell-Boley-Gordon Apr. 4'3I
Barber John's Boy Holmes-Mitchell Dec. 6 ...
Beauty and the Boss All Star Apr. 25.
Both Were Young May 23, '31...
Captain Applejack John Haliday Jan. 17 '31.. 5940 Aug. 23
Captain Thunder F. Wray-V. Varconi Dec. 13 Sept. 27
Children ot Dreams Feb. 28, '31
Divorce Among Friends All Star bet 4
Ex- Mistress Nolan- Hamilton
Fifty Million Frenchmen Olsen & Johnson Feb. I4'3i
God i Gilt to Women Witners-Nixon Mar. 7. '31
Husbands Privileges All Star Mar. 2I'3I . . .

Idol, The All Star Apr. 25, '31

Illicit Stanwyck-Rennie Fev. 7, '31 Oct 25
Maytime June 6, '31
Outward Bound Leslie H oward sept 20
Penny Arcade Wlthers-Knapp
Rod Hot Slnntrs Winnie Lightner May 9, '31
Second Barrymore Comedy Barrymore May 23. '31
Sit Tight Liflhtner- Brown Jan. 31 6300 Oet 4
Steel Highway All Star Oct 4

VITAPHONE VARIETIES (D)
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Absent Minded Perkins- Ford a«2. . . ." A" »o
Alpine Echoes Douglas Stanbury I reel..
And Wile Elliott- Davis .. ± 97 [ .

At Homo, Potter Series Littlefleld-Ward 1435
At the Round Table Helllnger-Hopper-Kunyon-Corbott I reel
At Your Service Landis-Halligan-Blackwood 633
Baby Bandit. The Babby Watson- Ann Cornwall
Bard of Broadway, The Walter Wlnchell 2 reels.
Barefoot Days Cast of Children I reel
battery ot Songs. A Hoyt- Coots- Qui ntelle 719 ...
Believe Iter Not No. I Robert L. Ripley 2 reels..
Believe It or Not. No. 2 Robert L. Ripley I reel.
Believe It or Not, No. 3 Robert l_ Ripley I reel
Believe It or Not, No. 4 Robert L. Ripley I reel.
Believe It or Not No. 5 Hobert L. Kipiey I reel...
Benefit, The Joe Frisco 928. . .

.

orrnie. Ben Orchestra 771....
Big Deal, The Harry Holman
Big Man From the North Looney Tunes No. 6 1 reel..
tl.g Money, Potter Series Llttlefleld-ward 1141...
Body Slam, The Lambert- Ledoux- Irving I reel.

.

Border Patrol, The Frisco- Knapp- Graham 2 reels.

.

Booze Hangs High, The Looney Tunes No. 4 1 reel..
Box Car Blues Looney Tunes No. 5 I reel.
bridal Nignt Arthur- Merriam I reel

1 1.. Apr. 12
16. .Mar. 15

Oct 4
7

.8. ..May 10

....May 24
Aug. 30

Bright Sayings
Broadway • line Thai
Bubble Party.The
Bubbles ,

Cave Club, The
Celeste A Ida
Cheer Leader, The
Christmas Knight
College Capers
Collegiate Model. The
Compliments ef the Season..
Congo Jazz
Contrary Mary
Cry BsbV
Cryin' For the Caroline
Curses
Oanoer .

Darling Brute. The
Desert Thrills ,

Devil's Parade. The
Dining Out

,

Doctor's Wife
Done In Oil, Potter Series
Ducking Duty
Duel. The
Emergency Case ,

Fternnl Trlanole Th»
Everything Happens To Me.
fc volution
Evolution of the Dance
Excuse the Pardon
Family Ford
Fashion's Mirror
Feminine Types
Fight. The
Find the Woman.

.Shlrley-LeMay
rluth Etting 665

. Geo. Sweet 629

. Vltaphone Kiddles
. Leach, Mermen-Plerlot ...

i
Giovanni Mart In el II

. Tom Douglas
. Washburn-Eddy-MIddleton

793...,
. I reel

.

826....

. . One Munson
. . Dressler-Lane-O'Brlen
..Looney Tunes No. 2 .

..Bobby Watson
.. Vernon. Treen

I reel
2 reels..
2 reels..

....I reel. ..
839....
I reel

. . Moore-Clement-Baekwcod

.. tltel-Campeau-Merriam
. -Jack H.izzard
..Edwin Bartlett
.. Sidney Telsr
..Kent-Lake
..Pangborn-Astor-Mltchell
..Llttlefleld-Ward
.. Conklln- Morgan
. . Flelds-Teasdalo
..Hugh Comeron
. Rich-sending- Kallz
. . Carson - H oyt .".".'!*

.Progress ut Motion Pictures"

. Luplno Lane

..Morgan- Alexander
...Jim Harklns
. .
Newberry- Thompson

..Jean Barries

..Norman BroVenshire ..."
Hugh O'Connell

Five Minutes From ths Statlsn. .Overman-Churchill.Sidney
Footnotes Page Sisters A Oseer Grogan"

'

For Art's Sake Broderlek-Crawford "..
For Two Cents De Wolf Hopper i ™i
Few

- v .. Ford-Lane Irani'Fowl Triangle ,' ™J
Frame. The Beyd-Mlddleten "".'.*.'.". '.'.'.'.

934Gates of Happiness Arthur Pat West 1 reel
Ginsberg of Newborn Eddie Lambert

**"
9 Main

Girls We Remember 1 « 1

shaw i Le B ;::;::;;:;;: Jno
Jim McWINlams 702"'
Foster-Glendennlng \

1 ».- Ma«r ::..:.\.:::::::.635 '.

I reel.

2 reels

744....
I reel. .

.

725. ...I
888. ...I
I reel .

2 reels
1539....

I

«3
I reel
I reel..
I reel

I reel...
1071...
I red...

I reel
I reel. ..

I reel
I reel...
617 ...

2 reels
519.... .Apr. 19

.Sept 27

Going Places
Grand Uproar
Grounds for Murder...
Gym Jams
Happy Hottentots. The Joe Frisco
Harmonizing Songs Joseph Harmon .7.7.7
Hard Guv Spencer-Traey, Katharine

Alexander | reel

.8.. Sept 27
Aug. t

.Lew

Headache Man. The.
Head Man, The
Heart Breaker, The
Her Relatives
His Big Ambition...
His Public
Holland
Hold Anything
Honolulu
Horse Sense
Idle Chatter
Hi wind. An

12 I'll Fix It

. -Clements- Cava na ugh | reel
. O'Connell- Kelly 79a "

..Eddie Foy, Jr [315 ....(

..Neely Edward | reel

..Potter Series. Llttlefleld-Ward 2 reefs .1

..Morris & Campbell 2 reels

. .Technicolor 733

..Looney Tunes No. 3 .....I reel
-Madison- Marsh

| reel
..Bob Roebuek ...| ntj'

...Lou Holtz 008
1

.
.
Hlbbard-Loreh-Graham 2 reels

..Kent-Lake j re.t

.June U
..Aug. 30

(including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title meansD means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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Japanese Bowl, The
Jay Walker, The
Keoolno Company
Knocking 'Em Cold
Legacy. The
Letters
Left EIom
Let's Marge ......
Lobo. Dog of Dogs.
Lonely Gigolo

Technicolor
Chester Clule
Eddie Buzzell
Andrew Tombes
Betty Compton
Pauline Garon
Betty & Jerry Browne.

,
Doree Leslie

Lobo
. Lottl Loder

694.... .8 .June 14

1 reel. ..ID.. Sent. 13

1748... .19 May 10

1 reel.

.

2 reels. 15.. Aug. 30
800... .9

645... .9.. Juno 14

I reel
390 ..

.

. 7. .Mar «

922... .9 . Oct. 25

.21. ..Oct. 25

Aug. 30

Lost and Found Demarest- Bond I reel

Loye Boat. The Herman Tlmberg 754..

Lucky Break Fox •

Madame of the Jury Judith Anderson I reel.

Many Happy Returns Connolly-Gottschalk- Evans 2 reels

Married Flint- Ridges- Foran I reel .

.

Master Sweeter. The Chest-r Conklln sO-t IU .Mar. 6

Martinelli
Aria from "Aida"
Pagliacci
Prison Scene from "Faust" - • • -

Temple Scene from "Aida" ...
Matinee Idle Henry Hulf 685 8. June 14

Military Post. The Roberto Guzman 570 .. 6. -Mar. 15

Modern Fairy Tales •*• I reel .,

Modern Business I reel

Menty, Money. Money Mason- Keeler 676
Mr. Intruder Otto Kruger I reel

Music Racket. The Leo Morse
My Mistake Donald Brian. Pat O'Brien I reel Oct. 25
My Hero FovCharJ I reel

Naggers, The Mr. & Mrs. Jack Norworth I reel June 14

Naggers at Breakfast. The Mr. & Mn. Jack Norworth 145 9. .June 14

Naggers Go South, The Mr. & Mrs. Jack Norworth. I reel

Nay, Nay. Nero Cameron- Watson 1 reel

New Racket, The Bradbury- Homer
Nightingale, The Osborne- Talbot- O'Brien 2 reels

Nile Green Broderlek-Crawford 740 8.. June 7

No-Account. Tho Hardle-Hutchinson 777 ... 9
No Questions Asked Little Billy-Pronty
Number Please Sheila Barrett-L. Barrio I reel

Office Steps Edgar Bergen 835 9. ..Aug. •
Old Seidelburg Peterson- Ren me- Reed- Gil more
One Guod Turn Ruth Etting-Jay Velle 2 reels
One on the Aisle Lon Hascall I reel

Only the Girl Wattles- Marsh 580 6
Opening Night
Operation. The Edgar Bergen 835 9 Aug. 9
Out for Game. PottBr Series Llrttefleld-Ward 2 reels Aug. 2

Pa Gets a Vacation, Potter Series. Littlefield- Ward 1243.. .14
Painter, The Frank Orth
Paper Hanging Johnny Arthur I reel May 31
Paulo, Paquita & Chiquita ...832. ...9
Pay Off. The H. B. Walthall 1076. ..12 Mar. 8
People Versus. The Campeau-O'Malley 548 6 Apr. 12

Perfect Understanding. A May-Oaks 537 6
Pest of Honor. The Short- Fielding. Hall I reel
Play Boy, The Fox-Curtis 2 reels
Politics George Jessel 2 reels
Poor Little Butterfly Cast of 50
Poor Fish. The Cavanaugh- Ridges- Senator I reel
Private Engagement, A Yacht Club Boys I reel. . .8. . .Sept. 27
Purely An Accident. Brown- Kearns-Otto I reel
Putting It On Jarvis-Bond I reel

Railroad Follies Morgan-Hager I reel Aug. 23
Reno or Bust Pangborn- Elliott 1 150 13. . . . June 7

Romeo & Juliet Charles Hackett-Rosa Low... 9 Nov. 8
Recruits. The The Three Sailors-Clements. | reel
Road Knights I reel. ..9 Aug. 9
Rhythms Reisman Band 2 reels. . 15. . Aug. 9
Roseland Ruth Etting 2 reels. 14
Royal Fourflusher, The Eddie Buzzell 1556 17. ..June 14

Rural Hospitality Roger Imho I reel
Russian Around Arthur Pat West
Russian Rhapsody, A Kuznetzoff & Nlcolina 704 8
Salesman. The Orth- Vernon I reel
Santry. Henry &. Orchestra I reel
School Daze Musical -song -dance skit I reel Aug. 3C
Scotch Love Blare-Swinburn-Collins
Scotch Taffy Scott Sanders I reel Oct. 25
Seeing Off Service Penner-Busley-McNaughton 2 reels Nov. I

Seeing Sarah Off. Slyvia Clark
Seeing Things Demarest- Auer- Fielding I reel 9. . .Oct. 18
Servant Problem. The Murray -Oakland- St.iiiber

Shakespeare Was Right I reel June 7
She Who Gets Slapped Tom Dugan 1 reel June 7
Ship Ahoy All Star I reel
Showln' Off Vitaphone Kiddies I reel
Sink in' in the Bathtub Looney Tunes No. I I reel May

Skin Game, The ..

Slick As Ever
Song Paintings
Song Plugger, The
South Sea Pearl

....Irving-White-Duffy
H. J. Conley

. . ..Ann Seymour
Joe Frisco
.Gaston Glass

... 1 reel . .

.

. . .2 reels. .

.

. .. .June 7
...1 reel June 7
..1390 16. ..June 7
...2 reels. .. May 10
...1 reel Oct. K
... 1 reel . . . .June 7
... 1 reel . .

.

... 1 reel. ..

.

...Sept 77
... 1 reel . .

,

.1038.

Stepping Out Penner-Philips-Donnelly

Still Alarm. The Webb-Allen
Straight and Narrow Robins-Jenkins

Strong and Willing Trlxie Frlganza

Strong Arm. ThB Harrlngton-O'Nell -•••
Stutering Romance. A Joe Penner- Dorothea Chard

Substitute, The Chas. Lawrence

Surprise Dugan- Leonard

Suspicion Lyons- Earle-Morne

Syncopated Sermon. A Hall-Johnson Choir
Willard Roblson I reel

System Clements- Knapp I reel

Taking Ways Codee & Orth 2 reels.
.

Talking It Over Jack Osterman .739.... 8 ..........

Taxi Talks Tracy-Alexander 1346 15 June 14

Temple Belles Green Blackmail 1346 15 June 14

Tenement Tangle. A Ryan & Lee 756. ....9. .. June 14

Thank You, Doctor Ravold-Taylor-Clute I reel Aug. i.i

Thirteenth Prisoner, The Willie Howard-Lee Kohlmar I ree i£X"\\
Tintypes Yorke &. King I reel Oct. II

Tom Thumbs Down larvis-McN.iughton t reel

Trip to Paris. A Jarvls-Taylor I reel ...... ...... ..

23Skiddo... Lew Fields 854. ...10. . .
.
June 14

Twixt Love and Duty Howard-Graharr.-Percival

Two Rounds of Love Rennle- Dixon I reel

Unfair Sex. The Healy-Gllbert reel

Varsity Show, The Olive Shea 2 reels

Varsity Vamp Mike Ames I reel

Victim. The Orth-Howard reel . . ... -.... ...

Wanderer, The Douglas Stanbury ree . .
.
.9. .Sept. 13

Who's the Boss? Pangborn-Howard ' «« -• •-•

Websterian Students Ryan- Lee «ui a *pr.

Wedding of Jack and Jill. The.. Vitaphone Kiddles 70" \- •

Wedding Belles Howard-Newton St";, '

What a Life , 25v"« m
Who Pays? Murray-Oakland 942. .

.
10. .

.
Mar.

Where There's a Will George Hassell L, » i«"
Window Cleaners Brice- Edwards «'' * pr -

Woman Tamer. The .Gilbert-Howard-Davis \,
Won to Lose Irving-Lambert ne

J
Work. Milton C '!**'
Yamekraw 857 - •

• 8 -

.Sept. 27

.May 10

.June

Apr. 20

SERIALS
Nat Levine

*t§King of the Kongo (P.T.).
•t§Lone Defender (A.T.)

Logan-Miller Aug. I5'29. 10 episodes Aug. I7'29

Rin Tin Tin Sept. I. 1930. .
12 episodes

Talking Picture Epics
"t§Across the World Mr. & Mrs. Martin Johnson. June 15 4episodes..

Hunting Tigers in India Commander Geo. M. Dyott. Apr. 15 3 episodes

Universal
•tSTarzan the Tiger Merrill-Kingston Dec. 9 '29. ... 10 episodes

*t§Jade Box. The Perril-Lorraine Mar. 24 .. 10 episodes Feb. 22

•^Lightning Express. The Lorraine-Chandler lune 2 lOepisodes Apr. 12

*t§Terry of the Times Howes-Thompson Aug. II 10 episodes.
.
.Aug. It

•tglndians Are Coming. The Tim McCoy Oct. 20 15 episodes.
.
.Aug. 23

COMING SERIALS
Nat Levine

•t§Phantom of the West .Tyler- Gulliver Nov.

Universal
•t§Spell of the Circus F. Bushman Jr.-N. Vaughn Jan. 12, '31 ... 10 episodes.

.

*t§ Fingerprints Kenneth Harlan Mar. 23. "3 1 ... 10 episodes

•tlHeroes of the Flames June 2. '31 !2eplsodes.

Pathe
Perils of Pauline

A NEW
EXHIBITOR SERVICE FEATURE

COMPLETE CATALOGUE OF NEW AND IMPROVED

EQUIPMENT OF 1930

Watch for

Important
Added Features

of The Showman

Full information about all new models and

new equipment devices introduced by manu-
facturers during the past year—presented in

concise, convenient form.

To Be Published

DECEMBER 6th, 1930



The Public Wants Color
These positive films supply it,

through beautiful, over-all tints—
at black-and-white cost

THE public's appetite for color has been whet-

ted. Colored pictures are the cream of the show.

With Sonochronie Tinted Positive Films any

picture can be made in delicate, atmospheric,

over-all tints that help to express every turn of

the plot .... to bring out the prevailing mood

of the picture. And this color costs nothing

extra .... for the Sonochronie price is the same

as that of ordinary, black-and-white positive.

Sonochronie reproduces sound faithfully. . .

.

of course. It's designed particularly with that

requirement in mind.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors
New York Chicago Hollywood



IS VIRTUE THE SAME IN
1930 THAT ITWAS IN 1905?

"You'll be the

first, the only

man in my

life," she pro-

mised him.

But her fiance

was made of

truer stuff. He
liked the beau-

tiful dancer

jj
who would give

/ herself to him

but he remem-

bered his pro-

mise — "you'll

be the only wo-

man in my life!"

Our Modern Morals Revealed

im i»a\h:i:i!n
Wl th

LOIS AtOltJlN
(Popular Favorite)

WALTER BYRON •

(Well known actor of stage and screen)

PHILLIPS HOLMES •

(Son of Taylor Holmes and a rising star in

his own right)

MAE CLARKE •

(From Broadway stage. Has also appeared
in pictures "Big Time" and "Nix on Dames")

Mrs. PATRICK CAMPBELL •

(One of the most celebrated stage actres-

ses of all time)

Directed by CHANDLER SPRAGUE

How did it come out?

Did he forgive his fiancee for her folly?

Did he fall for the dancer?

Did his sweetheart love her folly too

well or did she repent?

From the big woods of the North to

the fast life of London society. Beau-

tifully staged, splendidly cast,

romantic, modern.

V
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3 OUT OF 8 FOR
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER!

(Competitors 3, 1, 1)

Again this year M-G-M thrills the

entire industry in the vote of the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts &l

Sciences, representing all companies.

NORMA SHEARER
wins award for year's greatest performance in"The Divorcee."

WATCH FOR "STRANGERS MAY KISS."

WRITING ACHIEVE-
MENT! Frances Marion
wins for her work on "The
Bin House." Her next thrill-

er is "THE SECRET SIX."

SOUND RECORDING!
Douglas Shearer, Chief of
Sound at M-G-M Studios,

has made M-G-M sound re-

cording the best in the in-

dustry!

Depend
on METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

MM. XIII. SO. /•

o% tnge-le-«

Ml ~

N«w %orl4

Price /• C «*•%



WHY IS UNIVERSAL
INCREASING ITS

ADVERTISING?
(No. 704 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle,

President of the Universal Pictures Corporation)

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN MANY YEARS ALL UNIVERSALE PICTURES ARE BETTER THAN
any other pictures on the market. They are doing a terrific business everywhere for exhibitors.

THEY HAVE MADE UNIVERSAL THE EXCITED TALK OF THE TRADE.

YET IN THE FACE OF THIS SENSATIONAL SUCCESS, WE ARE INCREASING OUR
advertising so much that it amounts to kicking the advertising budget out of the window.

WHY?

FOR THE VERY SAME REASON THAT YOU OUGHT TO BOOST YOUR OWN
ADVERTISING AS YOU NEVER DID IN YOUR LIFE.

ON ACCOUNT OF SEVERAL MONTHS OF TOUGH TIMES, WEALTH IS BEING
hoarded. The only way to bust open these hoards and get the people to circulate this hoarded wealth is

to apply the pressure of the stiffest possible advertising campaign.

NO LESS AN AUTHORITY THAN ROGER BABSON SAYS SO IN THE CURRENT ISSUE

of Collier's Weekly Magazine. He says "there is nothing wrong with the patient but poor circulation
7'

and that the cure is an advertising campaign which will make mass consumption equal mass production.

THIS IS SO TRUE THAT IT IS A COMMONPLACE TO SAY IT.

UNIVERSAL IS INCREASING ITS ADVERTISING SPACE IN TRADE PAPERS, IN NEWS-
papers and in every other form of advertising. Good goods deserve more advertising than any other kind,

and they deserve it during a business depression more than at any other time.

BUY A LOAD OF POSTERS AND ADVERTISING ACCESSORIES. PLASTER THEM ALL
over where your patrons will see them. Increase your local newspaper space. Bang it home to the folks

that you've got the goods.

NOW IS THE TIME TO GIVE OLD MAN TIMIDITY A GOOD SWIFT KICK IN THE
seat of the panties—and advertise and advertise AND ADVERTISE!

UNIVERSAL WINS 3 FIRST PLACES IN MOTION
PICTURE ACADEMY AWARDS



WOVEMBEB
WILLBE THE

BIGGEST MONTH IN
TALKIE HISTOHY !

. .Bl S.B.KENT
XT'S always a good season for a good show. That was never so true as today.

People are spending money for entertainment carefully—but they are spending it. The grosses

piled up by really outstanding attractions exceed even boom-time figures.

With this in mind, I said to Jesse L. Lasky, Paramount's first vice president in charge of

production, some weeks ago: "If you could arrange your studio operations so that four or

five of our finest pictures could be released in November, the benefit to theatres and to

Paramount would be tremendous".

I said to the Harold Lloyd Corporation: "The industry needs Mr. Lloyd's new picture right

now. Please bend every effort to a November 1st release for 'Feet First'". Both Mr. Lasky

and Mr. Lloyd have come through magnificently.

Theatre men will rejoice with me in the fact that PARAMOUNT IS RELEASING BETWEEN
NOW AND DECEMBER 1st, 7 OF THE GREATEST PICTURES IN THE HISTORY OF
THIS BUSINESS:



HAROLD LLOYD ill "FEET FIRST". In my opinion and that

of everybody who has seen it, the finest Harold Lloyd eomedy in many
years. The first week's business at the Rialto, INew York, is terrific. I

believe Lloyd records all over the country are due to fall.

MAURICE CHEVALIER in "PLAYBOY OF PARIS".
Did §1 1,000 above normally good business at Paramount, New York and
held second week. This popular star's best liked attraction practically

everywhere— and that means top money.

LAUGH 1 hK .With Nancy Carroll, Fredric March and Frank Morgan.
A new type of strong comedy-melodrama handled in a new way by
Director D'Arrast that seems to be exactly what the modern public wants.

I have heard more trade and public advance comment on this picture

than any on our program. It seems destined for sensational success.

GEORGE BANCROFT in "DERELICT". This star whom
Variety's survey named the strongest box office draw in the business,

comes back with a mighty wallop, in this action story of the sea. His

strongest vehicle since "Underworld", beyond a doubt.

?<

re

.YIOK.Ovj1jv_) • With Gary Cooper, the startling new star discovery

Marlene Dietrich and Adolphe Menjou. So good that it was instantly

picked by Grauman's Chinese Theatre, Los Angeles, to play at $2. A Josef

von Sternberg production that is not only an artistic triumph and a big

money maker but which creates a powerful new electric light name—
Marlene Dietrich.

1 OlVl oAWYEK . A perfect production of the greatest boy story

ever written. Bringing back Jackie Coogan, with Mitzi Green, to the

screen and millions of kids of all ages to the box office. You've been

yelling for a big picture with strong juvenile appeal—here it is!

RUTH CHATTERTON in "THE RIGHT TO LOVE".
You know the sensational results of Miss Chatterton's previous hit,"Any-
body's Woman". Theatre Men who previewed "The Right to Love" wire

me that it is in every way an even stronger picture.

That's SEVEN GUARANTEED BIG PICTURE SUCCESSES released within six weeks. We
planned in that way, to deluge the public with more than their money's worth of great enter-

tainment, to start the S.R.O. crowds coming and keep them coming.

Check what I've said about these pictures by seeing them at Paramount exchanges. Theu

BOOK THEM, PLAY THEM AND ADVERTISE THEM. The results will convince you that

real quality pictures in quantity will bring smashing grosses today—and Paramount is the

company that can supply them.

#/fcA£<-<^->
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. . . that is the supreme object Sono Art -World Wide Pictures, Inc. had in mind in

projecting its 1930-31 Program. BANK DEPOSITS! Bank deposits for the exhibitor!

No dabbling in long-shot chances. Just box-office realities!

Box-office realities is whet Hie two groups herein depicted offer. In the first

group of Ten WORLD WIDE WINNERS (including three CRUZE Productions) are
pictures that would add grac e and prestige to the finest photo palaces in America.
Pictures adapted from Broadway stage successes, best seller novels and popular
magazine stories. High class stars, distinguished supporting casts and experienced
directors assure the support of the most critical audiences.

In the second group of TEN THRILL-O- DRAMAS, is a type of entertainment

for which there has been a crying need ever since the advent of the "talkie". Pictures

of action! Dynamic thrills! Pictures redolent of the great outdoors; the mastery of air,

water and the frozen tundras of the North by indomitable men. The lure of sex! The
chase and quest of romance and red-blooded adventure! Pictures which have ever
appealed to all ages and classes!

These twenty Pictures represent a supreme effort toward the practical reality

of box-office returns. The exhibitor is asked to confirm his own showmanship judgment
by perusing the following pages.
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Showmen Prepare for Overflow

Greet "Shivering Smith" and

TTIHIDRS
Dippiest /

daringest, dizzied darned

laugh getter that ever hit the screen

!

HARRY LANGDON, SLIM SUMMER-
VILLE and BESSIE LOVE put laughter back

on exhibitor map while millions roar welcome to

funniest comedy team to flash on movie screens

since Chaplin's debut.

You laugh yourself sick one minute

Your hair stands on end the next ! °*



Crowds as Cheering Throngs

Gun Kissed Casey in

M&A

AJi
First in Features . . First in Shorts

First in First Runs Everywhere



OU'LL BE SURPRISED!
One surprise after an-
other!

As new as tomorrow's
paper. Romantic, dra-
matic, tuneful, funny! Love
and life as it may be in the

far future. Will human
emotions, passions and
ways be the same as now?

Brendel drawls his way
along, explosions of
laughter in his wake like

firecrackers tied to a
dog's tail.

Mammoth Ballet with
startling dances. Brilliant

effects. Amazing sets.

A feast of new sensations.

A tonic forwearied nerves.

VX



De SYLVA, BROWN & HENDERSON'S
STARTLING SUCCESSOR TO "SUNNY SIDE UP"



"indispensable as an aid to the

intelligent selection of equipment"

Theatre Building & Equipment

BUYERS GUIDE
EDITION OF

THE SHOWMAN

Full Listing of Equipment Manufacturers &

Distributors

• • •

Catalogue of New & Improved Equipment

of 1930
• • •

"The Industry's Foremost Equipment Authority"

PUBLISHED AS A FEATURE OF

MOTION PICTURE NEWS

December 6th



Rascal of Bagdad
Is KingOf NewYork

OTI

triumph."

—
American.

"Finely wrought audible ver-
sion of Edward Knobloch's
successful stage contribution."
—Times.

"Grandiloquent. Pompous."
—World.

"An artistic achievement of
note."—Film Daily.

"A talkie treat for those who
like their pictures different."—News.

S. R. O. Business
at $2.00 at Warner
Bros. Hollywood, N. Y.

Now In Its

3rd Pack-
'em-in week

PLAY IT DAY AND
DATE WITH BROADWAY

PROSPERITY
A FIRST NATIONAL JSBlSffl

"Vttophone" ts the registered trade mark of the Vitophorte Corp. designating its* products

DAVID MANNERS
SIDNEY BLACKMER

A JOHN FRANCIS DILLON PRODUCTION
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A New Sh&r has Risprv

fhe Screens Latest Sensation
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Schwalbe, Blank, Sablotsky, McGuirk

In with Franklin's National Chain?

Ready
to Invade

the East

Hollywood—Harold B. Franklin's proposed circuit of the-
atres will be extended throughout the country. The former
Fox West Coast chieftain is proceeding rapidly in lining up
various houses and expects to be in a position to announce
the component parts of the new circuit soon.
A number of independent chains on the Coast first are

being lined up, it is stated, after which a steady eastward
expansion is in prospect.

Jam in Columbia

Studio Expense

Is Ironed Out
Differences over the cost of production,

reported to have reached serious propor-

tions during the short time Harry Colin

was in New York, have been amicably
ironed out by Columbia officials, it is under-

stood, and everything is again under con-

trol in that organization.

Cohn's brief visit here is understood to

have been occasioned by the insistance of

Columbia's bankers that steps must be taken

to trim costs without impairing quality.

That is said to have been, done, with gen-
eral satisfaction to all parties resulting.

Jack Cohn left for Hollywood Thursday
to pick up the reins of production while
Harry again returns to New York for a

stay of perhaps two months. During that

period, Columbia's studio head will line up
vehicles and talent for next season and meet
circuit heads stationed in New York in order
to improve his slant on theatre require-
ments.

Players Squawk When
Asked to Die, Imagine!

Hollywood—Film extras have a new com-
plaint. The $7.50-a-day players howl plenty
if they work in a war or gangster picture

and are among the first to be killed. It

seems that the longer you live in the picture

the more salary you draw. Thus the cause
for complaint.

RKO After Australian
Houses? Scott Says No

Svdney—Bill Scott. Australian chief of
RKO. has returned after his tour of

America and England. He denies that his

company is interested in theatre expansion
here.

Zukor on Way to

Coast Studio to

Help Trim Costs

Adolph Zukor left for California Thurs-

day to see to it personally that cuts in stu-

dio overhead, made mandatory upon Ben
Schulberg when the latter was in New
York a few weeks ago, are rigorously ob-

served.

Paramount, like practically all other major
companies in the industry, has been sub-

jected to the scrutiny of its bankers who
have passed on the word that costs must be

slashed and quality improved. The economy
move has been further influenced by the

slump in general theatre attendance through-

out the country.

Clarke Charges Plot in

Dividend Passing Rumor
Propaganda is being circulated to the ef-

fect that Fox Film would pass its next divi-

dend, but it is untrue, states President Har-
ley L. Clarke. Raids on the stock forced it

to 30^8 on Wednesday, prompting Clarke's

statement. He said earnings are running
ahead of last year and the regular $4 divi-

dend will continue to be paid.

Buddy's Heart Secrets

London—Charles "Buddy" Rogers
created a stir in feminine hearts here
by telling an interviewer that he
hasn't married because "women in

general frighten me." Buddy added:
"In Hollywood they are all so lovely,

chic and wise-cracking. Somehow I

don't think I should fall for a film

actress."
However, Buddy intimated that

Greta Garbo is a wonderful creature.

Original First National Fran-
chise Holders Seen as Back-

bone of New Circuit

Harold B. Franklin

Banding together of some of the original
26 First National franchise holders as allies

of Harold B. Franklin in the formation of
a new national theatre chain is being dis-

cussed. Impetus is being given to these in-

side reports via the fact

that the former presi-

dent of Fox West Coast
does not intend to con-
fine his operations to

the Pacific Slope, as

first appeared to be the

plan.

The first step will be
the coalescing of sever-

al independent circuits

on the Coast, with
Principal Theatres as

the nucleus in Southern
California for the pro-

pose d nation -wide
string

Fox West Coast is now operating the

Principal houses under short-term leases,

the theatres beginning to revert to their

holding company in the spring of 1931.

Colonel Fred Levy, who is interested in

Principal Theatres with Sol Lesser and the

Gore brothers and who is a former First

National franchise holder, has holdings in

Kentucky. It is considered a reasonable con-

jecture that he may throw his fortunes in

with Franklin.

Blank Expected to Join

In Iowa, Abe Blank, another member of

the former First National group, has been

steadily adding to Central States Theatres,

which operate in small towns in that terri-

tory. Reports link him as a likely candidate

for the Franklin plan.

Harry O. Schwalbe, former secretary and

a power supreme in First National, is now
interested in close on to 20 houses in Phila-

delphia and eastern Pennsylvania towns, as

well as in Baltimore. Reports from the Pa-

cific Northwest persist that Claude Jensen

and J. H. Von Herberg, quondam First Na-
tional sponsors in their territory, are return-

ing to exhibition on a large scale.

Abe Sablotsky and John McGuirk, the

latter once a short-term president for F. N.,

are also active in the theatre field. This re-

turn-of-the-native movement, in some cir-

( Continued on page 26)

Turn to page 38 for the lowdown on the MPTOA "lovefest" staged in Phila. this week
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IT'S THE HEAVY GUNS
THAT WIN WARS

THE President of the United States has a mes-
sage fraught with importance for the think-

ing elements in the film industry. If you skim
surfaces as you read, pass this up. If you analyze

as you go, pay some attention to this

:

"Advertising is one of the vital organs of our entire

economic and social system. . . . The purpose of adver-

tising is to create desire, and from the torments of desire

there at once emerges additional demand and from demand
you pull upon incrasing production and distribution.

"By the stimulants of advertising which you administer

you have stirred the lethargy of the old law of supply and
demand until you have transformed cottage industries into

mass production. From enlarged diffusion of articles and
services you cheapen costs and thereby you are a part of

the dynamic force which creates higher standards of living.

"You also contribute to hurry up the general use of

every discovery in science and every invention in industry.

It probably required a thousand years to spread the knowl-
. edge and application of that great human invention, the

wheeled cart, and it has taken you only twenty years to

make the automobile the universal tool of man."

Advertising Accelerates Circulation

R OGER W. BABSON. whose standing re-

quires neither explanation nor eulogy, says
in the current issue of Collier's Weekly:

"Just as we refer to the speed of an engine by saying

that it makes so many revolutions per minute, we can
describe the rapidity of circulation of money by saying

—

roughly—that it turns over twelve times a year.

"When, however, that rapidity is increased and money
circulates faster, then business picks up and becomes better

and better. As the circulation of money slows down, busi-

ness falls off also and becomes poorer and poorer. Some
superhuman hand on the throttle speeding up or cutting

down circulation could make or unmake prosperity with
almost perfect control. Why cry for a superhuman hand,
however, when we have already available the very human
hand of advertising?

"Advertising is ideally fitted and competent to accelerate

the circulation. It is the most effective known force for

accomplishing this speeding up of money—currency and
deposit—and thereby giving us more business at times

when more business is the nation's greatest need."

NOW read what A. H. Johnson has to say in a
,

recent issue of "The Annalist":
"The present combination of circumstances almost

forces American business men to focus their attention on .

.

merchandising. Production alone will not solve the prob-

lem : distribution will not solve the problem, although there

are many economies in distribution that may be effected,

just as there were economies in production. The answer
from the standpoint of the individual manufacturer of

Branded articles lies in his ability to convince the consumer
that he should spend a share of his diminished sup-

plementary or even of his primary income for this manu-
facturer's product rather than for a competing product or

competing brand.

"The manufacturer who recognizes this and acts upon
it should find himself in a stronger position than the manu-
facturer who curtails his efforts to reach the consumer."

And As For Motion Pictures

MR. HOOVER'S remarks before the Associa-
tion of National Advertisers, weighty words
in themselves, find substantiation in what

Babson and Johnson believe. In this industry,

Carl Laemmle has shot his advertising budget to

new high levels because he believes good pictures

deserve more advertising than any other kind, busi-

ness depression or business prosperity notwith-

standing.

Recently Radio demonstrated what could be

done by shooting the works on Amos 'n' Andy.
Significant harbingers, all of them.

Scratching At Untapped Wealth

THE emotional excitement, the selling stimu-

lus that can be stirred up in merchandising
pictures have only been scratched.

Sporadically, meagerly and with stint, sales copy
means nothing. Cumulatively, aggressively and
intelligently conceived, it sways the profit sheets

for producer and showman alike because its mes-
sage induces the enthusiasm that sells more tickets.

Think it over. K A N N
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Zone Instead of Swivel Chair Control

By Long Distance Is New Chain Wrinkle
Paramount-Shubert?

Paramount Publix has been offered

the Shubert houses either on an out-

right buy or leasing basis. The Shu-
berts are represented in practically

every key and have about 15 houses in

Greater New York.

Binney, Wharff

Fraud Charges

Dropped in L. A.

Hollywood—Charges of fraud and mis-

representation against Josh Binney and

Robert E. Wharff. local promoters, have

been dropped, and the official investigation

into their activities closed.

The district attorney's office, says Deputy
District Attorney Whitaker, has been un-

able to find sufficient evidence to warrant

prosecution. The investigation was closed

with the understanding that the promoters

will return the money invested in their film

enterprise bv persons who became dissatis-

fied.

Several persons had requested an inquiry,

charging they had paid money for stock in

the film enterprise, on the promise they

would receive film employment, which, they

said, was not forthcoming.

Fitzgibbons and Robson
At Odds Over Manager

Halifax, N. S.—Differences between J. J.

Fitzgibbons. director of theatre operations,

and Clarence Robson, eastern general man-
ager of Famous Players Canadian Corp.,

were noted in connection with the opening
of the Capitol here. Fitzgibbons asserted

there was no definite arrangement for the

appointment of Tom Daley, formerly of

Toronto, as manager of the Capitol. News-
papers already on the street carried the an-
nouncement by Clarence Robson of the ap-

pointment of Daleyr as permanent manager
of the theatre. Daly, a former Halifax ex-

hibitor, arrived in the city a few weeks ago
to look after the opening.

Ames Stayed Out Until
2:30; Missus Is Annoyed

Hollywood—Robert Ames, the actor,

actually stayed out one morning as late as

2 :3U and then refused to tell his wife where
he had been.

This, among other charges, was produced
as testimony in the action brought by Mrs.
Helen Merrile Oakes Ames against her hus-

band for divorce. Mrs. Ames won.

Huston, St. Clair Sailing
Walter Huston, who is going to London

for premiere of 'Abraham Lincoln" and
Mai St. Clair, are sailing Friday for Lon-
don.

Decentralization Plan Seen as
Advantageous to Gross

and Personnel

Philadelphia—A brand new set-up in big
league theatre operation under which the
national circuits would be decentralized into

zones vested with authority to function with-
out burdensome and long-distance headquar-
ter control is in the ozone.

Quite as important as any deliberation

made on the M. P. T. O. A. convention
floor was this off-the-record discussion of
circuits and their futures. Probably, the
M. P. T. O. A. didn't even know it was
going on.

Present at the convention, however, were
a number of theatre operators identified with
national chains. While nobody would risk

home office wrath by permitting direct quo-
tations, several men. whose showmanship
experience qualifies them to talk with au-
thority, advanced the decentralization plan.

One operator drew an analogy' between
the scheme and the War Department, which
divides the country into zones with a major-
general in actual charge answerable to the

War College at Washington. Each zone, he
explained, handles detail and is directly re-

sponsible for its administration.

In a broad way. it was pointed out, this

system prevails today in circuit manage-
ment. Actually, these show-wise experts

maintain, the system is more theory than

practice. They pointed out that, under a

decentralization plan, the division manager
would be enabled to build up permanent
good will through his house managers,
whom he would control and distribute in

his own zone, as against the shifting process

now in vogue which overnight may move
one manager from Maine to Mississippi.

Zone Booking Advantage Cited

If it were possible to make the division

head sufficient of a czar to give him a voice

in booking, the opinion prevails, grosses

would shoot up because judicious spotting

of star values and types of productions
would be far more effective than routine

dates assigned by bookers sitting at chain
headquarters.

Whether or not the chains will go for

the idea is admittedly something that hangs
in the balance. If the circuit heads listen

to the men who voiced their own opinions

to Motion Picture News, they will.

Soft Music
Hollywood—Those optimistic song

writers who believed that the tide
would turn and they again would be
sitting pretty here, dashing off song
after song, have at last given up hope
and are bound for New York and tin

pan alley. However, they have not been
wasting their time. During their spare
moments they have composed a theme
song for themselves—"California. Here
We Go."

3-Way Color System
Hollywood—Technicolor has devel-

oped a new three-color process. Plans
for its marketing now are under way
and are expected to be announced
about Jan. 1.

Hughes Gets Aller

For His New 4

Lab'

In Los Angeles

Hollywood—Howard Hughes, does not in-

tend to confine his laboratory activities to

Multicolor, but will enter the black and
white field, planning to open soon a $1,000,-

000 lab for such output. The plant will be

in charge of Joe Aller, whose contract

Hughes has bought from H. J. Yates of

Consolidated Film Industries. Hughes'
Multicolor plant can operate the year

around with a new type air conditioner.

New Radio Laboratory
Is Planned by Garbutt

Hollywood—Frank Garbutt, Jr., formerly

with Paramount, is going ahead with plans

for a new Radio film laboratory to be lo-

cated near the Radio studios.

Peace in St. Louis If

Cancellation Both Ways
St. Louis—Musicians have agreed to ac-

cept the compromise offer of local theatres

to employ 100 men, provided they are given

the same right of cancellation as reserved

by the theatres. This agreement is embodied
in a statement issued. The one-way feature

of the cancellation clause is said to be the

chief stumbling block in the strike which has

been in progress since September. Negotia-
tions were broken off recently, when the

theatres' compromise offer was refused.

Gloria Drops "Rockabye"
Plans Musical as Next

Hollywood—Gloria Swanson has exer-

cised a woman's prerogative and changed
her mind about producing "Rockabye." In-

stead, she has called off work, and paid off

the cast and Director Tay Garnett. The
star's next picture will be a De Sylva,

Brown and Henderson production.

"Smilin' Thru" Off U. A.
List, Probably for Good

Hollywood—United Artists has indefi-

nitely "postponed" production of "Smilin'

Thru." That's as far as the studio will go,

hut the odds along the boulevards are that

U. A. will never re-film the former Norma
Talmadge vehicle with Joan Bennett, who
was slated for the lead.
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JOSEPH M. SCHENCK and mem-
bers of United Artists probably will

find themselves in a paradoxical po-
sition as a result of their broadsides
against Fox West Coast, which they
brand as a monopoly stifling independent
effort. Schenck probably will be the tar-

get of some embarrassing questions and
a counter attack which may find him
vulnerable, if the theatre firm decides on
combating Schenck through the press,
which seems to be the present battle-

ground.

As an instance, West Coast might feel

persuaded to inquire whether the circuit

is a chameleon, since it was formed and
for a long time operated by Sol Lesser
and the Gores, now Schenck's associates,
who today are on the other side of the
fence, with Schenck himself serving on
the board of directors. True, the circuit

was not as large as at present, but its

general system of film buying was said
to be about the same as today. West
Coast has always been tough.

Another little detail, which may be
difficult of explanation, is that some of
the United Artists Theatres are operated
by the Fox West Coast chain, in the
profits of which U. A. participates.

Then, too, there is that matter of past
United Artists policy, with the company's
stars, riding the crest of the wave of box-
office popularity, holding out for plenty.
The days of "The Three Musketeers',"
"Robin Hood," "Way Down East," "The
Gold Rush" and other attractions are still

comparatively recent, and may serve to
stir up some "the shoe is on the other
foot now" arguments. The clink of coin
then was the keynote, with the artistry
factor somewhere in the background

—

but in the background.

The fight will be an interesting one,
particularly in view of the fact that
Brother Nicholas M. Schenck is on the
other side of the fence, officially, at least,

by virtue of the Fox-Loew hook-up.
Strangely, too, is the fact that United
Artists and Loew's are in partnership in

some theatres.

However, the real punch will come, so
far as exhibitors are concerned, when
they are quoted prices on "City Lights,"
which may serve to show whether the
United Artists stand is one for inde-
pendence, or what.

Those "Blues"

Harry M. Warner's generous gesture,
offering to open his Philadelphia theatres
on Sunday and turn the proceeds over to

the unemployment fund, strikes an un-
responsive chord in the heart of the Rev.
Dr. William B. Forney, executive secre-

tary of the Philadelphia Sabbath Asso-
ciation.

The reverend doctor wants to know, if

such permission is granted, whether War-
ners will donate proceeds of their thea-
tres in towns which have no "blue" Sab-
bath restrictions, and why Warner doesn't

stage a benefit on a week day, turning
the net over to the fund. Then he con-

INSIDERS'
eludes with the statement that a Sunday
show can be authorized only by the legis-

lature. Even his intolerant attitude can-

not take away from the spirit which

prompted the Warner offer. But then,

what could one expect ?

Propaganda

Charge of Harley L. Clarke, Fox presi-

dent, that propaganda is being circulated

to the effect that the company would pass

its dividend recalls the reported activities

of an individual several weeks ago against

a certain company.
This individual is alleged to have sent

out a story to various cities declaring the

financial report of the company in ques-

tion was falsified and urging stockhold-

ers to unload. It seems that he had been

selling the stock short and wanted a lot

dumped on the market so he might cover

his sales. At the time it was hinted that

a government probe of the particular in-

dividual's manipulations might be under-

taken.

At any rate, Clarke has been quick to

We Ask You
—what big shot in distribution
who took an approximate cut
of 50 per cent in salary a few
months ago, has again taken it

on the chin? And where will it

all end?
—what stand is William Ran-
dolph Hearst taking in the
United Artists-Fox West Coast
squabble?
—what company's employes
have been holding a series of
secret meetings re company af-

fairs.

—what firms have instructed
their personnel that talking
derogatorily about the com-
pany, particularly outside the
office, means immediate dis-

missal?
—what outfit now is letting the
racial angle figure in its man-
agement?
—what powerful firm is re-

ported behind the buying move-
ment in Warners?
—what distribution exec is

wearing a long face these days?
The line forms on the right.

—what company still is prac-
ticing the old time methods of
firing all those who were loyal

to a departing executive?

deny the dividend-passing report, and
says the $4 rate on Fox Film will be
continued. His statement bristles with
optimism over the immediate outlook for

the future.

Warners, as well as Fox, have been
hard hit by the rumor-mongers. Some of

the reports circulated about Warners'
financial standing and affairs have been
part of a deliberate plot, it is charged, to

beat down the price of the company's
stock.

Some time ago, the company requested

an investigation by the New York Stock

Exchange of the alleged action of certain

Wall Street cliques, who passed the word
along that a bankruptcy action was immi-
nent, with consequent drop of the stock.

This suit was quickly squelched when it

came to court, and a probe of its motives

started.

Al Lichtman

Report that Al Lichtman may be end-

ing his association with United Artists

caused considerable discussion since its

publication last week. There are to be

conferences on the Coast between Licht-

man and Joe Schenck, which probably

will determine Al's future. Arguments
over negative costs and grosses are said

to have precipitated a jam in the United
Artists ranks, a jam emphasized when
Schenck came East recently for new
financing.

Meanwhile, there is a whisper, hardly

audible as yet, that a few months will

find Lichtman in the Warner fold. That
would be an interesting development in

a business accustomed to quick moves.

Girding

There is a real battle looming in the

laboratory field, with Howard Hughes,

in characteristic fashion, planning to land

in the picture with both feet. Hughes has

a big slice of Multicolor and now is open-

ing a lab, for the development of black

and whites. Radio, meanwhile, is prepar-

ing to open its own laboratory in Holly-

wood.

The raw stock situation, too, promises

to become more interesting with RKO in

reputed control of Pathe, and John J.

Raskob and the DuPont interests heavily

interested in Warners as well as RKO.
Do you hear that famous merger song

again ?

Scavengers

It's pretty hard to believe that such

ghoulish tactics could be resorted to as

those outlined by S. George Ullman who
testified that Rudolph Valentino's funeral

was exploited for publicity purposes in a
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mistaken idea this would increase the de-

mand for the dead star's films.

Forty press agents and 1,500 policemen

were hired to make a show of the last

rites for the star. When Valentino died.

Ullman said, the star was $500,000 in

debt, hut through the handling of the

estate, including the advertising funeral,

a profit of $700,000 has since resulted.

Valentino's funeral of four years ago
was one of the most revolting pieces of

exploitation in the industry's history, a

bit of scavenger work which never should

be permitted to be duplicated.

Another Deal

Radio Pictures has a deal practically

set for sale of its product to Publix under

a blanket contract calling for Publix out-

lets, wherever such arrangement does not

conflict with RKO houses.

Lee Marcus, distribution chieftain, and
Charles Rosenzweig, general sales man-
ager, have been sweating it out with Bill

Saal of Publix. Closing of the deal is

expected anv day now. Between $2,000.-

000 and $3,000,000 is said to be involved.

This is another emphasis of the new in-

dustry set-up which resulted from the

Paramount-Warner jam. The battle be-

tween those two big firms has been a

blessing to other companies who have
profited both ways as a result.

About Face for Chains

One of the few significant develop-

ments at the M. P. T. O. A. peace party

in Philadelphia this week was the opinion

expressed by Sid Kent that the national

chains, whether they like it or not and
they probably won't, will be compelled to

turn back small town operations to their

original owners.

When Kent talks, he usually says

something. That's what makes his ob-

servation one to conjure with. Particu-

larly so when you remember that his

company is the largest chain operator in

the nation.

Kent emphasized the truth that the

personality equation which has been one
of the most formidable bulwarks the in-

dependent showman has had to lean on
is an elusive something which circuits

have been unable to annex.

It makes a very considerable difference

in house management, as the chains are

learning more and more. Everybody, of

course, has known this to be the truth

except apparently the chains themselves.

One of the reasons—and there are many
—is directly traceable to long-distance

operation from Xew York headquarters.

What looks swell on paper, goes haywire
in actual application.

Another of Kent's slants should bring

good cheer to the troubled minds of in-

dependents. Without them, the business

can't get by, he said. The leaders of the

indsutry must see to it that some pro-

vision for their continuance in the field

is made. That's Kent's idea.

Well-Named
"The City of Brotherly Love" was a

swell place in which to hold the

M. P. T. O. A. convention. You never

saw such a fraternal atmosphere. Every-
thing was great. Everybody had a good
time. Even the trade and newspaper men
who covered the generally uneventful

proceedings had a couple of wreaths
thrown at them.

Of important business accomplishment
there was pitifully little unless an oc-

casional dissertation on service can be so

described. The real problems of the ex-

hibitor were touched upon by only by
Kent. It was his show all the way.

Have You Heard
—what film star is proving
somewhat of a dud as a legit

attraction?
—who is the former notorious
bicycler who now champions
fair play between exhibitor and
distributor?
—who was the company depart-
ment head who talked out of
turn about his chief during the
M.P.T.O.A. love fest?
—and the fellow who talked
too loudly about his department
head on a subway train, only
to learn he was overheard and
therefore fired the next day?
—what distributor circuit —
really large — was recently
caught bicycling and why
wasn't the charge pressed?
—whose franchise plan is being
shoved into the discard and
why isn't any noise being made
about the funeral?
—who was the distributor rep-

resentative, sent to a foreign
country, who quickly amassed
a fortune which he couldn't
possibly have done on straight
salary?
—what counter move is Para-
mount planning in Canada to

offset that impending govern-
ment probe?

TEN years ago their names began
creeping into the headlines with
clock-like regularity. Bearing their

flag of independence, they had banded to-

gether. Their steadily mounting strength

found them expanding and solidifying

their position.

One by one, however, they found the

offers made them too attractive to resist

and, as good business men, they sold

their holdings, until the Old Guard was
about gone. Their friends followed in

their footsteps, until all the original band
of 26 franchise holders had passed from
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit,

with most of them divesting themselves

of all their holdings in the theatre field

as well.

Now they're coming back, and back
with a speed which again may make them
headliners in the industry. Abe Blank
in Iowa, Jensen & Von Herberg in the

Far Northwest, Abe Sablotsky and John
McGuirk in Pennsylvania, Sol Lesser in

California, Col. Fred Levy in Kentucky.
These veterans of the exhibition field,

whose showmanship made them leaders

in their particular zone of operations,

are responding again to the call of the

films. Another national federation of

these showmen is in the ofifing, with Har-
old B. Franklin seen as the welding force

to bring them together.

Franklin is working swiftly on the

Coast, so the story goes, and is finding

ready response to his proposal to build

up a national chain of independents. He
sees, it is said, in the familiar names of

the old leaders, a rare opportunity for

localized circuit operation, bulwarked by
the buying power of a national organiza-

tion.

Franklin's plan is said to be in the

embryonic state. But it has possibilities,

which may rival those which prompted
the original confederation more than a

decade ago.

True; Also a Bit Sad
Uneasy rests the head of a certain

incompetent who today holds a big job

by the grace of friendship and politics.

Uneasy, because the bankers are wise to

what's going on.

The other day, one of the downtown
boys took a quick course in the parlance

of the trade, called the executive down,
fired some elementary questions at him
and waited to see what happened.

It was an amazing spectacle. Even the

ABC's were foreign to the fellow on the

mat. Yet he is charged with the conduct
of a vastly important department in a
nationally operated organization. The
housecleaning that has been on the way
has taken on a new impetus as a result.

Expensive
The economy wave is continuing to

play havoc with song writers in

the various studios, following the

decline of filmusicals. M-G-M is the
latest to put the skids on its music
department and the company figures

this will lop 25 grand off the weeklv
payroll. Or $1,300,000 a year.

THE INSIDERS
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Smiles Ahead for

B. O. in Michigan,

Butterfield Says

Detroit—Grosses at Butterfield theatres

throughout the state are on the increase,

which Col. W. S. Butterfield accepts as a

"positive sign that the public has lost much
of its fear and business is on the upward

trend."

The circuit operates 80 theatres in 30

cities of the state, outside Detroit, so may
be taken as a barometer of conditions

throughout Michigan.

Several of the automobile manufacturing

plants have begun to lay their plans for

the return of part of their men to work,

which the circuit feels is a healthy sign, as

they usually lay off men during November
and December, not putting them back to

work until some time in January.

Butterfield now is mapping plans for a

1,200-seat house at Holland, Mich. The
firm recently opened the. Bay at Bay City

and the Lansing at Lansing. Both of these

were rebuilt.

Claim 5 Cent

Shows Unfair
Detroit—Independents here are disturbed

over Saturday morning five cent kid

matinees, which they assert is unfair com-
petition. The independents say they must

buy films on a contract specifying a ten cent

minimum admission charge, while the chains

buy on franchises which contain no such

provision.

Theatre Ad Rate Raise
Is Battled by Loew's

Loew's is calling upon house managers to

advise the home office immediately when-
ever any of their local newspapers attempt

to raise advertising rates. The firm says

that there are instances of publishers who
believe that theatres are making heavy
dough, and are trying to offset decline in

other lines by raising the ante on theatrical

advertising.

"Tol'able David" in 5
RKO Keys This Week

Five simultaneous runs in RKO ace

houses are scheduled this "week-end for

"Tol'able David." They are: Mayfair,

New York; Keith's. Boston; New Keith's,

Syracuse ; Palace, Rochester, and Albee,

Providence. Later, a Coast-to-Coast day
and date showing will be held, starting Dec.
13. Previously, it had been reported that

Columbia was dickering for the Central for

a $2 run for the picture.

Gloria Sued for $45,000
Hollywood—Maurice Cleary, agent, has

sued Gloria Swanson for $45,000, which. he
claims due him as commissions on a con-

tract with United Artists he said he negoti-

ated for her in 1925.

William Le Baron Joseph I. Schnitzer

Le Baron Stays;

But Nut Still a

Headache atRKO
Hollywood—While Hiram Brown and Jo-

seph 1. Schnitzer still are in conference on

the Radio lot, Wil-

liam Le Baron is set

as production chief,

as exclusively fore-

cast last week by
Motion Picture
News.
There has been se-

vere criticism of

costs, but LeBaron
will have the support

of the New York
executives, especially

in view of the fact

that they are greatly

pleased with "Cim-
arron," now in the

final stage of production.

No more independent productions, such

as those being made by Charles R. Rogers,

are planned in future.

Hiram Brou

When Is a Divorce Not a
Divorce? Ask Mrs. Rinaldo

Hollywood—Duncan Rinaldo, one of the

leads in "Trader Horn" which M-G-M has

been sweating over for years and years

now, is divorced, but the former missus

apparently has a different idea. She has

appealed to Superior Judge Robert H.

Scott for an order compelling the actor to

give her counsel fees so that she may reopen

the divorce action, which was originally

heard about a year ago. She contends Ri-

naldo "frightened" her into the proceedings

against her will, using the argument his

screen career would be hampered if it be-

came known he was married.
It wasn't so long ago that Mrs. Rinaldo

filed suit for $50,000 against Edwina Booth,

who appears in the same picture with Ri-

naldo, charging Edwina had alienated Dun-
can's affections. This Miss Booth has de-

nied in her answer to the action.

Noonan Escapes Honor Camp
Hollywood—Charge of felony has been

filed by the district attorney against Jack
Noonan, brother of Sally O'Neill and Molly
O'Day, for alleged escape from the sheriff's

honor camp where he was serving a year's

term for receiving stolen property.

Admission Price

War in Antipodes

Panicing Theatres

Sydney—Local exhibitors, frenzied by de-

pressed industrial conditions, have been

thrown into a state of panic by the removal
from contracts of the minimum price clause.

For years exhibitor associations fought

for the stipulation in contracts of minimum
admission rates. After setbacks from the

distributors, they finally succeeded in their

endeavors only to lose it two years later.

The result then was that showmen unaf-

filiated with official organizations adopted

cut-throat tactics and concessions and re-

duced prices spread like influenza.

Reinclusion of the clause restored the

business to normalcy ; and it is feared that

the disposal of it now will start old practices

anew. In fact, the major circuits have al-

ready started mailing out coupons. At one

city house, a patron may walk in on present-

ation of a receipt from a clothing store prov-

ing that he has purchased at least half a

dollar's worth of goods.

RKO Building

In 2 N. Y. Towns
Radio-Keith-Orpheum is going ahead

with its upstate New York building program
and has completed plans for its houses at

Albany and Schenectady. John Eberson has

completed plans for the Schenectady house,

to be built on State St. by M. Shapiro &
Son of New York. The theatre will seat

2,500 and will be completed in May or June.

Shapiro & Sons also will build the Albany
theatre, which will be at Clinton Ave. and
N. Pearl St.

Paramount's Survey in

Australia Is Completed
Portland—While denial has been made

that Paramount was dickering for an in-

terest in Union Theatres, Australian chain,

Ed Wall of the real estate department re-

cently returned from making a survey of

the Antipodes houses for Paramount.

Stage Shows Out at
Portland Paramount

Portland—Stage units are being aban-

doned in the program' of economy adopted at

the Portland Paramount.

In Tax Suits
Hollywood—Olive Borden owes Uncle

Sam $119.29 and "Barney" Glazer $13,319.24
in additional taxes, according to the Col-
lector of Internal Revenue Welch, who has
filed income liens to collect.

Dane-Arthur Tour
Indianapolis—Karl Dane and George K.

Arthur open a 12 weeks' vaudeville tour
here next week. They will reach New York
in December.
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U. A. Offensive Strikes a Snag When
Franklin Quits Amid Barrage of Words

18 as Starter

Los Angeles—Eighteen theatres for

key cities in the territory west of Chi-

cago are planned as a starter in the

United Artists building program,

according to D. .1. McNerny, company
executive. One-third of the projects

will be started by January, he de-

clares.

Schenck Confab

May Determine

Lichtman Status

Future status of Al Lichtman as vice-

president in charge of distribution of United

Artists is expected to be determined at con-

ferences with Joseph M. Schenck and

other company mem-
bers fo be held next

week on the Coast.

Lichtman left New
York Thursday for con-

ferences at the studios.

Argument over nega-

tive costs as compared
with grosses is said to

be behind the reported

difficulties now existing

between Schenck and
Lichtman. Unless they
are ironed out, it is

said, Lichtman will

leave the company Jan.

1, either to produce pic-

tures on his own or to accept another sales

assignment.

Al Lichtman

Percentage and Overage
Are Hit by Indiana Unit
Indianapolis—Indiana exhibitors are op-

posed to guarantee and percentage, they
emphasized at their meeting here. The or-

ganization has changed its name to Allied

Theatres of Indiana, in line with the or-

ganization plan to have all regional units

carry the Allied name. Work of Allied

States Association and Abram F. Myers,
president, was praised.

Chevalier to Make 2 in N. Y.
Maurice Chevalier, who returns from

France around the beginning of the year,

will make two more pictures in the East.

The first will be directed bv Ernst Lubitsch.

On Way East
Hollywood—Will H. Hays, Arthur Horn-

blower. Jr.. M. A. Schlesinger, J. Boyce
Smith and David Hochreich are en route

to New York.

Clarke "Has Beens" Wisecrack
Goads Fox W. C. Foes

Into Action

Los Angeles—Offensive of United Art-
ist > against Fox West Coast Theatres,
launched a week ago with a fanfare of

trumpets, already has struck a snag, with
the result that Harold B. Franklin is not
to be associated in the theatre building
campaign against the circuit, which Joseph
M. Schenck and his associates term an
"arrogant monopoly."

Franklin not only has denied that lie will

be associated with Schenck and Howard
Hughes in development of a circuit to buck
the West Coast chain, but says the move
of United Artists and its members in mak-
ing public their feelings against the cir-

cuit is "a grievous mistake," especially at
this time.

Smarting under the "has beens" crack of
Harley L. Clarke, Fox president, in reply-
ing to United Artists' initial "war" declara-
tion, its stars have begun a series of per-
sonal appearances to acquaint the public
with their side of the fight. The first

such appearance was at the Alhambra, where
Al Jolson and Eddie Cantor opened the
series of onslaughts against the circuit's
"selfish attitude."

The battle started last week when United
Artists broadcast a "declaration of indepen-
dence" stating that Fox was attempting to
dictate the rentals it would pay for films,
which rentals were deemed unjust. A bov-
cott on Fox theatres was declared.

Clarke Answers Charge
In reply. Clarke declared that United

Artists apparently believed old time stan-
dards still prevail in the industry, asserting
the company demanded prices for its pic-
tures regardless of possible profit to the
theatre owner. He said his firm offered
to buy United Artists' pictures on the same
basis it buys those of other companies, flat

rental or percentage.

"Much as we should like to add to the

income of the famous old time actors com-
posing the United Artists," he declared,

"we can do so only on the basis of the

demands of the theatre-going public."

Schenck in rebuttal has declared Clarke

i^ evading the issue and with Mary Pick-

ford has asserted that if the standards

Clarke intimates he is introducing in the

industry are new standards they nope the

old ones prevail. Scnenck charges the Fox
West Coast circuit with overbuying m order
to freeze out independents. These, he said,

are shelved. Charlie Chaplin also has is-

sued a statement attacking the "monopoly."

Net of CI. A. Theatres
Orons to $869,361 in 1930
United Artists Theatre Corp. earned

$869,631 after interest, taxes and provision
ior depreciation and amortization for the
year ended Aug. 31, a drop of $244,101
from the net of last year, which was re-

ported as $1,113,732, which included the
profit realized from sale of minority inter-

est in the P. C. T. circuit of Great Britain.

U. S. Action?
Los Angeles—If evidence of a viola-

tion of the Sherman anti-trust act is

submitted to his office, U. S. Attorney
McNabb said he would take appropri-
ate action, authorizing an investiga-
tion and reporting findings to the De-
partment of Justice.

Schenck Denies

U. A. Asked Fox
Exorbitant Split

Hollywood—Terms for its jjictures over

the Fox West Coast circuit agreed upon by

United Artists, which he says the circuit

later repudiated, "were identically the same
as \ye have made with Paramount, Loew's

and Warners," Joseph
M. Schenck told Mo-
tion Picture News.
United Artists, he said,

"never insisted upon
any exorbitant percent-

age split."

"We will build ade-

quate theatres which
can be run with low
overhead," he said, "so

that our own pictures

and those of producers
who will want to play

their pictures in our
theatres can get such
returns that will make

it possible for ourselves and others to con-
tinue to produce pictures.

"We have no desire to overseat any sit-

uation," he continued, "but it is absolutely

necessary for us to protect ourselves against

the arbitrary and destructive methods used
by the Fox West Coast circuit."

Joseph M. Schenck

Luther Reed, Director,
Finds One Not in Script

Hollywood—Write this one into the

script

:

Jocelyn Lee. it seems, is hunting evidence
to use in a cross complaint against Luther
Reed, director of "Rio Rita" and "Dixiana,"
for divorce. She, therefore, hired a private

detective to keep tabs on Luther's move-
ments.

Enter J. F. Hudson, an attorney, into the
picture as an innocent, if unharmed victim,

of circumstances and the foibles of private

detectives. It was the Hudson domicile, not
the Reed residence, that the detective turned
his spyglass on_. And Hudson, hearing the
prowler, reached for the family revolver,

nabbed the detective and called the police.

It was then that the "dick" broke down and
confessed he was on a gumshoe job for Miss
Lee.
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Here's an Actor
The outstanding figure in "Rene-

gades," in which Warner Baxter and
Noah Beery supply the competition,
C. Henry Gordon delivers a perform-
ance that may properly be described
as brilliant.

As the hard-hitting, but courteous,
captain in the French Foreign Legion,
Gordon is biting, satirical, sentimen-
tal and piercing. That's saying plenty
for any man's performance, but this

stage actor, new to talkers, conveys
that and more. His work is something
to be remembered.

KANN

Daylight Saving

Killed by Theme
Songs on Coast

Hollywood—Defeat of the daylight saving

plan in California has given the business a

taste of the power it can wield in influenc-

ing public opinion, and the music is sweet.

Knowledge of the weapon that the trade

can wheel into line if and when it becomes
necessary is one of the big topics of con-

versation in the film colony today.

The idea first started when it was dis-

covered that Standard Oil planned to spend

more than $100,000 on a campaign to get

the daylight pact over. Knowing this plan

would hurt the theatre industry, as well as

the farming interests, Harold B. Franklin
launched the campaign against the plan and
with the aid of important men on the coast,

and in the east, put over the opposing plan.

West Coast Theatres donated $50,000 to

the campaign and Sidney Kent, Nicholas

Schenck, Adolph Zukor, James R. Grainger

and others donated about $10,000 each for

their companies. Offices were opened and
the fight started. Louis B. Mayer and Harry
Chandler were important in helping get

legislative and newspaper interests in the

campaign.

Jeff Lazarus had charge of the campaign
for the theatres, while Jules Brulatour gave

5,000,000 feet of film free for trailers.

Remembering the crack by Francois Vil-

lon in "If I Were King," which mentioned

something about not caring who makes the

laws for the country, if he can write the

songs, Franklin, while head of Fox West
Coast, had a group of theme songs written

for the daylight savings fight which the

theatre interests waged and won by a vote

of three to one.

Theme songs were not the only medium
which was used to win the battle against

the change in time. Every major studio had

special short subjects made with big stars

appearing and gave these free for the cam-

paign. These and heavy advertising in

papers and billboards helped to veto the

idea.

Unknown on Radio Lot
Hollywood—Radio is up to its old tricks

of signing unknown girls with no profes-

sional experience. Rochelle Hudson is the

latest "discovery" with William LeBaron
listed as "discoverer." The youngster is 17

and hails from Oklahoma. Only previous

experience is in amateur shows.

S. Charles Einfeld

Einfeld Publicity

And Ad Chief of

Merged W.B.-F.N.

S. Charles Einfeld, known to friends as

Charlie, has stepped up the ladder and now
carries the monicker of director of publicity

and advertising for

Warner Bros.-First Na-
tional-Vitaphone.

The shift places A.
P. ("Abe") Waxman,
until now bedecked with
a similar title for War-
ners, in charge of spe-

cial exploitation, which
means he will spend
most of his time travel-

ing the country on as-

signments handed out
by the home office.

The Warner staff,

now housed on the third

floor at combined com-
pany headquarters, will move to the fourth
floor, where the First National publicity

and advertising crew now holds sway. Ein-
feld said on Thursday
that the major individ-

uals in both depart-
ments will be held,

making a total of about
15 all told. There will

probably be some trim-
ming in the office force

necessary to keep the

amalgamated depart-
ments operating.

Einfeld, the new boss,

has been part of the
First National family
for many years, work-
ing under several de-
partment heads, includ-

ing C. F. Chandler and Jerome Beatty. and
succeeded the latter when his contract ran
out several years ago.

He ranks among the topnotchers in the

publicity and advertising racket, although
primarily his duties in the picture business
have revolved around preparation of copy.

Exactly how Waxman's new job will af-

fect David ("Skip") Weshner is something
yet to be worked out. Weshner is in charge
of exploitation and. advertising at all War-
ner theatres except those in New York and
on the Coast.

A. P. Waxman

Sydney Fox, N. Y. Stenog,
Lands 5 Year Job at "U

Hollywood—Formerly a stenographer in

New York and a last season's rave among
Gotham's critics, Sydney Fox's first assign-

ment under a five-year Universal contract

will be opposite Lew Ayres in "Mississippi."

Miss Fox played one of the leads of "Lost
Sheep" in New York last season. It was
her first theatrical venture, but it went over

with a bang.

Film Business?
P. L. Thompson, director of public

relations for Western Electric, while
in England took occasion to check on
the amount of advertising being spent
by his company in various British
papers. Of the advertising manager
of the one in which the most was be-
ing spent, Thompson inquired the
paper's circulation.

"Oh, we never give out that infor-
mation," was the quick rejoinder.
"But I must know," returned P. L.,

"I want to find out what I am buying.
I don't want to buy type and space;
I'm buying readers. How many read-
ers have you?"
"Oh, a jolly lot," came the reply.

Must Have Silents,

Australian Houses

SeekGov'tSupport

Sydney—Faced with the possibility of a
complete cessation of silent importations
next year, exhibitors will ask the Federal
Government to consider the complete aban-
donment of import duties on silent prints.

Hope is expressed that American distrib-

utors, given free entree with silent copies,
will continue to service this market, thus
eliminating the position confronting the un-
wired showman today—that he must wire up
or walk out.

Exhibitors in their confab with Acting
Prime Minister Fenton will point out that

10 cents a foot duty on silent product defi-

nitely kills this field as a commercial propo-
sition; that of the 900 exhibitors running si-

lent films few can afford to install sound,
otherwise they would have done so already;

and that continuance of such drastic im-
posts will close up many theatres that would
ordinarily manage to exist, and entertain-

ment taxation accruing from those houses
will be accordingly lost.

Special Columbia Force to

Sell Foreign Talkers Here
Columbia Pictures Distributing Corpora-

tion has been organized by Joe Brandt to
sell foreign talkers to American exhibitors.

A special sales force, operating out of Co-
lumbia exchanges, will handle the product.
Number of pictures is not yet set, but opera-
tions are slated to begin about the first of
the year.

" U. S. Sues Mogler Widow
St. Louis—Suit for $1,000 has been filed

by the government against Mrs. Adele
Mogler, wife of the late Joseph Mogler,
State Senator and theatre owner, who was
murdered by robbers in the Mogler theatre

in North St. Louis December 5. The gov-
ernment seeks to collect on a forfeited bond
signed by Mogler for John Lewis of Jeffer-

son County, Mo., who was indicted on a
charge of violating the national prohibition

law.

Tom North Out
Chicago—Tom North, special representa-

tive for Pathe headquartering out of Chi-

cago, has resigned.

Midnight Preview at Roxy
Policy of midnight previews, in vogue at

other Broadway theatres, was adopted
Thursday at the Roxy.
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Gravy Licked Up, Producers Getting

Headaches Over Foreign Talker Mess

Attempt to Hold World Do-
minion Saddles Industry

with Many Millions

Dark clouds are strutting the financial

horizon of the industry unless some sanity

is injected into operations in the foreign

field. A number of important executives

religiously advance the thought.

Refusing to talk directly for publication,

off the record these analyists of trade prob-

lems see in the rapidly increasing production

of foreign language talkers a policy that is

saddling the business with additional mil-

lions in negative cost in an attempt to hold

a revenue that formerly constituted the

"gravy."

Eight companies have made or have
scheduled 193 foreign talker versions of

American talkers in German, French, Span-
ish, Italian. Dutch. Polish, Swedish and
other languages. One company, Universal,

plans to spend $750,000 on ten Spanish

talkers in its efforts to hold the Spanish-
speaking markets. M-G-M has made sev-

eral foreign talkers on the Coast that have
cost $150,000 each. The total runs into

several millions, at least, for the entire in-

dustry.

Expensive Experiment

Students of the foreign market confiden-

tially express themselves as dubious of what
they describe as an extremely costly experi-

ment ; yet, even where the inclination exists

to steer clear of this type of production,

several foreign sales managers state that

they are compelled to join the procession

because of their competitors.

In Spanish-speaking countries there are
approximately 4,000 theatres, with about
500 wired. The German-speaking markets
include 8,000 houses, of which 1,200 or

thereabouts are wired. In the French-speak-
ing countries, the number of theatres is

4,500 as against 450 wired. Italy has 1,300

houses and 175 that are wired.

It is maintained that, on paper, it might
be possible to come through with a profit.

Against this, however, the disturbed execu-
tives point out that American-made foreign

talkers, with few exceptions, have flopped

abroad. As another argument, they point

out that American stars, exploited and built

up overseas, are now practically out of the

running because of linguistic limitations.

A third factor revolves around the $500

Butts Butts In
Hollywood—Buster Keaton has re-

ceived a letter of protest from the di-

rector of the Harrison Cove vocational
school in Martinsburg, Pa. It seems
this worthy is actually named Elmer
Butts and objects to Buster satirizing

the ancient and honorable name of

Butts.
Ripley is reported seeking Elmer

for his next "Believe It or Not."

Criticism in the Raw
Hollywood—It happened at one of

those Beverly Hills house parties. One
of the male stars had primed himself
too much with a forbidden liquid and
was entertaining the rest with imita-

tions of actors.

"Isn't he marvelous?" gurgled a girl

celebrant. "Why, he's as bad as the
people he imitates."

a reel royalty which Western Electric col-

lects on every talker made under the license,

regardless of the language. This item, in

itself, runs into a substantial figure and

adds materially to the overhead. Therefore,

the worry.

What Trade Is Doing

Columbia is proceeding quietly with its

plans, officially admitting only one, "Ma-
donna of the "Streets," in Spanish. Others

are planned in that language, with produc-

tion to be concentrated in Hollywood.

The same watchful waiting attitude is be-

ing maintained at First National. To date,

three foreign language versions of Ameri-

can talkers have been made on the Coast,

one each in German, Spanish and French.

There will be more, but how many more
depends on developments.

Fox is committed to a schedule of ten

talkers in Spanish, of which six have been

completed in Hollywood. In Paris, seven

French talkers are on schedule ; also six

German talkers and three Italian.

M-G-M has been talking about production

abroad, but so far foreign versions have

been confined to the Coast. Nineteen fea-

tures in French, Italian and Spanish are

scheduled and three or four in each of those

languages already finished. The German
group will embrace 12. with one-third fin-

ished. Arthur M. Loew, head of the for-

eign department, is en route to New York
from the Coast. Plans concerning activity

abroad will then be further discussed.

Paramount Leads

Paramount is more heavily committed to

foreign talkers than any other company or

combination of companies in the industry.

At Joinville, near Paris, the 104th feature

is currently at work. Nine have been fin-

ished in French, seven in Spanish, five in

Italian, three in German, five in Swedish,

two in Polish, three in Czech, and two in

Hungarian. Pictures like "Paramount on
Parade" have been turned out in all of these

languages and, in addition, in Dutch and
Jugoslavian. In Hollywood, four in Span-
ish and three in French have been shot with

plans for additional pictures from time to

time. Bob Kane, who handles the Joinville

studio, is here from Paris, having returned

with Eugene Zukor and Mel Shauer to dis-

cuss future activities with home office exec-

utives.

Pathe's experience has been somewhat
different. The company declares it has

found synchronized versions of its Holly-

wood product are acceptable abroad and has,

Eight Companies Schedule 193
Versions, Despite Flops

of Bi-Linguals

therefore, abandoned plans to "dub" in or
produce in foreign dialogue.

A French version of "The Royal Bed,"
formerly "The Queen's Husband," repre-

sents Radio's total activity in this direction.

The studio on the Coast has received in-

structions to sidetrack any discussion of

foreign talkers.

Tiffany is in status quo, with nothing
done and nothing definitely planned.

United Artists, states Arthur W. Kelley,

is doing nothing at this time and no definite

plans are in the making.

"U" Spending $750,000

Universal has spent $75,000 each on
Spanish version of "The Cat Creeps" and
"East Is West." Ten in this language are
on schedule, but actual production will be
limited to one picture at a time, "Dracula"
being the third. In other words, Universal's
bid for Spanish-speaking trade will cost

the company $750,000 in production alone,

the sales costs adding considerable to that

figure. Other activities on the Universal
lot include a French version of "The Bou-
doir Diplomat." A few German pictures are
now being made, but later the company will

make ten in Germany in association with
some local producer.

Warners are gearing their activity in con-
sonance with First National. Two each in

German, French and Spanish have been
produced in Hollywood. Beyond that, noth-
ing with definite plans to be made as con-
ditions warrant.

House Plans Western Policy
Roswell, N. M.—E. C. Trieb of Pacific

Theatre Corp., is installing RCA Photo-
phone equipment in the Capitan, which will

function as a western pop price house. He
also has the Princess here and the Cavern,
Carlsbad.

Sherman Negotiating
Harry Sherman, president of Majestic

Pictures, is negotiating for the players who
are to play the three leads in "The Price
Mark," which will be his company's second
picture. He leaves New York soon for the

Coast to start production.

"Bring Back the Kids"
Providence—"Note: Because of its

delicate theme and frank dialogue,
WE DO NOT RECOMMEND 'Scar-
let Pages' for children.—The Manage-
ment."
This statement, enclosed in a box,

was used in advertisements by the
Majestic in connection with exploita-
tion of this picture during the week.
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Universal Wins
Plagiarism Suit;

Industry Victory

A victory for the entire industry is Uni-

versal'* view of the dismissal of the $3,000,-

000 suit brought against the company by

Anne Nichols, charging that "The Cohens
and the Kellys" was a plagiarism of her

"Allies Irish Rose."

Had the claim been

upheld, Universal says.

fields of production on

both screen and stage

"would be tremendous-

ly circumscribed," Eor it

would have made pos-

sible the copyright of

type plots and type sit-

uations, prohibiting use

by any but the copy-

right owner except un-

der license.

Universal spent near-

ly $250,000 defending

the suit brought in

March, 1926, only $10,000 of which can be

recovered as counsel fees. Decision in favor

of Universal -was handed down in May.
1929. and decision on appeal on Nov. 10.

Universal was defended by Siegfried F.

Hartman, its former general counsel, who
brought into the case ex-Governor Nathan
Miller as trial attorney.

This is the third case of industry impor-.

tance fought and won by Carl Laemmle.
The first was the fight against the patents

company, which resulted in dissolution of

General Film, and the second the Grace

Humiston case in 1916 in which Laemmle
established that a newsreel was entitled to

all the privileges of a newspaper.

Carl Laemmle

6IP Spends More
On Ads; Laemmle

Asks Exhib Aid
Universal is increasing its advertising as

a means to help general economic conditions

and is urging all exhibitors to "boost your

own advertising as you never did in your

life." The policy, says Carl Laemmle, lit-

erally means "kicking the budget out of the

window."
The only way to get hoarded wealth into

circulation is "to apply the pressure of the

stiffest possible advertising campaign,"

Laemmle believes, and intends to increase

trade, newspaper and all other forms of

advertising. He asks exhibitors to plaster

posters all over and to increase local news-

paper space as their contribution in the

campaign.

New Liberty Bank Head
John J. Mulligan is new president of the

Liberty National Bank & Trust Co., of

which the Setay Co., headed by H. J. Yates,

is the largest stockholder. He succeeds

Robert W. Daniel. Setay also owns a large

block of stock in Consolidated Film In-

dustries. Mulligan formerly was vice-presi-

dent.

To Foreign Lands

Amedee J. Van Beuren, Pathe pro-
ducer, is planning to send a camera-
man and sound recording equipment

around the world,
photographing un-
usual locations
and incidents in

foreign countries
away from the
beaten path of

tourist travel, for

the purpose of
accumulating an
up - to-the-minute
library. The ex-
pedition is to be

ready within 90

days, and Elmer
Clifton, who di-

rects the Vaga-
A. J. Van Beuren

bon(, series , with

Tom Terriss. will accompany the ex-

pedition as director.

Canada Widens

Scope of Probe

Into Chain Buy
Ottawa—Decision has been made by the

Federal government of the passing of an
order-in-council for the enlarging of the

scope of the authorized investigation of Fa-

mous Players Canadian Corp. and various

film distributors under the Combines Act

and for the holding of sessions of the com-

mission in various cities to obtain evidence.

The order-in-council provides for the en-

gaging of experts to assist Peter White, K.

("., who was previously appointed commis-

sioner in charge of the inquiry. The com-

mission is authorized to look into various

complaints of independent exhibitors that

the corporation and associated companies

are making it difficult, if not impossible, to

book pictures on a reasonable basis; also

that Famous Players has shut out stage

road-shows and that the corporation is en-

gaged in bringing executive and other em-

ployes and stage acts from the United States

who might otherwise be engaged in Canada.

Resentment has arisen over the bringing in

of performers for stage shows in Montreal

and Toronto when artists are available in

those cities, it is stated.

Union Operators Return
To Work in Minneapolis

Minneapolis—One man in the booth of

independent houses here is provided for in

settlement of the operators' strike with union

operators back on the job Monday. This is

a complete victory for the 22 houses which

have been operated on a non-union basis

since their demand for a one-operator basis

was refused in September. The fight has

been a bitter one, many of the theatres suf-

fering stench bomb outrages, and the front

of one sprinkled with bullets during the

struggle. All of the theatres concerned were

picketed. The new scale provides for $47.50

for theatres plaving from 7 to 11 P.M. daily,

and 2 to 11 P.M. Sunday; and $50 for

houses playing from 7 to 11 :30 daily and 2

to 11 :30 Sunday.

Photophone Sets

For U. S. Navy in

$589,848 Award
RCA Photophone equipment is the sound

reproducing equipment choice of the U. S.

Navy, with 300 sets to be installed aboard
ships and at land stations in a contract in-

volving $589,848. The company's bid was
submitted by C. J.

Ross, executive vice-

president.

Twenty first-line

battleships. 60 cruis-

ers, 120 destroyers

and a number of

-lion- stations are to

receive RCA Pho-
tophone sets under
the contract. Instal-

lations will start in

April. RCA Photo-
phone recently was
awarded .contract for

installations in 60
Army posts through-
out the country.

With the installation of the equipment,
a complete system of personal train-
ing, general information and cultural edu-
cation will be adopted. Ross says the ex-
periment will do much "to establish the
utility of sound pictures for training and
educational purposes." He believes demon-
stration will be watched closely by educa-
tional institutions, many of whom already
are equipped with sound apparatus.

C. J. Ross

"Big House" Gets

Half Million in

Broadway Runs
M-G-M's "The Big House" grossed $481,-

S43 in 19 weeks on Broadway, according
to Motion Picture News estimates. At
the Astor, 1,120-seat house, where it played
17 weeks two-a-dav at $2 top. the picture

got $325,482; while it grossed $152,361 in

two weeks at the 4,700-seat Capitol, playing
two weeks on a grind policy at $1.50 top.

Other recently completed runs are "Old
English," getting $165,339 in nine weeks
playing two-a-day at the 1,490 seat Warner
at $1.50 top, and "Outward Bound," which
got $88,809 in five weeks playing two-a-day
at $1.50 top at the 3,700-seat Hollywood.
"Outward Bound" since has moved to the

Warner.

I

"Big House" Depicts U. S.

Prisons Only, Censors Say
Toronto—Censors here took a neat rap

at conditions in some prisons in the United
States. Before granting approval for the

public consumption of "The Big House."
the Ontario censors required the insertion

of a special subtitle (impressively silent) to

the effect that the story depicted certain

penitentiary conditions in the L'nited States,

but that there was no suggestion that the

feature represented prison life in any other

English-speaking country.
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Horwitz Trick Tactics Seen as Forcing

Publix to Buy Out His Theatre Holdings

LiCQCll TllVCttt Washington—Reported extension of new protection

12 I//" j schedules to include the five-year Tiffany and Radio fran-
/>// J\lll€(t Oil chises, and action of Radio in moving "Check and Double

TlVO Counts Check" to "B" houses for so-called extended runs, after
the regular RKO key runs, before making the film availa-
ble to the regular second runs, are being investigated by
Allied States Association. Legal action is threatened in
both instances. Effort is being made with the new zoning
schedules to supplant the protection provided for in the
five-vear franchises, it is charged.

Organists Used

To Draw Kiddies

In Milwaukee

Milwaukee— Since the musicians' union

has agreed to allow exhibitors in neighbor-

hood houses to hire organists without the

necessity of featuring a four-piece orches-

tra, the organist is again assuming his post

in a number of the outlying theatres in the

city.

Organists are being featured at Fox's
Tower, Oriental, Uptown, Modjeska and
Garfield theatres here as well as Warners'
Downer and Venetian theatres. These or-

ganists are being used to advantage to pro-

mote kiddie business and play an important

part in the special Saturday matinees for

kiddies featured at these theatres.

Community singing programs are being

used to plug the kiddie business and it is

expected that if this feature meets with

success, other outlying houses, both chain

and independent, will again put on organ-

ists, especially insofar as most of the the-

atres are equipped with organs.

Thrill Film Comeback
Held Due to the Press

A longing for action and thrills is being

created by the press of today and pictures

with action, punch and imagination must be
supplied if this demand is to be filled, declares

John R. Freuler, president of Big 4 Film
Corp., New York. This year, he predicts,

the pendulum will swing even further toward
action pictures, which "came back with a

rush" last season.

All type houses are reacting to the devel-

opment he has found in making a survey

of the situation, asserting that circuit as

well as independent houses are welcoming
the return of outdoor films.

There is a growing vogue to adapt best

sellers and to develop plots along the lines

of characters headlined in the press, he
asserts.

Miller in Big 4 Film
Hollywood—Walter Miller, veteran fea-

ture and serial star, has been signed by Big
4 to appear in "Hell's Valley" in support

of Wally Wales.

Horwitz, Censor

Ally, Stubs Toe
Playing "Ingagi"

Houston—Will Horwitz, crusading inde-

pendent whose stand for censorship has
aroused the resentment of the film indus-
try generally, stubbed his toe locally when
he played "Ingagi." The local showman,
who a week later became president of Al-
lied Theatres of Texas, came in for a severe
panning at the hands of the Houston Cliroii-

iilc, which termed the playing of that film

an "affront to public decency." due to its

theme and alleged falsification.

Horwitz's sobbing has been that he was
forced to play pictures of which he is

ashamed, due to block booking, but he can't
advance that claim for his "ingagi" show-
ing, as that film was booked independently
and separately and so was booked by Hor-
witz's choice.

Sues in Theatre Sale
Des Moines—Corn Belt Theatres, Inc.,

of Oskaloosa, is being sued for $3,000 com-
mission claimed by D. H. Richey, theatre

man there, for putting through the sale of
the theatre to F. F. Kellum of Fort Dodge.
Bruno Pierce, H. S. Life and James
Bartholomew, officers of the Corn Belt
Theatres, have not paid him the commission
they agreed to do, says the petition.

Loew's Buys Buildings
Loew's has purchased the buildings hous-

ing Loew's Grand and Loew's Burnside,
both in the Bronx.

A Puzzle
Omaha—Whether special arrange-

ments on protection must be made by
distributors with members of Allied
Theatre Owners of Iowa served out of
this city, is a puzzle here. Protection
schedules have been adopted by dis-
tributors and the Nebraska and west-
ern Iowa organization, as M. P. T. O.
A. unit, but the Iowa Allied unit has
turned thumbs down on the schedules
as pertaining to its membership. The
Allied group also has blocked zoning
of the Des Moines territory.

Ulterior Motive Suspected in

Censorship, Protection,
Taxation Outbursts

Forcing the sale to Publix of the remain-
ing 50 per cent interest in his theatres is

the reported "nigger in the woodpile" in the

censorship, protection and taxation bom-
bast, (if Will Horwitz. recently elected pres-

ident of tin- Texas exhibitor unit. The rad-

ical leader, who is calling upon the public

to back him in a move to foist censorship
upon Texas, is regarded as using the office

of the state unit to further his ends.
At the convention, Horwitz advocated

state censorship, but the members took no
action on his suggestion. They did agree
to back him in a conspiracy action against

Paramount and other distributors, if con-
spiracy is discovered.

Myers' Repudiation
After the convention, Horwitz started his

blasts, declaring Abram F. Myers had
pledged him Allied States Association's sup-
port in securing review boards in every
state which did not have a proper censor-
ship. Myers gave the lie to this claim in a
statement in Motion Picture News.

Horwitz joined the Texas unit but a few
months ago, his membership declared, due to

the protection fight in which he was en-
gaged at Houston. Observers in Texas
doubt that he can command the support of

his membership in his pro-censorship cam-
paign.

Tampa Patrons Demand
Talkers in Taste Change
Tampa—The Prince, a house on upper

Franklin St., which has held to silent films

until this week, has gone talker. J. E.
Ramos, the manager, said, "When talkies

first arrived people would come up to the

box office and say, 'What you got, talkin'

pictures?' and I would say, 'No, sir;' and
they would drop down their 15 cents and
say, 'Good.'

However, the tide seemed to have turned,

as the sound was perfected and now Ramos
says talkers are demanded, so he installed

sound on film equipment and distributed

1,000 passes to introduce the new policy.

"Business is getting better every day,"

said Ramos, who still sells his talkers at the

same old 10 and 15 cent prices.

Protection Highlight
Of Ohio Meet Tuesday

Columbus—Gov. Myers Y. Copper, Gov.-
Elect George White and Sen. -Elect Robert
F. Bulklev, Harrv M. Warner, C. C. Petti-

john. Col. W. S. Butterfield. Hal Roach, and
Oscar Hanson will be among principal

speakers at the convention here Tuesday
and Wednesday of the Ohio exhibitor asso-
ciation. Protection is scheduled to be the
highlight of the annual gathering.

It was at last year's convention here that
the groundwork was laid for the 5-5-5 meet-
ings, which resulted in the drafting of the
proposed standard contract.
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Portland Socks

Dirty Pictures;

Joy Promises Art

Portland—This city is the only one of

the nation where there is a general agita-

tion against the quality of pictures. Col.

Jason S. Joy, director of public relations

of the producers' association, is authority

for the statement, made to the joint com-
mittee of the censor board and representa-

tives of ministerial associations, in com-
menting on the petition signed by 13,413

persons and calling for better pictures.

He gave the association and others as-

sembled in the city hall at a meeting called

by Mayor George S. Baker for a frank dis-

cussion of pictures an outline of the work
undertaken by the Hays organization to

clean up the industry. He stated that the

work of their organization in censoring is

a matter of judgment, and that no two
persons always agree on what is objection-

able and what is not.

Further, Col. Joy stated that the quality

of the pictures had improved 50 per cent

under the Hays code and that state censor

boards reported that eliminations had been
reduced 50 per cent since the code became
effective last March.
As the result of the meeting, where both

sides were given an opportunity to present

their arguments for and against pictures it

was decided that censorship would be fur-

ther tightened in Portland, and that the

Hays code will be strictly enforced as far

as all pictures that come to this city are

concerned.

Among the chief objections brought out

at the meeting in addition to the salacious

scenes that were declared to ruin many
otherwise good pictures, were those directed

at billboard advertising done by the motion
picture theatres.

Chester A. Lyon, who was the instigator

of the long petition in which was incor-

porated the Hays code, and which he stated

the committee heartily endorsed, also sug-
gested that vulgar songs and stories be
canned from the stage in Portland.
Among the signers of the petition and

who took an active part in the meeting for
the reformers were Chester A. Lyon. Most
Rev. Edward D. Howard, archbishop of

Portland in Oregon; Rev. H. M. Ramsey,
Rabbi Meyer Rubin and representative
Parent-Teacher Association members and
several school principals.

Tiffany Signs Una Merkel
Hollywood—Una Merkel has been signed

by James Cruze to play the feminine role in

"The Command Performance," the Tiffany
production in preparation. Walter Lang will

direct.

It Happened
Hollywood—A well known produc-

tion executive, on a quick trip from
New York with a scheduled visit of
two weeks, remained ten.
"By unpopular request," is his ex-

planation.

So
Hollywood—Ted Weems, orchestra

leader who entertains the Hollywood
celebs in the Roosevelt Blossom Room,
has after much thought and other
mental gymnastics discovered why
Clara Bow has a secretary called

Daisy.
The decision reached by Weems

—

after the long deliberation—consists of
three words

—

"Daisies won't tell."

Old 1st National

Franchisers With

Franklin Circuit?

(Continued from page 15)

cles. is held to hold significant possibilities

in the development of Franklin's circuit.

While president and general manager of

Fox West Coast Theatres, Franklin extend-

ed that chain as far eastward as Illinois, and
in that program he is said to have gained a

keen analysis of various situations in the

territory concerned. Thus, proposed acqui-

sitions, not considered propitious at the time,

now are under consideration, it is said.

Denies Sehenck Hookup
Franklin has denied that he is connected

with Joseph M. Sehenck in the proposed

chain. It had been reported at the time of

the United Artists—Fox West Coast break

that Franklin would be aligned with Schneck

and Howard Hughes in a chain to battle

Fox West Coast. Although there may be

no direct tie-up. it is quite likely that the

Franklin-operated houses will have an in on
United Artists products.

Rebuilding Rochester House
Rochester—Witli contracts awarded, work

on building a new front and installing new-

furniture and equipment in the old Vic-

toria, downtown house, preparatory to its

reopening as the Apollo Thanksgiving Day,

was begun this week. The work will in-

clude a new lighting system and readjusted

acoustics. Western Electric sound equip-

ment is being installed. Bert Kelly is mana-
ger and Maurice H. Kuhn is owner and re-

cent purchaser.

"Morocco" in Chinese
Hollywood

—"Morocco," featuring Gary-

Cooper and Marlene Dietrich, will go into

Grauman's Chinese on the termination of

the "Big Trail" run.

G. E. Short Held Over
The General Electric subject "The Elec-

tric Ship," is in its second week at Warners'
Strand, New York. This subject will also

play the Beacon for one week.

Returns to Pathe
Cleveland—Henry Laws is back with the

local Pathe office as city salesman, a posi-

tion which, until two months ago, he held

for 14 years.

Fox Movietone

Skit Spurs "Buy
Now" Campaign

Fox Theatres are boosting prosperity with
a four-minute Movietone sketch, "Words of
Wisdom," containing a dialogue skit be-
tween an optimist and pessimist. The skit

was shown at the Roxy, where it was re-

ported well received. The chain feels that if

$1 additional is spent each week by every
grownup of the nation a $50,000,000 spend-
ing fund would be provided and end the

business depression.

Prints are being sent to all theatres of

the circuit, which have been ordered to

promote and back Drosperity campaigns. A
special radio speech for managers now is

being prepared.

Union Seeks Country,
Suburbans in Antipodes
Washington — Union Theatres now is

reaching out to the country districts in New
South Wales, it is reported from Sydney,
Australia, to the M. P. Section of the De-
partment of Commerce.

Recently the company has acquired four
houses at Cessnock ; three at Wollongong

;

two each at Bulli, Kurri, and Maitland, and
one each in Thirroul, Corrimal, and Bath-
urst.

The chain now controls nearly 40 theatres
in New South Wales alone. Union Theatres
is undoubtedly carrying out a definite pro-
gram but the present depressed conditions

may have something to do with its progress
in view of the fact that many independent
exhibitors are facing financial difficulties

which may be causing them to consider of-

fers. Further reports are to the effect that

Union Theatres may take over some Sydney
-uburban houses.

Blank Backs Minnie
Course in Des Moines

Des Moines—A. H. Blank, head of the Cen-
tral States Theatres, which controls a chain
of Iowa theatres, none of which are located

in Des Moines, is backing an indoor golf

course, located at Seventh and High, a

block above the Paramount and Des Moines
theatres. Tickets which admit to the golf

courses are attached to the programs offered

at the Publix houses, the Paramount, Des
Moines, Strand, Garden and Palace. Ten
cents is also asked for with the ticket.

Erie Closes Doors
Cleveland—Erie theatre, one of Cleve-

land's picture landmarks, has closed its

doors permanently.

Brown Turns Tenderfoot
Hollywood—Joe E. Brown's next vehicle

for Warners will be "The Tenderfoot,"

No Overhead
Baltimore—The Brodie Theatre, resi-

dential house in South Baltimore, op-
erated by Joseph Brodie, was kept run-
ning for several weeks recently even
though the roof had been removed for
repair work.
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Stop Us If Were Wrong

MARKETS or no markets, the bridge
hounds at the Motion Picture Club wilt

hold a tournament on Nov. 20. You can even
play pinochle, if you like, although in some of

the best club circles that game is considered

passe.

Harold Gabrileve, former assistant manager
at the Rivoli, New York, was feted by his as-

sociates at a farezvell dinner with Phillip Engel,
new assistant manager of the house, acting as

master of ceremonies. . . . Gabrileve has been
transferred to the Publix-Comerford Capitol at

Scranton. . . . Bob Shapiro, treasurer of the

Rivoli, now has the same post at the Para-
mount, Brooklyn.

With the first runs showing "Madam Satan,"
"Soldier's Plaything" and "Du Barry, Woman
of Passion," the kiddies of Portland, Ore., are
having a tough time this week. . . . Who
said the producers are going after the children
patronage? . . . William Bakewell, according
to his p. a., has a double, named Percy. . . .

Bill learned about him when a girl encountered
him on the street, called him by that name and
started to bawl him out for his fickleness.

The latest divorce news from the Coast con-
cerns Duncan Renaldo, actor in "Trader Horn."
and Mrs. Suzette Renaldo. . . . The latter al-

leges that her husband, upon his return from
the Dark Continent, influenced her to file suit.

. . . Now she wants $500,000 from Edivina
Booth, the feminine lead, and the latter has
filed an answer denying that she had tried to

steal Duncan's affections. . . . Lois Moran is to

appear in the stage play, "This Is New York,"
opening in Providence Nov. 24.

Amos, Andy's pal, told a friend recently
that he speaks African with an American
accent. . . . There's a dark secret in Jack
Oakie's life that has just reached the pub-
lic prints. ... He used to sing in a Method-
ist church choir. . . . The Roxy has installed
a "Message Bureau" for "women who wish
to communicate with friends or to make or
break an appointment," in the words of
Martha Wilchinski. . . . Don't talk; write.

Believe it or not, but Harold P. Ironfield,
assistant manager for Fox at Omaha, would
luive Roger Ferri believe that there is a stick-

up gang in his territory which checks runs of
"Common Clay" figuring a good take after the

picture's showings. . . . Ann Harding's next
role is in "East Lynne" on the Fox lot. . . .

Her last was in First Nationals "The Girl of
the Golden West." . . . Thought she zvas a
Pathe star

* * *

Darryl Zanuck and William Wellman dis-

played their marksmanship prowess while
marooned in the wilderness of northern
Alberta, coming out with their limit of big
game. . . . Ray Enright and John Adolfi
were other members of the party.

* * *

Before leaving Omaha to become midwestern
division sales manager for Pathe. "Bob" Ballan-

tyne put the Omaha office on top on the Knute
Rockne football shorts. . . . Richard Dix now
is a member of the Kaw Indian tribe, albeit

honorary, the star having been given the works
by the redskins who participated in the making
of his "Cimarron," the big noise of the Radio
lot.

Mickey's Morals
Motion picture producers have had a

tough time with censors ever since
there have been motion pictures, but
you wouldn't thintt that Mickey Mouse
had his censor troubles, too, would
you? But he has, and serious ones, at

that.

Mickey Mouse has no Will Hays mor-
ality clause in his contract, but Walt
Disney, his creator, makes him lead a
model life for ail that. He never drinks
whisky, for example, nor smokes cigar-

ettes, and Disney sees to it that he
does nothing which would insult na-
tional dignity any where on the globe.
Recent censorship rulings reveal how

highly moral Mickey Mouse's life must
be. One cartoon was banned in Ohio,
for example, because a sedate cow, one
of Mickey's playmates, was portrayed
reading a copy of Elinor Glyn's "Three
Weeks." A German censor banned one
cartoon because an army of cats wore
German helmets, and this was deemed
offensive to national dignity.

Canada censors banned the one with
the cow in it, because the udder was
portrayed. A frolicking fish who play-

fully slapped a mermaid upon the thigh
with his fin caused another banish-
ment in Canada.

All of which shows that Mickey
Mouse must be very careful of the
company he keeps.

—

N. Y. Eve. World.

JOHN (FOX) DILLON certainly is going
up the ladder. . . . The former New York

salesman, who became a manager when assign-

ed to the Washington branch, now is handling
the Frisco office, due to the illness of Fred
Voigt. . . . When the latter recovers, Sales
Manager Jimmy Grainger has an equally im-
portant assignment for him, another reason for

that fine loyalty you find in Jimmy's sales gang.

* * *

Warners claims the banner on front of

the Winter Garden is the largest ever made.
. . . It's 155 feet long and 35 feet wide.

FAST-STEPPING is the title we have used
several times previously to describe the

Tiffany mob. . . . Race horses would have been
a better monicker judging by the never-such
shindig the company threw to welcome Al
Blofson to management of the New York
branch.

Al is in a spot, he knozvs it and the fact zvas
emphasized at the party, for following Phil
Myers is no cinch for anyone. . . . The hit of
the show was President L. A. Young, who
showed he was a regular from the zvord go.
. . . "Last zi'eek," he said, "they sold us out;
this week, we're in hock, and so it goes, but
Tiffany's not zvorrying and is going ahead
steadily." . . . What's more, he assured the
gang, Tiffany is going to continue at an even
faster clip.

* * *

Maybe this fellow M. A. (M.P.T.O.A.)
Lightman didn't prove that he's a showman.
He wisecracked all over the place and paid
real tribute to Oscar Hanson. . . . "Any bird
that can get me to address a Tiffany meet-
ing, and then horn in as a speaker at our
convention, is a salesman." . . . Grant L.

Cooke, vice-president, offered but a few
words.

Hanson finally got a word in edgewise and
left no doubt about the splendid esprit de corps
of the company. . . . That happy family spirit

sure is something in the day of firing and false

economy.

What a thrill in the speedy jaunt to Yonkers
under police escort to get a load of "She Got
What She Wanted." . . . And what a sensation
on the homeward journey when a big truck
disputed the right of way. . . . Recollections of
some hard deals they had made flashed before
the eyes of many a film veteran.

And then the final grand slam, which was
a master stroke. ... It began to look as
though Al Selig and Joe Rivkin had staged
such a swell affair they were going to have
a jam breaking it up.

Welcomed to New Post

C^Sls

L. A. Young, presi-

dent of Tiffany, wet-

comes Al Blofson to

his post as New York
manager at the
never - such welcom-
ing dinner. Left to

right, Oscar R. Han-
son, general sates

manager ; Young,
Blofson and Grant
L. Cooke, vice-presi-

dent.

*\S^
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M.P.T.O. Names 7 Unaffiliates to Board
Of 10 to Belie Claim of Hays Dominance
Independents to Confer With

But Will Not Be Ruled by
Big Chain Interests

Lightman

By RED KANN
Philadelphia—To set at rest report and

implication that it is dominated by the Hays
association, the M.P.T.O.A. at its annual

convention here gave seven of its ten direc-

torial posts to unaffiliated exhibitors. This
compares with a 5 to 5

ration of affiliated and
unaffiliated exhibitors

on the outgoing: slate.

M. A. Lightman. who
was re-elected president

bv pre-arranged sched-

ule, is responsible for

the change in the line-

up. He construes the

step as a definite indi-

cation that he and his

board will operate the

association as they col-

lectively see fit, confer-

ring with affiliated the-

atres who admittedly

supply the bulk of the dues that make the

organization go 'round, but not necessarily

bowing to affiliates' wishes.

The new directors listed in the independ-

ent division are William Benton, New
York; Ed M. Fay, Rhode Island; Jack
Miller. Illinois; Fred Wehrenberg, St.

Louis; Ed Kuydendahl, Mississippi; Chatles

E. Williams, Iowa, and M. E. Comerford.

The affiliates are Fred Desberg, Ohio ; Jack
Cohen. Philadelphia, and Major E. L.

Thompson, New York. Desberg is tied in

with Loews, Cohen with Warner-Stanley,

and Thompson with RKO.

Convention Tame Affair

The Philadelphia convention was a very

tame affair in the eyes of veterans who have
followed exhibitor organizations through-

out the years. A number of talks on serv-

ice were given, the uniform contract was
adopted, perfunctory resolutions on perfunc-

tory matters passed and that's about as far

as it got except that it wa6 distinguished

by its orderliness, calm and backslapping.

Except for Jack Miller's tirade against

the electrics on service charges, everybody

and everything appeared tinged with rose-

colored glasses. As a matter of fact, the

convention was more of a personal tribute

to Mike Comerford than anything else and,

while the sentiment was all for recognition

of a pioneer exhibitor, some questioned if

score charges, high rentals and labor trou-

bles weren't of more particular concern to

the exhibitor body at large.

Attendance Light

The meetings were not heavy in point of

attendance and lighter than that in point of

actual exhibitors, Philadelphia and Penn-
sylvania towns contributing many times

more than the rest of the nation combined.

In addition to Lightman's re-election,

Charles W. Picquet, North Carolina ; R. R.

Biechele, Kansas, and Frank C. Walker,
{Continued on page 34-5)

Smoking
A Peace
Pipe?

"Bunk, and more bunk" is the manner in which President
Lightman nailed a report which credited his organization
with a plan to include only affiliated exhibitors in his
organization, with Allied concentrating on independents.
The yarn is said to have resulted from a conference held

by certain exhibitor leaders who developed the idea as a
means of amicably solving all problems of chain and in-

dependent owners. The charge that M. P. T. O. A. could
not faithfully protect the interests of both factions with-
out constant friction is declared to have influenced form-
ulation of the plan.

Ballyhoo Passe,

Films Need Guts,

Vincent Asserts

Philadelphia—Ballyhoo exploitation is no
longer an important phase of exhibition,

according to Walter Vincent, Pennsylvania

chain operator, who told theatre owners as-

sembled here at the M.P.T.O.A. confab that

the picture now is the only important factor

in bringing dollars to the box-office. The
public's education in picture-going will not

permit hoodwinking by elaborate ballyhoo,

lie said.

"Less frivolous nonsense and more guts

in pictures is needed," Vincent declared,

pointing out that lack of good drama and
decency is killing off child attendance and
causing enormous losses at box-offices.

"Sound has not turned children out of

theatres, but obscenity has," he said, "and

(Continued on page 34-B)

SaysHorwitz Began Censor
Move on Protection Peeve
Philadelphia—Will Horwitz. described as

"the law suit fellow," is sponsoring censor-

ship for Texas because he wants to and
can't play pictures 40 days ahead of Hous-
ton independents whose admission scale

ranges from 35 to 40 cents as against his

5 to 15 cent theatres, according to C. C.

Pettijohn.

The other independents squawked. Petti-

john said, and Horwitz lost his protection

as, in the Hays counsel's opinion, he should
have.

The convention passed a resolution con-
demning Horwitz's action.

Taking a Bow
"Congratulations, 'M. A.,' on your

decision to again accept the presiden-
cy of the M.P.T.O.A.," was the Motion
Pictures News' salutation to the ex-
hibitor leader a week ago, "the
story's already in on the presses."

"That's a hot one," was Lightman's
rejoinder, "I only made the decision a
half hour ago."

ErpiPanA Miller

Move to Prevent

Loss of Members?

Philadelphia—Reports that Jack Miller's

dissatisfaction over treatment he says has
been meted out to him by "Erpi" on service

charges determined the M. P. T. O. A. to

adopt the resolution calling upon the elec-

tric to explain so that the Exhibitors' Asso-
ciation of Chicago would not defect to Al-
lied, provided one of the few, real "hot"
yarns of the convention.

Miller told Motion Picture News there
was absolutely no foundation for the report.

"I never was and never will be interested

in bargaining for anything I think is right,"

he said. "I don't do business that way. We
have never considered joining Allied."

Inside rumblings of the "trade" were
closely held, but the report nevertheless
seeped through. Efforts made by "Erpi's"
delegation here to squelch the resolution are
understood to have been successful only in

having it toned down.

Miller's tirade against the electric pro-
vided the only external explosion of the
entire convention. When the resolution was
read, he secured the floor and let loose.

"The Western Electric crowd has turned
into a bunch of order takers." he said.
"They charge anything they like for parts

(Continued on page 34-B)

Warner Receipts Pledged
To Help Philly's Jobless

Philadelphia—As a relief measure to aid
the unemployed of the city, Harry M. War-
ner stands willing to turn over the entire
Sunday proceeds of his 72 local houses to
any committee designated to handle the mat-
ter, provided independent operators here
come through in identical fashion.
The head of the Warner organization

made this promise in reply to a plea made
by Albert Greenfield, prominent local

realtor, that the theatre owners co-operate
to relieve the situation of those out of work.
Greenfield made it clear he was not aiming
at abridgement of Pennsylvania's famous
and irksome "blue" Sunday law, except for
one day.
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Industry Sinks or Swims with Indpts,

Kent States in Convention Highlight

Dark Mystery
Philadelphia—The serious and some-

what surprised expression of Mike
O'Toole, M. P. T. O. A. secretary,

when he opened a wide legal-sized en-

velope caused wonderment aplenty as

to the contents, particularly because

the sender was Gabriel L. Hess, Hays
office attorney.
The markings on the envelope fur-

ther intensified the speculation. They
included:
"Personal! Positively! Important!

Confidential!"

Buying Power Has

'Unfair Advantage'

Convention Told
Philadelphia—Admitting that "those with

great buying power" have taken unfair ad-

vantage in purchasing film, via protection,

Charles C. Pettijohn told the M. P. T. O. A.

conventioneers here that, under the national

zoning plan now extending rapidly through-

out the nation, every house in the country

will be enabled to play product not later

than seven months after completion of its

competitive first run.

Today, Pettijohn admitted, many theatres

were running pictures 14 to 16 months be-

hind the first run, thereby losing jpatronage

because pictures no longer reached them

fresh out of the can.

He said it was his opinion three things

mattered in the business:

1. What pictures can the exhibitor get?

2. At what price ?

3. When?
He answered his first question by stating

the number depended upon companies and

their programs ; the second he said was
up to the buyer and the seller and, by way
of replying to the third, cited his views

on the benefits of the zoning plan.

Myers Plug Censorship?
Jack and Charlie Say No

Philadelphia—They may sit on the other

side of the fence, but the fair-mindedness

of Jack Miller and Charlie Pettijohn in

clearing Abram F. Myers of the statement

that the Allied leader backed the Horwitz
move to foist censorship in Texas occa-

sioned a lot of extremely favorable comment
at the M. P. T. O. A. convention this week.

Looks Like Pinehurst for

1931 Meeting of M.P.T.O.
Philadelphia—The M.P.T.O.A. folded its

convention Wednesday afternoon without

decision as to its 1931 convention city.

However, Charles Picquet, one of the

vice-presidents and a Carolina man, is angl-

ing for the pow-wow to be held in Pine-

hurst. Picquet will probably win.

If Small Operator Flounders,

The Big Fellow Flops as Well,

He Declares

Sidney R. Kent

Philadelphia
—

"This business will be a

foolish business if it doesn't see to it that

the independent is kept alive. No retailer

can hope to enjoy the same buying privi-

leges as the wholesaler, but the leaders of

the industry must make
up their minds to give

the independent a break.

They cannot prosper at

the expense of the

small man who is un-
able to protect him-
self."

Highlighting a force-

ful address crammed
with highlights, this

significant opinion ex-

pressed by Sidney R.
Kent got over with ex-

hibitors assembled at

the national M.P.T.O.A.
convention more im-

pressively perhaps than anything else Para-
mount's general manager had to say.

He said that good pictures, bought at

the right price, were the big thing in the
business. Touching on industry tradition

of the squabbles between exhibitor and
salesmen, Kent declared this was en-
tirely a normal condition. "When the fight-

ing stops, I don't want to own anything in

this business," he put it.

Touching on independent versus long-
distance chain operation, a popular corridor

topic at the convention, Kent conceded that

the circuits have found the necessary per-

sonality equation for the operation of the-

atres in bulk lacking. He, therefore, pre-

dicted that many of the small theatres now
operated by national circuits will revert to

independent operators.

Back to Small Towns
"Production changes," he said, "are

throwing trade back to the small towns.
People today won't travel 60 miles to see

pictures. They prefer to stay at home where
they can see the same type of show in their

own town. This is different from the

situation prevailing a year ago. Then I

didn't see much chance for the independent
and said so. Today, the picture is changed

;

the picture is bright and will become
greater."

Swinging into the economic condition of

the business, he said

:

"We will continue to hold public confi-

dence if we show progress. Tough times

make you think saner. This industry is

now experiencing a physic. It's good for

it. It's the best it has ever had. It will

help us correct and change production, not

in quality, but back to the fundamentals

that meant success."

Kent's predictions for production were
these

:

1—He sees the return of personalities,

backed by big books and vehicles.

2—Next year will be a tough year for

specials. Next year will see waste elim-

( Continued on page 34-B)

When "A" Means "No"
Philadelphia—In taking a crack at

Will Horwitz for advocating censor-
ship for Texas, the official draft of
the M. P. T. O. resolution scoring the
Houston exhibitor read, in error:
"RESOLVED, That we are definitely

certain that he in a way expresses the
opinion or desires of the theatre
owners of Texas or others in the the-
atre business in that state."
Just an instance where the type-

writer slipped.

Decision On
Express Cut

In Two Weeks
Philadelphia—Decision on reduced ex-

press charges will be made within a week
after industry leaders meet regional vice

presidents of the American Railway Ex-
press Co. in New York on November 19

to battle for lower rates on films returned
to exchanges.

Basing their argument on the plea that

returned prints temporarily cease to be a

live commodity after usage on a booking,

exhibitor chiefs of the M. P. T. O. A. will

seek to cut the theatre field's annual express
bill by $1,650,000, on the basis of a 75 per

cent reduction for returns.

J. H. Butner, of Educational's Atlanta

exchange, is the author of the plan which
will be presented to the railway chiefs. But-
ner will attempt to prove that total earnings

from theatre express transportation will be

greater with the cut because thousands of

exhibitors now using parcel post and local

truck deliveries will be in a position to

afford the express route, thereby jumping
the company's grosses.

Total daily express bill of the industry

now is $10,000, it is understood.

Contract May Be Okayed
In Time for Jan. 1 Use

No date has been set for putting the pro-
posed standard contract into effect, although
ratification may be completed in time to put
it into use Jan. 1. The document was rati-

fied at the M. P. T. O. A. Philadelphia con-
vention, and so far has been approved at the

Michigan and Texas units of Allied States

Association. The agreement will be retro-

active on 1930-31 contracts, it is stated.

Unwise to Chill Houses
In Summer, Exhibs Told
Philadelphia—The growing reaction to

chilled theatres in summer is jeopardizing

business at theatres, H. E. Bunosed, Car-
rier engineer, told exhibitors at the conven-
tion here.
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"A Bunch o' the Boys Were Whooping

By JAMES P.

PHILADELPHIA—It was Harley L. Clarke,

personally, so the story goes, who influenced

the "suggestion" made to MPTO leaders that

Harry C. Arthur be elected to the board of di-

rectors' post left vacant by the resignation of

Harold B. Franklin. And Harry was NOT
elected

!

* * *

Entering downtown Philly, delegates were
greeted with the blijiding rays emanating front

an etectrie sign built on the north side of City

Hall, which read: "Welcome, Motion Picture

Owners of America." There were those who
wondered if elimination of the word "tlieatre"

was accidental, the relationship zvith the Hays
organization being what it is.

* * *

From the social sidelines there were many
escapades, all of which must go unexplained.

For instance, there were

:

The newshound who was shaved by another

newshound.
An unexpected call from the wife of a promi-

nent exhibitor.

The fractured rib sustained by an Empee-
news reporter.

* * *

The pre-convention meeting where an aide-

de-camp of the convention committee was
framed solely for the amusement of fellow dele-

gates who were nursing a pet peeve, etc.

* * *

Freaks of the convention: Pat Garyn, sales

chief of National Screen Service, wearing a

carnation in his lapel which bore the tag:

"Advance to Better Business with Advance
Trailer." Advance distributed the floivers to all

delegates. Pat tried to dodge, but eventually

succumbed.
* * *

Another not-on-the-program situation devel-

oped when it was discovered that the executive

headquarters of MPTO was dispensing refresh-

ments supplied by Allied.

* * *

The Society of M. P. Engineers zvas well

represented, with "Bill" Kunsman of National

Carbon and "Jimmy" Cameron of Cameron
Publishing Co. heading a delegation of equip-

ment dealers.
* * *

Room numbers made famous by the conven-

tion : 1296 (Oscar Hanson) ; 1526 (James Cam-
eron) ; 984 (O. Neu, of Neumade) ; 1256 (M.

A. Lightman, etc.
* * *

Ned Stevenson, Visuagraphic president, sent

Mrs. C. Barrell, wife of Charlie (Western

Electric) Barrell, to talk industrials to exhibi-

tors.

Who's the guy who always tries to run the

show, assumes the attitude of big shot, but in

reality is about as important as a hotel porter?
* * *

Ufa's exhibit was the most colorful of the

entire group of 40 booths; and to National
Theatres Supply goes the prize for the best

equipped.
* * *

Joe Hewett, of Robinson, 111., and Oscar
Lehr, a brother Illinois exhibitor, spent their

spare time discussing theatre operation as it

was known 20 years ago.
* * *

There were plenty of disappointments, but

the greatest was the absence of an Allied dele-

gation, which many fireworks fanciers had de-

pended upon for pyrotechnics.
* * *

Clinton Weir, "pop" MPTO confederate, con-

fined to New Rochelle, N. Y., hospital, sent a

wire to the bovs in explanation of his absence.
* * *

Edward Kuykendahl is from Columbus, Miss.,

a small town, but Ed packed more punch in

his discussion of exhibitor problems than many
of the so-called big-timers from New York
and Chicaqo.

* * *

Kuykendahl told the boys of the early days

of amusements, back when E. V. Richards was

"head bandit of the circus world," and Jack
Miller's Windy City could not boast of a "ma-
chine gun industry."

* * *

The record shows tltat when Charlie Petti-

john talks at exhibitor conventions he usually

zvows 'em. Here in Philly he staged a repeat.

His dope on the seriousness of the tax situa-

tion made an impression on the gang, such as

it was in point of numbers.
* * *

Six hundred were expected, according to M.
P. T. O. press agentry, but the figure dwin-

dled to 350 two days before the convention and
got off to a total attendance of about 125. Not
all of these were exhibitors, either.

* * *

An interested spectator: Mabel Parkhouse,
aide-de-camp and secretaire de luxe to Charlie

Pcttijohn.
* * *

In and out in one : Al Selig, who arrived

and left on Monday.
* * *

He can't stay away. Pete Woodhull has no

direct affiliation zvith exhibitor politics, but the

farmer president of the M. P. T. O. A. felt

the lure irresistible. He zvas one of the most

popular figures at the convention,

J. R. GRAINGER SPYROS SKOURAS

Oscar Hanson may be the general sales man-
ager for Tiffany. And Tiffany may be selling
franchises okayed bv Allied, but that didn't
prevent M. A. Lightman of the M. P. T. O.
from giving Hanson a royal hand. Even per-
mitted carte blanche in his talk. A nice spirit.

* * *

Who do you think was the spotlight in one
of the on-the-sideline groups here? Harry O.
Schwalbe. Time zvas when Schwalbe was the
big gun at First National in the days wlien—
Now he's operating theatres in Baltimore, Phil-
adelphia and eastern Pennsylvania towns.

* * *

Funny slant is this : Schwalbe, who once
fought Adolph Zukor so bitterly, now operates
the Arcadia in Philly as a first-run. And it

shows Paramount pictures.
* * *

Some of the famous Mastbaum hospitality
that prevailed in the days when Mine Host
Jules zvas alive still pervades the friendly car-
cass of Abe Einstein, now part of the Warner
theatre organization in this section of the land.

Abe hobnobbed plenty zvith the newspaper boys
and the nezvspaper boys liked it.

* " * *

The official badge of the convention was con-
stituted a pass for all of the Warner theatres

in town.
* * *

Sunday night First National shozved "Little

Caesar," Monday night. Fox put on "Just Im-
agine." Special for the delegates in each in-

stance.
* * *

Tiffany practically stole the social aspects of
the gathering. Behind a long table in Oscar
Hanson's suite was a lavish display of food,

and something that wasn't lemonade. It was
open house for all comers. There were plenty.

* * *

We wonder if Pete Woodhull is interested

in cloaks and suitsf He made a strong plea

for a "Buy Now" campaign and insisted that

the boys start the ball rolling by purchasing an

extra clothing supply.
* * *

It looked like the Motion Picture Club trans-

posed en masse to the Benjamin Franklin, what

with Charlie Steiner, Sam Sonin, Arthur

Hirsch. Lou Geller, Morris Kutinsky. Louis

Blumentlial and Al Lichtman having dinner at

one big table.
* * *

The light artillery zvas doing heavy road

zvork in Pat Garyn's suite early one morning

when the house 'phone rang with a request that

"Mr. Darwin" and his guests be a hit more

reasonable. From that point on, Pat had to

put on an cvolulinn-nf-man act.
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It Up" Down at Benny Franklin's Hotel

CUNNINGHAM

RAWTHER clevah, that inside wire-pulling
ag worked by Electrical Research Prod-

Joe Rivkin's exploitation gag for Tiffany's
"She Got What She Wanted" was a pip^ Joe,
who is right hand bower to Al Selig, planted
a huge cardboard question mark in every room
at the Benjamin Franklin, the ballyhoo con-
taining only the title of the picture.

* * *

The town staged an Armistice Day parade
early Tuesday morning. The blare of trumpets
and drums helped to scout lazy delegates from
peaceful slumber.

* * *

Fox staged a midnight shouting of "Just Im-
agine" at its downtozvn first run on Monday,
but most of the gang was partying elsewhere.

* * *

Ask Pete Woodhull, Bert Moeller or Irving
Lesser about the "gun duel" at 3 A. M. Tues-
day on Broad Street.

* * *

Oscar Hanson threw one of his famous par-
ties, and despite the fact that Oscar has a tie-

up with Allied, MPTO delegates, almost with-
out exception, voted Hanson the best host of
the gathering.

The party, incidentally, zvas going full blast

until a crepe hanger made the discovery that

the refreshments were depleted. Suddenly a
funereal atmosphere supplanted the merriment.

* * *

Jeff Norman extended invitations to big
chiefs to attend his Ark.-Tenn.-Miss, state con-
fab on Nov. 30 at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis.

* * *

Add famous room numbers: 1572 (Pat
Garyn's); 1218 (Walter Eberhart's) ; 1690 (Al
Lichtman's) ; 1272 (Charlie Pettijohn's).

* * *

Who's the guy who left a friend in the lob-

by while he made a 'phone call, and rushed
back 15 minutes later only to find another dele-

gate the new hero.
* * *

Blame Jay Emanuel for influencing the na-
tional directors in their selection of Philadel-

phia for the confab. Jay made a stiff fight to

redeem himself, but failed.

* * *

Electrical Research brought 'em in from al!

points of the compass. Among those present

were Frank Rogers, central division manager
headquartering in Chicago: Fred Warren and
Stanley Hand from New York; Ben Piermont.

who does this and that for Charlie Bunn, the

general sales manager in New York ; W. E.

Woodward of the Philadelphia exchange; A.
M. Moran of Pittsburgh ; C. S. Bestar of

Charlotte; Bob Long, special representative

with headquarters in Washington—and Walter
Fberhardt.

* * *

Tentative plans place Frank Walker. Ralph
Picquet, Fred Desberg, Jay Emanuel and Dave
Barrist on a committee to develop a "Buy
Now" campaign with Chambers of Commerce
throughout the country. One wit suggested that

President Lightman appoint a second committee

to determine what the public could use in place

of dough to follow out the dictates of the

drive.
* * *

Warners and M-G-M had the newspaper con-

cession, furnishing copies of New York and
Philadelphia sheets each morning. Pathe had
a paper privilege, too.

* * *

// was a toss-up as to which group had the

best representation : equipment manufacturers,
trade papers, distributors' home offices or the M.
P. T. O. A., with the combined delegation from
the first three units far outnumbering ex-
hibitors.

* * *

"Doc" Irby, authority on things statistical

and a big chief of "Electronics," told the boys
what there is to know of sound patent history.

H. M. WARNER SAM E. MORRIS

On Tuesday, interest began to lag considera-
bly, with newshounds at the press table wishing
for a touch of firezvorks as Sydney Cohen and
"Al" Steffes knew them years ago. President
Lightman, realizing that the show lacked punch,
made a plea from the floor to professional
squazvkers for a little dynamite.

* * *

Fred Wynne-Jones talked Ufa in true film

salesmen's style.
* * *

Pennsylvania exhibs and exchangemen should
have little or no trouble with state censors in

the future. Those ivho knozv, knozv why.

* * *

Pete Woodhull may have a keen knowledge
of the theatre field, but his judgment with re-

spect to the morals of Philly cops is terrible.

* * *

What zvas that little tilt which Jack Miller
had at a board of directors' meeting. His re-

marks about certain policies and actii'ities of
the Hays organization are plenty interesting.

* * *

Echoes of that famous Thacher decision were
heard when Lightman, in discussing the trials

and tribulations of the 5-5-5 committee before

it adopted a standard contract, stated that mem-
bers of this committee were considering aban-
doning their work because of Thacher's court
verdict declaring arbitration illegal.

* * *

Can you picture Ed (Rhode Island) Fay's
embarrassment when he was mistaken for Cun-
net Cole of Texas?

* * *

Lew Pizor bangs a wicked gavel, as evidenced
by the dent which he made in the speakers'
table when calling the convention to order. Or
maybe because of the fact that a good old
plumber's round-headed hammer was used in
place of a gavel.

* * *

Wonder if the gang expected enemies in the
gathering, and prepared for their zvarm recep-
tion bv stocking up with an old-fashioned shil-

lelah.
* * *

When Pizor isn't attending conventions of
the parent body, he steers the course of the
M. P. T. O. of eastern Pennsylvania, southern
New Jersey and Delaware.

* • *

George W. Elliott, executive secretary of
Quaker Tozvn's Chamber of Commerce, wel-
comed the boys on behalf of the city. He paid
the industry a neat compliment for its gener-
osity in aiding Public benefits. Which more
than reminded one financially-bent exhibitor
that a benefit for theatre earners zwuld cer-
tainly be tn order.

Frank C. Walker, the legal mind of the
M. P. T. O. A., is no mean orator.

A word of commendation to Abe Einstein,
Pizor, Barrist, Emanuel and George Aarons,
home town boys, for their efficient handling
of arrangements.

* * *

Walter Vincent, a good looker despite his
silvery hirsute adornment, modestly admitted
that he "loves all women and hoped all zvomen
zi'ould love him." What a man! And right out
loud, too!

* * *

Stiff competition was in evidence between
rival equipment concerns who fought like the
hammers of some place or other to kidnap
theatre owners for parties.

* * *

Ned Stevenson, popular prexy of I'isugraphic,
did not mince words in telling producer-dis-
tributors that they promise too much in attempts
to collar accounts for industrial films.

OSCAR HANSON BILL KUNZMAN
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Small Town Must

Get Break, Warns
Southern "Yet"

Philadelphia—The industry must cater

more to small towns if it expects to stem

the tide of adverse legislation, in the opinion

of Edward Kuykendahl, Mississippi delegate

to the M.P.T.O.A. convention, who is active

in fighting successful fights against censor-

ship and taxation in his state.

Kuykendahl, who delivered what many
declared to be one of the few constructive

messages at the exhibitor convention, ex-

plained that between 80 and 90 per cent of

adverse legislation emanates from small

communities, or through individuals from
small towns, who, lacking the sophistication

of big towners, resent smut in their enter-

tainment.

He urged, as did other speakers including

Charles C. Pettijohn, that the industry ab-

stain from its policy of publishing box-
office grosses, fabulous salaries and enor-

mous sums represented in merger deals.

This is vital, it was pointed out, if the in-

dustry is to avoid heavy tax burdens.

South Resents Race Mixture
Kuykendahl advised producers to steer

clear of mixing whites and negroes in films,

declaring that bitter resentment is har-

bored by southern wdiites when colored folks

are indiscriminately mixed in scenes with

whites.

"No cheating" by either side is the secret

for amicable relations between distributor

and exhibitor, in the opinion of the Missis-

sippi delegate. When differences arise be-

tween these factions, adjustments can be
brought about if both parties use intelli-

gence, fairness and honesty, he believes.

These fights should be held closely within

the trade so that further public disapproval

will not be brought about through news-
paper accounts, he said.

Six essentials for successful theatre

operation were offered to exhibitors by Kuy-
kendahl, including:

1. Keep on good terms with and merit

the confidence of the local newspaper.
2. Develop good will of schools, princi-

pals and teachers. Don't cheat on them,
because if you do and they find out, you're

licked.

3. Become interested in boys' work

;

clubs, bands, athletics and school offer

splendid opportunities for developing a tieup.

4. Develop good will of ministerial as-

sociations and women's clubs.

5. Take a definite stand, win or lose, in

politics. No one will respect or play ball

with a fence-rider.

6. Work hard to develop your theatre,

along general lines to the point that it be-

comes an asset to the community.

Films Aiding to Restore
Prosperity, Asserts Hays
Philadelphia—Will H. Hays is satisfied

with the present condition of the industry
and believes that "by its own soundness"
the business is contributing "to the restora-

tion of public confidence and of national
prosperity." He so informed the M.P.T.O.
convention via a letter addressed to M. A.
Lightman.

Bad Breaks—and How!
Philadelphia—The big electrics had

been tipped off that they were to be
put on the spot at the M P T O A
confab for alleged excessive service
charges. Western Electric mustered
sales executives in the East, who
stormed the portals of the Benjamin
Franklin hotel in an effort to influence
leaders of the exhibitors unit to pig-

eon-hole and prevent the squawk from
ever reaching the floor. The move
was unsuccessful and a resolution was
passed condemning "Erpi."
RCA went unmentioned until Walter

Vincent. Pennsylvania chain operator,
offered an amendment to include the
"Erpi" competitor which led many in-

siders to wonder what fancy political

strategy had been brought into play
to put RCA on the same spot.

Vincent hasn't a single RCA instal-

lation in his string. Why he socked
alleged high charges of RCA when he
pays them to Western Electric is a
matter which caused speculation
aplenty.

Misrepresented

Posters Putting

Films on Spot?

Philadelphia
—"Posters have done more

harm to create pro-censorship feelings than

any other phase of the business," U. S.

Congressman William P. Connery, of Mas-
sachusetts, told exhibitor delegates to the

MPTOA convention.

Sensationalism angles on billboards and
in theatre fronts not only causes resentment
because of vulgarism, he said, but makes
people believe they have been cheated when
they find no trace of the poster representa-

tion on the screen.

"Keep posters clean and avoid this mis-

representation and the American people will

kill off all moves, toward censorship," was
the advice of the congressman. "The public

wants clean pictures." he declared, "but they

do not want 'namby-pamby' films."

"1 will fight censorship as long as I am
in the congress of the United States," he
concluded.

Film Dirt Socked

In M.P.T.O. Tirade

Philadelphia—Obscenity in talkers and a

slap at producers who inject too much sex

and vulgarity in pictures, were socked
during sessions of the M.P.T.O.A. con-

vention here.

M. A. Lightman, president; Ed. Kuyken-
dahl, of Mississippi ; Charles C. Pettijohn,

of Film Boards of Trade ; Miss M. Close,

Pennsylvania chairman of the Federation of

Catholic Alumnae, and others delivered

scorching tirades against this trend in

talkers. Practically all made pleas to pro-

ducers to deviate from this policy and to

avoid jeopardizing the box-office success of

pictures in small communities.

285 Votes Cast

At Convention

In Proxy Plan
Philadelphia—What the M. P. T. O. A.

lacked in numerical strength was made up
in point of votes. At least, that is the way
the credentials committee of the organiza-
tion figured it out.

Votes on hand totaled 285, based on the

congressional unit system, with 17 film

zones, covering areas in 25 states, repre-

sented. Unrepresented territory, because of

distance from the scene of action, was con-
strued to be covered by delegates associated

with theatre organizations having holdings
in all of the states, the committee declared.

The 285 ballots were divided into official

tabulation, as follows

:

STATE REPRESENTATIVES VOTES
Arkansas J. F. Norman ... 7

California Jack Cohen 11

Connecticut Ed. S. Levy, Geo. Brown-
ing, T. L. Schuytman 5

Delaware Benjamin Shindler 1

Florida and Georgia. . Willard C. Patterson..."... 16
Illinois Jack Millet', R, E. Chris-

tianson, D. McCrea 25
Kansas R. G. Liggett 8
Maryland J. Louis Rome 6
Michigan J. R. Dennison 1.1

Mississippi Ed. Kuykendahl 8
Missouri R. R. Biechele (8); Fred

Wehrenberg (8) 16

Nebraska Charles E* Williams 6

New Hampshire Joseph Miller 2
New Tersev William Goldman 12
New York W. A. Dillon. F. C. Walker.

C. H. Cohen 43

No. and So. Carolina. Charles Picquet 17

Ohio Fred Desberg 22
Oklahoma M. A. Lightman 8
Pennsylvania M. E. Comerford, Jay

Emanuel, Lieut. Gov. Ar-
thus James. C. T. Hop-
kins. Senator Frank J.
Harris 36

Rhode Island E. M. Fay 3

Tennessee R. X. Williams 10

Virginia Ike Weinberg 10

2-1 States 33 Representatives 285 Votes

Too Many Shorts, Not Too
Many O.K., Goldburg Says
Philadelphia—Too many shorts are being

produced, but not enough good ones, Jesse

I. Goldburg, general manager of the Van
Beuren Corp.. told the M. P. T. O. A. dele-

gates in making a plea to give the shorts a
better break.

"Don't take the heart out of the salesman.
He doesn't come to you on a false enter-

prise or to mislead you." Goldburg said, de-
claring further that short subjects were an
influence which built good will for the the-

atre and should be encouraged. "If you
want a test." he told his audience, "adver-
tise that vou won't show short subjects in

your house for thirty days and see what
happens."

Exhibs to Work With
MPTO on Public Wants

Philadelphia—Exhibitor chiefs of the M.
P. T. O. A. will meet with producer inter-

ests in an attempt to develop machinery for
ascertaining public likes and dislikes to vari-
ous types of entertainment before production
is actually launched.

Heretofore, check-ups have been made on
pictures distributed with the sales sheets
used to guide oroducers on future releases.

It is planned to change this policy so that

studios may have on hand details of the
trend of public opinion, using the informa-
tion to map production plans.
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It Was a National Convention—But

Pennsylvania Sent 80% of Delegates

Seventy-three Out of 127 at

Meeting Hailed from Local
Houses in "Philly"

Philadelphia—By official count, Philadel-

phia contributed 73 exhibitors to the ap-

proximate 127 theatre operators present at

the annual po\v-\vow of the M. P. T. O. A.,

which wound up late Wednesday afternoon.

From surrounding Pennsylvania cities and
towns came 21, which means that the other

47 states kicked in with approximately 33

exhibitors, many of which wer;e officers of

affiliated state M. P. T. O. A. units.

In fewer words, it was a national conven-

tion, but the attendance, neither in point of

number or distribution was what a national

convention of exhibitors might be expected

to be.

Side-line watchers and salesmen for equip-

ment and film concerns far outstripped the

actual number of exhibitor delegates. One
hundred fifteen equipment and film repre-

sentatives and 30 news and tradepaper men
were in attendance, or a stronger contingent

than the exhibitor group by 17.

The Exhibitor Delegation

The official roster of exhibitor delegates

is listed below, with names of theatre or

chain affiliation:

Geo. F. Aarons, M.P.T.O. Eastern Penna., Phila.

;

Chas. S. Aaronson, New York City; Louis K. Ansell,
the Ritz, St. Louis.

M. J. Baranco. Stanley-Warner, Phila.; David Bar-
rist. the Ritz, Phila.; Helen Belchites. the Century,
Phila.; Allen M. Benn, the Benson, Phila.; M. A.
Benn, the Benson, Phila.; R. R. Biechle. the Osage,
Kansas City, Kan.

; J. J. Bielman, Stanley -Warner,
Lansdowne, Pa.; M. A. Block, New York City; H. F.
Bodie, Fays, Phiia.; B. Borowsky, the Rex. Phila.;
Geo. Browning, the Regal, New Haven, Conn. ; Wm.
E. ButleT. the Clearfield, Phila.

J. R. Cadoret, State, Scranton, Pa.; E. C. Callow,
Circle, Phila. ; Paul Castello, Stanley- Warner, Phila.

;

P. W. Chambers, Bronx- Hudson, Easton, Pa. ; R. E.
Christiansen. LaSalle, Chicago, 111.; G. H. Cohen.
Binghamton, h. Y. ; Harold D. Cohen, Gladstone,
Lewistown, Pa.; Samuel Cohen, Stanley-Warner,
Phila.; Wm. Cohen, Phila.; Henry Collins, Stonehurst.
Pa. ; Jule Collins, Upper Darby, Pa, ; Lucille Collins.
Upper Darby, Pa.; M. E. Comerford, Scranton, Pa.

J. R. Denniston, Butterfield, Monroe, Mich.; Fred
Desberg, Loew's, Cleveland; Wm. A. Dillon, Strand,
Crescent and Lyceum, Ithaca, N. Y.

John C. Ehrlich, Eagle. Phila.; A. L. Einstein, Stan-
ley-Warners', Phila.; J. C. Enslen. New York City;
R. W. Etris, Stanley, Camden, N. J.

E. M. Fay, Providence, R. I. ; Geo. N. Fenberg,
Grandville Opera House, Grandville, O. ; Ben Fertel,
Oyerbrook, Phila.; Morris L. Fineman, Admiral, Phila.;
W. E. Fischelis, Electric Storage Battery Local,
Phila.: Geo. Fishman. Carlton, Phila.; E. M. Forte.
Phila.; J. A. Forte, Ereihofer, Phila.; 1. F. Frere.
Stanley. Phila.

Philip Gerson, Morris, Phila.: Joceyne Guthrie.
Morris, Phila.; Morris Gerson, Colonial, Phila.; Martin
H. Goldenberg, Logan, By wood, Pa.; Elliott J. Gold-
man, Bluebird Amus. Co., Phila.; Moe H. Goodman,
Stanley- Warner. Phila.; Chas. H. Goodwin, Jr., Jack-
son, Phila.

Lee Harvey. Parker, Darby, Pa.; Emanuel Heller,
Palace, Phila.; John Hendrick Jackson, Phila.; Joe
Hewitt, M.P.T.O. of Southeastern III. and Southern
111., Robinson. 111.; S. Hyman, Cameo. Phila.; S.
Hirsh, Century, Phila.; C. F. Hopkins, Wilmer &
Vincent. Harrisburg, Pa.

Bud Irwin, Comerford Amusement Co., New York;
Sid Jacobs, Stanley- Warner, Phila.

D. Katlin, Colonial Theatre Co., Phoenixville, Pa.;
Harry Katze, Phila.; Robert Kessler, Alleghany Thea-
tre Co., Phila.; A. F. Kramer, Ambler, Pa.; Ed
Kuykendahl, Princess State, Columbus, Miss.

A, F. LaRue. Phila.; Oscar Lehr, M.P.T.O. of S.E.
Mo. and S. 111., Robinson, 111.; Geo. Lessy, Cedar,
Phila. ; M. Lessy, Diamond, Phila. ; M. J. Levinson,

MPTOA Becomes MEC

Philadelphia—High and tow, and particu-
larly the high, paid tribute to Mike E.
Comerford, pioneer chain operator, at the
exhibitor convention this week. It was pret-
ty much a Comerford party from every and
all slants.

Southern, Phila.; Edward Levy, M.P.T.O. of Conn.,
New Haven; Jack Levy, Stanley -Warner, Phila.

:

Jack Lexey, Stanley- \Varner, Highland Park, Pa.

;

M. A. Lightman, Maloom Theatre, Inc. ; Memphis,
Tenn. ; Homer Lord, Stanley, Upper Darby, Pa.

D. McRae, Chicago; George Moeser, Broad St.,

Nazareth, Pa. ; Gabrien Michals, M. E. Comerford
Amusement Co., Phila.; J. F. Norman, Norman, Eng-
land, Ark.

Lillian O'Boyle, Stonehurst, Pa.; G. R. O'Neill,
Palhe, New York City; Raymond J. O'Rourke,
Orpheum, Phila.; Helen O' Toole, New Dorp, Staten
Island, N. Y.

Williard C. Patterson, Publix, Atlanta; Harry Pearl-
man, W. Alleghany, Phila; C. W. Picquet, Carolina
Theatre Owners Assoc; Lewen Pizor, M.P.T.O. East-
ern Pa., Phila.; Joseph Price. Howard, Phila.

Mrs. O. M. Rau, Phila.; Al Reh, Uptown, Phila;
Mrs. A. D. Resnick, Hamilton, Phila.; Miss E. Rig-
gins, Phila.; Geo. Ritcli, Warner, Phila.; J. M. Roach,
Stanley- Warner, Phila.; Milton Rogasner, Iris, Phila.;
Diana M. Rogovin, M.P.T.O.A., New York.

Benjamin Shindler, Capitol, Dover, Del. ; Jos. L.
Shuylman, Rivo.i, Hartford, Conn.; Arthur B. Smith,
Fenwick, Salem, N. J.; H. T. Spraker, Victor, Salt-
ville, Va.; F. B. btern, Advance trailer. Phila.;
Charles Stiefel, Venice, Phila. ; Walter Stuemph^',
Germantown, Phila.

Capt. Sarkis Torossian, Upper Darby, Pa.

E. Van Hyning. M.P.T.O. of Kans.. lola.. Kans.

Frank C. Walker, Comerford, New York City; E.
Walters, Liberty, Pen Argyle, Pa.; A. Warrington,
Phila.; M. Wax, Royal, r*hiia.; Fred Wehrenburg,
Cinderella. St. Louis; 1. Weinberg, M.P.T.U. of \ a.,

Stanton, \'a. ; H. E. Werner, Phila.; J. T. Weise,
Regis, Phila.; E. F. Wick, Century, Phila.; I. Wiemik,
Strand, Phila.; C. E. Williams, Park, Omaha; R. X.
Williams, Lyric, Oxford, Miss.; Arthur A. Wilson,
Phila.; Wm. J. Wilson, Stanley-Warner, Phila.; E.
F. Wiker, Phila.; Wm. H. Wojf, Warner Bros., Drexel
Hill, Pa.; W. E. Woodward, Electrical Research,
Phila.; R. F. Woodhull, Dover, N. J.

G. Yeager, Ridge Ave., Philadelphia.

The "Outsiders"
Complete list of those from film and equipment

fields includes:

Robert C. Wood, Advance Trailer, Phila.; E. N.
Plate, Knowell Optical Co., Phila.; W. A. Smale, Amer-
ican Seating, Chicago; Mildred Girard. Daylight
Screen, Phila.; A. H. Clogston, Cooling & Air Condi-
tioning, Co., New York; J. F. Dailey, Typhoon Fan,
New York; Frank Butt, Typhoon Fan, New Yurk

;

W. A. Haynes, Warners, Phila. ; Charles J. Klang,
Chicago; J. T. Schaefer, Schaefer Brothers, Chicago,
111.; AI. Selig, Tiffany, New York; Oscar Hanson,
Tiffany, New York; Jos. Rivkin, Tiffany, New York,
Mrs. A. L. DeBerri Heck, Da-Lite Screen, Chicago;

Louis Bloom, Ambler Asbestos, Phila.; E. O. Koll-
morgen, Kollmorgen Optical, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; W. H.
Matthews, Fornnm Bros., Phila. ; Geo. Byrnes. Van
Buren, New York; C. J. Feeney, Electrical Research,

Sideline Watchers Swamped
Total Number of Theatre
Owners in Attendance

New York
; J. R. Cameron, Cameron Pub. Co., New^

York; H. V. Schaffer, Wm. Shole Son & Co., Phila.;

A. M. Frere, Warners, Phila. ; Oscar F. Neu, New-
made Products, New York; Gordon L. Smith, Natl.
Thea. Supply, Phila.; W. J. Madison, Pathe, Phila.;
C. J. Frank, Voigt Co., Phila.; Jesse J. Goldburg,
Van Buren Corp., New York; H. H. Mather, Cooling
Air Con. Co., New York; L. Mack, Cooling Air Con.
Co., Phiia.; N. D. MacBean, Philadelphia Carpet Co.,

Wynnewood, Pa.; J. R. Dolan, Natl. Thea. Supply
Co., Phila,; D. C. Miner, Keasbev & Madison Co.,
Ambler, Pa.; B. Blumbert, Natl. Thea. Supply, Phila.

M, F. Lenetz, Astor Loyd Mfg. Co., New York:
M. S. Landow, Universal, Phila. ; G. Leon, Pathe
News, Cleveland; E. Schweriner, Universal Sound,
Phila.; A. Lang, Electrical Research, New York;
W. C. Kunzman, Natl. Carbon, Cleveland ; G. F.

Krauss, Exide Pictures, Phila.; Herbert C. Lockwood,
Johns-Manville, Phila.; Max Goldberg, Electrical Re-
search, Phiia. ; R. P. Pedeore, Gallagher Orchestra,
Chicago.

Stanley Goldberg, Advance Trailer, New York; E.
F. Beecher, Crane Co., Phila.; John S. Parkinson,
Johns-Manville, New York; Geo. Morray, American
Display, New York; Jake Schneider, American Dis-
play, New York ; Harry A. Samwick, American Dis-
play, New York; Mrs. J. R. Denniston, Monroe, Mich.;
Mrs. John I. McGuigan, State Chairman D. A. R.,

and Womens" Clubs, Phila.; C. Connell, Electric Stor-

age Battery, Phila.; Jesse Levome, Tiffany Pictures,

Phila. ; Oscar Neufeld, Success Pictures, Phila.

Harry Kirchgessner, Natl. Screen, New York; Her-
man Robbins, Natl. Screen, New York; Pat Garyn,
Natl. Screen, New York; Samuel Storch, Celluloid

Prod., Brooklyn, N. Y.; W. F. Eberhardt. Western
Electric, New York ; Herbert Grau, Ufa, New York;
R. C. Kneuer, International Projector, New York;
Miss F. Close, State Chairman M. P. Bureau Inter-

national Federation of Catholic Alumnae, Phila.; David
Palfreyman. M. P. T. O. A., New York; David
Goldenberg, Cameron Pub. Co., Manhattan Beach,
N. V.; Chas. Pettijohn, M. P. P. D. A.. New York,
H. H. Pease, Carrier Eng., New York; G. Willis

Hersh, Carrier Eng., New York.

Mrs. Marie Bareli, Visugraphic Pictures, New York;
I. Lesser, De Forrest Phonofilm, New York; F. B.

Warren. Electrical Research, New York; Fred. Wynne-
Jones, Ufa, New York; W. H. Bryan, Heywood Wake-
field. Phila.; P. J. Brookman, Heywood Wakefield,
Baltimore. Md.; T. A. McLaughlin, Electrical Re-
search, Phila.; I. S. Perse, Capitol M. P. Supply,

New York; Mark L. Swaab, Fox, Phila.; W. J.

Hagerty, Universal Sound System, Phila. ; Rudolph
Klose, Natl. Thea. Supply Co., Phila.; H. C. Riggs,
Electric Storage & Battery Co., Phila., Pa.; M. Van
Pragg, Advance Trailer. New York; G. H. Kline,

Natl. Kline Poster, Phila.; James P. Clark, Natl.

Kline Poster, Phila.; Mrs. Ring, Stanley Frame, New
York; Juliam Kahm, De Forrest, Phila.; Jules Share,

Phila.; E. J. Epstein, Tiffany, Phila.

Gendel Gene, Typhoon Fan, New York; Daniel F.

Heenan, Pathe, Phila.; C. E. Kirsch, Gen'l. Talking

Pic, Phila.; W. A. Daniels, Gen'l. Talking Pic. Phila.;

A. J. Moeller. Natl. Screen, New York; Mrs. M. V,

Madison. Pathe, Phila.; H. B. Johns. M. P. Operators

Union, Phila.; J. August Haggerty, Universal Sound,

Phila.; E. A. Rose, Universal Sound, Phila.: Charles

Hur^phrips, Phila.; L. S. Lang. Paramount, Phila.; C.

W. eatsch, American Seating, Phila.; D. C. Spencer,

Glob Ticket. Phila.; Louis B. Fisch, Beaded Screen,

New Mrk; T. F. Nahill, Beaded Screen, Phila.; Clem
Rizzo, Phila.; W. P. Snow, Globe Ticket, Phila.; E.

Lee 1\ lite, Strong Electric Co., Toledo, O. ; S. Rosen,

R. K. O., Phila.; Rev. A. Braun, Phila.; Paul A.

Bray, Poster Design, New York; Roy Calnek, Cine-

craft Films, Phila.; Miss M. A. Campbell, Phila. Circle

International Federation Catholic Alumnae Committee,

Phila.

L. H. Francis, Heywood Wakefield Co., New York;

J. Louis Geller, Geller Co., New York; Stanley W.
Hand, Electric Research Prod.. New York; A. B.

Hiuhard, Globe Ticket Co., Phila.; J. A. Jacobs,

Poster Design Serv., New York; F. J. McConnell,
Universal Film, New York City; R. K. McCurday,
McCurday Film. Phila.; A. V. Millichap, American
Display, Phila.; D. T. Nevin, Cinecraft Films, Phila.;

H. J. G. Schad. Reading, Pa.; Ted Schlange. Univer-

sal, New York; H. W. Tuman, Keasbey & Mattiwon,
Ambler. Pa.; G. T. Turner, Keasbey & Mattison,

Abington, Pa.; Ann Vertlibe, De Forest, Phila.
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WHAT THE CAMERA CAUGHT AT DINNER WHICH CLIMAXED

Philadelphia—They saw, they ate and listened from eight o'clock Tuesday night until one fifteen Wednesday morning at the M. P.
T. O. A. banquet, which highlighted the national convention held here this week. The list of speakers drew sales managers from
New York, who made the trip expressly for this function.

On the dais may be glimpsed Charlie Pettijohn telling Sam Dembow something that Sam apparently was eager to get; Mike

VERY few knew until Tuesday night that

that fighting "devil-dog," General Butler,

was a bosom pal of Lon Chaney. When that

popular player passed away recently, Butler

made a request to his superiors for use of a

plane for a cross-country hop to Hollywood to

attend the funeral. The general was turned

down, but paid his last respects to Lon by
sending a special marine guard of honor from
Los Angeles.

Chaney, incidentally, was a sergeant marine
on the reserve list and on several occasions,

stated General Butler, turned down an offi-

cer's commission.
* * *

A study of facial expressions of those on the

dais revealed a wide assortment. For instance:

Neri'ousness of Al Lichtman, sternness of Mike
Comcrford, contentment of Charlie Pettijohn.

humanncss of Major Genera} Smedley Butler,

loveliness of Jean Harloivc. forccfuhxess of

Sidney Kent.

Off the Record

WHEN General Butler arrived, Stanley

Hand of "Erpi" thought he was watching
Fred Warren, his colleague, so close is the re-

semblance.

"Good grief," exclaimed Stanley when he
saw the general enter the hotel lobby, "Warren
has made a terrific boner. He apparently thinks

the banquet is a costume affair and is all

dressed up like a war horse."
* * *

// some pharmaceutical genius discovers a
remedy for "leather-tongue" exhibitor dele-

gates will inscribe his name on the roll of
honorary membership.

IF you don't think Congressman William P.
Connery of Massachusetts is a pal of the

picture business, guess again. "Bill," as his film

friends know him, is also plenty liked by the
entire congressional district which he repre-
sents. When he runs for reelection, the cod-
fish state Republicans don't bother to name
opposition.

Connery's fluent knozvledge of French amazed
listeners at the MPTOA banquet. His sense
of humor is on a par ivith Irish Eddie Dozvl-
ing. both of whom ran neck-and-neck for story
telling honors—after Con McCole. Con, in-

cidentally, kept the exhibs and their friends in

stitches for an entire hour with his sensation-
ally funny yarns and ivit. Sid Kent dabbed
his eyes more than once: Jimmy Grainger
turned near-apopletic ivith laughter and Harry
Warner chewed right through the end of a
t orona as the hee-haws convulsed hint.
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Comerford, as he thought out his opening address; Pete Woodhull, thinking of some fast ones to pull; M. A. Lightman, smiling for
the photographer; Albert \1. Greenfield looking important ; At Liehtman, as well as Jimmy Grainger, and Eddie Dowling.

The vacant chair flanking Lightman was later filled by Sidney Kent, who was answering a telephone call as the camera did its

stuff. A few minutes later Governor Pinchot, Major General Smedley Butler and Mayor Mackey of Philadelphia entered.

TUESDAY night's banquet was nothing

short of an oratorical sensation. For inter-

est, entertainment and humor it excelled any
event in exhibitor history of recent years.

* * *

.Scat imj arrangements at the banquet were
handled so inefficiently that Jay Emanuel, chair-

man of the arrangements committee, found
himself seated 17 tables from his wife.

* * *

Insiders wondered about Sam Katz when Sid

Kent said that small town theatres could not be

operated successfully by $50 a week chain

managers.
* * *

What started out to be the social highlight

of a national exhibitor meet developed into a

concentrated personal tribute to M. E. Comer-
ford when a majority of banquet speakers de-

livered eulogies ta "Mike"
* * *

Harry Kathner made the hup in New York
just for the dinner on Tuesday night.

. ... So They Say

JEAN HARLOWE, at the banquet sat be-

tween Al Lichtman and James R. Grainger
of Fox, which prompted one wit to remark

:

"Good-bye, United Artists. Jean will be a Fox
star before the banquet is over."

And Leo Breaker forsook the Big Town to

hear what Sid Kent had to say about the fu-

ture of the independent exhibitor. Kent was
optimistic. Brecher wasn't disappointed.

Morns Kutinsky was very, very busy. The
T. O. C. C. crowd wondered why, but all that

Morris would say was he was looking over a

piece of property.

MAYOR DARBY of Scranton, who attend-

ed the banquet as a tribute to Comerford
worked for MPTO Secretary Mike O'Toole
back in the days when Mike was a respectable

newspaper editor.

General Butler, of the Marines, expressed a

likeness for pictures and stated that his devil-

dog camp at Qitantico, J 'a., shows three differ-

cnt features every night of the year, a total of
1,095. The statement gave Pettijohn plenty to

think over as evidenced by Charlie's attempt
to find the general's secret of successful opera-

tion of triple-featured programs when double
hills in the industry cause more grief than Will
Horzvitz's newspaper ads in Houston news-
papers.

Warren Nolan, of United Artists' home offi'

publicity staff, escorted Jean Marlowe from
New York for the banquet. And was it a

pleasure

!
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Sink or Swim
With Indpts.,

States Kent

de-

(Continued from page 2'J

)

inated because sound has now been

fined and classified.

3—Bigness in production will mean noth-

ing unless backed up by story and per-

sonalities.

-I—Cost will mean nothing it quality is

there.

5—Producers are returning to the silent

technique and will use sound as an embel-

lishment. Dialogue will be trimmed and
will be used only where necessary and
the background, sweep and action which
figured so importantly in the silent picture

blended into talkers.

Kent said mechanical limitations, or what
producers believed to be the limitations be-

cause they didn't know better at the time,

were responsible for the dropping of action

in favor of stories which used small com-
panies and that because of this so many
stage plays were made into pictures. He
also blamed this condition for the drift

toward sophistication on the screen, the loss

of kid patronage and the breaks in bad
taste which have been made in many talkers.

Covers Six Subjects

He preluded his talk with a concise

statement covering six subjects. Of wide
film he said he thought the business should

proceed cautiously, to avoid hurling any-

thing into the theatres' lap unless the

public demanded it. The cost of sound has

to be amortized, he continued, and closed

the subject by declaring the industry can-

not afford wide film, and the time for it

has not yet arrived.

"Who can say what will happen in this

scientific age?" queried Kent in taking up
television. "It's coming, but is yet some
time off. As an industry, we will welcome
anything for which there is a public de-

mand, but we must not force it. I see tele-

vision as an aid when it comes."
His views on talkers for the home were

also definite. "Those selling pictures to

theatres have no right to encourage com-
petition for those theatres. Home talkers,

when ready, call for specially-made films,"

he stated.

It is Kent's opinion that the use of color

depends on its perfection, which he de-

clared had not yet been reached. "It is a

great thing if it is not overdone," he added.
"It can apply to certain films. I would use
all color in pictures only as an exception.

Color should be used to enhance values

only."

Attempting to write a uniform contract

is "a post-graduate course in patience,"

Kent said in discussing the results of the

5-5-5 conferences. He thinks the new form
is the best so far drawn, at the same time

admitting it is not perfect.

Compliments Leaders

"The contract is a step in the right di-

rection and will get better in the future

as we learn to sit around a table and talk

rather than agitate and bull it out," he re-

marked.
He paid a compliment to M. A. Lightman

for his efforts and said the M.P.T.O.A. had

Headaches
Philadelphia—Proof that producers

don't always find the path an easy
one was offered here by Sidney R.
Kent and Harry M. Warner, when they
gave the M.P.T.O.A. convention a real
insight into production worries.
Arguing that producers prefer to

make clean pictures, but that the pub-
lic won't support them, Kent declared
"Old Ironsides" cost Paramount $2,-

500,000, that its gross was $1,100,000

and its loss, therefore, $1,400,000.

Warner said "Disraeli," a critics'

rave, has lost $300,000 in the United
States to date.

not been backward in presenting its de-

mands. He also paid a compliment to

Abram F. Myers and Allied. "1 have heard
harsh things about Allied, but they played
ball in the contract matter," he concluded.

Kent, who stole the convention of the

M.P.T.O. of Ohio at Columbus almost a

year ago to the day, played a repeat here.

When he walked into the convention hall

on Tuesday afternoon advance word of

his impending address brought in all the

stragglers. Whe he finished, the hall emp-
tied itself by almost two-thirds.

At the dinner that same night, sand-
wiched in a long list of speakers—and most
of them were unusually good—Kent was
in anything but an easy spot. But , by
unanimous opinion, he again came through
with a smash talk that sent him out of

the banquet as the star of the show.

He told the gathering this was his first

attendance at a national exhibitor's conven-
tion in his 15 years in the business and said

he had stayed away heretofore because he
did not believe such conventions to be

useful.

He doubled back on a lot of ground cov-

ered during the afternoon. He did, how-
ever, touch on kid patronage and said be

believed the swing toward action pictures

with sound backgrounds would automatically
solve the problem for the exhibitor.

Other speakers had touched upon clean

pictures. This gave Kent an opportunity

—

and he seized it—to point out that all pro-

ducers preferred to make that type of pro-

duction but that it was the public which
didn't come through with the proper sup-

port.

Ballyhoo Passe,

Films Need Guts

(Continued from page 28)

until these vulgarities are eliminated they

will not return."

Producers were put on the spot in no

uncertain manner by Vincent, for their lack

of foresight in not catering to kids.

Miss M. Close, Pennsylvania chief of the

Federated Catholic Alumnae, who followed

Vincent on the rostrum, declared that kids

don't want juvenile pictures, but insist upon

a more sophisticated type of screenfare.

Miss Close stated that her association

was favorably inclined toward the industry's

production and advertising codes of ethics,

but that wilfull violations in the latter were

being made in Philadelphia territory, point-

ing out "distasteful" advertising and pub-

licity in local sheets on Universale "Lady
Surrenders."

Erpi Pan A Miller

Move to Prevent

Loss of Members?
(Continued from page 28)

and the exhibitor, not being a radio ex-
pert, falls for it.

"When sound machines went in, we were
told the $20 to $40 service charge would
be reduced as more machines were installed.

Today, the saturation point has been about
reached, but the charge hasn't come down
any.

"All I've heard at this convention so fai-

ls a lot of talk about ideals. We're not

doing a thing about the big fellows who are

trimming us. Now Western Electric is

chiseling whenever it gets the chance. I

paid $14,000 for my machine and was told

I was paying for research at the time. If

Western Electric serviced me and gave me
all the parts I require for the next five years,

it is mv opinion there would still be plenty

of profit in that $14,000.

"I believe in cooperation. If I didn't

think we get somewhere by sitting around

and talking to producers, I would have gone
Allied a long time ago. I don't want to see

this resolution passed only to call up six

months later and find that maybe some-

thing was going to be done about it."

Text of the resolution aimed at the clec-

Iries appears on page 34-D.

Several efforts to reach Charles W. Bunn,

of "Erpi" for views on what his company
proposes to do about the M. P. T. O. A.

resolution failed. It is generally reported,

however, that Jack Miller's stand that no

reductions in service charges have been

made is not correct, the company having

slashed its scale three times in the last two
years.

Independents Named
To Directors' Board

(Continued from payc 28)

New York, were returned to the vice-presi-

dency; Harry C. Arthur, New York, was
added, while Sam Dembow of Publix suc-

ceeded Willard C. Patterson. Publix's dis-

trict manager in the Southeast. Fred Weh-
renberg of St. Louis succeeded E. M. Fay
of Rhode Island as chairman of the board:

Jay Emanuel of Philadelphia was re-elected

treasurer and Mike O'Toole of Pennsyl-

vania, secretary.

Pioneers' Removal
DecriedbyWarner

Philadelphia—Removal of a number of

the pioneers of the industry from the ex-

hibition field has been a regrettable, al-

though inevitable, development of the in-

dustry in the chain expansion so necessary

to the industry's growth. H. M. Warner de-

clared in addressing the M.P.T.O.A, dele-

gates at convention banquet.

There should be co-operation between

chains and independents for the common
good. Warner asserted, although he did not

amplify his statement concerning independ-

ents' ejection from the industry.
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COLOR and SOUND
Philadelphia— In taking a fall out of

Will Horwitz, Houston exhibitor who
is urging the public in his city to sup-

port a bill for Texas censorship via

paid newspaper copy, Charlie Pettijohn

at the same time threw a "beau geste"

in the general direction of Abram F.

Myers.
"Without knowing," he said, "I ven-

ture to say emphatically that Myers
never declared he was in favor of such

a plan, as Horwitz asserts in his news-
paper ads. It is inconceivable that

Myers could have done so."

Myers last week telegraphed Motion
Picture News from Washington that

his support had never been extended
to Horwitz's campaign.

* * *

Most of the gang went on spending orgies

after business sessions. And were some of

them sick when they lined up in front of the

cashier's cage for their hotel bills

!

* * *

Even interests close to the Hays' outfit pub-

licly take exception to each other's statements.

During his address to exhibitor delegates,

Charlie Pettijohn, Film Board chief, made a

colorful plea for a united stand in battling ap-

proaching taxation. The industry cannot stand

the slightest additional financial burden, Char-

lie stated, and ehiefy because of business de-

pression and the fact that a $500,000,000 bill

was dropped into the laps of all branches zvhen

the changeover to sound was made.
Harry Warner, several hours later while

making an address at the banquet, attempted

to lighten Pettijohn s remarks with regards

f<> t!ic big sound bill and stated they should be

discounted.
* * *

Harry Warner, however, came in for a se-

vere trouncing Wednesday morning when
Missouri MPTO President Van Hyuing socked

Warner—and socked plenty hard—because of

alleged admission that savings from merging
Warners-First National, and throwing hun-

dreds into unemployment, was to be diverted

to theatre acquisitions, and therefore, further

stifling the small exhibitor.

* * *

Generally, Philadelphia's spirit of "broth-

erly lore" was the keynote of the confab.

Much to the disappointment of the boys who
like nothing better than a red hot scrap.

* * *

I' red Wehrenberg, who succeeded Ed Fay
as chairman of the board of directors, hasn't

missal an M.P.T.O.A. meet since they started.

* * *

Who's the guy who flopped to the floor at

the banquet, during one of the highlight ad-

dresses.'
* * *

Ed Kuykcndahl's trip from Columbus, Miss.,

where he operates an independent house, was
his first north of the Mason-Dixon line in

twenty years.

Amortizing Slowly
Philadelphia The industry spent

close to $500,000,000 in its turnover
from silent to sound pictures, Charles

C. Pettijohn told the M. P. T. O. con-
vention this week.
"But what is not generally under-

stood is that the amortization is not

a matter of one year. The period
ranges from 10 to 20 years on some
companies* books."

Shades of yesteryear were lifted when Abe
Sablotsky and J. J. McGirirk were ushered to

the banquet dais. They sat at a far corner of
a table, almost unnoticed. A few years back
they were big guns in Stanley until the War-
ner deal resulted in eviction of both.

The pair now run an opposition chain with
Al Boyd, concentrating on suburban and small
t<»wn houses.

Philadelphia business ti'as represented at the
bouquet by Albert M. Greenfield, Warner the-
atre and real estate representative in the Quak-
er City. Greenfield, zvho financed many of
the town's biggest picture houses long before
Warners secured control of Stanley, sold his

first site to Sigmund Lulnn, and later scouted
for sites for Harry Davis, Jules Mastbaum,
h-r bis new boss Harry Warner, and as he put
it : "many other so-called big timers in the
picture business."

Greenfield pulled this while making a speech
at the banquet, and while standing next to

Warner.

Machine-Like
Philadelphia—The report of the cre-

dentials committee had just been read.
The chair had asked for some one
to move its adoption. But only silence
from the floor.

Then, Mike O'Toole in a stage whis-
per, to M. A. Lightman:
"Where's your man?"
Just then Dick Biechele upped and

came through with the necessaries.
The seconds followed in quick order
and the "ayes" faster than that. Dis-
senting voices—none.

Just to prove that there are no hard feelings
between business rivals, Irving Lesser, of De-
forest, sat at the some banquet table with four
"lirpi" sales chiefs including Stanley Hand,
M. Woodward, Ben Picrmont and Frank Rog-
ers. However, a committee member placed at

the same table two zoom en representatives of
the Catholic Women's Alumnae. Probably to

preserve peace.

Lessor's company is suing "Erpi," Western
Electric and John Otterson for plenty in a
patent tangle.

* * *

Incidentally, wonder if Rogers is still in-

terested in a certain i. o. u. for fifty bucks?
* * *

Pete Woodhull would insist upon a long-
winded discourse on Jersey politics.

* * *

Tribute was paid to the memory of Denny
Harris, former Pennsylvania theatre operator,

who passed away a few mouths ago.
* * *

Try t<> imagine the iiupressivcness of a ban-
quet dais about a block long seating Governor-
elect Giffoyd H. Pine hot, Mayor Harry A.
Maekey, of Philadelphia; Mayor Darby, of
Scrauton; Major General Smedley Butler, boss

of the marines; Congressman Wm. P. Connery,
Jean llarlowe, "Jimmy" Grainger, At Licht-
ntan, Eddie Vowling, M, E. Comerford, Sidney
P. Kent, Harry M. Warner, M. .1. Lightman,
J. David Stern, publisher of the "Philadelphia
Record"; Harry L. Knapp. chairman of the

state board of censors; Albert M. Greenfield,
Pete Woodhull, Con McCole, Sam Novero,
Smn Dembow, Charlie Pettijohn, J. Daznd
Stem, Lew Pizer, atul a eoupla judges.

Philadelphia- Western Electric spent
plenty to rig up a sound installation in
the convention auditorium of the Ben-
jamin Franklin. A truckload of equip-
ment with its staff was brought down
from New York.
No word of appreciation for "Erpi"

co-operating in the rig-up was forth-
coming during any of the sessions, and
to pile insult upon injury, the MPT
O A passed a resolution condemning
the company for excessive service
charges.
The climax, however, came at the

banquet when a short circuit caused
terrific noise in the sound system dur-
ing showing of a song trailer.

Missouri President Can llyning admits that
he's a "hard-headed Dutchman." Score
charges is the toughest financial millstone nozv
tied around the necks of exhibitors, he said.

No convention report would be complete with-
out a word about M.P.T.O.A. President M. A.
Lightman and his dynamic personality. He's
got a world of boosters.

The last batch of convention delegates on
the speakers' platform included Fred Desberg,
of Loew's Ohio Theatres; Joe Dennison, Col.

Puttcrfield's ambassador from Michigan ; and
Nebraska M.P.T.O. President Charlie Williams.

Unknown to anyone in the convention hall

at the closing session on Wednesday afternoon,

a well known film executive was sitting on the
sidelines awaiting an opportunity to spring a
discussion which would cause shame to plenty

in producing -distributing ranks.

The entire meeting was rapidly winding up
when it became evident that a strong desire had
developed to rush through a motion for ad-
journment, and the him executive junked his

plan which called for a lengthy talk, for fear

the prolongment would be received coldly.

If this guy had gained the floor, the sensation

seekers would have been given enough "heat"

to satisfy them for the next mouth, at least.

Nebraska MPTO President Williams got
plenty dirty in his talk of the prevailing spirit

of harmony. "The most peaceful, harmonious
and constructive meeting in the history of the

association," was Williams' declaration descrip-

tive of the confab.

Williams compared the serenity of the Philly

confab with the exhibitor conventions of olden

days when, so he said, "Al Steffes paced fran-

tically up and down the convention hall, flour-

ishing a blackjack in one hand and something
in his hip pocket."

Not the First Time
Philadelphia—Walter Eberhardt fig-

ured on a quick trip over the road,
started from Newr York at 6 in the
morning and arrived at 1. He was
traveling in a friend's car when the
distributor head went wrong between
Elizabeth and New Brunswick.
"Why worry?" said Walter. "This

wron't be the first time we've had trou-
ble with distributor heads."
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Placid Course of M. P. T. 0. Conclave

Reflected in Tenor of Resolutions
Crack at W. E. and RCA on
Service Charges and Horwitz

Slam Alone Stand Out

I 'hiladelphia—The conventions of

yesteryear are no more.The political ma-
chinery of the M.P.T.O.A. demonstrated

to oldtimers that the days of fireworks

and sensational "bombing" had passed

forever.

Aside from the resolution asking

Western Electric and RCA to explain the

why and how of the present cost of ser-

vice charges and another condemning
Will Horwitz of Houston for publicly

advocating censorship in Texas, the rest

of the resolutions fell into innocuous and
perfunctory channels.

The text conveys the idea :

Emphasize 30-Day Notice
On Substitute Releases
WHEREAS, the relationship between the distribu-

tor and exhihitor is founded upon a contract, and,
WHEREAS, in the negotiation of said contract, the

distributor agrees to deliver and the exhibitor agrees
to accept a picture or pictures with specific stars,

stoies and directors, and,
WHEREAS, before the contract between the dis-

tributor and exhibitor is completed an agreement is

reached between them regarding the license fee to
be charged for said picture or pictures, based upon
alleged value and drawing power as outlined in the
advance notices, press books, and contracts, and
WHEREAS, the exhibitor relies entirely upon the

distributor to deliver the product purchased by said
exhibitor ; therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED: th.it it shall be the duty of

the distributor to notify the exhibitor, at least with-
in thirty days in advance of National release date, uf

any substitution which said distributor shall make;
Now, therefore, be it further RESOLVED: That

the secretary of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America be instructed to send a copy of this

resolution to the Motion Picture Producers and Dis-
tributors Association, and likewise to each and every
producer and distributor of motion pictures.

To Probe W.E. and RCA on
Cost of Scores and Parts
RESOLVED, by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners

of America in convention assembled that we take
cognizance of the complaints which have been made
to the board of directors about the service and parts
charged to theatre owners by the Western Electric
Co. and RCA.
RESOLVED, that it is pur purpose to fully protect

the interests of the theatre owner in this relation
and to that end we direct the president of this or-
ganization to confer with the proper parties in this
relation with a view to having the matter in dis-
pute adjusted.

* * *

Favor Railway Express
If Rate Drops 75 Per Cent
WHEREAS, the Motion Picture Theatre Owners

of America recognizes that the most desirable method
of transporting motion picture films and the disc
records that are necessary when sound is so recorded
is by railway express,*
AND WHEREAS, the only reason that railway ex-

press for the transportaton of films and records is

not universally employed is its excessive cost in com-
parison with other means that offer;
AND WHEREAS, the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of America appreciates that for years the
railway express was practically the only means of

such transportation in use and that during those
years and more recent years the service rendered by
the railway express has always been prompt and
reliable; be it

RESOLVED, that the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America assures the railway express com-
panics that if a reduction in rales on film and record
shipments returning to film exchanges from exhibi-

tors amounting to 75 per cent uf the present rate
is granted it is the conviction of the organization
that there will immediately result such an increase
in the number of exhibitors employing railway ex-
press exclusively for film and record shipments as
to make the greater volume of business more than
offset the loss of revenue due to reduction in return
rates;
THAT the organization undertakes to induce all

its members, in the event of the reduction, to des-
ignate railway express as the medium of transpor-
tion of films and records booked to them

;

THAT the organization will impose upon all its

members increased attention to the obligation to

make shipments to exchanges by very first possible
express after the period for which films may be booked
to them shall have expired;
THAT the organization petitions that the reduc-

tion asked be granted, not only because it is a fact
that no actual loss of revenue to the railway express
companies, but rather a gain, will result, but also
because of the business depression which has so seri-
ously affected the motion picture theatres of the
country and the material relief a rate reduction would
afford.

Sock Horwitz for Move
To Foist Texas Censorship
RESOLVED, by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners

of America in convention assembled that we deplore
the action of William Horwitz of Texas in urging
the establishment of a censor board in that state
because of some difference of opinion between him-
self and some producers;
RESOLVED, that we are definitely certain that he

in no way expresses the opinion or desires of the
theatre owners of Texas or others in the theatre
business in that state, but, on the contrary, that all

interested in our industry in Texas are opposed
to official censorship, knowing its defects and the
impossibility of operating with talking and sound
pictures predominating;
RESOLVED, that we are opposed to any censor-

ship of pictures except as the same may be properly
and judiciously exercised within the industry and
pledge to the theatre owners of Texas all aid within
our power to prevent the imposition of censorship on
the industry in that state.

Officially Deplore Death
Of D. A. Harris, Pittsburgh
RESOLVED, by the motion Picture Theatre Owners

of America in convention assembled

:

THAT we deeply deplore the death of D. A. Har-
ris, a former national board member of this organ-
ization, a member of our contract committee and
always prominent in the work of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America and home unit;
RESOLVED, that a minute be made on thejrecords

of this convention expressive of our sorrow at the
untimely death of Mr. Harris and his removal from
a sphere of usefulness and the peformance o tasks
for which his great ability so well fitted him

;

RESOLVED, that a copy of these resolutions be
sent to the family of the deceased.

Endorse Comerford Plan
To Better Theatre Service
RESOLVED, by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners

of America in convention assembled that we heartily

recommend the proposition submitted to this con-
vention by M. E. Comerford to extend the service

work of our national organization through the form-
ation of the Pennsylvania Economic Association;
RESOLVED, that we believe it will be much to

the advantage of all in the motion picture business
to make the theatres leading community institutions

in the development of industrial and other worth

* * *

Strong for Washington
Centennial Production
RESOLVED, by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners

of America in convention assembled that we heartily

recommend the purpose of Congress and patriotic

and other bodies to properly celebrate the bi-centen-
nial of George Washington, believing the same will

arouse a measure of real patriotism in all parts of

our country;
RESOLVED, that we believe this nation-wide cele-

bration of the Washington bi-centennial will s.. cen-

ter public attention on the wonderful qualities <>i

Washington, his broad tolerance ami complete rec-

ognition of the civic and religious rights of all, thus

Several Endorse Service and
Others Prove to Be the

Conventional Kind

tending to re-shape opinion in such quarters as now
deviate from these real American policies;
RESOLVED, that we cooperate in every way in the

fitting and proper celebration of the bi-centennial, one
phase of which is the making of a motion picture
descriptive of the life of Washington. That we en-
deavor to have this picture historically correct so as
to make it valuable as a screen text in colleges and
schools after the same has had the proper theatrical
showings.

* * *

Special Films for Holidays
Favored by Organization
RESOLVED, by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners

of America in convention assembled that we approve
of the project presented by President M. A. Lightman
to have topical pictures presented illustrative of the
different phases of our national life as well as home
topics. He particularly instanced Mothers' Day.

Convention Speakers
Named in Resolution
RESOLVED: By the Motion Picture Theatre Own-

ers of America in convention assembled that we are
truly grateful to Governor Pinchot, General Smedley
Butler, Mayor Harry Mackey, Congressman William
P. Conney, Albert M. Greenfield, Harry M. Warner,
Sidney R. Kent, Eddie Dowling, C. C. Pettijohn, Con
McCole, Hary A. Knapp. George W. Elliot, Lt. Gov.
Arthur James. ( >scar Hanson, Frank Conklin, Joseph
Cunningham, Dr. F. S. Irby, A. C. La Rue, J. S.
Parkinson, and others, who favored our organization
and the motion picture industry generally by ad-
dressing us in convention and banquet.
RESOLVED: That the secretary be instructed to

write to each person indicated and express to them
the thanks of our national officers and members for
these courtesies.

* * *

Exhibitors Urged to

Give Unemployment Shows
RESOLVED: By the Motion Picture Theatre Own-

ers of America that we heartily commend the pro-
posal made by Albert M. Greenfield at the conven-
tion dinner that Sunday performances be given in

the different theatres to relieve the distress incident
to unemployment and the very gracious offer made
in that connection by Harry Warner to turn over
the seventy-two (72) theatres in the Philadelphia
territory to that purpose, coupled with the announced
disposition of other theatres owners in the territory
to follow in line.

RESOLVED: That we urge the exhibitors gener-
ally to do everything in their power to relieve the
iineni|iIoyiuent situation and help in every way to
stabilize industrial and other situations.

Plug for Philly Crowd
Which Handled Confab
RESOLVED: B> the Motion Pictures Theatre Own-

ers of America in convention assembled that we
extend our sincere thanks to Chairman Lewen Pizor,
of the Philadelphia committee of arrangements, to
Abe Einstein, chairman of the press committee, and
the many excellent members of their committees for

the commendable way in which the work entailed up-
on them for this convention was performed,
RESOLVED: That the success of this convention

was to a large extent due to the efforts of these
exhibitors for which the delegates here are particu-
larly grateful.

* * *

Gov.-Elect Pinchot Thanked
For Attending MPTOA Banquet
RESOLVED: By the Motion Picture Theatre Own-

ers of America m convention assembled that our
thanks are due and are hereby extended to Governor
Pinchot for his very gracious act in coming to our
convention dinner and bringing us a message of good
cheer and helpfulness.
RESOLVED: That as his presence with us en-

tailed personal sacrifice because of the strenuous
campaign through which he just passed that we_ are

particularly grateful t<< him and his official associates

and that a letter to that effect be sent to Governor
Pinchot from our national office.
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Double-Featuring Reaching Alarming

Proportions and Crowding Out Shorts

For Women Only
Hollywood—All women and no men

will make up the cast of eight prin-

cipals in "Women Like Men," which
Liberty Productions will produce in

the near future. The story is an orig-

inal by Gertrude Orr and Doris Mal-
lou. Adaptation is by Gertrude Orr.

Saturation Point in Sight; Both
Distributors and Theatres

Hurt by Practice

Cut Nut to Bone
To Get Seattle

House in Black

Seattle—After several weeks of indecision

on the part of coast and local Publix execu-
tives, the new policy for the Seattle Para-

mount theatre was decided upon two days
before its inauguration.

Intent upon eliminating, if possible, the

losses that the house has suffered almost

every week during recent seasons, it lias

been decided to cut operating costs to a

minimum, reduce admission prices, and op-

erate on as much of a "grind" policy as will

be consistent with the calibre of the house.

As a result, the theatre is inaugurating a

new price scale of 25 cents, 35 cents and 5(1

cents, effective every day in the week.

Matinees formerly 50 cents will be 35 cents

now, and evening top will be 50 instead of

60 cents. The 16-piece orchestra will be en-

tirely dispensed with, there will be no or-

gan specialties, and, as newspaper ads re-

port, "the entire show is on the screen."

Publix stage units will no longer appear

here.

This marks the fourth change of policy

since the house opened a little more than

two years ago. Originally it offered films

and Eastern Publix stage units. Then it

dropped the stage fare and featured films

and musical specialties. A few months ago
the policy changed again to accommodate
films and Coast stage units. And now comes
the present plan.

Its success will be carefully clocked by
Leon Levy, new division manager for the

Northwest, who has just arrived here to

replace Robert Blair, recently appointed Los
Angeles city manager.

Knill Back With Warner
Denver — Fred Knill. manager of the

Paris at Santa Fe, and previously assistant

manager of the Warner exchange here, has

returned as a salesman. He replaces C. C.

Caldwell, who has bought the Palace at

Lovington, N. M.

Finnegan Heads Union
Cleveland—Oscar Scheck. for many years

president of the local Theatrical Em-
ployes' Union, last week declined re-election.

Bill Finnegan was elected president.

Double-featuring, discouragement of

which distributors sought in zoning plans,

is on the increase throughout the country,

having reached the saturation point in many
spots. Exchange men are concerned over
the spread of the practice, which is more
rapid in recent months, due to the lack

of good pictures.

The public has been educated to double-

featuring to the extent that even a strong
attraction has a hard time getting by on
its own wdien it hits the neighborhoods.
As a consequence, shorts are taking it on
the chin, being crowded out by the double-

feature gag.

The shoe pinches tun ways. The dis-

tributor is penalized because the exhibitor

insists upon minimum rentals, and the ex-

hibitor is hurt because the two-feature policy

runs up overhead. Circuit and affiliated

houses as well as independents are double-
featuring to a point where a shortage of

product is felt by many competition houses.

To date, the practice has increased busi-

ness at exchanges, as. obviously, it has re-

sulted in an appreciably greater number
of films being played. In spite of this,

however, it has had practically no effect

on the exchange's net because of the fac-

tors noted.

Double-featuring houses report an in-

crease in the number of telephone inquiries

as to the starting time of one or another
of the features being played. Observers
declare this to be the most significant evi-

dence of a waning of interest in the double
bills. It indicates, they say, that patrons

are tiring of sitting through the abnormally
long, freak programs, and are interested

in seeing only one of the two features of-

fered by the house.

Reaction Seen
A certain portion of the public will in-

evitably react to a bargain offering of this

kind by evidencing suspicion, it is also

pointed out. These persons believe that

something cheap is being pawned off on
them, and that both, or at least one of the

features, is, of necessity, a flop that wouldn't

have been spotted double if it was good
enough to play alone. For these reasons,

persons of this type avoid a double feature

house entirely and come to regard it even-

tually as a warning.
The difficulty of spotting two good fea-

tures on the same program and at rea-

sonable cost to the house is also a danger
not easily avoided. Dyed-in-the-wool film

goers who sit through even one feature

which does not satisfy them forget the

bargain angle and feel that they have been
''taken." If the same experience is encoun-
tered often enough they come to look on
these double feature house as a "gyp joint"

and avoid it.

Because of this reaction, distributors are

confident the pendulum will swing the other

way in favor of single features. If it does,

The British Slant

The feeling in Hollywood with refer-

ence to the young New Jersey woman
who, by her own wish, has gone
through the marriage ceremony four
times in six months with the same
man is that she must be fond of the
fellow.

—

Punch.

'Non-Union Union'

Asks Injunction

Against Rivals

Kansas City—Sound Projectionists Asso-
ciation, the "non-union union" operators,

has filed a petition in the Federal District

court asking for a restraining order against

the International Alliance of Theatre Stage
Employes and .Mining Picture ( Iperators of

the United States and Canada, Inc., to pre-

vent them from intimidating members of the

non-union group.

According to members of the Sound Pro-

jectionists' Association, threats have been
made against them, some of whom have
been told they will be "taken for a ride."

The non-union association declares in the

petition that union men have thrown stench

bombs into certain theatres employing non-
union operators in an attempt to get the

projectionists to resign.

The petition also asks for a restraining

order against the local chapters of the In-

ternational Alliance in Kansas City and St.

Joseph, Mo., and asks that damages in the

amount of $10,000 be assessed against the

defendants because of alleged interference

with the operation of the St. John and Bal-

tis theatres in Kansas City and the Rialto

in St. Joseph.
Some time ago it was rumored that the

non-union group would retaliate stench-

bombing of non-union houses by placing

stench bombs in union houses. The last the-

atre to be the victim of a stench bomb was
the Baltis, but as yet no retaliation has been
attempted. No date has been set for a hear-

ing of the petition.

Warner Regional Meet
Cleveland—Fifty managers and assistant

managers representing 26 Warner theatres

in this district held a regional meeting to

discuss house policies. Phil Gleichman. dis-

trict general manager, and George Skouras.
assistant general manager of Warner the

atres. attended the meeting.

there'll be a jam on playdates, they feel.

The double-feature issue was a big stum-
bling block in the Chicago zoning negotia-

tions and with give-aways led to dropping
of the proposed clearance schedules.
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Play Ball with Independents' Rental

Grosses; Curiosity of U. S. Aroused

Franco-German Control?

Paris — Development of a Franco-
German combine aimed against Am-
erican films is behind the purchase of

control of German Emelka by a syndi-

cate headed by M. Albert Kohan. Pro-

duction of talkers in both French and
German is planned. Other French
firms are to be asked to join the

group, which is said to control 70 per

cent of the French market. Mean-
while, French production activity is

being increased rapidly.

Two New Talker

Houses Planned

For San Diego

San Diego, Cal.—One dark house here

may be reopened and a stock theatre turned

ever to talkers if deals under way are com-

pleted.

Showing of Spanish talkers and presenta-

tion of roadshows in the Balboa is planned

by Harry Hartman, southern division man-
ager for Fox. Under the plan, the foreign

language talkers will be shown three days

a week, and road productions booked out of

Los Angeles to fill the rest of the weekly

program.

The Balboa has been closed for almost a

year. Hartman's plan is the result, he said,

of many requests by Spanish residents here

for talkers in their native tongue. The
Savoy is the other house involved.

After a run of five years, Fulkerson and

Marsh, producers, plan to close. Details of

the proposed move have not been announced,

but the producers say they plan to lease the

house to Los Angeles theatre men for film,

productions.

If the deal goes through, the Savoy Play-

ers will go to a house in Hollywood to con-

tinue their productions, Lawrence Marsh,
producing director, said.

A movement is under way by many prom-
inent civic organizers to sell enough season

tickets to finance the company in a longer

stay here. The announcement of the pro-

posed closing has aroused many San Dieg-

ans, as the Savoy is the last house here

where stage plays are offered.

Marquee Billings Being
Used to Sell Fox Mirror
Fox Theatres is plugging sales of the

Screen Mirror, fan publication and house
organ. The magazine was originated by
Fox West Coast Theatres. It is being sold

in all houses of the chain, lobby displays,

window cards and even marquee billings be-

ing used to plug the magazine.

Distributors and Circuits Do
Quick About-Face to Avert

Probe, Is Charge

Independent exhibitors profess consider-
able amusement over the about-face attitude

of distributors and affiliated circuits in com-
puting the amount of rental grosses which
independent theatres contribute.

The inside is said to be that the distribu-

tors and affiliates had a government white-
wash about set, as a result of their claims
that the market is open, when the repeated
statements made at the contract delibera-

tions at New York and Atlantic City that

independents supply only 15 per cent of the

rental gross got the government "all het up."

Some independents were quick to seize

this advantage, asserting this proved that

the industry was 85 per cent trustified, by
distributors' and chains' own statements.

This precluded any clean bill of health,. as

was reported planned.

A Two-Way "Pickle"

Then the about-face, with articles appear-
ing in some of the trade journals, which
independents believe were inspired, showing
that the percentage of independent rentals

is much greater than the 15 per cent figure,

running as high as 40 to 45 per cent.

Independents see in this maneuver an-
other advantage, now insisting that although

affiliated circuits represent about 60 per
cent of the rentals, they practically dictate

the exhibition situation through zoning
schedules.

Orchestra and Flesh
To Return at Tampa

Tampa—The Tampa is going to have an
orchestra again, a symphony of 17 pieces,

and "flesh and blood" acts will be added to

the programs from time to time, states Paul
Short, managing director. A symphony or-

chestra was a feature of the house from the

opening until talkers arrived.

Rockett Supervising Four
Hollywood—Al Rockett, associate pro-

ducer at Fox, has been assigned supervision
of four pictures, "East Lynne," which Frank
Lloyd will direct; "The Painted Woman,"
to be directed by Irving Cummings ; "The
Modern World," which Chandler Sprague
will direct, and "Three Girls Lost," to be
directed by Sidney Lanfield.

Silents vs. Talkers
We have heard of a rector whose

largest Sunday congregation is usually
in the evening, when a silent motion
picture is shown, and who advertised
a morning prayer book service as "all

talking and singing."— The Church-
man.

Unbelievable
Hollywood—Overheard in the lobby

of the Fox Carthay Circle where "Just
Imagine" is the current attraction. It
was during intermission of the
DeSylva, Brown and Henderson fan-
tasy predicting what these United
States may be like in 1980. The in-

trepid adventurers had just taken off

in their rocket plane headed for Mars
when intermission broke.
A woman, strolling about the foyer,

was heard to remark to her escort,

"Rather farfetched, don't you think?"

Executive Slams

Salary Slashes as

"Foolhardy" Act

A well known executive, commenting
on the curtailment and wage-slashing

fever which is ravaging its way through

certain quarters of the industry, has this

to say for publication without use of his

name :

Might the economic observations of one
who has been connected with the motion
picture industry in every branch, from a

time shortly after its christening, be ex-
pressed in connection with the reported

curtailment rampage of overhead? It might
seem incongruous for one as lowly as I

am in the general scheme of things to voice

an opinion on an economic question as great

as that in the alleged depression of busi-

ness and the reduction of salaries. In my
various activities, it has been necessary for

me to learn where curtailment may be made
in production as well as distribution expense
without interfering either with efficiency

or merit of our productions.

Prosperity in the country generally, and
in any industry specifically, can come only
through the circulation and not the hoard-
ing of the dollar. It is basically true that

a dollar spent finds circulation that brings
profit and comfort in an endless circle.

Business depression, hard times and
panic follow only when wealth is hoarded
and money withdrawn from circulation.

Prosperity comes only from circulation of

a country's wealth. A country's resources
are only to permit of consumption and cir-

culation, consumption of the resources and
circulation of the wealth.

As a concrete example, if an individual

is worth a million dollars and the cash is

locked in a vault, it earns nothing, does
him no good and prevents others from
themselves earning money from or out of

that million dollars capital.

The moment we reduce salaries only to

conserve cash, that moment we take that

much money out of circulation, thereby re-

ducing the purchasing power of the indi-

vidual, which in turn affects the earning
{Continued on page 44)
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"Life of Party"

$17,000, $19,000

2nd Week in L. A.

Los Angeles—Warners' "Life of the

Party," day and date second week at War-
ners' Downtown and Hollywood, continued

to display great strength, getting high rat-

ing for the town with $19,000 and $17,000

respectively. Amos 'n' Andy slipoed $5,000

in its third week at the Orpheum, turning

in $16,000 for its third stanza.

Cooler weather and Armistice Day helped

business all over town, with the Criterion

and State doing well. "The Big Trail" took

a spurt, being due to fold. The Pantages

did just average on "Madam Satan." "Her
Wedding Night" slipped to $4,500 at Grau-
man's Egyntian.

Estimated takings:
"JUST IMAGINE" (Fox)

FOX CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1,650) 7Sc-7Sc-$1.50, fifth

week, twice daily, 7 days. Other attractions: Abe
Lyman and band, news. Gross: 514,000. Rating: 110%.

"WAY FOR A SAILOR" (M-G-M)
LOEWS STATE—(2.418) 35c-65c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: F. & M. "Espanola" Idea, news. Gross:
$30,000. Rating: 111%.

"DERELICT" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT—(3,596) 35c-65c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Stage revue, news, comedy. Gross: $26,000.

Rating: 104%.

"UFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)
WARNERS' DOWNTOWN— (2,400) 35c-o5c, 7 days,

second week. Other attractions: Vitaphone Varie-
ties, news. Cross: $19,000. Rating: 127%.

"DU BARRY" (United Artists)
UNITED ARTISTS—(2.100) 35c-65c, 7 days, second

week. Other attractions: News, organ concert. Gross:
$12,500. Rating: 92%.

"TODAY" (Majestic)
RKO—(2,700) 35c-65c, 7 days. Other attractions:

News, RKO vaudeville. Gross: $135,000. Rating: 84%.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (RKO)
ORPHEUM—(2,750) 35c-65c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, third week, Knute Rockne short. Gross:
$16,000. Rating: 100%.

"MR. WU" (M-G-M)
CALIFORNIA INTERNATIONAL—(2,000) 25c-50c,

7 days, second week. Other attractions: Spanish
comedy, news. Gross: $7,000. Rating: 100%.

"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)
GRAU/MAN'S CHINESE—(2,030) 75c-$1.50. 7 days,

twice daily, sixth week. Other attractions: Stage
revue, news. Gross: $17,500. Rating: 108%.

"HER WEDDING NIGHT" (Paramount)
GRAUMAN'S EGYPTIAN—(1,800) 35c-65c. 7 days.

Other attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $4,500.

Rating: 60%.

"LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)
WARNERS' HOLLYWOOD— (3.000) 35c-65c, 7 days,

second week. Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties,
news. Gross: $17,000. Rating: 121%.

"MADAM SATAN" (M-G-M)
PANTAGES' HOLLYWOOD—(3.000) 35c-65c, 7 days.

Other attractions: F. & M. "Way Ba:k When"
Idea. news. Gross; $15,000. Rating: 100%.

Show Business to Take
Care of Own, Brown Says
Hiram S. Brown, president of Radio-

Keith-Orpheum, attending the New York
emergency employment committee meeting,
notified that body that now, as in the past,

the theatrical business will take care of the
unemployed, the aged and the unfortunate
of its own profession. As a matter of his-
tory, the people of the theatre have not only
"taken care of their own," but in service
and in contribution have accomplished more
unselfish charity in behalf of others than
the members of any other profession or
business. Already there are over 5.000 art-

ists of the stage and screen enlisted as vol-
unteers at benefit shows for the needy of

other walks of life during November and
December.

Grey Handles "Birth"

A. Griffith Grey, veteran roadshow
operator and executive of the D. W.

Griffith organiza-
tion, is handling
the state righting
east of the Mis-
sissippi of "The
Birth of a Na-
tion," synchro-

nized with sound
effects. The film

now is being of-

fered to state

right buyers.

West of the
Mississippi, "The
Birth" is being
state-righted by
Triangle Film Co.,

with headquarters at Los Angeles.

Grey formerly handled the road-

showing of all Paramount road at-

tractions, including "Wings."

Copy V. & U.

A. Griffith Grey

Musicals Out,

Newspaper Says

Cincinnati—The fact that there has been

an excess of screen productions adapted

from or based on operettas and musical

comedies, on which the public has been fed

up, has been the subject of animated discus-

sions by various local groups for the past

several months.
Commenting on the situation editorially,

the. Cincinnati Enquirer, in a recent issue,

says under the captain of "All's Quiet"

:

"Just now we seem to be going through

one of those intermediate periods in the mo-
tion picture industry when everybody just

marks time and waits to see what the other

fellow is going to do. Truth to tell, the in-

dustry has a man-sized job on its hands, for

it must entertain some 50,000,000 or so. film

patrons and seems to have exhausted every

possibility of novelty."

"The big mistake the producers made—

a

mistake that they made on many previous

occasions—was to ride a good horse to

death. So eager were they to get immedi-

ate returns on sound pictures when they

first came out that they exploited the new
medium indiscriminately, and to its own dis-

advantage as well as to theirs. Hence, we
went through that nerve-racking period of

Broadway pictures dealing with some phases

of theatrical or night club life and in drag-

ging in song numbers in every other scene.

Fired by the success of "Broadway Melody,"

Hollywood turned out dozens of films on

the same pattern until now the very patient

public is fed up and indifferent."

$46,445 Big for

'Doorway to Hell'

3rd Week Slated

Wunder, in East, Revises
Midwest Good Will Tour
Conferences are under way in New York

between eastern members of the Academy of

M.P. Arts and Sciences and Clinton Wun-
der, executive manager, prior to the lat-

ter's goodwill tour of the Middle West.
Wunder has revised his speaking schedule,

which now is as follows: Nov. 19, Mem-
phis; Nov. 20. St. Louis; Nov. 21, Omaha;
Nov. 23 and 24, Minneapolis; Nov. 25, Mil-

waukee.

Smashing business done by "The Door-
way to Hell," Warners' surprise picture,

was the feature of Broadway this and last

week. The film, which got $46,445 in its

first stanza, is going big in its second week,

and will be held for a third, the first so

honored since the Strand went talker.

Harold Lloyd's "Feet First," coming in

last week, showed strength, grabbing $55,-

200, and is off to a good second week. The
Amos 'n' Andy film at the Mayfair slipped

considerably during the week, not even the

attraction of a new theatre being sufficient

to land it in the big money which character-

ized its first week. "Du Barry" at the

Rivoli was weak and is being pulled Friday
in favor of "Morocco" after a two-week
session. Anna May Wong flopped with
"The Flame of Love" at the Cohan, with
the current war picture, "Suspense." seem-
ingly doing considerably better this week.
"The Cat Creeps" is showing strength at

the Globe and will be held over.

Estimated takings

:

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)
ASTOR—(1,120) 50c-75c-$l-S1.50-$2. 2nd week. Other

attractions: "Flip the Frog" (M-G-M), "Dogway
Melodies" (M-G-M). Gross: $18,784.

"BIG HOUSE" (M-G-M)
CAPITOL — (4,700) 35c-50c-75c-$1.50, 7 days, 2nd

week. Other attractions: "Helping Grandma" (Our
Gang), news and Capitol presentation. Gross: $68,987.

"SUSPENSE" (British International)
GEO. M. COHAN— (1.500) 35c-S0c-75c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Trail's End" (Col.), news, "Colonel
Lindbergh" (Visugraphic), "Hard-Boiled Yeggs"
(Col.). Gross: $12,300.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)
(Playing simultaneously at the Criterion and Gaiety)
CRITERION—(850) $l-$2-$2.50. 7 davs, 13th week.

Other attractions: None. Gross: $11,500.

"EMBASSY—ALL NEWSREEL
EMBASSY— (598) 25c, 7 davs, Straight newsreel.

Gross: $9,326.75.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)
(Playing simultaneously at the Criterion and Gaiety)
GAIETY—(808) $1-$1.50.$2-S2.50. 13th week. Other

attractions: None. Gross: $9,000.

"EAST IS WEST" (U.)
GLOBE—(1,050) 35c-50c-75c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Toby, the Pup," "Knute Rockne" (Pathe),
"Bed-Time Story" (Col.). Gross: $16,500.

"KISMET" (Warners)
HOLLYWOOD — (1.600) 50c-75c-$l-$1.50, 7 days.

Other attractions: "Romeo and Juliet" (Warners),
news. Gross: $22,155.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (Radio)
MAYFAIR—(2,300) 40c-65c-85c-$l, 1st lull week.

Other attractions: Mickey Mouse comedy, news,
"Humanettes" (RKO). Gross: $51,000.

"FEET FIRST" (Harold Lloyd-Para.)
RIALTO—(1,904) 65c-8Sc. Other attractions: "Way

Out West" (Bruce), "Sky Scraping" (Para.), news.
Gross: $55,200.

"MADAME DU BARRY" (J. M. Schenck)
RIVOLI—(2.103) 35c-65c-85c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Whi'e the Captain Waits" (Para.). "Pulling
a Bone" (Para.), "Mariutch" (Fleischer). Gross:
539,700.

"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)
ROXY— (6.2O0) 50c-75c-$l, 7 days. 2nd week. Other

attractions: Stage show and news. Gross: $70,000.

"THE DOORWAY TO HELL'' (Warners)
STRAND— (3.0001 35c-50c-65c-S5e, 7 days. Other

attractions: "College Kickers" (Warners), "The Elec-
tric Ship" CG. E.). Gross: $46,445.

"OUTWARD BOUND" (Warners)
WARNERS— (1.490) $1-$1.50. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "l.",,,iev Tunes," "Helen Brodericfc," "Martin-
elli" (all Vitaphone). Gross: $16,166.

"THE LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)
WINTER GARDEN — (1,493) 35c-50c-$l, 7 days.

Other attractions: "Shaw and Lee," "Hall Johnson,"
"Willy Howard" (all Vitaphone). Gross: $10,750.

(In last week's issue "East Is West" was
erroneously listed as the attraction at the

Globe, with a gross of $18,500. The gross

was that chalked up by "The Silver Horde,"
which should have been the attraction

listed.)
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"East Is West"

Gets Top Dough
InOmaha-$14,400

Omaha — After "milking" the town for

nine days with "Check and Double Check,"

the Orpheum came through with a '«•'.

rating with five days of "East Is West."
Receipts came to $14,400. Signor Friscoi

marimba band on the stage helped things

along, but the picture did the biz.

"Scotland Yard" at the State first half

hit 110%, doing $2,475. All this was in

face of the annual Ak-Sar-Ben live stock

and horse show which claimed an attend-

ance of 25,000 persons. Night sessions of

the horse show hit the major houses, all

admitted.

At the Paramount, "Laughter" hit par for

$8,500. Another 100% week was hung up

at the World with "Monte Carlo," with tak-

ings at $11,000.

"College Lovers," last half at the State,

dropped to 80% at $2,000. With openings

of the week-run houses on Thursday, Fri-

day and Saturday, the final four days at

this house always finds the going tough.

Estimated takings :

"LAUGHTER" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT (2,900) 25c-35c-50c, ' days. Other

attractions: "Helping Hand" (Para.), "Don't Bite the

Dentist" (Educational), Para. Pictorial, news. Gross:
$8,500. Rating: 100%.

"MONTE CARLO" (Para.)

WORLD I-'. 500) 25c-35c-60c, 7 days, Other attrac-

tions: Vaudeville, band, house hallet, news Gross:
$11,000. Rating: 100%.

"EAST IS WEST" (Univ.)
ORPHEUM—(3,000) 2Sc-35c-60c, S clays. Other at-

tractions: Vaudeville, "Love Some Husbands" (Radio),
"Two Minutes to Go" (Pathe), news. Gross: $14,4110.

Rating: 90%.

"SCOTLAND YARD" (Fox)
si VI ! il.JIKI) 25c-40c, .! days. Other attractions:

"Story Itnuk" (Para.). "French Kisses" (Educational),
news. Gross: $2,475. Rating: 110%.

"COLLEGE LOVERS" (F. N.)
STATE (1.200) 25c-40c, 4 days. Other attractions:

"Sure Cure" (Para.), "Traffic Tangles" ( Pathe 1,

news. Gross: $2,000. Rating: 80%.

Nabbed in Theatre
Rochester—False sense of fearlessness

which police said impelled them to flash

on the lights in the auditorium after they

are reputed to have broken into the Grand,

downtown sound house, last week led to the

arrest of Robert El well, 18, and Lorn Haf-
ter, 16, both of Rochester, when they were
found hiding behind machinery in the pro-

jection room by police.

Branham Now at Tampa
Tampa—Charles G. Branham. district

manager of the Florida Publix theatres, is

transferring his district office from Jack-

sonville to Tampa and will also assume the

title of city manager of the Tampa houses.

Harry Weiss, former city manager here, has
been transferred to Jacksonville, where he

will be city manager.

Incense for Atmosphere
Omaha—The Orpheum burned 15 pounds

of incense in the lobby and foyer of the

theatre during the five days showing of

"East is West"— all for atmospheric pur-

poses. Real Chinese girls in brilliant cos-

tumes served tea to any thirsty standups.

F. N. Oiling Up
Hollywood—Scheduled for early pro-

duction at First National are "You
and I," by Phillip Barry, Loretta
Young to star; "Fellow Prisoners"
from the Philip Gibbs novel which
John Monk Saunders is adapting; "I

Spy," by Barson S. Carla Jenisen; "The
Night Watch," a remake of "His Wife's
Affair"; and "Rival Wives," by Ann
Austin, Dorothy Mackaill to star.

Amos and Andy
Take Low Spot

In Indianapolis

Indianapolis—Four of the five first run

houses took in average grosses while the

Circle, featuring "Check and Double Check"
in its second week, dropped to 90$ by tak-

ing in only $9,000. "Africa Speaks,"
though fairly well exploited, brought in no
more than an average number of patrons.

Fred Stone's road show, "Ripples," at the

English theatre, might have been partly

responsible for the ordinary week, for

"Renegades," "Little Accident," and "Billy.

the Kid." all better than average produc-
tions, which were shown at the Apollo, In-

diana and Palace, respectively, along with
the Circle and Lyric presentations, should

have attracted more people to the theatres.

Estimated takings:
"BILLY. THE KID" (Metro)

PALACE (2,8001 25c-35c-S0c, 7 days. Other at-
tractions: "The Dog Murder Mystery" (M-G-M),
news. Gross: $12,000. Rating: In'

"RENEGADES" (Warners)
APOLLO— ( 1.1001 35c-35c-50c, 7 .lays. Other at-

tractions: "Due Minute to Plav (Rockne), news.
Gross: $6,000. Rating: 100%.

"LITTLE ACCIDENT" (Univ.)
INDIANA—(3,300) .t5c-50c. u5c, 7 clays. Other at-

tractions: Publix stage show, news. Gross: -
I

Rating: 100%.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (Radio)
CIRCLE-U.600) 2SC-40C-50C, 7 days. Olher attrac-

tions: .News, "Strange As It Seems" (Univ.). Gross:
$9,000. Rating: 90%.

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Col.)

LYRIC—(2.000) 25c-35e-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: Six acts vaudeville, news. Gross: $9,000. Rat-
ing: 100%.

Halperins Quit

Liberty Company
Hollywood—Difficulties with M. H. Hoff-

man and Herman Gumbiner have led to a

Split between them and Edward and Victor

Halperin, with the latter pulling out of

Liberty Prod. Hoffman is to continue pro-

ducing Liberty pictures, while the Halperins
will make their own productions. Hoffman
was vice-president of Tiffany until Presi-

dent L. A. Young bought out his interest.

Rennie Goes Abroad
James Rennie is en route to Stockholm.

Lee Gets Liberty 20
Distribution Abroad

Arthur A. Lee, president of AmerAnglo
Corp., New York, has acquired distribution

rights in the foreign field to the 20 pic-

tures on the Liberty Prod, schedule. These
are: 12 "Broadway Playhouse" and eight

"Victory" productions. The first picture to
be delivered under the contract is "Ex-
Flame."

Critics Lukewarm
But A. & A. Smash
O. C. for $17,000

Oklahoma City — Although local critics

were not overly loud in their praise of

Amos V Andy in "Check and Double
Check." the theatre-going public stormed
the box-office so that a $17,000 gross was
chalked up for the Publix Capitol, a feat

which has not been seen here since the days

of war picture road shows. The rating was
215';. The exploitation was aided by tie-

ups in advertising with all city merchants.

Three radios were given away in contests

for the best impersonations of the comedians.

"Laughter," with Nancy Carroll and
Frederic March, packed in $8,500 and 110%
at the Publix Criterion. "Last of the

Duanes" with George O'Brien grossed $8,-

800 at the Warners' Midwest for 112%.
"Matrimonial Bed" with Frank Faye and
Lilyan Tashman grossed $6,000 fo'r 95%
rating.

Estimated takings:
"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (Radio)

CAPITOL—(1,200) 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: "The Fidd>r" (Radio), news. Gross: $17,000.

Rating: 2]y,

"LAUGHTER" (Para.)
CRITERION (2,000) I0c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Moonlight" (Para), news. Gross: $8,500.

Rating: 110%.

"LAST OF THE DUANES" (Fox)
Mil). WEST— (1.500) 10c-60c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Foothall" (Pathe), "Barnyard Bines" (Dis-
neys). news. Gross: $8,800. Rating: 11-";

"MATRIMONIAL BED" (Warners)
EMPRESS—(1,100) 10c-35c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Neighbors" (Vitaphone), news. Cross: $6,000,

Rating: 95%.

"LILIOM" (Fox)
ORPHEUM—(1.700) lOc-SOc, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Fanchon and Marco Ideals, vaudeville. Gross:
$7,500. Rating: 105%.

Labor Row Settled;
Fox Vaudeville Back

Eight Fox theatres in New York and
Brooklyn will continue playing vaudeville

as the result of a settlement between the

theatre corporation and the musicians' and
stage employes' unions.

The settlement affects 70 union musicians

and 28 stagehands, in addition to the play-

ers, in the Academy of Music, Star and
Audubon Theatres, Manhattan; Cortona
Theatre. Bronx; Savoy, Walker, Ridge-
wood and Republic Theatres, Brooklyn.

The management of Fox Theatres Cor-
poration served two weeks' notice on the

musicians, but a settlement on the original

basis was reached before its expiration.

Consequently there has been no interrup-

tion in the vaudeville bills.

Capitol Celebrates 8th
Radio Anniversary

The Capitol, the first theatre in New
York City to broadcast, will celebrate the
eighth anniversary of its activities on the
air Sunday evening. Major Bowes is ar-

ranging a special gala program to com-
memorate the happy occasion.

Paramount's Birthday
The New York Paramount is celebrating

its fourth anniversary the week of Nov,
14-21. with Nancy Carroll in "Laughter"
as the feature.
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'White Cargo' Is

High in 'Casey'

On $15,312 Take—
Kansas City

—"White Cargo" at the Pan-
tages took top honors for the week in Kan-
sas City, giving the house $15,312. Aver-
age business for this house is $10,000, which
means the picture rated 153 per cent. A
number of street ballyhoos. which included

Hawaiians doing the hula-hula on street

corners, helped to arouse interest in the

feature.

The Mainstreet held over "Check and
Double Check" for a second week, but as

the house this week changed from a Satur-

day to a Friday opening policy, the Amos
and Andy attraction played only six days of

the second week. But even with the knock-
ing off of a day tile picture managed to give

the house $15,400, or a rating of 120 per

cent.

The two Publix houses each rated 110

per cent with "Playboy of Paris" at the

Newman and "Renegades" at the Royal.

The Chevalier feature grossed $13,750, while
the Royal took in $4,950 with "Renegades."

"Scotland Yard" failed to give the Mid-
land more than a rating of 90 per cent,

which means $13,050. The Uptown grossed

$5,400 with "On Your Back." or a 90 per

cent rating.

Estimated takings

:

"SCOTLAND YARD" (Fox)
LOBW'S MIDLAND—(4,0001. 25c-40c, 7 days.

Other attractions: "Teacher's Pet" (M-G-M com-
edy), "The Song Writers' Revue" (M-G-M novelty),
news. Gross: $13,050. Rating: 90%.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (RKO)
MAINSTREET— (3,067), 35c-60c, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: News, vaude. Gross: 515,400, Rating: 120%.

"ON YOUR BACK" (Fox)
UPTOWN—(2,200). 25c -50c. 7 .lays Other attrac-

tions: "Love a la Mode" (Educational), news. Gross:
$5,400. Ratine: 90%.

"WHITE CARGO" (S. R.)
PANTAGES—(2,190), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News, vaude. Gross: $15,312. Rating 153%.

"PLAYBOY OF PARIS" (Paramount)
NEWMAN—(2,000), 35c-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Just a Pal" (Paramount), "Don't Give Up"
(Educational), news. Gross: $13,750. Rating: 110%.

"RENEGADES" (Fox)
ROYAL— (900). 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

News. Gross: $4,950. Rating: 110%.

Coulters Form Company
Richmond—Walter J. Coulter, owner of

a chain of theatres in Richmond and Peters-

burg, is listed as president of the Broad
Street Amusement Corp., which has just

been chartered with authorized maximum
capital stock of $50,000 to own, lease and
operate indoor amusements, golf courses,

bowling alleys, skating rinks, moving pic-

tures, restaurants and soda fountains.
Other officers of the corporation are Robert
H. Coulter, vice-president ; E. J. Flecker,

secretary; C. V. Blackburn, treasurer. The
directors are W. T- Coulter, R. H. Coulter
and C. V. Blackburn.

Short Succeeds McCaffery
Cleveland—Manus McCaffery, for the

past six years business manager of the local

stage hands' union, failed to be re-elected

at a meeting of the organization held last

week. John Short, stage hand at Loew's
State theatre, was elected to succeed Mc-
Caffery, who has become organizer for the
Cleveland Federation of Labor under Harry
McLaughlin.

Hoodoo?
Washington—Little theatre operators

probably will get either a laugh or
an idea from this. John J. Noonan,
pioneer capital exhibitor, has acquired
the Little here and plans to change
its name after wiring. The reason is

that Noonan discovered there are IS

letters in the name "Little Theatre"
and he is superstitious.

11

$11,000 Wages
Of "Virtuous Sin

In Providence—
Providence—Interest from the fan angle

centered around the film debut of Spencer
["racy in "Up the River," wdiich grossed
around $11,000 at the Majestic. Tracy for-

merly was leading man in the last Albee
stock company and was a big favorite here.

Local critics raved about his cinema efforts

and asked for more of him.
Gilbert was fairly well received at Loew's

State in "Way for a Sailor," which did

$19,500, O. K.'for normal week. "The Vir-

tuous Sin" hit $11,000, which is so-so.

Amos 'n' Andy in their second week at

the RKO Albee polled $7,500, while the little

Victory, with "The Cat Creeps," knocked
'em for $9,000.

Estimated takings:
"UP THE RIVER" (Fox)

MAJESTIC—(2,400), lOc-SOc, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: "We, We, Marie" (Universal), Joe Frisco in

"Happy Hottentots," Micky Mouse cartoon, news.
Gross: $11,000. Rating: 100%.

"THE VIRTUOUS SIN" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT—(2,300), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Sing, You Dancers," "Confounded Inter-

est," news. Gross: $11,000. Rating: 100%,

"WAY FOR A SAILOR" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,8001, lOc-SOc. 7 days. Other

attractions: "Who Killed Rover" "Glories of Nikko."
news. Gross: $19,500. Rating: 95%.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (Radio)
RKO ALBEE— (2.300). 10c-50c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Two Minutes to Go," "Singing Sap."
"Snapshots," news. Gross: $7,500. Rating: 80%.

"THE CAT CREEPS" (Universal)
RKO VICTORY— (1,600), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Johnny's Week End, travelogue, news.
Gross: $9,000. Rating: 95%.

Publix in Oklahoma City

Prepares for Expansion
Oklahoma City—In line with the proposed

expansion of Publix in Oklahoma City and
the rumored building program for next year,

Pat McGee, district manager, has announced
the creation of a special city-wide publicity

and advertising department for the city Pub-
lix organization. E. B. Coleman, for eight

years a special promotion man for city the-

atres and stock companies, has been named
as publicity director. Bert Stern, former
manager of the city Publix Capitol, heads
the advertising department. Robert Witt,

former manager of the Publix Ritz, has
taken the duties of manager of the Capitol.

Adna M. Avery, former city and Mem-
phis, Tenn., Publix man and more recently
manager of the Strand in Wichita Falls,

Texas, is McGee's assistant and manager of

the Criterion, the largest city Publix unit.

E. O. Craig, special summer promotion man
for Publix, has taken the job as manager of

the Ritz.

Billy," Realife,

Get $25,000 in

Cleveland Run

Cleveland—The big interest locally this

week was the first showing of "Billy, the

Kid" with Realife projection at the Still-

man. Business went over the average of a

first week at this house, which plays a con-
tinued run policy. Curiosity boosted pat-

ronage, but it was generally conceded that

the picture would have done well on its

own. Other downtown first-run houses con-

cluded the week with average business, and
slightly under average. "Check and Double
Check" proved a disappointment. Reason
assigned is that "Amos 'n' Andy" are not
relayed over local broadcasting stations, and
therefore have not a large local following.

Estimated takings

:

"BILLY, THE KID" (M-G-M-)
STILLMAN—(1,9001 40c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "The Village Barber" (M-G-M cartoon), "Old
Man Trouble" (M-G-M), news. Gross: $25,000, Rat-
ing: 160%.

"LAUGHTER" (Para.)
ALLEN— (3,300) 30c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

"Freshman's Goat" (Educational!, "Strike Up the
Band" (Para.), news. Gross: $17,500. Rating: 97%.

"PLAYBOY OF PAr-.IS" (Para.)
STATE— (3,400) 30c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

"Dngway Melody" (M-G-M). "Who Was Who in the
Movies" (Fischer), stage show, news. Gross: $20,-

000. Rating: 100%.

"LET'S GO NATIVE" (Para.)
RKO PALACE— (3.600) 25c-75c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News, vaudeville. Gross: $26,000. Rating:
104%.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (RKO)
RKO HIPPODROME— (4.500) 30c-75c. 7 days. 2nd

week. Other attractions: "Jungle Terror" (Patlie).

"The Hidden Goal" (Pathe Knute Rockne), "Chain
Gang" (Col. Mickev Mouse cartoon), news. Gross:
$16,000. Hating: 80%.

"LILIOM" (Fox)
CAMEO— (1,200) 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions:

"Johnny's Week End" (Educational). "Forever Blow-
ing Bubbles" (Para.), news. Gross: $3,900. Rating:
78%.

"THE PAY-OFF" (RKO)
KEITH'S EAST 105TH STREET— (2,200) 25c-50c, 7

days. Other attractions: "Eve's Fall" (Pathe), news,
vaudeville. Gross: $12,500. Rating: 83%.

Publix Pulls Ad Copy
When Paper Tilts Rate

Tampa—Publix pulled all advertising out

of the Tribune, morning paper, this week.

The five theatres operated by Publix have
been large users of space, and outside of

the Park, independent house, are the only

regular theatre advertisers. As a conse-

quence it is their advertising that has built

up the Tribune's film section. Monday this

section had but a five-inch single-column

Park ad and a two-inch single-column for

the Garden. Tuesday the Park was the lone

occupant of the section, and has been all

week. The reason of the pulling out by
Publix was a tilt in rates established by the

Tribune Nov. 1.

Buys Into Manhattan
Cleveland—Dorothy Barber, who has been

managing the Knickerbocker theatre for As-

sociated Theatres, has purchased an interest

in the Manhattan, and is now managing it

personally.

Bucks Blue Law
Wellington. O.—Gabriel Gullia, owner,

kept the Lo-Net theatre open last Sunday

for the first time in the amusement history

of the town without any trouble. He plans

to maintain an open Sunday policy.
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Blotto

A fool there was, though he banked
his rocks, even as you and I: but he
took them out like a sly old fox, when
a salesman called with some wild-cat
stocks, and the fool was stripped down
to his socks, even as you and I !

—

The
En-Ess-Ess Family.

'Check' Tumbles
To 86% in Third

Cincinnati Week

The Effete West
It is pleasant to note in these rowdy

days of apparent decadence that the
mores of the movies is on the up
trend. The Mayfair dance opened what
promises to be a brilliant social sea-
son last week without a single fight!—Rob Wagner's Script.

Football, Races,

Election, Lower
Baltimore Takes

Baltimore—Patronage at the majority of

first run and residential theatres tell off

considerably here during the week, causing
complaints from many exhibitors.

The reasons were various, including the

election, the food show lor days with an
attendance estimated at 100,001), the open-
ing of Pimlico race track and the Navy-
Ohio football game, pulling about 45,000
persons.

- Despite the opposition, however, Loew's
Century came back strong with the return
of the stage show-orchestra-organ policy.

The picture was "A Lady's Morals" offered

with the Loew-Capitol unit "Pastels" and
the gross rose to $25,200 for the week from
the $14,000 it had previously sunk to.

Judging by the old 100% estimate, this

represents a 120% business for the week.
"The Big Trail" was offered at the Xew

and the management expected to hold it for

several weeks, but it seems Baltimoreans
are thumbs down on westerns, no matter
how lavishly and spectacularly produced,
and while the gross was estimated at $10,-

500, or 105%, this was not considered large

enough to warrant holding it another week.
It was pulled out and "The Dancers" fol-

lowed. Critics agreeded it was excellent as

a spectacle.

During its second week at Warners' Met-
ropolitan "Little Accident" went over ex-
cellently, showing a gross estimated at $5,-

500. which rated 92%.
The attitude of the public was variable

about "The Virtuous Sin." It was general-

ly conceded to be fine, but something hit the

box-office. However, the gross was around
$14,500, representing about 83% of the nor-

mal 100%. The opposition from the legiti-

mate and one burlesque house in Baltimore
is negligible.

Estimated takings

:

"A LADY'S MORALS" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S CENTURY— (3,076) 25c-60c. 6 days. Other

attractions: News, stage unit. "The Cuckoo Murder
Case" (cartoon). Gross: ?_>5.2m. Rating: 120%.

"THE VIRTUOUS SIN" (Para.)
I.OEW'S STANLEY— (3,522) 25c-60c. 6 days. Other

attractions: News, "Racquets" (Pathe Sportlichtt.
"Dogway Melody" (M-G-M). Gross: $14,500. Rat-
ing: 83%.

"ONE NIGHT AT SUSIE'S" (F. N.)
LOEWS VALENCIA-! 1.48") 25c-35c. 6 days. Other

attractions: News. "Nature's Freaks" (Oil.). "The
Apache Kid" (Cartoon), "Old Man River" (Travel-
ogue), "Helping Grandma" (Our Gang). Gross: $3,-

100. Rating: 89%.
"BILLY, THE KID" (M-G-M)

(Shown uptown at this playhouse alter one week at
the Stanley downtown.)

LOEW'S PARKWAY—(987) 15c-35c, 6 davs. Other
attractions: News. Dogville comedy. Gross: $3,150.

Rating: 72%.
"LITTLE ACCIDENT" (Univ.)

WARNERS' METROPOLITAN—(1.300) 15c-50c. 6
days starting Saturday. Other attractions: News,
"Relieve It Or Not" (Ripley). "The Booze Hangs
High" (Vitaphone). Gross: $"5.50O. Ratine: 92%.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (Radio)
KEITH'S— (2,500) 25c-50c, 6 days starting Thurs-

days night and adding one additional night and a

Cincinnati—After the shattering of all-

time records last week, both in point of ag-

gregate gross and for two individual houses,

it is only natural that more or less reaction

would be experienced this week, and some
of the intake records compare somewhat un-
favorably with those of previous .weeks. How-
ever, with the exception of the RKO Capi-
tol, showing second week of "Check and
Double Check," where receipts went to 14',

below normal, all houses registered 100%
or better. The Amos 'n' Andy holdover vir-

tually amounted to a third week showing,
since the picture double-headed at RKO
Capitol and RKO Palace on the national re-

lease the week previous.

RKO Strand grabbed the percentage hon-
ors for the week with "O, Sailor Behave."
The popularity of the stars. Olsen and John-
son, who appeared in person at RKO Albee
a few weeks ago to the biggest business the

house has had in many moons, undoubtedly
attracted a large number of the team's ad-
mirers. Besides, a special Saturday morn-
ing kiddie's matinee, at which an episode
of "The Indians Are Coming" was featured,

in connection with which a gigantic tie-

up with a large local department store was
staged, helped the returns.

Estimated takings

:

"THOSE THREE FRENCH_GIRLS" (M-G-M)
RKO ALBEE—(3,300) 35e-50c-65e-75c. 7 days. Other

attractions: "An 111 Wind" (Vitaphone). "Road
Knights" (Vitaphone). "Pure and Simple" (RKO),
Audio Review (Pathe), vaudeville, news. Gross: $25,-
; Rating: ]1S%.

"THE VIRTUOUS SIN" (Para.)
RKO LYRIC— (1.400) 30c-50c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Insurance" (Paramount), news. Gross: $11,-

957. Rating: 100%.
"RAFFLES" (U. A.)

RKO PALACE— (2,700) 30c-50c, 7 days. Other at-
tractions: "A Peep on the Deep" (RKO). "Camera
Trails" (Para.), news. Gross: S18.105. Rating: 140%.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (Radio)
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000) 30c-50c, 7 davs. Other at-

tractions: "The Gorilla Mystery" (Col.). "Many
Moons" (Para.). "Vogue Fashions" (Local), news.
Gross: $12,081. Rating: 86%. Second week for the
picture at this house.

"O, SAILOR BEHAVE" (Warners)
RKO STRAND— (1,350) 25c-40c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Two Minutes to Go" (Pathe Rockne),
"Song Service" (Para.). "The Indians Are Coming"
CUniv. serial), shown Saturdays only; news. Gross:
S5,275. Rating: 151%.

"THE UTAH KID" (Tiff.)

RKO FAMILY—(1.140) 20c-25c-35c. 4 days. Other
attractions: "Two Plus Fours" (Pathe), news. Gross:
$1,904. Rating: 100%.

"THE WAY OF ALL MEN" (F. N.)
RKO FAMILY— ( 1.140) 20c-25c-35c. 3 days. Other

attractions: "Radio Kisses" (Educational), news.
Gross: $1,025, Rating: 100%.

-special midnight show election night. Other attrac-
tions: "Story Book Parade" (Para.), news. Gross:
$5,030. Rating: 54%.

"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)
NEW— (1.600) 25c- 50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

News. Gross: $10,500. Rating: 105%.
"THE LIFE OF THE PARTY" (W.B.)

AUDITORIUM— (1.600) 50c-$l. with three reserved
seat shows daily and four Saturday for six davs.
Other attractions: News. Walter Winchell in "The
Bard of Broadway" (Vitaphone). Gross: S2.970.
Rating: 45%.

"WHITE CARGO" (W. P. English)
(First run at popular prices after road show at Audi-
torium. Also at the Embassy, a grind house, for

Fidav and Saturday.)
PALACE—(2.046) 25c-60c. 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Valencia" (FitzPatrick travelogue), comedy,
stage show. Gross: $5,400. Rating: 60%.

"RENO" (Sono-Art)
RIVOLI— (1.982) 25c-50c. 6 days starting Saturday.

Other attractions: "Si, Si Senor" (Educational). "A
Chinese Flower Boat" (Tiff.). "The Prodigal Daugh-
ter" (Col). Gross: $6,000. Hating: 75%.

"EYES OF THE WORLD" (U.A.)
HIPPODROME— (2.250) 20c-60c. 6 days. Other at-

tractions: Harvey Players on stage, news, Mickey
Mouse in "The Gorilla Hunt," "The Indians Are
Coming" (Univ. serial). Gross: $8,000. Rating: 80%.

4Whoopee,%Check'

Run Close Race

In Minneapolis—
Minneapolis

—"Check and Double Check"
again walked away with honors and top

dough, getting $26,000 in its second stanza

at the Hennepin-Orpheum, after doing $28.-

000 the previous week. Its chief rival was
"Whoopee," which was strong at around
$",(KI0.

With Cantor's opus held for another shot

in the Publix holdover house, Amos 'n'

Andy move into RKO's holdover spot, re-

placing "The Pay-off," which subbed for

"Africa Speaks" at the RKO Seventh
Street. The Seventh Street is a popular

house, having once housed principal Or-

pheum attractions, but has not been doing
so well until the recent policy of RKO
which manifestly opened it with the African

talker to get it clicking for the reception of

"Check and Double Check" should it go
over with a bang, as it has.

Advent of legitimate attractions at the old

Metropolitan, now under the management
of Mrs. L. N. Scott, widow of the veteran

owner, and at the Lyceum, which has housed
only occasional attractions for several years,

caused no heavy ripples in picture seas. The
offerings, "Topaze" and Shaw's "The Ap-
ple Cart," received much attention from
civic organizations interested in the drama
as such, but both houses having lost their

following among hoi polloi through inac-

tivity had to depend on the theatrical intel-

ligentsia for their patronage and the rest

of the world went on undisturbed.

Football is fading into the background
with final high school games winding up
the coming week and Minnesota's last home
game out of the way. Minneapolis' popular

Symphony Orchestra, however, provides a

new hurdle for the business with weekly
offerings at the university and with special

young people's symphonies announced.

Estimated takings:
"WAY FOR A SAILOR" (M-G-M)

MINNESOTA—(4,025) 30c-40c-60c. 7 days, 7 shows
dailv.. Other attractions: Stage shows, news. Gross:
$19,200. Rating: 60<"c.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (Radio)
RKO ORPHEUM — (2.90O) 35c-50c-75c. 7 days. 3

shows daily, (second week). O'her attractions: Three
acts vaude . news. Gross: $26,100 Rating: 90%.

"WHOOPEE" (U.A.)
CENTURY — (1.640) 25c-35c-60c. 7 davs. 6 shows

daily. Other attractions: News. Gross: S^.OOO Rat-
ing: 90%.

"MOBY DICK" (Warners)
STATE— (2,300) 25c-35c-60c, 7 days. 6 shows daily.

Other attractions: Comedy, screen novelties, news.
Gross: $6,000. Rating: 60%.

"UP THE RIVER" (Fox)
LYRIC— (1.238) 15c-25c-40c. 7 days, 7 shows daily.

Other attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $1,50(1.

Rating: 50%.
"MEN OF THE NORTH" (M-C-M)

ASTER— (812) 15e-25c-30c. 7 davs, 7 shows dailv.

Other attractions: News. Gross: $1,155, Rating: 50^
"THE PAY OFF" (RKO)

SEVENTH STREET-<1.300) 2Sc.-3Sc.-50c, 7 days, 6

shows dailv. Other attractions: News. Gross: $1,345

Rating: 50%.
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Women of Ottawa

Flock to "Office

Wife" for 125%

Ottawa—Stag pictures were the rule, but

there was one exception that cleaned up {or

fair—-The Office Wife" at B. F. Keith's—
which had appeal for both sexes. Making
a play for the 5,000 stenographers in the

civil service and the same number of wives

at home, Manager Joe Franklin raked in

$4,400 for the three-day engagement, which
represented 125%—high spot of the year.

"Half Shot at Sunrise'' for the last half hit

S3.800, for 95%. "The Big House" started

off with a bang at the Regent, doing a turn-

away business, and was fairly steady for the

rest of the week for 95% on a $4,800 gross.

The Centre failed to keep up its hot pace

with "The Gorilla" and slipped to 90% with

a gross of $2,500. "The Silent Enemy" was
popular with juveniles at the Imperial.

Estimated figures

:

"THE OFFICE WIFE" (Warners)

B. F. KEITH'S—(2,592) 15c-25c-3Sc-50c-6Oc, 3 days.
Other attractions: News. Mickey Mouse "Fiddlin'
Around" (Col.), "Song Writers' Revue" (M-G-M),
"One Xutty Night" (Pathe). Gross: $4,400. Rating:
125%.

"THE BIG HOUSE" (M-G-M)
REGENT—(1,225) 2Sc-35c-40c-S0c-60c-75c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News, "Parlez-Vous" (Univ.),
"Meet the Boy Friend" (Para.), orchestra. Gross:
$4,800. Rating: 95%.

"THE GORILLA" (F. N.)

CENTRE— (1,200) 15c-25c-35c-50c, 6 days. Other
attractions: "Voice of Hollywood (Tiff.), "Royal
Flush" (Pathe), Knute Rockne football reel (Pathe).
Gross: S2.5O0. Rating: 90%.

"THE SINGER OF SEVILLE" (M-G-M)
"CALL OF THE FLESH"

AVALON— (990) 25c-35c, 3 days. Other attractions:
News. Andy Clvde in "The Chumps" (Col.). Gross:
$1,300. Rating: 100%.

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (Radio)

B. F. KEITH'S—(2,592) 15c-25c-35c-50c-60c, 3 days.
Other attractions: News, "Screen Snapshots" (Col.),

"Divorced Sweethearts" (Educational;. Gross: $3,-

80U. Rating: 95%.

"THE SILENT ENEMY" (Para.)

IMPERIAL—(1,200) 15c-25c-35c-50c, 6 days,
attractions: Added feature. "The Song of
(British), news. Gross: $2,100. Rating: 85%.

"CAPTAIN OF THE GUARD" (Univ.)

AVALON—(990) 15c-25c-35c, 3 days. Other attrac-
tions: News, Harry Langdon in "The Shrimp" (M-
G-M). Gross: $1,200. Rating: 97%.

Other
Soho"

New Warner Exchange?
Cincinnati—Local film colony has re-

ceived report from New York that a new
building will be erected here to house War-
ners' film exchange, the structure being one
of 12 additional buildings proposed for vari-

ous parts of the country.

Sunday Shows Win
- Providence—Despite the feverish opposi-

tion of ministers, the Sunday show referen-

dum in East Greenwich passed with 20C

votes to spare, permitting cinema attrac-

tions in that town.

"Whoopee" First Holdover
Toronto—For the first time in 16

years—since the theatre opened

—

Manager Jules Bernstein of Loew*s
has held a feature over for a second
week. The attraction was "Whoopee"
and it made a house record of $22,000

for the six days.

Stars Via Boxcar
Ottawa — Twelve Hollywood stars

paid a visit to Ottawa and they trav-
eled to the Canadian capital in a
freight car. They were wax models of

feminine celebrities, 12 in all, and
were used in a fashion display by a
department store. The models, from
Clara Bow to Anna May Wong, were
given a different frock each day and
all the women in town were there.

"Double Check,"

"Whoopee" Pull

Toronto's Coin
X

Toronto — "Whoopee" and "Check and
Double Check" were on everybody's lips in

Toronto. Loew's continued its winning
stride with the first week of "Whoopee" and
Manager Jules Bernstein had counted $22,-

000 at the end of the six days, making
125%. The second week of the Amos 'n'

Andy film vehicle at the Tivoli registered a

total' of $14,000, which meant 115%. On the

other hand, the Imperial hasn't been doing

so well with its stage shows and "Up the

River" gathered $16,000. for 90%, which
sounds almost like a flop. Harry Fox, the

stage comedian, pulled up the returns at

Shea's Hippodrome and "The Last of the

Lone Wolf" did not help so much, despite

the fact that Lytell once went to school in

Toronto. Shea's receipts were $15,000, or

95%. "All for Mabel" at the Uptown fail-

ed to click and the receipts were less than

$5,000 for three days, equalling 85%.
Estimated receipts.

"WHOOPEE" (U. A.)
LOEW'S—(2,200) 25c-30c-40c-60e-75c, 6 days. Other

attractions: Our Gang in "School's Out" (M-G-M),
news. Gross: $22,000. Rating: 125%.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (Radio)
TIVOLI— (1,600) 25c-35c-50c-65c-75c. 6 days (second

week). Other attractions: "Meet the Boy Friend"
(Para.). "Gossip" (Vitaphone). news. Tivoli Talking
Reporter. Gross: S14.000. Rating: 115%.

"UP THE RIVER" (Fox)
IMPERIAL — (3,600) 2Sc-3Sc-40c-60c-75c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News, Jack Arthur stage show.
Gross: $16,000. Rating: 90%.

"LAST OF THE LONE WOLF" (CoL)
SHEA'S HIPPODROME— (2.600) 30c-50c-60c.75c, 6

days. Other attractions: Five vaudeville acts, news,
cartoon. Gross: $15,000. Rating: 95%.

"ALL FOR MABEL" (Pathe)
UPTOWN—(3.000) 15c-25c-35c-50c. 3 days. Other

attractions: News. Paramount Talkartoon, Sportlight
(Pathe). Gross: $4,800. Rating: 85%.

"Africa Speaks" Bucks
"Ingagi" at Vancouver

Vancouver—After Canadian premiere of

"Ingagi" at the Beacon. "Africa Speaks"
was booked into the Dominion for the week
of Nov. 8, thus giving the Terminal City

more screen savages than any other Can-
adian center. "Africa Speaks" is current at

the Tivoli, Toronto, but "Ingagi" has not

passed the Ontario censor board.

Another Vancouver Firm
Vancouver—Once every week or so an-

nouncement is made that a nevy picture pro-
ducing company is to be launched here in

order to make use of Canadian scenery.

H. R. Keele, a former Hollywood camera-
man, is the latest to announce that the

screen needs a change of scenery and is

trying to interest various people in the
formation of a company in Vancouver.

"What a Widow"
Cops $13,000 in

Montreal Run

Montreal
—"What a Widow" held the

center of the popularity stage in Montreal,
drawing $13,000 at the Princess for 1107o,
as compared with less than par for the Fam-
ous Players' houses which played an off

tune. "Moby Dick" at the Palace was the
pick of the rest, with $14,500 for 90% rat-

ing, and this was away down from the pre-

vious week when "The Playboy of Paris"
rolled in $18,000. The Capitol was off with
"Three Faces East" and a stage show with
$14,000, or 85%, while Loew's was in a
slump, getting $13,000 (857c ) with "The
Big Fight" and five acts. "White Hell of
Pitz Palu" at the Roxy was a hold-over on
the boost that it was a European special,

drawing $2,200 in a 550-seat house.
Estimated takings:

"WHAT A WIDOW" (U. A.)
PRINCESS — (2,272) 25c-3Oc-35c.40c-60c-65c-75c, 7

days. Other attractions: "Hamberger and His Horse
Radish" (Col.), "Parlez Vous" (Univ.), news, Univ-
ersal Topics. Gross: $13,000. Rating: 110%.

"MOBY DICK" (Warners)
PALACE—(2,600) 25c-45c-65c-99c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News, "Looser Than Loose" (M-G-M)
"Baby Follies" (M-G-M). Gross: $14,500. Rating:
90%.

^
"THREE FACES EAST" (Warners)

CAPITOL— (2,670) 25c-40c-50c-65c-75c-8Sc, 7 days.
Other attractions: News, stage show, cartoon. Gross:
$14,000. Rating: 85%.

"THE BIG FIGHT" (Sono Art)
LOEW'S—(2,592) 25c-40c-50c-65c-75c-85c-99c. 7 days.

Other attractions: Five vaudeville acts, news, orches-
tra. Gross: $13,000. Rating: 85%.

"ALIAS FRENCH GERTIE" (Radio)
STRAND— (750) 15c-25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Added feature, "Sweet Kitty Bel,airs" (War-
ners), news. Gross: $4,100. Rating: 90%.

"SPLINTERS" (British)
HIS MAJESTY'S— (1,600) 30c-50c-75c-$l, 7 days.

Roadshow, twice daily. Gross: $8,000. Rating: 75%
"WHITE HELL OF PITZ PALU" (Univ.)

ROXY— (550) 25c-50c-75c, 7 days (second weekl. Other
attractions: French news weekly, "Screen Snapshots"
(Col.), Educational comedv; travelogue. Gross: $2.-
200. Rating: 85%.

Last Burlesque Stand
In Canada Folds

Montreal—Canada's last burlesque house
closed for good on Nov. 6, when the Mon-
treal city council ordered the placing of a
padlock on the Gayety for "continued im-
moral productions." The Gayety was a
member of the Mutual wheel, which now
disappears from the Dominion. Burlesque
vanished from Toronto some time ago with
the tearing down of the Gayety there.
There is now less flesh than ever.

Ufa Handling Pathe Shorts
Pathe International Corp. has closed with

UFA for the distribution of Aesop's Fables
and Grantland Rice Sportlights in Germany.
UFA is changing the talk in these reels to
German and other languages, reproducing
the sound track in its own studios in Berlin.

Like Trailer Spice
Toronto—Trailers on film features

have become popular—for a reason.
Quite a number of the trailers recent-
ly have contained choice bits which
eventually are found to be deleted by
the Ontario censors in the feature
proper.
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50-50 Break
M'amisburg, O. While on his way

home after the Grand had closed for

the night, M. Fortney, projectionist,

was held up at the point of a revolver
and robbed of $20. Later a $19 bill,

dropped by the bandit, was recovered.

"Lincoln," "Du
Barry" Vie for

Low at Denver

Denver— fwo houses went below the pre-

vious week in box-office takings while two
did exceptional business. The Tabor, re-

opened by Harry Huffman, had standouts
every daw
The Paramount, which opened Aug. 29,

came close to its low with "Abraham Lin-
coln." "Madam DuBarry," two weeks pre-

vious, holds the low for this house with
$10,800.

The Tabor, with excellent exploitation,

had sell-outs repeatedly on "The Big Trail."

The principal feature of the exploitation wa
a covered wagon of pioneer days, with an
old timer in the seat, parading the street-,.

It was the reopening of the Tabor, after

having been remodeled and redecorated.
'(.'heck and Double Check" needed no ex-

ploitation for its week at the Rialto. having
come direct from the Paramount, where it

made a new high. In fact, no time was
given for a campaign, as it was sent to the

Rialto at the last minute. Standouts were
the rule at both houses.

Ted .Mack, Denver's own m. c. is back
at the Denver and his presence is helping
the grosses there. The picture was weak.
but the takings went up. Stage show was
lively.

"Lilinm" was a disappointment at the
Aladdin. Folks either did not like it or
competition was too strong.

Estimated takings :

"THE BIC TRAIL" (Fox)
TABOR— (1,91)0) 25c-75c. 7 days Other attractions:

News, cartoon. Gross: $14.1)00. Rating 1509S
"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (RKO)

RIALTO—(1.0401 25c-SOc, 7 days. Other attractions:
News, cartoon. Scenic. "Camera Trails". (Second
run, previous week at Paramount!. Gross: $7,500.
Rating: 200%.

"LILIOM" (Fox)
ALADDIN (1,500) 35c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, Vitaphone acts. SportHght, cartoon.
Gross: (6,000. Rating: 1003

"LAUGHTER" (Para.)
_
DENVER- .(2,31101 25c-65c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Ted Mack and Publix stage show. "Lover's
Delight" (Educational), cartoon, news. Gross: $16,-
500. Rating: 110%.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U. A.)
PARAMOUNT—(2,4001 25c-50c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News. Rockne Football. "On a Sunday Af-
ternoon," "Indians Are Coming" (Univ.l. Gross:
$10,900. Rating: 95%.

Plan Relief Fund Party
Cleveland—Al Mertz, RKO branch man-

ager, and I. J. Schmertz. Fox branch man-
ager, head a committee of local film men
now planning a Film Relief Fund party to
take place December 13. at the Chamber of
Commerce. All receipts will be used for

local relief wort. The pattv will start at

10 P. At. and will include dancing, entertain-
ment furnished through the courtesy of the
local RKO and Loew theatres, and supper.

"Madam Satan's"

$15,000 Achieves

Portland Lead

Portland, Ore.—Manager Marc Bowman
placed his personal guarantee on "Madam
Satan" and the regular patrons responded
in greatly increased numbers. Continued
ideal fall weather helped a lot to bring the
gross up to $15,300 and rating of 155%.
"The Silver Horde," coupled with Port-

land's only vaudeville at the RKO Or-
pheum, brought good business of $14,300
and rating of 145',. according to Manager
Kay Gamble.

At the Portland Paramount, Nancy Car-
roll in "Laughter" proved excellent fare,

and plus personal appearance of June Coll-

yer helped to gross $13,000. rating 135%.

Estimated takings

:

"MADAM SATAN" (M-G-M)
FOX BROADWAY (1,9121, 25c-35c-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Panchon & Marco's "New Yorker"
stage t'rolic, news. Gross: $15,300. Rating: 155%.

"SILVER HORDE" (RKO)
RKO ORPHEUM—(1,7001, -'5c -,15c -50c. 7 days. Other

attrac ions: i-',.ur acts vaudeville, news. Gross:
Rating: 14.:r; .

"LAUGHTER" (Paramount)
PORTLAND PARAMol \ I (3,0681, 25c-35c-50c, 7

days. Other attractions: Personal appearance June
' [Iyer, stage hand. news. Gross: $13,000. Rating:

"DUBARRY" (United Artists)
l"\ I Mill. ARTISTS (9451, 25c-35c-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions: News. Universal comedy. Gross:
$12,000, Rating: 125%

"A SOLDIERS PLAYTHINGS" (Warners)
HAMRICK'S MUSIC BOX—0,835}, 25c-40c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Serial "Indians Are Coming" (Uni-
versal!, Vitaphone comedies. Gross: $10,000. Rating:
1159

"FEET FIRST" (Paramount)
RIALTO- -(1,498). 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, Paramount comedies. Gross: $9,800.
Rating: 10';

"Whoopee" Is Top
With $10,000 in

Oklahoma City

Oklahoma City—Theatres went on the up
and up here last w-eek in one of the best
weeks of the season. Publix is continuing
exploitation of "Greater Talkie Season,"
while Warners are featuring "Harvest
Season."

Eddie Cantor's "Whoopee" took the cake
last week by rolling $10,000 into the cof-

fers of the Publix Criterion for 125 per cent.

The Capitol, a Publix house, showing "Billy,

the Kid." came in for $8,500 and 110 per
cent, while "Scotland Yard" at the Mid-
West took in $9,000 and 115 per cent. The
Warners' Empress took $7,000 (95 per cent

)

"ii "Dancing Sweeties."

Estimated takings

:

"WHOOPEE" (United Artists)
CRITERION— (2,000),,. ,75c-10c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News, Paramount shorts. Gross: $10,000.
Rating: 125%.

"BILLY. THE KID" (M-G-MI
CAPITOL— (1.2001. 50c-10c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News. RKO Humanettes. Gross: $8,500. Rat-
ing: 110%.

"SCOTLAND YARD" (Fox)
MID-WEST—(1.6001. 60c-10c. 7 days Other attrac-

tions: News, Sill v Symphony, Knute Rockne football,
Mack Sennett comedy. Gross: $<>.000. Rating: 11V:

"DANCING SWEETIES" (Warners)
EMPRESS—(1.200), 35c- 10c. 7 days. Other attrac-

t ;ons: News. Vitaphone Varieties. Gross: $7.00(1.

Rating: 95%.

K. 0. Blue Law
Dover, O. — Advocates of Sunday

shows won a smashing victory at the
polls when the final count showed the
ordinance prohibiting Sunday shows
disapproved by a vote of 2,401 to 811.

MacDonald and

Harding Draw
In Des Moines

X —
Des Moines—The lure of the screen is

proving strong and the film fans are re-

turning in numbers to the theatres. Popular

players were on the bills this week, with

Ann Harding in "Girl of the ( iolden West"
at the Des Moines receiving its keenest

competition from Jeanette MacDonald in

"Monte Carlo." The stars at the Des Moines
won some new friends evidently and busi-

ness held up well, rating 140 f>. "Maybe
It's Love" on the first three days at the

Paramount played to average business. The
Strand is trying out a new policy in show-
ing the first episode of the serial "The In-

dians Are Coming," with the feature "Rene-
gades." It's a little early in the run to tell,

but the management believes the serial will

build up a new line of patronage. Business

slightly above average for the first four

days.

Estimated takings

:

Other
Gross:

"MAYBE ITS LOVE" (Warners)
PARAMOUNT— (1,700) 25c-35c-60c. 3 day:

attractions: News, stage hand and vaude.
$6,500. Rating: 100%.

"MONTE CARLO" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (1.700) 25c-35c-60c. Other attrac-

tions: News. Al Morey and band in "Kloze Har-
mony." with fashion revue local tie-up. Gross: $8,-

500,
' Rating: 135%.
"GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST" (F.N.)

DES MOINES—(1.600) 25c-35c-60c, 7 days. Other
attractions: News. "The Patient" (Para.). "Why
Continue the Struggle" (Para.). "The Picnic" (Col.).

Gross: $11,000. Rating: 140*
"NIGHT WORK" (Pathe)

ORPHEUM— (2.00D) 25c-50c, 3 days. Other attrac-
tions: RKO vaude.. news. Gross: $4,500. Rating: 95%.

"BROTHERS" (Col.)
ORPHEUM—(2,000) 25c-50c, 4 days. Other attrac-

tions: RKO vaude., news. "Who Got the Body?"
(RKO). Gross: $4,000. RaUng: 100%.

"RENEGADES" (U.)
STRAND— (1.100) 20c-30c, -1 'lays. Other attrac-

tions: News, "The Indians Are Coming" (U.) Gross:
Sl.'.nO. Rating: 110%.

"THE MATRIMONIAL BED" (Warners)
STRAND— (1.100) 20c-3l)c. 3 days. Other attractions:

News, "llroken Statues" (U.l. Gross: $950. Rating:
97%.

182,810 See Amos V
Andy in 3 Texas Keys

Dallas—Final figures of attendance at the

Texas runs of "Check and Double Check"
for seven days simultaneous runs in RKO
houses are as follows: Dallas. 61,010; San
Antonio. 68.000; Houston, 53.800.

Figures in dollars and cents were with-

held information. The week's business was
by far the greatest ever done by Majestic
theatre:—now operated by RKO Southern
( nip.

In Dallas, after a week's run at the Ma
jestic. the film was taken to the RKO Capi-
tol further clown on Elm Street, where it

started playing as a "continued" first-run.

The Capitol did a tremendous business, be-

ing held over for a second week.
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20 Grand, 140%
A. & A. Picture's

2nd Seattle Week—
Seattle—Amos 'n' Andy, in their second

week at the KKO New Orpheum, again

took the lead among first-run houses of this

city tor the seven days just concluded.
"( heck and Double Check" piled up a gross

of almost $20,000 for a rating of 140';,

topping all other local theatres by several

thousand dollars.

The two big Fox houses were second in

the running. The Fox had "Billy the Kid"

for it- feature, and took about $1.2,51111 for

a rating of 120%, while the Fox Fifth Ave-

nue did about $13,000 with "The Dancer-."

which was hurriedly put on as a last-minute

substitute attraction without any advance.

Ilie rating was about 100 r
;

"Abraham Lincoln" in its first week at

Hamrick's Music Box took about $8,500 for

a rating of 120 rr. while "Dancing Sweeties"

at the Blue Mouse got a rating of 100% on

a gross of $6,500.

"Santa Fe Trail" at the Paramount, in

conjunction with the final stage fare to be

offered by Publix in the Northwest, fell

below average with a gross of about $11,500

i
'10',

i and Fox's Coliseum with an extend-

ed run of "Up the River" after two weeks

at the Fox did about $4,000 for a 110%
rating.

Estimated takings

:

"DANCING SWEETIES" (Warners)
BLUE MOUSE—(950) 25c-35c.-50c.-75c, 7 days. Oth^r

attractions: "We, We. Marie" (Univ.). news. Bill)

L'lman and band. Gross: S6.5INI. Rating: 100%.

"UP THE RIVER" (Fox)

COLISEUM—(1,850) 25c-35c-50c, ' days (extended

run). Other attractions: Mickey Mouse cartoon II ,.! I,

news, organ. Gross: $4,000. Rating: 110%.

"BILLY, THE KID" (M-G-M)
FOX— (2,450) 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: 'I-aurel and Hardy Murder Case" (M-G-
M), news. Owen Sweeten and hand. Gross: $12,5W.

Rating: 120%.
•THE DANCERS" (Fox)

FOX FIFTH AVENUE—(2.751)1 25c-35c-50c-60c-/JC

7 days Other attractions: "America's Last Wilder-

ness" (S R. scenic), news. Fanchon & M>
"Southern Idea" revue. Gross: $13,000. Rating: 100%.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U. A.)

MUSIC BOX— (950) 25c-55c-50c75c. 7 days. Other

attractions: News, Music Box Music Masters (or-

chestra). Gross: $8,500. Rating: 12;''.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (Radio)

NEW ORPHEUM - (2.050) 25c-35c-50c-o0c-75c. i

days (second week). Other attractions: News, vaude-

ville band. Gross: $20,000. Rating: 140%.

"SANTA FE TRAIL" (Para.)

PARAMOUNT — (3.150) 25c-35e-5Uc-i.Oc, 7 days.

Other attractions: "Up to Mars" (Para.). Cleaning

Up" (Para.), news, Publix stage ami Gross: $11.5UU,

Rating: 90%.

Indoor Course Competish
To 2 In Wilmington

Wilmington — The Palm Grove indoor

golf course, which opened at 821 Market

street, almost opposite the Aldine and the

Grand Opera House, Stanley-Warner the-

atres, offers the "tiniest" latest challenge to

local film houses. It probably offers more

competition than does the Parkway, one-

time theatre, and the Auditorium courses,

farther away from the theatrical district.

However. Stanley-Warner managers refuse

to concede competition of any importance.

The latest course is an 18-hole affair with

tropical effect. The Rock Manor public

links' "pro." Clate McLaughlin, is manager

of the course, giving it an edge of standing

with the golf fans.

Lady Luck
Washington—Solly Resnick, United

Artists manager here, has a lotta

luck, but it's all bad. F'r instance, he
recently laid 20 smackers on a 52 to

2 shot, and his choice won. But when
he went to collect, the ticket was gone
from its pocket reposing place.

Radio Aces Grab

$26,5002ndWeek
With Boston Off

Boston
—"Check and Double Check" in its

second week at the Keith Memorial was
again the high spot for Boston with $26,500
gross for a rating of 150%, a little less than

the new record which it set for its opening
week at the same theatre.

All Boston theatres slid off a little from
last week, which was the highest single

week in many months. Metropolitan with

"Laughter" did $43,000 for an excellent

week but it was a little below "Playboy of

Pari-" the previous week. "Playboy of

Paris" moved over to the Scollay Square,

where it did $14,000 for a rating of 110%.
Loew's houses did $22,500 and $22,000,

respectively, with "Way for a Sailor" at the

State and "Dubarry, Woman of Passion"

at the Orpheum with rating of 120% and
115% respectively.

Keith-Albee with "The Bad Man" coupled

with Helen Kane in person, went over for

#22,500 and a rating of 118%.
Estimated takings

:

"LAUGHTER" (Para.)
METROPOLITAN—(4,350) 25c-60c. 7 days. Other

attractions: Publix revue, comedy, news. Gross:
$43,000. Rating: 135%.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (Radio)
KEITH MEMORIAL—(2,800) 3Cc-65c. 7 days. Other

attractions: Knute Rockne's "Two Minutes to Go,"
organ, comedy, news. Gross: $26,500. Rating: 1S0%.

"THE BAD MAN" (F. N.)
KEITH-ALBEE— (2.500) 25c-60c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Brox Sisters and vaudeville, comedy,
SpcTtKght, news. Gross: $22,S0O. Rating: 118^

"WAY FOR A SAILOR" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3.7001 30c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Dogway Melody (M-G-M), news. Gross:
» Rating: 120?

"DU BARRY, WOMAN OF PASSION" (U. A.)

LOEW'S ORPHEUM — (3.J00). 25c-50c. 7 days.

Other attractions: Helen Kane n person, vaudeville,

news. Gross: $22,000. Rating: 115%.
"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)

TREMONT— (1,800), 50c-$2, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: None. Gross: $10,000. Rating: 90%. Tenth and

final week.
"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U. A.)

MATESTIC— (1,800), 50c-$1.5O, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: N.me. Gross: $6,500. Rating: 105%.
"PLAYBOY OF PARIS" (Para.)

SCOLLAY SQUARE—(1,800), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: vaudeville, comedy, news. Gross: $14,-

000, Rating: 110%.

Sunday Shows' Margin
Slight at Greeley, Colo.

Denver—Greeley apparently has voted for

Sunday openings for films. The vote on

election day was 2,356 to 2,329, a majority

of 27. but there are 106 absentee votes to be

counted, which may change the results. The
antis say they will contest the election if the

final result is not changed. It has been a

tough fight to open this town. A college

town, it has resisted five previous attempts.

Other towns in Colorado which have re-

cently voted open Sundays include Windsor,
Boulder i another college town"). Longmont.

Delta, Montrose, Monte Vista and Del

Norte.

"Scotland Yard"
Big at $29,000

At Fox, Philly

Philadelphia—After bouncing off to $28,-
000 for a first week, "Check and Double
Check" slumped to $15,000 for its second
and final week at the Boyd. Picture made a
good profit and a good record for its two
weeks, however, and the second week
dropoff is consistent with general business
at this theatre.

With "Scotland Yard" as the film and
Fifi Dorsay on the stage, as well as a Fan-
chon and Marco stage show, the Fox jumped
to $29,000, its best record in weeks.
Though the Mastbaum jumped to $42,000,

it- best record in seven weeks, the figure

did not come up to expectations, considering
the fact that the Four Marx Brothers were
the stage headliners. Grossing $9,000 for

four days, "Africa Speaks" got off to a

fair, though by no means sensational, start

at the Aldine. Keith'- clicked in with a

profitable week for "Monte Carlo" at $16,-
ui ii I.

Estimated takings:
"ONE NIGHT AT SUSIE'S" (F, N.)

MASTBAUM— <4.8i;in. .I5c-5nc-75c. i> days. Other
attractions: Four Marx Brothers in person, 80-piece
orchestra, news. Gross: $42,000. Rating: 105%.

"SCOTLAND YARD" (Fox)
FOX—(3,000), 35c-50c-75c, days. Other attractions:

Roxy (i.ing and Ballet on stage (second week). Fifi

Dorsay in personal appearance, news. Gross: $29,000.
Rating: 1

10'

!

"MONTE CARLO" (Paramount)
KEITH'S—(1,800), 35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Paramount coniedv, news. Gross: $16,000. Rat-
ing: 105%.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (RKO)
BOYD—(2,400). 35c-50c-75c, days. Other attrac-

tions: "Island Empire" ( FitzPatrick). "The Gorilla"
(Mickey Mouse), news. Gross: $15,000. Rating: 85%.

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Columbia)
ALDINE—(1,500), 50c-$1.50. 4 days Other attrac-

tions: Paul L. Hoefler, African explorer, in person,
cartoon, news. Gross: $°.IH)0. Rating: 90%.

"EAST IS WEST" (Universal)
EARLE— (2,000). 25c-65c, 6 days. Other attractions:

Warner Publix stage show, news. Gross: $20,000.

Rating: 110%.
"LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)

STANLEY— (3.700). 35c-50c-75c. 6 days. Other at-

tractions: Vitaphone variety, news. Gross: S22.000.

Rating: 120%,
"HER MAN" (Pathe)

STANTON— (1.700). 25c-65c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Vitaphone variety, news. Gross: $9,000, Rat-
ing: »'

"DOORWAY TO HELL" (Warners)
KARLTON—(1,000), 40c-50c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Educational comedy, news. Gross: S6.0OO.

Rating: 120%.
"THE SPOILERS" (Paramount)

AR< ADIA- -(600), 50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

Pathe comedy, news Gross: $5,000. Rating: 100%.

Vic Gauntlett Heads
F. W. C. Publicity in N. W.

Seattle—Vic Gauntlett, known as the dean

of all Pacific Northwest publicity men, the

latter part of this month will become direc-

tor of advertising and publicity for Fox
West Coast Theatres in the Pacific North-
west territory. For the last nine years he

ha- handled all advertising and publicity for

John Hamrick's theatre enterprises in this

city, Portland and Tacoma.
Arrangements for Gauntlett's new con-

nection were made this week by Oscar Old-

know personally. He will be associated here

with Robert Bender, another former local

theatre and film man, who is now assistant

to Oldknow, stationed in the local territory.

Gauntlett's successor in the Hamrick organ-

ization will he announced within the next

two weeks, upon the return of Hamrick
from an eastern trip.
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Executive Slams

Salary Slashes as

"Foolhardy" Act
(Continued from page 36)

power of others and their purchasing power.

If it is necessary to reduce salaries, it

should only be done on one theory, namely
that the individual is not performing service

or work sufficient to justify his compensa-

tion, and this regardless of the earnings of

the business with which the employee is

connected. There is no doubt that many in-

dividuals, particularly executives and white

collar employees, are receiving salaries in

excess of what they deliver, but by the

same token there are countless persons not

paid in proportion to the results of their

labors.

Take the mass number of five thousand

employees, the heads of families. The aver-

age number of individuals to a family in

the United States is four. Reduce the salary

of the head of that family and you reduce

the purchasing power of that entire family

of four individuals by at least the amount
of the reduction in the salary of the head
of that family. If every industry in the

United States were to cut salaries along the

same lines as has been publicized with re-

spect to certain motion picture distributing

organizations, you will create a panic and
a depression that will affect the income of

all industries and professions to a far greater

degree or proportion than the reduction

bears to the income of the individuals prior

to the reduction.

Salary Cuts Attacked

And why a reduction or retrenchment in

the motion picture industry amongst all em-
ployees regardless of their efficiency or their

service ? Certain it is it cannot be because
of present poor business, nor of prospective

poor business. It would be more econom-
ical and more practical if, when a reduction

of salaries is contemplated because in-

dividuals do not justify their salary, that

either the individual be discharged and a

more competent person employed, or addi-

tional help secured to absorb the retrench-

ment.
I do not suggest either that unnecessary

help be employed, or that present salaries

be maintained regardless of the employee's

worth as such, but to inaugurate a general

reduction from top to bottom, solely for

alleged retrenchment purposes, is basically

wrong and an admission of either misman-
agement these many years which permitted

of excessive salaries, or unnecessary em-
ployees, or, on the other hand, a panicky
state of mind that indicates an instability

of the very organization making these in-

discriminate reductions. As long as a busi-

ness is prosperous and moves forward, cur-

tailment should only be incurred for system-
atization in disbursement in keeping with
consumption.
A wider scheme of advertising and a

broader policy of sales should be inaugu-
rated at this time instead of retrenchment
in the very direction where disbursements
bring returns. There is no reason for the

short sighted policy of cutting down legiti-

mate salaries. We have had no holocaust,

no blight, no plague, we still have our nat-

Shaw Kibitzes

Elstree, England — George Bernard
Shaw is taking such an intense in-

terest in the filming of his story,

"How He Lied to Her Husband," that
he butted into a scene and rolled
around on the floor with the leading
man to show him how to stage a real
Shavian fight. Shaw is 74 years old.

ural resources, our big industries, our small

merchant, the same population who must be
clothed, fed and amused, our same form of

government and the universal will to live

and progress. What condition exists today
that did not exist at the height of our
country's prosperity ?

That to a substantial degree we have been
extravagant may be true. That at times we
have lived in an orgy of riotous living may
also be true, that removal of these condi-

tions and stabilization of our method of

living may be necessary, but it cannot be

done by withdrawing the dollar from cir-

culation, by reducing the purchasing power
of the dollar or by creating in the minds of

our people a panicky feeling that the coun-
try is going to the traditional bow wows and
that soup kitchens will once again be estab-

lished.

If the motion picture industry were to

take a leaf out of the book of other big

industries, it would confine its reduction of

salaries and retrenchment plans to those
who are drawing excessive salaries only
because the producers in their organiza-
tion (meaning thereby those who deliver)

are making good. You take the combined
savings on any 25% reduction of salary

among employees receiving $100 a week or
less and you can offset it by reducing the

salaries five per-cent of so-called high
powered specialists, both artists and lay-

men. Curtail extravagance, systematize
operation, but do not retrench among those
who really labor and upon whose shoulders

the industry really rests.

Publicity Men Needed Now
It should not be a difficult thing for any-

one of experience, business ingenuity and
technical motion picture knowledge, to lay

his finger on just how, when and where re-

trenchment may be effected without in any
respect affecting business generally or the

prosperity of the motion picture industry.

I have heard it said that 50% of the adver-
tising and publicity men formerly work-
ing with motion picture organizations are

walking the streets. If their services were
ever needed they are needed now.

Stenographers, to a large number, until

recently working for motion picture organ-
izations are without jobs and those re-

tained are working overtime without addi-

tional compensation and doing their work,
because of that fact, less efficiently—and
this applies to many other branches of em-
ployment. If that is organization efficiency,

then I miss my guess.

The reason for this mad scramble to cut

hither and thither, I vouchsafe, no execu-
tive can adequately answer. The fool-

hardy policy of general reduction of sal-

aries, regardless of rhyme or reason, looks

much to me like spanking oneself, only to

know how good it feels when you stop.

Curtail the dollar and you curtail busi-

ness. Your own pocketbook will ultimately

feel the result and the country generally at

large must suffer.

Albany Theatres

And Operators

Settle Dispute

Albany—Differences that have existed

since last summer between the operators of

Albany and the theatre owners of that city

were satisfactorily adjusted with each side

making concessions. Under the new con-

tract, full-time operators at the first-run the-

atres in Albany will receive an increase of

$1.25 a week, giving them $60 a week, with
six days constituting the working week, Al-

bany not having Sunday shows. The chief

projectionist is increased from $68.75 per

week to $70. There is also a provision to

the effect that $2 per hour shall be paid for

overtime before 12 o'clock midnight and $3
per hour from midnight on.

The new contract will run for three years
and is retroactive to Sept. 1 of this year.

This is the first time that a three-year con-
tract has been entered into between the pro-

jectionists and the theatre owners of Albany.
Other provisions in the contract provide

that at the Ritz theatre there shall hereafter

be four full-time men in the booth, effective

immediately. At the Strand, Grand and
Harmanus Bleecker Hall the new contract

provides that the assistant operator shall be

increased in salary from $18 to $45 per
week and at the end of the third year he
will then become a full-time man at $60 per

week. These three tlieatres have three full-

time projectionists and an assistant.

At the Madison theatre, which is a resi-

dential house, the assistant projectionist is

raised from $18 to $22 a week. This house
will have two full-time men and one assist-

ant in the booth. The same provision will

govern the Albany theatre. The second-run
houses in Albany remain unchanged, ac-

cording to reports.

In the motion picture theatres in Troy,
N. Y., a two-year contract has been signed

between the union and the theatre with some
slight increases in pay, although working
conditions will remain practically the same.

Flesh to be Played

InWarnerTheatres
Spurred by the success of the introduc-

tion of vaudeville at the Earle, Washington,
Warners is planning to gradually extend a

combination policy to a number of other

houses. Various other company theatres

have shown box-office spurts when flesh was
introduced. The company's vaudeville book-

ing office is headed by Walter Meyers.

Sunday Shows Sought
Fort Collins, Colo.—Petitions are in cir-

culation here calling for a special election to

vote on proposed ordinance to permit Sun-

day shows.

Buys Cincy House
Cincinnati—William Gerver has pur-

chased the Variety from James S. Potts.

The house will be thoroughly remodeled at

an approximate cost of $50,000.
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Projectionists' Round Table

LET us continue with the discussion of the

direct current moving coil measuring in-

strument. It is needless to dwell at much
greater length about the application of shunts

to increase the operating ranges. What has

been said is sufficient to illustrate the use of

the shunt and to show how the shunt is a part

of a complete instrument. Upon second thought

it might be well to mention how it is possible

to apply the shunt.

One can very readily appreciate that it is

not very convenient to place more than three

ranges upon a single meter. The multiplicity

of lines and numerals is apt to confuse. Hence,

it is not unusual to arrange the use of a single

meter in various parts of a system, the insertion

of the measuring instrument being accomplished

by means of a plug and jack arrangement. If

the value of the current is the same in all of

these positions, a single range suffices. If, how-
ever, the current values differ, the extension of

a single range meter is accomplished by jack

controlled shunts.

In other words, the shunt resistance is per-

manently connected across the contacts of a

jack, of the closed circuit type as illustrated in

Figure 90. Since the terminals are closed when
the meter is not in the circuit the resistance of

the shunt element is not present in the circuit.

As a matter of fact, its presence would not mat-
ter very much, since the usual shunt is of very
low resistance.

When the meter connected to a plug is inserted

into the jack, the position of the plug contacts

opens the jack contacts and the shunt is con-

nected across the meter, thus extending its

range. The correct multiplying factor is desig-

nated by means of a label or marker of some
kind associated with the jack. As a matter of

fact, this system has been used in several RCA
and other installations and it is quite common
wherever the cost of measuring apparatus is of
consequence. Of course, if the design of the

apparatus is sufficiently elaborate, the various
circuits have independent meters, each of
proper scale, inherent or arranged by means of

shunts or series multipliers.

Multipliers.—This mention of multipliers in-

troduces the conventional multiplier resistance

used in practically every voltmeter and as a
means of extending ranges. As is evident from
the foregoing, the shunt and the multiplier units

serve one and the same purpose except that the
former is usually referred to in connection with
current meters, whereas the latter is mentioned
in connection with voltmeters. Both extend the
range.

The application of the series multiplier, as
has been stated in brief form, follows upon
the principle of series circuits and the summa-
tion of the respective voltage drops. The
reader will recall the discussion of Ohm's law
and the fact that the current in any circuit may
be maintained at a constant value regardless of
the applied voltage by varying the total resis-

tance of the circuit. At the same time if the
circuit consists of two or more resistances, it

is possible to keep the drop across any one fixed

resistance at a constant value irrespective of
the applied voltage, by merely varying the re-

sistance of the remainder of the circuit. The
technical limitation in the previous statement
is that the minimum applied voltage must be
equal to or greater than the voltage drop across

By John F. Rider

the constant resistance. When such is the case,

the aforementioned statement is true.

Suppose that we have a meter intended for

use as a voltmeter with a range of 0-100 volts

D.C. and a total resistance of 10,000 ohms.
The meter is a single scale instrument. Such
a meter would include a series multiplier as
outlined in Lesson 24, Figure 85. However,
such data is of no interest since our primary
interest is to increase the range of the meter to

1000 volts with an intermediate range of 500
volts maximum. Now the fact that we intend
having three maximum ranges, 100 and 500
and 1000 volts influences the application of
the instrument, i.e. with respect to the effect

of the load upon the voltage source undei
observation or being measured.
Knowing the total resistance of the meter

and its initial maximum voltage range we can
determine two other factors, the "ohms-per-
volt" and the total current consumption. As a
matter of fact, even the current consumption
per volt scale. According to Ohm's law a

Rs
rr 1

FIG. 90

voltage drop of 100 volts takes place across

the meter resistance of 10,000 ohms when
100

I =
10,000

= .01 ampere.
Thus, .01 ampere of 10 milliamperes of cur-

rent flows through the meter when the instru-

ment indicates full scale. And since the indi-

cation is proportional to the current, a property

of moving coil types of meters, the current per

volt indication is

.01

Ipr =
100

z= .0001 ampere of .1 mil.

Hence, if the meter indicates 10 volts, the

current flowing through the meter is .001

ampere of 1 mil. The reasons for elaboration

upon this point will soon become evident. In

order that the meter range be raised to 500
volts, and the meter be suitable for application

across a 500 volt supply line, it is necessary

that a resistance be connected in series with
the meter and the supply line. In other words,
if Rm in Figure 91 is the meter resistance Rs
is the series resistance necessary in order that

the meter be suitable for the measurement of

500 volts.

If the total drop in the circuit is to be 500
volts, this drop must be divided between that

across Rm and that across Rs. We know that

the meter will register 100 volts. According to
ordinary arithmetic, this is equal to l/5th of

the total voltage. The function of Rs is to

drop the other 4/5ths ; hence the division is 1

and 4. Realizing that the current in the circuit

is definitely limited by the design of the meter
and bearing in mind that according to Ohm's
law, the voltage drop with a constant value
of current is proportional to the resistance, in

order that we have a voltage drop at one point

equal to four times as much as that across

another, we must have four times the original

value of resistance.

Thus we have two considerations. First, the

production of two voltage drqps, one of which
is four times as great as the other. Second,
we must have two values of resistance, one of

which must be four times as great as the other.

If we call the normal full scale voltage indica-

tion Ej and the required voltage range (maxi-
mum) E2, and if we recall that Ei is the nor-
mal drop across the meter, the drop across the
external element will be

E. = Es — Ei = 500 — 100 = 400 volts.

Now, since the current I is a constant, ex-
pressible at this time as 1 without any particu-
lar need for the specific current value, we can
determine the required external resistance by
due recognition of the ratio between the respec-
tive voltages and the required ratio between
the respective resistances. The division of the
voltages is equal to

Ea

1

Ei
where Ei and E= are as previously stated.

This equation expresses the ratio between the
maximum range and the normal range of the
meter minus the constant drop across the meter.
As is evident this equation is independent of

the meter structure, design or internal resis-

tance. And since the drop is proportional to

the resistance all that is necessary is to multiply
this complete ratio by the internal resistance
of the meter. Therefore, the external resis-

tance necessary to produce a range of 500 volts

when the normal range is 100 volts is

E,
Rs = 1 x Rm

Rs =

E,

500
1 x 100,000

100
= 40,000 ohms.

At first glance one is apt to imagine from the
foregoing example that the scale has been mul-
tiplied 4 times instead of 5 times. Upon second
glance however, the actual extent of multiplica-
tion becomes evident. This multiplication is

the ratio between the total drop in the circuit

and the drop across the meter. In other words,
the multiplication factor is

Rm + Rs

Rm
If we multiply each of these values by the con-
stant current in the circuit, we secure the ratio
of the total drop to the drop across the meter
or

IRm + IRs E2

IRm Ei
We decided that the range of the meter would

also be extended to 1000 volts maximum. To
provide the range of 500 volts we require an
external resistance of 40,000 ohms, making a
total resistance of 50,000 ohms. For the sake

This is Lesson 25 in The Rider Series on Sound Projection
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of clarity we can now assume that the actual

range of the meter is 500 volts and that its

resistance is 50,000 ohms. According to simple

Ohm's law, the current in the circuit for full

scale deflection is

E 500

I = zz = .01 ampere
R 50.000

To keep the current constant at .01 ampere
which is a definite limitation for full scale de-

flection when the voltage is doubled, we must
double the resistance. Hence the additional

external resistance Rsl to increase the scale to

1000 volts must be 50,000 ohms. Then Rm +
Rs + Rsl will equal to resistance necessary to

fulfill the equation

E 1,000

.01 = = .01

R 100,000

The multiplying factor now becomes
'Rm + Rs + Rsl

,

—

fMM /ww WW), ,

Rm Rs Rst

Rm
10,000 4- 40,000 + 50,000

-= 10

10,000

The revised circuit of the voltmeter now ap-

pears as in Figure 92. If, for example, we
neglect the 500 volts scale and assume that the

100 volt scale must be increased to 1,000 volts.

the external resistance is

1,000
1 x 10,000 = 90,000 ohms

100

which actually is the sum of Rs and Rsl.
In order that any one of the three voltage

ranges he available, it is necessary that some
means be provided for selecting the correct
amount of multiplier resistance. This means

FIG.91

that the circuit is arranged as shown in Figure
93. Rm is the fixed resistance within the

meter. When the switch is set to position A,

the meter only is in the circuit and the range
is 100 volts, When the switch lever is set to

tap B, the 500 volt range resistance Rs of

40,000 ohms is in series with the meter. When
the switch is set to C. the 1,000 volt scale

resistance Rsl of 50,000 ohms is placed in series

with the 40,000 ohms resistance Rs and the

total series resistance becomes 90,000 ohms.
Now, it might be well to mention two major

requirements of such resistances. Obviously
the ohmic value of the resistor must be accu-
rate in order that the precalibration be cor-

rect. Not that one cannot calibrate for any
value of resistance, but if the resistor is accurate

the unit may be precalibrated. If the resis-

tance is inaccurate, it will be necessary to de-

termine its resistance by means of the voltage
indication upon the meter when a constant

voltage is applied with and without the ex-
ternal resistance. The second requirement is

that the resistances used as multipliers be
capable of carrying the current required by the

meter. For full scale deflection in the case
cited the current is .01 ampere at 100 volts,

500 volts and 1,000 volts. Thus the resistance
must be capable of carrying .01 ampere.

Variation of the Current Through the Meter
and Its Effect Upon the Voltage Source Being
Measured.—As far as normal practice is con-
cerned a resistance of 100 ohms per volt, as i>

the case in our illustration, is comparatively
low. A current consumption of 10 milliamperes
is quite high when the meter is used with an
eliminator source of voltage; that is, when an
eliminator supply the voltage to the plates of

the tubes in an amplifier. The application of
such a load to indicate 100 or 500 volts would
represent an appreciable load and display a re-

ducing effect upon the voltage output of the
power supply source.

It, therefore, hecomes of interest to know a
means of reducing the load to indicate a cer-

tain voltage. Just how effectively this may be
carried out is dependent upon two factors. The

fig.92

tir^t is the form of division of the scale upon

the meter. The finer the divisions the more
readily is it possible to read low values of

voltage. The second is the accuracy desired

when reading the voltage.

We know that the current consumption is

10 milliamperes for full scale deflection when
the range is 100 volts. However when the

range is 500 volts, the required current to cause

a deflection equivalent to 100 volts is 10/5

milliamperes or 2 milliamperes equal to .002

ampere. For the same voltage deflection with

a maximum range of 1,000 volts the current

consumption is .001 ampere or 1 milliampere.

Hence, it might he very advantageous when
measuring 100 volts to use the 1,000 volts scale,

thereby reducing the current load to a minimum
which is practically negligible as to its effects

upon the circuit under test.

Of course, the practicability of this system is

contingent upon how readily one may read 100

volts when the maximum range is 1,000 volts.

If the devisions upon the meter scale are suffi-

ciently fine, no trouble is experienced in read-

ing voltage indications of even less than 100

volts. Thus, it might be possible to satisfac-

tory distinguish a voltage indication of 50

volts when the maximum range is 1,000 volts,

111 which case the actual load current would
he hut .0005 ampere of .5 milliampere, a negli-

gible quantity.

The same method of analysis is possible with

the 500 volts scale. In other words, the cur-

rent required for full scale deflection at 500

volts is 10 milliamperes, but the same deflection

of voltage upon the 1,000 volt scale requires

only .005 ampere or 5 milliamperes of current.

Determining the Resistance of a D.C. Volt-

meter.—It is possible because of the voltage

relations existing in a circuit to determine the

internal resistance of a voltmeter without any
involved mathematics. All that is necessary is

& fixed resistor of known ohmic value. If this

voltmeter is connected across a source of volt-

age, it will indicate that voltage. If the exter-

nal resistance is connected in series with that

voltmeter and the series combination is then

connected across the same source of voltage,

the meter will indicate a new value of voltage,

lower than before because the presence of the

external resistance increases the total resistance

of the voltmeter circuit and with a constant

voltage reduces the current in the voltmeter cir-

cuit hence the indication upon the meter. The
resistance Rm of the meter may be determined
bv means of the following equation,

Rs
Rm =

1

Ei
where E is the normal voltage indication with-

out the known series resistance Rs and Ei is

the voltage indicated upon the meter when the

known series resistance Rs is in the circuit.

Suppose we have a voltmeter with a scale of

500 volts. It is connected across a battery and
indicates 100 volts. We connect a 500,000 ohm
resistance in series with the meter and the new
indication is 50 volts. Then the internal re-

sistance of the meter
500,000

Rm =
100

1

50
= 500,000 ohms.

Another method of determining the internal

resistance of a D.C. voltmeter is to arrange a

series circuit of the meter under test and a

low range direct current milliammeter, as
shown in Figure 94. The voltmeter is V and
the milliammeter is MA. The voltage source
must he of such value as to cause a satisfac-

ti iry deflection upon the voltmeter. It need
by no means cause full scale deflection. Sup-

pose that the meter is a 500 volts instrument.
The voltage source is a 100 volt battery. The
meter MA has a range of 0-10 milliamperes.
The meter V indicates 100 volts and the meter
MA indicates 2 milliamperes.

Ohm's law for resistance show that the re-

sistance of the meter V (with the battery re-

sistance and the resistance of the current meter
neglected) is 50,000 ohms. Since the full scale

voltage is 500 volts, the ohms-per-volt value is

100 ohms. The total current consumption for
full scale deflection is

1

= .01 ampere.
Rm.

and the current for any voltage deflection is

E

K, x R..v

where E is the voltage indication upon the
meter and Ei is the maximum voltage range of
the meter. Thus

100
I =

500 x 100
= .002 ampere.

Another simple method of determining the
internal resistance of a voltmeter requires the
use of a variable resistor of known resistance.
The variable series resistance Rs is set to zero
and the voltage of the source of potential is

noted upon the meter. The resistance is now
brought into play and with the voltage source
held constant, the adjustment of Rs is varied

nr

|Rsi
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until the new indication upon the voltmeter is

exactly half of the original deflection when Rs
was set to zero. The half scale deflection indi-

cates reduction of the current in the circuit to

half of its original value, hence twice the

original value of resistance. Then the internal

resistance of the meter

Rm = the resistance present at Rs to produce
the half scale deflection.

Application of Multipliers to J 'olt meters.—
The actual application of the voltmeter is a
matter of design. Where a complete system is

arranged in switchboard fashion and provision

is made for the measurement of the respective

voltages in the system, two methods may be

applied. The first is to arrange permanent
installation of voltmeters with the correct

ranges in the respective circuits. The second
is to arrange the use of a single voltmeter, or
several voltmeters, in various parts of the sys-

tem in a manner that one meter is suitable for

the measurement of more than one voltage.

This may be accomplished with a multi-range
instrument where the series multipliers are

always in the circuit and the range is varied

by shorting the multipliers rather than inserting

the multipliers. This method offers protection

against accidental overload unless the operator

is careless.

Another method is to affix the correct multi-

pliers to the jacks and use a single meter range
with the multipliers noted in connection with
the respective jacks. Such a system may be

represented by Figure 96. The meter is con-
nected to a plug and inserted into the various
lacks. Each of these jacks has its own multi-

plier resistance Rs and a multiplying factor

i- noted at each of these jacks.

Such a system is rot very satisfactory for

the measurement of high potentials because of

possible shocks and undue strain upon the insu-
lation within the plugs.

Pollard in Educational Films
I Eollywood—Snub Pollard is to appear in

two Educational comedies, in support of

Johnny Hines in "Don't Leave Home" and
in support of Charlotte Greenwood in "Girls
Will Be Boys."
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Tol'able David
( Columbia

)

Good Attraction
{Reviewed by Don Ashbaugh)

THE audience which sat through the first

preview of "Tol'able David" sat without
budging. Columbia has made a picture which
can't help but click, although it will not be the

sensational success the silent version turned out

to be. It is doubtful if the picture can be de-

pended upon for lengthy runs, but it will stand

up on ordinary bookings. All classes will en-

joy it with the juvenile element certain to go
strong for it because of the Horatio Alger
story and the corking fight scene.

While Dick Barthelmess took a long stride

up the road to success with the silent version,

his leap may easily he approximated by the

jump young Richard Cromwell will maki- for

rendition of the title role in the new version.

It's hard to believe that this is his first pic-

ture. From the first scene to the final fade-

out the youngster plays his part like a veteran
trouper. His acting is unaffected and natural.

I 1
1 > sincerity in character is impressive. 1 1 i

s

voice and diction need little, if any, polishing.

The boy clicks, and unless he is another of

those "one picture stars" he's due for a nice

ride up the ladder.

Cromwell has the added advantage of being

supported by an excellent cast. Joan Peters is

seen as his country girl sweetheart. Henry
B. Walthall as her father does a character rule

in eminently satisfactory fashion.

Xoah Beery handles a considerable portion

of the villainy in his customary style—making
everybody hate him tremendously and inducing

cheers when the hero beans him during the big

fight. Incidentally, this tight scene is a pip.

It has the earmarks of the real thing.

Edmund Breese, Harlan E. Knight and James
Bradbury handle character roles in a manner
bespeaking long experience. The others in the

cast deserve praise for a well-rounded series

of performances.
John G. Blystone deserves a great deal oi

the credit for his direction. There are touches

to the picture which might easily have been
overlooked, but which add immeasurably to the

class of the production.

The story is about a young mountain boy
who must suppress his desires to wreak ven-

geance upon the clan which killed his father

and maimed his brother because he is the only

male left.

His struggle to regain the family pride and
place, ending ultimately in the fight where he
gains vengeance and puts to an end the terror

caused by the other clan, is climaxed with a

happy conclusion.

Xccdf lively comedy to balance.
Produced and distributed by Columhia. Directed

liv John Blystone. Story by Joseph Hergesheimer.
Treatment, con'inmty and dialogue by Benjamin
Glazer. Edited by Glenn Wheeler. Photographed by
Teddy Tetzleff. Length, 7,350 feet. Running time, 70

mins. Release date. Nov, 15.

THE CAST
David Kinemon Richard Cromwell
Esther Hatburn Joan Peers
Mrs. Kinemon Helen Ware
Hunter Kinemon Edmund Breese
Alan Kinemon George Duryea
Rose Kinemon Barbara Bedford
Amos Hatburn Henry B. Walthall
Iska Harlan E. Knight
Luke Xoah Beery

however, has been overshadowed by the tech-

nical handling to a considerable extent. This
slows up the talker in many places.

The story is taken from the well-known
stage play, "The Bat," and the development of

the mystery is much like the stage play. Ro-
land West did the adaptation and dialogue as

well as the directing and, while capably done,

gave too much attention to the mechanics,
which added to production values, but* not

enough to dramatic development.

Chester Morris, as the spurious detective,

does well in a role that is not too well suited

to his talents. However, he does some fine act-

ing and is very convincing. Una Merkel, Grayce
Hampton. William Bakewell and Gustav Von
Seyffertitz have important roles which they

handle nicely. The comedy is supplied by
Spencer Carter :ind Maude Eburne, the latter

stealing many scenes as the frightened maid
who eventually captures the Bat.

The story, which is filled with suspense

throughout, deals with the attempt to discover

the real identity of The Bat, a killer. Knowing
there is money hidden in the Fleming home,
The Bat visits the place and the various thrill-

ing experiences he supplies form the basis of

the film.

Long traveling camera shots and many sha-

dow effects help greatly in giving the talker

plenty of thrilling moments. The chase after

The Bat, the counterplots supplied by various

crooks seeking the hidden fortune, all help build

up the suspense while the actual discovery of

the real Bat comes as a surprise.

The preview showing was on a wide screen

and the scenes in most cases were interesting

and effective. Some of the shots, however,
seemed greatly out of proportion and the wide
screen often detracted from the story develop-

ment. The talker has been filmed in both film

widths and will be released in the standard size

generally.

The picture is good entertainment and should
meet with response. It has plenty of exploita-

tion angles and is better than average screen

fare. Kids especially will get a kick out of this

film and find it to their liking.

Use musicals and comedies here for best re-

sults.

Produced by Art Cinema and distributed by United
Artists. Directed by Roland West. Based upon stage
play by Mary Roberts Rinehart and Avery Hopwood.
Adaptation and dialogue by Roland West. Photo-
graphed bv Ray June and Robert H. Planck. Edited
by James Smith. Length (preview) 8,100 feet. Run-
ning time, 90 mins. Release date, Nov. 29.

THE CAST
Detective Anderson Chester Morris
Dale Van Gorder Una Merkel
Police lieutenant Chance Ward
M r. Bell Richard Tucker
Butler Wilson Benge
Pnlice captain DeWitt Jennings
Police sergeant Sidney D'Albrook
Man in black mask S. E. Tennings
Cornelia Van Gorder Grayce Hampton
Lizzie Allen Maude Ehurne
Caretaker Spencer Charters
Brook William Bakewell
Dr. Venrees Gustav Von Seyffertitz
Richard Fleming Hugh Huntley
Detective Jones Charles Dow Clark
The unknown Ben Bard

The Bat Whispers
( I 'nited Artists)

Good; Could Be Better

{Reviewed by Bill Crouch)

"The Bat Whispers" is reviewed as

in Hollywood on wide film.

FROM the standpoint of photographic effects

and fantastic lighting this picture is excep-

tional and extremely interesting. The story.

caught

Within the Law
{M-G-M)

Excellent Drama
{Reviewed by Bill Crouch)

HERE'S a talker that should do fine busi-

ness at the box-office. It has all the fea-

tures of real entertainment—a capable cast

—

a real story—and it has been well directed. The
talker is made from the stage play, has been

modernized and the action brought up to date.

The Joan Crawford name will rate plenty of

attention from the fans and the performance
she gives will probably rank among the best

portrayals of the year.

This picture rates attention in the better class

houses and will stand up well in the week-runs
houses and subsequent bookings. Has plenty of
exploitation possibilities and name value in cast.

Miss Crawford essays the role of the shop
girl who is sent to prison for three years for
a crime she did not commit. Her scene in the
courtroom when she declares she will get even
for the way the law has treated her is the
outstanding dramatic episode of the picture and
is splendidly done. After serving her term in

prison. Miss Crawford returns and with the
aid of several notorious crooks, Robert Arm-
strong, Marie Prevost and George Cooper, pre-
pares to hit back. Having educated herself as
to what the law calls "wrong" and "right" she
puts over a number of shady deals that border
mi embezzlement, blackmail and larceny, but
always she is "within the law."

Finally in an effort to gain revenge on the
owner of the store whose refusal to be lenient

sent her to prison, she marries his son. Kent
Douglass. The boy really loves Joan and later

she cares for him.

The boy's father, Purnell Pratt, uses his

money in an effort to have the marriage an-
nulled. When he has, through devious means,
tried to frame Joan and her gang, with no suc-

cess, they get Tyrrell Davis, a crook, to act as

a stool pigeon and help Armstrong and Cooper
pull a robbery at the son's home. The scheme
almost works until Joan finds out about it and
rushes to the place in time to halt the robbery.

She exposes Davis as the squealer and Arm-
strong kills him for double-crossing. The police

then find the pair alone in the house, the others

having escaped. Joan says Douglass killed

Davis in self defense, but the police won't be-

lieve the story and the pair are taken in for the

third degree.

Armstrong is finally caught and. through
third degree methods, confesses to the killing

in order to set Joan free. This unites the two
newlyweds and all ends well.

John Miljan and Robert Emmett O'Connor
as members of the police force, give fine per-

formances. Armstrong, as Joe Garson, gives

a notable characterization. Kent Douglass, a

newcomer, makes a favorable debut and shows
promise. Marie Prevost is swell as the "come
on" gal, while Purnell Pratt, Polly Moran and
George Cooper are well cast.

The picture is kept moving at a swift tempo
throughout. Director Sam Wood has given the

piece plenty of suspense. The dramatic mo-
ments are well tempered with clever humor.

The tendency of the talker to slam the police

for their third degree methods may make it

probable that some of the scenes will have to

be toned down before release in order to evade

censorship. Some spots in the story develop-

ment are rather rough and often too much is

left to the imagination.

Musical shorts and strong comedies will fit

here.

Produced and distributed by M-G-M. Directed by
Sam Wood. Based on the play by Bayard Veiller.

Adaptation by Lucien Hubbard and Chares Mac-
Artlinr Dialogue by Charles MacArthur. Edited by
Hu(.'h Wynn. Photographed by Charles Kosher.

Length, running time and release date not set by
distributor,

THE < AST

Marv Turner Joan Crawford

foe Garson Hubert Armstrong
Agnes Lvnch Marie Prevost

I;,, I, Gilder Kent Douglass

Inspector Burke ...John Miljan

Edward Gilder Purnell B. Pratt

Dis't. Atty. Demarest Hule Hamilton
Polly ...'.

'' Moran
Cassidy Robert Emmet '

>'< onnor

Eddie Griggs ,J>
rrell Davis

Carney Wm. Bakewell

Red George Cooper

Bertha ™5
,

Lee

Helen Morris Isabel Withers
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The Lotus Lady
(Audible Pictures)

Shabby
(Reviewed by Sherwin A, Kane)

««HPHE Lotus Lady" has little to recommend
J. it as a story and vastly less as a picture.

It is a shabby imitation of such productions as
"White Cargo" and "Rain"; lacking in the
sincerity of the former ; the dramatic values
of the latter, and the audience interest of both.

Larry Kelland goes off to Indo-China in

order to assume the guilt of a dishonest trans-
action perpetrated by a brother who has also,

to all appearances, succeeded in stealing the

affections of one Betty Francisco, a gold-dig-
ging marriage-hunter who makes no bones
about the terms on which she will become a
bride.

In the Orient, Kelland becomes acquainted
with Tamarah, a native girl stolen in infancy

from her parents by Castro, in whose cafe the

picture shows her working as a desirable, but
none the less virginal, entertainer. Castro and
Brent, an English outcast, succeed in selling

Kelland some worthless swamp land which he
hopes to turn into a tea plantation. For his

assistance in closing the deal Brent is to re-

ceive Castro's permission to take Tamarah.
The girl, however, rebels and flees to Kelland
at the plantation. Castro sends a Chink re-

tainer to bring her back, but Kelland rescues
her. The girl later saves him from the Chink's
revenge, and when Castro himself comes to

claim the girl as his daughter, Kelland thwarts
Castro by making Tamarah his wife.

The two struggle on for five years trying to

make a go of the plantation. At the end of
that time, Kelland's old love, Betty Francisco,

reappears on the scene to invite him to return

with her to civilization. She has inherited the

money she desired from a wealthy husband,
who was obliging enough to die a short time
after they were married. Free again, and hav-
ing all the money she requires, she needs must
have the old flame of her youth. But does
Kelland list to her siren voice and forsake
the fevered swamp lands and jungles, and the

unkempt native girl wife and their little half

caste child for a new and luxurious home with
his old love? Nay, nay.

So Betty sets about to poison the mind of

Kelland's native wife. She is the obstacle keep-
ing her husband and child from happiness and
all the things they desire and should have.
Can't Tamarah see that Kelland wants to go
home ; no longer loves her, but is ashamed to

bring her with him?
Tamarah goes back to Castro's cafe. The

husband discovers the perfidy of his admirer;
orders her out of his sight, then goes to the

cafe and brings his wife home again. Mean-
while, just to assure the future of the two, oil

has been discovered on Kelland's worthless
swamp land and he is become a rich man.
This story might have gotten by with a ca-

pable cast; but the performances herein serve

only to emphasize the cheapnesses, rather than
cover them up. Everything about the action

and direction has the brand of disinterestedness

and amateurism. Only the exercise of average
discrimination in direction might have succeed-
ed in polishing it up a little, as, for instance,

the frequent and noticeable lapses of Fern An-
dra and Lucien Prival from native and French
accents to good old Americanese. To say that

any performance stood out—or even achieved
what might be expected from any aggregation
of unknowns—would be to flatter the entire

production. Sound recording is on a par with
the rest of the production. Photography and
sets are okeh.

Absolutely requires all the good short sub-
ject support that can be bought for it.

Produced by Audible Pictures, Inc. Distributed by
Greiver Productions. Directed by Phil Rosen. Dia-

md continuity by Harry Sinclar Drago. Pho-
togaphed bj M A Anderson. Edte 1 by Cal Himm.

Length, 6,100 feet. Running time, 68 minutes. Re-
lease date, Octo. 31.

THE CAST
Tamarah Fern Andra
Larry Kelland .Ralph Emerson
Claire \\ in ton Betty Francisco
Castro Lucien Prival
Brent Frank Leigh
George Kelland Edward Cecil
Laddie Junior Pironne
Li Jimmy Leong
The Dancer Joyzelle

Sea Legs
(Paramount)

Light Comedy
(Reviewed by Charles F. Hynes)

THIS falls below Oakie's last, "The Sap
from Syracuse," but it is good entertain-

ment, nevertheless. It has a generous supply
of laughs, some of them of the belly kind.

Again jack takes to the sea, this time as a
sailor shanghaied aboard the lone battleship of
a mythical island republic. He is taking the
place of a rich slacker, in a scheme framed by
the latter's attorney. As Jack had signed the
slacker's name to the enlistment papers, he
must go through with the affair, or be prose-
cuted for forgery. Accordingly, he proceeds
to spend the rich man's money, and how, forc-
ing the lawyer to sign all the checks. When
his supposed grandfather arrives the latter is

proud of him. Jack's capers get the captain
fired, but the grandfather is made head of the
navy and reinstates the captain, giving the gate
to his real grandson.
Eugene Pallette pretty nearly walks away

with honors as a native and Jack's buddy. The
battleship had been donated by a wealthy Am-
erican, so the ship is run on the American
plan, the sailors chosen from natives who had
visited the United States. That accounts for
the Americanisms, and it serves as an excuse
for some of the poorly-effected French accent.

Lillian Roth is a pretty and capable heroine
opposite Oakie and can sing.

Victor Heerman has taken full advantage of

the laughs. He was wise enough to know that

the old custard pie throwing days have not
gone, and he uses a slambang slapstick sequence
with a relish and a vengeance. And the audi-
ence at the Brooklyn Paramount got a whale
of a kick out of it.

The picture is marred by the Oakie crack
about the ferry boat, which hands it a slap for
family trade. Otherwise, it's good for both
kiddies and grown-ups.

Musicals and novelties will balance.
Produced and distributed by Paramount. Directed

by Victor Heerman. Story by George Marion, Jr.
Scenario by Marion Dix. Edited by Doris Drought.
Photogaphed by Allen Siegler. Length, 5.673 feet.

Running time, 63 minutes. Release date, Nov. 29.

THE CAST
Searchlight Doyle Jack Oakie
Adrienne Li'lian Roth
Gabriel Grabowski Harry Green
Hyacinth Nitouche Eugene Pallette
Crosetti Jean Del Val
Captain Albert Conti
High Commissioner Andre Cheron
Admiral O'Brien Charles Sellon
Commander Tom Rickett

Under Montana Skies
(Tiffany)

Weak Western
(Reviewed by Charles F. Hynes)

THIS is below the standard set in other

Tiffany westerns. A few comedy touches

are all that save it. The story is weak and
far-fetched, a story of Montana that just

doesn't click. It's presumably a present day
yarn, for the girls wear up-to-the-minute

clothes, but when they travel in an old-fash-

ioned stage coach it's a bit too much, in this

dav of automobile transportation.

Kenneth Harlan is the hero and acts well

enough, but he doesn't fit into a cowboy role.

Dorothy Gulliver is a pretty heroine and dis-

plays singing ability. Slim Summerville offers

some not-so funny comedy with Nita Marfan
getting the honors in the comedy line. The
others are satisfactory.

The story is of a cowboy (Harlan) who res-
cues a stranded show troupe from jail, when
he smuggles one girl out to threaten to com-
promise the hotel owner. To pay the hotel
bill, he proposes a show, and induces the
townsmen to put up enough for the rent in
advance. But the opera house owner's wife
intervenes, whereupon Harlan begins courting
her to win her consent. The show goes on
while they are out for a ride, but a rustler
holds up the box office. Harlan, captured by
the thugs, frees his bonds and escapes.

This will probably get by on a double bill,

but it's a bit weak to stand alone, unless given
plenty of short subject support.
Musicals and comedy will help.
Produced and distributed by Tiffany. Directed by

Richard Thorpe. Story by James K. Aubrey. Screen
play by Bennett Cohen. Photographed by Harry Zech.
Length, 5.27.1 feet. Running time. 57 minutes. Release
date, Sept. 10, 1930.

THE CAST
Clay Conning Kenneth Harlan
S
Iar

3! Dorothy Gulliver
£" nsl,""e Slim Summerville
?',°nd,V-;\ Nita Marfan
Abner Jenkins Harry Todd
Mrs Jenkins Elhe | Wales
£!

n
,

k >' Lafe McKee
Blake Christian J. Frank

Shadow Ranch
(Columhhi

)

Pretty Good Western
(Reviewed by Cltarles F. Hynes)T H,E laughs and action lift this one, and aA bit of pathos also helps to send it in as

a pretty good offering which will please west-
ern fans. Buck Jones has a following which
should help this to get over in the three-
changes-a-week or daily change houses.

In this, he has able help from Marguerite
De La Motte, Kate Price and Ben Wilson, all
veterans, as well as good support from the re-
mainder of the cast. Direction is good.
Jones is a wandering cowpuncher who goes

to the aid of his buddy, a ranch foreman. The
latter is shot before Jones arrives and he vows
vengeance. The villain, who has caused the
trouble, then tries to rustle the cattle from the
girl's ranch, but Jones prevents this and brings
the murderer to justice. Of course, the girl
asks him to remain as husband and foreman.

Sell this on the strength of its action, play-
ing up the name of Buck Jones, a veteran of
silent and sound pictures. The production values
given this series should make them popular.

Musicals and comedy will help.
Produced and distributed" hy Columbia. Directed by

Louis King. Story by George M. Johnson. Continuity
by Frank H. Clark. Dialogue by Clark Silvernail.
Edited by James Sweeney. Photographed bv Ted
McCord. Length, 5.776 feet. Running time, 58 min-
utes. Release date, Sept. 1. 1930.

THE CAST
Sim Baldwin Buck Jones
Ruth Marguerite De La Motte
Maggie Murphy Kate Price
Tex Ben Wilson
Dan Blake Al Smith
Williams Frank Rice
Joe Ernie Adams
Curley S'im Whitaker
Fatty Robert B. MacKenzie

Bali
{Independent')

(Reviezved by Don Ashbaugh)

SEVEN reels of naked, or nearly so. natives

of a South Sea island comprise "Bali," a
color-talking "epic" of native life.

Most of the preview audience walked out
after the first two reels and regretted they had
staved that long.

The picture as it stands looks positively hope-
less in any theatre anywhere. The possible hope
for any salvage from all of the wasted film is

to dissect the thing and make one reel shorts

of the highlights.

There purports tn he a plot regarding the
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love of a lass for a lad. All of the players arc

natives. She is due to be sacrificed, as this

reviewer guessed, to assuage a few assorted

gods. Her lover defies the gods and rescues her
amid the cries of horror at such sacrilege.

The king, instead, is cremated in the final reel

—just six reels too late.

There are interminable scenes of native danc-

firls gyrating to accompaniments of bong-
rausic made by a jazz band which had

rib bones and tom-toms for instruments.

There are other unending scenes of natives

parading on and on and on to the funeral pyre

—or t!i. it's what those who saw it thought. A
dubbed lecture runs along with it, but it's as

bad as the picture.

It's impossible as a feature and too long for

a filler.

Produced by J. C. Jackson. Directed by J. \V.

Cook. Edited by Charles I

THE CAS1
All natives of Island of Bali.

Harry Manus a Suicide
Just as Success Looms

Just when success was declared looming
for the roasting machine he had invented,

Harry S. Manus. veteran former New York
theatre operator and distributor, committed
suicide by gas at a machine shop on New
York's lower East Side. The inventions were
near perfection mechanically, it is said, and
the inventor had several appointments with

men who were interested, and who might
have financed large-scale production of his

machine.
Manus formerlv was active in affairs of

the T.O.C.C. and M.P.T.O.A. He later was
associated with Bert Moeller and others in

the American Cinema Association.

Fredman Settles with
Williams ; Apologizes

London—The libel action instituted by

J. D. Williams against Ernest \V. Fredman,
editor of The Daily Film Renter, early this

year, has been settled out of court. Williams
is to receive a sum of money, amount not

divulged, and an apology in the columns of

Fredman's paper.

The incident revolved about British Na-
tional Pictures, Ltd., and Williams' manage-
ment of the company. Williams claimed

Fredman had intimated the company had
gone into liquidation as a result of his mis-
management.

Bankhead Joins Paramount
Paramount has signed Tallulah Bankhead,

American actress who has been appearing
in London for some years, to play the lead

in "Her Past." She will be co-featured with

Clive Brook. George Cukor and Cyril

Gardner, who recently finished "The Royal
Family." will direct at Paramount's Eastern
studio. This is one of the 18 pictures sched-

uled for the New York studio.

"U" Films on Liners
Bookings for the showing of Universal

pictures on the steamers of the Nippon
Yusen Kaisha Line from San Francisco to

the Orient have been completed by Kenneth
Hodkinson, manager of the Frisco exchange.
The deal calls for bookings on thirty sail-

ings of the de luxe liners of the steamship
company.

"Wise Child" for M-G-M
Hollywood—M-G-M has purchased rights

to the David Belasco stage play, "It's a
Wise Child." Mildred McCoy and Minor
Watson will have the. leading roles in it.

Short Subjects

The Navy
(Universal)

Fine
OSWALD, the Kabbit, is a regular tar in

this one. and what he does to the admiral
is worth luts of laughs. Jammed with fresh
stuff and guaranteed to get over with any kind
of audience. Running time, 6 minutes.

A Synchopated Sermon
(Vitaphone No. 1080)

Why?
SPOTTED in a church, the Hall Johnson

Choir, with Willard Robison, jazz up Negro
spirituals and make the parson do some fancy
steps in the pulpit. There's nothing amusing to
the short, which could have been improved by
cutting out seven minutes of it. Running time,

8 minutes.

Donald, the Dub
(Grant/and Rice—Palhe)

Fair Entertainment
A S the title indicates, this is a golfing sub-
'* ject, Donald going through all the motions
and grief of a real duffer. Then he strums a
song on a club to the tune of "The Girl I Left
Behind Me." which gets some laughs. Running
time, 9 minutes.

Cinderella
(Kracy Kat—Columbia)

Pretty Light
SIMILAR to much of the cartoon stuff

which has gone before, so far as the musi-

cal gags are concerned. It's built around the

story of Cinderella, with the fairly godmother,
old witch, prince charming and all. There are

a few pretty good laughs, but it's only an aver-

age cartoon. Running time, 9 minutes.

Toby, the Miner

ried the night before, Cooley takes the advice
of his valet, Hardy, and enlists. But Cooley

the latter to sign up, too, for he 1

he'll have need of his services in donning hi-

uniforms. Cooley gets into an ensign's uni
by mistake and is ordered to drill a compan;
for the visiting admiral, lie teaches them his
lodge drills, and there's a merry time. Running
time, 19 minutes.

Moonlight and Monkey
Business

(Radio Pictures)

Just Fair
THE laughs are teo sparsely sprinkled

through this slapstick comedy to give it

real kick. There is a lot of wild running around
and a few funny situations, but they are few
and far between. It's another of the Nick and
Tony series directed by Mark Sandrich. In this,

they are owners of a honeymoon hotel, rooms
free the first night. When Tony's son arrives
with his fiancee, after an elopement, they find
difficulty in going through with the wedding
before the girl's parents can intervene. Running
time, 21 minutes.

Going Places
(.Vitaphone No. 1027)

Weak
SHAW and Lee. a musical comedy pair, in a

vaudeville turn that is boresome through-
out. The short is a combination of routine steps
and gags. Running time, 7 minutes.

The Firefighters
(Mickey Mouse—Columbia

)

A Howl
HERE'S another reason why the Mickey

Mouse comedies maintain their lead in the
comedy field, even though the public is pretty
much fed on some of the repetitious stuff in
cartoons generally. The laughs come thick
and fast. Mickey is a fireman in this and with
his trusty company dashes out to save the fair
young maiden. He does it to the tune of a
lot of laughs. Running time, 8 minutes.

The Thirteenth Prisoner
I Vitaphone No. 1104)

Pooi
WILLIE HOWARD and Lee Kohlmar ex-

rhvncrr r,-nti,rv_o1rl <t-,<tc ,',, Tpwish dialect
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runners, one of whom is put on the spot, with
the victim's son brought up to avenge his

father's slaying, The laughs are few and it's

onlj a passable short which will get h> where
nol much comedy is needed. Running time,

10 minutes.

Ou, La, La
i f niversal

)

A Peach
WHILE not up to par with the preceding

Slim Slummerville two-reelers, this com-
edy is primed with great laugh situations, and
Slim and his foil, Harry Gribbon, put them
over with a bang. The laughs are practically

continuous and the Rabelaisian climax is a

wowl The "-tury follows the general formula
adopted for tins series, with the t'-u^Ii sergeant

and the bugler battling for the French ijjrl who
falls for both, hut the writer's imagination is

so indie that the business he injects makes this

a minor flaw. The big scene shows Slim hang-
ing Mil to the bottom of a bomber, moving from
one projectile to another until the last oni is

released. He is knocked up into the cockpit

and brings the plane down—with a smash, Di-

rected by Marry Kdwards. Running linn-, 20

minutes.

Sailor's Luck
i Paramount )

Fair

Tf 1
1 fleet's in and a group oi sailors get

into a huddle on Riverside Drive and forgel

their cares by singing and bantering. Thej
didn't devote much thoughl t<- makine this

hut it's breezy, and fairly entertaining. Run-
ning time, 9 minutes.

Spspain's Maddest Fiesta
( Burton Holmes—M-G-M I

Just Fair

THIS depicts such a dizzy Spanish custom
thai its incredibility hurts tin- show. It's

ni a wild S'lainsli fiesta, where the natives are

ten degrees wilder than an> American Foot-

ball hues alter the home team has come through
with a victory. The spectacle show a lot oi

silly Spanish youths unarmed in a hull ring,

filled witli charging hulls. However, a- an in-

sight into the Spanish festival it depicts, it is

fairly interesting. Burton Holmes explains the

action as it progresses. Running time. 11 min.

That's Reason Enough
Hollywood—A denial—the vehement

and, therefore, usually suspicious kind
—emanates from United Artists that
Doug Fairbanks will sing in "Reach-
ing for the Moon." The story centers
about the romance of a New York
stock broker and a society aviatrix.

Australia Bitten

ByProductionBug
Thring Trying It

Sydney—Attempts are being made to es-

tablish production as an Australian indus-

try. Amply backed financially, il is -aid.

Eff Tee Film Productions has been formed
here with more ambitious, and. on the sur-

face, more practical plans than perhaps have
ever been evolved in this country.

Prime mover in the venture i- Frank
W. Thrinsr. until recently managing direc-

tor of Hoyt's 50-theatre chain. Entering
the business as a kid. Thring, who is no
stranger to America, is among the most
prominent of Australia's show personalities.

History knows him as one of the first Aus-
tralians to make a moving picture.

I lie company has moved fast. RCA re-

cording equipment has been purchased by
cable from America; rights to "Redheap,"
the novel by Australian Norman Lindsay
which, despite its sales in all parts of the

world, has been banned here, have been
acquired for the first production; Lindsay
and C. I. Dennis, author of "The' Senti-

mental Bloke" have been engaged a- liter-

ary advisers; Arthur Higgins, director of
"Fellers," the only Drize winner in the Fed-
eral Government's $50,000 competition has
been dispatched to Hollywood to study

sound photography; and Tom Holt, just
hack from London after six years of book-
ing vaude and legit for J. C. Williamson,
ha- been engaged as general manager.

Holt will reach Hollywood early in No-
vember, an<l after a month there, will re-
turn with a dramatic and comedy director.

First production will probably get under
way in March. The company expects to

complete 12 features in the first year.

Attempts to produce pictures in Australia
have been made before, mostly by fly-by-

night companies. Few, usually owing to

lack oi money, have succeeded. Another
thing: In their attempts to convey Aus-
tralia as it is, most past producers have
decorated their scenes with dozens of mur-
derous looking blacks. For that, these pic-

tures have aroused risibility rather than
applause out here.

Daylight Saving Voted
Out in Baltimore

Baltimore— Final returns on the daylight
saving question voted on at the recent elec-

tion show that there were 113,922 votes cast

against the measure with 71,435 cast in

favor of it.

Picture theatres ran trailers prior to the
election reading: "A vote against the char-
ter amendment is a vote against daylight
savin;,'." This same slogan was used on all

program- printed for the playhouses.
Frank \Y. Lawson, executive secretary

oi the Standard Tune League, wrote a let-

ter to the Baltimore News and Sunday
American, Hearst newspapers here, thank-
ing them for the stand they had taken in

fighting the passage of the measure to

change the time of Baltimore during lie

summers.

M-G-M To Distribute
For U. A. at Portland

Portland—M-G-M is to handle distribu-

tion of United Artists product in the Port
land territory. Heretofore, the territory was
served by the United Artists branch at Seat-
tle. A considerable saving to exhibitors in

express charges will result from the new
arrangement.

20-Year Man Gets Pathe
Controller Appointment

Samuel Machnovitch, since 1926 general
auditor of Pathe. has been named controller

by Arthur B. Poole, treasurer. Machno-
vitch has been with the company 211 years
and recently received the 20-year service pin
from C. J. Scollard, executive vice-president.

Jeanette MacDonald Arriving
Jeanette MacDonald, who has just signed

a long term contract with Fox, arrives in

New York Saturday for a short vacation.
She appeared for Fox in "Oh, for a Man."
which is practically without music, having
but one complete vocal number and part of

another.

Sell Process to Eastman
Leo Godowsky. violinist, and Leopold

Mamies, pianist and composer, are reported
to have sold their color process to Eastman
Kodak and after June 1 will enter the com-
pany's Rochester laboratories to develop
their invention.
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Equipment Mart

In Madagascar

Is Negligible

From Report by John S. Richardson, Jr.,

American Vice Consul at Tananarive

The demand in Madagascar for equipment
other than small projectors ior private use is

negligible. There arc but tour theatres in the

entire colony—one each in Tananarive, 1 I

Suare/, Tamative. and Manuuga, and any in-

crease in their number in the immediate future

appears very improbable. One theatre appears

to be about all that tl»e above-named towns,

even the largest, Tananarive, can support, with

wages of natives at their present level, and
there are apparently no other towns in the

colony able, under present conditions, to sup-

port even one.

Projectors.—Local theatres are now equipped
with either Pathe or Gaumont projectors. They
are the only makes that have been offered for

sale in the local market, and their use is due
to this circumstance rather than to any prefer-

ence on the part of theatre operators, who
would have no objection to purchasing Ameri-
can or any other foreign projectors if of equal

merit and sold at competitive prices.

The French pro j ectors are sold to local

agents of the companies lor $195 to $215,

c. i. 1. a Madagascar port. The agents are in

both case operators of theatres, and the pro-

jectors they have so far imported have been

for the most part for their own use. On the

very rare occasions that a sale has been made
to third parties they have taken, it is under-
stood, a profit of 10 per cent.

The four theatres mentioned are all equipped
with projectors of the latest model, with high

intensity 30/35-ampere arc lamps and mirror
reflectors attached. One projector only is used,

but it is understood that a second one is al-

ways kept on hand by the operator for in-

stallation in case of emergency.
Screens and Generators.—For screens, the

theatres use ordinary- white sheeting, hung on
a wooden frame. For conversion of alternating

current to direct current they are using the

Japy (French) erenerator. consisting of a motor

which is connected to the town current and a

dynamo, both attached to a cast-iron base.

These generator sets are furnished with the

projectors and cost the agent, it is understood,

approximately $195 each, c. i. f. Madagascar
port.

Visual Education.—Education in Madagas-
car is under the supervision of the Director

of Education in Tananarive. Up to the present

time no use has been made of motion pictures

for educational purposes.

Portable Projectors.—The Pathe Baby pro-
jector is on sale in several stores in Tanana-
rive dealing in books, novelties, and photo-
graphic supplies and probably in similar estab-

lishments in two or three of the other more
important towns of Madagascar. They are re-

ported to be selling very well, with the de-
mand increasing.

The projectors are of two types. One type,

the most favored in the local market, and for

operation where there is no local supply of

electric current, is equipped with a magneto,
the second has a socket attachment with which
to connect it to a local light circuit. These have
fixed retail prices of 1.350 and 650 francs

($53 and $35) respectively.

Only Eight Film Houses
In Portugese East Africa
From Report by Eueene M. Hinkle. American

Vice Consul at Lourenco Marques

Portuguese East Africa, including the chart-
ered companies of Mozambique and Nyassa. has
a white population of sum- .30.000. The only

towns of any size are Lourcng Marques, the

oi th. state administered area, and
Beira, the center of tl of Mozam-

itory. These two towns have
|

40,000 and l

nvelv. The only other (owns large enough
In warrant a theatre are Inhambane, Quelimane,
and Mozambique.

Each of these towns lias one theatre, while
Lourenco Marques and Beira have three and
two, respectively. With the total of eight for
all of Portuguese East Africa, the market for
projectors and equipment is very small.

Projectors.—The three theatres in Lourenco
Marques employ four projectors, one is British
and three American. The approximate cost of
the type of projectors used is $1,000.
The American machine has been very popular,

and theatrical owners attribute this to the auto-
matic regularity of the film tension, the inter-
mittent movement, the shutter which' can be
regulated with the projector running, and its

perfect production and silent working.
The Gil Vincente Theatre has two new

projectors, while the other theatres employ old
models and are contemplating new purchases.

Generators.—There is little possibility for
the sale of American generator sets to con-
vert alternating current to direct current. Elec-
tric light and power plants in Lourenco
Marques are supplied by direct current. For
projectors a direct current of 240 volts is used,
reduced by converter to 60 volts.

Arc Lamps and Screens.—Mirror-arc lamps
are used in all theatres, while the screens em-
ployed are the canvas white-coated type.
Although little information is available re-

garding the equipment in theatres outside of
Lourenco Marques, those theatres all have a
very small seating capacity and employ old
machines and equipment. The possibility of
sales among these is negligible.

Visual Education.—Government supervision
in educational matters comes under the juris-

diction of the Director of Services of Civil
Administration (Director de Servicos de Ad-
ministracao Civil). However, the government
has taken no action regarding education through
the medium of the motion picture.

AngolaHas 3 Houses,Each
Showing 3 Times Weekly

From Report by John W. Bailey, Jr.,
American Vice Consul at Loanda

Motion pictures are very little used in An-
gola, there being only two theatres, which give
about three programs each week, in the entire
colony. Consequently, there is no market what-
soever for equipment.

All of the projectors in use are of Pathe
make. There are no special features for pro-
jectors that appeal to theatre owners, and none
of the equipment dealers would be interested
in handling projectors of any type.
The two theatres in the colony are equipped

with two projectors each and they are very
old models, none of which are of American
manufacture.
There is no possibility of selling in this mar-

ket American generator sets for use in theatres
to convert alternating current to direct cur-
rent.

High-intensity and mirror-reflector arc lamps
are not used.

Screens consist of simple curtains of white
cloth stretched before the projectors. A double
projection is secured in this way and the space
back of the screen is utilized by admitting
nat'ves at a small cost.

Educational matters in Angola are under the
supervision of the Director dos Services de
Instruca Publica, Loanda. Visual education is

not used.

Unsophisticated

Story lor Gloria

Lands in Basket

Tin- lowdown on tin mystifying methods
pursued by tin. rank and file oi those making
up the village of Hollywood 1- given on
iln film page of Judge Pare Lorentz, pic-

ture critic for the publication, tells the fol-

lowing story about Gloria Swanson:
About a year ago a very tough young man

from a local tabloid was sent down to the
docks to interview Gloria Swanson, who was
returning from one of her husbands. The re-
porter discovered an amiable press-agent on
shipboard, and for two or three hours they
spent their time opening and emptying bottles.
The reporter didn't get the interview, but he
did make a friend. He discovered some days
later that the press-agent was in reality a movie
executive. The reporter forthwith called on
his old friend and was commissioned to write
a scenario for Miss Swanson. That is. after
the executive had outlined his idea of a plot.

"The trouble with Miss Swanson's movies."
said the great man, "is that they are too so-
phisticated. Now I've got an idea : make her
a lady detective, see? How's that: And then
she's got to sing. Marvelous voice. Lady de-
tective that can sing—get it? And there's one
more thing I had in mind—she's got a lot of
swell Paris clothes with her. A lady detective
who sings and wears beautiful clothes—how's
that?"

A Lady Sleuth

The reporter staggered out of the office and,
he solemnly swears, in two nights wrote a story
about a lady detective, etc. He did not hear
from the executive for several days, but even-
tually he was referred to Laura Hope Crewes,
who at the time was supposed to be Miss Swan-
son's literary adviser (and still may be for all
this department knows). Miss Crewes told the
young man that he had turned out an interest-
ing piece of work.

'.'The only trouble is," said she, "it is not so-
phisticated enough for Miss Swanson."
The reporter is now in Hollywood writing

scenarios about lady detectives, and Miss Swan-
son's new movie is about a widow. It is called
"What a Widow!" and while she doesn't sing
much, she does wear those Paris gowns. It is

a pretty bad job, even for Miss Swanson. and
I think it would have been much funnier if she
had struck to the executive's idea and been a
lady detective.

M-G-M Buys Play
Hollywood—M-G-M has just purchased

screen rights to Eugene Walter's play, "The
Easiest Way." a? a Constance Bennett ve-
hicle.

Plans Virginia Expansion
Fredericksburg, Va.—Benjamin T. Pitts,

who is reported to be planning to extend his
theatrical operations to other cities and
towns in Virginia, is president of the Pitts
Amusement Co., of Fredericksburg, which
has just been chartered to operate picture
houses and other places of amusement. E.
C. Bell is vice-president of the corporation,
L. G. Payne secretary and treasurer.

Lighton Recovering
Hollywood—Louis D. Lighton. Paramount

associate producer on B. P. Schulberg's
staff, is recovering from a major operation
at a local hospital. He was stricken dur-
ing production of "Fighting Caravans,"
which he is supervising.

Saturday Previews Dropped
Denver—Declared inability to obtain suit-

able pictures has caused the Denver to dis-
continue Saturday night previews.
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Before the "Mike"

In N. Y. Studios

THE last short of the season was made at

the Paramount New York studio this week,

wide film being used. The story is based on

miniature golf and is appropriately named "The
New Religion." Ray Cozine directed.

* * *

Production on "Stolen Heaven" Nancy Car-

roll's next opus, scheduled for this week under

the direction of George Abbott, mas postponed

until curly next week. Phillips Holmes has

been selected to play opposite Miss Carroll a>\d

is now headed east.

* * *

Claudette Colbert, just back from a vacation

trip around the world, dropped in at the studios

to take a look at some of the pictures she had

taken of places she visited and their inhabitants.

We caught some of them and they are as in-

teresting as any travelogue we have seen.

Xhere are some valuable stock shots included

which Paramount will no doubt use.

* * *

Charlie Ruggles, soon to play in Miss Col-

bert's next production, tentatively titled "Strict-

ly Business," also staggered—beg pardon—
walked into the studios to see what was what
and why.

* * *

Peggy Thompson, who wrote the French di-

alogue for "The Big Pond," will do the French
version of "Strictly Business," both versions

to be made simultaneously.
* * *

Under the direction of Ray Cozine, dialogue

for "Elmer Takes the Air," a short taken at

Curtiss Field, tvas made zcith Stubby Kreuger,
star sztninmer, and Assan Jordanoff, former
German flying ace, doing the talking.

* * *

Rube Welch, formerly with Paramount, is

now at the Audio-Cinema studios, where he is

at work on the Simple Simon Comedies, star-

ring Louis Simon. Mprt Blumenstock, also a

former Paramounter, will direct, assisted by
Sid Blumenstock. Mack Stark is treasurer and
general manager for Simple Simon Comedies.

* * *

A bunch of the kids were whooping it up,

or so it seemed until zee zvent into Harold
Levey's music conservatory at the Warner
Brooklyn studio and found Director Roy Mack
at the piano. Around him were eight little tots

ringing "But You Can't Take My Poo-Poo-Poo-
Pa-Doo Away from Me," a new number written
especially for them by Mack for a sequence in

a forthcoming Vitaphone.
* * *

The Warner yard was used as a parking
space in the latest "Nagger" short, "The Nag-
gers Go Rooting," featuring Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Norworth, in a new Austin. There was as
much college spirit here among the participants
as at any college football game in the country.

* * *

After several months of directing nothing
but heavy drama, Arthur Hurley was given a

comedy onc-reeter by A. D. Otvos. entitled

"Peace and Quiet." The cast included Billy
Wayne, Tabatha Goodwin, Harry Short and
Ro\ Font.

* * *

Another change was Frank Orth and Ann
Codeej Vitaphone veterans, who, having already
made about a dozen one reelers, have just com-
pleted a two-reeler, "On the Job," under the
direction of Roy Mack. One scene called for
a wild party and Roy sure made that one real-
istic.

PINCUS

Canned Sermons
Mean Rest Day

For Ministers

Hollywood—It won't be long before ine

churches will go talkie. The minister will

be able to record his Sunday sermon during
the week and spend his day of rest at the

golf links with those who prefer this pas-

time to his dissertations.

An experimental church service in talker

form has been made by ERPI and shown
before the brotherhood of the various

churches in Los Angeles. The first showing
was held at the First Congregational Church
and much enthusiasm was shown over the

possibilities the two-reel subject had to offer.

The players were all non-professionals

and the sermon was recorded by the Rev.
Ralph Sockman of the Methodist Episcopal

Church. New York. The church music is

also included in the film, which was pro-

duced by ERPI's education department
under the supervision of Pat Campbell,

western manager. Other pictures along this

line are being planned but no definite plans

are ready for announcement according to

Campbell.

Pee Wee Courses
Folding at Atlanta

Atlanta—Local theatres no longer fear the

competition of miniature golf courses. With
the approach of cold weather the putt putt

courses have folded. With the exception

of one or two of the Lilliputian courses,

there is no longer provision for the outdoor
pygmy pastime.

It is thought the matter of rent and other

items of overhead will prevent the recreation

from gaining a foothold indoors this winter.

Although several elaborate courses have
been, and are being provided, the possibility

of serious inroads on the box-office is past.

Too, the fact that these courses, when they
move indoors, stand a good chance of being
closed on Sunday, makes the competition
of still less consequence.

Charge Operator with Murder
Cincinnati—Charles Ring, 43, projection-

ist at Keith's, has been held to the grand
jury for the recent murder of Joseph Car-
son, 25, a local sign writer. Ring unex-
pectedly discovered his wife seated in a

parked automobile with Carson, whom he
shot to death, after, he claims, Carson
threatened his life.

Theatre Yegg Foiled
Tampa—-A lone robber made an unsuc-

cessful attempt to crack the safe in the Yic-

toryhere. He hammered off the dial from
the door and worked 20 minutes trying to

break through, but finally had to give up
and departed without the $700 inside.

High and Low

On Music Row

"Seed" Assignment for Stahl
Universal City—John M. Stahl is to di-

rect "Seed." Charles G. Norris story, for

Universal. •

WITH Bobby Crawford back at the helm,
DeSylva, Brown & Henderson has started

an extensive campaign on the songs from Fox's
"Just Imagine," which include "I'm Only the
Words, You Are the Melody," "Never Swat a
Fly" and "There's Something About An Old-
fashioned Girl," all written by Buddy DeSylva,
Lew Brown and Ray Henderson. These num-
bers have been recorded by all the mechanical
companies, with Brunswick being the first to

release versions of these tunes made by Ben
Bernie and Abe Lyman respectively.

* * *

We sure have to hand it to Jack Robbins.
No sooner had he landed in Merrye Englande
than he successfully negotiated a deal xvhereby
Keith-Prozvse Co. attained the British rights to

the Robbbts Music Co. catalogue for the next
year at a sum said to be $90,000. Before leav-

ing Robbins selected a Popular song for im>-

mediate exploitation, "The Song of the Fool,"
written by Sam Lewis and Jesse Greer, which
shozvs every indication of duplicating the suc-
cess of "Laugh, Cloum, Laugh," also by Lewis.

* * *

Frank Goodman, president of Universal Mu-
sic Co., is back from a hurried trip to Bos-
ton, where he appointed Eddie McLaughlin
manager for that territory. This firm seems
to have a sensational waltz ballad in "Don't Say
Goodnight," written by Ben Ryan and Lou
Handman. Paul Jonas, professional manager,
has gotten more air plugs on this tune in the

last week than on all his other songs com-
bined. So it looks like the maestros like the

song.
* * *

About six weeks ago Bert Lozvn, whose or-

chestra is featured over station WABC, signed
a year's contract with Victor. Last zveek offi-

cials of that company raised the ante to five

years. Lown, zvho has written several hits

recently, including "Bye, Bye, Blues," has fust

started to popularise his latest called "Shadozvs
in the Moonlight," a ballad foxtrot published
by Shapiro-Bernstein.

* * *

Believing that the public reaction favored the
hill-billy type of song, Charles Lang of Bibo-
Lang published "Gee, But I'm Lonesome To-
night," by Mickey Guy, the song at present
out-selling his entire catalogue, which includes

"True Love," written by Jesse Greer and Ray
Klages for the Chesterfield picture. "The Jazz
Cinderella," "Toodle-oo. I'll Be Seein' You,"
by Irving Bibo and James Broekman, and
"When I Think of You," by Joe Verges, Irvin

Leclere and Eddie McCartliv.
* * *

With the RKO production, "Check and
Double Check," starring Antos 'n' Andy, prov-
ing a sensation, chances of becoming a tre-

mendous hit seems bright, indeed, for "Three
Little Words," written by Bert Kahnar and
Harry Ruby. Other sonas in the picture are
"Old Man Blues," "Nobody Knozvs But de

Lord" and "Ring deni Belts." Harms is the

publisher.
* * *

Then there's the songwriter who ran out and
bousrht some pretzels upon being told that the

publishers want songs with different twists.
* * *

Julian Woodworth, whose orchestra is pack-
ing them in at the Hollyzvood Restaurant after-

noons, is the possessor of one of the finest radio

voices zve've heard. And hozt> he can warble
"lost in a Castle Built with Our Dreams."
which incidentally is one of his oztw composi-
tions.

THE SONG SLEUTH
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M-G-M's New Home in Chicago
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Chicago—M-G-M is all settled in its new location, the former Paramount
exchange. Rearrangement of the quarters makes Felix Mendelssohn about ten
times more inaccessible than Xeil Agnew or Jim Kent were when Paramount
paid the rent there. A well-guarded partition and the breadth of the office

separates the casual caller from an office door that has the appearance of being
irrevocably closed.

Along Wabash Avenue South

JIM KEITH of Fox Midwesco here to help

out with "Big Trail" exploitation.

* * *

Aaron Saperstein closed most of the deals

for the Independents' booking circuit during the

past week. Midzvest Theatres hare also been
in a buying mood.

an exhibitor who isn'tSam Gorelick knows
double-featuring.

With the discontinuance of flesh at the Gran-
ada and Marbro, Jack Baker, former publicity

man for both spots, has been dropped. J. R.
Lunt-el, formerly at Keith's, Milwaukee, is

nozv handling exploitation for the pair.

* * *

M. & M. Exchange moves to the Universal

"building soon. Its old space will be added to

National Screen's office quarters by kicking

down the dividing wall. Tom's restaurant will

do the same with the space vacated by De
Forest.

* * *

The popxdar Madeline Sullivan, formerly
cashier for United Artists, and more recently

for M-G-M. is now city cashier at Xational

Screen Sennce.
* * *

D. H. (Midwest Ticket) Finke to Xew York.
* * *

Julius Goodman, zvell-known Chi exhib, back

in town after a three-weeks' honeymoon.

That Stevens Hotel room is still getting a

play.
* * *

Harold Lloyd arrived here Feet Foist en
route to Nezv York to see a )iiushin pitcher.

Somebody shoved him just as the train stopped.

* * *

Tess Heraty back at the Exhibitors' office

as Mrs. "Vince" Brady with moom pitchers of

the ceremony to prove she's really married.
* * *

Formerly zvith Fox, W. A. Kent has been

placed on country territory for RKO by Bill

Brumberg.
* * *

Myrtle (Exhibitors' Association) Collins

took a day off this week to get some work done.
* * *

Walter Flugel of the Pekin, at Pektn, III..

talks turkey with film salesmen till 2 A. M.
these days, then shoots ducks alone from 4

A. M. on.
* * *

Catherine (Film Board) Roehmer on duty

after a two-weeks' siege of flu.

* * *

Barney Balaban reassuring the public that

B. & K. does not contemplate dropping stage

shozvs from atiy more of its houses. Well, it's

time that zvas settled. The public has loin

azvake niqhts worrying just about long enouqh.
KANE

Balaban & Katz

Acquire 8 New
Chicago Houses

Chicago—Balaban & Katz acquired eight

more Chicago theatres during October, ac-

cording to the monthly report of the Film
Board of Trade just released. They are the

Alamo, Biltmore, Century, Gateway, Lake-
side, Manor, Pantheon and Belmont. Half
of these have been under B. & K. operation

for a greater length of time than that indi-

cated in the Film Board's report.

In all, 19 Chicago and 12 outer district

theatres changed ownership during the

period considered in the report. The changes
follow.

Chicago: Adams, to Loop Amsement Co.

(Morrie Salkin) ; Alamo, to B. & K. ; Alma,
to Phil H. Christos; Belmont, to B. & K.

;

Biltmore, to B. & K. ; Bridgeport, to John
Curran ; Calo, to Abe and Phil Tague ; Cen-
tury, to B. & K. ; Gateway, new B. & K.
house; Halsted, to Benjamin Xathan; Har-
mony, to Herman Applebaum ; Lakeside, to

B. & K.; La Salle, to La Salle Theatre
Corp. ; Manor, to B. & K. ; Pantheon, to B.

& K. ; Regent, to Essaness ; Rose, to Capi-
tol Theatre Corp ; Symphony, to Warners

;

Virginia, to Oliva & Baroni.

Out-of-town: Chatsworth. 111., new the-

atre, Frank W. Kaiser ; Empress, Danville,

111., to N. Frye ; Egyptian, De Kalb, 111., to

Egyptian Theatre Co. ; Lyric, Genoa, 111.,

to Ralph Patterson; Lincoln. Goshen, Ind.,

to Warners; Metro, Harvard, 111., to A. E.

Pierce ; Family, Hessville, Ind., to Corneli-

son & Basz ; Gem, Kouts. Ind., to Edward
L. Stibbe ; New Theatre, North Judson, Ind.,

for John M. Woytinek; Apollo, Princeton,

111., to Hal Opperman & Sons; Strand,

Rockford, 111., to C. Albert Johnson, and the

Armo. South Bend, Ind., to Ray A. Butz.

Theatres closed: Crescent. Chicago; Buda
Movies, Buda, 111. : Rose. Byron, 111. : Joy,
Cloverdale, Ind.. and Beidler, Mt. Pulaski.

Reopened: Tureman Opera House, Vir-

ginia, 111.

Chicagoan Would Build

Against Blank Circuit
Chicago—Raymond F. Smith, of this city,

plans a $700,000 theatre and hotel building

at Burlington, Iowa, where A. H. Blank is

preparing to rebuild a theatre which re-

cently burned down. Blank's chain is Cen-
tral States Theatre Corp. Smith's proposed
house will seat 1,200.
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Theatre Construction
Cuero, Tex.—After being remodeled and re-

decorated by the Hall Industries, Inc., the

Rialto has been reopened here.

Norman, Okla.—A new theatre has been
erected here by A. W. Parr and is being oper-
ated by the Griffith Amusement Co.

Victoria, Tex.—A new theatre is being built

here for Rubin Frels at a cost of $50,000. Stan-
ley BHss is architect.

Shawnee, O.—The Linda has been reopened
here. Thomas W. Bird had the contract for
the painting and decorating.

Steubenville, O.—The Rex theatre recently

opened here under management of W. B.

Urling, who is also owner. C. J. Yogel was
the general contractor and Myers Carey had
the contract for the interior decorating. The
theatre will have a seating capacity of 800.

Guthrie, Okla.—The State has been reopened
under the ownership of Al. Powell and man-
agement of Turner Morrisset.

Ipswich, Mass.—The new Strand, one of the

Philip Smith group, has been opened under
Smith's personal supervision.

Cottonwood, Ida.—The Orpheum has been re-

opened.

Oakland, Cal.—Alber Kearne and Samuel
Hamburger are building a new theatre here.

When completed it will be leased by Warners.
The architect is G. Albert Lansburgh.

Hartshorne, Okla.—The new Ritz has been
opened here under the ownership of VV. A.
Weaver and John McKinley.

Pulaski, Tenn.—The Best, one of the Warner
chain, has been reopened after extensive delay.

Roswell, N. M.—A theatre building is being

erected here at a cost of $100,000 by the Grif-
fith Amusement Co.

Findlay, O.—The Royal was recently re-

opened under management of Mrs. Leslie Kraft
and her father, M. T. McKinley.

Nezperce, Ida.—The
opened here.

Wigwam has been

Medford, Ore.—The new Holly has been
opened here and is to be operated by the Pa-
cific States Theatres. It is owned by Nieder-
meyer, Inc.

Stockton, Cal.—A new theatre is being erect-

ed here by the National Theatre Syndicate at

a cost of approximately $300,000. The house
will have a seating capacity of 2,000.

Uhrichsville, O.—After extensive repairs, the

Ohio, formerly known as the Vale, has been
reopened. The theatre will be open only four
days per week.

Davton, O.—A theatre is being erected here

by M. J. Burnside at a cost of $75,000. Paul
Gray will manage this theatre, Which will be

named the Salem. It will have a seating ca-

pacity of 700.

Stockton, Cal.—The new Fox-California has
been opened at a cost of $450,000. It has a

seating capacity of 2,200.

Canton, O.—The McKinley has been reopened

by the Reinhart Amusement Co.

Canon City, Colo.—Canon has a new theatre,

the Jones, recently opened.

Wellsville, O.—The new Rex theatre has

SYNCROFILM
is not claimed to be the best

sound equipment in the world.

We do not know who makes the best.

We do know that your patrons will

be pleased with the sound

in your theatre if

equipped with

SYNCROFILM
Simplicity of Design . . . Trouble-

proof operation . . . Easy to install

. . . Low Cost ... are SYNCROFILM
Features

Can easily be fitted to your present

disc equipment.

WEBER MACHINE CORPORATION
PIONEERS IN THE SOUND FIELD

59 Rutter St., Rochester, N. Y.

been opened here by Walter Urling. Construc-
tion work was supervised by C. J. Vogel.

Fort Meyers, Fla.—Fort Meyers' new theatre
will be opened soon by L. B. Goodbread and
H. P. Bramlett. The architect is Nat. G.
Walker.

El Paso, Tex.—The new Plaza has been
opened here under management of Carlos Frias.
It has a seating capacity of 2,400.

Klamath Falls, Ore.—A theatre is being
erected here under the supervision of Charles
Withers. Clark and Landreth are the archi-
tects.

Newcastle. Wyo.—O. S. Cleveland and H.
Lightner have opened a new theatre here. It

will have a seating capacity of 350.

Lagrange, Ga.—The new Lagrange has been
opened with a seating capacity of 1,020 and
at a cost of approximately $125,000. Tucker &
Howell were the architects and Oscar C. Lam
is operating the house.

Lafayette, La.—Southern Amusement Co. is

erecting a theatre here. It will be managed by
Bert Tiller and will have a seating capacity of

about 1,200. Herman J. Duncan is the architect.

New Lexington, O.—Stephen Kennedy has re-

modeled and reopened the old Princess under
the name of the New Lex.

Lexington, Ky.—The new Madison theatre

has been opened at a cost of $125,000. It will

have a seating capacity of 1,100 and will be
managed by R. W. Burnett and Mrs. Burnett.

The theatre is owned by the Phoenix Amuse-
ment Co.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Ticket Machines

WILL PAY CASH for used Ticket Machines. Auto-
matic "COLD SEAL" or SIMPLEX MODELS
PREFERRED. Forward information giving size of

machine, serial number, motor current and condition.
MIDWEST TICKET & SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc.,

910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

For Sale

THEATRE FOR SALE—Modern; 600 seats; sound-
on -film equipment : Sunday town; no competition;
4.0OO population; Bijou Theatre, Abingdon, Illinois.

Address owner, S. E. PIRTLE, Jerseyville, Illinois.

For Sale

3,000 UPHOLSTERED OPERA CHAIRS from Century
Theatre, New York City. Sell any amount at sacrifice
prices. Box No. 692, Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.

For Sale

FOR SALE—OPERA HOUSE at Claremont, Minn.
E. MUNTZ. 1763 Central Avenue. Dubuque, Iowa.

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONSBROOKS 1437^
New York
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Boosting Prosperity!

IF
we can believe a little of the

many things we hear about
bringing back prosperity then

the best way to encourage it is to

encourage spending and buying.

In this respect we must take a

different slant on the coming holi-

day season activities than Publix

Opinion. In a recent issue of

that worthy publication they tell

their managers to "minimize the

Xmas shopping angle" in their

plans for stimulating business dur-

ing this usual "slump" season.

To assume that the money-tight
public can be sold the idea of doing
most of their spending at the thea-

tre box offices during the holiday

shopping seasons is taking an awful
lot for granted, and besides strikes

a new note in optimism.

Doesn't it sound more logical that

if buying were encouraged, money
would be spent all the way down the

line a whole lot easier? Mr. Bread-
winner, whether money is scarce

with him or not, has become over-

cautious. From all sides he hears

that there is a depression through-
out the country. Most of the bread-
winners don't even know what it's

all about. Many of them are earn-

ing just as much as ever. But the

"depression cry" has made him stop

to think before he spends his money.

And supposing that money is

actually as tight as we are told?

For the good of the whole commu-
nity some encouragement for gen-
eral spending would be bound to do
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the theatres as much good as the

merchants.

In our opinion we feel that this

Christmas every theatre should co-

operate with the local Chambers of

Commerce to encourage the public

to shop, to spend and to instil into

themselves and their neighbors a
real holiday spirit. "Peace On
Earth—Good Will To Men," is a
slogan that makes its annual ap-

pearance around Christmas. And
there will be "Peace On Earth" if

the buying public can be properly

egged on to do plenty of buying.

Many a merchant has been hang-
ing on for months, eagerly awaiting

the coming of the holiday season.

If the hoped for buying doesn't

materialize, many of them are apt

to be in the hands of receivers be-

fore New Year's Day rolls around.

If that will help prosperity and
business conditions in general then

we are all wet

!

If our slant on this situation was
solicited we would say : "Get behind
any local move to promote holiday

shopping, because if shopping is

brisk, money will be spent for every-

thing including entertainment. The-
atres will get their share, and every-

body will gain in the long run."

The theatre is just a part of a
community. To minimize the shop-

ping angle is to minimize the pos-

sibilities of a prosperous buying
season. And as near as we can

judge, the theatre will be in as bad
a spot as the merchant who is stuck

with his merchandise.

"Chick."
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Fashion Show Run
By Maynard Madden

Went Across Great

They are all making use of

Fashion Shows. The latest

showman to take hold of this

angle and cash in on it is May-
nard Madden, manager of the
Virginia Theatre, Harrison-
burg, Va.
Madden's campaign, like the

others, was excellent. He arranged the show with a local de-

partment store. The store furnished everything, including the

advertising, models srd stage settings. The stage setting was
a novel one. A huge book, whicli opened between each series

of models, constituted the flash. The young ladies stepped in

the show from the pages. The stunt
had never before been used in the

town, so you can be certain that it

proved to have a sensational effect: in

fact, it was one of the show's high-
lights, the different colored spots, and
other colored mediums, helping to en-
hance its effectiveness. The show went
over to great results for Madden, not
a cent being spent and the house
profiting in publicity and business—to

say nothing of the good-will. Incident-
ally, the book was used to plug "All

Quiet" when the war film played the
house. A front cover, a duplicate of

the book jacket on the novel, was painted on it and it stood in

the lobby plugging the picture.

When he started a new serial recently. Madden tied the local

newspaper into it. He offered free tickets to every one obtain-

ing a new subscription to the paper. The paper co-operated by
running thirty six-inch ads plugging the stunt for ten days.

The tickets were good for only the first six episodes of the
serial ; in this way, the payment of cash for the last six epi-

sodes was insured. The stunt, Madden tells us, was worked
out by Bill Ewing, publicity manager for the Warners' Wash-

ington Zone. Bill's a Club member, too.

It is certainly a pleasure to know that Madden continues to

carry on with the alert showmanship he has been displaying in

the past, and we are sure that he is going to continue the good
work. Are we right, Maynard ?

Butterfield Talks

On Kid Business;

He Says Something

"To bring in the children to

the theatre in these days of

talking pictures," says Ray M.
Butterfield, manager of the
Metropolitan Theatre, Leo-
minster, Mass., "you must in-

ject action."

This action, that Butterfield talks about, is not alone show-
man pep, but also screen pep. When he sets out to give kids

shows on his Saturday matinee, he gives them shows that will

delight them. As an example: Rin-Tin-Tin in a serial, "Wings
of Adventure," an aviation Western, and a comedy drama con-
stitute a typical Saturday show. The matinees are set aside for

the kids. They must not be annoyed by any one. They can
scream and yell to their heart's content. How does he bring
in the kids?
One of the stunts used recently was that of issuing heralds,

in the forms of cards, which plugged the pictures playing for

the two days. A note at the bottom of the card stated that

the children should watch the lucky numbers each Saturday
afternoon. The lucky number stunt was this : the children were
told that if their ticket stub ended with the number "7" the per-

son holding it would be presented with a free pass to the next
week's show. The gag made a big hit with the kids, so much so
that they were talking about it all during the week.
Any adult visiting the show on the kids' matinee are told

that if they don't like noise, they had better come back. Most
of the adults, though, have expressed a desire to sit in and go
on a rampage with the kids. Incidentally, Butterfield states that

they have always catered to the kids, and this, to no small ex-

tent, is contributing to the success that the circuit houses en-

houses enjoy.

It Costs You Nothing

to Belong to the

MANAGERS'
ROUND TAREE

CEUR

And see what marvellous benefits you

derive from this organization!

A great many showmen (we know) have been
just on the verge of joining the Managers' Round
Table Club, but have neglected to do so largely
through oversight.

We suggest that YOU get full information about
this great army of showmen and then decide once
and for all whether you want to join.

The mere fact that so many live-wire showmen
already belong to the organization— that they
represent the cream of the show-world — every
branch of theatre management—that not a single
one was induced by a salesman or any other sort
of solicitation other than through the actual activi-

ties of the Club and the word-of-mouth praise that
has spread from one end of the world to the other
—but joined after simply reading the facts about
what the Club does for its members—all these are
indications that it is worth your while at least to

get these facts as quickly as possible, and then (If

you want to) join and get the benefits that such
association with fellow showmen is bound to bring.

IT HAS ALMOST REACHED THE POINT
WHERE IT IS NOT A QUESTION OF WHO
BELONGS TO THE CLUB—BUT, WHO DOESN'T
BELONG TO IT!

..All For One And One For All "
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Lyman Lynn Is Now
Handling Three; H.

Ebert Is Assisting

The purchase of the State

Theatre in La Grande, Ore.,

by the Mercy Circuit now
gives the chain three houses
in the town. Lyman Lynn,
who has been managing the

other Mercy Theatre, the Gra-
nada and Liberty, with Henry

Ebert, assisting, will be in command of the addition.

Three houses on his hands, and in the show game but a short

time. That's the record that Lynn is hanging up for himself.

This young man, who has had journalistic experience, but no
show training, is doing some excellent

work out there in his district. We have
watched his progress with interest (as

we said we would, Lyman) and it is

certainly gratifying to know that he is

coming up to expectations. And. by the
way, we'd like to break in at this junc-
ture and say a few words for the spirit

of co-operation prevalent among the
managers of the Mercy circuit. They are
all willing to lend a helping hand to their

fellow managers at any time. Each man-
ager is spoken of highly (and we have
it down in black and whitej. We have
a hunch that Frank Hill, Junior Mercy,

and the rest of the circuit vets have had a hand in shaping the

show career of many newcomers on the circuit. But before
we go into a rave over this slant, let's hop back and look at

the newspaper ad plugging
the opening of the Liberty

Theatre. This ad appears
in a special section plugging
the theatre opening. Look
it over and pick out the

many interesting points it

contains.

We are also showing
and we want to point out
in it the way the town of

La Grande is plugged. This
is a strategic move on the

prt of the man who made
up the ad. It sets the

theatre in solid with the
Chamber of Commerce, as

there is no town where the

Chamber doesn't want the
name plugged. Working
with the civic authorities

in this manner, especially

after a theatre has just been opened, a showman is going to

find that the selling of his attractions, and his association in the

town, will be much easier.

And, incidentally, Lyman got in another good-will building

plug by entering a booth in the La Grange Fair-Home Products

show, that plugged the theatre as well as giving a detailed ac-

count of the movies since their inception, explaining from
silents to sound. This booth was crowded at all times with

persons eager to see "the movies."
We want Lyman to know that we expect him to fashion some

good stuff while he is handling this new assignment and we are

sure that the showmanship that may be seen on the circuit is

going to be found in his district, too. Keep it up, Lyman, and
give our regards to the rest of the Inland Theatres group.

Almost two weeks of front

page publicity was garnered
by Tom Kane, manager of the

Sequoia Theatre, Redwood
City, Calif., when he ran an
Opportunity Contest in the

^^^^^^^^_^_^_^^^__^^_ house recently.

Every day, the paper broke
on the front page with a story. Kane followed the angle by
posting three sheets, one sheets, etc., all about the city and the

surrounding vicinity. Trailers and house organ were called

into action and trained upon the buying sense of the public.

Opportunity Night

At Sequoia Theatre

Was Kane Triumph

"LOBBY LAFFS"
By Dick Kirschbaum

-—^Ze^fi
\

SATISFY THE KIDDIES—!

Kane also set himself solid with the local papers by promoting
a special double truck co-operative ad from the local dealers.

The ad, which was well made up, plugged the various features

of the Opportunity Show and gave the names of the would-be
actors and actresses to date, who had entered. We would like

to have shown this ad,' but postal regulations prohibit its use.

Opportunity nights have long been a favorite medium of show
selling with showmen throughout the country. In every town,
city, or hamlet, there seems to be situated therein, a number of

youth, sometimes adults, too, who believe that they are fitted

for the stage. As a result, whenever the opportunity offers,

they show off their histrionic ability. Kane got a break on his

show. A number of the entrants had been on the stage be-

fore. This helped to set the show running in smooth style, with
an evening of entertainment assured. It was as good as many
a vaudeville bill we've seen.

Try a gag like this whenever you can. You can promote a

local orchestra to furnish the music. Put the thing on in de-

luxe fashion. Drill the entrants yourself. Work in local com-
edy, and popular songs. Try to have a high school song fea-

tured, inviting the audience to sing. Plenty of chance to turn
in some good stuff on this—give it a break. Thanks, Tom, for

your account on the subject.
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PEPPING IT UP ON TIMES SQUARE!
Our purpose in reproducing these views of the art work at the Rialto Theatre in New York

is twofold. First, to show you how an ace grind house works out a novel group of displays for

the purpose of attracting attention and creating business. Second, for whatever value these pic-

tures may have in suggesting to you ideas which can, in turn, be used around your own house.

Note carefully the many odd angles of these various displays, then keep in mind the fact

that even if you are not going to play this attraction you can still make use of some of these

ideas. Maybe your theatre is located at a busy intersection where this type of display would

prove business-getting.

The picture to the left shows the treatment
over one of the exit passages onto Broadway.
To the right, marquee sides. Below, left to right,
first group, View of front and side of marquee.
Center, full view of the entire front. Right, at
entrance to subway trains. Lower group, left to
right, cutout figures of Lloyd scaling the build-
ing. Center, close-up of the front and under
marquee treatment. Right, special display paint-
ing directly at the corner of the building.

Also, note how effective the cutout figures
appear in the photo immediately below, when
viewed from a distance. This angle is always
effective and any house playing Lloyd could well
afford to make up a series of these figures. Before
the picture opens they can be used in odd spots
around the lobby, foyer, mezzanine, etc. Just
prior to and after the opening day they can be
spotted on the front of the building as at the
Rialto.

HAROLD
LLOYD

*y ••"
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Osborne Is Show-

Man Who Has Wide

Experience in Game

We want to introduce at

this time a very active show-
man. He is Carl M. Osborne,
former manager of the Lincoln
Theatre, Massilon, Ohio. He
is well known to his fellow

Club members by reason of the

work he has turned out at the
Lincoln and at the Sigma Theatre in Lima, Ohio.
Osborne is pretty well versed in showmanship. His newspa-

per ads, particularly, have appeared on our pages. The latest

report that we had on him was his spe-

cial article on house maintenance,
where he stressed the fact that a smil-

ing cashier was an excellent asset to

the house. Those members who read
the article, which appeared just a short

time ago, will recall that it contained
many interesting slants.

We are showing here a photo of the
front of the Lincoln, the house being
all dolled up for "All Quiet." We'd like

to point out the marquee copy he uses.

There is something on that marquee that

appeals to the women. What? The
catchline on the street side : "TO

WOMEN IT IS GLORIOUS
ADVENTURE." Many wo-
men will not see a movie if it

happens to be a war picture.

To offset this, Osborne used
the appropriate copy that we
are talking about. This was
used in all of the advertising,

whenever necessary. A head
cut-out of the star in the pic-

ture was placed on both sides

of the marquee, as was a 24-

sheet cut-out of a scene in the
film.

Shouldn't wonder that Carl
will be heard from again in the
very near future at a new spot
where he can quickly demon-
strate his ability to handle the tough ones as well as the naturals.

He's not the type to be drifting around loose very long. But
one thing is certain, regardless of where he hangs his hat he
never forgets the Managers' Round Table Club and the material
we need to make our pages ever-interesting.

Carkey & McCauley
Form Showman Duo
At Olympic, Utica

A campaign that clicked

very well was that turned out
by Larry Carkey and his as-

sistant, R. G. McCauley, at the
Olympic Theatre in Utica,

New York, for "Journey's
End."

Through a tie-up with a local distributor of a well-known
brand of coffee, they obtained 5,000 window cards, which were
placed in all of the stores selling the coffee, within a radius of
fifty miles. A tie-up with the local bakery netted them 40,000
inserts which were wrapped up with every loaf of bread sold.

Every book store in town was tied up, the windows being
well dressed, displays being achieved that had a powerful sell-

ing effect. All of the taxis in town carried a disk, on the spare
tire, which read: "Ride our cabs and see "Journey's End" at
the Olympic Theatre all this week." The same idea was carried
out in regard to a big sign, placed on a parking lot.

A good many other mediums were also covered, but since
they are well known to showmen we will not enter into a dis-
cussion of them here. Suffice to say that the campaign clicked
in a big way, Carkey and his assistant having plenty to do
keeping the crowds from jamming up the theatre. Incidentally,
before closing this article, we would like to say that Mr. Mc-
Cauley has just sent in his application blank for membership
in the Club. We are glad to extend him a welcome into our
organization, and we hope that he and Larry are going to be
very active. What do you say, Larry?

"The Showman's
Calendar "

AN EXCLUSIVE CLUB FEATURE

Check up on these dates each week and s«e how
you can turn them into "money dates" for your
theatre.

Each new month offers new days of untold

opportunities.

NOVEMBER
Nov. 16-23 Children's National Book Week

(sponsored by Parent Teachers'
Ass'n.)

Nov. 23 Capt. John Ericsson Landed in

N. Y. (1837)
Repudiation Day (Maryland)

Nov. 25 British Evacuated N. Y. (1783)

Nov. 27 Thanksgiving Day

DECEMBER
Dec. 2 Monroe Doctrine (1823)

Dec. 3 Illinois Becomes a State (1818)

Dec. 6 St. Nicholas Dav (Patron Saint
of Children)

Dec. 7 Decoration Day, Cuba)

Dec. 8 Immaculate Conception (Que-
bec)

Dec. 8 Eli Whitney's Birthday (1765)
Inventor of Cotton Gin

Dec. 10

Dec. 11

Peace with Spain — signed at
Paris 1898

Alfred Nobel's Birthday (1833)
Founder of the Nobel Prize

You should have your plans well advanced for
those special Thanksgiving shows for the poor, as
well as the Christmas and Holiday tie-ups. Watch
the Club pages for details.

Can you tie any of the above events into

your theatre's activities?

And don't overlook the many local events that

are constantly turning up right in your own town,

county or state.

Keep an eye on "The Showman's
Calendar" for an advance tip on

Suture holidays and events.
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*•DEBUNK THE BALLYHOO!"

by Jack O'Connell
Managing Director, Vita-Temple Theatre

Toledo, Ohio

I
THINK Barnum was wrong. At least, his philosophy wouldn't apply
to the present. Maybe there was one born every minute in his day, but
the American public in 1930, as represented by millions of theatregoers,

decidedly is not a bunch of saps. They know what they want, and the
showman today has to have the goods if he wants to click. The press
agent or producer who ballyhooed a lot but produced little had his day,
but as Joe College would say, "Them days is gone forever."

The fact that Susie Toots wears Toe-
less hose doesn't send people rushing into

the theatre to see her in her latest talking

blurb nor does it increase the romantic

appeal of the motion picture. Exploitation

of the modern day lacks the punch of the

old days simply because the day and age

are further advanced and therefore more
blase—Anna Held's bath in a tub of milk

on Broadway would only excite an arrest

by the police today and would leave the

wary editor cold with indifference.

We all know the story of the boy who cried

"Wolf" once too often—the wolf ate him up.

So it is with modern exploitation. We shout

and rant and rave and pore madly over diction-

aries in search of new adjectives and phrases

to describe our latest picture—Bigger and
Better, Stupendous, Greatest Spectacle of All

Time, etc., etc. The people come—they see

—

they hear—and then they walk away disap-

pointed and chagrined because they were the

victims of a well-planned campaign of hooey.

Day by day in every way exploitation is get-

ting weaker and weaker, not because the scribes

and pamphleteers have lost their punch or have
forgotten any of the tricks of their trade, but

because they have very little to exploit and the

public is wise to it.

There is too much commercialism in the

motion picture industry, and that is the one real

reason why exploitation today lacks force and
selling power. Regardless of what producers

have to say on the subject and in spite of

their short-sightedness at times, the making and
presentation of motion pictures is more than a
cold business proposition—it is and always must
be an art.

Which brings us to a worthy thought—the

same genius and talent manifested in the crea-

tion of the motion picture must carry through
to its presentation ; the same halo of romance
which must surround the really successful pro-

duction at its inception must be evident in the

art of exploitation used to interest the movie-
goer.

I repeat, there is too much commercialism
in this industry. We hear the chain theatre
manager talk about merchandising his picture.

Merchandising! You cannot merchandise mo-
tion picture entertainment any more than you
can merchandise dreams, and the exhibitor or
producer who works on this basis is doomed
ultimately to dismal experiences.
Admitting that this is a high-powered age

and that methods of yesterday have been rele-

gated to the discard, the theatre has the same
fascination today as it did in the days gone by.

Remember back in the days of the old Home
Town? The salesman used to say (and still

does, in fact) : "Buy this picture : it has good
exploitation possibilities." What does he mean
by that? Does he mean that simply because
the picture shows the leading man eating Puffed
Nuts breakfast food the exhibitor should rush

A lot of people are going to say a
lot of things about this interesting
article by Jack O'Connell. But before
they start WE want to say a few
words ourselves.
Jack is one of the real honest-to-

goodness pioneers in the field of talk-

ing screen presentations. Showmen
throughout the middle west all know
how, amid snickers and giggles, he
opened the Vita-Temple as an "all-

sound" theatre. This was one of the
very first ventures of its kind and was
looked upon with much askance by
everybody.
But O'Connell laughed last. He

packed them in so regularly that
other exhibitors journeyed many miles
to "see what this all-sound policy was
all about." And when they saw, they
had to admit that Jack was the near-

est thing to a genius in show-business.
In 1928 "Chick" Lewis, then on an

automobile trip through the mid-west-
ern states, heard about the "freak"
Vita-Temple. He, too, journeyed many
extra miles and spent several pleasant

hours with O'Connell. Since then
much attention has been focused on
Toledo, and today, as yesterday, the
Vita-Temple still remains the "Temple
Of The Talking Screen."

Just as he was a pioneer in talk-

ing screen presentations, Jack O'Con-
nell is also a pioneer in exploitation.

Therefore we have every reason to

believe that what he has to say about
this much-discussed topic should be

given more than passing consideration.

We enjoyed this article from start

to finish. Now YOU read it and see

how you like it.

out and tie up with some cereal company?
The history of this business shows that the

pictures that had the least to exploit from a

commercial standpoint were the biggest busi-

ness draws at the box-office. What is exploita-

tion, anyway. Is it building up the desire of

the people to see something you haven't got?

Is it the old art of ballyhoo modernized? Or
is it the honest attempt of publicity men to

acquaint the public with worthwhile attrac-

tions? If it is not the latter then we had far

better strike the word from our vocabulary

and eliminate it from our industry.

I think that the public is sick and tired of

listening to and seeing the sad attempts of

exploiteers—or should we call them racketeers?

—to foist inferior products upon them. I think

that the public is fully aware of the fact that

the majority of the boys running aimlessly over

the country trying to pep up dejected exhibitors

are not skilled publicity men nor are they cap-

able (with few exceptions) of creating any
play or idea that has not been worked to death
by anyone who ever read the time worn gags
in the press books.

Believe it or not, to borrow the current
phrase, but here is an exploitation idea I re-
member was put over in a mid-western town
about two years ago that was a honey if ever
there was one. The attraction was a fire pic-
ture that heroized the fire laddies, etc., etc.

(See Plot No. 47-A, Vol. 7.) A fast talking
exploiteer from the home office breezed into

town, gassed the local manager and proceeded
to put over the Big Idea. Here is some of
the stuff with which he tied up a section of
the local paper : The Non-inflammable Roof
Company, "Save Your Dear Ones from Burn-
ing to Death"; "A Stray Spark May Cost
Your Home and Fortune—Take Out Insur-
ance with the Burnem Up Fire Insurance
Company"; Ice Cold Furnace Company, "Will
Not Overheat and Set Your House Afire While
You Are Away—Are Your Babies Safe?"
And out comes this brilliant newspaper tie-up
on the Saturday the picture opens ! Maybe
that's exploitation, and again maybe it's not.

Imagine people getting all hot and bothered to
see this picture when in the back of their

minds has been built up a fear of fire in their

homes while they are at the theatre

!

By this time I suppose some of your readers
are asking: "Well then, if you know all about
it, what is exploitation?" The only answer I

can give is : "Getting the people who have the

money to come to your show excited over
something worth getting excited over." Creat-
ing a desire—building a romance around your
play or your theatre—keeping away from real-

ism—coloring your story more with the warm,
invited glow of a shaded lamp than with the
stark nakedness of bright daylight. Building
in the minds of those you wish to impress the
spirit of fantasy—keeping your characters on
the screen the shadowy forms they should be,

not playing them up as divorced actors or ac-
tresses with their petty weaknesses or as the
blatant, publicity-seeking ingenue—making your
theatre a place where the weary work-a-day
folks can come and dream. Divorcing from the
minds of amusement seeks the commercial as-

pects of our business—that, my friends, is what
I would call exploitation.

The producers are to blame for the lack of
selling punch in modern exploitation. (If there
are any exceptions to this general classification

I'd like to hear of them.) The producers are
not honest with themselves, and surely not
with their customers, the exhibitors. Every
picture they put out is, according to their writ-
ten and oral declarations, a good picture, and
in most instances a GREAT picture. Only
after the exhibitors all over the country have
flopped with it will they perhaps admit it wasn't
so hot. But the next picture—oh boy ! Wait
till you see it ! That's the greatest one yet.

We screened it at the home office and would
you believe it the director broke down and
cried!

Probably he wept for shame. After the pro-
ducers try to pull off that kind of stuff what
can they expect of the wild-eyed chap they
employ to go out and set the country afire with
extravagant phrases and beautiful stills? He's
only working for a living and naturally he
feels that if the big shots can go goofey over a
picture it must be a knockout and there's no
iimit to the praise he can lavish on it—even
though he thought the thing was punk, himself.
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Elliot Johnson Gave

Hope, Ark., a Style

Show as Novel Gag

The style show that Hope,
Arkansas, was treated to re-

cently has them still talking

about it. It was one of the

most complete affairs that the

town had ever seen. For
weeks in advance, merchants
plugged every phase of the

stunt. No matter where one went in Hope, the announcement
of the style show was sure to be seen.

"Who engineered this show?" was one of questions we asked

ourselves. Looking over the newspaper accounts, we could

find no word of the person behind the affair. The merchants
did not display any signs shouting the name of the individual.

But when we learned that the show was held at the Saenger
Theatre, we knew that the man was Elliot Johnson.

Since he has been at the house, Johnson has been carrying

on the high standard of work that Matt Press observed when
he handled the theatre. The circuit hiring Press and Johnson
certainly gained two ace showmen. Johnson has kept the boys'

band, kiddie klub, and practically every other business booster,

going great guns ; with the result that the town, as well as the

theatre, benefits. The style show was one of the most success-

ful coupes ever attempted and successfully executed in the

town.
Local models were secured. And we want to say, some of

the prettiest misses in the town were right on hand. Every-
thing went over in shipshape fashion. The girls were drilled to

act. The Hope Boys' Band furnished a few pieces of music, and
aided otherwise by touring the town and stopping in front of

the theatre. With Mrs. McPheeters directing the show, Mrs.
Wellborne, at the organ, and Johnson, himself, acting as super-

visor, the style show proceeded in the steady, enthusiasm en-

ticing, tempo so noticeable in the Broadway production direct-

ed by those master craftsmen of the stage: White, Ziegfeld,

and Carroll.

As an exploitation plug, Johnson inaugurated a scheme
whereby an award would be given the merchants having the
most attractive window during the style show. The local news-
paper carried accounts of the participants' windows, etc. It is

also to be noticed with interest that the paper gave Johnson a

front page streamer, plugging the style show, that read

:

"STYLE SHOW ON WEDNESDAY." Who would miss that?

A special section was also obtained in which all of the dealers
taking part in the show contributed ads. Small wonder that the

affair went over great. With every one in town working

towards its success, it couldn't be otherwise. We want to hand
a little compliment to Elliott for his work, and we hope to have
some more of it in the very near future.

Midget Golf Courses

Tie-Up Aid For A
Bunch Of Publicity

Golf competition doesn't

mean a thing to that sterling

theatre manager, L. M. Gra-
burn, of the Strand Theatre in

Calgary, Alberta, Canada, who
can smack them through the

air and on to the green any
old day that he wants to boost biz.

When he played the film, "Men Without Women," recently,

he tied up all of the golf courses in his town on a novel putting
contest for "men without women." No man accompanied by a

lady was eligible to enter. Large cards were placed on all of

the courses plugging the stunt and giving the details. The cut

we are showing will give you an idea of the effectiveness of the

gag.

For the men turning in the lowest scores each day, free passes
to the theatre were awarded. The gag had never before been
pulled in the town and, as a result, the residents paid plenty of

attention to it. With every baby links in the town helping Gra-
burn to put the gag across, he was bound to click on it. The
theatre received a lot of publicity and good-will, and, most
important of all, cashed in with additional business.

We would also like to say a word at this time about the ads
that Graburn turns out. They are well made up and carry local-

ized copy, proving that he knows what his public wants, and
whenever he has the product, he knows what to do with it.

Keep up the good work, "L. M.," and let's hear some more
about what you are doing up there in Canada.

'DEBUNK THE BALLYHOO"—By Jack O'Connell
Some sort of reward ought to be posted for

the capture of the man who first thought of

commercializing motion picture exploitation.

He is responsible for the conditions in this

field today. He it was who took away the

mystery and glamor that surrounded the older

forms of theatrical publicity and put in their

place cold business tie-ups that have robbed
this branch of the industry of its old allure.

I can think of lots of penalties for a crime like

that, but none of them is severe enough.
Compare our business with radio. Here we

are, purely and simply an amusement business,

selling entertainment and romance and fantasy

and dreams and whatever efse you want to call

the things that bring people into the theatre,

and what are we doing? We are tearing down
all of the traditions of the theatre and its artis-

try by hooking up our business with something
that can be sold in the lobby or exploited
through the windows of department stores. We
are forgetting the inherent value of our com-
modity to build up the value of an outside

something which we mistakenly think will in

turn build up our own business.

How about radio? Is radio doing that? Not
that you could notice it. The radio people are
too smart for that. They are new in the game
but they have eyes and they have a sense of
the fitness of things. And they are going to

profit by our mistakes.

Radio is founded on one idea—advertising

—

and through that alone is and will be success-

ful. In the early days of radio the whole
scheme of things was commercial. There were
countless advertising announcements and very
little good entertainment. But what has hap-
pened? Simply this: Radio stepped in and
threw around its cold, lifeless advertising form
a warm cloak of romance. Artists from every
branch of the theatrical business, and for that

matter from almost every other field of en-
deavor, were brought to the microphone to
give to the world their genius and their art.

W hat was once a cold radio announcement
about the pink on your toothbrush became an
operatic audition, a great musical revue or a
great drama. Only incidentally are you remind-
ed that the pink on your toothbrush is a dan-
ger sign, and this suggestion is so cleverly in-

serted in what you accept as a purely enter-
tainment program, that you are painlessly sold.

The world was waiting for a new thrill, a
new mystery, a new romance, and radio stepped
into the picture and supplied it. The over-com-
mercialization of motion picture publicity is

comparable to the error of radio artists appear-
ing in person—in both cases the cloak of mys-
tery and romance is torn off and they stand
helpless in their nakedness, unable to live up
to the picture they have created in the minds
of their erstwhile admirers.

A while back I mentioned something about
the old home town. To go back to it—do you
remember the story of Squire Robbins, who
stood outside the stage door of the opera house

all night to see the actors and actresses come
out? Upon being told by the night watchman
that the troup had gone to the hotel, the squire

said in amazement : "Shucks, you don't mean
to tell me them folks was the actors—why
they was just folks like you and me."
That in a sentence tells more than I could

write in a week about exploitation. We are

all like Squire Robbins—we like to think of
actors and actresses as people of another world
—make them shadowy forms who come to en-
tertain us—build up romances in our minds.

We don't want to dig into sawdust tummys to

see if they have a stomach ache.

In closing I would like to put uo what feeble

defense I may against commercialism in mo-
tion picture publicity. I would like to go on
record as being one who is interested in pre-

serving the traditions of the theatre. Don't
let us forget that we are in the entertainment
business—we are still selling dreams to our
customers at so much a dream. If the genius
and talent of our art are permitted to create

entertainment that is really worthwhile, ex-
ploitation will take care of itself. Don't let us

be fooled by the green pasture on the other

side of the fence. Don't allow this business

to become too commercialized, even though a
few shortsighted executives think our screens

should be thrown open to advertising. Radio
stole a lot of our romance and glamor but

don't be fooled into thinking we can steal

radio's advertising.
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Maxfield Climbs; Moves to N. Y.

It will interest his many friends in the Man-
agers' Round Table Club to know that C. M. Max-
field, former manager of the Colonial Theatre in

Hartford, Conn., has resigned to accept a position
as General Manager of the Prudential Theatres,
Inc., a chain, running houses on the south shore
of Long Island, New York.
During his three years in Hartford, Maxfield

demonstrated such a talent for reviving neighbor-
hood interest in the theatres of the old Schuman-
Dolgin chain that he was given the additional
duties of handling the Central in West Hartford,
the Rialto on Franklin Avenue, and the Lenox on
Albany Avenue. In addition, he supervised the pub-
licity and promotion work for the entire chain.

When the Colonial, Lyric, Rialto, Lenox, and Cen-
tral were added to the Warner circuit, Maxfield
concentrated his efforts on the Colonial. He was
prominent in many community projects while in

Hartford, and is a member of the Rotary Club and
other organizations.
We are sure that he will continue the up-to-the-

minute showmanship that has characterized his

past efforts, and we look forward to seeing him
break records on his new position. Good luck,

"C. M."

Up in Cortland, N. Y., the

residents can be pretty sure of

seeing their quota showman-
ship. The reason lies in the

fact that the active showman
operating the Cortland and

^^^^^^^^^^__________ Temple Theatres are always
alert to cash in on novel bally-

hoos, etc. These showmen are M. Bloom and A. E. Worden,
directing and resident manager respectively.

Worden Continues

To Plug All Shows

Playing Cortlandt

As a coming attraction plug, they made up a display board
plugging the stars. The board carried a color tone of light blue,

gold borders, silver stars, planets, etc. Star pictures were pasted

on the background. Biographies of the stars were placed along-

side. Two stand cards, reading, "WHAT DO YOU KNOW
ABOUT THE STARS?" "YOU'LL SEE THEM ALL AT
THE CORTLAND OR TEMPLE THEATRES. WATCH
FOR THEM," were placed alongside. Persons entering the lob-

by would more than stop to read the biographies of the stars.

The angle proved to be one of great value to the house, and, as
the pictures roll along, it will continue to help. A special card
for confectionery stores was made up and placed in the win-
dows. The card read : "All Great Stars Select These Candies.
You Will Like Them, Too."

We are showing a couple of photos of a street ballyhoo and
an exploitation flash, used on "Dawn Patrol," that excited a
great deal of comment. The street ballyhoo, as you will note,
was a compoboard airplane mounted on a truck. The truck was
covored with beaverboard signs plugging the picture. It cruised
about town. The other photo shows a net, strung across the
main street of the town. The net, by means of a cloth con-
structed airplane got over the "Dawn Patrol" theme. As the
picture went over very well in the house, you may be sure that
Bloom and Worden knew that they had used effective exploita-
tion. And, after all, that's what every one is trying to do. Keep
it up, and let's hear from you again.

Convicts Plugged
"Big House"; Stunt

On Picture Clicked

Street ballyhoos go over
great in Fort Atkinson, Wis.
And if you want to verify the
statement, call on I. J. Craite,

manager of the Fort Theatre.
Craite has been using street

;^^^^^^^=^^^=^^^^^^^^ ballyhoos for a number of

years now, and he certainly

knows their value in his town. He finds that the residents pay
plenty of attention to them. So do you blame him for using
them whenever he can? No matter what sort of picture he is

playing, he tries to get in some kind of street ballyhoo. He
doubles up on them at times, working them in the lobby as

well as the street. This was done
on "The Big House."
The photo we are showing here

will give you the dope on the con-
vict ballyhoo that he used. The
boys were manacled together and
placed in the lobby of the theatre

for three days prior to play date.

On the day before opening, they
walked about town, a sign on their

backs plugging the picture—and
engaged each other in conversa-
tion touching on the film, the jar-

gon of which they had studied
from the trailer. They would jos-

tle and fight as they walked along,

much to the merriment of the per-

sons on the streets. The small ex-
penditure involved in the securing
of costumes and salary for the
boys was more than paid for in the
additional business that resulted
during the play dates of the film.

Thanks, "I. J.," for sending this one in so that we could pass
it along, thus keeping your fellow members informed on what
you are doing to keep the show business up to a high standard
in Fort Atkinson. Let's have some more in the very near future.

Wise - Crack Stunt
Netted Goodale A
Lot Of Publicity

In White Plains, New York,
Frank Goodale, manager of
the Loew's State Theatre, has
been turning out some good
work and grabbing of newspa-
per space galore for his house.
One of his recent endeavors

was a wise-crack contest. He tied-up the local paper and they
agreed to co-operate with him and run a number of wise-cracks
daily, which would be contributed by locals. The idea caught
on very well and Goodale was enabled to count up some extra
shekels when he figured up the profits after the film had com-
pleted its booking.

This is his first contribution since he has joined the Round
Table Club, and we are sure that, now he has broken the ice,

he is going to keep us posted on whatever else he turns out.
Welcome into the Club, Frank, and remember: Don't be a
stranger.
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Art Display Work

At Laby's House
Is Very Effective

More flashy lobby displays

roll in from Boston, Mass.
The Washington St. Olympia
has been represented on our
pages quite a number of times.

Synonymous with the theatre,

_______^_^____^____ we find George Laby, manager
of the house.

Laby is another of these showmen who can't stay still long
enough to eat. He is always on the hop. If he isn't tying up
window displays or arranging street parades, it's something
else. His activities have been a source of interest for his fellow

members in many ways. Of especial interest are the lobby dis-

plays, a few of which we are showing here.

These displays on "Monte Carlo" created a lot of comment
around town. In the left photo you will note the cut-out letters

plugging the title and the catchline of the film. No one went
by the theatre without reading them. The right photo shows
the special art panel. This panel was done in beautiful colors,

the miniature caricatures tending to enhance the effect of the

boudoir portrait of the star in the film. Study this stuff care-

fully, as you will probably find a couple of slants that will help

to pep up, and boost up, any weak spots in your art work.
Thanks, Laby, for passing these along to us, as they are always
welcome. We know that your fellow members in the Club like

to look them over and use any angle that they can. Let's have
some more.

Walter McDowell of

Louisville, Kentucky,

Is Active Showman

Running along the home
stretch and leading the pack
by a head, Walter D. McDow-
ell, manager of the Loew's and
United Artists Theatre in

Louisville, Kentucky, is dis-

^^^____-____-________ playing showmanship that will

have him under the box-office

winning wire in time to break a record.
On "Whoopee" he made plenty. A tie-up with a chain of

drug stores netted him space on the mirrors, and special sun-
daes called "Whoopee Sundae." In restaurants, many of the

waitresses wore Cantor Berets. All the newsboys in the town
also featured them. The Stetson hat dealer gave a full window-
display to the theatre. A background of a head of Eddie Can-
tor enhanced the effectiveness of the window.
For plugs on the streets, automobile hangers were made up.

The hangers read : "Park here to-morrow and go see 'Whoopee'
at Loew's." A special theatre ticket, a duplicate of a $6.60 re-

served seat check, was made up and distributed in every office

building in the city. They were also made up in blotter form,
and distributed to check holders with their small-sized check
books. A stencil, reading "See Whoopee," was made up. The
streets were stencilled at night, every transfer stop being cov-
ered. At stop boulevards, where the word "stop" was in the
streets, "Whoopee," was stencilled underneath.
Various dance orchestras, including those of the schools,

wore the Cantor berets and plugged the theme songs. The
local radio station co-operated by plugging the song hits. Every
music store in town was covered. To sell the show out front,

a special front was built. Art cut-out letters were placed on
each side of a head of Eddie Cantor. Effective color tones were
used.
With activity of this sort, the picture was sure to go over

for McDowell. And it did. But was he finished then? Not
a chance ! Look over some more of his work. There's the stunt
he pulled at graduation time, by sending cards, in the form

Wondering!
"We wonder," muses the Port Washington Post,

"if the average Long Island community which has
an unusually fine local playhouse really appreci-
ates the fact. It is true that the theatre is a busi-
ness, owned and operated by private individuals
for their own profit; but stop and think a moment
what a town the size of Port Washington would do
without one today. The answer, of course, is that
its people would have to seek their cinema enter-
tainment elsewhere; consequently, they would
have to go out of town for such pleasure."
The editorialist is talking about the Beacon The-

atre, the Century Circuit house in Port Washing-
ton, Long Island, New York.
And now we'll do a little wondering.
We wonder if showmen realize that the senti-

ments expressed by the Port Washington Post edi-

torial writer are echoed throughout every town
and community.
Newspapermen are quick to perceive the asset

which the theatre can be to the town and com-
munity. Consequently, they offer their support.
If a man is a real showman, he is going to make
much of this co-operation. He is going to learn
that his theatre is also the "voice of the people."
He is going to realize that his is an important
place, and being such, it is only right that he
be a credit to it. The first duty of every show-
man is to earn the respect and confidence of
his community. His next and greatest duty is to

hold it! When he has done these things, he'll find

that the house will prosper, his patrons be satis-

fied, and the theatre an instrument of real "public
usefulness."

of invitations, to the graduating students in the local high
schools. On cards despatched to girls, a picture of Novarro
was imprinted, showing a frame cut from a piece of film, with
a note attached : "If this sound film was projected it would
express sincere congratulations from Ramon Novarro and
Loew's Theatre." The stunt was a wow.
Other gags used at different intervals by this showman in-

cluded, telegrams to the residents of the town on "Good News";
the season pass gag; novelty heralds; birthday cards, inviting

the recipient to attend the theatre free; McDowell's personal
cards, with the line "Call me Mac." Oke Mac, call me "Chick."

On his window displays, Mac shows great ingenuity. He
often uses live models to plug wearing apparel, both fashion and
sport. His displays create a great deal of comment about the
town, and you may be sure that anyone looking at them is in-

formed, by means of a card or some other medium, that there's

a good picture at the local house.
Then there's another gag, used about Derby Time, that was

a great business booster. They take the Kentucky Derby as a
national event down South ; so everything relating to it would
immediately have plenty of attention paid it.

On the sporting page of the newspaper, a special picture was
run, showing one of the stars in the current attraction at the
theatre, acting as jockey of a thoroughbred. A story stated that
readers of the paper were invited to guess the order in which
they believed the horses would finish on Derby Day. Awards
were offered.

Another activity at which Mac excells is his newspaper adver-
tising. He does some clever work along these lines, and we can
tell from his copy that he knows the town pretty well. We hope
to show a group of these when space permits, so if Mac will be
kind enough to send us some more ads and bear with us a little

while, we'll pass them along.
We want to thank Mac for taking time from his busy exist-

ence to pass these stunts along to us. We are sure that he is

going to be a very active member. Welcome, Mac.
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Notice to Members
PLEASE be sure to notify

the Chairman of any change
of address.

—THANK YOU.

The New Broadway

Theatre In Calif.

Has Some Showmen

California certainly deserves
the palm for the beautiful

houses that are constructed in

that sunny state. We are
showing a photo here of one
of the latest—the New Broad-
way Theatre in Oakland. The
Broadway is owned and op-

erated by Ralph M. Ford, whom we learn is pretty popular in

the show circle of Oakland for his works. (When they start

to say nice things about a showman owner, he must have the
goods.)
The portrait of a night scene of the Oakland all lit up can not

do the scene justice. The
glaring lights fairly dazzle
with their brilliance. We'd
like to point out the mam-
moth clock, atop the Broad-
way sign, which may be
seen in the background.
This clock has commanded
plenty of attention from the
residents of the city. It is

a certain thing that when
they look at the clock they
are going to look at the

sign plugging the current
attraction at the theatre.
This angle is a beaut, and
shows some remarkable
showman acumen. Incident-
ally, the marquee of the
Oakland is the largest one

in the city at the present time.

William G. Smeltzer, who is well known to his fellow Club
members, is at present connected with the house. He is doing
some good work, too, as is evidenced by the house organ alone.

Nancy Carroll

THE DEVIL'S
HOLIDAY

William Haines

WAY OUT
WEST

WILL ROGERS
So This h
London

JACK OAKIE

The Social
Lion

Edmund Lou c

GOOD
INTENTIONS

"TheBigPond"

We think that this program turned out for the Oakland rates

more than a passing mention. We are showing the complete
thing here. It measures two and a half by five and a quarter
inches. It contains four pages, and makes a very compact
program. The color schemes vary. One week the tone will be
black on manila ; the next week, blue on manila. The paper is

of fine stock. If you'd like to look at one or two of these pro-

grams, drop a line to Smeltzer at the New Broadway Theatre
and we are sure that he'll be very glad to send some along to
you, and also furnish you with any other information you may
desire regarding their layout. We want to thank Bill for pass-
ing these along to us, and especially for the active interest he
continues to take in the Club affairs. Keep it up, Bill. Give
our regards to our friends out around your district, and let's

hear some more from you.

Wheeler Turns Out
Some Good Work At
State, South Bend

This showman has been a
pretty active member of the
Round Table Club, as many
of his showmen friends know.
We have never shown you a
photo of him before, though,
so now we want to introduce

J. Ramon Wheeler, manager of the State Theatre in South
Bend, Ind.

Wheeler has been in the game but four years, so he more
than deserves a compliment for the work he is turning out.

Starting at the bottom as an usher at
the Palace Theatre, Canton, Ohio, he
diligently applied himself to his duties,

and was rewarded with the assistant
managership, a position which he held
for two years, until transferred to the
Colfax at South Bend, from where he
was promoted to his present post.

He has sent us in a few photographs
showing his latest work, but unfor-
tunately they were too small for re-

production. One was a front display
on "The Spoilers," which carried some
excellent color schemes and was well

done. The other photos showed his art panels and a street

ballyhoo. A ballyhoo, used on "Soup to Nuts" consisted of a
man dressed in chef costume, carrying a coffee pot and a soup
dish on a tray. The man, a sign on his

back plugging the picture, went about
the town balancing the tray, creating

a great deal of talk wherever he went.

This might be a good opportunity to

sit back and speculate on the value or

possibilities of these odd ballyhoo

stunts. Do they attract attention ?

Can they possibly bring ridicule to the

house or the manager? How often

can they be worked without growing
stale?

Many's the time we've stopped to

wonder whether this type of stuff

ought not be used a lot more than now. There's nothing
wrong with the idea, and if the particular picture you are out
to plug lends itself to the gag, why not use it? There are a
thousand and one different slants to this street ballyhoo in

which one or two people are used. And how they attract at-

tention is a foregone conclusion. Just try to picture for your-
self, a pair of birds parading the main part of the town all

dressed up in some regalia to fit the picture you are plugging?
Will it attract attention and create comment? You answer it.

MILTON WIGHT Says:
The MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE pages in

the NEWS have been of constant interest to me
ever since my first connection with the industry,
and in keeping with the Inland theatre policy,

it seems only fitting that I should apply for
membership in the CLUB

Manager,
Liberty Theatre,
Kennewick, Washington.
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"The Spoilers" Was
Given Crack Display

By Tommy McDonald

No matter how we look at

it, this man Tom McDonald,
manager of the Dome Thea-
tre in Ocean Park, Calif., de-

serves a rave for the work he
is turning out. Don't offer

____________________ apologies for not being as

active as usual, Tom; when
you turn work like the stuff we are passing along, you are

immediately forgiven.

Let's give you a little dope on the McDonald personality. He
is a well known Coast showman. Having been on the sunny
shores of California for quite some time now. every one knows

him. As a result, co-oper-
ation a-plenty is obtained.
In the photo we are show-
ing here you will see what
Tom did with a contest, in

which some intrepid show-
man endeavored to find

the ten most perfect backs
in the world (picking them
from California, at that).

Two minutes after the

girls were awarded their

prizes, Tom had them on the stage of his theatre, displaying

their pulchritude to an appreciative audience. ( What a break
for Tom, who may be seen at the right of the photo—and W.
H. Lollier, assistant to Howard Sheehan, on the left.) We
wouldn't have minded the job ourselves. But then

—

Going further into Tom's activities, we discover that the front

he turned out on "The Spoilers" was one of the most novel
things ever before seen in Ocean Park. Look the front over
yourself and you'll agree. Wax figures were promoted from a
local museum. And what a sensation they created. Not a per-
son went by that front without stopping to look at it. Lanterns
and guns used were loaned by men who had treasured them
during gold-rush days. The flasher effect for the "This Year's
Dramatic Thunderbolt" sign, made the letters appear to lift an
inch on each flash. Drop Tom a line if you want any dope on
these angles.

We had a group of other photos to pass along with this story,

but, unfortunately, they were so creased up that we couldn't

make cuts from them. One photo showed a plane that was used
to distribute 20,000 heralds on Greater Talkie Season. The plane
was borrowed from one of Tom's friends (oh, these contacts i.

so there was no cost.

Tom also features a special shadow box, with a flasher on
his marquee, whenever he has a picture that he thinks should
be plugged in this manner. It is a great attention getter and
Tom says that it would probably solve a lot of difficulty as to

what to do with vacant space on the marquee, or space that
features cut-outs week after week.

Check These Off!

Here are just a few—but mighty important

—

angles that a showman encounters when readying
his house for the fall and winter seasons. In the
course of your house inspection you may have
missed one or two of these. Check and see!

1. Check up on ventilating equipment.
2. Look over your heating plant.

3. Front and signs to be cleaned and re-lamped.
4. Warm colors in all lobby displays.

5. Warm colors for lighting effects.

6. Winter uniforms for ushers.

7. Changing drapes.
8. Weather-stripping windows and exit doors.

9. Detail a man to watch house temperature.
10. Check up on standing room tapes, renewing

worn ones.
Do This Now!

Well, Tom, we are certainly glad to see that you are banging

them right and left with your work. Let's have some more of it

so that we can pass it along to the rest of the Club, as it is

pretty sure to meet a welcome hand from the rest of your fellow

showmen and Club members. Regards to all our friends out in

vour district.

Orlove's Activities

In Milwaukee Are
Box-Office Builders

The showmen out in Mil-
waukee, Wis., are all active

men, who make sure that no
grass can grow under their

feet. They are on the jump,
morning, noon, and night. In
the group may be found Louis

Orlove, manager of the Uptown Theatre.
Orlove is very active. His work, which has appeared on our

pages many times, is well known to Club members. But it's

more known in Milwaukee. Take, for example, the stunt he
pulled on "Common Clay." A big herald, the size of the front

page of a newspaper, was used to plug the picture. The herald

resembled a newspaper front page, and was headed off with
screaming headlines selling the film. It was called the Uptown
Xews and contained scene mats and stories. Every copy was
immediately gobbled up and read by the persons to whom they
were offered on the streets. Some additional publicity was also

secured at no cost by Orlove, who imprinted a number of

regular heralds with a radio dealer's business plug on the back.

The dealer paid for the printing of the heralds.

At a meeting of the Wisconsin Paid Firemen's Association
recently, more publicity was secured by the Uptown Theatre
through a special page, in the association's magazine, announc-
ing the fact that Orlove, for the Uptown, had selected one of

the city fire houses as being an asset to the civic beauty. A
committee of prominent business men assisted Orlove in his

selection. This slant kept the house right before the eyes of

the visiting firemen, with the result that, should any of them
be seeking cinema entertainment, the Uptown would receive

first consideration.

And now for his newspaper activities. Orlove has so gained

the good-will of the newspapers that he manages to secure

space in which to run various contests, one week a coloring

contest; the next, an identification stunt. These activities have
made him one of the real active showmen in the city, and we
are sure that he is going to continue. Let's hear some more
from you, Louis.

A L WA YS
WE A R

YO UR
CLUB PIN
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If You Try
(Mrs. Henry Armstrong In The Dorchester (Mass.) Beacon.)

If you try to make good
When the day is dreary,

When the load is heavy
And the way is weary ,

You will gather new strength
From the struggle and strife,

That will help you to take
A new hold upon life.

If you try to make good
At your task day by day.

And just give of your best

As you go on your way,

You will find in your heart

As you journey along,

New courage and hope
Welling up like a song.

Do the kind helpful deeds,

You will find it will pay,

And will help you to get

A real joy from to-day.

Portable Golf Had
Them Jamming the

Sidewalk and Street

That crowd, gathered around
the usher in the photograph
we are showing, is part of the
mob featured in the latest

stunt engineered by W. F.
Brock at the Kingsbridge
Theatre in the Bronx, New
York City.

A three hole, portable, miniature golf course was secured
from a local dealer, who had just received a shipment. The
course was placed on a table in front of the theatre. With a
uniformed usher acting as barker, an announcement was made
to the effect that any person making a hole in one would be
admitted to the theatre, free-of-charge. The announcement
created a sensation! From blocks around they came to the
theatre, each intent upon trying to win a free ticket. Those
failing went into the theatre, anyway.

As the photograph shows, there was plenty of comment rife.

The theatre's name was on every one's lips. This stunt cost
Brock no great expenditure, and the publicity he derived was
plenty. Keep up this sort of work, "W. F.," and we know that
you'll be busting records right and left (if, indeed, you are not
doing it, already).

Atmospheric Front
Helped Berkheimer

Sell Prison Film

When he played "The Big
House," M. E. Berkheimer,
manager of the Grand Thea-
tre, Rocky Ford, Colo., wished
that he had a bigger house to

hold the capacity crowds that

;^^^^=^=^^=^;^^^==__ jammed the theatre during the
run of the film. It was Berk-

heimer's fault, though. He exploited it so well that it had to

bring them in. Some fault, eh?

Taking into consideration the fact that he worked on local

conditions, his campaign was well planned and executed. For
a month previous to play date, a slide was run on the screen.

This was followed by a one-sheet, placed in the lobby, with a
spot playing on it. Two weeks previous to play date, two iron

gates—prison style—were bannered and placed in the lobby.

Five days previous to the play date, a false front, a photo of
which we are showing, plugged the atmosphere of the film.

This front was well made up, as you will note.

vest]
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Additional exploitation on "The Big House" included a quan-
tity of heralds, distributed locally and about town. The heralds
were followed by newspapers, imprinted in red ink, and carry-

ing prison riot copy. The stunts were sensational, going across
very well, as Rocky Ford had not seen them before. Is it any
wonder that Berkheimer did good business? Listen, "M. E."?
We'd like to hear from you often. Keep us posted, will you?
And when you send in your next contribution, include a photo
and a little dope on yourself so that we can give you a regular

introduction.

Dean C. De Maree Is

In Solid In Omaha
As Result Of Work

When a showman will shoot
us a contribution with, or
right after, he has signed on
the dotted line and become a
member of the Managers'
Round Table Club, we feel

that he is going to be a very
active contributor. So that's what we have to say to Dean
C. De Maree, manager of the State Theatre in Omaha, Neb.

As a recent stunt, he pulled a "Safe and Sound Hallowe'en."
He tied-up with the local newspaper and the city on this one.

Newspaper stories, on a party given to five hundred newsboys,
were given to the theatre for five days in advance of the affair.

The newsboys all signed a pledge declaring that they would do
all they could to prevent accident, property damage, and deaths.

These signatures were placed on ;» three-sheet board, the pledge
at the top. It was an impressive display. At th» party, the
Mayor, and a representative of the local police force, made
short talks to the boys, at the conclusion of which, the news-
boys filed out of the theatre and grouped about the pledge
three-sheet for a picture taken by the local paper and inserted
next day in the sheet. The paper and the city were both well

pleased with the stunt, good-will resulting to the State Theatre
and De Maree as the aftermath.

We have a hunch that, pulling stunts of this sort, he must
be a pretty popular showman and we hope that he will keep
us informed on his later work so that we can pass it along to

his fellow showmen and managers to look at, and, if possible,

use. Thanks. Dean, keep up the good work.
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PERSONALITIES
+ SHOWMEN NEWSETTES FROM EVERYWHERE +

RALPH TALBOT has recently taken
over the Plaza Theatre, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Acquisition now gives Talbot five houses in

Tulsa.
* * *

W. Z. SPEARMAN of the Gem Theatre,
Edmond, Oklahoma, is handling road book-
ing of a film for Jack Johnson, in Oklahoma.

* * *

JAMES F. MCCARTHY, former manager
of the Capitol Theatre in Scranton for two
years, is the new manager of the Smalley
Theatre in Norwich, N. Y.

* * *

EDWIN MOCHARY has been appointed
manager of the Loew's State Theatre in

Syracuse, N. Y., succeeding William K. Sax-
ton, who has assumed control of four houses
in Baltimore, Md.

* * *

E. M. GLUCKSMAN has been named as
Division Manager of New York State for

Arkay, succeeding L. R. Proctor.
* * *

MILTON H. BRYER, former manager
of the Penn Theatre in New Castle, Pa., has
been named manager of the Elwood Theatres
in Ellwood City, Pa. He will have charge
of three houses.

* * *

BEN LEVY has been appointed assistant

manager of Loew's Jersey City Theatre in

Jersey City, N. J.
* * *

SAM GOLDMAN has sold the Park
Theatre, St. Louis, Mo. to H. G. Cohen.

* * *

ELA G. MUSSER, former owner of the
Lyric Theatre, in Casey, 111., has sold the
house to M. S. Burdelle and P. F. Musser.

* * *

WILLIAM COYLE has purchased the
Gayety Theatre, Freeburg, 111., from Noah
Bloomer.

* * *

HARRY WORACK has recently taken
over the Princess Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
House was former operated bv C. J. Vollmer.

* * *

ISRAEL MELROSE has been appointed
Assistant Manager of the State Theatre,
Hartford, Conn.

* * *

PETE ADAMS has taken over the Park
Lane Theatre in Palisades Park, N. J.

* * *

PAUL KIRCHNER has leased the Grand,
Latrobe. Arcadia, and Vanderbilt Theatres,
in Pittsburgh. Pa., to the Indiana County
Theatre Corp.

* * *

GEORGE SLATER, formerly Assistant
Manager of The Strand Theatre, Plainfield,

N. J., has been appointed manager of the
Crescent in Perth Amboy.

* * *

LOUIS GOODBREAD, formerly of Du-
nellon. Fla.. will open a new theatre in Fort
Myers.

* * *

T. H. REID, former Assistant Manager
of the Carolina Theatre, Charlotte, N. C,
has been transferred to the Plaza in Ash-
ville. He is succeeded bv Frank Moore.

* * *

JOHN C. CUNNINGHAM, manager of

the Palace, and Ritz, Theatres in Lakeland.
Fla., has re-modeled and re-named the old

Fotosho Theatre in Miami. House will be
called the State. Cunningham will operate.

A. C. KINCEY has taken over the Atlanta
and Charlotte territories in Georgia for Talk-
ing Picture Epics. Kincey was formerly
with Publix-Saenger.

* * *

H. GORDON, is managing the State
Theatre in Plymouth, N. C.

* * *

N. V. DARLEY and Ed. A. Cerf, of
Tampa, Fla. and Atlanta, Ga., respectively,

will operate the Rivoli Theatre, Ybor City,

Fla.. when the house opens. Construction
work is being rushed.

* * *

ROY H. ROWE has been appointed man-
ager of the Palace Theatre, Raleigh, N. C,
succeeding F. E. Owens.

* * *

ANTON THOMPSON has sold the Audi-
torium Theatre, Frederic, Wis. to William
Norin and son.

* * *

B. E. ADCOCK has been appointed man-
ager of the Uptown Theatre, Wichita, Kans.

* * *

J. D. SPOON has purchased the Crescent
Theatre. Audubon, Wis. House was formerly
operated by Ed. F. Johnson. Spoon has
closed it to permit re-decoration.

* * *

DAVE DAVIS, former manager of the
local Fox houses in Durango, Colo., has
been appointed manager of the new Mayan
in Denver. Mark Berkheimer, formerly of

the Strand, Rocky Ford, succeeds Davis at

Durango, with Jerry Dungan, formerly of

the Oriental, Denver, taking over the Rocky
Ford assignment.

* * *

CHARLES LEE and Kent Shaw have
taken over the operation of a theatre in

Eureka, South Dakota.
* * *

C. V. RAKESTRAW now holds complete
control of the talker houses in Salem, Ore.,

with the recent purchase of the New Royal.
* * *

H. M. BREMER has added vaudeville to

his picture policy at the Roxy Theatre,
Cleveland, Ohio. House was formerly called

the Orpheum.
* * *

NEVIN McCORD has been appointed As-
sistant Manager of the Portage Park Theatre
in Chicago, 111.

* * *

JOHN BROOKS has closed the Lyric
Theatre in Spokane, Washington. He will

be associated with his son in the operation

of the Avalon.

Items for publication on this

page should be addressed to

"Chick" Lewis and will be pub-
tished the week following re-

ceipt. Notices of promotions,
transfers, change of addresses,
and other material of this na-

ture is what we want for our
"Personalities" page. The more
you send the more interesting

will be the page each week.

ED LAMB, one of the vets of Seattle,
Washington's film row has returned to
A r kayo as manager.

* * *

ROBERT RYDEEN has been engaged
by the Heywood Amusement Company to
manage the Gem Theatre, Amery, Wisconsin.

* * *

HARRY ROBINSON is managing the
New Temple Theatre in Fort Smith, Ark.

CHARLES SESONSKE is slated to man-
age the Empire Theatre in Syracuse, N. Y. (

when the house re-opens shortly.
* * *

AL. KAUFMAN, former manager of the
Great Lakes Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y., is now-
managing the Capitol, Rochester.

* * *

O. FALCONI has leased the Duquesne
Theatre, East Cannonsburg, Pa., from I.

Castelli.
* * *

LARRY JACOBS, well known Pittsburgh
publicity man, is now handling publicity and
exploitation in the Smoky City for the Ful-
ton Theatre.

* * *

JOHN O. JUDGE, formerly house man-
ager of the Cataract Theatre. Niagara Falls,

is now manager of the local Strand Theatre.
Ray Pashlev succeeds him at the Cataract.

* * *

GEORGE E. BRADLEY has been ap-
pointed Assistant Manager of the Audubon
Theatre in New York City.

* * *

W. P. FLEMING has been appointed
manager of the Leonia Theatre in Leonia,
N. J.

* * *

H. D. CHERRY has taken over the
managerial reins at the Franklin Theatre in

Nutley, New Jersey.

HAMILTON KUPPER is now Assistant
Manager of the Monticello Theatre in Jersey
City, New Jersey.

* * *

HENRY HOROWITZ, former manager
of the Duffield Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y.,

has been transferred to the Highway Theatre.
George Decker succeeds him.

* * *

GEORGE WEISS has been transferred to

manager of the Berkshire Theatre in Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

* * *

GEORGE SEED is now managing the
Leader Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y.

* * *

MORRIS FARBISH, former manager of
the Broadway Theatre, Astoria, Long
Island, N. Y.. is now managing the Corona
Theatre, in Corona.

* * *

Joseph Goobich has been transferred to
managership of the Benson Theatre, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

* * *

MONTY MacLEVEY is now managing
the Hempstead Theatre in Hempstead,
Long Island, New York.

* # *

HAROLD GARFINKLEismanaginethe
Colonial Theatre in Brooklyn, New York.

* * *

FRED HINDS has taken over the man-
agement and operation of the Strand
Theatre in Whitewater, Wis.
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Pepping Up The Ads
Here is a reproduction of an ad which appeared in the

Dayton, Ohio, Daily News not so very long ago and shows

a mighty effective way of a group of theatres operating under

one banner to make up a

composite ad at probably a
smaller cost than if each of

the houses were to divide the

space into quarters and use

it on different parts of the

page.

Undoubtedly RKO gets a

break with this kind of ad-
vertising of those four houses

and the reason for it is plain

to see.

Those who believe there

is something familiar about

this ad may recall some
months ago a reproduction

of something along similar

lines which was received

from George Landy on the

West Coast. This is mighty
similar and, as you may see,

mighty effective.

We would like to be able

to credit this fine piece of

work to whom ever was re-

sponsible for it, but, unfor-

tunately we do not have this

information at hand at this

moment and we do not like

to hold up the publishing of

the cuts until we can find

out, so, whoever wants the

credit can step forward and
claim it. . We're hoping we
are going to hear a lot more
from him.

We are all anxious to in-

vestigate the possibilities of

something new in a news-
paper ad and for this reason

the Club pages are particu-

larly ready to jump at any-

thing real "odd" which comes
to our attention. Suppose
YOU try to create a "differ-

ent" sort of a newspaper ad this week. Surround it with some-
thing that you consider unusual and original. Then see how it

looks after it gets on the paper among other theatrical ads.

You'll soon start making a specialty of turning out "different"

ads. Practise makes perfect—as the saying goes.

£ZO'
aw
£jLO £&> UXOnmsn

"Top Speed" was given a

Kenimer Got Off To h'gh speed send-off by Guy
A f J Qt * A J Kenimer at the Palace The-A KjOOa Start Ana atre> Jacksonville, Fla., when
Sold "Top Speed" the film played his house re-

cently. We are passing along
Guy's complete campaign in

order that you may look it over and make use of any sugges-
tions that you care to.

The campaign was planned well in advance, the artists being
kept busy, day and night, to turn out work and copy that would
aid in tie-ups. The picture opened on the day Auburn and the
University of Florida played a football contest. When a special
train arrived that morning from Gainesville, the students held
a parade, headed by the U. of Florida band, down the main
streets; 1,500 students were in the procession. Immediately

following the student body, the theatre's part of the parade
entered. Two men, carrying a banner announcing the picture

at Kenimer's house led the procession. They were followed by
ten taxicabs, all carrying banners. Following this was seen
two men carrying a stretcher with a man on it. A sign an-
nounced that the hapless person had laughed himself to death
at "Top Speed." This was followed by six new model Chrys-
lers, all carrying banners on each side. Immediately after these,

came an automobile, pulling a trailer, on which was a new
model Dodge speed boat, with a boy and a beautiful young
lady as occupants. This boat was placed on display in the

lobby during the run.

Through a tie-up with an airways corporation, a plane, with
title of the picture and name of theatre painted on its under-
carriage, flew over the city and distributed heralds. Each her-

ald carried a number and an announcement that if the number
corresponded to ones on a blackboard in the lobby of the the-

atre, the holder would receive a ticket to the show. The stunt
was preceded by two advance newspaper stories. For three or
four hours after the gag had been pulled a crowd thronged
the lobby of the theatre. The plane also flew about the foot-

ball field when the scheduled University combat was in progress.

Guy next arranged with a local undertaking establishment
to drive an ambulance through the heart of the main section

of the town, at about the time his first evening show was break-
ing, blowing their sirens and horns until they stopped a few
feet from the theatre. The streets were crowded with people
as the two men from the emergency ward ran into the theatre

with a stretcher. A crowd quickly gathered, and its eyes opened
wide with amazement when the men came out bearing a man
on a stretcher. A sign on the man's back stated that he had
laughed himself sick looking at the picture. This gave the the-

atre some fine advertising that traveled quickly about town,
and it is reported that several persons were known to make
inquiry at competitive houses to find out whether the picture

playing was the one at which the man had laughed himself
sick; and upon being told that it wasn't they immediately pro-
ceeded to Kenimer's house.

Plenty of other angles were covered in the campaign, included
among them tie-ups with: a laundry, a dry cleaning company,
taxicabs, Postal Telegraph company, etc., each firm permitting
banners on trucks, with the telegraph company permitting
cards on the bicycles of the messenger boys. The local police

gave him a grant to place cards on all traffic signals, with copy:
"Top Speed on this street 15 miles an hour but there are no
limits to Laughs in Top Speed (theatre)."

With so complete a campaign, the success of the booking
was assured and we don't doubt but that Guy packed them in

all during the run. Let's have some more of this type of work,
Guy.

A parade that helped put
across "The Santa Fe Trail"
when it played the Tudor The-

Police Escorted
Boys On Ponies As atre in New Orleans, La., re

n w». cently was staged by Mar-
Plug For Picture garet Lee of the publicity staff.^ =̂=̂ The parade consisted of five

boys on ponies with a police

escort heading them. Banners were carried on the backs of the

ponies: the banners containing copy that they were riding the

Santa Fe Trail now at the Tudor theatre.

Inasmuch as the parade was staged around one o'clock Sat-

urday, when there were many people on the streets, it did help

considerably in getting over some valuable publicity for the

picture.

Miss Lee's work has appeared on our pages before, and we
are sure that she is going to continue being active. Are we
right, Miss Lee?

The Real Club Spirit!

"All For One And One For All"
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/. H. Phillips of

Eagle Theatre in

N. Y. City Is Active

Scoring birdies at the Eagle
Theatre in New York City is

enabling J. H. Phillips, man-
ager of the house, to turn in

some cards showing record-

breaking weeks.
His activities about the

Eagle have been numerous.
Known to all the merchants, he is able to effect tie-ups that

help him immeasurably in the selling of his shows. In the time

he has been located at the theatre, Phillips has turned out some
excellent work, his years in the show

1
business fitting him capably for that

«
achievement.
Now that he has joined the Club, he

promises us that he is going to try and
be very active. That's a large order,

"J. H.," because when a New York
City snowman gets active, he certainly

has to step on it. We have so many
showmen of the Big City on our rolls

that competition is very keen to see

who is going to lead the pack. Proof
of this may be seen weekly in our—— pages, where a number of New York
City showmen display their wares.

Welcome into the Club, "J- H.," and let's hear from you very

soon because we've an idea your stuff is good.

Tom Di Lorenzo Did
Some Fine Work On
Popularity S t unt

The popularity contest in

Sam Rinzler's Brooklyn and
Long Island division of Fox
Theatres has closed. We
haven't as yet put all of the

material on it in a compact
form for presentation on the

Club pages. But we will. Right at this time though, we want
to tell you what Thomas DiLorenzo, manager of the Cove
Theatre in Glen Cove, Long Island, New York, did to put his

part of the campaign across.

He tied-up with one of the local weeklies, and the paper

agreed to run front page stories weekly, taking advantage of

the popularity contest by offering votes to new subscribers of

the paper. This tie-up, we believe, was engineered by DiLoren-
zo. The paper, for the first time in its history, published a spe-

cial supplement of six pages which had the town talking. The
section contained news stories on the contest, as well as pic-

tures of the entrants. In addition a number of ads were secured

from local merchants, in one instance a full-page co-operative

page being run. Everything that the Cove theatre was selling,

from film and sound to "Screen Mirror," the Wesco screen

mag, was given a plug. The stories were written up by the

newspapermen and DiLorenzo. A feature writer turned out a

story on popularity which was placed in the special section.

The Mayor of the city made the announcements of the win-
ners, from the stage of the theatre, before a capacity audience.

We hope to hear some more from this showman on the work
he is turning out, and we'd like it to be soon. What do you say,

Tom? Can you accommodate us?

Wally J. Butler says:
"Why Say It's Good" when we all know

there is nothing in Show Business that will

touch it.

"Believe It or Not"—"Rain or Shine"—Any-
time and All the Time — It is the Ten Com-
mandments of Showmanship — that's what I

think of the Managers' Round Table Club.

Manager, Warner Bros. Ritz Theatre.
San Bernardino, Cal.

The Holiday Spirit!

We've been plugging the idea now for several
weeks that every theatre, in conjunction with their
local Salvation Army and other welfare organiza-
tions, ought to promote various kinds of special
morning performances with a view of helping the
unfortunates in their communities.
One suggestion would be a series of Saturday

morning shows during the month of December
with the admission charge being vegetables, old
clothes, toys, groceries, etc., and all of the items
so obtained to be used for distribution among the
poor.

Aside from the humane angle you will chalk up
a wealth of good-will for sponsoring or helping a
cause of this kind. Pessimists tell us that there
will be plenty of grief this Christmas among the
poor. Let's do our bit to give them a helping hand.

It would also be a good idea to run a free show
on Christmas morning for the poor kiddies. Stage
shows could be promoted from local organizations,
dancing schools, etc. At this show you could dis-

tribute toys and candy to the youngsters. The
cost for a performance of this kind will be very
small and we are sure that every member of your
theatre's staff would gladly donate their services.

Other suggestions for "Good-Will" shows of this

kind are solicited from our members and readers.
Let's all get behind the move to spread a little

sunshine this vear.

Title Of Picture Was
Placed On Doors Of
Paramount, Waterloo

Those members fortunate

enough to possess doors sim-
ilar to the ones that may be
found adorning the front of

the Paramount Theatre,
Waterloo, la., may, if they
wish, make use of the stunt

that Harry Herman pulled when he played "The Spoilers."

As the photo shows, special art pieces spelling out the name
of the picture were placed on each door. In the center of each
art piece, was painted one letter of the title. Atop of these

letters were pasted stills plugging either the star or a scene in

the picture. Study the photo closely and you'll be able to pick

out the different angles.
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There are many ways in which you can turn out an attrac-

tive front. Why not look about the spaces—if you have any

—

around the front of the house and devise some scheme to put
it to good use. Fronts command a lot of attention and it is a
certainty that if your art work shows signs of care you are go-
ing to sell whatever show you happen to be plugging. Listen,
Harry, let's have some more like this, so that we can pass them
along.
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MANAGERJ* ROUND' TABLE CLUB
A Peppy Member

And now here's another showman who is mighty
proud of his membership certificate in the Managers'
Round Table Club. Meet Roger R. Drissel, manager of
Loew's Columbia Theatre in Washington, D. C, and
note the prominent place where the certificate is dis-

played. Anyone entering the office is certain to see it.

Thanks. Roger, we are sure that you have the real Club
spirit. Keep it up!

Roger R. Drissel at His Desk

Railroad In Window
Plugged Prosperity

Week For Stowell

A window display that

helped him to sell the Pros-
perity Week he was plugging
at the Paramount Theatre in

Middletown, N. Y., was creat-

ed by Harry C. Stowell, man-
^^i^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^;; ager of the local Publix

houses.
In the window of a store adjacent to the theatre was built a

platform ten feet long and four and one-half feet wide, covered
with a grass mat on which was a miniature railroad set con-
sisting of five trains and engine which was operated by elec-

tricity.

Each coach on the train was 20 inches long and seven inches
high. There was electric light in each coach as well as a rear
and headlight on the engine.
A tie-up was made with a toy store to furnish the following

miniature display for the window. Railroad station, illuminated
tunnels, railroad gates, caution sign, blinker light, everything
being operated by electricity.

The setting was surrounded by beaverboard—completely cov-
ered with pictures of Paramount stars and stills of each picture
to be played during the week. There was also a card 54 inches
long and 12 inches wide containing the following copy which
tied in for the week's program, "Get on Paramount's Prosper-
ity Train—First Stop 'MONTE CARLO'—Will Stop off Thurs-
day and see 'LILIOM' and Saturday we will hit the 'SANTE
FE TRAIL'."

In the front of the setting appeared the words, "PROSPER-
ITY WEEK" in metallic letters.

The display not only drew the attention of the children but
the grown-ups as well. The expense was comparatively small
to the amount of attention it drew during the week.
And when a stunt pays big dividends, it is liable to be used

again. Right. Harry? Let's see what else you are doing to line

them up at the box-office.

High School Team
Was Invited To See

Football Picture

Inasmuch as two leading
universities in the middle west
are in a drawing radius of

Cedar Rapids, and the town
itself is football mad, C. W.
Peterson emphasized the foot-

_—^__^_—___^^^____ ball angle of "Maybe It's

Love" when it played his

house, the State Theatre in Cedar Rapids, Mich.
The lobby of the State was trimmed with school pennants

and directly in front of the box-office a set of goal posts were
erected. These posts were wrapped with colored crepe paper,

carrying out the local university colors.

The first squad of the high school and college football teams
were guests of Manager Peterson at a showing of the picture.

In return for this he got an announcement at the schools and
at the frat houses.

15U0 line-ups were distributed at a night football game played

in Cedar Rapids. Peterson also promoted a collegiate Ford
which was used on the streets to plug the picture during its run.

During the showing of "Maybe It's Love," lucky number
tickets were passed out with each admission, and on the fol-

lowing Saturday night when Peterson had a new picture, a
public drawing in the theatre determined the winner of the

collegiate Ford. To win the car, a person had to be in the the-

atre when his number was called.

The audience was besprinkled with collegiates too, they form-
ing a large part of the assembled populace. Which means that

Peterson reported good business on the run of the film. As
that was what he set out to get, and accomplished it, he was
satisfied.

Limerick Ballyhoo

Sold Coleman Show
To Good Results

When a stunt will bring

them in and stand 'em up
there must be something to it.

For this reason we are pass-

ing along the gag used by
George Limerick at the Cole-

man Theatre, Miami, Okla.

The cut-outs shown in the photograph were made from 24
sheets pasted on compo board. The truck, on which the dis-

play was placed, was covered on four sides with plugs on the

picture. This truck—or we should say trailer—was attached to

a car and pulled all over the trade territory of the town and the

surrounding districts. The cost of the stunt was trivial when
compared to the wealth of business derived from it.

This stunt is one that any showman can use, and as it is

not going to cost much, it would pay to try it. Perhaps you
can promote a trailer of some sort about your town. Then all

you have to do is to hitch it onto a truck, or a car, place your

TRAIL
HARD AALEI

twenty-four sheet cut-outs around it, and let go the work. You
can have a kid concealed behind the cut-outs, blowing on a

horn or beating a drum, if you think that slant will work in

your town. At any rate, give the gag some consideration and
if you can use it, go to it. Oke, George. Let's hear some more
from you.
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Olinto Ac cor sini

Of Lynchburg, Va. Is

There With Goods

The showman guns continue

to roar and reverberate. The
campaigns on "All Quiet" con-

tinue. In Lynchburg, Va.,

Olinto Accorsini, manager of

the Isis and Academy Thea-
tres, did some heavy cannon-
ading and bombarded the town

with showmanship on his selling of the picture.

The usual tie-ups on the film were covered by Accorsini and

they more than helped him put the picture across. But he had

to do something else. And that something was the one thing

that gave him a lot of pleasure. He crashed the hardboiled

local newspaper for a bunch of free publicity. It is the paper's

policy not to give away any publicity. All form of advertising

must' be paid for. To get around this angle, Accorsini invited

the National Guard to witness the show at his house. The
paper, realizing the news value of the angle, ran a story on it.

Chalk up one for Accorsini. The local American Legion

post was prevailed upon to inaugurate a campaign for

members. The story crashed the papers, the theatre's

name being mentioned. Chalk up two for Accorsini.

The photo we are showing will give you the low-down

on the value of the National Guard hook-up. The men
marched to the theatre, their band playing military tunes. Ar-

riving at the house, they played a number or so out front, then

entered the theatre. They
were well pleased with the

treatment accorded them by
Accorsini and they did not

neglect to say as much.
Accorsini's campaign on

the pictures clicked from
every angle. He managed
to crash two of the most
exclusive stores in town for

windows, war relics being
displayed in them. The lob-

by of the theatre also fea-

tured a display of trophies.

We are also showing a
photo of the front that Ac-
corsini turned out when he
played "True to the Navy."
Through a tie-up with the

local recruiting station he
secured some very good
displays in the form of pennants, etc., that helped to enhance
the effectiveness of the stunt. A neat recruiting booth was
placed in the lobby. The booth and the display evoked many
comments, resulting in additional business for the theatre.

Thanks, Olinto, for passing these along to us. And when you
continue to turn out that work that you have been featuring,

you should be knocking them over with your business. Keep
it up.

He's back with the outfit that he made his rep
with. Who? SID LAWRENCE, former manager
of the Ohio Theatre in Lima, Ohio. Sid has ac-

cepted a position as manager of the Palace The-
atre, Lockport, N. Y., for the Schine outfit. Let's

hear from you, Sid.

I. J. STEIN Says:

"Am very grateful for the opportunity of

joining your CLUB because to me, the ideas pre-

sented in the MOTION PICTURE NEWS
makes me wonder what I'd ever do without it.

It sure has helped me.
Manager,
Fox-Savoy Theatre
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Hugh S. Borland Is

Right There with

Selling of Serials

The opening day of a new
serial at the Armitage Theatre
in Chicago, 111., was the sig-

nal for Hugh S. Borland, gen-
eral manager of the Quality
Amusement Corp., to boost
his good-will stock with the

kiddies.

A trailer was run in the theatre, announcing the fact that on
the day the serial opened, a candy bar would be given to each
child attending. In addition to this, the trailer also announced
that every child whose admission ticket end in zero would be

admitted to the theatre free of charge. This made a big hit

with the kids.

In order to get still more publicity on his show, Borland
distributed thousands of cardboard heralds at the schools. The
heralds were imprinted on both sides and carried the names of

the pictures to be shown, as well as the plug on the candy and
free admission gag. Thousands of kids were on hand the open-
ing day, and the enthusiasm they displayed upon witnessing the

serial augured well for the following chapters and the Saturday
matinee kiddie business.

Thanks, Hugh, for letting us in on what you are doing around
the Loop. Keep up the good work and make sure that we know
about it so that we can pass it along. Oke?

Better Films League

Okayed Picture That

P. Griffith Showed

When a showman can re-

ceive the support of the Bet-

ter Films League—if he has
one in his town—he is pretty

sure to do good business on
his film runs. P. D. Griffith^_^^___^ did when he played "Silent En-
emy" at the Ritz Theatre, Ma-

con, Ga., just a short time ago.

The Films Committee sent out a letter to the principal of each

of the 22 schools in the city asking for their co-operation in sell-

ing "The Silent Enemy," due to its educational background.

The principals of the schools were invited as guests of the the-

atre to see the picture.

The Films Committee also sent out another letter to every

teacher in the 22 city schools asking that the letter be read

to their respective classes. This letter contained a more inti-

mate knowledge of the picture as well as saying that there

would be a $5 prize to the school having the largest attendance

between 3 and 7 P. M. on Wednesday or Thursday.

The largest attendance in this instance meant in proportion

to the school's enrollment. To determine the winner of the

cash award was done by ballots. These were distributed to

children, teachers, parents, relatives and friends. As these peo-

ple enter the theatre, they deposited the ballots in a box pro-

vided for that purpose; the person's choice of school being indi-

cated on the ballot before depositing.

Griffith also visited each school and was permitted to address

the children relative to the picture.

The result was that the picture went over very well in the

town. Good work, "P. D." And. by the way, when you send

in your next contribution, include your photo. Will you, so

that we can pass it along to the rest of the Club and give you
an introduction?
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A Timely Adi

One thing that doesn't

belong in a showman's cur-

riculum is the cry "It won't

fit the picture." The yodel

is the wail emitted when a

stunt is good, but is sup-

posed not to fit some other

picture. That's a lotta

hooey ! Pretty near every

stunt will fit all types of

pictures. Get an eyeful of

the ad we are reproducing.

This ad was run, around

Election Day, in one of the

Cincinnati papers. The
man responsible for it is

Bill Danziger, peppy direc-

tor of advertising and pub-

licity for the R.K.O. houses

in the Ohio city. Read his

copy. It's the McKoy.
You will notice that all of

the circuit houses are rep-

resented in the ad. We
don't know whether Dan-
ziger favors group advertis-

ing in all of his regular ads,

but we are sure that he

must think a lot of this type

of advertising. We are not

informed on the advertis-

ing situation in this town so

we can't present any other

slants on the ad for your
consideration.

We think that if you will

look this thing over that it

will be productive of a

brand new bunch of ideas

with which you can add a

little more life and pep to

the ads you turn out in con-

junction with national holi-

days or any event of espe-

cial import on your theatri-

cal calendar. Before sign-

ing off on this story, we'd
like to once more call your
attention to a close scrutiny

of the copy. You will note

that the Western ads carry

western language. The
comedy "Oh! Sailor Be-
have" carries copy that sets

it off well. Likewise the other films

be

THE STRAIGHT
B.KO TICK.E-T/

I

RONALDCOLMAN
RAFFLE/*

a KAY FRA.NCIS

RKO CAPITOL
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J
That's the way it should

What are your views on the subject?

Series Tickets Were
Handed Out In St.

Louis By McManus

The ability to fashion all of

his stunts so that they will

be winners has given John
McManus, manager of the

State Theatre in St. Louis,

Mo., a rep around the town as

that of a showman with a

string of consistent successes and record breakers.

He landed a good publicity break, in one of the local papers,

recently, through using the showman dope he is so often bring-
ing into play. In the classified section of the local paper, he
inserted an ad requesting that any person in St. Louis possess-

ing tin hats, used either by the Americans or Germans, bring
them to the stage door of the theatre, where they would be
paid for the use of them. He was amazed to find that 743 ap-
plicants answered the ad.

Knowing that the newspaper would be more than pleased to
learn the pulling power of their columns, he dispatched a letter

to the advertising department telling them of his success. The
paper picked up the letter and worked a three-column ad around
it, in which the theatre was given mention.

That's only one of McManus' stunts. Here's another. With
the World Series being played in his town, he was going to do
something about it. What he did has the natives laughing yet.

A bunch of heralds, in the form of baseball tickets, were made
up. They were printed in black on yellow stock. On one side
of the tickets was printed the season pass gag which is known
to nearly all of the Club members. The other side contained the
baseball ticket imprint with the copy reading: "This ticket en-
titles the holder to GRAND STAND on or near the curbstone
of Grand Blvd., Dodier St., Sullivan Ave., Spring Ave., or any
other street that is your size (fat people bring a long yardstick)
where, if you are tall enough, you may view the World Series
Game between the St. Louis Cardinals and Philadelphia Ath-
letics." (Date.) On the stub was imprinted: "RAIN CHECK.
In case of rain this stub will serve as an excellent rain check
over the hole in your umbrella or slicker."

The stunt was a riot. People were passing the dummy tickets
along, getting plenty of laughs wherever they went. The house
came in for some fine publicity, with the result that business
increased during the series. This is Mr. McManus' first contri-
bution to our pages as he has just joined the Club. We are
sure that, with such activity as he displays, he is going to be
a very active member. Let's have some dope on yourself, John,
and include your photo with it.

Some showmen are so lo-

ElVing's Heralds cated in towns that they find

For Out - Of - Town L^^romrdTnfterrirory
Trade Effective in order to help boost the

:^^^^^^^——^^^^^^^^—-- box-office up above normal.
Such is the case of J. C.

Ewing, manager of the Colonial Theatre in Watertown, S. D.
Feeling that he had to get them coming in from the sticks.

Ewing made up a herald, printed in black on white coated
stock and sent it out to the residents of the R. F. D. routes.

The heralds, containing four pages, carried plugs on the inner

pages relative to the films coming to the theatre. The front

page of the herald carried photos of various stars all around
the borders with their names identifying them.
Twenty-five hundred heralds were sent out, and in order to

stimulate interest, Ewing imprinted two hundred and fifty of

them with a special coupon club. The coupon entitled the

bearer to a free admission to the theatre on a certain date.

The heralds were then mixed up with the rest and sent out

through the mails. We might also explain that Ewing's motives

in dating the free coupon and placing them in different piles

was in order to diminish the possibility of large groups of per-

sons coming in to the theatre on the same day. No heralds

were mailed to persons living in the town.
The gag met with plenty of success, as the person who had

received the coupon was certain to bring somebody else along.

The angle proved to be valuable, and if you think that it's

something that will help your business along, also, go ahead

and use it. Perhaps you can add one or two slants to it; and

if so, let's have your ideas too, so that we can pass them along

to vour fellow Club members. We want to thank Ewing for

his'thoughtfulness and we hope he is going to keep us posted

on his future work also.

ALWAYS
WEAR

YOUR
CLUB PIN
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Window Display Was
Factor in Selling

Of Babcock Show

Following through with his

regular, and usual, good run
of showmanship, Harold C.

Lee, manager of the New Bab-
cock Theatre in Bath, New
York, arranged an excellent

window display to help him
sell "Follow Through."

The window display, which we are showing via a rather poor
photo, consisted of cut-outs from posters, which formed a back-

ground for a miniature golf course. The baby golf course was
very novel, arranged as it was of a couple of dolls, small fair-

ways and hazards, and golf pencils, as war clubs.

As the display was made in one of the stores in the town
where many persons traded, it was certain to attract attention

to the picture. It later proved to be one of the best bets that

Lee used to sell his show. We notice with interest that his

house organ, the back pages of which carries ads from the local

dealers, is still going as strong as ever. The page is chock-full

of ads. This helps defray the expenses of printing. We are glad

to note that "H. C." is continuing the activity that has charac-
terized his work ever since he has been at the theatre. Keep it

up, Harold, and let's have some more of it, because it is always
of interest to the rest of the Club.

Feldman Made An
Excellent Tie-Up
With Radio Corp.

An advantageous tie-up with
a nationally known radio man-
ufacturing company enabled
Harry Feldman, manager of

the Victory Theatre, Holyoke,
Mass., to secure a lot of ad-

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^i; vertising for his picture, "Fol-
low Thru."

The radio distributor and city dealers paid for 84 inches of
newspaper space which was run prior to opening of picture as

well as on day picture opened. This space was devoted to co-
operative copy about the picture and radio.

The theatre also gave away a radio to the one guessing the

serial number (or the nearest to correct number) on the set

on display in the theatre lobby ; the radio being donated by the
distributor.

Window displays of stills from the picture as well as art

cards announcing title of picture, theatre and playdates were
in the windows of all distributors.

Keep it up, Harry, and let's hear some more from you.

When the golf bug bites 'em
they stay bit. That is the
opinion forwarded to us by H.
T. Lashley, city manager for

Publix of the circuit houses in

Burlington, N. C.

___^__^^^_^^^_^^_^^_ How does Lashley know?
Easy. He played "Follow

Through," a just a short while ago, and decided to give it some
publicity that would have the residents flocking to the box

Golf Hounds Hit

Pill Over Course
In Lashley Stunt

office of the Paramount Theatre. The town boasts a nice golf

course. Accordingly, Lashley tacked up a bunch of cards,

a week in advance of play dates, to the effect that a golf tourna-

ment would be held on the Saturday preceding the Monday
opening. The local country club co-operated with him. The
newspapers came through with stories. Considerable comment,
as a result, was aroused.
The day of the tournament found the golfers all set to chase

the pill over the slightly faded green (this being fall, whaddya
expect on a golf course—roses?). The awards at stake were
a one and two-months pass to the theatre, in addition to numer-
ous double passes. The golfers had a lot of fun. Lashley had a

lot of fun. The house received plenty of publicity, the newspa-
pers thinking the story important enough to place on the front

page, and the picture chalked up an excellent gross for the run.

Thanks, "H. T." Shoot along some more.

CLUB
EMBLEM

PIN!!!

WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG
THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A
MEMBER OF THIS GREAT ORGANI-

ZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE

SHOWMAN!

This is the actual size of the pin. It is made
of rolled gold with the outer circle contain-

ing a blue enamel background and the inner
circle an orange background. The wording
is in gold letters.

Use This Blank:

Managers' Round Table Club

729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Kindly send me, postpaid, Club pins,

for which I enclose payment at $1 .00 per pin.

Name of Member

Theatre

Address

City State.
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MANAGERS'. ROUND TABLE- CLUB

LISTEN

FELLOWS;

WE'RE

HAVING

ONE
SWELL
TIME!

JOIN NOW!!
Here's the Blank

Application For

Membership In

"MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB"

729 Seventh Ave, New York City

I hereby apply for membership in

the Club.

Name

Theatre

Address

City

State

Position

Wm. A. Johnston "Chick" Lewis
Honorary Chairman Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

BETTER HOP ABOARD WITH US
K. L. PETER manages the Roseland The-

atre in Omaha, Neb. He comes to the Club
proposed by our Regional Chairman, W. H.
Bergmann. Peter was formerly working with
Fred Glass at McCook, Neb., so we are sure
that he knows his stuff. Welcome into the
Club, "K. L.," and let's see some of your
work.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

WALTER S. CALDWELL manages the
Valentine Theatre, Toledo, Ohio. He really
needs no introduction on these pages as his
work is well known to many of our mem-
bers, it having appeared here a number of
times. We are sure, though, now that he
has appeared on these pages, he will con-
tinue the activity he has shown in the past
and keep us posted on his work. Right,
Walter.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

EDWIN ADLER is the manager of the
Vendome Theatre in Nashville, Tenn., for
the Loew outfit. Some excellent showman-
ship has been displayed in this town in the
past and with Adler handling one of the
ace houses we feel that he must be in on
it, and running right out in front. Let's
have a line or two on it, Edwin, and you
might also include your photograph.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

R. G. McCAULEY assists Larry Carkey
in the handling and selling of the Olympic
Theatre in Utica, New York. As an assis-
tant manager, Mr. McCauley has had some
fine training and we are sure that the work
he did with the Schine outfit is going to be
continued. And working with a showman
like Larry, there should be more added to
it. Let's have vour say on the subject,
"R. G."

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

JAMES A. O'KELLY is the exploitation
manager of the Smoot and Lincoln Theatres
in Parkersburg, West Va. There has been
some outstanding showmanship being dis-

played by Bill Hendricks n this town, Jimmy,
and we want you to know that you'll have
to be pretty active to get ahead of it. How-
ever, we have a hunch you know your stuff.

Let's see if we're right.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

J. H. PHILLIPS manages the Eagle The-
atre in New York City. Mr. Phillips has
been in the show game for quite some time
and he is fully capable of handling this

"big city" house. His neighborhood offers
him some exploitation possibilities and he
sure takes advantage of them. Why don't
you drop us a line on the rest of your
selling, "J. H.," and let's know how you
bring them in to the box-office.

-Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

JIM LANDERS is the manager of the
Aztec Theatre in San Antonio, Texas. We
are rapidly nearing the 100 per cent mark
for Round Table membership in this city and
with Mr. Landers' application we swell it

one more. Shoot us in a photo and some
low-down on what you are doing to keep
them lining up at the box-office, will you?

ifcar Your Club Pin! ! !

GREGORY ELLIS manages Loew's Plaza
Theatre in Corona, Long Island, New York.
As we are pretty well acquainted with Mr.
Ellis' neck of the show country we know
that he can display some showmanship out
there, a thing that he is no doubt doing.
We would like to hear some more from
you, Gregory, and we hope that you will

include your photo with your next contribu-
tion.

J. T. STROUD manages the Capitol

Theatre, Aberdeen, South Dakota. Mr.
Stroud is right on the job out in his district

and he doesn't let any opportunities go by
for plugging his house. The contacts he
has made in town, enable him to turn out
some fine showmanship. We hope to show
some of it in our future issues. How about
it "J. T."?

Wear Your Club Pin! !

J. M. BLANCHARD is the manager of

the Strand Theatre in Sunbury, Penn. His
many activities in the town have won for his

house a place that ranks right in front with
all of the leading business enterprises. We
understand that he knows his town very
well and this has enabled him to pull effec-

tive gags at will. We'd like to hear more
about your work, "J. M."

Wear Your Club Pin

!

HAL CUFFEL the manager of the
Orpheum Theatre in Grand Forks, N. D.
really needs no introduction as his work has
appeared on our pages before, but as Hal
has never been represented on this page,
we felt that it was time for him to be so.

Here you are Hal, and now let's have some
more of that activity you are displaying in

Grand Forks.
Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

PAUL LEVY manages the Broadway
Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y., for the Loew
Circuit. We have been over in the Broad-
way's district a number of times, and have
observed the chances it offers for exploita-

tion, which no doubt Paul is taking advan-
tage of, as he is trying to jam them into

his house every night. Let's have a photo
and a little dope on yourself Paul, so that

we can give you a regular introduction.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

WM. R. FISCHER is the Assistant
Manager of the Columbia Theatre, for Loew,
in Washington, D. C. As most of our
members know, the house is managed by
Roger Drissel, a capable showman, and
this leads us to believe that Fischer is cer-

tainly in a good spot. Let's hear how you
are progressing Bill. We have an idea you'll

be handling your own house before long.

Wear Your Club Pin!
BENJAMIN J. JAVELLANO is the

manager of the Palace Theatre in Iloilo

Iloilo, Philippine Islands. We have already
introduced Mr. Javellano by a story and his

photo, but as every member must be rep-

resented on these pages at some time or

other we are herewith introducing him again.

Welcome into the Club. Ben. Let's hear

from you often.

Photos of Members!

THE Club is anxious to publish

photographs of every member
and would, therefore, appreciate

receiving as many as possible for

use in future issues of the Club

columns. If you have not already

done so, PLEASE send us your own
photo at once. Thank you.
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are
coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been
assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions." Running times are those supplied by the distributor.

Where they vary in different cities or towns, the change is probably due to state or local censor-
ship deletions.

AMKINO
FEATURES

rule Star Ret. Da*t
Cain and Artera E. Gall-N. Slmonov June 6.

Calldrti tf t»l Haw Dlf F. Gllllazova-Lltkln Juno 28.

China Express Special Ca*t Mar. 8.

Demon ol Ihe Steppas .. .
Saltykov- Podlesnaya Jan. 18.

Fraoffn* »l in Emolrt Nlkltln-F. Semenova Jan. 25

Law of Siberian Taiga Kevebul Klma July 23.

Man from the Restaurant Tehekhov-Mallnovskaya Jan. 4.

Old and New Martha Lapklna "V «y

Length
Ffet I

..7202..

..5516..

..5631.. ..Mar. 15

Pan
Soil
Storm Ovor Asia
Turkslb

Record of Expedition
Oct. 17.

. . S. Svashenko

..V. Inklzhlnov Sept

.. Educational May

Coming Attractions

..6000 .

.8921...
..8000.
..5600..
..7152..
..otiOO..

.Oet. 25
...Sept 13

.June 14

Title „ Star

Jimmy Hlgglnt A. Buehma ...

Livtnp Corpse, The V. Pudovkln ..

Razlttj M- A. Narokov
Spring Educational
Trantport of Firo G. Kuznetsov ..

BIG 4 FILM CORPORATION
Title Star Re). I

•t§Bar L Ranch (A.T.) OF ...Buffalo Bill, Jr Aug.
MSBeyond the Rio Granda (A.T.)

DF Jaok Perrln Apr.

•tSBreed tf tho West (A.T.) OF.Wally Wales Nov.

•tSCanyen Hawks (A. T.) DF ..Yakima Canutt *ug.

•HFIrebrand tarda (A.T.) DF.Lano Chandler Juno

tSRed Fort Range (A.T.) DF.-WaJly Walaa Doe.

•tSRldin' Law lA.T.) OF Jack Perrln May
•ilTrall. of Danger (A.T.) OF.Wally Wales Sept.

•tITako tho Heir (A.T.) D Edw. E. Norton Jan.
at§Would You Believe It? (A.T.)
D Walter Fordo

.5400..
..5400..
..5400..
..5400..
..5400..
..5600..
..5400..
..5700 .

Fib. 24.. 8 reel*.

Reviewed
...Aug 23

.60. ..Juno 7

.July 5

!Jao! 25

COLUMBIA
(Available sound-on-fitm and sound-on-disc

)

Title
*t§Afrlea Speaks
•tSArouDd tho Corner (A. T.)
*t5Brothor» (A.T.)
•tSCall or the Wost (A. T.>...
•tIFor tho Lev. tf LI1 (A.T.).
•UGullty? (A. T.)
•JiHetle Island (A.T.).......
•tlLadloi flf Leisure 'A T.I..

*t§Lone Rider, Tho (A.T.)
MJLadles Must Play (A.T.)...
tlLait of the Lone Wolf (A.T.)
tlMelody Man, The (A. T.)..
'tiMurder on the Roof (A. T.)
MSPortenallty (A. T.)
•tlPrlneo of Diamonds (A.T.)..
•flRaln or Shlno (A. T.)
*t$Royal Romance, A (A. T.) .

Shadow Ranch
•tSSIitera (A. T.)
•tSSquoaler, Tho (A. T.)
•tSSoldleri and Women (A. T.

'^Sweethearts en Parade (A. T.)
*t§Temptation (A. I) ..

tSVongoance (A. T.) ..

Star

FEATURES

.Sidney- Murray
Bert Lyiell-Sebastlan
Revier-Matl Menr*
Mulhall. Starr-Elliot Nugent
Holland-Vain

.Holt-Graves. Sebastian
. Stanwyck-Graves-Sherman
.Jones- Reynolds
,N. Hamllton-D. Sebastian..
.Lytetl-Patiy Mltltr
.Collier. Jr.- Day- St. Polls ..

Revler-Llvlngston
.Starr-Arthur
.Ian Kelth-Prlngle
Joe Cook -J nan Peers
Collier-Starke
Buck Jones

. O'Oav-O'Neil
. Holt-Revler-Davy Lee
) PHngle- Withers
Alice White-Lloyd Hughes..

. Wllson-Gray-Ptrty
Holt-Rtvler-Strangt

Coming Attractions

Rel. Datt
Sept IS.
Apr. 26.
Oet. 25 .

.

May 10.
Oct 5.
Mai

June
. Aug.
.Aug. at.,
Jan. 25..
Jan. 19..
Feb. 18..
Mar. 26.

.Aug. 15.
Mar. 17.
Sept. t .

.

June 15.
.Aug. 25.
-Apr. 30.
.Aug. 16.
June 8.
Feb. M..

I.

.72.

..71.

.83.

.103.

.60..

Ltngth
Feet Mint

.7054.... 74.
..6356... 71

.6843.... 76.

..6500 72

..7000.

..8371.
-.7462.
..9277.
..5432.. .

.5978 65..

..6500. ...64
.8368. ...71.
..5400 60
,.8304... 70.
..6383. ...71
..8273 92
..6359... 83
.5766.... 58.
..6284.... 70
..8358. ..70.
..6871 70.
..6247... .67
..6279.... 70
..8180. ...88.

Reviewed
..Sept. 27
.May S
. Nov. I

..May 31
..Oct 4
..Apr. 12

.July 26

..Apr. 19

July 12
.Aug. 16
.Sept. 13

..Feb. 15

..Feb. I

..Mar. I

..May 17

.July 26

..May 3'

..Nov. 15

...June 28
Sept 13
..May 17
.Sept 6
Juno 28
.Mar. I

Star Rel. Data Length ReviewedTitle
»tCArrztna (A.T.)
•TSCharley's Aunt (A.T.) Charles Ruggles-June Collyer

*f{Criminal Code, The (A.T.). .
Holmes- Huston- Doraa-Cummlngs

ti Dirigible (A.T.I Holt- Graves- Wray
•t§Dawn Trail (A.T.) Boek Jonei
fl Fifty Fathoms Deep (A.T.)
•HFIood. Tho (A.T.)
•tlLait Parade. Tho (A.T.)
•tSLIon and the Lamb. Tho (A.T.>W. Byron-C. Meyers- R.HatttvLtvt
*T$Midtanp tf ths •treats A. T.)Evelya Brent-Robert Ames
•tSMeet the Wife (A.T.)
•t§Men Without Law Buck Jones
t§Mlraele Woman, Tat (A.T.) .Barbara Stanwyck
'tSSubway Express, Tho (A.T.)
teTol'able David (A.T.) CromweH-Beery-Pttra Nov. 15 7350. .. .70. . .Nov. 15

•^Virtue's Bed (A.T.)
VSWoman Who Came Back. The (A.T.)

Title
•tAlaskan Knights
'tSApaeha Kid. The
"tlAretle Antlce (A.T.)...
tAHtumn

"t§Bandmaster, The
*|t Barnyard Battle (A.T.) .

.

•HBarnyard Concert (A.T.).
•tSBarn Oanee (A.T.)
MSCaetui Kid (A.T.)
"tlCame tha Dm ,

"TCannlbai Capera
"tCat's Meow. The
tSChaln Gang (A.T.)
•tICInderella (A.T.)
•t§Contlnental Evening, A...
Crystal Gazer
•tSCurlosltlea
*1 Desert Sunk
•tSDo It Now
MSDutehssat't Paradttt ....

SOUND SHORTS
Star

..Krazy Kat Kartoon
. . Krazy Kat Kartoon
..Silly Symphony
. Silly Symphony

. . Krazy Kat Kartoon ........

..Mlekty Mtost

..Mickey Mouse

. Mickey Mouse

..Mickey Mouse
..Eddie Bozzet

Silly Symphony
. Krazy Kat Kartoon
..Mickey Mouse —
. Krazy Kat Kartoon.
Fay Marbe
-Specialties (Eddie Buzzell)

.

..Novelty
.Krazy Kat Kartoon
. Clark t B«tm»n
..Gambling Reporter

Rel. Date Length
. May 22 1 reel

.Oct 9

. tune 5 I reel.

. Feb. (3 I reel.

.Sept 8

.Apr.

Reviewed
...July 12

.Aug. 2

.".Nov. 8

.Mar.

.Mar.

.Apr.

.Oet
• Mar.
Jan.

.Aug.
Aug.
Fen.

3..
14...

I reel.
I reel July 5

I reel Feb. 16
I reel Aug. 23

2 f reel.

*t§Falth. Hope and Charity Specialties (Eddie Buzzell) . -Sept
*Ts F ladling Around tA.T.) ... .Mickey Mouse Mar.
•tSFIreflghters (A.T.) Mickey Mouse June
t§Frollieklng Fishes (A.T.) Silly Symphony May
*t§Galloptng Gaucho (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Feb.
Gorilla Mystery Mickey Mouse Oct I

•T§Ham Berger &. His Horse
Radish l A.T.) Color Sensation July

* ,H.u-(j Boiled Yeggs Specialties (Eddie Buzzell) . .Oct. I

*t§Haunted House (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Aug.
*t§ Hawaiian* Columbia- Victor ^em Apr.
•tSHonolulu Wiles (A.T.) Krazy Kat Kartoon lulv
' H.,t and Bothered Specialties (Eddie Buzzell) ..Sept
*t§Jailhouse Blues tA.T.) Mamie Smith
•t§Jazz Fool (A.T.) Mickey Moust July
'StJazz Rhythm Krazy Kat June
•t§Jewel of Asia Rambling Reporter Sept
*t§Jungle Rhythm (A.T.) Mickey Mouse July"
•tSKarnlvat Kid (A.T.) Mickey Mouse May
't§Lambs Will Gamble Krazy Kat Kartoon
a t§tand ol Lang Agt Rambling Reporter Sept
•tSLet's Talk Turkey Rambling Reporter
*1

:.
M.ir mnf His Tony barg ....Mar

•t§Mickey's Follies (A.T.) Mickey Mouse tune
't§Mickey's Choo Choo (A.T.) .. Mickey Mouse tune
•§tMIdnlght In a Toy Shop Silly Symphony luly
*t§Monkey Melodies Silly Symphony Aug. I

'tSNever Strike Ytur Mtther Specialties (Eddie Buzzell) . .Oct. I

"tSNight (A.T.) Silly Symphony July
•tOld Flame. An Krazy Kat Kartoon Apr.
•teoo'ry House (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Mar.

*t§Plenit, The Mlekty Moust Oct
•HPlane Crazv (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Feb.

*t§PI«ytul P«i Silly Symphony
•tSPlow Boy (A.T.) Mickey Moust Way
•tSPrincesj Lady Bug 'A.T.) . . Color Sensation Mar.
MSProdigal Daughter. The Specialties (Eddie Buzzell) ..Sept S

'IsRadia- lor* Utica Jubilee Singers rep.
*t§Shindlg (A.T.) Mickey Mouse July

..l real Feb. 22
J reel Junt 21

. I reel

. .1 reel Sept. 27
. . I reel

. I reel

. I reel
. I reel Jan. 24

Nov. 8
. I reel Aug. 16

. I reel. Nov. 9. '29

..I reel July 28
Nov. 8

. I reel Jan. II

. I reel

. I reel Aug. 9

. I reel Sept. 14. '29

. I reel. Oct 12. '29

. I reel

Oet 18

. I reel June 28
. I reel

. I reel

"tSlow Beau
*t§Spookeasy
'tiSpIke Speaks
*T§Stage Door Knights.
'tSStage Door Pest. ....

*t§Steamboat Willie (A.T.)..

. Krazy Kat Kartoon Feb.

. Krazy Kat Kartoon Jan.

. Frank Moulan Mar.
. Buddy Oeyle Apr.
. Boyce Combe Jan.

.Mickey Moust Ian.

. I reel .

,

.1 reel..

. I reel .

.

.1 reel.

1- South Sea Interlude (A.T.) . -Color Sensation Jan.
•HSummer Silly Symphony Jan.
•n Talking Screen Snapshots . Released twice a month
*t§When the Cat's Away (A.T.)-Mlckoy Mouse 4-pr.

•tEWIId Waves (A.T.) Mickey Mouse *ug.
t6Wlnter Silly Symphony
"t§Ye Heartte Shop (A.T.) Color Sensation Apr.

.Feb. 22
. . Feb. I

, J reel Mar. I

.1 reel
I reel Feb. I

. I reel

. I reel
.1 reel Feb.

. I reel Junt 9. '29

. I reel

. I reel Jan. II

. I reel May S

CONTINENTAL PICTURES CORP.
FEATURES

Title Star
•t§Fourth Alarm, The Nick Stuart-Ann Christy Oct. 25..

Rampant Age (A.T.) (D.F.) Murray- Kennedy Jan. 15.

*t§Secor;d Honeymoon, The (F.) Sept. ..

Worldly Goods Kirk wood- Kennedy Aug. I.

Reviewed
Oct 18

.5743.... 64.. Jan. 13

.'6665.7." .65 .7.Aug" '2

Coming Feature Attractions
Air Eagles 6
t§Burned Evidence (F.)
•t§Clown, The ( F.)
Defenders of the Law 6
Hellion's Last Cruise, The 6
•tStife for Sale. A (F.)
Mystery Train. The 6
Rose of Chinatown 6
Sea Devils 6
Streets of Shadows 6
•tSUnforbidden Sin, The (F.)

reels.

reels.,

reels.

.

reels.,

reels..

EDUCATIONAL
SOUND SHORTS

'Available sound-on- film and sound-on-disc)

"«
'tJAverage Husband (A.T.) ..

*T s Bltiei Fnenos lA. I.)
•Bio lew*) Case The (A.T.)
*t§BlufTer, The (A.T.)
*T§Bullt and Bears (A.t.)
tlBully Beef
•tSCamera Shy (A.T.)
MSCamous Crushes (A.T.)
"t§Cavier
Chop Suey
•tSChumps. The (A.T.)
•UCoriflsh Balls
ISCollege Cuties (A.T.)
Dad Knows Best (A.T.)
"t§Dlvorced Sweetheart (A.T.)

.

"tSDon't Give Up (A.T.)
•tSDon't Bite Ytur Dentist (A.T.)
•T§Drummlng It In (A.T.).

Dutch Treat
•t§Expensive Kisses (A.T.)....
"*$fm wivoi for Thin (A.T.).
•t§Flylng Trip. A
•t§Follow the Swallow (A. T.)
French Fried
•^French Klssea 'AT.)
•t§Freshman's Goat, Tho (A.T.)

Fried Chicken
Golf Nuts
MiGoodby tegs (A.T.)
•tGflnorf Mnrnlnt ShorlW rA.T.) .

•t§Grandma"s Girl (A.T.)
•t&Hall the Princess (A.T.)
tHawallan Pineapples
**6H« Trumoed Her Ac- fA.T.).
*t§Helle Television (A.T.)

Star Rtl.
. Clyde- Mttrhaad Sept

. Lamben-McPnan Apr.
, Lambert-Kelsev. Garvin . . . Fob.
. Clyde-Stedman Sept.
. Pollaro-Clyde-Beebe Mar.
• Terry-Toon July
. Hamllton-Hlatt Feb.
Clyde- Beebe- Stuart June

. Terry-Toon Feb.
Terry- Toot Aug.
Beebe. Clyde luly
Terry-Toon Junt
.Tamblyn-Rondell Dec.
Holmei-Boltan ... Mar.
.ChrKty-lrwIn-Pollard-Beebo.-Oct.
Buster and John Wart Oct.
Clyde Pollard Ntv.
MeKee-Smalley Jan.
Terry-Toon Sept
Bert Roach Dee.
Beeba-Barraud. Clyde May
Hedge Podge Sept
Lloyd Hamilton Apr.
Terry-Toon Sept
Bobby Agnew tune
Cook Shockley Sept
Terry. Toon Oet.
Terry-Toon Dec.
Pollard-Stuart luly
Lloyd Hamilton May
Clyde-Stuart- Kane Oet
Borey-Colllnt May
Terry-Toon May
Burke-Betbt Mar.
Clyde-ChrlttV Aug.

Ltngth
Datt Feet.. Mini Reviewed

7.. .1646 18. .Aug. 23
27.. ..1609.... 18.

23.. I4fl0 16. Fab. 22

28.. .922.... II.. .Oct 25
.1838 20. .Feb .22

IS.. ...543 e. .July 12

9.. .1480 16. .Feb. 1

15... .1929.... 21.. June 28
23.. .Feb. 22
24.. -.529 6.

.578..

. . 1840.

.1822..

.172*..

.1937..
..1600..

. 20.

.22..
.19...
.22..

Apr. 12

Nov. I

Oet II

StVt 27

7 ..1614..
28 ..1980..
7 ...895..

2;.. .1888..
7 ...847..

18 ..IM4..
7 ..I78t..

19 ..569 .

Air. n
Oit. IB
Aug. 9

..520...
.1961 22
..I7SS...I9
..1885 2

..II7S....I

...802

..1895. ...2

.July 12

.June 14

..Oil. 25

'.'.tiiyii
..Apr. 12

..Aug. 23

'Mean* synchronized wore. Weans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title mean*
All-Talker. P.T. mean* Part-Talker. D meant disc. P means sound-on-film.
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•tSHIi Error (A.T.)
Hollywood Theme Sons. A
"T$Honeymoon Zeppelin (A. T.)
•t§Honk Your Horn (A.T.)
*t§Hot and Hew (A.T.) ,

*
T Hot Turkey
•+§How's My Baby (A.T.)
*T§Hungarlan Goulash
•t Indian Pudding

Irish Siew
•tJJotinny'a Week End (A.T.)-.
*t§Jumplng Beam
Kangaroo Steak
•t§Leve A La Mode (A.T.)
•t§tove Your Neighbor (A.T.).
•t*)Match l-iay .A.l.»
•t§Medley of Rlwrs. A. (A.T.)
Monkey Meat
'Museum ol Art. A
•t§My Harem (A.T.)
•t§No. No, Lady <A.T.)
•tSOri Darling (A.T.I.
•t§Our Nagging Wives (A.T.)..

Over the Air
*t§Peace and Harmony (A.T.)
•tIPollshed Ivory (A.T.)
"tPretzels
*tSPrlz« Puppies (A.T.)
•t§Raekrt Cheers (A.T.)
at§Radlo Kisses (A.T.)
*T Roman Puncfi
Rouqh Idea of Love (A.T.)...
*t§Scotch (A.T.)
•tiswtch Highballs
•T§SI, SI. Senor (A.T.) ...
*tSnanlsh Onions
*tiSugar Plum Papa (A.T.).
•tfSwlss Cheese
*t§Takn Your Medicine
Tld Bits
"t§Their Wives' Vacation (A.T.)
"tSTroubl* ^or Two tA.T.»
•t5U» Tre*
•tSVaaatton Loves (A.T.)
•tSWestern Knights (A.T.) .

.

MtWilktns Murder Mystery..
•flWon fay a Neek

June 20.

Bnrnet-CoMInt 8epL 14,

. Gribbon-O'Leary-D'Avrll
. Ueebo- Poilara Apr. 13.

.Lloyd Hamilton June 29-
Goodwin. Crane Jan. '2

.Terry-Toon May
. Barnes-Colllna-McPhall June
• Terry-Toon Jam
-Terry-Toon A Pr - "

Terry- Toon Oct. 5.

Johnny Hlnei Sept. 14

.rerry-Toona Nov. 2.

Terry-Toon J uly 27
-Granville-Drew Nov. X.

.Charlotte Greenwood Oct. 12.

Hagen-Diegel Mar. (6

. Hodge-Podge Nov.
Terry-Toon Aug. 10

Hodge-Podge Fob.
.Moron-Bradbury Nov.
.Clyde-Christy Dec.
Dover-MoPhall-Peek Feb.
Ford Sterllig Nov.

. hodge- Podge Oct.
Lambert-Collins. MePhall ... May
Lloyd Hamilton Mar.
Terry -Toon Mar.
.Lloyd Hamilton Aug.
.Clyde- Irwli-Pollarf Nov.
. Beebe- Ouryoa-Carewo May
Terry-Toon Apr.

. Beebe- Eastman Dec.
. Clyde. Sevan. MePha II .

.

Jan.
.Terry-Toon Nov.
.Tom Patricola SepL 21
Terry- Toon Mar.

. Clyde- Gribboni Feb.

.Terry- Toon June
.Andy Clydn Oct. 26
.Hodge Podge Dec. 2

. Kelton- Murray Dec. 14
Raymond Mf-Ko* Mar. 9.

Lloyd Hamilton Nov. 30..
Clyde-Betty Boyd SepL 28
Lambert-St. John-McPhall Apr. 20

Win. J. Barns
Lloyd Hamilton Oct. 5

..1750.... 20..
..2 reels. .20..
..1070 22..
.1716. ...10...
.. 1520 17..

...604 7..

..1667.. ..19..

...Sift •..

...576 6..

..535 6...

..1053 IS..

Nov. I

Apr. 20
lune 28

American Holiday Series

...533 ..
.1770. ...II..
..1750.. .22...
. .2002 22.

..892.... 10..

...548 0.

IB. ..1764.. ..19.
7.. ..1798.. ..20.

IB . ..1565.. ..17.. . Feb. 1

1 ..1780.. . ID. .Oct. 25

1? ...935.. .10.. .SepL 27
IK ..1660.. 18. .May 10

..1642.. ..18. . Mar. 29

n ..623... -.6.. Apr. 5

I ..1724.. .19.
:'i ..1994.. ..22., . Nov. 8
4 ..1891 .

.

.21.. JUS. 14

.. 8.

2171.. ..1896..
IK. .1961. ...22. ..Jan. 4

«... ..560... ..6 .

71 ..1755.. 20
n . . .037.

.

...7.
. 71 ..Fab. 1

1.. .. 847.. ...I.
...10.

?{..

(7.. Mar. 2fi

FIRST NATIONAL
(Available sound-on-disc and sound-on-HIm >

Title
•tSBaek Pay (A.T.)
*t|Bad Man, The (A.T.)
tlBrtde ot the Regiment (A.T.)
•tSBrlght LlghtJ
'tSCollege Lovers (A.T.)
"tSDawn Patrol. The (A.T.)...
•tf Flirting Widow (A.T.)
•t§Furlet (A.T.)
•t§GIH of Golden Weit (A.T.)
•f§Gorllla, The (A.T.)
"fSIn the Next Room (A.T.)..
tSLIIlea of Field (A.T.) ...
*t§Lioie Anklet (A.T.)
•fSMurder Will Out (A.T.)
•HNaughty Flirt (A.T.)
atSNo, No, Nanette (A. T.)...
*t§Notorlout Affair, A (A. T.)

.

•^Numbered Men (A.T.)
t§One Night at Susie's (A.T.)
"tSOther Tomorrow (A.T.)
't§Playlng Around (A.T.) ...
"t§Road to Patadlse. The (A.T.)
•tlSallv (AT.) .

•tSScarlet Pages (A.T.)
TSShow Girl in Hollywood (A.T.)
•*§Son of the Gods (A.T.)
*t§Song of the Flame (A.T.)..
*t§8prlng Is Here (A.T.)...
*t§Strlctly Modern (A.T.)
•tSSweethearts end Wives (A.T.)
*t<&weet Mama (A.T.)

IWay ot All Men. The (A.T.)
t§Wldow from Chicago (A.T.)

Title
'tIAdios tA. T.)
*t§Capta!n Blood (A.T.)
•t§Father's Son (A.T.)
*t§Golng Wild (A.T.)
MSHonor of the Family, The
(A.T.)

•tSHot Heiress. The (A.T.)...
'fSKIu Me Agnln (A.T.) ....
•tSKismet (A.T.)

•7ft
SLIttle Caesar (A.T.).
§Men of the Sky (A.T.)

"tf Mother* Cry (A.T.)
•^Misbehaving Lodlee (A.T.)..
•HRIoht of Way, The (A.T.).
'tSsonny (A.T.)
'tfiToe Young to Marry
ItfiTmtn About Youth (A.T.)..
•tlWeman Hungry (A.T.)

FEATURES
Length

itnr Rel. Data Feet . Mini. Revlewe*
- Corlnne Griffith June I 5672 62... June 7

.Huston-Revler Sept. 14 7124 77. ..Aug. 30
. Begal-Pldgeon ..Juno 22 74IB 82 ..May iN

.Dorothy Mackalll Sept. 21. .. .6416. .. .72. ..July 5

.Whiting. Nixon Oct. 5 5633 63. ..Sept. 6
Barthelmess- Fairbanks, Jr.. Aug. 10. . . 10054. . . 1 12. . .July 19

. Dorothy Mackalll May It. ...6604 74. ..June 7

Warner-Wilson Mar. 10... ««n8.. '3. Anr. *fl

. Hardlng-Rannle OoL IX 7271 73. ..Jane tl

Joe Frisco Nov. 1. . . .591 1 . . . .65. . .Oct 4
.jack Mulhall Jan. 26 6336 7U...Apr. 13

. Corlnne flrlfllth Jan. 5 5979 67. Dec. 21

Fairbanks, Jr. -Young Feb. 2 619(1 66. ..Mar. «

. Mulhall- Lee Apr. 6200 68. ..Apr. 10

.Alice Whltt Jan. II. 1931
Claire-Gray Fen. |6 9108. .. 101. Jan. II

Blllle Dove May 4 0218 09.. .May 3
Nagel- Claim Aug. 3 6480 72. . . June 7

.Dove- Fairbanks. Jr Oct 19. . . .5760. . . .64. . . Nov. I

. Blllle Dove Feb. 9 5800.. .14.. .Jan. 4

. Whltfl- Morris Jan. 19 6003 08... Apr. 5
. Young- Mulhall July 20. . . .6935. . . .77. . .July 5
. Marilyn Miller Jan. 12 9277. .. 103. .. Dec 28
Ferguson- Nixon Sept. 28 5906 65... Aug. 9

. Whlte-Mulhall Apr. 20 7*13 BO. ..May 3

.Rich. Bartnelmesi Mar. 9. ...8344 92. ..Feb. «

.Gray- Claire May 25 6501 72... May 3

.Claire-Gray Apr. 13 0386 70. ..Apr. 28

.Dorothy Mackalll Mar. 2. ...5632 63. .May 10

Blllle Dove June 15. . . 7003....77. ..Jun* 7
.Alice White July 6 ...5012 55 ..July 19

. Brown-Clatre-Whltlno Aug. 24 7200 82... June 21

. Fairbanks. Jr.-Revler Sept. 7 6032 70... July 28
Nell Hamilton Nov. 9 6235 65. ..Oct. 25

Coming Attractions

Star Rel Date Foot Mine. Reviewed
.Richard Bartheltneu Dec. 28 7169 Oct 4
• James Ronnie 7020
Janney- Stone- Rich Oct. 4
Joe E. Brown Dec. 21 6486 72. ..Aug. 23

.Walter Huston
.Lyon-Munson 7309 Oct. 4

,
. Clare- Pldgeon Ian. 25. '31
.Otis Skinner Jan. 18, '31 . .8253 92. ..Nov. 8
Blllle Dove 5076 56... Nov. I

Edw. G. Robinson 7300
Irene Oelroy-Jack Whiting
Peterson- Manners Ian. 4, '31

. Lee- Lyon 6480 72. . . SepL 13
Nagel- Young 6142
Marilyn Miller Nov. 23 7256 Oct. II

Young Withers 8400. .. .90.. .Aug. 9
Young-Tearle Nov. 30 ...6235
Lee-Kohler-Blaekmer 6116

FITZPATRICK PICTURES, INC.

Features

Title Star Rel. Date
Lady of the Lake Percy Marmont-Bcnlta Hume Nov. I..

SOUND SHORTS
Traveltalk Series

Length
Faet Mint. Reviewed

.3877 45 Oct. 25

Title Star
No. I—From Barcelona to Valencia (F.4.D.)
No. 3—From Valencia to Granada (FAD.)
No. 3—From Granada to Toledo (FAD.)

-In Old Madrid (F.&D.)
-Enrol—Tha Land of the Pyramid, (F.&D.)

6—Gateway to India. The (F.&D.)
No. 7—Temple of Love. The (F.&D.) July
No. 8—Imperial City (F.&D.) Aug. ...

Nov. —Ploturesqae Hong Kong 1F.&D.) Sept 716.
No. 10—The I, lend Empire (F.&D.) Oct 716.
No. II—Japan In Cherry Bloeaem Time (F.&D.) Oct 766.
No. 13—Java—The Fragrant Isle (F.&D.) Nev 773.
No. 13—Charming Ceylon Nov 705.

No.
No.
No.

Rel. Date
....SepL 1006

Oct 971
...Nov 975
....Dee 867— May 072
....June 850

.11.

.10.
.June 21.11

9'/,

958... IO'/j.. Sept.
831 9... Aug. 23

10

'Meant synchronized score, tMeans sound effects. %Means voice
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.

'Abraham Lincoln (A.T.)
•Armistice Day (A.T.)
'Christopher Columbus (A.T.)
'George Washington (A.T.) ..

"Independence Day (A.T.) ...
"§ Labor Day
*§Memorlal Day
•iMother*. Day
'§0rlgin of Christmas
'SThanksglvIng

Movie Horoscope Series
On* Release for Each Month of the Year

(D.&F.) ..

People Born in September (D.&F.)
People Born In October (D.&F.)
People Born In November (D.&F.)
People Bom lo December (D.&F.)
People Born lo January (D.&F.) ...

People Born In February (D.&F.)
People Bom In Marco (D.&F.) ...
People Bom In April (D.&F.) ....
People Bora In May (D.&F.)
People Born In Jaae ID.Stf.)
People Bom In July (D.&F.)

Music Master Series

StarTitle Star Rel. Dato
•tGeorges Bizet (D.&F.) • Sept. ...

'tJohannes Brahams (D.&F.) SepL
•tFranj Liszt (D.&F.) Sept ....

ItGeorge Frederick Handel (D.& Oct
'tFrederlck Chopin (D.&F.) Oet
'ILudwIg Van Beethoven (D.&F Dot
'tJohann Strauss (D.&F.) Nov.
'tIGulsoppe Verdi (D.&F.) Nov
t Felix Mendelssohn (D.&F.) Dee. ...

....S....

....3....

....S....

....3....

....3....

....3....

....3

....3....

....3

....8....

Length
Foot Mlns. Reviewed

.. 830 9

...991.. ..II
.

.

.9S4....I0",
...7ii a
...714 8
...901. ...10
...910. ...10
...901.... 10
...889 8
...749 8'A
...944....IOVa
...323 t

Leapt*
Feet Mine. Reviewed

972 II

971 I

...998. ...II

....•90 I

....S8l....l0vi
...881 7V>-Apr.l»

.851. ...9'/i

FOX FILMS
(AH r*lmas€s sound-on-fxlm and *ound-on-dl*c)

FEATURES
Star Rel.

. Baxter- Maria Apr.
Lee-Carol* Albertson Feb.
.Wayne-Churchill- Marshall ..Nov.

fitle
•tSArlzona Kid. The (A.T.)...
•tSBIg Party. The (A.T.I
*t§Blg Trail. The (A.T.)

*t$Born Reckless (A.T.) Edmund Lowe May
•fiCameo Klrby (A.T.) Terrls-Murray Jan.
'tSCheer Up and Smile Lee- Lake- Bad anova June
•tJCIty Girl (P.T.) Farrell- Duncan Feb.
•fSCommon Clay (A.T.).. Bennett-Ayres-Marshall Aug.
*t5Crazy That Way (A. T.) Benneti-MacKenna .Mar.
f§ Dancers. The (A.T.) Moran- Holmes- Walter Byron Nov.
*t§Devil With Women, A Victor McLaglen-Marls Nov.
•TSOouDle Cross Ro«a§ (A. T.) .. Ames-Leo Apr.
*t|Ftx Movietone Follies of 1930

(A.T.) Special Cast May
't§Good Intentions (A.T.) Lowe-Churchill June
*t§Golden Calf (A.T.) Carol-Mulhall-Brendel Mar.
*t§Happy Days (A.T.) Special east Mar.
*t§Harmony at Heme (A.T.) Collier. Sr.. Churchill Jan.
-tSHIoh Society Bluet (A.T.).. Gaynor- Fan-ell Mar.
"t§Last of Duanes (A.T.) O'Brlen-Loy-Brewne Aug.
*t§Lot't Go Places (A.T.) Wagstaff-Lana Feb.
»t§Lll.om Farrell-Taylor Oct
*t§Lone Star Ranger (A.T.) ... George 0' Brian Jan.
*t§Man Trouble Bills- Mackaill Aug.
*t§Men Without Women (A. T.) .MacKenna-MacDonald Fob.
"t§Not Damaged (A.T.) Meran>Byron-Ames May
tSOne Mad Kits (A.T.) Don Jose MoJIca July
•tSOn the Level (A.T.) Victor McLaglen Mar.
•SOn Your Baek (A.T.) Rlch-Warner-Haekett Sept.
*t§Reneqades Baxter-Beery- Loy Oct.
*T§Rough Romanes (A.T.) O'Brien-Chandler Juoe
*t§Scotland Yard (A.T.) Edmund Lows- Bennett Oct.
•t§Sea Wolf (A. T.) Milton Sills Sept.
•t§Sky Hawk (A.T.) Garrlek-Chandler Jan.
*t5So Thlt 10 London (A.T.) Will Rogers June
MSSong 0' My Heart (A.T.). .. John MeCormaok Sept.
'tJSoup to Nut. (A.T.) Healy-Wlnnlngor-Smith ....Sept.
•TSSuch Men Are Dangerous (A.T.) Baxter-Owen Mar.

(Reviewed under title of "Mask of Love" Id Feh l,

"t§Sunny Side Up Gaynor-Farrell Doe.'
*t§Temple Tower (A.T.) MacKenna-Day Apr.
•t§3 Sisters (A.T.) Dresser- Patricia Apr.
•t§Uo the River (A.T.) Luce-Bogart-Tracy Oet
*t§Wlld Company (A.T.) Alberrson-Wamer-Lynn .July
•tSWomen Everywhora (A.T.)... Murray- Dorsay-Kellard Junt

Length

Date Feet Mint. Reviewed
27... .7450. ...83. ..May 17

23 6482 72. ..Mar. I

2. .Standard IIM6...0cL M
Grandeur 14200..

II. ...7400. .82.
120..

22.... 5600....82
16 6171 69.
17 7061 68.
30 5828 64.

7500.

.May 10
.Dec. 7
.Aug. 2
.Apr. 19
Junt 21
.Mar. 29
.Oct.

..5750 64... July 26
.6800..

.7422..
6340...
.6552.

.

.7526..

.6395..
.6750..
.5500...

1 6745...
5.... 8472....
5 5940...

24.... 7800...
9. ...7246...
25 6500...
13 5566..

.5600...
.6600 ..

8400..
15. ...4800...
19 6750..
21... .8000...
26 6925..
8 8300..
7 824S...
28 6340..
9 7586..
1930 !-,,,..,

29/29 1 1 196..
13 520D..
6 6442..

8200...
.7209..
.7500..

31.

23.

26..

19..

. Mar. 2»

..84. ..May 10

.70. ..Juno 14
.73... Feb. 22
..84... Jan. 18
.70. ..Dee. 14
.75... Mar. I

.61. ..July 12
72. ..Jan. 18
94... Sept. 13
.66.. .Jan. 25
.84... Aug. 30
.81. ..Jan. 4
.72. ..June 14

.64... July 28

.82. . June 14
.70. ..July 26
..93... Oct. 4
.60. . Juno 21
.75...0cL 4
.89... Aug. SO
.76... Dec. 14
92. ..May 31

.02 ...Mar. IB
.70... Oet. 15
.82. ..Fob. I

.126.. .Oct 12
.58. ..May 17

.71... Apr. 26
.02. ...Oct. II

.90 ..July 19

.83... Juno 14

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Ra | D

•t§Alono With You (A.T.) Gaynor-Garrlck
•TSAre You There? (AT.) LJIIle-Garrlck Nov"'
Axelle
*t§Barcelona (A.T.) oaynor-Bogart
•HBIondlo (AT.) Mo^an-Bogart-Ames
Charlie Chan Carries On Fill Doraay
*T§Clsco Kid. The (A. T.) Lowe-Baxter
•U Connecticut Yankee, A (A.T. ). Will Rogers-O'Sulllvan.

Length

'.5000.'.".'.

•tlEast Lynne
"tSFalr Warning (A.T.)
*t§F. 0. B. Detroit
*t§Glrls Demand Excitement

(A.T)
*t§Golng Nowhere (A.T.)
•tSHot Numben (A.T.)
-tIJust Imagine (A.T.).

Ann Harding. Brook- Nagel.
O'Brien- Huntington Jan. 16. '31 .Nov.

.Nov. 23. ..10056.. .III. ..Oet. 16

,
Brendel-Whlte-Comptoa
Brcndol- Whlto-Traey
Corcoran- Byron Collier, Sr.

.

Brendel- Sullivan
Land Rush Victor WcLaglen-Fay Wray.
•tSLlghtnin' *hi Rogert Dee. 7 Oct. 25
*t§Man Who Came Baek. The

(A.T.) ' Gaynor • C. Farrell- K.
MacKenna Jan. |I,*3I

tSMen on Call (A.T.) Edmund Lowe-Clarka Deo. 28
*t§Movletone Follies of 1931

(A.T.) Special Cast
•t§No Favor* Asked (A.T.) McLaglen- Francis
•t§Oh. For a Man! (A.T.)... McDonald-Denny-Whlt* Dee. 14 7800 60 Nov. 8
"tSOneo a Sinner Dorothy Mackalll-Joel MeCrea Feb. I, '31
•tlOne Night In Paris (A.T.) . . Gavno<-.MacK»>nn»
•»5Paintr>d Woman. The (A.T.).. John Wayno-Clalre Lac*
•tSPart-Tlme Wife (A.T.) T. Cllflord-E. Lowe-L. Hyamijan. 25. '31
*t§Prlneess and the Plumber,

The (A.T.) Farrell-O'Sulllvan- Warner . . Dec. 21 Oet. 18
Seas Boneath, The O'Brien -Letting
•tSShe'o Mv Girl (A.T.) Baxter-Cnureh.ll
'tlShe Wears the Pants (A.T.) Farrell-Compton
•tiSnlder The (A.T.) Dor-sav-MaeKenna
•t§Spy, The) Hamilton-Kay Johnson Feb. 8.'3(

Bgusdrona Charles Farrell-Ellssa Landl.Feb. 22.'3I
•t§Thls Modern World (A.T.) . . . Baxter. Mackaill-Pltts Feb. 15, '31

Three Olrlo Latt Mar. 1$. '31

*|§Under Suspicion (A.T.) J. Harold Murray- Moran Jan. 4, '31

•TfiWomen ol All Nations (A.T.) Mci.aglen-Lowe
"fiWyoming Wonder (A.T.). .. . Howard- Corcoran
•tlYouna Sinners (A.T.) Moran-Albertton Mar. |, ||S|

(including dialogue and incidental song*).
D means disc. F means sound-on-HIm.

A.T. after title means
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INTERNATIONAL PHOTOPLAY DISTRIBUTORS

Till*

"t After the Verdlot
•tsXrimson Circle. Thi
•*<n.rk Red Rose* (A.T.)
•tlUnwrlttea U«, Tha (A.T.)..

FEATURES
Star

. Olga Tschechowa
Stewart Rome

. Rome-Doble . . . .,

. Ratal ltd Fuller

SHORT SUBJECTS

Length
Rel. Data Reels Mint. Revieweo

..Jan. I. ...7 76. .June 21

. . Feb. I 7 79.. Jan. It

. Mar. 8

.Fab. I. ...I.. ..so.

Title
•t|Ael- Dental Treatment ...

•fSAbble Mitchell 4 Sizzle 4
Blake

*tiClyd* Doerr 4 Saxephons
Sextet

M5Feed the Brute (A.T.)
"tSHoak (A.T.)
MSJuitlee (A.T.)
" t § Little Journeys In Singlsnd
Maxlonettea

1. Grand Opart
2. Allez-Op
3. Dimples 4 Teara

•tIMIser. The (A.T.)
•HMr. Smith Wakes Up (A.T.).
•ISNlght In Dixie. A (A.T.)...
•tSNora Blaney Ne. I

•TSNora Blaney Na. 2
*t§Radl» Frank* 4 4 Bachelor*.
'tSTeddy Brawn 4 Hla Band
•tiWhen the Clock Struck

Twelve (A.T.)

Star

Song Program ...

Jazz Pragram
Animal Novelty
Frawley 4 Smith.
Special Catt
Sana Serlet

Length
Reel*. Mini. Reviewed
.2 17

Bransby William*
Marrlott-Gatt
Mltehell-Hudglns
Song Program . ..

Song Program ..

.

Song Program . ..

Jazz Program

Nile* Welch

1 ...»
.1 ...»

...1... •

...2.. IS

..2.... ....IS
I
•

...1.. a. .Aug. m
,...!.. . ..I.NIV. It. a

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Title

•15 Anna Chrlatla (A.T.)
Tha (A.T.)...•tlBig Heute. Tba IA.T.

•tlBllly the Kid (A.T.).
•UBlshop Murder Case <

•tICaJI af tka Flub....

FEATURES
Star

.. Greta Garba

.. Beery-Morris-Hyams

Rel. Data Feet Mini

.Feb. 21... .8170.. ..91

Juno 14.. ..7901
.John Mack Brown Oct. 18 8808. ..62.

(A.T.).. Basil Rathbone Jan. 3... .7981 .. .89.
Navarre Ang. 16 S06I...99.

ivlewed under title of "Singer of Seville" In July 12th, 1930. Issue

•tiCaught Short (A.T.) Dressier- Mora*. May 10. . ..8873.. .71.

•tlChaalng Rainbows (A.T.) Love- King Jan. 10 881 3... 98.
(Reviewed under title ef "Read Show" Is Nov. 2. 1929, issue)

tlChildres of Pleasure (A. T.) . Gray- Ruble- Jehnsea Apr. 26 6409 7!

•tSDevll-May-Cara (A.T.) Ramon Novarra Feb. 7 8813. ..98.

•tSDIvoreee. Tha (A.T.) Shearer-Morris Apr. 19 7533. ..84

'tSDoughboye Buster Keataa Aug. 30 7325. ..81

(Reviewed under title "Big Shot" In July 26 issue.)

'tSFree and Easy (A.T.) Buster Keatoi Mar. 22. ...8413

fSFIoradora Girl, Tha (A.T.) . .Davlas-Gray
•tSGIrl Said No. Tha (A.T.) . . .

Halnes-Hyams
'tlGood News (A.T.) Speolal Cast
•Hln Gay Madrid (A.T.) Ramon Novarra
•IfiLaoVt MeraU. A. (A.T.).... Grace Moore

(Reviewed under title of "The Soul Kiss'

*tSLady sf Scandal (A.T.) Chatterton- Forbes- Rathbone
•t§Lady to Love. A (A.T.) Vllma Baity Mar. t

tJLat Us Be Gay (A.T.) Shearer-La Reque Aug. 9

"TlLord Byron ef B'wajr (A.T.) . . Tsrry-Katiy-Edwarda Feb. 28

•tfiLeve lii tha Rough (A.T.)-.-.R. Mentgemory-D. Jordan. . .Sept. 6

•fsMadam Satan (A.T.) K. Johnsei Reginald Denny. Sept. 20.

MSMen of the North (A.T.) B. Laenard-G. Roland Sept. 27.

•tiMontana Moon (A.T.) Joan Crawler*] Mar. 29

*T|Not Si Dumb (A.T.) Davles-Nugent Jan

Aug.
May

In Oct.
. May 2

(Reviewed under title of "Dulcy" In Nov. 2. 1929. issue.)

93.
..7260. ...81..
. .4382.. ..93..
..7931 88.,
..7654.... 85..
..7858.... 88..
Issue.)

..6858..

..8142... 90..
...7121. ..79.
...7069... 78.,
..7668... 85..
. 10320.
..5359.
..7917.
6875.

Reviewed

..Deo. 21

.June 29

.Sept 13

.May 10

.July 12

.May 10

Aug. •
. Dee. 28
.Apr. 19

..July 26

Fob. 22
June 7
. Fob. I

.Apr. 12
June 7

.77.

60

. Crawferd-Page.Sebastlan ... July
.All English Cast June
.fiilberi-Nagel-Adorei Apr.
. Halnes-Deraa Nov.
Lawrence Tlbbott May

.July
. June

.9138. ..182.
..8611. ..90..
..6019. -.67..

10.

•tSOur Blushing Brides (A.T.)
*t|One Embarrassing Nlgbt.
*tSRedemptlon (A.T.)
•tSRemoto Control (A.T.) .

MIRegus Song. Tba (A.T.)
'tfRoaunea Grata Garba
•tiSea Bat, Tha (A.T.) Blckford-Mlljan-Tarras
MSShlp From Shanghai. Tba

(A.T.) Nagel-Johnaon-Wothelm ... Jan. 31 6176. ..69..

•-tSSlai of Oil Chlldraa (A.T.). Mann-Nugent June 28 7716. ..86..

(Reviewed under the title of "Richest Man" In the World In July 5 Issue.)

'tlStrlctly Uncanventlanal (A.T.)Stoie-Cavanagh-Owea May 3. ...4970 55.

Circle" In Feb. 22, 1929. issue.)

.9723..
..6977.
.6253..

..May 31

.Feb. 8
.May 8
.Jan. 25
.Aug. 16

.Aug. 30

.Oct 25
..Feb. 8

. . Nov. 2

-July 19
Aug. 16
May 10

..Oct. II

. Feb. I

.Aug. 2

.May 3

Jan.
July

(8

(Reviewed under title of

Rathbone-Johnios

Van and Schenck
(A.T.) R. Danny ...
Chaney-Lee-Linow ..

John Gilbert
Halnet-HyamS
Moore-Sweet

.Apr. 12 6452. ..72. ..Apr. 19

Fob. 14.. ..8773. 97. ..Dee. 14

net II . ..6760.. 7fl Oct. IK
July 17. . .6478.

.

72 .May 24

Nov 1.. ...7967. H9 . .Sept 20
Aug. ?,.,...6407. ..71. ..Aug. 9

Jan. 24.. ..6887.. .77.

.

. Dec. 11

•tSThla Mad World (A.T.)

.

*t|They Learned About Women
(A.T.)

't {Those Three Frtneh Girls
•faUnholy 3. The
*t§Way for a Sailor (A.T.)
*+*Wiy Out Wait (A.T.)
•tSWoman Racket (A.T.)

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Bachelor Father Davies- Forbes
*t§Danee. Fool. Dance (A.T.). .Joan Crawford
•iSDaybreak (A.T.) Ramon Novarra
Girls Together
•t§Great Day, The (A..T.) Joan Crawford
Great Lover
•t§Great Meadow, The (A.T.) . . .3rown- Board man ,

*tlHer Fortune (A.T.) Joan Crawford ... -

•fa Inspiration Greta Garbo
(Reviewed under title of "The Soul Kiss" Issue of Oct 4.)

Mata Hari Greta Garbo
"t&March of Time (Tent) Weber 4 Fields
Milt and Bill Marie Dressier Nov. 29 Oct. 18

•tSNew Mton. Tht (A.T.) Tibbett-Moore Dec. 13 Oct 25
MSPasslsn Flower (A.T.) K. Francls-Johnson-Blekford Dec. 6 Oet 25
"tlRed Dust (A.T.) Greta Garbo
fl Reducing (A.T.) Dressier- Moran
Secret Six. Thi Beery-Rambeau
*t§Sotrtherner, Tha Lawrence Tlbbett
•IfScjuaw Man, The
Their First Mistake Laurel 4 Hardy

(Reviewed under title of "The Rap," Issue if Sept 27)
"tSTrader Hern (A.T.) Harry Carey
*t§War Nurse (A.T.) Walker-Page-Montgomery .. Nov. 22 7333 82. ..Sept 20
Within the Law Crawford.Armstrong Nov. 15

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

•tSAII Teed Ua Charley Chase Apr. 19 1895..

.

Another Fine Mess Nov. 29
MftBaby Folllea (A. T.) Revue Apr. 12
•tSBaby Talk Boy Friends Jan. I7.'3I
'TsBear Shooters Our Gang May 17 1881
•tiBiliw Zira (A. T.) Laurel.Hardy Apr. 28 1889
Big Dog House, The Dogvllle Mar. 14. '31
•tSBio Klek The Harrv Langdon Mar. 29... 1827...
'tIBlQiar aid Better 8. Frlead 1789...,
Blood and Thunder B. Friend Jan. 17. '3

*t§Blotto Laura). Hardy Fob. « ..

*t§Brata Laurel-Hardy Mar. 22..
Busy Barcelona Holmes Apr. II, '31

China's Ote Man River Holmes Oct 4
*t|Claek Skip, Tba flivai May 10. ..2 reels

Clyde Doerr 4 His Saxophone Orchestra Aet Jan. 18 572...
*t§College Hounds Dogvllle Sept 27 1524..
"

t §College Romeos B llteaera Trlt Jan. 25 833.

.

Reviewed

..Mar. 29

2854 Fab. 15

.1928 Apr. 5

Copy Novelty Oct.
Crazy House Dano-Moran Nov.
Cuckoo Murder Case. The Flip the Frog Series Oct

.Revui
-B. F
-Oogv

Devil's Cabaret
*t§Doctor's Orders ....
•tSDogway Malady ....
•t§Dollar Dizzy (A.T.) <;n«Ney
VSDubllB aad Niarby Holmes
*t§Fast Work (A.T.) Charlie
•tsFtddlestlcks (A.T.)
"t§Fllty Million Husbands Charlie
{{Fighting Parson Langdon

.Sept. 13.

Chase
.. De. 20

.2334.Oet
Dec.
June 18. IRR6

... Aug. IS 568..
Chase May 24 1846..

Chase

t«Flrat Sevan Years. The.
Flower Garden
'tBFIylng FUh
•t§Gems of M-G-M (A.T.).
Girl Shock
Glories of Nlkko, Tha
' n Hay wire i A.T.) Laurel- Hardy
s^Head Guy The Harry Langdon

Helping Grandma Our Gang
High C's Charlie Chaso .

-Feb. 22...
Our Gang Mar.
Revue Jan. 18..
^•'non sept. 6.

.

KsraJty Jan. 3. '31

Charley Chase ...Aug. 23...
Holmes Aug. 23...

..Laurel-Hardy

..Laurel 4 Hardy
Dogvllle

,. Holmes

. May
. Jan,
-Jan. 3,
Deo. 27

• May »l

II

1877....
,1843.....
.1663
..628
.1846
.1786....
.908
1775
.1878
.2 reels.
.2623
.1778 ..

.Am.
..Mar.

t§KI»g,
MSLaun

Aug.
... Dec.
...Mar.
...June
... Sept
... Dec.

...Nov.

.1400..

1787..
...2781...
...1893...
-.1893..

31.1857..

-tlHeg Wild (A. T.)
H oosegow, The
"tSHet O»0
•TSinte llarisi*
"IKiddiae Rini (A. T.)

_. Tha Harry Lugdoo
ILaurel 4 Hardy Mardsr Case. Laurel- Hardy ..

Ladles Last B. Friend
Looser Than Loose Charlie Chaso .

Love Business Our Gang
Love Fever B. Friend
Modern Madrid Holmes
t§Nlght Owls (A.T.) Laurel-Hardy Jan. 4
•sold Man Trouble (A.T.) nivldson-N labels j>

Peeps at Peking Holmes Jan. 17. •<
*t§p|rates (A.T.) aenny Rubin Feb. 15
Pups Is Pnps Our Gang Aug 30
'SReal McCoy (A.T.) Charlie Chase Feb. I.... 1699

Rounder, The Novelty Ni.v > 1812
Sfhnnl'n Out Our Gang Nov.' 22 1893
•t§Shlverlng Shakespeare "ur Gang jM *

25 IB70*
'TlShnmn. Tha Harry Langdon Mav » ...*I738
*t§Song Writer'* Revue. The (A.T.) Aug. 30. ... 1861
So Quiet on the Canine Front. .Dogvllle Jan. 31, '31
Spain's Maddest Fiesta Holmes Sept 13. .

.'. !908
Saltan's Camp of Victory. Holmes Feb 28, '31
Tale of the Alhambra, A Holmes Feb 7 '31
'tSTeaeher's Pet (A.T.) Our Gang Oct. II... 1894.

,

That Little Bit of Heaven Holmes Mar. 21, '31
Through the Yangtze Gorges Holmes Oct 25 "!!
Thundering Tenors Charlie Chase Jan. 4 7066
'tSTough Winter, A Our Gaag June 21 1880..
*t§Van 4 Schenek Jan. 1 1 799.

.

Village Barber, The Flip the Frog Series Sept 27..
"

Virginia Judge. Tha Act Jan. 4 803..
*t§Vodevlllo (A.T.) ...) i_»urel-Hardy 2 reels.
What a Man Charlie Chase Feb. 7, '31

*t§When the Wind Blows Our Gang Apr. 8 1795.
*t§Whispering Whoopee Charlie Chase Mar. 8 1907
Who Killed Rover? Dogvllle Nov. 8

..Oct
. . Feb.

1622 Aug.
1693 Oet.

Deo. 14, '

.Aug.

.Feb."'

2. ..8117 .

10.... 7243.
I 6364..
I 8384..
S....5794..
J.. -.6984..
t 6068.

.

I J2SI..
I. ...6571..
C....6244..
I... .8743..

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Title Star Rel.
tiAnlmel Crackers (A .T.) Marx Brother* Sept
•fSAnybody'i War (A.T.) Moran 4 Mack Aug.
•f§Anybody's Woman Chattertoa- Break Aug.
*t§Applause (A.T.) Helen Morgan Jan.
MIBehlnd the Make-Up(A.T-) . . Skelly-Wray-Powell Jan.
•t§Benson Murder Case Tha (A.T.) Powell-Pallatte-Calveii Apr.
*t§Blg Pand. The (A.T.) Chevalier. Colbert May
•t§Border Legion, Thi (A.T.) ..Arlen-Wray-Holt June
tSBurnlng Ua (A.T.) Arlen-Briap Feb.
"t§Dangerous Nan McGrew (A.T.)Helen Kane July
*T§ Dangerous Paradise (A.T.) ..Carroll- Arlea Feb.
*t$Devil'* Holiday, The (A.T.). Nancy Carroll May
Fast and Loose Hopklns-Starrett- Lombard-

Morgan Nov. 8. .

.

•tiFoet Flrtt (A. T.) Harold Lloyd Nov. S.

.

t§ Fillow Thru (A.T.) Rogers -Carroll Sept 27.

.

•t$For the Delensi (A.T.) William Powell -.July 26..
't§Grumpy (A. T.) Cyril Maude Aug. 23.
*t§Heads Up (A.T.) Rogers-Kane OcL II.,

tSHer Wedding Nlgbt Clara Bow Oct 18...
•tSHinoy lA.T.) Naney Carroll Mar. 29.,
*t§Klbltzer (A.T.) (D.) Green-Brian- Hamilton Jan. II..
• 1 5 Ladles Live Brutes (A.T.) . . George Bancroft Apr. 26.

.

"tSLawghter (A. T.) Naney Carroll .Oct 25..
L'Enlmatlquo Mr. Parkoi A. Menjou-C. Colbert

(Slightly Scarlet)
*t$Let's Go Native (A.T.) MicOonald-Oakle Aug. 18..
't§Llght of Western Stars (A.T.)Arlen-Brla»-Gree« Apr. 19.

'fSLove Among the Millionaires (A.T.) . Bow-Smith July 19..
*t§Love Parade (A.T.) (D)... Chevalier- MacDonald Jan. 18.

*t§Man From Wyoming (A.T.) . .Cooper-Collier July 12..
•UMnnsiaugntir (A. T.) Colbert-Mart h Aug. 9..
t§Men Are Like That (A.T.).. Hal Skelly Mar. 22..
*t§Monte Carlo Buchanan- MacDonald Oct. 4.
TSOnly thi Brave (A.T.) Gary Cooper Mar. 8..
*t§Paramount on Parade (A.T.)Soeclal Cast Apr. 28..
*T§Playboy if Parts (A.T.) Maurice Chevalier Oct. 18..
MSQueea High (A. T.) - Rugele*- Rigen- Morgan Aug. 23..
•TlRetura of Fu Manehu (A.T.).OIand-Arthur May 15 6586..
*t§Roadheuse Nights (A.T.) Morgan- Ruggles Feb. 15 7202...

Reviewed as "River Inn" In Dec. 28, 1929 Issue
•t§Safety In Numbers (A.T.) . .Charles Rogers Juno 7 ...7074 ...

'tSSanta Ft Trail Richard Arlen Sept 27 8839...
•tSSap From Syrasuso (A.T.).. Jack Oakle July 26 6018...
•tSSarah and Son (A.T.) Ruth Chatterton Mar. 22 68«8...
•f§Sea God. The (A.T.) Arlen-Wrav Sept. 13 6534..
a t§Seven Day*' Leave (A.T.)... Gary Cooper Jan. 25 7300..

Reviewed under thi tltli ef "Modal" In Niv. 23, 1429 1<*ue
't$Shadow of the Law (A.T.) . . Powell-Sehllllng June 14 6392..

Indian Cast Aug. 2 7551 ...
Evelyn Brent Feb. 22 6204..,
Oakle- Brian June 21 5403...
Coener-K. Jehnston-B. Camp-

son Sept. 20

.

tSStr.it af Chance (A.T.) Wm. Powell Feb. 8..
t§Texan. The (A.T.) Gary Cooper May 10.

,

't§True to the Navy (A.T) Clara Bow May 31..
'tlVaoabend Kino. The (A.T.) Klna-MacDenald-Olaad Apr. 19..

|§Vlrtuous Sin. The (A.T.) Huston-Franols Nov. 22.

With Byrd at the South Polo June 28..
t§Youag Eagles (A.T.) Charles Rogers Apr. 5..

t§Young Man af Manhattan
(A.T.) Colbert- Ruggles May 17.

Length
Feet M las. Revieweo

...99. ..Aug. 80
75. . .Apr.

Aug. (6
.71... Oct. 26
71. ..Oct. 28
65... Apr. 19
78. ..May 17

July 5
Feb. 15

. Juno 28
58... Feb. 22
75... May 17

.71.

8100..
8386.

.

.5670...
...6647..
..6785...
..6924.
..6701..
..7273...
..7171...
.8893...
..6390...

.6787...
...6312..
..6910...
.10622. .

. 5989 . .

.

. .7954...
..5467 ..

..8077..
..6024...
..9123...
..6512...
.7905..

.90... Oct II

.94. ..May 24
63. ..July 12
.66. ..July 12

.76... Sept 27

.75... Sept 27

.74... Fob. 22
.81. ..Aug. 31
.70... Apr. 19
99... Nov. I

.71... Sept. 6

83... May II

..70. ..May II

.71... July 12
III. ..Oct. 19
68... July 12
.89. ..July 26
.61 ..Nov. 23
.85. ..Aug. 9
B7.

•1§Silent Enemy. The. ..

•tSSHghtly Scarlet (A.T.).
*t$Soeial Lion. The (A.T.)
•t§8pollen, The (A. T.) ..

Mar.
Apr.

3. ..Sept. 13

8... Aug. 9
...May 10
4 ..Deo. 28

9... June r

1...8ept 27
...Aug. 2
7 ..Ma'. 22
3... Aug. 30
18... Nov. 23

.May 17

.Jan. 25

.June 21

.8128 92. ..Aug. 30
8 7023 90. Dec. 28.'29

.7142.

.6398..

.941?..
..7233..
.7411..
.6405..

..7306..

Coming Feature Attractions

Title Star Rel. Date Length

•t«,Along Cam* Yesjth (A.T.)... Charles Rogers Dee. 20

•tIBuy Your Woman Wm. Powell Jan. 17, '31

•tSDerellct (A.T.) Bancroft- Francis Nov. 22...

Dishonored Gary Cooper- M. Dietrich

•tmghting Caravan. The (A. T.). Gary Cooper Jan. 10, '31

•t§Follow tha Loader (A. T.)..Ed Wynn Jan. 7, "31

•tCHoaeymoen Lane (A. T.) Eddie Dowllng
•tSHuokloberry Fl» (A. T.). Junior Durkli

105. ..Jan. II

.81... Oct 4
.82. . .June 28
.71... Mar. 22

Reviewed

...Oct. II

6702.... 75... Oet It

'Means synchronized score. fMeans sound effects. %Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
A.T. aft*-
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13.

Johnny on the Spot.... Jack Oakie ..

*T*Kld Boats (A. T.) Jack Oakie ...

*1$Merton ot the Talkiei (A.T.) Jack Oakie ..

•flMoroeee (A. T.) Cooper-Dietrich

No Limit Clara Bow
*t§Only Saps Work Erroll-Arlen- Brian Dee. 7.

*T§Percho No Maria Jacobini

*t&Rlont to Love, The (A. 7.) .
Ruth Chatterton Dec. 27

•tlRodoo Romance (A. T.) . . . Arlen-Carroll

•tSRise ef the Ranch* (A. T.)..Gary Cooper

"tSRoyal Family, The (A. T.)..Fredrle March Dec.

•tsSearaB Murder Case (A. T.) William Powell

•tSSea Leas (A.T.) Jack Oakie Nov.

*T§S*lpoy (A. T.)
Stampede - - • •••
*t§Stolen Heaven Nancy Carroll

*t§Tom Sawyer (A.T.) '«*>« Coogan
Unfit to Print George Bancroft

SOUND SHORTS
Title St"

Ace of Spades. The
;

.. ^ .Talkartoon

Deo. 7 Oet It

.5673. ...90. ..Nov. 15

.Nov. 15.

Rel. Date
Jin 7/31

Length

. I reel

.2 reels. .

.1 reel.

|§A«idents Will Happen (A.T.) smith and Dale Aug.
Accordion Joe Talkartoon Dec. 1

3

•t§Actlons Speak Louder Than Wm. &. Joe Mandel May 3..

Worai (A.T.)
•t§Antlque Shop Burns-Allen .

Anything But Ham Smith and Dale Jan. 24/31 .. I reel

•TsArtnt't Reverie. The lA.T.j. Gamberelll & C* Aug. 2 I reel June

•t§At Home (A.T.) Lulu MeConnell Aug, 9 1 reel.

•t§Ballet Class (A.T.) Dancing Act May 31.

•tSBarnaeie Bill. the Sailor

?A T )
Talkartoon Aug. 30

•tSBearded Lady (A. T.) Louise Fazenda Mar. I...

•KBedelia screen Seng Jan. 4 604

•tSJBelle of the Night Dorothy MeNulty Feb. 15. .. .2 reels.

•t§Blue Songi (A.T.) Ruth Ettlng &. Orchestra Jan. 5. . . . . . I ree . .

.

Big Splash. The Weismuller-Kruger Jan. I7.'3I
. .2 reels

By Appointment .Cralg-Bqnd Nov.

. I reel.

.1 reel Aug. 2

.Screen Song
..Bruce Scenle
...Novelty Act
..Mlller-Dova
. R. Bruce Scenle
. C. Conklln-M. Swain...
. Eddie Cantor

By the Beautiful Sea
*§tCamera Trolls

•tSChlnese Fantasy (A.T.).
•t^Chinalown Fantasy, A
*t§Chords of Memoi? (A.T.)....
•t§Cleanlng Up (A.T.) ..

•|§Cockeyed News No. I (A.T.)
"t§Come Take a Trip in M

Airship
*t§Confounoed Interest (A.T.) ..

•t§Deep "C" Melodies i A.T.) ... Frances Williams.
•HOeaperate Sam Bert Gordon Mar.

Discovered Sally Ward Jan.

..Jan. 24/31

,

,. Oct. II

. Jan. I
..July 5...
..May 10...

,
. Sept. 27..
..Aug. 9...

May 24..

. I reel...
tel.

, I reel

.

.1 reel May 24

. I real

..X reels

i Song . ... .

ond-Caverly Oct 11....1 rem.
Yacht Club Boys I reel.

1832 .

I reel

.

§ Dizzy Dishes (A.T.) Talkarteen

*T§Don't Believe It (A. T.)-.
*+SDown With Husbands
tSDreiden Dells, The (A.T.)
•tSDrlftlng Along (A.T.)
•HDuke of Dublin (A. T->
Excuses
tjjFalse Alarm Fire Co. (A.T.). Smith & Dale.

Aug.
James Gloasoa Feb.

Arthur- Roach Mar.
Marie Gamberelll July

Robert Bruce Scenic. Sept.

Charles Murray Peb.

ruce Novelty Nov.

•HFamlly Next Door The
'tIFatal Card. Tha {A.T.I
•tSFavorlte Melodies (A.T.)...
MSFeelln* Blue (A.T.)
"t§Firebugs
•tSFlt to Bo Tied (A.T.)..
•t§For Love or Money (A.T.)

.

*t§Food for Thought lA.Y.)
French Line, The
•tSGettlng a Break (A.T.)....
tSGetttng a Ticket (A.T.)
nSGlow Worm. The (A.T.).

Mar.
Jan.

Nov.
Mar. 16.

"l6".!

..1660....
.. t reel...

. . I reel . .

.

. . 1850 .

.

. . I reel . .

.

. . t reel. .

.

.1381 ...

. .1 reel. ..

.. I reel. .

.

.1 reel...

.Feb. 15

.1 reel.

.1870..
. I reel

.Apr. 14

June 28

13
26 2 reels

2 reels ..

13 2 reels

29 I reel....

.1 reel.

. I reel .

.

20.

..651..
I reel.

.1 reel.

..July B

.Jan. 25

.1 real.

.Juao 28

Rugqles
. W. & E. Howard
. Ruth Ettlng & Orchestra

. Ash. Washington •

. Talkartoon MaY
. Burns & Alloa Aug.
.Lois Wilson Jan.

. Allen * Canfleld SeDt*„. ,

.Gina Malo Jan. 24 '31 .. I reel

.Block &. Sully May 10..... I reel

. Eddie Cantor Mar. 10 I reel

Serein Song Aug. 23 ...564.. July 19

Go Ahead and Eat Tom Howard Jan. 3 .
3 1 ... I reel

1 §Go Ahead and Sing (A.T.).. Tom Howard Oct 2S.....I reel

§Grand Uproar (A.T.) Talkartoon Oct 4 "•'
GHe Was Her Man (A.T.) .... Gllda Gray «;***; ? "T
fHelplng Hand. The (A.T.) .. Solly Ward Oct. 4 reel

SHer Future Ethel Merman . SeptS. ..
.
.1 reel .ILV".".1

*t§His Honor, the Mayor Charlie Murray Mar. 22. .... 2 reels July 15

His Price Johnny Burka Dec
•tSHIs Wife's Birthday (A.T.) ..Solly Ward. Oct.

•fiHold-Up (A.T.) Tom Howard. .-.-

•|§Hot Air Merchant (A. T.). ... Charlie Ruggles Sept

*t§ H et Oog Talkartoon Mar.

MSHet Time In the Old Town
Tonight, A (A.T.) Screen Song Aug.

t§l Camo First (A.T.) Herman Tlmberg Apr.
•tSI'm a Wild Woman (A.T.)... Boydell-Ash Aug.
*t§i"m Afraid to Come Home In

the Dark Screen Seng Fob.
**§Pm Forever Blowing Bubbles. Screen Song Mar.
In Again. Out Again Cook-Bond Dee.
*T§ln the Good Old Summertime
(A.T.) Screen Song June

*t§ln the Shade of the Old Apple
Tree Sereen Song , Ian. 18 752. .

.

"t§ Insurance Eddie Cantor Aug. 23 1 real.

*t§ Introduction of Mrs. Glbbs
(A.T.) Lulu MeConnell Sept 20 I real.

It Might Be Worse Georgia Jesse! Jan. 3.'3I . . .2 reels

It's All Over Marlon Harris Dec. 20 1 reel

"t§ Jazz Preferred (A.T.) Z«Haya Aug. 30.

Just a Pal Minor Watson Nov. 15

TSKandy Kabaret (A.T.) Children's Ballet Aug. 23..

•§tKnlghts In Venice (A.T.;. ...Smith 6V Dale Mar. 23..

*t6Ledy. Veu Slay Me (A.T.)... Perklns-Hlllpot Sept. 6..

•t§La Paloma Sereen Song April. 12

MiLa Schnapps. Ino. (A.T.). ... &"•'/» * 0aU N ° v
- «8 •• •;.,„*

•tsLet M- Explain (A. T.)... Taylor Holmes Jan. 25 . .
. 1870^

Love in the Suburbs Victor Moore Jan. 31/31 ..2 reels

•t&Lovnrs Lane (A.T.) Arthur & Morton Havel........

Make Up Your Mind Alice Boulden Jan.

taMany Moons (A.T.) Bruee Novelty Aug.

Marlutch Screen Song Nov. 10.

•t§Marry aV else Arthur &. Marten Havell ..-Oct 25..

•flMeek Mr. Meek, The (A.T.).itmmy Barry Aug. 16.

-TSMoet the Boy Friend (A.T.).. Lillian Roth .. .. Aug. 30..

•ilMelodles (A.T.) Smith Bros.. Singing ,.,. . .1 mL
•tSMeltlng Pot (A.T.) Petite Revue Jan 13.29. .2 reals

•tSMilhon Me*. A Lee Morse Apr.

Model Women A", star
.. V ; 'W ".^ Dw*

•t&Moon Bride's Wedding (A.T.)lndlan Musical Novelty

•t§Mountaln Melodlee (A.T.)....R. Bfuet scenic

•tSMy Gal Sal (A.T.) Screen Song
Mysterious Mose Talkartoon Dee.

•t§Netghborly Neighbor* (A.T.) Lulu MeConnell Aug.

*T5New Rhythm Azplazer &. Band Oct
•1§Noah's Lark (A.T.) TalkBrtoon Oct
Office Blues Ginger Rogers Nov.

Oh Teddy Billy House Dec.

01' King Cotton George Dowey WasnlnQton.
.
.Dec.

•t«,01e Maa Whoopee (A.T.)... Art Frank Sept

On a Sunday Afternoon Screen Song Nov.

*t§Operatk Selections (A.T.) Tito Schlpa May 24 I reel.,

•TSParamount Acts ',"". '

Paramount Comedies • i*Il"li 7 .*

•tSParamount Pictorial No. I Clara Bow .Sept 27 1 reel

No. 2 Fish Faces Munich Manni-
klns: Walrus Hunting In Si-

beria; Stars of To-morrow... Oet 25. ... 1 real

Paramount Screen Song I real

.

..I reel July 5
. . I reel

I reel... June 28
. . I reel

I reel

...574

10/31 . I reel
I reel Sept

. . I reel Nov.
2 reela

-I reel
I reel

.Jan. 25

, Feb. 22...
.Jan. II...

, Oct 18...
27..
16.

18..

. 964 . .

.

. I reel

. i reel
.1 reel

I reel
. I reel
.2 reels Oct 25

.1 reel

22....I reel

20. ...2 reels
27 I reel

27 I reel July 26
. I reel

10/31
I..

10/31

Paramount Sound News (Two Editions Weekly) .*...
Paramount Talkartoons
Patient, The The Three Swifts Nev.
Plastered Willie, West & McGlnty. .. Nov.
Please Go 'Way and Let Me SleepScreen Song Jan.
Prisoner's Song, The Screen Song Mar.
Pulling A Bone Burns & Allen Jan.
*t§Radlo Riot Talkertoon Feb.
•URaiiing the Root (A.T.) Lillian Roth & Band Aug. 24..
•t§Red, Green a\ Yellow (.A.T).. Lulu MeConnell Oct. 18...
*t§Resolutions (A.T.) Billy House Aug. 30..
Row, Row, Row Screen Song Dec. 20..
"tsRube, The Jimmy Barry June 21..
Runaway Boys Bruce Novelty Jan. 31/31
*t§Sallor's Lack, A George Beatty Sept 13..
•t§Salt Water Ballads (A.T..J...R. Bruce Scenic Mar. 8...
•tSScrapplly Married Jehnny Arthur 4V Bert Reaeh.Feb. 22..
Seeing Helen Home .Helen Lynd Dec. 6..
Seven In One Juliet Dec. 27..
Simply Killing Willie &. Eugene Howard Jan. 31/3
•tSSIng. Yea Dancers lA.T.).. . Puck &. White Sept 20..
Sky Scraping Talkartoon Nov. I..
Sky Scrappers Chester Conklln Dec. 6..
*t§So This Is Paris Green Fazenda Jan. 18.

.

*t§Song Service (A.T.) Leo Morse 6V Co Oct. 25...
Stateroom 19 CIute-La Mar Jan. 17/3
•|§Stein Song (A.T.) Screen Song-Vallee Sept 6...
flstory Book Parade. The (A.T.) Children's Ballet Oet 4....
*t§Strlke Up the Band (A.T.). . Sereen Song Sept. 27..
"t§Stronger Sex, The (A.T.) Myers-Roach Mar. 15..
•tSSunset Hunter (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic July 12...

Sure Curo Lynn Overman Nov. I...
*t§Swing You Sinner (A.T.) Talkartoon Sept 20...
't§That Party In Person (A.T.) Eddie Cantor Jan. 5...
"t§The Tide Rises (A.T.) R. Bruce Seenle July 14...
Tongue Tied Lulu MeConnell Dec. 13..
Tons of Trouble Rudy Muller and Rosle Jan. 3/31
*t§Toys (A.T.) Three Ormonde Sisters July 28....
't§Travellln' Alone (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic
•t§Twentleth Amendment. The (A.T.)
Up to Mars Talkartoon

R. Bruce Scenle
..R. Bruce Seenle
. . R. Bruce Scenic.
.Armlda

. .Casey-McHugh
. Talkarton
. Screen Snno ....
.Johnny Burke ...

, I reel

. I reel

. I reel

. . I reel

...738
. I reel Nov. 8
1 reel

. I reel

.1 reel Oct. II

2 reels

. I reel

I reel

-eel.,

reel

el.

1634.
I reel

I reel

.. I reel

. I reel

.1 reel

.2 reels

1747 Jan.
. I reel ,

. I reel
Sept

I reel Aug. 23

*t§Volces of Lonely Men
•tSWandorlust, Tha
•t§Wee Bit o' Scotch (A.T.)..
•t§ While the Captain Walts ..
Why Continue the Struggle..
*t§Wlse Files (A.T.)
•flYes, We Have No Bananas..
*t§You're In the Army Now

....Jan. :

.... Nov.

....apr
April
Feb.

....Nov.
Nov.

....July
...Apr.
....Oct.

22.

.1760

. I reel
.1 reel Sept 6
I reel Oct II

. I reel

.1 reel

. I reel

. I reel

, I reel

. I reel

.2 reels

I reel
.1 1

I reel
. I reel .

.

. I reel .

. I reel .

.

. I reel .

.

I re?\.
.

2 reels.

.

PATHE
FEATURES

Title <ltar Rel. Date
Big Money Qulllan-Gleason-Armstrong-

Gleason Oct 26..
"t§Grand Parade. The (A.T.) (F.)Twelvetrees-Scott Feb. 2..
#t§Her Man (A.T.) (F.) Twelvetrees- Holmes-Rambeau

Gleason Sept 21.
" SHollday (A.T.) <F-> Hardlng-Astor-Horton-Ames .iuly 13...
" INIgnt Work (A.T.) (F.) Eddie Qulllan Aug. 3...

SOffleor O'Brien (A.T.) (F.)..Boyd-8ebastlan Feb. 15...
fSPardon My Gun (A.Tj (F.).8tarr-Duryea June 29.
"ffRleh People (A.Tl) (F.)..... Constance Bennett

High (A.T.) (F.) T waive tro os -ScartSSwIng May 18.

.7508 85

.88701 97

.8394.
.6740.
.5654.
.7074.
.7500.

Sept 13

.1)7.. .June 14
95. Aug. »
.73... Nov. 30
.63. ..July 5
.78... Feb. 8
75 May 3

Coming Feature Attractions

Rel DateTitle Star

*t5Adam and Eve (A.T.) Constance Bennett
*t§Beyond Victory (A.T.) (F) . .Joyd-Twelvetrees-Gleason-ScottNov.
"thrashing Through (A.T.) William Boyd Oee.

"TSGreator Love. The (A.T.) Ann Harding Aug.
'tlln Deep (A.T.) Constance Bennett J»n.
'til Take This Woman (A.T.) .. Bannister-Harding June
•tSLast frontier, The(A .T.) ... William Boyd July
*t§Lazy Lady (A.T.I Constance Bennett Apr.
'tSNorth of the Yukon (A.T)... William Boyd May
tSPalnted Desert (A.T.) (F.)..Boyd-TweIvetree> Nov.
•t§Prlce of a Party. The (A.T.). Helen Twelvetrees Apr.
•tSRowhlde (A.T.) William Boyd Feb.
*t§Rebound Ann Harding Dee.
•tSRomance Harbor (a.T.). .. Ann Harding Mar.

Sin Takes a Holiday Constance Bennett Nov. 10
•t§Taklng the Rap (A.T.) Robert Armstrong Aug.
*t§This Marriage Business (A.T.) Constance Bennett July

SOUND SHORTS
(Available sound-on-tilm and sound-on-disc

)

(Note: Pathe does not list running time on Shorts. The approximate running time of reels
in the important series, however, follow:

Rel. Data Run. Time Reviewed
2 reel eomedles 26 min
Pathe Sound News .' 10 min." ... .

Pathe Silent News 10 min
Pathe Audio Review 11 min
Pathe Review n m in
Aesop's Fables 8 min
Grantland Rice Sportllgnts mi min
Talking Topics of the Day 7 min
Knute Rockne Notre Dame

Football Series ef 6.,

7,

26.

'31

'31

10. •31

19.

8.

16.

S.

vr.'.v.'.v.v.'.v.v.v.v.v.
'31

1. The Last Yard Oct
2. The Hidden Goal Oet
3. Flying Feet Oet
4. Touchdown Oct
5. Two Minutes to Go Oct.
6. Backfleld Aces Oct

Title Star

All for Mabel Carney-Will, ...
tfAmerlea er Bust Daphne Pollard
•tSBeautlei. The Hlatt-Kaley
Big Cheese Aesop Fable ...
"tSBIg Hearted Harry Grlbboa .

MtBoss'i Order*. The Morgan- McPhalt
Breakfast In Bed Pollard- Pan gbori _

.

*tf Bugvlllo Romans*. A Aesop Fable June
'tlCampus Favorite* Spertllaht June
*t 5 Carnival Revue Hlatt- Hughes Aug.
•tlChailng Rainbow* Sportllght Alt.
*t§Champion Makers Sportllght June
Circus Capers Aesop Fable Sept
Cobb Goat Fishing Sportllght Oct.

"t§Drums of Fear Vagabound Adventure Series. June
*t§Deep South Song Sketch Aug.
•tSDude Ranching (A.T.) Sportllght Sept
Ebony Shrine Vagabond Adv. Series Sept
"tSFarm Foolery Aesop Fable Sept
Frozen Frolics Aesop Fable Aug.
Gem of Agra, The Vagabond Adventure Series. .Oct
Tt§Give Me Action Maning- Holmes Aug.
*t§G1acler's Secret, The Vagabound Adventure Series. .June
tSGiidlng Sportllght Sept

Oct
July
June

12....
27
2S....

June
Aug.

22.,..
31.,.,

15 1 reel Aug. 30
15 1 reel Aug. 30
IS I reel Sept 13
15 I reel Oct II

15 1 reel Oct 25
15 1 reel

Date Length Reviewed

.2 reels Aug. 23
.2 reels June 21
.2 reel*

,
Nov. 8

.2 reels June 28
.2 reels Aug. 2
2 reel*

8 1 reel June 21
29 I reel July 5
3 2 reels July IB
I* I reel
15 I reel .June 21
28 I reel.. 10... Oct 4
5 I reel. .10. ..Oct. 4
29 I reel June 28
24... I reel June 28
21... I reel. ..ID. .Aug. 18
II I reel May 31
14 I reel Sept 20
SI I reel Sept 13
19 928 10... Sept 27
17 2 reels ..Aug. 9

I I real May 81
21 1 reel. .10. .Sept 27

'Means synchronized score. iMeans sound effects, §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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Glory of Spain
*t§Hearts and Hoofs
•t§Hold the 8aby
VSHoeked ,

'tlHet Tamil.
"tll'll Take That One..

Vagabound Adventure Series.
Sits- Koala Sep! 7.

. Agnew-Cran.-MePhal] Aug. 17..

.Sportlight May 18. .

.

• Aesop Fables Aug. 3.

.

- Oct 5..

*t§ Jungle Ja2* Aesop Fable July
•tSJungle Terror Vagabond Adv. Series Oct.
•tSKlii the Kidder Campus Comedy
Lair of Chang How. . . . . Vagabond Adv Series-Terrlss J una

...Aesop Sound Fable Aug.

...Sportlight July

.. McPhall-Deerlng Juna
. . . Song Sketch ... Feb.
...Vagabond Adventure Series.. .Aug.

8«fl| Sketoh Jan.
*t5Mldnlght Aesep Fables 635 ft 7 mln
*t§Mlnd Yeur Own Business Agnew-Gulllver July

...2 reels May 31

. .2 reels
1 reel May 24

. I reel Aug. 9
. .2 reels
. I reel .July 19
..I reel Sept. 20
2 reels Sept. 20

' Lun and Learn
*t§ Love's Memories (A.T.)

.

MlLsve That Kills
-tjMandaliy

2 reels.

I reel..
1 reel.
2 rteli

I reel .

!4 I reel.
5 I reel..

IS

.June
. .Aug.

. . .Aug.
-Aug.

. .June
. . .June

23

Series

*t|Ne
•flNI
*t|Nli

June I 2 reels.

.

All Star Sept. 28 2 reels.,
...All Star June a 2 reels..
...All Star Sept 14 2 reels..
• ••Ginger Rogers Jan. 5 2 reels..

. ..Toole* of ttie Day... Jan. 12.... I reel .

.

...Wills-Carney Nov. 30 2 reels..

. . . Aesop Fable ... . . May 1 1 .... I reel . . .

.

ased Every Week I reel

Released Twice Every Week

Musical beauty Shop
Neat and Tidy,

Walter. The
iNlfiht Clerk, The
(Night la a Dormitory. A..

-T§On tne Air (A.T.)
•T§One Nutty Night. Comedy.
"150om Pah Pah (A.T.)
tSPathe Audls Review (A.T.)
'

i i Pat ne Sound News.

.

*t§Perteet Match, The (A.T.) . . . auiiei M-» u . ... Apr.
•t§Plck 'Em Young (A.T) Agnew-Geraghty May
Racqueteers Sportlight Oct.
•t§Riert uncles (A.T.) Richard Carle May
•f§Rlde 'Em Cowboy Whlte-Carpev Apr.

Romeo Robin. A Aesop Fable June

't&Royal flush. A (A.T.) ..All Star Dee.
•tlRubevllle Nite Club (A.T.).-H. B. Watson Jan.

•t§Saered Fires Vagabond Adventure Series July

*t§Sands of Egypt. The Vagabond Adventure Series Nov.

•t§Satan's Fury (A.T.) Vagabond Adventure ..Sept.

Self Defense Sportlight Sept.

•tSShlp Ahsy (A.T.) Aesop Fable
*t§Smglng Saps (A.T.) Aesop. Fables

VSSUteen Sweeties (A.T.) A*hlte-MeNaughten
Ski Hi Frol les Sportlight

*t§Sky Skippers (A.T.) Aesop Fable
Snow Time Aesop Fable

•t§Seme Babies Carle- Hlatt- Little Billy .

"t§Somewhere Out Sportlight

•tSSongi of Motner Song Sketch

tf Spills and Thrills (A.T.) Sportlight

•ffSplashlng Through (A.T.).. Sportlight
Sporting Brothers Sports

Swell People Dot Farley- Harry G ribbon

Temples of Silence ,
Vagabond Adv. Series-Terrlss July

*t§Tlght Sgueeze (A.T.) LeMalre Feb.

Traffic Tangle Carr- Farley
•TSfrumoeieer. The (A.T.).. Song Sketch Jan.

Trying Them Out Alt Star May
Two Fresh Eggs Al. St. John-JImmle Aubrey July
Two Plus Fours Campus Comedy—Nat Carr-

Thelma Hill Auo.
Under the Cock-Eyed Moon Carney-Wells Oct.

*T3 Venetian Night* Vagabond Adventure Aug.
*t§Voice of the Ssa (A.T.) Song Sketch May
*t|Western Whoopee (A.T.) Aesop Fables Apr.
What. No Bait Topics of the Day Mar.

.Oct. 25

.June 12

June 7

June 7

Feb.
Apr.
Aug.

. Feb.
. July

. Sept.
July
Feb.
Apr.
Feb.
June
Aug.

1 reel

8. . . .2 reels Apr. 5
4... 2 reels May 10

9.... 2 reels .11. .Oct. II

II I reel May j

13 2 reels Apr. 3
!2 I reel June 2a
9 2 reels Aug. 30
26 2 reels Nov. 16

tT I net
! 956 ft.. 10

7 I reel ...... Aug 23
7 1 reel.. Sept. (3

5 2 reel Jan. II

2 I reel Feb. 8

2 reels Apr. IS

.1 reel
I reel

2J

.1 reel.

2 reels.

IS I real..
2 I reel. .

.

6.... I reel..
23 I reel...
I I reel..

24 2 reels.
13 2 reels.

2... 2 reels..

2 reels .

19 I reel
25 2 reels.

8 2 reels.

Feb "
.8.. July 26

Aug. 16

""iMay'Vo
....Apr. It

..Feb. IS

.8. .June 7

22.. July 19

10.. July 19
Nov 2'
Nov. 8

. .Jan. 4
17. .June ?

20. .July 5

RADIO PICTURES
FEATURES

THIo

•tSAIias French Gertie (A.T.).
*t§Beau Bandit (A.D.)
*t§Case of Sergeant Grlteha ...

*t§Check and Double Check
(A.T.)

•fSConsplraey, The (A.T.)
' icknos. The (A. T.J

Daniels- Lyon Apr.
La Rocque-Kenyon Mar.

. Morrit-Compson-Hereholt .. Feb.

. I reel Aug. lb
. .1 reel May 3
. I reel Apr. 19
. I reel

Length

Feet Mins.

..6416... .65.

Amos 'n' Andy-Carol-Rich.

.

,
Love-Trevor- Sparks
Wheeler- Woolsey

.Oct.

.Aug.
May

•TJDanger Lights Wolhe I m-Armstrong- Arthur .Sept.
't|Dlxlana . • Bobs Oanlel. Aug.
*t§Escape {A. T.) All Star Cast Sept.
•»§Fall Guy. The (A.T.) M ull hall -Clarke- Spark. Juna
*t 5 Framed (A.T.) Brent -Toomey Mar.
'tSGIrl of Part (A.T.) O'Nell-Sharland Feb.
*t|Half Shot at Sunrise (A. T.) Wheeler-Wtolsey Ott
•t§He Knew Women (A.T.).
tfmt the Dee* (A.T.)
*t§lnslde the Lines
"n Lawful Larceny (A. T.) .

*f§Leatherneeklng (A. T.) .

T§Love Comes Along (A.T.).

23 8191..

25.... 69 29..
5.... 6480 .

4. ...9155.
22 7055..
30 9385..
13.... 6345..
15 6175..

.6111.
6t74..
7459.

.

6319 .

.1219.

IG.

2..
. Sherman-Joyce May
Oakle-Walker Feb.

.Compson- Forbes July 20 8652.
. Daniels -Thompson Aug. 17 6309.

.

. Foy. Jr.-Rubin Sept. 25 7600 .

. Daniel.-Hughes Jan. 5 7038..
•t-i.o-.ir, the Ladles Rlehard Dlx Apr. 6 6138..
'HMIdnigM Mystery, The (A.T.)Compson-Sherman June I 6469..
*StPay Off, The Lowell Sherman Oct. 15 6377..
•t^Runawav Rride. The (A .T.) . Astor-Huflhes May 24. ...8194.
•t§Seeond Wife (A.T.) Nagei-Lee -Feb. 9 6088..
*t§Seven Keys to Baldpate (A.T.). Dix-Seegar Jan. 12 6759.,
•t§She"s My Weakness (A.T.) . .

. Carol-Lako-Bunee Aug. 24 6727..
t§shooting Straight (A.T.) Dix-Lawlor July 20 6720..
•tSSIIver Horde (A. T.) Brent- Worhelm Oct. 18 6768..

Coming Feature Attractions
. ™*« . „ 'tar Rel. Date Length
Children of the Streets Betty Compson

.102.
.73.
..69.
..81.

..Oct. 24
. . Nov. 8
...Apr. B

..Sept. 6

..July 26

..Sept. 13

..May 31

...Feb. 15

..Jan <

..Sept 27

..Apr 2*

...Apr. 26
..July 12

.July 19
Sept 6
.Dec. 21

.Feb. 22

.May 31
.Sept. 13

.May 31

.Feb. 15

..Jan. 4

.June 28

.July 12

.Sept. 27

•tlCtmarren (A.T.) ..

Devil's Battalion ...

VjHook. Line & Sinker
Kept Husbands
•tSPerfect Alibi, The i

Private Secretary
Royal Bed
Sin Ship
Sour Grapes
Waiting at the Church..
White Shoulders

Richard Dlx
Forbes-Vail
.Wheeler- Woolsey

.Brent-Cortez

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star

Aunts in the Pants W. Catleft
Black and Tan Duke Ellington & Orchestra.
•t6Brldegroom. The (A.T.XF) Mare Connelly
tt Broken Wedding Bolls (A.T.) Dane-Arthur
•*Sramou» Sweetheart* (A. T.WFAO.
*t§Cash and Marry A.T.) Vaughn-Cooke-Sargent
""bOoa' Slayer (A.T.) Vauahn-Cooke
Dizzy Dates Dane-Arthur
*T§Eventually But Not Now (A.T.) (F&D) Vaughn-Cooke.

.

"TSFalr Deceiver, The (A. T.i 'FAD)
Fall to Arms. A Louise Fazenda
•UGeneral Gln.burg 'AT.) (F).N«t Carr
•tIBolf Specialist. The W. C. Fields
*'§Good Time Kenneth Mars Connelly
•tlGunboat Gln.burg (A.T.) (F) . Nat Carr
**5Gue«t The '* T.) (FAD) .. M-re nm-.iiv
High Diddle Diddle Nick & Tony

-
f F*Dl

Nov.
Feb.
Feb
Sept.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Nov.
Apr. I

Jan.
Oct.

Lenoth

.. .2 reels. .2

. . . I reel
. . . i reel .

.

. . .2 reels. .

.

. .2 reels. .

.

. . 2 reels.

.

,..2 ree'«
..2 reels. .1

. .2 reels. .

.

..I i

•tljHat Rrldo* (A. T.)
Humanettes No. I

Humanettes No. 2
Humanettes No. 3
Humanettes No. 4

.Benny Rubin . . .

.

.Hirtrhinson-Lerch

.Hyde-Rubin
-B. T. Murray

. Aug.

. Sept.

.Oct.
. Nov.

.1774 20.
13 . . .2 reels.

19. ..2 reels. ..23
I reel

2. . . .2 reels. ....
"i .

i >-e*i

!9 2 reels. .19
i 2 reel*

22 I reel. ..8.

.July
Aug.
.Nov.

July 5

Mickey Yule.
_. Mickey Yule.

T.) (F&D) Mickey Yule.

Knights Before Xmas Dane Arthur
. Ljdit oi tne Sky Blue Uaugnter. vaughn-Cooke

't§Lost and Foundered (A. T.) (F&D) .Vaughn-Cooke
•TSMagnate. The (A. T.) (F&D). Marc Connelly . . .

*|§Men Without Skirts (A.T.) .. Dane-Arthur
*t§Mickey's Champs (A. T.) (F&D) Mlcke
•TSMickey's Luck (A. T.) (F&D)
MiMickey'i Master Mind <A. T.) (F&D)
•TSMIckey's Merry Men (A T "
't&Mlckey's Musketeers (A.T.)
'tsMickey's strategy (A. T.) (F&D) Mickey Yule
•UMIckey's Winners (A. T.MF&D) Mickey Yule
*t§Mlckey the Romeo (A. T.) (F&D) Mickey Yule

Mickey the Whirlwind (A.T.MF&D) Mlckev Yule
•HMIekey the Warrior Mickey Yule
Moonlight & Monkey Business.

. Nick & Tony
•TiMusrum. The Toby the Pup
§lOft to Peoria (A.T.) Nick & Tony
*t§Old Bill's Christmas (A.T.)
t&Old Vamps for New (A. T.).. Vaughn-Cook* . .

'.'

'SPalooka Flying School (A.T.)
*t§Peep on the Deep. A Clark- McCulIough
t^Pure and Simple Louise Fazenda Sent
Razored in Old Kentucky Nick and Tony... n-f
'^Setting Son, The tA.T., ... Vaugnn-uoone

"tSSIeeping Cutlet (A.T.) Alberta Vaughn
Society Goes Spaghetti Nick and Tony
'SStrnoge Interview, The
(A.T.) (F) Shorwln-Knowle.

"t§Toby the Fiddler (A.T.) Toby, the Pup
Toby, the Miner Toby, the Pup
Toby, the Showman Toby, the Pup
To Hot to Handle Louise Fazenda
*t§Who's Got the Body (A.T.).. Nick & Tony

.2 reels. . 18.
iels. May 3

Aug.
Fep.
Mar.

Aug. 17.
June 22.
Apr. 27.
May 25
Nov. 15
Aug. 19
July 13.
Feb. 9.
Feb. 2.
June 22
Sept.

Feb. I

Jan.
Sept.

Mar.
Sept.

.2 roe lb

. I reel .

.2 reeis.

.2 reeis.

.2 reel..

2 reels . .

2 reels Aug. IB

..July

..Apr.

. . 1 623

.

. .2 reels

. 2 reels
. .2 reel.
..2 reels

. . .2 reels.

.

..2 reels. .21.
. . . I reel. . . .8
. .2 reels. ....
. 2 reels
. .2 reels

el
.

. .21

Aug. 16

.May 24

.June 14
Dee. 14
.Jan. 25

. 1699.

..2 reels.

.2 reels.

.2 reels.

18... Nov. 8
Feb. 8

Dec. 21. '29

20. .Sept. 27

Nov.
Nov.
Aug.

1 reel. .. 7 Nov. 8
2 reels 21
2 reels May 24

SONO-ART-WORLD WIDE
Title

Air Police
*t§Big Fight. The (A.T.)
•t§Blaza O'Glory
*t§Charge of the Light Brigade
"tSCock 0' the Walk (A.T.)...
'tSCostello Case
*t§Dude Wrangler, The (A.T.)

.

*t§Great Gabbo
Hell Bent For Frisco
*t§Hello Sister (A.T.)
•tSOnee a Gentleman (A.T.)
*t§Reno (A.T.)

Star Rel. Date

Williams-Lane Sept
Eddie Dowllng-B. Compson. Jan."
McLaglen-Hume Dec
J. Schildkraut-Loy

. May
Tom Moore- Lola Lane. Oct
Duryea-Basquette June
E. Von Stroheim-B. CompsonJan.

L. Hughes-Borden ......'.'.' Feb '

Horton-Wilson Sept.
Roland- Thomson- Love Oct.

VfRooue of the Rio Grande Hatton-Loy Bohr
• Ifn

3
T^ o"ywood Nat Carr-Fay Marbe ".'.'.'.. M

'

§Up The Congo
MSWhat a Man (A.T.)

.

Travel Lecture Feb
Denny -Segar June

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES

.5850.,

.8800..
. .8850..
..7200..
.7200.

,

-.6200.

.

.9950...

"bwo."!

'.'-72Q0.'

.7000..

..6586..
. 5800.

,

..700O..

80... Apr. 19
78 ...Oct. 18
68... May 24

IOO.Sept.21/29

iosi.'iApn. '5

. .June 21
80...Oet. II

Title star
t§Across the World (A.D.) . Martin Johnson
UAfter the Verdict (A.T.). .Tschechowa-Ward
Alma de Gaucho Special Cast
Asphalt Froelich-Amann

use I Love You Mady Christians

.8900.

*t§B

Dist'r Rel. Date
Talk. Pic. Epics. . . Not :

Int. Photoplay. . . . Jan
Edw. L. Klein
Allied Film Mar.

^Bottom of The" World!
'.

'. '.
'""'.

.

"'" '"""" " ' tXp?/"epS
1 ™

Sent
2
f' Sgride 68 (P.T., Veidt-Brink "...llA&.M^^.iStJ'^^'SBnght Eyes Balfour- Trevor New Era . ... .July in' ' '6800

•tfcaV'o? ClfSs
T
(

lj-
+

.

r
.Christr«.S.Fr»Heh .Harold Auten . . . . May |°0.S

Can^of Missing" M.n^SVJ'^^SS^^i i*?. 'Mf*'-"ugnt 111 bom i, unuei.orlo Frit; Kortner
""

Chess Player. The iehanne-BUneh.r.
•tCI.llli.tl,. HlrtrM.-li.rt.,

fir;"." '" *" stre"
•tiCoVstant N,m,h; „„••¥«'"».-''«•*"

s. Reviewed
98.. Jan. 25
73. .June 21

Sept. 6
la 8 reels, 85. .May 10

100.. Feb. 8
.42
100. Apr. 19
. 76 .July 9
88, May 24

.61. .Jan. 18
ID... Aag. 8
..., Feu 13

Aristocrat Mar. 157127..
vor Novello Big Three Exc.Aug. 17.7800..

'.!cnlT.
n
S\'.'\JVp-T.iFn ",°r

• ^"fpiw"•"!'•.":::::.
( P.T.) . Chav H utchinsop . . Cosmos May 2o 65 16

Stewart Rome Inter. Photoplay ...
twood-MacDonaldBlltmoro Prod Jan 5460

*t§Dark Red Roses
-

..
''sOarkened Skies (A.T.)
Docks .f Hamburg
•tlOrlftara .......'.'..'.'.'.!

tJEseaped from Dartmoor'
Eternal Fools .

Farmer', wife '.'.'.""
r 'oaro
Flame of Love. ..'.'.", '.".".'."

"

Melody (A.•t§Heart'i
(F&D.

.

Her Unborn Child (FAD).
Hungarian Nights

. Jugo-Fritsch

Barlng-Henning*","

. Themes'. Hal.: Davis'

Anna May Wong .

T.)
. Fritsth-Parlo .. ..

-Special Cast
.Special Cast

,

Ufa.
• Harold Auten
Harold Auten.

.

. Judea Films..
.Apr. 11 7529..
.Sept. 23. .6120.

• rtineo Jan. 4 nM43
Fraqco- American Net 9»t. fi->«n

Brit Int. Oct. 30. .6600

.... Mar. I

67.. July 8
Fep. 22

...Jan. II

82. May 24
Mar. 8

60. Dee. 14

^40.. July I
70.. Apr. 19
68.. Sept. 8

Oct 25 Oct' II

Ufa Film .

.Windior
. Amer. Gen.

Jan.

•tSlmmortal Vagabond (A.T.) Hald-Froelleh UfaIn the South Seas with Mr. and Mrs. Plnehot
*'•«',,;,;• tV *friein Ht">» -•aae

1
.nsk »t Tha French Cast

•tSLast Dance. Th* (A.T.) . . Reynold.- Robardi ! ! Audible " "

85 Jan.

June

10 7609 .

Film Co.
Aug.5/29..8 reels

Film
Talk. Pict. Epics. Sept. I 5538'.'. \\' May '

3

i

Congo Plot Ltd. Apr. 137776. .. .88. .Apr. M
5800 «4. .

Aug. 14.6181 68.. Sept. 20
Juna 27

. 9100 July 5

Lotus Lady
Loose Ends
*t§Lost Gods (A.T.)
Lost Patrol

Fair*

H?b"! Bt FJ"t •"•«<* T ) Keaner FastaiAW? t0 0p
.
d"r Julian Eltlnge

.Claude Frane

.Carl Brlason

Marshall-Baring
- Trevor-Barlng

Beery

't§Madonna tf the Sleeping
Cars "

*t§Manxman, Tha ,.
Melody of the Heart

Murder
Mystery at the Villa Rasa
•fSMysteries of Nature
Pes.ion Song The Olmsted-N!
Peacock Fan The Dorathv 0'
Poor Millionaire Talmadge- Howard

ta.-AM-'AT.y"8"111 CMt

./" F > „ "W "«*•. Mnrray. Kennedy .

VgRasputJn. fjn Holy Devil Spatial Cast *...,
- j«cs Perrli
..Cliff Tex Lyon

Mildred Harris...
. .Japanese Cast
.. CrmwBv Tearle
. . Jose Bohr
. .Carmellta Geraghty
..Native Cast

.Syndicate

British Inter.
Talk Pic. Epics

Pro Patrla .

. Chesterfield.
.

.

Jesse Well ..

Little

.Mar. 15.7650.
..May (78095..
..Mar. 8 5825.
.Aug. 25 5786...
t. 31.. .6100 ...
.Oet. 1 7.. 7560..
Sept. I . . .4800

.Not Set. 5100..
Feb. 15 8039..

6240...

Playhouse Film Co
-Douu Dee. 2lUfa
..Ufa Film. .Aug. 29 Eng...808l

„ , ,
Germ... 8543

...British Int. ..Oct 24. ..,8200..
..Harold Auten. .May 31 9000..
. - Ufa,

5080...
5400...

Apr. 7.... 5200...

Dec.
89.. May 9
65.. Mar. 29
65. . .Sent. 13
8 ..Nov. 15
84. Oct. 25
.53.. July 12
57 Dec. 21
68.. Feb. I

Jan. 25

19...Oct.
Dec. 14.

.90., Sept. 8

. Excellent
Chesterfield

. B lit more
Ufa Films

'tiRemanee of West
•tfSaddle King. Tha
Sea Fury
'tSlums of Toklo
Rmnke Beltew
•t§Sombras de Gloria
South of Panama
Stampede
Strange Case of District'

fl.ttnri.ey "M"
Suspense
rtiw Outer..!1 * Thn
•tSThrow of the Dice

Jan. 155743.. .64.. Continental
..Martin Berger .

.

• Jack Trap Jim IS. .8494.'.'.'.

.Anchor
.
Tom White Nat Set'KOO'.'."

. Movfegraphs
. First Division . 'fi605
.Sono Art World Wide
. Che«terfleld

. . 5300
.Harold Auten ..Apr. 26... 7540

.10..
.8
8. ..Nov. 8 •f§Treasuro. Tha

.. Yakima Canutt.
..Seeta Dvl
.. Cornelius Keefa.

.. Unusual Photoplay .Mar. 6800
...British Int

Waea Mer * S r»»|«
...Hollywood Pie.. .Dee. 29.6700

Crescent ., . 5917

.Jan. 18
..Aug. 80
..Aag. 2
-Oct 12
. Dee. 7

O..May 3

..Nov. 8
rt-i it*

.May 31

Film Arts Guild Nov. 38

'Means synchronized score, fllleans sound effects. %Means voice (including dialoaue and incidental songs) AT after title mean*
P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

' 'All-Talker.
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. Asso. C. of A.. Oct. 10. .98 Oct 25

.Aug. •

Two Hearts in Waltz Time. . Janssen-Theimei
*t§We»t ot Rockies (A.T.) ,. ..„
(D> Art Mix World Art Jan. I8.SI00..

•t§ White Cargo (A.T.) Special Cut Harold Auten Mar. I

•flWhlte 0«vll (P.T.) (F
4 D) Moijukln-Dagover ..UFA Film* •

Why Cry at Partial Halm- Oral U International 7000 7B .Feb. 22
ti'Womaa Whe Waa Fa*-.

attaa (A.O.) Belle Beaiatt Stat* Cinema Jaa. 1.7560 85 Jan. 25

Wonderful Lies ef Nina
Petrowna Helm-Ward Allied Films. .May 10..S reela. .80. .June 14

•»svlddUh Mama. The (A.T.)Mae Simon Judea Film* . . . 4000
Young Woodley All English Cast Harold Anten Sept. 26. .7600 73. ..Oct 4

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Producer Rel. Date Length Mins. Reviewed

"tSApe, The (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Atlantic Elstree 90... Oct. II

*t§Body, Soul and Dress
Buying a Wife .Special Cast Aff. European 7 reels

•ffjComebaek, The (A.T.) Majestic .*

•}§ Dancing Fathers (A.T.)..

•fIDavy Jones Locker (A.T.) Liberty Prod ii" *•!• 14
•t§Der Tiger Von Berlin . Susa- Frank Ufa Film 55. ..Sept. 27

•f§Divorce Question, The (A.T.) Majestic

Outy to be Silent ..Maria Albana ...Aff. European 6 reels

*§tEast Lynne (A.T.) Liberty Prod

•flEast of Asia (A.T.) Liberty Prod

Eternal Sacrifice , . . • •

•^Everybody's Girl (A.T.)- Liberty Prod

Exodus to the New World, The . Lyon-Prevost Pioneer

Full Dressed Thieves Nils Asther Aff. European 7 reels

German Underworld Special Cast Aff. European 7 reels

Great Unknown. The John Leoder Aff. European ...6 reels

•7§Hail the Woman (A.T.)..;: Majestic

Her Viennese Lover Asther- Nolan Aff. European 6 reels

*t§ln Oklahoma (A.T.) »••!•.•""
Milak of the Snowlands Special Cast Allied

*t§Midnight Alarm. The (A.T) ...... Liberty Prod

Midnight Special. The Chesterfield . ...

•^Mother's Millions (A.T.).-.May Roson Liberty Prod

Our Daily Bread Mary Nolan Aff. European 7 reels

-t§Prlce Mark, The (A.T.) Majestic

•t§Red Kisses (A.T.)
*t§Romantic Scoundrel. The (A.T.) ;.•,-••:

•tSSentlmental Satan (A.T.) Majestic

•t§Smart Women IA.T.) ...... .... Majestic

•tlThou Shalt Not Squeal (A.T.)

MSToday (AT) Nagel-Owen Majestic Nov. I 6660 ft Oct. 25

•tITrap, The (A.T.) WV^ii: W"S'
Unholy Love Wegener- Petrovltch Aff. European

When Duty Calls ..Special Cast Allied 6714 feet

Wild Men of Kalihari Denver African Exp. .. Talk. Pict. Epics

Women Like Men ,••• y£*2?E r0
2

•t§Worst Woman in Paris (A.T.) Liberty Prod

SOUND SHORTS
Distributor Length Reviewed

Visugraphlc 3 reels May 17

Coming Feature Attractions

Title Star Rol.
Boy of the Plains, A Apr.
Frontier Days May
God's Country and the Man Dec.
Last of the Pawnees Apr.
Red Coats of Canada . . Feb.
R Iders of the North Feb.
Rose of the Rio Grande Jan.
Song of the Plains Mar.
Texas Ranger, The Mar.
Under Texas Skies Bob Custer Nov.
West of Cheyenne Jan.

15, 31. .6 reels.

.

II. ..6 reels..

15 6 reels.

I. '31... 6 reels.

I. '31... 6 reels.

15, '31. .6 reels.

I, '31. ..6 reels.

I, '31. ..6 reels.

15. '31. .6 reels.

15 6 reels.

15, '31. .6 reejs.

Mlns. Reviewed

Westward Bound Buffalo Bill, Jr. -Ray Rooseveu Dec. I 6 reels..

SOUND SHORTS
Length

Title Star Rel. Date Feet Mins.
Ain.- Chops the Suey Feb. I, '31

•tAllce Gets Stage Struek Jan. 15. '31

*t Alice Gets Stung Oct, 15
•tAlice Loses Out Mar. I, '31

•j Alice on the Farm Oct. I

•tAlice Picks the Champ Mar. 15, '31

"tAlice Plays Cupid Apr. I. '31

•tAlice Rattled by Rats May I, '31

•tAlice Solves the Puzzle Apr. 15, '31

•tAlice the Jailbird Nov. I

'tAlica Wins the Derby Nov. f5
•tAlice in the Jungle Jan. I. '31

*t Alice's Balloon Race Dec. 15

*t Alice's Egg Plant Dec. t

"tAl Ice's Little Parade Sept. I

'tAlice's Mysterious Mystery May 15. '31

"tAlice's Orphan Feb. 15. '31

•tAlice's Tin Pony.. Sept. 15

•tBroken Spur. The Jack Hoxie . . Feb. I, '31. .,2 reels.

.

•tCyclone Bliss Jack Hoxie Oct. 15 2 reels..

*t Desert Bridegroom Jack Hoxie Jan. 15, '31.. 2 reels.

.

•tDesert's Crucible Jack Hoxie Oct 1 2 reels..

•tDead or Alive Jack Hoxie Nov. 15 2 reels..

MDouble-O. The Jack Hoxie Dec. f 2 reels..

MMarshall of Money Mint Jack Hoxie Sept 15 2 reels..

•tRtder from Nowhere Jack Hoxie Nov. 1 2 reels..

•tRomantlc Sheriff. The Jack Hoxie Jan. I, '31 2 reels..

•tSparks of Flint Jack Hoxie Feb. 15. '31. .2 reels.

.

*tTwo-Flsted Jefferson Jack Hoxie Sept 1 2 reels..

tWestern Romanes Jack Hoxie Dec. 15 2 reels..

TIFFANY
FEATURES

(Available sound-on 'film and sound-on-disc)

StarTitle

•t§Anyway By Air
*t§At the Photographers

(A Tl (F) Harry Delf Elbee 2 reels

•team Dance Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod | reel

Bird Island of Peru Dr. Murphy Talking Picture Epics 21. ..Nov. 8

Besides the Western Sea .--•*.•.: Castle Film I reel

•tIBIind Youth (A. T.) Lou Tellegen Capital 2 reels

Bosom Friendship Novelty UFA 10 min
t^Bring On the Bride (A.T.) Elbee 2 reels Nov. 9

•1§Broken Doll. The (A. T.). Sadie Banks Judea Films I reel

*t Chain Gang. The Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel

't Conquest of the Cascades . . Educational Gen. Electric Co Apr. 19

Coast to Coast Talker Sisugraphic 2 reels Aug. 30

M 5 Down Hawaii Way Color Novelty Castle I reel

Electric Ship General Electric 9. ..Nov. 8

th th Cantor Waldman . .
. Judea Film 950 ft

'§ t Evening in Jewish Camp. Eval Miller Judea Film 1000 ft
•tIFriend Husband (A.T.) Burr 2 reels

*t& Frost and Old Lace UFA I reel Sept. 20
•t Galloping Gaucho Micky Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod I reel Feb. I

•t§Jewish Gypsy Hymie Jacobson Judea Films 1900 ft

Jewish Melody Cantor Waldman Judea Films, Inc I reel

•t Jungle Rythm Micky Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod I reel Jan. II

'tJust Mickey Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel

*i§ Kiddie Cabaret Mayfair 2 reels Apr. 26
•tKids and Pets Color Novelty Castle I reel

•t§Kol Nidre No. I Cantor Sehmlllkel. .. Judea Films 900 ft

*t§Kol Nidre No. 2 Cantor Waldman Judea Films 950 ft

Land of Freedom . . Seymour Reiztelt. . . . Judea Films, Inc 2 reels
M§Mal-Ko Mashma-Lou
(AT) Harry Feld Judea Films

•t§Mawas (P.T.) Capital Prod v/3 reels June 7
•t§Measuring Time UFA Film 7 mln...Sept. 27
MSMeet the Family (A.T.)

( F) Harry Delt Elbee 2 reels . .

"tMiekey's Concert Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod free)
•t§ Monkey Squawks (A.T.) Burr
Natascha Pmchus Lavenda . .. Judea Films. Inc 2 reels
Not So Quiet on the Western
Front •i»vv;»! ?

r
i
t,,h

J.?t 2 reels.
. .25. .. Nov. I

•t§Oh Doctor (A.T.) Special Cast Judea Films 1800 ft

*t Plane Crozy Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel ... Jan I

'fplow Boy Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod ...1 reel
Sailors' Sweetheart Hymie Jacobson Judea Films, Inc 2 reels
Scarlet Runner & Co British Int 8... Nov. 8
Secrets of Nature British Int 12 mln.. . . Nov I

•t§Shoemaker's Romance
(A.T.) (A.T.) Judea Films 1900 ft

"t§Should I Charles Lawmer .... Advance Trailer May 17
•t§Signed. Sealed &. Delivered Special Cast Burr
•tISIxty Minutes From
Broadway Color Novelty Castle I reel .,

*t§Style and Class (A.T.)... Marty Barratz Judea Films 2000 ft

•tSSummer Harmonies Song Cartoon Biophone I reel Oct 5
*tTee Time . Felix the Cat Copley Films I reel Apr 5
*t§Una-Sana-Takol Cantor Waldman Judea Films 950 ft

'tSWhen My Dreams Come
True Gene &. Glenn Advance Trailer I reel Apr 5

'fWhen the Cat's Away Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel
•tWild Waves Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel Jan II
World Unseen. A Scientific U FA 12 mln. .

.',

SYNDICATE PICTURES CORP.
FEATURES

Length
Title Star Rel. Date Feet Mlns. Reviewed

Beyond the Law Robert Frazer Oct. I

*tS Breezy Bill Bob Steele ..4500. ...50... Sept 20
•Canyon of Missing Men Tom Tyler June I 4742 50. . .Aug. 2
Code of Honor Mahlon Hamilton Oct. I 5605... 50.. Nov' 15
"tSCode of the West Bob Custer 57.

Title

*t§ Border Romance (A.T.)

*tS Borrowed Wives
Extravagance
•tijHeadin' North (A.T.)
*t§Hlgh Treason (A.T.)
•t§Hot Curves (A.T.)
't§Journey's End (A.T.) -
•tIJust Like Heaven (A.T.)

*t§ Kathleen Mavourneen (A.T.)

Land of Missing Men
Love Trader
•t§Mamba (A.T.)
*t§Mediclne Man. The (A.T.)

.

•t§Near Rainbow's End (A.T.)
(Reviewed as

"tSOklahoma Cyclone (A.T.)

*t§Paradise Island (A.T.)

*f§Party Girl (A.T.)
•t§peaeock Alley (A.T.)
•t^Sunny Skies
•tSSwellhead (A.T.)
Thoroughbred
•t§Troopers Three (A.T.)

Under Montana Skies
Utah Kid
•t§Wings of Adventure

Star Rel. I

Armida-Terry May
Rex Lease Sept
June Collyer-Lloyd Hughes. . .Oct.

. Bob Steele Nov.
. Hume-Thomas June
. Rubin-Lease. Day Apr.
Colin Cllve Mar.

. Louise- Newell Oct

. O'Nell-Delaney June

. Bob Steele Oct.

. Leatrice Joy Oct.

. Hersholt-Boardman-Forhes ...Mar.

. Benny-Bronson June

. Steele-Lorralne June
"Dangerous Business" Issue Dec.
Bob Steele Aug.
Harlan Day July
Doug Fairbanks, Jr Jan.
Mae Murray Jan.
Benny Rubin May
Gleason-^hilling-Walker Mar.
Garon- Barry Aug.
Lease- Gulliver Feb.
Kenneth Harlan Sept.
Rex Lease-Dorothy Sebastian. Oct
Rex Lease Aug.

Length
ritii Feet Mlns. Reviewed
'.'ii ..5974. ...65. .May 31
mi ...5580. ...62.. .Aug. 30
III . .5888 .

1 . ..495U. ...55. . . Nov. 8
15 ...7893. ...59.
IS. . .11416. ...88. ..July 12
25. ...6210. .130. ..Apr. 12
?? ...5850 . ...65. . . Oct 1

1

211 ...5169 . ...56. ..Aug. 2
15 . .5167 .

. . Oct. 4
U. . ,.5700 . ...64. ..Oct. 18
10, ...6183 . .. .69. ..Mar. 9
7S ...6211 . ...69. . .June 21
10.

?i
...5916 .

19291
...65. ..July 5

ft ...5850 ...65. ..Aug. 30
<-> ...6507 . ..July 5
25 ...7480 . ...75. . .060. 21

10, ...6045. ...67. ..Feb. 9
1. ...6994. ...78. ..May 24

21) ...7040 ...78. ..Apr. 26
in ...5425 . ...50. ..Aug. 23
70 ...7239 ...80. .Feb. 22

. ..4390

...5050 .

...52

...56.1. ..Aug. 9

Title
Aloha Oe ,

Arctic Patrol. The
Beloved Enemy. The
Blazing Guns Rex Lease ...

Branded Men Rex Lease ...

Caught Cheating .Sidney-Murray
Circus Parade
Command Performance, The
Danger Signal
Drums of Jeopardy
Fighting Grin, The Rex Lease ...

Ghost Ship, The
Girl of the Limberlost, A ,

Hi-Jack

Coming Feature Attractions

Rel. Date Length

Convict's Code, The Cullon Landls 56... Oct
•t§Covcred Wagon Trail Bob Custer Dee. 29, '29.4617 52. ..May
Hunted Men Bob Steele Apr,
•Lone Horseman ~ Tom Tyler Nov.
•t§Lonesome Trail, The Chns. Delaney Sept
tiOverland Bound Leo Maloney Apr.
*t§Parting of the Trails Bob Custer Mar.
Phnnlom of the Desert Jack Perrln Nov.
Riders of the Rio Grande Bob Custer Sept.,
Western Honor Bob Steele Mar.

17

4853.
. '29.4730 53. ..Aug. 2
15.. ..5786. ...65. ..Sept. 13

5 5040 56. ..Mar. 29
I. ...4701). ...52.. .Mar. 29
t 6 reels

'29. ..5223 59. ..June 28
4849... .50. ..May 17

Keeper of the Bees. The

Lawless ' Valley
*'.'.'.','. Rex Lease "!""

Leftover Ladies
Lure of the Yukon. The -

•t§ Midnight Stage. The Maynard-Laff
Moran ot the Lady Letty
•t§Ridin' Fool, The (A.T.) Bob Steele
Roaring Barrier
She Got What She Wanted Compson-Tracy Oct, 18
Single Sin. The June Collyer

Steel
•t§Sunrise Trail. The (A.T.)... Bob Steele
The Barbarian
The OJibway
Third Alarm. The James Hall-Hersholt-Loulse. 6300 70. ..Nov. 8
Thundering Hoofs Rox Lease
Unpardonable Sin
Wild Youth

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Color Symphonies Series 6 In Technicolor
| reel

Chinese Flower Boat July 5
Cossack Bride Jan. 25
Dancing Bear June 10
In Old Madrid Feb. 10
Parisian Nights June 25

*t§Jungle Drums Colortone Oct. 24. "29. .2 reels . .Dee 20
Kentucky Jubilee Singers Series of 6

Old Black Joe May I 2 reels '

On a Plantation Apr. 15 2 reels May 10
Pickin' Cotton

| ree |

Road Home, The 2 reels
Slave Days

| peel.
'.','.

Welcome Home
i reel

Musical Fantasies Series of 6
, . 1 reel

Fire Worshippers Aug. 10 .'.'.".'.'.Sept. 27
Memories Apr. 23

*Means synchronized score. fMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

A.T. after title means
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William Tell
Paul Hearst Comedies

. Series of 6
Sept. . 1 reel Sept

.6 Monkey Comedies .2 reels

.... July 25.... .2 reels

Little Big House. The Sept.

Little Covered Wagon, The. Oct 15....

Voice of Hollywood Series Station S-T-A-R ....26. . 1 reel each

Ben Turpln .Apr.

No. 9 Wesley Barry .Apr.

No. 10 Robert Woolsey
No. II . Billy Bevan
No. 12 , Llyod Hamilton
No. 13 - Geo. K. Arthur
No. 14
No. 15 12

....Sept.
No. 19

No. 20 .Oct. II

No. 22

UNITED ARTISTS
FEATURES

Title
ISAbraham Lincoln. A.T.)
•t§Bad One. The (A.T.)..
•t§Be Yourself (A.T.) (F)
•t§Du Barry, Woman ot Passion

•tSEyes of the World (A.T.)..
*t§Hetl Harbor (A.T.)
•t§Lottery Bride, The (A.T.).
•4§Lummox (A.T.) <F)
*t§One Romantic Night (A.T.)
•T§Puttln' on the Ritz (A.T.)
*f§Raffles (A.T.)
•tSWhat a Widow (A.T.)
t§Whoopee (A.T.)

Star Re I. I

Walter H uiton Nov.
Del Hit-Law* May
Fannie Bnee Feb.

(A. T.) Norma Talmadge Oct.
Merkel- Holland A«o.
Velsz- Hershell Mar.
Mac Donald -Garr I ck Oet
Westover- Lyon Jan.
Glsh-Napel-La Rocguo Apr.
Harry Rtchman ... Mar.
Ronald Colman July
Gloria Swanson ...Sent
Eddie Cantor Sept.

COMING ATTRACTIONS
Title

•tSBat Whispers. The (A.T.).
*t§City Lights (F)
•t§Devll to Pay
Kikl (A.T.)
"tHell's Angels (A.T.)

Star
. Chester Morris .

- Charlie Chaplin
. Ronald Colman .

. Mary Pickford .

. Lyon-Hall-Harlow

Length
lata Feet Mini. Reviewed
H ..8704 97. Alio. 23
I . . 6673 74. ..Mar. '£/

H ..5977 «7. ..Fat. 1

II .8110. .91) ..Nit. 1

311 .7272. ...81. ..All. 13
11 ..8354. ...92. .Mar. 6
a.. ..7472. ..83..
IB ..7583.... 84. ..Fab. IS

1? ..6592... 72 .Mar. 29
1 ..8225.... 91. ..Feb. 22

2b . ..6509 70. .Ana. 1
13 . .8128. ...DO. . .8ent. 20
27. ..83BS...93. ..July 12

lam Length Reviewed
a.. .7810

. Dee. 20 .

...Nov. 15....
•(^Indiscretion Evelyn Laye-John Boles Jan. 10. '31

(Reciewed under the title of "Queen of Scandal. " issue of

•tSReaching for the Moon (A.T.) Douglas Fairbanks
•tISons 0' Guns (A.T.) Al Jolson

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

•tSGIorious Vamps (A.T.) Bobby Watson Jan. 25 952 Jan. 25
•^Second Hungarian Rhapsody May 24 895 July 19

!t§The Americans Come (A.T.).. Otto Matleson Aug. 2 978
t§Wizard's Aprentiee Apr. 20 840 Sept 20
•tIZampa (A.T.) Sept. 6 I reel. ..Sept. 6

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

Rel. Date

24..

20..
10.

26..

Title Star

•HAH Quiet on Western Front

(AT j
Wilhelm-Ayres-Wray Aug.

Bio Timber (Re-Issue) William Desmond Mar.

•tSBurning Trail (Re-lssue) William Desmond July

•t§Captain of the Guard (A.T.) . La Plante-Boles . . .. . .. . . . Apr.

•tlCat Creeps (A.T.) Twelvetrees-Hersnolt-Haekett. Nov,

•UCIimax The (A.T.) Crawford- Hershholt Jan.

*t§Cohensandthe Kellys in Scotland Sidney- Murray Mar.

•fSConcentratln' Kid (A.T.) .... Hoot Gibson Oct.

•t§Czar ot Broadway (A.T.) Wray-Compson-Harron May 25...

t§Dames Ahoy (A.T.) Glenn Tryon Feb. 9...

•t§Devil's Pit, The Special Cast Mar. 9

(Reviewed under title of "Under the Southern Cross" in Aprlil 27

"t§East Is West (A.T.) Lupe Velez-Lew Ayres Oct. 23...
*t§Embarrassing Moments (A.T.)- Reginald Denny Feb. 2...

•t§Fighting Legion. The Ken Maynard Apr. 6...

Flying Hoofs Jack Hoxle Feb. 2. .

.

•t§H ell's Heroes Bicktord-Hatton Jan. 5. ..

•tlHide-Out (A.T.) Murray-Crawford Mar. 30...
"tlKing of Jazz, The ( A.T.) . . .

. Whlteman's Band &. Special
f Cast Aug.

•f§Lady Surrenders, A (A.T.) . . . Nagle-Tobin- Rathbone-Hobart Oct.

•t|Llttle Accident (A.T.) Fairbanks, Jr., Page Sept.

*T Lucky Lark in Ken Maynard Mar.

.138.12423
.4388
.4223
.7519... .83.
. .6J93
.5846 65.
.7600 ...82.
.5146 57.
.7314 ... 81.
.5773.... 66.
.6268... 69.
1929 Issue.)

.6683 ...75 .

.5280 .

.6763.
3852.,
.6148

,

.5299 .

Reviewed

.Apr. 26

Apr. 5
Sept. 20
. Mar. 29
.Mar. 15

.Nov. I

-Apr. 26
.Feb. 8
• Apr. 27

.58..

.75..

17..

The. Hoot Gibson Feb.
. Ken Maynard May

•tSNIght Ride Joseph Schlldkraut Jan.
•t§Outside the Law (A.T.)... "
•t§Parade of the West
•tSRoarlng Ranch (A.T.)
•ftSong of the Caballero
"tlSons of the Saddle
*t§Spurs (A.T.)
•tSStorm. The (A.T.)
•^Trailing Trouble
•tlTrigger Tricks (A.T.)
MSUndertow
•t§What Men Want
•t§White Hell of Pitz Palu ...

White Outlaw, The (Re-Issue).
•t§Young Desire (A.T.) Mary Nolan June

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel Date

•tlBllnd Husbands (A.T.) ' "
•t§Boudolr Diplomat (A.T.) Compson-Keith-Duncan-Loff . . bee' 8*'
*t§Cohens &. Kellys in Africa. . -Sidney-Murray
•tSDracula (A.T.) Beta Lugosi
•t§Fires of Youth Lew Ayres '"
Free Love Nagel-Tobln '"
Loose Morals

. Nolan- Robinson
Ken Maynard

. Hoot Gibson

. Ken Maynard
. Ken Maynard
. Hoot Gibson ......
Special Cast
Hoot Gibson
Hoot Gibson

. Nolan-Ellis-Brown

.All Star

. Special Cast
Jack Ho:

Sept.
Jan.

• Apr.

• Aug.
Aug.

. - Aug.

..Mar.

.. June

..Feb.

. . July

. . June
May

7897 .

5785 .

5784 .

6748 .

. 5609
,7116
5900

..6524 ..73.

..6872 76.

.5303 ...58.

..7203 ...80.
. 5 1 98 .... 67

.

..5462.... 57.
-.5025.. ..56.
.6041 67.

. .7727.. . 86.
. .4511
..6529. ...73.

.Apr. 5
-Sept. 27
.July 12
. Mar. 22
-Feb. 15
.Mar. 22
.Dec. 28
.Aug. 23
Feb. I

.May 24
July 12

Aug. 9

.Sept. 6
Aug. 23
Mar. 29
.June 21

Many a Slip
Merry Go Round John Boles '..'.'..'.'. .'..'.'.'.'.!

*t§Resurrectlon (A.T.) Boles- Velez
•HSalnt Johnson (A.T.) Ayres- Wray
Seed

!?fff
e

.

America Thirst (A.T.) .
. .Langdon-Love-Summer'vllle .

*t§Strictly Dishonorable (A.T.).. John Boles
*t§Whlte Captive. The Dorothy Janrs ....

Nov. 24 Oct. 18

SHORT SUBJECTS

Allasjhe Bandit BolbTe Nelson May I™
8

All West Sid Saylor June 18
Anthony & Cleopatra (Re-issue) May 26...'

Length Reviewed
2 reels Apr. 19
2 reels May 24
I reel

Badge at Bravery
Bathtul Whirlwind (Reissue)..,
Battling Kid. The
Beauty Parade, Tbe
Benjamin Franklin (Reluue) . .

.

Boundary Line, The (Reissue)
Close Call ( Reissue)
Columbus 4 Isabella (reissue)
Crimson Ceurage
Crooked Trails
Danger Claim. The
Fighting Terror (Reissue) ...
Fellow Me
Foul Ball
French Leave
Getting the Air
Her Bashful Beau Arthur
Hie Girl's Wedding Arthur

red Carson Feb. I..,
Edmund Cobb Aug. 30..
Bobble Nelson June 14..
Arthur Lake July 2...

June 23 . .

,

Fred Humes July 8...
Edmund Cobb Aug. 2. .

.

June 9. .

.

Ted Canon Mar. 8..
Ted Carson May 3...
Bobble Nelson Mar. 22...

. Blllle Sullivan July 19 ..

Arthur Lake Apr. 30..
Sid Saylor Apr. 16..,
Sid Saylor Mar. 19..,
Arthur Lake Mar. 5 .

.

Lake June II ...
Lake July 23...

25.

12..

Kouaty Fair Oswald Cartoon ian.
Last Stand Babble Nslsen Jan.
Law In the Saddle Ted Carson Apr.
Lightning Rider, The Ted Carson Aug,
Make It Snappy Sid Saylor Feb.
Man Hunter, The Tea) Canoe July 26
Matter ot Policy Edwards Jaa. is..
Milky Way (Reissue) Charlie Puffy Msr. 10..
Onsr Khayaa (Reissue) July 14..
One Wet Night Reach- Edwards Feb, 24..
Pair) Revere (Reissue) Aug. IB.

.

Peekabee Arthur Lake July 9...
Plane Crazy sid Sayler Aug. 9..
Pony Express Kid, The Edmund Cobb May 21..
"est ef Honor Bobbie Nelson f-en. 22..
Prehistoric Man (Re-Issue) Aug. II..
Pronto Kid, The (Reissue) Edmund Cobb Apr. 12...
Queen of Roundup (Reissue) Jeile Sedgwick Mar I ..

Red Coafs Romance Ted Carson June 28..
Restless Rest (Re-Issue) Neely Edwards Mar. 24..
Ropln' Venus Josle Sedgwick Jen. 18..
Seeing Red (Reissue) Billy Sullivan Aug. 16..
Should Poker Players Marry? June SO...
Sid's Long Count Sid Saylor May 29.
Sitting Pretty Arthur Lake Jan. IS..
BIX Gun Juitlse Bobble Nelson Apr. 19..
•erne Shew Arthur Lake Apr. 2 .

Son ef Courage Bobble Nelson July It..
Speak Easy t Reissue) Charlie Puffy Apr. 7..
Step Right Up... Sid Saylor May 7..
Storm King (Re-Issue) Edmund Cebb Feb. IS...
Trail of the Peek Ted Carson Jan. 7..
Under the White Robe (Re-lskue) Neely Edwards May 12...

Neely Edwards Feb. I.

.

Slim Summervllle Feb. 10..
.Billy Sullivan Mar. 15..
.Edmund Cobb May 24..

Jan. 27..
.Ted Carson May 31.

West Wallop ; Reissue)
William Tell
Wolfs Fangs

.2 reels ...Jaa. II

.2 reels

.2 reels May 24
.2 reels Juns 7
. I reel

.2 reels
.2 reels
1 reel

. .2 reels Feb. I

.2 reels Mar. 29
. 2 reels Feb. IB

.2 reels Apr. S

2 reels Mar. IS
. 2 reels Mar. S
..2 reels Feb. I

. 2 reel,, May 24

.2 reels June 28
. I reel Dee. 1
.2 reels Dee. 21

. .2 reels Mar, I

.2 reels July 19

.2 reels Jan. IB

-.2 reels July .5

.1 reel

. . I reel
.1 real
. I reel

.1 reel

2 reels June 7
.2 reels July 19
.2 reels Apr. 26
. .2 reels Jan. IB
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reele
. I reel

.2 reels

.2 reels

.1 real
.2 reels Apr. 29
.2 reels Dae. 21
..2 reels Mar. IS
. .2 reels Mar. I

.2 reels June 21
.1 reel

. .. reel! Apr. 19
. 2 reels

. 2 reels Dee. 7
.1 reel
.2 reels
. I reel

.2 reels

.2 reels
. I reel

..2 reels May 10

SOUND SHORTS
StarTitle

*t§Arablnn Daze
Africa Oswald Cartoon
Alaska Oswald Cartoon
-TiBewery Blmbeaa Uawold Carteen
•tSBreadway Fellies Oswald Cartoon
•fSBrother lor Sale (A. T.) Sunny Jim
"fSChinese Blues (A.T.) Sporting Youth
tdChrlstmae Cheer (A. T.) Sunny Jim
t Chile Con Carmen Oswald Cartoon
'tSCeld Feet Oswald Cartoon
Comeback, The Leather Pusher Series No. 4
MSDetectlve, The .„. Oswald Cartoon
*t§Dlseontented Cowboys 'A, .Sidney. Murray
•t§Fellow Students Sid Saylor
itSFwtllght Fellies (A.T.) sport ino Youth
•tIFowl Ball, The Oswald Cartoon
Go to Blazes Sidney-Murray
'f§ Hallowe'en Sporting Youth
•tSHammer & Tongs (A.T.) Kane Richmond

Leather Pusher Series No. 2
•tSHash Shop Oswald Cartoon
•tSHell's Heels Oswald Cartoon
• t Henpecked Oswald Cartoon
't.Hls Bachelor Daddy Snnny Jim
"t§Hot for Hollywood Oswald Cartoon
'Hurdy Curdy Oswald Cartoon ,

•t§Kld Roberts (A.T.) Kane Richmond
Leather Pusher Series No. I

*t Kisses and Oui-.es Oswald Cartoon
"t§Knoekout. The '.eather Pushers Series No. I .

ijLive Gnash . F 4 0) Ann Christy
Love Punch. The Sidney-Murray
Mardlgras Leather Pusher Series No. 5
*t§Mexico -Oswald Cartoon
•isMush Again bunny Jim
*t§My Pal Paul Oswald Cartoon ,

Navy, The Oswald Cartoon
•T&Nelghbors Sunny Jim
*>§Not So Quiet .. Oswald Cartoon
*tSOo La La silm Summervllle
*t§Pnrle2-Veui Summervllle
•'Prison Panic Oswald Cartoon .

Roll Ing Along Sidney- Murray
*tS Royal Fourflueh Sporting Youth
*t§ School mates
•t§8eelng Stars
•ffShe's a He (A.T.)
'tSSInglng Sap
t§S!eter » p«st
'tSnappy Salesman ,..,
"t§Spooks
'T*tSteepteenase (A. T.> ,

*f§8top That Noise
*t§Strange as It Seems No. I,

•fSStrange as It Seems No. 2
•estrange as It Seems No. 3
•t§8trange as It Seems No. •

•t§Talklng Newsreel ,

•tsTraflu Troubles
•tgTramplng Tramps
"6 Up and Downstairs
*t§ Vernon's Aunt
•f§We We Marie
"StYou said It Snllor

. . Sunnv Jim
. -Oswald Cartoon
.. Sunny Jim . ...

• * sward Cartoon .

..Oswald Cartoon
..Sporting Youth
..Sunnv Jim
..Novelty
..Novelty
. .Novelty
..Novelty

. Oswald Cartoon . .

.

. .Dent-Archer

..Slim Summervllle .

, . Red Star Comedy.

Rel. Dm. Length Review**
. Mar. 3.. . 2 reels... Feb. 22

Mar. 17.. ....Apr.
. Mar. 3.. . . 1 reel Feb. IS
. June a 21

31.,
3.Feb. 14

,
Feb. 8. ....Jan. II

IB..

3...
2?.Sept. . . 1 reel ...Oct II

12.. . . 1 reels... Oet
9.
3.

Mar. «

Feb a
13..
15.Oct. . ..Nov. 8

Apr. 14., ..2 reels... ....Apr. 5

.Oct A.. . .2 reele. ..
Apr. 14.. . . 1 reel. . .

.

...Apr. 1?
. June 2. 7
Aug. II

May 14.. ..Apr. 19
May 19 ...May 2J
Jan. 20 . . . . Nev. 31

Sept. 3..
*«&. 17 1 real ... Jan. 7rl

Nov ft. . . 2 reels. .. ...Oct. II
inn. 20 .

III.

17. Deo.
.Nov. 1/ .1 reel ....

23,,
June II . ...June 29
.Nov. 3 ,

Mar 26 .. Mar. 1

July 7.. . 1 reel ...July a
.Nov. 28.., .2 reels ...
.
Sept. hi 18
Apr. 78 . . 1 reel ...

.

. . . May in

Oct. 1,
,

Feb 17 HI
Apr. 28 .2 reels. . .

.

. . .Apr. a
Mar. 17 . . Mar. i

June 4 .. 2 reels... ...May in

Sept. IS . . .1 reel... ...Sept. 20
Feb. 76 . .2 reels . .

.

...Jan. a
Aug. IH . .1 reel

July ?\ .1 reel
Jan. 6.. 2 reels . . Dee. id

July Ill ..2 reels . .June 14

Sept. 1 . . . . 1 reM . . .Sept 20
Sept. a . . 1 reel. . .

.

Nov 3..
24..
a

M.,r 17 , . .2 reels ...Feb. 15
Mir 31 , .1 reel ..Mar. a
mn ft a
Feh ID . .2 reels. . .

.

. . . Feb. i

Oct 79 . 2 reels. .

.

Oct. n
Nov. 19.. ..2 reels ..

WARNER BROTHERS
(Available sound-on-disc only i

Title

Bli Bay ..

•tSCourage
'UDancing
Doorway

Al Jolson Aug.
(A.T.) Bennett- Nixon June
Sweeties 8 All Star July
Hell Lewis Ayres Oct.

".numb"ii» In Ermine (A. T.
*tf Evidence (A.T.)
•tSGeneral Crack (A. T.)
'tCGolden Dawn (A T.)

. .

'tlGreen Goddess, The (A. T.)
t$Hold Everything (A. T.)
'*UI» o' Cn'ane (A T.). ..
LHw ef the Party
Maybe It's Love

strono-Gleaion-Kent May
Pauline Frederick Jan.
John Barrymore Jan.

. Woolf-Segal June
Georeti Arltss Mar.
Llghtne. -Brown-O'Neill May
RlueLoy Mar.

.Winnie Llghtner Oct.

.Brawn- Bennett Oct.

Length
Feet Mln

. . 6275...

6

.
.68*n ,.7«

. . 5656... 6

..7092 71

..6300 7
...7152. ...7

..9809... 10
..7447. ...83
..6653....7
.7513. ...8
5RI4..
.7152.,
.6568.

'Means synchronised score. Weans sound effects. %Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-Mm.

Rnviewari

.July 26
..May 31

,
. June 14

..Sept 20

..Nov. tfl

.June 21

..Feb. 22

..Apr. 12

..Anr. *

..Oct. 25

..Oct 25
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•tiMammy (A. T.)
•ts M.in Irom Blankieyi. The I A.T.J
•tsMan Hunter (A. T)
Matrimonii) Bed
Moby Dick
Office Wife
*tfiOhl Sailor. Behave (A.T.)...
Old English

t Un itir Border
•nRecapturpd Love
River*! End
•Khougr, Waters (A. T.)

'TSRoyal Box (A.T.) (German)..
•fSSecond Choice (A.T.)
"TESecond Floor Myitery (A. T,)
•t§8he Couldn't Say Na
Sinners' Holiday
Soldier'! Plaything, A
-tSSono ot the West (A. t.i ...

•tSSweet Kitty Bellalrs
•t§Those Who Dance (A.T.)
"t§Three Faces East
"t§Under s T»*as Moon (A. T.).
Viennese Nights
*T5Wtde Owon (A.T.)

Al Jolson May 31. ...7570.

John Barrymore May 24 6167.

Rin-Tln-TIB May 3 4383.

All Star Aug. 2. . . .6030.

.

JohB Barryraort Sept. 27. ...7220..

Mackalll-Stone Aug. 23 5220..

Lrone Delroy-Chas. King ...Aug. 16 5850..

George Arllu Sept. 27. ...7926..
Rln-Tln-TIn Mar. 15. ...4410..
Bsnaett-Halllday July 8. ...6120..
Blcklord- Knapp Nov. 8
Rm-Tin-Tm June 7.... 4280..

Molssl-Horn 8000.
Dolores Costelle Jan. 4 8150..
Withers-Young Apr. 26. . .

.5268. .

,

UQhtner-Morrls Feb. 15 6413
Withers-Knapp Oct. II 5536..
Loder-Langdon-Lyon Nov. I

Boles-Segal Mar. 15 7IR5.
Claudia Dell Aug. 8. ...5772..
Monte Blue . ... Apr. 19... 6876..
Bennett-vee Strohelni July 26. ...6120..
Fay-Torres-Ley-Beery Apr. I 7d9b

.

Gray-Sagal-Hmholt Sept. 20. ...9007..

E. E. Horton Feb. i 6341..

..84. ..Mar. 29
...68. ..Apr. 12

. . 49. . . Apr. I'

..67. ..Aug. 9

..81. ..Aug. 16

..58...0et 4

..65. ..July 12

.72... Aug. 30
.49.. .Feb. 6

.June 7

..Oct 4

.July 26

.Oec. 28

.Jan. II

May to
.Feb. 22
.Oct. 4

.68.

89.
.91..
.59..

.Mar. P

.
.Sept 13

.July 12

..Jane 21

. Apr. I?
Aug. 30
Mar. 29

Coming Feature Attractions

Rel. Data Length Mlns. ReviewedStarTitle
Adam and Evening
Bad Women DeM-Boley-Gordon -Apr. 4 31

(Reviewed under title of "Barber John's Boy," Issue of Oct. 4)

Beauty and the Boss All Star Apr. 25...

Both Were Young May 23, 31.....

Captain Applejack John Haliday Jan. 17 31. .5940

Captain Thunder F. Wray-V. Vareoni Dee. '3.....

Children ol Dreams Feb. 28, 31

Divorce Amnng Friends All Star
Ex- Mistress Nolan- Hamilton
Fifty Million Frenchman Olsen A Johnson Feb. 14 31

Husband's Privileges All Star Mar. 2131
Idol. The All Star Apr. 25. '31

Illicit Stanwyck- Rennle Fev. 7, '31

Man to Man Holmes-Mitchell Dec. 6.....

Maytime ... June 6. '31

Outward Bound Leslie Howard Nov. 29.....

Red Hot Sinners Winnie Lightner May 9. 31

Second Barrymore Comedy Barrymore May 23. 311 .. . .
. .

.

811 Tight Lightner-Brown Jan. 31 6300.

Steel Highway All Star

Aug. 23
Sept 27

VITAPHONE VARIETIES (D)

13

..Oct 4

.May lb

May 24

Aug. 90

TItU Star

Absent M Inded Perkins- Ford

Alpine Echoes Douglas Stanbury Ire•I...........

And Wlte Elliott-Davis &l""\m"t£
At Home. Potter Series L.ttlefield-Ward 1435 16 .

Mar

At the Round Table Helllnger-Hopper-rtunyon-Corbett I reel... ...get

At Your Servlee Landis-Halligan-Blaefc"Ood 633. . .
. 7

Baby Bandit, The Babby Watson-Ann Cornwall I reel.

Bard ol Broadway. The Walter Wlnehell 2 reels

Barefoot Days Cast of Children * • «
Battery at ?ongi. A .. Hoyt-Coots-Qulntelle .7li. 8

Believe It or Not No. I Robert L. Ripley 2 reels ...

Believe It or Not. No. 2 Robert L. R p ey ZVt""
Believe It or Not. No. 3 Robert l_ Ripley ree •
Believe It or Not No. 4 Robert L. Ripley I ireel....

Believe It or Not No. 5 Kobert L. ttipley I reel ..
. . .. ...

Benefit The Joe Frisco 928.... 10. .Feb.

Bernle. Ben Orchestra
, ,

Bio Deal. The Harry Holman reel

Big Man From the North Looney Tunes No. 6 iiJ!*"Y» " •V'Si
Big Money. Potior Series Littlefleld-Ward U4l .12. .May 24

Body Slam. The Lambert-Ledoux-lrvlng .1 reel

Border Patrol. The Frisco-Knapp-Graham i2""bY
Booze Hangs High, The Looney Tunes Np. 4 .1 "«'•• -6

Box Car Blues Looney Tunes Ne. 5 l

, "\
Bridal NlOht Arthur-Merrlam ,' ' ™i

'

Bright Sayings Shlrley-LeMay I .reel

Broadway > Like Tnat Huth Ettlng

Bubble Party.The Geo. Sweet
Bubbles Yltaphone Kiddles ..

Cave Club. The Leaeh.Merman-Plerlot

Nov.

.Apr.

.July 19

'.Oct' 4

Celeste Alda .

.

Cheer Leader, The
Christmas Knight
College Capers
Collegiate Model. The
Compliments of the Season.
Congo Jazz
Contrary Mary
Cry Babv

iovanni Martlnelli
. Tom Douglas
Washburn- Eddy -Middleton

21

665 10. .Mar.
. 629..-. 7
688.... 8
793 .9

.1 reel. ..9. .Juno

.826 9
696 B

I reel Nov. 8

Ona Munson . 2 reels May lb

Dressier- Lane- O'Brien 2 reels

Looney Tunes No. 2 1 reel Aug. SO
Bobby Watson 839 . . .9. . June 7

Yemon-Treon I reel

26

Cryln' For the Caroline". - I reel . . .

.

Curses Moore- Clement- Blackwood Z reels

Danaer Lltel-Campeau-Merrlam ... 744 . .
8.

.
May

Darling Brute. The Jack Ha2zard ',„reel -

Desert Thrills Edwin Bartlett «5...
Devil's Parade. The Sidney Toler 888. lu.june is

Dining Out Kent-Lake I reel

Doctor's Wife Pangborn-Astor-Mltchell 2 reels

Done In Oil. Potter Series Llttlefleld-Ward 1539 17,-Juns 14

Ducking Outy Conklln-Morgan 4Q3. ., 5
Duel. The Fields- Teasdale I reel

Emergency Case Hugh Comeron I reel Sept 27
Eternal Trlanola. Th* Rleh-Standlnq-Kallz I reel

Everything Happens To Me Carson-Hoyt I reel

t.olutlen Progress of Motion Pictures I reel. .. 10. -June 21
Evolutlen of "1* Dtneo Lupine Lane 107 1 ... 12. .Feb. 22
Excuse the Pardon Morgan-Alexander

I reel
Family Ford Jim Harklns I reel

Fashion's Mirror Newberry-Thampson I reel

Feminine Types lean Barrloi I reel
Fight The Norman Brokenshlre I reel May 10

Find the Womoe Hugh O'Cennell BI7 .. 9
Five Minutes From the Station. .Overman-Churchlll-SIdney 2 reels
Footnotes Page Sisters A Oseer Grogan 519 8. .Apr. 19

For Art's Sake Broderlck-Crawford
I reel Sept 27

For Twe Cents De Wolf Hopper ...I reel
Fere Ford-Lane I reel
Fowl Triangle I reel
Frame. The Beyd-Mlddleten 934 .10 .. .

Gates of Happiness Arthur Pat West I reel.. .8. .Sept 27
Ginsberg of Newberg Eddie Lambert 2 reels Aug. 3

Girls We Remember I reel
Going Places Shaw A Lee 660 June
Gob, The Skelly- Evans -Shannon -Shea.

.

Grand Uproar
Grounds for Murder...
Gym Jams
Happy Hottentots. The
Harmonizing Songs ..

Hard Guy

.Jim McWIIIIams
, Foster. Glendennlng
. Lew Mayer

. Joe Frisco

May

660
2 reels..
.702

. . I reel .

.

. 635 7.. Apr. <«

..I reel Oct. 25
I reelJoseph Hai

Spencer -Tracy. Katharine
Alexander I reel Sept.

Headache Man, The Clements- Cava na ugh I reel
Head Man. The O'Coenell- Kelly 796... 9 Apr.
Heart Breaker. The Eddie Foy. Jr 1315 I5..0et
Her Relatives Neetv Edward I reel
His Big Ambition Potter Series, Llttlefleld-Ward 2 reel* .19. Aug.
His Publlo Merrls & Campbell 2 reels
Holland Technicolor 733 .8. .June
Hold Anything Looney Tunes No. 3 I reel Aug.

Honolulu ...
Hone Sense
Horseshoes .

tuic unatter
wind,

Madison- Marsh
. .. . uob Roebuck
. . . . Lynn Overmann

Lou Hoitz
. Hlbbard-Loreh-Grsham

I reel...
. I reel

.1 reel..
SOB..
2 reels

I'll Fix It Kent-Lake I reel.

Japanese Bowl. The Technicolor 694. .

jay walker. The Chester Clule I reel.

Keeping Cemoinv Eddie Buzzell 1748...

Knocking 'Em Cold Andrew Tombes I reel.

Legacy. The Betty Compton 2 reels.

Letters Pauline Garon . 800. ...»
Lot'o Elope Betty A Jerry Browne 645 .9. .Juno 14

Let's Marge ...- Doree Leslie I reel

L0Q0. Dog of Dogs Lobo .... - »90. 7 .Mar •

Lonely Gigolo Lottl Loder 922 9. . Oct
Aa|

25
Lost and Found Demarest-Bond I reel
Luvr Boat. The Herman Tlmberg . 754... 8 Mar
Lucky Break Fox 21 ... Oct 25
Madame of the Jury Judith Anderson I reel

Many Happy Returns Connolly -Gottscha Ik -Evans 2 reels. . 17. Aug. 30
Married Flint-Rldges-Foran I reel
Master Sweeper. The Chester Conklln s04. . . . 10. Mar. 8
Martlnelli

Aria from "Alda" I reel
Pagliaeel I reel
Prison Scene from "Faust".. I reel Sept 27
Temple Scene from "Aida" I reel

Matinee Idle Henry Hull 685 8. .June 14

Military Pest The Roberto Guzman 570 .. 6. .Mar. 15
Modern Fairy Tales I reel
Modern Business | reel

June 14

.Sept 13

May 10

Aug.' " 30

Money, Money.
Mr. Intruder
Musis Racket
My Mistake
My Hero
".aggers. The
Naggers at Breakfast The
Naggers Go South, The...
Nay. Nay. Nero
New Racket. The
Nightingale. ~*

Money Mason-Keeler
Otto Kruger

The

,.876.. ...
. I reel

.Leo Morse I reel

.Donald Brian, Pat O'Brien I reel Oct 25
. Foy- Chard | reel
.Mr. & Mrs. Jack Norworth I reel June 14
.Mr. A Mrs. Jack Norworfn 845 9. .June 14
Mr. A Mrs. Jack Norworth I reel
Uameron- Watson I reel

.BrailbHry-Homer I reel
upborne -Talbot- O'Brien 2 reels

Nile Green ".. Broderlck-Crawford 740 a!. June "j

No- Account. The Hardle- Hutchinson 777 9
No Questions Asked Little Billy-Prounty I reel
N-imber Please Snetla Barrett-L. Barrio ...I reel
Office Steps 835 9. . .Aug. t
Old Seidetburg Peterson- Renme- Reed- Gilmore | reel .

One Good Turn Ruth Ettlng-Jay Velie 2 reels
One on the Aisle Lon Hascatl 1 reel
Only the Girl Wattles-Marsh 580 6 ..
Opening Nioht
Operation. The Edgar Bergen 835. . . .9 Aug '

9
Out for Game, Potior Series Llttlefleld-Ward 2 reels . Aug "»

Pa Gets a Vacation. Potter Series. Littlefleld-Ward 1 243... 14
Painter. The Frank Orth
Paper Hanging Johnny Arthur I reel May 31
Paulo, Paqulta A Chlquita 832 9
Pay Off, The H. B. Walthall 1076. ..12 Mar 8
People Versus, The Campeau-O'Malley 548 6 Apr. 12
Perfect Understanding, A May-Oaks 537 6
Pest of Honor. The Short-Fieldlng-Hall | reel
Play Boy. The Fox-Curtis 2 reels
Politics George Jessel 2 reels
Poor Little Butterfly Technicolor

1 reel
Poor Fish. The Cavanaugh-Rldges-Schafer | reel
Private Engagement. A Yacht Club Boys I reel. . .8. . .Sept. 27
Purely An Accident Brown- Kearns-Otto I reel
Putting It On Jarvis-Bond | reel
Railroad Follies Morgan-Hager | reel Aug. 23
Reno or Bust Pangborn- Elliott 1150 13 June 7
Romeo A Juliet Charles Hackett-Rosa Low... 9 Nov. 8
Recruits, The The Three Sailors-Clements.

| reel
Road Knights I reel...

9

Aug. 9
Rhythms Reisman Band 2 reels.. 15. . .Aug. 9
Roseland Ruth Ettlng 2 reels- 14
Royal Fourflusher. The Eddie Buzzell
Rural Hospitality Roger Imhof
Russian Around Arthur Pat West
Russian Rhapsody. A Kuznetzoff A Nicolina
Salesman. The Orth- Vernon
Santry. Henry A Orchestra
School Daze
Seatch Love
Scotch Taffy
Seeing Off Service
Seeinq Sarah Otf
Seeing Things
Service Stripes
Servant Problem, The
Shakespeare Was Right

17. June 14.1556.
..I reel
..I reel
..704 8
. .1 reel

I reel
..Musical-song-dance skit | reel Aug. 3C
.
.Blore-Swinburn-Collins

| reel
..Scott Sanders I reel Oct 25
. . Penner-Busley-McNaughton 2 reels Nov. I

..Slyvia Clark | reel

.. Demarest-Auer-Flelding 1 reel... 9.. Oct 18

.
.Penner-Waddell | reel

.. Murray -Oakland-Stauber | reel
Technicolor | reel ..June 7

She Who Gets Slapped Tom Dugan | reel June
Ship Ahoy All Star | reel
Showln' Off Vitaphone Kiddles | reel
Sinkin' in the Bathtub ....Looney Tunes No. I I reel May 10

Skin Game, The Irving-White-Dnffy ( reel

Slick As Ever H. J. Conley 2 reels Juno 7

Song Paintings Ann Seymour 1 reel Juno 7
Song Plugger. The Joe Frisco 1390 16. ..June 7

South Sea Pearl Gaston Glass 2 reels May 10

Stepping Out Penner-Philips-Donnelly 1 reel Oct 25
Still Alarm. The Webb-Allen | reel June 7

Straight and Narrow Robins-Jenkins | reel
Strong and Willing Trlxle Frlganza I reel Sept 27
Strong Arm. The Harrlngton-O'Nell | reel

Stuttering Romance. A Joe Penner-Dorothea Chard | re(.|

Substitute, The Chas. Lawrence | reel Sept 27
Surprise Dugan- Leonard 1038 12
Suspicion Lyons- Earle-Morne J reel

Syncopated Sermon. A Hall-Johnson Choir
Wlllard Roblson I reel

System Clements- Knapp I reel

Taking Ways Codee A Orth 2 reels. ...... May 10

Talking It Over Jack Osterman 739 8
Taxi Talks Tracy- Alexander 1346. ... 15 June 14

Temple Belles Green Blackman 1346.. ..15 June 14

Tenement Tangle. A Ryan A Lee 756 9 June 14

Thank You. Doetor Ravold-Taylor-Clute I reel Aug. 23
Thirteenth Prisoner, The Willie Howard-Lee Kohlmar. | reel

Tintypes Yorke A King I reel Oct II

Tom Thumbs Down larvis-McNiughton I reel

Trip to Paris. A Jarvis-Taylor I reel

23 Sklddo Lew Fields 854 10 June 14

Twixt Love and Duty Howard-Graham-Percival | reel

Two Rounds of Love Rennle-Dlxon I reel

Unfair Sex. Tho Healy-Gllbert I reel

Varsity Show, The Olive Shea 2 reels

Varsity Vamp Mike Ames I reel

Victim, The Orth-Howard I reel

Wanderer. The Douglas Stanbury I reel 9. .Sept 13

Who's the Boss? Pangborn-Howard I reel

Websterian Students Ryan-Lee 801 9 Apr. 19

Wedding of Jack and Jill. The.. Vitaphone Kiddles 701 8 June 7

Wedding Belles Howard- Newton 485 5

What a Life 955.. .
II ...

.
Juno 14

Who Pays? Murray-Oakland 942... 10 Mar. 15

Where There's a Will George Hassell 2 reels

Window Cleaners Br lee- Edwards 637... 7 Apr. 19

Woman Tamer, The Gilbert-Howard-Davis I reel

Won to Lose Irving-Lambert I reel

Work. Milton C I reel .-••"
Yamekraw 857...

9

Apr. 20



Said

Mr. FEAR
to Mr. Courage:

"I'm dining now on milk and porridge.

"Thick steak for mine to boom the year,

said Mr. Courage to Mr. Fear.

ARE YOU TAKING FULL AD-
VANTAGE OF THE "WORDS
OF WISDOM" SERIES IN...

Said

Mr. COURAGE
to Mr. Fear:

"The more you buy the more you cheer.

I see your point without demurrage,

said Mr. Fear to Mr. Courage.

FOX
MOV I E TON E

NEWS
Every week sound common sense on present
business conditions. Pointing out that optimism —
practised and preached—is the quick and only cure.

Merchants and manufacturers are writing in their
approval, and sending employees and friends to
theatres showing this series.

Advertise it — they want to know where to send
their friends.

3rd OF SERIES NOW SHOWING IN MOVIETONE NEWS NO. 15
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MACK SENNETT
BREVITIES
Mack Senuett fun at its best. Mack Sennett

Natural Color. Novelty sellings for uproarious

laughs. Here is something really new and belter.

THE BLUFFER
TAKE YOUR MEDICINE

with Andy Clyde

Nothing more captivating in rhvthm or more
contagious in humor has ever shown on vour *

screen. A Terry-Toon will put any audience

in better spirits.

"FRIED CHICKEN
JUMPING BEANS

"SCOTCH HIGHBALLS''

WILLIAM J. BURNS
DETECTIVE
MYSTERIES

The world's greatest detective tells his most

thrilling experiences. The millions who always

love a good crime thriller are a ready-made

audience for these gripping mystery tales.

LYMAN H. HOWE'S

HODGE-PODGE
For years Hodge-Podge has maintained an am-

azing popularilv with its mixture of sense and<

nonsense. Now. synchronized with sound, these

novelties are funnier, more entertaining, a

still more important feature of your program.

OVER THE AIR
A MEDLEY OF RIVERS

4JSL
h, .

( t~\ \ 't^\

1
ii.

Stfl

with these

SHORT
SHORT

SUBJECTS

V„'ariety is nowhere found to

such an extent as in the modern

one-reel talking picture. That's

one reason the short short subject

this season is playing the most

important part in many years

in the plans of big showmen.

Another reason is the super-

quality entertainment which

Etluvationul has brought into

its four great series of one-

reel pictures. Comedy, novelty,

drama, beauty, thrills— they're

all there in these popular

one-reel attractions that will

snap up any show anywhere.

"THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, INC.

E. IV. HAMNIONS, President

I
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Reg. V. S. Patent Office

Thank You
JOAN
CRAWFORD

for one of the greatest

pictures in show history!

METRO-
GOLDWYN-
MAYER
Isn't it great the way Marie

Dressier and Wallace Beers-

are smashing records in

"Mm and Bill!"

WITHIN
THE LAW

'Action! Drama! It fairly shouts box-

office."

—

Hollywood Reporter

"Excellent Drama. Should do fine busi-

ness at box-office. Real entertainment."
—-M. P. News

>OI. Mil. SO. /I

I «»% l»ijjt-l«-% >«-*• Urk

Price /O Cent*

hi, 1930, by 'are News, Inc.

CHic*g*



^
BROADWAY STARS FOR
FEATURE QUALITY SHORTS

Mazda Names That Glitter

On Broadway Marquees
Now Set to Blaze from Every

House in the Country . . .

BROADWAY
HEADLINERS
BENNY RUBIN . . . WALTER
CATLETT. . . W. C. FIELDS

CLARK AND M CULLOUGH

RING BOX-OFFICE BELL ON
CATLETT

SHEER DRAWING POWER!

KID CLAMOR STORMS BOX-OFFICES
FOR MICKEY McGUIRE COMEDIES!
Juve Trade Leaps to New Highs as
Titan Kid Comedies Make Direct Bid

for Youth Patronage!

BOOK ENTIRE SHORT PROGRAM
AND FORGET ALL COMEDY WORRIES
BROADWAY HEADLINERS
DANE-ARTHUR COMEDIES

6 LOUISE FAZENDA COMEDIES
6 NICK AND TONY COMEDIES
8 MICKEY McGUIRE COMEDIES
12 HUMANETTES
12 TOBY THE PUP

Tune in on RKO
Hour Every Friday

NBC Red Network

10:30 P.M.
Eastern Standard Time



BEST TALKING COMEIIY EVER MADE!

And it's Mopping
Up from Coast

to Coast!

'"FEET FIRST' got biggest business

this house has enjoyed in eight

months." —Strand, Milwaukee, ll'isc.

"Crowds standing over a block long

to get in to 'FEET FIRST'. News-

papers and audiences say the great-

est Lloyd ever made."
-

—

Paramount, Denver, Col.

•

"Lloyd doubled average business at

this house." —Kirby, Houston, Tex.

'"FEET FIRST' broke all box office

records for past twenty months."
—Paramount, Texarkana, Ark,

"Lloyd, first picture to play without

stage show and increased receipts

50%." —Paramount, Seattle, Wash.
.a

"'FEET FIRST' did best business we

have had in many months."

—Paramount, Atlanta, Ga.

"Opened to marvelous business,

with crowds in continual uproar of

laughter." —Saenger, tfVetc Orleans, La.

•

"Matinees on Lloyd biggest in years.

Public carried away with laughter."

—Florida, Jacksonville, Fla.

"Record crowds came to sit in seats

but rolled into the aisles with

laughter." —Wevcman, Kansas City, Mo.

|)Ta*

In These Times, when ONLY BIG Pictures Get BIG

Money, Lloyd Offers his Latest and BIGGEST!

FEET El IISTa



loom-Time Records Fall!

A New Star is Born ! .

.

1930's Hit of Hits

!

e?MOROCCO W

GARY
COOPER

MARLENE
DIETRICH

ADOLPHE
MENJOIJ



"MOROCCO"! Hailed as great by Hollywood from the time the

first camera started cranking. Brilliant in previews. Chosen by

Grauman's Chinese Theatre, Hollywood, from all available prod-

uct for $1.50 two-a-day glorification. NOW AT ITS FIRST

GALA LONG RUN ENGAGEMENT AT THE RIVOLI, NEW
YORK, IT SMASHED EVEN BOOM-TIME WEEK-END

RECORDS BY OVER $1,000. AND BIGGER BY THE

MINUTE! The New York Herald Tribune sums it up: "The

cast, the triumph of Marlene Dietrich and the brilliant

direction of Josef von Sternberg make'MOROCCO' a super-

ior picture." It is the type of masterpiece and money-getter

that for 18 vears has made Paramount PARAMOUNT

PARAMOUNT
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SB***! . TOJIf
SAWVEu

^
Wo°dFilmMe

Directed by John Crom-
well, Based upon "TTie

Adventures Of Tom Saw-
yer9

* by Mark Twain,

Screen Play by Sam
\tintz. Grover Jones and
William Slovens Mr .\iitf.



66,TOM SAWYER" IS

PARAMOVWT'S

MIGHTY MAGNET

TO BRING BACK
THE KIBS!
Adults Love It Too!

^ You've been yelling for a great picture to lure the

youngsters back, and keep 'em lured. HERE IT IS!

^ "Note 'Tom Sawyer' in the booking sheets and brace your

theatre walls—they're going to bulge!" warns Motion Picture

News. (J "'Tom Sawyer' is just what the public's yearning

for. It's removed from speakeasies and divorce courts, but

modern as tomorrow", good-newses the Hollywood Film

Spectator. CJf "Just a grand picture. So good that when you

leave the theatre you're already planning when to see it

again", praises the Hollywood Reporter. Cjf PARAMOUNT
PLEDGED TO MAKE PICTURES TO BRING BACK KIDS AS

WELL AS ADULTS. HERE'S "TOM SAWYER"! A KNOCK-

OUT! GET BEHIND IT, ADVERTISE IT, CLEAN UP!
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OH,BOY! WAIT
THE FUNNIEST

GEORGE SIDNEY
CHARLIE MURRAY
VERA GORDON Kate Price

Directed by VIN MOORE
Presented by Carl Laemmte Produced by Carl Laemmle, Jr.

JNIVFRQAI



THE COHBNS AND *ELLYS IN
ATLANTIC dry TOOK THF
WHOLE COCNTRY &y STORM

'

THE COHENS A*D fc^S I*S SHOO* THE MFTERS

WITH laughter!

TILL YOU ME
Of THEM ALL !!
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FIRST IN FEATURES - FIRST IN SHORTS
XIDCT IkL^IDCT Dl IklC CX/CDVW/UCDr



box-office profits depend on efficient equipment . . .

a sure-fire guide to right buying is on its way to you

Theatre Building & Equipment

BUYERS GUIDE
EDITION OF

THE SHOWMAN

Full Listing of Equipment Manufacturers &

Distributors

• • *

Catalogue of New & Improved Equipment .

of 1930
• •

$

"The Industry's Foremost Equipment Authority"

PUBLISHED AS A FEATURE OF

MOTION PICTURE NEWS

December 6th

1



HELPS THE SHOWMAN
Central States Theatre Corporation

PALACE. M*ao
STRAND MASO
RIALTO. roar
STRAND n c
RIALTO ti . .-I
RtTZ. .

-. ".r

CRANO. oil*
PRESIDENT 01
ENGLERT. low
GARDEN. iow»
CAPITOL. CLIN

A H. BltNK Mil

HOME OFFICE
RIALTO CLi
STRAND. CL
PALACE, o
RIALTO aw
MAJESTIC c

RITZ. CINTE

AMES amo i

CAPITOL am*
TWIN STAR t

November 6, 1930

TO ALL MANAGERS

THE DIG TRAIL.' (Fox) Rating 200,5 Plus

We have never seen a more comprehensive
manual put Into the hands of showmen than the press sheet on
"The Big Trail."

You have material to lure the kiddies, to
attract the "old timers" who settled here many years ago. You
have material that will appeal to the civic organizations,
educators, and to every other adult who is fascinated by romance,
daring oourage and red-blooded action. These tools would be worth-
less in your hands if you didn't have a "Gold i'lne" but you have
and howi This pioture, as its name implies, is BIG, BIG,
BIG .

"The Big Trail" had its Iowa premier shoning at
the Rlvola Theatre, Oskaloosa, on Sunday, "ovember 2nd. All records
for business were broken, and the r.onday and Tuesday business proved
beyond question of a doubt, that the public is joinj to go for "The
Big Trail", hook, line and sinker. We are expecting record business
or at least close to reoord business from your engagement.

Get a load of that sales manual. Study it, read
it carefully — and then plan a campaign that will "ring the bull's
eye." This letter doe3 not necessarily mean to go wild in expendi-
tures, for with careful planning, you can do the right things in the
right way and they will have far reaching results.

First with a

Great Picture

1famtti)a&&s

THE BIG
TRAIL

*
Second with

complete and

SENSIBLE
Sales Helps

Yours very truly

raiw/ac
^r^.CU^A^

MR. WEINBERG
ISA REALSHOW-
MAN WHO NOT
ONLY KNOWS
PICTURES BUT
HOW TO PUT
THEM OVER. » »
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-you also get
a complete
campaign for

selling it to

the public.

Mammoth 32 page
newspaper size Press

Book not only contains
exhaustive publicity,

newspaper advertising

and accessory sections
but also complete and
effective plans by which
you can get support from
civic, fraternal, socialand
educational organiza-
tions, and a detailed and
splendid campaign to

arouse juvenile interest I

Sound showmen's ideas
that can be put over at

little cost.

Novelties, games,
alluring, business creat-

ing.

All these helps and a
picture to back them up
which will rouse more
juvenile attention and
business than any in a
decade.

¥
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nTBIG TRAIL
WITH

JOHN WAYNE
MARGUERITE CHURCHILL

EL BRENDEL
rYRONE POWER ' DAVID ROLLINS

TULLY MARSHALL

Mightiest production in

screen history. Scene after

scene rouses you to wildest

enthusiasm with its majes-
ty and tremendous sweep.

Exciting drama and ten-

der romance against a
background as big as the

west itself.

Wonderful entertainment
for the young people with

its Indian battles, its wild

adventure. Great for the

adults with its realistic re-

creation of the throbbing

past. Great for all people
all the time.

¥



Now you can attract the

7 person, too!

15,000,000 people in the United

States—one out of every seven

—have defective hearing.

Until Western Electric Hard-

of-Hearing Sets came along, this

seventh person could not hear

talking pictures clearly.

This equipment— connected

directly with the Western Elec-

tric Sound System—affords the

15,000,000 men, women and

children with defective hearing the sought- for

opportunity of fully enjoying talking picture

With the Western Electric Hard-of-

Hearing Set he hears every word!

can be made

on request.

entertainment. It attracts their

patronage! It builds good will.

Leading theatres are equipping

with this apparatus. Here is an-

other evidence of the advantage

gained by installing a Western

Electric Sound System—the com-

plete system that offers exhibitors

everypossible new development to

help stimulate box office receipts.

The cost is small. Installations

promptly. Complete information

Westen
SOU N D

Electric
SYSTEM

Northern Electric in Canada

Distributed by

Electrical Research Products /t/c.

250 W. 57th Street, New York



PROMISE
WARNER BROS.

DELIVER!

RIV
END

CHARLES BICKFORD
EVALYN KNAPP

DIRECTED BY MICHAEL CURTIZ

ANY ONE OF THESE HITS

OUTWARD
BOUND

with

LESLIE HOWARD - DOUG. FAIRBANKS, JR.

BERYL MERCER DUDLEY DIGGES

DIRECTED 1Y ROBERT MIITON



DOftWAY
Topped all records at Strand,

New York. Forced to hold over
for 3 smashing weeks. Strand,

Syracuse wires "Smashes all

records. Biggest box-office bet

in years."
with LEWIS AYRES
DIRECTED BY ARCHIE MAYO

WIFE
H Weeks at Winter Garden, New York. Started the crowds coming to Earle, Wash-

ington and they haven't stopped yet. Same story everywhere. What a title.

ffirti DOROTHY MACKAIU AND LEWIS STONE Directed by uoyd BACON

OF
THE

ft has put new life into the box-office. Big Winter Garden in New
York is too small to hold the crowds. It's the laff of the nation.

wif/i WINNIE LIGHTNER, IRENE DELROY, JACK WHITING, CHARLES BUTTERWORTH Directed by ROY DEL RUTH

MOULD BE THE"BIG GUN"OF ANY OTHER PROGRAM

ILLICIT
with

,RA STAN\

CHARLES BUTTERWORTH - JAMES RENNIE

RICARDO CORTEZ - JOAN BLONDELL

DUECTfD » ARCHIE MAYO

VIENNESE
NIGHT

SIGMUND ROMBERG and

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II Romance

DIRECTED BY ALAN CROSIAND
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"After all, few talk-

ies have managed to

capture a mood of

poignancy or wist-

fulness such as is in-

herent in this story.

Richard Cromwell,

who makes his

screen debut here, is

excellent."

—George Gerhard

in the Evening World

* * *Yo "ng Dick Pr„
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ter^7 We11
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Umbi3

Performance JTrh
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M^air produ
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'Tol'able David' is a m .

of merit It ^ mov,e
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R,Chard Crom

screen

serves—

Well
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»^n, de.
" 3nd he^ gets

A sincere p*re effort thatho,d's one's fl
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goodentPr^-entertainrrjent .»
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Overnight
in the

Gorgeous
Premiere

at Me
GREAT R. K. O.

MAYFAIR THEATRE

featuring

RICHARD CROMWELL
V£r£e" Latest Sensation"

.u RPPRy"
,,

JOAN PEERS

5ST..5KK
h

O—
Directed by

JOHN BLVSTONE

Adapted .rorn Joseph He,3eshe,rne,s

immortal classic
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:?s?S£5W: ^BBBBA
S. NAVY SELECTS
and Awards Largest order in

20 BATTLESHIPS
Mighty fortresses of the sea magically transformed

into floating auditoriums for naval educational

work, and for the recreation of officers and men.

60 DESTROYERS
This marvelous era of sound brings the living

world in voice and action . . . brilliant nights of

drama and music ... to the nation's guardians on

".>.

RCA
istory

the lonely sea

120 CRUISERS
All to be immediately equipped with RCA
PHOTOPHONE Sound Reproducing Apparatus.

All branches ofthe Navy—Shore

Stations, Navy Yards, Marine
Barracks, Marine Hospitals,

Army Transports—are included

in the plan to provide the arts of

modern science and invention

for the instruction and diversion

of the fighting men of the sea.

RCA » H ©
EXECUTIVE AND COMMERCIAL OFFICES, 411 FIFTH AVE., NEWYORKCITY ... BRANCH



PHOTOPHONE EQUIPMENT
for Sound Reproducing Apparatus

Battleships . . . Destroyers . . . Cruisers! The

Mighty Fleets of the U. S. NAVY will use RCA J
PHOTOPHONE EQUIPMENT in showing J
talking pictures to the Fighting Sons ofUncle Sam

!

' 'i

:

^:.

Following the most exacting tests, RCA PHOTOPHONE won the award

in open competition!

TESTED AT SEA by Naval Experts ... in fair weather and foul

. . . against the vibration of heavy gun fire . . . shellshock . . .

magnetism from armor plating . . . corrosion! Tested for

steadiness of picture and trueness of sound in the face

of pitching seas and heavy gales, a thousand and

one conditions never to be encountered in a

theatre, RCA PHOTOPHONE won on Price,

Sound Quality and Intrinsic Merit!

This unqualified endorsement of RCA
PHOTOPHONE Sound Reproducing

Equipment, for all branches of the

U. S. NAVY on Sea and Land,

ANSWERS ALL QUESTIONS
as to price, perform-
ance and sound

satisfaction!

/

\

VPHOTOPHONE

COEH O IMIE
OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES OF UNITED STATES, CANADA AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES



Biggest Hit Phila.

Has Known in Years-

Sensation in Chicago

X

SCARLET
PAGES
Extended runs. Hold-

over engagements.

New box-office highs

S.R.O. business m every

spot it plays!

ANN

HARDING
GIRL OF THE
GOLDEN WEST
The Golden Girl that is getting

Golden profits from coast-to-

coast. She's sensational!

OTIS

SKINNER
matter of masters, star of slors, in

KISMET
Now in its fourth S.R.O

week at Warner Bros.

Hollywood, N.Y., at

$2.00 topi

FIRST NATIONAL
VITAPHONE" IS THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK OF THE VITAPHONE CORP DESIGNATING ITS PRODUCTS.
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"If You Can't Trim, We'll Show You
How," Bankers Tell Industry Leaders

Pithiful
Chicago—An independent distribu-

tor selling a very good comedy was
anxious to get a booking for it in one
ot the larger Loop houses. Through
a contract he established with a cir-

cuit man he was able to screen it for

the circuit's booker, a cold-hearted in-

dividual of few words and irrevocable

decisions. The three of them watched
the screening to the final fadeout.

The booker arose to go. Not even the
suggestion of a smile had crossed his

face at any time during the screening.

At the doorway he paused and deliv-

ered his ultimatum. "Very pithy," he
said coldly. "Very pithy. I'll let you
know tomorrow if we can use it."

*Tell me" said the disheartened dis-

trib anxiously, when the Big One had
gone, "tell me, does he lisp?"

Paul Burger to

Get Al Lichtman

UnitedArtistsJob?
Paul Burger, veteran company executive,

is in line for the general sales managership
of United Artists in the event Al Lichtman
retires from the post. Lichtman now is on

the Coast for conferences with Joseph M.
Schenck in what is expected to be a show-
down on his handling of company sales.

There is to be a shakeup of United Art-

ists forces in the East, it is understood, with

several managers to be demoted to the posi-

tion of salesmen. The steady falling off of

company grosses is responsible, it is said.

This drop of intake is reported to have led

Schenck to sell a half interest in Art Cinema
to Howard Hughes Burger is a nephew of

Schenck.

Lichtman. so the story goes, is to join

Warners under a five-vear contract.

Hollywood—Al Lichtman will remain as

general sales manager of United Artists, it

is reliably reported here.

Sheehan in East to

Talk Costs With Clarke
Winfield Sheehan is in Xew York for

about two weeks to confer with Harley L.

Clarke and \V. J. Michel on Fox production

plans for the next year.

As part of the widespread industry move
to reduce expenses, it is expected the Fox
officials will go over the production situation

on the Coast with a view to ascertaining

whether or not overhead cuts can be made.

Wall St. in Deadly Earnest
About Need for Economy—

Leaders on the Pan

Regulation of its financial affairs must
come from within and in a reasonable length

of time, or the bankers will step in and
demonstrate to the executives of the indus-
ir\ how it should be done.

This ultimatum thrown in the laps of the

leaders of the business emanated from Wall
Street a few weeks ago, Motion- Picture
\Tws learns, and is directly responsible tor

the hurried conferences already held and be-

ing held by Xew York executives witli their

production lieutenants on the Coast.

At a meeting at which it is learned all of

the important financial interests identified

with motion pictures were in attendance, the

entire situation was gone over and attempts

made to reach a solution. Particularly dis-

turbing to the banking firms was the ap-

parent paradox of pictures that cost more
to make but failed to increase grosses in

keeping with their cost. They are under-
stood to have recognized the situation as one

that demanded immediate attention.

One More Chance
They came to the decision that before they

stepped more actively into the picture than
they now are the big leaders of the indus-

try were to be given one more chance to

demonstrate if they can remedy their own
affairs. If, after a full test, the bankers find

them lacking, the proposal is to step in and
regulate the business through banking rep-

resentatives empowered with full right to

wield the axe as they see fit.

The seriousness of the situation made it-

self immediately felt in picture ranks. Proof
of this is more than conclusively borne out

by the hurried trek westward of the heads
of a number of important companies. Hiram
Brown dashed to the Coast on behalf of

Radio : Nick Schenck and J. Robert Rubin,

for M-G-M ; Ben Schulberg was brought
East by Paramount and told what the pro-

cedure was to be. and now Adolph Zukor
is in Hollywood following through the de-

cision to trim, to its conclusion.

Joe Brandt, scheduled to go West for

Columbia, changed his plans and Harry
Colin was brought on for a pow-WOW in

New York. Winfield Sheehan's presence in

Xew York is linked with the same general

movement toward econmy.

Straws in the Wind
Joe Moskowitz. vice president of Art

Cinema, which finances and produces many
of the pictures on the United Artists pro-

gram, is in Hollywood on a stay of indefin-

ite duration to see what he can do to trim
(Continued on page 28)

Fame Goes Astray
They tell this one on Sam Goldwyn:
The producer had selected Louis

Bromfield. author of "The Green Bay
Tree, ' 'Possession" and "24 Hours"

—

all of them best sellers—to write the
story for Evelyn Laye's first talker.

At their first meeting the story has
Goldwyn saying:
'Your name is well known now. You

are a great author. We w 11 make that
name greater. We will publicize your
name up and down the country.

' What do you think of that, Mr.
Bromberg?"

Unrest On Coast

Over Banker Plan

To Trim Overhead
Hollywood—This is a land of unrest. Re-

ports percolating from New York that the

bankers have issued instructions to trim

overhead, plus the coming and going of big-

time executives from Xew York, are leaving

their mental markings on members of the

film colony.

Nobody can quite figure what's going to

happen, how much curtailing will be in-

stituted or who on what lot will he fired.

Relatives and political henchman of the pow-
ers in the studio saddles privately are very

much worried over the outcome. Some of

them see big salaries either being cut off

entirely or drastically trimmed in conform-

ance with the bankers' mandate to reduce

expense.

For once in its lifetime at least Holly-

wood is beginning to understand that this

is iiKirc than mere talk, that the orders are

definite and clear cut and that something,

aside from alibis, will have to be done in an

effort to make the production shoe fit the

film body.

Skouras' Duties to Be In-

creased; Ouster Yarn Hit

Film circles buzzed this week with a re-

port that Spyros Skouras was slated for the

axe. but Sam E. Morris promptly denied it.

Skouras is scheduled to take over additional

duties, Morris asserted. He added he does

"not know how such a report could be circu-

lated." Several weeks ago. Motion Picture
News reported that Skouras was to take

over additional duties at Warners.
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WHEN ITS GABBLE TIME
IN HOLLYWOOD

IT TOOK the philosophers of old to appreciate

the fact that silence is golden and the young
and often foolish picture business a series of

costly and experimental heartaches to arrive at the

same conclusion.

Now that all doubt has been removed about the

demise of sound as a novelty and the industry has
learned that talkers don't have to be that in the

pure, literal sense of the word, you are about to

witness a change in the production formula that

will do much to make product hew closer to the

line of public demand.

> +
Talkers Minus Some Talk

TALKERS will talk, but they won't have so

much to say. They will be constructed to

embrace those natural pauses, those periods

of relief which the dramatist who knows his job
utilizes to interlude the properly constructed stage
play. Where once sound pictures squawked and
groaned and conversationalized until there was no
rest for those who braved the theatre's portals,

you will be enabled to offer your public—and you'll

be smart if you talk about it—motion pictures that

tell their piece more in terms of images and less in

terms of dialogue.

The All-Gabber Faces Execution

LOOK at it this way if you like:

Producers have learned the lesson of the
heavily worded picture. They have been

made to realize—through the box-office—that one
of the serious faults with talkers of the current
crop is their inclination to talk the audience to

despair. Don't get the idea that this forum thinks

silents are to replace sound. That may or may not

happen, but the odds in favor of the completely
silent film are too remote to worry about when
box-offices are suffering" from a current pernicious
anemia.
The point is that the one hundred per cent, gab-

ber is a dead issue and that natural sound effects

will take the place of superfluous words now added
to the script because it seems the thing to do.

A +
That's Only Part of the Job

AXD, further, it is important to dissipate any
thoughts in your mind that this is a cure-all

for production. It isn't.

We again go over published ground in explain-
ing what we think must be done to make pictures

better. They must be fewer in number. There
must be a wholesome, as well as a wholesale, en-

couragement of individual—independent, if you
like—effort. The vicious Hollywood system of

charging one man with the final word on forty-

eight, fifty-two or seventy pictures must end be-

cause not even a combination of Thalberg, Schul-

berg and Sheehan, retaining the best features of

each, can do it.

>
In the Land of Utopia

THERE must be a diversity in locale, which
means that Hollywood should be knocked off

its pinnacle and made to understand that three
thousand miles of land connect it with New York.
There must be fewer yes men and more of the

other kind and there must be a house cleaning to

uproot the incompetents that flourish by political

patronage.
Then, dear dreamer, there might be some hope.

KANN.
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DuPont and Raskob Control of Warners

Scheduled by Dec. 8, Wilmington Hears

Initials, Please

Cincinnati
—"Something has gone

haywire with one of the machines.
Notify Erpi immediately at Canal
6720," came a message over the house
phone from the operator's booth to

the office of Manager Yarbrough at

the RKO Strand.
A young man, just breaking into the

theatre game with the idea of some
day becoming a manager, took the

message.
Calling the designated number, he

asked to speak with Mr. Erpi.

It was several minutes before the
telephone operator at Electrical Re-
search Products was able to figure

out what it was all about.

6J

MoreConsolidatior

Moves at Warners?

Profits Drop 51%
A hint that further consolidations among

the various Warner enterprises is intimated

by Harry M. Warner in submitting the an-

nual financial report of Warner Brothers'

Pictures, Inc., this week.
Indicating that theatre expansion is not

ended, he said:

"While such acquisition and construction

of additional theatres in various sections

may become necessary . . ., the main ef-

fort of our company is now rather being

devoted to coordinating the functions of

the various departments and branches of

our organization, consolidating them into

one closely welded unit operating economic-
ally and advantageously."

Profits for the year ending August 30,

1930, dropped from $14,514,628 the previous

fiscal year to $7,074,621, a decrease of

$7,440,007, or slightly over 51 per cent. The
1929-1930 net is, after depreciation, amor-
tization, Federal taxes, special film inven-

tories, write-down and "extraordinary ex-
pense" coincident with the coordination of

newly acquired properties. These profits

are equivalent after preferred dividend re-

quirements to $1.77 a share on the 3,769,-

025 no-par shares of common now outstand-

ing, but Warners state the earnings for 1930
do not include profits of affiliated com-
panies prior to dates of their acquisition.

On the basis of the 2,732,687 average
number of shares outstanding during 1930,

the 1929-1930 profits are computed at $2.44
a share, after preferred dividends and on the

basis of 2,627,405 shares outstanding on
August 31, 1929, at $2.21 per share.

Fixed assets at cost, less depreciation
and amortization, on August 30, were $163,-

767.356. as compared with $110,870,822 one
year ago. Total assets were $230,185,444,
as compared with $167,189,024 on August
31, 1929. Current assets as of August 30,

1930. were $42,498,290. including $5,133,337
(Continued on pag? 33)

Per Cent of Stock Seen
Held by Group at Annual

Meeting

Wilmington, Del.—Reports that control of

Warner Brothers may pass to Pierre S. du
Pont, John J. Raskob and other capitalists

of this city, who control a large block of

stock, and to the banking interests who re-

cently underwrote the new $14,000,000 stock
issue, are current in local financial circles

as the date of the annual stockholders' meet-
ing to be held here approaches. The meet-
ing will be held in the duPont Building of-

fice of the company on Dec. S.

The current reports in financial circles

are that duPont and Raskob with their al-

lied stockholders will control at least 64 per

cent, of the stock at the company's meeting.
Whether any change will be made in the

board of directors is a matter of speculation.

However, there are persistent rumors that

changes will be made so as to give the Ras-
kob-duPont interests complete financial con-

trol.

Raskob and the duPonts are said to be

buying Warner stock steadily through Hay-
den, Stone & Co., which arranged the new
financing for Warners a few months ago.

Some time ago it was reported that the

duPont-Raskob-banking group had gained

control of the company, but this was denied

by Harry M. Warner.

Abandon Buying Combine
London—Establishment of an exhibitor

buying circuit is being dropped by the Brit-

ish exhibitor organization, it is reported.

Sponsors of the combine feel that if distrib-

utors give a break to small houses the pro-

posed co-operative can be dropped.

Out of Control?

Harry M. Warner, who recently denied con-
trol of his company had passed from the

Warner brothers.

It's a Business
Portland — Mel Kellar, Vitagraph

manager, and Vete Stewart (F. N.)
were in the midst of a hotly contested
golf game on the Columbia course,
and incidentally took time to boost
the merits of the film of their respec-
tive organizations.

In the midst of their physical and
mental fight they were handed wires
advising that they would both there-
after be under the same roof, and
their services would be required as
salesmen in the great Oregon terri-

tory. In spite of the unexpected
news the game was finished with Vete
on the long end of the score.

Warner Holdings

Spread Over 187

Towns, 19 States

Warners are now operating theatres in

187 cities and towns in 19 states and the

District of Columbia, the company outlines

in its financial report for the year ending
August 30, 1930.

Pennsylvania heads the list with houses
in 45 towns, while New Jersey is second
with holdings in 39 towns. The report di-

vides the line-up as follows, with no men-
tion made of the total number of theatres

:

CALIFORNIA
Fresno, Hollywood, Los Angeles, San Bernardino,

Santa Barbara, Whittier.
CONNECTICUT

Ansonia, Bridgeport, Bristol, Danbury, Derby. Hart-
ford, Middletown, New Britain, New Haven, New
London, Norwich, South Manchester, South Norwalk,
Torrington, Waterburv, West Hartford, Willimantic.

DELAWARE
Wilmington.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington.

ILLINOIS
Chicago, Granite City.

INDIANA
Elkhart, East Chicago, Goshen, Hammond. Indiana

Harbor, Indianapolis, Whiting,
MARYLAND

Baltimore, Frederick, Hagerstown.
MASSACHUSETTS

Amesbury, Clinton, Everett, Lawrence, Lynn, New-
buryport, Springfield, Waverly, Woburn, Worcester.

MISSOURI
Maplewood, St. Louis, University City, Webster

Grove.
NEW JERSEY

Atlantic City, Bayonne, Bel-eville, Beverly. Bloom

-

field, Bordentown, Bridgeton, Burlington, Camden,
Clementon, Col lings wood, Cranford, Dover, East
Orange, Elizabeth, Hackensack. Hoboken, Irvington.

Jersey City. Kearney, Mapleshade, Millville. Mont
clair. Mt. Holly, Newark, Orange, Passaic, Paterson,
Pennsgrove. Pleasantville, Ridgewood, Riverside, South
Orange. Swedenboro, Union, Union City, Vineland,
Westmont, Woodbury.

NEW YORK
New York City, Albany. Batavia. Dunkirk, Elmira.

Hornell, Jamestown, Medina, Olean, Syracuse, Troy.
Utica, Wellsville.

NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte.

OHIO
Akron. Alliance, Canton, Chilicothe, Cleveland, Cos-

hocton, Findlay, Kenton, Lima, Lorain, Mansfield.
Massilon, Portsmouth, Sandusky, Steubenville, Spring-

field, Sydney, Youngstown.
PENNSYLVANIA

Allentown. Altoona, Ambler, Ambridge, Ardmore,
Brookville. Butler, Chester, Darby, Donor. Dormont,
Drexel Hill, East Liberty, Erie, Etna. Gettysbug,
Greensburg, Hanover, Holmesburg, Johnstown, Lan-

(Continued on page 33)
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Si >MK of the glitter that surrounds

the picture business is acquiring a

coat of tarnish these fall days.

The worries are plenty. To begin with

there is the chronic concern over quality

of pictures, blown up to formidable pro-

portions today by the widespread lack

of it.

Then you have to figure production

which persists in rising without pulling

standards up along with it. A second

and extremely bothersome problem.

Thirdly, and inter-related with the

others, of course, is the sag in theatre

receipts, which are off anywhere from
ten to thirty per cent as against last year,

the exact percentage varying with the in-

dividuals you talk to about grosses.

Fourth—maybe it should be moved up
—is the vexatious, impenetrable and
mystifying foreign situation which has

succeeded in keeping a number of ordi-

narily level heads in Xew York revolv-

ing at top speed. For nobody has the

slightest idea where the overseas tangle

will end.

The Insiders include this latter head-

ache because foreign sales are so inescap-

ably interlocked with the progress or

retrogression of the industry in the

United States, although the exhibitor at

large probably can't see how he's in-

volved in what happens, or doesn't, in

( iermany or Brazil.

Nevertheless, he is. And this is why :

Regardless of whether or not the book-

keeping systems in vogue are sound or

otherwise, it is true, notwithstanding,

that American negative costs rarely show
a profit from earnings in the American
field. Foreign sales are depended upon
to suffuse the red with plenty of black

and, if they don't, it inevitably follows

that the slack will have to be picked up
by increased rentals foisted upon the do-

mestic showman.

Quotas, other restrictive forms of leg-

islation, international economic depres-

sion, what to do and how about providing
foreign language audiences with talkers

they can understand are among the many

INSIDERS'
problems facing foreign sales managers
who will tell you frankly they have never

been so dizzy in all of their careers.

It is this combination of pressing cir-

cumstances that is directing the fire of

the bankers toward the leaders of the

industry.

Fog and Befogged

Interested in balance sheets and speak-

ing the language of assets versus liabili-

ties, the financial fraternity is expressing

pointed concern over the future. Ques-
tions have been asked, but satisfactory

answers have not been forthcoming al-

ways. Not necessarily because the de-

sire for evasion exists, but primarily be-

cause nobody quite knows how to reply.

Out of the maze, it does appear, how-
ever, that one method of procedure may
be safely evolved. The major companies

are beginning to understand more fully

that the day of merchandising is here;

that intensive efforts to sell product must
be made if any measure of success is to

be met; that routine booking, routine ad-

vertising, routine everything may be ex-

pected to bring routine results in a day
when the extraordinary is a pressing

need.

Note these signs of the times

:

Adolph Zukor, interviewed in Kansas
City while en route to the Coast, recog-

nizes the importance of advertising, plus

merchandising. Therefore, Paramount
will so act.

Carl Laemmle has ditched Universal's

advertising budget for a free-hand policy

that will cost more money but which in-

evitably will bring the results for which

it is designed.

Can You Answer Why

A WELL known executive hurried East, stayed about a week,
scurried West and now shortly returns to New York to spend
a lot of time here when his job is really at the studio?

Several picture personalities called a meeting, started to talk
calmly, ended up violently and then continued their deliberations
with as many lawyers present as there were principals.

A certain chap who should be in Hollywood to sit in on certain
conferences suddenly found pressing business that succeeded in

taking him almost 2,000 miles from the scene of confab?

The extensive duties of a fellow whose name you know well are
to be augmented and why at least one other fellow—executive in the
same organization—is gnawing his fingernails?

A well known production figure, formerly endowed with a high-
sounding title, consented to drop the monicker and permit himself
to sink into ostensible oblivion and for how long?

Harry Warner, flanked by Sam Morris
and Abe Waxman, heads an advertising

council to cooperate with all circuit

houses, not merely the Warner holdings,

on merchandising, advertising, exploita-

tion for future pictures.

What Radio did with Amos 'n' Andy
is now current day trade history. It

looks like a repeat for "Cimarron" and
other important films. The company is

that sold on the idea of emotionalizing

the exhibitor through trade and news-
paper advertising.

Bankers and a Slant

Some day—perhaps what's going on is

the beginning of the era—the picture

business will learn that it isn't the num-
ber of pictures, but the kind of pictures

that counts ; that it's a day of specializa-

tion and that only specialized, intensified

treatment will bring home the dough.

The Insiders happen to know that the

ideas here expounded are looked upon as

sound and with a great deal of favor in

certain of the banking circles whose sup-

port make the operations of several large

picture companies possible.

They are drawing upon the experiences

and the growing pains of other industries

and applying them to this. Smart eggs,

those bankers.

Boosting the Nut
Wonder why I'athe is remaking a

large part of "Beyond Victory." war
time drama. E. H. Griffith is directing

the retakes, while John Robertson di-

rected the original. Bill Boyd. Helen
Twelvetrees, Dorothy Burgess, Few
Cody. Robert Ames and Russell Gleason
are in the cast.

Franklin-U. A. "Jam"
It didn't take long for Harold B.

Franklin and United Artists to ride into

a jam in discussing plans for a hook-up
in the battle against Fox West Coast

Theatres. Franklin, as Motion Picture
News exclusively stated, advanced a tie-

up with United Artists, but his proposi-

tion was refused.

He thinks United Artists is bluffing.

Franklin says, but the company is going

ahead with its plans for 25 houses along

the Coast. The first house will be at

Santa Ana. a deal is under way at Pasa-

dena, and one other is just about closed

The company plans a straight picture pol-

icy with Sol Lesser in charge.

United Artists takes the position that

talking pictures, like legit shows, are

more important than the theatre that

plays them. Big theatres and chains.
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they say, were built to put over "factory

mack" silent pictures, the firm avers, but

that day is gone by, "as factory made
talkers are impossible." Successful talk-

ers, company members contend, can come
only from individual producers.

Thev're backing this stand with their

proposed chain.

Members of U. A. are plenty peeved
nver the "has-been" implication in liar-

ley L. Clarke's statement in answer to

the U. A. "declaration of independence."

This was a shaft which obviously hurt.

U.A. - F.W.C.
Some of the inside on the United

Artists-Fox West Coast fracas:

It is understood West Coast offered

LT.A. a 20 per cent split on a blanket
deal for its output, but that United de-

manded as high as 40 per cent on some
Rims, which would have brought the

average up to about 30 per cent.

This split was turned down cold by
Fox West Coast. Therefore, the U.A.
decision to fight.

Dodging Headaches
There is a real moral in the manner in

which Columbia and Universal are sail-

ing along this season. Columbia has just

reported earnings of $237,086, before

amortization for film rights purchased,

in the three months ended September 27.

Grosses are the highest in its history, and
S2.000.000 net for the year is predicted.

Universal, too, is going great guns, its

grosses running to record figures, there-

in sending the company off to a rousing

start for the new year.

Columbia has no theatres, which is one

of the big answers to its earnings. Un-
burdened by the worries and red ink of

circuit operation, the company has been

devoting all its time to making and sell-

ing pictures. This, coupled with the fact

that Harrv Cohn knows how to make
them, and Joe Brandt and Jack Cohn
how to market them, has enabled the firm

to move steadily forward.

For How Long?
Now that picture executives in-

wardly chortle in delight over the digs

taken at the business in "Once in a

Lifetime," it may be they will have
additional opportunity to laugh. The
Xew York stage is about to blossom
forth with a series of plays with Hol-
ly w nod as their theme song.

Donald Davis has one dubbed "Made
in Hollywood." Crane Wilbur present-
ing "The Cradle Call" in Chicago and
Connolly and Swanstrom are sweating

over a musical comedy laid in the Hol-

lywood foothills.

The funny slant is that, while there

are some who burn up when they
think of "Once in a Lifetime," some
producer, dizzied by its Broadway
success, will undoubtedly buy it, and
run into six figures to acquire the
rights if for no other reason than to

keep them away from his competitor.
It's being done all the time.

Smart Judgment

One of the smartest bits of show-
manship and sane business gestures
was put over by Jim Ryan of Wurlit-
zer in newspaper advertisements car-

rying a pledge to his employes that

they are to be kept on the payroll,

and calling upon the public to help

make that possible through purchase
of company products.

Ryan deserves a big hand for that

fine piece of copy, as well as for the

spirit which prompted it. There have
been a lot of silly mistakes made dur-

ing the present unemployment crisis,

with workers keeping their money out
of circulation because they were un-
certain how long their jobs would last.

More than that, however, the stupid

frenzy which has seen the axe swing-
ing right and left, has ruined the mor-
ale of workers.

It isn't necessary to point out what
has been done in the film business,

with wholesale salary slashing and
cutting of staffs. Suffice to say that

a number of companies have used bad
judgment. The Insiders commend to

the entire industry Ryan's bit of busi-

ness judgment and fair play.

TRICKS of the trade are many in

the dear old film business. Even
big organizations that strike an af-

finity in interests through booking deals

that frequently run into millions a year
don't always find the going calm.

At the minute, what is so far in the

heated discussion stage in two offices may
break out into the open. If the arguments
crystallize into action—and such course
is still complete conjecture—the shock-

will reverberate clear through the trade.

The cross-currents revolve around per-

centages and the weird processes through
which they often pass when circuits split

them up. The dissatisfied producer in

this case—he is likewise a large theatre

owner—is getting the outlets controlled

by his circuit affiliate. No squawks there.

But—
He isn't faring nearly so well in a lot

of keys because the circuit has pyramided
house expense to a level which reduces

the producers' split by many thousands
weekly. That rubs.

Then, this rankles, too. Last year the

producer sold his 'Stuff elsewhere and did

extremely well, despite the fact that in a

lot of instances the buyers were not pro-
ducer-affiliated.

To intimate that a complete break is

on the way wouldn't be fair. Or truthful.

More likely the disgruntled organization
will insist on a rearrangement of the split

and get it.

The Horwitz Mess
"Indomitable Will" of Houston is

still rampaging in his local newspapers
for Texas censorship. If ever a single

individual in this business made bad
friends faster than Horwitz. the record
has yet to reveal his name.
The gang in New York simply can-

not grasp what sort of gyrations the

Horwitz mentality passes through.
Here's an instance of an exhibitor

actually coughing up dough to pay for

newspaper ads seeking to encourage
legislation that would censor the mer-
chandise he sells to his public every
day in the week.

THE INSIDERS

Chains and One of Their Weak Links

THE yarns that are told about long-distance circuit operation are
among the most precious in the trade. Here's one that fairly
lops up all of the gravy:

The circuit head is a big man. That is, in his destiny rests the suc-

cess or failure of a formidable array of theatres; investment, many
millions. That makes him big. The man who went through this

experience has a pretty good record as a theatre manager.
It came to pass finally that a deal was made; the manager made

his train and about 11 o'clock the next morning was at his post. The
theatre was doddering and its competition strong. Therefore, the
manager had plenty to do.

For two weeks he slaved and, brevity in time notwithstanding, made
his showmanship felt. At the end of the first week, no check. At the
second, when headquarters had been tapped, the draft came through
—minus salary for the one-seventh of a day, or the difference between
getting on the first day's job at eleven instead of nine.

The manager quit, of course. The wind had been taken out of

sails and all initiative killed to save a handful of pennies.
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Clinch Ending Is

Still in Demand;
"Girl Must Live

Providence—The old sugar-coated endings

with the hero and heroine locked in close em-

brace are still the McCoy in the provinces

where the alleged artistic fade-out has no

place if it brings in old man Death to write

the tag.

This was exemplified at the RKO Vic-

tory where "Today" was shown. In this

there are two endings in the can, one show-

ing the husband shooting the wife and she

stays shot, while the other brings her out

of that condition by the hero's finding out

that it was all a nightmare. The girl, who
is the worst type of gold-digger and para-

site, deserves the bullet, but do audiences

in the hinterland go for it? They do not!

Harry Storin, RKO chief here, tried out

both endings and thumbs down were turned

on the one that spelled finis to the lovely,

if misguided, wife.

The other ramification of plot, however,

met with great approval, although it was
illogical and weak as drug store gin. Fans
left the theatre expressing the opinion that,

after all, Cupid might find a way.
This condition, however, seems to apply

only to pictures dealing with the love in-

terest angle. In death house and war films

it seems oke for the hero to get himself shot

to pieces as long as he leaves no girl in

tears.

Omit Film Stocks

From "Best Bets
J?

Film stocks were not included in "stock

groups which will lead the next bull mar-
ket" in a discussion of the subject by the

American Statistical Association. Listed as

the leaders in the market's recovery were
chemicals, natural gas, electric comfort de-

vices, remodeled homes, prepared goods,

branded goods and dairy products, including

ice cream.

Pauline Starke Suing
James Cruze for Ouster

Hollywood—Pauline Starke is suing
James Cruze for $6,050, charging that she
was employed at a salary of $1,500 for four

weeks for "The Great Gabbo" and then was
discharged after working four days in the

film. The $50 is for airplane fare she said

she paid in rushing to the studios at the as-

serted direction of the defendant.

M-G-M Signs Timberg
Herman Timberg. vaudeville headliner,

has been signed by M-G-M to appear in two
"Colortone" shorts. These will be titled

"Ambitious People" and "The Schoolroom."

Abandons Project

Philadelphia—Fox has abandoned its

proposed Seventeenth and Market Sts.

projects and the site now is for sale.

The theatre and office building was
to have cost $16,000,000.

An Event
"The Blue Angel" is on the way.

That's extremely important news to

an industry and all those in it who
recognize the value of a significant

picture.

The production, directed by Josef
Von Sternberg for Ufa of Berlin and
distributed here by Paramount, re-

affirms what any discriminating ob-
server must already know: that, in

silent pictures or in talking pictures,

Emil Jannings' acting genius is a
heritage that belongs to the public
regardless of what the adding ma-
chine may tell. We take this stand
realizing full well that it may prove
difficult to reconcile with the accepted
standards of proper business adminis-
tration because Jannings and pic-

tures like "The Blue Angel" build the
prestige, if not the profits, which this

business must have if it is to per-
manently survive.
"The Blue Angel" does two things

more. It does what "Morocco" didn't

do. It establishes Marlene Dietrich
of whom you will hear often from
now on, as an actress of power, in-

telligence and lure. If audiences were
intrigued by her work in "Morocco,"
they will be impressed beyond mea-
sure by her performance in "The Blue
Angel." For it is in this production
that the German player conveys an
impressive idea of what she can do,

if properly directed in vehicles
adapted to her pronounced capabili-
ties.

Thirdly, by his direction of this im-
mensely powerful drama, Josef Von
Sternberg demonstrates beyond argu-
ment what he has indicated from time
to time: that his place is in the very
forefront of directorial ranks. The
man knows drama: we suspect he has
a flair, perhaps suppressed, for intel-

ligent comedy; he thinks, and there-
fore, directs in terms of motion pic-

tures.

This writer's analysis of the du-
bious commercial appeal of "The Blue
Angel" may be wrong. The picture
has loads of sex and that may send
it over the success line. He does
know, however, that on the basis of
sheer merit and as a piece of thought-
ful, gripping, if tragic, entertainment,
the production deserves to crash
through with a smash.

K A N N

Bankers Tell Industry
Leaders to "Trim"

(Continued from page 23)

overhead on the U. A. lot. Behind the War-
ner-First National consolidation is seen the
effort, induced by the bankers, to cut over-
head in distribution with the extension of
the plan to the studios considered an in-
evitable follow-up.

In the light of theatre grosses, which
range from 10 to 30 per cent under last

year, and the constant trepidation over
losses of foreign markets, or diminished rev-
enue at least, the industry today faces what
well-posted observers declare to be one of
the most important crises in its long history.

Pola to Confess

As Mary Wins
Prince's Heart

Chicago—Mary McCormic, Chicago Civic
Opera star, and Prince Serge M'Divani,
Pola Negri's ex, announced their engage-
ment shortly after the arrival here of the
prince. He was met at the train by Mary.

"Where's my daddy?" she inquired of a
newspaper photographer at the La Salle

St. station as the Century pulled in.

"Who's your daddy ?" countered the
photog.
The question was answered when Mary,

at that moment, spotted M'Divani and greet-

ed him with a kiss. That evening, in Mary's
apartment in the Lake Shore Drive hotel,

they announced they would wed soon.
M'Divani stated he was leaving for the

Coast at once. Later attempts to reach
Mary at her apartment were met with the
announcement that she "would be out of

town for a few days and had left no for-

warding address."

Two days later she was on hand to sing
in the opera, "Manon Lescaut."

At the same time the local papers printed
dispatches from Paris stating that Pola is

writing her memoirs under the title, "My
Confessions." In it, she states, she is going
to give the lowdown on all her loves.

Vot's in a Name?
Lots of Expense

Chicago—Chicago exhibs with anything
lengthier than two-syllable names are chang-
ing them by shrinking off a couple of syl-

lables in an economy move new to local the-

atre business. Hard times are said to be re-

sponsible for the name amputations ; the

long family monickers costing too much to

put into print in theatre ads and marquee
bulbs.

Latest to switch signatures is Louis Os-
trovsky. He's Louie Brown now. although
his brother, Abe, is sticking to the original

family cognomen. Same situation prevails

in the Ortenstein family. Moses has become
Moe Wells, but his brother Harry is still

an Ortenstein.

Jolson to Return to

Stage Shows in March
Al Jolson is to return to stage work in

March. He is to appear in a musical com-
edy, to be presented by Charles B. Dilling-

ham, Max Gordon and the Erlangers. Jol-
son now is on the Coast, w-here he is start-

ing work in "Sons o' Guns."

Seek "Blue" Law
Oklahoma City—Attempt to enact a state-

wide "blue" law is to be made at the forth-

coming session of the legislature.

Signs Schertzinger
Hollywood—Radio Pictures has signed

Victor Schertzinger on a long-term con-
tract.

Reviews in This Issue

"Opinions on Pictures," regular
weekly reviewing service covering
new feature and short subject prod-
uct, begins on page 44, this issue.
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Consolidation of Exchanges to Follow

RKO Buy of Pathe; Lee Marcus at Head
Talkers at Dime

Kansas City—What's all this noise
about high cost of theatre operation?
The Lyric, a grind house near the
downtown district here, advertises

sound pictures and vaudeville for ten

cents. And, according to reports, the
place is making money.

Advertising and

Hard Work Zukor
Prosperity Plan

Hollywood—Work and work harder and
advertise is Adolph Zukor's prescription for

prosperity, he said in arriving here to con-

sider the Paramount production budget.

There will be no let-up in any line of his

company's activities, Zukor said.

"Work and work harder, and advertise

your work," he declared. "That is what we
are going to do. Last year we spent $25,-

000,000. I have not the exact figures for

1931, but there will be a substantial increase

in our budget for the coming year. At the

same time, we expect to get more for our

money."

M. P. Club Finances Need
Aid; Membership Drive On
The finances of the Motion Picture Club,

where New York's film moguls meet for

luncheon, dinner and bridge, need overhaul-
ing if the club is to meet running expenses.

In the current issue of the "Motion Pic-

ture Club Bulletin" open declaration is made
that more money is required to keep the

wheels revolving. Present resident mem-
bership totals 384, which is 66 shy of the

number required to make both ends meet.

A drive is about to be instituted to shoot

that total up to 450.

Erpi Admits "Changes"
But Denies Office Slash

"The educational department of Electrical

Research Products has made some revisions

in its plan for promotion of non-theatrical

talking pictures for industrial and educa-
tional uses. This has necessitated several

small changes in operation of its sales force

and in its district offices," stated W. E.

Harkness, educational sales chief, in deny-
ing reports that his Erpi department would
close branch offices throughout the country.

Budd Rogers Back
From Exchange Trip

Budd Rogers, sales chief for Sono Art-
World Wide, has returned from a seven
weeks' trip to company exchanges, which
took him as far south as Dallas.

$5,000,000 Involved in Deal;
RKO Covets du Pont Con-
tract and Pathe News

Consolidation of the RKO and Pathe ex-

changes, in a manner similar to the Warner-
First National combination of sales forces,

is one of the steps planned for Pathe, fol-

lowing acquisition of control by RKO. Stu-

dios will be operated

separately.

Under the plan, Lee
Marcus, vice-president

in charge of distribu-

tion for RKO, would
head the combined ex-

change system. RKO
is -aid to have paid

$5,000,000 in the Pathe
buy.

Three big factors en-

tered into the deal,

RKO's desire to get the

Pathe-du Pont contract

and Pathe News and
the other a desire to be
relieved of its ten-year booking arrangement
on Pathe product. With the duPonts and
John J. Raskob interested in RKO, through
their RCA holdings, it was felt that the

Pathe-duPont raw stock partnership was
too valuable to be lost.

Particularly is the raw stock important

at the present time, with the duPont-Raskob
combination heavily interested in Warners,
which holdings they are increasing pre-

sumably with the idea of landing the raw
stock business of these two firms for Pathe-

duPont.
Courtland Smith, president of Trans-Lux,

has a tie-in with RKO on the newsreel he
is preparing to launch, but a combination of

it and Pathe News is expected.

Lee Marcus

Clarke and Rice Elected
Directors of Loew's, Inc.

Harley L. Clarke, president of Fox Film
and Fox Theatres, and H. M. Rice of F. W.
La Frentz & Co., were elected to the di-

rectorate of Loew's at the annual meeting
of the board held Thursday. They replace

Jacob L. Rubenstin and Albert M. Green-
field, the latter prominent Philadelphia real-

tor who handles the Warner interests in that

city, both of whom had represented Wil-
liam Fox in the management affairs of the
Loew organization.

Rice is understood to be identified with
Clarke's financial sponsors.

It is generally understood that the Clarke-
Rice appointments carry no special signifi-

cance.

For the Record
Hollywood—M-G-M has purchased

"Horse Flesh" by Frederick Hazlett
Brown for future microphoning.
Local wit says the picture will have

a Tiller girl routine built in.

Tabloid Brains
Chicago—Ashton Stevens tells one

on the new movie critic on the tabloid

who was offered a 12 x 14 photograph
of a movie star by her enterprising
press agent.

"It's awful pretty," said the guesser
sadly, "and I'm awful sorry, but we
can't use it. It's too big for our
paper."

Kutinsky Plans

150 Theatres in

N. E. Territory

Development of a chain of 150 New
England theatres is planned by a syndicate

being formed by Morris Kutinsky, veteran

head of the former New Jersey Theatrical

Enterprises, and executive of Fox Metro-
politan Theatres. Kutinsky on Monday
will open an office at Boston to direct the

assembling of the circuit.

The theatres will be taken over on a lease

basis, the organization planning to acquire

all-size houses, depending on the individual

proposition.

Waxman Contact with All
Chains on W.B. Long Runs

A. P. Waxman, as one of an advertising

counsel triumvirate of which Harry M.
Warner and Sam E. Morris are the other

members, will co-operate generally with all

circuits in developing special campaigns
on behalf of Warner-First National product.

Waxman's post is a new one and has

been specially created for him. The War-
ner organization states that grosses of the

same pictures in different cities of approxi-

mately identical population have shown wide

range, the difference leading to the conclu-

sion that the exploitation and advertising

influenced the returns. It will be Waxman's
job to delve into this situation and develop

campaigns to eliminate that difference. In

addition, he will continue to supervise the

five Warner houses on Broadway.

Fox Off Screen Ads, Firm
Managers Are Warned

While Paramount and Warners are de-

veloping advertising reels for use in their

theatres, Fox has come out with a declara-

tion against use of screen advertising. Man-
agers have been instructed to make arrange-

ments to eliminate any advertising now be-

ing used on the screen.

First Jones Film April 15
Bobby Jones will complete the first of his

12 Vitaphone subjects for release April 15.

with the subjects to be released at two-week
intervals thereafter. They will be made un-

der the general title of "How I Play Golf."
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Children Flocking Back to Theatres as

Studios Inject Kid Appeal into Pictures

Dough Shortage
Washington—Russian theatres are

accepting food, clothing and other

articles as payment for admission,

state advices to the M. P. Section of

the Department of Commerce. This
is due to the shortage of currency in

the Soviet Union.

Peace Reigns in

Chi; Hess Leaves

Arena for N. Y.

Chicago—A sigh of relief emerged from
the Balaban & Katz advertising department

here with the announcement that Jack Hess,

western ad head for RKO. would be trans-

ferred to New York in the near future.

Hess, a recognized and colorful personal-

ity in theatre advertising circles, will as-

sume charge of special advertising cam-
paigns for RKO, working out of New York,
and, in addition, will be in charge of ad-

vertising for the new RKO Mayfair The-
atre there. He will assume his new post

immediately his Chicago affairs have been
wound up. His successor, George Brown,
formerly with Midwesco, is already on the

scene here. Brown was in charge of adver-
tising for Grauman's Chinese and Egyptian
and the Carthay Circle theatres, Los Angeles.

Hess's regime here was characterized by
striking and original copy presentations and
by frequent clashes with competitors in the

advertising columns of the Chicago papers
and other mediums. The bulk of these copy
attacks and rebuttals were directed against

Balaban & Katz theatres, and were a per-

petuation of a spirited rivalry that was born
when Hess was advertising manager for

Marks Bros., first and only challengers of

B. & K.'s hold on de luxe neighborhood
trade here. Hess became associated with

RKO as Chicago advertising manager when
the Marks theatres were taken over by B.

& K. Last Spring he was placed in charge
of advertising and publicity for all RKO
theatres from Chicago to the Pacific Coast.

Food Matinee to Aid
Poor on Thanksgiving

Fox theatres in Manhattan and the Bronx
Saturday will stage a "Thanksgiving Food
Matinee." Food is to be accepted as ad-

missions and distributed to 5,000 needy New
York families.

Action Features, Serials and
Comedies Boost Business,
"News" Checkup Shows

Taking advantage of the many pictures

on the market which have strong appeal for

kids, exhibitors in all sections are cashing
in mi renewed child attendance, a national

Motion Picture News check-up shows.
The problem of child attendance, which

diminished alarmingly when talkers came
into vogue, is being solved through proper
pictures and showmanship.

Kiddie Clubs, Mickey Mouse clubs, car-

toon contests in newspaper hook-ups, Joy
Matinees, special inducements to children
who excel in their studies and parades
are among the ideas being employed to win
back the child patronage which too-sophisti-
cated talkers alienated last year.

One interesting and effective plan was
used by the Tower. Chicago, where two
giant checker games were played in the
lobby. Marble blocks were painted into

checkerboards and large checkers were con-
structed. For the girls a lobby doll contest
was arranged.

Pictures of the action and outdoor type
serials, and comedies are proving excellent

stimulants to kiddie business, the check-up
^hows. Publix, Loew's. RKO, Fox and War-
ners have issued special instructions to their

theatre managers to concentrate on getting
in the children, pointing out that the chil-

dren of today are the adult patrons of the
future. Independents throughout the na-
tion are making strong efforts to attract

the children, spurred by the knowledge that

producers are backing them up with suitable

pictures for kids.

David Prince's Children
Perish in Atlanta Fire

Atlanta—Helen, 11, and Edgar, 9, only
children of David Prince, Paramount dis-

trict manager, perished in fire of undeter-
mined origin which destroyed the Prince
home. The parents were awav at the time.

Prince out in the territory and Mrs. Prince
visiting at the home of a friend. Both are
at an Atlanta hospital suffering from shock.

Hancock Joining Daily
Don Hancock, former publicity director

for the Van Beuren Corp., Monday i^ join-

ing the editorial staff of the Film Daily.

Vincent Says No
Denial is made by Walter Vincent

that political strategy figured in his
amendment to include RCA in the
M.P.T.O. resolution scoring Western
Electric for allegedly charging ex-
cessive service charges.
He said this week that, contrary to

published report, four of his theatres
are RCA-equipped. Vincent's amend-
ment caused some comment at the
Philadelphia convention, speculation
arising over the report that, while he
included KCA along with Western
Electric, he had no complaint against
the former since all of his theatres
had been wired by "Erpi".

An Idea
Hollywood—"I hadn't thought of it

but it's not a bad idea," Harold B.

Franklin said when asked about re-

port that he would seek to line up
former First National franchise hold-

ers in a national circuit. He goes
East Friday after a conference on
Thursday with Adolph Zukor.

Dembow's, Saal's

Wings Clipped in

Publix Shake-Up

Lopping off of duties of Sam Dembow.
Jr., executive vice-president, and of William
Saal. buying chief, and elevation of John
Balaban as aide to Sam Katz, are provided
for in decentralization program of Publix in

continuing its retrenchment drive.

Under the new set-up. Dembow replaces

Saal as general buyer for the circuit, with
the latter made a division head. Too-expen-
sive operation of the buying department is

the asserted reason for the change.
The division plan is said to be the fore-

runner of other changes, one of which will

he the turning back to independents of a

number of houses, whose operation the com-
pany considers unfavorable. It also means
"more human" operation of company houses.

through maintaining closer contact.

The four division heads are : Saal, Art
Mayer, Dave Chatkin and |ohn Balaban and
Milton H. Feld.

Saal Gets South, West

Saal has been placed in charge of the

Saenger, Texas, Oklahoma, Arizona and
possibly the Utah divisions ; Chatkin has

New England. Southeast, Carolinas, Ten-
nessee, Virginia and Pennsylvania, with the

possibility that New Jersey later will be

added to this division. Mayer is in charge
of the Iowa, Nebraska, Finkerstein & Ru-
ben, Indiana and Illinois divisions. Bala-

ban and Feld are to be in charge of all de

luxe.

They will remain in charge of their pres-

ent de luxe houses, and take over operation

i if eight others : Balaban has the Famous
Canadian houses, the Chicago and Detroit

houses. Metropolitan. Boston; Minnesota.
Minneapolis, and Paramount Xew Haven.
Feld has the Metropolitan. Houston: Palace,

Dallas ; Texas, San Antonio, and the Saen-
ger, New Orleans.

Publix Theatres on the Coast, where
Charles C. Perry is division chief, are to be
brought into the Balaban-Feld set-up. Pres-
ent division directors will function in their

respective territories as district managers.
There are to be no changes in operation so

far as men in the field are concerned, it i-

stated.
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Fox Set to Take Over Warner Theatres

On Coast; Deal for Publix Is Pending
r

J*fl£ Los Angeles—Further sewing up of the Coast territory,

by virtue of the proposed Fox West Coast-Warner deal.

Plot is seen here as a strategic move to head off the proposed
-., , • , circuit of Harold B. Franklin and of members of United
Thickens Artists.

Both Franklin and United Artists are planning a rival

chain in Pacific Coast states in an offensive against Fox
West Coast, and the Warner deal is expected to "make it

tough" for both operators. Fox West Coast recently took
over operation of the RKO house at San Diego.

1,281 Sound Sets

Junked for W. E.,

Company Claims

Twelve hundred eighty-one theatres

throughout the world have been forced to

scrap unsatisfactory reproduction equip-

ment, which has been replaced by Western
Electric systems, the company states. There
now are 7,170 world installations: 4,701 are

in the United States.

Sixteen cities of the nation have 20 or

more installations. The list is headed by

New York City with 356. The other cities

are as follows: Chicago, 166; Los Angeles.

86; Philadelphia, 82; Detroit. 76, Cleve-

land, 51: St. Louis, 46; San Francisco, 41;

Baltimore. 40: Kansas Citv, i2; Cincinnati.

32; Milwaukee, 30; Seattle, 29; New Or-
leans. 26; Buffalo, 26; and Pittsburgh, 22.

There are 23 cities that have between 1

1

and 20 installations, totaling 341 Western
Electric wired houses.

In 75 cities there are from five to 10 in-

stallations, the theatres involved numbering
75. Forty-eight cities have four each and
include 192 theatres, while there are 113

cities with three installations. These total

339 theatres.

Britons See Stimulus
For Films in Empire

London—Enthused by a message from
the King. British producers staged their

gala all-British film show here for dele-

gates to the Imperial Conference. A packed
house was on hand, with opinion prevail-

ing that the event would stimulate British

production throughout the Empire.

Kaplan's Union Plans
17th Birthday Party

Seventeenth anniversary of the organiza-
tion of Local 306 of the M. P. Machine
Operators' Union will be celebrated with
a dinner and dance Jan. 17 in the grand
ball room of the Hotel Astor.

A committee of arrangements consisting

of the officers of the union with Sam Kap-
lan, president, acting as chairman ex-officio,

has been appointed to arrange the event.

$150,000 Cost of

United Artists'

Chain Theatres

Hollywood—United Artists will spend an
average of $150,000 on construction of its

chain of 25 houses planned in its offensive

against Fox West Coast Theatres, accord-

ing to Joseph M. Schenck. Work on the

first is to start soon at Santa Ana. he says.

All major Fox West Coast strongholds will

be invaded, except where there is strong

competition to the circuit. Five houses are

planned for Los Angeles.

Claude Neon Sales
Increase During Year

Consolidated reports of the Associated

Claude Neon Companies throughout the

United States give sales for the first ten

months of 1930 amounting to $14,326,062,

as compared with $12,603,619 for the same
period of 1929, an increase of 14 per cent.

Business during October continued steady,

within ten per cent of the average for the

first nine months of the vear. October sales

totaled $1,323,731.

U. S. Slang Doesn't Mean
A Thing to British Fan

Hollywood—Sidney L. Bernstein. British

showman, is here with a petition to pro-

ducers to discontinue slang in talkers which
may be unintelligible to British audiences.

Something is to be done about the matter,

it is stated.

A Hand
Jameson Thomas deserves real

credit for his fine performance in

"The Hate Ship," one of the best of
the British films to be imported into
America. He is a polished actor of
the Adolph Menjou type, comparing
favorably with that veteran actor. His
work and the beauty and ability of
Jean Colin stand out in the picture.
They should find favor with American
audiences.

H A G E

Sewing Up of Pacific Slope
Territory Is Objective;

Paramount Denies

Los Angeles—Fox West Coast is to take

over all Warner theatres on the Coast, ex-

cept the Hollywood and Downtown. M. A.
Silver, Warner western theatre chief, pro-
fesses to know nothing about the proposed
transfer of the theatres.

Under the plan. Fox West Coast will use

60 per cent of its playing time for Warner
product. The new house at Huntington
Park, just opened, is to be included in the

arrangement.
Warners have nine theatres outside Los

Angeles situated as follows : Four at Santa
Barbara and one each at Huntington Park,
San Pedro, Whittier, San Bernardino and
Fresno. The firm also has the Forum here,

which, it is understood, would be included

in the deal.

Deal of Fox West Coast for operation of

the Warner Coast theatres is part of the

plan to sew up the Coast territory, which
calls for inclusion of the Paramount houses

at Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle and
Portland.

Fox-Paramount Deal

Fox West Coast, as exclusively reported

by Motion Picture News, and denied vig-

orously by Paramount, has a deal pending
for operation of the Paramount theatres,

which have been hard hit by the keen com-
petitive battle waged by the two circuits in

western key cities.

The showmanship battle which is reported

to have put theatres of the two firms into

the red in the various situations concerned
has raged ever since Paramount resumed op-

eration of the houses at the suggestion of

the Department of Justice.

Paramount has turned over its theatres

to P'ox West Coast and was reported dissat-

isfied with their operation. Accordingly, the

firm is reported to have "suggested" to the

Department of Justice that the dominance
of Fox West Coast on the Pacific Slope

was more or less fraught with danger, so

far as the anti-trust laws are concerned.

The government, after Paramount's re-

ported "suggestion." fell in line with the

idea, and asked Fox West Coast to turn back

the theatres.

Kidnap Scare on Coast
When Plots Are Learned
Hollywood—The film capital has been go-

ing through the throes of a kidnap scare,

following uncovering of a plot by New York
and Chicago gangsters to kidnap celebs or

their children and hold them for ransom.
Police guards were established at the home
of Lottie Pickford and Harold Lloyd, when
it was learned that plots against their chil-

dren had been framed.

L. L. Mills Returns
Albany—L. L. Mills, manager of First

Graphic exchange, distributors of Big 4

product, who has been ill in a hospital here

for the past two months with typhoid, re-

turned to his office this week.
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Iowa Allied Unit Head Resigns Post;

Says Secretary Has "Gone Bolshevik"
Trouble Brewing in Ranks as

Members Oppose Tactics
Of L. P. Martin

Des Moines—Trouble is brewing in the

ranks of Allied Theatres of Iowa, whose
president, Tom Arthur of Mason City, has
resigned. He says that Secretary L. P.

Martin has "gone bolshevik" arranging the

booking of stock companies and making tie-

ups without presentation to the board.

Clifford Niles of Anamosa, Earl Xeu of

Carroll, John McClay of Dubuque, M. Puf-

fer of Webster City, and Vice-President

Fred Hagerman, all members of the board,

are reported opposed to permitting Martin
to "make the organization a business prop-

osition," according to Arthur.

Martin, Arthur declares, serves without

salary, but is asking for $300 per week at

the new election of officers in January. The
organization council meets next week, with

fireworks being expected.

The Iowa association was organized in

August and has a membership of 160. It

is affiliated with Allied States Association,

and was the first organization formed in the

expansion program undertaken by the asso-

ciation.

Navy's Photophones to

Top 300 Installations
Increase of the number of RCA Photo-

phone installations in ships of the fleet and
shore stations will exceed 300. This is about

a 25 per cent over the original estimate.

Training schools for operators will be in-

stalled at naval bases at Brooklyn, San
Diego and Cavite, P. I.

Aner to Produce Films
Of New Spanish Firm

Ernest Vilches Prod, is to make a series

of Spanish talkers, starring Vilches, with

John H. Auer, formerly of Universal and
Columbia, in charge of production and Ed-
ward L. Klein handling distribution.

Jobyna Ralston Returns
John R. Freuler, president of Big 4, has

signed Jobyna Ralston for the lead in "Sheer
Luck," initial release of a series of eight

melodramas which Bruce Mitchell will di-

rect.

Miss Ralston, wife of Richard Arlen. re-

tired from the screen after her marriage.

Andree Films Good
Rochester—After 33 years in which they

had lain beside remains of the ill-fated An-
dree expedition, films taken by members of

the party have been developed successfully,

Eastman Kodak has been advised.

In French Talker
Hollywood—Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is

starring in "Un Aviateur Malgre Lu" Can
Aviator in Spite of Himself), French talker
being made by First National.

Are They
So Far
Apart?

Hollywood—The wheeze about all's fair in love and war
ought to be amended to include exhibition. The day of the
break between the United Artists and Fox West Coast The-
atres, Joe Schenck planned to preview "The Bat Whispers."
The picture, being on wide film, required special projection.
So to the enemy Schenck turned. Moreover, he got his
house: the Fox Wilshire.
Schenck may be sour on Fox and maybe he won't sell the

circuit U. A. pictures, but he accepted the competition's
hospitality for that one night, anyway.

Witwer Widow
Victor in Lloyd

Plot Theft Case
Los Angeles—While Harold Lloyd was

absolved of any personal blame in the theft

of the plot, he and his film company must
make an accounting to Mrs. Sadie Witwer,
widow of the late H. C. Witwer, on profits

from Lloj'd's picture, "The Freshman." The
decision by Federal Judge Cosgrave may
mean the turnover of several million dol-

lars to Mrs. Witwer. Lloyd plans to appeal.

The action, originally brought for $3,000,-

000, was filed by Witwer, who died in 1929.

Trial was begun May 20, 1930, and con-

tinued until July 12, when the court took

the case under advisement. Witwer contend-
ed that "The Freshman" was a steal on his

magazine story, "Emancipation of Rod-
ney," filming of which, he said, he discussed

with Lloyd executives before start of "The
Freshman."

Earnings of the film are estimated at

$4,000,000. Witwer left an estate of $16,-

500. Witwer's case was presented by Har-
old Fendler, son of Mrs. Grace Fendler.

who for 12 years sought to claim part of

the proceeds of "The Bird of Paradise" on
a charge of plagiarism.

New Publix Units

Supplant Arthur
Toronto—Jack Arthur's name is out of

the billing for the Imperial, Toronto, and
the Capitol, Montreal, as the producer of

the stage presentations at the two houses,

complete Publix units replacing the former
stage features. For the new policy at the

Toronto Imperial Helen Kane was featured

as the guest artist. Miss Kane this week
is at the Montreal Capitol. Jack Arthur has

local supervision of the imported units.

Following the dropping of local talent

from the Toronto Imperial, the ballet of 12

dancers has been booked for the Publix cir-

cuit in the United States, it is announced.
Arthur's stage shows formerly played the

Uptown, Toronto, and the Uptown has been

starving since it was placed on a second-

run diet two months ago, when the "meat"
was transferred to the downtown Imperial.

F. P.-Fox Kept
From Building

By 10-Year Pact

Toronto—Neither Famous Players nor
Fox has started construction of their big

picture houses on Vonge Street, Toronto,
because of a 10-year agreement not to build

a new house in the downtown section of

the city, it is stated. Both have acquired
large sites for theatres, but the agreement
has six more years to run. The situation is

one of watchful waiting, however, and a

misstep on the part of one would lead to

the immediate start on a theatre by the other
company, it is said. Famous Players even
has its blueprints ready, but, in the mean-
time, Fox features are being regularly

booked into the local Paramount houses.

The situation hinges to some extent upon
Famous Players' use of the Uptown, which
is owned by Loew's, but is being operated

on a rental basis.

Slam on 3 Press Agents
Irks AMPA Members

Harry Reichenbach handed out a few'

brickbats and bouquets in a prepared speech
read Thursday at the AMPA by President

-Michael L. Simmons. Mentioning by name
the press agents he considers best, with a

number of the more prominent advertising

and publicity men eliminated and three that

he considered the worst, he caused a mixed
feeling of surprise and resentment at what
many later declared they considered un-
called for aspersions.

Paramount came in for some of his brick-

bats and Reichenbach said he wouldn't work
for that company due to its politics. He ad-

mitted he was pretty good himself, in hand-
ling publicity for the Clarke-Fox Film group
in the Bill Fox jam.

De Mille Recovering
Hollywood—Cecil B. De Mille is at Ce-

dars of Lebanon Hospital following an emer-

gency operation for acute appendicitis. He
is expected to be released in about a week.

The operation, surgeons said, was performed

in the nick of time, as a delay of even an

hour probably would have been fatal, for

the appendix would have broken.
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W. E. Ready to Spring New Recording

System; Says It Cuts Surface Noises

Starring Timber
It is difficult to believe that Richard

Cromwell does his first picture work
in the title role of "Tol'able David."

He gives a natural, smooth and well-

rounded performance worthy of a

veteran in the part that propelled

Dick Barthelmess into fame.

Cromwell is emphatically starring
timber if Columbia exercises extreme
care in selection of his future vehi-

cles. If that is done, the youngster
cannot miss.

K A N N

Rapid Chicago

Consolidation of

Warners and F. N.

Chicago—Consolidation of the Warner
and First National distributing organiza-

tions brought about a sweeping reorganiza-

tion of the sales forces of both companies

locally. Five men are assigned to new po-

sitions while the services of four others

were dispensed with. The changes, already

effective, follow

:

Norman Moray, formerly Warner branch

manager, named Vitaphone national sales

manager, left for New York in mid-week
to assume that post. Carl Leserman, for-

merly First National branch manager, made
branch manager of the combined sales or-

ganizations. Tom Gilliam, formerly First

National sales manager, named sales man-
ager of the new organization. Earl Silver-

man, formerly Vitaphone sales manager
here, also made a sales manager under the

new line-up. Though unconfirmed at the

time of this writing, it was also reported

that Harry Neil, now Warner branch man-
ager at Indianapolis, will be returned to Chi-

cago, his old sales ground, as a city sales

manager.
The following salesmen's resignations

have been received: R. E. Bradford and

Jack Schwartz, First National, and Tom
Reidy and Harry Goldberg, Warners.
Additions to the booking staff of the lo-

cal exchange are contemplated, as the com-
bined Warner and First National line-up of

70 pictures is now on a par with Para-
mount's, heretofore by far the largest local

distributing organization.

The consolidation order was effective

here immediately. By Monday morning the

entire First National sales offices had been
combined with the Warner offices and the

unit selling was under way.

Musgrove with Union
Sydney, Australia—Jack Musgrove has

been appointed manager of the theatrical

division of Union Theatres. The company
is planning to expand its circuit, coincident

with return of vaudeville to a number of

houses throughout the commonwealth.

Available to All Licensed Com-
panies—Secret Is in Spe-

cially Built "Mike"

A new recording system which claims to

eliminate surface noises has been developed
by Western Electric and will shortly be
made available to all of its licensed com-
panies.

The secret rests in the mechanism of a
new, highly sensitive microphone which, by
its construction, is reported to have devel-

oped the faculty of picking up voices only

in and around its immediate area, thereby
eliminating, or at any rate reducing, extran-

eous sound.

This refinement to the present recording
system has had its first test in a new picture

which Paramount is making with Ruth
Chatterton. The results are reported to be

unusually good.

Western Electric feels that the improve-
ment will do much to sweeten the now sour

attitude of many picturegoers toward talkies.

It has long been recognized in the industry

that bad sound has turned away money from
the box-office, and that any mechanical im-

provements in recording and reproduction

would go far toward maintaining and in-

creasing the level of theatre business

throughout the country.

Both F. N, and

Warner Studios

Open in 30 Days

Hollywood—Production of First National
and Warner pictures will be resumed in 30

days, Jack L. Warner said Thursday. Exe-
cutive and cutting departments will be mov-
ed to the Burbank plant, with films to be
made at the Warner plant as before. Darryl
Zanuck, Hal Wallis and Graham Baker re-

main as co-executives under Warner as pre-

viously. William Koenig will be studio man-
ager at both plants.

Seventy talkers, including 50 features,

shorts and foreign versions, are to be made.
He declined to discuss the reported theatre

tie-up with Fox West Coast, saying all the-

atre arrangements are handled in the East.

Uncertainty
H o 1 1 y w o o d—Considerable uncer-

tainty exists at the Warner and First

National studios with many fearing

headcutting when the two plants are

merged.

Ousted, Starts Chain
Minneapolis—Harold D. Finkelstein,

former general manager of the
Finkelstein & Ruben circuit, who was
ousted a few months ago by Publix,
plans a chain of small town theatres.
He has acquired H. N. Davies' three
houses at Spencer, la., one of the
choice towns of that state. Finkel-
stein is the son of M. L. Finkelstein,
who was senior member of the the-
atre firm.

Consolidation

Moves at Warners?

Profits Drop 51%
(Continued from page 25)

in cash. Current liabilities were $21,242,108.

including $2,000,000 of bank loans.

Warners further stated that, as of Novem-
ber 8, 1930, the company had current assets

totaling in excess of $41,000,000 as com-
pared with total current liabilities of less

than $19,000,000. Cash on hand was ap-

proximately $5,230,000, while bank loans,

which will be repaid from current opera-

tions within the next 60 davs, were $3,000.-

000.

"Due consideration," he said, "should be

given to the fact that in September, 1930,

Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., received in ex-

cess of $14,000,000 from the sale of com-
mon stock to stockholders and during the

year acquired various properties through the

issuance of funded indebtedness and com-
mon stock. While the per share earnings

are figured on the total shares now out-

standing, the full benefits from these

acquisitions were not enjoyed during the

past fiscal year.

"Since the first of September operations

again show a substantial profit, and we are

looking forward to a year of profitable op-

eration. Number of stockholders has been

increased from 11,157 on December 2, 1929,

to 26.990 on November 7, 1930."

Warner Holdings Spread
Over 187 Cities and Towns

(Continued from page 25)

caster, Lansdowne, McKeesport, New Kensington,
Norwood, Palmyra, Philadelphia. Pittsburgh. Potts-
town, Punxsutawney, Reading, Red Lion. Ridgeway,
Sharon. State College, Tacony, Tarrentum, Titusville,
Warren, Washington, Waynesboro, Wesleyville, West
Chester, Wilkinsburg. Willow Grove, York.

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City.

TENNESSEE
Memphis.

WISCONSIN
Appleton, Kenosha. Milwaukee. Racine, Sheboygan.

WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston.
Fairmont, Martinsburg. Parkersburg, Wheeling.

VIRGINIA
Bedford, Clifton Forge, Harrisonburg, Lexington,

Staunton, Winchester.
WASHINGTON

Aberdeen.
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Pettijohn's Bitter Attack on Censors

At Ohio M.P.T.O. Aimed at Horwitz?
Urges Repeal of Censorship in

State; M. P. T. O. Wages
War Over Contract

Columbus—While he mentioned no names,

there wa^ little doubt in the mind- of the

125 exhibitor-, exchangeraen and civic and

state official-, attending the Ohio M. P.

T. O. convention here, that C. C. Pettijohn's

remarks were directed at Will Horwitz.

Texas unit president and censorship advo-

cate, in two addresses here scathingly de-

nouncing censorship. A highlight of the

sessions was the heckling of M. A. Light-

man, M. P. T. O. A., president, in connec-

tion with the 5-5-5 meetings.

With 44 states preparing adverse legisla-

tion against the industry, the individual who
by his acts from now until June ' contributes

to the downfall or damage of this industry"

is a menace and should be thrown out of

the industry. Pettijohn told the convention.

If the proposed legislation is enacted. Pet-

tijohn said, a "lot of people in all branches

of the industry will be put out of business."

Trade problems, he said, "fade into insig-

nificance compared to these legislative prob-

lems, and only with the united front of the

industry can they be fought."

Pettijohn also sounded the battle cry for

the repeal of censorship, urging Ohio to take

advantage of the wedge in censorship made
by "The Big House." The Ohio censor laws

require that a picture shall be either accept-

ed or rejected by the board upon submis-

sion. In the case of "The Big House." the

picture was neither accepted nor rejected,

but was held indefinitely for further con-

sideration. Pressure was brought to bear

with the cooperation of the public press to

secure passage of this picture, which played

everv other state in the union. Pettijohn's

words on censorship were so enthusiastically

received that President Jones asked him to

take censorship as his topic for a speech

at the banquet.

Renews Attack
"The most detestable thing I know." Pet-

tijohn told the 250 banquet guests, "is the

fact that motion pictures, the cleanest form
of human expression today, are laboring un-

der censorship in five states.

"Maybe censorship was all right 20 years

ago when legislators didn't know what this

business would develop into.

"Today the screen is as clean as the front

pages of the newspapers of this country,

and nobody would stand for interference

with the freedom of the press.

"Censorship isn't a political question, but

a question of whether two or three people

can pass on what 7,000.000 people should

see.

Child Protection Farcial

"Censorship of pictures as a protection

for children is a farce. Children'- morals

should be in the hands of parents. Parental

care has been shoved into the discard and

in its place today is the school teacher, the

policeman and censorship.

"Censorship of talkies is a hundred times

i Continued on page 36

Speakers at Ohio Convention

C. C. Pettijohn M. A. Lightman R. F. Woodhutt

On the Sidelines at Columbus

COLUMBUS—M-G-M stole the convention
with an extra edition of the Columbus

Citizen. The entire front page of the newspa-
per was devoted to convention news, sidelights

and photographs. Five hundred of em were
printed and were distributed to the conven-
tioneers by regular newsboys who crashed the

afternoon session, startling those present with
their cries of "All About the Big Picture Mer-
ger." Charlie Deardourff and Bill Bishop of

the M-G-M exploitation department put this

one over—and put it over big.

To Fred Desberg. general manager of Loew's
Ohio theatres, life is fust one convention after

the other. He had barely recovered from the

Philly gathering before it teas time to get into

the midst of the Columbus meeting.

George Erdmann, business manager of the

Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors' Associa-
tion, made a real speech. It consisted of at

least ten words. Last year he made the short-

est speech on record. It was confined to one
word, "Greetings."

James Re-elected

Columbus— William James was
elected unanimously to serve his
seventh term as president of the Ohio
exhibitor unit at the annual conven-
tion. Others unanimously elected are:
J. J. Harwood, Cleveland, vice-presi-
dent-at-large; Ike Libson, Cincinnati;
Henry Bieberson, Jr., Delaware; Ed
Hiehle, Newark, vice-presidents; Cald-
well H. Brown. Zanesville, treasurer;
Martin G. Smith, Toledo, secretary

;

and the following trustees: John A.
Schwalm, Hamilton; J. A. Holt. Cin-
cinnati ; Henrv Greenberger, Cleve-
land; Frank J. Ruth, Piqua; Fred
Desberg, Cleveland, and Burns O'Sul-
livan, Columbus.

/. J. Harzvood, vice-president of the M. P.
T. O. of Ohio, was right there with his answer
to Mayor James J. Thomas' hearty zi'dcome.

* * *

Martin P. Smith of Toledo, the first presi-

dent of the Ohio exhibitor organization, didn't

say much, but he did a lot of work.
* * *

Judge Frank Ruth, who made his debut as
an exhibitor with the recoil purchase of a the-

titrc in Picqua. bore up bravely as chairman
of the nominating committee.

* * *

Andy Hettesheimer of Cincinnati presided
over the nomination committee.

* * *

Ed Hiehle of Xcwark and Harry Abrams of
Lancaster handled the credentials committee
with honor.

* * *

John Schwalm of Hamilton and J. E. Watson
of Columbus were given the task of battling

with the auditing committee.
* * *

Pete WoodhuU said he came to the conven-
tion lust to see his old friends and because he's

not the convention habit.
* * *

Charley Pettijohn, Oscar Hanson and Pete
\V< " idhull shared a compartment coming over
to Columbus. There weren't any more stories

tu tell when thev got through.
* * *

Mrs. Georgia Moffett, secretary of the Cleve-
land Film Hoard of Trade, and Mrs. Native
Suckow, assistant, were here in all their glory,

and thev shed plenty of it.

* * *

M. Lightman showed 'em how a gentleman
keeps his temper when he'd much rather roll up
his sleeves and finish what the other fellow

started.
* * *

BUI Skirboll of Cleveland was here. He par-

ticipated in all the festivities, but committed
himself to nothing at all.

* * *

Pete WOod. secretary of the M. P. T. O. A..

was tireless in his efforts to make everybody
happy. And -lid he succeed? We'll tell the

world.
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Zoning Plan Sunk as Illinois Showmen
Sign Up for Product Under Old Terms

Gets "City Lights"
Hollywood—Charles Chaplin plans

to play his synchronized picture,

"City Lights,'* in Publix key city

houses, but to the highest bidders
elsewhere. The picture is to have its

premiere here New Year's Eve. Long
term deal between United Artists and
Publix keys will send the picture to

the Publix houses.

Spurt in United

Amusements' Net

Shown in Report
Montreal—Evidence of real prosperity is

found in the annual financial statement, just

issued, of United Amusements, Ltd., oper-

ating 20 theatres in the Province of Quebec.

The report, which is for the fiscal year

ended Aug. 30, shows an increase in net

earnings from $3.41 to $3.75 per common
share and an increase in the surplus account

from $610,828 to $724,200.

Xet profit of $296,452 compares with

$270,440, which was registered one year

ago. Propertv account was increased bv
$278,666 to a total of $3,111,224. It is point-

ed out that current assets do not include

investments in other enterprises shown at

$422,500. The company now has outstand-

ing a total of 74,137 shares.

United Amusements, Ltd.. which is owned
principally by residents of Montreal, oper-

ates 17 theatres in Montreal, two in Lachine
and one in Sherbrooke. The company is

now building another theatre in Montreal.
Ernest A. Cousins of Montreal is president

and George Nicholas Ganetakos is manag-
ing director.

Kane Sailing
Robert T. Kane is booked on the He de

France, which sails Friday night for Paris.

He is returning to Paramount's studio at

Joinville. where the company is producing
multi-lingual talkers.

It is reported, but unconfirmed, that pro-
duction will be trimmed, but published yarns
that the project will be entirely abandoned
are understood to be without foundation.

Plans Hollywood Operetta
Hollywood—Oscar Straus is planning an

operetta based on Hollywood. He has com-
pleted scores for three pictures. "A Lady
of Morals." "Daybreak" and "The Danube
Waltz." and is going back to Vienna for

premiere of one of his new operettas.

Thomas in Para. Pictorial
Lowell Thomas is featured in the current

issue of the Paramount Pictorial, recently-

inaugurated screen magazine. Thomas
speaks nightly over the radio in the Literary
Digest Hour.

Independents' Booking Body
And Exchanges Satisfied

With Situation

Chicago—An Illinois zoning plan, ap-
proved by both distributors and exhibitors,

definitely became a lost hope for another
season at least with the completion of in-

dependent buying here this week. The Illi-

nois independents' booking organization, and
independent exhibitors not members of that

booking unit, have their contracts for the

year's product all signed and on file. Noth-
ing, now, could induce them to approve a

new plan of release and protection which
would nullify those contracts and usurp
them with new ones less advantageous.
Motion Picture News was told.

"The fact that our buying is done and
our contracts on record is indication enough
that the deals were satisfactory to the ex-
changes," said a spokesman for the inde-

pendent booking organization. "Release and
protection in all these contracts is exactly

as it was last year and as it has been for

many years before. We're satisfied with
things as they are and, apparently, so are
the exchanges.

"If the independents approve a new zon-
ing plan now," he continued, "it means that

we agree to scrap the contracts we have just

made and with which we are entirely satis-

fied in favor of something which we have
every reason to believe would be less ad-
vantageous to ourselves. How likely do you
imagine that is?"

Independent approval of the new zoning
plan would scrap the existing contracts, as

these contracts carry a clause which speci-

fies that the provisions of any new zoning
plan approved by all the distributors and all

the exhibitors in the territory will immedi-
ately prevail over the existing provisions for

release and protection.

Starts Second Comedy
Mack Stark placed the second of his Sim-

ple Simon comedies featuring Louis Simon
in production Thursday at the Ideal Stu-
dios in Hudson Heights. N. J., with direc-

tion in the hands of Mort Blumenstock.
"Radio Madness" is the working title of the
new two-reeler, which is an original story

by William A. Grew, adapted by Grew and
Rube Welch.

In a Jam
Los Angeles— Paying alimony to

two wives is something of a problem
in these days of unemployment, par-
ticularly when one has only $100 and
no job, take it from Luther Reed.
The director outlined his tough pre-
dicament in petitioning the court to
reduce the alimony of his ex-wife,
Naomi Childers, to $50 monthly, and
of Jocelyn Lee, another ex-, to $75
monthly. In addition, he has been
cited for contempt in action brought
by Mrs. Reed No. 1, and must answer
the charge Nov. 30.

Real Charity
Free noonday meals for the un-

employed is the charitable contribu-
tion being made in the present situa-

tion by Julius Levine at his Brass
Rail, popular eating place of film men
at Seventh Ave., near 50th St. The
initial day, more than 1,500 jobless

partook of Levine's hospitality.

Independents in

Chicago Escape

Score Charges

l bicago

—

Illinois independents' booking

organization completed its buying this week
after arranging a rather novel price agree-

ment with all exchanges. Aaron Saper-

stein, buyer for the unit, met with represen-

tatives of the exchanges and, after comput-

ing prices on individual films, offered a flat

rate per picture, based on an average cost

price, for the entire product of every com-

pany with whom he was negotiating. An
average uniform figure for each picture was
agreed upon.

This buying method permitted the inde-

pendents to contract for Warner and First

National product without specifically paying

a score charge, which the independents bad

declared emphatically they would not do,

and which Warners, just as emphatically,

had declared either they would or else go

without Warner and First National product.

Thus the resolves and dignity of both parties

were preserved.

The independents are satisfied with the

uniform flat rate per picture which they will

pay, and nothing is said about a score

charge in their contracts. On the other

hand. Warners and First National are just

as satisfied with the price they received,

which would indicate that they consider it

ample to cover score charges, even though

they are not specified in the contracts.

Bobbins Returns
J. J. Robbins. head of Robbins Music

Corp., affiliated with M-G-.M. returns to-

day from Europe where he negotiated deals

with Keith-Prowse & Co., Ltd., Alberti and

Francis Day Co., these firms to represent

the Robbins interests in England, ( iermany

and France, respectively. Julian Abeles, at-

torney for the music corporation accom-

panied Robbins. Robbins announced that

conditions abroad "were satisfactory, with

American music still a great favorite of

Europeans, due in a large measure to the

success of the talker."

New Representative for Big 4
Milwaukee—William Aschmann, former

Pathe branch manager, has been appointed

Big 4 sales representative out of the Capi-

tol Pictures at Omaha.
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PettiJohn Bitter

Attack on Censors

Aimed at Horwitz?

(Continued from page 34)

more serious than censorship of silent pic-

tures. Don't bother with politics. Take
the issue directly to the people," was Petti-

john's advice, and he got a round of applause

that proved his dart had shot a bullseye.

Other speakers were : Senator Larry Col-

lister, Harry Busey, managing editor of the

Columbus Citizen; "Pete" Woodhull, J. J.

Harwood, vice-president of the M. P. T. 0.

of Ohio and president of the Cleveland Mo-
tion Picture Exhibitors' Association ; Jo-

seph N. Ackerman, senator; Thad Brown,
formerly secretary of the state of Ohio and
now chief counsel for the Federal Radio

Commission; Oscar Hanson, general sales

manager for Tiffany Productions ; M. A.

Lightman, president of the M. P. T. O. A.;

Fitch Cooper, of Elvvood, Ind. ; Col. W. S.

Butterfield of Michigan, and Governor
Myers Y. Cooper.

Business builders are all ready to hand
out advice on what to do after you have
garnered your first million. But it remained

for Col. W. S. Butterfield to pass out a

plan for getting a share of that first mil-

lion.

"Always tell the truth," said Butterfield,

"I have always practiced the principle of

telling the public the truth in the show busi-

ness. Give the public the best entertainment

that you can, be one of the public in com-
munity spirit, and the result will spell suc-

cess."

Says Television Far Off

Thad Brown scattered a little cheer when
he asserted that, in his opinion, television

is a long way off. The Federal Radio Com-
mission, Brown stated, is not issuing any
licenses for television operation except for

experimental purposes. That statement

should put at rest all fear of competition

of television in the immediate future.

"Pete" Woodhull, who doesn't represent

anybody or anything, answered the conven-
tion call like an old fire horse. The con-

vention habit is too strong with him to be

broken summarily. He got to his feet at

this opening session just to tell the constitu-

ents to keep the organization going.

M. A. Lightman, president of the M. P.

T. O. A., at the opening meeting explained
the new uniform contract and labeled it a
"plus contract." The exhibitors, he pointed

out. have everything they had in the old con-
tract, and more besides.

The calm waters became ruffled at this

point. Exhibitors from the floor questioned
the sincerity of the 5-5-5 group which draft-

ed the contract, calling it a 10-5 group, in-

stead of a 5-5-5 group. The challenging ex-

hibitors claimed that the five affiliated rep-

resentatives were actually producer repre-

sentatives, and this upset the 5-5-5 balance.

Lightman explained how the 5-5-5 commit-
tee actually functioned, closing the heated
discussion that threatened to become em-
barrassing by saying, "I think that every
man owes to himself the earnest effort to

make that for which he stands the best in

the world. If he is an exhibitor, he should
be the best possible exhibitor. If he is a
bootblack, he should be the best bootblack.

Every one should serve to the best of his

ability."

Seek Censors
Houston—Here in the home town of

Will Horwitz, president of the Texas
unit, whose campaign for state cen-
sorship has drawn fire throughout the
industry, the National Women's Tem-
perance Union Convention, adopted a

resolution asking Congress to estab-

lish a national board of censorship.

Operators' Union

Bucks I. A. T. S. E.,

Convention Told

Columbus—With 79 men working in the

Ohio territory, Motion Picture Operators'

Union of America is organizing to buck
the I. A. T. S. E. in bringing down the

cost of projection, F. A. Rinehart, of Cincin-

nati, told the Ohio unit's convention here.

Rinehart conducts an operators' school at

Cincinnati, graduate members of which are

eligible to membership in the new union,

which is independent and not affiliated with

the American Federation of Labor.
Rinehart says his union will supply union

operators at a wage scale ranging from
$35 to $55 weekly, working with one man
in the booth, except where the resident op-
erator requires an assistant. The latter is

paid 50 per cent of the scale of the former.

He declares that the new union is an in-

ternational and is licensed to give out local

charters anywhere.
Building commissioners, says Rinehart,

have stated they will give graduates from
the trade school an equal chance with I. A.
T. S. E. members in securing licenses. One
stipulation is required. No contract can
exist between the theatre owner and the

I. A. T. S. E. at the time of engaging the

services of a member of the new union.

Hanson the Host
Columbus—-Oscar (Hospitality) Hanson,

Tiffany sales chieftain, was hosting all over
the place. He staged a 11 A. M. preview
of "Ex-Flame" and a Chimp comedy—and
had the telephone operators call all the ex-

hibs at 9 :30 A. M. to tell 'em not to miss it.

Bellboys followed up to make sure the boys
(it was the morning after the banquet) were
up. As a result he had a full house.

Urges Zoning
Columbus—Zoning of territories is

better done in the field, Pettijohn told
the Ohio Convention. The only gen-
eral rule "is to do what's fair and
right." Pettijohn recommended that
a zoning and protection plan be in
readiness for next year's selling and
maintained to handle house situations,
that continuing zoning committees be
He conceded the reference accorded
big buying power, but recommended
fairness in protection limits with ad-
mission price as barometer after first

runs. Unlike last year's abrupt end-
ing, the convention members remained
until the end of the meeting.

Directors Given

Power to Solve

Contract Problem
Columbus—Ohio's position on the pro-

posed new standard contract will be de-

termined by its board of directors, the con-

vention having given them full power to

act on it. The contract and arbitration were
under fire at Wednesday's stormy session.

Ohio theatre owners are delegated to go
to the assistance of the army of unemployed
by reason of the resolution presented by
Judge Frank Ruth of Picqua, chairman of

the resolutions committee, pledging mem-
bers to co-operate with agencies in their

respective communities by giving special

performances, proceeds of which shall be

donated to the work of alleviating distress.

A resolution was also introduced and
passed by the body wherein the organiza-

tion goes on record as favoring the discon-

tinuance of censorship in Ohio and that

the officers be authorized to do all things

necessary to convey the purpose of this

resolution into effect.

The proper celebration of the bi-cennten-

nial of George Washington, with a fitting

historical picture of his life, was another
resolution introduced and passed. Score
charges were condemned in the resolution,

stating that the organization present com-
panies furnishing this service with a re-

quest for a reduction in service charges

which will make the charges more nearly

equitable as between smaller and larger the-

atres.

Resolutions of thanks were adopted in be-

half of Harry Busey, managing editor of

the Columbus Citizen, for the unusual

amount of space devoted to the con-

vention ; to George Bishop and C. C. Dear-
dourff for their novel publicity stunts ; to

'

all newspapers and trade journals; to Gov.
Myers Y. Cooper, Mayor J. J. Thomas, C.

C. Pettijohn, A. C. LaRue of Theatre Un-
derwriters, Joseph Ackerman, L. G. Col-

lister. Oscar Hanson, M. A. Lightman. R.

F. Woodhull, W. C. Butterfield, Thad
Brown, William James and Pete Wood.

Pratt in Western Erpi
Post; Ray W. E. Director
Los Angeles—George C. Pratt, new vice-

president of Electrical Research Products,

is to have charge of the western division

with headquarters here. He also will as-

sume new duties as special counsel for the

company and for Western Electric.

Paramount Erred with
Outdoor Ad Suggestion

Suggestion that theatre managers divert

part of their newspaper advertising to out-

door advertising, as contained in a recent

press sheet, was made in error, A. M. Bots-

ford, director of advertising and publicity

for Publix, has advised Editor & Publisher.

The suggestion does not represent the pol-

icy of Paramount Publix in any way, he
declares, stating instead that the company
for a long time has contended "and still con-

tends that the use of paid advertising space

is definitely of the most important value to

the selling of pictures."
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Stop Us If Were Wrong

WARREN (United Artists) Nolan tips us

off that Jean Harlow is just 19. . . . The
blonde star of "Hell's Angels" has returned to

the Coast, where she is to appear with Wal-
lace Beery in "The Secret Six," which George
Hill will direct for M-G-M. ... Joe Mer-
rick-, Tiffany's district manager in the Middle
West, ambled to the Main Stem for confabs

with Oscar Hanson.
* * *

Leatrice Joy is going back into vaudeville

Nov. 22 in a skit she authored. She'll open at

the RKO in Patterson. . . . "Bill" Ornstein,

veteran trade paper man, comes to bat with the

gag that it's all yes on the western front. . . .

He's to be a daddy in a coupla months.
* * *

And maybe Jack Tillman, western district

manager, isn't 1,000 per cent sold on Co-
lumbia's output. ... A real air circus was
put over for "The Dawn Patrol" at Seattle.

. . . Phil (Universal) Reisman is living on
trains these days. . . . Oscar Oldknow and
Harry Arthur intend to alternate on oper-

ating the Fox eastern and western divisions.

. . . Empeenews tipped off at the time of

Harold B. Franklin's resignation that Ar-
thur was slated for big things.

* * *

Add fun in the studios. . . . The M-G-M
P. A. sends us this: Marjorie Rambeau, fa-

mous stage star, appearing with Greta Garbo
in "Inspiration" at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios, is an ardent practical joker. She took

a raw oyster, slipped it into the hand of John
Miljan during a scene, and chortled inwardly

when he had to go through the scene holding

the clammy bivalve and still trying to look

nonchalant and hide it from the camera. . . .

Nize baby

!

* * *

Another deserved promotion places Dave
Miller, Universal Buffalo manager, in charge

of the district embracing Buffalo, Cleveland

and Cincinnati, with headquarters at Buffalo.

. . . Phil Reisman, general sales chief, has his

organization set and is out for a swing around

the various branches between here and the

Coast. . . . That Universal outfit certainly is

moving at a fast clip.
» * *

Frances White is termed "the petite

blonde moving picture star" in a Hearst

story about her being named a co-respon-

dent in a divorce action. . . . How did she

win that title?
* * *

Colleen Moore is taking a rest at a Battle

Creek, Mich., sanitarium. . . . Lila Lee and

Renee Adoree are regaining health at a moun-
tain resort in Arisona. . . . Although it's been

playing pictures a coupla years, the New York

Winter Garden still is listed in the phone book

as the Winter Garden Music Hall.

Tactful
Chicago—Madeline Woods, divisional

publicity director for Great States

Theatres, has sounded a warning
against use in any advertising of the

lines, "No children admitted'* or

"Children barred by censors." In-

stead, Miss Woods points out, a box
should be used in ads reading:
"This picture will neither be under-

stood nor appreciated by children, and
therefore is not recommended for

their entertainment."

Sees Action Trend

Kansas City—Less talking and more
real acting constitutes the trend in

talking pictures, Adolph Zukor told
newspaper reporters here. Zukor
made a brief stop on his way from
New York to the coast.

Pictures will be made more on the
order of the old silent films and dia-

logue will be used only as a means of
keeping out subtitles, Zukor said.

There will be just enough talking to
save the space subtitles would take,

he believes. A similar belief was ex-
pressed by Sidney R. Kent at the Phil-

adelphia convention.

W I DIES is the term being used by National

Carbon Co. to describe wide-screen fil-

lums. . . . Ralph Morrow, veteran southern

exec, is in Noo Yawk. . . . Boy, oh boy, what
a surprise picture Warners has in "The Door-
way to Hell." . . . Slipped into the Nrew York
Strand without any fuss, and it's been standing

'em up ever since. . . . Paramount says it

juggled schedules to make "Feet First,"

"Laughter," "The Right to Love," "Derelict,"

"Morocco" and "Tom Sawyer" all available

during November.
* * *

Mel Sickafoose, head of the art depart-
ment of the World in Omaha, won three
ribbons at the Pacific International Horse
Show. . . That is, his horses did. . . .

Greta Garbo has moved from Beverly Hills

to Brentwood, states the press. . . . Well,
maybe that IS news. . . . Trem Carr, pro-
ducer of the Bob Steele westerns for Tif-

fany, is in New York for conferences with
Grant L. Cook, vice-president.

* * *

Pathe is issuing 14x17 facsimile oil paint-

ings of Ann Harding, Constance Bennett, Helen
Twelvetrees, Bill Boyd, Eddie Quillan and Rob-
ert Armstrong as a new accessory. . . . Clara
Bow has split with her secretary, Daisy Devoe,
and Daisy threatens to tell. . . , Irving Ha-
nower, recently promoted to the managership
of the Tiffany Washington branch, has booked
the product 100 per cent with the Sidney Lust
Circuit.

OROING is the new word coined by RogerO Ferri in the Dynamo, Fox house organ.
. . . Roger is doing a mighty fine job of sales

promotion via his dynamic sheet. . . . James
R. (Jimmy) Grainger has set a new mark for

his go-getting sales organization to shoot at.

. . . He has ordered them to double the
amount of business done in September and
October. . . . Speaking of the Graingers.
Edmund, who is an associate producer on "Land
Rush," has collaborated with A. S. Kline on a
story.

* * *

Hats off to Helen Chandler Although
suffering from chronic appendicitis, she
appeared daily for seven weeks before the

camera during the shooting of Universal's "Dra-
cula." . . . Three hours after its finish she
was being operated on. . . . "Baddy" Rogers
has returned from a European trip with his

mother. . . . He admitted that he had not

found his ideal girl abroad. . . . Stop crowd-
ing!

* * *

Fifi Dorsay received a great reception
when she stepped off her train at Boston,
but she didn't kiss a cop. . . . The force
probably had read about the one she's bust-
ed in Philadelphia, and remained out of
reach of the French temptress. . . . Two
PitzPatrick Traveltalks are playing Broad-
way this week, the houses being the Capitol
and the George M. Cohan. . . . From the
Coast comes the hot news that Will Rogers
will be seen as a cowboy in "The Heir tn

the Hoorah."
* * *

Universal is going to star Lewis Ayres, who
was launched on his career to fame by "AH
Quiet." . . . Stardom in less than a year is

a record. . . . Harry Reichenback is going
to exploit "See America Thirst" for Universal.

. . . And will he make the yokels thirsty ! . . .

George Fitzmaurice is to direct Norma Shearer
in "Strangers May Kiss."

* * *

When you're handing out bouquets, don't

forget Lola Lane and her fine work in "The
Costello Case," Sono Art's mystery picture.

. . . Incidentally, it starts out silent and what
a wallop that opening gives you.

"The future of Philadelphia staggers the im-
agination," said the Hon. James M. Beck, rep-

resentative from Pennsylvania addressing the

Town Meeting held the other night at "Philly"

under auspices of the Poor Richard Club. . . .

A queer coincidence that his declaration should

come less than a week after a few hundred
exhibitors staggered out of the Quaker City

after closing an M. P. T. O. A. confab at the

Benjamin Franklin.

Springs and Weights
On the Western Front—Publicity is

publicity these days.

Someone at Radio has taken the
time to figure out that Lowell Sher-
man is supported by two and a half

tons of actors in "The Queen's Hus-
band." And that doesn't include the
2,000 extras, but only the 25 featured
and bit players.

Incidentally, the title has just been
officiallv changed from "The Queen's
Husband" to "The Royal Bed."
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'Doorway to Hell'

Hot Stuff; 2nd

Week, $41,000

It was all Warners in figuring out busi-

ness along the .Main Drag, with "The Door-

way to Hell" continuing its sensational run

at the Strand. The film, now in its third

week, has ridden high over the business

slump to chalk up a record for the house.

Getting $41,322 in its second week, the film

proved a real surprise and its unheralded

strength created plenty of talk.

Amos 'n' Andy wobbled badly at the Max-

fair on their second week, going under $30,-

000, a drop of more than $20,000 for the

new RKO house. The film now is playing

the Cameo and is not setting the world "ii

fire.

The week was marked by the reopening

of the Central as an independent first-run

outlet. The picture current is "Today," ini-

tial release of Imperial Pictures. The Cohan

has been slipping considerably, although the

current film seems to be holding up much
better than its predecessors. "Hell's An-

gels" is due to fold soon at the Criterion

and Gaiety.

Estimated takings

:

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)
ASTOR—(1,1201. 50c-75c-$1.50-$2. 3rd week. Other

attractions: "Flip the Frog" (M-G-M), "Dogv/aj
Melodies" (M-G-M). Gross: $13,623.

"A LADY'S MORALS" (M-G-M)
CAPITOL— (4.7ii(pi, 35c-50c-75c-$1.50, 7 days. Other

attractions: "College Hounds" (M-G-M). news, capi-

tol presentation. Gross: $1,1,100.

"SUSPENSE" (British International)

GEO. M. COHAN—(1,500), 35e-50c-75c, 7 days.

Other attractions: "Trail's End" (Col.), news, "Col-

onel I.indliergh" (Visugraphic), "Hard-Boiled Yeggs"
(Col. I. Gross: $4,000.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)

(Playing simultaneously at the Criterion and Gaiety)

CRITERION— (850). $l-$2-$2.50. 7 days. 14th week
Other attractions: None. Gross: £9,900.

EMBASSY—ALL NEWSREEL
EMBASSY—(59SI. 25c. 7 days. Straight newsreel.

Gross: $9,482.25,
"THE CAT CREEPS" (U.)

GLOBE— (1,0501, 35c-50c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Toby the Pup" (Winkler). "Kmite Rockne"
(Pathe), "Moonlight and Monkey Business" (RKOi
G, -- 521.500.

"KISMET" (Warners)
HOLLYWOOD—(1,600). 5(>c-75c-$l-$1.50. 7 .lays. 1st

week. Other attractions: "Romeo and Juliet" (War-
ners), news Gross: $18.1105.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (Radio)

MAYFAIR— (2,300), 40c-65c-85c-$l. 2nd week Other
attractions: Mickey Mouse comedy, news, "Human-
tins" (RKO). Gross: $292300.

"FEET FIRST" (Harold Lloyd-Para.)

RIALTO—(1,904), 65c-85c Other attractions: "Was
Out West" (Bruce). "Sky Scraping" (Para.), news.

Gross: $37,800.

"DU BARRY" (J. M. Schenck)

RTVOLI—(2,103), 35c-65c-85e, 7 days. 2nd week.

Other attractions: "While the Captain Waits" (Para.),

"Pulling a Hone" (Para.), "Mariutch" (Fleischer).

Gross: $21,400.
"RENEGADES" (Fox)

ROXY (6,200), 50c-75c-$l, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show, news. Gross: $75.11*1

"THE DOORWAY TO HELL" (Warners)
STRAND -(3,000), 35c-50c-65c-85c, 7 days, 2nd week.

Other attractions: "College Kickers" (Warners), "The
Electric Shin" ((",. E.). Gross: $41,322

"OUTWARD BOUND" (Warners)
JA'ARN'ERS — (1.490), $1-S1.50. 7 d.-^s. 2nd week

O'her attractions: "I no" Tunes." "He'en Brod-

erick " "Martinelli" (all Vitanhone) Cross: $15,710.

"THE LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)
WINTER GARDEN (1.493). 45c-50c-Sl. 7 days. 1st

week Other attractions: "Shaw and Lee," "Hall

Johnson," "Willy Howard" (all Vitaphone) Gross:

$32,108
"HFLL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)

(Playing simultaneous', at the Criterion and Gaiety)

GAIETY—(80S), $l-$1.5l R2-S2.50, 1-t-li week Other

attractions: None Gross: $8,600.

Musical Director Signed
Ray Canfield, musician and composer, has

been signed as musical director for the Big

4 "meller," "Sheer Luck."

Family Night Hits

Wilmington — The Savoy, of the

Stanley-Warner group here, has in-

augurated a "family night." Each
Thursday evening, a man and his wife

may take in all of their children for

the price of two adult admissions.

And to say this little theatre isn't

crowded Thursday nights is like say-

ing there's nobody out of work.

66Feet First" to

$9,000 High at

Oklahoma City—
Oklahoma City—Taking the crowds on

Harold Lloyd's past reputation and well ex-

ecuted exploitation, the Publix Criterion

grossed $9,000 on "Feet First." "Way for

a Sailor," starring John Gilbert, grossed

$7,500 and "Little Accident" took in $8,500

at Warners' Mid-West. Winner-' Liberty

is still closed for repairs. It will open Nov.

21 with R-K-O vaudeville.

Estimated takings:
"FEET FIRST" (Paramount)

CRITERION— (2,00(1). 10c-50c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News. Gross: S9
"WAY FOR A SAILOR" (M-~-M<

CAPITOL—(1,200), 10c-50c. 7 days. Other at Tac-

tions: "Hot Dog" (M-G-M). news. Gros'l $7,500.

"LITTLE ACCIDENT" (Universal)

MID-WEST- C1.500), 10c-50c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Foothall" (Pathe). "We. We, Marie" (Uni-
versa'). news Gross: $8,500

"THREE FACES EAST" (Warners)
EMPRESS—(1.500). 10c-35c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Absent Minded" (Vitaphone). "Men Without
Law" (Columbia feature), news. Gross: $7,000

"THF GORILLA" (F. N.)
ORPHEUM— (1,50(11. 10c-50c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Vaudeville, "Soup to Nuts" (Rnhe Goldberg),
news. Gross: $7,000.

'Big Trail' Held

Second Week at

Fox in Detroit

"The Bis: Trail." Fox epic of covered

wagon days, was held for a second week at

the Fox. and continued to drag the crowds
inside. Special tie-ups and exploitation

helped boost business close to the gross

hung up the first week.
George Bancroft, always a favorite in

Detroit, and the second anniversary show
at the Fisher drew the crowds to those two
houses all week. "Africa Speaks," showing
at the RKO Downtown, threatened to set

close on the trail of Amos 'n' Andy, and
while the gross was of such a nature as to

permit a ho'dover, the new oolicv of one-

week stands will close the show Thursday
night.

Estimated takings :

"THF BIG TRAIL" (Fox)
FOX—(5.500). 15c-25c-50c, 7 days. s< id and final

week O her attractions: F. & M Victor II rberl
Idea. news. Cms-- S« rwi.

"DERELICT" (Paramount)
MICHIGAN—(4.1001. 35c-50c-75c, 7 da, - Oh-r at-

tractions: Publix unit. news, comedv. Cross: $29,000.
"RIVER'S FND" (M-G-M)

FISHER—(2,800), .!5c-40c-75c. 7 days Othe- attrac-
tions: Publix unit. news, comedv. Gross: $21,000

"FEET FIRST" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT—(3.448), 35c-50c-75c. 7 davs. second

week. Other attractions: Xews. Gross: S20.000.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (HowarJ H.-(rhes>

UNITED ARTISTS (2.070), 15. 50. 75c 7 days,

Lloyd Crashes

Thru 'Feet 1st'

In Los Angeles

%Los Angeles—Harold Lloyd and "Feet

First" crashed through for top honors at

the United Artists, getting a gross of $28,-

500, which is big dough for this theatre. The
Criterion also did well, getting $13,000 with

"Billy, the Kid."

The Pantages did best on the Boulevard,

"The Playboy of Paris" showing strength.

Other bouses hit In-low average, the two-a-

davs Hopping as their runs neared the end.

Estimated takings:
Los Antreles

"JUST IMAGINE" (Fox)
FOX CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1,650), 75c-$1.50, 7 days.

twice daily. 6th week Other attractions: Abe Lyman
and hand, news Gross: $12,5!

"BILLY, THE KID" (M-G-M)
KtiX CRITERION (1,652), .S5c-65c. 7 days. 3rd

week. Other attractions: Cartoon, comedy, news.
Gross: $13,000.

"RENEGADES ' (Fox)
LOEWS STATE— (2.418). 35c-6Sc. 7 days. Other

attractions: F, & M. "Society Circus" Idea, news.
Gross: $32,000.

"FAST AND LOOSE" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT (3,596), 55c. 65c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Stage revue, news, comedy. Gross: $1S,000.

"THE GORILLA" (Warners)
WARNERS" DOWNTOWN—(2,400), 35c-65c. 7 days.

Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, news. Gross:
$12,000.

"FEET FIRST" (Paramount)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2.100). 35c-65c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News, organ concert, comedv. Gross:
$28,500.

"EAST IS WEST" (Universal)
RKO—(2,700), 35c-65c, 7 days. Other attractions:

News, vaudeville. Gross: $14,000,

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (Radio)
ORPHEUM (2,750), o5c-65c, 7 days. 4th week.

Other attractions: News. Knute Rockne short. Gross:
$10,500.

"EL PRESIDIO" (M-G-M)
CALIFORNIA INTERNATIONAL— (2,000). 2Sc-50c.

7 days, 2nd week. Other attractions: Spanish com-
edy, news. Gross: $8,500.

Hollywood
"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)

GRAl' MAX'S CHINESE—(2.030). 75c-$1.50. 7 days.
twice daily, 7th week. Other attractions: Stage revue.
news. Gross: $12.(00.

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Columbia)
GRAl'MAN'S EGYPTIAN (1,800), 35c-65c 7 days.

Other attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $6,800.

"TRUTH ABOUT YOUTH" (Warners)
WARNERS' HOLLYWOOD— (3.000). 35c-6Sc. 7 days.

Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, news. Gross:
$12,000.

"PLAVBOY OF PARIS" (Paramount)
PANTAGES' HOLLYWOOD—(3,000), 35c-65c. 7

days. Other attractions: F. & M. "Seasons" Idea,

news. Gross: $15,100.

To Fete Joe Leo
Joe Lee. Fox Xew Jersey manager, is

to be guest of the Xew Jersey exhibitor as-

sociation at a dinner Dec. 4 at the Astor.

Xew York. Louis Nizer, secretary of the

New York Film Board, will be toastmaster.

President Sydney Samuelson heads the com-
mittee arranging the event. Others are

:

Joseph Schoen, Julius Clarnow. E. Thorn-
ton Kelly. Dave Snapper, Moe Kridel. Gi-

anoco Sicardi and Leon Rosenblatt.

second week. Other attractions: News, comedy.
Gross: $15,001).

"DOORWAY TO HELL" (Warners)
STATE—(3,000), 15c-25c-50c, 7 days. O'her attrac-

tions: News, comedy, novelty. Gross: $15,1,110

"THE SPOILERS" (Paramount)
RIVIERA—(2,800), 15c 25c -5( lc. 7 davs. second run.

Other attractions: News, comedy. Gross: $11,000.

"THE SPOILERS" Paramount)
HOLLYWOOD (3,436), 10c-25c*50c. 4 days, second

run. Other attractions: Stage show. news, comedy.
Gross: $8,500

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Co'umbia)
DOWNTOWN (2.75(0. 25c 51 1. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News, coined,, noveltv. Gross: $27,000.

"MADAME SATAN" (Metro-Goldwyn)
HOLLYWOOD (3,436), liic -25c 50c. 3 days, second

run. Other attractions: Stage show. news, comedy.
Gross: $8,000.

(See page 43 foi report Of week ending Nov 14 )
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These Hard Times
There is at least one organization

in the business that makes it compul-
sory for each salesman to report
weekly, outlining in complete detail

what his sales are, where he didn't
close, why, etc.

The other day a salesman covering
North Carolina reported this:

"Called on So-and-So on Monday.
No sale. His office reported he was
out for the day. Fox hunting."

East Is West,"

"Extravagance"

13 Grand at D.M.
^v

Des Moines—The Teachers' Convention
stimulated theatre business for the last half

of the week, but the first half was also good,
aided by the Armistice holiday. Des Moines
is maintaining a very good rating, retaining

the increase registered in the last month.
Harold Lloyd's picture at the Des Moines
pulled in business with an audience of every
age. But it didn't get it all, for "East is

West" did business above average. This
play is popular here because Fay Bainter,

who played here in stock, made it so. This
picture played at the Orpheum for the last

four days with "Extravagance" on for the

first half and going well.

"The Indians Are Coming" is proving a

popular draw at the Strand where this serial

showed four days with Ruth Roland in

"Reno." It rated with "Fast and Loose"
for the last half also running high. The
popular prices at the Strand seem suited

to many family purses.

The picture at the Paramount, "A Devil
with Women," was not so strong but the

stage shows are popular. "Madam Satan,"
on for the last half and for the Armistice
midnight show, was rated as something new
in entertainment with Reginald Denny get-

ting a big hand personally.

Estimated takings

:

"A DEVIL WITH WOMEN" (Fox)
PARAMOUNT—(1,700), 25c-35c-60c, 3 days. Other

attractions: News, stage band, vaude.. comedv.
Gross: S7.200.

"MADAM SATAN" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT— (1.700), 2Sc-35c-60c, 4 days. Other

attractions: News, stage band. Gross: $9,100.

"FEET FIRST" (Para.)
DES MOINES— (1.600), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News, "Sure Fire" (Para.), "Skyscrap-
ing" (Talkartoon). Gross: $12,000.

"EXTRAVAGANCE" (Tiff.)
ORPHEUM— (2,000). 25c-S0c, 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, vaude. Gross: $6,500.

"EAST IS WEST' (Univ.)
ORPHEUM— (2,000), 25c-50c, 4 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, vaude., "Aunts in Pants" (RKO).
Gross: $6,500.

"RENO" (Sono Art)
STRAND—(1,100), 20c.30c. 4 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, "The Indians Are Coming" (Univ.),
"Coid Turkey" (Univ. cartoon). Gross: $1,700.

"FAST AND LOOSE" (Para.)
STRAND—(1,100). 20c-30c, 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, "Came the Dawn" (Co!.). Gross: $988.

Day, Date Runs Click

Ottawa—"Check V Double Check"
doubled at the Regent and Imperial Theatres
during the week of Nov. 15, this arrange-
ment having been followed with success by
Manager Ray Tubman in recent weeks with
"All Quiet," "Rose O' My Heart," "The
Love Parade" and "Animal Crackers."

"Virtuous Sin" Is

Good for $44,000

To Top at Boston

Boston—With no roadshows in town for

the first time in several months, Boston's

theatres enjoyed an increased business over

the previous week and continued to maintain
the high average set so far this year.

The Metropolitan, with "The Virtuous
Sin" and a special holiday midnight show,
topped the week with a gross of $44,000.

"The Cat Creeps" at the Keith Memorial,
also with a midnight extra, was good for

$23,500, which was a drop from the gross
of "Check and Double Check" for the pre-

vious two weeks but averaged well up in the

theatre's regular business.

"Remote Control" at Loew's State was
good for $22,500 while "The Last of the

Lone Wolf" did $22,000 at the Keith Albee.
The Olympia's all-comedv program, headed
by "Feet First," went over for $17,000.

Estimated takings

:

"THE VIRTUOUS SIN" (Para.)
METROPOLITAN—(4,350), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Publix revue, comedy, news. Midnight
preview on holiday of "Sea Legs" (Para.). Gross:
$44 000

"THE CAT CREEPS" (Univ.)
KEITH MEMORIAL— (2,800), 30c-65c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Comedv, Sportlight, news. Midnight show
on holiday. Gross: $23,500.

"LAST OF THE LONE WOLF" (Col.)

KEITH-ALBEE— (2,500). 25c-60c, 7 days. Other at-
tractions: Vaudeville, comedy, Sportiight, news.
Gross: $22,000.

"REMOTE CONTROL" (M-G-M)
LOEWS STATE—(3,700), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Our Gang comedy, news. Gross: $22,500.
"BILLY, THE KID" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S ORPHEUM—(3,100), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Vaudeville, comedy, news. Gross: $22,000.

"LAUGHTER" (Para.)
SCOLLAY SQUARE—(1,800), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Vaudeville, comedy, news. Gross: $14,000.

"FEET FIRST" (Para.)
OLYMPIA—(2.500), 25c-50c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Comedy, cartoon, news. Gross: $17,000.

12 New Members for
Cincy Allied Association
Cincinnati—Twelve new members pledged

their allegiance to the Allied cause at the

second meeting of the newly-organized Al-
lied Theatre Owners of Southern Ohio,
Kentucky and West Virginia, recently held

in the association's offices in Film Row.
Exhibitors were present from various

parts of Ohio and the contiguous states

which the unit will serve, but owing to lack

of time nothing but general routine business
was transacted. Another meeting will be
called in about two weeks at which it is ex-
pected permanent officers will be elected.

Temporary officers now serving are R.
Earl Myers, Chillicothe, O., president ; El-

mer Shard. Cincinnati, secretary and treas-

urer, and Fred M. Strief. business manager.

$3,200 for Unemployed
In Benefit at Capital

Washington—Thirty-two hundred dollars

was raised for the benefit of the unemployed
at a midnight benefit show at the Fox. Ex-
penses were $25. The event was sponsored
by the Washington Times with the Chamber
of Commerce, Sidney Lust. Hardy Meakin,
Michael Cullen, John Payette, Jimmie Lake.
Steve Cochran, operators, stagehands and
musicians co-operating. Two thousand pa-
trons were turned away.

Coupons Out
Tampa—The Seminole, Publix neigh-

borhood house, was listed on the ad-
vertising of a coupon proposition as
accepting their coupons. The manage-
ment of the Seminole, through adver-
tisements in the local papers, come
out with the statement that it is not
accepting any coupons except the kind
bought for cash at the box-office.

"Widow" $22,000,

"War Nurse" 23

Grand at Philly

Philadelphia—The Earle rose to its best

week in the last three months with a cool

$22,000 with "The Widow from Chicago."
Business on the whole was spotty, though
the Boyd grabbed a neat $23,000 for "War
Nurse" and the Stanton collected $14,000
for "Way for a Sailor," proving that John
Gilbert is still a good draw in this town.
The Mastbaum slid off its usual average

with $38,000 for "College Lovers," though
"The Life of the Party" took a good second
week $17,000 at the Stanley. The Karlton
took its lowest gross in six months with
$3,000 for "For the Love o' Lil."

"Africa Speaks" scraped a rather poor
$10,000 for its second week. It is now in

its last week, with "Hell's Angels" sched-
uled to follow Friday night. Keith's held

up to percentage with "Her Wedding
Night," but at the present time is doing
excellent business with Harold Lloyd's
"Feet First," putting in special midnight
showings every night except Sunday. "The
Big Trail" also got off to a fair start this

week, indicating at least two weeks at the

Fox.

Estimated takings

:

"COLLEGE LOVERS" (F. N.)
MASTBAUM— (4,800), 35c-50c-65c, 6 days. Other

attractions: Warner-Publix stage revue, featured or-
chestra, news. Gross: $38,000.

"LAUGHTER" (Para.)
FOX—(3,000), 35c-50c, 75c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Fanchon and Marco show, "Broadway
Venuses," news. Gross: $27,000.

"HER WEDDING NIGHT" (Para.)
KEITH'S—(1.800), 3Sc-50c-75c, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: "Office Blues" (Para.), "Comedy Skit"
(Para.), news. Gross: $15,000.

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)
BOYD— (2,400), 35c-50c-75c. 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Cartoon comedy, news. Gross: $23,000.
"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Col.)

ALDINE— (1,500), 50c-$1.50, 6 days. Other attrac-
tions: Cartoon, news. Gross: $10,000.

"WIDOW FROM CHICAGO" (F. N.)
EARLE— (2,000), 25c-65c, 6 days. Other attractions:

Warner-Publix stage show, "Vanity Box," news.
Gross: $22,000.

"LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)
STANLEY—(3.700), 35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: Vitapnone varietv, news. Gross: $17,000.

"WAY FOR A SAILOR" (M-G-M)
STANTON— (1,700), 25c-65c. 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Columbia cartoon, Rockne football film, news.
Gross: $14,000.

"FOR THE LOVE O1 LIL" (Col.)

KARLTON— (1.000), 40c-50c, 6 days. Other attrac-
tions: Vitaphone varietv, news. Gross: $3,000.

"MANSLAUGHTER" (Para.)
ARCADIA— (600), 50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

"Insurance" (Para.), news. Gross: $5,000.

Van Dyke Out of Business
Des Moines—A. E. Van Dyke, who has

had the theatre at West Bend for years, has

sold the theatre to Gasper Sutton and will

take up farming. W. R. Smock of Grundy
Center has bought the theatre there from
P. A. Igo.
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"Santa Fe Trail"

Gets Top Rating

In Kansas City

Kansas City
—"The Santa Fe Trail" took

first honors for the week. Playing first-run

in a Fox suburban house, the Uptown, the

picture grossed $7,500. The Newman and
Royal, Publix houses, each rated above par

on their respective attractions, the Newman
grossing $13,750 with "Feet First" and the

Royal taking in $5,000 with "The Virtuous

Sin."

Pantages did above average bsiness with

"Scarlet Pages," grossing $10,400. "Silver

Horde" gave the Mainstreet $16,500. John
Gilbert didn't get local fans excited, the

Midland ringing up only $13,000 on "Way
for a Sailor."

The Globe played "The Big Fight" to

fair business. House has been open only

two weeks and average gross has not yet

been determined. Loie Bridge musical stock-

is the big draw here.

Estimated takings

:

"WAY FOR A SAILOR" (M-G-M)
LOEWS MIDLAND—(4,000), 2Sc-40c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "The Dogway Melody" (M-G-M),
"Americans Come" (U. A. musical novelty), news.
Gross: $13,000.

"THE SILVER HORDE" (RKO)
MAINSTREET—(3,067), 35c-60c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News, five acts RKO vaudeville. Gross:
$16,500.

"SCARLET PAGES" (F. N.)
PANTAGES— (2,150), 25c-S0c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, five acts vaudeville. Gross: $10,400.

"THE VIRTUOUS SIN" (Paramount)
ROYAL—(900), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

"Sailor's Luck" (Paramount), "La Schnaps" (Para-
mount). Gross: $5,000.

"THE SANTA FE TRAIL" (Para.)
UPTOWN—(2,200), 25c- 50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Parlez Vous" (Universal), "Armistice Day"
(FitzPatrick), Oswald cartoon, news. Gross: $7,500.

'

"FEET FIRST" (Paramount)
NEWMAN—(2,000), 35c-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Office Blues" (Paramount), news. Gross:
$13,750.

Clara Bow Takes

Top With $20,000

In Indianapolis

Indianapolis—Theatres here are beginning
to feel the effect of the concert season which
has just opened. Clara Bow, at the Indiana,

with the help of "Skeets" Gallagher, who
is a local favorite, and Charles Ruggles
drew $20,000, which is par for that theatre.

Vina Delmar's "Soldier's Plaything" at the

Lyric didn't draw to expectations, getting

only $8,000. Burleigh Grimes in person
didn't help.

Estimated takings

:

"MAYBE ITS LOVE" (Warners)
APOLLO— (1,100), 25c-35c.50c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Rockne's Football Series (Pathe), Trixie Fri-
ganza (Vitaphone), news. Gross: $5,500.

"A SOLDIER'S PLAYTHING" (Warners)
LYRIC—(2,000). 2Sc-35c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Burleigh Grimes in person and five other RKO
acts, news. Gross: $8,000.

"HER WEDDING NIGHT" (Paramount)
INDIANA—(3,300), 35c-50c-65c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Stage show, Publix unit, "Harum Ho-
kum," news. Gross: $20,000.

"A LADY SURRENDERS" (Universal)
CIRCLE—(2,600), 24c-40c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Parlay Voo" (Universal), news. Gross: $9,000.

"LOVE IN THE ROUGH" (M-G-M)
PALACE—(2,800). 25c-3Sc.SOc. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Dollar Dizzy" (M-G-M), Musical Featurette
(M-G-M), news. Gross: $9,500.

Habit
Tampa—George B. Peck, manager of

the Park, always has a good story on
tap. This week he has a good one on
a manager of a chain theatre.

It seems the instructions of the cir-

cuit to the manager were to "square
everything with passes." If the uni-

forms needed cleaning, hunt up a
cleaner who had a yen for films and
make a trade. So, in his daily rounds
for this and that the manager was
constantly dipping into his pocket for

the passes, which he handed out
everywhere instead of cash.

Then came Sunday and the man-
ager's wife took him to church. A
little tired, he was peacefully dozing
when the contribution box was passed
around. His wife gave him a nudge
and pointed to the basket. The man-
ager, half awake, got the idea pronto
and reached in his pocket, drew forth
and deposited a pair of passes in the
basket.

Edge at Omaha
To "Feet First"

On $10,625 Take

"Renegades" and
" Cat Creeps" Get

High in Portland

Portland, Ore.—Admirers of Warner Bax-
ter welcomed him back to the Fox Broad-
way and brought many new ones with them
to see "Renegades." In fact, the word-of-

mouth advertising was sufficient to pile up

a slight lead over each previous day. On
the stage Fanchon & Marco's "On the Set"

Idea proved an altogether satisfactory bill

that built the gross to $15,700. Second po-

sition in the grosses was annexed by RKO
Orpheum with "The Cat Creeps," plus sev-

eral outstanding vaudeville acts, getting

$13,800. With spectacular advertising, in-

cluding the altogether too frequent repeti-

tion "not advisable for children," "The
Doorwav to Hell" at Hamrock's Music Box
turned in $12,900.

Estimated takings

:

"RENEGADES" (Fox)
FOX BROADWAY—(1,912), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Fanchon & Marco's "On the Set

Idea," news. Gross: $15,700.

"THE CAT CREEPS" (Universal)
RKO ORPHEUM—(1.700). 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Four acts vaudeville, news. Gross:
$13,800.

"THE DOORWAY TO HELL" (Warner's)
HAMRICK'S MUSIC BOX—(1,835), 25c-40c, 7 days.

Other attractions: News, serial "Indians Are Coming"
(Univ.), Vitaphone shorts. Gross: $12,900.

"LOTTERY BRIDE" (U. A.)
FOX UNITED ARTISTS—(943), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: News, Universal comedy. Gross:
$11,400.

"THE VIRTUOUS SIN" (Paramount)
RIALTO—(1,498), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, "Food for Thought" (Para.), "Love
Your Neighbors" (Paramount). Gross: $9,800.

"DERELICT' (Paramount)
PORTLAND PARAMOUNT—(3,068), 25c-35c-S0c, 7

days. Other attractions: Phil Lampkin m. c. and
Paramounters, "Red, Green and Yellow" (Para-
mount), "Up to Mars" (Paramount), news. Gross:
$12,000.

Gorrell Gets Office

Cleveland—-Sam Gorrell has been ap-

pointed manager of the local office of the

Standard Film Service Co., having been

with the organization for the last three years

in a sales capacity. Nat Lefton, former

branch manager, is now general manager of

the company.

Omaha—Continued ideal weather boomed
business here in a big way. Previous frosty

temperatures closed up the pee wee golf

courses and none has reopened. All houses
reported good grosses.

Harold Lloyd's "Feet First" proved the

winner of the week. Picture brought the

Paramount $10,625. At the World "Those
Three French Girls" did $12,100.

Orpheum had a par week with "The Sil-

ver Horde." Good all-around show with
four acts did $16,000. "The Virtuous Sin,"

first half at the State, collected $2,250. Last
half, "Recaptured Love" got $2,375, the only

house to drop below par.

Estimated takings:
"FEET FIRST' (Para.)

PARAMOUNT—(2,900), 25c.35c-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions: "Office Blues" (Para.), "Strange As It

Seems" (Univ.), organ, news. Gross: $10,625.

"THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS" (M-G-M)
WORLD—(2,500), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Five acts Publix vaudeville, band, ballet, news.
Gross: $12,100.

"THE SILVER HORDE" (Radio)
ORPHEUM— (3,000), 25c-35c-60c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Four RKO acts, "Backfield Aces" (Pathe),
RKO comedy, news. Gross: $16,000.

"THE VIRTUOUS SIN" (Para.)
STATE— (1,200) 25c-40c. 3 days. Other attractions:

"Americans Are Come" (U. A.), "Introduction to
Mrs. Gibbs" (Para), news. Gross: $2,250.

"RECAPTURED LOVE" (W. B.)
STATE—(1,200). 25c-40c, 4 days. Other attractions:

"Chop Suey" (Educational), "Papa's Mistake" (Se-
curity comedy), news. Gross: $2,375.

Harold Lloyd in

For $16,000, 2

Weeks at Denver
Y —

Denver—Harold Lloyd's popularity here,

aided by the exploitation put on by Manager
Baker, gave the Paramount a good figure.

The picture was taken to the Rialto, an-

other Publix house, for a second week and

is still running strong. Standouts reported

several times.

"Life of the Party" kept the gross up at

the Tabor, the second week under Harry
Huffman. Huffman did one of the best re-

modeling and redecorating jobs on this

house ever seen here and the fans are show-
ing their appreciation. The other three

houses had just another week.

Estimated takings

:

"BIG BOY" (Warners)
ALADDIN— (1,500). 35c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, Vitaphone short. Tom Terris' "Ebony
Shrine," "Fresh Man's Goat" (Christie), "Silly Sym-
phony." Gross: $6,000.

"GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST' (F. N.)
DENVER—(2,300), 25c-65c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Publix stage show, "Pansy the Horse" (com-
edy), news, orchestra. Gross: $13,000.

"LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)
TABOR— (1.900), 25c-7Sc. 7 days. Other attractions:

News, Vitaphone acts, Mickey Mouse, "Believe It

or Not." Gross: $11,500.

"FEET FIRST" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT—(2,000), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Stage show. Armistice day novelty, "Col-

lege Hounds" (M-G-M). Jackie and Jean, Paramount
Twins, at the organs. Gross: $16,000.

"HEADS UP" (Para.)
RIALTO—(1.04O), 2Sc-50c, 7 days. Other attractions:

News, "Just A Pal" (Comedy, Aesop Fable, Pathe),
"Parlez Vous" (Univ.) Gross: $4,000.
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"Silver Horde,"

Names, Seattle's

Lead at $16,000
~K

Seattle—RKO's New Orpheum, with a

picture filmed partly in this city and Alaska,

and the Seattle Paramount, operating under
its new "all-screen" policy at reduced prices,

took honors here during the week just clos-

ing. The Orpheum's attraction was "The
Silver Horde" and it took about $16,000 in

conjunction with a name vaudeville bill.

Harold Lloyd in "Feet First" at the Para-
mount, aided by enough short subjects to

stretch from here to Hollywood and back,

got about $15,000 for the best week's gross

in some time.

Two first-run houses featured hold-over

attractions. "Abraham Lincoln" at Ham-
rick's Music Box did about $7,500 and
"Billy, the Kid" at the Fox took around

$9,500. Both were in their second and final

weeks.
Hamrick's Blue Mouse, with "River's

End," rated a gross of about $7,000, and
the Fox Fifth Avenue took about $12,500
with "Renegades." Fox's Coliseum had "A
Devil With Women" as its final attraction

before closing for renovations, and pulled

about $3,500 for a rating of 90%.
Estimated takings

:

"RIVER'S END" (Warners)
BLUE MOUSE—(950), 25c-35c-50c-75c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Sportlight (Pathe), Vitaphone varieties,

news. band. Gross: $7,000.

"A DEVIL WITH WOMEN" (Fox)
COLISEUM— (1,850), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Bear Hunters" (M-G-M), Mickey Mouse
cartoon (Col.), organ and piano musical specialty.
Gross: $3,500.

"BILLY, THE KID" (M-G-M)
FOX— (2,450), 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c, 7 days, 2nd week

Other attractions: '"Laurel and Hardy Murder Case"
(M-G-M), news. band. Gross: $9,500.

"RENEGADES" (Fox)
FOX FIFTH AVENUE—(2,750), 25c-35c-S0c-60c-75c,

7 days. Other attractions: News, Fanchon & Marco's
"Rhythm-Atic Idea." Gross: $12,500.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U. A.)
MUSIC BOX— (950), 25c-35c-50c-75c. 7 days, 2nd

week. Other attractions: Xews. Gross: $7,500.

"FEET FIRST" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT—(3,150), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Excuses" (Para.), "Sky Scrapers"
(Para.), Paramount Pictorial, "Story Book Ball"
(Para.), news, June Collyer in person for 2 days.
Gross: $15,000.

"THE SILVER HORDE" (Radio)
NEW ORPHEUM-<2.650), 25c-35c.50c-60c-75c, 7

days. Other attractions: News, vaudeville. Gross:
$16,000.

Change Liberty Policy
Oklahoma — Warners' Liberty reopen-

ed with a complete new change in policy,

according to Leto Hill, district manager for

Warners. The Liberty reopened with RKO
vaudeville and new first-run pictures. The
Warners' Orpheum now handling RKO will

feature units and special stage shows with
first-run pictures, according to Hill.

Kay Johnson Signed
Hollywood—Kay Johnson has been signed

for "The Single Sin," which William Nigh
is to direct. A. P. Younger wrote the story

and dialogue, and adaptation is to be writ-
ten by Frances Hyland.

Guinan on Big 4 Staff
Thomas Guinan, associated with the mo-

tion picture industry since 1918, has joined
the Big 4 staff as assistant sales manager.
Guinan was recently connected with First

National.

Can It Be?
Earl Carroll is somewhat of an op-

timist, if the publicizing of his new
theatre may be taken as a criterion.

The new Carroll theatre at 50th and
Seventh Ave. is billed as a 3,000 seater
which will cost $4,500,000, or just $1,-

500 per seat, which is heavy dough
even in box car figures.

John Gilbert as

Tar Gets $23,000

In Balto. Run
Baltimore—Patronage at the first-run

houses was fairly good and at some shot up
to high peaks, despite the continuous rain

which set in Wednesday night and continued

through Saturday.
Loew's Century topped the list with the

high gross of $23,000 with "Way for a

Sailor," all agreeing that John Gilbert makes
a strong comeback in this to regain his

former top position, with Henry Santry and
his band on the same bill.

Next on the list was Loew's Stanley with
Harold Lloyd in "Feet First," the gross be-

ing $16,000. This production did not hold

up as expected.

"Dough Boys," starring Buster Keaton,
proved a knock-out at Loew's Valencia with

the gross reported at $4,500. Audiences en-

joyed this comedy very much.
"Laughter" proved the surprise of the

week at Keith's. All reviewers raved about
it and business went so well with a gross of

$6,560 that they retained it for another week.

At the Little theatre, the silent German
Ufa picture, "Secrets of the Orient," with

a synchronized musical score, did well, the

gross being about $1,500.

Estimated takings

:

"WAY FOR A SAILOR" (M-C-M)
LOEW'S CENTURY— (3,076), 25c-60c, 6 days. Other

attractions: News, Loew-Capitol stage unit, orches-
tra, overture, organlogue, "Looser Than Loose"
(M-G-M). Gross: $23,000.

"FEET FIRST" (Paramount)
LOEW'S STANLEY— (3,522), 25c-60c, 6 days. Other

attractions: News. "Johannes Brahms" (FitzPatrick
novelty), "''The Village Barber" (M-G-M Flip the
Frog cartoon). Gross: $16,000.

"DOUGH BOYS" (M-G-M)
I.OEW'S VALENCIA—(1.487), 25c-35c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News, "Mariutch" (Paramount),
"Cogg Goes Fishing" (Sportlight), "The Picnic" (car-
toon). Gross: $4,500.

"HER WEDDING NIGHT" (Paramount)
(Shown uptown after one week downtown at Loew's

Century)

LOEW'S PARKWAY—(987). 15c-35c, 6 days. Other
attractions: News, "Zampa" (U. A. Featurette), "La-
dies Last" (M-G-M). Gross: $3,400.

"LAST OF THE DUANES" (Fox)
WARNERS' METROPOLITAN— (1.300). 15c-50c, 6

days, startng Saturday. Other attractons: News,
"Neat and Tidy" (Pathe), "The Doctor's Wife" and
"Ship Ahoy" (Vitaphone Varieties). Gross: $4,300.

"LAUGHTER" (Paramount)
KEITH'S— (2,500), 25c-50c, 6 days, starting Friday,

with special Sunday midnight show. Other attrac-
tions: News. "Mickey Musketeers" (Radio), "Armis-
tice Day" (FitzPatrick novelty). Gross: $6,560.

"THE DANCERS" (Fox)
NEW—(1,600), 25c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

News, Pathe comedy. Gross: $8,000.

"SECRETS OF THE ORIENT" (Ufa)
(Silent wth synchronized music score)

LITTLE— (267), 35c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions:
"Parisian Nights" (Tiffany), "The Temple of Love"
(Scenic), "Hog Wild" (Laurel and Hardy). Gross:
$1,500.

"BROTHERS" (Columbia)
RrVOLI— (1.982). 25c-50c, 6 days, starting Saturday.

Other attractions: News. "Hot and Bothered" (Co-
lumbia), "Breakfast in Bed" (Pathe). Gross: $6,800.

"MEN ARE LIKE THAT" (Para.)
HIPPODROME— (2,250), 20c-60c, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: Harvey Players, news. "Indians Are Com-
ing" (Universal serial). Gross: $8,500.

$22,615 Big for

"Feet First" in

1st Cincy Week
Cincinnati—Harold Lloyd in "Feet First"

at the RKO Palace walked off with the big
money for the week, chalking up a gross of

$22,615. This, with two exceptions, is the

biggest week this house has had in the past

several months.
Business at the RKO Albee, with "Scot-

land Yard" on the screen, and Gus Van
(surviving partner of Van and Schenck)
heading the stage show, although above
normal, was somewhat below the week pre-
vious.

"The Big House," shown at the RKO
Strand as a second run immediately follow-

ing two weeks at the RKO Lyric, came
through with an even $4,600.

The other houses all plussed their pre-
vious records, with exception of the RKO
Family, which had an even break with
"Hide Out" and "Land of Missing Men,"
on a split week basis.

Estimated takings

:

"SCOTLAND YARD" (Fox)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300), 35c-50c-65c-75c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "You Said It, Sailor" (Vitaphone), "Sands
of Egypt" (Pathe), "Gates of Happiness" (Vitaphone),
vaudevdle, news. Gross: $24,080.

"UP THE RIVER" (Fox)
RKO LYRIC—(1,400), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Toby the Pup" (RKO), "Armistice Day"
(FitzPatrick), news. Gross: $12,528.

"FEET FIRST" (Para.)
RKO PALACE—(2,700), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "The Falling Star" (Vitaphone), news.
Gross: $22,615.

"PLAYBOY OF PARIS" (Para.)
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "We, We, Marie" (Univ.), "The Picnic"
(Col.), news. Gross: $14,174.

"THE BIG HOUSE" (M-G-M)
RKO STRAND— (1,350), 25c-40c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Backfield Aces" (Rockne-Pathe), news.
Gross: $4,600. Second run.

"HIDE OUT" (Univ.)
RKO FAMILY—(1,140), 20c-25c-35c, 4 days. Other

attractions: "Dutch Treat" (Educational Terrytoon),
news. Gross: $1,990.

"LAND OF MISSING MEN" (Tiff.)

RKO FAMILY— (1.1401, 20c-2Sc-35c, 3 days. Other
attractions: "In the Navy" (Univ.), news. Gross:
$1,070.

"THE SEA GOD" (Para.)
KEITH'S^(1,600), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Grandma's Boy" (Educational), news. Gross:
$4,950.

Iowa Changes Listed

Des Moines—Iowa theatres which changed
hands recently are the Opera House at

Barnes City, bought by Kate Moore from
M. Boatman, the Gem at Corwith by Sutton

and Cork from J. R. Lambert, the Crest at

Creston by F. E. Shipley from R. E. Ben-
son, the Liberty at Davenport by D. H.
Summers from Oscar Raphael, the Iowa,

Ritz and Majestic at Centerville by the Pal-

ace Theatre Corp. from Central States The-
atres, the Rialto at Terrill by H. J. Chap-
man, the Peoples at Redfield by F. W. Cur-
tis from E. E. Clos, the Grand at Decorah
by H. L. T. Engbretson from the East

Iowa Theatres Co.

Two new houses to open were the Tingley

Opera House, in charge of H. A. Dusty, and
the Scenic Hiteman, owned by A. H. Spinks.

Lenehan with Hanower
Washington—George F. Lenehan has

joined the Tiffany exchange here, states

Irving Hanower, recently appointed man-
ager.
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Crack
British humorist, P. G. Wodehouse,

is now writing dialogue for the movies,
in Hollywood, which credits him with
the following crack:
When Mr. Wodehouse was first ap-

proached by a producer and asked to

write a scenario, he replied, "Why, I

thought the motion pictures already
had a scenario."

—

Photoplay.

'Whoopee,' 'Carlo'

High in Ottawa;

Chevalier Weak
Ottawa—"Whoopee" at the Centre was

the sensation of the year when, with the

help of extra performances, it grossed no

less than $8,000 in a 1,200-seat house at 50c

top, the highest rating of any local house

in years. The Armistice holiday helped to

shove up the receipts, but the weather was
mild and the hockey season opening was
a counter-attraction. "Monte Carlo" was a

big hit at B. F. Keith's with $4,200 for three

days, particularly after the Governor-Gen-
eral and Viscountess Willingdon attended a

performance. The surprise of the year was
that Maurice Chevalier in "Playboy of

Paris" proved disappointing at the Regent

box-office, despite the big French population

here. The gross was $4,100. Other attrac-

tions were just so-so.

Estimated takings

:

"WHOOPEE" (United Artists)

CENTRB^-(1,200) 15c-25c-35c-50c, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: Mickey Mouse in "Fire Fighters" (Colum-
bia), "Curiosities" (Columbia). Gross: $8,000.

"MONTE CARLO" (Paramount)
B. F. KEITH'S— (2,592), 15c-25c-35c-50c-60c, 3 days.

Other attractions: News, "You're in the Army Now"
(Paramount). Gross: $4,200.

"PLAYBOY OF PARIS" (Paramount)
REGENT—(1,225), 25c-35c-45c-50c-60c-7Sc, 6 days.

Other attractions: "Wild Waves" (Columbia), news,
"Bigger and Better" (M-G-M), "Armistice Memo-
ries," orchestra. Gross: $4,100.

"THE SANTA FE TRAIL" (Paramount)
IMPERIAL—(1,200), 15c-25c-35c-50c, 6 days. Other

attractions: News, "All for Mabel" (Pathe), "Drums
of Fear" (Pathe), Character Song (Vitaphone). Gross:
$2,300.

"FOR THE LOVE O' LIL" (Columbia)
AVALON— (990), 25c- 35c, 3 days. Other attractions:

News, "How's My Baby" (Educational), "Mexicana"
(M-G-M). Gross: $1,050.

"BROTHERS" (Columbia)
B. F. KEITH'S—(2.592), 15c-25c-35c-SOc-60c, 3 days.

Other attractions: News, "Don't Bite Your Dentist"
(Educational), "Come Take a Trip in My Airship"
(Paramount). Gross: $3,300.

"ALL QUIET" (Universal)
AVALON—(990), 25c-35c, 3 days. Other attractions:

News, Laurel and Hardy comedy (M-G-M). Gross:
$1,150.

Film in Legit Theatre
Dayton, O.—It is now definitely settled

that the Victory, the city's only legitimate

house, which has been dark for several

months, will be converted into a full-fledged

picture theatre. Sound equipment is being

installed, and the house is expected to open
late this month, showing First National pic-

tures.

"Africa Speaks"

Gets $15,000 in

Toronto; Is Held
Toronto—The one picture to go over the

top in Toronto was "Africa Speaks," which
drew the crowds to the Tivoli to the tune

of $15,000 and was held over by Manager
James Lynch. The second week of "Whoo-
pee" at Loew's, the first to be held over by
Manager Bernstein in 17 years, held up
nicely, earning $16,000. The Imperial was
not up to the mark with "Scotland Yard,"
while the Uptown continued its peaceful

slump with "The Sea God" and "Blushing
Brides." Something is going to happen to

the Uptown before long, it is intimated by
Manager Knevels, and it will be a stage

show policy. Big football and hockey
crowds, with mild weather outdoors, put a

dent in the show business generally. In-

cidentally, this was the last week for Jack
Arthur's stage presentations at the Imperial,

complete Publix units having been booked.

Estimated takings

:

"WHOOPEE" (United Artists)
LOEW'S— (2,200), 25c-30c-40c-60c-75c, 6 days, second

week. Other attractions: News, Our Gang in "School's
Out" (M-G-M). Gross: $16,000. Rating: 95%.

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Columbia)
XrVOLI—(1,600), 25c-35c-50c-65c-75c, 6 days. Other

attractions: News, Andy Clyde comedy (Educational),
Knute Rockne's "Flying Feet" (Pathe), Baby Rose
Marie, Tivoli Talking Reporter. Gross: $15,000.

"SCOTLAND YARD" (Fox)
IMPERIAL—(3,600). 25c-35c-40c-60c-75c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News, Jack Arthur's "Spotlight
Revels," stage band, concert orchestra. Gross:
$17,000.

"THE STORM" (Universal)
SHEA'S HIPPODROME—(2,600), 30c-SOc-60c-75c, 6

days. Other attractions: Five vaudeville acts, news,
cartoon comedy. Gross: $16,000.

"THE SEA GOD" (Paramount)
UPTOWN—(3,000), 15c-25c-35c-50c, 3 days. Other

attractions: News, Paramount Talkartoon, "Two
Plus Fours" (Pathe comedy). Gross: $5,200.

Nuts in "Assorted Nuts"
Hollywood—The next Wheeler-Woolsey

comedy for Radio has drawn the title of

"Assorted Nuts." Eddie Cline is again

scheduled to direct and Dorothy Lee play

the feminine lead.

Cleveland Hands
$18,000 Each to

'Widow' and 6Wife'

Cleveland—Gloria Swanson in "What a

Widow" opened to good business at the

Allen and held up well all through the week.
"Billy, the Kid," with Realife production,

had a better-than-average second week at

the Stillman. "Old English" delighted the

minority fans who appreciate fine character

portrayal, but it was not a mass picture.

"The Office Wife" made a good showing
at the Hippodrome, and the other attractions

made a fair average for the week. Weather
was propitious, but unemployment continues

in such numbers as to seriously handicap
all theatres.

Estimated takings

:

"BILLY, THE KID" (M-C-M)
STILLMAN—(1,900), 40c-75c, 7 days, second week.

Other attractions: "The Village Barber" (M-G-M).
"Old Man River" (M-G-M), news. Cross: $14,000.

"WHAT A WIDOW" (United Artist)

ALLEN—(3,300), 30c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

"Looser Than Loose" (M-G-M), "America Comes"
(United Artist), news. Gross: $18,000.

"DU BARRY" (United Artist)
STATE— (3.400), 30c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

"Royal Revels" (stage show), news. Gross: $17,500.

"OLD ENGLISH" (Warners)
RKO PALACE—(3,600). 25c-75c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Vaudeville, news. Gross: $22,000.

"THE OFFICE WIFE" (Warners)
RKO HIPPODROME— (4,500), 25c-75c, 7 days.

Other attractions: "Leatherpushers" (Universal),
"The Last Minute" (Rockne-Pathe), "Pure and Sim-
ple" (RKO), news. Gross: $18,000.

Mike's Work Sheet
Mike Simmons, director of advertis-

ing and publicity for Sono Art-World
Wide, has just completed a work sheet
for the use of exhibitors. It lists the
company's output, with a description

of each feature, and has spaces for

the entry of playdates, rentals, etc. It

should prove helpful to all showmen.

'Feet First' Steps

Ahead in Montreal

To $16,000 Pace

Montreal—The contrasting influences of

mild weather and the opening of the profes-

sional hockey season combined to rap the

theatre business on the nose in Montreal.

Despite the observance of Armistice Day
as a public holiday, only one theatre scored

perfect points on the week's business, this

being the Palace with "Feet First," which

ran up $16,000. Holiday prices helped to

boost receipts, but vacant seats were notice-

able almost everywhere. The second week

of "What a Widow" at the Princess held

up to $12,000, representing 90%, but it

might have been more, in view of the holi-

day. An indication of the business trend was

noted in the lack of hold-overs.

Estimated takings:

"FEET FIRST" (Paramount)
PALACE— (2,600), 25c-40c-60c-75c-99c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News, "Memories" (Armistice reel),

"Camera Trails" (Paramount). Gross: $16,000.

"SCOTLAND YARD" (Fox)
CAPITOL—(2,670"), 25c-35c-40c-50c-85c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News, Armistice reel, "Monday Melo-

dies" (Columbia), stage presentation, orchestra.

Gross: $15,500.

"HEADS UP" (Paramount)
LOEW'S— (2,982), 25c-40c-65c-75c-85c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News, "Rolling Along" (novelty reel),

five vaudeville acts, orchestra. Gross: $14,500.

"WHAT A WIDOW" (United Artists)

PRINCESS— (2.272), 25c-35c-40c-65c-75c, 7 days, sec-

ond week. Other attractions: "Parlez Vous" (Uni-

versal), "Haniberger and His Horse Radish" (Co-

lumbia), news. Gross: $12,000.

"CALL OF THE FLESH" (M-G-M)
IMPERIAL—(1,914), 15c-25c-40c, 3 days. Other at-

tractions: News, "Go Ahead and Sing" (Paramount).
Gross: $3,500.

"BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT" (First National)

IMPERIAL—(1,914), 15c-2Sc-40c, 4 days. Other at-

tractions: News, "The Golf Specialist" (RKO), Screen

Snapshots (Columbia). Gross: $3,100.

"ESCAPE" (Radio)

STRAND—(750), 15c-25c-40c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Under Montana Skies" (Tiffany added

feature), news, cartoon. Gross: $4,400.

"CLANCY IN WALL STREET" (Aristocrat)

ROXY—(550), 25c-50c-75c, 7 days. Other attractions:

News Pathe Audio Review, "Oom Pah Pah" (Pathe),

Sportlight (Pathe). Gross: $2,700.

Posters Get Play
Providence—Billboard advertising is crop-

ping up in opposition to newspaper and ra-

dio exploitation throughout Rhode Island.

The Fay chain, operating pictures, vaude-

ville and stock, has erected hand-painted

signs on huge billboards throughout the

state. In addition, the Carlton stock com-

pany goes on the air every Sunday night.

Salesmen Now Exhibitors
Denver — Fred Lind, former Universal

salesman, has resigned, and with Sid Wise-

baum, sono Art salesman, has purchased the

Chief theatre at Steamboat Springs, Colo.
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Critics Boost

"Up the River" to

$36,200 in Chi

Chicago—"Skimmed-milk'' business ran

into its second week in the Loop with only a

couple of houses getting a taste of the cream.

In the more or less active group was the

Roosevelt, which got $36,200 (124%) from
"Up the River" in its first ten days. Swell

reviews steered the crowds in and business

held fairly steadily. Palace had another big

week, getting $26,650. Though "Big Money,"
the feature, caught nice reviews, the bulk

of the "above-average" business is credited

to the Marx Brothers, who headed the stage

show. "Lottery Bride" got a nice $24,200

at the United Artists, and "The Squealer"
finished its second week at the Woods with

$15,600, less than two grand off from the

first week. Oriental also did well in getting

$37,400 with "Her Wedding Night." The
little spots, Castle and Punch & Judy, were
also strong.

"Big Trail" fell to $24,600 in its third

week at McVickers and was replaced by
"Feet First." "Check and Double Check"
finished three weeks at the State-Lake with
$21,200, a little more than a ten grand drop
from the second week, and less than half of

the first week's gross. Fox's Monroe Theatre,

running the first double feature program to

be offered by a Loop theatre, had its worst
week in a history that includes plenty of bad
ones.

Estimated takings:

"A DEVIL WITH WOMEN" (Fox)
(2nd Loop run)

CASTLE—(300). 60c, 7 days. Other attractions:
News. Picture came in here after a first week at
the Fox Monroe, and grossed nearly two grand more
in its second run at this smaller house than it did
first run in the larger, out-of-the-way house. "Reno"
(Sono Art) replaced. Gross: $4,800. "Rating: 146%.

"THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS" (M-G-M)
CHICAGO—(3,940). 3Sc-85c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show, orchestra, comedy, news, novelty
short. Picture did only fair business in spite of
Cosmopolitan's lavish display ads in Hearst papers.
Gross: $44,650. Rating: 93%.

"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)
McVICKERS—(2,284), 35c-85c. 3d and final week.

Other attractions: News, comedy. A nice three weeks
total for this one. "Feet First" (Paramount, re-
placed. Gross: $24,600. Rating: 88%.

"CAUGHT SHORT" (M-G-M)—"SPOILERS" (Para)
(2nd Loop run for both features)

MONROE—(962), 25c-40c, 7 days. Other attractions:
Thirty minutes of news, comedy. Loop's first double-
feature and this poverty house's worst week in a
long time. Gross: $2,900.' Rating: 48%.

"HER WEDDING NIGHT" (Paramount)
ORIENTAL— (3,900), 3Sc-85c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show, organ, comedy, news, musical
short. Benny Meroff in as new m. c. for house; the
sixth to be spotted here in as many months. Good
business for this hard luck house. Gross: $37,400.
Rating: 89%.

"OFFICE WIFE" (Warners)
ORPHBUM—(762), 35c-50c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Thirty minutes of news, Vitaphone Variety.
Gross: $5,000. Rating: 70%.

"BIG MONEY" (Pathe)
PALACE— (2,509), 35c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Four vaude acts headed by Marx Brothers,
cartoon, news, orchestra. Big name stage acts are
turning in nice business here. Gross is excellent and
may have been held down a little by the fact that
only three Marxes showed—Groucho having been hos-
pitalled by appendicitis on his arrival in town. Gross:
$26,650. Rating: 111%.

"JUNO AND THE PAYCOCK" (British Int.)

PUNCH & JUDY— (390), 50c-75c, 1st week. Other
attractions: News, comedy. Rave reviews and price
cut bringing house's scale to Loop level sent them
swarming in here. Gross: $5,400. Rating: 142% (new
rating on basis of new price scale).

"UP THE RIVER" (Fox)
ROOSEVELT—(1,591). 35c-85c. first 10 days. Other

attractions: News, musical short, cartoon. Nice trade
to satisfied customers. Gross: $36,200. Rating: (10-day
basis) 124%.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (Radio)
STATE-LAKE— (2.776), 3Sc-75c. 3d and final week.

Other attractions: News, musical short. Last week
less than half of first week's gross. "Danger Lights"

Menjou in German Talker
Hollywood — Adolphe Menjou, who

specializes in foreign versions and
now and then an English role, is at
present headlining a German talker
called "Seeing Hollywood." The pic-

ture will show the inside of Holly-
wood night life and has Paul Morgan,
German star, in a comedy role.

I"

"Check" Grosses

$92,000 in Three

Weeks in Detroit

Detroit— After three record-breaking
weeks, during which time house records
were hung up which will no doubt stand for

many moons to come, Amos 'n' Andy
checked and double-checked out of the RKO
Downtown, total gross for the three weeks
being about $92,000.

Over at the Fox "The Big Trail" began
to hang up new records also, with 65,000,
more or less, passing the gates over the
week-end of the opening. The piece will be
held for a second week to permit a few more
thousands of Detroit school children to see
the show.

John Gilbert's "Way for a Sailor" flopped,

though big things were expected of it. "Lot-
tery Bride" at the United Artists was held
over for an eighth day, to permit "Hell's
Angels" to open on Wednesday. The rest

of the houses just about held their own.

Estimated takings:

"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)
FOX— (5,500), 15c-25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions:

F. & M. Victor Herbert Idea. news. Gross: $37,000.

"REMOTE CONTROL" (M-G-M)
MICHIGAN—(4,100). 35c-50c75c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Publix "Hello Paree" unit, news, comedy.
Gross: $26,000.

"WAY FOR A SAJLOR" (M-G-M)
FISHER— (2,800), 35c-40c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Publix "Hotter 'n' Hot" unit, news, comedv.
Gross: $12,000.

"DOORWAY TO HELL" (Warner)
STATE— (3,000), 15c- 25c-50c, 7 days, first week.

Other attractions: News, comedy. Gross: $13,000.

"LOTTERY BRIDE" (Paramount)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,070), 35c-50c-75c, 8 days.

Other attractions: News, comedy. Gross: $14,000.

"FEET FIRST" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT—(3,448), 35c-50c75c, 7 days, first

week. Other attractions: News, comedy. Gross:
$19,000.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (Radio)
RKO DOWNTOWN— (2,750), 25c-50c, 7 days, third

and final week. Other attractions: News, comedy.
Gross: $30,000.

"WHAT A WIDOW" (United Artists)
RIVIERA—(2,800), 15c-25c-50c, 7 days, second run.

Other attractions: News, comedy, travelogue. Gross:
$12,000.

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (Radio)
HOLLYWOOD—(3,436), 10c-25c-50c, 4 days, second

run. Other attractions: Stage show, news, comedy.
Gross: $8,000.

"HER MAN" (Pathe)
HOLLYWOOD—(3,436), 10c-25c-50c, 3 days, second

run. Other attractions: Stage show, news, comedy.
Gross: $7,500.

See Page 38 for report of week ending Nov. ^i.

(Radio) replaced with Spoor-Berggren "natural vision"
equipment. Opened nicely without anything unusual
in the way of extra advertising. Amos and Andy
picture still profitable at closing figure. Gross:
$21,200. Rating: 58%.

"THE LOTTERY BRIDE" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700), 35c-85c. 1st week. Other

attractions: Comedy, news, musical short. Good busi-
ness holding picture another week. Gross: $24,200.
Rating: 110%.

"THE SQUEALER" (Columbia)
WOODS— (1,166), 35c-75c. 2nd week. Other attrac-

tions: News, cartoon. Only a few grand under first
week, but being replaced Thursday by "Only Saps
Work" (Paramount). Gross: $15,600. Rating: 138%.

"Billy, the Kid'

Gets Only $1,500

At Minneapolis

Minneapolis—M-G-M's "Billy, the Kid"
proved pretty much of a brodie at the Lyric,

where it was good for only $1,500 for the

seven days. The Hennepin-Orpheum ap-
parently has settled down, after its Amos 'n'

Andy box-office spree, with that film grab-
bing off $2,152 at the Seventh Street, where
it went after its two weeks at the Hennepin.
Exhibitors here are reported peeved over
the second run of the film at the Seventh
Street, the neighborhoods figuring they
should have been given the break on the pic-

ture.

Estimated takings:
"HEADS UP (Para.)

MINNESOTA-(4.025>. 30c-40c-60c, 7 days. 7 shows
daily. Other attractions: Stage show, Stanley Smith
in person, overture, organ novelty, news. Gross:
$25,600.

"THE SILVER HORDE" (Radio)
RKO ORPHEUM—(2,900). 35c-SOc-7Sc, 7 days. 3

shows daily. Other attractions: Four acts vaude,
shorts, news. Gross: $17,400.

"WHOOPEE" (U. A.)
CENTURY— (1.640). 25c-35c-60c, 7 days, 6 shows,

2nd week. ..Other attractions: News. Gross: $8,500.

"PLAYBOY OF PARIS" (Para.)
STATE— (2,300), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days, 6 shows daily.

Other attractions: Comedy, screen novelties, news.
Gross: $7,000.

"BILLY, THE KID" (M-G-M)
LYRIC— (1,238), 15c-25c-40c, 7 days, 7 shows daily.

Other attractions: News. Gross: $1,500.

"ONE NIGHT AT SUSIE'S" (First Nafl)
ASTER—(812), 15c-25c-30c. 7 days, 7 shows daily.

Other attractions: News. Gross: $1,155.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (Radio)
RKO SEVENTH STREET— (1,300), 25c-35c-50c, 7

days, 6 shows daily, 3rd week. Other attractions:
News, comedy. Gross: $2,152. Being held for a fourth
week.

"Feet First" Sets

Providence Pace,

Grossing $15,000
Providence—The frisky Harold Lloyd in

his high and dizzy stunts in "Feet First" did

the week's big business at the Paramount,
bringing in the crowds to the tune of $15,-

000, which is oke by one and all. All of

the downtown houses were helped by the

Armistice holiday, although only half of

little Rhody's population was on the loaf.

Loew's, playing "Remote Control" for only

six days, clicked into $18,000, which is fair

enough, and the Albee with "The Silver

Horde" was strong at $11,000. The Majes-
tic, with "Scarlet Pages," caught around
$10,500, and the RKO Victory was a bit

off with "Today," catching around $7,500.

Estimated takings

:

"FEET FIRST" (Par.)
PARAMOUNT—(2,300), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other at.

tractions: News. Gross: $15,000. Rating: 115%.

"REMOTE CONTROL" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE—(3,800). 10c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Pups Is Pups" (Our Gang), "The Clock
Shoppe," News. Gross: $18,000. Rating: 90%.

"THE SILVER HORDE" (Radio)
RKO ALBEE— (2.300). 10c-50c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Backfield Aces" (Rockne), "Razored in

Old Kentucky." News. Cross: $11,000. Rating: 90%.

"SCARLET PAGES" (F-N)
MAJESTIC—(2,400). 10c-50c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Buster West in "Don't Gve Up," "The Bluf-
fer." "The Nightingale," news. Gross: $10,500. Rat-
ing: 90%.

"TODAY" (Hollywood Pictures)
RKO VICTORY— (1.600). 10c-50c. 7 days. Other

attractions: Screen Snapshots, "Kid the Kidder,"
Audio Review, news. Gross: $7,500. Rating: 80%.
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Opinions on Pictures

The Blue Angel
{Paramount

)

A Magnificent Picture
{Reviewed by Red Kami)

BERLIN enthused over it ; London forgot
some of its reserve and endorsed it, ac-

cording to reports. What American audiences
will do about "The Blue Angel" is one of those
futures that nobody can figure in advance.
The picture, produced by Josef Von Stern-

berg for Ufa in Germany and acquired by
Paramount for American distribution, ranks

easily among the finest talking pictures made.
By every argument that can be advanced, this

picture rates a huge success. Yet, the opposite

might easily be true.

Discriminating picture-goers will leave the

theatre completely sold that here is an outstand-
ing picture, a dramatic triumph. But when you
realize the masses may vote against it, that

possibility is enough to make one groan over

the futility of creating artistic efforts that won't

return a profit on their investment.

"The Blue Angel" touches high spots in di-

rection and histrionics that can be applied to

less than a handful of the hundreds of talking

pictures produced to date. Its story has power
and an emotional kick that are unmistakable.

Von Sternberg's handling can be described with

only one adjective: superb. Emil Jannings has

never done any finer work and Marlene Diet-

rich, who gets off to a left-footed start in this

market in the inadequate "Morocco," demon-
strates by this one picture that she is a star

against whom few now in pictures can compete.

The story in brief is this

:

Jannings appears as Iminanuel Rath, profes-

sor of literature and English in a German high

school. Miss Dietrich is Lola Lola, river-front

cabaret singer with a checkered past. They
meet when Jannings, discovering his students

have been frequenting the dive at night, goes

to the cafe with a request that Lola leave his

boys alone. He finds himself irresistibly at-

tracted. Lola plays with him and the professor

gradually succumbs to her charms. Impending
tragedy enters at this point for the first time.

The students have been watching through a

raised trapdoor and it is obvious that they plan

trouble for him.

Jannings finally spends the night with the

singer, although the situation is handled witli

great finesse. The student body, now openly

in revolt, refuses to obey his commands in the

schoolroom and raise enough din to bring in

the head of the school, who naturally asks for

Jannings's resignation. He gets it; Jannings
asks Lola to marry him, as you would expect a

man of his background and inherently fine in-

stincts to do, she consents and, by her act,

seals Jannings' doom.
Against his will but dominated by the woman

and the love he holds for her, he falls to the

level of the theatrical troupe of which he is

now a part. He even sells suggestive postcards

of his wife and eventually becomes a clt i\\ D

assistant to the magician. Here and there you
get signs of revolt, but always Jannings re-

turns. When it is proposed that the company
return to The Blue Angel cafe in the town
where Jannings once had caste, he refuses, only

to accede later.

The climax—a powerful, gripping and in-

tensely moving sequence—comes when Jannings

has to appear before the cafe mob in his role

as clown and to crow as the magician draws
eggs from his nose. He goes mad. rushes from
the stage and all but succeeds in strangling

Dietrich until finally torn loose. When they

release him from a straight-jacket, you see the

man, broken in mind and health, tottering out

of the cafe to his old place in the schoolroom

where death mercifully relieves him of his suf-

fering.

The shades of characterization which Jan-

nings imparts to his role as he breaks under

the weight of unfortunate circumstances are as
magnificent as they are varied. The man's
work is amazing and a sterling tribute to his

abilities as an actor of understanding and in-

telligence. While Jannings dominates the pic-

ture, Miss Dietrich likewise does superb work.
She indicates in the "The Blue Angel" that she
is an actress of wide range and power. She is

not only beautiful, but is endowed with a re-

sonant speaking and an effective singing voice.

Important, too, is the definiteness with which
her personality registers.

The third factor which makes this picture

what it is is the appreciative and always tell-

ing direction of Von Sternberg. He had a
story and two ace players, but the rest he pro-
vided and take it from this reviewer, he sup-
plied plenty.

Be careful in selection of shorts in order
not to spoil the mood of the feature. If con-
trast is deemed desirable, try cartoons.
Produced by Ufa of Berlin. Distributed by Para-

mount in the United States. From novel by Heinrich
Mann. Adaptation by Carl Zuckmeyer, Karl Voll-
moller and Robert Liebmann. Directed by Joseph
Von Sternberg. Edited by S. K. Winston. Photo-
graphed by Gunthen Rittau and Hans Schneeberger.
Length, 9,047 feet. Running time, 100 minutes. Re-
lease date, Dec. 15.

THE CAST
Prof. Immanuel Rath Emil Jannings
Lola Lola Marlene Dietrich
Kiepert, the Magician Kurt Gerron
Guste, his wife Rosa Valetti
Mazeppa, strong man .Hans Albers
Proprietor of
"The Blue Angel" Karl Huszar-Puffy

The Weintraub-Syncopators

The Lottery Bride
{United Artists)

Illegitimate Opera
{Reviewed by S. A. Kane)

BOX-OFFICES have found in the past that

Jeanette MacDonald, surrounded by satin

bed clothes, is not irresistible. With "Lottery
Bride" they will find that Jeanette in Eskimo
Easter suits is just another little girl in another
little picture. For the star, in this, is asked to

do nothing very important or difficult, and she
does it just as any other girl of ordinary talent

might have.
"Lottery Bride" is set in Hollywood's con-

ception of what Oslo, Norway, is in the spring-

time, and what the Arctic Circle is the rest of

the year. A plain little story of what mis-

takenly disillusioned girl and boy lovers will do
to spite one another in the frozen north is

unwound in a manner that entertains reasona-

bly and surprises not at all. These modest
adventures are told partly in song and partly

in dialogue, but always with a musical accom-
paniment that would be excellent even in a more
stirring picture. This lovely orchestral back-
ground, together with the occasional pleasant

resonance of Robert Chisholm's singing voice,

comes near to making of the production an ille-

gitimate opera of Norway in English.

The story is that of Jenny and Chris (Jean-
ette MacDonald and John Garrick), youthful
lovers. A lover's misunderstanding sends Chris
into the mining town in the far north where
an older brother is foreman, and where miners
spend all their time in a cozy cafe, drinking and
buying lottery tickets on prospective brides re-

cruited by an Oslo agent. In these surroundings
Chris seeks to forget the girl whom he believes

untrue. The girl, equally disturbed, seeks a
similar forgetfulness by offering herself to the

lottery agent. Her ticket is purchased in the

mining camp saloon by Chris, who, without
knowing the identity of his prize, turns the

winning ticket over to his older brother, Olaf.

Jenny arrives in the far north, meets her fu-

ture husband and his brother, her former sweet-
heart. She takes up her innocent though un-
conventional residence with them, pending the

marriage. Soon after there arrives in the town
one Alberto, commander of an Italian dirigible

about to make a flight over the Pole. Alberto's

attentions to Jennie back in Oslo were the
cause of the young lovers' misunderstanding.
When Alberto is ready to resume the polar

flight, Chris, realizing that his brother is now
genuinely in love with Jennie, joins the crew
of the dirigible in order to get himself out of
the way of their marriage. The bag is forced
down, and Olaf sets out across the ice with
a dog team to lead them back to safety. Jen-
nie, back at the mining town, becomes impa-
tient and organizes a crew to man an ice-

breaker that steams its way among the icebergs
without hesitation, until it has pulled up along-
side the particular cake of ice on which Chris,
Olaf and Alberto have lain themselves down
to die. Alberto having explained away the cause
for Chris's distrust of Jennie, and Olaf having
renounced her in favor of his younger brother,

the way for the reunion on shipboard is made
clear.

Performances are uniformly undistinguished.
Instances of overacting, accompanied by ges-
tures and lines reminiscent of high school dra-
matics, are numerous. Singing voices, with the

exception of Chisholm's, are only average. Un-
convincing action and negligent direction em-
phasize the story's numerous improbabilities. A
comic relief is sought by Joe E. Brown and
Zasu Pitts—but never quite attained. A single

drinking sequence featuring Brown and Harry
Gribbon draws laughs. The fade-out on the
ice floes is a color sequence with picturesqueness

to recommend it.

Needs comedy and a good novelty short.
Produced by Arthur Hammerstein. Distributed by

United Artists. Directed by Paul L. Stein. Story
by Herbert Stothart. Music by Rudolph Friml. Mu-
sical arrangement by Hugo Riesenfeld. Continuity
and dialogue by Howard Em met t Rogers. Edited
by Robert J. Karn. Photographed by Ray June.
Length, 7,343 feet. Running time, 80 minutes. Re-
lease date, Nov. 22.

THE CAST
Jenny Jeanette MacDonald
Chris John Garrick
Hoke Joe E. Brown
Hilda Zazu Pitts
Olaf Robert Chisholm
Alberto Joseph Macaulay
Boris II airy Gribbon
Nels Caroll Nye

The Hate Ship
( British International)

Good Program
{Reviewed by Robert Hage)

STEADY improvement is being evinced by
this company in turning out British films

for the American market. This one has a good
story and is capably acted, its chief fault be-

ing that it is too drawn out and lacks comedy
relief. Jameson Thomas' work as the villain is

outstanding. He is an excellent actor and puts

over the part in fine fashion. Jean Colin is a

pretty and accomplished heroine and should find

favor with American audiences.

All of the action takes place aboard a pleas-

ure yacht, whose owner is trying to force a

young heir to invest money in one of his

schemes. The young man is mysteriously shot

and his friend, who has come aboard as his

valet, solves the mystery, discovering the shot

is part of a plan arranged by a Russian aboard,

who is seeking to revenge the murder of his

father, with the yacht owner his intended victim.

This should hold up well in the weekly
changes. It has smoothness and charm and is

well directed, save for the padding.

Needs cotnedv relief.

Produced by Ellstree Prod. Distributed by British

International. Directed by Norman Walker. From
the novel by Bruce Graem. Scenario by Eliot Stan-

nard. Photographed by Rene Guissant. Length. 6,750

feet.. Running time, 75 minutes. Release date, Nov.

THE CAST
Vernon Wolfe Jameson Thomas
Sylvia Paget Jean Colin

Count Boris Ivanhoff Henry Victor

Roger Peel Jack Raine
Captain MacDonnell Randle Ayrton
Countess Olga Karova Maria Minetti

Arthur Wanlell Carl Harbord
Doctor Saunders Alien Jeaves
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Under Suspicion
{Fox)

Way, Way Off
{Reviewed by Red Kami)

YOUR contract may compel you to give this

a ride, but slip it in and take the rap.

"Under Suspicion" is way under par.

The audience may find some amusement in

the title. That is, after it lamps the picture,

but the proceedings are really sad.

The story has to deal with the veteran for-

mula of the Northwest Mounted Police, but in

this instance J. Harold Murray, the stalwart-

as-usual hero, doesn't get his man. They made
it that much different at least. It seems that

Murray, or Smith in the picture, had a war
record that wasn't so good. He had shielded a

younger brother for the honor of the family and
when he joins the mounted in the Canadian
Northwest where, the picture would have you
believe, civilization and modern conveniences
prevail at their best, he finds the past creeping
up on him via a jealous and very musical com-
edy heavy played by George Brent. Murray
meets Lois Moran, of course, and the romance
develops. That's a startling idea for you.

Brent tries to do Murray dirt by securing
his war record from Whitehall and almost suc-
ceeds, but Lois' love saves him from disgrace.

That's about all there is to it except a pretty

good sequence where Murray rescues Miss
Moran's father by aeroplane from a dangerous
forest fire.

Of suspense, there is none. The acting is

extremely indifferent and the songs about on a
parity with the rest of the production ingredi-

ents. If your public goes for photographic
highlights, however, recommend "Under Sus-
picion." The picture was shot at Jasper Na-
tional Park in Canada and is beautiful sceni-

cally.

On two occasions and for no good reason,

Murray, who has a fine singing voice, breaks
out into warbles, although his songs have noth-
ing particularly to do with the story develop-
ment. Through a lot of sequences, a musical
accompaniment is supposed to carry along the
action, yet it is difficult to figure the why and
the wherefore.
The impression is consequently gathered that

"Under Suspicion" was produced on the Fox
lot before the sales department had time to tell

the Coast that musicals had fallen from public
grace.

Muster all of the short subject strength pos-
sible. The picture needs wholesale support.
Produced and distributed by Fox. Story, screen

version and dialogue by Tom Barry. Directed by A.
F. Ericson. Lyrics and music by James F. Hanley
and Joseph McCarthy. Edited by J. Edwin Robbins.
Photographed by George Schneiderman. Length, 5,800
feet. Running time, 65 mins. Release date Jan. 4,

1931.

THE CAST
John Smith J. Harold Murray
Alice Freil Lois Moran
Doyle J. M. Kerrigan
Darby Erwin Connelly
Freil Lumsden Hare
Inspector Turner George Brent
Suzanne Marie Saxon
Marie Rhoda Cross
Major Manners Herbert Bunston

The Utah Kid
(Tiffany)

Just Fair
{Reviewed by Charles F. Hynes)

THEY'VE invested this with some good
production values, but in spite of that fact

it registers as only a fair western for the double

feature and daily change houses. Rex Lease
isn't so hot as a cowboy, which hurts the pic-

ture's appeal. Dorothy Sebastian, appearing
opposite, hasn't a great deal to do, but she is

a pretty heroine and her name probably will

help the draw. Walter Miller, Mary Carr, Tom

Short Subjects

Strange As It Seems
{Universal)

Excellent
THE third in the John Hix series of oddities

in all parts of the world, and packed with
human interest from start to finish. Photo-
graphed in Multicolor and accompanied by a
synchronized lecture, the units include a 70-

year-old hermit who has created a veritable
paradise for himself in the Hollywood hills and
makes daily visits to Hollywood in abbreviated
garb; a pet animal cemetery in Los Angeles,
with a huge mausoleum, an angleworm farm
which ships bait to all parts of the country,
a Japanese "mentalist" who sticks large needles
through himself and his pupils, and some ef-
fective views showing how, early in the war,
French aviators brought down enemy planes by
hurling bricks at the propellors. Fine for all

audiences. Running time, 10 minutes.

The Love Punch
{Universal)

Stale
CHARLIE MURRAY and George Sidney

again appear as business associates who
are constantly quarreling, and who get tangled
up with "Poison Ivy," a female whose hobby
in life is to marry a man and poison him dur-
ing the wedding feast. Sidney marries her
while she's in jail in order to cash in on a $50,-

000 legacy—and from that point on the story

becomes so insane and the direction so flabby

that groans are in order. Directed by Nat
Ross. Running time, 19 minutes.

Audio Review No. 45
(Pathe)

Excellent
EXCEPTIONAL scenic views, enhanced by

color tones, make this short outstanding.

Especially beautiful are the shots of Elk Lake
in the Adirondacks and of the Land of Canaan,
with several shots of the River Jordan and the

stretch of country over which Moses led his

Santschi and Lafe McKee are other members
of the cast.

The story has to do with a young outlaw
(Rex Lease) who marries a girl to prevent her
from being harmed by members of his band.

The girl had become lost and wandered into

the gang's hands. The girl is engaged to the
sheriff, who is hot on the heels of the outlaw.

After a battle at the gang's headquarters, Lease
determines to go straight. He rescues the sher-

iff after a gun battle, and when the head of

the outlaw band comes for him, they shoot it

out. The girl then decides that Lease is the

man of her choice.

There is some good action and fine photo-

graphy in this, but the story misses. Direction

is O. K.
Comedy and musical shorts will help.
Produced and distributed by Tiffany. Directed by

Richard Thorpe. Story and continuity by Frank
Howard Clarke. Photographed by Arthur Reed.
Length. 4,408 feet. Running time, 49 minutes. Release
date, Oct. 27.

THE CAST
Cal Reynolds Rex Lease
Jenny Dorothy Sebastian
Butch Thomas Santschi
Aunt Ada Mary Carr
Sheriff Eentley Walter Miller
Parson Joe - Lafe McKee
Baxter Boris Karloff
Deputy Bud Osborne

people out of bondage. Then we are taken in-
to the forests in the State of Washington,
where big men cut down big trees and tree
trunks, 9 feet apart, are used as railroad
tracks. The issue closes with a tour of a radio
studio while Walter Damrosch is conducting
one of his national musical appreciation hours.
Milton J. Cross is shown announcing the fea-
ture, whereupon the musician conducts his pro-
gram. Running time, 11 minutes.

Golf Nuts
{Educational)

Fine
PAUL TERRY, through draughtsmanship

and expert synchronizing of music and
sound effects combined with plenty of genuine
laughs, succeeds again in scoring a fine cartoon
release in the Educational-Terrytoon subject,
"Golf Nuts." Broad and humorous treatment
of the miniature golf fad, with the play taking
place through a course composed of the most
ridiculous obstacles and ending up with a fast
and furious chase of a miniature auto by a
motor cycle squad combine to make the subject
one of great appeal to all classes of audiences,
kids especially. Running time, 6 minutes.

Tito Schipa
{Paramount)
Misses

ALTHOUGH Schipa's singing is very good,
this doesn't rate high as a short, because

straight operatic numbers with their inevitable

close-ups get boresome and tedious. This has
two selections, one the familiar air from the

opera "Martha," and the other an original. A
little stagecraft in the presentation of this

would have helped considerably. Running time,

9 minutes.

Japan in Cherry Blossom Time
(FitsPatrick)

Diverting Short
JAMES A. FITZPATRICK in another of

these highly entertaining travelogues. He
takes the spectator on a trip to the picturesque

spots in old Japan. There are the beautiful

cherry trees, which never bear fruit, the Budd-
hist idol and the sacred temples. It's a well

done film which should please generally. Run-
ning time, 9 minutes.

Travelin' Alone
{Paramount)

Good Short
ROBERT BRUCE tries something different

from his usual line in this subject, which

presents a group of hoboes reclining near a

water tower. They get off a number of fa-

miliar songs, including "Come On, You Seven"

and "Frankie and Johnny." It's billed as a

scenic novelty, but it's a straight song number,

well done and entertaining. Running time, 10

minutes.

Felix Fernandino
(Imperial Pictures)

Poor
THIS is a pretty weak short, which fails to

click. Only the work of a couple of acro-

bats saves it. An orchestra number sags con-

siderably. Running time, 9 minutes.

Mardi Gras
( Universal)

Good
UNIVERSAL is constantly adding to the

production values of this series of sound

"Leather Pushers," and they maintain their

general interest although the story follows

a general formula, a little romance lead-
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ing up to a prize fight. But inasmuch as Nora
Lane and Kane Richmond supply the romance,
and the fights generally are wows, there is no
lapse in entertainment. New Orleans during
Mardi Gras is the setting for No. 5, and there
is lots of color, action and suspense in the

short. All types of fans should go for this

series. Directed by Al Kelley. Running time,

20 minutes.

Par and Double Par
(Palhe)

Okay
THIS Grantland Rice Sportlight is unique

in that, after showing Bobby Jones do his

stuff for a few feet, it introduces Frank Crumit
of radio and stage fame, who sings "Donald,
the Dub," at times playing a uke accompani-
ment and then demonstrating what a terrible

dub he recally is at golf. Running time, 9 min.

In Again, Out Again
(Paramount)

Carries Laughs
DEDICATED probably to all the girls who

walk home from automobile rides, "In
Again, Out Again" with Aileen Cook and Lil-

lian Bond comes through the production mill

as a pretty good short.

The gags are funny and the pace generally
fast-moving. Story values nil, but after all this

isn't the type of short that is supposed to have
any. Directed by Howard Bretherton. Run-
ning time, 10 mins.

The Mystic Isles
( Palhc I

Good
TOU TERRISS, the Vagabond Director,

visits Java and although he doesn't find

enough adventure this time to make his voice
quivver with excitement, the subject is decided-
ly interesting throughout. Much of the footage
is devoted to showing Japanese native women
making Batik and men erecting temples of
worship, the entire facade being of carved fig-

ures. Running time, 10 minutes.

Up to Mars
(Paramount)

Good, But Misses
DAVE FLEISCHER didn't do as well in

this Talkartoon as the subject matter would
have permitted. His Mars figures are amusing,
but only in a mild way when the opportunity to

make them really fantastic was there awaiting
execution. However, this will get by nicely.

Running time, 7 mins.

One Nutty Night
(Patke)

Nutty
THIS is such a crack-brained attempt at

comedy that your audiences will probably
rush for the doors holding their noses. In all

departments it is an insult to theatre-goers.

Running time, 19 minutes.

Business Off at Small
Theatres in Iowa

Des Moines—Business for the smaller

houses in Iowa is not so good. Of the 50

houses which generally open for the winter
after being closed for the summer there is

not one case of a reopening this fall. Towns
of 400 to 500 which can not afford sound
have closed picture houses. Two houses
which closed last week for lack of business
are the Rialto at Scranton and the Star at

Waticoma.
There are ten or 12 theatres now operat-

ing with silent pictures in Iowa, including
the Colonial at Cedar Rapids, the Wilton
at Wilton Junction, the Star at Davenport,
the Grand at Grand River, the Amuzu at

Wheat River, the Majestic at Harvey.

Richey Warns
Detroit—Exhibitors of the state

have been warned by H. M. Richey
against an allegedly fake prize cam-

paign sponsored by
E. G. Turner and a
Mr. and Mrs.
Brown, under the
name of the Illi-

nois Advertising
Agency of Quincy,
111. The scheme
provides for the
sale of coupons
from $2 to $10 re-

deemable at the
box-office for a
book of admission
tickets.

Operators of the
campaign, it is

said, have a habit
of leaving town un-

der cover of darkness, after the sale
of tickets is completed. Theatre own-
ers have been asked to notify the
state exhibitor unit if they are ap-
proached by the firm.

H. M, Richey

Warners Close

Deal for Seven

Coston Theatres
Chicago—Warner deal for the Coston-

owned theatres has been closed, adding seven

houses to the circuit's Chicago holdings for

a total of twenty. Concurrently with this

deal, James Coston, former owner of the

theatres and director of the Warner theatre

interests here since last Spring, was given

a six-year contract as general manager of

Warner's Illinois and Indiana theatres,

about thirty-five in all.

The theatres involved in the deal are Cos-
ton's Buckingham, Frolic. Julian, Metropoli-

tan, Oakland Square and Shakespeare. The
Hamilton Theatre, owned by Jack Rose, for-

mer film buyer for the Coston Booking Cir-

cuit, now associated with the Warner
Theatre office here, was also included in the

deal.

Coston was instrumental in closing the

deal for the former Federal Theatres here
last Spring, which was Warner's first thea-

tre acquisition in Chicago, exclusive of the

downtown Orpheum. The deal for Coston's

own houses has been pending since that

time ; disagreement over terms having held

back its closing. It is understood a cash
settlement was made for the Coston houses.

New Warner House at
West Chester Opened

West Chester. Pa.—Warner Brothers'
new $500,000 theatre, the Warner, was
opened here with much gusto and Davy Lee
on hand to greet the crowds that thronged
to the new house to see its grandeur.

Amateur Broadcast to
Aid Amos 'n' Andy

Wilmington—There will be two "Amos V
Andy" programs each night during the week
of Nov. 23 over the radio for Wilmington
fans. One will be the real program, and the

other will be an amateur, and by Nov. 28,

when the Amos 'n' Andy film is put on at

the Aldine, Stanley-Warner theatre here,

Albert Blumberg, manager of the theatre,

figures that he'll have the people worked
up as much over the radio contest to deter-

mine which pair of amateurs is the best, as

they are over the financial schemes of the

real comedians. Blumberg is cooperating
with WDEL, a local short wave length sta-

tion, to put over the stunt. A radio will be
given the winning pair of amateurs.

Theatre Burns at Chilton, Wis.
Chilton, Wis.—The Auditorium of this

city was destroyed by fire with a loss esti-

mated at $35,000. John Steenport, owner of

the theatre, his wife and four children, who
were asleep in their apartment on the sec-

ond floor of the theatre building, escaped to

safety. Talking equipment was 'installed

about a year ago in the building. Steenport
recently dropped $5,000 of the $20,000 for

which the building was insured.

Pioneer Showman Dies
Milwaukee—John Wagner, pioneer south

side picture theatre owner, died here at the

age of 51. Wagner is credited with starting

the second motion picture house on Milwau-
kee's south side about 25 years ago. He also

owned theatres at Hartland and Waukesha
and at the time of his death was owner of

the Garden, South Milwaukee. He is sur-
vived by his widow and four children.

Sell Football Ducats
Detroit — Allied Theatres of Michigan

sold tickets in 100 Detroit theatres for the

charity football game played at Ann Arbor
Saturday by Chicago and Michigan. The
campaign was conducted by H. M. Richey,
general manager of the exhibitor unit.

Tickets were sold for $3 each.

Correction
In listing newspapers in which the "Check

and Double Check" advertisements appeared,
the circulation of the Philadelphia Public

Ledger was wrongly stated as 129,807. The
Amos 'n' Andy double truck was published
in the morning Ledger, which quotes a cir-

culation of 134,265, and in the evening
Ledger, with a quoted circulation of 206,155.

Richardson at Atlanta
Atlanta—W. M. Richardson, southern di-

vision manager for Universal, has moved
his headquarters here from New Orleans.

He also has taken over duties of branch
manager. P. L. Spindler, former salesman,
is new manager of the New Orleans office.

Scully Opens Boston Office
Boston—John Scully is in charge of the

Federal Theatre Accounting Service branch
opened here. The firm is conducting a na-

tional checking service for percentage en-

gagements.

Kohn, Rogers Return
Ralph Kohn, treasurer of Paramount, is

back in New York from Europe. "Buddy"
Rogers is another arrival.

Reopening Detroit House
Detroit—After renovations, the Madison

here is to be opened by Publix on Thanks-
giving Day.
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Studios Abused

Music, Color,

Critic Asserts
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Syracuse—Possible trend toward silents,

in the wake of "City Lights," imminence
of wide film, uncertainty over color and
musical films and the need to win back kid

patronage are discussed at length editorial-

ly by Chester B. Bahn, veteran dramatic
critic, writing in the Syracuse Herald.

"That part of "show business" best known
today as the cinema finds itself facing many
in important problem these fall days," he
writes.

"In Hollywood's executive offices and in

the ornate suites of Manhattan where the
film industry's money kings hold court,

regal brows are creased with wrinkles as

they ponder such questions as these:

"Is the musical picture, commonly re-

ferred to as the musicinema or filmusical,

destined to return to favor by an upward
swing of the pendulum of film fashions ?

"Will the color picture find a new lease

on life in the success enjoyed by such pro-
ductions as Paul Whiteman's 'King of Jazz'
and Eddie Cantor's 'Whoopee' ?

"Will Charles Spencer Chaplin's recently
completed 'City Lights' so charm picture-

goers with its silence that the present su-
premacy of the talkies will be menaced?
"Can the children, lost to the national

box office since the dialog picture trans-
formed the motion picture from family to
adult entertainment, be won back by such
talkies as 'Tom Sawyer' in which Jackie
Coogan returns to the screen ?

"Will wide-film, the present advent of
which was forecast by The Herald lart

May in the face of the industry's professions
that it was at least a year or two in the
future, sweep the theater field?

"For the producer or the business execu-
tive of filmdom who can answer any one
of these questions correctly, there awaits a
sizeable fortune, to be paid by not alone
the fans of these United States but of the
world

"In the sphere of theater operation, with
which that of production today is closely
allied, there are still other problems equally
perplexing. But they are problems in which
the public has a lesser interest—matters
which immediately affect the picture-goer's
entertainment to a smaller degree although
they may. and do, touch his purse. The
question of chain operator versus inde-
pendent exhibitor, the subjects of film rentals
and score charges, and the speculative topic
of television may be said to dominate such
a secondary group.

Cites Unsound Color, Music Use

"The recent, one might almost say pres-
ent, disfavor of both musical and color pic-
tures may be attributed principally to an
unwise and unsound use of both melody
and natural hues by frantic producers.
There is something to be said on behalf of
the producers, of course. Having been
caught napping when Warners pioneered
with dialog pictures, the producers pro-
ceeded on the good, old theory that it is

better to act first and ask questions after-
wards when the filmusical and the all-color
picture were introduced.

" 'Hire us some song writers and some

A la Mode
Times have changed. Throwing

custard pie in a girl's face cost
Chicago man a $100 fine recently,

the old days it would have meant
movie contract.

—

N. Y. Post.

a
a

In
a

composers. Ship at once,' was the almost

literal order telegraphed from Hollywood
to New York. New York did just that.

Tin Pan Alley was depopulated over night

as song writers and composers joined in

the new California gold rush.

"The musician, unfortunately for Hol-
lywood, is a creative artist. He can not

grind out tunes and ditties on schedule; he
requires inspiration and time. Even a

genius has his limitations, and in the many
called to Hollywood there were all too few
geniuses.

"You may find the answer in the really

lew 'hit' melodies contained in the scores

of musicinemas. Four songs alone deserve

that rating
—

'Sonny Boy,' 'Ramona,' 'Jean-

nine, I Dream of Lilac Time' and 'The
Wedding of the Painted Dolls.' Contribut-

ing, too, to the flop of the musicinema was
the fact that little judgment was employed
in selecting many stories for musical treat-

ment. Illusion has been defined as the first

principle of the cinema; it was forgotten

when stars warbled theme songs here, there

and everywhere, and with full orchestral

setting. In the cinema, the musical number
must be plausibly introduced ; dragged in

by the heels, it demotes the cinema from
the level of a distinct art to a mere and weak
imitation of a stage musical comedy. There
may be exceptions, but this dictum is gen-
erally applicable.

Hollywood Has Learned Lesson

"A frankly personal opinion is to the

effect that the musicinema will return to

favor when its score and its lyrics are the

creations of other than second, third and
fourth-raters ; when music is an integral

part of the theme, not a grafted after-

thought, and when the numbers are en-
trusted to trained voices.

"There are signs that Hollywood has
learned its lesson ; musicinemas on the way
bear the names of Oscar Straus, Jerome
Kern, Sigmund Romberg, Rudolph Friml,
De Sylva, Brown and Henderson. And
there is further guaranty in the casting of

Lawrence Tibbett and Grace Moore, al-

though Metropolitan Opera 'names' are not
essential.

"Color was abused as sadly as music in

Hollywood studios. Perfected color, and it

is well on its way, plus its intelligent use,

and there need be no producer fear that
all-color pictures will not be welcomed by
fandom.
"Mr. Chaplin's experiment with silence

on the screen is most interesting. The
comedian, past-master of the pantomimic
art, is gambling $1,500,000 that silent pic-
tures may be made as popular as talkies.

'City Lights,' it may be noted, was placed
in production after Al Jolson's 'The Jazz
Singer' had set a new fashion. For some
months, Chaplin studied the problem; his
decision was to continue in his own way.
"Whatever fandom may decide, it would

seem that these two statements may be ac-
cepted without challenge. First, there are
many stories best told in pantomine. Sec-
ondly, few actors have Mr. Chaplin's elo-

Remake Question

Still Puzzling

Studio Chiefs

Hollywood—"It isn't what you make but
how you make it," is the belief of many
motion picture producers who, in scanning
the list of talker remakes, find that there
are plenty of fine pictures made from former
successes if they are remade in the right

manner. While some studios are doing away
with the making of pictures which have al-

ready been done in silent forms, other
studios are buying the rights to former
silents and plan on making them in talker

style.

Among the pictures which have been re-

made are "Anna Christie." "The Bad Man,"
"Common Clay," "Disraeli." "Raffles,"

"Sally," "The Virginian." "The Border
Legion." "Vagabond King," "The Spoilers,"

"Honey," "Three Faces East," "Seven Keys
to Baldpate," "Last of the Duanes," "Man-
slaughter," "The Aviator," and others, all

of which have made money at the box-
office.

"Romance." "Mobv Dick," "Outside the
Law," "Sea Wolf." "Those Who Dance"
and "The Storm" have not grossed any
great amount, but are out of the red. How-
ever, some remakes such as "Back Pay,"
"Cameo Kirby," "Eyes of the World,"
"Great Divide," "Her Private Life," "Pea-
cock Alley," "Lilies of the Field" and others
have not measured up to the standards of

good pictures and have suffered accordingly.
Most producers are going ahead with

plans for remaking the older pictures which
had good story material and with changes
here and there, plus good direction and
casts, it is thought they will bring in plenty
of dough to the box-office.

The producers believe that any good pic-

ture will register at the box-office regard-
less of whether or not it has been made
previously.

Publix Bolsters Texas
Chain with Stage Shows

San Antonio, Tex.—In an effort to bol-
ster up its programs, Publix is now sending
New York stage shows to its leading
theatres in the four key cities of Texas

—

San Antonio, Dallas, Houston and Fort
Worth. Since the resumption of stage
shows last spring they have been sent to

Texas from New Orleans.
The first of the New York stage shows

to play in this city was "Moonbeams," a
Boris Petroff production. Jimmy Ellard
was guest master of ceremonies and Eddie
Lambert was the featured star of "Moon-
beams."
The New York shows are also designed

to offset the RKO vaude-film shows.

quence in that medium.
"In the matter of children's pictures,

this : The rising generation, largely denied
the spoken drama, needs the cinema ; the

cinema, in turn, urgently requires juvenile

patronage. It cannot stand both the loss

of the youngsters' dimes and quarters and
the revenue from the foreign market ; the

latter has been materially reduced by the

talkies' rise."
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SI IME day there will be, in all probability, a

mighty rising of the movie fans against

Western pictures. One of the blessings—the

only one perhaps—of the early experimental

talking pictures was the temporary elimina-

tion of Westerns from the production sched-

ule. Before the technical experts had brought

sound recording to the point where it could

be made to select and pick up the right noises

fn im the great out-of-doors and disregard

those that were alien, all the talkies were

made within the studios. Not being able to

crowd any snow-capped peaks or outlying

prairie into the studios, it was thought best to

deal only with the kind of stories where the

characters were permitted to wander from

the drawing rooms to bedrooms and vice versa.

The result, of course, was a wholesome cessa-

tion of cowboy activities on the screen. But as

soon as sound recording became an open-air

possibility there was an immediate rush to re-

vive the Westerns. No one stopped to consider

that the one thing which really mattered in this

type of picture, namely, action, would be vitiated

by the introduction of dialogue. As soon as

you have cowboys chatting around a campfire

you might as well eliminate the cowboys and

substitute campfire girls.

Though the Western pictures have shown

distinct improvement in recent months, it is

apparent that the directors have not yet got

it into their heads that action and action and

more action is the only thing that can make

this type of film worth a hoot. Dialogue should

be merelv a link to connect up the flow of se-

quences and you can't have a flow of sequences .

when everybody is stumbling and pausing over

the dialogue.

This fact is clearlv shown in three pictures

of the past week. "The Big Trail." "The Silver

Horde" and "The Girl of the Golden West.

Heretical as it may be to say so, the most sat-

isfactory of the three from the sheer point of

entertainment is "The Silver Horde." It might

be argued that the epic qualities of "The Big

Trail" place it outside the category of Western

films, and in a sense that is true. Obviously it

isn't meant to be sheer entertainment ;
it is

definitely more than that. It is, at times, a

magnificent picture from a purely visual point

of view, but considering the scope of its sub-

ject and the extraordinarily meticulous effort

that went into its making, one certainly has a

right to demand from it something more con-

sistent in the way of achievement than it pro-

vides.—N. Y. Post.

Ttieij satj

One of the screen's lead : ng com-

edians looked out of his apartment

window. Said window faced on a

courtvard, arid commanded an excel-

lent view of some hundred windows

across the way.
"I'm foing to have to move,' he told

a friend.

"Why?"
"I'm iust a Peeping Tom at heart,

he explained, 'and I'm unable to go

to deep until every light is out."
—Photoplay.

Blame Andy
Hollywood—Andy Clyde, who stars

in Mack Sennett comedies in which he

has popularized the character of oil

Pop Martin, was making personal

appearance tours in the south at a

time when his physician had him on

a strict diet.

Giving his d :nner order in a San

Antonio hotel, he inquired of the col-

ored waiter:
"Any calories in that soup?"
'No sar, no sar, boss," replied the

servant, "nothing at all but beans."

Only One Theme

It is revealed that the picture com-
panies in Hollywood own the rights to

40,000 stories, the vast majority ot

which have never yet reached the
screen.

What a horrible thought this is!

Forty thousand stories—from the
pens of 15,000 of "the world's foremost
authors."

Forty thousand stories—aggregating
a total cash value of $50,000,000.

Forty thousand stories—and all of
them boiling down to three brief

words: "I love you."

—N. Y. Post.

One of this town's best known frivolous sons

of wealth accepted the invitation of a certain

night life hostess to visit her Hot Spot last

night, and Did He Enjoy Himself! He drank
his fill of what they told him was champagne,
he was taken over the hurdles in every conceiv-

able manner, and Africa never saw the like

of the cootch dances that were put on for his

benefit. He did an Indian War Dance on his

own, while a dozen beautiful near-nudes stood

in a circle and stamped and applauded. He imi-

tated Helen Kane, and he imitated Joe Cook,
and he wore funny paper hats and he wore
his dinner coat turned inside out. Yes, indeed,

he had a grand time. As he was about to leave,

he asked for his bill, and was informed that

It Was on the House.
"Is this a gag?" he wanted to know, being

aware that you never get anything for noth-

ing, especially in a Night Spot. No, he was
assured, it was strictly on the up-and-up, and
there was nothing to pay.

"I don't understand," was his dazed com-
ment. "This has never happened to me before."

"Probably not," beamed the hostess, benevo-

lently. "But it isn't every night we take talk-

ing pictures here!"

—

Heathy in N. Y. Journal.

"How do tlu- writers of film scenarios

get new ideas
11

asks a writer. They don't.

They use the old ones.—London Passing
Show.

Take it from Bob K. London, the

booking agent, an actor who had been
visiting his office for nearly five years,

without any encouragement, finally

barked: "Listen here, now! Can you
book me or not?"
Mr. London shook his head in the

No manner.
"Well, then," said the disgusted fel-

low, "give me back my name and
address!"—Winehell in N. Y. Mirror.

IT took America one year to become surfeited

with talkie revues, backstage and musical

pictures. England got sick of them in three

months, and in Germany six pictures were
enough to turn the public against them. You
cannot give them away in Germany, which has
now reverted to heavy, sombre, sordid subjects

France is making markedly erotic and impos-
sibly melodramatic pictures.

All Europe is definitely anti-American-film.

Our Hollywood producers have a big job on
thtir hands to make talkies that will please

everyone in the Tower of Babel. You will

grasp the seriousness of this problem when you
realize that for years the profits of most com-
panies came from their foreign trade. Ameri-
can theatres paid the cost of production. Ex-
port was the velvet that meant dividends.

—

Photoplay.
* * *

The postman who makes the rounds of
the film stars bungalows, apartments
and estates out in Hollywood is a per-
petual Santa Claus. Hardly a day
passes, it seems, that he doesn't deposit
a monkey, a home-made pie, a bowie
knife or an antique French mirror on
some celebrity's doorstep. Almost every
gift you can possibly imagine—and a
lot you can't—has been sent to some star
some time.

—

Modern Screen.
* * *

Insurance policies have often been issued for
strange and unusual risks, but it takes the
movies to provide the most unique and amazing
policies of all. George Olsen, popular orchestra
leader at the Roosevelt Hotel in Hollywood,
says Miss Sharon, has taken out love insurance
on his orchestra boys to compensate for de-
sertions due to marriage. It is reported that
some time ago a well-known director took out
temperament insurance for Jetta Goudal during
one of his large productions, while Louise
Fazenda once had her two pig-tails covered by
a S100.000 policy. Ann Pennington has insured
her knees for $250,000, Corinne Griffith her
voice for $1,000,000. Ben Turpin's crossed eyes
have always been heavily insured, while "Uke-
lele Ike" carries earthquake, finger, dog and
life insurance policies.

—

Modern Screen.
* * *

June Collyer had been wanting to ask
some zvise person a question for several
days. She ran into William Powell on
the set the other day and put the ques-
tion to him.

"What has become of all the cab
horses since ta.ris came out?"

"If you played the races, you -would
find out'' Bill answered.—Screen Play

* * *

"Won't you give your old uncle a
nice, big kiss?"
"Yes. uncle. One hke Greta Garbo,

or one like Clara Bow?"

—

Life.
* * *

On Broadway geniuses are made, not
horn. The only difference between a genius
and a m.iii is a difference of opinion. You
can classify any one on Broadway under
cither heading with the same case and
authority.—N. Y. News.
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*PS gifted

A CERTAIN Broadway actress recently

was given a long-term contract with a
West Coast studio. But the inside story of her
job is an amusing one. She was the sweet-

heart of an important New Yorker who wearied
of his love and decided it was time to end
things. He had powerful friends among the

executives of a big movie company and he
asked them to sign his girl friend for a pic-

ture. They did and she made a short subject
which was quite good. Thereupon the studio
officials forgot all about her and she was given
no more assignments.

Imagine the man's surprise when one morn-
ing she called him from the Grand Central
Station. She said she "wanted to surprise her
daddicums" by hurrying on to New York with-
out letting him know. He was surprised all

right, but not particularly pleased. What good
was the trip if here she were back on his hands.
So again he got in touch with his movie friends
and told them they would have to do something
better than that for him. They went into a
consultation, with the result that the girl was
sent for and told that her first effort had been
so satisfactory they didn't want to make up
their new schedule without getting her name
on the dotted line. She signed, wondering what
daddicums would say about another separation,
never dreaming the truth. The executives told
her that while her new picture wouldn't start
for a while, she had better be in the Hollywood
atmosphere immediately. And off she went
with the relieved ex-admirer simulating tears.
Perhaps they were genuine ones of relief.

—

A'. Y. Graphic.

Six years ago Ernst Lubitsch di-
rected a brilliant, stinging picture
called "The Marriage Circle," one of
the first movies to treat wedlock in
the Continental manner, with a wink
instead of a tear.

Since then strange things have hap-
pened to the cast, says Photoplay
Magazine. A year later Florence Vidor
divorced King Vidor. Marie Prevost,
who was already a divorcee, has mar-
ried and divorced Kenneth Harlan.
Monte Blue already had been divorced.
Adolphe Menjou and his first wife
were sundered in 1927. In 1924 Creigh-
ton Hale's wife sued him. And in the
same year Harry Myers and his first

wife were parted by the court.—Photo-
play.

• * *

There is one extra man in Hollywood
who never worries about the shortage of
work in the studios.

On the days he fails to receive a call,

he znsits every hotel and drug store on
Hollywood boulei'ard, collecting forgot-
ten nickels from the return slot in the
public phone booths.

He says he makes from five to seven
dollars a day.—Talking Screen

Bunking
Atlanta—There's one swarthy mem-

ber of Atlanta's darktown division
who can tell you that sleeping in a
theatre is not what it is cracked up
to be. He's in the hospital now and is

getting plenty of rest. Last week a
patrolman found the door of the 81

theatre, local colored house, unlocked.
He investigated and discovered a husky
negro asleep in one of the chairs. He
awoke the sleeping one and immedi-
ately became the target for a couple
of chairs and a torrent of verbal
abuse. The patrolman fired from the
hip and the negro collapsed. It is

thought he will recover, but the odds
are ten one his penchant for theatre
napping has suffered a serious set-

back.

MOVIE openings are much worse than those

of the legitimate drama. At a picture

opening arc lights try to blind you and the

hired photographers with the flashlights try to

make you deaf. Then, not being able to see

or hear the picture, you stand a good chance of

enjoying it.

The first thing a movie producer does for

his opening is to arrange for policemen to keep

the crowds back. They see the cops and want
to know what it is all about.

If the picture people would pay as much at-

tention to putting on a show inside the theatre

as they do to putting on a show outside the

theatre they wouldn't need a new invention to

revolutionize the business every year.

—

Skolsky
in N. V. News.

I am happy my divorce is proceeding.
I'll soon be free again and will conse-
crate my life to my art.

I am ambitious to do on the stage
what I already have done in the movies.
For the time being, I will remain with
my mother at Cape Ferrat, but will re-

turn to America as soon as I am free.

—Pola Negri in N. Y. Eve. World.

V\ URING the past six months I have com-
mented on 80-odd movies in this column.

As you know, they represent the best efforts

of the nation's fourth industry. As you also

know, there are three purifying processes in

the industry set up to cleanse this celluloid

of all un-American thought, chief sanctifier of
all being ex-Harding manager. Will Hays.
You may not have heard this, but there is a
national prohibition law in some parts of the
country, and President Hoover some time ago
gave us all solemn admonition to obey all laws.
Thus it is interesting to note in passing that

of the 80-odd movies there were 72 that had
drinking scenes, bars, bootleggers or in some

way an inference that the Volstead act is not
a 100 per cent success. Furthermore, the fol-
lowing movies showed either a woman or a
man whose chief function in the story had to
do with the sale or consumption of alcohol

:

"Alibi," "Applause," "The Czar of Broadway,"
"Gentlemen of the Press," "Good Intentions,"
"Madame X," "Man from Blankley's," "On the
Level," "Holiday," "Shooting Straight," "Road-
house Nights," "Young Man from Manhattan."
In the aforementioned feature movies one or
more characters drank considerably during the
action, if indeed they were not actually por-
trayed as bootleggers.

In the following movies there was at least

one important drinking scene: "All Quiet on
the Western Front," "Anna Christie," "The
Bad One," "Bulldog Drummond," "The Case of
Sergeant Grischa," "The Cohens and Kellys in
Scotland," "The Dance of Life," "Dangerous
Nan McGrew," "The Dawn Patrol," "The
Devil's Disciple," "The Divorcee," "Girl of
the Port," "The Girl Said No," "Hot for
Paris," "Journey's End," "Juno and the Pay-
cock," "The Lady of Scandal," "Paris Bound,"
"Safety in Numbers," "So This Is London,"
"Raffles."

What puzzles me is how Mr. Hays and the
boys reconcile themselves to their position. It

is impossible, according to their creed, to show
a movie representing the breakdown of the
courts. Thus "The Last Mile" is too tough
for a movie audience, although "The Big
House" shows great similarity in places. (The
warden is a kind man and the hero goes straight

—there are your differences.) I question the
fact that Harding Manager Hays would ever
let the boys film "Revelry," a good belly laugh
at the late lamented gentleman from Marion,
Ohio. But I give up. The only answer I can
find is that drinking, grafting, and bootlegging
are such an accepted part of living today that

even Mr. Hays sees nothing malicious in the
constant movie dramatization of this integral

activity of our land. For the sake of variation.

I have a wistful desire to see some new movie
plots. Instead of the gangsters, I should like

to see some drunken coast guardsmen, a few
crooked prohibition chiefs and a bribed judge
or two in the next hundred movies. But it is

only a vain wish. After all, such stories might
give people the idea that Prohibition isn't en-

forced.

—

Lorents in Judge.

A toast to Ruth Chatterton

!

The accent of a significant and beloved per-
sonality sounds through every syllable of your
art. On the stage, the veracity and inimitable

grace of your characterizations left you prac-
tically without a rival ; on the screen, today,

it leaves you without a peer.

Those fortunate enough to have seen your
work * * * still admire that talent in you,
inherent or cultivated, which stamped those
memorable impersonations with the mark of
greatness. Nothing you do, indeed, fails to

convey the authentic note, the brevet of per-
fection.

The amiability of true art is yours, Ruth
Chatterton, and the genius of universal com-
munication. Therefore we toast you

—

Davidson
in N. Y. Mirror.

And a Whiskbroom
Hollywood — Count that day lost

when Jimmie Gleason doesn't hand
out a new gag on the Pathe lot.

Jimmie, who is playing a comedy
sailor in "Her Man," which Tay Gar-
nett is directing, pulled this one re-

cently:
"I hear the Wall Street bootleggers

are giving bonuses."
"What are they?" queried Tay Gar-

nett.

"With one drink they give you a
seat on the curb," came back Gleason.
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Earnings Being

Maintained, Savs

Financial Organ
Film companies generally are maintain-

ing earnings, reports thus far released, cov-

ering the first nine months of the year,

show, it is pointed out by Barron's, financial

weekly, in summarizing the position of vari-

ous companies. These reports "fail to bear

out the pessimistic prediction? rampant dur-

ing the spring and summer." the publication

observes.
"While September quarter earnings of Fox

Film and Radio-Keith-Orpheum are below a

year ago, the showing may be considered grati-

fying in view of prevailing conditions," Bar-
ron's states. "Fox reported net after all charges

of $3,028,779, against $3,200,121 a year ago,

while RKO's net of $886,438 in the third quar-

ter was only $120,893 under the showing for

1929.

"Paramount Publix reported for the Septem-
ber quarter net of $5,100,000, the largest for

any comparable period in its history and an in-

crease of 11% over last year.

Nine Months' Record Earnings

"Nine months' figures of the above companies
set new records. Paramount turned in net of

$13,541,000, an increase of 39% over 1929. Fox
increased its net from $8,337,196 a year ago to

$10,104,194, while RKO showed an increase of

86%, bringing net to $3,052,571.

"Of the big producers, Warner Brothers un-
doubtedly will present a disappointing report

for the summer months. At the time of financ-

ing last August it was stated that the August
31 quarter, last of its fiscal year, would show
a substantial deficit.

"Loew's, Inc., report for the fiscal year end-

ed August 31 showed record net earnings of

$14,600,332, or $9.90 a share on average stock

outstanding during the year. This compares
with $11,756,956 net a year ago. Indications

are that the 24 weeks ending August 31, em-
bracing the warm weather months, showed net

of $6,356,748, against $6,504,998 a year ago.

Experimenting with the Wide Film

"Among the smaller units, Columbia Pictures

continues the growth which resulted in record

earnings for the year ended June 30, last. Uni-
versal Pictures is enjoying a more prominent
position in the field. While this has been large-

ly due to the success of its "All Quiet On the

Western Front," company has since turned out

a number of successful feature films. Its posi-

tion in the industry has been further strength-

ened as a result of a booking agreement with

RKO.
"The big producers, Paramount excepted, are

now experimenting with wide film pictures.

RKO is using the Spoor process; Metro, sub-

sidiary of Loew's, has "Realife" reported as

being the least expensive ; Warner has the

"Vitascope" ; and Fox Film the "Grandeur."
Grandeur films were shown earlier this year
and were favorably received.

"The wide film gives the illusion of depth,

the much sought third-dimension. Among other

reported advantages are better sound reproduc-

tion and inclusion of more characters on the

film. At the present time, producers by agree-

ment are to show the wide films only in 10

key cities.

Prospective 1931 Earnings

"The amusement industry is adjusting itself

to the fact that the attraction of sound films

as a novelty is losing its appeal and earnings

as large as in 1929 and in first half of 1930

cannot reasonably be expected next year with-

out some new attraction. While feature pic-

tures that are hits are capable of returning

What Price Realism?
Hollywood—At Radio they're doing

some talking about what is heralded
as a unique camera shot obtained by
Herbert Brenon for "Devil's Bat-
talion." He managed to "dolley" his

cameras on special cars to nab a slow-
ly moving shot of a line of pseudo
Foreign Legion soldiers a mile long. It

was necessary to build a special high-
way across the sand dunes to do it.

Radio thinks it's a swell stunt, but
doesn't mention the cost.

record income, revenues from ordinary run of
pictures have been disappointing.

"In other words, when sound films were new
practically any production was sure of record
crowds, regardless of merits. Now earnings

will depend more than ever on success in gaug-
ing changing popular tastes. As a spectacle, it

is attracting large crowds, but there is no rea-

son to believe it will add greatly to the amuse-
ment value of a film. Neither is there any rea-

son to believe earning power will be greatly

increased for any extended period. Also the

wide screen may prove an adverse factor in ad-
ditional expense to equip theatres for projection.

De Luxe Theatres Lose Patronage
"A number of amusement companies during

the summer abandoned stage shows given in

the larger theatres. It has been found the fall-

ing off in income has been relatively greater in

the large de luxe theatres than in the smaller

play-houses. This is presumably due to the

fact that the public will not pay additional ad-
mittance to see a film at a large theatre when
it can be seen a few weeks later at lower prices

in neighborhood houses. Paramount now is re-

storing the stage shows and revues formerly
given, and also have added personal appear-
ances of stage stars. This has met with sub-
stantial success and has increased boxoffice re-

ceipts, wherever tried. The larger companies
in preparing stage shows present them in a

chain of 30 or more houses so that the addi-
tional cost for each house is small in compari-
son with additional income received. Attempts
also are being made to bring back the juvenile
trade driven away to some extent by the more
sophisticated films shown recently. A number
of film versions of popular juvenile books are
planned for next year.

"All the larger companies the past year or so
have added greatly to their theatre chains, and
have considerably increased operating officiency

while costs have been pared down. The sound
film in itself has helped in controlling expenses
since a dialogue script means a picture must be
carefully planned in advance, not made by the
old uncertain methods. Drastic economy pro-
grams have been enforced by all leading pro-
ducers.

Theatre Chains Expanded
"As a result, even with the new problems

that have come before the industry there is no
reason to think earnings are likely to decline
to a 1928 level, barring, of course, a very big
increase in unemployment. At the same time,
the upward trend in profits which carried
through the first half of 1930 is likely to be
interrupted.

"In a situation in which the public will be
attracted to only outstanding successful films,

there is danger that the industry may not have
sufficient films of superior quality. A good
film, even when produced by an independent,
has no difficulty in selling itself to the industry.
There is also general co-operation among all

larger producers who would rather present a
good film made by a competitor than a poor
film of their own make, since good film means
profitable theatre operations.

"The present situation thus gives the smaller
independent film producers, including such com-
panies as Pathe Exchange and Columbia Pic-
tures, which are entirely without theatrical af-
filiations, a good opportunity to increase their
revenues."

Pictures Outdo

Justice; Always

Spank Criminals

Toledo—Another old reliable exploitation

angle bites the dust. Into the discard goes

that once serviceable gag line, "Not recom-

mended for children," which so often had
the desired effect of making 'em cry for it.

No, sir, there's no valid excuse for using

it. At least not in connection with pine-

apple-tossing, jail-breaking, safe-blowing

filmellers of the underworld.
Dr. A. W. Trettien, professor of psychol-

ogy at the University of Toledo, declares

flatly that movies depicting crime are NOT
harmful to children. Addressing the Toledo

Motion Picture Council, Dr. Trettien said:

"The criminal in the picture always gets

caught and is punished. Thus the movie
teaches a better lesson than life itself, since

the American criminal is often successful

in evading justice."

The speaker pointed out that the screen's

soundest defense is the fact that public sen-

timent is not against it. And public senti-

ment he characterized as "the highest and
finest product of any democracy."
"When public sentiment breaks down,"

he declared, "we will become an anarchy in-

stead of a peace-loving nation."

The professor told his audience that the

movie, like the pulpit and the press, is op-

tional with society, yet it exercises great in-

fluence upon the home, the school and the

state in modern civilization.

Sunday Shows Not Being
Molested at Dover, O.

Dover, O.—Picture houses here are now
playing seven days a week, without inter-

ference. Ashland is also open on Sunday
following a general election in which the

Sunday issue was included and won by a
good margin. This was the third time the

issue was put up to the people. The first

time it was defeated by a large majority.

The second time it was defeated by a narrow
margin, and the last time it won easily.

There are three houses in Ashland affected

by this. They are the Opera House, oper-

ated by John Damm ; Ohio, operated by
John Blahas, and the Palace, operated by
Clark & Edwards.

Stench Bombers Busy
Portland—Local press declares in big

headlines "The Stinkers Are Still Busy"
in describing the activities of men who have
varied their program every other night by
placing several stench bombs in the Capitol.

This, in spite of the fact that double guards
have been placed in the theatre until a late

hour.

The Moreland, in the suburbs, in addi-
tion to being regularly picketed for the
past nine months, was again subjected to
odor bombs, with resultant loss of patronage.

RCA in New Coast Quarters
Hollywood—RCA Photophone has moved

into its new Coast headquarters at 7000
Santa Monica Blvd. The new building
houses the company's commercial, engineer-
ing, educational industrial, installation, ser-
vice and recording departments.
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Before the "Mike

In N. Y* Studios

n

SO THEY started work on "Stolen Heaven,"
Nancy Carroll's latest opus, at the Para-

mount New York studios and everybody is hap-

py. Phillips Holmes, who scored opposite Miss
Carroll in "Devil's Holiday," has again been

chosen to portray the role of her boy friend.

George Abbott is directing.

* * *

The title of the new Claudette Colbert ve-

hicle, scheduled to go into production about the

first of December, has been changed from
"Strictly Business" to "Sex in Business." The
finishing touches are nozv being made by Austin

Parker, author of the scenario, and Gertrude

Puree!!. Dorothy Arzner will direct.

* * *

Donald Ogden Stewart is now at work on

the script of "Her Past," which will feature

Tallulah Bankhead, who is due in New York
from London, where she is one of the outstand-

ing American luminaries. Miss Bankhead is the

daughter of Senator-elect Bankhead of Ala-
bama.

Phil Cohan, assistant musical director at the

Paramount Neiv York studios, is back from a

vacation in Canada where he donned the plus

fours for a wee bit o' golf, took in the scenery

and also the sal—beg pardon—the ice cream
parlors.

* * *

Preston Sturges, author of "Well of Ro-
mance" and "Strictly Dishonorable," has been

added to the writing staff at Paramount.
* * *

Did you know that May Slattery, who dou-
bles for Nancy Carroll and who looks like the

star, was discovered by Nancy herself in the

"Follies"?
* * *

John W. Green, of the Paramount music
department and composer of "Body and Soul,"

is appearing with Ethel Merman at the Central
Park Casino, his contract to run for five more
weeks.

* * *

A very clever satire on the eternal triangle,

"Squaring the Triangle," has been completed
at the Eastern Vitaphone studios under the di-

rection of Arthur Hurley. The story was writ-

ten by Burnet Hershey and includes in the cast

Mayo Methot, star of "The Torch Song," and
Donald Brian.

* * *

Alf Goulding, in directing "The Old Flame,"
found himself surrounded by Broadway's best

citizens. The cast was made up of Audrey Dale
of Gilbert Miller's "One, Two, Three," John
Marston of "Up Pops the Devil," Dennie
Moore of "The Torch Song" and the popular
juvenile, Geoffrey Bryant. Yes, sir, Stuart

Stewart knows his Broadway.
* * *

Billy Wayne and Thelma White have finish-

ed the second of their scries of newlyzced com-
edies at Warners' Brooklyn studio, this one en-

titled "The Love Nest."
* * *

Vitaphunnies : Roy Mack cashing in on his

selections as football prophet—Jay Rescher
chased by a cow while on location—Tommy
Darby batting for Phil (being sick) Quinn

—

Monty Shaft and his indoor polo—Sam Sax,
Stuart Stewart and Dick Willis keeping their

feet warm. They wear spats, you dope—Bill

Quinn celebrating second year at the Warner
sanctum—Your chronicler missing the lobster

feed last week at the studio restaurant.

PINCUS

It's a Fact; All

Women Are Bad,

Jeanette Avers

Chicago — Jeanette MacDonald headed
this week's delegation of transient Holly-
woodites who looked in on Chicago en route.

Miss MacDonald bore a bundle of volumes
that were heavier in content or theme than
in avoirdupois, and displayed them a little

proudly; even boasting she had read ex-
cerpts from all of them. Her remarks while
here were confined to business, such as the

completion of her recent picture, "Oh, for

a Man," and the impending start of her new
one. "All Women Are Bad."

Sure, it's true," she replied to a question.

"There's some bad in all women—or else

they're uninteresting."

Among others were Harold Lloyd, here
to watch "Feet First" in its opening days
at McYickers, after just having watched it

in its opening days in New York. There
was also Ruby Keeler Jolson, and sister,

Anna, and "Happy." a pekingese pup that

matched Ruby's coat. Ruby was en route to

New York to begin work in a musical show.
"Al is going to meet me in two weeks,"

she confided. "But I don't know whether
I can wait that long or not. It seems an
age since I saw him last already."

Brookline Prepares for
Its First Film House

Brookline, Mass.—Following the vote of
this town on a referendum ballot at the state

election, in favor of allowing picture the-
atres to locate within the town for the first

time, selectmen have announced that appli-

cants for permits will be given hearings at

a later date, possibly all on one date, when
the hearings will be open to the public.
Whatever concerns are granted permits

will be obliged to construct theatre build-
ings, for there are no theatres in the town
nor are there any halls or large buildings
which could be remodelled. It is probable
that severals permits will be granted, which
will mean a large amount of new construc-
tion for the town.

Brookline has a population of over 40,000
and is looked upon as particularly good ter-
ritory for theatres. It would not be sur-
prising if three or four permits were grant-
ed by the selectmen.

Warners and Publix are both anxious to
build in Brookline and Warners have gone
as far as to secure an option on a lot in
the Coolidge Corner district. Applications
have also been filed by William Stuart
Young and John F. Fleming, the former
for a Coolidge Corner location and the lat-

ter at Brookline village; Arthur H. Sawyer,
for one at 123-129 Harvard street, and John
D. Murphy for a theatre with no location
specified.

Buckley Has Indoor Course
Albany—The Clinton Square, leased by

C. H. Buckley for a period of years and
which has been closed during the summer,
opened last week with the most elaborate
miniature golf course in the city. Buckley
also has a similar course on the second floor
of his Harmanus Bleecker Hall.

High and Low

On Music Row

THE new regime under the management of

Jay Witmark promises a bright future

for Red Star Music Co. Already sales of hit

proportions on "Under the Spell of Your Kiss,"

written by M. K. Jerome and Joan Jasmyn, are

keeping the shipping clerks on their toes, while

two other new tunes, "To Make a Long Story

Short," by Byron Gay, and "I'll Never Love
Anyone but You," by the three Tobiases, are

favorites with the air maestros. Additions to

the professional department include Nat
Simons, Harry Jentes, Eddie Lambert and
Harrv Salsbury.

* * *

Art Schwartz, ace representative of M. Wit-
mark & Sons and Music Sales Corp., is in

town telling E. H. Morris how well the War-
ner songs have been selling in the west and
middle-west. And all the publishers are hop-
ing that "East is (like) West."

* * *

Did you know that Howard Phillips, former-
ly of Billy Rose's "Corned Beef and Cabbage,"
is soon to reappear on the main stem in the

guise of orchestra leader.
* * *

Hard times or no, here's one songwriter,
Clint R. Carpenter, writer of "Kentucky,"
published by Clarence Williams, who is not
worrying about a roof over his head. Car-
penter owns a large hotel in Bridgeport, Conn.

* * *

With two songs, "I Still Get a Thrill" and
"Good Evenin' ", enjoying stellar altitudes on
the list of "Creme Des Chansons" (whatever
that means), Davis, Coots & Engel have an-
other, "I Miss a Little Miss," by Fred Coots
and Benny Davis, which Frank Kelton, gen-
eral manager, insists is "great."

* * *

Popular Radio Hits Corp. has leased new
offices at 729 Seventh Ave., the new quarters
having been redecorated and remodeled so
that there will be four piano rooms and a
reception hall. The two main songs on the
catalogue are "Will You Be Hating Me To-
morrow for Loving You Tonight ", written
by Jean Herbert, Al Koppel and Irving Act-
man, and "Sailing on a Moonbeam," by Art
Carter, Ben Gordon and Nat Osborne.

* * *

Abner Silver, Inc., last week opened its

doors, and a new music publisher joined the
ranks on tin pan alley. Abner Silver, presi-
dent of the firm, writer of many hits, feels
that his opening catalogue, which consists of
"I'm Up on a Mountain," "Am I Your Once-
in-a- While?", "I'd Rather Have You" and
"I Hate Myself" will prove that he can also
pick 'em.

* * *

Santly Brothers made a mistake in "Give
Yourself a Pat on the Back," but in so doing
accidentally came across another English song,
"When the Organ Played at Twilight," which
more than makes up for it. This firm has just
published a new song, "You're the One I Care
For," written by Bert Lown, Harry Link and
Chauncey Grey.

* * *

This week is "Moonlight on the Colorado
Week" for Shapiro-Bernstein, a nationwide
plug on that song being the object. Most of
the biggest air plugs in the country have prom-
ised Jack Glogau their support.

* * *

Denton & Haskins believe that "Singing a
Love Song That Nobody Hears," their latest
fox trot, is destined to take the place of their
former smash hit, "Somebody Stole My Gal,"
which after all these years, is still in great
demand among orchestra leaders.

THE SONG SLEUTH
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Projectionists' Round Table

WHILE it is good practice to decide

upon the selection of a multiplier to

afford a very definite increase in operat-

ing range, it is not always possible to obtain

the exact resistance desired. This is par-

ticularly true if the required resistance in-

volves a quantity representing an odd fraction

of 1,000,000 or 100,000 or 10,000.

Thus.it might be necessary to use a resist-

ance of 225,000 ohms, which is an odd value
and the nearest approximation in the form of

a commercial unit is 250,000 ohms. Such a
unit is satisfactory and all that is necessary is

to determine the exact multiplying factor with
such a series multiplier. If the internal re-

sistance of the meter is 112,500 ohms, the use
of a 225,000 ohm multiplier will increase the

range of the instrument 3 times. The use of

a 250,000 ohm resistance instead of the 225,000
unit increases the range by

112,500 + 250,000
3.22 +

112,500

Using a D. C. Milliammeter as a D. C.
I 'oltmeter.—We have mentioned the use of a
current meter as a voltmeter. Such a system

01

FIC97A

is actually employed in high resistance volt-

meters, thereby gaining in sensitivity and en-

abling the use of the instrument at points where
the current consumption must be low. It is

quite common practice to employ a 0-1 D. C.

milliammeter with an internal resistance of

about 25 ohms as a high resistance voltmeter
by inserting suitable multipliers.

Imagine the meter MA in Figure 97A to be

the instrument mentioned above. The current
range is 1 milliampere and according to the
stated internal resistance, the drop across the

meter is .025 volt. Rm the internal resistance
= 25 ohms. To make the .025 volt drop,

which is full scale deflection, the equivalent of
250 volts, we must multiply the operating scale

by 10,000, or
E»

Rs = Rm X ( 1 ) = 25 X 9999 =
E,

249,975 ohms,

and the meter when used as in Figure 97B
with the series multiplier Rs is a voltmeter.

If we consider the total resistance of the
circuit, it becomes evident that the meter has
a resistance of 100O ohms-per-volt, since the
total current for full scale deflection is .001

ampere or 1 milliampere. It is customary
because of the low internal resistance of the
moving element to neglect the meter resistance
when improvising a voltmeter from a milliam-
meter and to consider- the meter as a device
which will indicate the flow of 1 milliampere
and to employ a series resistance of such value
that the product of the current and the series
resistance will equal the applied voltage or
E = I X Rs. In other words, the value of
the resistance Rs to provide the required 250
volt scale in the case cited would be 250,000
ohms or

By John F. Rider

E 250

I amp. .001

hence Ohm's law for resistance governs the

selection of the multiplier.

It is significant, however, to note that such
mode of operation introduces an error, due to

the neglect of the meter resistance. However,
this error is small at high voltage ranges but

becomes greater and greater as the operating
range is reduced and is greatest when the

range with the multiplier approaches the range
of the instrument without the multplier. For
example, neglecting the meter resistance of 25
ohms, and considering only its current indica-

tion of 1 milliampere, the instrument would
require a series resistance Rs of 1000 ohms to

indicate 1 volt. If such a resistance is used
with the meter cited, the actual multiplying

factor is

25 + 1000
= 41

25

and if the voltage drop across the meter is

.025 volt, the voltage required to give full scale

deflection would be 25 X 41 = 1.025 volt, which
means that an applied voltage of 1 volt would
not give full scale deflection. Instead the meter
would indicate approximately .96 milliampere.
Hence for voltage, in excess of 10 volts it is

possible to neglect the meter resistance and
the ordinary Ohm's law method of determining
the resistance is satisfactory, but for voltage
less than 10 volts, it is best to consider the

resistance of the meter.

Starting with a 1 milliampere meter and a
series resistance of 250,000 ohms, it is a rela-

tively simple matter to boost the voltage scale

to 500 volts without using any additional series

resistances. All that is necessary is to cut
the current through the meter into half of its

original value by using a shunt resistance of

25 ohms, or the voltage range is

E = Im + IsX Rs
where Im is the current through the meter.

Is is the current through the shunt resistance

R and Rs is the resistance of the series re-

sistor.

Such operation while satisfactory when the
current consumption is limited to 2 milliam-
peres, defeats the advantage of the use of a
low range milliammeter if the range is ex-
tended by means of additional or lower re-

sistance shunts. This system is shown in

Figure 97C. With the switch S open, the

range of the meter is 0-250 volts. With S
closed the range of the instrument is 0-500
volts. When the range is increased by shunt-
ing the meter, the series multiplier must carry
twice the original vale of current or the sum
of the current flowing in the two branches
of the parallel circuit.

Another method of boosting the voltage is

to arrange a number of series multipliers con-
trolled by means of a tap switch as shown
in connection with the voltmeter in Lesson
25.

A. C. Voltmeter and Multipliers.—The A. C.
meter of the moving iron type may be em-
ployed in connection with multipliers to meas-
ure voltages in excess of the range indicated
upon the scale. The method of determining
just what value of resistance is required is the
same as in the case of the D. C. instruments
and further discussion is not necessary. It

might be well, however, to mention that be-

cause of the lower internal resistance of the
moving iron type of meter, the current carry-

ing capacity of the series multipliers used
with moving iron types of instruments must
be many times that of the multipliers used
with the moving coil meters.

We hasten to qualify this statement because
some moving coil instruments, particularly of

the portable type have lower internal resist-

ance ratings than some panel type of moving
iron instruments. Generally, the preceding
statement is true.

For example a Weston instrument rated at

15 volts D. C.,and of the moving coil type is

rated at 62 ohms per volt, whereas a similar

A.C. instrument of the moving iron type is

rated at 14 ohms per volt. The former re-

quires about 16 milliamperes for full scale de-
flection whereas the latter requires about 71

milliamperes for full scale deflection. To mul-
tiply the operating range of the latter instru-

ment to 750 volts requires a series resistance of
10,290 ohms capable of passing 71 milliamperes

MA )—VMA\—

.

' F1G-97B

and rated at about 52 watts. In the event that

such a multiplier is located where free circu-

lation of air is not possible, the required wat-
tage rating is about 100 watts.

Capacity Multipliers for A. C. Voltmeters.—
In contrast to the direct current instrument,

the A.C. meter enables the replacement of a
high-powered large size fixed resistance with
a fixed capacity. In other words, the react-

ance of the condenser may be used to replace

the resistance of a resistor. Such a system
would appear as shown in Figure 98A where
V is the voltmeter and C is the condenser.
The electrical equivalent of such a circuit is

shown in Figure 98B, where Rm is the meter
resistance and Xc is the reactance of the con-
denser.

The combination of the voltmeter resistance

Rm and the capacity C connected across a
source of alternating emf to be measured con-
stitutes an impedance, which we shall assume
consists of the resistance Rm and the re-

actance Xc. We appreciate that the winding
within the voltmeter represents a certain value
of inductance and, therefore, possesses induc-
tive reactance, but the effect of this reactance
with respect to the total impedance is very
small, particularly at the commercial frequen-
cies of from 25 to 60 cycles. The impedance
of the combination shown is

where Rm is the resistance of the meter quoted
in the manufacturer's literature and Xc is the
reactance of the known capacity C, determin-
able by means of

Z zz VRJ + Xo 2

1,000,000
Xc=

6.28 X F* Cmfd
where F is the frequency of the voltage to be
measured.
Now, the selection of a certain value of C

in order to multiply the meter scale by a
definite amount is a matter of a fortunate

This is Lesson 26 in The Rider Series on Sound Projection
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guess, unless one wishes to go through a series

of calculations. Since the capacity reactance

variation is inverse to capacity, the lower the

required multiplier resistance, the higher must
he the value of the condenser and- vice-versa.

Therefore for a small increase of the meter

range, where a small value of series resistance

would be required it is more practical to em-
ploy a fixed resistance. However, where the

multiplication factor is appreciable, and the

required resistance is high it is quite advan-

tageous to employ a capacity.

With respect to the use of a high resistance

multiplier in connection with a low resistance

meter, we cannot overlook the fact that the

vectorial form of addition makes possible total

neglect of the meter resistance, when the

multiplier resistance is high and the meter
resitsance is low, because the impedance can be

said to very closely approximate the reactance

of the circuit, in this case the reactance of C.

It is therefore possible to guess at the re-

actance desired when the multiplication factor

is known.
Suppose that we consider a meter with a

range of 15 volts and a total resistance of

210 ohms. We desire to multiply this scale

to 375 volts. This means a multiplication

factor as far as the external resistance is con-

cerned of

375
( 1 ) =24

15

and 24X210 = 5040 ohms.
The approximate reactance required is 5040

ohms. The resistance of the meter will natur-

ally influence the total impedance but we can
arrive at an answer by approximating the
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C

reactance desired and then deciding upon a
capacity suitable for use. It should be borne
in mind that special values of capacity are not
always available, and it may be necessary to

use some value of capacity which is commonly
available and to extend the range of the meter
somewhat beyond that originally decided upon.
The reactance of a .5 mfd. condenser at 60

cycles is about 5300 ohms. This is sufficiently

close to allow us to use it in the impedance
formula. Hence the total impedance.

Z = ^/2\0
2 + S3W*

= 5305 ohms
This value is the equivalent of the meter re-

sistance plus the series multiplier as used in

the D.C. system and the multiplying factor of

the combination becomes
Z 5305
= = 25.2

Rm 210
In other words, if we use a voltmeter with a

range of 15 volts and an internal resistance

of 210 ohms in series with a .5 mfd condenser
across a source of alternating emf of 60 cycles,

the presence of the capacity multiplier in-

creases the range of the meter 25.2 times.

The accuracy of the calculated calibration

depends upon two things. First, accurate de-
termination of the internal resistance of the
meter. Second, upon the accurate determina-
tion of the capacity of the condenser. In fact,

it is even more important that the latter be
more accurate than the former because by
virtue of the relation between the two nu-
merical quantities, a 10 percent variation in

the latter displays a much greater influence

than a 10 percent variation in the former.
Of course, both should be accurately determ-
ined, if the system is to be of any use and the
readings reliable.

The selection of the condenser subsequent
to the determination of the value required is

based upon the voltage rating. It should with-
stand twice the voltage of the maximum range
of the meter with the multiplier in the circuit.

In other words if the range of the improved
high scale voltmeter is 500 volts, the capacity
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form of multiplier should withstand 1000 volts.

Another item of advantage is the use of non-
inductively wound condensers.

A. C. Current Meters and Shunts.—Shunts
for the extension of the current meter ranges
may be selected according to the methods out-

lined in connection with D.C. instruments but
their use is recommended only with the ordin-

ary panel type of moving iron instrument.

Special types of units are required for the more
elaborate meters and since they do not find

application in connection with sound projec-
tion a detailed resume is unnecessary at this

time.

Vacuum Tubes

The Emission of Electrons From Hot Bodies.
—As was stated at the beginning of this

course, during the discussion of the structure
of matter and electronic activity, certain metals
contain an abundant amount of free electrons.

At least, that is the assumption. These elec-

trons are in a state of agitation at all times,

but do not acquire sufficient velocity when the

metal is cold to leave the boundaries of the

substance. However, when heated, the velocity
of the free electrons is accelarated to an ex-
tent sufficient to cause the electron to leave
the heated substance. Such activity is known
as electronic emission.

There is another form of electronic emis-
sion, which does not involve the heating of an
element, it being sufficient to cast illumination
upon the element. Such is the photoelectric
cell. Let us start with the amplifying tube
and then progress into the photoelectric cell

and associated equipment.
The basis of all vacuum tubes irrespective of

their utility, whether of two, three, four or
a greater number of elements is the emission
of electrons from one of the elements within
the tube. In some instances, a secondary
emission is also employed. As to the electronic
emission from a solid which is acted upon by

FIG. 98A
heat, the rate of emission is dependent primar-

ily upon two factors ; First, the structure of

the element ; that is, its constituency and sec-

ond, the temperature or the degree of incan-

descence of the element. The first is a vari-

able closely allied with the second, because the

two combined to afford maximum emission at

minimum temperature thereby minimum vola-

tization, tend to greatly prolong the operating

life of the element. It is for these reasons

that certain metals are more prominently em-
ployed as sources of electrons.

Vacuum tubes which depend upon an in-

candescent element or electrode as the source

of electrons employ three combinations of

metals. These are in the manner of their

prominence, a platinum base coated with oxides,

such as barium, strontium and others ; a com-
bination of tungsten and thorium and tungsten
alone.

For quite a long time, the metal tungsten

was used as the electron emitter. Tungsten

nossesses the properties which made it quite

popular tor a time. First, it contains an
abundance of free electrons and is a prolific

emitter. Second, it may be heated to a very
high temperature. This second advantage was
also a disadvantage as far as ordinary com-
mercial practice was concerned. While it is

true that it may be heated to a high tempera-
ture, it is also necessary to heat the metal to

a high temperature in order that it be a free

emitter. To do so requires an appreciable

amount of current.

Another disadvantage is that since the tung-

sten itself is the emitter, and during its period

of operation, volatilizes, it gradually becomes
thinner and thinner, and changes in resistance.

After sufficient period of time, the filament

burns out. Naturally as the body of the fila-

ment grows less and less, the emission de-

creases. An idea of the characteristic of a

tungsten filament relative to its critical Tem-
perature for sufficient electronic emission may
be gleaned from the curve shown in Figure
99, which is self explanatory. The values of

the emission current may be classed as arbi-

trary, hut it should be understood that the

usual normal temperature is at about 2400°

Absolute.

After a period of time, the metal thorium
was combined with tungsten to comprise a new
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filament known as the "thoriated tungsten"

filament. The purpose of the combination was
to obviate the need of a very high operating

temperature, since the actual emitter wae the

thorium rather than the tungsten.

During the time that the tungsten and the

thoriated tungsten filaments were in general use

in the commercial fields, another type of fila-

ment was being employed by Western Electric.

This filament consists of a base made of

platinum upon which has been located a num-
ber of coatings of oxides, such as barium and

strontium. These oxides are placed upon the

filament as individual layers, each layer being

baked at a temperature of approximately

1000 degrees C.

The salient features of this combination are

numerous. First, because of the prolific emis-

sion of electrons by the oxides named, the fila-

ments are good emitters. Second, this emis-

sion is possible at a comparatively low tem-
perature, hence the current consumption of the

filament is comparatively low and it is not

necessary to heat the base to a very high tem-
perature. Third, is the advantage that the

function of the base is merely to heat the

oxide coating.

During operation the coating burns off and
the end of the operating life is reached after

the oxide has been completely exhausted. Since

the platinum base serves merely as a heater it

remains intact after all of the oxides have
been burned off. Furthermore, the tube may
be operated at a constant potential or at a
constant current since the volatilization of the

base is negligible.

As to the effect of the presence of the bari-

um, it has been found that the emission is

greatly increased. With a constant tempera-

ture, the electronic emission from a platinum
filament coated with barium is 100,000,000

times as much as the emission from a clean

platinum surface operated at the same tempera-
ture without the barium coating. At the same
time it might be well to mention for several

reasons other than those which are stated at

this time, that operation of the coated filament

at temperatures in excess of that determined by
the rated current and voltage results in very
rapid demise of the tube filament. Not that

the filament will "burn out" but that the oxide

is exhausted with unnecessary rapidity and the

tube life greatly shortened. This comment re-

lating to the coated filament may be said to be
applicable to all of the tubes now employed in

sound equipment, at least to those tubes which
are normally operated at a "cherry red" tem-
perature, a characteristic of coated filaments.
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Chicago's Mayor
Vetoes "Flip-Up"

Seat Ordinance

Chicago—The theatre seat ordinance

which was passed by the city council here

last August before local exhibitors even
knew of it? existence war. vetoed by Mayor
Thompson. In commenting on his veto the

mayor said the ordinance, if passed, would
be vigorously contested and that, inasmuch

as its constitutionality was doubtful, it

would probably be thrown out eventually at

the cost to the taxpayers of considerable liti-

gation. The mayor's attitude makes it

reasonable to suppose that no further at-

tempt to gain enactment of the ordinance

will be made by its proponents.

The theatre seat ordinance provided that

all theatres be compelled either to install the

"flip-up" type of seat or widen distances

between seats to a minimum of fourteen

inches. The ordinance was introduced in

council and passed without the knowledge
of local exhibitors who, consequently, had

no opportunity to appear and give their side

of the question.

Pals Roll Log
For Chi Author

Chicago—M-G-M's "Remote Control" ran

into a lot of unlooked-for publicity when it

opened at the Oriental this week, thus mak-
ing the jobs of Balaban & Katz publicity

men that much easier.

A co-author of the play is Al Fuller, for-

mer Chicago newspaperman, still in his

twenties, and still on the scene here. His
old buddies on the various city desks were
glad to do him the favor when "Remote
Control" came to town. Fuller covered the

Chicago hotels assignment for the City

News Bureau for three years ; then became
publicity man for the new Palmer House.
It was in the broadcasting room of KYW,
located in the Palmer House, that Fuller

conceived and developed the idea for his

modern play, which had a turn on the stage

before being adapted for the picture.

Fuller still guides the Palmer House name
into print here. The publicity his associa-

tions gained the picture included, in addi-

tion to several elaborate reviews, frequent

mention of his part in its authorship on the

various movie pages and an occasional

photograph of the author on the picture

pages.

Wabash Ave.—South

CHICAGO.

THREE new trunk lines have been added
to Midwest Theatres' switchboard to han-

dle the increased business inherited since Cos-

ton Booking Circuit dropped all subscribers

and became exclusively Warner's Qiicago
theatre department. The booking is now done
solely for the Warner theatres in this district

and Coston's own theatres. Midwest has also

added a couple of women to its office force

to handle the Christmas rush.

* * *

C. C. Randolph, well known Chi exhibitor

and the owner of the Family Theatre property

(Gary), is now operating that house.

* * *

Phil Reisman here for a visit during the

week. Will also look in on other western
Universal exchanges before returning to New
York.

* * *

Charles Filkins back in town after resign-

ing a Pathe sales post at Des Moines.
* * *

Ralph White, Warner exchange detail man,
may get a Des Moines post as a result of the

recent consolidation of Warner and First Na-
tional distributing forces.

M. Van Praag back to the Democratic city

on the Hudson after a week here and a few
days in Kansas City.

* * *

Ben Edelman has been succeeded by Roy
Xelson as country salesman for Pathe out of

John Clark's office.

* * *

Mrs. Anna Ward, an exhibitor at Lockport,

111., for many years, was stricken with heart

disease at the funeral of a sister early this

week and died a few hours later.

* * *

W. H. Fields is the new president of Mid-
west Film, large commercial laboratory.

* * *

Ad-Vance Trailer will have prominent
ground floor space facing on Ninth Street, in

the Ninth and Wabash Bldg. (northeast cor-

ner).
* * *

Joe (Theatre Broker) Sandman will re-open
the Apollo, North and Crawford.

* * *

Joe Fieldman, Universal country salesman
here, lias been transferred to Des Moines to

make room for Tommy Greenwood, who re-

places.
* * *

Tiffany exchange's lease on a new 13th
Street address will be signed this week.

* * *

Educational's deal for production of musical

(Continued on next page)

1 Marx Out, So

Patrons Demand
Rebate of 25%

Chicago—For the first time in their pro-
fessional history the Marx Brothers were
billed as "Three" instead of "Four" at the
Palace Theatre here this week.
Arriving in town Friday to start their

week's engagement the following day,
Groucho was suddenly taken ill and rushed
to the Michael Reese hospital for an appen-
dicitis operation. The operation was per-
formed immediately and Groucho was re-

ported well on the road to recovery by Mon-
day morning. Meanwhile, Harpo, Chico and
Zeppo saw to it that the show went on, but
a few disgruntled Palace patrons thought
they scented a publicity stunt in Groucho's
opening-day attack and tried to collect a
25 per cent rebate. Just tried.

"It wasn't an appendix they removed
after all," Groucho wired Ashton Stevens
from the hospital. "It was an Austin."

Groucho, however, was still in Michael
Reese hospital when the brothers' week at

the Palace was over. His lines and stunts

were taken over by Zeppo, who gave such a

perfect impersonation of his brother that

intimate friends of the two who witnessed
it were confused. Zeppo, it is said, can sub-
stitute equally well for Harpo and Chico,
too, but none of the others can take Zeppo's
place. He's the "good-looking" one.

Theatres' $2,850

To Needy Crooks
Chicago—This town's expert members of

the Rod and Blackjack Club on their regu-
lar Sunday night pilgrimmage knocked over
two theatres for a total take of $2,850.
Warner's newdy acquired Hoosier at Whit-
ing surrendered $2,500, while the Paulina
gave up $350.

At the Warner theatre, Michael Evan,
the manager, after being forced to open the
safe, suffered the indignity of having his

overcoat tied about his head by the bandits,

who escaped in an automobile. Evan's
bride of one day was inside the theatre
viewing the performance when the robbery
took place. Apprised of what had hap-
pened, she collapsed.

At the Paulina, seven patrons were held
at bay by one robber while a second re-

lieved Bernice Snow, cashier, of $350.
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George and Karl

Give Free Show
Chicago

—
"Ain't they the (.kindest cut-

ups !"

Such was Chicago's opinion of the {un-

loving George K. Arthur and Karl Dane,

when the team of screen buddies arrived

here and immediately set to work entertain-

ing a handful of listless Sunday morning

transients at the Dearborn St. station. The

boys just couldn't resist cutting a few capers

after their 68 hours of enforced lassitude en

route from the Coast.

After a few days in Chicago the buddies

will journey onward to Grand Rapids, where

they are to begin a vaudeville tour.

Swank Is Sunk
Chicago—Machat's Punch & Judy house

of swank, which opened here in September

with a $2.50 top admission and all seats re-

served, dropped into the bourgeois class this

week when its third price cut in two months

brought the tariff to four bits for matinees

and six for evenings. House also opened

as a two-a-day but is now on grind from

1 to 11, and no reserved seats. Machat gave

away coffee and cigarettes, but Chicagoans

who pay more than a buck for a movie ex-

pect wrist watches and tiaras. Hence the

price cuts.

Bill's Race Track
Chicago—Bill Brumberg has installed a

race horse chart in his office to indicate the

progress of that bunch of personality sales-

men of his from day to day. Every Monday
shows the boys at the post with Contract

up. The finish is scheduled for Saturday,

but this week three of the boys got to the

stretch by Wednesday and wanted two days

off to go duck hunting. Frank Young threw

his jockey, jumped a barrier and took a

short cut diagonally across the field after

closing a contract with a booking circuit.

Elect Meltzer, Mindlin
Chicago—Sol Meltzer and Fred Mindlin

were elected to vacancies in the Illinois In-

dependents Buying circuit this week. Melt-

zer succeeds Robert Gumbiner as treasurer

of the organization, and Mindlin replaces

George Burdick as secretary. Both Gum-
biner and Burdick resigned recently to ac-

cept assignments outside Chicago.

Tensen With N. S. S.

Chicago—H. E. Tensen, formerly in a

technical capacity at the Warner Holly-

wood studios, has been placed in charge of

the special service department of National

Screen Service here. Lee Verschuur, for-

merly in charge of the department, is vaca-

tioning in North Dakota prior to assuming

a position outside the film industry.

No Triangle
Chicago—Chicago's favorite Austin

story is the one about the very young,

husband who, returning from work
one evening, found the little woman-
knitting tiny garments.
"Why, dear," he exclaimed joyfully,

"vou never told me."
"Don't be silly," she iced him. "It's

a radiator cover for the new Austin."

Wabash Ave.—South

( Continued from preceding page)

shorts in conjunction with the Chicago Civic

Opera is slated to be closed in New York this

week. Deal involves 24 two-reelers to be made
in Insult's opry house on the river.

* * *

Harry Neil back at Warners' exchange as a

sales manager following the readjustments

after the F. N. distributing merger.
* * *

Bob Gumbiner resigned as treasurer of the

independents' buying circuit to become manager

of Gumbiner's new Los Angeles Theatre, at Los

Angeles. Charlie Chaplin's "City Lights" will

have its world premiere at the house New
Year's Eve.

* * *

When George Scott, manager of the Ritz at

Muskogee, Okla., announced his freak "dawn

preview" for 5 :30 in the morning, Irving Mack
kidded him by mail and predicted a financial

flop. Scott wrote Mack this week that the sun-

rise performance was a wow, and the gross

equalled that of his best Saturday night takes.

* * *

Harry Graham is managing at Universale

St. Louis office.
* * *

Essaness Lakeside dark for the past week

with plans for reopening still indefinite.

* * *

Ambassador reopened recently with Harry

C. Miller managing.
* * *

Charles Rosenzweig, RKO sales manager,

here for conferences with Bill Brumberg. It

seems RKO can't supply prints fast enough to

keep pace with the orders Bill's new sales force

is turning in.
* * *

The Banner, formerly owned by Charlie Go-

lin, has been taken over by Abe Ostrovsky,

owner of the White Palace and California the-

atres.
* * *

Golin, meanwhile, bought Gumbiner's De
Luxe.

* * *

Theatre acoustics cases continued again until

November 26. They've had as many continu-

ances as a hoodlum charged with killing a cop.

* * *

Publix local theatre departments may be

moved into the new Paramount exchange on

Michigan avenue in the near future. Home of-

fice wants the consolidation, but it looks as

though another floor would have to be added

to accommodate. The third floor, only one

vacant, won't hold them all comfortably.

* * *

Bennie Benjamin, formerly RKO exchange

manager here, is now Central States division

manager for Columbia with headquarters at

Kansas City. His territory includes Des Moines

and Omaha in addition to K. C.

* * *

"Hell's Angels" finally opened here. It took

as long for Chicago to get it as it did for How-
ard Hughes to make it. This means Chicago is

playing day and date with Hencoop Crossing,

Indiana.
* * *

Essaness opened the Vogue < formerly the

Chateau) this week. Every time Essaness closes

one it opens another. Noticed it?

* * *

Now the department stores are affording the-

atres competition. Opening of their toylands is

bringing bigger talent to the bargain counters

than it is to Loop stages. Paul Whiteman and

hand headed an all-star eight-act bill at The

Fair all day Saturday.
* * *

Aaron Saperstein knocked out for a couple

days with one of those colds recently. This

B. & K. P. A. Gets

Front Page O. K.
Chicago—Some smart publicity work by

B. & K. netted the organization Page One
space in local dailies with a story on ground
breaking for a new theatre. The stunt was
pulled by making the construction work look

as though it were being attempted merely to

provide employment in sore times. The
philanthropic angle landed plenty of extra

space with mention for a half-dozen B. & K.
officials thrown in. Ordinarily it would have
rated a paragraph in the Real Estate sec-

tions. Morning papers, however, ignored
the yarn entirely, the break coming from
the P. M. sheets only.

The Paramount (tentative) Theatre in

Englewood, plans for which have been un-

der way since early last summer, was the

basis of the ground-breaking yarn.

Double Features

Boost Trailers
Chicago—The unprecedented number of

houses double-featuring here has brought
joy to at least one branch of the industry

—

the trailer houses. One company alone

—

Filmack—reports that orders for thirty

trailers announcing impending double fea-

ture attractions at various houses were re-

ceived during the Dast week.
Opposed to this are the continuing com-

plaints from exchanges over the short prices

obtained from double- featuring theatres, and
from short subject distributors who point

out that the practice is cutting into their

business with increasing severity and seri-

ousness.

Local Fox houses are the most recent to

capitulate and start running two.

department can sympathize with him, along
with plenty of others who had the same thing
or something just as bad.

* * *

Max Berling, prop of the Madlin and Ash-
land, will open the Parkside November 28, or

thereabouts.
* * *

Madelon Anderson, new city cashier at Na-
tional Screen, asks us to correct our recent

paragraph referring to her as Madeline Sulli-

van. "Not that I object to the nationality," she

says, "but I've got nothing against my hus-

band's name." Oke.
* * *

B. & K. gave away fifty teams of ducats for

the United Artists Theatre for prize-winning

letters on "how to pick a bride." Stunt was a

plug for "Lottery Bride" while it was playing

the house. $100 in cash prizes were added as a

further inducement. Evening American co-

operated.
KANE

Presidential Timber
Chicago—Walter Huston, while here,

told Clark Rodenbach of the Chicago
Daily Xews how he happened to get

the Abraham Lincoln role.

Griffith, it seems, asked George M.
Cohan if Huston could play Lincoln.

"Hell, yes," replied George. "He could

play James A. Garfield."
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Push Group
Singing Is

Wesco Tip

Community singing should be encouraged
at all children's performances to build good-
will for neighborhood theatres, is the advice

of Ryllis Hemington, West Coast Theatres'

public relations director, who herewith con-

tinues the series "Suggested Programs for

Junior Matinees," which appears regularly

in Motion Picture News.
Suggested programs for Saturday, De-

cember 6.

Sat., Dec. 6

—

Suggestion No. 1
THE "MONROE DOCTRINE" WAS ENUNCIAT-
ED IN A MESSAGE TO CONGRESS, Dec. 2, 1823:

"We would consider any attempt on their

(foreign nations) part to extend their system
to any portion of this hemisphere as dangerous
to our peace and safety."

(a) Guests of honor :

1. Officers of Colonial Dames.
2. Daughters of the American Revo-

lution.

3. Daughters of 1812.

(b) Singing of patriotic songs.

(c) Civic leader—local judge—to explain

the Monroe Doctrine and interna-

tional courtesy.

(d) Display of American flags, including

naval flags.

(e) Library to arrange display of adven-
ture books relating to this period.

ft) Doorman in Revolutionarv costume.
FEATURES:

1. "America," United Artists, 11 rls.

2. "Janice Meredith," M.G.M., 7 rls.

3. "Lights of Old Broadway" (M.
Davies), M.G.M., 7 rls.

4. "Little Old New York" (M.
Davies), M.G.M., 7 rls.

5. "As No Man Has Loved" (story

of "A Man Without a Country").
* * *

Sat., Dec. 6—Suggestion No. 2
GEORGE ARMSTRONG CUSTER, DEC. 5, 1839-

1876-

Cavalry officer and Indian fighter.

(a) Guests of honor:
1. Daughters of 1812.

2. Daughters of the American Revo-
lution.

3. Army officers.

4. Officers of Indian Woman's Club.

5. If possible, Indians from reser-

vation.

(b) Display of firearms used during this

period—if possible, arrange for side-

walk display of artillery or guns used
in this raid.

(c) History teacher or librarian to briefly

relate experiences in the life of Gen.
Custer, especially the story of Cus-
ter's last fight.

(d) Use map to illustrate the territory

covered by Custer's raid.

(e) Cooperate with local book store for

window display of stories of Indian

life and warfare. (Card announcing
the Junior Matinee celebration.)

(f) Arrange for window display in local

store of Indian war relics, bead
work, head-dress, etc. (Card an-
nouncing Junior Matinee celebration.)

(g) Attendance prize : bow and arrow or

small book of Indian stories.
FEATURES:

1. "Red Raiders" (Ken Maynard)
First Natl.. 7 rls.

2. "Ranson's Folly" (Western army
post) First Natl., 7 rls.

3. "Savages" (Indian life), Talking
Picture Epic, 5 rls.

Released in Southern California

by Ray Olmstead, 1906 S. Ver-

mont Ave., Los Angeles.
4. "It's the Old Armv Game''

(Fields) Para., 7 rls.

5. "Kit Carson" (Fred Thomson)
Para., 8 rls.

6. "North of '36" Paramount, 8 rls.

7. "Pony Express" Para., 10 rls.

8. "Red Skin" (Richard Dix) Para-
mount, 8 rls.

9. "Vanishing American" (Indian

life) Para., 8 rls.

10. "Braveheart" (Indian - college)

Pathe, 8 rls.

11. "Overland Telegraph" (Indian)
M.G.M., 5 rls.

12. "Spoilers of the West" (Indians)
M.G.M., 6 rls.

13. "War Paint" (Indian history)

M.G.M., 5 rls.

14. "Wyoming" (Indian) M.G.M., S

rls.

15. "His First Command" (Wm.
Boyd—Army romance) Pathe, 6

rls.

SHORTS:
1. "Old Paint" (Cowboy melodies)

Pathe Review No. 33, 1929.

2. "Gats and Guns" (Firearms)
Pathe Review No. 5, 1930.

3. "Little Indian Weaver" Pathe, 2
rls.

4. "Indian" (songs and dances)
Pathe Review No. 9, 1930.

5. "Little Covered Wagon" Tiffanv,

2 rls.

6. "Moonbride's Wedding" (U. S.

Indian Band) Para., 1 rl.

* * *

Sat., Dec. 6—Suggestion No. 3

SAINT NICHOLAS, PATRON SAINT OF
CHILDREN:

Saint Nicholas Day and not Christmas is

the children's festival in Holland, Belgium and
parts of Germany, serving as a preliminary to

Christmas. Many of the customs that we asso-
ciate with Christmas are observed at this time.

"We have our holiday, Christmas, on the 5th

and 6th of December," said an immigrant from
Holland, on being interviewed, "because the
25th is the birthday of Christ and it is a holy
day ; then we go to church and we hear the

story of Christ, and we come back to our
houses and have chocolate and little cakes. But
on the 5th and 6th we have awfully good times.

Saint Nicholas comes and fills our shoes after

he has taken out the grain which we put there
for his reindeer."—Outlook.

Saint Nicholas is also the patron saint of

Russia, of sailors, travelers, and merchants ; he
is especially the saint of school boys.

(a) Guests of honor

:

1. Foreign Consuls.
2. Foreign children in neighborhood.

(b) Story teller from the library or school

to tell the significance of Saint
Nicholas Day in Holland and
Russia.

(c) Playground director, local dancing
teacher or music school teacher to

present children, in Holland and
Russian costume, in song and dance
numbers.

(d) Cooperate with Holland bakery and
wholesale chocolate manufacturers
to serve tiny cakes and chocolate

in foyer at close of matinee. Serv-
ers in Holland costume.

(e) If possible, have some one represent

Saint Nicholas in costume. ^(Do
not confuse with American Santa
Clause costume.)

FEATURES:
1. "Wizard of Oz" (Fairy tale) All

Star, 7 rls.

2. "Boy of Flanders" (J. Coogan)
M.G.M., 8 rls.

3. "Christina" (J. Gaynor) Fox, 10

rls.

4. "A Kiss for Cinderella" (Fairv
tale) Para., 10 rls.

5. "Red Mill" (M. Davies) M.G.M.,
7 rls.

6. "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves"
(tale from the Arabian Nights)
Fox, 5 rls.

Snappy Shows
Lined Up for

Kid Matinees

1. "Little Dutch Tulip Girl" Pathe,
2 rls.

2. "Doll Shop" (revue) Warner.
3. "Santa's Toy Shop" Pathe Special

Review, 1 rl.

4. "Dance of the Paper Dolls"
(Vitaphone Kiddies) Warner, 1 rl.

5. "Holiday in Storyland," Warner.
6. "Holland" Warner, 1 rl.

7. "Sylvan Joy" 1929 Pathe Review
No. 13.

8. "Wedding of Jack and Jill," War-
ner.

9. "Dutch," 1929 Pathe Review No
17.

10. "Songs of the Steppes" (Russian
folk songs), 1930 Pathe Review
No. 1.

11. "Cossack," 1930 Pathe Review
No. 4.

12. "Clock Shop" (musical fantasy)
M.G.M., 2 rls.

13. "Dresden Dolls" Para., 1 rl.

14. "Enchanted Forest" Tiffany, 1 rl.

15. "Forget Me Not" Fox, 3 rl.,

talkie.

16. "Midnight in a Toy Shop" (Silly

Symphony) Col.

17. "Merry Dwarfs" (Silly Sym-
phonv) Col.

18. "In Dutch" (Photocolor) Col.

19. "Christmas Cheer" (comedy)
Universal, 2 rls.

20. "Old Bill's Christmas" R.K.O.,
2 rls.

21. "Booklovers" (musical fantasy)

Para., 1 rl.

22. "Toys" (musical novelty) Para.,

1 rl.

23. "Boyhood Days," Para., 2 rls.

* * *

Sat., Dec. 6—Suggestion No. 4
JOSEPH CONRAD, Birthday, Dec. 6, 18S7-1924:

English novelist, born in Poland. He followed
the sea for many years, this experience becom-
ing the basis for his marvelous tales of the sea.

(a) Guests of honor:

1. Polish family.

2. Representatives from Writers
Club.

(b) English teacher or librarian to tell the
story of Joseph Conrad's life and his

writings.

(c) Arrange with the librarian for a table

of Joseph Conrad's books and other
sea tales.

(d) Display flags of America, England
and Poland.

(e) Door prize: small book of sea stories

or miniature ship.

(f) If possible, display in foyer of minia-
ture sea craft.

(g) Cooperate with local book store for

window display of Joseph Conrad's
books and other sea stories.

(h) Singing of songs of the sea, such as,

"Over the Bounding Main."
(i) Dancing teacher to present children in

a medley of songs such as "Wynkin,
Blynkin and Nod," "The Moon Boat"
and others, from Elinor Gaynor.

FEATURES:
1. "Captain January" (Lighthouse)

Baby Peggy, All Star, 6 rls.

2. "With Gen. Custer at Little Big
Horn" Cooperative, 6 rls.

3. "Clothes Make the Pirate" First
Natl., 8 rls.

4. "Sea Hawk" First Natl., 7 rls.

5. "Little Robinson Crusoe"
(Coogan) M.G.M., 6 rls.

(Continued on n^xt page)
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Push Group
Singing Is

Wesco Tip

( Continued from preceeding foge)

6. "Buttons" (J. Coogan) M.G.M.,
6 rls.

7. "Cappy Ricks" (sea drama) Para.,

8 rls.

8. "Eagle of the Sea" (R. Cortez)
Para., 8 rls.

9. "Old Ironsides" Para., 8 rls.

10. "Fighting Eagle" (sea drama)
Pathe, 9 rls.

11. "Breed of the Sea" (adventure)
R.K.O., 7 rls.

12. "All at Sea" (Dane-Arthur)
M.G.M., 6 rls.

13. "Mysterious Island" (submarine
fantasy) M.G.M., 9 rls.

14. "Captain Blood" (adventure)
Warner, 8 rls.

15. "Lighthouse by the Sea" (Sea
drama—Rin Tin Tin) Warner,
7 rls.

16. "Yankee Clipper" (Wm. Boyd)
Pathe.

17. "Black Pirate" (D. Fairbanks)
United Artists, 11 rls.

SHORTS:
1. "Voyageur" 1929 Pathe Review

No. 2.

2. "Ship Ahoy" Aesop Fable. Pathe,

1 rl.

3. "Voice of the Sea" (Song sketch)
Pathe, 1 rl.

4. "Blow the Man Down" (Song of

the Seven Seas) 1930 Pathe Re-
view No. 3.

5. "Sailor Take Care" 1930 Pathe
Review No. 26.

6. "Sailing, Sailing" Ko Ko song
cartoon, All Star, 1 rl.

7. "Frolicking Fish" (Silly Sym-
phony) Col., 1 rl.

8. "Haunted Ship" (Fable), Pathe,
1 rl.

9. "Salt Water Ballads" (Bruce
Scenic) Para., 1 rl.

10. "Dancing Gob" Para., 2 rls.

11. "Pirates" (musical comedy)
M.G.M., 2 rls.

12. "Pounds of the Sea" (cartoon)
Pathe, 1 rl.

Sat., Dec. 6—Suggestion No. 5
ELI WHITNEY, Birthday, Dec. 8, 1765-182S:

Inventor of the cotton gin.

(a) Guests of honor:
1. Representatives of cotton textile

factories.

2. Cotton brokers.
(b) Representative of Chamber of Com-

merce to explain the cotton gin and
its importance to the cotton industry
—the by-products of raw cotton, for
example, cotton cloth, thread, oil

meal, silage. (Use Chamber of Com-
merce display.)

(c) Geography teacher to illustrate with
map the territory producing cotipn.

(d) Dancing teacher to present children in

a pickaninny cotton picking dance
or tableau.

(e) Cooperate with primary teachers of

the public schools for sand table il-

lustrating growing and picking of
cotton.

(f) Attendance prize: Small book of story
of cotton gin or balls of cotton twine.

FEATURES:
1. "Dixie Merchant" Fox, 5 rls.

2. "Happy Davs" (Minstrel) Fox,
8 rls.

3. "Hearts in Dixie" Fox, 7 rls.

4. "Uncle Tom's Cabin" Univ., 12

rls.

Mr. Comerford, P-l-e-a-s-e

Philadelphia — Con McCole, profes-
sional story teller, wowed them to a
fare-ye-well at the big dinner which
climaxed the M.P.T.O. convention here.
He told, as one of a long string of

knockout yarns, this tale about Mike
Comerford, venerable, respected pio-
neer among exhibitors.
In the Pennsylvania coal fields, an

Irish woman needed help. Mayor
Darby of Scranton saw to it that two
tons of coal were delivered to the
house and Comerford two blankets.
The next day McCole visited and
asked how she was getting along:

"Fine," she replied. "It's a good old
world after all. Mayor Darby keeps
me warm during the day and Mr.
Comerford at night."
And the assemblage was panicked.

Including Comerford.

5. "Hottentot" (E. E. Horton)
Warner, 8 rls.

6. "Halleluiah" M.G.M., 12 rls.

1. "Dixie Days" (Aesop fable)

Pathe, 1 rl.

2. "Deep South" (song sketch)
Pathe, 1 rl.

3. "Big River" (Old Man Missis-
sippi) 1929 Pathe Review No. 18.

4. "Dixie (Ko Ko song cartoon)
All Star, 1 rl.

5. "Swanee River" (Ko Ko song
cartoon) All Star, 1 rl.

6. "Old Black Joe" (Ko Ko song
cartoon) All Star, 1 rl.

7. "Kentucky Jubilee Singers" Fox
Mov.

8. "Old Black Joe" Para., 1 rl.

9. "Plantation" Tiffany, 2 rls.

Serials Staging Big
Comeback in Canada

Toronto—Serials are performing a come-
back in Canadian theatres and, in talking
form, are being readily absorbed by both
adult and juvenile audiences. Thirty thea-

tres in Ontario have already booked "The
Lone Defender," featuring Rin-Tin-Tin,
while Universal's "The Indians Are Com-
ing" is arousing wide attention. "Tarzan,
the Tiger" has also been given a cordial

welcome in various towns.

City Buys Theatre
Toronto—The board of control has au-

thorized the purchase by the city of the
Princess for $391,600 for a street extension

project. The Princess, a legitimate house,
was to have been wired when the city made
the offer.

New Governor of

Kansas Favoring

Tax on Theatres?

Topeka, Kan.—Harry Woodring is the
new governor of Kansas and what his elec-

tion means to the picture industry as yet
cannot be determined. Woodring, elected on
the Democratic ticket, defeated his Repub-
lica opponent by 319 votes. It was known
that Frank Haucke, the Republican nomi-
nee, was friendly to the business, having in-

directly expressed himself as being opposed
to blue laws and amusement taxes.

Governor - elect Woodring undoubtedly
will push his theories regarding the tax sit-

uation, having declared that "the problem
can be solved only by co-operation on the
part of the governor and the legislature in

finding the way to take some of the burden
from the farms and homes." That means,
according to some, that theatres may be
called upon to carry some of that burden.
His attitude toward Sunday shows, long a
subject of controversy in Kansas, is not
known. Censorship, rigidly enforced under
the present governor, Clyde Reed, probably
will remain unchanged, although the present
censor board was appointed under a Repub-
lican administration.

Holt and Kelsey Team
Hollywood—Jack Holt and Fred Kelsey

will play tha leading role in "The Subway
Express" for Columbia.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Ticket Machines

WILL PAY CASH for used Ticket Machines. Auto-
matic "GOLD SEAL" or SIMPLEX MODELS
PREFERRED. Forward information giving size of
machine, serial number, motor current and condition
MIDWEST TICKET & SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc.,
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

For Sale

3,000 UPHOLSTERED OPERA CHAIRS from Cen-
tury Theatre, New York City. Sell any amount at
sacrifice prices. Box No. 692, Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.

fcfc

NOW AVAILABLE FOR STATE RIGHTS

The Birth of a Nation
Synchronized with music and sound effects.

The Greatest Box Office Feature of all time.

For your territory

WRITE — WIRE — PHONE

11

East of the Mississippi

A. Griffith-Grey

729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.

BRYant 6782— 1393

West of the Mississippi

Triangle Film Corp.

7046 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.
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Theatre Construction
NORTON, KAN.—Work has started on the

theatre to be built here by Mrs. Bernice

Rabourn and Harold Bennie of Almena. B. H.
Byrnes of Salina will design the house, which

will be of Spanish type.

Atlantic City—The City Square here is being

rebuilt and its name changed to the Roxy. W.
H. Lee designed the new house and M. B.

Markland & Co. is general contractor. The
house will be operated by the Strand chain,

local units of which are the Strand, Capitol,

Ventnor, Liberty and Aldine, under direction

of P. Mortimer Lewis. The theatre will be

designed along French modernistic lines and
will seat more than 1,000.

Nelson, O.—The Majestic is being remodeled
and its seating capacity enlarged by 100. B. M.
Coakley is architect.

Salamanca, N. Y.—Some time next year,

Schine Enterprises of Gloversville plan to erect

a theatre here. The proposed house will seat

1,278 with a stage to accommodate roadshows.
Plans call for a seating capacity of 1,03S, all

on the main floor. Victor A. Rigaumount is

architect.

Middletown, O.—The Gordon and Sorg have
reopened after being closed most of the sum-
mer. The Gordon will have two performances
a day. The Sorg will have three matinee and
three evening performances a week.

Olivia, Minn.—The New State here, operated

by Ed Buckley, has been completely redecorated

in semi-atmospheric and semi-Spanish.

Nebraska City, Neb.—The Empress is to be
razed and a new theatre erected. P joth Amuse-
ment Co. is sponsoring this theatre, which will

seat 650.

Kinston, N. C.—The Paramount now occupies

the site of the Grand, which burned last win-
ter. Waitman T. Hines and Mrs. Oscar Greene

BUSINESS MEN stay at the

>%mm yokkbk
Ifc The New Yorker has 2500

rooms, every one with radio,

tub and shower bath, Servidor

and circulating ice water. There

are four popular-priced restau-

rants, including Coffee Shop.

Rates from $3.50 a day. &5%
of the rooms are $5, or less.

Manhattan's Largest and Tallest Hotel

34th Street at 8th Avenue, New York City

RALPH HITZ • Managing Director

are owners and the house is under lease to

A. B. Huff.

Dallas—Griffith Amusement Co. will erect a
theatre here.

Binghamton, N. Y.—The Riviera has re-

opened here with a seating capacity of about
2,000.

Centralia, Wash.—Fox's new theatre, erected

at a cost of $200,000, has been opened and is

being managed by R. E. Charles.

Cottonwood, Ida.—The rebuilt Orpheum has
been opened and is being operated by Al Wag-
ner.

Conneaut, O.—Ward Johnson and M. A.
Shea are operating the LaGrande, which re-

opened recently.

Multnomah, Ore.—Under management of M.
Gould the Capitol has been opened.

Providence—The New Bijoju, operated by
Associated Theatres, has been reopened.

Athol, Mass.—The Publix York has been
opened here. The architect was William G.
Upham and the contractor Taylor-Wheeler
Corp.

Ogdensburg, N. Y.—The new modernistic
Strand has been opened here by Schine Enter-
prises, Inc.

Tuscon, Ariz.—William Zinn has been ap-
pointed manager of the new Fox here which
recently opened.

Rapid City, S. D.—A. L. Brown and J. B.
Shearer have recently opened the new State
theatre here, with a seating capacity of 450.

Slocoma, Ala.—The Houston has opened here
with seating capacity of about 1,000.

Custer, S. D.—The Garlock has reopened
after being closed for repairs and is to be man-
aged by M. Kurka.

Glendive, Mont.—T. E. Vallancey has opened
the Uptown here with a seating capacity of
3,000.

Sherman, Tex.—George W. Spence, manager
of the Gem and Washington, has started work
on a theatre building here. Max Gibbs & Sons
are contractors and W. Scott Dunne is architect.

The seating capacity will be between 1,000 and
1,200.

Clear Lake, S. D.—The new Majestic theatre
has been opened here and is owned by Ralph E.
Willson and managed by Dr. R. L. Chambers.

Duluth, Minn.—A theatre will be erected here
owned by Jesse Madson and managed by
Charles Parrizo.

Preston, Ida.—The theatre recently opened
here and as yet unnamed is to' be managed by
Lawrence Jones and George Paull. Gundeson
E. Hansen are contractors.

Las Vegas, Cal.—A new theatre is to be
erected here for Cragin & Pike. The architect
is Richard D. King.

Tucson, Ariz.—The new Plaza has been
opened and is being operated by A. Kaufman.

Santa Fe, N. M.—A new theatre is to be
erected here by the Greer Co. and C. J. Roberts.
Architects are Bowler Brothers and George
Williamson.

North Loup, Neb.—The Strand has been re-

opened after being completely remodeled.

Fresno, Cal.—The new Majestic has been re-

opened after being remodeled at a cost of ap-
proximately $25,000. It is to be operated by
Fred Conley and R. A. Powers.

Little Rock, Ark.—The new Arkansas theatre
has been opened under management of Eugene
T. Oliver. Architects are Patter and Mc-
Aninch.

San Francisco—A theatre will be erected
here for Samuel Levin. Architects are Miller
and Pflueger.

Lorrain, O—The Elvira has been reopened
after being completely remodeled. It is to be
managed by Harry and K. Burnell.

Yoakum, Tex.—The new Grand Avenue,
operated by Rudy Garbade, manager of the
Yoakum Amusement Co., has been opened here.

Sylacauga, Ala.—A theatre is to be erected
here by J. W. Peck. Hirsch & Jones are archi-
tects.

Lufkin, Tex.—The new Texan has been
opened under management of Lee Threat. It
will have a seating capacity of 350.

Parkersburg, W. Va.—Hiehle Theatre Co. is

erecting a new theatre here.

Laguna, Cal.—A theatre is being erected here
under the ownership of Fred Aufdenkamp. It
will have a seating capacity of 1,200.

Racine, Wis.—The new RKO Mainstreet has
been opened here.

Fruitvale, Cal.—A theatre is being remodeled
here by Golden State Theatres. Reid Brothers
are the architects.

Loveland. Colo.—The Windsor is being erect-
ed here with O. C. Hendener & Sons doing the
construction work. G. I. Richards will be the
manager. Sidney G. Frazier is the architect.

Cartersville, Ga.—A theatre has been opened
here under the ownership of Manning and
Wink.

UNIFORMS FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS COSTUMES FOR HOUSE

ATTACHES BROOKS 1437 BW
New York
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Conducted ByAn Exhd3itor For Exhibitors

Don't Wake Me Up!

HE is the manager of his

theatre in every sense of

the word. When he starts

to work out a campaign on one
of his coming attractions he is

able to enthuse over the stuff he
is putting back of his ideas. No
thought enters his mind that

someone will come along and say

"Nothing doing, too much
money."
And if by chance the b.o. re-

turns are below his expectations
he does not sit on the uneasy
chair waiting for the call-down
from the home office. He just

starts out to make up for the
little disappointment by work-
ing harder for the success of his

next lay-out.

And he has a light heart be-

cause tomorrow he is off and will

be able to enjoy himself for the

day and spend a little time with
his family. And next summer
will find him with two full weeks
of vacation to be used for com-
plete relaxation and a chance to

forget business, with its manifold
problems, for that length of time.

In the theatre he's the boss
If the hired help don't function
to his entire satisfaction, he re-

places them with the kind of

help that he wants. If his assist-

ant happens to be a real assist-

ant, he need not worry that the
district manager will come along
and switch assistants with some
other house on the circuit.

He circulates around the town
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meeting with the leading lights

in community and civic life. The
newspaper boys call him a "reg-
ular" and enjoy dropping in on
him for a chat whenever they
are in the neighborhood. And
the paper's advertising manager
is all attention when a sugges-
tion for a co-operative double-
truck is advanced. In fact, he
looks to this theatre manager to
create such ideas. Don't they
all gain something in the long
run ?

He is looked up to in the en-
tire community as one of its

leading citizens. Rarely does an
event of any importance take
place that he is not called in and
consulted for advice and help.

No worthy cause is passed up by
this manager for fear of a veto
from someone higher up. He's
the real manager of the town's
leading amusement centre and
functions as such.

And better still, he goes about
his job planning months ahead.
Why not? He's not afraid that
he'll be checked out Sunday
night or switched to the sticks,

bag, baggage and family. Take
it and like it—or quit.

He is his own boss and capable
of holding his job because he
knows his business and can func-
tion without interference from a
dozen bosses, many of them far
removed from the town he is in.

It's a grand dream boys,
please don't wake me up. May-
be it will come true.

"Chick"
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Harold C. Lee Has
His Say On: "What
Is Exploitation?"

With so many showmen
hastening to pass along their

comments on "What Is Ex-
ploitation," it was only nat-

ural that Harold C. Lee, man-
ager of the Babcock Theatre
in Bath, New York, should
shoot in his say on the subject.

Lee has been in the show game for a number of years, and so

he is capable of making some emphatic statements. His article

begins

:

"Every one has his own ideas about exploitation and every
theatre has a different situation. No one can sidestep the fact

that exploitation is more important than ever before in getting
results today. You have got to let the public know what you
have or you don't get them in. I do think that it is given more
thought since the talkies came.

"Exploitation in the smaller towns, in my mind, has a dif-

ferent angle than in the larger towns. You can go out and tie

up with the police department, fire department, stores, etc., and
you are advertising your attraction to the people in the town
itself. But what about the patronage outside of the town?
How do they know that you tied up with the police department
on 'Manslaughter' unless they happen to come in? Any one in

the smaller cities today will tell you that 70% of the business
comes from outside towns and rural centers. This also applies

to ballyhoo, unless you go to the expense of hiring a truckman
to drive through the country with banners and cutouts on his

truck.
"The public will come out to good attractions well presented.

The main factor in the small town today is to keep them posted
on your theatre EVERY WEEK. Since the Fox organization
installed sound in this house I have been giving considerable

time and attention to our outside patronage. The best adver-
tising mediums I have is the weekly program and trailers. At
the present time I have a regular mailing list of 400 names and
a call box list of 1,000. This covers eight nearby towns (small

and R. F. D. boxes). These programs are mailed out every
Thursday night and are delivered by Friday afternoon. It is a

sure way of getting them into the homes. We also place three
or four hundred in the newspapers that are delivered in town
on Friday night.

"It takes considerable time to write the program up, direct

the envelopes and get them out, but I am positive we are get-

ting results. An occasional follow-up on the following Wednes-
day with a dodger advertising the Thursday-Friday and Satur-
day is also used. This reminds the public of your week-end
attractions. The newspapers also carry ads, but they are all

weekly and do not mean so much.
"I believe that money spent for this form of advertising

brings better results than any other form of exploitation.
"Now, then, after you let the public know what you are

playing, the next important thing is to see that they are satis-

fied after they get into your theatre. To do this you must watch
the projection, quality of the sound, temperature and courtesy
of your staff. Start this with the cashier, doorman and ushers.
Let people know that you appreciate their patronage, be ready
to answer all questions and make them feel at home. This is

one of the things I have always considered important in this

game today. In the larger houses it is a little different matter,
but in the small town a manager knows everybody and the more
attention he can give his patrons the more they will enjoy com-
ing. I always try and be in the lobby before the show opens
and when it breaks. In doing this patrons don't get the idea that
your company has no interest in them only to get their money.
In other words keep the GOOD WILL toward the house for
the company the same as you would for yourself.

"Possilbly this does not follow the lines of exploitation, but
in my 14 years in this game I have found that it pays better
than some forms of exploitation.

"Another thing I believe is a good-will builder is to visit the
nearby towns once a month or so. Talk with the business men
(this applies to towns without theatres), give them an idea on
what you have coming, slip them a couple of passes occasionally,

get them away from the idea that you are hurting their busi-

ness by pulling patrons to your theatre. I have actually run
up against just such people in one of the towns near Bath,
and by calling on them once in a while have made them good
patrons. There are still people in the smaller towns today that

have an idea that, because the theatre is operated by outside
interests, it does not mean a thing to the town. This is all

wrong and when I find such people I give them an idea of how
much business the house brings to the town and what the
town would be without a theatre. Also the small towns are
getting the same type of entertainment today that the larger
centers are, which was not the case a few years ago."
Thanks, Harold. We are sure that your fellow members are

glad to hear your views on the subject. Let's have some more.

MANAGERS' ROUND TARLE CLUB
a a a

THIS WEEK!
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EVERY WEEK!
B H B

A Wealth oS Valuable Information for

the Live-Wire Manager and Exhibitor!

a a a
EXPLOITATION IDEAS! BALLYHOO STUNTS! THEATRE OPERATION TIPS!

a a a
"The Original Idea Exchange of the Motion Picture Industry"
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Guy Martin Carried

On When Telephone

Company Stopped

opportunity for more service

Several towns in Martin's
decided to run an underline
read as follows:

Since the telephone com-
panies in various parts of the
country have recently discon-
tinued giving time service to

its patrons, it occurred to Guy
Martin, district manager of

_ the Central Indiana district

for Publix, that here was an
of the Publix type.

district were so affected, so it was
in the daily newspaper ads, which

PUBLIX SERVICE!
Telephone the Indiana Theatre, number 2500,

any time between 9 A. M. and 12 midnight for

the correct time. (Western Union.)

Upon receiving a call, the cashier gives the time and informs
the caller that she is Miss So-and-so, the cashier, and that she
would like to remind them that the Indiana theatre is showing
Nancy Carroll's newest picture, "Laughter," etc.

Several theatres are using the idea with highly gratifying
results. Patrons invariably thank the girl for the information.
As high as 40 calls daily are reported in a town of 25,000 people.

Listen, Mr. Martin ! We'd like to hear what else is going on
around your district. When you display showmanship like the
above, there's bound to be other angles, too. Let's have 'em.
And include a photo of yourself.

Stage Coach Formed
Part of Campaign
Used by H. Cuffel

One of the reasons why Hal
Cuffel, manager of the Or-
pheum Theatre, Grand Forks,
N. D., did good business when
he played "The Santa Fe
Trail," was his street parade
that he staged to ballyhoo

the film of old New Mexico days.
He secured a 75-year old hack which at one time was doing

duty as an ambulance, a driver and a pair of horses for $5.00.
Cuffel then promoted from a radio service company amplifier
equipment—placing four loud speakers on top of the hack.
The hack was decorated with large signs "We are riding the

Santa Fe Trail with Richard Arlen—Orpheum Theatre." How-
ever, one sign was given over to the radio company in exchange
for the equipment, this sign reading, "Real pioneers—Richard
Arlen in SANTA FE TRAIL and the Philco Radio." 20 rail-
road torches were also promoted, which were hooked on top
of the hack.

Cuffel had previously advertised for 50 boys dressed as cow-
boys and Indians to ride the Santa Fe Trail with Arlen.

Eight cowponies were also promoted and the riders on these
ponies were togged out in cowboy and Indian costumes as well
as wearing signs on their backs.
The parade, consisting of the hack, 50 cowboys and 8 cow-

ponies started out at 7:15 on opening night of picture—parading
through the streets and around the football field during halves
at an intercollegiate football game.
Good work Hal. And next time, when you send us in a con-

tribution, shoot us in your photo, too, so that we can give you
and intro via it. Oke?

"The Showman's
Calendar "

AN EXCLUSIVE CLUB FEATURE

Check up on these dates each week and see how
you can turn them into "money dates" for your
theatre.

Each new month offers new days of untold

opportunities.

Nov. 27

NOVEMBER
Thanksgiving Day

DECEMBER
Dec 2 Monroe Doctrine (1823)

Dec. 3 Illinois Becomes a State (1818)

Dec. 6 St. Nicholas Dav (Patron Saint
of Children)

Dec. 7 Decoration Day, Cuba)

Dec. 8 Immaculate Conception (Que-
bec)

Dec. 8 Eli Whitney's Birthday (1765)
Inventor of Cotton Gin

Dec. 10 Peace with Spain — signed at
Paris 1898

Dec. 11 Alfred Nobel's Birthday (1833)
Founder of the Nobel Prize

Dec. 12 First Marconi Wireless Across
Atlantic (1901)

Dec. 13 Heinrich Heine's Birthday
(1797)

Dec. 16 Boston Tea Party (1773)

Dec. 25 Christmas

Dec. 26

Washington Crossed the Dela-
ware (1776)

Washington defeated British at
Battle of Trenton (1776)

Can you tie any of the above events into

your theatre's activities?

And don't overlook the many local events that

are constantly turning up right in your own town,

county or state.

Keep an eye on "The Showman's
Calendar " Cor an advance tip on

Suture holidays and events.
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Dear Mike Simmons,
Sono Art-World Wide Films:

Sorry to say that we don't reproduce letters such
as the one you sent me reading, "Gentlemen: I

want to compliment you on your picture 'Hello

Sister.' The picture is very entertaining and the
recording is wonderful. (Signed) Blake Amuse-
ment Co., Louisville, Kentucky."
Hope you won't mind our passing it up as we

alwavs like to accommodate an old friend.

"Chick"

Lovett Continues To
Display A Lot Of
Fine Showmanship

"The Most Talked About
Theatre In the City," is the

way J. Fred Lovett, sub-bills

his house, the Royal Theatre,

Olneyville Square, Providence,
Rhode Island, on his house

—" —^^^—

—

^-——— organs. After looking at

Fred's campaign for "All Quiet On the Western Front," we
think that if he is going to turn out winners like this con-

sistently, he should bill it "And the most talked about show-
manship, too."

For his selling of the war film, he tied-up all of the local

newspapers. As a street ballyhoo, he sent out trucks, manned
by three soldiers apiece. The trucks had German machine
guns mounted on them. 8,000 special heralds were distributed.

A special ad was inserted in a veterans' paper, and editorial

comment was also given. The paper containing the editorial

comment was mailed to 5,000 veterans in the state. We are

showing a photo of the lobby display that was used for the

picture. The war material was loaned the theatre by the

veterans.

-

•• 53 »*''

The entire house staff was dressed up in German military
attire. The doorman blossomed forth as a Major, complete
even to the monocle. The ushers were German privates, and
the head usher a lieutenant. The ticket seller was transformed
into a German Red Cross nurse. 1,000 newspapers containing
the "All Quiet" editorial were passed out two days before the
opening. On the opening matinee, 24 Civil War veterans were
invited to attend the show. Before the house opened, the
ushers, who had been drilled in the goose-step, gave an ex-
hibition.

Nearly every possible angle was covered by Lovett on the
campaign, even to the extent of his making speeches at three
American Legion posts in the town. So it's small wonder that
the picture wowed them, packing the house from opening to

closing.

Along with this story, we are reprinting the copy that ap-
peared on the front cover of his program. In this special edit ;on
he gives ten reasons why the people should see and hear his

shows at the Royal. Maybe you can make use of these reasons

on your own programs. At times, Lovett varies this make-up
to put in plugs on his kiddie business and other angles. The
heralds are printed in black on yellow stock paper.

A MESSAGE FROM THE MANAGER:
10 Good Reasons Why You Should SEE and
HEAR the biggest and Best Selected Talking

Pictures at the ROYAL THEATRE:
1. It's one of the Best Theatres in the City.

2. You can save Time and Discomfort by becoming a
steady Patron Here.

3. You can save enough Money on our scale of Ad-
missions so as to enable you to See the various
changes of Programs during the week.

4. It offers you Greater Show Value than any other
Theatre.

5. It has the same Sound System as the Largest
Theatres in the World.

6. Western Electric Sound, Sounds Best Here.
7. All the Big Hits of the Talking Screen Shown

Here.
8. A Homey Refined Atmosphere that adds to the

Enjoyment of the Performance.
9. A Community Amusement Center where you will

Always Meet your Friends and Neighbors.
10. A very good place to go to for Comfort and the

Enjoyment of a Good Show.

J. FRED LOVETT,
MANAGER.

With so much activity being displayed by our members in

Providence, we are sure that Fred must be doing some pretty

fast stepping, but if he continues the work he is turning out,

he should be leading the field before long. Let's have some
more Fred, so that we can see how you are making out.

Miller Tied Up With
Local Cops And They
Plugged Picture

Still another way of cement-
ing friendly relations with the
local police is that used by F.

J. Miller, manager of the Im-
perial Theatre in Augusta, Ga.,

whenever he has a picture to
play on the type of "Man-

slaughter," which incidentally happened to be the film he made
on this recent tie-up.

Fifty cardboard signs were placed at all curves outside the
city and on traffic towers within the city. Copy on these cards
read: "You are urged to drive cautiously and avoid the possi-

bility of MANSLAUGHTER."
A number of the sidewalk traffic stands were placed in front

of hotels, theatres, public buildings and all other locations
where parking is not allowed. Copy on these signs read : "Do
you realize it may mean a conviction of MANSLAUGHTER
if you run down a person through reckless driving? DRIVE
CAREFULLY is a City Ordinance Requirement."

Arrangements were also made with an authorized wrecker
service to place a large banner on all cars pulled in one week
in advance; copy on these signs reading: "Be Careful and
Avoid Being Tried for MANSLAUGHTER." This tie-up was
made with the city officials, who employ a wrecker.

Saturday before Monday's opening, small cards bearing copy
about picture, theatre and play dates were distributed in autos
and other places. This was the first announcement of the
much-discussed title being a picture.

16 YEARS OF SERVICE!
Sixteen years in one house is a record to be

proud of in these days of retrenchments, amal-
gamations, consolidations, etc. The high honor
belongs to Jules Bernstein, who for the past six-

teen years had been located at the Loew's Toronto
Theatre in Toronto. Ontario, Canada.

Give Jules a hand; he certainly deserves it!
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Fred Johnson Says

That Business Is

Oke at His Theatre

The ad that we are showing
was run in the Oil City Bliz-

zard, of Oil City, Pa., by that

personal show blizzard, Fred
Johnson, manager of the La-
tonia Theatre. The reason
why we tack the appellation

of blizzard on Fred is because

his work literally snows under any sort of business depression.

"No bum weeks for me," shouts Fred.

To show that he means it when he states that he doesn't

believe in business depression, Fred tied-up with the South
Side Business Men and ran a Prosperity Week. The ad that

we are showing is one of a group run in the morning and eve-

ning papers. Look over the lay-out; it is probably one that

you will want to use at an early date.

FREE! 30 r South Side Business Men's

PROSPERITY WEEK
October 13 to 18 ^iu.ive 6 Big Days!

Special Bargains Every Day This Week-Look at These Values for Tuesday!
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SPEND AND SAVE!
Look for the

"PROSPERTTY TAG"
On Every Door of

Participating Purru!
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There's no use of our going into a big discussion on what
Fred did for "Prosperity Week." Those members and readers
of the Club pages, who have been following this showman's
activities for the past two years, will know that no grass grows
under his feet whenever a campaign is to be put across. Every
possible angle is taken care of. If there were more of that spirit

displayed in the show game, such as Fred Johnson displays,

little would be heard about poor business. This statement is

applicable to the business world also. They spend more time
in trying to find out what's wrong, than in ascertaining what's
right. We think that showmen like Johnson, Averill, Holden,
Lawrence, Resnick, McDonald, Rinzler, Latta, and the host of
other names, all uncomplainers, who have appeared often on
our pages, are doing plenty to fight back any form of business
depression in the show game. More power to them. And let's

hope that we'll always have men like them.

Bolivar Hyde Sold

Town on Fashion
Show at Paramount

Fashion shows are always
good box-office builders. The
one turned out by Bolivar
Hyde, Jr., recently, at the Par-
amount Theatre in Montgom-
ery, Ala., was no exception.

— Hyde's show was well
planned. He has been in the

show game long enough to know how to cover every angle. The
leading dealers in town were tied up, every window display
well clone, and the newspaper stories written so that the resi-
dents would read them. The show was staged with the show-

NOVELTY SOUVENIRS
Make friends with your patrons
Vpw profit* In your hox office receipt!
Olve kiddles "Brawl Novelties" and win
them a« Boosters for your show house . .

Inexpensive attractive novelties serve is real
huslneBB {Tetters always,

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG. CO. •&&» 8!"

NEW YEAR'S EVE!
Are you making any plans for a New Year's Eve

show?
In past years the gala stage acts which featured

these performances always predominated. We are
wondering whether the box office reaction will be
as good for straight screen entertainment.
Many out-of-town showmen tell us that they are

going to offer vaudeville acts as part of their New
Year's Eve show. In fact they are depending on
the vaudeville to get a regular admission price for
this show.
But regardless of just what you have decided on

for your show, you must be pretty well set mighty
soon if you are going to run any kind of a show
at all. Especially if you are going to sell all seats
reserved. This requires plenty of advance plug-
ging to stimulate advance buying.
Get busy and tie all of those loose ends together

so that this New Year's Eve show will be the oc-

casion for a great time for everyone.

ing of "What a Widow." One of the biggest stores in town,
A. Nachman, took a very big part in the style show. They fur-

nished most of the wearing apparel, as well as the models. They
also co-operated to the extent of running a large ad in the news-
paper. The show was run for three days, and the third day
found the house still doing good business, the word-of-mouth
comment having gotten around that the Paramount was fea-

turing something worth while.

Along with this story, we had intended showing a copy of the

front that Hyde fashioned for "Du Barry," the new Norma Tal-

madge film, but the photo was too poor to permit our making
a reproduction of it. The color scheme, as well as we could
make out, from the photo and description given us, seemed to

be one that packed a selling punch. The center piece of the
display was very effective, being the combination of Norma's
head set against a background upon which was placed a number
of stills from the picture.

Listen, Bolivar, we'd like to hear from you some more on
what you plan to do for the rest of the season. We are sure
that you have plenty of tricks up your sleeve, and will shoot
them to us, as soon as they click for you. Right ?

Special Section

Helped H. Herman
Sell Amos 'N' Andy

A newspaper section was the
first thing that Harry Herman,
manager of the Paramount
Theatre in Waterloo, Iowa,
brought into play to see the
Amos 'n' Andy film, "Check

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ and Double Check." He gar-

nered 386 inches of free news-
paper advertising for the picture, in a six-page section.
When Herman booked the Amos 'n' Andy picture he set out

to devise an exploitation stunt that was big enough to make
an "imprint" on his prospects. After discussing the "sichiation"
with the advertising manager of the Daily Courier they decided
on a "propolition" that they felt would appeal to local adver-
tisers. Their "propolition" was good for 386 inches of extra
space.

Local merchants were visited and a plan outlined whereby
copy about their store and its products should be expressed in

Amos 'n' Andy dialogue copy. Herman wore out two type-
writer ribbons preparing the copy for the merchants and in

the layout of each ad was inserted two single-column cuts of
Amos 'n' Andy with their names and the title played up in 36
and 48-point type.

The merchants were pleased with the results. The newspaper
was grateful to Herman for presenting them an idea that would
increase their lineage, and Manager Herman is counting up the
profits.

The merchants were pleased with the results, the checking
and double checking of their gains being accountable for the
joy. And, of course, Herman profited also.
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BUSINESS IS "DEAD"!

OBITUARY.

MRS. S. CHASE BISHOP.
Special to The Free Press.

Hillsdale. Mich . Oct. 27.—Mrs. S.

Chase Bishop died at the family
home on Howell street today. She
is survived by her husband, her
mother, Mrs. Burr Wilbur, of Hills-
dale, and a sister, Mrs. Clarence
Poentice, of Muncie, Indiana. Serv-
ices will be at the home at 2 o'clock
Wednesday.

MOTION PICTURE
ATTRACTIONS.

WOZZVWOO/7,
W. Fort.naar Junction PARK FREE

Mats. 1 to b p.m.— 10c and ~5c

•Follow
THRU'

ROCIRS
¥MKY
CARROLL

r\ <C EDDIE LOUGHTON*_ I
In BIG STAGE SHOW

The ad that we are reproducing above appeared
in one of the Detroit papers, exactly as shown. The
b.'ack border is ours. Listed under the head of
"Obituary," the ad of the Hollywood Theatre, upon
observance of its accidental placing, prompted this

remark from Thos. McGuire, manager of the
house!
"We know show business has not been a bed of

roses in Detroit lately, but this is the first time
theatre ads have appeared under "obituary."

Fall Fashion Revue
Was Executed By
Weinberg & Crew

The work that Dan Wein-
berg, district manager for

Warner in Virginia, and his

crew is turning out is sure to

be up among the circuit's top-
notchers if it continues on its

——

=

=—^^-

—

———
• present routine.

The latest activity staged in Weinberg's district was a Fall

Fashion Revue, run in conjunction with "On Your Back," in

which the largest department store in Staunton, Va, co-oper-
ated and furnished costumes. The costumes were worn by
local models, Weinberg feeling that interest would be enlivened
by an angle of this sort. He wasn't wrong, either. Many per-

sons were on hand on the two nights when the show was run.

The local papers gave it plenty of publicity, and the local model
again came through a winner, by virtue of the fact that a two-
column list of the names of the models, and the costumes they
would wear, was published.

The revue, as is generally found to be the case, went over
very well, the theatre cleaning up on business, publicity and
good-will. Along with his contribution, Weinberg also inclosed

a mimeographed booklet on "How to Promote a Stage Wed-
ding." This booklet, compiled, we believe, by him, was com-
plete in its layout, carrying even the newspaper stories. The
booklet is distributed to the various managers in Weinberg's
division, and doubtless is a great benefit to them when they are
planning a stunt of the kind.

Since he has joined the Club, Weinberg has shown his ac-
tivity. Well, we're looking at your division, Dan. Let's see what
else you and your boys have up your sleeves.

Did You Ever Have
An Experience Like

This? Pass It On

The show must go on!
The stern law of theatredom

is that the curtain must never
ring down until the perform-
ance is concluded. Many
unique situations have arisen= as showmen—in what we may
term "the performance of

duty"—have tried to adhere to the tradition. H. Shulgold had
to keep the show going recently.

Shulgold is the manager of the Roxian Theatre, a 1,400-seater
in McKees Rocks, Pa. A short time ago, just when his evening
show was at its peak, the generators at the local power house
discontinued functioning. Zip ! Out went all the lights in the
theatre. The emergency lighting system was immediately
brought into play. A phone call to the lighting company
brought back the information that a break of a half hour
would be necessary before power could be again transmitted.
Shulgold announced to the audience that a wait of 15 minutes
would be required. He figured that if they would hold on for

15 minutes, they would wait the additional time.

Fifteen minutes passed, but then the mob started to get rest-

less. The monotonous clap-clap clap—the bane of every show-
man's existence—was started. Clap-clap-clap. Then the balcony
let loose. Hoots, shrieks, yells and catcalls. The orchestra seat

occupants picked it up, and in a few moments it looked as

though the theatre would shortly be out of control. It was a

crucial moment. The only way it could be combatted—from all

appearances—was to give a refund to every person in the thea-
tre. In view of the fact that the house was jammed, the plan
did not appeal to Shulgold. And besides, the show must go on.

He started for the stage, angrily. Leaping upon it, he took
a spot from the booth. This gave him confidence. A moment
later he was kidding the audience and daring them to venture
upon the stage and display any talent they believed they pos-

sessed. The tough crowd took him at his word. First one and
then another climbed up on the stage. The audience guyed and
applauded each impromptu act as it merited. For two and a

half hours, embryonic talent of countless variety was displayed.

Singers, dancers, musicians, comedians—every form of enter-
tainer was represented.

All this time, the assistant manager of the theatre had been
in constant communication with the phone company. At last a

definite answer came through. There would be no power trans-
mitted that night! What an obstacle Shulgold had to hurdle.

He had given the crowd two hours and a half of real entertain-

ment. He was reluctant to give them their money back. He
had fulfilled his part of the showman's credo—the show had
gone on. And now it looked as though he was licked. Finally

he decided to put the question to the audience. Did they have
an enjoyable evening? They did. Did they want money or

tickets in return for leaving the theatre without seeing the
picture? Money! Tickets! came back the reply.

In order to avoid paying money, Shulgold, displaying rare

showmanship—we might say inspirational showmanship—an-

nounced that all persons wishing cash step over to a certain

section of the theatre. The crowd was shamed. But fifteen

of them, braving the stares of the others, went over. The rest

of the audience accepted passes. In a short time the theatre

was cleared. A check-up revealed that the total cash refund
totaled a little over ten dollars. The theatre, despite the unfor-
tunate happening, had a good evening. Shulgold's showmanship
had saved the show.

It has been quite some time since an incident of this sort

has come to our attention, the most recent example of quick
thinking that we recall being the case of a house manager of

a Broadway legit show, who, noting that, due to a mistake in

cues, his curtain had been rung down in the midst of a very
important scene, immediately brought up his house lights. A
minute later the curtain rose again, and the audience believed

the lowering had donated a lapse of time. They had been bliss-

fully unaware of the mistake.

Mr. Shulgold has just sent in his application for membership
in the Managers' Round Table Club and we want to extend

him a cordial welcome. And we are sure that the rest of the

Club is right behind us. And everv one of our members, too,

say, THE SHOW MUST GO ON!
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Novel Signs On The
Columbian Marquee
Sell Attractions

Taking advantage of space
on his marquee, Sam J.

Wheeler, advertising manager
of the Columbian Theatre in

Wamego, Kan., placed cut-
outs on it to dress it up." We are showing a couple of

photos of the finished product
so that you may better see what we are endeavoring to stress.

The frame of the large sign, "Common Clay," is 70 inches
high and 180 inches long, and is made of one by two-inch
cypress lumber. The frame is made by cutting two pieces,

measuring 15 feet, for the top and bottom rails. The two ends
are next cut. They measure 70 inches long. All pieces should
be mitered at 45 degrees to insure a good joint. When the
pieces are nailed together, place an eight-inch brace across each
corner to prevent their falling apart. Next cut and fit in the
long centerpiece, which should measure 176 inches. This may be
done by using a one by two-inch piece of thin, white pine lumber
as a splice, which serves to keep the face of the sign smooth.
Starting 45 inches from the end, put in three rib braces, keep-
ing them 45 inches apart. The braces should be about 32 inches
long and spliced with a one by two-inch piece of thin white
pine. A good piece of cheese cloth or canvas should then be
tacked on. It should not be stretched, but have plenty of play.

It is sometimes advisable—and we have found this from expe-
rience—to put wrapping paper on the frame before the cloth

is tacked on.

The poster is wet by unfolding each section and letting

water enter it two days before use. The poster is not
touched again until it has dried thoroughly. The poster is laid

out on the frame before it is cut. Plain parts of the poster are

used to match in the spaces. A medium thick paste is the best

mixture to use. Smooth out the paper, also. You will find that

your cloth will stretch when it is wet, but after drying will

return to normalcy. Do not place the cloth in the sun to dry.

The head is made of insulite, nailed on 16-feet-long legs, which
are three feet apart and firmly braced. Insulite is placed on the

frame or top part of the legs, six feet wide and nine feet high,

to allow for 18 inches of leeway above the frame so that a key-

hole saw can cut around the head. Two sets of braces are

placed on the head, once set 18 feet; the other, 14. A guy wire
runs from the big sign up to the window. The wire is 45 inches

back from the end. Two wires on each side of the sign, attached

to the sign and top of the window, prevent the sign from
swinging.
When using other 24-sheet cut-outs, lay out the poster before

wetting and measure the head to see how wide to place the leg

supports. Sometimes it is possible to cut the old one down, or

salvage the insulite and frame. These signs get the business

when others fail. They can be used on almost any 24-sheet.

It is illuminated with three 100-watt bulbs in a reflector. An-

'All For One And One For AW

WATCH THOSE DRAFTS!
It might be a good plan for you to try sitting in

various parts of the house during the course of a
performance and see if you feel any drafts.
This troublesome annoyance can hurt your the-

atre as much, or more, than rotten entertainment.
It drives patrons away and keeps them away. Yet,
unless someone calls your attention to this condi-
tion you may never know that it exists.
Once a person gets chilled in a theatre and has

to put on a coat, they rarely every warm up again
while in the house. Therefore it is important that
the house be warmed up sufficiently before the
doors are opened to the public and a careful watch
kept on the heating plant.

If drafts are found they should be traced to
their source and corrected immediately. Make
sure that they don't occur again. Entrances, such
as lobbies and foyers, must be kept warmer than
the auditorium on account of opening and closing
of doors to the street. This creates a cold breeze
through the lobby and into the rear of the house.
If the lobbies are kept good and warm you will
not be troubled in this respect.

Drafts from back stage particularly should be
watched as they are the tricky ones which are hard
to trace and harder to eliminate. Make certain
that your stage skylight is not open or too much
wind coming through. Modern theatres carry
heating coils around the skylight on the stage so
this evil is minimized.
This angle requires a most careful check-up.

See that it is not overlooked or entirely left to
others.

other reflector containing a 500-watt bulb is also used.
Well, there's the whole low-down. Look it over, and if you

think it means anything in your town, you can give it a break.
This is Mr. Wheeler's first contribution since joining the Club
and if he continues his activity we think that he'll be listed as

an active member. Let's have your views, Sam.

Fred Perry Turned
Out Fine Campaign
On Recent Picture

With Fred Perry giving the
films that play the Strand
Theatre in Binghamton, New
York, a royal send-off in the

form of knockout exploitation,

it was a certainty that when~
"Our Blushing Brides" blush
ed into the house, everything

would be rosy at the box-office of his theatre.

Special stories and art work were landed in all of the daily

papers on the Wednesday before the opening date. Two spe-

cial style stories were landed on the Women's Page of the Sun.
The leading department store in the town gave Perry a win-
dow, in which was placed stills of the production and a notice

of the special style show the store was featuring. Two thou-
sand tabloid stories on the picture were inserted in all packages
and shipments leaving the store. The tabloid stories bore an
imprint calling attention to the style show being given by the
department store. The store paid for the imprinting.
A want ad was run on the classified section of the two local

papers, for two weeks in advance. The ad requested that all

girls contemplating marriage during the current month com-
municate with the theatre, where they would be given informa-
tion on receiving valuable gifts in connection with "Our Blush-
ing Brides."
The campaign clicked with every angle that was used. We

are glad to see that Fred is still displaying that live-wire show-
manship which has characterized his work ever since he has
been in show business. Keep it up Fred, and remember to

keep us posted on the rest of your work.
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NON-LAUGHERS GIVEN PASSES
One that had them talking for days out in New

Albany, Miss., was pulled by C. B. Anderson, live-

wire manager of the Ritz Theatre in conjunction
with the selling of the picture "Night Work."
Anderson advertised that anyone sitting

through the feature picture without laughing
would be awarded a month's pass to the theatre.
Forty persons entered the contest. Two prominent
business men acted as judges. Of the forty en-
trants, seventeen managed to hold straight faces,
the other twenty-three gave up.
The house was jammed on the night of the con-

test. As the passes were good for only one ad-
mission, Anderson stated that he expects to
profit by reason of the fact that the person bear-
ing the pass will bring along a companion, at regu-
lar admission price.

How about you pulling a stunt like it?

Laughing Gallery Is

Good Stunt For A
Break In Newspaper

Whenever a showman wants
to plant a contest in his local

newspaper it can generally be
arranged if the contest has any
sort of interest value. Roger
Drissel, manager of the Loew's

=^= Columbia Theatre in Wash-
ington, D. C, got his house

a lot of publicity when Jim Lundy, the Loew press agent for

the city theatres, planted a "Laughing Gallery" contest in one
of the papers, the Washington "News."
The "Laughing Gallery" is an idea that lias not been pulled

for a long time. Some showmen may know it, though. It con-
sists of running two pictures daily,

one showing a star, with facial char-
acteristics distorted, of the manner
that you see when you look in con-
cave and convex mirrors at the
amusement parks. The other photo
is a straight still, but not of the

same star. The idea is to save all of

the pictures until the contest is con-
cluded, match them up, and then
submit the set to che judges. This
stunt looks as though it is going
over big in Washington. The local

editors think a lot of it. A two-col-
umn notice was run on it, thus giv-

ing the theatre free advertising.

A special throwaway was turned
out by Lundy for the midnight show
on Hallowe'en Eve at the Columbia.

We think that this throwaway merits reproduction, so we are

reprinting it here. Remember that you can use the same slants

yourself. You don't need any special picture to make use of

this sort of herald. The copy was in black and white, printed

on paper used for mimeographing. Incidentally, the party was
a great success. We want to thank Drissel for passing these

angles along to us. Let's hear from you again, Roger.

EDDIt
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ing is given him. Brown's first was a sack of potatoes. The
next was a juicy roast, promoted from the local butcher. The
roast was cut on the stage of the theatre. The person holding
a number corresponding to one called off from the stage was
entitled to the roast or whatever form of merchandise was be-
ing given away.
This is an angle that may, perhaps, be of some value to you.

It might be an excellent Saturday night feature for you and
help you build up business somewhat. We want to thank
Brown for passing this along and we hope that he will keep
us posted on his future work as well. Thanks, Charles.

Look At The Stunt
Used By Lashley; It

May Help You Also

When a stunt creates a sen-
sation in a town, it must have
good points to it. The gag
that H. T. Lashley, city man-
ager for Publix in Burlington,
N. C, used recently went over
very well for the Paramount
Theatre when the house played

"Whoopee" with the inimitable Eddie Cantor.
We are showing a cut of this page so that you may see what

the stunt looks like and how Lashley used it. The residents
were supposed to call up the 12 numbers, fill in the names of
the firm and the product they dispensed, and mail the completed
page to the editor of the Times, with name and address attached.

The name and addresses were
placed on the mailing list of the
theatre. Perhaps you'd like to
try a stunt of tins sort. The lo-

cal paper should be glad to co-
operate with you on this angle,
likewise the merchants. Give it

a little consideration. The ques-
tion regarding whether any one
will make 12 calls to receive a
free ticket to the theatre doesn't
mean anything. As is the case
in a town like Burlington, many
persons already know the num-
bers of the local merchants.
They will put down the num-
bers without calling up.

Another stunt that went over
well on the picture was that of
calling persons on the phone

and informing them that the film was playing at the theatre,

and also mentioning a special "Booster Matinee," on a certain

day, to which persons were admitted at a price reduction for

one hour. They flocked to the house on this one. Other activi-

ties on the selling of the picture included a novelty "Whoopee"
card, made on the order of the "Kibitzer" gag, so well known
to showmen, that has appeared on our pages before, stickers
were also distributed to local dealers, and they placed them on
all packages leaving the stores. The local department store

gave the theatre a window for a display of Stetson hats, and
also mentioned the picture in their ads. The entire campaign
was well doped out, with the result that Lashley profited at the
theatre. This is the sort of showmanship that bears out our
contention that any picture worth playing is worth plugging.
No matter how big the star or the picture is, nearly every film

needs some form of exploitation. We are glad to note that

Lashley handled this one very capably, and we hope that he
will keep us posted on his future work. How about it, "H. T."?

340 474 16 114

899 444 680 312

101 936 457 740

Brown's Merchandise
Nights Are Winners
With His Patrons

Up in Moose Jaw, Sas., Can-
ada, Charles Brown, manager
of the Royal Theatre tries to

keep them coming up to the
box-office window by every
means available.

He has found out that one
of the best ways is to give some form of merchandise away
free. His tie-ups with the local merchants are proving extreme-
ly profitable. Once a week he visits a dealer and prevails upon
him to donate some of his wares, in return for which advertis-

Sez You!

STAFFORD JERSEY says:

"Yours for a bigger club. (It can't be better)."

Manager,
Fox Plaza Theatre,
Englewood, New Jersey
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Lourie Elected To
Presidency Of His
Local Organization

YOU'LL ELECT HER AS YOUR FAVORITE

'ANYBODY'S WOMAN'

p.bii, MORTON TWrnt

SUN.-WED., NOV. 2-5

RUTH

CHATTERTON

Now that he has been elect-

ed president of the recently
organized Betterment Associa-
tion in Dorchester, Mass., Al-

bert Lourie, alert manager of

the Morton Theatre, isn't go-
ing to sit still and rest on his

laurels. No, sir! His work
put him at the head of the new organization, and his work is

going to keep him there. Incidentally, the story of his election

crashed the front page of the local paper. Maybe you, too, can
organize a club of this sort. If you want any dope on it, drop
Lourie a line and we are sure he'll answer.

As a contribution to this

year's election stunts, Lourie
passes alone a card that he
used to plug "Anybody's
Woman," when it played
the theatre. The card, a

sample of which we are re-

producing here, was made
up in black and white. It

measured five by three and
a quarter inches. You can
note the efifective copy by
studying the cut. The an-

gle proved a very timely

one, all of the heralds being distributed and the house rating

extra business as a result of it. Lourie states that credit on
this angle should go to his capable assistant, Nick Feenon.

Oke, Nick?

We are also showing a photo of a resolution signed by auto-

mobile owners of Dorchester, When "Manslaughter" was booked
into his house—and desiring to get an advance plug in on it—
Lourie placed a resolution board in the lobby of the theatre.

The copy read: "Resolution to Registrar of Motor Vehicles

—

George A. Parker (address).

Whereas . . . 'Manslaugh-
ter,' Paramount's All Tilk-

ing Sensation Coming to

the Publix Morton Theatre
Four Days, Starting (play

date), Teaches a Great
Moral Against Reckless

Automobile Driving. We,
the Undersigned, Resolve
That as Automobile Drivers

We Will Exercise Due Care
and Caution at All Times

—

and As Pedestrians to Stop
and Look Before Crossing
Streets. We Are Also
Resolved to Do Our Share

to Bring to a Minimum
Mishaps, Accidents, Deaths
(signed)." Over fifteen hun-
dred signatures were ob-

tained. The board was
mailed to the Commissioner
of Motor Vehicles. The
story crashed the local pa-

pers and helped boost the

gross on the picture.

Another stunt on the
same picture that went over very well—and again credit must
be given to Feenon, who supplied the idea—was the car and

UE&miUR Of MOTOR VEHICLES
GSORGt A PARKER.
COMMONWEALTH PIER
BOSTON. MASS
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IT WON'T BE LONG NOW!
Before you realize it the holiday season will be

right around the corner. So if you intend to spon-
sor one of those free performances for the poor
kiddies in your community you had better whip
your plans into shape by definite actions and not
dreams.
Have you consulted with your local Chamber of

Commerce?
Have you talked it over with the Welfare Or-

ganizations?
Has the Salvation Army promised their aid?
Have you started talking about it?

Come, come. Too much to be done in the way of
preparations if yours is to be the outstanding hap-
piness event in the town. Give the poor kiddies a
"break" this year. Arrange a show that will keep
'em talking for months. Get the local dancing
school to furnish the stage entertainment.
How about the free candy from the merchants?

And maybe a toy for each kid? Have you selected

your screen program as yet?
It won't be long now so don't be caught napping.

Spread a Little Sunshine!

truck that Lourie promoted, which we are showing in the

photo. After being towed about the streets, the car was de-

posited in front of the theatre. This wrecked car gag also

helped put the picture over to successful business. The work
Lourie is turning out up in his district is certainly a wonderful
representation of the live-wire showmanship that the New Eng-
land showmen are so capable of displaying. We are sure that

he is going to keep us posted on the rest of his work, so that

we can pass it along to his fellow Club members. Are we
right, Al.?

Evans Has A Good
Variety Of Stunts

In Show Repertoire

Giving his town an eyeful

of showmanship, Howard
Evans, manager of the Rich-
mond Theatre in Richmond,
Va., pulled some stunts that

sold the town on the pictures^^=^=^^^=^^^=^. the house was playing.

For his selling of "What a Widow," he tied up a local de-
partment store and they consented to furnish him with models
to run a fashion show every evening at the theatre. The show
was held on the mezzanine, giving plenty of diversion to those
who were forced to wait for seats, and also furnishing more en-
tertainment for those who had already witnessed the screen
performance. A round-trip plane flight to New York was also

promoted for the winners o£ an essay contest, the subject of
which was "What Makes a Widow So Fascinating," and was
run in co-operation with the local newspaper.

A novel herald was turned out for him on "Animal Crackers."
The herald was made up to resemble a fence, showing the heads
of the Four Marx Brothers behind it. Copy on the front read:
"The Four Funniest Men on Earth Are Waiting for You Be-
hind This Fence." The inner and last pages were devoted to
copy on the picture. The herald's novelty attracted attention,
with the result that the message intended was conveyed. A
few other stunts on this picture were those of running a guess-
ing contest, in conjunction with 20 grocers. The grocers placed
bowls, filled with animal crackers, in their windows, and persons
were invited to guess the amount. This stunt, too, clicked. A
local baking company supplied the theatre with 20,000 enve-
lopes, containing one or two crackers in each, which were dis-

tributed at the theatre.

This is Mr. Evans' first contribution to the Club pages, as he
has just hooked up with house. However, Harold, we look to
hear from you real often now, because we know that a lot of
showmanship goes on around your neck of the woods.
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BOOST BUYING!!!
Co-operate with all local movements to

Boost Buying!
Incorporate it in all your advertising!

Tell 'Em To Loosen Their Purse Strings

!

Money Spending Means Good-Times Ahead!
Help Yourself To a Share in Prosperity!
More General Spending Means More Ticket

Buyers

!

BOOST BUYING!!!

Granite Monument
Was Given Irwin
For Lobby Display

A showman who takes a
great deal of pride in his town
is George D. Irwin, manager
of the Paramount Theatre in

St. Cloud, Minn. He secured
a granite monument in the

i^^^^^=^=^^=^^^^^= form of a vase, valued at a
thousand dollars, at no cost to

the theatre and placed it in the lobby to typify St. Cloud's larg-

est and most prominent industry. We are showing a photo of

the vase.

The thought behind the monument display is the fact that a

great many tourists visiting St. Cloud attend the theatre and
are impressed at that time
with the main industry from
which the City of St. Cloud
has got the name of being
called "The < iranite City."
Since the placing of the

case in the theatre lobby,
business men and visitors

have praised it as a superb
bit of granite craftsman-
ship, and have warmly com-
mended Manager George D.
Irwin for his initiative in

having a local concern place
it in the lobby. It is an-
other step in Irwin's ca-
reer in St. Cloud as theatre
manager to make his insti-

tution an integral part of
the city.

A two-column cut of the
monument appeared in the
front page of the local

newspaper together with a description of the vase monument
as well as mention of the theatre and manager.

It is certainly a pleasure to see that showmanship of this sort
continues to be displayed in St. Cloud. Keep up the good work,
George, and let's hear some more from you very soon. And
include your photo, too, will you?
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departments of department stores. The records were also given
a plug.

Window displays were secured in a number of sporting goods
stores, poster sheets being used to effect the tie-up. The sheets
showed football scrimmages. A tie-up with the National Family
Stores was obtained. They sent out 12,000 letters to their cus-
tomers. In the downtown store, 100 tickets were given away
to the first 100 persons correctly solving a certain puzzle. The
puzzle stunt was also landed in one of the Milwaukee dailies.

A wire to the M-G-M studios was productive of a telegram
from Nick Grinde, director of "Good News," and a former Uni-
versity of Wisconsin graduate. The wire was presented to the

manager of the Western Union, who had duplicates made and
mounted on boards. The boards were placed on display in the

windows of 25 Western Union offices. The heading read:
"GOOD NEWS" From the Director of "GOOD NEWS."
Marquette College, to whose publication was given an ad, per-

mitted the stuffing of heralds in the three thousand copies sold

to the students. The move was a corker, the students all ex-

pressing their intentions of witnessing the picture.

Meyer Had A Great

Campaign For Selling

Of "Good News" Film

"Good News" meant good
news to the box-office of the
Alhambra Theatre, Milwaukee,
Wis., the house managed by
Fred S. Meyer, when it played
there recently. What a cam-
paign Fred turned out! Every
angle that he could grab hold

of was covered and re-covered by Fred.
The orchestrations of the theme songs were placed with both

radio stations in the city, the numbers and theatre being an-
nounced when played. Every prominent dance orchestra in
town was given a set of orchestrations. The local Davidson
Theatre in the city opened with road shows for Sundav. The
leader of the orchestra played the picture's song hits for an
overture. Title pages and streamers were secured from the
music publishers and placed in all of the music stores and music

A collegiate Ford, photo of which we are showing, was driven

about town by students from Marquette College. It parked
at busy streets, with crowds gathering about it to read the no-
tices on it. The Ford was on the streets for three days, attract-

ing comment all the time. One of the local papers had been
giving out a season football schedule. Through a tie-up with
the advertising manager, Meyer sold him the idea of giving out
a score card for the opening football games. He liked the idea,

and printed up a quantity of the score cards. The cards were
numbered. A notice was placed on them to the effect that if

the number corresponded to any published in the paper, the

holder of the card would receive a free ticket to the theatre.

An excellent front display was turned out by McDaniel, the

house artist, and, in no small measure, it tended toward the

success of the film. On the newspaper advertising angle, a
double truck ad was landed in the Milwaukee Leader. Soda
fountains were covered, streamers being supplied them for the

mirrors back of the fountains. Ten miniature golf courses were
tied-up arid furnished with score cards, the back of which car-

ried a plug on the picture. Printing cost was borne by theatre
and golf courses.
With so complete a campaign, it was no small wonder that

Meyer had the town flocking in when the film unreeled.

KURLAND RUTTING KAPERS!
Reports drift into Club headquarters that some

excellent showmanship is being displayed by
Irving Kurland at the Fox Cross Bay Theatre in

Ozone Park, Long Island. Let's have some of the
work, Irving, so that we can pass it along to the
rest of the Club.
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Meet Robert Glick

Of Neth's Eastern

In Columbus, Ohio

And now here's another
showman from the J. Real
Neth Theatres in Columbus,
Ohio. Robert C. Glick, man-
ager of the Eastern Theatre,
enjoys the double distinction

of being the youngest show-
man on the circuit and of man-

aging the only house in town that provides headphones for the

hard of hearing of the Ohio city.

Fifty seats in the Eastern are equipped with the hearing de-

vice. Click keeps a record of all the persons using the phones

in the theatre, and to date his book holds over 495 names and
addresses, included among them visitors

from as far away as New York and St.

Louis. Letters sent to the theatre, to

Mr. Neth, and to newspaper critics

prove that the earphone installation was
a most excellent move. A list of com-
ing attractions for four weeks ahead is

posted in the reading rooms of the Co-
lumbus League for the Hard of Hearing,

thereby enabling members to plan par-

ties in advance. There is no advance in

price to audiphone users. The stunt has

done much to boost up the good-will

stock of the house. And certainly it has

given the theatre plenty of publicity.

We'd like to hear some more about Mr. Glick's work and we
hope that it will be soon. And, oh, yes! We want to express

our thanks to Miss Jean La Roe, publicity director of the circuit,

for keeping us posted on the chain's goings-on. We want to

hear from her again, too.

We've presented many ac-

Milton Wiaht Had counts of the activities in-lUUlon YTigni HUU
du iged in by the live-wire man-

An Ad That Sold His agers of the Inland Theatres,

Inc., the circuit headed by Sr.

and Jr. Mercy—and we are

sure that you will agree with

us that they were something

worth talking about. We've had Frank Hill, Lyman Lynn, Arch
Bartholet, Ray Myersick, Milton Wight and others too numer-
ous to mention who have passed along work that contained

something of value to their fellow showman. Their steady flow

of contributions are typical of the real Club spirit. And the

real Club spirit may be seen on the Mercy chain also. The men
are "All for One and One for All"—a standard that probably

accounts for the success of the circuit.

We have another contribution to pass along today. This one

is from Milton Wight, manager of the Liberty Theatre in Pasco.

Wash. In the time he has been in the show game, Wight has

made use of every moment. He has tried to keep his house

before the public in every

way possible. One of his re-

cent means for doing this

came to light when he
played "Holiday." All of

the stores in Pasco are

closed on Sunday, the day
when a new picture opens
at the local playhouse. De-
siring to secure big busi-

ness on his opening day,

Wight made up a bunch of

door hangers. Copy on
them read: "Todav Is a

Holiday—We Will be Closed
Today, So We May See
'Holiday,' Now Playing at

the Liberty." Persons on
the street were, of course, attracted by the unusual sight of

the closed signs on the doors of the leading business establish-

ments. They made haste to inquire the cause by reading the

card. As a result, the plug for the picture proved valuable, the

reader no doubt deciding to see the show. The slight cost in-

volved in the printing of the cards was more than paid for in

the additional business that resulted from the stunt.

Patrons On Picture

THE SHOWMAN'S CALENDAR!
This great exclusive feature of the Club pages is

now well over a year old and we can recall no
other showman-aid, in any trade publication,
which can be compared in value with this.

Thousands of members and readers plan most
of their future activities by following the Cal-
endar weekly, if YOU are not doing the same you
are passing up a marvelous bet.

Dozens of the items published may just apply
to your house, yet, if you don't see it in the Calen-
dar you may never know until the event is over
that you had a natural for boosting business or
tieing into some attraction.

The Showman's Calendar contains a wealth of
information for the live-wire exhibitors who are
quick to grasp every opportunity to pep up the b.o.

Along with this story, we are showing an ad that Wight used
to sell his week's show. There's a humorous angle that we want
to point out. The ads for the theatre are run weekly, the local

paper making only one appearance. With a whole week's show
to sell, Wight's ingenuity is taxed to the utmost to get the best

results out of the expenditure. In this layout, we want to single

out the ad on "Her Man." Wight did not receive his press sheet

on time, thus he knew very little about the picture. The result

was a solid type ad. The remarkable part of this ad is that the

copy just fits the picture. There's nothing excessive in it. The
film, if we recall, is a thriller that makes an excellent audience
picture. A perusal of the review in the Sept. 13 issue of Motion
Picture News will bear out our statement. So without press

sheet, Wight turned out an ad that sold them. And it doesn't

detract from the lay-out. It makes the picture stand out. Being
a good picture, it deserves to be plugged. If a film has the
goods, it can be plugged to the nth degree.

We are glad to see that Wight is still delivering at his house.

Keep it up. Milton, and let's hear from you and the rest of the

showmen on your circuit real soon.

When "Follow Thru" play-

Forrester Released ed the World Theatre Kear-
ney, Nebraska, Eddie Forres-

Bunch Of Golf Balls ter, manager of the house,

. , ~, , conducted a triple-threat cam-
AS Advance atunt pajgn that won his theatre a
— touchdown, judged by the box

office receipts.

Miniature golf equipment was borrowed from an outdoor

course which went broke, and three holes of the course were

moved into the lobbv of the theatre. All patrons were allowed

to play the course, and for everv hole-in-one, a guest ticket was

issued. The course was called "The Follow Thru Course-
Tiny but Tough." Cut-outs were advantageously spotted on

the course.

In addition to his regular screen advertising. Manager For-

rester used a stunt inside the theatre three days in advance

that created a great deal of talk about town. On the screen,

it was announced that 24 golf balls would be released from the

back rows of the theatre and they would roll down under the

seats. Patrons were to try to catch them. If the number on

the golf ball corresponded with the numbers in the box-office

at the end of the show, the holders of the lucky numbers would

receive free tickets. When released—the golf balls would hit

the iron legs of the seats and bounce in every direction. The
patrons entered into the spirit of the thing and were down on

their hands and knees looking for the golf balls.

The Kearney Dailv Hub ran a two-column 7 inch line cut of

Buddy Rogers and Nancy Carroll, which was used as a basis

fur a coloring contest.

These activities more than put the picture across. We hooe

that Eddie will keep us in touch with his future work so that

we can pass it along to his fellow Club members.
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Try This One Yourself!

You may have a tough time believing that the picture
below represented a truck used as a ballyhoo for
Warner Bros. Theatres out in Hollywood. But where
else, outside of the Movie capitol, would they pull a
gag like this? At any rate it strikes a new note in un-
usual ballyhoos and if it failed to create the attention
and interest of the prospective theatre-goers, then they
ought to stop ballyhooing out in Hollywood.
Although details are lacking, close inspection of the

picture reveals what appears to be a radio or phono-
graph which furnishes the music for the dancing girl

on the truck.
Whoever thought this one up is deserving of a lot

of credit. We'd like to tell you who he is but we don't
want to hold up publication of the gag.

Joseph Luntz Still

Displaying Show-
Manship in Town

Another excellent lobby dis-

play plug for a coming attrac-

tion was turned out by Joseph
Luntz, manager of the Valley
Stream Theatre in Valley
Stream, Long Island, N. Y.

^_^_^__^^^^^^^^___^-— The last time that he gave
us a look at one of his dis-

plays, he enclosed a photograph with his letter. Unfortunately,
the photo was too small for good reproduction. This time, Joe,
sent us in a large photograph, but it was so creased up that it

was impossible for us to make a cut from it. We will have to

describe it to you.
The lobby plug was used on "Song O' My Heart," the movie

starring John McCormack. A massive heart was constructed,
from beaverboard. The heart was banked with flowers. In the
center, four cut-out heads of McCormack were placed. At the
foot of the heart, a replica of a scene in an Irish countryside
was built, complete in every detail, down to the small cottage
with the thatched roof. Imitation grass furnished the meadows.
The display was illuminated by means of colored lights, secreted
among the flowers. A spot also played on the entire display,

a color tone being trained upon it that brought out all of the
highlights.

Everyone stepping into the Valley Stream lobby was heard
to make some complimentary remark towards the display.

Their interest aroused they would be sure to be on hand when
the playdates rolled around. The work that Luntz is turning
out along these lines has been the subject of a lot of comment
from the residents of the town who patronize the theatre.

Keep it up Joe, and we predict that you'll be crashing through
with so many records that vou'll have to open a music store.

Oke!

Jones Supplied Fans

With Football Cards

That Plugged House

Meeting football competi-
tion with co-operation, Bur-
ton Jones, manager of the
Rivoli Theatre, Beatrice, Neb.,

is taking advantage of every
opportunity that presents it-

- self to plug his theatre.

For the high school games
in Beatrice, Jones prepares an attractive four-page booklet con-
taining the names and numbers of all the players on the inside

two pages with his advertising smeared all over the front page.
The back page is sold to two or three local merchants each
week to cover the complete cost of the printing. So the theatre

gets its advertising before 1500 to 2000 potential patrons each
week at absolutely no cost.

He also crashes the sports page daily by offering a guest ticket

to each person who can pick the winning team in each of ten

contests scheduled for the following week. Two or three 'tough'

games to decide are included in the line-up and that coupled
with the usual upsets have kept the guest tickets down to a
maximum of eight or ten each week in return for which Jones
gets a break each day on the sports page. The name of the pic-

ture for which the passes will be issued is always mentioned
in these stories.

That's what you call alert and active showmanship. Keep it

up. Burton, and let's have some more accounts of it.

In Danville, Illinois, the
sirens were shrieking when
Russell Lamb turned out his

excellent campaign for "The
Big House," when the prison
film played the Fisher Theatre

=^^^^^^^=^=^=^=^==; not so long ago.
Two halftone likenesses of

Wallace Beery and Robert Montgomery were run in the local
paper as teaser ads. Simultaneously with the appearance of
these teaser ads, reward circulars, bearing the same photos,
were distributed throughout the city and within a radius of
20 miles. The circulars offered a reward of theatre tickets to
the first fifty persons sending in the correct identifications to
the theatre.

Five bookstores in the city featured full window displays of
the book, a group of stills serving as background. Art cards an-
nounced the theatre and playdates. Along with these displays,
the book stores distributed 2500 special bookmarks containing
copy on the picture, as well as playdates. 3,000 copies of the
local newspaper were overprinted in red with sensational scare-
head copy on the picture. The stunt was worked on back num-
bers of the paper. On one of the inside pages, a colored herald
on the picture was pasted. It gave name and date of the film.

An Anagraphic contest was run in the paper, prizes of tickets
being given. The paper ran a special story on the contest. A
large, new banner, containing four-foot cloth letters in red,

was strung across the street from the theatre to the building
opposite. The banner was used a week in advance. The the-
atre art display was excellent, an atmospheric front plugging
photos of the stars being used.
Lamb had covered the campaign well, so it was not surprising

to him to find that on the opening night they were in line wait-
ing for tickets. We understand that he is always displaying
good showmanship. We'd like to hear from him again.

Lamb Turns Out
Good Showmanship
On Every Attraction

Picture-of-the-Week!

Here's an idea that you might want to adopt.
Herman Shulgold, manager of the Roxian Thea-
tre in McKee's Rocks. Pa., in his weekly program,
"Filmdom," imprints on the front page an ad or
scene mat from one of the pictures he is playing
during the week. A head: "Our Picture Choice
for This Week." lends a novel touch to the front
page. Maybe this would go over in your town, too.
Maybe it wouldn't. Let's have some comment on
the advisability or inadvisability of using the
stunt.
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PERSONALITIES
-- SHOWMEN NEWSETTES FROM EVERYWHERE -^

JEREMIAH A. PARKER, former Assist-

ant Manager of the Warner Theatre in

Lynn. Mass., has been promoted to the man-
agership of the Commodore Hull Theatre in

Derby, Conn.
* * *

E. J. SPERRY is again managing the
Mavwood Egyptian Theatre in Huntington
Park, Calif.

* * *

MELVIN BOURASSA has been ap-
pointed manager of the Valley Theatre in

La Salle, 111., succeeding William Caldwell
who is booked for a new assignment.

* * *

JACK RETLAW former district manager
for Fox West Coast Theatre is now in-

stalled as snecial field representative of the
circuit's houses in Southern California and
Arizona.

* * *

H. G. STEIN, manager of the Princess
Theatre in Luling, Texas, is director of the
Tenth District of the Allied Theatre Owners
Association of Texas.

* * *

M. A. SHEA, lessee of the Park Theatre
in Westfield, Mass., has assigned his control
and management to Publix.

* * *

NAT TURBERG is managing the Palace
Theatre, recently acquired Publix' house in

Hamilton, Ohio.
* * *

CHARLES LOEWENBERG, formerly
publicist for Universal Pictures, has been ap-
pointed manager of the Strand Theatre in

Madison, Wis., succeeding R. R. Miller, who
was transferred to the Parkway.

* * *

H. ENGBRETSON has been named man-
ager of the Grand Theatre in Decorah, la.,

succeeding T. J. Salmon.
* * *

ARTHUR SOPER has re-opened his
theatre in Millers Falls, Mass.

* * *

MRS. A. A. NAESSER has leased the
Beaver Theatre in Beaver, Pa.

* * *

JOSEPH M. HARGEDON has pur-
chased the Colonial Theatre in Haverhill,
Mass. House is under lease to Publix.

* * *

SAMMY STEINBERG has hooked up
with the Warner Exchange in Pittsburgh,
Pa.

* * *

JAMES J. RABINOWITZ is managing
the re-opened Strand Theatre in Willimantic,
Conn.

* * *

JAMES F. BOYLAN has leased the
Grand Theatre in Whittenton, Mass., to
William H. Donovan.

* * *

JAMES A. SAYER has taken over the
lease on the Colonial Theatre in Lawrence.
Mass.. from the Sweeney estate.

* * *

P. G. CAMERON will shortly start con-
struction of an 1100 seat house in Dallas,
Texas.

* * *

JACK LeVOIS has re-opened the Em-
bassy Theatre in Neenah, Wis. House was
dark all summer.

FRANK S. LIVERMORE has sold the
Lyric Theatre in Garner, la.

* * *

O. C. BURROWS has been appointed
manager of the new King Theatre in Belle
Plains, la.

* * *

SAM GOLDMAN has sold the Park
Theatre in St. Louis, Mo., to H. G. Cohen.

* * *

J. D. SPOON is the manager of the re-
opened Crescent Theatre in Audubon, la.

House is now named the Audubon.
* * *

GEORGE COSTA has leased the Central
Theatre in Kansas City. He will manage
the house after its remodeling.

* * *

FRED SCHRAM has taken over the
Bijou Theatre in New Philadelphia, Ohio.

* * *

W. V. CARLSON has assumed the man-
agement of the Our Theatre in Sparta, Mich.

* * *

A. R. KRUEGER of Deer Park, Wis.,
has purchased the Opera House in Glenwood
City.

* * *

HENRY FULKERSON has taken over
the ownership and management of the Lyric
Theatre in Powell, Wyo.

* * *

J. H. BELL has sold the Bell Theatre in
Springfield, Oregon, to McPherson, Cole,
and Benjamin.

* * *

JOHN PHILLIPS is the new owner of
the Grand Theatre in Erie, Pa.

* * *

TERRY McDANIEL, former manager
for Publix-Saenger, is now on the West
Coast working for Fox.

* * *

J. B. BANKS has been appointed man-
ager of the State Theatre in Winston-Salem,
N. C, succeeding Frank Burns who goes to
Salisbury to handle the Capitol Theatre.

* * *

ANDREW SHARICK has been ap-
pointed exploitation manager of the Cleve-
land territory for Universal Pictures.

* * *

S. GREGORY has acquired the Liberty
and Wallace Theatres in Peru, Illinois.

* * *

E. H. DICKINSON has taken over the
management of the local theatre in Glenns
Ferry, Ida.

Items for publication on this
page should be addressed to
"Chick" Lewis and will be pub-
lished the week following re-
ceipt. Notices of promotions,
transfers, change of addresses,
and other material of this na-
ture is what we want for our
"Personalities" page. The more
you send the more interesting
will be the page each week.

J. SIDNEY McREYNOLDS is the new
manager of the Liberty Theatre in Malvern,
Arkansas, succeeding his brother, W. Bruce
McReynolds.

* * *

P.
J. LEVERESQUE, manager of the

Arcadia Theatre in Lewiston, Maine, has re-
signed the post to accept a position in
Massachusetts.

* * *

ARCHIE FINEMAN has reopened the
McKee Theatre in Pittsburgh, Pa.

* * *

S. E. COFFIN has been made manager of
the Rialto Theatre in Camden, Ark., succeed-
ing M. S. McCord, circuit secretary and
treasurer, who will devote his entire time to
his regular duties. Jessie Rinehart, Assistant
Manager of the Rialto has been transferred
to Smackover, Ark.

* * *

FRED BRYAN has reopened the Alladin
Theatre in Cocoa, Fla. House is redecorated
and new sound equipment installed.

* * *

JOHN BERNARDI is now managing the
Grand Theatre in Williamsport, Pa.

* * *

S. A. PETERS has leased the Virginia
Theatre in Paden City, West Va., to W. D.
Hadger.

* * *

JOHN FLADGER has been appointed
manager of the Gem Theatre in Greencastle,
Pa.

* * *

HARRY WORACK has taken over the
Princess Theatre in St. Louis, Mo., from
C. J. Vollmer.

* * *

E. GREGORY is now operating the
Italian Theatre in Philadelphia, Pa.

* * *

VIRGIL GOERTZ, exhibitor of Moclips,
Washington, announces that he will not re-
build the Moclips, recently razed by flames,
but will open his other theatre in Aloha.

* * *

C. J. DELONE is now handling the Opera
House in Hanover, Pa.

* * *

J. A. SNYDER is the new manager of the
reopened Capitol Theatre in Harrisburg, Pa.

HERMAN KAHN is now managing the
Park Theatre in Highland Park, New Jersey.

* * *

DENGLER AND PETERS have acquired
the Lyric Theatre in Summit Hill, Pa.

* t *

C. C. SPINK lias been appointed manager
of the Grand and Jackson Theatres in Phila-
delphia, Pa.

* * *

RAY M. BUTTERFIELD, former man-
ager of the Metropolitan Theatre in Leomin-
ster, Mass., has been transferred to the
Union Theatre in Attleboro.

MORRIS ROSENTHAL, former man-
ager of the Lyceum and Garrick Theatres in

Duluth. Minn., has been transferred to the
Capitol Theatre, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
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MIDNIGHT PREMIERS!
For some reason or other many theatres former-

ly starting their big attractions with midnight
premiers have discontinued that practice. What
we are wondering is: did falling off of attendance
prompt this discontinuance or did the theatres
believe that such a gag was being overdone?
Theatres located in thriving, busy communities

might easily get by with such performances regu-
largly once a week or for the opening of their
bigger attractions, but the smaller community
house was certainly gambling when they tried to
put over such shows.

If you are still running midnight premiers
please write and tell us how you are doing it and
how they are panning out. This information will
form the basis for a series of short articles deal-
ing with this phase of business building.

F. K. O'Kelly Will

Be Represented in

Future Club Issues

Though he hasn't been rep-
resented on our pages in quite
some time, F. K. O'Kelly,
manager of the Colonial The-
atre, Bluefield, West Va.,
promises to be more active

^==^^^^^^^__-^_^—_ than ever, on this season's
product.

One of his first stunts—used as part of his campaign for
"Animal Crackers"

—

was the distribution of sample bags of
the cookie confection to the patrons. No copy tying in the pic-
ture was used. The copy read: "Food for thought—see if you
can figure this one out—you'll eat it up." Upon opening the
bag, and seeing the animal crackers, the recipient would men-
tion the title of the picture.

Kelly made sure to follow this slant up with his other plugs
on "Animal Crackers," with the result that the picture was
given some widespread publicity. Incidentally, the picture went
over very well. Listen, "F. K.," we want to hear some more
from you very soon. And when you send in your next con-
tribution, include your photo, too, will you?

Willis Grist Had
Fair In Lobby On
Prosperity Week

A Fair Week was held in his
lobby during Paramount Pros-
perity Week by Willis Grist,
manager of the Carolina The-
atre in Greenville, N. C. Fif-
teen merchants were sold on
the idea; each had built-in
booths in the theatre lobby.

To give Prosperity Week added emphasis, the Mayor issued a
proclamation proclaiming the week as Greenville Prosperity
Week, with everyone invited to take part.
Every one of the IS merchants had attractive booths in the

lobby—setting forth some of their best merchandise. As the
newspaper article explained it, the booths were on display dur-
ing the entire week, but the regular hours for the fair was be-
tween 3 P. M. and 5 P. M. and between 7 P. M. and 9 P. M.
During these hours demonstrations were given and all ques-
tions answered concerning the various articles on display.

Although an event in itself, the indoor fair did not interfere
in any way with the regular screen entertainment. The mer-
chants gave away prizes nightly and many of them gave away
prizes in the afternoon, too. The merchants also ran co-opera-
tive newspaper ads which further helped to put over the fair
and incidentally to promote business at the theatre.

Every angle was thoroughly covered, with the result that the
theatre turned in records for good-will and business. We would
like to hear some more about what this showman is doing to
keep them filing up to the box-office window. Keep us posted,
Willis. And, by the way, when you send in your next contribu-
tion, you might also include your photo and a little dope on
yourself. What do you say?

Live Baby Gag Had
Sioux City Buzzing
About Mickey Gross

They did an awful lot ot

talking around Sioux City, la.,

a short time ago. The whole
town buzzed with suppressed
excitement. The reason for

the strange occurrence lay in^=^=^=^= the fact that Mickey Gross,

manager of the Orpheum The-
atre announced that a live baby was to be given away at the

theatre on a designated night.

The stunt had never been pulled before in the town and it

gave them plenty to talk about. Heralds were freely distributed

about the town announcing the fact that a live baby would be
given away during the showing of "Little Accident." The
merchants all carried cards in their windows announcing the

fact. In the lobby of the theatre, Gross constructed a setting

which served as a background for another plug on the picture.

V\'e are showing a photo of this setting, so you can look it

over and see how well he engineered the gag. A baby carriage,

baby clothes, etc., were in prominent display. As most of our
members know, the live baby is a live pig. How the audience
laughed when the squealing animal was brought onto the stage

and deposited into the arms of the blushing winner. All dur-

ing the gag, the newspapers had run stories on it, and on the

following day they devoted more space to it. It was a very
well planned and executed campaign and Gross chalked up a

record night's business.

He does other things besides giving away babies. When he
played "Rain or Shine," he tied up with a local insurance
agency and they agreed to issue policies, not to exceed a thou-
sand dollars, as a protection against anyone dying from laugh-
ing at the picture. Real policies were given out at the theatre
to all patrons. The gag had them laughing and talking, with
the result that the film was given some valuable word-of-mouth
publicity that resulted in box-office gains during playdates.

With Mickey continuing to turn out such ace work, we hope
that we will have some more of it to pass on in the near future,

as we know the Club is interested in what he is doing. Oke,
Mickey?

Notice to Members
PLEASE be sure to notify

the Chairman of any change
of address.

—THANK YOU.
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School Tie-Up Aided
Sams In Boosting
Theatre Good-Will

Whenever opportunity pre-
sents itself, showmen will take
advantage of the school tie-

ups that have helped them
along with the selling of their

shows and added to the so
necessary good-will building.
A. F. Sams, Jr., manager of

the Playhouse Theatre, Statesville, N. C, made an advantageous
school tie-up recently.

A letter was dispatched to the local teachers worded in this
manner:

"It is our desire to co-operate in every possible way with the
educational forces of our community, and we will appreciate
your calling on us whenever we can be of service to you.

"If you desire to bring your class at any time, just phone us
and we will make you a special rate.

"Maybe you would like to give away some tickets at the end
of the month to students excelling in deportment studies or any
other phase of work? We will give you as many as five tickets
free this month and for future months, if you care to use them.
Tickets will be turned over to you to be issued by yourself
to the honor students.

"If you desire to give this a try-out, just fill in the blank
below and forward to the writer. At the time you designate,
we will mail tickets to you.

"Yours very truly,"

(Manager)

The letter was printed on theatre stationery. A blank was
left at the bottom for the teacher to fill in and return, stating
the number of tickets desired. Sams also had special passes
made up for the stunt. The passes carried a head : "For Excel-
lence in Scholastic Work." The stunt went over well for Sams,
many blanks being returned. The good-will gained by this

angle was plenty and we think that he is going to make a term
feature of it. Let's have some more of your work, Mr. Sams,
so that we can pass it along to the rest of the Club. And in-

clude your photo and a little dope on yourself, with your next
contribution. Will you?

Fitzpatrick Picked
A Winner On Stunt;
Ray Klein Assisted

A harmonica contest that
attracted no end of comment
was run recently by J. L. Fitz-

patrick, manager of the Castle
Theatre in Irvington, N. J.
Raymond Klein, publicity man,^^=^^=^=^^;= assisted Fitzpatrick.

During the first week of the
contest—which ran over a period of four weeks—Mayor Lovell
of Irvington was presented with a gold harmonica on behalf
of the contestants. At the presentation of the harmonica, the
Mayor voiced his approval of the stunt being run by the the-
atre. Before the final contest was held, Klein pulled an ace
stunt that helped the harmonica gag. He gave a gold harmonica
to Joe Penner, a comedian playing in a revue at the Shubert
Theatre in Newark. Klein and Penner are seen in one of the
photos we are showing.

MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATES!

These certificates are shipped to all members (except
assistant managers) framed and ready to hang.

On the fourth Saturday of the contest, a parade was held
throughout Irvington, which took in all of the main streets and
wound up in front of the th°atre. A tie-up with all of the auto
dealers in Irvington was effected, every dealer entering a car in

the parade. Commissioner Harry J. Stanley of Irvington
awarded prizes to the winner of the finals. We are showing the
youngster's picture here. The boy was given a wrist-watch,
harmonica, gold medal, sweater, and a ukelele.

A corking good week was turned in by Fitzpatrick on the

stunt. We hope that we will hear from him and Klein again.

What do you say "J. L."?

McKenna Used A
Variation Of The
Plane Passes Stunt

Here's another slant on the

plane stunt which you may
want to make use of in con-
junction with some future

selling of your shows. It was
worked by John McKenna,

^^ manager of the Lyric Theatre

in Jackson, Term. He tied up twelve merchants on the stunt

as part of his selling of "The Dawn Patrol."

A full-page ad gave details of the contest and each merchant

listed on the page stated what he would give to the holder of the

lucky-numbered parachute. On the afternoon of opening day

of picture, a plane soared over the "court square" dropping 37

parachutes. Twelve of them were numbered from 1 to 12 in-

clusive. The person finding one of these numbered parachutes

took it to the merchant whose number and ad appeared in the

paper—and then received the gift. The other 25 parachutes

were good for two tickets each to see the picture.

The cashiers and ushers made the parachutes at a cost of

$4.50. Material used consisted of nine yards of unbleached
homespun material, six dozen strands of fishing cord—using
eight strings to each parachute—one-quarter yard of muslin tied

to a small lead washer. The stunt proved to be a very popular

one and also served as a fine medium in publicizing the picture.

Listen, John, we'd like to get a picture of you and a little

dope on your career so that we can give you a regular intro-

duction and let the rest of the Club meet the showman who is

turning out some great stuff in Jackson. What do you say?

"The Stamp of Real Merit"
Your membership in the

Managers' Round Table Club
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Mike Zalesny Had
Original Relics as

Part of Campaign

Riding rough shod over the

showman range in pursuit of

business for "Billy the Kid"
M. F. (Mike) Zalesny, man-
ager of the Rio Grande The-
atre, Las Cruces, New Mexico,
tracked it down through the
keen-sighted showmanship he

uses to sell his shows in the southwest territory.

The important part that the real Billy, the Kid has taken in

the affairs of New Mexico enabled Zalesny to exploit it from
the history angle to excellent results. The famous character

was well remembered in Las Cruces and the vicinity, thus

Zalensy was able to effect some valuable contacts. These con-

tacts, made with schools, colleges and local museums, netted
him additional business on the picture, displays for his lobby
and store tie-ups and innumerable other valuable slants, all

tending towards a great run during playdates.

We are showing one of the window displays he obtained.
The most striking part about this window is the fact that every-
thing in it was original, the relics figuring in some part of the
history of Billy the Kid. Plenty of persons stopped to look at

this window, and the chances were that they were going to be
right up at the box-office when the film opened. It is almost
unnecessary to say that Zalesny's campaign went over like a

prairie coyote streaking for a hole. Thanks, Mike, for letting

us see what you are doing. Keep up the good work; and re-

member, keep us posted on what you are doing. And, oh yes

!

let's have a photo of yourself with your next contribution, will

you?

Here's Still Another
Way to Secure Pub-
licity Inexpensively

This one from H. C. Brown,
manager of the Modjeska The-
atre, is one that means some-
thing to you, not only because
it is inexpensive, but because
its novelty is going to com-
mand attention from every one

coming in contact with, or using, it.

When he played "Animal Crackers," Brown made up a special

rubber stamp which read: "The 4 Marx Brothers in ANI-
MAL CRACKERS Week of Sept. 1 at MODJESKA."
Permission was secured from leading department stores, the

Georgia Power Co., physicians and dentists to use this special

stamp on the back of envelopes in which their monthly state-

ments were mailed.

The rubber stamp was also used on many thousand paper
napkins at leading drug stores, lunch rooms, etc. And also on
paper bags in all of the prominent grocery stores. Brown also
used a dummy flag pole sitter on top of the marquee. A
card underneath the dummy read, "Waiting for ANIMAL
CRACKERS to come to the MODJESKA." This stunt was
used in advance of picture.

We'd like to point out that you can probably inject a comedy
touch, too, into your rubber stamp by running a cut of the
Marx Bros. Blue ink would be preferable in a stunt of this

sort. However, you know better than we, since you are located
right in the field, as to what would go over best, so dope it out.

Thanks, "H. C., for letting us see this one because it will no
doubt go over very well and find a berth with your fellow mem-
Kprs. Let's hear from you again real soon.

A Showman Handed

Out Gee - Gee Tips

At the Race Track

A wide-awake exploitation
man in Washington, D. C,
pulled an excellent stunt re-

cently when he hopped over
to a nearby race track and
handed out a load of heralds
plugging the attraction at his

house.
The town, wherein he is located, happens to contain many

racing fans—so we are told—and this set the exploitation man
to thinking. The result was a novel herald, printed in striking

colors. The front and back pages contained copy: "RED HOT
TIPS." Upon opening the heralds the inner pages were found
to contain plugs on the picture, copy of which was worded:
"Tip No. 1, 'A LADY SURRENDERS'—a sure-fire wild filly—

100-1 shot. Plav her at the (theatre, play dates). Tip No. 2,

'EVES OF THE WORLD—another sure-fire 100-1 shot—

a

real stake horse! Play it at the (theatre, play dates)." The her-

alds were plenty effective. Every one at the track read them.
For a trifling expenditure, this live-wire exploiter cleaned
up plenty.

We think that we are going to keep our eyes trained on this

showman, as the work he is turning out merits representation

on our pages. Watch every issue; we'll have some more to

pass along soon.

Happiness Week Was
Seven Days of Joy
At B. O. for Levey

They celebrated "Happiness
Week" on the Century Circuit,

one of New York's biggest
independent chains, recently;
and Bill Levey, manager of the
company's Beacon Theatre in

Port Washington, Long Is-
land, New York, was right there delivering the goods.

Levey contacted every merchant of prominence in his town,
and arranged for them to donate a ten per cent reduction on all

merchandise purchased during "Happiness Week." The mer-
chants were more than pleased to acquiesce to any plan Levey
put before them ; which is one of the reasons why he was
enabled to procure the full page
co-operative ad that we are

.

showing. This was the first

time that a full page ad had
been used in this manner, and
its novelty attracted plenty of

attention and comment. Another
valuable tie-up that Levey ob-
tained was with a local jeweler.

The jeweler agreed to furnish

the theatre with a gold and
silver pass, the gold pass per-
mitting the holder to see free
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shows at the theatre for six

months; the silver pass, three
months. The passes were given
to the writers of the best letters

on "What the Beacon Theatre
Means to Me." Many answers
were received on this contest.
and the judges—newspaper and
business men—had difficulty in

selecting the winners, all letters

submitted being excellent; but the task was finally completed
and the passes awarded to the writers of the missives.

The papers came through with some excellent publicity on
"Happiness Week," and we note with interest that one of the
local sheets broke with a story of Levey's career, as part of a
series of articles on prominent Port Washington Business Men,
written by a local journalist. This man Levey seems to have
done a lot of traveling in his day, the paper informing us that
he has traveled the globe, served in the Army, worked as an
usher, done bits on the stage, worked in the real estate game,
and many other experiences. He is one of our regular con-
tributors, and his many showman stunts since he has been on
our pages have, no doubt, been followed with interest. With
a successful "Happiness Week" to his credit, we hope that he
is s?oing to make the other 51 weeks just as convivial. Right,
Bill?—then let's see what happens.
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Circus Ballyhoo Was
Winner For Fishkin

On Selling Of Show

Keeping right in line with
the rest of the Brooklyn, N.
Y., showmen, Louis Fishkin,
manager of the Tuxedo Thea-
tre, is displaying activity at his

house. We want to introduce
Mr. Fishkin to you, so we are

showing his photo.
When he was at the Castle Theatre in Long Beach, Long

Island, last season he had an excellent run on "Swing High."
The picture's success was due, in no small measure, to the

ballyhoos and other exploitation mediums he used. One of his

best plugs was an atmospheric front, conveying the circus tone
of the picture. Flags, balloons, etc.,

were placed under the marquee. A cut-

out of a circus barker was placed out
front. During busy hours, a man,
dressed in costume similar to the cut-

out barker, plugged the picture. A
non-svnc attachment over the box-
office ground out the theme songs.

Plenty of attention was paid to this

angle.

In the inner lobby, striped awnings
were placed along the walls to serve

as a background for various stills and
cut-outs. Colored spots helped to lend

a pleasing tone to the effect. Any one entering or leaving the
theatre was sure to be sold on the picture. (The inner lobby
was also used as an advance plug.) A ballyhoo angle that
clicked was a stilt walker who paraded about the town distrib-

uting heralds on the picture. He caused plenty of comment.
The strength of Fishkin's campaign was seen in the capacity

business that the house enjoyed. We are sure that Louis is

going to display a lot of that showmanship at the Tuxedo—if

he is not already doing so—and that we'll present it on the Club
pages. What do you say, Louis?

The Real Club Spirit!

"All For One And One For Air

"TIP US OFF"
There is no finer news than an announcement of

advancement for any showman in this business and
when such an event takes place you should, by all

means, drop us a note so we can carry the news
on these pages.

Remember, not only the members and readers
of these pages want to know about it, but your
personal friends and acquaintances in different
parts of the country will be equally as delighted
to hear such good news.

Personal publicity of this sort is far from "blow-
ing your horn." It is just as consistent from the
publicity angle as a news announcement from the
heads of a national theatre chain or distributing
organization. They use just such means of letting
the industry know what is happening in their out-
fits, so you, too, should avail yourself of this meth-
od of passing along good news of your own doings.

Baby Golf Course

On Huge Cake Was
Ace Window Display

A window display that had
them craning their necks to

look at it, was the one used by
Elmer R. Daniels, manager of

the Capitol Theatre in Wor-
cester, Mass., when he set out

to sell "Follow Through" to

the town.

The Federal Bake Shop made a cake weighing approximately

70 pounds. This cake ha_d a miniature golf course on top, made
of frosting showing Nancy Carroll and Chas. Rogers playing

golf.

The cake was on display in the bake shop window for a week
in advance. In addition to the attention value derived from
the frosted golf course, cards in the window stated that the

ten persons nearest estimating the correct weight would receive

guest tickets to see the picture.

The cake in the window was surrounded with stills from the

picture, photos of Carroll and Rogers and art panels playing up
the picture, cast, theatre and play dates.

We understand that Daniels makes a habit of injecting novelty

into his show selling. We'd like to hear some more about it.

Let's have some dope on your work, Elmer, and include your
photo, too. Will you?

Just another of the many
ways that showmen have
found will get publicity for

themselves and their house is

the personal story in which
the showman relates in detail— his experiences while in some

form of the amusement world. Vernon Reaver, manager of the

Ritz Theatre, in Birmingham, Ala., grabbed off a flock of space
this way recently by giving a full page of "dope" to a reporter

on the Birmingham News-Age Herald.
The story, which related incidents in the life of Reaver when

he was in the circus game, was well and interestingly written,

carrying some real low-down on the inner workings of the

members of the tent fraternity, in which their tricks were
blandly exposed, much on the fashion of the disclosures to be
found in "Circus Parade," the Jim Tully book. Reever, too,

knows his circus. This is more than evident in the article, and
we believe that he would be very glad to send any of you a
copy of it, if you would drop him a line.

As a number of Club members have worked on the lot, we
know that they will be more than glad to look at the old scenes
again. But that's neither here nor there right now. We pointed
out, at the start of this story, that this interview gag is a good
way to get publicity ; and we still say it. There are any number
of showmen who can furnish the papers with interesting ma-
terial, boosting their good-will stock, and house publicity, by
the move. If you have the time to engineer a stunt of this sort,

go to it. It will mean something for your house.

Tent Reminiscences

Gave Reaver Break

On House Publicity
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RUSSELL'S HOUSE OPENS SOON
"Glad to see you," postcards Colonel R. J. Bar-

bour Russell of the Russell Theatre in Maysville,

Kentucky. The Colonel's new house is rapidly

nearing completion, and by the use of a cut of the

theatre, imprinted on the back of a Government
postcard, he tells his friends in Maysville that

the theatre will open soon.

In one of the photos we are

showing you will note a man
on stilts. This man is said to

be "highhat," the reason for it

being that the stunt in which
he participated went over very^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ successfully. The man on the
left, in the photo, is John Mc-

Manus, manager of the Loew's State Theatre, in St. Louis,
Mo., and the showman responsible for the execution of the gag.

John McManus Gives

St. Louis Views Of
His Ace Showmanship

Since McManus has been located at the State he has been
turning out excellent showmanship. It seems that "we knew
him when," and upon referring to back files of the Club pages,

we find that he was a very active contributor when we first

started the Round Table ball a-rolling. At the time the letter

was placed in the plane, the airport was crowded with about
3500 people. The letter had been sent to McManus from New
York. Upon receipt of it, he decided to despatch it to Greta
Garbo at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios. The other photo
we are showing will give you an idea of the size of the letter.

Let's go back to the flying field. Look at the boy on stilts

again. His name is "Hi" Arnold, and he's pretty well known
about the city. The crowds at the airport were very friendly

to him, and taking advantage of this, he jumped and cavorted
around, having a wonderful time while plugging the show at

the State.

Now that we have Mr. McManus on our active file again,

we hope that he will keep us constantly posted on what he is

doing to bring them up to the box-office window at the State.

We think he will. Right, Mac?

His Radio And Local

Talent Show Proved
Winner For Miller

In North Platte, Neb., Chet
Miller, manager of the Fox
Theatre, continues to heave
forward passes down the line

and grab off box-office gains
for his theatre. With the co-
operation of a group of radio
dealers, he recently engineered

a very successful radio show—the first one in the town—that
had the residents talking for a week after its finish.

Six dealers co-operated. A radio set from each one was placed
in the foyer of the theatre, with a card announcing style,

price and dealer. This angle alone drew considerable interest.

The radio contest itself was a knockout. On the stage each
night local talent was introduced. The talent competed for

various gifts contributed by the dealers, who were right behind
the gag every minute. The local talent danced, sang or played
musical instruments. In order to enhance the entertainment
value of the stunt, Miller had the contestants make phonograph

records on the night they made their appearances. These
records were run on the same night. The stage set resembled
a radio station. The actors, etc., sang into the mike, which
picked up their voices and transmitted them to the record room,
where they were recorded on to the disks. The winners in the

radio show contest were judged by audience applause, so you
may be sure that a capacity audience was on hand the last

night.

The dealers came through with a full-page ad on the radio

show. We would like to have shown this ad, but postal regula-
tions would not permit our using it. Before closing this story,

we'd like to say a word or two about the student ticket that
Miller uses at the Fox. The student card entitles any student
to a discount on any picture at the theatre. The tickets break
the price between the children and adult admission. If you
want any more dope on this slant, drop Chet a line at his house.
Thanks, Chet, for passing along your work. Let's have some
more.

Kiddie Party Was
Silverman Stunt
That Helped Biz.

Kiddie business at the Bel-

mont Theatre in New York
City is on the up-and-up and
going higher, all because David
Silverman, manager of the
house, sees to it that the kids

in his neighborhood are kept
informed on the many features

that the house regularly presents to pep up business.
As a Hallowe'en stunt recently, Silverman arranged a party,

to be held after school. The kids paid the regular admission
price. A visit to a number of local merchants netted the theatre
cookies, ice cream, lollypops, etc. Arrangements were made to
take care of five hundred kids. The party was so successful
that Silverman had to go out and buy supplies for five hundred
more. Over a thousand kids showed up as a result of the
Hallowe'en party. Look at the photo we are showing and
you'll get a small idea of the crowd.
The front of the theatre was decorated in the Hallowe'en

tone, as was the inner lobby. The kids more than liked the
party. As an additional treat, a gentleman known as Uncle
Robert, a well-known announcer at kiddie radio broadcasts, was
present and spoke to the youngsters. He spoke about the party
the next day over his regular station. This stunt gave the
house some excellent publicity.

The kiddie business that Silverman boosted up as a result of

this party will no doubt continue. It is a certainty that the
good-will gained will help the theatre throughout the coming
season. We understand that Silverman is continually turning
out work of this sort at his house and we hope that he will pass
some of his future work along.

THOMAS D. LORENZO Says:

"While I am writing to you, I want to bring up the
subject of your ROUND TABLE CLUB section. I al-

ways turn to that first, when I receive my copy of the
"NEWS" every Monday. Its pages have always been
a source of help and your editorials are doing a great
deal of good to bring home to us the fact that we've
got something big in our jobs, if we only knew it."

Manager, Fox Cove Theatre,
Glen Cove, L. I.
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Special Newspaper
Section Obtained
For Amos 'n' Andy

There was no question but
that the special section engi-

neered by Vogel Gettier, city

manager for Publix in Grand
Island, Neb., and Rowan
Miller, district advertising

=^=^^==^^^^=^=^=; manager for the Central Divi-

sion, could be checked, double
checked, and even triple checked, so foolproof was it as an
advertising medium for the selling of "Check and Double
Check," the Amos 'n' Andy cinema opus, when it arrived on

the wheels of the Fresh
Air Taxi at the Capitol-*n»P»t>»^*«

AMOS
"ANDY

Qttck y/iai Double Uh-v 1. 1£/
Rrponvii Grand Uiand Mererun isA

'Boy. Ainl Thit Sumpin: "Now Ise UnlflxedT

* lf -. Dram m to

Lewis Tire Service

FIRESTONE -Sop Once" SERVICE" i'

ftrulmmt

Theatre.

The section contained
eight pages of ads, inter-

spersed with publicity

stories, news stories and
regular ads. The Amos 'n'

Andy ads stood out like a

Scotchman at a charity

ball. They carried clever

copy in the form of the

eight ball babies' well

known dialect. The copy
tied in the local merchant
running the ad, and upon
close inspection, and not-

ing the way the copy is

carefully planned, we are

led to believe that Gettier

and Miller put in plenty

of extra hours to make
this thing possible. We

are showing the front page of the section so that you can obtain

some idea of what it looked like.

When the paper first appeared there was plenty of rushing

done by the residents to look at it. And they did plenty of

laughing, too. This section, more than any other part of

Gettier's extensive and well-planned campaign, sold the picture.

The merchants were well pleased at the way the thing was
handled and they also reported that it helped to bring business

up. And just as a matter of interest, we'd like to pass along the

news that Grand Island doesn't think there's any such thing as

business depression. The way they flock into the local theatres

proves it. The Capitol drags down a lot of business, and the

other houses report that they are not flopping.

With campaigns of this sort being turned out, there is no
reason why the house should not enjoy substantial success. It

is always a source of pleasure to us to see showmen chasing

away the business depression bugbear in their respective towns,

thus doing their bit to chase the terror out of the country.

Keep it up, Vogel and Rowan

!

They Got What They Wanted t

In the above statement is contained the whole plot of the
publicity gag engineered by Al Selig, head of the publicity and
exploitation department of Tiffany Pictures, who, at the recent
MPTOA convention in Philadelphia, accomplished his purpose
by giving the assembled showmen a line of his company's new

film "She Got What She Wanted."
The question mark hangars, a cut of

which we are showing, were placed
about the hotel housing the exhibs.
They contained nothing but the title

of the picture. Should you decide to
use this gag, you will note that a space
on the hanger is left for a theatre im-
print. It is not necessary for you to
play this film in order to use the hang-
er. The idea is there. And it's a corker.
The hanger is so made that it may

be easily hung on doorknobs, on wires,
on auto door handles, and many other
spots of value in the selling of a pic-
ture. The original of the cut was about
eight inches high. If you can use a
stunt of this sort, you will find it to
be a change from the regular run of

things, and its novelty a good attention getter. Figure it out,
from all angles, to fit your local conditions.

Roy H. Rowe from

Raleigh, N. C, Joins

Round Table Club

A little dope on Roy H.
Rowe comes to light. Roy has
just joined the Club, and,
though we haven't a photo of
him to present to you, we are
going to pass along the bit of

;^^==^^==^====;^=^; his biography that we have
been able to dig up.

He is the manager of the Palace Theatre in Raleigh, N. C,
having been appointed there immediately following his gradua-
tion from the Managers' Training School maintained by the
Publix circuit. He had several years of theatrical experience be-
fore attending the school, through owning and operating a the-
atre in eastern North Carolina before joining Publix a year
ago. He studied the circuit operation in Charlotte and Spartan-
burg.

The Palace Theatre is a pretty little house, featuring a policy
of split-week and week-ends. First-run films are played there.
The house comes under the supervision of W. G. Emloe, the
city manager. The town offers Rowe an opportunity to do some
show-selling that will be of value to his fellow members—as
well as to himself and his house—and we are of the opinion that
he is going to prove a very active member. Drop us a line, Roy,
and let's know what else is going on around your town.

CLUB
EMBLEM

PIN!!!
WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG

THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A
MEMBER OF THIS GREAT ORGANI-

ZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE

SHOWMAN!

Use This Blank:

Managers' Round Table Club

729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Kindly send me, postpaid, Club pins,

for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.

Name of Member

Theatre

Address

City State.
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MANACEPJ' KCIIND TABLE CLUB
INVEST
YOUR
CO-OPERA-

TION
AND
DRAW
BIG
DIVIDENDS!

JOIN NOW!!
Here's the Blank

Application For

Membership In

"MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB"

729 Seventh Ave-, New York City

I hereby apply for membership In

the Club.

Name

Theatre

Address

City

State

Position

Wm- A. Johnston "Chick" Lewis
Honorary Chairman Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

SO SAY WE ALL OF US!
SAMUEL FRIEDMAN is the manager

of the Capitol Theatre in Pottsville, Penn.

Mr. Friedman has been in the show game
for a number of years, so he is well versed

in the art of bringing them in to the thea-

tre. We are sure that he is going to be an
active member and we hope to hear from
him in the very near future, so that we can

represent, and introduce him via photo, to

the rest of the Club.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

S. ALBERT SMITH manages the Ritz

Theatre in DeFuniak Springs, Florida. Mr.
Smith has had some excellent experience in

the business, having worked at the Daffin

Theatre in Tallahassee for three years, two
of which he was in charge of the house. Mr.
Smith tells us that he will try to be an active

showman. We hope to hear from him very
often.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! I

FLYNN STUBBLEFIELD manages the

Strand Theatre in Louisville, Fla. He is

very active in his section of the country and
we know that some of that activity is going
to reach the Club pages. He had already

shown us that he is going to be a very

active member, and we know he will con-

tinue. Let's have some more of your work,

Flynn, and include your photo with it, will

you?
Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

LOUIS FISHKIN manages the Tuxedo
Theatre in Brooklyn, New York. Mr. Fish-

kin is the latest Brooklyn showman to sign

on the dotted line. We are certainly glad

to notice the way these men from across

the river are rallying to our Round Table.

Welcome into the Club, Louis. Let's hear

from you.
Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

ERNESTO P. SMITH is the manager of

the Campoamor Theatre in Havana, Cuba.

Mr. Smith comes proposed to the Club by
none other than Earle Holden of Florida.

We are glad to welcome this showman into

our organization and we are sure that his

association with us will be both pleasant

and profitable. Let's have a photo of you,

Ernesto, when you send in your next con-

tribution.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

W. J. KILLARKEY manager of the

Crown Theatre in Toronto, Ont., Canada,

enrolls in the Round Table Club. Mr. Kil-

larkey is the latest of the Canadian showmen
to join and his enrollment boosts our Toronto

membership another notch. With so much
activity displayed around your section,

"W. J." we know that you must be pretty

active. Keep us posted on your work, will

you?
Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

L. W. MORRIS is the manager of the

Plaza Theatre, Great Bend, Kansas, and

the Royal Theatre, Hoisington, Kansas.

With two houses on his hands he is kept

busy filling up all the seats. We hope that

he will tell us what methods he uses to

keep them lining up at the box-office, and

also, what he does along the lines of serv-

ice and maintenance. What do you say

"L. W."? And include your photo.

EDGAR GOTH is the manager of the
Rialto Theatre in Asbury Park, New Jersey.
His house is a neat little six hundred seater

and we have a hunch that he takes a great

deal of pride in it, keeping it filled all of the

time. We'd like to hear from you more
often Edgar, so that we can pass along your
work to the rest of the showmen through-
out the show world.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

A. S. GOODWIN is the Assistant Man-
ager of the Royal Theatre in Hoisington,

Kansas. Mr. Goodwin was formerly a pro-

jectionist before he became an assistant

manager. He is now working under the

capable wing of Lo Wo Morris, manager
of the Royal. We hope that "A. S." will

keep us posted on his work so that we can

see how he is advancing in the show game.
What do you say, "A. S."

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

CLARENCE OLBRICH is the manager of

the Liberty Theatre in Kennewick, Washing-
ton. He is proposed for membership in the
Club by Milton Wight, who tells us that
Mr. Olbrich knows his stuff. Oke, Clarence,

we will take Milton's word for the present,

but we want to have some of your work very
soon, because, being on the Inland Theatres
Chain we know you'll be active.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! I

ELIAS L. LEFFLER manages the Loew's
42nd Street Theatre in New York City.

Located right across the way from Broad-
way, we think that Mr. Leffler must be do-
ing some good work to keep his house filled

up. Give us the low-down on the situation,

Elias, and at the same time send us a photo
of yourself.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! 1

ORESTES (Jimmy) MACRI is the Assist-

ant Manager of the Temple Theatre in Wells-
ville, N. Y. His father is the manager of
the house, so we think that Jimmy is going
to learn something about the show game
that will fit him for stepping into the man-
ager's job some day. Give us some dope on
what's going on along the show line at your
house, Jimmy.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

NATALIE TOLMAN is the helmswoman
behind the Big Sister Club that is a feature
of the State Theatre, Staunton, Mass., the
house managed by Paul W. Kunze. In view
of the fact that this activity of Miss Tolman
has boosted business tremendously at the
State, we have decided that she is entitled

to membership in the Club. Her showman-
ship won the place for her. We want to ex-
tend her a cordial welcome, and we hope to

hear from her again very soon.

Photos of Members!

THE Club is anxious to publish

photographs of every member
and would, therefore, appreciate

receiving as many as possible for

use in future issues of the Club
columns. If you have not already

done so, PLEASE send us your own
photo at once. Thank you.
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are
coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been
assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions" Running times are those supplied by the distributor.

Where they vary in different cities or towns, the change is probably due to state or local censor-
ship deletions.

Title
Cain and Artem
Caller., tf the New D«
China £»pre»»
Demon of the Steppes
Fragment of an Empire
Igdenbu
Law of Siberian Taiga
Man from the Restaurant
Old and New
Pamir. Record ot Expedition.

Sail
Storm Over Alia
Turkslb

Title
Jimmy Hloglne
Living Corpse, The..
Razleai
Spring
Traniport of Fire

AMKINO
FEATURES

Star
, E. Gall - N. Slmonov
. F. Gllllazova-Lltkln
. Special Can
Saltykov-Podlesnaya .

. Nlkltln-F. Semenova

. . kevebul Klma
. Tchekhov-Mallnovskaya
.Martha Lapklna

. S. Svashenko
. V. Inklzhlnov
. Educational

Coming Attractions
Star

. A. Bud. ma
V. Pudevkl*
M, A. Naroko*

. Educational

. G. Kuznetsov

Length
F»*t Mine.

...7202. ..78..

...5516

...5631 63.

...6800 ...75..

...7000 ...78.-

..6000 ..

.6921 ...
...6000..
..5600..
..7152..
..•900..

..Oet. 25

...Sept 13

..June 14

BIG 4 FILM CORPORATION

12..

Title Star Rel. Date

•t§Bar L Ranch (A.T.) DF ...Buffalo BUI. Jr Aug. 4

•tSBeyond the Rio Grande (A.T.) . ,„
DF Jaek Perrln Apr. '

•fSBreed f the Wait (A.T.) DF.Wally Wales Nov.

•tSCanyen Hawke (A. T.) DF ..Yakima Canutt *-"".

•^Firebrand Jordan (AT.) OF. Lane Chandler J«n«

tlRed Fork Raaio (A.T.) DF..Wally Walea
•tsRidln' Law (A.T.) DF Jack Perrin ..

•tSTralli tf Danger (A.T.) DF.Wally Wales
•fSTake the Heir (A.T.) D Edw. E. Hof

•tSWould You Bollevo It? (A.T.) . _ . -_,.
O Wal tor Fordo Fab,

Horton.

.

.5400.,
..5400.

16 5400..
28 5400..

5400..
. 24.... 5600.

Sept 30 5400.
Jan. 20....5700 .

6 raoli..

Im. Reviewed
.60... Aug 23

.60. ..June 7

. Dee.
.May

.60. ..Oct 18
..60. ..July 26

.62. ..July 5

COLUMBIA
(Available sotmd-on-nim and Mound-on-dtsc)

FEATURES
Tltl* 8ttr Rel - '

MsAtrlea Speaks :"*i:i ^ ?
eBL

•tSAround the Corner (A. T.) .. .Sidney- Murray Apr.

4lflr«than (A T ) Sert Lytell-Sebastlan Oct.

mYc™ ortheWi.1 (». T.V.... Re.ler-M.tl M«.r. M«y
tIF.r the tlw"S Lll (*,T.)..Mulhill-8f>rr.Elllll Nug.ot Del.

•HGulltv? (A T.) Helland-Valn Mir.
•tlLadie* n( Lel.ure (A T.) . . .

Stanwye.-uravee.8li6rman ..Apr.

•tSLone Rider. The (A.T.)......Jones.Reym.lds ............ .June

•MLadlii Muei Play (A.T.) N. Hamllton-D. Sebastian. .. Aug. ..

•fVlSl .1 ".L... Welt (A.T.) Lytell.P.U, Miller Au.. M..
•..Melody Man. The (A. T.) ... Collier. Jr.-Dny-SL Polla ...Jan. -
•
T |per.onallty (A. T.) .........SlWJIrlW... Feb.

•tlPrlnee el Olamoodo (A.T.)...l«n Kelth-Prlngle Mar.
•tSRaln or Shlna (A. T.) Jm Cook.Jjin Peera Aug.

Royal Romance, A (A. T.). . .
Colllor-SlaiKe Mar.

Sept.
June
Auo.
Auo.

. Mth-Prlnol.
Joe Cook. Joan Peert
Collier-Starke

Shadow Raneh Bu« Jones

tSSIiter* (A. T.) p Day- O Nell

•tSSquealer. The (A. T.).... Holt-Revler-Davy Lee ..

-•58-Methearts en Parade (A. T.) Mice White-Lloyd liughea

•t§Temptat1on <A. I) .

.

'TSTol'able David (A.T.).
*t;vengeanco (A. T.)

Wllsoti-G ray- Pefev -June
Cromwolt-Beery-Peon Nov.
Holt-Revler-tjtraage Fob.

Length
lata Feet Mini Reviewed
II .7054. ..74. .Sept. 27
7ti ..6356. .71. ..May 3

a .6843.. 76 .Nov. 1

in ..6500. ...72 ..May 31
» . .7000. ..72. ..Oct. 4
S. .0371. ...71 ..Apr. 12

1 ..8277. .103 ..Apr. 19
« ..5432. .60.. .July 12

1.. .5978.. .65.. Aug. 16
M ..6500. ..64. .Sept. 13
25.. ..6380. ..71. .Feb. 15
IB ..6304. . 70. .Mar. 1

2K ..6383. ..71. ..May 17

II ..8273. ..92. ..July 26
17 ..6359. .83. ..May 31

1 ..5766.. ..58. .Nov. 15

II ..6284. ...70 . .June 28
21 . .6356

.

.70.. -Sept. 13
IB ..6247. ..67. ..Sept 6
II ..6279. .70. . .June 7*

II. ..7350, ..70. .Nov. 15

a. ..6160. ..66. ..Mar. 1

Coming: Attractions
StarTitle

tlArhona (A.T.)
•tSCharley'i Aunt (A.T.) Charles Ruggles- June Collyer ,

•f§CM mine I Code, The (A.T.) . .
Holmes-Huston-Doran-Cummlngs ...

•t§Dlrigible (A.T.) Holt-Graves-Wray
•fSDawn Trail (A.T.) Buck Jenei
*t§Flfty Fathomt Deep (A.T.)
•HFIood. The (A.T.)
"t§Last Parade. The (A.T.)
*l5Llon and the Lamb. The (A.T.)W. Byron-C. Meyers-R.HattevLove
tIMadoana of the Streets A. T.) Evelya Brent-Robert Asai
tSMeet the Wife (A.T.)
*t§Men Without Law Buck Jenaa

tf Miracle Woman, The (A.T.) .Barbara Stanwyck
MSSubway Express, The (A.T.)
•TSVIrtue'i Bed (A.T.)
•tSWoman Who Came Back. The (A.T.)

Rel. Data Length

SOUND SHORTS
Title ,

Star

•fAtaskan Knights Krazy Kat
•tSApaehe Kid. The Krazy Kat
•tSAretle Antloa (A.T.)
*t Autumn
*t§Bandmaiter, Trie

MtBernyard Battle (A.T.).
M§Baroyard Concert (A.T.)
"t§8arn Dance (A.T.)
•tSCaclui Kid (A.T.)

Rel. Date
Kartoon May 22

__ Kartoon Oet 9 ,

Silly Symphony June 5
..Silly Symphony Feb. 13

..Krazy Kat Kartoon Sept. 8

..Mickey Mouse Apr. 25

..Mickey Mouse Mar. 3

. Mickey Mouse Mar. 14
Mickey Mouse Apr.

Capert
•i Cat's Meew. The
ISChaln Gang (A.T.)
•t§Clnderella (A.T.)
*tSCnntlnentaJ Evening, A.
Crystal Gazer
•t§Curlosltlea
•t Desert Sank
*t(Do It New
•t§Dutehman's Padadlse ...

•llFalth. Hope and Charity
•tlFlddllng Around <A.T.)
M§Flreflghtere (A.T.) ....

Eddie Buzzel .

.

Silly Symphony
Krazy Kat Kartoon
Mickey Mouse
Krazy Kat Kartoon
Fay Marbe
Specialties (Eddie Buzzell)

Novelty
Krazy Kat Kartoon ,

Clark A Bergman
Rambling Reporter ,

Specialties (Eddie Buzzell).

...Mlekey Mouee
Mickey Mouse

Oct
.Mir,

. Jan.

.Aug.
Aug.

. Feo.

.Sept
Sept
Mar.
June

..Aug. 2

'.'.'.Hn.'i

! July 5
..Feb. 16
.Aug. 23

13

.Feb. 22

.June 21

.Nov. IS

tSFrollicking Fishes (A.T.) Silly Symphony May
•t§GalIonlnB Gaueho (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Feb.
Gorilla Mystery Mickey Mouse Oct.
*T§Ham Berger &. His Horse

Radish (A.T.) Color Sensation July
Oct.
Aug.
.Apr.

' H.uij Boiled
•i\Haunted House (A.T.)..
"t§Hawaiian>
VIHonolulu Wiles (A.T.)..
*t§Hot and Bothered
*t§Jallhouse Blues lA.T.)
*t§Jazz Fool (A.T.) Mlekey Mouse
*§t Jazz Rhythm Krazy Kat Jun«
•t§Jewel ot Asia Rambling Reporter Sept,
•t§Jungle Rhythm (A.T.) Mickey Mouse luly

.Specialties (Eddie Buzzell).
. Mickey Mouse
.Columbia-Victor <jem

. Krazy Kat Kartoon
.Specialties (Eddie Buzzell).
.Mamie Smith

16 1 reel.

. I reel . .

.

. I reel. .

.

. I reel. .

.

.Jan. 24
...Nov. 8
.Aug. 16

26

Mickey Mouse
Krazy Kat Kartoon
.Rambling Reporter
Rambling Reporter ,

Tony SarQ
Mlekey Mouse . ...
Mickey Mouse lune
Silly Symphony luly
Silly Symphony Aug.
Specialties {Eddie Buzzell). .Oct.
Silly Symphony July
Kruvy K«t! Kartoon Apr.

.May

. Sept 26.

.

!".viar.'"i2".'

3..

I reel

I reel. Nov.
I reel July 26

Nov. 8
I reel Jan. 1

1

I reel

I reel Aug. 9
I reel Sept. 14, '29

I reel. Oct. 12, '29
I reel

Oct 18

.June 28

•tSKarnival Kid (A.T.)..
VSUmbs Will Gamble
a t§Land of Long Age
•tSLet's Talk Turkey
*U marionettes
•tSMlckey's Follies (A.T.)...
•t§Mickey's Choo Choo (A.T.)
"§tMldnlght In a Toy 8ho»
*t§ Monkey Melodies
•t§ Never strike Your Mother..
•t§Night (A.T.) Silly Symphony July 31 1 reel.
• t Old Flame, An Kruvy Kat Kartoon Apr. 24 1 reel.
•tEOn'ry House (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Har. 28 1 reel..

•tSPlcnle. TTie Mlekey Mouse Oet I

•tftplane Crazy (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Feb. 28 1 reel.
•tSPIayful Pee Silly Symphony
•tjpiuv. Boy (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Hay 9 1 reel..
•t' Pr incest Lady Bug 'A.T.) . . Color Sensation .Mar. 17 1 reel.
MSProdl.ul Daughter, The Specialties (Eddie Buzzell) ..Sept 21 ,

H.uiii- i nrs Utica Jubilee Singers fco. zo I reel.

•T§Shlndlg (A.T.) Mickey Mouse July 9 1 reel

*tblow Beau Krazy Kat Kartoon Feb.
'HSpookeasy Krazy Kat Kartoon Jan.
't^SpIke Speaks Frank Moulan Mar.
'tlStage Door Knights Buddy Dcyle Apr.
•tJStage Door Pest Boyee Combe Jan.
•fisteamboat Willie (A.T.) Mlekey Mouse 'an.

*t§South Sea Interlude (A.T.). .Color Sensation Jan.
*t§ Summer Silly Symphony Jan.
'*i Tnlking Screen Snapshots. . Released twice a month
•tSWhen the Cat's Away (A.T.). Mlekey Mouse Apr.
•tFWIld Waves (A.T.) Mickey Mouse *ug.
•tSWInter Silly Symphony -
•t§Ye Heartte Shop (A.T.) Color Sensation Apr. -2 1 reel.

CONTINENTAL PICTURES CORP.
FEATURES

Length
Title Star Rel. Date Feet Mlns. Reviewed

•tlFourth Alarm. The Nick Stuart-Ann Christy Oct 25 Oct 18

Rampant Age (A.T.) ( D.F.) .... .Murray- Kennedy Jan. 15 5743.. ..64. ..Jan. 18

•tSSecopd Honeymoon, The (F.) Sept «

Worldly Goods Klrkwood-Kennedy Auf. I 6065... .65... Aug. 2

Coming Feature Attractions
Air Eagles 6 welt
Defenders of the Law 6 reels

Hellion's Last Cruise, The ^,.6 raelf

Mystery Train, The 6 reels

Rose of Chinatown 6 reelt

Sea Devils Molly O'Day-Edmund Burns. Dec. 15 6 reels

Streets of Shadows t 6 reels

i reel Feb. 22
30 1 reel. FeD. I

26 I reel Mar. I

23 1 reel
IS I reel Feb. I

31 1 reel
17 1 reel

16 1 reel Feb. >

I reel. June 8. '29

II... .1 reel

15 I reel Jan. II

May 3

EDUCATIONAL
SOUND SHORTS

(Available sound -on- him and soand-on-dise)
Length
Feet. .Mlns. Reviewed
.1646 18. ..Aug. 23
.1609 18
|4flO....I6...Feb. 22
,922....II...Ott 25
.IB38 20. ..Feb .22

"tie Star Rel.
•tSAverage Husband (A.T.) .... Clyde- Meerhead Sept
•HBiliei Frionoi (A. I.; LitmDen- McPnan Apr.
'"Hio iflwei Case The (A.T.). . Lambert-Kttlsev-Garvia .. Feb.
tSBIuffer. The (A.T.) Clyde-Stedman Sept
•t;Bjiis and Bears (A.T.) Pollaro-ciyae-Beebe Mar.1 {Bully Beef Terry-Toon July
•ur.amera Shy (A.T.) Hamilton- H latl

*t|Campus Crushes (A.T.)... Clvde-Beebe-Stuart June 15..
*t§Cavtar Terry-Toon Feb. 23.
*f§Chop Suey Terry-Tooe Aug. 24.
*T§Chump». The (A.T.) Beebe-Ctyde luly 6..
•tSCodflsh Balls Terry-Toon June 15.
•t§College Cuties (A.T.) Tamblyn-Rondell Dec. 28.
Dad Knows Best (A.T.) Holmes* Bolten Mar. 30.
•StDivorced Sweethearts (A.T.) . . Chrisrv-l'-win.Pollard-Beebe. Oct. 26..
*t§Don't Bite Your Dentist (A.T.)Clyde Pollard Nov. 9..
O-.n't Give Up (A.T.) Buster and John West Oct. 26..
Don't Leave Home Johnny H ines Dec. 28
Drumming If Is (A.T.) Mf K n- Smalley Jan. 26.

*t§Dutch Treat Terry-Toon Sept 21.
*t§Expenslve Kisses (A.T.) Bert Roach Dec. 7.
•tSFnt Wives for Thin (A.T.) . . Beene-Barraud-Clyde May 25.
•tSFlylng Trip. A Hodge Podge Sept. 7.
•ttFollo* the Swallow (A. T.) . . Lloyd Hamilton «pr. 27.
•t§French Fried Terry-ToM Sept 7.
*t§Freshman'i Goat, The (A.T.). Bobby Agnew lune 15.

•t§ French Kisses Cook Shockley Sept 7.
•t§Fried Chicken Terry-Toon Oct. 19.

•f§Golf Nuts Terry-Toon Dee. 14.
•t§Goodby Legs (A.T.) Pollard-Stuert luly 27..
•snnnrt Mnrnlno Shorlff (A.T.) . Llayd Hamilton May 25.
•tSOrandma'e Girl (A.T.) Clyde-Stuart-Kane Oct 12.
•tt, Hail the Princess (A.T.) Boiey. Collins May II.
*tHawallan Pineapples Terry-Toon May 18.
•»'H* Trumoed Her Aea (A.T.) .

Burke-Beebe Mar. 23.
n«Hello Television (A.T.) Clyde-Chrlstv Aug. 17.

•t§Hls Error (A.T.) Bomim- Cell Ins Sept 14.

Hollywood Theme Song (A.T.) . . .Grlbbon-O'Leary-D'Avrll ....Dec. 7.
• *

. Beebe- Pollard Apr. IS.

. Llovd Hamilton June 29..
. Goodwin- Crane Jam. 12.
.Terry-Teen May 4.

.. .1480. ..16. -Feb. 1

...1929.. .21.. .June 28
....659. ...7. Feb. 22

..1888.. .21.. .July 1?

...1649. ..19.

.. 1840. . 20. . Apr 11
-.1822.. .22.. .Nov.
..1937.. .22.. Kept. 27
..1724... .19.. -Oct

...1600. ..18.

...1614. -.18.
.1980..
-.895..
.1688..
..547... 6
.16*4 19

. I789....U

.22. ..May 31

.19

•terioneymooit Zeppelin (A. T.)

.

•tSHonk Veur Hern (A.T.).
•HHet and Haw (A.T.I...
•tHet Turkey

...520.

.1961..

..1735.
. 1 885 .... 2

1

..1673.. ..17.

...602 7.

..1895 21.
..1844 20.
..1756. ...26.
.1859. ...20.
..IB76....M.
.•716- 10-

.

..1528. .17
...604 7.

Auo. 9

.Sept 27

'.Jiil'y'lY
.June 14

...Oet. 25

.'.'May' 24

..Apr. 12

..Aug. 23

'.'.NoV.'l
. Apr. 26
June 28
..la. ii

•Mean* synchronized score. fMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D meant disc. F means sound-on-film.
A.T. otter title means
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-H Hows My Baby (A.T.i Barnes-Colllns-McPhalt June
•T§ Hungarian Goulash Terry -Toon June
find i an Pudding Terry- Toon Apr,
•t§ Irish Stew Terry-Toon Oct.

•flJohnny's Week End (A.T.). ..Johnny Hines SepL
*t& Jumping Beam rorry- Toons Nov.
*1§Kangaroo Steak Terry- Te-cn July
*t§L«ve A La Mede (A.T.) Granville- Drew Nov.
*t§Uve Your Neighbor (A.T.). .charlotte i n»oud Oct.
•t$Mateh rmy .* i , Hagen-Dlegel Mar.
'

;
: M.-filfv nf Rivers, A Hodge-Podge Nov.

•f§Monkey Meat Ferry-Toon Aug.
•Museum ol Art. A Hodoe-Pmio* Feb.
*t§My Harem (A.T.) Moron-Bradbury Nov.
*t§No, No, Lady <A.T.) Clyde-Chrlsty Dec.
•t&Oti Darling iA I.j l>i..e< Mcpneil-Pees. ... Feb.
•tSOur Nagging Wlvet (A.T.).. -Ford Sterling Nov.

Over the Air Hodge- KoUgc Oct.
*tSPeace and Harmony (A.T.) Lambori - Collins- MtPhan ...May

?? ..1667. . .in.
SD ...tit. ,...(.
H ...578. ...6. . Anr. ?fl

5... ...... .Oct. II

14 .1653. ..III.

I... 499..

.1770..

...6.. .Oct 2b

? .It..
12 ..1756.. .22.. .Sept. 27
Iff . ..2002. 71 .Feci. 27

fl ..892.. 10

10 ...548.. ...6. 23

. Lloyd Hamilton
. Terry-Toon
. Lleyd Hamilton
..Clyde-Irwla-Pellare .

. . ueeDe- i)uryea-L.arewe

•tSPollihed Ivory (A.T.).
•tProt2eli

"tSPrlze Puppies (A.T.)
*T§Raeket Cheers (A.T.) ,

'tSRadto Kisses (A.T.)
'TKoman Puiun
Rough Idea of Love (A.T.)....
Salt Water Taffy
•t§Scotch (A.T.)
tIScetch Hlghballi
*t§SI, SI. Senor (A.T.) ...,
•tSpanlsli Onlone
•tSSugar Plum Papa (A.T.).,

*t§ Swiss Cheese
•tSTake Yeur Medicine Andy Clyde

Tld Bits Hodge Podge ..

•tSThelr Wives' Vacation (A.T.) . Kelton-Murray .

•HTroublr For Two lA.T.) Kaymond m.Keo
•t|Up a Trie Lloyd Hamilton

Mai
Mar.
Au«.
Nov.
May
Apr.

16 1704..
7.... 1798..

16 1565..
9 1780..
12 935...
18 I860..
16 1642.

.

9 623...
8 1724,..

J3....I994...
4 1891 ..

20 5«n
21 1896..Beebe- Eastman Dee.

Terry-Toon Nov.
. Clyde- Bevan-McPhail ...... Jan. 18 1961.
.Terry-Toon Nov. 16 560..
.Tom Patricola SepL 21 1755.
Terry- Toon . Mar. 23 637.

.Clyde- Or ibbons Feb. 16 1942.

.Terry- Teen June I.... 847

.17. ..Feb. t

.19... Oct. 25
.10... SepL 27
.18 .May lu

.22. ..Nov. 8
21. ..June 14

8. . .Apr. 26
.21

•tlVaeatlea Level (A.T.).
MSWestern Knights (A.T.)...
•tewilklns Murder Mystery...
•t|W«n by • N«k

14

.Clyde-Betty Boyd SepL
Lambert-St. John-McPhall Apr.
Wbi. J. Bar**
Liuyd Hamilton Oct.

-Oct.
..Dec. 21
.

. Dee.
Mar. !

-Nov. 30

.969.
....779..
...1895..

'S27

..1777...

. .1904..
1661

1014....
...1883..

FIRST NATIONAL
(Available toattd-on-disc and sound -on- film)

FEATURES
T'tle

'tSBaek Pay (A.T.)
•tjBad Man, The (A.T.)
tSBride el the Regiment (A.T.)
*t§Brlght LlgJita

•tSCollege Lovers (A.T.)
•iSDawn patrol, The (A.T.)...
•tlFMrtlna Widow (A.T.)
*t<JFurl« (A.T.) .....
*t§GIN ef Golden West (A.T.)
MSGorllla, The (A.T.)
•tjln the Nem Room (A.T.)...
•tSLIIlei ef Field (A.T.) ....
•tHeote Ankles (A.T.)
•15 Murder WIH Out (A.T.) ...

•tlNotorlout Affair. A (A. T.)..
•tSNumbered Men (A.T.)
•tSOne Night at Susle'e (A.T.).
•tlOther Tomorrow (A.T.)
•tSPIaylng Around (A.T.)
•tCRoad to Psnadlse The (A.T.)
n§Scarlet Pages (A.T.)
tSShow Girl m Hollywood (A.T.)
"tSSong ef the Flama (A.T.)...
•tlSorlng Is Here (A.T.)
•tSStrletly Modern (A.T.) . ..

•fSSweethearts and Wives (A.T.)
•tVSweet Mama (A.T.)
•tfiTop Speed (A.T.)
*t|Wav el All Men. The (A.T.)

*t§ Widow from Chleage (A.T.)

.

JtsV
. Cortnne Grimtti
- H ui ton - Revlor

,

. Segal -Pidgeen

.Dorothy Maekalll
Whltlng-NUon
Berth el mess- Fairbanks.

. Dorothy Maekalll . ...
Warner-Wilson

. Harding- Ronnie
Joe Frlsee

.Jack Mulhall

. Corlnne Griffith
Fairbanks. Jr.-Yaung

. Mulhall-Lee
. Blllle Dove
Nagel-Clalre
Dove-Fairbanks,
Blllle Dove..
Whlte-Morrli
Young- Mulhall
Ferguson-Nixon
Whlte-Mulhall
Gray-Clalra
Claire-Gray
Dorothy Maekalll
Blllle Dave
Alice White
Brnwn-Clalre-Wbltlno
Fairbanks. Jr.-Revler
Neil Hamilton

Jr..

Rel. I

.June
• Sept.
June :

.Sent.

.Oct.
Aug.

. . May

. . Oct.

.... No*.
Jan.
Jan.

... Feb.

... Apr.
May

.... Aug.

.. Oct
.... Feb.
... Jan.
...July

Sept.
.. Apr.

May
.... Apr.

Mar.
. . . June
,... July

Aufl.
R*»L
Nov.

Length
I Feet Mint.
...5672.... 82.
...7124.... 77..
.

.74lfl . . .87
...«4lfl. ...72.
...5633. ...63..
..10054... 112.

. ..6H64 74..
,

. B«06.. . 7S.
...7276 75..
...Mil. ...83..
...6J36 70.
...5979 67.
. . 6I<>0. .. 6ft.

...8200. ...68.,

...8718.. .69.

...6480.... 72.
..5760..
...5800.,
. . . eons .

.

...6935..

...5906..
..79)9 .

...6501.,

...6386..

...5812.,

...7003..
..5(112..
...7200..
...»n%2..

...6235..

Aor. 3
*e PL D
.OeL II

Reviewed
.June 7
Aug. 30
Mhv 2a
.July 5
.Sept 6
.July 19
June 7
A or '6
June 21

Mar. *

...Apr. It

...Mav S

...June 7
. . . Nov. I

..Jan. 4

...Apr. 8

...July S

...Aug. 9

...May »

...May 3

...Apr. 26
.May 10

...Jan* 7
..July 19

. . .June 21

...Julv ?«

...Oct 25

Coming Attractions
Title

*1§Adlos tA. T.)
•t§Captaln Blood (A.T.)
•^Father's Son (A.T.)
•1§Going Wild (A.T.)
•tlHonor af the Family, The
(A.T.)

•t§Hot Heiress. The (A.T.)
M§Klss Me Again (A.T.)
*f§Klsmet (A.T.)
•t§Lady Who Dared. The (A.T.)
MiLittle Caesar (A.T.)
§Men of the Sky (A.T.)
(Mothers Cry (A.T.)
Misbehaving Ladles (A.T.)..

iuohty Flirt (A.T.)
•tSRloht af Way. The (A.T.)
•tvSunny (A.T.) ,

'tlTee Yeung ta Marry
itiTrurh About Youth (A.T.)...
•t|Woman Hungry (A.T.)

Star
Richard Barthelmoss
James Ronnie
Janney.8tone.Rlch .

.

Joe E. Brown

Rel Date Fast M
Dee. 28 7169...,

7020...

Ml Moth.
•UMIibi
•tSNBUOl

Walter Huston
,

Lven-Muneen 7309..
Clare- Pldgeon Ian. 23. '31

Otis Skinner Jan. 18, '31. .8253..
Blllle Dove 5076...
Edw, Q. Reblnaan 7300 .

Irene Delrey-Jack Whiting
Petersen- Manners Ian. 4. '31

Lee* Lyon 6460.

.

Alice White Jan. II, '31.5187.
Nagel-Voung i ' i

-

Marilyn Miller Nov. 23 7256...
Young- Withers 8400. .

,

Youno-Tearle . Nov. 30. . . .6235. .

,

Loe-Kohler-Blatkmer 61 18.

.

...Oct. II

Aug. •
. Nov. 22

FITZPATRICK PICTURES, INC.
Features

Length
Title Star Rel. Date Feet Mine. Reviewed

Lady of the Lake Percy Marmont-BenltaHuma Nov. I 3877 45 Oct. 25

SOUND SHORTS
Traveltalk Series

Title Star Rel. Date
Ne. I—From Barcelona ta Valencia (F.&D.) SepL .

No. 2—Fr*m Valencia to Granada (FAD.) Oct. ..

Ne. 3— F rem Granada to Toledo (F.&D.) Nov. ...

No. 4— In Old Madrid (F.&D.) Bee. ..

Na. 3— Eovot—The Land af the Pyramids (F.&D.) May ..

No. 6—Oateway ta India. The (F.&D.) June ..

Na. 7—Temple at Love. The (F.eVD.) July

No. 8—Imperial City (F.&D.) Aug ..

No. 9 Picturesque Hong Kong (F.&D.) 5"Dt* •

Na. 10—The Island Empire (F.&D.) Oct. ..

Na. II—Japan In Cherry Blossom Time (F.&D.) Oct. ..

No. 13—Java—The Fragrant Isle (F.&D.) Nov. ..

No. 13—Charming Ceylon .. Nov. ..

No. 14—Honolulu to Havana Bee. .

No. 15—Slam to Korea Jan- •

Length
Feet Mine. Reviewed

....I008....M
. .11 Oct.l2.'29
..II Nov.16,'29
..10. ..Feb. 8
..II. ..June 21
..«'/*

.10'/*. .Sept. 6
...9. ..Aug. 23
-.10

. 8. .Sept. 6
.9.. Nov. 22
..9

..975..
...867,.
...t72..
...830..
...958..
...est..
...718..
...716..
...766...
...773..
...705...

American Holiday Series
•Abraham Lincoln (A.T.)
•Armistice Day (A.T.)
•Christopher Columbus (A.T.)
•George Washington (A.T.) ..

•Independence Day (A.T.) ...
•(Labor Day
•^Memorial Day
•(.Mather's Day
•lOrlgln of Christmas
'(Thanksgiving

3.,
3.
3.
3.

„ 3.
3.

, 3.
3.

Movie Horoscope Series
Ona Release for Each Month el the Year

Title Star Rel. Data
People Born In August (D.&F.)
People Born In September (D.&F.)
People Born in October (D.&F.)
People Born in November (D.&F.)
People Bern in December (D.&F.)
People Born In January (D.&F.)
People Born in February (D.&F.)
People Born In March (D.&F.)
People Born In April (D.&F.)
People Born In May (D.&F.)
People Born Ip June (D.&F.)
People Bern In July (D.&F.)

Music Master Series

Title Star Rel. Data
•tGeorges Bizet (D.&F.) • SepL ...

•f Johannes Brahams (D.&F.) Sept
•tFrnnz Liszt (D.&F.) • Sept
ItGcorge Frederick Handel (D.& Oct
•tFrederlck Chopin (D.&F.) Oct
•tLudwig Van Beethoven (D.&F Oct.
'tJohann Strauss (D.&F.) Nav
•t§Gulseppe Verdi (D.&F.) Nov
M Felix Mendelssohn (D.&F.) Dee

Length
Feet Mine. Ravlawad

.. 830 9

...991. ...II
. . .954... .10'/,

...711 8

...714 8

.. .901 10

...910 10

...90I....IO

.. .689 8

...749 9'/»

. . .944.... 10'/,

...823 9

Length
Feet Mlns. Reviews*

....972.... 1 1

...971.... 1 1... Feb. 15

...998... 1 1... Apr. 5

....990. ...I
....932....IO'/»
...681 7ya.Apr.ll

.851. .9'/»

FOX FILMS
(Alt releases sound-on -film *nd tmund-an-dtmm)

FEATURES
Star Rel.

. Baxter- Maria Apr.
Lee* Carol - Al bertson Feb.

. Wayne-Chunhlll - Marshall . . Nov.

ftle
•tIArlzona Kid, The (A.T.)...
•t,Big Party. The (A.T.I
*t$Blg Trail. The (A.T.)

"t§Cameo Kirby (A.T.) Terrls-Murray Jan.'
*tlCheer Up and Smile Lee-Lake-Baclanova Juna
•tlClty BID (P.T.) farr-n.Dunran Feb.
•fSCommon Clay (A.T.).. Bennett-Ayres-Marshall Aug.
•HCrazy That Way (A. T.) Bennett-Ma* Kenn> Mar.
"t§ Dancers. The (A.T.) Moran- Holmes- Walter Byron Nov.
•t§OevU With Women, A Victor MeLaglen-Marls Nov.
'TSUvuDle Cross Reads (A. T.) . . Ames*Lee ... Apr.
•tfFex Movietone Follies ef 1930

?A-T.) Speelal Cast May
*t§Good Intentions (A.T.) Lowe-Churchlll Juna
•nHarmeny at Home (A.T.) Collier. Sr. -Churchill Jan.
UHloh Soelerv Blu»i ' A.T.) . Gayner- Ferrell Mar.

•tSLast of Duanes (A.T.) O'Brlen-Loy-Brewne Aug.
**ut. •>, Qe Plaoes (A.T.) Wagstafl-Lane Feb.
•tSLlllom Farrell-Taylor OcL
*t«i ine Star Ranger (A.T.) .... George O'Brien Jan.
•t§Man Trouble Bills- Maekalll Aug.
t!?M«n Without Women (A. T.) .MaeKenna-MaeDonald Feb.

Length

ate Feet Mlns.
27.... 7450.... 83.
IS....'6482.... 72.,
..Standard IIII6.
Grandeur 14200

12 6120 68.
22 5600 82.
18. ...6171. ...69.
17... .7981. ...88..
10.... 5828... 64..
9.... 7500.... 83
6.... 5750.
v.. ..5800.

Reviewed
.May 17
.Mar. I

Oct II

.64..

•UNot Damaged (A.T.)
•t§One Mad Kits (A.T.)....
•Hon the Level (A.T.)
tson Yeur Baek (A.T.)
'tSReneqades
*t§Rough Romance (A.T.)...
•tSScotland Tard (A.t.i
•tSSea Wolf (A. T.)
•tlSky Hawk (A.T.)
•tlSo This II London (A.T.).
MlSong 0' My Heart (A.T.)
•TSSoup to Nuts (A.T.)
*t|Sueh MenAre Dangerous (A.T.I Baxter-Owen

(Reviewed under till* V "Ms>k of Love'*
*t!Tomple Tower (A.?.) MacKenna-Day
tl3 Sisters (A.T.).. Dresser Patricia
*t|Un the River (A.T.) Luee-Bogart-Traey ...
•tjWIld Company IAJi. Albertson- Warner -Lvnn
'tgWomen Everywhere (A.T.)... Murray- Dorsay- Kellard

. Meran-Byron-Ames
. Den Jose Mollca
. Victor McLaglen
Rlrh. Warner. Haekett ..

. Baxter- Beery- Loy
,

,0'Brlen-Chandlar
.Edmund Lowe-Bennett .

.Milton Sills
,

. Garrlek-Chandler

.Will Rogers
. John McCarmaek

,

Healy-Wlnnlnger-Smlth

, May
July

- - Mar.
..SenL
. . . Oet.
. . . Jma
...Oet.
-Sept.

. . . Jan.
.June
. . . Sept.
. . . Sept.
. .. Mar.
Feb 1,
...Apr.

, . . Apr.
. . . Oet.
...July

4,.

24..
9..
25..
13..

23..
14...
29.
IS.
19.

..7422. ...»

.6340.... 70

. .6395....7I
..6750 7
.5500 61
.6745.. ..72
8472 94.
..9940 61
.7800. ...84
.7246. ...81
.6560..
.5568..
..5600..
.6600..
. .8400.
.4«no.,
..6750..
..8000..
..6925..
..8300... ..

..8243.... 82.

..0340.... 79.
..7586... "

Issue)

72.
.64.
-.62.
.70
.93.

-92.

,82.

.71.
..5200.
.6442
.9*09.... 92..
..7209.... 90
.7300 ...83.

.Dee. 7
..Aug. 2
..Apr. 19
June 21

.Mar. 21
. .0<t. 4

July 26
.Mar. 29

..May 10

Juna 14
.Dee. 14
..Mar. I

.July 12
Jan. 18

Sept. 13
.Jan. 25
.Aug. 30
.Jan. 4
.Juno 14

-July 26
Juna 14
.July 26
Oet. 4
Juna 21
OeL 4
Aug. to
Dee. 14

.May 31
.Mer. 1.1

.OeL 15
. Fab. I

May 17

.Apr. 26
..Oct II

.July 19

.Jane 14

Coming Feature Attractions
Title

•tSAIone With Yau (A.T.).. -.

•TftAre You There? (A.T.)
Axelle
•tSBareelona (A.T.)
•tCBInndl* (A.T.)
Charlie Chan Carries On
*t§Clsco Kid, The i A. I.)

•^Connecticut Yankee, A (A.T.)
"tSEast Lynn*
•tSFalr Warning (A.T.)
*tiF. 0. B. Detroit

tSGIrls Demand Excitement
(A.T)

•tSGoing Nowhere (A.T.)
•UHot Number* (A.T.)
*t$Just imagine (A.T.)
Land Rush
*t§Lightnin'
*t§Man Who Came Back. The

(A.T.)

•tSMen en Call (A.T.)
•HMovletone Follies af 1931

(A.T.)
•t«Nc Favors Asked (A.T.)

'ff Oh. For a Manl (A.T.)...
*t§Once a Sinner
*f§Ono Night In Parle (AT.)
•tSPalntort Woman. The 'sT.I.
•f§Part-Tlme Wife (A.T.)
•tjjPrlncess and the Plum&er.

The (A T.>
Seas Beneath, The
•tSShe'e Mv Girl (A.T.)
•flShe Wears the Pants (A.T.)
•+i«nlder The (A.T.)
•tSSny. The
tpuadraM
•t$Thls Modern World (AT.)..
Three Girls Lost
"t§Under Suspicion (A.T.)
•tftWoman of All Nations (A.T.
•nwyemlno Wonder (A.T.)...
tlYouno Sinners (A.T.)

Rel. Oat* Length

Nov.' 30.".' .'.5000." .7.

Star
Gaynor-Garrlck
Llllla-Garrlck

rjaynor-Bogart
Mwan-Btoiiii -Ames '.'/.'.'.'.

.Flfl Dorsay
Lowe- Baiter
Will Rnoen-O'Sulllvan.

. .'.".'.Mar'
Ann Harding. Brook-Nag*!.. ..
O'Brien- H untlngton j n

. Brendel-Whlte-Compton
Brendel-Whlto-Traey

.'.'.'.'.'.'.I'.'.'.
Coreoran-Byron Collier. Sr .V.V.V.V

'

Brendel-Sullivan Nov. 23. ..10056" 111
-Victor McLaglen-Fay Wray. ........

•"'•

-Will Rogers Dee. 7
".'.'.'.'. '.'.'.".'.'.'.

'.

J. Gaynor - C. Farrell . K.
MacKenna jan . ||.'3I

Edmund Lowe-Clarke Dee. 28

. Special Cast
, McLaqlen* Francis ' .".'.*,

McDonald- Denny- Whit* Dee. 14... 7800 80
Dorothy Mackalll-Joel MeCroa Feb. I. '31
Guvnor- Mar K»«na
John Wayne-Clalra Lnw.'. '.'.'.".'.".'.*.".".".".". ',*.'.

,T. Cllflord-E. Lowe-L. HyamsJan. 25. '31

Farrell-O'Sulllvan-Warnor . . Dec
O'Brien- Leselng Mar. I, '31.
Baxter-Churemil
Farrell* Comp ton ,

.".
"*

Doraav- MacKenna ...""".""
.Hamtlton-Kay Johnson Feb. 8, '31. .",.'.'.*

Charles Farrell-Elissa Landl.Feb. 22/31
.Baxter-Mackalll-Pltts Feb. 15. *3I

Mar. 15. '31
J. Harold Murray-Moran. . . . Jan. 4, '31.5800
McLaolen-Lowe
Howard- Corcoran
Moran - Albertson- Melghan

.OeL 18

. OcL,25

6480. ...72,.. Oct. 18

INTERNATIONAL PHOTOPLAY DISTRIBUTORS
FEATURES

Title
•tAfter the Vertflet
•HCrlmson Circle. The
•*Snarfe B.d Rasei ' A T.)
MlUnwrltteo Law. Ths (A.T.).

Title
•tIAel- Dental Treatment . . .

.

•tSAbble Mitchell & Slzile &
Blake

Star
. Oloa Tteheehowa
Stewart Rama ...

.n-.m.nnbl.

. Raeallnd Fuller

SHORT SUBJECTS
ItsV

Lonorh
Rel. Dat* Reels Mlns. Reviewea

.Jan. I.. ..7 78. .June 21
. Fab. I....7 79. .Jan. II
.Mar. I.... 8 67. .Mar. 8
Feb. I. ...1 39

'Means synchronized score, tMeans sound effects. %Means voice

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.
(including dialogue and incidental songs).
D means disc. F means sound-on-tUm.

1 17.,

A.T. after title means
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i

•ftClyde Deerr 4 SaxaphtM
Sestet J«" Program I 8

•f§Feed the Brute IA.T.) Antmil Novelty I »

•fsHoak (A.T.) Frawley i Smith I .8.

•fsJustlee (A.T.) Special Cast 2 17

fSLIttlo Journeys la Seaglaad. .Song Series 1 8,

Marionettes
1. Grand Optra ••
2. Allez-Op ' ••
3. Dimple* & Teiri • . . • •• '"•••

•flMlser. rna (A.I.J Bransby William* ..

•tiM». Smith Wakes Up (A.T.) .Marrlott-Gett

•riNlght la Dixie, A (A.T.) .. .Mitchell- Hudglns
IS Nora Blaney No. I Song Program I..

MS Nora Blanoy No. 2 Song Program I..

•tSRodie franks A 4 Bachalora. bung Program I..

TiTeddy Brown A Hla Bond Jau Program 1..

MiWhon the Clock. Struck
Twelve (A.T.) Nlloe Weleft 7..

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES

Star

.8

18
II

...»

...8

..8. .Aug. 30
I.Nov. II. '21

Greta Garb*
Beery-Morrli-Hyame .

Jonn Mack Brown
Bail l Rathben*
Ntvairi

Singer of Seville"

..8170...
...7901.
...8808..
...7161..
...9061.
I8in.

Rel. Data

Feb. 21..
June 14.

Oct 18.
Jan. 3.
Aug. 16.

In July 12th,

May 10,

Jan. 10 ">ii.

i

la Ntv. 2, 1829, laauoj

Aor. 28 8401
,

Fob. 7 8813
Apr. 18 7833
Aug. 30 7328

"(Reviewed under title "Big Shot" In July 26 Issue.)

•tiFraa aad Eaty (A.T.) Buster Kaatta *«. U...MIS
•tSFIeradora Girl. The (A.T.). .Davlea-Gray May 31.

tlGlrl Said Na. Tha (A.T.). . . Halaei-Hyama
MIGood News (A.T.) Special Cast ...

•t§1n Gay Madrid (A.T.) Ramon Ncvarro

*t§Udy's Morals, A (A.T.) Grace Moor*

Title

MIAnna Christie (A.T.)

*tlBlg House, The (A.T.)
•tlBUly the Kid (A.T.).......
MjBlihop Murder Cass (A.T.)

*t§Call of the Flesh ....
Reviewed undor title _

•tlCautM Short (A.T.) DraMler-Marai
•tlCluuint Ralabows (A.T.) ... .Leva-KIng ....... ..

(Reviewed under title ef "Rood SheW
*f|Children of Pleasure (A. TO Gray-Ruble- Jebaata

*t {Devil- May -Care (A.T.) Ramon Novarrt ....

•tlDlvoreta. The (A.T.) Sheerer- Man-It

•tSDoughboya v • ....... ."£» «"*»

Mine. Revlewet

.91. Dec. 21. '29

...88... June 28
Sept. 13

.May 10

8873... 71... May I

" ..98

.72 Aug.
,98. Dec. 28.'!

.84... Apr.
.81. ..July !

23.
. Mar.
Aug.

. May
Nov. 6.

(Reviewed under title of "The Soul Kiss" In Oct 4

*tiLady if Scaadsi (A.T.I Chatterun-Ferbaa-Rathbeae . May 24.

•t§Udy to Love. A (A.T.) Vlliaa Banky Mar. 8.

njLat Us Be Gay (A.TO Shearer-La Reaua Aug. 9

"TSUrd Byrea of B'way (A.T.).. Terry-Kaley-Edwards Feb. 28

•tSLavt la Bit Rtugh (A.T.) R. Montgomery-D, Jordan l

•t§Madam Satan (A.T.) Johnsoi Reginald
Roland

.All English Cast..
Gilbert. Nagol-Adoroo ..

. Halnos-Deraa
..Lawrence Tlbbatl
. Greta Garbo
.Blckltrd-Miijaa-Terrea

.Sept. 2
. Mar. 2

Jan. I

2. 1929,

. July II

June 2
. Apr. !

10.

•fSMen of the North j(A.T.) B. Leonard- G. H
"tfMontana Msen (A.T.) Jean Crawford

•tINet So Dumb (A.T.) Davits-Nugent .

(Reviewed under title of "Ouley" In Nov.

•f§Our Blushlag Brides (A.T.). .
Crawlerd-Page-Sebastlan

•tlOno Embarrassleg Nlgbt
•^Redemption (A.TO
•t§ Remote Central (A.TO ...

Mi Rogue Song. Tbe (A.T.)..
n§ Romance
tsSet Bat, The (A.T.)
'tfSMp Fran Shanghai. Tba

(A.TO Ntgel- Johnson- Welholra
•tl$la» ef the Chlldroa (A.T.). Mann-Nugent June

(Reviewed under the title of "Richest Man" In the World
•1§StrIctly Unconventional (A.T.)Stone-Cavanagh-Owen May

(Reviewed under title of "The Circle" In Feb. 22, 1929,

"tSThls Mad World (A.T.) Rathbone-Jehatoa Apr. 12..

•tIThey Learned About Women
(A.T.) Van and Schenek Feb. 14..

•f§Those Three French Girls.. .(A.TO R. Deaay Oct. II..

•Tsonnoly 3. Tba Chaney-Lee-Lmow July 12..

*t5War Nurse (A.T.) Walker- Page- Montgomery ..Nov. 22...
•tfWay for a Sailor (A.TO John Gilbert Nov. I..

Aug. 2.,
Jan. 24..

.May

.July

Jan.

7280...
..d382..
,..7931..
.7*54...
..7858...
Issue.)

...6858..
...8429...
....7121..
....7089..
...7668.
. . 10320.
...5359.

7917.
6875.

Isaut.)

...1138..
...8811.
...6019..
....5958.

.9723.
.8977.
6253..

. . Feb.
.June
. . Fob.
..Apr.

..77. ..May
.94... Feb.
.79... May
.78... Jan.
85... Aug.
113. ..Aug.
.60... Oct-

al. .Fob.

.112... July
.90. ..Aug.
.87... May

.69.

.Oct
.Fab.
.Aug.
.May

.86.
.Jan.
July

•tWay Out Wes» (A.TO Haines- Hvi

"tSWoman Racket (A.T.) Moore-Sweet

I.... 8176.
6. ...7716
n July 5 Issue.)

3 4970 55...reo.
Issue.)

.6452. ..72. ..Apr.

.8773. ..97. Dec. 14. ':

.6780... 76... Oct

.6478. ..72. ..May
7333.... 82... Sept.
..7967... 89.. Sept.

Coming Feature Attractions
Rel. Date

.Jan. 24. '31.
Length ReviewedTitle Star

Bachelor Father Davles- Forbes
'

t § Dance, Fools, Dance (A.T.) . . Joan Crawford
*t§ Daybreak (A.T.) Ramon Novarrt
Easiest Way. Tht Constance Bennett- Robert Montgomery
Girls Together
*t§Great Day. Tht (A..T.) Joan Crawford
Groat Lover
•t§Great Meadow, The (A.T.) . . .3rown-Boardman ..Jan. 3. '31

•tJHer Fortune (A.TO Joan Crawford
It's a Wise Child Marion Davles
tfjlnsplration Greta Garbo Jan. 31. '31

Mata Marl Greta Garbo
fSMareh ef Time (Tent) Weber A Fields
Mfn and Bill Marie Dressier Nov. 29 Oct. 18

•tlNew Moon. Tht (A.T.) .Tlbbett- Moore Dee. 13 Oct 25
•fiPasslen Fltver (A.T.) K. Francis- Johnson- B leklord Dec. 8 Oct 25
•HRed Oust (>.T.) Greta Garbo
'tlReduelng (A.T.) Oreuler-Moran Jan. 10.

Secret Six. Tht Beery- Rambeau
*t§Seutherner, Tht Lawrence Tlbbett
"ffSquaw Man, The
Strangers May Kiss Norma Shearer
Susan Lenox. Her Rise and Fall
Their First Mistake Laurel &. Hardy

(Reviewed under title of "The Rap." Issuo tf Sopt 27)
tSTrader Hern (A.T.) Herrv Carey
Within the Law Crawford- Armstrong

SOUND SHORTS
Star

31-

Title Rel. Date Length

.1895...

Reviewed

..Mar. 29

Jan. 20

•t«j All Teed Up Chtrlev Chest Aor. 19..
Antther Fine Mess Laurel-Hardy Nov. 29...
•t§Baby Follies (A.T.) Revue Apr. 12
*t§Baby Talk Boy Friends Jan. I7,'3I
*tOB«a> Shunters ... Our Gaag May 17.

*t§Below Zero Laurel-Hardy Apr. 26...
Big Dog House. The Dogvlllt Mar. 14, '31

*t«Bio Kick The Harry Lanodta Mar
•f§Blgger and Better Boy Friends Oct,
Blood and Thunder B. Friend Jan. 17.
*
t § B lotto Laurel-Hardy Feb. 8
•HBrats Laurel-Hardy Mar. 22
Busy Barcelona Holmes Apr. 1 1.

China's Ole Man River Holmes Oct. 4
•tSCIoek Shop. The Revue May 10
Clyde Doerr A His Saxopntnt Orchestra Act Jan. I

*1§College Hounds Dogvlllt Sept
•fSCollegt Remtet Blltmore Trio ian.
Copy Novelty Oct.
Crazy House Oane-Moran Nov.
Cuekot Murder Case. Tht Flip tht Frog Series Oct
Devil's Cabaret Revue Dee.
•fSDoetor's Orders Boy Friends Sept
t§ Dog way Melody Dogvllle Dee. zu i4».

•tS Dollar Dizzy (A.T.) Charley Chasa Oct 4. ...25*4...
•tjDublln and Nearby Holmes Dee. 27 882
•tSFtst Work (A.TO Charlie. Chatt June M l*M May 24
•MFlddleetleka fA.TO Cartoon Aug. 16 568 Aug. 16
MFIfty Million Husbands Charley Chase May 24 1846 Mar. 29
tlFlghtlag Parsoa Laagdoa Fob. 22 1877.. ..Dae. 14, '29

If07
25 1789.
7. '31.1801
8... .2654 Feb. 15
22.... 1928 Apr. 5
I. '31.

862

572..
27 1524.,
25 853..

.1877..
I.

18.

13.
.724.

13.

.Mar. 28

.Nov. I

Nov. I

.Jan. ;

. Dec.
May

•tjFlrat Seven Yttrs. The Our Gang Mar.
"Flower Garden Revue Jan.

•Flying Fists Cartoon Sept
MSGems ot M-G-M (A.TO Novelty Jan.
Girl Shock Charley Chase Aug.
Glories of Nlkko, Tht Holmes Aug,
'tSHaywire iA.f .) Laurel -Hardy May
/tiHead Guy. Tht Horry Longdon

Helping Grandma Our Gang
High C's Charley Chase
't§Hog Wild (A.T.) Laurel-Hardy
Hoosegow, The Laurel & Hardy ...
hhii pot Dogvllle Aug.
•tlllta MarawM Holmes Dec.
*t§Kiddies Revue (A.T.) War,
't§King. The Harry Langdon June

L. I & Hardy Murder CasoLaurtl-Hardy Sept
Ladies Last Boy Frlonds Dee.
Looser Than Loose Charley Chase Nov.
Love Business Our Gang Feb.
Love Fever B. Friend Fab.
Modern Madrid Holmes j,-n

tsNIgbt Owls (A. TO Laurel- Hardy Jan.
•50ld Mar. Trouble (A.T.) riovldsoa-Nlehtlt

Peeps at Peking Holmes Jan.

I ... 1 843 .

8 1663..
6 628.

3. '31. .1846..
.171

...908
.1775
1878.

..2 reels..

..2623

..1775

.Aug. 23

.Juno 7

'.'.'.HVf. I

I4....I787.
6. ...2781..
6. ...1893..
15 1893..

14. '31. 1857..
28. II.

Feb.
Aug.
Feb.
Nov,
Nov.
Ian.
May
Sept.
Aug.
Jan.
Sept.
Feb.

tartrates (A.TO £enny Rubin
Pups Is Pups Our Gang
tsReal McCoy (A.T.) Charley Chase

Rounder, The Novelty
School'* Out Our Gang
tSShlvering Shakespeare '"" Bong

• *8ririoiB The Harry Langdon
Snappy Cabellero Revue
'TsSnnp Writer s Revue. The (AT. Novelty
So Quiet on the Canine Front. .Dogvllle
Spain's Maddest Fiesta Hofmes
Sultan's Camp of Victory Holmes
Tale of the Alhambra. A Holmes peD
•HTeaehnr-e Pei (A TO ...... i»u> Gang Oct

'

That Little Bit of Heaven Holmes Mar.
Through the Yangtze Gorges Holmes Oct
Thundering Tenors Charley Chase Feb
*t§Tough Wimer. A.... Our Gang June
*t(Van 4 Sehenek.. Jan
Village Barber, The Flip the Frog Series Sept.
Virginia Judge, Tha Act Jan.
•tlVodevllle (A.T.) ...) Laurel & Hardy
What a Man Charley Chase Feb.
"t§When the Wind Blows Our Gang Aor.
•ti; whispering Whoopee Charley Chase Mar.
Who Killed Rover? Dogvlllt Nov.

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

851
4.... 1895.. ..Deo. 14/29

2 rttla
17. '31. .804
15 1622 Aug. 16

30 1693 Oet. 18
1 1899 Dec. 14, '29

22... 1812.
.1893..
..1870.,
.1738..

..1861.'

II.

22
25.
3.

20.
30.

31.
13 908..

28, '31

7. '31

1 1. ...1884..
21. *3I
25 879.
7. '31
21 1 880 .

.

1

1

7<W
27 656.... 7.... Oct. II

4 803.,

.Aug. 30

'.Feb. 15

.Nov. 15

Aug 18

..Mar. 21

•31
.els.

,

..1795 .

.|0ft7

.1346

Star
. Mara Brothoro ...
Moran A Mack. .

.

.Chattertoi-Brook
. Chevallar-Colbort

. Sept
, . Aug. .

..Aug. 30
..May 3

..June 28
. -July

Length
Dalt Ftet Ml
6 8897....
2. ..8117 ...J

30 7243 !

6*W4 . .

.

Title Star R«l
tfAnlmal Crackers (A .TO
"fJAnybody'e War (A.TO...
•"K Anybody'* Woman ...

'TsBIg Pond. The (A.T.)
"ttBorder Legion. The (A.TO Arlen-Wray-Holt
*t§Dangerous Nan MeGrew (A.T.)Helen Kane July 5 6371..
Ms Dangerous Paradise (A.T.).. Carroll-Arlta Feb. 22. . . .6244.

,

'tSDevll's Holiday, Tht (A.T.). Nancy Carroll May 24 6743..
Fast and Looit Hopklns-Starrett-Lombard-

M organ Nov. 8
•t$Ftet Flret (A. TO Harold Lloyd Nov. 8. ...8100..
•tiFollow Thru (A.T.) Rogers -Carrol I Sept. 27 8386..
*tiFor tht Defense (A.T.) William Ptwall -July 26 5670...
*UGrumpy (A. TO Cyril Maudt Aug. 23 6647..
tlHoada Up (A.T.) Rogers-Kant OeL II 6765..
at§Her Wedding Night Clara Bow Oct 18 6924..
•t§ Honey (A.T.) Nancy Carroll Mar. 29.... 1701 ..

*t§Ladles Love Brutes (A.T.).. George Bancroft Apr. 26 7171..
•TsLsbgnter (A. TO Nancy Carroll . Oet. 25 8893...
L'Enlmatlque Mr. Parktt A. Menjou-C. Ctlbtrt 6390..

(Slightly Scarlet)
'tSLet's Go Native (A.T.) MacDonald-Oaklo Aug. 16 6787..
•tHlQht ef Western Stars (A.TOArlea-Brlaa-aretd Apr. 18 6312.,
*t§Love Among the Millionaires (A.T.) .. Bew-Smlth July 19 6810...
*tSL«vt Parade (A.T.) (D)... Chavaller-MacDtaald Jan. 16.. .10622..
*t§Man From Wyoming (A.TO. .Cooper-Collier July 12 5989...

Ml

VMantiaughUr (A. TO Colbert-Marsh Aug. 9 7954 69.
"t§Men Are Like That (A.T.)..Htl Skelly Mar. 22... .5467 .. .61

.

*i§ Monte Carlo Buchanan- Mae Donald Oct. 4 8077 85.

*tsOnly tha Brave (A.T.) Gary Cooper Mar. 8 6124. ...67.
'tiParamount on Parade (A.T.)Soeelal Cast Apr. 26.. ..9125... 101

.

*f§Playboy af Paris (A.TO ..... .Maurice Chevalier Oct 18 6512 73.
MIQueea High (A. TO Ruggles- Rogers- Morgan .Aug. 23 7905 88.
•Hfieturn of Fu Manehu (A.TO .Oland-Arthur May 15 6586 73..
*t§Satety In Numbers (A.T.) . .Charles Rogers Juno 7....7U74... 79.

*t§Santa Ft Trail Richard Aden Sept 27... .0888 85..

TsSap From Syraiutt (A.T.) Jack Oakla July 26 6018...
•ttftarah and Son (A.T.) Ruth Chattertan Mar 22. . . .6**8.

.

•t§Sea God, The (A.T.) Arlen-Wray Sept. 13 6534.,
MsSeven Days' Ltava (A.T.) ... Gary Cooper .Jan. 25 7300.

Reviewed under the title of "Medal" In Nev. 23, 1429 Issue
Pewetl-Sch tiling June
Indian Cast Aug. 2..

. Evelyn Brent Feb. 22.

.

Oakle-Brltfli Juno 21..
Ceener-K. JthnstOD-B. Comp-

son Sept 20.,
Gary Cooper May 10..
Jackie Cotgaa Nov. 15..

, Clara Bow May 31 .

.

tSVaaabend Kino The (A.T.) Klno-MflrDonatd-Oland Apr. 19 .

t§Vlrtuous Sin. The (A.T.) Hutten-Franelt Nov. 22.
With Byrd at the South Pelt June 28..
tSYoung Eaglet (A.TO Chariot Rogers Apr. 5..
*t§Young Men tf Manhattan
(A.T.) Colbert- Ruggles -May 17.

•tSShadow ef the Law (A.T.)
•t§Silent Enemy. The
•tSStlghtly Scarlet (A.T.).
•Tissual Lion, Tha (A.T.)
"tSSptllert. The (A. TO .

.

•trrexan. The (A.TO
•t§Tom Sawyer (A.T.)
•tlTruo to the Navy (A.T)

.6392..
.7551..
.8204..
..5408..

.8128..
.7142..
.7648..
..8396..
-.9417..
..7233..
.7411..
. .6403.

.

-.7306..

Title

Coming Feature Attractions
Star Rel. Date Length

Review*"
..Aug. 30
.Aor 5
..Aug. 16

.. May 17
..July 5
. .Juno 28
..Feb. 22
...May 17

. Nov. 22
...Oct II

...May 24

..July 12
...July 12

.Sept. 27
..Sept 27
...Feb. 22
...Apr. 19
. . Nov. I

...Sept. 6

...May 31

...May 31
July IX
.Oct. 19

July 12
.July 26
.Nov. 23
.Aug. 9
.Mar. 15

...Apr. S

...Sept. 13

...Aug. 9

..May 10
. . lime t

..StPt 27
..Aug. 2
„8i' 79
...Aug. 30
...Nov. 23

...June 7
..May 17

...Jan. 26

...Juna 21

...Aug. 30

.. May 17

..Oct 18

...May 17

...Jan. II

...Oet. 4
...Juno 28
...Mir. 22

Reviewed

..Oct. 18•tlAtong Come Youth (A.T.) . - Charles Rogers Dec. 20 6623..

•tSBuy Your Woman Wm. Ptwtll Jan. 17. '31

•t? Derelict (A.T.) Bancroft- Francis Nov. 22 6622 75.. .Oct 18

Dishonored Gary Cooper- M. Dietrich

tSFIohtlng Caravan. The (A.T.).Gary Cooper Jan. 10. *3I

"tSFollow tha Leader (A. TO. .Ed Wynn Dec. 13

tSHonoymoon Lane (A. TO taulo Dowtlng
•tCHuckl*b»*w Finn (A. TO Junior Durata
Johnny on the Spot Jack Oakle Dec. 7
•IlKId Beats (A. T.l lark Oaklo
MfMarfan of the Ttlklos (A.TO Jack Oakle ""- ""-n— ""awi «.
•T|Mer*e«* (A. T.) Cooper- Oletrleb Dee. 7.. . .8237. . . .92. .

.Oct. II

No Limit Clara Bow
•t§Only Saps War* Erroll-Arlen-Brlan Dee. 7 6644

•tSPerehe Na Maria Jacoblnl :.""« W
•tSRIoht te Lave. Tht (A.T.). Ruth Chttterttn Dm. 27

•tlRtdaa ftonanea (A. T.) Arton-Ctrrall
MiRm of tha Raneht {A. TO . . Oary Cttpar ;•,,,
"tIRtytl Family. Tht <A. TO . . Fredrle Mareh Jan. I. '31

••Isearab Murder Case (A. TO William Ptwall
w,
"'-."• ««i" " M'"os "

' "«
•tSSea Lags (A.T.) Jack Oakle Nov. 29. . .

.5673. .
.
.90. . -Nov. 15

•tisklpay (A. TO
Stsmpede • •J»"jy
•tlStolen Heaven Nancy Carroll

Strictly Business Claudettft Colbert

Unfit to Print George Bancroft

'Means synchronized score. \M*antt sound effects. %Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-Alm.
A.T. alt"
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. I re«l.

,

I ml. Aug. 1

SOUND SHORTS
Tiiu *tir Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Ace of Spades. The Talkartoon Jan. 17/31.. I reel

MIAccidents Will Happen (A.T.) Smitn and Dale ~uy. I ...2roeis

Accordion Joe Talkartoon Dec. 13

*t§Actlons Speak Louder Than Wm. & Joe Mandel May 3 1 reel

Worm lA.f.) _
MIAntlaue Shop Burns-Allen

Anything But Ham Smith and Dale Jan. 24/31 .. I reel .

•TSAriiMS Reverie. The (A.T.) . Gamberelll \ Co mu B . 2 I reel June 14

MSAt Home (A.T.) Lulu McConnell Aug. 9 1 reel.

MIBallet Class (A.T.) Dancing Act May 31.

MsBarnacie Bill, the Sailor

(A f j
Talkartoon Aug. 30

M§Bearded'Lad'y"(A. T.) Louise Fazenda Mar. i....i/ih

MJJBedelta Screen S*na Jan. 4-... I
reel.

•T9Belle ot the Night Dorothy MeNulty fed. I5....2reeii

•tSBlue Songs (A.T.) . Hotn Etting & Orchestra Jan. 5 I reel.

Big Splash. The Weismuller-Kruger Jan. 17/31 . .2 reels

By Appointment Craig-Bond Nov. I... ........

By the Beautiful Sea Screen Song Jan. 24/31.. I reel.

•§t Camera Traill Bruce Scenle Oct. II I reel.

•tSChtnasa Fantasy (A.T.). Novelty Act Jan. .......
I
ml

•fSjCiunaiown Fantasy, A Mlller-Dova July 5 f

MSChords of MemorJ (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic May 10. Ireei .

.

•tldeanlpg Up (A.T.) 0. Conklln-M. Swain Sept. 27 2 mil
MsCockeyed News No. I (A. T.). Eddie Cantor Aug. 9 I reel

M§Come Take • Trip in M>
Airship Srreen Sono May 24 . ... I reel June

•tSConfounoed Interest (A.T.)... Raymond-Caverly Oct II 1 reel

MSDeep "C Meledlas (A.T.) ... France* Williams, Yacht Club Boys. Jan. 25

•t§De»oe'»te Sam Bert Gordon Mar. 29 IB32

Discovered Sally Ward Jan. 17/31..
I

reel

•tlOlzzy Dishes (A.T.) Talkartoon -*uq.
"

•TlDon't Believe It (A. T.) James Gleasol Feb.
irlhur-Hoacri Mar.
Marie Gamberelll July
Robert Bruee Scenic Sept.
Charles Murray Feb.
Stubby Kreuqer-Assan-Jordanoff
Bruce Novelty Nov.

. Mar.
Jan.

reel May 24

I reel.

tSDown With Hushai _

*t§Dresdan Dtllt, Tha (A.T.).

Mi Drilling Along (A.T.)..
•+|Duk» of Dublin (A. T.>.
Elmer Takes the Air
Excuses
*t§Falsa Alarm Flra Ca. (A.T.) Smith & Dale.

^Family Next Doer. The.. i narles Ruqqles

.2 reels Mar. 22

.2 reels Mar. 22

,
l reel

.1 reel

,2 reels

•tSFatal Card. Tha (A.T.) W. & E. Howard Nov. 8..

M§Favorlte Maladies (A.T.) Ruth Etting eV Orchestra. .. Mar. 16...

M§Flrebugs Talkartoon .. May 10

•t&FIt to Ba Tied (A.T.). Burn* 4 Allan Aug. 2..

•fSFor Love or Money (A.T.) .. .Lois Wilson 'an- *•
MS Food for Thought (A.T.) Allen & Canfteld Sept. 13

French Line, The Gina Malo Jan. 24/31
MsGettlng a Break (A.T.) Block & Sully May 17..

•t§Gettlng Ticket (A.T.) Eddie Cantor Mar. 22.
MjGlow Worm, The (A.T.) Screen Song Aug. 23..

Go Ahead and Eat ...Tom Howard Jan- 3. dl

•t§Go Ahead and Sing (A.T.)..Tom Howard Oct. ".....I reel ...

. Talkartoon Oct. 4 1 real ...

. Gilda Gray 2 reals...

SnMv Ward Oct. 4 I reel

Ethel Merman Sept. 6 1 reel

. I reel

. I reel

,2 reels Feb. 15

. I reel
. I reel

I reel Apr. 19

1870...
I reel .

I reel .

I reel .

.

I reel

I reel July 19

.1 reel

.June 28

,
.Charlie Murray
.Johnny Burka
. Solly Ward uas.

..Tom Howard

..Charlie Rugglei Sept
Talkartoon Mar.

Mar.
.Dec 13..
Oct. 26.

16.

20.

23..

. 2 reels. .

.

. ..2 reels
..2 reels. ..

...1 reels

..I reel...

. . I reel

..I reel...

..I real

July 15

..July 5

. . I reel Jan. 25
. . I reel

. I reel Nov. 22

.1 reel.

, l reel

.

tsGraid Uproar (A.T.).
•tSHo was Her Man (A.T.)--.
•tSHelpIng Hand, The (A.T.).
•fSHer Future
*t§His Honor, the Mayor
His Prlea
•tSHls Wife's Birthday (A.T.).
•tiHold-Up (A.T.) ..........
•HHot Air Merchant (A.T.)..
M§Hot Dog
"tSHet Time In tha Old i own

Tonight, A (A.T.) Screen Sang Aug.
•t§l Came First (A.T.) Herman Timberg Apr.

•tSI'm Wild Woman (A.T.)... Boydell-Ash Aug.
•tSI'm Afraid to Come Heme In

the Dark Screen Seng Feb.
**§l'm Forever Blowing Bubbles. Reman Song Mar.
Iii Again, Out Again Cook-Bond Dec.
•

1 § l n the Good Old Summertime
(A.T.) Screen Song Juna

"tSIn tha Shade of the Old Apple
Tree Sereen Seng , Jan.

•t§lnsurance Eddie Cantor Aug.
MS Introduction of Mrs. Glfabs

(A T.) Lulu McConnell Sept 20 I ml
It Might Be Worse Georgia Jessel Jan. 3/31 .. .2 reels

It's All Over Marlon Harris Dee. 20 I reel

•t§ Jazi Preferred (A.T.) 2e(aya Aug. 30 I reel July

Just a Pal Minor Watson Nov. IS I reel

"t§Kandy Kobarat (A.T.) Children'* Ballot Aug. 23 I reel Juna!

•jtKnUMi "> Venice (A.T.j... Smith «. Dale Mar. 23... .. I reel

•tlLady. You Slay Ma (A.T.)... Perklns-Hlllpot Sept. 6 I real

•tSLa Paloma Screen Song April. 12. .
.
.574

..i L. fichnmans Ine (AT) Smith & Dale -Nov. 8

^tofSTt^Q^^"^^ ^S^ '«• ",,. VreeV.
Love In the Suburbs Victor Moore Jan. 31, 31.. 2 reels

-jm overs' Lane is T.I AMhur 4 Morton Havel

Make Up Your Mind!.".... ....AM» Boulden Jan. 10/31 I ml
Ms- Many Moons (A.T.) Bruce Novelty Aug. ft. . .

.
I reel Sept

Mnrlutch Screen Song Nov. 15.

M§Marry eV'else Arthur & Marten Havall ...Oct 25

•t§Meak Mr. Meek, The (A.T.) . Jimmy Barry Aug 16..

•if Meet the Boy Friend (A.T.).. Lillian Roth Aug. 30..

•itMelodles (A.T.) Smith Bros., Singing ;-*•
•ttjMlllion M«'t, A Lee Morse Apr. 26^..

"Ts-Moon Brhla'i'w'eddVng '(A/ii) Indian Musical Novelty Feb.
!

MSMountaln Melodies (A.T.)....R. Bruce beenle Jan. .... ...

•tIMv rial Ral I A T I ... screen Song Oct, IB I reel

Mysterious Mose ..... ....Talkartoon Doe. 27....1 reel...

MJ Neighborly Neighbor; (A.T.) Lulu McConnell Aug. .6.. 2 reel*..

*T§New Rhythm... Azplazer & Band Oct 18. ...I reel

M§Noah's Lark (A.T.) Talkartoon Oct. 26...........

Office Blues Ginger Rogers Nov. 22.. ..I reel

Oh Teddy Billy House Dee. 20 2 reels

01' King Cotton George Dowey Wasnlngton.
.
.Doe. 27 1 reel

M«Ole Man Whoopee (A.T.)... Art Frank Sept. 27.. ..I reel July 26

On a Sunday Afternoon Screen Song Nov. 29 I reel

•jSOperatic Selections (A.T.) .. .Tito Schipa May 24 I reel Nov. 22

MSPoramount AeU I ml
Paramount Comedies • •• •• •••••••**m"
M§Paramount Pictorial No. I Clara Bow ..Sept. 27. ...I reel

No. 2 Fish Faces Munich Manni-
kins: Walrus Hunting In Si-
beria; Stars of To-morrow... Oct 25 1 reel

Paramount Screen Song I real

Paramount Sound Newt (Two Editions Weekly) I real

Paramount Talkartoons I real

Patient. Th« The Three Swifts Nov. 29 I reel

Plastered Willie, West & MeGlnty. ..Nov. 22. ... I reel

Please Go 'Way and Let Me Sleep Screen Song Jan. 10/31.. I reel
Prisoner's Song, The .Screen Song Mar. I . I reel

Pulling A Bone Burns & Allen Jan.

•t§Radlo Riot Talkartoon Feb.
M§Raising the Roof (A.T.) Lillian Roth & Band Aug.
•f§Red. Green I Yellow (.A.T).. Lulu McConnell Oct.

M§Resolutlons (A.T.) Billy House Aug.
Row, Row, Row Screen Song Dee.
Ml Rube. The Jimmy Barry Jum
Runaway Boys Bruce Novelty
M§8allor's Luck, A George Beatty

.2 reels ..

. . I reel. .

.

..I reel...

22.

.Jan. 25

Oct. 25

10/31.. I reel Nov.
.1 reel

, I reel
.1 reel Oct. I

.2 reels

. I reel
I reel

-Jan. 31/31.. I reel
..Sept. 13 I reel Nov. I

•tesalt Water Bnllads (A.T..)...R. Bruce Scenic Mar. 8 1 reel .

.

M§Scrapplly Married Johnny Arthur & Bert Roach. Feb. 22 2reels..
Seeing Helen Home Helen Lynd D". 6....I reel...

Seven In One Juliet Oee. 27 1 reel...

Simply Killing Willie & Eugene Howard.... Jan. 31/31.. I reel

.Jan.

MiSlng. Yog Dancers (A.T.)..
Sky Scraping
Sky Scrappers
MSSo This Is Paris Green
MSSono Servleo (A.T.)
Stateroom 19
Ms-Stein Song (A.T.)
MsStory Book Parade, The (A.T.)
M5Strlke Up the Band (A.T.)..
MSStronger Sex, The (A.T.)
MSSunset Hunter (A.T.)

Sure Cure
M§Swing You Sinner (A.T.)
M§That Party In Person (A.T.)
•fSThe Tide Rises (A.T.)
Tongue Tied
Tons of Trouble
M§Toys (A.T.)
MITravelin' Alone (A. T.)
*T§Twentieth Amendment, The (

Up to M ars
MlVolces of Lonely Men
M§Wanderlust, Tha
MfWee Bit o' Scotch iA.T.)...
MlWhlle the Captain Walts ...
Why Continue the Struggle...
•isWIse Files (A.T.)
*t§Yes, We Have No Bananas..
MSYou're In the Army Now

Puck & White Sept.
Talkartoon Nov.
Chester Conklln Dee.
Fazenda Jan.
Lee Morse & Co. Oct.
Clute-La Mar Jan.
screen aonn- Vallee ....... Sept
Children's Ballet Oct.
Screen Song Sept
Myers. Roach m...

R. Bruce Scenic July
Lynn Overman Nov.
Talkartoon . Sept.
Eddie Cantor Jan.

,R. Bruce Scenic July
.Lulu McConnell Dec.
Rudy Muller and Rosle Jan.
Three Ormonde Sisters July
R. Bruce Scenic
A.T.) Jan.
.Talkartoon Nov.
.ft. Bruce Scenle Apr
H. Bruce Scenle April

. R. Bruce Scenic Feb.

Arm Ida Nov.

Casey- McHugh Nov.

Tatkanon July

, Screen Sono Apr.

Johnny Burka Oet.

20....

I

1 reel

6. .. .2 reels

18 2 reels Jan. 25
25 I reel

I7.*3I..I reel

6 I reel Sept. 6

4._. ... I reel Aug. 23
I reel

l7bU.15..
12 1 reel.,

I I reel Sept 6
20 I reel Oct II

5 1 reel

14 1 reel

13 I reel

3/31.. I reel

28 I reel

I reel Nov. 22
22 2 reels

22 I reel Nov. 22
>el

. I reel .

. . I reel . .

.

. I reel .

.

. . I reel .

.

, .1 reel..
. I reel . .

.2 reels..

PATHE
FEATURES

TltJa Star «•'-

Big Money Qulllan-Gleason-Armstroni-
Gleason Oct.

MIGrand Parade. The (A.T.) (F.)Twelvetrees.Scott Feb.
*t§Her Man (A.T.) (F.) Twelvetrees- Holmes- Rambeau

G leason Sept
M§Hollday (A.T.) (F.) Hardlng-Astor-Herton-Ames .July

MiNlgat Work (A.T.) (F.) Eddie Qulllan Aug.
MSOffteer O'Brien (A.T.) (F.)..Boyd-Sebastlan Feb.
MSPardon Mv Gun (A.T.) tF.).8tarr-0uryea June
MSRIeh People (A.T.) (P.) Constance Bennett Jan.

Sin Tah-> a Hniiday r.onstance Bennett Nov.
MSSwInp High (A.T.) (F.l Twelvetreas-ftcott May

..7508.
.8870).
.8384
..6740.
..5654,
..7074.

..85. ..Sept 13

..97...Jum 14

..95...AM. »
..73... Nov. 30
..63. ..July 5
.78... Feb. 8

.7500.... 75 May 3

Coming Feature Attractions

Title Star

MSAdam and Eva (A.T.) Constanee Bennett
MgBeyond Victory (A.T.) (F) ..joyd-Twelvetrees-Gleason-SeottNov. 30.

M§Crashing Through (A.T.).
'TSUrealor Love. The (A.T.)
*t|ln Ooop (A.T.)
Mil Take This Woman (A.T.).
MSLast Frontier. The(A .T.)..
MSLaTy Lady (A.T.i
MiNorth of the Yukon (A.T.)..
Ml Painted Daaorl (A.T.) (F.).
tfiPrlea of a Purty. The (A.T.)
•tSRBwhlde (A.T.)
MS Rebound
M&Homanee Harbor (A.T.)
•tlTaklng the Rap (A.T.).
MSThls Marriage Business

William Bayd Dee.

Ann Harding Aug.
Constance Bennett Jan.
Bannister-Harding June
William Soyd July
Constance Bennett Apr.
William Boyd May
Boyd- Twelvetrees Nov.
Helen Twelvetrees Apr.
William Boyd Feb.
Ann Harding Dec.

... Ann Harding Mar.
. . . . Robert Armstrong Aug.
( A. T.). Constance Bennett July

18.

15. '31.
16, '31.
5. '31.

SOUND SHORTS
(Available sound -on -film and sound-on-disc}

(Note: Pathe does not list running time on Shorts. The approximate running time of reels
<n the important series, however, follow;

Rel. Data Run. Time Reviewed
2 reel comedies 26 mln
Pathe Sound News to mln
Pathe Silent News to mln
Pathe Audio Review ii mln
Pathe Review n mm
Aesop's Fables 8 mln
Grantland Rice Soortllflhts 10 mln
Talking Topics of the Day 7 mln
Knute Rockno Notre Dame

Football Series of 6
,

1. The Last Yard Oot 15 1 reel

2. The Hidden Goal Oot 15 1 real

3. Flvlng Feet Oct ""

4. Touchdown Oet
5. Two Minutes to Go Oet.

S. Backfleld Aces Oet

15

Aug. 30
Aug. 30

reel Sept 13

5 1 reel Oct II

5 1 reel Oct 25
5 1 ml

Title Star Rel. Data Length Review**

All for Mabel Carney-Wills Oct 12 2 reels Aug. 23
"tfAmarlea er Bust Daphne Pollard July 27 2 reels June 21
MSBeautles, The Hlatt-Kafey Juna 2ft 2 reels

Big Cheese Aesop Fable Oct 26 I reel Nov. 8
M§Blg Hearted Harry Grlbbon June 22 2 reels June 2»
MlBots's Orders, The Mergen-MePhall Aug. 31 2 reels Aug. 2
Breakfast in Bed Pollard-Pangborg 2 reels
MSBugvllla Romance, A Aesop Fable June 8 1 reel June 21
*t$Campui Favorites 8pertllght June 29 I reel July 5
MfCarnlval Revue Klatt-Hughes Aug. 3 2 reels July 19
MfChaelag Rainbows Sportllght Aog. 10 1 real

MlChampion Makers Sportllght June 15 I reel June 21
Circus Capers Aesop Fable Sept. 28 I reel. .10. . .Oct 4
Cobb Goes Fishing Sportllght Oet 5 1 reel. .10.. .Oct 4
Donald, the Dub Nov. 15

MiDrums of Fear Vagabound Adventure Series. June 29 I reet June 28
M5 Deep South Song Sketch Aug. 24... I reel June 28
M§Dude Ranehlng (A.T.) Sportllght Sept 21... I reel. ..10.. Aug. 16

Ebony Shrine Vagabond Adv. Series Sept 21 1 reel May 31

Ml Farm Foolery Aesop Fable Sept 14 I reel Sept 20
. I reel Sept 13

...928....IO...Sept 27
. . .2 reels Aug. 9
...I ml May 81
...I reel.. 10.. Sept. 27
. . I reel ...Nov.

Frozen Frol les Aesop Fable Aug.
Gem of Agra, The Vagabond Adventure Series. .Oct
ttSGIve Me Action Manlng-Holmes Aug.
M§Glacler's Secret, The Vagahound Adventure Series. .June
M§Gliding Soortlight Sept.

Glcry of Spain Vagabound Adventure Series. . Nov.
Gypped In Egypt lAr"w\ Nov- l5

n.-.iii, and Hoots ftlae-Keete Sept 7 2 reels May 31

5 Hold the Baby Ainew- Crane- MePhall Aug. 17 2 reels
'looked Sportllght May 16 I reel May 24
Hot Tamila Aesop Fables Aug. 3 1 reel Aug. 9

M§lll Take That One All Star pet S 2 reels

MlJungle Jaz2 Aesop Fable July 6 I reel July 19

M§Jungle Terror Vagabond Adv. Series Oet 5 I reel Sept 20

M§Kld the Kidder Campus Comedy 2 reels Sept 20
of Chang How Vagabond Adventure Series. .June 15 2 reels. ,18. . June 7

MJHold
MIHeek.
MIHot

MSLaundry Blues (A.T.)
"tSLet 'Er Buck
MfLlve and Learn
MSLove's Memories (A.T.)
MILeve That Kllle
MlMondalay
MIMIdnlght

'tSMIad Yaur On Business..

Aesop Sound Fable Aug,
.... Sportllght July

McPhail-Deerlnn Jaai
Song Sketch Fob.

....Vagabond Adventure Series.. ..A no.

....Sang Sketch Jan.

....Aesop Fables 635 ft

Agnew-Gulllver July

I reel..
27 1 real..
15 X reels.

16 I reel .

.

24 1 reel..
5 I reel. .

.

7 mln
..2 reels..

. .Aug. 23
...Aug.
• .Aug. 2
..June 7
...June 7

•Means synchronized score, tMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
A.T. after title means
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Musroal Beauty Shop Melody Series June
Neat and Tidy All Star Sent
•t§New Walter. The AM ti»r June

•tlNlgnt CLrt.Th. All Star Sent.

•tINIont II I Oernltery. A Ginger Rogers Jan.

•UOn tne Air IA.T.I Taplea ef ttie Day Jan.

•Hone Nutty Night. Comedy Wills-Carney Nov.

•ISOoin Pah Pah (A.T.) Aesop Fable May
•tiPathe Audio Havle. (A.T.).. Released Every Week
•tSPathe Sound Newa Released T.lee Every Week
•tSPerlett Maun. The (A.T.) . . . ouiier «•»•.. Apr.

•tIPIek 'En. Young (A.T) Agnew.Geraghty May
Ratnueteers i".".?";'",. '

i
??•

•tsRUn untlea (A.T.) Richard Carlo May
•tSRIde 'En. C.bay Whlte-Carrev Apr.

Romeo Robin. A A.so» F.bl.
n"*

•tsRoyal Flush. A (A.T.) All Star Doc
•HRnuevllle Nlto Club (A.T.1..H. B Watson. ..........

.

•tisaerrd Fires vagabond Adventure Series .

•tllands ol Egypt. Till Vagabond Adventur. Series

H.**!±::::W <"" ,u".*"">

•tSSIsteen Sweeties (A.T.).

Ski HI Frolics. .......

"t§Sky Skippers (A.T.)

Snow Time
•tSSome Babies

Jan.
July
Nov.

.Sept.
. Sept.

Jan.
. Feb.
.Apr.

7 2 reels. ..18. .June
28 2 reals

• 2 reels

14 2 rttli

11 2 reali

12 i reel Jan.

30 2 reels

II.. ..I reel June
,

I reel

,
I reel

6 2 reels Apr.
4. ...2 reels May I

19 2 reels.. 11... Oct.
it I reel May
13 2 reels Apr.
22 I reel June :

19 2 reels Aug.
26 2 reels Nov.
17 1 reel

2 956IL.10
7 1 reel Aug.

'

iVhlte-McNaughten
Sportl Ight Aug.
Aesop Fable Feb.
a. sup Fable July

'Carle- KlatM.lttle Billy ....Sept.

»* iSffffi*":::::::::::::::^
.Sportllght Apr.

•eil^liu .'ad Thrills (AT.).. Sportllght Apr
J'ItBtf fSSk wj:: 'ij-rtj'-" j£
ISSI 'V nl

T:**n Dot Farley- Harrv- Gribbon
. . . Aug!

frmpterof Sllence::::::::::::::yagab<.Und Adventure Series. July

M§Tlgh» Soueeze (A.T.)
J:
eMa ' re

1
££"

Traffic Tangle Carr-Farley Nov.

-nrrUBpetW, The (A.T.) Sjng
,

Bketch JM.

IT'JX^T. ::::::::::::::* pj*v:jraK- Aubrey R!J
Two Plu" Four" "I Nat Carr-Thelma Hill Aug.

Under the Coek-Eyed Moon Carney-Wells Oct

Msveneiian Nignu Vagabono Adventure Aug.

•ISVoice o( the Sea (A.T.) Song Sketch May
•tSWestern Whoopee (A.T.) Aesop Fables Apr.

What. No Bait Topics of the Day Mar.

I reel

.

5 .... 2 reel

.

2.... I reel..
20 2 reels.

24 1 reel..
'6 I reel.

.

10 1 reel.
21 2 reels.

13 1 reel..
2. ... I reel. .

.

I reel..

.Sept.
Jan.

....Feb.

....Apr.

.'
.".".' FebV

.8. July :

. . ..Aug.

23 reel.
....Apr. I

Feb. I

.8. .June
22.. July I

10.. July

. I reel

24 2 reels

13 2 reels

2. ...2 reels...
2. . . .2 reels

19 I reel

25 2 reels. .17

6 2 reels. .20
10 2 reels. .20
26... 2 reels... 20.
10 I reel

4. ...I reel May
13 I reel Apr.
9 I reel

.Nov.
Jan.
.June
July
July :

Nov. I

Aug. I

RADIO PICTURES

Title

•tSAlias French Gertie (A.T.)..

•t§Beau Bandit (A.D.)
•tSCai* ot Sergeant Grlstni

•fiCheck and DouWe Check

(A.T.)
•tSConspiraey. The (A.T.)
•r6P.url.OOS. The (A.T.)
MIOanger Llghtl
tsDixiana
•tlEscaoe (A. T.)
•tSFramed (A.T.J. .....

•tSHalf Shot at Sunrise (A. T.)

•t§He Knew Women (A.T.)

*t§lnslde the Lines
•t^Lawiul Larceny (A. T.) . .

.

•tSLeathernecklng (A. T.) . .

.

•f&Love Comes Along (A.T.)...
•tfcLovIn' the Ladles -
•fJMidnlght Mystery. The (A.T.

•§tPay Off. The ....

•SRunawav Bride. The '» T -)

"tSShe's My Weakness (A.T.).

•t§Sh«otlng Straight (A.T.) . .

.

•tSSIlver Horde (A. T.)

FEATURES
Star Bel Date

Daniels- Lyon Apr. 20.
.La RocQue-Kenyon Mar. 2.

. Morrls-Compson-Hereholt ... Feb. 23.

.Amos 'n' Andy-Carol- Rich . . Oct. 25..

. Love-Trevor- Sparks Aug. 5.

Wheeler- Woolsey May 4.

.Wolhelm-Armstreng- Arthur Sept. 22..

Bebi Daniels Aug. 30.

All Star Cast Sept 13

.

B.ent-Toome. .. Mar. 16.

. Wheeler- Woolsey Oet 3..
Sherman- Joyce May 18.

.

. Com pson- Forbes July 20.
.Daniels-Thompson Aug. 17.

. Foy. Jr -Rubin Sept 25.

. Daniels-Hughes Jan. 5.

, Richard Olx Apr. 8.

) Com pson -Sherman June I

.

Lowell Sherman Oct. 15

.

. Astor-Hughes May 24.
Carol- Lake- Bunee Aug. 24.

. Dlx-Lawlor July 20.
Brent- WoiTKdm Oct 18.

Length

Feet Mlns. Reviewed

..6418 65. ..Apr. 19

..6128. 60 ..June 21
.8191.. ..92. ..Mar. ti

.6929.. ..75. ..Oct 24
.6180.. . .72. ..Nov. H
.9155.. on ..Apr. !>

.7055.. ..73. ..Sept. 6
. .93B5.

.

, m, .July 26
.8345.. ..t>8. ..Sept. 13

. .6111.. 88. . Feb. IS

7459.., .».. .Seat V
6319 .

.

.70 . .Apr 2t

.8652.. ..75. -July 12

.6309. ..69. .July 19
.7600 . ..81. . Seot.

.7038.. ..78. Dec. 21. :«(

.8138. .68. ..Feb. 12

.6469.. .72. ..May HI

.6377. . ..70. . .Sept. 13
..8194. , 72. ..May SI

.6727.. ..73. . June ;>n

.6720.. ..71. .July 12

.6768.. ..75. . .Sept. n

Coming Feature Attractions

Title star Rrl
-
Date

Children ol the Streets Betty Compson
•tSClmarren (A.T.) 5 ,e

!?

ard
., °,l

x n «V
Devil's Battalion Forbes- Vail Dec. 25 ..

•t I Hook, Line 4. Blnker Wheeler- Woolsey Dec. 25 ..

Kept Husbands
•^Perfect Alibi. The tA. T.)

Private Secretary 11'"
Roval Bed Sherman-Astor Dec. 25 ..

Si„ Ship Wolheim-Astor

Sour Grapes
White Shoulders

SOUND SHORTS
Title

Aunts In the Pants.

Star

,W. Catlett

Mar.

*t§Cash and Marry A.T.) Vaughn-Cooke-Sargent Mar.

•tloear slayer (A.T.) Vaughn-Cooke "«
.Dane-Arthur

.. l.) (FetD) Vaughn-Cooke.
Jan.

...Nov.

Black and Tan Duke Ellington & Orchestra.
.
Feb.

•tSBrlceoroon., The (A.T.) (F) .. Mare Connelly Feb

•tlttroken Wedding Bells (A.T.) Dane-Arthur Sept.

M^Camous Sweetheart* (A. T.) (F&D.
§Casr
cDear slayer

Dizzy Dates
-T§tventually But Not New
•tSFalr Deceiver. The (A. T-\ (FAD) .

Fall to Arms. A Louise Fazenda "«•
tSGeneral Glnsbur. (A.T.) (F) Not Ctrr - ... Apr.

•tlBelf Specialist. The W. C. Fields Aug.

•tiGood Time Kenneth Mare Connelly July

•tlGunboat Glnsbur. (A.T.li (F) Nat Carr Jan.

t§G"»«t Th» '* T.) (F&.D) M*re Connelly M »v

Hey Diddle Diddle .....Nick & Tony Nov

-t*Hol HMdo- (A. T.) (FeVD). »»
Humanettes No. I

Benny Rubin Aug

Humanettes No. 2 Hutehlnson-Lereh Sept.

Humanettes No. 3 Clyde-Rubin Oct.

Humanettes No. 4 B. T. Murray Nov.

Knights Before Xmas Dane-Arthur Nov.

•tELand ot tne Sky Blue Daughters Vaughn -Cooke . , Mar.

•tSLost end Feundered fA. T.) (F&D) Vaughn-Cooke .. Jm.
•t$ Magnate. The (A. T.) (F&O). Mare Connelly Mar.

•tlMen Without Skirts (A.T.) .. Dane-Arthur .. Aug.

•SMlrkev'i Champ. fA. T.WFAD) M ekey Yu e Feb

•tSM'tkey"' l-uek (A. T.) F«-D) M ekey Yu e Mar.

4lMlekey's Master Mind (A. T.) (F4D) Mlefcey Yu e Mar.

•tlMlckey'i Merrv Men (A T.) <FAO) Mickey Yule.... Julv

•tlMlckey's Musketeers (A.T.) • • Oct.

MfMlckey'e Strategy (A. T.) (F4.D) M ekey Yule Jan.

•tlMlckey'l Winners (A. T.) (F*\0) Mlrkev Yule Aug.
*t§M.ekey the Romeo (A T.l(FAD) Mickey Yule June
•ftviickev the Whlrtwltd (A.T.)'FAD) Mlekev Yule Apr.

•HMlekey the Warrior Mickey Yule "ny
Moonlight A Monkey Business. . Nick 4 Tony Nov.

*§tOff to Peoria (A.T.) Nick &. Tony July

•SOld Bill's Christmas (A.T.) Feb.

•tSOId Vamps lor New (A. T.) . . Vaugnn-Ceoke Feb
•t«Paleoka Flving Sehoel (A.T.) . .. June

•tiPeep on the Deep. A Dlark-MeCullough Sept.

•t§Pure and Simple Leulse Fezenda Sept.

Razored In Old Kentucky Nick and Tony Oct.

»t§Settlng Son. The (A.T.) Vaugnn-cooke Feb.

•tlfsieepina CutlM I A.T.) *lb«rta Vauahn Jan.

Society Goes Spaghetti Nick and Tony Sept.

22 , . .2 reels. 71
9. , . . 1 reel .

.

1 . . .2 reels. .June 21

9

16.. . .2 reels.

2.. . .2 reels

. .2 reels. 19.

. Feb. 77

13. . ..2 reel* .Apr. in

6..
20..
I.f

..1 reel..
..1774...
. 2 reels.

.20.

l» . .2 reels.
, 23 ..July ti

H).. . . 1 reel .

.

Aug. 1

12 .

25..
29..
II

. .2 reels.
. . I reel .

. .2 reels. .19.

Nov. %

22.

1.

1
,

. ..1 reel. .8.
.10.

..ft.

...Julj ' 5

211.. . . 1 reel .

.

H ..Nov. K
IS . .2 reels. .18.
M . .2 reels .May 1

19
. . .2 reels.

. . .2 reels
. .2 reels.7

ill.. .Apr. 12
?

20 . .2 reels. . .Aug. Ifl

!0... .1623.. ., IK,
,
.Aug. IK

5.. . .2 reels.

11
7.1

. .2 reels. 21 .Nov. IS
ts ,2 reels.. June 1*

9 . \)f C 14, ' 71
2 .2 reei* Jan. n
to . . 1 reel .

.

VI

1. .. .2 reels m .July
S .2 reels. .net. 1

1

!0.., . 1699 .

.

18.
,
.Nov. A

K... ..2 reels. .Feb. 8
i... Iter 21. ijM

IS.. . .2 reels. . 20. . Sept. 21

•tSStraage Interview. The
(A.T.) (F) Sherwln-Knowlei

•tSToby the Fiddler (A.T.) Toby, the Pup ..

Toby, the Miner Toby, the Pup ..

Toby, the Museum Toby, the Pup ..

Toby, the Showman Toby, the Pup ..

To Hot to Handle Louise Fazenda .

"t§Who'a Got the Body (A.T.).. Nick &. Tony ...

. Aug.

..Nov.

. . Nov.
. .Aug.

. 1 reel

.1 reel 7
6. .Nov. 15

. I reel May 24
.1 reel 7. ..Nov. 8
.2 reels. .21

.2 reels May 24

SONO-AM -WORLD WIDE
Star Rel. DateTitle

Air Police ...

*t§Blo Fight. The (A.T.) Wllllams-Lane Sept.
"t§Blaze O'Glory Eddie Dowling-B. Compson. . Jan.

'tlCharge of the Light Brigade. . McLaglen-Hume Dec.

"tSCock 0' the Walk (A.T.) J. Schildkraut-Loy May
*t§Costello Case Jom Moore-Lola Lane Oct.

Duryea-Basquette June
" Von Strohelm-B. CompsonJan.

'tsDude Wrangler. The (A.T.)
•,§Great Gabbo
Hell Bent For Frisco
•t§Hflllo Sister (A.T.)

: ""- a Gentleman (A.T.)...
MIReno (A.T.)
•t^Rogue of the Rio Grande...
*1§Talk ol Hollywood Nat Carr-Fay Marbe
•t§Up The Congo Travel Lecture
*t§What a Man (A.T.).

..5850.

.8800.

..8850.

..7200..

..7200.
..6200..
.9950..

.65... Apr. 19

.90. Dec. 14/29

L. Hughes-Borden Feb.
Horton-Wllson Sept.
Roland-Thomson-Love Oct.
Hatton-Loy Bohr Oct.

Mar.
Feb.

. Denny-Segar June

STATE RIGHTS

..80. ..Apr. 19
-.78. ..Oct. 18

..68.. .May 24
(00. Sept. 21, '29

JOSii.Apr'. "5

June 21

.80... Oct. II

..70

..72. Dec.21/29

..62
..79. ..Mar. 29

FEATURES
Title Star

*t§Across the World (A.D.) . Martin Johnson .

"t^After the Verdict (A.T.). .Tschechowa-Ward
Alma de Gaucho Special Cast
Asphalt Froelich-Amann .

Length
Dist'r Rel. Date Feet Mins. Reviewed

..Talk. Pic. Epics... Not set 8860. . .98. Jan. 25
. .Int. Photoplay Jan. I.. 8900. ..73. June 21
. . Edw. L. Klein Sept. 6
..Allied Film Mar. 15.8 reels. 85. . May 10

ban J. C. Jackson ... Nov. 15.7 reels

*t§Because I Love You .Mady Christians ...Amer. Gen. Film. Jan. 24. .9000. . 100. . Feb. 8
t§Bottom of the World Talk. Pic. Epics. .. Sept. I. .3800. ..42
•tlBride 68 (P.T.) Veidt-Brlnk Amer. Angelo Apr. 6 100. .Apr. 19
"tSBright Eyes Balfour-Trevor New Era July 10.. .6800. . .76. July 9
•P, Burning Heart, The Christians- Froelich ..Harold Auten ....May 10. .8372. .88. .May 24
*t§Call of Circus (A.T.)

(D.F.) Bushman Clayton ..Burr Jan. 15. .5466. . .61 . Jan. 18

Cauuiit in Butiin undetworta. FrlU Kartner Feo. 15

Chess Player. The Jehanne-Blanchard Unusual Plct
a
t§Civilization Hickman-Markey .. Am. Trad. Assn.t
*TSUancy in Wall Street
(A.T.) Murray-Llttlefteld Aristocrat Mar. 15. .7127 Mar. I

MSConstant Nymph. The Ivor Novello Big Three Exc.Aug. 17.7800 87. July •
Lo-Op lttf> buecial cast New Era Feb. B l-ep. 22

"t§Crlmson Circle. The Stewart Rome Inter. Photoplay Jan. II

•tUDange. Man. The (P.T.).Chai. Hutcn.nsoa ..Cosmos May 2i)65l6 82.. May 24
*t§Oark Red Roses Stewart Rome Inter. Photoplay Mar. 8

"" Hoc. 14°r&Uarken«d Skiee (A.T.) . . Brentwood-MacDonaldBiltmore Prod Jan. 5400
Dorks of Hamburg Jugo-Frltsch Ufa
"t§ Drifters .Harold Auten
"ijtjcjurti from Dartmoor Barlng-Henning .Harold Auten... Apr. il 7529..
Eternal Fools Judea Films SepL 23. .6120.
Farmer's Wife Theinas-Hall-Davis Allied Jdn. -t.ot.45
e >garo , franco- American Not «>••. 6ifin .

Flame of Love Anna May Wong ..Brit. Int Oct. 30. .6600.
Hate Shop. The Brit. Int Nov. 14. .6750

1 9 H Ban a melody iA. T.>
(F & 0) Frltseh-Paiio ula Film

Her Unborn Child (F & D) Special Cast Windsor Jan. 10 7609.

.

Hungarian Nights Special Cast Amer. Gen. Film Co.
Aug. a 29. .8 reels June 14

•t§ Immortal Vagabond (A.T.) Haid- Froelich Ufa Film
In Ihe South Seas with Mr. and Mrs. Plnchot Talk. Plct. Epics. Sept. I 5538 May 31
* ISIngagl African Hunt Congo PloL Ltd. Apr. 137778 86.. Apr. M
laue uasKflt the French Cast . . Cosmos 5800 f>*

*t§Jazz Cinderella M. Loy-J, Robards. Chesterfield Aug. 14.6181 68. .Sept 20
*t$Juno end ttie Pay cock (A.T.) Sara Allgood Harold Auten
•tSJust Off Broadway 0. Kelth-A. Christy. Chesterfield ..

•t&Ladles in Love (A.T.) Day-Walker Chesterfield .

'tSLast Dance. The (A.T. ) Reynolds- Robards ..Audible
Lotus Lady Audibl

...40. July •
70.. Apr. 19
.68.. SepL «
7b Jen 18

.85. Jan.

14

June 27.9100 July
.Mar. 15.7650 85. .Doc.
..May 170095.... 69.. May
..Mar. 8 5825. .. 65. . Mar. 7H

...C8...Nov. 15
.Oct. 17. .7560 84. .Oct.

...Sept. I... 4800... 53. July 12

..Not Set. 5100 57 Dec. 21
...Feb. 15 6039.... 68.. Feb. I

6240 Jan. 25

Loose Ends Edna Best British Inter."
•t§Lost Gods (A.T.) Talk Pie. Epics.-..
Lnsi Pairoi Pro Patrla
*15Love at First Sight (A.T.) Keener-Foster Chesterivid.
•tIMade to Order Julian Eltlnge Jesse Well .

•{Madonna et the Sleeping
Cars Claude Frano Little Playhouse Film Co Oet. 19

*t§Manxman, The Carl Brlason 6800 Dee. 2
1
Ufa Dee. 14.

Melody of the Heart Ufa Film. .Aug. 29 Eng...806l 90. Sept.
Germ. ..8543

Murder Marshall-Baring ...British ltlL...Oct. 24 8200. . .90. .. Nov. I

Mystery at the Villa Rase. . Trevor-Baring Harold Auten. .May 31 9000 100 mlns
•tSMysterles of Nature Uft 71
Pat* ion Song, The Olmsted- N. Beery. . Excellent 5080. . . .56
Peacock Fan The Dorothy Dwaa Chesterfield 5400 6fl

Poor Millionaire Talmadge-Howard . Blltmore .Apr. 7 5200 58. ..May 17
Porl Special Cast Ufa Films
*t§Rampaat Age (A.T.)
(D.F.) Murray. Kennedy ...Continental Jan. 155743 Si. Jan. 10

*t$ Rasputin, the Holy Devil 8peclal Cast Martin Berger Aug. 30
*t§Romance of the West Jack Perrla Jaek Trap JJune 15. .5494.. .61 . .Aug. 2
•t§Saddle King. The Cliff Tex Lyon Anchor Oct 12
Sea Fury . Mildred Harris Tom White Net Set 8200 50.. Dee. 7
•f Slums of Tokla Japanese Cast Movlegraphs
Smoke Beltew Conway Tearle First Divlelen 6605 73-.
•tSSombras de Gloria Jose Bohr Sono Art World Wlda Feb. 23
South o( Panama Carmellta Geraohty. .

Chesterfield ... 6300 .70
Stampede Native Cast Harold Auten ..Apr. 26. . .7540... 80. .May 3
Strange Case of District

Attorney "M" Unusual Photoplay .Mar. 6B00.

.

Suspense British Int Nov.
•fSThree Outcasts. The Vakim* Canutt. ... Waea M*. - s r.»i, o*i
*f5Throw of the Dice Seeta Dvl Hollywood Pie.. .Dee. 29.6700 May
Thi<nri»r Qnrt Cfl'ni>1liti K "efe (Vfi«w.f>i

'HToday (A.T.) Nagel-Owen Majestic Nov.
•tSTreasure, The Film Arts Guild ...
Two Hearts In Waltz Time. . Janssen-Thelmer . . . Asso. C. of A. ..Oct. 10.. 8800.
*t§Weet of Rockies (A.T.)
(D) Art Mix World Art Uan.

•t$Whlte Cargo (A.T.) Special Cast Harold Auten
tSWhite Oevll (P.T.) (F
& 0) Mesjukln-Dagover UFA Films

Whv Cry at Partlne Hslm-Qralla International
•t§Woman Who Was For-

gotten (A..T.) Belle Bennett State Cinema..
Wonderful Lies ef Nina
Petrowna Helm-Ward Allied Fllmt.

•HVlHrtUt. Mama. The (A.T.)M»# Simon . . Uttte* Film.
Young Woodley All English Cast Harold Anten Sept. 26.

6G60 ft..

22

31

30

18 5100. 68 Aug.

7000 .

1.7560.Jan.

May 30 8 reels

78 F.b

65 Jan.

.7600. Oct.

Coming Feature Attractions

ReviewedTitle Star Producer Rel. Date Length Mins.

•t§Ape, The (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Atlantic Elstree 90. . .Oet. 1

1

Blue Anael. The Emil Janninos Ufa Film Dec. 15 .9047 .90 Nov. 22
•f§Body, Soul and Dress
Buying a Wife Special Cast Aff. European 7 reels
•t<jComeback, The (A.T.) Majestic
•tS Dancing Fathers (A.T.)
"t§Davy Jones Locker (A.T.) Libertv Prod
•t§Der Tiger Von Berlin Susa-Frank Ufa Film 55. ..Sept. 27

*\lean& synchronized score. fMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

A.T. after title means
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•tSDivorte Question, The (A.T.) Majestic
Duty to be Silent Maria Albana ...Art. European 6 reels...
*§tEast Lynne (A.T.) Liberty Prod
•t§East of Asia (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Eternal Sacrifice
*t§Everybody's Girl (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Exodus to the NewWorld, The . .Lyon-Prevost Pioneer
Full Dressed Thieves Nils Asther Aff. European 7 reels. .

.

German Underworld ........ . .Special Cast Aff. European 7 reels. .

.

Great Unknown, The John Leoder Aff. European 6 reels. .

.

M§Hail the Woman (A.T.) Majestic
Her Viennese Lover Asther- Nolan Aff. European 6 reels. .,

't§ln Oklahoma (A.T.)
Milak of the Snowlands .Special Cast Allied
•f§Mldnight Alarm, The (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Midnight Special. The .Chesterfield
*t§Mother's Millions (A.T.).. May Rosbn Liberty Prod
Our Daily Bread Mary Nolan Aff. European 7 reels...
*t§Price Mark. The (A.T.) Majestic
*t§Red Kisses (A.T.)
•t§Romantlc Scoundrel. The (A.T.)
"t§Sentlmental Satan (A.T.) Maiestic
*t§Smart Women (A.T.) Majestic
*t§Thou Shalt Not Squeal (A.T.)
MSTrap, The (A.T.) Majestic
Unholy Love Wegener- Petrovltch Aff. European
When Duty Calls ..Speelal Cast Allied 6714 feet.
Wild Men of Katlharl Denver African Exp. .. Talk. Plct. Epics

,

Women Like Men Liberty Prod
•t§ Worst Woman In Paris (A.T.) Liberty Prod

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star

*t§Anyway By Air
*t§At the Photographers

(A. T.) (F) Harry Detf

•tBarn Dance Micky Mouse Cartoon

Bird Island of Peru Dr. Murphy
Besides the Western Sea
*t§Blind Youth (A. T.) Lou Tellegen

Bosom Friendship Novelty
*t§Bring On the Bride (A.T.)
"t§Broken Doll. The (A.T.J.Sadie Banks
•tChain Gang, The Micky Mouse Cartoon

•t Conquest of the Cascades. . . Educational

Coast to Coast Talker
•t§Down Hawaii Way Color Novelty

Electrio Ship Educational
•t§ Eli- Eli Cantor Waldman .

.

*§tEvening in Jewish Camp. Eval Miller

•tSFriend Husband (A.T.)
"t^Frost and Old Lace
*

t

Gallop ing Gaucho Micky Mouse Cartoon
•jtjJewish Gypsy Hymle Jacobson ...

Jewish Melody Cantor Waldman...
•fjungle Rythm Micky Mouse Cartoon.

•tJust Mickey Micky Mouse Cartoon.
•t§ Kiddie Cabaret
•tKids and Pets Color Novelty
M§Kol Nldre No. 1 .... Cantor Schmllikel. ..

"HKol Nidre No. 2 Cantor Waldman...
Land of Freedom Seymour Reiztelt
*t§Mal-Ko Mashma-Lou
(A.T.) Harry Feld

,

*t§Mawas (P.T.)
*tl Measuring Time
•tIMeet the Family (A.T.)

(F) Harry Delt
•t Mickey's Concert Micky Mouse Cartoon
• t§ Monkey Squawks (A.T.)
Natascha Plnchus Lavenda ..

Not So Quiet on the Western
Front

•t§Oh Doctor (A.T.) Special Cast
*t Plane Crazy Micky Mouse Cartoon,
•tPlow Boy Micky Mouse Cartoon.
Sailors' Sweetheart Hymle Jacobson
Scarlet Runner & Co
Secrets of Nature
*t§Shoemaker's Romance
(A.T.) (A.T.)

•t§Should I Charles Lawmer
•tlSigned, Sealed &. Delivered Special Cast.
•t§Slxty Minutes From
Broadway

•t§Style and Class (A.T.)
*tfSummer Harmonies . . ,

•fTee Time
•t§Una-Sana-Takof
*T§When My Dreams Come

True Gene &. Glenn
•tWhen the Cat's Away Mleky Mouse Cartoon
•tWIld Waves Micky Mouse Cartoon
World Unseen. A Scientific

Distributor Length
Vlsugraphle 3 reels..

Reviewed

..May 17

Elbee 2 reels
Celebrity Prod I reel
Talking Picture Epics 21 Nov 8
Castle Film I reel
Capital 2 reels
UFA |Q mm
Elbee 2 reels Nov 9
Judea Films I reel
Celebrity Prod I reel
Gen. Electric Co Apr 19
Sisugraphic 2 reels Aug'. 30
Castle I reel
General Electric .'"9 'hlov's
Judea Film 950 ft.
Judea Film 1000 ft.
Burr 2 reels
UFA | reel Sept 20
Celebrity Prod I reel Feb I

Judea Films 1900 ft.
Judea Films. Inc I reel
Celebrity Prod I reel Jan* '

1

I

Celebrity Prod I reel .

Ma** air 2 reels .'.Apr" 26
Castle | reel
Judea Films 900 ft
Judea Films 950 ft. ..
Judea Films. Inc 2 reels !.".'.".'."

Judea Films
Capital Prod 3J4 nin'V.'* JhmT'7UFA F, '"> ...7 min...Sept. 27

|"}" 2 reels
Celebrity Prod I reel

Judea Films, Inc. ..,.,"2 reels ..."
".*".".

V

B
,

r ' ,i5h ,'"* 2 reels. ..25. ..Nov IJudea Films 1800 ft
Ce'ebrlty Prod I reel jan I
Celebrity Prod I reel ., ."....
Judea Films. Inc 2 reels
British Int 8 Nnv ft

British int :;:....« lixiK: i

Judea Films 1900 ft
Advance Trailer ... .....
Burr

May 17

. Color Novelty . .

.

. Marty Barratz .

.

. Song Cartoon ...
. Fell* the Cat. ..

.
Cantor Waldman .

Castle
Judea Films
Blophone
Copley Films
Judea Films ...

Advance Trailer
Celebrity Prod.
Celebrity Prod.

.
I reel

. 2000 ft ...
' «! Oct.'

. I reel Apr

. 950 tt ....:?..

' r«| Apr.
.

I reel

. ' reel Jan."
12 min

SYNDICATE PICTURES CORP.
FEATURES

Length
Date Feet Mlns,

I 4930 ...51
4500.. ..50.

1 4742.. ..50
I 5605

Title Star
Beyond the Law Robert Frazer
*t§Breezy Bill Bob Steele
•Canyon of Missing Men Tom Tyler
Code of Honor Mahlon Hamilton Oct I 5605. 50
•t§Code of the West Bob Custer 57
Convict's Code, The Cullen Landls " 56
H unted Men Bob Steele Apr 4853..'. . . .

,

•fSLonesome Trail. The Chas. Delaney Sept. IS 5786/.. .65
•tSOverland Bound Leo Maloney Apr. 15 . 5040 56
•t§Partlng of the Trails Bob Custer Mar. I .. 470U 52
Phantom of the Desert Jack Perrln Nov. 1 6 reels
Western Honor Sob Steele Mar 4849 50

Reviewed
.Nov. 8
..Sept. 20
..Aug. 1
..Nov. 15

'.'.Oct. '
*4

.".Sept." 13

..Mar. 29

..Mar. 29

Coming Feature Attractions

Title Star Rol.
Boy of the Plains, A Apr.
Frontier Days May
God's Country and the Man Dee.
Last of the Pawnees Apr.
Red Coats of Canada Feb
Riders of the North Fob.
Rose of the Rio Grande Jan.
Song of the Plains Mar.
Texas Ranger, The Mar.
Under Texas Skies Bob Custer Nov.
West of Cheyenne Jan.
Westward Bound Buffalo BUI. Jr.- Ray Roosevelt Dee.

15, '31. .6 reels.
I, '31.. .6 reels..
15 6 reels.
I, '31. ..6 reels.

6 reels.
'31. 6 reels.

I... 6 reels..
II. ..« reels.,

31. .6 reels..
15 6 reels..

15, '31. .6 reels.

.

I 6 reels.

.

15,

SOUND SHORTS
Title

*t Alice Chops the Suey. . .

.

"tAllce Gets Stage Struck.
"tAllce Gets Stung
•tAliee Loses Out
• tAllce on the Farm
'tAllce Picks the Champ...

Length
Rel. Date Foot Mlns. Reviewed
Feb. I. '31

Jan. 15 '31

Oct. 15
Mar. I. '31

Oet. I

Mar. 15, '31

'tAliee Plays Cupid Apr.
•tAliee Rattled by Rats May
•tAllce Solves the Puzzle Apr.
•tAliee the Jailbird Nov.
•tAliee Wins the Derby Nov.
'tAliee In the Jungle Jan.
"t Alice's Balloon Race Doc.
•t Alice's Egg Plant Deo.
*t Alice's Little Parade Sept.
•f Alice's Mysterious Mystery May
•t Alice's Orphan Feb.
"t Alice's Tin Pony Sept.
•tBroken Spur, The Jack Hoxle Feb, I

•tCyclone Bliss Jack Hoxie Oct.
*t Desert Bridegroom Jack Hoxie Jan.
•tDesert's Crucible Jack Hoxie Oct
"tDead or Alive Jack Hoxie Nov.
•t Double- 0, The Jack Hoxie Dee.
•{Marshall of Money Mint Jack Hoxle Sept
•fRider from Nowhere Jack Hoxie Nov.
•tRomantie Sheriff, The Jack Hoxie Jan. I

•tSparks of Flint Jack Hoxle..
•tTwo-Flsted Jefferson ....Jack Hoxie.
•tWestern Romanes Jack Hoxle..

. Feb.
. Sept.
Dec.

15

15, '31.

15

1, '31...
15. '31.

1

15

TIFFANY
FEATURES

(Available sound-on-ftlm and sound-on-disc >

Title
•|§Border Romance (A.T.)
•t§Borrowed Wives
Extravagance
•t§Headin' North (A.T.)

•f§High Treason (A.T.)
"t§Hot Curves (A.T.)
"t§Journey's End (A.T.)
•tSJust Like Heaven (A.T.)
•t§Kathleen Mavourneen (A.T.).

Land of Missing Men
Love Trader
•t§Mamba (A.T.) .....

•+§ Medicine Man. The (A.T.)..

•t§Near Rainbow's End (A.T.)..
( Reviewed as

•t§Oklahoma Cyclone (A.T.)

•tSParadise Island (A.T.)
•tssunny Skies
•tlSwellhead (A.T.)
Thoroughbred
Under Montana Skies

Utah Kid
•tSWlngs of Adventure

Star Rel. I

Armlda-Terry May
Rex Lease Sept.
June Collyer-Lloyd Hughes. .. Oct.
Bob Steele Nov.
H u me - Thomas June
Rubin- Lease- Day Apr.
Colin Cllve Mar.
Louise- Newell Oet
O'Nell-Delaney June
Bob Steele Oct.
Leatrlce Joy Oet.
Hersholt-Boardman-Forbes . . . Mar.
Benny-Bronson June
Steele- Lorraine Juno
"Dangerous Business" Issue Dee.
Bob Steele Aug.
Harlan Day July
Benny Rubin May
Gleason-.Shilling Walker Mar.
Garon- Barry Aug.
Kenneth Harlan Sept.
Rex Lease-Dorothy Sebastian. Oct.
Rex Lease Aug.

Length
Feet Mins.

20. ...5974 . ...65. ..May 31
...62. .Aug. 30

. . . 5888

.

...66. -Sept 20
...495u . ...55.

15. ...7893. ...59.
15, . .11416. ...88. ..July 12
25. ...6210. ..130. ..Apr. 12

...5850 . ...65. ..Oct II
2 It ...5169 . ...56. ..Aug. 2
15 ...5167. ...58. ..Oct 4
9. ...5700 . ...64. ..Oct. 18

...6183 . ...69. ..Mar. 9
25 ...6211 . ...69. ..June 21
10.
21.

...5916 .

1929)
...65. ..July 5

B. ...5850 ...65. .Aug. 36
15. ..6507.. ..73.. .July 5
1. ...6994. ...78. ..May 24

...78.
Ill ...5425 . ...50. -Aug. 23
Ml ...5273. ...57., .Nov. 15
27 ...4408. ...49., Nov. 22
1. ..5050 . ...56. Aug. •

Coming Feature Attractions

Title s,ar

Aloha Oe Torrei A Lyon

Arctic Patrol. The
The Barbarian
Beloved Enemy. The ••••
Blazing Guns «« Lease

Branded Men £« Lease

Caught Cheating Sidney-Murray

Circus Parade
Command Performance. The
Danger Signal
Drums of Jeopardy J.'"V
Fighting Grin. The Rex Leaso

Ghost Ship. The .

Girl of the Llmberlost, A
Hl-Jack -•

Keeper of the Bees, The
Lasca
Lawless Valley
Leftover Ladles
Lure of the Yukon. The
Moran of the Lady Letty. .

.

The OJibway
Platinum •••
•t§Ridin' Fool, The (A.T.).

Roaring Barrier -••:••
She Got What She Wanted..
Single Sin. The June Collyer

•tSSunrise" ' Trail'.' 'the' '(' A.T'.)

'.

'. '.'Bob Staple" II™ '.'.'.
'. '. '. '.'.

'.

'.'.'•

Third Alarm. The James Hall-Hersholt-Loulse. .
.

Thundering Hoofs Ro* Lease

Unpardonable Sin
Wild Youth
X Marks the Spot

Rel. Date Length

. Rex Lease

Bob Steele . ..

. Compson-traey

.63O0....70.'.'.Nov.*"i

Reviewed

SHORT SUBJECTS

Title „ Star R«J. Date Length
Color Symphonies Series 6 In Technicolor

| r ,,*|

Chinese Flower Boat July 5
Cossack Bride Jan. 25
Dancing Bear June 10

In Old Madrid Feb. 10
Parisian Nights June 25

"t§ Jungle Drums Colortone Oct 24, '29. .2 reels. . .Dee. 20. '29
Kentucky Jubilee Singers Series of 6

Old Black Joe May I 2 reels
On a Plantation Apr. 15 2 reels May 10
Piekin' Cotton ) reel
Road Home. The 2 mis
Slave Days | reel

,

Welcome Home •••;
| rflej

Musical Fantasies Series of 6
| rM|

Fire Worshippers Aug. 10
'

Sept 27
Memories Apr. 23
William Tell Aug. I

Paul Hearst Comedies
Rolling Stone Series .Series of 6 ;.

In the Mountains Sept. 25 I reel Sent B
Tiffany Chimp Series 6 Monkey Comedies 2 reels'

Blimp Mystery. The July 25 2 reels!.'".' Sept.* 27
Little Big House. The .^. Sept 5 Aug. 30

Station Slf-A.R' \\\\"""\ Tt .
.'
S
.'.26V.V 'reel eachl .

'°*. *.

Ben Turpln •„_ «
Wesley Barry ...WW" Aw f9
Robert Woolsey

Apf
-

,s

Billy Bevan M««*9i
Llyod Hamilton Ztl A
Geo

' r
K
nhh

Arthljr ::::::::::::::::::« ?J

„, The
Little Covered Wagon. The

Voice of Hollywood Series
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10

No. 15

No. 16
No. 17

... Ruth Roland ...

... Noll Hamilton

.
. . Laura La Plante

. Gleason & Armstrong..
. . . Johnny HInes
.. . James Hall
... Conklln A Christy
...Ian Keith

..Aug. 10..

..Aug. 20
Sept. II

..July 12

*Means synchronized score. fMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-dlm.

A.T. after title means
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UNITED ARTISTS

Title
•t§Abroham Lincoln. A.T.) .

.

•t§Bad One. The (A.T.).-..
•t§Be Yourself (A.T.) (F)..
"t§Du Barry. Woman of Passion

•tSEyes ol the World (A.T.>.

•tHelt's Angels (A.T.)
"t§Hell Harbor (A.T.)
•ftjLottery Bride, The (A.T.)...
*t§Lummox (A.T.) (F).........
•t§One Romantic Night (A.T.)..
•t§Puttin" on the Ritz (A.T.)..
•tIRaflles (A.T.)
•t§What a Widow (A.T.)
t§Whoopee (A.T.)

FEATURES

Star
Walter Huiton
Del Rle-Lowo
Fannie Briee

(A. T.) Norma Talmadge
Merkal- Hellene
Lyon-Hall- Harlow
vciei-Merirmi
MacOonald-GarTleh
Westover-Lyon
Gish-Nagel-Le Roeoue
Marry Rich man
anneld rolman
Gloria Swanson
r.miiF Cantor

Length
Rel. (late Feet Mim. Reviewed
Nov. H ..8704. ...97. ..Aug. 23
Mav 3 , 8673. . . . 74

.

..Mar 22
Feb. H ..5977. ...87. FrV 1

Oct. II.. .mi' ...90. ..Nov. 1

Aug. SO.. -.7272. ...81. ..Aug. 23

Mar. 72 8354 ...92. .Mar. 6
Oct. 75 .7472 . 83 .

.

Nov. 22
id 7533. ...84 ..Feb. la

Apr 12.. ..6592. ...72 ..Mar 29
Mar, 1,. ..8225. ...81. . . Feb. 22
July Tti , . .fi.sn.9. ...70. ..ami. l
Scat. is ..8128. ...80. ..Sept. 20
Sept. 27 .. ..8393 ,..93. ..July 12

Prehistoric- Man (Re-luue) Aug. II.
Pronto Kid. The iRetstue) Edmund Cobb Apr. 12.

Queen of Roundup (Retime) Joiie Sedgwick Mar I

Red Coat'i Romance Ted Carton June 28
Restless Rest 'Re-luue) Neely Edwardi Mar. 24.
Seeing Red (Reltiue) Billy Sullivan Aug. 16

Should Poker Playera Marry T June 30

.

Sid * Lang Count Sid Saylor May 21

Bli Gun Justice Bobble Nelson Apr. 19

Mm* Shew Arthur Lake Apr. I

Son of Courage. Bobble NelsoP July

Speak Easy Reissue) Charlie Puffy Aor.
Step Right Up Sid Saylor May
storm King (Ra-luua) Edmund Cobb Fab.
Why Walt Slim Summervllle Feb,

Whip Hand. The (Reltiue) Billy Sullivan Mar.
Wild West Wallop (Reissue) ... Edmund Cobb May 24

Jan.

, . I reel . .

.

.2 reels .

.

. .2 reels.

.

..2 reels
.

. . I rati . .

.

..2 reels..

15

ll

tr. 15

William Tell

COMING ATTRACTIONS
Tltu. Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

•tSflnn Heavcnlv Nioht Evelyn Laye

•t§Bat Whispers. The (A.T.)... Chester Morris Nov. 29... 7810. . . .86. . .
Nov. 15

•t§Clty Lights (F) Charlie Chaplin KV'SA
•tSDevll to Pay Ronald Colman Dec. 20

Ki'ki (AT) M ary Plekford

•^Indiscretion Evelyn Laye-John Bolas Jan. 10. '31

(Reviewed under the title ol "Queen of Scandal." issue ol Oct. 25)

M§Reaehlng for the Moon (A.T.) Douglas Fairbanks

•tfSons 0' Guns (A.T.) At Jolson

WOlf:

I mt

Fame Ted Carson .May

2 reels .Apr, 20
19 2 reels Mar. 15
2 2 reels Mar. I

II. ...2 reels June 21
7 1 r«e4

2 reels Apr. It
2 reels

1 real

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel

2 reels May 10

7..

SOUND SHORTS
Star

SOUND SHORTS
Title s,ar

MIGIorlous Vamps (A.T.) Bobby Watson
•t§Sewnd Hungarian Rhapsody............
!t§The Americans Come (A.T.).. Otto Matleson

•tlWizard's Aprentlee
•tIZampa (A.T.)

Rel. Date Length Reviewed
Jan. 25 952 Jan. 25
May 24 895 July 19
Aug. 2 978
Apr. 20 840 Sept. 20
Sept 6 I reel. ..Sept. 6

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

Title btar

•t&Atl Quiet on Western Front

(AT) Wilhelm-Ayres-Wray

Bio Timber"(Re-Issue)..... William Desmond
•tSBurning Trail (Re-Issue) William Desmond

•tICaptatn of the Guard (A.T.).La Plante-Boles ........ •
•tlcat Creeps (A.T.) Twelvetrees-Hersholt-Hackett

•tfciimax. The (A.T.) . Crawford- Hershholt

tlcohensand the Kellys in Scotland Sidney-Murray
•HConcentratin' Kid (A.T.) .... Hoot Gibson

•t§Czar of Broadway (A.T.) Wray-Compson-Harron
•tSDames Ahoy (A.T.) Glenn Tryon
•HDevils Pit. The Special Cast

(Reviewed under title of "Under the Southern Cross"

•t§East Is West (A.T.) Lupe Velez-Lew Ayres

MIEmbarrassing Moments (A. T.). Reginald Denny
•t§Flghting Legion. The Ken Maynard
Flying Hoofs Jack Hoxle

•tsHell's Heroes Bkkford-Hatton
•41 Hide-Out (A.T.) Murray- Crawford
•UKing of Jazz, The (A.T.) Whlteman's Band & Special

i Cast
•t§Lady Surrenders. A (A.T.) . . . Nagle-Tobin-Rathbone-Hobart
•t§Llttle Aecldent (A.T.) Fairbanks. Jr.. Page.

.

•tLucky Larkln Ken Maynard
*t§ Mounted Stranger. The Hoot Gibson
"t§ Mountain Justice Ken Maynard
*t§Nlght Ride Joseph Schildkraut ...

*t§Outside the Law (A.T.) Nolan-Robinson
•t§Parade ot the West Ken Maynard
•t§ Roaring Ranch (A.T.) Hoot Gibson
•jtSong of the Caballero Ken Maynard
*t§Sons of the Saddle Ken Maynard
•USours (A.T.) Hoot Gibson
MSStorm. The (A.T.) Special Cast
*t§Tralling Trouble Hoot Gibson
•tlTrigger Tricks (A.T.) Hoot Gibson
•t§ Undertow Nolan- Ellis- Brown ...
•tlWhat Men Want AH Star
•tSWhlte Hell of Pitz Palu Special Cast
White Outlaw. The (Re-Issue) . . . Jack Hoxle
•t§Youno Desire (A.T.) Mary Nolan

Rel. Date

Aug. 24..
Mar. 30..
July 29..
Apr. 20
Nov. 10
Jan. 26
Mar. I

Oct. 26
May 25
Feb. 9
Mar. 9
in April
Oct. 23
Feb. 2
Apr. 6
Feb. 2
Jan. 5
Mar. 30.

Aug. 17.

Oct. 6
Sept. I

.

Mar. 2.

Feb. 16.

May 4.
Jan. 12

Sept. 18
Jan. 19
Apr. 27
June 29.
Aug. 3
Aug. 24
Aug. 18
Mar.
June
Feb. 23
July 31

23.

..12423... I

. . .4388

...4223

...7519 ...I

...6493 ...3

...5846.... I

...7600.... I

...5148 ....:

...7314. ...I

...5773 (

...62G8. ...I

27. 1929 Iss

...6683 .. .7

...5280 I

...6763....:

...3852....*
. .6148 7

...5299 i

...9163. ..It
...8J85....S
...7897 ....1
...5785 i.

...5784 (

...6748 3

...5609 i

...7116 ;

...5900... .6

...6094. ...f

...6524. ...1

...6872

...5303

...7203

Reviewed

..Apr. 26

I.

76.
.58.

.80.
. .5198 67.
..5462.... 57.
..5025.... 56.
.6041. ...67.
..7727.... 86.
..4511
..6529.... 73.

...Apr. 5

...Sept. 20

...Mar. 29

...Mar. 15

...Nov. I

...Apr. 26
. . . Feb. 8
...Apr. 27

!.)

...Seat. ?7
i... June 29
.Dec. 21. '29

..Apr. 6

. .Sept. 27

..July 12

. . Mar. 22

..Feb. .5

. . Mar. 22

. .Dee, 28

..Aug. 23
.Feb. I

..May 24

..July 12

.Aug. 9
..Sept. 6
Aug. 23
.Mar. 29
.June 21
.Jan. 4
.Sept. 6
May 10

.July 12

Coming Feature Attractions

Title
•t§Blind Husbands (A.T.)...
•t§Boudolr Diplomat (A.T.)..
*t§Cohens &. Kellys In Africa
*t§Draeula (A.T.)
•t§Flres of Youth
Free Leve
Loose Morals
Many a Slip

,

•t§ Resurrection (A.T.)
•tSSalnt Johnson (A.T.)
Seed
*t§See America Thirst (A.T.) .

. .Langdon-Love-Summervllle'.'.'.'Nov. *24
•tlStrktly Dishonorable (A.T.).. John Boles
•t§White Captive, The... Dorothy J an Is

Star

. Compson- Keith- Duncan-Loff.

.

.6ldney-Murray

. Bela Lugosl

.Lew Ayres
Nagel-Tobln

. Boles- Velez

. Ayres-Wray

Rel. Data Length

SHORT SUBJECTS
Tltla

Alias the Bandit
All West
Bashful Whirlwind (Reluut) . .

.

Battling Kid. The
Beauty Parade. TIM
Benjamin Franklin (Reissue)
Boundary Line. The (Reissue).
Close Call (Reissue)
Columbus I Isabella (reissue)
Crooked Trails

,

Danger Claim. The
Fighting Tarrtr (Reissue) ...
Fallow Ma
Foul Ball
Freaeh Leave
Getting the Air
Her Bashful Beau ,

Hll Girl'. Wedding
Law In the Saddle
Llghtnlno Rider, The
Man Hunter. The
Milky Way (Reissue)
Omar Kbayata (Reissue)
One Wet Night

,

Paul Revere (Reissue)
Poektbee
Plan Crazy
Pony Express Kid. Tha
Pttt af Honor

Star
. Bobbie Nelson .

. Sid Saylor
Edmund Cobb ...

, Bobble Nelson ..

.Arthur Ukt ....

. Fred Hume* .

.'.'.

Edmund Cobb ..

.Ted Carton '.'.'.'.'.

. Bobble Nelson .

. Billie Suillvaa
Arthur Lake
Sid Saylor
.Sid Saylor
Arthur Laka ..

. Arthur Laka

.Arthur Lake ...
Ted Carson . .

.

. Ted Carson
Tod Cartea ....

. Charlie Puffy .

. .Reach Edwards'
"

*. Arthur" Laka ".'.".'

-Sid Saylor
. Edmuad Cebb .

Bobbie Nelson .

Rel, Date Length Reviewed
.May 17.. .2 reels ...Apr. 19
.June 18... .2 reels ...May 24
Aug. dO.. ..2 reels...
June 14.. ..2 reels ... ....May 24
July 2.. ..2 reels...
June 23 , . . 1 rael
July 5. . . .2 reels
Aug. 2.. . .2 reels...
Juno ., .1 reel

May 3... .2 reels . . . Mar. 2k
Mar. 22 .2 reels.
July If .

.

Apr. 30., .2 reels. .

.

. . Apr. 1
Apr. 16 ..2 reels. .. ...Mar. 15
Mar. If .. 2 reels... ...Mar. 8
Mar. ft.. ..2 reels...

.Juno II... . 2 reels. .

.

...May 24
July W , .2 reels

. Apr. ft.. . .2 reels. .

.

.. Mar. I

Aug. 23 . .2 reeh ...July If
July 26 ..2 reels. .

.

...July .5
10.

.

July 14.. ..1 no*....
, Feb. 24..
Aug. 18

, . .1 reel
.July 9... ,2 raele
.Aug. ft.. . .2 reels. .

.

...July !•

.May

. Feb.
21.. ,.2 reels ...Apr. 26
22. ...2 reels.. ...jam. id

•^Arabian Daze Sporting Youth
Africa Oswald Canoon
Alaska Oswald Cartoon
iSbawary Blmboaa Uawald Can***.
'UBreadway follies Oswald Carlonn
•tSBrother for Sale (A. T.) Sunny Jim
•tsChlneie Bluet (A.T.) Sporting Youth
tSChrlsimas Cheer (A. T.) Sunny Jim
MChile Con Carmta Oswald Cartoon
*t|Cold Feet Oswald Cartoon
Comeback, Tha Leather Pusher Series No.
"tSDetettlva, Tha ^.Oswald Cartoon
•tSDIseontented Cowboys 'AT.SIdney-MuiTay
tIFellow students Sid Saylor
iTsFootligm Fainea (A.T.)
•t§Fowl Ball. The
Go to Bluet
't§Hallowe'en
"t§Hammer At Tongs (A.T.)

.Dec. I.

-Dee. 15.
. mar. i/
. Mar. 3
. June 25
. Mar. 31
Feb. 3

. Feb. 3

Aug. 18.
.Dec. 3..
.Sept.
. Niv

22
12.

. aporliriB Youth
.Oswald Cartoon
.Sidney- Murray

. Sporting Youth
Kane Richmond
Leather Pusher Series No. 2

*1 5 Hash Shop Oswald Cartoon
*t§Hell'a Heelt Oswald Cartoon
*T Henpecked Oswald Cartoon
'fSHIs Bachelor Daddy Sunny Jim
'TSHot (or Hollvwend .Qswal* Cartoon
It Happened In Hollywood Red Star Comedy
' Huroj (jardv Dsvatu oarloon
tSKId Roberta (A.T.) Kane Richmond

Leather Pusher Series No. I

•t Kisses and Curie* Oswald Cartoon
•tSKnoekeut Tha Leather Pushers Series No. 3
iSLi.. unesti iP 4 D).... Ann Christy
Leva Punch, Tha Sidney-Murray
Mardlgras Leather Pusher Series No. 5.

*t§Mexieo Oswald Cartoon
'isMunn Again sunny Jim
*t$My Pal Paul Oswald Cartaan
Navy. The Oswald Cartoon
"U Neighbors bunny Jim
*tSNot So Quiet Oswald Cartoon

.Ou La La Slim Summervllla
*t£parlez-Vout Sumeoervlllo ...
1 Prison Panic Oswald Cartoon
Rolling Along Sidney- Murray
•tSRoyal Pourflueh Sporting Youth
*T§Srhoolmates Snorting Youth
ffSeelng Start Sporting Youth
'tlShe's a Ho (A.T.) Sunny Jim
MsSlnglng gap Oswald Cartoon
'TsSlster't Pest Sunny Jim
•tSnappy Salosmoi Otward Cartoon
•t

L
_ Spooks uswaid Cartoon
'Q&iBepiPcnoie i A. 1 .j Sporting Youth

*t§Stop That Noise Sunny Jim ...

*t§Strange as It Seemt No. I... Novelty
'tlStrange as It Seems Na. 2. ..Novelty
"'Strnnqe as It Seems No. 3. ..Novelty
HSStrange at It Seemt No. 4.. Novelty
*1iTalking Newsreel

Apr.
Feb. 3.

Oct IS..

Oct 8
Apr. 14

June 2
Aug. II.
Md> 14

May 19

Dec. 24
Jan. zo

*t} Traffic Troubles
*tsT ramping Tramps Oswald Cartoon ..

*t|Up and Downstair* Bobby Vernon ....
"t§ Vernon's Aunt Dent- Archer
*t§Wa We Maria Slim Summorvlllo .

*5tYou said It Sailor Red Star Comedy.

Nov. ;

Jan. 20
.Dee. 10

Dee. 17.
Nov. 17.
Apr. 23
June 16
Nov. 3
Mar. 26
July 7..
Nov. 26..
Sept. If...
Apr. 28...
Oct I .

.

Feb. 17...
Apr. 28...
*ar. 17..
Juno 4...
Sept. 15..
reb. 26...
Aug. 18...
July 21....
Jan. 6
July 16...
Sept. I...
Sept. 29..
Nov. 3..
Dec. 22...
Sent. 29.

..2 reels, .

,

..2 reels...

..2reelt...
. . . I reel...
. . I reel
. . 2 reels .

. . I reel. .

.

. I reels. .

,

..2 reels...
2 reels.
(reel ...
..2 reels, .

..2 reels...

. .2 reels..
I reel

.. .1 reel

..I real...
. .2 reel*

l reel .

,

. . .2 reels.

.

. ' reel. .

.

...2 reels..

..2 reels.

.

. .2 reels

. . .2 reels.
.2 reels...
.1 reel .

..Apr. a
..Feb. 15

..Dee. 21

..Mar. 29

..Dec. 14
...Jan. II

.Oct II

..Oct If

..Mar. 8

Jan. 25
..Oct. II

.Jan. II

reel!

. . I reel . .

.

. . I reel . .

.

.2 reels..
. . I reel. .

.

. .2 reels.

.

.2 reels..

. . I reel . .

.

. .2 reels

Ma 2D
..June 28
..Nov. 15

. Mar. I

.July 26
..Nov. IS
Aug. 16

.May 10

..I real.

.2 reels. .

. I reel .

.

..Jan. 25

..Apr. 26
Mar. t

.May 10

..Sept 20
..Jan. 2a

2 reels

1 reel

. 1 reel. .

.

Oec 14

...June 14
Sept 20
Oct II

Mm 12.

.1 I

Mar 31.
•an 28

Feb. 19.

.Oct 2»,

.Nov. 19.

.2 reels..

.1 reel
2 reels.

.2 reels. .

.

. 2 reett.

.

. .2 reels. .

.

...Feb. 15
.Mar. 29
..Jan. 25
. . Feb. I

...Oct II

..Nov. 15

WARNER BROTHERS
(Available sound on- disc onlyt

Length
Tltla Star Rel. Date Feet Mint. Rnvietred

30. ...6275. ...69. ..July 2t
..6830 . ..74 , .May 31

.. July 19 ...5656. ...63. . .June 14
Doorway to Hell . Lewla Ayres , . . Oct ia ..7092. ..76, .Sept 20
'TIDumbelli In Ermine (A. T.i . Armstrong -tiieason- Kent .. May IU.. ..6300. ...70. ..Juno 7
tiEvldenco (A.T.)
*f$General Crack (A. T.)

Pauline Frederick .. Jan. 28 ..7152. ...79. ..Oct If
John Barrymora .. Jan. n ..9809. ..109. ..Nov. 18

'tiGelden Dawn (A.T.)
*tiGreen Goddess, Th# (A. T.).

Woolf-Segal . . Juno 14 ..7447.. 83.. June 21
. George Arltst ... .. Mar. A.. .6653. ...74. ..Feb. 22

'tlHold Everything (A. T.) . .

*t|ltlo of Esaape (A. T.)
Llghtner. Brown-O'Neill . . . May 1 , ..7513. ...84. -Apr. 12

. Blue-Ley .. Mar. 1.. ..5814. ...65. ..Apr. 5

Life of the Party .Winnie Llghtner ...Oct. 25 ..7152. ...78. ..Oct 25
. Brvwa- Bennett ..Oct 4 ..6568. ...73. ..Oct 25

tSJMammy 4 A. T.)
•t§Man from BlanKloy's. TholA.T.)

Al Jolson .. May 31 . ..7570.. . . B4 .

,

.Mar. 29
. John Barrymora . May 24 . ..6167. ...M. ..Apr. 12

'fHsn Hunter (A. T.) . Rln-Tln-TIa .. May 3.. ..4383. ...40. ..Apr. 12

MatrlnoplaJ Bed .All Star . . Aug. ? ..6030.. ..67. .Aug. 9
27..
23

..7220..

..5220..
..81.
..68..Maekalfl-Stone .Dot 4

ttOht Sailor, Bthart (A.T.)... .Lrene Delrey-Chas. King . . .Aug. IH ..5850.. ..65.. .July 12
2! ..7926. ..72.

•Ttrjn the Border Rln-Tln-TIn Mar. II ..4410. . . 49

.

.Feb. 8
"fSRoeaptured Love . Bennett-Halllday . . July 8 ..6120.. ..68. .June 7
River's End . Blekford-Knapp .. Nov. B . ..Oct 4
rtjRough Waters (A. T.) . Rln-Tln-Tlfl . . June 7.. ..4280., ..68.. .July 26
*t)Royal Box (A.T.) (Gorman).
'tSSecond Choice (A.T.)

.Malstl-Horn , . .8000. .89. .Dee. 28
4 .8150.. ..91., .Jan. II

•USetond Floor Mystery (A. T.) Wither*- Young .. Apr. N .5268.. ..59.. .May 10
•tSShr Couldn't Say Na . 1 lohtner-Morrlt Feb. 15 ..6411 . ..71 . Feb. 22
Sinners' Holiday Wlthers-Knapp . . Oct. II , ..5536. ...62. ..Oct 4
Soldier's Plaything. A . L Oder. La no don -Lyon . . . Nov. 1 ,,
' s.mg of the Wett (A. 1 . . . . .. Mar. 15.. ..7185. ..80. .Mar. 8

mf, sweet Kitty Bellalrt . Claudia Dell .. Aug. ft ..5772. ...85. Sept 13
*t$Those Who Dance (A.T.)... Monte Blue Apr. 19 .6876.. ..76.. July 12
*t§Three Face* East . Bennett-van fJtrehelm ..July M ..6120.. ..68.. .Juno 21
•(Under T«as Moon (A. T.) Fav-Torros-Lov-n»ory Apr . . 7498 .

,

, .88., Aor 19
Viennese Nights . Gray-Segal-Hersholt . . Sept. 2fl ..9007.. .100.. .Aug. 30
r&wide OiiBn (A- T.) . E E. Norton Feb. ).. ,6341.. .71., .Mar. 29

Coming Feature Attractions
Rel. Date Length Mint. ReviewedTitle Star

Adam and Evening
Bad Women Dell-Boley-Gordon Apr. 4 '31

(Reviewed under title of "Barber John's Boy," Issue of Oct 4)
Beauty and the Boss All Star Apr. 25
Both Were Young May 23. '31

Captain Applejack John Holiday Jan. 17 '31 . .5940.

.

Captain Thunder F. Wray-V. Vareonl Dee. 13

Children ot Dreamt Feb. 28, '31

-Aug. 23
.Sept 27

*Mearut synchronixed score. fMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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Divorce Among Friends All Star "«<• 4

Ex-Mistress Nolan-Harnllton 4U"iiWi
Filty Mlllloii Frenchman Olien & Johnson Feb. 14 31

Husbands Privileges All Star Mar. II 31...

Wfc,,
TI" :::::::::::::::l!Ln^.R.nn,.-^-::^"''3K^::-:::::^:bVi:'25

Man to Man Holmes-Mitchell Del. |.....
u. .._,. , ..,....,.,..,,. June o. Ji...

oJKs«irt'::::::::::::..::.MiaH«wri Nov. » sept. 20

Red Hot Sinners Winnie Llflhtner May 9 31

Second Barrymore Comedy Barrymore May Z3. *••• vy•
an Tight LiQhtnor-Brown Jan. 3) 6300 •„. .

Steel Highway All Star 0ct- *

VITAPHONE VARIETIES (D)

Title
Rel. Date Length

aa2 ..

..I reel.

Star

SBSTar.:: ::.:::::.:5S?S2r,,r
''

iaro e^Br...«Iy. The Waiter W lh.eh.ll 2 reel,

n„.,.n , n,„ Cast of Children i.*™1~
'„,°"„gs.'* •• . Hoyt.Co.ts.Qulntelle •»'•,••'

£ ,,... ? ,,Nltli I "onerl t-. Ripley »'•"•

R. ... or Not No 2 Robert L. Rloley «• •

IS™ ! Sr Not NO 3 Robert U Rloley rM|

lei." IV or Not No. 5 Robert L. Ripley '
"el...

§•-«• "„• ;;:;;::::;:&^ -.•. :..:::::::::";£".:

S1„ n'.,f The .........Harry Holman reel

IS Man' From 'the North Looney Tunes No. 6 I reel.

1! Money. P™tt.r Series LIBIetleld-W.nl
. .

1.141.,

II. .Apr. 12
16 .Mar IS

Oct 4

B...May I

u

. ..M.» ?'

...Aug. 30

ID. .Feb. 8
9. -Apr. IP

Lambert-Ledoux-Irvlng .1 reel
--

: '-" Knapp-Graham 2 reels.
' reel

Body Slam. The, .

|-.:»^:fh.: ::::;::. uo„ey Tune,
fcv............

...........

That. rtuth tilingBright Sayings .

Broadway s •-" «" c«« Bumui*Bb„. Party.Th. ...
;

.

;

-.
ip
^..

.12.. May 24
July 19

...6. '.Oct
"4

.'i6. .Mar. 8

Bubbles
Cave Club. The
Celeste Aid*
Check Up. The
Cheer Leadei . Tne
Christmas Knight
College Capers
Colleqiate Model The

Compliments ot the Season

Congo l&it

Contrary Mary
Cry Babv
Cryin' For the Caroline...

. Leach, Merman-Plerlot
Giovanni Martlnelll

. Jack Hazzard
. Tom UouQias
. Washburn-Eddy-Mlddteton

. Ona Munson
. Dressier- Lane- O'Brien
. Looney Tunes NO. 2
.Bobby Watson
. Vernon -Tresn

The.

The

Darling Brute,

Uesen Thrills .

Devil's Parade,

Dining Out
Doctor's Wife i"V***
Done In Oil. Potter SerlM.

793 .. *

1 real. ..9. -June 21

1 reel
826 9.
69P ...8.

..Nov. «
...2 reels .May 10

2 reels
.Aug. BO

B39 ...9. .June 7

1 reel ...

2 reels ...
744 .8. .May 74

.July 26

. Moore-Clement-Blackwood

. LIIel-Campaau-Merriam

.Jack Haz2ard

. Edwin Barllett -

.Sidney Toler 888

. Kent- Lake I reel

.Pangborn-Astor- Mitchell 2 reels

.. Littlefield- Ward 1539. . .

.

r. tl pk inn nuti, '

"
...". Conklln- Morgan <»q3

rK Th. Fields- Teazle I reel

r! Lnl rl«. Hugh Comeron I reel,

ItornVl THafoV Thi ..:.. RNb-Shntfl^-IUIb ,.l reel

17. .June 14
5

.".'.'. Sept" 27

. 660

..2 reels.
.. .702
... I reel
.. 635
. . .1 reel.

. . I reel.

.

June

8 .May

.Eddie Foy.
. Neeiv Edward
.Potter Series, Llttlefleld-Ward . .

.

.Morris 4 Campbell

.Technicolor

. Loonev Turn's No. 3....,

. 796... 9 Aor. ig

1315 .... lb. Oct. 4

. . 1 reel

.2 reels Ill .10

..2 reels

.733 n .June I.

. . 1 reel

.

.Aug. so

Fterml Trl.nol" Th« " 'r.i-o i.ir.i.im- .van I r.e

Everything Happens To Me Carson-Hoyt 1 reel.

IS ion
n "BI"""

Prooress ot Motion Pictures (reel..

Evolution ol th. o.nte Lupine Lane 1071 ..

Excuse the Perden Morgan-Ataandor I reel

Family Ford J'nt Harklns (reel

Fashion's Mirror Newberry. Thompson I reel..

Feminine Types '**" Bar' ,ot
. ., - .Ireel

Fioht The Norman Brokenshlre I reel..

rinH ih. Worn.'. Hugh O'Connell HI7

FlJ. Minutes From' the Station. .Overman-Churchlll. Sidney 2 reels

Footnote! £« Sisters t Oscar Grogao 519

.

For Art's Sake Brod.rlck-Crawtord reel.

For T«o Cents °« W»ll Hopper I ."•'-
Fin Ford-Lew I reel

Fowl Triangle I reel

Frame The .
Boyd-Mlddletnn 934

cites ol Hepplnes. Arthur Pat West I reel.

Ginsberg el Newtierg Eddie Lambert 2 reels.

Girls We Remember 1 reel

Going Places =,hn
.

w * Lee
„L

-

Gob The Skelly-Evans-Shannon-Shea.

Grand Uproer '.. Jim MeWllltam
Grounds lor Murder Foster-Glendenning

Gym Jams Lew Mayer
Hanny Hottentots. The Joe Frisco

„ir g'uT. .
*.".". .::::::::::::&h

w -

H
Tr.S,°.

n
K.rh.rin.'

Alexander I reel.

.

Headache Man. The riements-Cavanaugh I reel.

Head Man. The OTonnell-Kelly

Heart Breaker, The
Her Relatives
His Big Ambition. .

.

His Public
Holland
Hold Anv+hing
Home Maid ....

Honolulu Madison- Marsh
Horse Sense R ob Roebuck reai

Horseshoes Lynn Overmann I reel.

Idle Cnatter Lou Holtz P08
III wind. An Hlbbard-Lorth- Graham 2 reds

I'D Fix It Kent- Lake t reel.

Japanese Bowl. The Teehnleolor 694...

Jay Walker. The Chester Clule Ireel.
Keenlne Cmunv Eddie Bu?2rtl 1746 ...

Knocking 'Em Cold \ndrew Tnmbes I reel.

Legacy. The Betty Compton 2 reels.

Letters Pauline* Garon 800...
Let's Elese Bettv & lurry Browne 645

Let's Moroe ...- Doree Leslie I reel

Loho. Duo of Dogs ' fth« 3 Q,n

Lodge Night Phillips-Cox I reel

Lonely Gigolo .. Lottl Loder 922...

Lost end Found Demarest-Bond I reel
Lnvt" Bo»t. The u "rman Timbers 754 ,

Lucky Break Fox
Madame of the Jury Judith Anderson I reel..

Many Hanpy Returns Connolly-Gottsehalk-Evans .2 reels

Married Fltnt-RMoes-Foran I reel
Ma<i» tweeter. The Chester Conklln £04.

.

Martlnetll
Aria from "A Ida" I reel
Pagliaccl I reel
Prison Scene from "Faust" I reel Sept. 27
Temple Scene from "Alda"...- I reel

Matinee Idle flenry Hult 6R5 r ,„„. u
Military Post. The Roberto Guzman 570 6 Mar IS
Modern Fairy Tales I reel
Modern Business I reel

Money. Money. Money MaSen-Keoler ,. ., 876
Mr. InfrtK-er Otto Kruaer I reft

Musii Racket. The Leo Morso .1 reel
My Mistake Donald Brian. Pat O'Brien I reel Oct. 25
My Hero Fey-Chard I reel

*Means synchronized score. fMeans sound effects. §Means voice
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.

ft June M
. 10. Sept. 13
19. May 10

15.' Aug." 30
9

9 June N

'7"MaV'"»

-9.. 6ci.
m
25

21... Oct. 25

17. Aug. SO

JO '.Mar "t

daggers, The Mr. &. Mrs. Jack Norworth I reel June 14

Naggers at Breakfast. The Mr. A. Mrs. Jack Norworth B45 9. .June 14

Naggers Go South, The Mr. A Mrs. Jack Norworth.. I red
Nay, Nay, Nero Cameron -Watson I reel

New Racket. The Bradbury-Homer I reel

Nightingale, The Osborne-Taiboi-0 Brlen 2 reels

Nile Green Broderlck-Crawford 740 8. .June 7

No-Account. The Hardle- Hutchinson ?77 .. 9
No Questions Asked Little Billy-Prounty I reel
Number PleasB Sheila Barrett-L. Barrle I reel

Office Scandal, The Bergen -Graber I reel

Office Steps 835 9. ..Aug. 9
Old Seidelburg Peterson -Ren me -Reed -Gil more .1 reel

One Good Turn Ruth Ettlng-Jay Velle 2 reels

One on the A Isle Lon Haseall I reel

Only the Girl Wattles-Marsh 580. ...6
Opening N in tit

Operation. The Edgar Bergen 835 9 Aug. 9

Out for Game, Potter Series Llttlefleld-Ward 2 reels Aug. 2
Pa Gets a Vacation. Potter Series. Littlefleld-Ward 1243... 14

Painter, The Frank Orth
Paper Hanging Johnny Arthur I reel May 31

Paulo. Paqulta &. Chlqulta 832. ...9
Pay Off. The H. B. Walthall 1076. ..12 Mar. 8
People Versus, The Campeau-O'Malley 548.... 6 Apr. 12

Perfect Understanding, A May-Oaks 537. ...6
Pest of Honor, The Short- Fleldlng-Hall I reel

Play Boy, The Fox-Curtis 2 reels

Polities George Jessel 2 reels
Poor Little Butterfly Technicolor I reel

Poor Fish, The Cavanaugh-Rldges-Schafer I reel

Private Engagement, A Yacht Club Boys I reel. . .8. . -Sept. 27
Purely An Accident Brown- Kearns-Otto I reel

Putting It On Jarvls-Bond I reel

Railroad Follies Morgan-Hager Ireel Aug. 23
Reno or Bust Pangborn- Elliott 1 150.... 13 June 7

Romeo & Juliet Charles Hackett-Rosa Low... 9 Nov. 8
Recruits. The The Three Sailors- Clements. I reel

Road Knights • I reel. ..9 Aug. 9
Rhythms Reisman Band 2 reels. . 15. . .Aug. 9
Roseland Ruth Ettlng 2 reels. 14

Royal Fourflusher, The Eddie Buzzell 1556 17. ..June 14

Roger Imhof I reel

.Arthur Pat West I reel.

.Kuznetzoff & Nlcolina 704.
I reel .

I reel..
I reel. .

.

I reel .

1 reel .

.

2 reels.

I reel..
I reel .

.

. . . Musical-song-dance skit

. . .Blore-Swinburn-Collins ....

. . . Scott Sanders

. . . Penner- Busley • Mc Naughtcm

...Slyvia Clark

. ,. Demarest-Airer- Fielding

. . . Penner- Waddell I reel

. . .Murray- Oakland -Stauher I reel

, ..Technicolor
...Tom Dugan
...All Star
,
..Vitaphone Kiddles
Looney Tunes No.

...Irving-White-Duffy
H. J. Conley .....

.Aug. 30

.9. ..Oct 18

.May 10

.June 7

Rural Hospitality
Russian Around
Russian Rhapsody,
Salesman. The Orth- Vernon
Sanrry, Henry & Orchestra.

.

School Oaze
Scotch Love
Scotch Taffy
Seeing Off Service
Seeinq Sarah Off
Seeing Things
Service Stripes
Servant Problem. Tha ,

Shakespeare Was Right Technicolor I reel.

She Who Gets Slapped Tom Dugan I reel.

Ship Ahoy All Star .- I reel

Showln" Off Vitaphone Kiddles I reel ..

Sinkin' in the Bathtub Looney Tunes No. I I reel...

Skin Game. The Irving- White- Duffy I reel ..

Slick As Ever H. J. Conley 2 reels

Song Paintings Ann Seymour | reel June 7

Song Plugger. The Joe Frisco 1390 16. ..June 7

South Sea Pearl Gaston Glass .2 reels May 10

Stepping Out Penner-Phllips-Donnelly I reel Oct. 25
Still Alarm, The Webb-Allen I reel June 7

Straight and Narrow Robins-Jenklns Ireel
Strong and Willing Trlxle Frlganza I reel Sept 27

Strong Arm. The Harrington-O'Neil I reel

Stuttering Romance. A Joe Penner- Dorothea Chard.. | reel

Substitute. The Chas. Lawrence i reel Sept 27

Surprise Dugan-Leonard 1038 12

Suspicion Lyons- Earle- Morne I reel

Syncopated Sermon, A Hall-Johnson Choir
Wlllard Roblson ...I reel Nov. 15

System Clements- Knapp I reel

Taking Ways Codee & Orth 2 reels May 10

Talklno It Over Jack Osterman ;"2"--;f •••••
Taxi Talks Tracy- Alexander 1346. . . .15 June 14

Temple Belles Green Blackman 1346 15 June 14

Tenement Tangle, A Ryan & Lee 756.....9 June 14

Thank You, Doctor Ravold-Taylor-Clute I reel. Aug. 23

Thirteenth Prisoner. The Willie Howard-Lee Kohlmar. | reel Nov. IE

;
Yorke &. King .....I reel Oct II

larvis-McNnughton I reel

, Jarvls-Taylor I reel

;.;;;;..;;. Lew Fields 854 10 June

Twtxt Love and Duty Howard- Graham-Perclval I reel

Two Rounds of Love .'.'. Rennle-Olxon I reel

He.ily- Gilbert I reel

..Olive Shea 2 reels

. M ike Ames I reel

...Orth-Howard ' reel

Douglas Stanbury
J

reel 9. .Sept

Who's the Boss? Pangborn-Howard 'reel .. .

Websterian Students Ryan- Lee 80
J

» ADr-

Wedding of Jack and Jill, The.. Vitaphone Kiddles iSl""!
jBne

Wedding Belles Howard-Newton 485. .5 . . .....

.

What a Life 55— II... June

Who Pays? ..'.'.'.'.'.'..'. V. Murray-Oakland 942. ..10 Mar.

Where There's a Will Georoe Hassell l£9tK
Window Cleaners Brlce-Edwards
Woman Tamer, The Gilbert-Howard-Davis
Won to Lose Irving-Lambert
Work. Milton C

Tintypes
Tom Thumbs Down
Trip to Paris, A
23 Skiddo

Unfair Sex, The
Varsity Show. The
Varsity Vamp
Victim. The
Wanderer, The

. I reel

Yamekraw .857.

SERIALS
NAT LEV1NE

*t§King of the Kongo (P.T.) .. .Logan-Miller Aug <5'29 10 "»'«»•'"
ft

* u«- l7
'

29

•t§Lone Defender (A.T.) Rin Tin Tin Sept I. 1930. . 12 episodes

TALKING PICTURE EPICS
•1§Across the World Mr. & Mrs. Martin Johnson.June 15 4 episodes Aug. 9

Hunting Tigers in India Commander Geo. M. Dyott.Apr. 15 3 episodes

UNIVERSAL
•tiTarjan the Tleer Merrill-Kingston Dee. 9 '29 . .

10 episodes
. . . .

.

•tsJade Box. The Perril-Lorralne Mar. 24 .. episodes. ... Feh. 22

•HLIghtning Express. The Lorralne-Chandler lune 2. ... 10 episodes. .. .Apr.
1

•tlTerry ol the Times Howes-Thompson Aug II ... .10 episodes.

^Indians Are Coming. The Tim McCoy Oct. 20.

COMING SERIALS
NAT LEVINE

*t§Phantom of the West Tyler-Gulliver

UNIVERSAL

.Aug. II

.15 episodes. ..Aug. 23

Nov 10 episodes.

"t§SpelI of the Circus ...

*t5 Fingerprints
*t§Heroes of the Flames

F. Bushman Jr.-N. Vaughn .Jan. 12, '31 ... 10 episodes

....Kenneth Harlan Mar. 23. '31 ... 10 episodes

June 2. '31 12 episodes

PATHE
Perils ol Pauline

(including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means

D means disc. F means sound-on-film.



The Public Wants Color
These positive films supply it,

through beautiful, over-all tints—
at black-and-white cost

THE public's appetite for color has been whet-

ted. Colored pictures are the cream of the show.

With Sonochrome Tinted Positive Films any

picture can be made in delicate, atmospheric,

over-all tints that help to express every turn of

the plot .... to bring out the prevailing mood

of the picture. And this color costs nothing

extra .... for the Sonochrome price is the same

as that of ordinary, black-and-white positive.

Sonochrome reproduces sound faithfully. . .

.

of course. It's designed particularly with that

recpiirement in mind.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors
New York Chicago Hollywood



TOPPING
THE TOP

ONE HITS NO MYSTERY
BUT 4 IS HISTORY

ST IMAGINE; De Sytvo, Brown and Mender ton
stunning successor to "Sunny Side
Up." El Brendel at his funniest, with
Maureen O'SuMlvan, John Garrick,

Frank Albertson, Mor|orie White.
Directed by David sutler. Mirthful,

tuneful and on eyeful).

LIGHTNIN'; Will Rogers Infamous stage success pro-
duced by John Golden. Henry King
production, with Louise Dresser, Joel

McCrea, Helen Cohan, Sharon Lynn,

J. M. Kerrigan. Laughter pals with
tears in the most human of dramas.

OH, FOR A MAN): with Jeanette MacDonald,
Reginald Denny, Warren Hymer,
Mar|orie White. Directed by Hamil-
ton MocFodden. Most women stalk

their future husbands at socio) af-

fairs. She met hers in her bedroom I

THE MAN WHO CAME BACK; with Janet Gaynor,
Charles Farrell, now together again.
Raoul Walsh production. Jules Eckert

Goodman's play. For love of him she

sunk to his own level, wostrel, aban-
doned. By love these fallen angels
climbed again.
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Motion Picture

A BUSTING THINGS
^ WIDE OPEN!

Frisco

—

2d Week
Neic York—Great.'

Los Angeles—Wow!
Boston—Record biz'-

Detroit—S.R.O.
Syracuse—Ditto.'

Louisville

—

Record!
Washington

—

2d Week
Memphis—Big!

Pittsburgh—S.R.O.

—And Every
Day It Grows
Bigger!

LER-
AND
OLDWY

>OI . XI II. NO. //
<v 5.1(1

Hotel Kooin ell, Holtyutooa

Sen \> € •»« «(•



Mr.KENT
YOU SAID A I

MOUTH FULL !

OUR. ANSWER
IS THESE

Sidney R. Kent, key-

note speaker at the M.P.

T.O.A. Convention, urged

the necessity of getting

ACTION
—the live action of the

old silent movies— if

talkies are to draw the

crowds to the box-office.

The Ten Thrill-O-

Dramas bring back the

dynamic power, live ac-

tion, racy tempo of the

outdoors and the bold

surge of romance, which
originallywonyoungand
old to the lure of the

screen

Mr. Kent, that's the stuff James

Cruze packed into "THE BIG
FIGHT" and "COSTELLO CASE,"

now playing the best circuit houses in

America. Action, drama all the way

!
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IARVELOUS MOTION PICTURE LEAPS
TO A PLACE WITH SCREENDOM S GREAT/

w //MOROCCO
Josef von Sternberg's superb love drama begins

3rd record week at Rivoli,NewYork. Smash open-

ing Nov. 25th at two-a-day Grauman's Chinese,

Hollywood ! "A new and a very great star"— Los

Angeles Record echoes New York critics' rave

!

PARAMOUNT
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CHRISTIE
Production

COLUMBIA*
MIGHTY MIRTHQUAKE/
CHARLIE RUGGLEf
JUNE COLLYEBw
directed bijPJ. CHRISTIE
FROM THE CELEBRATED VUCi BV^

BRANDON T_ -TTWaV-L.

PHOSPtH Tvttti COLUMBIA/



Great Pictures Just
When Your Boxoffice

Needs Them!
"HE most startling revelation of the

love and marriage problem of this

new generation ever to be made into a

talking picture!

From the flaming stage play, "Half Gods/'

by Sidney Howard, which took Broadway

by storm. Hobart Henley directing.

UNIVERSAL WINS



>

EDITION

-the only novel that threatens to <

beat the circulation of ALL QUIET

ON THE WESTERN FRONT" goes into pro-

duction at Universal City AT ONCE!

You will get the picture of Charles G.

Norris' sensational best seller at the

very peak of its popularity!

3 FIRST PLACES IN MOTION
PICTURE ACADEMY AWARDS



A hot shot at

MPN BB-1930

the volume is of priceless value.

Its usefulness to anyone dealing

in the industry's personalities,

either screen or business, is

beyond question and cannot be

overestimated. I believe it should

be indispensable in the up-to-

the-minute publicity office. May

I congratulate you upon its very

obvious unequalled excellence.

JOSEPH G. EHRLICH
Press Staff, Loew's State Theatre, Boston

Motion Picture News

BLUE BOOK-1931
is now in preparation by the

industry's greatest staff of fact -finders
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Will ID
S

A HENRy KING PRODUCTION
From

JOHN GOLDEN'S
Stage Success

with

LOUISE DRESSER
Joel McCrea - Helen Cohan - Sharon Lynn * J. M. Kerrigan



JJtLUG THIN
All roads lead to Reno for

the lovelorn.

Lovers, husbands, get the
young brides' opinions of

husbands

—

Two husbands is bigamy.

Three is trignometry.

Four is a lot of fun.

But one is monotony!

Twice as funny as "So This

Is London," and "They Had
To See Paris."

Twice as good because it's a

lot more human.

Men love to laugh. Women
and girls love to cry.

Lightnin'" will deliver to

both, just what they want,

and in big doses.

Family houses or Main Stem
palaces. Great for both.
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Fox-Loew Merger Cools; Individual

Operation for Both Units Continues

It's Come to This
They're talking about selling the

apple concession at the Motion Picture
Club. The fourth vice-president is

handling the applications—in order
received.

Cromwell Busts

Into High Dough
Class; Buys Ford

Chicago—Richard Cromwell. 17-year-old
Los Angeles youth, who stumbled into the
name part of Columbia's "Tol'able David,"
got a big kick out of being photographed by
the newspaper muggers when he stepped off

the train here en route to New York for
personal appearances.
"Do they really want my picture?" he in-

quired of the Motion Picture News repre-
sentative.

On being assured they did, he remarked

:

"Well, they're not kiddin' me anyhow. I

know there's no film in those cameras."
Richard ignored questions which sought

to determine to what he attributed his suc-
cess. Delving into bis past, however, he
recalled he had been a service station at-

tendant in Los Angeles. With the advent
of important dough, his thoughts naturally
turned to motors, with the result that his

first purchase was a brand new Ford car.

"Now." he said gleefully, "when I get

hack to L. A. I'm gonna drive that ole bug-

gy into the service station where I used to

work and make my old boss fill it up for

me. Hot dawg !"

Red Ink Still in

Demand at Pathe
Pathe again took it on the chin in the 28

weeks ended July 12. 1930, to the tune of
$657,030. This includes profit and loss

credits of $96,736 representing income on
pictures which previously were the subject
of charges to surplus because of excess
book values as of April 21, 1928.

This compares with profit of $524,336
in the 28 weeks ended July 13. 1929, in

which period there was charged against
surplus or special reserve $834,961 in ex-
cessive book value of pictures as of April
21, 1928.

Little Value in Breaking Up
Present Structures Seen

by Wall Street

Banking circles hear that plans to con-
solidate Fox and Loevv's have cooled off

and that, despite the 660,000 shares of the

latter stock held by Harley L. Clarke, both
organizations will continue their separate

ways.

The inside reason, as Wall Street credits

it, revolves around a reported belief on
Clarke's part that the advantages won't
match up the effort, plus the difficulties

experienced by all industries at large in

arranging to swing finances necessary for

an amalgamation of this magnitude.

Two events in the last ten days are re-

garded by financial observers as adding
strength to the belief that merger conver-
sation has ended. First was the election

of Clarke and H. M. Rice, of F. W. La-
frentz and Company, bankers, to the Loew
directorate to replace Albert M. Greenfield
and Jacob L. Rubenstein, the latter having
represented Fox Film under the William
Fox management.

Secondly was the re-election of the pres-

ent Loew roster, headed by Nicholas M.
Schenck, as officers of the corporation for

the next fiscal year. This took place Mon-
day.

Stay in Background

The dopesters figure that if the Clarke
interests were moving on the merger plan,

they would have assumed a more formidable
position on both the directorate and in the
executive line-up. The inside story, on the
other hand, is that Schenck was left free

to designate the personnel of the board as
he saw fit.

The president of Loew's plays another
important angle in the situation, it is fur-

ther reported. Once declared to have been
in favor of the combination provided he
was to be the operating head of both com-
panies, the belief now prevails that he pre-

fers to stay at the helm of Loew's and
M-G-M, advising and aiding the Clarke
group if and when called upon.

Loew's. which controls M-G-M. recently

reported a net of $14,942,017 for the fiscal

year ending August 30, 1930, or the highest

earnings in its history. Inside reports of

an extra dividend, an unusual procedure in

corporate history in any business in the

last six months or more, were confirmed
during the week. An extra of $1 a share
was declared, payable on December 31 to

stockholders of, record at the close of busi-

ness on December 13.

Skimmed
Chicago—Economy wave has hit the

Punch & Judy Theatre, dispenser of
free coffee. No cream goes with the
handout now.

Alice and Billie

Billing Is Cut by

Warners in Philly

Philadelphia—That Stanley-Warner sys-

tematically is playing down discarded First

National and Warner stars is indicated in

the advertising copy for "The Widow from
Chicago" and "One Night at Susie's," both
current in the neighborhoods here.

The first film, made originally as an Alice

White vehicle, is being advertised with Ed-
ward G. Robinson and Neil Hamilton fea-

tured and nary a word about Miss White.
The latter film, once a Billie Dove starring

picture, is being advertised with Doug Fair-

banks, Jr.. as the headliner with no mention
of La Dove in the advertising copy.

Kent Not Partner

In Checking Firm
Chicago—S. R. Kent of Paramount is not

connected with the Federal Theatre Ac-
counting Service, as has been at various

times reported, Motion Picture News au-

thoritatively learns. The stock of the com-
pany is owned by Harry Ross, his son and
a Chicago attorney, each of whom has a

one-third interest in the company, formed
to check percentage engagements.

Reports that Kent was interested finan-

cially in the venture sprang from the fact

that Ross for 14 years was connected with

Paramount, is a staunch supporter and per-

sonal friend of Kent, received the latter's

encouragement and aid in establishing the

service, and since its formation has received

checking work in Publix houses.

Two Black Crows Flying
Together After Fight

Los Angeles — Moran and Mack have
buried the hatchet and called off pending
litigation. The pair split a year ago anil

when Mack sought to team up with another

comedian Moran brought suit to prevent use

of the name "Two Black Crows."
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THE GOVERNMENT REVISES THE
RULES OF THE GAME

THOSE Supreme Court decisions outlawing
arbitration and credit systems hit the industry

like a bombshell. The stunned in distributing

ranks are running into large numbers.

The worst that was expected was an even break

on the two trade practices under government fire, but

chances for a double-barreled victory for Washington
hardly were given serious thought.

Since the Thacher decree put the skids under arbi-

tration, distributors consoled themselves with the com-
forting thought that the high court would order a

reversal. The week's developments took an entirely

different slant.

Distributors Find Plans Shaken

CONFIDENT of judicial approval, it was the

distributors' intention, as expressed several

times during the 5-5-5 conferences, to reinstate

the old system if the Thacher decree should be re-

versed.

Failing in this, it was the credit system and its

teeth which were relied upon to influence exhibitor

use of voluntary arbitration. By employment of

credit ratings through key city committees author-

ized to pass upon each exhibitor's standing, it was
anticipated bad boys in the theatre business would be

taken care of effectively and with dispatch.

Court Tangles In the Air

OW that the credit system, as a collective act,

also has been defeated, distributors face the prob-

lem of exhibitors running out on contracts. This

is often done through transfers and fake sales of

theatres and runs into millions yearly. Just how much
is problematical, but an idea may be conveyed by the

N

thousands of changes in the theatre field as reported
by Film Boards yearly.

With the credit system removed, it is easily con-

ceivable that distributors will be forced into costly

litigation against those unprincipled theatre operators
who may try to throw contracts into the scrap heap.

A New Industry Worry

THE prospect of losses on unplayed and breached
contracts, therefore, burdens the industry with
an entirely new and formidable problem. Bank-

ers, quick to feel the industry pulse, already are greatly

interested. They see a strong weapon placed in the

hands of unscrupulous exhibitors and may insist that

their producer clients return the deposit system to

insure against diminution in revenue.

If, on the other hand, theatre operators take undue
advantage, they must entertain the probability that

distributors will jack rentals in order to bridge their

losses.

The Sting of the Weapon Removed

SO far as this forum has been able to observe, all

fair exhibitors favor equitable arbitration.

Recognizing its manifold advantages, it is reason-

able to assume widespread support of voluntary arbi-

tration will be forthcoming.

The objections to the compulsory aspects under the

old plan, which is now legally dead, hinged largely

around the claim, often advanced, that the practice

placed in the hands of distributors a boycott weapon
instituted in the case of default on decisions which

resulted in many theatres going out of business.

Thaf, of course, is now removed from the indus-

try's structure, as it should have been long ago.

KANN
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Where, Oh Where, Will Schenck Find

Those Houses? Is the Query of the Day
Hughes Deal Off

Los Angeles—Although it had been

announced officially. Howard Hughes'
deal for purchase of one-half interest

in Art Cinema Corp. has not been
consummated, confirming an exclusive

Motion Picture News report to that

effect. Hughes is joining United Art-

ists as an independent producer, and

is to make three pictures during the

year for release by the company.
Hughes was to have brought approxi-

mately $5,000,000 in new capital into

Art Cinema.

American Males

Thrill Lya-Lys;

Craves Gilbert

Chicago—Confessing a weakness for John

Gilbert and an ambition to play opposite

him in her forthcoming pictures for M-
G-M, Natacha Lya-Lys, attractive foreign

actress with a Sorbonne education, passed

through Chicago this week, Hollywood

bound.
"America, eet ees graaand. Such men \"

exclaimed Natacha, reminiscing on her ex-

periences to date, which have included a

brief New York visit during which one of

those men took her for what she described

as a "fly over the city." ''Are the Hollywood
men as nice as the New York ones?" she

wanted to know. The replies both surprised

and discouraged her.

A Russian refugee, Lya-Lys fled to an

aunt in Switzerland, and later to Paris,

where she studied law at the Sorbonne. At
twenty, she left school to go on the stage

;

and later made a French film, a German
film, and a Spanish film, before being in-

vited to Hollywood. M-G-M will use her

in four pictures—more if she proves popu-

lar.

''Maybe they let me play opposite John
Gilbert," she smiled. "What you think ?

He ees so graaand."

U.A.May Handle Columbia
Distribution in England

Arthur W. Kelley, vice-president in

charge of foreign distribution for U. A.,

and Joe Brandt, president of Columbia, are

discussing a deal for distribution of the

latter's product through the former's ex-
changes in England.
"Purely in the conversation stage," is how

both executives describe the situation.

London—Joe Schenck's ten per cent sal-

ary cut is understood to sit anv way but

well with Allied Artists, U. A'.'s British

distributing company, which is doing the

greatest business in its history. The story

has it the English staff cannot understand
why it should be penalized for conditions

over which it had no control.

Skeptics Doubt That Head of

United Artists Will
Erect Theatres

Whether Joseph M. Schenck will go
through with his proposed theatre circuit,

announced with a fan-fare of trumpets in

the Fox West Coast-United Artists jam, or

will build a handful of houses at best, is a
query being voiced in film and financial

circles.

"It would greatly surprise me if Schenck
builds any houses," was the substance of

comment of one executive close to the situ-

ation. The impression prevails that the cir-

cuit is a threat to bring about satisfactory

outlets for United Artists films.

Another factor which leads to doubt is

the failure of the Howard Hughes-Art Cin-
ema deal, which was to have brought about
$5,000,000 in new capital into the com-
pany.

Schenck stated on the Coast that the cir-

cuit would be national in scope, the plan
being to specialize in small-town houses.
Sol Lesser, a few years ago, had plans for

such a circuit, intending to develop Princi-
pal Theatres nationally. Lesser and Lou
Anger are listed as Schenck's assistants in

selecting sites and organizing the proposed
circuit. Theatres at Santa Ana and Pasa-
dena are planned as starters, with 25 houses
the publicized California allotment, five of
them in Los Angeles.

Seeks Franklin Hook-up

Schenck is quoted on the Coast as say-
ing he looks forward to an alliance with
Harold B. Franklin. He also stated there
would be no competition with independents
except in situations "where a monopoly ex-
ists." Independents in closed territories will

be aided financially in building up presenta-
tion standards, it is promised.
Under the plan, 51 per cent of the new

theatre firm, to be organized as a California
corporation, would be absorbed by United
Artists and the remainder purchased by
individual company members.

Salary Boost and
CutKeepLichtman
On U. A. 's Roster

Hollywood—Al Lichtman has rejected the
five-year contract reported offered him by
Warners, and will continue with United
Artists. The proposed agreement called
for a high figure for the U. A. distribution
chief, but its terms were met by Schenck.
Lichtman's new deal calls for a salary in-

crease and percentage, it is understood.
Under the old deal, Lichtman was draw-

ing $1,800 a week, after the ten per cent
cut recently enforced was deducted.

Franklin Denies
Joe Schenck may be looking forward

to a theatre alliance with Harold B.
Franklin, but he's taking a lot for
granted.
Harold B. Franklin, in New York for

ten days, told Motion Picture News
this week that he is going ahead with
plans for his own circuit entirely on
his own.

Goldwyn Is Art

Cinema Chief as

Hughes Deal Flops
Los Angeles—Twenty or 21 pictures com-

prise the United Artists schedule for the

year. Art Cinema Corp. is to produce six;

Samuel Goldwyn Prod., four ; Mary Pick-

ford, Charlie Chaplin and Douglas Fair-

banks, one each ; Gloria Swanson, two or

more; Roland West, three, two of which
will star Chester Morris; and Howard
Hughes, three.

Goldwyn is taking over all production ac-

tivities of Art Cinema, in addition to his

activities as an independent producer, fol-

lowing failure of the Hughes-Art Cinema
deal. This is to release Schenck for his

reported plan to build up a national theatre

circuit. Schenck intends to divorce himself

entirely from production. Goldwyn has been

a member of United Artists since 1926, prior

to which he was head of the former Gold-

wyn company. He arrived in New York
Thursday for conferences.

Schnitzer Stays on Coast
To Keep Radio Costs Down
Hollywood—Joseph I. Schnitzer's origi-

nal short-term visit to Radio Pictures' stu-

dio is lengthening into a real stay with no
signs of departure for New York on the

horizon.

With William Le Baron at the helm,

Schnitzer will see to it that production costs

remain within reasonable bounds.

Hiram S. Brown, president of RKO, is

back in New York from Hollywood. Hy
Daab. director of publicity and advertising

of Radio Pictures, accompanied him East.

Fifi's Style Crimped
By Laryngitis Attack

Providence—Laryngitis put a crimp in

the vocal antics of Fifi Dorsay during her
engagement at Fay's. Fifi was met at the
City Hall by Mavor Dunne and given a
great reception. Her act went on as planned
for the first three days of the week and
then came the quietus. Fifi appeared, how-
ever, said "bon jour" to all, but songs and
dances were out. Audiences were disap-
pointed, but gave the little French gal a big
hand.
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WARBLE the bankers:

"You're spending so much on
production, but your rentals are

only so much. How come and what

about ?"

Reply the executives, slightly em-

barrassed :

"Well, it's like this ..."
Then comes a long spiel about Holly-

wood and the intangible somethings or

other that enter into the making of pic-

tures. Coupled with this is the word
passed along to the banking fraternity

that cuts will be made.

The company heads, of course, then

take the situation up with their left and

right arms. Production balks, but prom-

ises to behave more decorously after it's

pointed out that retrenchment is essential.

Distribution squawks and passes a lot of

the blame, not all of it, to production.

But the sales departments go further.

They make it very clear that, unless the

studios produce what will sell, there isn't

any use of talking about the impossible

any longer. They point out that, if the

selling crews are to be charged with

bringing home the financial bacon, it is

the general sales manager who should

have considerably more to say in the

production than he has today.

In brief, you now have a graphic pic-

ture of one of the complex and interest-

ing situations in big company manage-
ment as it stands today. Production

maintains it should have the final voice,

tempered by advice and suggestion from
distribution naturally. Distribution is

beginning to think otherwise, purely on
the basis of responsibility.

It seems to the insiders both sides have

a lot of arguments in their favor. There

must be a limited number of prestige

pictures made every year regardless of

whether or not they make money. Don't

snicker. It's so, if you look at this busi-

ness with anything approximating a

broad vision.

Distribution is interested firstly and
lastly in making money. The big danger

there is that, if sales managers have the

final word in the matter, production may
find itself limited to a restricted number
of sure-fire picture-making formulas

with the result that innovations in styles

and limitations in faces may prevail.

Regular

It was just the germ of an idea that

hadn't been reduced to writing for a

scenario, and was outlined to a friend,

with the suggestion that the two col-

laborate in writing the yarn for produc-

tion. The friend, who had an in for sale

of a script, agreed, but in the rush of

things the pair didn't get the idea into

motion.

Then a series of misfortunes befell

the chap who had suggested the yarn.

He couldn't go through with the collab-

oration, but the friend remembered. He
set the idea to paper and succeeded in

selling the yarn. By this time his friend

had dropped from sight, but rather than
take the advantage he made an extensive

INSIDERS'
search. When it was rewarded he sent

a generous cut to his friend, and the

money was a godsend. Who says there

still isn't sentiment and square-shooting

in this man's business ?

By Way of Proof

The Insiders, in dissecting some of the

winter ailments besetting the business,

last week discussed the foreign market
problem and its relation to the theatre

scheme right here in the domestic field.

The point, you may remember, revolved

around the possibility that the major
producers will find their revenue from
overseas reducing itself to a level where,

in order to pick up the slack, rentals in

the United States will have to be jacked

up.

They Say

THAT two until-now-satis-
fled partners in a picture
enterprise that runs into

millions aren't hitting it off so
well these days and that some-
thing or other may happen to

their deal in the next few
months.
That the picture business is

to develop more changes in the
next twelve months than the
leopard and its proverbial
spots.

That a number of Hollywood
gentlemen, much accustomed
to their own way, are verra
considerably disturbed over the
severity of the orders emanat-
ing from New York and
That they don't like the idea

of submitting to the close

check-ups on costs which head-
quarters advises will be insti-

tuted from this day on.

When a certain personality
agreed to sign that contract
with a big producer it was the
vice-president of a competitive
company who looked it over
before the deal was struck.
Also that if the big producer

knew about it, he'd turn mental
contortions all over his elabo-

rately outfitted office.

That the bankers are annoyed
to death over management in

one of their pet companies and
that it's going to be their way

—

or else for the chap who now
sits in the president's chair.

A splurge in detective work during the

week uncovered a set of circumstances
which further establish the authenticity

of the reasoning.

Here's all the dope, minus the names
of the two principals

:

One of the biggest circuit deals in re-

cent months was finally consummated be-

cause the independent who sold out to

the producer who made the buy was keen
enough to realize what impended.

The independent outlooked further

than his nose, being a smart bozo, and
came to the conclusion that rentals might
prove too much for him to pay next
year. He arrived at his answer by dig-

ging into the foreign tangle where he
was quick to see that as the gross nose-

dived abroad up would go prices here.

Shortly thereafter, he made his deal.

Hollywood Whisper

Charles Bickford is off the M-G-M
lot at last, but that's only part of the

yarn. Bickford has caused Leo's studio

executives a lot of grief, most of it cen-

tering around the fact that he had a load

of money, didn't worry much about fi-

nances and wanted to play parts which
the studio couldn't see. Now comes his

release, via the mutual consent route.

Bickford may go to Warners. He also

may go to Paramount—if that contract

with George Bancroft can't be worked
out.

Bancroft out. perhaps; Bickford in?

Xow you've got the idea.

Seething

Reports of unrest in the equipment
field are heard from the field. The keen
rivalry existing between the various firms

is accentuated by a maze of conflicting

stories, some of them designed primarily

to build up sales resistance against rival

companies.

Quite a few equipments are being

yanked out of theatres for failure to

keep up payments, it is said, and various

companies are surveying the field in order

to adjust operations to existing condi-

tions. Tales of a new inexpensive repro-

ducer, soon to be placed on the market,

are in circulation. Some feel that a big

cut in equipment prices is in prospect.

Pathe Takes RKO

A headline which ordinarily would
cause something of a sensation, but this

time in reference to a basketball game in

which Pathe was the victor.
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OUTLOOK
Report that Loew's is in the red dur-

ing recent weeks is without foundation,

according to Barron's, financial weekly.

Based on figures for the 12 weeks ending

Nov. 23. earnings for the new fiscal year,

which started Sept- 1, will be only slightly

behind 1929, the publication states. It is

safe to estimate, the publication stated,

a maximum shrinkage of but 15 per cent,

with net for the 12 weeks of about $2.-

600,000 as against $3,078,184 for the 12

weeks ended Nov. 22, 1929.

Net for the year ended Aug. 31, 1930,

was $14,600,322, equal after preferred

dividends to $9.90 a share on 1.378,352

average shares of common and to $9.65

a share on 1.413,573 shares outstanding

at the end of the year. As a result of

the profit increase, dividend rate is ex-

pected to be increased to $4 from $3 a

share at the November meeting.

Roxy-Clarke to Talk Turkey
S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel and Harley L.

Clarke have a heavy date a few days

hence, when they are expected to get to-

gether on the former's future.

Roxy is seeking release from his

$3,000-a-\veek contract which has a

coupla years to run, since he wants to

join RCA in conjunction with the new-

Radio City in which he is slated to In-

managing director of a theatre larger

than the Roxy. While that project will

not be completed for a score or more
months. Roxy plans to devote his time to

broadcasting in the interim.

When Roxy went to Europe, this

Insider pointed out in the face of denials

that the veteran showman did not plan

to return to the Roxy and had so in-

formed his staff. His RCA contract

calls for a two grand weekly hoist, or

$5,000.
( Ine of the big points of discussion be-

tween Roxy and the Fox president will

be over use of the Roxy name. Fox
probably will try to prevent him from
using his famous monicker in the new
project on the ground that it will be in-

jurious to the Roxy theatre-

The Case of Billy Prosser
One of the real tragedies of show

business is the case of William J.

I "Bill/') Prosser, for 20 years manager
of the old Keith theatre at Columbus,
Ohio. Physicians say that death was
due to cerebral hemorrhage, but his

friends say that it was due to a broken

heart.

Billy Prosser lived show business, and
when the Keith Palace was being built

at Columbus, he had every expectation

of being its manager. However, almost

on the eve of the opening he was let

out. Maybe age. maybe not. Who knows.
Prosser never did get over that shock.

He tried selling life insurance so he
would continue to meet people, but it

was no use. As William James, a big

time operator himself before he sold his

Columbus houses to Loew's, puts it:

"Billy was a man without a home when
he was out of his theatre. He couldn't

do anything else because his heart was
in the theatre."

Don't Gag on This
One of the town's funsters says there's

a new gag line resulting from Sam Katz's
economy and "service 'till it hurts" pro-
gram.

It's "Publix Pallor."

Time, the Healer

IT'S all one happy family in

the M-G-M household once
again.

In the closing days of 1930
what happened in the early
days of 1929 has been forgotten
and the differences between
Nick Schenck and Dave Bern-
stein on the one side and Louis
Mayer, Irving Thalberg and
Bob Rubin on the other have
been cleared away.
When Schenck, in conjunc-

tion with Bernstein and Arthur
and Dave and their mother,
decided to sell their holdings to
Fox Film, history will recall

that the news sounded like an
explosion of the entire western
front to Mayer, Thalberg and
Rubin. They didn't believe at
the time and openly said so.

This Insider knows.
But facts were facts and,

once established, served to de-

velop the greatest schism ever
known in the entire career of
the Loew and M-G-M organiza-
tions. It had to be healed and
now has been—completely—but
the procedure was slow. It took
the recent trip westward of
Schenck and Rubin to finally

cement the cordiality of rela-

tionship that prevailed before
the sale to Fox.
They sat around the same

table and virtually clasped
hands. The family was re-

united once more.

LONG distance theatre operation at its

j silly best

:

The circuit is a big one. Has
houses everywhere. Recently a deal run-
ning into several millions added to the

list a chain built up by a well known
independent operator who figured he
could pull all the showmanship gags any
producer-owned string could pull and a

few which the executive line-up in New
York didn't know about. He, therefore,

held on until the pot was so sweetened he
no longer could refuse to sell.

So it was the theatres changed hands.
Then the System moved into line, flanked

by rules on one side and precision on the

other. And this is what is happening:

On Monday, an expert on projection
tells the manager what and how to do it.

On Tuesday, the last word on lobby
displays expounds his ideas and the man-
ager, dutifully enough, takes the tip.

On Wednesday, it's newspaper adver-
tising and tie-ups and again the manager
does as he's told.

On Friday, the divisional manager
makes the loop and raises hell because the

booth isn't being run properly, the lobby
looks terrible and the keynote of the
newspaper advertising is all wet.

What's the answer?

The houses, smooth running and effi-

cient under individual ownership, are
now hotbeds of unrest and chaos. No-
body knows which way is the right way,
least of all apparently the distinguished

representatives of the brainstormers in

New York.

If you conclude that profits are dwin-
dling, you conclude directly.

If you imagine that morale is a thing
of the past, that, too, is correct.

Maybe It's Temperament

On the set she's a love, is a certain

Hollywood headliner. The whole studio
is commenting on her meekness, her de-
sire to do all that her director tells her
she must do. But after the studio gate
closes behind her—that's different. For
instance

:

The other night this fair damsel visited

her director. The neighbors for long
stretches around the house found sleep
impossible what with the wild shouts and
the choice miscellany of the King's En-
glish that rent the night air. Then doors
slammed, a motor purred and around and
around the block went car and star, some-
times on two wheels and sometimes on
less than that.

It didn't take long for the outburst to
peter out. the atmosphere to quiet down
and the neighbors to resume their slum-
bers—until the next time.

Perhaps it's temperament. Maybe a
protest against the studio that bids fair

to ruin the clever player unless some
judgment in selecting her pictures is dis-

played. You can't tell.

THE INSIDERS
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Bolstered by U. S. Court Ruling, Allied

Seeks Protection, Block Booking Death
Steffes Demands Independents'

Right to Participate in

Solving Problems

Minneapolis—With compulsory arbitra-

tion and the credit committee system out-

lawed by the Supreme Court. Allied States

Association next will train its guns on ex-

tended protection and block booking.
A round table discussion at which inde-

pendents would have a voice in the future

conduct of the industry and at which ex-

tended protection and block booking "of

necessity must go out of the window" is

proposed.

If that fails, exhibitors are prepared to

carry their fight to the public, as well as

go before "every legislative body in the

United States to seek the outlawing of these

two practices."

Stand of Allied on protection and block

booking was outlined by W. A. Steffes, gen-
eral manager of the Northwest exhibitor
unit. He terms the Supreme Court de-

cisions "complete vindication of Allied's en-
deavors to stabilize the industry."

"Allied leaders," he said, "have been termed
bolshevists and destructionists. I believe the

Supreme Court decision will place the shoe on
the proper foot. In the future, Allied should be
hailed as the most constructive element in the

industry.

"It goes without saying that it would be
impossible to conduct an industry as large as

ours if part of it is operating illegally. Distrib-

utors, perhaps, will wake up and realize that

independents have a place in the sun and that

the domineering, unlawful and tricky tactics

they have been forcing on the theatre owner
are a thing of the past.

"I only hope that they see the light of day
and withdraw their unreasonable protection

demands before independents are compelled to

resort to the court for last resort. Distributors

may well be assured that Allied is going to turn

down unreasonable protection just as sure as

they fought down unreasonable, unlawful com-
pulsory arbitration. Protection and compulsory
block selling have no business in this industry.

"If producer first-run theatres cannot sur-

vive on showmanship in the class of theatres

they operate, without demanding protection, in

my opinion they should go out of business and
make room for some one who can.

Sees Block Selling End

"Block selling will be defeated in the indus-

try within the next year even if the fight has
to be carried to every legislative hall in the

United States and the public and press of the

nation.

"Theatre owners are tired of being bulldozed

and told what they must buy and play, when
and under what terms they must play it. If the

industry is going to be solidified for the vari-

ous legislative battles brewing in 44 states,

there must be several immediate round table

discussions at which the independent exhibitor

is given a fair voice in the future conduct of

the industry, and at which protection and block

selling of necessity must go out the window
at the first session.

"It is not only independent theatre owners
who are tired of being told they must buy
features and 170 comedies in order to secure

a desired picture. The public also is getting

tired of this treatment. They insist and have
(Continued on page 20)

Myers Hails

Decisions as

"Vindication"

Washington—"Complete vindication of the principles for
which Allied States Association stands," is the way Presi-
dent Abram F. Myers sums up the Supreme Court decisions
in the arbitration and credit cases. The decisions, he says,
"have an important bearing on other activities of the pro-
ducers."
"The smashing victory won by the government means

that producers, acting through the Hays organization, no
longer can impose their arbitrary will upon exhibitors," he
declared.
"Fortunately, the way is left open for the solution of all

problems of the industry by negotiation between repre-
sentatives of the real parties in interest, such as was at-
tempted in the 5-5-5 conferences."

Credit System Coerces Buyers to

Assume Unplayed Contracts, U. S. Holds

Washington—The text of the Supreme
Court's decision in the credit case follows :

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
No. 95. October Term, 1930.

The United States of America, Appellant,
vs.

First National Pictures, Inc., et al.

Appeal from the District Court of the United States
for the Southern District of New York.

(November 24, 1930)

Mr. Justice McReynolds delivered the opinion of
the Court.
The court below denied the relief sought by the

United States. The parties are the same as those in

No. 83, just decided—Paramount Famous Lasky Cor-
poration et al. vs. The United States of America

—

and the opinion there contains sufficient description
of them, their business and operations.
In 1926 the appellee distributors caused each of

the 32 Film Boards of Trade to adopt written rules
for establishment and operation of a local credit com-
mittee. These committees were promptly organized
and have continued to function as required. The pre-
scribed rules provide:
That to correct abuses and unfair practices the

president shall appoint a credit committee of three
members to investigate and report the names of all

persons who have acquired, by purchase or transfer,

theatres in the territory within which the Film Board
operates. The secretary of the Film Board shall be
secretary of the committee and to him sales and
transfers of theatres shall be promptly reported. These
shall be placed upon a "credit information list" and
copies furnished to all members of the Film Board
for their confidential information. Upon receipt of

such list each member shall advise the secretary con-
cerning its existing contracts for exhibition of pic-

tures at the listed theatre and shall state whether
the transfer provided that the new owner should as-
sume and complete outstanding contracts.
That immediately upon receiving information of

the transfer of a theatre the secretary shall request
the new owner to furnish within five days' references
concerning his credit standing, etc and to secure this

information a prescribed form of questionnaire shall

be sent out. The credit committee shall meet weekly
to examine and report upon the credit standing of

new owners and furnish a copy of their report to

members as confidential information. If a new owner
fails to respond to the questionnaire, this fact shall

be noted upon the credit information list. Also the
credit committee shall indicate on the list every sale

or transfer of a theatre which upon investigation it

concludes was made by the previous owner for the
purpose of avoiding or being relieved of uncompleted
contracts for exhibiting pictures at such theatre.
There shall also be indicated opposites the name of

each theatre listed (excepting those whose new owners
have agreed to assume and complete al! existing con-
tracts entered into by he prior owners, and of which
agreement notice has been given to or received by
the credit committee) the amount of cash security,

not exceeding $1,000. which in the judgment of tlie

committee is a reasonable sum that members shall

require to be deposited as security for the full and
complete performance of each contract thereafter

made and entered into for the exhibition of plcturs
at such theatre.
That no member of the Film Board shall enter into

a contract for the exhibition of pictures at any theatre

listed on the credit information list for a period of
ten days from the date of the first appearance of
such theatre upon the list nor thereafter unless the
new owner or lessee of such theatre shall have paid
in cash to such member with whom such owner or
lessee desires to contract for pictures the amount of
security specified on the credit information list.

Certain contracts for "spot-booking," hat is, for a
picture to be delivered in the immediate future, may
be made within the ten-day period and prior to the
committee's report. The credit committee may from
time to time remove from the credit information list
the name of any theatre owned or operated by a new
owner and thereafter membrs of th Film Board may
contract with him.
That members upon demand of the credit commit-

tee shall furnish desired information, permit examina-
tion of books and records with respect to any ex-
hibitor who has sold or transferred his theatre and
has failed to provide for the assumption by the new
owner of existing contracts. A member of the Film
Board who violates any of these rules shall be subject
to suspension or expulsion.
A copy of the "Questionnaire" is printed in the

margin. (We reproduce at the end hereof.) It asks
for many particulars concerning the new owner or
transferee of the transferred theatre and especially
demands specification of outstanding contracts for

film service made by the previous owner and a declar-
ation as to whether the new one has or will adopt
them.
The definite point of attack in this proceeding is

the agreement for the creation and operation of the
credit committees and their use under prescribed rules
to restrict freedom of sales by distributors and of

purchases by exhibitors.
Ten producers and distributors of films, controlling

60% of the business, agreed to contract with exhibi-

tors only according to a standard form and then com-
bined through 32 local film boards of trade with other
distributors, who with themselves control 98% of the
entire business. The film boards appoint credit com-
mittees and these operate under the rules above out-
lined. The obvious purpose of the arrangement is to
restrict the liberty of those who have representatives

on the film boards and secure their concerted action

for the purpose of coercing certain purchasers of

theatres by exe'uding them from the opportunity to

deal in a free and untrammeled market.
Reference to what has just been said in No. 83

and to the opinions in Eastern States Lumber Ass'n
vs. United States. 234 U. S. 600. United States vs.

American Oil Co.. 252 U. S. 371, Binderup vs. Pathe
Exchange, 263 U. S. 291, and Anderson vs. Ship-

owners' Ass'n. 272 U. S. 359. will suffice, we think.

to show the challenged arrangement conflicts with
the Sherman Act.
The court below erred in reaching a different con-

clusion and its decree must be reversed. The cause

will lie remanded for further proceedings in conform-

ity with this opinion. Reversed.

Glunne to Handle New
House in L. I. Comeback
Michael Glvnn former chain onerator on

I.nne Island. Will stage a comeback with

the opening next summer of Southampton's

millionaires' theatre, to be hacked by local

capital.
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Voluntary Arbitration,

Credit Sought to Offset

Individual

U. S. Edict

Relationship

Clarified, Is

HaysComment

With the relationship with regard to arbitration and
credits clarified by the Supreme Court decisions, distribu-

tors and exhibitors have made progress in developing a

new system of voluntary arbitration to the end that the
values of arbitration may be saved without including any
compulsory provision, Will H. Hays states. The industry,

he points out, last October dropped the plan questioned by
the government. In the matter of credits the new decision,

he said, "simply means that individual distributors will

determine with individual exhibitors a system of credit in

each case."

Prohibitions of Anti Trust Statutes

Can't Be "Evaded by Good Motives"

Washington—Text of the Supreme Court's

decision in the arbitration case follows:

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
No. 83. October Term, 1930.

Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation, et al.,

Appellants,
vs.

The United States of America.

Appeal from the District Court of the United States

ior the Southern District of New York.

(November 24, 1930)

Mr. Justice McReynolds delivered the opinion of the

Court.
By this proceeding the United States seek to pre-

vent further violation of Section 1, Act of Congress
approved July 2, 1890 (Sherman Act), c. 647, 26 Stat.,

209, through an alleged combination and conspiracy to

retsrain interstate commerce in motion picture films.

Appellants are the Paramount Famous Lasky Cor-

poration and nine other corporations (distributors),

producers and distributors throughout the Union of

sixty per cent of the films used for displaying motion
pictures by some 25,000 theatre owners (exhibitors);

the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of

America, a corporation with class "B" membership
composed of the above-mentioned distributors; and
32 film boards of trade, which severally function
within certain defined regions.

Each distributor produces and then distributes films

through its own exchanges maintained in 32 centrally

located cities—Albany, Atlanta, Chicago, Los Angeles,

etc. Each of these exchanges has a manager and
under his supervision contracts are made for the use
of his distributor's films within the designated ter-

ritory or region and thereafter placed in the hands
of the exhibitors. Other distributors, who with ap-
pellants control 98% of the entire business, also have
managers with like duties in the same cities. In each
region all of these managers are associated through
and constitute the entire membership of the local film

board of trade.

Under the common practice, in the spring, when
most of the pictures are still only in contemplation,
each distributor announces its intended program of

distribution for 12 months. After this announcement
exhibitors are solicited to enter into written contracts

for permission to display such of the pictures as
they desire. And as no distributor can offer enough
pictures to supply the average exhibitor's full require-

ment, he must deal with several.

Under an agreement among themselves appellant
distributors will only contract with exhibitors accord-
ing to the terms of the Standard Exhibition Contract,
dated May 1, 1928. Ordinarily, neither party gives
security for compliance with such agreements, by
cash deposit or otherwise.
This Standard Contract is an elaborate document,

covering eight pages of the record. Under it the
distributor licenses the exhibitor to display specified

photo plays at a designated theatre on definite dates.
Provision is made for cash payment three days in

advance of any shipment, time and place of delivery,

return of the prints, etc. Section 18 (copied at the
end of this opinon*) provides in substance that each
party shall submit any controversy that may arise to

a board of arbitration, in the city where the distribu-
tor's exchange is located, established under and con-
trolled by written rules adopted May 1. 1928; accept
as conclusive the findings of this board ; an<T forego
the right to trial by jury. And further,
"In the event that the exhibitor shall fail or refuse

to consent to submit to arbitration any claim or con-
troversy arising under this or any other standard
exhibition contract which the exhibitor may have with
the distributor or any other distributor or to abide
by and forthwith comply with any decision or award
of such board of arbitration upon any such claim or
controversy so submitted, the distributor may, as its

option, demand, for its protection and as security for

the performances by the exhibitor of this and all other
existing contracts between the parties hereto, pay-
ment by the exhibitor of an additional sum not exceed-
ing $500 under each existing contract, such sum to be
retained by the distributor until the complete perform-
ance of all such contracts and then applied, at the
option of the distributor, against any sums finally

due or aganst any damages determined by said board
of arbitration to be due to the distributor, the bal-
ance, if any, to be returned to the exhibitor; and in

the event of the exhibitor's failure to pay such addi-
tional sum within seven (7) days after demand, the
distributor may bv written notice to the exhibit >r

suspend service hereunder until said sum shall be paid
and/or terminate this contract."
The Rules nf Arbitration provide for a board, three

of whom shall be members of the local film board of

trade and three proprietors or managers of theatres
in its region. This arbitration board shall have power
to determine the controversy, make findings, direct
what shal 1 be done with respect to the dispute; "and
shall fix the maximum amount" (not exceeding $500)
which each distributor may demand as security pur-
suant to the arbitration clause in the event of the
failure of the exhibitor to submit to arbitration or to
comply with the award. The secretary of the Board
of Arbitration is required to notify the secretary of
the Film Board of Trade of the name and address of
each exhibitor found to have refused to arbitrate or
comply with an award, and the maximum amount
of security (not above $500) found by the board. "On
receipt of any such notice, each member having a
contract (or representing a distributor having a con-
tract) containing the arbitration clause with anv such
exhibitor shall demand payment by such exhibitor of
such sum as in the judgment of such memher or
distributor shall be sufficient to protect such member
or distributor in the performance of each contract
with such exhibitor. Said sum shall not exceed the
actual value of any print thereafter to be delivered
under each such contract plus the maximum amount
fixed by the Board of Arbitration as aforesaid. There-
after each distributor (represented in the member-
ship) to whom such exhibitor shall have failed within
seven (7) days to pay the amount of security so de-
manded by such distributor shall proceed to suspend
service under each such contract until such exhibitor
shall have furnished such security or complied with
the decision of such Arbitration Board. If service
under any such contract shall be so suspended for a
period of 10 days of such contract, at the option of
the distributor, then be cancelled. No member or dis-
tributor having so suspended service under any such
contract with such exhibitor shall thereafter resume
service under any such contract unless and until such
exhibitor shall have furnished said security to such
member or distributor or shall have compi'ed with
the decision of the Arbitration Board. Upon the hap-
pening of either of such events service under such
contract shall be promptly resumed by such member
or distributor."
The record discloses that ten competitors in inter-

state commerce, controlling 60 per cent of the entire
film business, have agreed to restrict their liberty of

action by refusing to contract for display of pictures
except upon a standard form which provides for com-
pulsory joint action by them in respect of dealings

(Continued on next page)

New Standard Contract Relied
Upon to Help Bridge Gap
Caused by Government

New standard licensing agreement draft-

ed by the 5-5-5 conference and the adoption
by the various companies of individual sys-
tems for handling credits will be relied upon
by distributors to meet the situation caused
by the outlawing of arbitration and credit

systems in two decisions made this week
by the United States Supreme Court.
The decisions upheld the Thacher decree

declaring arbitration illegal, and reversed
the other Thacher decree which held the
credit system legal.

The proposed new form of contract,

known as the Standard Licensing Agreement
and drafted by representatives of the M. P.

T. O. A., Allied States Association, affiliat-

ed exhibitors and distributors embodies a
voluntary arbitration agreement without any
compulsory or punitive provisions. The
agreement has been approved by the M. P.

T. O. A., and three units of Allied to date,

indicating its general acceptance by all ex-
hibitors.

Under the plan, a master contract will

be submitted to all exhibitors for signature,

which will signifv his acceptance or rejec-

tion of the agreement. If he accepts, then
the contract will be effective so far as he
is concerned, and business henceforward
will be done on a short-form contract, which
will embody the provisions of the master
form. The short form will be concerned only
with price and playing arrangement. If he
rejects, then business will be done on the
company's individual contract.

In the matter of credit each company will

chart its own course.

Old Arbitration Illegal

In the decisions the Supreme Court up-
held the Federal Court in New York in its

opinion that the arbitration provisions of
the standard contract violated laws regard-
ing restraint of trade, the other reversing
the findings of the same court in holding
that the credit committees did not violate

those laws.

The arbitration case was brought against

Paramount Famous Lasky and a number
of other respondents ; the credit case was
brought against First National and others.

Both involved the same respondents, but
were conducted separately.

The court's decisions were read by Asso-
ciate Justice McReynolds. The arbitration

provisions of the uniform contract, it was
said, had a "necessary and inevitable" ten-

dency to "produce material and unreason-
able restraint of interstate commerce in vio-

lation of the Sherman Act."
"The court below accepted this view and

directed an appropriate injunction against
future action under the unlawful plan," the

court continued. "We agree with its con-

clusion and the challenged decree must be
affirmed.''

"It may be." the court said, ''that arbitra-

tion is well adanted to the needs of the mo-
tion picture industry, but when under the

(Continued on next four i
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Prohibitions of

Trust Statute

Can't Be Evaded

Individual Credit

Sought to Offset

Government Edict

{Continued from page 19)

with oue who tails to observe such a contract with
any distributor, all with the mam lest purpose to
coerce the exmbitor and limit the treedom 01 trade,

i tie I nited States maintain that the necessary and
inevitable tendency ot the outlined agreement and
combination (.described with greater detail in the
opinion below J is to produce material and unreason-
able restraint of interstate commerce in violation of

the Sherman Act. Eastern States Lumber Ass n vs.

United States, 234 U, S. faoO, ol4; Binderup vs. Pathe
Exchange, 363 U. S. 291, 312. The court below ac-
cepted this view and directed an appropriate injunc-
tion against future action under the uulawiul plan. We
agree with its conclusion and the chal.enged decree
must be affirmed.
The appellants claim : (1) The Standard Exhibition

Contract and Rules of Arbitration dated May 1, 1928,

having been evolved after six years ol discussion and
experimentation, are reasonable and normal regula-
tions ; so that whatever restraint follows falls short
of unlawful coercion. (2) Arbitration is well adapted
to the needs of the motion picture industry. (3) The
manner in which the Contract and Rules have worked
out in practice, and the significant absence of com-
plaints, reflect their reasonable character. (4j The
decree is inconsistent with the stipulated facts, also
with the court's findings of fact.

"Founded upon broad conceptions of public policy,

the prohibitions of the statute (Sherman Act) were
enacted to prevent not the mere injury to an indi-

vidual which would arise from the doing of the pro-
hibited acts, but the harm to the general public which
would be occasioned by the evi.s which it was con -

templated would be prevented, and hence not only
the prohibitions of the statute, but the remedies
which it provided were co-extensive with such con-
ceptions. '' Wilder Mfg. Co. vs. Corn Products Co.,
236 I'. S. 165, 174. "The purpose of the Sherman Act
is to prohibit monopolies, contracts and combinations
which probably would unduly interfere with the free
exercise of their rights by those engaged, or who
wish to engage, in trade and commerce—in a word,
to preserve ttie right of freedom to trade." United
States vs. Colgate & Co.. 250 U. S. 300, 307. "The
fundamental purpose of the Sherman Act was to

secure equality of opportunity and to protect the
public against evils commonly incident to destruction
of competition through monopoies and combinations
in restraint of trade." Ramsay Co. vs. Bill Posters'
Ass'n, 260 U. S. 501, 512. "The Sherman Act was
intended to secure equality of opportunity and to
protect the public against evils commonly incident
to monopolies and those abnormal contracts and com-
binations which tend directly to suppress the conflict

for advantage called competition—the play of the
contending forces ordinarily engendered by an honest
desire for gain." United States vs. American Oil Co.,
262 U. S. 371, 388.

The fact that the Standard Exhibition Contract and
Rules of Arbitration were evolved after six years of

discussion and experimentation does not show that
they were either normal or reasonable regulations.
That the arrangement existing between the parties
cannot be classed among "those normal and usual
agreements in aid of trade and commerce," spoken
of in Eastern States Lumber Ass'n vs. United States,
supra, 612, is manifest. Certainly it is unusual and
we think it necessarily and directly tends to destroy
"the kind of competition to which the public has long
looked for protection." United States vs. American
Oil Co., supra, 390.

The Sherman Act seeks to protect the pub'ic against
evils commonly incident to the unreasonable destruc-
tion of competition and no length of discussion or
experimentation among parties to a combination which
produces the inhibited result can give validity to

their action. Congress has so legislated "as to pre-
vent resort to practices which unduly restrain com-
petition or unduly obstruct the free flow of such
commerce, and private choice of means must yield
to the national authority thus exerted." Eastern
States Lumber Ass'n vs. United States, supra, 613.

It may he that arbitration is well adapted to the
needs of the motion picture industry; but when un-
der the guise of arbitration parties enter into unusual
arrangements which unreasonably suppress normal
competition their action becomes illegal.

In order to establish violation of the Sherman Act
it is not necessary to show that the challenged ar-

rangement suppresses all competition between the
parties or that the parties themselves are disci m •

tented with the arrangement. The interest of the
public in the preservation of com pet it inn is the pri-
mary consideration. The prohibitions of the statute
cannot "he evaded by good motives The law is

its own measure of rieht and wrong, of what it per-
mits, or forbids, and the judgment of the courts
cannot be set up against it in a supposed accommo-
dation of its policy with the trood intention of par-
ties, and it mav he. of some good restt'ts." Standard
Sanitary Mfg. Co. vs. United States. 226 U. S. 30. 49.

Up ntl examination of the record wc cannot say that
the decree of the court below is inconsistent with
the stipulated facts or with proper regard to what
that court held in respect of the facts.
The chaPence decree must be amrmed.
The decree then cites the arbitration

clause of the contract.

{Continued from page 19)

guise of arbitration parties enter into un-

usual arrangements which unreasonably sup-

press normal competition their actions be-

come illegal.

"In order to establish violation of the

Sherman act it is not necessary to show that

the challenged arrangement suppresses all

competition between the parties or that the

parties themselves are discontented with the

arrangement."
"Upon examination of the record we can-

not say that the decree of the court below
is inconsistent with the stipulated facts or

with proper regard to what the court held

in respect of the facts," the decision con-
cluded.

The Ruling on Credits

Reversing Judge Thacher's decision in the

credit committees case, the court held that

the "obvious purpose" of their organization
was that of "coercing certain purchasers of

theatres" by requiring them to comply with
certain rules regarding their acceptance of

a requirement that they complete contracts

held by former owners or operators, etc.

"Ten producers and distributors, controll-

ing 60 per cent of the entire film business,

agreed to contract with exhibitors only ac-

cording to a standard form and then ap-

pointed their 32 local film boards of trade

with other distributors who with themselves

controlled 98 per cent of the entire business,"

it was pointed out.

Further, the court continued, "the film

boards appointed credit committees and
these operated under the rules above out-

lined. The obvious purpose of the arrange-
ment is to restrict the liberty of those who
have representatives on the film boards to

secure their concerted action for the purpose
of coercing certain purchasers of theatres

by excluding them from the opportunity to

deal in a free and untrammeled market.

"The definite point of attack in this pro-

ceeding," the court said, "is the agreement
for the creation and operation of credit com-
mittees and their use under prescribed rules

to restrict freedom of sales by distributors

and of purchases by exhibitors."

Apart on Credit System

The committees, it was pointed out, were
set up in 1926. The declared purpose of the

distributors in forming them was to safe-

guard themselves from evasion of contract

by unsatisfied exhibitors who might quit

themselves of responsibility bv disposing of

their houses.

The companies claimed that the contract

and arbitration rules, having been evolved
after six years of consideration and experi-

mentation, were reasonable and normal reg-

ulations, and that arbitration was well adapt-
ed to the needs of the industry, and that the

manner in which the rules and contract

worked out in practice and the "significant

absence" of complaints, reflected their rea-

sonable character.

These contentions were contested by the

Government, which alleged that the arbitra-

tion provisions constituted a conspiracy in

Allied Seeks End
Of Protection,

Block Booking
i Continued from page 18)

a right to choose what pictures they shall see,

which is impossible under the block system in

closed situations where only two or three
changes are made per week.
"A few round table conferences may be able

to straighten out these difficulties. At least, I

am hopeful, but in case distributors don't real-

ize that block booking and protection must be
eliminated from the industry at once, there is

only one thing left to be done and that is for

the independent exhibitor to prepare himself
for a fight which must be carried through the

press and to the public and every legislative

body of the United States.

Should Honor Contracts

"It behooves the independent to give some
serious thinking to old contracts, especially. Un-
less the independent is given some kind of as-

surance that he will be allowed to stay in busi-

ness, I am afraid to think of the millions of

dollars in contracts that w*ill be thrown out

the window. This, in my opinion, would be a

destructive step, and I believe can be avoided

and ironed out if the proper parties are brought
together for a series of serious conferences.

"However, if the other branches of the in-

dustry do not see the advisability of lending

their ear to independents for a little common
sense, there is only one thing left for the in-

dependents and public to do : Bring to the at-

tention of the powers-that-be that the unreason-

able protection that the producers, through the

Hays office, have foisted on the independents

is just as unlawful and just as illegal as the

old standard exhibition contract and compulsory
arbitration as protection is being forced through

concerted methods of local film boards in their

respective territories."

45-Day Protection Is

Granted in Denver Zone
Denver—Meeting of the zoning commit-

tee is slated for Dec. 2 to zone the Scotts-

bluff, Neb., and Rock Springs. Wyo., terri-

tories. Complaints will be heard from a

number of Denver exhibitors. Colorado

Springs and Pueblo have been rezoned on
the Denver plan of 45 days' protection for

first-run houses.

Phyllis Back to Coast
Chris Phyllis, who came to New York

for opening of his Spanish talker, "Alma de

Gaucho," has returned to Hollywood.

unlawful restraint of interstate commerce,
that they were unjustly enforced, and that

the evidence in the case indicates that a

great majority of exhibitors whose theatres

are not owned or controlled by distributors

or producers disapproved of the provisions.

The Federal Court at New York, in a

decision rendered bv former Judge Thacher,

ruled arbitration illegal and the companies

appealed.

In the credit committee case, in which

Judge Thacher had ruled in favor of the

distributors, the Government had appealed

on the contention that to require that ex-

hibitors acquiring theatres bind themselves

to complete contracts made by previous own-
ers or operators was in violation of the laws

relating to restraint of trade.
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Bankers BuffaloedBy Budget Business?
Admit Ignorance? Showmanship Wins

Oh, Mr. Ripley!
Hollywood—Winnie Lightner has

named her son, who is now 2 years old,

Richard Barthelmess Holtrey. And,
according to the P. A., although they
work in the same studio, she has
never met Barthelmess.

M-G-M Beats N. Y.

To Post on Move
To Reduce Costs

Hollywood—They beat the New York in-

fluence to it on the M-G-M lot. Slashes

of overhead were instituted on the big Cul-

ver City lot fully two weeks before Nick
Schenck, Bob Rubin, Charles C. Moskowitz
and Felix Feist arrived here.

As a result when the Eastern contingent

appeared in Hollywood to point out to Louis
B. Mayer and Irving Thalberg the need to

trim costs, they were met with a program
and figures to demonstrate that this was al-

ready being done with additional cuts on the

way.
Prior to decision of Schenck to go West.

New York headquarters had been telephon-

ing the Coast with far more frequency than

prevails under the normal routine of studio

business. Those calls emphasized the neces-

sity of effecting economies wherever con-

sistently possible.

The studio took the hint.

Le Maire, Verschlieser
Warner Supervisors

Hollywood—Rufus Le Maire and Ben
Verschlieser have been signed by Warners
to augment the supervising staff recently

installed. Darryl Zanuck will have charge
of Warner production, it is stated, and will

give the okay on stories and players. Jack
Warner, as in the past, will have the top
hand in all matters, however.
While plans for the moving of the Warner

outfit to Burbank have not been officially

confirmed, studio employees have been or-

dered to be ready for the change and it is

expected that by the first of the year every-
thing will be in readiness to go to the First

National plant.

New Contract for Dressier
Hollywood—Marie Dressier has signed a

new long-term contract with M-G-M. She
now is appearing in "Reducing" in which
she is teamed with Pollv Moran.

Series for Brown
Hollywood—Joe E. Brown is to star in a

series of First National pictures when the
new production period starts the first of

the year.

Wall Street Moguls Stunned by
Intricacies of Industry;

Willing to Wait

Early indications from the field of battle

indicate that the major companies of the

industry, on the spot with their bankers be-

cause of high overhead and rising produc-
tion costs, will win the conflict.

Spurred into action as a direct result of

a bankers' mass meeting down town some
weeks ago, at which the entire situation in

the business was reviewed and decision

reached that something had to be done about
it, industry executives, as noted, seized the

hint and prepared to get their houses in

order. This is now actively in work.
The bankers decided, as pointed out in

Motion Picture News last week, to give

the trade full opportunity to effect the ad-

justments necessary in slashing budgets.

The inclination now is to continue their be-

hind-the-scenes activity without stepping

into the business any more actively than
they have thus far.

The reason for this revolves around the

realization that motion pictures are a per-

ishable commodity and entail handling by
experts who know the ropes. The bankers
are believed to understand that, while their

knowledge of assets and liabilities may ad-
just the balance of the scales on a more
even keel, they are lacking in the funda-

mentals of showmanship knowledge which
mark operations in the three major branches
of the business.

Jack Hess Sees

Too Many Stars

Chicago—Jack Hess pulled a speedy one
in utilizing Mae Tinee's estimate of the two
Spoor exhibitions as a composite review.

Adding up Mae's two estimates, Jack found
they totalled seven "stars." and properly ad-

vertised the bill as a seven-star program.
Correct, but confusing to a lot of people who
hadn't seen the reviews. These latter per-

plexed ones immediately wrote Miss Kurner
for verification, and elicited the following

reply from her via Saturday's Tribune:
"In answer to inquiries I would like to say
that I did not give 'Danger Lights' seven
stars. Ridiculous! 'Niagara Falls' received

four stars. 'Danger Lights' was awarded
three stars. Both pictures are on the State-

Lake's program, but they have no connec-
tion save that both were photographed by
the new 'third dimension' process. M. T."
Just a little more of that stuff known as

publicity.

Goetz in Town
Ben Goetz. Coast representative for Con-

solidated Film IndustrieSj leaves for Holly-
wood today. He spent exactly four days in

the big town.

140 Houses Dark
Los Angeles—Overseated condition

of many situations is shown by report
that 140 Fox West Coast Theatres are
dark out of the 600-odd theatres of the
chain. The majority of these are under-
stood to have been bought to end com-
petition, so they will remain dark un-
til business takes a turn for the
better.

Bankers' Eagle

Eyes Scan Effect

Of Court Rulings

Bankers are viewing with concern the

possible effect of the arbitration and credit

decisions by the Supreme Court upon the

financial structure of the industry. Millions

of dollars in rentals and expensive delays

are involved in the two actions, as well as

the enforcibility of contracts.

Arbitration was discontinued in the in-

dustry last October, but the credit system

has been kept in force, being relied upon to

prevent exhibitors from running out on
contracts. With this safeguard for dis-

tributors removed, individual deposits are

expected to be resorted to by distributors

for their protection.

F. & M. Route Changed;
Singer to Produce

Fanchon & Marco has reorganized its

route, appointed Harry Singer eastern pro-

duction manager and is placing a manager
in charge of each unit. Singer formerly
was with RKO. He soon will open a new
Chicago office.

A new headquarters is being established

at Milwaukee, where new scenery and new
costumes are to be stocked and acts coming
east rehearsed. St. Louis formerly was the

eastern contact point.

The route now covers 52 weeks and as

many managers to be employed will handle
publicity on their attractions and advance
campaigns for the unit following. M. D.
Howe, general booking manager, will have
supervision over the managers.

Labor Tilt at Portland
Over; Two-Year Deal Set
Portland. Ore.—Labor troubles at local

theatres here are over for the next two
years. Contracts have been signed by of-

ficials of M. P. Operators' Union No. 59
and Fox Broadway, Paramount. RKO Or-
pheum and Rialto theatres whereby the
present wage scale will be maintained for
another two vears from last September, at

the end of which period the union operators
ask for another raise of $2.50 a week mini-
mum to the present scale.
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Publix, Deep in Red in Detroit, May
Turn Back 6 Theatres to John Kunsky
Big Shots Break Fire Laws

Chicago—C. E. Beck, manager of the
Castle, previewed "The Tiger of Ber-
lin" (UFA) Friday night for a gen-
erous and imposing list of officials of
the local bars of justice, arms of the
law, heads of civic organizations and
successful politicians. The house was
jammed so that the walls bulged a
little further into State Street. Even
the aisles were filled with chairs,
which was "okay" considering the
potential influence of that audience.
If the fire marshal himself had walked
in and protested he would have been
reading "Help Wanted" columns in
Saturday morning's papers.

Providence Fans

No Saps; Only Ace
Pictures Draw 'Em
Providence—Electric signs mean some-

thing today to the dyed-in-the-wool theatre

fan who studies his billing with the same
care that he accords his radio program.

Exhibitors here say that no more will the

fans flock to a house merely because it has
shown an ace picture the month before.

Consistently good fare must be meted out

or the business goes elsewhere.

A check-up by Motion Picture News
reveals some interesting facts concerning
pictures which did sensational business and
those that fell below normal.

Loew's State, the biggest house downtown,
which has a top gross of $25,000 and a low
of $15,000, was found to have reached the

peak with "Whoopee," "Caught Short" and
"Let Us Be Gay." The billings that failed

to hit their stride were "Doughboy," ''Du
Barry" and "The Bad One."
At the RKO Albee "All Quiet on the

Western Front," 'Amos 'n' Andy" and the

more or less unheralded "Her Man" were
topnotchers. Among the lows were "The
Santa Fe Trail," "Leathernecking" and "A
Lady Surrenders." The high here is around
$14,000 and low $8,000.

At the little RKO Victory, seating only
1,600, "The Sea God," "Africa Speaks" and
"Little Accidents" were smashes while the

lowboys were "Eyes of the World," "One
Mad Kiss" and "Beau Bandit." The good
ones here catch over $10,000, while $7,000
is bottom level.

The New Paramount, which has been in

operation about six months, caught big
money with "The Dawn Patrol," "Man-
slaughter" and "Young Man of Manhattan."
Among the lesser attractions may be listed

"The May from Wyoming," "The Virtuous
Sin" and "Monte Carlo." High, $15,000;
low, $10,500.

"Common Clay," "Scarlet Pages" and
"Old English" were big winners at the Ma-
jestic. ''Liliom," "Big Boy" and "Girl of

the Golden West" were merely also rans.

High gross at this house is $15,000 with

Reported that $3,000,000 Is Due
On Purchase; July, 1931,

Set As Deadline

Detroit—The next 6 months will tell a

real story of changes in show business in De-
troit, it is understood from authentic sources.

A report, which is undenied by Publix
officials in Detroit, states that unless pay-
ment of approximately $3,000,000 is made by
July. 1931 to John H. Kunsky in settlement

of the sale of the theatre circuit bearing his

name, Kunsky will re-assume control of the

Paramount. State, United Artists. Madison,
Adams and Fisher. The Michigan was
originally a Balaban & Katz-Publix house.

Kunsky, together with George W. Tren-
dle, his general manager, and Howard O.
Pierce, formerly in charge of Kunsky ad-
vertising, have acquired control of radio
station WXYZ in Detroit since they stepped
out of the saddle almost a year ago.

In view of the changes of policy which
have been affected in the State theatre,

which is now showing first-run pictures for

one week stands at 25 and 50 cents admis-
sion, and in the Madison, which reopened
Thursday with a 10-25-35 charge for sec-

ond-run pictures and three changes a week,
veteran showmen intimate that the hand-
writing is beginning to appear on the wall.

A check of box-office reports on the Pub-
lix houses in Detroit is said to reveal that,

as a unit, the chain has been operating in

the red for the last year to the extent of

$21,000 to $30,000 per week. It is a known
fact that unless the Michigan theatre grosses
close to $84,000 per week it runs at a loss.

Just about a year ago, Publix took over
the Grand Riviera, Annex, LaSalle Garden
and Tuxedo theatres of the C. W. Munz
Enterprises. A good sum of money was
spent on renovations and changes as well
as the installation of new equipment.
At the present time the wise boys are

pointing to the fact that fairly regular con-
ferences are being held between C. W.
Munz, president, Bert Williams, vice-presi-

dent and general manager, and H. E. Ap-
plegate, secretary and treasurer of the Munz
interests, because, they claim. Publix is go-
ing to release their holdings back to Munz.

low around $9,000.

It is considered significant locally that
even a house as ornate and beautiful as
Loew's State, with lobbies and lounging
rooms that draw on their own merits, sinks
below normal with a mediocre picture fol-

lowing a smash hit.

As one exhibitor says: "Once it was pos-
sible to rest on the laurels of a sensational
picture for a month or so, business follow-
ing along in its wake. Today each film

must be a crackerjack to win top money.
On the other hand, if there is no special
attraction in town each house will do fair
business, proving that fans want to attend
the theatre. Let one exhibitor have a smash
hit, however, and he will collect all of the
business if his competitors cannot offer
something pretty fine on their own hook."

Succoring Suckers
Chicago—A new commercial film de-

signed to show the folly of purchasing
the wrong kind of securities was
screened for a group of starving bond
salesmen at the Tavern, downtown
Chicago club.

The production is entitled "An In-
vestment in American Prosperity" and
was turned out by the Burton Holmes
laboratories here, with the cooperation
of Corporate Trust Shares. It shows
why investments in U. S. Steel and the
like are preferable to those in Happy-
Strike Diamond Mines of Iowa, Inc.
Sponsors of the picture say they are
willing to exhibit it gratis, since pros-
pective customers were found to be
without regular admission funds.

Sue Para., Hays

For 'Conspiracy';

Ask $5,130,000
Charging conspiracy and unfair competi-

tion in efforts to drive them out of busi-

ness. Edward Quittner and Middletown
Combined Buildings Co., Inc., Middleton,

N. Y., theatre operators, have brought suit

for damages amounting to $5,130,000 against

the Hays organization, Paramount Publix

and the officers of the two firms, in Federal
District Court. Violation of the anti-trust

laws is charged.
Quittner alleges Paramount built a the-

atre against him to force him to pay its

terms for films and since then has resorted

to unfair methods of competition and en-

deavored to shut off his supply of quality

films. He also charges a conspiracy to en-

force "unreasonable protection" against

him. The veteran Middletown exhibitor was
a member of the United States Intelligence

Service during the war, and for months has
been gathering evidence for his suit.

Use Erpi Disc

In Court During

Aleograph Case
San Antonio—Suit for an accounting of

profits, which estimates place as high as

$50,000,000 for alleged infringement of pat-

cuts, is under way in Federal Court here

between Aleograph Co. of America and
Electrical Research Products. The Aleo-
graph claims Erpi infringed its disc sys-

tem in making and exhibiting talking pic-

tures. A general denial has been entered

by Erpi. A projection machine employing
the Western Electric system of reproduc-
tion is in the courtroom to illustrate attor-

neys' argument.
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Sales Managers, Carrying Burden of

Costs, Seek More Say in Production
Skol!

Chicago—"Foer Hennes Skull" (For
Her Sake), the first Swedish-made
talkie with Scandinavian dialogue to

play Chicago, opened at the Julian in

midweek. The house, located near Chi-

cago's Swedish section, did capacity
business for two days; with even a
flock of Norwegians swallowing their

pride and journeying over from North
Avenue to listen in.

Public Session

In Canada Film

Probe Planned
Toronto—There will be a one-day public

session in the inquiry into the affairs of

film companies in Canada under the Com-
bines Act, according to Peter White, K. C,
Toronto lawyer who is the commissioner
conducting the investigation. The public

session will be held so that every interested

person who has a complaint can be heard
and also to enable the public to know what
is going on. White said.

"The Combines Investigation Act pro-

vides that all investigations shall be conduct-
ed in private except as otherwise ordered by
the Minister of Labor," White declared.

"For some weeks I have been conducting
private investigations principally with the

affairs of the Famous Players Canadian
Corp., one of the corporations named in the

order-in-council appointing me as commis-
sioner."

The future conduct of the inquiry has not
yet been determined, White intimates.

Cleveland to Get

Warner 1st Run
Cleveland—Warners are entering the first

run field here, taking over the Cinema.
1,000-seater. The house will be remodeled
and renamed. It now is dark.

The Cinema was built two years ago by
Louis Israel. It has varied its policy from
first to second runs. Western Electric

equipment is being installed.

Flesh Policy Again
Changed at Lima, O.

Lima, O.—After one week of split week
policy, films and flesh show, the Ohio has
changed again, and will show pictures only
the first half of the week and pictures with
flesh the second half. The gag is to spot
in the strongest films the first haff, and the
weaker films along with the acts. The house
plays M-G-M, Radio, Fox, United Artists

and Universal. The house returned stage
unit^ last Thursday.

Can't Deliver Unless
Listens to What N.

Wants, Is Claim

Coast
Y.

Giving sales managers more voice in de-
termining what types of pictures are to be
made and who is to appear in them is being
talked about in New York as one way out of
the production doldrum which confronts the
industry today.

The idea is not new by any means, but
the extent of the authority which would be
vested in the heads of the sales organiza-
tions under this privately di?cussed plan,

has never been tried previously.

Sales managers feel that they carry the
burden ; that no matter how much Holly-
wood spends or how terrible pictures may
turn out to be, it's up to them to roll up
grosses that will return the investment, plus

a profit.

On that basis, those discussing the plan
argue, sales managers should have far more
authority in the selection of stories and
casts. Several of them, at least, admit pri-

vately that art for art's sake doesn't figure

in such a set-up and that, if the added power
they are seeking is forthcoming, there will

be no room in the scheme for what they

call "creations."

In other words, proponents of the plan in-

sist, if the sales department is charged with
showing profits on each picture, the domin-
ant factor in doping out what product will

go best is something which sales managers
must determine.

If. because of internal bickerings and jeal-

ousies over authority, the scales cannot be

tipped, the concluding argument which is

advanced is that the responsibility must be

removed from the selling force and should-

ered bv the studio.

New Zealand Probing Tax
Tangle As Sales Resume
Sydney— Protests by American distribu-

tors that New Zealand taxes, totaling 25 per

cent of the gross, make operations in that

country impossible, are about to result in a

government investigation. The industry,

here and at Wellington, is supplying figures

for the committee to probe.

In the meantime sales, which were sus-

pended several months ago, have been re-

sumed.

122,775,046 Is

U. S. Population

Washington—Continental United States

has a total population of 122,775,046 re-

vised figures of the census bureau show.
Montana was the single state which lost

population in recent years. California,

registering 65.7 per cent had the largest

gain. New York state's population was
listed at 12.588.066, New Tersey's at 4,041.-

334, Connecticut's at 1,606.903.

Censors Would
Cincinnati—Witness "Exhibit A" in

the ridiculous edicts emanating from
the office of the Ohio censor board at
Columbus.
After that assembly of film czars

had cast its searching optics on a
Mickey Mouse cartoon, it barred the
picture from being shown in Ohio
because it showed a cow reading
Elinor Glvn's "Three Weeks."

School Showings

Unlawful, Rules

Judge in Utah
Salt Lake City—Use of school audito-

riums for showing of films and other enter-

tainment when admission is charged consti-

tutes unfair competition and is barred in an
injunction issued here by Judge James W.
McKinney against members of the board
of education of the Summitt school district.

The action was brought by George Beard,
proprietor of the Coalville Opera House,
who said the competition was unfair because
the school paid no taxes or license fee and
entertainers are put to no expense for fuel,

heat or light. The court declared the school
had been given broad powers and rights,

but that he did not believe the legislature

intended the school should be used for com-
mercial purposes.

The decision has been awaited with keen
interest throughout the state, where many
schools and churches are competing with
theatres.

Portable Sound
Equipment Ready
Walter Futter's Wafilms Prod, will

handle the new sound system launched in

New York this week by George Roos, Hol-
lywood cameraman, who will build portable

equipment for newsreel and local work, and
a fully-equipped sound truck for regular
outdoor production.

The portable device is to sell for $4,250.

exclusive of camera, but including silencing

and adjusting the camera head. The truck
outfit will be marketed for $15,000.

Transcontinental Flight
Basis of Sennett Comedy
Mack Sennett is in New York, preparing

a comedy that will have a transcontinental

air flight as its big punch, and Marjorie
Beebe, comedienne, and Paul Perry, cam-
eramen, are to fly here from the Coast.
Shooting will start at the Newark Airport,
where Sennett has made arrangement for

the rigging up of a studio in a plane.
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Loew Extra on

$14,600,332 Net
With Harley L. Clarke attending his first

meeting of the board, Loew's directors have

declared an extra dividend of $1 a share

on the common, in addition to the regu-

lar 75 cents quarterly dividend. The stock

was placed on a $3 basis at the end of last

year.

Net of $14,600,332, equal to $9.65 on the

1,416,393 shares of common outstanding,

is reported for the year ended Aug. 31. In

the previous year, net was $11,765,956, equal

to $7.91 a share. Balance sheet on Aug.
31 showed assets of $39,896,827, including

$6,637,370 in cash and current liabilities

of $9,316,416.

Wins Bet on Notre
Dame; Host to Team

Chicago—Charles Butterworth, stage and

film comedian, was host to 38 Notre Dame
football players at the Saturday night per-

formance of "Sweet Adeline," in which But-

terworth is appearing at the Illinois Theatre

here. Butterworth, a Notre Dame grad,

showed his confidence in his alma mater's

current team by giving Rollo Timponi, man-
ager of the Illinois, thirteen points and even

money on Saturday's game with Northwest-

ern. Frank Carideo, Notre Dame quarter-

back, helped Butterworth collect on Satur-

day night.

Butterworth, also on view here in War-
ner's "The Life of the Party," at the Roose-
velt, caught the picture for the first time

last week, and said he approved it highly.

Equity to Assess Five
Per Cent Levy on Aliens

Alien actors brought to this country in the

future will be required, instead of dues,

to pay five per cent of their salaries, with

a minimum of $10 weekly, to Actors' Equity

Association, states President Frank Gill-

more. Producing managers or the players

must pay the five per cent levy, he said. The
proposed change will become effective upon
ratification by a general meeting to which
it will be submitted within the next two
weeks.

Two More Iowa Houses
For Harold Finkelstein

Carroll, la.—Harold D. Finkelstein, gen-
eral manager of the Finkelstein & Ruben
circuit, until its acquisition by Publix, is

losing no time in building up his indepen-

dent chain. He started off wth three the-

atres at Spencer, la., and now adds two in

acquisition of the Earl and Royal here from
Earl Neu. Neu, who is a member of the

directorate of Allied Theatres of Iowa, will

operate the chain for Finkelstein.

Stanley Net $1,366,992

For Year Ending Aug. 30
Philadelphia—The Stanley Company of

America, over 99 per cent of whose capital

stock is owned by Warners, reports net

profits of $1,366,992 for the year ending
August 30, 1930. In addition, the com-
pany states there was an inter-company
profit of $5,926,139 accruing from the sale

by Stanley of its holdings in First National
common stock to Warners.

Dirty Crack
Why, oh why, are there two distinct

Metro tables at lunch, asks the Motion
Picture Club Bulletin?

Zoning and

Protection Up
At Memphis Meet
Memphis — Zoning and protection, with

Sunday shows and the new exhibition con-

tract as runners-up, will be the big topics

to be discussed at the annual convention of

the M.P.T.O. of Arkansas, Tennessee and
Mississippi which opens at the Hotel Pea-

body Monday.
A generous turn-out of mid-South ex-

hibitors is expected for the meeting, which
is the 20th semi-annual in the history of the

tri-state organization.

Jess F. Norman, president of the tri-states

-association, and M. A. Lightman, president

of the M.P.T.O.A. will be in charge.

Among the speakers will be C. C. Petti-

john, general counsel for the Hays organ-
ization; Oscar Hanson of Tiffany, Dave
Palfreyman. in charge of the theatre divi-

sion of the Hays association ; Hal Hodes,

accessory sales manager for Columbia and
Frank Rogers, Central Western division

manager for Western Electric.

Ed Kuykendall, whose talk on the "Small

Town Exhibitor" was one of the features

at the national exhibitors' convention in

Philadelphia, is also listed. Mr. Kuykendall,

owner of the Princess at Columbus, Miss.,

is one of the most active members of the

tri-states organization.

Palfreyman will be one of the principal

speakers on zoning. Social features ar-

ranged include a Sunday midnight benefit

show, "The Film Folks' Frolic," several

screenings and a banquet and dance.

Iowa Allied Unit
Invades Nebraska

York, Neb.—Delegates from 20 cities and
towns in central Nebraska attended the first

meeting of Allied in this state preparatory
to forming a branch of the organization.

Representatives of the Iowa Allied, headed
by Lester Martin, conducted the confer-

ence. Martin was the principal speaker.

The independent operators subscribed to a

program "of mutual benefit to prevent inter-

ference by chains and to avoid discrimina-
tion in their trade practices."

The amusement tax, collective buying of

insurance, poster exchange and other co-

operative measures were discussed by the

Iowans. No definite action was taken, nor
was a date set for a second meeting of the

tentative organization.

Omaha—C. E. Williams, veteran presi-

dent of the M. P. T. O. A. of Iowa and
Nebraska, who recently was elected a direc-

tor of the national organization, attached
little significance to the meeting at York.

Mix's Mother Injured
Oil City, Pa.—Mrs. Elizabeth Mix. moth-

er of Tom Mix, is at Oil City Hospital
with both legs broken, following an auto-
mobile accident.

Weskil to Head
Northwest Unit

Seattle—F. C. Weskil, theatre owner of

Sand Point, Idaho, was elected president
of Allied Amusements of the Northwest at

the annual meeting in this city. Other offi-

cers are : John Danz, Seattle, first vice-

president ; William D. Ripley, Longview,
second vice-president; and J. M. Hone,
Seattle, re-elected executive secretary and
treasurer.

Trustees for the coming year will be

:

Al Rosenberg, Fox West Coast Theatres,

Seattle; Milton Kenworthy, Moscow, Idaho;
L. O. Lukan, Farwest Theatres, Inc., Seat-
tle ; W. D. Gross, Juneau, Alaska

; John
Hamrick, Seattle-Tacoma-Portland circuit

owner ; Ray Grombacher, Spokane chain
owner ; Walter Graham, Shelton, Wash.

;

Louis Perunko, Tacoma, and W. D. Ripley,

of Longview.

Carolina Exhibitors to
Hold December Meet

Charlotte—With only one day in which
to deliberate, the Theatre Owners' Associa-
tion of North and South Carolina will hold
its mid-winter session in Charlotte Dec. 8.

Although plans for the program have been
withheld by officials of the organization, it

is learned from other sources that M. A.
Lightman, president of the M. P. T. O. A.,

and C. C. Pettijohn, general counsel of the

Hays office, may speak.

M.P.T.O. of New England,
Kutinsky's New Company
Morris Kutinsky, who plans to line up a

string of 150 houses in Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Vermont, Maine and New
Hampshire, will operate as the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of New England, Inc.,

a company formed in Delaware this week.
A producer tie-up is reported under way

for development after the circuit is organ-
ized.

No M.P.T.O. Meeting Yet
With Electrics on Costs

No action has been taken as yet by the
M. P. T. O. A. to carry out the resolution,

passed at Philadelphia, which calls for meet-
ings with Western Electric and R. C. A.
in an effort to reduce service charges.
M. J. O'Toole states he is still organizing

post-convention work and that the meet-
ing will be held, date undetermined.

Glen Dickinson Circuit
Gets First 'Casey' House
Kansas Citv—Glen W. Dickinson Thea-

tres has invaded Kansas City with acquisi-
tion of the Bijou here. The firm has' 33
houses in Kansas and Missouri. The Biiou
will be wired for Western Electric equip-
ment and will reopen about Dec. 1.

Nick Schenck Okays
Natural Vision Films

Chicago—Natural vision pictures, pre-
sented on wide screen, received passing trib-

ute from Nick Schenck while in town en
route to New York with Mrs. Schenck.
"Their development," he said, "will be a dis-

tinct and valuable contribution to motion
picture exhibition."
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National Circuit, with Decentralized

Local Management, Is Franklin Plan

By Accident
Harold B. Franklin is in New York

in connection with his proposed na-

tional theatre chain. He usually stops

at the Savoy Plaza, but decided he
could cover more ground if he kept
his whereabouts private.

So he determined on the Chatham,
for years the stopping place of many
former First National franchise hold-

ers. No sooner had he crossed the

portals when he realized that those
who jump to conclusions would fig-

ure this as evidence that a deal with
the ex-First Nationalites was in,

which it isn't.

Therefore, Franklin moved to an-
other hotel.

Seattle Liberty

To Be Franklin

Circuit Outlet?

Seattle — Jensen & Von Herberg next

week will make the Liberty a strictly first-

run house, and will play all First National

releases in addition to a number of other

first-run pictures obtained on the open mar-
ket. The First National deal, it is under-

stood, was made while Von Herberg was
in New York a week or so ago, and is

taken here as an indication that the old

established Jensen & Von Herberg chain

that sold out to Fox West Coast Theatres,

Inc., some years ago is once more in the

ascendency.

This plan coupled with the report that

original First National franchise holders

may rally around Franklin as the nucleus

of a new circuit, gave rise to belief that

the Liberty in this city will be the local

house under discussion in the chain. The
Liberty now is operated by Jensen & Von
Herberg, original franchise holders in First

National, and has just been announced as

the future home of all First National pro-

ductions, effective next week. This com-
paratively new first run theatre, coupled
with Jensen & Von Herberg's suburban and
neighborhood houses, would give Franklin
a strong foothold in this locality.

To Open Houses Now Dark and
Buy artd Build in Spots

Not Overseated

Maloy Critically III

Chicago—While the crisis has been
passed, the condition of Tom Maloy, of the

operators and stagehands' union here, still

is dangerous. He was stricken with pneu-
monia when returning from New York the

first of the week.

Harold B. Franklin does not intend to

join any of the big circuits, but is going
ahead with plans for a national circuit in-

dependent of producer-distributor affiliation.

The former head of Fox West Coast, now
in New York, made known his plans in a
statement to Motion Picture News,
emphasizing that he plans a chain, compact
as to policies, but decentralized, so far as

operation is concerned, local men to be used
in order to keep the personal equation in

theatres of the circuit.

The company will buy and build theatres

in all sections of the country where busi-

ness considerations warrant. It will not
lend itself to creating overseated situations

and will seek houses outright, or the pur-

chase of an interest in theatres large and
small. Effort will be made in every instance

to retain the local showman to operate. In

addition to building and buying, the com-
pany also will offer an operating service to

individual exhibitors, giving them the
benefits developed by the national organiza-
tion.

Franklin says there are between 5.000
and 7,000 houses now dark and his organ-
ization will attempt to effect reopening of

some of them. He will seek to work har-
moniously with all distributors, he says. No
set number of theatres has been determined
upon, but a number of deals now are pend-
ing from Kansas City west.

W.E. Plans $1,600

Small House Unit
Launching an intensive drive for small-

town business. Electrical Research Products
about January 1 will place on the market
new reproducing equipment to sell for

around $1,600, which will be available for

houses up to 600 or 700 seats. Plans for
launching the new equipment have been car-

ried on secretly for some time. The com-
pany, it is said, realizes that if it is to get
the business of the small towns it must
gauge prices accordingly.

A new photoelectric cell for standard
equipments soon is to be marketed as an
improvement.

Whale's Next Set
Hollywood—-"X Marks the Spot," an

original, is to be James Whale's second pic-

ture for Tiffany. His first film was "Jour-
nev's End."

A Wallop
Hollywood—Carrying a punch ap-

proximating a sock in the jaw, Uni-
versale "Free Love" is a picture which
should cause lots of talk—to the im-
mense benefit of the box-office. It's a
well directed and clever problem
drama capably acted, w : th Conrad Na-
gel and Genevieve Tobin as the leads.

GRANT

Hot Off the Pan
"Opinions on Pictures," a regular

Motion Picture Mews feature, this

week embraces reviews on eleven new
feature releases and numerous shorts.

Titles of the features which are re-

viewed, commencing on page 38, in-

clude:
Are You There?
Danger Lights (on wide film).

Ex-Flame.
Fast and Loose.
Great Meadow.
Men Without Law.
Only Saps Work.
Sin Takes a Holiday.
Truth About Youth.
Two Worlds.
Wild Man of Kalihari.

Double Feature

Bills Stir Row
In Windy City

Chicago—Effort to curb double-featuring

is being made by Aaron Saperstein, head
of the Chicago Allied group, and Jack
Miller of the M. P. T. O. unit. No agree-

ment has been reached. The problem is

acute locally, with houses under an expense
not commensurate with receipts. Exchanges
are squawking over low rentals and the loss

of short-subject outlets.

About 50 houses, including the circuits,

are double-featuring here. "B. & K. is

threatening double feature shows in self-

defense at all neighborhood houses. Miller

is against the practice, but Saperstein has
been unable to get unified decision from his

organization and is unwilling to back cliques.

No further meetings are scheduled.

Robbers Continue to

Patronize Chi. Theatres
Chicago—The usual Sunday night theatre

raids by local gunmen specialists produced
$630 this week. The funds of the Illington

and Marshall Square theatres had been
picked up by a Brinks' armored car just

prior to the bandits' advent at these houses.
In consequence, they obtained only $10 at

the Illington, which was taken from Tom
Trant, manager, and $20 at the Marshall
Square, taken from Emery Weber, cash-

ier. Six men armed with a sawed-off shot-

gun and revolvers participated in these rob-

beries. Later, four armed men waylaid
George Madison, manager of the Crown
Hippodrome Theatre, forcing him to return
to the theatre and open the safe. Thev
obtained $600.

Almy With U. A.
Cincinnati—Clifford E. Almy, former

Warner manager at Cleveland, has been ap-
pointed sales manager of the local United
Artist office.
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Warners Again Step Out for Theatres

In Drive to Be Centered on West Coast
Colman Clicks

Hollywood—"The Devil to Pay" is

the best that this star has made. It

is smart, witty and fast moving, ap-

pealing screen material, which should
click wherever shown. Ronald Colman
has a part that fits him well and he
plays it with great relish. It hasn't

too much talk, and plenty of comedy
touches make this a swell picture.

CROUCH

Fox Weighs Plan

For Invasion of

Four Texas Keys
San Antonio—Fox intends building or ac-

quiring theatres in the four key cities of

Texas—San Antonio, Dallas, Houston and

Fort Worth. Credence to the report is given

by a visit of J. R. Grainger, vice-president

of the Fox corporation, to these cities.

While in San Antonio, Grainger admitted

that he is investigating the Texas theatre

situation, with a view of submitting a re-

port to his company on the advisability of

entering the field.

The Fox franchise at present is held by
the RKO Southern Corp., formerly Inter-

state Amusement Co., but the franchise ex-

pires in August, 1931.

Lloyd Laughs at

Kidnaping Tale
Chicago—Harold Lloyd discredited news-

paper accounts of a threat to kidnap his

daughter, Gloria, while in town this week.

"The posting of an extra guard around
my estate may have been ordered. If it

was, in all probability that is how the kid-

naping story originated. It's not unusual

for us to put on an extra guard. All the

big Beverly Hills' estates have guards about

them. I don't know a thing about this re-

ported kidnaping threat."

Lloyd was here en route to the Coast
from New York. He visited Loop depart-

ment stores, where he purchased a load of

toys for his two daughters, before leaving

to begin work on his next picture. A com-
placent attitude, which evidenced no signs

of uneasiness, appeared to verify Lloyd's

statements that the kidnaping threat report

was unfounded.
Lloyd said he intended to appeal the re-

cent court decision finding him guilty of

plagiarizing the late H. C. Witwer's story

in making "The Freshman."

Building at Oakland
Oakland—Paramount's position in Coast

keys is to be strengthened by invasion of

this city, where a 3,500-seat house will be
built.

$15,000,000 Building Program
Mapped; Southwest

Moves Planned

Theatre expansion in various sections of

the country, notably the Pacific Coast, is

being resumed by Warners, following con-
solidation of its sales force with that of

First National and the naming of a corps
of scouts in the theatre department. Plans
call for doubling of the present number
of houses.

Fifteen million dollars is reported to have
been budgeted for the program which aims
to build or acquire a theatre outlet in all

principal cities of the Pacific Seaboard. An
ambitious program of expansion also has
been mapped out in the South. Recently,
negotiations were under way for a power-
ful Texas chain.

On the Coast, Warners recently opened
their new theatre at Huntington Park and
are building at Beverly Hills, San Pedro
and at Los Angeles. Jack L. Warner de-
clines to say if Fox West Coast is to take
over operation of Warner houses in the
West.

Savings to be effected through consolida-
tion of the Warner and First National pro-
duction and sales forces will furnish part of

the financing in the expansion program.

Silver Comes East on
Warner Expansion Plan

M. A. Silver, general manager of War-
ners' Pacific Coast theatres, is in the East
to confer with home office executives and
visit his family. Silver has been in charge
of the Warner western theatre chain for
the past year.

Upon his return west Dec. 8, the new
Warner theatre at San Pedro, second in the
$15,000,000 expansion program, will be
opened. Silver will then continue with other
expansion plans now under way.

Publix, Too!
Continuing the sales spurt begun

when he took over the position of gen-
eral sales manager a few months ago,
Phil Reisman
has closed with
Publix for the
Universal pro-
duct. This fol-

lows blanket
deals with RKO.
Warner, Fox
West Coast, Fox
Midwesco, Fox
Metropol-
itan and Loew's
New York cir-

cuit. In addi-
tion some 40
smaller circuits,
embracing around
have signed for

Phil Reisman

700 houses, already
the product. The

larger and smaller circuits combined
represent approximately 4.200 theatres
throughout the country, it is stated.

Stars Hunt Fox
Hollywood—When the United Artists

stars made their "declaration of inde-
pendence" against Fox West Coast the
meeting was followed by having some
still pictures made of the group. When
the camera had clicked for the final

shot Ronald Colman broke forth with
the remark that an appropriate title

for the stills would be "The Fox
Hunt."

Publix Private

Show Foiled By
Columbia, RKO

Detroit—The next time the Publix pub-

licity department arranges a screening for

newspaper critics in advance of scheduled

release for the public the lesson they learn-

ed last week will stand them in good stead.

"The Cat Creeps" and "Tol'able David"
have been booked and advertised for play-

dates at the RKO Downtown Theatre. The
Publix office, to steal a march on the op-

position, whose "Check and Double Check"
and "Africa Speaks" the last four weeks
have cut deeply into box-office returns, no-

tified the critics that a special private screen-

ing would be help on a certain afternoon.

Information was passed on to the RKO
theatre attaches, with the result that the

RKO and Columbia exchanges immediately

had the prints brought back to the exchange
vaults. Needless to say, the scheduled

screening was not held.

Detroit Theatre

On New Policy
Detroit—The Madison, which has been

closed for renovation for the past three

weeks, reopened Thanksgiving Day with a

new price and picture policy. Admission
for children at all times will be 10 cents.

During the afternoon hours, adult admission

will be 25 cents, with an evening rate of

35 cents. Three changes of pictures will be

offered each week, as second runs.

Publix Has Four First Runs
The State, which was closed for a week

and which has been running under a new
price and picture policy for the past two
weeks, is featuring one-week stands of first-

run pictures at 25 and 50 cents. At the

present time Publix has only four first-run

theatres in the downtown section, the Michi-

gan, Paramount, United Artists and State,

against the opposition provided by the Fox
and RKO downtown theatres. The Fisher,

another Publix house, is situated three miles

from the business section.
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Dr. Public Holds Industry Pulse; Will

DishOutMergerFinancesWhenHealthy

"Queer People" Out
Hollywood—Howard Hughes will not

produce "Queer People" as intended,

because he could not get a director to

megaphone it. Accordingly, he has
passed up the option held on the novel

which attacked Hollywood generally.

Opinion was that he had purchased the

novel outright, but this was in error.

Fox W. C. Chain

5% from Peak,

Sheehan Asserts

Seattle— Fox West Coast Theatres is

within 5 per cent of its peak month, How-
ard Sheehan, vice-president of the circuit,

declared here while on a tour of the houses

under his jurisdiction. He added that $200,-

000 will be spent during the next few months
reconditioning several houses in the North-

west.

"We are within five per cent of our peak

month now," he said, "which means busi-

ness is normal. Within thirty days, the 493

Fox West Coast theatres serving the area

between the Mississippi River and the

Pacific Coast will have reached the highest

peak we have ever attained."

Among the improvements to be made in

this territory, in addition to the complete
renovating and redecorating of the Coliseum
that is now in progress, Sheehan announced
the installation of Grandeur screens in the

Fox Fifth Avenue here and the Fox Broad-
way in Tacoma. Other Fox West Coast
theatres throughout the state will also have
improved screens and projection apparatus

as a part of the reconditioning program.

Smith Sells Play
Benjamin Vernon Smith, Coast writer,

has sold stage rights to A Simple Soul"

to be given a New York production im-
mediately. The play was produced by the

Writers' Club in Hollywood in one act and
later published in the Hollywood Book of

Players by Kenyon Nicholson.

Thomas to Make Series
Lowell Thomas' monologue in the Para-

mount Pictorial is the first of a series of

talks he will make explaining travel pic-

tures in the new magazine reel.

Banky-La Rocque on Stage
Omaha—Vilma Banky and Rod La

Rocque are booked here in person in "Cher-
ries are Ripe" for two performances on
December 6. The production is under the

auspices of the Omaha Drama League.

Changes to Thursday
Omaha—Beginning Thanksgiving Day,

the World moved its opening day from
Friday to Thursday.

Napoleonic Dreams of Big Boys
Crimped By Small Timers

With Gold in Sox

Reflecting the public indifference to stock

participation as a direct result of heavy bear

raids which have been barraging stock mar-
kets throughout the United States, indica-

tions are that any mergers planned for the

picture business will have to bide their time
until investors are ready to take the locks

off their pocket books.
This condition in the financial quarters

is not peculiar to the film industry, but has
widespread application to the business world
at large. Many consolidations in various
fields have been held up as a result.

As an indication of the difficulty under-
writers are experiencing in floating new is-

sues are the figures for the first ten months
of 1930 which show that public financing
was more than $1,000,000,000 under the
same period of 1929.

A compilation published in the New York
Times indicates that total financing, includ-

ing bonds, notes and stocks in the amuse-
ment field, totaled $128,175,000 for the first

ten months of the year, as against a total

of $43,265,000 for 1929.

The increase, substantial as it is, is re-

garded in banking circle as indicative of

the rising esteem in which the amusement
field is regarded. This, however, is not
regarded necessarily as a marker for the
future. From January 1 to October 18,

approximately 69 important mergers were
consummated in the United States.

Interesting to note in connection with the
69 completed amalgamations is the fact that

total assets of the companies embraced were
considerably lower than those of the or-
ganizations which went through merger
throes in 1929.

A widely discussed question in banking
circles is whether or not the merger trend
will again develop with the next bull mar-
ket, whenever it comes. Cautious observers
either profess not to know or refuse to

venture opinions.

It is a fact, however, that what eventu-
ally may prove to be the biggest merger
in the picture history is being delayed by
market conditions and is being talked about
again as cold fact a year from today, the
intervening time being considered necessary
to put it over with the investing public.

Hey! Lissen!
The A. M. P. A. meeting Thursday,

Dec. 4, promises a fulsome dish of in-

teresting and euphonious dialectic for
its members, when Arthur Hopkins,
playwright, and Robert E. Sherwood
voice their observations on matters
pertaining to the stage and screen.
Incidentally, words like "euphonious"
and "dialectic" are no business of ours,
but since Prexy Simmons says they'll

take place, they probably will. Life is

like that.

Booming
The purchasing agent of a big pro-

ducing firm, smiling as he walked
along Broadway, was stopped by a
friend.

"Why the joy?" he was asked.
"I just discovered that the amount

of red ink purchased this month has
dropped 10 per cent, below last month."

Too Much Blah

In Adv. Plugs,

Says Stevenson

Straight advertising pictures are the bunk,

and companies which plan to force material

of this type upon the patrons of their chain
theatres are headed for a stiff reprimand by
theatregoers, according to Edward F.

Stevenson, president of Visugraphic Pic-

tures, who told a Motion Picture News
reporter that "advertising films such as

screen broadcasts, and others of that ilk, are

comparable to radio advertising in their un-
profitable relation to the advertiser."

"The advertiser does not get his money's
worth," stated Stevenson, "because adver-

tising titles in films and advertising names
on the radio are quickly forgotten. In ad-

vertising films, as in radio, the audience re-

members only the entertainment part of the

program and will associate this entertain-

ment with the product advertised only if

there is not too much mention of the product.

"Theatres want advertising pictures if

they are produced properly and contain en-

tertainment value. A picture may advertise

some product very definitely and yet be ac-

ceptable on its merits as an entertaining

film. The advertising in the picture must
be concealed subtly behind dramatic action,

unusual scenic sequences, outstanding per-

sonalities. Blatant advertising, expressed on
film, has no place in the theatre and such a

picture simply wastes the investment of the

advertiser and arouses unpleasant reaction

in the audience.

"Producers who can cloak the advertising

message in the colorful garb of theatrical

entertainment have no difficulty in placing

these films in theatres, particularly where
these films offer unusual exploitation pos-

sibilities," Stevenson said.

"Forgot to Pay All
Income Tax"—Melford

Los Angeles—Bad memory was the plea

of Director George Melford in declaring
to Federal Judge James that he "forgot"
to pay all his income tax in 1924 and 1925.

He was given a 90 day stay in which to

pay off his $200 fine, which with tax and
penalties bring the total to $10,780. He is

paving it in instalments.
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Industry Goes to

Unemployed Aid;

Uses Newsreels

Exhibitors throughout the country are

mapping plans to aid in the ..present unem-
ployment and economic dilemma. Benefit

programs have been staged by a number of

theatres and plans for others are going for-

ward. Will H. Hays has pledged the aid of

his organization to Col. Arthur Woods,
chairman of President Hoover's emergency
committee. Hays promised that

:

"The organized motion picture industry

of the United States will cooperate to the

utmost in reflecting through the newsreels

the current facts of our industrial and busi-

ness position ; it will do everything possible

to help counteract unsound psychological

factors that have retarded prosperity and
employment ; and it will aid in every way
at its command in such ameliorative meas-
ures as are designed to minimize the hu-

man suffering and want that come from lack

of employment."

Unemployed Kept Going
By Selling Theatre Tickets
Albany—Theatres here are helping out

the unemployment situation to the extent

of thousands of dollars. While C. H. Buck-
ley is donating 10 per cent of his gross

receipts for the month for the unemployed,
RKO theatres in Albany and Schenectady
are in the open with the announcement that

groups of unemployed men in these two
cities will be given theatre tickets to sell

and will receive a 25 per cent commission
on all sales.

About SO men have been chosen from the

unemployed in Schenectady, all being heads
of families and bona fide residents of the

city. About the same number of men are

being selected in Albany. In both places

RKO theatres are displaying slides on their

screens, asking the public to buy its tickets

from the men rather than at the box office.

John Powers Dies
John Powers, for the last ten years

Paramount manager at New Haven, died
in a New York hospital. He was in his

early forties. Last October he underwent
an operation for tumor of the brain. Later
he returned home, but returned to the New-
York institution where he died. His widow
and one child survive.

Clothes for Tickets

Hamilton, Ont.—Two thousand chil-

dren attended the preview of "Feet
First" at the Capitol, without paying
a cent, but each brought a bundle of
old clothes or basket of food for the
unemployed. The newspapers singled
out an incident that made the front
pages when they told how a boy of five

years tugged a basket of apples
through the lobby of the Capitol, de-
posited them beside a policeman and
walked gravely into the theatre—with-
out keeping one of the apples.

Building Goodwill
Willoughby, O.—Dan Stearns, man-

ager of the Willoby, is on the job. He
obtained from the Willoughby Cham-
ber of Commerce a list of the regis-
tered unemployed and has issued
passes for their whole families, good
for Wednesday night and Saturday
afternoon. The passes are good for
two months.

Buckley Donates

10% of Receipts

To Unemployed
Albany—C. H. Buckley, owner of the Re-

laml and Harmanus Bleecker Hall here.

will donate ten per cent of the gross receipts

of both houses for the next four weeks to-

ward helping the unemployed. The Hall is

the largest first-run theatre in Albany, hav-
ing a seating capacity of 2,200, with an
admission charge of 50 cents evenings. The
Leland is a first-run also, with a seating

capacity of 1,800.

Alec Sayles, general manager of the

Buckley houses, will be in direct charge of

the relief program. Sayles said that it might
be possible that the plan would be continued

lieyond the four weeks set, but that this de-

pended entirely on how well it works out.

Monster Benefit Program
In Detroit for Unemployed

Detroit—Publix is cooperating with the

Detroit Times in putting over a midnight
benefit show scheduled for the Michigan on
December 6. The idea has caught on locally

as a quick method of aiding solution of the

unemployment situation.

The Detroit Times Midnight Benefit

Show at the Michigan Theatre, December
6, has struck a responsive chord. Seldom
before has a program for charity brought
forth such interest.

Tickets went on sale Saturday at the Pub-
lix houses, including the Michigan, Para-
mount. United Artists, State, Fisher, Red-
ford, Roval Oak, Birmingham and Ramona.
The Detroit Times Benefit show will

probably excel any previous show of its

kind here. Stars from all the shows in town
that week will perform. No less than $10,-

000 is expected as the net profits from the

presentation. All theatrical unions involved
will accept no monev for services.

Edward J. Weisfeldt, general manager of

Publix stage shows here, will have supervi-

sion of the entire performance.

Aids Thanksgiving
Scranton—Jack Armstrong, manager of

the West Side, one of the links in the strong
chain of Comerford-Paramount-Publix in

Scranton, entertained more than 500 orphans
and shut-ins at a free Thanksgiving show.
Candies, fruits and other goodies were given
the youngsters.

"All Quief O. K. in Germany
Eliminating considerable worry on the

part of officials, "All Quiet on the Western
Front" has been passed by the censors in

I irrmanv, the home office has been advised.

Charity Relief

Shows Staged

By Showmen
Milwaukee—As in previous years, Wis-

consin theatres are again making efforts to

help the poor and needy during the holiday
season. Universale Alhambra here, for in-

stance, donated the proceeds from the first

showing of "See America Thirst."

Through the courtesy of their unions, the
operator and stagehands at the Alhambra
volunteered their services free and the the-

atre donated to the Wisconsin News Christ-
mas Fund a check for $502. More than
1,000 were on hand for the midnight show.

In Racine. Fox's State recently staged
four 'canned goods" matinees, the admission
to which was a can of fruit, vegetables or
other food material. All children, bringing
with them one can of food, were admitted
free of charge to these matinees before 5

o'clock. Articles of food received through
these matinees were turned over to the Cen-
tral association and distributed among the
needy of Racine.

On Dec 4 and 5 a minstrel show will be
given at the Uptown in Racine to raise a
Christmas fund for the poor. This show is

being sponsored by the West Racine Busi-
ness Men's Association of which Tom Nor-
man, manager of the Uptown, is a member.
At the Egyptian, in Milwaukee, Garry

Lassman, manager of the house, has formed
a Christmas stocking club for the kiddies.

He has invited them to bring in their stock-
ings to the theatre management and before
Christmas they will be returned to them
filled with toys, novelties and candy. This
club functions in connection with the War-
ner Kiddie Club, which is in operation at

this theatre as well as all Warner houses
in Wisconsin.

Even Charity Is

Out on Sundays
Atlanta—Georgia's Supreme Court has

,

under advisement an appeal from a perma-
nent injunction granted to a group of citi-

zens of Albany, Ga„ against operation of
the Albany on Sunday. The Albany post of
the American Legion had attempted to
operate the theatre on Sundays, charging
no admission but taking a collection and
giving it to charity.

Citizens obtained an injunction against
the theatre, contending operation of the
house violated the Georgia law against
Sunday shows.

Eastern Pa. in Line

Philadelphia, Pa.—The M.P.T.O. of
Eastern Pennsylvania, by resolution,
will ask every theatre in the Philadel-
phia zone to donate the entire receipts
of one matinee performance to relieve
the unemployed situation. Thirty thea-
tres represented at the meeting at
which the resolution was adopted have
already given their pledge. The board
is constituting itself a committee to
make the move zone-wide.
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$38,500 "Min and

Bill" Take for

Capitol Weekend
M-G-M's new team picture, "Min and

Bill." is the big hit of the current week at

the Capitol, where the film got $38,500 over
the week-end. Friday, Saturday and Sunday
business was SRO, and it's a cinch for a
hold-over.

Paramount has a new box-office card in

Marlene Dietrich, it is indicated by the con-
sistent and sensational draw of "Morocco,"
which grabbed off $54,800 last week and is

holding up well.

Estimated takings:
"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)

ASTOR— (1.120). 5(lc-75c-$1.50-$2, 5th week. 7 days.
Other attractions: "Flip the Frog" (M-G-M), "Dog-
way Melodies" (M-G-M). Gross: Down to $11,000.

"BROTHERS" (Col.)
CAPITOI.-(4,7i»>, 35c-50c-75c-$l.S0, 7 days. Other

attractions: Trave.talk, J. A. FitzPatrick. "Charming
Ceylon," news, Capitol presentation. Gross: $55,008.

"THE HATE SHIP" (British International)
GEO. M. COHAN' — (1.500). 35c-50c-75c. 7 days.

Other attractions: Traveltalk. short. "H. M. S. Pina-
fore," "You Said It, Sailor" 11',}, Gross: about $4,500.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)
(Pinvinc simultaneously at the Criterion and Gaiety)
CRITERION— (85CU, $1 $-'-$2,511. 7 days, 15th week.

Other attractions: None. Gross: $9,700.

"EMBASSY—ALL NEWSREEL
EMBASSY— (598), 25c, 7 days, straight newsreel.

Gross: $9,515.75.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)
(Playing simultaneously at the Criterion and Gaiety)
GAIETY'—(80S), $l-$1.50-$2-$2.50. 15th week. Other

attractions: None. Gross: $10,100. -

"THE CAT CREEPS" (U.)
GLOBE — (1.050). 35c-50c-75c, 7 days. 2nd week.

Other attractions: "Toby the Pup" (Winkler), Knute
Rockne (Pathei. "Moonlight and Monkey Business'
(RKO). Gross: $16,100.

"KISMET" (Warners)
HOLLYWOOD—(1.6001, 50c-75c-$l$1.50, 7 days. 2nd

week. Other attractions: "Romeo and Juliet" (War-
ners), news. Gross: $15,419.

"TOL'ABLE DAVID" (Col.)
MAYFAIR— (2.5001. 40c-65c-SSc$l, 7 days. 1st week.

Other attractions: "The Vagabond Director" (Van
Beuren). "The Picnic" (Mickey Mouse comedy), "The
Little Big House" (Tiff.). Gross: $19,100.

"FEET FIRST" (Harold Lloyd-Para.)
RIALTO— (1.904). 65c-85c, 7 days, 2nd week. Other

attractions: "Way Out West" (Bruce),
ing" (Para.), "Pulling a Bone" (Para.),
(Fleischer). Gross: $28,200.

"MOROCCO" (Para.)
RIVOL1 (2,103), 55c-65c-S5c, 7 days,

Other attractions: "In Again and Out Again" (Para.),
"Up to Mars" (Para.). Gross: $54,800.

"THE DANCERS" (Fox)
ROXY'— (6.200). 50c-75c-$l, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show, news. Gross: $65,000.

"THE DOORWAY TO HELL" (Warners)
STRAND—(3.000). 35c-50c-65c-85c. 7 days, 3rd week.

Other attractions: "College Kickers" (Warners), "The
Electric Ship" (G. E.). Gross: $29,676.

"OUTWARD BOUND" (Warners)
WARNERS— (1,490), $1-$1.50, 7 days, 3rd week.

Other attractions: "Looney Tunes," "Helen Brod-
erick," "Martinelli" (all Vitaphone). Gross: $13,884.

"THE LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)
WINTER GARDEN"— (1,493), 4Sc-50c-$l, 7 days. 2nd

week. Other attractions: "Shaw and Lee," "Hall
Johnson," "Willie Howard" (all Vitaphone). Gross:
$27.',50.

"TODAY" (Majestic)
CENTRAL—(1,490). $1 $2. 7 days, 1st week. Other

attractions: Krazy Kat cartoon. "The Apache Kid,"
"Racket Cheers" (Mack Sennett). Traveltalk. Gross:

"LAUGHTER" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT—(3,700). 40c-50c-65c-85c-$l. 7 days.

Other attractions: "Food for Thought" (Para.), stage
show, news. Gross: $73,700.

"Sky Scrap-
"Mariutch"

1st week.

Films at Legit House
Montreal—His Majesty's, Montreal's only

legit house, now faces a period of six weeks
without the semblance of a stage road show
in sight. In the meantime, pictures, includ-
ing a number of British productions, are
being shown. For the week starting Satur-
day, the attraction is "Balaclava." which is

being released in the United States under
the title of "The Charge of the Light Bri-
gade." Prices range up to $1.

Gobble Giveaways
Chicago—Warner houses, following

the custom now popular with circuit

theatres locally, bought a carload of

turkeys to pass out to holders of lucky
tickets during Thanksgiving week.
"Give-aways." until recently, were sup-
posedly in great disrepute with circuit

affiliation. And the Crystal Theatre
passing out grub and extra attractions

in thanksgiving for having been in the
Publix fold one year come Friday.

,,

Lady's Morals"

At $23,500 Is

Beantown High
Boston—M-G-M's "A Lady's Morals" hit

the high spot for Boston this week with a

gross of $23,500 at Loew's State following

an intensive advertising campaign which
brought results. "Tol'able David" did a

good week's business at the Memorial, while

"The Office Wife" at the Metropolitan

maintained grosses above the average mark
for an unusually good season. Harold Lloyd
in "Feet First" played day and date at the

Olvmpia and Uptown for a total for the two
houses of $30,500.

In general, grosses took a slight decline

again this week, the second week, but in-

dications point to a better showing during
next week.
Loew's State shifted its opening day to

Friday, which may have brought about a

slight increase in gross for this week's pic-

ture, and RKO's Keith-Boston inaugurated

a new policy of four complete shows daily,

starting the first show at 9:30. or half an
hour earlier than • formerly.

Estimated takings

:

"THE OFFICE WIFE" (Warners)
METROPOLITAN— (4,3501, 25c-60c, 7 clays. Other

attractions: Publix revue, comedy, news. Gross:
$42,000.

"TOP SPEED" (F. N.)
KEITH-BOSTON—(2,500). 25c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Vaudeville, RKOlians, Sportlight, news.
Gross: $20,000.

"TOL'ABLE DAVID" (Col.)

KEITH MEMORIAL— (2.800). 30c-65c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Comedy, Sportlight, news. Gross: $23,500.

"A LADY'S MORALS" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE—(3,700). 30e-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $23,500. Well above
normal.

"WAY FOR A SAILOR" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM—(3.100), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Vaudeville, comedy, news. Gross: $19,000.

"FAST AND LOOSE" (Para.)
SCOLLAY SQUARE— (1.800). 25c : 50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Vaudeville, comedy, news. Gross: $14,000.

"FEET FIRST" (Para.)
OLYMPIA— (2,500), 25c-50c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Comedy, news. Gross: $16,500. (Playing day
and date with Uptown.

)

"FEET FIRST" (Para.)
UPTOWN— (2,000). 25c-60c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Comedy, news. Gross: $14,000.

Audience Safe in Fire
Milwaukee—One thousand persons filed

to safety from Fox's Strand when fire broke
out in an adjoining store. Although damage
to the adjoining building was estimated at

$10,000, the theatre suffered no loss. After
the blaze had been extinguished the patrons
returned for the show.

"Sunny" Fails to

Shine; Is Yanked
After 2nd Week

Los Angeles — "Sunny" proved pretty
much of a disappointment at the Warner
Downtown and Warner Hollywood, the
Marilyn Miller film being pulled after the
first week of a scheduled two weeks' en-
gagement.
The Criterion with "Jennv Lind" also

flopped badly, getting but $8,000 on the
week.
"Min and Bill" opened strong at the Car-

thay Circle, playing a $5 premiere, with the
house sold out two days in advance. "Re-
mote Control" at Loew's State took top
dough downtown, while "Laughter" at the
Pantages was top for the boulevard. "Feet
First" was okay in its second week at the
United Artists, getting $18,500. "Sea Legs"
and "Her Man" failed to show any excep-
tional strength.

Estimated takings

:

Los Angeles
"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)

FOX CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1.650). 75c-$1.50, twice
daily, 7 days. Other attractions: "Fisherman's Para-
dise" (M-G-M). Abe Lyman and band. news. Gross:
$25,500.

"JENNY LIND" (M-G-M)
FOX CRITERION— (1.65(1). 35c-65c. 7 days. Other

attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $8,000.

"REMOTE CONTROL" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (2,4181, 35c-65c. 7 days. Other

attractions: F. & M. ''Moonlight Revels" Idea. Gene
Morgan, comedy, news. Gross: $31,000.

"SEA LEGS" (Para.)

PARAMOUNT— (3,596), 35c-65c, 7 days. Other at-
tractions: Stage revue, comedy, news. Gross: $20,000.

"SUNNY" (Warners)
WARNERS DOWNTOWN— 12.400). 7 days, 35c-65c.

Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, news. Gross:
SI". iii»i.

"FEET FIRST" (Lloyd-Para.)

UNITED ARTISTS—(2,100). 35c-65c. 7 days. Other
attractions: Comedy, news, organ concert. Gross:
$18,500.

"SILVER HORDE" (Radio)

RKO— (2.700), 35c-65c, 7 days. Other attractions:
News, RKO vaudeville. Gross: $14,500.

"HER MAN" (Pathe)

ORPHECM—(2.750), 35c-65c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: Comedy, news. Gross: $13,500.

"THE LADY LIES" <Para.-Spanish)
CALIFORNIA-INTERNATIONAL—(2.000). 25c-50c,

7 days. Other attractions: Spanish comedy, news.
Gross: $7,000.

Hollywood
"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)

GRAUMAN'S CHINESE — (2.030), 75c-$1.50, twice
daily, 8th and final week, 5 days. Other attractions:
Stage revue, news. Gross: $9,200.

"UP THE RIVER" (Fox)

GRAUMAN'S EGYPTIAN— (1,800), 35c-6Sc, 7 days.
Other attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $7,100.

"SUNNY" (Warners)
WARNER HOLLYWOOD— (3,000), 7 days, 35c-65c.

Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, news. Gross:
$17,500.

"LAUGHTER" (Para.)
PANTAGES HOLLYWOOD — (3.000). 35c-65c, 7

days. Other attractions: F. o: M. "Espagnol" Idea,
news. Gross: $17,000.

British Producers Organize
London—British film producers are form-

ing their own association to boost the do-
mestic industry.

Frost Orders Changes
In Fox Coast Theatres

Los Angeles—Robert Frost, L. A. divi-

sion manager for Fox West Coast, made a

number of personnel changes this week.
Lew Clark becomes district manager for the

beach theatres, Murray Pennock takes

Clark's place at the Ritz, while Tom Mac-
Donald leaves the beach job for the Alex-
ander theatre at Glendale. where Pennock
formerly held forth. Al Rackin, who has
been Frost's right hand man in the home
office, goes to the beach to take charge of

the Rosemary. This is a promotion.
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Cause and Effect?
On Tuesday the Warner New York

newspaper ads carried this slogan:
"Hit after Hit after Hit at Warner

Bros. Theatres."
Two days later the slogan was

changed to:

"You'll always see STARS at Warner
Bros. Theatres."
Sounds like roughhouse.

LiFeet First's"

Flop at Tampa
Hard to Dope

Tampa—Casting aside its split week pol-

icy in vogue at the Tampa ever since it was
opened and on the strength of the reviews

of the latest Lloyd picture, ''Feet First," the

film was booked for a full week. The open-

ing was big, but the film failed to hold up

and at the end of four days it was pulled

and another picture set in.

Just why the picture did such a flop is

hard to say. The papers here gave it ex-

cellent notices. The audiences seemed to like

it. so the only answer is, it was "just one of

those things."

Pa. Theatres Fight Quack
Ballyhoos; Practice Grows
Philadelphia—Exhibitors in this territory

are tired of quack advertising schemes and

are voicing their resentment via a newly ap-

pointed better business committee which
will check on all plans before the M. P.

T. O. will give its approval for members to

proceed.

David Barrist has been named chairman

with Allen Benn and Ben Bertel his asso-

ciates. The committee promises to work
closely with the Better Business Bureau.

Fake advertising schemes and premium
gags foisted on exhibitors by men who make
a one-time appearance in a given town seem
to be on the increase.

Motion Picture News, in recent weeks,

has received a number of complaints from
theatre operators widely scattered through-

out the country who tell of varied and, in

some instances, unique methods by which
they are parted from their money.

Vaude Back in Wilmington
But It's Only for Kids

Wilmington, Del.—It will be something
like old times Saturday at the Grand Opera
House when a whole hour will be devoted to

vaudeville, something that has been missing
from Wilmington picture houses for a

couple of years.

However, it is not a permanent adjunct
to the program. It is only a stunt for the

kids, arranged by William L. Peacock, man-
ager and veteran theatre man who was
taken into the Stanley-Warner fold when
the house changed hands. Peacock is put-

ting on Wetherill's Punch and Judy act,

Rhoad's Marionettes, and Harry D'Esta,

ventriloquist.

'Big Trail' Slips

To $6,375; Others

Okay in Omaha
Omaha—A continuance of mild weather

held up business in all the major houses
with one exception. "The Big Trail" at the

Paramount collected only $6,375 in face of

stronger bills everywhere else. Folks seem-
ed to shun the picture as they would a cov-
ered wagon as an every-day conveyance.
With good stage support, "The Doorway

to Hell" at the World got top profits of the

week at $13,750. This house is ideally lo-

cated and is steadily gaining with a com-
bination policy. 'The Cat Creeps." aided by
Blossom Seeley, brought the Orpheum $16,-

800 for only a slightly above normal week.
State was par both halves. "Sinners'

Holidav." first three davs. did $2,250, and
"Numbered Men." last half, hit $2,500.

Estimated takings:
"THE DOORWAY TO HELL" (Warners)

WORLD—(2.500), 25c-35c60c. 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: Five Pubtix acts. Marie Peterson ballet, band,
news. Gross: >l,.7 r

"THE CAT CREEPS" (Univ.)
ORPHEUM—(3,000), 25c-35e-60c, 7 ,lavs. Other at-

tractions: Blossom See'ev and three RKO acts, "Toby
the Pup" (RKOl. Sonrtlieht. news. Gross: $16,800.

"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)
PARAMOUNT—(2.900). 2Sc-3Sc-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Up to Mars" (Para.), news. Gross:
$6,375.

"SINNERS' HOLIDAY" (Warners)
STATE—(1.200). 25c-40c. 3 days. Other attractions:

"Why Continue the Struggle?" (Para.). "Why Give
Up?" (Educational), news. Gross: $2,250.

"NUMBERED MEN" (F. N.)
STATE—(1.20O), 25c-40c. 4 davs. Other attractions:

"Just a Pal" (Para.). "Divorced Sweethearts" (Edu-
cational), news. Gross: $2,500.

Lone Indeo't in Scranton
Battle with Scranton Chain
Scranton—This citv's lone independent

house, the Grand, reopened Thanksgiving
matinee, equipped completely with Western
Flectric sound apparatus. The house will

do battle with the Comerford-Paramount-
Publix string of houses in Scranton. With
the wiring of the Grand, every house in the
city has sound apparatus.

Indignant Chieagoans
Chicago—Mae Tinee's merciless panning

of "War Nurse" (M-G-M) on the grounds
of its being derogatory to the history of

Our Women who helped Over There, help-
ed to deliver the crowds at the Chicago dur-
ing the week. Apparently, there were a lot

of people anxious to become "indignant."

Novel
Something novel in the way of trail-

ers has been prepared by A. Griffith
Grey to boost the synchronized version
of "The Birth of a Nation." It is a
five minute interview with D. W. Grif-
fith, with Walter Huston doing the
interrogation. Griffith and Huston,
over their cigarettes, discuss the fac-
tors which led D. W. to make the
picture.

Griffith reveals that his father was
a Confederate soldier and that much
of the background of the film was ob-
tained from the stories and anecdotes
told by his dad. It's an interesting
and well done subject.

HYNES.

• Soft Snap
"Our idea of Hollywood's sinecure,"

states F. P. A. in the New York
World, "is to be the director who tells

Bobby Jones how to make the shots."

But how about the director, making
a racketeer story starring Al Capone,
telling the latter how to make HIS
shots?

Average Takes in

K. C, Teet First'

Gets 2nd Week
Kansas City — It was just an average

week among the Kansas City first runs, with
the Royal playing a second week of "Feet
First" and getting a slight edge on the

others. Picture played its first week at the

Newman and then sent to the Royal for an-
other seven days. House grossed $5,000 on
the Lloyd comedy.
The Mainstreet had a good week with

"The Cat Creeps," which gave the house
$16,500. which is slightly above normal. The
Midland hit an average week with "Remote
Control," the Haines picture grossing $14,-

500. "Laughter" did well at the Newman,
bringing the total receipts to $12,500.

"Grumpy" got $6,000 for the Uptown, which
is considered good. The Pantages failed

to do much with ''Sweethearts on Parade,"
taking in only $7,200, which is considerably
below normal business. The Globe had a

good week with "Children of Pleasure," tak-

ing in about $7,000, which is the best the

house has done since it reopened three

weeks ago.

Estimated takings :

"REMOTE CONTROL" (M-G-M)
LOEWS MIDLAND-(4.O0O). 25c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Gems of M-G-M," Mr. and Mrs. Mar-
tin Johnson's "Naked Man vs. Beast," Silly Sym-
phony, news. Gross: $14,500.

"THE CAT CREEPS" (Univ.)

MAINSTREET—(3.067). 35c-60c, 7 days. Other at-
tractions: News and five acts RKO vaude. Gross:
$16,500.

"SWEETHEARTS ON PARADE" (Col.)

PANTAGES— (2,190), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: News and five acts vaude. Gross: $7,200.

"GRUMPY" (Para.)

UPTOWN—(2,200), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: "The Flower Garden" (M-G-M), "Broadway
Follies" (Univ.). Cross: $6,000.

"LAUGHTER" (Para.)

NEWMAN—(2,000). 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: "Racket Cheers" (Educational), news. Gross:
$12,500.

"FEET FIRST" (Para.)

ROYAL—(900), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

"Office Blues" (Para.), "Scotch Highball" (Educa-
tional), news. Gross: $5,000.

"CHILDREN OF PLEASURE" (M-G-M)
GLOBE—(1.500), 10c-40c. 7 days. Other attractions:

Musical stuck company. Gross: $7,000.

Arthur Due On Coast, But
Oldknow May Remain

Los Angeles—Harry Arthur, Fox West
Coast theatre executive, is expected here in

a few weeks to confer with Oscar Oldknow.
Arthur and Oldknow, it is reported, will

work hand in hand in the operation of the

Fox West Coast chain. Although it was
expected Oldknow would return East short-

ly, the general opinion around F. W. C. is

that he will remain indefinitely.
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Montreal Tax
Shows Business

At B. O. Is Good
Montreal—Business in Montreal, Can-

ada's largest city, keeps up to the mark,

judging by the amusement tax returns lo-

cally for the past fiscal year. The total

ticket tax paid at Montreal theatres was
$1,058,519 for the past 12 months, of which
one-half, $529,894. is retained by the city

for local hospitals and orphanages. One year

ago the amusement tax total was just over

the million mark so that the current returns

are practically equal to the previous mark.

The city also made a neat sum in the tax-

ation of theatres which are 65 in number
in the city area proper. The seat tax col-

lected from these houses totaled $56,246, an
average of $867 per theatre for the 12

months. The highest tax is $1.06 per seat

which is paid by one house having a ca-

pacity of 1,144. Forty-eight dance halls paid

a total tax of $9,750.

Denies "High Treason" Is

Tinged with Soviet Slant
London—"High Treason" was made by

Gaumont with no political affiliations in-

volved, W. J. Gell, managing director of

the producing company, advises Motion
Picture News in refuting statements cred-

ited in a Portland, Ore., dispatch to M. R.

Bacon that the picture was charged with
Soviet propaganda. Gell says:

"If the picture portrayed anything real-

istic at all, it was the futility of war, but

it was produced exclusively by this com-
pany and at their expense and the subject

was chosen because it was unique, interest-

ing and entertaining and for no other motive
whatsoever.

Fox Denver House Opens
Denver — The Mayan (Fox), a 1,200-

seat house, has been opened. The Mayan
idea was used in architecture and decora-
tion. Dave Davidson, former manager of

the Fox houses in Durango, Colo., is the
manager, and Stanley Del Mar, formerly
organist at the Criterion and Pantages, San
Francisco, is organist. The house is a

neighborhood and is located on the site of

the old Queen, damaged by fire the first of
the year.

Actor-Exhibitor Dead
Urbana, O.—William Clifford Shyrigh,

61, known professionally as Billy ("Single")
Clifford, died suddenly at his home here.
Since retiring from the stage as a vaude-
ville and musical comedy player two years
ago, Shyrigh operated the Clifford here.

Another Serial on Broadway
With "The Spell of the Circus" going

into the Cohan, Universal will have two
talker serials on Broadway. "The Indians
Are Coming," first chapter play ever of-
fered at the house, is current at the Roxy.

Declare 48th Dividend
Dividend of $1 per share on the common

is to be paid Dec. 27 by Paramount Publix.
This is the forty-eighth consecutive cash
dividend paid on the common.

How to Crash Studios

The way to get into the movies, says
Margaret Stuart in Photoplay Maga-
zine, is to be a relative of a producer,
to be discovered by a director, to be a

great foreign actress, a stage or
operatic star, or an extra girl with a
winning smile. Or, if that is impos-
sible, it is well to be a football hero,

a property boy, a caustic critic of the
movies, a cigarette girl at a Holly-
wood hotel or a small time actor who
looks like a gangster.
Aviators (male or female), baseball

heroes, golf champions and prize
fighters need not apply. They only
last a few months.

Vermont to Test

Constitutionality

Of Its Sunday Law
Albany—Vermont's Supreme Court is to

determine the constitutionality of the state's

Sunday amusement law, under which the

state's attorney has been attempting to curb

the operation of picture theatres and minia-

ture golf courses. This decision was reached

when it was decided to send the case in-

volving I. W. McKay, manager of two the-

atres in Rutland, Vt., direct to the Supreme
Court without jury trial in a lower court.

Some time ago, McKay was arrested for

operating his house on Sundays. He deter-

mined to make a fight and as a direct re-

sult the matter is now being carried to the

Supreme Court.

Operators of miniature golf courses in

Rutland had also been arrested for keeping
their places open on Sunday. Two of these

were fined and have ceased to operate.

Comerford-Publix Slip In
Legit Shows at Scranton
Scranton—Theatre-goers, after a lapse of

almost three years, have just received their

first taste of a legit production at the 1,900

seating capacity theatre in the city's new
£2,000,000 Masonic Temple. A road com-
pany of George White's "Flying High"
played before approximately 1,000 people at

matinee, and a capacity house at night.

A "flesh" orchestra clicked with Scranto-
nians. who have been living on mechanical
music. This was the first of a series of

legit attractions Comerford-Paramount-Pub-
lix will run in the heart of the anthracite

coal fields at from $1 to $3 a seat.

"Damaged Love" Ready Soon
"Damaged Love," the Irvin Willat pro-

duction based on the play by Thomas Broad-
hurst, will be released by Sono Art-World
Wide in December. The story was adapted
by Fred and Fanny Hatton. June Collver
is starred, with Charles Starrett, Betty
Garde, Heloise Taylor and Charles Purcell

in support.

Gleichman Has Pneumonia
Cleveland—Word has been received here

that Phil Gleichman, general manager of
Warner theatres in this territory, was
stricken with pneumonia while in Pittsburgh.

'Doorway to Hell'

Gets $9,000 and
2nd Seattle Week
Seattle—During a week of business below

normal at most of the local theatres, "Play-
boy of Paris" and "Remote Control" were
the topnotch attractions. The Chevalier ve-
hicle played at the Paramount and did about
$13,000. Again the program was padded to
overflowing with shorts of every style and
description, which had most of the audience
squirming in their seats awaiting the fea-
ture. "Remote Control" and a Fanchon &
Marco revue featuring "Miss Universe"
plaved at the Fox Fifth Avenue to a gross
of about $14,500.
The Fox played a Paramount release,

"The Virtuous Sin," which failed to make
much of an impression. Business was about
$10,000. John Hamrick's Blue Mouse took
about $7,000 with "The Lottery Bride" and
the Music Box around $9,000 with "The
Doorway to Hell," which is being held for
a second week. Fox's Coliseum was closed
for renovating, and will open this week un-
der a second run policy.

Lillian Albertson's stage production of
"New Moon" played the week at the Moore
Theatre to very strong business at $2.50
top, and the Bainbridge Stock Company
closed its run at the Metropolitan Theatre
with ''Craig's Wife," which was well re-
ceived.

Estimated takings:
"THE LOTTERY BRIDE" (Warners)

BLUE MOUSE — (950), 25c.35c-50c-75c, 7 days.
Added attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, news. Gross:

"THE VIRTUOUS SIN" (Para.)

FOX— (2,450), 25c-35c-50c-60c-7Sc. 7 days. Added
attractions: "Dollar Dizzy" (Educational), news, band.
Gross: $10000.

"REMOTE CONTROL" (M-G-M)
FOX FIFTH AVENUE—(2,750). 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c,

7 days. Added attractions: Xews, Fanchon & Marco's
"American Beauty" Idea. Gross: $14,500.

"DOORWAY TO HELL" (Warners)
MUSIC BOX— (950), 25c-35c-50c-75c. 7 days. Added

attractions: "Leather Pushers" (Univ.), news, band.
Gross: $9,000.

"PLAYBOY OF PARIS" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (3,150). 25c-35c-50c, 7 davs. Added

attractions: "While the Captain Waits" (Para.),
"You're in the Army Now" (Para.), Paramount Pic-
torial, Bouncing Ball (Para.), news. Gross: $13,000.

Goldstein, Columbia "Rep"
In Latin-American Field
Louis Goldstein, for years sales represent-

ative for American distributors in Latin
America, has taken over that territory for
Columbia, with headquarters in Mexico City.

He resigned from M-G-M, which he had
been representing in Havana, to take over
the post with Columbia.

Big 4 Cast Complete
Cast for Big 4's next talking Western has

been completed, and as soon as script work
is finished the picture will go into produc-
tion. Wally Wales is the star and opposite
him will appear Virginia Browne Faire.
In support will appear Walter Miller,
Franklyn Farnum, Fredric MacKay, Frank
Lackteen, Bobbie Dunn, Vivian Rich and
Jack Phipps. Alvin J. Neitz will direct.

"U" Signs Stage Player
Universal has signed Bette Davis, Broad-

way stage player.
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Spoor Wide Film

Wows Chicago;

Clicks $37,950

Economizing
Pat Rooney says times are so hard

that he's only dipping now, instead of

dunking.

66

Chicago—One of the worst business weeks

on record prevailed throughout the Loop

with only one house in 12 hitting above the

normal average stride. Despite the slack-

ened pace, however, few of the larger houses

went into the red; the depression resulting

in slimmer margins of profit only. United

Artists with "Lottery Bride" in its second

week was the worst off—getting an unmen-
tionable $13,550. The State-Lake, offering

a world premiere of Spoor-Berggren wide

screen and film, was the sensational money
house. "Danger Lights" is the novelty fea-

ture. Business started off indifferently, with

RKO doing nothing out of the ordinary in

the way of advertising and publicizing.

Critics, however, were awed by the Spoor-

Berggren spectacle and climbed on the

band-wagon.

Newspaper editorials, columnists' com-
ments and a genuinely interested public

spread the word which did gratis what

money has been unable to do for many a

better picture. The State-Lake finished the

week with $37,950, less than seven grand
under the first week's figure for "Check and

Double Check." The business done repre-

sents a building figure from day to day that

showed no indication of falling off at the end

of the week.
RKO was frank to admit at the beginning

of the week that the picture might go at the

end of seven days. Two days later it was
obvious that the picture would be stronger

at the end of the week than at opening, and

was held for the second week. The State-

Lake is the only theatre in the world in

which Spoor equipment is installed.

Closing business in all run houses was
brutal. With the opening of "Hell's Angels"

at the United Artists to day-long capacity

with sidewalk holdouts, it was indicated that

the balance of the Loop was in for another

disastrous week. All houses felt the com-
petition immediately after the opening, Ran-
dolph Street locations getting only the left-

over business.

Estimated takings:

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (Radio)
(Second Loop run)

CASTLE— (.100). 60c. S days. Other attractions:

News. Gross: $3,986. Nice figure, but "Tiger of

Berlin" (UFA) booking shoved it out. "Reno" (Sono
Art-World Wide) flopped here after opening the week.
Earning on'y $900 in two days, the house was obliged

to get rid of it.

"DERELICT" (Paramount)
CHICAGO— (.1.940). 35c-85c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tion: Orchestra, stage show, news, comedy, musical
short. Spoor-Berggren film across the street felt

badly here; State-Lake's novelty drawing all the
undecided business in this block. Gross: $39,840.

"FEET FIRST" (Paramount)
McVICKERS—(2.284), 3Sc-85c, first 5 days. Other

attractions: News, cartoon, musical short. Gross:
SJ4. Hi t; on'y fair. Final four days of "Big Trail"
(Fox) were brutal at $9,700.

SECOND-RUN DOUBLE FEATURE
MONROE— (962). 25e-40c, 7 days. Week's attractions:

"A Lady Surrenders" (Universal), "The Cocoanuts"
(Paramount), news. House's second and final week
of double featuring. Both weeks were flops, the only

monetary increase being in overhead. Gross: $.1,200.

"REMOTE CONTROL" (M-G-M)
ORIENTAL— (3.900). 35c-85c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show, organ, news, comedy, novelty

short. Feature was authored by local boys which
made critics as kind as possible and earned it pub-
licity—all of which saved it from a worse fate. Gross:

$33,180.
"WIDOW FROM CHICAGO" (F. N.)

ORPHEUM—(702). .lScSOc. first week. Other at-

tractions: Thirty minutes news, two Vitaphone acts.

Average business for the house, but picture held

Big Trail" Big

Portland Draw;

$15,000 in B. O.

Portland—Oregon atmosphere pervaded

two of the screen's offerings for the week.

"Way for a Sailor," sea story written by

Albert Richard Wetjen of Portland, brought

out increased attendance at the Fox Broad-
way and with the help of another Fanchon
& Marco Idea, "Fountain of Youth," grossed

a total of $15,900 with an extra Saturday
midnight show. Oregon's own, "The Big
Trail," with clever exploitation and front-

page story crashes in the Portland Ore-
gonian, grossed $15,000, with prospects of a

good second week.

Estimated takings:
"WAY FOR A SAILOR" (M-G-M)

FOX BROADWAY—(1.912), 25c-35c-tf)c.
_

7 days.
Other attractions: News, Fanchuii & Marco's "Foun-
tain of Youth" Idta, band. Gross: $15,900. Good.

"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)
FOX UNITED ARTISTS— (945). 25c-35c-60c, 7 days.

OLher attractions: News, Universal comedy. Gross:
$15,000, Big.

"TOL'ABLE DAVID" (Columbia)
RKO ORPHEUM—(1,71X1). 25c-35c-50c, 7 days, Other

attractions: Vaudeville, news. Gross: $14,0,0. Nor-
mal.

"RIVER'S END" (Warners)
HAMRICK'S MUSIC BOX—(1,835), 15c-25c-40c, 7

days. Other attractions: News, Vitaphone comedies.
Gross: $10,000. Average.

"SEA LEGS" (Paramount)
PORTLAND PARAMOUNT— (3.0o8), 25c-3Sc-50c, 7

days. Other attractions: News, "Moments Musical"
with Phil Lampkin and Paramounteers, news. Gross:
510,000. Below par.

"COLLEGE LOVERS" (First National)
RIAI.TO-a.49S). 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News. "Grandma's Girl" (M-G-M). Gross:
$9,800. Okay.

for a second week in tin- Warner house tor exploita-

tion purposes. Less than a grand better than the

second -run house has been using. Gross: $5,850.

"HEADS UP" (Paramount)
PALACE— (2,509), 35c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Four RKO vaudevil.e acts headed by Gus Van
(Van & Schenck), news, cartoon, novelty short, or-

chestra. Critics sneered at the picture. House's
worst week in some time. Gross: $18,100,

"JUNO AND THE PAYCOCK" (British Int.)

PUNCH & JUDY— (354), 50c-75c, second and final

week. Other attractions: News, comedy. Poor sec-

ond week, considering plugs picture drew from
critics. Lack of suitable product Heine felt at this

independent spot. "Anna Christie" (M-G-M) replaced,

as second-run on the entire city. Gross: $2,880.

"LIFE OF THE PARTY" (W. B.)
ROOSFVFLT— (1,591), 35c-85c, first four days. Other

attractions: News. "You're in the Army Now" (Par-
amount), "Walrus Hunting." Nice opening business.

Gross: $12,150. "Up the River" (Fox) dropped off in

closing days to a miserable $13,300 for the final seven.
"DANGER LIGHTS" (Radio)

STATE-LAKE— (2.776). 35c-75c. first week. Other
attractions: "Niagara Falls" (Sjioor-Berggren), news,
Terrytoon (Col.). World premiere for Spoor-Berggren
Natural Vision" film and screen. Spoor's short sub-

ject novelty drew more praise from the critics than
the feature; though the third-dimensional process
was unanimously and sincerely plugged. The novelty
is getting tremendous word -of -mouth advertising,

plenty of local publicity, and is building from day to

day. Theatre was the one bright spot in the Loop
this week. Gross: $37,950.

"THE LOTTERY BRIDE" (United Artists)

UNITED ARTISTS—(1.700), 35c-85c, second and
final week. Other attractions: News, "Schnapps.
Inc." (Paramount), musical short. Picture fell off

bad!] in second week, sending the house into the red.

Gross: $13,550. "Hell's Angels" (Caddo) replaced;

opening to capacity business ami all -day holdouts.
Competition hurtincr ever

v

thine on Randolph Street.

"ONLY SAPS WORK" (Paramount)
WOODS (1,166), 35c-75c, first four days. Opened to

fair business in mid-week, but "Hell's Angels" across
the street stooped that. May l>lov\ any day with
'Today" (Majesticl readv to replace. Gross: $9,450.

"The Sauealer" (Columbia) fe'l away miserably in

closing iUvs of a two an I one-half weeks' engage-
ment Final four days. $6,300.

"Girl of Golden

West" Hits Balto

Top with $24,000

Baltimore—Loew's Century, as usual, hit

the high spot, doing good business with Ann
Harding, a great favorite in Baltimore, in

"Girl of the Golden West," with the stage

show, "Nightingale Melodies," the gross be-

ing figured at $24,000.

Next following was Loew's Stanley with

a gross of $16,500, which was about average
for this house with George Bancroft in

"Derelict."

But with the differences in seating ca-

pacities taken into consideration, the busi-

ness done at the New Theatre with "Just

Imagine" was very good, the gross there be-

ing reported at $12,500 for the week.

"Hell's Angels" did fine business when
one considers that $1.50 top was charged at

night and only three shows were given a

day at the Auditorium.

Estimated takings

:

"GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST" (F. N.)
LOEW'S CENTURY—(3,076), 25c-60c, 6 days. Other

attractions: News, Loew-Capitol stage unit, "You're
in the Annv Now" (Paramount), "Winter" (Colum-
bia). Gross: $24,1)00.

"THE DERELICT" (Paramount)
LOEW'S STANLEY"— (3,522), 25c-60c. 6 days. Other

attractions: News, "Clock Shop" (M-G-M), Our Gang
in "Love Business" (M-G-M). Gross: $16,500.

LOEW'S VALENCIA— (1.487), 25c-35c. 6 days. Other
attiacticns: News, "Johannes Brahms" (FitzPatrick),
"The Village Barber" (M-G-M). Cross: $3,700.

"PLAYBOY OF PARIS" (Paramount)
(Shown uptown at the Parkway after one week down-

town at the Stanley)

LOEW'S PARKWAY— (987), 15c-35c, 6 days. Other
attractions: News. "Looser Than Loose" (M-G-M),
"The Picnic" (Mickey Mouse—Columbia). Gross:
$4 000

"THE SEA WOLF" (Fox)
WARNERS' METROPOLITAN— (1.300), 15c-50c, 6

days, starting Saturday. Other attractions: News.
"Putting It On" (Vitaphone." Gross: $4,000.

"LAUGHTER" (Paramount)
(Second consecutive week at this house)

KEITH'S— (2.500). 25c-50c, 5% days, starting Friday
and ending the following Thursday at 6 P. M. Other
attractions: News, "Mickey's Musketeers" (Radio),
"Armistice Dav" (FitzPatrick I. Gross: $5,600.

"JUST IMAGINE" (Fox)
NEW—(1,600), 25c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

News, "Humanettes" (RKO). Gross: $12,500.

"MARTIN LUTHER" (Cob Films of Germany)
(Silent with synchronized musical score)

LITTLE—(267). 35c-50c. 6 days. Other attractions:
"Zampa" (United Artists), "The Laurel and Hardy
Murder Case" (M-G-M). Gross: $1,000.

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Columbia)
RIVOLI— (1,982), 25c- 50c, 6 days, starting Saturday.

Other attractions: News. "Racket Cheers" (Educa-
tional). "Lambs Will Gamble" (Krazy Kat cartoon),
"Flying Feet" (Pathe). Gross: $7,200.

"ON YOUR BACK" (Fox)
HIPPODROME— (2.250). 20c-60c, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: News. "The Indians Are Coming" (Uni-
versal serial), Harvey Players in "Little Accident" on
the stage, orchestra. Gross: $9,000.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (United Artists)

AUDITORIUM— (1.6001. 50c-$1.50. 6 days, with three

performances a day. Other attractions: News. Gross:
$5,680.

Reward for Vandals
Offered by Union

Portland—The operators' union has of-

fered an additional $50 reward for informa-
tion leading to the arrest and conviction of

the person or persons guilty of dropping
stench bombs in the Capitol. This offer

supplements a like amount offered by C. M.
Dunn, owner and operator of the theatre.

The union and the theatre have been in-

volved in a controversy for the past year,

with union members picketing the house dur-

ing that period. According to James R.

Forsythe. secretary of the union, they have
been placed in a wrong light with the public

by the use of the "bombs."
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Anatomical Note
"They tell me my eyes are too big to

photograph well," said one Broadway
actress to another.
"Your eyes?" questioned the other

girl. "I understood it was your
thighs."

—

Photoplay Magazine.

$18,000 Gross of

'Lady Surrenders'

For Toronto Top
Toronto—Everybody boop-a-dooped all

over the place during the week with Helen

Kane appearing in person at the Imperial

for the last week of the old policy at this

house with a mixture of local and road

vaudeville for the stage shows. The screen

feature was "A Lady Surrenders." With the

help of Helen the week grossed $18,000,

which was top notch. The best film attrac-

tion in town was "Romance," with Greta

Garbo, at Loew's, which rang up $17,000,

or well above average. The second week
of "Africa Speaks" at the Tivoli faded to

$11,500. "Dixiana" on the screen and Nan
Halperin on the stage made a nice combi-

nation at Shea's Hippodrome, which brought

the neat gross of $15,000. The Uptown
struggled along with "Old English," while

the people stood pat for the new policy.

Hockey matches helped to cut into the thea-

tre crowds.

Estimated takings

:

"A LADY SURRENDERS" (Universal)
IMPERIAI.— (3.600), 25c -35c -40c- ft Ic -75c. 6 .lays-

Other attractions: News, Helen Kane in person, stage
show, band, orchestra. Gross: $18,r:0>. Big.

"ROMANCE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S—(2,200), 25c-30c-40c-60c-75c. 6 days. Other

attractions: News, Charlie Chase in "Looser Than
Loose" (M-G-M), Mickey Mouse (Col.) Gross: $17,-

000. Good.

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Columbia)
TIVOLI— (1,601)), 25c-35c-50c-65c-75c, 6 days, second

week. Other attractions: News, "Flying Feet"
(Pathe), Andy Clyde comedy (Educational), Tivoli
Talking Reporter. Gross: $11,500. Fair.

"DIXIANA" (RKO)
SHEA'S HIPPODROME—(2,600), 30c-50c-60c-75c, 6

days. Other attractions: News, five vaudevil-e acts,

featuring Nan Halperin, "Voice of Hollywood." Gross:
$15,000. Very fair.

"OLD ENGLISH" (Warners)
UPTOWN— (3,000), 15c-25c-35c-50c, 3 days. Other

atractions: News. "Parlez Vous" (Universal), "Hono
lulu Wiles" (Columbia). Gross: $4,300. Poor.

Deaf Ear to "Music Tax"
Toronto—J. C. Rosenthal of New York,

president of the Canadian Performing
Rights Society, secured an interview with

officials of the Motion Picture Distributors'

Association of Canada and others with re-

gard to the levying of a music tax on a seat

basis in the Dominion, but failed to make
any headway. Canadian exhibitors and ra-

dio stations continue to ignore notifications

from the society that the music tax is pay-

able.

Garman Installs W. E.
Baltimore—Western Electric equipment

has been installed in the Avalon, residential

house here, recently acquired by Louis Gar-
man, and now reopened and running under
the management of Louis A. DeHoff, pion-

eer exhibitor of Baltimore, who worked for

year with the former Whitehurst theatrical

interests here.

Ottawa Is Cool

To "Check and

Double Check"

Ottawa—It may be that radio reception

conditions in Ottawa are such that the peo-

ple do not hear much of Amos 'n' Andy, but
the fact of the matter is that "Check and
Double Check" at the Regent during the

week was a flop, drawing $3,700, as com-
pared with the season's high mark of around
$5,000. Strange as it may seem, the Radio
Pictures' attraction performed better at the

Ottawa Imperial, where it was presented
simultaneously with the Regent, although
prices were raised to 75-cent top. "Big
Boy," starring Al Jolson, at Keith's the last

half of the week, suffered sympathetically
because theatre-goers turned thumbs down
on black-face comedians for the time being.

"Whoopee" held up fairly well for the sec-

ond week at the Centre—but nothing like

the grand jam for the first six days.

Estimated takings:
"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (Radio)

REGENT— (1,225), 25c-35c-45c-50c-60c-75c, 6 days.
Other attractions: News. "Winter" (Columbia),
"Strange As It Seems" (Universal), Baby Rose Marie,
orchestra. Gross: $3,700. Below average.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (Radio)
IMPERIAL— (1.200). 25c-35c-50c-6Oc-75c. 6 days.

Other attractions: News, "Strange As It Seems"
(Universal), "Winter" (Columbia). Baby Rose Marie.
Gross: $2,800. Fair.

"WHOOPEE" (United Artists)
CENTRE— (1.200). 15c-25c-35c-50c-60c, 6 days, sec-

ond week. Other attractions: Mickey Mouse in "Fire
Fighters" (Columbia), "Curiosities" (Columbia).
Gross: $4,100. Above average.

"HER WEDDING NIGHT" (Paramount)
B. F. KEITH'S—(2.592), 15c-25c-35c.50c.60c. 3 days.

Other attractions: News. "Drifting Along" (Para-
mount), "I'll Take That One" (Pathe). Gross: $3,700.

Below par.

"BIG BOY" (Warners)
B. F. KEITH'S— (2.592). 15c-25c-35c.SOc.60c, 3 days.

Other attractions: News, "Don't Bite Your Dentist"
(Educational), "The Bandmaster" (Columbia). Gross:
$3,500. So-so.

"SCARLET PAGES" (First National)
AVALON—(990), 25c-35c, 3 days. Other attractions:

News, Lloyd Hamilton in "Honk Your Horn" (Edu-
cational). "Galloping Gaucho" (Columbia). Gross:
$1,100. Fair.

"KING OF JAZZ" (Universal)
AVALON—(990), 15c-25c-35c. 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: News. Our Gang in "When the Wind Blows"
(M-G-M I. Gross: $1,350. Above par.

Kinemas Chain Going
In for British Films

London—Kinemas, Ltd.. which is the op-

position to the Schlesinger interests in

South Africa, is going in for British films

on a large scale. The firm has closed a

two-year deal for output of British In-

ternational as well as a number of other

British firms. Kinemas has a film exchange
anil circuit in South Africa. The deal was
closed by Sydney Hayden, resident British

director.

New Des Moines House
Des Moines—East Des Moines is to have

a new theatre soon, to be called the Iowa.

It is to be located at East Fifth and Grand.
The store building which is to be remodelled

to house the theatre has been leased by Roy
Lepovitz until 1945. The theatre is to oper-

ate seven days with three changes a week.

It will be equipped with RCA. The house

offers competition to the Amuzu and the

Garden both located in downtown east Des
Moine=,

Sacred and Profane
Hollywood—Sam Goldwyn has de-

cided on "One Heavenly Night" as the
title of Evelyn Laye's next film, and
"The Devil to Pay" for Ronald Col-
man's. Perhaps some day the pro-

ducers will get back to earth.

"Africa Speaks"

Gets $16,000 in

Montreal House
Montreal—Downtown theatres of Mon-

treal experienced a general slump during the

week, although the Palace aroused some ex-

citement with "Africa Speaks" to top the

list with $16,000 for the seven days. Busi-

ness suffered at the Capitol for the short-

gap run of "Scarlet Pages" because of the

ballyhoo on the new policy starting on the

Friday with a Publix stage unit and Helen
Kane herself. As a filler, "Scarlet Pages"
drew $12,000 for six days. The Imperial
kept on the down grade, while the Princess

was off with "Eyes of the World" on a
gross of $10,500. The Roxy picked up some
with a British feature, "The Flame of Love,"
after a week's flop with "Clancv in Wall
Street."

Estimated takings:
"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Columbia)

PALACE— (2.600), 2Sc.40c-60c-75c-99c. 7 days. Other
attractions: News, "Average Husband" (Educational),
Columbia cartoon. Gross: $16,000. Average.

"SCARLET PAGES" (First National)
CAPITOL— (2,670), 25c-35c-40c-50c-65c-85c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News, stage presentation, band,
orchestra. Gross: $12,000. Down.

"DANGER LIGHTS" (Radio)
LOEW'S—(2.982). 25e-40c-65c-75c-S5c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News, five vaudeville acts, orchestra.
Gross: $13,500. Fair business.

"EYES OF THE WORLD" (United Artists)
PRINCESS—(2,272), 25c-35c-40c-65c-75c, 7 days.

Other attractions: News, "The Little Covered
Wagon" (Tiffany), "College Romeos" (M-G-M), Uni-
versal Topics. Gross: $10,500. Under par.

"THE SPOILERS" (Paramount)
IMPERIAL— (1,914), 15c-25c-40c, 3 days. Other at-

tractions: News, Screen Snapshots (Columbia), Para-
mount comedy. Gross: $3,700. Below normal.

"LOVE TRADER" (Tiffany)
STRAND— (750), 15c-25c-40c-50e, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News. "Caviar" (Educational), added Radio
feature, "She's My Weakness." Gross: $4,200. Fair
business.

"THE FLAME OF LOVE" (British)

ROXY— (550), 25c-50c-75c, 7 days. Other attractions:

News, "Kids and Pets" (Castle comedy), "Down
Hawaii Way" (Castle novelty). Gross: $2,800. Aver-
age.

Ontario Operators Studious
Toronto—Operators of Ontario cities and

towns now understand that the proposed

technical examinations of the provincial

government for grading purposes have been

shelved until next June, but, in the mean-

time, the booth boys are diligently studying

all available text books just in case— .
If

the examinations are held off long enough
they all expect to pass with Class "A"
honors.

Adler Forms Company
Cleveland—C. S. Adler is president and

treasurer of the newly-formed company
called the Electrical Audition and Research

Laboratories. Inc., which will handle the

Ohio distribution of Tone-o-Graph and

which is developing a special equipment to

be used with Motiograph projection ma-
chines.
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Cleveland Likes

'War Nurse;' Hits

High with $27,500

Cleveland
—

''War Nurse" proved the out-

standing box-office attraction of the week,

doing more business the opening day than

''The Big House." Good exploitation helped

to popularize the picture, cash prizes and

free passes being awarded to local war
nurses who best described their war expe-

riences. Otherwise, things were rather dull.

Exceptionally fine weather kept people out

of doors, and better-than-average legitimate

stage attractions did some harm. Paul Ash
was a big hit at Loew's State, drawing above

the average. The other first-runs just held

their own.
Estimated takings

:

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)
STILLMAN— (1,900). 40c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Love Business" (M-G-M), "Clock Shop"
(M-G-M), news. Gross: $27,500.

"DERELICT" (Paramount)
ALLEN— (3,300), 30c-60c, 7 days. Oiher attractions:

"Hot Air Merchant" (Paramount), "Par and Double
Par" (Pathe), "Hot Time in the Old Town" (Para-
mount), news. Gross: $16,500.

"DEVIL WITH WOMEN" (Fox)
STATE—(3,400). 30c-60c, 7 davs. Other attractions:

"The Little Covered Wagon" (Tiffany). "Cherry
Blossom Time" (Standard), "Hello, Paul" (stage show
welcoming Paul Ash), news. Gross: $21,000.

"THE CAT CREEPS" (Universal)
RKO PALACE— (3,600). 35c-75c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News, vaudeville headlining Moran and
Mack. Gross: $24,000.

"DOORWAY TO H F.I.I." (Warner)
RKO HIPPOl>ROMF.-(4.500), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Red, Green and Yellow" (Paramount),
"The Touchdown" (Pathe), "Toby and Miner" (RKO),
"Wild Flowers" (Studebaker Champions tie-up), news.

Gross: $20,000.

Tol'able David'

Takes $9,000 for

Providence Low

Providence—Exhibitors took a hook to

the chin this week, with grosses tumbling

below normal. The Majestic, showing

George Arliss in "Old English," was the

only house to show signs of life. Despite

the fact that reviewers and those who saw
the picture were loud in their praise of

"Lincoln," the best Loew's could do with

the offering was $18,000—below normal.

The Paramount was not so far off with

"Derelict," which clicked for $14,000. The
RKO Albee was down to $9,000 with "Tol-

'able David" and the Victory caught only

$7,500 with "Night Work." The Majestic

was high, catching $13,000.

Estimated takings

:

"LINCOLN" (U.A.)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,800). 10c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Boy Friend," "Village Barber," "Spain's
Maddest Fiesta." Gross: $18,000.

"TOL'ABLE DAVID" (Col.)

RKO ALBEE— (2.300). lOc-SOc. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "A Fall to Arms." "Let's Talk Turkey,"
"The Picnic," "Par and Double Par," news. Gross:
$9 OOO

"DERELICT" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT—(2,300). 10c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Joe Alexander at organ; Tedesco in ac-

cordian specialty; "I'm a Wild Woman," news.
Gross: $14,000.

"NIGHT WORK" (Pathe)
RKO VICTORY— (1.600), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "White Hell of Pitz Pain" (Univ.) sup-
porting attraction; "Codfish Balls," news. Gross:
$7,500.

"OLD ENGLISH" (U. A.)
MATESTIC -(.'.40(0, Wc-5llc. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Maybe It's I-ove," (W.B.). "Chinese Flower
Boat." news. Gross: $13,000.

Handicapped
Hollywood—Regis Toomey, Para-

mount's Irish player, still maintains
that had the boys from the Hawaii
University played with a ukulele in-

stead of a football they would have
beaten the U. S. C. Trojans by two
touchdowns.

'Doorway to Hell'

Gets Only $7,000

In Mpls. Showing

.Minneapolis—Normal business followed

Minneapolis' exceptional turnouts for

"Whoopee" and "Check and Double Check"
during the last fortnight when "Whoopee"
folded up in the middle of the week and
Amos 'n' Andy began to fall off toward the

end of their fourth week in town. Weather
was fair.

The Century apparently rushed the clos-

ing of "Whoopee" to take advantage of some
of the fine fall weather for the opening of

the Lloyd picture, "Feet First," which goes

over the hump for better than normal busi-

ness in the Publix holdover house.

"Check and Double Check" gives way to

"Danger Lights," which RKO is putting

in its holdover spot, the Seventh Street.

"The Doorway to Hell" was a disappoint-

ment at $7,000 at the State.

The policy of using a holdover house has

been used by Publix for some time and by
Finkelstein & Ruben before them, but RKO
discovered only lately that this might be a

possible way out for its dark Seventh Street.

Miniature golf, which has afflicted the

theatre business for some months, has moved
indoors, leaving its former eruptions only

barren scars on the landscape, but the inte-

rior affliction seems not likely to cause any
great trouble, although several locations are

getting something of a play.

The line-up for Thanksgiving week is

"Tol'able David" at the RKO Orpheum,
"Danger Lights" at the Seventh Street,

"Scotland Yard" at the Minnesota," "Big
Trail" at the State, "Feet First" at the Cen-
tury, and "Once a Gentleman" for Pantages,

which opens after a long spell of darkness.

Byrd's lecture cut in on kid business for

Thursday afternoon and adult business

Thursday night, going into the big Minne-
apolis municipal auditorium for only a fair

take.

Estimated takings

:

"REMOTE CONTROL" (M-G-M)
MINNESOTA— (4.025), 30c-40c-60c, 7 days, 7 shows

daily. Other attractions: Lou Breeze and his sere-

naders. stage show—"Dollies Follies," overture, organ
novelty, and news. Gross: $26,000.

"THE CAT CREEPS" (Universal)
RKO ORPHEUM—(2,900), 3Sc-50c-75c, 7 days. 3

shows daily. Other attractions: Harry Lang heading
vaudeville, news. Gross: $18,000.

"FEET FIRST" (Paramount)
CENTURY— (1.640). 2Sc-35c-60c, 7 days, 6 shows

daily. Other attractions: News. Gross: $10,000.

"DOORWAY TO HELL" (Warners)
STATE—(2.300). 25c-35c-60c. 7 days, 6 shows daily.

Other atractions: Short subjects, comedy, news.
Gross: $7,000.

"BRIGHT LIGHTS" (First National)
LYRIC— (1.238). 15c-25c-40c, 7 days, 7 shows daily.

Other attractions: Comedy and news. Gross: $1,500.

"SOUP TO NUTS" (Fox)
ASTER—(812). 15c-25c-30c, 7 days, 7 shows daily.

Other attractions: News. Gross: $1,000.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (RKO)
RKO SEVENTH STREET—(1,300), 25c-35c-50c, 7

days, 6 shows daily. Other attractions: Short film
subjects and news. Gross: $1,800.
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18 Inch Snow in

Denver Hurts B.O.

'Playboy', $14,000

Denver—The week was marred by an
18-inch snow which, while hurting grosses

at the picture palaces, also put corner lot

golf out of the running for the winter. Most
of the houses had nothing to complain about,

however, as they all had pictures that went
over well and the first part of the week the

weather was perfect.

"Brothers," one of the productions of the
El itch stock here last summer, was the at-

traction at the Aladdin, and apparently folks

did not want to see it a second time. "Her
Man" at the Tabor kept the crowds coming
all week. "Feet First" at the Rialto turned
in an average week in spite of having been
moved directly from the Paramount.

Chevalier, star of "Playboy of Paris," is

a femme favorite, and in combination with
Ted Mack and his stage show kept the gross
above average.

Estimated takings

:

"BROTHERS" (Col.)
ALADDIN—(1,500). 3Sc-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Don't Give Up" (Educational), "Cobb Goes
Fishing" (Pathe), "My Hero" (Vitaphone), "Irish
Stew," news. Gross: $6,500.

"PLAYBOY OF PARIS" (Para.)
DENVER— (2,300), 25c-65c, 7 days. O-her attrac-

tions: Ted Mack and Publix Stage Show, "Helping
Hand," news, "Grass Skirts." Gross: $14,000.

"DIXIANA" (Radio)
PARAMOUNT— (2.000), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News, "The Village Barber" (M-G-M),
Paramount Pictorial, "Oh, Teddy" (Para.), Jackie
and Jean. Paramount Twins. Gross: $11,000.

"FFET FIRST" (Para.)
RIALTO—(1,040), 25c-50c, 7 days, (second week).

Other attractions: "Why Continue the Struggle?"
"Song Service." news. Gross: $3,750.

"HER MAN" (Pathe)
TABOR— (1.9O0), 25c-75c. 7 days. O.her attractions:

Silly Symphony," "Winter," Robert Ripley's "Be-
lieve It Or Not," "Seein' Things," "Stuttering Ro-
mance," news. Gross: $10,000.

Harold Lloyd's

"Feet First" to

$16,000 at Ind.

Indianapolis—Harold Lloyd's "Feet First"

at the Circle did the largest business this

week with a gross of $16,000. Buddy Rogers
and Helen Kane in "Heads Up" failed to

draw them in. The customers here did not

like "Heads Up" and the comedian. Victor
Moore, failed to draw due to the fact that

he was not known.

Baby Rose Marie of radio fame was the

headlined act at the Lyric this week, but she
did not break any records.

Estimated takings

:

"HEADS UP" (Para.)
INDIANA—(3.300), 35c-S0c-65e, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Publix unit. news. Gross: $19,000.

"FEET FIRST" (Para.)
CIRCLE— (2,600), 25c-40c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News. Gross: $16,000.
"RIVER'S END" (Warners)

APOLLO— (1.100), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other at-
tractions: Vitaphone Varieties, news. Gross: $5,500.

"DU BARRY, WOMAN OF PASSION" (U.A.)
PALACE—(2,800), 25c35c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Our Gang comedy (M-G-M), Mickey Mouse
cartoon (Col.), news. Gross: $11,500.

"BROTHERS" (Col.)

LYRIC— (2,000). 25c-35c-S0c. 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: Baby Rose Marie in person, 5 other RKO acts,
news. Gross: $8,500.
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Wise Guy
Chicago— Ted Meyers, Universal

salesman here, returned from his first

hunting trip; one which placed a shot
gun in his hands for the first time.

He reported plenty of game in the
river bottomlands and said he could
easily have brought back more than
the two ducks he exhibited if he had
only known how to load his gun.

"I bagged an eagle, too," Ted ex-
claimed.
He reached into his game bag and

proudly displayed—a mammoth horned
owl.

Life of Party"

Gets $9,500 to

Lead Des Moines

Des Moines—Following a big week on

"Feet First" at the Des Moines, "The Life

of the Party" seemed to be doing a modest

business but a check-up estimated the busi-

ness as 10 per cent above average. The
feature met with plenty of laughs and the

comment was that Winnie Lightner was
better cast than in some of her roles. "Way
for a Sailor" at the Paramount showed a

slowing up after several weeks of extra

good business at the Paramount. "Outward
Bound" did not do quite so well on the last

four days.

Perhaps everyone was saving up for the

Thanksgiving turkey layoff. Anyway, the

managers seem to think that history records

this as an off week. "Pay Off" at the Or-
pheum was rated as not up to average busi-

ness while "Silver Horde" did less on
the last half. Rex Beach stories are popular

too. The Strand shows an impetus to busi-

ness in the serial, "The Indians Are Com-
ing," which was on the bill the first four

days with the feature. "The Virtuous Sin."

and "A Sailor's Plaything" not so good on
the last half.

Estimated takings:
"WAY FOR A SAILOR" (M-G-M)

PARAMOUNT— (91.700), 25c-35c-60c. 3 (lays. Other
attractions: Para, sound news. Doc Lawson organ,
stage band vaude. with 3 acts. Gross: $6,500.

"OUTWARD BOUND- (Warners)
PARAMOUNT—(1.700). 25c-35c-60c, 4 days. Other

attractions: U. news. Doc Lawson organ, Al Morey
and stage band in "Sports Revue" featuring Moss-
man & Co. Gross: $4,000.

"THE LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)
DES MOINES—(1.600), 25c-3Sc-60c. 7 days. Other

attractions: Para, sound news. "Just a Pal" (Para,
comedy). "Plastered" (Para, comedy), "LT

p to Mars"
(Para. Ta'kartoon). Gross: $9,500.

"PAY OFF" (Col.)
ORPHF.UM—(2.000). 25c-50c. 3 davs. Other attrac-

tions: Pathe news. Col. cartoon. RKO vaude. Gross:
$4,500.

"SILVER HORDE" (RKO)
ORPHEUM-(2.000). 25c.50c, 4 days. Other attrac-

tions: Pathe news. RKO comedy, RKO vaude. Gross:
$3,600.

"THE VIRTUOUS SIN" (Para.)
STRAND—(1,100), 20c-30c. 4 days. Other attrac-

tions: Para, sound news, "The Indians are Coming"
(U serial). "Permanent Wave" (U cartoon). Gross:
$1,400.

"A SOLDIER'S PLAYTHING" (Warners)
STRAND—(1,100), 20c-30c. 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: Fox sound news. "Pups Is Pups" (M-G-M
comedy). "Voice of Hollywood" (Tiff, coinsdv). "Ex-
cuses" (Para, scenic). Gross: $800.

"Love in Rough"
Grosses $28,543

In "Cincy" Run
Cincinnati—The RKO Albee headed the

procession of grosses for the week with
"Love in the Rough" on the screen and Gene
Austin topping the flesh section, Austin be-

ing booked in place of the Four Marx
Brothers, who cancelled on account of

Groucho's illness. The house turned in

$28,543.

RKO Capitol, featuring "What a Widow,"
despite adverse notices by local reviewers,
was runner-up in receipts, coming through
with $15,169.

"Outward Bound," at the RKO Lyric, al-

though piling up a respectable gross, did not

click as it should, regardless of the fact that

an opportunity was afforded to compare the

screen version with this Sutton Vane opus
given by a stock company here a few seasons

' ago. It registered big in the flesh and blood
version, but local amusement shoppers at

times seem to turn thumbs down on a screen
production which offers mental pabulum in-

stead of sex angles, comedv, hokum, etc.,

ad lib.

Gross turned in by "The Big Trail," at

the RKO Palace, ran around normal.
Among the smaller houses, RKO Strand

registered a nice gross with "Bright Lights,"
which, while not as high as some of the pre-
vious records, was, nevertheless, an improve-
ment over the previous seven days.

Return at Keith's, with "Africa Speaks,"
was nothing to get excited about. Pictures
of this type seem to have run their course
in this burg.

Total grosses for all houses ran close to

the previous week.
Estimated takings

:

"LOVE IN THE ROUGH" (M-G-M)
RKO ALBEE— (3.300). 35c-50e-65c-75c. 7 days. Other

attractions: "Gems of M-G-M" (M-G-M), news.
Gross: $28,543. Verv good.

"OUTWARD BOUND" (Warners)
RKO LYRIC (1,400), 30c-50c. 7 davs. Other attrac-

tions: "Mariutch" (Paramount). "Girls We Remem-
ber" (Vitaphone). news. Gross: $10,431. Down.

"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)
RKO PALACE—(2,700). 30c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News. Gross: $13,326. Average.
"WHAT A WIDOW" (United Artists)

RKO CAPITOL— (2.000). 30e-50c, 7 days. Other at-
tractions: "Humanettes" (Radio), news. Gross: $15,-
169. Above par.

"BRIGHT LIGHTS" (First National)
RKO STRAND—(1.350). 25c-40c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Love a la Mode" (Educational), news.
Gross: $5,150. Good.

"TRAILS OF DANGER" (Bis 4)
RKO FAMILY—(1.140). 20c-25c-35c, 4 days. Other

attractions: "Polished Ivory" (Educational), news.
Gross: $2,156. Okav.

"NIGHT WORK" (Pathe)
RKO FAMILY—(1.140). 20c-25c-35c, 3 days. Other

attractions: News. Gross: $1,162, Average.
"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Columbia)

KEITH'S— (1.600). 30c-S0c. 7 days. Other attractions:
"My Harem" (Educational), news. Gross:
Normal.

Play Up Reissue
Montreal—Charlie Chaplin reissues are

still going strong in Quebec. "The Pawn-
shop" was billed as half of a double-feature
program at the Rex, Lachute.

Industry Benefits by
13 State Elections

Thirteen new governors, with views fa-

vorable to the industry, are to be inducted
into office the first of the year, as a result

of their victories at the polls. They are
expected to aid materially in offsetting pro-
posed inimical legislation. The new gov-
ernors are : Roosevelt, New York ; Hauke,
Kansas; Bryan, Nebraska: White, Ohio:
Richie, Maryland: Gross. Connecticut;
Hunt, Arizona; Rolph, California; Adams,
Colorado ; Ely, Massachusetts : Pinchot,
Pennsylvania ; and Norton. Tennessee.

Curtain
Colleen Moore, terminating her brief

stage career, will go back to the Holly-
wood which once paid her a weekly
salary of $10,000 and which, for five

years, made her name one of the most
popular flicker box office attractions
all over the world. "On the Loose,"
the legitimate vehicle of her short
footlights experiment, is folding up,
going into the storehouse without
any New York presentation.

—

N. Y.
Graphic.

ttAngels" a Wow
In Philly Opener;

$5,000 in 3 Shows
Philadelphia

—
"Hell's Angels" zoomed

into town on Friday night and for its first

three performances cleaned up $5,000, break-

ing all house records for like period in the

history of the theatre. Its Saturday gross

beat the previous high record of "The Big
Parade" by $200. "Africa Speaks" closed

its last week at the theatre to $5,500, re-

opening immediately Saturday on a grind

policy at the Stanton.

"Half-shot at Sunrise" clicked into the

Stanley to the tune of $22,000 for its first

week, a high figure, while the Earle main-
tained its abnormally high grosses of the

last weeks with $20,000 for "The Gorilla."

"Feet First" took $21,000 at Keith's aided

by special midnight shows every night but

Sunday, indicating that the Lloyd film may
hold over for three weeks. It is now in its

second week.
"The Big Trail" did a good week's busi-

ness at the Fox, grossing a little over $27,-

000, but the figure was evidently disappoint-

ing as the picture's proposed second week
was cancelled in favor of "Renegades." The
Mastbaum continues to be a little under nor-

mal with its $38,000 for "Remote Control,"

while the Arcadia picked up enough on
"Anybody's Woman," a second run, to hold

it for a second week.
Estimated takings:

"REMOTE CONTROL" (M-G-M)
MASTBAUM— (4,800), 35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other

attractions: Warner-Publix stage show, "PuttI Putt "

news, featured orchestra. Gross: $38,000.

"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)
FOX— (3.000), 35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other attractions:

Fanchon & Marco stage show, news. Gross: $27,000.

"FEET FIRST" (Paramount)
KEITH'S—(1,800), 35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: Paramount short comedies, news. Gross:
$20,000.

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)
BOYD— (2,400), 35c-50c-75c 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Cartoon comedy, news. Gross: $14,000.

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Columbia)
ALDINE— (1,500), 50c-$1.50. 5 days. Other attrac-

tions: Cartoon, news. Gross: $5,500.

"THE GORILLA" (F. N.)
EARLE—(2,000), 25c-65c, 6 days. Other attractions:

Warner-Publix stage show, "Indian Summer," news.
Gross: $20,000.

"HALF-SHOT AT SUNRISE" (Radio)
STANLEY—(3.700). 35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: "Songwriters' Revue" (M-G-M novelty),
Grantland Rice Sportlight (Pathe), Columbia cartoon,
news. Gross: $22,000.

"WAY FOR A SAILOR" (M-G-M)
STANTON—(1,700), 2Sc-65c. 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Columbia cartoon, Rockne football film, news.
Gross: $9,000.

"EYES OF THE WORLD" (United Artists)
KARLTON— (1.000), 40c-50c. 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Charley Chase comedy, cartoon, news. Gross:
$4,500.

"ANYBODY'S WOMAN" (Paramount)
ARCADIA— (600), 50c. 6 days. Other attractions:

Pathe comedy, news. Gross: $5,500.
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Department of

Commerce Lists

Yearly Progress

Washington—Work of the Motion Pic-

ture Division of the Department of Com-
merce during the fiscal year ended June 30
called for a great deal of readjustment as

a result of the changed conditions brought

about by the introduction of sound films,

it is declared in the annual report of the

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
just submitted by Director William L.

Cooper to Secretary Lamont. This develop-

ment, it is declared, is now stabilized, but

further scientific discoveries involving the

more effective application of color in film

production, the use of wide film, and the

public experiments on television are begin-

ing to cause further readjustments nearly

as great and will continue to do so for some
time to come.

During the year the requests upon the

division represented an increase of 25 per

cent over 1929 and also cover a much wider
range of services than ever before, including

the furnishing of much foreign market data

to companies manufacturing recording and
reproducing apparatus and information as

to the type of foreign-language version of

talking pictures required in different mar-
kets abroad, it is pointed out.

"The motion-picture equipment section,"

the report states, "extended its field of con-

tacts and contributed a number of publica-

tions to that branch of the industry, includ-

ing a survey of prospects for equipment

sales in the Far East. The assistant chief of

the division, who is in charge of this sec-

tion, took a prominent part in organizing

the convention of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers held in Washington last

May, and his services in the cause of better

film projection were publicly recognized by

the Projection Advisory Council."

Follies at Seattle to

Adopt Tab Policy
Seattle—After several months of opera-

tion under policies that included local stage

revues, vaudeville and first run films, the

Follies here closed this week "for repairs"

and is scheduled to reopen later in the

month with Will King and his musical com-
edy troupe from California.

King and his company were local tab

favorites for several seasons a number of

years ago, prior to the era of stage revues
and talking pictures. Since his departure,

be has been appearing on Fanchon & Mar-
co's circuit, and has also made several talk-

er comedies. The success of this type of

show now will be watched with interest by
showmen of this territory.

Fisher Celebrates
Detroit—In celebration of the second an-

niversary of the opening of the Fisher, a

unique party was held Tuesday, when the

ten oldest married couples in Detroit and
vicinity were the guests of the management.
Applicants for the honors and the tickets

sent in their names and marriage dates, and
tickets were sent to them for the perform-

ance. James Oliver Curwood's "River's

End" was the screen show

Warships to Movies
London—Germany's once proud fleet,

scuttled in Scapa Flow, is to provide
steel for a number of picture houses
to be built throughout the country.
The ships recently were raised from
their ocean graveyard.

Death Penalty Is

Seen Way to Stop

"Casey" Bombings
Kansas City—Bombing of theatres be-

cause of alleged labor troubles may cease

to be a menace here as a result of an effort

on the part of prosecuting authorities to fix

the death penalty on two confessed bombers
of a partly-completed apartment house. The
bombing took place Sept. 8. The two men.
members of the carpenters' union, were ar-

rested last week after detectives had been
working on the case since the time of the

explosion which endangered many lives. The
apartment was being erected with non-union
labor.

A bombing law was enacted by the 1929

state legislature, which reads as follows

:

Section 1. Bombing defined. The wilful

and malicious explosion of any bomb or

other device charged with powder or other

explosive is hereby declared to be and de-

fined as bombing.
Section 2. Penalty in case of conviction.

Whoever shall wilfully and maliciously ex-

plode or who maliciously aids, counsels or

causes -to be exploded any bomb or other

device charged with powder or other explo-

sives whereby any person is or may be put

in danger of bodily injury or death, shall

be deemed guilty of bombing and upon con-

viction thereof shall suffer death or be im-
prisoned in the state penitentiary for a term
of not less than two years.

As a result of several recent theatre

bombings, the Sound Projectionists' Asso-
ciation, non-union group of operators, has
asked for an injunction against the local

operators' union, seeking to restrain the

union from damaging the property of non-
union houses and from intimidating the as-

sociation's members. The case was taken
to the Federal court, and the granting or

denial of the order is expected to come from
Judge Merrill Otis within the next week.
A report that Judge Otis had denied the
restraining order was found to be in error,

the judge asking that he be allowed to fur-

ther investigate the situation.

According to several members of the
Sound Projectionists' Association, the union
operators have threatened violence to vari-

ous non-union projectionists and several of

the association's members have been grant-
ed permission to carry firearms for protec-

tion.

The last theatre here to be bombed was
the Baltis, a suburban house, where a dyna-
mite bomb was placed under the marquee
several weeks ago. The house employed an
operator belonging to the non-union union.

If the two carpenters receive the death
sentence for their confessed parts in the
apartment bombing, it is believed that the-

atre bombing will be less popular as a way
to settle disputes.

Biz Off, Two in

Baltimore Drop
Newspaper Ads

Baltimore—All newspaper advertising has
been dropped by the Hippodrome, combina-
tion house managed by Nat Keene, and
practically all has been dropped by War-
ners' Metropolitan, operated by the War-
ners' Washington branch and managed by
R. G. Woods.
At the Hipnodrome patronage has been

off for some time, even though that house
has been offering the public the Harvey
Players in stock with orchestra, chorus and
acts with talking pictures.

The Metropolitan has been playing a
varied program of Warner, Universal and
some Fox pictures, and as this is in a resi-

dential uptown section the Washington of-

fice is undecided, since it took over the man-
agement a couple of months ago, just what
the status of the house is and whether they

should continue the present policy of first-

runs or not. Matinees at that house are said

to be nil, but with good pictures the night

shows are jammed.
Experimentation with advertising has

been going on. What the attitude of the

newspapers will be toward the curtailing of

space by these houses is a matter of con-

jecture.

"Blue Laws" Again to

Be Under Fire in Wis.
Milwaukee—Assemblyman John W. Grob-

schmidt has promised to renew his attack

on the state's 75-year-old "blue laws" in the

1931 legislature. The bill failed in the Sen-
ate last term, but Assemblyman Grobschmidt
is sure that it will be repealed by the next

legislature.

The statute which he proposes to repeal

provides that "any person who shall keep
open his shop, warehouse or workhouse, or

shall do any manner of labor, business or

work, except only works of necessity and
charity, or be present at any dancing or

public diversion, show or entertainment, or

take part in any sport, game or play on the

first day of the week shall be punished by
a fine not exceeding $10."

German Imports Dropping
Steadily, Report Shows

Washington—Film imports into Germany
declined by about 33-1-3 per cent during the

first nine months of 1930, as compared with
1

1 I2'). George R. Canty, trade commissioner
at Paris, reports to the Department of Com-
merce. During the first six months of the

current year, 236 films were censored, con-
trasted with 315 for the same period last

vear, and 401 in the first nine months of

1'L'S.

Reopen Dayton House
Dayton. O.—W. C. Chesborough, operat-

ing a chain of local theatres, to which the

Salem has recently been added, has re-

opened the house which has been dark for

several weeks pending installation of West-
ern Electric sound equipment. New screen,

seats and other improvements also have been
installed.
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Drops Vaude

Hamilton, Ont.—Another theatre in

Canada is discontinuing vaudeville,

this being the Palace, managed by
Leonard Bishop, which has been fea-

turing five R-K-O acts. The Palace is

controlled by Famous Players. Shea's

Hippodrome, Toronto, and Loew's,

Montreal, are now the only two
houses in Eastern Canada with vaude-

ville.

Seattle Theatre

Bucks Union; to

Run "All Screen"

Seattle—Eyes of the Pacific Coast show
industry are on the Paramount in this city,

now operating on its new "all-screen" pol-

icy with reduced prices of 25, 35 and 50

cents. The reason for the interest is the at-

titude of the house toward the musicians'

union. At present there is no orchestra and

no organist employed in the theatre.

It is understood that when the Publix

units were dropped at this house last week

the management requested the union to re-

duce the minimum musician requirement

from 16 to nine men. According to reports,

the union refused, declaring that the theatre

must continue to employ 16 musicians. As
a result, Publix officials decided to eliminate

the stage band altogether, whereupon the

union refused to allow any union organists

to play there. This is the first case at hand

in the Pacific Northwest where the theatre

operators have arbitrarily disregarded the

union demands.

Kid Birthday Club
Planned at Baltimore

Baltimore—A Kiddie Birthday Club is

being inaugurated for Loew's Parkway, resi-

dential uptown second-run house here, by
Sam Gilman, manager, and Junior McGee-
han, publicist.

This is being done to interest the kids in

the neighborhood in the Parkway and but-

tons and certificates of registration with a

seal, looking very important, are presented

to those who enroll. It has been advertised

through a trailer on the screen.

Each week single passes are mailed to

those kids on the list having birthdays, the

plan being that they will probably bring
others into the playhouse and talk about it

to other kids.

Heckle Portland

First Runs Over

Type of Films

Would Ban Sunday Films
Albany—Although miniature golf courses

are continuing full blast in Bellows Falls.

Vt., on Sundays, the three Protestant

churches in the town have decided to wage
war on Sunday films. In each of these

churches there was a special sermon on
Sunday against Sunday shows and petitions

were started in circulation asking for signa-

tures of persons favoring closing the the-

atres. If these petitions are widely signed

they will be turned over to the district at-

torney for action.

Portland, Ore.—The Oregon Congress of

Parents and Teachers continues to heckle the

managers of some of the first-run theatres,

this time complaining that, after the Satur-

day morning Mickey Mouse matinees, chil-

dren are allowed to remain at the Fox
Broadway, Fox Hollywood and Fox United

Artists and view the first performance of

the current films, regardless of the nature

of the feature.

Another agitator, Chester A. Lyons, at

the last meeting of the censor board, city

officials, and ministerial association made an

emphatic protest against the particular 24-

sheet on "Soldier's Plaything" which was
shown at Hamrick's Music Box. When he

was invited by the city attorney to sign a

warrant for the arrest and imprisonment

of John Hamrick, he hurriedly backed water

stating that he desired only prevention and

not prosecution.

Madison First

Runs Increase
Madison, Wis.—Competition in the first

run field here is to be increased with reopen-

ing of the Parkway as an independent first

run. The house will be operated by Madison
Theatre Co., an organization of local busi-

ness men. R. W. Miller, resigned as mana-
ger of the Fox Strand, to operate the new
house. He is succeeded by Charles Loewen-
berg, who for eight years was with Univer-

sal in advertising and exploitation.

The Parkway was one of the local houses

of the former Fischer-Paramount chain,

which was taken over by L. K. Brin.

Install New Wide Screen
To Boost San Diego Biz

Long Beach, Calif.—A new wide screen

for use with the Realife wide screen film

has been installed at the Fox West Coast

theatre. It is thought use of the wide
screen will help business, as grosses for the

past several months in Long Beach have
been low. lower, in fact, than at any time in

the past three years.

Charles Miller on Own
Miller Music. Inc., has been formed in

New York by Charles Miller, for 15 years

with the Harms Co., and formerly music edi-

tor-in-chief of all Warner music subsidia-

Fox Signs Chaplin Lead
Hollywood—After completing work oppo-

site Charlie Chaplin in "City Lights," Vir-

ginia Cherrill has been signed as a featured

player at Fox.

Greenhouse Gets Omaha Post
Omaha—Daniel F. Greenhouse of the

World Screen Advertising Service has been

added to the house staff of the World the-

atre in the capacity of assistant press agent.

Acting Debunked
Here's an actor debunking acting.

He is Lewis Stone, and in Photoplay
Magazine he has this to say: "Any
person with intelligence, natural apti-

tude and the capacity for hard work,
can become a competent actor. You
don't need to feel the roles you play.

It is better, as a matter of fact, if you
don't. How absurd to suppose that

you can do a drunk scene when you
have had ten highballs."

Mergers Not All

Sweet Music, Is

Executive's Slant

Mergers, no matter in what industry,

are not economic Aladdin's lamps, take it

from H. W. Phelps, president of the Amer-
ican Can Company, whose organization has

passed through merger pains and, therefore,

presumably is in a position to talk.

"A merger is little more than an oppor-

tunity for an able management to do a good
piece of work," states Phelps in the "Exec-
utives' Service Bulletin," published by the

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company.
"Companies are brought together on the

basis of earnings and assets. The picture

looks bright, but when the merger actually

is consummated difficulties arise. These dif-

ficulties are at least fourfold in character

and concern (1) personnel, (2) methods of

marketing, (3) manufacturing facilities and

(4) equipment.
"It is obvious that everyone cannot be

president of the new company and numer-
ous men who have occupied the office of

chief executive must now take subordinate

places. Some of these men will be consti-

tutionally unable to accept such subordina-

tion, feeling that they know more about their

own business than anyone else. Naturally,

such executives must be eliminated in order

to assure the progress of the new company."

Legit Show at $1
Top Folds at Seattle

Seattle—Evidently the legitimate stage is

doomed in this city. After four weeks of

mediocre business, executives of the Bain-
bridge Stock Company, that has been on the

boards at the Metropolitan, announced that

they will close next week and move back to

Minneapolis. The company has presented
weekly changes of plays at $1 top, under
the sponsorship of the A. L. Erlanger in-

terests. In announcing the clcsing, E. G.
Cooke, house manager, reported that Seat-
tle has contributed less business during the
last year to traveling legitimate shows than
any other city on the Pacific Coast that is

on the route list of such attractions.

Publix Operating at Hamilton
Hamilton, O.—Publix now is operating

the Palace here, acquired from Turberg &
Silver.

Seitz Gets Assignment
Hollywood—George B. Seitz is to direct

'Drums of Jeopardy" for Tiffany.
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Danger Lights
{R-K-O-Spoor-Bcrggrcn Natural Vision

Process)

Spectacular and Significant
{Reviewed by S. A. Kane)

"[RANGER LIGHTS," as the initial fea-
L/ ture-length production made and pro-

jected with Spoor-Berggren equipment, pro-
vides an excellent illustration of what mechan-
ical and scientific developments can do to im-
prove ordinary motion picture drama. This
picture has been photographed on standard as
well as 65 mm. film. The standard film version
is an ordinary picture with nothing more than
excellent sound effects and occasional picturesque
shots to distinguish it. On the other hand, the
wide film and wide screen version is a startling

experience in the possibilities of photographic
realism, that makes of common motion picture
material a spectacular show.
The fact is more impressive when it is re-

membered that "Danger Lights" was not selected

as the one story possibility among many that
would best adapt itself to the purposes of the
Spoor-Berggren equipment. It was a story go-
ing into production at a time when a test of
the Spoor process was required, so the Spoor
cameras followed the company on location and
into the studios, and were placed beside stand-
ard cameras, recording the same scenes and
action from angles identical to those employed
by the standard cameras. The photographic re-

sults of the two media are as significant as they
are strangers to each other.

The story is that of a veteran railroad man,
Louis Wolheim, known for his ability on the

job and his kindliness to less fortunate railroad
men. Wolheim has been the mainstay of Frank
Sheridan, who plays a disabled engineer, and
the latter's daughter, played by Jean Arthur,
whom Wolheim is engaged to marry.
Robert Armstrong, a discredited railroad man,

is reinstated by Wolheim, and established in his

and Sheridan's home. There Armstrong falls

in love with Jean Arthur, and the two, afraid

to face the father and the benefactor, plan an
elopement. Leaving at night, Armstrong's foot

is caught in a rail switch, as the Limited ap-

proaches. Wolheim, pursuing them, finds them
in this predicament. He sacrifices himself to

free Armstrong, and the resultant injuries re-

quire the attention of a brain specialist to save
his life. The nearest specialist is in Chicago.
A record run must be made to get him in time.

Armstrong volunteers to take the throttle of

a special and, with the tracks cleared for it,

the run to Chicago is made in some such un-
precedented time as 90-odd miles per hour, for

the five hours. Wolheim's life is saved, and in

a final sacrificial gesture he concedes Arm-
strong's better claim on the girl and contents

himself with pursuing his love for railroading.

On standard film this story is told in the or-

dinary and casual manner suggested by its

theme. The natural vision process, adding a

partly achieved illusion of a third dimension, a
clearer and vastly larger proj ection, and. a

panoramic sweep to outdoor sequences never

before achieved by motion picture cameras,

succeeds in contributing to the production a

spectacular realism. This contribution, in turn,

gives a dignity and interest to the production

that the standard film version does not even

suggest.

The third dimensional illusion is most notice-

able in outdoor shots of a panoramic sweep, in

which depth of backgrounds is naturally present.

The same illusion in lesser emphasis is present

in outdoor sequences of limited visual ranges.

As a photographic result it disappears entirejy

in indoor shots at close range.

Aside from the third dimensional illusion, the

picture is distinguished, photographically, by

the scenic and realistic shots caught along the

Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific's right-

of-way as the special train bearing the injured

railroad man makes its record run to Chicago.
Audiences impulsively applauded occasional of
these shots at the theatre in which the picture
was caught.

The Natural Vision version of "Danger
Lights" is destined to attract much natural
publicity, newspaper comment and word-of-
mouth advertising. It was put on cold in Chi-
cago, without any increase in advertising or
exploitation over the normal average for a pro-
gram picture. It opened to average business,
built steadily from day to day, and was con-
tinuing to build at the opening of its second
week, as a result of the attention its spectacular
qualities gains it.

Some effects and reproduction are excellent,

and contribute importantly to the realistic suc-
cess of the new photographic and projection
process. Direction by George B. Seitz is cap-
able. All roles are adequately handled by the
same cast noted in the review of the standard •

film version of "Danger Lights" in the Sep-
tember 6 issue of Motion Picture News.
Comedy relief is afforded with the occasional
appearances of Hugh Herbert as a dignified

tramp. Length and running time are the same
as for the standard film version.

Most remarkable is the suggestion carried by
this of the photographic possibilities of the
process which will undoubtedly result from its

further development and with pictures better

suited to its spectacular achievements. The
limited number of panoramic shots afforded

by the script of "Danger Lights" ably demon-
strate what the process could achieve under
such circumstances. These panoramic shots are
unquestionably the most complimentary to the
Natural Vision process, yet because of their

scarcity and brevity they are not, in themselves,
an adequate demonstration of the full pos-
sibilities of the new photographic and projection

process. Such a picture as "The Big Trail"

would have been admirably suited to the Spoor-
Berggren equipment, and would have provided
its almost perfect test.

Better-suited vehicles will bring out the sys-

tem's greatest advantages as it now stands.

These will be outdoor pictures. Improvement
of the results it produces in indoor shots must,

apparently, wait on further scientific improve-
ment of the process.

"Danger Lights" was reviewed on standard

film in Motion Picture News for September 6.

Sin Takes a Holiday
(Pathe)

Swell Women's Picture
(Reviewed by Red Kami)

GEAR your campaign for the women with

this one. It's built that way and, while

the male percentage of your audience will prob-

ably find it entertaining, "Sin Takes a Holiday"
is very much female stuff.

Here you have a smart, sophisticated, and
often improbable yarn, wherein Constance Ben-
nett steps out of a drab stenographer's role in

the early part of the picture and converts her-

self into a one-woman fashion show for the rest

of the footage.

You find her as secretary to Kenneth Mac-
Kenna, divorce lawyer whose legal astuteness

isn't sufficient to keep him from becoming en-

twined in an affair with Rita La Roy. Rita,

three times married, is preparing to divorce the

fourth in the anticipation that MacKenna will

marry her. Only he doesn't, makes a deal with

Miss Bennett to marry him—one of those in-

name-only affairs—for one year, after which he
figures his episode with Miss La Roy will have
sufficiently cooled off to permit continuance of

bachelorhood.
Constance, who really loves him, consents

although the motivitation is something you have

to guess at because the story development never

makes it totally clear. Immediately after the
ceremony she sails for Europe, $5,000 having
been settled on her as the price for going
through with the procedure.
On the boat she meets Basil Rathbone, man-

about-town and off to Paris for his annual ad-
ventures in love. He makes a violent play for
her and showers the types of entertainment up-
on her which the mob ordinarily associates with
the idle rich: a chateau, visits to the races,
roulette, winter sports in the Alps, etc. Their
joint appearance everywhere eventually leads
Rathbone to tell Constance that their entire set

believes they are carrying on a love affair, al-

though it is clearly indicated that they are not.

He asks her to marry him, but she refuses un-
til she has had opportunity to see MacKenna
in New York and to discover if she still loves
him.

So back to the States they go. MacKenna
is dazzled by the change through which Miss
Bennett has passed via clothes, beauty parlors
and the like. He discovers he loves her, despite

the fact that this portion of the story is hardly
dramatically and progressively consistent.

In order to end the La Roy episode which
has been flourishing all this time, MacKenna
asks Miss Bennett to carry through the hus-
band-and-wife situation. She consents, succeeds
in routing the female menace and finds herself

listening to MacKenna's arguments and pro-
testations of undying love. In the meantime,
Rathbone gets tired of waiting and departs

after leaving word that he is again sailing for

Paris to discover something he missed on the

last trip.

Horace Jackson, who did the adaptation and
dialogue, did an extremely good job. His sit-

uations and his dialogue are smart and occa-
sionally tinged with the suggestive, all of which
this reviewer feels is in keeping with the gen-
eral type of story although the heads of fa-

milies may disagree.

Miss Bennett does nice work, just that. Her
performance, while adequate, never turns as

startling as the women of the nation will un-
doubtedly find her clothes. But then you have
her appearance in the enormously successful

"Common Clay" to cash in on. Don't forget it.

The rest of the cast is very satisfactory, the

best work of the troupe being delivered by
Basil Rathbone.
Snappy, fast-moving shorts adinsable here

to maintain the speed of the picture.
Produced and distributed by Pathe. From original

story by Robert Milton and Dorothy Cairns. Directed
by Paul Stein. Adaptation and dialogue by Horace
Jackson. Edited by Dan Mandell. Photographed by
John Mescall. Length. 7,304 feet. Running time,
SI minutes. Release date, November 20.

THE CAST
Sylvia Constance Bennett
Gaylord Stanton Kenneth MacKenna
Durant Basil Rathbone
Grace Rita LaRoy
Richards Louis Bartels
Sheridan John Roche
Anna Zasu Pitts
Miss Munson Kendall Lee

Wild Men of Kalihari
(Talking Picture Epics)

Good Travel Film
(Reviczved bv Charles F. Hynes)

DR. E. ERNEST CADLE made this inter-

esting film of the bushmen of South Africa
while heading the Denver African Expedition.
The scenes are described by Dr. Cadle while
they unfold.

The naked wild men have no habitation, wan-
dering over the desert and its fringes. The
race, now nearly extinct, once comprised a
large portion of the population of Africa.

Talking Picture Epics has adopted a policy

with its scientific and travel pictures, guarantee-
ing their authenticity in every respect. Paul
Maschke edited the film, which needs strong
short or feature support. Length, 4,490 feet.

Running time, 50 minutes. Release date, Nov. 22.
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The Great Meadow
(M-G-M)

Spectacle; Story Weak
I
Reviewed by Jack Grant)

NOTABLE as a spectacle of great scenic

beauty, the story values of "The Great
Meadow" sutler accordingly. Basically the pic-

ture is just another drama of the conquest of

the West merged with a variation of the Enoch
Arden theme. Seldom does the story take pre-

cedent over the scenic effects. Particularly is

this true in the M-G-M large screen process,

"Realife."

The wisdom of having Johnny Mack Brown
follow his "Billy, the Kid" with "The Great
Meadow" is debatable. Comp. risons are invited

and "Meadow" must perforce come out second
best. It lacks the action, suspense and conse-

quent audience appeal of "Billy." Berk Jarvis

is a more sincere characterization, but decided-

ly less colorful.

The best-selling novel by Elizabeth Madox
Roberts offered plot incident of a minor nature
for film transcription. Under the direction of

Charles Brabin, never noted for humorous
touches, comedy relief is practically overlooked.
The beauty of its photography is "The Great
Meadow's" strongest bid for fame.
Opening in an American settlement in the

past—revolutionary days, Johnny Mack Brown
is introduced as a boy incited by the tales of

Daniel Boone of the little known region of

Kentucky. He forms a band of pioneers to

enter the territory and takes Eleanor Boardman
as his bride to homestead the land. The trek
across the country depicts all the hardships of

the times. Barefoot and weary the tiny band at

last reach Boone's fort on the Kentucky river.

Nor do the hardships end there. The wo-
men's work has just begun. This, if any, is the

story's preachment. Brown's mother, splendidly

realized by Lucille La Verne, is killed by an
Indian and scalped. The boy vows vengeance
and leaves his wife to seek his mother's redskin
murderer.
He is gone a year when Eleanor Boardman

hears of his death. The struggle for existence
with her little boy proves more than she can
bear alone. When Brown returns, he finds his

wife married to Gavin Gordon and a second
child in the household.
The wife is asked to choose, both men agree-

ing to abide by her decision. She explains to

Brown why he must go but Gordon, knowing
the choice is dictated by loyalty, refused to

allow her to make the sacrifice.

The story is at times a bit incoherent and
dialogue with frequent "thars" and similar col-

loquialisms does not help to easy understanding.
Eleanor Boardman's performance as the

pioneer wife is surely her finest since the

memorable "Crowd." John Mack Brown makes
the most of somewhat limited opportunities and
Gavin Gordon is admirable in a repressed por-
trayal. The rest of the cast rate superlatives

with Lucille La Verne and Russell Simpson
particularly outstanding.

"The Great Meadow" needs careful attention

in exploiting and advertising. Stress the wo-
men's angle.

Comedy shorts definitely necessary.

Produced and distributed by M-G-M. Directed by
Charles Brabin. From the novel by Elizabeth Madox
Roberts. Adapted by Charles Brabin and Edith Ellis.

Dialogue by Edith Ellis. Photographd hy Wil'iam
Daniels and Clyde Devinna. Edited by George Hively.
Length, not set . Release date. Jan. 3, 1931.

THE CAST
Berk Jarvis John Mack Brown
Diony Hall Eleanor Boardman
Elvira Tarvis Lucille LaVerne
Betty Hall Anita Louise
Evan Muir Gavin Gordon
Reuben Hall Guinn Williams
Thomas Hall Russell Simpson
Mistress Hall Sarah Padden
Sally Tolliver Helen Jerome Eddy

Truth About Youth
(First National)

Average Programmer
(Reviewed by Bill Crouch)

THIS is a story of youth based upon the
stage play, "When We Were Twenty-one."

It has been capably directed by William Seiter,

but the story, while unusual, fails to click as it

should and the talker rates about average.
Should prove okay for the seven-day spots

and subsequent bookings if given good support
and the names in the cast exploited heavily.

Conway Tearle, as the guardian of David
Manners, plans to have him marry Loretta
Young, the daughter of Tearle's housekeeper.
The youth, however, falls for a night club en-

tertainer, Myrna Loy, and spends his time
courting her. Tearle and Miss Young plan to

save Manners from the whopee gal, but are un-
successful. Miss Loy falls for Manners, but

comes to find out that he is not the unsophis-
ticated lad she thought he was. In the mean-
time, Tearle and Young, having been together
trying to aid Manners, gradually fall in love

and the final fadeout comes with them in each
other's arms.
Conway Tearle does some fine acting as the

guardian and Loretta Young as the girl is very

good at handling some dramatic moments. J.

Farrell MacDonald and Harry Stubbs are well

cast and David Manners as the youth plays his

part capably. Miss Loy, however, does the out-

standing work and plays her role of the enter-

tainer in a spirited manner.
Use strong shorts in this spot, musicals or

comedy will fit best.
Produced and distributed by First National. Di*

rected by William A. Seiter. Based on play, "When
We were Twenty-one," by H. V. Esmond. Adap-
tation and additional dialogue by \V. Harrison Orkow.
Photographed hy Art Miller. Edited by Frederick Y.
Smith. Length, 6,235 feet. Running time, 68 minutes.
Release date, Nov. 3.

THE CAST
Phyllis Ericson Loretta Young
Richard Horace J. Dane David Manners
Richard Carewe Conway Tearle
Colonel Graham J. Farrell MacDonald
Horace Palmer Harry Stubbs
Mrs. Ericson Myrtle Stedman
Kara Myrna Loy

Two Worlds
(British International Pictures)

Fair Program
(Revieived hy Robert Hage)

THIS boasts a good story with some unusual
situations. It drags somewhat in the typical

British manner and is devoid of comedy. The
producer certainly missed a bet when he didn't

get players without English accents for the

principal roles. Some of the lingo of the

Austrian soldiers, for instance, certainly would
have landed them in an internment camp, with
Austria-Hungary at war with Great Britain.

The story is laid along the Austro-Russian
front during the war. where the particular town
concerned changes hands frequently. The son

of a Jewish clock-maker is killed by the Aus-
trians and the father is broken-hearted. In

a frenzy he strikes the Austrian officer and is

sentenced to jail, denied the opportunity to

watch over his son's remains.

The officer is enamoured of a dancer and
spends the night at a hotel, only to awaken
and find the Russians have entered the town.

Pretty far-fetched, particularly when the officer

is the son of the Russian commander. He tries

to escape and is shot by the Russians, with the

Jewish clock-maker's daughter taking him into

her home, over the protestations of her father.

The Russians accept the old man's word that

the youth is his son, and so he is unmolested.
When the girl falls in love with the officer

the father, frantic over the prospects of losing

her, sends a letter to the Russian commandant
offering to reveal the Austrian's whereabouts

if given immunity. The Austrians recapture the

town and the youth's father find the letter, using
it as a threat against the clock-maker's life,

to force his son to renounce the girl.

The ending is carried out logically. As a re-

sult, it is abrupt, lacking the happy finish. While
this reviewer prefers to see a story carried lo
its logical conclusion—and no further—audiences
generally do not, which probably will hurt this

financially.

Needs comedy relief.

Produced by Ellstree Prod. Distributed by British
International. Directed by E. A. Dupont. Story by
Dupont. Dialogue by Miles Malleson. Length, 8.000
feet. Running time, 82 minutes. Release date, Nov.
21, 1930.

THE CAST
Esther Norah Baring
Lieutenant John Longden
Simon Goldscheider Randle Ayrton
Colonel C. M. Hallard
M izzi Constance Carpenter
Mendel Donald Calthrop
Singer Miriam Elias

Ex-Flame
(Liberty)

Not So Hot
(Reviewed by Jack Grant)

SHADES of our old friend, "East Lynne,"
all dressed up in modern clothes. Good for

the smaller runs and split weekers. The sexy
monicker of "Ex-Flame" will help and the pro-
duction, sets and photography are far above
the average established by independent pro-
ducers.

Modernizing "East Lynne" was in itself no
mean task. Yet, you who remember your barn-
storming favorite will probably get a chuckle

or two from the literal adaptation given it here.

It is still a tear jerker, but so much water has
run under the bridge since they first went at

"East Lynne" that the situations no longer

bring a flood. The comedy, with Snub Pollard

dragged in as a stooge servant, doesn't click.

Story opens with the return of Neil Hamilton
and Marian Nixon from their honeymoon. The
couple take up residence at the Hamilton fam-
ily estate and Marian immediately manifests

jealousy at the sight of a photo of her husband
with a former sweetheart—the "Ex-Flame" of

the title. In the abruptness of the introduction

of her jealousy some sympathy is lost.

Four years pass and the ex returns to becorjie

a neighbor. She definitely sets her cap for

Hamilton and Marian turns a brilliant green.

When she catches her husband kissing the girl

she packs up, takes her baby and leaves. Her
devoted admirer, Norman Kerry, also an "ex,"

calls at her apartment. His doctor has given
him but a few months to live, so he has called

to say good-bye. He says it and dies imme-
diately.

It's 4 A.M. Scandal. Husband sues for

divorce. Takes baby from mother publicly

judged improper person. Mother goes "Madame
X," jumping around country with first one
man, then another. Finally hears of husband's

engagement to the "Ex-Flame." Returns to

England bent on kidnaping child. Discovering

her hiding in closet, husband realizes his love.

Reconciliation. Fade out.

This is "Ex-Flame," nee "East Lynne."

Strong comedy support in shorts suggested.
Produced and distributed by Liberty Productions.

Story and direction by Victor Halperin. Modernized
version of "East Lynne." Adaptation and dialogue
bv George Draney. Dialogue direction by Herbert
Ferjeon. Photographed by Ernie Miller. Edited by
Donn Hales. Running time. 72 minutes. Length,
6,480 feet.

THE CAST
Sir Carlisle Austin Neil Hamilton
Lady Catherine Marian Nixon
Beaumont Winthrop Norman Kerry
Barbara Lacey Judith Barrie

Umberto Roland Drew
Ki'mer Joan Standing
Boggins Snub Pollard

Ladv Harriett May Beatty
Colonel Lacey Lorimer Johnson
Argentinian Tose Bohr
Keith Cornelius Keefe
Wilkins Joseph Nnrth
Parson Charles Crockett
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Only Saps Work
(Paramount )

Not a Sap in the Cast
(Reviewed by S. A. Kane)

EGINNING with the author, everyone
connected with "Only Saps Work" shows

implicit belief in the title. The results would
indicate that what the picture needed was a
few saps.

This is a comedy of decidedly average qual-
ity, that is emphatically not suited for the week-
ly grinds. Smaller houses may rind it suitable

for a day or two of average business.

The story is inconsequential and almost un-
recognizable, as such. It is full of absurdities

and improbabilities, which producers of feature

length comedies have come to believe is about
all that is necessary in the making of a comedy.
Leon Errol is the picture's comedy mainstay,
and, with lack of distinction in his work, the

whole structure of the production falls through.
Errol does try, but even a better comedian
than he would be discouraged by the material
given him to work with in this one. As a

voluble crook who talks his way out of a

variety of embarrassing predicaments his per-

formance depends on his chatter to put it over.

The lines given him in this one are dull, lack-

ing in originality and too plentiful. He is

obliged frequently to go into lengthy spiels of

tiresome chatter, and what little of humor there

is in them is lost to audiences more often than
not because of the rapidity with which, Errol
barks them out and follows them up.

Errol, a semi-gentlemanly crook, involves

Richard Arlen in a bank robbery, unknown to

the latter, who waits outside in the car while
the job is pulled by Errol. They make their

way to a health resort where Arlen has ob-

tained a job as a kitchen boy. On the train

en route they encounter Mary Brian, Charles
Grapewin, in the role of her father, and Ander-
son Lawler, who" plays an admirer of Miss
Brian's. Arlen has posed as the owner of the

health resort to Mary Brian. His real position

is discovered by Lawler when the party arrives

at the resort, and a portion of what passes for

comedy in this is supplied in the course of Law-
ler's attempts to show up Arlen to the girl.

Errol poses at the resort as a detective work-
ing on the bank robbery which he has per-

petrated. A dumb bellhop, played irritatingly

by Stuart Erwin, who is ambitious to become
a detective, volunteers his help to Errol. The
latter points out Grapewin and Lawler as the

robbery suspects and instructs the bellhop to

shadow them continually.

When Arlen learns that Errol has "stuck

up" the bank, he insists they return the money.
Errol finally agrees, but at this juncture two
detectives enter. Considerable allegedly humor-
ous confusion results, which ends as Errol and

Arlen are being taken away by the two new-
comers. At the doorway they are halted and
revealed as fakes by two genuine detectives.

Explanations which absolve Arlen, fixing things

for him with the girl, result. Errol, however,
is wanted by the detectives, but employs a ruse

in order to escape them at the fadeout.

No particular demands are made of either

Arlen or Miss Brian by the story. They are

little more in evidence than any supporting

member of the cast, and have nothing to do

even when on the scene. Fault of the picture,

however, is entirely the story's. It offers less

than the cast manages to deliver.

Heeds strong support, in which a good com-
edy will fit.

Produced ami distributed by Paramount Publix
From stage olav, "F.a^v Monev," by Owen Davis.
Directed by Cvril Gardner nnr] Edwin Knni'n. Adint-
ed by Sam Mintz. Percv Heath and Tn^epli Mnnkie-
iA-ic;r. Edited by Edward Dmvtrvk. Photographed hv
R« Winlv. Length, 6.122 feet. Running time. 68
minutes. Rclcnse date. November 1 5.

THE CAST
Tim Wilson Leon El rol

Kait v Payne Richard Arlen

Barbara Tanner Mary Brian
Oscar Stuart Erwin
Simeon Tanner Charles Grapewin
Horace Baldwin Anderson Lawler

Fast and Loose
( Paramount

)

Disappointing
(Reviewed by BUI Crouch)

TAKEN from the stage play, "The Best
People," this talker should have been a

sparkling comedy drama throughout, but as it

stands it is bright in some spots and very
amateurish and overdone in others. The photog-
raphy is not at all good and detracts from the
action in numerous scenes.

Will perhaps be okay for the average week
run spots if heavily plugged. Cast has no
great name value and needs strong support in

balance of program.
The story of "Fast and Loose" concerns the

love of a rich boy for a poor girl and a rich

girl for a poor boy. Both eventually marry
their opposites, but not until they are made to

see there is no such thing as class distinction.

Miriam Hopkins is the rich girl and Charles
Starrett is the poor auto mechanic. When she
first meets him it is at the beach and, clad only
in a bathing suit, his poverty is not so apparent.

Later Miss Hopkins meets him when she calls

for a mechanic and, despite the shock, she loves

him and wants him to marry her. This he will

not do because of the class inequality. In the

meantime, Henry Wadsworth, the rich son of

Frank Morgan, falls in love with Carole Lom-
bard, a chorus girl. Morgan, thinking the girl

is after the boy's money, plans a meeting with
her and takes the suspicious brother-in-law,

Herbert Yost, along for Carole's girl friend,

Ilka Chase.
This little party, however, is broken up when

the son and daughter appear and suspect the

worst. They get drunk and are taken to jail,

where the whole family meets to settle the

affair. Here it is discovered that money you
have or haven't doesn't make any difference

—

love is what counts and all is settled satisfac-

torily.

The acting in this picture is very spotty.

Miss Hopkins is excellent at times and her

comedy good. Charles Starrett and Frank
Morgan give the best performances and their

characters are real. Miss Lombard is most
fitting in a rather small role and deserves bet-

ter parts, as she has the ability.

The unevenness of the production handicaps
it greatly and unless the comedy angle is thor-

oughly installed in the mind of the spectator

at the first the talker is apt to prove dull for

the most part.

Use strong name shorts with this one.
Produced and distributed by Paramount. Directed

by Fred Newmeyer. Based on "The Best PeopK" by
David Gray and* Avery Hopwood. Screen play _hy

Tack Kiikland. Dialogue by Preston Sturges, Dia-
Inpnie staged by Bertram Harrison. Photographed by
William Steiner. Length, 6.384 feet. Running time,
71 minutes. Release date. Nov. 0.

THE CAST
Marion Lenox Miriam Hopkins
Tl'tiry Morgan Charles Starrett
A 1 ice O'Neil Carole Lomhard
Bertie Lenox Henrv Wadsworth
Rronson Lenox Frank Morgan
Trirrie Lenox Winifred Harris
George Craft-m Herbert Yost
T,<ird Rockingham David Hutche=<m
Millie Montgomery Tlka Oiasi1

liv'cr Summers Herschel Mayall

Men Without Law
(Coinm bia)

Plenttf of Action
( Reviewed by Charles F. Hynes')

BUCK JONES lias plenty to do and does it

well in this actionful western. The story has
several implausibilities, and the long arm nf

coincidence mars it somewhat, but there is action

a-plenty and some comedy, which is what action

fans want. Added t< > this U the beauty of Car-

melita Geraghty, and although her Mexican ac-
cent slips at times, she makes a pleasant heroine.
Buck's horse, Silver, plays an important role,

releasing Buck's bonds at one point.

The action takes place along the Mexican
border, to which Buck returns from overseas.
He falls for a Mexican girl on the train, but
does not learn her identity. Arrived home, he
finds that his brother has turned bad man, and
that afternoon the youngster is captured follow-
ing a hold-up of the bank. Buck prevails upon
the sheriff to release the boy so that he can go
home to his mother, agreeing to act as a hostage.
The boy is captured by the gang and Buck es-

capes and goes to the rescue and is captured.
The outlaw finds a letter from a Mexican don
on Buck, and impersonates the latter to rob the
old man. He makes off with the daughter, .but

Buck accomplishes a couple of more sensational

escapes and saves the girl.

There are a few tears, a few laughs, good
direction with the supporting cast adequate, al-

though Tommy Carr is light for his part. As
a double feature or split week fare for action
fans, it gets over well.

Musicals and comedy zvith this.

Produced and distributed by Columbia Pictures.
Directed by Louis King. Story by Lew Seiler. Con-
tinuity and dialogue by Dorothy Howell. Edited by
Roy Snyder. Photographed by T. D. McCord. Length,
6.090 feet. Running time, 67 minutes. Release date,
Oct. 15, 1930.

THE CAST
Buck Healy Buck Jones
Tom Healy Tommy Carr
Murdock Harry Woods
Sheriff Jim Fred Burns
Deputy Sheriff Fred Kelsey
Hank Sid Say lor

Juanita Carmelita Geraghty
Mrs. Healy Lydia Knott
Senor Del Rev Victor Sarno

Are You There?
(Fox)

Dull and Unfunny
(Reviewed by Red Kami)

THE average audience won't know whether
they went super-subtle on this, or just

muffed the works. It's supposed to be funny
and no doubt the intentions were honest, but
between preparation and the cutting room some-
thing missed fire and the results show it.

Beatrice Lillie, whose name doesn't mean a
thing to picture audiences, occupies the featured
spot in this musical comedy affair. The book
has her down as an ultra-modern detective who
never loses her case. To her comes Geoffrey,
son of the Duke of St. Pancras, with an ambi-
tion to block the marriage of his pater with
Countess Helenka. Miss Lillie determines to
take the case and goes to the castle as Lady
Diana Drummond, big game hunter. Of course,
she exposes the countess for the crook she is

and wins the duke.
Musical comedy formula never calls for heavy

brain work on the story. On that score, "Are
You There?'' may be excused. But more than
indulgence is necessary to alibi the old wheezes
turned out of their dust-covered corners for
gags and the generally ineffectual efforts of
Miss Lillie to be funny. Perhaps it was the
material; perhaps Miss Lillie is too British.

At any rate, she doesn't deliver in this talker.

The supporting cast has inconsequential roles

and plays them that way.
Needs heavy short subject support. Pick the

best.
Produced and distributed by Fox. Story and dia-

logue by Harlan Thompson. Directed by Ha milt mi
MacFadden. Songs by Grace Henry and Moi I is

Hamilton. Dances arranged by Edward Do'ly. Edited
h v A I de Goetann. Photographed by Joseph Valen -

tine. Length. 5,-100 feet. Running time. 60 minutes.
Release date. Nov. 30.

THE CAST
Shirley Travis Beatrice Lillie

Gneffrv John Garrick
Countess Helenka Olga Baclanova
Duke nf St. Pancras George Grossmith
Barbara Blythe Tillian Sand
Barber Roger Davis
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It Happened in Hollywood
( Universal)

A Howl

THIS is loaded with laughs. It's the story

of a sap (George Chandler), who gets on a

Hollywood lot with the gate keeper (Tom Ken-
nedy) trying to get him out. There are a lot

of tunny and original gags, which keep the hee-

haws coming thick and fast. It's a great sub-

ject for any kind of bill. Running time, 22

minutes.

Polo
(i'isugraphw

)

A Pip!

SHORTS of this type come few and far be-

tween. The thrills of the ponies riding the

picturesque field at Meadowbrook, Long Island,

driven by such famous players as Hitchock,

Guest and others in a hard-fought game between

American and British teams ; and a certain pro-

nounced instructional value when polo leaders

explain various strokes combine to make this

reel highly entertaining.

Will fit nicely into any bill at practically

every type theatre, with a particular appeal to

the more sophisticated. Running time, 20 min-

utes.

In Mexico
( Universal)

Will Get By
APPARENTLY Universal intends to send

Oswald on a trip around the world, for

here he is in the land of the tamale, becoming

mixed up with chicken fights, sexy senoritas,

etc. Too much singing and dancing get on the

nerve. Running time, 6 minutes.

In Africa
( Universal)

Fair

OSWALD the rabbit visits the dark con

tinent and has some fun with camels, lions

dancing girls, mummies, etc., etc. There are a

few novel bits of business, but there is too

much noise emanting from the horn. This

series is far from what it used to be when it

was silent. Running time, 6 minutes.

The Picnic
(Columbia)

Diverting

MICKEY MOUSE gets himself nicely-

messed up in a picnic. What the birds,

ants and whatnot do to the food is just too

bad for Mickey and the picnic, but perfectly

swell insofar as the audience and its inclina-

tion to laugh are concerned. Produced in his

usual, inimitable style by Walt Disney. Run-
ning time, 7 minutes.

All for a Lady
{Universal)

Okay

NO. 6 in the "Leather Pusher" series, but

far below its predecessors in quality and

interest. Up to date each of the series has

packed a good story and has been embellished

with production values, but in this one the yarn

develops a farcical vein that is an anti-climax

and will disappoint those who have been sold

on the general excellence of the series. The
usual prize fight is staged in a barn and Jhe

audience consists of more cowboys than you

ever saw in a western. Directed by Al Kelly.

Running time. 20 minutes.

Short Subjects

Audio Review No. 46
(Pathe)

Weak

A MARIONETTE show, cleverly done, will

appeal to the children, but the other units

are lacking in interest. They include a covered
wooden bridge in Pennsylvania, children being
fitted with new transparent shoes, and a selec-

tion played on the virginal, the type of piano
popular in Queen Elizabeth's time, with a talk

by Lotta Van Buren. Running time, 10 minutes.

Talk-o-Graphs
(Henry Sonenshine)

Interesting

NORMAN BROKENSHIRE, Canadian
traveler, lectures through this magazine

reel which boasts a number of subjects widely
diversified and entertaining. Two of these sub-

jects demonstrate that the series should be

diverting and entertaining, a camel fight in

the second standing out particularly. Running
time, 9 minutes each.

Office Boy
(Pathc)

Good
MILTON MOUSE is the office boy in this

Aesop Fable and in love with the pretty

stenog, but he can't compete with the boss in

that direction until Mrs. Boss appears on the

scene and sails into hubby. Whereupon the

course of true love runs smoothly. Does not
pack a punch, but it is free of the usual banal
striving for musical effects. Running time, 8

minutes.

Came the Pawn
(Columbia)

Amusing
EDDIE BUZZELL did a three-barreled job

on this ; he wrote the yarn, directed the

picture and also plays the radio announcer who
tells the story of the pictures you see. Most
of the film is silent, accompanied by Buzzell's

running dialogue with the words of the silejnt

actors pretty well, although not always, matched
up with the actual dialogue. The tale takes the

form of a radio bed-time story for grown-ups
and concerns the double-crossings of a young,

but bored, married couple. Running time, 9

minutes.

Spanish Rhythm
(Imperial Pictures)

Fairly Good
Felix Fernandino and his orchestra put

number of tuneful Spanish melodies in tins.

here are some good singing and dancing to

e it pep and color. A fairly good offering

over
this.

The
give u pep anu tuioi . .rv i uil ,

of the stage band variety. Running time, 8

minutes.

Welcome Home
(Tiffany)

Fair Song Number
PRESENTING Forbes Randolph and his

jubilee singers in a series of songs. The
Negro troupe is shown first in a dugout in

France, where the boys leave their comrade
presumably dead. Then the scene shifts to a

drawing room, where they get together for

several song numbers. Fairly good and novel.

Running time, 9 minutes.

Lambs Will Gamble
( Columbia

)

Swell Cartoon
CLEVER boys, Manny Gould and Ben Har-

rison, who conceive the Krazy Kat series.

Produced by Winkler Pictures for Columbia
distribution. "Lambs Will Gamble" deals with
the stock market, the tussle between the bears
and the bulls and how Krazy Kat brings enough
dough to the rescue just when the stock tape
goes completely blooey. This conveys the idea
only ; the actual cartoon work is far more
clever. Running time, 7 minutes.

Dangerous Youth
(Pat he)

Punk
IF your audience is interested in Daphne Pol-

lard's bloomers here's a treat for them.
Daphne does a continuous routine of falls,

jumps, splits and other contortions during the
course of a story that must have been born
during a nightmare. Very sad. Directed by
Arch Heath. Running time, 21 minutes.

Guiseppe Verdi
(Fitzpatrick)

Interesting, Educational
Another of the Music Masters series and a

good one. These subjects are nicely done and
have great educational value, showing the lives

of the great composers.
Verdi, composer of 'Aida" and other notable

works is shown as the sorrowful music master,
who struggles against great odds and sorrow to

achieve eminence. Running time, 9 minutes.

W. E. New Recording
"Mike" in Studios, Jan. 1
A new recording microphone designed

by Western Electric to eliminate ground
noises, development of which was exclu-

sively reported in Motion Picture News
last week, goes into operation in the stu-

dios of licensed companies on January 1.

The first picture so recorded is "The Right
to Love," starring Ruth Chatterton.

Details of the "mike" have been held

very secretive, but it is understood the

device is about the size of a quarter. Its

diaphragm forms the front wall of a cham-
ber filled with carbon granules. Speech
waves, coming partly from the speaker's

lips and partly from his chest, set the dia-

phragm into vibration, which is transmit-

ted to the carbon grains. Contact between
individual grains are made alternately

tighter and looser and electrical waves are

set up which are a good copy of the speech
waves.
To increase the likeness of one kind of

wave to the other, a circuit has been de-

signed to lessen response to the heavy chest

tones, which would otherwise be unduly
prominent. The device was originally de-

signed for an operator's transmitter, but it

is predicted that it should prove of assis-

tance to weak-voiced actors, especially in

theatres where the acoustics are faulty.

Martin Gets Theatre
Omaha—Clyde S. Martin, formerly as-

sistant manager of the Strand at Hastings.

Neb., and now a freshman medical student

at the University of Nebraska in Omaha,
has been made manager of the Circle, one
of the Nebraska Theaters Corp., houses.
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WHILE it is difficult to imagine such a

thing, a hot filament throws off particles

of negative electricity and, if we were
to set up a measuring station a small distance

from the emitter, we would note a cloud of

these particles around the emitter. The terri-

tory surrounding such an emitter is in a state

which is of interest because it has a very defin-

ite bearing upon the operation of the three and
four-element vacuum tube.

The fact that the free electron leaves the fila-

ment, or the emitter, is due to sufficient acceler-

ation being provided by the temperature of the

filament or the emitter. But where does it go
after it leaves the emitter? While sufficient ac-

celeration has been provided for it to leave the

filament, the speed of the electron is still not
sufficient to cause it to move a great distance

from the emitter.

At the same time, the greater the number of

-i H
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electrons, or charges of negative electricity, that
leave the emitter, the greater is the positive
charge accumulatd by the emitter. Hence, there
is an attraction by the emitter upon some of
the electrons. These two actions cause the for-
mation of a cloud of electrons around the
emitter. We shall refer to this state a little

later.

The method used to heat the emitter to the
proper temperature is of little consequence.
Actually, the activating agent depends solely

upon the type of tube used. One general type
of vacuum tube employed for amplification and
the conversion of alternating currents into di-

rect currents, makes use of a filament which
may be heated by direct or alternating current.

As far as the actual emission of electrons is

concerned, the type of current employed to heat
the filament has very little bearing upon the

action of the tube.

As will be shown later, it does influence the

mode of application of the tube, but if the ef-

fective value of alternating current is the equal

of a certain value of direct current, the rate

of emission of electrons remains unchanged. In
connection with the two forms of excitation

current, it is necessary to mention that certain

types of filaments are more suitable for use with
alternating current. At the same time, direct

current may be applied to these filaments with-

out any change in emissivity.

Another form of emitter secures its excita-

tion by virtue of the transmission heat gener-

By John F. Rider
ated in a heater. In other words, indirect heat-
ing is employed. This type of structure is

known as the heater-cathode type of tube,

wherein a filament is employed to heat a ca-

thode sleeve, the former serving purely as a
heater and the latter as the electron emitter.

In connection with electron emitters in gen-
eral, the source of electrons is usually referred
to as the cathode. Thus, in the filament type
of tube, the filament is the cathode and, in the
heater type of tube, the sleeve surrounding the
heater is the cathode. Examples of filament
types of tubes are all Western Electric tubes,
the 345, the 350, the 326 and the 371. Examples
of indirect heater tvpes of tubes are the 327
and the 324.

The Plate. Investigators during the 19th
century noted that if an incandescent filament
and a plate were located within an evacuated
chamber and, if the plate were given a positive
charge with respect to the filament or the ca-
thode, current would flow through the external
circuit. Such a system is shown in Figure 100,

where F is the filament and P is the plate. The
filament battery is A and the means of apply-
ing a positive charge to the plate P is the plate
battery B. The current indicating instrument
is G.

Further researches showed some very sig-

nificant facts relating to this circuit arrange-
ment. First, was the polarity of the B bat-
tery. With a constant value of filament poten-
tial, current was indicated upon G, only when
the + end of the B battery was connected to

the plate of the tube. When the — side was
connected to plate and the + end to the fila-

ment, the current meter G indicated zero.

Therefore, the relation of the charges upon
the plate and the filament became known and
definite. Since there was no metallic link be-
tween the filament and the plate within the tube
and since current flow was indicated through
the external circuit, it was evident that cur-
rent flow was existent between the filament and
the plate within the tube; that, under certain
conditions when the plate was positive, the elec-

trons emitted by the filament traveled across the
same intervening between the filament and plate

and moved to the plate, constituting the fila-

ment-plate current, generally referred to as the
plate current.

At the same time certain forms of varying
the plate current were noted. Since the attrac-
tion of the emitted electron by the plate is a
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function of the positive charge applied to the

plate or the value of the plate voltage, any
change in plate voltage will cause a change in

the number of electrons which arrive at the

plate. This is so because of the change in the

attracting power of the plate. On the other

hand, any change in the value of the filament

battery changes the temperature of the fila-

ment. Therefore, its emissivity characteristic

reduces or increases the number of electrons
available for passage to the plate. Thus, the
plate current is not only a function of the plate
potential, but also of the filament potential,
current or temperature.
However, we must recognize certain definite

limitations in both instances. Assuming a very
definite value of filament current, the emission
of electrons at that value of current is very
definitely limited. If the emission is little or
great, it is still limited. Since the number of
emitted electrons per second are limited, the
emission current is limited; therefore, the num-
ber which may reach the plate per second to
constitute the plate current is finite. Starting
with zero positive plate voltage, the plate cur-
rent will be zero.

As the plate voltage is increased, the attract-
ing power of the plate is increased and more and
more of the electrons emitted by the filament
will be pulled toward the plate. Consequently;
the plate current will increase. However, one
cannot continue increasing the plate voltage to
an infinite value and hope to attract an infinite

number of electrons.

There are two factors which produce two
critical values of plate voltage. The lower of

these is that which causes plate current satura-
tion. Jn other words, for a certain value of

attracting force, or plate voltage, all of the

available electrons emitted by the filament per
second arrive at the plate. Increasing the plate

voltage beyond this point does not increase the

plate current because there are no longer any
additional electrons available. A fixed amount
being emitted by the filament per second and
all of these arrive at the plate. This relation

may be expressed as the plate voltage-plate cur-

rent characteristic with constant filament po-
tential and may be illustrated as shown in Fig-
ure 101. This curve shows the plate current in

milliamperes upon the left-hand ordinate and
the plate voltage is indicated upon the abscissa-

As is evident in the curve, the critical plate

voltage for whatever value of filament voltage,

current or temperature is being applied, is about
80 volts. This means a plate current of about
24 milliamperes. Increasing the plate voltage
to 100 volts produces very little increase in

plate current. In other words, the plate cur-

rent curve flattens out.

Now from this curve, we can glean the infor-

mation that the length of the plate current

curve is a definite function of the filament emis-
sion. If the emission is reduced by decreasing
the filament current to say .5 ampere instead

of the 1 ampere originally applied, the point

of saturation may be reduced to 35 volts instead

This is Lesson 27 in The Rider Series on Sound Projection
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of 80 volts. Thus the lower the filament emis-

sion, the less need by the plate voltage in order

to produce plate current saturation.

From a practical angle, as applied to vacuum
tubes in general, this state means but one thing

:

namely, that it is useless to increase plate volt-

age in the hope of securing greater amplifica-

tion or rectification. It is, of course, possible

that the normal rated plate voltage is not that

which will produce or approach sauration, in

which case increasing the plate voltage will

increase amplification, or the current output,

from a rectifier. But sooner or later the satura-

tion point will be reached.

The second critical voltage referred to earlier

in this test is that limited by the insulation em-
ployed within the tube. All vacuum tubes bear

definite voltage raings which must be observed.

In connection with the filament or heater, ex-

cess voltage will ruin the filament. In the case

of plate voltages, excess voltage or that beyond

the maximum rating quoted by the tube manu-
facturer introduces the hazard of rupture of

the insulation within the tube. In connection

with the plate, bombardment of the plate by

FIG-I03

the electrons results in the generation of a great

deal of heat.

The greater the plate current, the greater is

the heat developed in the plate. Since all plates

have a rated wattage dissipation, excess voltage

will cause excess current and excessive heat-

ing of the plate. If this is carried on to a

sufficient degree, the plate becomes incandescent

and apt to liberate gases which will impair the

operation of the tube, if the insulation within

the tube does not break down by that time. As
to excessive heating of the plate, such action

is accompanied by volatilization of the plate and

the formation of a metallic deposit upon the

mesh of the tube, making the tube unfit for

use even at its normal voltages.

Direction of Electronic Flow. We recognize

the direction of the flow of the electron stream

as being from the filament, or the cathode,

to the plate within the tube. However, there

has been a great deal of comment relative to

the assumed direction of the current flow within

the tube circuit. For a long time past it has

been customary to assume the direction of the

plate current to be opposite to that of the

electronic current. In other words, it has been

customary to assume that electric current flows

from the positive to the negative poles. This

idea was formulated prior to the development

of the vacuum tube and, as it became a part

of all text books, it was continued even after

the vacuum tube was developed.

Based upon the statement that the plate cur-

rent is the electronic stream, the direction of

the plate current is the same as the electronic

stream. As a matter of fact, some modern text

books follow out this idea and refer to the

direction of the plate current as from the fila-

ment or the cathode to the plate. During this

discussion of vacuum tubes we shall find our-

selves in accord with the general statement

and point out that the direction of plate current

is from the plate to the filament or cathode.

Rectifying Tubes. One of the primary func-

tions of vacuum tubes today is the rectification

of alternating currents: i. e., is the conversion

of alternating emf in direct emf and alternat-

ing currents into direct currents. Naturally

the conversion of alternating current into direct

current automatically means the conversion of

the respective voltages in like manner.

The most popular form of rectifier tubes em-

ployed in sound systems is the ordinary two-

FIG. I04&
element tube consisting of an electron emitter
and a plate, both contained in a highly evacuated
chamber. The circuit arrangement of the tube
is like that shown in Figure 100, but the basic

circuit arrangement of a rectifying system is

like that shown in Figure 102. The filament
circuit is as before, excitation of the filament
being secured by means of the A battery.

The plate circuit contains a resistance R, a
current indicating device G and two banks of

B batteries, one of which is so arranged that

the potential applied to the plate may make the

plate negative with respect to the filament.

The other B battery is so arranged that the

plate may be made positive with respect to the

filament. The switch lever S governs the po-
larity of the plate voltage.

By manipulating S, current may be caused
to flow through the external circuit PRGBF.
As has been stated, this condition is present

when the plate is positive with respect to the

electron emitter. During this time, current

flows through R and a voltage is developed
across this resistance. When the switch lever

S is changed so that the plate is negative, zero

current exists in the external plate circuit. This
is the equivalent of unilateral conductivity

within the tube, since during the time that the

plate is negative with respect to the electron

emitter there is no electronic flow between the

filament and the plate and the two elements are

completely isolated.

Rapid manipulation of the switch lever S is

the equivalent of the application of an alter-

nating potential. During a complete alterna-

tion, the plate is negative of varied value. This

is the equivalent of the position of the switch

lever S when the plate voltage varied between
zero and maximum negative. During another

alternation the plate is positive with respect t"

the electron emitter and the condition is tht

equivalent of the setting of the switch lever S

so that the plate voltage increases from zero

to maximum positive.

If we replace the batteries used in Figure 102

by equipment which will provide the required

alternating currents, we have the circuit shown
in Figure 103. F and P remain the filament

and the plate. The winding Pr is the primary

of the transformer. SI is the filament wind-

ing and replaces the A battery. S2 is the plate

winding and replaces the batteries B. The cur-

rent indicating instrument G and the resistance

R remain as before except that their respective

locations have been changed. Their equivalent

position in Figure 102 would be between the

filament and the plate batteries. An examina-

tion of Figure 103 shows that the external

circuit between the filament and the plate is

completed through these two units.

Suppose that we follow through the actual

process of rectification. A voltage applied to

Pr will cause a voltage across SI and S2. Of
ihese voltages, our interest is solely in the pol-

aritv of that across S2. Although it is true

'hat the polarity of the voltage applied across

F changes twice during each cycle, this change

is of little consequence with respect to the op-

eration of the tube.

Suppose that Figure 104 \ is the voltage ap-

plied to the plate of the rectifier. The plus and
minus signs are relative. During the period

ABC, the plate of the rectifier tube is positive

a current flows through the tube circuit as in-

dicated upon G and shown in Figure 104B.
During the period CDE, the plate of the rec-

tifier is negative and no current flows through
the circuit. During the period EFG the plate

of the rectifier is again positive and current

flows through the system as shown in Figure
104B. During the second half of the second
cycle, GHI, the plate of the rectifier is again
negative and current flow again ceases.

Now if we examine Figure 104A and 104B,
we note two facts. First, the current flow
through the rectifier tube and the external cir-

cuit occurs once during each complete cycle
of voltage applied to the plate of the rectifier.

In other words, rectification occurs during one-
half of each cycle. This is said to be half-wave
rectification, accomplished by means of a recti-

fier through which current flows only during
one-half of the cycle.

The second significant fact is that the direc-

tion of the rectifier current is always in the

same direction, even if it is pulsating in ampli-
tude. Now, one certainly can not call the two
current waves shown in Figure 104B, as ex-
amples of direct current, at least in a manner
which would tend to compare these currents
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with the normal interpretation of direct cur-
rent. As a matter of fact, the output of a
rectifier prior to filtering, is not direct current.

Instead, it is pulsating current containing an
appreciable amount of alternating current com-
ponent.

In order to secure substantially pure D.C.
from a rectifier system, it is necessary to filter

the rectified output, separating the direct from
the alternating currents so that the actual out-

put of the complete rectifier supply system is

pure direct current. As to the A.C. component
in the output of the rectifier system, the major
hum frequency, or the fundamental hum, fre-

quency depends upon the type of rectification

being employed. In a half-wave system shown
herein, the mosi prominent hum frequency, or

A. C. component, is the frequency of the al-

ternating emf applied to the plate of the tube.

In other words, the frequency of the voltage

applied across the winding Pr.

There are, of course, harmonics of these fre-

quencies, even as high as the ninth or the tenth,

but the amplitude of these harmonics decreases

as the frequency increases with the large dif-

ference the fundamental and the second har-

monic; very little difficulty is experienced dur-

ing the filtering of these undesired frequencies.

It" should be understood that all alternating

current components must be removed from the

rectified output. It might also be of use to

mention that the major A.C. component in the

rectified output is not always the frequency of

the line supply.

Referring once more to Figure 104B and as-

sociating the rectified current curves with the

voltage across R, it is quite obvious that such

operation would serve of very little advantage,

since the D.C. voltage across R and if applied

to some other device connected across R. would

be constant at any one value for but an instant.

Irrespective of the absolute need for filtration,

it is obviouslv necessary to provide some means

of making the direct current and the direct emf
constant at some level.

This requires an addition to the circuit shown

in Figure 103, so that the system is altered as

shown in Figure 105. We omit the current

indicating instrument, since it no longer is nec-

(Continued on page 46)
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Spoor Invention

Given Test, But

Opinions Differ

Chicago — Scenic and panoramic effects

achieved by Spoor-Berggren natural vision

film at its world premiere at the RKO
State-Lake Theatre here won the interest

and applause of audiences more than its

third dimensional effect and its vast screen-

ing surface. The pictures playing the the-

atre with Spoor-Berggren equipment are

"Danger Lights" (Radio), a full length

feature, and "Niagara Falls," a one reel

photographic study by George K. Spoor and
P. John Berggren, the inventors.

More than a score of individuals inter-

viewed by a representat've of Motion Pic-

ture News after the premiere performance
Saturday expressed enthusiastic apprecia-

tion of the picturesque photographic effects

achieved by both films. Most were vague
about their impressions of a third dimen-
sion, and a majority expressed dissatisfac-

tion with the mechanical phases of projec-

tion. These latter complained of frequent

instances of sound distortion ; breakdowns
of projection equipment, and the noise of

the projection machine in operation, which,
occupants of balcony seats declared, was
noticeable enough to be disconcerting.

All agreed that the equipment fully en-

hanced the value of side aisle, front row and
balcony seats. Occupants of these less favor-

ed locations were unanimous with enthusi-

astic praise of screen visibility from angles
which, ordinarily, afford extreme picture

•distortion.

Fourteen Interruptions
As to the breakdowns. Motion Picture

News checked a total of 14 interruptions of

projection during three screenings of the

feature picture. These included complete
fade-outs of either sound or picture. Some
were of momentary duration, quickly recti-

Bed. The most serious was a five-minute

fade-out at the start of the feature which
necessitated turning up of the stage lights

before projection was started anew from the

beginning. It was mechanical hazards such

as these which have delayed the Spoor-
Berggren equipment's inaugural here, origi-

nally slated for September 27. These faults,

accountable to the lax manipulation of air-

pressure-driven projectors, were partially

corrected by Monday.
Occasional sound distortion was notice-

able, as were, less frequently, however,

lapses from perfect synchronization.

Reviews of the picture, the first of which

(Continued on next page)

Wabash Ave.—South

CHICAGO.

PAT HUDSON, one of the prettier chor-

ines in the floor show at Mack's Club, soft-

ened the heart of a visiting studio executive

recently. She's taking a screen test out Holly-

wood-way now.
* * *

Road-Shotv Pictures (Goctc) relates that

Southern Representative L. C. McHenry has

sold North and South Carolina on "The Prim-
rose Path" to Nat Royster of High Point, X.

C. It's a long, long path that has no sale.

* * *

Is Jack Hess married again? Some say yes

but Jack says no.
* * *

Harry Miller, former manager of the Up-
town (Racine), is back in town'.

* * *

"It ain't mine," wailed Al Fuller, co-author
of the play from which M-G-M's "Remote
Control" was made, after viewing it at the

Oriental last week. "It ain't mine. I never seen

it before." Real tears rolled down his cheeks.
* * *

The only event that got more favorable pub-
licity from this town's Republican news-
papers than the Spoor-Berggren equipment at

the State-Lake was the election of Hoover on

a Prosperity platform. Critics on all six sheets

were unanimous and lavish iti praise. The
Times wrote an editorial, and Ashton Stevens
turned his Herald-Examiner column over to it

one morning. No wonder RKO didn't bother to

spend money for newspaper space.

* * *

If L. E. Goetz is unable to effect a national

release tie-up for "Ten Nights in a Bar-Room"
while in New York the state -righters will get

it, says Albert Dezel, Goetz's assistant, in a

"press story" received.
* * *

The Adelphi ( Sussman ) . United Charities'

most ambitious competitor locally, sponsored

clothing donations from Rogers Park families

and is now engaged in distributing them among
the needy of the neighborhood. In midweek,
the house staged a food matinee, to which pat-

rons were requested to—and did—bring food
supplies to be used for charitable purposes;

food offerings being accepted by the box-office

in lieu of cash admissions. The Adelphi re-

cently contributed one-third of its gross for

one week to a neighborhood charity fund. Here
is a man who believes in casting, not a loaf,

but a zvhole bakery upon the waters.

* * *

The mother of Barney Perlman. National

Theatre Supply manager, died during the week.
* * *

Educational has, in our opinion, the neatest

and roomiest quarters of any film office at tin-

north end of Film Roiv. Go up and judge for

voursclf. And while you're there, try a chair

{Continued on next page)

Mayor Thompson
Delivers a Sock
At Will Rogers

Chicago—Irate because of a nationally

syndicated commentary by Will Rogers on
a business relief plan authored by Mayor
William Hale Thompson of this city, Mayor
Thompson issued the following statement

:

"I have read the article of Will Rogers
which says Mayor Thompson of Chicago
has the -most original idea to help the un-
employed. He wants to sell them 4,000,000

tickets at 25 cents apiece; the one who
draws the lucky number to get enough to

eat.

"All I have to say is that if Will Rogers
has made so much money that his head is

so swelled that he thinks it is funny to crack

jokes about people who are starving, I hope
to God he goes broke and gets hungry him-
self and he won't crack any more jokes

about those who have to accept charity.

"He has pulled some pretty brutal and
unfair stuff about me in years gone by,

which means nothing to me because I con-

sider the source from which it comes. When
this nation is suffering and people are hun-

gry, a wisecracker that belittles the condi-

tion and efforts of any one to correct it to

me is the cheapest skate on earth."

Merchants Back Plan

The plans inaccurately set forth by Rog-
ers, and ridiculed in his syndicated news-
paper article, proposed the issuance of tick-

ets with all holiday purchases of twenty-five

cents or over to Chicago shoppers. Lucky
tickets were to draw prizes of value donated

by Chicago merchants. The inducement
thus offered shoppers, Mayor Thompson be-

lieved, would prove a great stimulus to Chi-

cago's retail business, aid in re-establishing

prosperity locally, and create jobs for un-
employed.

Leading Chicago merchants are now de-

veloping the plan preparatory to putting it

into practice.

Rejected by Circuits,
"Squealer" Cleaning Up
Chicago—"The Squealer" (Col.) appears

to be another one of those pictures which,

after having been snubbed by the big cir-

cuits, unhesitatingly proceed to make big

money for the smaller operators. Turned
down by the larger Loop houses, Jones.

Linick & Schaefer put "The Squealer" into

the Woods, where it has been cleaning up
for two weeks.
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Spoor Invention

Given Test, But

Opinions Differ

(Continued from preceding page)

did not appear until Monday, were favor-

able, though not of the "rave" variety.

Frances Kurner (Mae Tinee) of the Trib-

une, the most widely read Chicago critic,

awarded the feature picture three stars, an

"excellent" rating. She gave a separate

rating to "Niagara Falls," the short subject,

and awarded it four stars, an unusually high

rating in her judging scheme and an un-

precedented one for a short. It is, in fact,

the first time a short has received separate

consideration with "star" ratings from t!ri-

critic.

Applaud Novelty Short

Audience reaction appeared to follow

Miss Kurner's estimate of the two novelty

screenings. Frequently, at all performances,

audiences burst into spontaneous applause

for photographic effects achieved in "Nia-

gara Falls," the short. This is a one-reel

camera study of the Falls from various

angles, the camera remaining focused and

stationary on each of eight angles for an

average of 90 seconds each. Applause fol-

lowed the showing of the novelty, in addi-

tion to frequently greeting various of its

scenes.

No applause occurred during or at the

close of the feature, except to indicate im-

patience over faulty projection.

Third dimensional effects are. as was

noted in Motion Picture News's first es-

timate of "Danger Lights," caught at a pri-

vate screening for RKO executives, more

noticeable in panoramic shots than in con-

fined views. Blurring of backgrounds when
the camera is focused on moving objects in

the foreground is noticeable, though no more

so than in pictures filmed on standard equip-

ment. It is merely in this respect, no im-

provement on standard photography.

The sum of its improvements, in this test

at least, is comprised of its startling photo-

graphic possibilities in the filming of out-

door scenes of natural beauty and in the un-

questionable value it lends to unfavorably

placed seats anywhere in the theatre.

RKO opened the novelty here without

unusual exploitation of any kind. As a re-

sult, week-end business at the State-Lake

Wabash Ave.—South

-{Continued from preceding page)-

Showmanship and Guts
Chicago—In an economy move in-

augurated recently, Essaness Theatres
did away with the Brinks armored car

service for transporting cash from
box-offices to banks. Cost of the ser-

vice averaged $12 a theatre per week.
Since the change managers have been
obliged to carry the mazuma to the

banks. The assignment is a forced
one and particularly distasteful to the
managers, what with this city's gun-
men on the constant alert for just

such pickings. No mishaps have oc-

curred to date, but many theatre man-
agers here regard the duty as an act-

ual hazard to life and are putting in

applications for the Congressional
Medal and the Belgian Croix de
Guerre every time they return from
a bank unscathed.

in Max Stahl's sanctum. It's an office that

makes a lot of others look like bread-line head-
quarters.

* * *

Floyd Brockell's new Du Page at Lombard
opened for business.

* * *

Norma Talmadge and Joe Schenck smiling at

Notre Dame gains up at Evanston last week.
* * *

A. Courshan and Leo Solomon installing

sound in the Admiral prior to re-opening it.

* * *

An epidemic of blondes in the town's night
clubs since Jean Harlozve's visit in the city.

* * *

And speaking of Jean Harlowe—have you
gasped too at the crowds on the sidewalk wait-
ing to see "Hell's Angels"? The United Ar-
tists theatre hasn't seen the likes of that kind
of business in many and many a month.

* * *

Roosevelt Theatre's marquee is equipped with
a horn and amplifier that startles the State
Street crozvds with raucous laughter and a sales

talk on "The Life of the Party" (W. B.), cur-

rent there. The sales talk, however, appears a
little zveak in comparison with results.

* * *

A. D. Wayne and Harry Stein visiting old

pals here en route to the Coast (from Pitts-

burgh) to sell an exploitation gag for the

W. S. Theatre Premium Co.
* * *

Wabash Avenue glimpses : Eddie Brichetto

taking care of a panhandler. . . . Drayloads of
baled cotton a la New Orleans crossing the

Rozv from the I. C. freight terminal to the

West Side shirt factories. . . . Theatre men
laying football and pony bets in that Film Rozv
cigar store Amateur hunters unloading
northern Wisconsin deer at Wiechmann & Gel-

lert's chop house. Right off the running boards

of their cars. . . . New winter coats on ex-
change men. . . . Padres at St. Mary's giznng

the daily handout to Ninth Street pigeons and
back-door panhandlers. . . . Two new indoor

aolfies up near Adams Street.

K A N E

was only average. Its box-office possibilities

will have to depend now on the interest cre-

ated by reviews and on word-of-mouth ad-

vertising to surpass an average gross for

the house.

Both George Spoor and John Berggren
were in evidence at the theatre opening day

and expressed satisfaction with the reception

accorded their natural vision process at its

first public showing.

Foreign Talkers Make
Big Money in Chicago

Chicago—A Polish version of "The Doc-
tor's Secret" < Paramount) played to tre-

mendous business at the Chopin Theatre,

located on Milwaukee Ave., in the heart of

Chicago's Little Czecho-Slovakia. Picture's

engagement ran over a week, an unprece-

dented period in the neighborhood.
All foreign dialogue pictures are money-

makers in Chicago, with enough of any
population, from Arabian to Filipino, to

give a house a good break for a couple days,

at least. German dialogue, particularly, has
done well during Loop bookings here.

Italian and Spanish get the breaks in the

neighborhoods.

Chicago Reforms
Its Exploitation;

Dignity Is Motif

Chicago—Chicago exhibitors, frequently

referred to by showmen as the "world's

worst exploiteers," are just beginning to

resent the description, it appears. More and
better theatre advertising of all kinds is

now the rule, from the biggest de luxe
houses down to and including the smallest

neighborhood spots. Program listings in

newspapers are more numerous, more read-

able, and executed with more attention to

interest-gaining typography and layouts.

Trailers of the better sort are in wider use
and their messages are pointed for sales

angles. Marquee and other forms of house
advertising are becoming more presentable
and consequently more interesting. Galleries
that have been using slides since the houses
were opened are switching to up-to-date
trailers that make the sales talks easier to
read and remember.
One result of the new exploitation slant

is to diminish freak and ineffectual tie-ups
with meaningless names and little known
merchandise. It is also resulting in a mark-
ed diminution of "give aways." Houses that
have been handing out everything from a
bar of soap to a kitchen stove to patrons are
now devoting the energy and expense in-

volved to dignified and more effective ad-
vertising media, and with better results in

every instance.

Where one year ago fifty houses were
awarding patrons prizes for attending a per-
formance, today not ten of them are con-
tinuing the practice. The rest are busy con-
vincing the customers that the program is

reason enough for attending the theatre, and
the money that was being spent for prizes
is now being used to improve the entertain-
ment and the comforts of the house. The
swing-around has brought business to some
houses that gifts of grand pianos and radios
never approximated.

Sharick Gets "U" Post
Chicago—A. J. (Andy) Sharick replaced

Charlie Loewenberg as mid-western director
of exploitation for Universal, with head-
quarters here. Sharick has done Universal
publicity for the past ten years.

At Liberty
Chicago—One hundred and fifty re-

plies were received to an advertise-
ment for a manager for the American
Theatre inserted in local papers. Sev-
enty-five per cent of these were from
managers in the employ of circuits,

seeking an alignment with an inde-
pendent house, according to George
Lomax, owner of the theatre. Fred
Mindlin, formerly manager of the
downtown Playhouse, got the job, con-
sidered one of the most desirable
managerial positions in the city.

At the Playhouse, Mindlin intro-
duced to Chicago a number of years
ago the gag of free coffee and cigar-

ettes, entre acts, and atmospheric
lounges. They were a successful fad
that have been copied advantageously
by numerous of the so-called "inti-

mate" theatres of the city.
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Theatre Construction
CARMEL, Cal.—Monterey Theatre Co. has

leased the Golden Bough theatre and will

reopen the house as soon as alterations are

completed. Edward Kuster is the owner.
* * *

Sacramento, Cal.—The Sutter has been re-

opened here. It is operated by Lubelski &
Rude, with Tony Lubelski as general manager.
His son, Kenneth, is house manager.

* * *

Queen Anne, Wash.—The Fox Uptown is

now owned and operated by George P. Endert.
* * *

Portland—Rose City Theatres has renovated
the interior of the Oregon. It is to be oper-

ated independently as a second run house.
* * *

Palestine, Tex.—The new R. & R. Ritz has

been opened under the management of J. F.

Jones. It is owned by the R. & R. Enterprises

and the Storck sisters. It has a seating ca-

pacity of 1,200.
* * *

Kansas City—George Costa has leased the

Central and will open it as soon as alterations

are completed. The theatre belongs to the

Brougham estate.
* * *

Philadelphia—Charles G. Erny and James
Nolan have erected a new theatre here, the

Erlen. It has a seating capacity of 1,900.
* * *

Erie, Pa.—The Palace has been remodeled
and redecorated. It is being operated by the

Palace Theatre Co., which has signed a long

term lease with Benjamin Emerman, the owner.
* * *

CLASSIFIED ADS

For Sale

900 Leather Upholstered Squab Seats, excellent con-

dition. 2 Complete Rebuilt Simplex Projectors with
Morelite de Luxe Reflector arc l.inu>s two 30

imrere "Periex" rectifiers. AMUSEMENT SUP-
PLY COMPANY. Inc. 6.10 Ninth Avenue. New York.

Ticket Machines

\YII I. PAY CASH for used Ticket Machines. Auto-
matic "GOLD SEAL" or SIMPLEX MODELS
PRFFFRRED. Forward information giving size of

machine, serial number, motor current and condi-
tion. MIDWEST TICKET ft SUPPLY COMPANY,
Inc.. 910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago. 111.

Situation Wanted

CARPENTER, CABINET MAKER and
UPHOLSTERER, especially experienced in taking
care of seats—either salary or contract. ALEX
CEIZLER, 1311 Avenue K, Brooklyn, New Y'ork.

Situation Wanted

ACE PROJECTIONIST, now employed1

, seeks bigger
opportunities. Also qualified to serve as Assistant
Manager. Address Box 694, Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.

Joplin, Mo.—A new Fox theatre has been
opened here under the management of William
Prass.

* * *

Rainier, Wash.—The Columbian has been re-

opened here under new management.
* * *

San Jose, Cal.—The Jose theatre has been re-
modeled and redecorated and now is being man-
aged by J. A. Harvey, Jr.

-THE=

Projectionists'

Round Table

-By John F. Rider -

(.Continued from page 43)

essary, the reader understanding that current
flows in the rectifier circuit when the correct
conditions obtain. Thus, one part of a typical
half-wave rectifier system is shown in Figure
105. The arrows indicate the assumed direction
of the flow of current. (This is exactly oppo-
site to that based upon the use of the electronic
stream as the plate current.) The additional
element is the capacity C. What is its func-
tion? Let us see.

During the moment that the plate is positive,
current flows in the external circuit and also
through the tube. This means that a charge is

applied to the capacity C. This charge voltage
starts from zero, builds up to maximum and
again decreases to zero, all in l/120th of a sec-
ond if the line supply is 60 cycles. Refer to
Figure 106. The dashed line wave represents
the plate voltage input into the tube. The heavy
curve represents the current output during one
half of each cycle. The dot-dash curve repre-
sents the charge across the condenser.

After its initial charge to the peak value, the
charging voltage decreases and when the plate
is negative there is no charge being applied
across the condenser and the charge within the
condenser decreases. This continues until the
voltage applied to the plate is again positive,
at which time the condensers receive a new
charge, raising its voltage once more to the
peak value. Now the discharge of the con-
denser between the moments of charge depends
upon value of the capacity and the associated
circuit, in this case R and not the tube. If
C is small, the charge stored is small and the
greater will be the variation in the charge pres-
ent in the capacity between the moment that
it is charged to the peak value and the time
at which it receives its next charge.

Supplementary to this is the effect of the
load resistance R. The higher the value of this

resistance, the less will be the discharge of the
condenser for any constant period of time elaps-
ing between the time of charge and the next
moment of charge. The lower is the resistance
R, the more rapidly will the condenser dis-

charge for any one period of time. By making
the capacity large, the difference between the
peak voltage at one instant and the value of
voltage remaining after the condenser is subject
to partial discharge during the time that the
tube plate is negative, is made small. Thus,
there is present across the resistance, a source
of voltage, the capacity C, which supplies cur-
rent through Rm during the period that the
plate is negative and the tube is at rest.

The subject will receive further attention in

Lesson 28.

Moorpark, Cal.—A new theatre has been,
opened here under operation of Don Mentor.

* * *

Anaconda, Mont.—Washoe Amusement Co.
is erecting a theatre here at a cost of $175,000.
It is to be ready early in 1931.

* * *

Lakeview, Ore.—The new Marius has beer,
opened with a seating capacity of 500. J. W.
DeYoung was the architect.

* * *

Tampa—The Rivoli has opened with a seat-
ing capacity of 1,500. The theatre belongs to
the Haya estate and has been leased by N. V.
Darley, of Tampa, and Ed. A. Cerf, of Atlanta.
M. Leo Elliott was the architect and Logan
Brothers the contractors.

* * *

White Plains, N. Y.—The Millerton has been
reopened after being completely remodelled and
improved.

* * *

Arlington, Ore.—The Arlington theatre, un-
der the management of William Peterson, has
recently been opened here.

* * *

Miami—The Cocoanut Grove has been
opened under the direction of the Cocoanut
Grove Theatre Corp., of which Leslie L. Head-
ley is president. The theatre has a seating ca-
pacity of 1,400. Architects are Keihnel and
Elliott.

* * *

Vienna, W. Va.—The Vienna has been opened
under supervision of Guy M. Hazelrigg. It is

the only theatre here.
* * *

Hutchinson, Kas.—A new theatre has been
erected here bv the Rorabaugh Wiley Co. at a
cost of $400,000.

* * *

San Francisco—Golden States Theatres is

building a theatre at 3720 East 14th St. Reid
Brothers are the architects.

BUSINESS MEN stay at the

%m\Y YORKER
" rooms, every one with radio,

tub and shower bath, Servidor

and circulating ice water. There

are four popular-priced restau-

rants, including Coffee Shop.

Rates from $3.50 a day. 85%
of the rooms are $5, or less.

Manhattan's Largest and Tallest Hotel

34th Street at 8th Avenue, New York City

RALPH HITZ • Managing Director

UNIFORMS FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONSCOSTUMES FOR HOUSE

ATTACHES DiS\J\Jr\Sj New York
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IS THIS YOU?

IN quest of the reason for so

many managers being let

out. we started to ask ques-

tions among several of the out-of-
town chain supervisors, and in-

stead of poor returns at the b.o.

we found that one of the chief

causes for letting- men out is the
inability of the average house
manager to take care of certain

items requested by these super-
visors.

One man showed me his memo
book wherein he made note of
all the items to be taken care of

by the manager. He lists the
results of his inspection, the sug-
gestion he makes, and then, on
his next visit goes over all of
those items and checks them off

as O.K. when he finds they have
been disposed of.

This gentleman, to bear out
his justification for letting out a
certain manager, laid before me
seven lists covering seven month-
ly inspections of a house. The
lists carried about thirty differ-

ent items ranging from little

unimportant things up to mat-
ters of great importance. One
item in particular was listed on
every sheet and covered a sug-
gestion to the manager that the
old rubbish and refuse be cleaned
out of the cellar of the theatre.
Up to the last list this item still re-
mained undone.
Broken glass on the roofs,

causing leaks and expensive re-
decorating. Fixing of frames in
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the lobby. Replacing a broken
glass in one of the entrance
doors. And many other items
which could be handled and ar-

ranged through one of the man-
ager's staff.

Yet months rolled by and al-

though the supervisor stressed
the importance of attention to

his requests and suggestions,
they remained undone and more
were accumulating. Even threat-
ening the manager with demo-
tion to a smaller house failed to
produce the desired results until,

finally, he let the man out en-
tirely.

We can find a close parallel to
the above by citing a certain
manager in a theatre where we
very often stop in at right close
to New York. We can recall last

spring before we left for the
coast when we suggested in a
friendly way that the manager
ought to get the burned out bulbs
replaced in the marquee and up-
right signs. By September the
number had increased and last

Saturday night the entire front
of that house looked like the
place was about to close down.
There is no necessity for such

conditions existing today. You
must have someone on your staff
who can be depended upon to
take care of keeping the house in
proper shape under your orders.
If you have no one, do it yourself.
You are getting paid 'to look-
after the theatre. Do it—don't
alibi.

"Chick."
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Note the Certificate

And Also Note This

Butterfield Stunt

Though he is pretty busy
trying to boost business still

higher at the Union Theatre
in Attleboro, Mass., Ray M.
Butterfield, manager of the

house, finds time to shoot us— in this ace photo of himself,

sitting in his office and looking
over his membership certificate in the Managers' Round Table
Club. He seems to be all set for a successful season (at least

that's what the indications in the form of the Motion Picture

News and the certificate on the desk shout out), and if he con-
tinues the work he displayed while at the Metropolitan in Leo-
minster, Mass., he'll certainly hang up a couple of new records.

Just to give you a little advance dope on what he is planning
to do, we are going to divulge a stunt that is all set for Thanks-
giving Day, when the rival gridiron schoolboy factions meet.
3,000 megaphones are being made up. The megaphones will carry
the theatre plug on one side, and school cheers on the other And

boy, this stunt is going to be worth plenty to the theatre, what
we mean

!

Just a short time ago, Butterfield had an excellent street bally-
hoo plugging "Numbered Men." Four convicts' suits were worn
by as many men. The men paraded about the town plugging
the picture. The town had never before seen a ballyhoo of this
especial type, so they paid a lot of attention to it. The result
was that the theatre profited handsomely, the picture going over
to good receipts for playdates. We understand that Butterfield
is going to make a play for his kiddie business in the town, and
we are sure that with his knowledge of showmanship he is
capable of bringing it back to normalcy, and still higher if pos-
sible.

We want to wish him luck on his new assignment and express
the hope that he will keep us posted so that we can report his
business progress to the rest of the show world.

A showman, whose house is

located in the home town of
a movie star, is certain to take
advantage of an opportunity
to plug that star if it so hap-
pens that he is playing a pic-^=^^=; ture ;n wnich the star is fea-
tured. The star in this case

happened to be Jane Keith, who plays the feminine role in "The
Sea Wolf." The city, her home town, is Michigan City, Indiana.
When H. J. Thatcher, manager of the Tivoli Theatre, was
informed that he would play Jack London's story, he imme-
diately set out to publicize the fact that a home town product
would be on screen view at the theatre.
A trip to the local paper rewarded him with a story on the

actress. A wire to the studio netted him a reply from Miss
Keith, who followed it up with telegrams to a number of city
officials. The wires were reprinted in the paper. A great deal
of advance interest was built up as a result of the stunt, so it

wasn't surprising to Thatcher to find that on playdates he did
excellent business.

As this is Mr. Thatcher's first contribution to the Club we
think that if he continues this sort of alert showmanship he
will be a very active member. Let's hear some more from you,
"H. J.," and include your photo with the contribution.

Star Of Film Sent
A Personal Message
To Home Town Fans

Managers' Round Table Club Section

A publication within a publication devoted exclusively

to the interests of the

HOUSE MANAGER
and all others participating in theatre management,

exploitation, publicity and advertising.

The Industry's Clearing House For Ideas!

A GOLD MINE OF VALUABLE "DOPE" EVERY
WEEK FOR THE LIVE-WIRE SHOWMAN WHO
SEEKS TO GET AHEAD IN A BUSINESS WHERE
"YOU HAVE TO GO LIKE HELL TO STAY WHERE

YOU ARE"

And our slogan is typical of our organization:

"AH For One And One For All"
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•'Check And Double
Cheek" Clicked Oke

If we were to attempt a set-

ting forth of the complete
campaign covered by Earle
Holden, manager of the Fair-

fax Theatre when he sold

"Amos 'n' Andy" in Miami,
=^=^=^^^=^^^^^^=^ Fla> it would take up more

space than we can spare at

the present time ; so we are presenting only the highlights.

A street ballyhoo—a photo of which we are showing with
this story—was used a week in advance. The ballyhoo attract-

ed a lot of comment from the persons on the streets. It visited

the downtown business section, and was parked for a time. The
boys driving the car engaged in the famous dialect of the

comedians and "sho-shos," and "regusteds" predominated.
Through a tie-up with WIOD, the station broadcasting the

nightly Amos 'n' Andy programs, Holden secured a mention
directly after the broadcast in which it was stated that the Fair-

fax was going to play the first motion picture made by the

colored comedians. The announcements were made for a week
in advance of playdates. A special prologue was used at the

theatre in connection with the trailer. A radio set was placed
on one side of the stase; two stand microphones, on the other.

Radio was a combination victrola and radio set. The theme
song of the picture was played on the victrola attachment. A
spot was focused onto the "mikes" as the Assistant Manager
of the theatre walked out on the stage, struck a gong—known
to many as the signature chime of the local station—and made
the regular station announcement, saying : "We will now take

you to New York for Amos 'n' Andy." The spot was then
thrown to the radio, as the theme number of the picture was
transmitted over the victrola attachment. At the conclusion of

the song, the spot was trained on the center of the curtain,

which opened upon the trailer.

Plenty of free publicity was secured in all papers. Stories

were also landed on the radio pages of the sheets. Every radio

store in town was tied up, and all dealers tied in their regular

ads with the picture. One of the local taxicab companies was
tied-up and they agreed to display on the back window of the

cabs, a sign reading: "The meter on this cab has been Checked
and Double Checked. Ride this cab to the Fairfax to see and
hear Amos 'n' Andy in 'Check and Double Check'." The angle

proved a corker for boosting business and plugging the film.

The corresponding card number gag was also used by Holden.
He made up a number of small cards, to serve as heralds and
distributed them about the town. A notice informed persons
that if the number on the card corresponded with one on a

board placed in the lobby of the theatre, the holder would be
given a free ticket to the show. The lobby was jammed from
morning till night with persons matching their cards.

A special award was offered to the member of the Fairfax

service staff who could secure the best tie-ups on the picture.

The boys stepped out and did some knockout work. The win-
ner of the award tied-up a bus company that hitherto could
not be approached, and secured permission to place cards in the

buses plugging the picture. It was the first time a tie-up of this

sort had ever been secured.
These activities tended to help the picture towards its sen-

sational business. Therefore, we are passing them along.

"The Shoiwnan's
Calendar "

AN EXCLUSIVE CLUB FEATURE

Check up on these dates each week and see how
you can turn them into "money dates" for your
theatre.

Each new month offers new days of untold

opportunities.

DECEMBER
Dec. 6 St. Nicholas Day (Patron Saint

of Children)

Dec. 7 Decoration Day (Cuba)

Dec. 8 Immaculate Conception (Que-
bec)

Dec. 8 Eli Whitney's Birthday (1765)
Inventor of Cotton Gin

Dec. 10 Peace with Spain — signed at
Paris 1898

Dec. 11 Alfred Nobel's Birthday (1833)
Founder of the Nobel Prize

Dec. 12 First Marconi Wireless Across
Atlantic (1901)

Dec. 13 Heinrich Heine's Birthday
(1797)

Dec. 16 Boston Tea Party (1773)

Dec. 17 Wright Brothers' First Success-
ful Aeroplane Flight

Dec. 21 Shortest Day of Year
Pilgrims landed at Plymouth
Rock 1620

Dec. 25

Dec. 26

Dec. 28

Christmas
Washington Crossed the Dela-
ware (1776)

Washington defeated British at
Battle of Trenton (1776)

Woodrow Wilson's Birthday
(1856)

Can you tie any of the above events into

your theatre's activities?

And don't overlook the many local events that
are constantly turning up right in your own town,
county or state.

Keep an eye on "The Showman's
Calendar" for an advance tip on

Suture holidays and events.
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A Holiday Show Slant!
At this most opportune time, E. F. A. submitted

the following information on how he is arranging
to help the poor and needy in his community this

Christmas.
He is running a series of Saturday morning

shows in December and finishes up with a grand
mid-night preview of a new picture on the Satur-
day preceding Christmas. These shows are all

being run in co-operation with the local Chamber
of Commerce, the newspaper and the Salvation
Army.
Through the Chamber of Commerce, all mer-

chant members are dressing windows and incor-

porating copy into their advertising, etc. They are
also offering various articles of food and merchan-
dise and accepting donations of same from those
wishing to help along this most worthy cause.
At the Saturday morning shows, which will be

patronized chiefly by children, the admission
charge is confined to discarded clothes, canned
goods and toys. For the mid-night premiere a spe-

cial price scale up to 75 cents top has been worked
out and the entire receipts will be turned over to

the Salvation Army. All theatre help is donated,
newspaper is playing up the midnight attraction
to encourage advance sale of seats and altogether
the entire community is pepped up by the fine work
being done.
From point of good-will and public reaction we

doubt whether any idea ever conceived can match
this for putting the theatre in a peach of a spot.
Particularly since E. F. A.'s town has several
thousand unemployed and conditions are the worse
in many years.
This rough draft is designed specifically to guide

any member or reader who has a desire to get be-
hind something of this sort. More information is

available and at your service if you just shoot us
a wire to Club headquarters.
We are very grateful to E. F. A. for the inside

dope on how he is going about it.

"Chick"

Rex Koury Features

Novelty Organ Solos

;

He's the Talk of Troy

According to reports eman-
ating from Troy, N. Y., Proc-
tor's 4th Street Theatre is fea-

turing the world's youngest
organist in the person of Rex
Koury, 18-year-old console
artist, technician of the keys.

It is said that he has ac-

quired a technique which is delightfully modern. His presenta-
tions are varied, alternating between community singing presen-
tation and solo work.
One of his recent offerings—and one which showed the hold

he enjoys upon the Troy public—was the rendition of what he
termed a "Request Program." A specially designed modernistic
scrim was used. A frame of film, showing numerous letter re-

quests, was projected upon the entire proscenium. The letters

dissolved into screen patter, which explained that, due to the

enormous amount of mail received, it would be well nigh im-
possible to play, in its entirety, every number requested, but
that Koury would attempt to play a few measures of as many
numbers as the seven-minute time allotment would permit.

Koury then broke in and voiced his sentiments by asking
musically, "How Am I to Know?"—following this by a slide

in which he asked for more requests, and promised to play them
at a future date. Thirty selections in all were played on the

"Request Program." each number being rendered with a slightly

Fresh Air Taxi Co.

In Lobby Was Golden
Amos 'n' Andy Gag

different combination and style, one blending into the other.

This specialty was culminated with a fitting climax in the form
of the "RKO March." It stopped the show.
The showmanship displayed by this organist has them doing

plenty of talking in Troy. One of his other showman moves
was the billing of his turn as "The Voice of R-ex K-oury
Organist.

In Rochester, N. Y., Amos
'n' Andy, the prize eight balls

of the N. B. C. network, and
the Pepsodent company, cer-

tainly got a great send-off

from J. Golden, manager of

the Arkayo Palace Theatre,
when he set out to exploit the

dialectitians first "ain't dat sumpin," entitled "Check and Double
Check," the film venture made possible by ether.

As lack of space will not permit our printing every phase of

the campaign, we are taking a few of the highlights which lend

themselves to adaptation on almost any type of picture. Look
them over carefully and
you'll see our point in pass-

ing them along.

First we'd like to point

out the novel lobby display

that served as an advance
plug for the picture. A du-
plicate of the office of the
well-known "Fresh Air Tax-
icab Company" was con-
structed in the lobby. The
office was exactly as the one
seen in the film. Two men
were hired to black up and
wear costumes similar to

the Americ-Nubian "sho-
shos." The men conversed over the phone, and with each other,
in language that was taken from some of the film's sequences.
How the town gasped when it entered the theatre and saw the
lobby display. Persons were talking about it all during its run.
When they were not working the office gag, the men drove

the "Fresh Air Taxi" about the street, creating a lot of talk

wherever they went. You will note in the photo showing the
man "repairing" the car, that Golden has impressed upon the
men the value of this old showman gag of making it appear as
though the car was unable to proceed, and, as a result, being
forced to stop in the busy sections of the town. They received
plenty of word-of-mouth comment on this angle. When not
pulled too frequently, this stunt is very effective. If used too
often, and the traffic cop on post gets wise, look out.

Still another angle that immeasurably helped the selling of

the picture was an effective tie-up made with the boys who
weekly distribute "Liberty" magazines to subscribers in Roches-
ter. The kids were invited to see the midnight twins emote. Carry-
ing a large banner which gave their destination and plugged the

picture, and preceded by the "Fresh Air Taxi," the boys
marched to the house, attracting comment from all of the
pedestrians. In return for Golden's courtesy, they placed her-
alds in every magazine distributed in the city.

These few activities that we have set forth, formed but a

small part of the complete, and excellent, camoaign. We hope
that in the near future we'll hear some more regarding Mr.
Golden's work, so that we can let the rest of the Club in on
what is being done to keep Rochester show-conscious. Give us
some dope on the situation, will you, Mr. Golden?
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Jones Is Trying to

Chase Away Depres-

sion Bugaboo in Town

In an attempt to chase away
that product of Old Man
Gloom called "Business De-
pression," J. A. Jones, man-
ager of the Saenger Theatre
in Pensacola, Fla., made plans

for a huge merchant tie-up

that, it is hoped, will boost
business in the town and permit the merchants to wear smiles.
The chairman of tin- .Merchants' Protective Association and

-Manager Jones conferred about an hour with the editor-in-
chief ami business manager of both local newspapers. Plans
ucii- made to visit the merchants during the coming week and
laj before them the possibility of getting an extra two-weeks
pre-Christmas shopping.
Mimeographed letters telling how Macy's in New York City

had advanced New York's Christmas shopping two weeks
sooner were sent to the merchants by the secretary of the
Merchants' Association, who also did the mimeographing and
the furnishing of envelopes for mailing. Jones' sole purpose
in putting this plan over is to reflect credit on the town and
to be the means of bringing added business to the merchants
which in turn will reflect itself at the theatre box-office as well.
We hope that Mr. Jones will give us some more dope on this
angle as we'd like to keep the rest of the Club posted on its

progress.

Jones is very active in his town and has secured lots of good-
will by the various stunts he uses. One that he successfully
engineered recently was a flower show held in the lobby of the
theatre. The show was sponsored by the Parents-Teachers'
Association, which was open not only to schools, but to any
one living within the county.
There were some 12 different classes, consisting of ferns, ger-

aniums, dahlias, roses, chrysanthemums, etc. All in all, the
lobby presented a resplendent display and made it one of the
show places of town.

It was observed that persons who had entered the lobby just

to look at the flowers, would, in more cases than one, purchase
tickets tn see the screen attraction. The stunt proved profitable

from many angles, which we need not discuss at the present
time as they are more than obvious to showmen. If you can use
a stunt of this sort, it is likely to he profitable to you, too,

though of course its entire success depends upon the way in

which you have analyzed the local situation. Let's hear from
you again, "J. A."

Fred Hinds Is Now
Handling His Own
House in Wisconsin

It will interest his many
friends on the Publix circuit

to know that Fred Hinds,
former City Manager of

Watertown, South Dakota,
who left the business almost a

year ago, hag returned to the
active fold and is now the

owner and operator of the Strand Theatre in Whitewater,
Wisconsin, where he intends to bust a couple of records.

Hinds has had many years' experience in the show game, so

we are of the opinion that he is going to do some good work
at his present spot and make a winner out of the house. At
one stage of the game he owned the Cresco Theatre in Cresco,
la., operating it for nine years. He also served as advertising
anil publicity manager for the Finkelstein and Ruben North-
west Theatres. Before entering show business. Hinds was a

newspaperman in Minneapolis. Incidentally, Hinds is pretty

well acquainted with Fred Meyer, general manager of the

Alhambra Theatre in Milwaukee. They were both among the

"early settlers" in Minneapolis, when the movies were struggling

to gain a foothold in a world of opposition and doubt.

We want to welcome Fred back into the active fold and we
know that he is going to be represented often on our pages.

Keep us posted on what is going on along the showman line in

Whitewater, Fred, so that we can pass it along to the rest of

the Club.

DICK KIRSCHBAUM'S "LOBBY LAFF "

When Is a Managers' Meeting a Circus? Here's the Answer!

JcToAt- OccLtetTTI-
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You Can Help!

An excellent move that did much to dispel those

black clouds of business depression which Old Man
Gloom threw around the town of Council Bluffs,

la., was the placing of 14 x 22 inch cards in various

store windows by a showman. The cards carried

copy:

"Cheer Up, Folks! Spread the GOOD NEWS.
Good Times Are Coming! Council Bluffs

Can And Will Prosper. See Stanley Smith
in 'Good News' At The Broadway Theatre."

As may easily be seen, these cards, though used
primarily to plug the feature picture, were also of

great value to the merchants. It is said that the

local Chamber of Commerce greeted their appear-
ance with enthusiasm. If that is so—and there is

no reason why it shouldn't be—we think that the

members of the Managers' Round Table Club can
do their bit to bring back prosperity in their re-

spective towns by making up institutional cards,

carrying copy similar to that set forth above, and
placing them in various locations. The Chamber
of Commerce and the newspapers will get solidly

behind your move. You are offered, by this stunt,

an opportunity to gather plenty of good-will for

your house. Why not do it?

Kenimer's Campaign
On Amos 'n' Andy
Cleverly Executed

Another one of his well

known campaigns was turned
out by Guy Kenimer at the
Palace Theatre in Jackson-
ville, Fla., when the house
played Amos 'n' Andy.
The night that the booking

date was set, a one-frame an-
nouncement was run at the theatre and in the four other houses
of the circuit. The following week, this was replaced by a full

announcement, followed the next week by the regular sound
trailer. All announcement trailers were accompanied by the
theme song of the picture. On the theatre's regular Saturday
broadcast, nothing but the coming film was plugged. Permis-
sion was secured from the Pepsodent Company for the use
of a trailer on the Pepsodent program through the local sta-

tion, WJAX, announcing the engagement of the picture at the
Palace. Three band leaders, who regularly play over the sta-

tion, were contacted, and they inserted an announcement, when-
ever possible, of the picture.

As a street ballyhoo a week in advance, a duplicate of the
"fresh air" taxi was run on the streets. It was painted in loud
colors. We are showing a photo of the ballyhoo. Two charac-
ters, dressed to resemble the famous colored comedians, drove
the car during busy hours. They also stopped at the local

schools during recess and dismissal time. The taxi also carried
a man who announced, through a large megaphone, the play-
dates and special shows. The taxi visited factories and others
plants.

A tie-up was made with the Victor representative who has a

machine called the "Victor Caravan." We are showing a photo
of this caravan. It consists of a large trailer, somewhat on the
order of a Pullman. Inside the trailer, is a public speaking sys-

tem which can be hooked onto an Electrola for the playing of

records, a radio, or a microphone. Large signs plugging the

Coloring Of Scene
From Picture Aided
Orlove's Showselling

film, were mounted atop of this car. The car was driven about
the business and residential districts, the records being played
and announcements made whenever crowds gathered. A Victor
Radio Combination set was placed in front of the theatre, al-

ternately playing records and picking up radio broadcasts. The
set was banked with cut-outs and appropriate selling copy on
the picture.

All of the drug stores in town were tied-up on the dentifrice,

special art cards being designed and placed in the windows.
Displays were also secured in the windows of fifteen dealers,

which included among them the largest department store, and
the largest book and office supply store, in the town.
When the picture opened, the front was designed atmos-

pherically, the lobby resembling the street in front of the Fresh
Air Taxi Company; the box office, the entrance to the lodge

hall of the Mystic Knights of the Sea. To the right was placed
the Amos 'n' Andy Taxicab Office; the left. Madam Queen's
Beauty Parlor. It attracted everyones' attention. The news-
papers gave the picture plenty of publicity. The full page ad
that was run by Kenimer created a lot of talk in the town.

With showman activity still

on display at the Uptown
Theatre in Milwaukee, Wis., it

is small wonder that Louis
Orlove, manager of the house,
continues to enjoy good busi-

'

ness at his local playhouse.
A stunt that Orlove has

found to be excellent for boosting business is that of
inserting a scene mat of a picture in the local paper and
inviting children to color it, with either water colors or crayons.
The kids thought a lot of this stunt, the numerous replies

attesting to its pulling power. Perhaps you, too, can use a
stunt of this sort. Mats are usually to be found in the press
books.
Another stunt that went over well—and one that has

appeared on our pages before—was that of announcing free

tickets to the theatre for all persons sending in the title of the
picture—in this case "Follow Thru"—written as many times as
possible on the back of a Government post card. The winning
card carried 665.

Orlove is always active on some kind of gag, so we are sure
that from time to time we will hear some more from him.
Keep us posted, Louis.

There's a new manager over
at the Windsor Theatre in

Brooklyn, N. Y., who is taking
the place of Lou Smith. His
name is David "Dave" Sam-
uels, and here's the low-down.

•=^^^^^^=^===^^^^^ Samuels has been in the show
game for a number of years

and it is interesting to note that he broke in with Lou Smith.
For the past five years he has been connected with the Man-
hattan Playhouses, having been located at the Hollywood.
Palestine, Bijou and Palace Theatres. With a background like

this, since we know that the showmen on the Manhattan cir-

cuit are a bunch of live-wires, we look to hearing some good
things about his work at the Windsor.
Most of our members are aware of what Lou Smith did at

the house and we are sure that since Samuels worked with him
that the work will be continued to the greatest advantage.
Brooklyn showmen have been rallying to join the Club and in

the past we have shown many examples of what they can do,

so it is almost unnecessary for us to go into any descriptions
of their ability.

We want to congratulate Dave on his new position, and we
hope to hear from him soon.

Samuels Is Handling
Windsor in Brooklyn
And Doing Great Job

LIVE-WIRE NOVELTIES
Get the GOOD-WUJ, nf all your patrons from fi to fill with our
latest attractive "NOISE MAKING" Christmas colored souvenir,
NOW nvatlahle. Write for sample Immediately.

Also Theatrical Advertlsine Novelties Tor all year round purposes.

DARWIN D. SILBERER & CO.
609-11 ST. LAWRENCE AVE.

Telephone No. — Ti

NEW YORK CITY

oli 1030
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WHAT MUST A MANAGER KNOW?
Although we list twelve classifications on this list of what a manager must look after,

there are actually 52 items altogether. Jack Fink, former manager of the Fox Terminal
Theatre in Chicago, III., is the showman who keeps this list constantly before him, espe-
cially when he must jump into a strange house and get it organized. The value it will hold
for others depends entirely on how seriously they take their jobs. From our point of view
this list should come in mighty handy, not only for the man who takes over a house, but also
for the manager who wants to check up on himself to make sure that he's not passing up
anything for the good of his theatre. And perhaps some of our members and readers will
augment this list with other items just as important. If so, shoot them along, we'll greet
them with open arms.

1. Advertising
a. Front of theatre

b. Lobby
c. Outside

d. Newspaper
e. Program, heralds and house

organ

2. Good Will
a. Making friends of patrons

b. Going out of way to do favors

c. Organize theatre parties at re-

duced rates

3. Exploitation
a. Shadow boxes
b. Lobby displays

c. Personal announcements on
rare occasions

d. Special outdoor ballyhoo where
occasion calls for it

e. Organizing kiddie clubs

4. Trailer Advertising
a. Not to be overdone
b. Policy announcements
c. Stock trailers

d. A different type of silence

trailer each week. Interchange
e. Special editorial announcements

from time to time

5. Cleanliness
a. Strict supervision of janitors

b. Daily inspection of theatre

c. Daily inspection of attaches,

check on shave, linen, shoe
shine, hair

6. Service and Courtesy 10.

a. Strict discipline and training of

service force

b. Importance of having pleasant

cashier, doorman and walk man
c. Extraordinary care given to

elderly people and cripples

d. Keep children from being an-

noying to adults

e. Reporting all nuisances to man- 1L
ager

7. Projection

a. Importance of having correct

fadar settings

b. Watch for poor light on screen

c. Flutter, flicker, shadows, etc.

d. Ends of parts shown or run 12.

outs

e. Screen effects

8. Personal Appearance
a. Manager dressing formally

b. Immaculate service staff

c. Tidy box office

d. No gum chewing or lounging

poses

9. Civic Contact

a. Meeting and making friends of

merchants
b. Personal acquaintance with

managers of all hotels and

apartments
c. Joining civic organization

Entertainment Policy
a. Always change on same davs,

variation is confusing to public
b. Blend program so as to elimin-

ate confliction

c. Total time of performance
should not be over 2yi hours

d. Watch bookings and take full

advantage of holidays

Employees
a. Making friends, yet still com-

manding respect of

b. Instilling PEP into organiza-

tion by weekly meetings, there-

by making and keeping em-
ployees in a satisfied frame of

mind
Maintenance
a. Keeping cost of operation down

to a minimum
b. Careful check on electric cur-

rent used
c. Prevent water waste

d. Check and inventory on all sup-

plies used especially lamps
e. Report repairs when necessary,

so as to prevent additional costs

later

f. Practice general economy, but

no foolish economy
g. Have plenty of light in front

of theatre, while theatre is open
h. Co-operate and consult freely

with general maintenance man.

Dick Ryan Passes
Along an Ace Stunt;
Can You Use It, Too?

In view of the fact that he
displayed plenty of good show-
manship while at the Park
Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y.,

we think that Dick Ryan is

going to do some show-selling

de luxe at the house where he
was recently transferred, the

Broadway Theatre in Astoria, Long Island.
While we are on the subject, we'd like to tell you something

about a stunt that Dick used often while at the Park. It is inex-
pensive, and should prove valuable to many members. He used
to make trips to a local mirror factory, where he was given,
free of charge, some thin mirrors which had been broken. He
next bought a glass cutter for a dime. With the glass cutter
he cut up all of the mirrors in small squares, diamonds, circles,

etc. The particles were arranged to spell out the wording of

the attraction, which was placed on a black cloth background,
paste being used to affix the mirrors to the cloth.

The completed banner was then placed in a shadow box. A
concealed spot played on the entire arrangement. At a very
small cost this attractive sign was made up. How about you
making use of a gag like this? It will also make an excellent

banner. It certainly has the goods. Incidentally, Dick had four
vacant stores on the theatre block, so in order to get some pub-
licity for his house, he arranged to have the American Tobacco
Company, Flit Mfg. Co., Pinaud Perfume Company, and the
National Biscuit Company, dress up a window apiece, with the
result that in what had previously been empty windows, live

displays held sway. Some idea, wasn't it? Maybe you can use
it, too.

We want to wish Dick a lot of luck on his new position, and
we hope to hear from him again very soon because we expect
to have some more angles of this sort to pass along.
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Weil Plugs Prohibition—Oh, Yeah?
In these days of Prohibition, it is indeed a rarity

to be provided with a corkscrew . . . absolutely free!

But that's just what Joe Weil, director of exploita-

tion of Universal Pictures is doing . . . giving away
corkscrews!
As one of his laugh stunts for "See America

Thirst," the "U" comedy film recently released.
Joe suggests, in the pressbook, that showmen adopt
his advance plug, which consists of imprinting a
pay envelope with copy, the catchline of which
states: "Get Ready For An Uproarious Opening."
Upon opening the envelope, the unsuspecting pat-

ron finds a small, wire corkscrew, on the top of
which has been imprinted: "See America Thirst."

Joe does not state how. or upon what, the cork-
screw may be used to best advantage.

Lou Smith Hands Us
An Armful Of Gags
That Wowed Patrons

We gave you a little dope
not so long ago on what Lou
Smith is doing to keep things
humming at the Stone The-
atre in Brooklyn, N. Y. Lou
is the live-wire manager for-

merly of the Ambassador The-
atre in Brooklyn.

A few of the stunts that Lou pulled off lately included among
them a Snake Charmer, in conjunction with his selling of

"Swing High." with a Hindoo Flagelot player lending color to

the scene. The snake charmer gag proved a sensation, the
streets leading to the theatre being jammed with people hurry-
ing to witness the stunt. On the last day of the picture, Lou
gave away three thousand boxes of candy, imprinted with a
clown figure, and a plug for the merchant donating them. The
next picture that he went to work on was "The Dawn Patrol."

FOR VOIR COMFORT
AND PLEASURE!

NEW ACOUSTIC SYSTEM
ch mokes posAible a nerfett audition in any part of

Abo m ith the ncu heatinj- qntCEO no* installed >oti

Mill enjoy all Ihe comfort* of n perfect heolod home ir

Oil) theatre. Other Improvements such as new seat
and personal comfort conveniences have been added—
in a uird. everythiiE has been done l« make

THE STONE
THE THEATRE PERFECT
FOR ALL THE FAMILY

Wt thank you,

THE .MANAGEMENT

**wawwwwwvwkwww.^www«www««

For "All Quiet On the Western Front," Lou engaged a man.
painted as a bronze soldier by means of a special composition,
to mount a pedestal. He carried a rifle, with fixed bayonet.
A sign announced that anyone making him laugh would be
given a prize. No one could do it. This proved to be one of

the best ballyhoos Lou had on the picture, the residents of

the neighborhood flocking to the house to look at it. For his

showing of "The Costello Case," Lou made up a novel display

in the form of a six-sheet board, covered with clippings cm a

recent shooting fray in New York. The neighborhood ate it up.

We are showing here a copy of the back page off Lou's house
program. The angle of the new acoustic system was one that

caused a lot of comment, as did the plug for family trade.

Lou used the same copy on a trailer, and the audience applaud-

ed it. We are passing this copy along in the event that you
might care to use something like it. Look it over, and if you
think it will fit, give it a break.

We want to thank Lou for passing this work along to us
;

and we are sure that the Stone is going to see plenty of live-

wire showmanship. Keep us posted on your future work, Lou.
For the selling of the air picture, he tied up with a bus com-

pany. The bus was stationed a short distance away from the

theatre. It was bannered with copy: "Free Bus Ride to the

Stone Theatre to See Richard Barthelmess in 'The Dawn Pa-
trol'." This stunt brought them in to the box-office. But there

was another one that forced Lou to stop selling tickets three

times. He had made a tie-up with a local confectionery store

and the store agreed to give away 1500 toy aeroplanes, filled

with caramels. Kids jammed the theatre to get tickets that

would entitle them to planes. What a mob! And what a

business!

Morris Kaufman Had
The Neighborhood
Interested in Stunt

We have to give Morris
Kaufman credit. He certainly

knows his neighborhood. This
was more than evidenced when
he played Clara Bow in "Her
Wedding Night" at the Strat-

ford Theatre in Brooklyn, N.
Y., not so long ago, and by the

use of a novel exploitation stunt turned in a good playdate.
Making use of the "Locked Door" gag that has frequently

appeared on the Clug pages, Morris constructed a honeymoon
flat of compoboard, showing the stairs and the door of the flat.

If you will look closely at the photo we are showing, you can
make out this stunt, though the picture was pretty well blurred.

Small cards, carrying flip wisecracks as copy, were placed about
the door. On the door itself Clara Bow's name was painted.

with a miniature of Dan Cupid dressing up the name
somewhat. The stairs carried the title. A cylinder lock was
placed on the door, and the door locked.

Kaufman secured 1,000 keys and affixed to them a tag carry-

ing copy which stated that

"Not everybody can crash the

gate on Clara Bow's Wedding
Night, but this key may let

you in with the compliments
of the Fox Stratford Theatre.
Bring your key to the lobby
this Saturday night. If it fits.

and opens our 'honeymoon
lock,' you will be given a guest
ticket and a smart wedding
gift souvenir." The keys were
distributed only to ladies. An
announcement card in the
lobby a week ahead of the key
distribution informed the lady

patrons that on the following
week they would be given keys
and the opportunity to open
the lock. The wedding gift

souvenir was obtained through
a tie-up with a local merchant,
ten gifts in all being awarded.
Of the thousand keys, but ten

fitted the lock.

The stunt was one of the
most successful that Kaufman
had ever pulled at the Strat-
ford, the resultant jump in

business proving its value. We
hope that Morris will keep us posted on the rest of his work.
And—oh, yes! We understand that he is planning a stunt

that is BIG (spelled with capital letters). It is described as "A
wow," and most emphatic statements follow the declaration.

Let's see it, Morris. We're mighty anxious to pass it along,
especially if it has the goods. You know a good stunt always
meets with a line reception from the showmen.

I

Always Wear Your Club Pin!
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Evelyn Dix Is The
Artist Responsible

For Laby's Displays

At last we've found the

person responsible for the
crackerjack displays that are

turned out at the Washington
St. Olympia Theatre in Bos-
ton, Mass., the house managed
by George Laby, an active

snowman and member of the
Managers' Round Table Club. The artist's name is Evelyn Dix
and she is shown here portraying a scene from "The Big Trail."

Every week Miss Dix does a portrait of the next week's
attraction in the lobby of the theatre. Crowds stand around
and watch her working. They think an awful lot of the painting

done by this clever young ladv, and whenever standing room
occurs around the house—which is frequently—never a murmur
is heard from the crowds. They are patient so long as they can
watch Miss Dix work. The work that she is pictured doing
now is a pastel, measuring 10 by 4 feet, and is to be used as a

plug on "The Big Trail." When playdates start, the pictures

are used out front of the theatre.

Perhaps there is someone in your town who is especially

skilful with crayon or with brush, and happens to be studying
art. You might prevail upon the party to do some special work
in the lobby of the theatre or in the foyer. Small portraits

depicting scenes from a coming attraction will always be found
to command attention. When you have finished with them,
you can give them away through a contest, run in the news-
paper, on any subject of interest.

Thanks, George, for letting us have this one. Let's hear
some more from you.

Reopened Theatre
Given Good Camp'gn
By J. R. Minhinnick

Theatre openings offer show-
men many opportunities to
display their vast storehouses
of showmanship in putting the

house across with a bang, giv-

ing it an introduction that

:====^^^^^=;^^^^^=^^^^^ would rival a presidential elec-

tion. This is true all over the

country. We have presented many accounts of theatre open-
ings on the Club pages, and we are sure that our many mem-
bers found them to be of immense interest and value. We'd
like to say a word or so this time about the campaign that was
executed by J. R. Minhinnick, manager of the Grand Theatre
in London, Ont., Canada, when the house was reopened recently.

A number of the town's leading merchants were invited to

R. MASON HALL Says:
".

. . regardless of the so-called depression,

I am enjoying the CLUB pages more every week,
and if the suggestions and ideas they contain
are carried out, there need be no depression in

this game."
Manager, Lyric Theatre,
Morton, Va.

China Again J

It is with pleasure that we announce the fact
that the Club has added another showman from
China to its rolls. The showman is Y. Y. Bain,
general manager of the Universal Cinema, Ching
Yung Road, Shanghai, China.
According to the theatre letterheads, the Uni-

versal Cinema is the "largest cinema house in the
Chinese territory of Shanghai." Such being the
case, we have an idea that Mr. Bain must be dis-

playing some ace showmanship to fill it. We know
he's going to take plenty of interest because right
along with his membership application he request-
ed a Club pin. We want to welcome him into this

international organization and we hope he will

favor us with a photo of himself, and a little story
on his show selling, in the near future.

buy space in a double-page spread that would be devoted to

theatre plugs. In addition to the merchants, the various com-
panies whose products had gone into the remodeling of the

theatre were also represented by advertising. Two pages of

publicity on the opening feature "All Quiet on the Western
Front" were obtained. The town was thoroughly covered with

advertising matter on the opening of the theatre, poster paper,

window cards, heralds, etc., forming part of the regular routine.

The opening night of the theatre proved the worth of Min-
hinnick's campaign. The lobby was jammed with persons eager

to obtain admission and witness the transformation of the old

into the new. By the time the house had been open an hour,

it looked as though they couldn't squeeze in a midget. Various

executives of the Famous Players Canadian Corporation were
on hand for the opening, and they, as well as a few local celeb-

rities such as the Mayor and the head of the local Chamber of

Commerce, participated in the ceremonies.

As he is pretty well known up around his district for his ac-

tivity, we have an idea that Mr. Minhinnick is going to be right

out front with the rest of the Canadian showmen, selling his

shows right and left. We'd like to hear some more about your

work, "J- H."

Novel Lobby Stunt

Helped McKoy Sell

Clara Bow Picture

Novel lobbies have been pre-

sented on our pages many
times. We have also shown
a number of examples of

atmospheric fronts. Prominent
among the creative geniuses

of this type of showman we
found James H. McKoy, man-

ager of the Olympia Theatre in Miami, Fla., and we are sure

that his work has been useful to some of the members of the

Club. We are presenting some more of it here, in the form of

a lobby plug for "Her Wedding Night."

Inside the main entrance a complete bedroom scene was made
up through the courtesy of a local furniture store. On the bed

a cut-out figure of Clara Bow in a sitting position and putting

on her slippers, was placed. On the floor were real slippers and
on the bed, wrappers and other ladies' wearing apparel.

From the entrance doors to the railing above the bedroom
display white crepe paper streamers with small wedding bells

under them then were placed.

The entire inside of the theatre was decorated in "wedding"
trim. In the "well" were two five-foot wedding bells made of

white crepe paper and with artificial orange blossoms pinned

on them. From these two bells were white streamers twisted

and draped to the rails. Under all the lights in the rear of the

main floor were smaller wedding bells and under each bell a

Paramount head of Clara Bow.
_
Between the two large bells

was a large hanging piece containing the star's name, title of

picture in metallic outlined letters.

Oke, "J. H.," it's a pleasure to see that you are continuing to

turn out such excellent work. We hope that you will keep us

posted on your future activities also.
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An Open Letter To Eddie Anson,

Interstate Circuit, Boston
Listen Eddie:
What I want to know is this: what kind of a

system do you use in your contacts with the man-
agers of your circuit which prompts them to sing
your praises all the time?
We've heard bosses panned from one end of the

country to the other, but so rarely do we hear of
one who stands aces high with the managers that
we must marvel and wonder how you do it.

Let's in on the secret, but keep it up as it proves
our contention that men treated right are gen-
erally good managers.

Regards to the boys,

"Chick"

Stafford Jersey Had
A 'Harvest Week' At
The Plaza Theatre

Special weeks are another of

the ways that showmen keep
their towns' interest in the the-

atre aroused. A week that
went over very well recently
was "Harvest Week" engin-=^^=^^^=^^^==; eered by Stafford Jersey at the
Plaza Theatre in Englewood,

New Jersey, just a short time ago.
We are showing a couple of photos that will give you some

idea of the angles used, among which was included a hay cart
as a street ballyhoo, and an atmospheric lobby. The hay cart,

drawn by two horses, carried hay, squashes and a giant cut-
out of a squash, imprinted with copy on the special week.
Jersey may be seen standing alongside the ballyhoo. In the
lobby of the theatre, a girl distributed cider to patrons request-
ing it. She was dressed in farmer girl costume, in keeping with
the lobby tone. The lobby featured haystacks, corn husks,
squashes, pumpkins, etc. A great deal of comment was heard
as the patrons entered the theatre and saw the display. It

proved to be an excellent attention getter.

Perhaps you'd like to run a week of this sort in your town.
If you can't run a Harvest Week, you can, at least, make use
of the idea. Think it over and if it will fit in your show selling

program, give it a chance. Thanks, Stafford, for passing this

one along to us. We'd like to hear what else you are going to

do along the show-selling line over in your part of the country.
Let's have the dope.

Heralds Distributed

At Football Field
Helped Egan to Sell

When it comes to getting in

plugs for the Capitol Theatre
in Regina, Sask., Canada, you
can bank on it that Pete
Egan, managerial maestro of

the house, is going to be right
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^=^^=^ on hand with some sort of

news or stunt on the house.
One of Pete's recent activities consisted of visiting the local

football field while an important game was in progress and
having heralds distributed containing the names of the players.

The spectators made haste to grab them. The bottom of the
heralds carried a notice to the effect that they were donated by
the Capitol Theatre. The rest of the herald carried the line-up

Radio Tie-Up Helped
C. Brewer Plug New
Chevalier Picture

of players on both teams. Many showmen have taken advan-
tage of this inexpensive stunt and secured a lot of publicity for
their houses. Maybe you'd care to use it, too. The heralds
need not be printed on expensive paper. Almost any kind of
stationery will do. You might even be able to tie up with a
sporting goods dealer, give him a credit line, and lessen the cost
of printing by half.

We want to thank Pete for passing this gag along to us. We
are glad to see that he is continuing the same live activity that
has characterized his past performances at the Capitol. Keep
it up, Pete, and let's hear some more regarding what you and
the rest of the showmen in your region are doing.

For the first night's showing
of "Playboy of Paris," the
new cinema opus of Maurice
Chevalier, an advantageous
tie-up was made by Charles F.
Brewer, manager of the Ten-==^^^^=^^^^=^^^= nessee Theatre in Knoxville,
Tenn.

The picture ran the last three days of the week and the radio
exhibit in the lobby was on display the entire week. The
radio dealers exhibited in the lobby every model made with
the $220.00 model especially encased with an artistic back-
ground and a sign on top stating that this radio was to be given
to the holder of the lucky-numbered coupon.
Coupons were given throughout the entire week to every paid

admission and the drawing was made on the opening night of
"Playboy of Paris." It was also necessary that the winner be
in the audience at time of drawing.
The dealers also contributed six electric clocks which were

given to the holders of the next six lucky numbers.
They also ran a special 3-column ad playing up the radio

show and the radio to be given away as well as mentioning title

of picture playing at the Tennessee.
Brewer also had an excellent window display, a duplicate of

which was also in the lobby. This display showed a cut-out of
Chevalier with tray in hand standing at a table—the table con-
taining cloth, plates and silver as well as two chairs. A card
alongside the display played up the title of picture, star, theatre
and playdates. These activities completely sold the show for

Brewer.
When the Amos 'n' Andy picture made its appearance and

showmen began to sell it, it was certain that the Fresh Air
Taxi Cab used in the picture was going to be plentifully repre-
sented on the streets of the town wherein the theatre was
located. Where there's a Ford there's a Fresh Air Taxi.
Anyway, when the colored gemmuns' film played the Tennessee
Brewer used the fliv gag to help put the picture across.

An old Model T Ford was obtained from a local auto dealer

and this was painted on sides with copy, "Fresh Air Taxicab
Co. of America Incorpolated—Tennessee Theatre, 3 days

—

Thurs., Fri., Sat." The topless flivver carried a sign on the
rear reading, "Our kar bought from and serviced by Centra!

Motor Company." A man dressed as Amos was the chauffeur
and a man togged out as Andy rode in the back seat.

On the third day the car was in use it appeared in a parade
headed by the High School band of 75 pieces on the way to a
football game. Permission was readily secured from the school

to join this parade as it added some life to their parade and
incidentally good advertising for the picture.

Brewer also used a sheet out of a desk calendar pad as a

model for the reprint of several hundred. The blank space

ordinarily found on these date sheets was filled in with copy
about the picture, cast, theatre and playdates. There was also

a notation to attach this to "your" calendar pad as a reminder
to see the picture.

The pads met with plenty of favor from the Knoxians and
the stunt might be used a<»a

:n on some coming attraction. We
want to thank Brewer for passing these and we want to let him
know that we hope to hear from him again very soon. How
about it, Charles?

The Real Club Spirit!

"All For One And One For All
>>
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PERSONALITIES
-- SHOWMEN NEWSETTES FROM EVERYWHERE +

HOWARD P BREEZE has been ap-
pointed manager of the Gem Theatre in

Scranton, Pa.
* * *

G. W. ALLEN, formerly of the Fox-Mid-
wesco advertising department, has been
named Assistant Manager of the circuit

Modjeska Theatre under H. F. Dunning, for-

merly in charge of the Tivoli. Donovan
Deakin, former doorman at the Paradise
Theatre in Milwaukee, Wis., has been named
Assistant Manager of the house, succeeding
H. G. Fisher, newly named manager of the

Mirth.
* * *

ROY WALKER AND CHARLES
BAKER, operators of a chain of motion pic-

ture theatres in South Texas, have added the
Palace and Lyric Theatres of Brady, Texas,
to their string. The firm owns theatres in

Belton. Lampasas and Comanche. Their
latest acquisition was purchased from Dick
Winters and John Wall.

* * *

P. G. CAMERON, local exhibitor of Dal-
las, Texas, will operate the theatre to be
erected in the city by C. E. Kennemer. House
is reputed to cost about $150,000.

* * *

LEON LEVY has succeeded Bob Blair as

Northwestern Division Manager for Publix.

Blair was formerly stationed at Los Angeles,
California, as city manager, having special

charge of West Coast stage shows.
* * *

LLOYD LAMB lias been added to the
Washington sales force of Tiffany produc-
tions.

* * *

IKE BINNARD has reopened the Temple
Theatre in Lewiston, Idaho.

C. W. WILKINSON has purchased the
Isis Theatre in Broadwater, Nebraska, from
Elwood Singer.

* * *

C. C. CALDWELL, a former film sales-

man and one-time operator of the Folly

Theatre in Denver, Colo., has taken over the
Palace Theatre in Lovington, N. M.

* * *

LEW KEELER will manage the reopened
Ritz Theatre in Spokane, Washington.

* * *

WATT AND WILKINS have acquired
the Playhouse Theatre in Atascadero, Cali-

fornia.
* * *

GEORGE COSTA, who recently leased

the Central Theatre in Kansas City, will

also operate it.

* * *

J. B. REISMAN, of Rochester, Minn., has
been transferred to Duluth by Ray Niles. He
will manage the Garrick. H. E. Endres is

also slated for a house and it is reported to

be in Minneapolis.

* * *

J. P. HARRISON, city manager for Pub-
lix in Waco, Texas, has assumed personal
direction of the Strand as well as the Waco
and Rex. Next assignment of E. R. MilH-
gan, former manager of the Strand, is forth-

coming.
* * *

JOSEPH GORDON has been appointed
manager of the Saenger Theatre, Alexandria.
La., succeeding Robert Y. Hampton. Hamp-
ton becomes manager of the Strand, Gulf-

port, Miss., replacing Ray N. Peterson, who
goes to the reopened Lyric, in Mobile, Ala.

J. KATZ has been appointed acting man-
ager of the Belpark Theatre, Chicago, 111.,

replacing T. H. Stevens, resigned.

EDWARD MURTAUGH, formely As-
sistant Manager of the Capitol Theatre,
Scranton, Pa., has been made manager of
the Manhattan Theatre, Scranton, tempor-
arily replacing Ed Cline, who goes to the
State, Scranton. Cline succeeds E. M.
Simonis, transferred to the Capitol, Scran-
ton, relieving J. McCarthy, resigned.

* * *

GAREY CARR, formerly of Riverside a*id

Glendale, Calif., has been appointed man-
ager of the Alcazar Theatre in Bell, succeed-
ing Jack Retlaw, recently promoted.

* * *

EDDIE LEWIS has resigned as manager
of the Strand Theatre in Poughkeepsie,
N. Y.

* * *

W. E. BELCHER is now managing the
Arnett Theatre in Rochester, N. Y.

G. J. HAINLINE, manager of the Palo-
mar Theatre in Oceanside, Calif., announces
the installation of an electric heating system
at the theatre. It is said to be the last word
in electric heating.

* * *

GEORGE SHEWELL, formerly ex-
ploitation director of the Appel Theatres in
York. Pa., is now handling advertising and
exploitation for Warner Bros., who recently
acquired the Appel enterprises. Shewell
manages the Rialto Theatre, also.

NEXT WEEK!!!
The Club pages will again feature many valuable and interesting stories pertaining to

theatre equipment and maintenance. This phase of theatre operation has been stamped

as being of tremendous importance.

Among the subjects to be discussed will be: Emergency Lighting — Ushers' Uniforms

— Toilet Cleanliness — Repairing and Re-covering Seats — Relations Between Manager

and Projectionists — and many other topics.

Read about these things on the Club pages in the December Showman issue of Motion

Picture News.
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Rosenthal At Wilkes-Barre
Taking a jump from Duluth, Minn, to Wilkes-

Barre, Pa., we find Morris Rosenthal now selling

shows at the Capitol Theatre in the Pennsylvania
city.

Since he has been located with the Publix outfit,

Morris has turned out some excellent work that

has appeared on our pages from time to time. His
work at the Lyceum and the Garrick Theatres in

Duluth has no doubt contained some slants of

value upon which members have pounced and used
in their own campaigns.
With a house to handle that takes showmanship

to put across, Morris will have to step even faster

than in the past. However, since he knows his stuff,

we have an idea that some corking angles will be
cropping up. Keep your eye on Morris!

Kligler Gives Us A
Photo of The Service

Staff At His House

The work that is being turn-

ed out at the Daly Theatre,
the Bronx, New York City, by
Joseph W. Kligler, manager
of the house, has made the
theatre one of the favorite

^=^ recreation places of the neigh-
borhood.

Kligler does not go out and sell his picture by means of ex-
ploitation and then just let it go at that. He does more. One
of the biggest assets that the theatre has is its fine service staff.

The house being small, the staff must also be small; but you
can be sure that the ushers and doorman, cashier, etc., endeavor
to work by a de luxe standard. We are showing a picture of
the uniformed staff of the theatre.

We have on hand a couple of photos of the corking atmos-
pheric front display that was turned out by Kligler for the sell-

ing of "Swing High," but the photos were so poor that we could
not reproduce them. The front was excellent. Striped awn-
ings conveyed the circus tone, with banners and pennants be-
ing flown from and under the marquee. The front did a lot to
help put the picture across. We want to thank Kligler for pass-
ing these accounts along to us, and we hope to hear from him
again very soon.

Merchants Assembled
At Binstock's House
To Hear Proposition

A large number of showmen
have found it profitable to
hold get-together meetings at

their theatres where the mer-
chants could meet and discuss

local business conditions. As
=^=;^=^^^^^^^^==^= a result of this move, business,

in many cases, has jumped
considerably. When the merchants were tied-in on a theatre

project, each merchant knew what was expected of him, and
what he was going to receive in return for his co-operation.

This eliminated any friction.

"Prosperity Week"
Was Engineered By
Edward J. Hiehle

In Astoria, Long Island, New York, Paul Binstock, manager
of the Astoria-Grand Theatre, engineered a very successful
merchants' meeting recently. The merchants in the neighbor-
hood all assembled at the local theatre after the final perform-
ance. In order to insure their being on hand, Binstock sent
out a letter which was to be used as a pass, permitting the
merchant and his wife to see the last show. The move proved
a good one. A large number of merchants were on hand.
Binstock discussed his plans for the coming season, stressing
the importance of the theatre to the community. He next went
on and told the merchants the value of advertising, etc. The
merchants listened enthusiastically to his plans. A number of
merchants presented their viewpoints. At the close of the first

session it looked as though the plan was going to take tangible
form.
We hope that Paul will keep us posted on the future meet-

ings so that we can see how they are progressing. What do
you say, Paul?

Just to show us that he still

has his fingers in the show-
man's pie and is pulling out
box-office plums, Ed. Hiehle,
manager of the Midland
Theatre in Newark, Ohio,——;^==^^=^=iii= passes along a full page that
he helped make up for the

merchants of his town as a "Prosperity Week" plug.
Ed's house appears on the side of the layout. He made no

attempt to land center space on the page. This was one of
those times when a showman
had to use diplomacy. It was
not only his house that he was
trying to get business for, but
the town as well. We would
also like to point out the little

slug that is used in some of the
ads. If you should like to use
a slug like this, get in touch
with Ed and he'll let you know
how it can be obtained.
We note that Ed has run

another of his Fashion Revues.
He always puts these across in

great style and they never fail

to click for the house. Another
angle that he used—this at

Election time—was the dupe
ballot for the picture he was
trying to sell. The head stated

:

"Vote the Straight Entertain-
ment Ticket." When the ballots were distributed a day or so
before election, they created a lot of talk that resulted in
good business at the theatre on the opening night of the new
film. These activities are all typical of the work that is turned
out at the Midland Theatre. The followers of the Club pages
will all recall the special stunts, etc., that Hiehle has engineered
since he has been at the theatre, and we are sure that they'll see-

more. Are we right, Ed?
Especially in view of the fact that when Ed is active there is

plenty of live-wire showmanship on display. And it's the kind
of showmanship that means money at the box-office for every-
one making use of, or participating in, the gag. Do you agree,

Ed?
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Notice to Members
PLEASE be sure to notify

the Chairman of any change
of address.

—THANK YOU.
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James A. O'Kelly
Handles Publicity In
Parkersburg, W. Va.

Here's James A. O'Kelly,
exploitation chief for the

Smoot and Lincoln Theatres
in Parkersburg, West Va., the

section where Bill Hendricks
general manages the two

-^-—^——^-^==— Warner houses.
We have no dope on hand

concerning Mr. O'Kelly's career in the show game, so we cannot
shed any light on him. But as regards his work, we can say
that he is a very active showman. In fact, they have to be
active to work along with Bill Hendricks. We believe that

some corking work should be forth-

coming real soon from Parkersburg
because there is a group of live show-
men in the town. Incidentally, one of

the recent stunts pulled at the Smoot
Theatre was the signing up of the

world's champion tree sitter — who
squatted on a bough for 1,657 hours

—

for a personal appearance at the house.
The stunt jammed the residents in that

night, all being anxious to get a look at

the new record holder.

Listen, Mr. O'Kelly, when you
send in your next contribution, how
about giving us a little dope on yourself

so that we can present it along with your work? Give our
regards to the showmen of Parkersburg and let them know we'd
like to hear from them.

Whyte Held Them
Out for First Time
In a Year or Two

For the first time since

"Sunny Side Up" played the
Capitol Theatre in Riverhead,
N. Y., people were turned
away from the theatre. Why?
It was all due to the excellent

____^^^_^^_^^^^^_____ showmanship displayed by W.
H. Whyte, manager of the

house, whose effective campaign for "The Silent Enemy" caused
the unusual occurrence.
The picture was thoroughly sold to the local schools. The

Board of Education in New York had endorsed the film when
it first made an appearance on Broadway, and, knowing this,

Whyte had a very convincing crowbar with which to enter the
schools. He made personal visits, addressing the students on
the merits of the show. The
angle proved to be a corker.

As Riverhead boasts a

large enrollment of Boy
Scouts, and in view of the
fact that the Chief Boy
Scout executive of the or-

ganization had personally
endorsed the picture, Whyte
had another effective sales

argument. The Scout Mas-
ter of Riverhead was noti-

fied of the playdate, and he
immediately got in touch
with the heads of troops in

surrounding towns. It was
arranged for all of the
Scouts to appear at the the-
atre in full uniform. As an added treat, and one that helped his
good-will stock tremendously, Whyte agreed to run a two-
reeler showing the Scouts at camp the past summer. Additional
business resulted from this move.
We are showing a photo of one of the unique lobby displays

used on the picture. The shot shows a collection of arrowheads,
flanked by stills on the film, which was placed on display. The
collection, promoted from a resident in a nearby town, con-
tained some very fine specimen. The entire display was loaned,
free of charge, to the theatre. It caused loads of talk and
helped the picture considerably.
With Whyte turning out work that is jamming the theatre

and necessitating the non-selling of tickets, it seems to us that
we are going to have some good slants on show selling to pre-
sent to the rest of the Club. Keep us posted on your work,
"W. H.," so that we can pass it along.

Santa Claus Matinee
We have already sent out upwards of thirty let-

ters giving the details of this money-making gag.
You may recall that we mentioned it some weeks
back.

Briefly, here is the idea: Announce and advertise
for the 24th of December a special Santa Claus
Matinee. Tell the youngsters that Santa will be
at the theatre to distribute candy and toys to all

of them attending this special performance.
Purchase enough assorted toys, novelties and

candy to insure each kid receiving a fair sized
package. The stuff you give away should not cost
you over five cents in all. The admission price for
the special show should be fifteen or twenty cents,

depending on the locality and type of house.
Santa and his costume is another small item.

And if you doubt whether the kids will turn out,

just try it once and be convinced. Such special at-

tractions as you can offer should also be publicized,
such as extra pictures, specialties by neighborhood
youngsters, etc.

Make it a Gala event for the children and you
will find them talking about it for many a month.
If convenient you can arrange to start a new serial

at that show, continuing with the succeeding epi-

sode the following Saturday or Sunday.
Information as to where you can secure the toys,

novelties and candy may be obtained by wiring
Club headquarters, but if you can get this stuff

locally by tie-ups with the merchants, all the better.

If you get behind this in the right way you will

find that 95 per cent of the receipts for the 24th of
December will be from your kids Santa Claus
Partv.

Go To It!

Grabbing off free space from

"Talk Title Talk" newspapers is one of the hab-

TT , „ its that Bolivar Hyde, Jr., con-
Latest Hyde btunt tracted when he first hit the

Going Over Great show business; and he kept it
" up ever since. His latest bit

^^=^=^==^^^^=^^= of space grabbing was done
with the co-operation of the

Montgomery Advertiser in Montgomery, Ala.

Bolivar, as a number of his fellow Club members know, is

the City Manager of the Publix houses in the city, with his

headquarters at the Paramount. A short time ago he decided
to use a stunt that has been pulled many times, but neverthe-

less, it is always a good one for landing space in newspapers.
The stunt—though it has been called by many names— con-
sists of taking a group of movie titles and arranging them to-

gether to make a paragraph. Bolivar called the gag "Talk
Title Talk." To give you an idea of how it's done, here's an
example of the titles: "Going Some," "Blind Wives," "The
Weaker Sex," "Remodeling a Husband," "Treat 'Em Rough,"
"Man Unconquerable," "Too Fat to Fight." "The Truth About
Husbands," "Frivolous Wives," "Hearts Are Trumps."
Now here's a sample Title Talk: It's "Going Some" when

"Blind Wives" tell "The Weaker Sex" the best way of "Re-
modeling a Husband" is to "Treat 'Em Rough," for while that

may apply to "Man Unconquerable" who isn't "Too Fat to

Fight," "The Truth About Husbands" is that they prefer "Friv-

olous Wives" with whom "Hearts Are Trumps."
The paper gave Hyde a lot of space for the duration of the

contest. The Title Talks were sent to the local paper, a pair

of tickets being given away for each one selected. Ten pairs

of tickets were awarded daily, with one or two of the Title

Talks being published. You can use this one in your town,

too, if you wish. Thanks, Bolivar, let's have some more of your
work.
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AL NOWITSKY is the brother ot" Ray
Nowitsky, of Reading, Pa. Al is also a

Pennsylvania showman but the house he

manages is in Allentown. We believe we
have snowed you what Al can do along the

showman line, but anyway, Al is going to

give you some more information on his

doings at the Rialto Theatre, so that you
can see what Allentown is getting in the

show-selling field. Right, Al?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

LYNN SMITH is the manager of the

Crystal Theatre in Gonzales, Texas. We
know that Mr. Smith is going to be an ac-

tive Club member because the way he put

over "So This Is London" shows you that

he knows his stuff. We would certainly

like to hear what else you are doing to

bring them into the theatre, Mr. Smith.

Let's have the dope.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

WALTER J. PLIMMER, the manager
of the Avalon Theatre, in Brooklyn, New
York, is pretty well known around the Met
district. Walter has been interested in show
business since Rin-Tin-Tin was a pup. He
handled the vaudeville end of the racket for

a while and did a great job of it. And then

came the talkies! But Walter has a wonder-
ful opportunity now to display some of that

showmanship he is capable of doing. So
let's hear from you, Walter. And you might
shoot us in a photo of yourself.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

ALEXANDER MAUS manages the Aud-
itorium Theatre in Lynn, Mass. Our enroll-

ments numbers a great many showmen from
New England, and they are all live-wires.

So you see Mr. Maus you will have to do
some tall stepping to keep up with them.
Incidentally, as your first contribution, and

one that will give you a good entree, why
not send us in a photo and a little dope on
your activities so that we can give you an

introduction?

JOSEPH F. O'HEARN is the manager of
the Olympia Theatre in Chelsea, Mass. He
is the latest of the New England group to
sign up for the Club. We are sure that, in

view of the fact the New England show-
men have been turning out some excellent
work, he will follow their example. Keep us
posted, "J. F.," so that we can pass along
vour work.
' Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

J. J. LOEWER manages Loew's Alpine
Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y. The Alpine, if

we remember rightly, is a neighborhood
house in a well populated section of Brook-
lyn. That being the case, it should offer

possibilities for exploitation. We'd like to

hear from Mr. Loewer regarding the ways
and means he uses to bring them in to the
theatre. And include vour photo, too, "J. J."

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

C. B. ANDERSON is the manager of the
Ritz Theatre in New Albany, Miss. His ex-
perience in the show game has more than
fitted him for the job he is now handling.
We understand that he is turning out some
good work and we hope to present an ac-
count of it on our pages in the very near
future. Let's have some accounts of what
vou are doing, "C. B."

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

JOHN G. NEWKIRK, who manages the
Park Theatre in Cleveland, Ohio, for the
Loew circuit is an active showman. His re-

cent campaign on "Whoopee" proved to us
that we have acquired another live-wire on
the Club rolls. He has been in the show
game for many years, starting at the age of

ten as a herald distributor. Let's have a
photo and a little dope on the rest of your
career, John, so that we can give you a
regular introduction.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

STANLEY E. BENFORD manages Loew's
Mount Vernon Theatre in Mt. Vernon, New
York. We have been up around Mr. Ben-
ford's district a number of times, but we
have never been able to size up the show
situation thoroughly, due to pressing busi-
ness. Why don't you drop us a line setting

forth the situation, Stanley, and include some
dope on yourself, also.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

JAMES P. CHASE is the manager of the

Oaks Theatre in Berkeley, California. A
large enrolment of showmen from the state

of California may be found on our lists. As
most of them are active, we believe that Mr.
Chase will also fall right in line and pass
along some of his work for our pages.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

SAMUEL I. ROSE manages the Bay
Ridge Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y., for the
Loew Circuit. The Brooklyn showmen have
been displaying some fine work these last

few seasons and from the looks of things
they intend to continue right through this

season also. Let's have your contribution
to the show selling activities, Sam. And a

little dope on yourself, too.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

HENRY A. LEE manages the Alhambra
Theatre in Cleveland, Ohio. Lee's member-
ship—it seems to us—just about sews up
that city for a hundred percent Round Table
representation. Welcome into the Club.

Henry. And remember, we want to hear
from vou real soon regarding vour work-.

Oke?
"

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

JOE J: SICCARDI is the manager of the
Liberty Theatre in Plainfield. N. J. We list

a few more showmen from the Plainfield sec-

tion on our rolls, and it gives us pleasure to

put Joe's name there also. We hear that he
is doing some good work out at the theatre.

Let's have the low-down, Joe.

J. EVERETT WATSON manages the
Loew's and United Artists Theatre in Colum-
us, Ohio. Mr. Watson is no stranger to the

Club pages, as his work has appeared here
before. But as one of our iron clad rules is

that everyone must appear on these pages at
some time or other, Mr. Watson has now
passed through the portals. Keep up the
good work, Everett.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

HERBERT ROGOWSKY is the manager
of the Embassy Theatre in Port Chester,
New York. His town is a pretty little place,
and though we don't know the house, we feel

sure that it must be kept up to the standards
of the town. Drop us a line or two, Herbert,
and let us know what is being done by you
along the showman line.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

WILLIS W. PARADY manages the Cap-
itol Theatre in Pittsfield, Mass. We want to
welcome Mr. Parady into the Club, as we
feel he too, is going to display the activity

that is being shown by the many Massachu-
setts showmen-members of the Round
Table. Let's hear what you are doing to
bring them up to the box-office in your
house, Willis. And you might also include
your photo.

•Wear Your Club Pin!
GEORGE N. HUNT, JR., is the Assistant

Manager of the Loew's and L'nited Artists
Theatre in Lexington, Kentucky. We have
already signed up the peppy manager of this

house, so now, with a hundred percent repre-
sentation the order of the day. there should
be plenty stirring along the showman front
of Kentucky. Keep us posted on what you
are doing to help sell the shows, George.

Wear Your Club Pin
JACK McBRIDE manager Loew's Circle

Theatre in Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. McBride is

quite well knowm along the Cleveland show
battle front and we are sure that he is going
to pass along to the Club, some of the show-
manship that he has been displaying at his

house. And when you send in your contri-
bution. Jack, include your photo, too.

Wear Your Club Pi
ROY H. ROWE is the manager of the

Palace Theatre, Raleigh, N. C, out in that

section where showmanship is displayed
frequently. We happen to know that Mr.
Rowe is active because he has been in the

game for some time, in fact, he owned a

house a couple of years ago. He has hooked
up with Publix and we are sure that he will

prove as good a showman as the many other
managers on that circuit who are members
of the Round Table Club.

Wear Your Club Pin!
SAM J. WHEELER is the advertising

manager and projectionist of the Columbian
Theatre in Wamego, Kansas. Mr. Wheeler
is plenty active around his section, and the

work he is turning out is helping business

at the theatre. As he knows his fellow

members will be interested in learning what
he is doing to bring them into the theatre,

Wheeler passes along a slant or two. These
will appear in future issues of the Club
pages. Keep up the good work, Sam.

Wear Your Club Pin

JOHN TUCKER is the Assistant Man-
ager of the Majestic Theatre in Perth Am-
boy, New Jersej\ He is rapidly learning

the game under the expert guidance of the

showman handling the house and we hope
to hear that he is running his own house be-

fore long. In order that we may report on
your progress, John, keep us posted from
time to time.
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H. N. SCHRODT manager the Strand

Theatre in Fort Dodge, la. We have never
been in Fort Dodge, though we weren't far

from it a year or so ago when we made a

trip out to the Middle West. Why don't

you drop us a line or two, "H. N." giving

us the low-down on what's going on in your
town. And also include your photo so that

we can give you a regular introduction.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

JACK KAPLAN is the latest of those

live-wire manager-showmen on the Consoli-

dated Circuit in New York to hook up with

the Managers' Round Table Club. Jack has

appeared on our pages before, his work with

Rudy Kuehn, General Manager of the cir-

cuit, on "The Big Fight" exploitation cam-
paign rating space. We'd like to hear what
else you are doing to keep the public satis-

fied Jack. Let's have some information on
it, will you?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

JOHN MUELLER is the Assistant Man-
ager of Loew's Broadway Theatre in Brook-
lyn, N. Y. We have the Loew outfit signed

up nearly a hundred percent, and it looks as

though the assistants on the circuit want to

be represented too. Oke with us, John.
Let's hear what you are doing to help put

the house across.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

ROY V. HANSEN is the Exploitation

Director of the Franklin Amusement Com-
pany in Minneapolis, Minn. The circuit op-

erates three suburban houses, the Franklin,

Park, and Gopher. Roy is kept pretty busy
thinking up gags to sell the house, but he

more than does it. He is going to give us

some dope on his work, and we'll pass it

along in future issues of the Club pages.

We'll show his photo too, if he'll send us

one. Right, Roy?
Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

BEN M. COHEN manages the Capitol

Theatre in Hazelton, Penn. This town of

Hazleton has long held a record as a show
town. That being the case, there had to be

showmen in it. We'd like to see what Ben
is doing to bust records at his house, and, at

the same time, to keep the Hazelton record

intact. Include your photo with your con-

tribution, Ben.
Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

JACK SMALLWOOD is the relief man-
ager of the Playhouse Operating Company
in Long Island. New York. He works under
the direction of Mr. Charles Winkelman,
who you all know as General Manager of

the circuit and a member of the Round
Table Club. Smallwood formerly worked
with another member of the Club, C. M.
Maxfield, so he must be pretty well versed
in the show game. Keep in touch with us,

Jack, so that we can see what you are doing
out on the Island.

Photos of Members!

THE Club is anxious to publish

photographs of every member
and would, therefore, appreciate

receiving as many as possible for

use in future issues of the Club

columns. If you have not already

done so, PLEASE send us your own
photo at once. Thank you.

JOHN BLACK is the manager of the
Spencer Theatre in Rock Island. Illinois.

Mr. Black has been in the show game for
some time and is very well qualified to fill

the position he now holds. We would like

to hear from him regarding the ways and
means that he uses to bring in the town to
the box-office. Let's have some dope On it,

John.
Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

JOSEPH POLAK is the assistant man-
ager of the Monroe Theatre in New York
City. He has been at the house four years,
and it is interesting to note that he rose
from usher to his present position. Under
the skilful guidance of Mr. Lowenstein,
manager of the house, we think that Joseph
is going to pick up enough knowledge of the
game to be running a house for himself
soon. Keep us posted on your work, Joe.

Wear Your Club Pin ' ! !

E. B. CONANT manages the Charkarohen
Hall in Lincoln, N. H. While we have been
up in Mr. Conant's state we don't recall
being near his town, and for that reason
we'd like to have a little info on conditions
in the neighborhood. Drop us a line "E.
B," and also let's have a photo of yourself.

Wear Your Club Pin! ' !

T. H. READ is the manager of the Plaza
Theatre in Asheville, N. C. He has taken
over the assignment formerly held by F. La
Bar, who did some corking work while he
was at the house. We are sure that Tommy
is going to continue the good work and let

us have some examples of showmanship that
we can pass along to the rest of the Club.
And include vour photo too.

Wear Your Club Pin' ! .'

R. MALCOLM MILLS manages the
Rialto and Queens Theatres in Alice, Texas,
for the Hall Industries Corp. Mr. Mills is

the latest showman for this live-wire chain
to hook up with the Club. Though he is

probably very busy trying to keep two
houses filled but we think he will keep us
posted on his work. Right. Malcolm?

Wear Your Club Pin' ' ! .

ERIC VAN DYCK manages the 46th
Street Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y., for the
Loew circuit. We are well acquainted with
Mr. Van Dyck's house and. if we recall, it

is certainly a beauty. With a background
such as that it must be a pleasure to go out
and sell shows. Let's hear about it, Eric.
And send in your photo also.

Wear Your Club Pin' ! !

P. E. PIERCE is the manager of the
Sheridan Theatre in New York City. The
Sheridan is a pretty well known neighbor-
hood house, and we happen to know that
Mr. Pierce is always on the go trying to put
business up above the record line. This
leads us to believe that he is going to be an
active member of the Club. What do you
say, "P. E.'"?

Wear Your Club Pin' ! !

CHARLES F. BURNS manages the Bree-
vort Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y. Mr. Burns
isn't exactly a stranger to the Club as his
work has appeared before on our pages.
However, Charles, everyone must, at some
time or other, go through these portals.
Now that you have entered, keep up your
good work.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

A. H. BUEHRIG, JR., manages the Cen-
tury Theatre in Baltimore, Mr., that town
where showmanship is constantly being dis-
played. In view of this fact, it seems to us
that Mr. Buehrig is going to line up on our
active list. As your first contrib, "A. H.,"
how about a photo and a little dope on
yourself so that we can give a regular in-
troduction?

ALBERT SINDLINGER is the manager
of the Park Theatre in Cleveland, Ohio. As
Cleveland has been productive of some ex-
cellent showmanship that has been passed
along on the Club pages, Mr. Sindlinger is

no doubt trying to keep right out in front
with the leaders, so he should be very active.

How about transferring some of the activity

to the Club pages, Albert?
Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

HARRY FELDMAN is the manager of
the Victory Theatre in Holyoke, Mass. Mr.
Feldman is the latest of the New England
showmen to join the other live-wire num-
bered on our rolls. Welcome into the Club,
Harry. And if you want to keep up with
your fellow showmen from Massachusetts,
you will have to do some tall stepping. But
you shouldn't mind that.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

HARRY C. STOWELL manages the
Paramount Theatre in Middletown. N. Y.
We know that Mr. Stowell is doing some
fast stepping, and plugging all of his shows
at the house. As he is well versed in show-
manship, we look forward to seeing his
work on our pages in the very near future.
And we'd like to publish a photo of your-
self with it, Harry.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! '.

ELMER R. DANIELS manages the
Capitol Theatre in Worcester, Mass., for
the Publix outfit. Worcester has long been
noted for a group of live-wire showmen, all

of the men in that town displaying ex-
ceptionally fine work. How are you doing,
Elmer? We'd like you to inform us, so
that we can pass it along to your fellow
Club members.

JOIN NOW!!
Here's the Blank

Application For

Membership In

"MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB"

729 Seventh Are, Nnr York City

I hereby apply for membership in
the Club.

Name

Theatre

Address

City

State

Position

Wm. A. Johnston "Chick" Lewis
Honorary Chairman Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?
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Dollinger Doings!
Word floats across the river to us that Fred

Dollinger, manager of the Pastime Theatre in

Union City, New Jersey, is having a fine time
and enjoying great success in selling his shows.
Those of you who remember Fred when he han-

dled the Rialto Theatre in Jamaica, and various
other houses on Long Island, all know what he
can do. It has been said that anyone giving Fred
free sway will be showered with a collection of
stunts the like of which have never been seen be-

fore.

Fred has been in this game for many years. One
of his biggest show successes was the Claremont
Theatre in New York City, where, about 1914 or
so, he had all New York talking about the wonder-
ful shows he put on. The movies and stage have
long held a fascination for him, and his intensive

schooling in the show game has given him a knowl-
edge of the craft such as few men possess.

Watch for Fred's biography. It's sure to be in-

teresting!

Candy Confections

Were Distributed By
Weiss At Game

Small, red-coated candies
somewhat resembling pills

were passed out at a local

football game in Jacksonville,

Fla., by Al Weiss, manager of

the Florida Theatre, as a plug
=^^=^^^=^^==^=^= for his feature attraction, at

the theatre.

The candies, or pills, as the spectators were wont to call

them, were placed in small pay envelopes. The envelopes car-

ried copy: "This pill contains Joy, Mirth and Whoopee—See
Eddie Cantor—Florida Theatre—Now. Try These Candies

—

They Are Good—'Whoopee' Is Good, Too."
Weiss also got in a valuable plug for the film by handing out

bumper strips for automobiles. These, like the candy, met with

great favor. The bumper strips carried excellent copy relative

to the picture. Nearly every car at the football field carried

one. The spectators more than knew the title of the picture

playing at the Florida. Weiss is pulling stunts of this sort with
every new attraction. He covers almost every possible angle.

We are of the opinion that he will keep us posted on his future

work also, as we know he wants to pass it along, so that his

fellow Club members can look it over, and, if possible, take

advantage of some of the excellent slants that it contains. Right,

Al?

Walter D. Fleck Is

Putting Over Plenty
Of Ace Showmanship

From Grand Island, Neb.,
we have had some excellent

showmanship in the past, and
now, with Walter D. Fleck
taking up his stand as man-
ager of the newly re-opened
Island Theatre, we know that

it is going to be even better, particularly so since competition
is certain to be strong among the showmen in the city.

One of Fleck's first moves when he came to the house was
to establish himself with the local paper and the civic au-
thorities. He went about town and met them all. His next
move was to say "Hello" to the merchants. This, too, was
done. He arrived in Grand Island ten days before the house

opened. The day before it opened he
had secured a full-page co-operative
ad from the local dealers and run it in

the paper. That was showmanship.
And the best part of it was that the
dealers stated they had done addition-
al business because of the stunt. We
are showing a cut of the newspaper
page in order that you may see how
Fleck worked the gag. Congratula-
tions were extended the theatre from
all of the dealers, the picture was
placed in a prominent spot on the
page, and in nearly all of the copy, the
title was plugged.

Fleck, whose picture we are also sbowing, has been in the
show game for a good many years. He has handled publicity

work, studio operation, house management, advance work for

stage and screen productions, and
practically everything connected with
showmanship. We look for him to

turn out some fine stuff on his new
season's product as we know he is

capable of doing it. We are certain

that this Omaha showman will give

the house an excellent rep and we
look forward to hearing from him
again very soon because we are sure
that the rest of the Club will agree
that has has started off with a bang.
There is nothing that would have
helped him more with the local mer-
chants than a gag such as this full

page co-operative ad. And that makes
us wonder whether you too, are working stunts of this sort in

your town. You will find it extremely profitable for you, if

local conditions permit a stunt of this sort. But after all, it's up
to you. You know the town because you are selling to the
public, therefore, you know what will click better than do we.

THE NEW ISLAND THEATRE WILL OPLN SUTOAV
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CLUB
EMBLEM

PIN!!!
WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG

THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A
MEMBER OF THIS GREAT ORGANI-
ZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE

SHOWMAN!

Use This Blank:

Managers' Round Table Club

729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Kindly send me, postpaid, Club pins,

for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.

Name of Member

Theatre ,

Address

Chy State
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are
coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been
assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions." Running times are those supplied by the distributor.
Where they vary in different cities or towns, the change is probably due to state or local censor-

ship deletions.

AMK1NO
FEATURES

TIM.
-Cala ana" Artaaa
CtlMraa af Uu Ml Da*
CFilm Eia'eu
Deroea at In, Stepeea
Fragment of aa Em, Ire

Igdenbu
La. of Siberian Taiga
Man from tha Restaurant

Old and New
•tllr, Racom al Ei»Hltlai
SaH
•tarn Over Alia
Tarkalk

Title
Jimmy HlSllna
Living Corpie, The
JUUta
Sarin,
Traaioert of Fir*

Star
. E. Gall- N. Slnonov
. F. Gllllareia-Lltkla
. Staalal Caat
Saltykov- Pod lesnay a

. Nlkltlr, -F. "

Rel. Data
.June •.
June U.
Mar. S.

. . Kevebul Klma
. Tchekhov-Mallnovskaya
Martha Lapklna

. S. Svaahenko

. V. Inklzhlne.

. Educational

Coming Attractions
Star

-A. Buehffla

V. PaJarkll
.M. A. Narakaa
. Educational
. G. Kuznetioy

.Nov.
. July
Jan.
.May :

.July
Oct.

. Sept.

.May :

Leoath
Feat Mlna. Reviewed

.7202... 71... Una <•

. 5SIS
...5631. ...63. ..Mar. IS

.6800 .71

..7000 ...78. ..Fife. I

..6000 . 67. .
Jan. II

.6921. ...76. ..May 10
...•Mi
-.5600... 62... Oct 25
..7152 .72... Sept. 13

..4»0.. .60... June 14

BIG 4 FILM CORPORATION
Till* Star Rel. Data
•ISBar L Ranch (A.T.) DF . . . Buffalo BUI, Jr. Aug. 4.

•HBryend tha Rla Grejide (A.T.)
DF Jaak Perrln Apr. 12.

VIBread at Bin Wart (A.T.) DF.Wally Walaa No». 12.

•tICanyan Hawki (A. T.) DF ..Vaklma Canutt »uo. 26.

•nFlrebrand lardaa (A.T.) OF. Lane Chandler June 28.

•tIRaa Fart Plee» (A.T.) DF..Wally Walaa Dae. ...

•tSR'dln' Law (A.T.) DF Jack Perrln May 24.

•tiTralla at Danger (A.T.) OF. Wally Walaa Snot 30.

•tSTake tha Hair (A.T.) Edw. E. Hartaa Jan. 20.

-tiWenld Yen Believe Itf (A.T.) _ .
'

O Waltar Fnrda Feb. 24.

..5400..
...5400.
..5400..
...5400..
..5400..
..5600..
. .5400 .

.

..5700 .

.5400..

Inc. Reviewed
. .60...AUI 23

.60 .June 7

.K>
.60... Oct II
.60. ..July 26

.July 9

Jul is'

COLUMBIA
(Available sound -on- film and sound-on-disc >

FEATURES
Tin* Star Rel. Ott*

-tSAfrle* Speak. Sept
'tjArouod the Corner (A. T.) '.Sidney- Murray Apr.

.Bert Lywll •Sebastian Oct. 25..
.. Revler-Matt Monre May 10.
..Mulhall-Btarr-EHUt Nflftll Oct 5.
Holland- Valll Mar. 3.

JLediei of Leisure '» T.» . . . Stanwyes- uraves-Sherman ..Apr. 5.

•tlBrathera (A.T.) ...

tJCall or the Wait (A. T.I..

•flFer the Lm ef Lll (A.T.)
;j§Guiit>? (A. -

.Jones- Reynold* juna

.N. Hamllton-O. Sebastian. .. Aug, I.'.

jUil at the Lea* Welt (A.T. ) .
Lytell-Pntsy Millar Aug. 28.,

' IMeledv Man The (A. T.) .. .
oilier. Jr.-Day-SL Pells ...Jan. 25..

" §Men Without La* Buck Jones Oct. 15..
(Personality (A. T.> dtarr-Armur Fab. 18..
iPrinee al Dlamanda (A.T.).. Ian Kefth-Prlngle Mar. 26.

Jee Cook-Joan Peer* Aug. 15..
ColNer-Starke Mar. 17..
Buck Jones Sept. I..

... June 15.
i.i.. .. "iiic"ciiti-ujij Lee Aug, 25..

§8w*ethearte en Parade (A. T.). Alice White-Lloyd Hughes. . .Aug. IS..
I! Temptation (A. I) Wllson-Gray-Perey Junt 8..
TSTol'able David (A.T.) Cromwell- Beery- Psers Nov. 15..
tlVengeanee (A. T.) Helt-Revler-atraage Fab. ,12..

-IILone RMaT. Thg (A.T.)
•fILadlee MaVt Play (A.T.)

(Rain or Shine (A. T.)
'tSReyal Romance, A (A. T.)
Shadow Ranch ...

•tSSlstera (A. T.) O Day O Nell

*t|Sguealer. Tha (A. T.)...., . Holt- Revler- Davy

Length
Feet %

.7054...
..6356..
.8843...
..8500..
..7000..
..6371..
..0277..
. .5432.

.

5078
.6500..
.0386...
.6090. ,.

.6304...
-.6383..
..8273...
.0359...
.5766...
..6284..
.6358...
,.6247...
.6276...
.7350...
.6160...

i Reviewed
...Sept 27
I... May 5
. . . Nov. I

J. ..May 31
!...Oct. 4
I...Apr. 12
I... Apr. 19

..July 12
..Aug. 16
I.. Sept 13

...Fab. 15

...Nov. 29
...Mar. I

I... May 17

....July 26
l. ..May 31
...Nov. IS
), .June 28
.Sent IS

...Sept 6
i. ..June 2*

...Nov. 15

...Mar. |

Coming Attractions
StarTitle

•tf, Arizona (A.T.)
•flCharley's Aunt (A.T.) Charles Rugglea-June Catlyer
•f§ Criminal Coda, Tha (A.T.) . Holmes- Huston- Doraa- Cum mlnga . ..
4§Dlrlglble (A.T.I Holt- Graves- Wray
•t§Dawn Trail (A.T.) Buck Jones-Miriam Seegar
*t5Fllty Fathoms Door (A.T.)
•TSFIeed. The (A.T.)
•t§Last Parade, The (A.T.) Grant Withers-Constance Cummings
•mion and the Lamb. The (A.T.JW. Byron-C. Meyera-R.Hattaa-Levo
•tjMadeuna ef ttie Straata A. T.tEvelya Brent-Robert Ames
*t§Meet tha Wife (A.T.)
tSMIracle Woman. Tha (A.T.) Barbara Staawyek ,

*t«.Subway Express. The (A.T.).Jack Holt- Fred Kelsey
•^Virtue's Bed (A.T.)
-tlWoman Whe Came Back. Tha (A.T.)

Rel. Data Length

Title
-fAlaskan Knight.
••Apache KM. Tba
•Tl Arctic Aatlea (A.T.)
•TAuTumn
*t$8audtnaster. Tha
•ft Barnyard Battle (A.T.)..,
*t§Baroyard Concert (A.T.).
•tSBarn Dance (A.T.)
•tSCaetus Kid (A.T.)
•tfCama tha Dam
*T Cannibal Capers
•tCat'a Meow. Tha
*t§Chaln Gang (A.T.)
•tlClnderella (A.T.)
*t§Contlnental Evening. A. ..

Crystal Gazer
•tICurlosltlea .

•T Desert Sunk
*t(Do It Na*
•t§Dntehman's Padadlsa
•t§Felrh. Hepe and Charity..
tSFIddllng Around (A.T.)
MSFlreflghters (A.T.)

SOUND SHORTS
Star Rel.

..Krazy Kat Kartoon May

..Krazy Kat Kartoon Oct

..Silly Symphony Jun*
..Silly Symphony Feb.
..Krazy Kat Kartoon Sept C

. . Mickey Mouse Apr.

..Mickey Mouse Mar.

.Mickey Mouse Mar.

. . M iekey M ousa Apr.

..Eddie Buzzal Oat
Silly Symphony Mar.

. . Krazy Kat Kartoon . . Jan.
..Mickey Mouse Aug.
..Krazy Kat Kartoon Aug. I

. Fay Marbe Feo.

..Specialties (Eddie Buzzell)

..Novelty 6 mln.

..Krazy Kat Kartoon Mar.

..Clark A Bergman Ian

..Rambling Reporter Sept.

.Specialties (Eddie Buzzell) . .Sept

..Mickey Meuse Mar.

..Mickey Mouse June

..I reel.

..I reel.

..! reel..

I reel

.

.1 reel.

.1 real.

Reviewed
...July 12

.".'.Aug!' 2

...Nov.'

6

"July" 5
..Feb. 16
..Aug. 23

.Nov. 15

'.".Nov. 8

.Feb. 22

.June II

.Nov. 15

tSFrollieklng Fishes (A.T.) Silly Symphony May
t§Galloplnfi Gauche (A.T.) Mickey Mow* Feb.
Gorilla Mystery Mickey Mouse Oct
*t§Ham Berger A Hit Horse

Radish (A.T.) Color 8ensatloa July
*t§Hard Boiled Yeggs Specialties (Eddie Buzzell) . .Oct
t§Haunted Home (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Aug.

Columbia. Victor yen, Apr.
Krazy Kat Kartoon July

.Specialties (Eddie Buzzell)..Sept

.Mamie Smith
...July
....June
...Sept
...July
...May

• I reel Sept 37

*t§Hawalians
•^Honolulu Wiles (A.T.)....
*T§Hot and Bothered
"t tollhouse Blues iA.T.) . ..

"t§Jazz Fool (A.T.)
•Jtiazz Rhythm
*t§Jewel of Asia
*t§Jungle Rhythm (A.T.)....
•t§Karnlval Kid (A.T.)
"tatambs Will Qasible
*t§Land al Lang Age
•tSLet's Talk Turkey
•fs Marionettes
•'Mickey's Follies (A.T.)...
*t§Mlckey's Choo Choo (A.T.)
•E.+ Midnight In a Toy Shep

.Mickey Mouse
..Krazy Kat
.Rambling Reporter

. Mickey Meuse
M Iekey Mouse
Krazy Kat Kartoon.

. Ramblloe Reporter Sept

.Rambling Reporter „, ...
.Tony Sarg .vur.
Mickey Mouse June
Mickey Mouse June
Silly Symphony Inly

Monkey Melodies Silly Symphony Aug.
'tSNever Strike Yew Mather Specialties (Eddie Buzzell) .Oct

•tSNIght (A.T.) SMIy Symphony July
*tOld Flame, An Krazy Kat Kartoon Apr.
•''Oo'ry House (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Mar.
•tIPIinle, The Mickey Mouse Ost
'HPtane Crazy (A.T.J M Iekey Mouse Feb.

'tlPlayful Pan Silly Symphony

I reel Jan. 14
Nov. •

.1 reel Aug. 16
I reel. Nov. t. '*•
.1 rati July 26

Nev. t
. I reel Jan. II

.1 rooJ

. I net Aug.

. I reel Sept. 14.

. I reel. Oct "

.1 reel

0*t 18

I
2f
•21

. I root . .

.

.1 reel

.1 reel....

.June 26

9...
17...

.1 reel.

15.

*1S Plow Boy (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Hay
•UPnnces, Lady Bug (A.T.). ..Color Sensation Mar.
"tlProdlgal Daaihtar, Tea Specialties (Eddie Buzzell) ..Sept
Ms Raoid- iocs Utlcs Jubilee Singers Fen.
*t§Shindlg (A.T.) Mickey Mouse July
Msio* Beau Krazy Kat Kartoon Feb.
*t§Spookeasy Krazy Kat Kartoon Jan.
*t§Splke Speaks Frank Moulan Mar.
'tIStage Door Knights Buddy Deyle Apr.
'tlstage Door Pest Boyce Combe Jan.
•tfsteamboat Willie (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Ian.

•t§South Sea Interlude (A.T.). .Color Santatioa Jan.
M-, bummer Silly Symphony Jan.
*t<STalklng Screen Snapshots. . . Released twice a mentis
*t§When the Cat's Away (A.T.)-Mlekey Mouse *pr.
"HWIId Wavee (A.T.) Mickey Mouse *up.

•tlWIntar Silly Symphony
•t§Ye Heartte Shop (A.T.) Color Sensation Apr. i2 I reel....

CONTINENTAL PICTURES CORP.
FEATURES

Length

Title Star Rel. Date Feet Mite.
"t§Feurth Alarm. The Nick Stuart-Ann Christy Oct 25
Rampant Age (A.T.) (D.F.) ... ..Murray- Kennedy Jan. II 8743.. ..64.

t§Seeond Honeymoon, The (F.). Josephine Dunn Sept -•
Worldly Goods Kirk wood- Kennedy Au|. I 6065 69.

Feb. 22
. . Feb. I

..Mar. I

Feb. I

15.

, . I reel .

.

.1 real..

.1 reel
.1 reel Feb. I

. I reel. June 6, '21

.1 reel

. I reel Jan. II

.Hay t

Reviewed
..Oct 18

..Jan. 18

Coming Feature Attractions
Air Eagles
Defenders of the Law
Hellion's Last Cruise, The
Mystery Train, The
Rose of Chinatown
Sea Devils Molly O'Day-Edmund Burns. Dec.
Streets of Shadows M 6 reels.

EDUCATIONAL

.6 reals
6 reels...

,.6 reels...
..6 reels...
..6 reels...

,.6 reels...

SOUND SHORTS
< Available sound -on- film and sound-on-dite)

r "i» st S r Rel. Date
a t§Average Husband (A.T.) . . . .Clyde-Meerhead Sept 7..
MsBltlei Frienm (A. I.j Lambert- McPnail Apr. 27..
'•fiio lew*- Caaa. The (A.T.).. Lambert. KnUav-GarvIa ?eb. 23..

*t§Bluffer. The (A.T.) Clyde-Stedmen Sept
'-.Bull:, and Beara (A.T.) Pollaro-Clyoe-Beobe Mar.
•flBully Beef Terry-Toon July
-TsCamera Shy (A.T.) Hamilton- H left Feb.
MSCamnut Crushes (A.T.) Clyde- Beebe- Stuart I tine

*t§Cavlar Terry-Toon Feb.

Length
Feet. M Ins.

.1646 18..

28.
2.
13.

2(1

.21.

"t§Chop Suey ._

•nChumps. The (A.T.)
•ttCodflih Balls
*t§College Cutles (A.T.)
MlDad Knows Best (A.T.)

. Terry - Toco Aug.
Beebe-Clydo July
Terry-Toon June
Tamblyn- Rondel I Dee. zt)

Holmes-Bolton Mar. 10
tDivorced Sweethearts (A.T.) . . Chrlsty-lrwln-Pollard-Beebe. Oct 26.
TSDon't Bite Your Dentist (A. T.) Clyde Pollard Nev. t.

• D..n t Give Up (A.T.) Buster and John West Oct "
Johnny Hlnes Dee. 28.

.

McKeeSmalley Jan. 26...
. Terry-Toon Sept 21 .

.

-Bert Roach Deo. 7...
. Beebe-Sarraud'Clyde May 25...
.Hodge Podge S pt 7 ...
Lloyd Hamilton Apr. 27...
Terry. Tooe Sept 7..

1609
"WO.
.922.
,1638.
.543
1480.

15. ...1929.
23 659 7.

24 521 •
6 1868. ...21

.

15 571 6
28.... 1649.
10 1640

IB22.

.

1937.

.

1724..

Feb. 22
.Oct 25
..Feb .22
..July 12

. Feb. I

.June 26
Feb. 22

July "12

.. 20.

..22..
.22..

1600..
.612..
1614..
1980..
.895..
1686..
..547..

.18..
..6..
.16..
.22..

. 6.

.
19.

.IP..

§Don't Leave Home
•onrnmmtno It la (A.T.) . .

.

•t§Duteh Treat
*t 5 Expensive Kisses (A.T.)...
•t-tFat Wives tor Thin (A.T.)
•TsFlylng Trip. A
•ttFollo* the Swallow (A. T.)
*t§ French Fried _

•tlFreshmen's Geat The (A.T.). Bobby Agnew ..

•t§ French K Isses Cook Shockley Sept 7. . . . 1789.

.

*t§Fried Chicken Terry-Toon Oct 19 569 •- .

.

Ml Golf Nuts Terry-Toon Dee. 14 520 6.

•TSGoodby Legs (A.T.) Pellarfl-Stuart luly 27 1661 22..
•tsnnnr! Mnrnlno St.. riff (A.T.) . Lloyd Hamilton May 25 1735. ..19..
tSQrandma'a Girl (A.T.) Clyde-Stuart- Kane Oct 12 1885 21.
MtiHail the Princess (A.T.) Boiey-Calllns May II. ...1679 17.
•tHawallan Pineapple* Terry.Toon May 18 602.
**CH« Trumped Her Ae* (A.T.) . Burke-Boaoe Mar. 23 1695.
MSHelle Television (A.T.) Clyde- Chrlstv Aug. 17... 1844.

•tSHIs Error (A.T.) Bames-Celllne Sept 14 1759.

't§ Hollywood Theme Song (A.T.) . Grlbbon-O'Loary-D'Avrtl Dae. 7 1859.
•TijHaneymoaa Zeppelin (A. T.) Beebe- Pollard Apr. IS... .1979.
*t«Honk Your Hern (A.T.) Lloyd Hamilton June 29 1716..
*t§Het and Hew (A.T.) Goedwla. Crane Jna. 12 1529.

•tHit Turkey Terry. Teoa May 4 994.

Apr. 12
Nov. I

Sept Z7
.Oct II

.21.

Apr. 29
Oct 19
.Aug. 9

Sent"t7
. . Nov.22
July 12
June 14

..Oct 2S

.May" 14

.Apr. 12
.Aug. 23

'.Wov.""l
Apr. 26
Juno 28
Jan. II

•Memmt synchronized score, tMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
Alt-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D meant disc. F means sound-on-Hlm.
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ISHow'i My Baby (A.T.)
•t§Hungarlan Goulash
•t Indian Pudding

,

*t§lrlsh Stew
t5 Johnny'* Week End (A.T.).
•f ^Jumping Bum
"tSKangareo Steak
•tgUvo A La Made (A.T.)
«t§Love Your Neighbor (A.T.)

.

•t$Mateh piay iA.I.j.
"t§Medloy of Rivers, A
•t§Monkey Meat
'Museum of Art. A ,

•tSMy Harem (A.T.)
"t§No. No, Lady (A.T.)
•tsOh Darling (A.T.). . ..

*t§Our Nagging Wives (A.T.),.
Over the Air

•tSPeaee and Harmany (A.T.) .

•+§Polished Ivory (A.T.)
•fPretzels
"tfPrlza Pupplei (A.T.)
"tSRaeket Cheera (A.T.)
•t§Radlo Kisses (A.T.)
'TRoman Punch
*t§Rough Idea of Love (A.T.).
Salt Water Tuffy
•tJSeotch (A.T.)
niSeateh Highballs
•t§SI. SI. Senor (A.T.)
•t Spanish Onions
•t§Sugar Plum Papa (A.T.)...
•tSSwIss Cheese
tSTake Yeur Medicine
Tld Bits
*t§Thelr Wives' Vacation (A.T.)
'UTreunlt For Two (A.T.)
•tiUt trw
•tlVaeatlei Lavas (A.T.)
•t§Western Knights (A.T.)..
*nwilklrts Murder Mystery..
"tlWon by Neck

Barnei-Colllni-McPhBl! . .

.

-Terry-Toon
. Terry- Toon ,

Terry-Toon
.Johnny Hloei
. Terry • Toana

. Tarry- Taoa

.Granville. Drew ,

.Charlotte Greenwood .....
Hagen-Dlegel

. H edge- Pods*

.rorry>Te*B
. Hodge- Podoe
Moran- Bradbury
.Clyde-Christy
Dover- McPhafl-Peek.
Far! Sterlla*

. Hodge- Podge ,

Lambert-Coll Im-McPhaM
. Lloyd Hamilton
Terry-Toon

. Llaya Hamilton

.Clyde- 1 rwla- Patlaro)

. ueebe-Ouryea-Carewe
Terry. Toon
Beebe- Eastman

. Terry-Toon
. Clyde- Bevan-McPhall . .

.

.Terry-Toon

.Tom Patrleola
Terry. Toon
.Clyde-Grfbboni
.Terry-Teen
.Andy Clyde ,

-Hodge Podge
Kelton- Murray
MavmonO MrKae

.Lloyd Hamilton

.Clyde-Betty Boyd

.Lambert-St. John-McPhall.
WM. j. Barms
.Lloyd Hamilton

. Juno 22 1667.
Juno 29 Bit.
Apr. 6 570.

.Oct. 5 535..
• Snot 14 1653.
.Nov. 2 499..
.July 27 535.
.Nov. 2.... 1770..
.Oct. 12 1756..
Mar. 16 2002.

. Nov. 9.... 892..
Aug. 10 548.

- Feb. ...I reel.

Nov. 16. ...1764.
• Dec. 7 1798.
Feb. 16 1565.,
Nov. 1780.
Oct. 12 935.,

. May IS 1660.
- Mar. 16 1642.
Mar. 9 623..

.Aa|. S....I724.
Nov. 23.... 1994.,
-May 4 19)91

.

Apr. 20 560.
Doe. 21 IB96.
Nov. 30 582.
Jan. 18 1961.
Nov. 16 560..

• SepL 21 1753.
Mar. 23 (37.

.. Feb. 16 1932.
. June I 347.
Oct 26 969.
Dee. 21 779.

.Dec. 14 1895.
Mar. 9... 1527.
Nov. 30.... 1777..
SepL 28.. .1904.

,. Apr. 20. IR6I
1014....

Oct. 3 1885.

Movie Horoscope Series
On* Refeue for Each Month at the Year

...6.,

.19..
.22...
.22.

.19.,

.20
..17. ..Fob. I

..19. ..Oct. 25

..10... Sept. 27

..18. ..May iu

. .18.- Mar. 29

..6. ..Apr. 5

*.'22.'"Nov!"8
.2I...JiMa 14
...... Apr. 26
..21
...6
..22. ..Jan. 4
..6
..20

*.'ii "."Fib"*!
...»

. 10 . Oct. 25

Tetfg
Peaale Ben In August (D.&F.) ..
People Born In September (D.&F.)
People Born In October (D.&F.)
People Born In November (D.&F.)
Peepla Bern In December (D.1F.)
People Barn In January (D.&F.) ...
People Born In February (O.&F.)
People Born In March (D.&F.) ...
People Bora In April (D.&F.)
People Bert In May (D.&F.'
People Barn In June (D.&F,
People Bora In Jrly (O.&F.

..8

.10

.10

.10
9 8

m 1 ..

Music Master Series

Title
"tGeorges Bizet (D.&F.)
•{Johannes Brahams (D.&F.)....
•IFrapi Llizt (D.&F.) .
ItGaorge Frederick Hudal (D.&-
*| Frederick Chicle (O.&F.)

lei Data
....Soft ...
....Bept.
... Sept

. .
.
Oct

. Ott

Unit!
Flat Mini. Review,*

....872... 1 1

.Feb. 15

.Apr. 5
..971.

•ILudwIg Van Beetho.ea (D.&F Oat
'tJohann Strauss (O.&F.) Ntf.
•T§Gulseppe Verdi (D.&F.) Nov.
•IFelU Mendelssohn (D.&F.) Dea.

WO.
...m..
...Ml..

.lOVa
..7H.&K.I*

.21.

FOX FILMS
(All r*l«*Tc«« tound-on-fiXm arnd tmand-on-dim.)

FEATURES

20 Anr. '

...•apt V
II... Oct II

•t&Arl - -

•f.Arlione Kid. The (A.T.).
•tSBtg Party. The (A.T
'tSBIg Trail. The (A.I

FIRST NATIONAL
(Available sound-on-disc and sound-on- film )

FEATURES
Title iter

*tsBaek Pay (A.T.) Corlane Griffith

•ISBad Mao. The (A.T.) Hutton-Revlor
*t«Bride of the Rofllmoat (A.T.). Segal-Pldgeen
*t§Brlght Light! Dorothy Maekalll
•t5College Lovers (A.T.) Whltlng-Nliw
•l&Dawn Patrol. The (A.T.)... Barthelmess- Fairbanks.
*tlFllrtlng Widow (A.T.) Dorothy Maekalll
*t§Furles (A.T.) .. Warner-Wilson
•t§Glrl of Golden West (A.T.) . Hardlng-Ronnla
•TsGorlila, The <A.T.) Joe Frlieo
•fjln the Next Roam (A.T.).. .jack Mulhall.
•tSLIIIe* of Field (A.T.) ..

tlLooio Anklet (A.T.)
•TS Murder Will Out (A.T.)
iSNotorloua Affair, A (A. T.)

.

*t§Numbered Men (A.T.)
*t!One Night at Sutle'e (A.T.) Dove- Fairbanks. Jr..
•flOther Tomorrow (A.T.) BIMIe Dove
*tSPIaylng Around (A.T.) Whlte-Morrls
*t«Road to P»adlea. The (A.T.) Young- Mulhall
*t§Scarlet Pages (A.T.) Ferguson-Nlion
tSShow Girl In Hollywood 'A.T.). While- Mulhall
*tSSong of the Flame (A.T.) . .. .Gray-Claire
'tlSprlng Is Here (A.T.) Claire-Gray
•KStrletly Modern (A.T.) Dorothy Maekalll
'tiauany (A.T.) Marilyn Millar
*t§Sweetheart> and Wives (A.T.) . Billle Dave
•**Sweel Mama (A.T.) Alice White
•tITop Speed (A.T.) Browa-Ctalre-Wftltlng
ftfitrutfa About Youth (A.T.)... Young. Tearle
-tiWay of All Men. The (A.T.) . Fairbanks. Jr.-Revier
tSWIdow from Chicago (A.T.).. Nell Hamilton

. Corlnne Griffith
. Fairbanks, Jr.-Young
. Mulhall-Loo
.Billle Dove
. Nagei-Clalre

. .June
. • Sept.

June
..SepL
. . Oct.

. Jan.

. Jan.
Feb.
Apr.

. May

.Aus.

. OcL
Feb.
Jan.

-July
.Sept.
.Apr.
.May
-Apr.
. Mar.
. Nov.
June
July
AM.
Nov.
Sept.

. Nov.

Len
Foot

..5672.
..7124.
.7418 ,

..6410.
..5633.,
.10054.

...181 1.

...6336

...5979.
6190

...6200
8218

....6480.
...5760.
. . . 5800

.

...6003.
....6935.
...5906.
...7i!S.
....6501.
...8386.
...5632.

, ..7256.
...7003.
...6012.
...7209.
...6235.
...6032
...6233.

..8?
...72.
..63..

Oth
Mint. Revlewet
..62. ..Juno 7

.Aus. 30
Mjv 2"
.July 5
.Sept. 6

112. ..July 19
...74. ..June 7

...73.. .Aor "Ml

...75. ..June 21

...... .Oet 4
70 Aor. »1

..67 Dec. 21. '29

88 Mar. -

...68. ..Apr. 13
. .69...Mav S
...72. ..Juno 7
..64. ..Nov. I

.64. ..Jan. 4

..68. ..Apr. 5
..77... July 5
..65... Aug. fl

.May 3

.May 3
Apr. 19
.May (0

Oct. II

.Jan* 7
July 19
Jane tl

.Nov. 29
..July 26
.Oct. 25

Length

rule Star Rel. Date Foot Mine. Reviewed
Are You Thorof (A.T.) tlllle-Garrlek Nov. 30. ...5000 56 .

Nov. 29
.Baxter-Mario Apr. 27 7450 83. ..May 17
Lee-Carol-Albertson Fob. 23 6482 72. ..Mar. I

.Wayne- Church ill. Manhall ..Nov. 2..Standard 1 1116... Oct II

Grandeur 14200
. Terrlt-M urray Jan.

•tSCheer Up and Smile Loe-Lake-Baclanova June
'IfCHw Girl (P.T.) Farreli- Duncan Fob.
{Common Clay (A.T.) Bennett-Ayroe- Marshall Aug.
rSCrazy That Way (A. T.) Bennett-MacKoflna .. .. Mar.

•t§Daneer», The (A.T.) Moran- Holmei- Walter Byron. Nov.

•t§Cam Klrby (A.T.)..

:;

f:

.72
...70

..55..
..82.

,65.

tSOevll With Women. A Victor McLaglen-Marla
"Double Cress Result (A. T.). . Amoa-Lee

Movietone Follies of 1930
.Special Cast ,

. Lowe- Church ill

.Collier, 8r. -Churchill ..

. Gaynor- Farreli

. Brendel-Sullivan

.O'Brien. L_oy- Browne
Wagstnff-Lano

. Farreli.Taylor
. George O'Brien

,

. ...Blllo-Mackalll
T,),MacKenna- Mae Donald

Moran- Byron-Ames
.... Don Jose Mojlea

Victor McLaglen
Rlch-Warnor-Haekett ..

.... Baxter- Beery - Loy
,

,. ..O'Brien- Chandler
Edmund Lowe- Bennett .

....Milton Sills

. Garrlek- Chandler

.Will Rogers

. John MeCormaek
Healy-Wlnnlnger- Smith

.5600..

..6171.
..7981.
.3828.
.7500..
..5750..
..6800..

.68 Dec. 7.

.Aug.

29

.Apr. IS

..Juno 21

..Mar. 20

..Oct. 4
.July 26
. Mar. 29

(A.T.)
*t§Good Intention* «A.T.)
*1§Harmony at Homo (A.T.),
•tSHIoh Society Blues (A.T.)
*T§Just Imaolno (A.T.) ....
•jlLast of Duanei (A.T.)....
•tSLat'e Go Places (A.T.)...
•tfLIHom ,

* t s Lone Star Ranger ( A.T.)

.

"t§Man Trouble
't§Mon Without Women (A,
*t§Not Damaged (A.T.)
•tSOne Mad Kits (A.T.)
*TSOn the Level (A.T.)
*t«Oa Your Back (A.T.)
*t§Ren«gades
*t§Rough Romance (A.T.)...
•tisootland Yard (A.T.)
•tSSea Wolf (A. T.>
*tGSky Hawk (A.T.)
*t|8* This Ik Londoa (A.T.).
MSStns 0' My Heart (A.T.)

29.

»t§Seuu ta Nuts (A.T.) ....
'TsSueh Men Are Dangerous (A.T.i Baxter-Owen ..

(Bertawed under title if "Mask of Lore"
..MacKenna-Day

. Dreaser-Patrirjtla

. Lueo-Bogart-Traey . .

.

. Albertson-Warner-Lynn

. Murray- Dorsay-Kellard

•tSTemple Towor (A.T.)..,.
*t|3 Sisters (A.T.)
'tlUp the River (A.T.).
•tfiWH
•tJjWti Sku:

May
June
Jan.

. .
. Mar.

Nov.
Aug.
Feb.
Oct.
Jan.
Aug.
Feb.
May

.... Jury
Mar.
Sept.
Oet.
June
Oct.
Sept 21
Jan. ""

June
Sept.

....Sept
Mar.

In Feb. 1,

Apr.
Apr.
Oet
July
Jala

19... .6395... .70 Dec. 14, '23>

a ..6750. .75. . . Mar. 1

23 .10058.. .III. ..Oet 18
SI., ..5500.. ..61.. .July 12
2 .6745.. .72.. .Jan. 18
b... .8472... .94... Sept 13

11 ..5940.. ..68. .Jan. 25
24.. .7800.. ..64.. .Aug. 30

II .7246.. ..81.. Jan. 4
2S.. .8500.. ..72. .Juao 14
IS.. .6568. ..64. ..July ts
23., ..8600.. ..•2 ..June 14
14 ..6600. ...74. ..July 2S
21 . .8400. ...93. ..Oct 4
lb.. ..4800.. ..54. .June 21
iy.. ..6750. ...75. ..Oct 4
21.. .8000.. .89. .An. so

.6925.. . .76 Be. 14, '29
».. ..8300.. .92.

..8243.. ..92..
2».. .8340. . .70. ..Oet 15

..7986.. ..82. . Feb. 1

ItrH , Issue)

IS.. ..6200.. ..88. ..May 17
«.. ..6442.. ..71.. .Apr. 29

12... .8200.. ..92.. ..Oat 1)
19.. .7209. 90 ..July 19

.7500.. .93. Jaae I*

Coming Attractions
Coming Feature Attractions

Title
•tSAdles (A. T.)
•tlCaptaln Blood (A.T.).
•tSFeflier'a Son (A.T.)
•t§Golno Wild (A.T.)
•tlHeaar at the Family. The
(A.T.)

•tlHot Helreaa. The (A.T.)....
•I 5 Kiss Me Again (A.T.)
•tSKIamet (A.T.)
•tSLody Whe Dared, The (A.T.)
•(Little Caeear (A.T.)
•t§Men ot the Sky (A.T.)
•ifMetaera Cry (A.T.)
•UMIebehavIng Ladle. (A.T.)..
•tSNauohty Flirt (A.T.)
•HRIoht at Way. The (A.T.).
•tlTee Young ta Marry
•tlWemen Hungry (A.T.)

Star
.Richard Bartholmoaa
.Jamea Ronnie
Jar.ney-8t.ne. Rich ..

Joe E. Brown

Rel Dote
. Dee. 28.

. Dee. 21.

Feet Mine.
.7169 80..
.7020

77...
.6486... .72..

..7309..

. .8253.'

.5076.

.

..7300

Walter Hutten
.Lyan.Munaaa
.Clare-Pldgeon Ian.
Otla BJtlnaer Jan
.Billle Dove
Edw. 0. fiobloien
Irene Dolray-Jeok Whiting
Peteraen. Manner. Ian. 4. "31

Lee- Lyon 6486..
Alice White Jan. II, '31.5167.
Nagel-V.ung 6142..
Young. Wither* 8400. .

.

Lea.Kehlar-Blaekmer 6118..

Title Star

All Women Are Bad MacDonald-Lowe
-tSAIane with You (A.T.) Gaynor- Garrleh
Axelle ]

*t§Bareelona (A.T.) naynor-Booart
-teBloncHe (A.T.) Moran. Bogart Amei
Charlie Chan CarrlM On Fit) Dorsay-Warren-Hymer
"t§Claee Kid. The (A. T.) Lowe-Baater
-hcenaeetleut Yenkee. A (A.T.). Will Roaar*-0'8ulllyan
Doctors' Wives Baxter

Rel. Date Length

Mar. s, II...,.;;;;

..Nov.

.Nov.

..Sept IS

.Aiig'.tj

MS East Lyase
•tlFalr Warning (A.T.I
•tSGIrla Demand Excitement

(A.T)
MfGoing Nowhere (A.T.)
Heir to the Hoorah. The
•tgHet Number. (A.T.)
Land Ruin ,

MSLIghtnln' ,

MsMan whe Ceme Back. The
(A.T.)

Aan Hanllog-Broek.Nagel..
O'Brien. Huntington Jan. 18. '31...'."..

. Brendel.Whlte.ComptOB
Brendel- White- Traey .;..;..;';

.Will Rooers
Coreoren- Byron Collier. Sr '.'.'.'

..Victor McLaglen-Fay Wray
-Will Rogers. Dresser Dee. 7 8500

FITZPATRICK PICTURES, INC.
Features

Title Star Rel. Data
Lady of the Like PereyMarmont-BenltaHume Nov. I...

SOUND SHORTS
Traveltalk Series

Gaynor - C. Farreli - K.
MacKenna Jan. 11,'SI

-*5Men eR Call (A.T.) Edmund Lowe- Clarke Dm. XS
Mr. Lemon from Orange BrendeUDorsay-Churchill
•TiMovletono Felllei »1 1931

9peelal Cast
McLaglen- Franelo
MacDonald- Denny- White . . Dee. 14 7800.
Dorothy Mackalll-Joel MeCrea Feb. I. '31 ,

Gavnor- MacKenna .

John Wayno-Clalra Lie*
E. Lowe-L. Hyams Jan. 25, '31

Title Star
Length

Rel. Data Feet Mlna. Reviewed
No. I—From Barcelona to Valencia (F.oVD.) Sept. 1008. ...II.
No. 3—From Valencia to Granada (F.&D.) Oct 971 II Oct.l2.'29
No. 8—From Granada ta Toledo (F.&D.) Nov 975. ...II Nov.16,'29
No. 4— In Old Madrid (F.&D.) Dec 867 10. ..Feb. 8
No. 5—Egypt—Tho Land of the Pyramldo (F.&D.) May 172 II. ..June 21

No. 6—Gateway ta India, The (F.&D.) 'uno M0....9'/a
No. 7—Temple of Love, Tho (F.&D.) i"W £58.. .

I0'/j...8eot 6
No. 8— Imperial City (F.&D.) Aug^ 831.. 9. . .Aoo. 23
No. 9 Picturesque Hong Kong (F.&D.) wot. 718 .... 10.

No. 10—The liland Empire (F.&D.) Oet 716 8. .SepL 6

Farreli -0' Sullivan-Warner
. 0' Brian- Loialng
. Farrell-Compton

Hamilton-Kay Johnean ....Feb. 8.*3I
Charles Farrell-Ellssa Land!. Feb. 22/31
Baxter. Mackalll-Pitts Feb. 15, *3I

Mar. 15, '31
,

J. Harold Murray-Moran.. ..Jan. 4, '31.5800..

.72... Oct. 18

No. II—Japan In Cherry Blossom Time (F.&D.) Oct.

No. 13—Java—Tho Fragrant Isle (F.&D.) No*.
No. 13—Charming Ceylon Nov.

No. 14—Honolulu to Havana Dec.

No. 15—Slam to Korea Jan.

..766 9. .Nov. 22
..9..

American Holiday Series
•Abraham Lincoln (A.T.)
'Armistice Day (A.T.)
Christopher Columbus (A.T.)
•George Washington (A.T.)
*

1 ndependence Day (A.T.) . .

.

*§Labor Day
•^Memorial Day
•SMother's Day
'lOrlgln of Chrletmas
* S Thanksgiving

(A.T.) .

.

*t5Ne Favor* Asked (A.T.)...
•H0h. Far a Maul (A.T.)

.

'fiOnea a Sinner
,

MlOne Night In Paris (A.T.
•4|Palntert Women, Tho 'A.T.
•tSPart-Tlme Wife (A.T.)...
'tSPrlncoos and the Plusabor,

The (A.T.)
Seas Beneath, The
•tSShe'o My Girl (A.T.) .

•Ifshe Wears the Pant* (A.T.)
•+«Rnlder The (A.T.)
•t§Sny. Tho
jqaadrana
•tiThls Modem World (A.T.)..
Three Qlrle Lost
*t§Under Suspicion (A.T.)
•tSWomen of All Nations (A.T.) Mei_aglen-Lowe
•« Wyoming Wonder (A.T.) Howard-Coreoran
yfVaun Sinners (A.T.) Moran- Alberlson- Melghan

INTERNATIONAL PHOTOPLAY DISTRIBUTORS
FEATURES

Title Star
'tAftar the Verdlet Oloa Tlcheehowa
•HCrUnson Clrele. The Stewart Rene
•'nark Red Ro,0, (A.T.) Ronte-Oobl.
•tlUnwrlttee La», The (A.T.). . . Roaallad Fuller

SHORT SUBJECTS
Leagth

Title Star Roela. Mine. Rcvle.o*

-tl Ac). Dental Treatment 2 17

•tSAbble Mitchell 1. Slzila i.

Blake *oag Pregraia I f

Length
Rel. Date Reek Mlae. Review. e>

Jaa. 1.. ..7 71. Juaa II

Fat. 1 .

.

..7 7». Jaa. If

Mar. I.. .. 8 87. .Mar. *
Pah. 1 .

.

..a si.

'Means synchronized score, tMeans sound effects. %Means voice

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.

(including dialogue and incidental songs).

D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
A.T. after title mean*
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MftCiyfe Deerr A aUxepbeae
Sextet

"tSFeed the Brute (A.T.)
at|HMk lA.T.)
*t|JuitlM (A.T.)
"tlLlttle Jouraeys la taaglaad.
HtrltMttH

1. Greed Opera
2. AllezOp
3. Din plea 4 Tears

tiMlur. TIM (A.T.)
tiMr. Smith Wtkn Up (A.T.)
'tJNlght Dlii». A (A.T.)..
*1INora Blaney Ne. I

MJNori Blaney He. 2
"TlRadle Franks 4 4 Birttltfi
~ ITeddy Bnwi 4 H la Bui
(Whin the Clack 80-uil
Twelve (A.T.)

3K

Jui Program
Animal Novelty ..

Frawley 4 Smith.
Special Cut
Sana. Serial ,

Bransby Wllllimi
Marrlott-Gett
Mltahell-Hudflna
Sans Program . .

.

Song Program . .

.

bona, Pragma ...

Jazz Program

Nllaa Weleo

...1... i

...1... ... .1. .....••••

...1... ... ,B

...>.. ....17

...1.. •

.1 ..•

.1 ..•

...1..
**"j""

...1.. ....II

...... ....II

...1.. •
....!.. 8.. Alio. 30

1.. . . 1. Nit. ii. •»

METRO-GOLDWTN-MATER
FEATURES

Tin, Stir

•tlAnii Ckrlitll (A.T.) arm Girl.

•till! Hun, Til (A.T.)

tn:iX*wasv
<&ij iA.T.»..B«.i »**.

•tic.., .. ss^^ii-^aTSRuB «-izii<
•tlCeugbt thert (A.T.) Dreamier-Mera*

•tlChaalag Ralabewe (A.T.>....U*a-K)M ........I.
(Reviewed liter title af "Read Maw"

-tlCMIdrse ef Pleaeare (A. T.> Grsy.P.ohla.Jea**ee ..

•1|Devll-May-Care (A.T.) Ramon Navarre

•tlOlwrtaa, Tba (A.T.) Shearer- Merrls
•

t l Dauihaoya Buttar Keetaa
" * ^ (Reviewed under title "Bio 8hot'

•tIFraa tad Easy (A.T.) Butter Kaataa

"tJFIeradera Sir!, The (A.T.) . -Davlai-Qray
'Ifllrl Said Ne, Tela (A.T.). ..Halaaa-Hyaeaa

Rll. Data

.Feb. 21..
June 14.

. OeL 18.
.Jan. 3.
.Aug. 16.
July 12th.

May It.
Jan. 10.

II Nay. 2. 1929. I4.ua)

Apr. 28.... 8408
Feb. 7 8813
Apr. It. ...7533
Aug. 30.... 7325
July 26 Issue.)
Mar. 22... -8413
May 31. ...7280
Mar.

Length
Faat HIM. Reviewed

91. Dec. 21. '29

..88... June 28
62... Sept 13

May 10

* Ti Flrat Sevan Yeara. Tha....
'Flower Garden
•Flying Fists
•UGems of M-G-M (A.T.)...
Girl Shock.
Glories ef Nlkko, "Hie

*ti Haywire ,a.I.)
rSHead Guv. Tha

Helping Grandma
High Ci
*t§Hog Wild (A.T.)
Hoosagow, Tha
•tlHet Dag
•tllate M araaea
*t§Klddles Revue (A.
*t§Klng. The
*t§Laurel & Hardy Murder CaseLaarel-Herojy

,

Ladlea Last Boy Friends
Looser Than Lease Charley Chase ......
Love Business Our Gang

,

Love Fever B. Friend
Modern Madrid Holmes
IINIgbt Owli (A. T.) Laurel-Hardy
tSOId Man Trouble (A. T.) Oavideoe-Nlebeli ..

Peeps at Peking Holmes

..8170..
...7901.
...8808.
. .7881.
...9061
1830.

...8878.
.8813

In

..99..
pjajg

.71. ..May 10

...98

...72 -All, t

..98. Dee. 28/29

..84...Apr. 19
..8 1... July 26

83..

3|Geerf^m"(VT\T..^."'!"SP«ofal Cast Aug. 23.

Htl Gay Madrid (A.T.) Rasaon Nevam May 17.

•tSLady's Morals, A (A.T.) Grace Meere ........... Nov^ 8.

(Reviewed under title ol "The Soul Kiss" In Oct. 4

Feb. 22
June 7

d382....S8...Feb. I

.7931.... 88... Apr.

IILedy af Saaadal (A.T.) . Chatterun-Forbee-RBthbeae .May
•tSLady to Love. A (A.T.). . . . Vllma Beaky Mar.

flLet Us Be Bay (A.T.) . u. .. . Shearer-La Retjue Aug.
•1|L*rd Byraa af B'way (A.T.).. Terry-Katey-Edwards Feb.

•tSLeva la the Hough (A.T.) ...... Mantgemery-D. Jordan.
.
.Sept.

•t§Madam Satan (A.T.)..

7654
..7858..
Issue.)

24.... 6858..
8 8429..
9. ...7121.

28....7069.

Min and Bill..-.
•tlMentaaa Mee* (A.T.)
•tlH.l 8a Dun* (A.T.)

'.K. Jehnief ReglaaW Daaay. Sept 20

B. Leenard-G. Raland Sept. 27

.Marie Dressier

. Jean Crawlers!

.Davles-Nugont
(Reviewed under title of "Duloy" In Nov.

•t§Our Slashing Brldaa (A.T.). . Crawlord-Pege-Sebastlan

~jJ0M Embarrassing Hlght All English Cast...

.10320.

..5359.
.6200.
7917.
6875

.fillbart-Nagel-Aderee
. Haines- Dara* Nov.

..Lawrence Tlbbett May
.Greta Garbe July

.Btekford-Millaa-Terras

Nov.
Mar.
Jan.
2. 1929. Issue.)

July 10 tISS
June 21
Apr.

.85... June 7

..77. ..May 31

..94... Feb. 8

...79. ..May 3

..78. ..Jan. 25
.85. ..Aug. 16

113.. .Aug. 30
.60... Oct. 25
...69... Oct. 18

88 .Feb. I

June 6.

.

8611.
6019.
.5958
.9723.
.8977
6253.

...75.

. r»2. . July
.90. ..Aug.
.67... May
..67... Oct
.108. ..Fab.
..78... Aat.
..69... May

..69... Jan.
.July

•tSRadamptlai (A.T.)
•tSRometo Caatral (A.T.> ...

*tlRogua Sodb. Tba (A.T.)..
•t§ Romance .,

•tjSee Bat. Tha (A.T.)
tithlp From Shsaghal. Tha

(A.T.) Nagel-JohBeen-Welhelm ... Jan.

tltlaa ar the Chitdree (A.T.). Mann-Nugent lv-J?™!.. .

(Reviewed under the title of "Richest Man" In the World In July 5 Issue )

•1§Strle«y Unconventional (A.T.)Stone-Cavanagh.Owen May 3... .4970... .65... Few. 2Z

(Reviewed under title ef "The Circle" In Feb. 22, 1929, Inn.)
*t|Tbls Mad World (A.T.) Rath bone- J eh ass* Apr. 12.. ..6452. .

.72. ..Apr. 19

•tlThey Learned About Women
lA.T.) Van and Sehenek Feb. 14.

.

•tSThose Three French Girls. ..(A.T.) R. Deany Oct. II..

*T$Unholy 3. Tha Chaney-Lee-Linow July 12..

•tSWar Nurse (A.T.) Walker-Page-Montgomery ..Nov. 22...
•tlWay for a Sailer (A.T.) John Gilbert Nov. I..
•4lWoy Out Wart (A.T.) Halnet-Hvama Aug. 2.,

tiWoman Racket (A.T.) Moara-Swaet Jan. 24 .

.

.8773. ..97. Dee. 14,

..6760. ..76. ..Oet
.6478. ..72.

.7333.... 82

..7967...88

.6407

*29

May 24
Sept. 20
SepL 20
Aug.

.77. Dec. 14, '29

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Ret. Data

Bachelor Father Oavles- Forbes Jan. 24.

*|§Danee. Fools. Dance (A.T.).. Joan Crawford
*t§Daybreak (A.T.) Raman Navarra
Easiest Way. Tha Constance Bennett- Robert Montgomery
Girls Together
*t§Great Day, The (A..T.) Joan Crawford ....
8 raat Lever
•t§Great Meadow, The (A.T.) . ..Brown-Boardman Jan. 3,

•tlHer Fortune (A.T.) Joan Crawford
It's a Wise Child Marion Davies
'tglnsplratlon Greta Garbe Jan. 31,

Mata Harl Greta Garbe
March of Time (Tent.) Weber A Fields

Length Reviewed

31.

tiMarct
•tsTew Moon. Tha (A.T.)...
Paid
•tiPasslea Flswar (A.T.)
*t}Rad Oust (A.T.)
•tlRoduelni (A.T.)

..Tlbbett- Moore Dec.
. Crawford- Armstrong Dec.
.K. Franela-Johnion-Blekfsrd Dec.
. Greta Garbe
Dressier- Mora n Jan.

13 Oet. 25

20 Nov. 15

I Oet. 25

Secret Six, Tha Beery- Rambeau
tlSeolherner. Tha Lawrence Tlbbett
"5fSauaw Man, Tha
Strangers May Kiss Norma Shearer
Susan Lenox. Her Rise and Fall
Their First Mistake Laurel 4 Hardy

(Reviewed under title of "The Rap," Issue of Sept. 27)
tlTradar Hara) (A.T.) Harry Caray.

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

•f§AII Toad Ua Charlev Chase Apr. 19 1895 Mar. 29
A nether F Ine Mess Laurel- Hardy Nov. 29
MSBaby Follies (A.T.) Revue Apr. It
•t§Baby Talk Boy Friends Jan. t7,'3l
•MBcar Shaoters Our Qaai May 17 1881 Feb. '

'

*t§Below Zero Laaral-Harwy Apr. 26 1889 Oct 23
Big Dog House, Tha Dogvllla Mar. 14. '31

tteie Kick The Harry Lanodea Mar. ?« ...1827 Jan. 15

*t§Blgger and Better .Boy Friends Oet. 25 1789
Blood and Thunder B. Friend J_an. 17. '31.1801

.862.

..1524 Mar. 28
...853
.1877

. Our Gnat
.Revue
. Cartoon ,

.Novelty ,

. Ciiarley Chase . .

.

Holmes
....Laurel >Hardy

Harry Langden .

.

... .Our Gang
....Charley Chase ...

Laurel-Hardy . .

.

....Laurel 4 Hardy
.... Dogvllla
.... Holmes ,

- Harry Langdon .

.

2654 Feb. 15

1928 Apr. 5

.Mar. I.... 1843

.Jan. 18... .1663...

.SepL 6 628
- Jan. 3, '31.. 1846....
..Aug. 23 1786
. Aug. 23 908
. May 29 1775
. Jan. II .1878. .

.Jan. 3, '3I..2 reels.

.Dee. 27 2623
.-May 31 ... . 1775. . .

.

.\'Aug.".6.'\"t469.';.'.'.'
. Dec. 6 900
..Mar. 15
..June 14 1787
.. SepL 6. ...2781
.. Dee. 6.... 1893

. Nov. 15 1893
. . Feb. 14, '31.1857
..Feb. 28. '31

..4ov. 15 851
.1895..

.Aug. 23

Vjiine";

!.'!nov. i

"tsPlrates lA.T.) .

Pups Is Pops -.,
*ts.Real MeCay (A.T.)..,
Rounder, The ,

School's Out
•tlShlverlng Shakespeare
'M8hrl»a. Tha ,

Snappy Cabellero L

*t£Song Writer's Revue. The (A.T i Novelty
So Quiet on the Canine Front. .Degville

jjenny Rubin . .

..Our Gang

. . Charley Chase .

.

..Novelty

..Our Gang
. . Our Bang
.. Harry Langdon
. . Revue .

..Jan.

"!jan."i7."'3i
.Feb. 15...
.Aug. 30....
.

. Fab. I

- Nov. 22...
Nov. 22.
Jan. 25

1693..
1899..
.1812..
1893..
1870..
1738.

.

Spaln'a Maddest Fiesta..
Sultan's Camp of Victory
Tale of the Alhambra. A
•tSToachar'e Pai (A.T.)
That Little Bit of Heaven...
Through the Yangtze Gorges.
Thundering Tenors
•tSTougn Winter. A
*t§Van 4 Schenck
Village Barber, The Flip the Frog Series.
Virginia Judge, Tha Act.
*t§Vodevllle (A.T.) ...) Laurel & Hardy
What a Man Charley Chase
*t§When the Wind Blows Our Gang

,

* t § Whispering Whoopee Charley Chase
Who Killed RoverT Daovllla

•t 5 Blotto uauraNHardy Feb.
•t§ Brats Laurel -Hardy Mar.
Busy Barcelona Holmes Apr. 1 1. '31

.

China's Ole Man River Holmes Oet. 4 1

'tSCIock Shop. Tha Revue May 10. ..2 reels.

Clyde Doerr 4 Hla Saxophone Orchestra Act Jan. I&\ 572.
*~t|Co1!eoe Hounds Degville Sept.

'tICollege Romeos Btltmore Trio Jan.

Capy Novelty Oet.

Crazy House Dane-Moran Nov. i

Cuckoo Murder Case, The Flip the Frog Series Oet. 18 724 Nov.

Devil's Cabaret Revue Dec. 13...

•flDoctor's Orders Boy Friends Sept. 13.

*t5Dogwsy Melady Dogvllla Dec. 20

"tSDollar Dizzy (A.T.) Charley Chaie Oet 4 23*4.

•tSDublln and Nearby Holmes D«. 27 882

•TSFast Work (A.T.) Charlla Chase Ju«e W IfUW May 24

•tf Flddleatlaki (A.T.) Cartoon Aug. 16 568 Aug. 16

•HFIftv Million Husbands Charley Chase May 24 1846 Mar. 29
tlFlghtlag Parses Langdei Feb. 22 1877 Dae. 14. '28

•Means synchronized score. \Means sound effects. $Mcan& voice
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.

. Hotmes
. .Holmes
. Holmes
.. Our Gang
. .Holmes
..Holmes
..Charley Chase
.. Our Gang

-May
• •Sept. 20

Aug. 30
••Jan. 31,
•Sept. 13
Feb. 28, »!....
Feb. 7, '31

-• Oct. II 1894
•Mar. 21. '31

.1861.
I

..90S..

Aug. 16

Oat 18

.Dee. 14. '28

.'..V.'.Auii'sb

...'.' .".Feb." 15

Nov. 15

.'.".' ...Aug. 16

• Oct
Feb.
June

25...
7. '31.

.879.

.1880.
Jan. II 799.
• Sept. 27 656.
..Jan. 4 803.

2 reels..
.. Feb. 7. '31

.. Apr. 3 1795.
..Mar. 8 IA07
...Nov. 8. ...1346

.Mir. 21

....7. ..Oct. II

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Star
. . Mars Brothers .

.

.
Moran 4 Mack.,

. Charterton-Break
.. Chevaller.Colbert

Rel.

. Sept.

.Aug.
Aug,
.May

Title
•tlAnlmal Crackers (A .T.)
•tlAnybody's War (A.T.)...
*t s Anybody's Woman
'tSBIg Pand, Tha (A.T.)..
*t3Berder Loglan. The (A.T.t Arlen-Wray-Holt June
•tSOangerous Nan MeGrew (A.T.)Helen Kane July
•1$ Dangerous Paradise (A.T,).. Carroll- Arlea Feb.
tSDerellct (A.T.) Bancroft- Franeis Nov.
•tSDevll'e H alldayt The (A.T.). Nancy Carroll May
Fait and Loose Hopklns-Starrett-Lombard-

Morgen Nov.
'tiFeet First (A. T.) ..Harold Lloyd Nov.

•tl Follow Thru (A.T.) Rogers -Carrol I SepL
'tIFer the Defease (A.T.) William Powell -July
M $ Grumpy (A. T.) Cyril Maude Aug.
•ttHeads Up (A.T.) Rogers-Kane OcL
'tSHer Wedding Night Clara Bow Oet
•tSHenoy t A.T.) Noney Carroll Mar.
•tlLadles Love Brutes (A.T.).. Gaarge Bancroft Apr.

'tlLoucjhter (A. T.) Nancy Carrall . Oct.

Length
i Feet Mlai.
. . .8897.... 99.
..8117 ...75..
..7243 91.
...6984 78.
..6068 68.
...6571. ...71.
...3744 38.
.. .6622 75.
...8748. ...75.

...6384. ...71.

...8100 90.

...8386.... 94.
,.5670 63..
...6617.... 66.
...6785 76.
...6924. .75.
...6701 74.
...7171. ...70.
.8893..

Menjou-C. Colbert 6390. . . .71. .

.

L'Ealmatlque Mr. Parkas
(Slightly Scarlet)

*1!Let's Ge Native (A.T.) MecOanald-Oakle Aug. 16 6787..
tSLIght al Western Stars (A.T. ) Arlea-Brlsasflreea Apr. It 63I2..
•t§Love Amam the Millionaires (A.T.) .Bow-Smith July 19 6910...
*t§Love Parade (A.T.) (D) . Chevalier- MacOenald Jan. 18. ..10622..
*t§Man From Wyoming (A. T.). -Cooper-Collier July 12 3989...
•t 6 Manslaughter (A. T.) Colbert- Mareh Aug. 9 7954..
"t§Men Are Like That (A.T.).. Hal Skelly Mar. 22.... 8467..
•t 5 Monte Carlo Buchanan- Mae Donald Oet. 4 8077.

.

"TfDatfy the Brave (A.T.) Gary Cooper Mer. S....IM24..
MSOnly Saps Wert Errol-Arlen-Brian Nov. 15. .6122 .

tsParamount on Parade (A.T.) Special Cart Apr. 26 9123..

'tSPlaybey af Parle (A.T.) Maurice Chevalier Oet. 16 6512..
•tiQuoea High (A. T.) Rugglaa-Ragers-Margan Aug. 23 7905..
•t'&Retura ef Fu Maaohu (A.T.) . Oland-Arthur May 15 6586...
• t§Safery I n Numaere (A.T.) . . Charles Regera June 7 707* .

.

tlsante Fa Trail Richard Arlen Sept. 27 6889...

•tSSap From Byraawse (A.T.)-.Jaek Oakla July 26 6018...
•t«Sarah and Sen (A.T.) Ruth Chatterton Mar. 22. .. .6M8.

.

•tlSea God, The (A.T.) Arlen. Wrey Sept. 13 6534..

•t§Sea Legs (A.T.) Jaek Oakle Nov. 29. ...5673 ...

MiSevea Days' Leave (A.T.).. Gary Cooper Jan. 25 7300..
Reviewed under the title ef "Medal" In Nov. 23. I»2t Issw*

Reviewed
.Aug. 30
Apr- 5
.Aug. 16
May 17

.July 5
.June 28
Feb. 22

..OcL 18

.May 17

.Nov. 29
.Oct II

..May 24
July 12
..July 12

.SepL 27

.SepL 27
Feb. 22

.Apr. It
Nov. I

SepL 6

•tSShadow ef the Law (A.T.) .
Pewell-Sehllllng June

*t§Silent Enemy,, The...... Indian Cast Aug.
14.

..Evelyn Brent Feb.

..Oekle-Brlai June
. Ceaner-K. Jahnstoa-B. Camp.

son SepL
.Gary Cooper May
.tackle Ceegaa Nov.
..Clara Bew May

Hvaoabend Kino The 'A.T.) Klno-MaeDanald'Olaii Apr.

•tSVlrtuous Sin. The (A.T.) Huitan-Fraaols Nov.

-With Byrd at the South Pole June

•tSYoung Eagles (A.T.) Charles Rogers Apr.

'tSYoung Men of Manhattan
(AT) Colbert- Rugglea May

'tSSIightly Scarlet (A.T.).
•t$Ueeial Linn, The (A.T.)
tSSpellera, The (A. T.) ....

•tITexan. The (A.T.)

•t§Tom Sawyer (A.T.)
•tSTrue to the N"*y_.( A.T >^_.

.92.

.6392.
.7551..
.6204..
.5403..

..8128.
.7142 68.
..7648
..8396. ...71.
..9412. ..108.
..7233. ...81.
.7411. ...82.
..6405.... 71.

...May 31

...May 11

..Jury It

...Oct. 19
July 12

..July 26

..Nov. 23
...Aug. 9
. Mar. iH

. . Nov. 29

..Apr. 8

..SepL 13

..Aug. 9
..May 10
. . J una r

Seat 27
..Aug. 2
..Mi'. 22
...Aug. 30
..Nov. 15

. . . Nov. 23

...June 7
..May 17
..Jan. 25
..Juan XI

.Aug. 30
May 17

Oet. 18

.May 17

.Jan. H
.Oct 4
.June 28
.Mar. 22

Title

Coming Feature Attractions
Star Rel. Date Length

.6623...•tlAlong Came Tenth (A.T.). . .Charles Rogers Dec.

•t§Buy Your Woman Wm. Powell Jan. 17. "31

Dishonored Gary Cooper-M. Dietrich March 14, 31.

•t§Flghtlng Caravan. The (A.T.). Gary Cooper Jan. 10. '31

•t§Fofiow the Loader (A. T.)..Ed Wynn Dee. 13.. ...

MfHoneymeen Lane (A. T.) ... E-ala Dowtlng Feb. 28. '31...

•UHueklebeTv Flan (A. T.). Junior Darklw
Johnny on the Spot Jack Oakle Dec. 7
*1|Kld Boeta tA. T.l ... lawk Oakle
MfMerton of the Talktea (A.T.) Jaek Oakie _ „ •••„„
MIMareeee (A. T.) Cooper- Dietrich Dec. 6 8237
No Limit Clara Bow Jan. 24. 31 .

•tSPerehe No Maria Jacobin! L**"—"

•TSRIoht te Love, The (A.T.).. Ruth Chatterton Dee. 27

•tSRedeo Romance (A. T.) Arlen-Carrall
•MRsie of the Ranehe (A. T.).. Gary Cooper ....

•tlRoval Family, The (A. T.)..Fredrlc March Jan. 3. '31

Seapdal Sheet Georqe Banerolt
*t§Searah Murder Case (A. T.) William PewiH .........
•*S*lony (A. T.) Apr 25 31 .

Stampede Feb - l4 *
3I

•tSStolen Heavem Naney Carroll

Strletly Business Claudette Colbert Mar. 7. 31...

Reviewed

...Oct. 18

(including dialogue and incidental songs).

D means disc. F means sound-on-Mm.
A.T. aft"
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SOUND SHORTS
Tltla Stir R«l. Date Length

Ace of Spades. The Talkartoon Jan. I7.'3I..I reel

•tSAccident* Will Happen (A.T.) ticuitn and Dale Aug. 2 areola
Accordion Joe Talkartoon Dee. 13

tSActloo* Speak Louder Than Wm. L Joe Mendel May 3. ...I reel

Word* (A.t.t _
•t§Antlaue Shop Burns-Allen

Anything But Ham Smith and Dale Jan. 24/31 .. I reel ,

•ts*rti»r* Reverie. The (A.T.) . . UaraOerelll e\ Ce. Aug. 2 I reel Jui

•t§Ai Heme (A.T.) Lulu MeCannell Aug. I I reel

•fSBallet Claea (A.T.) .

•t&Bareaete BUI. the

(A.T.)
•«Bearded Lady (A. T.)
MIBedeMa
*t§Belle ef the Night
"tSBlue Sense (A.T.)....
Big Splash. The ,

By Appointment
By the Beautiful Sea
'it Camera Tralle
•tlChioese Fantasy (A.T.)
•UChmatewn Fantasy. A..
•flCbords et Meraor/ (A.T.)

Sailer .

..Dancing Act .. May 31 1 reel

•ttCUiaiea Up I A.T.) ..
•XF—

. Talkartoon Aug. 30..
. Louise Fazenda Mar. I..
.Screen Seng Jan. 4..
.Derethy MeNuIty Feb. 13..

.Ruth Ettlag 4 Orchestra Jan. 8....
Jan. 17/31.
Nov. I...
Jan. 24/31.

....Oct II..-

.... Ju. •

....July S...
May 10...

.... Sept 17...
Aug. 9..

.1 rail...

.1794 ...

. I reel. .

.

.2 reeli.

.1 reel...
,2 reels

.am. '

Welsmuller-Kruger
.Craig-Bond
.Screen Song

,

.Brace Seenle

..Novelty Act

.Mlller-Oova
R. Bruce Seenle ,

,C. Conklla-M. Swain
^Cockeyed News No. I (A.T.). Eddie Canter
tSCome Take a Trip In My
Airship Sereen Song .....May 24 1 reel

tSCenfeunoed Interest (A.T.)... Raymond-Caverly Oct II.. ..I reel

tSDoep "C" Melodies <A.T.) . ..francos Williams, Yacht Club Bays. Jan. __25 1 reel

..I reel May 24

.1 real

.« reels
.1 reel

tIDetaorate Sam Bert Gordoa
Discovered
•tfiOlzzy Dishes (A.T.)
"tlDon't Believe it (A. T.)...
•KDran With Husbands
"tSDresdea Dells. Tko (A.T.)

.

VIDrlftlag Along (A.T.)
•4§Duk* of Dublin (A. T.)
Elmer Takes the Air
Excuses

Sally Ward
Talkartoon
James Glasses
Arthur -Htirti

Marie Samberalll

.Mar.
Jan. 17/31.
Aug. 9...
Feb. 8. .

Mar. 8...
.July 26.

j Robert Bruee Seenle SepL
Charles M array Feb. I .

.

Stubbly Kreuger-Assan-Jordanoff Apr. 25,

.Bruce Novelty
tf False Alarm Fire Ce. (A.T.). Smith 4 Dale.
•tlFamlly Next Door. The.
•tJFatal Card. The (A.T.)
•tl Favorite Moledlea (A.T.)...
*t§Flrebugs
•tSFIt to 8e Tied (A.T.)

•tfiFor Love or Money (A.T.).
*t§Food for Thought (A.T.)...

Charles Rugoles
. W. & E. Howard
..Ruth Ettlng A Orchestra.
.Talkartoon
. Burns 4 Alton
.Lois Wilieo
Allen 4, Canfleld

French Dm. The Glna Malo ....
•tSGettlng a Break (A.T.) Block o\ Sully May
*t§Gettlng a Ticket (A.T.) Eddie Cantor Mar

.Nov.
. Mar. B..

. Jan. II.

. Nov. 8.
. Mar. 16..

May 16.

.Aug. 2..

..Jan. 4.

..Sept. 13..

.Jan. 24/31.. I reel

1632...
I reel . .

.

I reel. ..

. .2 reels.

.

. .2 reels.

.

. I reel...
. . I reel . .

.

. .2 reels.

.

'31. .2 re

. I reel . .

.

. . t reel . .

.

..2 reels..
. I reel . .

.

. I reel...
. . I reel...
.1 reel...
.1870...
.1 reel . .

.

17.,

niGlow Worm, The (A.T.) Screen Song
£o Ahead and Eat Tom Howard
fSGe Ahead and Slag (A.T.).. Tom Howard

Talkartoon
Gllda Gray ...
Solly Ward ...

Ethel Merman .

Charlie Murray
Johnny Burke .

,

Aug. 23..
Jan. 3/31.
Oct 25...
Oct, 4....

Oct. 4..
.Sept I..

SepL IS..

.Mar. 29..

.Apr. 12..

I reel. ..

. I reel .

.

I reel ..

1 reel . .

.

2 reels..

,

I reel

15..

'tlfiraad Uproar (A.T.)
•fCHe Was Her Man (A.T.)..
"flHelpIng Hand, The (A.T.)
"TSHer Futara
*t§His Honor, the Mayer

fiHIs Wife's' Birth'daV 'Hi.1*3 > .Solly Ward...
•f|Held-U» (A.T.) Tom Howard
•i&Het Air Mertnaat (A.T.) .... Charlie Rugglei
*t§Hot Dog Talkartoon

•tlHet Time In the Old Town
Tonight. A (A.T.) Screen Song ...

a
tSI Came First (A.T.) H«rman Tlmberg
•Til'm a Wild Woman (A.T.). .. Boydell-Ash Aug,
'tSI'm Afraid to Come Heme In

the Dark Screen Song Feb.
**§T'm Forever Blowing Bubble* . Seroen Song Mar.
In Again, Out Again Cook-Bond Dec.
'tSIn the Good Old Summertime
(A.T.) Screen Song June

•tlla the Shade ef the Old Apple
Tree Sereen Song Jan.

*U Insurance Eddie Cantor Aug. 23 1 reel

*t§lntreductlen ef Mrs. Glbbs
(A.T.) Lulu MeCennell Sept. 20 I reel.

It Might Be Worse Georgia Jessel Jan. 3/31 .. .2 reels

Ifs All Over Marion Harris Dee. 20 I reel...

•t§ Jazz Preferred (A.T.) £•**» „ Aug. 30.. ..I reel

Just a Pal Minor Wataea Nov. 15 1 reel..

•tSKandy Kabaret (A.T.) E
h,

!

-r"> f*lM *" 21" • • '."•'•
•ifKnights In Venice (A.T.i... .Smith * Dal* Mar 23. ... I reel..

• •-•
. Perklns-Hlllpot Sept. 6 ... I reel...
.Screen Seng April, 12. ...574. .,

Smith e> Dale Nov. 8 2 reels.

'Taylor Holmes Jan. 25 2 reels..

.Victor Moore Jan. 31/31. .2 reels
Arthur & Morton Havel

Make Up Your Mind Alice Boulden Jan. HVSI..I reel

"fiMuy Moons (A.T.) Bruce Novelty Aug. B....I ml..
MaVlutch Sere" Song .... ...Nov 15.. ., I reel

•tiMarry er else Arthur * ""Its Hasnll ...Oct 25..

*t§Meek Mr. Meek. The (A.T.). Jimmy Barry Aug 16.

•{jMeet the Bey Friend (A.T.). . Lll Ian Roth . Aug. 30.

.2 reels July I

..2 reels
. .2 reels

...2 reels

..I reel

, .1 reel July
..I reel ,

..I reel ,

. .1 reel Jan. 25
. I reel

. I reel Nov. 22

t reel

I reel.

tSLedy. You Slay Mo (A.T.).
*t§La Paloma
*tlLa Schnapps. Ins. (A.T.)..
•me. Mo Explain (A. T.)...
Love In the Suburbs
•t§ Lovers' Lane _ (A.T.)

.

-TiMoet the Boy Friend
•itMelodles (A.T.)
*f$Mlllion Me's, A

Singing..Smith
Lee Morse Apr,
AH Star Dec. 6

•TbMoen Bride's Wedding (A.T.)lndlan Musical Novelty Feb. 22

•^Mountain Melodies (A.T.)

*t§My Gal Sal (A.T.)
Mysterious Mese

. _ruee Scenic Jan. II..
Screen Song Oct. 18. .

,

Talkartoon Dee. ~
mysterious mmw ................ — -—

,, ».._ >
•nNe.ght.orly Neighbors (A.I.) Lulu McConnell Aug. 16.

4(New Rhythm Az
PL
laLer 4 Band

nf* «8"
•tlNoahV"Ui*"(A".T.)".".".".r.".". Talkartoon Oct. 26

Office Blues £ n
.

oeru Ro0*ri K ov
-

2&
Oh Teddv Bll,v House Dec. 20.

Or King Cotton George Dewey Washington. . .pee. 27.

n«Ole Men Whoopee (A.T.)..- Art Frank Sept. 27.

On a Sunday Afternoon ....-.—$*"\ gf"* M
Mov

'

J

9 "

•f|Operatlc Selections (A.T.) .. -Tito Sehlpa May 24...

•tlParamount Acts
Paramount Comedies !??i!?"li"

""
k"\'*\L.'

MSParamount Pictorial No I Cliri Bow ................. SepL 27.
No. 2 Fish Faces Munich Mannl-

klns: Walrus Hunting In Si-
beria; Stars of To-morrow... Oct 25.

Paramount Sereen Song - - • • • • • • ••*•:;;
Paramount Sound News (Two Editions Weakly) ,

Paramount Talkartoons "•••: 1

Patient, The The Three Swifts Nov.
Plastered Willie, West & MeGtnty. ..Nov.
Please Go 'Way and Let Me Sleepscreen Song Jan.

SepL
Nov.

2 mis
.1 reel
. I reel

.1 reel

..964 Jan. 1

. . I reel

. j reel

i
. I reel..
I real

. . I reel

..2 reels Oct

. I reel

..I reel..

..2 reels.,

..I reel..
. . I reel . .

.

..I reel...
. . I reel .

.

. . I reel . .

.

..2 reels..

. . I reel .

I i •l.

Prisoner's Song, The
Pulling A Bone
*t§Radlo Riot
*t§Ralsing the Roof (A.T.)
at§Red, Green J. Yellow (.A.T)
•t5 Resolutions (A.T.)
Row. Row, Row
•tSRube. The
Runaway Boys
"tf8a Dor's Luck. A
MSSalt Water Ballads (A.T..).
•t§Scrapp!ly Married

10/31
.Screen Song Mar,
.Burns & Allen Jan.
.Talkartoon Feb.
.Lillian Roth & Band Aug. 24..

. Lulu McConnell Oet. 18...
. Billy House Aug. 30..
Sereen Song Dee. 20..
.Jimmy Barry June 21..
Br-'ee Novelty Jan. 31/31

.George Boatty Sept. 13..
R Bruce Scenic Mar. 8...

.Johnny Arthur & Bart Roach. Feb. 22..

Seeing Helen Heme ..Helen Lynd Dec. 6..

Seven In One Juliet P«. 27..

Simply Killing Willie & Eugene Howard. .. .Jan. 31/3

29.... 1 reel...
22 I reel..
10/31.. I reel

I .... I reel . .

.

. I reel .

I reel . .

.

. I reel . .

.

1 reel...
2 reels.

.

I reel..
I real...
I reel...
I reel . .

.

. I reel

.2 reels..

I reel..
I reel..

I real

•HSlng. Yea Dancera (A.T.). . . Puck 4V White SepL 20.... I real
Sky Scraping Talkartoon Nov. I I reel
Sky Scrappers Chester Conklin Dec. 6 2 reels
*1§So This Is Paris Green Fazenda j an. 18 2 reels Jan. 25
•USong Service (A.T.) Lee Morse A. Co Oct. 25 1 reel
Stateroom 19 Clute-La Mar Jan. 17/31.. I reel
*T ostein Song (A.T.) bcreen Song- Valtee Sept 6 I reel . . . -Sept. 6
*t§Story Book Parade, The (A.T.) Children's Ballet Oct.' 4 I reel Aug. 23
•UStrlke Up the Band (A.T.). .Screen Song sept. 27 I reel
'UStronger Sex, The (A.T.) Myers-Roach Mai. 15 1760
"t§Sunset Hunter (A.T.) R. Bruce Seenle July 12 1 reel.,

Cure Lynn Overman .

.

#t§Swlng You Sinner (A.T.) Talkartoon
•tIThat Party In Person (A.T.) Eddie Cantor
't§The Tide Rices (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic
Tongue Tied Lulu McConnell
Tons of Trouble Rudy Muller and Reile...
•tSToye (A.T.) Three Ormonde Sisters...
•UTravelin' Alone (A. T.) R. Bruce Scenic
•ta Twentieth Amendment, The (A.T.) ,

Up to Mars Talkartoon
"UVolces of Lonely Men ft. Bruce Scealt
*t§Wanderlust, Tha R. Bruee Scenic
•UWee Bit o' Seeteh (A.T.) R. Bruee Scenic.
*t§Whtle the Captain Waits ...
Why Continue the Struggle..
"UWIse Fllea (A.T.).

. Nov.
Sept. 20.

.

Jan. 5.

.

•July 14..
. Dec. 13

Jan. 3/3
- July 28...

SYou're la tha Army New.

Title

.Arm Ida
..Casey-McHugh
.. Talkarton
. . Sereen Sona
..Johnny Burke .

PATHE
FEATURES

•Jan. 22...
..Nov. 22..
..Apr 19.,

..April 5..

..Feb. 8 .

.Nov. 8..
..Nov. 15..

..July 19..

..Apr. 26..

..Oct II...

Ml. Data

.1 reel..

.1 reel...

. . I reel .

.

. . I reel .

.

, .1 reel..

, . I reel
, . I reel .

.

, I reel

.

.2 reels..

. I reel . .

.

. I reel .

. I reel
. . I real .

.

.1 reel .

el.

Star
Big Money QuIllan-Gleaeen-ArmstrtH-

Gleason OcL 26.-
•UGrand Parade. The (A.T.) (F.)Twelvetrees.Sc*tt Feb. 2..
*1§Her Man (A.T.) (F.) Twelvetrees- Holmes- Rambeau

Gleason SepL 21.
{Holiday (A.T.) (P.) Harding. Astw-Herton-Amos July 13.

INjffbt Wart (A.T.) (F.) Eddie Qulllaa Aug. 3.,
(Officer O'Brien (A.T.) (F.j..Beyd-SebastIaa Feb. 15.
^Painted Desert (A.T.) (P.).. Boyd-Twelvetrees

..7501..
.86701..

.82... Oet 4

.84... Nov. 15

.15.. .Seat. 13

ffPardon Mv Ban (A.Tj '(F.).StarT-Daryoa ...
• IRieb Peeple (A.T.) <F.) Ccnstaaw Bennett

sin Tak«-K a Holiday. Constance B»rw>ett
tISwIag High (A.T.) (F.) TweWetrees-Seatt .

..Nov. 20..
June 29...
Jan. 5....
Nov. 20...
May 18

..63... July 5
..78... Feb. 8
.81. ..Nov. 29

7500 75 May 3

.5634.

.7074.
. 7304

.

Coming Feature Attractions

Title Star

t % Adam aad Eva (A.T.) Constance Bennett
'UBeyond Vletory (A.T.£ (F). .Joyd-Twelvetrees-Gleason-SeattNov.M (I

l.t.).

Rel Date

June 26,

Length

31

William Boyd
Ann Harding
Constance Bennett
Bannlster-Hardlng ...

William Soyd
Constance Bennett
William Boyd
Helen Twelvetrees
William Boyd
Ann Harding
Ann Harding

. . . Robert Armstrong
Marriage Business (A.T.) Constance Bennett

Crashing Through (A.
Greater Lave. The (A.T.)...
In Deep (A.T.)...
I Take This Woman (A.T.).
Last Frontier. The(A .T.)..
Lazy Lady (A.T.i
North of the Yukon (A.T.).

. Price of a Party. The (A.T.)
tBRawhide (A.T.)
1 5 Rebound
f^Romance Harbor (A.T.)

Dee,
Aug.
Jan.
.June
July
Apr.
May
Apr.
Fab.
Dee.
Mar.
Aug.
July

2. '31....
18. '31...

7, '31...
26. '31...
5. *3I...
10. '31...
19. '31...
8, '31...

14
15. *3I . .

.

16, '31....
5. '31

SOUND SHORTS
(Available sound-on- film and soand-on-disej

The approximate running time of reels

Run. Time
..28 min. .

.10 min. ..

la. .

In. .

(Note: Path* does net list running time on Shorts
d the Important series, however, foHow:

Rel. Data
2 reel comedies
Pot he Sound News
Path e Silent News ,

Pathe Audle Review
Pnthe Review n min.
Aesop's Fables 8 min.
Grant land R lee SportJInhts 10 spin.
Talking Topics ef the Day 7 min,
Knute Roekne Netrg Damp a

Football Series af I
1. The Last Yard
2. The Hidden Goal
3. Flying Feet
4. Touchdown
5. Two Minutes to Go
S. Backfleld Aces Oet

Reviewed

Ort. IS... ...1 ml.. ...Am. »
Dot. 15... ...1 real.. ...Am. n
Ott IS... ...1 real... ...Baft 11
lift. 15... . ..1 reel.. ...Oct II

tlet 15... . . 1 reel . .

.

..Oct 25
lift 15... ...1 ml..

Title Star Rel. Oste Length Reviewed

All for Mabel Carney-Wills Oct. 12 2 reels Aag. 23

•tIAmerisa *t Bust Daphne Pollard July 27 2 reels June 21
MIBeauties. The Hlatt-Kaley Jane 29 2 reals

i
Cheese Aesop Fable OcL 28. ... I reel Nov. I

Big Hearted Harry Grlbboa June 22 2 reels June 28
jBoss's Orders. Tha Mergaa-Mcptaall Aug. 31 2 reels Aug. 2

Breakfast la Bed Pollard-Pangbnra 2 raels

"tiBugvllls Romaic*, A Aesop Fable June 8 I reel June 2.

i
Campus Faverttaa SpcrtJInht June 29 I reel July 5
Carnival Revue Hlett-Hughes Aug. 3 2 reels July If

, .Chasing Rainbows Spertllght Am. II I reel

UChamplon Makers Spertllght June 15 I reel June 21
Circus Capers Aesop Fable SepL 28 I reel. . 10. ..Oct 4
Cobb Boca Flsalaf Spertllght Oet. 5 I reel.. 10. ..Oct. 4
UDrums of Fear Vagabound Adventure Series. June 29 I reel June 28
*t§Deep South Song Sketch Aug. 24... I reel June 28
•UOude Ranching (A.T.) Spertllght SepL 21. .. I reel. . .10. .Aug. 16

Ebony Shrine Vagabond Adv. Series Sept 21 1 reel May 31

"tfFarm Foolery Aesop Fable SepL 14 I reel Sept 21

Frozen Frollos Aesop Fable Aug. 31 I real SepL 13

Gem of Agra. The Vagabond Adventure Series. .Oct. 19 928 10. ..Sept. 27

TtfGlve Me Action.^. Man Ing- Holmes
;
.„ —_— • *"«. I7

g
2 reels Aug. 9

Sept. 27
Nov. 18 I reel Nov. "

Big

•til
Bre;

'15'

Ml'

•UGiacler's Secret. The Vagabound Adventure Series.. June
MJgGliding Spertllght

_ _-.-••. v .
;
...SepL 21... ..I reel

Glory of Spain Vagabound Adventure Series

Gypped In Egypt Aesop Fable

•f§ Hearts and Hoots lea-Keete .-•.••.
i§Hold the Baby Agnew-Craae-MeFhall.

.

|Hoefced Sportllght

IHot Tamele Aesop Fables

•T§ni Take That One AM Star

•t§Jungle Jazz Aesop Fable ........

.

•UJungle Terror Vagabond Adv. Series

ill"

..SepL

..Aug. i:

..May 18

..Aug. 3
. . OeL I

..July 6
.Oet I

Nov. 15

..May 31

•tSKId the Kidder
Lair of Chang How
ms Laundry Blues (A.T.)...
•ULet 'Er Bank
'tSLIve and Learn ,

•ULove's Memories (A.T.) .

.

MILeve That Kills
MfMandalay ,

*UMIdnight
'tiMInd Year Owa Bsnlawsa..
MusH<al Beauty Shop
Mystlo Isles. Themysuo isies, i in- «»<""""
Neat and Tidy All Star

...Campus Comedy
..Vagabond Adventure Series.. June
,
.Aesop Sound Fable Aug.

..Spertllght July

. McPhail-Deerlng Jeae
. . Song Sketch Feb.
..Vagabond Adventure 8orle*. ..Aug.

..Seng Sketch Jan. a.

..Aesep Fables 635 ft...

. . Agnew-Gulllver July 30

..Melody Serine June 7
.Vagabond Adventure Series

I reel
. .2 reds
,.2 reels.
I reel...

... I reel
5 2 reels.

6 I reel. .

.

5 1 reel..,
2 reels. .

.

15 2 reels.
17 1 reel...
27 1 reel

II S reals. .....Aug. 2
(6 I reel Juae 7
24 1 reel June 7
5 I reel

7 min Oct 25
.2 reels.. 17.. Juaa 12
.2 reels. ..18. .June 7

Nov. 22

..May 24
.Aug. I

.'. July
"
19

..Seat. 20
.Sept. 20
..June 7
.Aug. 23
.Aug. t

SepL 28 2 reals.

•Means synchronized score. Weans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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Junt
Sept
Jae

•tjNew Walter. The All Star
•tlHIght Clirk, The All Star
*f|NI|bt la a Dermlttry. A Ginger Rogers
•T50n trie Air (A T.) Topics ef ttie Day ian

•f§One Nutty Night Willi- Carney Nov.
MIOom Pan Pah (A.T.) Aesop Fable May
Par and Double Par SportHght Nov.

•tSPtthe Audio Review (A.T.)..Releosed Every Week ...

•tSPattie Sound News Released Twice Every Week
'iPerteet Match, The (A.T.) . . .

ttutiei «»)">_ Apr.

•tlPIek 'En Young (A.T) Agnew-Geraghty May
Racketeers ip1 2"iht« I i If'-
•t§Rieh Uncle* (A.T.) Richard Carle May
•t§Rlde 'Em Cowboy Whlte-Carpev Apr.

Romeo Robin. A Ae
1

S0
g far

Fable J
ni?

•t&Royal Flush. A < A.T.) -.. --All Star pee.

•tSRttbevllle Nlte Club (A.T.K.H. B. Watson. Jan.

.ilc,. r.H cires Vagabond Adventure Series .. . JWJ
MSSands at EnL T*i Vagabond Adventure Series Nov.

.{SSJaJ.' fS (a.t. f ^s?.i?:Ht
Advenlur6 Series - •**

self oei^se ^r::::::"::"fporth

3k ?&« Sweeties (AT. aVhlte- McNiughten£f8h—
Ski Hi Frolics.

•tSSky Skippers (A.T.)

Snow Time
•fSSome Babies
•fSSomewhere Out
•tlSong* at Mother
'tSSpllle and Thrills (A.T.).

tSSplashlng Through (A.T.).

SportHght
Aesop Fable
a- -.i-o Fable
Carle-Hinrt- Little Billy
SportHght

, Song Sketch
SportHght
SportHght

Sept
.Jan.
. Feb.
.Apr.
Aug.

. Feb.
. July
Sept.
July
Feb.
Apr.

. Feb.

Temples
8

o"

lfl

Sllenee!!!"."."".*" Vaflabound Adventure Series. July

tfjTtght Soueaze (A.T.) LeMilr* Fob.

Traffic Tangle Carr-Farley Nov.

lSrrumpet«r. The (A.T.) Song
c
Sketch Jan.

Trvma Them Out All Star May
Two Fresh Eoos Al. St. John-JImmie Aubrey July

Two PluV Four? Nat Carr-Thelma HIM Aug.

Under the Coek-Eyed Moon Carney-Wells Oct.

•tsvenetian Nignt* Vagabond Adventure Aug.

MlVolce ot the Sea (A.T.) Song Sketch May
•tlWestern Whoopee (A.T.)... Aesop Fables Apr.

What. No Bait Topics of the Day Mar.

• I rati*
14 2 reel*

1 1 reels
12. ... I reel ... Jan.

30 2 reels Nov.
I ... .1 reel June
2 I reel Nov.

I reel
I reel

6. . . .2 reels Apr.
4 2 reels May

19 2 reels. .11. ..Oct.
II t reel May
13 2 reels Apr.
22 I reel June
19 2 reels Aug.
26 2 reels Nov.
27 1 rati
2 956 it. 10

7 I reel Aug.
7 I reel Sept.
S....2 reel Jan.

2.. . .1 reel Feb.
20. . . .2 reela Apr.
24 1 reel
'6 I reel..

20 1 reel.

21 2 reels

13 I reel..
2 l reel..
6 I reel..

23 I reel..
I t reel..

24 2 reels.

13 2 reels

2 2 reels.
2 2 reels.

.

19 I reel..
25 2 reals

• 2 reela. .20
10 2 reels. .20
26 2reels...20.
10 I reel Aug.
4 I reel May

IS I reel Apr.
9. ...I red

Feb. I

..8. .July 2

Aug.

... ..May I

Apr. I

Feb. I

..8. .June

.22.. July I

.10.. July i

. . . .Nov. 2
Nov.

. . . .Jan.
.17. .June

.July

.July :

RADIO PICTURES
FEATURES

TKle

'tSAIlas Freoeh Gertie (A.T.)

vlBeau Bandit (A.O.) .-

•tlCase ol Sergeant GrUsha
•tSCheck and Double Cheek

1 §Con's piracy. The (A.T.)

•t 5 Cuckoos. The (A.T.)
'tlDeofltr Lights
t^Oisiana
•t§Eseape (A. T.)

•tiFramed (A.T.). ....... -
*t§Halt Shot at Sunrise (A. T.)

•tiHe Knew Women (A.T.)

•t§ I aside the Llnei •••;
•HLawtuI Larceny (A. T.)

'tJLeatherneeklng (A. T.)

•fSLove Comes Along (A.T.)
•ULovIn' the Ladles ••

MfiMldnlght Mystery, Ths (A.T.)

•StPay OH. The ••

•tSRunawnv Bride. The (A T.)

.

•t§She's My Weakness (A.T.)..
•tfShootlng Straight (A.T.)
•tfiSllver Horde CA. T.)

Stir Rel Date

.
Daniels- Lyon Apr. 20.

23.

25..

La Rocque.Kenyon
Morril-Compson-Hersholt

Amos 'n' Andy-Carol-Rich... Oct.
Love-Trevor- Sparks Aug.
Wheeler-Woolsey May 4..
iVolhelm-Armstrsng-Arthur Sept. 22..
Bebe Danlela Aug. 30..

All Star Cast Sept. 13..
Brent- Toomey Mar. 16.

,

Wheeler-Weolsey Oet 9...
Sherman- Joyce May 18.

.

Compson- Forbes July 20..
Daniels-Thompson Aug. 17.

.

Foy. Jr.- Rubin .Sept 25..
Daniels- Hughes Jan. 5.

.

Richard Dlt Apr. •..
Compson -Sherman June I .

.

Lowell Sherman Oct. 15..
Astor. Hughes May 24.
Carel-Lake-Bunes Aug. 24..
Dix-Lawlor July 20..
Brent-Womelm Oct 18.

.

Length

Feet Mini. Reviewed

..6416. ...85. ..Apr. 19

.8191.

.6929.
.6180.
yi5:>

.7055.
..9385.
.9345.
,.6111.
7459..
6319 .

•652.
..6309.
.7600
.7033.
.6158.
. 6469

.

.6377.
..8194
.6727.
.8720.
.6766.

..Oct 24

..Nov. 8
...Apr. 8
..Sept. 6
..July 26
..Sept. 13

..Feb. 15

.•eft 27

.Apr 2*

..July 12

...69. ..July 19

...81.. Sept 8

...7B.D«e.2l,'29
.. 68... Feb. 22
...72. ..May 31
..70. ..Sept 13

...72.. .May 31

...73... June 28

...71. ..July 12

...75... Sept 27

.78.
. .70 .

..75.

Coming: Feature Attractions

Title „ 5J*
r
«

Children of the Streeta Betty Compson ..

•tIClmarron (A.T.) Richard Dlx ....

Devil's Battalion Forbes-Vail

IIHoe*. tins 4 fjlnfcsc Wheeler- Woeliey

Kept Husbands
•tSPerlect Alibi. The lA. T.)

Private Secretary
Royal Bed Sherman-Astor ..

g|q ship Wolhelm-Astor ..

•our Grapes
White Shoulders

Rel. Date Length

SOUND SHORTS
Star

W. Catlett Nov.
Duke Ellington A Orchestra. . Feb.

...Marc Connelly feb^
•tjBroken Wedding Bolls (A.T.) Dane-Arthur Sept

Title

Aunts In ttoe Panti
Black and Tan
t|Brldegroom.

jj
The

n
( *-T -) (FJ :

ampus Sweethearts (A. T.MFADl „•„ £"•
•t§Cash and Marry A.T.) Vaughn-Cooke-Sargent Mar.

•MDaaf Slaysr (A.T.) Vaughn-Cooke ""•
Dizzy Dates .... Dano-Arthur ..

.

., .......... «».
-TSEventually But Not Now (A.T.) (*4D) Vaughn-Cooks. .

Apr.

*T6Falr Deceiver, The (A. T.» <FAD) -•--

Fall to Arms. A Louise Fazenda
•t*. General Glnsburg fA.T.) (F).Nit Ctrr

•flfiell 8peilil.it Tan W. C. Flslas

"IGood Time Kenneth Mars Connelly
:« Gunboat Glnsburg (A.T.) (F) . Nat Corr
t|Gm»<"t The fA T.) (FAD)
Hey Diddle Diddle
•t§Hot Bridge (A.T.) (FAD).
Humanette No. I

Humanette No. 2
Humanette No. 3
Humanette No. 4
Humanette No. 5
Knights Before Xmas

Marc

.Benny Rubin

.Ktrtehlnson-Larch

.Clyde-Rubin
. B. T. Murray

Dane-Arthur
5 Land ol tne Sky Blue Daughters Vauohn-Cooke

est and Feundered (A. T.) (FAD) . - Vaughn-Csoke
i. The (A. T.) (FAD). Marc Connelly
Ithout Skirts (A.T.) .. Dane-Arthur

Jan.
. Oet
Apr.
Aug.

.July 5

.
Jan.
May :

Nov.
May

. Aug.

.Sept

.Oct.
. Nov.
. Dec. ;

.Nov.

Length

. .2 reels. .!

. . I reel . .

.

. . i reel . . .

.

. . .2 reels.

.

. .2 reels.

.

. .2 reels.

.

. .2 reels.

.

..2 reels.

.

..2 reels. .

.

.1 <el

•tlLest aad
ftMagnate.
•tlMen Wlti

iFAD) Mlekey Yule Mar.
FAOi Mlokey Yule Mar.
fFAD) Mickey Yule JdIv 20.

Mickey's Master Mind (A. T.)
• Mickey's Merry Men (A T.)

•tiMlekey's Musketeers (A.T.) "" "•
-tlMlckey's Strategy (A. T.) (FAD) Mlekey Yule Jan. 5..

•tjMickey'l Winners (A. T.) JFf D) Mlekey Yule Aug. 17..
*+!Shekey the Romeo (A. T.)(FAD) Mlekey Yule June 22..
•ffMirVev rh. Whlrrwtad (A.T.)'F*D) Mlekev Yule Apr. 27..

•fSMiekey the Warrior Mlekey Yule May 25.

Moonlight & Monkey Business. .Nick A Tony Nov. 15.

•StOfl to Peoria (A.T.) Nick A Tony July 13..

•>50ld Bill's Christmas (A.T.) Feb. 9..

•t§Old Vamps for New (A. T.) . . Vaughn-Csoke Peb 1

•spalonks Flving Seheel (A.T.) Juno 22..

•tSPeep on the Deep, A Clark- McCullough Sept I.

•tSPure and Simple Louise Fa«nda Sept. 15..

Razored In Old Kentucky Nick and Tony Oct. 20..

MSSettlng Sen. The (A.T.) Vaugnn-Cooke Feb. 16..

•tSSIeeping Cutfe* 'A.T.) Alberts V»uohn Jan. 5. ..

Society Goes Spaghetti.-. Nick and Tony Sept 15..

*tSStraage Interview, The
(A-T.) (F) Sherwln-Knowles Mar. 2..

.1774.
. . .2 reels..

..2 reels..

. . I reel . .

.

. .2 reels.

.

. . I reel
. .

.

..2 reels..

..2 reels

. I reel.

.

. I reel . .

.

. .2 reels.

..2 reels.
. .2 reels.

.

. . I reel

,, .2 reels.
. .z reels.

.

. .2 reels.

.

. .2 reels.

.

..2 reels.
.1623
..2 reels..
. .1 reels.

.

. .2 reels.

.

..2 reels..
. .2 reels..

. .2 reels.

.

..2 reels..

.2 reels..

23... July 6
....Aug. 9

Nov. •

.8.... July 5
10
.8
.8. ..Nov. 6

..July 5

.Apr! 12

. . I reel .

.

. . .2 reels
.2 reels.

.

. 1699
. .2 reels.

.2 reels

.2 reels

. . I reel

.

..July 8
Oct. II

18... Nov. 8
Feb. 8

Dee. 21. '29

20.. Sept 27

Toby in the Bughouse Dec
•t§Toby the Fiddler (A.T.) Toby, the Pup Sept.
Toby, the Miner Toby, the Pup
Toby, the Museum Toby, the Pup Aug.
Toby, the Showman Toby, the Pup Nov.
To Hot to Handle Louise Fazenda Nov.
MSWho's Got the Body (A.T.).. Nick A Tony Aug.

SONOART WORLD WIDE
Title

Air Police
*t§Blg Fight. The (A.T.)
'tfBtaze O'Glory
*t§Coek 0' the Walk (A.T.)...
*t§Costello Case
Damaged Love
*t§Dude Wrangler. The (A.T.).
•t§Great Gabbo
Hell Bent For Frisco
"!§Hello Sister (A.T.)
Jaws of Hell
Just for a Song
*t§Once a Gentioman (A.T.)
M§Reno (A.T.)
*t§Rogue of the Rio Grande....
Symphony in Two Flats
*15Talk of Hollywood
•f§Up The Congo
*t§What a Man (A.T.)

Star Rel. Date

Williams-Lane Sept
Eddie Dowling-B. Compson. . Jan.
J. Schildkraut-Loy May
Tom Moore- Lola Lane Oct.
Collyer , .... Dec.
Duryea-Basquette June
E. Von Strahelm-B. CompsonJan.

6. .Nov. 15
. .1 reel May 24
.1 reel.. . .7... Nov. 6
.2 reels. .21
.2 reels May 24

..65... Apr. IS

.90. Dec. 14/29

..80. ..Apr. 19

..78. ..Oct IB

.'.*68
.'.'.' May 24

IO0.Sept.2l/29

L. Hughes-Borden . .

.

McLaglen-Hume
Davis-Carpenter
Horton-Wilson
Roland -Thomson -Love
Hatton-Loy Bohr
Novello-Logan
Nat Carr-Fay Marbe
Travel Lecture
Denny-Segar

. . Feb.
.. Dec.
. . Dec.
. . Sept.
.. Oct.
. . Oct
.. Dec.
..Mar.
.. Feb.
.. June

...6586..

...5600..

...7000..

.June 21
..Oct. II

72 Dec. 2 1/29
.62
.79... Mar. 29

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES

Title Star
*t§Across the World (A. D. ). Martin Johnson .

•tlAlter the Verdict (A.T.). -Tschechowa-Ward
Alma ds G audio Special Cast
Asphalt Froelich-Amann .

Bali
*t§Because I Love You Mady Christians

Length
Dlst'r Rel. Date Feet Mins. Reviewed

Talk. Pic Epics.. . Not set 8860. . .98. .Jan. 25
Int. Photoplay.... Jan. I. .8900. . .73. .June 21
Edw. L. Klein Sept. 6
Allied Film Mar. 15.8 reels. 85. .May 10
J. C. Jackson ...Nov. I5..7reels

.Amer. Gen. Film. Jan. 24. .9000. . 100. . Feb. 8
•fSBottom of the World Talk. Pic Epics... Sept I.. 3800
"t§Bride 68 (P.T.) Veldt-Brink Amer. Angelo Apr. 6
"t§Bright Eyes Balfour. Trevor New Era July 10,. .6800
*t§Burnlng Heart, The Christians-Froelich ..Harold Auten May 10. .8372
•T§Call of Circus (A.T.)

(D.F.) Bushman Clayton ..Burr Jan. 15. .5466.
i. .n, urn hi Berlin UnOeiworld. fritz Kortner
Chess Player. Ths . Jehanne-Blanchard Unusual Plct
*t§Clvillzation Hickman-Markey ..Am. Trad. Assn.l
'TSUaney in Wall Street
<A.T.) Murray-tlttlefleld ...Aristocrat Mar. 15. .7127..

•tSConstant Nymph, Ths Ivor Novello Big Three Exe..Aug. 17.7800....
'lsU-Uuiimisi.

, btttcial cast New Era ...Feb. 8
*t§Crlmson Circle, The Stewart Rome Inter. Photoplay
•tSOanoor Man_ The iP.T.J.Cnas. HuTchiosoi ..Cosmos May 206516...

. . Stewart Rome I nter. Photoplay
. Brentwood- MacDonaldBHtmore Prod Jan .5400...

. Jugo-Fritsch Uta
Harold Auten

.Barlng-Henning Harold Auten. ..Apr. tl 7529..
Ex- Flame Liberty Prod
Eternal Fools judea Films Sept 23. .6120
Farmer's Wile Theinas-Hall-Oavis. . Allied Jan. t bttsb.
F 'g»ro Franco- American Not S»l.BWo.
Flame of Love Anna May Wong ..Brit. Int Oet 30. .6600
Hate Ship, The Brit. Int
'TSHeart » MeioOy (A. T.)
(F & D) Fritsch-Parlo Ufa Film

Her Unborn Child (F A D). Special Cast Windsor
Hungarian Nights Special Cast

.42
100. Apr. 19

.July 9
May 24

tso
*t§Dork Red Roses..
•TSUurkeneo Skies (A.T.).
Docks if Hamburg

,

•tSDrlfters
'TsEscaoed from Dartmoor.

.Mar. I

July •
Feb. 22

.Jan. II

. May 24
. Mar. 8
.Dec. 14

.Nov.

...40. .July I
.70.. Apr. 19

Nov. 29
. .68.. Sept 8
70 jan 18
.71 Oet 7

74.. Nov. t
14. .6750. ..75. .Nov. 22

Jan. 107609 85. .Jan. 18
....Amer. Gen. Film Co.

Aug. 5/29.. 8 reels Jaas 14
"tSlmmortal Vagabond (A.T.) Hald-Froellch Ufa Film
In the South Seas with Mr. and Mrs. Plnchot Talk. Plct Eples. Sept 1.5538 May 31
•t§lngagl African Hunt Congo Pitt Ltd. Apr. 117778. .. .88. .Apr. It
jaor oa*set The Freneh Cast Cosmoi 5800 64
-t§Jazz Cinderella M. Ley.J„ Robardt. Chesterfield Aug. 14.6181 88. .Sept. 20
•tSJuno and the Payeoek (A.T.) Sara Allgoed Harold Auten. . .June 27. 0100 July 5
tSJust Off Broadway D. Kelth-A. Christy. Chesterfield Mar. 15.7650 85. .Dec. 14
•fSLadlos In Love (A.T.) Day-Walker Chesterfield May 176095...
•tILsst Dance, The (A.T.) . . Reynolds- Robards ..Audible Mar. 8 5825...
Lotus Lady Audible . .Oct. 31 6100
Loose Ends Edna Best British Inter Oct 17. .7560
•fSLost Gods (A.T.) Talk Pic. Epics Sept I. ..4800.,
Lest p.troi •-,._„-..; P« Pitrtg ...Not Set. 5100...
•t§Love at First Sight (A.T.) Keener- Foster Chesterfield Feb. 15 6039...
*t§Made to Order Julian Eltlnge Jesse Wall 6240....
*t§Madonna ef the Steeping
Can Claude Frans Little Playhouse Film Co

*t§Manxman, The Carl Brlason 6800 Dot. 21 Ufa
Melody ef the Heart Ufa Film. .Aug. 28 Eng...806l . ..

Germ... 8543
Murder Marshall- Baring ..

Mystery at the Villa Rose. . Trevor-Baring
at§Mysterlos of Nature
Passion Song. The Olmsted- N. Beery.
Peacook Fan The Dorothy Dwap
Poor Millionaire Talmadge-Heward

Ago (A.T.)
.Special Cast Ufa Films

British Int Oct 24 8200.
.Harold Auten. .May 31 9000...
Ufa

, Egeellent 5080 .

.

Chesterfield 5400..
-Iltmoro .Apr. 7 5200..

. Mildred Harris...

.Japanese Cast

. Coawav Tearle
..Jose Bohr
.Carmellta Geraghty
.Native Cast

.Continental Jan. 155743...

..Martin Berger

..Jack Trap JUune 15. .6494.
,
.Anchor

. Tom White Not Set 5200...
. Movlegraphs
. First Division . .6605. ..

.Sono Art World Wide
. CheaterfleJd 63W
.Harold Auten ..Apr. 26. ..7540

99 -M.y •
Kh .Mir. n
n .Nov. it
U4 Oct. a
.u July 12
.h? •/I

en .Fat.
Ju. «S

.Ott II

.Dee. 14

,.H 9.»1 •

90 Nov 1

11)1)

71

IM
.HI
,5« ..Mty 17

S4 lax. II

..AM M
1,1 .Aug. 1

OiL 17

,H. Dee. 7

73-

Porl
•tSRsrooant
(D.F.) Murray- Kennedy

•tSRasoutln, the Holy Devil Special Cast ..

*tSRomance of the West Jsefc Perrln ...
a t§8addle King. The Cliff Tex Lyon
Boa Fury
'tSlums ef Toklo
Smoke Bellow
"t§Sombrai do Gloria
South of Panama
Stampede
Strange Case of District
Attorney "M"

Suspense
•t§Three Outcasts. Thp..._._
*t§Throw of the Die* Seeta Dvl ...
Trtimitor Qnd Cornellm Keels.
•tSToday (A.T.) Nigel-Owen ...

*t§Treasuro, Ths
Two Hearts In Waltz Tims. . Janssen-Thelmer
'tSWest of Rockies (A.T.)
(D> ....

Wild Men of Kaliharl
•tSWhito Cargo (A.T.)...
•tSWblte Dovll (P.T.)
& D) Meejukln-Oagover

Why Cry at Parting. Halm-Grails International 7000 78 .Feb. _.
"t§Woman Who Was For-

gotten (A.T.I Belle Bennett .State Cinema Jaa. 1.7560 65. .Jan. 25
Wonderlul ties of Nina
Petrowna Helm-Ward Allied Films.. May 30 .8 reels 80. June 14

•tsvtrfrfi-r, Menu. Ths (A.T.) Mae Simon Jud»* Film. annn
Young Woodley All English Cast Harold Anten Sept. 26. .7600 73. ..Oct 4

. Feb. 22
ru
.80.. May 3

Unusual Photoplay .Mar. 0800 Mar. 22
British Int Nov. I

Yakima Canutt Waes ...Mar. ' 5 ruelo Oet II
..Hollywood Pie... Dei. 29.6700 May "

. . Crescent 5917 66..

.

..Majestic Nov. I 6660ft.

..Film Arts Guild
.. Asso. C. of A.. .Oct 10..

31

..Oct.
Nov.

.98.. Oet.

.Art Mil
.Talk Pic. Epics.
.Special Cist

.World Art..

. Harold Auten

.UFA Films

Han.
. Nov. 22. 4490.

.5100. ..68. .Aug. 9

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Producer Rel. Date Length Mins. Reviewed

•HApe, The (A.T.) tlberty Prod
Atlantic Elstreo 90. . .Oct. 1

1

Bfoe Anoel. The Emil Jannings ..Ufa Film Dec. 15. . .9047. . 100. .. Nov. 22
*t§Body. Soul and Dross....
Buying a Wife Speelal Cast Aff. European 7 reels

•t§Comebaek. The (A.T.) Majestic

•t§ Dancing Fathers (A.T.)

•Means synchronized score. \Means sound effects. %Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-Mm.
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*t§Davy Jones Lacker (A.T.)
*t§Der Tiger Von Berlin Susa-Frank
*t§Dlvorce Question. The (A.T.)
Duty to be Silent Maria Albana ...

•§tEast Lynne (A.T.J
•t§East of Asia (A.T.)
Eternal Sacrifice

•t§ Everybody's Girl (A.T.)
Exodus to the New World. The . .Lyon-Prevost
Full Dressed Thieves Nils Asther
German Underworld Special Cast
Great Unknown, The John Leoder
•t§Hail the Woman (A.T.)
Her Viennese Lover Asther-Nolan
"t§ln Oklahoma (A.T.)
Milak of the Snowlands Special Cast
'HMidnight Alarm. The (A.T.)
Midnight Special. The Chesterfield

•tJMother's Millions (A.T.).. .May Roson ..

Our Daily Bread Mary Nolan
•1§Prlce Mark. The (A.T.)
•t§Red Kisses (A.T.)
*t<s Romantic Scoundrel, The (A.T.)
•t§S«ntimental Satan (A.T.)
"tlSmart Women (A.T.)
•t§Thou Shalt Not Saueal (A.T.)
•tSTrap. The (A.T.) ,- ............
Two Worlds Nora Baring-John
Unholy Love Wegener-Petrovltch
When Duty Calls Special Cast

Wild Men of Kaliharl Denver African Exp. ..

Women Like Men.. .

•t 5 Worst Woman In Paris (A.T.)

Liberty Prod
Ufa Film 55...Sept.27
Majestic
Aff. European 6 reels

Liberty Prod
Liberty Prod

Liberty Prod
Pioneer
Aff. European 7 reels..

Aff. European 7 reels.,

Aff. European ...6 reels..

Majestic
Aff. European 6 reels. .

Allied
:"""""!"";;;"!";

Liberty Prod

I. '3'

15.

1

5

•31

Majestic
Majestic

Majestic '.'.". 7. V.'.'.'.'.'.V.'.'.V.'.V.
".'.".*. '.'.'.*. ......

Longdon E. A. Dupont Nov. 21 8000.82 Nov.29
Aff. European
Allied 67I4 feet
Talk. Plrt. Epics
Liberty Prod
Liberty Prod

SOUND SHORTS
Star DistributorStar DistriDutor Length Reviewed

•tSAnyway By Air Vlsugraphle 3 reels May 17

"tSAt the Photographers
(A T ) (F) Harry Delf Elbee 2 reels

MBarn Dance Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel

Bird Island of Peru Dr. Murphy Talking Picture Epics. 21. ..Nov. 8

Besides the Western Sea Castle Film I reel

•t§ Blind Youth (A. T.) Lou Telleflen Capital 2 reels

Bosom Friendship Novelty UFA 10 rain

•HBring On the Bride (A.T.) Elbee 2 reels Nov. 9
•1§Broken Doll. The (A.T.). Sadie Banks Judea Films I reel

•t Chain Gang. The Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel

*tCono.uest of the Cascades. . . Educational Gen. Electric Co Apr. 19

Coast to Coast Talker Sisugraphic 2 reels Aug. 30
•tSDown Hawaii Way Color Novelty Castle I reel

EleetrlB Ship Educational General Electrlo 9... Nov. 8
•t&EII-EII Cantor Waldman ...Judea Film 950ft.
•StEvening in Jewish Camp. Eval Miller Judea Film 1000 ft.

Felix Fernandino Imperial 9.. Nov. 22
•11 Friend Husband (A.T.) Burr 2 reels

•tS Frost and Old Lace UFA I reel Sept. 20
•fGallooing Gaueho Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel Feb. I

•tSJewish Gypsy Hymle Jaeobson Judea Films 1900 ft.

Jewish Melody Cantor Waldman. ... Judea Films. Ine I reel

"t Jungle Rythm Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel Jan. II

"Uust Mickey Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel

•15 Kiddie Cabaret Mayfalr 2 reels Apr. 26
•fKlds and Pets ..Color Novelty Castle

I reel

•t§Kol Nidre No. I Cantor Schmlllkel. .. Judea Films 900 ft

•t§Kol Nldro No. 2.... Cantor Waldman Judea Films 950 ft.

Land of Freedom Seymour Reiztolt Judea Films, Ine 2 reels
»tiftJal-Ki Mashma-Lou
(AT.) Harry Feld Judea Films

•HMawas (P.T.) Capital Prod 3'/> reels June 7
MSMeasurlng Time UFA Film 7 mln...8ept 27
•t§Meet the Family (A.T.)

(F) Harry Delt Elbee 2 nt \9

•tMlekey's Concert Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod | reel
MSMonkey Squawks (A.T.)........... Burr
Natascha Pinehus Lavenda ...Judea Films, Ine 2 reels
Not So Quiet on the Western
Front ."W'UU Br

i
tlsh

,-
,

,

nt 2 reels.
.
.25. .. Nov. 1

t§Oh Doctor (A.T.) S pe
,

cia
L

Cast Judea Films 1800 ft.

•t Plane Crazy Micky Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod I reel Jan I

•tPlow Boy Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel
Sailors' Sweetheart Hymle Jaeobson Judea Films, Ine 2 reels
Scarlet Runner &. Co British Int 8. ..Nov. 8
Sesrets of Nature British Int 12 mln Nov. I

•tSShoemaker's Romance
(A.T.) (A.T.) Judea Films 1900 ft

•UShouid I Charles Lawmer Advance Trailer May 17
•tSSIgned. Sealed & Delivered Special Cast Burr
'tISIxty Minutes From
Broadway Color Novelty Castle I reel

'tJStyle and Class (A.T.) .
. . Marty Barratz Judea Films 2000 ft.

*t (Summer Harmonies Song Cartoon Biophone I reel Oct. 5
•fTee Time Felix the Cat Copley Films I reel Apr. 5
•f | Una- Sana- Takof Cantor Waldman Judea Films 950 ft
•flwhen My Dreams Come
True Gene & Glenn Advance Trailer I reel Apr 5

•fWhen the Cat's Away Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel
*t Wild Waves Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel. . Jan II
World Unseen. A Scientific UFA 12 mln

SYNDICATE PICTURES CORP.
FEATURES

Length
Title Star Rel. Date Feet Mins. Reviewed

Beyond the Law Robert Frarer Oct. I 4930 . 50 ..Nov. 8
*t§Breezy Bill Bob Steele 4500. .. .50. ..Sept. 20
•Canyon of Missing Men Tom Tyler June 1 4742. ...50.. .Aug. 1
Code of Honor Mahlon Hamilton Oct I 5605 50. ..Nov, 15

V§Code of the West Bob Custer 57
Convict's Code, The Cut Ion Land Is 56. ..Oet. 4
Hunted Men Bob Steele Apr. 4853
•f§Lonosome Trail. The Chas. Delaney Sept. 15 5786 65. ..Sept. 13
•tJOverland Bound Leo Maloney Apr. IS 5040. .. .56. . .Mar. 29
•t§Partlng of the Trails Bob Custer Mar. I 4700 52. ..Mar. 29
Phantom of the Desert Jack Perrln Nov. 1 6 reals

Under Texas Skies Bob Custer Nov. 15 6 regis

Western Honor Bob Steele Mar 4849. .. .50. . .May 17

•f Alice Loses Out Mar.
*t Alice on the Farm Oct. I

'fAllce Picks the Champ Mar.
•tAliee Plays Cupid Apr.
"tAlice Rattled by Rats May
•fAllce Solves tho Puzzle Apr.
•tAlice the Jailbird Nov.
•fAllce Wins the Derby Nov.
•tAlice In tha Jungle Jan.

*t Alice's Balloon Raee Dee.
•t Alice's Eoo Plant Oee.

•f Alice's Little Parade Sept.

•t Alice's Mysterious Mystery May
*t Alice's Orphan Feb.
•tAllce's Tin Pony Sept
•fBroken Spur. The Jack Hoxle Feb. I, '31.. .2 reels.

,

•1 Cyclone Bliss Jack Hoxie Oct 15 2 reels.

•t Desert Bridegroom Jack Hoxie Jan. 15, '31.. 2 reels.

•t Desert's Crucible Jack Hoxie Oct 1 2 reels..

•tDead or Alive Jack Hoxie Nov. 15 2 reels.,

"tOoubte-0, The Jack Hoxie Dee. I 2 reels.,

'tMarshall of Money Mint Jack Hoxie Sept 15 2 reels..

•tRider from Nowhere Jack Hoxie Nov. 1 2 reels..

tRomantle Sheriff, The Jack Hoxie Jan. I. '31 2 reels.

•tSparks of Flint Jack Hoxie Feb. 15. '31. .2 reels.

tTwo-Flsted Jefferson Jack Hoxie Sept. 1 2 reels..

•tWestern Romanes Jaek Hoxie Dec. 15 2 reels.

TIFFANY
FEATURES

(Available sound-on-fitm and sound-on-disc)

Title
•tlBorder Romance (A.T.)
•tSBorrowed Wives
Extravagance
•t§Headln' North (A.T.)
•t§Hlgh Treason (A.T.)
•tfHot Curves (A.T.)
"t/SJourney's End (A.T.)
•fiJust Llko Heaven (A.T.)
•t§Kathleen Mavourneen (A.T.)

Land of Missing Men
Love Trader
•t§Mamba (A.T.)
•| 5 Medicine Man, The (A.T.).

•t§Near Rainbow's End (A.T.).
( Reviewed as

'tSOklahoma Cyclone (A.T.)—
MlParadlse Island (A.T.)

•fSSunny Skies
•t§Swellhoad (A.T.)
Thoroughbred
Under Montana Skies
Utah Kid
•tlWlngs of Adventure

Star Rel. I

Armlda-Terry May
Rex Lease Sept
June Collyer-Lloyd Hughes. .. Oct.

Bob Steele Nov.

Hume- Thomas June
Rub|n- Lease-Day Apr.
Colin Cllve Mar.
Louise- Newell Oot
O'Nell-Oelaney June
Bob Steele Oct.

Leatrlce Joy Oct.
Hersholt-Boardman- Forbes ...Mar.
Benny-Bronson June
Stoele-Lorralne Juno
"Dangerous Business" Issue Dec.

Bob Steele Aug.
Harlan Day July

Benny Rubin May
Gleason-rShllllng-Walker Mar.
Garon- Barry Aug.
Kenneth Harlan Sept
Rex Lease-Dorothy Sebastian. Oct.

Rex Lease Aug.

Length
lata Feet Mi iv.. Reviewed
2(1 ..5974 . ...63. May 31
10. ..5580. ...62. .Aug. 30
III. ...5868. ...66. . .Sept 20
1. . ..495U . ...55.

19 ..7893. ...59. ..June 7
lb. . .11416. ...88. ..July 12
25 ...6210. .130. ..Apr. II
22 ...5850 . ...65. ..Oet II
2(1 ...5169 . ...56. ..Aug. 2
19, ...5167. ...58. ..Oet. 4
» ...5700. ...64. ..Oet 19

III ...6183 . ...69. ..Mar. •
21 ...6211 . ...69. June 21
III

21
...5916 .

19291
.65. ..July 1

« ...9850 ...69. ..Aug. M
I.S ...6507. ..73.. .July 5

1

.

...6994. ...78. ..May 24
2(1 ...7040. ...78. ..Apr. 3*
ID. ...9425. ...50. Aug. 29
Ill ...5273. ...57. ..Nov. 15
11 ...4408. ...49. -Nov. 22
1. ...5050 . ...56. ..Aug. t

Coming Feature Attractions

Rel. Date Length Reviewed
Titl<> Star

Aloha Oe Torre. & Lyon

Arctic Patrol, The
Tho Barbarian
Beloved Enemy, The b«"lJU«
Blazing Guns «

.

Branded Men R« Lease

Caught Cheating Sidney-Murray

Co
r

nTmand
ftf

performanee. The Una Merkle-Neil Hamilton

Danger Signal
Drums of Jeopardy. The iv"V
Fighting Grin. Tho Rex Lease

Ghost Ship, The

Lawless Valley Re* Lease

Leftover Ladles
Lure of the Yukon. The
Moran of the Lady Letty

The OJIbway ,•-,*•",

Platinum Lola Lane

•t§Rldln' Foal, tho (A.T.) Bob Steele

Roaring Barrier • •
She Got What She Wanted Compson. Tracy ........ Oct. It

Single Sin. The Kay Johnson-Bert Lytell

•tSSunrlse Trail. The (A.T) Bob Steele

Third Alarm. The James Hall-Hersholt-Loulse.

Unpardonable 81n
Wild Youth
X Marks the Spot

.6300. .70. ..Nov. •

SHORT SUBJECTS

Reviewed

29

Coming Feature Attractions

Star

Title Star Rel. Date Length
Color Symphonies Series 6 In Technicolor I reel

ChlnesB Flower Boat July 5
Cossack Bride Jan. 25
Dancing Bear June 10

In Old Madrid Feb. 10

Parisian Nights June 25
•t§Jungle Drums Cotortone Oet. 24. '29. .2 reels. . .Dec. 20,

Kentucky Jubilee Singers Series of 6

Old Black Joe May I 2 reels
On a Plantation Apr. 15 2 reels May Is)

Plekln' Cotton I reel

Road Home. The 2 reels
Slave Days I reel
Welcome Home I reel

Musical Fantasies Series of 6 I reel
Fire Worshippers Aug. (0 Sept 27
Memories Apr. 23
William Tell Aug. I

Paul Hearst Comedies Series of 6

Rolling Stono Series Series of 6
In the Mountains 8ept 25 I reel Sept

Tiffany Chimp Series 6 Monkey Comedies 2 reels
Blimp Mystery, The July 25 2 reels Sept 27
Little Big House. The Sept 5 Auo 30
Little Covered Wagon. The Oct. 15 Oct' 4

Voice of Hollywood Series Station S-T-A.R 26. . I reel each ."....

No. 8 Ben Turpln Apr 20
No. 9 Wesley Barry Apr' 19
No. io Robert Woolsey

11 Billy Bevaa "."...".'. '.May *24
12 Llyod Hamlltoa ull 21
13 Geo. K. Arthur ru|i ,g
14 Joe Cobb Aug 9
15 Ruth Roland i u \J 19
16 Nell Hamilton Aug. 10
17 Laura La Plante Aug. 20 ."

.

18 Gleasoa &. Armstrong Sept. II
wo. 19 Johnny Hlnes
No. 20 James Hall hV»"i'i
No. 21 Conklln L Christy

....»«.

No. 22 Ian Keith ".." .'.'.'".'.' ."*.'.'

*Means synchronized score. fMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-Hlm.

Title
Boy of the Plains. A
Frontier Days M
God's Country and the Man Dec.
Last of the Pawnees Apr.
Red Coats of Canada . . Fob.
Riders of the North Feb.
Rose of the Rio Grande Jan.
Song of the Plains Mar.
Texas Ranger. The Mar.
West of Cheyenne Jan.

Westward Bound Buffalo Bill, Jr.- Ray Rooseveii Dec.

SOUND SHORTS

Length
Rol. Date Feet Mlns.
Apr. 15. '31.. 6 reels...

1. '31.. .6 reels..

.

15 6 reels...

I, '31. ..6 reels..

.

I. '3I...6 reels...

15, '31. .6 reels...

I, '31 .. .6 reels. .

.

I, '31. . .6 reels. .

.

15, '31. .6 reels..

.

15, '31.. 6 reels...

1 6 reels...

Length
Title Star Rel. Date Feot Mlns.

•tAlice Chops the Suey Feb. I. '31

'tAlice Gets Stage Struck Jan. 15 '31

fAllce Gets Stung Oct. 15

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
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UNITED ARTISTS
FEATURES

Title Star

*t§Abraham Llneoln. A.T.) Welter Huitoo
•tSBad One, The (A.T.) Del Rle-Lewe
•tIBst Whispers. The (A.T.) ... Chester Morris

•tSBe Yourself (A.T.) (F) Fannie Urioe

•t§Ou Barry, Woman of Pnsslon<A. T.) Norma Talma
•tSEyes of the World (A.T.) Merael-Helland

•tHell's Angels (A.T.) Lyon-Hall-Harlow
•t§Hell Harbor (A.T.) Volei-Heronon
*t§Lottery Bride. The (A.T.) . . .

MecDonald-Garrlek ...

•t§Lummoi (A.T.) (F) Weitover-Lyen

*t§One Romantlo Night (A.T.) . . Glih-Nagel-La Roequo

•t§Puttln' on the Ritl (A.T.) .. Harry R.ehman

•tSRafTles (A.T.) ««na"d Colman
•t§What a Widow (A.T.) Gloria Swamoo
1§Whoopee (A.T.) "die Cantor

May 3
..Nov. 29.

. Feb. 8.
t

.
II.

. Aug. 30.

..Nov. IS..

..Mar. 22.
..Oct. 25.

Length
Feet Mini.
.8704 97.
6673 74.
.7810 86.
..5977 87.
,.8M0 90.
.7273. ...81.

Review*"
.Aug. Z3
Mar.

Jan.
.Apr.
Mir.

itt

8354
.7472..
. 7533 .

.

.8592..
.8225..
.6509..
.8128..

. .8303 .

.92.

15
.Ft*. I

.Nev. I

Aug. 23
. .June 7
.Mar. 6

.Nov. 22
..Feb. 10
..Mar. 29
.Feb. 22
..ab«. t

Sent. 20
..July 12

COMING ATTRACTIONS
jl t)e Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

•t|One Heavenly Night J:"
1*? tfi" >

*t§Clty Lights (F) Charlie Chaplin

•tsOevil ta Pay Ronald Colman Dee. 20

Klkl (AT) .... Mary Plckford

"tSOne Heavenly Night Evelyn Laye- John Bolet. ... ..Jan. 10, '31

(Reviewed under the title of "Queen of Scandal." Issue of Oct. 25)

*t§Reachlng for the Moon (A.T.) Douglas Fairbanks

-tSSona 0' Gum (A.T.) Al Jolun

SOUND SHORTS
Title 8ttr

"tIGlorlous Vamps (A.T.) Bobby Watson
USeeond Hungarian Rhapsody.

ItSTho Americans Come (A.T.).. Otto Matleson

•t§Wlzard'i Aprentlce
•tSZampa (A.T.)

Rel. Date Length
..Jan. 25 952
.. May 24 895
..Aug. 2 978
..Apr. 20 840
. . Sept 6 I reel.

Reviewed
.Jan. 25
..July 19

! Sept' 20
.Sept. 6

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

Tit|e Star Rel. Date

* ts All Quiet on Western Front

(AT) Wllhelm-Ayres-Wniy Aug. 24..

Bio. Timber (Re-isiue) William Desmond Mar.
*t§Burning Trail (Re-lssue) William Desmond July

•^Captain of the Guard (A.T.) . La Plante-Boles Apr.

*t§Cat Creeps (A.T.) Twelvetrees-Hersholt-Hackett. Noi

tiCllmaV. fha (A.T.) Crawtord-Hershholt
*7§Cohensandthe Kelly s in Scotland Sidney- Murray
•tSCeneentratln' Kid (A.T.) Hoot Gibson
*t§Czar of Broadway (A.T.) Wray-Compson-Harron ....

*t§Dames Ahoy (A.T.) Glenn Tryon
*T§Devll's Pit. The Special Cast

(Reviewed under title of "Under the Southern Cross"

*t§East I* West <A.T.) Lupe Velez-Lew Ayrei
•TiEmbarrasslng Moments (A. T.). Reginald Denny
•t§Flghtlog Legion. The Ken Maynard
Flying Hoofs Jack Hoxle
•tSHell's Heroes
"UHide-Out (A.T.)
•fjKing of Jazz. The (A.T.).

§Lady Surrenders, A (A.T.)
fSLIttle Accident (A.T.)....
ILucky Lark In

*tS Mounted Stranger, The
*t§Mountain Justice

MSNlght Ride
'tSOutslde the Law (A.T.)

Jan. !

.Mar.

.Oct 2

. May i

.Feb.

. Mar.
In Apr
.Oct. :

.Feb.

.Apr.

.Feb.
Jan.

30.
29. .

20..

«t§l

•fsi
•JLI

*t§Parade of the West.. Ken Maynard

..Blckford-Hatton ..

. . Murray- Crawford Mar.
. Whlteman'5 Band & Special
r Cast Aug.

-. Naflle-Tobin-Rathbone-Hobart Oct.

..Fairbanks, Jr.. Page Sept.
-Ken Maynard Mar.
..Hoot Gibson Feb.
. . Ken Maynard May
..Joseph Schltdkraut Jan.

. Nolan- Robinson Sept.

12423... 138... Apr. 26

.4223 ..

.7519..

.6493..

.5846..

.7600..

.5148 ..

.7314..

.5773..

.6268..
, 1929
.6683 .

.5280.

.6763..
.3852..
.6148..
.5299 .,

*t§ Roaring Ranch (A.T.)

.

*t§See Amerlea Thirst (A.T.)

.

•ftSong of the Caballero
*t§Soni of the Saddle
-HSpurs (A.T.)
*t§Storm, The "*

.Jan.
Apr.

. Nov.

.June

. Hoot Gibson

.Langdon-Love-Summervllle .

-Ken Maynard ,

.Ken Maynard

.Hoot Gibson Aug.

.Special Cast Aug.
*t§Tralllng Trouble Hoot Gibson Mar.
•tSTrlgger Tricks (A.T.) Hoot Gibson June
*t5 Undertow Nolan- Ell is- Brown Feb.
t§What Men Want All Star July
•tfWhlte Hell of Pltz Palu Special Cast Jane
White Outlaw. The (Re-Issue). .. Jack Hoxle May
*t§Youno Desire (A.T.) Mary Nolan June

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date

"tIBIInd Husbands (A.T.)
•t§Boudolr Diplomat (A.T.) Compson-Kelth-Duncan-Loff. .

•t§Cohens & Kellys In Africa. . .Bidney-Murray
nDraeula (A.T.) Bela Luge*.
*t§Flrei of Youth Lew Ayrei
Free Love Nagel-Tobln
Loose Morals
Many a Slip
t 5 Resurrection (A.T.) Boles- Vele* '.'.

.".'." ".'.*.

•USalnt Johnson (A.T.) Ayres-Wray ....
Seed
•tSStrletly Dishonorable (A.T.).. John Boles ......"..""
•tSWhlte Captive, The Dorothy Jams

..9183..

..8485..

..7897 .

..5785.

..5784.
,.6748 .

..5609

..7116.

..5900.
. . 6094

.

! 16524'.

. .6872.

..5303.

..7203.

.5198

..5462.

..5025.
..6041.
..7727.
..4511.
..6529.

.83... Apr. 5
.73... Sept. 20
.65. ..Mar. 29
.82... Mar. 15

..57. ..Nov. I

.81... Apr. 26

.66... Fob. 8

.69... Apr. 27
ssue.)

.75... Sept. 27
..58. ..June 29
75.Dee.2l/29
43
.70. Dec. 21, '29
..59... Apr. 19

102. ..Apr. 5
.95... Sept. 27
..87... July 12
.64... Mar. 22
64... F« B . 16
.75... Mar. 22

. .62... Do*. t»
.Aug. 23
.Feb. I

.May 24

.OcL 18

.July 12

.Aug. 9

.Sept. 6
Aug. 23

. Mar. 29
June 21
Jin. 4
Sept. 6

..May 10

!n!"Jit7"l2

.78..

..76.,

..58..
,.80..

.67..

Title
Alias the Bandit
All West
Bashful Whirlwind 'Reissue).
Battling Kid. The
Beauty Parade. Tfto
Benjamin Franklin (Reissue)...
Boundary Line, The (Reliant).
Close Call (Relssim)
Columbus & Isabella (reliant).
Crooked Traill ...
Dangtr Claim. Tht
Fighting Terror (Rtlsttlt) ....
Follow Mo
Foul Ball
French Leave
Getting the Air
Hor Bashful Beau
Hit Girls Wedding
Law In the Saddle
Llghtnlno Rider The
Man H unter, Tho
Milky Way (Reltiuo)
Omtr Knayam (Rtlttae)
One Wet Nlfht
Petri Revere (Reissue)
Peekabae
Plane Crnzy
Pony Es press Kid. Thn
e*e*t *f Hener
Prehhtorlo Man (Re-Issue)
Pronts Kid. The (Rolttuo)
Queen of Roundup (Reissue)...
Red Conft Romanc*
ftestleii Rest (Re-Issue)

SHORT SUBJECTS
Star

Bobbie Nelson
Sid Saylor
Edmuna Cobb ..

Bobble Nelson
Arthur Lake ..

Fred Humea '.'.'

Edmund Cobb .

Rel. Date
..May 17...
..June 18...
.Aug. JO,.
.Juno 14..
.July 2..
.June 23 ..

. July 6...

.Aug. 2..

.Juno 9...

Length
2 reels. .

.

,2 reels, . .

.2 reels..

.2 reels..

Reviewed
.Apr. 19
. May 24

.2 i els.
I reel . .

.

.2 roolt.

.

.2 reell..

.Ted Carson
""

May 3.. ...Mar.
Mar. ??
July 19

Arthur Lnko Apr. 10
Sid Saylor Apr. 18

Mar.
Mar.
June II

July n
Ttd Carson Apr. s

. Ted Cs'snn
- Aug. a

.Tod Carton July 26...
Charlie Puffy Mar. in,

July 14 ..1 roel. ...
. RoMR-Edvnrdt Feb. 74

IH
. Arthur Lnko July 9
i
Sid Saylor Aug. 9 10

Edmund Cobb May
Fob.

71

22. .. 2 r«ll
II

Edmund Cobb Apr. 12..
Josle Sedawlek Mar 1..
Tod Carson Juno 78
Ntoly Edwards Mar. 24 . . 1 roel ....

Seeing Red (Reissue) Billy Sullivan Aug. 16...
Should Poker Players Marry T Juno 80...
3ld'» Long Count Sid Saylor May 28..
Six Qun Juttlto Bobbie Notion Apr. 19..

dome Show Arthur Lake Apr. 2..

Son of Courage Bobble Notion July 12..
SpeaK Easy (Reltsue) Charlie Puffy Apr. 7...
Step Right Up Sid Saylor May 7...
Storm King (Re-lttuo) Edmund Cobb Fab. Ift...

Why Walt Slim Summerylllt Feb. i0..

Whip Hand. The (Rolttuo) Billy Sullivan Mar. 15...

Wild West Wallop (Reltiuo) ... Edmund Cobb May 24..
William Tell Jan. 27..

WoW'i Fanao Ted Carton May 31.

SOUND SHORTS
Title Otar

tSArablan Duo Sporting Youth
Africa Oswald Cartoon
Alaska Oswald Cartoon ,

Al for a Lady Leather Pusher Series No. 6.

•rSBowory Bimoeee Oswald Cartsol
•HBreodway Folliat Oswald Cartoon
•TSBrother lor Sale (A. T.) Sunny Jim
'tlCblneeo Bluet (A.T.) Sporting Youth
'tSChrlitmat Cheer (A. T.) Sunny Jim
•ten lie Con Carmen Otwnld Cartoon
•flCeld Foot Oswald Cartoon
Comeback. Tho Leather Pueher Serlet No. 4
•tlDetettlve. Tho . ^^.Oiwald Cartoon
'tSOIicentonted Cowboys 'A/.SIdney-Murmy
"

r § Fellow Students Sid Saylor
iTtFootllfht Fellies (A.T.) aperting Youth
*t§Fowl Ball, Tho Oswald Cartoon
Go to Blazes Sidney- Murray

*Af«fl/M synchronized score. ^Means sound effects. %Means voice
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.

Sporting Youth
Leather Pusher Series No. 2

. Oswald Cartoon
-Oswald Cartoon
. Otwald Cartoon
Sunny Jim

tlHallowa1

*t§Hammer & Tongi (A.T.)
'TSHath Shop
*t§Holl't Hoelt
f Henpecked
'tlHIt Bachelor Daddy
ViHot for Hollywood Oswald Cartoon
It Happened In Hollywood Red Star Comedy
"riuro> Gurdy ....Gswaia Cartoon
*tSKId Roberta (A.T.) Leather Pusher Serlet No. I

'tKitaei ann Curaoo Oiwold Cartoon
•tJKaeikeut, The Leather Pushers Series No. 3
tftLlvo Gnotta f 4 D) Ann Christy
Leva Puneh, Tho Sidney-Murray
Mardl Gras Leather Pusher Serlet No. 5
Mars Oswald Cartoon
*t§Mexleo Otwald Cartoon
*T3Mush Again bunny Jim
"t§My Pal Paul Oswald Cartoon
Navy, The Otwald Cartoon
"tfNelghbon Sunny Jim
"tlNot So Quiet Otwald Cartoon
"t§Ou La La Slim Suromervllte
tsParlei-Veut Summervlllo
tPrison Panic Oswald Cartoon
Rolling Along Sidney- Murray
'fCRoyal Fourtuth Sporting Youth
'tSSthoolmatei Sporting Ytuth
'fISeetng Start Sporting Youth
•HShe'i a He (A.T.) i Sunny Jim ,

tSSInglnu Sap Otwald Cartoon
*t§Suter'i Pest Sunny Jim
'"nappy Salesmen ••Otward Cartoon
tlSpooks
'T^Steepieehaao (A. T.)
'tSStop That Noise
*t|Strange as It Seoma Ne. I.
"TSStrange aa It Seemo No. 2.
"tSStrange as It Seems Ne. 3.
MSStrange u It Seems No. 4
*t§Talklng Nowiraol
*t}Trafflc Troubles
't§Tramplng Tramps
*tsUp and Downttalra
•HVernon't Aunt
*t§Wo We Mario....
*§tYou told It Sailor

Uawatd Cartoon
.Sporting Youth
.Sunny Jim
. Novelty
.Novelty
.Novelty
.Novelty

Rel. Date
Mar. 3..
Dee. I . .

.

Oee. 15...
Dec. 31..
Mar. I/..
Mar. 3..
Juno 26..
Mar. 31..
Fob. 3..
Feb. 3..
Aug. 18...
.Dec. 3
Sept. 22..
.Nov. 12...
.Apr. 9..
Feb. 3..
Oct. 13...
Oat 15..
Apr. 14..
Oct. 8..
Apr. 14..
Juno 2..
Aug. II..
May 14..
May It...
.Dec. 24..
Jan. 20 .

Sept 3..
Feb. 17 ,

Nov. 5.
Jan. 20..
Dec. 10..
Dec. 17..
Dee. 29..
Nov. 17...
Apr. 23..
Juno 16..
Nov. 3..
Mar. 26..
July 7..
Nov. 26..
Sept. 18..
Apr. 28.

.

Oct I.

Feb. 17..
Apr. 28..
Mar. 17..
June 4..
Sept. 15..
Feb. 28..
Aug. 18..
July 21...
jan. 8..
July 16..
Sept. I .

.

Sept. 29.

.2 reels

I roel

.2 reels Apr. 28
.2 reels Mar. IS
.2 reelt Mar. I

.2 reelt June 21
1 reel
.2 reeli Apr. It
2 roeli

. I roel
.2 reelt
.2 reelt
. I reel

.2 reelt May It

2 reelt
I reel Apr. 8
1 reel Feb. 18
2 mala Dee. 21
2 reelt Mar. 29
.2 reeli Dee. 14
.1 reel Jan. II

I reel
. 2 reelt

.(reel Oct II
1 reelt OcL II

2 reelt Mar. 8
2 reelt jan. 25

.2 reelt Nov. t
.2 reelt Apr. o
.2 reelt

.1 reel Apr. 12

. I real..

.2 reels..
I reel

. .

.

.2 reelt..

.Apr.
..May

' No- 3.

Otwald Cartoon .

.

, Bobby Vernon . . .

.

Dent- Archer
811m Summervlllo .

Red Star Comedy.

' Dee.
'Sept. 29.
Mar. 12..

Mar 31..
ten. 29
Feb. 19.

.Oct 29.
.Nov. 19.

Nov. 39
..2 reelt
. . I reel Jen. 25
.2 reels OcL II
.2 reeli Jon * i

.2 reels Nov. 22

.2 reels Nov. 22
. I reel
I reel

. .2 reelt Mnr. 29
. . I reel June 28
..I reel Nov. 15
.2 reelt Mar. I

..I reel July 26

. .2 reels Nov. 15
.2 reelt Aug. It
..I reel May 10
. .2 reelt

. .2 reels Jan. 25
.2 reelt Apr. 26
. 2 reels Mar. I

. . 2 reelt May 10

.. .1 reel Sept. 20

..2 reeli Jan. 25
. I reel
.1 reel
. 2 reelt .Doe. 14

. .2 reels .June 14
I reel Sept 20

..I roel OcL II

. I reel Nov. 22
. . I reel

...I reel
.2 reelt Feb. 15
.1 reel Mar. 29

. 2 reell Jan. 28
.2 reelt Feb. I

. 2 reelt Oct II

. .2 reels Nov. 15

WARNER BROTHERS
FFATURES

(Available soundon-disc only)

Title

Big Boy
'tfCeurago (A.T.)
"fs Dancing Sweetlea t. . .

.

Doorway to Hell
*t§Dumbelli In Ermine (A. T.J.
tfEvldenee (A.T.)
*+ JGeneral Crack ( A. T.)
•tlGelden Dawn (A. T.)
'Tf Green Goddeu. Tho (A. T.)..
t§Ho!d Everything (A. T.)
*+Slslf of Eicaee (A. T.)
Life of the Party
Maybe It's Love
-flMammy (A. T.)
•f5Man trom Blankley'i. Thai A. T.).
•tSMan Hunter (A. T.)
Matrimonial Bet
Moby Dick
Ofllco Wife
•tlOhl Salter, Behave (A.T.)....
Old Engllth
tton th» Border
Outward Bound
•t§ Recaptured Love
River's End
•t§Rough Waters (A. T.)
*t£Royal Box (A.T.) (Gorman)..
•tSSecond Choice (A. T.)
•tesetond Fleer Mystery (A. T.)
*t|8he Couldn't Say NO
Sinners' Holiday
Soldier's Plaything. A
-tSSonfl of th* West (A. >.;
"t§Sweet Kitty Bellalra
"tSThose Who Dane* (A.T.)
*t§Three Faces East
•tSUnder a Taxat Moon (A. T.).
'tSWIde Open (A.T.)

Length
Star Rel. Date Feet Mint. Rnviewed

Aug 30.
7

...8275.
. .6830 .

...69.

..74..
..July 2t
.May 31

All Star .. July It. ...5656. ...63. . June 14

Lewlt Ayraa . . Oct. IH .7092. ..78., Sept. 20
Armstrong- G leaton- Kent .. .. May Hi . ..6300. ..70. ..June 7

Pauline Frederick ..Jan. 25.. .7152 ...79. ..Oct. It
Nov. 16

14 ,

8..
.7447..
..6853.

..83..

...74... Mar. .Feb. 22
Llghtner- Brown-O'Neill ..May 1.. .7513. ...84. ..Apr. 12

25 ,'

4.
31..
24..

..5614.
..7152.
. . 6588

.

..7570..

..6167.

...85.

...79.

...73.
..84..
...68.John Barrymore .. May ..Apr. 12

Rln-Tln-TIn .. May 3.. ..4383. ... 49

.

..Apr. 12
All Star .. Aug. 7 ..6030. ...67. ..Aug. 8

77 ..7220. ,..81. .Aug. 16
.Maekalll-Stono 23 , ..5220. ...50. .Oct 4
, Lrene Delroy-Chat. King ..Aug. IK ..5850. ..65. .July 12
,George Arllts .. Sept. n . ..7926. ,..72. .Aug. 30
Rln-Tln-TIn . Mar. 18. ..4410. ...49. Feb. •

Leslie Howard . . Nov. 7<l .Sept. 20
Bennett-Halllday ..July H ..6120. ...68. .June 7
Blckford-Knapp ..Nov. n ..Oct 4
Rln-Tln-TIn 7.. ..4280. ...68. ..Jury 28
Molsil-Horn , ..8000. ...89. . . Dec. 28
Dolorei Cottollo .. Jan. 4 ..8150. ...91. .Jan. II

Wither*- Young .. Apr. 28 .5268., ..59.. .May 10
1 lohtner-Morrli . Feb. 15 . ..6413 ..7t

. . Feb. 27
Wlthers-Knapp . . Oct. II. ...5538. ...62. ..Ott. 4

, Loder-Langdon-Lyon . . . Nov. |

Boles- Segel .. Mar. 15.
,
..7 IRS. ...80. . . Mar. R

. Claudia Dell .. Aug. . ..5772. ...65. ..Sept IS
Monte Blue . . Apr. It , ..6876.. ..76., July 12
Bennett voa Strehelm ..July Ml ..6120. ...68. ..June 21
Fay-Torrei-Ley-Beery .. Apr. 1.. ..7498. ...83. ..Apr. I?

E. E. Horton .. Feb. 1.. -.6341., ..71. .Mar. 29

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
Bad Women
Beauty and the Boss
Both Were Young
Captain Applejack
Captain Thunder
Children of Dreamt
Divorce Among Friends . .

.

Ex-Mistress
Fifty Million Frenchman..
Husband's Privileges
Idol, Tho
Illicit

Rel. Date Length Mint. Reviewed

....John Hallday

....F. Wray-V. Varconl.

'.'.'.All" Star"
.""".'".' ."

Nolan- Hamilton ....
Olsen & Johnson
All Star

...All Star
. . . Stanwyck- Rennlt . .

.

.Anr. 4'3I
Anr 25
Mm 2. '31

. Jin. 31. '31.5940... . . . Aug. 23
Ore. 13 Sept 11

l-ph 28. '31

Der. 27 Ott. 4

Frt I4'3I
...

Mar 2I'3I

.Am 25. '31

. hib_ 14. '31 Orl. 25

(including dialogue and incidental songs).
D means disc. F means sound-on-Hlm.

A.T. after title means
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•flan to Mao Holmes-Mitchell Deo. 6 -

(Reviewed under title "Barber John's Boy," Issue of Oct 4)

Maytlme June 8. '31

Red Hot Sinners Winnie Llghtner May 9. '31

Second Barrymore Comedy Barrymore May 23, 31 .

flit Tigbt Llghtner- Brown Jan. 31. '31. .6300 Oct. 4

Steel Highway All Star Jan. '7- '31 Oct. 4

Viennese Nights Gray-Segal-Hersholt Jan. 3. '31 .9007- 100 -Aug. 30

VITAPHONE VARIETIES (D)

Title

Absent Minded
Ain't Nature Grand
Alpine Echoes
And Wlte
At Home. Potter Series.

At the Round Table.

1 1.. Apr.
16 .Mar

Oct

l...May IU

. ..Moy ?«

...Aug. 30

.1 reel

I reel .

.

8(d5. ..

. 629.. .

reel... 9.. Juno 21

Star
. Perkins-Ford
Looney Tunes No. 7
Douglas Stanbury I reel.,

Elliott-Davis -, 971
.Littlefleld-Ward 1435.

. H ell I nger- Hopper- Hunyon-Corbett I roe)

«i Your "sorylee""
'.'.'. ".'.". Lendls- Hall loan- Blackwood 633 ..

.

Baby Bandit. The Babby Watson-Ann Cornwall ' ree '---

Bard of Broadway. The Walter Winchell 2 reel.

Barefoot Days Cast of Children i..*1

Battery i ?ongs. A Hoyt-Copls-Qulntelle .7H>.-..

Believe It or Not No. I Robert L. Rip ey 2 reel.

Believe It or Not No. 2 Robert L. Rip ey reel.

Believe It or Not No. 3 Robert l_ Ripley reel

Believe It or Not. No. 4 Robert L. Ripley -I reel.

BeVve It or Not No. 5 Hobert L. Ripiey reel -

Benefit Thf Joe Frisco „:'"
Bernie. Ben Orcnestra I'iii"'
Bio Deal The Harry Holman "

reel...

Big Man' From'the' North Looney Tunes No. 6 ',,„,
Big Money. Potter *erles Littlefle d-Ward M4.

Body Slam. The Lambert-Ledou*. Irving
i'rf!?.

Border Patrol. The Frisco- Knapp-Graham Y«.V "

Booze Hangs High. The Looney Tunes No. 4 .1 reel-.

Bos Car Bluos Looney Tunes No. 5 I

Bridal Night Arthur-Mff'iam

Bright Sayings Shlrley-LeMay
Broaawav s Ltke Tnst Kuth Siting

Bubble Party. The «». Sweet ... .

Buhhles Vitaphone Kiddles ....

c\ve Club.' the Leach. Merman- Plerlot ..

Celeste Aide P"i.
¥a " n M"/!""' 1 '

Check Up. The Jack Hazzard I reel

rh*ftr Leader The Tom Oougia. B«- .
-

Christmas Knight :.::::".... Washburn-Eddy- M Iddleton 696 ...

.

College Capers V"« '•» ™.;*
Collegiate Model The Ona Munson 2 reels

Compliments of tho Season Dressler-Lane-O'Brlen .1 reels.

Conno Jazz Looney Tunes No. 2 ' ™el .

.

Contrary Mary Bobby Watson 839..
Cry Bahv Vernon-Treen .1 reel

Cryln' For the Caroline .. . - .- .. ....
'JtSat"

Curses Moore-Clement-Blaekwood 2 reels

Oanaer tttel-Campeau-Mernam 744

Darling 'Brute. The Jack Hazzard I reel.

Desert Thrills Edwin Bartlett 725 ....

Devil's Parade. The Sidney Toler 888

Dining Out Kent-Lake I reel

Doctor's Wife Pangbom - A stor- Mitchell 2 reels

Done in Oil. Pettar SerlM Littlefleld-Ward '*&•
Ducking Duty Conklln-Morgan 493

Duel The Fields-Teasdale I reel

Emergency Case Hugh Comeron I reel.

Eternal Trlanole. Th» Rlrh-Standina- Kallz I reel

Everything Happens To Me Carson-Hoyt I reel...

Evolution Progress of Motion Pictures I reel..

Evolutu* of ttt* Oance Luplno Lane 1071 ..,

Excuse the Pardon Morgan-Alexander I reel..

Family Ford Jim Harklns I reel

Fashion's Mirror Newberry-Thompson I reel..

Feminine Types '"« Barrio. I reel

Fight The Norman Brokenshire I reel.

.

Find the Woman Hugh O'Connell 817
Five Minutes From the Station. .Overman-Churehlll-Sldney 2 reels
Footnotes Page Sisters 4. O^car Grogan... 519. .

For Art's Sake Broderlck-Crawford I reel..

For Two Cents D « Wolf Hopper ...) reel..

Fere Ferd-Laea I reel

Fowl Triangle I reel

Frame, Tho ... Boyd- M Iddleton 934. .

Gates of Happiness Arthur Pat West I reel.

Ginsberg of Newberg Eddie Lambert 2 reals..

Girls We Remember I real

Going Places Shaw A tee 660
Gob, The Skelly-Evans-Shannon-Shoa 2 reels..

Grand Upreer Jim MeWNIIams 702
Grounds for Murder Foster-Glendennlng I reel

Gym Jams Lew Mayer 635
Happy Hottentots. The Joe Frisco I reel.

Harmonizing Songs Joseph Harmon . . . I reel..

.

Hard Guy Spencer- Traey, Katharine
Alexander f reel..,

Headache Man. The Tlements-Cavanaugh I reel..

Head Man. The O'Coenell- Kelly 798...
Heart Breaker. The Eddie Foy. Jr 1315

Her Relative. Neelv Edward I reel

His Big Ambition Potter Series. Littlefleld-Ward 2 reels .

His Publi. Morris A Campbell 2 reels

Holland Technicolor 733
Hold Anything Loonev Tun»s Nn 3 1 reel.

Home Maid Hackett-Hall-Burley t reel..
Honolulu Mad I son- Marsh I reel.

.

H ona Sense Rob Roebuck I reel
Horseshoes Lynn Overmattn I reel..

Idle Cnatter Lou Holtz 908....
Ill Wind. An Hlbbard-tonh- Graham 2 reels

1*11 Fix It Kent-Lake ...I reel.

Japanese Bowl. The Technicolor 894
Jay Walker. The -Chester Clute I reel.
Keeelne Cemeanv Eddie Buzzell 1746
Knocking 'Em Cold 4nH-ew Tombe* .. I reel..

Last But Not Leased Billy Wayne-Thelma White I reel ..

Lagaey. The Betty Comoton 2 reels

.

Letter. Pauline Garon 808...
Let's Elee* Betty 4 Jerry Browne 645
Let's Merge ..- ...Ooree Leslie I reel
Lobe n«o of Dogs ' «h" 390
Lodge Night Phlltlps-Cox I reel,.
Lonely Gigolo Lottl Lode- .922
Lest and Fetwd Demarest-Bond I reel
Love Boat The u -'man Tlmberg 754..
Lucky Break Fox
Madame of the Jury Judith Anderson I reel..
Many Haopy Return* Connollv- Gottsehalk-Evan. 2 reel*

Married Flint- Rldoes- Foran I reel
Master ^weeper. Tho Chester Conklln »oj
Martlnelll

Aria from "A Ida" I reel.

.

Pagllaeel I reel .

.

Prison Scene from "Faust" I reel..
Temple Scene from "Alda" I reel..

Matinee Idle Henry Hult ... 6B5
Military Post. The Roberto Guzman 570
Modern Fairy Tales I reel
Modern Business I reel
Money. Money. Money Mason- Keeler 876
Mr. Intruder Otto Kruger I reel
Muslo Racket The Leo Morse I reel
My Mistake Donald Brian. Pat O'Brien I reel Oct. 25
My Hero Fov-Chsrd I reel
tJagoers. The Mr. A Mrs. Jack Norworth I reel June 14
Naggers at 8reakf«t The Mr. A Mrs. Jack Nnrwerth $45 9. .June 14

Naggies' Day ol Rest Mr. &. Mrs. Jack Norworth I reel

'Means synchronized score, fftfeans sound effects. §Means voice
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.

8. Sept. 27
Aug. t

..Juno 7

May 31

19.. Aug. 30

.B.'.'juno'ii

15 Aug. 30

9 .June 14

"7
"'

Miir
'"•

9 Oct' 25

17 Aug. 30

Vo .'.Mar'." 8

6 Mar. If

Naggers Go South, The Mr. & Mrs. Jack Norworth I reel
Nay, Nay. Nero Uameron- Watson I reel
New Racket The Bradbury-Homer I reel
Nightingale. The upborne -Talbot- O'Brien 2 reels

Nile Green Broderlck-Crawford 740 8
No-Aeeount The Hardle-Hutchlnson 7*7 ... 8.
No Questions Asked Little Billy-Prounty I reel
Number Please Sheila Barrett-L. Barrle I reel
Office Scandal. The Bergen -Graber I reel
Office Steps 635 9..
Old Sei del burg Peterson- Re nme- Reed- Gil more I reel
One Good Turn Ruth Ettlng-Jay Velio 2 reels ...
One on the Aisle Lon Hascall I reel
Only the Girl Wattles-Marsh 580 6 ..
Opening Nioht Sands-Jacqson-Hoyt I reel
Operation. Tho Edgar Bergen 835. .. .9..

.

Out for Game. Potter Series Llttlefteld-Ward 2 reels
Pa Gets a Vacation. Potter Series. Littlefleld-Ward 1243... 14 .

Painter. The
Paper Hanging
Paulo. Paqulta &. Chlqulta..
Pay Off. Tho
People Versus. The
Perfect Understanding, A ...

Pest of Honor. The
,

Play Boy, The
Polities
Poor Little Butterfly

.Frank Orth

.Johnny Arthur I reel . . .

.

....632. ...9
.1076. ..12..

Aug.
.Aug.

.May 31

548.
537...

I reel

.

2 reels
2 reels

...H. B. Walthall
Campeau-O'Malley 548 6 Apr. 12

. .. May- Oaks
. ..Short-Fielding-Hall
...Fox-Curtis
...George Jessel

...Technicolor 1 reel
Poor Fish. The Cavanaugh-Rldges-Schafer I reel
Private Engagement A Yacht Club Boys I reel.. ,8. . .Sept. 27'
Purely An Accident Brown- K earns- Otto I reel
Putting It On Jarvls-Bond I reel
Railroad Follies Morgan- Hager I reel Aug. 23
Reno or Bust Pangborn- Elliott I ISO 13 June 7
Romeo & Juliet Charles Hackett-Rosa tow... 9 Nov. 8
Recruits. The The Three Sailors -Clements I reel
Road Knights I reel. ..9 Aug. 9
Rhythms Relsman Band 2 reels. . 15. . .Aug. S
Roseland Ruth Ettlng 2 reels. 14

Royal Fourflusher, The Eddie Buzzell 1556 17. ..June 14
Rural Hospitality Roger Imhof I reel
Russian Around Arthur Pat West I reel
Russian Rhapsody, A Kuznetzeff & Nlcolina 704 8
Salesman. The Orth- Vernon I reel
Santry, Henry &. Orchestra I reel
School Daze Muslcal-song-dance skit I reel Aug. 30
Scotch Love Blore-Swinburn-Collins I reel
Scotch Taffy Scott Sanders I reel Oct 25
Seeing Off Service Penner-Busley-MeNaughton 2 reels. Nov. I

Seeing Sarah Of! Slyvia Clark I reel
Seeing Things Oemarest-Auer- Fielding I reel... .9. . .Oct 18
Service Stripes Penner-Waddell I reel
Servant Problem, The Murray -Oakland-Stauber I reel
Shakespeare Was Right Technicolor I reel June 7
She Who Gets Slapped.... Tom Dugan I reel June 7
Ship Ahoy All Star | reel
Showln' Off Vitaphone Kiddles I reel
Sinkln' in the Bathtub Looney Tunes No. I I reel May 16'

Sittino Pretty Joe Phillips-Ruth Donnelly | reel
Skin Game. The Irvlng-WHite-Duffy I reel
Slick As Ever H. J. Conley 2 reels June 7
Song Paintings Ann Seymour I reel June 7
Song Plugger. The Joe Frisco 1390 16. ..June 7
South Sea Pearl Gaston Glass 2 reels May 10

Stepping Out Penner-Phlllps-Donnelly I reel Oet 25
Still Alarm. The Webb-Allen I reel June 7
Straight and Narrow Robins-Jenkins I reel

Strong and Willing Trlxle Frlganza I reel Sept 27
Strong Arm, The Harrlngton-O'Nell I reel

Stuttering Romance, A Joe Penner- Dorothea Chard.. 1 reel

Substitute, The Chas. Lawrence 1 reel Sept 27
Surprise Dugan- Leonard 1038 12

Suspicion Lyons- Earle-Morne I reel

Syncopated Sermon, A Hall-Johnson Choir
Wlllard Roblson I reel Nov. IS

System Clements- Knapp I reel

Taking Ways Codee & Orth 2 reels May 10

Talking It Over Jaek Osterman 739 8

Taxi Talks Traey-Alexander 1346 15 Juno I*

Temple Belles Green Blackmail 1346 15 June I*

Tenement Tengle. A Ryan & Lee 756 9 June I*

Thank You. Doctor Ravold-Taylor-Clute I reel Aug. 23
Thirteenth Prisoner, The Willie Howard-Lee Kohlmar. I reel Nov. 15

Tintypes Yorke A. King I reel Ost II

Tom Thumbs Down larvis-MeNaughton I reel

Trip to Paris, A J arvls- Taylor I reel ..............

23 Sklddo Lew Fields 854 10 June 14

Twlxt Love and Duty . . . Howard- Graham- Port ival I reel

Two Rounds of Love ..! Rennle-Dlxoit I reel

Unfair Sex. The Healy-Gllbert I reel

Varsity Show, The 01 Ive Shea 2 reels

Varsity Vamp Mike Ames I reel

Victim. The Orth-Howard [
reel •••

Wanderer. The Douglas Stanbury I reel 9. .Sept is

Who's the Boss? Pangborn-Howard 'reel ..

Websterlan Students Ryan-Lee JO
J f

* Dr
-

'-J

Wedding of Jaek and Jill, The.. Vitaphone Kiddles ?2!"'2 June 7

Wedding Belles Howard- Newton
:
.485. . . .5

Wedding Bills Billy Wayne-Helen Lynd-Bronks Benedict I reel

What a Life f* - " a ' « \i
Who Pays? Murray-Oakland 942. .

.
10. . . .Mar. 15

Where There's a Will George Hassell 2n«* - ,1
Window Cleaners Brlee-Edwards J37 ".

Apr S

Woman Tamer, The Gllbert-Howard-Davls reel

Won to Lose Irving-Lambert ' reel

Work. Milton C
Yamekraw

•t§Klng of the Kongo (P.T.).

•t5Lone Defender (A.T.)

.857 Apr. 20

SERIALS
NAT LEVINE

Logan-Miller Aug. I5'29. 10 episodes Aug. 17*29

.Rln Tin Tin Sept. I. 1930. .12 eplsedes

TALKING PICTURE EPICS
•1§Aeross the World Mr. & Mrs. Martin Johnson. June 15 4 episodes

. .
Aug. 9

Hunting Tigers In India Commander Geo. M. Dyott.Apr. 15 3 episodes

UNIVERSAL
•tiTarzan the Tl«.r M«rrll|.Klnoston DM. *J*l....llwMn.^..j.
•t§Jad. 80X. Th. Perrll- Lorraine Mar. 24 .

. «p sodal. .
.

Feb. 22

•ttUohtnlno. Express. The L.rralne-Chandler lune 2 ... 10 episodes. .. .Apr. 2

•tSTerry of the Times Ho.os-Thompson Jul. JJ
" «"••»«»•

""J- ii.

•t§lndlins Are Conlno. The ....Tim M.Coy Oct. 20. ... 15 episodes.
.
.Am. 23-

COMING SERIALS
NAT LEVINE

•tIPhanlom ol the West Tylor-Oulllver Nov 10 episodes

*t§Spell of tho Circus ...

•t§Flnoerprlnts
•t§Heroes ol tht Flame*

UNIVERSAL
..F. Bushman Jr.-N. Vaughn .Jan. 12. '31 . . . 10 episodes ..

.

..Kenneth Harlan Mar. 23. '31 ... 10 episodes.

June 2. '31 12 episodes. .

.

PATHE
Perils of Pauline

(including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means

D means disc. F means sound-on-film.



box-office profits depend on efficient equipment . . .

a sure-fire guide to right buying is on its way to you

Theatre Building & Equipment

BUYERS GUIDE
EDITION OF

THE SHOWMAN
• • •

Full Listing of Equipment Manufacturers &

Distributors

• • •

Catalogue of New & Improved Equipment

of 1930
• • •

"The Industry's Foremost Equipment Authority"

PUBLISHED AS A FEATURE OF

MOTION PICTURE NEWS

December 6th



//A HOLLYWOOD THEME SONG
with

Harry Gribbon
Yola D'Avril and Patsy O'Leary

Directed by William Beaudine

MACK
IENNETT

TALKING COMEDIES
L4A

When they rave like this you've got to

sit up and take notice. For it's real box-

office stuff they're talking about.

Just another proof that your theme song

won't be "The Blues" if you're playing and

plugging this great series of comedies.
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"THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, INC • / E . W. HAMMONS President



In I Li* l%%ue: "
I lte> SKov*

THERE'S A NEW
MOON IN THE
MOTION PICTURE SKY!

We have just previewed a picture that is going to he the

talk of every filmroiv next month. It is "New Moon,"
based on the stage play that ran more than a year on

Broadway. So thrilling, so entertaining that you can-

not take your attention from the screen for a second.

Lawrence Tihbett and Grace Moore are the stars.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is the proud producer. Watch
the skies for "New Moon"!
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LUMBIA
GIVES

BROADWAY
another

SMASH HIT!

ADO N NA oftk

)

ivith

EVELYN BRENT
ROBERT AMES

JOSEPHINE DUNN
IVAN LINOW

From the story

"THE RAGGED MESSENGER"

m .>
by W. B. Maxwell

^-^ 1V*
Directed by

JOHN ROBERTSON

: ^^*"^--

HI

doing 'big street

business at the

GLOBE THEATRE
New York

Critics said

"Evelyn Brent and Robert Ames make an excellent

team . . . both do good work and raise the standard ol

the cinema." —Evening Graphic

"A well - acted drama that will please . . . sincerity ol

performance makes interesting picture.

—Morning Telegraph

"Evelyn Brent presents a first-rate characterization —
well directed." —New Yorlt American

"Unusual story interest puts this over, with Evelyn Brent

and Robert Ames scoring." —Film Doily

Vrosper with

Columbia



*Every seat sold now for next

three weeks at two-a-day
reserved-seat Grauman's
Chinese Theatre, Hollywood I

•

Third record-breaking week
for "MOROCCO" at Rivoli
Theatre, New York!

FROM COAST TO
COAST*MILLIONS
ARE RAVING A-

BOUT MOROCCO

!

FILMDOM'S elite join fan army in lavishing praise on

"MOROCCO" and Marlene Dietrich at gala West Coast

opening. "Most brilliantly acted and directed production of

the season and, with one or two exceptions, since advent of

talking pictures. Cinemaland bows low to Marlene Dietrich.

Cooper wins honors. Laurels piled on Von Sternberg," says

Los Angeles Express.

"Dietrich captured Hollywood! 'MOROCCO' should be bn-

mense at the box office. Cooper gives finest performance of

career," praises Los Angeles Daily News.

"MOROCCO" IS HITTING OTHER KEY POINTS NOW.

THE REPORT IS THE SAME EVERYWHERE-
"TREMENDOUS!"

Hail the JVew Wonder Star!

MARLENE
DIETRICH

HAIL Josef von Sternberg's

MOROCCO
GARY COOPER-MARLENE DIETRICH-ADOLPHE MENJOU

PARAMOUNT- Hit Headquarters!
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IT GETS
THE KIDS!

•

IT GETS
THE ADULTS!

•

IT GETS
THE COIN!,
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Wait
for it*

Watch
for

CARL LAEMMLE
presents

m

\

\

...the stor

strangest

fthe

ssion
—

i

the world has

ever known!



POD BRWNING'S
Greatest Tmduction

rld-famous Vampire
W^ i i ^

picture is on the way!



V
The stage play

smashed records for

attendance in every

ROADSHOW
city on the map!

"1 now comes

the PICTURE with

million dollar

audience appeal!

featuring DAVID MANNERS
xvith BELA LUGOSI, EDWARD
VAN SLOAN, HERBERT BUN-

STON of the original stage cast

<mdHELENCHANDLER,FRAN-
CES DADE, CHARLES GERARD.

Based on the play "Dracula" adapted

by Hamilton Deane and John L. Bald-

erston From Bram Stoker's novel of the

'WIS



he three

ampires

e crimson kiss o

RACULA will thrill

*m to the core



/TA IFFANY takes pleasure in publicly admitting that eighty-four

percent of the trade have signified approval of the first two Tiffany

smashes thisyear

by good solid"EXTRAVAGANCE 99

profit - making

contracts. "Ex-

travagance," with not one word of adverse criticism from reviewers

wherever it has played, goes into the Broadway Warner Bros. Beacon

Theatre week of December 6th. . . . It's the year's prime woman-

picture, with gorgeous June Collyer, Lloyd Hughes, Owen Moore and

Jameson Thomas. A great title, a great story, a magnetic audience

picture which has proved itself at thousands of box-offices.

Sight-Sold by Tiffany

to 84% of the Trade
A ND "The Third Alarm," huge fire special, has been doing even

better. Business galore! Here's the dream of the showman come

true—a swift, modern, marquee-cast production with the old-time

guts to draw the family group back into the theatre. A "heart"

story, threading a fabric of tender romance through some of the

mightiest thrill-and-fire scenes ever filmed! Bolstered by a five-star

cast — James

Hall, Anita

Louise, Paul

Hurst, Jean

"THE THIRD ALARM99

Hersholt and Hobart Bosworth. Playing big-time everywhere,

bringing the kids in by the flock—just an old Tiffany custom!



HAPPY DAYS ARE
W I L I it o <; i: k s

in

Henry King's ProductionUGHTNIH
A Fox movietone adapted from the stage success produced

JOHN GOLDENby

with

LOUISE DRESSER
Joel McCrea Helen Cohan Sharon Lynn J. M. Kerrigan

Play by Winchell Smith and Frank Bacon

CROWDS! CROWDS!
AT THE ROXY
Reviewers rave calling "Lightnin"' Rogers' best picture.

"A long riot of laughs." —New York Mirror

"Crackerjack production, highly amusing,

always interesting."—New Yorlc Sunday. News

"Deeply enjoyable."—New York Evening World

"Excellent . . . Rogers' tremendous following attested by the crowds that

filed into the Roxy, and by the fact that in spite of the wintry blasts a line

of patrons was waiting outside." .... —New York Times

Opens at the Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago, Christmas Day for an extended run

PATRONS RAVED OVER IT! Says, C. H. BUCKLEY

h i: K I <; T I! A I I

JOHN WAYNE MARGUERITE CHURCHILL
EL BRENDEL

Tully Marshall Tyrone Power David Rollins

Story by Hal G. Evarts



HERE AC AIN !

DeSylva, Brown and Henderson's
Fox Movietone Successor to "Sunny Side Up"

JUST IMAGING
EL BRENDELwith

Mauree
Marjori

RICHMOND
IS WILD
ABOUT IT!

says

SAMBENDHEIM,Jr.

Story, dialog
and songs by

DeSylva,
Brown and
Henderson

Directed by

DAVID
BUTLER

n O'Sullivan
e White

John Garrick
Frank Albertson

F °*FILV CORP 850 TENTH
THE BIG TRA

BE AT THE RECORD

IL ON US OPE

Ay E NEWYORK NY=

MING DAY

A G*^ P,CTURE FOR

BREAKING WEEh

HEI-D BY SUNNYSIDE

AT HARMANUS 8L EEKER
UP p

HALL

™E CHILDREN LOOK

ATRONS RAVED OVER
S Ll *£ A RECORD

IT

=C H 3 UCKLE>

BIGOIR 1

and
BITTIR.



When Motion Picture News
Says so it's usually so

OFTHE^

,V
clv

To<*
»»"

bo ?\cto
t«

^e**

Featuring

Myrna Loy—Jose Bohr

Raymond Hatton

A Rip-Roaring Romance of a Bandit's Adventures
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Marcus in Saddle as "On-and-Off \ Deal

Finally Places PatheUnderRadioWing

Equipping
The Modern
Picture House

Throwing the spotlight on the present wholesale remod-
eling and re-equipment trend in the theatre field, THE
SHOWMAN & MODERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT sec-

tion, which starts on page 27 in this issue, features an
exhaustive survey of new and improved theatre devices
marketed during 1930.

The Buyers' Guide—a compilation of what to buy and
where to buy it—appears as another feature, supplemented
by interesting discussions and articles by authorities, all

vitally important to showmen in the successful operation
of a modern theatre.

.»
Lottery Bride"

Breaks Record

For Rialto Low

It's just about three years since the Rialto

and Rivoli on Broadway switched from
week stands to their present extended run
policy, but it took "The Lottery Bride" to

cop all honors for brevity of engagement
and low dip in grosses since the change was
made.
The picture, a musical, was in and out

in one. Opening at the Rialto on Friday,

it closed Thursday night and terminated
its lightning engagement with a gross of

about $20,000, or the lowest gross in the
extended run history of either theatre.

The houses are 50 per cent owned by
United Artists and Publix, with the latter

handling operations.

Litchtman Back

At U. A. Desk on

New 3-Year Pact

With a three-year contract tucked in his
pocket, Al Lichtman is back at his United
Artists desk in New York, where he will

continue as vice-president in charge of dis-

tribution.

His deal with Warners on a five-year
contract basis is consequently completely
cold. It is understood his duties there were
to control sales with Sam E. Morris moved
further up the executive ladder into a po-
sition closer to H. M. Warner.

Fox, Raskob, Al

Smith Picture

Alliance Looms

"Don't be surprised to see William Fox
back in the film business with both feet."

This was the substance of a statement
emanating from Albany, where a series of

conferences were held between Fox, former
Governor Al Smith, John J. Raskob and
Lieutenant-Governor H. H. Lehman.

The Albany reports tie in the confer-

ences with RKO and Warners, in both of

which firms Raskob is heavily interested,

along with the duPont interests. Just what
Fox's connection would be, as well as that

of the former governor, is 'obscure, al-

though for months there have been reports

of the possibility of an RKO-Warner deal.

Such a step would take a year or more to

complete.

Warner stockholders meet Monday at

Wilmington, Del. No changes in the board
are expected. Some time ago, reports say,

Raskob was offered a position on the War-
ner board, but declined.

"D. A." to Dig Into

Racketeering Charges
Charges of racketeering against New

York theatres, in which tribute is allegedly
levied in return for protection from hood-
lums, are to be investigated by the district

attorney's office. Charges and counter
charges of racketeering in the operators'
local, both denied, also are under surveil-
lance. Theatres which have refused to pay
gangster tribute have been subjected to
stench bombing, slashing of upholstered
seats and other outrages, it is alleged.

Gets News, Studio, Players in

$5,000,000 Buy; du Pont
Interests Not Included

Pathe goes to RKO under the terms of

a deal, set for signatures early Thursday
morning, but delayed because of differences
in opinion over one schedule of figures and
now slated to be signed momentarily.

Approximately $5,000,000 is involved in

the sale, which embraces all of the Pathe
assets except its 49 per cent interest in

Pathe-du Pont.

RKO is assuming the leases on the Pathe
exchanges throughout the country, Pathe
News, the laboratory at Jersey City, the
building at 35 West 45th St., the studio
in Culver City and all product, feature and
short subjects, beginning with "Sin Takes
a Holiday." Pathe retains its equities in

all pictures made or acquired for distribu-

tion on its own prior to release of the Ben-
nett picture. RKO acquires the right to

use the Pathe trademark and is expected to

release the company's newsreel as RKO-
Pathe News.
Radio also acquires the services of Con-

stance Bennett, Ann Harding and Helen
Twelvetrees as the three biggest Pathe
drawing cards, and contracts with Bill

Boyd and Eddie Quillan. Directors involved
are Tay Garnett, Paul Stein, E. H. Griffith.

Russell Alack, Joseph Santley and Howard
Higgin. Pathe's complete short subject
line-up, including eight series of comedies,
the Van Beuren product and other series,

likewise figure in the sale.

Pathe Exchange, Inc., as a corporate en-
tity, remains in business. Strengthening the
values of its $7,000,000 bond issue, of which
about $2,000,000 has been retired since Jo-
seph P. Kennedy assumed management of
the company two years ago, is one of the
jobs on hand. The company also regards
its large interest in Pathe-duPont as ex-
tremely valuable. Ted O'Leary, now Pathe
sales manager, will handle this end of
Pathe's affairs, while Pat Scollard, now
New York operating head, will assist Lee
Marcus in the operations of that end of the
business about to be acquired by RKO.

(Continued on page 18)

Nonchalant
Hollywood—Pathe would lose by a

merger, local executives believe, point-
ing out that its production plans and
recently completed productions will
make the company worth a great deal
more next year.
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A TRIPLE BARRELED GUN,
LOADED WITH WISDOM

S
AMUEL GOLDWYN on one side of a desk,

the writer facing him and listening:

"For ten years or more I have been argu-

ing that production must be cut before mo-
tion pictures can expect to show improve-
ments in quality.

"Personalities are too rare, writers are too

hard to get and good stories are not sufficient

in number to make wholesale production a suc-

cess. Business is bad enough. It will get worse
unless this industry does something to break

down picture-making founded on numbers
rather than merit."

An Argument, Open and Shut

FACT-SEARCHING Bob Cochrane explaining

his slant on merchandising across a different

desk:

"Good pictures deserve every boost they can
get, regardless of who makes them. That ex-

plains why we are merchandising our film as

never before. The public will come to patron-

ize worthwhile product if it knows about it.

Our job is to make the exhibitor conscious of

that, or he can't be expected to pass on his

convictions to the public.

"The company that fails to advertise and
merchandise is tacitly admitting it hasn't got
the stuff to sell. We are returning to the car-

dinal principles of advertising and the results

are demonstrating the idea to be correct."

The Key to Chain Operation

AROLD B. FRANKLIN, fired with enthusi-

asm over his proposed national circuit, at the

breakfast table:

"Local, decentralized operation with the

H

man who built his patronage at the helm
wherever we can persuade him to stay. That's
a highlight of the plan. Coupled with this will

be the benefits of a national merchandising,
national service and a high standard in opera-
tion which a plan like this makes possible for

the first time in the history of the small, un-

attached exhibitor."

Backing Up Several Authorities

WE'RE chortling with delight. Not because
Goldwyn, eminently successful producer,
agrees with all we have said about pro-

duction and its ills, but rather because a weighty
opinion now backs up that stand. Fewer pictures,

more carefully planned and more meticulously ex-
ecuted, produced by individual creators—not pro-

duction czars—provide the one certain way out of

the morass. It may happen. It may not, but if it

doesn't, kiss the profits of the business a regret-

ful farewell.

Two Theories Turn Into Facts

COCHRANE, film-wise and advertising smart,
recognizes the emotional stimulus which pic-

tures must have to make exhibitors get be-

hind them. He admits and readily concedes that
it is trade paper copy alone that can turn the trick.

That's why Universal, doing exactly that, is at-

tracting more exhibitor attention than has come
its way in years.

Franklin, showman de luxe, recognizes that the
future of successful theatre operation depends on
humanizing the system. That means the key fac-

tor is the local operator who grew up with his

house. The idea cannot miss. Watch for the proof.

K ANN
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Independents Operating in New Fields;

Others Regaining Houses for Comeback
Muscling In

Hollywood—They're becoming nerv-

ous in film circles owing to published
accounts that "Bugs" Moran, famous
Chicago racketeer, is here for the pur-

pose of adding to his bankroll, with

picture personalities as the contribu-

tors. According to the tale, he is said

to have threatened to spoil a pretty

he-man's face if not presented with

§25,000, and the local private police are

not kicking about unemployment as a

result.

L. A. Paramount

Out of Fox Deal

For Studio's Sake

Los Angeles — The Paramount theatre,

show-window and upholder of morale for

the Paramount studio, will not go into any

operating deal with Fox West Coast The-
atres, but all the other Publix houses on the

Coast will.

The purpose in keeping the Paramount
under the company's own wing is to keep

the studio happy.

One of the deals, favored by Harold B.

Franklin and frowned upon at the time by
Harley L. Clarke because of the reported

terms of the set-up, is close to fact. It pro-

vides for six Publix houses on the Pacific

Slope to be turned over to Fox West Coast

for operation for a long-term period of

years, plus guarantees that Paramount
product will get a break in bookings.

The houses included are the Paramount,
Seattle; the Paramount, California and the

St. Francis in San Francisco where the

Imperial and Portola,, also Publix theatres,

are now closed, and the Paramount and
Rialto in Portland, Ore.

Ad Reels Used By B & K
In Chi To Boost Grosses
Chicago—Publix-B. & K., operators of the

city's "aristocratic" picture mansions, have
been driven to independent shooting gallery
tactics to offset the December business
slump. Advertising reels are being shown
in numerous Publix neighborhood houses in

the city, and this week were introduced at

the circuit's elegant Norshore Theatre,
which draws its clientele from one of the
"moneyed" neighborhoods of the city. A
Paramount sponsored picture advertising
Lysol was the commercial offering.

December slump has also forced Publix
neighborhood houses to watch kiddies,
whose parents expect them to be admitted
free, more closely. Three-year-olds, for-
merly passed without question, are now be-
ing held up for tickets. Birth certificates are
also demanded if the parents persist in ar-
guing.

Territory "Trades" Held Under
Way; Finkelstein in

$10,000,000 Drive

Return of independents on an extensive

scale during the new year is scheduled, ac-

cording to present indications. A number
of them will be operators who formerly
were among the most powerful factors in the

industry and who sold out to the affiliated

chains.

Some of these, barred by terms of their

sale from running theatres in their former
field of activities, are moving to other terri-

t< irio in what is beginning to assume the

indications of a trade of territories.

Xotable among these are M. L. Finkel-
stein and his sons, Harold. Danny and
Leonard, who have begun an extensive ex-
pansion program in Iowa. M. L., former
senior member of the firm of Finkelstein &
Ruben, started a few weeks ago to get

houses and already has about a dozen under
his wing.

Ten Million for Theatres
Barred from operating in Minnesota,

North and South Dakota and western Wis-
consin by virtue of terms of his sale to

Publix, Finkelstein plans to operate in Iowa
and Nebraska and is said to be prepared to

invest $10,000,000 in theatres. Harold
was formerly general manager of the F. &
R. circuit. Danny is with Warner Theatres
at Atlantic City.

Iowa also is witnessing the growth of A.
H. Blank's small town circuit, which has a
number of houses throughout the state.

Others Active
In Pennsylvania, John J. McGuirk, Al

Boyd and Abe Sablotsky, formerly Stanley
leaders, are active in expanding, while
Many Schwalbe is associated with the
Durkee interests in Virginia. Jensen &
Von Herberg are active in the Seattle ter-

ritory, where they have suburban houses
and have just reentered the first run field.

Some of the big distributor circuits, find-

ing long distance operation of small houses
unprofitable, plan to turn them back to in-

dependents during the year.

Finkelstein Has Stroke;
Crisis Passed in Illness

Minneapolis—M. L. Finkelstein, former
partner with Ike Ruben in Finkelstein &
Ruben, is seriously ill. He suffered a stroke
a few days ago and, over the week-end,
successfully passed the crisis.

The Xew York film fraternity is much
concerned over M. L. Finkelstein's illness.

"M. I..." one of the original First National
franchise owners, is one of the best known
exhibitors in the United States.

A Plum for El
Hollywood—Fox has picked a peach

of a title for EI Brendel's next. It is

"Mr. Lemon of Orange."

The Inside
Reviewed in this issue—many of

them caught in Hollywood as they left

the studio:

Charley's Aunt
Devil to Pay
Free Love
Hook, Line and Sinker
Madonna of Streets
Midnight Special
Part-Time Wife
Right to Love
Rogue of Rio Grande

Schnitzer in L. A.

Indefinitely; Eye

On Radio Costs

Hollywood — Joe Schnitzer makes no

bones about his slant on the present situa-

tion. He describes the coming year as a

inc»t critical one and adds that the strict-

est attention must be paid to production.

He leaves for New York the first of the.

week for a fourteen-day visit and then a

return to the Radio studio which will be

permanent. Insiders here openly are specu-

lating what the situation will be with both

.Schnitzer and Le Baron on the ground, al-

though the relations between both execu-

tives are generally understood to be most
cordial.

While here Schnitzer has been trimming
costs and watching expenditures. He also

signed new .contracts with Max Ree, art

director; Pan Berman, assistant to Le
Baron, Max Steiner, musical director; Jane
Murfin and Ralph Spence of the writing

staff.

West Is Focal Point
Of New Franklin Chain

Concentration in the West, the territory

he has been active in for several years, is

the first step in Harold B. Franklin's plans
for formation of a national theatre circuit,

decentralized in operation and independent

of any producer or distributor tie-up in

management.
While the trade at large has been specu-

lating at random and often wildly at the

plans of the former president of Fox West
Coast Theatres, it took Motion Picture
Nkws in an exclusive story last week to

tell the industry exactly what it was Frank-
lin proposed to do.

He is now en route to Hollywood, follow-

ing a short visit to New York, but expects
to return East in about two weeks in con-
nection with finances for the chain.

Sheehan on Coast
Hollywood—Winfield Sheehan is back

from Xew York and his production con-
ference with Harlev L. Clarke.
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IT
looks like a victory for Hollywood.
The hue and cry on overhead,

passed on by the bankers to the gang
in New York, who, in turn, passed it on
to the boys on the Coast, has been passed
right back to New York. By the same
successive stages through which it reached
the studios, it now returns itself to the

bankers. And those who know Holly-
wood and its operating methods find it all

very funny.

The story should really be told as it

happened, although some of the detail

may sound like old stuff.

Nobody worries much about negative

costs wdien the business gets a year, like

1929. Boom times, plenty of profit, big

grosses—everything is swell. But, as the

years have a habit of doing, 1930 fol-

lowed 1929, the picture changed, and
what you had was something like this

:

poor pictures, poor box-office grosses

and mounting costs.

That which came in wasn't doing so

well by comparison with that which went
out. So in came the hankers. They in-

sisted upon this and that ; said expendi-
tures must be trimmed—slashed is more
like it—in keeping with the times. They
also made it quite clear that room for

quality was very considerable. Then the

downtowners sat back to await results.

Bad Boys Turn Good

There ensued much agitation within the
fold, all of which you may have read
about in this very column. Promises
were made and, in fact, in some direc-

tions the slashings so dear to the hearts of

the bankers became fact. Most of the

verbal barrages cooked up in New York
were, of course, let loose on Hollywood.
It was a sad blow and travail was ram-
pant up and down studio land.

So it is today that the Coast slogan is

''Death to Waste." or the same idea in

other words. Wherever duplication of
effort exists, someone is going to catch
plenty. The personnel of various de-
partments is being checked again and
again to see if any loophole has been
overlooked ; every $25 saved is for the
cause. Or. at least, that's a rough slant

on the idea.

INSIDERS'
But it also appears that production

plans for next year involve the same num-
ber of millions as this despite the talk

about conservation and that the money
saved through the elimination of waste

will go into the making of better pictures.

The old Hollywood wheeze, but never

too old for New York to swallow. That's

why The Insiders ask you to cast your

optics again at the opening line of this

tale. It should be easier to understand if

you've gotten this far.

A Surprise Package

Sweeping decision of the United States

Supreme Court in the arbitration and
credit cases was about as big a surprise

to exhibitors generally as it was to dis-

tributors. The independents who aided

the government in its actions against the

credit and arbitration systems had little

idea that a double-barreled victory was
in progress.

When the cases were called for trial in

the Federal District Court, the govern-

ment sought to have them tried togeth-

er. The contention was that the cases

were so closely interlocking and allied

that they were in reality one suit. How-
ever, the court decreed otherwise, or-

dering the actions to be heard separately

;

the credit case being called first on the

calendar.

The credit case was presented, so far

as the government was concerned, en-

tirely on documentary evidence. Imme-
diately after it opened, government coun-
sel introduced a voluminous collection

of exhibits, consisting chiefly of records

and correspondence obtained from files

of Film Boards of Trade, and rested

its case without calling a witness and
without argument. Considerable time

The Insiders Hear It Said—
THAT, unless the management scheme in one of the big companies

rights its uneven keel very soon, the bankers will step in and tell

the men in charge how it can be done—without them.
That a certain big shot's demotion is attributed to his part in a

pussyfooting attempt to discredit an exhibitor.
That a projected theatre alliance—important, too—went on the

rocks because one of the principals talked out of turn.
That a w.k. executive is about to slide the skids because a man

higher up is blaming his own mistakes on the skidder who, after all,

merely followed orders.

That the Major—John Zanft—will figure in that chain of newsreel
theatres which Courtland Smith may start some day.
That a chap you all know is laughing plenty up his sleeve because

the very men who advised him against a certain move are now on
the spot themselves.

was spent by the defense introducing evi-

dence and testimony of witnesses to dis-

prove the government's contention that

the credit system was an illegal restraint

of trade.

In the arbitration action, around which
the government had built its stronger

case, several days were consumed intro-

ducing witnesses. This was the more
bitterly contested of the tw-o, and opinion

of some observers who followed the trial

was then that the government w-ould

lose the arbitration suit, although it was
hinted that distributors might expect an
adverse decision in the credit case.

The Thacher decisions occasioned con-

siderable surprise when handed down,
with arbitration declared illegal and the

credit system okayed. However, this two-
way decision insured speedy appeal to

the Supreme Court, which might not

have been the case had the decisions been
the same in both actions.

A Battle Looming

All is not quiet along the Warner-
Paramount front, for the former is set-

ting itself for an assault on Paramount
Publix-Comerford at Scranton. This
Pennsylvania sector, where Paramount is

so strongly entrenched that few competi-

tive efforts have been made against the

stronghold, has been yielding very little

in the way of revenue for Warners, who
are determined to do something about
it.

That something is a battle in Scranton,
home city of the Comerford circuit. A
long term lease is being signed Friday
on the Gaiety, only burlesque house in

the city. The house will drop its policy

December 13 and renovations will be

made at a reputed cost of $150,000. Then
Warners will move in.

The erstwhile burlesque theatre will

serve merely to introduce Warner prod-
uct to Scrantonians. The plan is to in-

vade the city in force, options on three

other buildings in the center of the city

having been obtained.

Out of School

Quotes Rub Keel of Harry Richman
in the Chicago American:

"Studio politics is to blame for

most of the poor pictures these daw
In my own case. I struck a snag at

the United Artists. I didn't get along
with John Considine, who was at

that time the supervisor of produc-
tion. I tried giving presents to every
one on the staff, from tin- directors
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OUTLOOK
down to the prop boys. But even

that didn't do any good. The over-

head on my picture only grew big-

ger."

The report still emerges now and then

that Richman may do another for United
Artists. That is—perhaps. Joe Schenck
may have not read the original blurb, but

there are those who are speculating on

what will happen after Schenck lamps
Richman's cracks about studio politics

and mounting overhead: The last topic is

dynamite in several U. A. quarters where
This Insider knows what's going on.

In Ohio

Here's something to ponder over

:

It isn't numbers of theatres that count
in this day of celluloid concentration, but

types, seating capacity and buying power.
For instance:

From a source that knows its onions
comes some interesting figures anent the

theatre situation in Ohio. This statis-

tician computes the total number of

houses in that populous state at 675. Six
hundred are independent of producer or
distributor alliance. Seventy-five make
up the affiliate division.

The independents do a $22,000,000
gross yearly. The affiliates, $28,000,000,
or, reduced to simple mathematics, an
edge of $5,000,000 over the lone handers.
Another slant, if you like

:

The chains do 56 per cent of Ohio's
total theatre gross with 75 theatres as
against 44 per cent for the independents
with 600 houses.

These figures are believed to be accu-
rate, but no guarantee trails along with
them.

Well, Well!

Wouldn't the bankers be interested in
learning the name of the company presi-

dent who has openly admitted that he
isn't fit to head his own enterprise?
Not only that. The same executive

advanced the identical remark about the
heads of other organizations, although
what they may think of him for making
the crack in the presence of a half-
dozen persons—not all of them in his
employ or under his domination—is

something else again.

A Dilemma

Publix is facing something of a
dilemma in Detroit, where its theatres
are reporting having a hard time of it

trying to climb out of the red. estimates
placing the weekly loss at between

$21,000 and $30,000. The situation is

reported so acute that there is possibility

that the Kunsky houses will be turned
back to John Kunsky, and the Munz
houses to the Munz Enterprise.

The opposition provided by Fox, RKO
and the Cohen theatres is proving plenty

strong in the automobile citv. It seems
further that Publix elicited anything but

cheers when it hiked the prices at the

Paramount there from 75 cents to $1 for

the run of "The Vagabond King."

Also in the offing—reported, but not
confirmed—are difficulties with Warners
who are declared to be peeved over the

comparatively poor showing made by
"The Doorway to Hell," which re-opened
the State there under its new policy.

The picture did $13,000 on its week,
which isn't so hot in view of big grosses
in other key cities. As a result, it is said,

the Warners have indicated thev might
be willing to sell their product to Pub-
lix's Detroit opposition.

Some of the gang in Detroit can't un-
derstand why Publix dips so heavily in

the red when, for instance, Amos 'n'

Andy rolled up better than $90,000 in

three weeks at the RKO Downtown, to

be followed by "Africa Speaks" and a
gross of $27,000.

Other competitive factors include the
Fanchon and Marco dancing school,

which is proving a real drawing card at

the Fox. Also a talent contest staged by
the same outfit which proposes to select

two local girls to study at the F. and M.
dancing school in Hollywood. Detroit
apparently likes that sort of stuff.

As closely as the truth may be ap-
proached, it seems to be a case of show-
manship, plus adoption of one policy
and no changes with shifting of the wind.

THERE most probably will be an in-

quiry into the Sherman anti-trust

laws to determine feasibility of re-

vising them, but there is little likelihood

of any change so far as the film indus-

try and general business are concerned.

The President in his annual message
recommended such investigation, specifi-

cally referring to "enterprises closely re-

lated to the use of the natural resources

of the country," particularly coal and
possibly petroleum.

However, that is not interpreted at the

capital as indicative of any change of

attitude toward monopoly on the part

of the administration. The President

specifically stated he does not favor re-

peal of the anti-trust laws declaring that

"the prevention of monopolies is of most
vital public importance."

The President's recommendation is for

conservation of natural resources. He
pointed out that wasteful and destructive

use and destructive competition are im-
poverishing both employer and worker,

and conditions can't be remedied because

of the prohibitive interpretation of the

anti-trust laws.

Star vs. Studio

Just what will be the outcome of the

jamboree between Ann Harding and the

Pathe studio is a matter of conjecture

on the Coast. Pathe gave Miss Harding
a rousing send-off with "Holiday" and
now the star insists that other stories

selected for her be on a par with that

successful opus, which raised E. B.
Derr's position considerably as a pro-
ducer. In fact, that picture is said to

have been one of the major factors which
advanced Pathe's trading position in the

RKO deal.

Pathe, however, has realized that in

Miss Harding it has a good box-office

bet and is averse to losing her services.

An option is to be exercised in January.
Miss Harding's peeve probably origi-

nated in the firm's action in loaning her
to other companies, in which she did not
fare so well as compared with "Holi-
day."

THE INSIDERS

Once Upon a Time—
THERE was a fellow—big fellow, too—who was as regular as

he was competent. The internal workings of his organization
turned over one day and. when the machinery halted, this ex-

ecutive had considerably more of power than ever he had enjoyed
before and that's saying plenty.
In the earlier days in this same outfit production policies, selec-

tion of stories, casts and directors' assignments were discussed by
a cabinet in which experts in their respective fields had alwavs
proved invaluable. But today, the one-time regular has lost some
of his balance, fails to consult as he formerly did, travels the wav
pretty much alone, and the cabinet is largely a matter of history.
The result is that all is not so well in production and that means,

of course, not so well in sales. It further means that the personal
relationship which once prevailed in the executive roost is no longer
so cordial. That forebodes much that isn't so good.
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RKO Price War
Forces B. & K. to

Cut on Weekends
Chicago—Price war between RKO and

Publix Loop theatres has shoved matinee

scales up to early evening at the RKO Pal-

ace and State-Lake and has cut B. & K.

houses' week-end matinee scale 35 cents.

RKO Loop houses have always main-

tained a slightly lower scale than the B.

& K. houses. Where the latter's matinee

price of 35 cents has been in effect to 1

o'clock on week days, RKO has maintained

the same price an additional hour. Top eve-

ning price in RKO houses, week days, has

been 75 cents; whereas the B. & K. sched-

ule for the same time went to 85 cents.

Saturday and Sunday scales in the B. & K.

houses were 50 cents to 1 P. M. and 85 cents

thereafter. RKO collected 35, 50 and 85

cents Saturdays and Sundays.

B. & K.'s recent reduction was on the

Saturday and Sunday schedule only, but it

brought a similar reduction from RKO not

only for those days, but for week days as

well. B. & K.'s Saturday and Sunday scale

is now 50 cents to 2 P. M., a 35-cent reduc-

tion for the last hour. RKO met this reduc-

tion by extending the 50-cent scale at the

Palace from 2 to 5 P. M., the 35-cent scale

at the State-Lake to 1 P. M., and the 50-cent

scale to 5 P. M.
Week-day scale at the State-Lake now

extends the 35-cent admission to 3 P. M.,

and the 50-cent admission to 6 :30 at both

RKO Loop theatres. B. & K. week-day
schedules remain the same—35 cents to 1

P. M. and 85 cents thereafter.

Paramount Cuts

Talker Output

In French Studio

While Paramount is not abandoning pro-

duction of foreign language talkers at its

studio in Joinville in the suburbs of Paris,

it is understood that production is to be

materially curtailed.

The cuts are expected to involve markets

where the returns, by virtue of the limited

number of wired theatres in those terri-

tories, make it difficult for the company to

come out with a profit. This is construed

to involve territories like Hungary where
only a comparative handful of houses is

wired for sound.

"Have a Good Time"
There's a starlet in Hollywood, ac-

cording to George Gerhard, who re-

cently became too hard to handle ow-
ing to an increase in the circumfer-
ence of her head. So studio officials

looked over her contract and learned
that it called for a 12-week vacation
each year without pay. She started on
her vacation right away.

Now It's Vilma
St. Louis—Vilma Banky, former mo-

tion picture actress who was in St.

Louis the past week playing in "Cher-
ries Are Ripe" at the American with
her husband. Rod La Rocque, declared
in a newspaper interview that actors

and actresses are tiring of the mass
production methods of Hollywood by
which intelligence and quality are sac-

rificed. She declared the actors are

taking the road, even for one-night

stands at half salaries, because they

are dissatisfied with the quality of the

product Hollywood directors are now
turning out.

Mae Gives Mary
Lowdown on the

Princess Stuff

Londoners Bolt

From SMPE After

A Series of Fights

Chicago—One M'Divani and a prospec-

tive one met here to talk over the family be-

tween trains. Mae Murray, bride of Prince
David M'Divani, was the Hollywood-
bound transient. She was excitedly greeted
liy Mary McCormic, Chicago opera sing-

er, and conducted to the latter's apartment
in the Lake Shore Drive hotel here, to talk

over family matters until train time.

Miss McCormic is to become the bride of

Prince Serge M'Divani soon after the lat-

ter's divorce from Pola Negri becomes final

on January 1. The union will make Mary
a sister-in-law of Mae's.

Climaxing months of hot battling which

gave to the parent body many stiff head-

aches, members of the Society of M. P.

Engineers in London this week voted to

bolt frolic tne association and form a new

unit entirely independent of the U. S. group.

Initial tip-off of the split appeared exclu-

sively in Motion Picture News on Nov. 1.

The parent association loses 120 members
with the divorce, although many of the for-

mer's executives are understood to have

been plenty dissatisfied with the "petty"

bickerings of the Londoners and were in

favor of giving them a wide berth.

Simon Rowson, head of the London sec-

tion, cabled a lengthy list of unreasonable

demands to board members at the recent

New York convention, among them being

a bill for $400 contracted by the Londoners

when they gave Sir Oliver Lodge a big

blowout, and which they claimed should

he paid by the parent association. Changes

in policy were also asked for, with the U.

S. board ignoring all demands.
Rowson is understood to have "boiled

over" when the convention closed without

taking action on his requests and proceeded

to form a resolution in London disbanding

that section. The matter was deferred un-

til this week and reorganization started

immediately.

"Ever since the formation of the London
section in 1927, the section has advocated

an independent organization," President J.

I. Crabtree, of the S.M.P.E. told Motion
Picture News yesterday in commenting on

the split.

"Decision of a majority of the present

officers in London to pull away from the

parent body is apparently a result of recent

demands for reenstatement of half entrance

fees, the right to appoint active members
and for a non-budgeted expense account

which the U. S. board of governors could

not conceive." Crabtree stated.

"The present action appears to be hasty.

Remaining members of the London section

will undoubtedly carry on if any British

technical society is formed. The S.M.P.E.
will collaborate fully."

$10,000 Sought

For Film Daily

1930 Relief Fund
Ten thousand dollars by Christmas is the

objective of the Film Daily Relief Fund,
which started its annual drive this week.
The fund will start its fourth year of ac-

tivity when the quota for 1930 has been
reached. During its history, the fund has
taken care of a large number of worth-
while cases and has done considerable work
in relieving the suffering of unfortunates
engaged in the film industry.

The committee this year is composed of

Jack Alicoate, chairman ; Dr. A. H. Gian-
nini, treasurer; Billy Brandt, Al Lichtman.
Bruce Gallup, Mike Simmons and "Red"
Kann.
The required quota has about a month to

go and that, according to the committee,
means the contributions will have to roll in

without diminution between now and Christ-
mas. Checks are to be made out to the
Film Daily Relief Fund and may be sent
direct or to anv member of the committee.

Warners to Buck Fox in
K. C. Theatre Campaign

Kansas City—This territory, a Fox
stronghold, is to feel the weight of a coun-
ter theatre attack by the Warners, it is in-
dicated by appointment of Bill Warner,
former First National manager, as head of
Warner theatres in this section. The chain
has no houses in this part of Missouri, its

activities in the state being limited to five.

Ufa Official Arrives
Felix Malitz, vice-president of Ufa, has

arrived in New York from Germany.

Hot Advice
Providence—Do audiences here re-

act to the talkies? During a tense
scene in "Sin Takes a Holiday" the
blonde and seductive Constance Ben-
nett is making an open play for Ken-
neth MacKenna, but the boy is bash-
ful or something.
From an ardent feminine fan in the

rear came the sound advice: "Grab
her, big boy, grab her!"

It is not unusual for auditors now
to sing out when they get excited.
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Allied Not Backing Horwitz, but Will

Enter Fight If State Unit Is Attacked

In New York for Pow Wow

Aaron Saperstein H. M. Richey W. A. Steffes

Independents in

Texas Form New
Body;Rap Horwitz

Dallas—The Motion Picture Theatres

Protective Association was formed here by

a group of independents, representing a few

deserters from the ranks of Allied States

and other exhibitors revolting against the

censorship propaganda of Will Horwitz and

denouncing Col. H. A. Cole, Allied general

manager, as an exhibitor leader.

Judge Roy Walker, of Lampasas, was
elected president; Arthur Keyes, of Quanah,
Sam Hefley, of Cameron, and O. A. Engle-

brecht, of Georgetown, were elected vice-

presidents, and I. S. Melcher, of Dallas,

secretary-treasurer.

Directors elected were : Walker, Keyes,

Hefley, Englebrecht. Melcher, W. G. Under-
wood and Paul P. Scott, of Dallas; M. H.
Gwynn, of Terrell ; O. B. Bridges, of Hous-
ton ; Henry Reeve, of Menard ; W. J'.

Wooten, of Canyon ; C. DeWolfe, of San
Saba; Henry Hall, of Beeville, with five

more to be elected later.

The morning session was taken up in a
repudiation of both Horwitz and Cole.

Plans were made for a plan to combat cen-

sorship, Sunday closing and taxation be-

fore the Texas legislature in January,
necessity for which was all attributed to the

Horwitz propaganda out of Houston.

To Work with Distributors

The new organization will work in har-
mony with the distributors, chains and pro-

ducers, it was emphatically declared. The
primary objective of the new body is the

protection of Texas theatres, with a mem-
bership of Texas owned theatres only, and
no part will be taken at this time in national
exhibitor affairs.

About forty exhibitors signed as members
during the first day and a committee of five

was delegated to remain in Dallas to perfect

{Continued on page 18)

Allied in Texas

Raps Censorship

and Hays Laxity

Dallas—Censorship politically adminis-
tered, local, state and national was de-

plored in principle by directors of Al-

lied Theatre Owners of Texas, who met
here following the "indigination" mass meet-
ing which attacked President Will Horwitz
However, the directors asserted, the Hays

office has failed to enforce standards of

decency, and asked producers to permit

some organization created by exhibitors to

pass upon pictures.

Unless some such plan is set up, the direc-

tors stated, they do not feel they can oppose
Horwitz's censorship stand at this time.

Confers with Aids

§§§/ - I

Abram F. Myers

State Right Policy Barring
National Body from Inter-

ference in Row

Allied States Association as a national
body is not behind Will Horwitz's campaign
for censorship in Texas, nor can it. under
its constitution, interfere with the Texas
unit in what is purely a state matter, but
any attack on the Texas association as a
result of Horwitz's activities as an individual
will force Allied into the fight.

That in brief sums up the organization's
stand in the controversy now raging in
Texas as a result of Horwitz's campaign to
secure enactment of a censorship law in
Texas. Horwitz is president of the Allied
unit in Texas.
Under terms of its constitution, Allied

operates under a "state right" policy, each
unit being autonomous and not subject to
interference from the national body within
the confines of its own territory. However,
its units are allied for defense, so an attack
upon one as an organization calls for sup-
port by other units. Nationally, Allied feels
that the Horwitz matter is a personal affair,
and the one way to give it any great sig-
nificance is to make Allied a target as a re-
sult of Horwitz's stand.
Abram F. Myers, president, W. A.

Steffes, Minneapolis ; H. M. Richev, De-
troit, and Aaron Saperstein, Chicago, held
meetings in New York during the week, but
were silent on the matters discussed, and
the meetings were termed "routine." It is

understood they gathered to investigate the
merits of a new reproducing equipment said
to embody new principles of sound pro-
jection.

Richey at Pow Wow in
Spite of Auto Mishap

Injuries received in an automobile acci-
dent did not prevent H. M. Richey, general
manager of the Michigan exhibitor unit,
from attending the pow-wow of Allied chief-
tains now under way in New York. "Rich"
and his wife were hurt in an automobile
collision while motoring from Detroit to
Toledo.

Double Feature

Curse Laid to

Block Booking
Block booking and poor pictures are re-

sponsible for the double feature evil, Aaron
Saperstein, president of the Illinois inde-
pendent exhibitor association, told Motion-
Picture News upon his arrival in New
York from Chicago for the pow-wow of
Allied States Association leaders.

"Give us the same right of selection as
accorded the first runs, and 75 per cent of
Chicago exhibitors employing the double

{Continued on page IS)
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Must Live Up to Trade Practice Pact,

Hays Members Told as Exhibitors Kick

Dorothy Lee, Star
Hollywood—Radio will star Dorothy

Lee, "Cutie," who has been adding
feminine appeal to the Wheeler and
Woolsey comedies. Following her
present talker, she steps into the mar-
quee division.

Keep Government
Out of Business,

Convention Told
Memphis—More business in government

and less government in business is what the

country needs for ailing business, C. C.

Pettijohn declared in a speech which high-

lighted the annual convention here of the

M. P. T. O. of Arkansas, Tennessee and
Mississippi. The convention closed with a
banquet and ball.

"It strikes me that everybody has two
businesses," Pettijohn observed

—
"their own

and the motion picture business.

"Business alone can solve its problems
and will, if left alone. Let the government
cut out its own useless overhead and wast-
age and business will put its house in order
and the so-called depression, which is in a

great measure a psychological state of

mind, will soon vanish."

Confidence in an industry which has
made such rapid strides, was expressed by
Judge Camile Kelly, who lauded films for

their educational value.

H. D. Wharton, Warren, Ark., succeeded

J. F. Norman of England, Ark., as presi-

dent. 'Other new officers are : Ed. E. Kuy-
kendahl, Columbus, Miss.; W. F. Ruffin,

Covington, Tenn., and Norman, vice-presi-

dents; M. S. McCord, Memphis, secretary-
treasurer; Annie May Day, assistant sec-

retary, and the following directors : R. J.
Goodman, Starkville, Miss.; Paul Zerilla,

L. K. Hellborn, M. L. Mirisch and M. A.
Lightman, Memphis; R. X. Williams, Ox-
ford ; S. B. Johnson, Cleveland, and W. E.
Elkins, Aberdeen, in Mississippi ; Sidney M.
Nutt, Hot Springs; W. L. Landers, Bates-
ville; E. H. Butler, Russelville; Charles
Marshall, Rogers, in Arkansas; E. L.
Drake, Jackson, Tenn; L. H. Keane. At-
lanta.

Freuler Back from Coast
After Launching Lineup

John R. Freuler has returned from Holly-
wood, where he launched production on new
westerns and comedies to be released this

season by Big 4 Film.
Pictures now in work include "Sheer

Luck," for which four songs were written
by Ray Canfield and Jesse Kirkpatrick;
"Radio Raspberry," Craig Hutchinson com-
edy; and "Hell's Valley."

Cannot Force Sales by Usiny
Other Product as Lever;

Saperstein Complains

Members of the Hays organization must
live up to the terms of the trade practice

agreement, which specifies that the sale of
features must not be contingent upon sales

of shorts, and vice versa, it was emphasized
at a recent meeting, at which a number of

exhibitor complaints are understood to have
been considered, one of them from Aaron
Saperstein, president of the Illinois inde-
pendent association.

Saperstein. in New York this week for
the meeting of several Allied directors, ad-
mitted writing, at the request of an ex-
changeman, a letter to the effect that he
was forced by price discrimination to buy
shorts in order to get feature product.
Presentation of the letter brought a blanket
denial that the companies were know-
ingly violating the trade practice agree-
ment.

General Seeking

Tec-Art Studios;

Not to Produce
General Talking Pictures is negotiating

for the Tec-Art Studios on the Coast, which
it will make available to independent pro-
ducer licensees. The company does not in-

tend to enter production, it is stated in de-
nial of report that the firm, confident of
victory in its patent suits against Western
Electric, was planning large scale produc-
tion, negotiating for purchase of one or
more existing firms, with a maze of box car
figures mentioned.

When Brains Work
Warren Nolan is entitled to a world

of credit for the smashing campaign
he put over on "What a Widow," in
which he delivered daily for 30 davs
5,000,000 circulation of 26 key city
newspapers directly tied in with first-
runs of the picture. Each of the news-
papers, extending from Coast to Coast
and from Boston to Dallas, offered
one of its woman readers a free round
trip to Paris, with a week spent in
the French capital, as guest of Gloria
Swanson.
A $5,000 insurance policy for each

girl also went with the offer. The
campaign resulted in more than 900,-

000 words about the stunt, many of
the papers finding that local interest
made it front-page copy. No attempt
at space-grabbing was tried, the news-
papers themselves handling prepara-
tion of material, from information No-
lan supplies. The pay-off was smash
business everywhere.

K A N N

Lucky Fridays
Union City, N. J.—The Pastime The-

atre of this city is more than gener-
ous. On the cover of its program it

has this announcement:

GIFT NIGHTS
Friday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-

day, Thursday and Friday.

Chi Exchanges

Deny Saperstein

Bludgeon Charge

Chicago—It is frequently difficult, but

never impossible, for any exhibitor to buy
shorts either electively or selectively, a can-

vass of exchanges here shows. Statement

of \aron Saperstein that he must buy short

product in order to get features appears to

be based more on exchanges' sales prob-

lems than trade practice violation, the can-

vass indicates.

No exchange, it is stated, forces shorts

on an exhibitor, but sales inducements are

offered such as price cuts on features when
shorts are taken and boosts made when
shorts are bought alone. In competitive sit-

uations, independents are encouraged to

take the entire feature and short product

at a price when his competitor is unwilling

or unable to make the same deal.

Origin of the complaint may be that Sa-
perstein overbought on shorts to get the

best feature prices, it is intimated. A great

number of independent houses playing

double features are not using shorts, further

aggravating the local situation.

Independents here have scores of un-
played Vitaphone shorts, bought 18 months
ago in hundred lots, when a shortage was
feared. Unplayed acts now are disturbing

the local situation.

Paramount rejects contracts on a limited

number of shorts if the product is slim,

whereupon more shorts must be taken if

the contract is approved. Warner feature

prices are boosted when bought alone and
appreciably reduced when shorts are taken.

M-G-M has the same policy, but the price

difference is less. RKO's policy is about
the same. Universal, Tiffany and Pathe sell

features and shorts separately. Columbia
sells but few shorts, Fox and United Artists

none.

President Felix Mendelsohn of the Film
Board says no complaints on the subject
ever have reached the Film Board. As ex-
change manager of M-G-M, he makes com-
plete denial of the Saperstein allegation.

Several independent exhibitors interviewed
wire unable to say that they could not buy
features without taking shorts, provided they
paid the price. Records of exchanges show
that both products are bought separately or
together.
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Low Costs, Relief of Unemployed and

Plain Rivalry Renew Building Drive

Replacements Costly
Loss on unsatisfactory equipment,

replaced by Western Electric repro-
ducers, has cost British exhibitors
more than $1,000,000, according to ad-
vices from T. P. Drew, sales manager
at London. Replacement of 19 differ-

ent makes comprise nearly 13 per cent
of Western Electric's business in
Great Britain.

Public Hearing

In Chain Probe

Is Tame Affair

Toronto—Nothing of an exciting or sen-

sational nature developed at the public hear-
ing here in the investigation into affairs of
Famous Players Canadian Corp., conducted
by Peter White, K. C, commissioner ap-
pointed by the department of labor.

The session was taken up mostly by White
in offering an explanation of the scope and
intent of the investigation and in declaring
that it would not be proper to hold public
sessions when private affairs were being
revealed because pf the business damage that

might be experienced—particularly if the
firm were entirely free of guilt under the
Combines Act.

Independent exhibitors had been asked to

appear with counsel, but they were not

called upon to offer evidence of any alleged

restraint or unreasonable booking difficulties.

Miss Ray Lewis, editor of "The Moving
Picture Digest," Toronto, asked if it would
be possible for her counsel to attend the
private hearings because of the fact that

she had once instituted civil suit against
Famous Players and had gathered consider-
able evidence for that case which would
now be available for the inquiry. She was
advised that the lawyers representing F. A.
McGregor of Ottawa, registrar under the
Combines Act, would be at her disposal if

her evidence was deemed relevant.

Commissioner White declared it might be
possible that sittings would have to be held
in Winnipeg, Montreal and the Maritime
Provinces, but this had not been decided.

Changes at M-G-M
Dave Lewis succeeds Louis Goldstein as

M-G-M manager in Central America. Gold-
stein is handling the same territory now
for Columbia.
Herman Cohen, formerly with M-G-M

in the Washington exchange, has been given
Guatemala under the new arrangement.

Ingram With Paramount
Paris—Rex Ingram, former M-G-M pro-

ducer, has joined the Paramount studio at

Toinville, where he is expected to produce
for the multilingual market.

Circuits, Independents See Con-
ditions Ripe for New

Houses

Finding the present low market prices ot

materials and reduced labor costs especially

advantageous, big companies and individual

and small circuit operators are planning to

resume theatre building on an extensive
scale, with advent of the new year. In ad-
dition to the low cost, the operators see in

a building program an opportunity to re-

lieve unemployment and so hasten return of

general prosperity.

The building programs are headed by
Warners and United Artists, which are
planning intensive drives for theatres. In
the recent consolidation of the Warner and
First National sales forces, Warners trans-
ferred a corps of men to the home office,

whence they are being despatched as theatre
scouts. A number of territories where War-
ners are not now active, notably in the
South, are to get new Warner houses under
the plan.

In the Far West, Warners have plans for

theatres all along the Pacific seaboard,

where the biggest tussle for theatres is to be
waged. With the company planning houses
in practically every important Coast city,

United Artists soon is to begin its building
program. The schedule calls for 25 the-

atres in California, after which Washington
and Oregon will be invaded. Following
this, Joseph M. Schenck will push his build-

ing program eastward, his goal being a
national circuit, embracing all towns where
U. A. is shut out.

Meanwhile, Fox West Coast Theatres is

digging in for the impending battle.

Eighteen new theatres in its field of opera-
tions are planned.

Middle West Active

Another factor in the situation, which is

to have its immediate start in the West, is

Harold B. Franklin's projected national cir-

cuit, which is to have its beginnings in the
West. Franklin now is engaged in financing
his proposed operations.

In the Middle West, M. L. Finkelstein
and his sons are engaged in an expansion
program throughout Iowa. Individual oper-
ators in Middle West states are more active
than they have been in months in the mat-
ter of proposed theatres, and a number of
new chains are in process of formation.

PublLx is rounding out its building pro-
gram and has about 30 houses just com-
pleted, in construction or planned. Fox, in

addition to the Coast expansion, is planning
houses in the South, notably in Texas.

$1,000,000 RKO House
Starts Soon at Denver
Denver—Radio-Keith-Orpheum Jan. 1

will start construction of its house here on
the site of the old Orpheum. Plans call for
a seating capacity of 3,000 and comple-
tion by fall.

Radio-Hughes Deal
Hollywood—Deal of Radio Pictures

is practically set for the printing of

its black and white prints at the new
Multicolor plant being built by How-
ard Hughes. This means that Radio's
plans for a new lab have been aban-
doned, temporarily, at least. Yarbutt
Apt is to be in charge of the new
plant.

U. A. Planning to

Enter All Spots

Where Shut Out

A theatre wherever the company is not

getting proper representation is the ex-

hibition plan of United Artists, Samuel
Goldwyn told Motion Picture News this

week.

"In a couple of months we will be set

with 25 on the Coast, but we won't end
there unless we get the break we feel we
deserve," he added.

Goldwyn, in further outlining the Schenck
plan, said the houses will not be 5,000 seat-

ers, but limited to capacities ranging be-
tween 800 and 1,000 each on the theory
that the public "comes to see the picture,

not the theatre." He added that U. A. will

build next door to the 5,000 seaters if it

becomes necessary. The Coast move is, of

course, aimed at Fox West Coast Theatres.

Goldwyn to Europe

Goldwyn sails on the Bremen Friday
night for London and a vacation at St.

Moritz, returning to this country about
February 1. His own production plans for

next season will be limited to four pictures:

two with Ronald Colman and one each with
Evelyn Laye and Eddie Cantor. His ac-

tivities on behalf of Art Cinema will be

limited to six pictures, among them two
with Swanson, one with Norma Talmadge
and "Street Scene," Broadway stage play
for which he has just purchased the screen
rights.

Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks and
Charlie Chaplin will continue to make their

own pictures while Howard Hughes will

probably contribute two or three to the

U. A. program for 1930-1931.

U. A. Building Starts in

Jan.; Zukor at Pow Wow
United Artists' building program is to

start soon after the first of the year, it is

indicated, following a conference at Santa
Barbara attended by Joseph M. Schenck,
Adolph Zukor, Sid Grauman, Al Jolson,
Leo Diegel, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Steb-
bins. Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon.
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Mike's Minions
The Simmonsonian dynasty has been

filmly entrenched in the AMPA and
King Mike I, in a proclamation issued
verbally at Thursday's luncheon (so to

speak), announced that hereafter he
will groom his favorites to follow in

his footsteps when the inevitable rev-

olution occurs. However, his ukase is

beneficent; not tyranical.

Leon Bamberger, who has become
famous as an exploiter, is the first

object of Mike's largesse and he was
given the royal permission at the

meet to introduce the chief speaker.

Others may be given try-outs, and
the winner of the eliminations will be

given the syllabic support of His Maj-
esty as his successor. Leon, how-
ever, measured up so efficiently to the

regal requirements that he's got an
edge now on the rest of the princelings.

Pathe Finally Goes
Under Radio Wing

(Continued from page 9)

Marcus, now a vice-president of Radio Pic-

tures, stated Thursday it was all news to

him, but the switch is understood to be set

unless a last-minute and unexpected change

is determined upon.

President E. B. Derr, now in charge of

Pathe production on the Coast, may or

may not remain with the company. On the

basis of his record, it is learned Radio wants

him to stay in charge of the studio, which

will be maintained separately.

Separate Exchange Systems

The present plan calls for operation of

Pathe as is. Exchanges will not be consoli-

dated for a year at least, the future after

that depending upon general conditions in

the industry as well as in the two companies
involved. It is further expected the Pathe
personnel in New York and throughout the

country will remain unchanged.
RKO will immediately assume obliga-

tions of Pathe. Four pictures about to be

launched by Pathe on the Coast will be

financed entirely by Radio.

The entire deal has yet to be approved
by Pathe stockholders, but it is not antici-

pated there will be difficulty on that score.

The entire negotiations are expected to be

approved and cleared away by the first week
in January.
Hiram S. Brown, president of RKO, said

Thursday that he had signed no contract,

would admit of no negotiations and said he
would have nothing to say until there is a

deal. Lewis Innerarity at Pathe could not

be reached.

Barnstyn Sailing to

Sell 26 Terry Toons
Jack C. Barnstyn, who dropped out of

film export to market ten-cent book editions

of films adapted from published works, is

returning to the field. He sails shortly for

a three months' sales trip to Europe, where
he will visit 17 countries on behalf of a
series of 26 Terry-Toons, handled in this

country by Educational.

Arbitration Case

Ruling Upholds

N. J. Zoning Stand

Decision of the U. S. Supreme Court in

the arbitration case contains a ruling which
upholds the stand of the New Jersey ex-

hibitor association in refusing to be a party

to proposed zoning of the state, declares

President Sidney E. Samuelson. This reads

:

"The Sherman Act seeks to protect the

public against evils commonly incident to

the unreasonable destruction of competition

and no length of discussion or experimenta-

tion among parties to a combination which
produces the inhibited result can give vali-

dity to their action. . . . The interest of

the public in the preservation of competition

is the primary consideration."

The proposed zoning, Samuelson asserts,

is "unreasonable, stifling and illegal," and
"designed to earn profit for chain theatres at

the expense of the independent exhibitor and
the public which in the ultimate pays the

entire bill."

"Blind buying, block booking of features

and shorts, protection, guarantee and per-

centage selling, salacious advertising and
unfortunate legislative representation of the

industry are combining to create a storm for

which everyone in the business—both inno-

cent and guilty—will have to pay," he
asserts.

Paramount Buys
In Times Square

Paramount is assembling property on the
45th St. side of Loew's New York theatre

and on 44th St., adjoining the Criterion,

and at an undetermined date will build a
72-story office building and theatre on the

combined Broadway and side street front-

ages Loew's holds a ten-year lease of the

New York which has about two years to

go. The Criterion belongs to Paramount.
Realtors familiar with Times Square

values believe it will be some time before
construction is started, pointing out that

office space in that part of New York is

no longer easy to sell. Observers of the

film business hold the opinion that the

Broadway first-run situation won't be ripe

for 5,000 or 6,000 additional seats for five

Roxy Returns
S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel, returned this

week from his European trip. He was
greeted at the pier by 150 employees of

the Roxy. armed with blue and white pen-
nants. He declared that there is a big fu-

ture for European films in this country and
that Fox has just contracted for 10 British
film-,.

Sachs Sails
Arthur Sachs of Goldman, Sachs & Co.,

Warner bankers, sails for Europe on th<»"

Bremen tonight.

Morgan Sails
Guy P. Morgan, United Artists' general

sales manager for the Argentine, sails for
Buenos Aires today on the Southern Prince,
after a stay of six weeks in the States.
\\ ednesday he was a bon voyage luncheon
guest at the Motion Picture Club of United
Artists' executives, those present including
Arthur \Y. Kelly, Harry D. Buckley, Paul
Burger, Paul Lazarus, Thomas Patrick Mul-
rooney, Sumner Taylor. H. E. W. Wake and
Bruce Gallup.

Another New Star
Evelyn Laye. Remember the name.

A beautiful blonde, tall and statu-
esque, charming and poised, endowed
with pleasant voice, this English mu-
sical comedy actress makes her debut
in "One Heavenly Night" and her en-
trance into stardom at the same time.

When she gets a director who ap-
parently doesn't insist that she over-

act, Miss Laye will do better work,
but even her first talker will make a

sizeable dent with picture audiences
throughout the land. The future for

her is assured if she gets vehicles

that fit her talents. Certainly she has
all the makings.

Incidentally, it takes "One Heavenly
Night" to establish once again what
a gorgeous comedian Leon Errol is.

The picture is pretty much his—all

the way.
KANN

Double Feature Curse
Laid to Block Booking

{Continued from page 15)

feature policy will drop it tomorrow," he

said. Chicago exhibitors, he declared, don't

want to double-feature, but are forced into

the policy by the lack of pictures with suffi-

cient draw to be shown profitably, he said,

pointing out that pictures like "Common
Clay" and "The Office Wife" are not double

featured.

Exhibitors can't afford to pay for and
shelve the mediocre pictures, he says, add-

ing also that the holding up of playdates in

the present release method forces exhibitors

to overbuy, because when, a picture is not

available for a given date, the exhibitor is

forced to seek another, and the block system

forces him to take the company's entire

group. To dispose of this surplus, the ex-

hibitor must double feature the pictures.

Chicago independents, he said, were threat-

ened with a double feature situation as "bad

as that in New England" if they didn't agree

to the proposed zoning schedules, which
sought to outlaw double featuring, but stood

their ground, "realizing that block booking

and poor pictures makes double featuring

necessary to their existence."

Texas Independents
Form a New Unit

{Continued from page 15)

the organization and to institute a state wide
membership campaign.

Many exhibitors who heretofore had been
inactive in organization work have come
into the new group. Suburban exhibitors

of Houston, Dallas and Fort Worth were
well represented in the charter membership.

W. G. Underwood, one of the owners and
representing the Robb & Rowley circuit,

Tuesday turned into the treasury checks
totaling approximately $1,000 as member-
ships for that group of theatres, numbering
''2 houses in Texas.

Judge Walker, former staunch member of

Allied, and president of the new association,

is an attorney of Lampasas, and reputed to

be the leader in his community. He is the
owner of several theatres.
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Inspired Plot to Disrupt Iowa Allied

Unit Charged in Attack on L. P. Martin

Salesmanship
Baltimore—J. Lawrence Schanberger,

manager of Keith's here, wanted to

ha\e a particularly good picture for

Thanksgiving week and had "Fast and
Loose" booked. Thinking that the cast

of "Morocco" would appeal more to

his clientele, he and his father, Fred
C. Schanberger, asked Paramount to

allow them to have it for Keith's, but
the company demurred on the ground
that it was not to be released until

December. However, Lawrence and his

father persuaded Paramount to let

them have the picture.

Loew theatres in Baltimore have
other Paramount pictures booked, but
it is understood that "Morocco" was
bought by Lawrence Schanberger sev-

eral months ago when he selected his

17 pictures for the season from that
program.

No New $1,600

Equipment, Is

Denial of Erpi

Denial that Electrical Research Products

soon will place on the market a new type

of equipment for small theatres priced at

$1,600 is made by C. W. Bunn, general

sales manager, as "absolutely without foun-

dation."

"Furthermore, no such equipment is be-

ing contemplated, nor do we believe that

any can be produced at such a price and
still deliver the high quality that the motion
picture industry and the theatre-going pub-
lic have come to expect from Western Elec-
tric apparatus. Our standard for quality

has been set and set at a high point. We
do not intend at any time to lower that

standard, regardless of what sacrifice such
a stand may entail.

"\\ e also believe that with our present
line of equipments we are in a position to

offer the small theatre exhibitor a Western
Electric Sound System installation that will

not only put his house on a par, as far as
quality is concerned, with the de luxe house,
but will also be a business builder for him.
In other words, the equipment suitable for
his house is so priced that he can pay for
it and still remain in business on a profitable

basis."

"Birth" to Buck Xmas
Bugbear at N. Y. Cohan

"The Birth of a Nation," synchronized,
will be banked upon to combat the pre-holi-
day slump at the Cohan. New York, oper-
ated by British International Pictures. The
film, which is being state-righted by A.
Griffith Grey, goes in Dec. 18, guaranteed
two weeks and longer if receipts warrant.

President's "Bolshevik" Charge
Stirs Members; Directors

Backing Secretarg

Des Moines—Members of the Iowa Allied
unit are "het up" over statement attributed
to Tom Arthur that he submitted his res-
ignation recently because Secretary Les-
ter P. Martin had "gone bolshevik." It is

hinted that opposition factors, seeking to
discredit Martin, because of his fight against
zoning, may have inspired the statement.

Martin is credited with developing the
organization to its present state and has the
board of directors with him. He has been
working without compensation.

Arthur Remaining
Arthur has made up his differences and

will continue in office until Jan. 1, the date
for election of new officers.

Martin feels he has been the victim of a
political move made against him personally.
There seems no reason to believe this.

Arthur states that he does not wish to
be quoted aside from the fact that he has
no desire to disrupt the organization and
that he will remain peacefully at its head
until the January election.

Questioned as to a report of a disagree-
ment between Arthur and Harry Hier-
steiner Des Moines member of the board
of directors, he said, "Harry? Why, I

haven't seen him." Hiersteiner wished to
make no statement except that the board
of directors is behind Martin.

Tiffany Signs Sullivan
To Write Racketeer Script
Edward Dean Sullivan, author of "Rat

tling the Cup on Chicago Crime," "Chicago
Surrenders." "I'll Tell My Big Brother"
and "Sold Out," has been signed by Tiffany
to adapt and write the treatment and dia-
logue for "X Marks the Spot," which is to
be the second production for Tiffany by
James Whale.

Marlene Dietrich Sails
Outward bound on the Bremen is Marlene

Dietrich, new Paramount stellar light, who
is returning to Berlin for the Christmas
holidays.

Colman on B'way
"Devil to Pay," Ronnie Colman's latest

talker, will be ushered into New York with
a two-a-dav engagement at the Gaiety be-
ginning Dec. 18.

Reiterate Pledge
Hollywood—Pledge to supply only

authentic facts and news which have
been "verified at their source" has
been reiterated by the studio publicity
committee of the Association of Mo-
tion Picture Producers.

Puffer Denounces Charge
Resentment over the statement of

Tom Arthur that he was resigning
the presidency of the Allied unit in
Iowa because its secretary had gone
"bolshevik" is expressed by F. R.
Puffer, Webster City, in a letter to
Motion Picture News. He says the
statement is so ridiculous as to "be
almost laughable" and that a canvass
of the membership would show, per-
haps, that only one member had "gone
bolshevik."

Arthur used Puffer's name and of
other directors in his statement, as
board members opposed to the secre-
tary's methods, and this drew fire of
Puffer, who says he believes it was
solely to do the organization an in-

jury. He says the association has
made phenomenal progress and has
the moral and financial support of
practically every independent in the
state.

Benefit Show Is

Halted by Philly

Cops in Uproar

Philadelphia—Amid scenes of disorder,

7,000 were ejected from the Kent, picture

house in Northeast Philadelphia, Sunday
night when an attempt was made to present

a film and vaudeville show for the benefit

of the unemployed. A special detail of 150

police from all over the city was rushed to

the theatre under orders from Director of

Public Safety Schofield to clear out the the-

atre, which had been secured for the bene-
fit by Allyn-Capron Post No. 22, Veterans
of Foreign Wars.

A permit for the showing had been ob-
tained two weeks previously by the veterans

from Superintendent of Police Mills, but at

the last minute Schofield revoked the license.

It was then too late to notify the ticket-

holders and a detachment of police was sent

to disperse the crowd. Disregarding orders,

the indignant crowd filed into the theatre

and the show began, only to be halted by
the arrival of several detachments of police.

A riot of serious proportions was averted
when George Winkleman, member of the

veterans' committee, went to the stage and
pleaded with the crowd to obey the police

order.

At the same time benefit shows were
given in other theatres in the city, but the
reason for forbidding the Kent affair was
not learned. Officials of the post declared
that they would stage the show next Sun-
day and obtain a court order if necessarv.

Tiffany Signs Hamilton
Hollywood—Tiffany has signed Hale

Hamilton for a role in "Drums of Jeopardy."
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"Morocco" Smash
Hit at L. A. with

$38,500 1stWeek

Benedict

Los Angeles—Sensational business was

done by "Morocco" in its first week at

Grauman's Chinese, turning in a gross of

$38,500. SRO was the rule at the house.

The mystery surrounding Marlene Dietrich,

and the Gary Cooper draw, were called re-

sponsible.

This was all the more remarkable in view

of the fact that the draw at most houses

was the heaviest in weeks. "The Doorway
to Hell" at the two Warner houses did ab-

normal business, and "Sin Takes a Holi-

day" gave the RKO its best week in mx
months. The Orpheum was up somewhat
and "Tom Sawyer" sent the Paramount up

to $26,000.

Estimated takings

:

Los Angeles
••M1N AND BILL" (M-G-M)

FOX CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1.6501. 75c-$1.50, twice
daily, 7 days, second week. Other attractions: "Fi*h
erman's Paradise" (M-G-M), Abe Lyman and band,
news. Gross: $21,000.

"JENNY LIND" (M-G-M)
FOX CRITERION—0,652), 35c-o5c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $11,000.

"SCOTLAND YARD" (Fox)
LOEWS STATE— (2.418). 35c-65c, 7 days Other

attractons: F. & M. "Dance" Idea, Gene Morgan,
comedy, news. Gross: $32,000.

"TOM SAWYER" (Paramount)
I'AKAMIII N'T (.!.5'«.l. 35c -l.5c, 7 days Other at-

tractions: Stage revue, comedy, news. Gross: $26,000.

"DOORWAY TO HELL" (Warners)
WARNERS' DOWNTOWN—(2,700), 3Sc-65c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Yitaphone Yarieties, news. Gross:
$27,500.

"FEET FIRST" (Lloyd-Paramount)
UNITED ARTISTS 12.1110), 35c-65c. 7 days, third

week. Other attractions: Comedv, news, organ con-
cert. Gross: $11,000.

"SEE AMERICA THIRST" (Universal)
RKO—(2,700), 35c-65c, 7 days. Other attractions:

News, RKO vaudeville. Gross: $16,500.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
ORPHECM—(2.750), 35c-65c. 7 days Other attrac-

tions: Comedy, news. Gross: $16,000.
"ONE MAD KISS" (Fox) (Spanish)

CALIFORNIA-INTERNATIONAL—(2,000), 25c- 50c,

7 davs. Other attractions: Spanish comedv, news.
Gross: $6,500.

Hollywood
"MOROCCO" (Paramount)

GRAUMAN'S CHINESE—(2,030), 75c-$1.50. 8 days,
twice daily. Other attractions: Stage revue, $5 top
premiere, news. Gross: $38,500.

"BIG MONEY" (Pathe)
GRAUMAN'S EGYPTIAN— (1,800). 35c-65c, 7 davs.

Other attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $5,500.

"DOORWAY TO HELL" (Warners)
WARNERS' HOLLYWOOD—(3,000), 35c-65c. 7

days. Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, news.
Gross: $26,500.

"THE VIRTUOUS SIN" (Paramount)
PANTAGES HOLLYWOOD— (3,000). 35c-65c,

days. Other attractions: F. & M.
Idea, news. Gross: $13,500.

Society Circus"

Carolina Exhibs

Meeting Monday
Charlotte — Outline of the proposed

standard licensing agreement, discussion of

protection and the unemployment situation

are expected to highlight the meeting here
Monday of the North and South Carolina
exhibitor association. A board of directors'

meeting is to precede Monday's session,

which will be opened with an address of
welcome by Mavor George Hendrickson.
S. R. Kent, M. A. Lightnian. M.P.T.O.A.,
president ; and Edward Kuykendahl, vice-

president, are among speakers scheduled to

attend.

Following his marriage at Washington,
Will H. Hays and his ortde, tne toitner
Mrs. Jessie Herron State"man. widow
of the former minister to Bolivia, spent
a brief honeymoon at Hot Springs, Va.
The bride is the sister of Colonel Fred-
erick L. Herron, head of the foreign
department of the Hays organization.

». ?9

BaltimoreTheatres

To Put on Big

Benefit Shows

Baltimore—The police department is co-

operating with the M.P.T.O. of Maryland.

Inc., to put over a monster benefit picture

performance on Sunday, Dec. 14, in all the-

atres here, including the first run and neigh-

borhood houses, and Charles D. Gaither,

police commissioner, has sanctioned the

Sunday shows and will act as treasurer of

the funds realized.

J. Louis Rome has been appointed chair-

man of the committee of arrangements and
has Samuel Soltz, of the New Howard,
Frank A. Hornig. of the Horn, and Charles

E. Nolte, president of the Maryland ex-

hibitor organization, helping.

The time of the performances will be

from 2 to 11 P. M., so that church-going
will not be interfered with. Representatives

of ministerial groups called on Commis-
sioner Gaither to learn his attitude on the

matter and were told that it would be futile

for them to try to oppose the Sunday per-

formances as an emergency exists and he
will co-operate with the exhibitors and will

permit them to hold another if it is neces-
sary.

Tickets will be sold from the box-offices

the same as on any week day. Rome esti-

mates that about $75,000 will be realized

from the benefit.

Musicians' Union Local No. 40 has given
permission to its members to play in all

theatres for this special occasion, free of

charge. All tickets will be furnished free of

charge by N. C. Haefele, of the National
Theatre Supply Co. The Independent Op-
erators' and Managers' Union has agreed
to allow its members to work free of charge
and other employes of theatres will do the
same.

Lottery Bride'

Dies with Other

B'way Houses Up
While other New York houses were

emerging from the holiday slump, the Rialto-

nose-dived with a dull thud during the week
with "The Lottery Bride." The picture ii

coming out Thursday after but one week at
this long run stand, with Emil Jannings'
Ufa talker, "Blue Angel," going in. At the
other stands, "Lightnin' " led the proces-
sion, doing so well that it is being held
over for a second week.

This follows the showing of "Just Im-
agine," which proved somewhat disappoint-
ing, as it had been figured for a run.
The Mayfair is clicking this week with

"Sin Takes a Holiday," after closing out
"Tol'able David" with a take slightly over
$17,000.

Estimated takings

:

"WAR NURSE" (M-C-M)
ASTOR— (1,1201. 50e-75c-S1.50-$2. 6th week, 7 days.

Other attractions: "Flip the Frog" (M-G-M), "Dog-
way Melodies" (M-G-M). Gross: $9,700.

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
( APITOL — (4,700). 35c-50c-75c-$1.50. 7 days, 1st

week. Other attractions: "Java," FitzPatrick Travel-
talk. "Blood and Thunder" (Hal Roach), news.
Gross: $78,786.

"TODAY" (Majestic)
CENTRAL—(1,490), $l-$2, 7 days, 2nd week. Other

attractions: Krazy Kat cartoon, "The Apache Kid,"
"Racket Cheers" (Mack Sennett), Traveltalk (Sun-
shine). Gross: $4,900.

"TWO WORLDS" (British International)
GEO. M. COHAN — (1,500), 35c-50c-75c, 7 days.

Other attractions: "It Happened at Hollywood" (U.),
"Spanish Rhythm" (Col.), "Guiseppe Verdi" (Col.).
Gross: $4,800.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)
' Playing simultaneously at the Criterion and Gaietv)
CRITERION—(850), $l-$2-$2.50. 7 days, 16th week.

Other attractions: None. Gross: S10.750.

EMBASSY—ALL NEWSREEL
EMBASSY— (598), 25c, 7 days. Straight newsreel.

Gross: $9,994.50.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)
(Playing simultaneously at the Criterion and Gaietv)
GAIETY— (808), $l-$1.50-$2-$2.50, 16th week. Other

attractions: None. Gross: $9,000.

"BIG MONEY" (Pathe)
GLOBE-d.050). 35c-50c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Then Came the Pawn" (Col.), "Lambs Will
Gamble" (Krazy Kat cartoon), news, "Pickin' Cot-
ton" (Tiff.). Grass: $22,100.

"KISMET" (Warners)
HOLLYWOOD— (1,600), 50c-75c-$l-$1.50, 7 days, 3rd

week. Other attractions: "Romeo and Juliet," news.
Gross: $14,931.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
-MAYFAIR— (2,300), 40c-65c-85c-$l, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Big Cheese" (Pathe). "Hollywood
Theme Song" (Educational), news. Gross: $17,100.

"THE DERELICT" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (3.70O), 40c-5Oc-65c-85c-$l, 7 days.

Other attractions: Stage show, "Story Book Parade"
I Para.). Gross: $69,400.

"FEET FIRST" (Harold Lloyd-Para.)
RIALTQr-U.904). 65c-85c, 7 days, 3rd week. Other

attractions: "Way Out West" (Bruce Scenic), "Sky
Scraping" (Para.). "Pulling a Bone," "Marieutch"
I Fleischer). Gross: $19,500.

"MOROCCO" (Para.)
RIVOLI— (2.103). 35c-65c-85c, 7 . days. 2nd week.

Other attractions: "In Again, Out Again" (Para.),
"Up to -Mars" (Para.) Gross: $45,200

"JUST IMAGINE" (Fox)
ROXY—£6,200), 50c-75c-$l. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show, news. Gross: $92,700.

"OLD ENGLISH" (Warners)
STRAND— (3.000), 35c-50c-65c-85c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Stuttering Romance" (Vitaphone).
"Voice of Hollywood" (Tiff.), news. Gross: $25,063.

"VIENNESE NIGHTS" (Warners)
WARNERS— (1,490). $1-$1.50. 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: "The Headache Man" (Vitaphone), "Madam
of the Jury" (Vitaphone). Gross: $7,738.

"THE LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)
WINTER GARDEN— (1.493). 40c-S0c-$l. 7 days. 3rd

week. Other attractions: "Shaw and Lee," "Hall
Johnson," "Willie Howard" (all Vitaphone). Gross:
$24,318.

Mayo Leaves
Archie Mayo, Warner director, who has

been vacationing in Europe, is en route to

Hollywood.
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'SinTakesHoliday'

Detroit Holdover

On $20,000 Take
Detroit—Freezing weather failed to cause

any great decrease in general attendance,

due to personal appearance of Ted Lewis

and his band at the Michigan, the picture

version of Mark Twain's "Tom Sawyer"

at the Fisher and one of the best of stage

and screen shows at the Fox.

The RKO Downtown, playing "Sin

Takes a Holiday." was forced to change its

recently announced policy of one-week

stands for all pictures, due to the business

which crowded the box-office all week.

Marilyn Miller's "Sunny" at the Paramount

was attracting its share of patronage, as

was "Min and Bill," which was moved in

to the State after one week at the Michigan.

Estimated takings

:

"SIN TAXES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)

DOWNTOWN—(3,750), 10c-25c-50c, 7 days, first

week. Other attractions: News, comedy. Gross:

$20,000. Business good enough to hold picture for sec-

ond week.
"LIGHTNIN' " (Fox)

FOX—(5,500), 15c-25c-50c. 7 days. Other attractions:

F. & M. "Wild and Wooley" Idea, news, comedy.
Gross: $32,000. Excellent business ail week.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)

UNITED ARTISTS—(2,070), 35c-50c-75c, 7 days,

third week.third week. Other attractions: News,
comedy. Gross: $12,000. Business falling off.

"LAUGHTER" (Paramount)

RIVIERA— (2.800), 15c-25c-50c, 7 days, second run.

Other attractions: News, comedy. Gross: $9,000.

"FAST AND LOOSE" (Paramount)

MICHIGAN—(4,100), 35c-50c-75c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Ted Lewis and band, news, comedy. Gross:
$28,000. Good opening and fairly good business dur-

ing week.

"TOM SAWYER" (Paramount)

FISHER— (2,800), 35c-40c-75c, 8 days. Other attrac-

tions: Publix unit, "Oh, Unclef", news, comedy.
Gross: $15,000. Show opened Thanksgiving Day to

catch kid patronage, and did good business.

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
STATE—(3,000), 15c-25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, comedy. Gross: $12,000. Moved from
Michigan (or second week in accordance with new
policy.

"SUNNY" (F. N.)
PARAMOUNT— (3.448), 35-50c-75c, 7 days, first

week. Other attractions: News, novelty, comedy.
Gross: $17,000. Pulling at the box office.

"LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)
HOLLYWOOD— (3.4361, 10c-25c-50c, 4 days, second

run. Other attractions: Stage show, news, comedy.
Gross: $8,500. Two cash prize nights pulling heavily
on Tuesday and Wednesday.

"THE GORILLA" (First National)
HOLLYWOOD— (3,436), 10c-25c-50c, 3 days, second

run. Other attractions: Stage show, news, comedy.
Gross: $8,000. Awarding two Ford cars, Friday and
Saturday nights drawing huge crowds.

Report for preceding week folloius :

Detroit—Between creeping cats and im-

aging things, the RKO Downtown and Fox
theatres have had things just about their

own way this week, both houses grossing

more than any of their competitors. Weather
conditions tending to colder weather, with
snow on Tuesday. Business generally off

about 20 per cent, with Harold Lloyd's

"Feet First" hitting the skids, though "Hell's

Angels" appears to be hanging on at the

United Artists, grossing a fair amount of

coin.

Estimated takings:
"THE CAT CREEPS" (Universal)

RKO DOWNTOWN— (2,750), 25c-50c. 7 days.
Other attractions: News, comedy. Gross: $21,000.

"JUST IMAGINE" (Fox)
FOX— (5,500), 15c25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions:

F. & M. "Gems and Jams," sound news, comedy.
Gross: $31,000.

"HER WEDDING NIGHT" (Paramount)
HOLLYWOOD— (3,436). 10c-25c-50c. 4 days, second

run. Other attractions: Stage show, news and
comedy. Gross: $8,000.

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
MICHIGAN—(4.100), 35c-SOc.75c. 7 days. Other at-
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Hollywood Again

Providence— Another play dealing

with Hollywood's morals and manners
got under way here when "Jack's Up,"

acted and written by Reginald Owen,
of the stage and films, made its bow.

The story centers around a cinema
sheik almost ruined by the talkers and

the rise to fame of his double. Owen
plays both parts and gives a cracker-

jack performance. Critics here like it.
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New Liberty in

Oklahoma City

Gets Top Dough
Oklahoma City—Opening of the new

Warners Liberty with a vaudeville policy

and the usual Thanksgiving showgoers gave

the theatres a fair week.

The Liberty grossed around $8,500 on

"Truth About Youth" and a good program

of RKO vaudeville. The Publix Criterion

grossed near $8,200 on "Life of the Party."

The Capitol did a slightly above normal

business of $7,500 on "Sea Legs" and

'Sunny" was good for $8,000 at Warners'

Mid-west.
Estimated takings

:

"LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)
CRITERION— (1,900), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "College Hounds" (M-G-M). news. Gross:

$8,200.
"SEA LEGS" (Paramount)

CAPITOL— (1.200), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Pirates" (M-G-M), news. Gross: $7,500.

"SUNNY" (F. N.)
MIDWEST— (1,500), 10c-25c-50c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Thanksgiving" (National Screen), "Put-
ting It On" (Vitaphone), "Excuse the Pardon" (Vita-

phone), news. Gross: $8,000.

"TRUTH ABOUT YOUTH" (F. N.)

LIBERTY—(1,600), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: RKO vaudeville, news. Gross: $8,500.

"COLLEGE LOVERS" (F. N.)
ORPHEUM—(1,500). 10c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Vaudeville, news. Gross: $4,500.

"THE SEA WOLF" (Fox)
EMPRESS— (1,200), 10c-35c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Big Money" (Vitaphone). "Indians Are Com-
ing" (Universal serial), news. Gross: $4. MX).

(Note: Reports for previous week published

on page 23.)

Simon Completes Second
"A Shocking Affair" has been chosen by

Mack Stark as the title of the second two-

reel comedy in the series of 18 subjects

starring Louis Simon, being produced by
Simple Simon Comedies, Inc. This com-
edy, written by William A. Grew and Rube
Welch, was originally titled "Radio Mad-
ness."

tractions: "Black & Silver" Publix unit, news and
comedy. Gross: $24,000.

"THE VIRTUOUS SIN" (Paramount)
FISHER— (2,800), 35c-40c-75c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Piping Hot" Publix unit, news and com-
edy. Gross: $16,000.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (Howard Hughes)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,070), 35c-50c-75c. 7 days,

second week. Other attractions: Sound news, com-
edy and noveltv. Gross: S13.000.

"HER WEDDING NIGHT" (Paramount)
RIVIERE— (2.800). 15c-25c-50c, 7 days, second run.

Other attractions: News and comedy. Gross: $10,000.

"THE LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)
HOLLYWOOD— (3.436). 10c-25c-50c, 3 days, second

run. Other attractions: Stage show, news and com-
edy. Gross: $7,500

"BROTHERS" (Columbia)
STATE—(3,000). 15c-25c-50c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Novelty, news and comedy. Gross: $13,000.

"FEET FIRST" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (3.448), 35c-50c-75c, 7 days, third

week. Other attractions: News and comedy. Gross:

$14,000.

Laughter" and

Saps"Get$13,500

In Seattle Runs
Seattle—Like the stockmarket, local the-

atre grosses hit "new lows" during the

week just concluded, or, rather, six days,

for most of the first run houses changed

programs one day early this week because

of the Thanksgiving holiday. "Laughter"

at the Paramount probably took the palm

for the w^eek with a gross of $13,500. About

the same gross was registered at the Fox
Fifth Avenue, where "Only Saps Work"
and a Fanchon-Marco stage unit were

equally featured.

Estimated takings

:

"A SOLDIER'S PLAYTHING" (Warners)

BLUE MOUSE— (950), 25c-35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other
attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, news, Billy Ulman
and band. Gross: $6,500.

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)
FOX—(2.450), 25c-50c-60c-75c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Temples of Silence" (Pathe), "College

Hounds" (M-G-M). news. band. Gross: $8,500.

"ONLY SAPS WORK" (Para.)

FOX FIFTH AVENUE — (2,750), 25c-35c-50c-60c-

75c 7 (lays. Other attractions: "Glories of Spain
'

(Pathe). news, Fanchon & Marco's "New Yorker"
idea. Gross: $13,500.

"DOORWAY TO HELL" (Warners)

MUSIC BOX— (950), 25c-35c-50c-75c, 6 days (2nd

week). Other attractions: "Leather Pushers" (Univ.),

news, band. Gross: $6,000.

"LAUGHTER" (Para.)

PARAMOUNT— (3,150), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "La Schnapps. Inc." (Para.), "Office

Blues" (Para.), "Accordian Joe" (Para.), news.

Gross: $13,500.

Aleograph Infringement
Suit vs. Erpi Dismissed

San Antonio—Suit filed by the Aleograph

Co. of America, a local concern, against

Electrical Research Products, charging in-

fringement of disc patents, was dismissed by

Judge Duval West in Federal Court, who
ruled that Aleograph had failed to prove

any infringement. In the suit the Texas
company had asked for an accounting of

profits, the amount of which was unde-

termined but which estimates placed as high

as $50,000,000.

Judge West denied a motion by attorneys

for Erpi that the Aleograph patent be de-

clared void. Counsel for Aleograph are

undecided as to whether an appeal will be

taken.

R-K-0 Circuit Goes
In for Give-Away

s

Chicago—RKO tie-up with the Chicago
Evening American to plug business for "Sin

Takes a Holiday," current at the State-

Lake, is reported to have been successful.

Paper solicited 50-word letters on the sub-

ject, "Can Marriage for Money Bring Hap-
piness." and awarded $100 in cash prizes

and free tickets to the State-Lake for the

best letters. RKO, naturally, put up the

prizes. Contestants were expected to view
the picture to obtain ideas.

Just another instance of the circuits do-

ing what they tried to prevent independents

from doing in the rejected protection plan

for the city.

Glucksmann Due
Jack Glucksmann. distributor and the-

atre owner in the Argentine, is due in New
York from Buenos Aires on Tuesday. He
headquarters here.
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"Derelict" with

$42,500 Leader

Of Boston Pack

Boston—Business slowed up as the week
advanced and, coupled with a severe storm

the latter part, showed a considerable de-

cline over former weeks in spite of the usual

holiday crowds. But for the holiday, the

week would have been a real disappointment

at all the theatres.

Metropolitan with "Derelict" did only a

fair business with a gross of $42,500. Both
RKO houses did a fair business, with "Sin
Takes a Holiday" at the Keith Memorial
holding up sufficiently well to cause it to be

held over for next week and grossing $20,-

500, while "Pay Off" at the Keith-Boston
under the new four-show policv dropped to

$18,500.

"Min and Bill" at Loew's State was a
bright spot in the horizon and did a gross
of $21,000. "Remote Control" at Loew's
Orpheum was good for $22,000, which was
a little less than average.

Paramount's houses did little better than
average. The Scollay Square with "Door-
way to Hell" grossed $13,500 while "Feet
First" playing day and date at the Olympia
and Uptown after a week at the Metropoli-
tan were tabulated at a total of $24,000.

Estimated takings

:

"DERELICT" (Para.)
METROPOLITAN—(4,350), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Revue, comedy, cartoon, news. Gross:
$42,500.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
KEITH MEMORIAL— (2.800), 30c-65c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Comedy, Sportlight, news. Gross: $202500.
"PAY OFF" (RKO)

KEITH.BOSTON—(2.500), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Vaudeville, comedy, Sportlight, news.
Cross: $18,500.

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE—(3,700), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $21,000.

"REMOTE CONTROL" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM — (3,100), 25c-50c. 7 days.

Other attractions: Dancing contest, comedy, news.
Gross: $22,000.

•DOORWAY TO HELL" (Warner)
SCOLLAY SQUARE—(1.800), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Vaudeville, comedy, news. ("The Office
Wife" shown Sunday only). Gross: $13,500.

"FEET FIRST" (Para.)
OLYMPIA— (2,500), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Comedy, cartoon, news. Gross: $12,500.

"FEET FIRST" (Para.)
UPTOWN—(2,000). 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Comedy, cartoon, news. Gross: $12,000.

Photophone Makes Changes
John H. Tingle, formerly manager of

a linen importing firm, has been appointed
treasurer of RCA Photophone, succeeding

C. C. Chapelle, who is transferred to Chi-
cago. C. G. Terwilliger, formerly assistant'

treasurer and assistant credit manager of

RCA Victor, has been appointed assistant

treasurer, succeeding A. Nicol, resigned.

W. A. Graham, formerly with RCA Victor,

has been appointed assistant to A. E.

Reoch. vice-president of RCA Photophone.

Hicks Opens Course
Baltimore—An indoor miniature golf

course has been opened by Charles E. Hicks
and his son, William, owners of the Hamp-
den, residential house in that suburb of

Baltimore, just across the street from the

playhouse.

Silent on Chain
Baltimore — Headquarters of the

Frank H. Durkee Enterprises here do
not appear to know anything about
the reported plan to form a national

theatre chain of former First National
frani-hise holders. Harry Schwalbe is

closely allied with the Durkee inter-

ests here, but the office says they
have not heard anything of the move.

"Big Trail" Not

Hot at $10,000

In Des Moines

Des Moines—With "The Big Trail" as

the biggest current attraction, playing at the

Des Moines for a week, "The Cat Creeps"

at the Orpheum proved an exceptionally

good draw. On the first half of the week

this picture did business 20 per cent above

average. "Tol'able David" did tol'able well.

At the Strand "Up the River" and "The
Widow from Chicago" split the week with

the latter getting slightly the better box-

office, considering that it ran the three days.

Weather was cold.

Estimated takings

:

"MOBY DICK" (Warners)
PARAMOUNT— (1,700), 25c-35c-60c, 3 days. Other

attractions: News, band, three acts vaudevi.le. Gross:

$6,000.
"REMOTE CONTROL"

PARAMOUNT— (1.700), 25c-35c-60c, 4 days. Other
attractions: News, stage band in presentation. Gross:

$6,000.
"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)

Des Moines—(1,600), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News, "Office Blues" (Paramount). Gross:
$10,000.

"THE CAT CREEPS" (Universal)
ORPHEUM— (2,000). 25c-50c, 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: "One Nutty Night" (Pathe), news, vaude-
ville. Gross: $6,000.

"TOL'ABLE DAVID" (Columbia)
ORPHEUM— (2.000), 25c-50c, 4 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, vaudeville. Gross: $5,000.

"UP THE RIVER" (Fox)
STRAND—(1,100), 20c-30c, 4 days. Other attrac-

tions: News. "The Indians Are Coming" (Universal).
Gross: $1,550.

"THE WIDOW FROM CHICAGO" (F. N.)
STRAND—(1,110), 20c-30c, 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, "Thanksgiving Day" (Paramount).
Gross: $1,600.

Handles German Film
Chicago—Max Goosmann, former foreign

representative for United Artists, and for-

merly associated with that company's local

office, has territorial rights here for "Zwei
Herzen 1m % Takt" (Two Hearts in Waltz
Time), the German dialogue production of

Associated Cinemas of America. Max is

planning to do some important business with
the picture locally, and in nearby heavily

populated German cities, such as Milwaukee
and St. Louis. He has established head-

quarters at the M. & M. exchange, 831

South Wabash.

Fieldman Back in Iowa
Des Moines—Joseph Fieldman, new sales-

man for Universal at the Des Moines office,

was the first man to organize an association

of exhibitors in Iowa when he was here 15

years ago.

New Contract for Corrigan
Hollywood—Lloyd Corrigan has signed a

new contract with Paramount. He formerly
was a scenario writer.

Tinting Signs for Series
Hollywood—James S. Tinling, who re-

cently completed "For the Love o' Lil," for

Columbia, has been signed by the company
to direct a series. The first will be "The
Flood."

"Scotland Yard"

Grabs $22,000

For Mpls. First

Minneapolis — The Pantages eased back
into the Minneapolis scene during the week
after a postponed opening, snooting a

straight picture program without vaudeville.

The use of "Once a Gentleman" for the

event caused scarcely a ripple although a

$4,000 gross is about the average take of

the house.

The opening hit into a tough week from
the competition standpoint, going against

better than average business at the Minne-
sota, where "Scotland Yard" did $22,000,

at the RKO Orpheum, which took $18,500
with "Tol'able David," and the State, which
did an easy $8,000 with "The Big Trail."

"Feet First" at the Century put close to

$8,500 into its 1640 seats with ease, but did

not hold over as had patently been expected.

"Hell's Angels" will go into this house dur-

ing the coming week with "Tom Sawyer"
receiving the newspaper editorial play as

an attraction at the big Minnesota. The
State will use "The Life of the Party" and
the RKO Orpheum, "Sin Takes a Holiday."
Pantages will counter with "The Third
Alarm."

Estimated takings

:

"SCOTLAND YARD" (Fox)
MINNESOTA—(4,025), 30c-40c-60c, 7 days, 7 shows

daily. Other attractions: Stage show, news. Gross:
$22,000.

"TOL'ABLE DAVID" (Columbia)
RKO ORPHEUM— (2.900), 35c-50c-75c, 7 days, 3

shows daily. Other attractions: Revue, heading three
act vaude, comedy, news. Gross: $18,500.

"FEET FIRST" (Para.)
CENTURY— (1,640), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days, 6 shows

daily, (second week). Other attractions: News. Gross:
$8,500.

"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)
STATE—(2,300), 25c.35c-60c, 7 days, 6 shows daily.

Other attractions: Comedy, screen novelties, news.
Gross: $8,000.

"RENEGADES" (Fox)
LYRIC— (1,238), 7 days, 7 shows daily. 15c-25c-40c.

Other attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $1,500.

"L1LIOM" (Fox)
ASTER—(812), 15C-25C-30C, 7 days. 7 shows daily.

Other attractions: News. Gross: $1,200.

"DANGER LIGHTS" (Radio)
RKO SEVENTH STREET— (1.300). 25c-35c-50c, 7

days, 6 shows daily. Other attractions: News. Gross:
$1,200.

"ONCE A GENTLEMAN" (Sono Art-W. W.)
PANTAGES—(1,600), 25c35c, 7 days, 5 shows daily.

Other attractions: News. Gross: $4,000.

Rochester House Reopens
Rochester—Enlarged after its years as a

legitimate and burlesque house, the new
Victoria, rechristened the Apollo, reopened

here Thanksgiving Day as a sound theatre.

Although in the heart of the theatre district

and with a good claim to business, the house
will specialize in second runs, with top of

20 cents. Maurice Kuhn, of Hollywood,
remodeled the house after purchasing it at

a foreclosure sale. Bert Kelly, of Rochester,

is manager.

Jack Crawford at Boston
Boston—Jack Crawford has become

master of ceremonies "permanently" at the

Metropolitan, according to announcement
this week. He comes from the Oriental in

Chicago.

Skelton Reopens American
Leetonia, O.—The American, closed for

several months, reopened December 5 under

the management of W. B. Skelton, who has

leased the house for one year.
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That's Out!
"Exit" has been banned from motion

picture theatres of Hyde, England, city

authorities having ruled that all doors
must bear an illuminated sign reading
"Way Out."—Newspaper filler.

And a jolly good reform it is, too.

Very few movie fans can understand
Latin.

—

Tampa Tribune.

b* »
Scarlet Pages'

Get $28,225 to

Win Cincy Lead
Cincinnati

—
'Scarlet Pages" at the RKO

Alliee, plus Moran and Mack heading the

stage sector of the bill, got top money for

the week, showing a gross of $28,225 in the

final check-up.

The RKO Lyric didn't make box-office

history witli "Abraham Lincoln," despite a

clever tie-up which was generously publi-

cized by stories and art in the dailies, plus

the fact that the feminine lead was portrayed

by a local girl. The house broke practically

even with the previous week.

"Derelict," at RKO Palace, showed a

considerable improvement over the week
before. Showing of a locally-made film de-

picting activities of a popular local kid-

dies' club was an additional draw.

"Her Man" suffered somewhat of a sink-

ing spell at RKO Capitol, and the picture,

for some unaccountable reason, went below

normal. Evidently the flaps didn't have this

one on their "must see" list as thev should.

The RKO Strand told 'em "The Truth

About Youth," staging a tap dance contest

as an added attraction, in which several

local youths participated. The house had a

healthy plus sign in its average, but a small

minus symbol in comparison with previous

week's gate.

"The Eves of the World" saw a good
first half at RKO Family, while "One Night
at Susie's" proved a comparatively profitable

event for the remaining three days.

Keith's had a good week with "Maybe
It's Love."

Business which would normally accrue

from the Thanksgiving holiday was un-

doubtedly affected to a more or less extent

by the near-zero weather.
Estimated takings

:

•SCARLET PAGES" (First National)
RKO ALBEE— (3,3001. 35e-50c-65c-75c. 7 days. Other

attractions: Vaudeville. "Glory of Spain" (Pathel,
news. Gross: $28,225.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (United Artists)
RKO LYRIC—(1,400). 30c-50e. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Comedy, new s. Gross: $10,190.

"DERELICT" (Paramount)
RKO PALACE—(WOO), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Home Run Hawkins" (Local I. "Who
Killed Rover" (M-G-M), news. Gross: $14,875.

"HER MAN" (Pathe)
RKO CAPITOL— (2.000), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Neighborly Neighbors" (Paramount),
"Fashion News" (Local), news. Gross: $11,950.

"THE TRUTH ABOUT YOUTH" (First National)
RKO STRAND—(1,350). 25e.40c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Mexico" (Universal), "A Fall to Arms"
(Radio), news. Gross: $4,750.

"EYES OF THE WORLD" (U. A.)
RKO FAMILY—(1.140). 20c-25c-35c. 4 days. Other

attractions: "Go to Blazes" (Universal I. news. Gross:
(2,548.

"ONE NIGHT AT SUSIE'S (First National)
RKO FAMILY— (1.140), 20c-25c-35c, 3 days. Other

attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $1,372.

"MAYBE IT'S LOVE" (Warners)
KEITH'S—(1.600). 30c.50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Kid. the Kidder" (Pethel, news. Gross:
$5,600.

15,500 Good for

'ToFable David' in

Omaha Slump

Omaha—Pre-holiday shopping rush and
football took its toll, leaving the major
houses with weakened grosses. A sudden
drop in temperature also kept a lot of folks

home, though November has been one of the

balmiest in years.

"Tol'able David," backed by lots of flash

in Count Berni Vici's girl act, brought the
i Irpheum $15,50(1. This is a tumble after

several weeks in the neighborhood of eight-

een and nineteen grand, but still a money-
making seven days.

"Renegades." last half at the State, hit

par for $2,500. The flop of the week was
"Sunny" at the Paramount, which grossed
only $fi,800. Town is sick of musical pic-

tures, and the bookers are more war}' than
ever.

"Playboy of Paris" got $10,450 with a

strong stage bill. This is okay considering
the six day run, due to a shift of opening
day from Friday to Thursday. "Sea Legs."
first three days at the State, was lucky to

bring $2,025. Oakie's been overplayed here.

Estimated takings

:

"SUNNY" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,900). 25c-35c-50c. 7 days. Other

attractions: "Camera Trails" (Para. I. "Red. Green
and Yellow" (Para), "Wee. Wee. Marie" (Univ.),
news. Gross: $6,800.

"PLAYBOY OF PARIS" (Para.)
WORLD— (2.500). 25c-35c-60c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Vaudeville, bouse ballet, band, news. Gross:
$10,450.

"TOL'ABLE DAVID" (Col.)
ORPHECM— (3,000). 25c-35c-60c, 7 davs. Other at-

tractions: RKO vaude., Sportlight (Pathe). RKO
comedv. news. Gross: $15,500.

"SEA LEGS" (Para.)
STATE— (1,200). 25c-40c. 3 davs. Other attractions:

"Glories of Nikko" (M-G-M), "Marry or Else"
(Para.), news. Gross: $2,025.

"RENEGADES" (Fox)
STATE— (1.200), 2Sc-40e, 4 davs. Other attractions:

"The Bluffer" (Educational), news. Cross: $2,500.

Norma's $9,000

Sets B. O. Pace in

Oklahoma City

Oklahoma City—Paced by Norma Tal-
madge's "DuBarry, Woman of Passion" at

the Publix Criterion, theatres did average
business. The Talmadge film accounted for

$9,000 at the box-office for a slightly above
the average week. "The Silver Horde"
took in $8,000 at the Publix Capitol, which
was slightly above normal. "Renegades"
accounted for $8,500 in the coffers of the
Mid-West Warner house.

Estimated takings:
"DU BARRY" (U. A.)

CRITERION—(2,000). 50c-10c. 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: "Fried Chicken" (Educational), new, Gross:
$9,000. Satisfactory.

"SILVER HORDE" (Radio)
CAPITOL—(1.200). SOe-lOc, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Dollar Dizzy" (M-G-M), news. Gross: $8,000.

Normal.

"RENEGADES" (Fox)
MIDWEST—(1,500), 50c-10c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "The Indians Are Comping" (Univ. I. "The
Bluffer" (Educational), news. Gross: $8. 51V). Average.

"HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
EMPRESS— (1.20U), 35e-40c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Indians Are Company" (Univ.). "At Home"
(Vitapfaone), news. Gross: $6,000. Okay.

(Oklahoma City box-office reports for the' current
weel app at on page 21.)

Improving Shows
Toronto—Following substitution of

Publix units for Jack Arthur stage
shows at the Imperial, Arthur started
in on the improvement of programs at
upwards of 20 Famous Players' thea-
tres in Ontario. Various musical fea-
tures are to be added.

"Sunny" Big at

Philly, Leading

On $49,500 Take
Philadelphia — With the aid of the

Thanksgiving holiday, grosses in Philadel-

phia jumped ahead of average, in some
cases striking a high mark for the season.

With "Sunny" as the feature, the Mast-
baum clicked to $49,500, i[s highest figure

in at least five months. "Hell's Angels"
grabbed $19,000 for the week at the Aldine,

aided by an extra Thanksgiving matinee,
while "Feet First" took $20,000 at Keith's.

"Renegades" clicked through with a better-

than average week with a strong $29,000.
"Mother's Cry," originally due for two

weeks at the Boyd, crashed at the end of

the first, but managed to get $18,000, good
average, but a poor first week for this

house.

The Stanley's second week for "Half-
Shot at Sunrise" grossed $19,000, while
"Africa Speaks," moved into the Stanton
on a grind policy and beat its road show
showing at the Aldine with a $12,000 on the
week.

Estimated takings

:

"SUNNY" (F. N.)
MASTBAUM—(4,800), 35c-50c-75c. 6 days. Other

attractions: Stage show, orchestra, news. Gross:
$49,500.

"RENEGADES" (Fox)
FOX—(3,000), 35c-50c-75c. 6 days. Other attractions:

Fanchon-Marco stage show. "Rose Garden." Univ-
ersal cartoon, news. Gross: $29,000.

"FEET FIRST" (Para.)
KEITH'S—(1,800), 35c-SOc-75c, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: Paramount comedies, news. Gross: $20,000.

"MOTHER'S CRY" (F. N.)
BOYD-I3.00O). 35c-50c-75c. 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Charles Chase comedy, cartoon, news. Gross:
$18,000.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (Caddo)
ALDINE— (1.500). 50c-S1.50. 6 days Other attrac-

tions: News. Gross: $19,000.

"LAST OF THE LONE WOLF" (Col.)
EARLE— (2.000). 25c-75c, I, days. Olher attractions:

Stage show, news. Gross: $22,000.

"HALF-SHOT AT SUNRISE" (Radio)
STANLEY— (3.700), 35c-50c-75c. 6 days. Other at-

tractions: "Songwriters' Revue" (M-G-M), Sport-
light (Pathe), Cojumbia cartoon, news. Gross: $19,000.

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Col.)
STANTON— (1.700), 25c-65c. 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Vitaphone variety, cartoon, news. Gross: $10,-
000.

"LEATHERNECKING" (Radio)
KARLTON—(l.OUO). 40c-50c. 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Vitaphone variety, news. Gross: $6,000.

"ANYBODY'S WOMAN" (Para.)
ARI AD1A— (000). 50c. 6 davs. Other attractions:

Pathe comedy, news. Gross: $5,001).

"Bud" Lennon III
Toronto— F. R. (Bud) Lennon, pioneer in

Toronto film exchange circles, is seriously
ill in the local hospital, his condition being
regarded as critical. For several years he
has been the purchasing agent of the Ex-
hibitors' Co-operative Society, which oper-
ates on a mutual booking basis.

Clair Hague, veteran general manager of
Canadian Universal, is also under the
weather.
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'Help!f»

It*s a strange thing that the Red
Cross, always eager to help sufferers
everywhere, has not shown the slight-

est concern about the plight of the
starving songwriters in Hollywood.

—

A'. Y. Journal.

'Maybe It's Love'

Skids to $9,000

For Denver Low
Denver—The Denver, with stage shows

and higher prices, usually tops the list and
this week was no exception, but the stage

show was the drawing card, and with Ted
Mack as master of ceremonies, went over

big. Third anniversary week for the house
and cake and coffee were served, and a car,

fur coat and radio were given to lucky num-
ber holders.

"Tom Sawyer" drew the youngsters all

week to the Paramount and, of course,

brought a large number of grown-ups with
them. More than 4,000 children saw this

picture on Saturday alone. Katherine Kad-
erly and Eloise Rowan, as the Jackie and
Jean twins on the Paramount organs, are

building up a large following here and their

presentation. "Thanksgiving Menu," was
one of the best they have given.

"Maybe It's Love" at the Tabor sent that

house to a new low for the four weeks Huff-
man lias had it. but still the figure was good.

Estimated takings

:

"RENEGADES" (Fox)
HUFFMAN'S ALADDIN— (1.500). 35c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: "Where There's a Will" (Vita-
phone), Knute Rockne (Pathe), Tom Terris in

"Glories of Spain (Pathe), news. Gross: $6,000.

"THE DERELICT" (Para.)
DENVER— (2,300), 25c-65c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Talkartoon. fashion news; Ted Mack and Pub-
lix stage show, news; Denver Grande orchestra.
Gross: $15,000.

"TOM SAWYER" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,000), 25c-50c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Knute Rockne (Pathe), Jackie & Jean,
Paramount Twins in organ medley "Thanksgiving
Menu." "Orhce Blues." "Skv Scrapers," news.
Gross: $12,100.

"THE SANTA FE TRAIL" (Para.)
RIALTO— (1,040). 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Marry or Else." Thanksgiving novelt> in I;

"Singu Dancers." Gross: S3. 750.

"MAYBE IT'S LOVE" (Warners)
HUFFMAN'S TABOR - (1,900), 25c-75c, 7 days.

Other attractions: "Nightingale Club" and "One on
the Aisle" (Vitaphone), "Grandma's Girl" (Educa-
tional), news. Gross: $9,000.

Brown Erects Summer
Home in Maryland

Chestertown, Md.—Work has been be-

gun on the palatial summer home of Col.

Hiram S. Brown, president of Radio-Keith-
Orpheum, near Quaker Neck. Brown re-

cently purchased a $40,000 estate in this

county, which is one of the finest sections

for gunning on the Delaware peninsula.

He is president of the board of governors
of Washington College of this town, where
he was educated, and is one of the college's

principal benefactors.

Would Repeal "Blue" Law
Metropolis, 111.—Effort is being made to

repeal the local "blue" ordinance, following

arrest of \V. A. Collins, manager of the

Illinois, for an alleged violation.

Baltimore Runs
In SRO Business;

6Min and Bill' High
Baltimore—It was clear and cold here

and, with a couple of exceptions, first-runs

were only slightly off during the first three

days, but during the latter half of the week,
beginning with Thanksgiving Day, the S.

R. O. sign had to go up.

Backed by a large slice of the national

newspaper advertising appropriation, "Min
and Bill" went over the top and brought a

gross of $29,000 into the till of Loew's Stan-
lev. Extra exploitation was arranged on
this and with Beery and Dressier well liked

here, anyhow, business was phenomenal.
Xext was Loew's Century, with William

Haines, another Baltimore favorite, doing
his stuff in "Remote Control," and the stage
unit. "Off Shore," the revenue being esti-

mated at $26,000, which was way nver the

top for this house.

"Sin Takes a Holiday." with Constance
Bennett, another prime favorite here. Basil

Rathbone, who was in person at Ford's in a
play, and Kenneth MacKenna, formerly in

stock here, proved a winner at the Rivoli
with the gross being estimated at $9,200.
which was a good deal over the high mark.

"The White Hell of Pitz Palu." offered

at the Little, with its 267 seats, minus the
lecture by Graham McXamee. started off

badly, but gradually built to a whale of a
business, this house registering $1,350 at

the B. O.
At Keith's. "Morocco" proved a good at-

traction, doing a business estimated at

$7,200. This picture was somewhat too high-
class for the masses, they seemingly not un-
derstanding the nuances and subtleties of the
performance. Splendidly done, however, and
Marlene Dietrich receiving encomiums of

praise.

During its second week at the New, "Just
Imagine" was a little weak at the start, but
rose into the heavy sugar class before the
end of the six days. The gross was figured
at $10,000. This is a picture with strong
audience appeal for high and low class.

Should go big- in any type of house.
Estimated takings :

"REMOTE CONTROL" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S CENTURY—(3.076), 25c-60c '. .lay s. Other

attractions: News. "Neighborly Neighbors" (Para-
mount!. "High Steppers" (Pathe), Loew-Capitol stage
unit. Gross: BS

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STANLE1 r -60c. 6 days. Other

attractions: News. "Chopin" (FitzPatrick). "Sky.
scraping" (Paramount], "K ngkong (FitzPatrick).
"Nagging Wives" (Educational] Gross: .."'

"ONLY SAPS WORK" (Paramount)
LOEW'S VALENCIA—(1.487). 25c-35c, 6 .lavs, other

attractions: News, "Winter" (Columbia), "Cleaning
1

l

" (Paramount). Gross:
"FEET FIRST" (Paramount)

(Shown uptown after one week at Loew's Stanley
downtown)

LOEW'S PARKWAY—(987). ISc-35c, 6 days Other
attractions: News. "The Village Barber (M-G-M),
"Johannes Brahms" (FitzPatrick). Gross: $3,800.

"MAYBE IT'S LOVE" (W. B.)
WARNERS' METROPOLITAN (1,300), lic-SOc. 6

<ln>s. starting Saturday. Other attractions: News,
"The Legacy" and "Excuse the Pardon" (Vitaphone
Varieties). Gross: $5,000,

"MOROCCO" (Paramount)
KEITHS (2.S0O). 25c-50c, 6(4 days, starting Thurs-

dav at 'i P. M. Other attractions: News, comedy.
Gross:

"JUST IMAGINE" (Fox)
NEW -(1,600), 25c-50c. 6 davs. Other attractions:

News. "Humanettes" (RKOl. Gross: $10,000.

"WHITE HELL OF PITZ PALU" (Universal)
LITTLE—(367). 35c -50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

"The Earth's Four Corners" (Visuagraphic), "The
Imperial City" (FitzPatrick), "Hired and Fired"
iRKOl Gross: Sl.iSO.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
RIVOLI (1,982). 25c-50c, 6 days, starting Saturday.

Cavemen
It is Dr. John Jaffin's flip quip

—

"Out west in Hollywood where men
are men and they don't take No! for

an answer."

—

N. )'. Mirror.

'Angels' Breaks

K. C. Record;
6Tom

Sawyer' Held Over
Kansas City—First runs as a whole en-

joyed the best week in many months, with

the Midland, showing "Hell's Angels," hit-

ting the bull's-eye fur a house record. The
air picture grossed $29,000, which is almost

double the average intake.

Second honors went to the Royal, where
"Tom Sawyer" played to excellent business

all week, rolling up a gross of $6,000, which
is several notches above normal business.

Picture was held for a second week.

"Oh Sailor Behave" gave the Uptown a

good week, getting $6,900, which is better

than average. "Tol'able David" boosted the

Mainstreet business slightly above average,

taking in $15,750. The Newman grossed

$12,500 on "Derelict." which is an average
figure, while the Pantages had a normal
week with "Africa Speaks." which registered

$10,000 at the box-office.

The Globe had a good week with "Man
Trouble," the picture and the musical stock

company bringing in $7,700.

Estimated takings

:

"HELL'S ANGELS" (United Artists)
LOEW'S MIDLAND—(4,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. Other

atb-actions: "Looser Than Loose" (M-G M), news.
Gross: $29,000.

"TOL'ABLE DAVID" (Columbia)
MAINSTREET—(3,067). 35c-60c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News, (our acts RKO vaudeville. Gross:
$15,750.

"DERELICT" (Paramount)
NEWMAN (2,000), 35c-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Oh, Teddy" (Paramount), "Plastered" (Para-
mount), news. Gross: $12,500.

"TOM SAWYER" (Paramount)
ROYAL— (90(1). 25c-60c. 7 davs. Other attractions:

News. Gross: S6.000.

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Columbia)
PANTAGES—(2,190), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, five acts vaudeville. Gross: $10,000.

"OH SAILOR. BEHAVE" (Warners)
UPTOWN— (2.200). 25c-50c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Happy Feet" (Midwest). "Thanksgiving Day"
(FitzPatrick), Oswald cartoon (Universal), news.
Gross: $6,900.

"MAN TROUBLE" (Fox)
GLOBE— (1,500), 25c--(0c. 7 days. Other attractions:

Mews, Stuck company. Gross: $7,700.

Warners Open Remodeled
Oklahoma City Liberty

Oklahoma City—Warners added another
to their string in Oklahoma City by opening
the New Libert}'. It is housed in the old

Liberty building, which has been remodeled
at a cost of $55,000. Only first runs and
R-K-O vaudeville will be booked, according
to Leto J. Hill, district manager for War-
ners. The Warner Orpheum, now showing
second runs, will be remodeled to handle
vaudeville and units, it was announced.

Other attractions: News, "Dance With Me," "Screen
Snapshots." Gross: -

"WORLDLY GOODS" (Continental)
HIPPODROME—(2.250). 20c-60c, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: News, "The Indians Are Coming" (Uni-
versal). Harvey Players in "It Pays to Advertise."
orchestra, chorus, acts. Gross: $7,500,

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)
AUDITORIUM—(1,600). 50c-$l 50. 6 days, with (hree

m mces a day. Other attractions: News Gross:
S3,l
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Hell's Angels"

Chi Sensation;

Grabs $34,100

Chicago—One of the poorest business

weeks of the year was recorded in the Loop
with only one house in the money, several

in the red and the balance just barely able

to make the pay-off. The sensation was the

United Artists with "Hell's Angels," which
Jiad them waiting to get in all week, and
boosted its total with an extra midnight
show Thanksgiving Eve and splendid busi-

ness over the holiday. Gross was a mag-
nificent $34,100. The competition afforded

by this picture was felt all over the Loop.
hut was particularly tough on the Oriental

and Woods, neighboring houses. Both the-

atres were obliged to change programs at

the end of six days in an effort to get peo-

ple inside.

Oriental's six days collected only $23,400,

a disastrous figure. "The Bad Man" (F.

N. I was the feature. Woods found the go-
ing almost as tough, collecting only $8,500
in its six days with "Only Saps Work"
( Paramount). The picture started fairly

"well, but after two days of this "Angels"
•opened across the street, and the Paramount
picture didn't have a chance thereafter.

Also caught in the sliding grosses was the

State-Lake, with the Spoor-Berggren wide-
film version of "Danger Lights" (Radio),
which had provided the Loop's competition
during the preceding week. Once past the
week-end, the big picture fell off abruptly
and had to be replaced Thanksgiving Day
after a 12-day total. Final five days were
worth only $15,600. Orpheum was also

forced to replace "Widow from Chicago"
I F. N. ) after two days of a second week
netted a miserable $1,180. The rest of the
Loop was little better off with snow and
zero temperature finishing what the com-
petition had started.

Estimated takings:

"TIGER OF BERLIN" (Ufa)
CASTLE— (300). 60c, 8 days. Other attractions:

News. Consistently nice play; largely from German
patronage. Gross: $5,800. "Third Alarm" (Tiffany)
replaced.

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)
CHICAGO— (3,940), 35c-85c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show, orchestra, news, comedy, musical
short. Excellent week-end, tapering off to a poor
close. Gross: $39,800.

"FEET FIRST" (Paramount)
McYICKERS—(2.284). 35c-85c, 10 days. Other at-

tractions: News. "It's Al< Over," song short. Fairly
average pace. Gross: $39,200.

"SCOTLAND YARD" (Fox)
MONROE— (962), 25c-40c, 7 days, second time in

Loop. Other attractions: "College Hounds," "Clean-
ing Up" (M-G-M i comedies), news. A tough week.
Gross: $2,750.

"THE BAD MAN" (F. N.)
ORIENTAL—(3.900), 35c-85c. 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show, organ, news, comedy, song short.
Poor start and steady decline. Couldn't finish week.
Gross: (23,400.

"OH SAILOR BEHAVE" (Warners)
ORPHEUM— (762). 35c-50c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: News. Vitaphone acts. Gross: $4,300. Just fair.
Final two days of "Widow from Chicago" (F. N. )

got a poor $1,180. Picture had nine days in all.
"THE SILVER HORDE" (Radio)

PALACE—(2,509), 35c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: Four acts RKO vaudeville, headed by Gene
Austin, orchestra, news, comedy, novelty short.
Slimmest week in months here, with neither picture
Tior stage name drawing much. Gross: $16,900.

"THE COCKEYED WORLD" (Fox)
PUNCH Sr JUDY— (3541. 50c-75c 4 days, second

run on city. Other attractions: News, comedy, nov-
elty short. House having difficulty getting product.
Played two features, second run. on the entire citv
this week. "Anna Christie'' (M-G-M), th e fi rst

_ g 't

a poor $1,190 for four days. "Cockeyed World" re-
placed and finished the next four days with $1,075.
"King of Ki"es" revival now current.

"LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)
ROOSEVELT— (1.591). 35c-85c. 10 days. Other at-

Lefs Get Organized
Excerpt from a review of "The Door-

way to Hell" in Film Mercury:
"A girl is married to a man she

loves, but loves another chap, she
thinks and carries on an affair with
him."
A case of cockeyed love.

Give Thanks in

Providence for

Great Business

"Big Money" and

Marx Bros. Get

Cleve Big Money

Cleveland—The worst Thanksgiving bliz-

zard in 50 years put a bad crimp in box-

office averages fur the week. Unusually

heavy snowfall and a sudden drop in tem-

perature to the zero mark kept most of the

population at home. Street car traffic was
severely crippled. In addition, the automo-

bile club warned car owners to leave their

autos in garages except in cases of neces-

sity, as streets were blocked with snow and
there was danger of freezing. The Four
Marx Brothers, appearing in person at the

RKO Palace with "Big Money," succeeded

in drawing what, under the circumstances,

may be called big business, but there was
under-average business at the other down-
town houses, which is no reflection on the

pictures exhibited, but just an expression

of self-preservation on the part of the

public.

Estimated takings 1

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)
STILLMAN— (1,900), 40c-75c, 7 days, second week.

Other attractions: "Love Business" (M-G-M), "The
Clock Shop" (M-G-M). news. Gross: $12,000.

"REMOTE CONTROL" (M-G-M)
ALLEN— (3,300), 30c-60c. 7 days. Other attractions:

"Up a Tree" (Educational), "High Steppers" (Pathe).
"Baby Follies" (Columbia), news. Gross: $15,000.

"WAY FOR A SAILOR" (M-G-M)
STATE— (3,400), 30c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

"The Big Cheese" (Pathe), "Beauties the World
Over" (Standard Film), "Bird Life in Peru" (Fischer),
"Pastel LTnit" (stage show with Paul Ash as m. c).
Gross: $17,500.

"BIG MONEY" (Pathe)
RKO PALACE— (3,600), 35c-75c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News, Four Marx Brothers in person.
Gross: $23,000.

"TOL'ABLE DAVID" (Columbia)
RKO HIPPODROME— (4,500), 30c-60c, 6 days. Other

attractions: "Two Minutes to Go" (Pathe), "Love
a la Mode" (Educational), news. Gross: $11,500.

"VIRTUOUS SIN" (Paramount)
CAMEO— (1.200), 25c-50c. 7 days. Other attractions:

"Racket Cheers" (Educational). "Cobb Goes Fish-
ing" (Pathe). news. Gross: $4,000.

"THE SILVER HORDE" (RKO)
KEITH'S EAST 105TH STREET—(2,200), 25c-50c,

7 days. Other attractions: "The Touchdown" (Pathe),
"Voice of Hollywood" (Tiffanv), news, vaudeville.
Gross: $11,500.

tractions: News, "You're in the Army Now," "Wal-
rus Hunting." Just fair. Gross: $28,500.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
STATE-LAKE—(2.7761. 35c-75c. first 4 days. Other

attractions: News, comedy, song short. Opened well.
Gross: About $16,000. Picture replaced Spoor-Berg-
gren wide-film version of "Danger Lights" (Radio),
which had an excellent first week, but went out
after five days of the second. Gross (5 days): $15,600.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (Caddo-U. A.)

, UNITED ARTISTS—(1,700). 35c-85c, first week.
Other attractions: News, fable, song short. A new-
house record at this price scale. Tremendous pace
all week with Thanksgiving holiday business and an
extra midnight show swelling the total. Only pros-
perity house in the Loop during the week. Its com-
petition hurt everything. Gross: $34,500.

"ONLY SAPS WORK" (Paramount)
WOODS—(1.166). 35c-75c. 6 days. Other attractions:

News, cartoon, musical short. Picture couldn't finish

the week. "Angels" competition felt tremendously
here. Gross: $8,500. "Today" (Majestic) replaced
and opened at a fair $2.000-a-day average for the
first four days.

Providence—Turkey and the fixin's failed

10 keep Providence theatregoers at home
over Thanksgiving, all downtown showmen
reporting great business. An unusual array

of attractions likewise helped, the four big

houses exploiting corking bills.

Loew's State came through handsomelv
with "War Nurse," grabbing off $21,500.

The surprise of the week came with the

RKO Albee's holding over "Sin Takes a

Holiday." which caught on handsomely
with critics and public. The gross was
$14,000. Winnie Lightner in "Life of the

Party" at the Majestic, did well and "Ex-
travagance," RKO Victory, was above nor-

mal.

Jackie Coogan and his little pals in "Tom
Sawyer," Paramount, did well with a gross

of close to $13,000.

Estimated takings 1

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3.800), 10c-50c, 7 days. Otier

attractions: Charley Chase in "Looser Than Loose,"
"Cuckoo Murder Case," "Old Man River," news.
Cross: $21,500.

"LIFE OF THE PARTY" (W. B.)
MAJESTIC— (2,400), lOc-SOc, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "River's End." supporting attraction, news.
Gross: $12,500.

"TOM SAWYER" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT—(2,300). .10c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Twentieth Amendment." news. Gross:
$13,000.

"EXTRAVAGANCE"
RKO VICTORY—(1,600), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Pinchot's adventures in the "South Seas,"
"Moonlight and Monkey Business," news. Gross:
$7,500.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY"
RKO ALBEE—(2,300), 10c-50c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Breakfast in Bed," cartoon, news. Gross:
$14000.

'Just Imagine'

Portland High;

Grosses $16,400

Portland—Thanksgiving week, coupled

with ideal fall weather, brought out record
crowds for all the first-run houses. "Just
Imagine," coupled with Fanchon & Marco's
"Doll Follies" at the Fox Broadway,
grossed $16,400. "Sin Takes a Holiday" at

the Orpheum took second position. Gross
was $14,900.

Estimated takings

:

"JUST IMAGINE" (Fox)
FOX BROADW'AY— (1.9121. 25c-35c-60c. 7 days.

Other attractions: Fanchon & Marco's "Doll Fol-
lies" Idea, news, band. Gross: S16.400.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY"
RKO ORPHEUM— (1.700), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractons: Four acts vaudeville, news. Gross:
$14,900.

"TOM SAWYER" (Paramount)
PORTLAND PARAMOUNT—(3,068), 25c-35c-50c. 7

days. Other attractions: "Excuses," news, "Plas-
tered" (Paramount), Phil Lampkin and band. Gross:
$14,000.

"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)
FOX UNITED ARTISTS— (945 I. 25c-35c-50c. 7 days,

second week. Other attractions: News, Universal
comedy. Gross: $12,000.

"FAST AND LOOSE" (Paramount)
RIALTO—(1,498), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Just a Pal" (Paramount), "Temples of
Silence," "Don't Give Up" (Paramount), news. Gross:
$10,000.

"THIRD ALARM" (Tiffany)
HAMRICK'S MUSIC BOX—(1.835), (cut) 15c-35c,

8 davs. Other attractions: News. Vitaphone comedies.
Gross: $8,900.
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"Virtuous Sin"

Is Only Bright

Spot in Ottawa
Ottawa—There were no raves among the

attractions at Ottawa theatres during the

week. "Up the River" at Keith's should

have heen "Down the River" when the

box-office is considered, while "Feet First"

with Harold Lloyd took a slide at the Re-
gent after an encouraging start. "Abraham
Lincoln" at the Centre was admittedly a

mighty fine picture and all who saw it were
unanimous on that point, but receipts of

$2,600 were less than half netted during the

first week of "Whoopee" at the Centre, A
great many passed up Walter Huston in

'Lincoln" to see Walter Huston in "The
Virtuous Sin" during the last half at

Keith's, where the returns of $3,900 for the

three days were good. Incidentally, tin-

power service failed at most theatres on
Friday night and that did not help. The
first cold snap of the winter swept the town
at mid-week and plenty stuck to the fireside.

Estimated takings:
"FEET FIRST" (Paramount)

REGENT — (1,225), 25c-3Sc-45e-50c-60c-75c, i. days.
Other attractions: .News, orchestra, "Ham B
and His Horse Radish" (Columbia), "Camera Trails"
(Paramount). Gross: $3,800. Only iair.

"UP THE RIVER" (Fox)
B. F. KEITH'S—(2,592), 15c-25c-35c-50c-60c. 3 days.

Other attractions: News. "Song Service' (Para-
mount), "My Gal Sal" (Paramount). Gross: $3,100.
Down perceptibly.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (United Artists)
CENTRE— (1.3G0), 15c-25c-35c-SOc-60c, 6 days. Other

attractions: "Monkey Melodies" (Columbia, Sport-
light (Pathe). Gross: $2,600. Below normal.

"THE VIRTUOUS SIN" (Paramount)
B. F. KEITH'S— (2,592), 15c-25c-.i5c-50c.60c. 3 days.

Other attractions: News, Horace Heidt and Califor-
mans. "Marry or Else" (International comedy).
Gross: $3,900. Good.

"OUR BLUSHING BRIDES" (M-C-M)
AVALON—(990), 25c-35c, 3 days. Other attractions:

News. "Kig Hearted" (Pathe). Gross: $1,200. Nor-
mal.

"THE SEA WOLF" (Fox)
IMPERIAL—(1,200), 15c-25c-35c-50c-60c. 6 days.

Other attractions: News, Our Gang in "Helping
Grandma" (M-G-M), "Barnvard Concert" (Colum-
bia). Gross: $2,300. Below average.

"JOURNEY'S END" (Tiffany)
AVALON-(990), 15c-25c 35c. 3 davs. Other attrac-

tions: News, "Fast Work" (M-G-M). Gross: $1,350.
Above normal.

Kiddies Getting More
Attention at Ottawa

Ottawa—More attention is being paid to
juvenile patronage by exhibitors in Ottawa.
For a Saturday matinee P. J. Nolan of the
Avalon offered an added treat in a special
feature, "Black Waters," featuring Rin-Tin-
Tin, which followed the regular attraction.
"King of Jazz." The program included
an Our Gang comedy, "When the Wind
Blows." For some weeks, Nolan has fea-
tured the "Avalon Kiddie Club" for the Sat-
urday matinees, the young patrons using a
membership card which entitles them to a
free admission after they pay to see ten
shows.

Kid Restriction Omitted
On "Scarlet Pages"

Ottawa—When "Scarlet Pages" had its

first run at the Centre a month ago, admis-
sion was restricted to those over 18 years
of age. For its second run at the Avalon
there was no age limit and the high school
flappers, noting the omission of the powers-
that-be. grabbed the chance.

British Films Increase

London—Two hundred and eighty-

one American and 29 British films

were trade shown in England during
1929. So far this year, 352 American
and 77 British films were given trade
showings. The combined total by the
end of the year is expected to approxi-

mate 500.

Poor B. O. Week
In Toronto, but

Stage Unit Helps

Toronto—"Jewels." the first of the Para-

mount-Publix road units, helped to brighten

things considerably at the Imperial and re-

ceipts hit $17,000, but not up to the box-

office total of the previous week, when Helen
Kane was present in person. Heading the

film bill was "Laughter." The Uptown re-

gained some of its old-time glory with the

new policy of first-runs instead of second-

run split weeks. "Feet First" started the

new regime, but failed to be a sensation at

$11,500 at 65c top. "The Big Trail" lasted

only a week at the Tivoli with $12,000,

while the Hippodrome ran into the red with

"Danger Lights" at the same figure, which
was considerably below normal. Loew's
maintained its popularity with "Good News,"
although this was down to $15,000 at that.

Wintry blasts and professional hockey hurt
patronage generally.

Estimated receipts

:

"LAUGHTER" (Paramount)
IMPERIAL—(3,600), 25c-35c-50c-65c-75c. 6 days.

Other attractions: News. Paramount Publix unit.

"Jewels," band, orchestra. Gross: S17.0O3. Normal.
"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)

TIVOLI— (1,600). 25c-35c-50c-65c-75c. 6 days. Other
attractions: News, Tivoli Talking Reporter, cartoon.
Gross: $12,000. Just fair.

"FEET FIRST" (Paramount)
UPTOWN — (3,000), 15c-25c-35c-5Se-65c. 6 days.

Other attractions: News. "My Gal Sal" (Paramount).
'Camera Trails" (Paramount), Heidt and his Cali-
lornians. Gross: $11,500. Fair.

"GOOD NEWS" (M-G-M)
LOEWS— (2.200). 25c-30c-40c-60e-75c, 6 days. Other

attractions- News. "Dogway Melody" (M-G-M).
Gross: $15,000. Good, but below recent weeks.

"DANGER LIGHTS" (RKO)
SHEA'S HIPPODROME-(2.600). 30c-50c-60c-75c. 6

days. Other attractions: News, five vaudeville acts,
cartoon comedy. Gross: $12,000. Below normal.

Uptown, Toronto, Drops
Starvation Second Runs
Toronto—After less than three months of

a starvation second-run policy, the Uptown,
seating 3,000 and formerly the home theatre

of the Famous Players chain. Monday went
back to a first-run status, with "Feet First."

Thomas S. Daley, recently in Halifax, has
taken over management of the Uptown,
Robert Knevils returning to Hamilton, Ont.,

to become manager of the Tivoli.

It is now a first-run policy throughout at

the Uptown, but there are no stage presenta-
tions or orchestra as anticipated. Pro-
grams will run for a week or more, as1

contrasted with the previous split-week plan.

"Raffles" Tops
Montreal with

$14,500; Is Held

-Montreal—The Capitol and the Princess
had a corner on excitement in Montreal
during the week. At the Capitol, Helen
Kane on the stage and the first real Para-
mount Publix stage unit boosted patronage
to the box-office total of $18,000, which was
excellent. The screen feature, "Little Acci-
dent," was a side issue. At the Princess.
Ronald Colman in "Raffles" was popular to
the extent of $14,500—good enough for a
hold-over. The Palace struck a snag with
"Check and Double Check." reaping only
$13,500. Apparently Montreal people do not
know who Amos 'n' Andy are. Loew's con-
tinued in the dumps with "Last of the Lone
Wolf," but the latter was little worse than
half a dozen recent attractions. Winter and
Santa Claus arrived simultaneously and the
combination of cold blasts, Christmas shop-
ping and professional hockey made a dif-

ficult nut for the main stem exhibitors to-

crack.

Estimated takings

:

"LITTLE ACCIDENT" (Universal)
CAPITOL— (2,670), 25c-35c-4Oc-50c-65c-85c. 7 davs.

Other attractions: News. Helen Kane in person,
"Birds of. a Feather." Paramount Publix stage unit
Gross: fls.000. (in the up.

"RAFFLES" (United Artists)
PRINCESS—(2,272), 25c-35c-40c-50c-60c-65c, 7 ,Ja>s

(held over). Other attractions: News, cartoon com
edy, Universal Topics. Gross: $14,500. Excellent.

"LAST OF THE LONE WOLF" (Columbia)
LOEW'S—(2.982). 25c-4Oc-50c-65c-75c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Five vaudeville acts, news. "Little Big
House" (Tiffany), orchestra. Gross: $12,000. Belo'
normal.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (RKO)
PALACE— (2.600), 25c-40c-60c.-75c.-99c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News. M-G-M comedy, Columbia car-
toon. Gross: $13,500. Wav down.

"THE FLAME OF LOVE" (British)
RONY— (550). 25c-50c-75c, 7 days, second week.

Other attractions: "Kids and Pets" (Cast e), "Down
Hawaii Way" (Castle). Gross: $2,500. Fair.

"SWEETHEARTS ON PARADE" (Columbia)
STRAND— (750), 15c-25c-40c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News, added Columbia feature. "Shadow-
Ranch." Gross: $3,900. Normal.

Adopts Film Policy

Hamilton, Ont.
—"The Big House" was

the first film attraction at the Palace, fol-

lowing the dropping of vaudeville by Man-
ager Stroud. Programs are changed every
Saturday.

2 Minutes to Empty
Theatre in Fire Drill

Ottawa—A real fire drill was staged at

the Francais when, in the presence of gov-
ernment and newspaper representatives, an
audience of 1,100 children was instructed

to leave the theatre as quickly and orderly

as possible. The house was emptied in less

than two minutes by official watches, with-

out incident.

Keeps Home Trade
Cobourg. Ont. — When merchants here

complained that local people were going to

the nearby town of Port Hope to attend

the new Capitol there. A. F.. Cauley, man-
ager of the local Capitol, decided upon a
complete remodelling. A new Western Elec-

tric system has been installed, as well as a
new heating unit, and now all is well in Co-
bourg once more.

Playing Split Week
Hamilton, Ont.—Manager Robert Kne-

vils. recently appointed to the Tivoli, has
adopted the policy of split weeks, starting

Saturdays and Wednesdays, double features

comprising the film bill, top price being 50

cent -.
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PRESENTING

"FACE LIFTING" OLD THEATRES
Remodeled theatres without modern equipment is a job only half completed. An article by
J. Harry Toler and Elmer F. Behrns.

ASSURING LONG LIFE TO EOUIPMENT
"Chick" Lewis tells exhibitors of an easy method to prolong the life of carpets, seats,

uniforms, motors and other equipment factors.

BUYING GUIDE
What to buy and where to buy it. Authentic list of dealers and manufacturers of theatre
equipment in the United States, arranged alphabetically.

STANDARDIZATION REACHES THEATRE FIELD
John Eberson writes of his new plan to construct new theatres and remodel old ones at a

minimized cost. Architecture follows modern American lines.

REVIEW OF THE 1930 EOUIPMENT MART
Detailed summary of new and improved equipment marketed during 1930 by leading manu-
facturers and theatre supply dealers.

ALSO

C. C. Dash discusses the problems of projection arcs and generators. . . . "Nuts and Bolts,"

a new department; containing personality briefs and news highlights in the equipment field.

. . . S. K. Wolf continues his interesting discussion on acoustics and their relation to the

theatre box-office. . . . The first detailed description of Carrier's new air conditioning equip-

ment for small theatres. . . . Robert P. Witt, theatre manager in Oklahoma City, passes

along to other exhibitors his method of solving the problem of poor sound results. . . . Right

from the firing line comes a first-hand discussion of equipment in all its phases, written by
exhibitor members of the "Managers' Round Table Club."

THE SHOWMAN & MODERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT section, a special department devoted to the equip-
ment, building and operation of the theatre plant, is published once a month as a regular feature of MOTION
PICTURE NEWS. MOTION PICTURE NEWS Publication, Editorial and General Offices: 729 Seventh Ave-
nue, New York City. James P. Cunningham, Technical Editor. Thomas C. Kennedy, Manager of Equipment
Advertising. Chicago Office: Harry E. Holquist, Central West Representative, 910 So. Michigan Avenue

—

Phone, Harrison 2431. Los Angeles Office: Hotel Roosevelt, Hollywood.
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Terra Cotta for Color

In 'Lifting Faces' Of

Old Theatres

REMODELED THEATRE WITH-

OUT MODERN EOUIPMENT IS

A JOB ONLY HALF COMPLETED

F

Facade of DeKalb at

DeKalb, III.. Designed

by Elmer Behrns.
Outstanding Example

of Practical Modern-

ity in a medium
Sized Town. Flood-

lights from Canopy
Top Are Used
for Night "Punch"

OLLOWING the original

plan of sequence in our ex-

pressions of opinion and re-

lation of facts on theatre remodeling for the mediumand small

sized theatre, we will now discuss the theatre front, or facade

—

that part of the house that must face the public and make its

strongest appeal for patronage. First impressions are always

—

or at least quite generally—the most important ones under any

consideration and particularly is this true in the case of the

theatre. Therefore, in contemplating a course of beauty treat-

ment for the theatre whose attractiveness has succumbed to the

ravages of time, "face lifting" becomes quite an important

part of the prescribed treatment. Aside from this "first

impression" appeal there is a more practical side of the question

to be taken into consideration, but even so, this does not to any

extent diminish the importance of an im-

pressive theatre front, even of small houses.

The practical theatre front is one that

allows easy access to the interior, unim-

peded passageway to the ticket windows

and the efficient, considerate handling of

the crowds. Utility should always combine

with attractiveness. In cases where a par-

ticular design or treatment can be had only

by sacrificing utility and public conven-

ience, there should be no hesitancy about

altering the design for the sake of prac-

ticability. Usually, however, there is no

good reason for conflict between beauty and

utility, if good common sense is allowed to

govern the formulation of plans.

Then comes consideration of economy in

the treatment of the theatre to be re-

modeled. True economy consists of get-

ting the utmost of this combination of

beauty, utility and genuine value for the

THIS
I s

Practicability

another installment in the

series of discussions on theatre

remodeling written by J. Harry

Toler, president of Toler-Dunbar

Agency, Chicago. Pertinent facts

upon which these articles are

based were supplied by Elmer F.

Behrns, theatre architect, Chicago.

Behrns insists that mere archi-

tectural beauty without support of

practical utility is not, never was

and never will be good practice.

Concentrating on "beauty cul-

ture in theatre re-construction,"

this article gives the lowdown on

the most efficient and economic

manner of "lifting the face" of the

superannuated theatre.

By J. HARRY TOLER

In Collaboration with Elmer F. Behrns

money to be spent for services and materials. This can usually

be accomplished by selecting a capable, experienced architect-

engineer, a conscientious contractor, a reliable equipment dealer

and cooperating with each and every one of them fully in carry-

ing out the plans as outlined by all factors for the most efficient

and economical manner of completing the remodeling assign-

ment.

Obviously it would be most difficult to advocate a particular

design or motif for a theatre facade that would suit all tastes

or harmonize with all local conditions. We shall not attempt

that. The facade design of the average theatre in the large,

small or medium sized town should adapt itself readily to its

surroundings. The adjacent buildings, the location of the site,

and the shape of the tract on which the structure is located all

have an influence on the selection of design to be carried out.

The new front must "stand out" without actually clashing with

its neighborhood surroundings. But irrespective of its style or

type it must be strictly theatrical in character. Period designs

are popular, and of these period patterns, there remain dis-'

tinctively for theatre use, such styles as Egyptian, Chinese,

Italian Renaissance and several others. Grecian, Ionic, Gothic,

et. al., are of such common adoption in the more conservative

commercial and institutional fields, that their selection for the

theatre is to be avoided. Certain sections of the country, par-

ticularly neighborhood centers seem to

have individual preference for distinct

architectural types. Old English for ex-

ample, predominates in certain localities,

while Spain and Italy have their following

in others. These trends must not be over-

looked in deciding on a style for the new
theatre front, in which romance, imagina-

tion and always a certain degree of illu-

siveness must play their parts to secure a

theatrical aspect.

Upon determination of architectural

style, the next factor is lighting.

Lighting and highlighting with colors

now play a most prominent part in theatre

out-door advertising. A marquee with

changeable illuminated letter program

boards tells the man on the street what is

going on within or coming later. A large

theatre name sign with flashing ornamenta-

( Continued on page 58)
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IS YOUR SEAT UPHOLSTERY
A "SOUND" INVESTMENT?

PUBLIX CHICAGOGATEWAY THEATRE 7

SOLVED THE PROBLEM WITH VELMO UPHOLSTERY
Here illustrated ... a modern pattern in sub-
dued colorings ... a rich Velmo, low-pile

Mohair of enduring beauty.

UPHOLSTERY
FABRICS

BYCOMPARITIVE TESTS
VELMO HAS BEEN PROVEN
BEST FOR SOUND ABSORPTION

\

a Quality

'Quality

No. I. VELMO -

No. 2 VELMO

-

NO 3. COTTON FABRICS
N0.4. FLAT FABRICS

NO. 5. COWHIDE -

LEATHER

IxEVERBERATION ... the commonest of all

acoustic difficulties in theatres . . . prolonging each word
until it blends into the next, making it hard to under-

stand the speaker, is a condition that can be corrected

in a large measure by covering seats or front and backs
in Chase VELMO . . . the modern and most logical

theatre seat upholstery fabric.

Chart opposite shows ratio of sound absorption of four

commonly used upholstery fabrics. The two qualities of

VELMO MOHAIR used in the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology test, have the best acoustical properties as

compared with other materials. Write for booklet,

"Increased Business by Improved Acoustics."

Don'tfail to inquire about VELMO Upholstery when order-

ing new equipment or replacing the old.

Chase Velmo—SANFORD MILLS • • SANFORD, MAINE
L. C. Chase & Co., Selling Agents, Boston

New York Detroit San Francisco Chicago
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Keep Eagle-Eye on Equipment, from Boilers

To Projectors, for Complete B. O. Success

SIMPLE PLAN TO AID EXHIBITORS IN OBTAINING LONG LIFE FROM CARPETS,

UNIFORMS, FRAMES, CHANGE MACHINES, MOTORS AND OTHER EOUIPMENT

By "CHICK" LEWIS

Chairman, "Managers' Round Table Club" of Motion Picture News

S
O MUCH has been written on the

subject of showmanship as it ap-

plies to exploitation and advertis-
ing, and generally merchandising the picture, that this phase
of exhibition seems to have been covered from practically every
angle. On the other hand, the employment of showmanship
inside the theatre, a factor equally as important in the final

analysis of box office success, has passed almost unnoticed.
By the term, showmanship inside the theatre, we want to con-

vey the thought that it is just as important to practice show-
manship within the four walls of the auditorium as it is to bally-

hoo pictures on the exterior. Of what possible use would a
smash feature be if your equipment to project it were on the
bum? Or the facilities for making your patrons comfortable
during the show were lacking? Why go out and plug like

hell for business if your theatre and it's equipment are not in

perfect condition at all times.'

System the Secret of Success

Keeping the theatre's equipment in tip-top shape all of the

time is merely a matter of organization and system. By this

we mean laying out the various parts of the theatre and placing

them under the supervision of a responsible employee. Then
checking up periodically to make sure that those responsible

are looking after their assignments properly.

Some years ago, the writer inaugurated a system of equip-

ment maintenance which

worked so effectively

that it eliminated, com-
pletely, all semblance of

haphazard operation
from the equipment

viewpoint. Of course,

you must keep in mind
that a thorough under-

standing of every part

of the theatre and its

equipment facilities is

essential before you can

transfer any part of the

responsibility onto the

shoulders of another.

One of the initial dut-

ies of a manager after

taking over a house is to

acquaint himself with

his theatre. Just sitting

ASSISTANT MANAGERS' CHART FOR CHECKING EQUIPMENT
(Check-up Every Tuesday)

Inspected |Date Condition Date Condition Date Condition jDate Condition

Carpets

Seats ||
| || | || |

Cellar ||
| || | || | || |

Boiler Room

Signs ||
| || |

Manager's Office l|
| ||

1

Closets ||
|

Stock Room ||
|

Frames

Projectionists

Janitor-Engineer
|| || |

Head Usher

Miscellaneous

down at the manager's desk and directing the house from a
swivel chair will soon cause plenty of grief. To understand all

about the theatre means to spend several mornings a week in-
vestigating every detail of it, especially the various portions
which are exposed to wear and tear.

The Double-Check Process

Let us assume that your's is an average theatre, a house
seating anywhere from one to three thousand. (Smaller thea-
tres can work out this plan by revamping it to fit their require-
ments.) Under the projectionist's care you should place the
following items (unless your house carries a union maintenance
man back stage) : Flasher motors, all switchboards, ventilating
motors and all other electric motors regardless of where they
are located

;
all parts of the booth, sound and projection

equipment.

The Janitor-Engineer: Boiler room, toilets, cellars, seats,

roofs, hanging ceiling, marquee roof, carpets. The Assistant
Manager: Carpets, seats, ushers' dressing rooms, stock rooms,
closet, lobby frames, front frames, marquee and upright signs,

manager's office. Cashier: Box office, ticket machines, change
machines. Head Usher: Usher's rooms, uniforms, gloves, etc.,

carpets, seats, lamps in all signs and inside fixtures. Doorman

:

Ticket box, lobby floors, sidewalks in front of house, frames in

lobby. All glass in lobby and front.

You will note that a few items are included on the list of

more than one person.

The reason is obvious. It

means a double or triple

check on important

items which might es-

cape the attention of one
alone. For example, the

carpets and seats. The
janitor-engineer should

watch for wear and tear

of these items while the

house is being cleaned;

he can then report what
needs attention or, in the

case of tightening here

and there, take care of it

immediately. The head
usher should make his

check-up before the

house opens to the pub-

(Contiiiucd on page 56)
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CLOSE UPS

From month to month we aim to put across through

the medium of this special Fulton Company section,

messages of interest and importance to exhibitors and

projectionists.

But we would like to supplement these printed long

shots by personal close ups with those who may be in

need of what we have to offer both in goods and service.

In many cases it will pay you well to call upon us,

so that you may look over Fulton's Model Theatre and

witness demonstration of appliances and apparatus and

examine furnishings and decorations and seats.

Besides this, the Fulco projector is here for your inti-

mate inspection and comparison. You will never realize

what a remarkable machine this is until you examine it

intimately. You will never specify any other, after you

have given it a Close Up.

£^^£
dent.

E-.t. PULTON COMPANY
COAST TO COAST <^PULCO^> DISTRIBUTORS.
*""vi "Lt I tr L i rN b- \Jh- I HbAI Kb bL/U I r N*1 fc- N I DKAN^ H bS IN ALL KfcY CI I r S

INSTALLATIONS GUARANTEED - SERA/ICE DAY AND NIGHT - EXPERT ENG I N E-ER.I NG -
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IF

WE CAN
INDUCE YOU

to really examine the Fulco Projector fairly and impartially,

it is certain that you will have none other. And the more

experienced you are and the more qualified and exacting

you are, the more certain it is that you will prefer no other.

Engineers and projection experts are not moved by

sales talk, but they are influenced and decided, by points

of superior merit which they are quick to perceive and

appraise.

The greater a man's qualifications for judgment as

between the Fulco Projector and all competitors, the more

certain are we of selling him a Fulco.

We can show you abundant evidence of this. If you

want further proof and confirmation, Ask the Man Who
Owns or Operates One.

FULCO PROJECTOR
(Ernemm* DeHim)

On demonstration at all Fulton branch offices located in the following cities:

CHICAGO 1018 So. Wabash Ave. LOS ANGELES Film Exchange Btdg.

NEW YORK 115 W. 45th St. ST. LOUIS 3232 Olive St.

COSTON 65 Broadway MILWAUKEE 151 Seventh St.

PHILADELPHIA 1337 Vine St. INDIANAPOLIS 340 No. Illinois St.

ATLANTA . .

.

146 Walton St. SAN FRANCISCO 255 Golden Gate Ave.

E. E. FULTON CO.
C. H. FULTON

President

A. G. JARMIN
Treasurer

Executive Offices: 1018 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago Factory: 2001-2007 So. California Ave., Chicago

r 4fulco>
E.E FULTON COMPANY, COAST6>COAST DISTRIBUTORS
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Manufactured by GENERAL
ELECTRIC for E. E. Fulton

Company, Exclusive Distributor in the

Theatre Field for the United States

Complete information at any office of

the E. E. Fulton Company or, if more
convenient, address your inquiry to

the nearest G-E office.

SOUND AND SILENCE

GOOD sound reproduction is impossible if disturbing noises

are generated by the projector and allied apparatus, be-

cause these noises find their way to the delicate sound-

reproducing devices and introduce harsh, discordant effects.

The new General Electric motor-generator set is correct in

design and construction, quiet in operation, and never a source

of trouble to the "sound engineer." The set always functions

with high efficiency, whether on normal load or overload.

GENERAL ©ELECTRIC
j¥0LC5l>

E.E FULTON COMPANY, COASTSCOAST DISTRIBUTORS
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Announcing a further amplification of Fulco Service

AND NOW another veteran of the theatre field is definitely aligned with

Fulton Co.—to extend and reinforce Fulco Service in the important department

of complete Stage Scenery Curtains and Drapes.

Widely and favorably known long before and- since the birth of motion

picture theatres, the firm of Sosman and Landis enjoys a standing second to none

in their field.

Any Fulton Co. branch is now prepared to offer you complete stage

scenery, curtain and drapes information as a result of this newly established

Fulton Co. - Sosman and Landis service.

Scenery .... Curtains .... Drapes

SOSMAN and LANDIS
416 S. KEDZIE AVENUE CHICAGO

SERVING AN INDUSTRY

THRU the days of tent shows and nickelodeons

—"When talkies consisted of the bellowing aud-

iences reading subtitles out loud to their little

brothers and sisters" — to this marvelous era of MINUSA HAS SERVED FAITH-

, .
i

. ii • FULLY . . . Keeping the Industry's
synchronized talkies—

Confidence, AND NOW OFFERS
THE NEW

Distributed through all

Branches of the

E. E. FULTON CO.
MINUSA
Sound Screen

<gFULCOl>

E.E FULTON COMPANY, COASTSCOAST DISTRIBUTORS jL
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Comfortable to the body and all the senses

American Seating Company
Makers of Fine Sealing for Churches, Schools and Theatres

»|Jjlt^1) General Offices: 1 -( F.Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, III.

t^^y BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

_^ruEg|_
E.E FULTON COMPANY, COASTSCOAST DISTRIBUTORS
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WHEN
Your heating system lacks force

and

The people in some parts of the

theatre arc getting too much
heat,

and

The people in other parts of the

house are freezing and suggesting

that you turn on the heat,

and

You check up on the furnace and find it is

burning more coal than it should and giving

less satisfaction,

THEN
Install the Blizzard Fan—The Fan that takes

care of you when it's cold and when it's hot.

BLIZZARD SALES CO.
I6TH AND DAVENPORT STREETS

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

LINCOLN EXPORT CO.

32 A Water Street. New York. N.

THE ABILITY TO HANDLE THE INSTALLATION
OF YOUR—

CARPETS
AND

FLOOR COVERINGS
WITH PROMPTNESS AND SUPERIOR WORK-
MANSHIP, HAS WON FOR US, MANY
NOTABLE THEATRE CONTRACTS THRUOUT
THE COUNTRY.

CHICAGO
FLOOR COVERING SPECIALISTS TO ENTERTAINMENT SPECIALISTS

EVEB i \w ED ro DEI IYER FOR AN OP1 NING

AUDITEC
The Modern

Decorative Acoustical
Corrective Material

Auditec fulfills so completely every need for acoustical
correction making your auditorium clear toned and at
the same time being capable of such decoration as to
leave your house equally or more beautiful than before.
Acoustical correction has a direct result on box office
pro6ts and you owe it to your own desire for a greater
business

_
to have your house analyzed for acoustics.

Auditec is low in cost, high in results.

Made in Six Beautiful

Colors and Special Designs

Get in touch with your own E. E. Fulton Company
office and have them supply you with a questionnaire.
No obligation is involved as this engineering service has
been arranged for you through the E. E. Fulton
Company firm. You will be surprised at this new and
better manner of acoustical correction.

NATIONAL RUG MILLS, Inc.

Milwaukee - - Wisconsin

AUDITEC
Modernize With

ELECTRICAL DISPLAYS

Of New Design

A new front will stimulate ticket sales, and add

to the attractions of your theatre as a neighbor-

hood institution.

For economical short cuts to a new dressing

to the exterior of your theatre nothing offers

such effectiveness as electrical signs styled along

modern lines of design and showmanship.

Electrical signs attract transient as well as

community patrons and make your program

known to the largest number of potential ticket

buyers.

Consult a Fulton Representative

r _frulc5l>
E.E FULTON COMPANY, COASTYoCOAST DISTRIBUTORS=z
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FULCO
AUTOMATIC ENCLOSED REWIND

Comprises a well designed cast aluminum frame into
which are built all the accurately built elements that make

this the easiest and quietest running rewind on the market.
Complies with the strictest regulations.

If you show talking pictures, you of course want your
projection room free from noise making apparatus. THE
FULCO IS A NOISELESS REWIND.

1
INSIST UPON ILEX AND BE PATRON INSURED

AN EXCLUSIVE FEATURE

The Ilex F:2.5 Standard Adjustable

Projection Lens permits the exact

adjustment of the focal length to

the individual screen size of the

theatre in which it is installed, when
within the equivalent focus range.

This arrangement overcomes un-

sightly slopover or incomplete cov-

ering of the screen. Short focal

lengths in the Standard Adjustable

series are specially recommended
for enlarged features of the mag-
nascope type.

ILEX OPTICAL COMPANY
ROCHESTER NEW YORK

ESTABLISHED 1910

_GALLAGHER

=

Orchestra Equipment Company

616 W. Elm St. Chicago

Orchestra Equipment
MUSIC STANDS
STAGE AND PIT
RESONATORS
ORGAN LIFTS
ORGAN SEATS
ORGAN RACKS
PIANO RACKS

LEADER STANDS
STAGE PLATFORMS

CHAIRS
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

AND
FURNISHINGS

ALL
DESIGNS

AND
FINISHES

u E.E FULTON COMPANY, COAST^COAST DISTRIBUTORS
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Fulton Company branches

at Chicago, New York,

Boston, Philadelphia,

Atlanta, St. Louis, In-

dianapolis, Milwaukee,

San Francisco, and

Los Angeles, will gladly

give you complete infor-

mation on the subject of

theatre decoration.

Creatorsand
designers of
distinctive
interiors
A good show is always
better when seen amid charm-

ing surroundings, produced
by harmonious color combin-

ations, designs and effects.

Any theatre can achieve a

pleasing, inviting atmosphere
through an original decorative

scheme of modern design and
color.

We are prepared to offer

and to execute, inexpensive

decorative schemes of pro-

nounced individuality.

J. A. Torstenson & Co.
Chicago Illinois

2J
<C-FULCOl>

E.E FULTON COMPANY, COAST6XOAST DISTRIBUTORSJL
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Rough Cast Concrete with Glazed Tile and

Rustless Metal for Standard Theatres

MODERN AMERICAN DECORATIONS ARE SUGGESTED FOR NEW STRUCTURES

AND REMODELING JOBS IN MINIMIZED COST PLAN ADVANCED BY EBERSON

By JOHN EBERSON

Theatre Architect

w ARE passing through an eco-

nomic evolution, and since the peo-

ples of the world have been drawn
so close to each other with the development of transportation

and communication, world wide observations and experiences

quickly come to us in most illustrating and educating fashion.

This holds true in the theatre, with

the showman, the artist, the projec-

tionist and sound expert; and, last but

not least, the theatre architect. They
all play a greater part and occupy a

more conspicuous position in the eye

of the public at large than ever before.

Very plainly can we see the trend

of private life and business affecting

complete readjustment, brought about

by natural causes and world wide ac-

tions, and reaching every human being.

every household, every line of business

endeavor. Personally, I welcome this

tendency towards the reduced stand-

ard of living, which eventually will

lead to a more sane and sound order

of business.

In the service of the motion picture

industry, a theatre architect, like all

others, must take this change of affairs

into deep consideration, and I for one

am willing to throw away the garish

toga of gold, glitter and extravagancy,

and take the mallet and steel chisel and

carve available rock into sturdy form
eternal dependability.

Riding on the crest of intense action, and flushed with the

excitement of keen competition, great men push forward,

breathless and heedless, carrying the banner of progress and

success, without time to reflect and calculate. Here and there

and everywhere, in an orgy of extravagancy and fired by per-

sonal ambition, costly and elaborate giant theatre structures

have arisen, all prompted by the courage of the men who caused

them to be built, in turn aided by the thought of the artful

architect and by the skill of the artisan and builder.

Large and larger theatres spring up everywhere—all monu-
mental structures, palatial interiors, lavishly bedecked in elab-

orate gold and crystals. Comparatively, 20 years of progress

and development has been cramped into three years, and the

JOHN EBERSON

>f simple beauty and

resultant effect forces one to believe that a saturation point has

been reached in practically all of America's key cities. It has

been the most rapid development in any industry. But, at

last, we have reached a point of hesitancy and a turn towards

tin- level and sanity becomes the order of the day.

With the same burst of speed and intensity, scientists, artists

and shooters have developed product

of unheard of value and interest.

They have cared for, and well, our

larger cities. Now we shall stop to

gather strength to build up, in this era

of progressiveness, the multitude of

other cities and smaller communities

which must be served with compara-

tively equal facilities for the presenta-

tion of motion pictures.

This small town nation-wide build-

ing expansion comes to the producer

in a different garb, and must be treat-

ed in a skillful manner in order to

properly serve this patronage and

bring equitable returns to the box-

office. It takes' a good deal more skill

than art to build small theatres which

serve small communities successfully.

Less skill is needed to build super de

luxe theatres in the larger towns

where one finds himself backed with

practically limitless capital and build-

ing facilities. It is with this new small

town development, therefore, that the

practical theatre architect will find unusual opportunities to

render real service.

Setting all dreams, fantasy (genuine or affected), knowledge
and feeling of art aside, the theatre architect must be fully con-

scious of the relativity between the lavish architectural offering

and the actual results and influence on business obtained by his

architectural efforts.

We have, more or less, spoiled our public in this mad rush

of competition ; we have over-amused, over-serviced and over-

fed the patron until he has become blase, critical, spoiled and

very hard to please.

Natural action, color and sound have replaced the silent film

completely, as we all realize. And with this replacement comes

a new era in theatre construction, gradually deviating from the

beaten track of "supers." The success- (Continued on page 43)
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HEALTHFUL A •

po\er-/\\re
NATURE'S REFRIGERATION

I

CI Jonic to the CludiencQ i

Like a fine, old wine, Kooler- Aire exhilarates and refreshes ! It keeps

audiences alert, keen and responsive! Gone is that sleepy feeling, dull

headache and drowsy indifference due to poor ventilation in winter and

excessive heat and humidity in summer. Your best feature attractions are

handicapped under such conditions.

Put in Kooler-Aire, the big capacity, low-cost cooling and complete air

conditioning system. Put in the system that is powerful, silent, cheap to

operate—the system that is used by Paramount-Publix, Warner Brothers,

R-K-O, Fox and independents from coast to coast.

Kooler-Aire delivers fresh, washed air, circulated gently or briskly, as

desired, throughout the house. No dust, no soot, no noise, no chilly

draft—the system that gives "the customers" complete comfort and

contentment the year round. Write for details, prices and terms.

Kooler-Aire Engineering Corporation
t912 Paramount Building New York, N. Y.

Seattle

B. F. Shearer Company, Coast Representative

Portland Los Angeles
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The modern
theatre cleaning

method
// dirtless, dustless, scrupulously

** ^ clean house each day, from
lobby to balconies: One or two op-

erators using the modern Spencer

Central Cleaning System clean the

entire theatre in a few hours.

—thoroughly cleaning all types

of floors, under the seats, the

stage and even upholstery and
hangings.

—leaving no dust to settle back on
seats and furnishings.

Carpets last longer — stay NEW
longer—because dust and grit do
not become embedded to mat and
cut the fibres.

SPENCER CENTRAL CLEANING SYSTEM
THE SPENCER TURBINE COMPANY, HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

J. .. .

——
V

May we send you bulletins giving
complete information on both
the Orgoblo and the Central
Cleaning System?

And for dependable organ power

The
Spencer Orgoblo

is standard equipment in the

modern theatre

^ r
©512S
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Carrier Offers

A NEW world-wide service

in Air Conditioning

WHAT IT MEANS TO YOUR THEATER

/^\UR recently announced Theater Division offers

^^^ a new world-wide service in equipment, instal-

lation and maintenance. It combines the years of

pioneering, research, development and service of

both the Carrier and the Brunswick organizations.

We now offer the theater owner a full line of air

conditioning and refrigeration equipment . . .

whether for a theater of 500 or 5,000 seats. The

equipment most economically suited to each indivi-

dual house will be specified, on an unbiased basis.

This is of particular interest to the small house,

which now may have complete air conditioning as

a profitable investment . . . paying profits in increased

patronage and good will, and meeting competition

by offering atmospheric conditions as healthful and

comfortable as those in the de luxe houses.

Within the Theater Division itself there will he

new economies in research work, in installation, in

offering a 24-hour-a-day maintenance service in

principal cities. Abroad, too, our associated com-

panies are offering the same installation and service

facilities.

It will pay you to find out what complete air

conditioning is doing today in hundreds of successful

houses . . . what it can do for your theater or

circuit. We suggest that you get in touch with any

of our Theater Division offices listed below, or

with any of our other branch offices.

Carrier Fnqineerinq Corporation
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

THEATER DIVISION: 39 Cortlandt St., New York—«01S Paramount Bldg., New York

44*1 Diversey Ave., Chicago—748 E. Washington St., Los Angeles

OFFICES: New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit. Washington, Dallas, Los Angeles

EXPORT DIVISION: 505 Fifth Avenue, New York

CARRIER ENGINEERING COMPANY, LTD. CARRIER LLFTTECHNISCHE GESELLSCHAFT
LONDON, PAHIB, BOMBAY, CALCUTTA, JOO ANNESBORQ BTOTTGART, BEHLIN

Manufactured"Weather makes "Every day a good day"
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ful showman in the silent era knew how badly the silent

flicker and shadow drama needed the splendor of the audi-

torium and the refinement of service in order to properly intro-

duce the silent film to the masses, and how well he knew how
necessary it was to erect giant and elaborate structures to create,

concentrate and hold the interest of the public for motion pic-

tures. Eve comfort was all that was needed, plus the creation

of palatial theatres in awing style for impressiveness.

Today, we have

sound and action. We
must provide eye and

ear comfort. We are

presenting problems

and plays on the

sound screen requir-

ing utmost restful-

ness in the auditor-

ium, so as to invite

relaxation and con-

centration for the pa-

tron. "The play is

the thing!"

For this new era,

my thoughts run to-

wards the creation of

"warm" and "friend-

ly" interiors, properly

lighted, comfortably

furnished — an audi-

torium with well bal-

anced acoustics and

efficient seating ar-

rangements. Their
brilliancy in lobby and

foyer must reach a

much higher scale of

efficiency than at pres-

ent.

Cost, naturally, is

of prime importance.

The provinces and

small towns must be

served with theatres

which can be pro-

duced at minimum
cost and still give to

the exhibitor and the

public an elegant and

practical vehicle with

which to conduct busi-

ness and enjoy sound

motion pictures.

More than 90 per

cent of all construc-

tion work is labor.

The farmer who per-

mitted the lumber-

jack to cut down the

magnificent oak on
the farm received probably a few cents for the lumber in the

tree that now is transformed into the magnificently carved oak

hall chair, and, yet, the chair costs $250. No other item of

value was added to the raw lumber, the difference in cost and

value being practically all represented in labor. And this same

factor holds true of other work in construction and furnishing.

The cost of the raw material plays but a small part in the

ultimate expense of the finished product, unless you build out

of gaudy gold and silver.

Building Data and Construction Costs of

Standardized Theatres

COST OF EOUIPMENT
Scheme Scheme Scheme Scheme

A B C D

Seating Capacity 1. 100 1,480 1.800 2,050

Opera chairs @ $8.00 each $8,800 $11,840 $14,400 $16,400

Booth Equip, inc. sound 14.000 15,000 15,000 16,000

Box Office Equipment 500 500 500 750

Scenery 700 700 1,200 1,500

Magnascope Screen 1,800 1,800

Rigging 400 400 600 600

Carpets 3,500 4,500 4,800 5,500

Acoustical Banners 2,500 3,000 3,500 4,000
Draperies 800 1,000 2,000 2,500

Decorative Furniture 3.500 4,000 4,500 5,500

Stunts 500 500 1,000 1,000

Electric Light Fixtures 3.000 3,800 4,800 6,000

Border Footlights, Misc 800 1,000 1,500 2,000

Sign 3,000 3,800 4,500 6,000

Lamps 700 1,000 1,400 1,600

Display Frames 200 300 500 600

TOTAL COST OF EQUIPMENT. .$42,900 $51,340 $62,000 $71,750

COMBINED BUILDING AND EQUIPMENT COST
Total Equipment Cost $ 42.900 $ 51,340 $ 62,000 $ 71,750
Total Building Cost 100,000 150,000 200,000 250,000

Total $142,900 $201,340 $262,000 $321,750
Architect's Fee 8,500 1.2,000 15,500 19,000

GRAND TOTAL $151,400 $213,340 $277,500 $340,750

FLOOR AND SEAT SPACE

Total Cubic Feet 492,000 574,900 616,850 650,000
Cubic Feet per Seat 447 388 342 317

BUILDING AND EQUIPMENT COSTS PER CUBIC FOOT
Bldg. per Cubic Foot 20.3c 26.2c 32.4c 38.4c
Equipt. per Cubic Foot 8.7c 8.9c 10.0c 11.0c

TOTAL (No Archt.) 29.0c 35.1c 42.4c 49.4c

BUILDING AND EQUIPMENT COSTS PER SEAT

Building per Seat $91.00 $101.20 $111.00 $122.00
Equipment per Seat 39.00 34.70 34.40 35.00

TOTAL (No Archt.) $130.00 $135.90 $145.40 $157.00

NOTE: Schemes "A" "B" and "C" include no refrigeration: Scheme "D" in-
cludes refrigeration.

It, therefore, behooves the sane thinking architect and con-

structor to devise ways and means to save labor in his building

operations. This can be accomplished in the first place by

proper economical use of standardized building materials, and

the duplication of certain work, that is, permitting duplicates

to be cast, formed, shaped or produced from one mold, or all

on a multiple jig.

Standardization is the solution ! You can produce ten thea-

tres, all scaled for a

lot approximately 80
x 150 feet in ten var-

ied distant locations,

on a standardized

basis for a great deal

less money and with,

more speed than if

you were to design in-

dividually.

The specifications

and requirements of

the exhibitor and the

standard practice of

the projectionist and

sound expert have

been definitely estab-

lished and have be-

come known so as to

enable the architect

and builder to design

several types of these

standardized theatres

for corresponding

communities without

having to feel that

one has neglected the

particular character-

istics of a community.

The standardization

of product and mass

production has placed

the general American

industry in the fore-

most rank and has re-

sulted in economies

which allow the aver-

age person to come
into the use and en-

joyment of devices,

apparatus and mer-

chandise at very rea-

sonable cost, thus

bringing to a more

even balance the pos-

sibilities for the rich

and poor to enjoy

similar comforts,

pleasures and amuse-

ments.

The standardization

of small theatre buildings will accomplish the same thing. It

will give to producer and exhibitor a greater field in which to

sell their wares, and on a more sound and profit-making basis

than at present. It will place small communities in the position

to see and hear fine entertainment in a comfortable theatre.

While it holds true that a convenient and advantageous loca-

tion necessitates acquisition of real estate parcels in various

sizes and shapes, it does not necessary follow that the builder

(Continued on page 64)
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Publix .

installs/

million
H.Wchairs

H-W PUBLIX DE LUXE THEATRE CHAIR

The Publix Theatre Corporation has awarded its 3rd successive contract for theatre seats

to the Heywood-Wakefield Company! In the past 3 years, this world-famous organization of

showmen has installed more than one-quarter of a million H-W chairs in their houses through-

out the United States. It is a distinct pleasure to receive the third straight contract from
Publix not alone because of the large amount of business involved but because of the definite

stamp of approval given to Heywood-Wakefield chairs by Publix officials and by the Publix

Engineering and Maintenance Staffs.

During the recent years in which we have been working with Publix, many changes have

occurred in theatre seating designs. Sound pictures, for instance, created a demand for new
acoustical properties in theatre chairs. Guided by and cooperating with Publix engineers and
technicians, Heywood-Wakefield has developed theatre chairs which accurately and perfectly

meet sound requirements—chairs which are so modern, so luxuriously comfortable that Publix

patrons everywhere have gone out of their way to praise the excellence of the seating accom-

modations provided for them.

Heywood-Wakefield
BALTIMORE, MD. BOSTON, MASS. BUEEALO, N. Y. PITTSBURGH, PA. OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. LOS ANGELES. CALIF.
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award H.W

^ seating
contract

H-W PUBLIX SUPER DE LUXE CHAIR

In Hundreds of Publix Theatres located from Coast to Coast, you'll find Heywood-Wake-

field chairs wearing well, pleasing patrons, doing their share to pay box office dividends. For

such qualities as these, Publix has again specified H-W chairs and for these very same reasons,

you owe it to yourself to investigate this world's largest selling line of theatre seats.

Before seating a new house or reseating an old one, ask your nearest Heywood-Wakefield sales

office for definite, helpful information on theatre seating and its influence on box office receipts.

Theatre Seating
NEW YORK, N. Y. PHILADELPHIA, PA. CHICAGO, ILL. PORTLAND, OREGON SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. SEATTLE, WASH
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OPERATION OF PROJECTION
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Fig. t: Typical Performance Curve of 75-Ampere Series Arc Generator

By C. C. DASH*

Hertner Electric Co., Cleveland

W;
HEX series arc generators were

introduced and used successfully in

theatres, the projection require-

ments were relatively simple. The projection room equipment
usually consisted of two projectors with vertical carbon lamps

with the addition in some instances of a spot lamp requiring

the same amount of current as the projectors. Arc controls

first introduced and used were mostly of the intermittent type

using a voltage relay, the coil of which is connected across the

arc, in connection with an operating motor. The operation of

these lamps was successful with the series arc generators, and
as no ballast resistance was used in the projection arc circuit

a maximum converting efficiency from alternating current

supply to direct current for the lamps was obtained.

With the changes that have occurred in the projection re-

quirements, theatres have been attempting to use existing gen-

erating equipment with results that are not satisfactory.

If a theatre has a 75 or a 70 ampere series type generator

set, it might be assumed that the generator will satisfactorily

furnish 70 amperes to a reflector high intensity lamp. Experi-

ence has shown that this assumption is not correct.

Figure 1 shows a typical volt-ampere performance curve o''

*Puhticatiem rights granted by Society o) At. P. Engineers.

New Problems in the Booth Prevent

Satisfactory Usage of Existing

Generating Equipment

a 75 ampere series arc generator. Curve A is the performance

with full field and curve B with the field regulator set for 70

ampere output at 60 volts. When you follow curve B up to

120 volts you will find that 73 amperes are obtained. The
variation of current between these two points is not a straight

line, but has considerable curvature.

The positive carbon of the high intensity lamp rotates and

a continuous arc feed is customary. This condition combined

with the volt-ampere characteristic in the region of the 60 volt

point makes the arc unstable, resulting in poor light perform-

ance unless the projectionist is constantly regulating the arc

control.

Causes of Poor Light and Adjustment

If the projectionist strikes his arc and sets the arc length so

that he obtains 60 volts across the arc and the arc control is

set so' that the carbon feed exactly equals the rate of carbon

consumption the operation will be perfectly satisfactory; but

if the arc feed is a trifle fast, the arc length is decreased which

lowers the current and thus decreases the carbon consumption,

making the shortening of the arc cumulative, resulting in a

very poor light and light adjustment in a relatively short time.

Conversely, if the carbon feed is slower than the rate of carbon

consumption, the arc lengthens and consequently the voltage

across the arc increases. This results in an increased current

which increases the carbon consumption so that this effect is

also cumulative, and a long arc will result.
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Figure 2: Current. Voltage Variation with 70 and 80 Volt Generators

Feeding Low Current Reflector Arc Set for 50-Volt Arc at 50 Amperes
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ARCS FROM GENERATOR SETS

How Inefficiency Makes an Operator

A Switchboard Operator as Well

As a Projectionist

1 1 the positive carbon starts to bum off eccentrically, a seri-

ous pulsation of current will result with each revolution of the

carbon. This effect is also cumulative as the current is in-

creased at the time when the arc is longest. It can be seen,

therefore, that a series arc generator cannot be expected to give

satisfactory results on high intensity lamps with a continuous

arc feed even though an attempt is made to use ballast re-

sistance in series with the lamp. There have been attempts

made to operate the low current reflector lamps with continuous

arc feeds, and the same conditions obtain as with the high in-

tensity lamp except that the difficulties caused by the rotating

carbon are not encountered.

Voltage Drop for Ballast Resistance

An electric arc is unstable when connected to a source of

constant voltage without a ballast resistance in series with it.

The generator voltage or supply voltage for stable arc opera-

tion will be in excess of the arc voltage by the amount of volt-

age drop in the ballast resistor. For satisfactory operation

this ballast resistance voltage drop should not be less than SO

per cent, of the arc voltage and for economical reasons should

not be much over this value.

The combination of the ballast rheostat and an electric arc in

series connected to a constant voltage direct current source is

a simple electrical engineering problem, but as the conditions

vary it becomes rather obscure to one not familiar with the

problem.

An electric arc supplied with direct current cannot be figured
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Figure 3: Current, Voltage Variation with 85 and 1 00-Volt Generators

Feeding a High Intensity Arc Set for a 60-Volt Arc at 70 Amperes

Figure 5: Installation Diagram of Two Multiple Arc Units Using Panel "D"

as a rheostat on account of the fact that the resistance of the

arc is a variable quantity. Carbon has a negative temperature

coefficient of resistance, and the arc stream has apparently the

same characteristic. This characteristic of the arc is shown in

the low current reflector arc which, when adjusted for a con-

stant arc length, has an arc voltage which is practically con-

stant although the current may vary within the limits for which

the carbon is designed.

Resistance at Definite Arc Lengths

If we assume a certain size carbon which is rated to operate

from 25 to 30 amperes with a definite arc length corresponding

to an arc voltage of 50 volts, at 25 amperes the apparent re-

sistance is 2 ohms, and at 30 amperes, 1.67 ohms. If we take

a piece of ordinary resistance material and change the cur-

rent from 25 to 30 amperes, the voltage will vary directly as

the current changes.

On account of this constant voltage condition we find that

the variation of current in an arc with change of arc voltage

caused by a change in arc length is much greater with a small

difference between arc voltage and supply voltage than with a

(Continued on page 65)
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Sound Supremacy
1 'Speaks for itself"

That is why RACON PRODUCTS ARE LEADERS in Theatres,

Amusement Parks, Convention Halls, Air Ports and Schools . . .

A horn for every purpose.

RACON'S LATEST TYPE
PORTABLE HORN

New type portable horn number 3320A. Air column
length'slightlv less than 7 feet. Oval bell 27" x 35",

Depth 28"

Can be separated in two halves for portability.
Excellent for speech as well as music.

Portable Horn
Model 3320A

NEW RACON HORN 5325

Especially Appealing Where
There Is Very Little Space
Between the Screen and
Wall

Amplifies as perfectly as the
parent horn, No. 4320. on hi <\h

speech and music

Patented non - vibratory, non-
porous material and construction,
plus light weight, which makes
tor perfect results and maximum

convenience

These outstanding features of
RACON products have made imita-

tion and competition impossible

Improve your Sound Equip-
ment with RACON Speakers

and Watch Results!

'ftiuimi sllghtlj le

Depth so Inches Bell
Welehi 30 i ndS

OUR LATEST CATAl 00
IS YOURS UPON THE

ASKING

BABY ELECTRO
DYNAMIC
HORN UNIT

weight 6J4 lbs. Over all

height 3". Diameter 4^4".

Output 10 watts. Field

consumption 1 amp. at 6

volts.

GIANT ELECTRO
DYNAMIC
HORN UNIT

Weight 20 lbs. Field con-

sumption approximately 1

amp. at 6 volts. Rating 30

watts, continuous operating

load 10 watts.

RACON ELECTRIC CO., Inc.
Specialists in Acoustic Chambers

FACTORIES: 18 to 24 WASHINGTON PLACE, NEW YORK
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THEATRE ARCHITECTS and builders

are sharpening pencil points in readiness

for the big remodeling drive which is due
to hit the exhibition field shortly after New
Year's. . . . Many in the architectural profes-
sion have in recent months been made to feel

the pinch of the retrenchment policy forced up-
on industry leaders by big-money interests of
Wall Street's golden canyon. . . . And, if some-
thing doesn't break in the theatre construction
held shortly, we know of a dozen architects' of-
fices where the familiar "To Sub-lease" sign

will be hung to the breeze.

* * *

Lester Cowan, technical manager of the
Academy of Arts & Sciences, still is secret-
ly at work on a plan of standardization for
wide film. . . . He expects to finish the job
within two months when the toes of plenty
with pet ideas on how wide film should
stack up will be stepped on, and how! . . .

S. K. Wolf, Erpi's consulting acoustical en-
gineer, is en route to the Coast, to be away
from New York until early January. . . .

Walter Eberhardt, Western Electric p.a.

postcards from Rome.
* * *

The miUenium will have arrived when the

old-line equipment manufacturers and dealers

shelve their deeply imbedded inferiority com-
plex. . . . And that time is not far distant, with
the old guard taking the cue from the new
group of progresswes. . . . One of the least

pretentious buildings occupied by RCA Victor
in Camden is the old church on Fifth between
Market and Cooper. . . . Few, if any, of the

company's N, Y. staff are aware that Universal
sound news reels are recorded in this former
church. . . . Gene G. Gendel, of the old news-
paper school, is now plugging for Typhoon
ran. * # *

From Shanghai comes word that William H.
Jansen, picture and equipment man in that

Oriental spot, is packing his grip for a trip to

the States to enlist the aid of equipment manu-
facturers in an educational plan. . . . The height
of something or other in an ultra moderne motif
is reached in the decorative scheme and fur-

nishings of the lavish suite where Joe Horn-
stein and Harold Rodner do things for War-
ners' Continental Theatre Accessories at the

New York home office. . . . Ted Eltonhead.
whom old-timers well remember, is doing public

relations work for the operators' union in New
York.

* * *

Who will get that nine million bucks
which the industry will spend in the first

three months of 1931 for new equipment and
replacements? . . . Exhibs are beginning to
realize that modernized theatres with new
furnishings and equipment are as vital for
complete b.o. success as quality pictures.
. . . And they don't mean maybe! . . . West-
inghouse Electric's catalogue of new equip-
ment for 1931-32 season stacks uo as a keen
competitor, for size, with New York's tele-

Dhone directory, having 1,352 pages—count
'em. . . . Speaking of catalogues, Hub Elec-
tric has a pip. ... Its arrangement, in
thumb-index style, and makeup beats most
of the others to a frazzle.

IF
THE extensive research work being car-

ried on by building material manufacturers

in quest of substitutes is successful, the

entire construction industry, including theatri-

cal, will see the application to building meth-

ods of many "new-fangled" ideas. . . . Mostof
the work is being done with a view to cutting

construction costs. . . . And less labor is one

of the influencing factors for the new ideas.

. . . His former pals along Film Row are cele-

brating Bert Sanford's victory in copping top

spot on Erpi's Eastern sales roster. . . . Bert

formerly carried a portfolio for Pathe.

* * *

Too bad for Walter Green when National

Theatre Supply transplanted its home office

from the Windy City to New York. . . . Wal-
ter was a regular X. Y. to "Chi" commuter
when headquarters were out West, and rail-

riding made him cm accomplished reader of

Western novels. . . . To the growing list of ac-

complished flyers add the name of Waller B.

Armstrong, head of Armstrong Studios. Inc.,

Los Angeles, who completed a "flying" visit to

New York when he arrived back on the Coast

Sunday night by plane 4. C. Buensod. of

Carrier's theatre division, is touring the coun-

try to establish service stations for theatre air

conditioning, at Carrier's key city offices.

* * *

H. F. duPont, of duPont de Nemours has
installed an RCA Photophone in his swanky
residence, Badmington Court, at Winterthur,

Del. . . . The Weiting Opera House, on the

main stem at Syracuse, was recently clean-

ed. .. . Ordinarily, an outside face-washing
doesn't mean much, but the cleansing op-

eration at the Weiting astounded the towns-
folk. . . . Under the weather-and-dirt color-

ed surface was found a beautiful light col-

ored brick. * * *

R. Fawn Mitchell, of Bell & Howell, now
is at work on a paper on color to be read Jan.

8 before the S.M.P.E. at "Chi." . . . Boston
chapter of the American Institute of Architects

is lobbying in the Bay States legislative halls

for passage of a law, governing licensing of ar-

chitects. . . . The Texas chapters of the Insti-

tute will again introduce a registration law in

the State legislature when it convenes early in

January. . . . The Kentucky governor
_
signed

the registration lazv . recently passed in that

state, where a license now is required to prac-

tice. . . . Next move is for uniformity of alt

state laivs.
* * *

Hats off to Sam Kaplan, big chief in pro-

iectionists' union circles in New York, who
has launched a drive to pile up heavy dough
for old and disabled operators. . . . Sam has

1.200 members in his outfit. . . . Charles J.

Ross, exec, vice-prexy of RCA Photophone,
tips off the appointments of. . . . E. J. Schnei-

der as comptroller. . . . J. M. Knaut as gen-

eral auditor. . . . And H. D. Colvil as assist-

ant to Schneider. . . . The latter hails from
the parent company, while Knaut and Col-

vil are old Photophoners. . . . From Pretoria,

South Africa, T. J. Connolly sends a photo
showing how he has taught natives to use

the Filmo. . . . What pretty eyes those na-

tives have!

THEATRE EQUIPMENT dealers and
manufacturers are missing a big bet when
they fail to date catalogues. . . . Archi-

tects, in writing specifications, naturally avail

themselves of the latest equipment info and the

uncertainty of dope in undated catalogues usual-
ly influences them to treat them lightly. . . .

The Chicago section of the S.M.P.E. now holds
regular monthly confabs, on the first Thursday.

President (Eastman Kodak) Crabtree of
the Society of M. P. Engineers, this week
named the following committee chairmen to
serve under him for 1931: . . . Color, W. V.
D. Kelley. of DuChrome Film Systems,
Hollywood. . . . Publicity, Will Whitmore,
Erpi, N. Y. . . . Convention, "Bill" Kunz-
man, National Carbon, Cleveland. . . . Mem-
bership, H. T. Cowling, Eastman Kodak,
Rochester. . . . Papers, O. M. Glunt, Bell
Lab, N. Y. . . . Progress, G. E. Matthews,
Eastman Kodak, Rochester. . . . Historical,

Carl L. Gregory, N. Y. . . . Sound, H. B.
Santee, Erpi, N. Y. . . . Standards, A. C.
Hardy, Mass. Ins. of Technology, Cam-
bridge. . . . Studio Lighting, M. W. Palmer,
Paramount Studio, Long Island City.

After all these years (and yeahs) , the big

guns are beginning to turn toivard the little

guys for business prospects. . . . And, if you
don't think these little fellows are going to

play a mighty important part in the scheme of

things just ask John Eberson, architect and
author of a plan for modernized small theatres

to be erected economically. . . . And Carrier

Engineer, which this week announces a refrig-

erating system for the little feliozvs. . . . A)id

Sidney Kent. Paramount's sales chief, who nc-.er

cases to extol the merits of small houses. . . .

And countless others, too numerous to mention.

. . . Present trend in cooling equipment, inci-

dentally, is for higher speed apparatus and

smaller, more compact devices.

Echoes of Norman Bel Geddes' conception of

future theatres, reproduced two months ago in

The Showman, can still be heard in theatre

architectural circles. . . . Lester Soman, after

months of secretive operations with a new
group, has completed his new Visionola device.

. . . Much speculation exists in West Coast

theatre building camps over the new string

which Joe Schenck of United Artists promises

to use in a defensive battle with Harley Clark's

Fox West Coast chain. . . . The insiders are
wondering where the money-bag is to be filled.

. . . Schenck said he will spend $150,000 on
each, to be built along ultra modern lines, each
with straight film policy and no stage for flesh-

and-blood. . . . The lowdown on why the Loudon
branch of the S. M. P. E. pulled away from the

parent body involves an attempt by the London-
ers, headed by Simon Rowson, to collect from
the U. S. organization a deficit of some $400 or

$500 which resulted from the big dinner given

by the British unit to Sir Oliver Lodge many
months ago. . . . Directors over here refused to

pay the bill and the British got plenty sore. . . .

It capped the climax of a long siege of tilts

between both organizations.
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TRAOI MARK
PROTECT
Your Cash Receipts

WITH
With General Register Salesmen

AUTOMATIC
GOLD SEAL
REGISTERS

SIMPLEXTICKET
REGISTERS

These REGISTERS afford you a system

which will not only give you the maximum

amount of protection but will give you

SPEED, ACCURACY and EFFICIENCY in

dispensing tickets, which is vitally neces-

sary to a successfully managed theatre.

Latest improved 1931 Model Ticket Reg-

isters now on display at our Salesrooms.

LIBERAL ALLOWANCE WILL BE MADE
ON YOUR OLD REGISTER

LOWERED KEYBOARD
WITH PULL SIZED
TYPEWRITER KEYS FLUSH

NOBSTRUCTED
PLATE

LEVER TO RESET
KEYS THAT HAVE

OROPPED

Complete Service

Department main-

tained to serve

you efficiently.

General Register Corporation

CHICAGO OFFICE

AUTOMATIC SIMPLEX
REGISTER CORPORATION
1018 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE

PARAMOUNT BLDG., TIMES SQUARE

NEW YORK

"SERVICE AFTER SALES"

J. C. ENSLEN
GENERAL
SALES MANAGER
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Average Noise Must Be Cut If Audience Is

To Benefit By Improved Equipment

MORE SENSITIVE TALKING DEVICES OF THE FUTURE WILL NOT STAND FOR

PRESENT LEVEL OF "OUTSIDE" INTERFERENCES WITHOUT DISTORTED SOUND

By S. K. WOLF

Acoustical Engineer, Electrical Research Products

T
HE spontaneous success of talkers

was due, in no small part, to the

indefatigable curiosity of the pub-

lic mind. To maintain such popularity it was necessary to

perfect this new entertainment medium to a highly acceptable

degree. Year in and year out we see new forms of entertain-

ment spring to success overnight only to die a sudden death

when public curiosity has been abated. "Talkies" have not

only weathered the storm but they continue to win new patrons

daily. A permanent public demand has been created. This

demand has stimulated scientific progress and enhanced

technique.

Of primary importance in maintaining public patronage was
the practical perfection of recording and reproducing equip-

ment. This achieved, other defects immediately became appar-

ent. It was soon discovered that one of the most important

contributing factors to acceptable recording and reproducing

was the acoustic condition of the studio and theatre. No mat-

ter how perfect the voice or music recording, the sound was
of poor quality where extraneous noises were allowed to enter

the microphone. Wonderful as this mechanical ear, the micro-

phone, is. it will not show partiality in selecting sound waves.

Just as the "eye" of the camera will

catch much that the human eye does not

see, so will this "sound ear" catch much
that the human ear, because of its ap-

parent adaptability, will not be consciously

aware of. The necessity of acoustic re-

conditioning to eliminate sounds born

within the studio, and the further neces-

sity of proper insulation to exclude alien

noises arising from outside sources, led

to an exhaustive study which today has

become an exact science. It is obvious

that such care in the studio is only half

of the problem. To assure highly accept-

able reproduction the same care should

naturally be taken within the theatre,

otherwise unnatural and unsatisfactory

sound will be the direct result.

So great has been the progress in the

field of auditorium acoustics that the

skilled engineer of the day may not only

recommend the most economical solution

to a problem but he may also predeter-

mine exact results. However, proper

acoustic control of sound arising within

the theatre does not completely assure

Noise Elimination

NOISES within the four walls of

every theatre present an intri-

cate problem for study, and until a

manner of elimination is unearthed,

it will not be possible to assure

highly acceptable reproduction, in

the opinion of S. K. Wolf, of

Western Electric, who, in this arti-

cle, the second of a series of three

written exclusively for this publica-

tion, discusses the problems which

influence performance of sound.

The necessity of acoustic recon-

ditioning to eliminate sounds born

within the studio, and further ne-

cessity of proper insulation to ex-

clude alien noises arising from out-

side sources, led to an exhaustive

and successful study. It is only

natural, therefore, that the same
situation must be cleared up in the

theatre, it is stated.

perfect reproduction. There is an all important variable,

which at times causes great annoyance. We refer to noises

arising either within or without the theatre. We are not

always aware of the magnitude of such noises as they un-

fortunately have a masking effect on each other. We are

only cognizant of the fact that our fader must be turned

up unnecessarily high to assure intelligible reproduction.

That such noises can have a very real and detrimental effect,

has been actually proven in a number of houses where the

"quiet noise level" was measured. Scientific instruments

have been developed which will not only measure the volume

of such noise levels but will also measure the magnitude of

the individual contributarv sources.

Theatres located in quiet sections need only study extra-

neous noises arising in the building. Public cooperation has

done much to eliminate unnecessary shuffling of feet, cough-

ing, whispering, etc., but there are other sources over which

the management alone has control. Noisy ventilating and

refrigerating systems, humming generators, noises arising

from the projection booth and back stage clamor can and
should be isolated.

The theatre located in the metropolitan

area must contend with a further con-

tributing source, i.e., outside noise. Our
conversational tone on the busy street

would become a shout were all other

sound to immediately cease. In other

words, the sound source energy must be

increased to overcome a generally noisy

condition that our ear is scarcely aware

of, however great it may be. It is not

uncommon for the noise level in certain

sections of a city to be as great as sixty

decibels, above the threshold of hearing.

This is equivalent to one million times

the smallest amount of sound energy that

the ear can detect ! A recent survey of

city noise showed the noise level to be

far greater under certain conditions, and
further elicited the astounding fact that

the average noise level in non-residential

districts was fifty-one decibels. Noises

due to audience, ventilating equipment,

and external sources ranging from ten to

forty decibels above threshold may be

present, requiring the increase in loud-

(Continued cm page 60)
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STEEL Furniture's

Modern Theatre Seating

IS

More and More

the Choice of

the Most

Successful

Theatre Owners

The AUDUBON, New York City, a recently com-
pleted FOX Theatre in which 2,405 of our No. 6880

chairs were installed. SUPR
beaut

E M E comfort, mechanical superiority, exceptional

ty and sound construction that endures—these are

qualities that in themselves establish STEEL Furniture's Modern

Theatre Seating as the most advantageous equipment for the

present-day theatre. In addition, however, there is much that

recommends this line for your consideration—a wide range of

models, an almost endless variety of beautiful coverings and an

expert planning and consulting service that enables the purchaser

to achieve most striking and individual effects.

The Planning and Consulting Services of both our-

selves and our distributors, tl>e National Theatre

Supply Company, are at your command. Do not

hesitate to use them.

STEEL Furniture Co.
GRAND RAPIDS MICHIGAN
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modern
'maqic*

A dull, tawdry, altogether uninviting moving

picture theatre of the arcade type is suddenly

—almost overnight—transformed intoan awe-

inspiring, patron-inviting place of modern

entertainment. And the public just as suddenly

awakes, "urns" and "ahs", applauds out loud

and begins to fight its way up to the regener-

ated box office. To them it appears magical.

It inspires them, pleases them and they

show approval with open minds—and purses.

But to you theatre owners who "know your

public" there's nothing uncanny about this

Modern Magic. It's simply a common sense

treatment of chronic box office ills with medi-

cine that pleases the public palate.

National Service— hand in hand with mod-
ern science— has always taken the lead in

this movement for better theatres. It supplies

the correct mechanical needs completely on

a one-contract plan and in each of the 30
National branches there are men capably

fitted to advise, supervise and help carry

through any remodeling treatment prescribed.

Consult them freely, without obligation.

Did you get your copy of "De Luxe

Your Theatre and Make It Pay"?

If not, you may have it for

asking. You'll find it full of

interesting suggestions.

NATIONAL TfHEATRt
SUPPLY COMPANY
Branches in all Principal Cities
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Manufactured Weather Catches Up With

The Industry's Small Theatre Operator

UNIT AIR CONDITIONING AT LAST BRINGS "COMFORT"

MACHINERY WITHIN THE ECONOMIC RANGE OF

THE FIVE-HUNDRED SEAT THEATRE

An Interview With

A. C. BUENSOD

Theatre Division, Carrier Engineering Corp.

P
ERFECTION of unit air con-

ditioning brings within the cost

range of the 500-seat theatre a

complete system capable of producing results equal and in some

respects surpassing the best that has been achieved for the large

de luxe house.

The development, announced to the industry in this exclu-

sive article to MOTION PICTURE NEWS, is regarded

as the most significant contribution of air conditioning engi-

neers to the so-called comfort field, and represents the success-

ful culmination of efforts of the entire air conditioning industry

to arise to the demand created in the public mind by motion

picture theatres themselves for indoor comfort the year round

in places of public assembly.

Naturally, in the beginning of theatre conditioning only the

big de luxe houses were equipped, for the simple reason that

the total invested capital of a de luxe house is so large that the

addition of an air conditioning system, regardless of its cost,

is necessary in order that attendance could be maintained at

Carrier Centrifugal, Fully Enclosed Refrigeration Unit, Which Runs Auto-

matically and Does Not Require Services of House Engineer. Three

Sizes of Machines Are Now Ready for Next Summer's Operation

Carrier Unit for Small Houses. Includes Fan, Spray and Cooling Chambers,
Automatic Dampers, Heaters and Sound Silencers, Used in Conjunction
With the Centrifugal, Fully Enclosed Refrigerator Which Runs Automatically

the highest level possible in summer as well as winter seasons.

With the smaller type theatre, however, resultant costs of

refrigeration made it prohibitive for this class of house to

install air conditioning, or where installation costs were avail-

able, maintenance overhead provided too much of a burden

for owners of this type of theatre.

The elements necessary for air conditioning in the small

house are exactly the same as they are for the de luxe house

:

to maintain definite relations of temperature, relative humidity

and air motion.

Consequently, a system of refrigeration similar to that em-

ployed in the de luxe house installation, but of smaller capacity

is necessary. However, the refrigerating machine is the most

costly item of the investment required for complete theatre air

conditioning system. Until new developments permitted, a

small house could not sustain the maintenance and operating

charges necessary with a refrigerating machine such as is used

in a de luxe house. It was necessary that this be a foolproof

machine to function without any maintenance or operating

attention. The cost of the complete installation must, of neces-
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Additional Admissions
per Day to Cover
Operating Cost
at 25 Cents Each 17

sity, meet the requirements which provide for a suitable return

on the investment of each and every theatre owner.

Air conditioning -systems for the small house have been ready

for a great many years, but unfortunately we have been handi-

capped through lack of a refrigerating machine that met all of

the foregoing requirements.

Thus, the availability of air conditioning to the small theatre

awaited the development of a refrigeration unit completely

automatic in its operation

and considerably lower in

cost and maintenance.

The small unit developed

for this work is similar in

operation to the centrifu-

gal refrigeration machine

now used in a large number

of the de luxe theatres. But

it introduces radical fea-

tures of design, including

complete automatic opera-

tion. It is fully enclosed,

requires no operating en-

gineer to run it, and the

economy of maintenance is

indicated by the fact that it

can be serviced by the com-

pany installing it for a flat

sum of $200 per year, with-

out any charges whatsoever

to be paid for services of

a theatre engineer.

The largest of these ma-
chines developed for small

theatres is 12 feet long, 9
feet wide, and requires a

head room of 9 feet. Thus, •

it .is adaptable to installa-

tion in buildings where space for installation is limited.

The refrigerator is used in conjunction with a complete air

conditioning unit which includes the fan, spray and cooling

chamber, automatic dampers, heaters and sound silencers, in

a compact machine especially developed for small theatre use.

There are three sizes of the machine now ready for next

summer's operation. The capacity of houses the machines are

designed for range from 500 to 900 seats.

The table of operating costs shown elsewhere on this page

gives the cost per seat per day. These costs are based on the

complete operation of the air conditioning system including

refrigeration, giving the operating costs for summer and winter.

Costs are based on the assumption that the electric current

rate will be of 2 cents per kw. hour, and that the cost of con-

densing water is at the rate of 60 cents per thousand cubic feet.

The cost of heating has not been included because the cost

of fuel will be similar with or without air conditioning.

Due to the emphasis which has been placed on cooling, it is

essential to bear in mind that refrigeration is only necessary

when a reduction in temperature or a reduction in moisture is

necessary. And that the refrigeration equipment necessary for

these purposes is only incidental to the complete system for

conditioning.

Air Distribution Important Factor

The important part played by an air conditioning system is

the proper distribution of the air within the theatre so that the

reduction in moisture and temperature brings the atmosphere

to the ideal condition for human comfort. A refrigerating

machine to cool the air is of no use if the air is not distributed

Average Operating Costs of Unit Automatic

System of Air Conditioning for the Small Theatre

Seats 500 700 900

Summer Winter Summer Winter Summer Winter

Power $2.77 $.94 $3.88 $1.32 $4.81

1.73

$1.74

Water 96 1.34

Fixed Maintenance
.55 .55 .55 .55 .55

Total Oper. Costs per
Day of 10 Hrs. $4.28 $1.49 $5.77 $1.87 $7.09 $2.29

Cost Seat per Day $.0086 .003 .0083 .0027 .0079 .0025

All costs based on electric current at 2 cents per KWH and water
at 60 cents per thousand cubic feet. These costs can be easily adjusted
by any decrease or increase in power or water rates. Also if you operate
a shorter period than 10 hours a day you can proportionately decrease
the power and water costs.

properly. Some of the main difficulties encountered by air

conditioning engineers have resulted for the too zealous use

of refrigeration to cool without regard to the comfort of the

people. It is impossible to sit in a theatre that is over-cooled

and be comfortable.

The exhibitors who have had experience in operating air

conditioning systems over a period of years are agreed that

more harm is done by over-cooling than no cooling at all, and

air conditioning engineers

have used every ingenious

method at their command
to make foolproof such sys-

tems so that over-cooling

shall not be done.

Cooling is important to

comfort during hot weather

but equally important is the

reduction of moisture con-

tent of the air, especially in

summer.

You can maintain a tem-

perature of 80 to 85 de-

grees when the outside

weather is 95 and 100, pro-

vided you reduce the mois-

ture content of the air with-

in your theatre so that the

people will feel comfort-

able. And that is all an air

conditioning system in a

theatre should do—make
people comfortable through-

out the length of the show.

For this reason, air con-

ditioning engineers are glad

to note the discarding of
===^=——-^^—-——==^= the old icicles and the polar

bears as a means of selling

the "20 degrees below the outside temperature" idea.

One of the most prominent exhibitors in this country and a

pioneer in the introduction of cooling systems in theatres, re-

cently stated that he has refused in the last few years to ad-

vertise that his theatres are cool. "Why advertise when the

people know that the theatre under our direction are comfort-

able," he asks.

23 29 10

I T IS a tribute to the courage and

progressiveness of the theatre

owners who in the early days of this science had the idea that

cold storage methods used for the preservation of food could

be utilized to create comfortable conditions within their the-

atres during the hot weather months when theatres suffered

in competition with beach resorts and other outdoor attrac-

tions. These early efforts on the part of theatre men undoubt-

edly are responsible for the air comfort consciousness of the

general public and the advances made in the science of air con-

ditioning as applied to the comfort field.

With an investment in excess of $10,000,000 in air condi-

tioning equipment, and the exercise of its power to popularize

a science as well as personalities and the arts, the theatre in-

dustry both here and abroad has educated the general public

to the benefits of air conditioning to human comfort and health.

And, on the theory that the public will more readily outlay

admissions where mechanical contrivances guarantee comfort,

manufactured weather can be accepted as an influencing factor

in building box office success at the theatre, along with other

contingent factors such as quality pictures, sensible showman-
ship and the like.
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Keep Eagle-Eye on Equipment for Success
( Continued from page 30)

lie each day. The ushers should always inform the head usher

when they find a seat in bad condition or a tear in the carpets.

The assistant manager's job, in addition to the items covered

by his own list, must understand that he must keep his eye on

the work covered by the others as well. Occasional trips

through the booth, boiler room, cellars, usher's dressing rooms,

and every other part of the house is his job. This he must do,

not merely when he gets the chance, but on designated days.

His report to the manager will be the basis for such orders for

repairs, etc., as the manager shall deem necessary after per-

sonal investigation.

Alibis Are Taboo

Just what the best way would be to make certain that every

detail gets the attention it requires can best be decided by the

manager in working out this system to suit his own require-

ments, but as recommended, the better way is to create charts

on the inside of regular letter folders, such as is used in files,

these should be ruled and arranged as appears elsewhere in this

article.

No excuse must be offered by those responsible for the vari-

ous parts of the house. The inspection must be made as a

regular and important part of their job. The complete report

is then placed in the manager's office, preferably hooked in a

row where the house manager can look them over from time to

time. When these check-ups reveal something in need of re-

pair or attention it must be called to the manager's attention

immediately. If the repair is minor and can be made by an

employee in the house, the manager should first give his O.K.
Possibly he may not agree with the one making the report and

prefer to have the work done by some outside source.

Another thing to keep in mind is the various items on the

several charts. For instance, the assistant or head usher could

also be made partly responsible for the toilets. If the house

employs a matron, she should not only see that the ladies' rooms

are in perfect condition, but can also be personally responsible

for the cleanliness of those rooms.

Giving the Job to the Right One

Each chart should be so worked out that the supervision of

the different parts of the theatre and the equipment should be

placed under the eye of those whose regular duties or experi-

ences fit them to know how to check up on the various items.

It would not be feasible to place the responsibility for the

motors in the fan room on the shoulders of the janitor. The
best man for such things is the projectionist. He should see

that the commutators are clean, the brushes making proper

contact, and above all, that all the motors are suitably lubricated.

This last item being of major importance. We can well recall

the trouble and expense of repacing bearings on motors.

Avoid expense and trouble by watching these things closely.

That's why we emphasize the importance of someone supervis-

ing those items needing careful attention. The assistant man-

ager need not be an expert electrician to be able to see that the

oil wells or grease cups are filled at all times, but he might

stumble on such a condition in time to prevent breakdowns if

he is properly trained for such work. And properly training

him for these things means schooling him on one of the most

important features of theatre management.

The Monthly Recapitulation

The same applies to your head usher or doorman, they, too,

may be anxious to advance in theatre work and need this train-

ing if they are to be a credit to you as their superior.

The manager's personal responsibility under this system is

worked out so that once a week or twice a month he must make

a check-up of all the charts, by going over them with those who
made the inspections, and then starting at the top of the house

and going right on down throughout the entire theatre in com-

pany with all department heads.

A theatre kept in perfect condition means a manager with

plenty of time to work out his advertising and exploitation

campaigns. He need not be worried or bothered with con-

stant trouble from some remote part of the house. He is al-

ways certain that everything is being watched and checked up

carefully. If things are beginning to show wear or require

attention he is told about it in sufficient time to have it fixed or

replaced.

Another good feature of these check-ups is the manner in

which you can determine how much service you are getting

from different portions of your theatre's equipment and how
often repairs are necessary. This could even be used as a

basis for a report to your home office maintenance department,

if you're house is one of a chain. .

Added Dollars from Good Equipment

Just as all business enterprises require proper system and

supervision, so does a modern theatre. It's as much of a busi-

ness as anything else these days and only the man possessed of

real executive ability and the knack of organizing his staff to

function as a smooth machine, can really boast of a well-run

business.

The smoother your theatre runs the more satisfied your

patrons will be. They will be sure to notice these things be-

cause they are accustomed to seeing the bigger deluxe houses

in the large cities. If you run your house like a dump, that's

exactly what your patrons will think of it. And if you lose

business because your theatre suffers by comparison the fault

is your's as the manager, as the man who was placed in charge

of the house and the many thousands of dollars tied up in such

an investment.

Either you are equal to the responsibility or you are the

wrong man for the job. One of the best ways to determine

that point is not alone in the business the house is doing, but

also in the way the house is run and the way its equipment is

kept.

Exhibitors discuss equipment in "Managers' Round Table

Edited by "Chick" Lewis. Turn to page 99
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Announcing - - - the new

BRENKERT
SUPER HIGH INTENSITY
PROJECTION LAMP

AN IMPORTANT ADVANCEMENT IN
MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION
Higher Efficiency, More Accurate Operation, Qreater Convenience,

Lower Operating Costs, Built to Endure!

Your Theatre Can Profit by These Advantages!

IT'S A BRENKERT PRODUCT !

WRITE FOR LITERATURE TODAY!

BRENKERT LIGHT PROJECTION CO.
ST. AUBIN AT EAST GRAND BOULEVARD DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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Terra Cotta for Color In Revamping Old Theatres
{Continued from page 28)

tions identifies the house and its attractions. There should also

be plenty of illumination underneath the canopy. Where a par-

ticularly striking design of ornamentation is employed in the

upper portion of the theatre front, an arrangement of flood

lights may be placed on top of the canopy, and by the use of

these reflectors with changeable color screens, most striking

effects can be obtained and changed frequently to break the

monotony. The entire appearance of the theatre front may in

this manner be changed weekly, if desired. This treatment can

be worked out effectively, either with or without the name sign.

Location of Box Office and Arrangement of Entrance

Conservative provision for attraction signs or program poster

frames are also advocated although the modern trend is to-

ward elimination of too much "advertising paper" both inside

and outside the theatre. Circus exploitation and ballyhoo are

becoming passe in modern theatre operation.

A typical old style theatre is one with a curved or oblong re-

cessed entrance with the ticket office in the center of the lobby

space, at the side, or in the rear. Frequently no front entrance

doors are provided and the entire "waiting room" is left open

and exposed. In remodeling a house of this type an attractive

box office should be located right up front, easily accessible,

with adequate and properly decorated entrance and exit doors

on each side. The space at the rear, thus saved, can then be

used as an inside foyer or waiting room, properly decorated,

lighted and furnished for the comfort of patrons. Portable

The World's Lowest

Priced, Practical Curtain

Control Unit

Traveltrol is a time-proved electric motor driven

curtain control unit that has been used for years

in hundreds of theatres over

the entire world.

The exceptionally simplified

construc-
t i o n as-
sures con-

stant sat-

isfactory
service.

Write for

full de-
scription
facts
economy.

and
o f

The complete unit, Electric

Operator and 35 foot

Traveler for only $150.00

f.o.b. Akron.

The ECONOQUIPMENT
225 Bluff Street

Mfg. Co.
Akron, Ohio

TRADE MARK

aisle posts and velour ropes can be arranged at will to efficiently

guide the crowds in and out of the main auditorium. Quite

often an increase in seating capacity can be had through this

method.

Basic Materials, Adequate Equipment

Another example : Assume an old theatre has a 25-foot

frontage with a lobby 30 feet deep and rentable area is desired

in remodeling. It is recommended that the entrance doors be

set back from the street line four or five feet with a separate

door into a stairway leading to the second floor and independent

of access to the theatre. The box office could then be set be-

tween this set of doors and the street line.

The following basic building materials may be used in re-

modeling the theatre front : Face brick, cut stone, terra cotta,

granites and marble. The most economical of these is face

brick and quite satisfactory if well formed, hard burned,

smooth-faced brick is selected. It is easily cleaned and always

attractive. A solid stone front is not expensive, but it is too

conservative and sedate for theatre work and should only be

used in conjunction with face brick.

Terra cotta construction is quite popular but is a little more
expensive than brick or stone. A wider variety of color effects

are possible with terra cotta, which also has a washable surface.

Terra cotta must be carefully handled in both delivery and
erection inasmuch as it has a tendency to craze or check under
certain climatic conditions. Granites and marbles are seldom

used except in the base course of theatre construction.

Faience Tile for Lobby

For the lobby floor broken faience tile laid at random is

most economical and makes a highly attractive and durable

floor surface. It may be used in a wide variety of colors and
once laid is not subject to unusual deterioration. Many other

flooring materials are also used in remodeling. In another

article the subject of interior decoration throughout the entire

theatre will be discussed.

Modem Equipment a Necessity

In equipping the remodeled theatre entrance, box office and
lobby, the owner should provide adequately the right sort of
equipment for the efficient handling of business. A remodeled
theatre without modern equipment is a job half done. A re-

liable equipment dealer can recommend and supply the type of

apparatus or furnishings best suited to all conditions. It is

advisable in all cases to avoid the selection of materials that

require frequent polishing and cleaning as this adds greatly to

maintenance cost and unless kept in condition at all times the

reaction is decidedly against the appearance of the theatre.

Particularly, surfaces that require frequent cleaning or polish-

ing should not be used against woodwork as the polishing soon
mars and soils the woodwork. Hammered bronze or other

similar materials should have preference.

Th Assurance of Success

In remodeling as in new construction, it's the little details

that count most. The prominent consideration should always
be this: To have a finished theatre in which all the elements
that attract and hold patronage are present and easily recog-
nized by the public. That done, success is practically assured.
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WHAT GOES ON
BEHIND

THE SCENES . * .

CUV
Plates are supplied by leading
dimmerboard manufacturers
with the board they install. Fie.
1 shows the front of a typical
board. Fig. 2 the rear view show-
ing O-H plates and Fig. 3 the
complete plate. Dimmer plates
arethe heart of anylighting con-
trol board. Make sure the C-H
trade-mark is on your plates for
long life, smooth lighting control
and loll' maintenance.

'
| 'HE audience sees only what goes
* on "out front". Few know what is

going on behind the scenes. They see

nothing of the elaborate organization
which puts a show across—though
the faultless operation of this organi-
zation is vital to the success of every

show.

The same thing applies to the dim-
merboard which controls the lighting
effects of your theater. The board is

merely "out front", behind are the
dimmer plates, the real heart of your
lighting control. The dimmer plates

determine whetheryourlightingeffects
will be "spotty" or smooth.

Most experienced showmen use only
Cutler-Hammer "Simplicity"Dimmers
for their dimmerboard. C-H Dimmers
insure smooth, continuous dimming
—from full brilliance to black out.

Each plate has contacting surfaces on
both sides, permitting more circuits

to be handled in a given space. Direct
rack and pinion operation prevents
any play or backlash.

These are a few features of Cutler-

Hammer Dimmer construction which
insure their famous "velvet-smooth"
control of lighting effects. Thirty
years of experience in theatrical light-

ing, in solving the problems which
confront the showman have earned
C-H Dimmers a permanent place on
the dimmerboards of hundreds of

leading theaters.

Ask your electrician or architect

about C-H Dimmers. You can have
them on any dimmerboard you install

and they can be adapted to meet your
requirements as you grow.

CUTLER-HAMMER, Inc.
Pioneer Manufacturers ofElectric Control Apparatus

1319 St. Paul Avenue Milwaukee, Wis.

Looking from the orchestra pit across a por-
tion of the auditorium in the Tampa Theater,
Tampa, Florida. Here skillful lighting is em-
ployed to achieve "atmospheric" effects of un-
usual beamy. The hot glare of a desert sun can
be smoothed to the soft light of a summer moon
without a flicker through the use of C-H Sim-
plicity Dimmers.

Ask for the Cutler-Hammer
booklet "Illumination
Control for the Modern
Theater".

CUTLERHAMMER
tPerfect Illumination Control for the Modern Theater

•J »# (A-30i(A-308)
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New Metal for

Arc Problems
By M. H. GOLDBERG

Golde Mfg. Co., Chicago

With the passage of silents and the solid

reflecting surface of the opaque screen

discarded, the perforated sound screen

has come with a period of brighter light

source to counteract the loss of light both

at the source (photography) and at the

screen (reproduction).

High intensity and high intensity re-

flector arcs of many makes provide this

brighter light source with a few attendant

practical problems which have been solved

in the laboratory in theory. In actual

practice, however, we find these problems

continuously cropping up and not as

smooth-working as preliminary lab tests

would have you believe.

Here we are, rotating a carbon, feeding

it forward, horizontally during rotation,

delivering current to that carbon (all

while the carbon is being heated so that it

might perform its work) to produce light.

Excessively high heat intensity is re-

quired—a temperature which will melt

every metal known—at the crater of the

arc. Luckily we have carbon clamping,

rotation and feeding an inch or so back of

its hottest point and this small difference

in temperature allows the use of several

metals. However, the metal to be used

must resist the intense heat, the seevral

gases formed by oxidation of the carbon,

must be a good current conductor and

must be mechanically sound for holding

alignment. Very few metals will serve

the purpose of all of these requirements.

While one may withstand the attack of

the gases formed, and be a good current

conductor under ideal conditions, the in-

tense heat will eventually break it down.

Metals now in use are suitable for the

job under ideal conditions but not wholly

under usual rigid operating conditions.

Although we find that brass, nickel and

allied alloys may be good current conduc-

tors and withstand the attacks of gases,

they do neither unless the surface within

the contacting area of the carbon is en-

tirely free of other matter and bright

with only the metal of which it is formed.

To keep the carbon jaw in this condition

requires constant polishing and cleaning

of the contact surface. Unles sthe jaw

is cleaned once in at least ten hours run-

ning time, harmful effects become appar-

ent. Poor contact between carbon and

jaw soon beegts "arcing" between these

two points. This arcing is of high

enough temperature to melt and break-

down the surface of the metal. The

New Sexton Volume
SECOND in the series of "Amer-

ican Theatres of Today" was

this week issued by Architectural

Book Publishing Co. Edited by

R. W. Sexton, it contains nine

sections, including:

Tendencies in the Design of the

Present-day Theatre, by Sexton;

Design of the Modern Theatre, by

Armand D. Carroll; Standard

Method of Planning a Theatre, by

Albert Douglas Hill; Decoration

of a Theatre, by Harold W. Ram-

busch; Electrical Installation in the

Modern Theatre, by Edward B.

Silverman; Theatre of Tomorrow,

by Ben Schlanger; Theatre Acous-

tics, by Edwin E. Newcomb; Heat-

ing and Ventilating a Theatre, by

Edwin A. Kingsley; Theatre Owner

and the Architect, by Leon Fleisch-

whole jaw soon overheats, the carbon is

"frozen" in the jaw, it cannot rotate or

feed forward and the jaw is ruined un-

less miled down to clean contact surface.

Even with constant daily polishing, the

impossibility of maintaining a perfect

contact at all points of the contact surface

is evident. If a point instead of surface

contact is obtained, overheating and melt-

ing soon occur. Some metals will not

break down under intense heat, but an

oxide formed on the surface soon in-

creases the resistance to passage of the

current. The constant cleaning will in

too short a time reduce the jaw below its

proper size, so that center distances are

changed with an attending change of re-

lation with the negative carbon.

'it is clearly evident then that the most

of replacement very quickly mounts into

quite a sum, aside from the trouble

caused—poor light, breakdown of light,

fluttering due to non-rotation, mottled

field of light, etc.

In order to cut the cost of replace-

ments, inserts of other rare metals able

to withstand all these conditions are tried.

Here, however, another situation devel-

ops: Oxidation between metal surfaces

soon cause the same condition as oxida-

tion between carbon and metal. The

breakdown which follows ruins both the

jaw and insert. This has been proven in

actual practice.

However, a solution to these carbon

problems appears in a metal composition

never before used for carbon jaws. It

will not burn out or corrode, does not

necessitate constant cleaning and will not

hold back the rotation of the carbon and

proper feeding, delivering the full cur-

Theatre Noise
Must Be Reduced

(Continued from page 51)

ness of speech for good articulation. Be-

fore the advent of our present type of

improved sound recording on film, audi-

ence and other noises in the theatre as

high as thirty-five decibels were not ob-

jectionable as the surface noise of the

film was of the same order of magnitude.

In the future it will be necessary to re-

duce the average noise of the theatre if

the exhibitor and the audience are to de-

rive the benefit of improved recording.

Although under normal conditions we
are seldom aware of a noise level of

forty decibels above threshold, as soon as

intelligible speech sounds are introduced,

its magnitude becomes more apparent.

We must increase our sound source en-

ergy to a sufficient degree to overcome

this conglomeration of noise. This in

turn leads to distortion and unnatural-

ness, for it is a fact that the required

intensity of sound reproduction should

be commensurate with the energy level

at which they were originally recorded.

Should this not be the case the result is

most annoying and displeasing. A re-

corded whisper may be uniformly ampli-

fied within the limits of the equipment,

but the result is not a shout, which would

normally be expected under noisy condi-

tions, but is an unnaturally loud whisper.

This incongruity tends to destroy neces-

sary illusion.

There is one more detrimental effect

that outside noise may have although the

sound being reproduced in the theatre be

of sufficient volume and articulation to

be naturally understood. We refer to

the distracting effect of sudden noises,

such as the blowing of automobile horns.

Should this sound penetrate the theatre

it will prove subconsciously annoying.

This creates a dissatisfaction which the

patron, more often than not, will lay to

the program rather than to its real cause.

Fortunately this will be overcome when
proper precautions are taken to exclude

noises.

There is no reason why detrimental

noise levels should be tolerated in the

theatre as it is a relatively easy matter to

measure the magnitude of such noises

and to make proper recommendations for

their isolation or reduction.

rent transferred to it from the source of

supply. Although the process of manu-
facturing this metal is held highly secre-

tive by two American and one German
company, its use as contact surface in

carbon jaws has been awarded Golde in

return for the latter's reesarch for its

development.
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Now you can attract the

7 person, too!

15,000,000 people in the United

States—one out of every seven

—have defective hearing.

Until Western Electric Hard-

of-Hearing Sets came along, this

seventh person could not hear

talking pictures clearly.

This equipment— connected

directly with the Western Elec-

tric Sound System—affords the

15,000,000 men, women and

children with defective hearing the sought-for

opportunity of fully enjoying talking picture

With the Western Electric Hard-of-

Hearing Set he hears every word!

can be made

on request.

entertainment. It attracts their

patronage! It builds good will.

Leading theatres are equipping

with this apparatus. Here is an-

other evidence of the advantage

gained by installing a Western

Electric Sound System—the com-

plete system that offers exhibitors

every possible new development to

help stimulate box office receipts.

The cost is small. Installations

promptly. Complete information

Westerti
SOU S D

Electric
SYSTEM

Northern Electric in Canada

Distributed by

Electrical Research Productsftic.
250 W. 57th Street, New York
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Wall Treatment Alone Not Sufficient to

Stop Sound Distortion in Theatres?

SPECIAL INEXPENSIVE WIRING INSTALLATION WITH BUZZER FOR GUIDE

IS RECOMMENDED BY A THEATRE OWNER FOR BETTER SOUND RESULTS

By ROBERT P. WITT

Manager, Capitol Theatre, Publix, Oklahoma City

T
REATMENT OF WALLS and

other stationary parts of the audi-

torium is generally accepted as be-

ing- the initial remedy in correcting imperfect acoustical condi-

tions in sound theatres. With this accomplished, a large

percentage of theatre owners sit back and rest, without giving

further thought to one of the greatest problems in theatre oper-

ation : one hundred per cent elimination of sound distortion.

Mechanical variances in sound prints and on discs have

taken the place of silent-day distortion or out-o'f-focus prints

as the all-important problem in proper projection. In the

silent days we were able to reduce to a minimum, with but

little effort, signs of imperfection in the screened image.

Today's great sound problem, however, is not so easily over-

come.

Double-Checking Sound Quality

Despite the fact that perfect sound prints may emanate

from either studio or laboratory, a thousand-and-one acou-

stical problems in as many theatres turn the spotlight on an

entirely different aspect, each in need of a particular style of

"doctoring."

A close study of variations in the sound print or disc,

following acoustical treatment of walls and other places, re-

vealed an all too imperfect condition. These imperfections,

while not nearly as bad as before treatment, loomed over the

box-office as a possible influence in lowering receipts. A plan

was then adapted to bring into use at our house a weekly-check-

up system which has proven successful even beyond expecta-

tions.

Before any film is shown at its regular run it is previewed

by staff executives and the various qualities of sound are

studied. We have rigged-up a buzzer system throughout the

auditorium, with buttons placed at stragetically located points

of the house. These buzzers find a terminal in the booth.

During this check-up, the buzzer system is used to formulate

a guide sheet, and through the latter we either muffle or tone

up the sound as needed during the regular performances.

An Aid to Operators

The observers, from the points where buttons are located,

note needed corrections each of which is transmitted to the

booth during the rehearsal. One buzz denotes lower sound

control ; two are used to indicate ' a raise. These notations

are made on a cue sheet placed directly opposite the control.

This sheet is then used in all future runs of the attraction at

our house. Here the operator has an opportunity to keep an

accurate check on the tone and to keep it at all times to the

point where it will procure the best audience reaction.

As a variation, the test is made at the first public showing,

using audience reaction as further help in devising the proper

guide record. We find that variances on the setting seldom

reach higher than two points on the normal setting. But

even these two points can have a decided unfavorable re-

action on theatregoers.

All Sections Must Be Checked

We know from actual experience in observing reaction of

audiences before and after the system was installed that it

pays. Our house has, and certainly not through promotion

advertising, a reputation of having as perfect and pleasing

sound quality as can be procured. On innumerable occa-

sions patrons have told us that their reasons for visiting our

house was because of the fact that our rendition of sound

was better than at other houses.

It is not sufficient to confine the checkup to only one sector

of the auditorium. Checks should be made from the back

end of the house as well as at the front. The man in the

most out-of-the-way seat must have as complete satisfaction

as the man in the choice localities of our theatre.

Not only features, but newsreels and shorts are checked.

It can be easily understood that no matter how perfect the

acoustics of sound features, a poorly transmitted voice from
any other part of the program would be a detriment to the

entire program.

Getting the Most Out of Sound

These simple little corrections which adapt sound to each

house will immediately iron out any of the irregularities that

may exist because of the variance of a particular theatre,

acoustically, from the projection or production rooms of the

studios. This factor of pleasing the customers' ears as well as

their eyes is something that is sometimes overlooked, but, never-

theless, is equally as important. After all, emphasis has been

placed on sound in recent months, and that is the merchandising

item controlling the major attention of the theatre patron

rather than the printed image on the screen itself.

An understanding that the sound they hear is the first thing

they consider and the first thing that prompts fan reactions in

passing judgment on a picture's quality, entertainment or other-

wise, was one of the greatest incentives used by 'our theatre in

developing this new system.
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A HUNDRED SHADES

OF COLOR . ..to match

a hundred moods

IN perfect accord with each changing

mood of play or act, soft hues of

amber, green, blue and red sweep across the

stage. A hundred shades of color to match

a hundred shades of feeling—controlled

by a single throw of the switch.

With Westinghouse Multi-Pre-Set Switch-

boards, the lighting effects for the entire

performance may be set up in advance,

enabling the operator to devote his entire

attention to the manipulation of the circuit

dimmers during the performance.

Ten-sceneand'five-scene Multi-
Pre-Set Switchboards installed

at the Atlantic City Auditorium.

Westinghouse theater switchboards con-

trol lighting in the Atlantic City Audito-

rium, the Fox Theater in San Francisco, and

at the Barcelona Exposition in far-off Spain,

as well as in many other famous theaters

and buildings. Six types of boards have

been developed to meet the requirements

of any theater, large or small.

The Westinghouse office near you will

gladly help you select the most suitable

type of switchboard for your needs.

Service, prompt and efficient, by a coast-to-coast chain of well-equipped shops

WestinghouseW W ^7 T 31614

TUNE IN THE WESTINGHOUSE SALUTE OVER THE N. B. C. NATIONWIDE NETWORK EVERY TUESDAY EVENING.
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Eberson's Plan

For Standards
(Continued from page 43)

must cover the entire lot with a theatre

building. Take your standardized plan

and place it to the very best advantage

on this lot and only build on as much

ground as required by the standard unit.

From the standpoint of chains, we be-

lieve that full benefit of the standardiza-

tion of theatres can only come when

units of this kind are built in multiples of

five or more, and the duties of buying

and producing these units is unified and

centered on one contractor and one archi-

tect, and not widely spread among several

as at present.

The detailed cost analysis of standard-

ized theatres, which appears elsewhere in

this article, provides for theatres, all

sound houses of course, seating from

1,100 to 2,050. They include the typical

lobby flanking stores. Small-town build-

ing conditions were taken into full con-

sideration in preparation of the sched-

ules. It is important to point out that

these results are obtained by the use of

proven economic construction principles

in which reinforced concrete and junior

steel beams play an important part.

The decorative scheme, executed in

modern American style, tends to reduce

the expense of furring plain and orna-

mental plastering to a minimum. The
conception of this new and unusual fash-

ion in decorating should remain entirely

in charge of the designing architect.

Retiring rooms, plumbing and mechan-

ical equipment are all placed in locations

which are most economical. Costly ap-

proaches, stairs and passageways are

eliminated completely. Acoustical prob-

lems are properly handled without the

usage of over-designed and over-tech-

nical sound treatment.

Rough cast concrete embellished with

glazed tile and rustless metal stripping is

used for elevations, and the vertical sign

is designed and built as part of the struc-

ture.

Lighting units are placed and conceived

as part of the architectural treatment,

avoiding excessive costs of lighting fix-

tures. The general "punch" illumination

of the auditorium is accomplished by use

of well concealed floodlight units.

Ventilation Problems
All of the smaller units include proper

ventilation, and where air conditioning

and refrigeration is desired, we recom-

mend the use of a self-contained auto-

matic installation on the horizontal dif-

fuser type plan, eliminating the necessity

of employing a skilled engineer and

avoiding the expense of complicated duct

work. Of course, the latter factors are

Motion Picture News

Brenkert's New Lamp

CTANDARDIZATION is claimed
•J by Brenkert for its new high

intensity projection lamp, render-

ing all parts of the machine inter-

changeable. Although adaptable

to screen sizes varying from 21 ft.

wide to 40 ft. wide, it is unneces-

sary to increase current beyond
120 amperes in order to obtain

proper screen intensity, it is said.

necessary for the larger theatres in the

standardization plan, but smaller houses

will do well to avoid these extra, heavy

financial burdens.

I am firmly of the opinion that good,

wholesome, artistic and interesting pic-

tures will be always successful, and that

hundreds of communities can be most
advantageously served through a stand-

ardized sound house under a plan which
offers the public a restful, tasty audi-

torium, void of all ginger-bread and spec-

tacular ornamentation, featuring a proper

seating plan ; comfortable and properly

constructive opera chairs, good acoustics

and proper sight lines.

I visualize hundreds of old, antiquated,

musty theatres replaced with modern
standardized sound theatres—but, why
call them theatres? Rather, an elegant

conveniently located place of assemblage.

I want to forget the word "theatre" and
the tiring general aspect of a theatrical

auditorium, and put in its place, as pre-

viously mentioned, something "warm"
and "friendly," devoted to an amusement
loving people and practically arranged to

affect the perfect presentation of pictures.

The "movie" in an intimate commun-
ity, visited once or twice a week by
townsfolk, has become a strongly estab-

lished and firmly entrenched institution.

It does not necessarily have to be dolled

up in gaudy theatrical fashion. The pub-

lic demands good pictures and wholesome
amusement. I do not believe that in the

small town much attention is paid to the

architectural detail or elaborateness of

the sidewalk, the ceiling or the intricacies

of design of the flasher sign. What they

want, in addition to good pictures, is an
auditorium in good taste, comfortable and
generally attractive.

December 6 , 1930

New Brenkert

Projection Lamp
Another equipment manufacturer to

fall in line with wide-film development is

Brenkert Light Projection, which is mar-

keting a new high intensity projection

lamp for standard or wide film. Claim-

ing more light per ampere, a whiter light

and even illumination from edge to edge,

Brenkert has built into the device illumi-

nation for wide screens, with 120 am-
peres current. Higher amperage for

proper screen intensity is declared un-

necessary.

The lamp has a continuous feed and

rotation of positive carbon, intermittent

feed of negative carbon and independent

micrometric adjustment of negative feed.

A new type condensing lens, differing

radically from its previous style was de-

veloped for the device, and is separately

removable from outside of lamphouse.

The adjustment of condensing lenses for

focussing has been re-designed.

Adjustments Unnecessary, Claim

Accommodating 20 in. positive carbon

with continuous feed its entire length,

and 9 in. negative carbon, provision has

been made for the release of the former

from outside of lamphouse at rear. Con-

tact jaws may be removed without de-

taching electrical connection wires.

The company states that adjustments

are unnecessary for taking off positive

head, negative, condenser, or control units

and entire lamphouse. A new type auto-

matic arc striker automatically establishes

the arc and is operated at full current

load without injury to the positive carbon,

also permitting carbons to be trimmed in

separate position.

Removal and replacement of four small

parts permits using the 16 mm. carbon

combination for use of this size carbon in

projecting wide film.

Novel Installation

Completed by Macy
Macy Manufacturing Corporation has

completed installation of a three-way in-

terbroadcasting system, originally devel-

oped for theatre use, at Rosemont Ball-

room in Brooklyn. Sound reproducers

suspend from the center of the ballroom

and distribute announcements to all parts

of the main room and lobbies. A speaker

is mounted at the entrance of the ball-

room and carries the music of the orches-

tra to passersby.

The management plans to make micro-

phone contests a feature event. The sys-

tem is equipped to pick up anv radio

event.
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Arc Operation

and Generators
(Continued from page 47)

larger difference between arc voltage and

supply voltage.

Figure 2 shows this variation with a

low current reflector type arc used with

a 75 volt generator and an 80 volt gen-

erator, the basic adjustment in this case

being for a 30 ampere arc with a 50 volt

arc length. While the difference be-

tween the slopes of these two curves is

not very marked, there is a big difference

in the ease of operation and the resulting

changes in current through the lamp with

slight changes of arc length.

Figure 3 shows the variation of arc

current with change of arc voltage with

a high intensity reflector lamp which is

set for a 60 volt arc at 70 amperes. The

change in current with the 100 volt

source is much less than with the 85 volt

source.

Figure 4 shows the variation in current

with variation in arc volts for a high in-

tensity lamp adjusted for 125 amperes

at 70 volts using an 85 volt generator and

a 100 volt generator. Experience has

shown that 85 volt generators are not

desirable for high intensity lamps with an

arc voltage of 70 volts because the

change in current is greater with slight

changes in arc voltage.

The rheostats used in connection with

the projection arcs must be designed to

give the proper voltage drop at the cur-

rent required. With the variation of

current which comes with a small change

in arc voltage it is very easy to overload

these rheostats. Assume a low current

reflector arc nominally operated at 55

volts at the arc normal current 30 am-

peres from an 80 volt generator. The

voltage drop across the rheostat will be

25 volts. With a variation of arc volt-

age the following rheostat leads would

be obtained : With an arc voltage of 55,

and an arc current of 30 amperes, the

rheostat will be operating at 100 per

cent. load. If this arc voltage is re-

duced to 45 volts with the same generator

voltage and same amount of resistance in

the rheostat, the arc current will increase

to 42 amperes and the load on the rheo-

stat will be 196 per cent, of normal.

There is a great deal of variation in the

practice of projectionists throughout the

country with respect to arc voltage, and

the proper operating conditions with

motor generator sets or any source of

direct current power can be obtained only

when all of the equipment, rheostats, arc

controls, carbons, and direct current

supply are properly matched.

One other item which should be con-

sidered is the proper connections when

a£~.
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Figure 4: Current, Voltage Variation

with 85 and 1 00 -Volt Generators
Feeding a High Intensity Arc Set

for 70 Volts at 125 Amperes

two constant voltage generators are in-

stalled in a theatre. The natural way
for an electrical engineer to connect these

generators would be for parallel opera-

tion. When two generators of similar

characteristics are connected in parallel

they will operate satisfactorily and divide

their lead properly only when the induced

voltage in the two machines is the same

and the resistance of the armature cir-

cuit together with the interpole and series

fields is inversely proportional to their

capacity. Under conditions of operation

where two machines would be started

about the same time, there would prob-

ably not be much difficulty in obtaining a

balanced load on the two sets, but with

conditions as they exist in the theatre

where one lamp is operating for a period

of from 25 to 30 minutes, making the

load on the generating equipment rather

light, it is not economical to be running

the two machines. Under conditions as

they obtain we find that when the heavy

load comes on, the projectionist will start

the second machine with cold windings

and parallel it with the first which has

been running probably long enough to

have come to a stable temperature. He
will adjust the generated voltage of the

two machines so that a proper division

of the load is obtained. In a short time

the shunt field winding of the Uvo ma-

chines will have warmed up enough to

reduce the generated voltage in the sec-

ond machine to the point where the loads

are no longer equally divided. As a

matter of fact, unless the generator has

very close voltage regulation and very

little change of voltage with change in

temperature it may drop its load almost

entirely, imposing the load on the ma-
chine which has been running the longer

time. The necessity of frequent adjust-

ment during the period of heavy load

when the projectionist has the most

equipment to look after, results in at-

tempting to make him a switchboard

operator as well as projectionist.

It has been found that by far the most

suitable way to connect generators when
there are two installed in a theatre is

Underwriters

Rewrite Code
Regulations of the National Board of

Fire Underwriters for the protection of

openings in walls and partitions against

fire have been approved in the revised

form suggested by the National Fire

Protection Association.

The new code is a complete revision of

the 1927 edition. No fundamental
changes were made in the character of

the protection specified, the principal

changes being as follows:

(a) New sections to cover new
devices developed since the last edi-

tion of the regulations.

(b) Elimination of structural spe-

cifications on doors and hardware
now labeled by Underwriters' La-

boratories.

(c) General condensing of de-

tailed installation rules in the in-

terest of brevity.

(d) Substitution of performance

requirements for detailed construc-

tion rules wherever feasible.

(e) General editing of entire text,

with insertion of introductory mat-

ter designed to clarify the application

of the regulations and make them
more useful to the average user.

Theatre architects and builders may secure

full text of the new zvaU-partition regulations

from the National Board of Fire Underwriters,
New York City.

Moderne Architecture for

United Artists' Theatres

(Continued from page 29)

Elaborately colored murals will be

done on the upper side walls, and an-

other will adorn the outside wall directly

over the marquee. Serving as borders

for the murals in the interior will appear

the names of United Artists' stars and

executives.

to connect each generator to a separate

bus and provide each projection lamp

with a separate double pole switch so that

any lamp can be connected to either gen-

erator as required. This connection gives

all of the advantages of the parallel con-

nection inasmuch as in the event of an

emergency the equipment can be con-

nected to either set, and when both gen-

erators are required to take care of the

peak load each generator will supply its

lamps without the continued attention of

the projectionist.
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Quality Assured!
By NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY CO.

Manufacturers whose advertisements appear on these pages use National Service as their method of distribu-

tion. Their products bear the National Stamp of Approval, which indicates a certain definite standard of

quality, value and service—a safeguard and assurance of customer satisfaction. The products are available

at each of the 30 National Branch Stores—there's one near you—a close-at-hand supply source.

NATHCO ACOUSTICAL FELT
Manufactured expressly for National Theatre Supply Company of

highest quality materials. Acoustically correct, high grade hair felt.

DENSTEN FELT & HAIR CO.
New York, N. Y. Philadelphia, Pa. Peabody, Mass.

ASSEMBLY CHAIRS
Portable seating for every need. Your dealer will gladly send cir-

culars and quote attractive prices on exactly what you need.

STANDARD MFG. CO.
Cambridge City, Indiana

FUSIBLE LINKS
The Type "B" 160-degree Fusible Link is recommended for theatres. A
superior link that never fails in an emergency. Accept no substitutes.

J. W. YATES
491/2 Eighth Avenue New York. N. Y.

BOSTON RUBBER MATS
A necessity in every modern theatre lobby. Mats and runners made
to measure in very attractive combinations of colors and designs.

Name of theatre worked in if wanted. Write for samples and prices.

BOSTON RUBBER MAT COMPANY
332 A Street Boston, Mass.

2

STRONG CHANGE-OVER DEVICES
Always in the lead in developing efficiency equipment for the projec-

tionist. Ask the equipment salesman to tell you about the new Strong

Super Change-Over Device, or write us for information and prices.

ESSANNAY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
280? W. Van Buren Street Chicago, Illinois

BEST PROJECTION DEVICES
Kinebooth port-hole shutters that conform to fire regulations; heat

shields, carbon adapters, Mazda adapters, baby spots and
Besteropticons. Magazine lights.

BEST DEVICES CO.
200 Film Bldg. Cleveland, Ohio

Wya/tdoTfiL
Abrasive

Sole Manufacturers

for perfect and harmless

cleaning of painted sur-

faces, marble, tile, ter-

razzo, and mosaic

IE J. B. FORD COMPANY
Wyandotte, Mich.

HORTON VARIABLE SPEED DRIVES
Approved for sound-equipped theatre ventilating fans, furnished with

close-up or remote, electric, hydraulic or mechanical control. Send for

descriptive circulars.

HORTON MFG. CO.
3016 University Avenue S.E. Minneapolis, Minnesota

EXPANSION SHIELDS AND BOLTS
Specify Chicago Expansion Shields and Bolts for your chair installa-

tions. They stay put under all conditions.

CHICAGO EXPANSION BOLT CO.
126 South Clinton Street Ch cago,

FILM PROCESS
For

first

Film Exchanges and Theat

run and used film—talking

res—Eliminates Waxing
and silent.

Process. For

728 E.

YANKEE LUBRIC CO.
Market Street Louisvillo, Ky.

GOLDE PROJECTION PRODUCTS
SoldE leads in the development of better projection equipment.
The line includes the new GoldE Manumatlc Changeover Shutter,

GoldE Unilens, GoldE Framing Light Shield and GoldE De Luxe Rewind.

GOLDE MANUFACTURING CO.
20 1 3 N. LeMoyne Street Chicago, Illinois

FOREST RECTIFIERS
Assure superlative projection, silent (no moving parts), economical.

strongly built, easily installed, the proper equipment for sound theatres,

large and small.

FOREST ELECTRIC CO.
272 New Street Newark, N. J.

VENEER SEATS AND BACKS
Ask your nearest National Branch for prices on seat and back replace-

ments. Highest quality and prompt service is assured.

FROST'S VENEER SEATING CO., LTD.
Sheboygan, Wise

UNIFORMS - CAPS
For Doormen, Ushers, Orchestras. Period Uniforms of All Natrons.

Colors to Match Architectural Surroundings. Special Drawings made
for Specialty Uniforms. State Color, Description of Style Wanted.

CHICAGO UNIFORM & CAP CO.
208 W. Monroe Street Chicago, III.

f^-£
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A SURVEY OF NEW
AND IMPROVED THE-
ATI E EQUIPMENT
MARKETED DURING 1930

Review of Equipment
THEATRE OWNERS BEN-

EFIT AS A RESULT OF
IMPROVEMENTS MADE
DURING PAST YEAR

ACME ENGINEERING CORP., Houston.
Tex.

Changeover—Employs one celonoid with
double acting coil. Unit is mounted in

port opening entirely removed from the
projector. Current stops flowing when
switch is thrown, thereby reducing possi-
bility of burning coil. May be operated
from a 50 volt lamp circuit.

* * *

ADAM, FRANK, ELECTRIC CO.. St.

Louis.
Dimmer—FA-Major remote controlled.

Designed to control switching and dim-
ming of lights in various colors from a
point remote from the location of the
switchboard; particularly made for remote
control from the booth of a switchboard
located on the stage.
Panelboard—Marketed as the FA Leader
Type LXTP and made of one piece unit
type molded sections of natural brown
bakelite with stippled finish face mounted
on one piece galvanized steel mounting
backs.

* * *

ADVANCE LABORATORIES, Rochester,
N. Y.

Cleaner, Automatic Sound Track—Clean-
ograph machine for cleaning sound track.

* * *

ALLIS, LOUIS CO.. Milwaukee.
Converter, Frequency—To change alter-

nating current to the proper frequency for

operating reproducers where correct fre-

quency is not available.

Converter, Inverted Rotary—To change
direct current to alternating current for

use in luminous tube electric signs and
reproducers.
Motor—Standard squirrel cage. For oper-
ating ventilating fans and blowers.

* * *

AMERICAN BLOWER CORP.. Detroit.

Blower—Marketed as the "Sirocco."
Claimed to provide maximum ventilating

capacity at low speed with absence of

hums or mechanical noises.
* * *

AMPLION CORP. OF AMERICA, New
York.

Horn—JYV-9 (9 feet), designed for small
and medium theatres.

* * *

ANDERSON ELECTRIC SOUND RE-
SEARCH. New York.

Sound on Film Reproducer—Manufac-
turer states system uses no gears or shafts

and can be operated at low cost. Unit
consists of two sound-on-film heads, pho-
tolytic cells, pre-aniolification and exciting

lamps.
* * *

ARMSTRONG STUDIOS, San Francisco.

Sound Screen—Consists of an all-steel

frame with maskings, permitting projec-

tionist to switch from standard to wide
film. Controlled from the booth. Mask-
ings secured bv black velour drapes over
the screen.

* * *

AUTOMATIC DEVICES CO.
Curtain Control Machine—Autodrape for

booth control of curtains up to 35 feet

wide.
Curtain Control Machine—"Silver Serv-

ice" control. For high speed operation of

all types of curtains controlled from booth.

Curtain Track—For manual or automat-
ically-controlled curtains.

Generator, Motor—"Stabilarc." Designed
especially for maximum screen brilliancy

and large screen projection.

BESSLER, CHARLES & CO.. New York.
Rheostat—New model for which sponsors
claim several new features anions which
are co-efficient operating against hot or
cold; also said to be impervious to rust.

Marketed as Besco.

* + *

BEST MANUFACTURING CO.. Irving-
ton. N. I.

Pickup, Theatre—PI and P2 De Luxe.
I\ r use in disc reproduction.
Speaker, Dynamic— Model D6A for thea-
tre use.

* * *

BESTONE, INC., Omaha.
Peproducer. Sound-on-Film—Sound re-

production for film recording.

* * *

BRENKERT LIGHT PROJECTION CO.,
Detroit.

Lamp, Arc, Low Intensity Reflector—For
projecting standard-size film using low
amperage current.
Lamp, Projection, High Intensity—Model
A. For projection of either standard-size
or wide film with high screen intensity.

Projector, Effect—Master Brenograph F7.
for projection scenic and color effects

from booth.

BRILLIANTONE STEEL NEEDLE CO.
OF AMERICA. New York.

Needles, Phonographic—"Dynamatone."
Designed especially for electrical repro-
duction.

CHANNON CORP., J. H.^ Chicago.
Frame, Steel Curtain—Lhannon Magna-
scope. Frame on which to lace picture
sheet with special draw- curtain track and
rigging to change size of screen surface:

manual or power operation.

CLARK, INC., PETER, New York.
Screen Adjustor, Automatic—Apparatus
which permits increasing size of screen to

accommodate wide film.

CLAROSTAT MANUFACTURING CO..
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Resistor for Motor Control—Manufac-
turer says device covers wide range of re-

sistance, all controlled in several turns of

knob. Purpose to insure proper starting

of motor, thus minimizing strain on pro-
jector and attendant sound equipment.

CUTLER-HAMMER CO.. Milwaukee.
Dimmers, Interlocking Type—For large
and small theatres; can be interlocked to

control a number of circuits from one lever

or circuits can be controlled individually:

new dimmer plate design to give uniform
spacing of plates.

Dimmers, Rectangular Type—For large

spotlights or for small auditorium instal-

lations, lever operated; for mounting at

right angle to wall or floor; non-inter-
locking.

* * *

DA-LITE SCREEN CO., Chicago.
Screen, Da-Tone Beaded—Perforated and
made of fireproof fabric, this screen, its

manufacturer states. reduces use of

amperage, improves the image and elimi-

nates glare and distortion.

DIEHL MANUFACTURING CO.. Eliza-
bethport, N. J.

Motors, Projection Head—Designed for
low starting current to provide general
acceleration of the film to prevent break-
age; designed to fit universal mounting
base of Power's, Simplex and Motiograph
but may be adapted to other types; for
either side or floor type horizontal mount-
in l:.

Motors, Turntable—Furnished for either
78 or 33 RPM service: for all voltage and
frequencies; automatic stop control
optional.

Supply Unit, Current—Direct current
motor driving inductor type alternator;
motor armature and inductor mounted on
common shaft; obtainable for 32,115 or
230 volts direct current; capacity 100 to
150 watts; supplies alternating current 110
volt, 50-60 cycle, single phase.
Turntables—Diehl Molded Composition.
Covered with heavyweight brown felt

cemented in place; molded in one piece.
* * *

DOWSER MANUFACTURING CO.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Shutter Control, Automatic—Changeover
and switch used in combination in auto-
matic shutter control and three wire cir-

cuit for switch.
Shutter Control, Automatic, Model D

—

Changeover and switch for all types
Simplex, Super-Simplex and Sure-Fit: can
be used with or without rear shutter
mounts.

* * *

DUPLEXZ MOTION PICTURE INDUS-
TRIES, Long Lsland City, N. Y.

Printer. Combination Picture and Sound-
To print picture and sound simultaneously
on the same machine from separate sound
and picture negatives or from single neg-
ative carrying sound and picture.

Printer. Continuous Contact—To print
either sound or picture on the same ma-
chine; quick change aperture a feature.

* * *

ELECTRICAL RESEARCH PRODUCTS,
INC.. New York.

Acoustic Consulting Service—Special de-
partment organized and equipped to han-
dle general acoustic consulting engineer-
ing. This includes acoustic consulting
service for the furnishing and engineering
advice regarding theatre auditorium prob-
lems.
Hard of Hearing Sets—Enable theatre
patrons who are hard of hearing to hear
sound pictures. They consist of headsets
available for use at specially wired seats,

generally at the rear of the auditorium.
16-A Horn—A horn designed for thea-

tres having limited backstage space.

KS-5259 Motor Generator Set—Will fur-

nish properly regulated direct current to

all parts of the reproducing system ex-

cept where dry batteries are required such
as for the photo-electric cell amplifiers.

3-A Type Reproducer System—Smallest

standard Western Electric system and is

intended for use only in small theatres

having under 1.200 seats. It is available

at present for use only with Simplex. Sure-

fit. Superior (Type "U" only) or Powers
6-B Projectors.
Superimposing Units (D-90534 and D-
90722)—Units permit the super-imposing

of the output of one 4-A reproducer of a

non-synchronous system on the output of

another 4-A reproducer while both are in

operation. Volume control is provided.
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ELEC-TRO-FONE CORP.. St. Paul.
Reproducer, Sound-on-Film — Elec-Tro-
Film Junior and Senior models. Featuring
self-contained pre-amplifier and fader;
automobile headlight bulb exciter lamps;
optical system does not use mechanical
slit; rack and panel amplifiers.

Reproducer— Disc-ball bearing with
mechanical spring filters, oil dampened
pickups, rack and panel amplifiers, either
single or dual.

Drive—Motor Gear, Synchronous. For
all makes of reproducers, disc and sound-
on-film; positive gear drives; starting
clutch introduced between speed reducer
and motor; base mounted on cork; speed
reducer equipped with Timken roller bear-
ings, phosphor bronze worm wheel and
hardened tool steel worm; motor is Gen-
eral Electric full !

4 H.P.

ESSANAY ELECTRIC MANUFACTUR-
ING CO.. Chicago.

Changeover—"Super Device.'"' Designed
for use as noiseless changeover tor new

Simplex projector; has automatic cutoff
to prevent burning out of coils.

FELDEF. M. J.. SALES CO.. New York.
Carbons. Searchlight—For use in arc
lamps for projection.

FILM INSPECTION MACHINE CO..
New York.

Inspection, Cleaning and Splicing Ma-
chine^—Type B model, handles one reel of

film; cleans and inspects simultaneously
at any speed from ten feet to 250 feet per
minute; rewinds and has semi-automatic
splicing attachment.

FISH SCHURMAN CORP.. New York.
Condenser System—For projection of
wide screen films; made of optical glass;
Model A has 5y2 inch diameter and is

cylindrical, spherical and bi-convex; Model
B has six inch diameter and is parabolic
and convex-concave.

I)

HtOTECTION
jljlllir-

FROM HOMMII'S

AS WELL AS UIHtGLAKS

THE York Round Door Chest is not only thoroughly bur-

glar proof. When desired, it may also be provided with

an ingenious additional protection against the activities of

bandits and hold-up men—the "Hold-up Partition", As a
surplus of money is accumulated over the average amount
for making change, it is slipped into the interior through
the slot shown in the illustration. The operation of the
inner door, however, is in the hands of an executive or trust-

ed employe who collects the money at suitable intervals. The
"'Hold-up Partition" thus offers a disconcerting obstruction

to bandits who attempt raids during business hours.

The York Chest, when installed,
is anchored in a solid concrete
block, giving complete protection
against fire. It cannot he removed
from the building or attacked at
any point except the heavy, thief-
proof door. The saving in burglary
insurance alone will pay for the
York Chest in a reasonable length
of time.

Illustrated folder describing the York
Round Door Chesl in detail will be sent
gladly on request. Write for it today.

Work
Safes

: tfMM "-
.

•
'

"'

YORK SAFE & LOCK CO
York, Pennsylvania

FOREST ELECTRIC CO., Newark, N. J.
Rectifier, Exciter—For replacing storage
battery used for supplying exciter lamp
and head amplifier of reproducing equip-
ment.

* * *

FRIEDLEY-VOSHARDT CO., Chicago.
Signs, Letter—F. & V. cast aluminum let-

ters for marquee signs, in two sizes 9 inch
and 12 inch.

* * *

FULTON, E. E. CO., Chicago.
Aperture Gate Assembly, Duplex—De-
signed for Simplex projector and carrying
vertically shifting plate with regular stan-
dard opening, also aperture for sound-on-
film pictures. Latter either proportional
or masking sound track as preferred; avail-
able with two sound-on-film proportional
apertures.
Aperture Gate Assembly, Duplex—De-
signed for Fulco projector, similar in

working arrangement to the Simplex and
available with aperture variations as de-
scribed; assembly includes hinged gate.
Aperture Assembly, Kayen Proportional-
Designed for Simplex and fitted with
Kayen proportional aperture plate, which
may be shifted laterally; for sound film,

button is pushed; for silent or disc syn-
«hronized film, button is pulled; no
changes of lenses or aperture, sound or
silent; used in combination with centering
lens mount for Simplex.
Aperture, Sound Track—Designed for
Power's projector; regular standard aper-
ture is used with disc synchronization and
silent and lever controlled, with vertically
movable back plate carrying special aper-
ture for sound track film, which may be
moved in or out of position instantly;

proportional or one side only at buyer's
option; screwdriver installation.

Baffle, Replacement—For Peerless high
amperage projector lamp; unit consists of

two nickeled cast iron parts, one of which
is circular piece through which carbon is

inserted.
Carbon Jaw, Replacement—For Peerless
high amperage reflector lamp: holds car-

bon parallel with positive crater coni;'.ant

at focal point.
Lens Mount, Centering—Designed for

Simplex; permits instantaneous lateral ad-
justment of lens, to center picture on
screen when sound track film is projected;

no cutting, drilling or machining projec-

tor mechanism needed in installation.

Available also for Motiograph. Power's
and Fulco projectors.

* * *

GATES RADIO & SUPPLY CO., Quincy,
111.

Reproducer, Disc—Junior Type for small

theatres, double stage horn amplifiers,

chain motor drives. For Power's and
Motiograph projectors.
Reproducer, Sound-on-Film—Junior tvpe

MT, 70 J F for use with Power's or Sim-
plex projectors; equipped with new type

photo-electric cell; for theatres up to

1,000 seats; uses double horn stage equip-

ment incorporating dynamic cone prin-

ciple: supplied complete.
Reproducer, Sound-on-Film—Senior tvpe.

M171 F sound system. Uses rack type

amplifiers and double horn stage equip-

ment using dynamic cone principle; sep-

arate mounted head amplifiers and new
type photo-electric cell. For theatres up

to 2,500 seats.
* * *

GENERAL SEATING CO., Chicago.

Rejuvenation, Theatre Chair—Gesco
method of re-upholstering backs, and ad-

justing paint castings, brackets, redecorat-

ing end casting, refinishing arm rests, etc.

GENERAL TALKING PICTURES, New
York.

Sound Reproducer for Small Theatres

—

In three models. The "Special" is designed

for houses up to 750 seats; the 'Chal-

lenger," for theatres up to from 750 to

1,200 and the "Monarch," heavy duty ma-
chine for theatres seating above 1.200.
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GENERAL TRANSPARENCIES; Inc.,

Chicago.
Flasher, Window—For advance billings.

Signs, Lobby—For advance billings.

Slide, Effect—Used in moving slide car-
rier, size 4 by 15.

* * *

G-M LABORATORIES, INC., Chicago.
Cells, Photo-electric-Visitron—Type A for
sound from film reproduction.

* * *

GOLD E MANUFACTURING CO., Chi-
cago.

Gold E Long Life Carbon Jaw—Carbon
jaw for reflector arc lamps; method of in-
corporating special metal claimed to pro-
long life of device, removing need of Hi-
Lo lamps.
Gold E Manumatic Shutter—Changeover,
designed for quiet, positive and speedy op-
eration; claimed cannot cause pick-up in

Movietone amplifier as it is manual in

operation, and has no wiring or coils; op-
erates between coiling plate and fire shut-
ter; transite and cast waffle cooling plate
claimed new combination feature; syn-
chronized by direct connection between
projectors.
Lens Mount—Projection device. Func-
tion to permit interchangeable projection
of silent or disc recorded film and sound-
track recorded film with the same screen
proportions maintained. Marketed as
Gold E Uni-Lens Mount.

* * *

GOODALL ELECTRIC MANUFACTUR-
ING CO., Ogallala, Neb.

Reproducer—Sound-on-Film. Model 26.
* * *

GUERCIO & BARTHEL, Chicago.
Projector Movement, Intermittent

—

Double bearing, for use in single bearing
Simplex projector.
Signs, Admission—Bronze sign with plate
glass and illuminated interchangeable let-

ters.
* * *

HUB ELECTRIC CO., Chicago.
Spot Light, High Intensity—Has hinged
drop on bottom to facilitate changing of
lamps without waiting for cooling. Built
to accommodate lamps of 2,000 watts and
carries automatic adjustable socket which
assures correct lamp center in all posi-
tions.

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR
CORP., New York.

Aligning Device, Lens—For Simplex pro-
jector; for use in centering projected pic-
ture through proportional aperture in

changeover from sound-on-film to sound-
on-disc projection.
Projector—Marketed as the Super Sim-
plex. Features include double sliding aper-
ture; supplying proper aperture openings
for either sound or silent film bv means
of lever control; transverse adjustment of
the apertures to permit centering of the
projected image on the screen when
change is made from one aperture to the
other; fixed focus clamps on lenses which
permit rapid changes of lenses of differ-

ent focal lengths without readjustments
of focus after the change is made; in-

creased rigidity of base and frame.
* * *

INTERNATIONAL REGISTER CO.,
Chicago.

Bevel Cutter—Attachment for K6 or K7
Cutawl, for cutting bevel at anv angle be-
tween 45 and 70 degrees.
Cutter, K5a Cutawl—A more simple and
less powerful cutter than the K6 and K7
Cutawl.

INTERSTATE ELECTRIC CO., St. Louis.
Chargers, Battery—Handy charger for
charging and amplifying batteries, six.

eight and 12 ampere chargers for 1 to 20
batteries.

They Come to
See and
Hear

INTERFERING NOISE FROM POORLY CONSTRUCTED
STAGE EQUIPMENT BREEDS DISSATISFACTION

GET right down to the real facts. Pictures

can be presented to their finest possi-

bilities only when the stage mechanical equip-

ment is designed and operated in proper
relation to other equipment.

All eyes are focused on the stage. A mishap
dare not happen — the curtains must work
quickly, smoothly and accurately — the curtain

track must be absolutely noiseless—the curtain

controls and screen modifier must respond
instantly to the operator's demands.

That's the kind of equipment Vallen builds —
equipment that presents pictures absolutely

perfect, without noise or distraction and creates

an atmosphere of glamour and distinction that

satisfies to the fullest extent the desires of

critical theatre-goers.

Vallen theatrical equipment has been used for

fifteen years, without one complaint, in the

world's leading theatres which is abundant
proof that Vallen equipment can improve any *
presentation and is unaffected by the industry's

changes.

VALLEN ELECTRICAL CO., INC.
Manufacturers of

Vallen Automatic Screen Modifier; Vallen Noiseless Ail-Steel Safety Track;
Vallen Noiseless Curved Track; Vallen High Speed Curtain Control; Vallen

Junior Control; Vallen Flying Control; Vallen Syncontrol for Talkies.

231 BLUFF STREET AKRON, OHIO

This book will give you many
new ideas about bettering the

presentation of pictures . . .

Contains full description of

the Vallen Automatic Screen

Modifier and why this Modi-

fier is an essential unit in

every leading theatre . . .

Absolutely free — write for

your copy now.

Dares to Guarantee
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JENSEN RADIO MANUFACTURING
CO., Chicago.

Loudspeakers—Jensen Auditorium and
Jensen Auditorium, Jr., models. To handle
output of amplifiers delivering: 20 watts;
uses 280 rectifier tube; with input trans-
formers for inputs of 30 watts or less;

available for both DC and AC, large
model has 12 inch cone and small model
ten inch cone.

JEWELL ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
CO., Chicago.

Analyzer, Sound Equipment—Pattern 566
consisting of four instruments mounted in

case; has direct current instrument having
ranges of 0-12-30-60-600-1200 volts. 0-6-60

amperes and 0-12-30-60-120 milliamperes:
alternating current meter with ranges of
0-4-8-16-125-250 volts; a thermo couple
galvanometer for checking amplifier out-

put, and a microammeter. reading 0-15-150
microamperes for grid and photocell cur-
rents.

JOHNS MANVILLE CORP., Chicago.
Wall Tile for Acoustics—In asbestos and
a wide range of color combinations and
for special application in theatre lounges.
Declared to be waterproof and fireproof.

KAUTZ PERFECTONE, INC., Nor-
wood, Ohio.

Reproducer, Kautz, Perfectone—For
sound-on-film or disc reproduction and
for public address systems.

* * *

KIRK COLOR CONTROL, New York.
Sign, Electric—Color control sign basis
of which is cells, or "pigeon holes" and

SYNCR0FILM
Built to cost no more—nor less—than Box

Office Quality demands. . .. Continuous

service in theatres here and abroad proves

Syncrofilm Reproduction gives talkie

presentations the quality that wins patron

approval and loyalty for houses in which

it is installed. . . Simplicity of design

makes for low cost, troubleproof operation

and economical maintenance.

WEBER MACHINE CORPORATION
Pioneers in the Sound Field

59 RUTTER ST., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Export Dept.

15 LAIGHT ST.. N. Y. C.

Cable Address
"ARLAB" NEW YORK

basic colors of which are red. green and
blue. By adjustments, manufacturer states
wide range of color effects may be secured.

* * *

KLIEGL BROTHERS, UNIVERSAL
ELECTRIC STAGE LIGHTING.
New York.

Borderlighits, No. 615—Focusing type with
automatically-controlled color frames: con-
sists of series of spotlights in single hous-
ing, each light source equipped with four
electro-mechanically operated color frames
for gelatin mediums; each light source can
be used for all colors.
Footlights, Cyclorama—Light restricted
to drop, can be set in flush with or on
stage floor within three feet of drop;
slide grooves provided in front of each
reflector, for metal frames for gelatin or
glass color mediums with provision also
made for nine-inch naturally-colored glass
roundels; wired for independent control
of four colors.
Footlights, Disappearing—Constructed so
when not in use can be closed down flush
with stage floor, hardwood panel fastened
to back serves as part of stage floor,
when footlight is closed: released bv flush-
ring pull attached to spring latch at center
of each section; each section equipped with
switches automatically connect the lamp
circuits when the footlight is opened and
disconnect them when it is closed.
Spotlights, Miniature—Small incandescent
spot, equipped with adjustable framing
shutters, to regulate size and shape of
projected light beam, covering a maximum
circular area 30 inches in diameter at a
distance of three feet or a 16 inch square
area at the same distance with corre-
sponding larger or smaller coverage as
the distance is varied or the light opening
changed.
Stands, Music—Solid wood, with light
guards on all four sides, at set angle,
height adjustable and light fixture, with
pull-chain twin-lamp socket; cast iron
tripod base, fluted wooden pedestal with
telescopic music rest support.

* * *

LAKESIDE CO., Hermansville, Mich.
Ventilation— Furblos system for warm
air heating and ventilation of theatres.

* * *

LINCHROPHONE Co., Utica. N. Y.
Reproducer—Sound-on-Film. No slit in
optical system; claimed to^eliminate crit-

ical adjustment of exciter lamp.

* * *

LINCOLN ELECTRIC AND MANUFAC-
TURING CO., Boonville, Ind.

Reels—Day, aluminum with rounded, pol-
ished edges, five inch drum of nickel with
bronze hub and kev way adapted and
drilled for automatic changeover starting
the incoming motor through a resistance,
automatically switching the motor to run
and change the light and sound without
aid from the operator: same device works
in the automatic rewind, the rewind start-
ing when the lid is closed and operating
until the last turn is off the unwinding reel,

when the current is disconnected.

* * *

LUPTONS SONS, INC., DAVID, Phila-
delphia.

Steel Cabinets—Designed for storage of
film. Line also includes record cabinet
slide, photo and insert racks, inspection
table, wardrobe and trailer film cabinet.

* * *

MACY MANUFACTURING CO., Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

Horns, Suspension—Six foot exponential
with chain suspension: for theatres up to
500 seats; depth 26& inches, bell, 29 by
29 inches, weight, 25 pounds.
Microphones—M-l and M-2, for voice
group and voice and music transmission:
solid back type and special design carbon
buttons.
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MAJOR EQUIPMENT CO., Chicago.
Lamp, Flood Area— Described as Wide
Angle Area Flood for various theatre uses,

including stage olivettes, oak drop and
cyclorama lighting and flooding the stage
from overhead.
Socket, Medium Base—No. 54B built on
a Ternioplax body and said to be non-
absorptive and virtually non-breakable.
Current is carried in the center contact
by aphosphor bronze strap.

* * *

MELLAPHONE CORP., Rochester, N. Y.
Reproducer, Sound-on-Film—Uses all

aluminum filmheads and no chains. Sam-
son head amplifier. Synchronous Vx H.P.
motor.
Turntables, Portable—For use with
Holmes, Acme and DeVry projectors,

theatre, school or home use. Furnished
wtih or without special constant speed
drive. All parts cast aluminum, except
turntable plate; ball bearing and equipped

with soring suspended filter.

* * *

MENGER, RING AND WEINSTEIN,
Chicago.

Frames, Lobby—New series in various
sizes and styles.

* * *

METAL PRODUCTS, INC., Milwaukee.
Signs, Interchangeable Letters for Cano-
pies—Made in aluminum and marketed as

"Lu-Mi-Nus," shadowless and lie flat on
glass.

Signs, Tube Letters—Made in raised glass

and marketed as "Metpro," tubing pro-
tected from breakage bv hail or sleet or

while being cleaned.
Placques, Ink, Posting and Painting—

A

panel of heavily embossed sheet metal,

constructed in units to make any stan-

dard size sign; designed for luminous tube
lighting. Also marketed as "Metpro."
Gas, Luminous—"Daylight Luminant"
similar to Neon.

* * *

METALLITE SIGN CO., Newark.
Signs, Metallite—Aluminum light reflect-

ing, with velvet-like cloth background for

lobby and marquee; pictorial and has let-

tering of varied colors; can be rolled up
or folded without injury.

* * *

NAN AUTOMATIC LIGHT CONTROL,
Johnstown, Pa.

Safety Control, Film—Automatic light

control and changeover unit.

* * *

NATIONAL FILM RENOVATING AND
PROCESS CO.. New York.

Processing, Preservative for Prints —
Known as Preservatone and designed to

add to life of prints. Also claimed to keep
sound tracks in order and to increase
number of runs.

* * *

NATIONAL CARBON CO.
Carbon Arc—To provide greater illumi-

nation; designed for wide screen pictures.

* * *

NATIONAL LAMP WORKS OF GEN-
ERAL ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland.

Lamp, Mazda Exciter—8.5 volts, 4 am-
peres. Replaces 8 volt, 4 ampere lamp,
and is designed for reproducers using 8

volt, 4 ampere lamps; coils more closely

wound than lamp it replaces, although
physical dimensions same.
Lamp, Mazda Exciter— 10 volts, 5 am-
peres. For use with the photocell RCA
Photophone equipment.

* * *

NATIONAL MOTION AD CO.. Chicago.
Reproducer—Sound-on-film, Fettifone.

* * *

NATIONAL RUG MILLS, INC., Mil-
waukee.

Acoustical Fabric—Auditec. Made of a

vegetable fibre product.

NATIONAL SOUND SYSTEMS. New
York, N. Y.

Reproducer—Sound-on-Film. Optical
system uses Carl Zeiss objective lens and
eliminates condensers and slits or aper-
tures. Head amplifier two stage resist-

ance-coupled unit using two type 226 tubes
integral assembly with head, and licensed

by Vreeland Corp.
* * *

CLAUDE NEON LIGHTS. INC.. New
York.

Lighting, Theatre—System for interior

lighting with luminous tubes, claimed to

reduce glare and heat.
* * *

NETSCHERT, FRANK, INC., New York.
Material, Atmospheric—Natural preserved
cypress trees for atmospheric theatres,

miniature golf courses, etc., foliage and
blossom trees made of fireproof muslin,

vines and flowers of same material for at-

mospheric houses, lobbies, stages, etc.

NORTON DOOR CLOSER CO., Chicago.
Door Closer. Norton—Model 1930; with
new style packing nut designed to prevent
leakage around shaft; includes all steel

interior working parts at top speed con-
trol.

* * *

OPERADIO MANUFACTURING CO.,
St. Charles, 111.

Amplifier, No. 259 Double Channel—Has
output of approximately 15 watts; de-
signed for instantaneous change from one
channel to other in case of defective tube
or breakdown.
Amplifier, Junior—No. 272 P.A. Single
channel amplifier designed for small thea-
tres; available in desk type form with con-
venient placing of controls.

Faders, Models 341 and 341 D—Designed
for sound-on-film or disc reproduction;
can be used singly or in pairs and are de-

signed for high impedance type pickup.
(Continued on next page)

MORE THAN EVER
BEFORE + + +

WIDE PICTURES DEMAND OF
MOTOR GENERATORS THE
HIGHEST DEGREE OF - - -

CONSTANT VOLTAGE
NOISELESS OPERATION
UNIFORM SCREEN BRILLIANCE
SPARKLESS COMMUTATION

SAMUELS

bTAB I LARC
MOTOR-GENERATOR

Is specially designed and ex-

tensively used to insure perfect

projection—in any size up to

1500 amperes.

For the EXHIBITION of

MAGNASCOPE . VITASCOPE . GRANDEUR
REALIFE . WIDESCOPE £Su°r™

er ENLARGED

AUTOMATIC DEVICES COMPANY
739 HAMILTON ST., ALLENTOWN, PA.
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SOUND IS NO LONGER A NOVELTY
Remember — the Public still uses its Eyes at a Picture Show.

Screen flicker - - - light variation,

needlessly as well as silently, drive

Patrons to other types of amusement.

Why not look into the TRANSVERTER and its kindred
equipment?

Thousands of theatres know how well it has improved their

projection.

Smooth—constant—economical—quiet in operation—its presence
in your projection room is instantly recognized wherever in-

stalled.

If you show pictures, you need the
TRANSVERTER. Ask your Supply
Dealer or us for further details WHY.

Approved by
National Theatre
Supply
Company

Canadian
Distributors,
Perkins
Electric, Ltd.

THE HERTNER ELECTRIC COMPANY
=

Exclusive Manufacturers of the Transverter

12694 ELMWOOD AVENUE CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

WILL BUY
FOR

CASH
USED

Speaker, Uni-Directional—Employs air
column principle of reproduction and
claimed by its manufacturer to have a fre-
quency range of 50 to 6,000 cycles per
second. Made in bowl type.

* * *

POTO-VOICE CO.. Norfolk, Va.
Consoles, Turntable—Type Sa-1 and Sa-2.
Single and double turntable units with
built in AC amplifier and dynamic speak-
er; for lobby use.
Reproducer, Die. Foto-Voice—Type 1-A.
Equipped with '/- H.P. motor drive to both
projector and turntable; Audak pickups,
Webster amplification and Jensen speakers
are supplied as associate equipment.

* * *

PACENT REPRODUCER CORP., New
York.

Control, Tone Color—For regulating tone
and volume of sound reproducers; designed
to enable operator to attentuate repro-
duction at any given frequency.

* * *

PAINE CO.. Chicago.
Anchors. Lead—Paine-Anchorage for at-
taching chairs, fixtures, etc., to concrete,
tile, marble and stone bases, where shal-
low holes are necessary, for specializing in
mosaic, tile and marble work.

* * *

PHOTOPHONE EQUIPMENT CORP.
OF AMERICA, North Vernon. Ind.

Reproducer. Disc—Portable. Projector
and speaker amplification, packed in two
cases; weight under 300 pounds.
Reproducer—Sound-on- Film Talkafilm
No. 3 sound-on-film heads, lens assembly
and photoelectric cell; equipped with new
drive and new head.

* * *

PRESTO MACHINE PRODUCTS CO.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Pick-Up— Electro-Magnetic.

* » *

PROMETHEUS ELECTRIC CORP.,
Milwaukee.

Heater, Organ Loft—For heating organ
loft; a number of revised models.
Heater, Ticket Booth—No. 311. enclosed
safety-type heater.

* * *

PYRENE MANUFACTURING CO.,
Newark.

Extinguisher and Electric Cutoff, Auto-
matic Projector—For permanent attach-
ment to sound and silent projector; in case
of fire functions automatically in upper
and lower magazines preventing film from
feeding into head; can be recharged after
use in fire within few minutes.

AUTOMATIC QIMDT FY
"GOLD SEAL" or 1 1V1 1 L ElA

TICKET REGISTERS
Forward information giving size of machine,

serial number, motor current and condition.

Midwest Ticket & Supply Company, Inc.
D. H. FINKE, President

910 South Michigan Ave., Standard Oil Bldg.

—CHICAGO—

QRS DeVRY CORP., Chicago.
Cameras, New De Luxe 35mm Newsreel

—

Daylight loading with two lens sliding
turret and four speed mechanism, half

speed (eight pictures per second), 16 pic-

tures per second, 24 per second, and quad-
ruple.

Reproducer, Sound-on-Film, Portable

—

Packed in two cases weighing 150 pounds;
one contains projector and reproducing
apparatus, the other the amplifier, battery
eliminator controls, etc.; loudspeaker is

in detachable lid to be used with flexible

cord at screen.
Reproducer, Disc, Portable—Packed in

two cases, one containing projection equip-
ment, turntable mechanism and flexible

shaft; the other containing amplifier. Bat-
tery eliminator, controls, etc.; loudspeaker
is in detachable lid to be used with' flex-

ible cord at screen.
* * *

RACON ELECTRIC CO.. New York.
Horn, No. 3,320 A—Designed for port-

able reproduction; occupies small space
and can be separated into halves.

Horn, No. 6320—For wide angle distri-

bution in theatre use.
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RADIO RECEPTOR CO.. New York.
Amplifier, Fadar— F. 2, designed for low
price sound reproducing equipment.
Amplifier, Head—Designed tor use with
sound-from-film reproduction.

* * *

RCA PHOTOPHONE, INC., New York.
Reproducer, Model C-l— Battery oper-

ated with soundhead attachment and syn-
chronous disc attachment for Model "S"
Simplex projector.
Model C-3—Motor generator operated;
soundhead attachment and synchronous
disc attachment for Power's 6 B projector.

Gate, Impedance—Sound gate, impedance
roller and flywheel designed to insure

constant velocity.

Loudspeaker— Equipped with directional

baffle; frequency range above 700 cycles

and improvements in radiation distribu-

tion.
* * *

REISINGER, HUGO, INC., New York-
Carbons—Noris "HS" SCH Special Car-
bons (for higher amperage), designed for

use where more intense light at higher
amperage is required without using larger

diameter carbons.
* * *

REYNOLDS ELECTRIC CO.. Chicago.
Flashers—Equipped with mercury
switches. Designed for spectacular effects

for AC 110 or 220 volts, 25-30-40-50 and 60

cycles.
* * *

ROTH BROTHERS & CO., Chicago.
(Division of Century Electric Co., St.

Louis.) .

Motors. Multi-Speed—In open or en-
closed fan-cooled designs; especially built

for stokers, blowers and other ventilation

equipment; or furnished in two, three or
four-speed combinations.

* * *

SENTRY SAFETY CONTROL CORP.,
Philadelphia.

Changeover—Designed to make change-
over at aperture plate from either foot or
wall switch; also embodies Senco cooling
plate attached to changeover.
Cooling Plate, Senco—Three chamber
plate composed of heat-resisting alloy.

* * *

SILVER-MARSHALL. INC., Chicago.
Speakers—No. 860 series; for either AC
or DC current.

* * *

SIMPLIMUS, INC., Boston.
Mixer, Sound—Marketed as Saf 3. At-
tachable to all makes of sound reprodu-
cers, film and disc, and designed to give

operator frequency control.
* * *

SIMPLIMUS, INC., Boston.
Reproducer, Sound-on-Film, Safray—Re-
produces sound from film via the "talking
light ray*"; designed to eliminate mechan-
ical vibrations and electrical disturbances

to the photo-electric cell and head ampli
fier; head amplifier and photo-electric cell

insulated mechanically and electrically

from projector.
* * *

STERLING M. P. APPARATUS CORP.,
New York.

Recorder, Disc—18-inch turntable record-

ing at either 33 1-3 or 78 R.P.M.
* * *

STONE. L. E. AND E. C, Philadelphia.
Chairs, Steel—Twelve gauge chair with
six ball bearings to each hinge.

* * *

TECO MANUFACTURING CO. (Divi-

sion of Teleradio Engineering Corp.),
New York.

Connections, Pin Plug—For use with
portable machines, lighting units; in two
parts ; removable clamp gives access to

terminals for making connections.
Connectors, Single Pole—Used with vari-

ous units .where quick interchangeable pole

connections desired.
Connectors, Two Pole—For two wire
circuits; made in three styles: (1) for

connecting duplex cable wherein both male
and female sections are provided with an
entrance for duplex cable. (2) listed as
AC for connecting asbestos covered leads

or other single conductor wires to duplex
cables, wherein the male section is pro-
vided with two openings for the wires; and
the female section provided with an en-

trance for duplex cable; (3) listed as A.V
for connecting asbestos covered leads or

other single conductor wires to both sec-

tions, wherein two openings are provided
for the wires in both the male and female
sections of the connector.
Connectors, Three Pole—For three wire
circuits; single entrance provided on both
male and female sections for three wires
cable.

Connectors, Multiple Circuit—Designed to

take of three separate two wire circuits

from one feeder cable. Furnished for five

and 15 amperes per circuit and inter-

changeable with male ends of other Teco
two hole connectors of same capacity.

Plugs, Stage—For use with portable plug-
ging boxes, battery charging pockets, panel
pockets, surface and flush wall type

pockets; made in two wire circuits for 50
ampere capacity at 250 volts.

* * *

THEATRE ENGINEERING SERVICE
CO., Hollywood.

Cue Meter—Instrument shows amount of

film left in upper magazine; for change-
overs, fader and curtain cues, stage warn-
ings, etc.; adapted' to all projectors.

Measuring Machine—Device with sprocket
numerals on the side 1-16 to take care of

frame lines; light under machine shows
through film; no gears; weight 4^4 pounds.

* * *

TIFFIN SCENIC STUDIOS. Tiffin. O.
Curtain Control—Equipped with magnetic
switch under push button control for
opening, closing or stopping curtain at

any travel point.
* * *

TYPHOON FAN CO., New York.
Blower, Utility Typhoon, Type D—For
projection room, toilet, phone booth and
other small room ventilation.

Deflector, Air—Typhoon 4-Way-Stream-
Hned deflector designed for quiet and high
velocity effectiveness.

Is Your Theatre Lighting

Out of Date?

Your present lighting system may be only two or three years
old but still out of date. Theatre lighting systems have
developed rapidly in the last few years—and we have been
leaders in this rapid development.

Competition is so keen in the motion picture theatre business
that you owners and managers cannot be too careful in making
certain that your patrons are well pleased with your theatre
and its arrangements. Antiquated lighting often drives away
your more particular patrons.

It is our business to advise with owners of theatres regarding
their lighting systems. We will gladly place the complete
facilities of our organization at your disposal in determining
what is needed to bring your system right up to the minute.
And there is no obligation on your part when you take
advantage of this advisory service.

Would you like to see a copy of our most comprehensive
theatre lighting catalogue recently published? A copy is yours
for the asking.

Hub ElectkicGomdvnv
Sound
Reproduction

Equipment
Stage Switchboards

Footlights

Borderlights

Stage Pockets

Emergency and Exit
Lighting Units

Complete Theatre Lighting Equipment

Factory and General Offices

2219-2225 West Grand Avenue

Chicago

Telephone Seeley 6440-1-2-3

Branch Offices In Nettt York,

Toledo, Milwaukee, Minneapolis

Cove Lighting
Exit Signs
Spotlights __ _
ServicYBoards
Panelboarda
Usher Signals

Directional Signs
Flood Lights
Mobile Flood Light-

ing Equipment
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TRANS-LUX DAYLIGHT SCREEN
CORP., New York.

Projector, Rear System—For projection
from rear of screen; reduction of eye
strain, fire hazard, use of less current and
daylight projection claimed features.

UNITED STATES GYPSUM CO., Chi-
cago.

Correction, Acoustical—Acoustone, U. S.

G. acoustical tile. Sabinite acoustical
plaster, U. S. G. system of sound insula-
tion; used singly or collectively.

UNIVERSAL MOTOR CO., Oshkosh
Wis.

Electric Systems,
matic—For use as

Emergency, Auto-
stand-by unit starting

automatically to generate electricity

case of failure of theatre current.

VALLEN ELECTRICAL CO.. Akron O.
Screen Modifier, Automatic—Metal screen
frame inside of which screen is laced and
to which is attaciied equipment for han-
dling black velour curtains which increase
surface area of screen when and if de-
sired.

* * *

VITADISC CO., Rochester, N. Y.
Reproducer Turntable Unit—For small
theatres and disc reproduction. Equip-
ment includes pick-up and fader.

* * *

WEBSTER CO., Chicago.
Amplifier, Rack and Panel—Two channel
for theatre amplification.

LET YOUR MARQUEE MAKE

A Big Feature

Qui Of Every

Performance!

Maybe you're not superstitious, but

if you're a successful showman you

believe in signs. So do your patrons. Patented

. . . You can depend on F. & V. Cast Aluminum Sign

Letters for far-reaching clarity after dark . . . and they

never hide away in the daylight. Sharply outlined

F. & V. Letters when highlighted in gold are boldly

attractive. These letters will help you make every per-

formance a big profit-special feature.

Friedley-Voshardt Company
763 MATHER STREET CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

'ou can't

break em
N on-bre a liable.

. . . Impervious

to tem pe ra ture

changes. . . .

Original cost no
higher but good
for a lifetime. . . .

Two sizes: 9" and
12". ... If you
want to save
money on your
sign upkeep, or-

der F. & V. Cast
Aluminum Sign

Letters from your

dealer without
delay.

What Do You Know

About This?

THIS IS A TYPHOON
HYDRO - COOLER -

VENTILATOR, THE
LATEST UNIT OF

ITS KIND.

A COMFORT TO YOUR PATRONS AND BOX-OFFICE

Our Engineers Are At Your Service

TYPHOON FAN CO.
345 W. 39th STREET NEW YORK CITY

Write for Booklet K.

Amplifier, Photo-electrical cell—For use
in sound-on-film projection.
Fader—Style B-101. For changeover
from film to disc or vice versa in sound
projection.

* * *

WEBER MACHINE CORP., Rochester.
N. Y.

Reproducer, Sound-On-Film (Synchro-
disc)—Attaches to all standard projectors
for sound-on-film reproduction; uses drum
to control film thus claimed eliminating
friction gate; all rollers ball bearing; fur-
nished imput current from photo-electric
cell to main amplifier and has two stages
of amplification.

* * *

WEBSTER ELECTRIC CO.. Racine. Wis.
Pick-up Electrical No. 4D and No. 4D1—
High and low impedance type, respective-
ly (200 ohms), designed for 16-inch rec-
ords at 33 1/3 rpm; includes the Webster
"knife edge" styles bearing, eliminating
rubber on the bearing and need for fre-

auent readjustment; arms counter-balanced
to give correct weight on record; base is

of ball-bearing type and furnished with
rubber cushion mounting.

* * *

W. W. WILCOX MANUFACTURING
CO., Chicago.

Racks, Check Room—Wilcox-DeSaussure,
all-steel electrically-welded; stationery and
portable.

* * *

WRIGHT-DE COSTES, INC.. St. Paul.

Horns.—No. 9 for use where sound is to

be directed at the audience and kept away
from wall and ceiling as much as possible;

also for outdoor installations where a
large area within a short distance is to be
covered.
Loudspeakers—Model 207 for all types of

indoor and outdoor sound installations;

furnished with regular cone or "talkie"

cone; the latter being used with the reg-
ular cones on large installations where
increase of voice volume without increase

of music volume is desired.

Loudspeakers—No. 217 Tunior. For lob-

bies, homes, etc. Similar to 207, but with
less volume.
Trumpets, Hyflux—For public address

systems; small wattage enables covering

large area by use of number of trumpets
without necessity of large power amplifier.

New Sound Head

From Nationa
Using Carl Zeiss objective lens for a

new lens system, National Sound Sys-

tems has developed a new sound head for

projectors. The lens system is said to

be based on a new principle which elimin-

inates condensers and slits or apertures.

A simple converter in conjunction with

the objective lens takes light from any

source and of any shape filament, states

iNational.

Should recording be improved suffi-

ciently to warrant, the beam may be nar-

rowed to .0005 by exchange of converter,

which consists of an optical-glass ground

lens mounted in a holder.

The sound head, just developed, has a

two-stage resistance coupled unit head

amplifier with two 226 tubes and integral

assembly, completely mounted sponge

rubber. National states the amplifier is

licensed by Vreeland Corp.
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Kaplan Code to

Protect Booth
An unusual code of protection for ex-

nilntors has been developed by Sam Kap-
lan, president of M. P. Operators' Union,

Local 306, of Greater New York, who
has assigned a corps of sound projection-

ists and engineers to regularly visit every

union house in the territory to check up
on various mechanical phases of projec-

tion and sound reproduction.

The service, a voluntary offering on
the part of the local union is without

charge to exhibitors. Members of the

check-up crew, in-addition to their other

duties, are available day and night to

serve in an emergency. With the intri-

cacies of sound developed many minor
factors which may influence the delivery

of a perfect performance, and these men
were first tested for their capability of

quickly correcting any fault that may de-

velop. Any operator caught smoking in

the booth is instantly dismissed, not by
the theatre but by the union itself. Like-

wise, a man leaving the side of his ma-
chine while it is operating is summoned
before the executive board and severely

penalized. Should an emergency arise

and the operator be forced to leave his

booth, he must first call a relief operator

and turn over supervision of the booth to

him.

Other regulations, violation of which
call for dismissal or severe union penal-

ties, include

:

1. All fire department regulations

must be rigidly adhered to.

2. The booth must be in a clean

and sanitary condition at all

times. No oil or waste on the

floor. No pieces of film on the

floor, no dirt of any kind per-

mitted.

3. All ventilating shafts must be
free and clear of all dirt and
dust.

4. No doubling of film permitted.

5. Absolutely no visitors permitted

in booth.

6. No eating in the booth allowed.

7. All film must be carefully in-

spected before running. Any
imperfections in print must be
noted and reported to theatre

manager.

8. Any and all fires must be re-

ported immediately.

9. Before starting show, operator

must see that machines are in

perfect condition, check up on
all sound apparatus and have on

hand all necessary supplies such

as extra carbons, amplifier

tubes, exciter lamps and photo

electric cells.

10. All films not actually in use

must be kept in cabinets.

11. All fire and sand pails must be

in place and pyrene extinguish-

ers must be inspected and full.

12. Working schedule must be

posted in a prominent place.

13. No changing of shifts or of

days off is permitted without

permission of the executive

board.

14. Any or all questions of doubt in

regard to any procedure must

be submitted to the inspectors

who are the official emissaries

of the union. Appeals from
their decisions may be made to

the executive board.

In creating this inspection service, it is

said, Kaplan had in mind the perfection

of a broad economic principle as applied

to the organized labor movement. Under
his leadership Local 306 has taken a po-

sition whereby the union makes it a part

of its function to see that its members
are kept up to date in every branch and

detail of the intricate scientific knowledge

made necessary by the advent of talking

pictures and with a selected corps of in-

spectors working in intimate cooperation

with the individual operators in the

booths the often technically complicated

discoveries of the sound engineers are

interpreted and worked out for the op-

erator in a simple, comprehensive and

practical manner with especial reference

to its direct application to his individual

local problem.

Believe It or Not!
—what may seem like a

backward step can be

a leap forward

J

r

Above — Rear shutter Simplex equipped
with GoIdE Manumatic ; a simple installa-
tion.

Left— Front shutter type Simplex with
Manuinatic shutter, showing application of
the GoldE Framing Light Shield.

The GoldE Manumatic
ChangeOVer Shutter (Manual Automatic)

With this non-electric, automatic, manually
operated device, the problems of speedy,
noiseless changeover is solved. Noiseless
in operation and without electrical con-
nection there is no noise to be picked up
by the Movietone amplifier and transferred
to the screen and kicked back at the audi-
ence with a bang and a boom. Simple to

install—any projectionist can put on a pair
in twenty minutes, without drilling, cutting
or filing the mechanism. It fits any model
Simplex, rear or front shutter type.

Nothing to get out of order—small first

cost and no upkeep. Comes equipped with
novel new tension pad release and special
arrangement for quick and accurate fram-
ing. Pair complete for two^ * ^ n\f\
Simplex Projectors H*^L "i »UvJ

ORDER A PAIR TODAY—or if, you desire further
details ask your supply dealer
or write us.

The GoldE LONG-
LIFE Carbon Jaw

Guaranteed for 6 Months!

GoldE research has dis-

covered a rare new metal
and method of construction
that conquers the problem
of frequent carbon jaw re-
placement which has been
an expensive problem for
users of the Hi-Lo Lamps.
Trouble and expense with
Hi-Lo Lamp carbon jawa
that burn up quickly is no
longer necessary. Here's
one guaranteed for six
months and that will last 2

years with ordinary care and usage. ORDER
FROM YOUR DEALER OR * t c rw\
DIRECT FROM US. Price each.. $lD.UU

FT) "pp* —Until further notice, with each order
rXVC/C for a pair of g i,3E Long-Life Jaws,
we will include free, a GoldE Carbon Jaw Lap for
polishing.

GOLDE MANUFACTURING
2015 LEMOVNE STREET

COMPANY
CHICAGO, ILL.
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Equipment in the

Laboratory Stage

IMPROVEMENTS in sound repro-

ducers predominate in the group of

new equipment patented at the U. S.

Government Patents Office at Washing-
ton, from which reports on new motion

picture devices, trade-marks and designs

are received regularly for this depart-

ment. Copies of any of the patents cited

below may be obtained by sending fifteen

cents (15c) to the Patent Editor of this

publication for each copy desired.

The current group of new devices for

which patents were recently granted fol-

lows :

1,777,283. SOUND-PRODUCING DEVICE.
Austin B. Cosgrave, Beachwood, N. J.,

assignor to The Gamewell Company, Newton
Upper Falls, Mass. ,a Corporation of Massa-
chusetts. Filed Apr. 6, 1929. Serial No.
353,213. 12 Claims. (CI. 116—147.)

1. A siren having a stator, a rotor, driving

means, means actuated by the driving means
for shifting the relative position axially of the

rotor and stator, the same comprising interen-

gaging, relatively movable members, one pre-

senting an internally threaded dash-pot cylinder

having closed ends and the other an externally

threaded dash-pot piston, one of said members
being movable axially with relation to the other

on relative rotation thereof, said cylinder having

a restricted passage connecting the opposite

ends of said cylinder about said piston for estab-

lishing a driving connection between the rotor

and driving means through said axial move-
ment and through the engagement of said piston

with an end of said cylinder.

1,778.671. SUSPENSION MEANS FOR
SOUND REPRODUCING DEVICES.
Douglas Heather Johnson, Coombe Pines,

Kingston Hill, England. Filed Sept. 24,

1928, Serial No. 308,047, and in Great Brit-

ain, Mar. 15, 1928. 12 Claims. (CI. 181—
31).

1. In a sound reproducing device comprising
a vibrating diaphragm formed of material cap-
able of being distorted within itself by driving
impulses corresponding to sound waves, flexible

means supporting said diaphragm at a plurality

of points, said flexible supporting means being
arranged relative to said surface of the dia-

phragm to permit free movement thereof in a
direction parallel with the driving force and to
permit the diaphragm to be freely deviated
from its normal shape wyhen vibrating.

1,778,402. ELECTROMAGNETIC SOUND
REPRODUCER. Percy Rootes. Windsor,
England, assignor to Brandes Laboratories,
Inc., Newark, N. J., a Corporation of New
Tersey. Filed June 11, 1926. Serial No.
115,210. 4 Claims. (CI. 179—146.)

1. A loud speaker reproducer comprising in
combination an apertured panel structure, a
frame member arranged to snugly fit within
said apertured panel structure, a conical shaped
sound reproducing diaphragm, an electromag-
netic driver carried by said frame member, and
a plurality of abutments carried by said panel
structure for engagement by said frame member
for supporting said frame member in said panel
structure for acoustically coupling said conical
shaped sound reproducing diaphragm with said
panel structure.

Reopens Florida House
Tarpo Springs, Fla.—The Royal, which

has been dark this summer, has been re-

opened by H. Pitman, former owner of
the two Clearwater houses which he sold

to the Sparks circuit. Sound is being in-

stalled. Clarence Rollins, who was Pit-

man's assistant at Clear water, is holding
down a like post at the Tarpon house.
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Theatre Equipment Buyers Guide

ACCOUNTING SYS-
TEMS, Theatre

Automatic Ticket Register
Corp., 723 Seventh Ave., N. Y.

City.

Finch & McCullouch, 80-82-84

S. La Salle St., Aurora, 111.

Green, P. A., 52 Rumford Ave.,

Waltham, Mass.
Kardex-Rand Co., Main St., N.
Tonawanda, N. Y.

World Ticket & Supply Co.,

1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.

ACOUSTICAL
MATERIALS

Boston Acoustical Engineering Di-

vision of Housing Co., 40 Cen-

tral St., Boston, Mass.
Celotex Company. The, 919 N.

Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

Insulite Co., The, Builders Ex-
change Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Johns-Manville Corp.. 292 Madison

Ave., New York City.

King Studios, 309 So. Harwood
St., Dallas, Texas.

National Rug Mills, 1001 Clybourn

St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Win. Scholes & Sons, Inc., 2nd St.

& Indiana Ave., Philadelphia,

Pa.
Union Fibre Co., Inc., Winona,

Minn.
Western Felt Works, 4029 Ogden

Ave., Chicago, 111.

Wood Conversion Co., Cloquet,

Minn.

ADAPTERS, Carbon

Best Devices Co., Film Bldg.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Blue Seal Prod. Co., Inc., 264

Wycoff St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

GoldE Mfg. Co., 2013 N. Le-

Moyne St., Chicago, 111.

ADAPTERS, Incandes-

cent Projection

Best Devices Co., Film Bldg.,

Cleveland, Ohio.
Edison Lamp Works of General

Elec. Co.. Nela Park, Cleve-

land. O.
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564

W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

International Projector Corp.,

Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City.

International Projector Corp.,

Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City.

National Lamp Works, Nela

Park. Cleveland. Ohio.

ADAPTERS, Lens

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,

7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,

Mich.
Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750

N. Springfield Ave., Chicago,

Hi-

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.,

564 W. Randolph St., Chicago,

111.

GoldE Mfg. Co., 2013 N. Le-

Moyne St., Chicago, 111.

International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City.

International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City.

Mestrum, Henry, 514 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City.

Spencer Lens Co., 19 Doat St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
Sussfeld, Lorsch & Schimmel,

153 W. 23d St.. N. Y. City.

Universal Camera Co.. 361 W.
Ontario St., Chicago, 111.

ADDING, CALCULAT-
ING MACHINES

Burroughs Adding Machine Co.,

1 Park Ave., N. Y. City.

Monroe Calculating Machine
Co., 41 E. 42d St., N. Y. City.

Tabulating Machine Co., 50
Broad St.. N. Y. City.

ADDRESSING AND
MAILING MACHINES

Elliot Addressing Machine Co.,

117 Leonard St., N. Y. City.

Rapid Addressing Machine Co.,

225 W. 34th St., N. Y. City.

Wallace Addressing Machine
Co., Inc., 116 W. 14th St.,

N. Y. City.

ADMISSION SIGNS
Chicago Electric Sign Co., 2219
W. Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.

Federal Electric Co., 72 W.
Adams St.. Chicago, 111.

Flexlume Corp., 1100 Military
Road, Buffalo, N. Y.

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W.
Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321

W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Liberty Mfg. Co., 67-73 W. 44th

St., N. Y. City.
Price Brothers, 2644 Maplewood

Ave., Chicago, 111.

Rawson & Evans Co., 710-712

West Washington Blvd., Chi-
cago, 111.

Strauss & Co.. Inc., 616 W. 43d
St., N. Y. City.

Tablet & Ticket Co., 1015 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

Viking Products Corp., 422 W.
42d St., N. Y. City.

ADVERTISING NOVEL-
TIES

Ay-Won Toy Novelty Co., 892
Broadway, N. Y. City.

Coulter, C. A., 1658 Broadway,
N. Y. City.

Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,

Inc., 148 Duane St., N. Y.
City.

Fibre Toy Mfg. Co., So. Gardi-
ner, Me.

Hennegan Co., The. 311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

International Souvenir Import
Co., 151 W. 26th St., N. Y.
City.

Irwin-Lee Co., 1018 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Jackson, Henry, 141 Fulton St.,

N. Y. City.

Kraus Mfg. Co., 220 W. 42d St.,

N. Y. City.

Mills Novelty Co., 221 S. Green
St.. Chicago, III.

National Automatic Machines
Co., 2196-2206 University
Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

National Novelty Co., 516 S. 3d
St., Minneapolis, Minn.

Old Glory Mfg. Co., 500 S.

Wells St., Chicago, 111.

Philadelphia Badge Co., 942
Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Pyroloid Sales Co., Athol, Mass.
Thompson-Thorne Co., 1018 S.

Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

ADVERTISING
PROJECTORS

Capitol Machine Co., 100 E. 42d
St., N. Y. City.

International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City.

National Studios. Inc., 228 W.
56th St., N. Y. City.

Spencer Lens Co., 19 Doat St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43d

St., N. Y. City.

ADVERTISING, Theatre

Advance Trailer Service, 111

Westchester Sq., N. Y. City.

Arkay Display Service. 409
Film Exchange Bldg., Cleve-
land, Ohio.

Filmack Co., 838 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

General Outdoor Advertising
Co., 550 W. 57th St., N. Y.
City.

Green. P. A., 52 Rumford Ave.,
Waltham, Mass.

Kansas City Slide Mfg. Co.,

15th and Troost Sts., Kansas
City, Mp.

Morgan Lithograph Co., Cleve-
land. Ohio.

Motion Picture Bulletin, 4472
Broadway. Chicago, 111.

Strauss & Co.. Inc., 616 W. 43d
St., N. Y. City.

AIRBRUSHES
Paasche Airbrush Co., 1909-27

Diversey Pkway., Chicago, 111.

Wald Air Brush Mfg. Co.. 2173
N. California Ave., Chicago,
111.

AIR CONDITIONING
EQUIPMENT

Air Condition Eng. Co., 1523 E.
9th St., Los Angeles, Calif.

American Blower Co., 6004 Rus-
sell St., Detroit, Mich.

Autovent Fan & Blower Co.,
1808-1826 No. Kastner Ave.,
Chicago, III.

Bentz Engineering Corp., 661
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N. J.

Brunswick-Kroeschell Co., New
Brunswick, N. J.

Carrier Engineering Corp., 850
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N. J.

Clarage Fan Co., 619 Porter St

,

Kalamazoo, Mich.
Cooling & Air Conditioning

Corp., The, 11 W. 42d St.,

N. Y. City.

General Refrigeration Co., Bel-
oit, Wise.

Gillespie & Tinkham, 3011 S.

San Pedro St., Los Angeles,
Calif.

Sodemann Heat & Power Co.,
2306 Morgan St., St. Louis,
Mo.

Typhoon Fan Co., 345 W. 39th
St., N. Y. City.

Wittenmeier Machinery Co., 750
N. Spaulding Ave., Chicago,
111.

Woodling, Miner D., 810 Mid-
land Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

York Ice Machinery Co., York,
Pa.

AISLE LIGHTS

Amusement Supply Co., 630
Ninth Ave., New York City

Belson Mfg. Co., 800 Sibley St.,

Chicago, 111.

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Brookins, Co., The. Carnegie and
E. 40th St., Cleveland, Ohio.

Chicago Electric Sign Co., 2219
W. Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W.
Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kausalite Mfg. Co., 8129 Rhodes
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.

National Theatre Supply Co.,
624 S. Michigan Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

ALARM SIGNALS

Cinema Specialty Co., Inc.,

Gary, Ind.

E.-J. Electric Installation Co.,
155 E. 44th St., N. Y. City.

Hulett Mfg. Co.. E. W. 1772
Wilson Ave., Chicago, 111.

AMPLIFIERS
Operadio Manufacturing Co., St.

Charles, 111.

Samson Electric Co., Canton,
Mass.

Silver Marshall, Inc., 6041 W.
65th St., Chicago, 111.

Webster Company, 850 Blackhawk
St., Chicago, 111.

Webstet Electric Co., Racine, Wis.

ANNUNCIATORS,
Electric

Couch Co., Inc., S. H. Norfolk
Downs, Quincy, Mass.

Hanover Electric Co., Inc., 80
Beaver St., N. Y. City.

Knickerbocker Annunciator Co.,
116 West St., N. Y. City.

Patrick & Wilkins Co., 51 N.
7th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

ARC FEEDS, Automatic

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564
W. Randolph St., Chicago, II!.

(Continued on next page)
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Fulton Co., E. E„ 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Hall & Connolly, 24 Vandam
St., N. Y. City.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

International Projector Corp.,

Powers Division. 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City.

International Projector Corp.,

Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City.

McAuley Mfg. Co., J. E., 552-554

W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.

Mestrum, Henry, 514 W. 46th

St., N. Y. City.

Strong Elec. Co., The, 2501 La-
grange St., Toledo, Ohio.

ARCS, High Intensity

Ashcraft Automatic Arc Co.,

4214 Santa Monica Blvd., Los
Angeles, Cal.

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348 St.

Aubin Ave., Detroi.f Mich.

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564

W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

General Electric Co.. Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

Hall & Connolly, 24 Vandam St.,

N. Y. City.

International Projector Corp.,

Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City.

International Projector Corp.,

Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City.

McAuley Mfg. Co.. J. E., 552-554

W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.

ARCHITECTS, Theatre

Inwood, R. F., Heatwell Bldg.,

Long Beach, Calif.

Balche & Stanbery, Film, Ex.
Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

Boiler, Carl. 340 Douglas Bldg.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Davis, H. S., San Diego, Calif.

Lansburgh. G. A., 140 Montgom-
ery St., San Francisco, Calif.

Lee, Chares S., Petroleum Sec.

Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

Durfee, M. Eugene, Builders Ex.
Bldg., Santa Monica Calif.

Cutler, Howard W„ 1800 E St.,

N. W., Washington, D. C.

Ahlschlager, Inc., W. W„ 65 E.

Huron St., Chicago, III.

Graven, Inc., A. S., 100 N. La-
Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Hooper & Janusch, 879 N. State

St., Chicago, 111.

Pridmore, J. E. O., 38 S. Dear-
born St., Chicago, 111.

Rapp, Geo. L. & C. W., 190 N.
State St., Chicago, 111.

Callender. H. C, Central Nat'!

Bank Bldg., Greencastle, Ind.

Buckley, G. H., 1st Trust Bldg.,

Hammond, Ind.
Graham, D., 1126 Hume Mansur

Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.

Voigt, S. S., 518 S. Lawrence,
Wichita, Kans.

Weil. Inc., Emile, Whitney Cen-
tral Bank Bldg., New Or-
leans, La.

Tuck, J. A., 162 Lincoln St., Bos-
ton, Mass."

Crane, C. H, Michigan Theatre
Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Finkel, M. H., Detroit, Mich.,
local address from Showman
Arch, list)

Trueman & Matinie, 429 N. Wall
St., Joplin, Mo.

Boiler Bros., 114 W. 10th St.,

Kansas City, Mo.

Kennerly & Stiegmeyer, Title

Guarantee Bldg., St. Louis,

Mo.
Henninger, A. A., Securities

Bldg., Omaha, Nebr.
Rosensohn, H., 188 Market St.,

Newark, N. J.
Eberson, John, 200 W. 57th St.,

N. Y. City.

Hall, Inc., R. E., 152 W. 54th St.,

N. Y. City.

Lamb,. Inc., Thomas W., 644
Eighth Ave., N. Y. City.

Rigamount, Victor A., 1540

Broadway, N. Y. City.

DeAngelis, M. J., 49 East Ave.,
Rochester, N. Y.

Lemport & Sons, Leon, Mercan-
tile Bldg., Rochester, N. Y.

Henthorn, H. E., 128 E. 6th St.,

Cincinnati, O.
Ferguson Co., W. S., 1900 Euclid
Ave., Cleveland, O.

Morris & Weinberg, 3602 Euclid
Ave., Cleveland, O.

Griffith, H. C, Castle Hills Bldg.,

Dayton, O.
Hulsken, P. M., 506 Savings
Bank Bldg., Lima, O.

Cutts, Wm, Rivoli Theatre
Bldg., Albany, Ore.

Hoffman-Henon Co., Finance
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Hodgens & Hill, 130 S. 15th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Magaziner, Eberhard & Harris,

1701 Walnut St., Philadelphia,

Pa.
Marks & Kann, 541 Wood St.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Dunne, W. S., Melba Theatre
Bldg., Dallas, Tex.

Voorhees, W. H., 1007 Lloyd
Bldg., Seattle, Wash.

Faris, T. F., 1117 Chapline St.,

Wheeling, W. Va.

Oppenhamer & Obel, 503 Bellin

Bldg., Green Bay, Wise.
Balch & Lippert, 16 N. Carroll

St., Madison, Wise.
Logemann, Hugo, 685 Holton

St., Milwaukee, Wise.
Peacock, U. E., 445 Milwaukee

St., Milwaukee, Wise.

ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS
Adler Jones Co., 651 S. Wells St.,

Chicago, 111.

Bodine-Spanjer Co., 1160 Chat-
ham St., Chicago, 111.

Botanical Decorating Co., Inc.,

319 W. Van Buren St., Chicago,
111.

Decorative Novelty Co., 739 S.

Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.

Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,

Inc., 148 Duane St., N. Y. City.

General Flower Decorating Co.,

Inc.. 311 W. 50th St., N. Y.
City.

Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Netschert, Inc., Frank, 61 Bar-
clay St., N. Y. City.

Old Glory Mfg. Co., 500 S. Wells
St., Chicago, 111.

Randall Co., A. L., 729 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, III.

ARTISTS' MATERIALS
Bee-Ko Art & Drafting Co., 445
Lexington Ave., N. Y. City.

Glaser & Son, Julius, 806 Sixth
Ave., N. Y. City.

Kolesch & Co., 138 Fulton St.,

N. Y. City.

Schroeder Art Flower Mfg. Co.,

3341 S"perior Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

The Aristocrat

of lobby display frames

THE theatre lobby is the show-

man's star salesman. First im-

pressions make for effective appeal,

and true beauty in the treatment of

lobby decoration and display an-

nouncements has a never failing

quality of attraction for regular
patrons.

THE design of lobby furnishings is

a specialized art calling into play a

sense of showmanship and the ability

to create artistic effects in harmony
with the surroundings and the type

of attractions offered.

Lobby Frames Ticket Booths

Mirrors

LOBBY DISPLAY FRAME CORP.
630 NINTH AVE. NEW YORK CITY

EDWARD SIDE, Pres.

Garner-
(Thurrenir

Chancer-

FOR BETTER
MIRROR ARC
PROJECTION

"Kurrent Changer" is not a

reconstructed, built over,

Direct Current Supply, but is

an entirely new unit, built

solely for Low Intensity.

Where throw permits, "Na-
tionals'' provide the most
satisfactory and economical
projection known.
Complete information
on one or both the

aboz'e—gladly

\VS&tionaL

tffygulator-

FOR BETTER
l

MAZDA PROJECTION

REPRESENTATIVES
INALLTHE PRINCIPLE CITIES
OF THE UNITED STATES ANDCANADA
Wadeliy CARVER ELECTRIC CO

UNION CITY IND.
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Erwin M. Riebe Co., 159 East
60th St., N. Y. City.

Smith, A. & B. Co., Smithfield

St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Stencil Novelty Co., 13 E. 14th

St., N. Y. City.

Weber Co., Inc., F.. 1220 Button-
wood St., Philadelphia, Pa.

AUTOMATIC CHANGE.
OVER

Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750

N. Springfield Ave., Chicago,
111.

Cinema Specialty Co., Inc., Gary,
Ind.

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564

W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

Essanay Electric Mfg. Co., 2809
Van Buren St., Chicago, 111.

GoldE Mfg. Co.. 2013 N. Le-
Moyne St., Chicago. 111.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Hulett Mfg. Co., E. W., 1772
Wilson Ave., Chicago, 111.

National Theatre Supply Co.,

624 So. Michigan Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

BANDS, Reel

Green, P. A., 52 Rumford Ave.,
Waltham, Mass.

Wumade Products Corp., 440 W.
42nd St.. New York, N. Y.

Tension Envelope Co., 87 34th
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

BANNERS,
Announcement

Anhalt & Co., Inc., 23 E. 26th
St., N. Y. City.

Dryfhout. H., 736 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Grinnell Lithographic Co., Inc.,

406 W. 31st St., N. Y. City.

Jackson, Henry, 141 Fulton St.,

N. Y. City.

Koster Co., The C. H., 21 Park
PI.. N. Y. City.

Metallite Signs, 1007 Broad St.,

Newark, N. J.

Old Glory Mfg. Co., 500 S. Wells
St., Chicago, 111.

BASKETS, Decorative

Adler Jones Co., 651 S. Wells St.,

Chicago, 111.

Botanical Decorating Co., Inc.,

319 \V. Van Buren St.. Chicago,
111.

Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,

Inc., 148 Duane St., N. Y. City.

Leistner, Oscar, 319 W. Ran-
dolph St., Chicago, 111.

Netschert, Inc., Frank, 61 Bar-
clay St., N. Y. City.

Randall Co., A. L., 729 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Schroeder Art Flower Mfg. Co.,

3341 Superior Avt., Cleveland,
Ohio.

Worcester Artificial Decorative
Plant Co., 194 Front St.,

Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS AND
EXHAUSTERS

American Blower Co., 6004 Rus-
sell St., Detroit, Mich.

Arctic Nu-Air Corp.. 2101 Ken-
nedy St., N. E., Minneapolis,
Minn.

Blizzard Sales Co., 1524 Daven-
port St., Omaha. Neb.

Clarage Fan Co., 619 Porter St.,

Kalamazoo, Mich.
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Fidelity Electric Co., Lancaster,
Pa.

Garden City Fan Co., 322 So.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

Ug. Electric Ventilating Co.,

2850 N. Crawford Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

.akeside Co., Hermansville,
Mich.

Reynolds & Co., B. F., 118 West
Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

Seymour, Inc., James M., 51

Lawrence St., Newark, N. J.

Skinner Bros. Mfg. Co., Inc.,

1474 S. Vandeventer Ave., St.

Louis, Mo.
Sturtevant Co., B. F., Hyde
Park, Boston, Mass.

Supreme Heater & Ventilating
Corp., 1915 Pine St., St. Louis,
Mo.

Typhoon Fan Co., 345 W. 39th
St., N. Y. City.

BOARDS, Program

Braxton Frame Co., Inc., 3 E.
12th St., N. Y. City.

Davenport Taylor Mfg. Co., 412
Orleans St., Chicago, 111.

Gorham Co., Bronze Division,
Providence, R. I.

Libman - Spanjer Corp., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.

Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay Ave.,
and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Tablet & Ticket Co., 1015 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

BOOTHS, Projection

Amusement Supply Co., Inc., 630
Ninth Ave., N. Y. City.

Fulton Co., E. E, 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, III.

Johns-Manville Co., 292 Madison
Ave., N. Y. City.

Keasbey & Mattison, Ambler,
Pa.

Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay Ave.
and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Shearer Co., B. F., 2318 Second
Ave., Seattle, Wash.

BOOTHS, Ticket

Architectural Decorating Co.,
1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
111.

Froehlich Cabinet Works, Jacob
1041 Leggett Ave., N. Y. City.

Gorham Co., Bronze Division,
Providence, R. I.

Libman - Spanjer Corp., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.

Lobby Display Frame Corp., 630
9th Ave., N. Y. City.

Markendorff, S., Sons, Inc., 159
W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

Menger, Ring & Weinstein, Inc.,

306 W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

Mid-West Ticket & Supply Co.,
Inc., 910 S. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

National Ticket Case Co., 840 W.
35th St., Chicago. 111.

Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay Ave.
and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Price Brothers. 2614 Maplewood
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Stanley Frame Co., Inc., 727 7th
Ave., N. Y. City.

Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 West
43rd St., N. Y. City.

00J LIGHTING

PRESENT day demands for the utmost

economy in the production of theatrical

programs necessitates that highly efficient,

sensibly designed, practical equipment be used

—for better results are obtained, without

diminishing returns, and with freedom from

expensive troubles, delays, and repairs, insur-

ing the least total cost.

The superior qualities of Kliegl products for

stage lighting have never been questioned, and

are universally known as the best that can be

obtained. They are built by expert craftsmen

who have spent a lifetime making things elec-

trical for stage illumination, and have been

perfected through their intimate experience and

definite knowledge of stage lighting require-

ments. Kliegl products render very satisfactory

service, are durable, dependable, and cost less

than inferior products.

We manufacture a complete line of lighting

specialties and lighting effects wrhich includes

everything that may be needed for lighting the

stage and theatre—from a small spotlight or

color wheel to elaborate stage, scenic, or sound

effects.

You are assured of quality products, right

prices, prompt deliveries, and expert service by
men who really know their business, when you

deal with Kliegl.

Make your selection from our Catalog, or re-

quest quotations on your special requirements.

A partial list of Kliegl products, here included,

suggests but a few of the many devices for

theatrical, decorative and spectacular lighting

we can supply.

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.. inc.

Footlights

Border Lights
Proscenium Lights

Cove Lights
Illuminated Signs

Act Announcers
Exit Signs

Aisle Lights
Step Lights
Dimmers

Panel Boards
Switchboards
Floor Pockets
Wall Pockets

Automobile Calls

Fire Logs
Coal Grates

Electric Fountains
Crystal Reflectors

Spotlights

Floodlights
Stage Lamps
Color Wheels
Color Frames
Scenic Effects

Connectors
Plugging Boxes
M u?>ic Stands
Piano Lights
Organ Lights
Leader Stands

Rheostats
Pipe Clamps
Stage Cable

Gelatine Mediums
Color Caps

Lamp Coloring
Cable Supports
Terminal Lugs
Slide Carriers

Shutters
Blinders
Lenses

Enclosed Switches

321 West 50th Street New York, N. Y.
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BOX OFFICE
STATEMENTS

Arcus Ticket Co., 348 N. Ash-
land Ave., Chicago, 111.

Automatic Ticket Register Corp.,
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

Filmack Co., 838 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Greene, P. A., 52 Rumford Ave.,
Waltham, Mass.

BOXES, Ticket
Automatic Ticket Register

Corp., 723 Seventh Ave., N. Y.
City.

Clark, Inc., Peter, 544 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.

Fulton Co.. E. E.. 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

International Ticket Co., 50
Grafton Ave., Newark, N. J.

Libman - Spanjer Corp., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.

Lobby Display Frame Corp., 723
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

Markendorff, S., Sons, Inc., 159
W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

Mid-West Ticket & Supply Co.,
910 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
111.

Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay Ave.
and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Stanley Frame Co., Inc., 727
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

BRASS GRILLES
Daniel Ornamental Iron Work».
4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
111.

Hungerford Brass & Copper Co.,

U. T., 80 Lafayette St., N. Y.
City.

Libman - Spanjer Corp., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.

S. Markendorff Sons, Inc., 159
West 23rd St., N. Y. City.

McKenna-Horix Mfg. Co., 100
Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneav Ave.
and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Palmenberg's Sons, Inc., J. R.,

1412 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Price Brothers, 2644 Maplewood

Ave., Chicago, 111.

Smith Wire & Iron Works. F.
P., 2340 Claybourn Ave., Chi-
cago, III.

Triangle Iron Works, Inc., 433
Austin PI., N. Y. City.

Tyler Co., W. S., Cleveland,
Ohio.

Williams, Inc., Jno., 542 West
27th St., N. Y. City.

BRASS RAILS
Central Brass Mfg. Co., Cleve-

land, Ohio.
Clow & Sons, James B., 201-299
N. Talman Ave., Chicago, 111.

Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
111.

Liberty Mfg. Co., 67-73 West
44th St., N. Y. City.

McKenna-Horix Mfg. Co., 100
Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mirigold Brass Co., 1891 Wa-n
ington Ave., N. Y. City.

Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay a»...

and N. & W. R. R., Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

Price Brothers, 2644 Maplewood
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Reliable Decorative Co., Inc., 17

N. 10th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Williams, Inc., Jno.. 542 W. 27th

St., N. Y. City.

BRONZE AND IRON
WORKS

Art Metal Construction Co.,

Jamestown, N. Y.
Chicago Architectural Bronze

Co., 4740 North Clark St., Chi-
cago, 111.

Cornell Iron Studio, Inc., 4630
Paschall Ave., Philadelphia,
Pa.

Empire Fire Proof Door Co.,

145th St. and Southern Blvd.,

N. Y. City.

Gorham Co., Bronze Division,

Providence, R. I.

Liberty Mfg. Co., 67-73 West
44th St., N. Y. City.

Mott Iron Works, J. L., 118 5th
Ave., N. Y. City.

Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay Ave.
and N. & W. R. R., Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

Price Brothers, 2644 Maplewood
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Smith Wire & Iron Works, F.

P., 2340 Claybourn Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Sterling Bronze Co., 18 E. 40th
St., N. Y. City.

Werner, George F., 5th & Vine
Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Williams, Inc., John, 542 West
27th St., N. Y. City.

BRUSHES, Carbon

Hertner Electric Co., 12694 Elm-
wood Ave., Chicago, 111.

National Carbon Co., Carbon
Sales Division, P. O. Box 400,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Phellis & Co., Inc., Charles W.,
151 W. 33rd St., N. Y. City.

Reisinger, Hugo, 25 Murray St.,

N. Y. City.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa.

BUBBLER FOUNTAINS
Architectural Decorating Co.,

1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
111.

Clow & Sons, James B., 201-299
N. Talman Ave., Chicago, 111.

Mott Iron Works, J. L., 118
Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.

BULLETIN BOARDS,
Changeable

Liberty Mfg. Co., 101 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.

Lobby Display Frame Corp., 723
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay Ave.
and N. & W. R. R., Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

Opalume Sign System, Box 288,
Battle Creek, Mich.

Pick & Co., Albert, 1200 W. 35th
St., Chicago, 111.

Price Brothers, 2644 Maplewood
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Stanley Frame Co., 727 Seventh
Ave., N. Y. City.

BURNERS, Acetylene

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Kirschberger & Co., Inc., M.,
1425 37th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mestrum, Henry, 514 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City.

CABINETS, Film
American Film-Safe Corp., 1800
Washington Blvd., Baltimore,
Md.

Amusement Supply Co., Inc., 630
Ninth Ave., N. Y. City.

Belson Mfg. Co., 800 Sibley St.,

Chicago, 111.

Chicago Cinema Equip. Co.. 1750
N. Springfield Ave., Chicago,
III.

Columbia Metal Box Co., 226 E.
144th St., N. Y. City.

Duplex M. P. Industries, 74
Sherman Ave., L. I. City, N. Y.

Fulton Co., E. E.. 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

General Fireproofing Co., The,
1733 S. Los Angeles St., Los
Angeles, Calif.

National Theatre Supply, Offices
in all principal cities.

Neumade Products Corp., 440 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

Sharlow Bros. Co., 442 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.

CABINETS, Switchboard

Columbia Metal Box Co., 226 E.
144th St., N. Y. City.

Hub Electric Co.. 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Major Equipment Co.. 4603 Full-
erton Ave., Chicago. 111.

Mutual Electric & Machine Co.,
7610 Jos. Campau Ave., De-
troit, Mich.

Wurdack Elec. Mfg. Co., Wm„
4444 Clavton Ave., St. Louis,
Mo.

CABINETS, Towel

Best Chemical Co., 833 N. 17th
St., Allentown, Pa.

Huntington Labs., Inc., 913 E.
Tipton St., Huntington, Ind.

Rochester Germicide Co., Inc.,

Rochester, N. Y.
U. S. Sanitary Specialties Corp.,

435 So. Western Ave., Chicago,
111.

West Disinfecting Co., Barn St.,

Long Island City, N. Y.
Worrell Mfg. Co., 114 S. Main

St., St. Louis, Mo.

Wrought
Iron Stand

and Filling,

52" high,

complete

$5.50

Artificial Flowers

Plants, Trees, etc. fl
for

Decorating Auditoriums,

Lobbies and Foyers of

"n Theatres

Illustrated Catalogue No. 7

Mailed Free on Request

FRANK NETSCHERT INC.
61 BARCLAY ST.

Ne York, N. Y.

No. 7769 KENTIA PLANTS

These plants are made on a wire
i'i which will give a long and
graceful stem lo the leaves. Centla
Plants are most life like. Leaves are
removable. Potted in wood-tubs.

No. Leaves Height Each
77C5 S $1.50
::r..i 11 54 inches 7.00
T7--7 IS CO inches 1

?76S 20 7 feet 15.00
77fi9 30 9 feet IS (III

The New Day Reel
Fills present and future requirements.

Reduces wear, tear and trouble.

Convertible to any width film.

Balanced Aluminum, the Ideal Sound Reel

Lincoln Electric &.
Mfg. Co.

Boonville, Indiana
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CABLE, Asbestos

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321

West 50th St., N. Y. City.

Rockbestos Products Corp., P.

O. Drawer 1102, New Haven,
Conn.

CABLE, Motion Picture

International Projector Corp.,

Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City.

International Projector Corp.,

Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City.

Rockbestos Products Corp., P.

O. Drawer 1102, New Haven,
Conn.

CALL SYSTEMS
Couch Co., Inc., S. H., Norfolk
Downs, Quincy, Mass.

E. J. Electric Installation Co.,

155 E. 44th St., N. Y. City.

Electric Utilities Co., 19 W. Jack-
son Blvd., Chicago. 111.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Knickerbocker Annunciator Co.,

116 West St., N. Y. City.

CAMERAMEN'S
SCHOOLS

New York Institute of Pho-
tography, 10 W. 33rd St.,

N. Y. City.

CAMERAS,
Motion Picture

Akeley Camera, Inc., 175 Varick
St., N. Y. City.

Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madi-
son St., Chicago, 111.

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

De Vry Corp., The, 1111 Center
St., Chicago, 111.

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
N. Y.

Gennert, Inc., G., 24 & 26 East
13th St., N. Y. City.

Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 East
42nd St., N. Y. City.

Jamieson Film Lab., 2212 Live
Oak St., Dallas, Texas.

Mitchell Camera Corp., 665 N.
Robertson Blvd., West Holly-
wood, Calif.

N. Y. Institute of Photography,
10 W. 33rd St., N. Y. City.

Seebold Invisible Camera Corp.,
739 Clinton Ave. S., Rochester,
N. Y.

Universal Camera Co., 361 W.
Ontario St., Chicago, 111.

Willoughbvs, 110 W. 32nd St.,

N. Y. City.

CANOPIES
Architectural Metal Products,

Inc., Covington, Ky.
Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,

4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
111.

Edwards Mfg. Co.. 409 E. 5th
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Flashtric Sign Works, 3910 N.
Western Ave., Chicago, 111.

Flexlume Corp., 1855 Military
Road, Buffalo, N. Y.

Ideal Sign Co.. Inc., 149 7th St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Lu-Mi-Nus Signs, Inc., 2736
Wentworth Ave., Chicago, 111.

Metal Products. Inc.. 462 Fourth
St., Milwaukee. Wise.

Milwaukee Corrugating Co., 36th
Ave. and Burnham St., Mil-
waukee, Wis.

Moeschl - Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,

Ohio.
Nagler Bros., 38th and Poplar

Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay Ave.,
and N. & W. R. R., Cincin-
ati, Ohio.

Philadelphia Sign Co., 305 Brown
St., Philadelphia. Pa.

Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 West
43d St., New York City.

CANS, Film

American Can Co., 120 Broad-
way, N. Y. City.

Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madi-
son St., Chicago, 111.

Belson Mfg. Co., 800 Sibley St.,

Chicago, 111.

Film Metal Box Corp., 123 W.
22nd St., N. Y. City.

Fulton Co., E. E. 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Gotham Can Co., 57 Eagle St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Moeschl - Edwards Corrugating

Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Moss & Sons, J., 630 Hudson St.,

N. Y. City.

National Film Publicity Corp.,

311 S. Sarah St., St. Louis, Mo.
Xeumade Products Corp., 440 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

Pausin Engineering Co., 727
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N.J.

CAPS, Color and Shade

Kliegl Bros., Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Lu-Mi-Nus Signs, Inc., 2736
Wentworth Ave., Chicago, 111.

Opalume Sign System, Box 288,

Battle Creek, Mich.
Reynolds Electric Co., 2628 W.
Congress St., Chicago, 111.

Rosco Laboratories, 367 Hudson
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

CARBIDE, Calcium

Air Reduction Sales Co., 342
Madison Ave., N. Y. City.

National Carbide Sales Corp.,
342 Madison Ave., N. Y. City.

Union Carbide Sales Co., 30 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

CARBON SAVERS
Best Devices Co., Film Bldg.,

Cleveland, Ohio.
Blue Seal Prod. Co., 264 Wy-

ckoff St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

CARBONS, Projector

Amusement Supply Co., Inc., 630
Ninth Ave., N. Y. City.

Arco Electric Co.. 112 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.

Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 55
W. Wacker Drive, Chicago, 111.

Felder Sales Co., M. G., 1560
Broadway, N. Y. City.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
\V. 50th St., N. Y. City.

National Carbon Co., Inc., Car-
bon Sales Division, P. O. Box
400 Cleveland, Ohio.

Phellis Co., Inc., Chas. W., 151
W. 33rd St., N. Y. City.

Reisinger Hugo, Inc., 25 Murray
St., N. Y. City.

Speer Carbon Co., St. Mary's,
Penn.

End Your Back Stage Worries

by Installing the Nationwide

Endorsed Stage Equipment

AUTOMATIC SCREEN ADJUSTER

STAGE RIGGING AND HARDWARE

COUNTERWEIGHT SYSTEMS

ASBESTOS CURTAINS

STEEL CURTAINS

SOUNDPROOF CURTAINS

HAND AND ELECTRIC CURTAIN HOIST

DRAW CURTAIN TRACKS

ELECTRIC DRAW CURTAIN CONTROL

ORCHESTRA PIT LIFTS

ORGAN CONSOLE LIFTS

STAGE LIFTS

MOVABLE STAGE BAND CARS

TALKIE HORN TOWERS

CONTOUR CURTAINS

MECHANICAL STAGE EFFECTS

REVOLVING STAGES

Information on any of these products

will be gladly furnished upon request

'Stage Equipment with a deputation"

PETER CLARK, INC
Stage Equipment Specialists for Over 25 Years

544 West 30th St. New York City
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CARD SYSTEMS
Acme Card System Co., 116 S.

Michigan Ave.. Chicago. 111.

General Fireproofing Co., The,
1733 S. Los Angeles St., Los
Angeles, Calif.

Kardex-Rand Co., Inc., N. Tona-
wanda, N. Y.

CARDBOARD, Sign

Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,

Inc., 148 Duane St.. N. Y. City.

National Card, Mat & Board Co.,

4318-36 Carroll Ave., Chicago,

111.

Pace Press, Inc., 207 W. 25th

St., N. Y. City.

Runey Show Print Co., Runey
Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Stafford Co., N., 96 Fulton St.,

N. Y. City.

CARPET CLEANING
COMPOUNDS

Best Chemical Co., 833 N. 17th

St., Allentown, Pa.
Brown & Bigelow. Quality Park

St., St. Paul, Minn.
Campbell Carpet Cleaning Co.,

Inc., A. B., 612 E. 15th St..

N. Y. City.

Electric Rotary Machine Co.,

Grand Central Terminal, N. Y.
City.

Fulton Co., E. E„ 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

CARPET CUSHION
Brown & Bigelow, Quality Park

St., St. Paul, Minn.
Clinton Carpet Co., 130 N. Wells

St., Chicago, 111.

Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Pick & Co., Albert, 1200 W. 35th

St., Chicago, 111.

Rosco Laboratories, 367 Hudson
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

CARPETS AND RUGS
Bigelow - Hartford Carpet Co.,

385 Madison Ave., N. Y. City.

A. B. Campbell Carpet Cleaning
Co., Inc., 612-614 E. 15th St.,

N. Y. City.

Finck Co., Inc., S., 177 Broad-
way, N. Y. City.

Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, III.

Mohawk Carpet Mills, Inc., Am-
sterdam, N. Y.

Morton Bros., 330 Collinsville

Ave., E. St. Louis, 111.

Pick & Co., Albert, 1200 W. 35th

St., Chicago. 111.

Shearer Co.. B. F., 2318 Second
Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Smith & Sons Carpet Co.. Alex..

285 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.

CASES, Film Shipping

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Film Metal Box Corp., 123 W.
22nd St., N. Y. City.

Fulton Co., E. E, 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, III.

Moeschl - Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,

Ohio.
Neumade Products Corp., 440 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

Sharlow Bros. Co., 442 W. 42nd
St., N. Y.

Willoughbvs, 110 W. 32nd St.,

N. Y. City.

CASHIERS, Automatic

Brandt Automatic Cashier Co.,

515 1st St., Watertown, Wis.

Hoefer Change-Maker Co., 3700

E. 12th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Lightning Coin Changer Co., 844

Rush St., Chicago, 111.

Mid-West Ticket & Supply Co.,

910 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
111.

L'niversal Stamping & Mfg. Co.,

2839 N. Western Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

CEMENT, Film

Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madi-
son St., Chicago, 111.

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Duplex M. P. Industries, 74
Sherman Ave., Long Island
City, N. Y.

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
N. Y.

Fulton Co., E. E, 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Griffin, F. B., Oshkosh, Wis.

Hewes-Gotham Co.. 520 W. 47th
St . Xew York, N. Y.

Neumade Products Corp., 440 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

Rosco Laboratories, 367 Hudson
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

CHANGE MAKERS
Brandt Automatic Cashier Co.,

515 1st St., Watertown, Wis.
Hoefer Change-Maker Co., 3700
E 12th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Lightning Coin Change Co., 844
Rush St., Chicago, 111.

Mid-West Ticket & Supply Co.,

910 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
111.

Universal Stamping & Mfg. Co.,

2839 N. Western Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

CHEWING-GUM
REMOVER

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Gelatine Products Corp., 27 6th
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Pyrene Mfg. Co., 560 Belmont
Ave., Newark, N. J.

Rochester Germicide Co., Inc.,

Rochester, N. Y.

Rosco Laboratories, 367 Hudson
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

West Disinfectant Co., Barn St.,

Long Island City, N. Y.

CLAMPS, Carbon

Best Devices Co., Film Bldg.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.

GoldE Mfg. Co.. 2013 N. Le-
Moyne Ave.. Chicago. 111.

Mestrum, Henry, 514 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City.

NOVELTY

/CEhlC

,
/TUDIO/

1

,

BUILT OH MERIT

So your Patrons may enjoy your Theatre

and Pictures infinitely more— refurnish

your Interior and Stage with new

DECORATIONS SCENERY
DRAPERIES STAGE SETTINGS

ALSO
RIGGING MAGNASCOPE SCREENS

ACOUSTICAL BANNERS

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS
340 W. 41st St. New York

CLEANERS, Film

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Bennett, Geo. H, Argentine Sta.,

Kansas City, Kan.
Duplex M. P. Industries, 74
Sherman Ave., Long Island
City, N. Y.

Dura Film Protector Co., Inc.,

220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

Duograph Co., 130 W. 42nd St.,

N. Y. City.

Film Renovating Co. of America,
Inc., 630 9th Ave., N. Y. City.

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Lochren Film & Slide Co., Wm.
A., 706 Film Exchange Bldg.,

Minneapolis, Minn.
Neumade Products Corp., 440 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

Rosco Laboratories, 367 Hudson
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Stewart - Teitel Film Process,
1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.

CLEANING, Sand Blast

Superior Sand Blast & Water-
proofing Co., 43 East Ave.,
Rochester, N. Y.

COLOR HOODS
Betts Co., H, 1397 Sedgwick
Ave., N. Y. City.

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Newton, Chas. I., 244 West 14th
St., N. Y. City.

Opalume Sign System, Box 288,

Battle Creek, Mich.
Reynolds Elec. Co., 2628 W. Con-

gress St., Chicago, 111.

Rialto Stage Lighting Co., 304
VV. 52nd St., N. Y. City.

COLOR WHEELS
Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madi-
son St., Chicago, 111.

Belson Mfg. Co., 800 Sibley St.,

Chicago, 111.

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,

7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich.

Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Channon Corp., J. H., 223 W.
Erie St., Chicago, 111.

Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750

N. Springfield Ave., Chicago,
III.

Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112

N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago. 111.

Hewes-Gotham Co.. 520 W. 47th
St., New York. N. Y.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 32l

W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Mestrum, Henry, 514 W. 46th

St., N. Y. City.

COLORED LAMPS,
Etched

Crown Coloring & Chemical Co.,

33 W. 17th St., N. Y. City.

Gelatine Products Corp., 27 6th

Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co.. Inc., 321

W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

COSTUMES FOR HIRE
PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRESENTATIONS BROOKS 1439 Broadway \J V

Tel. 5580 Penn. H. I.
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Opalume Sign System, Box 288,

Battle Creek, Mich.
Rosl\i Laboratories, ,io7 Hudson

Ave., Brooklyn, X. Y.
Strauss & Co.," Inc., 616 W. 43rd

St., N. Y. City.

Pecnical Color & Chem. Works,
523 Third Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

COLORED MOTION
PICTURES

Brock, Gustave, 528 Riverside
Drive, N. Y. City.

Colorart Synchrotone Corp., 5360
Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

Colorcraft, 114 E. 27th St., N. Y.
City.

Cox Multi-Color Photo Co., 607
Neville St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Dunning Process, 1616 Caheunga
Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

Kelly & Handschiegel Color
Process Corp., 1040 McCad-
den PI., Hollywood, Cal.

Multicolor Films, Inc., 201 N.
Occidental Blvd., Los Angeles,
Cal.

Pathecrome Color Process, 35
W. 45th St., N. Y. City.

Patents Process, Inc., 6475 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Photocolor Process, 1650 Broad-
way, N. Y.

Technicolor. Inc., 17 E. 42nd St.,

N. Y. C.
United Film Industries, 535 5th

Ave., N. Y. City.

Vitacolor, 11 W. 42nd St., N. Y.
City.

Williams Patented Process, 6475
Santa Monica Blvd., Holly-
wood, Cal.

CONDENSER LENSES
Semon Bache & Co., 636 Green-
wich St., New York.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,

653 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,

7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich.

Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Chicago Cinema Equipt. Co.,
1750 N. Springfield Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Fish-Schurman Corp., 45 West
45th St., N. Y. City.

Hewes-Gotham Co., 520 W. 47th
St., New York, N. Y.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Kollmorgen Optical Corp., 767
Wythe Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Selsi Co., Inc., 153 W. 23d St.,

New York City.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS, Theatre

American Building Maintenance

Co., Loew's State Bldg., Los
Angeles, Calif.

American Terra Cotta & Ce-
ramic Co.. 228 N. LaSalle St.,

Chicago, 111.

Atlantic Terra Cotta Co., 25 W.
44th St., N. Y. City.

Benedict Stone Corp., 420 Lex-
ington Ave., N. Y. City.

Bitutect. Inc., 6924-7000 S. Stan-
ford Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

Brunn Mfg. Co., 801 E. 61st St.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Channon Corp., J. H., 223 West
Erie St.. Chicago, 111.

Cox-laneway Corp., 1610 Real
Estate Trust Bldg., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

Federal Seaboard Terra Co., 10
E. 40th St., N. Y. City.

Van Sciver Corp., Parkway at

24th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

COOLING SYSTEMS,
Theatre

(See Air Conditioning Equip-
ment and Heating and Ventilat-

ing Equipment)

COSTUMES, Theatrical

(See also Uniforms)
Beck & Sons Co., Wm., High-

land St., cor. Dorchester Ave.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Brooks Theatrical Costumers,
1439 Broadway, N. Y. City.

Chicago Costume Works, 116 N.
Franklin St., Chicago, 111.

Chicago Theatrical Costume Co.,
108 West Lake St., Chicago,
111.

Dazian's, Inc., 142 W. 44th St.,

N. Y. City.

Miller Costumier, 236 S. 11th
St. Philadelphia, Pa.

Oriental Costume Co., 6223 San-
ta Monica Blvd., Los Angeles,
Cal.

Tarn's, 318 West 46th St., N. Y.
City.

Western Costume Co., 935 South
Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.

COVE LIGHTS
Great Western Stage Equipment

Co., 817 Holmes St., Kansas
City, Mo.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W.
Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric &
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Price Brothers, 2644 Maplewood
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Reynolds Electric Co., 2628 W.
Congress St., Chicago, 111.

COVERS, Program
Derby Press, 1799 Jerome Ave.,
Hennegan Co., The, 311 Genesee

St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Hoover Sons & Co., Jos,, 49th
and Market Sts., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

Profits in Presentations
Light — Color — Personalities — these are

drawing cards and have always been the

profit winners. Proper control of your

lighting is of first consideration — "Use only

the @ Major System" — the advice of

thousands of successful showmen.

J*rank <&Ldam
ELECTRIC COMPANY

ST. LOUIS
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CURTAIN MACHINES,
Automatic

Armstrong Studios, Inc., 1717
Cordova St., Los Angeles,
Calif.

Automatic Devices Co., 739
Hamilton St., Allentown, Pa

Chicago Stage Equipt. Co., 55

W. Wacker Drive, Chicago,
111.

Clark, Inc., Peter, 54+ W. 30th
St.. N. Y. City.

Econoquipment Mfg. Co., Akron,
Ohio.

Hub Electric Co.. 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Martin Studios, J. D., 4114 Sun-
set Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Richards - Wilcox Mfg., Co.
Third St., Aurora, 111.

Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin,

Ohio.
Yallen Electrical Co., Inc., 225

Bluff St., Akron, Ohio.

CURTAIN TRACKS
(See also Curtain Machines

Automatic)
Automatic Devices Co., 739
Hamilton St., Allentown, Pa.

Beck & Sons Co., Wm., High-
land and Dorchester Aves.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Clark, Inc.. Peter, 544 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.

Econoquipment Mfg. Co., Akron,
Ohio.

Lee Lash Studios, 1818-38 Am-
sterdam Ave., N. Y. City.

Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin,

Ohio.
Twin City Scenic Co., 2819

Nicolett Ave., Minneapolis,
Minn.

Vallen Electrical Co., Inc., 225
Bluff St., Akron, Ohio.

Yolland Scenic Studios, Inc.,

3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

CURTAINS, Fireproof

Beck & Sons Co., Wm., High-
land and Dorchester Aves.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Channon Corp., J. H., 223 W.
Erie St., Chicago, 111.

Chicago Stage Equip. Co., 55 W.
Wacker Drive, Chicago, 111.

Clark, Inc., Peter, 544 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.

Fabric Studios, 4030 Whiteside
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

Great Western Stage Equip. Co.,

819 Holmes St., Kansas City,

Mo.
Haug, Inc., Henry, 512 W. 41st

St., N. Y. City.

Johns-Manville Co., 292 Madison
Ave., N. Y. City.

Kuhn Studios, Inc., Louis, 105

W. 63rd St., N. Y. City.
Martin Studios, J. D., 4114 Sun-

set Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Novelty Scenic Studios, 340 W.
41st 'St., N. Y. City.

Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin,

Ohio.
Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.,

3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

CURTAINS, Velour and
Velvet

(See also Curtains, Fireproof)
Beck & Sons Co., Wm., High-

land and Dorchester Aves.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Great Western Stage Equipment
Co., 817 Holmes St., Kansas
City, Mo.

Haug, Inc., Henry, 512 W. 41st

St., N. Y. City.

Hexter & Co., S. M., 2400 E.

Superior St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Landish Studios, 40 Ames St.,

Rutherford, N. J.

Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Martin Studios, J. D., 4114 Sun-
set Blvd., Hollywood. Calif.

Payne & Co., 841 E. Monument
Ave., Dayton, Ohio.

Reliable Decorative Co., Inc., 17

X. 10th St., Pniladelphia, Pa.
Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin,

Ohio.
Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.,

3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

DAYLIGHT CAMERA
LOADERS

Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madi-
son St., Chicago, 111.

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago. 111.

Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

DECORATIONS, Stage
(See also Decorations, Theatre

Interior)
Angelo Studios, Michel, 212 E.

Superior St., Chicago, 111.

Beck & Sons Co., Wm., Dor-
chester and Highland Aves.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Great Western Stage Equipment
Co., 817 Holmes St., Kansas
City, Mo.

Kuhn Studios, Inc., 105 W. 63rd

,
St., N. Y. City.

Landish Studios. Inc., 40 Ames
St., Rutherford, N. J.

Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Martin Studios, J. D., 4114 Sun-
set Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Novelty Scenic Studios, 340 W.
41st St., N. Y. City.

Reiser & Sons, M. E., City Bank
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin,

Ohio,
x'ortenson. J. A. & Co., eou
Fletcher St., Chicago, 111.

Twin City Scenic Co., 2819
Nicolett Ave., Minneapolis,
Minn.

Variety Scenic Studios. 254 W.
54th 'St., Xew York. N. Y.

Yolland Scenic Studios, Inc.,

3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

DECORATIONS, Theatre
Interior

Architectural Decorating Co.,

1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
111.

Armstrong Studios, 651 Fair-

view Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

Bing & Co.'s Successors, Inc.,

Ferdinand, 67 Irving Place,

N. Y. City.

Bodine-Spanjer Co., 1160 Chat-
ham Court, Chicago, 111.

Dotv & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,

148 Duane St., N. Y. City.

General Flower Decorating Co.,

311 W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Gibelli & Co., 1321 Vine St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Great Western Stage Equipment

Co., 817 Holmes St., Kansas
City, Mo.

Heinsberger Decorating Co.,

7415 Beverly Blvd., Los An-
geles, Calif.

Interior Decorating Co., Archer
Ave., Chicago, III.

Kuhn Studios, Inc., Louis, 105

W. 63rd St., N. Y. City.

Netschert, Inc., Frank, 61 Bar-
clay St., N. Y. City.

CORCORAN RACKS
For Sound Film Development

i > 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i

We are Specialists in

TANKS, DRUMS, WINDING STANDS
and PARAFFINING of RACKS

A. J. CORCORAN, INC.
Manufacturers and Patentees

753 Jersey Avenue Jersey City, N. J.

Telephone: Montgomery 238

Noveltv Scenic Studios, 340 W.
41st St., N. Y. City.

Power Studios, Robert E., 32
Film Ex. Bldg., 1584 W.
Washington, Los Angeles,
Calif.

Reiser & Sons, M. E., City Bank
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Reising & Co., G., 227 W. Aus-
tin Ave., Chicago, 111.

Sagar, George C, 3274 W. 10th

St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Shearer Co., B. F., 2318 Second
Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Torstenson, J. A., Co., 860
Fletcher St., Chicago, 111.

Variety Scenic Studios, 254 W.
54th St., New York, X. Y.

Yolland Scenic Studios. Inc.,

3737 Cass Ave.. St. Louis, Mo.

DECORATORS, Theatre

Interior

Angelo Studios, Michel, 370 Liv-
ingston Ave., N. Y. City.

Battisti Studios, Inc., 226 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

Continental Studios, 100 E. Ohio
St., Chicago, 111.

Heinsberger Decorating Co.,

7415 Beverly Blvd., Los An-
geles, Calif.

Murtagh & Pracy, 959 Lillian

Way, Los Angeles, Calif.

Robert E. Power Studios, 32
Film Exchange Bldg., 1584 W.
Washington, Los Angeles,
Calif.

Rambusch Decorating Co., 2 W.
45th St., N. Y. City.

Rau Co., Inc., Henry S., 2018
Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Reiser & Sons, M. E., City Bank
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Shearer Co., B. F. 2318 2nd
Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Variety Scenic Studios, 254 W.
54th St., Xew York, N. Y.

Waldemar Pederson, 225 West-
chester Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

DISINFECTANTS AND
SPRAYS

Best Chemical Co., S133-37
North 17th St., Allentown, Pa.

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Hewes-Gotham Co.. 520 W. 47th

St.. New York, N. Y.
Huntington Laboratories, Inc.,

913 E. Tipton St., Hunting-
ton, Ind.

Rochester Germicide Co., Dowl-
ing Place, Rochester, N. Y.

Sanozone Chemical Co., 1127

Roy St., Philadelphia, Pa.

U. S. Sanitary Specialties Corp.,

435 S. Western Ave., Chicago,

DISPLAYS, Scenic Lobby

Acme Scenic Studios, 1507 N.
Clark St., Chicago, 111.

Architectural Decorating Co.,

1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
111.

Arkay Display Service, 409 Film
Exchange Bldg., Cleveland,

Ohio.
Bodine-Spanjer Corp, 1160
Chatham Court. Chicago, 111.

Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,

148 Duane St., N. Y. City.

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S.

Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Libman-Spanjer Corp, 1066

Broadway, N. Y. City.

Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Novelty Scenic Studios, 340 W.
41st St., N. Y. City.
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DOORS, Fireproof

Architectural Metal Products,

Inc., Covington, Ky.
Art Metal Construction Co.,

Jamestown, N. Y.
Dalilstrom Metallic Door Co.,

431 Buffalo St., Jamestown,
X. Y.

Empire Fire Proof Door Co.,

145th St. and Southern Blvd.,

N. Y. City.

Hamlin, Irving, 1500 Lincoln

St., Evanston, 111.

Milwaukee Corrugating Co.,

36th Ave. and Burnham St.,

Milwaukee, Wis.
Missouri Fire Door & Cornice

Co., 411 E. Sth St., Cincin-

nati, Ohio.
Moeschl - Edward Corrugating

Co., 411 E. Sth St., Cincinnati,

Ohio.
Philadelphia Fire Retardant Co.,

110 W 34th St., N. Y. City.

Variety Fire Door Co., 2953
Carroll Ave., Chicago, 111.

DRAPERIES
(See also Decorations)

Acme Scenic Studios, 1507 N.
Clark St., Chicago, 111.

Armstrong Studios, 651 Fair-

view Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

Beck & Sons Co., Wm., High-
land and Dorchester Aves.,

Cincinnati. Ohio.
Bernhard Co., Morris, 18 W.

18th St., N. Y. City.

Broadway Decorating Studios,

1966 Broadway, N. Y. City.

Chicago Stage Equip. Co., 55 W.
Wacker Drive, Chicago, 111.

Dazian's. Inc., 142 W. 44th St.,

N. Y. City.
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Great Western Stage Equipt.

Co., 817 Holmes St., Kansas
City, Mo.

Haug', Inc., Henry, 512-16 W.
41st., N. Y. City.

Hexter & Co., Inc., S. M., 2400

E. Superior Ave., Cleveland
Ohio.

Kuhn Studios, Inc., Louis, 105

W. 63rd St., N. Y. City.

Landish Studios, Inc., 40 Ames
St., Rutherford, N. J.

Lee Lash Studios 1818-38 Am-
sterdam Ave., N. Y. City.

Lit Bros., Sth and Market Sts.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Martin Studios, J. D., 4114 Sun-

set Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Novelty Scenic Studios, 340 W.
41st St., N. Y. City.

Payne & Co., 841 E. Monument
Ave., Dayton, Ohio.

Pick & Co., Albert, 1200 W. 35th

St., Chicago, 111.

Power Studios, Robert E., Film
Ex. Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

Schachne Studios Co., 106 Sec-

ond St., W., Dayton, Ohio.

Shearer Co., B. F., 2318 2nd
Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Twin City Scenic Co., 2819 Nic-

ollett Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
Varietv Scenic Studios, 254 W.
54th St., New York, N. Y.

Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.,

3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

DRINKING FOUNTAINS
Architectural Decorating Co.,

1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
111.

Century Brass Works, Inc.,

Belleville, 111.

Clow & Sons, James B., 201-

297 N. Talman Ave., Chicago,

Crane Co., S36 S. Michigan Ave.,

ChicagOj 111.

Mott Iron Works, J. L., 369
Lexington Ave., N. Y. City.

Murdock Mfg. & Supply Co.,

426 Plum St., Cincinnati,

Ohio.
Voigt Co., 1743 N. 12th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Wheeling Sanitary Mfg. Co.,

Main and 5th Sts., Wheeling,
W. Va.

DYES, Film
DuPont Pathe Film Mfg. Corp..

35 W. 45th St.. N. Y. City.

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,

N. Y.
Gennert, Inc., G., 24 E. 13th St.,

N. Y. City.

EFFECT PROJECTORS
Belson Mfg. Co., 800 Sibley

St., Chicago, 111.

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348

St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750

N. Springfield Ave., Chicago,
111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321

West 50th St., N. Y. City.

ELECTRIC CIRCUIT
TESTING INSTRU-

MENTS
General Electric Co., Schenec-

tady, N. Y.
Hallberg, J. H... 2. W. 57th St.,

N. Y. City.

Square D. Co., 6060 Rivard St.,

Detroit, Mich.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,

E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Weston Elec. Instrument Corp.,

Newark, N. J.

85

ELECTRIC SIGNS
Adsign, Inc., 845 S. Wabash

Ave., Chicago, 111.

Brilliant Sign Co., 3531 Wash-
ington Ave.. St. Louis, Mo.

California Electric Sign Co.,

3520 S. Main St., Los Ange-
les, Calif.

Claude Neon Lights, Inc., 41 E.

42nd St., N. Y. City.

Davenport Taylor Mfg. Co., 412
Orleans St., Chicago, 111.

Flashtric Sign Works, 3910 N.
Western Ave., Chicago, 111.

Flexlume Corp., 1100 Military

Road, Buffalo, N. Y.
Hub Elec. Co., 2219 W. Grand

Ave., Chicago, 111.

Ideal Sign Co., Inc., 149 Seventh
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321

W. 50th St.. N\ Y. City.

Liberty Mfg. Co., 67-73 W. 44th

St., New York.
Lu-Mi-Nus Signs, Inc., 2736
Wentworth Ave., Chicago, 111.

Lustrolite Corp., Davenport, Iowa

Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603

Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.

Metal Products, Inc., 462 4th St.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milne Elec. Co., 614 Cherry St.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay

Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.

Philadelphia Sign Co., 305
Brown St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Price Brothers, 2644 Maplewood
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Rawson & Evans Co., 710-712

Washington Blvd., Chicago,

111.

Hoffmann-Soons
/

Ir^lfiliti £
PERf^JfON

Three recent installations of Perfection Rheostats pile up the
growing proof of leadership

—

In Paramount Theatre, Paris, France—
In State Lake Theatre, Chicago—
In Warner's Theatre, San Pedro, Cal.

(To say nothing of the in-betweens)

Such coast - to - coast evidence — across the
Atlantic—and on to the Pacific—has an old
and new world meaning for crowded-theatre-
seeking executives.

For sale by the National Theatre Supply
Co., Sam Kaplan, New York, and by your

dealer.

THE ONLY UNION MADE RHEOSTAT

HOFFMANN-SOONS
Electrical and Engineering Corporation

Mfg. Division New York
Moving Picture Theatre Electrical Specialists

1 Now equipped with
1 adjustable lugs to
1 size from No. 4 to 4

1 any additional cost.

solderless
take wire
^O without
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Shank Sign Co., E. A., 25 W.
43rd St., N. Y. City.

Strauss & Co.. Inc., 616 W. 43rd
St., X. Y. City.

U. S. Electric Sign Co., 208 E.

27th St., N. Y. City.

Viking Products Corp., 422 West
42nd St., N. Y. City.

Willey Sign Co., 1559 Church St.,

Detroit. Mich.

ELEVATORS
Atlantic Elevator Co., Liberty

Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Hough, Geo. B., 5820 Kenmore
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Otis Elevator Co., 11th Ave and
26th St., N. Y. City.

Warsaw Elevator Co., Warsaw,
N. Y.

EMERGENCY LIGHT-
ING PLANTS

Alexander, Inc., Harry, 20 W.
34th St., N. Y. City.

Crescent Emergency Safety
Light Corp., Berwick, Pa.

Delco Light Co., Toledo, Ohio
E-J Electric Installation Co.,

155 E. 44th St., N. Y. City.

Enslen Hydro & Electric Co.,

Inc., 1600 Broadway, N. Y.

City.

Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis.

Roth Bros. & Co., 1400 West
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

Universal Motor Co., 79 Har-
rison St., Oshkosh, Wis.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

ENGINEERS, Lighting

Alexander, Inc., Harry, 20 West
34th St., N. Y. City.

Belson Mfg. Co., 800 Sibley St..

Chicago, 111.

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,

7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,

Mich.

Curtis Lighting, Inc., 1123 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Edison Lamp Works of General
Electric Co.. Nela Park, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., X. Y. City.

National Lamp Works, Nela
Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

ENGINES, Gas and
Gasoline

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Mil-
waukee, Wis.

Buffalo Gasoline Motor Co., 347
Madison Ave., N. Y. City.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co., 900 S.

Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

Zoos Gas Engine Co., 309 Lin-
den Ave., Springfield, Ohio.

EXHAUST FANS
American Blower Co., 6004 Rus-

sell St., Detroit, Mich.

Arctic Xu-Air Corp., 2101 Ken-
nedy St., N. E., Minneapolis,
Minn.

Autovent Fan & Blower Co.,
1808-1826 North Kostner Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

Buffalo Forge Co., 490 Broad-
wav, Buffalo. X. Y.

Clarage Fan Co., 619 Porter St.,

Kalamazoo. Mich.
Fidelity Electric Co., Lancaster.

Pa.
Garden City Fan Co., 322 S.

Michigan Ave.. Chicago, 111.

Ilg Elec. Ventilating Co., 2850
X. Crawford Ave., Chicago,
111.

Revnolds & Co., B. F., 118 West
Ohio St.. Chicago, 111.

Sevmour, Jas. M., 51 Lawrence
St., Newark, N. J.

Skinner Bros. Mfg. Co., Inc.,

1474 S. Vandeventer Ave., St.

Louis, Mo.
Sturtevant Co., B. F., Hyde

Park, Boston, Mass.
Supreme Heater & Ventilating
Corp, 1915 Pine St., St. Louis,
Mo.

Typhoon Fan Co., 345 W. 39th

St., X. Y. City.

EXIT LIGHT SIGNS
Belson Mfg. Co., 800 Sibley St.,

Chicago, 111.

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,

7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit.

Mich.
Flexlume Corp.. 1100 Military

Rd., Buffalo, N. Y.
Fulton Co., E. E.. 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Guth Co., Edwin F., Jefferson it

Washington Aves., St. Louis,

Mo.
HuTj Electric Co.. 2219 West
Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321

W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Liberty Mfg. Co., 67-73 W. 44th
St.. X. Y. City.

Lu-Mi-Xus Signs, Inc., 2736
Wentworth Ave., Chicago, 111.

Major Equipment Co.. Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave.. Chicago, 111.

Newman Mfg. Co.. Cleneav
Ave. and X. & W. R. R„ Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Price Brothers. 2644 Maplewood
Ave., Chicago, III.

Rawson & Sons Co.. 710-712 W.
Washington St.. Chicago. 111.

Strauss & Co.. Inc.. 616 West
43rd St.. X. Y. City.

Viking Products Corp., 422 West
42nd St., X. Y. City.

Voigt Co.. 1743 X. 12th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg
Co., E. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Willey Sign Co., 1559 Church St.,

Detroit. Mich.

FADERS
Operadio Manufacturing Co., St.

Charles, 111.

Ward Leonard Electric Co., 31

South St., Mount Vernon, N.Y.

FERNERIES
Albano Co., The, 309 E. 46th

St., X. Y. City.

Bing & Co.'s Successors, Inc..

Ferdinand, 67 Irving Place,

X. Y. City.

General Flower Decorating Co.,

311 W. 50th St., X. Y. City.

Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Metalarts Studios, 451 E. Ohio
St., Chicago, 111.

Reising & Co., G., 227 W. Aus-
tin Ave., Chicago, 111.

FILM CLEANING
FLUID

Bennett, Geo. H., Argentine Sta-

tion, Kansas City, Kas.

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Hewes-Gotham Co., 520 W. 47th

St., Xew York. X. Y.

FILM PACKERS
Lloyd's Film Storage Corp., 130

W. 46th St.. X. Y. City.

Massce & Co., Inc, 116 Broad
St, N. Y. City.

FILM PRESERVATION
Cleveland Film Protector Co.,

811 Prospect Ave., Cleveland,

Ohio.

Rex Film Renovator Co., 73 E.

Naghten St., Columbus, Ohio.

Stewart - Teitel Film Process,

1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.

Werner Film Protector Mfg.,

Co., 4630 Seibert Rd., St.

Louis, Mo.

FILM RACKS
Atlas Metal Works, 2601 Alamo

St., Dallas, Texas.

Corcoran, A. J., Inc.. 753 Jersey
Ave., Jersey City, X. J.

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

General Fireproofing Co., The,
1733 S. Los Angeles St., Los
Angeles, Calif.

Xeumade Products Corp.. 440 W.
42nd St., Xew York. X. Y.

THE EASY
ELECTRIC HEATER

Designed especially for Theatre Oroan Chambers.
Bex Offices, etc., but will prove useful In many
other places.

AISLE LIGHTS
For Theatre Chairs, Ramps & Stairways

KAUSALITE MFG. CO.
8129 Rhodes Ave., Chicago, 111.

Made In 500, 1000. 1500
and 2000 watt capacity

I wm
STANDARD CHAIR TVPE

Pacific Tank & Pine Co., Equi-
table Bank Bldg., Los Ange-
les, Calif.

FILM, Raw, Negative and
Positive

Agfa Film, 6368 Santa Monica
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

Ansco Photoproducts Co., Inc.,

Binghamton, X. Y.
DuPont Pathe Film Mfg. Corp.,

35 W. 45th St., X. Y. City.

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
X. Y.

Jamieson Film Lab., 2212 Live
Oak St., Dallas, Texas.

Powers Film Products, Inc.,

Rochester, N. Y.
Wafilms, 729 7th Ave., N. Y.

City.

FILM SPLICING
MACHINES

Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madi-
son St., Chicago, 111.

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Duplex M. P. Laboratories, 74
Sherman Ave., Long Island
City, N. Y.

General Machine Co., 820 E.
140th St., N. Y. City.

Gennert, Inc., G., 24 E. 13th St.,

N. Y. City.

Xeumade Products Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., X. Y. City.

Pausin Engineering Co., 727
Frelinghuysen Ave., Xewark,
X. J.

Willoughbys, 110 W. 32nd St.,

X. Y. City.

FILM WAXING
MACHINES

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
N. Y.

Magic Film Protector Co., P. O.
Box 251, Muncie, Ind.

Xeumade Products Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., X. Y. City.

Werner Film-Protector Mfg.
Co., 4630 Seibert Road, St.

Louis, Mo.
Willoughbys, 110 W. 32nd St.,

N. Y. City.

FIRE ALARMS
Automatic Fire Alarm Co., 416
Broadway, N. Y. City.

Croker Electric Co., 22 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.

Garrison Fire Detecting System,
Inc., 79 Madison Ave., N. Y.
City.

Globe Automatic Sprinkler Co.,
250 Park Ave., N. Y. City.

Pettes & Randall, 150 Nassau
St., X. Y. City.

Signal Engineering & Mfg. Co.,
154 W. 14th St., N. Y. City.

FIRE DOORS
(See Doors, Fireproof)

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
American Chemical Co., 113 N.

9th St., Lebanon, Pa.
American-LaFrance Fire En-

gine Co., Inc., Elmira, N. Y.
Croker Co., 22 West 40th St.,

N. Y. City.

Foamite-Childs Corp.. 1010 Tur-
ner St., Utica, N. Y.

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Globe Automatic Sprinkler Co.,
250 Park Ave., N. Y. City.
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Grinnell Co., Inc., 260 W. Ex-
change St., Providence, R. I.

Philadelphia Fire Retardent

Co., 1321 Arch St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.
Pyrene Mfg. Co., 560 Belmont

Ave., Newark, N. J.

FIRE GUARD, Projection

Fire Guard Mfg. Co., Aurora,
111.

Protectall Co., The, 1324 E.

Front St., Ft. Worth, Texas.
Rosco Laboratories, 367 Hudson

A\e., Brooklyn. N. Y.
Sentry Safety Control Corp.,

13th and Cherry Sts., Phila-

delphia, Pa.

FIRE HOSE
American-La France Fire En-

gine Co., Inc., Elmira, N. V.

Globe Automatic Sprinkler Co.,

250 Park Ave., N. Y. City.

Goodvear Rubber Co., Akron,
Ohio.

Quaker City Rubber Co., Wissi-
noming, Pa.

Safety Fire Extinguisher Co.,

291 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

Woodhouse Mfg. Co., 156 Cham-
bers St., N. Y. City.

FIREPROOFING
MATERIALS

American Insulator Co., Phila-

delphia, Pa.
Anchor Fireproofing Co., 1633
Dime Bank Bldg., Detroit,

Mich.
Beaver Products Co., Inc., Mili-

tary Road, Buffalo, N. Y.

Chicago Stage Equip. Co., 55 W.
Wacker Drive, Chicago, 111.

Consolidated Sheet Metal Works,
661 Hubbard St., Milwaukee,
Wis. (Windows and Doors.)

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

General Fireproofing Co., 1753

So. Los Angeles St., Los An-
geles, Calif.

Hewes-Gotham Co.. 520 W. 47th
St., New York, N. Y.

Johns-Manville Co., 292 Madi-
son Ave., N. Y. City.

David Luoton's Sons Co., Al-
legheny Ave. and Tulip St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Moeschl - Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,

Ohio.

Nagler Bros., 38th and Poplar
Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.,

3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

FIRST AID EQUIPMENT

A. B. C. First Aid Kit Co., 498
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

American-La France Fire En-
gine Co., Inc., Elmira, N. Y.

Bauer & Black, 2500 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111.

Davis Emergency Equipment
Co., 67 Wall St., N. Y. City.

Johnson & Johnson, New Bruns-
wick, N. J.

Rochester Germicide Co., Inc.,

Rochester, N. Y.

.

Safety First Aid Co., 137 W.
25th St., N. Y. City.

Universal Prescription Corp.,

39 Broadway, N. Y. City.

FIXTURES, Lighting

Bailev-Reynolds Chandeler Co.,

1529 McGee St., Kansas City,

Mo.

Benson Brass & Chandelier
Works, 1417 Agnes Ave.,

Kansas City, Mo.
Black & Boyd Mfg. Co., 17 E.

47th St., N. Y. City.

Curtis Lighting Co., Inc., 1119

W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago,
111.

Guth Co., Edwin F., Jefferson

& Washington Aves., St.

Louis, Mo.
Henderson & Son, Inc., N. E.,

1320 Race St., Philadelphia,

Pa.

Horn & Brannen Co., 427 N.
Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Kliegel Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321

W. 50th St., N. Y. City

MacBeth - Evans Glass Co.,

Chamber of Commerce Bldg.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, III.

National Theatre Supply Co.
624 So. Michigan Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Newcomb Mfg. Co., F. J., 42 W
13th St., N. Y. City.

Pearlman, Victor S., 533 S.

Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Pierce Elec. Co.. 215 W. Ran-
dolph St., Chicago, 111.

Rialto Import Co., 135 W. 44th
St., N. Y. City.

Schweitzer Bros., Inc., 2837 W.
Pico St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Shapiro & Aronson, Inc., 20
Warren St., N. Y. City.

Shearer Co., B. F., 2318 2nd
Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Sterling Bronze Co., 18 E. 40th

St., N. Y. City.

Voigt Co., 1743 N. 12th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

FIXTURES, Plumbing

Clow & Sons, James B., 201-299
N. Talman Ave., Chicago, 111.

Crane Co., 836 S. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

Economy Plumbing Co., 4646
Holly Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.

Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis.

Mott Iron Works, J. L., 369 Lex-
ington Ave., N. Y. City.

Pennsylvania Plumbing & Heat-
ing Co., 351 W. 38th St., N. Y.
City.

Standard Sanitary Mfg. Co.,
Mfrs. Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Wheeling Sanitary Mfg. Co., W.
4th St., Wheeling, W. Va.

FLAG MAKERS
(See Advertising Novelties)

Annin Co., 85 5th Ave., N. Y.
City.

Jackson, Henry, 141 Fulton St.,

N. Y. City.

FLASHERS, Electric Sign

Betts Co, James H., Inc., 1391
Sedgwick Ave., N. Y. City.

Fulton Co., E. E, 1018 S.

Wabash Ave, Chicago, 111.

Unscrupulous and Malicious Misrepresentation

an Old and Discredited Art

Refined and Brought Up to Date

A certain large distributor of theatre supplies has recently circulated a statement to

the effect that beaded sound screens are not approved by the manufacturers of the

various sound reproducing systems.

The Da-Lite Screen Company brands this statement to be utterly false and intended

to be misleading in so far as it affects their product. All types of Da-Lite Sound
Screens have been approved at all times since their introduction. Before you spend

your money, investigate. If you cannot buy Da-Lite Screens from your local dealer,

write direct for samples and particulars.

THE DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY,
2723 NORTH CRAWFORD AVENUE CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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General Appliance Corp., 170
Otis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Lu-Mi-Nus Signs, Inc., 2736
Wentworth Ave., Chicago, 111.

Missouri Electric Sign Works,
3926 Washington Blvd., St.

Louis, Mo.
Opalume Sign System, Box 288,

Battle Creek, Mich.
Reynolds Electric Co., 2628 W.
Congress St., Chicago, 111.

Sundh Electric Co., 5 Avenue
C, Newark, N. J.

Time-O-Stat Controls Co., Elk-
'

hart, Ind.

FLOOD LIGHTING
Belson Mfg. Co., 800 Sibley St.,

Chicago, 111.

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 17S0
N. Springfield Ave., Chicago,
111.

Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Curtis Lighting, Inc., 1119 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Edison Lamp Works of General
Electric Co., Nela Park, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

E-J Electric Installation Co.,
155 E. 44th St., N. Y. City.

Hewes-Gotham Co., 520 W 47th
St., New York, N. Y.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Major Equipment Co., Inc.,

4603 Fullerton Ave., Chicago,
111.

Mestrum, Henry, 514 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City.

National Lamp Works, Nela
Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

Reynolds Electric Co., 2628 W.
Congress Ave., Chicago, 111.

Ward, Leonard, Electric Co., Mt.
Vernon, N. Y.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

FLOORING, Mosaic

Howden Tile & Marble Co., 216
E. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

Linomosaic Co., 15 E. 40th St,
N. Y. City.

Mueller Mosaic Co., 160 E. 56th
St., N. Y. City.

Ravenna Mosaics, Inc., 101 Park
Ave., N. Y. City.

FLOORING, Tile

Armstrong Cork & Insulation
Co., 24th St. and Allegheny
River, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Associated Tile Mfrs., Beaver
Falls, Pa.

Bonded Floors Co., Inc., Long
Island City, N. Y.

Kennedy, Inc., David E., 16
E. 52nd St., N. Y. City.

National Floor Tile Co., Mobile,
Ala

Velvetile Floor Co., 231 S. Wells
St., Chicago, 111.

FLOWERS, Artificial

(See Artificial Flowers)

FOOTLIGHTS
(See Lighting, Stage Equip-

ment)

FOUNTAINS, Decorative

Architectural Decorating Co.,

1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
111.

Clow & Sons, James B., 201-299

N. Talman Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321

W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Mott Iron Works, J. L., 369
Lexington Ave., N. Y. City.

Voigt Co., 1743 N. 12th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

FOUNTAINS, Drinking
(See Drinking Fountains)

FRAMES, Poster and
Lobby Display

Adsign, Inc., 845 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Architectural Decorating Co.,

1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
111.

Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
111.

Kraus Mfg. Co., 34 W. 33rd St.,

N. Y. City.

Libman - Spanjer Corp., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.

Lobby Display Frame Corp., 630
9th Ave., N. Y. City.

Markendorff, S., Sons, Inc., 159
W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

Menger, Ring & Weinstein, Inc.,

306 W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Price Brothers, 2644 Maplewood
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Stanley Frame Co., Inc., 727 7th
Ave., N. Y. City.

FUSES, Electric

Chicago Fuse Mfg. Co., Laflin

and 15th Sts., Chicago, 111.

General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

Metropolitan Electric Mfg. Co.,

Boulevard and 14th St., Long
Island City, N. Y.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

GELATINES
Belson Mfg. Co., 800 Sibley St.,

Chicago, 111.

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich.

Central Import Co., 1565 S. Cen-
tral Park Ave., Chicagc. 111.

Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
N. Springfield Ave., Chicago,
111.

Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Curtis Lighting, Inc., 1123 West
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Fish-Schurman Corp., 45 W.
45th St., N. Y. City.

Gelatine Products Co., Inc., 27
6th Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Major Equipment Co., Inc.,

4603 Fullerton Ave., Chicago,
111.

Martin Studios, J. D., 4114 Sun-
set Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Rosco Laboratories, 367 Hud-
son Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Sussfield, Lorsch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

GENERATORS, Motor

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Mil-
waukee, Wis.

Automatic Devices Co., 739
Hamilton St., Allentown, Pa.

Century Electric Co., 1806 Pine
St., St. Louis, Mo.

Fidelity Electric Co., Lancaster,
Pa.

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

Hallberg, J. H., 29 W. 57th St.,

N. Y. City.

Hertner Electric Co., 12694
Elmwood Ave., Cleveland, O.

National Theatre Supply Co.,
624 So. Michigan Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Northwestern Electric Co., 408
S. Hoyne Ave., Chicago, 111.

Roth Bros. & Co., 1400 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

GRILLES, Ticket

Window

(See also Brass Grilles)

Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
111.

Gorham Co., Bronze Division,
Providence, R. I.

Moeschl - Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Price Brothers, 2644 Maplewood
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Triangle Iron Works, Inc., 435
Austin PI., N. Y. City.

Tyler Co., W. S., 3621 Superior
Ave., N. E., Cleveland, Ohio.

Williams, Inc., John, 542 W.
27th St., N. Y. City.

GUMMED LABELS
Columbia Printing Co., 1632 N.
Halsted St., Chicago, 111.

Green, P. A., 52 Rumford Ave.,
Waltham, Mass.

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co., 338
N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, 111.

Neumade Products Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

Stafford Co., N., 96 Fulton St.,

N. Y. City.

HARDWARE, Theatre

Armstrong Studios, Washington
& Vermont, Los Angeles, Cal.

Wm. B. Bolles Anti-Panic Door
Lock Co.. 120 Clinton St., P.
O. Box 600, Milwaukee, Wis.

Channon Mfg. Co., James H.,
223 W. Erie St., Chicago, 111.

Chicago Stage Equip. Co., 55 W.
Wacker Drive, Chicago, 111.

Clancy, Inc., J. R., Syracuse,
N. Y.

Fabric Studios, 4030 Whiteside
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

Great Western Stage Equipment
Co., 817 Holmes St., Kansas
City, Mo.

Henderson & Son, Inc., N. E.,

1320 Race St., Philadelphia,
Pa.

Martin Studios, J. D., 4114 Sun-
set Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Solidhed Track Co., 39 Murray
St., N. Y. City.

Southern California Hardware
& Mfg. Co., Los Angeles.
Calif.

Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin, O.
Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.,

3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Welsh, J. H., 503 W. 43rd St,

N. Y. City.

HEATERS, Organ

Prometheus Elec. Corp., 356 W.
13th St., N. Y. City.

Time-O-Setat Controls Co., Elk-
hart, Ind.

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Mt.
Vernon, N. Y.

HEATERS, Ticket Booth

Kausalite Mfg. Co., 8129
Rhodes Ave., Chicago, 111.

Prometheus Electric Corp., 356
W. 13th St., N. Y. City.

Time-O-Stat Control Co., Elk-
hart, Ind.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

HEATING AND VENTI.
LATING EQUIPMENT

Air Condition Eng. Co., 1523
E. 9th St., Los Angeles, Calif.

American Blower Co., 6004 Rus-
sell St., Detroit, Mich.

American Radiator Co., 40 W.
40th St., N. Y. City.

Arctic Nu-Air Corp., 2101 Ken-
nedy St., N. E., Minneapolis,
Minn.

Autovent Fan & Blower Co.,
1808-1826 No. Kastner Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

Blizzard Sales Co., 1514 Daven-
port St., Omaha, Neb.

Reynolds & Co., B. F., 118 W.
Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

Shearer Co., B. F., 2318 2nd Ave.,
Seattle, Wash.

ET THE FACTS
PROPORTIONAL APERTURE

NEW I M
LENS MOUNTS

PORTANT ITEMSON THESE
GATES — ADJUSTABLE

FILM COOLER
NEW TYPE PROJECTOR STABILIZER

COMBINATION EFFECT PROJECTOR — MOTOR DRIVEN
EFFECTS — DE-LUXE REWINDS
CHICAGO CINEMA EQUIPMENT CO.

1736-54 N. SPRINGFIELD AVE. MANUFACTURERS OF BOOTH, STAGE, AND ORCHESTRA EQUIPMENT

M**>
&
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Carrier Engineering Corp., 850
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N.J.

Clarage Fan Co., 619 Porter St.,

Kalamazoo, Mich.
Clow & Sons, James B., 201-299

N. Talman Ave., Chicago, 111.

Cooling & Air Conditioning
Corp., The, 11 W. 42nd St.,

N. Y. City.

Lakeside Company, 223 Main
St., Hermanville, Mich.

Sodemann Heat & Power Co.,

2306 Morgan St., St. Louis,
Mo.

Sturtevant Co., B. F., Hyde
Park, Boston, Mass.

Supreme Heater & Ventilating
Corp., 1915 Pine St., St. Louis,
Mo.

Tvphoon Fan Co., 345 W. 39th
St., N. Y. City.

Wittenmeier Machinery Co., 750
N. Spaulding Ave., Chicago, 111.

Woodling. Miner D., 810 Mid-
land Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

HEATING SYSTEMS,
Coal

(See Furnaces, Coal Burning
and Heating and Ventilating

Equipment)

HEATING SYSTEMS,
Oil

(See Oil Burning Equipment)

HERALDS, Novelty

Filmack Co., 838 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Hennegan Co., The, 311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Pace Press, Inc., 207 W. 25th
St., N. Y. City.

HOLDERS, Ticket
(See Ticket Choppers and

Holders)

HORN TOWERS
Gates Radio & Supply Co., 115 No.

4th St., Quincy, 111.

Littleford Bros., 504 E. Pearl St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

HORNS AND SPEAKERS
Amplion Corp. of America, 133 W.

21st St., New York City.

Best Manufacturing Co., 1200

Grove St., Irvington, N. J.

Kersten Radio Equipment, Inc.,

Kalamazoo, Mich.
Macv Manufacturing Corp., 1451

39th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Operadio Manufacturing Co . St.

Charles, 111.

Racon Electric Co., Inc., 18 Wash-
ington PI., New York City.

Radio Receptor Co., 106 Seventh
Ave., New York City.

The Rola Company, 2570 Superior
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

Silver Marshall, Inc., 6041 W. 65th

St., Chicago, 111.

Wright-De Coster, Inc., St. Paul,

Minn.

INCANDESCENT
LAMPS

(See Lamps, Mazda*

INDUSTRIAL FILMS
Producers of

Alexander Film Co., Colorado
Springs, Colo.

Brav Prod., 729 7th Ave., N. Y.
City.

Capitol Projector & Film Co.,

612 N. Michigan Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Carlson Studios, 3820 Broadway,
Chicago, 111.

Carpenter-Goldman, 161 Harris
Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.

Carter Cinema Producing Corp.,

551 5th Ave., N. Y. City.

Central Film, 729 7th Ave., N. Y.
City.

Chapel Cinema Arts, 1820 Wyan-
dotte St., Kansas City, Mo.

Cine Art Prod., 6 E. 46th St., N.
Y. City.

Colorcraft Corp., 122 E. 42nd St.,

N. Y. City.
Electrical Research Products,

Inc., 250 W. 57th St., N. Y.
City.

Elhs, Carlye, 130 W. 46th St.,

N. Y. City.

Fox Film Corp., 850 10th Ave.,
N. Y. City.

Great Western Film Labora-
tories, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Harcol M. P. Industries, 610
Barrone St., New Orleans, La.

Holmes, Burton, 7510 N. Ash-
land Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kodascope Editing & Titling
Service and Kodascope Libra-
ries, 350 Madison Ave., N. Y.
City.

Long, S. C, Laboratories, 26
Golden Gate Ave., San Fran-
cisco, Calif.

Melkon M. P. Lab., 13 Stanhope
St., Boston, Mass.

Merdon Films, 1650 Broadway,
N. Y. City.

Missouri Film Labs., 109 W.
18th St., Kansas City, Mo.

McCurdy Films, 56th St. &
Woodland Ave., Philadelphia,
Pa.

Olvmpic Film Studios, 2419 2nd
Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Paramount, Paramount Bldg.,
N. Y. City.

Pathe, 35 W. 45th St., N. \

.

City.

Pathescope Co., 35 W. 42nd St.,

N. Y. City.
Picture Service Corp., 74 Sher-
man Ave., Long Island City,

N. Y., and 217 W. Illinois St.,

Chicago, III.

Pinkney Film, 1028 Forbes St.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ross, Herman, Enterprises, Inc.,

622 9th Ave., N. Y. City.
Spoor and Abbe Film Corp.,

1345 Argyle St., Chicago, 111.

Standard M. P. Service, 1906 S.

Vermont Ave., Los Angeles.
Salif.

Stanley Adv. Co., 220 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.

Strickland Industrial Films, 163
Walton St., N. W., Atlanta,
Ga.

United Projectors Film Corp.,
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Visuagraphic Pictures, 247 Park
Ave., N. Y. City.

Worldscope M. Pictures, 111 W.
18th St., Kansas City, Mo.

INK AND PENCIL
SLIDES

A. B. Slide Studios, Stillwell

Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.

Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madi-
son St., Chicago, 111.

Kansas City Slide Mfg. Co.,

15th and Trfeost Sts., Kansas
City, Mo.

Radio Mat Slide Co., Inc., 167
W. 48th St., N. Y. City.

Standard Slide Corp., 228 W.
56th St., N. Y. City.

Weber Co., F„ 1220 Buttonwood
St., Philadelphia, Pa.

The last word in SOUND SCREEN UNITS has been perfected by the

ARMSTRONG STUDIOS, Inc.
1717 CORDOVA STREET LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

The new ARTONE SOUND SCREEN UNIT enables the Projectionist in booth, by pressing a button, to

obtain any size screen desired instantly by iris movement, without any manual operation.

COMPLETE CONTROL BY EITHER

PROJECTIONIST OR STAGE ELECTRICIAN, OR BOTH
STANDARD to MOVIETONE, MAGNASCOPE or GRANDEUR, or vice-versa in any order desired.

See our full sized working model, Thirty-two (32') feet high by Sixty (60') feet wide, in operation at our new studio

located one-half block from FILM ROW, near WASHINGTON and VERMONT. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. We welcome
visits from all Projectionists and Technical heads interested in this new device.

ENTIRE UNIT, WHICH IS ALL STEEL CONSTRUCTION, CAN BE COUNTERWEIGHTED AND
HANDLED SAME AS ORDINARY CURTAIN

Designers and Producers of Modern Stage

ment for the Better Theatres.

per cent of all the Pacific Coast Theatres

ipped by us during the past four years.

ARMSTRONG STVDIOS
1717 CORDOVA STREET

INCORPORATED
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
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INSPECTION TABLES
Atlas Metal Works, 2601 Alamo

St., Dallas, Texas.
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Duplex Motion Picture Indus-
tries, 74 Sherman Ave., Long
Island City, N. Y.

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

General Fireproofing Co., The,
1733 S. Los Angeles St, Los
Angeles, Calif.

Neumade Products Corp., 440 W.
42nd St., New York, N. Y.

LAMP DIP COLORING

Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 55

W. Wacker Drive, Chicago,
111.

Fulton Co., E. E„ 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Gelatine Jroducts Co., Inc., 27

6th Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Hewes-Gotham Co., 520 W. 47th

St., New York, N. Y.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Sta^e Lighting Co., Inc.. 321

W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.

Rosco Laboratories, 367 Hud-
son Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Technical Colof & Chemical
Works, 523 Third Ave., Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

LAMPS, Arc

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348

St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750

N. Springfield Ave., Chicago,

111.

Chicago State Lighting Co., 112

N. La Salle St., Chicago, III.

Cinema Studios Supply Corp.,

1438 Beachwood Drive, Holly-

wood, Cal.

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.,

564 W. Randolph St., Chicago,

111.

General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady. N. Y.

Gennert, Inc., G., 24-26 E. 13th

St., N. Y. City.

Hall & Connolly, 24 Vandam St.,

N. Y. City.

International Projector Corp.,

90 Gold St., N. Y. City.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321

W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

McAuley Mfg. Co., J. E., 554

W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.

Strong Elec. Co., 2501 La-
grange St., Toledo, Ohio.

LAMPS, Mazda

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348

St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
N. Springfield Ave., Chicago,
111.

Edison Lamp Works of General
Electric Co., Nela Park, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

National Lamp Works, Nela
Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

Westinghouse Lamp Co., 150
Broadway, N. Y. City.

LAMPS, Mazda Pro-

jection

Edison Lamp Works of General
Electric Co., Nela Park, Cleve- .

land, Ohio.
Gennert, Inc., G., 24-26 E. 13th

St., N. Y. City.

International Projector Corp., 90
Gold St., N. Y. City.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321

W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

National Lamp Works, Nela
Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

Westinghouse Lamp Co., 150
Broadway, N. Y. City.

LAMPS, Low Amperage
Reflector Arc

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,

7348 St. Aubin St., Detroit,
Mich.

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.,

564 W. Randolph St., Chicago,
111.

Hall & Connolly, 24 Vandam St..

N. Y. City.

International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City.
International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

McAuley Mfg. Co., J. E., 554
W. Adams St., Chicago, III.

Perfection Arc Co., Inc., 711
Wells St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Strong Elec. Co., The, 2501 La-
grange St., Toledo, Ohio.

LANTERN SLIDES
Bache, Semon & Co., 636 Green-
wich St., N. Y. City.

Eest Devices Co., 1514 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.

General Transparent Co., Chi-
cago, 111.

Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Newton, C. I., 244 W. 14th St.,

N. Y. City.

Spencer Lens Co., 19 Doat St.,

Bufifalo, N. Y.

LAQUER, Film

Rosco Laboratories, 367 Hudson
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

LEADERS, Film

National Screen Service, Inc.,

126 W. 46th St., N. Y. City;

aiso Chicago, 111., and Los
Angeles, Calif.

Neumade Products Corp., 440

W. 42nd St.. N. Y. City.

LENSES, Motion Picture

Camera

Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madi-
son St., Chicago, 111.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 653
St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.

Bell & HowellCo., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Gennert, Inc., G., 24-26 E. 13th
St., N. Y. City.

Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

Mitchell Camera Corp., 6025
Santa Monica Blvd., Los An-
geles, Calf.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

Willoughbys, 110 W. 32nd St..

N. Y. City.

LENSES, Projection

Bache Co., Semon, 636 Green-
wich St., N. Y. City.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 653
St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,

7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich.

Goerz American Optical Co., C.

P., 317 E. 34th St., N. Y. City.
Grundlach Mfg. Corp., 739 Clin-

ton Ave., South, Rochester,
N. Y.

Instruments, Ltd., 240 Spark
St., Ottawa, Can.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Kollmorgen Optical Corp., 767
Wythe Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

National Theatre Supply Co.,
624 So. Michigan Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Selsi Co., Inc., 153 W. 23rd
. St., N. Y. City.
Spencer Lens Co., 19 Doat St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
Sussfeld. Lorch & Schimmel,

153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.
Wollensak Optical Co., 872 Hud-

son Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

LIGHTING, Stage Equip-
ment

Belson Mfg. Co., 800 Sibley St.,

Chicago, 111.

IMP0SSIBLE-T0-STALL-0R-JAM

NEW-TIFFIN

CURTAIN-CONTROL

STARTS, STOPS, OR RE-
VERSES AT ANY POINT

$cemcStudios -u"°n

Detailed
Description

Upon
Request

rifFIN.OHIO Request

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
N. Springfield Ave., Chicago,
111.

Curtis Lighting, Inc., 1119 West
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Cutler-Hammer, Inc., 12th St. &
St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

Duplex Stage Lighting 'Co., 334
W. 44th St., N. Y. City.

Great Western Stage Equip. Co.,

817 Holmes St., Kansas City,

Mo.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand

Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kligel Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Listenwalter & Gough, 819 E.
1st St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.

Mestrum, Henry, 514 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City.

Modern Copper & Metal Works,
2671 S. Vermont, Los Ange-
les, Calif.

Pollard Co., Wm., 2331 Kindred
St., Long Island City, N. Y.

Reynolds Electric Co., 2628 W.
Congress Ave., Chicago, 111.

Ward-Leonard Electric Co., 31
South St., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

LIGHTING AND
POWER PLANTS

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Mil-
waukee, Wis.

Continental Electric Co., Inc.,

140 Liberty St., N. Y. City.

Crane Co., The, 836 S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Delco Light Co., 304 N. Taylor
St., Dayton, Ohio.

Enslen Hydro & Electric Co.,

Inc., 1600 Broadway, N. Y.
City.

General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

Kohler Co., Kohler, Wise.
Roth Bros. Co., 1400 W. Adams

St., Chicago, 111.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

LIGHTING & POWER
PLANTS, Portable

Alexander, Inc., Harry, 20 W.
34th St., N. Y. City.

Delco Light Co., 304 N. Taylor
St., Dayton, Ohio.

Enslen Hydro & Electric Co.,

Inc., 1600 Broadway, N. Y.
City.

Homelite Corp., Grand Central
Terminal, N. Y. City.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

LIGHTS, Orchestra

Belson Mfg. Co., 800 Sibley St.,

Chicago, 111.

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
N. Springfield Ave., Chicago,
111.

Chicago Electric Sign Co., 2219
W. Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.

Curtis Lighting, Inc., 1119 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Gallagher Orch. Equip., 616 W.
Elm St., Chicago, 111.

Kausalite Mfg. Co., 8129 Rhodes
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St.. N. Y. City.
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LIGHTS, Spot
(See Spotlights)

LIGHTS, Studio

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348

St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Cinema Studios Supply Corp.,

1438 Beechwood Drive, Holly-

wood, Calf.

Cooper Hewitt Electric Co., 410

8th St., Hoboken, N. J.

General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

Hall & Connolly, 24 Vandam
St., N. Y. City.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321

W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Nestrum, Henry, 514 W. 46th

St., N. Y. City.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

LINKS, Fusible

Corbin, P. & F., 60 W. Lake St.,

Chicago, 111.

Globe Automatic Sprinkler Co.,

250 Park Ave., N. Y. City.

Metropolitan Elec. Mfg. Co.,

Boulevard and 14th St., Long
Island City, N. Y.

Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,

Ohio.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.

Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

LINOLEUM
(See Floor Coverings)

LIQUID SOAP & SOAP
CONTAINERS

Best Chemical Co., 833-37 N.
17th St., Allentown, Pa.

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Huntington Laboratories, Inc.,

913 E. Tipton St., Hunting-
ton, Ind.

Rochester Germicide Co., Dow-
ling Place., Rochester, N. Y.

West Disinfecting Co., Barn St.,

Long Island City, N. Y.

LOBBY DECORATIONS
Doty & Scrimbeour Sales Co.,

Inc., 148 Duaane St., N. Y.
City.

Libman - Spanjer Corp., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.

McCallum Decorative Corp., 135
7th St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mandel Bros., Inc., State & Mad-
ison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Old Glory Mfg. Co., 210 W. Van
Buren St., Chicago, 111.

LOBBY DISPLAY
FRAMES

(See Frames, Poster and Lobby
Display)

LOBBY FURNITURE
Bing & Co.'s Successors, Inc.,

Ferdinand, 67 Irving Place,
N. Y. City.

Dow Co.. The, 201 N. Buchanan
St., Louisville, Ky.

Ficks Reed Co., 424 Findlay St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Heywood-Wakefield Co., 174
Portland St., Boston, Mass.

Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.

: Shearer Co., B. F., 2318 2nd Ave.,
Seattle, Wash.

LOBBY SEATS, Stone

Architectural Decorating Co.,

1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
111.

Clow & Sons, James B., 201-299

N. Talman Ave., Chicago, 111.

Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, III.

LOCKS, BOLTS, Panic
Door

Bolles Anti-Panic Door Lock
Co., The Wm. B., 120 Clinton
St., P. O. Box 600, Milwaukee,
Wis.

Corbin, P. & F., 60 W. Lake St.,

Chicago, 111.

Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co., New
Britain, Conn.

Sargent & Co., New Haven,
Conn.

Steffens-Amberg Co., 260-268
Morris Ave., Newark, N. J.

LUBRICANTS, Oil

Blue Stal Products Co., Inc.,

264 Wyckoff St., Brooklyn.
N. Y.

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

International Metal Polish Co.,

Quill St. and Belt R. R., In-
dianapolis, Ind.

International Projector Corp.,
90 Gold St., N. Y. City.

MARBLE, Artificial

Chicago Art Marble Co., 2883
Hillock Ave., Chicago, 111.

Comolli & Co., John, 85 5th Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Henry Marble Co., 3208 Shields
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Vitrolite Co., The, 133 W. Wash-
ington St., Chicago, 111.

MARBLE, Natural
Appalachian Marble Co., Knox-

ville, Tenn.
Bing & Co.'s Successors, Inc.,

Ferdinand, 67 Irving Place,

N. Y. City.

Clow & Sons, James B., 201-299

N. Talman Ave., Chicago, 111.

Concord Slate, Marble & Tile

Corp., 229 Bowery, N. Y. Citv
United Marble Co., Rutland, Vt.

Vermont Marble Co., Proctor,

Vt.

MARQUEES, Theatre
(See Canopies)

MAT SERVICE
(See Service, Mat)

'mats and runners
American Standard Mfg. Co.,

2266 Archer Ave., Chicago, 111.

Getman Leather Products Co.,

109 Pearl St., Oshkosh, Wis.
Heywood-Wakefield Co., 174

Portland St., Boston, Mass.
McCallum Decorative Corp., 135

7th St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Mat Co., F. A., 230 Fifth Ave.,
N. Y. City.

Pick & Co., Albert, 1200 W.
35th St., Chicago, 111.

Quaker City Rubber Co., 629
Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.

MAZDA LAMP PRO-
JECTION

(See Projection, Mazda Lamp)
MAZDA LAMPS
(See Lamps, Mazda)

P
YROLOID
REMIUMS
RODUCE
ROFITS

DRESSERWARE NIGHTS

COLORS

JADE
PEARL
and
ROSE
PEARL

4
PLANS

26 WEEKS
30 WEEKS
36 WEEKS

11 Vi CENTS
12'/2 CENTS
13»/2 CENTS

Colored Heralds, imprinted free. Free coupons.
12 colored Window Cards, imprinted free. Mat

free. Trailer loaned 4 weeks. No charge.

"Buy direct from the Manufacturer and you will
not have to worry about delivery."

PYROLOID SALES CO.
ATHOL, MASS.

"SALESMEN IN EVERY STATE"

METAL NUMBERS,
Letters

American Art Works, Coshoc-
ton, Ohio.

Arcus Ticket Co., 348 N. Ash-
land Ave., Chicago, 111.

Milwaukee Corrugating Co.,

36th Ave. and Burnham St.,

Milwaukee, Wis.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay

Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Sargent & Co., New Haven,
Conn.

Price Brothers, 2644 Maplewood
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Smith Wire & Iron Works, F.

P., 2340 Clybourn Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Stafford Co., N., 96 Fulton St.,

N. Y. City.

METERS, Film
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Duplex M. P. Industries. 74
Sherman Ave., Long Island
City, N. Y.

Gennert, Inc., G., 24 E. 13th

St., N. Y. City.

Neumade Products Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

Willoughbys, 110 W. 32nd St.,

N. Y. City.

MIRRORS
Albano Co., The, 309 E. 46th

St., N. Y. City.

Bache & Co., Semon, 636 Green-
wich St., N. Y. City.

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,

7348 St. Aubin St., Detroit,

Mich.
Lobby Display Frame Corp., 723

7th Ave., N. Y. City.

Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Markendorff Sons, Inc., S., 159

W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

Metalarts Studios, 451 E. Ohio
St., Chicago, 111.

Newcomb Mfg. Co., F. J., 42 W.
13th St., N. Y. City.

Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Rawson & Evans Co., 710-712
West Washington Blvd., Chi-
cago, 111.

Selso Co., Inc., 153 W. 23rd St.,

N. Y. City.

Voigt Co., 1743 North 12th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

MOTH SPRAY
(See Disinfectants and Sprays)

MOTION PICTURE
CABLE

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.

International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City.
International Projector Corp.,

Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City.

Rockbestos Products Corp., P.
O. Drawer 1102, New Haven,
Conn.

MOTOR GENER-
ATORS

(See Generators, Motor)

MOTORS, Electric
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Mil-
waukee, Wis.

Automatic Devices Co., 739
Hamilton St., Allentown, Pa.

Century Electric Co., 1806 Pine
St., St. Louis, Mo.

Fidelity Electric Co., Lancaster,
Pa.
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General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

Hertner Elec. Co., 12694 Elm-
wood Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

Howell Elec. Motor Co.. Howell,
Mich.

Reynolds Elec. Co., 2628 West
Congress St., Chicago, 111.

Roth Bros. & Co., 1400 West
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

Wagner Electric Corp., 6400
Plymouth Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,

E. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wiggington Co., 434 N. Church

St., Kalamazoo, Mich.

MOUNTINGS, Poster

Milwaukee Corrugating Co.,

35th Ave. and Burnham St.,

Milwaukee, Wis.
National Card, Mat & Board

Co., 4318 Carroll Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Reliable Poster Mfg. Co., 449
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

MUSIC STANDS, Or-
chestra

Channon Mfg. Co., J. H., 223 W.
Erie St., Chicago, 111.

Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
N. Springfield Ave., Chicago.
111.

Gallagher Orch. Equip., 616 W.
Elm St., Chicago, 111.

Kimball Co., W. W., 306 South
Wabash Ave. Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321

W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Modern Copper & Metal Works,
2671 S. Vermont St., Los •

Angeles, Calif.

OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 653

St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash

Ave., Chicago, 111.

Fish-Schurman Corp., 45 W.
45th St., N. Y. City.

Goerz American Optical Co., C.

P., 317 E. 34th St., N. Y. City.

Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 F.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

Kliegl Bros., Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Kollmorgen Optical Corp., 767
Wythe Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Newton, Chas. I., 244 W. 14th
St., N. Y. City.

Spencer Lens Co., 19 Doat Ct.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
Sussfield, Lorsch & Schimmel,

153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

Wollensak Optical Co., 872 Hud-
son Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

ORCHESTRA LIFTS
Bruckner-Mitchell, 252 W. 22nd

St., N. Y. City.

Clark, Inc., Peter, 544 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.

Curtis Pneumatic Machinery
Co., 1944 Kienlert Ave., St.

Louis, Mo.
Warsaw Elevator Co., Warsaw

N. Y.

ORGAN BLOWERS
Kinetic Engineering Co., Lans-
downe, Pa.

Page Organ Co., 519 N. Jackson
St., Lima, Ohio.

Spencer Turbine Co., Hartford,
Conn.

Zephyr Electric Organ Blower
Co., Orrville, Ohio.

ORGAN HEATERS
(See Heaters, Organ)

ORGAN LIFTS
Bartola Musical Instrument Co.,

Oshkosh, Wis.
Bruckner-Mitchell, 532 W. 22nd

St., N. Y. City.

Clark, Inc., Peter, 544 W. 30th

St., N. Y. City.

Curtis Pneumatic Machinery
Co., 1944 Kienlert Ave., St.

Louis, Mo.
Gallagher Orchestra Equip Co.,

616 W. Elm St., Chicago, 111.

Otis Elevator Co., 26th St. and
11th Ave., N. Y. City.

Warsaw Elevator Co., Warsaw,
N. Y.

ORGAN SEATS
Howard Organ Seat Co., De

Kalb, 111.

Kimball Co., W. W., 306 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Welte-Mignon Corp., 665 Fifth

Ave., N. Y. City.

ORGANS, Theatre

Austin Organ Co., Hartford,
Conn.

Cremora Organ Company, Chi-
cago, 111.

E. E. Fulton Co., 1018 S.

Wabash, Chicago, 111.

Estey Organ Co., Estey St.,

Brattleboro, Vt.
Gottfried Co., The A., 19th and

Myrtle Sts., Erie, Pa.
Hall Organ Co., 680 Campbell

Ave., West Haven, Conn.
Hillgreen Lane & Co., Alliance,

Ohio.
Kilgen & Sons, Inc., Geo., 4024
Union Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.

Kimball Co., W. W., 306 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Leatherman, F. H., 150 Walton
St., Atlanta, Ga.

Link Co., The, 183 Water St.,

Binghamton, N. Y.
Marr & Colton Co., Warsaw,
N. Y.

Maxey-Bartola Organ Co., Osh-
kosh, Wis.

Moller Co., M. P., Hagerstown,
Md.

National Theatre Supply Co.,

624 So. Michigan Ave., Chi-

cago, 111.

Morton, Robert, Organ Co., 29
Pine St., N. Y. City.

Seeburg Co., J. P., 1510 Dayton
St., Chicago, 111.

Ward-Leonard Electric Co., 31

South St., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Welte-Mignon Corp., 665 Fifth

Ave., N. Y. City.

Wurlitzer Co., The Rudolph, 121

East 4th St., Cincinnati, O.

OZONE ELECTRIC
MACHINES

Bohn Electric Co., C. C, 55
West 46th St., N. Y. City.

Carrier Engineering Corp., 850
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N. J.

Reed Engineering Company, 50
Church St., N. Y. City.

PAINT, Plastic

California Stucco Products Co.
of Mo., 2039 E. 19th St., Kan-
sas City, Mo.

Craftex Co., The, 37 Antwerp
St., Boston, Mass.

Nephi Plaster & Mfg. Co., 907
Continental Bk. Bldg., Salt

Lake City, Utah.

LIBMAN-SPANJER
CORPORATION

Theatre Decorators

Designers and Builders

of

Quality Frames and

Ticket Selling Booths
for

THEATRES-BALLROOMS
etc.

C. E. COCKEFAIR
Manager

Phones

:

Chickering 5550-5551

1600 Broadway New York City

"Qet Our Estimate and Compare"

PAINTINGS, Lobby Dis-

play
Doty & Schimgeour Sales Co.,

Inc., 148 Duane St., N. Y.
City.

Gescheidt & Co., Jacob, 142 East
43rd St., N. Y. City.

McCallum Decorative Corp., 135
Seventh St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

PAINTS, Theatre Interior

Morgan Co., Chicago Civic
Opera Bldg., Chicago, 111.

PANEL BOARDS
Lighting

Adam Electric Co., Frank, 3649
Windsor PI., St. Louis, Mo.

Bull Dog Sales, 1223 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 West
Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Metropolitan Elec. Mfg. Co.,
14th and Boulevard, Long
Island City, N. Y.

Mutual Elec. Machine Co., 7610
Jos. Compeau Ave., Detroit,
Mich.

Wurdack Elec. Mfg. Co., Wm.,
4444 Clayton Ave., St. Louis,
Mo.

PEANUT ROASTERS &
POPCORN MACHINES

Cretors & Co., C, 612 W. 22nd
St., Chicago, 111.

Holcomb & Hoke Mfg. Co., 1545
Van Buren St., Indianapolis,
Ind.

National Sales Mfg. Co., 527
Keoway, Des Moines, la.

Star Mfg. Co., 4569-71 Swan
St., St. Louis. Mo.

Talbot Mfg. Co., 1213 Chestnut St.,

St. Louis, Missouri.

PENCILS, Slide

Blaisdell Pencil Co., 141 Berk-
ley St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PERFORATORS, Film
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Duplex Motion Picture Indus-
tries, 74 Sherman Ave., Long
Island City, N. Y.

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
N. Y.

PHOTO-ELECTRIC
CELLS

Arcturus Radio Tube Co., 720
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N. J.

GM Laboratories, 1804 Grace St.,

Chicago, 111.

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corp.,( 333 No.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

Telephoto Corp., Inc., 133 W. 19
St., N. Y. City.

PICKUP NEEDLES
Brilliantone Steel Needle Co. of
America, Inc., 370 Seventh Ave.,

New York City.

Silman Distributing Co., 620 Grant
St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Wall-Kane Needle Co., 3922 14th

Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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PICKUPS

Best Manufacturing Co., 1200

Grove St., Irvington, N. J.

Webster Electric Co., Racine, Wis.

Audak Company, 565-5th Ave.,

New York City.

PLASTER ORNAMENTS
American Sculpture Co., 20 E.

42nd St., N. Y. City.

Architectural Decorating Co.,

1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,

Best' Chemical Co., 833-37 Norfh

17th St., Allentown, Pa.

Caprom. P. P., & Bro^ Inc.,

1940 Washington St., Boston,

Holdsworth Bros., 256 W. 57th

St., N. Y. City.

Jennens, W. H., Mfg. Co., 1011

E. 23d St., Kansas City, Mo.

National Plastic Relief Mfg. Co.,

907 Evans St., Cincinnati,

Ohio.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay Aye.

and N. & W. R. R-, Cincin-

nati, Ohio.
Rickert & Son, J. B., 322 i>.

Citrus Ave., Los Angeles,

Calif.

Voigt Co., 1743 North 12th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

PLASTERING, ARCHI-
TECTURAL

Architectural Decorating Co.,

1600 Jefferson St., S., Chicago,

Architectural Plastering Co., 624

First Ave., N. Y. City.

Bullivant-Lingg Co., 35 S. Dear-

born St., Chicago, 111.

Continental Plastering Co., 1934

Commerce St., Philadelphia,

Pa.
Jacobson & Co., 241 E. 44th St.,

N. Y. City.

Jennens. W. H., Mfg. Co.. 1011

E. 23d St., Kansas City, Mo.
Neumann & Even, 329 E. 47th

St., N. Y. City.

Rickert & Son, J. B., 322 S. Cit-

rus Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

POSTER ART SERVICE

Poster Design Service, Inc., 729

Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

POSTER LIGHTS

General Outdoor Adv. Co., 550

W. 57th St., N. Y. City.

Kliegl Bros., Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co.. Inc., 321

W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Spencer Lens Co., 19 Doat St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
Voigt Co.. 1743 North 12th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

POSTER PASTE
General Outdoor Adv. Vo., 550

W. 57th St., N. Y. City.

POSTERS, Advertising

Artcraft Lithograph & Printing

Co., 110 7th Ave., N. Y. City.

Edwards & Deutsch Lithograph-
ing Co., 2330 S. Wabash Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

Filmack Co., 838 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

General Outdoor Adv. Co., 550
W. 57th St., N. Y. City.

Grinnell Lithographic Co., Inc.,

406 W. 31st St., N. Y. City.

Hennegen Co., The, 311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Inter-City Press, 10 Ferry St.,

N. Y. City.

Morgan Lithograph Co., Cleve-

land, Ohio.

Runey Show Print Co .
Runey

Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43rd
St., N. Y. City.

U. S. Printing & Lithographing
Co., 85 N. Third St., Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

PRINTERS, Film
Machine

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Duplex Motion Picture Indus-
tries, 74 Sherman Ave., Long
Island City, N. Y.

PROGRAMS & COVERS
(See also Printing, Theatre)

Derby Press, The, 1799 Jerome
Ave., N. Y. City.

Exhibitors Program Co., 1006
Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filmack Co., 838 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Globe Type Foundry, 956-958
W. Harrison St., Chicago, 111.

Grinnell Lithographic Co., Inc.,

406 W. 31st St., N. Y. City.
Hennegan Co., The, 311 Genesee

St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Hoover & Sons Co., Jos., 49th
and Market Sts., Philadelphia,
Pa.

National Program & Printing
Co., 729 S. Wabash Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Pace Press, Inc., 207 W. 25th
St., N. Y. City.

PROJECTION MA-
CHINE PARTS

Baird Motion Picture Machine
Co., 31 Runyon St., Newark,
N. J.

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.,

564 W. Randolph St., Chicago,
111.

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

International Projector Corp., 90

^Gold St., N. Y. City.

Ivaplan, Sam, 729 Seventh Ave.,

N. Y. City.

PROJECTORS, Portable

Bass Camera Co., 179 West
Madison St., Chicago, 111.

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Capitol Machine Co., 100 E.

42nd St., N. Y. City.

De Vry Corp., The, 1111 Center
St., Chicago, 111.

Duplex Motion Picture Indus-
eries, 74 Sherman Ave., Long
Island City, N. Y.

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564
W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

Fish-Schurman Corp., 45 W.
45th St., N. Y. City.

Gennert, Inc., G., 24-26 E. 13th

St., N. Y. City.

Goerz American Optical Co.,

C. P., 317 E. 34th St., N. Y.
City.

Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E.

42nd St., N. Y. City.

Hewes-Gotham Co., 520 W. 47th
St., New York, N. Y.

Holmes Projector Co., 1639 N.
Halsted St., Chicago, 111.

International Projector Corp.,
Acme Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City.

Super High Intensity Projection Lamp
For Standard or Wide Film

With Special 6 or 7-inch Condensers — Standard
Equipment in the Best Theatres All Over the World

HALL & CONNOLLY, Inc.
24 VAN DAM STREET NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
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Pathescope Co., Aeolian Bldg..

35 W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

Spencer Lens Co., 19 Doat St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
Victor Animatograph Co., 527

W. 4th St., Davenport, Iowa.

PROJECTORS, Standard

Coxsackie Holding Corp., Cox-
sackie, N. Y.

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564

W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.

National Theatre Supply Co.,
624 So. Michigan Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Sheares Co., B. F., 2318 Second
Ave., Seattle, Washington.

PROJECTORS, Wide Film

International Projection Corp.,
90 Gold St., N. Y. City.

RACKS, Developing
Corcoran, Inc., A. J., 753 Jersey

Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

Gennert, Inc., G., 24-26 E. 13th

St., N. Y. City.

RAILS, Rope
Ajax Rope Co., Inc., 117 Liberty

St., N. Y. City.

American Mfg. Co., Noble and
West Sts., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Pick & Co., Albert, 1200 W.
35th St., Chicago, 111.

Price Brothers, 2644 Maplewood
Ave., Chicago, 111.

RECTIFIERS, Alternat-
ing Current

Automatic Devices Co., 739
Hamilton St., Allentown, Pa.

Forest Electric Corp., New and
Wilsey Sts., Newark, N. J.

General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

Hall & Connolly, 24 Vandam
St., N. Y. City.

Liberty Electric Corp., Stam-
ford, Conn.

Strong Elec. Co., The, 2501 La-
grange St., Toledo, Ohio.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

REELS, Film Shipping
Projection

Amusement Supply Co., 630 9th
Ave., N. Y. City.

Geometric Stamping Co., 221 E.

131st St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Globe Machine & Stamping Co.,

1250 West 76th St., Cleveland,
Ohio.

Goldberg Bros., 1533-39 Blake
St., Denver, Col.

Llovds Film Storage Corp., 130
W. 46th St., N. Y. City.

Neumade Products Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

Sharlow Bros. Co., 442 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City

Willoughbys, 110 W. 32nd St.,

N. Y. City.

REFLECTORS, Light

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
N. Springfield Ave., Chicago,
III.
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Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. LaSalle St., Chicago, 111.

Curtis Lighting Co., Inc., 1123

W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111

Frink, Inc., I. P., 239 10th Ave.,
N. Y. City.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.

REFLECTORS, Mirror
Arc Lamp

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 653
St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 734S
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.,
564 W. Randolph St., Chicago,
111.

Goerz American Optical Co., C.
P., 317 E. 34th St., N. Y. City.

Hall & Connolly, 24 Vandam
St., N. Y. City.

International Projector Corp.,
90 Gold St., N. Y. City.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

McAuley Mfg. Co., J. E., 554
W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

REFRIGERATING
MACHINERY

American Carbonic Machinery
Co., Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.

Brunswick-Kroeschell Co., New
Brunswick, N. J.

Carbondale Machine Co., Car-
bondale, Pa.

Carrier Engineering Corp., 850
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N-.J-

Cooling & Air Conditioning
Corp., 11 W. 42nd St., N. Y.
City.

General Refrigeration Co., Bel-
oit. Wis.

Gillespie & Tinkham, 3011 S.

San Pedro St., Los Angeles,
Calif.

Shipley Construction & Supply
Co., 42nd St. and Second Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Sodemann Heat & Power Co.,
2306 Morgan St., St. Louis,
Mo.

Wittenmeier Machinery Co., 30
Church St., N. Y. City.

Woodling, Miner D.. 810 Mid-
land Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

York Ice Machinery Co., York,
Pa.

RENOVATORS, Film
Bennett Film Renovator Co.
Kansas City, Kans.

Dworsky Film Mach. Corp.,
61 48th Ave., Long Island
City, N. Y.

Film Renovating Co. of Amer-
ica, Film Center Bldg., N. Y.
City.

Hewes-Gotham Co., 520 W. 47th
St., New York. N. Y.

Rex Film Renovator Mfg. Co.,
73 E. Naghten St., Columbus,
Ohio.

REPLACERS, Incandes-
cent Lamp

Matthews & Bros., W. N., 3722
Forest Park Blvd., St. Louis,
Mo.

Morse, Frank W., 516 Atlantic
. Ave., Boston, Mass.

RESONANT BASES
Gallagher Orchestra Equipment

Co., 616 West Elm St., Chi-
cago, 111.

REWINDERS, Film

Bass Camera Co., 179 West
Madison St., Chicago, 111.

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Best Devices Co., 1514 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
N. Springfield Ave., Chicago,
111.

Duplex Motion Picture Indus-
tries, 74 Sherman Ave., Long
Island City, N. Y. '

Fulton Co., E. E„ 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City.

Neumade Products Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

VYilloughbys, 110 W. 32nd St.,

N. Y. City.

RHEOSTATS
Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348

St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Cutler-Hammer, Inc., The, 12th
St. and Paul Ave., Milwaukee,
Wis.

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Garver Electric Co., Union City,

Ind.

Hertner Electric Co., 12694
Elmwood Ave., Cleveland, O.

Hoffmann & Sons, 387 First
Ave., N. Y. City.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City.
Mestrum, Henry, 514 W. 46th

St., N. Y. City.
Schaeffer Bros., 1059 W. 11th St.,

Chicago, 111.

Ward Leonard Electric Co., 31
South St., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

RIGGING, Stage

Acme Scenic Studios, 1507 N.
Clark St., Chicago, 111.

Armstrong Studios, 1717 Car-
dova St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Bruckner-Mitchell, 532 W. 22nd
St., N. Y. City.

Channon Mfg. Co., J. H., 223
W. Erie St., Chicago, 111.

Chicago Stage Equipment Co.,
55 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago,
111.

J. R. Clancy, Inc., 1010 W. Bel-
den Ave., Syracuse, N. Y.

Clark, Inc., Peter, 544 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.

Econoquipment Mfg. Co., Aki on,
Ohio.

Great Western Stage Equip-
ment Co., 817 Holmes St.,

Kansas City, Mo.
Landish Studios, Inc., 40 Ames

St., Rutherford, N. J.
Lee Lash Studios. 1818-38 Am-
sterdam Ave., N. Y. City.

Martin Studios, J. D., 4114 Sun-
set Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

New York Studios, 328 W. 39th
St., N. Y. City.

Power Studios, Robert E., Film
Ex. Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin,

Ohio.
Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.,

3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo

SAFES, Burglarproof

General Fireproofing Co., The,
1733 S. Los Angeles St., Los
Angeles, Calif.

York Safe & Lock Co., York, Pa.

SCREEN ADJUSTORS
Armstrong Studios, Inc., 1717 Cor-
dova St., Los Angeles, Calif.

J. H. Channon Corp., 223 W. Erie
St., Chicago, 111.

Peter Clark, Inc., 544 W. 30th St.,

New York, N. Y.
Vallen Electrical Co., Akron, O.

SCREENS, Motion
Picture

Da-Lite Screen Co., 2723 N.
Crawford Ave., Chicago, 111.

Diamond Screen Products Co.,

1222 Ontario St., Cleveland,
' Ohio.
Gardiner Co., L. J., 1021 West
Goodale Blvd., Columbus, O.

Martin Studios, J. D., 4114 Sun-
set Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

National Screen Co. 2100 Payne
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

National Theatre Supply Co.,

624 So. Michigan Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Raven Screen Corp., 1476 Broad-
way, N. Y. City.

Walker American Corp., 236 6th
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

SEAT COVERS
(See Covers, Theatre Seat)

SEAT INDICATORS,
Vacant

Acme Electric Const. Co., 407 S.

Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Automatic Electric Co., 1027 W.
Van Buren St., Chicago, 111.

Bilmarjac Corp., 1697 Broadwav.
New York, N. Y.

Eastman Co., Inc., 401 Bienville

St., New Orleans, La.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand

Ave., Chicago, 111.

SEATS, Theatre

American Seating Co., 14 East
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Andrews Co., A. H., 107 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Arlington Seating Co., Arling-
ton Heights, 111.

Gallagher Orchestra Co., 616 W.
Elm St., Chicago, 111.

General Seating Co., 3109 Mon-
trose Ave.. Chicago, 111.

Heywood - Wakefield Co., 174

Portland St., Boston, Mass.
Illinois Theatre Seat Exchange

Co., 1029 S. Wabash Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

National Theatre Supply Co.,

624 So. Michigan Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Shearer Co., B. F., 2318 2nd
Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Stafford Mfg. Co., E. H.. 367
W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.

Steel Furniture Co., 1475 Bu-
chanan Ave., Grand Rapids.
Mich.

Wisconsin Chair Co., Pt. Wash-
ington, Wis.

Wooten-Gedge Co., 7310 Wood-
ward Ave., Detroit, Mich.

SIGNS Changeable
Adsign, Inc., 845 S. Wabash

Ave., Chicago, 111.

California Electric Signs Co.,
3520 S. Main St., Los
Angeles, Calif.

Flash-O-Lite Sales Co.. 110^
Boylson St., Boston, Mass.

Flexlume Corp., 1100 Military
Rd., Buffalo, N. Y.

Ideal Sign Co., Inc., 149 Seventh
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Liberty Mfg. Co., 67-73 W. 44th
St., N. Y. City.

Metal Products, Inc. 462 Fourth
St., Milwaukee, Wise.

Milne Electric Co., 614 Cherry
St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Opalume Sign System, Box 288.
Battle Creek, Mich.

Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43rd
St., N. Y. City.

SKYLIGHTS
Aetna Roofing Co., 240 W. 10th

St., N. Y. City.

American Three-Way Luxfer
Prism Co., 358 Webster Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y.

Sobel & Kraus, Inc., 517 E.
136th St., N. Y. City.

Superior Skylight Co., 95 Web-
ster Ave., Long Island City,
N. Y.

SLIDE MAKING OUT-
FITS

Bass Camera Co., 179 West
Madison St., Chicago, 111.

Gennert, Inc., G, 24-26 E. 13th
St., N. Y. City.

National Studios, Inc., 228 W.
56th St., N. Y. City.

Radio Mat Slide Co., 167 W.
48th St., N. Y. City.

SLIDES, Mat
Bass Camera Co., 179 West
Madison St., Chicago, 111.

Kansas City Slide Mfg. Co., 15th
and Troost Sts., Kansas City,
Mo.

Radio Mat Slide Co., 167 W.
48th St., N. Y. City.

Tablet & Ticket Co., 1015 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

SOUND REPRODUCERS,
Synchronous

Amplion Corp. of America, 133 W.
23rd St., New York City.

Bostone, Inc., Davenport at 16th
St., Omaha, Nebr.

Electrical Research Products, Inc.,

250 W. 57th St., New York City.

Elec-Tro-Fone Corp., 2490 Uni-
versity Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

Enterprise Optical Co., 564 W.
Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

Film Speaker Co., 1305 N. Hudson
St., Oklahoma City, Okla.

Foto-Voice Company, 817 Granby
St., Norfolk, Va.

Gates Radio & Supply Co., 115 N.
4th St., Quincy, 111.

General Talking Pictures Corp.,
218 W. 42nd St., New York City.
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Good-all Electric Mfg. Co., Inc.,

Ogallala, Nebr.

Gries Reproducer Corp., 485 E.

133rd St., New York City.

Kautz Perfectone. Inc., The. 2113

Madison Ave. Norwood, Ohio.

The Lincrophone Co., Inc., 127

Pleasant Ave.. I'tica. N. Y.

Mellaphone Corp.. Rochester The-

atre Bldg.. Rochester, N. Y.

Movie-Phone Corp., 724 So. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago. 111.

Multiphone Corporation, 1600

Broadway, New York Lity.

National Motion-Ad Co., The,

2448 Prairie Ave., Chicago, 111.

National Sound Systems, Inc..

1995 Jerome Ave.. New York.

X. Y.

Oro-Tone Company, 1008 George

St., Chicago, 111.

SPOTLIGHTS

Belson Mfg. Co., 800 Sibley St.,

Chicago, 111.

Best Devices Co., Film Bldg.,

Cleveland, Ohio. (Baby Spot-

light.)

Brenkert Light Proj. Co.. 7348

St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash

Ave., Chicago, 111.

Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750

N. Springfield Ave., Chicago,

111.

Chicago Electric Sign Co., 2219

W. Grand Ave:, Chicago, 111.

Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 55

W. Wacker Drive, Chicago.

111.

Duplex Stage Lighting Co., 334

W. 44th St., N. Y. City.

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Gennert, Inc., G., 24-26 E. 13th

St., N. Y. City.

Hall & Connolly, 24 Vandam
St., N. Y. City.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321

W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603

Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.

Mestrum, Henrv, 514 W. 46th

St., N. Y. City.

National Theatre Supply Co..

624 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

111.

Pollard. Win., 2331 Kindred St.,

Astoria, L. I. City, N. Y.

STAGE EFFECTS
Armstrong Studios, Inc., 1717

Cordova St., Los Angeles,
Calif.

Belson Mfg. Co., 800 Sibley St.,

Chicago, 111.

Brenkert Lieht Projection Co.,

7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,

Mich.

Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
N. Springfield Ave., Chicago,
111.

Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 55
W. Wacker Drive, Chicago,
111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321

W. 50th St., X. Y. City.

Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.

Martin Studios, J. D., 4114 Sun-
set Blvd., Hollywood, Calf.

Mestrum, Henrv, 514 W. 46th
St., X. Y. City.

Novelty Scenic Studios, 340 W.
41st St., X. Y. City.

Yolland Scenic Studios, Inc.,

3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis. Mo.

STAGE SCENERY
Acme Scenic Studios, 1507 N.
Clark St., Chicago, 111.

Armstrong Studios, Inc., 1717

Cordova St., Los Angeles,
Calif.

Beaumont Studios, 443 W. 47th
St., X. Y. City.

Chicago Stage Equip. Co., 55 W.
Wacker Drive, Chicago, 111.

Fabric Studios, 4030 Whiteside
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

Great Wrestern Stage Equip.
Co., 817 Holmes St., Kansas
City, Mo.

Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Martin Studios, J. D., 4114 Sun-
set Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

N. Y. Studios, 328 W. 39th St.,

N. Y. City.

Novelty Scenic Studios, 340 W.
41st St., N. Y. City.

Power Studios, Robert E., Film
Ex. Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin, O.

Twin City Scenic Co., 2819
Nicolett Ave., Minneapolis,
Minn.

United Studios, 14 West Lake
St., Chicago, 111.

Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.,

3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Pacent Reproducer Corp., 91 Sev-
enth Ave., Xew Y'ork City.

Phototone Corp. of America, The,
Xorth Vernon, Indiana.

Powers Cinephone Equipment
Corp., 723 Seventh Ave., New
Ycrk City.

R. C A. Photophone, Inc., 411
Fifth Ave., Xew Y'ork City.

Reiner Mfg. Co., 15 Michigan St.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Royal Amplitone Corp., 109 West
64th St., Xew Y'ork City.

Simplimus, Inc., 67 Church St.,

Boston, Mass.

Star Piano Co. Sales Corp., The,
Richmond, Ind.

Theatre Sound Equipment Co.,

Hope, Arkansas.

Universal Sound Svstem, Inc.,

13th & Cherry Sts., Philadelphia,

Pa.

Yitadisc Co., 130 S. Clinton St.,

Rochester, N. Y.

Weber Machine Corp., 59 Rutter
St.. Rochester, N. Y.

SWITCHBOARDS,
Theatre

Adam Electric Co., Frank, 3649
Windsor PI., St. Louis, Mo.

Edwards Electrical Const. Co.,

70 E. 45th St., N. Y. City.

E.-J. Electrical Installation Co.,

155 E. 44th St., N. Y. City.

General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321

W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Major Equipment Co.. Inc..

4603 Fullerton Ave., Chicago.
111.

Metropolitan Electric Mfg. Co.,
Boulevard and 145th St., Long
Island City, N. Y.

Mutual Elec. & Machine Co.,
7601 Jos. Campeau Ave., De-
troit, Mich.

Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 West
43rd St., N. Y. City.

Trumbull Elec. Co., Plainville,
Conn.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Wurdack Elec. Mfg. Co., Wm.
4444 Clayton Ave., St. Louis,
Mo.

SWITCHES, Automatic

Adam Elec. Co., Frank, 3649
Windsor PI., St. Louis, Mo.

Cutler-Hammer, Inc., 12th St.,

St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
Hart Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.
Hartman Electric Mfg. Co.,

1051 Hall PI., Mansfield, O.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand

Ave., Chicago, III.

Metropolitan Electric Mfg. Co.,
Boulevard and 14th St., Long
Island City, N. Y.

Sundh Electric Co., 5 Ave. C,
Newark, N. J.

Western Electric Co., 195 Broad-
way, N. Y. City.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

SWITCHES, Remote Con-
trol

Cutler-Hammer, Inc., 12th St.,

St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee, Wr
is.

Hart Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.
Hartman Elec. Mfg. Co., 1051

Hall PI., Mansfield, Ohio.

Hoffmann & Soons, 387 First
Ave., N. Y. City.

Hub Elec. Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Metropolitan Electric Mfg. Co.,
Boulevard and 14th St., Long
Island City. N. Y.

Strauss & Co., 616 W. 43rd St.,

N. Y. City.

Ward Leonard Electric Co., 37
South St., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Wurdack Elec. Mfg. Co., Wm.
4444 Clayton Ave., St. Louis,
Mo.

TANKS, Film Developing

Acme Tank Co., 39 Cortlandt
St., N. Y. City.

Corcoran, Inc., A. J., 753 Jersey
Ave., Jersey Ave., N. J.

Duplex Motion Picture Indus-
tries, 74 Sherman Ave., Long
Island, N. Y.

Eagle Tank Co., 2426 N. Craw-
ford Ave., Chicago, 111.

Gennert, Inc., G., 24 E. 13th St.,

N. Y. City.

TELEPHONES, Inter-

Communicating

Automatic Electric Co., 1027 W.
Van Buren St., Chicago, 111.

Couch Co., Inc., S. H., Norfolk
Downs, Quincy, Mass.
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The following list of advertisers in The Showman Section has been prepared
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it correct it cannot be guaranteed igainst possible errors or omissions.

Adam Electric Co., Frank 83
American Seating Company 35

Automatic Devices Company 71

Best Devices Company 66

International Projector Corp

Kausalite Mfg. Co
Kliegl Bros., Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Company, Inc.

Kooler-Aire Engineering Corp

37

98

86

79

40

92

80

78

Boston Rubber Mat Company 66

Brenkert Light Projection Co 57

Lincoln Elec. & Mfg. Company

Carrier Engineering Corporation... 42
Chase & Co., L. C 29
Chicago Cinema Equipment Co.... 88
Chicago Expansion Bolt Co 66
Chicago Uniform & Cap Company....66
Clark, Inc., Peter 81
Corcoran, Inc., A. J 84

Metal Products, Inc
Midwest Ticket & Supply Co., Inc.

Minusa Sound Screen

National Rug Mills, Inc

76

72

34

36
95
53
80
82Da-Lite Screen Company, The 87

Densten Felt & Hair Company 66

National Theatre Supply Co
Netschert, Inc., Frank
Novelty Scenic Studios

Electrical Research Products Inc.. 61

Essannay Electric Mfg. Co 66
Racon Electric Co., Inc
RadiO-Mat Slide Company

91

48

96

Ford Company, The J. B 66
Forest Electric Company 66
Friedley-Voshardt Co 74

Slater, Jr., William
Sosman and Landis
Spencer Turbine Co., The
Standard Mfg. Co
Steel Furniture Co
Strong Electric Corporation, The...

36
34
41

66
52

37

Frost's Veneer Seating Co., Ltd 66
Fulton Company, E. E 31 to 39

Gallagher Orchestra Equipment Co. 37
Garver Electric Co 78
General Electric Co 33
General Register Corporation 50

;

General Seating Co 96
GoldE Mfg. Company 66-73
Guercio & Barthel 96

Torstenson & Company, J. A

Vallen Electrical Co., Inc

90

38
74

69

Hall & Connolly, Inc 93
Hertner Electric Company, The.... 72

Weber Machine Corporation
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co

Yankee Liibric Company
Yates, J. TV

70

63

66
66
68

Horton Manufacturing Co 66

GEB^AR
TH^TER EQUIPMENT

CHANGEOVERS
Quick, snappy, aniet, easily operated, inexpensive

DOUBLE BEARING MOVEMENTS
Perfect alignment. Twice the security tor half the money

IMPROVED EYE SHIELDS
Perfect framing. Bun right reel. Give better shows

ILLUMINATED SIGNS
Change admission price without rhanging whole sign

DELUXE "NO PARKING" SIGNS
Beauty. Strength. Durability

Write for descriptions and prices

GUERCIO & BARTHEL
1016 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago, III.

Telephone Webster 2190 or 2002

RadiO-^W-Mat

EXHIBITORS

Songs. Stunts
Announcements
AdvertisementsCHRISTMAS

can be projected

RADIO-MATS
Easily
Attractively
Economically
with

is the Stationery of the Screen

NO MORE LOOSE CHAIRS!
Firmastone fastens loose theatre chairs to concrete
floors permanently. Simple to use. Chemical
cement—Sets in ten minutes. For further infor-

write us.

GENERAL SEATING COMPANY
3109 Montrose Avenue Chicago, ILL

PROPER
Sources of Supply

An essential to Theatre
Efficiency and Profitable

Showmanship Operation

ADVERTISING mes-
sages of organizations

whose products are

featured in The Showman
are of particular value to

every theatreman. For
Showman advertisers are

the leaders in their field.

The Showman
A Regular Feature of

MOTION PICTURE NEWS
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Dictograph Products Corp., 220
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

Electric Utilities. Inc., 19 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Federal Telephone Mfg. Corp.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
Pettes & Randall Co., 150 Nas-
sau St., N. Y. City.

TEMPERATURE REGU-
LATION SYSTEMS

Carrier Engineering Corp., 850
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N. J.

Kausalite Mfg. Co., S129 Rhodes
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Johnson Service Co., Milwaukee,
Wis.

THEATRE DIMMERS
Adam Electric Co., Frank, 3649
Windsor PI., St. Louis, Mo.

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,

7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,

Mich.

Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 55

W. Wacker Drive, Chicago,

111.

Cutler-Hammer, Inc., 12th St.

and St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee,
Wis.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321

W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Major Equipment Co., 4603 Ful-

lerton Ave., Chicago, 111.

Metropolitan Electric Mfg. Co.,

Boulevard and 14th St., Long
Island City, N. Y.

Ward Leonard Elec. Co., 31

South St., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

THEATRE FRONTS
(See Terra Cotta, Architectural,

and Iron Works, Architectural)

TICKET BOOTHS
(See Booths, Ticket)

TICKET CHOPPERS
AND RACKS

Arcus Ticket Co., 358 N. Ash-
land Ave., Chicago, 111.

Caille Bros., 6210 Second Blvd.,

Detroit, Mich.

Elliott Ticket Co., 12 Vestry
St., N. Y. City.

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

General Register Corp., 1704
Paramount Bldg., N. Y. City.

Globe Ticket Co., 116 N. 12th

St., Philadelphia, Pa.

International Ticket Co., 50
Grafton Ave., Newark, N. J.

Mid-West Ticket & Supply Co.,

910 S. Michigan Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

National Ticket Case Co., 840
W. 35th St., Chicago, 111.

U. S. Ticket Co., Fort Smith,
Ark.

Weldon, Williams J Lick, 701

N. A. St., Fort Smith, Ark.

World Ticket & Supply Co.,

1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.

TICKET REGISTERS
(See Ticket Selling Machines)

TICKET SELLING MA-
CHINES

Arcus Ticket Co., 348 N. Ash-
land Ave., Chicago, III.

Elliott Ticket Co., 12 Vestry
St., N. Y. City.

General Register Corp., 1704

Paramount Bldg., N. Y. City.

Globe Ticket Co., 116 N. 12th

St., Philadelphia, Pa.

International Ticket Co., 50
Grafton Ave., Newark, N. J.

Mid-West Ticket & Supply Co.,

910 S. Michigan Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

National Elec. Ticket Reg. Co.,

1806 Kienlen Ave., St. Louis,
Mo.

National Theatre Supply Co.,

624 So. Michigan Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

National Ticket Case Co., 840
W. 35th St., Chicago, 111.

World Ticket & Supply Co., Inc.,

1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.

TICKETS, Admission

Ansell Ticket Co., 730 N. Frank-
lin St., Chicago, 111.

Arcus Ticket Co., 348 N. Ash-
land Ave., Chicago, 111.

Columbia Printing Co., 1632-36

N. Halsted St., Chicago, 111.

Elliott Ticket Co., 12 Vestry St.,

N. Y. City.

Globe Ticket Co., 116 N. 12th

St., Philadelphia, Pa.

International Ticket Co., 50
Grafton Ave., Newark, N. J.

Mid-West Ticket & Supply Co.,

Rees Ticket Co., 406 S. 10th St.,

Omaha, Nebr.
910 S. Michigan Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Simplex Ticket Co., 3120 West
Weldon, Williams & Lick, 701
Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.

N. A. St., Fort Smith, Ark.
World Ticket & Supply Co., Inc.,

1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.

TRAILERS, Film

Acme Film Co., 1540 Broadway,
N. Y. City.

Ad-Vance Trailer Service Corp.,
Ill Westchester Sq., Bronx,
N. Y.

Alpha Film Laboratories, 3437
Park Heights Ave., Baltimore,
Md.

Cincinnati Motion Picture Co.,

Runey Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Consolidated Film Industries,
Inc., 203 W. 146th St., N. Y.
City.

Filmack Co., 838 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Holmes Lectures, Inc., Burton,
• 7510 N. Ashland Ave., Chica-

go, 111.

Jamieson Film Lab., 2212 Live
Oak St., Dallas, Texas.

National Screen Service, Inc.,

126 West 46th St., N. Y. City;
also Chicago, 111., and Los An-
geles, Cal.

Semler Cinema Service, 1600

Broadway, N. Y. City.

TRANSFORMERS, Alter-

nating Current

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Mil-
waukee, Wis.

Automatic Devices Co., 739
Hamilton St., Allentown, Pa.

Cutler-Hammer, Inc., 1255 St.

Paul Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

Hallberg, J. H., 29 West 57th
St., N. Y. City.

International Projector Corp.,

Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,

N. Y. City.

Wagner Electric Corp., 6400
Plymouth Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Weston Elec. Instrument Corp.,

Waverly Park, N. J.

TURNSTILES
Damon-Chapman Co., 234 Mill

St., Rochester, N. Y.

Mid-West Ticket & Supply Co.,

910 S. Michigan Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay Ave.
and N. & W. R. R., Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

Perey Mfg. Co., Inc., 101 Park
Ave., N. Y. City.

UNIFORMS
(See also Costumes, Theatrical)
Brooks Clothing Co., Pershing
Square Bldg., Los Angeles,
Calif.

Brooks Theatrical Costumers,
1439 Broadway, N. Y. City.

Browning King & Co., 260 4th
Ave., N. Y. City.

Chicago Uniform & Cap Co.,

208 E. Monroe St., Chicago,
111.

Ford Uniform Co., 55 W. 45th
St., N. Y. City.

Maier-Lavaty Co., 2143 Lincoln
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Meier & Co., A. G., 205 W. Mon-
roe St., Chicago, 111.

National Uniform Co., 12 John
St., N. Y. City.

Russell Uniform Co., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.

Western Uniform Co., 101 S.

Wells St., Chicago, 111.

VACUUM CLEANERS
Edison Electric Appliance Co.,
5600 W. Taylor St., Chicago,
111.

Hoover Co., North Canton, O.

Spencer Turbine Co., Hartford,
Conn.

Sturtevant Co., B. F., Hyde
Park, Boston, Mass.

VENDING MACHINES,
Soap, Towels, Etc.

Best Chemical Co., 833 North
17th St., Allentown, Pa.

Huntington Laboratories, Inc.,

913 E. Tipton St., Huntington,
Ind.

National Automatic Machines
Co., 2196-2206 University Ave.,
St. Paul, Minn.

Rochester Germicide Co., Roch-
ester, N. Y.

West Disinfecting Co., Barn St.,

Long Island City, N. Y.

VENTILATORS
Air Condition Eng. Co., 1523

E. 9th St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Arctic Nu-Air Corp., 2101 Ken-
nedy St., N. E., Minneapolis,
Minn.

Blizzard Sales Co., 1514 Daven-
port St., Omaha, Neb.

Knowles Mushroom Ventilator
Co., 41 North Moore St., N. Y.
City.

National Theatre Supply Co.,

624 So. Michigan Ave., Chi-
cago, 111.

Lakeside Ventilating Co., Her-
mansville, Mich.

Sobel & Kraus. Inc., 517 E.
136th St., N. Y. City.

Supreme Heater & Ventilating
Mo.

Typhoon Fan Co., 345 West 39th

Corp., 1915 Pine St., St. Louis,

St., N. Y. City.

VOLT METERS
General Electric Co., Schenec-

tady, N. Y.

Metropolitan Electric Mfg. Co.,

Boulevard and 14th St., Long
Island City, N. Y.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Weston Electric Inst. Corp.,

Waverly Park. Newark, N. J.

WICKETS, Cashier's Box
Office

Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435 W. Division St., Chicago,

111.

Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay Ave.

and N. & W. R. R., Cincin-

nati, Ohio.

Price Brothers, 2644 Maplewood
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Williams, Inc.. Jno., 542 W. 27th

St., N. Y. City.

WIRE, Asbestos Covered

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,

7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,

Mich.

General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric

Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321

W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

Rockbestos Products Corp., P.

O. Drawer, New Haven, Conn.

The Country's Leading
Theatres Equip Their
Ushers, Doormen, etc.. With BROOKS UNIFORMS

WRITE FOR
BOOKLET

1439 Broadway
NEW YORK
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"BUILDING THEATRE PATRONAGE'
By JOHN F. BARRY and EPES W. SARGENT

TAe/ntern*t/ona/3-o/ector Extracts Reprinted by Permission 7%e/ntemationa/fi-ojector

Chalmers Publishing Company, New York

BETTER PROJECTION PAYS
TODAY audiences know good projection. They may not use

technical terms in discussing it, but they do discuss it. They

may not walk out on poor projection, but they avoid the

theatre where it is permitted.

GOOD PROJECTION IN MANY CASES IS THE
DECIDING ELEMENT WHICH DETERMINES

PATRONAGE AT A THEATRE

The theatre manager may not be responsible for the theatre

site, for the quality of productions booked, for the equipment and

decoration of the house, or even for the extent of advertising which

is limited by an exacting advertising budget. But projection is

something for which he is responsible. He cannot be efficient if

he cannot supervise projection. There are instances where managers

spend time complaining about the quality of photoplays available,

when projection at their theatres is so defective that discriminating

patrons would avoid the theatre no matter what was on the pro-

gram. Good projection is demanded today from everyone—from

executives at the studio who know that poor projection can ruin

a good photoplay, right down to the patrons at the theatre.

DEFECTIVE PROJECTION CAN MAKE SATIS-
FACTORY ENTERTAINMENT IMPOSSIBLE

Why is projection important? The very nature of motion-

picture entertainment makes it so. During such entertainment

patrons like to feel that they are part of the story, living the

action—moving, fighting, fearing, thrilling, moving on and con-

quering with the characters on the screen. Thus they live what

might be called an "illusion." They are carried away to the scene

of the action, or, better still, find themselves right in the action.

This illusion makes entertainment satisfactory. It cannot be satis-

factory if something happens to spoil the illusion—something that

reminds the patron that he or she is sitting in a theatre chair look-

ing at a two-dimensional surface covered with light and shadow.

Defective projection prevents the patron from slipping right into

the story, and living through it with the characters. Defective

projection can jerk the patron right out of the action of the story

and spoil the illusion that is being lived through.

The quality of projection depends in some way upon the

manager's supervision. He is responsible for every detail of opera-

tion, and this includes projection. This does not imply that the

manager should be blundering and interfering with the projection-

ist. The manager who tries to interfere without knowing what

it is all about, is just as much at fault as the ignorant, over-cautious

manager who lets projection go on without any supervision because

he is afraid to speak. The ideal condition exists when the theatre

manager is familiar with the problems and can talk the language

of the projectionist—and when the projectionist, taking real pride

in his work, desirous of putting the best possible projection in the

same at the least possible cost, is capable and conscientious and

thoroughly interested in the welfare of the theatre. Then the

manager and the projectionist can discuss common problems, each

confident in the practical common sense and the interest of the

other. Poor projection has put theatres out of business and in

many cases it was often someone else and not the projectionist

who was responsible.

ECONOMIES

CARELESS MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT IS

THE CAUSE OF MANY WASTED DOLLARS.

Parts Should Be Ordered Long Enough in Ad-
vance to Prevent Emergencies and to Save

the Expense Entailed by Telegrams.

If the manager is properly informed, many economies can be

practiced and projection can be properly supervised. The manager

who can distinguish good projection from bad projection, watching

it from different positions in the house, can help the projectionist

whose opinion is based on what he sees only from the porthole of

the projection room. When defects are noticed, inquiry should

be made into the cause of the defect and provision made so that

it will not happen again.

As far as the manager is concerned, good projection depends

upon three things: technical knowledge, good business sense, and a

personality that will develop the proper relationship with the pro-

jectionist. All three are essential. Intelligent supervision will be

dirficult unless there exists a spirit of co-operation and mutual
understanding between the manager and the projectionist.

FOR BETTER PROJECTION

THE INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR
The International Projector Corporation, : : 90 Gold Street, New York
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MANAGERS'
ROUND TABLE CLUB

Charles E. Lewis
Qhaltman and /Jc/itot.
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Conducted ByAn Exhibitor For Exhibitors

THEATRE MAINTENANCE

NOT so long ago we attend-

ed a meeting of a group
of managers from one of

the divisions in the middle west.
As we look back upon that

event we can recall most of the
important things which were
discussed and talked about by
everybody at the meeting.
But one topic was particularly

conspicuous by its absence.
Namely: maintenance and care of

the theatre's equipment.
It sounds rather strange that

despite the tremendous cost of

keeping a theatre in proper con-
dition through repairs and re-

placements, this one subject
should never be referred to when
the men are assembled for the
purpose of going over other
items regarding their work.
They did dwell long and word-

ily on how to put over this, that
or the other picture. Which, we
agree, is important too, at these
meetings.
For some funny reason, espe-

cially among the circuits, they
believe that home office super-
vision of equipment is more ef-

ficient than if left in the hands
of the house manager. If they
took that attitude with the pur-
chasing of equipment we could
see where the idea was good, but
so far as the immediate atten-
tion to wear and tear and re-

placements are concerned, that's

the house manager's job, so why

not impress it on him.
He should become well ac-

quainted with every part of the
theatre, especially those portions
which are inclined to cause cost-

ly breakdowns and frequent re-

pairs. In this way he soon starts

doping out ways and means of

minimizing such happenings. If

Table of Contents
" Skiflington Prepared For "Lights
Out"

r
i
Macris Had Special Parade

i Johnson And Polacek Active

If Shulgold Talks On "Small Items"
\ Sams Pays Prompt Attention To
Minor Repairs

r Klein To Run Toy Matinees
% Tate Sees That Patrons Receive
Courtesy

• Borland Talks On "Neighborhood
Appeal"

r Slee's Novel Window Display
' "Get 'Em In Quick" Says Briggs
r Hucknall Had A Laugh Gag
j Korach Is Alert On Repairs, Etc.
r Tunstill Grabbed Publicity
f "Emergency Lighting"

5 Siccardi From Jersey Joins
r Storeroom Is Gettier's Treasury
• Chidley Knows His Equipment
11 Bovim's Front Had Them Talking
r Lawson Of England. Again
r Flashlights Aided Celoud
r "The Kiddie Business"
r "Theatre Inspections"
r Kligler Featured Unique Ballyhoo
r Creamer's Three Phases
*" Howard Waugh Turning 'Em Out
i "All Set For Christmas?"
r Johnson Talks On Employees' Duty
• H. M. "Addie" Addison Talks!

Caldwell Discusses Manager-Opera-
tor Angle

r Larry Jacobs Burning Up Pitts-

burgh
" Meet Sam Wheeler!
r Nowitsky Keeps Storeroom Well
Stocked

r E. J. Harvey Gives Credit

he is going to be schooled to just

make a report, that's all you can
ever expect of him.

But looking at this phase of

theatre operation from the man-
ager's point of view ought to

prompt every showman to take

a greater interest in his theatre's

equipment than ever before. It

is an asset which he will need
badly if he is ever placed in

charge of a group of houses and
must be responsible for, not only
the business those houses do.

but also for the way they are

kept insofar as their operating
apparatus and furnishings are

concerned.
A little knowledge in all de-

partments means a better under-
standing of every little detail

pertaining- to the operation of

the house. He should know all

about the sound and projection

equipment. He ought to know
about the way the seats are kept,

how carpets can be repaired.

How to look for trouble before
trouble sneaks up on him and
finds him unprepared. How the

ventilating and heating equip-
ment operates and what parts

are apt to need attention or re-

placements.
All rolled into one, the house

manager needs a lot of educa-
tion on the subject of theatre

maintenance and equipment and
regardless of howr he acquires

that education, he should make
sure that he gets it.

•'Chick"
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Watch The Lighting!
What would your answer be if someone said to

you, "How often do you make a personal inspection
of your theatre front?" Remember, when we say
personal inspection, we don't mean glancing up at
the marquee when you walk into the house or send-
ing the head usher out to see if the lights are turn-
ed on or off.

Inspecting this portion of your theatre should be
a careful study of the entire marquee and signs.
Noting how the attraction letters have been placed,
whether the lamps are burning behind those attrac-
tion letters, also whether they are burning back of
the banks. (Many's the dollar's been burnt up in

this popular form of waste.)
We know many a big shot on the major circuits

who get their first impressions of the manager by
noting the condition of the front and lighting in
general as they approach the theatre.
Here is a very small detail of your complicated

job, so why not give it just a little more attention
than you have in the past? Keep that eagle eye of
your's pealed for bulbs not burning. Try re-dip-
ping and changing the color scheme of the flashing
border every six months or so. It will give the
front a new appearance and liven things up in
general. Clean out the theatre name channels and
give them a coat of white paint once in a while.
These are only small items, yet they stamp you
as wide-awake in the eyes of those who pay atten-
tion to such things.

"Chick" Lewis has asked me
Shulgold Debates On whether I find it advisable to

• T ., s*. , n . , make minor repairs around the
Necessity Of Patch- theatre or call in specialists to

ing Up Small Items do the
.

w°rk His
TT

<?"«*<>"
" r came via Western Union and

the message was received over
the phone. His last crack in

the wire asked me to wire whether I would comply or not. I
replied that I would. The question, at the time, seemed a sim-
ple one. But it was not till the following morning, when the
message was delivered in the mail, that the task assumed gigan-
tic proportions. When Chick's wire was read to me over the
phone there was one word that either was skipped or I did not
hear. It seems that Chick wants an article for publication.
It's that word "article" that strikes terror into me. If Chick
had just simply asked the question, I could simply have replied
"yes" or "no." But "an article" implies that what I say is to be
read critically by the "old heads" in the business and, even
worse, may be considered as an article of guidance by others.
Quite a responsibility for me. But here goes

:

Much depends on the talent possessed by the employes on the
theatre payroll. I have a janitor who is handy with tools and
whom I can trust with general repairs of a minor nature. I

have properly gauged his ability and know his limitations. I

make a practice of consulting not only my janitor, but my door-
man and operators, as well, concerning most minor repairs.
These men consist of the entire male element in my personnel.
I find that they all have ideas, good and bad, and it remains for
me to select the best. The operators, of course, are limited to
suggestions, but the janitor and doorman are the men who
carry out the ideas. By consulting them, it seems that a spirit

of co-operation is engendered and if I should decide that my
janitor and doorman are capable of making the necessary repair,
they lend themselves willingly and take genuine pride in the
successful accomplishment of the task at hand.
To be more specific, if the carpet happens to be torn from the

floor. I find my janitor wholly capable of tacking it down; if a
hat wire comes loo=e from a seat, there is no sense in calling in

an upholsterer to screw it down—my janitor can do that; minor
paint jobs are also done by either janitor or doorman. If a seat
should become torn, that is a job for the upholsterer. Carpentry
work, of a simple nature^ is satisfactorily accomplished without
calling in a carpenter at the union scale.

In short, it is all a matter of judgment, and the proper utiliza-

tion of vour employees.
HY SHULGOLD,

Roxian Theatre, McKees Rock, Pa.

Johnson And Polacek
Ask What You Did
On 'Animal Crackers'

"What did you do for

'Animal Crackers'?" ask Heinie
Johnson and Fred Polacek,
artist and assistant manager,
respectively, of the Ritz
Theatre in Big Spring, Texas.
They then go on and declare:

"It gave you an unusual
chance to appeal to children—to make an appeal to the child

that is still left in adults—to make a radical change in the
appearance of your front—to steal away the glory that belongs
to the circus, with its clowns and animals—to take advantage
of the reputation Marx Bros, created for themselves in "Cocoa-
nuts"—in short, it gave you a rare chance to use your old bean
to sell tickets. Did you do it justice?????"

After setting forth the above question, the showmen continue
and say:

"Before Johnson and Polacek map out a front for the R. & R.
Ritz Theatre, Big Spring, Texas, they think over all angles of

the picture which they are about to exploit, thereby getting the
result such as you see in the photograph of their front for
'Animal Crackers.' They did this job for their manager, Mr.

J. Y. Robb. . . . COULD A MANAGER OR THE
THEATRE-GOING PUBLIC BE VERY PLEASED WITH
THIS COMIC FRONT? You be the judge."

It can be clearly seen by now that Johnson and Polacek were
determined to secure great value from their unique front. So
it is not surprising to learn that:

"They didn't stop, they went farther . . . and gave the.

Zebra cut-out to a local hardware dealer for a centerpiece in a
toy window after its use on the theatre front, thereby creating

good-will of the kind it takes to get local windows for future
tie-ups. They also spread themselves on their newspaper ad
copy, placing great stress on the idea that the show was better

than anv circus."

As if to combat a question that might possibly arise, they say:
"Naturally, their exploitation on the next few pictures will

contrast very greatly, and therefore will be more effective than
would have been the case had they not plugged 'Animal
Crackers' in the way they did. . . . Their tip is not only to

think of the picture at hand when planning exploitation, but
also to keep one eye on past and future jobs. Often you can
work exploitation of one picture in sharp contrast, thereby
creating greater variety to your work as a whole, which is

'keeping out of the rut,' and is a powerful weapon for ticket

-elling."

We are sure that the club will be more than interested in

looking over this latest front that Johnson and Polacek have
turned out at the Ritz. And we also know that they will have
some more surprises for us in the near future.
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If Lighting System
Does A Nose-Dive,

Skiffington Is Set

Every showman knows that

it is "the public first."

If he has the show the pub-
lic is with him.

If he has all the elements
that go to make the show en-

.

— joyable, his public stays with
him.

One of the best things I know is the emergency lighting sys-

tem tucked away in some forgotten corner of the theatre.

Let me tell you of a little incident of recent date here.

Unexpectedly, the entire lighting circuit of this city went out
of commission. The city was thrown into darkness anywhere
from 20 to 35 minutes, depending on the supply. Our down-
town theatrical section was without lights for 20 minutes. We
lost 20 minutes of our show. What would have been any neater

than an emergency lighting plant? Into service in almost less

time than it takes to tell it. "Juice" coming through the circuit

as usual and. best of all, your performance going on without
any appreciable interruption.

It is just such times as this when a little thought for "what
may happen" can easily save you the dissatisfaction that comes
from "out front" and which rises to fulsome praise, when you
have given attention to little details.

Personally. I'm for the theatre that generates its own elec-

tricity. If the city lights fail, you're sitting on top of the world

;

if your own system breaks down, simply switch over to the city

lines. You're always on the safe side. In all probability both
sources would never fail at the same time.

By all means the emergency lighting plant wherever possible.

J. H. SKIFFINGTON,
Fox-Nelson Theatre, Springfield, Mass.

'Jimmy' Macris Had
A Special Parade
That Plugged Show

Following up his declaration

that he was going to try to be
an active member, Orestes
"Jimmy" Macris, the Assistant

Managex of the Temple The-
atre in Wellsville, New York,

-———-——^——^——^^— has sent us in a contribution.

When the house played
"Anybody's War" a short time ago, Macris hired two boys,

dressed in costume and blackfaced, to carry a sign about town
plugging the film. The stunt was pulled on the day before
Hallowe'en, and every kid in the town was dressed up in fan-

tastic costume in preparation for the night's activities. About
fifty of the kids followed the two boys, with the result that

it looked like a parade. The stunt created plenty of comment
and the theatre reported additional business as a result of it.

We are showing a photo of the ballyhoo and also a sample of

the art work used by the theatre. Look them over.

This is Jimmy's first contribution since joining the Club. We
feel that since he is displaying such activity, he is going to con-

tinue it. Incidentally, Jimmy's father manages the theatre, so

you see he should be turning out some fine work. Let's hear
from you again, Jimmy.

"The Showman's
Calendar "

AN EXCLUSIVE CLUB FEATURE

Check up on these dates each week and see how
you can turn them into "money dates" for your

theatre.

Each new month offers new days of untold

opportunities.

Dec. 10

Dec. 11

Dec. 12

Dec. 13

Dec. 16

Dec. 17

Dec. 21

Dec. 25

Dec. 26

Dec. 28

Dec. 29

Dec. 31

DECEMBER
Peace with Spain — signed at

Paris (1898)

Alfred Nobel's Birthday (1833)

Founder of the Nobel Prize

First Marconi Wireless Across
Atlantic (1901)

Heinrich Heine's Birthday
(1797)

Boston Tea Party (1773)

Wright Brothers' First Success-
ful Aeroplane Flight

Shortest Day of Year
Pilgrims landed at Plymouth
Rock (1620)

Christmas
Washington Crossed the Dela-
ware (1776)

Washington defeated British at

Battle of Trenton (1776)

Woodrow Wilson's Birthday
(1856)

Iowa becomes a state (1848)

New Year's Eve

Can you tie any of the above events into

your theatre's activities?

And don't overlook the many local events that

are constantly turning up right in your own town,

county or state.

Keep an eye on "The Showman's
Calendar" Sor an advance tip on

Suture holidays and events.
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Uniforms!
Here is a subject calling for more than passing

attention. If you don't believe it, just keep your
eyes open the next time you go theatre-visiting.

Note, particularly, how neat or untidy the ushers'
and doorman's uniforms are kept.

If they look ancient, sloppy, unpressed or dirty,

you can bet your bottom dollar that that's the way
the whole theatre is being run. If, on the contrary,
you find them new-looking, clean, well pressed and
neat, again we say, that's the way the rest of the
theatre is being run.
Whoever said that a man can be judged by the

company he keeps could well afford to add that the
manager can be judged by the way his employees
look. And that's no fable, either.

But don't overlook the fact that just because
you spend a lot of dough for beautiful looking and
well made uniforms, that the obligation ends there.
Nix. Like an automobile, it's not the original cost,

it's the upkeep. And ditto for those uniforms. If

you don't keep them clean, well pressed and new-
looking, they'll go to the dogs in less time than it

takes to think it over.
Some houses furnish the staff with uniforms and

then make them keep those outfits in perfect con-
dition all the time. We can't pass judgment on
that scheme because we don't know whether you
are giving your boys enough to warrant their pay-
ing for pressing and cleaning, but whether they
or the theatre foots the bills, those uniforms must
be spic and span all the time.
And as a closing word to those smaller houses

who maintain boys on the floor without any uni-
forms, may we inform you that if the house is

worth keeping open it's worth buying a few uni-
forms. The cost can be gauged by what you can
afford to spend.

Borland Considers

Neighborhood Appeal
Paramount Factor

In developing a clientele for

a neighborhood theatre, there
are three essential factors to
be considered, and these three
factors combined, in my opin-
ion, constitute the appeal nec-
essary to evercome the trend
of people for downtown shows.

These three factors are COMFORT and BEAUTY—SERVICE
—ADVERTISING.
No manager who overlooks any one of these items can suc-

ceed in putting his house over. The one without the other
two is useless; two of them alone will not suffice. In this arti-

cle I will give only a brief outline of these factors and, I may
say. features which I have stressed in my managering effort

to make my theatres pay. and what measure of success I have
had is due to strict adherence to them.

COMFORT AND BEAUTY.—The essential points of com-
fort are as follows : Restfulness and proper vision. Projection
and volume control are very important. Much is accomplished
in this connection.

Beauty in interior decorations and in furnishing the foyer
is a primary requisite. A deft touch of the season's flowers,
and a radio in the foyer and lobby add greatly to the desirability
of the house.

SERVICE.—All employees are put through a period of train-
ing in the manner and matter of dealing with the public. The
ushers and cashiers are taught the little courtesy niceties that
mean so much and cost so little. Also, a meeting of these em-
ployes is called weekly for the open discussion of matters of
service.

ADVERTISING—Attractive program blanks, mailing lists,

lobby displays, vie with each other as to which is the most
important. But I have always contended that they are each
equally and collectively important. Then there are also the
shop window tie-up, and special pluggers for special events.

It is well to use the front page of your program blank for
personal messages to your public. If your house has first-run
pictures or lowest admission prices, or both, you cannot stress
these facts too often or too much.
The above is, briefly, the plan I follow when taking over a

run-down theatre and endeavor to make it a paying proposi-
tion as quickly as possible.

Of course, not much can be gleaned or gained from this
broad discussion, since the details are pre-eminently important.
However, in my next article, under the heading "How to Get
Comfort and Beauty," I will have for you, I am sure some real
pointers in the right direction. This will be followed by detailed
articles on advertising and service.

A number of the things I have enumerated under these vari-
ous headings are both obvious and generally known, but they
are important enough to bear constant repetition, and unless
you make it a rigid rule to follow them religiously they are of no
benefit or consequence whatsoever.

HUGH S. BORLAND,
Manager, Armitage Theatre ; General Manager Quality
Amusement Corporation, Chicago, 111.

Novel Display in

Window Was Aid to

Slee's Showselling

It has been some time since
we last heard from Warren A.
Slee, manager of the Colonial
Theatre in Allentown, Pa., but
since he has been very busy
selling his shows through the
summer season, we will for-

give his not being as active as

as usual, and express the hope that, since he is doing some good
work on the new releases, we will hear from him often.

When he played "Follow Through" recently, he arranged
some fine tie-ups with local sporting goods stores. As the pic-

ture has a golf theme throughout, it was an easy matter for

Slee to effect the tie-up. But something that wasn't so easy
was the dressing of the windows. Plenty of time was put in

on this angle. Look at the photo that we are showing. It will

bear out our statement. An art piece in the center, miniature
cut-outs on the side and with imitation grass as greens were
the parts about which the display was arranged. Shoes, golf

clubs, and golf balls were plugged.

One of the best things that a showman can do is to arrange

window displays that, in addition to selling the picture ef-

fectively, also carry an effect of beauty. It is not necessary to

place your picture title all over the window so that the dealer's

goods can't be seen. Displays can be so arranged that they will

react to the mutual advantage of all persons concerned, and if

they do this the way is opened for similar tie-ups in the future.

What do you think?

Thanks, Warren, for letting us see this one. We hope to hear

from you again in the very near future.
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^^ ~ Having an independent the-

Minor Repairs Are atre in a sma11 town
-

l have

Allotted Immediate
designated my assistant opera-

tor, maintenance man, in

Attentinn /.';/ Sam* charge of the upkeep and re-
AlienilOn tty dams

pairing of all equipment. He
' has a mechanical turn of mind

and is quite capable of this as-

signment filling it to complete satisfaction.

His duty is to make regular and frequent inspections of seats,

rest rooms, ventilating equipment, floor coverings, electrical

fixtures, etc., making immediate repairs wherever needed. On
these trips it is also his duty to see that cleanliness prevails

and that all machinery is properly lubricated.

It is both dangerous and costly to neglect minor repairs;

seats will soon fall apart, motors will burn out, and carpet

will become torn and ruined. Getting a specialist may then be
necessary.

The theatre cannot afford specialists for minor repairs be-

cause of the cost and delay in getting them to the job. The
maintenance man is on the job every morning and is taking a

great pride in keeping the theatre in first-class condition.

My experience has been that whenever a capable man is on
the salary list it is 100 r> more practical to make minor repairs,

such as seats, carpets, etc., than to call in people who specialize

in such work.

A. F. SAMS, JR.,

Playhouse, Statesville, N. C.

Courtesy to Patrons

Is Key With Which
Tate Opens Good-Will

The proper floor service in

our theatres is one of the best

mediums of advertising and
creating good will among our
patrons.

Most theatres have a Lost
=^^^=^^^^=^=^=^^= and Found Department, but

its proper handling is being
neglected by many of our men. They are not being sufficiently

attentive to the patrons who report lost articles. A regular pro-

cedure with form letters and cards should be in operation at

all theatres. If it is impossible to secure form letters and cards,

a note book should be properly kept with sufficient data listed.

It would be advisable to delegate the cashier to list all com-
plaints concerning lost articles; she, in turn, can turn the com-
plaints over to the proper man. Regret letters can be used to

notify people if articles do not turn up and phone calls sub-
stituted when the articles have been found.
A very important phase of advertising our pictures and bring-

ing patrons back into the theatre is the proper sound projec-
tion. The person on the floor delegated to watch the sound
should do so very carefully and thoughtfully. He should be
very cautious and avoid letting the volume become too loud or
too weak.

A basic source of proper floor operation is the proper selec-

tion of men. In making selections, we must not compromise
when we find it difficult to get employees of the type which we
require. Care must be exercised in selecting employees who
want to work. They must be the type that can be developed,
and who desire to become connected with our business. Their
background and living conditions must insure us of these quali-
fications.

Of course, the cleanliness of the lobby and inside floors can-
not be over-emphasized. Paper and ticket stub accumulation on
the floors requires careful vigilance. The men should form the
habit of detecting and picking up immediately the paper, stubs,
or any sort of accumulation.

A very good way of pepping up the staff service on the floor
is the Weekly Service Meeting. The time allotted for the meet-
ing should be divided so the staff may derive the most benefit.
A period devoted to a general discussion by every one present.
a few minutes for constructive criticism, a few minutes given
to an outsider on some topic that would be of benefit to the
group and the last few minutes devoted to suggestions sub-
mitted by the staff would constitute an excellent meeting pro-
cedure.

EARLE M. TATE,
Strand Theatre, Meridian, Miss.

The Manager's Office!

We've visited about twenty managers in the past
week or two and while we hate to admit it, we can
only recall ONE lone office which was kept in some
semblence of order. The rest looked as though a
cyclone swept through them.
We are wondering what impression visitors get

when they leave the office of a theatre manager
whose desk looks like an invitation to "try and find

me." And the drama of the manager trying to find

a paper or letter while said visitor stands by and
wonders what in hell kind of a business man he
can be who lets his desk and papers become such
a confused mass.
And then, dear brethren (?) there is that gor-

geous, beautiful (more?) and "sweet" smelling
cuspidor, better known among the elite as the
spittoon. And the boys' aim is not what it used to

be in the good old days when spittoon target prac-
tice was an art second only to showmanship.

If you must have a cuspidor in your office, for
the lovapete, see that it's clean and polished. Don't
make it conspicuous by its dirty appearance. Re-
member, you also must meet some of those ladies'

committee members in your office.

And if you have a window, no one will accuse
you of being a pansy just because it happens to be
draped with a curtain or hanging. And that goes
for a vase with a flower or two on the desk. These
little things immediately stamp a manager as be-

ing a good business man, and that's the kind of an
impression you must leave with each and every one
whose business takes them into your office.

Pay as much attention to your private office as
you do to the general appearance of your theatre.
Insist on it being kept spotless at all times and
then do your own bit by disposing of papers, let-

ters, etc., in a neat, business-like way. If some of
those letters and papers require further attention
before filing, create a box or folder marked "open
items." Ditto for reports, check-ups and everything
else coming into your office and requiring your at-

tention. But don't cultivate that apparently pop-
ular habit of looking at it and then throwing it on
the desk, repeating the process until the mess
looks like the picture we've described above.

J

Klein Plans to Run
Toy Matinees; Are tunSTjoe" idein^ manager *

of

In an effort to build up good
will and to overcome local op-
position of a prejudicial na-

You Doing the Same? 'i
he

u
St
£
and T

1

heatre -

I

.*h*nTdoah, Penn., has enlisted the
-^^^^-^^^^^=^-^^-^=^ co-operation and support of

the local Kiwanis and Rotary
Clubs on a special children's matinee at which the admission
price will be a toy, broken or otherwise. These toys, through
the aid of Boy Scouts, will be repaired and distributed Christ-
mas day to the poor children of Shenandoah by the Kiwanis
and Rotary Club.

Klein has also built up a Friday night "pep" meeting at which
the local high school football team appears with cheer leaders
and puts on a short stage program. Attendance on Friday
nights has increased because of these school affairs.

These activities have set Klein in strong with his town, and
they no doubt help him immeasureably in keeping business up
to par. How about giving us some more dope on your work,
Joe, and at the same time include a photo and your biography,
so that we can give you an introduction?
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Keeping Seats In Repair!
The seats of a theatre are, perhaps, one of the

items requiring constant attention due to broken
parts and ripped leather. Some houses well re-

member, or may still have to contend with, hood-
lums who from sheer delight plus a destructive
nature will rip the leather on a theatre seat.

Aside from the annoyance to other patrons there
is always the danger of law suits and damages
from these causes. So it should behoove all of you
to make certain—in-between regular visits of the
seat repair men—that these conditions do not reach
large proportions.
Extra chair seats should always be kept on hand

and it is then only a matter of a few moments for
one of your staff to change a ripped seat. Even in
smaller houses we have found several dozen extra
seats for just that purpose.

Re-covering can then be done by your janitor or
porter with leather that should match the chair
upholstery. Keep a supply of this stuff on hand
all the time and see that your seat covering is al-

ways in tip-top shape. It will save you plenty of
kicks, and besides, it is real economy when handled
right.

Several months ago I incor-

Upkeep + Repairs + porated the phrase in an ar-

Replacements Keeps
Milton Korach Active

ticle I wrote for the Motion
Picture News as follows:
"There is no one-man organ-
ization," meaning a manager,
to be successful in every de-

partment of theatre operation,

must have full co-operation of his employes. Therefore, I carry

the same thought right on through in checking up my replace-

ments and repairs. Wasted depreciation in the theatres through-
out the country on equipment, replacements, repairs, amounts
to millions of dollars.

It is impossible for any single manager alone to keep a check-
up on the above without the assistance of his employees. From
the cleaning department up, every department must give me
a daily check of needs, repairs and replacements of said depart-

ments, not once a week or once a month or yearly, but daily

I get this check-up.
Never let this very important duty of theatre upkeep get

away from you until it amounts to thousands and is noticeable

by the patrons and the men who own your theatre.

Let us start at the stage. The man in charge reports imme-
diately replacement of bulbs, draperies that have become
shabby, lines of rope old and worn, motors and flashers for

signs, and the organ, motor and everything pertaining to the

stage. On receiving this report I go to that department for

investigation of their wants. If they have anything on hand
that can be utilized I make them use it. A good many theatres

have a stock of so-called obsolete lamps that on a good many
occasions can be redipped and answer the purpose. At the same
time not taking away from the beauty of lighting effects.

My cleaning department reports, loose or broken seats, torn
or worn carpet that is remedied immediately. The porter re-

ports on the sanitation such as the men's room and ladies'

room regarding the plumbing, broken containers, for soap,
towels, etc.

All my ushers are instructed to report immediately any and
everything that requires repair or replacement. Every one is

on the outlook and takes a daily pride in the up-keep of the
theatre. Then, instead of two eyes watching, there are dozens
or more ever on the alert.

I do not keep any employee who does not take a pride in their

theatre. This is one of the first requisites I demand. Now, the
most important department is the booth. This department is

never slighted or cheapened for actual wants if they are justi-

fied. This department receives my personal attention each day.

It must function perfectly. Therefore its needs must be met
immediately with the best that the market has to offer. It is

what I call
—

"the show must go on"—and must go on perfectly

if you are to stay in business. However, you do not have to be
extravagant in this department—just cautious and careful. If

tubes burn out check up the number of hours on the guaran-
tee. Replacements will be forthcoming if they haven't lived

up to the guarantee. By all means carry spare parts that are
absolutely essential and as improvements come into the market
improve your equipment. Do not get the idea that this will

do, or that will do
;
you must make progress. Don't be cheap

and neglect your projection booth for the sake of a few dollars

and torture your audience, which is being done today in hun-
dreds of theatres throughout the country, where a few dollars

spent would bring you better returns.

I would like every manager who reads this article to go into

the battery room and look over same. I can safely say there

are many theatres where batteries are hooked up with wire
from one terminal to another instead of lead, the latter being
durable for years. Another thing, each terminal should be
greased at least every six months. This avoids corrosion, loss

of charge and dead batteries. Consult your engineer and see
if I am not right in this respect. I am sure you will prolong
the life of your batteries and they will service you better. This
change is real economy.

In conclusion I wish to say that in summing up upkeep,
needed repairs, replacements in theatre operation I cannot make
it too emphatic that the daily check-up, and immediate replace-

ments, will keep your theatre depreciation down. Some of the
things to remember of importance is that oil is cheaper than
motors, and in buying replacements do not shop for the cheap-
est, but secure the very best available. You will find this greater
economy in the long run. However, as I said in the opening of

this article, you must get the co-operation of every department
in utilizing everything they have on hand before buying in order
to avoid waste.

MILTON W. KORACH,
Capitol Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

Clayton Tunstill Was
Alert and Grabbed a

Flock of Publicity

Another example of wide-
awake showmanship is seen in

this stunt, made possible by
the alertness of Clayton Tun-
still, manager of the Lyric
Theatre in Brownwood, Tex.,^=^^^^^^=^^^= who crashed right through an
opposition feature for a touch-

down that helped exploit his feature picture.

The Business and Professional Women's Club staged a mock
wedding at the Armory on Armistice Night (opening day of

picture) with 2,000 people in attendance.
Tunstill, taking advantage of an ideal tie-up, arranged to have

a boy and girl dressed in old-fashioned clothes to attend the
wedding. They mingled around arm in arm among the crowd.
On the back of the girl was pinned a placard reading, "Clara
Bow in HER WEDDING NIGHT," and on the boy, "Show-
ing at the Lyric Theatre Now." Prizes were given by the Wo
men's Club for the most unusual dressed couple attending the
mock wedding—and the theatre's entrant won honorable men-
tion.

After the mock wedding was over, the remainder of the eve-
ning was given over to an old fashioned square dance. And
the theatre's entrant stayed through that—doing the old square
steps and still carrying the banners on their backs. The the-

atre's "old fashioned couple" at the affair caused lots of favor-
able comment and undoubtedly helped in putting the picture
over to splendid receipts.

The publicity and word-of-mouth comment gathered by Tun-
still as a result of this stunt more than assisted him in the suc-
cessful selling of the picture. Thanks, Clayton, for passing this

along to us. Give us some more, will you? We are sure that
they will be both interesting and helpful to your fellow mem-
bers in the Managers' Round Table Club.

In view of the fact that a great deal of interest had been
aroused in the picture through the use of these angles, it went
over to excellent box-office for Tunstill. The merchants, too,
profited by their participation in the campaign. So with every-
body pleased, what more could be asked for?
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"GefEm In Quick"—
Sez Briggs Stressing

Importance of Speed

My 20 years in the show
business has taught me many
things and not least of these is

the importance of modern
equipment in the box-office

and comfort for the little girl

who sits in the glass cage and

is first to greet our patrons.

On cold, wintry nights the patron is most anxious to get the

necessary evil of buying a ticket over with as soon as possible

and get into the theatre where it is warm and comfortable.

Therefore it is of paramount importance that he be kept wait-

ing no longer than is absolutely necessary. This is when the

ticket machine and the automatic change maker pay for them-

selves many times over and the comfort of the cashier, who as

a result is able to work faster and more efficiently and greet

our patrons with a smile, means much toward adding extra

dollars to the right side of the ledger.

There is very little profit in spending thousands of dollars

annually on advertising and exploitation; in planning and
scheming to get write-ups and publicity; creating new ideas

and working the old ones overtime to get people to your box-

office if you can't handle them quickly and efficiently and greet

them pleasantly after you get them there.

The same applies to summer as well as winter, proper venti-

lation in the box-office will help make the cashier comfortable,

and therefore less irritable, more pleasant and aids efficiency.

An overheated and stuffy box-office in winter will cause even

the most alert cashier to feel sleepy and act groggy. Therefore,

ventilation and proper heating and cooling for the box-office is

the one thing that should be, but very seldom is, given first con-

sideration in the building or remodeling of a theatre.

However, it is not necessary to wait until the old theatre

falls down from old age to remodel this very important part of

the theatre. A little thought, a little work and a small amount
of money will do wonders and no one can fail to see the dif-

ference or appreciate the advantages of a modernly equipped
box-office properly heated and ventilated—especially after they
have tried to get along with the usual coop.

This was brought forcibly to my attention a few years ago
when I took over the management of a house that had been
allowed to become run down through the lack of its owners
and managers to keep up with the times in the matter of im-
provements and type of entertainment.
My first thought, naturally, was to stir up interest in the

old place and improvement of the program was the first step

and a big ballyhoo the second, with the result that we had a

big turnout for the first night of the "new policy." However,
the old roll tickets and hand methods of making change jeopar-

dized our possibilities and caused loss of business and incon-
venience to our patrons.

I corrected this condition just as soon as it was possible to

get modern equipment installed and the difference this made
in the receipts, the general appearance and prestige of the the-

atre was even admitted by the owners—and boys, you all know
when that happens there must be something in it.

"BUZZ" BRIGGS,
State Theatre, Denver, Colo.

W. H. WHYTE Says:
"Let me congratulate you for your publica-

tion of the Six Months' Club Index. I think it

is a marvelous thing for any manager to pick
out any form of stunt or gag at an instant, such
as you have listed in your index. There can be
no reason for any one of us sitting around won-
dering what to do next with all this information
before us."

Manager, Capitol Theatre,
Riverhead, L. I.

Are Your Lavatories Clean?
We know one woman who positively refuses to

patronize a certain theatre on upper Broadway in

New York because the women's lavatory is so foul

smelling all the time.

And when we stopped off at that theatre about
ten days ago we found the men's room in the same
condition.
Yet that house is equipped with the latest and

most modern plumbing. Therefore, the answer can
only be NEGLECT. And if that's true then the
theatre needs a new manager even more than it

does a new porter.

We can think of no more important part of a
house manager's job than that of looking after
the toilet conditions. Not just before the house
opens, but several times during the day. Any time
the house is crowded with youngsters it means that
several trips, at no less than hourly intervals, be-

comes essential. Ditto for any house doing a fair

amount of business.
Even in the best communities you will find one

or two, so-called, smart guys who take great de-
light in throwing rolls of toilet paper into the
bowls, stuffing up the sinks, and performing vari-

ous other silly ideas in amusements. If for;i no
other purpose, you should stroll into the tbilets

and lounge rooms at frequent intervals, and have
the assistant and porter doing the same thing.
Then those smart guys will become cautious and
quit their expensive fooling. They will know they
are being watched. If you are even fortunate
enough to catch them, go the limit, just as you
would with one who annoys the women-folks in
your house. One or two examples of stiff fines and
a lecture from the judge will soon eliminate this
nuisance.

If you have no matron to look after the women's
rest and lounge rooms, send your cashier in every
hour or so. Get someone else if the cashier can't
be spared. But by all means, make sure that those
lavatories are clean in appearance and not offen-
sive to the folks who must use them.

Hucknall Gave The
rwi AT I s~v
1 OWn A Laugh Gag Hucknall,_ manager of the

On "Little Accident"

A laugh gag that had them
giggling out around Stockton,
Calif., was pulled by John W.

National Theatre, when "Little

Accident" played the theatre.==——=——i^——^=^^^=^; Heralds, in the form of small
cards, were made up. The

cards contained a small safety pin. The copy on the cards
stated: "Your Insurance Against Any Little Accident." Under-
neath this was placed: "Keep This Safety Pin as a Reminder
to See the Laff Hit (title, playdates, stars, theatre)." The dis-
tribution of the heralds was also amusing. A man was hired
to push a baby carriage about the streets. Copy on the carriage
stated that the "Little Accident" was now at the National. The
heralds were handed out by the man pushing the carriage.
Perhaps you would like to use a stunt of this sort. Well-

known to those showmen who have been in the game for any
length of time, this stunt has always been good for some laughs
and effective publicity on the picture. It has been used in many
ways. It is not necessary that you play "Little Accident" in
order to use the stunt. It fits on any picture. The cost of
making up the heralds is small. If you think it will fit in with
your campaign, give it a break. Thanks, Hucknall, for letting
us see this. We'd like you to know we're always interested in
seeing how you can sell them.
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Roof Leaks!

This suggesion is a little tardy in most parts of
the country, but nevertheless it is still timely for
those who may have overlooked it.

The ordinary bad spots on your theatre's roof
will actually become bad leaks during the winter
months when snow starts falling. Therefore, if

you have not already done so, make certain that
your roof and every roof on the building is in good
shape to withstand the winter months.
You don't have to be told here that a slight roof

leak can cause thousands of dollars worth of dam-
age to decorations, etc. And just picture an ugly
discolored mark on your beautiful ceiling from a
leak on the roof.
Avoid trouble by anticipating it. Don't wait for

leaks to look after repairs. Get up there NOW
with your janitor and a pot of good quality plastic
cement. Wherever you think a leak might exist,

fix it up. If the general condition of the roofing is

bad have a roof repair man go over it. Especially
watching the coping. It is there that many a bad
leak starts.

While on the subject of roofs, don't forget those
leaders and drains. They, too, must get a little at-

tention if you don't want them to become tempera-
mental and troublesome.
And need you be told that a leak on the marquee

roof can short circuit or burn out a lot of your
marquee wiring? Certainly not. You know that
already. Therefore, why wait for something to
happen?

Minute Knowledge
Of Equipment Aids
Chidley Immeasurably

Our Theatre Corporation
operates three local theatres,
seating about 2,500, and in or-

der to successfully operate
these theatres, we must have
an organization that is almost

i infallible.

Our theatres are looked
upon with pride by our community; film exchange men, sound
engineers, insurance inspectors and others attest to the fact

that our theatres are cleaner, more up to date, and operated
more efficiently than any other theatres in the Denver territory.

This is not an egotistical statement to boost my own stock, but
to prove that it is the entire organization that counts.

I am not going to tell you the old story that I make a peri-

odical inspection of our projection rooms once a week to see
if supplies are needed, because such is not the case. On the
other hand, I am in each of the projection rooms many times
each week and know what is needed. I do not ask a janitor
if he needs something by being thorough familiar with the man-
ner in which his work is performed. I know what he needs,
and when he needs it. We do not have equipment break down

;

we prevent them from happening by giving our equipment
proper care, and replacing worn or defective parts, before any
cause trouble. Every motor in all the theatres is inspected and
oiled every Monday morning, by one of our projectionists, who
is paid overtime to do a thorough job. He, alone, is held respon-
sible for the operation of this equipment.

The Rialto Theatre has had sound equipment since August,
1928, and the America Theatre since October, 1929, and we
have never, in cither theatre, forced an audience to wait five

minutes for any reason.

We operate our theatre successfully because we are thorough,
and teach and inspire every employe, from our substitute
ushers to our projection staffs, to do their work properly. Peo-
ple who will not do good work cannot work for us. People who
are conscientious and take pride in a job being well done enjoy
being a part of our organization.

Our offices are located in one of the theatre buildings. We
have one large room fitted up for a supply room in which we
keep in cabinets all carbons, light globes, office supplies, kotex,
tickets, and other supplies. We also have long, individual

shelves for the advertising accessories for eac htheatre. About
one month's supply of advertising can be laid out in order of

bookings for each theatre.

Each theatre has a janitor's room in which are kept all sup-
plies pertaining to such duties. Our projection rooms are kept
neat and clean, not carbon stubs, or oily rags, and are open to

the public at all times. Our projectionists are provided with
first-class equipment, and in return we demand first-class work.
In regard to our sound equipment: Our service engineer co-
operates with the projectionists and the management in every
phase of his work. He is not denied replacements or spare
parts, but must bring everything through the office, where we
get first-hand knowledge of the sound equipment and know its

condition at all times. Any irregularity in the sound equipment
is repaired before the engineer leaves town.
Our sign writer has a large, well-fitted and lighted shop, in

one of the theatres, and in addition to first-class equipment to

work with, is furnished with a complete stock of supplies. Need-
less to say, we regard his work to be equal to any seen in the
larger cities. C. H. CHIDLEY,

Rialto Theatres, Casper, Wyo.

Atmospheric Front
for "Big House" Had
Canton, O., Talking

Theatre fronts are one of
the mediums used by showmen
which find a welcome spot on
the Round Table pages. The
many fronts that we have
shown in the past have been
productive of letters from
showmen all over the world,

expressing their appreciation of a brother member's thought-
fulness in passing along a specially constructed art front that
will, in that member's opinion, aid his colleague in the selling
of the film, should he contemplate showing it. In the past, we
have shown art work from almost every show spot on the globe
and we are sure that the variety presented has been met with
favor.

When Russell Bovim, manager of Loew's in Canton, Ohio,
played "The Big House," he turned out a front that attracted
so much comment from the residents of the town that we are
passing it along to the Club so that you may see the object of
interest and pick out the highlights. Since he has been handling
the local show house, Russell has been turning out ace work and
this front certainly comes up to any that has been turned out.
The art work on the display was done by John Kerr, the house
artist. Does he deserve a compliment? We say yes. What do
you say ?

The front was mainly constructed of papier mache and painted
in a prison gray. Sand, blown on the wet paint, gave the "stone"
a very realistic appearance. Every detail was carefully worked
out. The lights were perfectly focused and sufficiently dimmed,
wire guards being placed on them. Wooden bars lent an at-

tractive and still more realistic pppeal. During the day a man
in prison guard uniform patrolled up and down in front of the
theatre. A man, dressed in convict costume, also performed
the same office. The result of the whole gag was seen in the
knockout business that the theatre enjoyed during the run of
the picture. Listen, Russell! We'd like to hear from you even
more often, because it seems to us that your showmanship
always contains angles that will be helpful to the rest of the
Club. Oke?
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Joseph F. Siccardi Is

The Latest Showman
From Jersey To Join

Another showman from
Plainfield, New Jersey, hooks
up with the Club in the person
of Jos. F. Siccardi of the

Liberty Theatre, an Andora
Amusement Company house.

Siccardi has to do a lot of

fast stepping to keep the house

running along on all six cylinders. The reason for this, no

doubt, is because of the other live wire showmen who are con-
stantly displaying activity and trying to

keep their houses up among the leaders.

From what we know of the situation,

we have a number of our members
operating over on the Jersey side. Well,

Joe. after all, competition is the spice of

showmanship. What good would it be

to have business coming in day after

day? Showmen would soon be looking

for new places.

In his time in the show game, Siccardi

has turned out some nice work, and by
reason of that fact, we hope to hear

about it very soon, so that we can
present it on the Club pages and pass it

along to his fellow members. Give us the lowdown on your
show-selling ability, Joe, and the ways and means that help

you bring them up to the box-office.

In the modern theatre of to-

day, the store room is one of

the most important depart-
"Theatre Storeroom

Is Treasury of Show ments in your maintenance, as

Nt>rp<t<iitip<t" Gpttier here must be kept at aU times
necessities —seiner

a sufficient supply o{ materials— and spare parts for the smooth
running of your theatre so

that there is no danger of being caught short if a serious break-

down or the giving away of some of the mechanical units should

happen during the showing. Especially is this true of the big

theatre that is a considerable distance from a base of supplies.

In the Capitol we divide our store room into four units.

The first unit contains all of the necessary spare parts that

might be needed for the heating and ventilating system during
the winter, or for the operation of the refrigerator system dur-

ing the summer months. Here will be found a complete car-

penter's and plumber's layout of tools, also extra belting for

the fans, gaskets, etc., for the refrigerator machine, its water
pumps, pipe lines and condensers.
In the next department will be found a full supply for the

artist. This is in the way of all water and oil colors, various
sizes of sheet cardboard, compoboard, small lumber for frame
work, colored papers, and metallic colors. Also in this depart-
ment will be found spare parts for cutawls, and a small jig-saw

as used on heavier work.
In the third department are the supplies for the theatre

proper, a full stock of all sizes and all colors of electric light

bulbs as used on the stage, in the auditorium, and for the large

electric sign, attraction boards, and marquee lighting. All sup-
plies for cleaning purposes such as liquid soaps, deodorants,
cleaning compounds, and the necessary cleaning utensils are
kept here. A full set of brushes for all motors and generators
throughout the house with a complete set of extra arms for

all flashers connected with the outdoor signs and marquee is

to be found here. An extra motor is also carried for our flasher,

with further items of electric fans for the dressing rooms for

summer time use of acts. An extra ticket unit is also found in

this store room, which in a case of a breakdown of the main
unit in the box office, this auxiliary unit can be called into ac-
tion. We also have an extra door here that can be placed in a
very few minutes in the place of the rear door of the box office

so that in case of bad, stormy weather, this can be slipped into
place and patrons may obtain their tickets from the lobby of
the theatre and not have to fight the elements on the sidewalk.
Here also may be found an assortment of plumbers' tools such
as pipe wrenches and other necessary things needed for any
stoppage that might occur in any of the units in the men's or
women's rest rooms.
In this department one may find a half dozen complete seats,

also extra irons for the various sized seats used throughout

Emergency Lighting!
Firmly convinced that the emergency lighting

question was important enough to warrant our do-

ing so, we asked several showmen in various parts
of the country what their slant was on the matter.
You will find their answers elsewhere in this week's
issue.

A little investigating also brought to theatre
light the different types of equipment available for
use and also proved that this is not as expensive
an item as you may believe it to be. As a matter
of fact the refund of admissions on one good
night's business because of a breakdown in the
power house will more than pay for the cost of
and installation of such emergency equipment.
Why, then, should YOUR house be left high, dry

and in a hole every time the current becomes tem-
peramental? Would it not be better to be able to
continue your show whenever the regular supply
goes off?

Apparently we selected a mighty important topic
when we started in on this discussion if the letters

and inquiries coming in to Club headquarters mean
anything. But those who have taken the time to
drop us those few lines represent but a drop in the
bucket. We want many more slants and angles
on the value, yes, and necessity of, emergency light-

ing equipment in the modern theatre of today. The
only way we are going to get it and get it straight
is to get those of the boys, whose theatres have
such equipment, to talk about it.

Don't lay down on your brother showmen. If
you have something to say on this matter, come
on out in the open and say it. It's a case of give
and take, but don't do all the taking.

OKE?

the auditorium, complete bottoms and backs, bottom shields,

and a large assortment of floor lugs for the holding of the
seats to the floor. Other small accessories found here are extra
curtain rings, in the case of any of the draperies becoming
loose in their various positions throughout the theatre, several
aisle lights, a carpet stretcher and carpet tacks, and a supply
of sewing materials for the mending of drapes and carpets.
The fourth unit is possibly the most important. This is the

stock room adjacent to the operator's booth, wherein is found
all small parts for the projectors and also replacement parts
for the sound equipment. A complete intermittent movement
will also be found in this stock room. In the case of freezing,
one of these units in the projector, a worn-in unit can be slipped
into place within a few seconds' time with no delay in your
show. Here is also found extra shafts for the sound driving
motors and extra fiber gears that, while in case of a breakdown
these could not be immediately replaced, they could within a
very few hours' time not having to depend on obtaining such
parts from a distant point. A complete stock of all tubes neces-
sary in the operation of sound equipment will also be found
in this stock. Carbon supplies are kept for 90-day periods at all

times. A full supply of extra connections, asbestos covered
wire, and other small parts for the proper operation of high-
intensity lamps are carried. A set of new mirrors for the re-
flecting type lamp, a full set of new brushes for the motor gen-
erator, a complete set of tools, a motor grinder to which can
be attached various other devices for the working in of any
parts in intermittent movements, etc., are always kept in this
well supplied stock room.
These four units of the store room constitute the source of

supplies for the mechanical operation of the theatre and, of
course, in the manager's office is found a full stock of all the
various forms and reports necessary in the operation of the
accounting systems of the modern theatre.

VOGEL GETTIER.
Publix Theatres, Grand Island, Neb.
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Theatre Inspections!
Elsewhere in the Showman section you will find

a story dealing with the value and advantages of
regular theatre inspection and how this work can
be divided among the various members of your
staff so that your task simply becomes one of
supervising their responsibilities.

The many showmen approached on this angle all

agreed that maintenance costs and expensive re-

placements could be minimized by inaugurating
such a system. Those of you who have given very
little or no thought to the matter can well afford
to stop and think over the situation with a view of
determining whether you have been doing your
house an injustice by letting it run itself and only
paying attention to its equipment after something
wears out or breaks down.
We cannot too strongly recommend for your

consideration this question. Give it every possible
thought and at least try it out. Then if you find

it does not adapt itself to your theatre, you can
forget it.

Boat in Motion Was
Kligler Stunt That
Helped Boost Biz

His novel advance display

created quite a sensation at

the Daly Theatre in the
Bronx, New York, for Joseph
Kligler, manager of the house,
when he played "The Sea

"

Wolf," not so long ago.
The uniqueness of the dis-

play was one of the best selling mediums used in Kligler's entire

campaign for the film. We are showing a couple of pictures of

the stunt so that you may the more easily see how effectively

the stunt shaped up. The boat, which measured 14 feet long and
five feet wide, had them talking and gasping. By the use of

baby spots and blinkers the illusion was obtained whereby it

appeared as though the ship was in motion. Kids and grown-
ups flocked to the lobby to look at the stunt, and so much did

they think of it' that word-of-mouth comment spread very
rapidly.

At the time of the building of the float, Kligler planned the
construction so that it could also do service during playdates
as a street ballyhoo, the intention being to place it on a flat

truck. But when he set out to find a chassis that would corre-

spond to his requirements, Kligler found himself stumped. No-
where in the vicinity could he procure one. As time was get-

ting short, and as a more or less last resolve, he decided to ap-
peal to a local automobile dealer. The dealer agreed to furnish
him with a new model of the truck if Kligler would give him a
trailer on the screen and a credit line on the truck. Kligler

acquiesed. The truck was then dispatched about the streets.

The platform upon which the boat was placed was made out of

lumber which Kligler had on hand. It was 16 feet long and six

feet wide. By using light green damask, sprinkled with white
paint, he succeeded in achieving a water effect. The placing of

paper boxes at different spots underneath the damask caused
the boat to sway while the car was in motion, the result being
that a similar effect to that in the lobby when the display was
used as an advance plug was obtained. As we have stated be-
fore, the gag clicked to good receipts. And since that was the
main thing that Kligler was aiming at he was satisfied.

Flashlights Helped
Celoud When Lighting

System Went Blotto

Emergency lighting is an in-

vestment in good will as well

as public safety, and while I

do not feel equal to an article

on this subject, I do know the
importance of it, and will

^——

—

-^-^^^——^^^^^^= therefore give you an experi-
ence which I had a little over

a year ago at one of the houses in my town.
Sedalia fs the home of the Missouri State Fair, one of the

largest fairs in the country, and during the fair each week the
equipment of the City Light and Traction Co. is taxed to ca-
pacity in order to furnish the fair grounds with the necessary
electricity, and for several years the equipment of the power
company has failed to function some time during the seven
days of the fair.

Being my first year in Sedalia during the fair, I was not ac-
quainted with this bad news until practically the last minute,
which was too late to go into any extensive plans for emergency
lighting, but we did gather up a good supply of flashlights,

battery lanterns, etc., for the emergency.
Everything went smoothly during the week, until Thursday

night, the third day of "Cocoanuts," and at about eight o'clock
in the evening, when the house was jammed to capacity and we
were beginning to turn them away, the lights in the entire city
went out and stayed out for a period of 30 minutes, due to a
boiler breaking down at the power plant. We immediately
brought out our flashlights and battery lanterns and through
announcements and progress of the repairs we managed to get
through with refunding only two admissions. However, the
house was terribly upset, with grumblings from patrons, etc.,

but had it not been for our flashlights, etc., it is hard to tell

just what might have happened in the way of ill feeling, re-
funds, and even people getting hurt groping around in the dark
and on the stairways.

Sedalia will not afford the investment of an emergency light-
ing system, which would enable us to keep our show going in
case of trouble, and inasmuch as last year before the fair the
power company increased their equipment to take care of prac-
tically any load required, we have had no trouble whatever
since that time. However, we do keep a supply of good flash-
lights and battery lanterns for any emergency that might
turn up.
Theatres all over the country, regardless of size, should make

it a point to keep on hand extra flashlights for such cases as
above. Flashlights are poor lighting equipment for a theatre,
but for theatres who cannot afford the regular emergency
lighting equipment, they will pull the theatre and the manager
out of jams such as the one I experienced.
Don't know just what you wanted in the way of. an article,

but if managers will take heed to the above, it may save them
a great deal of grief in the future. Even though the theatre
is not responsible for the breaking down of power equipment,
it is hard to make the public understand that the trouble is city-
wide. They take it for granted that the trouble is in the theatre,
and that it is just a stall in order to repair the theatre equip-
ment.
Have not contributed to the Club lately, due to a lot of im-

provement work here, etc., but I promise that I'll be sending
in material in the future.

FRANK J. CELOUD,
City Manager, Fox Theatres, Sedalia, Mo.

Notice to Members
PLEASE be sure to notify

the Chairman of any change
of address.

—THANK YOU.
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Robb Laicson of Lon-

don, England, Passes

Along Showmanship

In Merrie Old England, or
perhaps we should say, in

Jolly Old Lunnon, Robb Law-
son, publicity chief of the
United Artists' Film House in

the foggy city, continues to
=^^=^^^=^=^^^^^=^^ display showmanship in the

selling of his cinema attrac-

tions to the movie palace frequenters.

Those of you who follow our pages regularly will recall being
introduced to Robb when he made an appearance on our pages
a short time back. And you will also recall that the article he
gave us, in which he summed the amusement selling situation

in England was one that contained a number of very informa-
tive slants. We have no doubt but that this story was received
with favor by our many members and readers. And then there
was the story of his activities, where we showed by word and
by picture the stunts he pulled to bring them into the house,
copious illustrations showing the crowds lining the sidewalks
and endeavoring to effect an entrance into the amusement hall.

In this brief account, we are again going to show you that his

publicity has pulling power. Just look at the crowds jamming
the streets, all waiting to see Eddie Cantor dance all over the
screen in "Whoopee." at the Tivoli. This photo we are show-
ing was taken on a foggy night, so it did not develop as clearly

as it might. The picture was also a 1/1,500 exposure and had
to be taken in less time than it takes a master-of-ceremonies to
give the hook to an amateur on an amateur night in one of
London's houses. We'd like to point out the special selling
title "Whoopee" on the large sign. The title was spelled out
in a lasso effect, in keeping with the cowboy motif of the film.

Not bad, is it?

Thanks, Robb, for letting us see this one. "

Employees Should
Reflect House Ideals

States Fred Johnson

The Latonia Theatre staff is

made loyal by friendly talks

to employes at various times
and by the example set by the
management.
We caution all our employes

1 to never say a word of detri-

ment about a picture or any-
thing else outside of the play house and when questioned about
the merits of pictures to always have a good word for them.
If the feature is only ordinary or fair, not to boost it highly, but
tell the folks it is a very fair picture, etc. Boost highly when
we deliver the goods, which, I am happy to say, we do on most
occasions.

Politeness personified is my rule to my ushers and never fail

to say "Sir," "Please," "Thank you," and to always make every
effort to please a patron, no matter how badly they might want
to pick a quarrel or argue with the employe.
The rule of my office is "Good morning," "Good afternoon,"

"Good evening," "Latonia speaking" (on the telephone). The
cashier, in answ-ering phone, must do the same as manager
and so on down the line of the staff.

The manager always has a "good morning" or "good evening"
for his employes, patrons, friends on the street, etc., and we
find that it sure does pay. Kiddies know us all, speak to the

The Kiddie Business!
There was never a better time than right now

to concentrate on bringing the kids back to your
theater or stimulating their present interest in
your house.
The holiday season offers many angles, all valu-

able to the showman who knows his business and
can capitalize on the possibilities offered to him.
This refers to running some special holiday kid
shows, novelty matinees, toy shows, staging games
and tournaments on the stage. And a hundred
other slants.

Use them to start off some worth-while serial.

Give 'em the first episode at a free Saturday morn-
ing show. That ought to start it off with a bang
and a turn-away. After that it's up to you to keep
the interest keyed up by advertising other special
events and novelties for the kids when they come
back for the second and other episodes.
Be sure to surround your program with the kind

of shorts that appeal to the youngsters. Plenty
of laugh-provoking stuff, cartoon and song reels.
They will eat them alive. And in arranging your
bookings be certain that you have an action feature
for those serial days. It need not necessarily be
a western if that type of picture is bad for your
adult trade. But by all means avoid a sexy or
heavy drama that will shoot sky high over the
kids' heads. Maybe an added Western for the ma-
tinee only will help.

As often said in the past, these are just sugges-
tions. If they appeal to you, use them, if not for-
get them.

boys and myself on the street and we are into every civic propo-
sition that is put over. Member of Kiwanis Club and on Enter-
tainment Committee. An Elk and take luncheons there once or
twice a week. Member of Chamber of Commerce and now on
"Million Dollar Holiday Week" Committee, which we celebrate
Nov. 27 to Dec. 6.

Member of South Side Business Men's Association and on
Entertainment Committee. Just now putting over a week of
"turkey business" in which all members give away a turkey
next Tuesday night and Theatre Monday coupons with each
dollar purchase.
Belong to Automobile Club, Oil City Boat Club, Masonic

Order, being "a 32nd. Member First Presbyterian Church and
vice-president of Men's Bible Class; also second V. P. Men's
Brotherhood.

In a small town, all these things make a theatre manager
popular and well thought of and it's the greatest asset to the
show game that you can get mixed up in. We have the respect
of every man, woman and child in the city and also that of
every clergyman in the city.

Mrs. J. is a church worker, is well liked and never fails to
attend meetings where she thinks she can be of service to the
women folks. She is a great giver and many charity deeds are
done by her. At present she is chairman of Committee of
Church Women, who are. taking care of an aged couple, and
she collects the money from each member to pay the bills of
this old couple who have nothing at all to live on. We take
them jellies, bedding, clothes, etc., and they are nice and com-
fortable.

I never fail to furnish entertainment for various clubs when
I have a stage attraction at the theatre, Rotary, Lions, Kiwanis,
etc.. Elks and Masons.
Every employe of the Latonia must be a perfect lady or gent

at all times. Will not stand for my employees running up bills

and not paying them, therefore our credit is good everywhere in

the town.
FRED E. JOHNSON,

Latonia Theatre, Oil City, Pa.
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Avoid Boiler Trouble!

Despite the frequent breakdowns, caused by
negligence, you can find plenty of managers who
still keep away from their boiler rooms as though
a wild lion is waiting there to devour them.

If there is any part of your theatre requiring
more careful checking up than that boiler room,
especially during the winter months, then tell us
about it.

What should you do in the boiler room? That's
a fair question. First, make sure that the boiler
has sufficient water, too much means poor boiler
efficiency, too little, means flirting with a cracked
boiler and numerous other headaches.

If you use an oil burner, that requires checking
up once in a while to make sure that the engineers,
janitors, or whatever else you want to call 'em,
are keeping things in good shape. Burners some-
times shoot oil and then there are fireworks. Cost-
ly one, too.

Then the accumulation of rubbish is a menace
that must always be watched. Especially in a
boiler room where the heat drys everything so
quickly and provides good spots for little smudge
fires and other dangerous troubles.

If coal burning, the ashes must be kept in cans,
removed at frequent intervals, and provisions made
for additional ashes. All small items perhaps, but
nevertheless they are all important.
Try getting acquainted with your boiler room.

It's really an interesting education.

Service Is First
Phase Of Three That
Creamer Talks About

Some of the above items ac-

complished by our staff here
at the Fox Palace are as fol-

lows: As the patron starts to

enter the lobby through doors
leading from the sidewalk, he=^=^^==^= finds that the door is already

pushed open from the inside,

thus making his entry all the easier. A neatly dressed high
school boy accomplishes this and without a doubt it puts the
patron in a very good frame of mind as he walks up to the

cashier's window, for if you will watch the incoming patrons
many are busy opening their pocketbooks so as to have the

change ready ; also a woman with a child in her arms usually

has a task trying to open the heavy theatre doors. My creed

is that no patron shall have to open a door, for I say that is

part of the work of employes.
A successful business must have pleased purchasers of the

commodity you sell; therefore, why not start at the beginning,

for the reason that first impressions are lasting. Of course, this

applies to the present weather, as in the summer months the
doors are hooked open.
Next the purchaser in my house finds a very pleasing and

good looking girl smiling in the cashier's office. Fresh-cut
flowers are always in view of the patron, and they give an air

of refinement to the purchase of a ticket. A cordial "Thank
you" accompanies the prompt sale.

Next, as the purchaser approaches the door leading into the
foyer, he notices that the tall, good-natured doorman opens the
door and at the same time says "Good evening," takes the ticket,

tears it in half and returns the patron's stub with a "Thank
you, sir."

If there are plenty of seats, when the patron enters he is not
directed to any certain aisle, but if the "hot" aisle is well filled

I stand in the foyer and direct the patron to the opposite side

of the house with a "next aisle, please." At either aisle, as the
patron approaches, stands an attractive usherette who politely
inquires of the patron, "How far down, please?"; but if at the
time the patron approaches there is no choice of seats, then the
usherette's inquiry is "How many, please?"; also she states very

quickly the exact location of the seats she has left, so that the

patron can find no fault with the seating. Except on the biggest

nights, we do not try to seat patrons too close to the front, tell-

ing them "Best seats are now in the balcony." Also in con-
nection with our balcony we have no extra charge for these
seats, although our opposition charges extra.

I have my usherettes trained, so that when it is necessary to

seat in the extreme front seats, that they will reseat these

patrons in seats farther back in the house at the first vacancy.
This service is much appreciated by our patrons.

We also have a man and wife who are good customers and
have rather young twin babies, and we allow them to leave the
children in the carriage in one end of the foyer, and at the first

sign of unrest the usherette will take care of the children such
as giving the carriage a little rocking. The mother and father
certainly appreciate the little courtesy extended, as they can go
in and enjoy the show and not be bothered with the babies.
We also have another old couple who are regular patrons and
the gentleman always leaves his hat and overcoat in my office,

and many a baked cake from this family testifies that they ap-
preciate this service. Again we have some one in this town
who, when they call up to ask us about show information, will

frequently ask if we can tell them what is on at our opposition
house—this on account of the fact that some one is always in

our theatre all day long.

In seating patrons in an empty row we always ask the
patrons to sit in as far as possible toward the center of the row
to avoid being disturbed by incoming patrons later.

We always try to seat every patron coming in, but, of course,
there are exceptions to this, for some people you simply can
not seat. In the case of several single seats being available, but
no doubles, we often, by asking some child to move, can make
a double that is very much appreciated by a pair of standees.
At the end of different short subjects on the program when

several people are always leaving we promptly open back the
doors leading from the foyer to the lobby, thus again making
easy egress for departing patrons. At these breaks and at the
end of the show the young doorboy is in the foyer to help
patrons on with their heavy wraps and coats.

And Cleanliness Is

The Second Subject

Discussed By John

After 18 years in the theatre,

I have come to the conclusion
that constant vigilance is the
price of cleanliness, and I well

remember the advice of a stage

star that "cleanliness was not
=^^^^^^^^=^^^^=^ next to godliness, but that it

was next to impossible."

Speaking of the lobby, my doormen have instructions to keep
the floor perfectly clear at all times of such as cigarettes, cigar

stubs, matches, paper, etc. These are picked up quickly as pos-
sible and tossed out upon the street. Once every evening just

before the first show is out, the lobby is swept, whether or not
it needs it. Years ago a showman taught me this trick, adding
that it created the idea in the watching patron that we must
be doing a very good business in as much as we were trying
to keep the floor clean. Also the front sidewalk is swept very
often. By doing so you will find that a lot less dirt is carried
into the lobby and on to the carpets. In the summer we always
wash the sidewalks once a day with hose and water. I am very
particular in keeping the gutter in front of the house free from
paper, etc. When I came here a year ago, the janitor told me
that he could see no need in cleaning the gutter, saying that
"no one else up or down the street did." I promptly asked the
man: "Because Bill doesn't wash his face is that any reason
why you shouldn't wash yours?" A different janitor was pronto
on the job, and our house now stands out from the rest of the
street.

In the foyer and auditorium all employes are strictly required
to keep the carpet free of droppings, such as ticket stubs, gum
wrappers, etc. In walking up or down the aisle the usherette
promptly kicks to one side any such article as a paper sack.
Other articles are picked up. A small toy broom and dust pan
takes care of any dirt that should happen to collect in the foyer
or mezzanine.
About the worst thing that can happen to the carpet in a

house is for gum to get on it. We use the following method
to get rid of the gum: We lay a clean cloth over the gum spot

(Continued on next page)
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and then place an electric iron over the spot, at the same time

rubbing lightly. The heat melts the gum and it is transferred

to the clean cloth.

An inspection every 15 minutes of the rest rooms by mem-
bers of the staff often prevents an unpleasant situation. They
promptly pick up paper, etc., from the floor, and one of the

handiest articles to keep in a rest room (out of patrons' sight)

is a short-handled mop to use in getting occasional water off

the floor. One of the best disinfectants that I have ever found,
and one of the cheapest, too, is fresh air. By all means a rest

room should have plenty of fresh air entering it at all times.

Once we were bothered with waste paper towels being thrown
in the toilet. To eliminate this we simply placed the towel cabi-

net higher up on the wall (out of the reach of kids).

A clean theatre means a lot to the patrons, especially the
women, as most of them are good housekeepers and they are
very critical in their inspection of a theatre.

No matter what instructions you give your employes, I con-
sider it part of the manager's duty to see that the employee does
as he or she is told to do. Constant attention to my theatre is

my hobby.

While An Inspection

Chart Forms Final

Topic Of Interest

In connection with this, I

think that the Weekly Inspec-
tion Report cannot be im-
proved upon. This report
covers a complete inspection
of every part of the theatre

^^=^^^=^=^=^^=^= from front to back and from
basement to ceiling.

By physical inspection a part that is not in good condition

is quickly noted and repairs or replacements can be taken
care of.

Without a doubt, carpets and seats are the two furnishings
in a theatre that receive the hardest usage, and the most likely

to get out of good repair. However, the best seats of today are

remarkably well made and there is very little to get out of order.

We take care of gum on seats, oiling squeaky hinges, etc., once
a week and find it not a hard task to do. Luckily we have no
torn or worn seats to contend with. In regard to carpets, they
should be taken care of by correct vacuuming and this means a
slow movement of the sweeper, not a quick push forward and a
quick jerk backward. Matting, etc., in the lobby during incle-

ment weather will relieve the foyer carpet of a lot of hard use.
All velvet drapes are cleaned thoroughly once every two

weeks and rehung. Curtains on glass doors are frequently sent
to the laundry.

JOHN CREAMER,
Muscatine, la.

Waugh of Winnipeg
Is Turning Out
Great Showmanship

Tossing them over his shoul-
der at a most alarming pace,
Howard Waugh, of the Win-
nipeg Capitol Theatre, in Win-
nipeg, Canada, shakes off one
stunt and puts on another in

his showman campaigns for
the selling of the house and

its pictures. Here's a couple that Howard engineered not so
long ago.
When he played "Rain or Shine" not so long ago, Howard,

in his dry way. went out to give the residents of the town a
treat in the form of a knockout front done in atmospheric style
and continued throughout the theatre. As the picture boasts
a circus locale, the big tent motif was the order of the day, and
Howard's order to the sign painter. The house staff was out-
fitted in clown costume. Confetti, balloons, etc.. was hung
about the theatre, and the art work carried the dazzling colors
so delightful to every visitor and enthusiast of the Barnum

For Best Results

use B & L Cinephor Lenses, made by America's Leading
Optical Institution.

678 S* Paul S*.. Rochester. N. Y. - - BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO

All Set For Christmas?
We refer particularly to those special shows to

help raise funds, food and clothes for the poor
folks in your community under the auspices of
your theatre and the local organizations.

Don't pass this angle up, boys. There seems to
be enough grief in the world these days, so if we
can do our bit to make it a little pleasanter for
the unfortunates, all the better.

Then, don't lose sight of the valuable good-will
and publicity that will follow the successful han-
dling of this kind of stuff. That alone should
make it a mighty profitable venture for any theatre
whether chain or independent.
We've furnished information to hundreds of

showmen all over the country as to where they can
secure candy, novelties and toys. Can we do the
same for vou?

M.R.T.C.

baloney. Small wonder that the picture went over to big re-
ceipts. And so with "Rain or Shine," high and dry on the
right side of the ledger, let's proceed with the activities.

The other photo in the cut shows a float that was used during
Canadian Prosperity Week, both as a plug for the "get more
geldt" week and "Good News." .Credit for this float goes to
Mike Vogel, manager of the Arkayo Winnipeg, who has an-
nexed for himself the reputation of being a hustler. And the

Girl Wore Duplicate
Of Swanson Outfit

As Street Ballyhoo

6 LOM B

floats show that he deserves it. What do you say on the sub-
ject? We think that we are going to have a lot of fine show-
manship to pass along from this district in the very near future,
so we'll regard this contribution as a sort of introductory para-
graph. Let's have the opening chapter, Howard.

For advance advertising on
"What a Widow" at the Madi-
son Theatre, Peoria, Illinois,

Manager Elmer Fitzgibbons
got replicas of one of the out-
fits worn by Gloria Swanson

- and located a Peoria girl who
resembled Gloria Swanson to

wear it and parade about the crowded streets.
A tie-up with the newspaper was made and the girl's photo

published, together with day-to-day announcements telling
about the girl and that anyone recognizing her on Peoria
streets and remarking to her. "What a Widow"—"I'll see vou
at the Madison"—got a guest admission ticket. The stunt
created an unusual amount of talk and everyone watched the
papers to learn what part of the city the girl would visit on
certain days. Of course the descriptive publicity, used to
sanction the stunt, gave all details about the picture and a good
many unique "experiences" were worked in.

You, too, can work this angle if you like. You can do it on
any picture, as it has been pulled before. If it will go in your
town, it will pay to be given a trial. Think it over. If your
town likes this sort of ballyhoo, don't hesitate about using it.

This is Mr. Fitzgibbons' first contribution to the Club. We
hope that when he sends in his next story he will include his
photo and a little dope on himself so that we can give him a
real introduction.
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Rubber Mats For Rainy Days!
Rain, snow, slush, mud—you know all of those

evils. Tracked through your nice clean lobby, on-

to your spotless foyers and all over the carpets.

And so ?

The answer seems to be rubber mats and runners.

But the question is, have you got them, and if you
have, are you using them?

If you are without them then we can readily un-

derstand why your carpets are going to the dogs
and the back of the house looks like a bar-room
before the days of sawdust.
Here's something to check up on boys and better

hustle because the snowy, muddy and slushy days
are right with us. If those rubber mats are all

shot, get yourself a new set, it's cheaper than re-

placing carpets and will keep the entrance to your
house in nice condition all the time.

"Impress House Staff

With Importance Of
Courtesy"—Addison

"Too much importance can-

not be directed in the matter

of drilling into your employes
the value of being courteous,"

said Mr. Addison, "for it is an
investment that pays big divi-

= "" "
"

dends of satisfaction in this

business."

It is an unbreakable rule in my organization that our cour-

tesy conference each week must be held. Other meetings might

be postponed for this or that reason, but never our courtesy

confabs.
"The boys, realizing how important I regard these meetings,

soon get into the spirit of the thing, with the result that we
have genuinely happy gatherings and exchange many valuable

ideas and suggestions, as to how we can improve this phase
of our service.

"Some managers have adopted a plan whereby they give

ratings, or credits, for any exceptional acts of courtesy, but I

have never been converted to that belief. I don't think courtesy

and civility should come as a result of an expected reward.

Give your employes, even the most unimportant one among
them, to understand that their particular job is a mighty respon-

sible one. Make him, or her, feel the importance of their duties,

and your courtesy and other acts of attentiveness will come
naturally.

"Of course, I never overlook an opportunity to whisper my
gratitude into the ear of one of my boys, when a patron tells

me of some unusual bit of courtesy that has been extended,
but I have gotten better results by having each and every mem-
ber of my organization thoroughly "sold" on the idea in his,

or her, own mind.
"It is a problem, as every manager well knows, to keep your

personnel functioning at 100 per cent in the courtesy league,

for boys come and go. However, if you have the proper nucleus
your newcomers soon learn the value of courtesy. I have a
boy in mind who, after a few days on the floor, did not seem
to grasp the importance of it. He was quite efficient in other
respects, but he lacked that bright, cheery disposition ; the will-

ingness to go out of his way to be of assistance to patrons,
that I insist upon in my employes. It was not because he was
of the surly type, or stupid, for he was attending college and
above the average in intelligence. But it wasn't long before the
environment and general atmosphere about the theatre "got"
him. Overnight he became converted, so to speak, just as I

thought he would, and he developed into one of the best boys
I ever had. Association with my other good-will builders
changed his style of approach and manner. It was an interesting
experiment.
"Hand in hand with politeness and courtesy in the theatre

comes the comfort of your patrons, and the constant attention
one must give to the cleanliness of your theatre, not only in
the auditorium, but in rest rooms, lobbies, foyers—in fact, every
nook and corner must be looked after with a vigil eye.

"In these days of luxurious theatres, your house is very api

to be regarded by your citizens as one of the show places of

the pity. At least Loew's Penn Theatre in Pittsburgh is held

in such esteem by the good folks of the steel metropolis. Never
a day passes that we haven't a number of people making a sight-

seeing tour of our house. We are indeed very proud of the

honor, and you can rest assured that we are ever alert to keep-

ing our house in the best of order.

"I have found it very profitable to have the chief of our
cleaning staff observe how closely some of our patrons, es-

pecially the ladies, inspect the tapestries, art paintings, lounges,

marble, etc., for in that way he is made to realize just how
vital it is, that everything be in spic and span condition. I

usually make it a point, when I note several groups looking
about the theatre, to hgve my chief cleaner see them. I never
call him especially for that purpose, but I suddenly discover

that I want to see him, and once in the office, I do not overlook
the opportunity of just 'accidentally' meeting up with the sight-

seeing party. A nod of the head or a tilt of the eyebrows, on
the part of my chief, indicates that the scheme has registered.

Seldom does he fail to comment on the fact that, 'Well, I see

another inspection party is in the house.' It makes him take

a deeper pride and interest in his work, for, in addition to the
fact that he has me to answer to when things are not right, is

always the thought that his work is likely to be minutely in-

spected by many of our patrons each day. On top of this, I

keep a close contact with the workers under him, impressing
on them how really important their duties are. No job in our
organization is unimportant, and I endeavor to put that thought
across, frequently. It not only has a tendency to keep the entire

personnel geared up to the highest efficiency, but it creates a
happier and more contented condition among the employees.
Of course, it is necessary to 'stick around' until the wee small
hours, in order to mingle with the house cleaning staff, but
it is well worth it.

"Rest rooms are always a true barometer of the cleanliness

of your theatre. Show me a rest room that is untidy and unin-
viting, and you can wager the family heirlooms that the balance
of the house is no better. Too much stress cannot be laid on
the importance of keeping that part of your theatre neat and
attractive. Patrons, some of them, are apt to be a bit careless;

consequently, it behooves one to be on the alert and see to it

that the rest rooms are always above reproach. I maintain a
system of constant checking on the maids and porters assigned
to this work. They know it, and, as a result, they are never
caught napping in the all-important matter of having their parts
of the theatre a model of cleanliness.

"Chewing gum has always been, and always will be, a bug-
bear of every manager. Patrons unconsciously stick a hunk
of gum on the back of the seat in front of them, or, under the
one they are sitting on. I have a 'gum detective.' He takes a
lot of pride in the fact that he can show me, most every morn-
ing, a paper sack full of gum that he has scraped off the seats,

and floors.

"The wear and tear on your seats is still another highly im-
portant factor in the matter of maintenance that must be looked
after constantly. We go over our house every dav. tightening
this bolt and that: fixing this seat cover, etc. The house being
darkened most of the time, it is a comparatively easy matter
for your seat problem to develop into a most serious one, if

you don't 'light up' and give them the once over every day. In
this way you are always abreast of a condition that can de-
velop a genuine hazard. A loose bolt today, that requires only a

slight tightening, might be the means of a breakdown tomorrow.
"And so it goes. Constant vigilance must be maintained in

order to keep your theatre attractive and inviting, and in the

NOTE
Members are advised that, when requested, photos of their

various exploitation activities will be returned. Just attach

a slip of paper when you send us your material asking for

the return of the photo—if you want them back—and imme-
diately upon completion of the cuts they will be promptly

despatched. M.R.T.C.
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condition that every patron has a right to expect. They are

your guests, and they must be courteously treated, comfortably

seated and looked after from the minute they step into your
house, until they depart. Everything about the house reflects

the manner and methods of the manager, and it behooves him
to see to it that such impressions are builders of good will, and
not criticism."

H. M. ADDISON,
Managing Director,

Loew's United Artists' Penn Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Some of us are now termed

Manager - Operator "managing directors/' which
" looks good on a letterhead, and

Harmony Necessary the projectionist used to be

Declare* Caldwell called an °Perator -ueciares i^aiuweu But no matter how we are

classed, we like to feel that

we have mutual relationships

in catering to "our public," for, after all, it is John W. Public
who helps pay our salaries.

We like to feel, too, we, in the executive end of the theatre,

that the men up in the projection booth are dependable. We
like to have that assured feeling that we do not have to con-
tinually watch our screen; that the sound will be awry or that
the picture out of focus.

Here in Loew's Valentine, we have four operators. Each is

an artist in his way and, like all artists, a bit temperamental

—

aren't we all?

I am a "bug" on sound and Loew's has gained the reputation
throughout Toledo—and we even hear it from our opposition

—

of having 100 per cent perfect sound. It isn't an accident. I

hold frequent meetings—or probably I should term them "con-
ferences"—with the quartette of men upon whom the success
of our entertainment depends so much.
There isn't a single chance of running too long or too short

a show. We have established a firm two-hour policy and we
don't vary from it a minute either way. There is a dependable
time-piece in our booth that keeps the operators on the dot.

Just as a good mechanic takes excellent care of his tools, so
do our operators keep their lamps and all other paraphernalia
in tip-top condition. They are particular to an unbelievable
degree in this and once in a while, when a marked print comes
in, they immediately report it.

They do not tamper with a film in any way and are as anxious
as I am to have clean prints for it naturally helps their end of
the performance.

We have arranged a series of signals to control the amplifi-
cation and this important detail runs along as smoothly as the
proverbial mill pond.

Operators, we have discovered in the past few years, are
human beings just like the rest of us. They lead a normal, un-
eventful life, as a rule, they are strictly temperate, for they
must be so to occupy the important post and task imposed upon
them. They take an unusual interest in the films entrusted to
them and "baby" them to get the best results.

Their machines, while always kept in excellent shape and
frequently inspected, at times, like all inanimate objects, some-
times "get out of kilter," as we used to say, and each of the
four men I have is an expert in adjusting or repairing it in-
stantly.

We do not receive one complaint from a patron in a year over
the sound, projection or anything that is in the operators' de-
partment.

Since the advent of the so-called "Talkies" after the silent pic-
tures did a fade-out the operator of yesterday has, in most cases,
become the expert projectionist of today. In my case, I am
very happy to say, most of Loew's Valentine Theatre operators
are from the old school and have been connected permanently
with this theatre for over 12 years—a handsome record won
through merit, aggressiveness and application to their difficult
and particular trade. Their ultimate goal at all times is to have
our pictures, our projection and our sound perfect. They
strive to please and they attain this constant pleasure to their
art through their keen desire at all times in keeping abreast,
learning and applying new methods, improvements and ideas.

Incidentally, one of their meekly schoolings is the "Projection-
ists' Round Table" of Motion Picture News.

Read 'Em And Leap—
For A Membership Blank!

"Knock! Nok! Nok! Rap! Bang!! a stranger
seeks entrance at the portals of the Round Table,
humbly asks that he be given a seat at the afore-
said circular wooden plateau that he may feast of
the bounteous viands, and drink of the words and
ideas of the other fortunates."
"In addition. I might say that I look forward

each week for the coming of the NEWS, especially
that section conducled by the Round Table Club.
I think it is great. I have found many valuable
ideas that I have used to good advantage. So don't
ever let it stop."

Ed. C. Schmadeka,
Liberty Theatre,
Lewiston, Idaho.

I feel secure when I know a performance is going on inside

the Valentine. I know our men are functioning properly, and
if there is the slightest doubt about anything, they give me a
quick buzz from the booth, or vice versa, and everything is

adjusted so quickly the audience is never aware of anything
going wrong, which is most infrequently.

In the final summing up, the operator, or projectionist, if

you will, is quite the most important factor above the main
floor of any theatre, and any manager who does not feel that
way is missing that sense of ease and security that comes from
a contented mind. I know that after this article sees the light

of printer's ink—if it does—and my operators read it, I will be
immediately besieged by a nimble quartette looking for an
increase over the scale.

WALTER S. CALDWELL,
Valentine Theatre, Toledo, Ohio.

Now located at the Fulton

Larry Jacobs NOW Theatre in Pittsburgh, Pa.,

D • mi. tt w Larry B. Jacobs continues to
Burning I hem Up In turn out some fine work. Ever

The "Smoky City" ?ince h* started on the job,

Larry has been making them^=^——:^^^^=^^=^ sit up and take notice in the
Smoky City. As many mem-

bers know, this is his original stamping ground, and every nook
and corne rof the town has, at some time, been covered by him.
He secured some publicity for the house recently by plaster-

ing Pitt Stadium with heralds when Notre Dame played Pitt.
He secured special stories in all of the newspapers by inviting
the teams of Pitt, Tech and Duquesne Universities to witness
his show, on the bill of which was included a short of the
Knute Rockne football series. Elmer Layden, former member
of Notre Dame's famous "Four Horsemen" of other days, now
coaching Duquesne, attended with Rockne. The stunt was a
big business booster for Jacobs.
The Fulton is the only theatre in town sporting acts in the

lobby. The many novel turns presented with every new change
of show has had them talking for some time. Song teams, tap-
sters, comedians, and others are viewed nightly at the theatre.
The angle is one that has aroused plenty of interest, and com-
plaints are hardly—if ever—received when patrons are forced
to wait in the lobby for seats, due to a crowded house.
We are certainly glad to see that Larry is back in the active

fold again and turning out his well known tricks. We expect
to hear a lot more from him, as his work is always a subject of
interest to his many friends and Club members. Keep it up,
Larry.

The Real Club Spirit!

"All For One And One For All"
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A SHOWMAN DOES SOME GABBING

The rather frank expressions to be found in this article that
we are publishing will not, we hope, be taken as slams against any
particular party, nor are they to be inferred as emphatic examples
of showmanship made by a master craftsman. Far from it. They
come to us from a showman handling a 600-seat house in the South.
He had something to say, and determined to say it. Being a member
of the Managers' Round Table Club, he decided that he wanted to
say it on HIS Club's pages. At the conclusion of his article he in-
cluded a postscript. Here it is: "If you members think these expres-
sions all wet, send me a couple of blotters." Could anything be fairer?

Indian Summer—as they call it—is on us, but personally, the Indians

can have it, as it has been very disagreeable in this section and the past

summer has been so dry the bullfrogs were six months old before they

learned to swim. But nevertheless, business continues, and from what
we are told exhibitors will have new S.R.O. signs swinging through-
out 1931. But who knows? For my part, I'd rather wear out the old

one. Judging from the new product work sheets, a few of the boys
must expect to retire. But if a "live and let live" policy exists we may
some day be able to tell each other to go to h— 1, though we do that

anyway, there being no law against it, and we are permitted to use our
own judgment about going to the hot spot.

Despite Indian summer and the so-called depression, I'm not wor-
ried. My main job is to get behind whatever I have and try to put it

across to Mr. Public in the best way possible. And that's all you have
to do, too. If you know of some regular patron who hasn't darkened
your door for quite a while, drop him a friendly note and enclose a

pass. On the other hand—though I hope it won't happen in your town
— if lie has become disabled, secure a wheel chair and go after him.
What good-will that stunt got me when I had an opportunity to use it.

Then, if a person who you know has been a regular attendant of the

theatre, happens to be confined to his home, pay him a visit or drop him
a cheerful note. The value of the good-will received is inestimable.

Another good stunt to increase business— it did for me—is to per-

suade the referee of a football or basketball game to let you attach a
piece of muslin on the back of his sweater, as an announcement plug
for your film. The peanut vendors can be furnished with bags im-
printed with copy on your picture, or the week's program. Incidentally,

this is a great gag for a circus tie-up. While I am on the subject, I

must not forget the kiddies. On Oct. 29 I sponsored a "spud" matinee,

admitting all school children for a pound or more of potatoes. The
result was 10 bushels and 3 pecks, which were turned over to the Chair-
man of the local Welfare Committee, and they are still talking about it.

As this is November, it is about time for you to change your light-

ing colors by replacing your blue and green lamps with orange ones,

as they have a tendency to cast a glow of radiance during the winter.

And during the winter season it is always beneficial to a showman to

help elderly persons don their wraps. They will appreciate it. The
summer fans that you have been using the past season are good for

next year, too, you know. (I'm directing this to those showmen who
manage houses where these fans are still in use, and not to those other
fortunate showmen who are located in houses possessing cooling plants

—

lucky guys.) They should be thoroughly cleaned and oiled and covered
with a cloth or paper sack. A hint for the uniforms: they should be
stored away in some up-to-date dry cleaning house, there being no
charge in the event that they have your business. Don't permit the

cashier to wear a fur coat while on duty. It gives the impression that

the house is cold inside. A "thank you" from the cashier will go a

long way, as will the other courtesies such as, "good morning" or "good
evening" when answering the phone. She should always be well versed
on every phase of your program, and know the title, stars, running
time, and something about the type of film.

As to using twenty-four sheets during the winter (this in response
to a recent box in the Club section wherein a member asked whether
window displays were more profitable than twenty-four sheets, or vice

versa, during the winter"), my opinion is that it is not profitable to use

the boards, as folks don't notice them much. A person hurrying along
the street on a cold, winter's day. having his head tucked in the collar

of his overcoat, does not stop to gaze around at billboards. I think
it more profitable to use this part of your budget in extra newspaper
publicitv, or some novelty properly distributed in each home.
As Christmas is nearing, establish a Santa Claus in your lobby and

have the children bring their letters to him. Many ideas can be worked
out along this line. I'd like to give you some more of them, but right

now I've got to step out and open the house. Wishing every member
a full broad basket this Christmas and S.R.O. business, I am,

(Signed)
(NAME ON FILE)

NOVELTY SOUVENIRS
Make friends with your patrons
New profits In your box offloo receipt*
Olve kiddles "Brazel Novelties" and win
them a« Boosters for your show house . . ,

Inexpensive attractive novelties serve real
hmlness setters always

November Club Index
The complete index of activities which appeared on

the Club pages during the month of November will be
published in next week's issue.

Don't fail to use the Club index when working out
your various campaigns. You always have your choice
of hundreds of different stunts.

Here's Sam Wheeler
Of Wantego, Kansas;
House Adv. Manager

Just a short time ago we
showed you an example of a

marquee sign that was used
out in Wamego, Kansas, at

the Columbia Theatre. We
also explained in detail how
the sign was constructed. And
now we'd like to introduce the

man responsible for the sign, Sam J. Wheeler, projectionist and
advertising manager of the house.
Wheeler is very active in his district, and the hours that are

not spent in the booth are devoted to
plugging the shows at the theatre. We
are sure that his recent sign contribu-
tion was met with favor by his fellow
Club members, who, if the occasion
arises, will make use of it.

We have not as yet seen what else he
does along the line of exploiting shows
in his town, but since he displays such
activity about the house, it seems only
reasonable to believe that it is extended
to the rest of the town. We hope that
when he sends us in his next contribu-
tion he will give us the low-down on
the local show situation, and also tell

us how he brings the residents into the theatre. What do you
say, Sam? Let's have the dope, will you?

Stocked Storeroom
Assures Nowitsky
Show Will Continue

• Wr!t« ftr aur Frw B.ofclft.

Showing r .00 1 Kindt. BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG. CO.
M
c°,ltitt. S

1 '

When you mention the
stock room of the theatre you
are hitting upon one of its

most vital organs because of

the old adage (the show must
go on) is still the anthem of

'=^^^^====^^===^^^^^^^^^^ the show shop; and no show
can go on unless you have the

necessary stock in reserve to replace any part which may be
needed immediately.

Replacements in stock should cover all interchangeable parts

which are needed at a minute's notice and the lesser important
parts which cannot be acquired locally. For instance, ever)'

theatre carries a supply of lamps which could be acquired locally

if needed, but they should positively have in stock concentrated
filament bulbs of suitable wattage for the baby spotlights as
it is difficult to find these in some towns.
Out "Front" there should be extra knives for the ticket ma-

chine and spare sets of brushes and magnets for the sign, mo-
tors, etc. If the theatre is carpeted there should be on hand a
quantity of carpet for patching and the necessary carpet tools

for such work. A few extra seats should be carried as well as

a large quantity of seat bolts, nuts, screws and expansion bolts

;

also the necessary seat tools.

On the stage a few extra shives and head-blocks are neces-
sary as well as a quantity of hemp line. In the ventilating sys-

tem, where only fans are used, there should be a spare belt,

bearings and motor brushes. When the refrigerating plant is

used, spare bearings, motor brushes, condenser coils and an
extra automatic oiler are necessary along with lesser parts
designated by the manufacturer of the system. If an oil burner
is used in heating, it is advisable to carry an extra nozzle and
spark coil.

A spare head carried in the booth will cover a multitude of
sins. It can be used on one of the machines, while another head
is repaired, and in the case of emergency parts can be taken
from it. For use in the lamps, are carried two sets of positive
carbon jaws, two sets of negative carbon jaws, two drive coup-
lings, two positive straps, and two negative spring jaw clamps.
That covers spare equipment for machine and lamps along with
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necessary positive and negative carbons.

It is impossible to cover every spare part used in conjunction

with the sound equipment, as each system has different parts.

For instance, the tubes in the Western Electric system differ

greatly from those used by RCA, but in any event adequate

spare parts should be carried for the sound system, including

spare tubes, exciting lamps, photo-electric cells and a spare horn

unit when the sound system so designates one.

With the coming of sound pictures the heyday of the organ

passed beyond, but nevertheless those theatres equipped with

organs and not using them should carry necessary spare parts

such as springs and contacts. It would also be wise to turn the

organ motor on every once in a while and run up and down
the scale, as the organ is a very expensive instrument and for

that reason should be kept up whether it is used or not.

This just about covers the stock room of the theatre, exclud-

ing, of course, locally bought items such as lamps, cleaners' sup-

plies, fuses, etc.. which are always carried in stock. As the

stock room is one of the most important parts of the theatre,

it would be a fine idea when everything is going smooth to sit

down and check up on just what you have in the way of spare

parts; for when you expect it the least is just when something

happens and a replacement must be made immediately, if the

show is to go on.

AL NOWITSKY,
Rialto Theatre, Allentown, Pa.

"Giving Due Credit

To Employees Keeps
Harmony"— Harvey

There was a time when audi-

ences were not critical of pro-

jection. As long as the pic-

ture reached the screen they

seemed satisfied. Today audi-

ences know good projection

—

;;^=^^^^^^^=^^^^^^^= they may not know enough
about it to discuss it by using

proper technical terms, but they do criticise poor projection.

In discussing the merits of their local theatre, you will often

hear remarks similar to the following: "I was over to the ——
theatre last night; John and I go there every week. Their pic-

ture seems to run so smoothly and they are so clear.' At the

theatre there is always something going wrong. We were
there last week and the whole show was terrible."

We have a beautiful theatre, a good show—we go out and
rack our brains to put over a picture, spend hundreds of dol-

lars in advertising, and say to ourselves : "We'll knock them
dead this week!" But the show doesn't seem to click. The
little theatre across the street packs them in and we cannot
understand why. Perhaps if we checked up on projection and
sound we would find that we could improve our programs a

great deal. After all, that's what we have to sell. While cour-

tesy, service and comfort mean a whole lot to our patrons,

they pay their money to see our shows, and if they cannot
understand what John Gilbert is saying to Greta Garbo with-

out straining a ligament, IT'S JUST TOO BAD FOR US!
Incapable projectionists are rapidly dropping out of the busi-

ness and their places are being taken by men with the profes-

sional attitude. We should appreciate the problems that con-
front these men—familiarize ourselves with equipment, needs,

co-operate with them and supervise our end of this department
intelligently. This does not imply that the manager should be
blundering and interfering with an operator. The manager who
tries to interfere without knowing what it is all about is just

as much at fault as the over-cautious manager who lets his

show run any old way because he does not know enough about
it to understand just what is wrong.
The amount of co-operation a manager gets from his pro-

jectionists is governed by the amount of good will he himself
spreads around. A word of praise when it is deserving, given
in the right manner, will go along way toward establishing bet-
ter relations between the booth and the office. How often do
we, after one of our operators has pulled a show out of a hole,
slap him on the back and say "Good work, boy!" But—if he
should slip up—we hop to the telephone and because he does
not answer immediately, we tear up to the booth and find them
rushing around trying to discover what is wrong. We ask that
fool question, "Why in hell dontcha answer the telephone."

Special articles on maintenance and equipment were

received too late for publication from Ed. Hiehle of

Matt Press of Hattiesbura, Miss.— Jack Shields of

Ansonia, Conn.— George Labi/ of Boston. Mass.— and

Harry Herman of Waterloo. Iowa. Then will be used

later.

Rant around a while, use all the cuss words we know, and what
have we in the end—just another headache.

A capable projectionist is not a mechanical worker whose
duties are limited to loading a magazine and later placing the

film back in the can. He is constantly improving his knowledge
of the business. The ideal condition exists when the manager
familiarizes himself with the problems of the operators and can
talk intelligently about them. Get him to anticipate things that

are liable to happen; be prepared for emergencies and you will

find that he will show a great deal more interest and take more
real pride in his work.
Talk over the cost of the equipment, the running expenses.

Ask him how you can cut them to a minimum without endan-
gering your show. His interest in his work and his desire to

improve often depends upon the attitude taken. It is no exag-
geration to say that projection in the theatre often depends
upon the manager's tactful common sense handling of the pro-
jectionists.

E. J. HARVEY,
Roger Sherman Theatre, New Haven, Conn.

CLUB
EMBLEM

PIN!!!

This is the actual size of the pin. It is made
of rolled gold with the outer circle contain-

ing a blue enamel background and the inner
circle an orange background. The wording
is in gold letters.

Use This Blank:

Managers' Round Table Club

729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Kindly send me, postpaid, Club pins,

for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.

Name of Member

Theatre

Address

City State.
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YOU
WILL
EVENTU.
ALLY!
WHY
NOT
JOIN
US
now:

JOIN NOW!!
Here's the Blank

Application For

Membership In

"MANAGERS* ROUND
TABLE CLUB"

729 Seventh Ave, New York City

I hereby apply for membership In

the Club.

Name

Theatre -

Address

City

State

Position

Wm. A. Johnston "Chick" Lewis
Honorary Chairman Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

THESE SHOWMEN SAY SO!
HERMAN SHULGOLD is the manager

of the Roxian Theatre in McKees Rocks,
Pa., and though this is not the first time he
has appeared on our pages, his other ap-
pearance being in conjunction with a cork-
ing story—he will have to be represented
here in order that the other portals of the
Club pages be opened for him. And now
that you are in, Herman, give us a photo
of yourself, so that we can let you meet the
rest of the Club and thev meet you. O. K.?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

P. D. GRIFFITH is the manager of the
Ritz Theatre in Macon, Ga. For any dope
on Mr. Griffith's showmanship, you need but
to look up a back number of the Round
Table section and see what he did to sell

"Manslaughter." Being pretty solid with
his local authorities, 'P. D." is enabled to

get in lots of valuable showselling slants.

Let's have more of them, 'P. D." And in-

clude your photo, also.

Wear Your Club Pin' ! !

GUY MARTIN is connected with the
Publix Theatres Corp. in Indiana, Ind. He
has been in the show game for a number of

years, during which he has picked up many
and various slants on show selling. We
hope that when he has time he will pass
some of them along to us in a nice little

story. And we'd also like a photo of your-
self, Guy.

Wear Your Club Pin' ! !

ED. R. MOORE manages the Rahway
Theatre in Rahway, New Jersey. Ed is

not altogether unknown to the Club, as the
work he turned out while in York, Pa., has
appeared on our pages from time to time.
Now that he is all set with the Arkayo
outfit, we think that some more of his show-
manship will be on display shortly. Keep
us posted, Ed.

Wear Your Club Pin' ! !

DONALD N. FULLER is the manager
of the Jeffris Theatre in Janesville, Wiscon-
sin. We have been recording a great deal
of activity from Wisconsin lately, and we'd
like to see Mr. Fuller figuring in on it. The
best way to do this, Donald, is to shoot us
in some of your work. We have an idea
that you turn out some stunts on every pic-

ture. Let's see if we're right.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! .'

GENE BANDELLER is the advertising
manager of the Ki-HeKah Theatre in Paw-
huska, Oklahoma. The house is managed
by Arthur Abbott. If all of the campaigns
that are turned out come up to the recent
one on "Dixiana," we think that we'll have
a couple of good slants to pass along. Keep
us in touch with what's going on in the
show-selling line, Gene, so that we can let

the rest of the Club see it.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

C. V. MARSHALL manages the Em-
press Theatre in North Battleford, Sas.,

Canada. He is the latest of the Canadian
showmen to hop onto the Club bandwagon.
We want to welcome him into the Club and
let him know that we are sure his associa-
tion with us will be both pleasant and profit-

able. Send us a photo and a little informa-
tion on yourself, "C. V.," so the rest of the
Club can see you. Oke?

Wear Your Club Pin! .' !

HENRY RACZYNSKI is the assistant
manager of the Fredo Theatre in Detroit,
Mich. He is located in a house of 600 seats,

and in a neighborhood that offers him an
opportunity of learning real showmanship,
first hand. We would like you to keep us in

touch with your work, Henry, so that we
t can report your progress.

RAYMOND KLEIN handles publicity
over in Jersey. Raymond has a rather
unique position, his job being to promote
harmonica contests in various houses
throughout the city. He has been pretty
good at it thus far, recording a bunch of
winners. We passed a little story along a
short time ago and set forth in detail just
how he works. We are sure that we will

have some more accounts from him in the
near future. Keep your eye on the pages
and get the low-down.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! 1 —
CHARLES H. GLENAR is the Assistant

Manager of the Ogden Theatre in New
York City. His membership blank is accom-
panied by a note from the manager, Mr.
Green, which states that Glenar is rapidly
advancing along the show line. With a
send-off like that, Charles, you must be
doing good work to keep things humming
at the house. Keep us posted, will you?

Wear Your Club Pin! !

H. J. THATCHER manages the Tivoli
Theatre in Michigan City, Ind. His work
is pretty well known about the town, and
it is often that he aids the local merchants
by his tie-ups. We hope that in the future
we will receive a lot of his work so that we
can pass it along to his fellow members and
showmen in the Managers' Round Table
Club. And let's make it soon, "H. J."

-Wear Your Club Pin! !

LOUIS ST. PIERRE is the manager of

Coronado Theatre in Rockford, Illinois, for
the Publix outfit. In the somewhat dim and
distant past we can recall driving through
Rockford and stopping to chat for a mo-
ment with a showman friend of ours. We
don't know but that the show situation in

the town has changed considerably, particu-

larly since the talkies came into vogue, so
we hope that when he sends us in his next
contribution Mr. St. Pierre will also include

a note on the show status and also a photo
of himself.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

ELMER FITZGIBBONS is the man-
ager of the Madison Theatre in Peoria. III.

Peoria, as we understand it, is very well
known as a town where it takes showman-
ship to sell amusement attractions. And
then again, they may not be so hard a town
to get along in. In order to clear up this

matter, Elmer, why not set forth the dope
the next time you give us your contribu-

tion?
Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

DICK WAGNER manages the Capitol

Theatre in Sioux Falls. South Dakota, out
where showmanship is often displayed. And
we can prove this statement by asking that

you refer to past issues of the Managers'
Round Table Club Section in Motion Pic-

ture News and see for yourself. Welcome
into the Club, Dick. We want to hear from
you often.

Photos of Members!

THE Club is anxious to publish

photographs of every member
and would, therefore, appreciate

receiving as many as possible for

use in future issues of the Club

columns. If you have not already

done so, PLEASE send us your own
photo at once. Thank you.
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Harry Says 'Yes'

Lina Cries 'No';

Romance Reels

Chicago—Either Lina Basquette "no-ed"

Harry Richman while here, or else the

"romance" between the two was purely

another instance of Harry's love for pub-

licity.

Richman, who met Miss Basquette at a

railway station here last week, gave out

romantic statements concerning his intense

admiration of Miss Basquette and his in-

tention to ask her to marry him while here.

Checking on Richman's statements to learn

whether or not Miss Basquette had accepted

her admirer, Motion Picture News was
advised by phone that Richman was no
more than a "friend," and that matrimony
was emphatically "absurd."

Richman lent a semblance of credence to

his newspaper romance by stating that Miss
Basquette had consented to be his guest in

Chicago for several days. He spoke feel-

ingly of his great admiration for her, and
even stated that the attachment was respon-

sible for his break-off with Clara Bow.
"We never saw each other," he said, re-

ferring to Miss Bow. "I was on one coast

working, while she was on the other. In
the meantime, I fell in love with another

girl."

He then stated that that girl was Miss
Basquette, and that he intended to propose

to her "if the signs were favorable."

Hope's Face and

Words from Grace
Grab the Space

Chicago—Local papers gave Hope Hamp-
ton all the breaks when she arrived here
this week on the same train with Grace
Moore. Hope, it seems, makes a pretty

nice photograph ; hence, while she had the

edge on picture space, it was Miss Moore
who was interviewed, and who made the
visit count by getting her advertising lines

into print. Miss Hampton's smiling counte-
nance looked out at readers of all papers, but
it was the names of Miss Moore's newest
pictures they read about. They are, of
course, M-G-M's "New Moon" and "The
Lady's Morals."

Both vocalists were eastward bound for
concert tours.

Wabash Ave.^-South

CHICAGO.
MORAN & MACK packing them in at the

Palace at the start of what promises to

be a week of generally improved coin collecting

all around the Loop. After three weeks of

empty balconies downtown the managers eat

regularly again.
* * *

A decision on the Evanston Sunday movie
question, which was being reviewed before Cir-

cuit Judge Sullivan for the past several weeks,

is expected within the next few days.

* * .*

The biggest theatre-front advertising signs

the Loop has seen in some time were ordered

for Roosevelt and United Artists theatres. Can-
vases for "Life of the Party" and "Hell's

Angels," respectively, cover the entire upper
fronts of each theatre.

* * *

Ned Depinet, Warners-F. N. western sales

manager, looking over the new line-up brought
about by the company's distribution merger as

it affects the local situation,

t * *

Perceny & Frantz are the new owners of the

Central at Fairbury, 111. Formerly a McCollum
house.

* * *

Cut throat competition between Film Row
cigar stores for the gambling trade has induced

one of them to pay off on "26" games when
you reach 24. Meaning 24 years of trying, of

course.
* * *

Expansion program on at Filmack. New rear

space added for art and type department, and
a new model proofing press installed. These
and other innovations are speeding up work
to such an extent that the boss goes to lunch

before dark now.
* * *

Acoustical materials cases brought by the

Fire Prevention bureau were continued once

more, when called Nov. 26. It is now rumored
that Chief Egan's descendants will prosecyte

and Jack Miller's great-grand-children will

represent the descendants of exhibitors when
the cases are finally settled.

* * »

The tremendous business being done by
"Hell's Angels" at United Artists kept the

house full even during the dismal weather of

the first week, when murky atmosphere and
snow was changing to zero temperatures and
Public Enemy Al Capone evaded discovery for

a week by staying in the balconies of Loop
theatres. On the worst—climatically—night of

the week, B. & K. saved the situation by stag-

ing an invitational performance for Chicago's
air "aces" and advertising it as "Ace Night"
Major Reed Landis headed a large delegation

of well known airmen into the theatre—and the

paid customers followed.

KANE

Neighborhoods in

Chicago Fighting

December Slump
Chicago—Neighborhood houses here are

in a fever of activity over ways and means
of offsetting box-office slumps that occur

annually during December, declared to be

the worst month for theatre business in the

year. Most of the activity is sensible and
constructive, having to do mostly with
building up programs by buying the best

available short-subject support; improving

equipment and adding to the comforts of

the houses. There is noticeably little giving

away of merchandise, though price reduc-

tions and coupon book selling are not un-

common.
Houses in all neighborhoods are extending

their matinee scale an hour or two into the

early evening, and a few are making slight

reductions of both afternoon and evening

prices for children and adults. Coupon books

being offered contain $5 worth of tickets,

which sell from $3.50 down to $2.50, and
are good for the month of December only.

The double featuring houses are the worst
hit in efforts to forestall the seasonal slump.

The additional expense of their swollen pro-

grams not only prohibits further program
overhead, but it makes price reductions out

of the question. Double featuring exhibitors,

now, are just beginning to realize that in

shooting the extra measure bills, they shot

the works. There's nothing left for them
to offer their indifferent publics at one of

the most crucial business seasons of the

year.

Children's Matinees Go
Big in Chicago House

Chicago —' Fox Terminal Theatre in-

augurated its children's Saturday matinees
here this week. House organized a neigh-
borhood Mickey Mouse Club for the kids,

and drilled them on a club cheer and song
in the theatre. Neighborhood .-merchants

joined in the move and passed out tickets

to the initial performance to kid patrons,

through an arrangement with the Terminal
management. Merchants got the tickets at

a "rate."

Initial performance was well attended and
succeeded in interesting the kids. Mickey
Mouse cartoons, screen songs and a feature
approved by women's clubs will comprise
the weekly kid specials, which will be staged
every Saturday morning. Fox is organizing
the Mickey Mouse clubs and staging the
kids' specials nationally.
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Opinions on Pictures

The Right to Love
{Paramount)

Chatterton's Best
(Reviewed by Don Ashbaugh)

RUTH CHATTERTON'S newest picture is

bound to cause discussion. "The Right to
Love" may never become a box-office knockout,
but the sophisticates will find it eminently to
their satisfaction. Its drawing abilities will de-
pend entirely upon the strength of the title and
the star. Once in, however, any but the most
provincial audience will probably like the pic-
ture.

The work of the star will bring her no end
of praise, but the theme of the story will in a
large measure go over the heads of the major
portion of the ordinary audience. These as-
sumptions are based on the reactions of pre-
view audiences in two different Southern Cali-
fornia theatres.

In both cases Miss Chatterton sustained an
emotional interest for unbelievably long stretches
of time. But the audiences "let go" during
dramatic sequences. Quite evidently the strain

was too much for theatregoers trained to sugary
romances, melodramatic thrillers and tawdry
love scenes. It is Miss Chatterton's picture
from start to finish. She dominates from her
first entrance to the final fadeout.
A large portion of the story sees her in dual

roles—parts in which the characters are diame-
trically different. The finesse of the star as an
actress is never more amply demonstrated than
in these scenes. She enacts both parts so ex-
pertly that the audience, forgetting that the star

is playing both roles, find its sympathies divided.

The technical work on these dual scenes is

excellent. Not only does the actress play both
roles superbly, but the photographers and cut-

ters did their work so well that the two char-
acters move about together with complete
smoothness.
There are numerous cross-overs of one of the

characters in front of the others, several em-
braces but the highlight of technical work and
cutting comes when Ruth, as the mother, helps
the daughter to don a party gown.
The story was taken from the novel "Brook

Evans" by Susan Glaspell and has been admir-
ably adapted to the screen by Zoe Akins. It

concerns the love of a young farm girl of the
mutton-sleeve era for the son of a haughty
neighboring farm woman. The parents of both
disapprove of their love affair. Their stolen

moments result disastrously when the boy is

killed and the girl is robbed of her lover.

An upright and honest but dour farmer,
whose advances have been spurned, offers to
marry the girl when it is evident that the family
will be disgraced by the birth of an illegitimate

child.

The next sequences show the mother, eighteen

years later, trying to gain those things for her
daughter that she missed during her joyless

married life. When the daughter discovers her
mother's true story, with youth's narrow ideal-

ism she turns to the foster father who has been
kind.

She breaks her mother's heart by becoming a
missionary to China. There a romantic figure

enters her life and she finally discovers a similar

love to that her mother had experienced and
learns to understand the parent who gave so
much for her happiness.

Miss Chatterton is seen first as the farm girl,

then in the dual role of the mother and daughter
on the wind swept Colorado farm and finally as

the girl missionary.
Paul Lukas. in the part of the man who wins

the girl in China, is as poised and charming as

ever in a role which was all too short. David
Manners is the young farmer boy lover, an en-

tirely delightful impersonation. Irving Pichel

does a strong portrayal as the husband and
foster-father.

Richard Wallace deserves credit for fine di-
recting. The story is a real romance of a wo-
man's life and loves. Yet the box-office appeal
is questionable. Certainly it is for adult audi-
ences ; the more sophisticated the better.
That portion of any audience which under-

stands the delicate psychological situation in-
volved and the finished acting will appreciate
and applaud.

It will need light relief—preferably slapstick
comedy, lively music and cartoons to balance.
Produced and distributed by Paramount. Directed

by Richard Wallace. Based on "Brook Evans" by
Susan Glaspell. Screen p.ay and dialogue by Zoe
Akins. Photographed by Charles Lang. Edited by
Eda Warren. Length not set. Release date, Dec. 27.

CAST
Naomi Kellogg I „ , _,
Brook Evans i

Ruth Chatterton

Eric Helge Paul Lukas
Joe Cooeland David Manners
Caleb Evans Irving Pichel
Mrs. Copcland Louise Mackintosh
Mr. Kellogg Oscar Acfel
Mrs. Kellogg ..Veda Buckland
Willie Robert Parnsh
Martha Lillian West
Mrs. Waite Edna West
Alice Ruth Lyons.
Tony George Baxter'
Dr. Fowler William Stack
Dr. Scudder George Pearce

Hook, Line and Sinker
(Radio)

Diverting Foolery

(Reviewed by Jack Grant)

NONSENSE with a capital "N" and sense
with a lower case "s." Neither sense nor

comedy can possibly reach a lower depth than
in a Wheeler-Woolsey release, and "Hook,
Line and Sinker" is no exception. It's title is

indicative of the way the preview audience went
for it. They laughed long and heartily and
were still grinning as they came out. What
more can you ask ?

The Wheeler and Woolsey pictures for Radio
continue to conform to the plots generally asso-
ciated with musical comedy. The music, how-
ever, has been eliminated, and without song
interludes the story structure looks a bit barren
in retrospection.

The comics are introduced as a couple of
high-powered insurance agents. They meet
Dorothy Lee, who is running away from the
proverbial man her mother wants her to marry.
It seems she has fallen heir (or heiress) to a
hotel and, suspicious of its management, is

going to take charge herself.

Wheeler and Woolsey proffer their aid and
are signed on as the new hotel managers. In
attempting to put the place on a paying basis
they get mixed up in a gang war and through
their very stupidity emerge triumphant.
This in its bare outline is all that serves for

plot. Padded with typical Wheeler-Woolsey
gags, some of which are new, it is nothing to
tax the brain, but will prove rib-tickling fare
for the whole family. Where comedies are
popular "Hook, Line and Sinker" should do a
nice week's business.

Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey divide
honors and footage. Wheeler plays a bit

straighter than usual so that Woolsey, with
more answers, seems to have a slight edge.
Their antics are a blend of slapstick and wise
cracks and undeniably funny.

Jobyna Howland garners her share of laughs
with the ease of an experienced farceur.

Dorothy Lee gives her usual cute performance
and Natalie Moorhead draws a routine vamn
assignment. The others are all capable with
especial mention due Hugh Herbert as the house
detective. Llerbert is rapidly making a place for
himself on the screen as a "wandering" comic.
This is his third straight role in which he has
strolled in and out of the script having nothing

to do with plot development. His work bears
watching.
Local audience registered an inside laugh at

a Radio Picture plug in the dialogue. Jobyna
Howland asks Woolsey where he is from. Bob
replies, "I'm from Oklahomy—down 'Cimarron'
way."
Anything except slapstick comedy shorts 'will

fit.

Produced and distributed by Radio. Directed by
Edward Cline. Original story by Tim Whelan.
Adaptation and dialogue by Tim Whelan and Ralph
Spence. Photographed by Nick Musuraca. Edited
by Archie Marchek. Running time. 73 minutes.
Length, 6,570 feet. Release date not set.

THE CAST
Wilbur Boswell Bert Wheeler
P. Addington Ganzy Robert Woolsey
Mary Marsh Dorothy Lee
Mrs. Marsh Jobyna Howland
John Blackwell Ralf Harolde
The Duchess Natalie Moorhead
The Duke William Davidson
House Detective Hugh Herbert
Bell Boy George Marion

The Midnight Special
(Chesterfield)

Packs a Punch
(Reviewed by Robert Hage)

CRAMMED with action from start to fin-

ish, this is the type of outdoor drama
that is decidedly in vogue at the present time
and one that will elicit whoops and cheers
from juvenile audiences, thrilling adult devo-
tees as well.

It is a railroad drama, as indicated by the
title, and travels almost as fast as the flyer.

It is highlighted with punch scenes, chief of

which is the collision of the midnight special
with a freight train. Of course, it's done in

miniature, but so cleverly that the average
audience will be unable to spot that fact.

Glenn Tryon has the leading role, but this

time he plays a straight part and is not called

upon for any comedy. He and Merna Ken-
nedy carry the romance with repression and
satisfaction, and the balance of the cast, in-

cluding Mary Carr, Phillips Smalley, Jimmy
Aubrey, Tom O'Brien and Norman Phillips,

Jr., also give adequate performances. Direc-
tion by Duke Worne was loose at times, and
the story frequently ignored plausibility, but
the production stacks up well with others of

its type.

Glenn is a telegrapher in a small town rail-

road depot and a rival with his superior, the
chief dispatcher, for the affections of Miss
Kennedy. The dispatcher is in league with a
band of crooks who stage the wreck after

binding and gagging Glenn. The girl believ-

ing him to be a coward, spurns him, but with
the aid of his kid brother, Glenn gets a line

on the situation, rounds up the yeggs and gets
the girl.

The thrill scenes include a break-neck auto
race up a winding mountain road, with Glenn
leaping from one car into another to fight

it out with the dispatcher, and a number of
fights.

The picture is not of Class A calibre, but
will get over in houses where audiences want
their screen fare raw and speedy.

Any type of comedy short will serve to bal-

ance.

Produced and distributed by Chesterfield. Directed
by Duke Worne. From the story by Arthur Hoerl.
Edited by Tom Persons. Photographed by M. A.
Anderson. Length, 6,190 feet. Running time, 60
minutes. Release date, Dec. IS.

THE CAST
Gerald Boone Glenn Tryon
Ellen Harboard Merna Kennedy
Mrs. Boone Mary Carr
Mr. Harboard Phillips Smalley
Joe Jimmy Anhrev
Dan Padden Tom O'Brien
Billy Norman Phillips, Jr.
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The Devil to Pay
(United Artists)

Splendid Entertainment

{Reviewed by Bill Crouch)

WHAT a picture! It is entertainment plus,

with Ronald Colman giving perhaps his

finest portrayal in years—and that's saying con-

siderable. This Colman vehicle is exactly the

type of story which fits the star, who takes full

advantage of the situation and delivers the

goods. It has sparkling dialogue, most amusing
situations and a swell supporting cast.

At the box-office this picture should register

heavily as it has plenty of name draw and is a
talker that will stand up under strong exploita-

tion. The customers will walk out talking about

it—and how ! Great for the class houses and
the top grade first runs houses. Will stand up
well in subsequent bookings also.

As Willie, the wayward son of Lord Leeland,

Ronald Colman essays the kind of a chap every

man would perhaps like to be. Adventurous,
clever, a devil with the women and able to

cope quickly with any situation—large or small.

Colman is perfectly suited to this type of role

and plays it with a comedy Hair that will meet
with widespread approval. Loretta Young, as

the feminine interest, is attractive and handles

her part with ease. Myrna Loy, as the other

woman, is effective in a small role. Florence

Britton, Paul Cavanaugh, Frederick Carr and
David Torrence play other lesser roles well.

The story, which is an original by Frederick
Lonsdale, is novel and holds one's interest

throughout. The dialogue is brilliant and per-

haps the most effective part of the talker. The
lines are more than clever and the subtlety of

them gives the piece a distinctive flavor.

Colman, as the errant son of a rich English

lord, goes bankrupt in South Africa and dis-

poses of his personal effects by auction for

money to get him home. When he arrives in

England he has to face his father, long since

peeved over his son's indifferent mode of living.

When he is alone with Colman, the father finds

that love is stronger than money and the way-
ward lad emerges from the "conference" with

a hundred pounds instead of a scolding.

Ronald takes Florence Britton, his sister, to

the Derby and she, in turn invites Loretta

Young, who is engaged to the Grand Duke
Paul. This starts the love affair between Col-

man and Miss Young and ends up with Colman
attending the ball in honor of Loretta—and at

which her engagement is to be announced.
However, she gives the Grand Duke the gate

and, when Colman proposes, she accepts on
condition he does not see his former sweetie,

Myrna Loy, again. Miss Loy, however has

been so regular that he wants to tell her their

affair is over. So Colman plans a chance

"meeting.

He is caught through a ruse in Miss Loy's

dressing room and Loretta breaks the engage-

ment. Later when he calls to ask for forgive-

ness and tell her the truth, she gives him a
check for 500 pounds, saying she pays for her

experience. Ronald takes the check, cashes it

and sends the money to the impoverished Grand
Duke Paul. When Loretta and her father, who
has opposed the marriage, find out the truth

they straighten out the tangle and all ends well.

Director George Fitzmaurice had a clever

story and a fine cast and made the most of

them. The result is that the talker is fast and
smooth throughout.

Use musicals and semi-serious shorts here for

best results.

Produced by Samuel Goldwyn. Distributed by
United Artists. Directed by George Fitzmaurice.
Original story and dialogue by Frederick Lonsdale.
Adaptation by Benjimin Glazer. Edited by Grant
Whytock. Photograthed by George Barnes and

Gregg Toland. Running time. 80 minutes. Length,
7,200 feet. Release date. Jan. 7th.

THE CAST
Willie Leeland Ronald Colman
Dorothy Hope Loretta Young
Mary Crayle Myrna Loy
Susan Leeland Florence Britton
Lord Leeland .Frederick Carr
Mr. Hope - David Torrence
\li - Hope Mary Forbes
Grand Duke Paul Paul Cavanaugh
Arthur Leeland Craufurd Kent

Charley's Aunt
( Christie

—Columbia )

A Laugh Panic

(Revietved by Bill Crouch)

THERE have been some funny comedies

made since the advent of talkers, but it is

safe to say that there hasn't been one that will

evoke more belly laughs than "Charley's Aunt."

From the time Charlie Ruggles makes his ap-

pearance the mirth starts and it doesn't end

when the picture is over.

The talker version of this celebrated stage

play, which was also effectively produced in-

silent screen form, is certain to be a swell box-

office picture. Any offering that provides so

much hearty laughter is bound to draw the

word-of-mouth advertising it will get assures

it as a first class attraction for the week-run
spots and subsequent bookings.

The whole picture is picked up and carried

away by Ruggles, who plays the title role. The
other members of the cast are adequate, but

they don't have a chance with this experienced

farceur. When he is cavorting the fact that

many funny lines are spoken fails to matter

greatly as the audience's laughter drowns out

the dialogue and it isn't missed.

The story concerns the college lad who mas-
querades as the aunt of one of his classmates

in order to help the lad get a chance to pro-

pose to his best girl. The difficulties that arise

before the masquerader can establish his real

identity supply the laugh-getting material. Al

Christie, who directed the. piece, used all the

tricks he learned in making comedy shorts and

the result is there.

Ruggles is swell in the part of the spurious

aunt and he plays the role in lively fashion.

His acting is nothing short of slapstick for the

major portion of the piece—but what slapstick!

To see what gags he uses for laughs—one is

almost assured he did come from Brazil
—

"the

place where the nuts come from."

June Collyer, Hugh Williams, Halliwell

Hobbes, Rodney McLennan and Flora Sheffield

have unimportant parts which they handle most

acceptably. Phillips Smalley, Wilson Benge,

Doris Lloyd and Flora LeBreton are also

well cast.

Theatre patrons, young and old, will get a

kick out of this talker and go out talking about

it. It's not a big production although it is well

staged, but it has that much desired quality

which makes pictures a box-office success—and

that is real entertainment.

Use anything but slapstick' comedy shorts.

Give the audience a rest.

Produced by Christie. Distributed by Columbia.
Directed by AI Christie. From original stage play
by Brandon Thomas. Screen play and dialogue by
F. McGrew Wilis. Dialogue director, A. Leslie

Pearce. Photographed by G. Peterson, Harry Zech,
L. Rowson. Length. 7,890 feet. Running time, 88

minutes. Release date, Dec. 25.

THE CAST
Lord Fancourt Babberley Charlie Ruggles
Amy Spettigue June Collyer

Charlie Wykeham Hugh Williams
Donna Lucia D'Alvardore2 Doris Lloyd
Stephen Spettigue Halliwell Hobbes
E'a Delahay Flora LeBreton
lack Chesney Rodney McLennan
Kitty Verdun Flora Sheffield

Sir Frances Chesney Phillips Smalley
Brasse'tt Wilson Benge

Madonna of the Streets
{Columbia)

Fair Program
(Reviewed by Charles F. Hynes)

ALTHOUGH it is handicapped by a far-

fetched story, this is a fair program num-
ber containing a lot of audience angles. There
is a generous amount of hoke, which gets over
O. K.
The effect is spoiled somewhat by an anti-

climax, considerable footage being used up be-

fore the happy ending and final clinch are ef-

fected.

Evelyn Brent does good work as the lead,

but the tendency to give her too many close-

ups is not such a good idea. Robert Ames
appears opposite in a role which is new for

him. He is the operator of a mission for the

unfortunates in San Francisco. A million is

willed him by his uncle, but the latter's girl

friend is out after the money, and poses as

a derelict to win the mission owner's heart.

She is successful, but when he learns of his

uncle's desire to leave the money to the girl,

withdraws his claim to it, meanwhile being

married to the girl. She finally confesses her

true identity and is forgiven when she saves

his life.

There is a kick in the free-for-all fight which
comes in the closing moments, and some com-
edy bits are interspersed throughout the pic-

ture. You can bill it as a fair program of-

fering, which will satisfy generally.

Musicals and comedy will balance.

Produced and distributed by Columbia. Directed
by John Robertson. From the story, "The Ragged
Messenger," by W. B. Maxwell. Adaptation, con-
tinuity and dialogue by Jo Swerling. Edited by Gene
Havelick. Photographed by Sol "PoHto. Length,
6,932 feet. Running time, 77 minutes. Release date,
Dec. 1, 1930.

THE CAST
May Evelyn Brent
Morton Robert Ames
Slunguilli'jii Ivan Linow
Marion Josephine Dunn
Clark J. Edwards Davis
Blink Zack Williams
Ramsey Ed Brady
Kingsley Richard Tucker

Free Love
( I niversal )

Clever Problem Drama
(Reviewed by Jack Grant)

HERE is a picture which will cause a lot

of talk. Its punch is actually a sock in the

jaw and arguments pro and con should head
long lines toward your box-office,

Adapted from the play. "Half Gods," by Sid-

ney Howard, the film is of the drawing room
variety of talky talkers. Hobart Henley has,

however, contrived to keep his camera moving
in a semblance of action. His direction is even

easier than his previous success of the same
general type, "The Lady Lies."

Conrad Nagel and Genevieve Tobin, six

years married, are definitely getting on each

other's nerves. Nagel wants his eight hours'

sleep and a good breakfast. His wife is more
interested in her evening's social activities.

Confiding her difficulties to a psychoanalyst,

the wife is told she is an "intuitive introvert"

married to an "infantile extrovert." Her un-

derstanding of the diagnosis is limited but she

gathers the meaning to be that she should have

more freedom to do as she pleases—even in-

dulge in free love should she wish. She delivers

such an ultimatum to Nagel.
Frightened at losing her, Nagel capitulates

and, in his efforts to avoid a break, becomes

a door mat to her whims and fancies. Learning

how far she can stretch the martial ties, the

wife seeks even a little more rope. Running
around with Xagel's best friend finally results
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in rope's end and he resolves to give her
grounds for divorce.

The day she is to start for Reno their two
children are taken ill with whooping cough.
The wife announces that sickness will not deter
her and is overheard by the doctor, who voices

his low opinion of modern mothers. He thinks
they should all be spanked.

It is an idea for Nagel. He opposes his

wife's going and is slapped for his pains. The
blow is a complete surprise. He sees her in a
new light and, with the words, "You have had
this coming for a long time," he knocks her
cold with a well placed right to the jaw.
The preview audience went wild. Feminine

gasps of amazement mingled with masculine
approval. The arguments that started were
still going on when the lobby crowd dispersed.

From the knockout the picture is brought to

a quick and very clever close. Nagel is loading
a reel of amateur movie film on his home pro-
jector. Genevieve Tobin makes overtures at

a reconciliation. With obvious efforts to re-

main coldly indifferent, Nagel accepts her un-
conditional surrender as the 16 mm. screen
before them reenacts their happy honeymoon.
This small screen projection is in the nature

of a burlesque of all amateur movie making.
Every gesture is exaggerated in the manner
of camera-conscious people engaged in taking
pictures for their own amusement.
Nagel gives brilliant account of himself as

the husband. His performance is in every way
top-notch and his blending of farce and dra-
matic technique and tempo is a joy to watch.
Genevieve Tobin is only less expert by com-
parison, but somehow fails to impress as she
did in her debut in "The Lady Surrenders."
Comedy—and what comedy—relief is in the

always capable hands of Zasu Pitts, abetted
somewhat by Slim Summerville. The Pitts

again plays a maid with her surperbly indi-

vidual touch. Nice moments are contributed by
Ilka Chase and Bert Roach. Monroe Owsley
disappoints as the friend.

"Free Love" may not be one of the box-
office sensations of the year, but it has many
elements of popular appeal and will surely be
talked about.

Musical and novelty shorts will balance
nicely. No comedy except cartoons.
Produced and distributed by Universal. Directed by

Hobart Henley. Supervised by E. M. Asher. Story
by Sidney Howard. Adaptation and dialogue by
Edwin Knopf. Scenario by Winifred Dunn. Photo-
graphed by Hal Mohr. Edited by Maurice Pivar.
Length, 8,100 feet. Running time, 90 minutes.

THE CAST:
Stephen Ferrier Conrad Nagel
Hope Ferrier Gpnevieve Tobin
Rush Bigelow Monroe Owsley
Ada Zasu Pitts
Helena Bertha Mann
Pauline Ilka Chase
Judge Sturgis George Irving
Dr. Wolheim Reginald Pasch
Butler Sidney Bracey
Shaunesey Slim Summevile

Rogue of the Rio Grande
(Sono Art-World Wide)

Novel; Exciting
(Reviewed by Charles F. Hynes)

THIS is off the beaten track of westerns, a
refreshing change from the accepted pat-

tern. It's a fast-moving and exciting narrative
of the Robin Hood type, with a generous
sprinkling of love interest and humor. Spencer
Gordon Bennet did a good job in directing

this Cliff Broughton production, which is good
program fare.

Outdoor fans will relish the deeds of the

bold El Malo, Mexican bandit who robs the

crooked mayor of a border town in order to

distribute the money among the poor. The
mayor's description of him is so incorrect that

the bandit is enabled to circulate in the town
without being recognized. He falls in love with

Service!

Reviews of the majority of features
reaching Broadway's screens appear
in MOTION PICTURE NEWS many
weeks before their initial appearance
on New York's main stem.
Theatre owners keeping a close

touch on new product, particularly
New York premiers, will find the chart
below an aid in ascertaining dates of
issues in which THE NEWS reviewed
productions in the group of current
openings:

Blue Angel Nov. 22
Boudoir Diplomat Oct. 4

Extravagance Sept. 20
Remote Control Oct. 11

Scarlet Pages Aug. 9

Consult the Release Chart, last sec-
tion in this issue, for complete list of
features released in current months,
together with MOTION PICTURE
NEWS review dates and other impor-
tant data.

an entertainer in the cantina, is nearly captured
due to a careless conversation, but rides to
safety across the border with the girl and his

aide. Meanwhile, he has exposed the mayor
as a bandit.

The director tried a new wrinkle in casting
Jose Bohr in the title role, for Bohr is an
Argentinian actor, so his accent is not faked.
In addition, he sings well. He played Eddie
Dowling's role in the Spanish version of "Blaze
o' Glory." Myrna Joy is an appealing hero-
ine and demonstrates her dancing and singing
ability. Raymond Hatton furnishes good com-
edy and the balance of the cast is O. K.
Comedy and novelties will go wll with this.
Produced and distributed by Sono Art-World Wide

Pictures. Directed by Spencer Gordon Bennet. Story
and screen play by Oliver Drake. Length, 7,000 feet.
Running time. 70 minutes. Release date, Oct. 15,
1930.

THE CAST
El Malo Jose Bohr
Pedro Raymond Hatton
Carmita Myrna Loy
Dolores Carmelita Geraghty
Sheriff Rankin Walter Miller
Seth, the Mayor Gene Gordon
Tango dancer William P. Burt
Big Bertha Florence Dudley

N

Part-Time Wife
(Fox)

Charming and Light
(Reviewed by Red Kami)

OT weighty, but pleasant and charming
light entertainment.

"Part-Time Wife" demonstrates what a good
game of golf can do to improve a husband's
temperament. But don't get the idea that the
technicalities of the pastime have been per-
mitted to ride roughshod over the entertain-
ment aspects of the yarn, because they haven't.
Leo McCarey, who has plenty of good come-
dies to his credit, did a nice job with this one.
He lightened the tempo all the way and saw
to it that the chuckles are divided at equal
stretches throughout the footage.

It seems that Eddie Lowe is a big gas and
oil man too immersed in business to pay much
attention to his charming wife, Leila Hyams.
So when Leila, who is crazy about golf, finds

Walter McGrail on hand to do this and that
for her it becomes easy to understand why she
accepts. At the same time, it is made per-
fectly clear that it is Lowe she loves. Finally
Eddie and Leila split ; he goes back to 'his gas

stations and she to her golf with posings in

bathing suits and unmentionables as her source
of income.
Lowe, advised by his doctor to take up golf,

protests and then does it. On the links he
meets Tommy Clifford, Irish caddy and minia-
ture philosopher, whose influence on Lowe
eventually de-commejcializes him and turns
him into the human scout you've always sus-
pected him to be. Re-enter Miss Hyams, who
accidentally finds herself matched up with her
husband and discovers that he has changed
his spots. They become very good friends
again and begin to make joint appearances
around town.
The only touch of the dramatic which en-

ters this extremely well-done light comedy is

the champion match between Lowe and Mc-
Grail, which the former loses when Tommy's
dog walks on to the green and spoils Loew's
determining shot. However, he and his wife,

who has been part of the gallery, finally patch
their affairs with McGrail out of the reckon-
ing and that's that.

Lowe, in a comedy role, is a departure from
the crook parts he has been playing. The Fox
crowd is smart in giving him something else

to do and the reaction seems inevitably to be
a welcome one. Miss Hyams does extremely
competent work in a part that never calls for

any straining of the emotions. Tommy Clifford

is swell as the boy and McGrail satisfactory.

The rest of the cast fills in.

For McCarey's direction, it should be pointed

out how smoothly the action flows along and
the naturalness with which he had his cast

perform.
Cartoons suggested here.
Produced and distributed by Fox. From "The Shep-

per Newfounder," by Stewart Edward White. Di-

rected by Leo McCarey. Screen play and dialogue by
Raymond L. Schrock and Leo McCarey. Photo-
graphed by George Schneiderman. Length. 6,500 feet.

Running time, 72 minutes. Release date, Jan. 25,

1931.
THE CAST

Jim Murdock Edmund Lowe
Mrs. Murdock (Betty Rogers) Leila Hyams
Tommy Milligan Tommy Clifford

Johnny Spence Walter McGrail
Butler Louis Payne
Caddy Master Sam Lufkin

Maid Bodil Rosing
Chauffeur George (Red) Corcoran

Attempt to Bolster

Chi Oriental Grosses
Chicago—B. & K.'s efforts to awaken a

little paying interest in the Oriental Thea-
tre are finally taking form. December 5 the

house showed "Billy, the Kid" on the Rea-

life novelty screen. Following week, Buddy
Rogers will come in for personal appear-

ances. Other name bookings and novelties

for the house, with additional advertising

appropriations, are in process. House has

been in the doldrums, more often than not,

and since the RKO Palace entered upon a

12-weeks' program of big name acts, the

slump has been more marked.

Foreign Representatives Here
Tom D. Cochrane, of Tokyo, Japan, Par-

amount representative for the Orient, and
Frederick W. Lange, of Buenos Aires,

manager of the Paramount organization for

Argentine, are in New York.

Bomb Two Theatres
Akron, O.—Bombs hurled into the Spic-

er and Peoples, completely demolished the

latter, while slightly damaging the Spicer.

Labor troubles are said to be the cause.
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The Little Divorcee
(Tiffany)

Fine Comedy
ALTHOUGH it hasn't as many laughs as

its predecessor, "The Little Big House,"
this is a fine comedy. These clever chimp sub-
jects are little short of sensational, for the

synchrony is nearly perfect, the chimps ap-
parently talking the clever lines. This is a
burlesque on family rows, showing the court-
ship, family troubles and finally the split, with
the wife running away with another man.
When hubby appears on the scene, her several

suitors are in hiding and jump through the

windows. Sig Neufeld deserves credit for his

direction of these subjects, which certainly are
making a dent in the short subject field. Run-
ning time, 16 minutes.

College Cuties
(Educational i

Fine
THERE isn't much sense to this Al Christie

comedy, but it does manage to garner a

bundle of laughs. It is laid on a college cam-
pus, with a cross country run the main feature,

and the old gag of a lot of bees spurring the

frosh on to the point where he wins the race

—

and the girl. It's directed intelligently and is

okay for any type house. In the cast are Eddie

Tamblyn, Marian Shockley, Iris Adrian and
Rennie Rondell. Al Christie produced and Nat
Ross directed. Running time, 19 minutes.

Expensive Kisses
1 Educational

)

Dandy
BERT ROACH has the lead in this and

manages to get over a lot of laughs, but

much of the punch is supplied by a bevy of

harem beauties. Bert offers to pay his law-

yer $1,000 for each girl he kisses and $100,000

if he should become engaged. Within a short

time he owes the attorney several millions, for

his uncle, who died in Turkey, has wished on

him a whole harem in his will. The short has

production values and moves swiftly. Directed

by William Watson. Running time, 18 minutes.

CLASSIFIED ADS

For Sale

900 Leather Upholstered Squab Seats, excellent con-
dition. 2 Complete Rebuilt Simplex Projectors with
Morelite de Luxe Reflector arc lamps, two 30
ampere "Perlex" rectifiers. AMUSEMENT SUP-
PLY COMPANY, Inc., 630 Ninth Avenue, New York.

Wanted

WANTED-MOTION PICTURE THEATRE in city

cf over ten thousand population. South or West
preferred. Must bear the closest investigation. Cash
Proposition. Write stating all to HENRY ROSS,
care of Trenton Theatre, Lynchburg, Ya.

For Sale

FOR SALE, lease or trade, VICTORY THEATRE,
Shawnee, Okla.; 500 seats, talkies. Address TOL
TEETER. Palace Theatre, Oklahoma City. Okla.

Situation Wanted

CARPENTER, CABINET MAKER and
UPHOLSTERER, especially experienced in .taking
care of seats—either salary or contract. ALEX
CEIZLER, 1311 Avenue K, Brooklyn, New York.

Short Subjects

Believe It or Not
(Vitaphone No. 1038)

Interesting
r\ NE of the Ripley series and quite interest-" ing. The excuse for "Rip" to spill his

collections of odd facts in this instance is an
action brought against him by the people in
which he has to demonstrate the accuracy of
statements he has made. This gives Ripley an
excuse to draw and talk at the same time.
Running time, 10 minutes.

Editor's Note

—

In Motion Picture News
for August 30, one of the "Believe It or Not"
series was reviewed as No. 2. This is an error.
It should have read No. 5 and Vitaphone Va-
rieties No. 1093.

One Day
( Visugraphic)

First Rate
THIS one has wide appeal for practically

any type house because of its unusual treat-
ment. A pictorial story of Philadelphia is en-
hanced by numerous trick shots, and although
there is included an obvious plug for the
"Quaker City," this factor can do little harm
to its splendid entertainment quality. Running
time, 26 minutes.

Voice of Hollywood No. 23
(Tiffany)

Very Good
SAMMY COHEN is the guest announcer,

aided by the University of Southern Cali-
fornia and the Tiffany Chimp. The chimp gets
off some clever work, the band_ is good, Sam-
my is fairly funny and the finish is a darb. A
few screen names are introduced- Running
time, 8 minutes.

The Gorilla Mystery
(Columbia)

Good Cartoon
THIS is not up to the standard of other

Mickey Mouse cartoons, but it is a good
comedy, nevertheless. The telephone sequence
is especially good. Running time, 7 minutes.

Way Down South
(Tiffany)

Just Fair
CREATORE anr] his band offering a series

of southern melodies, synchronized with
scenes illustrating them. The music is good,
hut the subject is just fair. Running time, 9

minutes.

Audio Review No. 47
(Pathe)

Okay

A VISIT to two ancient Spanish missions
near San Antonio, Tex., with a group of

studio monks singing in the cloister ; a tour of
Bermuda and a shot showing a Parisian musi-
cian playing simultaneously on two pianos com-
prise this issue, which packs a general appeal.
Running time, 9 minutes.

Slave Days
(Tiffany)

Fair
pRESEXTING the Forbes Randolph Ken-
l tucky Jubilee Singers in a series of southern
songs. It's well done and has a number of
good song numbers. Spot it in where novelty
and music are needed. Running time, 9 minutes.

No, No, Lady
(Educational—Sennett)

A Wow
rj ERE is a two-reeler comedy with a plot
A * that actually keeps the cash customers
guessing all the way through. A marital tri-
angle develops into a dramatic rehearsal, with
the conditions reversed later. Andy Clyde and
Dorothy Christy, as the husband and wife,
keep the laughs going at a rapid pace, ably as-
sisted by Frankie Eastman. Cyril Chadwick
and Charles Coleman. Good fqr any type of
house, large or small. Directed by Eddie Cline.
Running time, 19 minutes.

De Woild's Champion
(Tiffany)

Just Fair
DAUL HURST has been turning in some
1 fine comedy work in features, but this one
doesn't give him any great chance for laughs,
save for the fight at the finish, which offers a
kick. In this he's a ham fighter whose man-
ager matches him with the world's champion,
without the fighter's knowledge. After he
kayoes the champion on a fluke, the latter's

girl friend inveigles him into a return match,
the champ certain of victory. However, he
makes the mistake of calling Hurst a big pa-
looka, and Paul cleans up on the house. Run-
ning time. 20 minutes.

BUSINESS MEN stay at the« NEW YOKKEIt
The New Yorker has 2500
rooms, every one with radio,

tub and shower bath, Servidor

and circulating ice water. There

are four popular-priced restau-

rants, including Coffee Shop.
Rates from $3.50 a day. 85%
of the rooms are $5, or less.

Manhattan's Largest and Tallest Hotel

34th Street at 8th Avenue, New York City

RALPH HITZ Managing Director

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONSBROOKS 1437 B>way
New York
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have

a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are

coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been

assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions'* Running times are those supplied by the distributor.

Where they vary in different cities or towns, the change is probably due to state or local censor-
ship deletions.

AMKINO
FEATURES

Title Star

Break Up. The.... .•»«' n
>

uain aim Artem t. Uaii-N. aimeno* June

Children ef the Niw Day F. GllUazova- Lltktn June
.

Chine Eipreu Special Cast Mar.

Demon of the Steppes Ssltykov-Podlesnaya Jan.

Fragment ol an Empire Nlkltln-F. Semenova 'an.
,

Igdenbu Li-lun-Shon No*.

Law ol Siberian Taiga Kevebul Klma July

Man from the Restaurant Tchekhov-Matlnovskaya *»n.

Old and New Martha Lapklna May
Pamir. Record ef Expedition J"!*

Soil . S. Svashenko ° • '

Storm Over Asia V. Inklzhlnov Sept
Turkslb Educational May

.

Fe#t
..7202.,
..5518.
..5631.

.6280.

.

'.

'
6000'

"

.6971 ...
.6000..
..5600..
..7152..
. . «yQ0 .

..Mar. 15

.Oct. 25
...Sept. 13

Corning Attractions
Title Star

Jimmy Hlgglns A. Burhma ...

Living Corpse. The V. Pudovkln
R ail on M . A. N arokov
Spring Educational ...

Transport of Fire G. Kuznetsov ..

• BIG 4 FILM CORPORATION

12.

Title Star Rel. Date
•t§Bar L Ranch (A.T.) OF ...Buffalo Bill. Jr. Aug. 4
*t§Beyond the Rio Grande (A.T.)

DF Jaek Perrln Apr. 12.

•f§Breed of the West (A.T.) DF.Wally Wales Nov.

*t§Canyon Hawks (A. T.) DF .Yakima Canutt 4uo.

MSFIrebrand Inrdan (AT.) DF Lane Chandler June

VSRed Fork Range (A.T.) DP..Wally Wales Deo.

•t§Rldin" Law lA.T.) OF Jack Perrln May
•t§Tralts of Danger (A.T.) DF.Wally Wales Sept
•tSTake the Heir (A.T.) D Edw. E. Horton Jan.

•tSWould You Believe It? (A.T.)
D Walter Fordo

Mini.
I. ...60.

Feb.

5400 .

.

.5400..
!6 5400..
28. ...5400..

5400..
24 5600..
30. ...5400..
20.... 5700 .

'4....5400...

COLUMBIA
(Available sound -on-Htm and sound-on-dtsc)

FEATURES
Title

•t§Afrlea Speaks
*t§Arouod the Corner (A. T.>.

'tSBrothers (A.T.)
*t§Call oT the West (A. T.) .

tJFor the Love ol Lll (A.T.)
•tfGullty? (A. T.).

Star

25.

El a .III nf Le^nre T.)

•tSLone Rider, The (A.T.)
*t§Ladles Mutt Play (A.T.).
*6l**t nt th» I "Of Wolf I a T

*1|Madonna of the Streets (A.
'tsMslod* Man 'he iA. 1 .)

•t§Men Without Law
•tSPeraonallty (A. T.) ......
•tSPrlnee of Diamonds (A.T.)
•tlRaln or Shine (A. T.) - ..

*t§Royal Romance, A (A. T.)
Shadow Ranch
*t§Slsters (A. T.)
•f§Squealer. The (A. T.)..
'*§ Sweethearts on Parade (A. T
*t§Temptatlon (A. I)

•TfeTol able David (A.T.).. .

*t$Vengeance (A. T.)

Rel. Date
Sept 15.

.Sidney-Murray Apr. 21

.Bert Lytell-Sebastlan Oct
Revier-Matt Mnnre May
Mull^U-Stan- . Elliot Nugent Oct.
Holland- Valll Mar.
Stanwvi-K-tirHvas-Sherman . Apr.

.Jones- Reynolds June
. N. Hamilton- 0. Sebastian. . . Aug.
Lytell-Patsv Miller .. . .Aug

T.) Evelyn Brent-Robert Arr
Jr 81

. Buck Jones

. btarr-Artnur
Ian Kelth-Prlngle
Joe Cook-Joan Peers
Collier-Starke

. Buck Jones
. O Oav Net! .... ...
Holt-Revler-Davy Lee ...
Alice white- Unvd Hughes.

. WIHon-Gmv-Perev
Cromwell* Beery- Peen
Holt-Revler-siranpe

Coming Attractions

Dec. I.

lan. 35

Feb. 18
Mar n
AUQ. is
War 17.

.Aug.
June
.Nov.
Feb.

Length
Feet

.7054..
. 6356..
.6843...
..6500..
..7000..
..6371..
..9277 .

..5432..
.5978....

. ,65fin .

. .6392
fiiRQ.

.6090...
.6304..
.6383..
..8273..
-.6359..
..5766...
...6284..
. .6358 .

.

..6247..

..6279..
.7350..

. 6160..

Mlns
..74.

. 71.

Reviewed
..Aug 23

.July

Jai":

Reviewed
.Sept 27
May 3

.Nov. I

..May 31

..Oct 4

..Apr. 12

..Apr. 19

.July 12
Aug. 16
Sept. I?

. Dec. 6
Feb. i*

.Nov. 29
..Mar. i

..May 17

..July 2fl

..May 31
..Nov. 15

. June 28
.Sept. 13
..Sept 6
. .June 28
..Nov. 15
..Mar. I

Title

Anybody's Girl Barbara Stanwyck-Ric. Cortez.
*t§Arl*ona (A.T.) ...

•t§Charley's Aunt (A.T.) .. Charles Ruooles-tune silver Dec. 21

•ffCrlmlnal Code. The (A.T.) Holmes-Huston-Doran-Cummlnas
tljDIrlgihle (ATI Holt-Graves- Wray
•tfOawn Trail (A.T.) Buck J ones- Miriam Seeqar
Desert Vengeance Buck Jones-Barbara Bedford
•f§Flftv Fathoms Deep (A.T.).
*HFln*d. The (AT)
For the Defense ... Evelyn Brent
Joaquin Muricta • - -Buck Jones
|5Last Parade. The (A.T.) . . Grant Withers-Constance Cummings
•t§Lton a nd the Lamb. The (A.T.)W. Byron-C. Meyers-R.HattevLeve
•tfMeet the Wife (A.T.)
t§Mlraete Woman, The (A.T.) Barbara Stanwvck
•tSSubway Express. The (A.T.).Jack Holt-Fred Kelsey
*t§ Virtue's Bed (A.T.)
*t6Woman Who Came Back. The (A.T.)

SOUND SHORTS

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

.Dec." 6

Title

•tAlasknn Knights
•MApachs Kid. Tht
•tSAretlc Antics (A.T.)
•I Autumn
'ISBandmaster, "The

•§1Barnyard Battle (AT.) .

•HBarnyard Concert (A.T.).
't§Barn Dance (A T.)
•t6r n ^tus Kid (AT.)
*t§Came the Pawn
'tCannlbai Capers
•Cat's Megw. The
'tSChnln Gang (A.T.)
'tSClnderetla (A.T.)
M^rnntlnental Evening A
Crystal Gazer
•t§Curloslties
•tDesert Sank , .

.

•tSFln It Now
•t§Ddtchman's Padadlse
"UFalth. Hone and Charity.
M^FIdrfllno Around (AT.)
•t§Flreflghters (A.T.)

Star

. Krazy Kat Kartoon ,

. . Krazy Kat Kartoon
Silly Symphony
Silly Symphony

,. Kr.i.-y Kat Kartoon
Mickey Mouse
Mickey Mouso
Mickey Mouse

, M Irkey Motive
Eddie Buzzel
Silly Symphony
K'XKt Kat Kartoon

. .Mickey Mou«e
. Krazy Kat Kartoon
Fay Marbe

.Specialties (Eddie Buzzell)
..Novelty

Kra/v Kat Kartoon
rinrlr ( p -..„,„-, „

,
. Rnmbllnn Reporter
Specialties (Eddie Buzzell)

..Mlrkpy Mouse

..Mickey Mouse

Rel. Date Length
. May 22 I reel.
.Oet 9
-lune 5 I reel.

.

•
r 'b 13 I reel..
Sept 8

• Apr. 25 I reel.
3 I reel.

14 I reel..
II ... I reel .

.

Mar

.Oct.

.Mar.

.Alio

-Aug.

I reel

I reel

.1 reel.

..Aug. 2

i.Nov. 8

"July" 5
.Feb. 16
Aug. 21

. Nov. 29

.Nov. IS

..Nov. 8

Sept.
Sept.

. Mar.
.Feb. 22
lune ?i

.Nov. 15

. I reel
Nov. 15

. I reel

. I reel

I reel Jan. 24
Nov. 8

. I reel Aug. 16

. I reel. Nov. 9. '29

..I reel July 26
Nov. 8

. I reel Jan. 1

1

. I reel

Nov. 29
. I reel Aug. 9
. I reel Sept. 14. '29

. I reel. Oet. 12. *29
. I reel

Oet. 18

tSFrollicking Fishes (A.T.) Silly Symphony May 8.,
•TSGalloplng Gaucho (A.T.) Mickey Mouh Feb. 14..
Gorilla Mystery Mickey Mouse Oct I

*t§Ham Berger & His Horse
Radish (A.T.) Color Sensation July (6..

•i'H.ird Boiled Yeggs Specialties (Eddie Buzzell).. Oct. 12...
•u Haunted House (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Aug. I..

*t§ Hawaiian* Columbia- Victor uem Apr. 9.

.

MSHonolulu Wiles (A.T.) Krazy Kat Kartoon Julv t7.

*t§Hot and Bothered Specialties (Eddie Buzzell).. Sept. 26..
*t§Jaiihouse Blues (A.T.) Mamie smith
•t^Jazz Fool (A.T.) Mickey Mouse July 5.
•§tJazz Rhythm Krazy Kat June 19.
*H Jewel of Asia Rambling Reporter Sept. 26.

.

•tSJunule Rhythm (A.T.) Mickey Mouse luiy 19.,
•tCKamival Kid (AT.) Mickey Mouse May 23..
*t§Larobs Will Gamble Krazy Kat Kartoon
*t§Land ol Long Ags Rambling Reporter Sept 29.
*t§Let's Talk Turkey Rambling Reporter
Little Trail. The Krazy Kat Karton

i s Marionettes .... 1 on* Saro , .VI ar. (2.

•tiMickey's Follies (A.T.) Mickey Mouse June 26..
t§Mlckey's Choo Choo (A.T.).. Mickey Mouse June 20..
*§t Midnight In a Toy Shop Silly Symphony luly 3.,
*t§ Monkey Melodies Silly Symphony Aug. 10.

.

*t§Never Strike Your Matter Specialties (Eddie Buzzell) . .Oct. 18..
t§Night (A.T.) Silly Symphony July 31.
•tOld Flame, An mazy Km Kartoon Apr. 24.
•tFfin'ry House (A.T.) Mlekev Mouse Vlar. 28.

,

•tSPIenle. Tin Mltkey Mouse Oct. I...
•tEPiin* Cra'v (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Feb. 28.
•t6Playtul Pan Silly Symphony
*t$Plow Boy (A.T.) Mickey Mouse May 9.
•tFPrlncesi Ladv Bug (A.T.) Color Sensation Mar. (7.

MSProdlgal Daughter. The Specialties (Eddie Buzzell) ..Sept 28..
mi.-,, lors Utica Jubilee Singers ' • o -b

•tSShlndlg (A.T.) Mickey Mouse July 9.
•tsiow &eau Krazy Kat Kartoon Feb. 27-
•TsSpookeasy Krazy Kat Kartoon Jan. 30.
*t§Spike Speaks Frank Moulan Mar. 26.
*t§Stage Door Knights Buddy ppyle .Apr. 23.
*15 Stage Door Pest Bovee Combe Jan. 15

•t§Steamboat Willie (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Ian. 31.
*t§South Sea Interlude (A.T.) . .Color Sensation Jan. 17.
•t§Summer Silly Symphony Jan. 16.
•'STalkino S'reon Sn not hot*. . . Release twlc • month
Vagabond Salesman, The Specialties (Eddie Buzzell)
*t§When the Cat's Away (A.T.). Mickey Mouse m" II-
•nwilrf Waves (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Xug. 15

•t§ Winter Silly Symphony
•t§Ye Heartte Shop (A.T.) Color Sensation Apr. '2.

CONTINENTAL PICTURES CORP.
FEATURES

tength
Title Star Rel. Date Feet Mlns.

*t§Fourth Alarm, The Nick Stuart-Ann Christy Oct. 25
Rampant Age (A.T.) (D.F.) Murray-Kennedy Jan. 15 5743.. ..64.

•f§Secopd Honeymoon, The (F.). Josephine Dunn Sept.
Worldly Goods .Klrkwood- Kennedy Aug.

. I reel June 28
. I reel

.1 reel
Nov. 29

. I reel

. i reel

. I reel

. I reel Feb. 22
. I reel FeD. i

, .1 reel Mar. I

.1 reel
.1 reel Feb. I

. I reel
. I reel
.1 reel Feb. '

I reel. June 9. '29

. I reel Jan. II

. I reel May S

Reviewed
Oet 18

.Jan. 13

.6065..

Air Eagles
Defenders of the Law
Hellion's Last Cruise, The.

.

Mystery Train, The
Rose of Chinatown
Sea Devils
Streets of Shadows

Coming Feature Attractions

. Molly O'Day-Edmund Burns. Dec.

EDUCATIONAL
SOUND SHORTS

'Available &ound-on-h~lm and sound-on-disc)

6 reels

6 reels

6 reels....

6 reeli

....6 reel*

6 reels

6 reels

Title

•tSAveraoe Husband (A.T.) ..
'TsBltiei Frienas (A. I.j
*'Rio lewel Casn The (A.T.)

*t§Bluffer, The (A.T.)
mqBuII* and Bears (A.T.}....
•tiBully Beef
•tsCamera Shy (A.T.)
tGCamous Crushes fA.T.) . .

.

*t§Cavlar
*t§Chop Suey
•t§Chumps. The (A.T.)
•sr-oHflnh Balls . ....
*t§College Cuties (A.T.)
•T§Oad Knows Best (A.T.)...
"gtOivorced Sweethearts (A.T.)
*t§Don't Bite Your Dentist (A.T.)
tSDon't Give Up (A.T.)
*t§Don't Leave Home
••nM.mmlno it le (A.T.)..
•t§Dutch Treat
*t§Expenslve Kisses (A.T.)
•tsr, t wive* tor Thin (A.T.)
•tSFIylno Trio, A
tSFfttln. the Swallow (A. T )

•tlFrench Fried
•IIFreshman's Goat. The (A.T.)
*t§French Kisses
•t§Frled Chicken
Girls Will Be Boys
*t§Golf Nuts
•T^Goodby Legs (A.T.)
*»«R n nrf Mnrrtlna <!h»rl« (A.T.)
t5Grandma*s Girl (A.T.)
•nHail the Princess (AT.)
*t Hawaiian Pineapples
•"M. Trt.mnM H-r 4- (A.T.)
MisHello Television (A.l.)
•tSHIs Error (A.T.)
*t§Hollywood Theme Song (A.T.)
* Hi Honeymoon Zeppelin 14. T.)
•tSHonk Your Horn (A.T.)"Mm end Hew (A.T.)
•tHot Turkey

star
Clyde -MMrhead
Lambert- McPhau
Lumhert K-Utv-Garvln
Clyde-Stedman
Pollaro Llyoe-Beebe
Terry-Toon
Hamllton-Hiart
Clyde- Reebe-Stuart
Terry-Toon
Terry- Tool
Beebe- Ctvde
Terry-Toon
Tamblyn- Rondel)
Hnlmoi Bollin
Christy- 1 --win -Pollard- Beebe
Clyde Pollard
Buster and John Weil
Johnny Hlnes
MrK» Smalley
Terry-Toon
Bert Roach
Beebe- Barraud- Clyde
Hodge Podge
1 lovet Hamilton
Terry-Toon
Bnbby Aanow
Cook Shockley
Terry-Toon
Charlotte Greenwood
Terry-Toon ,

Pol lard -Stuart
Lloyd Hamilton
,Clvde-Stiinrt-Kane
Rniev-r.nlllns

Terry-Toon
Rurfce-BfietM
Clvde-Chrlstv
Barnes. Cnlllns
Grlbbon-O'Leary-D'Avrll ..
Beebe Poltard
Llovd Hamilton
Goodwin- Crane
Terry-Toon

Apr. 27.
Feb. 23
Sept. 28.
Mar. 2.

.July 13.

June 15
Feb. 23
Aug. 2'

luly 6

June 15.

38
war 10.
Oct. 26...
Nov. 9...
Oct. 26 ..

Dee. 28.
Jan. 26..
Sept 21.
Dec. 7..
May 25..
Sept. 7..
Apr. 27..
Sept 7.
lune Iff,

Sept 7.

..1646..

.1609..
4(10 .

.

..922...
. . IR3B .

...543..
.

.

I4S0..,
.1929...

. . .659-.
...529..
.1888...
...578..
..1649..

DUO. .

.1822...

.1937...

.172*

'.'.1606'.'.

...612..
..1614..
..1980. .

...895..

..I68B..
...547..MM
..1789..

Feb. »?

-Oet. 25
Feb ?2

..July 12
.Feb. I

.June 28
.Feb. 22

Dee. 14.

luly 27..
May 25

.22.

Det. 12

May
May IB.
Mar. 23.
Alio. 17

Sept 14.
.Doc. 7.

Apr. 13.

June 29.

.

m- 12

May 4.

...520.

.1961..
.1735. ..!«..
..1885. ...21
.1573 17
...602..
..1895.

IR44.
.1750.
..1859.
1976.

.1716..

.1528.
..604.

21
?n

29

Apr. 12

. Nov. I

•apt Z7
Oet II

Apr n
Oct 10
.Aug. 9

. . Nov.22
.July 12
.June 14

..Oet 25

."May" 24
Apr. I?

Aug. 23

.'.NoV.""l
Apr. 28

.June 28
Jan. II

•Means synchronized score. tMeans sound effects §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker D meanr disc. F means sound-on-film.
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•UHow's My Baby (A.T.) Barnei-Colllns-MePhalt June
*t\ Hungarian Goulash Terry-Toon June
*t Indian Pudding Tarry -Toon Apr.
•tf Irish Stew Terry-Toon Oct.
'fjlohnny'a Week End (A.T.). ..Johnru Hlaes Sept. 14
*f$ Jumping Baant Ferry- Tooni Nov. 2.
"t§Kang.iroo Steak Terry- Tni July 27
*f§Lovo A La Mode (A.T.) Gmnvllle-Drew Nov.
*T§Lovn Your Neighbor (A.T.) ..Charlotte Greenwood Oct.
*t5 Match Pity A. i.j ... Hagen-Dlegel Mar.
'tSMedley of River*. A Hodge-Podge Nav.
•f§Monkey Meat ren-y-Taen Aug.
'Museum of Art. A Hodge. Podge Frb.
*t§My Harem (A.T.) Moran-Bradbury Nov.
*t§No. No, Lady {A.T.) Clyde-Christy Dec.
*t$Oh Darling lA.T.) . ... Dover-MePholl-Peek Feb.
•tSOur Nagging Wlvei (A.T.) ... Ford Sterllag Nov.
*tOver the Air nudge -Podge Oct.
Passionate Pups. The Bert Roach
"TSPeace and Harmony ia.i.i
•fSPollshed ivory (A.T.)
*t Pretzels .

•tSPrlze Puppies (A.T.)
*t§Raeket Cheers (A.T.)
*t§Radlo Kisses (A.T.)
'tRoman Pun*
'tSRough Idea of Love (A.T.)
•tSolt Water Tuffy
•fSSeoteh (A.T.)

22. ...1667. ...is
2B BIS •
6 578 6. ..Apr. !

535 6. ..Oct.
1853 16
499 6. ..Oct 1

27 335 6
2....I77O....I0
12 1756... 22... Sept. '.

16 ...2002... 22. ..Feb. i

6. ...892... .10

ID 548 6. ..Aug. '.

... I reel

16 1764 19
796....20..

American Holiday Series

.1565.
.1780.
..935..

.Feb.
.Oct. 3

Sept. 3

•f§Scotch Hlghballt ..

Shotgun Weddlr

Lambert-Coll Ins- Mcphall
Lloyd Hamilton
Terry-Toon Mar.
.Lloyd Hamilton Aug.
.Clyde- Irwin- Pollard Nov.
.Ueebe-Ouryea-Uarewe May
Terry. Toon Apr.
Beebe- Eastman Dec.

. Terry-Toon Nov
.Clyde-Bevan-McPhall Jan.

May 18.

.Nov. 16.

.1660. ..

.1642..
..623...
.1724...
.1994...
.1891...
..560. ,.

.1896...

..582...
.1961..

. . Nov.
.June
..Apr. !

•t§St. SI. Senor (A.T.) ..

tSoonlsh Onlona
•tSSugar Plum Papa (A.T.)
*t§Swlss Cheese
•tSTake Your Medicine ....
•fTid Bits .-_.

•tfThelr Wives' Vacation (A.T.) .Kelton-Murray .

*&Troubl* For Two (A.T.) .. Haymond M*Kee

Tom Patrlcola Sept, 21.

.

Terry-Toon Mar. 23..
Clyde- G ribbons Feb. 16.

.

Terry-Toot June I

.

Andy Clyde Oct 26...
Hodge Podge Deo. 21.

.

Dee. 14..
Mar.

*t§Ut Tree Lloyd Hamilton
MSVacntlon Love* (A.T.) Clyde-Betty Boyd
•»§ Western Knights (A.T.) Lambert- St. John-McPhall.
•fSWIIklns Murder Mystery Wm. J. Bunu
't§Won by a Neck Lloyd Hamilton

Nov. 30..
. Sept 28.
.Apr. 20

.1755....:

..637....

.1932....:
. 647....
..969....
..779
.1695....:
tf>27..

1777...
.1804.
1661

17. ..Mar. 2B

FIRST NATIONAL
(Available sound-on-disc and sound-on-tilrn >

FEATURES
Title itar Re). Date

•fJBoek Pay (A.T.) Corlnne Griffith June I..
MSBad Man. The (A.T.) Huston-Revler Sept. 14..
•fjBrlde ot the Regiment (A.T.)

. Segal-Pldgeen June 22..
•tSBrlght Light! Dorothy Maekalll Sept. 21..
•t§College Lovers (A.T.) Whlttng-Niioa Oct. 5..
•t§Dawn Patrol. The (A.T.)... Barthelmess- Fairbanks. Jr.. Aug.
t( Flirting Widow (A.T.) Dorothy Maekalll May
•t 5 Furies (AT.) Warner- Wllsen Mar.
'tfGIrl of Golden West (A.T.) . Hardlng-Rennle Oct.
'tSGorllla. The (A.T.) Joe Frlsee Noi

10.

tgln the Next Room (A.T.) ... jack Mulhall Jan.

't5Lllles el Field (A.T.) ..

'ML"** Ankles (A.T.)
'tJMurder Will Out (A.T.)
'tlNotorlous Affair. A (A. T.)
t§Numbered Men (A.T.)
tSOne Night at Susie's (A.T.) Dove-Fairbanks.
toother Temorrow (A.T.) Blllle Dove. . .

.

t§Playlng Around (A.T.) .... White- Morris
tSRoad to Pa\adlse Th« (A.T.) Young-Mulhall
't§Searlet Pages (A.T.) Ferguson-Nixon
t§8how Girl in Hollywood (A.T.). White-Mulhall
tSSong of the Flame (A.T.) . . . .Gray-Claire May

. Corlnne Griffith .

Fairbanks, Jr.-Young
Mulhall-Lee
Blllle Dove
Nagel-Clalre

Jr....

Jan.
Feb.
Apr.
May
Aug.
Oct.
Feb.
Jan.
July
Sept.

20
25. .

"tlSprlng Is Here (A.T.) Claire-Gray Api
•UStrletly Modern (A.T.) Dorothy Maekalll Mar. 3

"tSSunny (A.T.) Marilyn Miller Nov. 23
•^Sweethearts and Wives (A.T.) Blllle Dove June 13
•Sfiweet Mama (A.T.) Alice White July 6
•tfTop Speed (A.T.) Brown-Clalre-Whltlng Aug. 24
ItlTruth About Youth (A.T.) . .

. Young-Tearle .- Nov 30
'tlWay of All Men. The (A.T.) . Fairbanks. Jr.-Revler Sept
M§ Widow from Chicago (A.T.).. Nell Hamilton Nov. 9

.5672...
.7124...
7418 ...
.6416...
5G33...
10054...

...6664...
.. 6608...
...7276...
...5911...

. .
6336 . .

...5979...
. . 6190. ..

...6200...

...8218.

.

...6480...
...5760...
...5B0O...
...8003...

.6935...

.5906...
-7ii3...
.6501...

...6386...

.. 5612..
-.7256...
...7003...
..5PI2...
...7200...
...6235...
...6032..
..6235...

, Reviewed
..June 7
.Aug. 30
Ma 2a
.July

..Sept. 8
.July 19
..June 7

..Apr 28

..June 21

Mar. h

..Apr. IS
...May 5
...June 7
. . Nov. I

..Jan. 4

..Apr. 5
...July S

. .Aug. 8

..May 3
...May 3
...Apr. 26

May 10

..Oct. II

...June 7
..July 19

...June 21
. .Nov. 29
...July 26
..Oct. 25

Title
•t§Adles vA. T.)
Ambush
Big Business
Broadminded
*1§Captaln Blood (A.T.)
Chances
•^Father's Son (A.T.)
•tSGoing Wild (A.T.)
Green Cat. The
•tSHoner of the Family. Tl

(A.T.)
•t§Hot Heiress. The (A.T.)

.

•t§Klss Me Again (A.T.)...
•t§Klsmet (A.T.)
Lady for Love,

Coming Attractions
Star

Richard Barthelmets
. . Loretta Young
..Dorothy Maekalll

. . James Ronnie
..Douglas Fairbanks, Jr

. .Janney- Stone- Rich

..loe E. Brown
. -Dorothy Mackaill

Feet Mini.
..7I69 80..

..Oct. 4

..Aug. 23

..Walter Huston ..

. . Lyon-Munsen ...

..Clare-Pldgeon .

.

..Otis Skinner
. Loretta Young .

.

*t§Lady Who Dared. The (A.T.) . fllllie Dove
•tJLIrtle Caesar (A.T.) .

.

*t§Men of the Sky (A.T.)
•tSMothera Cry <A.T.)
VSMIsbehavIng Ladle* (A.T.)
•SNauohtv Flirt (A.T.)
Paris Preferred
Party Husband
•HRIoht it Way Ttm (A.T 1

*t§Toe Youne to Marry Young-Withers
Tenderfoot. The Joe Brown
You and I Loretta Young
•tlWoman Hungry (A.T.) Lee-Kohler-Blaekmer

Edw. G. Robinson 730O .

Irene Delroy- Jack Whiting
Peterson- Mannere Ian. 4. '31 . .6855.

.

Lee- Lyon 6480 . .

.

Alice White Jan. II, '31.5187.

.

..Oct. 4

.'.Nov." 8

.NovWi

FITZPATRICK PICTURES, INC.
Features

Title Star
Lady of the Lake Percy Marmont-Benlta Hume

Length
Feet Mint. Reviewed

.3877. ...45. ...Oct. 25

SOUND SHORTS
Traveltalk Series

u
rit

!* r „ . „. .

Sta
,

r,-.„ Rel. Date Feet Mini. Reviewed
No. I—From Barcelona te Valencia (F.&D.) Sept. . 1006 "
No. 2—From Valencia to Granada (F.&D.) Oct
No. 3—From Granada to Toledo (F.&D j Nov
No. 4— In Old Madrid (F.&D.) *. Dec.
Ne. 5—Egypt—The Land el the Pyramids (F.&D.) May
No. 6—Gateway to India. The (F.&D.) June
No. 7—Temple ef Love. The (F.&D.) July
No. 6—Imperial City (F.&D.) Aug.
No, 9.—Picturesgue Hong Kong (F.&D.) Sept.
Ne. 10—The Island Empire (F.&D.) Oct
No. 1 1—Japan In Cherry Blossom Time (F.&D.) Oct.
No. 13—Java—The Fragrant Isle (F.&D.) Nov.
Ne. 13—Charming Ceylon Nov.
No. N—Honolulu to Havana Dee.
No. 15—Siam to Korea Jan.

.971 II Oet.l2.'29
975....II Nov.l6.*29

' .10. ..Feb. 8
.11. ..June 21
.9'/.

IO'/»..Sept 6
9... Aug. 23

...867.

...972.

...850.

...958.

...632
.718. ...10..
716 8. -Sept.
766 9. .Nov. 2
773 9
705 9 ,

'Means synchronized score. fMeans sound effects. $Means voice
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.

Abraham Lincoln (A.T.) 8..
•Armistice Day (A.T.) 8..
•Christopher Columbus (A.T.) - 8..
•George Washington (A.T.) 8..
'Independence Day (A.T.) , 8.

.

•§ Labor Day 3.,
•% Memorial Day 8..
•§ Mother's Day 8..
'lOrlgin of Christmas "
'^Thanksgiving 8.

.

Movie Horoscope Series
One Release for Each Month ef the Year

Title Star Rel. Data
People Born In August (D.&F.) ,

People Born In September (D.&F.) •

People Born In October (D.&F.) ,

People Born in November (D.&F.)
People Born In December (D.&F.)
People Born In January (D.&F.)
People Born In February (O.&F.) <

People Born In March (D.&F.)
People Born In April (D.&F.)
People Born In May (D.&F.)
People Born In June (D.&F.) <

People Bora In July (D.&F.) <

Music Master Series

Title Star Rel. Date
'tGeorges Bizet (D.&F.) • Sept ...

"fJohannes Brahams (D.&F.) .. . • 6ept
'tFranz Liszt (D.&F.) • Sept
ItGeorge Frederick Handel (D.& Oet-

•^Frederick Chopin (D.&F.) Oet
•tLudwfg Van Beethoven (D.&F Oct.

tiohann Strauss (D.&F.) N«V
•t§Gulseppe Verdi (D.&F.) Nov
•tFellx Mendelssohn (O.&F.) Dee ,

Length
Feet Mini. Reviewed

.. 830 9

...991. ...II
. . .954 10'/,

...711 •

...714 8

...901. ...10

...748 9>/p

.. .944.... 10'/,

...823 9 ..

Length
Feet Mine. Reviewed

....972.. ..II
.. .971 II... Feb. 15

...998 1 1... Apr. 5
990. ...t

....932.... 10'/,

...681 7'/>Apr.l9

W.85I...'.9Vi"nVvW29

FOX FILMS
(All refwases sound-on-Him and &oxtnd-on-di»e)

FEATURES Length

Star Rel. Date Feet Mlns. Review*"

•tSAra You There? (A.T.)
•tSArlzona Kid. The (A.T.)

. Llltle-Gan-ick . Nov. M . . . 5400

.

...60.
. Baxter- Marls Apr. 27. ...7450. ...83.

•tSBig Party. The (A.T.) Lee-Carol-Albertson Feb. 23.....6482. ...72.

tSBIg Trail. The (A.T.) . Wayne-Churchill- Marshall . .Nov. 2. .Standard IIII8. ..Oet II

Irandeur
..6120..

14200
..68 D12.. ec. 7. '29

•t§Cheer Up and Smile Lee- Lake -Baclanova . June 22.. ..5600.. ..62.. .Aug. 2
.farrell- Duncan
Bennett-Ayres- Marshall

Feb.
Aug.

IS.

17.
...6171.
...7961.

...69.

...86.•tSCommon Clay (A.T.) ..June 21

•t§Crazy That Way (A. T.) Bennett- Mac Kenna Mar. 3(1

.

,..64..

"t§Oaneers, The (A.T.) .Moran- Hoi met -Walter Byron Nov. 9.. ..7500.. ..83.. ..Oct 4
"tSDevll With Women, A IK.. ..5750.. ..64.. .July 26
'tSDouble Cross Roads (A. T.)

.

Apr. 20. ..5800., ..64.. .Mar. 2U

.May
June

4.
29

...7422.
, . 6340..

...84.
..70*t§Good Intentions (A.T.) . Lowe-Churchill June 14

n§Harmony at Home (A.T.)... .Collier. Sr.. Churchill . Jan. 19.. ..6395.. .70 Dee. 14. '29

-tSHIgh Society Blues (A.T.)..
•flJust Imaolne (A-T.l

. Gaynor. Farrell Mar. 28 ...6750. .. 75. ..Mar. 1

. Brendel-Sullivan , . Nov. za ..10056. ..III. ..Oet. 16
•tjLast of Duanes (A.T.)
•t|Let'« Go Places (A.T.)

.O'Brien- Loy- Browne Aug. 31.. ..5500.. .61., July 12
Wagstafl-Lane Feb. ? ..6745.. ..72.. Jan. 18

•tSLIghtnin' -Will Rogers- Dresser . Dee. 7 ...8500. ...94. ..Oct 25

, George O'Brien
.Oct.
Jan.

0...
5

.8472...
...5940.

.94..
...66.

Sept 13
..Jan. 25• 1 61 one Star Ranger (A.T.) . .

.

.Bills-Mackalll . Aug. Ji ..7800.. -.84.. .Aug. 30
•t§Mon Without Women (A. T.) . MacKenna-MacDonald . Feb. 9.. ..7246.. ..81.. .Jan. 4

•t§Nat Damaged (A.T.) ,
. Moran- Byron* A mea May 25 . ..6500. ..72. .June 14

•t§One Mad Kiss (A.T.) . Dtn Jose Mollea July 1.1. ...5566. ...64. ..July 26
'tSOn the Level (A.T.) - Mar. 24. ...5600. ...62.
•t60n Yeur Back (A.T.) Sept. 14 ...6600. ...74.
't§ Renegades .Baxter- Beery -Loy Oct 2a ...8400. ...93.
•t§Rough Romance (A.T.) O'Brien-Chandler 15 ...4800.
•tSScotland Yard (A.T.)
•tlSea Wolf (A. T.)

. Edmund Lowe- Bennett .Oct. 19 ...6750. ...75.
Sepf 71 . . .8000. ...89.

. Jan. 28., ..6925.. .76 bc. 14. '29

..May 31•t5So This li Lendei (A.T.)... . Will Rogers
|§Song O' My Heart (A.T.).. . John MeCormaok . Sept. 7 ...8243,
•tQSoup to Nuts (A.T.) Healy-Winnlnger-Smlth ... -Oct 25

(Reviewed under title it "Ma«lt of Lore" Id Feb 1

*t§Temple Tower (A.T.) . Mac Kenna- Day .Apr. 13
•t§3 Slstera (A.T.) Dresser. patrlcola 6,
•t§Un the River (A.T.) Luee-Bogart-Traey . Oet. 17 ..8200.. -.92..
•tJWIld Company fA.T.I
•t§ Women Everywhere (A.T.)..

.
Albertson- Warner-Lynn .. .July ..July 19

..June 14. Murray- Dorsay- Kellard . June 1. ...7500. ...83.

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star

, . MacDonald-Lowe
Rel. Date Length Reviewed

•t§Alone With You (A.T.).. ..

Axelle
t § Barcelona (A.T.) . oaynor-Bogart
•HBIondle (A.T.) , . Moran-Bogari-Ames
Charlie Chan Carries On . .Fifi Dorsay- Warren Hymer
*t§Clseo Kid, The (A. T.) Lowe-Baxter
t§Conneetleut Yankee, A (A.T.) Will Rogen-O'Sulllvan. . .

.

-Mar. 8. ' 31
. .

Baxter- Bennett
•tSEast Lynne Ann Hardlng-Brook-Naget
•t§Fair Warning (A.T.) O'Brien- Huntington Feb 15,

'31
•t§GMs Oemand Excitement

, . Brendel-White-Comnton
tfGoIng Nowhere (A.T.) Brendel-Whlte-Traoy

..Will Rogers
•tlHet Numbers (A.T.) Coreoran-Byron Collier. Sr.

..Victor McLaglen-Fay Wray
*t§Man Who Came Back. The

(A.T.) .J. Gaynor - C. Farrell - K

Menace for Men
tSMen on Call (A.T.)
Mr. Lemon of Orange
*f§Movletone Fellies ef 1931

(A.T.)
•t§Na Favor! Asked (A.T.)
•t§Oh, For a Man! (A.T.)...
*t§Onee a Sinner
t§One Night In Paris (A.T.).
•tSPalnted Woman. The /AT.).
•T§Part Time Wife (A.T.)....
•t§Prlneess and the Plumber.

The (A T.l
Seas Beneath, The
•t§She'i My Girl (A.T.)
•tSShe Wears the Pants (A.T.)
•tSftolder The (AT.)
•t§Spy. The.
Squadrons
Stolen Thunder
•+§Thelr Mad Moment (A.T.)...
Three Olrls Lest
•1§Under Suspicion (A.T.)
*t§Women of All Nations (A.T.t
•tewyomlno Wonder (A.T.)...
•tSYouno Sinners (A.T.)

MacKenna Jan. II, '31
John Wayne-Vlrglnla Cherrlll
Edmund Lowe-Clarka Dee. 28-..
Brendei-Dorsay-Churchlll

3peclal Cast
McLaglen- Francis
MacDonald-Denny-Whlte .. Dec.
Dorothy Mackalll-Joel MeCrea Feb.
Gavnor-MacKennn

,

John Wayne- Claire Luee
E. Lowe-L. Hyams Jan. 25. '3 1.

Farrell-O'Sulllvan-Warner ..Dee. 21... 6480 72. ..Oet. 18
O'Brlen-LesiIng Jan. 18, *3I
Farrell- Cam pton

Baxter"WW ".".".'.".'.'.".*.*.'.". '.'.'.".'.'.'.".'."*. */.".". ..'.'.".'.'.'.'.".".'.'.
.......

.Hamilton- Kay Johnson .... Feb. i. '31

Charles Farrell-Ellssa Landl. Mar. I, *3I
Mac Donald- Brook
.Baxter-Maekalll-Pltts Feb. 22. '31

, Mar. 15, '31

J. Harold Murray-Moran Jan. 4, '31.5800 64. .Nov. 22
McLaqien-Lowe
Howard- Corcoran
Moran - Albertson -Melghai

(including dialogue and incidental songs).
D means disc. P means sound-on-film.

A.T. after title means
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INTERNATIONAL PHOTOPLAY DISTRIBUTORS
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Data
•* Alter the Verdict Olga Tleheehowa Jan. I.

*T$CMmson Clrcft. The Stewart Rimi Feb. I..

*t*Dark Red Roiei i A.T.i Rame-Doble Mar. I..

•tiUnwrltten Lav, Tbi (A.T.)... Rnallad Fuller Feb. I.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Star

Length
Reelt Mltll. Reviewed

7 7ft. .June 21

.7 79..Jna. n

.8 67. .MV. t

.3 30

Leagtk
Reeli. Mini. Revlewo*
2 17

. Son o Praonm 1 •

.Jazz Pre gram I

.Animal Novell* I..

.Frawley & Smith !••

.Special Cast 2..
-Song Serlea I.

....17.

Title

•flAel- Dental Treatment
*T§Abble Mitchell A. Sizzle 4

Blake
-t&Clyde Doerr 4. Sajtohom

Sextet
MSFeed the Brats (A.T.)
MsHoan (A.T.)
"tSJuitlee (A.T.)
"tSLIttle Journeyi la Sengland
Marionette!

1. Grand Opera I •

2. AllezOp 1 8
3. Dlmplei & Tears

•tSMiser, Th« (A.T.) Brnnsby Wllllami 1 8
•fSMr. Smith Wakes Up (A.T.).Marrlott-Gett 2 16

•tiNlght In Dixie. A (A.T.)...MItehell-Hudglns 2 16 ,

T&Nore Blaney Ns. I Song Program 1 9
'TINora Blaney No. 2 Song Program 1 9
•tSRadie Frank! A 4 Baehelara. Song Program 1 8. .Aug.
'tiTeddy Brawn 4. Hla Band Jau Program I S.Nov. 16,

*tiWhen the Clock Struck
Twelve (A.T.) Nllea Waleh 2 II

METRO-GOLDWYN-MATER
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Data
*t§Anna Chrlitle (A.T.) Greta Gtrbo Feb. 21...

'tIBIg House. The (A.T.) Beery-Morrii-Hyami June 14.

•tSBIIIy the Kid (A.T.) John Mack Brown OeL 18.,

't&Bhhop Marder Can ( A.T.) .. Basil Rathbone Jan. 3.

"f&Call ot the Flesh Navarra Aug. 16

Reviewed under title of "Singer of Seville" In July 12th, 1930. Iwb n

•tSCaught snort (A.T.) Dresiler- Moras May 10 6873... 71..
•tSChailng Rainbow* (A.T.) .... Love- King Jan. 10 8813.... 98

(Reviewed under title ot "Reed Show" In Nov. 2, 1929. Issue)

•tIChlldrea at Pleasure (A. T.) . Gray- Roble-Jihana Apr. 28 6400 72

Length
Feet Mint. Ravle.eo
1170.. ..SID ec. 21. :'<i

.7901. ...88. . .June 7H
.8808. ..82.. .Sent 1.1

7HBI ..89.. M.y 10
.9061. ..99..

T§ Devil- May-Care (A.T.) . Ramon Navarro Feb.

TSDIvoreee. The (A.T.) Shearer- Morris

*t§ Doughboys Buster K eaten
,

(Reviewed under title "Big Shot'

MSFree and Easy (A.T.) "
•fSFIoradora Girl. The (A.T.)

.

*t§GIM Said No. The (A.T.).
•tJGeod News (A.T.)
•t§ln Gay Madrid (A.T.)
*t§Lady's Morals. A (A.T.)

Buster KeaUn
. Da* iei- Gray
.Halnes-Hyame
. Special Cast
.Ramon Novarro
.Grace Moore

.Apr. 19. ...7533.
. ... Aug. 30.... 7325
In July 26 Issue.)

.Mar. 22. ...0413.

3. ..98. Dec. 28. '29
.84... Apr.
.81. ..July 26

ISLady st Scandal (A.T.)
•t§Lady to Love. A (A.T.)..
tSLet Ui Be Gay (A.T.)
*T§Lord Byron if B'way (A.T.)
*t§Lave In the Rough (A.T.)..
•fSMadam Satan (A.T.) ,

•tSMen ot the North (A.T.)...
Min and Bill

•fSMontane Moon (A.T.)
-TiNot So Dumb (A.T.)

.

(Reviewed under title of "The Soul Kiss'

7260.

.

.<S382 .

.7931..
.7654..
7856.

.

Chatterton.Forbei- Rath bens
..Vllma Banky
.Shearer. La Reque

. . Terry- Kaiey- Edwards ....

..R. Montgomery-O. Jordan
. K. Johnsoi Reginald Denny. Sept. 20

,.B Leonard-G. Roland Sept. 27

.Marie Dressier Nov. 29
. Joan Crawford Mar. 29
Davlei-Nugent Jan.

May 31
Mar. IS.

... Aug. 23.

... May 17.
...Nov. 8.

In Oct 4 Issae.)

.May 24.

.Mar. 8..
.Aug. 9.
.Feb. 28.
. Sept.

..Feb. 22

.June 7
. . Feb. I

..Apr. 12

..June /

8429..
.7121.
.7069.

.May 31
Feb. 8
.May 3
Jan. 25

(Reviewed under title of "Dulcy" In Nov. 2. 1929,

tSOur Blushing Brldn (A.T.) .. Crawford- Page-Sebastian ...July 19.

*T§One Embarrassing Night All English Cast June 21.

'fiPaulon Flower (A.T.) K. Francii-Johnson-Blekford Dec. 6

•15 Redemption (A.T.) filtbort-Nagel-Adoree Apr. 5.

"t§ Remote Control (A.T.) Halnes-Deran Nov. 15

*tSRogus Bong. The (A.T.) Lawrence Tlbbett May 10

•t§Romance Greta Garba Jul* 26

•tSSee Bat. The (A.T.) BIckford-MUJaa. Terras June 5.

MiShlp From Shanghai, The
(A.T.) Nagel-Johnson-Welhelm ... Jan. 31.

'tiSlai at the Children (A.T.). Mann-Nugent

..10320..

...6359..
. . . 5977 .

.

...7917..

...6875..
Issue.)

...9138..
...8611..
...7171.
...6019..

5958.
...9723..

6977..
...6253..

...6176..
.7718.

..94..

...79.

..78..
.85. ..Aug. IG

113. ..Aug. 30
.80... Oct 25
..67. ..Oct. 18
..88... Feb. i

..75

.102.. .July 19
90 ..Aug. 16

80. .Oct. 25
,67.. .May 10

.67... Oct II

108... Fab. I

.76. ..Aug. 3

.69. ..May !

(Reviewed under the title of "Richest Man" In the World In July 5 Issue.)

69... Jan.
July

18

t§Strletly Unconventional (A.T.)Stone-Cavanaoh-Owen May
(Reviewed under title of "The Circle" In Feb. 22.

•tSThli Mnd World (A.T.) Rathbone-Jehasoa, Apr. 12.

*t§They Learned About Women
(A.T.) Van and Sehenck Feb. 14.

*t§Those Three French Girls. . .(A.T.) R. Denny Oct II

•TSUnholy 3, The Chaney-Lee-Llnow July 12.

•t§War Nurse (A.T.) Walker-Page-Montgomery ..Nov. 22.
•UWay for a Sailer (A.T.) John Gilbert Nov.

4970 55... Feb. 22
1929. Issue.)

.6452... 72... Apr.

..8773.
..6760
.6478

.97. Dec. 14. '29

76. Oct, 18

..72. ..May
.7333. ...82. ..Sept 20
.7987.

2. ...6407.
Sept 20

.71. ..Aug. 6
77. Dec. 14, '29

•(Way Out West (A.T.)....
'tSWoman Racket (A.T.)..

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Data Length Reviewed

Bachelor Father Davles-Forbes Jan. 10, '31

•ISDanee, Fools, Dance (A.T.) . . Joan Crawford
*f§ Daybreak (A.T.) Ramon Novarra .... .

Easiest Way, The Constance Bennett-Robert Montgomery
Five and Ten
Gentleman's Fate Gilbert- Wolheim
Get- Rich-Quick Wallingford Bill Haines
Girls Together
"t§Great Day. The (A..T.) Joan Crawford
Great Lover Adolph Menjou
•f§Great Meadow, The (A.T.) . . .3rown-Boardman Jan. 31. '31

"t§Her Fortune (A.T.) Joan Crawford
It's a Wise Child Marion Davies Jan. 24. '31

•t§lnsplratlon Greta Garbo Jan. 31. "31

Mata Harl Greta Garbo
•tSMarefi of Time (Tent.) Wuher t. Fields ...
•t6New Meon. The (A.T.) Tlbbett-Moore Jan. 17. '31 Oct. 25
Paid Crawford- Armstrong Dec. 20 Nov. 15
•t§Red Dust (A.T.) Greta Garbo
•IS Reducing (A.T.) Dressier- Moran Jan. 3, 31
Secret Six. Tha Beery- Rambeau
Shepherd of Guadaloupe
'tSSoutherner. The Lawrence Tlbbett
"§t Squaw Man, The Roland Young
Strangers May Kiss Norma Shearer -

Susan Lenox, Her Rise and Fall
Their First Mistake Laurel e\ Hardy

(Reviewed under title of "The Rap," Issue of Sept. 27)
•t§Trader Horn (A.T.) Harry Carey

SOUND SHORTS

Clyde Doerr &. His Saxopbano Onhestra Act Jan.
*T§College Hounds Dogvllle Sept.
•tiCollege Romeos Blltmore Trio Jan.
Copy Novelty Oct
Ci 'i.'v House Dane- Moran Nov.
Cuckoo Murder Case. The Flip the Prog Series OcL
Devil's Cabaret Revue Dec
'H Doctors Orders Boy Friends Sept.
*f§Dogway Melody Dogvllle Dee.
•^Dollar Dizzy (A.T.) Charley Chase OeL

..572..
..1524.
...653..
.1877..

13 1920.
20.... 1493.,

4. ...2364
882..•f: Dublin and Nearby Holmes Dec.

't&Fast Work (A.T.) Charlie Chase June 2B 1866..
•TSflddieaticki (A.T.) Cartoon Aug. 16 568
•fiFllty Million Husbands Charley Chase May 24 1646

TJ Fighting Per ion Laagdo* Feb. 22 1877...
•TjFlrit Seven Yean. The Our Gang Mar. I 1843
'Flower Garden Revue Jan. 18 1663
"Flying Fists Cartoon SepL 6 628...
t§Gems of M-G-M (A.T.) Novelty Jan. 3. '31 . . 1846. ...

Girl Shock Charley Chaso Aug. 23 1786...
Glories of Nlkko, Tha Holmes Aug. 23 908
•TSMaywlre tA.T.) Laurel- Hardy May 29 1775
i^Head Guy. The Harry Langdai Jan. II . 1878. .

Helping Grandma Our Gang Jan. 3, '31. .2 reels.

High C's Charley Chase Dee. 27 2623 . .

.

"t§Hog Wild (A.T.) Laurel-Hardy May 31 1775....
Hoosegow, The Laurel eV Hardy
•t*Hei Deg Dogvllle Aug. 16. ..1400
•tSlnte Marwc* Holmes Dec. 6 900
*t§Kiddies Revue (A.T.) Mar. 15
*t§Klng. The Harry Langdon June 14 1787...
"t§Laurel & Hardy Murder CaseLanref.Herdy SepL 6 2781....
Ladles Last Boy Friends Dee. 6 1893....
Looser Than Loose Charley Chase Nov. 15 1893
Love Business Our Gang Feb. 14. '31 . 1857
Love Fever B. Friend Feb. 28. '31
Modern Madrid Holmes jov 15 851
TSNIght Owls (A.T.) Laurel-Hardy Jan. 4.'.'.'. 1895.'.'

t§oid Man Troubfa (A.T.) navldsoa-Niehals in
Peeps at Peking Holmes Jan. 17.
•tsPiratei (A.T.J eenny Rubin Feb 15
Pups Is Pups Our Gang Aug. 30.
tSReal McCoy (A.T.) Charley Chase Feb. I,

Rounder. The Novelty Nov Z,
School's Out Our Gang Nov' 22

May 24
Aug. 16

Mar. 2*

Dee. 14. '2S

....Apr. a

....1895.. ..Oec. 14. '29
2 raali

31. .804
...1622 Aug. 16

...1693 Oet 18
...1899.... DSC 14. '29

...1812
...1893 Aug. 30

...1861...
31
...908....

•tSShlverlng Shakespeare Our Gang
'tftShrino. The Harry Langdon May 3 1738 Feb. 15
Snappy Cabellero Revue SenL 20
•fSSong Writer's Revue. The (AT.)Novelty Aug 30
So Quiet on the Canine Front. .Dogvllle j an

'

31
Spain's Maddest Fiesta Holmes gept 13
Sultan's Camp ot Victory Holmes Feb 28
Tale of the Alhambra, A Holmes p es' 7 ''31
•t§Teaeher'i Pel (A.T.) Our Gang rjet ' l'l

* 1*8*94 "
*

That Little Bit of Heaven Holmes M ar 21 '31
Through the Yang tie Gorges Holmes Q ct_" 25* 879"

'

Thundering Tenors Charley Chase Feb 7 '3J 1923
t§Tough Winter. A Our Gang jLjne 2*1 ' 1880 '

•tSVan & Schenek j an 11 7gg
Village Barber, The Flip the Frog Series Sept 27 656
Virginia Judge, The Act. Jan. 4 803
*t§Vodevllle (A.T.) ...) Laurel & Hardy 2 reels'

'

What a Man Charley Chase Feb 7 '31
•t§When the Wind Blows Our Gang Apr". 5. .

.

"
1795*

'

•t§Whlsperlng Whoopee Charley Chase Mar. R .. 1907
Who Killed Rover? Dogvllle Nov 8 1346

.7. ...Oct. II

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date
'tfAnlmal Crackers (A ,T.)....Marx Brothen Sept. 6...
•t)Anybody's War (A.T.) Moran & Mack Aug. 2...
•'fAnybody'i Woman Chatter-ton . Brook Aug. 30
•tSBig Pend. The (A.T.) Chevalier. Colbert May 3...
•tSBorder Legion. The (A.T.> . Arlen-Wray-Holt June 28...
*t<;Dangerous Nan McGrew (A.T.) Helen Kane July 5...
•tS Dangerous Paradise (A.T.). . Carroll -A Men Feb. 22. ..

•t§Derellct (A.T.) Bancroft- Francli Nov. 22...
*t$Oevl1'i Holiday, The (A.T.). Nancy Carroll May 24...
Fast and Loose Hopk firs -Starrett-Lombard-

Morgan Nov. 8. .

.

.Harold Lloyd Nov. 8...
. Rogen -Carroll SepL 27. , -

William Powell * July 26...
Cyril Mauda Aug. 23.

..Rogers- Kane Oct. II..

..Clara Bow OcL 18...
.Nancy Carroll Mar. 29.

.

•tIFeet First (A. T.) . . .

.

•flFalln Thru (A.T.)
*tiFor the Defense (A.T.).
*t§Grumpy (A. T.)
•tlHeads Up (A.T.)
*t§Her Wedding Night
•t§Honey lA.T.)

Length
Feet Mlat.
.8897.... 99.
6117 ...75 .

7243 91.
.6964 78.
6068..
.6571
.5244.., .56.
.6622 75.
.6743.... 75.

.6384. ...71..
.6100 90.
.8386.... 94.
5670 63..
.6647.... 66.
.6785.... 76.
.6924. .75.,
.6701 74.
7171 70.

6390.

Rel. Date Length
Apr. 19 1895...
Nov. 29 2591...
Apr. 12
Jan. I7.'3I

*t§Ladles Love Brutei (A.T.) .. George Bancroft Apr.
MSLetghter (A. T.) Nancy Carroll OeL 25
L'EnlmatlQue Mr. Parke* A. Menjou-C. Colbert

,

(Slightly Scarlet)
'tSLet'i Go Native (A.T.) MacDonald-Oakle Aug. 16 6787..
*
1

5

Light of Western Stars (A.T.) Arlen-Briarr-Greii Apr. 19. ...6312..
MSLove Among the Millionaire-! ( A.T.i . Bow-Smith July 19 6910...
*t§Love Parade (A.T.) (D) Chevaller-MaeDonald Jan. 18. ..10622..
*t§Man Front Wyoming (A.T.). .Cooper-Collier July 12 5989...
•' 6 Manslaughter (A. T.) Colbert- March Aug. 9 7954..,
•1§Men Are Like That (A.T.).. Hal Skelly Mar. 22 5467...
*tS Monte Carlo Buchanan- MaeDanald Oct. 4 6077..
'TSMorocci (A. T.) Cooper- Dietrich Dec. 6 8237..
"HOniv me Br».« (A.T.) Gary Cooper Mar. 8 6024. ..

*t§Only Saps Work Errol-Arlen- Brian Dec. 6 6644.

.

On the Spot Jack Oakle Jan 24. '31.
tSParamount on Parade 1 A.T.J Soeelal Cast Apr. 26.

"tSPIayboy of Paris (A.T.) Maurice Chevalier Oct. 18.

*T|Queei High (A. T.) Ruggles-Rogers-Morgan Aug. 23.
*t§Return of Fu Manchti (A.T.) .Oland- Arthur May 15..
"tlSafety In Numben (A.T.) . .Charles Rogen June 7..

•tISanta Fa Trail Richard Arlen SepL 27..
MSSap From Syracuse (A. T.). Jack Oakle July 26..
•tSSarah and Son (A.T.) Ruth Chattarton Mar. 22.

•tSSea God, The (A.T.) Arlen-Wray SepL 13...
*tSSea Legs (A.T.) Jack Oakle Nov. 29
*t§Seven Days' Leava (A.T.). .. Gary Cooper Jan. 25...

Reviewed under the title of "Medal" In Nov. 23. 1929
•UShadow ef the Law (A.T.) .. Powell-Schilling. June 14...
•tSSIIent Enemy. The Indian Cast Aug. 2

•T§Slightly Scarlet (A.T.) Evelyn Brent Feb. 22....
•t5Soeial Lion, The (A.T.) Oakle-Brlan June 21

•tSSnollers. The (A. T.) Cooner-K. Johnston-B. Comp-
son SepL 20 . .

.

•t§Te*an. Tha (A.T.) Gary Cooper May 10..

*t§Tom Sawyer (A.T.) tackle Coogan Nov. 15..

•tSTrue to the Navy (A.T.) Clara Bow May 31..
*t§Vagabond King. The (A.T.) Klng-MacDenald-OIand Apr. 19..

*t§Vlrtuous Sin, Tha (A.T.) Huston- Franols Nov. 22..
'With Byrd at the South Pole June 28..
t§Young Eagles (A.T.) Charles Rogen Apr. 5..
'tSYoung Man of Manhattan
(A.T.) Colbert-Rugglea May 17.

Reviewed
.Aug. 30

.Aor. 5

..Aug. 16
..May 17

..July 5
. .June 28

Feb. 22
.OcL 18

May 17

.Nov. 29
.Oct. II

.May 24
.July 12

..July 12

..Sept. 27

..SepL 27

..Feb. 22

..Apr. 19
. Nov. I

..Sept. 8

..May 31

..May 31

.July 12

..Oct. 19

.July 12
..July 26
..Nov. 23
..Aug. 9
..OcL II

..Mar. I*

..Nov. 29

9125. ..101.
.6512 73.,
.7905.... 88.

.7074..

.6839...
6018...
.68M)..
.6534..
5673 ..

.7300..
Issue
.6392..
7551..
6204..
6403..

.Apr. 5

Sept. 13

.88. ..Aug. 9
73... May 10
.79.. June /

65... SepL 27
68... Aug. 2
.77...Mar. 22

17. 1861.

Title
•t'.Aii Teed Ub Charley Chase
Another Fine Mess Laurel-Hardy
•HBaby Follies (AVT.) Revue
't§Bnby Talk Boy Friends .

Bark Brothers, The Dogvllle
*t«Bear sheoten .Our Gang May
*t§Below Zero Laorel - H artr Apr.
Big Dog House, The Dogvllle Mar.
•**Eiio Klek. The Harry Lanodon Mar.
MSBlgger and Better Boy Friends Oct.
Blood and Thunder B. Friend Jan.
"tSBIotto Laurel. Hardy Feb.
*t§Brats Lnurei-Hardy Mar.
Busy Barcelona Holmes Apr.
China's Ole Man River Holmes Oct.
'tSCIock Shop, The Revue May

*Means synchronized score, fMeans sound effects. %Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

Aug. 30
.Nov. 15

. . Nov. 23

..June 7
, .May 17

..Jan. 25

..June 21

..Aug. 30
. May 17

.Oct. 18

..May (7

..Jan. II

..Oct 4
..June 28
..Mar. 22

7306.... 85... Apr. 26

.8128..
.7142.,
.7648.
.0390.,

. Feb. 15
.Apr. 5

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Lent

•tiAlong Came Youth (A.T.). ..Charles Rogen Dec. 20. .662
•t§Buy Your Woman Paul Lukas Feb. 14, 31...
Dishonored Gary Cooper- M. Dietrich March 14, '31

.

*tS Fighting Caravan, The (A.T.).Gary Cooper Jan. 10, '31 ...
"t§Fellow the Leader (A. T.)..Ed Wynn Dec. 13

•MHoneymoon Lane (A. T.) ... E<irfle Dowllng Feb. 28. '31..

*t(Huck1efaerrv Finn (A. T.). Junior DurkU
•tJKId Beets (A. T.) lark Oakle
•tSMerton at the Talkies (A.T.) Jack Oakle

AT. aft*~
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...Jan.

. . .Jan.
24.

24.

... Dee. 27.

'.'. .Feb.
...j£!t.

' 7.'

31.

'31..

31..

Rel. Dale Length
...Jan. 17/31.. I refll

.. Aug. 2 2 reels...
Dec. 13

Mandel May 3 I reel

New Morals Ruth Chatterton
No Limit Clara Bow
On the Spot Jack Oakie
*T§Perehe No Maria Jacobin, .

*T5F»i0M to Loire. The CA.T.)..Ruth Chatterton .

*T)R*oeo Romance (A. T.) Arlon-Carroll ...
*t|Rise of the Ranch* (A. T.)..Gary Coooer ...
•T)R»«I Family, Tilt (A. T.)..Fredrle March ..

Scandal Sheet George Bancroft
-tsScarib Murder Cm* (A. T.) William P*w*U .

*T§S*lpor (A. T.) Apr. 25.
St a m pr dr. F eb (4
'TSStolen Heaven Naney Carroll Feb' 21

''

Strictly Business Claudette Colbert Mar. 7,

SOUND SHORTS
TltU Star

Ace of Spades, The Talkartoan
•^Accidents Will Happen (A.T.) Smith and Dale
Accordion Joe Talkartoon
•t§Actlons Speak Louder Than Wm. & Joe
Words (A.T.)

Anything But Ham Smith and Dal« Jan. 24/31 I reel
"tsArtisft Reverie. Th* (A.T.) . . Gamberaill ft Cs. Aug. 2 l reel
*t|At Home (A.T.) Lulu McConnell Aug. 9 i reel
"tJBatlet Class (A.T.) Dancing Act May 31 ".

I reel
•T&Barnacie Bill. the Sailor

(A.T.) Talkartoon Aug. 30... I reel
"TiBeardod Lady (A. T.) Louise Faienda Mar. I. ..i7»4
'tSBedelia Screen S*ng Jan. 4 I reel
*t§Belle of the Night Dorothy McNulty Feb. 15 2 reels
•tSBlue Songs (A.T.) Ruth Ettlng 4 Orchestra Jan. 5. I reel
Big Splash. Th* Welsmuller-Kruger Jan. 17/31. .2 r«els
By Appointment Craig-Bond Nov. I

By the Beautiful Sea Screen Song Jan 24/31.. I reel
•STCamera Trail* Bruce Scenic Oct. II I reel
"t§Chln*s* Fantasy (A.T.) Novelty Act Jan. 6 I reel
"^Chinatown Fantasy. A Milkr-Oova July 5 I reel May 24
't§Chords ot Memory (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenle May 10 I reel
•tSCIeanlag Up (A.T.) C. Conklln-M. Swain S«pt 27 2 reel*
"f§Cockeyed News No. I (A. T.). Eddie Cantor Aug. 9 I reel
'fSCome Take a Trip la My
Airship .... Screen Seng May 24. .. .1 reel Juno 14

•fSConfounoed lntere*t (A.T.)... Raymond-Caverly Oct II I reel
ces Williams, Yacht Club Boys. Jan.

...Dee. 6

Reviewed

.June 14

.am. 2

. Robert Bruce Scenle SepL 6.

.

Charles Murray Feb. I .

.

Stubbly Kreuger-Assan-Jordanoff Apr. 25,

1832 ..

I red .

.

. i reel .

. .2 reels.

.2 reels..

. I reel.

.

. . I reel .

. .2 reels
'31. .2
. I reel.

.

.1 reel.

.

.2 reels.
. I reel. .

,

. I reel. .

.

. I reel . .

.

. I reel. .

,

1870....
. I reel

.

reels.

.

•t§Deep "C" Melodies (A.T.)... Frances Williams, Yacht Club Boys. Jan. 25 I reel.
"t§Desperate Sam . Bert Gordon Mar. 29
Discovered Sally Ward Jan. 17/31.
tiDlzzy Dlshe* (A.T.) Talkartoon Aug. 9 ..

'TsOon't Believe It <A. T.) Jamet Gleason Feb 8...
•tSDown With HusDands Arthur-Roach Mar. 8...
•t§Dresden Dolls, Tha (A.T.) .. Marie Gamberetll July 2G
•t§ONft!ng Along (A.T.) ~
'nOuku of Dublin (A. T.)
Elmer Takes the Air
Excuses Bruce Novelty Nov.
•tSFalse Alarm Fir* C*. (A.T. ). Smith ft Dal* Mar. 9,.
•tSFamlly Nestt Door. The Charles Ruggles Jan. II.
•t§Fatal Card. Th* (A.T.) W. ft E. Howard . Nov. 8.
•tSFavorite Melodies (A.T.) Ruth Ettlng 4 Orchestra. .. Mar. 16..
•tSFIrebugs Talkartoon May 10.
•tSFIt to Be Tied (A.T.) Buns & Allan Aug. 2.
•t|For Love or Money (A.T.). ..Lol* Wilson Jan. 4.
•t§Food for Thought (A.T.) Allen ft Canfleld Sept. 13.
French Line, The Glna Malo Jan. 24/31 .. t reel
"tSGettlng a Break (A.T.) Block ft Sully May 17 I reel Juni
*t§Gettlng a Ticket (A.T.) Eddie Cantor Mar. 22 I reel

•tSGlow Worm. Th* (A.T.) Screen Song Aug. 23 I reel .July

Go Ahead and Eat Tom Howard Jan. 3/31...
I

reel

•tfiGo Ahead and Sing (A/T.)..Tom Howard Oet 25 1 r*el

*T§6raad Uproar (A.T.) Talkartoon Oct 4 1 reel

•tSHe Waj Her Man (A.T.) Gilda Gray 2 reel*

•fsHelping Hand, The (A.T.) .. Solly Ward Oct. 4 1 reel

*1§H*r Future Ethel Merman Sept 6 1 reel

"t§Hli Honor, the Mayor Charlie Murray Mar. 22 2 reels July

His Price Johnny Burke Dee. 13

•tSHIs Wife'* Birthday (A.T.). Solly Ward Oct 26 2 reels

*tiHold-Up (A.T.) Tom Howard 2 reel*

•tSMot Air Merchant (A.T.) .... Charlie Ruggles Sept 13 2 reels

•t§Hot Dog Talkartoon Mar. 29 I reel

•tSHot Tim* la th* Old Town
Tonight. A (A.T.) Screen Song Aug. 2..

*t S I Came Flr*t (A.T.) Herman Tlmberg Apr. 12..
HtVm a Wild Woman (A.T.)... Boydell-Ash Aug. 16..
*tsl'm Afraid to Come Hsme In

the Dark Screen Seng Feb. I

.

**§l'm Forever Blowing Bubbles. Seraen Song Mar. 15..
In Again. Out Again Cook-Bond Dee. 20..
't§ln the Good Old Summertime
(A.T.) Screen Song June 7 I reel

•t§m th* Shade of the Old Apple
Tr*e Screen Seng Jan. 18 I reel

*t§ Insurance Eddie Cantor Aug. 23 1 reel Juie 10
T§lntroductl*n of Mrs. Glbbs
(A.T.) Lulu McConnell Sept 20 I reel

It Might Be Worse Georgia Jessel Jan. 3/31 .. .2 reels
It's All Over Marlon Harris Dee. 20 I reel

•f§ Jazz Prelerred (A.T.) Zelaya Aug. 30 I reel July 6
Just a Pal Minor Watson Nov. 15 I reel

•fjKandy Kabaret (AT.) ..Children's Ballet Aug. 23 I reel June 28

•§tKnlghts In Venice (A.T.»... . Smith ft Dale Mar. 23 I reel

ULady. You Slay He (A.T.)... Perklns-Hilloot Sept. 6 . I reel

•t§La Paloma Screen Song April. 12... 574

*TILa Schnapps. In*. (A.T.) ... Smith & Dale Nov. 8... 2 reels

•t§L*t Me Explain (A. V.)... Taylor Holmes Jan. 25 2 reels

Love In th* Suburbs Victor Moore Jan. 31/31. .2 reela

•t 5 Lovers' Lane (A.T.) Arthur ft Merlon Havel
Make Up Your Mind Alice Boulden Jan. 10/31.. I reel

TSMany Moons (A.T.) Bruce Novelty Aug. » 1 reel Sept 6

Marluteh Screen Song Nov. 15 I reel Nov. 8
•t§Marry *r els* Arthur ft Morton Havell ...Oct 25 2 reel*

•tIMeek Mr. Meek. The (A. T.). iimmy Barry Aug. 16... I reel

•TSMeet the Boy Friend (A.T.).. Lillian Roth Aug. 30... .1 reel

•§1Melodles (A.T.) Smith Bros.. Singing I reel.

.1 reel July S

.1 reel

.1 reel

. . I reel Jan. 25
I reel

.1 reel Nov. 22

tSMllltnn Me'V. A..\.".\.\\\.. Lee Morse '. Apr. 26 964 Jan. 25
Model Women All Star Dee. 6 I reel

•T&Moon Bride's Wedding (A.T.)lndlan Musical Novelty Feb- 22 i reel

•tSMountaln Melodies (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenle Jan. II I real..

*t§My Gal Sal (A.T.) 3ereen Song Oct. 18 1 reel

Mysterious Mas* Talkartoon Dee. 27 I reel

^Neighborly Neighbor* (A.T.) Lulu McConnell Aug. 16 2 reels Oct 25

•tSNbw Rhythm Azplazer ft Band Oct 18 I reel

•t§Noah'a Lark (A.T.) Talkartoon Oct. 26.
Office Blues Ginger Rogers Nov. 22 I reel

Oh Teddy Billy House Dee. 20 2 reels
01' King Cotton George Dowey Washington. ..Dee. 27 I reel

•tSOle Man Whoopee (A.T.)... Art Frank Sept 27 1 reel July 26
On a Sunday Afternoon Screen Song Nov. 29 1 reel

*t§Operatie Selections (A.T.) .. .Tito Sehlpa May 24 f reel Nov. 22
*T|P*ramount Acts I reel

Paramount Comedies * 2 reels

•^Paramount Pictorial No. I Clara Bow Sept 27 I reel
No. 2 Fish Faces Munich Manni-

klns; Walrus Hunting In SI*
berla; Stars of To-morrow... Oct 25. ...I reel

Paramount Screen Song I real
Paramount Sound Newt (Two Editions Weekly) I reel
Paramount Talkartoons I reel
Patient. The The Three Swift* Nov.
Plastered Willie, West ft MeGlnty. .. Nov.
Please Go 'Way and Let Me Sleepscreen Seng Jan.
Prisoner's Song, Th* Screen Song Mar.
Pulling A Bone Burns & Allen.
•flRadio Riot Talkartoon
"tSRaising the Roof (A.T.) Lillian Roth ft

*t§Red, Greea ft Yellow (.A.T).. Lulu McConnell
Band.

29 I reel...
22 I reel..
10/31.. I reel

. Mar. I. ...I reel.

.

.Jan. 10/31.. I reel

.Feb. 15 I reel. .

.

Aug. 24... I reel...
.Oct 18 1 reel...

.Nov.

.Oct If

•tSResolutlen* (A.T.) Billy House .

Row. Row, Row Screen Song ,.
•TSRube. The Jimmy Barry
Runaway Boys Br'jee Novelty
•tSSallor'e Luck. A George Beatty .

*t§Salt Water Ballads (A.T..). R rmim «»>..

*t§Scrapplly Married
Seeing Helen Home ,

Seven In One ,

Simply Killing
"TSSing. You Dancer* (A.T.)....
Sky Scraping Talkartoon ..
Sky Scrappers Chester Conkll

. 20.

.

I 21..
31/31

Mar.
Johnny Arthur ft Bart Roach. Feb.
Helen Lynd Dee.
Juliet , Dec.
Willie ft Eugene Howard Jan.
Puck ft White Sept

Nov.
Dec.

.Nov. 15

'.jail 'is

*t§So This Is Paris Greea Fazenda
MsSong Service (A.T.) Lee Morse ft Co Oct 25
Stateroom 19 Clute-La Mar Jan. I

*T5Stem Song (A.T.) btreen Song-Valle* Sept
"tSStory Book Parade. The (A.T.) Children's Ballet Oct ' 4
•tlStrlke Up th* Band (A.T.).. Screen Song gept '.

•t§Stronger Set. The (A.T.) Myers-Roach Mar.' i

•tSSunset Hunter (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic July 13
Sure Cure Lynn Overman Nov. I

"tSSwIng You Sinner (A.T.) Talkartoon Sept 21
•t§That Party In Person (A.T.) Eddie Cantor Jan 5
't§The Tide Rises (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic July 14
Tongue Tied Lulu McConnell Dec I

Tons of Trouble Rudy Muller and Rosle Jan. 3
'TSToys (A.T.) .Three Ormonde Sisters July 28
f§Travelln" Alone (A. T.) R. Bruce Scenic

*t§Twentleth Amendment, The (A.T.) Jan 22
Up to Mars Talkartoon Nov. 2;
*t 5 Voices of Lonely Men fl. Bruce Seenle Apr i

t&Wanderlust, Th* r. B ruee Seenle April I

•t§Wee Bit o' Scotch (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic Feb. 8
*T§Whlle the Captain Walts Armlda Nov. I

Why Continue the Struggle Casey- McH ugh Nov. I

•'sWIse Flies (A.T.) Talkarton July I

t§Yes. We Have No Bananas. .. Screen Snne Apr. 21

t§Y*u're In the Army Now Johnny Burke Oct II

PATHE
FEATURES

I reel..
. . I reel . .

.

. . I reel .

.

. .2 reels.
..I reel..
. . I reel

I.. I reel

.. I reel

.. I reel

..2 reels

. .2 reels Jan. 25
. . I reel.

1.. I reel
. .1 reel Sept 6
.. I reel. Aug. 23
..I reel

1760.
...I reel

...I reel Sept 6
..I reel Oct II

...I reel.

el...I i

..I reel.

. . I reel
. . I reel

. . I reel Nov.
. .2 reels

.1 reel Nov.
I r el.

22

..I reel

...I reel

..I reel Nov. 8
. . I reel

. . I reel June 14
. I reel May 24
.2 reel*

Title

"tSBeyond Victory (A.T.)
uig Money

Star Rel. Date
.loyd-Twelvetrees-Gleason-ScottNov. 30.

.

. QuIMan.Gleason-Armstrong-
Gleason Oct 26..

)Twelvetrees-Scott Feb. 2..
.Twelvetrees- Holmes- Ram beau

Gleason Sept 21.
.Hardlng-Astor-Horton-Ames July 13. ..

.Eddie Qulllan Aug. 3

.Boyd-Sebastian Feb. 15...
-Boyd- Twelvetrees Nov. 20.

.

.Starr-Duryea June 29...

.Constance Bennett Jan. 5...
Constance Bennett Nov. 23..

.Twalvetrees-Scett May 18...

.7508..
8870)..
8394
.6740..

..Sept 13

..Juae 14

..Aug. 23
..Nov. 30

.5654... 63. ..July 5
.7074.... 78... Feb. 8
.7304 81. ..Nov. 29
.7500 75 May 3

"t§Grand Parade. The (A.T.)
*t§Her Man (A.T.) (F.)...

•tSHollday (A.T.) (F.)....
•tSNIoht Work (A.T.) (F.>
•tSOffleer O'Brien (A.T.) (
MtPalnted Desert (A.T.) (
•tSPardon My Qua (A.T.)
*T§Rleh People (A.T.) (F.)

-sm Tak^s a Holiday. ...,
•tSSwIag High (A.T.) <F.>

Comingr Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel Date Length Reviewed

•UAdam and Eve (A.T.) Constance Bennett June 28, '31

*t§Craihlng Through (A.T.) William Boyd Dec. 28..
•tSGreater Love. The (A.T.) Ann Harding Aug. 2, 31

*t|ln Deep (A.T.) Constance Bennett J»n. 18. 3i

til Take This Woman (A.T.) .. Bannister-Harding June 7, '31

•t§Last Frontier. The(A .T.) ... William Boyd July 26. '31

•t§Lazy Lady (A.T.) Constance Bennett Apr. 5. '31

Lonely Wives ,

t§ North of the Yukon (A.T.).. . William Boyd May 10. '31...
•tSPrlce of a Party. The (A.T.). Helen Twelvetrees Apr. 19. '31
•tSRawhlde (A.T.) William Boyd Feb. 8, '31
"tSRebound Ann Harding Dec. 14
*T3Romanee Harbor (a.T.) Ann Harding Mar. 15. '31
*t§Taklng the Rap (A.T.) Robert Armstrong Aug. 16, '31
VSThls Marriage Business (A.T.) Constanee Bennett July 5. '31

SOUND SHORTS
(Available sound-on-film and sound-an-disc >

(Note: Path* does not list running time on Shorts. The approximate running time of reels
m th* important aerie*, however, follow:

Rel. Date Run. Tim* Reviewed
2 reel eomedles 2g m | n
Psthe Sound News io mi n ," -"

Path* 8llent News 10 min
Pathe Audio Review ii m ln
Pathe Review n m i n
Aesop's Fables 8 mln
Grantland Rice Sportllgnt* nj mln
Talking Topic* of the Day f mln
Knute Rcckne Notre Dame

Football Series *f 6..
1. The Last Yard Oct
2. The Hidden Goal Oct
3. Flvlng Feet Oct
4. Touchdown Oct
5. Two Minutes to Go Oct
8, Backfleld Aces Oct

tin. Star Rel.

All for Mabel Camey-Wllls Oct.
•tiAmerls* *r Bust Daphn* Pollard July
MiBeeutles, Th* Hlatt-Kaloy June
Big Cheese Aesop Fable Oct
*t$Blg Hearted Harry Grlbboa Juno
*1|B*ss's Order*. Th* Morg*n-MePhall Aug.
Breakfast In Bed Pollard-Pangbora Nov.
*

t

sBuqvIII* Romano*. A Aatop Fable June
'tlCanrpua Favorites Sportllaht June
tjCarnlval Revua Hlatt-Hughes Auq.
tlChailng Rainbow* Sportllgnt Aug.
•tfChampion Maker* Sportllght June
Circus Capers Aesop Fable Sept
Cob* Goo* Fishing Sportllght Oct
Dangerous Youth Daphne Pollard ,..,

*t§Druma of Fear Vagabound Adventure Series. .June

*t§Deep South Song Sketch Aug.

•t 5 Dude Ranehlng (A.T.) Sportllght Sept
Ebony Shrine Vagabond Adv. Series Sept
*t§Farm Foolery Aesop Fable Sept
Frozen Frolics acsop Fable Aug.
Gem of Agra. The Vagabond Adventure Series.. Oct
tt§G lv* Me Action Manlng- Holmes Aug.
"tlGlaeler's Seeret. The Vagabound Adventure Series. .Juae
•t§Glidino SDortllght Sept.

Glory of Spain Vagabound Adventure Series.. Nov.

Gypped in Egypt Aesop Fable Nov.

Harold Sees the Indians Daphne Pollard
*t§Hearts and Hoofs Rlee-Keefe Sept
•tSHold the Baby Agnew-Craae-MsPhall Nov.

•tlHMfcea' Sportllght May
M|H*t TaiaaJ* Aesop Fables Aug.
•t§t'll Take That On* All Star pet
•tSJunole Jazz Aesop Fable July

•»|Junq1e Terror Vagabond Adv. Series Oct
•t§K1d the Kidder Campus Comedy
Lair of Chang How Vagabond Adventure Series.. June

•tSLaundry Blues (A.T.) Aesoo Sound Fable Aug.

nlLet 'Er Buck Startllght July

•tSLIve and Learn MePhall-Deerlno >_•—
•t§Love's Memories (A.T.) Song Sketch

IS I reel Aug. 30
15 I reel Aug. 30
IS I reel Sept 13
15 I reel Oct. II

15 I reel Oct 25
15 I reel

Dat* Lena Hi Row !«-•
12 2 reels Aug. 23
27 2 reels June 21
29 2 reels

26 I reel Nov. 8
22 2 reels Juno 28
31 2 reels Aug. 2
18 2 reels

8 1 reel June 2.
29 i reel July 5
3 2 reels July 19
10 I reel

15 I reel June 21
28 I reel. .10. ..Oct 4
5 I reel 10 .. Oct. 4

21 min Nov. 29
29 1 reel June 28
24... I reel June 28
21... I reel. ..10. Aug. 16

21 I reel May 31
14 I reel Sept 20
31 I reel Sept. 13

19 928 10.. Sept 27
17 2 reels Auq. 9

I I reel May 31
21 I reel. .10. .Sept 27
18 I reel Nov. 8
9 I reel Nov. 15

FeD.

7 2 reels May 31
9. ...2 reels
8 I reel May 24
3 I reel Aug. 9
5 2 reels

6 I reel July (0

5 I reel Sept 20
2 reels Sept. 20

15 2 reels. .18. .June 7
7 I reel Aug. 23
!7 I* reel Aug. t
15 1 mala...- .Aug. 2
16 1 reel June 7

*Meana synchronized score, tMeans sound effects $Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs,. A.T. after title mean*

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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ILm Tea* Kim
iHtatelw

*1§MldnHht
'TSMIad Yew Owt Builoest.
Musroal beauty Snop
Mystio Isles, The
heal and Tidy
•t§New Walter. The
•tlNllht Clark, The
MiNltbt Is • Darmltenr. A.
Offlice Boy
•tSOn tne

Oct 25
June 12

June 7
Nov. 22

tiLevt That Klflt Vagabond Adventure Series. ..Aug. 2<\ I reel June 7

•UMautaJay Scsi Sketch Ju. ^ 5.. ... I TmI

...2 reels" 17

..2 reels. ..18
.2 reels ,

. . .2 reels

_ 2 reels
14 2 reels

6 2 reels
Nov. 29

(A.T.) Teolee of the Day Jan. 12 I reel Jan. |i

•'tVOne Nutty Night Wills-Carney .Nov 30. .. ..2 reels .Nov. 22

'tsOom Pah Pah (A.T.) Aei,op Fable May Ml reel... June 7

Par and Double Par Sportlight Nov. 2 .1 reel Nov. 22

•tEPatho Audit Review (A.T.). . Released _Every Week... ...... |
reel

tSPathe Sound News
•t§Perfeet Match. The (A.T.). . . Buii«r Mayo Apr.

•tSPIck 'Em Young (A.T) Agnew-Geraghty May
Racqueteers Sportlight Oct.

•t§Rlch Uncles (A.T.) Richard Carle May
•t§Rlde 'Em Cowboy White-Carney Apr.

Romeo Robin. A Aesop
•tSRoyal Flush. A (A.T.)
*t§Rubevllle Nite Club (A.T.)
•tSSacred Fires
•tJSands of Egypt The

...Vagabond Adventure 8trlM...Aug. 24...

...Seat Sketeb Jan. 5...

...Aesop Fables 635 ft

...Agnew- Gulliver July 30.

...Melody Series June 7.

...Vagabond Adventure Series. Nov. 30..
...ah Siar Sept. 28.

...All Stir Juna

...AH Star Sept

...Ginger Rogers Jan.

...Aesop Fable
Topics of the Day Jan.

Released Twice Every Week I reel.
.2 reels Apr. 5
.2 reels May 10

19

II.
13.

2 reels. .11. ..Oct
. .1 reel May 3
..2 reels Apr. 5

. . I reel June 28

..2 reels Aug. 30

..2 reels Nov. 16

27 1 real
2 956 ft.. 10

7 I reel Aug. 23

19

24.

,„ Fable J »"w
..AM Star Dec.

..H. B. Watson Jan.

. .Vagabond Adventure Series . . . July

-Tsoanu. o> t y,Kw Vagabond Adventure Series Nov

MSSatan's Fury (A.T.) Vagabond Adventure Series. .Sept.

Sea Going Sheiks Treaey-Cooke-Rico • -
-

-

Sell Deiense bporihght Sept

aB:hi*S-<W-« ;:

A
Ae

s

so
D
p.7a

b
i?eS -:::::::::::::Fe

n
b.

• S
S
;*

n

tee

n

n
fl jS^ftf.) "!

I !
**«».-Ji««««ght«

Apr

Ski HI Frolics Soortlight «uy.

Snlw
ky

Ti
s
n!e

lpper,u 'T - ) ttsESS ::::::::::::;::i«iy

•tfSomewhere Out lP°*n
S£!,,h 'ell

•tlsongs of Motner ^"Iift* *!?'
'tSSplllt and Thrills (A.T.) f

portlight Apr.

•tSSplashlng Through (A.T.).. Snertllnht Feb
(I?",,.. Qmthprs Sports June

tZ PeoDle D« Farley-Harrv Gribbon. .
.
Aug. _

Temples of Silence!!!!!! Vagabound Adventure Series. July 13 2 reels. . 10. .July 19

Three Wise Clucks .".i". HL'
•TSIighi aaueizi (A.T.) LeMsIre Feb.

Traffto Tangle Carr- Farley Nov.

•tslrumpeieer. The (A.T.) Song Sketch Jan.

Trying Them Out All Star May
Two Fresh Eggs Al. St. John-JImmle Aubrey July

Two Plus Fours Nat Carr*Thelma HIM Aug,

Under the Coek-Eyed Moon Carney-Wells Oct
"tSVenetian Nignu Vagabond Adventure Aug.

•t§Volce of the Sta (A.T.) Song Sketch May
HWestern Whoopee (A.T.) Aesop Fables Apr.
What. No Bait Topics of the Day Mar

.1 reel Sept 13

. .2 reel Jan. II

. I reel Feb. 8

.2 reels Apr. 19

I reel
. I reel Feb. 15

ZO I reel.. .8. .July 26
21 2 reels Aug. 16

13 I reel
2 I reel May 10

6....I rati Apr. 12
23 I reel Feb. 15

I I reel 8. .June 7

24 2 reels.. 22.. July 19

2 2 reels Nov. 23
2....2 reels Nov. 8
19 I reel Jan. 4
25 2 reels. 17. .June 7

8 2 reels. .20. .July 5
10 2 reels.. 20.. July 28
26 2 reels . .20. .Nov. 15
10 I reel Aug. 16

4 I reel May 3
13 I reel Apr. 19
9 I reel

RADIO PICTURES
FEATURES

Star Rel Date

..8416 65.

..6128 69.
.8191 92..

.75...6929..
915 Tl...
9155 90..
7055.... 73.

Wide Film)

..Apr. 19
.June 21
Mar. 8

.Oct 24

.Nov. 8

.Apr. 5

.9385...
.6345 (

...6111. .

..7459..79

.. 6319

...6652...

...6309...
...7600...
...7038...
...6138...
...6469...
...6377...
...6194..
..6727...
...6720..
.6768...

99. ..July 26
8. ...Feb. 15

.68. -Feb. 15

...Sept. 27
70... Apr. 26
,75. ..July 12

.69. ..July 19

8 1... Sept. 6
78 Dec. 21. '29

68.. .Feb. 22
.72. ..May 31
70... Sept. 13
72. ..May 31

June 28
July 12
Sept. 27

73.

•tlAiias French Gertie (A.T.) . . Danlels-Lyon Apr.

•t§Beau Bandit (A.D.) ta Rocque-Kenyon ......... Mar.

*t§Caie of Sergeant Qrltcba Morrls-Compson-Hertholt ...Feb.
MSCheck and Double Check13

( A j j Amos 'n' Andy-Carol- Rich .. .Oct.

•tSCon'spiraey. The (A.T.) Love -Trevor-Sparks Aug.
•Ucuckoos. The (A.T.) Wheeler- Woolsey May
'tlDtnBtr Lights ....Wolhelm-Armstronp-Arthur .Sept.

(Reviewed Sept. 6 Standard Film and Dec. 6

•t§Dlxlana fl»be Daniels Aug
t§Escape (A. T.) All Star Cast Sept. I

•tfFramed (A.T.) Brent-Toomey Mar. I

*t§Hali Shot at Sunrise (A. T.) . Wheeler- Woolsey Oct. 4
•t§He Knew Women (A.T.) Sherman-Joyce May I

•tSlnslde the Lines Compson-Forbes July 2

•t&Lawlul Larceny (A. T.) ....Daniels-Thompson Aug. I

•tiLeatherneeking (A. T.) Foy. Jr.- Rubin .Sept. 2

*T§Love Comes Along (A.T.) Daniels-Hughes Jan.

•T^Lavm' the Ladlei Richard Dlx Apr.

*t§Mldnlght Mystery. The (A.T.)Compson-Sherman June
•fjtPay Off. The Lowell Sherman Oct. I

•URunawav Bride. The (A T.). Astor-Huphes May !

•tsShe's My Weakness (A.T.). . .Carol-Lake-Bunea Aug. I

•t§Shootlng Straight (A.T.) .... Dix-Lawlor July 2
•tSSIIver Horde (A. T.) Brent-Womelm OcL 25

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length Review

Assorted Nuts Bert Wheeler* Robert Woolsey
Children ol the Streets Betty Compson
•tiClmarron (A.T.) Richard Dlx
Devil's Battalion Forbes-Vail Dee. 25
1§Hoo*. Lino A Sinker Wheeler- Woolsey Dec. 25 Dec.

Kept Husbands
•T&Perleet Alibi. The \A. T.)
Private Secrotary
Boyal Bed Sherman- Astor Dee. 25

Sin Ship Wolhelm- Astor Nov.

8our Grapes
White Shoulders Evelyn Brent-Ricardo Cortez

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star

Aunts In the Pants W Cattett .............. Nov.

Black and Tan Duke Ellington A Orchestra. .
Feb.

•t§ Bridegroom. The (A.T.KF) . . Mare Connelly Feb

•t§Broken Wedding Bells (A.T.) Dane-Arthur Stpt
*t§Campus Sweethearts (A. T.) (FAD1 Mar.

•tSCash and Marry A.T.) Vaughn-Cooke-Sargent Mar.

•+§Dear Slayer (A.T.) Vaughn-Cooke «»'
D lizy Dates Dane-Arthur Dee.

•t§Eventually But Not New (A.T.) (FID) Vaughn-Cooke. .
Apr.

•HFalr Deceiver. The (A. T.l 'FAD) .. «"
Fall to Arms. A Louise Fazenda Oct.

•t6.General Glntburg (A.T.) (F).Nat Carr *;.
•tlflolf Specialist Tlw W. C. Fields A"0-

•tfGood Time Kenneth Maro Connelly July

-HCunpoat Ginsburg (A.T.) (F). Nat Carr Jan.

•t~§Gue*t. The (A. T.) (FAD).
Hey Diddle Diddle
•t§Hot Bridge (A.T.) (FAD)..
Humanette No. I

Hum a lift It No. 2
Humanette No. 3
Humanette No. 4
Humanette No.

Length

22 2 reels..:
9 I reel...
2. ... i reel ..

.

I 2 reels.

.

9 2 reels...
16.2 reels. .

.

2 2 ree's.

.

7 2 reels.

I

13 2 reels. ..

6 I reel. .

.

20 1774 :

13 2 reels...
19... 2 reels...

20 I reel
.2 reels. .

.

Dec.
.. May

Benny Rubin Aug.
.Hutch Inson-Lerch Sept.

.Clyde-Rubin Oct
B. T. Murray Nov.

Dec.

May 25 I reel.

..July

.Aug.
. . Nov.

. I reels.

.2 reels.

...I reel.

Knights Before Xmas Dane-Arthur Nov.
"'.lanri of tne Sky Blue Daughters Vaughn -Cooke Mar.
•tILost and Foundered (A. T.) (FID) .Vaughn-Cooks .Jan.
•^Magnate. The (A. T.) (FAD). Mare Connelly Mar.
•6Men Without Skirts (A T-) .. Onne- Arthur Aug.
•t§Mickey's Bargain (A. T.).-.(FAD) Mickey Yule Dee.

*TfMlflkey'a Champs (A. T.) (FAD) Mickey Yule Fab.

"tSMIckey's Luck (A. T.j (FAD) Mickey Yu a Mar.

45Mickey'I Master Mind (A. T.) (FAD> Mickey Yult Mar.
•HMIckey'i Merry Men (A T.) (FAD) Mickey Yule .

Julv

•tSMIekey's Musketeers (A.T.) Oct.

M5Mlckey-s Strategy (A. T.) (FAD) Mickey Yule Jan.
Ilckey't Winners (A. T.) (FAD) MlekeyYule Aug.
Ilckey the Romeo (A. T.)(FAD) Mickey Yule June
Ickey the Whirlwind (A.T.HFAD) Mlckev Yult Apr.

•tSMIekey the Warrior Mickey Yult May
Moonlight A Monkey Business. . Nick A Tony Nov.

•StOfl to Peoria (A.T.) Nick A Tony July

•UMIek
•t$Mtek
•UMIcki

20.. .1 reel 8. ..Nov. 8
7....\ reel
15 2 reals. .18
30 2 reels May 3
19. . ..2 reels
10 ... I reel

19 2 reels July 5
7 1668 ft 19 min.
2. . . .z reels

10 2 reels Apr. 12
2 2 reels
20 2 reels Aug. 19
10 l623....l8...Aug. 16
5. . . .2 reels
17. ...2 reels
22. ...2 reels
27 2 reals
25 2 reels

15 2 reels. 21 Nov. 15
13 2 reels June 14

't§Old Bill's Christmas (A.T.) Feb. 9...
"TSOId Vamps for New (A. T.).. Vaughn- Csoki Feb. 2. ..

*t§Polooka Flying School (A.t.i June 22..
*t§Poep on the Deep, A .Clark-McCullough Sept. I.

*t§Pure and Simple Louise Fazenda Sept. 15...
Razored in Old Kentucky Nick and Tony Oct. 20...
'fSSettlng Son. .

r
he (A.7., .... vaugnn-uuono Feb. 16. .

.

'TSSieeping Cut lei (A.T.) Alberta Vaughn, Jan. 5
Society Goes Spaghetti Nick and Tony Sept 15...
tSSirange Interview, The

i A.T.} (Ft Sherwin-Knowlet Mar. 2. .

.

Talking Turkey Benny Rubin
Toby in the Bughouse Dec. 7 ...
*tSToby the Fiddler (A.T.) Toby, the Pup Sept. I...
Toby, the Miner Toby, the Pup
Toby, the Museum Toby, the Pup Aug. 19...
Toby, the Showman Toby, the Pup Nov. 22...
Too Hot to Handle Louise Fazendt Nov. 15...
Trader Ginsburg Dec, 27. .

.

•t§Who's Got the Body (A.T.).. Nick A Tony Aug. 3...

2 reels. ...Dec. 14. '29
.2 reeis Jan. lb
.1 reel. ..21
..2 reels.. 20.. July 8
2 reels Oct. II

1699 18. ..Nov. 8
.2 reels Feb. 8
.2 reels.. Deo. 21. '29

.2 reels. .20. .Sept. 27

.1 reel

i reel. ..6
I reel 7

6. .Nov. 15

. I reel May 24
1 reel 7. ..Nov. 8
2 reels. .21
1595 ft 18 min.
.2 reels May 24

SONO-ART-WORLD WIDE
Title Star Rel. Date

"t§Blg Fight. The (A.T.) Williams-Lane SepL
*t§Blaze O'Glory Eddie Dowllng-B. Compson. . Jan.
•t§Cock 0' the Walk (A.T.) J. Schildkraut-Loy May

I

*t§Coste1lo Case Tom Moore-Lola Lane Oct.
Damaged Love Col Iyer Dec.
"t§Dude Wrangler, The (A.T.). . Duryea-Basguette June
*t§Great Gabbo E. Von Strohelm-B. Compson Jan.

Hell Bent For Frisco
*t§Hello Sister (A.T.) L. Hughes-Borden Feb.
Jaws of Hell McLaglen-Hume Dec. .

Just for a Song Davis-Carpenter Dec.
•tsOnce a Gentleman (A.T.) Norton-Wilson Sept.

. Roland-Thomson-Love Oct.

.Hatton-Loy Bohr OcL
. Novello- Logan Dec.
.Nat Carr-Fay MarbS Mar.
. Travel Lecture Feb.
. Denny-Segar June

Len
Feet
.5850

igth
Mins. Reviewed
...65. ..Apr. 19

.. .90. Dec. 14/29

...80. ..Apr. 19

...78. ..Oct. 18

...68. ..May 24

.IOO.Sept.2l.'29

.105. ..Apr. 6

*t§Reno (A.T.)
*t§Rogue of the Rio Grande.
Symphony in Two Flats
*t§Talk of Hollywood
"t§Up The Congo
•t§What a Man (A.T.)

..6586.

..5800.
..7000.

June 21

) 80. ..Oct. II

....70

!'.'.72'.bec.2l/29
...62
..79... Mar. 29

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES

Length
Title Star Dlst'r Rel.Oate Feet Mins. Reviewed

*t§After the Verdict (A.T.) ..Tscheehowa- Ward Int. Photoplay Jan. I . .8900. . .73. .June 21
Alma do G audio Special Cast Edw. L. Klein Sept. b
Asphalt Froelich-Amano Allied Film Mar. 15.8 reels. 85. .May 10

Ball J. C. Jackson ...Nov. I5..7reels
*t§Because I Love You Mady Christians ...Amer. Gen. Film. Jan. 24. .9000. . 100. . Feb. 8
"T§Brlde 68 (P.T.) Veidi-Brink Amer. Angelo Apr. 6 100. .Apr. 19
*t§Brlght Eyes Balfour. Trevor New Era July 10.. .6800. . .76. .July 9
•t§Burnino Heart. The Christians- Froelich ..Harold Auten May 10. .8372. .88. .May 24

.Jan. 15.. 5466... 61.. Jan. 18
'tSCall of Circus (A.T.)

(D.F.) Bushman Clayton ..Burr
Cauum in Berlin Underworld. Fritz Kortner
Chess Player. The . Jehanne-Blanehard
*t ^Civilization Hickman- Markey .

•tiUiiity in Wall Street
(A.T.) Murray. Llttlefleld ...Aristocrat Mar. 15. .7127 Mar. I

•^Constant Nymph, The Ivor Novello Big Three Exc.Aug. 17.7800 87. .July 6
. . iimi.iiiim. >i,.i..n cast New Era Feb. 8 Feb. 22

"f§Crlmson Circle. The Stewart Rome Inter. Photoplay Jan. II
'ttiOanger Man. The (P.T.).Chas. Hutchinson ..Cosmos May 2u65l6 82.. May 24
•t§Dark Red Roses Stewart Rome Inter. Photoplay Mar. 8
'^Darkened Skies (A.T.) Brentwood- MacDonaldBlltmore Prod Jan 5400 60. .Dee. 14
Docks of Hamburg Jugo-Fritsch Uta
't§Drlfters Harold Auten 40. July B
"i^t M-.iutici from Dartmoor . Barlng-Henning .Harold Auten. ..Apr. II 7529 70. .Apr. 19
Ex- Flame Liberty Prod.. 6480 72 Nov. 29
Eternal Fools Judea Films SepL 23. .6120 68. .Sept. 8
Farmer's Wife Thetnas-Hall-Davis. . Allied Jan. 4. 6U45. .. .7Q Jan. ID
Figaro Franco-American Nat 8«t.6^Rn 71 Due *

Flame of Love Anna May Wong ..Brit Int Oct 30
Hate Ship, The Brit. Int
'ISHeartk Melody (A. T.)
(F A D) Fritseh-Parlo Ufa Film

Her Unborn Child (F A D) .. Special Cast Windsor .

Hungarian Nights Special Cast
Jan. 107609.. .85. .Jan.

. Amer. Gen. Film Co,
Aug. 5/29. .8 reels June

.69. .May 9

.65.. Mar. 29
68 Nov, 15
.84 Oct. 25
..57 Dee. 21
..68. Feb. I

Jan. 25

.71.

*t§lmmortal Vagabond (A.T.) Hald-Froellch Ufa Film
In the South Seas with Mr. and Mrs. Pinchot Talk. Plct. EpIes.Sept. 1.5538 May 31
•t§lngagl African Hunt Congo Pitt Ltd. Ajr. 137778. .. .86. .Apr. 26
leaf t,asK*t. The French Ctst . . Cosmos 5800 S4
*t§Jazz Cinderella M. Loy.J, Robards. Chesterfield Aug. 14.6181 68. -SepL 20
n§Juno and the Paycock (A.T.) Sara Allgood Harold Auten. . .June 27. 9100 July 5 •

•t§Just Off Broadway D. Kelth-A. Christy. Chesterfield Mar. 15.7650 85. .Dee.
•TS Ladles in Love (A.T.) Day- Walker Chesterfield May 176095..
*t§Last Dance, The (A.T.) .. Reynolds- Robards ..Audible Mar. 8 5825..
Lotus Lady Audible ...Oct. 31 6100.

.

Loose Ends Edna Best British Inter Oct. 17. .7560..
Lost Patrol Pro Patrla ...Not Set. 5100.
•t§ Love at First Sight (A.T.) Keener-Foster Chesterfield Feb. 15 6039..
*t§Made to Order Julian Eltlnge Jes-se Well 6240..
*t§Madonna of the Sleeping
Cars Claude Frane Little Playhouse Film Co Oct. IB

*t§Manxman, The Carl Brlason 6800 Deo. 2i Ufa Dec. 14
Melody of the Heart Ufa Film. .Aug. 29 Ens. ..8061 90. Sept. 6

Germ... 8543
Midnight Special, The Chesterfield ... Dec. 15. .6190 60. .Dec. 6
Murder Marshall -Baring British Int. ..Oct 24 6200. . .90. .. Nov. I

Mystery at the Villa Rase. . Trevor- Baring Harold Auten. .May 31 9000..
*t§Mysteries of Nature Ufa
Position Song. The Olmsted- N. Beery. . Excellent 5080.
Peacock Fan The Dorothy Owan Chesterfield 5400 .

.

Poor Millionaire Talmadge-Howard .'Blltmore .Apr. 7 5200 58. ..May 17
Port Special Caat Ufa Films
fSRampant Ago (A.T.)
(D.F.) Murray- Kennedy ...Continental Jan. 155743 64. .Jan. 18

*t§Rasputln, the Holy Devil Special Cast Martin Berger Aug. 30
*t§Romance of the West Jack Parrle Jack Trap JJune 15. .5494. . .61 . .Aug. 2
"tlSaddle King, The Cliff Tex Lyon Anchor Oct 12
6ea Fury Mildred Harris Tom White Not Set 5200 58. .Dee. 7
•fSlums of Toklo Japanese Cast Movlegraphs
6mokft Bellew Coflwav Tearle First Division .6605 73
*tSSombras de Gloria Jose Bohr 3ono Art World Wide Feb. 22
South of Panama Carmellta Geraohty. . Chesterfield 6300 .70
Stampede Native Cast ...Harold Auten ..Apr. 26. . .7540. . .80. . May 3
Strange Case of District

Attorney "M" Unusunl Photoplay .Mar. 6800 Mar. 23
Suspense British Int Nov. 8
•fSThree Outcasts, The Y Bklmi« Canutt Waea M»r t 5 rf>els Oct. tt

*t§Throw of the Dice Seeta Dvl Hollywood Pie.. . Dee. 29.6700 May 31
Thunder God Cornel Im Keefe. . . . Crescent 5917 66. .

•t6Today (A.T.) Nagol-Owen Majestic Nov. I. ...6660ft Oct 25
•|§Treasurt, Tha Film Arts Guild Nov. SO
Two Hearts In Waltz Time. . Janssen-Thelmer ...Asso. C. of A. Oct. 10 8800 . 98.. Oct. 25
Two Worlds Nora Baring-John Longdon E. A. Dupont -Nov. 21 .8000.82. Nov.29
*t§Wett of Rockies (A.T.)
fD) Art Mix World Art JJan. 18. .5100. . .68. .Aug. 9

M6. White Cargo (A.T.) Special Cast Harold Auten Mar. I

VSWhlte Devil (P.T.) (F
A D) MoSfukln-Dsgever ..UFA Films

whv Cry at Partlnt Halm-Gralla International 7000 78.. Feb. 22
"t§Woman Who Was For-

gotten (A.T.) Belle Bennett State Cinema ... Jan. 1.7560. .. 85. Jan. 28
Wonderful Lies tf Nina
Petrownn Helm-Ward ..Allied Films. May 30. .8 reels. .80. -June 14

*tGVitirfl<h Mama, The (A.T.)Mae Slmen Judea Film* *nnn
Young Woodley All English Cast Harold Anton Sept. 28. .7600 73. ..Oct 4

*Means synchronized score. -\Means sound effects. %Mcans voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Producer Rel. Date Length Mlns. Reviewed

•t§Ape. The (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Atlantic Elstree 90... Oct II

Blue Anget. The Emit Jannlngs ..Ufa Film Dec. 15. . .9047. . 100. .. Nov. 22
*t§8ody. Soul and Oresi
Buying a Wile Special Cast AfT. European 7 reels
•t&Coroebaek. The (A.T.) Majestic
•fSOanelng Father* (A.T.)
•flDavy Jones Lacker (A.T.) Liberty Prod
•t§Der Tiger Von Berlin Susa-Frank Uta Film 55. ..Sept. 27
•t§Olvorce Question. The (A.T.) Majestle
Duty to be Silent Maria Albana . . . Afl. European 6 reels

'It East Lynne (A.T.) Liberty Prod
•tIEast ol Asia (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Eternal Sacrifice
*t§Everybody's Girl (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Exodus to the New World. The . .Lyon-Prevost Pleneer
Full Dressed Thieves Nils Asther AfT. European 7 reels
German Underworld Special Cast AfT. European 7 reels
Gold Oiggers of Hollywood
Great Unknown. The John Leader Afl. European 6 reels
*t§Hail the Woman (A.T.) Majestic
Her Viennese Lover Asther- Nolan AfT. European 6 reels
*t§ln Oklahoma (A.T.)
Mllak of the Snowlands Special Cast Allied
•TSMIdnlght Alarm. The (A.T.) Liberty Prod
*t§Mother's Millions (A.T.)...May Roson Liberty Prod
Our Daily Bread Mary Nolan AfT. European 7 reels
•tSPrlce Mark. The (A.T.) Majestic
•tSBed Kisses (A.T.)
*t§Romantio Scoundrel. The <A.T.)
•tiSentlmental Satan (A.T.) Majestic
"t§Smart Women (A.T.) Majestic
"tSThou Shalt Not Squeal (A.T.)
*t§Trap, The (A.T.) Majestic
Unholy Love Wegener-Petrovlteh AfT. European
When Duty Calls Special Cast Allied 6714 feet
Wildest Whoopee ..Jack Perrin
Women Like Men Liberty Prod ,'.

*t§Worst Woman In Paris (A.T.) Liberty Prod

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star Distributor Length Reviewed

•tSAnyway By Air Visugraphlc 3 reels May 17
't§At the Photographers

(A. T.) (F) Harry Delf Elbee 2 reels
•tBarn Dance Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel
Besides the Western Sea Castle Film I reel
•tIBIind Youth (A. T.) Lou Tellegen Capital 2 reels
Bosom Friendship Novelty UFA 10 min.
*t§ Bring On the Bride (A.T.) Elbee 2 reels Nov 9
'tSBroken Doll, The (A.T.). Sadie Banks Judea Films | reel
•t Chain Gang. The Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel
•tConquest of the Cascades. . . Educational Gen. Electric Co Apr 19
Coast to Coast Talker Visugraphlc 2 reels Aug' 30
*t§Down Hawaii Way Color Novelty Castle I reel
Eleetrle Ship Educational General Electrio g ' Nov* *8

•TSEIi-EM Cantor Waldman ...Judea Film 950 Tt. .

•§tEvening In Jewish Camp. Eval Miller Judea Film 1000 It .„.."..""."
Felix Fernandino Imperial n„ v 22*
*t§Frlend Husband (A.T.) Burr 2 reels .....
*t§ Frost and Old Lace UFA I reel ' Saint** 20M Galloping Gaucho Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel...." .

' Feb I

*t§ Jewish Gypsy Hymle Jacobson Judea Films I90O ft.
Jewish Melody Cantor Waldman. ... Judea Films. Ine I reel
*tJungle Rythm Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel jail' "li
fJust Mickey Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod i reel
*t§Klddie Cabaret Maytair 2 reels Alar'* 26
•tKids and Pets Color Novelty Castle

I reel
"t§Kol Nidre No. I Cantor Sehmlllkel. . . Judea Films 900 ft
*t§Kol Nidre No. 2 Cantor Waldman Judea Films 950 ft'
Land of Freedom Seymour Relztelt Judea Films, Ine 2 reels

'

*t§Ma1-Ko Mash ma- Lou
(A.T.) Harry Feld Judea Films

'tSMawas (P.T.) Capital Prod 3'/, reels "June"

7

*t§Meet the Family (A.T.)
"

(F) Harry Delt Elbee 2 reels
•tMlckey's Concert Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel

.Judea Films, Ine 2' reel's
",

•t§Monkey Squawks (A.T.) ....
Natascha Pinehus Laven
Not So Quiet on the Western
Front British Int 2 rpef* ?* Van 1

•t§Oh Doctor (A.T.) Special Cast Judea Films 1800 ft"
'tPlane Crazy Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod.

. | reel Jan'l
•tPlow Boy Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity prod I reel
P°l<- Visugraphic lOm'i'n
Sailors' Sweetheart Hymle Jacobson Judea Films. Inc. . " 2 reels
Scarlet Runner & Co British Int ""fl""Nov"8
Secrets of Nature British Int "iV'mln " Nov I

•t§Shoemaker-s Romance
mm.. ..NOV. I

(A.T.) (A.T.) Judea Films 1900 ft
T§Should I Charles Lawmer ....Advance Trailer "iiiav'ii

"t§Signed. Sealed 4 Delivered Special Cast Burr
*t§Slxty Minutes From
Broadway Color Novelty Castle I reel

Spanish Rhythm Fexlix Fernandino &. Imperial g
Orch

•tSStyle and Class (A.T.). .. Marty Barratz Judea Films 2000 ft
"t§Summer Harmonies Song Cartoon Biophone I reel Oct 5
Talk-o- Graphs Norman Brokenshire Henry Sonenshine . 9 min Nov 29
117?." TJ me -'i*J Fe,ix ,he Cat Copley Films I reel '.'.'.'.Apr. 5*t§Una-Sana-Takof Cantor Waldman Judea Pilms 950 ft
*t§When My Dreams Come
.True ... Gene & Glenn Advance Trailer I reel

.Nov. 29

'tWhen the Cat's Away Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod
".

'
| reel

•tWild Waves Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod. I reel.

.Apr. 5

World Unseen, A Scientific UFA
Jan. II

SYNDICATE PICTURES CORP.
FEATURES

_.,, Length
„''"'

iU .
star Rel. Date Feet Mlns,

Beyond the Law Robert Frazer Oct I 4930 50
•tSBreezy Bill Bob Steele 4500

""
50

•Canyon of Missing Men Tom Tyler June I 4742 50
Code of Honor Mahlon Hamilton Bet I . 5605. *50
'tSCode of the West Bob Custer 57
Convlcfs Code, The Cullen Landls "7.56.'.*.*6et" 4
H unted Men Bob Steele Apr 4853.
tILonesome Trail, The Chas. Delaney Sept 15 5786. .. .65.. .Sept 13
"1§Overland Bound Leo Maloney Apr. 15 5040.... 56. ..Mar 29
'tJPartlng of the Trails Bob Custer Mar. J 4700 52. ..Mar 29
Phantom of the Desert Jack Perrin Nov. 1 6 reels
Under Texas Sklet Bob Custer Nov. 15 6 refils
Western Honer Bob Steele Mar 4849... .50. ..May 17
Westward Bound Buffalo Bill, Jr.-Ray Roosevelt Dee. 1 6 reels

Reviewed
Nov. 6
.Sept. 20
.Aug. 2
.Nov. 15

Coming Feature Attractions

Title Star Rol.
Length

Date Feat Mlns. Reviewed
Boy of the Plains, A Apr
Frontier Oays May I

God's Country and the Map Dec. I!

Last of the Pawnees Apr. I, '31
Red Coats of Canada Feb.
Riders of the North Feb,
Rose of the Rio Grande Jan.
Sheer Luck
Song of the Plains Mar. I, '3 1...6 reels'
Texas Ranger. The Mar. 15. '31. .6 reels,
West af Cheyenne Jan. 15, '31. .6 reels

31.. 6 reels.,
1. .8 reels..

6 reels..

.6 reels. .

I. '31. ..6 reels..
15, '31. .6 reels..

I. '31. ..8 reels..

SOUND SHORTS
Length

Title Star Rel. Date Feet Mlns. Reviewed
*t Alice Chops the Suey Feb. I, '31

'tAllce Gets Stage Struck Jan. 15, '31

*t Alice Gets Stung Oct IS
•tAlice Loses Out Mar. I, '31
* tAllce on the Farm Oct I

'tAllce Picks the Champ Mar. 15. '31

'tAllce Plays Cupid Apr. I, '31
•tAlice Rattled by Rats May I. '31

•tAllce Solves the Puzzle Apr. 15. '31

•tAliee the Jailbird , Nov. I

•tAllce Wins the Derby Nov. 15
•tAllce In the Jungle Jan. I, '31

•t Alice's Balloon Race Dec. 15

•f Alice's Egg Plant Dec. I

"tAlice's Little Parade Sept I ^
*t Alice's Mysterious Mystery May 15, '3!

•tAlice's Orphan "Feb. 15. '31

"tAlice's Tin Pony "Sept 15
•tBroken Spur. The Jack Hoxie "Feb. I, "31. ..2 reels
"tCyclone Bliss Jack Hoxie Oct. 15 2 reels
•tDesert Bridegroom Jack Hoxie Jan. 15, '31. .2 reels
•tDesert's Crucible Jack Hoxie Oct 1 2 reels
•tDead or Alive Jack Hoxie Nov. IS 2 reels

•tDouble-O. The Jack Hoxie Dec. 1 2 reels

•fMarshall of Money Mint Jack Hoxie Sept 15 2 reels

'tRider from Nowhere Jack Hoxie Nov. 1 2 reels
tRomantlc Sheriff, The Jack Hoxie Jan. I. "31 2 reals

•tSparks of Flint Jack Hoxie Feb. 15, '31. .2 reels
•tTwo-Flsted Jefferson Jack Hoxie Sept 1 2 reels
"(Western Romanes Jack Hoxie Dee. IS 2 reels

TALKING PICTURE EPICS
FEATURES

Title Star

Across the World with Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Johnson (F) Mr. &. Mrs. Martin Johnson.

Around the World Via Graf
Zeppelin (F) Commander Hugh Eckener

Bottom of the World (F) Dr. Roht Cushman Murphy
The Break-Up (F) Captain Jack Robertson ...

Hunting Tigers in India (F) Commander Geo. M. Dyott

.May 15 .4600.

.

. July 26 3600.
. July 4. 4800.
. Jan. 31 7980.

Lost Gods (F) Count Byron Khun de Prorok.Nov.
Mexico Today (F) Emma Lindsay Squier
Ship-Wrecked in the Arctic (F). George Palmer Putnam
To the South Seas (F) Mr. & Mrs. Gifford Pinchot. .. Sept. 15 5400
Wild Men of Kalihari (F) Dr. C. Ernest Cadle Nov. 21 4600
World Below the Sea (F) Dr. William Beebe

4900 July 12

SOUND SHORTS
Length

Title Star Rel. Date Feet Reviewed
Bird Islands of Peru (F) Dr. Robt. Cushman Murphy... Feb. 12. '31. .I860 Nov. 8
Killing the Killer (F) Dr. Raymond L. Dltmarsi Mar. I 971
Let's Sing <F) Howard Wade Kinsey Sept. I 960
Like a Beaver (F) Dr. Raymond L. Ditmars. .. Feb. 12. '31.. 940
Monkey Whoopee (F) Dr. Raymond L. Ditmars Dec. 25 900
Naked Man vs. Beast (F) Martin Johnson Oct. 15 980
Seeing Bermuda on a Bicycle (F) (No. I) Wanderlust Jan. I 960
Today and Yesterday (F) Hearst News Reel Jan. 21 2600

TIFFANY
FEATURES

(Available sound-on-film and sound-on-disc)

Title
*t§Border Romance (A.T.)
"tlBorrowed Wives
Extravagance
*t§Headin' North (A.T.)
"UHigh Treason (A.T.)
•tSHot Curves (A.T.)
•t§Journey's End (A.T.)
•t§Just Like Heaven (A.T.)
•tSKathleen Mavourneen (A.T.)

.

Land of Missing Men
Love Trader
•tIMamba (A.T.)
•t§Mediclne Man, The (A.T.)..
•+§Near Rainbow's End (A.T.)..

(Reviewed as
MSOklahoma Cyclone (A.T.)
*t§Paradise Island (A.T.)
•f&Sunny Skies
•t§Swellhead (A.T.)
Third Alarm, The
Thoroughbred
Under Montana Skies
Utah Kid
*t§Wlngs of Adventure

Star Rel. I

Armlda-Terry May
Rex Lease Sept
June Collyer- Lloyd Hughes. .. Oct.
Bob Steele Nov.
Hume- Thomas June
Rubin- Lease- Day Apr.
Colin Clive Mar.
Louise- Newell Oct
0' Nell -Delaney June
Bob Steele Oct
Leatrlce Joy Oct
Hersholt- Boardman- Forbes ...Mar.
Benny-Bronson June
Steele-Lorraine June
"Dangerous Business" Issue Dec.
Bob Steele Aug.
Harlan Day July
Benny Rubin May
Gleason^Shilllng- Walker Mar.
James Hall-Hersholt-Loulse. . Nov.
Garon-Barry Aug.
Kenneth Harlan Sept.
Rex Lease-Dorothy Sebastian. Oct.
Rex Lease Aug.

Le
late Feet Mlns. Reviewed
20 ..5974 . ...65. ..May 31
Ml ...5580. ...62. ..Aug. 30
Id. ...5888. ...66. ..Sept 20
1. . . -495U . ...55. ..Nov. 8

lb. ...7893 . ...59. ..June 7
15 -.11416. ...88. ..July 12
25 ...6210 . ..130. ..Apr. 12
7% ...5850 . ...65. ..Oct. II

20 ...5169 . ...56. ..Aug. 2
lb. ...5167. ...58. ..Oct. 4
fl ..570O . ...64. ..Oct. 18
10 ...6183 . ...69. . . Mar. 9
25 ..6211 . ...69. ..June 21

10.

71,
..5916 .

1929)
...65. ..July 1

« ...5830 .65. .Aug. 38
15 ..6507.. ..73.. .July 5

1 ...6994 . . . . 78

.

..May 24
20 ..7040 . ...78. ..Apr. 20
17 ..6300.. ..70.. . Nov. 8
Ml ..5425.. ..50.. .Aug. 23
III ...5273. ...57. .Nov. 15
?7 . . . 4408

.

...49. ..Nov. 22
1.. ..5050 . ...56. ..Aug. t

Coming Feature Attractions
Rel. Date LengthTitle _ Star

Aloha Oe Torres & Lyon
Arctic Patrol, The
The Barbarian
Beloved Enemy, The
Blazing Guns Rax Lease
Branded Men Ret Lease
Caught Cheating Sidney-Murray
Circus Parade
Command Performance, The Una Merkle-Nell Hamilton
Danger Signal
Drums of Jeopardy, The
Fighting Grin, The Rex Lease
Fightin' Thru Ken Maynard
Ghost Ship. The
Hi- Jack
Lasca
Lawless Valley Rex Lease
Leftover Ladies
Lure of the Yukon, The
Moran of the Lady Letty
The OJibway
Platinum Lola Lane
•t§Rldin* Fool. The (A.T.) Bob Steele
Roaring Barrier
She Got What She Wanted Compson-Traey Oct 18

Single Sin, The Kay Johnson-Bert Lytell

Steel
•t§Sunrlse Trail. The (A.T.)... Bob Steele ...

Two Gun Man. The Ken Maynard
Unpardonable Sin
Wild Youth
X Marks the Spot

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

Color Symphonies Series 6 In Technicolor I reel .

Chinese Flower Boat July 5
Cossack Bride Jan. 25
Dancing Bear June 10

*Means synchronized score. fMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-Hlm.

A.T. after title means
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.Dee. 20. '29

In Old Madrid f«b. 10

Parliian Niahts Jun* "
•tSJu'Ile Drum? ...... Clnrton. 0«t. 24/29. .2 reels.

.

Kentucky Jubilee Slnsen. Series of 6 ••••- ,;;•-*.:

On a Plantation Apr. 15 2 reels May 10

Pitkin' Cotton I ™>j;
Road Home. The

free!
Welim^HorA, I reel NOT. 29

Musical Fantasias Series ot 6 .•••:i ' ""
,;."."ii

Fire worshlpcers Aug. 10 Sept. 27

Memories Apr. 23

William Tell Au». I

Paul Hurst Comedies Series of 6

Rollins Stono Series Series ot 6.

In the Mountains..
Tiffany Chimp Series..

Air San *ks

25... .1 reel .Sept 6

..6 Monkey Comedies .2 reels

...July 25.... 2 reels Sept. 27

. . . Sept. 5... Aug. 30
15

...'.26 . 1 reel each

. Oct. 4

..Wesley Barry
Robert Woolsey

'. May " 24

. . Llyod Hamilton

.. Ruth Roland

.- Neil Hamilton Aug.
. . . .Aug.

..Gleason & Armstrong... Sept.

. . Johnny H ines
. . James Hall
..Conklin &. Christy
.. Ian Keith

Blimp Mystery, The
Utile Bio House. The....
Little Cowered Wagon. The
Little Divorcee. The

Voice of Hollywood Series

No. 8
No. 9
Ne. 10
No. II

No. 12
No. 13
No. 14
No. 15
No. 16
No. 17
No. 18
No. 19

No. 20
No. 21
No. 22
No. 23 Sammy Cohen-Tiffany Talkinfl Chimps

UNITED ARTISTS
FEATURES

Titi. Star Re '- 0,ltB

MSAbraham Lincoln. A.T.) Walter Huston Nov. 8.

«t§Bad One. The (A.T.) Del Rio-Lowe May 3 .

MIBat Whispers. The ( A.T.) ... Chester Morris Nov 29.

•t§Be Yourself (A.T.) (F) Fannie Bnce ... Feb. 8.

•HDu Barry. Woman ot Passlon<A. T.) Norma Talmadge pet II.

•f§Eyes of the World (A.T.).... Merkel-Hollund Aug. 30.

•IHell-s Angels (A.T.) Lyon-Hall-Harlow Nov. 15..

•HHell Harbor (A.T.) Velez-Hershelt Mar. 22.
• lottery Bride. The (A.T.)... MacDonald-Garrlek Oct. 25.

. Weitover-Lyon Jan. IB.

Glsh-Nagel-La Rocque Apr. 12.

, Harry Rich man Mar. I.

.Ronald Caiman July 26.

.Gloria Swanson Sept. 13.

. Eddie Cantor Sept 27.

Length
Feet Mini.
.8704.
.6673.
.7810.
..5377

97.

8110. .90.

..7272.... 81

,_ummox (A.T.V (F). .

•t§One Romantic Night (A.T.).

•t§Puttin' on the Ritz (A.T.).
•t§Raffles (A.T.)
•t§What a Widow (A.T.).
1§Whoopee (A.T.)

.8354.... 92.

.7472. ..83..
..7533 84.
.6592 72
..8225 91
..6509 71.
..8128 90.
..8393 ...93.

Reviewed
.Aug. 23
.Mar. 22

.Nov. 15

. . Feb. I

. . Nov. I

..Aug. 23
..June 7
..Mar. 6
Nov. 22
..Feb. i j
.Mar 29
..Feb. 22
..Ant. t
..Sept. 20
..July 12

COMING ATTRACTIONS
Title star

•t§Clty Lights (F) Charlie Chaplin

•t§Devll te Pay Ronald Col man
Kikl (A.T.) Mary Plckford

Reviewed

..Dec. 6

KIKI (A I / ..••..•......•» !* J avtuvii.

•T§One Heavenly Night Evelyn Laye-John Boles. ...

.

(Reviewed under the title of 'Queen of Scandal

•tlReachlng for the Moon (A.T.) Douglas Fairbanks

*t§Sons 0' Guns (A.T.) Al Jolson

SOUND SHORTS
Title star

•t§Glorlous Vamps (A.T.) Bobby Watson

•t§S«cond Hungarian Rhapsody.••• •
ItlThe Americans Come (A.T.).. Otto Matleson

•|5Wlzard's Aprentlce

•tSZampa (A.T.)

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

Tit)e Star Rel. Date

•tIAII Quiet on Western Front
, , ...

(AT) Wllhelm-Ayres-Wray ..Auo. 24.

Bio 'Tl'mhe'r"(Re. issue) William Desmond Mar. 30.

"tSBurnino Trail (Re-Issue) William Desmond July 29

•tlcintalrI of the Guard (A.T.) . La Planto-Boles Apr. 20.

KB.! Creeps (A T.) Twelvetrees-Hersholt- Hackett. Nov. 10

•tlcllmox The (AT.) Crawford-Hershholt Jan. 26.

•tSCohens and the Kellys in Scotland Sidney. M urray Mar. I

.

•HConcentratln' Kid (A.T.) ... .Hoot Gibson Oct. 26.

•tSCzar of Broadway (A.T.) Wray-Compson-Harron May 25.

•HDames Ahoy (A.T.) Glenn Tryon Feb. 9.

•tSDevil's Pit. The Special Cast Mar. 9

(Reviewed under title of "Under the Southern Cross" In April

•tSEast Is West (A.T.) Lupe Velez-Lew Ayres Oct. 23

M§Embarrasslno Momenta (A. T.). Reginald Denny Feb. 2

•tSFIOhtlno Legion. The Ken Maynard Apr.

Rel. Oats Length Reviewed
Jan. 25.. ..952 .Jan. 25
May 24.. ..895 ...July 19
Aug. 2.. . . 978
Apr. 20... ..840 .Sept 20

1 reel

.

..Sept. 6

...73.
...65.
...82.

Flying Hoofs
•t§HeH's Heroes
•4§Hlde-Out (A.T.) •••••;•
»T§King of Jazz. The (A.T.).

.Jack Hoxle Feb.
Blckford-Hatton Jan. 5.
Murray- Crawford Mar. 30.
Whitman's Band &. Special

t Cast Aug. 17.

•tSLady Surrenders. A (A.T.) - . . Nagle-Tobin-Rathbone-Hobart Oct.

*t§Llttfe Aceldent (A.T.) Fairbanks. Jr.. Paga Sept
•tLucky Larkln Ken Maynard Mar.
•f§Mounted Stranger. The Hoot Gibson Feb.

•t§Mountaln Justice Ken Maynard May
*t§Nlght Ride Joseph Schlldkraut Jan.

tloutslde the Law (A.T.) Nolan-Robinson Sept
*t§Parade of the West Ken Maynard Jan.

•t§Roarlng Ranch (A.T.) Hoot Gibson Apr.
"tlSee America Thirst (A.T.) . . .Lanodon-Love-Summervllle . . . Nov.

•ffSong of the Caballero Ken Maynard June
•t§Sons of the Saddle Ken Maynard Aug.
•HSpurs (A.T.) Hoot Gibson Aug.
•t§Storm. The (A.T.) Special Cast Aug.
*t§Tralllng Trouble Hoot Gibson Mar.
•t§Trlgger Tricks (A.T.) Hoot Gibson June
•t 5 Undertow Nolan- Ell Is- Brown Feb.
•t§What Men Want All Star July

•t§White Hell ot Pltz Palu Special Cast June
White Outlaw. The ( Re- issue) ... Jack Hoxle May
*t§Young Desire (A.T.) Mary Nolan June

Coming Feature Attractions
Star Rel. Date

.12423 ...138
. .4388
..4223
..7519. ...83
..6493.
..5846
..7600
..5148 57
..7314 81.
..5773 66.

. .6268 69
27. 1929 Issue.

...6683 ...75.

...5280 58

...6763,... 75.

...3852....4JJ.

Reviewed

.Apr. 26

..Apr. 5
. . Sept. 20
..Mar. 29
..Mar. 15

. . Nov. I

..Apr. 26
. . Feb. 8
..Apr. 27

..Sept. 27
..June 29
Dec. 21. '29

.5299 ..

9163..
...8485..
....7897 ..

5785..
....5784..
....6748..
...5609 .

7116..
5900..

.70.1
..59.

.102..
.95..
.87.

67.

....6524..

....6872..

....5303..
7203..

....5198..
5462..

....5025..

....6041.. ..67.
....7727.

4511

.

....6529.

76.

56.

-Apr. 5
.Sept. 27

.July 12

.Mar. 22
Feb. .«
Mar. 23

. Dee. 28

.Aug. 23

.Feb. I

.May 24
Oct. 18

.July 12

-Aug. 9
.Sept. 6
Aug. 23
Mar. 29
.June 21
Jan. 4
.Sept 8

.May <°

July 12

Title
"t§B1lnd Husbands (A.T.).
"t§Boudolr Diplomat (A.T.) Compson-Kelth-Duncan-Loff .

. Dec. 25
*t§Cohens & Kellys In Africa. . .Sidney-Murray Dec. 25
•t§Dracula (A.T.) Bela Lugosl
•t§Flres of Youth Lew Ayres
Free Love Nagel-Tobln
Loose Morals
Many a Slip Joan Bennett-Lew Ayros
Modern Wife, The Tobln-Nagel

,

'tSResun-ectlon (A.T.) Boles- Velez ..

Seed
*t§Strlctly Dishonorable (A.T.).. John Boles ...
Up and Up, The
*t§Whlte Captive. The Dorothy Janis

..Sid Say lor

. . tiid Sayler ....

. . Arthur Lake .

. . Arthur Lake

..Arthur Lake ..

. Ted Carson
. . Ted Carson . .

.

. . Ted Carton . .

.

. . Charlie Puffy

.. Roach-Edwards

. Arthur Lake .

.

. . Sid Sayler ....
.

. Edmund Cebb
..Bobbie Nelson

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rot Date

Alias the Bandit Bobbie Nelson May 17
All West Sid Sayler June 18...
bashful Whirlwind l Re issue) turn una uobb Aug. 30. ..
Battling Kid. The Bobble Nelson Juno 14...
Beauty Parade. The ..Arthur Lake July 2...
Benjamin Franklin (Reissue) June 23 . .

.

Boundary Line, The (Reissue) .. Fred Hume* July V .

.

Close Call (Reissue) Edmund Cobb Aug. 2. .

.

Columbus L Isabella (reissue) June 8
Crooked Trails Ted Carson May
Danger Claim. The Bobbie Nelson Mar.
Fighting Terror (Reissue)
Follow Me
Foul Ball
f reach Leave
Getting the Air
Her Bashful Beau
Hla Glrl'a Wadding
Law In the Saddle
Lightning Rider. The
Man H unter. The
Milky Way (Reissue)
Omar K hayam (Reissue) ...
One Wet Night
Paul Revere (Reissue)
Peekaboo
Plane Crazy . ,

Pony Express Kid. The
"est ef Honor
Prehistoric Man (Re-Issue)..
Pronto Kid, Tne iHeissuei..
Queen of Roundup (Reissue)
Red Coat's Romance Ted Carson
Restless Rest (Re- Issue) Neely Edwards

30..
.... Apr. 16...

Mar. IB...
Mar. 5..
June II...

....July 23...
Apr. 5..
Aug. 23...
July 26
Mar. 10..

.... July 14...
Feb. 24..

....Aug. 18...
July 9...
Aug. 9..

.

May 21...

Length Reviewed
2 reels Apr. 19
2 reels May 24
.2 reels

.2 reels May 24
.2 reels June 7

.1 ree(
.2 reels

.2 reels
1 reel
2 reels Mar. 2b

. 2 reels Feb. io

.2 reels Apr.
15

Aug.
Edmund Cobb Apr.
J os le Sedgwick Mar

June
Mar.

.Mar.
,. .Mar.

Feb. I

..May 24
...June 28
. Mar. >

...July 19

....July .5

....June 7

July 18
....Apr. 26

Jan. 18

Seeing Red (Reissue) Billy Sullivan Aug. 16.,

Should Poker Players Marry? June SO..
Sid's Long Count Sid Saylor May 28.
Six Gun Justice Bobble Nelson Apr. 19.

eome Shew Arthur Lake Apr. 2

.

Son of Courage Bobbie Nelson July '12.

speak Easy (Reissue) Charlie Puffy Apr. 7..
Step Right Up Sid Saylor May 7..
Storm King (Re-Issue) Edmund Cobb Feb. IS-.
why Walt Slim Summervllle Feb. lO.

Whip Hand. The (Reissue) Billy Sullivan Mar. 15..
Wild West Wallop (Reissue) ... Edmund Cobb May 24..
William Tell Jan. 27..

Wolf's Fangs Ted Carson May 31.

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star

'§ Arabian Daze Sporting Youth
Africa Oswald Cartoon
Alaska Oswald Cartoon ___.

All for a Lady Leather Pusher Series No. 6. Dec. 31

.

Rel. Date
-Mar. 3..
.Dec. I...
Dee. 15...

2 reels..
. 2 reels...

. .2 reels..

.

. 2 reels. .

.

.2 reels..

.

. .2 reels. .

.

.2 reels...
..2 reels..

. . I reel .

.1 real....
. I reel. .

.

. I reel
2 reels
.2 reels.

.

.2 reels. .

,

. .2 reels.

.

. I reel

.2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels

. I reel

.2 reels

.1 reel

.2 reels Apr. 26
. .2 reels Mar. 15
.2 reels Mar. I

2 reels June 21
.1 reel

2 reels Apr. It
. 2 reels

. . I reel

.2 reels

.2 reele
. . I reel

-.2 reels May It

Review**
..Feb. 22
. . Nov. 29

(jBewery Bliu
•fSBrsadway Follies
•tSBrother for Sale (A. T.>.
•fSChlnese Blues (A.T.) . .

.

tSChrlslmas Cheer (A. T.)..
t Chile Con Carmen.

Cartoon m
l.i •*..! ii Cartoun Mar. 3.
Sunny Jim June 25.

.

Sporting Youth Mar. 31..
.Sunny Jim Feb. 3..
Oswald Cartoon Fob. 3.

.

*t§Coid Feet Oswald Cartoon Aug. 18. .

.

Comeback. The Leather Pusher Series No. 4. Dec. 3
*t§Deteetlve, The ...Oswald Cartoon Sept 22..
•t§Dlscontented Cowboys ........Sidney-Murray Nov. 12...

•t§Fellow Students Sid Saylor Apr. 9..
ifSFootllght Follies (A.T.) sporting Youth reo. 3..
•1§Fowl Ball. The Oswald Cartoon Oct 13...

Go to Blazes Sidney- Murray Oct 15.

.

*t§Hallowe'en Sporting Youth .. Apr. 14..
*t§Hammer & Tongs (A.T.) Leather Pusher Series No. 2. Oct 8..
*t ft Hash Shop Oswald Cartoon Apr. (4

Hello Russia Slim Summervllle Jan. 7. '31

•isHell's Heels Oswald Cartoon June 2..
'THenpecked Oswald Cartoon -Aug. II...
*t§Hls Bachelor Daddy Sunny Jim May 14..
*T§Hot for Hollywood (tswalrf Cartoon May IS...
It Happened In Hollywood Red Star Comedy Feb. 2, '3

ri ur n, tjurdy . Oswald Cartoon Jan. 20
*t§Kld Roberta (A.T.) Leather Pusher Series No. I Sept 3..
'Kiwi anu Curses . . . Oswald Cartonn «-oo. 17

"t§ Knockout ' The Leather Pushers Series No. 3. Nov. 5.
Laughback, The Red Star Comedy Dee. 24..
tSLive Ghosts (F 4 Oj Ann Cnrlsty an. zt> .

Love Punch, The Sidney-Murray Dec. 10..
Mardl Gras Leather Pusher Series No. 5. Dec. 17..
Mars Oswald Cartoon Dee. 29..
*t§Mexlco Oswald Cartoon Nov. 17 .

"i)Mu,n Again sunny Jim Apr. 23.

.

*t§My Pal Paul Oswald Cartoon June 16..
Navy. The Oswald Cartoon Nov. 3..
TSNelghbors Sunny Jim Mar. 26...
*t§Not So Quiet Oswald Cartoon July 7..
"t§Ou La La Slim Summervllle Nov. 26..
*f§Parlez-Voue Summervllle Sept. 10...
•'Prison Panic Oswald Cartoon Apr. 28.

.

Rolling Along Sidney -Murray Oct I.

.

"T5 Royal Four Hush Sporting Youth Feb. 17.

.

*T§Srhoolmates Soortlna Youth Apr. 28...
•fSSeelng Stars Sporting Youth Mar. 17...
-tSShe'e a He (A.T.) Sunny Ilm June 4..
*t§Slnglng Sap Oswald Cartoon Sept. 15..
'T§Slster's Pest Sunny Jim Feb. 26...
Snappy Salesmen Osward Cartoon Aug. 18...
*1§Spooks iiswaid Cartoon July 21

^Steeplechase (A. T.) Sporting Youth Jan. n

•f$Stop That Noise Sunny Jim July 16..

"tgStrange as It Seems No. I... Novelty Sept. I...

*t/5Strange as It Seems No. 2. ..Novelty Sept. 29..
ustrange as It Seems No. 3. ..Novelty Nov. 3...

't§Strange as It Seems No. 4. .Novelty 5ec - 2£-
*1§Talklng Newsreel &**>*- 29 -

•tJTramt Troubles Mar. 12...

't§Tramping Tramps n«w*ld Cartoon Mar 31...
*t$Up and Downstair* Bobby Vernon ,an - M
•t§Vernon's Aunt Dent- Archer "»- ' 9 - •

*t§We We Marie Slim Summervllle Oct 29..

•StYou said It Sailor Red Star Comedy Nov. 19..

.2 reels Nov. 2

. .1 reel Apr.

..I reel Feb. I

. . .2 reels Dee. 2

. ..2 reels Mar. 3

. . .2 reels Deo. I

...I reel Jan. I

.. 2 reels

..I reel Oct
. I reels Oct
.2 reels Mar.
.2 reels jan.

. I reel ,

..2 reels Nov.
-2 reels Apr.
,.2 reels

I reel Apr.
..2 reels

.I reel June
.1 reel

.2 reels Apr.
I reel May
.2 reels Nov.
» reel Nov.

. .2 reels ,

I revi Jan.
. I reels Oct
.2 reels ,

1 reels Jan.
.2 reels Nov.
.2 reels Nov.
.1 reel

. . I reel Nov.
. .2 reels Mar.
. . I reel June
..I reel Nov.
.2 reels Mar.

. . I reel July
.2 reels Nov.
.2 reels Aug.

. I reel May
. .2 reels
2 reels Jan.

.2 reels Apr.
. 2 reels Mar.
. 2 reels May
. . I reel Sept
.2 reels Jan.
.1 reel
I reel
2 reels Dee

.2 reels June
. I reel Sept

. . I reel Oct.
.1 reel Nov.
. I reel

...I reel

.2 reels Feb.

. I reel Mar.
. 2 reels Jan.
.2 reels Feb.
. 2 reels Oet
.2 reels Nov.

WARNER BROTHERS
FFATURES

(Available sound -on -disc only)

Title Star Rel. Date

Aug. 30.Big Boy Al Jolson
tSCourags (A.T.) Bennett NUon June /

•1 §Danclng Sweeties All Star July 19
Doorway to Hell Lewis Ayres Oet. 18.
'tiOum belli In Ermine (A. T. ) , Armstrong- Gleason- Kent .... May lu.
*t§ Evidence (A.T.) Pauline Frederick Jan. 25.
*T§ General Crack (A. T.) John Barry more Jan. 23.
*t§G«lden Dawn (A.T.) Woolf-Segal June 14..

Length
Feet Mlns. Review**

.July It...6275....t
..8830 74
...565S 8
..7092.... 71
..6300. ...70
.7182.... 71

..9809...I0S
..7447....U

.May

. .June 14

.Sept 20

.June 7

.Oct II
.Nov. 16

June 21

*Means synchronized score. -fMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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•f§Green Goddess. Th* (A. T.)
"tSHoio Everything (A. T.)...
•tglsle of Eseooe (A. T.)

Life of the Party
Maybe It'* Love
taMammy tA. T.)

•f&Manfrom Blankleyt. ThetA.T. _

•tSMan Hunter (A. T > S^^aTJiSt, ..Man to Man Holmes-Mitchell

George Arllai Mar.
Llghtner- Brown-O'Neill May
Blue-Loy Mar.
Winnie Llghtner Oct.
Bmnj- Bennett Oct.
ai ioiion May
John Barrymore May

May
Dee. I

Barber John's Boy," Is:(Reviewed under
Matrlmealal Bed All Star
Moby Olek John Barrymore
Offlee Wife Mackalll-Stone
*t|6h1 Seller, Behave (A.T.). ... Lrene Oelroy-Cha*. King
Old Eagllih (jeorge Aril,.

-
-

1

in .ii,. Border Rtn-Tln-TIn
Outward Bound Lesl

Aug.
..Sept.
..Aug.
..Aug.

.. Sept.
. Mar.

Nov.

.6653..
.7513..
..5814..
.7152..
..6568..
.7570..
..6167..
..4363.

.7220..

.6220..

.5850..

.7926..

.4410.

.

'1 6 Recaptured Love Bennett-Halllday July

River's End Blcklord- Knapp Nov.

MSKough Weteri (A. T.)... Rin-Tln-TIn June
*t§Royal Box (A.T.) (German). Molsal-Horn
*t§Second Choice (A.T.) Oolorei Costello Jan.

•t§Seeond Fleer Myitery (A. T.) Wlthere-Youno Apr.
"ISShe Couldn't Say Na Llohtner- Morris Feb.
Sinners' Holiday Withers- Knapp Oct.
Soldier's Plaything, A Loder-Langdon-Lyon Nov.
•fSSong of the West (A. l.j Boies-Segal Mar.
*t§Sweet Kitty Bellalrs Claudia Dell Aug.
•tiThote Who Dance (A.T.) Monte Blue Apr.
•fSThree Faces East Bennett-ven Stroholni July

•tSUnder a Texas Moon (A. T.) . Fay-Torres-Ley-Beery Apr.
'tSWIde Open (A.T.) E. E. Horton Feb.

.6120.

.Feb. 22

.Apr. 12

..Apr. 5

Oct. 25
Oct. 25

.Mar. 29
..Apr. 12

..Apr. 12

..Aug. 6

..Aug. 16

..0«L 4

..July 12

..Aug. 30
Fen. »

.Sept. 20
..June

II.

..4280..
.8000..
.8150..
.5268..
.6413..
..5536.,

.Oct.
July 26
. Dee. 28
.Jan. II

.May 10

.Feb. 22

..Oct. 4

15 7IR5
9....5772.

19 6B76..
26 6120..
I.... 7498.
I 6341..

Mar. r

. .8«pL 13

.July 12

..June 21

. Apr. 13

.Mar. 29

Coming Feature Attractions

Title Star Ret, Date Length Mini. Reviewed

Bad Women Dell-Boley-Gordon Apr. 4 '31

Beauty and the Boss All Star Apr. 25. "31.

Both Were Young May 2. 31.... V„Vm
Captain Applejack John Hallday Jan. 31, '31.5940 .Aug. 23

Captain Thunder F. Wray-V. Vareonl Dee. 13...,. Sept 27

Children of Dreams Feb. 28. dl JiW'i
Divorce Among Friends All Star Dec. 27 Oct. 4
Ex-Mistress Nolan-Hamilton £*£""»;
Fifty Million Frenchman Olsen & Johnson Feb. 143
Husband's Privileges All Star Mar. 2131..

Idol. The All Star Apr. 25 31.....
Illicit Stanwyck- Rennle Feb. 14. 31

Maytime J"n« 8. 31

Red Hot Sinners Winnie Llghtner May 9. '31

Second Barrymore Comedy Barrymore ,
y

-,
,

' .,7 «nii hH"A
Bit Tight Llghtner- Brown Jan. 31. '31 6300 Oct 4

«tp»l H iahwav All Star Jan. 17. 31 tlcl. 4

5l.nn.Ve NlS* GrVsegal HerDholt "« 3.513007. 100 Am. 30

.0't. 25

VITAPHONE VARIETIES (D)

Till. s'«

AUent Minded f?
r.*!"s ".f.°-?.

Rel. Dit. Length

882....

Ain't Nature Grand Looney Tunes No. 7 i~.V

At You" Service Landls-Halligan. Blackwood • 633 ..

.

Baby Bandit, The Babby Watson- Ann Cornwall I reel
.

Bard of Broadway. The Walter Wlnchell 2 reels

Barefoot Days Cast of Children . • ™

«

h»iTyo1 »ong A Hoyt-Coots-Qulntelle t'lSv"
SUEZ U •> Sot No Robert L. Ripley V«.Y '

Be km * !S MrT. 2 R°"«* L. Ripley
J«

-.

Believe It or Not. NO. 3 Robert I- Ripley [••

Believe It or Net. No. 4 Robert L. Ripley
, re"

believe It or Not No. 6 Robert L. Ripley "*
Benefit The ^°* F

.

rl,C0
771

Srrnle. Ben Orchestra
..Harry Holman
..Looney Tunes No. 6
..Llttlefleld-Ward
.. Lambert-Ledoux- Irving

, .Frisco- Knapp- Graham
..Looney Tunes No. 4

. .Looney Tunes No. 5

,. Arthur-Merriam
. .Shirley- Le May
..Huth Ettlng
. . Seo. Sweet
..Vltaphone Kiddle*
.. Leach. Merman-Plerlot
...Giovanni Martinelli
. . Jack Haz2ard
. . Tom Douglas
.. Washburn- Eddy- Mlddleton

Reviewed

10..Apr. 12

1 1.. Apr. 12

16 .Mar. 15

Oct 4

8 ...May 10

...May 7*

....Aug. 30

The..

Big Deal. The .--
Big Man From the North

Big Money. Potter Series.

Body Slam, The
Border Patrol, The
Booze Hangs High,

Box Car Blues
Bridal Night
Bright Sayings -..-••
Broadways Like That
Bubble Party.The ...

Bubbles
Cave Club. Tho
Celeste Alda
Cheek Up, The)

Cheer Leader. Tho .

.

Christmas Knight ...

College Capers V - ;.'

Collegiate Model. The Ona Munion
. ....

Compliments of the Season pressler-Lane-0 Brlen ..

Congo Ja2Z Looney Tunes No. 2 'reel

CoXry Mary Bobby Watson 839

Cry Babv „ Vernon-Troon -• "«
gyiy- For the Caroline. .......^^,^^^^(^0^::::::::::::::::.^^
pa^r :

BrUt;.The"::"::"^

I reel

1 reel...
1141 I

.1 reel...
2 reels. .

.

. I reel . .

.

I reel . .

.

..I reel .

. I reel . . -

865...

I

. 629
.688. ..

. 793...

..I reel...

. I reel....

..826
.696

. I reel
.2 reels.

.

2 reels..

10.. Feb. 8
9.. Apr. IS

Her Relatives Neely Edward
His Big Ambition Potter Series, Llttlefleld-Ward.
His Public Morris A Campbell
Holland Technicolor ,

Hold Anything Looney Tunes No. 3
Home Maid Hackett-Hall-Burley

. . Nov. 8
.May 10

Devil's Parade, The' Sidney Toler ?°^V

'

Dining Out Kent-Lake ..... I real

Doctor's Wlf* Panoborn-Astor- Mitchell 2 reels

Dono in Oil. Potter Sort- Llttlefleld-Ward .539

Ducking Outy Wi ln
i
Mor

J^
B

t"Li"
Duel, Tho Flelds-Teasdale I reel

c mar'nrnrv Pima Hugh Comoron ............. .............I reel^^^^triu\:r:".:"MS^tSmn9.KMlll ..I reel

Everything Happens To Me Carson-Hoyt •••••••- I reel

Evolution Progress of Motion Pictures I reel..

Cvolulltn of the Dane* Luplno Lane 1071

Excuse the Pardon Morgan-Alexander I reel..

Family Ford J'm Harfcln* I reel

Fashion's Mirror Newberry-Thompson I reel..

Feminine Types '«" Bprrlw I reel

Fight The - - Norman Brokenshlre I reel.

.

Find the Woman Hugh O'Connell 817 .

Five Minutes From the Station. .Overman-Churchlll-Sldney 2 roe Is

Footnotes p age Sisters A Osear Grogan 519

For Art'* Sake Broderlek-Crawford I reel..

For Two Cents De Wo" Hopper ...I reel..

For* Ford-Lane I reel

Fowl Triangle ••• ' reel

Frame The Boyd-Mlddleton 934. .

Gate* of Happlne** Arthur Pat Welt I reel.

Ginsberg of Newborn Eddie Lambert I ml*.
Girls We Remember I reel

Going Places Shaw & Lee 660

Gob The Skelly- Evans-Shannon-Shea 2 reels..

Brand Upriar Jim MeWllllams

17.. June 14

5

Grounds for Murder Foster-Glendennlng

Gym Jams Lew Mayer
Happy Hottentots. The Joe Frisco

Harmonizing Song* Joseph Harmon •••••
Hard Guy Speneer-Tmey, Katherlne

Alexander
Headache Man. The Clements-Cavanaugh
Head Man. The O'Connell-Kelly
Heart Breaker, The Eddie Foy. Jr

. . . I reel

.. 635 ..

. . . I reel .

.

.1 reel. ..

. I reel . .

.

. . I reel . .

.

.. 799....
.1315 ....

*Means synchronized score. \Means sound effects. %Means voice

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.

. . . I reel
.2 reels. .19. .Aug. 30

, ..2 reel*
..733 6.. Juno 14

...I reel Aug. 30
. I reel

Honolulu Madison- Marsh I reel

Horse Sense Bob Roebuck I reel

Horseshoes Lynn Overmann I reel

Idle cnatter Lou Holt; 908 10. .Apr. ID

III Wind, An Hlbbard-Lareh- Graham 2 reels June 14

I'll Fix It Kent-Lake I reel

Japanese Bowl, The Technicolor 694 8. .June 14

Jay Walker. The Chester Clute I reel. . .10. .Sept 13

Keeping Comoeny Eddie Buzzell 1746 19. .May 10
Knocking 'Em Cold ft-nrirew Tombes f reel

Last But Not Leased Billy Wayne-Thelma White I reel

Legacy. The Betty Compton 2 reels. . 15. .Aug. 30
Letters Pauline Garon 800 9
Let'* Elope Betty & Jerry Browne 645 0. June 14

Let's Merge . . . - Doree Leslie I reel

Lobo. Dog of Dog* Lobo aSO .. 7. .Mar. I
Lodge Night Phllllps-Cox I reel
Lonely Gigolo Lottl Leder 922 9. ..Oct. 25
Lost and Found Demarest-Bond I reel

Love Boat. Tho Herman Timberg 754.... B..Mar. >

Lucky Break Fox 21 ... Oct 25
Madame of the Jury Judith Anderson I reel

Many Happy Returns connolly-Gottscnalk-Evans 2 reels. . 17. .Aug. 30
Married Fllnt-Rldges-Foran I reel
Master Sweeper. Th* Chester Conklln 504 10. .Mar. 8
Martinelli

Aria from "Alda" -. I reel
Pagllaccl I reel
Prison Scene from "Faust" I reel Sept. 27
Temple Scene from "Alda"... I reel

Matinee Idle Henry Hult 685 8. .June 14

Military Post. The Roberto Guzman 570 6. .Mar. 15
Modern Fairy Tales I reel
Modern Business I reel
Money. Money. Money Mason- Keeter 876
Mr. Intruder Otto Kruger I reel
Musis Racket. The Lee Morse I reel
My Mistake Donald Brian, Pat O'Brien I reel Oct. 25
My Hero Foy- Chard I reel
Maggers, The Mr. &. Mrs. Jack Norworth I reel June 14
Naggers at Breakfast. The Mr. & Mrs. Jack Norworth. 845 9. .June 14

Naggies' Day of Rest Mr. & Mrs, Jaek Norworth | reel
Naggers Go South, The Mr. & Mr*. Jack Norworth | reel

Nay, Nay. Nero Cameron-Watson i reel
New Racket, The Brailbury-Homer I reel
Nightingale. The Osborne-Taibot-O'Brlen 2 reels

Nile Green Broderlek-Crawford 745 6. .June 7
No-Account. The Hardle-Hutchinson 777 ... g
No Question* Asked Little Billy-Prounty 1 reel
Number Please Sheila Barrett-L. Barrio | reel
Office Scandal. The Bergen-Graber | reel
Office Steps 835 9. ..Aug. 9
Old Seidulburg Peterson -Ren me- Reed- Gil more | reel
One Good Turn Ruth Ettlng-Jay Vetle 2 reels
One on the Aisle Lon Hascall 1 reel
Only the Girl Wattles-Marsh 580 8
Opening Nioht Sands-Jacnson-Hoyt I reel
Operation, The Edgar Bergen 835. . . .9 Aug. 9
Out for Gam©, Potter Series Llttlefleld-Ward 2 reels Aug 2
Pa Gets a Vacation, Potter Series. Littlefleld- Ward 1243. ..14
Painter, The - Frank Orth
Paper Hanging Johnny Arthur I reel May 31
Paulo, Paqulta & Chlqulta 832.. ..9
Pay Off. The H. B. Walthall 1076. ..12 Mar. 8
People Versus. The Campeau-O'Malloy 548 6 Apr. 12
Perfect Understanding. A May-Oaks 537 6
Pest of Honor. The Short-Fleldlng-Hall | reel
Play Boy, The Fox-Curtis 2 reels
Politics George Jessel 2 reels
Poor Little Butterfly Technicolor | reel
Poor Fish. The Cavanaugh-Rldges-Sehater I reel
Private Engagement. A Yacht Club Boys I reel 8 Sept. 27
Purely An Accident
Putting It On .....

Railroad Follies ...

Reno or Bust .

Romeo & Juliet ...

Recruits. The
Road Knights
Rhythms ,

Roseland
Royal Fourflusher,

Rural Hospitality
Russian Around
Russian Rhapsody, A
Salesman, The
Santry. Henry & Orchestra
School Daze
Scotch Love

The

. Brown- Kearns-Otto
.- ..Jarvls-Bond

Morgan- Hager
Pangborn- Elliott

Charles Hackett-Rosa Low...
The Three Sailors-Clements

. . ..Relsman Band
Ruth Ettlng

....Eddie Buzzell

... Roger Imhof
Arthur Pat West

....Kuznetzoff & NIcollna
Orth-Vernon

.1

I reel

Aug. 23
.June 7

9 Nov. 8
I reel
1 reel... 9 Aug. 9
2 reels. . 15. ..Aug. 9

reels. 14

June 14

.1150

...2

.8.. Sept. 27
Aug. 2

..June 7

iniiy"si

1556
.1 reel

. I reel

.704 8

. I reel

.1 reel

. I reel Aug. 30
I reel

Seotch Taffy Scott Sanders I reel Oct. 25
Seeing Off Servleo Penner-Busley-MeNaughton 2 reels Nov. I

Seelnq Sarah Oil Styvta Clark I reel
Seeing Things Demarest-Auer- Fielding I reel 9. . .Oct 18
Service Stripes Penner-Waddell f reel
Servant Problem. Th* Murrav - Oakland -Stauber 1 reel
Shakespeare Was Right Technicolor | reel Juno 7
She Who Gets Slapped Tom Dugan | reel June 7
Ship Ahoy All Star | reel

Showln' Off Vltaphone Kiddle* | reel

Sinkin' in the Bathtub Looney Tunes No. I I reel May 10
Sittlno Pretty Joe Phillips- Ruth Donnelly.

| reel
Skin Game. Tho Irvlng-White-Dtiffy (reel
Slick As Ever H. J. Conley 2 reels June 7

Song Painting* Ann Seymour | reel June 7

Song Plugger, Tho Joe Frisco 1390 16. ..Juno 7
South Sea Pearl Gaston Glass 2 reels May 10

Stepping Out Penner-Phlllps-Donnelly | reel Oet. 25
Still Alarm. The Webb-Allen | reel June 7

Straight and Narrow Robins-Jenkins | reel

Strong and Willing Trlxle Frlganza (reel Sept 27

Strong Arm. Tho Harrlngton-O'Nell /-:•• I «•
Stuttering Romance, A 'oe Penner- Dorothea Chard.. I reel

Substitute, The Chas. Lawrence | reel Sept 27

Surprise Dugan-Leonard 1038 12
Suspicion Lyons- Earle-Morne I reel

Syncopated Sermon, A Hall- Johnson Choir
Wlllard Roblson I reel Nov. 15

System Clements- Knapp I reel

Taking Ways Codee A. Orth 2 reel* May 10

Talklno It Over Jack Osterman 739 8

Taxi Talks Tracy- Alexander 1346 15 June 14

Temple Belles Green Blackman 1346 15 June 14

Tenement Tangle, A Ryan & Lee 756 9 June 14

Thank You. Doctor Rivold-Taylor-Clute I reel Aug. 23

Thirteenth Prisoner, The Willie Howard-Leo Kohlmar. ? reel Nov. 15

Tintypes Yorke & King I reel Oet
Tom Thumbs Down
Trip to Paris, A
23 Sklddo
Twixt Love and Duty.
Two Rounds of Love .

.

Unfair Sex. The
Varsity Show. Tho ...

Varsity Vamp
Victim. The
Wanderer, Tho
Who's the Boss?
Websterlan Student* .

. larvfs-McNutiohton I reel.

Jarvls-Taylor I reel

.Lew Fields 854 10 June 14

.Howard- Graham -Perc I val I reel

.Rennle-DIxon I reel

.Healy- Gilbert I reel

.Olive Shen 2 reel*

Mike Ames I reel

,Orth-Howard I reel

.Douglas Stanbury I reel 9. .Sept. 13

.Pangborn- Howard I reel

.Ryan-Lee 801 ....9. .. -Apr. 19

(including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means

D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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Wedding of Jack and Jill, The..Vltaphon« Kiddles 701. ...8..
Wadding Belles Howard. Newton 485 5
Wedding Bills Billy Wayne-Helen Lynd-Bronks Benedict I reel..
What a Life 955. ..II..
Who Pays? Murray-Oakland 942. ..10..
Where There's a Will George Hassell 2 reels ..

Window Cleaners Brlce- Edwards 637... 7..

.

Woman Tamer, The Gilbert-Howard-Davis I reel ...

Won to Lose Irving-Lambert I reel ...
Work, Milton C I reel ...
vamekraw 857.. .9...

UNIVERSAL
•tSTarzan the Tiger Merrill-Kingston Dee. 9 '29 10 episode* ...
•t§Jade Box. The Perrll-Lorralno Mar. 24 .. 10 episodes Feb 22
*t§ Lightning Express, The Lorraine- Chandler tune 2 10 episodes Apr. 12
*t§Terry of the Times Howes- Thompson Aug. II 10 episodes. . .Aug II
•t§lndlans Are Coming. The Tim McCoy Oct. 20 15 episodes. ..Aug." 23

'tSKIng of the Kongo (P.T.).
"t';Lone Defender {AT.)

SERIALS
NAT LEVINE

.Logan- Miller Aug.

.Bin Tin Tin Sept.

COMING SERIALS
NAT LEVINE

*t§Phantom of the West Tyler-Gulliver .Nov 10 episodes.

UNIVERSAL
I5'29. 10 episodes. Aug. 17*29

I. 1930. .12 episodes
•tSSpell of the Circus F. Bushman Jr.-N. Vaughn.. Jan. 12, "31 .. .10 episodes
*t§ Fingerprints Kenneth Harlan Mar. 23. '31 ... 10 episodes
•t§Heroes of the Flames June 2, '31 12 episodes..

TALKING PICTURE EPICS
1§A<ross the World Mr. & Mrs. Martin Johnson. June 15 4 episodes Aug.
Hunting Tigers In India Commander Geo. M. Dyott. .Apr. 15 3 episodes

PATHE
Perils of Paulino

New Faces—New Names

Nowhere is there a more

startling evidence of the

great change through which

the motion picture industry

is passing than in the new

names being added to the

Lists of Who's Who now

being compiled with com-

plete biographical data for

the 1931 Edition of

MOTION PICTURE NEWS
BLUE BOOK



Any picture can have this

charming, atmospheric

COLOR
EVERY mood of the screen can be ex-

pressed in charming, atmospheric, over-

all tints, by means of Eastman Sono-

chrome Tinted Positive Films. They re-

produce sound with striking fidelity,

being designed especially with this func-

tion in mind. Best of all, they can be used

in any picture, for they cost no more than

ordinary black-and-white positive film.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York Chicago Hollywood
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Knocking over IA/QQQFIU

SOLDIERS
Opposition is a pushover for\

Leo who packs the wallop

of the day with this

heavy artillery

It is no
overstatement

to say that the greatest

product you have ever played

is on the way to you from

METRO-GOLDWYN
MAYER

COMEDY GETS
THE KIDS

Withrheholfdayscason
exhibitors might give

added consideration to

the great comedy list

ol M-C-M with special

jcknou Icdgcd to be the
best short subjects in

you need M-Q-M NOW
MORE THAN EVER

GRAND
HOTEL

It will doubtless he

Inn-rot 10 cthibtt

that M-G-M owns

to ' Gtand Hotel"
outstanding drama
hit ot the day on Bto

>©. XI II. so. /

lot \n|rlr% Neti l«rk

Price 20 Cent*

Chic«go
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TREMENDOUS

!

"The Blue Angel" in first 3 days at Rialto, N. Y. smashed all previous records!

S. R. O. crowds every day since.

EMIL .IANNINGS
•'Jannings the Great speaks. His strength is terrifying."

—

IS. Y. American.

"Jannings is magnificent, amazing."

—

IS. Y. Telegram

MARLENE DIETRICH
"Dietrich proves in 'Blue Angel' she is not accidental or publicity- built star

but an indisputably brilliant actress."

—

IS. Y. Herald Tribune

THE BLUE ANGEL
"The two finest acting performances on stage or screen. An exceptional

picture."

—

IS. Y. Sun. "Should crowd the Rialto, IN. Y. for weeks."—IS. Y. News

UFA'S Dramatic Masterpiece. Directed by Josef von Sternberg.

Erich Pommer Production

"Von Sternberg's direction is infinitely superior even to 'Morocco'"

—

is. Y. Times.
You get pictures like this only from

PARAMOUNT

f£ •>•>



MARLENE
DIETRICH

STAR IS BORN!
H ^ Glamorous personality of Marlene Dietrich captures all America ! C| While

"THE BLUE ANGEL" enthralls S. R. O. crowds in its premiere run at the Rialto,

New York, "MOROCCO" (Gary Cooper—Marlene Dietrich—Adolphe Menjou—Von

Sternberg) sweeps the country like a golden tornado ! Fourth capacity week at

the Rivoli, New York, with the fourth week-end even bigger than the third. Sell-

out three weeks in advance at Grauman's Chinese Theatre, Hollywood, at SI.50

admission. Record week's business in three days at Newman, Kansas City. Topped

highest previous gross at Uptown, Boston. In the pre-Christmas slump season at

that! q "MOROCCO". The Wonder Picture with the Wonder Star!

JOINS SCREEN GREAT: Arlen, Bancroft, Bankhead. Brian, Bow, Brook, Carroll, Chatterton, Chevalier, Colbert,

Cooper, Dietrich, March, Marx Bros., Oakie, Powell, Rogers, Smith & Dale, Wynn. Paramount release: Harold Lloyd.

PARAMOUNT Headquarters
for Real Stars!



GINGER
ROGERS

MIGHTY MIRTHQUAKE.'
Now Paramount brings talkie box offices the stage's greatest comedian—the

Grand Nabob of Nonsense—ED WYNN! And HOW HE. CLICKS!

"'Follow the Leader' is the funniest contribution ever made by a stage

comedian to the talkies. Even better than Marx Brothers", says N. Y. Graphic.

"Wynn one of the brightest lights of cinema comedy. Threatens audiences with

hilarious heart failure", yells N. Y. American.

"Wynn is a joy to behold and listen to." Provokes full quota of mirth", says
i

N. Y. Times. "Even funnier on screen than on stage".—iV. Y. Eve. World.

ED WYNN
The Perfect Fool. Presented by ar-

rangement with Florenz Ziegfehi. In

"Follow
The Leader"

STAXLEY
SMITH

LOU
HOLTZ

FOLLOW THE LEADER/
With "MOROCCO" in fourth record-breaking week at Rivoli, N. Y., and sold out three

weeks in advance at Grauman's two-a-day Chinese, Hollywood; with "TOM SAWYER"
sensationally cleaning up from coast to coast; with an army of resounding hits on the way,

THE ONE LEADER NOW AND FOREVER IS

PARAMOUNT
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SLAM-BANG
TITAN'S GIFT

WHC
ROBT

MIGHTY STARS OF
"HALF SHOT AT SU
PAGING PAGEANT
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PICTURES

Reg. U. S.yT Pat. Off
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HOOK, LINE A
Trouble Routed...Gloom Panicked as Champ Nuts Dodge

Keepers to Run Show in Broadway Hotel!... All Floors Open

...Keys out the Window... House 'Dicks' Scram as Hilarity

Runs Wild from First Floor to Fortieth!



OOPLA SMASH

LAUGH RIOT
TO EXHIBS

EUER
CUCKOOS 7 AND

NRISE" LEAD RAM-

DOROTHY LEE 7
Darling of the Dizzy Drama Tops Grand Sup- /;-="' /

/''

porting Cast of Happy Lunatics %y
Jfr if

, -!:'S^\

Directed by

EDDIE
CLINE



GREATEST ADVANCE SINCE

KEEPS THE HUH F PICTURES

Electrical Research announces

Noiseless
\ oisclcss Hvvnvdintj means talking

pictures with all undesired sounds barred

out. No humming, hissing or scratching

noises mar the pure tone of recorded speech

and music. Every word and note sounds natural, clean-cut, true to life

!

• • •

This revolutionary New Process

—developed by sound engineers through years of

study—marks a great step forward in the perfec-

tion of talkies. Its introduction is just one more

indication that Western Electric is fulfilling its promise to the motion pic-

ture industry: to continually improve apparatus and methods and to make

these improvements immediately available to producers and exhibitors.

• • •

HitI*I Producer-licensees have already installed equipment for

Noiseless Recording. They are now making pictures by this New Process.

The first

—

a Paramount production entitled "The Right to Love" and

featuring Ruth Chatterton—will be released this month. You will



THE COMING OF TALKIES!

NEW PROCESS

according
immediately recognize the extraordinary difference.

• • •

Noiseless Recording will still further in-

crease the popularity of talking pictures—build box

office for you—attract new patrons to your theatre,

even those who have always been most critical— bring old patrons oftener.

They will demand pictures recorded by this method.

• • •

\liil remember—Western Electric reproducing equipment delivers

sound exactly as it is recorded. That is why only Western Electric apparatus

can do full justice to this wonderful New Process Noiseless Recording.

ELECTRICAL RESEARCH PRODUCTS INC., 250 West 57th St., New York.

Western Electric
> NEW <

PROCESS
NOISELESS RECORDING



What is the

M A J 6 R
Achievement

ot 1930
Wednesday, December 10, 1930DAILY

• • • AS THIS dizzy year of 1930 wobbles t.o a close, what
outstanding achievements can be chalked up for the film biz?

we will select one that may astonish you it is American
development of the world-wide foreign field of course

you will snicker and haw-haw at that one when you
survey the foreign biz all shot to pieces by the talkie upset thi;

past year but we're referring to development of the

Newsreel Fox Movietone News, to be more explicit

what Clayton P. Sheehan, foreign manager of Fox, and Truman
H. Talley, general manager of the Newsreel, have done this past

twelve months constitutes one of the MAJOR trade accomplish-
ments of the year it reads like a page from a modern
Arabian Nights right now this organization is turning
out 37 foreign editions every week Talley has established

four major foreign Movietone organizations plans are

in the works for News Reel Theaters in the important cities of

the world one year ago the British Movietone News was
started in London four months later Fox Actualites
Parlantes was established in Paris then came Fox Tonende
Wochenschau in Berlin and in far off Sydney, Australia,

the Australian Movietone was started for each of these

organizations it was necessary to establish independent sound
camera units, editorial offices, and manufacturing plants
every one of the 37 editions is edited especially with a view to

local prejudices and interests practically every important
foreign country gets its Fox newsreel made just for its particular

VIEWPOINT mull that one over, if you think this was a

kindergarten stunt that Messrs. Sheehan and Talley put over
in ONE little year it's a job for diplomats

editing newsreels so as not to offend nationalistic spirit

and so well has the stupendous task been handled, that the
various nationals consider their particular newsreel a NATIVE
INSTITUTION one American producing concern has
solved the foreign problem so far as the newsreel is concerned

and for 1931 what producer is going to do the same
thing for the feature talkies? it CAN be done

MOVIETONE NEWS
Achieving world wide success twice every week!
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Film Boards of Trade on Trial Until

April, When Future Will be Determined
Page Harley Clarke

United Artists rushes to deny the
rumors, published in South American
newspapers and reiterated by an
American press association, to the ef-

fect that Gloria Swanson is dead,

stating the star is living happily at

Beverly Hills. "All the other United
Artists stars are alive, too," the com-
pany asserts.

Coast Climate

Burns Brains,

Marlene Says

Chicago—Local picture critics who met
Marlene Dietrich, Paramount's new-born
star and "Garbo-threat," at a breakfast re-

ception arranged by Balaban & Katz in the

bungalow atop the Hotel Sherman, were
mystified by the strangeness of the German
actress.

Marlene, they learned, didn't care about

publicity ; didn't like Hollywood or South-

ern California, and couldn't understand how
American show people can cheapen them-
selves by permitting and inviting discus-

sion of their private affairs in the public

prints. American news photographers, too,

bewildered her with their innocent discour-

tesies.

"If our photographers at home ever at-

tempt their methods," she said, "I'll attempt

violence on them."
Marlene hates Hollywood and the South-

ern California climate.

"Its sunshine is deadly monotonous. It

burns your brains out. It's a good place to

work and make money, but to live there

—

never ! My contract specifically states that

I shall not be obliged to remain there for

more than six months at a time. I'm think-

ing of having that period shortened."

Contract Scrapping Is

Dangerous, James Warns
Wholesale breaching of contracts as a

result of the Supreme Court decisions out-

lawing compulsory arbitration and the credit

system will result in general "jacking up"
of film rentals and a quick return to the de-

posit system, William James, president of

the Ohio exhibitor unit, warns. James, in

New York for a brief visit, urged against

taking undue advantage of distributors as a

result of the decisions.

Substitute System Offered

By Dun Company to Be
Studied by Ass'n.

Film Boards of Trade will have until

April to demonstrate their right to future

existence, it was determined at a meeting
Thursday at the Hays office where the bud-
get for the year was agreed upon, subject

to action in April when the new fiscal year
starts. During the "test" period, the use-

fulness of the Film Boards, considered in

proportion to expense of maintenance, will

be weighed with a proposal of a substitute

system made by the R. G. Dun Co.

Annual budget of the boards for 1931

will be shaved $20,000 to $25,000. The
1930 budget was $260,000, so expenses
available for 1931 will be between $240,000
and $245,000 if they are continued. Thurs-
day's meeting, the regular annual gathering
to consider the budget, was confronted with
queries on the part of various company of-

ficials as to the feasibility of maintaining
Film Boards as a result of the credit and
arbitration decisions.

Pettijohn Pleads for "Baby"
C. C. Pettijohn, "father" of Film Boards,

made a plea for their maintenance, pointing
out that while their efforts had been cur-
tailed by the credit and arbitration decrees,

they nevertheless saved distributors large
sums in various other ways.

Frederick H. Elliott, who was secretary
of the former National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry which the Hays
association replaced, had suggested to some
distributors on behalf of the Dun company
to set up a motion picture division to take
over funtions of Film Boards and the Copy-
right Protection Bureau. The Dun firm
has a similar organization in the textile

industry. Discussion brought out that the
Copyright Protection Bureau is self-sup-

porting. Hays is to name a committee of
six, composed of sales managers and at-

torneys, to make a study of the Dun pro-
posal. Felix Feist of M-G-M is chairman.

Attend in Force
The following general sales managers or

sales managers' representatives were among
those present: Sidney R. Kent, Paramount;
Phil Reisman, Universal ; E. C. Grainger,
Fox; Felix Feist, M-G-M; Sam E. Morris
and Claude Ezell, Warners-First National

:

Oscar Hanson, Tiffany; Cleve Adams and
Jerome Saffron, of Radio Pictures; Al
Lichtman, United Artists.

Among the attorneys were

:

Charles Schwartz of Nathan Burkan's
office, representing Columbia ; Abel Cary
Thomas, representing Warners-First Na-

(Continued on page 18)

Deal Set
San Francisco—Announcement is to

be made soon in New York by Sam
Katz to the effect that Publix theatres
in six Coast cities are to be operated
by Fox West Coast under a manage-
ment deal, it is learned here.

Publix and Fox
Chiefs Surveying

Coast Situation

Portland—Officials of Fox West Coast
and Paramount are surveying Coast situa-

tions preparatory to merging of the com-
panies' houses under Fox management.
Managers here do not expect new instruc-

tions before Dec. 15.

In event the deal is consummated, Fan-
chon & Marco shows probably will be
switched to the Paramount, with the Broad-
way adopting a straight picture policy.

Several months ago, when Motion Pic-
ture News exclusively reported that a man-
agement deal was being proposed between
Fox West Coast and Paramount, there

were prompt denials from both companies
concerned.

Latin Actors Are
Disappointed; Al

Capone Too Quiet

Chicago—A carload of Spanish and
French movie folks passed through Chicago
this week en route to Hollywood where
they will make foreign versions for M-G-M.
Local newspapers giggled at the spectacle

of such wholesale importations, every one
of whom was excited over the possibility of

viewing a snack of machine gunning in Al
Capone's center of operations. The glimpse,

however, was denied them.
The group included Valentin Parera, de-

scribed as "the Valentino of Spain," and
Maria Luiz Callejo, "the Lupe Velez of

Madrid." Benito Perojo, one of Spain's
outstanding directors ; Roger Ferdenand and
Jean Blanchon, French scenarists, were also

with the "shipment."
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FROM CINEMA PALACES
TO COUNTRY STORES

RETENTIVE memories will recall that era

which added to the industry's lustre the pres-

tige of de luxe theatres in all of the principal

cities of the country. It wasn't so long ago.

The development was a logical one in the growth
which has carried this business from the onus of a

mushroom project into the more substantial, and
respected, atmosphere of big business.

The idea, whether deliberately conceived or

stumbled upon, did what it was supposed to do and
the business, as an institution, profited thereby.

When Luxury Reigned

INTO the public's consciousness there seeped a

realization that in the motion picture was an
amusement formula that purposed to go some-

where in building its future. The Paramounts, the
Roxys, scattered in generous profusion throughout
the nation, furnished the proof that clinched the
argument.

Gobelin tapestries—the real stuff—were used for
lobby decoration. Real works of art were spotted
in positions of commanding importance in each de
luxe house. The atmosphere was one of dignitv,
refinement and rest.

Tank Town Stuff

BUT in this year of grace, the dignitv of the
motion picture's home has been shattered.
High pressure merchandisers, described as

experts, figure the box-office intake is only part of
the scheme. Show 'em silk stockings and they'll
buy. So, too, with sheet music, turkeys in the lob-
bies, honey in the corridors, cartoonists in the
lounge, candy machines, weighing machines, all

sorts of vending machines. Anything goes, the

theory has it. It's a walk-away. The public is sap
enough to fall if vou advance the bait.

Competition for Nudes

IN
a Publix theatre the other night an usher in-

truded on the conversation of a couple in the
lounge with a three-minute sales talk on behalf

of a voice recording apparatus. It wasn't so long
ago that RKO attempted to sell refrigerators on
the stage of several of its major theatre operations.

The Gobelins today are largely concealed with
garish cut-outs, more often than not of figures in

the nude or semi-nude. The oil paintings are still

there, too, but sheet music and one-sheets are pro-
viding pretty tough competition. The one time re-

finement of the ante-rooms and lobbies is rent with
ushers who sing theme songs and loud speakers
that never stop bellowing.

A Has Prestige

IT
may be very profitable. This super-sort of

merchandising may fill the holes shot into box-
office grosses by poor pictures. It may demon-

strate—to themselves—what smart showmen those
who sponsor these practices are.

But in this writer there is neither patience nor
room for argument over the irreparable damage
which is thus foisted on the prestige of the entire

industry. It is inevitable that if the system is not
curtailed or dropped, the reaction which will of

necessity set in will force on the trade another
problem of major importance.
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Finish Fight Against Reinstatement of

Deposit System is Declared by Allied

Next
Providence—A dramatic editor here

who had occasion to refer to Holly-
wood's cherubim found on his proof
that the printer had gone him one
better.

It read: "Hollywood's cherubums."

Week After Week
They're Pinched,

But Shows Go on

Louisville—Fight over Sunday operation

of picture theatres at Owensboro between

the Owensboro Ministerial Association and
R. P. Thomas, resident manager for the

Strand Amusement Co., operating the

Bleich and Empress, now about six months
old, is going merrily along, with the ex-

hibitors in the hole to the tune of $2,000 or

more paid in fines, court costs, etc., plus

attorneys' fees.

The fight has been marked by weekly ar-

rests of employes of the theatres, on war-
rants sworn to by the churchmen, follow-

ing refusal of the police department to

swear to additional warrants. When the

cases are presented, the defendants are

fined, go back and get in a new jam the

following Sunday.
Now the Ministerial Association is going

further and endeavoring to secure passage
of a city ordinance, drawn by a committee
of attorneys, and providing that managers
of theatres must advertise for 30 days in

the newspapers their intentions to apply for

city licenses to operate picture theatres, and
that applications for licenses must be ac-

companied by affidavits that the Sunday
closing law has not been violated. The or-

dinance would also provide that employes
of a theatre could be arrested as many times
as they violated the old blue laws which
prohibit unnecessary work on the Sabbath

;

and that a violation of the ordinance would
give the City Commissioners the right to

revoke license of the theatre, and if the
violations are continued the city would be
given the right to cut off power, light and
water service at the theaters so violating

the ordinance.

$105,000 for "Greeks"
As Talmadge Vehicle

United Artists paid $105,000 for screen
rights to "The Greeks Had a Word for It,"

reports say. It will be used as a starring
vehicle for Norma Talmadge.

Dent Arrives
Arthur Dent, sales manager of British

International Pictures of London, is in
New York from London.

Step Would Violate Decree,

Is View; Hess Version

Of Contract Spurned

Washington — Allied States Association
will resist "to the utmost the reinstatement

of the deposit system, in lieu of the out-

lawed credit and arbitration system," and
has rejected Gabriel L. Hess' version of the

proposed standard license agreement draft-

ed by the 5-5-5 conferences, and intends to

fight alleged tendency to tie in features and
shorts in rental deals, in violation of the

trade practice agreement.
This was made clear by President Abram

F. Myers in a review of the meeting in

New York last week of association direc-

tors. Directors, he said, unanimously agreed
that any reinstatement of deposits generally
or in considerable number could only re-

sult from a concerted effort to nullify the
credit and arbitration decisions and would
amount to a violation of the decree in the
arbitration case.

The organization favors the proposed
standard form of agreement, but is opposed
to the version of it drafted by Hess. When
the 5-5-5 conferences ended, Myers and
Hess were commissioned to agree upon
wording of the agreement, each preparing
versions which are at variance.

To Probe Copyright Bureau
Investigatio nof the Copyright Protection

Bureau to determine whether its activities

have exceeded legal bounds and of the Fed-
eral Checking Bureau to ascei'ain whether
information obtained by it wou'd be avail-
able to distributors other than those whose
pictures are checked, also was voted.

Exhibitors, despite the trade practice
agreement, allegedly are being forced to
buy features to get shorts and vice versa
and protest against the alleged practice is

to be lodged and fight against the practice
started unless it is eliminated.

Alice Doll with Big 4
Hollywood—Alice Doll, Universal "find,"

has been substituted for Nita Cavalier in
"A Radio Razzberry," Big 4 comedy in pro-
duction at Metropolitan under direction of
Craig Hutchinson. Bud Jamison, Perrv
Murdock and Ann Brody are featured.

Gettin' 'Em Hot
Reviews of 36 brand new short sub-

ject releases highlight this week's
"Opinions on Pictures" section, which
starts on page 31. Features reviewed
include:
Bachelor Father
Beau Ideal
Criminal Code
Follow the Leader
Gang Buster
Igdenbu
Mothers Cry
Reducing
Royal Bed
Yellow Mask

Book Worm
Chicago—Jeanette MacDonald passed

through town, westbound, this week.
I'nder her arm was the same book
she carried on her way east several
weeks ago.

Publix to Hold
On to Detroit

Chain-Trendle

Detroit—Take it from George W. Tren-
dle, the Kunsky theatres are not to be
turned back by Publix to their former
owner, as stated in a Detroit report to Mo-
tion Picture News. There is not a grain
of truth in the entire story," he states, and
then adds

:

"It has stirred up a hornet's nest in the
city of Detroit and really should be coun-
teracted as a matter of fairness to the Para-
mount Publix Corporation."
He says his information is the houses

will end their year with a profit in excess
of $500,000 and regards reversion of the
theatres to their original operator as illogi-

cal in view of the contract made at the time
of the transfer.

"In the first place," Trendle told Motion
Picture News, "the Michigan theatre was
transferred to the Kunsky Theatres Corp.
wholly at the time the Balaban & Katz people
made their deal with Kunsky and in return for

Kunsky Theatres Corp. They were given the
percentage of the stock of that corporation.
When we sold out the entire operation to

Publix we made a definite settled deal which
particularly provided against the return of
any theatre to us. Our arrangement with Pub-
lix provides that if we hold a certain number
of shares they will pay us a definite price
for it."

Publix has been completely silent on the
story that the company may turn the Kun-
sky houses back in the next six months.
The reason is reported to be the approxi-
mate $21,000 to $30,000 weekly loss under
which the chain is declared to have been
operating since last year. Prior to pub-
lication the Detroit correspondent for

Motion Picture News made a thorough
check. At that time the story was not de-
nied by Publix officials in that city.

Hatfield, W. E. Australian
Chief, Moving Up Ladder
Sydney, Australia—R. M. Hatfield, man-

aging director of Western Electric in Aus-
tralia, will quit this field and sail for Amer-
ica on December 20. He will be succeeded
by J. H. Barker, at present head of the
Xew Zealand branch.

According to report. Hatfield's Australian
activities will be rewarded with a still

higher position with the parent company.
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ECHOING through the canyons of

Times Square is a persistent yarn

that two buddies of years' stand-

ing have reached the parting of the ways.

They are Winnie Sheehan and Jimmy
Grainger.

Take a tip from The Insiders and, if

any doubt existed in your mind at all,

wipe it out. It's the bunk-unadulterated

and pure.

As a matter of faithful reporting, if

Winnie and Jimmy weren't so sensible

they might have become disturbed.

Which they didn't.

When Sheehan came East about three

weeks ago for a round robin with Harley

Clarke and W. C. Michel, Grainger left

New York. What the speculative did

know was that three of the big factors

in Fox affair were confabbing in New
York and that, contrary to expectations,

Grainger was not among those present.

What they didn't know was that Jimmy
had gone into the Southwest on an ex-

tremely important and confidential dis-

tribution problem for his company.

And so it was that the whispers began

to mount. In passing the story on, the

usual procedure prevailed. Each gossiper

added to the reputed facts until Times
Square almost resounded with the re-

ports that Sheehan and Grainger' had

split.

So much for rumor. Now for fact

:

The two men, friends for twenty years

and business associates for a goodly num-
ber of that twenty, were never closer.

They have had and, all things being

equal, probably will have disagreements

on types of pictures, casts and directors.

That, however, is nothing more or less

than a situation which will arise in the

operations of any business enterprise.

To demonstrate beyond all issue how
foolish the schism talk is, get this

:

Grainger is on his way West, accom-
panied by the missus. Together with
Edmund, pride of the Grainger clan, they
will spend the holidays at the Sheehan
domicile. In the meantime, domestic
activities on Winnie's part include fat-

tening of the turkey that will decorate
the festive board on Christmas morning.
And that, The Insiders maintain, dis-

poses of that.

Getting the Lowdown
Harold B. Franklin intends to go slow

on proposed acquisitions for his national

circuit, it is indicated by his Coast state-

ment explaining that his moves will await
the outcome of a nation-wide survey now
being made by his staff.

Present business conditions, Franklin
realizes, dictate the utmost caution on
any kind of financial undertaking. So he
is watching his step, rather than trying to

rush in on a wholesale building and buy-
ing spree. If he gets a report that times
are not propitious for an expansion pro-
gram at the present time, The Insiders
understand he will postpone launching of
the venture. At any rate. Franklin will
not start out after theatres until he is

INSIDERS'
assured a bankroll sufficient to build up
a chain of the strength he plans.

The Light of Day
The auditors are having their inning

these days. Very much so.

But what they are discovering isn't

always pleasant news for the bosses to

whom they submit their findings. There
is the series of circumstances in one large

company wdiere the adding machine
ground out schedule after schedule and
where the sum total of the conclusions
demonstrated that more money was be-
ing spent on production than the sales

department plus the theatre division

could possibly gross.

Times Are So Tough
That—

CARL LAEMMLE is report-
ed planning to reissue his
Straight from the Shoul-

der Talks.
M-G-M is cutting down on

Leo's meat quota.
R-K-0 is omitting the hy-

phens.
The fellow selling apples in

front of No. 729 has folded.
Radio's "giant" has gone into

the egg business, thanks to the
Pathe rooster.
"Six Syllable" Simmons is re-

ducing to five.

Eric Von Stroheim intends to
confine his directional activities

to only 29 reels per picture.

Press agents will utilize only
50 per cent of the available
supply of adjectives.
The songbirds along Tin Pan

Alley are writing 'em in half
notes.

A theatre doorman in Chica-
go was arrested for loitering in

the lobby.
The big executives are elimi-

nating "regards" from their tel-

egrams.
Cecil De Mille is planning

to use miniature sets.

"Original" scenario writers
are borrowing books from the
Hollywood libraries.

Signs announcing "AH Local
Calls Ten Cents" are being
placed on telephones in song
publishers' offices.

Then came some meetings. The head
of production went into a huddle with
the president and general financial over-

seer. Charts were draws. One of them
carried the name of every picture since

the company started on its way, and the

cost. A parallel graph showed what each
production had grossed. From that point

on, it was naturally easy to figure.

It likewise proved an easy job to con-
vince the production mogul who, like all

of his other Hollywood compatriots, had
been spending far too much money, that

it wasn't in the cards to continue as was.
Right then and there it was determined
that conservatism, tempered with wisdom,
was to be the order of the day.

For an industry panorama, take the

instance of this one company and mul-
tiply it by as many major organizations
as you will today find in the business

—

and the story is told.

Mr. Fox
William Fox, who has been getting

into the headlines pretty regularly of late,

now is reported planning, among other
things, to become active in manufacture
and sales of Universal sound reproducers,
made by the same interests which manu-
facture the Sentry Safety Control device.

Reports also persist that Fox has been
a principal figure in a series of confer-
ences with Former Governor Alfred E.
Smith and John J. Raskob, looking for-

ward a daddy-of-'em-all merger.

A Bit Anxious
"Cimarron" will cost about $1,700,000

before the cameras stop grinding. They're
grinning bravely over at Radio when they
talk about this outdoor opus, but they also

appreciate the fact that, with a near-$2,-
000,000 negative, it takes loads and loads
of dollars to meet that cost, plus prints,

plus distribution, plus exploitation and
advertising.

A Lesson—Maybe
Producers and exhibitors who play

musicals and weep may find some con-
solation in the fact that Broadway pro-
totypes, as a general procedure, haven't
been any more successful. The money
dropped along the main stem this year
on warble operas has been plenty. There
may or may not be a lesson in all of
this, but facts are facts.

Mice and Men
The upset, popular indoor sport of the

picture business, is scoring another
trophy. That headline grabber, Howard
Hughes, is one of the central figures in
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OUTLOOK
an interesting situation now fermenting

in Hollywood. Young Mr. Hughes, you
will recall, almost purchased a substan-

tial interest in Art Cinema, but a last

minute upset relegated that development

into the limbo of the not-to-be.

In the meantime, Hughes determined

to enter the laboratory business and
Schenck made a deal with Yates of Con-
solidated to handle U. A. printing. All

of which is reported to have placed in

jeopardy the three-picture deal under dis-

cussion by H. and S.

It isn't difficult to understand, with

Hughes running his own lab, why he
placed in the position of having his own
pictures printed by a rival concern.

Consequently, if he determines to be-

come an outside producer for Paramount,
don't permit yourself to become too sur-

prised.

A Chiseler Called
One of those family indiscretions that

are common knowledge to every one but

the immediate family continues to earn

plenty of snickers among the Chicago
film and theatre crowd.

This one is at the expense—just that

—of an important circuit exec, who
has been everywhere scraping expendi-

tures to the bone in an essential economy
campaign. The gentleman involved, has,

by an ambiguous position inside and
outside the circuit's local office, succeeded

in nullifying most of the local economies
by extravagances in serving the circuit

which are readily turned to his own
profit. When called for an explanation

he glibly places the blame for mounting
expenses for which he himself is re-

sponsible on the shoulders of managers.
Recently, not satisfied with the par-

ticular chiseling agency he has main-
tained for months, he attempted to estab-

lish a second and similar one. However,
the circuit's managers who are getting

impatient over the misplaced criticism

the explanations of the man in the office

is earning them, rebelled at the prospect

of carrying the additional load for him,
and frankly threatened to air their griev-

ances if he undertook the new venture.

As a result, there is one less printing

concern in a certain city than there might
have been, and the same company that

has served the circuit well for many
months continues to furnish its programs
and tickets.

Sagacity
Joe Kennedy again showed his business

sagacity in completing deal for sale of
Pathe assets without including the com-
pany's interest in DuPont-Pathe. The

latter, which manufactures negative and
positive film, has been doing a steadily

increasing business, with dividends now
being paid at the rate of $40 a share per

annum. The company's earnings in 1929
amounted to more than $100 a share and
prediction is being made that the 1930
figure will top that high mark.

Liquidation of assets in the RKO deal

will become primarily a holder of capi-

tal stock of DuPont-Pathe. That will

enable Pathe stockholders to realize a
real profit on their investment, in Ken-
nedy's opinion, which will be impossible

unless the RKO deal is consummated as

planned. For that reason, he is confident

that the stockholders will ratify the

agreement without delay at the forthcom-
ing special meeting.

Hot Wires

ALL is not quiet on the Pub-
lix front. There is the
Detroit situation, as per

example, precipitated when The
Insiders' daddv, MOTION PIC-
TURE NEWS, published that
hot yarn about the Kunsky
houses, their reported weekly
dip into the red and the possi-
bility that Sam Katz may re-

turn them to their builder in

the next six months.
The Katz organization head-

quartering in New York hasn't
spoken. Nary a word came
through from the Paramount
Building. But, on the inside,

plenty was going on. The wires
between that city and this, so
the story has it, burned plenty,
and the economy complex at
Publix was shoved unceremoni-
ously aside—for the nonce, at
least.

George Trendle, quondam
general manager of the Kunsky
string when it was indepen-
dently operated, tells you else-

where today that those houses
can't be returned under the
terms of the contract. That may
easily be the case and a number
of film men in the automobile
city so believe. That, however,
doesn't dissipate the slant that
Publix would like to pry itself

loose from them if a deal can
be worked out, for instance,
whereby Paramount is assured
playing time without assuming
the red ink of operation.

AHALT is to be called on sexy titles,

use of which has been growing at

what some consider an alarming
rate. The Hays office is taking an active

hand in the matter and at a meeting dur-
ing the week is said to have turned
thumbs down on some 60 proposed titles

on the ground that they were too hot.

Some of those permitted to get by also

came in for reprimand, it is said, only the

fact that much of the paper already has
been set enabling them to get in under
the wire.

There has been a preponderence of hot
titles in recent months. -In supplying
them, producers were barkening to the
demands of theatre bookers, who in-

sisted that spicy titles were needed to

curb the falling off in box-office receipts

caused by present economic conditions.

Now, however, there is to be a changed
situation, so The Insiders understand.
Among the titles frowned upon by the

distributors' association were some used
on big successes of silent days. Others
had been scheduled for some forthcom-
ing specials, but notwithstanding they
were given the bird.

This stand on the part of the dis-

tributor organization indicates a sharp
swing of the pendulum against sexy pic-

tures. The public has been howling for
sophisticated dramas in a big way, and
producers could not be blamed for meet-
ing the public demand, but now the cycle
is changing.

The success of some of the current pic-
tures emphasizes the point. Clean action
dramas with a different twist have shown
surprising strength at the box office.

Novelty is the big demand of the day and
wise producers are preparing to cash in
on the fact.

The Highest Bidder?

One of the most interesting deals in

Chicago film and theatre history is now-
pending between United Artists exchange
and one of the smallest theatres in the

city. The deal involves the Chicago first-

run of Chaplin's "City Lights,'' for

which, according to the description of a

U. A. representative, a "fabulous" sum
has been offered by the owner of the tiny

house. It is understood that the amount
is a $50,000 guarantee, and percentage.

So tempting has the offer proved to

United Artists that no decision has been
made to date, although the subject was
first broached about one month ago.

Moreover, the decision will not be made
by local United Artist representatives, as

the matter has been carried to home
office sales executives. Pending their de-

cision, The Insiders are refraining from
publishing the name of the theatre.

The United Artists' franchise held by
Publix-Balaban & Katz does not include

the Chaplin productions, which leaves

United Artists open to give full consid-

eration to the "City Lights" offer and
Chaplin has said the film goes to the high-
est bidder. A decision is expected before
the first of the year.

THE INSIDERS
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Producers, Prodded by Bankers, Plan

To Set Film Maximum Cost at $400,000

Biting the Hand—
Sid Grauman is expected to get him-

self disliked with Coast presentation

of "Once in a Lifetime," for which he

paid $10,000 for western production

rights. The show indulges in consid-

erable mud-slinging at the expense of

the film industry.

Louisville Fans'

50 Million Tied

Up Hurting B. O.

Louisville—Business of Louisville exhibi-

tors in the latter half of November and

early days of December has been off some-

what as a result of financial conditions, fol-

lowing failure of a number of local banks,

which also resulted in closing of suburban

branches; several out in the state and two

at New Albany, Ind., and five or more
points in Southern Indiana. Heavy deposits

of business concerns and individuals have

been tied up to the tune of $50,000,000 or

more in Louisville alone.

People in recent years have gotten so in

the habit of depending on the banks and

carrying but small amounts of cash that

many persons of large means were found

counting chicken feed. The effect on busi-

ness and payrolls has been generally bad.

The trouble here started with failure of

Caldwell & Co., investment bankers of

Nashville, Tenn., which concern was tied in

with the National Bank of Kentucky inter-

ests at Louisville. In the crash numerous
banks in Tennessee, Arkansas and North
Carolina also went, which makes for bad

business conditions over much natural

trade territory of Louisville merchants and
manufacturers.

To date one bank in Louisville, the Se-

curity, and one at New Albany, the Ameri-
can, have been able to resume. The others

may in some cases resume. In the mean-
time things are naturally dull, and every-

one feels it.

Munro Running Hoyt Unit
In Australia for Clarke

Sydney, Australia—Charles E. Munro,
hitherto general manager of Fox here, is in

complete charge of Hoyts, big Australian

theatre circuit. Appointment follows Fox's
million-dollar purchase of control in the

chain.

. Tryon With Christies
Hollywood—Glenn Tryon, who recently

completed his Universal contract, will next

go to Christies. The comedy producers have
signed Tryon to star in a feature length

vehicle as yet untitled. Tryon recently

completed "The Midnight Special" for

Chesterfield.

Harley Clarke Suggestion Is

Seen as Prompting Move
Shaving Expense

Hollywood—Can producers set and main-
tain a maximum figure on negative costs?

That is a question being asked here as

developments moved toward a reported un-
derstanding to set $400,000 as the top mark

for the studios to

shoot at in production

of pictures.

Bankers for some
time, as pointed out

some weeks ago by
Motion Picture
News, have been lay-

ing down the law in

the matter of negative

cost reductions. Or-
ders have been issued

that production costs

must be shaved, and
the maximum figure is

being suggested as a

way to bring about

the desired result.

However, some studio

officials question whether there can be a
successful plan evolved under an inflexible

cost policy.

Harley L. Clarke, Fox president, is cred-

ited with having suggested the $400,000 fig-

ure, and is said to have found a sympa-
thetic reaction on the part of other pro-

ducers. Stories henceforth are to be se-

lected with the maximum cost figure in

view, it is said.

The success of pictures which have cost

considerably below the $400,000 figure and
the flopping of others which went far above
that amount prompted the new move.

Harley L. Clarke

Henley Quits Paramount
Denver — Sam Henley has resigned as

manager of the Paramount exchange and
gone to Hollywood. H. W. Braly, man-
ager of the Rocky Mountain division, will

take over the Denver exchange in addition
to his other duties.

Doubling in Brass
A film salesman dropped off the

10:30 local in a Florida town. On the
station platform was a truck and,
seated on the truck, an old darky in
blue shirt and overalls.

The film salesman looked him over
and called: "Come here, boy, and tote

these grips up to the theatre for me."
The old darky came over, picked up

the grips and followed the salesman
up to the theatre. The manager was
out, so the salesman told the darky
to lead the way to the colored theatre.
When they arrived at the colored
theatre, the salesman gave him a
quarter and told him to get busy and
hunt up the manager.

"I'se de manager," was the humble
reply.

Swatting the Song
Omaha—There's a real mystery in

film circles here. When "Just Imagine"
was shown at the Paramount it was
discovered that the song, "Never Swat
a Fly," had been cut out. The mis-
creant who did it is unknown, but
he probably figured that it was not
appropriate for this season of the
year.

Ohio Censors Now
Blind and Deaf ?

Dayton Thrilled

Dayton, O.—Ohio censors, who have ac-

quired a reputation for ridiculous deletions

and wholesale rejections, are now suspected

of being asleep at the switch or requiring

the services of a competent eye and ear spe-

cialist, according to Emil Austgen, manager
of Loew's here.

When M-G-M's "War Nurse" opened at

that house crowds clamored for admission
throughout the entire day, eager to get a
load of the forbidden lines usually consign-

ed to the "hell box" by the ever-watchful

moralistic guardians who occupy the cen-

sorial sanctum-sanctorium at Columbus.
Manager Austgen, in reporting on the

situation, said: "New attendance records

were established by this picture. Crowds
seemed excited. Audiences were thrilled by
the risque dialogue. Unusual amount of

comment from patrons. Looks like Dayton
must have received an undeleted print, or

the Ohio censors reviewed this picture with
one eye shut and both ears plugged up."

Double-Featuring

Vogue in Chicago

Chicago—Publix and RKO theatres re-

main the only circuit houses not using
double features here. The entire string of

Fox houses with the exception of the down-
town Monroe are now using the double bills.

The Monroe tried them out two consecutive

weeks, but abandoned them when business

declined immediately. The Monroe now ad-

vertises a double comedy bill.

Warner houses also use the double fea-

tures liberally throughout its string of

twenty. De Luxe neighborhood houses and
the downtown Orpheum are the exceptions

in the Warner line-up. Essaness chain is

using them in all houses excepting the

newly opened Vogue. In addition, about

forty independent spots are double featur-

ing.

Fox Crown theatre is also featuring a

"country store" night with give-aways once
a week.
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Raskob and

Matters, but

duPont Consulted on All

Do Not Control Warners

Warners in Frisco

San Francisco—Warners' expansion
program along the Pacific seaboard
will result in invasion of this city Dec.
25, when the Embassy will be reopened
under the Warner banner. The house
has been acquired from D. S. Marko-
witz, owner, who last week took it

over when lease of W. B. Wagnon ex-

pired. Remodeling now is under way.

Providence Fans

Quick in Razzing

Draggy Pictures

Providence—Adult patrons in this terri-

tory are following the lead of the kiddies in

demanding more action in their cinema

fare. The novelty of talkers has worn off

and, while patrons go strong for 'em, they

give the royal razzberry to those pictures

that use up footage for no apparent reason.

It is nothing unusual for auditors to sing

out a choice bit of advice to the cast when
the film begins to drag. Exhibitors are cog-

nizant of this and dislike to book films that

deal too much in the "descriptive."

Children have turned their backs on the

type of picture now being shown, although
"Hell's Angels," "The Dawn Patrol" and
westerns always can attract the youngsters.

What gives the tots pains in their little

tummies are the productions dealing with

marital complexities or social problems of

any sort. On the other hand, movie moguls
point out, those are the only pictures that

have a pull with the parents—so what to

do?

Seldom now does little Willie toddle up
to the b.o. with his adoring parents. He
is put in the cooler until pappy and mammy
have watched the Gilberts and Garbos do
their stuff. If he is a good boy, however,
he may be permitted to attend the special

performances which all of the houses fea-

ture now and then. At these the pictures

shown are compatible with the growing
boy's idea of red-blooded action. It is sig-

nificant, too, that girls under 12 have little

regard for "fashion" films, preferring pic-

tures of adventure in fast tempo.

Some of the second-run houses are cash-
ing in by playing as first or supplementary
attractions films designed to please the little

ones.

Lytell, Oland Signed
Hollywood— Tiffany has signed Bert

Lj-tell and Warner Oland. Lytell has been
cast opposite Kay Johnson in "The Single
Sin," which is in preparation. Oland will

play in "Drums of Jeopardy," which will
get under way next week, under the Hiro/--

tion of George B. Seitz.

Refuse Places on Board; Com-
pany in Black and Pros-

pects Bright

Wilmington—While it was intimated that

Pierre S. duPont and John J. Raskob exer-

cise increasing voice in Warner affairs,

they were not elected to the directorate of

the company at the annual meeting here,

due, it is said, to their unwillingness to

serve. The local financiers failed to carry
out their reported pre-meeting plan to se-

cure a controlling interest in the company.
About 100 attended the stockholders' meet-
ing.

While he did not mention duPont and
Raskob by name, Abel C. Thomas, New
York, secretary of the company, who pre-

sided in the absence of Harry M. Warner,
is understood to have been referring to

them when he said

:

"We would like to have certain persons
on the board, but they have expressed their

unwillingness to serve. They would really

gain nothing in power by election as di-

rectors as they are always consulted by the

company. We hope they will soon change
their minds and come on the board."
Thomas later admitted that he was re-

ferring to Wilmington people, in replying to

a question by a stockholder.

Company Prospering
Thomas stated that the company is more

prosperous now than during the summer,
although he admitted the company, as well

as competitors, was badly hit during the
summer. Money is now being made, he
added. The possible earnings of the com-
pany depend on economic conditions, he
said.

The need of a picture house in this city

was brought out at the meeting and Thomas
stated that it was the intention of the com-
pany to build such a structure here. War-
ners have the Grand Opera House here un-
der a lease which will expire in three years.

A stockholder desired to know when divi-

dends would be paid and was told that it

would be unwise to pay dividends if it was
only for the present, and future payment
could not be assured. It was stated that the
company wants to be able to continue pay-
ing its dividends when it starts.

It was brought out that, with the excep-
tion of Australia, foreign business in Eng-
lish-speaking countries was more than sat-

isfactory. Thomas declared that the Eng-
lish business was especially good. He com-
mented that a situation existing in France
and Germany would have to be met.

English, French, Spanish and German
versions of films would have to be produced
eventually, it was brought out. German
business is better than the French, it was
stated.

Experimenting with Television
The coming of television in due time was

predicted by Thomas, who said that the
company has spent much money on this
development.
Asked if there was any encouragement for

(Continued on page 18)

Fight Not Over
Wilmington — The Warner Para-

mount fight is not over, Abel C.
Thomas, Warner secretary, intimated
at the stockholders' meeting in state-

ment that the company is friendly in

its relationship with competitors al-

though very competitive with one
company in particular. He did not
care to name the company, although
he later remarked that Paramount is

Warners' chief competitor.

Publix Building

Eleven in U. S.;

Five in Europe
Eleven new theatres are under construc-

tion by Publix. They are at Helena, Ark.,
Steubenville, Hamilton, Cincinnati and Mid-
dletown in Ohio, Ashland, Ky., two at Chi-
cago, Bristol, Tenn., North Platte, Neb.,

and Aurora, 111.

In addition, remodeling is under way at

Oakland, Cal., Lawrence, Mass., Roanoke,
Va., and Fostoria, O. Work is to start soon
on new theatres at Elyria, Fremont and
Mansfield, O. ; Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Newport
News, Va., Newburgh, Glens Falls, and
Plattsburg, N. Y.

Five European Houses
Paramount has plans for five new thea-

tres in Europe. A house now is under con-
struction at Newcastle, England, and the-

atres are planned at Leeds, Liverpool, Glas-

gow and at Brussels, Belgium.

Warner Scouts Seek
Pennsylvania Sites

Scranton—Warner representatives are in

Scranton, Wilkes-Barre and other cities in

the northern end of the anthracite coal belt,

inspecting real estate, with the idea in mind
of constructing several houses, thereby pro-
viding battle for Comerford-Paramount-
Publix in entertaining Pennsylvanians.
Three tentative sites in Scranton will be
explained to chiefs when the agents return
to the Metropolis. Before the merger of

the Comerford Amusement Co. with Para-
mount Publix, Warner productions held
feature spots on the programs of leading
playhouses here. Naturally but few of these
releases are now the rule. It is conserva-
tively estimated that the Comerford chain
of independent houses turned at least $200,-
000 a year into the coffers of the Warner
concern. "Get that money," will be the
slogan of the Warner outfit.

Dermody at Capital
Washington—Jack Dillon, former man-

ager of the Fox Exchange here, who went
to San Francisco, has been succeeded by
James Dermody from Albany.
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Film Minus Flesh

Shows, Predicted

By Roxy at AMPA
Complete divorcing of flesh shows from

film theatre entertainment of the future was
predicted by S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel at

Thursday's meeting of the AMPA at which
he declared his day as a theatre operator

is about over. There are two elements in

picture house entertainment of the future,

he said, the mechanical element and the hu-

man element. The latter, he added, should

be kept in the audience, with all the show
on the screen. Short subjects of quality

supplementing the feature will speed this

development, he predicted.

The industry should lose no time in es-

tablishing a research laboratory for study

of recording and reproducing problems and
other new developments about some of

which the industry knows nothing, he said.

Wide screen pictures are here to stay, he

asserted. There is a shortage of product

at present because the industry did not know
how to cope with the new sound medium.
Roxy declined to comment on his future

plans or to amplify his statement that his

days as a theatre operator are numbered.

Big 4 Has 4 Features
And Comedy in Work

John R. Freuler, president of Big 4, an-
nounces his company is now producing at

three West Coast studios, with films in the

cutting room and others in preparation.

Starting with a series of six all-star west-
erns, the program was enlarged by a fur-

ther series of six action features starring

Wally Wales. The company in addition

will release eight melodramas at six-week
intervals, beginning in January, and a fur-

ther series of 12 two-reel comedies, one
each month. Release in Great Britain is

handled through Filmophone Renters.
"Red Fork Range," starring Wally Wales

and directed by Alvin J. Neitz, has been com-
pleted. "Hell's Valley," starring Wales, is be-

ing cut. Script work has begun on the next
out-door film tentatively titled "Range Rust-
lers," to be directed by Neitz. These westerns
are being made at Universal.

"Sheer Luck," initial action meller in the

series of eight, features Jobyna Ralston, Nick
Stuart and Bobby Vernon. The picture was
directed by Bruce Mitchell at Tec Art Stu-
dios.

The script on "Just a Minute!" is in prepar-

ation for the second in this series.

The two-reel comedy, "Radio Razzberry,"

is in production at Metropolitan.

W. E. Appeal in Patent
Suit Starts on Friday

Philadelphia — Hearing on appeal of

Western Flectric and subsidiaries from the

patent infringement victory won by Gen-
eral Talking Pictures in Federal District

Court gets under way here Friday. The
Reis patent is the chief point at issue.

Salesman Leases Theatre
Milwaukee—The Peerless, local north

side neighborhood house, operated by Ed
Olson, has been leased by Elmer G. Huhnke,
formerly salesman with First National.

The Sex Angle
Presentation Pictures is distributing,

on the state rights market, an old

Ufa film titled "Chained—the Third
Sex." Dealing with homo-sexualism,
it presents a subject which must of
necessity be kept from the general
run of theatres.

The fact that it might offer strong
possibilities of luring heavy dough
from the curious through elaborately

ballyhooing the abnormal sex angle
should not tempt any exhibitor to
jeopardize his patronage which is in

search of entertainment and not a
knowledge of this phase of life.

CUNNINGHAM.

Raskob, Du Pont

Do Not Control

Warner Bros

(Continued from page 17)

the stockholders, he replied that the com-
pany is making more money now than it

has for several months. He appeared opti-

mistic about the company's future.

Thomas spoke of acquiring and wiring

additional theatres. Replying to a question,

he denied that any obligations are coming
due shortly in one large sum.

Thomas declared that he did not expect

the amount paid for pictures in the future

to be as great as in the past. He pointed

out the necessity of obtaining theatres in

cities where there is difficulty in having

Warner pictures shown by competitors and

intimated color pictures will not be pro-

duced abundantly in 1931.

Five directors were re-elected at the

meeting. They are: Lewis J. Warner,
Richard F. Hoyt, Moe Mark, Walter E.

Sachs and Morris Wolfe. The hold-over

members of the board are Albert Warner,
Jack L. Warner, Harry M. Warner, Wad-
dell Catchings, Henry A. Rudkin and Abel

Cary Thomas.

G. T. E. Reclassification

Of Stock Being Completed
Delivery is being made of voting trust

certificates representing common stock of

General Theatres Equipment under the re-

classification plan agreed upon two months

ago. They are being exchanged for 1-3 of

a share of new recreated cumulative $3

dividend convertible preferred and 2-3 of

a share of common. The new preferred will

be convertible into common stock on the

basis of 4-5 of a share of common for each

share of preferred, and will be subject to

redemption at $52.50 a .share. Dividends

of 75 cents quarterly on this new preferred

are to be inaugurated soon. Under the re-

classification there will he outstanding 949,-

318 shares of $3 cumulative dividend pre-

ferred and 1,898.637 shares common, com-
pared with 2,847,955 shares of common.
The new common was admited to trading,

opening at 9y2 and advancing to 10, a

point above Wednesday's closing parity.

Orchestra Status

Subject of Debate

In San Francisco

San Francisco—Negotiations are under-

way between the musicians' union and the

major downtown theatres over eliminating

orchestras in sound theatres.

Walter Weber, president of the union, in

a statement said

:

"A basis of negotiations has been out-

lined by Fox West Coast, Publix and Radio-
Keith-Orpheum that calls for the elimina-

tion of orchestras in Loew's Warfield and
T. & D. Oakland; the California and St.

Francis and at San Francisco's Orpheum.
"Naturally the union is opposing the en-

forced unemployment this abandonment of

orchestras would entail among musicians.

We have been negotiating over the new
orchestra contracts for the past two months
and expect to be able to come to a friendly

agreement.
"The proposal of the theatres is not final.

It is simply a basis from which the two
groups are working toward an agreement
acceptable to both."

There is no intention on the part of

downtown theatres to discontinue immedi-
ately the use of orchestras, but the theatre

operators want an understanding that they

can do so later if they so desire.

Film Boards Are
On Trial Until April
(Continued from page 11)

tional ; Saul Rogers, representing Fox;
Elek John Ludvigh and Louis Phillips rep-

resenting Paramount Publix ; Ed Rafferty
of O'Brien, Malevinsky & Driscoll, repre-

senting United Artists and two attorneys
representing Radio.

Representing the Havs organization were
Will H. Hays. Charle's G. Pettijohn and
Gabriel L. Hess.

It was stated at the Hays headquarters
Thursday night that a formal statement

would be issued Fridav.

Shecter Reports
Mid-We$t Sales Good

Detroit—Leonard Shecter, at present on
a sales trip through Michigan, reports good
business throughout the territory despite

recent heavy snowfalls. An upturn in the-

atre attendance reflects the return to work
of many employed in the automobile and
kindred industries in this district. Shecter
is sales representative for Big 4. releasing

action westerns.

Talkers, Radio, Autos Cut
Music Trades' Sale 60%

Washington—A decline of 60 per cent
in the sales of musical instruments, as com-
pared with the year 1927, is attributed to

talkers, radios and automobiles by C. J.
North, chief of the motion picture division

of the Department of Commerce. At the
same time there has been a slump in the

sale of sheet music, piano rolls, records and
other by-products.
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Major Companies Flirting with Trouble

By Plunging Blindly Into Ad Film Field

It Didn't Work
Hollywood—Bill Deal, head doorman

at Radio Pictures* studio, had a new
gate-crashing experience the other
day.
Two young men and two girls drove

up in a taxi. The men were dressed in

tuxedos, the young women in evening
gowns. All wore make-up. They
rushed by Bill with a breathless:

"We have just received a hurry-up call

for the 'Hook, Line and Sinker' ball-

room set—open up quickly!"
"Yeah?" drawled Bill. "That picture

finished ten days ago."

Rules York Ice

Plant Infringes

Patent of A. R. C.

Rochester—Decision of Federal Judge

John H. Hazel that the air conditioning ap-

paratus in the Rochester, downtown 4,000-

seat house, is a patent infringement upon the

rights of the Auditorium Reconditioning

Corp. of New York, is expected to affect

similar devices in theatres throughout the

country.

The decision was made in the New York
firm's patent infringement suit against the

Greater Rochester Properties, Inc., opera-

tors of the Rochester. The device here was
installed by the York Ice Machinery Corp.

of York, Pa.
Machinery of similar nature which comes

under the court's ruling of infringement has

been installed in theatres in other parts of

the nation, according to Charles J. Staples,

secretary of the New York concern.

Court Fights Only in

Operator Row at K. C.

Kansas City—No violence is to be resort-

ed to by the Sound Projectionists' Associa-

tion, non-union, in retaliation for alleged

union outrages, but all arguments will be

settled in court, states F. E. Burroughs,
legal advisor. Suits have been filed against

the I. T. A. S. E. in connection with bomb-
ing of the Baltis, Charles Potter suburban
house, and the picketing and placarding of

the Art Gaunt and Pershing at Kansas City,

Kan. Restraining orders also are sought in

Federal Court. Ed Cranfill has replaced Ed
Costello as business agent.

Exhibitor Convicted
of Burning Theatre

Cincinnati—Joseph Abowd has been con-
victed of arson in the burning of his Abowd
theatre at Fostoria, say reports reaching
here. The fire occurred one week after he
had taken out heavy insurance policies on
the house and its contents.

Jeopardizing Business at Their
Chain Houses Unless Plugs

Are Plenty Subtle

Wholesale invasion by major companies
of the industrial films field is developing a
situation which some observers believe will

result in driving away thousands of pic-

ture-goers from chain-operated theatres if

sales messages in the form of paid advertis-

ing films are forced upon them.
The radio field recently experienced simi-

lar unfavorable reaction when it attempted
to subordinate entertainment features of
programs to strong sales messages of na-
tional advertisers.

Although long recognized as an ideal ad-
vertising medium, reaching well over 100,-

000,000 weekly, screens of the country have
been kept practically clear of paid ad plugs
until recently, when strong sales qualities of

the closely related radio and sound films

fields convinced national advertisers that

the mass coverage of both offered the surest
and most effective means of delivering a
nation-wide sales plug in lightning-like

fashion.

Important picture interests were ap-
proached several months ago with orders
to produce "industrials," but the former re-

fused to guarantee distribution over their

chain theatres. Later, however, certain com-
panies, including Paramount, about-faced
and offered a "circulation" in their chain
houses at a fixed sum per thousand persons.

Warners entered the field following Para-
mount, while others are understood to be
formulating plans for representation in the
new field, which is said to offer lucrative

returns from several sources, including pro-
duction, physical handling, laboratory work,
and theatre screenings.

Upon the ability of picture companies
thoroughly to cover the particular ad ap-
peal with entertainment rests the success or
failure of this new industrial movement.
Unfavorable audience reaction will quickly
kill off the new field unless the sales mes-
sage in the reel is presented subtly, observers
believe.

Beginning early next year, large sums
from advertising budgets of national adver-
tisers will be diverted from newspaper, radio
and magazine to the newly developed film
medium. Whether or not newspapers and
magazines which may suffer from the devia-
tion will resent the invasion of films in the
advertising field is the cause of much specu-
lation. Many predict a boycott of film pub-
licity both in newspapers and magazines if

the inroads reach threatening proportions.

Warren Gets Gay
Wisecracking Warren (United Art-

ists) Nolan says the latest sobriquet
(nickname to you) for Jean Harlow is
"The Blond Panic," adding that "if
you people don't like this name we can
make up some sandwiches instead."

Looks Good
Hollywood — Ernest Schoedsack's

wild animal film, "Rango," has great
exploitation possibilities and is a po-
tential box office smash for films of
this type. The story centers around
the lives of apes and monkeys in wild
Sumatra with tiger hunts injected for
thrill sequences. The talker has a
musical background and very little

dialogue. It's an excellent type of
picture for kids and also has plenty
of entertainment value for grownups.

CROUCH

Schnitzer, Marcus

Realigning Pathe

Operation Status

Hollywood—Realignment of Pathe oper-

ation, to conform to the new set-up under
the RKO deal, which is to transfer Pathe's

assets to RKO, is being worked out here

by Joseph I. Schnitzer, RKO president, and
Lee Marcus, vice-president. The latter is

to be in charge of operation of Pathe under
the new set-up.

Ratification of the RKO deal for pur-

chase of assets of Pathe, except the 49 per

cent interest in duPont-Pathe, is expected
at the meeting of stockholders Jan. 5. The
deal will enable Pathe to liquidate its in-

ventories and become primarily a holder of

stock in duPont-Pathe.
The agreement with RKO involves the

payment by RKO of $4,630,789 ($500,000
in cash and the remainder in 6 per cent

notes, maturing in five equal annual in-

stallments, beginning Jan. 1, 1932), for the

Culver City Studio, Jersey City Laboratory,
Pathe News, Audio Review, stars' and di-

rectors' contracts, certain scenarios, furni-

ture and fixtures, and three feature pictures

now being released. Additional payments
are to be made for such other stories as

may be acquired; for prepaid expense items:
and for stores and supplies inventory. Half
of the net receipts from these three feature

pictures, above $1,000,000, belong to Pathe.
The total consideration to be received from
assets sold should be at least $4,850,000, it

is said, and may substantially exceed this

amount. RKO will continue distribution of

our pictures not purchased, for account of

Pathe. The deal provides that RKO will

assume contracts with players and directors

and leased quarters here and abroad, and
cancellation of Pathe's RCA Photophone
contract.

Jensen on Trip

Minneapolis—E. W. Jensen, Big 4 spe-
cial sales representative, working out of the
Celebrated exchange, is on a sales trip

through Minnesota and North Dakota.
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Hanson, Goe and

Wilson Go Higher

In Tiffany Ranks

Marking another step in expansion pro-

gram begun early this year, Oscar R. Han-
son has been appointed assistant general

manager of Tiffany, with Carl Goe succeed-

ing him as general sales manager, and Ster-

ling Wilson in turn succeeding Goe as

assistant general sales chief. Wilson has

had charge of the contract department. The
promotions were made by Grant L. Cook,

executive vice-president.

Hanson's appointment to the new post

comes as the climax of his two years as

company sales head, during which time he

launched the five-year franchise plan. In

barnstorming trips across the country, in

which he made an extended series of

speeches before exhibitor units, Hanson
closed around 2,500 franchises. Previously

he was in charge of Educational sales in

Canada.
Goe has been with Tiffany three years,

for two of which he served as Hanson's

assistant. He previously had been with

Universal, Pathe and First National. Wilson

has been in the industry for a number of

years, for several of which he has -been

with Tiffany.

Seattle Liberty

Back to 1st Runs
Seattle—Jenson & Von Herberg's Liber-

ty, one of Seattle's first de luxe houses, this

week returned to a first run policy with the

showing of "Sunny." Hereafter all First

National releases will have first run book-

ings in the Pacific Northwest at this the-

atre. Former admission prices of IS, 25

and 35 cents have been abandoned, and a

new schedule has been inaugurated as fol-

lows : 25 cents from 10 A. M. until 1 P. M.

;

35 cents from 1 P. M. until 6 P. M., and
50 cents after 6 P. M. These prices are

effective every day in the week. They co-

incide with the admission charges at Ham-
rick's Blue Mouse and Music Box theatres,

and the Seattle Paramount.

Cutting Reproducer Noise
Studied at Erpi Meetings
Reduction of extraneous noises in re-

producing equipment was studied by more
than 50 service department supervisors and
technical inspectors of Electrical Research
Products meeting in New York this week.
The move is to give theatres the benefit of

the noise reduction effected in the new re-

cording process developed by the company.

Another Wide Film Stab;
RKO Trying It on B'way
M-G-M and Fox having made their bid

for public support of wide film, Radio now
enters the list with "Danger Lights," which
opens at the Mayfair on Saturday. This is

the first feature to be filmed via the Spoor-
Berggren Natural Vision process.

Win Tiffany Promotions

§«•<

...
Sterling Wilson Carl ]. Goe

Oscar R. Hanson

10 Per Cent Tax Build $500,000
Threats in West 'Frisco Theatre

Denver—Ten per cent tax on amuse-
ments will be introduced in legislatures of

Wyoming and New Mexico if present plans

materialize. No talk of action of this sort

has been heard in Colorado, but as treas-

uries in all three states are low it will not

be surprising if something of this sort does

pop up. The Rocky Mountain unit, with
Harry Huffman, president, is watching the

movements and plans of the legislators in

all three states.

RCA Photophone to Be
Feature of New Liner

Washington—Plans are complete for con-
struction of a complete and uniquely ap-
pointed sound theatre aboard the new Dollar
liner, President Hoover. Special acoustical
treatment will be a feature of the installa-

tion, to be made by RCA Photophone.

Fox Movietone News Up
To 37 Editions Weekly

Fox Movietone News is making regular
appearances in 37 foreign editions, accord-
ing to Truman H. Talley, who recently re-

turned from Europe.

San Francisco—Ackerman & Harris, who
made a phenomenal success out of their El
Capitan theatre, a 3,000-seater erected in

a residential district some thirty months
ago, are planning to duplicate this feat. The
El Capitan, after it was firmly entrenched
as a profitable money-maker, was sold to the

Fox West Coast interests. Now Ackerman
& Harris, it is reported on unquestionable
authority, are planning the construction of a
$500,000 theatre, containing 3,000 seats, to

be built at the junction of Post and Fill-

more Sts.

Irving C. Ackerman, of the firm, when
interviewed on the report, admitted that

the firm owned property at that corner and
had had for some months the contemplation
of plans for such a theatre. While he re-

fused to verify or deny the report, he ad-
mitted a definite statement would be forth-

coming in a few weeks.
Stage presentations, an enlarged screen,

new tricks of sound reproductions, popular
prices and elaborate conveniences will be
features of the new house, it is said.

For the B.O.
Hollywood — Douglas Fairbanks'

"Reaching for the Moon" was made
for the box office. Fairbanks, in a
modern role, is very good and he dis-

plays a personality which will endear
him to talker fans. Edmund Gould-
ing's direction is exceptional. There
is a lot of comedy in the story which
moves swiftly. Bebe Daniels and Ed-
ward Everett Horton also give out-
standing performances. It's swell en-
tertainment.

CROUCH.

Hold-up of Vancouver
House Nets $450 Loot

Vancouver—Backing Charles H. Doctor,
manager of the Grand View, into his office

along with three boy ushers, where threats
to blow his head off hastened opening of the
safe, two masked bandits escaped with $450.
Frank H. Bow, Canadian Famous manager,
and Miss Bernice Thompson were in the
office checking reports at the time.

Dickinson Chain Gets
First Illinois House

Kansas City—Glen W. Dickinson Thea-
tres, one of the largest of remaining inde-
pendent circuits, has begun invasion of Illi-

nois, with acquisition of the Reddish theatre
at Jerseyville. The company has 33 houses
in Kansas and Missouri. The deal on the
Jerseyville house is for 20 years.
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Theatres Raising Millions for Needy

In Greatest Relief Drive in History

Robot Critic

Cincinnati— The much cussed and
discussed lowly critic may find science

and invention conspiring against his

calling. A mechanical critic, believed

to be the first of its kind in the world,
has been put into service at Colum-
bus, in connection with the annual
"engineers' roundup" at Ohio State
University, sponsored by the college

of engineering.
The success of a group of plays

which will be presented by students
will be judged by the amount of

applause recorded on a galonemeter.
The "robot critic" was invented and
set up by the students in engineer-
ing.

Philly Pastors

Lead Attack on

Sunday Benefits

Philadelphia—Although the riot at the

Kent theatre forecast a "test case" in re-

gard to the Sunday night film showings in

Philadelphia for the benefit of the unem-
ployed, the matter has been dropped, tem-
porarily, at least. Several dances, film show-
ings and vaudeville attractions were sched-

uled this Sunday night, but all were on the

strict basis of subscription or "club" func-
tions, and none of them reached the point

where police interference was deemed neces-
sary.

However, the scene shifted to suburban
Philadelphia, where the clergy and several

laymen of Darby opposed the showing of a

film and vaudeville show for the unem-
ployed at the Parker.

The fight against the Parker show readied
an intensity on Sunday, when the clergy-
men were informed that Burgess Thomas
M. Eastwood had revoked the license for

the show. The burgess was "out of town"
during the day and Councilman William
E. Buckman of the department of public
safety stated that he had not received notice
of the revocation and permitted the show
to continue. After a brief discussion, the
church officials contented themselves with
passing out placards and literature condemn-
ing the Sunday showings.

Meanwhile, it is understood that in Phila-
delphia proper Councilman William Roper,
a steady opponent of the blue laws, would
start a friendly test case on the Sunday
opening proposition, with Director of Public
Safety Schofield as the prosecutor. An ef-

fort will be made to discover the public and
judicial sentiment of the city in regard to
Sunday showings.

Food, Clothing and Money
Being Accumulated to Help

Poor in Present Crisis

Millions of dollars in food, money and
clothing is being raised by theatres through-
out the country to alleviate the suffering of

jobless and needy who have been hit by the
present unemployment and general business
depression sweeping the country.
From coast to coast, independent and

affiliated exhibitors are turning over their

houses to relief fund committees in the most
gigantic humanitarian effort ever attempted
by this industry. In many communities an
entire day's receipts have been donated,
while in others a large percentage of the

gross intake was contributed.

Not since the World War have theatres

in this country united so strongly to relieve

nation-wide suffering. The movement
equals, proportionately, any concerted effort

of American industry in the current crisis.

Exhibitors, generally, are doubling usual
activities of pre-Christmas days. Toys,
clothing and food are being lined up to make
thousands of kiddies happier for Christmas.
At Detroit, theatres will stage benefit

performances for the needy and at later

shows kiddies will receive toys and clothing.

Food obtained as admission to theatres
in Scranton was turned over to the poor.

The screens of numerous theatre chains
have been placed at the disposal of com-
mittees for "buy now" and "return to pros-
perity" trailers.

Three thousand youngsters traded toys
for an admission ticket at Omaha. The van
load of toys collected will be repaired and
turned over to needy kiddies at Christmas. A
duplicate of this occurrence happens almost
daily throughout the country.

Practically every theatre in Baltimore will

open doors this Sunday for the greatest
benefit in the history of that "blue" town.
Porters, scrubwomen, ushers, projectionists

and other help will work gratis to aid the
fund.

Nicholas Schenck will stage shows for
poor children at Loew houses in New York.

Discarded toys, clothing and food will be
accepted for admission to special showings
at Buffalo.

Jersey City's unemployed will be aided
by a monster frolic to be held at the Stanlev
Saturday night, with Warner, Loew and
Fox houses uniting to put over the show.

Philadelphia theatres staged benefit per-
formances last week.

Other towns already have put over special
shows, while in many more committees are
now at work on plans, for benefits to be
staged before Christmas.

Ask Stage Play Ban
San Antonio—Ban on "Strange Interlude"

is being sought here by the Federated As-
sociation of Protestant Women.

"Quief Withdrawn
Berlin— Without awaiting the ver-

dict of censors. Universal has with-
drawn "All Quiet on the Western
Front" from Germany. Its showing
at a local theatre caused rioting and
other forms of protest.

Balto Behind Drive
Baltimore—Ninety-five per cent of

all theatres in this territory on Sun-
day will stage a monster benefit to

aid unemployed and needy. Headed by
Frank Price, Rivoli manager, practi-

cally all but Loew theatres have been
enlisted in the drive. Porters, ushers,
cashiers, projectionists and other the-
atre help will donate their services for
the fund.

Baltimore's Sunday closing law has
always been rigidly enforced, but the
town's police commissioner ordered
special permits to the theatres for
Dec. 14, allowing houses to open at

2 and close at 11 P.M.

De Forest to Hire

75 Salesmen in

New Relief Plan

To help alleviate the unemployment situ-

ation, General Talking Pictures plans to

place 75 additional salesman in the field

before Christmas to sell spare and replace-

ment parts for DeForest Phonofilm repro-

ducing equipment. This will be coincident

with inauguration of the reorganized plan

for servicing Phonofilm equipments, with

more than 80 engineers to be made available

in 22 key cities. These offices will stock

$250,000 in spare parts, it is stated.

The plan for the additional sales force

had been contingent upon the completion

of 2,000 installations, but President M. A.
Schlesinger advanced the date to help un-

employment. The firm still is about 200
short of the 2,000 mark, he says.

Shoes Admissions at
"Feet First" Charity

Indianapolis— Skouras - Publix theatres

here put on a campaign in conjunction with
the Indianapolis Times and the Salvation
Army to obtain food and shoes for the

needy.

On Saturday the price of admission to

see "Feet First" was one pair of shoes.

After the last show the Salvation Army
counted 2,500 pairs of shoes which are to

be distributed to those who need them.
At the same time at the Indiana all day

Friday and up to 6 P. M. Saturday night
the price of admission was one can of food.
The house was packed to capcaity at all

shows and 6,000 cans were collected by the

Salvation Army.

Eugene Zukor Heads Drive
Eugene Zukor is chairman of the film and

theatrical division of the Federation for the
Support of Jewish Philanthropic Societies,

which started its drive Dec. 4 to complete
the division's quota of $150,000 in the cam-
paign for $2,221,000 to round out the 1930
budget of $5,499,000.
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Settle Strike in

Racine; Weekly
Loss Was $9,000

Racine, Wis.—Following a meeting be-

tween theatre operators, managers and

Mayor William Armstrong, difficulties in

the wage dispute are believed to have been

ironed out and all eight Racine houses were

expected to reopen Dec. 13 after being

closed for two weeks.

The managers of the three downtown
theatres had demanded a 7>4 per cent re-

duction in the pay of their operators, but

finallv agreed not to pare a single cent from

the old wages of $57.75 a week for five

hours a night. Managers of five neighbor-

hood houses had demanded a 20 per cent

reduction and the operators had agreed to

a 5 per cent reduction.

As finally agreed upon, the cut will be

9yi per cent. Wages of operators who have

been receiving $52 will be cut to $45 for a

basic 33 hour week. However, pay for ex-

tra hours will remain the same, it was
stated. This varies from $1.33 to $1.66 an

hour.

Theatres involved in the strike include

the Fox State. RKO Mainstreet, Warner
Venetian, and the Capitol, Uptown, Gran-

ada. Crown, Venetian and Douglas. While
the theatres have been closed, other sources

of amusement had flourished, including the

local dance halls and the public library.

Theatre managers estimate their loss at

about $9,000 per week. The chain theatres

posted signs in their lobbies advising the

public to visit their theatres in Milwaukee
and Kenosha during the strike. These
signs created some ill feeilng. however, and
were removed before the end of the strike.

Chicago Critics Yawn
At Realife Wide Film

Chicago—Local critics were unimpressed
bv Realife. introduced here this week with
"Billy, the Kid" at the Publix-B. & K. Ori-
ental Theatre. Only passing mention of the

size of the screen and the clarity of the
picture was included in the reviews. Com-
ments were noticeably mild, at least by
comparison with the "rave" notices these
same critics accorded the Spoor-Berggren
Natural Vision process at the "Danger
Lights" inaugural at the State-Lake theatre
two weeks ago. Business, though only aver-
age, was better than it has been at the Ori-
ental for several weeks past.

Print Theft Charged
Warning to exchanges to be on the look-

out for a man who, among other aliases,

goes under the name of Jack O'Brien and
who is alleged to have stolen a print of
"Simba" from the Sheffield Film Exchange,
Denver, has been sounded by M. J. Weis-
feldt, head of distribution of Talking Picture
Epics.

Vidor Contract Renewal
Hollywood—King Vidor has signed a

new long-term contract with M-G-M,
under terms of which he will make three
features during the coming year.

Lloyd in College Yarn
Harold Lloyd's next talker will be

a college comedy, it is understood.
William R. Fraser, general manager
of the Lloyd Corp., left New York

for Hollywood
this week to work
on the comedian's
next, following
conferences with
Paramount home
office officials re-

garding distribu-

tion and exploita-
tion of "Feet
First."

Fraser believes
the drop in box-
office receipts due
to the present
economic depres-
sion will be short

lived, although a return to normalcy
of general business will not occur for
many months.

Wm. R. Fraser

Pantages Theatre

Appeal Is Denied
Washington—Review of the decision of

the court of appeals for the ninth circuit in

the suit instituted by the Pantages Theatre
Co. against the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, involving income and profits taxes
for 1918 and 1919, was refused by the
United States Supreme Court December 1.

The suit was brought on the ground that
agreements to waive the statute of limita-

tions had not been signed by the commis-
sioner of internal revenue personally or un-
til after the statute of limitations had oper-
ated against the taxes in controversy.
The Board of Tax Appeals had held that

it was not necessary that the commissioner
sign such agreements personally and that
it was not material when they were signed,
which view was upheld by the lower court,
and apparently is concurred in by the Su-
preme Court.

*{]' to Star Daphne
Pollard in 6 Films

Daphne Pollard is to make six comedies
for Universal, which has an option for an
additional six. Miss Pollard has been ap-
pearing in Pathe comedies since leaving the
Mack Sennett lot.

Ask Copyright Revision
Toronto—Annual convention of the Can-

adian Association of Exhibitions and Fairs
at Toronto decided to send a deputation to
Ottawa to ask for an amendment to the
Canadian Copyright Act to prevent the
Performing Rights Society from collecting
an annual music fee from fairs and theatres
on copyrighted music.

Grainger to Hollywood
James R. Grainger, general sales man-

ager (if Fox. is en route to Hollywood to
confer with Winfield Sheehan on produc-
tion and to spend the holidays with the
latter. Back in New York about Jan. 5.

Thacher Decree

No Bar to Suit,

Colo. Court Says

Denver—In what is probably the first de-

cision of its kind, Judge Frank McDonough
of the State District Court ruled that while
a distributor could not, under the Thacher
and U. S. Supreme Court decisions, arbi-

trate under the eighteenth paragraph of the

standard contract, there was nothing to pre-

vent arbitration by other means, or from
suing at law for breach of contract.

M-C-M had sued the owners of the Tabor
Theatre on a standard contract made in 1929

and action was taken because the pictures

contracted for had not been used. The Bi-

Metallic Investment Co., Tabor owners, in-

sisted upon the right to arbitrate under the

eighteenth paragraph. M-G-M offered to

arbitrate in any manner not in conflict with

the Thacher decision, providing the find-

ings would be binding. This the Tabor re-

fused to do, and when M-G-M brought suit

attempted to have the case thrown out of

court.

Judge McDonough ruled that since M-G-
M had offered to arbitrate in the only way
open to them and had been turned down by
the Tabor owners, the distributors had cause

for action and denied motion for dismissal.

Change Opening Date
. After Strike Settlement
St. Louis—With settlement of the music

dispute, the Fox and Missouri have ad-

vanced the opening day of their week to

Thursday. It is probable that the Ambas-
sador, Loew's State and St. Louis will fol-

low and open their weeks on Thursdays.

Fanchon & Marco units are being used by
the Fox.

Theatre-Taxicab Tie-Up
Gives Patrons Free Ride

Denver—The Denver, in a tieup with a

taxi company, has made arrangements
whereby cash customers can ride to the

theatre and return home after the show for

the price of the trip downtown. When the

patron buys a ticket to the show he must
get a receipt from the cashier and this is

good for the journey home.

Reopens Florida House
Tarpon Springs, Fla.—The Royal, which

has been dark this summer, has been re-

opened by H. Pitman, former owner of the

two Clearwater houses which he sold to

the Sparks circuit. Sound is being instal-

led. Clarence Rollins, who was Pitman's
assistant at Clearwater, is holding down a
like post at the Tarpon house.

"New Moon" at Astor
"War Nurse," now current at the Astor,

will be replaced by "The New Moon,"
Lawrence Tibbett's second musical for

M-G-M. Date for the switch is not set.

Giannini to Coast
Dr. A. H. Giannini of the Bank of Am-

erica expects to leave for the Coast on
December 18 to spend the holidays, as usual,
in California.
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Harold B. Franklin Circuit Plans Hinge

OnSurveyofConditionsNowUnderWay
Present Situation Demands

Watch Step Policy, He
Declares on Coast

Los Angeles—Immediate plans of Harold

B. Franklin in proposed establishment of a

national independent circuit hinge upon the

outcome of a survey on business conditions

now being made by the staff of the former

Fox West Coast chief.

Notwithstanding reports to the contrary,

he has neither closed nor negotiated for any
financing in connection with his future ac-

tivities, Franklin says.

"My staff and I," he declares, "have been

making a careful survey of conditions

throughout the country and the results of

this survey will determine my future plans.

It is a we'll known fact that business condi-

tions at present warrant the most careful

consideration and any activity that I finally

undertake will be founded on a sound finan-

cial structure."

Rothacker, Alexander Merge
The Alexander Film Corp. of Colorado

Springs and the Rothacker Film Corp. of

Chicago have combined their sales promo-
tion, production and service efforts, includ-

ing theatrical and non-theatrical distribution

of short and feature-length productions. The
companies will retain their corporate iden-

tities.

Breunn in Frisco House
San Francisco—C. A. Leonard, publicity

director of the RKO theatres here, com-
prising the Orpheum. the Golden Gate and
the Orpheum in Oakland, has appointed
Ralph Breunn as his assistant. Breunn will

be in direct charge of exploitation.

Picquet Reelected
Charlotte—With M. A. Lightman, presi-

dent of the M. P. T. O. A., and Dave Pal-

freyman of the Hays office as chief speakers,

the North and South Carolina unit held its

annual convention here, re-electing Charles
\Y. Picquet as president.

F. W. C. Managers Changed
Portland—E. E. Marsh lias been appoint-

ed manager of the Fox house at Corvallis,

Ore., by Floyd Maxwell, Fox West Coast
head here. Cal Edwards is to manage the

Fox houses at Vancouver, Wash.

Turgeon Succeeds Bray
Denver—Bert Turgeon of Des Moines

succeeds Clayton Bray as district booker
for Publix. Joe Deitch of New York, di-

vision booker, has been here making the
change.

"Jaws of Hell" New Title
Sono Art's "Balaclava." based on "The

Charge of the Light Brigade," will be re-

leased as "Jaws of Hell."

Four
Hour
Shows!

Sydney, Australia—Made desperate by deflated receipts,
the management of a theatre on the fringe of the city
proper is experimenting with a three-feature talker bill.

With a news reel and an episode of a serial the running
time is precisely four hours! The orgy can be witnessed
for 25 cents.
Through the Exhibitors' Association, independents have

been fighting for a universally definite policy of one feature
and shorts for six months. To them this experiment repre-
sents the last straw. Question agitating the trade is, how
is an insatiable public going to take a return to the single
feature programme if ever such is again brought about?

Music License

Fee Refused by

Canada Exhibs

Montreal—Exhibitors have not capitu-

lated to the Canadian Performing Rights So-

ciety in the matter of payment of annual

music license fees despite the two visits to

Montreal of J. C. Rosenthal of New York,
representing both the American Society and
the Canadian organization, it is announced
in Montreal. The American association now
holds a 50 per cent interest in the Canadian
society.

Canadian theatre companies, it is said,

have no intention of submitting to the so-

ciety unless the latter abides by the decision

of the Privy Council to register all of its

musical assignments at the copyright office

in Ottawa—which would represent an out-

lay of $500,000 in registration fees.

In New Post

Herbert M. Wilcox, who has been
operating manager of Electrical Re-
search Products since its inception in
January, 1927, will become vice-presi-
dent in charge of operations on Jan. 1,

reporting directly to President J. E.
Otterson.

Exchanges Face

Questioning in

Canadian Probe

Toronto—Twenty-two theatre and film

exchange companies of Canada are linked
with Famous Players Canadian Corp. for
the investigation into the picture business
under the Combines Act, states Peter
W bite, K.C., the commissioner in charge of
the hearing, which is proceeding privately.
These companies are:

B. & F. Theatres, Ltd., operating a chain
of suburban houses in Toronto; Eastern
Theatres, Ltd.; Premier Theatres, Ltd.;
Mansfield Theatres, Ltd., Montreal ; United
Amusement Corp., Montreal; United The-
atres, Hamilton, Ont. ; Paramount Publix
Corp. ; Theatres Holding Corp. ; Paramount
Famous-Lasky Corp. ; Canadian Education-
al Films, Ltd.; Canadian Universal Film
Co. ; Famous-Lasky Film Service : First
National Pictures, Inc. ; Fox Film Corp. of
Canada; RKO Distributing Co. of Canada;
Columbia Pictures of Canada, Ltd.; Re-
gal Films. Ltd., distributing Pathe, M-G-M
and British films; United Artists Corp.;
Warner Bros. Pictures; Vitagraph, Inc.;
United Theatres, Ltd. ; and Motion Picture
Distributors and Exhibitors Association of
Canada.

These have been named in the order-in-
council passed by the Canadian cabinet on
the motion of Gideon Robertson, Federal
Minister of Labor.

Amusement Issues in
1930 Show Increase

While financial issues in other lines de-
clined during the year, in the amusement
business they increased in the first 11 months
of 1930. when a total of $128,175,000 in
new securities were (marketed, compared
with $43,265,000 in 1929.

Arthur Loew Divorced
Reno, Nev.—Mrs. Mildred Harriett Zu-

kor Loew. daughter of Adolph Zukor, has
been granted a divorce here from Arthur M.
Loew, son of the late Marcus Loew.
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$27,300 Week
For "Morocco" Is

Smash on Coast

Signed by Hoffman

Los Angeles
—"Morocco" is continuing as

a local sensation and in its second week
grabbed $27,300 at Grauman's Chinese.

The film was given a smash send-off by
Frank Whitbeck's campaign and came
through in fine shape. "Min and Bill" is

showing strength at the Carthay Circle and
"War Nurse," with Eddie Peabody on the

stage, gave Loew's State a good week at

$30,000.

"The Doorway to Hell" did well in its

second week at both Warner houses, but
"Only Saps Work" at the Paramount and
"Lottery Bride" at the United Artists were
weak. The Criterion, with only $7,000, hit

its lowest gross in months with "Jenny
Lind."

"

Estimated takings

:

Los Angeles
"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)

FOX CARTHAY CIRCLE— (l.oiOi. 75c-$1.50, twice
daily, 7 days, 3rd week. Other attractions: "Fisher-
man's Paradise" (M-G-M), Abe Lyman and Band,
news. Gross: $17,500.

"JENNY LIND" (M-G-M)
FOX CRITERION— (1,652), 35c-o5c. 2nd week, 7

days. Other attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $7,000.

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE—(2,418), 35c-65c, 7 days. Other

attractions: F. & M. "Gondoliers" Idea, Eddie Pea-
body, comedy, news. Gross: $30,000.

"ONLY SAPS WORK" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT—(3,596), 35c-65c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Stage revue, comedy, news. Gross: $20,000.
"DOORWAY TO HELL" (Warner)

WARNER DOWNTOWN — (2.700). 7 days, 2nd
week, 35c-65c. Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties,
news. Gross: $17,500.

"LOTTERY BRIDE" (U. A.)
L'NITED ARTISTS— (2,100), 35c-65c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Comedy, news, organ concert. Gross:
$11,500.

"THE CAT CREEPS" (Univ.)
RKO—(2,700), 35c-65c, 7 days. Other attractions:

News, comedv. vaudeville. Gross: S13,8nO.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
ORPHEUM — (2,750). 35c-65c, 7 days, 2nd week.

Other attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $11,000.

"SEVILLA DE MIS AMORES" (M-G-M)
CALIFORNIA-INTERNATIONAL—(2.000). 25c-50c,

7 days. Other attractions: Spanish comedy, news.
Gross: $8,000.

Hollywood

"MOROCCO" (Para.)
GRAUMAN'S CHINESE—(2.030), 75c-$1.50, twice

daily, 2nd week, 7 days. Other attractions: Stage
revue, news. Gross: $27,300.

"DERELICT" (Para.)
GRAUMAN'S EGYPTIAN—(1,800), 3Sc-65c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Comedv, news. Gross: S-1,2in).

"DOORWAY TO HELL" (Warner)
WARNER HOLLYWOOD - (3,000), 2nd week, 7

days, 35c-65c. Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties,
news. Gross: $16,500.

"WAY FOR A SAILOR" (M-G-M)
PANTAGES HOLLYWOOD — (3,( 35c-63c, 7

days. Other attractions: F. & M. "Dance" Ide;

news. Rockne short. Gross: $12,500.

John McCormick to Wed
Mae Clarke on May 14

Hollywood—John McCormick, former
First National producer and divorced hus-
band of Colleen Moore, and Mae Clarke,
screen actress, have announced their en-
gagement. The wedding will not take place
until May 14. when the divorce obtained by
Mi-- Moore becomes final.

Paramount Christmas Poster
Paramount is distributing gratis a three-

color one-sheet Christmas poster. It is not
tied up with any picture, but carries a
Merry Christmas and Happy Xew Year
motto.

Hoot Gibson, veteran western star,
who lias been signed by M. H. Hoff-
man to star in a series of six pictures
for Victory Prod., Ltd., independent
firm.

Sin" Is Pulled

After 1 Week by

RKO in Detroit

Detroit—A sudden shift at the insistence

of the New York office caused the RKO
Downtown to pull "Sin Takes a Holiday"
after it had been announced that the picture

would be held for a second week. "Tol'able
David," which followed, drew only average
business. Weather conditions were fair for

business at the box office.

Victor McLaglen's latest, at the Fox.
drew heavily from those who like that sort

of thing, with "War Nurse" at the Michi-
gan boosting business. "Abraham Lincoln"
at the United Artists not going so good
with "Outward Bound" dying due to lack
of exploitation.

Estimated takings

:

"TOL'ABLE DAVID" (Columbia!
RKO DOWNTOWN—(2.750), 10c-25c-50c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News, comedy. Gross: $17,000.
Business below average.

"A DEVIL WITH WOMEN" (Fox)
FOX— (5.500), 15c-25c-50c. 7 days. Other attractions:

F. & M. "Rhythm-a-tic" idea, news, comedy, novelt)
Gross: $30,000. Business good.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS—(2,070), 35c-50c-75c. 7 days,

first week. Other attractions: Xtw,, novelty. Gross:
$12,000. Business off.

"WHOOPEE" (U. A.)
RIVIERA i - .ii. ISc-25c-S0c 7 days, second run.

Other attractions: News, comedy, novelty. Gross:

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)
MICHIGAN—(4,100), 35c-50c-75c 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Publix unit, news, comedy. Gross: $31,000,
Business better this week.

"TRUTH ABOUT YOUTH" (First National)
FISHER— (2,800). 35c.50c-75c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Publix unit, news, comedy. Gross: $16,000.

Average business.
"MIN AND BILL" (M-C-M)

STATE—(3,000), 15c-25c-50c, 7 days, second week.

Buffalo Kids

Give "Sawyer"

$31,500 Week
Buffalo—Kids and flappers, out to see

"Tom Sawyer" and Charles (Buddy)
Rogers in person, built up the Buffalo's
matinee business plenty and threatened to
set a record, but night patronage is still be-
low normal, so $31,500 was good.

Plenty of plugging, with increased news-
paper space stressing the sensational nature
of "War Nurse," brought the Great Lakes
up to $21,000, which is very good.

Lafayette shows increasing and surprising
strength. Low prices and extensive pro-
grams, continue to get 'em.

' Estimated takings

:

"TOM SAWYER" (Paramount)
BUFFALO-(3,500), 35c-65c. 7 davs. Other attrac-

tions: Charles (Buddy) Rogers in person, Publix
stage show, news. Gross: $31,500.

"GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST" (F. N.)
HIPPODROME-(2,100), 25c-60c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Five acts vaudeville, news. Gross: $20 ijOO

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)
GREAT LAKES— (3,042), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Baby Follies" (M-G-M), "Ladies Last"
(M-G-M), news. Cross: $21,000.

"WHOOPEE" (United Artists)
CENTURY—(3,1X10). 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Tongue Tied" (Paramount). "Accordion Joe"
(Paramount), news. Gross: $16,900.

"BROTHERS" (Columbia)
LAFAYETTE— (3.300), 25c-35c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Dangerous Business" (Pathe), "Gorilla
Mystery" (Columbia). "Self Defense" (Pathe). news.
Gross: $13,700.

Harry Reavey Dead
Cleveland—Harry Reavey, for 20 years

prominent in local picture activities, died

from an apopleptic stroke. He was stricken

in Ashtabula, where he was checking a pic-

ture. He was connected with Metro before

that company had a Cleveland office, selling

Metro film out of the Pittsburgh office. He
has been identified with the industry ever
since its earliest beginnings. Prior to that

he was in the circus business.

Legit Show Folds
Providence—Films scored another bulls-

eye over the legitimate stage in the folding

of the Carlton stock company. Although
the unit was well liked and patrons con-

stant, the houses were too small to carry the

nut. The Clive Players started at the Provi-

dence Opera house Dec. 9 to run as long as

attendance warrants.

Improving Eugene House
Eugene, Ore.—Fox West Coast The-

atres will spend $50,000 here this winter in

building improvements on both the Fox
McDonald and Fox Rex theatres, accord-

ing to Russell F. Brown, Eugene manager.
Elmer Hanks, northwest supervising engi-

neer for Fox West Coast, will have charge
of the work.

Other attractions: News, comedy, novelty. Gross:
$11,000. Business below last week.

"OUTWARD BOUND" (Warners)
PARAMOUNT— (3,448). 35c-50c-75c. 7 days. Other

attractions: News, comedv. Gross: $12,000. Business
bad.

"LAUGHTER" (Paramount)
HOLLYWOOD— (3.436), 10c-25c-50c, 3 days, second

run. Other attractions: Stage show, comedy, news.
Gross: $7,000. Business slightly off.

"WHOOPEE" (U. A.)
HOLLYWOOD—(3,436), 10c-25c-50c, 4 days, second

run. Other attractions: Stage show, comedy, news.
Gross: $6,000. Business down.
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Just Imagine,'

Big Trail" Cop
Big Seattle Coin

Seattle
—"The Big Trail" and "Just Im-

agine," two of Fox's big productions for

the season, brought a majority of the the-

atre business to the Fox and Fox Fifth

Avenue theatres, respectively. Opening on
Thanksgiving Day, "The Big Trail" in

eight days at the Fox took about $15,000

for the biggest week's business in many
weeks. "Just Imagine" at the Fifth Avenue,
aided by the initial appearance of Rube
Wolf as master of ceremonies, also took

about $15,000 in seven days. Vic Gaunt-

lett gave Wolf a great publicity campaign
that built much business for the house.

Other houses did not fare so well. "Sun-
ny" opened at the Liberty as the initial new
season's first run attraction booked there,

but did only about $10,500. A lack of names
in the cast, plus a rather weak story, were
not good for the box-office. "Sea Legs" at

the Paramount didn't click, getting only

about $10,000 on the week. This house on
its all-screen policy, has lost all personality,

and audiences dislike the miles and miles of

shorts that are booked simply to eat up
time. "The Third Alarm" at the Blue

Mouse was rather dismal, and was pulled

after six days. At the Music Box "The
Bat Whispers" was good for average busi-

ness only.

Estimated takings:'

"THE THIRD ALARM" (Tiffany)
BLUE MOUSE — (950), 25c-35c-50c.75c, 6 days.

Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, news, Billy

Ulman and Band.' Gross: $5,000. Below par.

"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)
FOX—(2,450), 25c-35c-5Oc-60c-75e, 8 days. Other at-

tractions: "Baby Follies" (M-G-M), news, Owen
Sweeten and Band. Gross: $15,000. Big week.

"JUST IMAGINE" (Fox)
FOX FIFTH AVENUE— (2,750), 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c.

7 days. Other attractions: News, Fanchon & Marco's
"On the Set" idea, with Rube Wolf as master of

.ceremonies. Gross: $15,500. Big; week.

"SUNNY" (F. N.)
LIBERTY—(2,000), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Pathe comedy, news. Gross: $10,500.

"THE BAT WHISPERS" (U. A.)
MUSIC BOX— (950), 25c-35c-50c-7Sc, 7 days. Other

attractions: Sportlight, Vitaphone Varieties, news,
band. Gross: $7,500.

"SEA LEGS" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (3.150), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Oh, Teddy" (Para.), "Tongue Tied"
(Para.), "Russian Fantasy" (Para.), "French Fried"
(Educational), news. Gross: $10,000. Below par.

"Big Trail" Okay
At Albany with

$11,600 Intake

Albany—Thousands of persons in this

citv "hit the trail" for Harmanus-Bleecker
Hall, with the result that "The Big Trail"

drew capacity audiences throughout the

week and proved a big money-getter for

the six days. Plenty of newspaper adver-

tising had been used by the theatre in put-

ting over its message to the public. The
weather was bitterly cold for a good part of

the week, but this did not seem to keep the

people at home.
"Those Three French Girls" at the down-

town Leland did not pan out any too well,

and while the house was practically filled

Sour
Hollywood—Bobby Vernon had just

finished "Sheer Luck," a meller glori-

fying the milkman. '"It's the cream of
the crop," sez Bobby, "yep, certified

for entertainment."
And Bobby's listeners proceeded to

give the comedian three lusty cheers
(a la Bronx).

each night, the picture itself did not meas-
ure up to expectations.

The Mark Strand, using plenty of pub-

licity and with a rather novel lobby display,

attracted only normal business with Winnie
Lightner in "The Life of the Party." At
the Mark Ritz, "River's End" played to

about normal business, but pleased. The
theatres of Albany will probably do some
slight increase in general business now that

stock has closed at the Capitol, leaving

films the sole entertainment for the capital

city.

Estimated takings

:

"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)
HARMANUS-BLEECKER HALL— (2,100), 35c-50c.

6 days. Other attractions: Eddie Cantor in "Insur-
ance," Burton Holmes Travel Talk, news. Gross:
$11,600.

"THE LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)
MARK STRAND—(1,900), 35c-S0c, 6 days. Other

attractions: Vitaphone act, news. Gross: $8,500.

"THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS" (M-G-M)
LELAND— (1,200), 25c-35c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Comedy, "My Harem," "Curiosities" (Col.),
news. Gross: $5,100.

"RIVER'S END" (Warners)
MARK RITZ— (1,146), 25c-35c, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: Vitaphone act, news. Gross: $4,250.

"Remote Control"

Lifts Portland

House to $15,900
Portland—An exceptionally good screen

and stage program was served to an in-

creased number of cash patrons by Manager
Marc Bowman at the Fox Broadway, in-

cluding "Bill" Haines in "Remote Control,"
plus Fanchon & Marco's presentation of the
official U. S. Indian Reservation Band, all

of which brought out heavy morning and
evening lines and gave the house another
heavy gross of $15,900.

The juveniles were given another treat

at Fox United Artists in "Abraham Lin-
coln," endorsed by many patriotic associa-

tions, bringing a gross of $14,800, which
was up. Paramount brought forth its new-
est feminine attraction, Marlene Dietrich,

in "Morocco" and won third place with
$14,300.

Estimated takings:
"REMOTE CONTROL" (M-G-M)

FOX BROADWAY— (1.912), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Fanchon & Marco's Official U. S.
Indian Band, news. band. Gross: $15,900.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U. A.)
FOX UNITED ARTISTS— (945), 25c.35c-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions: News, LTniversal comedy. Gross:
$14,800

"MOROCCO" (Para.)
PORTLAND PARAMOUNT— (3,068), 25c-35c-50c, 7

days. Other attractions: News, "Sing with Dancers"
(Para.). Musical Cocktail, Phil Lampkin and boys.
Gross: $14,000.

"BIG MONEY" (Pathe)
RKO ORPHEUM — (1,700), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: "The Ingenues" with Mina Smith,
news, vaudeville. Gross: $13,200.

"THE MATRIMONIAL BED" (Warners)
HAMRICK'S MUSIC BOX— (1.835). 15c-25c-35c, 7

days. Other attractions: Slim Summerville comedy,
Vitaphone acts. Gross: $9,800.

"ONLY SAPS WORK" (Para.)
RIALTO— (1.498). 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "The Patient" (Para.). "Don't Bite Your Den-
tist" (Educational), news. Gross: $10,000.

Dietrich Is The
Noise on B'way;

2 Films Click

Marlene Dietrich is the big noise on
Broadway, appearing in two films which
are leaders in the procession, which is quite
a ways behind normalcy. The Rialto, with
"Blue Angel," Ufa film in which Miss Diet-
rich plays opposite Emil Jannings, is stand-
ing 'em up this Week, while "Morocco" is

continuing to click at the Rivoli in a big
way, even building on the strength of the
German actress' appearance down the
street in "Blue Angel."
The pre-holiday slump and general hard

times are cutting big swaths in intakes at
the various houses. The best Will Rogers
in "Lightnin' " could get at the Roxy was
around $93,600, which is not hot consider-
ing the house and attraction, but it's playing
a second week. The Paramount has a bet
in Ed Wynn's picture, "Follow the Leader,"
after a light week with "Fast and Loose."
"Mothers Cry" has replaced "The Life of
the Party" at the Winter Garden and is

going just so-so.

Estimated takings

:

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)
ASTOR-d.120), 50c-75c-SL5O.$2, 7th week, 7 days.

Other attractions: "Flip the Frog" (M-G-M) "Dog-
way Melodies" (M-G-M). Gross: $9,218.

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
CAPITOL — (4,700), 35c-50c-75c-$1.50. 7 days, 2nd

week. Other attractions: "Java" (FitzPatrick Trav-
el-talk), "Blood and Thunder" (Hal Roach), news.
Gross: $62,248.

"TODAY" (Majestic)
CENTRAL—(1.490), $l-$2, 7 days, 3rd week. Other

attractions: Krazy Kat cartoon, "The Apache Kid,"
Racket Cheers'' (Mack Sennett), Traveltalk, "Sun-

shine." Gross: $4,100.

"TWO WORLDS" (British International)
GEO. M. COHAN-(1,500), 35c-50c-75c, 7 days, 2nd

week. Other attractions: "It Happened at Holly-
wood." (U.), "Spanish Rhythm" (Col.), "Guiseppe
\erdi" (Col.). Gross: $4,250.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)
I Playing simultaneously at the Criterion and Gaiety)
CRITEIRION-(850), $l-$2-$2.50, 7 days, 17th week.

Other attractions: None. Gross: $11,200.
EMBASSY—ALL NEWSREEL

EMBASSY—(598), 25c, 7 days. Straight newsreel.
Gross: $9,185.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)
(Playing simultaneously at the Criterion and Gaiety)
GAIETY— (808). $l-$1.5O-$2-$2.50, 7 days, 17th week.

Other attractions: None. Gross: $9,150.
"MADONNA OF THE STREETS" (Col.)

GLOBE— (1,050), 35c-50c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: News, "The Crystal Gazer" (Col.). "On, La,
La" (U.), cartoon, "The Gorilla Mystery" (Col).
Gross: $20,800.

"KISMET" (Warners)
HOLLYWOOD— (1.600), 50c-75c.$l-$1.50, 7 davs, 4th

and last week. Other attractions: "Romeo and
Tuliet," news. Gross: $14,205

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
MAYFAIR— (2.300), 40c-65c-85c-$l, 7 davs. 2nd

week. Other attractions: "Big Cheese" (Pathe),
"Hollywood Theme Song" (Educational), news.
Gross: $37,600.

"FAST AND LOOSE" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT—(3,700), 40c-50c-65c-85c-$l, 7 days.

Other attractions: News, stage show. Gross: $52,100
"THE LOTTERY BRIDE" (U. A.)

RIALTO— (1.904). 65cS5c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: "Tongue-Tied" (Para.), "Sky-Scraping"
(Para.). Gross: $22,400.

"MOROCCO" (Paramount)
RIVOLI — (2,103), 3Sc-65c-85c. 7 days. 3rd week.

Other attractions: "In Again, Out Again" (Para ),"Up to Mars" (Para.). Gross: $36,800
"LIGHTNIN' " (Fox)

ROXY— (6,200), S0c-75c-$l. Other attractions: Stage
show, news. Gross: $93,600.

"COLLEGE LOVERS" (F. N.)
STRAND— (3.000). 35c-50c-65c-S5c. 7 davs. Other

attractions: "Jungle Terror" (Pathe). Robert Rip-
ley in "Believe It or Not," "Excuse, Pardon." Gross:
$19,789.

"VIENNESE NIGHTS"
WARNERS— (1,490), SI-$I.50. 1st full week. Other

attractions: "The Headache Man." "Madam of the
Jury." Vitaphone shorts. Gross: $17,098.

"THE LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)
WINTER GARDEN—(1,493), 40c-50c-$l, 5 days.

Other attractions: "Shaw and Lee." "Hall Johnson,"
"Willie Howard" (Vitaphone Varieties), followed bv
"Mothers Cry." 5 days. Gross: Sl_',23fi. Mother's
Cry," 2 davs. Gross: $9,418.
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Safety First
"Do you realize what it would mean

to this country if there were no sky-

scrapers?"
"Sure, I do. There would be no

Harold Lloyd comedies."
—JV. Y. Sun.

'Min & Bill" Sets

6 Month Philly

Top at $56,000

Philadelphia — "Min and Bill" crashed

through at the Mastbaum last week for

$56,000, one of the best figures of the year

and far in excess of anything the house

has done in the last six month-.. While it

did not break the theatre record, it scored

the best gross for any bill which did not

have a special stage attraction. Picture

proved to be such a hit that it was im-

mediately moved to the Stanton, where a

run seems in prospect.

The picture seemed to skim the cream of

the week's business. While none of the

other houses went distinctly "oft" in busi-

ness, none of them, except the Earle with

$20,000 with "The Silver Horde" and a

stage show, had any better than average

business.

"The Virtuous Sin" at the Fox, "Sin
Takes a Holiday" at the Boyd, and "Dere-

lict" at Keith's held up to average. "Hell's

Angels," after grossing $19,000 for its first

full week at the Aldine, took a definite

slump to $15,000, while "River's End"
brought in the lowest comparative score of

the week with $14,000 at the Stanley.

Estimated takings

:

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
MASTBAUM— (4,800), 35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other

attractions: Stage show, orchestra, news. Gross:
$56,000.

"THE VIRTUOUS SIN" (Fox)
FOX— (3,000), 35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Fanchon and Marco stage show, "Romance,"
Universal cartoon, news. Gross: $27,000.

"DERELICT" (Para.)
KEITH'S— (1.800), 35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: "Barnacle Bill" (Para.), news. Gross:
$16,000.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
BOYD— (3,400), 35c-50c-75e, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Travelogue (FitzPatrick ), cartoon, news.
Gross: $19,000.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (Caddo)
ALDIXE—(1,501). 50c-$1.50, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: News. Gross: $15,000.

"THE SILVER HORDE" (Radio)
EARLE— (2,000), 25c-65c, 6 days. Other attractions:

Stage show, news. Gross:
"RIVER'S END" (Warners)

STANLEY—(3,700), 3Sc-50c-75c, 6 days. Other at-
tractions: Yitaphone Variety, cartoon, news. Gross:
$14,000.

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Columbia)
STANTON— (1.700), 25c-6Sc, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Yitaphone Variety, cartoon, news. Gross:
$7,000.

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (Radio)
KARLTON— (1,000), 40c-50c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Charley Chase comedy, Sportlight, news.
Gross: $5,000.

"FOLLOW THRU" (Para.)
ARCADIA— (0110). 50c, 6 days. Other attractions-

Comedy, news. Gross: $4,000.

Trent in Seattle
Seattle—Stanley Trent, founder of the

.Stage and Screen Club in Los Angeles,
arrived here last week to organize a similar

club for the development of theatrical tal-

ent. He has opened offices and studios here
and is at present recruiting a cast for the
presentation of a light opera during the

coming season, for the benefit of a local

charitable institution, vet to lie selected.

Hell's Angels"

Gets Top Kale

In Des Moines

Des Moines
—

"Hell's Angels" made the

top box-office here with a week at $18,000

in spite of cold and disagreeable weather.

Every other theatre in town suffered for the

first few days from business drawn to the

Des Moines, where "Hell's Angels" was
showing, while the Paramount, next door,

received an overflow from those turned

away at the Des Moines. After a couple

of days business returned to the other the-

atres. "Hell's Angels" has not broken any
house records though it comes up with any
picture that has shown at the Des Moines
this year. Grossed $6,000 above "Feet

First" for the week. It will be held over

for another week.

Estimated takings

:

"THREE FRENCH GIRLS" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT— (1,700), 25c-35c-60c, 3 days. Other

attractions: News, Al Morey and stage band, three

acts vaude. Gross: $5,000.

"DERELICT" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT—(1,700), 2Sc-35c-60c, 4 days. Other

attractions: News, stage show, "Big City Knights."
Cross: $3,000.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)
DES MOINES— (1,600), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News, "Accordion Joe" (Para.). George
Dewey Washington in person. Gross: $18,000.

"SEE AMERICA THIRST" (U.)
ORPHEUM—(2,000). 25c-50c, 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Par and Double Par" (Pathe), news, RKO
vaude. Gross: $4,500,

"MADONNA OF THE STREETS" (Col.)

ORPHEL'M— (2.000), 25c-50c, 4 days. Other attrac-
tions: News, RKO vaude. Gross: $4,000.

"SINNER'S HOLIDAY" (Warners)
STRAND— (1,100), 20c-30c, 4 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, "The Indians Are Coming" (U. serial),

Para. Pictorial, "While the Captain Waits" (Para.).
Gross: $1,500.

"THE DANCERS" (Fox)
STRAND-< 1,100), 20c-30c. 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, "Go to Blazes" (U.), "Forty Wint-"
(Capitol cartoon). Gross: $1,000.

"War Nurse" Held

To $9,300 in Off

Okla. City Week
Oklahoma City—Two well exploited and

highly advertised films shown here drew
good crowds but failed to prove a sensation,

probably because Christmas shopping was
well under way and afternoon shows were
not as high as might have been expected.

"War Nurse" (M-G-M) drew a good
house at the Criterion, a Publix theatre, to

the tune of about $9,300, while "The Big
Trail" (Fox), accounted for about $8,600
at the Mid-West, a Warner house.

Estimated takings

:

"WAR NURSE" (M-C-M)
CRITERION— (2,000), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Oil. Teddy" (Para.), news. Gross: $9,300,
"BIG TRAIL" (Fox)

MID-WEST—(1,500), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other at-
tractions: "Looney Tunes" (Yitaphone), "Indians
Are Coming" (U.I. news. Gross: $8,600.

"DERELICT" (Para.)
CAPITOL— (1,200), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Sky Scrapers" (Para.), news. Gross: $7,500.
"OUTSIDE THE LAW" (Univ.)

LIBERTY'—(1,600), 10c 50c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: RKO vaudeville, news. Gross: $7,000.

"RAIN OR SHINE" (Columbia)
EMPRESS—(1,500), 10c-35c, 4 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Girl of the Golden West" (F.N.), 3 days.
"Indians are Coming" (U. serial), news. Gr-ss:
$4,000.

Musical Soul
Hollywood—Dorothy Lee, Radio

cutie, used to be seen in company with
a w.k. orchestra leader. However,
since her marriage she is now seen
with a Fiddler. Yea, verily—Jimmy
Fiddler, the proud husband.

Holiday Slump
Holds "Sawyer"

Down to $40,500

Boston—Customary Christmas holiday
slump in theatre grosses is at hand, with all

of the theatres showing its effects. The
Metropolitan with "Tom Sawyer" grossed
only $40,500, which is the lowest figure
shown for some weeks. "Sin Takes a Holi-
day" at the Keith Memorial was good for

$16,500, also a slump from past weeks,
while the Keith-Boston on its new four-
show plan with "The Silver Horde" showed
only $18,500.

"Abraham Lincoln" at Loew's State
grossed $22,500, only fair considering it was
first showing here at popular prices, Loew's
Orpheum with "A Lady's Morals" was good
for $24,000, which is only fair. "Just Im-
agine" at the Uptown and Olympia simulta-
neously did pretty well for a total of $25,-
500.

Estimated takings:
"TOM SAWYER" (Paramount)

METROPOLITAN—(4,350), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Revue, augmented orchestra, Earl Nel-
son in person on Monday and Tuesday, comedy, news.
Gross: $40,500.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
KEITH'S MEMORIAL—(2.800), 30c-65c. 7 days.

Other attractions: "Comedy, Sportlight, news. Gross:
$16,500.

"THE SILVER HORDE" (RKO)
KEITH-BOSTON— (2,500), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Vaudeville, Sportlight, cdmedy, news.
Gross: $18,500.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (United Artists)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,700), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $22,500,
"A LDAY'S MORALS" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S ORPHHUM—(3.100), 25c-50c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Yaudevilie, comedy, news. Gross:
$24 .UK).

"DERELICT" (Paramount)
SCOLLAY SQUARE— (l.Sixll, 25c-5Uc, 7 days. Other

attractions: Vaudeville, comedy, news. Gross: $13,500.

"JUST IMAGINE" (Fox)
UPTOWN— (2.000). 2Sc-60c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Comedy, cartoon, news. Gross: $12,000.
"JUST IMAGINE" (Fox)

OLYMPIA— (2,500), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: Comedy, cartoon, news. Gross: $13,500.

Tampa Theatre to Try
A Full Week Schedule

Tampa—When the Tampa was built sev-

eral years ago a policy of two changes on
the week was established and it has stuck to
it since, in spite of tile fact that many pic-

tures shown would have stood up for a
week, or even longer. This week the house
is doing some fancy plugging for the new
Harold Lloyd feature, "Feet First," which
is to come in next week for a full week, the
first in the history of the house.
The Tampa is one of the Publix houses

here and in the past when it has had attrac-

tions suitable for one or two weeks' showing
it has been using the Victory, but this sum-
mer the Victory went "pop prices" and so
now the circuit has no other de luxe house
for week stands, and is giving it a try at

the Tampa.
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'S Fact

Mike (Six Syllable) Simmons tells

the one about the acrobats who had
been spotted for years as the closing

number on a vaudeville bill, where
they usually played to an emptying
house. Illness of a headline number
caused them to be spotted in number
four position, and the result was that

the senior member of the team nearly

died of stage fright.

'Sin' and 'Sawyer'

Click in Omaha;

Only One Flops

Omaha—The theatres here are getting a

real break. The mildest November in years

ushered in an even milder December.

An excellent, well balanced program that

drew a rave from the reviewers gave the

Orpheurq the money of the town at $19,375.

Picture was "Sin Takes a Holiday," with

Virginia Watson and Carl Randall heading

the four act RKO bill. First named mem-
ber of the team once lived here.

Packing in both kids and their folks,

"Tom Sawyer" got the World $12,075,

which is a great week. Last half at the

State, "Old English" made money at $2,250.

"Bright Lights," first three days, was par

at $2,250.

Only flop was "Just Imagine" at the Par-

amount which grossed $7,225. Picture went
unappreciated in general. "Never Swat a

Fly" song production was neatly cut out

somewhere between the exchange and the

theatre. Nobody seemed to know whose
scissors did the job.

Estimated takings

:

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
ORPHEUM— (3.0001, 2Sc-35c-60c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Four RKO acts, RKO comedy, Sportlight,

news. Gross: $19,375.

"TOM SAWYER" (Para.)
WORLD— (2,500), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Dave Rubinoff heading four Publix acts,

Marie Peterson ballet, Billy Meyers & band, news.
Gross: $12,075.

"JUST IMAGINE" (Fox)
PARAMOUNT— (2.900). 25c-35c-50c. 7 days. Other

attractions: "Tile Patient" (Para.). "Movie Mem-
ories" (Para.), news. Gross: $7,225.

"BRIGHT LIGHTS" (F. N.)
STATE— (1.200). 25c-40c. 3 days. Other attractions:

"Dutch Treat" (Educational). "You're in the Array"
(U. A.), news. Gross: $2,250.

"OLD ENGLISH" (Warners)
STATE—(1.200), 25c-40c, 4 days. Other attractions:

"Hot and Bothered" (Col.). "Who Killed Rover?"
(M-G-M), news. Gross: $2,785.

Cooper New Manager
Of Seattle Orpheum

Seattle—Joe Cooper, for the last year or
more director of advertising and publicity

for Radio-Keith-Orpheum theatres in this

city, Tacoma, Portland and Spokane, has
been appointed manager of the local RKO
New Orpheum. His appointment followed

closely upon the heels of a visit here by
Homer Gill, Western division manager,
who presided over a gathering of all

Orpheum managers from the Pacific North-
west territory at the local theatre a few
days ago. Cooper succeeds Ellis C. Bost-
wick as manager of the house, and Bost-
wick expects to announce other theatrical

connections shortly, it was reported.

$22,500 "Cincy"

Gross Chalked

Up by 'Whoopee'

Cincinnati — Reversal of the traditional

downward trend usually experienced in the

pre-holiday season was recorded by local

houses for the week, all of them chalking up
appreciably higher grosses than indicated

by the total strips tor the week previous.

Collectively, the aggregate comparative in-

take showed a healthy improvement.
The RKO Palace proved the Mecca for

local show shoppers, who appeared to turn

out en masse for "Whoopee," the final re-

turns at this house checking over seven

grand more than turned in the week before.

"War Nurse," at the RKO Capitol, click-

ed heavily with the regulars, and the box-

office till contained $3,500 more on the week
than it did for the seven days before.

The third house in line in the skyrocket-

ing grosses was the RKO Lyric, with "Mo-
rocco," which recorded an upturn of slight-

ly over $3,000 in contrast with the prior at-

traction.

Generous use of newspaper display, to-

gether with unusual exploitation and tie-

ups, and, in the last analysis, pictures with

a real box-office draw, are turning the trick

in this man's town.

The unemployment situation is not ma-
terially affecting houses here. In fact, it is

having the opposite effect since the inaugu-

ration of the local ticket-selling brigades

sponsored by the RKO organization in its

nation-wide campaign to enrich the person-

al exchequer of those whose finances have
been depleted through enforced idleness.

Estimated takings:
"SEA LEGS" (Para.)

RKO ALBEE — (3,300), 35c-50c-65c-75c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Vaudeville, "Curses" (Vitaphone),
"Razored in Old Kentucky" (Radio), news. Gross:
$26,900. Very good.

"MOROCCO" (Para.)
RKO LYRIC— (1,400), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Toby the Showman" (Radio), news.
Gross: $13,250. Good.

"WHOOPEE" <U. A.)
RKO PALACE— (2,700), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Believe It or Not" (Vitaphone), "Curiosi-
ties" (Col.), news. Gross: $22,100. Exceptional.

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000). .Wc-SOc. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Humanettes" (Radio), news. Gross: $15.-
460. Very good.

"FEET FIRST" (Para.)
RKO STRAND—(1.350), 25c-40c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Home Run Hawkins" (Local), news.
Gross: $5,200. Up. Second run.

"PHANTOM OF THE DESERT" (Syndicate)
RKO FAMILY— (1.140), 20c-25c-35c, 4 days. Other

attractions: "Bitter End" (Educational), news. Gross:
$2,665. Up.

"ONE MAD KISS" (Fox)
RKO FAMII.Y-tl.140), 20c-25c-35c, 3 days. Other

attractions: "The Comeback" (U.), news. Gross:
$1,435. Up.

"THE SANTA FE TRAIL" (Para.)
KEITH'S— (1,600). 30e-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Novelty, news. Gross: $4,650. Average.

Films with Burlesque

San Francisco—Feature pictures will be
added to the regular, supplementary pro-
grams at the Capitol, burlesque house. Man-
ager John Goldsmith is installing additional
projection equipment which will enable the
showing of regular film features, in place
of the current comedies, newsreels and
shorts. Warren Irons, eastern producer who
opened the Capitol here last July, made a
brief visit over Thanksgiving, returning to
Chicago after a series of conferences with
Goldsmith.

Sex Show Banned
Edmonton, Alta.—The attorney gen-

eral prohibited presentation of "Art-
ists' Models" by W. M. Davidson in an
Edmonton theatre on threat of further
prosecutions following the conviction
of Davidson at Calgary on the charge
of corrupting morals, for which he
was fined $500 and costs. The show
consisted of sex films and an anatom-
ical display of women on the stage.

"Silver Horde,"

'Sin' Get $18,500

Each in Frisco

San Francisco—RKO theatres and Fox
West Coast maintained a comfortable lead

over the field during the past week. Busi-
ness throughout the city was only fair.

This week saw the practical elimination of

one of the W. B. Wagnon theatres, the

Embassy, which reported a surprisingly low
gross even for a depression period.

Both the RKO theatres, the Orpheum
and Golden Gate, two of the major down-
town houses, reported each around $18,500
for the week, the former featuring "Sin
Takes a Holiday" and the latter, "The Sil-

ver Horde."
Of the Fox West Coast chain, the El

Capitan apparently had the best of the
week, relatively speaking. Of the Publix
chain, the Paramount led.

Estimated takings

:

"SEA LEGS" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT — (2,740), 35c-50c-65c-9Oc, 7 days.

Other attractions: "Excuses," (scenic), News, Publix
stage unit. Gross: $18,500.

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
WARFIELD—(2,700), 50c-65c-90c, 4th week. Other

attractions: "Fried Chicken" (Pathe), Burton
Holmes' "Yangste Gorges" (scenic); cartoon, news.
Gross: $14,000.

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)
FOX— (4,600). S0c.65c-75c-$l, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Big Little House" (Tiff.), news, stage revue.
Gross: $35,000.

"SUNNY" (F. N.)
CALIFORNIA — (2,313), 35c-50c-65c-90c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Educational comedy, Johnny Hines
in "Johnny's Week-End," Para, screen song, "On
a Sunday Afternoon," news. Gross: $13,000.

"NAUGHTY FLIRT" (F. N.)
ST. FRANCIS — (1,435). 35c-50c 65c-90c. 7 days.

Other attractions: "Office Blues" (Para.), "The Sky
Scraper" (Para.), news. Gross: $8,500.

"SILVER HORDE" (Radio)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,800), 30c-40c-50c-65c, 7 days.

Other attractions: 4 acts RKO vaudeville, news.
RKO comedy. Gross: $1S.50().

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
ORPHEUM— (3.000), 35c-50c-65c-90c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Kidding the Kidder." "Toby novelty
cartoon, "Humanettes," news. Gross: $18,500.

"UP THE RIVER" (Fox)
EL CAPITAN—(3,100), 25c-40c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Stage revue, Aesop's Fables, news.
Gross: $17,000.

"OLD ENGLISH" (Warners)
DAVIES—(1,100). 25c-40c-50c, (2nd run) 5 days.

Other attractions: News, comedy, two Vitaphone
acts. Gross: $2,500.

"THE FOURTH ALARM" (Continental)
EMBASSY— (1,385). 35c-50c-6Sc-90c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News, Vitaphone comedy. Gross: $2,500.

Honor Miss Stecker

Cincinnati—Recognition by various civic

and welfare groups is being given to Miss
H. Dora Stecker, manager of the Forest,
neighborhood house located in one of the
fashionable suburbs, for her sponsorship of

special Saturday matinees for children. In
addition to showing a picture with a distinc-

tive juvenile appeal, suitable souvenirs are
given.
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Feet First's"

$16,000 a Good
Start at Cleve.

Cleveland—There were slim pickings at

the picture houses here last week, taking it

all in all. "Feet First" got away to a pretty

good start at the Stillman, where it opened

an extended engagement, and "Sin Takes
a Holiday" did fairly well at the RKO Hip-
podrome, but the other pictures did not have

enough box-office appeal to buck the severe

snow storm that tied up the city the first

half of the week. Legitimate theatre com-
petition was also keen, with "Strictly Dis-

honorable" playing at the Ohio and "Artists

and Models" at the Hanna. Gus Van, as

the headline attraction of the RKO Palace

vaudeville bill, pulled business up at that

house. The suburban theatres suffered from
the heavy storm.

Estimated takings:
"FEET FIRST" (Para.)

STILLMAN— (1,900). 40c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: "The Cuckoo Murder Case" (M-G-M), news.
Gross: $16,000.

"JUST IMAGINE" (Fox)
ALLEN— (3,300), 30c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

"Winter" (Col.), news. Gross: $13,000.

"OH, FOR A MAN" (Fox)
STATE—(3,400), 30c-60c. 7 days. Other attractions:

"Hold the Baby" (Pathe), "Let's Go Fishing"
(Fischer), news, "Oh. Teacher" (stage show, Paul
Ash, m.c). Gross: $14,500.

"HEADS UP" (Para.)
RKO PALACE—(3,600), 35c-75c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News, vaudeville, headed by Gus Van.
Gross: $18,000.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
RKO HIPPODROME — (4,500). 30c-75c, 8 days.

Other attractions: Rockne short. "Too Hot to Han-
dle" (RKO), news. Gross: $15,000.

"VIRTUOUS SIN" (Para.)
CAMEO — (1.200), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Racket Cheers" (Educational), "Cobb Goes
Fishing" (Pathe), news. Gross: $4,100.

"Min and Bill's"

$15,000 Good for

Indianapolis Top
Indianapolis

—"Min and Bill" at the Pal-
ace took the honors here this week with a
gross of $15,000. George Arliss in "Old
English" did not draw as well as usual and
neither did the Circle with "Laughter." The
Indianapolis public does not seem to ap-
preciate smart dialogue. The Lyric had
Aunt Jemima of Follies fame on its boards
this week, but the gross there was $7,500,
which is about 90 per cent for that house.
"Half Shot at Sunrise" at the Indiana was
only fair and would have flopped except
for the personal appearance of Bobby Jack-
son, formerly master of ceremonies there.

Estimated takings

:

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
PALACE— (2,800), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Clock Shop" (M-G-M), Silly Symphony
(Columbia), news. Gross: $15,000.

"LAUGHTER" (Paramount)
CIRCLE—(2,600), 25c-40c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "We, We. Marie" (Universal), Talkartoon
(Paramount), news. Gross: $9,000.

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (RKO)
INDIANA— (3.300), 35c-50c-65c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Vaudevil'e, news. Gross: $18,000.
"OLD ENGLISH" (Warners)

APOLLO-(UOO), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other at-
tractions: Aesop's Fable (Pathe). Vitaphone Varie-
ties, news. Gross: $4,500.

"THE DANCERS" (Fox)
LYRIC—(2,000), 2Sc-35c-5nc, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Aunt Jemima and five RKO acts, news.
Gross: $7,500.

Gate Crasher
Tampa—Two exhibs were talking

shop.
"I tell you this past year has sure

been lousy," said A.
"Huh! Don't tell me anything

about it," said B. "Why, the old wolf

is camping at my front door."
"Camping at your door? Why, boy,

you ain't heard nothin' yet. The old

wolf is right inside my show shop and
had pups."

Mpls. Spurns Hell

Themes; $27,500

Goes to "Sawyer"

Minneapolis—A couple of Sins and a

Hell took the count during the week here,

and who do you think knocked them more
or less goofy? None other than the young,

unsophisticated gentleman named "Tom
Sawyer," who came within an ace of crack-

ing down on the record hung up by Amos
'n' Andy.

It wasn't much of a defeat at that, how-
ever, for "Hell's Angels" and "Sin Takes
a Holiday" are holding over for another

week, while the lovable "Tom" retires

gracefully with his laurels. RKO Orpheum
is sending the Sin picture into the RKO
Seventh Street for its second bout, while

"Hell's Angels" repeats in the Century,

where it started.

"The Virtutous Sin," which upheld the

naughty tradition, did about normal busi-

ness at the Lyric. "The Life of the

Party" did very fair business at the State.

"College Lovers" was about normal at the

Aster and "See America Thirst" paid ex-

penses at the Seventh Street.

Pantages is doing rather surprising busi-

ness with Tiffany films, this week's offer-

ing being "The Third Alarm," which
brought out the melodrama fans.

Estimated takings

:

"THE THIRD ALARM" (Tiffany)
PANTAGES— (1,600), 25c-35c, 7 days. 5 shows daily.

Other attractions: News. Gross: $4,000.

"TOM SAWYER" (Paramount)
MINNESOTA— (4.025). 30c-40c-60c, 7 days, 7 shows

daily. Other attractions: Stage show, novelty,
news. Gross: $27,500.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
RKO ORPHEUM—(2,900), 35c-50c-75c. 7 days, 3

shows daily. Other attractions: Four acts vaudeville,
news. Gross: $21,750.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)
CENTURY— (1.640). 25c-35c-60c, 7 days. 6 shows

daily. Other attractions: News. Gross: $8,500.

"THE LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)
STATE— (2,300). 25c-35c-60c, 7 days. 6 shows daily.

Other attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $7,000.

"VIRTUOUS SIN" (Paramount)
LYRIC—(1,238), 15c-25c-40c. 7 days, 7 shows dailv.

Other attractions: News. Gross: $1,500.

"COLLEGE LOVERS" (First National)
ASTER—(812), 15c-25c-30c, 7 days, 7 shows daily.

Other attractions: .News. Gross: $1,000.

"SEE AMERICA THIRST" (Universal)
RKO SEVENTH STREE] (1,300), 25c-35c-50c, 7

days, 6 shows daily. Other attractions: News. Gross:
$1,250.

P. O. in Theatres
Denver—Postal substations will be placed

in the Denver and Paramount during the

Christmas season. The government will

furnish one clerk for each house and the

theatres will furnish any additional help
needed.

K. C. Dishes Out

$21,750 for Load

Of "Min & Bill"

Kansas City—Two pictures did outstand-

ing business here. "Min and Bill" gave the

Midland one of the biggest weeks in the

history of the house, taking in $21,750,

which is about 50 per cent above average
intake. The Mainstreet came within $1,500
of reaching its Amos 'n' Andy gross with
"Sin Takes a Holiday." Picture brought
the house $21,000, which is near a record.

"Tom Sawyer" in its second week at the
Royal continued to draw above-average
patronage, taking in almost as much as it

did the first week. Intake was $5,600. "The
Big Trail" did only average business at

the Newman, getting $12,500.

Estimated takings

:

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
LOEWS MIDLAND — (4,000), 25c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: "The Clock Shop" (M-G-M),
"Charming Cevlon (FitzPatrick), "Ladies Last" (M-
G-M), news. Gross: $21,750.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
MAINSTREET— (3,067), 35c-60c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News, vaude. Gross: $21,000.

"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)
NEWMAN— (2.000). 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News. Gross: $12,500.

"TOM SAWYER" (Para.)
ROYAL — (900), 25c-60c, 14 days, (second week).

Other attractions: "Sky Scraping" (Para.), "Gypped
in Egypt" (Pathe), news. Gross: $5,000.

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Col.)
PANTAGES — (2.190), 25c-50c, 14 days (second

week). Other attractions: News, five acts vaude.
Gross: $10,000.

"THE DANCERS" (Fox)
UPTOWN— (2,200), 25c-S0c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "The King" (Harry Langdon), "Gorilla Mys-
tery" (Mickey Mouse), news. Gross: $5,700.

$25,000 Is Big

Dough for "Min

& Bill" at Prov.

Providence—High honors for money
grabbing went to "Min and Bill" at Loew's
last week, the combination of Wallace
Beery and Marie Dressier clicking for $25,-

000. Even for this house the figure is real

money.
The RKO Albee, showing "Sin Takes a

Holiday" for the second week, was strong
at $11,000, while the Majestic, with "The
Gateway to Hell" and "Oh Sailor, Be-
have," also did nice business, garnering
$12,500. Paramount was off at $9,000 with
"Only Saps Work" and the Victory was
on the edge, catching $8,500 with "Danger
Lights."

Estimated takings

:

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,800), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "'Teacher's Pet" (Our Gang), "Copy,"
news. Gross: $25,000.

"ONLY SAPS WORK" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (2,300), lOc-SOc, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Go Ahead and Sing," "Her Future,"
news. Gross: $9,fl0<).

"THE DOORWAY TO HELL" (Warners)
MAJESTIC— (2.400), lOc-SOe. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Oh, Sailor, Behave" (second feature), car-
toon, news. Gross: $12,500.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
RKO ALBEE—(2,300), 10c-50c, 6 days, second week.

Other attractions: "Breakfast in Bed," Aesop's Fa-
bles, "The Rollickers." news. Gross: $10,900.

"DANGER LIGHTS" (Radio)
RKO VICTORY— (1,600). 10c-50c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Bird Islands of Peru." "Aunts in Pants,"
Sportlight, news. Gross: $8,5110.
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.. illWedding Night'

Plus Stage Show
$19,000, Leader

-Montreal—The Capitol walked off with
the show business in Montreal during the

week with a combination of Lillian Roth in

person, "Her Wedding Night" on the

screen, the second Publix stage unit to

play here, "Putt Putt." and a soloist. Re-
sult : $19,000 for the seven days. Other at-

tractions fell far short of being a panic,

although "Balaclava," a British film, road-
showed at His Majesty's for eight days and
received $11,500 as takings. This picture

is to be released in the States under the title

of "Jaws of Hell."

An indication of the business trend was
seen when both the Palace and the Princess
offered a free pre-view of the coming
week's attraction on Thursday night, follow-

ing the regular show, so that patrons
grabbed two shows for the price of one.

Nancy Carroll wasn't so hot in "Laugh-
ter," but Frederic March, the new male
lead, practically saved the picture—and the
Palace counted only $14,500 for the seven
days. "Raffles" was fair for a second week
at the Princess at $12,000.

Estimated takings

:

"HER WEDDING NIGHT" (Paramount)
CAPITOL—(2,670), 25c-35c-4Oc-50c-65c-S5c, 7 days.

Other attractions: News, Lillian Roth in person,
"Putt Putt" (Publix stage unit), Grace Johnson, so-
loist, orchestra, stage band. Gross: $19,000. High.

"LAUGHTER" (Paramount)
PALACE— (2.600), 25c-40c-60c-75c-99c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News, Paramount comedy, Columbia
cartoon. Gross: $14,500. Below normal.

"RAFFLES" (United Artists)
PRINCESS— (2.272), 25c-35c-4Oc-S0c-60c-6Sc, 7 days,

second week. Other attractions: L1niversal Topics,
news, cartoon. Gross: 512,000. Fair for a second
week.

"BIG BOY" (Warners)
LOEWS—(2,982), 25c-40c-SOc-65c-75c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Five vaudeville acts, news, soloist, or-
chestra. Gross: $13,000. Fair.

"BALACLAVA" (British)
HIS MAJESTY'S— (1,600), 30c-50c-75c-$l, 8 days.

Played as road show under auspices of Canadian
Legion. Gross: SI1.500. Good.
"DANGEROUS NAN McGREW" (Paramount)
STRAND—(750), 15c-25c-40c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News, added First National feature, "Top
Speed." Gross: S3, 700. Fair.

"HIS LAST RUN" (British)
ROXY—(550), 25c-50c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, Horoscope for November (FitzPatrick).
"Hungarian Rhapsody" CUnited Artists). Gross:
S2.000. Below average.

Burlesque Out in Canada
Montreal—The Gayety, last stand of Mu-

tual burlesque in Canada, has turned to
boxing bouts for Montreal sport fans, fol-

lowing the closing of the house by city

authorities for alleged indecency. For a
time it looked as if the Gayety would be-
come a picture house, but the decision was
made otherwise.

Appel in Publicity Post
Toronto—Clair Appel, for years manager

of the Hippodrome, has been appointed pub-
licity and exploitation supervisor for the
Hippodrome Imperial, Uptown and Tivoli.
Terry Shea now is operating the Hippo-
drome.

Orchestras Out at Ottawa
Ottawa—With dropping of musicians at

the Regent, this city now is without the-
atre orchestras.

Tempus Fugit
When Doug and Mary were listed as

Hollywood's King and Queen they were
very exclusive. You never saw them
together in public out there; they did
their entertaining at their mansion.
But since their recent flickers laid

large eggs Doug and Mary may now
be seen often at such "ordinary" ren-
dezvous as the Roosevelt Hotel's Blos-
som Room, the Cocoanut Grove and
the Mayfair in Los Angeles, where
celebrities gather so that they won't
be entirely forgotten.
You never know, as the saying goes,

how many splinters there are in the
ladder of success—until you start

sliding down.

—

N. Y. Mirror.

Fair Sex Gives

Chevalier Go-By;

Gets Only $16,000

Toronto—The big houses did not fare

very well during the week, what with the

preliminary Christmas shopping skirmish,

the last of the big football games, disagree-

able weather and professional hockey. The
women showed less interest in Maurice
Chevalier, and his "Playboy of Paris" gath-

ered a mere $16,000 at the Imperial, which
was not considered good enough. Loew's
also took in $16,000 with a straight film bill

headed by "The Singer of Seville." This

was good, but not up to recent record

weeks. The Uptown, with its new policy

and with Thomas Daley as the new man-
ager, had its best week in three months
with $12,000 on "Three Faces East," as

compared with $11,500 on "Feet First" the

week before. But this is nothing like the

great showing of a couple of years back
when the Uptown was hitting $20,000 or

more regularly on film and stage shows.
The Tivoli faded with "Half Shot at Sun-
rise" to $11,500, while Shea's Hippodrome
had a fair week with "The Sea Wolf" and
vaudeville at $12,500.

Estimated receipts

:

"PLAYBOY OF PARIS" (Para.)
IMPERIAL — (3.600), 25c-35c-50c-65c-75c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News. Paramount Publix unit, or-
chestra, band, cartoon. Gross: $16,000. Hardly good
enough.

"SINGER OF SEVILLE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S—(2.200). 25c-30c-40c-60c-75c, 6 days. Other

attractions: News. "Bigger and Better" (M-G-M).
"Street of Mystery" (Pathe). Gross: S16.000. Good.

"THREE FACES EAST' (Warners)
UPTOWN — (3.000). 15c-25c-35c-S5c-65c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News. "Don't Bite Your Dentist"
(Educational), "Vagabond King" (film overture),
Ginger Rogers in songs. Gross: $12,000. Good.

"THE SEA WOLF" (Fox)
SHEA'S HIPPODROME— (2,600). 30c-S0c-60c-75c. 6

days. Other attractions: News, five vaudeville acts,
cartoon. Gross: $12,500. Fair.

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (Radio)
TIVOLI—(1.600), 25c-3Sc-50c-6Sc-75c. 6 days. Other

attractions: News. Rnckne football reel (Pathe),
Educational comedy. Gross: $11,500. Below normal.

Concert by Unemployed
Toronto—Unemployed musicians of Tor-

onto have organized the Toronto Symphony
Orchestra on a mutual benefit basis and a
series of concerts has been arranged to de-
rive revenue and to compete with picture
houses. A similar orchestra has been or-
ganized in Montreal and five weekly con-
certs have already been held. Another or-

chestra is proposed in Ottawa.

Africa Speaks"

,400 Worth to

Lead in Ottawa

Ottawa—Although Dec. 1 forms the date

for the more or less formal opening of the

Christmas shopping season in Ottawa, be-

cause of the government pay arrangement,
the theatres of the capital experienced a

brace for the better in a number of in-

stances. This also in spite of the Ottawa
Horse Show during the first week in De-
cember. With the exception of "Up the

River" and "A Devil with Women," B. F.

Keith's theatre has done much better during
the past month than was registered a year

ago. "Africa Speaks" at the Regent took in

$4,400 for the six days and this was well

above the average. The Imperial called it

a good week with "Renegades" at $2,600,

while B. F. Keith's, with its big seating

capacity, took in $3,900 in three days on
"Those Three French Girls" which was
popular with both English and French-
speaking residents. Incidentally, the Re-
gent got most of the stag crowd with "Af-
rica Speaks." The Centre was quiet with

"Girl of the Golden West."

Estimated takings

:

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Col.)

REGENT — (1,225), 25c-35c-45c-50c-6Oc-75c, 6 days.
Other attractions: News, "Laurel and Hardv Mur-
der Case" (M-G-M), "While the Captain 'Waits"
(Para.). Gross: $4,400. Good.

"RENEGADES" (Fox)
IMPERIAL — (1,200), I5c-2Sc-35c-50c-60c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News, "Ladies Last" (M-G-M).
Gross: $2,600. Above normal.

"THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS" (M-G-M)
B. F. KEITH'S—(2,592), 15c-25c-35c-50c-60c, 3 days.

Other attractions: News, Mickey Mouse in "Chain
Gang" (Col), "Kid the Kidder" (Pathe). Gross: S3,-

900. Good.
"THE GORILLA" (F. N.)

AVALON—(990), I5c-25c-35c, 3 days. Other at-
tractions: News, Our Gang in "Tough Winter" (M-
G-M), Mickey Mouse in "Frollicking Fish" (Col.).

Gross: $1,150. Fair.
"GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST" (F. N.)

CENTRE— (1,200), 15c-25c-35c-50c-60c, 6 days. Other
attractions: Voice of Hollywood, Mickey Mouse car-
toon, Sportlight. Gross: $2,700. Only fair.

"A DEVIL WITH WOMEN" (Fox)
B. F. KEITH'S— (2,592), 15c-25c-35c-50c-60c, 3 days.

Other attractions: News, "Rolling Along" (Univ.),

"Food for Thought" (Para.). Gross: $3,000. Down.
"ROMANCE" (M-G-M)

AVALON—(990), 15c-2Sc-35c. 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, "Vacation Loves" (Educational). Gross:
$1,100. Disappointing in high-brow neighborhood.

Shafto Seeks to Sell

Egyptian Interests
Sydney—Tom Shafto, Egyptian film and

theatre man, has arrived here to dispose of

his Cairo interests. He is asking $50,000

for United Film Service and its subsidi-

aries, which include the representation of

Pathe, the National Theatre Supply Co. of

New York, monopoly of the military cen-

ters throughout Egypt and the Soudan for

distribution and exhibition of films at the

cantonments, and affiliations covering the

touring of English legitimate companies
throughout Egypt.

Shafto's reason for selling is that he

wants to settle permanently in Australia.

"No depression in Egypt," he states.

Snazelle with Filmophone
London—Frank Green has appointed

George Snazelle as general sales chief of

Filmophone Renters, distributors in Eng-
land of Big 4 product.
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Sawyer" Big at

$61,000 in Chi;

Adults Like It

Chicago—After four successive weeks of

mediocre and worse business, the Loop
staged a comeback of substantial oropor-

tions to make a liar out of the first seven

days of the "worst box-office month of the

year." "Tom Sawyer" sent the Chicago to

$61,000, a figure the house hasn't experi-

enced in a long while, and a particularly

significant one in view of the heavy kid

trade at reduced prices. Must of this busi-

ness, however, came during the Thanks-
giving holiday week-end, slowing up at the

first of the following week, when it was re-

placed by a fine adult draw until closing.

The Palace was in the prosperity van with
an approximate $30,000, a top figure for the

house. Moran and Mack on the stage are

credited with the draw, but "The Dancers"
was approved by critics and audiences and
fitted in well to give the spot one of its

best all-around programs and one of the

most satisfactory bills in the Loop during
the week. The Woods neared the $17,000
mark with "Today" in spite of pannings.
Picture is playing to "adults only" and was
held over. State-Lake was also prosperous
with "Sin Takes a Holiday," which got

$38,000 in ten days. The picture may last

another seven days.

"Hell's Angels" was unusually strong
with $30,500 for its second week at United
Artists. Orpheum was big at $6,050 with
"Man to Man," and McVickers, too, was
pointed toward prosperity with "Min and
Bill," which came in at midweek, getting

$17,500 in four days. Punch & Judy the-

atre, swank independent house which open-
ed in September, went dark the first of the
week. Out-of-the-way location and inability

to get drawing pictures provided the text

for the tombstone.
Estimated takings

:

"THE THIRD ALARM" (Tiff.)
CASTLEV-(299), 60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

News Cities recommended it for children and Beck
is admitting them free when they bring their par-
ents a ong. Nice trade with picture holding over.
Gross: $5,900.

"TOM SAWYER" (Para.)
CHICAGO—(3.940), 35c-85c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show, orchestra, news, comedy, novelty.
Tremendous kid trade over Thanksgiving holiday
week-end: replaced with nice adult draw thereafter.
Picture just missed getting a second Loop week at
the Oriental. Plenty good. Gross: $61,400.

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
McYICKFRS. i2.SA\. 35c-S5c. 4 days. Other at-

tractions: News, screen song, comedv. Unusually
nice midweek opening, and building. Gross: $17,500.
Picture replaced "Feet First" (Para.), which had
two weeks. Final four days fair at $12 200

"EAST IS WEST" (Univ.)
(Second Loop run)

MONROE—(962), 25c-40c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: News, two comedies. Paying business. Gross:
$.1,900.

"RIVER'S END" (Warners)
ORIENTAL— (3,900), 35c-85c, 8 days. Other at-

tractions: Stage show, organ, news. "Who Killed
Rovers" novelty. Picture came in a dav early to
rescue a disastrous preceding- week. Better than
average trade for the house. Gross: $48,500

"MAN TO MAN" (Warners)
ORPHEUM—(665). 40c- 50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, two Vitaphone acts. Warners are giv-
ing this house the best of the product turned down
by B, & K. in preference to using second runs.
Extra ad sftace also being used in dailies, and policy
appears to be paying. Gross: $6,050. Nice.

"THE DANCERS" (Fox)
PALACE—(2,509). 35c-75c. 7 davs. Other attrac-

tions: Five acts RKO vaude headed by Moran &
Mack. orchestra, news, comedy, musical short.
Heavy business all week with Moran & Mack cred-
ited for most of the draw, but recommendations for
entire bill from the critics. Gross: ahout $30 000

"KING OF KINGS" (Pathe)
PI NCH & JUDY—(354), 50c-75c, 3 days. Other

attractions: News, comedy. Requiem for this ten-

Sex and Silks

Providence — Silken drama with
smart cracks and fashions furnishing
the motif has all the better of it in

the sticks where the girl friend tells

her escort what pictures to see. Such
films as "Sin Takes a Holiday,"
"Laughter" and similar pictures with
lavish scenic and sartorial effects coin

the dough. The boys may prefer the
rugged he-men, but the ladies go
where there is the best style show.

"Sunny" $23,400,

'War Nurse' Gets

$21,600 at Balto.

Stage Show Aids

"War Nurse" to

Denver $14,000—
Denver—With "War Nurse" leading the

town at $14,000, Harry Huffman was able

to pull up the gross of the Tabor somewhat
with "Up the River" as the attraction. The
figure is an improvement, but not so hot

for the house.

Katherine Kaderly and Eloise Rowan,
billed as the Paramount twins, put the or-

gans through their paces with their best

presentation since the house opened. They
have a large following here and broadcast

daily.

"War Nurse" went over to little better

than average at the Denver with the help

of Ted Mack and the "Sky High" stage

show.
"River's End" did around $500 better

than last week at the Aladdin while "The
Way of All Men" flopped at the Rialto.

Estimated takings

:

"RIVER'S END" (Warners)
HUFFMAN'S ALADDIN— (1,500), 35c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: "Why Bite Your Dentist" (Edu-
cational), "Par and Double Par" (Sport ight). Vita-
phone act. "Modern Business," cartoon, news. Gross:
$6,500.

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)
DENVER—(2,300), 25c-o5c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Ted Mack and Publix stage show, "Sky
High," news, "Desperate Sam." orchestra. Gross:
$14,000.

"THE BAT WHISPERS" (U. A.)
PARAMOUNT—(2,000). 25c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Jackie & Jean, twin organists, presenting
"Raymond." news, "Teacher's Pet" (Our Gang),
"Plastered" (Para.), football. Gross: $11,700.

"THE WAY OF ALL MEN" (F. N.)
RIALTO—(1,040), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News. "The Patient" (Para), "Girl Shock"
(M-G-M). Gross: $2,750.

"UP THE RIVER" (Fox)
TABOR— (1,900), 25c-75c, 7 days. Other attractions:

Vitaphone Acts, "Headache Man" and "Girls We
Remember." Fable cartoon "Gypped in Egypt,"
news. Gross: $10,500.

weeks-old swank house. Lack of pictures and poor
location couldn't be overcome by "atmosphere."
House dark. Gross: $410.

"LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)
ROOSEVELT— (1,591). 35c-85c. 2nd week. Other

attractions: News. "You're in the Army Now."
"Walrus Hunting." Steady but not heavy business.
Will finish its third week. Gross: $18,900.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
STATE-LAKE—(2,776), 35c-75c, 10 days. Other at-

tractions: News, cartoon, song short. Swell business
and picture may get another seven days. Gross:
$38,000.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (Caddo-U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS — (1.700), 35c-85c, 2nd week.

Other attractions: News, comedy, musical short.
Mild decline, but still plenty good at current pace.
Cross: $30,500.

"TODAY" (Majestic)
WOODS—(1.166). 35c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, cartoon, musical short. Panned by most
critics, but "adults only" tag is bringing them in,

and word-of-mouth advertising is favorable. Dream
ending version of picture being used. Gross: $16,900.

Holding over.

Baltimore—Loew's Century and Loew's
Stanley ran neck and neck for first place

for high grosses for the week.

"Sunny" and the Loew-Capitol stage

unit. "Rustic Fancies," were included on the

Century bill and the gross was estimated at

$23,400, which was excellent for this house,

while "War Nurse," aided by a large slice

of the national newspaper advertising ap-
propriation, brought $21,600 into the Stan-
ley box-office, making a very high rating

for that house.

"ToFable David" went over nicely at the

Rivoli, aided by the personal appearance on
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of Rich-
ard Cromwell, with special exploitation and
publicity yarns in newspapers. The gross
was figured at $7,600.

"Min and Bill," during its second run at

Loew's Valencia, caused the gross to go
way above normal, the takings being esti-

mated at $4,500. Wallace Beery and Marie
Dressier gain in popularity here with every
new picture.

"Juno and the Paycock" proved a flop at

the Little, the gross for the week at this

267-seater being estimated at about $400.
The name of the picture, despite the pub-
licity given it by the stage presentations
here, seemed to mean nothing and the sub-
ject matter appeared to have no appeal.

Estimated takings

:

"SUNNY" (F. N.)
LOEWS CEA'TCRY — (3,076), 25c-60c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News, "My Harem" (Education-
al), "Rustic Fancies" (Loew-Capitol stage unit),
orchestra. Gross: $23,41)0.

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STANLEY—(3,522), 25c-60c, 6 days. Other

attractions: News, "Par and Double Par" (Pathe),
"The 20th Amendment" (Para.). Gross: $21,600.

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
(Second run after one week at the Loew's Stanley)
LOEWS VALENCIA — (1,487), 25c-35c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News. "Chopin" (FitzPatrick),
"Skyscraping" (Para.), "Hong Kong" (FitzPatrick),
"Our Nagging Wives" (Educational). Gross: $4,500.

"THE DERELICT" (Para.)
(Second run uptown after one week downtown at

Loew's Stanley.)
LOEWS PARKWAY— (987), 15c-35c, 6 days. Other

attractions: News, "The Clock Shop" (M-G-M),
"Dogway Melody" (M-G-M). Gross: {3,400.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (Radio)
(Second run uptown after two weeks downtown at

Keith's.)
WARNERS' METROPOLITAN—(1,300), 15c-50c, 6

days starting Saturday. Other attractions: News,
"Stepping Out" and Ripley's "Believe It or Not"
(Vitaphone Varieties). Gross: $3,300.

"TOM SAWYER" (Para.)
KEITH'S—(2.500), 2Sc-50c, 6 days starting Friday.

Other attractions: News. "The Blimp Mystery" (Tiff.

Chimp), "Toby the Showman" (Radio). Cross: $6,000.

"LIGHTNIN' " (Fox)
NEW— (1,600). 2Sc-50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

News, "The Bluffer" (Educational). Gross: $9,000.

"JUNO AND THE PAYCOCK" (British Intemat'al)
LITTLE— (267), 35c-50c. 6 days. Other attractions:

"Chinese Flower Boat" (Tiff.). Gross: $400.

"TOL'ABLE DAVID" (Col.)
(Aided by personal appearance of Richard Cromwell

three days.)
RIVOLI—(1,982), 25c-50c, 6 days starting Saturday.

Other attractions: News. "Hard Boiled Yeggs"
(Col.), "Expensive Kisses" (Educational). Gross:
$7,600.

"EXTRAVAGANCE" (Tiffany)
HIPPODROME— (2.250). 20c-60c, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: News, "The Indians Are Coming" (Univ.
serial), Harvey Players on the stage. Gross: $5,150.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)
(Third week)

AUDITORIUM — (1.600), 50c-$1.50, 6 days, with
three performances a day. Other attractions: News.
Gross: $2,800.
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The Gang Buster
i Paramount)

Oakie—All-Laughter
{Reviewed by Bill Crouch)

PARAMOUNT'S freckle-faced funster. Jack
Oakie, comes to the front in a comical talk-

er that kids the underworld and does it in great

style. Besides plenty of comedy dialogue and
mirthful situations, the picture is based upon
a clever story and that helps to make it rate

as excellent comedy screen fare.

Fine for the week-run houses and sugsequent
engagements. It's the type of gangster stuff

that will suit any audience and, plus the Oakie
name, should do at the box-office.

Eddie Sutherland, the director, has succeeded
in timing his gags correctly and keeps the piece

moving at a swift tempo. Joseph Mankiewicz,
who is undoubtedly a swell writer of dialogue

for the Oakie personality, turns out a neat job,

and as a result the lines are funny and at the

same time natural.

The story is about the adventures of an am-
bitious, last-talking insurance salesman from
Arkansas who comes to the big city. Oakie,
as the salesman with his dumb looks and un-
natural luck, sells a big policy to William Mor-
ris, whom William Boyd, as the gang chief,

has put "on the spot." The insurance policy is

rejected. Oakie goes to tell Morris—and inci-

dentally—to keep a date with Jean Arthur, the

daughter. In the meantime Miss Arthur is kid-

naped by Boyd and Oakie goes to rescue her.

His innocence of gang methods gets him into

many tough places, but he finally emerges the

winner after getting two rival gangs trapped by
the police and finding the girl.

The fadeout comes with Oakie and Miss Ar-
thur locked in a room filled with tear gas, de-

claring their love while crying. It's a pip of

an ending.
The story in some spots is rather vague as to

why certain things occur as they do, but these

are of minor imoortance. Unlike many comedy
talkers, when the serious moments arrived the
preview audience took them that way, but when
it was time to laugh they roared.

Oakie fits the role of the Arkansas lad per-

fectly and his performance is top notch. Wil-
liam Boyd, as the gang chief, and Wynne Gib-
son, as his "moll," are well cast and handle
their roles expertly. Others who give good
performances are Francis McDonald, Jean Ar-
thur, William Morris, Albert Conti and Tom
Kennedy.
Use fast, peppy musicals with this for best

results.
Produced and distributed bv Paramount. Directed

by A. Edward Sutherland. Story and adaptation by
Percy Heath. Photographed by Harry Fischheck.
Edited by Jane Loring. Dialogue by Joseph L. Man-
kiewicz Length, 6120 feet. Running time, 6S minutes.
Release date, Jan. 17. 1931.

THE CAST
Charlie "Cyclone" Case Jack Oakie
Sylvia Martine Tean Arthur
Mike Slade William Boyd
Zella Wynne Gibson
Andrew Martine William Morris
Pete Caltek Francis McDonald
Carlo Albert Conti
Ctopher Brant Tom Kennedy
McGintey Pat Harmon
Otto Constantin Romanoff
Faulkner Harry Stubbs
Sammy Ernie Adams
Lieutenant Joseph Girard
Taxi Driver Eddie Dunn

Beau Ideal
( Radio

)

Sadly Disappointing
(Reviewed by Jack Grant)

IN common with most sequels, "Beau Ideal"
does not live up to its predecessor, "Beau

Geste." Herbert Brenon directed both and much
was expected of his latest effort. The result is

disappointing.

You are left with the impression that, de-
spite the shortcomings of the involved plot,

more could have been realized from the material

at hand. Vet it is extremely difficult to point

a finger at any one individual who is at fault.

The thing as a whole so misses fire.

The picture opens dramatically with a group
of imprisoned Foreign Legionnaires dying of

starvation and thirst. One of the characters is

identified as John Geste and a flashback takes

up the threads of the story which proceeds the

opening sequence.
An episode in the childhood of the three

Geste brothers introduces the game of Stout
Fellow as it was plaved in "Beau Geste." John
and another boy, an American youth n^med
Otis Madison, are competing for the hand of
Isobel. Their game has hardly reached its con-
clusion when the American bov's mother an-
nounces an immediate sailing for the States.

The children say fond farewells and urge the

visitor to return soon.

Many years pass before Otis (Lester Vail)
returns. His boyhood affection for Isobel

brings him back to England bent on confess-

ing his constant, if more mature, love. Isobel

tells Otis of the tragic deaths of the two oldest

Geste brothers (as detailed in "Beau Geste")
and of the present imprisonment of John In the
French Foreign Legion penal colony. Another
flashback is employed here in explanation of

John's sentence to prison.

Otts volunteers to go after John and if pos-
sible help him escape. As a consequence, he. too,

enlists in the Legion and connives to have him-
self sent to the prison camp. His plan to com-
mit a minor insubordination miscarries so in-

stead he confesses to a mutiny of which he was
not a member.

In prison he rebels against unjust treatment,
is defended bv John and both are thrown down
a pit comparing favorably to what is known as
"solitary" in American jails. Still unknown to

one another, Tohn is not identified bv Otis until

he murmurs "Stout Fellow." Which brings us
back to the opening seauence.

Explanation of the prisoners' deaths by star-

vation in the pit is forthcoming. The entire
prison colony and barracks have been massacred
bv Arabs. An Arabian chieftan riding by with
his caravan to check his men's handiwork finds

Otis and John are the lone survivors. They are
saved from death by some sort of super-em-
powered dancing girl attracted to Otis. The
motivation of this incident is extremely weak
and not in the slightest helped by Leni Stengel's
violent display of histronics.

The dancer makes Otis a proposition. She
will betray the Arabs and allow him to escape
with Tohn to warn the Legionnaires of further
uprising if he will take her to Paris. Otis,

thinking of Isobel and her love for John, agrees.

After the Arabs are repulsed in bloody battle,

Otis returns to keep his bargain, only to over-
hear the dancer nrooositioning his major about
a Paris trip. Therefore he feels free of his

bargain and goes back to be best man at the
wedding of Isobel and Tohn.
"Beau Ideal's" main claim to fame rests upon

the excellent filming of the desert marching and
the fighting sequences. Full thrill values are
achieved in the battle stuff and beautiful desert

shots abound. Outside of these highlights the
picture definitely misses.
Brenon will be criticized roundly for numer-

ous incoherencies. There is so much plot, dia-
logue has considerable explaining to do and
not all nf it is done clearly.

The performances with few exceptions are
thoroughly capable. Lester Vail, as Otis, has
the heaviest assignment and acquits himself
unevenly. In his better moments he shows defi-

nite promise as a comer and even at his worst,
only a lack of screen experience. Ralph Forbes
takes premier acting honors—such as they are

—

in the role of John. There is also a smooth
ni^ce of work contrihutad bv P^ul McAllist*1 **.

His old Legionnaire adjutant is the picture's

most memorable character. Lorelta Young
seems miscast as Isobel.

There have been many better Foreign Legion
films than "Beau Ideal." It will probably do
moderate business mainly through the popularity
of "Beau Geste." Play up heavily the sequel
angle.

Lack of comedy relief makes all comedy sup-
port in shorts desirable.
Produced and distributed by Radio Pictures. Di-

rected by Herbert Brenon. From the novel by Perci-
val C. Wren. Scenario by Paul Schofield. Adaptation
by Elisabeth Meehan. Photographed by J. Roy Hunt.
Edited by Marie Halvey. Running time, 7S minutes.
Length. 7020 feet. Release date not set.

THE CAST
John Geste Ralph Forbes
Otis Madison Lester Vail
Isobel Brandon Loretta Young
Ramon Gonzales Don Alvarado
Lady Brandon Irene Rich
Sergeant Frederic Paul McAllister
Zuleika Leni Stengel
Jacob Levine Otto Mathieson
Ivan BadinetT Bernard Siegel
Mrs. Frank Madison Mvrtle Stedman
Judge Advocate John M. St. Polis
Prosecuting Attorney Joseph de Stefani
Major Lebaudy Hale Hamilton
The Emir George Rigas

Follow the Leader
(Paramount

)

Loaded with Laughs
{Reviewed by Charles F. Hynes)

ED WYNN didn't make such a dent in the
box-offices in silent days, but he will over-

come that handicap with "Follow the Leader,"
which has laughs in abundance. Patrons will

have a gay time following his silly antics, for
they surely are funny.
This is an adaptation of the musical show,

"Manhattan Mary," but Paramount wisely has
subordinated the musical slant, making it but
incidental to a good action comedy. Even the
title was changed to remove the musical com-
edy onus. The result proves the wisdom of the
company's policy of reserving the right to

change pictures on its program if and when
changing public tastes warrant.
Wynn is all over the place, getting laughs at

every turn, and can be guaranteed to bring
down any house. Lou Holtz is a close second
in this and Lou screens well. Ginger Rogers
and Stanley Smith supply the love interest. The
balance of the cast is fine. Norman Taurog did

a fine job of directing.

The story is merely incidental to Wynn. He's
a stagestruck waiter who accidentally knocks
out a tough gangster and is made leader of a
gang. The gang decides that the restaurant
owner's daughter is going on the stage, and
threaten to bump off Lou Holtz, a press agent,

if she doesn't get a break.
Then they force Wynn to see to it that the

leading lady is missing on the opening night,

so the girl can get the star part. She's a hit

and goes abroad to star in Paris, returning
finally to her sweetheart, with whom she has
had a falling out.

The dialogue in this is sparkling, having been
written by George White, DeSylva, Brown and
Henderson and Billy K. Wells. The latter has
written some funny stuff under the Fox ban-
ner. White appears in the picture as the pro-
ducer of George White's Scandals, which adds
to the selling value of the picture.

Use dramatic shorts or scenics ivith this.
Produced and distributed by Paramount. Directed

bv Norman Taurog. From the plav. "Manhattan
Mary." by William K. Wells, De Sylva, Brown and
Henderson and George White. Adapted by Gertrude
Purcell and Sid Silvers. Dialogue staged by Al
Parker. Photographed by Larry Williams. Length,
5,950 feet. Running time, 65 minutes. Release date.
Dec. 13.

THE CAST
Crickets Ed Wynn
Mary Brennan Gincer Roger?
Jimmy Moore Stanlev Smith
Sam Platz Lou Holtz
Ma Brennan Lida. Kane
Helen King Ethel Merman
George White ' Bobby Watson
R. C. Black Donald Kirke
Bob Sterling William Halliean
Fritzie Devere Holt- Hal!
Two-Gun Terry Preston Foster
Mi^kie James C. Morton
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The Royal Bed
{Radio )

Delightful Sophistry
(Reviewed by Jack Grant)

HUMANIZING royalty has concerned sev-

eral of our playwrights in recent seasons.

Outstanding among the crop was "The Queen's
Husband" by Robert E. Sherwood, and his

play now reaches the screen guised under the

somewhat cryptic title of "The Royal Bed,"

but with minimum changes in its film adapta-

tion.

As simon-pure entertainment for intelligent

audiences this talker has few equals in its class.

Lowell Sherman, credited with directing as

well as enacting the leading role, has turned

out a delightful tid-bit in sophisticated satire.

Class houses can tout this picture to the skies

and look the patron in the eye both coming
and going.

The story opens in a royal palace of a
mythical kingdom. The queen is about to de-

part on a money-raising trip to America and
is satisfying herself that everything will run

smoothly in her absence. She has small re-

gard for the abilities of the king, whose crown
rests lightly on a democratic brow. In fact,

the king seems much more interested in play-

ing checkers with a lackey than in running the

affairs of state.

For example, he has long avoided signing or-

ders for the execution of fifty-odd convicted

revolutionists. The militaristic premier de-

mands action, but without avail.

Soon after the departure of the queen the

threatened revolution breaks out. Mobs storm
the jjates and the palace is under artillery fire.

The premier has had himself made dictator by
parliament and proposes to quell the uprising

by force.

It is then the king does a little rising up him-

self. Free for the first time since their mar-
riage from the domineering influences of his

wife, he ceases to be "The Queen's Husband"
and decides "to give the royal prerogatives a

little much-needed exercise."

The king meets with the leaders of the revo-

lutionists, finds them pleasant fellows with

legitimate grievances and sets out to right

those wrongs. This he accomplishes by dis-

banding parliament and forcing the resigna-

tion of the premier-dictator, things he did not

know were in his power until necessity forced

his reading the constitution of his country.

While he is at it, he also makes possible the

marriage of the princess and his secretary, the

man she really loves. Thus he upsets the un-

welcome wedding of his daughter and the

prince chosen for her mate by diplomatic

treaty. Having turned like a long suffering

worm, the king then goes back to his job of

being just "The Queen's Husband." All of

this is told with subtle charm and delightful

humanness.
A cast that could hardly be improved upon

supports Lowell Sherman, whose work is deft

as ever. Mary Astor should always play roy-

alty, so lovely is she as the princess, and Nance
O'Neil makes an admirable queen. A sterling

portrayal of the dictator is contributed by

Robert Warwick. Gilbert Emery makes mem-
orable the checker-playing lackey and comes

near to stealing the picture.

Sherman is to be commended in his direc-

tion that allows every player full opportunity.

Story values are never sacrificed to personal

footage of the actor-director.

Like the manufacturer who advertised^ he

stood behind every bed he sold, conscientious

showmen can back up this "Royal Bed." Play

it by all means.

Musical and novelty shorts to fill.

Produced and distributed by Radio Pictures. Di-

rected by Lowell Sherman. From the play by Robert

E. Sherwood. Adaptation by Walter Ruben. Photo-

graphed by Le«> Tovar. Length, Ij,-)Su teet. Run-
ning time (preview i, 72 minutes. Release date not set.

THE (.AST
The King Lowell Sherman
The Queen Xance O' Xeil
Princess Anne Mary Astor
Granton Anthony Bushell
Premier Xorthrup Robert Warwick
Ambassador Alan Roscoe
Crown Prince Hugh Trevor
Phipps Gilbert Emery
Fellman Frederick Burt
Laker Carroll Xaish
Major Blent Desmond Roberts
Ladies in Waiting—Lita Che v ret, Xancv Lee Blaine,

Betty Recklaw, Es telle Etterre

The Criminal Code
(Columbia )

Swell B. O. Melodrama
(Reviewed by Bill Crouch)

COLUMBIA has turned out a swell box-
office picture in "Criminal Code." A fine

story, with cast and direction to match, makes
this picture one of the outstanding prison

dramas of the year. It has humpr, suspense,

pathos and action, and just enough of each.

Howard Hawks, the director, knew what he
was about when he filmed this piece, and the

treatment he gives it is noteworthy.
In the cast, Walter Huston and Phillips

Holmes have the important roles. Huston,
as the district attorney and later the warden.
is well fitted for his role and gives a great
performance.

Phillips Holmes, as the boy whom Huston
sends to prison, gives a portrayal that is of

stellar importance. Constance Cummings, in

the part of the warden's daughter, is impres-
sive in her screen debut and fits the role ably.

Mary Doran is well cast in a small role. As
Galloway, Boris Karloff is outstanding for a

fine performance, while others who appear to

a distinct advantage are DeWitt Jennings, John
Sheehan, Nicholas Soussanin and Otto Hoff-
man.
The story concerns young Holmes, who is

being railroaded to prison by Huston in order
that Huston will get favorable support in the

coming elections. Holmes, in defending Mary
Doran from a rich man's son, kills the youth
in a fight. After serving six years in the jute

mills. Holmes comes before Huston, now the

warden, and is made a trusty—Huston* s chauf-
feur. Here Holmes falls in love with Miss
Cummings and she falls for him. They do not

declare their love, however.
When Karloff kills a "squealer" in the war-

den's office Holmes is aware of who committed
the crime, but will not tell. Huston has him
thrown into solitary confinement in order to

save his job as warden. When the daughter
learns of this, she tells Huston she knows he
"railroaded" Holmes and demands he set the

lad free—a parole having been granted him.
The lovers are thus united and Huston forced

to suffer.

Most of the story takes place in prison and
the production is marked by elaborate sets and
intimate glimpses of prison life. Important
details in prison conduct have not been over-
looked, and the talker is marked by reality in

its oresentation. All this enhances the appeal

of the film version over that of the stage play.

This talker rates plenty of attention as a fea-

ture for the better class first-run houses. It

will do well in the subsequent bookings also

and will stand up under heavy exploitation.

Don't be afraid to buy it.

Use liaht comedv or musical shorts to fill.

Produced and distributed by Columbia. Directed
by Howard Hawks. From play by Martin Flavin.
Adaptation and added dialogue bv Fred Nib'o, Jr.
Photographed by Tames Howe. Edited by Edward
Curtis. Length. 7.920 feet. Running time. 88 min-
utes (preview). Release date. Tan. 15, 1931.

THE CAST
Warden Brady Walter Huston
Mary Brady Constance Cummings
Robert Graham Phillips Holmes
Gertrude Williams Mary Doran
Gleason DeWitt Jennings

McManus John Sheehan
Galloway Boris Karloff
Fales Otto Hoffman
Runch Clark Marshall
Xettleford Arthur Hoyt
Katie Ethel Wales
Dr. Rinewulf Nicolas Soussanin
Spelvin Paul Porcasi

The Yellow Mask
(British International Pictures)

Hash
(Reviewed by Robert Hage)

Hp HIS is billed as "a musical melodrama to
*» end all melodramas," but it comes pretty

late for that. Anyway, we're in favor of it

i the elimination part). Edgar Wallace wrote
the story, a combination of mystery thriller and
musical comedy. When it sticks to the mystery
slant, it's fairly good, but w'hen it's musical
comedy it's not so good. The two have been
hashed together in such a manner that the re-

sultant mixture is altogether a tiresome affair.

The producer warns that the film is not to

be taken seriously, with the spectator invited to

join with the author in kidding musicals. He
was kidding himself. The story is so implaus-
ible and unreal that it doesn't click, the comedy
is of the unfunny kind, despite Lupino Lane's
labored efforts, and the music is dull.

We're not familiar with the routine, but we
can't imagine the British government sending a
lone and apparently unarmed aviator to capture
the yacht of a powerful Oriental, who has kid-

naped the heroine and stolen a priceless dia-

mond from the Tower of London. The British

fleet would be more like it. There are other
sequences as bad.

Lupino Lane is featured in the billing, play-

ing the role of a reporter. By means of some
ingenious trapdoors and some slapstick (silly,

but funny) he succeeds in getting some laughs.

Warwick Ward as the cunning Oriental de-

serves top honors in the cast, composed of

names unfamiliar to American audiences.
This may get by on a double feature program,

but put a strong film with it.

Produced and distributed by British International
Pictures. Directed by Harry Lacbman. Edited by
E. B. Jarvis and Emile de Ruelle. Photographed by
Claude Friese-Greene. Length, 6,300 feet. Running
time, 70 minutes. Release date. Dec. 5, 1930.

THE CAST
Sam Slipper Lupino Lane
Mary Trayne Dorothy Seacombe
Li-San Warwick Ward
John Cam Wilfred Temple
Molly Winnie Collins
Ralph Cam Haddon Mason
Ah-Song Frank Cochrane
Sunshine William Shine
Steward Wallace Lupino

Igdenbu
( i—bino)

Lacks Wide Appeal
(Reviewed bv J. P. Cunningham)

ENTERTAINING only so far as a fond-
ness for the educational qualities of race

study is concerned. At "art" theatres and in

the non-theatrical field, it should be appreci-

ated, but the general run of theatres will find

very little to satisfy amusement-hungry patrons.

Produced by Vostokino, it portrays an in-

timate life study of a small tribe in the waste
lands of Siberia, where primitive methods still

are depended upon for a livelihood. In a

background of terrific blizzards and a flood, the

hardships of this tribe are presented, with un-
usually fine scenic beauty the highlight.

The bare story thread moves slightly through
six reels and its continuity is choppy more often

than not. Photography, except in a few rare

spots, is sloppy. Titles by Shelley Hamilton
seem uncertain and reveal but little. Soviet

propaganda, as usual, appears at the climax.

If you run this at all, use a strong feature

on a double bill and some light shorts.
Produced in Soviet Russia hy Voskino. Distributed

in TJ. S.. via state rights market, by Amkino.
American titles by Shelley Hamilton. Length, un-
determined. Cast, all natives.
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Opinions on Pictures

Mothers Cry
i first National)

Drama, Usually Effective

{Reviewed by Red Kami)

FIRST NATIONAL set out to wring the

tears from the women quotas in the audi-
ence and, as a general observation, succeeded
in reaching its objective.

This is a mother story, as the title obviously
indicates. It is also pretty drab stuff, almost
always unrelieved by any light touches.

Whether the women will go for it, despite the

fact that its appeal is evidently designed almost
entirely tor the weaker sex, remains to be seen.

"Lummox," another mother love yarn, was a
generally fine picture and far better in treat-

ment and performance than "Mothers Cry,"
yet it did an almost perfect nosedive at the

box-office. It is this writer's suggestion that

the exhibitor take a look at this one before
making up his mind.
The story has five principal characters. Dor-

othy Peterson is the mother ; Helen Chandler
and Evalyn Knapp, her daughters ; and David
Manners and Edward Woods, her sons. From
the day of her engagement all through the
years the drama takes you, getting off to a
nicely tempoed comedy beginning with bustles

and flannel nightgowns providing the amuse-
ment, and so through the struggles that come
with raising a family on a moderate income.
Helen Chandler proves to be a member of the

intelligentsia, dissatisfied with her surround-
ings and eager for the better things of life.

David Manners is the model son who achieves

manhood and a reputation as a promising ar-

chitect. Miss Knapp is the replica of her
mother : plodding, patient, resigned. Woods is

Danny, the bad boy who develops into a gang-
ster and the ultimate devastator of his entire

family.

Miss Chandler eventually goes wrong ; Man-
ners reaches success as a designer of buildings.

Miss Knapp marries happily and Danny travels

down the road to ruin. Over them all the

mother watches—ready to conciliate, to for-

give, to slave her fingers to the bone in order
to keep her family together and happy. The
climax comes when Miss Chandler, weeping
over the love letters of the man who ruined

her, becomes involved with Danny, just out
of prison. He wants the letters for blackmail
and kills his resisting sister to get them. But
the law takes its course and Danny is electro-

cuted, thereby reducing the family to two. The
mother, jealous of the successful architect-son,

persuades him to leave and to deny his rela-

tionship with the murderer. He does, but is

later reunited with his mother if only tempor-
arily. In his success, she finds solace.

A fine story, this yarn by Helen Grace Car-
lisle. Yet something has been lost in the trans-

fer from the printed word to the screen. The
performances are uniformly good, with Miss
Peterson, as the mother, in the lead despite the

fact that her job leaves something to be de-

sired. Reginald Pasch. as the German son-in-

law, is splendid. Edward Wood, as Danny, is

usually very good, except for an occasional in-

clination toward overacting.

Use light shorts to relieve the drama.
Produced and distributed by First National. From

novel hy Helen Grace Carlisle. Directed by Hobart
Henley. Adaptation and additional dialogue by Len-
ore Coffee. Length. 6,855 feet. Running time, 75
minutes. Release date. Jan. 4, 1931.

THE CAST
Marv Knight Williams Dorothv Peterson
Bcatty Helen Chandler
Artie David Manners
Hart Sidney Blarkmer
Danny Edward Woods
Jenny Evelyn Knapp
Sadye Jean Barv
Frank Williams Pat O'Mallev
Mary's mother Claire McDowell
Mary's father Charles Hill Mattes
Karl Muller Reginald Pasch

Reducing
{M-G-M)

Laugh Riot
{Reviewed by Don Ashbaugh)

M-G-M sneaked this one into a cold house
on Sunday night for a preview. The reg-

ular Hollywood preview crowd was absent as

a result, but the audience made up for any
lack of cheer leaders. They almost tore the

seats out with laughter.

"Caught Short" surprised the studio heads
by crashing box-office records. This picture

may surpass even those records.

Marie Dressier and Polly Moran are teamed
again and if anything they have many more
chances to bring giggles than they had in their

first offering. They have an excellent cast sup-
porting who contribute considerable to the
comedy while carrying along the romance and
other components of the story.

Willard Mack and Beatrice Banyard are
given credit for the dialogue continuity. They
have furnished all of the players with clever
speeches which have been interpreted in high-
ly amusing fashion by Charles Reisner, who
deserves a hand for the direction displayed.
Further wisecracks have been added by Robert
E. Hopkins and Zelda Sears, who assisted with
the dialogue.

Anita Page is seen as the small town
daughter of Marie and Lucien Littlefield. The
latter is especially good as the rather pathetic
husband of the amply proportioned comedi-
enne.

Sally Filers is cast as the ritzy and haughty
daughter of Polly, who runs a gaudy beauty
parlor in New York.

Buster Collier, Jr., is the roue who first

seduces Leila and throws her over for Anita,
only to be forced at the conclusion, at the
point of a Civil War pistol wielded by Marie,
to marry Polly's daughter.

William Bakewell has a sympathetic role
as the country boy sweetheart of Anita who
is greatly distraught during her affair with
the smart city slicker. Of course he gets her
back at the finish.

Jay Ward and Billy Naylor as Jerry and
Marty Truffle, the two trouble-making sons
of Marie, who are always causing excitement,
gather in no little of the applause and laughter.
The story revolves principally around the

swell beauty parlor operated by Polly. She
sends for her cousin, Marie, who arrives with
the entire family, amid a lot of slapstick gags,
to live with the tilted-nosed city folks.

Polly's daughter is disgusted with her coun-
try relatives and is considerably put out when
her sweetie gives her the air to pay court to
the country girl.

The thrill climax comes when the city girl,

discovering Anita on her way to the apart-
ment of the city- fellow, goes to Marie and
discloses that she is going to have a baby.
Marie takes the situation in hand, however,
with her big revolver, and forces the rap-
scallion to marry Leila.

When Polly discovers what has happened
she goes to Marie's home in the tenements,
where she moved after a battle with Polly,
and makes a dramatic speech renouncing her
high toned ideas and begging forgiveness.
Some of the scenes in the beauty parlor,

when Marie turns on the wrong switches and
almost bakes a few customers, pushes Polly
into the mud baths and in general wreaks
havoc, convulsed the customers.
You can depend on it to bring them in.

Will need only dramatic shorts of almost any
kind on the same bill.

Produced and distributed by M-G-M. Dialogue con-
tinuity by Willard Mack and Beatrice Banyard. Di-
recte-1 by Charles F, Reisner. Photography bv Leon-
ard Smith. Additional dialogue by Robert E. Hopkins
and Zelda Sears. Edited by William LeVanway.

Running time (preview ). 7" minutes. Length, 6,930

leet. Release date, Jan. 3, 1931.

THE CAST
Mane Truffle Marie Dressier
Polly Rochay Polly Moran
Vivian Truffle Anita Page
Johnnie Beasley Buster Collier, Jr.
Elmer Truffle Lucien Littlefield

Joyce Rochay Sally Eilers
Tommy Haverly William Bakewell
Jerry Truffle Billy Naylor
Marty Truffle Jay Ward

The Bachelor Father
(M-G-M)

Clever Adult Comedy
(Reviewed by Jack Grant)

THEY have done a nice job of cleaning up
this spicy stage success, and as a starring

vehicle for Marion Davies it seems tailor-made.

It will be considered by many her best talker

to date, and is good for a week's stand in any
house where Davies is a draw.
None too much emphasis is placed on the

legitimacy of "The Bachelor Father's" three
children. There is a line which suggests many
marriages, but the suggestion will be overlooked
by most of the audience. Much of the dialogue
is on the border line of the risque in innuendo.

Sir Basil Winterton, facing a lonely old age,

is persuaded to gather his three children from
various corners of the earth, bringing them to

live with him. He lias been supporting the
offspring of his glamorous youth for many
years and decides he may as well have their

companionship, too.

His lawyer (Ralph Forbes) rounds up a
boy, Geoffrey, in rural England ; Maria,
daughter of an Italian opera singer, in Flor-
ence; and Tony (Marion Davies) in New
York. Meeting his three children proves an
ordeal for Sir Basil. But despite his grouchi-
ness the trio put him on a month's probation
to give him a chance to act like a father.

The month ends with the engagement of
Tony to the young attorney. Then she hears
the news that she is not, after all, the daughter
of Sir Basil. A widow with her eye on the
bachelor father attempts to discredit Tony
by revealing her real parentage. This revela-
tion leads to a break between Sir Basil and
Tony, so the girl prepares to join a young avia-
tor in attempting to hop the Atlantic.

Sir Basil, hearing the take-off broadcast by
radio from the aviation field, realizes he loves
his pseudo-daughter, and attempts to stop the
flight. Her fiancee is dispatched to the field

to bring her back. He arrives to find her in-

jured by the plane's crash in the trees. A com-
plete reconciliation all around follows.
Acting honors go to C. Aubrey Smith in the

title role he created in the original Belasco pro-
duction. It is a delightful performance, suave
and authoritative, and dominates the picture,
though closely contested by Marion Davies.
Ralph Forbes makes a forthright hero and
Nena Quartaro is charming as the opera sing-
er's child. Others are uniformly good in sup-
port. Robert Z. Leonard's direction deserves
attention.

"The Bachelor Father" is built for the box-
office and should get its share of business.
Balance zvith musical and novelty shorts.
Produced and distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Directed by Robert Z. Leonard. From the play by
Edward Childs Carpenter. Adaptation by Laurence
E. Johnson. Photographed by OliveT Marsh. Length.
7,200 feet. Running time (preview!. SO minutes. Re-
lease date, Jan. 10, 1931.

THE CAST
Tony Marion Davies
John Ralph Forbes
Bastl Winterton C. Aubrey Smith
Geoffrey Trent Raymond Milland
Dick Berney Guinn Williams
Doctor MacDonald David Torrence
Mrs. Webb Doris Lloyd
Bolton Edgar Norton
Mane Credarc Nena Quartaro
Larkin Halliwell Hobbes
Mrs. Rerney Elizabeth Murray
Mr. Creswell James Gordon
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Aunts in the Pants
(Radio)

A Riot

MARK SANDRICH and Johnnie Grey
have done a whale of a job in gagging

this comedy, which is one long howl. It has
plenty of novelty, generous gobs of good old-
fashioned slapstick and some clever lines. Wal-
ter Catlett is featured, the nephew of a wealthy
and sedate spinster aunt (Cissie Fitzgerald),
who on the side is a wow for wild parties.

They awaken, after a wild party, to learn they
are in a jam with a copper, whose eye auntie

had blackened, and that they had brought home
a few sailors, a horse, some chorus girls and
a fellow in dress suit who has lost his pants.
Then when auntie's old maid sister comes on
the scene in her effort to have auntie declared
incompetent, there is a merry mix-up. One of
the best comedies in many moons. The se-

quence showing the horse in bed is a howl.
Running time, 21 minutes.

Wizard Land
(Pathe)

Okay
TOM TERRISS manages to make this trip

to Papua more exciting than ordinarily,

showing close-ups of the warlike natives and
their domestic life. The Vagabond Director
again plunges himself into a hideous danger,
embellishing the synthetic drama with his ex-
citable voice, but once again he escapes and his

cameraman manages to follow. Running time,

11 minutes.

Another Fine Mess
(M-G-M)
A Pippin

LAUREL and Hardy are in a class by
themselves in the comedy line. This one

has plenty of good hearty laughs and a number
of real situations. Director James Parrot wise-
ly lets action carry the sequence whenever pos-
sible, cutting talking to a minimum, which is

one of the reasons why these comedies never
drag. Laurel calls a cop a sissy, and they take
refuge in a mansion whose owner is just leav-

ing for South Africa. When prospective les-

sees arrive, they are on the spot and plenty
happens. Hardy's deal to lease the house for

$20 a month, which he tells the purchaser to

mail to him in South Africa, is a wow. Run-
ning time, 28^4 minutes.

Excuse the Pardon
(Vitaphone No. 1,069)

Wet
CAREY, an accused murderer, gets his par-

don. Then the pardon board discovers it

was all a mistake and, in order to save their

political heads, get the prisoner back by a
ruse. The warden, believing Carey innocent,

tells him so and promises the prisoner he will

do what he can to secure his release. Silly

story, developed with as much dramatic sense.

Ralph Morgan and Katherine Alexander fea-

tured. Running time, 10 minutes.

Trader Ginsburg
(Radio)

Fairly Good

NAT CARR anoears as a radio salesman
who has chased his prospect across Europe

and lands in the African jungles, where the
millionaire is engaged in a lion hunt. Carr has
a narrow escape and in disgust tosses away his

radio sample, a vest pocket affair, and an
ostrich tries to swallow it. Just then some
cannibals come along, and believe Carr is a
god, for the ostrich is apparently singing. Taken
before the king, Carr is told to make the bird

sing, but an S. O. S. has taken all radio sta-

tions off the air, so Carr and the millionaire

are put into the kettle. However, the radio
again functions and Carr trades it for their

release. The story is novel and has some good
gags. Running time, 18 minutes.

Short Su bjects

Strange As It Seems, No. 4
(Universal)

A Pippin!

FOURTH in the series of "Strange As It

Seems," by John Hix, the newspaper column-
ist, this one far surpasses its predecessors in

the same group and runs far in the lead of the

many competitive reels now in the market.
Colorful backgrounds used in the presentation

of facts and oddities of nature are outstanding,

and the Multicolor used reaches an unusually
high mark. This has wide appeal and most
certainly deserves a spot on any type program,
from the standpoint of both entertainment and
educational qualities. Running time, 14 minutes.

Who Killed Rover?
(M-G-M)

Great Card
THESE M-G-M dog comedies are sensa-

tional and this one is no exception. It's

a meller take-off on Philo Vance yarns, with

a newlywed heir captured by kidnapers. The
bride is heartbroken and the district attorney

craves Vance's aid. Vance does his stuff and
finally reaches Rover, but too late, as he has

been bumped off. A great novelty two-reeler,

which will click anywhere. Zion Myers and
Jules White deserve great credit for the un-

canny manner in which they induce these dogs

to act. Running time, 14 minutes.

Accordion Joe
(Paramount)

Diverting Nonsense

BIMBO turns a long-distance accordion

champ in this and comes through with a

load of credit for himself. His plane drops in

the Indian country where Bimbo makes violent

and reciprocated love to an Indian maid. The
tribe turns sour and plans a tomahawking
party, but Bimbo's music turns them into jazz

steppers instead. Good cartoon. Produced by
David Fleischer. Running time, 7 minutes.

Framed
(Universal-Leather Pushers)

Popular Stuff

THE same old conventional "Leather Push-
ers" Boasting only of snappy ring action,

which features each of the series, the current
reel is in line with the type of screenfare which
second, third and subsequent runs go for in a
big way. The more sophisticated picturegoers
will probably find too much sloppy "hero" stuff

and an absence of intelligent handling in impor-
tant situations. Running time, 18 minutes.

Copy
(M-G-M)

Fair Hoke

A SHORT drama with a newspaper city room
as the setting. Roscoe Karns is the hard-

hitting city editor, launching a campaign against

the unseaworthiness of excursion steamers ply-

ing to and. from the city. The steamship mag-
nate threatens to get Karns, who is told to

drop the campaign by his chief. Instead, Karns
quits, announcing that first he will get out the
next edition. Meanwhile, one of the steamers
takes fire and Karns is told his wife and child

are among the victims. He sticks to his post
and learns the wife and child are safe. Some
of it is hoke which newspapermen are sure to

kid. That getting-out-the-next-edition gag is a
jarring note. Running time, 23 minutes.

The Dixie Chase
(Pathe)

Excellent

SHOT in North Carolina, this Grantland
Rice Sportlight is packed with interest

from start to finish. It starts off with an in-
formal fox hunt and shows the actual capture
of the animal. Then there is a night hunt for
'possum, and the camera shows the prey treed.
The baying of the hounds adds realism to the
short. Running time, 13 minutes.

Go Ahead and Sing
(Paramount

)

Pretty Funny
TOM HOWARD tries to do a little pan-

handling in this comedy, singing to the ac-
companiment of his wop pal's fiddling. They
are in front of a hospital and an attendant
comes out to ask them to stop. But the fiddler
says it doesn't mean a thing, telling Tom "Go
ahead and sing." He does and the attendant
gets tough, warning them they must stop, with
the same result. Finally, he socks Tom with
a baseball bat, while the fiddler is repeating his
"Go ahead and sing." Running time, 11 minutes.

Springtime at the Zoo
(British International Pictures)

Fine Short

A VISIT to an English zoo in springtime,
showing the various animals and birds

getting ready for the new warm season. A
wide variety of subjects are shown, with a lec-
turer giving their names and discoursing
throughout the reel. Running time, 7 minutes.

Pickin' Cotton
(Tiffany)

Average Short
HpHIS series of Negro musical numbers,
A presenting the Forbes Randolph Kentucky
Jubilee Singers, is well done, but there is a
sameness about the various subjects which de-
prive them of real kick. This one is about on
a par with the others, registering as an average
short. Running time, 9 minutes.

Camera Trails
(Paramount)

Fine Scenic

ANEW idea in scenics is employed in this
entertaining Robert Bruce subject. It

opens on a film location, where the director is

forced to a retake because the girl slammed
a door too hard. Then the cameramen engage
in conversation, one stating his present job is

nothing like the fine time he had making travel
subjects. Scenes of the many spots he visited
then are shown, until the director is ready for
the retake. Running time, 8 minutes.

Doctor's Orders
(M-G-M)

Not So Good
HAL ROACH"S Boy Friends haven't much

to work with in this comedy. A couple of
the kids want to meet some girl friends, so
they fake a wreck in the girls' yard, with an-
other playing the role of doctor, and then dou-
bling as the nurse. It has action, but the plot
is silly and the laughs infrequent. Running
time, 22 minutes.

Audio Review No. 48
(Pathe)

Interesting

THE three units comprising this issue will
appeal to all types of patrons, their diver-

sity being notable. The first depicts the an-
cient castles and chateaux of France, with a
background of rare scenic beauty ; in the sec-
ond "The Rollickers," a radio quartette, sings
one of Rachmaninoff's songs, with marked suc-
cess, and the third is an English comedy, pro-
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duced "way back when," entitled "The Fatal

Sneeze." It proves that movies do move and
any audience will get a kick out of it. Run-
ning time, 9 minutes.

Stone Age Stunts
(Pathe)

Good

A CONSIDERABLE amount of originality

makes this Aesop Fable highly entertain-

ing, combining modern civilization with cave-

man days. The prehistoric mouse and his

sweetie are having a gay time in a cabaret lo-

cated in a skyscraper mountain when it catches

fire, and the brave firemen, elephants who spray

water through their trunks, save the lovers.

Running time, 7 minute.-..

Too Hot to Handle
(Radio)

Some Funny Gags
LOUISE FAZENDA gets off a few laughs

in this comedy, which is climaxed by a

wild ride in a fox hunt. Louise poses as a
social secretary and by mistake sends her hard-
boiled family out to serve as professional so-

ciety guests. Things happen when the fox hunt
starts, and Louise has some ride. A fairly good
comedy. Lewis R. Foster directed. Running
time, 21 minutes.

Looser Than Loose
(M-G-M I

Pretty Good
THIS has a good plot and some good gags,

averaging well with other Charley Chase
comedies. A fairly good sprinkling of laughs
help considerably as the action is somewhat
slow. Charley is told by his boss to take a
good customer on a party, and when he assures

his fiancee it's to be a nice affair, she insists

on going along. The customer prefers her, so

forces Charley to make a trade. Thelma Todd
opposite Charley looks like a million and is a

good trouper. Running time. 21 minutes.

High Steppers
(Pathe)

Fair
APPARENTLY Grantland Rice ran out of

punchy ideas for his Sportlights, for in

this edition he travels from one section of the

country to another for the purpose of shoot-
ing runners and sprinters. Why doesn't he
concentrate on football during the season? It's

too tame for the average audience that de-

mands something for its money. Running time,

9 minutes.

The Glories of Nikko
(M-G-M)

Fine Travelogue

THIS is the first of the current Burton
Holmes series for M-G-M and it's a highly

entertaining subject, showing the beauties of
the Japanese city of Nikko. The beautiful

"fence" of Nikko is one of the world's archi-
tectural wonders, and Holmes interestingly de-
scribes how it has endured for centuries with-
out defacement. A program suggestion in bill-

ing the short is tp contrast this fact with what
its fate probably would have been in the United
States. Running time. 9 minutes.

China's Old Man River
(M-G-M)

Good Scenic

ANOTHER of the Burton Holmes travels,

this time a trip up the Yangtse in China.
The sordidness of the surroundings, the vari-

ous modes of river travel, an American gunboat
and the swirling rapids of the upper river are
interestingly presented and described by Holmes.
Running time, S JA minutes.

Short Subjects

Mickey's Bargain
(Radio)

Ingenious

MICKFY (Himself) McGUIRE and his

gang surely have a lot of contrivances to
play with and guard their hangout in this com-
edy. It is highly entertaining, the antics of the
kids sustaining the interest throughout. It's

a burlesque on "The Big Trail" and the Indian
fight is well done. Running time, 19 minutes.

The Bughouse
i Radio

)

Just Fair
ANOTHER of the Toby, the Pup, series,

produced by Charles Mintz. It follows
fairly familiar lines, in that it contains the vari-
ous assortment of dancing contortions, common
to cartoon subjects generally. Only fair. Run-
ning time, 6 minutes.

Alpine Echoes
i Vitaphone Varieties)

Very Well Done
THE use of prop scenery for mountain

backgrounds takes little from the produc-
tion value of this one in which a colorful set-

ting is made for Douglas Stanbury's presenta-
tion of two songs. He is assisted by the Chalet
quartette, but aid of the latter does very little

to strengthen the entertainment qualities of the
reel. Spot in any place. Running time, 8
minutes.

Seeing Bermuda
(Talking Picture Epics)

Colorful Scenic
REACHING a high mark in scenic material.

Bermuda offers a picturesque background,
with its quaint towns and picturesque beauty.
Dubbed to the voice of Frank Ormston, who
helps, in his convincing description, to raise

entertainment value. Nicely made and deserv-
ing of a booking in practically any type the-

atre. Running time, 11 minutes.

Curiosities
(Columbia)

Splendid
WALTER FUTTER knocks out a pip in

this new "Curiosity" release, covering
many unusual fields in presenting wonders of
the world and freaks of nature. Voice is nicely

synchronized with the action. Okay for a spot
on any type bill. Running time, 9 minutes.

Peas and Ques
(State Riqkts)

Educational
MADE in England by Pro Patria Films, this

one stacks up as splendid material for
schoolroom use or at kiddie matinees. Highly
educational from the biological standpoint, but
lacking entertainment interest. Showing the
wonders of nature in certain biological aspects.
Voice dubbed to the silent print is weak. Run-
ning time, 9 minutes.

Go Ahead and Eat
(Paramount )

Just Fair
TOM HOWARD, "goofy" comic, in a

vaudeville skit which is good for a few
laughs. It's not as good as his "Go Ahead and
Sing." Tom and another down-and-outer find

a policeman's cap and coat and try to work the

old army game on a restaurant, i. e., one eat-
ing a meal, and the other appearing on the
scene as a cop. It works swell the first time,
but Tom is out of luck on his try. Running
time, 11 minutes.

Johann Strauss
(FitePatrick Pictures)

Rich in Entertainment
HIGHLIGHTED by his "Blue Danube

Waltz," the tuneful melodies of Johann
Strauss are featured in this "Music Master"
and develop into one of the most colorful and
entertaining shorts of the FitzPatrick series.
The production values rate high and are en-
hanced to a considerable extent by the Victor
Symphony Orchestra. A scenic episode is

beautiful. Running time, 11 minutes.

Girls We Remember
(Vitaphone Varieties)

Snappy Revue
THERE are more steppers in this one than

in many of last year's feature musicals.
They form the background for an entertaining
revue, in color, during which numerous spe-
cialty numbers are staged. Nicely made, al-
though only one tune, the title song, is used
for song and dance. Running time, 10 minutes.

Major Hammond—Adventure
(State Rights)

Thrillina

A THRILLING deep-sea fishing trip along
the coast of southern California and

Mexico, presenting close-ups of numerous big
catches. Has a strong appeal for sports lovers.
The kids will like it, too. Running time, 9
minutes.

Love Business >

{ M-G-M)
A Rib Tickler

HAL ROACH'S "rascals" turn in a remark-
able performance, particularly because of

the limited action provided them. Laughs gal-
ore emanate from the "serious" situations
woven around a "romance" between Chubby.
Freckles and their pretty school teacher. Young
and old howled plenty at the performance.
Spot this one on a heavy bill and let the "kids"
do the rest. Running time, 18 minutes.

Politics
( Vilaphone Varieties)

Fair
TYPICAL George Jessel screen fare, with

a weak yarn—and an old one at that—do-
ing much to take the edge off of George's per-
formance. Jessel's Jewish monologue is de-
pended upon for the laughs, which are not
forthcoming. Blame the story. Running time,
11 minutes.

Mysterious Mose
(Paramount)

Very Good

MAX FLEISCHER'S Talkartoons are
unique in the cartoon field. This is an

illustrated version of the "Mysterious Mose"
song and it's good for a generous number of
laughs. Running time, 6 minutes.

"Music Tax'' Suit
Launched at Denver

Denver — Clinton M. Stowell of the
Washington Park is being sued for $250 for

showing "True to the Navy" with the song
"There's Only One Who Matters to Me."
Gene Buck, president of the American So-
ciety of Composers, Authors and Publishers,
says he had no license for public perform-
ance of the song.
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Stop Us If Were Wrong

CENSUS XOTES: Dave Flamm, married

ten years, is now a papa The young-

ster's name is Frederick. .. .Jules Levy had a

blessed event also Mrs. L. has presented

him with a boy. . . .That makes two kids in the

family, the other being a 5-year-old girl.

* * *

"The Lottery Bride," new Jeanette McDon-
ald opus, features a marathon dance. Wonder
why they didn't get Milt Crandalt to stage it?

Harry S. Dahn was feted at a banquet at

Montreal, prior to leaving management of the

Capitol to become connected with the head of-

fice at Toronto.
* » *

Credit the Universal gang with another
coup in the booking of "Finger Prints" in-

to the Roxy, the second chapter play re-

leased by the company to be set into the

big house. .. -Speaking of serials, Nat Le-
vine deserves a big hand for his "The Lone
Defender," which is clicking pretty gener-
ally throughout the country.

* * *

Conditions in theatre business in the East are

picking up, take it from Harold Lloyd, whose
observations were made public on his return

to the Coast. .. .Lloyd Hamilton is to star in

a series of short reel comedies for Universal
....That company surely is building up its

comedy output.
* * *

The advent of talkers has put a crimp in the

old-time gag of starring prize fighters ... .Sid-

ney Franklin, director, now has to specify tliat

he is' not Sidney Franklin, the bullfighter. . .

.

He has signed a two year contract zinth United
Artists.

* * *

After previewing "The Great Meadow,"
which Charles Brabin directed for M-G-M,
studio executives were so impressed with
the performance given by Gavin Gordon
that they decided to add almost an entire

sequence of scenes in which he dominates.
As a result, Gordon may essay the leading
male role in another one of their produc-
tions.

* * *

Virginia Lee Corbin has returned to Holly-
wood "to resume the picture career interrupted

by her marriage 18 months ago," she an-
nounces. . . . Believe it or not. but they say
that Director Alan Crosland has presented

Natalie Moorhead with a IQ-carat diamond
ring. . . . Wedding bells soon.

Backfire
Chicago—Both the press agent for a

Loop theatre and the theatre's owner
are gentlemen known locally for

spirited temperaments and unbridled
tongues. Putting them together in the
same office (particularly with business
being what it is) produces some amaz-
ing results. Not the least interesting

of these is the frequency with which
the official status of the press agent
is subject to change. Hardly a week
passes without the p. a. either being
"fired" or "resigning." But regardless

of which procedure is employed, the
gentleman is inevitably back at his

desk the following day.

The most recent clash between the

two occurred during an argument over
whether it was the p. a.'s turn to

"resign" or to be "fired."

It Worked
"Your honor," pleaded the film

salesman, "I should like to be excused
from jury service because a friend of
mine, to whom I owe $25, is leaving
today for Europe, and if I don't hurry
I won't be able to pay him back what
I owe."
"You're excused," responded the

court. "We can't have any liars like

you on this jury."

THEY were afraid of a flop at the Motion
Picture Club, business conditions and the

stock market being what they are, so Monte
Carlo Night has been indefinitely postponed

—

the first one, held last vear, swelled the treasury
by $5,000.

* * *

Charles Smakwitz, Warner district manager,
headquartering in Albany, is now turning over
his weekly pay envelope to one of the fair sex.

The bride was formerly Imogene Shoor of
Albany.

* * *

Abe Stern, who used to make comedies of
that name for Universal; Joe Vergesslich,
well known in New York exchange circles;

Milton J. Schwartz, formerly with Fox and
of late sales hound for Columbia in Europe;
Jules Rubens, an important limb on the
Publix tree; and Leon Leventhal, officially

styled vice-president of Brandt Theatrical
Enterprises—Harry and Billy arc in the legit

field now, you know—are latest members of
the Motion Picture Club.

* * *

Social futures at the M. P. Club

:

December 31—New Year's Eve party.

January 24—Fancy dress ball with buffet

supper free to guests. Nine members are sched-

uled to make up as Prosperity, but the mob will

know it's all a fake.

March 19—Bridge battle
;

prizes, and every-
thing. The last is purposely vague if you know
how some of the boys play bridge.

April 18—Monte Carlo Night, accompanied
by all which that applies and dancing.

* * *

The ping pongers at the Club rate something
like this : Howard Dietz, Dave Loew, Morty
Spring, Bruce Gallup, Morris Kutinsky, Arthur
Loew, A. R. Hammerslag. Henry Siegel, Leo
Lubin, Gene Picker, Bill Frankel and Jack
Shapiro.

If you know your company affiliations, you
will inevitably come to the conclusion that this

event looks like an M-G-M walk-away.
* * *

0. S. Jones has resigned from the Publix-
Michigan circuit to join the continuity depart-

ment of radio station WXYZ, owned by the

Kunsky-Trendte-Pierce combine. . . . Walter
Winchell reports that "the Irving Netchers
{Constance Talmadge) are blessed-eventing"

and that he observed a theatre sign readinq

:

"Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.—The Little Accident."

* * *

The State in Omaha spotted in two shorts

with "Sinners' Holiday." One was "Why
Continue the Struggle?" The other, "Why
Give Up?" Well, well bite. . . . Why?

* * *

Charles M. Steele, Tiffany comptroller, cele-

brated his 25th wedding anniversary recently

and was presented with a 40-piece silver serving

set by his colleagues in the office. The pres-

entation was made by Carl J. Goe.

SPOTTED last week in Old No. 729: Eddie
Eschmann, Stanley W. Hatch and Dario

Farralla. .. .Regular First National reunion
Yes, sir, there'll be a franchise everywhere

.... Verne Porter, Universal Eastern story
chief, is on the Coast conferencing (that there
word is hereby copyrighted) with Carl
Laemmle, Jr., on yarns Took a hundred
with him So says Oscar Cooper.

* * *

Evert R. Cummings, Paramount division

manager at Omaha, and Miss Hazel Gregory
of Rock Island, III, took the marital clinch on
thanksgiving Day. .. .Many happy re Par-
don us.... We meant congratulations. .. .Alice
White denies that she's washed up in the fUl-
ums ami that she's going on the stage. . . .Says
she still gets 1,000 fan letters a day It's

sweet of them not to bolt Alice.

* * *

Alice Glazer announces that she is going
to surprise her husband, Benjamin Glazer,
director .... She's going to sue him for di-
vorce. .. Mental cruelty is the charge
Uncle Walt Winchell says that "the next
Ruth Chatterton chin-ema will be the first

using the new 'perfect' sound devices dis-
covered by Western Electric."

* * *

That Columbus front page newspaper photo
of C. C. Pettijohn must have been taken in the
Year 1. . . . Lawrence Tibbett, M-G-M opera-
tic star, received a big hand on a visit to Bos-
ton. . . . Trem Carr is in New York from the
Coast. . . . He's doing a nice job on the Bob
Steele and other westerns. . . . M. H. Hoffman,
in New York from the Coast, recalls the days,
so many, many years ago, when he was with
Universal.

* * *

Emil Jensen, the "CM" for Inspiration Pic-
tures, whose bad leg took him to Florida for
sunshine and cure, has returned to the Big
Town,

* * *

Paul H. Sloane, passing through from
Europe to Hollywood, spent a handful of
hours in New York. . . . One reason was
the studio wanted him back on the job by
December 15 and, of equal importance, was
the new baby in the Sloane household. It's

been many weeks since Paul and Mrs. Paul
have seen the offspring and you know how
parents are.

* * *

Phil Reisman is busy ud at Universal this

week in sales conferences with a number of his

chief aides. . . . Flicker stars paid plenty to
see Notre Dame wallop Southern California.
. . . Norma Shearer, 'tis said, laid 750 smackers
on the line for ten tickets. . . . Fighting Al
Steffes and Aaron Saperstein have returned to

their home grounds after completing the Allied

conferences.

Doing His Bit
Braddock, Pa.—Here's a practical

plan for theatre operators to help in

the present unemployment situation.

It is the idea of Sam Bleyer, man-
ager of the Capitol. One day in each
week an extra man is employed, for

whom jobs are being found around the
theatre. A different man is employed
each day, being paid at the end of the
day's work.
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Appeal from U. S.

Anti-Trust Ruling

Sought By RCA
Philadelphia—Setting aside of the ver-

dict of the U. S. District Court of Delaware
that the Radio Corp. of America had vio-

lated the Clayton anti-trust law is asked in

petition to the Court of Appeals filed by
John W. Davis, Democratic nominee for

President in 1924. The charge related to a
dominating control of the radio tube busi-

ness through pooling of patents with those

of General Electric, Westinghouse Electric

and other companies. The DeForest Radio
Co. is victor so far in the action.

RCA, General Electric and Westing-
house are defendants in a Department of

Justice action charging trust law violation

in the deal which gives the two last named
firms control of RCA in exchange for

patents.

Big Sales Drive
Seventeen hundred and fifty-two

exhibitors, including 32 circuits, have
signed for the en-

tire list of Sono
Art - World Wide
Thrill-O- Dramas,
in a record sales

drive just com-
pleted by Budd
Rogers, sales di-

rector. He cites

this as an in-

stance of the
sharp trend to-

ward action pic-

tures. There are

ten pictures in

the group. The
first picture of

the series, " Swa-
nee River," now is being prepared for

production in Hollywood by George
Weeks. In addition, Rogers has closed

with a number of circuits for showing
of "The Costello Case" and "Reno."

Budd Rogers

Villain Always

Licked By Code,

Wunder Asserts

Vaudeville Unit Shows
Fanchon & Marco Plan

Production of a unit vaudeville show
every fourth week is planned by Fanchon
& Marco. They will be given the same
production values as the regular "Ideas."
There will be four acts and a flash with a

line of 16 girls in each unit. When the
units reach Milwaukee an additional act will

be added for the balance of the eastern time.

Shipman Handling Troupe
Roanoke, Va.—Ernest Shipman now is

handling the Avon Players, Shakespearean
troupe, which he has booked until the end
of March. He also has signed up Young
Stribling for a spring tour in "As You
Like It."

Des Moines—Key to continued improve-
ment of films is in the hands of the public,

Dr. Clinton Wunder, of the Academy of

M. P. Arts and Sciences, told the Kiwanis
Club and the film committee of the Federa-
tion of Women's Club here.

"Above the minimum level of the 'pro-

duction code,' the public must decide what
it will have," he said. "If it attends sensa-

tional pictures and stays away from those

reflecting the highest standards of art and
drama you cannot blame your local exhibi-

tor for adjusting his schedule accordingly."

He attacked the belief that crime was
encouraged by pictures, declaring : "There
is an ironclad rule that will not let the
guilty escape punishment. The actual con-
tent of pictures tends to encourage enforce-

ment. A study of 620 features made during
1929 showed that 33.7 per cent contained
no villain and no crime, 17.5 per cent killed

off the villain, and in 33.8 per cent the vil-

lain was captured and left in prison. In
10.4 per cent the villain reformed and tried

to recompense society for his crimes."

Reubenson Here
Reg Reubenson of the Seventh Film Co.,

Ltd., is in New York from London for

about three weeks. He is after new product

to distribute abroad.

Gilbert Starts Work
Hollywood—John Gilbert has begun

work on his next M-G-M picture, "Gentle-
man's Fate," an original story by Ursula
Parrott. Merwyn Leroy is directing.

WANTED!
DE FOREST

PHONOFILM
WANTS 75 GOOD SALESMEN

now unemployed, but

capable and with good

working understanding

of the sound equipment

field, to participate in

country - wide Phonofilm

part sales campaign.

Apply by Mail Only. Sell

Yourself in First Letter

Exhibitors of

America using

DE FOREST

PHONOFILM
Join us in this fight

against Unemployment

This Company has

kept its factory and
manufacturing units

working full time, and
has made available a

Quarter Million Dol- BUY NOW
lars worth of spare Keep these men
parts for the Phono- happily employed
film, in order to pro-

vide employment for

the men advertised BUY NOW
for in the "Want Ad" Keep your machine

to the left. in perfect order

GENERAL TALKING PICTURES CORP.
218 West 42nd Street New York City

GENERAL TALKING PICTURES CORP.
218 West 42nd Street New York City
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ChiThermometers
California Ads to

E. Throckmorton
Chicago—Eddie Cantor refused to come

out of his coat collar and answer questions

when met at the Dearborn St. station here

en route from California last week. The
mercury in the Santa Fe's thermometer, ap-

pended to a post in the open, wind-swept
station ramp, stood at exactly four degrees

above the formidable zero mark. Eddie
looked at it and shrunk further into his coat

collar, turtle-wise.

"Ow," he muttered. "Who pays for these

California advertisements around here?"
Eddie and his wife were members of the

Sam Goldwyn party, New York bound.

Goldwyn indicated he was prepared to do
his part to relieve the unemployment situa-

tion.

"I'm looking for a new leading man for

Gloria Swanson," he said, "and a new lead-

ing lady for Ronald Colman. We need new
faces. They're the life ot the industry."

Eddie had his head further inside his over-

coat. He will work on a picture called

"Palmy Days" when he gets to New York.

For Sale

600 Leather Upholstered Theatre Chairs. 1—3-Unit
Ticket Register. - Complete Simplex Projectors.
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc.. 630
Ninth Avenue, New York City.

Managers School

LEARN Modem Theatre Management. Through
approved home-study methods, the Institute has
successfully trained hundreds of theatre men. Free
particulars. THEATRE MANAGERS INSTITUTE.
335 Washington Street, Elmira, New York.

Wanted

WANTED—THEATRE in town, three to six thou-
sand population. State description, also opposition.
Write Box No. 696, MOTION PICTURE NEWS, 729
Seventh Avenue, New York.

Situation Wanted

CARPENTER, CABINET MAKER and
UPHOLSTERER, especially experienced in taking
care of seats—either salary or contract. ALEX
CEIZLER. 1311 Avenue K, Brooklyn, New York.

Situation Wanted

AT LIBERTY! ! ! Just the man you want. MAN-
AGER—six years experience, four years independent

;

two years Class A chain house. Combined Vod-vil
and talking picture experience. Can buy, book,
exploit and 1'iit your house over! Excellent char-
acter references; splendid letters from past employers.
Age 26; Married; open for immediate offer. If
you need a real worker, then apply to Box No. 695,
MOTION PICTURE NEWS, 729 Seventh Avenue.
New York.

Seating Industry

Asks for Square

Deal in Petition

Washington — Proposed changes in the
trade practice rules for the public seating
industry were discussed in a brief submitted
to the Federal Trade Commission by coun-
sel for the trade practice committee of the
industry, in which certain of the changes
were declared to be acceptable while others
were felt to be undesirable. It was suggest-
ed in the brief that the judgment of the in-

dustry as to what trade practices are unfair
methods of competition and what business
methods are unsound should be very care-
fully considered before being over-ruled, as
proposed in some of the changes.
"We have no desire to violate either the let-

ter or the spirit of any law," the commission
was told. "We do desire to eliminate unfair
methods of competition, price discrimination
and unsound business methods from our in-

dustry.

"We believe that trade practices which are
clearly unfair methods of competition and that
unnecessary qualifying and confusing verbiage
should be omitted.
"We believe that if a certain practice is not

an unfair method of competition, does not re-

strain trade, does not tend to create a monop-
oly, or does not discriminate in price but is

regarded by the industry as unsound and un-
desirable—that our industry should be permitted
to go on record as condemning such practice.

"We believe that in case of doubt as to

whether a certain trade practice is an unfair

method of competition, or is an unsound busi-

ness method, the industry should be given the

benefit of the doubt until such time as it shall

develop that the practice is against the public

interest."

RCA Photophone to

Record Films in India
Madan Theatres, Ltd., controlling more

than 100 theatres in India, Burma and Cey-
lon, has acquired a complete sound record-
ing unit and seven sound reproducing
equipments from RCA Photophone, and
upon arrival of the sound reproducing ap-
paratus in Calcutta, will begin production
of sound pictures for exclusive exhibition in

its chain of theatres. F. Madan, director of

Madan Theatres, has been in New York
for the past two months.

Markowitz to Get Back House
San Francisco—Negotiations are nearing

completion between Wagnon Theatres and
D. S. Markowitz by which the Embassy,
now operated by W. B. Wagnon, will re-

vert to D. S. Markowitz. The latter owns
the lease on the Embassy. It was in this

theatre that talking pictures were launched
some two years ago.

Walsh in New Post
Cleveland—Ralph Walsh has been ap-

pointed district manager of Warner the-
atres with headquarters in Cleveland. Walsh
will work directly under Phil Gleichman,
zone manager.

Racine Second

Runs to Operate

Only 3 Nights

Racine, Wis.—Subsequent theatres in Ra-
cine are planning to operate only three
nights a week. It is generally conceded that

competition in this city of approximately
75,000 is keen and that the town is over-
seated. With economic conditions in the

present strained circumstances, it is keenly
felt in Racine, which does not offer a greatly

diversified line of industries.

All three of the large circuits in Wiscon-
sin, Warners, Fox and RKO, operate a the-

atre in Racine. Warners have the Venetian,
Fox the State and RKO the newly reno-
vated Mainstreet. These are the only first-

run houses in the city.

In addition there are the Uptown and
Capitol, operated by the Racine Amuse-
ment Corp. ; the Douglas, Crown and Gra-
nada, all independent houses. How soon the

three-day-a-week policy will go into effect

has not been made known, although it is

said to be seriously considered by the sub-
sequents.

Henger at Oklahoma City

Oklahoma City—George Y. Henger, for-

merly connected with the exploitation and
publicity department for Skouras Brothers
Warner theatres in St. Louis, has taken
over duties as director of publicity for

Warner Mid-West theatres, Leto J. Hill,

district manager, announced. Henger suc-
ceeds Harry Niemeyer, Jr., who has re-

turned to St. Louis. Todd Ferguson, as-

sistant to Niemeyer, has handled the depart-
ment since the departure of the first direc-

tor and the arrival of the second.

BUSINESS MEN stay at the% mm You;i;i»
TIL The New Yorker has 2500* rooms, every one with radio,

I;,

tub and shower bath, Servidor

r- ^9|fl| ancl circulating ice water. There

, . ,
;

,
are four popular-priced restau-

rants, including Coffee Shop.

Rates from $3.50 a day. 85%
of the rooms are $5, or less.

Manhattan's Largest and Tallest Hotel

34th Street at 8th Avenue, New York City

RALPH HITZ • Managing Director

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS 1437 B'way

New York
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Loyola Ban on

Night Football

Pleases Exliibs

Chicago—The action of Loyola Univer-
sity of Chicago in reducing football to an
intra-mural, rather than an intercollegiate

sport, has won the approval of local show-
men, if no other. During the past season
Loyola had opened a new stadium on the
north side of the city and played its well-
attended games at night under a flood of
arc lights. Neighborhood theatres, and even
Loop houses, felt the competition and now
welcome its ending as they would the death
of any other competitive enterprise.

This more or less innocent competition
with the theatre business was even offered
by Rev. Robert M. Kelly, president of
Loyola, as one of the major reasons for the
abolition of the sport as a public spectacle.
Football is in the "amusement stage" now.
he said, due to the fact that it was getting
away from the schools and being centered
on the public.

"In other words," Rev. Kelly explained,
"colleges and universities are competing
with entertainment agencies for the patron-
age of the public."

The big intersectional football games
which attract thousands to the city and are
played in the daytime, are regarded as a
boon to local theatre business. Loyola's
games, however, do not fall into this cate-
gory and, played at night, are strictly com-
petition for theatres.

Clap Hands
Chicago—Warners put a personal

guarantee on Pathe's "Big Money"
when the picture played the Avalon,
de luxe South Side Warner house, and
a user of prominent advertising space
in local dailies.

Prominently displayed in the thea-
tre's ad space was a box which read in
bold-face type: "We stake our reputa-
tion as judges of good entertainment
on this picture. We are proud to
GUARANTEE 'Big Money' as the most
delightful and unusual comedy drama
of the year. (Signed) Warner Bros."
Only hitch was that B. & K. was

advertising Warners* own picture,
"The Life of the Party," at a down-
town theatre as the "most delightful
and unusual comedy of the year" at
the same time the Warner guarantee
appeared on the Pathe picture.

Wabash Ave.—South

CHICAGO.

CARL KIN SKY, president of the Chicago
Musical College, in whose building the de-

funct Punch & Judy is located, is reliably re-

ported to have been the "angel" for the Machat
brothers in launching the swanky house and, as

such, naturally is the one who takes the big-

gest "rap" in connection with the collapse of

the $100,000 venture. New lessees for the spot

are hard to locate, according to the rental

agents.
* * *

C. E. Beck was passing the kids in to see

"Third Alarm" gratis alt iveek at the Castle.

Parents, of course, had to accompany them.
* * *

E. T. Gomersall is -reported to be confined

to an Indianapolis hospital. The Universal dis-

trict sales manager has been threatened with

an appendectomy.
* * *

The new Christmas traders just completed
by National Screen are finding a nice market
locally. Flashes of Christmas scenes m nations

all over the world, with a Santa Clans offer-

ing the customary greetings in native tongues,

are features of this novel holiday sound release.

* * *

Henri Ellman is selling indoor golf equip-

ment particularly designed for theatre instal-

lations, and can be seen presiding over the

show room at 730 South Wabash. Irving (Se-
curity) Mandel is reported interested in the

same venture with which Ellman is associated.

* * *

Censors made their temporary headquarters
in the Pathe exchange during the zveek while
their regular quarters in the State Street police

building were being remodeled.
* * *

L. Strandt. owner of the Arlington, 111., the-

atre, got caught in a family chicken pox epi-

demic and was quarantined, together with his

wife and two children, early in the week.
* * *

You should see them jump at the M-G-M
exchange when the fire drill gong sounds.
Frank Ishmael explains it by saying most of
them live at boarding houses and mistake it

for a dinner bell.
* * *

Warners' Symphony was the second Chi
house to clean up with the Swedish dialogue
picture "Foer Hennes Skull" ("For Her
Sake"), despite the fact that the house is trav-
eling distance from the real Swedish and Nor-
wegian neighborhoods.

* * *

Martha Zegler, cashier of the Madlin, was
obliged to surrender $78 to a yegg ivho gunned
her while his partner covered the ticket taker
nearby.

* * *

National Screen's new office space is already
overcrowded, though just opened a week or so

(Continued on next page)

U. A. Chi Office

Cleared of
4High

Pressure' Charge
Chicago — Explanations indicating that

the United Artists exchange is not guilty
of saddling the defunct Punch & Judy the-
atre with a fatal guarantee for its initial

offering, "Abraham Lincoln." were made
here this week. Local exhibitors have made
the charge and in so doing imply that high
pressure sales methods were responsible for
closing the "Lincoln" deal, and that the
guarantee specified by the exchange im-
posed an obligation that was at once the
death blow of the swanky Machat venture

It has been authoritatively disclosed—and
verified—that the United Artists exchange
here not only used no "high pressure" meth-
ods in connection with the deal, but actual-
ly attempted to discourage the "Lincoln"
booking. It is not claimed that benevolence
prompted the exchange's arguments against
the bookings. It was feared that the Punch
& Judy engagement might prove disastrous
to the picture's subsequent business at the
United Artists theatre.

The Punch & Judy's owner, however, re-
fused to be dissuaded from taking the pic-
ture and readily agreed to the stipulated
guarantee. His belief in and enthusiasm for
his new venture in "artv" theatres was not
to be shaken even by a $25,000 guarantee.
After opening the theatre, the picture lasted
six weeks and grossed approximately $40,-
000. Six weeks later the house closed. The
revival of old, distinguished productions
wasn't enough apparently to draw them to
the house's out-of-the-way location.

George F. Sivore & Co.. rental agents,
are now trying to find a tenant for the
house, with a scarcity of prospects in sight.

Paris Likes U. S. Talkers
Chicago—Charles Boyer, huskv

French actor, and Maurice Ernou, for-
mer commander of a French subma-
rine chaser, paused here en route to
Hollywood this week and paid their
respects to American moviedom.
"American talkies are highly rated

in Paris," said Boyer, who will make
a French version of "The Big House"
for M-G-M. "You have superior equip-
ment and a head start on us. Your
foreign market problems, I believe,
are being well met by the making of
foreign versions in Hollywood."
M. Ernou will be married to Jeanne

Helbling, of "The Big Parade" cast,
in Hollywood.
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"Drop In" Trade

Is Imperiled By
Chicago Subway

Chicago—Theatre interests here, it is be-

lieved, will oppose plans which have been

submitted for a downtown Chicago subway
system inasmuch as they provide for a

pedestrian underground thoroughfare in

addition to a transportation system. Stores

and shops will be permitted to open on to

the underground avenue, and, it is believed,

the enormous diversion of pedestrian traf-

fic from the present street levels, on which

fully half of the Loop's theatres are located,

will have a disastrous effect on future the-

atre business here. This effect will be par-

ticularly emphasized in inclement weather

when State Street theatres at present reach

their highest peaks of "drop in" business.

The present subway plans call for trans-

portation and commercial underground
thoroughfares on both State and Madison
streets. Along these thoroughfares, within

the Loop, are located Publix-Balaban &
Katz' Chicago, Roosevelt and McVickers
theatres; the RKO State-Lake; Warner's
Orpheum, and C. E. Beck's Castle theatre.

There are only five additional major picture

houses within the Loop.

Only Four Illinois

Houses Shut in Month
Chicago—Four Illinois theatres went

dark during November, the fewest closings

of any month of the current year, accord-
ing to the current report of the Chicago
Film Board of Trade. One of the four

closings, the Orpheum at Georgetown, 111.,

was caused by fire, and will be reopened
after repairs. The other closings were:
Golden, at Golden, 111. ; Opera House, at

Seaton, and the Illinois, at Ottawa.
The following changes in ownership oc-

curred during the month : The Admiral, to

the Madrid Theatre Corp. ; Blaine, to Lewis
S. Glans ; Logan Square, to Henry Lipsie

& Co. ; Parkside, to the B. G. L. Amuse-
ment Corp.; Vogue (formerly Chateau) to

Essaness Theatres ; Woods, to Jones, Li-

nick & Schaefer; Strand, Brookfield, 111., to

Berwyn Auditorium Corp. ; Central, Fair-

bury, 111., to Perceny & Frantz ; Family.
Gary, Ind., to Garv Family Theatre, Inc.

:

Lyric, Genoa, 111', to Adkins, Hill &
Sowers; Princess, Le Roy, 111., to R. A.
Isaacs, and the Colonial, Oglesby, 111., to

E. E. Alger.

Accounting Service to
Open Branch Offices

Chicago—Opening of branch offices of the
Federal Theatrical Accounting Service in

New York, Albany, Boston, Buffalo, Cleve-
land, Cincinnati and Pittsburgh is an-
nounced by Harry Ross, president. Ross's
organization also has offices in operation at
Milwaukee, Detroit and Indianapolis, in ad-
dition to the headquarters here. More than
1,000 checkers are now engaged by Federal
to work on percentage checking in these
cities. In addition, a corps of supervising
inspectors is employed to verify the work of
the checkers.

Pink Routs Red
Chicago—'"Today," the independent

production which has been making
swell dough at the Woods, is the per-
fect example that a pink ticket can
offset any sort of review published
about a picture here. Five out of six
critics were thumbs down on it, with
the most widely read of all of them,
stating "The less said about it, the
better," to conclude her review. But
how they went for it (the ones who
pay).

Schoenberg Lectures at
Chicago S. M. P. E. Meet

Chicago—O. F. Spahr, president of En-
terprise Optical Manufacturing Co., was
host to the Chicago chapter. S. M. P. E.,

at its regular monthly meeting here last

week. The program included a lecture by
V. A. Schoenberg, Enterprise sound engi-
neer, and a screening of "Whoopee." offered
by the United Artists' exchange. The meet-
ing was held at the Enterprise laboratories.
The meetings of the Chicago chapter now

alternate from month to month between
semi-social dinner sessions and technical
and business meetings.

Wabash Ave.—South

—-(Continued from preceding page)

ago. The addition was made by taking over
adjoining space in the same building and cut-
ting a new door through to the new quarters.

* * *

"Abraham Lincoln," which had six weeks at
the Punch & Judy, is slated to follow "Hell's
Angels" at the United Artists. B. & K. figures
the engagement at the out-of-the-way swank
house failed to hurt the picture's earning pos-
sibilities in any material way.

* * *

The day a New York trade paper published
a story heralding the "end" of double featuring
in Chicago, there were, by actual count, 52
houses in the city using the extra picture.

* * *

New protection deal engineered in Milwaukee
last week by Fox and the Film Board there
definitely outlaws all double featuring and give-
aways by exhibitors of that city.

Wabash Ave. glimpses : Lou Abramson's new
coat. . . .Harry Gold, U. A. New York office,
chasing circuit contracts with Eddie Grossman.
. . . Tom's new beanery de luxe serving a pre-
release menu. . . . Two chain execs squire-ing
a couple of well known show girls on an after-
noon pilgrimage. . . . Architect A. S. Graven
admiring his handiwork on the new Paramount
exchange. . . . And wishing he could have made
it a skyscraper. . . . Lady censors, unable to
understand the German of "Zwei Herzen," ask-
ing the distributor if it's all right, at a screen-
ing. . . . Biggest raccoon coat on the Row with
Felix Mendelssohn inside. . . . Filmack's
"Welcome" herald on the front door, which is

the only assurance to callers we know of on
the Row. . . . The Inter-office social life among
theatre organizations in the Standard Oil Build-
ing. . . . M-G-M exchange getting tough and
obdurate with the chains that imagine they
don't have to buy like everybody else does.

KANE

'Yideballeton' Is

New Treat for

Fihn Audiences
Chicago—A combination of synchronized

motion pictures and "flesh," each contribut-

ing to the entertaining and interpretative

values of the other, will provide the per-

fect theatre programs of the future, in the

opinion of Andreas Parley, of the Pavley-
Oukrainsky ballet, following a tryout of

his original presentation idea at the Eighth
Street Theatre here.

Pavley has styled his combination picture

and flesh acts as the "videballeton." It was
presented here on a stage outfitted with
what resembled a standard motion picture

screen, with the difference being a central

arched opening in the screen, within which
the living performers appeared. On both

sides of the screen opening motion pictures

were projected, providing not only a color-

ful stage setting, but action which was
synchronized with and contributed to the

living tableau in the center of the stage.

The picture's synchronization served also

as the synchronizing agency which made
the flesh action a unit with the action of the

picture.

The innovation proved particularly adapt-

able to the Pavley entertainment ; aiding
materially in a novel presentation of inter-

pretative dancing. It was well received by
audiences. Critics, though not enthusiastic,

were interested. They pronounced it, for

the most part, "unusually interesting" and
possessing "distinct possibilities."

In its present form it would undoubtedly
prove popular in presentation houses, either

as a single "act." or with a combination of

acts. Theatre men here agree it might
profitably replace entire stage shows in the

de luxe combination houses.

Wells Promoted
Chicago—A district sales meeting of Na-

tional Screen Service brought together

about 25 of the company's representatives

at the Chicago office last week. The ap-

pointment of "Gilly" Wells, widely known
National Screen salesman, to the post of

divisional sales manager for Iowa and ad-

jacent territory, was made known at the

meeting. Wells' headquarters will remain
at Des Moines, his former post. Pat Garyn,
general sales manager, presided at the

meeting, assisted by Hal Young, local man-
ager for National Screen.

Swanky $75,000 Chi House
Folds After Two Months
Chicago—After two months, the $75,000

Punch & Judy, swanky house, has folded.

due to indebtedness and unavailability of

product. Operators expecting pay checks
were disappointed, it is said.

Saunders Joins Ross
Chicago—Claude Saunders, former Para-

mount exploitation chief, and a former dis-

trict supervisor of RKO theatres in the
Northwest, has been named first assistant

to Harry Ross, and will have an important
part in the future expansion and develop-
ment of Ross's Federal Theatrical Account-
ing Service.
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Can We Learn?

OUT of some old scrap-book

we find a passage which
says: "A slip of the foot

can soon be recovered, but a slip

of the tongue may never be got-

ten over."

It's a sad, but nevertheless true

fact that many of us act as if we
know it all, regardless of what
the subject may be, or the stand-
ing, experience, and knowledge
of the man who approaches us.

Yet that man may simply be
striving to do his duty with faith-

fulness to his chief.

John Wanamaker, in one of

his many writings said, "some
milk gets sour over-night, but
some men's natures sour in a
minute over small suggestions
made in the interest of the busi-

ness."

Does that strike home? Be
honest with yourself. Are you
that type? Do you lend a willing
ear to constructive suggestions
or do you immediately assume
that the giver is trying to tell

you your business?

We have pounded home the
angle time and again; and the
whole structure of the Round
Table Club is based upon the idea
that we can all learn something
from each other.

Here we are, an organization
of some three thousand mem-
bers, banded together on the the-
ory that to help each other we
are helping ourselves. And if
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that theory was all wrong the
organization would have per-
ished by the wayside long ago
instead of constantly growing.
The head of the Century Circuit

in New York, and a famous mer-
chant, both had the same idea.

One says, "Go slow, take it easy
and don't rush." While the other:
"Think twice before speaking, or
take a glass of water and head
off hasty speech."

These men are typical of suc-
cessful operators in their respec-

tive fields. We would do well
to profit by their teachings.

We, in the theatre game, tak-
ing into consideration, mergers,
consolidations, chains, etc., had
to change many of our view-
points. Hundreds of showmen,
accustomed to running their own
theatres must now listen to the

advice and counsel from numer-
ous superiors and the home office.

Under this new system of the-
atre operation we soon learn that
it pays to listen to what we are
told with the idea that those who
are doing the talking know what
they are talking about. Don't
take it for granted that you know
it all. If it's from your direct

superior, try to keep in mind that
he too has a job to fulfil, he too
is held accountable for the con-
duct of the houses under his su-

pervision.

Listen and try to profit by ad-
vice because you don't know it

all—yet.

"Chick."
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Who Said "Depression"?

This picture, taken prior to the closing day of Amos
'n' Andv's first cinema effusion. "Check And Double
Check,""at the Golden State Theatre in Riverside, Cali-

fornia, seems to bear pretty strong evidence of the fact

that Riverside, at least, is paying no attention to the
prevalent hullabaloo and bemoanings about business de-

pression in both the amusement and commercial worlds.
The lines of people, four abreast, extend, as best we
can make out, for at least an entire city block. Maybe
we need more "Amos 'n' Andys" in the country. Who
knows?

Blackface Gag On
Pepsodent Pluggers
Helped O. Brownlee

Contests will generally click

in any town. It all depends
upon the type of contest used.

Will it fit in with the town's
idea of what a contest should
be? Will it help business?=^==^^=^^^=^^; These and questions of like

nature are asked of himself by
every showman when he wants to put a contest across. The
"blackface contest" staged by Ollie Brownlee of the Joie
Theatre in Fort Smith, Ark., must have passed muster on all

these questions, as the Publix showman used the stunt, and
also included a parade.

Tie-ups with two music stores and a drug store enabled
Brownlee to put on the Amos V Andy make-up contest for all

grade school children, with a Fresh Aid Taxi contest for all

public schools, including the Senior and Junior High Schools.
The prizes to the winners of the make-up contest were: To

the two grade school boys made up to the nearest perfect like-

ness of Amos 'n' Andy—two portable victrolas ; to the grade
school girl made up to the nearest perfect likeness of Madame
Queen a beauty set was presented. The school entering the
nearest approach to the Amos 'n' Andy open air taxicab was
given a Victor radio.

The two music stores furnished the two portable victrolas

and the radio. The drug store donated the make-up material
for the kids to use for the make-up contest. The only co-oper-
ation sought for was getting the contests presented to the pupils
-—and this was accomplished through the school board and the
High School and Grade School executives.
The kids went for the contests with plenty of enthusiasm.

They were assured of not only being probable winners of one
of the prizes offered but also guests of the theatre to see the
preview before the parade. With the sanction of the school
board, the individual school executives and teachers went for

it with as much enthusiasm as the kids themselves. The bands
of both Junior and Senior High Schools were secured to take
part in the parade.

The interest shown by the school children and the attention

given to publicizing the contest in the schools by the school
heads is evidenced by the fact that more than 1,000 kids turned
out to take part in the parade.

The preview of the picture was given to the kids in make-up
so as to encourage them to make up and also get them all

together at one spot to better organize the starting of the
parade. The word-of-mouth comment taken home and passed
on by these children also made the opening of the regular
showing a tremendously big attraction.

The parade started immediately after the preview screening
—about 11:30 Saturday morning, and proceeded up and down
the main street, headed by the High School bands, closely fol-

lowed by the fresh air taxis and the kids in make-up carrying
banners on the picture.

The parade was advertised by 60-inch ads in all local papers
paid for by the music stores, and also ample news articles

gratis. It was witnessed by thousands. It was a picnic for the

kids and completely sold the public on seeing the picture.

The winners, who were picked by competent judges, had
their pictures published in the Sunday issue with a news story

heralding the whole stunt as one of the biggest advertising

stunts ever pulled in Fort Smith.
The campaign went over very well, the theatre receiving

reams of publicity, to say nothing of the good-will garnered. As
it is Brownlee's custom to turn out work of this sort week
after week, we think that we will have more of it to pass along
in the near future. Are we right, Ollie?

This Type of Letter

Made a Hit with All

Persons Receiving It

Still displaying showman-
ship out on the Pacific Coast,
Richard L. Moss is now sell-

ing shows at the Fox Pasa-
dena Theatre in Pasadena, Cal.

Those regular followers of
'... i lull pages will all remem-
ber Dick as a very active

showman, his work having appeared here on numerous occa-
sions. And we think that it has always contained an item or
two of interest to his fellow showmen and members of the
Round Table Club. He was formerly located at the Regent and
the Florence Theatres, so should you be wondering if this is

the same Dick Moss, we'll say. yes.

Though his house is located on the main street, he is a bit

removed from the downtown section of the city, therefore, it

is rather hard work to sell shows. As a matter of fact, it was
said that the house looked like a cluck when construction work
was first started on its present location. But Moss is proving
otherwise. Judging from the work he is turning out, the house
should be going along merrily. Just to give you a line on what
he did recently, and show you the value of the stunt, we want
to tell you about the gag he pulled on "Laughter."
A special letter was made up, imprinted on the theatre sta-

tionery. The letter carried but one paragraph, in which was
stated: "Enclosed are passes for 'Laughter.' The only favor
we ask in return is that you tell two or more of your friends
that 'Laughter,' the new Paramount sensation is at the Fox
Pasadena Theatre for one week starting Friday, (Date)." It

was signed by Moss. The letter created a lot of word-of-mouth
comment and resulted in the theatre obtaining some good pub-
licity.

Should you be able to work a stunt like the above in your
town, we think that it will prove to be a valuable one. The cost
of the gag is trivial, and you might even arrange to make up
a regular form, in which you can include the title of the pic-

ture, sending the letters out to various people, on each new
change of show. We understand that Dick is going to pass
along some more stunts very soon. Well, Dick, we're looking
forward to seeing them so that we can let the rest of the Club
know what you are doing. Oke?

LIVE-WIRE NOVELTIES
f!et the GOOD-WILL of all your patrons from 6 to 66 with our
latest attractive "NOISE M AK1NC, " Christmas colored souvenir,
NOW available. Write for sample Immediately.

Also Theatrical Advertising Novelties for all year round purposes.

DARWIN D. SILBERER & CO.
ST. LAWRENCE AVE. NEW YORK CITY

Telephone No. — Tivoli 1030
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Magazzu Turns Out
Showmanship at the

Grand in Hazelton

Out in Hazelton, Pa., show-
manship has long thrived. We
have presented a number of
the activities indulged in by
the live-wire showmen oper-
ating in that town, and we are

'

sure that in many instances
slants of value were to be

noted in the work on display. We would like you to meet the
latest Hazelton showman to hook up with the Managers' Round
Table Club organization—P. A. Magazzu, manager of the Grand
Theatre.

Mr. Magazzu has been in the show game for quite some time,
so he is well versed in the racket and thoroughly qualified for

the job he now holds. He is very active

in the town, too, having helped the local

merchants in many ways. One of his

recent stunts, engineered through a tie-

up with a local paper, was that of of-

fering free passes to the best letters sub-
mitted to the editor of the paper on what
was considered the best news in the pa-
per. This gag was used as a plug for
"Good News." It went over especially

well.

With Mr. Magazzu constantly on the
go and displaying so active a brand of

showmanship, we think that the Club
has acquired another member who will prove active. Let's hear
some more about your work, "P. A.," so that we can pass it

along to the rest of the Club.

Service Staff at

Olympia Thea. Has
Wide- Awake M'bers

Harmony among the em-
ployees of a theatre is an in-

dispensable asset to any show-
man. With each and every
employee performing his own
function, and at the same time

^^^^^^^^^=^^^^=^^^= working in unison with the
person above or below him, the

showman is assured that things will run smoothly. Thus he
is permitted to go out and devote his entire attention to the
selling of his shows, if it so be that the occasion warrants it.

At the Washington St. Olympia Theatre in Boston, Mass.,

they have an excellent organization among the employees. It is

called the Olympia Service Club, and numbers the service staff,

cashiers, etc., among its membership. All is harmony at this

house, and it is a certainty that George Laby, manager of the
theatre, does not have any petty grievances brought to him for

settlement. The boys have their own arbitration board, all dis-

putes being settled among them. They have a special Club room,
donated by, and in, the theatre, in which all business is trans-

acted, special parties such as midnight suppers, are given, and
entertainment in the form of boxing and fencing offered.

An excellent publication, called the Olympia Service News, is

turned out by, and for, the Club members. H. L. Shonting is

editor-in-chief, with R. G. Morely as associate. D. Martin is

business manager, and R. E. Randall and A. De Young handle
the advertising and circulation departments, respectively. Perus-
ing the magazine closely, we notice that the boys think a lot of
Laby, a number of mentions being made of his fine manner of

treating the boys. In this edition, his picture appears on the
front page. It is also interesting to note that the magazine is

dedicated to Edward Zorn, the district manager, of whom a
notice, signed by the staff, says

:

"It is with greatest pleasure that the dedication of this maga-
zine is in honor of a man who is esteemed a sincere and loyal
leader. One who deserves the utmost praise in his energetic
efforts for Publix ideals. One who has shown real fellowship
and co-operation. We speak of none other than Mr. Edward
Zorn, our district manager—wishing him greater success in the
future."
Not bad, is it? We'd like to hear more about Mr. Zorn and

his work.
This edition of the Olympia Service News contained eight

pages printed on good coated stock. If you would like a copy
of the publication, why not send a note to Mr. Laby requesting
it? We are sure that he would be glad to comply. Look it over.
Perhaps you can make use of some of its slants.

"LOBBY LAFFS"
By DICK KIRSCHBAUM

NOW PLAYING

3ooooo ooooooooo<

An Impromptu Meeting

Monster
Plugged
For H.

Radio Set

Comedians
Bamberger

A gigantic enlargement of a

Westinghouse radio receiving

set, extending the full height
of the lobby of the Kentucky
Theatre, Lexington, Ky., made
a splendid display for the
showing of "Check and Double
Check."

Herman Bamberger, manager of the Kentucky, arranged for
the "dummy" cabinet through the local dealers of Westinghouse
radio, using it in connection with cut-out "heads" of Amos V
Andy.

In addition to immediately identifying radio with Amos 'n'
Andy, the device was also used to attract attention to the
theatre. A sign was placed on the display telling everyone that
the Pepsodent Hour would be received on this giant set each
evening.

In betvveen broadcasts, a record reproducing device played
Duke Ellington orchestral selections. A real radio unit was
placed in back of the dummy front, and this enabled the theatre
to receive Amos and Andy broadcasts, as well as reproduce
the records.
The residents of the town and patrons of the theatre all paid

plenty of attention to the display, so much so that the theatre
found business to be excellent during the run of the film. We
a.re glad to note that Bamberger is still hitting the showman
high spots, and we would like to hear from him again. What
do you say, Herman?
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It Clicked!
A truckload of toys was collected at the special

morning show that Ed. Hiehle. manager of the
Midland Theatre, in Newark, Ohio, ran recently.
The purpose of Hiehle's show was to secure toys

—

broken or whole—for distribution to needy kids
at Christmas time, along with the various food-
stuffs and clothings that the city yearly distrib-

utes. Upon presentation of a toy, a kid was en-
titled to free admission to the show. The em-
ployees of the house contributed their services.

The newspaper hit the line with all the force of
its columns. The affair was a big success.

HAVE YOU RUN ONE YET? THERE'S STILL
SOME TIME LEFT!

Levinson Does Good
Work at State in

Ozone Park, L. I.

A SWELL GROUP-AD!
Showmen who are responsi-

ble for a group of theatres lo-

cated in any one town or city

might be interested in this

group ad for the RKO houses
in Cincinnati, Ohio.
We have, already passed on

one or two examples of group
advertising from this circuit

houses in Cincinnati, and we
believe they are the work of

Danzinger, the publicity direc-

tor for the RKO group.
We suggest that you study

the make-up of this ad, and
keep in mind that it is a two-
column by 14-inch affair, with
the black background setting

off very nicely, each one of the
individual announcement. A
close study will reveal the va-

riety of sales appeal which
have been injected into them.
Pay particular attention tn

the text, and general make-up
of the individual ads in this

group, as they can all be ap-
plied to advertising on attrac-

tions other than the ones re-

ferred to in this ad, and for

that reason should become val-

uable to those who are con-
stantly seeking new plans or
novel texts for their advertis-
ing make-up.
We are always delighted to

pass along work of this kind
and any of our other members
or readers who are at all in-

terested in passing along some-
thing new in the way of news-
paper advertising are cordially
invited to clip and send us
some of their ads. They will

receive our immediate atten-
tion and those that we feel so
warrant treatment, will be
played up aside from the other
group ads which appear from
time to time on the Club
pages.
We are grateful to the RKO

continued co-operation and we
open on the Club pages to broa
like activities.

When he played "The Dawn
Patrol" at the State Theatre
in Ozone Park, Long Island,

N. Y., M. J. Levinson, man-
ager of the house turned out
an excellent campaign that re-

=^^=^^=^=^=^^^^^^^^ suited in box-office receipts

above the average.
Though a bit handicapped by local conditions, Levinson

nevertheless, sets out to put every picture across in some man-
ner. At times it happens that just a ballyhoo will sell the pic-

ture. At other times he finds that heralds put the show across
for him. There is nothing out of the ordinary in that sort of

business-getting. It seems that it happens all over the country.
An instance of the way the public flocks to see shows, when
word-of-mouth comment starts to spread can be seen in a

couple of playdates at the State not so long ago. The picture
on the opening day did just a fair business. On the second
day, the house was packed. The third day, they had to hold
them out. What did it? It's rather hard to say. It might have
been Levinson's excellent campaign or it might have been the
word-of-mouth comment. Then again it might possibly have
been the heralds.

On "The Dawn Patrol," Levinson found that his best bets
were a truck ballyhoo and an atmospheric front. The truck
ballyhoo was driven about the theatre neighborhood and the
surrounding vicinity, attracting attention wherever it went. The
atmospheric front was well made up. The copy on the art work,
and the background, was done in international tone. Flags
decorated the marquee, and bunting was placed about the lobby.
A special banner was placed on the marquee to plug the picture.

These few activities are but a small part of the work Levin-
son turns out at the State, but as they are all we have on hand
at this writing, we are passing them along. We hope that

"M. J." will keep us posted on his future work, as we believe

it will contain some items of interest. Right, "M. J."?

Excellent Campaign
Turned Out by Hance
For Special Week

are always glad to throw space
dcast their numerous showman-

When he learned that he
was to do his part and pro-
mote Paramount-Publix Pros-
perity Week in his town,
Monte Hance, manager of the

Saenger Theatre in Biloxi.

Miss., stepped out and turned
in a splendid campaign.

The various merchants, newspapers and banks all helped in

making the week one of the most prosperous in the history of

the city. A nice tie-up with one of the banks was affected

whereby Buddy Rogers presented a one-dollar opening account
to all girl babies born during the week, and Nancy Carroll kick-

ed in in the same manner for the boy babies. The newspapers
played this stunt up quite a bit even recording the letters that

were presumed to have come from these Paramount screen

stars. The bank took care of all the deposits of which there

were five, and expense of the stunt.

The dollar circulation stunt was also put into effect. A dollar

bill to which was attached a paper, was signed by every person
getting hold of this particular bill. Whoever had it at certain

hours of the day was to phone in to the newspaper office just

so a record of its travels could be traced. This stunt meant
daily write-ups in the papers which further helped to carry out
the Prosperity idea.

A contest was also worked with the Classified Ad page of

the paper Using the 14 letters in Prosperity Week, these were
scattered through the classified columns; four one day four
another day. and three and three. To the first 15 persons sub-

mitting these hidden letters, arranged in proper sequence, in

the most unique form, one guest ticket was awarded to see

the current picture. Merchants further co-operated by making
some reference to Prosperity Week in their regular ads and the

newspaper contributed many excellent write-ups on the same
subject.

Publicity and good-will of considerable value were secured
through Hance's activities on this special week, and these most
assuredly, will stand him in good stead throughout the comin?
season. It is work of this type that helps keep theatres out of

the red and sailing over the blue week after week. But since
Monte turns out plenty of activity every week, we won't say
any more right now.
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Reward Heralds Were
A Big Feature Of
R. Lamb's Campaign

When it comes to display-

ing showmanship that will

bring them up to the theatre

box-office in droves, you can
depend on J. E. Watson, man-
ager of the Broad Theatre in

— Columbus, Ohio. His recent

work on "Good News" bears

out our contention that Watson is a live-wire.

In addition to his usual routine advertising, such as advance
trailer, lobby display, etc.. a large electric sign carrying the

title of the picture was installed on the marquee. The location

of the Broad Theatre is such that the sign was plainly visible

from a large portion of the business section of the city.

A contest was run in the Columbus Citizen, whereby readers

were invited to give their interpretations of "Good News," se-

lected from the columns of the paper. Best letters were award-
ed theatre tickets. A tie-up was effected with the leading hat

stores of the city. The stores ran notices in their ads to the

effect that anyone bringing a hat to the theatre, and turning it

in as a ticket would be given free admission to the house. The
theatre profited on this angle, securing newspaper advertising

free of charge. In addition to the notice in the ads, each of the

stores carried copy, to the same effect, in their windows. Stills

were also used. All of the music stores were tied-up.

The picture went over very well, holding up strongly during

its run. Keep up the good work, "J. E.," and let's have some
more of it.

Ballyhoo and Paper
Bag Stunt Helped
Gordon Sell Show

One of the stunts that Leon-
ard Gordon, manager of the

Palace Theatre in Newport
News, Va., used recently on
his campaign for "All Quiet
On the Western Front," was
the imprinting of a quantity
of paper bags with an adver-

tising mat on the film. The bags were distributed to various
dealers, who used them on all purchases made at their estab-

lishments.
The paper bag imprinting stunt is one that has appeared on

the Round Table pages many times, and we are pleased to state

that it was found to be effective in nearly every instance used.

We do not think that much money was involved in the tie-up

that Gordon made and we are sure that the amount expended
more than paid for itself. Are we right, Leonard?

"" Along with this story, we are showing a picture of the novel
street ballyhoo that plugged the picture. A compoboard tank,
lettered with the title of the picture and the theatre, and painted
a dull gray color, was constructed and mounted on a Ford car.

The improvised tank was driven about the city, the driver
sounding the horn blatantly whenever a congested section was
reached. A great deal of interest was shown in this ballyhoo,
and it undoubtedly did much towards putting the film over at
the Palace.

We are glad to note that Leonard is stepping out and doing
his part along the show front of Newport News. Let's hear
from you again, Leonard, and tell the rest of the showmen in

your town that we'd like to hear from them, too.

"The Showman's
Calendar "

AN EXCLUSIVE CLUB FEATURE

Check up on these dates each week and see how
you can turn them into "money dates" for your
theatre.

Each new month offers new days of untold
opportunities.

Dec. 16

Dec. 17

Dec. 21

Dec. 25

Dec. 26

Dec. 28

Dec. 29

Dec. 31

Jan. 1

Jan. 4

DECEMBER
Boston Tea Party (1773)

Wright Brothers' First Success-
ful Aeroplane Flight (1903)

Shortest Day of Year
Pilgrims landed at Plymouth
Rock (1620)

Christmas
Washington Crossed the Dela-
ware (1776)

Washington defeated British at
Battle of Trenton (1776)

Woodrow Wilson's Birthday
(1856)

Iowa becomes a state (1848)

New Year's Eve

JANUARY
New Year's Day

Paul Revere's Birthday (1735)

Emancipation Proclamation
(1863)

Utah became a state (1896)

Pres. Taft proclaims admission
New Mexico as state (1912)

Can you tie any of the above events into

your theatre's activities?

And don't overlook the many local events that
are constantly turning up right in your own town,
county or state.

Keep an eye on ''The Showman's
Calendar " Sor an advance tip on

future holidays and events.
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Xmas Benefits!
An auction night can be arranged for your

theatre. Promote gifts from local merchants.
Announce that you will have a local celebrity

—

preferably the Mayor—auction off the gifts to the

highest bidder. The proceeds of the auction to be

donated to a worthy charity for the distribution

of food and clothing to needy families on Christ-

mas Day. The theatre can offer a reduced rate

admission price, and also turn the proceeds over

to the charity. The employees of the house should

be glad to donate their services. The plan is a

worthv one. Act on it!

Checks and Double

Checks Stencilled by

Cohen on Streets

One of the many excellent

stunts used by Manager Ben
M. Cohen in putting over

Amos V Andy in "Check and
Double Check" at the Publix-

Capitol Theatre, Hazelton, Pa.,

^= was the use of a Fresh Air

Taxi such as appears in the

picture and is seen all through it.

The dilapidated taxi was used three days in advance and dur-

ing playdates. Special ads appearing in the newspapers as well

as being lettered on the sides of the taxi invited the public to

hail the Fresh Air Taxi for a free ride to the theatre. Most
everybody in town was anxious to see the popular radio enter-

tainers and many of them took advantage of the Fresh Air

Taxi to get one of the thrills of life. This stunt clicked so well

in the estimation of newspaper reporters that they brought
along their staff photographers and made their respective

stories more vivid by picturing the Fresh Air Taxi itself.

Using an advance stunt, a bed was put in the lobby with a

dummy in the bed as though sleeping. A card on the bed stated

that this person was waiting to be one of the first ones to see

Amos 'n' Andy in their first talking picture.

With the Mayor's sanction, the sidewalks were chalked with

single and double checks with the populace quick to get the

significance of "Check and Double Check." This unique stunt

created more than the usual gossip, which in turn helped to

remind persons about the picture. Upon receiving notification

that the picture was to be held over, Cohen secured an excellent

co-operative page with the merchants and also lettered the fact

on the Fresh Air Taxi. And boy! when they hold 'em over,

it means something. Or, in the Amos 'n' Andy jargon, "ain't

Dat Sump'n."
Is Cohen always active? Yes, sir! Take the recent Prosperity

Week Campaign in which he plugged both the week and the

film, "Monte Carlo."

Cohen induced the mayor to issue a special proclamation
which was carried by the newspaper, then he had this reprinted

and it was distributed by the Chamber of Commerce. Cohen
had a Prosperity Dollar Bill in circulation for the week for

which merchants offered $1.50 in trade; ran an essay contest
in the high school on "Prosperity"; tied up with leading milk
company to start a bank account for each baby born during

Prosperity Week and tied up a treasure chest stunt with the

merchants, the chest being on display in the theatre lobby.

On top of all this, he lined up a half dozen merchants for a

fashion show at the theatre, with the result that business for

the one day of the show ran $150 above normal.

Limerick

Valuable

Part of

Secured a

Tie-Up as

Campaign

Even the trolley companies
are coming to the fore and
taking advantage of those mar-
velous faculties possessed by
showmen throughout the

country which are employed
^= for the betterment of business,

whether the country be enjoy-

ing "Business depression" or "prosperity." The latest gag pulled

by George Limerick, assistant manager of the Coleman Theatre
in Miami, Okla., which, though used as a plug on "Dixiana,"

seems to us to savor of an ulterior motive that contains all the

appearance of a clever idea to combat Old Man Bumbiz. Any-
way, here's the stunt.

When he learned the playdates of "Dixiana," Limerick ar-

ranged a tie-up with the

North East Oklahoma
Railroad, the company
agreeing to furnish free

transportation to all per-

sons going to the theatre

to see "Dixiana." The
railroad furnished a spe-

cial car, which, for five

days prior to the showing,
was run over the entire

route. The car was es-

pecially bannered and
plugged the excursion trip

and the film. In addition

to this, the company also

placed special ads in the

newspaper telling of the

free tickets. Limerick re-

ciprocated by running a

notice in the regular the-

atre ad. The conductors
on the trolleys gave out special tickets entitling the holders to

the free trip. The stunt caused plenty of talk all about the

town, and resulted in many new faces being seen at the theatre,

persons who never before had entered the house. The railway
company was more than pleased with the publicity it received;

the theatre, ditto.

As we think that it is an excellent institutional plug, we are

showing a couple of the novel ads that the trolley company uses
in the daily papers. Should you have secured the co-operation
of your trolley .company in the past, or contemplate gaining it

in the future, it might be a good idea for you to show the ads
to the local traction head. They are really very novel and there
is no doubt but that they are effective. And remember, the idea

may also be used by your theatre to carry special messages.
The "Trolley Talk" can be changed to Blank Theatre Talk and
the message put across. A cut of the front of your house will

brighten the ad and provide a more effective plug. What do
you think? Oke, George. Keep up the good work.

FREE RIDE

On the N. E. O.

uid the < dr.n Tltalir i

Ride the

Trolley-

Save

the

Difference

Nor tli east Oklahoma Railroad
\ot How Little Service—Bat How Much'

"Thank You, Mr. General Manager"
"All of our theatre managers have been instructed to join the ROUND TABLE CLUB,

as I find that it contains more real information and help in a single issue than all the rest of
the trade papers combined in a month. I find the many ideas of exploitation and numerous
articles very interesting and on more than one occasion have helped me on some particular
campaign. Am sorry that I have not contributed to the department before, but assure you that
in the future I shall become a more active member."

Hall Industries Theatres,
F. D. Nance,
General Manager.
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Natalie Tolman Has
Her Say On Kid Biz.

Building Problem

"Supervisor of Juvenile Ac-
tivities." Whoo-eee! What a

title ! We certainly didn't have
them like that in the days
when we used to work around
a theatre. But today—ah!

- that's different. The title

heading of this paragraph is

the one conferred upon Natalie Tolman, the "Big Sister" in

charge of Paul W. Kunze's Kiddie Klub at the State Theatre

in Stoughton, Mass.

Under Miss Tolman's guidance, the Kiddie Klub has grown

to gigantic proportions. She has put plenty of work into it.

It should. Let's give you a line on

what she does to keep the kids

happy, and at the same time boost

business for the State Theatre. In

showman language—boy, she sure

picked this up quick—she tells us

about her work on Children's Book
week, saying:

"Plans for our celebration of

Children's Book Week by our State

Theatre Kiddies' Klub, Nov. 16 to

22, had been running through my
mind for quite some time. Notic-

ing your box-comment on the ap-

proach of this week and your advice for its observance caused

me to construct a complete workable outline of activities which

I feel may be of some assistance to managers planning to rec-

ognize National Book Week. Incidentally, next year, posters

and other helpful Book Week material may be obtained from

National Association of Book Publishers, 34" Fifth Avenue,

New York City.

"3eing a nation-wide activity with the Parent-Teachers' As-

sociation in back of it, makes it a very easy opportunity for

beneficial tie-ups and likewise creates tremendous good-will.

It seems to be the consensus of opinion, especially of the

Parent-Teachers' Association, that "movies" are more or less

an injury to children rather than an educational feature. Here

is the chance to break down this barrier to some extent.

"The first step was to interview the superintendent of schools

and find out what the schools planned to do to observe

this week. If this interview did nothing else, it put the theatre

in right with the super. To have the schools in back of the

theatre is a valuable asset—children are great boosters. We
have found with our Kiddies' Klub here that the week-end
business has increased in adult admissions practically double

that of last year, as a direct result.

"Several contests were arranged with the superintendent's

permission. For the Junior High pupils we had a poster con-

test for Book Week—three prizes awarded at the theatre

Saturday afternoon of that week and donated by the theatre.

Local drawing teacher and several art students to judge posters

and the best work displayed during the week in the lobby-.

"For lower grades—a word contest—object being to make
as many words as possible from the words "Children's Book
Week." Each room teacher took charge of this contest and
prizes, donated by local book store, were presented in each room
on Friday of the week. Thus giving myself as theatre repre-

sentative an opportunity to make personal visit to each room to

talk to the children. This works out as a spelling feature with

the spirit of rivalry. Likewise, being done in the homes, gets

the parents interested due to the fact that adults get a "kick"

out of this type of contest. This contest itself does not require

any special talent and goes over big.

FLASH
A special from Florida informs us that our Re-

gional Chairman, Earle M. Holden, was married
recently. Earle manages the Fairfax Theatre in

Miami. Congratulations, Earle!

All Aboard for a Good Time!
The lid's off. The Round Table crowd is going

to throw a party and a get-together that will keep
'em talking for months after.

THE TIME: January 13th, 11:30 P. M.
THE PLACE: Hotel Astor, Times Square,

New York.
THE AFFAIR: Monster Beefsteak Supper and

Rally of Club members from
in and around New York.

Our only regret is that everyone of our mem-
bers can't be there. But those who can make it

are going to have one hell of a good time. What
the committee is planning is nobody's business
now—but at midnight on January 13th, it'll be
everybody's business.

If you have not received the "dope," shoot us a
line and we'll see that you are told all you ought
to know.

BEEFSTEAK COMMITTEE,
Eddie Hitchcock
Wally Allen

"It can also be carried into the High School English Depart-
ment, by an Essay Contest on "Books" sponsored by the

Woman's Club with rewards donated by them.

"Every afternoon during the week story hours were con-
ducted on the mezzanine floor following the matinee. In every
community there can be found some one with the ability to

tell stories; either an elocution teacher or a school teacher.

This is a tremendous good-will proposition. Due to many
houses running a continued policy, it is possible to work out a

story hour at Library with the theatre sponsoring story teller.

This tie-up is a great newspaper publicity bet. Every child at-

tending the story hour was given a souvenir book-mark with
the compliments of our Kiddies' Klub.

"The local book store gladly put a New Book Display
in lobby and also co-operated to the extent of supplying books
for the Story Hour and advertising the same, in their window
display for that week.

"Our Kiddies' Klub arranged a tie-up with the library. The
Klub furnished book marks to be put in all the outgoing
children's books—one week in advance and during the week.
This book mark was a souvenir of the Kiddie Klub and men-
tioned the daily Story Hours to be held at theatre during that

week.

"For our Saturday afternoon meeting coming in Children's
Book Week we worked on a little playlet entitled 'When the
Books Speak for Themselves.' It was a very simple little thing
requiring very little effort to put on, but containing a marvelous
lesson.

"For this same meeting we had booked a special educational
short subject on 'Printing' showing the evolution of printing
and how books are prepared for the public. In this way it was
possible to get children into the theatre whose folks are not
active picture-goers.

"We observed the Book Week last year in less elaborate a
manner due to the fact that the Kiddie Klub was not active at

that time. We did, however, find much co-operation from the
schools, newspapers, and library, and, as the observance can be
made at negligible cost to the theatre the effort is really worth
while. This is a dignified proposition and establishes a contact
with an element which can not be reached by ordinary theatrical

promotions.

"Sincerely hope that this outline can be of some use to you,
and that it will be found helpful to the rest of the Round Table
Club's showmen.

"Keep smiling with
"Natalie Tolman."

Oke, Miss Tolman. And let's hear some more from you.
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How Do You Like These?

Scat^ SM CREEPS *gj

at, (3jr i ^»^ffl_reeps j^
LOBE

Joe Weil, demon exploited- and publicity man, is

responsible for the assembling of this group of ads.

You may recall his last layout on "The Lady Surrend-

ers." We were more concerned over the individual lay-

outs rather than the text in this group, so we did not

"blow" it up to a larger size. Some good angles here

boys. They ought to prove helpful.

Three Girls Formed
Bridal Party As A
Plug For Picture

Three girls featured in a

recent street ballyhoo used by
A. P. Barry, manager of the

Polk Theatre in Lakeland,
Fla., to sell the attraction cur-
rent at the house.==^^=^=^^=== One of the girls was dressed
as a bride and the other two

as bridesmaids. The girls rode around town in an open touring
car—with a chauffeur to pilot them. Banners on the car with
copy pertaining to the picture, theatre and playdates and the
three girls gave the picture an excellent publicity break.

Barry also had a unique-looking lobby display that attracted
plenty of attention. This display consisted of a large pile of
old shoes placed in a corner of the lobby with a sprinkling of

rice on and around the shoes. On top of these shoes was an
art card reading, "Waiting for Joan Crawford in OUR BLUSH-
ING BRIDES." During run of picture, the rice was sprinkled
in front of theatre on the outer part of sidewalk.

The stunts went over to great results, the theatre receiving

a lot of publicity and additional business as a result. We'd like

to hear some more concerning Mr. Barry's work, and we hope
that he will pass it along to us. And include your photo and
some dope on yourself, also, "A. P."

McKoy - Falkenburg

Are Active Miami,

Fla., Combination

And still another method of

securing free publicity in the
newspapers comes to light.

The stunt was executed by
James McKoy and Francis
Falkenburg, manager and as-

- sistant manager, respectively,

of the Olympia Theatre in

Miami, Fla., down where some fine work is displayed.

When "Good News'' first broke upon the theatre horizon, a

tie-up was effected, by the producers, with a nationally known
manufacturer of phonograph records. The company distributed

special stills, showing the stars of the picture bearing a record
apiece plugging the picture. Falkenburg secured one of these

pictures, had his artist blank out the record plug, and, in white,

stencil in "The Olympic Theatre (on one record), through the

courtesy—of the Herald—offers Jliamians
—'Good News'." The

still was then taken to the Miami Herald and used as an ad-

vertising plug on the amusement page.
This is but one of the many examples, that we have come

across, where a showman has used his head to good advantage.
Securing publicity in this manner is a stunt that would do credit

to any showman's ability. Keep it up, Francis.

Open Letter Ad Was
Used by Forrester

To Help Sell Show

An Open Letter

Ever since the open letter

idea proved to be a winner in

the amusement field, showmen
have used it often. It has been
utilized to plug pictures, to

plug service staffs, to plug
sound, to plug the theatre, and
almost anything of interest to

show patrons. It is generally conceded that in the open letter

may be found one of the most potent mediums of a showman's
Campaign and one that is especially studied.

When "Renegades" played the World Theatre in Kearney.
Neb., recently, Eddie Forrester, live-wire manager of the house,
whose exploits have ap-

peared on our pages be-

fore, decided to adopt the

open-letter slant and use it

in his newspaper advertis-

ing. He followed through
with his resolution and the
result was the ad which
we are showing. We un-
derstand that the ad cre-

ated somewhat of a sensa-
tion when it first appeared
in the local paper and
aroused the interest of
every amusement seeker
reading the pages devoted
to theatredom. Young and
old perused every line. As
the film was booked in for
Friday and Saturday, it

meant that the kids would
be there in droves on the
Saturday matinee show.
And they were. If you'll

study the copy closely, you
will see that it is especially

fashioned along the lines

that the head, "To All
Thrill Seekers," implies.
An ad of this sort, sim-

ply made up and carrying
copy that sells, will always
bring in additional busi-
ness to the box-office.
But again, as we have
done before, we want to point out that it is well not to use
the open-letter stunt too much, as persons becoming used to
seeing it will attach no importance to your message. It is best
used when you have a picture or a feature that you are certain
will please the public. And being located in the town, you
should know the public. Oke?

To All

Thrill Seekers!

If jM twllj like action that is thrilling

to the extreme — the "kind that slirs

your blood anil makes you want to

shout encouragement — then yon ore
just the person who is going to doubly
enjoy RENEGADES

Take "Beau Gcsle" add a little ro-
mance and plenty of different chnr-

tir it ,ill up together and \ou
have the thriller of thriller*-

"Renegades"
With

Warner Baxter—Noah Beery

Myrna Loy

Of Ibc screen's fm«!
stars, in a Belting of ibi- gre.it desert,

tterelt-i
an American and an Engli t.ujjn ruling

rin which
distinguishes .

" «" a tu\ thai tot j

Bdl don't forget, ibc last «l,.

m? 1 Bebe H. Ls in IHXi w.\
with Wheeler nn.l Wooltej

-WORLD-
FRIDAY — SATURDAY
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One of the big reasons why

"Animal Crackers" scampered
over to the winning side of

the ledger when the Mark
Brothers' film played the
Marboro Theatre in Brook-
lyn, N. Y., was the corking
tie-ups arranged by William

William Brown Had
Them Talking About
"Animal Crackers"

Brown, manager of the house.

Upon receipt of his booking, Brown got in touch immediately
with the National Biscuit Company, who agreed to furnish 7,500

animal crackers, which were distributed in paraffine bags carry-
ing the theatre imprint and a plug for the company. They also

put special window displays in several of the neighborhood
stores. In addition to this—and decid-

ing to make a great job of it—they sent

an expert window trimmer to the the-

atre. The trimmer built a beautiful

platform 12 feet high and six feet wide
having a background of colored crepe
paper. The background was to be
used to set off a display that Brown had
arranged in conjunction with the com-
pany and with a local confectioner.
Through his tie-up with the confec-

tioner, he was enabled to secure a solid

chocolate cow, which weighed fifty-four

pounds, as well as several other choco-
late animals, ranging in weight from one

to three pounds. Interspersed among the candy animals were
placed boxes of animal crackers. On each side of the display

two cut-outs of the Uneeda Biscuit Boy were deposited. The
boys, in addition to carrying a

box of the company's product,

carried a sign which stated that

:

"The Uneeda Boy Suggests You
Try 'Animal Crackers' " (play

date, etc.). We are showing a

photo of the completed display

in the event that you would like

to use a stunt of this type for

your house. The display cre-

ated a lot of comment from
everyone entering the lobby,

with the ultimate result that

business went up a couple of

notches all during the run of

the film.

We would like to tell you that
the smiling showman whose
photo appears at the top of this

story is none other than Wil-
liam Bill Brown, himself. We
think he deserves a compliment
for the splendid tie-up he ar-

ranged. What do you think ?

And he also deserves another
one for the way he plugs his Club. No. matter how busy Bill

is, he always manages to get in a good word for his fellow
showmen. What do you think?

Due to the excellent cam-

Gallagher Used a Paisn that he turned out on
/-> , „. , . "Feet First when it played
Group OT Stunts to the Capitol Theatre in Sioux

Sell Lloyd Picture City< Ia " Gerald Gallagher,
manager of the theatre was~
enabled to chalk up another
box-office winner to the string

of victories he has annexed in his years in the show game.
The outdoor billing consisted of 10 24-sheets, posted up-side-

down, two weeks in advance. 100 window cards in shine parlors
and shoe hospitals, with tie-up copy which eliminated passes.
35 dashboard cards were used on as many street cars, 20 inserts
were placed in prominently located windows, and 20 tire covers
were used on spare tires of taxicabs.

The REAL Green Pastures!
Christmas . . . happiness . . . joy . . . peace on

earth, good-will to men . . . just a few weeks more
and it will be here ... a day in the year when
everyone expresses happiness . . . oh, pardon us
. . . we said "everyone" . . . we're wrong there . . .

for a moment we forgot about those poor humans
to whom Christmas is just December 25 . . . another
day on the great calendar of Time . . . another
monotonous day . . . another day of privation . . .

another day of suffering . . . while the other half
of the world laughs . . . laughs and says: "Merry
Christmas" . . . oh, well ... it seems that some peo-
ple forget . . . but . . .

It is not a showman's duty to forget . . . already
the showman should have set his dates for special
shows . . . benefits . . . anything ... so long as it is

going to help lessen another's burden, if only for
a moment . . . think of the joy all around if on
December 25th you can be thinking: "Well, I've

done my bit . . . I've given the local charities plenty
of food . . . and clothing . . . and toys . . . for dis-

tribution among the poor" . . . say listen guy! . . .

it's the greatest thrill you'll ever get . . . remember
what James Russell Lowell says:

". . . he who gives but a slender mite,
and gives to that which is out of sight,
That thread of the all-sustaining Beauty
Which runs through all and doth all unite,

—

The hand cannot clasp the whole of his arms,
The heart outstretches its eager palms.
For a God goes with it and makes it store
To the soul that was starving in darkness before."

Sure it's poetry . . . but it's human poetry . . . it's

the kind of poetry that makes a man's chest ex-
pand as he breathes:
"There's nothing like Charitv—WITH A CAPI-

TAL 'C'." Will YOU sav the above?

Inasmuch as the picture played Sioux City on Election Day,
Gallagher got out 10,000 "Vote for Harold Lloyd" throwaways,
which were distributed at the polls. 2,000 20" cardboard rulers

were distributed in office buildings. In addition to using illus-

trations of Harold Lloyd, these rulers carried copy reading,
"You won't need a ruler to measure the deep, long laffs in

Harold Lloyd's latest comedy, 'Feet First.' Every inch a laff.

Capitol Theatre, starts Friday, November 7."

Following through on the national tie-up made with Flors-
heim shoes, Gallagher arranged for a very attractive window
display in the store of the local Florsheim dealer. A 3-column
cut of the window appeared in the Sunday edition of the Sioux
City Journal.

Six columns of co-operative advertising were sold by the
Sioux City Journal for "Feet First." These ads included the
Florsheim dealers in town, as well as the shoe shine parlors
and shoe hospitals, who were not regular advertisers. Two
days in advance of the opening, a truck was used to ballyhoo
"Feet First" on the streets. This ballyhoo consisted of a float
in the form of a huge cut-out of a shoe on which was printed
the theatre's announcement.

The Sioux City Journal ran a series of stories, offering free
admissions to the first 100 persons bringing wearable old shoes
to the theatre. These shoes were donated to the Salvation
Army for the needy.
We are passing these ideas along in the event that you can

use some of them yourself, should the occasion arrive where
they can be spotted. We want to thank Gerald for passing
them along and we hope to have some more in the very near
future.
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Money Talks!

"Where is this place by the name of Miami?" asks
a showman as he offers for our inspection, a notice

on the recent "Feet First" contest for Publix man-
agers run by Russell Holman.
The managers of the circuit were invited to sub-

mit ideas which could be incorporated in the press
book and aid the selling of Harold Lloyd's new
picture. Here are the prize winners, note the Miami
entrants:

FIRST PRIZE—$100
Miss Madeline Woods, Chicago, Illinois.

EIGHT PRIZES—$50 EACH
E. S. Coppock, Eastman Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
Bob Kelley, Metropolitan, Houston, Texas.
Frank Moneyhun, Olympia Bldg., Miami, Fla.

Harl A. Wolever, Strand Thea., New Orleans, La.
Lou Smith, Publix-Kunsky, Detroit.

Miss Lea Duhamel, Paramount, Providence, R. I.

J. R. Mendenhall, Pinney, Boise, Idaho.
Les Kaufman, Paramount, Brooklyn, N. Y.

TEN PRIZES—$10 EACH
James H. McKoy, Olympia, Miami, Florida.

Earle M. Holden, Fairfax, Miami, Florida.

W. W. Grist, Jr., Carolina, Greenville, S. C.

Dave Fred, United Artists, Los Angeles.
Roy P. Drachman, Rialto, Tucson, Arizona.
Howard Thomas, Rex, Sumter, S. C.

E. E. Whitaker, Carolina, Charlotte, N. C.

Frank Harting, Saenger, Hope, Arkansas.
H. H. Goldstein, Shawmut, Roxbury, Mass.
Ralph Stitt, Rivoli, New York City.

If you've followed our pages regularly, a good
many of the above names will appear familiar to

you. YEP! THEY ARE MEMBERS OF THE
MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE CLUB! ! !

American & Foreign

Talkies Presented
At State Theatre

At this time, we'd like to in-

troduce to you a manager on
the J. Real Neth Circuit of

theatres in Columbus, Ohio,
who is turning out some good
work. Meet John McCormick,

=^^=^=^=i;^=^=^= manager of the State Theatre.
Mr. McCormick enjoys the

distinction of being the first showman in the city to present talk-

ing pictures in a foreign tongue. The innovation has recently

been introduced by Mr. Neth in the State and from all accounts

it looks like a winner. The first picture to be shown was "The
Big Pond" Parair»ount's all-talkie star-

ring Maurice C evalier. It and the

short, "Mo'esson," and "Cliuique Musi-
cale" met with a great reception. The
foreign films are to be presented on
stated Saturdays at 10 A. M. The series

will continue throughout the winter.

With two types of films to plug,

American and foreign, it will no doubt
be interesting to see how they are sold

by this live-wire showman handling the

State. We hope that he will keep us
posted on what he is doing out there

along the showman line so that we can
pass along his work to the rest of the

Club. What do you say, Mr. McCormick? Let's hear from you.

We want to thank Miss Jean LaRoe. publicity director of the

circuit, for shooting this photo, and a line or two along to Club
headquarters. We want to hear some more about the circuit's

activities, Miss La Roe.

School Tie-Up Net-

ted Davis a Lot
Of Local Good-Will

Through the use of a well-
known showman stunt a short
time ago, Claude Davis, man-
ager of the Bohemia Theatre
in Cleveland, Tenn., was en-
abled to chalk up some record
business at his house during
the playdates of "Africa

Speaks", when the film unreeled before the town.
As the schools presented a natural tie-up, Davis immediately

got in touch with them and arranged to give a short talk at
each one on the value of the picture. The playdates happened
to fall in with Educational Week and this aided Davis consid-
erably in crashing the schools. After his talks, he distributed
literature on the picture. All of the school teachers were given
passes and invited to be the guests of the theatre. The result
was that the teachers were so pleased that they told the kids
about the picture. The kids, upon returning home, stated that
they wanted to see the film. The "standing room only" sign
had to be dusted off and placed on the box-office at both matinee
and evening performances. Which, you will agree, spoke well
for Davis' showmanship.

To give you a line on the type of sign work and poster de-
sign used by Davis, we are showing a couple of photos of the
art. We think that you will be especially interested in the
white caricature of the elephant used as a plug for "Swing
High." Look this type of work over, as you might find it a

welcome change from your regular run of art work. If you
want any more dope on it, drop Davis a line at the theatre and
we are sure he'll supply the desired information. Thanks.
Claude, for passing this along. Let's hear from you again real

Miller Handling A
New Theatre Down
In Baltimore, Md.

With the new house on his

hands, we are sure that W. L.
Miller, manager of the recently
opened Patterson Theatre in

Baltimore, Md., is going to dis-

play some corking showman-
=^= ship.

Since he has been in the
show game, Miller has been turning out some fine examples of
showmanship, and his work at the Red Wing theatres bears
out our statement. The opening campaign for his house was
well planned and executed. The theatre was spick and span,
lobby crowded with flowers, house staff arrayed in resplendent
uniforms, and every one eager to put the evening over suc-
cessfully.

We want to wish Miller the best of luck on his new assign-
ment and we hope that he will keep us posted on his future
work. Let's hear from you, "W. L."
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CL UB INDEX FOR NOVEMBER
Here'i

when yo,

and bett

s the reference chart for the month of November! Everything listed in alphabetical order—all ready for you to use
you want it. Plenty of novel ways to sell your shows. Complete in every detail, the Club index is your key to bigger

better showmanship. Why not cash in on it by keeping it alongside of your desk and using it?

)
Aeroplane Tie-Up

Animal Cracker Hunt.

Drum Corps Tie-Up..

Fashion Show

Feature Campaign

Flag Pole Sitter Gag..

Football Tie-Up

Fronts

Greater Show Season Gag
Hallowe'en Stunts

Heralds

High School Tieup.
House Organs

Institutional Plugs
Kiddie Biz

Live Baby Gag..
Lobbies

Locked Door Gag.
Marquees
Merchants' Tie-up

Issue November 22nd,

22nd,

8th,

8th,

15th,

15th,

22nd,
22nd,

8th,

8th,

8th,

8th,

15th,

15th,

15th,

15th,

22nd,
22nd,

22nd,

22nd,

22nd,

22nd,

29th.

29th,

29th,

29th,

29th,

8th,

8th,

8th,

8th,

15th,

15th,

8th,

15th,

8th,

15th,

22nd,

29th,

29th,

15th,

8th,

15th.

22nd,
8th,

8th,

15th,

22nd,
22nd,
8th,

8th,

15th,

22nd,

22nd,

29th,

29th.

22nd,

15th,

15th,

22nd.

29th,

29th,

1930, page 73

76

60

73

56
61

63
64

58
59
68
69

63
65
68
71

63
65
67
68
70

75
49
50
52

56
59
73

71

65
72
65
69
69

66

56
72
67
54

56
70
66
64

61

68
70
56
76
71

57

60
63

68
70
55
54

55

59
73
63
51

58

Miniature Golf Course Gags

Minstrel Show .

Newspaper Ads

Newspaper Tie-up

Novelty Gags

Opportunity Xite

Organist

Personal Message

Police Tie-up

Popularity Contest

Programs

Radio Tie-up ....

Reopening Theatre
School Tie-up ....

Special Nites
Special Weeks ...

Street Ballyhoos

Theatre Anniversary

Trailers

Window Displays

Issue November 8th,

15th,

15th,

15th,

22nd,
22nd,
8th,

8th,

8th,

15th,

15th,

15th,

22nd,
22nd,

22nd,
22nd,

8th,

8th,

8th,

15th,

15th,

15th,

22nd,
22nd,
22nd,
22nd,
22nd,
29th,

29th,

29th,

29th,

15th,

29th,

29th,

8th,

22nd,

15th,

8th,

8th,

22nd,

29th,

22nd,
22nd,

22nd,

22nd,

22nd,
29th,

29th,

8th,

8th.

8.

8tn,

15th,

15th,

15th,

15th,

22nd,
8th,

8th.

15th,

15th.

15th.

1"3U, 60
61

66
73
69
75
60
65
71

57
68
72

64
66
69
77
59
70
71

62
65
72
66
70
71

73

74
52
53
54
59

57

50

48

56
62

69

66
72
76
55
73

66
63
71

74
56
58
58
66
71

73
62
64
68
70
61

56
60
71

70

73

ANOTHER BIQ MONTH OF
TRIED AND PROVEN SHOWMANSHIP

RIQHT AT YOUR FINQER TIPS
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PERSONALITIES
-- SHOWMEN NEWSETTES FROM EVERYWHERE --

HARRY BARRISTER is now managing
the reopened Granada Theatre in Morgan
Hill, Cal.

* * *

CARL WALKER has been appointed

manager of the new Warner Brothers' The-
atre in Huntington Park, Cal.

* * *

P. SIMOS is managing the reopened Vir-

ginia Theatre in Bakersfield, Cal.

* * *

BART DATTOLA, owner of the Al-

hambra Theatre, New Kensington, Pa., has
purchased the old State Theatre, will re-

model it throughout and reopen it under
the name of "Paramount."

* * *

G. W. ALBRIGHT of Richmond. Ind.,

and his son-in-law, Joseph Neiser of Lon-
don, Ohio, former owners and operators of

the two picture houses in London, have
purchased the Oxford Theatre, Oxford,
Ohio.

* * *

BEN LEVIN, manager of the Strand
Theatre, Gilroy, Cal., has just completed
supervision of new improvements in the
house.

* * *

MICHAEL BACILE, manager of the
American Theatre in Lodi, N. J., plans a
renovation of the house.

* * *

ALFRED "JEFF" CREAGER has suc-
ceeded Ben Hook as manager of the Murphy
Theatre in Wilmington, Ohio, Hook going
to Springfield.

* * *

H. WILKINS AND CHARLES WATT
have taken over management of the Atasca-
dero Playhouse. Atascadero, Cal., from
Homer C. McDonald.

* * *

OTTO J. MOTRY, pioneer Tiffin, Ohio,
movie man and operator of the local Lyric
for the past fifteen years, has been engaged
by Ritzier and Kirwin to manage the Grand.
The firm recently leased the Lyric.

* * *

JAMES P. MARTIN, formerly manager
of the Fox Wesco house at Murphysboro,
111., is now acting in the same capacity at
the Fox Theatres in Cape Girardeau. Mo.,
succeeding Reynolds Maxwell.

* * *

G. L. WOOD will manage the new Lamar
Theatre in Paris, Texas.

* * *

WALLACE J. STUART, former house
manager at the Allen Theatre in Hartford,
Conn., has been appointed house manager
of the Paramount Theatre, New Haven.
Conn.

* * *

JOHN D. GEORGE, former editor of the
Homer ( it\ Journal, newspaper of Homer
City, Pa., has resigned from the newspaper
game and will manage the New Grand The-
atre. Latrobe, Pa

* * *

JOSEPH RASCHKA is managing the re-

opened Ritz Theatre in Spokane, Washing-
ton,

* * *

HAL PUGH has been made director of
the Avalon Theatre, Spokane, Wash.

HAL HORNE has been appointed man-
ager of the Medbury Theatre, Los Angeles,
Cal.

* * *

C. H. BRITTON has purchased the

Empress Theatre, St. James, Minn., from
C. R. Crosbv.

* * *

ALBERT PALDA is managing the More-
land Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio. House has
recently reopened with sound.

* * *

W. L. UGLOW has leased the Strand
Theatre in Waterford, Wis. Theatre will be
remodeled and sound equipment installed.

* * *

C. T. KRAGEL has taken over the Met-
ropolitan Theatre, Prairie du Chien, Wis.,

from G. A. Panka.
* * *

JOHN DE MARCE will manage the new
Viking Theatre, Benson, Minn.

* * *

L. L. TRIPP has signed over the Majestic
Theatre, Elroy, Wis., to O. D. Whitehill.

* * *

KATHERINE BRUCE has taken over
the Opera House, Montello, Wis., from Mrs.
Frank Dodge.

* * *

GEORGE SAMPSON is now managing
the Harmony Theatre in Detroit, Mich.
Sampson was formerly local sales manager
for Pathe.

* * *

BILL CAMERON, former owner of the
Summit, has taken over the Radio, a subur-
ban house in St. Paul, Minn.

* * *

WALTER SCHLANGER has taken over
the Vogue Theatre, Kenosha, Wis., from
Jocius and Slater.

* * *

JOHN ELY, former manager of the
Gaiety Theatre, Dickson, Tenn., is now on
the managerial staff of the Lillian Theatre
in Clarksville.

* * *

HARRY H. WEISS has succeeded Al F.

Weiss, Jr., as manager of the Florida Thea-
tre, Jacksonville, Fla.

* * *

RICHARD L. MOSS is now managing
the Pasadena Theatre. Pasadena. Cal. Moss
formerly managed the Raymond and the
Florence.

* * *

R. D. HINCHMAN has been appointed
manager of Smalley's Theatre, Norwich,
N. Y.

Items for publication on this

page should be addressed to
"Chick" Lewis and will be pub-
lished the week following re-

ceipt. Notices of promotions,
transfers, change of addresses,
and other material of this na-
ture is what we want for our
"Personalities" page. The more
you send the more interesting
will be the page each week.

BILL POLSON has sold his theatre at the
Ferry in Braneau, Ida., to the Dickinson,
veteran picture people and former operators
of the house at Mackev.

* * *

PETE HIGGINS has been appointed man-
ager of the new Gateway Theatre in Kirk-
land, Wash.

* * *

G. C. BROWN, formerly manager of the
Paramount Theatre, Wheaton, 111., has t'aken

over the management of the Majestic The-
atre in Kankakee, replacing George Ma-
honey, Jr., who will return to his former po-
sition with the Publix houses at Joliet.

* * *

WILBUR WERTHNER, former man-
ager of the Crown Theatre, Toronto, Ont.,

Canada, is now managing the York.
* * *

WILLIAM C. PIERCE has been installed

as manager of the Harris Theatre, Pittsburgh,
Pa.

* * *

V. E. BEST has leased the Best Theatre
in Albion, Pa. to A. W. Gibbs.

* * *

HAROLD W. PETTINGILL, former as-
sistant manager of the Paramount Theatre,
Haverhill, Mass., has been appointed man-
ager of the Palace Theatre, Lawrence, Mass.
Francis McAvoy succeeds him in Haverhill

* * *

CHARLES EASTNER is now holding the
managerial assignment at the Cason Theatre,
Blairsburg, la.

* * *

FRED SAUNDERS, former assistant man-
ager of the Liberty Theatre, Portland, Wash-
ington, has been appointed manager of the
Grenada Theatre, Spokane.

* * *

ANDREW HERVEY, former West Coast
publicity chief for Warner Bros., has been
appointed -publicity director of Chailes R.
Rogers' productions.

* * *

VIC GAUNTLET is the new advertising

and publicity manager of the Fox West Coast
houses in Seattle. Johnny Northern, former-
ly of Arkayo steps into Gauntlet's former
assignment.

* * *

H. D. FINKELSTEIN has purchased the

lease on the Grand, Solon, and Fraser The-
atres in Spencer, la.

* * *

GEORGE HENGER, former publicity di-

rector of the Ambassador and Missouri The-
atres, St. Louis, Mo., has been transferred

to Oklahoma City, Okla., where he will act

as publicity director of the local Warner
house. Todd Ferguson will assist.

* * *

LEWIS C. HULBERT of Lynn, Mass., has
taken over the Empire Theatre in Whitman.

* * *

JAMES G. BALMER, former manager of

the Harris South Hills, Pittsburgh, Pa., has
hem appointed district manager of the

Warner Theatres on the West Virginia ter-

ritory.
* * *

JOE H. DEKKER, formerly connc'tod
with the Orpheum Theatre, Denver, Colo.,

lias purchased the Granada Theatre.
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Teaser Postcards
Utilized By Finley

To Plug Attraction

A lot of interest for his film,

"Strictly Unconventional," was
aroused by O. G. Finley, man-
ager of the Victory Theatre in

Tampa, Fla., when he set out
to sell the picture to the pub-

^-^ • lie by means of teaser copy on
postcards.

Five hundred cards were signed "Lewis" and another 500

were signed "Catherine." Copy on the cards read: "Dear:

Knowing it to be strictly unconventional to call you at your

house, will you arrange to meet me Tuesday evening at S o'clock

at the northwest corner of Tampa and Zack Streets? Hur-
riedlv."

The cards aroused interest to the extent that about 500 phone
calls were received at the theatre on opening night of picture

and about 15 people were seen waiting at the designated corner.

The street address mentioned in the copy on cards was that

of the theatre itself.

We have shown many gags of this sort, and have always

stressed that it is essential that you know how your town will

take the stunt. In some towns it will never click. We are sure

that Finley must know his public to use it. Let's hear from you

again, "O. G."

Burgum Featured A
Show To Aid The
Unemployed of Town

Following right along be-

hind the many other show-
men who have been taking

every opportunity to do
what they can to help re-

lieve the unemployment sit-

uation, Dan Burgum, man-
ager of the Paramount Theatre in Greenville, Miss., ran

a special Saturday morning benefit show, the purpose of

which was to secure food for distribution to the poor and
the unemployed.
A great many of the towns kiddies were in attendance

at the show, the admission price for the youngsters being

the donation of some sort of food, no matter the quantity.

The photo we are showing will give you an idea of the

number of kids that turned out for the performance.

"fi Js
n

Half of the food received was turned over to the Red
Cross for distribution through their organization. The
other half was divided between the hot lunch department
of the public schools and to the Salvation Army. The
newspaper got solidly behind the idea, giving it some won-
derful breaks in their columns, not neglecting to mention
some particularly complimentary stories directed towards
Burgum and his house personnel, all who had donated their

services towards the worthy cause. The good-will stunt
helped to further the good-will stock of the theatre, and
this alone was a tremendous result of the benefit.

By the way, Dan. we'd like to hear from you more often.

And when you send us in your next contribution, include
your photo.

A Thought For Today
Ideas lose themselves as quickly as quail, and

one must win? them the minute they rise out of
the grass—or they are gone.

—

Thomas F. Kennedy

Like It?
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The Cut we are showing here is a reproduction
of the slide used by Wally Baker, of the Palladium
Theatre in Stockport, England, as a plug for the

early reservations of seats. Look it over, and get

the humor in the sign "Now Showing—'Disappoint-

ed'—Twice Nightly." Shades of Dick Kirschbaum!
Is this a habit?

Schosberg Boosted
Kid Business on a

Recent Film Show

Building up children patron-

age was the objective of Mil-

ton Schosberg of the Hippo-
drome Theatre, Pottsville,- Pa.,

when he played "The Silent

Enemy" at his house recently.

Through a tie-up with the

city's schools and the leading

bus company of Pottsville, he invited 1,500 children to a special

morning matinee, the children being admitted upon presenta-

tion of a special ticket circulated in all the schools. These
tickets, which made no special concession in price, permitted all

children showing them to the bus company, to get free trans-

portation to the theatre.

Schosberg first sold the school superintendent on the picture's

educational value and then sent a special letter to each of the

principals advising of this fact, with the result that they
recommended the picture to their classes. The kids matinee
turnout on the picture is said to have been the biggest the

theatre ever had.
Another one of Schosberg's activities—and one that helps

tremendously—is his "side" job as movie editor of the town's
leading paper. He presents a daily comment of interesting and
timely movie chatter, and though not permitted to ballyhoo the

theatre, he manages to get in a line or two now and then. The
newspaper editor is very well pleased with the column, and so

are the readers—so much so that Schosberg is kept pretty busy
answering inquiries. In order to give information as nearly
accurate as possible he secures his information from Motion
Picture News' Blue Book of cinemadom, the Publix Manual,
and the circuit's house organ "Publix Opinion."
This is the first time Mr. Schosberg has appeared on the

Club pages and we'd like him to know that if he continues this

activity he will more than be eligible for an active membership.
When you send us in your next contribution, Milton, include
your photo and some of your show history, too, so that we can
pass it along and introduce you to the rest of the Club.
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The Ten Commandments of Efficiency
A vast amount of study on business management and elimination of

waste has been reduced to formula by the U. S. Department of Com-
merce. This formula consists of ten rules, which might well apply to

the motion picture industry, as to any industrial enterprise. The ten

points are as follows

:

1. Define your purpose. You must know what is to be done be-

fore you can know how. This is your master task.

2. Analyze your problem. Your master task then will break up in-

to many detail tasks. Consider them all. Neglect none.

3. Seek for facts. Study every condition governing each task. Find

the undesirable element to be eliminated, and the desirable element to

be retained. Then standardize right conditions.

4. Devise the one best method. Aim to conserve energy, time, space,

material. Determine relations of details to the master task.

5. Find the person best fitted. For each task, certain personal

qualities are essential. In each person, certain qualities dominate. Find
the person best fitted.

6. Teach the person best fitted, the one best method. Not by driving,

but by thorough, patient teaching, are understanding and skill developed.

7. Plan carefully. Right planning of arrangement and sequence of

work, will enable you to accomplish tasks in logical order, accurately,

quickly, economically.

8. Win co-operation. Cs-operation means working together. It

cannot be demanded. It must be won. Accept your share of respon-

sibility. Respect the right and aspirations of others.

9. Avoid secrecy. Act on the motive that what is good for your

trade as a whole, must also be good for each individual firm. The
general pooling of ideas should be fostered. Avoid the attitude of sus-

picion towards all others in the same line of business.

10. Sift the efficient from the inefficient; the modern method from
the antiquated : and keep on doing it week to week, month to month,

from year to year.

Parent-Teachers Tie-

Up Helped Break the

Ice for E. McDaniel

Good-will building is an-
other of the many tasks that

a showman is confronted with
when he takes over a house in

a town where he is practically

unknown. It is sometimes a

j—-——^————-————^^——-- matter of months before he
gets on familiar enough terms

with the local citizens to permit his securing their co-operation
on various ideas which he wishes to use in order to gain busi-
ness for himself and the merchants. But, in a little while, every-
thing is ironed out. The stiffness on the part of local merchants,
which is so noticeable to a showman when he enters a town
cold, departs and the showman is then able to get in some work.
Upon his transfer from the Rialto Theatre in Sinton, Texas,

to the managership of the Rialto and Queen Theatres in Kings-
ville, Texas, E. McDaniel had to do some fast stepping to get
in the good-will plugs that he obtained while still a "newcomer"
to most of Kingsville.

The first move that he made netted him considerable com-
ment from the residents. He co-operated with the local Parent-
Teachers' Association on a membership drive. For every mem-
ber that was brought in by a Public School student, a free pass
was issued to the nominee. The pass was good only on a cer-

tain matinee day. In return for his co-operation, the Parent-
Teachers' Association rewarded McDaniel with an endorsement
of his shows, and sent the endorsement to every class in school,
and to the members of the association. The local newspaper
pounced upon the angle and played it up strongly, thus giving
the theatre an excellent publicity break, and the showman
handling the house an introduction.

Another stunt that was cleverly engineered and executed was
that of tying up with the local bakery. The baker agreed to

place theatre heralds in every loaf of bread leaving the shop.
Every hundredth loaf contained a free pass to the theatre. Six
thousand heralds are distributed weekly in this manner. A
credit line is given to the bakery, with the shop well pleased
with the resultant advertising and word-of-mouth comment.
We understand that Mr. Daniel hopes to continue the work

that characterized the live-wire efforts of C. S. McClellan, for-

mer manager of the house, who was very active, both at the
theatres and on the Round Table pages. Oke, "E. M." We are
going to check you up on that. And, by the way, shoot us
in a photo and a little dope on yourself so that we can give you
an introduction.

Floral Display Was
Used to Brighten

Up Lobby of House

One of the prettiest lobbies

in Altoona, Pa., may be found
at the Strand Theatre. It is

here that Alvin Hostler, man-
ager of the house, handles the

selling of the theatre and its

;;^===;^^^^^^^—-^~-^^— amusement offerings. One of

the reasons for the beauty of
the Strand lobby is the floral display. The flowers are promoted
from a local florist, who, in return for a credit line, gives Host-
ler the flowers which we are showing in the photo. The stunt
is an excellent one, its value being proven by the number of
persons who enter the theatre and express their delight at the
display.

When he played "Office Wife" recently, Hostler promoted
some office furniture from a local dealer and placed it in the

lobby as an advance plug. A card was placed atop of a desk,

and plugged the picture with copy : "Why Do 10,000,000

Women Fear This Woman? See 'Office Wife,'" etc. The dis-

play created a great deal of comment and helped put the show
across in no small measure.
For his selling of "Whoopee," one of the best tie-ups that he

effected was that of introducing a "Whoopee" Sundae that was
placed on sale at 100 fountains. Cards and streamers were used
to plug the picture and the concoction. As nearly the entire

town was covered, it was a pretty sure thing that the publicity

and word-of-mouth comment resulting would tend to boom
business at the house during play dates. There was no disap-

pointment in evidence ! The theatre was jammed from open-
ing to closing! Whoopee showmanship sold "Whoopee"!

As a national play is being made today by showmen in an
effort to bring back the kiddies, a great deal of work has been
centered upon the serial. For an inaugural showing of "The
Indians Are Coming," a special herald of the circus flyer type,

printed in black on yellow stock, was distributed to all of the
kids in Altoona. The move proved a good one. Another stunt
that has helped Hostler's business building is the cards that are
placed in every loaf of bread wrapped and sold at a local bakery.
The cards give a credit to the dealer, as well as plugging the
picture. Passes are placed in some of the loaves wrapped.
We think that enough has been passed along now to show

that Hostler is right there when it comes to show selling. We
hope, in view of the fact that he is so active, he will keep us
posted on his future work. Let's hear from you again, Alvin.

OH, YES!

F. G. NUTTING says:
"/ sure look forward to the Motion Picture

News and as soon as it arrives I turn at once to

the Managers' Round Table Club section, as the
merchandising ideas sure prove a great help to

one always looking for clever ideas."

Manager, State Theatre,
Minot, N. D.
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Prosperity Week
Campaign Executed
By Ponton Clicked

The recent Paramount-Pub-
lix Prosperity Week that the
circuit houses were featuring

not so long ago gave many
showmen opportunities of dis-

playing tricks of the trade, and
at the same time let them
know how they stood along

the good-will line in their town. Knowing that good-will build-

ing is one of the greatest of theatre assets, W. H. Ponton, man-
ager of the Carolina Theatre in Fayetteville, N. C, contacted
the secretary of his local Merchants' Association, the Chamber
of Commerce, and the Fayette Observer, local paper.
When the plan which Ponton formulated was presented to

the various heads of the local organizations, they all expressed
their satisfaction of the generous and mutually advantageous
scheme; so it was decided to make Paramount-Publix Pros-
perity Week a local affair and call it Fayetteville Prosperity
Week.
The Observer sold 36 merchants the idea and subsequently

ran three full pages of advertising—tying in on the prosperity
idea. Ponton figured that the only way he could cash in on the
local Prosperity Week was to use the Prosperity Dollar stunt

—

and all the merchants agreed to give $1.25 in merchandise for
this particular dollar bill.

It was announced in advance on the screen that Buddy Rogers
was sending along the dollar bill to be put in circulation to

show what a dollar would do if kept in circulation. The news-
paper contributed a front-page story about the dollar bill that

it was received from Buddy Rogers and was then turned over
to the secretary of the Merchants' Association. The story also

stated that the holder of the bill at certain times of the day
was to phone into the newspaper office in order that a check
of its whereabouts could be kept.

The dollar bill created a lot of talk during the week and in-

directly proved a good medium in advertising the week's attrac-

tions at the theatre. As some of our members may recall, we
carried a story on this dollar bill angle not so long ago. It must
be clicking pretty good in the Middle West and in the South,
as many showmen are making use of it. Perhaps it will go
in your town, also. Why not give it a trial if it will fit in with
local conditions? We want to thank Ponton for letting us in

on his work, and we hope that his future contributions will be
forthcoming shortly.

Just A Reminder

Classified Ad Tie-Up
With N'paper Proved
Profitable for Jacob

A good-will stunt that

helped boost his stock with the
local paper, thereby setting

him right in line for anything
that he might want to break
in the sheet later on, was en-
gineered by A. M. Jacob, man-
ager of the Century Theatre

in Jackson, Miss., when he tied-up with the sheet and innovated
a classified ad tie-up in conjunction with the showing of one
of his feature pictures.

A full-page ad on Friday before Monday and Tuesday show-
ings of the picture appeared in the paper announcing details

of the tie-up, stars, name of theatre, title of picture and play-
dates. The following day (Saturday) a quarter-page ad ap-
peared with its make-up identical to the full-page ad of the
day before.

Notice to Members
PLEASE be sure to notify

the Chairman of any change
of address.

—THANK YOU.

The picture tells the story. It shows the vast amount
of edibles collected by David Silverman from members
of the Mickey Mouse Club of the Belmont Theatre, the
house managed by Silverman in New York City, when
a show was arranged whereby free admission was
granted to all children bringing some form of food.
The merchandise is to be donated to the needy persons
of the neighborhood. Are you doing your bit?

The tie-up with the newspaper offered the users of the classi-

fied ad page an opportunity of acquiring one or two tickets to

see the picture without cost. All that was necessary to win one
or two theatre tickets was to place a 25-cent classified ad (and
get one ticket) or a 48-cent classified ad (and get two tickets).

It was also necessary that the type of ads be "cash" ads and
also that no one person could get more than two tickets.

Many persons took advantage of this offer, but no matter
what the amount of persons receiving passes, Jacob was still

way ahead of the game. Indeed, if his house had been nearly all

paper (which it wasn't, though) he would have profited by the
good-will angle. It is interesting to note that the large amount
of space that was devoted to his theatre served to sell the Jack-
son public on the picture, boosted business a good bit above par.

We'd like to have some more accounts of your work, "A. M."

/. Manning Dressed

Up Gag and Used It

As Plug for Picture

Again proving that many
stunts appearing on the Club
pages may be adapted to suit

various pictures, Jack Man-
ning, manager of the Para-
mount Theatre in Greenwood,__^———-———-. Miss., made use of the old

wedding ring and pink ribbon
gag to turn out a novel exploitation plug for Clara Bow in

"Her Wedding Night," the titian-haired siren's latest film.

By means of a piece of pink ribbon, the wedding ring (an
inexpensive affair which may be purchased from any wholesale
novelty dealer) was attached to a card that carried copy on the
picture reading: "Clara Bow in 'Her Wedding Night'—Whom
Fate Has Joined Together Try to Put Asunder! Come and Tell
Clara How to Rid Herself of Two Unwanted Husbands on
'Her Wedding Night.'" A couple of ad mats were also used
on the card. Title and play dates of film were shown.
When the cards first made their appearance, they were met

with plenty of enthusiasm, and long before the world-of-mouth
comment had gotten around, the cards were all given away.
Manning reported a good business on the picture, and, in no
small measure, it was due to this gag. We are glad to see that

Jack believes in making stunts fit his pictures and not sitting

and waiting for certain films to come along, or, after using a
stunt once, discarding it. Keep it up, Jack, and let's hear some
more from you.
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Binstock Presents
Novel Backgrounds
On Advance Displays

For a number of good rea-

sons—all of them showmen

—

Astoria, Long Island has been
the center of a lot of corking
showmanship for the past few
seasons. We have presented,= on the Club pages, many ex-

amples of live-wire work that

we are of the opinion proved to be valuable to whoever used it

when we passed it along. Of the Astoria showmen, Paul Bin-

stock, manager of the Fox Astoria Grand is very active.

No matter what type of picture he is playing at his house, you
will generally find that Paul is right there with the goods and
turning out some knockout flashes for a lobby display. One of

CLUB
EMBLEM

PIN!!!

WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG

THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A

MEMBER OF THIS GREAT ORGANI-

ZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE

SHOWMAN!

This is the actual size of the pin. It is made
of rolled gold with the outer circle contain-

ing a blue enamel background and the inner
circle an orange background. The wording
is in gold letters.

Use This Blank:

Managers' Round Table Club

729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Kindly send me, postpaid, Club pins,

for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.

Name of Member

Theatre

Address

Chy State.

his most recent ones was on "All Quiet on the Western Front,"
and because it presented an
unusual picture, he gave it

a great break as an advance
plug. We are showing a

photo of the display, ar-

ranged in his lobby, and all

set to sell "All Quiet" with
a big noise. We believe that

once before it was pointed
out that Paul uses a paint-

ed background, or a twenty-
four sheet background, on
most all of his advance dis-

plays. If you will look
closely at the photo, you
will note that he is using
this idea in conjunction
with the picture he is plug-
ging. The background sets

off the display of machine
guns, helmets, rifles and
sandbags very well. Cut-
outs were also placed along-
side the display.

Should you be using this

form of lobby display, it

might be well for you to

consider the angle that Binstock has hit upon in the form of
the depictive background. It is one that will attract a lot of

attention especially if blinker spots are focused upon it and
shed green and red rays over the scene. The whole idea may
be put into effect at a small cost, and we believe that the pub-
licity resulting from it will more than help you jam them in

during playdates. Before closing this story, we'd like to enum-
erate one or two of Paul's other activities, so that you may see
that he knows his stuff along all of the other show lines, too,

putting it into use at every possible opportunity.

A real estate corporation was plugging some newly built

homes in Astoria. They offered free bus service to all persons
wishing to inspect the houses. Binstock arranged to place a

large banner, plugging his picture, directly below the company's
banner. This move was found to be very valuable, aiding him
in the selling of the show to good advantage. The real estate
men liked it because, as they stated, "it made people look at

the bus." Other valuable tie-ups included the securing of the
co-operation of a fur store to plug Jeannette McDonald, star

of "Monte Carlo," the feature playing the Astoria Grand at

the time. The store permitted Binstock to place large signs
in their windows. As the fur dealer has one of the best clien-

teles in the town, it is easily seen that the tie-up was a most
advantageous one.

And now. At the top of this article you will notice the pic-
ture showing Paul, busily engaged in transacting the office

routine—as much as possible—over the telephone. We want to
ask you to look closely at the photograph and note the promin-
ent spot that his membership certificate occupies on the office

wall. How about your certificate? Does it, too, occupy so out-
standing a position? Let's see it. Thanks, Paul.
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THE
BIG
PARADE
OF
NEW

CONTINUES!
SAM PEARLMAN is the manager of

the Rialto Theatre in Asbury Park for the

Publix outfit. Sam is another of those peppy
managers who has been keeping this divis-

ion of Publix out front in the Eastern terri-

tory. Welcome into the Club, Sam, and give

our regards to our many friends out your

- Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

WIILIAM BRIEMAN manages the

Edgwood Theatre in Baltimore, Maryland.
From, all indications Brieman's application

for membership sews up this town 100%
Round Table and rank it with many other

cities now enjoying this distinction. Keep
us posted on your activities, Bill, because

you are pretty sure to have some fast work-
ing to do with all the Round Table showmen
in your city. Let's have a photo, too, so

we can give you a regular introduction.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

THOMAS A. PHELAN is the manager
of the Strand Theatre in Long Branch, New
Jersey. According to reports drifting into

Club headquarters Phelan is turning out
some marvelous wirk. Well, Tommy, since

turning out corking work seems to be a
habit with you showmen in Publix' Jersey
district, we want to see even more of it on
our pages in the future. What do you say?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

VERNE McINTYRE manages the Elsi-

nore Theatre in Salem, Ore. Mr. Mclntyre
is a very capable showman and in view of

this fact manages to keep them coming to

his theatre on every play date. But since

we have seen a lot of the work of showmen
in Oregon, we would also like to see what
Mclntyre can do so that we can pass it

along and let his fellow showmen look at it.

How about it, Vernie?

HERE ARE SOME OF THEM!

Photos of Members!

THE Club is anxious to publish

photographs of every member

and would, therefore, appreciate

receiving as many as possible for

use in future issues of the Club

columns. If you have not already

done so. PLEASE send us your own
photo at once. Thank you.

GARRY LASSMAN is the manager of
the Egyptian Theatre, in Milwaukee, Wis-
consin. We thought that we had Mil-
waukee pretty well sewed up as regards
membership in the Managers' Round Table
Club, so we were rather surprised when the
mailman brought us Mr. Lassman's applica-
cation. But we think that the city is now
100% Round Table. We want to welcome
Garry into the Club and we are sure than
his association with the many showmen will

be both pleasant and profitable.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

W.' H. STANLEY, more affectionately
known as "Pop," is the relief manager for
the Loew Theatres in New York and Brook-
lyn. He has been in the game for many
years and he's more than capable of holding
his own with the present day conditions.
We are glad to welcome him into the Club
and we hope to hear from him soon. Give
us a photo of yourself. Pop, for our biog-
raphies.

Wear Your Club Pin.' ! !

RONALD R. AGNEW is the publicity
man for the Earle in Philadelphia, Pa., and
with so much showmanship being turned
out around his house we feel sure that he
must be taking part in some of the business
building activities. Why not drop us a line

or two on your work, Ronald, so that we
can pass it along. You know your fellow
members like to keep wised up on the show
situation all over the country.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

JOHN BURRELL manages the Liberty
Theatre in Geneva, Ohio. His many associa-
tions in the town enable Mr. Burrell to turn
out some excellent showmanship, and it is

these associations that have also helped him
to secure a great deal of good-will for his
houses. We have been through the town
once or twice while driving through the
State but we don't recall right now just
what the show conditions were. Let's have
a little light on the subject, John.

Wear Your Club Pin ! ! 1

VICTOR J. ROSEN manages the Cali-
fornia Theatre in Santa Barbara, California.
Besides taking care of this house, Mr. Rosen
also has a District Manager's assignment
to look out for, it being his duty to see that
things are running right at the Granada, the
Mission, and the Rose. With so many
houses to take care of, he must be pretty
busy, but we think that he will find time to
sit down and give us the low-down on his

work. How about it Victor?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

EARLE M. TATE is the manager of the
Strand Theatre in Meridian, Miss., as pretty
a little town as you can expect to find for
show selling possibilities. If we recall
aright, it was not so long ago that we
passed along some accounts of showman-
ship engineered in Meridian and they con-
tained some points of value. Give us a
photo and some dope on yourself, Earle, so
that your fellow showmen can meet you.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

JEROME B. HARRISON manages the
Fenway Theatre in Boston, Mass. The Fen-
way has long held a reputation for show-
manship along with the various other
houses in the section where it is located.
We'd like to know what you've been doing
to keep up the showselling angle of the
house, Jerome, so that we can pass it along.
And when you send in your contribution,
include your photo, will you?

WM. J. TRUESDELL maiages the Far-
ragut Theatre in Flatbush, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
for the Century Circuit. According to re-
ports drifting into Club headquarters, this

showman is a live-wire. Such being the
case, Bill, how about letting us hear from
you real soon, as we'd like to pass some of

your work along to your fellow members
and showmen.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! ! —
BERNARD W. SIMON is the manager

of the Metropolitan Theatre in Brooklyn,
N. Y., for the Loew Circuit. We are pretty
well acquainted with Mr. Simon's territory
and we know that he has to work pretty
hard to sell shows in his section, particu-
larly since there are so many other houses
near him. We haven't sized up the district

though since the days of the old Bijou,
which was across the street from the Met.
Give us the low-down on the situation, Ber-
nard.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! I

S. A. GILMAN manages the Parkway
Theatre in Baltimore, Md. Those of you
who have been following the Club pages
week after week all know the ace work that
has come through this territory. Such being
the case, "S. A.," and feeling sure that you
will want to be right up with the leaders,
we want you to know that we expect to
hear from you real soon. And you might
include your photo and some dope on your-
self as well.

JOIN NOW!!
Here's the Blank

Application For

Membership In

"MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB"

729 Seventh Ave., New York City

I hereby apply for membership in

the Club.

Name

Theatre

Address

City

State

Position

Wm. A. Johnston "Chick'* Lewis
Honorary Chairman Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are
coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been
assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions" Running times are those supplied by the distributor*
Where they vary in different cities or towns, the change is probably due to state or local censor*

ship deletions.

Title
Break Up. The
Cain and Artem <

Children If the New Day
China Expfen
Demon ol the Steppes
Fragment of an Empire
Igdenbu
Law of Siberian Taiga
Man from the Restaurant
Old and New
Pamir, Record of Expedition. .

.

Sell
Storm Over Alia
Turkilb

AMKINO
FEATURES

Stir
Length

.. Rel. tat. Feet Mini. Reviewed
E. Gall-N. Slmono* . . June 1 ..7202. ..78..

F. Gllliazova-Lltkln ... .. June n. ..5518.
.. Mar. B. ..5631.
. .. Jan. IS.
...Jan. m.

.. July

Tchekhov-Malinovskaya .. Jan.

Martha Lapklna
11* Jiriy 17 ..eooo.

Oct. 17. ..5600. .62.. •Oct 25

. . . Sept 5.

Educational ...May 2A.

Coming Attractions
Title Star

Jimmy Hlgglns A. Buchma ..

Living Corpie, The V. Pudovkla
Spring Educational
Transport of Fire G. Kuznotsov

BIG 4 FILM CORPORATION

26

Title Star Rel. Dlte
•tSBar L Raneh (A.T.) OF ...Buflale Bill. Jr. Au». 4
•t§Beyond the Rle Grande (A.T.)

OF JaeV Pen-In Apr. 12.

•tlBreed el the West (A.T.) DF.Wally Walei No».

•tSCanyon Hawka (A. T.) DF ..Vaklma Canutt Auo.

•t§Flrebrand Jordan (A.T.) OF. Lane Chandler June

tSRed Fett Range (A.T.) OP..WeJly Walee Dee.

tsRidln' Law (A.T.) OF Jack Perrln May
•tsTralli ol Danger (A.T.) OF. Wally Walee Sent
•t§TaVe the Heir (A.T.) D Edw. E. Hortep Jan.

*t§Would You Believe ItT (A.T.)
D Walter Forde

.5400..
.5400.
.5400..
.5400.
S400..

24. ...5600.
30....5400.
20....5700 .

.Fob. 24. .5400.

Reviewed
...Aug 23

.60. ..June 7

..July I

! Jin. 25

COLUMBIA
(Available sound-on film and sound-on-dtsc >

FEATURES
Title 8lar Rel

* Data
•tSAfrlca Speaks l*.W"UJ^_" 5^pt" -1 -8

"t§*rounrt the Corner (A. T.)

MIBrothere (A.T.) ...

•t§Call or the West (A. T.)..

*tlFor the Lava at Lll (A.T.)

tlGulHyT (A. T.) ....

•tILadles of Leisure 'A T.1

•tSLone Rider. Tha <A.T.)..
•TSLadlea Must Pity (A.T.)

Sidney-Murray Apr. 26
Bert Lytell-Sebastlan Oct 25.
Revler.Matt Man™. . May 10
Mulhall-Starr-Elllot Nanat Oct 5
Holland-VBlll Mar. 3

. . Stanwyea-uravet-Sherman . . Apr. 5
..Jones- Reynolds June 9
N. Hamlltoa-D. S« bait I an. .. Aug.

Length
Feet I

.7054...
.6356..
6843...

10 S500..
5....7O0O..
3....0371..
5. ...9277..
9.... 5432..
I. ..5978....

26 6500..
.6932..
6386...
6090...
.6304...
.6383..
.8273..
.6359...
.5766..

25...
15...
18..
26..
IS..
17..

Reviewed
..SepL 27
...May 3
. . Nov. I

...May 31
..Oct 4
...Apr. 12
...Apr. 19
..July 12
.Aug. If
..Sept. 13

...Dec. 6
..Fab. '5

..Nov. 29
..Mar. I

...May 17

...July 28

...May 31
..Nov. 15
...June 28
..Sept. 13
...SepL 6
. . .June 2fl

..Nov. 15
...Mar. I

t§Ls»t e» the Lone Wolf fA T.l Lytell-Patty Miller Aug
•t§Madonna ol the Streets (A.T.) Evelyn Brent-Robert Ames. Dee..

•UMelodv Man- The (A. f.)„. Collhr. Jr.-Day-SL Polu ...Jan.

»t§Men Without Law Buck Jones Olt
•t I Personality (A. T.) otarr-Armur Fab.
•tlprlne* al Diamonds (A.T.).. .Ian Kelth-Prlngle Mar.
•ISRaln or Shin* (A. T.) Joe Cook-Joan Peers Aug.
"tfRoyal Romance. A (A. T.) . - . Collier-Starke Mar.
Shadow Ranch Buck Jones Sept,
•t§SI»ters (A. T.) O'Day-O'Nelt Jane 15 6284.
•tSSqueoler. The (A. T.) Holt-Revlor-Davy Lea Aug. 25 6358..
•^Sweethearts on Parade ( A. T.) Alice White-Lloyd Hughes. ..Aug. 16....6247..
•t§Temptatlon (A. I) Wllson-Gray-Perey June 6 6279.

.

tSTol'ablo David (A.T.) Cromwell -Beery-Peers Nov. 15 7350.

.

•tlVengeanee (A. T.) Helt-Revler-8traape Feb. 72 6160..

Coming Attractions
Title star R«l- Date Length Reviewed

Anybody's Girl Barbara Stanwyck-Rlc. Cortez

•ttCharlev'i Aunt (A.T.) . .. .Chartei Ruggles-Jiine deliver Dec. 28. '. V. 7890. '.V.B8. V.Dec'." 6
•fSCrimlnal Code. The (A.T.) Hotmes-Huston-Doran-Cummlngs Jan. 15/31 . .7920 88. ..Dec. 13

•t§Dawn Trail (A.T.) Buek Jones-Mlrlam Seegar

Desert Vengeanee .
Bu

,
ck« Jones-Barbara Bedford

•tSDIrlgible (A.T.) Holt-Graves-Wray

*t§ Fifty Fathoms Deep (A.T.)

•tSFIoed. The (A.T.) ,

For the Defense Evelyn Brent

Joaquin Murleta -Buck Jones

"t§Last Parade. The (A.T.) Grant Withers-Constance Cummings
•tfLlon and the Lamb. The (A.T.)W. Byron-C. Meyers-R.Hattsa-Love

MS Meet the Wife (A.T.) ......... ^ - -

tSMIraele Woman. The (A.T.) Barbara Stanwvek

*t§Subway Express. The (A.T.).Jack Holt-Fred Kelsey

•t§ Virtue's Bed (A.T.) ........ ........

tlWoman Who Came Back. The (A.T.)

SOUND SHORTS
Title. Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

•tAlaskan Knights Krazy Kal
i

Kirtosn May 22 I root July 12

•tlAnaehe Kid. The Krazy Kat Kartoon OeL 9
MSArete Antloe (A.T.) Silly Symphony June 5 I reel.

•t Autumn Silly Symphony Feb. 13

•tSBandmaster. Tha Krazy Kat Kartoon Sept. 8

•jtBarnyard Battle (A.T.) *'<*«' "o"" Aor
- "

t§Barnyard Concert (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Mar. 3

•t§Barn Dance (A.T.I Mlekey Mouse Mar. 4

MSCaetus Kid (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Apr. II

MSCame the Pawn Eddie Buzzel Oct I.

MCannlbnl Capers Silly Symphony Mar.

•tCnt's Meow. The Krazy Kal Kartoon Ian.

•t§Chaln Gang (A.T.) Mickey Mouse ... Aug.

•rfClnderalla (A.T.) Krazy Kat Kartoon Aug.

•tSContinental Evening. A Fay Marbe . ..........- Fen.

Crystal Gazer Specialties (Eddie Buzzel.)... Nov. 8
.Novelty 8 m,n-„ ,*

.1 reel..

.I're'eY.'

. I reel

.

. I reel .

.

.
I reel .

.

.Aug. 2

..NfleVs

..July 5
..Feb. 16
.Aug. 23

I Nov. 29
19 I reel

I I reel

6 I reel

14 Nov. 15
I reel

.

•tlCurloiltles
•tDeiert Sunk
•t«Oo It Now
*t<jDutehman'a Padadlie
•TSFalth. Heoe end Charity..

•t§Flddllng Around (A.T.)
•UFIreflghteri (AT.)
TSFrolllcklng Fishes (A.T.).

Mar.Krazy Kat Kartoon
Clarfc A Beromnn 'in t

..Rambllnn Reporter Sept.

Specialties (Eddie Buzzell) . -SepL
. Mickey Mouse Mar.
..Mlckov Mouse June I

, .. 8llly Symphony May

..I reel Feb. 22
. . I reel June 21

. I reel Nov. 15
I reel Sept.

!

*t§GallopIng Gaucho (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Feb.
Gorilla Mystery Mickey Mouse Oct
•TiHam Beroer & His Horse

Radish (A.T.) Color Sensation July
•t!; Hard Boiled Yeggs Specialties (Eddie Buzzell). .Oct.
*t§ Haunted House (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Aug.

.Columbia. Victor uem Apr.*t§Hawaiiani
*t§Honolulu Wiles (A.T.)..
•t§Hot and Bothered
t§Jallhouse Blues iA.T.j
"t§Jazz Fool (A.T.)
'StJazz Rhythm
*t§Jewel of Asia
•UJungle Rhythm (A.T.)..
•tSKarnlval Kid (A.T.)
MSLambs Will Gamble ...
MSLand al Long Age
MfiLet's Talk Turkey
Little Trail. The
"TSManonertes
•tIMickey's Follies (A.T.)

. July
..June
.SepL
.July
.May

. Mar.

.1 reel
. I reel

. I reel Jan. 24
Nov. 8

. I reel Aug. 16
. I reel. Nov. 9. '21

..I reel July 26
Nov. 8

. I reel Jan. II

. I reel

Nov. 29
12 I reel Aug. 9
26 I reel Sept. 14. '29

20 I reel. Oct 12, '29

3 1 reel

10 Oct. IB

31...

28

28... .1 reel..

.Feb. a

. . Feb.

. . Mar.

Krazy Kat Kartoon July
.Specialties (Eddie Buzzell). .Sept
.Mamie Smith ,

.Mickey Mouse

.Krazy Kat
.Rambling Reporter .

Mickey Mouse
Mickey Mouse

. Krazy Kat Kartoon.
Rambllns Reporter

.Rambling Reporter .

. Krazy Kat Karton...
. Tony Sarg
, Mickey Mouse lune

t§Mlckey'5 Choo Choo (A.T.) .. Mickey Mouse lune
*§tMldnlght In e Toy Shop Silly Symphony luly
*t§ Monkey Melodies Silly Symphony Aug.
MSNever Strike Yeur Metter Specialties (Eddie Buzzell).. Oct.
"tlNight (A.T.) Silly Symphony July
'Old Flame, An Krazy Kat Kartoon Apr.
•tgOo'ry House (A.T.) Mickey Mouie Mar.
•tIPIsole. The Mleksy Mouse Oct
•t§Plane Crazy (A.T.) Mlehey Mouse Feb.
'tIPIayful Paa Silly Symphony
*t§Plow Boy (A.T.) Mickey Mouse May
*t§Prlncesi Lady Bug (A.T.). ..Color Sensation Mar.
•tsPndlgal Daughter. The Specialties (Eddie Buzzell) .SepL
'i-iHaaia- Tors Utica Jubilee Singers Fen.
•t§Shlndlg (A.T.) Mickey Mouse July
*tStow Beau Krazy Kat Kartoon Feb.
*t§Spookeasy Krazy Kat Kartoon Jan.
*t§Splke Speaks Frank Moulan Mar.
*t§Stage Door Knights Buddy Deyle Apr.
*tfStage Door Pest Boyee Combe Jan.
*t§Steamboat Willie (A.T.) Mickey Mouse „i Ian.

*t§South Sea Interlude (A. T.). -Color Sensation Jan.
* + 1 Summer Silly Symphony Jan.
*+$T»lking Screen Snapshots. ... Released twice a month
Vagabond Salesman. The Specialties (Eddie Buzzell)
•t§When the Cafe Away (A.T.). Mickey Mouse *pr.
•tSWIld Waves (A.T.) Mickey Mouse *ug.

•tlWIntar Silly Symphony .-•
4

"t§Ye Heartte Shop (A.T.) Color Sensation Apr. 12 I reel May S

CONTINENTAL PICTURES CORP.
FEATURES

Length
Title Star Rel. Date Feet Mlns. Reviewed

•t§Fourth Alarm. The Nick Stuart-Ann Christy Oct 25 pet 18
Rampant Age (A.T.) (D.F.) .... .Murray- Kennedy Jan. 15 5743.. ..64. ..Jan. 18

"t§Secopd Honeymoon. The (F.) .Josephine Dunn Sept 3586 67 ••
Worldly Goods Klrkwood- Kennedy Au*. 1 6065. .. .65.. .Atia. *

Coming Feature Attractions
Air Eagles 8 reels

Defenders of the Law • reels

Hellion's Last Cruise, The fl raele

Mystery Train. The 8 raele

Rose of Ch i n atown 6 reels

Sea Devils Molly O'Day-Edmund Burns. Deo. 15 8 reels

Streets of Shadows t 8 reels

EDUCATIONAL
SOUND SHORTS

(Available sound-on-film and sound-on-disc

)

26 I reel

.

9 1 reel..
27 I reel..
30 1 reel..

26 1 reel.

23 1 reel
15 I reel Feb. I

31 1 reel

17 1 reel

IS I reel Feb. I

I reel. June 9. '29

Title
•tSAverage Husband (A.T.) ...
•TsBitier Friends (A. T.J
*UBIg lewel Case. The (A.T.).
*t|Bluffer, The (A.T.)
*t§Bullt and Bears (A.T.)
•tlBolly Beef
'^Camera Shy (A.T.)
•tSCemDUi Crushes (A.T.)
•t§Cavlar
*t§Cbop Suey
•UChumps, The (A.T.)
•TSCedflih Bells
1§College Cutles (A.T.)
'tSCosta Rlcan Case Wm. J.

*t§Dad Knows Best (A.T.)
f§Dance Hall Marge (A.T.)

.

•§t Divorced Sweethearts (A.T.).
•tSDen't Bite Your Dentist (A.T.)
•tSDon't Give Up (A.T.)
"IS Don't Leave Home
•*h Dmmm I nq If la (A.T.)
*t§ D utch Treat
tlExpenslve Kisses (A.T.)
•tSFat Wives for Thin (A.T.).
•tlFlylng Trip. A
•tGFollnw the Swallow (A. T.)
•tSFrench Fried
"t§Freihman's Geat The (A.T.)
•t^French Kisses
•tSFrled Chicken
Girls Will Be Boys (A.T.)....
*t§Golf Nuts
*T§Goodby Legs (A.T.)
'tSRnod Mornlno. Sheriff (A.T.)

.

'tSGrandma's Girl (A.T.)
*t§Hall the Princess (A.T.)
*t Hawaiian Pineapples
*+6He Trumoed Her Aee (A.T.).
•UHello Television (A.T.)
•tSHli Error (A.T.)
"t§Hollywood Theme Song (A.T.)
•"-Honeymoon Zeppelin (A. T.)
•t§Honk Your Hern (A.T.)
UHot and Hew (A.T.)
MHot Turkey

Star Rel.
Clyde- Hoarhead SepL
Lambert- McPhall Apr.
Lambert. Kelsey. Garvin Feb.
Clyde-Stidaaa Sept
Pollard-Clyoe-Beebe Mar.
Terry-Toon July
Hamilton. Hlatt Feb.
Clyde- Beebe- Stuart June
Terry-Toon Feb.
Terry-Teoi Aug.
Beebe- Clyde luly
Terry-Toon June
Tamblyn- Rondel) Deo.
Burns Detective Mysteries. . .Dee.
Holmei-Bottea Mar.

Length
Date Feet.. Mini Reviewed
7.. .1646 18. ..Aug. 23

27.. .1609 IB.

W.. 1480 16. .Fob. »
28,. .922. ...II.. .Oct 20

..Feb .22

13.. ...843 6. ..July 12
9.. .1480.. ..16. . Feb. 1

16... .1929.... 21.. .June 28
23.. ..659 7. Feb. 22

.529.
.1888..
...878.
..1649.

6...
15..
28..

.21..

...1.
..19.

.July 12

..Dee. 7

_.-. 30 ..1640.,
Marjorie Beebe Jan. 18. '31 .. 1925.
Christy- Irwln-Pollard-Beebe. .Oet ""

Clyde Pollard Net.
Buster and Jeha West Oct :

Johnny Hines Dee.
MeKee-Smalley Jan.
Terry-Toon SepL
Bert Roach Dee.
Beebe- Barraud- Clyde Mey
Hodoe Podge Sept
Lloyd Hamilton Apr.
Terry-Tooa Sept.
Bobby Agnew June
Cook Shockley Sept
Terry-Toon Oet.
Charlotte Greenwood Jan.
Terry-Toon Deo.
Pollard-Stuart luly
Lloyd Hamilton May
.Clyde-Stuart- Kane Oet.
,
Boiey. Collins May
Terry-Toon May
Burke-Boone Mar.
Clyde-Chrlstv Aug.
Bimea. Collins Sept
Grlbbon-O'LearyD'Avrll Dee.
Beebe-PoJIard Apr.
Lloyd Hamilton June 29
Goodwin. Crane Jan.
Terry-Teoo May

HI .1822.. n Nov. 1

g .1887.. n tent a
R . 1724 .. 19.. .Oct II

78 ..1665. Ill

2fi ..1600. 18
71 ...612. ...S
7 ..1614. ..18. .Dee. 6

24 ..1980. .27. ..May 81
; ...895. ..10

27 ..1686. 16 ..Air. 28
7 . . .547. . « ..Oet It

IS ..1884. ..19. .Aug. 9
7 . . 1768. ..It.

II.. ...569.. ..8.. 8epL 27

...S26. .8 . . Nov.22
7 .1961.. 22.. July It
25 ..1735. .19. .June 14

12 ..1885. ..21 ..OeL 2t
II ..1878. ,,17

...602. ...7. ..May 24
?* ..1895. 21 ..Apr. 12
17 ..1844. ..29. .Aug. 23
14 ..1758. n
1 .1859. ..26. ..Nev. 1

IS. ..1976. ..22. .Apr. 28
!•> .1718.. .10..
11 ..1528. ,17 ..Jul ii

4

'Meant sunrhronized score. Vlleans sound effects §Means voice

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker
(including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
D meant disc. F means sound-on-Klm.
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•t 5How » My Baby (A.T.)
•t s h hi ivrlu Gouiuh
*t Indian Pudding
*t|lrlsh Stew
•tJJohnnyi Week End (A.T.)..
*tS lumping Bull
*t 5 Kanoaroo Steak
•fSLove A La Mod* (A.T.)
Love Bargain. The (A.T.)
•t§Love Your Neighbor (A.T.)

.

*T§Marrlago Rows (A.T.)
•TSMaleo fn, iA.1.1
•t§Medley ol Rivera, A
'T§ Monkey Meat
• Mi.-.fLim ji Art. A
*t§My Harem (A.T.)
*UNo. No. Lady (A.T.)
•TsOh Darling lA.T.)
•t§Our Nagging Wlvaa (A.T.)..
"tOver the Air
Passionate Pups. The
•tSPeaee aofl Harmony (A.T.)
'tPlgskln Capers ,

•tfi.Poliar.ed ivory (A.T.)
*t Popcorn
•TP(ot«u
•tSPrlze Pupplet (A.T.) ,

•tSRaeket Cheers (A.T.)
•tSRadlo Kisses (A.T.)
•tHoman Punch
•tSRough Idea of Love (A.T.).
•tSalt Water Tuffy ,

•tIScoteh (A.T.)
•tiSeoteh Highballs
Shotgun Wedding. A
•tSSI, SI. Senor (A.T.)
*t Spanish Onions
tSSugar Plum Papa (A.T.)...
*t§Suppressed Crime. The...Wm.
"t§Swlss Cheese
*tSTake Your Medicine
•tTid Bits
•tSTheir Wives' Vacation (A.T.)
*t§Three Hollywood Girls (A.T.)

••(Trouble For Two (A.T.)
•tSUp t Traa
•tlUlrlch Case. The Wm. J,

•tSVaeatlon Laves (A.T.)
•t§Western Knights (A.T.)
•IsWMkins Murder Mystery
*t§Won by a Neck

Barne(.Colllns>McPhal[
Tarry-Toon
Terry. Toon
Terry-Toon
.Johnny HI nee
Terry T oo nt
Terry • T •*•
Granville- Drew
Alberta Vaughn-Bobby Agnew
Lloyd Hamilton
Lloyd Hamilton
Hagen-Dlegel
Hodgs- Podge
Terry- Tees
Hodge- Podge
Morao- Bradbury
Clyde-Christy
Dover- McPnall-Peek
Ford Sterling
Hodge-Podge
Bert Roach
Lambert-Coll lite- McPhall
Terry-Toon w
Lloyd Hamilton
Terry -Toon
Terry-Toon
Lleyd Hamlltea
Clyde- Irwln-Pollaxd
Beebe-Ouryea-Uarowe
Terry-Toon
Beebe- Eastman
Terry-Toon

. Clyde- Bevan-McPhall

.Terry-Toon

.Buster & John West

.Tom Pair ir ill,i

Terry- Toon
.Clyde-Gr'bbnnt
J. Burns Detective Mysteries

. ferry-Too
Andy Clyde
.Hodge Podge
Kel ton -Murray
Leota Lane- Rita Flynn-Phly
lis Crane
riaymond MrKee
Lloyd Hamilton ,

Burns Detective Mysteries.

.

.Clyde-Betty Boyd
Lambert-St. John-MePhall . .

.

Wm. J. Burnt
Lloyd Hamilton

June
June
Apr.
Oct.
Sept.
Nov.
July
Nov.
Jan.
Oct.
Jan.
Mar.
Nov.
Aug.
Feb.
Nov.
Jan.

22....I667..U ill.
6 578..
S 535..
I4....I653.,
2 499..
27 535..
2....I770...
II, '31

2 I758..
18. 3I.I8B2..
iti 2UU2. .

9. ...892..
...5*8..
I reel.
..I764..
.1798-

.

.1565..
..1789..
..935..

2S

19..

16."

4. '31

16..
I ...

..8. ..Oct.
.18... .

..6. ..Oet
..6
19

2i:;;sept."27
.21
22... Feb. 22
10
..6... Aug. 23

19

.20.. . Dee. 6
. Feb. I

.OeL 25
.Sept 27

..I6B0..

...544..
. . 1642.

.

... 543 .

.

...623..
..1724..
..1994..
..1891..
...560,.
..IS!

IH

.582.

Mar. 9..
Aug. 3
Nov. 23..
May 4..
Apr. 20.
Dec. 21.
Nov. 30.
Jan. 18 1961..
Nov. 16 560...

Bept" 21 '.".". 1738.'.
Mar. 23 637..
Feb. '6 1932
Nov. 23
June i 847
Oct 26 969.
Dee. 21 779..
Dee. 14 1895..

Jan. 4
Mar. 9... 1527.-
Nov. 30.... 1777...
Jan. 4. '31

Sept 28.. .1904.

18. ..May 10
.6

. Mar. 29

Apr.' ' 5
'"'"8

. . Nov.

.June

..Apr. 26
.21.
.. fl

.21.

...6..
..22.

2 1... Feb. I

.10. ..OeL 25

. Aor. ».

.Sept. 27

.Oct II

FIRST NATIONAL
i Available sound-on-disc and sound-on-film)

FEATURES
Title

•t§Baek Pay (A.T.)
MSBad Man. The (A.T.)
•tSBrlde ol the Regiment (A.T.)
'tSBrlght Lights
*t§College Lovers (A.T.)
*t§Oawn Patrol, The (A.T.)...
•tlFllrtlng Widow (A.T.)
•tSFurlet (A.T.)
•KGM ol Golden West (A.T.).
•tSGorllla. The (A.T.)
•tSIn the Next Room (A.T.)..
*t§Llllei of Field (A.T.) ...
•tlLoose Anklet (A.T.)
•tlMurder Will Out (A.T.) ...

•tlNotorloui Aflalr. A (A. T.).
*t§Numbered Men (A.T.)
•tiOne Night at Susie's (A.T.)
•tjOther Tomorrow (A.T.)
*t§ Playing Around (A.T.)
•HRoad to Paiadlte. The (A.T.)
tSSearlet Pages (A.T.)
fSShow Girl In Hollywood (A.T.)
•tSSong ol the Flame (A.T.)...
•tSSprlng It Here (A.T.)
•USUkily Modern (A.T.)
"tSSunny (A.T.)
't§Sweetheartt and Wives (A.T.)
MfiSweet Mama (A.T.)
•tSTop Speed (A.T.)
ft (Truth About Youth (A.T.)..
tlWay el All Men. The (A.T.)
•tS Widow Irom Chicago (A.T.).

Title
MSAdlet (A. T.)
Ambush i

Big Business
Broadmlnded
'tSCaptaln Blood (A.T.)
Chances
•t§Father's Son (A.T.)
*t§Golno Wild (A.T.)
Green Cat, The
•tSHener of the Family. The
(A.T.)

•t§Hot Heiress. The (A.T.)....
't§Klss Ma Again (A.T.)
"tIKlsmet (A.T.)
Lady for Love. A
*t§Lady Who Dared. The (A.T.)
•t§Llttfe Caesar (A.T.)
•t§Men of the Sky (A.T.)
•tSMothere Cry (A.T.)
'tsMlsbehavIng Ladles (A.T.)..
•+§Nauohtv Flirt (A.T.)
Paris Preferred
Party Husband
•t§Rloht ef Way. The (A.T.).
•t5Toe Youno 1e Marry
Tenderfoot. The
You and I

*tlWeman Hungry (A.T.)

Length
Itar Hal. Data Feat. . M!n».

- Corlnne Grlfflth June 1.. ..5872. ...62. June 7
Huston- Revler • Sept. 14.. ..7124.. ..77.. .Aug. 30

. 8egal-Pldoe.ll 22... .7418 . ..82 .

21.. .6418. ...72. ..July 1
. Whltlng-Nlaon -Oct 1... .8639.. ..63.. -SepL 8
Barthelmess-Falrbanks. Jr.. Aug. III.. .10054. ..112. ..July 19

. Dorothy Mackalll .May II.. .6664.. ..74.. .June 7
Warner- Wilson . Mar. 18.. . 6608. ...73. .Aor. 28
Hardlnn- Rennle Oct. 1? ..7276. ...75. .June 21

.Jo, Frlae* . Nov. 1 ..5911. ...63. ..OeL 4
-Jack Mulhall . Jan. 2« -.6.136. . 70 .Aor. -1

6.. .5979. .67 Dee. 21. '29
Falrbanki. Jr. -Youno . Feb. 2.. ..6190. . . 6B. . . Mar. H

Mulhall-Lee . Apr. II.. .6200. ...68. -Aor. II
. Billle Dove . May 4.. ..62t8. ...89. ..May 8
. Nagel-Clalra . Auo. S.. ..6460. ...72. June 7
. Dove- Falrbanki. Jr . OeL It) ..5760.. ..84.. . Nov. I

.Billie Dove . Fab. 9.. ..14.. •Jan. 4
-Whlte-Morrla Jan. It).. ..8003. ...66. ..Air. 8
Young- Mulhall .July 20.. -.6935. ...77. ..July 8
Fergusoa-Nlioa .Sept. 28.. .5906. ...65. ..Aug. I

1. Whit. -Mulhall Aor. m ..7213. ...80.
.Gray-Claire .May a.. .6501. ...72. . . May 3
.Claire-Gray Apr. 13.. ..6386. ...70. ..Apr. 21
. Ooretny Maekalll Mar. 2.. .5632. .63. May 10
.Marilyn Millar .Nov. 23 .7256.. ..81.. Oct. II
. Billle Day, Juno 18 .7003. ...77. June 7
..Alice White .July 6.. ,5"I2.. ..55..
Brown- Claire- Whiting Auo. 24.. ..7200. ...82. . .Junt 21

. Youno-Tearle • Nov. 3(1.. ..6235. ...69.

.Fairbanks. Jr.-Revlor -Sept 7., .6032. ...67. ..July 28
. Neil Hamilton .Nov. a.. ..6235. ...65. .OeL 29

Coming Attractions
Btav Rel Date Faet Mine.

-Richard Bartheltneai . Dae. ?«.. ..7169. ...80. ..OeL 4
. Loretta Youno
..Dorothy Mackalll

,

..Jamea Rennle ..70211.

..Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. ...
. .Janney-8tone-Rleh ..77.. -OeL 4
..Joe E. Brown . Dee. ii.. .6486. ...72.
..Dorothy Mackalll

Wnlter Huston
Lyan-Munsnn
Clare- Pldgeon
Otis Skinner
Loretta Young
Billle Dove
Edw. G. Robinson
Irene Delroy-Jaek Whltlm.
Peterson -Manners
Lee- Lyen
Alice White

Dorothy Maekalll
Nagel-Vaung
Young-Withers
Joe Brown
Loretta Young
Lee- Kohl sr. Black mer

7309 ,

Ian. 29. 'SI ...,
Jan. 18. 'SI. .8253. ...92.

Jnn. 4, "SI. .6855. ...75.
8480. ...72.

Jan. II, '31. 5187

..Oct 4

".Nov." 9

.NnT'i

!DHL* is
.SepL 13

FITZPATRICK PICTURES, INC.
Features

Length
Feet Mint. Reviewed

..S877....43....0et 25
Title Star Rel

LnlY of the Lake Percy Marmont-Bentta Hum* No

SOUND SHORTS
Traveltalk Series

ntls Star Rel. Date Feet \l1ni. Reviewed
No. I—From Barcelona to Valencia (F.&D.) Sept 1 006 .... f I

No. 2—From Valencia te Granada (F.&D.) Oct 971. ...II Oet.12'29
No. 3—From Granada to Toledo (F.&D.) Nov 975....II Nov.16,'29
No. 4— In Old Madrid (F.&D.) Dec 867 10. ..Feb. 8
No. 5—Egypt—The Land ef the Pyramids (F.&D.) May 972. ...II.. .Juno 21
No. «—Gateway te India. The (F.&D.) June 830. ...9'/,

No. 7—Temple ef Love. The (F.&D.) July 958... IO'/i.. Sept S
No. 8— Imperial City (F.&D.) Aug 932 9. ..Aug. 23
No. 9.—Picturesque Hong Kong (F.&D.) Sept. 718 10
Ne. 10—The Island Empire (F.&D.) Oct. 710 9. .SepL 8

'Means synchronized score, fMeans sound effects. %Means voice
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.

Ne. II—Japan In Cherry Blossom Time (F.&D.) Oct 766 9. .Nov.
No. 13—Java—The Fragrant Isle (F.&D.) Nov. 773 9
No. 13—Charming Ceylon Nov 705 9
No. 14—Honolulu to Havana Doe
No. 15—Slam to Korea Jan

American Holiday Series
'Abraham Lincoln (A.T.)
'Armistice Day (A.T.)
'Christopher Columbus (A.T.)
'George Washington (A.T.)
'Independence Day (A.T.) ...
*§Labor Day
*§ Memorial Day
*§Mother't Day
*§Orlgln of Christmas
'5Thanksgiving

Movie Horoscope Series
On* Release (or Each Month ef the Year

Tlth 1

People Born In August (D.&F.)
People Born In September (D.&F.)
People Born In October (D.&F.)
People Born In November (D.&F.)
People Born In December (D.&F.)
People Born In January (O.4.F.) ...
People Born In February (D.&F.)
People Born In March (D.&F.) ...
People Born In April (D.&F.) ....
People Bern In May (D.&F.)
People Born In June (D.&F.)
People Bom lb July (D.&F.)

Length
Feet Mint. Reviewed

.. 830 9

...714.

...901.

...910.

...901.

...749 8'/.

.. .944....I0V,

...823 9 ..

Music Master Series

Title Star Rel. Date
"tGeorges Blzot (D.&F.) • SepL
*t Johannes Brahamt (D.&F.) SepL
•tFrnnj Liszt (D.&F.) • Sept.
ItGeorge Frederick Handel (D.4 Oct ....
•tFrederlek Chopin (D.&F.) OeL
*tLudwlg Van Beethoven (O.&f Oct.
tJohann Strauss (D.&F.) Nov.
n§Gulteppo Verdi (D.&F.) Nov
•t Felix Mendelssohn (D.&F.) Dee

FOX FILMS
(All releases toand-on-tllm and soand-on-dUc I

.972.... II

.971.... 1 1... Feb. IS

..998 II. ..Apr. 3

...990. ...I
..932.... 10".

..681 7ya.Apr.lt

rifle

"tfeAre You TheroT (AT.)...
•ffArizona Kid. The (A.T.)..
•tSBIg Party, The (A.T.)
•tSBIg Trail. The (A.T.)....

•t§Cameo Klrby (A.T.)
'tlCheer Up and_ Smile..

FEATURES
Star Rel. Date

.. Llllle-Garrlck Nov. 30.

..Baxter-Marls Apr.
Lee- Carol- Albertion ...

..Wayne-Churchill- Marshall

JCIty Girl (f.T.) Farrell- DuncanML.,
'fSCemmon Clay (A.T.) _

*t§Crazy That Way (A. T.)...
"tSDancert, The (A.T.)
*t§Devll With Women. A

i Cress Reads (A. T.)
ivietone Follies ef 1930

*t§Double '

•tSFex Mo.
?A.T.)

Bennett-Ayret- Marshall
Bennett-MecKenne . . mar
Moran-Holmet-Walter Byron Nov.
Victor MeLaglon-Marli Nov.
A met- Lee ... Apr,

Length

Feet Mint. Revleweo
.5400 60. ..Nov. 29
.7450 83. ..May 17

Feb. 23 6482. ...72. ..Mar. I

Nov. 2. .Standard line... Oat H
Grandeur 14200

Jan. 12 6120., ~

June 22 5600..
Feb. 16... .6171.
Aug. 17 7961.
Mar. 30 5828..

7500.

.

.5750..

.5800..

..68 Dec

..62...

A

.69
.88
.64.

20.

.Apr. 19

.June 21

.Mar. 28
Oct. 4
July 26
Mar. 28

.Special Cast May

-tSHIgh Society Bluet (A.T.)
*tiJust Imagine (A.T.)
"fLast of Duanaa (A.T.)

*t§Good Intentions <A.T.)
nSHarmeny at Heme (A.TJ.

•fi.
•tii—
•tSLet'a Go Placet (A.T.)
•tSLIghtnln*
tSLIHon
'tSLone Star Ranger (A.T.)

.

•tSMan Trouble
tSMen Without Women (A. T.).MacKenna-MacDonald

. Lowe. Churchill
..Collier, Sr. -Churchill
. . Gayner. Farrell
. . Brendel-Sulllvan
,.0' Brian- Loy- Browne
..Wegstaff-Lano
..Will Rogers- Dresser .

.. Farrell-Taylor

..George O'Brien ....
.Slllt-Mackalll

•t§Not Damaged (A.T.)
•TSOh. Fer a Man) (A.T.)
•t§One Mad Kit* (A.T.)...
*tSOn the Level (A.T.)
"tSOn Yeur Back (A.T.)...
*t§ Renegades , -

*t§Rough Romance (A.T.)
'tiSootland Yard (A.T.)..
•tJSea Wolf (A. T.)....
•t|sky Hawk (A.T.)
•t§8o This It Leaden (A.T.).... Will Rogers

(A.T.)... John -

Moron- Byron-Amos
MacDonald- Denny. White

. . . Don Jote MoJIca
.... Victor McLaglen
.... Rleh-Warner-Haekert ...
. . ..Baxter- Beery. Ley
....O'Brien- Chandler
....Edmund Lowe-Bennett ..

Milton Slllo
...Gerrlrt-Chandlor

. June
..Jan. 19..

Mar. 23
. . . Nov. 23.
..Aug. 31.
-Feb. 2.
..Dee. 7.

..Oct 5..

..Jan. 5.

..Aug. 24.

..Feb. 9.
.. May
. . Dec.
,. July

Mar.
.. Sept
..Oct

June
. . Oet
-Sept 21

28

. .7422.
6340..
6395...

. .6750.

.10059..
.5500..
.6745..
..8500.
8472...
.5940..
.7800..
.7246..
.6500..

14 7600..
13 5566.
23 6600.,

25
.81..

26.... 8400.
15 4800.
19. ...6750.

.8009.
6925.

MSSeng 0' My Heart (A.I MeCormaok

(Reviewed under title of "Mr.uk of Lore"
'tSTamolo Tewer (A.t.) MaeKonna-Day
"tS3 Sisters (AvT.) Dresser. Patrleola ...

the River (A.T.) Luee-Bogart-Traey ...
Company (A.T.) Albertson- Warner- Lynn

omen Everywhere (A.T.)... Murray-Dorsay- Kellard

•tSUo
•t 5 Wild
•tSWom

June 8 8300
Sept. 7 8243..

....Sept 28.... 6340.
Mar. B 7586.

In Feb. 1. 1930, Issue)
Apr. 13 6200 58
Apr. 6
Oct 12.
July 19
June I

..84. ..May 16
.70. ..June 14

70 Dee. 14. '29

.75... Mar. I

.Ml. ..Oet 18

..61. ..July 12
.72. ..Jan. 16
..94... Oet 25
.94. ..Sept 13
..66... Jan. 25

Aug. 39
Jan. 4

.72. ..June 14

.86 Nov. 6
.64... July 26
.62. ..June 14
..74. ..July 26
..93... Oet 4
.54. ..June 21
.75... Oet 4
.89. ..Aug. 80
76 Doc. 14. '29

92. ..May 31
.92. ..Mar. IS
70,..Oot 25

.82. ..Feb. I

.6442
.8200.... 92..
.7209 90
.7500.... 93.

.May 17

.Apr. 26
..Oet II

.July 19

.June 14

Title
All Women Are Bad
•ts Alone With You (A.T.)

.

Axelle ,

•t§8areelona (A.T.)
tSBtondle (A.T.)
Charlie Chan Carries On...
tSCIsco Kid, The (A. T.).

Coming Feature Attractions
Star

.
.
MacDonald-Lowe-Halliday

.Gaynor-Garrick

. fjaynor-BogarV
"!!"""*"'

. Moran-Rooart- A me* , .

.

..Church III- Garrlck-Hymer .

Lowe- Baxter

Rel. Dete Length

.Baxter- Bennett ..

Ann Hardlno. Brook-Nage!

.

O'Brien- Huntington

•^Connecticut Yankee. A (A.T.). Will Rogere-O'Sultlvan.'
Doctors' Wives "
"tSEast Lynnn
•tgFalr Warning (A.T.)
"t 5 G iris Demand Excitement

(A.T)
tlGelng Nowhere (A.T.)
Heir to the Hoorah, The ....
*t§Het Numbers (A.T.).

John Wayne-Vlrglnla-Cherrlll ...
Brendel-Whlte-Traoy
Will Rogers
Coreoran-Byron Collier. 8r

Land Ruth Victor McLaglen-Fay Wray
•tSMan Who Came Back. The

(A.T.) J- Gaynor C. Farrell - K.
MacKenna Jan. II

Menace for Men John Wayne* Virginia Cherrlll
*t$Men nn Call (A.T.) Edmund Lowe-Clarke ...Jan. 2!
Merely Mary Ann Janet Gaynor- Cel la Loftus
Mr. Lemon of Orange Brendel-<Dorsay-Churchlll
•HMovletone Follies ef 1931

(A.T.) Bpeclel Cast
•tSNo Favors Atkod (A.T.) McLaglen. Francis
*t§Onee a Sinner Dorothy Mackalll-Joel MeCreaFeb 8
t§0ne Night In Paris (A.T.) . . Gaynor. MacKenna

John Wayne-Clalra Lac*
E. Lowe-L. Hyamt Dec. 26

'tSPalnted Woman. Thfl (A.T.)
•f§Part Time Wife (A.T.)..
•t§Prlneess and the Plumber,

The (A.T.) Farrell-O'Sulllvan. Warner ..Dee
Seas Beneath, The O'Brlen-LessIng- Marls Jan
*t5She'e My Girl (A.T.) Farrell-Cumpton
•HShe Wears the Ponta (A.T.)
•tSftolder The (A.T.) Baxter
*t§8py. The Hamilton-Kay Johntan ....Feb.
SQuedrtna Charles Farrell-Elltsa Landl. Mar
Stolen Thunder MacDonald-Brook

(including dialogue and incidental songs).
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

A.T. after title means
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MSThelr Mad Moment (A.T.) . . .Baxter. Mackalll. Pitt* Feb. 22. '3t

Three Qlrla LMt Mar. 15. '3l

*t§Under Suspicion (A.T.) J. Harold Murray-Moron Jan. 4. "31.5800.
'tawomsn oi All Nation* 1A.T..1 Mei_agien*Lowe
*i$ WyominQ wonder lA.T.i. .. . Howard -Corcoran
•TSYouno Sinner* (A.T.) Moran- Albertson-Melghan

.64. Nov. 22

INTERNATIONAL PHOTOPLAY DISTRIBUTORS
FEATURES

Title
*T Alter the Verdlat
•T&Crlmion Circle. The

i M»:.rk Red Roses (A.T.) . ..

•tlUnwrltteu La*. The (A.T.)..

Oloa Ticheehowa
Stewart Rant . .

,

Rome.Dobl* ...
Retailed Fuller

Rel. Data
.Jan. I..

. Feb. I..
.Mar. I..

. Fab. t .

.

Length
Reele Mint. Ravioarao

.7 7b. .June 21

7 79..Jaa. n
H .67. .Mar. e

S 30

SHORT SUBJECTS
Leagth

Real*. Mini. RevlcwM
2 17

.Seng Program

.Jazz Program ,

.Animal Novelty
..Frawley & Smith
.Speelal Cut ,

.Sang Serlaa

.1

17....

Title
•fSAtl-Oental Treatment
*T5Abbl* Mitchell 4 Sizzle 4

Blake
"tfClyde Dearr A. Saxophone

Sextet
at!Feed the Brute (A.T.)
•f&Hoak (A.T.)
tiiuitice (A.T.)
'tSLIttle Journeys la Sanglind
Marlonettee

1. Grand Opart 1 9
2. Allez-Op 1 8
3. Dimple* 4 Tear*

•tSMIter. The (A.T.) Bransby William* 1 8
"tSMr. Smith Waxei Up (A.T.) . Marrlott-Gett 2 18
VSNIght In Dixie, A (A.T.). . . Mltchell-Hudgln* 2 is

*t§Nora Blaney No. I Song Program 1 8....
*T8Nora Blaney Na. 2 Song Program 1 8....
•tSRadle Frank! 4 4 Bachelor*. Song Program j 8. .At
•fSTeddy Brawn 4 Hie Band Jazz Program I 9. Nov. I

•UWhen the Clock Struck
Twelve (A.T.) Nllaa Welah J 18

METROGOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Data
•t§Anna Christie (A.T.) Greta Garbe Feb. 21...

*tl8lg Haute, The (A.T.) Beery-Morrle-Hyamt June 14.

•fSBllly the Kid (A.T.) John Mack Brown Oct. 18.

MSBIthop Marder Caaa (A.T.) . . Basil Rathbone
•t§Call of the Flesh Navarre

Reviewed under title of "Singer ot Seville
1

Length
Feet Mini Reviewed
170 91. Dec. 21. '29

7901 88... June 23
18 8808 82. .Sept 13

I 7961 . . .89. .Nov. 16. *29

Aug. 16 9061. -.99
In July 12th, 1930. Isaue

.Hay 1071.
..98.

.72. ..Aug. 9
.98. Dec. 28/29
.84... Apr. 19

.81. ..July 26

. 93 .
Feb. 22

.81. ..Juno 7
..88. ..Feb. I

..88... Apr. 12
.85. ..June J

.192. ..July 19
.90... Aug. 16

...80... Oct. 25

.67. ..May 10

.67. ..Oct. «l

. Feb. 22
1929, laaua.j

12 8452. ..72. ..Apr. 19

14 8773. ..97. Dec. 14. '29

II 6760... 76... Oct. 18

...6478. -.72.. .May 2i

*t (Caught Shart (A.T.) Dreuler-Morai May 10 8873.
MSChatlng Rainbow* (A.T.) Love-KIng Jan. 10 8813.

(Reviewed under title et "Read Shew" la Nov. 2. 1929. laaue)

*?!Chlldrea ef Pleasure (A. T.) . Gray-Rubla-Jehatea Apr. 26 8400.

*t I Devil -May-Care (A.T.) Ramon Novarre Feb. 7 8813.

"tSDIvoreee. The (A.T.) Shearer-Merrl* Apr. 19. ...7533.

•tsDoughboy* Butter Keatea Aug. 30 7325.
(Reviewed under title "Big Shot" in July 26 issue.)

VI Free and Eajy (A.T.) Buster Keatea "*r. 22-. WIS.
•UFIoradora Girl. Th* (A.T.). .Davle*-Gray May 31 7260..

tSGIri Bald No, The (A.T.). .. Halnos-Hyam* ...; Mar. I5....d382

"tIBKd Now* (A.T.) Special Can Aug. 23. ...7931.

•|§ln Gay Madrid (A.T.) Ramon Novarre May 17 7654..

•t§Lady'» Morals. A (A.T.) Grace Moore . ... . Nov. 8. .. .7856. ...88
(Reviewed under title ot "The Soul Kiss" In Oct. 4 Issue.)

*t|Lady *f Scandal (A.T.) Chatterton-Forbet- Rathbone May 24 6858 77... May 31

't§Lady to Love. A (A.T.) Vllroa Beaky Mar. 8. ...8429 94. ..Feb. 8

'tSLet Os Be Gay (A.T.) . - ,
.Shearer-La Reoue Aug. 9. . . .7121 . . . 79. .

May 3

•TJLord Byron tt B'way <A.T.)..Terry-Ka»ey-Edwards Feb. 28. . . .7069. . .78. . . Jan. 25

•tSLove In the Rough (A.T.)....R. Montgomery. D. Jordan .Sept. 6. ...7668. 85. ..Aug. 16

t&Madam Satan (A.T.) K. Johnsoi Reginald Denny. Sept. 20. .. 10320.. 1 13. . .Aug. SO

•tSMen ot the North (A.T.) B. Leonard-G. Roland Sept. 27. .. .5359. . .60. . .Oct 25

Mm and Bill Marie Dressier Nov. 29 5977 67. ..Oct. 18

•tSMontana Moon (A.T.) Joan Crawford Mar. 29. . . .7917. . . .68. . .Feb. a

*t*Net So Dumb (A.T.) Davlei-Nugent Jan. 17 8875 75

(Reviewed under title of "Dulcy" In Nov. 2. 1929. Issue.)

'tgOur Blushing Brides ( A.T.) .. Crawlord-Page-Sebattlan July 19 9138.

*i§One Embarrassing Night All English Cast Juno 21 8611.

•t§P***lon Flower (A.T.) K. Francls-Johnson-Blektord Dec. 6 7171

•tSRedemptlon (A.T.) Bllbert-Nagel-Adoree Apr. 5 6019.

•tSRemote Control (A.T.> ... . Hatnes-Deren Nov. 15 5958

tJRegu* Song, Th* (A.T.).... Lawrence Tlbbett May 10. . . .9723. . 108. . . Feb.

•t§Romance . Greta Garbe "'V 26. .. .6977.
.
.76. Aug,

•t$Se* Bat, The (A.T.) BIcktord-MUJan-Torra* June 5. .. .6253... .69.
.
.May

•tSBhln From Shanghai. The „, _,,. __ .

(AT.) Nagel-Johnaon-Wolhelm ... Jan. 31 6176.
.
.69. . .Jan.

tlSlH of th* Chlldraa (A.T.). Mann-Nugent June 28. .. .7716. . .86. . .July

(Reviewed under the title ot "Richest Man" In the World In Juiy 5 Issue.)

•t§Strletly Unconventional (A.T.)Stone-Cavanagh-Owen May 3. .
.
.4970 55

(Reviewed under title of "The Circle" In Feb. 22.

'IfiThli Mad World (A.T.) Rathbone-Johnio* Apr.
'tSThey Learned About Women

(A.T.) Van and Schenck Feb.

•t§TTioso Three French Girl*.., (A.T.) R. Denny pet.

*T9Unholy 3. The Chaney-Lee-Linow July

"tlWar Nurae (A.T.) Walker- Page- Montgomery ..Nov. 22 7333 82. ..Sept.

•t§Way for a Sailer (A.T.) John Gilbert Nov. I 7967. . .89. . .Sept 20
•T«Way Out Wait (A.T.) Halnes-Hvam* Aug. 2 6407. . .71 .. .Aug. 9

•tSWoman Racket (A.T.) Moore-Sweet Jan. 24. .. .6887. . .77. Dec. 14. '29

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date

Bachelor Father Davles- Forbes Jan. 10, '

"t§ Dance. Fools. Dance (A.T.) .. Joan Crawford
*t§ Daybreak (A.T.) Ramon Novorro
Easiest Way, Th* ...Constance Bennett- Robert Montgomery
Five and Ten
Gentleman's Fate Gilbert- Wolheim
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford Bill Haines
G Irl* Together
*t§Great Day. The (A..T.) Joan Crawford
Great Lover. The Adolphe Menjou £.••••£*
'tSGreat Meadow. The (A.T.) . . . 3rown-8oardman Jan. 31. '31 Nov. 29

"tSHer Fortune (A.T.) Joan Crawford
It's a Wise Child Marion Davles Jan. 24. '31

f§ Inspiration Greta Garbo Jan. 24, '31

Mata Harl Greta Garbo
•UMarch of Time (Tont.) Weher A Field*
•GNew Mean. Th* (A.T.) Tlbbett-Moore Jan. 17. "31 Oct. 25

Paid Crawford- Armstrong Dec. 20
(Reviewed under title of "Within the Law", issue of Nov. 15)

•tSRed Dutt (A.T.) Greta Garbo
•fS Reducing (A.T.) Dressier- Moran Jan. 3. 31

Secret Six. The Beery- Rambeau
Shepherd of Guadeloupe
"tSSoutherner, The Lawrence Tlbbett
"5 fSo.uaw Man. The Roland Young
Strangers May Kiss Norma Shearer
Susan Lenox. Her Rise and Fall
Their First Mistake Laurel & Hardy

(Reviewed under Jltle of "The Rap," Issue of Sept. 27)
.... Harry Carey. .

SOUND SHORTS
Star

.... Charley Chnse
....Laurel .Hardy
....Revue
....Boy Friends
. . . .Dogvillo
....Our Gang
...Laurel-Henry

Dogvllle

Length Reviewed

•tlTrader Horn (A.T.)

Tin*
•tSAII i•tSAII Teed Up
Another Fine Met*
•t§Baby Folllot (A.T.)...
•t§Baby Talk
Bark Brothers, The
'HBesr shooter*
•t§Below Zero
Big Dog House, The

Rel. Date
Anr, 19

. Nov. 29..

Length
IBM ..

.

.2591...

Reviewed
.Mar. 2»
..Dec. 13

.Jan. I7.'3I

.' Mnv "17"

.Apr. 26..

.Mar. 14.

1R8I
.

'tiBIg Kick. The. Harry Langdon Mar. 29
•t§Blgger and Better Boy Friends Oct. 25.
Blood and Thunder B. Friend Jan. 17,
•fgBlotto uaurai-nard) Feb. 8.
MSbrau Laurel- Hardy . Mar. 22.
Busy Barcelona Holmes Apr. 1 1.

China'* Olo Man Rlvor Holmes Oct. 4.
*l§Clock Shop, The Revue May 10..
Clyde Doerr 4 HI* 8axoph*n* Orchestra Act Jan. 18.
'tSCollege Hound* Dag villa Sept 27.
* t --.College Romeos Blltmore Trio Jan.
Copy Novelty Oct.
Crazy H ouse Dane* Moran Nov.
Cuckoo Murder Case, The Flip the Frog Series Oct
Devil's Cabaret Revue Oee.
*t§ Doctor's Order* Boy Friends Sept.
*t§Dogway Melody Dogvllle _Oec.

25..

31
...862 ...

.2 reels.

...572....
. 1524. .

.

..853...,
1877

..Feb. 15

-Apr. 6

18..
13...
13...

-.724..

•t\Ui.niar Dizzy (A.T.)
•UDubiin and Nearby
*T&Fasl Work (A.T.)
'fsFlddlestlckt (A.T.)
'tSFifty Million Husbands...
fiFtghtlag Paraai ,

'TsFlrat Savin Yeart. Th*.

.

•Flower Garden
'Flying Fists
*t§Gems ot M-G-M (A.T.)..
Girl Shock
Glories of Nlkko. The..

. .Charley Chase
. .Holmes
..Chartie Chase
. Cartoon
. Charley Chase
1

. LnogUoa
. Our Geof

,
.Revue
. Cartoon
.Novelty
. Cr.,irley Chase .

.Holm
•tsHaywire tA.T.) Laurel- Hardy

.Oct 4.

.. Dee. 27..
June 28..

..Aug. 16

..May 24...
. Feb. 22...
..Mar. I .

..Jan. 18..

..Sept 6..
. . Jan. 3, '31

..Aug. 23...

. Aug. 23..
. May 2a. . .

.Dec. 13

..Nov. I1493
2384....
....882.
.. 1866..
...568..
..1848..
...1877.
. . m-M .

..1663..

...628..
.1846..
.1786 Aug. 23

...May 24

....Aug. 16
Mar. 29

Dae. 14. '29
. .Apr. »

906.
1775
.1878. .

.2 reels.

.2623....

.1775...

13

.Nov. I

..Aug.

^tHead Guy. The ...
Helping Grandma Our Gang Jan. !

High C's Charley Chase Dee.
•t§Hog Wild (A.T.) Laurel-Hardy May
Hoosegow, The Laurel 4 Hardy
-'«Hot D*g Dogvllle Aug. 16. ..1400
•tSlnt* MirNH Holmes Dec. 6 900...
•t§Kiddies Revue (A.T.) War. 15
*t§Klng. The Harry Langdon Juno 14 1787..
*t§Laurel & Hardy Murder CaseLaarel-Hardy Sept 6. ...2781...
Ladle* Last Boy Friends Oee. 8 1893
Looser Than Loose Charley Chase Nov. 15 1893. ....... Dec. 13
Love Buslnes* Our Gang Feb. 14. "31.1857
Love Fever B. Friend Feb. 28, '31
Modern Madrid Holmes 4ov. 15 851
•tsNIght Owl* (A.T.) Laurel-Hardy Jan. 4 1895. .". .Dec. 14/29
tSOId Man Trouble (A. T.) OavldsoB- Nlohal* .. . i reels ..

Peeps at Peking Holmes Jan. 17. "3 1.. 804
*1 S Pirates (A.T.) Benny Rubin Feb. 15 1622 Aug 16
Pups Is Pup* Our Gang Aug. 30 1693 Oet 18
•tjReal McCoy (A. T.) Charley Chase Feb. I 1899 Dee. 14, '2*
Rounder, The Novelty Nov. 22 . 1812
School'* Out Our Gang Nov. 22 1893 "."..".Aug. 30
•tSShlverlng Shakespeare Our Gong j„„. i5 . lt>70
'MShriaio. The Harry Langdon May 3 1738 Feb. 15
Snappy Cabellero Revue Sept 20.
•T$!-«<tO Writer* Revue. Thr- (AT 1 Novelty Aug. 30 . 1861
So Quiet on the Canine Front. .Dogvllle Jan. 31. '31
Spain's Maddest Fiesta Holmes Sept. 13. !908 NoV'is
Sbltan'* Camp of Victory Holmes Feb. 28. '31
*- of the Alhambra^ A Holmes Feb 7 '31
•t§Teoehor"* Pet (A.T.) Our Gang
That Little Bit of Heaven Holmes Mar.
Through the Yangtze Gorges Holmes Oet
Thundering Tenor* Charley Chase Feb.
-tfTough Winter. A Our Gang June
•HVan 4 Sehenek Jan
Village Barber, The Flip the Frog Series Sept.
Virginia Judge, The Act Jan.
•t§Vodevllle (A.T.) ...) Laurel &. Hardy 2 reels.

.1894 Aug. 18
21. "31

25 879
7. '31. .1923
21 I SHU Mar. 29
11 7«
27 656 7 Oct. II

.803..

What a Man
tlWhen the Wind Blows..
*t§Whlsperlng Whoopee . .

.

Who Killed Rover?

.Charley Chase
...Our Gang ...
...Charley Chase
...Dogvllle

....Feb. 7. '31

.. Apr. 8...
..Mar. a ...

..Nov. 8 .

1795..
1007
1346.

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Length
Date Feet Mlns.

8697 99.

.71

Reviewed
. .Aug. 30
Aor 5

..Aug. 16

.May 17
..Nov. 22
..July 5
. Juno 28
..Feb. 22
..Oct 18

..May 17

. . Nov. 29
..Oct II

..May 24
..Dec. 13
.July 12
...July 12
..Sept. 27
..Sept 27
..Feb. 22
..Apr. 19
. Nov. I

. .Sept. 6

Title Star Rel
'tSAnlmal Cracker* (A ,T.) Marx Brothers Sept 6...
•fSAnybody'* War (A.T.) Moran & Mack Aug. 2..
*t§Anybody's Woman Chatterton-Brook Aug. 30 7243.

.

*t$Bli Pond The (A.T.) Chevalier-Colbert May 3 8964..
Blue Angel. The Emil Janning-Martene Dietrich Oee. 15. . . .9047. .

.

-r§Barder Legion, The (A.T.) Arlen-Wray-Holt June 28 6068..
"t§Oangerous Nan McGrew (A.T.)Helen Kano July 5 6571..

t § Dangerous Paradise (A.T.) . . Carroll- Arlen Feb. 22 5244.

.

•t§Derellet (A.T.) Bancroft- Francis Nov. 22 6622..
•tt; Devil-. Holiday, The (A.T.). Nancy Carroll May 24 6743..
Fast and Loose Hopkins -Stan-eft- Lombanf-

Morgap Nov. 8 6384..
•t§Feet First (A. T.) Harold Lloyd Nov. 8 8100..
•*§Fftlinw Thru (A.T.) Rogers- Carroll Sept 27 83B8..
•t§Follow th* Leader (A. T.)..Ed Wynn Oee. 13 5950...

•tJFor the Defense (A.T.) William Powell -July 26 5670 .

•tIGrumpy (A. T.) Cyril Maude Aug. 23 6647..

•t§ Heads Up (A.T.) Rogers- Kane Oct II 6785..

•t§Her Wedding Night Clara Bow Oct. 18 6924.
•t§Honey (A.T.) . Nancy Carroll Mar. 29 6701.

.

tSLadlM Love Brute* (A.T.).. George Bancroft Apr. 26 7171. .

•tlLatfflhter (A. T.) Nancy Carroll Oct 25 8893...

t'Enlmatlque Mr. Parke* A. Menjou-C. Colbert 6390..

(Slightly Scarlet)
't§Let'* Go Native (A.T.) MacDonnld-Oakle Aug. 16 6787..

•tSLIght of Western Star* (A.T.)Arlen-Brlan>Greei Apr. 19 6312..

*t§Love Among the Millionaire* (A.T.) . .Bow-Smith July 19 6910...
*T§Love Parade (A.T.) (D). Chevaller-MacDonald Jan. 18. ..10622..

•t§Man From Wyoming (A.T.).. Cooper-Collier July 12 5989...
•<S Manslaughter (A. T.l Colbert-March Aug. 9 7954..

•t§Men Are Like That (AT.). .Hal Skelly Mar. 22. ...5467...

fi Monte Carlo Buchanan- MaeDonald Oct 4 8077..

•TiMoroceo (A. T.) Cooper- Dietrich Dec. 6. ...8237..
'(.Only th* Bntva (A.T.) Gary Cooper Mar. 8 ...6624 ...

'tSOnly Sap* Work Errol-Arlen- Brian Dec. 6 6644.

.

On the Spot Jack Oakle Jan 24,
-

r 5 Paramount on Parade (A.T.) Soeelal Cast Apr. 21

•tiPtayboy «f Pari* (A.T.) Maurice Chevalier Oct 18

•fSQueen High (A. T.) Rugglet-Rogert-Morgan ...Aug. 23

•}§Return of Fu Manehu (A.T.) . Oland-Arthur May 15.

•tiSatety In Number* (A.T.) . . Charle* Roger* June 7

*t§Santa Fe Trail Richard Arlen Sept 27

'T§Sap From Syracuse (A.T.).. Jack Oakle July 26. .

.

•titaWah and Son (A.T.) Ruth Chatterten Mar. 22..

•t§Sea God. The (A.T.) Arlen-Wray Sept 13. ...6534

•t§Sea Legs (A.T.) Jack Oakle Nov. 29 5673

•fSSeven Days' Leave (A.T.). Gary Cooper Jan 25.. 7300
Reviewed under the title of "Medal" In Nov. 23, 1929 Issue

•t§Shadow of the taw (A.T.) . PoweM-Sehllllng June 14 6392

•tISilent Enemy, The Indian Cast Aug. 2 7551.

•USIIghtly Searlel (A.T.) Evelyn Brent Feb. 22 6204.

•tSSoeial Lion, The 'A.T.) . ...Oakle-Brlan June 21. ...8403.

•t§Spoller», Th* (A. T.) Cooner-K. Johnston-B. Comp-
ton Sept 20.

. Gary Cooper May 10

.

.Jackie Coogan Nov. 15.

Clara Bow May 31.

t§Vaor.bond Kino The (A.T.) Klng-MaeDonald-Oland Apr. 19

t§Vlrtuous Sin. The (A.T.) . . ..Hu*ton-Franol* Nov. 22.

•With Byrd at the South Pole Juno 28..

•t§Young Eagle* (A.T.) Charles Roger* Apr. 5.,

•HYnuno Man of Manhattan
(A.T.) Colbert-Rugglea May 17 7308 85... Apr. 28

.65. ..May 31

.70. ..May 31
71... July 12

1 1 1... Oet. 19
58. ..July 12
89... July 26
61... Nov. 23
.85... Aug. 9
.92. ..Oct II

67 M*r. II

Nov. 29,74.

•STexan. The (A.T.).
•t§Tom Sawyer (A.T.)...
"t§True to the N*vy_,(A.T;)A

...9125..
..6512..
..7905..
.6586...
..7074 ..

..6839...
.6018...

.8128..
.7142. .

.7648..
.6396..
.9412..
.7233..
.7411...
.6405..

.101. ..Apr. 5
..73... Sept 13

. 88 .Aug. 9

.73. ..May 10
. 79.. June ;

85 ..Soot. 27
.68... Aug. 2
..77 ..Mor 22
..73. ..Aug. 30
.90... Nov. 15

..68. ..Nov. 23

..68. ..June 7
.88. ..May 17
.71. ..Jan. 23
.60... June 21

..92. ..Aug. 30

..68.. May 1?

Oet 18
..71.. .May 17
.105.. .Jan. II

.81. ..Oet. 4
.82. ..June 28
.71... Mar. 22

•Means synchronized score, fMeans sound effects. %Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. aft*

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. P means sound-on- film.
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Coming Feature Attractions
Tin. Stir Rel. Dale

•TiAloni Came Youth ( A.T.) . .
Cnarie* Roger* Oec. 20...

»T§Buy Your Woman Paul Lukas . Mar. 28, '3

Dishonored Gary Cooper* M. Olatrlch Mar. 7. '3

*t§Flghting Caravan. The (A.T.). ijary uooper Jan. 10. '31
Finn and Hattie Abroad Leon Errot-Mitzi Green.
Gang Buster. The Jack Oakie-Jean Arthur.
*lih«ae»»i«n Lane (A. I.i com* Uewnni ....
*ft huckleberry fan (A. T.) . Junior OurAie ,

•TIKId Bnii iA. 1.) Jack Oakle .

Ladles' Man Wm. Powell- Kay Francis
'UMarton «i tn* Talkies (A.T.) Jack Oakle ,

New Moral* Ruth Chatterton
No Limit Clara Bow
'tSPerehe No Maria Jacobin!
•UHiont to Leva, The ia.T.i. riuth Chattertan
•U Rodeo Romance (A. T.) Arlen-Carrell
•tjRsse ef the Ranehe (A. T.)
"ts Royal Family of Broadway.

The (A.T.)
Scandal Sheet George Bancroft
•T&Scarab Murder Cftte (A. T.i William Powell
*ns*lpay (A. T.) Apr. 25.
Stampede Feb. IS, '?

•t§Stolen Heaven Nancy Carroll Feb. 21. ".

Strictly Business Claudette Colbert Mar. 7,

The Westerner Richard Arlen- Mary Brian

17. '31 .6120. .68. Dee. 13

. Gary Cooper

. Fredrle March Feb.
Jsn.

Rel. Date Length
..Jan. 17/31. .1 reel

.. Aug. 2 2 reels..

.

..Dee. 13

. May 3 ...I real

Jan. 24/31.

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star

Ace of Spades. The Tatkartoon
<t§Accidents Will Happen (A.T.) Smith and Dale
Accordion Joe Talkartoon ,

*t a Actions Speak Lauder Than Wm. & Joe Mandel
Words (A.I.)

Anything But Ham Smith and Dale Jan. 24/31.. I reel
'TSArtitt's Reverie. The (A.T.). . Gamberelll e\ C#. M ug. 2 | reel

•tSAt Heme (A.T.) Lutu MeCennell Aug. 9 | reel.
*t§Ballet Class (A.T.) Dancing Act May 31 1 reel.

•t&Barnacie Bill, the Sailer

(A.T.) Talkartoon Aug. 30 1 reel

•tiBearded Lady (A. T.) Louisa Fazanda Mar. I
.<.

•ISBedelia Screen Seng Jan. 4..
*T§Belle ef the Night Dorothy McNulty reb. 15.

*tSBIue Songs (A.T.) Ruth Ettlng & Orchestra Jan. 5
Big Splash, The Welsmuller-Kruger Jan. 17/31
By Appointment Craig -Bond Nov. I .

.

By the Beautiful Sea Screen Song Jan. 24/31
*§tCanera Trills Bruce Scenic Oct. II...

•flChinese Fantasy (A.T.) Novelty Act Jaa. I....
nchinaiown Fantasy, A Mlller-Dova July 5..

•tSChords of Memory (A.T.) R. Bruce Seenle May 10...

•tJCIeanlng Up (A.T.) C. Conkllft-M. Swain Sept. 27..
'HCockeyod News No. I (A.T.). Eddie Cantor Aug. 9..
*t§lome Take a Trie IB My
Airship ... Sereen Seng May 24..

'tSCenteunoed Interest (A.T.) .. . Raymend-Caverly Oct. II..
t§Deep "C" Melodies (A.T.)... Frances Williams. Yacht Club Boys. Jan

.Am. '

. I reel . .

.

. .2 reels.

. I reel. .

.

.2 reels
. I reel . . .

. I reel . .

.

. I reel . .

.

. I reel . .

.

. . I reel .

.

. I reel

.

( 5 Desecrate Sam Bert Gordon
D Iscovered Sally Ward
"t|Dluy Dishes (A.T.) Talkartoon

29

. James Gleason Feb. 8.

.

Arthur- Roaeh Mar. 8..
Marie Gamberelll July 26...

..Robert Bruce Seenle Sept. 6..
. Charles Murray Feb. I .

.

.•Stubbly Kreuger-Assan-Jordanoff Apr. 25.

. Believe It (A. T.)
'UDown With Husbands
*t$Dresden Dolls. The (A.T.)
*t§Drlftlng Along (A.T.)
*4*Ouke ft Dublin <A. *).•-•
Elmer Takes the Air
Excuses Bruce Novelty Nov.
•tJFalse Alarm Fire Ct. (A.T.)

. Smith A Dal* Mar. 9
•tsFamlly Neil Doer. The Charles Rugqies Jan. II...
'tSFatal Card, The (A.T.) W. & E. Haward Nov. 8...
•fSFavorlte Melodies (A.T.) Ruth Ettlng & Orchestra.. . Mar. 16 ...

*t§ Firebugs Talkartoon May 10. .

.

•t&FIt to Be Tied (A.T.) Burns & Alien Aug. 2...
•tSFor Love or Money (A.T.). . .Lois Wilson Jan. 4...
*t§Food for Thought (A.T.) Allen A Canfleld Sept. 13...
French Line. The Glna Male Jan. 24/31.
*t§Gettlng n Break (A.T.) Block & Sully May 17...
•tSGettlng a Ticket IA.T.) Eddie Cantor Mar. 22..

•tSGtow Worm, The (A.T.) Screen Song Aug. 23..

Go Ahead and Eat Tom Howard Jan. 3/31.
"tSGo Ahead and Slag (A.T.).. Tom Howard Oct. 25...

•UGnnd Uproar (A.T.) Talkartoon Oet 4

*f§He Waa Her Man (A.T.) Gilda Gray
•tSHelpIng Hand. The (A.T.). . Solly Ward Oct. 4....

•tSHer Future Ethel Merman Sept. 6.

el.

.2 reels
31. .2 reels..

. I reel

. t reel

.2reels
. I reel

. I reel

. I reel
i reel

.1870
. I reel

. 1 reel
. I reel
. I reel

. I reel
..I reel
. I reel

.1 reel

.2 reels
. I reel

I real

I reel

.

.2 reels
.2 reels. ..

Sept. IS 2 reel*

26.

. Mar. . . I reel.

2....I
12..
16.

I reel

. I reel

, .1 reel Jan. 25

..I reel Nov. 22

.. I reel

•t§Hls Honor, the Mayor Charlie Murray Mar. 22 2 reels Julv 15

His Price Johnny Burka
•tlHIs Wile's Birthday (A.T.) .. Solly Ward ,

•t|Hold-Up (A.T.) Tom Howard
*tSHot Air Merchant (A.T.) Charlie Ruggles ...

MIHot Dog Talkartoon
"tSHot Tine la the Old Town

Tonight. A (A.T.) Sereea Seng Aug.
*t§l Came Flrat (A.T.) Herman Tlmberg Apr.
iSI'm a Wild Woman (A.T.)... Boydell-Ash Aug.
fSI'm Afraid to Come Heme In

the Dark Screen Seng Feb.
**§l'm Forever Blowing Bubbles. Screen Song Mar.
In Again, Out Again Cook-Bond Dee.
*T§ I n the Good Old Summertime
(A.T.) Screen Song June

*t§ln the Shade of the Old Apple
Tree Sereen Sang Jan. 18 I reel...

•t§lnsuranee Eddie Cantor Aug. 23 1 reel.

*T§lntroduetl»n of Mr*. Glbbs
(A.T.) Lulu MeConnell Sept 20 1 real.

It Might Be Worse Georgia Jesse! Jan. 3/31. . .2 reel*

It's All Over Marlon Harris Dee. 20 1 reel...

*t5 Jazz Preferred (A.T.) Zelaya Aug. 30 I reel .

Just a Pal Minor Wataen Nov. 15 I reel..

•t§Knndy Kabaret (A.T.) ..Children's Ballet Aug. 23 I reel...

•StKnlghts In Venice (A.T.j . ...Smith eV Dale Mar. 23 I reel

•tlady. Vou Slay Me (A.T.)... Parkini-Hillnet Sept.

•t§La Paloma Screen Song April,

*t»La Schnapps. Inc. (A.T.). .. Smith * pale Nov.

•t§Lat M» Explain (A. T.).. Taylor Holmes
..Victor Moore

Arthur & Morton Havel
..Alleo Boulden Jan.
Bruce Novelty Aug,

'.
. Screen Song Nov,

..July B

.June 28

Love In the Suburbs..
-fSLovers Lane (A.T.)
Make Up Your Mind...
TSMany Moons (A.T.)
Marlutch

.Jan. 31/31

reel
.574 ..

.2 reels.

.

2 reels. .

.

.2 reels

10/3 1.. I reel

9 I reel..
. .1 reel..
2 reels .

.1 real . .

.

.1 reel...

IS.

t§Marry or else Arthur e\ Mertea Hawaii ...Oet 25.

•t§Meek Mr. Meek. The (A.T.) . Jimmy Barry Aug. 16

-TSMeet the Bey Friend (A.T.). Lillian Roth .. Aug. 30.

•JtMelodles (A.T.) Smith Bros.. Singing - ii"" 1^*
••5Mlll.no Me's, A Loo Morsa Apr. 2fiI. . .

.
.964

Model Women All Star .Dan. 6. .
..I ml

•t&Moon Bride's Wedding (A.T.)lndlan Musical Novelty Feb. 22 i real

•t§Mountaln Melodies (A.T.).-.-R. Bruce Seenle Jan. II

•tSMy Qnl Sal (A.T.) Sereen Song
Mysterious Masa Talkartoon

Oet. IB.

22..

MeConnell Aug. I

. . Oct, It

*t5Noah't""Lark (AT.)'."..."-'.'.".".. Talkartoon Oct. 26

Office Blues Ginger Rogera Nov,

Oh Teddy Billy House ....... .... "«« «
01* King Cottea George Dewey WasnlngWn.. -Dec. 27

•rSOle Man Whoopee (A.T.)... Art Frank Sept. 27

On a Sunday Afternoon Screen Song Nov. 29

•tSOperatle Selections (A.T.) ... Tito Schlpa May 24.

'tSParamount Aets

.1 i

2 reels Oct 25

..I reel July 26

..I reel

..I reel Nov. 22
1 reel.

'tSParamount Pictorial No. I Clara Bow Sept 27 I real
No. 2 Fish Faces Munich Mannl-

klns; Walrus Hunting In Si-
beria; Stars of To-morrow... Oet 25 I reel

Paramount Sereen Song i real
Paramount Sound News (Two Editions Weekly) i real .

Paramount Talkartoons
| r**\

Patient. Th« The Three Swifts Nov. 29.' I reel'
Plastered ....-....»., Willie, West 4 MsGlnty. .. Nov. 22. . . . I reel.

.

Please Go 'Way and Let Me SleePSereen Seng Jan. I0'3I I reel
Prisoner's Song. The Sereen Song Mar
Pulling A Bone Burns & Allen Jan.'
•tSRadlo Riot Talkertoon Feb
TaRaismg the Roof (A.T.) Lillian Roth & Band... Aug.
•t&Rod. Green 4 Yellow (.A.T).. Lulu MeConnell Oet
'^Resolutions (A.T.) Billy House Aug.
Row. Row. Row Screen Song Dae
•TIRuno. The Jimmy Barry j U ae
Runaway Boys Br-ce Novelty Jan. 31/31.
'tSSallor's tuck, A George Beatty Sept 13.

.1 reel.

.

10/31.. I reel
15 I reel...

I reel . .

,

18 1 reel..
.2 reels.

. . I reel.

.

I reel..
I reel..

•t§Salt Water Ballads"

(A.T,'.)'.".. ~R. ¥ruie~Scenic' .'.".'." ."."."."."."."
Mar** rj7'.""l reel!!!

•t§Scrapplly Married Johnny Arthur 4 Bart Roaeh. Feb. 22. .. .2 reels.
Seeing Helen Home Helen tyad Doe. 6 t reel
*even In One Juliet . Dee. 27...
Simply Kilting Willie 4 Eugene Howard Jan. 31/31
•tSSIng. You Dancer* (A.T.).. . Puck 4 Whlta Sept 20...
Sky Scraping Talkartoon Nov. I...
Sky Serappera Chester Conklln Dec. 6...
•t§So This Is Paris Green Fazenda j an 18...
•TSSong Service (A.T.) Lee Morse 4 Co Oct 25
Stateroom 19 Clute-La Mar Jan. 17/31
"TSStein Song (A.T.) Screen Song-Vallee Sept 6..
•tSStery Book Parade. The (A.T.) Children's Ballet Oet 4.....
•tlStrlke Up the Band (A.T.). . Sereen Song Sept 27...
•t&Stronger Sex, The (A.T.) .... Myers-Reach Mar. 15...
*t§Sunset Hunter (A.T.) R. Bruce Seenle July 12

Sure Cure Lynn Overman Nov. I I reel
•t§Swing You Sinner (A.T.) Talkartoon Sept 20.

.Jan.

tjjhat Party In Person (A.T.)' Eddie Cantor ".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.*.'.
Jan. 5.".'.'.*.

I reel".

I reel

. I reel

I reel

1 reel

2 reels
2 reels Jan. 25
I reel
. I reel
I reel Sept 6
I reel Aug. 23
I reel
1760
I reel.

Sept S
.Oct II

•t§The Tide "Rise* (A.T.) . . .

.

Tongue Tied
Tons of Trouble

,

*t§Toys (A.T.)
*t§Travelln' Alone (A. TO...
•tSTwentieth Amendment, The
Up to Mars
•tSVolees of Lonely Men
•tSWanderiust, The

,

*t§Wee Bit a* Scotch (A.T.).
*t§Whlle the Captain Walts ..
Why Continue the Struggle
•'SWIse Flies (A.T.)
•tjjYes, We Have No Bananas
•tSYou're In the Army New...

Nov. 22 I reel.

Title

•t§Beyond Victory (A.T.)
Big Money

"t§Grand Parade. The (A.T.
•t§Her Man (A.T.) (F.)..

•tlHollday (A.T.) (F.)...
•flNlght War* (A.T.) (F.
"tSOfTleer O'Brien (A.T.)
"tSPalnted Oeeerl (A.T.)
niPardon My Qua lA.T.)
•f§Rebound
•tfRleh People (A.T.) (F.
>m Tak-, a Holiday

'tSSwIng High (A.T.) (F

Iruce Scenic July 14.

.

..Lulu MeConnell

..Rudy Muller and Roslo

..Tnree Ormonde Sisters
. . R. Bruce Scenic
(A.T.)
..Talkartoon
..ft. Bruce Seeate ,

..R. Bruce Scenic April 5

..R. Bruce Seenle Feb. 8.

.. Arm Ida Nov. 8
.. Casey. McHugh Nov. 15

. . 7 am anon July 19

..Screen Sono Aor. 26

..Johnny Burke Oet II.

PATHE
FEATURES

Star Rel.

(F) . .loyd-Twelvetrees-Gleason.ScotlNov.
Qulllan-Gteaion-Armstrong-
Gleason Oet

) (F.)Twelvetrees. Scott Feb.
' trees- Holnres-Rambeau

I reel...

Dec 13 I reel...
Jan. 3/31.. I reel .

July 28 I reel...

I reel

.Nov. 22

.Nov. 6

reel .

. . I reel . .

.

. I reel .

.

. .1 reel

. .1 reel Juno 14

i reel May 24
.2 reels

..7310 62. ..Oet 4
,.7607 64. ..Nov. IS

Gleason

!f':J

tF»

v.

.Harding -Actor- Horton-Ames

.Eddie Qulllaa

.Boyd-Sebastian

. Boyd-Twelvetrees
Starr. Duryea
Ann Harding

.Censtaaee Bennett

.Constance Bennett .

. Twelve tre as -Seett ..

. Sept
July I

.Aug. :

. Feb. I

. Nov.
. June 2
Oec.

..May 18.

..7508 85
. .8870)
..394
. .6740

Sept 13

97...Juae 14
95 .

.Aug. IS
Nov. 30

..5654.

!!/074!
..7304.
.7500.,

73.

*.'e3.'.".'j'uly""5

,.7&.'..F*b.'t
..81... Nov. 29
..75 May 3

Title
'tEAdam and Eve (A.T.)
*t§Crashlng Through (A.T.)..
'tsiireater Love, The (A.T.).
tSIn Deep (A.T.)
'til Take This Woman (A.T.).
•tlLast Frontier. The(A .T.).
'tlLazy Lady (A.T.)

28

?<i SI,
5. '31

in, •31.

ID Ml
H •31

IS •11

lb. 11
i. 31.

Cominjz Feature Attractions
Star R ol Date

Constance Bennett June 28.

.William Boyd Dec. ™

.Ann Harding Aug.

. Constance Bennett J*n-

Bannister. Harding June
. William Soyd July

. _. Constance Bennett Apr.
Lonely Wives LaPlante-Horton
'tlNorth ot the Yukon (A.T.) ... William Boyd ..May
*t§Price of a Party. The (A.T.). Helen Twelvetrees Apr.
•tSRawhlde (A.T.) William Boyd Feb.
tSRomanee Harbor (a.T.) Ann Harding Mar.
*+6Taklno the Rao (A.T.) .Robert Armstrong Aug.
•tSThis Marriage Business (A.T.) Helen Twelvetrees July

SOUND SHORTS
r Available sound-on-film and sound-on-discl

(Note: Pathe does not list running time on Shorts. The approximate running time of reels
m the Important series, however, follow:

Rel. Date Run. Time Reviewed
2 reel comedies 26 mln
Pathe Sound Newi "lO min
Pathe Silent News iq m i n

'

Pathe Audio Review -f || n i n
Pathe Review M min
Aesop's Fables 8 mln
Grant land Rlee Sportllghts io mln
Talking Topics ef the Day 7 m \ n
Knute Roekne Notre Dama • .".

Football Serine ef 6
1. The Last Yard Oet 15 1 reel Aug. 30
2. The Hidden Goal Oct 15 1 reel Aug. SO
3. Flvlng Feet Oet IS I reel Sept 13
4. Touchdown Oct 15 I reel Oct II
5. Two Minutes to Go Oct 15 I reel Oet 25
B. Backfleld Aeee Oet 15 1 real

Title Star
All for Mabel Carney-Wills ...
"TfAseerlee ar Bust Dephna Pollard
*tjBeautles. The Hiett-Kaley
Big Cheese Aesop Fable
*t§Blg Hearted Harry Grlbbon .

Order*. The Morgan- McPhsll
Breakfast In Bed
*t$Bugvllle Romance.
*t| Campus Favorites
•tj Carnival Revue . .

.

IChasIng Rainbows

Rel.
Oet
July
June
Oct
June

....Aug.
.Pollard-Pangbora Nov.

...Aeaop Feble lune

...SporUlght June

...Hlatt-Hughee Aug.
..Soortllght Aug.

16..

*t$Champlon Maker* Soortllght June
Circus Capers Aesop Fable Sept
Cobb Goee Fishing Sportlfght Oct.
Dangerous Youth Daphne Pollard
*t§Drums of Fear Vagabound Adventure Serlee.June
*t5Deep South Song Sketch Aug.
Dixie Chase. The Sportlight

"tlDude Ranehlng (A.T.) Sportlight Sept
Ebony Shrine Vagabond Adv. Series Sept
*

1 8 Farm Foolery Aesop Fable Sept
Frozen Frolics apsod Fable Aug.
Gem of Agra, The Vagabond Adventure Series.. Oct.
tt§Glve Me Action M an ing- Holmes Aug.
•UGl3cler'$ Secret The Vagabound Adventure Series. -June
tSGIiding Sportlight Sept

Data Lenoth Revlew*-
12 2 reels Aug. 23
27 2 reels June 21
29 2 reels

26 I reel Nov. 6
22 2 reels June 28

1 ... 2 reels Aug. 2
.2 reels
..I reel June 2.

29 I reel July 5
3 2 reels July 19
10 1 reel
15 I reel June 21
28 I reel. .10.. .Oet 4
S I reel. .10. ..Oct. 4

21 min Nov. 29
29 I reel June 28
24... I reel June 28

Dec. 13

21... I reel. . .10. .Aug. 18
21 I reel May 31
14 I reel Sept 20
31 I reel Sept 13
19 928 10. ..Sept. 27
17 2 reels Aug. 9

I I real May 81
21 1 reel.. 10 Sept. 27Paramount Corned les * * **i 'i

•Means synchronized score. ^Means sound effects. $Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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Glory *t Spain Vagabound Adventure Series.
Gypped In Egypt
"^Hearts and Hoof*..

5 Hold the Baby
iHaatetf
|H*t Tajitla

t§l'll Take That One
•f§Jungle Jazz
*t§ Jungle Terror
•fSKId the Kidder

i of Chang How
Laundry Blues (A.T.)..

j Let 'Er Buck
*t6Llv« and Learn
•HLove's Memories (A.T.)
*t|Lma That KM*
•flMeadaJay
M&Midolghl Aesop Fables
tiMlBtl Vew On Business Agnew-Gulllver

i

••ttt

Nov. 18..
Nov. 9..
Sept 7.

Aesop Fable
nin-Kiiii
Aanaw-Craae-MsPaall
Sportllght May 16..
Aesop Fable* Aug. 3..
All Star Oct. 6.
Aesop Fable July 6.

.

,
Vagabond Adv. Serlea Oct 5.

,

Campus Comedy Dec. 7..
Vagabond Adventure Series. . June 15.

,

Aesop Sound Fable Aug. 17.

.

Sportllght July 27..
McPhaH-Deerlng Jan IS.,
Song Sketch Fen. 16.
VagatMtd Adventure 8*rlM...Aug. 24.
Seat Sketch Jan. 5..

635 ft...
July

. I reel . .

.

.1 reel...
...2 reela...
.2 reels

. I reel

. I reel
..2 reela....

. . I reel
. . I reel

2 reels

..2 reeli.. 18
, . I reel
..I real

..1 reela....
. . I reel . . . .

.

. . I reel

. . I reel
,

. . Nov. 8

..Nov. 15

..May SI

"May" 24
.Aug. 9

".July" 19
.Sept. 20
Sept 20
.June 7

Aug. 23
.Aug. 9
Aug. 2
June 7
.Jun* 7

Mushmi Beauty snop Melody Series Juna 7.

.

Mystle Isles. The ...
heal and Ttdy

,

SNew Walter. Th* ...
I Night Clark, The
INIiM la a Deraltery,

Offlice Boy
•t§On tne Air (A.T.)...
*t§One Nutty Night
MSOom Pah Pah (A.T.).

.Vagabond Adventure Series. Nov.
An st.ir Sept. 28..
All Star Juna •-.

.. A

•tJNIgl Clerk, The All Star
*TjNI|ht la a Derajltery, A Ginger Rogers

. Aesop Fabla
Toons at the Day
.Wills-Carney
Aesop Fabla

Par and Double Par Sportllght
"ttPathe Audi* Review (A.T.) .. Released Every Week
•t&Pathe Sound Newt Released Twice Every Week
'tSPerfeet Match. The (A.T.) ... Butler Mayo Apr.
•t§Plck 'Em Young (A.T) Agnew-Geraghty May
Racqueteers Sportlight Oct
•t§Ricn Uncle* (A.T.) Richard Carle May
•t§Rlde 'Em Cowboy Whlte-Carnav Apr.

.Jan. t2.

. Nov. 30..
May II...

. Nov. 2.

II.
13.

..2 reels...
.2 reels. ..

. . .2 reals.

.

..2 reels..
...2 reels..
...2 reels..

. . I reel . .

.

. .2 reels. .

.

i reel

. . . I reel. .

,

. I reel
. I reel.

. . 2 reels . .

,

. .2 reels..
2 reels.. 1

1

I reel.

. Nov. 29
. . .Jan. i

'

..Nov. 22

.June 7

..Nov. 22

..Apr. 5

..May 10

.Oct. II

..May 3
.2 reels Apr. 5

.Aesop Fable Juna 22 I reel June 28
. Dee.
. Jan.
.July

19 2 reels Aug. 30
26 2 reels Nov. 16
27 1 real
2 956 tt.10.

Romeo Robin. A. ..

*t§Royal Flush, A (A.T.) All Star

•tSRubevllle Nite Club (A.T.)..H. B. Watson
•tSSaered Fire* Vagabond Adventure Series ..

"tfiSanda of Egypt. The Vagabond Adventure Serin*

"t&Satan's Fury (AT.) Vagabond Adventure Series. .Sept 7 I reel Aug. 23

Sea Going Sheiks Traacy-Ceeke.Rleo 2 reels

Seeln' Indians Daphne Pollard .2 reels •vv.
Self Defense Sportlight Sept 7 1 reel Sept 13

MlShlo Ah*y (AT.) Aesop Fabla Jan. S 2 reel Jan. II

•tSSmgingSaps (AT.)
' Aesop* Fables Feb. 2. ...I reel Feb. 8

•TSSIsteen Sweatlaa (A.T.) #hlte-McNau«hten Apr. 20. ...2 reels Apr. 16

Ski HI Frolics Sportllght Aug. 24 I reel

•t§Sky Skipper* (A.T.) Aesop Fable Feb. 16..-. reel Feb. 15

Snow Time Aesop Fable July 20 1 reel. . .8. .July 26
•t§Some Babies Carle-Hlatt-Llttle Billy ....Sept 21 2 reel. Aug. IS

•tSSomewhere Out Sportllght July 13 I reel

•flSongs of Motner j?
on! 11

sk
.?
tch feD ' £•*'. '"'. "3 liy

'.°

'tSSplii* and Thrill* (A.T.) Sportllght Apr. S....I re* Apr. I

•fSSplaihlng Through (A.T.).. Sportllght Fob. 23 . . . I reel Feb. 15

Snortina Brothers Sports June I I reel. .. .8. . June 7

stone Aon Stunts Aesop Fable Dec. 13

swell People Dot Farley-Harrv Grlbbon . . Aug. 24 2 reels. .22. .July 19

Temples of Silence Vagabound Adventure Series. July 13 2 reels. . 10. .July 19

Three Wl*a Clucks 2 reels

•HTiQht baueeza (A.T.) LeMsIre Feb. 2 2 reels Nov. 23
Traffic Tangle Carr-Farley Nov.
*t§frumpeteer. The (A.T.) Song Sketch Jan.

Trying Them Out All Star May
Two Fresh Eggs At St. John-JImmle Aubrey July
Two Plus Fours Nat Carr-Thelma Hill Aug.
Under the Ceek-Eyed Moon Carney-Wells Oct
Vi Venetian Nignia Vagabond Adventure Aug.
•UVoice of the Sea (A.T.) Song Sketch May
•t§Western Whoopee (A.T.) Aesop Fable* Apr.
What No Bait Tople* of the Day Mar.

2 2 reels.
19 I reel.

.

25 2 reals.

6 2 reel*.
10 2 reela.

26 2 reels.

Nov.
...Jan. 4

.17. .June 7

.20.. July 5
20 July 28
20.. Nov. "

13

. I reel Aug. 16
, . I reel May 3
.1 reel Apr. 19

I reel.

Wizard Land Vagabond Adventure Series II. .Dee. 13

RADIO PICTURES
FEATURES

Title Star Rel Date

•tSAIIas French Gertie (A.T.). . .Danlele-Lyon Apr. 20..
*t§Beau Bandit (A.O.) ta Roeque-Kenyon Mar. 2..
*t§Case of Sergeant Qrlkeba Morrls-Compson-Hertholt ...Feb. 23..
•tSCheck and Double Cheek ......

(A.T.) Amos 'n Andy- Carol- Rich.
. .Oct 25. ..

•tSConspiraey. The (A.T.) Love-Trevor-Spark* Aug. 3...
•kcuchoos. The (A.T.) Wheeler- Woolsey May 15...

•tl Dinar Light* Wolhelm -Armstrong. Arthur Sept. 22.

.

(Reviewed Sept 6 Standard Film and Deo. 6 Wide
"HDIxlan* 8*ba Daniels Aug. 30..
•tSEseape (A. T.) All Star Cast Sept I

.6418. ...65. ..Apr. 18

.6128. ...69. ..Jung 21
.8191 92. ..Mar. 8

•tS Framed ( A.T.) Brent-Toomey

1 5 Half Shot at Sunrise (A. T.) . Wheeler-Woolsey
Sherman-Joyce

..Compson-Forbe* ..

. . Daniels-Thompson

. . Foy. Jr.-Rubln
Danieli-Hughet ..

Knew Women (A.T.)
•t§lnsld« the Line*
•ULawful Larceny (A. T.)
•tSLeathernecklng (A. T.)
*T§L«ve Comes Along (A.T.)
•HLovln' the Ladles Richard Dll
*t§Mldnlght Mystery. The (A.T.)Compson-Sherman
*STPay Off. The Lowell Sherman
•URunawav Bride. The (A .T.) . Astor-Hughes May
"t§She'B My Weakness (A.T.). . . Caret -Laka-Buiee Aug. 1.

*t§Shootlng Straight (A.T.) Oix-Lawlor July 20
•tSSllver Horde (A. T.) Brent-Wofhelm Oct 25.

Coming Feature Attractions

. Mar.

. Oct
. May
.July
Aug.

. Sept
. Jan.
Apr.

. June

.Oct.

..6929... .75.
.915. ...72...
.9155. ...90..
..7055. ...73.
Film)
.9385 99.
.6345 68..
..6111 68.
.7459.-79
. 6319 70.
.6652..

""

..6309..
..7600..
..7038 78.
..6138... 66
.. 6469.... 72,
..6377 70.

6194 ...7
.6727 73
..6720....

7

6768 75

.Oet 24

.Nov. 8

.Apr. 5

.75

..July 26
..Feb. 15
.Feb. 15

Sept 27
..Apr. 26
..July 12

..July 19
..Sept 6
Dee. 2i. '29
.Feb. 2i

.May 31
..Sept. 13
.May 3i

June 28
.July 12
Sept. 27

Star lei. Date
Bert Wheeler-Robert Woolsey
towel) Sherman
Forbes- Vail
Betty Compson
Richard nil
Wheeler-Woolsey Dec. 25 . .

.

T.)..

Title
Assorted Nut*
Bachelor Apartment
Beau Ideal
Children of the Streets...
"inimarron (A.T.I
"+SHook, tine A Sinker
Kept Husbands
Madame Julie
't^Perfect Alibi. The iA.
Private Secretary
Royal Bed Sherman-Astor
Sin Ship Wolhelm-Astor
Sour Grapes (Tent.)

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star

Aunt* In the Pants W. Catlett Nov.
Black and Tan Duke Ellington A Orchestra. . Feb.
*t§Brldegreom, The (A.T.)(F> . . Mare Connelly Fab
'TSBroken Wedding Bell* (A.T.) Dane-Arthur Sept
•t^Campui Sweethearts (A. T.) (FAD) Mar.
*t§Cash and Marry A.T.) Vaughn-Cooke-Sargent Mar.
•*$Dear Stayer (A.T.) Vauohn-Cooke Mar.
D izzy Dates Dane-Arthur Dee.
•t§Eventually But Not Nov (A.T.) (FAD) Vaughn-Cook*. .

Apr.
•HFalr Deceiver. The (A. K) (FAD) Jan.
Fall to Arms. A Louise Fazenda Oct
UGeneral Glnsburg (A.T.) (F).Nat Carr Apr,
•tiaolf Specialist Til* W. 0. Field* Aug.
tfOood Time Kenneth Mare Connolly July
•TSambMl Glncburg (A.T.) <F). Nat Carr Jan. II.,
•HGti«t. The (A. T.) (FAD).. Mere Connelly May 25.
Hey Diddle Diddle Nlek & Tony Dee. 7.
•t§Hot Bridge (A.T.) (FAD) May II

Humanette No. I Benny Rubin Auo. 22
Humanette No, 2 Hutchinson- Lereh Sept 1.

Humanette No. 3 Clyde- Rubin Oot. I

,

HumanettB No. 4 B. T. Murray Nov. 20.

Length Reviewed

.7020..'..78... Deo. 13

6570. ...73... Dec. 6

Length Review**

.2 reels. .21.. .Dec. 13
. . I reel

7..

20..

1 reel

..2 reel* Jun*
.2 reels
.2 reals
.2 reels Feb.
.2 reel*. .10
.2 reels Apr.
.1 reel
.1774.

19..
July 20...

.2 reels.

.2 reel*..

. I reel . .

.

.2 reels..

.1 reel . .

.

.1 reel*..

.2 reels.

.

..I reel..

23. July

Aug.
.Nov.

Humanette No. 5
Knights Before Xmas Dane-Arthur
- IS Land 01 urn Sky mue Daughters vaugnn-CugK*
*t§Losi and Foundered (A. T.) IFAD) . . Vaughn- Cooke
•TSMagnaie, Tha (A. T.) (FAD). Marc Connelly
•t&Men Without Skirts (A.T.) .. Dane-Arthur
*t§Mickey's Bargain (A. T.)...(FAD> Mickey Yule
'tSftllcfcey'a Champ* (A. T.) If-OiU) Micney Yule
TSMtckey* Luck (A. T.) (FAD) Mickey Yule
'f^Mickey'i Master Mind (A. T.) IF4D> Mickey Yule
•jSMIckey'i Merry Men (A. T.) (FAD) Mickey Yule
'T&Mlckey's Musksteer* (A.T.J
'TSMIckey's Strategy (A. T.) (FAD) Mickey Yule...
*t£Mlckey'i Winners (A. T.) (FAD) Mickey Yule
'TfiMickey the Humeo vA. l.> (FAUj Mickey Yule
"tSMlckey the Whirlwind (A.T.MFAD) Mickey Yule
•tSMIekey the Warrior Mickey Yule
Moonlight A Monkey Business .. Nick A Tony
Sion to Peoria (A.T.) Nick A Tony
•tSOId Bill's Christmas (A.T.)
-TSOId Vamps tor New (A. T.).. Vaughn-Cooks
'TsPalooka Flying Sehoel (A.T.)
*t§Peep on the Deep,
•t&Pure and Simple
Razored In Old Kentucky...
-resetting Son. .'he (A.T.)
VSSIecping Cutlea (A.T.).
Society Goes Spaghetti
f§Straago Interview, The
(A.T.) (F)

Tatklni Turkey
Toby In the Bughouse
•t§Toby the Fiddler (A.T.)
Toby, the Miner
Toby In the Museum
Toby, the Showman Toby, the Pup
Too Hot to Handle Louise Fazenda
Trader Ginsburg Nat Carr , .

Wife of Riley Nick A Tony ..
"t§Who's Got the Body (A.T.).. Nick A Tony .

Clark-McCullough
. Louis* Fazenda .

.

. Nick and Tony. . .

.

. Vauonip-LuoKc ...

. Albert* Vaughn

. Nick and Tony

. Sherwin-Knowlea

.Benny Rubin
-Toby, The Pup...
. Toby, the Pup . ..

.Toby, the Pup ...
Toby, the Pup . ..

. Jan. 19-

. . Mar. 30.

.

..Aug. 19.

..Dec. 27..

. . rob. 2.

. . Mar. 30.

.

. - Mar. 2..

. .Julv 20.
. Oct 20.

.

- jan. o..
- Aug. 17.,
June 22..

-Apr. 27.
..May 25.
..Nov. 15.
-July 13.
.Feb. 9..

. . feD. I.
June 22.
. . Sept I

..Sept. 15. .

.Oct. 20..
Feb. 16..

-Jan. 5..
..Sept 15.

Mar. 2..

"Dec."
"7"

- • Sept I .

.

.Aug. 19.'

• Nov. 22..
..Nov. 15..
.Dec. 27..

..I reel..
..2 real*.
..2 reels.
. .2 reel*.

.

. . I reel .

.

.. .2 reels.
.2 reels..:
. .i reels.

.

..2 reels..

..2 reels.

.

..2 reel*..
.1623

. ,2 1 eels..

. .2 reels.

.

. .2 reels.

.

..2 reels..
. .2 reels.

.

..2 reels..
. .2 reels.

.

..2 reels...

..z ioei»-
. . I reel .

.

...2 reel*
..2 reels.

.

. . 1 699 - .

.

..2 reels.

..2 reel*..

..2 reel*..

..I reel...

..Aug. IS

.Aug. 19

.21.. Nov. 15

21
.20. .July ?

Oet. II
1 8... Nov. 8

Feb. 8
Dee. 21, '21

20.. Sept 2?

. .1 reel 6. ..Dec. 13

..I reel. ...7
6.. Nov. 15

..I reel May 24
..I reel 7.. .Nov. 8
. .2 reels. .21 . ..Dec. 13
.2 reels. . 18. ..Dec. 13

3 2 reel*.

.

..May 24

SONO-ART-WORLD WIDE
Title Star Rel. Date

Air Police , .

"t§Blg Fight. The (A.T.) Willlams-Lane Seat." "l
*t§Blaze O'Glory Eddie Dowllng-B. Compson. . Jan. 1

*t§Cock 0" the Walk (A.T.) J. Schildkraut-Loy May 15
•t§Costello Case Tom Moore-Lola Lane Oct 15
Damaged Love Col Iyer Dec. 15
*t§Dude Wrangler. Tha (A.T.) .. Duryea-Basguette June
*t§Great Gabbo E. Von Strohelm-B. CompsonJan. I.
Hell Bent For Frisco
•tSHello Sister (A.T.) L. Hughes-Borden Feb.
Jaws of Hell McLaglen-Huma Dec 30
Just for a Song Davis-Carpenter Dec. 20
*t§Once a Gentleman (A.T.) Horton-Wllson Sept. I

•t§Reno (A.T.) Roland-Thomson- Love Oet l

*t§Rogue of the Rio Grande Hatton-Loy Bohr Oct 15
Symphony in Two Flats Novello- Logan
*f§Talk of Hollywood Nat Carr-Fay Marbe
•fiUp The Congo Travel Lecture
•t§What a Man (A.T.) Denny-Sesar

.Mini. Reviewed

Dec.
Mar.
Feb.
June

15

...65... Apr. 19

...90.Dec.l4/29

.-..80... Apr. 19
...78. ..Oct 18

.'.'.' 68.'.'.'May" 24
.100. Sept. 21, '29

....9500.. .105.
.100

.Apr. 5

I....7200.
7000..

...80.
..70..

..Oct II

.Dee. 6

.6586..
..5800.,
..7000..

72.Dee.2l/29
.62
.79. ..Mar. 28

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES

Title Star
't§ Alter the Verdict (A.T.).. Tsohechowa- Ward
Alma da Gaucho Special Cast
Asphalt Froelich-Amann .

Ball
*t5Because I Love You Mady Christians

Length
Dlst'r Rel. Date Feet Mins. Reviewed

-Int. Photoplay Jan. I.. 8900. ..73.. June 21
-Edw. L. Klein sept 6
Allied Film Mar. 15.8 reels. 85. .May 10
.J. C. Jackson ...Nov. 15. .7 reels
.Amer. Gen. Film. Jan. 24. .9000. . 100. .Feb 8

f§Bride 68 (P.T.) Veidt-Brfnk Amer. Angelo
-HBrlght Eye* Bal four-Trevor New Era ...
*t§Burnlng Heart The Christians-Froelich ..Harold Auten
•tSCall of Circus (A.T.)

( D.F.) Bushman Clayton . . Burr
Caught in Berlin Underworld. Fritz Kortner
Chess Player. The . Jehanna- Blanc hard
•^Civilization Hickman- Markey
tsClaney In Wall Street

.A*, T-L 1'V. . Murray-LlttleBeld
. .

.Arlatecrat Mar. 15. .712
•tBConttant Nymph, Th* Ivor Novella Bio Three Eic.Aug. 17.7800.
T$Co-Oolimist» Special cast New Era Feb. 8

'tSCrlmson Circle. Th* Stewart Rome Intar. Photoplay
•tSDanaer Man. The (P.T.).Chas. HutchiMan .. CosnN May 2U65I6
•t§Dark Red Rem Stewart Roma Inter. Photoplay
M§D*rk*a*d Sklee (A.T.) . ..Brentwood-MacDonaldBlltmere Pred Jan.. 5400
Docks *f Hamburg Jugo-Frltsoh Ufa,

-HKSSS k- -A Harold Aut«n ..............."..'.4t".'.j'»jt>"s
•t§Escaped from Dartmoor

.
.
Barlng-Hennino Harold Auten. ..Apr. M 7529 70. .Apr. 10

Ex-Flame Liberty Prod.. 6480 72 Nov. 29
Eternal Fools ...Judea Films. ...Sept 23. .6120... .68. .Sept 6Farmw s Wife rheinas-Hali-bavis. . Allied Jan. 4 bB45. ..76 Jan. 18
Figaro Franco -A mar lean Nots»t6ifin ...71 Dm ?

WES*j£t
U

!S:
Ann* May WonB --Brit Int Oct 30. .6600. .. .74. .Nov. 6

VsWrW- M
h
e°.ody""(A." "TV,

Br,t ' nt ""*"- '^^0.
.

.75. .Nov. 22

(F A D) Fritsch-Parlo Ufa Film
Her Unborn Child (F A D). - Special Cast Windsor Jan. 107609" "85 "ian'""l8
Hungarian Night* Special Cast Amer. Gen. Film Co.

..-•»..«**

Aug.5/29.. 8 reels June 14

Apr. 6 100. .Apr. 19
July 10.. .6800. ..76. .July 9
May 10. .8372. .88. .May 24

.Jan. 15. .5468. ..61. .Jan. IS

.... Mar. I

87.. July 6
Feb. 22

....Jan. II

B2...May 24
.... Mar. 8
60..OOC 14

..Ufa Film

.-Talk. Plct Eplos Sept. 1.5538...

•t§immortal Vagabond (A.T.) Hald-Froelleh ..
In the South Sea* with Mr. and Mr*. Plnchot
'tSlnoagl African Hunt ...
tane Catket The Freneh Cast
*t§Jazz Cinderella M. Loy-J„ Robards. Chesterfield
tSJuno and the Paycack (A.T.) Sara Allgood Harold Auten June 27 9100
•tSJust Off Broadway ..D. Keith- A. Chrlaty. Chesterfield ....Mar. 15.7650..
'IS Ladies In Lov* (A.T.) Day- Walker Chesterfield ... May 176095
tSLast Dane*. Tha (A.T.) . . Reynolds- Robard* ..Audible ... . Mar 8 5825
Lotui Lady fJ-'-v-v Audlbla ...Oct. 31. . .

.6100.'.
'.

Loose Ends Edna Best British Inter Oet 1 7.. 7560...
Lost Patroi ........ Pro Patrla ...Not Set. 5100..
"t§Love at First Slflht (A.T.) Keener-Foster Chesterfield Feb 15 6039

..May 31
Congo Plat Ltd. A»r. IS7776. . ..88. Apr.' 28
Cosmos ... 5800 64

Aug. 14. 6181. ...68. .Seat 20
July 5

.85.. Deo. 14

29
May

.65.. Mar.

.68... Nov. 15
.84.. Oct 28
..57. .Dec. 21" F«b. I

*t§Made to Order Julian Eltlnge Jesse Wall ......6240
•t§Madonna of tha Sleeping Y *""'

Car» Claude Frane Little Playhous* Film Co Oct 19tSManxman. The Carl Brlaaon 6800 Dee. 2IUfa Oec 14
Melody of the Heart Ufa Film. .Aufl. 29 Eno.. .8061 .

.'. .90.'.Sept. 8
„.. , . . „ . . _. Germ... 8543
Midnight Special, Tha Chesterfield ... Dec. 15.. 6 190.. 60 Dec 6
Murder Marshall- Baring British Int... Oct 24 6200.. .90.. Nov' I
Mystery at the Villa Rase.

.
Trevor-Baring Harold Auten. .May 3l 9000.. 100 mlns "

•t§MysterIe» of Nature Ufa 7|
Passion Bono. The Olmsted- N. Beery. . Excellent 5080. .".56".*"".".""
Peacock Fan Tha Dorothy Dwan Chesterfield 5400 . 60
Poor Millionaire Talmndoe-Howard .Clltmore .Apr. 7. ...5200 68 . May 17
Porl Spaelal Caat Ufa Film*
tSRarapant Ait (A.T.)
(D.F.) Murray-Kennedy ...Continental Jan. 155743... 64 Jan IS

*t§Raiputln, til* Holy Devil Special Cast Martin Barflar Alio 30
*t§Romanee of the West Jack Parrla Jnek Trap JJune 15. 5494 61 Aug 2
t§Saddle Kins. Tti* Cliff Tei tyen Anchor Oct 12
Sea Fury Mildred Harris... Tern White Nat Set 5200. ."58 Dec 7
•ISIums *f Toklo Japanese Cast Movlegraphs
Smoke Bellew Conway Tearl* First Division 8805 73"
*t§Sombraa da Gloria Jasa Bohr Son* Art World Wide Feb 22
South of Panama Carmellta Geraghty. . Chesterfield 6300 70.- .

Stampede Native Cast Harold Auten ..Apr. 26. ..7540..

*ftfeans synchronized score. ^Means sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

.80.. May S

A.T. after title means
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Strange Case of District
Attorney "M" Unusual Photoplay .Mar. 6800 Mar. 22

Suspense British int. Nov. 8

*t§Three Outcasts. The Yakima Canutt waea Mar. 7 5 reels uei. >»

"t&Throw ol the Dice Sects Dvl Hollywood Pie.. . Dee. 29.6700 May 31
Thunuor God Uornellui Keete. . . . l >*>cmi -»*# i

.' 6b. .

»t§Today (A.T.) Nagel-Oweo Majestic Nov. I 6660 ft Oct 25
•t&Treasure, The Film Arts Guild Nov. 30
Too Hearts in Waltz Time. . Jnnssen-Thelmer ...Asso. C. of A.. Oct. 10. .6800. .. 98 Oct. 25

Two Worlds Nora Baring- John Longdun E. A. Dupont .Nov. 21 .8000 82.Nov.29
'iWfti el Recklet tA.T.)
(D) Art Mis World Art Man. 18. .5100. . .68. Aug. 9

"t§Whlte Cargo (A.T.) Special Can Harold Auten Mar. I

*t§Whlt« Oevll (P.T.) (F
& O) Mosjukln-Dagover UFA Film*

Why Cry at Partial Halm-Gralla International 7000 78 Feb. 22
•tSWoman Who Was For-

gotten (A.T.) Belle Bennett State Cinema Jib. 1.7560 85. .Jan. 20
Wondenul Ue» »t Nina
Petro.ru Helm- Ward Allied Films. May 30, .8 reels 80. June 14

Yellow Mask Lane-Seacomhe British Int.. ..Dee. 5. .6300 70. ..Dec. 13
•tbviddi*" **ama. Tha (A.T.iMae Slmea udi-x Film*
Young Woodley All English Cast Harold Anten Sept. 26. . 7600 73. ..Oct 4

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Producer Rel. Date Length Mlns. Reviewed

"tSApe, The (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Atlantic ..Elstree 90. ..Oet II

•t§Body, Soul and Dress....
Buying a Wife Special Cast Aff. European 7 reels

•t§Comebaek. The (A.T.) MaJest le

*t§ Dancing Fathers (A.T.)
•f§Davy Jones Locker (A.T.) Liberty Prod
•t§Der Tloer Von Berlin Susa-Frank Ufa Film 55. ..Sept. 27
•t§Divoree Question, The (A.T.) Majestic
Duty to be Silent Maria Albana ...Aff. European 8 reels

"StEast Lynne (A.T.) Liberty Prod
*t§East of Asia (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Eternal Sacrifice
*t§Everybody's Girl (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Exodus to the NewWorld. The . . Lyon-Prevost Pioneer
Full Dressed Thieves Nils Asther Aff. European 7 reel!

German Underworld Special Cast Aff. European 7 reels

Gold Diggers of Hollywood
Great Unknown. The John Leoder Aff. European 6 reels

*t§Hall the Woman (A.T.) Malestic
Her Viennese Lover Asther- Nolan .... Aff. European 6 reels

•t§tn Oklahoma (A.T.)
Milak of the Snowlands Special Cast Allied
•tSMidnlght Alarm. The (A.T.) Liberty Prod
•t§Mother's Millions (A.T.).. .May Roson Liberty Prod
Our Dally Bread Mary Nolan Aff. European 7 reels
*t§Pr!ce Mark. The (A.T.) Majestic
•t§ Red K I sses { A.T. )

"t§Romantic Scoundrel. The (A.T.)
•t§Sentlmental Satan (A.T.) Majestic
*t§Smart Women (A.T.) Majestic
•t§Thou Shalt Not Squeal (A.T.)
t§Trap. The (A.T.) Majestic
Unholy Love Wegener-Petrovlteh Aff. European
When Duty Calls ..Special Cast Allied 6714 feet
Wildest Whoopee -.Jack Perrin
Women Like Men Liberty Prod ,'.

*t§Worst Woman In Paris (A.T.) Liberty Prod

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star Distributor Length Revlewea

*t§Anyway By Air Visugraphle 3 reels May 17
*t§At the Photographers

(A. T.) (F> Harry Delf Elbee 2 reels
•tBarn Dance Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel
Besides the Western Sea Castle Film t reel
*t§BJind Youth (A. T.) Lou Tellegen Capita! 2 reels
Bosom Friendship . . Novelty UFA 10 mln
•t§Bring On the Bride (A.T.) Elbee 2 reels Nov 9« Broken Doll, The (A.T.). Sadie Banks Judea Films I reel
*t Chain Gang. The Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I real
*t Conquest of the Cascades. . . Educational Gen. Electric Co Apr. (9
Coast to Coast Talker Visugraphle 2 reels Aug 30
*t§Oown Hawaii Way Color Novelty Castle 1 reel
Electric- Ship Educational General Electric 9. ..Nov. 8
• t|El|. Ell Cantor Waldman ...Judea Film 950 ft
*§tEvenlng In Jewish Camp. Eva] Miller Judea Film 1000 ft
Felix Fernandlno Imperial 9. . .Nov. 22
"tSFrlend Husband (A.T.) Burr 2 reels . .

•t ; Frost and Old Lace UFA I reel Sept 20
"t Galloping G audio Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel Feb I

•t§Jawlsb Gypsy Hymle Jaeobson Judea Films 1900 ft !...."...
Jewish Melody Cantor Waldman. ... Judea Films. Inc I reel
*tJungle Rythm Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity prod I rael Jan II
"tJust Mickey Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel
"t§Klddle Cabaret Mayfalr 2 reels ' Apr" 26
•tKids and Pets Color Novelty Castla I reel
"tSKol Nidre No. I Cantor Schmilikel. .. Judea Films 900 ft
"t§Kol Nidre No. 2 Cantor Waldman Judea Films 950 ft ...
Land of Freedom Seymour Relzteit Judea Films, Inc 2 reals
'tSMal-Ko Mashma-Lou
(A.T.) Hairy Feld Judea Films

MSMawaa (P.T.) RVM„Prad 3'/., reels June 7
^Measuring Jlme UFA Film 7 mln.. .Sept 27
tsMeet the Family (A.T.)
(F) Harry Delt Elbee 2 reels

tMlekey's Concert Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod | rael
•t§Monkey Squawks (A.T.)
Nataseba Pinchus Lavenda
Not Sa Quiet on the Western
Front

•t§Oh Doctor (A.T.) Special Cast...
One Day
•tPJane Crazy
"tPlow Boy

.Burr

.Judea Films. Inc 2 reels

British Int. 2 reels
Judea Films 1800 ft
Vlsuagraphic

Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel.
Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel

Polo Visugraphle 10 m | n
Sailors' Sweetheart Hymle Jaeobson Judea Films, tnc 2 reels
Scarlet Runner & Co British f*

....12 mln..

. 1900 It.

.Nov. I

..May 17

..Nov. 29

.Dec. 13

Secrets of Nature British Int
'tlShoe maker's Romance

(A.T.) (A.T.) Judea Films
•t§Should I Cbarles Lawmer Advance Trailer ,

•tSSigned. Sealed &. Delivered Special Cast Burr
•t§Slxty Minutes From
Broadway Color Novelty Castle I reel

Spanish Rhythm Fexlix Fernandlno & Imperial 9 mln
Orch

Springtime at the 2oo British Int 7 min.
*t§Style and Class (A.T.) . . . Marty Barratz Judea Films 2000 ft
•tlSummer Harmonies Song Cartoon Blophone I reel bet 5
Talk-o-Graphs Norman Brokenshire Henry Sonenshlne 9 mln Nov 29
•jTee Time Felix the Cat Copley Films 1 reel. . Apr 5
*t§Una-Sana-Takof Cantor Waldman Judea Films 950 It
•tlWhen My Dreams Come
True Gene & Glenn Advance Trailer I reel Apr 8

•fWhen the Cat's Away Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reef . .

•fWlld Waves Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel Jan II
World Unseen. A Scientific UFA 12 mln

SYNDICATE PICTURES CORP.
FEATURES

, Length
T| t'e Star Rel. Date Feet Mlns. Reviewed

Beyond the Law Robert Frazer Oet I 4930 .. 50 Nov 8
"tlBreezy Bill Bob Steele 4500. .. .50. . .Sept 20
•Canyon of Missing Men Tom Tyler June 1 4742, .. .50. , .Aug. 2
Code of Honor Mahlon Hamilton Oct. I 5605 59. ..Nov 15
•t§Code of the West Bob Custer 57

Convict's Code. The Cullen Landls
Hunted Men Bob Steele , Apr.
*t§ Lonesome Trail, The Chas. Delaney Sept
*U Over land Bound Leo Maloney Apr. I

•t§Partlng of tho Trails Bob Custer Mar.
Phantom ol the Desert Jack Perrin Nov. I 6 reels..
Under Texas Skies Bab Custer Nov. 15 6 regis...
Western Honor Bob Steele Mar 4849. .. .50.

.

Westward Bound Buffalo Bill, Jr. -Ray Roosevelt Dec. 1 6 reels. .

.

56. ..Oet 4
..4853
..5786.. ..65. ..Sept 13
..5040 56... Mar. 29

-17'"' 52. ..Mar. 29

Coming Feature Attractions
Length

Title Star Rol. Date Feet Mlns. Reviewed
Boy of the Plains, A Apr. 15. '31. .6 reels
Frontier Days May I, '31. . .6 reels

God's Country and the Man Dee. 15 6 reels
Last of the Pawnees Apr. I, '31 . . .6 reels
Red Coats of Canada Feb. I, '31. ..6 reels
Riders of the North Feb. 15, '31. .6 reels

Rose of the Rio Grande Jan. I. '31 . . .6 reels
Sheer Luck
Song of the Plains Mar. I, '31. ..6 reels
Texas Ranger, The Mar. 15, '31 . .6 reels
West of Cheyenne Jan. 15, '31. .6 reels

SOUND SHORTS
Length

Title Star Rel. Date Feet Mlns. Reviewed
*tAMce Chops the Suey Feb. I, '31

•tAllce Gets Stage Struck Jan. 15. '31

•t Alice Gets Stung Oct 15
•tAllce Loses Out Mar. I, '31

•tAllce on the Farm Oct I

"tAllce Picks the Champ Mar. 15. '31

•tAllce Plays Cupid ....Apr. I. '31

'tAlice Rattled by Rata May I. '31

"tAllce Solves the Puitzle Apr. 15, '31

"tAlice the Jailbird , Nov. I

•tAllce Wins the Derby Nov. 15
"tAlice In the Jungle Jan. I, *3I

"t Alice's Balloon Race Dae. 15
•t Alice's Egg Plant Dec. I

•tAI Ice's Little Parade Sept I «.

•tAlice's Mysterious Mystery May 15. .'31

MAIIce's Orphan Feb. 15. '31

•tAlice's Tin Pony Sent 15

•tBroken Spur. The Jack Hoxie Feb. t. '31... 2 reels

"tCyclone Bliss Jack Hoxie Oct 1 5 ....... 2 reels..

•tDesert Bridegroom
•tDesert's Crucible
•tDead or Alive
"tDouble-O, The
•{Marshall of Money Mint
•tRIder from Nowhere
•t Romantic Sheriff. The.

.

•tSparks of Flint
•tTwo- Fisted Jefferson Jack H
"t Western Romance Jack H

Jack Hoxie
Jack Hoxie
Jack Hoxie. . .

.

Jack Hoxie
Jack Hoxie
Jack Hoxie
Jack Hoxie
Jack Hoxie. . .

.

., Jan. 15. '31 .2 reels
,

Oct 1 .2 reels
,

. Nov. 15 .2 reels
,

Dee. 1 .2 reels
,

Sept 15 .2 reels
,

Nov. 1 , .2 reela
Jan. 1. '31.. .2 reels

,

tie

. Feb. 15. '31. .J reels

. Sept. I 2 reels
. Dec. 15 2 reels

TALKING PICTURE EPICS
FEATURES

Star Reviewed

Jan. 25

Title

Across the World with Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Johnson (F) Mr. &. Mrs. Martin Johnson. .. Feb. 22 8200.

Around the World Via Graf
Zeppelin (F) Commander Hugh Eekener. . .

May 15 4600
Bottom of the World (F) Or. Robt Cushman Murphy... July 26 3600
The Break-Up (F) Captain Jack Robertson July 4. 4800
Hunting Tigers in India (F) Commander Geo. M. Dyott Jan. 31 7980
Lost Gods (F) Count Byron Khun do Prorok.Nov. 1 4900 July 12
Mexico Today (F) Emma Lindsay Squier
Ship-Wrecked In the Arctic (F). George Palmer Putnam
To the South Seas (F) Mr. & Mrs. Glftord Pinchot... Sept. 15 5400
Wild Men of Kalihari (F) Dr. C. Ernest Cadle Nov. 21 4600 Nov. 29
World Below the Sea (F) Dr. William Beebe

SOUND SHORTS
Length

Title Star Rel. Date Feet Reviewed
Bird Islands of Peru (F) Dr. Robt Cushman Murphy. .. Feb. 12. '3 1.. I860 Nov. I
Killing the Killer (F) Dr. Raymond L. Dltmars Mar. I 971
Let's Sing (F) Howard Wade Kinsey Sept. 1 960
Like a Beaver (F) Dr. Raymond L. Ditmars. . . Feb. 12. '31 . . 940
Monkey Whoopee (F) Dr. Raymond L. Dltmars Dec. 25 900
Naked Man vs. Beast (F) Martin Johnson Oct 15 980
Seeing Bermuda on a Bicycle (Ft (No. I) Wanderlust Jan. 1 960
Today and Yesterday (F) Hearst News Reel Jan. 21 WOO.......,,,....,

TIFFANY
FEATURES

(Available sound-on-film and sound-on-dtsc >

Title
*t§Border Romanee (A.T.)
t§Borrowed Wives
Extravagance
•tSHeadin' North (A.T.)
•t§Hlgh Treason (A.T.)
•t§Hot Curves (A.T.)
•t§Journey*s End (A.T.)
•t§Just Like Heaven (A.T.)
'tlKathleen Mavourneen (A.T.).
Land of Missing Men
Love Trader
•t§Mamba (A.T.)
*t§Mediclne Man. The (A.T.)..
•tSNear Rainbow's End (A.T.)..

(Reviewed as
•^Oklahoma Cyclone (A.T.)
MSParadlse Island (A.T.)...
•tlSunny Skies
*t§Swellhoad (A.T.)
Third Alarm, The
Thoroughbred
Under Montana Skies
Utah Kid
•t§Wlngs of Adventure

Star R«|. (

Arm ida- Terry May
Rex Lease Sept
June Collyer-Lloyd Hughes. .. Oct.
Bob Steele Nov.
Hume- Thomas June
Rubin-Lease-Day Apr.
Colin Cllve Mar.
Louise- Newell Oet
O'Nell-Delaney June
Bob Steele Oct
Leatrlce Joy Oet
Hersholt-Boardman-Forbes ...Mar.
Benny-Bronson June
Steele-Lorralne June
"Dangerous Business" Issue Dec.
Bob Steele Aug.
Harlan Day , July
Benny Rubin May
Gleason-Shllllna- Walker Mar.
James Hall-Hersholt-Loulse. . Nov.
Garon-Barry Aug.
Kenneth Harlan Sept.
Rex Lease-Dorothy Sebastian. Oct
Rex Leasa Aug.

Length
>.!(. Feat Mins.
aeo. ..5974. ...65. . M» SI
10 ..5580. ...62. ..Aug. 3d
id. ...5888. ...66. ..Sept 20

..4951). ...55. No.. •
15 ..7893. ...59. . JUM 7
15. ..11416. ...88. ..July II
21 ..6210. ..130. ..Air. 11
22 ..5850 ...65. ..OeL II
20 ..5169 . ...56. Aug. 2

..Oet. 415. ...5167. ...58.
0.. ..5700 . ...64. ..Oet. IS

Ill .6183. ...69. ..Mir. S
25 ..6211 . ...69. ..June 21
10..
21.

.5916 .

1929)
...65. ..July I

8. .5850 ...65. ..An. SS
15.. ..6507.. ..73.. .July 5

..6994. ...78. May 14
211 ..7040. ..78. ..Apr. IS

..6300.. -.70.. . Nov. 8
10. . ..5425.

.

..50.. Aug. 23
in ..5273. ...57. .Nov. IS
27. ..4408. ...49. ..Nov. a
1.. -.5050 . ...56. Aug. •

Coming Feature Attractions
Rel. Date LengthTitle

Aloha
Arctle Patrol. The
The Barbarian
Beloved Enemy, The
Blazing Guns Rex Lease
Branded Men Rex Lease
Caught Cheating Sidney-Murray
Circus Parade
Command Performance, The Una Merkle-Neil Hamilton
Danger Signal
Drums of Jeopardy, The June Collyer-Lloyd Hughes.
Fighting Grin. The Rex Lease

*Means synchronized score. ^Means sound effects. %Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

A.T. after title means
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Fighting Thru Ken Maynard
Ghost Ship. The

Lawless
'

Valley ".'.'.'.. Rex Lease
Lure of the Yukon. The
Moran ol the Lady Letty
The OJibway
Platinum Lola Lane
•tIRidin' Fool. The (A.T.) Bob Steele

Roaring. Barrier - AH"li
She Got What She Wanted Compson-Traoy Oct. 18

Single Sin, The Kay Johnson- Bert Lytell

Steel
•t§Sunrlse Trail. The (A.T.)... Bob Steele

Two Gun Man. The Ken Maynard
Unpardonable Sin
Wild Y outh
X Marks the Spot

SHOUT SUBJECTS
ReviewTitle Star Rel. Date Length

Color Symphonies Series 6 In Technicolor i reel

Chinese Flower Boat July 5
Cossaek Bride Jan. 25
Dancing Bear June 10

In Old Madrid Feb. ID

Parisian Nights June 25.......... -••
•tIJungle Drums Colortone Oct. 24/29. .2 reels. . .Dec. 20. '29

Kentucky Jubilee Singers Series of 6 v •:
Old Black Joe May I 2 reels

On a Plantation Apr. 15 2 reels May 10

Pickln' Cotton I reel

Road Home. The 2 reels

Slave Days .. I reel.. Dec. 6
Welcome Home . .. I reel Nov. 29

Musical Fantasies Series of 6 1 reel

Fire Worshippers Aug. 10 :.Sept. 27

Memories Apr. 23.
William Tell Aug. I ,

Way Down South Dec. 6

Paul Hurst Comedies Series of 6 „
D<- Woild's Champion Dec. 6

Tale of a Flea. The
Rolling Stone Series Series of 6 i.**V**l

In the Mountains.., Sept 25 I reel SepL 8

Tiffany Chimp Series 6 Monkey Comedies 2 reels

1. Africa Squawks , ••

2. Little Big House, The. . Sept. 5 Aug. 30
3. Little Covered Wagon. The Oct. 15 Oct. 4
4. Little Divorcee. The Dec. 6

5. Blimp Mystery. The July 25 2 reel* Sept. 27

6. Nine Nights in a Bar Room
7. Aping Hollywood

Voice of Hollywood Series Station S-T-A-R 28. . I reel each
No. 8 Ben Turpin Apr. 28

No. 9 Wesley Barry Apr. 19

No. 10 Robert Woolsey
No. II Billy Bevan May 24
No. 12 Llyod Hamilton May 21

No. 13 Geo. K. Arthur July "9

No. 14 Joe Cobb Aug. 9
No. 15 Ruth Roland i ...July 12

No. 16 Nell Hamilton Aug. 10

No. 17 Laura La Plante Aug. 20
No. IB Gleason &. Armstrong Sept. II

No. 19 Johnny H Ines
No. 20 James Hall Oct. II

No. 21 Conklln & Christy
No. 22 Ian Keith
No. 23 Sammy Cohen-Tiffany Talking ChimDS Dec. 6

UNITED ARTISTS
FEATURES

Title
*-t§Abraham Lincoln. A.T.) . .

.

•t§Bad One, The (A.T.)
•t§Bat Whispers. The (A.T.)
*t§Be Yoursell (A.T.) (F)...
*T5Du Barry. Woman of Passl

•t§Eyes of the World (A.T.)..
tHell'a Angels (A.T.)
•f&Hell Harbor (A.T.)
•tSLottery Bride, The (A.T.)

.

*t§Lummox (A.T.) (F)
•t§One Romantic Night (A.T.)
•f§Puttln' on the Ritz (A.T.)
•t§Raffles (A.T.)
•UWhat a Widow (A.T.)
tSWhoopee (A.T.)

Star
Walter Huston

..Del Rio- Low*

..Chester Morris
. . Fannie bnce
on(A. T.) Norma Talmadge
.. Merkel- Holland
..Lyon- Hall-Harlow
. . Voiez-rtersnoit
.. MacDonald-Garrlck
. . Westover-Lyon
.. Glsh-Nagel-La Rocgue ...
.. Harry Richman ,

..Rnnald iv.hu, ,u

..Gloria Swanson

. . tadie Cantor

Nov.
May
.Nov.
Feb.
Oct
Aug.

.Nov.

.Mar.

.Oct.
Jan

.Apr.
. Mar. i

.

.July 26.

.SepL 13.
Sept 27.

Length
Feet Mlns.

..8704 97.
. 6673... 74.
..7810 86.
..5977.... 67.
..8110.
-.7272. .81

25..
lit.

12..

.6354 92.

.7472... 83.,
..7533 84
.6592 72
..8225. ...91
.6509 70,
,.8128 SO
..8393 ...93.

Reviewed
..Aug. 23

Mil
..Nov. 15

. . . Feb. I

. . Nov. I

..Aug. 23
. . .June 7
. . Mar. 6
. Nov. 22
..Feb i.

..Mar ?o

..Feb. 22
..All. I

..Sept. 20

..July 12

COMING ATTRACTIONS
Rel. DateTitle Star

•t§Clty Lights (F) Charlie Chaplin

*t§Devll to Pay Ronald Colman Jan. 7.'3I..72
Front Page Louis Wolhelm
Kikl (A.T.) Mary Plckford

"tSOne Heavenly Night Evelyn Laye-John Boles.. Jan. 10. '31...
(Reviewed under the title ol "Queen of Scandal." issue of Oct.

•tSReachlng for the Moon (A.T.) Douglas Fairbanks

*t§Sons 0' Guns (A.T.) Al Jolson

Length Reviewed

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date

M§Glorlous Vamps (A.T.) Bobby Watson Jan. 25...

•t§Second Hungarian Rhapsody May 24...

ItSThe Americans Come <A.T.)..Otto Matleson Aug. 2...

•fl Wizard's Aprentlce Apr. 20...

•tSZampa (A.T.) Sept. 6 . .

.

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

Length
.952
.695 ...
.978
.840.

Reviewed
.Jan. 25
...July 19

. I reel. . .Sept.

•t§AH Quiet on Western Front

(A.T.)
Big Timber (Re-Issue).....
MIBurning Trail (Re-Issue)...-.

•t§Captain of the Guard (A.T.).

•t§Cat Creeps (A.T.).
•t§Cllmax. The (A.T.)
•tICohens and the Kellys In Scotland

•tSConcentratln' Kid (A.T.)

"tSCzar of Broadway (A.T.)

•t§Damei Ahoy (A.T.)
•1§Devll's Pit, The

(Reviewed under title of

•t§East Is West (A.T.)
*T§Embarrassing Moments (A.T.).
•t§Flghtlng Legion, The
Flying Hoofs
"tSHell's Heroes
•t§Hlde-Out (A.T.) ...........

*t§Klng of Jazz. The (A.T.)

Rel. Date

24..

Star

Wllhelm-Ayres-Wray Aug.
William Desmond Mar.
William Desmond July
La Plante-Boles Apr.
Twelvetrees-Horsholt-Hackett. Nov.
Crawford- Hershholt Jan. 26.
Sidney- Murray Mar. I

Hoot Gibson Oct. 26
Wray-Compson-Harron May 25
Glenn Tryon Feb. 9
Special Cast Mar. 9
"Under the Southern Cross" In April
Lupe Velez-Lew Ayrea Oct. 23
Reginald Denny Feb. 2
Ken Maynard Apr. 6
Jack Hoxle Feb. 2
Blckford-Hotton Jan. 5
Murray- Crawford Mar. 30
Whitman's Band & Special
Cast Aug. 17

.138..12423
. . .4388
...4223
...7519
...6493

. .5846

..7600
...5148
...7314
...5773 ...
...6268 ...69
27. 1929 Issue
.6683 ...75.

...5290 ....58
. . 6763
..3852
...6148
...5299

Reviewed

..Apr. 26

..81.

.43.

.Apr. 5
Sept. 20
.Mar. 29
.Mar. 15
.Nov. I

.Apr. 20

.Feb. 8
Apr. 27

Sept. 27
. June 29
Dec. 21, '29

DeV.2l*'29
.Apr. 19

.9163 .102. ..Apr. S

# t§Lady Surrenders. A (A.T.)... Nagle-Tobln-Rathbone-Hobart Oct.
*t§Llttle Accident (A.T.) Fairbanks. Jr., Page Sept.
*

1 L.ui-ky Lark in Ken Maynard Mar.
•t!i Mounted Stranger, The Hoot Gibson Feb.
'^Mountain Justice Ken Maynard May
•f.Nitjlit Ride Joseph Schlldkraut Jan.
•fSOutslde the Law (A.T.) Nolan- Robinson SepL
*tsParade of the West Ken Maynard Jan.
*t§Roaring Ranch (A.T.) Hoot Gibson Apr.
"HSeo America Thirst (A.T.) . . .Langdon-Love-Summervllle . . . Nov.
•ttSong of the Caballero Ken Maynard .....June
*t§Sons of the Saddle Ken Maynard Aug.
•HSpurs (A.T.) Hoot Gibson Aug.
MSStorm, The (A.T.) Special Cast Aug.
*t§Traillng Trouble Hoot Gibson Mar.
*t§Trlgger Tricks (A.T.) Hoot Gibson June
*t§Undertow Nolan- Ellis- Brown Feb.
"t§What Men Want All Star July
'fSWhite Hell of Pitz Palu Special Cast June
White Outlaw. The (Re-Issue). .. Jack Hoxla May
*t§Young Desire (A.T.). Mary Nolan June

Coming Feature Attractions
Title star Rel. Date

•tSBIInd Husbands (A.T.)
•tSBoudoIr Diplomat (A.T.) Compson-Kelth-Dunean-Loff . . Dec 25
'UCohens & Kellys In Africa. . .Sidney-Murray Jan 19, '3

'tisDracula (A.T.) Bela Lugosl
"t§Flres of Youth Lew Ayres
Free Love Nagel-Tobln Jan. 5, '31

Loose Morals
Many a Slip Joan Bennett- Lew Ayres
*t§Resurrectlon (A.T.) Boles- Velez

6. ..8485. -.95. ..Sept. 27
1.. ..7897 . ..87. ..July 12
2,. ..5785., .64. ..Mar. 22
16 ..5784 .. .64. ..Feb. .1

4 ..6748 . . .75. ..Mar. a
12.. ..5609 . .62. Dee. 2*
IH,. ..7116.. ..78. .Aug. 23
19.. ..5900.. ..65. ..Feb. 1

n ..6094.. ..67. ..May 24

?t ..6524.. -.73. ..July 12

3.. ..6872.. .76. .Aug. 9
24 ..5303.. ..58. ..Sept. 6
IH,. ..7203 . ..80., Aug. 23
2a ..5198 . ..67.. Mar. 29
1.. ..5462 . ..57.. .June XI
a ..5025.. ..56.. .Jan. 4
HI., ..6041.. ..67.. .SepL 6
1,. ..7727 . .86. May 19

8.. ..6529 . ..73.. July 12

Seed
*t§Strlctly Dishonorable (A.T.).. John Boles
Up and Up. The
*t§Whlte Captive. The. ..Dorothy Janls

SHORT SUBJECTS
„ Title star Rel. Date
Alias the Bandit Bobbie Nelson May 17
All West Sid Saylor June 18...
ix.'.iiun Whirlwind (He issue > .... tumunu uoUD Aug 1U
Battling Kid. The Bobble Nelson June 14..
Beauty Parade. The ..Arthur Lake July 2
Benjamin Franklin (Reissue) June 23
Boundary Line, The (Reissue) .. Fred Humes July s '.'

Close Call (Reissue) EUmund Cobb Aug. i
Columbus & Isabella (reissue).. June 9
untuned Trails Ted Carson May 3...
Oanger Claim, Thi Bobbie Nelson Mar. 22
Fighting Terror (Reissue) Btllle Sulllvaa July 19 ..
Follow Me Arthur Lake Apr. 30..
foul Ball Sid Saylor Apr. 16
Freach Leave bid Sayier Mar. lit
Getting the Air Arthur Lad* Mar 6
Her Bashful Beau Arthur Lake June 1

1

Hit Girl's Wedding Arthur Lake July 23...
Law In the Saddle tea Carson Apr. a
Lightning Rider. The Ted Carson Aug. 23...
Man Hunter, The Ted Careen July 26..'..
Milky Way (Reissue) Charlie Puffy Mar. 10
Omar K hayam ( Reissue) July 14.

.

One Wot Niaht <loaeh- Edwards Fod. 24.

.

Paul Revere (Reissue) Aug. 18.

.

Peekaboo Arthur Lake July a...
Plane Crazy Sid Saylor Aug. 9..
Pony Express Kid, The Edmund Cobb May
'nut al Honor

. Bobbie Nelson fen. t.

Prehlstorlo Man (Re-Issue) Aug. II,
Prunio Kid. I n« trie issue) Edmund Cobb Apr. i2
Queen of Roundup (Reissue) .... Josie Sedgwick Mar I

Red Coat's Romance Ted Carson June 28
u- .ii.>,. Rest i Re- Issue) Neely Edwards Mar. 24
Seeing Red (Reissue) Billy Sullivan Aug. 16
Should Poker Players Marry? June 30
Sid's Long Count Sid Saylor May 2
Six Gun Justi™ .Bobble Nelson Apr. IS

«om* Shaw Arthur Lake Apr. ;

Son of Courage Bobble Nelson July

Length Reviewed
2 reels Apr. 19

2 reels May 24
.2 reels

.2 reals May 24
.2 reels June 7
. I reel

.2 reels ...

.2 reels
I reel

.2 reels .Mar. 2b
. 2 reels Feu. id

15

28

21..

ii».MK Easy i Reissue)
step Right Up
Storm King (Ha- Issue)
why Walt
Whip Hand. The (Reissue)
Wild West Wallop (Reissue).
William Tell
Wolf's Fangs

Charlie Puffy
Sid Saylor
Edmund Cobb
Slim bummervllle
Billy Sullivan ....
.Edmund Cobb

Ted Carson

Apr.
.. May
. Feb.
... fen.
. . Mar.

. .. May
, . . Jan.
...May

.2 reels. .... .Apr.
..2 reels Mar.

. 2 reels Mar.
-.2 reels Feb.
. 2 reels May
.2 reels June
. .2 reels Mar. >

.2 reels July 19
.2 reels July .5

i reel
.1 real

. . I reel

. I reel

.2 reels June 7
2 reels. .

.

July 19
.2 reels Apr. 26
. 2 reel! ja n. I«

.1 reel

.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
. I real

..2 reels

.1 real
.2 reels Apr. 28
-.2 reels Mar. 15
. .2 reels Mar. I

-.2 reels June 21
. I reel

,.2 reels Apr. 19
. 2 reals

. . I reel
.2 reels
,.2 reels
. . I reel

-.2 reels May 19

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date

*t§Arabian Daze Sporting Youth Mar. 3..
Africa Oswald Cartoon Dec. I . ,

.

Alaska Oswald Cartoon Dec. 15...
All for a Lady Leather Pusher Series No. 6. Dec. 31

isBewery Blmbaas Oswald Correal Mar. I/..
TSBreadway Follies Oswald Cartoon Mar. 3..
•t&Brother far Sale (A. T.) Sunny Jim June 25..
•t§Ohln«e Blues (A.T.) Sporting Youth Mar. 31..
t&Chrlstmas Cheer (A T.l Sunny Jim Feb. 3

Hhile Con Carmea .Oswald Cartao* ' -b

China Oswald Cartoon Jan. 12 .'31

'St.. old Feel ... . Oswald Cartoon Aug. 18. .

Comeback, The Leather Pusher Series No. 4 Dec. 3 . ,.

*t§Deteetlve. The Oswald Cartoon SepL 22..

*t§Discontented Cowboys .Sidney-Murray Nov. 12 ..

t§Fellow Students Sid Saylor Apr. 9...
it&Feotllghl Fellies (A.T.) »portin v youth reo. d.

'SFowl Ball, The Oswald Cartoon . Oct »3...

Framed Leather Pusher Series No. 7. Ian. 14. '31

Go to Blazes Sidney -Murray Oct. 15.

.

t§Hallowo'en Sporting Youth Apr. 14...
'tSHammer & Tongs (A.T.) Leather Pusher Series No. 2. Oct. 8..
MCHash Shop Oswald Cartoon Apr. (4

Hello Russia Slim Summervlllo Jan. 7. '31

*t§ Hell's Heels Oswald Cartoon June 2.

.

*t Henpecked Oswald Cartoon Aug. II ..

.

*t$Hls Bachelor Daddy Sunny Jim May 14...

*T§Hot for Hollywood .... P<wnln Cartoon ..Mav 19.

It Happened In Hollywood Red Star Comedy Feb, 2, '31

'Hurdv Gurdy Oswmu Cartoon Jan 20 .

*tSKId Roberts (A.T.) Leather Pusher Series No. 1 Sept. 3..
•TKisses and ^ur»ea Oswald Cartoon '«s. |7

*t § Knockout. The Leather Pushers Series No. 3. Nov. 3..
Laughback, The Red Star Comedy Dee. 24...
fSLiva i. tion- i a ii, *nn Cnrletv an. zu ..

Love Punch. The Sidney-Murray Dee. 10...

Mardl Gras Leather Pusher Series No. 5. Dec. 17...

Mars Oswald Cartoon Dec. 29. .

.

*t§Mexieo Oswald Cartoon Nov. 17..
•iglBush Again aunnj Jim Apr. 23..
*t§My Pal Paul Oswald Cartoon June 16..

Navy, The Oswald Cartoon Nov. 3..
-HNelgnbors . Sunny Jim Mar. 26. .

.

•tSNot So Quiet 0»wald Tor-toon July 7..

'tfOu La La Slim SummervIHa Nov. 26..
*t|psrlez-Vous Summervlllo riept. 10 .

.

•tprison Panic .. ..Oswald Hartoon Apr. 28..
Rolling Along Sidney- Murray Oct. I..

T$ Royal Fourflush . Sporting Youth feb. 17.

.

*T§Srhoolmates Snorting Youth ... Apr. 28...

Revlewee
..Feb. 22
..Nov. 29

2 reels Nov. 29
reel Apr. t>

. I reel Feb. 15

.2 reels, i Dec. 21
. 2 reels Mar. 29
2 reels Dec.

Jan t

I reel Oct II
' '«ls Oct II

.2 reels Mar. 8
2 reels jan. 23
I reel

.2 reels Dec. 13
2 reels Nov. I

-2 reels Apr. 6

.2 reels
' real Apr. 12

.2 reels
. i reel June 7

.2 reels Apr. II
I reel May 2*

. .2 reels Nov. 29
• reel Nov. 3&

.2 reels
t r*«i .Jan. 25

.2 reels Oot. II

..Jai H

'Means synchronized score, "fMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound -on- film.

.2 reels Nov. 22

.2 reels Nov. 22
. I reel

. . I roel Nov. 29
. 2 reels. . Mar. 2<a

. I reel Juno 28
. . 1 roel Nov. 15
.2 reels Mar. I

. . t reel July 26
,.2 reels Nov. 15
. 2 reels Aug. 18

.
.1 reel May 10

. .2 reels
2 reels Jan. 7R

.2 reels Apr. 26

A.T. after title means
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•tJSeelng Star* Sporting Youth War. 17

•llshfl'i • He (A.T.) Sunny Jim June 4

•fSSInglng Sip Oswald Cartoon Sept. 15

r 3 bister t Pest Sunny Jim — i. 2b
niDpy Salesman 0*ward Cartoon Aug. 18

*7§Speok* jjswaid Cartoon July 21.

i jsicoviccrtaie t A. T. > Sporting Youth Jan. 6
MS-Sioe That Nolie Sunny Jim July

•tSStrange aa It Seem* No. I.. Novelty *>*<>*

•^Strange ai It Seem* No. 2. ..Novelty Sept
•nstrange as It Seems No. 3. ..Novelty Nov. a.

•t§Strange at It Seems No. 4. -Novelty Doc 22

*tj Talking Newsreel Sept ,™
•iSlrafllc Troubiei ™ ar - If-
•fSTrampIng Tramp* Oswald Cartoon Mar 31.

*<sUp and Downstair* Bobby Vernon '*" ,**

•t§Vernon's Aunt Dent- Archer Fob. 19.

*t§We We Maria Slim Summervllle Oct. 29

"§tYou aald It Sailor Red Star Comedy Nov. 19.

WARNER BROTHERS
FEATURES

(Available sound-on-disc only

)

Star Bel. Oi

AI Jolson Aug.
Beonett-Nlxan Ju..e

F. Wray-V. Vareonl Dec. I;

..• All Star July
Lewis Ay res Oct. I

m< nuirohu -ul easun- Kent May I

Pauline Frederick Jan. 3

. . 2 reels Mar. 9

.. 2 reels May 10

. . .1 reel Sept 20
. 2 reels .... .Jan. 25

. .1 reel

.1 reel
2 i eels Dec. I*

..2 reels Juno 14
.. I reel. Sept 20
,. .1 reel Oct 1

1

..I reel Nov. 22
. . I reel Dec. 13

... I reel

. .2 reels Feb. IS

..I reel Mar. 29
. 2 reels Jan. 25
..2 reels Feb. I

,. 2 reels Oct II

. .2 reels Nov. 15

TltU

Big Boy
i*Courage tA.T.)
Captain Thunder

-
i U jrKiny sweeties ....

Ooorway to Hell

'TSOumbelli la ErmlM (A. T.;.

'Td Evidence (A.T.)
'tsbeneral Crack (A. T.)

'TStielden Dawn (A. T.I

•fSGreen Goddess. The* (A. %>..
'TSHold Everything (A. T.)

• lisle ot Eseaoe (A. T.)

Lite ot the Party
Maybe It's Love

3 mammy ia. T.)
TSMan tromBlanKiey's. The(A.T-).
»*Man Hunter (A. T)
Man to Man

(Reviewed undei
Matrimonial Baal
Moby Diek
Offlca Wife
'tSOh! Sallar. Behave (A.T.)....
Old English ,

•Tcon mr Border
Outward Bound
MSRecaptured Love
River's End
isrtough waters (A. T.)
"triRoyal Boa (A.T.) (German).
*f§Second Choice (A.T.)
MiSecond Floor Mystery (A. T.)
"t§She Couldn't Say N*
Sinners' Holiday
Soldier's Plaything. A
iSSong of the West (A. >.»

•t&Sweet Kitty Bellalrs
n'Hose Who Dance (A.T.)....

*t £ Three Faces East
"tSUnder a Texas Moofl (A. T.).
tSWlde Open (A. T.)

John Barry more jan.
Woolf. Segal June
George Arils* Mar.
Llghtner- Brown-O'Neill May
Blue- Ley Mar.
Winnie Llghtner Oct
Brewi* Bennett Oct
AI JoUon May
John Barryniore May
Mm. Tin Tin May
Holmes-Mitchell Dec. I

' title "Barber John's Boy." Issue
All Star Aug.
John Barrymoro Sept
Mackalll -Stone Aug.
Lrene Delroy.Chas. King . . . Aug.
George Arils* Sept
Rin-Tln-TIn Mar.
Leslie Howard Nov.
Bennett-Halllday July
Blcktord-Knapp Nov.
Hm-Ttn-T in June
Mols*l-Horn
Dolores Costello Jan.
Wlthert-Young Apr.
Llghtner-Morrls Feb.
Wither*- Knapp Oct
Loder-Langdon-Lyon Nov.
Boies-Segai Mar.
Claudia Dell Aug.
Mnnte Blue Apr.
Bennett-von Stroheln July
>- ay- Torres -Ley -Beery ...... Apr.
E. E. Horton Feb.

Lengtn
Feet Mlns.

...6275....89
. 60JU 74.

.'.'.'5656.'.". .63*

..7092 78.
..63UU ;u

..7152. 79.

..7447.... 83.,
...8653. ...74.
...7513 b4,
...5814 65.

...7152. ...79,

...6568.... 73.
...7570 84.
...6167 68.
...4383 49.

RnvteweO

..July 2t

.May 31

Sept 27
. June 14

.Sept 20

.June .'

Oct. II
.Nov. 16

.Juna 21

.Fen. 22
..Apr. 12
..Apr. 5

..Oct 25

..Oct 25
.Mar. 2a
..Apr. 12

..Apr. 12

if n.;t 4)
? ..6030.. ..67. ..Aug. 9
n ..7220.. ..81. ..Aug. 16

za . . .5220.. , AK. ..Oct 4
if> ..5850.. ,

tin ..July 12

n. . ..7926.. ..72, ..Aug. 30
'5

. ..4410.. ..49. Feb. -

8.. ..6120.. ..68. ..June 7

...Oct 4

7.. ..4260.. . m. .July 26

. .8000.. ..89. .Dee. 26
4 ..8150.. ..91. .Jan. ii

»... .5268.. ..M., .May 10

15.. , .6413 . . ,71 , .Feb. 22
II.. ..5536. ...82. ..Oct 4

..7185..

..5772..
..6876...
..6120..
..7498..
..6341...

..Sept 13

..July 12

..June 21

. Apr. 12

Coming Feature Attractions

Title Star Ret, Date Length Mlns. Reviewed

Bad Women Del I- Boley- Gordon Apr. 4 '31

Beauty and the Boss All Star Apr. 25. '31

Both Were Young May 2. '31

Captain Applejack John Haliday Jan. 31. '31.5940 Aug. 23

Children ol Dreams Feb. 28, '31

Divorce Among Friends All Star Dee. 27 Oct. 4
Ex- Mistress Nolan- Hamilton
Fitly Million Frenchman Olson oV Johnson Feb. 14*31

Husband's Privileges All Star Mar. 21*31

Idol. The All Star Apr. 25. "31 »•
Illicit Stanwyck-Rennle Feb. 14. '31 Oct 25

Maytim* June 8, '31

Red Hot Sinner* Winnie Llghtner May 9. '31

Second Barrymore Comedy Barrymore May 23, '31

811 Tight Llghtner-Brown Jan. 31, '31. .6300 Oct 4

Steel Highway All Star Jan. 17. "31 Oct. 4

Viennese Night* Gray-Segal- Hersholt Jan. 3, '31 .9007. .. 100. . .Aug. 30

Tim
Absent Minded

VITAPHONE VARIETIES (D)

Rel. Data Length

.. 882..

771 ...

Star

.Perkins-Ford

Ain't Nature Grand Looney Tunes No. 7 ;•••,•
Alpine Eehaes Douglas Stanbury L,
Ana wnt Elliott- Davis .., 971

At Home. Potter Series Littlefleld-Ward 1435

At the Round Table Helllnger-Hopper-Hunyon-Corbett
c! a
ml

At Your Service LBndls-H all Igan- Blackwood 633 ..

Baby Bandit The Babby Watson-Ann Cornwall I reel...

Bard of Broadway, The Walter Wlnchell 2 reels

Barefoot Day* Cast of Children . i'.
r**1

aatier, ot Seng*. A Hoyt-Coot*-Qutntelle I?*"*,""
Believe It *r Not Nt. I Robert L. R p ey 2 re. »..

Believe It or Not No. 2 Robert L. R p ey I reel
•

Believe It or Not. No. 3 Robert l_ R'Ptey "•
Believe It or Net. No. 4 Robert L. Ripley ,'

"i
'

l V»t It or Not No 5 Robert L. R.oiey I reel .

.

Believe It or Not No. 7 Robert L. Ripley - •'„",«'•

Benefit. The Joe Frl*co

tternie. Ben Orcnestra

Big Deal. The Harry Holman reel

Big Man From the North Looney Tune* No. 6
'..a.

Big Money. Potter Series Llttlefle d- Ward (HI...

Body Slam. The Lambert-Ledoux-Irvlng j'™|,
Frisco- Knapp-Graham 2 reels.

.Looney Tunes No. 4 I "•[•
..Looney Tunes No. S ' .

re
*i*

Arthur-Mftriam I reel

..Shlrley-LeMay I reel .

.rtuth Ettlng 865...

.Geo. Sweet Ss?" '

. Vltaphon* Kiddle* 688. .

. Leaeh.Merman-Plerlot 793...
. Giovanni Martlnelll I reel.

.Jack Hazzard I reel..

. Tom Dougia* 826

. Washburn-Eddy-Mlddleten 696
I real..

. Ona Mun*on 2 reel*.

Dressier- Lane-O'Brien 2 reel*

Congo Jazz" ". Looney Tune* No. 2 'iSS'"
Contrary Mary Bobby Watson 839

Cry Baby yernon-Tr*M ' r«l

Cryln' For the Caroline I raw
Curses • Mooro-Clement-Blaekwtiod.
Oaraer Lltel-Cnmpeau- Merriam .

Darling ' Brute). Tho Jack H azzard I _JMl
Desert Thrill* Edwin

Reviewed

10. .Apr. 12

1 1.. Apr. 12
16 .Mar. 15

Oet 4

.8. ..May lb

....May ?'
Dec. 6

Border Patrol, The
Booze Hangs High, The.
Box Car Blue*
Bridal Nioht
Bright Saying*
Broadway LiKe That.

.

Bubble Party.The ....
Bubbles
Cave Club. Th«
Celeste Aida
Check Up. The
Cheer Leader. The
Christmas Knight
College Capers
Collegiate Model. The. ..,

Compliment* et th« Season.

.2 reel*

Bartlett ..7«i
.

May 24

8"!Juiy"28

Devil'* Parade. The Sidney Toler 888 10.. June 14

Dining Out Kent-Lake I reel

Doctor1
* Wife Pangborn-Astor-Mltchell 2 reel*

Done In Oil. Potter Series Littlefield-Ward i539 17. .June 14
Ducking Duty Conklln- Morgan *13 5
Duel. The Flelds-Teasdale I reel
Emergency Case Hugh Comeron I reel Sept 27
Eternal Trlanole. Th« Rich-Standing- Kallz I reel
Everything Happens To Me Carson- Hoyt i reel
Evolution ProBress uf Motion Pictures I reel. . .10. . Jun* 21
Evolution of the Dane* tupino Lane 107 1 ...12 Feb. 22
Excuse the Pardon Morgan- Alexander | reel
Family Ford Jim Harklnt i reel '..

Fashion'* Mirror Newberry- Thompson I reel
Feminine Types lean Barrios | reel
Fight The Norman Brokenshlre

I reoi. . .May 10
Find the Woman Mugn O'Connell 817.... 8
Five Minutes From the Statlan. .Overman-Churchlll-Sldney 2 reel*
Footnotes Page Sisters &. Oscar Grogan 5i9 ... 6 A or 19
For Art'* Sake Broderlck-Crawford

I reel Sept 27
For Two Cent* De Wolt Hopper | reel
Fore Ferd- Lane i ne |

Fowl Triangle | reel
Fram*. Th* Boyd-Mlddteten 934 to
Gates of Happlne** Arthur Pat We*t | reel.. .8. -Sept 27
Ginsberg of Newberg Eddie Lambert 2 real* Aug. 2
Girls We Remember 1 reel
Going Places Shaw & Lee 660 June 7
Gob, The Skelly- Evans-Shannon-Shea 2 reels
Grand Uproar Jim McWllllams 702 6 May 31
Grounds tor Murder Foster-Glendennlng | reel
Gym Jam* Lew Mayer 535 . 7 Apr" 19
Happy Hottentots. The Joe Frlseo | reel Oct. 25
Harmonizing Song* Joseph Harmon 1 reet
Hard Guy Speneer-Tracy, Katharine

Alexander I reel Sept 8
Headache Man. The Clements- Cavanaugh I reel
Head Man. The O'Connell. K6l!y 796 9,.Anr. 19
Heart Breaker. The Eddie Foy. Jr ; 3 1

5

15. .Oct. 4
Her Relatives Neely Edward I reel
Hla Big Ambition Potter Series, Llttlefleld-Ward 2 reels. . 19. .Aug. 30
HI* Public Morris A Campbell 2 reels
Holland Technicolor 733.
Hold Anything Looney Tunes No. 3 1 reel.
Home Maid Hackett-Hall-Burley I reel.
Honolulu Madison- Marsh I reel.
Horse Sense Bob Roebuck I reel
Horseshoes Lynn Overmann I reel.
Idle Chatter Lou Holtz
ill Wind. An Hlbbard.Loreh-Graham 2 reels.
I'll Fix It Kent-Lake ..I reel.
Japanese Bowl, The Technicolor 694.
Jay Walker, The. Chester Clute I reel.
Keeping Cempanv Eddie Buzzell 1746.
Knocking 'Em Cold Andrew Tombes | reel
Last But Not Leased Billy Wayne-Thelma White J reel
Lady Killer. The Eric Dressier 1 reel
Last Straw. The Romney Brent I reel
Legacy, The Setty Compton 2 reels. . 15. .Aug. 30
Letters Pauline Garen 660 9
Let'* Elope Betty «V Jerry Browne 645 .9. .June 14
Let's Merge ....... Doree Leslie I reel
Lobo. Dng of Dogs l «b<> 390 .. 7 Mar 6
Lodge Night Phllllps-Cox | reel
Lonely Gigolo Lottl Loder

, 922 9. . .Oct. 25
Lost and Found Demarest-Bond I reel
Love Boat. The Herman Timberg 754.... 8. .Mar. 1

Lucky Break Fox 21... Oct 25
Madame of the Jury Judith Anderson j reel
Many Happy Returns Connolly- Gottschalk- Evans 2 reels. .17. .Aug. 30
Married Flint- Ridges- Foran I reel
Master Sweeper, The Chester Conklln vOi 10 Mar. 8
Martlnelll

Aria from "A Ida" | reel
Pag I lace I | reel
Prison Scene from "Faust" t reel Sept 27
Temple Scene from "Alda".. 1 reel

"
..

Matinee Idle Henry Hull 686 8. .Juno 14
Military Post. The Roberto Guzman 570 .. 6. .Mar 15
Modern Fairy Tales ....•• I reel
Modern Business | reel
Money. Money. Money Mason- Keeler 876
Mr. Intruner Otto Kruger I reel
Muslo Racket The Lee Morse I reel
My Mistake Donald Brian, Pat O'Brien I reel Oct '

25
My Hero Foy-CtlBrd | r?el
Naggers, The Mr. & Mrs. Jack Norworth I reel June 14
Naggers a I Breakfast The Mr. i Mrs. Jack Norworth 845 9. .June 14
Naggies' Day of Rest Mr. 4. Mrs. Jack Norworth f reel
Naggers Go South, The Mr. eV Mr*. Jack Norworth.. I reel

Nay. Nay. Nora Cameron-Watson I reel
New Racket The Bradbury-Homer I reel '..."

Nightingale, The Osborne-Talbot-O'Brien 2 reels .

.

Nile Green Broderlck-Crawford 740.... 8. .June 7
No-Account. The .Hardle- Hutchinson "7 9
No Question* Asked Little Bllly-Prounty | reel
Number Please sheiia Barrett-L. Barrle I reel
Office Scandal. The Bergen -Graber 1 reel

"".

Office Steps 835 9. ..Aug. •
Old Seidelburg Peterson- Renme- Reed- Gilmore | reel..
One Guod Turn Ruth Ettlng-Jay Voile 2 reels
One on the Aisle Lan Haieall 1 reel ...
Only the Girl Wattle»-Mar*h 580 6 "

On the Job Frank Orth-Ann Codee | reel ....
Opening Nioht Sands-Jacqson-Hoyt I reel
Operation, The Edgar Bergen 835 9 Aug. 9

...8 June 14

1

1
".'.'.

.Aug. M

..10. Apr. 19
Is....

. .June 14

...8 June 14

...ID . Sept 13

..19. .May 10

Out for Game, Potter Series tlttlefleld-Ward 2 reel*
Pa Gets a Vacation. Potter Serie*. Llttlefleld-Ward 1243.. .14

.Aug. 2

Painter. The . _

Paper Hanging
Paulo, Paqulta & Chiquita...
Pay Off. The
People Versus, The

..Frank Orth ..

..Johnny Arthur I reel May 31
832. .,.9

-H. B. Walthall 1076. ..I2»... Mar. 6
Campeau.O'Malley 548 8 Apr. 12

Perfect Understanding, A May-Oak* 537 6
Pest ot Honor. The Short- Fleldlng-Hall I reel
Play Boy, The Fox-Curtis 2 reels
Polities George Jessel 2 reel*
Poor Little Butterfly Technicolor | reel
Poor Fish, The Cavanaugh- Rldges-Schater I reel
Private Engagement. A Yacht Club Boy* I reel. ..8.. .Sept. 27
Purely An Accident Brown- K earns- Otto I reel
Putting It On Jarvls-Bond I reel .

Railroad Follies

Reno or Bust . .

.

Romeo & Juliet .

Recruits. The
Road Knight*
Rhythms
Roseland
Royal Four-flusher,

Rural Hospitality
Russian Around .

.

Russian Rhapsody,

Morgan- Hager ,

..Pangborn- Elliott

.Charles Hackert-Rosa Low...
•The Three Sailors-Clements.

.Aug. 23
1

1 :>u 13 June 7
.9 Nov. 8
.1 reel
.1 reel.. .9 Aug. 9

Re Is man Band 2 reels. . 15. . .Aug. 9
Ruth Ettlng 2 reels- 14

The Eddie Buzzell 1556 17. ..June 14

Roger Imhof I reel

Arthur Pat West I reel

.. A KuznetzefT & Nlcollnn 704 8
Salesman, The Orth-Vernon I reel

Santry. Henry & Orchestra.. I reel

School Daze Muslcal-song-danee skit I reel Aug. 30
Scotch Love Blore-Swinburn-Collln* I reel
Scotch Taffy Scott Sander* I reel Oct 25
Seeing Off Service Penner-Busley-McNaughton 2 reels Nov. I

Seeinq Sarah Off Slyvla Clark I reel

Seeing Thing* Demarest- Auer. Fielding I reel 9. . . Oet 18
Service Stripes Penner-Waddell I reel
Servant Problem. The Murray -Oakland-Stauber I reel
Shakespeare We* Right Technicolor I reel June 7
She Who Get* Slapped Tom Dugan | reel June 7

'Means synchronized score. fMeans sound effects. %Meana voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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Ship Ahoy All Star I reel
Showln' Off Vltaphone Kiddles I reel
Slnkln' In the Bathtub Looney Tunes No. I I reel May 10
Sitting Pretty Joe Phillips- Ruth Donnelly. I reel
Skin Game, The Irving- White-Duffy I reel
Slick As Ever H. J. Conley 2 reels Juna 7
Song Paintings Ann Seymour I real Juna 7
Song Plugger. Tha Joe Frisco I39D 16. ..Juna 7
South Sea Pearl Gaston Glass 2 reels May 10
Stepping Out Penner-Phlllps-Donnelty I reel Oct. 25
Still Alarm. Tha Webb-Allen I rael June 7
Straight and Narrow Robins-Jenkins I reel
Strong and Willing Trlile Frlganza I reel Sept 27
Strang Arm, Tha Harrlnaton-O'Nell I reel
Stuttering Romance, A Joe Penner- Dorothea Chard. i real
Substitute, The Chas. Lawrence I reel 8ept 27
Surprise Dugan- Leonard 1038 12
Suspicion Lyons* Earle-Morna I reel
Syncopated Sermon, A Hall-Johnson Choir

Wlllard Roblson I reel Nov. 15
System Clements- Knapp I reel
Taking Ways Codee & Orth 2 reels May 10
Talking It Over Jack Osterman 739 B
Tax) Talks Tracy* Alexander 1346. ... 15. . . .June 14

Temple Belles Green Blackman 1346 15 June 14
Tenement Tangle, A Ryan & Lae 736 9 Juna 14

Thank You, Doctor Ravold-Taylor-Cluta I real Aug. 23
Thirteenth Prisoner, Tha Willie Howard-Lee Kohlmar. I reel Nov. 15

Tintypes Yorke & King I real Oct. II

Tom Thumbs Down larvls-McNaughton I reel
Trip te Paris, A Jarvls-Taytor I reel

23 Skldda Lew Fields 854. ...16.. . .June 14

Twlxt Love and Duty Howard-Graham-Perelval I real
Two Rout.ds of Lava ..Rennle-Dlxon I reel
Unfair Sex. The Healy-Gllbert I reel
Varsity Show, The Olive Shea 2 reals
Varsity Vamp Mike Ames I reel
Vletim. The Orth-Howard I reel

Wanderer, Tha Douglas Stanbury I reel 9. .Sept 13

Watch Dog. The Jack Hazzard I reel

Who's the BossT Pangbom-Howard I reel
Websterlan Students Ryan- Lee 801 9 Apr. 19

Wedding of Jack and Jill, The.. Vitaphone Kiddles 701. ...8 June 7

Wedding Belles Howard- Newton 465 5
Wedding Bills Billy Wayne-Helen Lynd-Bronks Benedict I reel
What a Life 955. ..II June 14
Who Pays? Murray-Oakland 942. ..10 Mar. 15

Where There's a Will .George Hassell 2 reels

W Indow Cleaners Brlce- Edwards 637. . . 7.

.

Woman Tamer, The Gitbert-Howard-Davls I reel
Won to Lose Irving-Lambert I reel
Work. Milton C I reel
Yamekraw 857 . . .9.

..

SERIALS
NAT LEVIN

E

*t§Klng of the Kongo (P.T.)
"t§Lone Defender (A.T.)

Logan-Miller Aug. I5'29. 10 episodes. Aug I7'29
.Rin Tin Tin Sept. I, 1930. .12 episodes

TALKING PICTURE EPICS
MSAcross the World Mr. & Mrs. Martin Johnson. June 15 4 episodes . Aug
Hunting Tigers In India Commander Gbo. M. Dyott.Apr. 15 3 episodes

UNIVERSAL
*t§Tarzan the Tiger Merrill-Kingston Dee. 9 '29 10 episodes
*t§Jade Box. The Perrll-Lorralne Mar. 24 .. 10 episodes Feb 22
*t§Llghtnlng Express. The Lorraine-Chandler lune 2. .. .10 episodes Apr. 12
•tSTerry of the Times Howes-Thompson Aug. II 10 episodes Aug II
*t§lndlans Are Coming. Tha Tim McCoy Oct 20 15 episodes. . .Aug." 23

COMING SERIALS
NAT LEVINE

*t§Phantom of the West Tyler-GulHver Nov 10 episodes

UNIVERSAL
•t§Spell of the Circus F. Bushman Jr.-N. Vaughn. .Jan. 12, *3I .. .10 episodes.

.

•t§ Fingerprints Kenneth Harlan Mar. 23, '3 1... 10 episodes
*t§Heroes ol tha Flames I June 2, '31 12 episodes.

PATHE
Perils of Paulina

New Faces—New Names

Nowhere is there a more

startling evidence of the

great change through which

the motion picture industry

is passing than in the new

names being added to the

Lists of Who's Who now

being compiled with com-

plete biographical data for

the 1931 Edition of

MOTION PICTURE NEWS
BLUE BOOK



Proper Advertising in

THE RIGHT MEDIUM
Assures Increased Sales

««*
'

*^*»

November 20, 1J30.

Kr. a. Harry Toler, free.,
Toler-Dunbar Agency , ±nc . ,

624 J>outh Hi cnl*fsn » venue ,

Chicago, Illinois.

Dear Sir:

We are quite well pleased with results from the
Initial advertisement of our schedule which waa prepared a nd
placed by your company In the Lotion Picture i'ews. Showman"
Issue of "ovember 1, 1930.

So far we have received, and are still ,-et*.Ir„',a vary
gratirylng number of Inquiries from exhibitors, dealers and
others who are Interested In our non-breakable p, 4 V. Cast
Aluminum ^Itm ^ettera.

This tends to substantiate your argument that sales ^
on a good product properly advertised In the right field, through ^^P
the right medium, can bo Increased even In times of so-called
depression.

We hope yoir future efforts In our behalf will
continue to be as effective as they appear to have been In
this Instance.

sincerely yours.

y

MOTION PICTURE NEWS



"A HOLLYWOOD
THEME SONG"

with

Harry Grlbbon

Yola D'Avrll Patsy O'Leary

Mack Sennetl is famous for his

satires on the movies themselves.

And this one, kidding the theme
song, is one of his greatest. The
critics call it "great fun", "one
long howl", "a riot."

TOW

"RACKET CHEERS"
with Andy Clyde

Daphne Poltard Marjorle Beebe

"Mack Sennett still rolling 'em
off their seats with good old

fashioned slapstick comedy,"
says the Hollywood Daily-

Reporter. "Good stuff to satisfy

the customers. Good entertain-

ment for the kids."

<m

ROUGH IDEA OF IC

with Mar |or l« Beebe, r>

iaitmon, Mildred Van Derit

It tun »an1 to give ihrm a

rung I > ml ran

and Johnny dcmonstrat
-mid a w t\ clear idi a «»1 >i

funny an **action come
can be— play thia one.

/.mifc]

:

xVmerica's collective sense of humor is

one ofthe principal reasons for its greatness;

one of the surest guarantees of its future.

Aniong its most honored sons and daugh-

ters have always been those who made its

millions chuckle. For they do more for pub-

lic morale than most of its statesmen.

While you can laugh you'll never be licked.

Every time you play a good comedy you

are helping your box-office to win. And you

are adding your bit toward strengthening

the public courage—and that's all America

needs now to start the ball of prosperity to

rolling again.

MAC K
SENNETT

"DON'T BITE

YOUR DENTIST" with

Andy Clyde, Daphne Pollard

Patty O'Leary, Lincoln Stedman

Don't bite your wife if business

is not 100 per cent. Get more
laughs in your show and advertise

them. "Here's one for real clean fun,"

says Film Daily. "A corker."

'W*M
r

k "THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

NO, NO, LADY

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, INC., £.
Member Moti.

with Andy Clyde

Frank Eastman
Dorothy Christy

Cyril Chadwlck

A new and funnier slant

on the amateur "draw-

ma"; a comedy done in

the best modern manner,
with plenty of the good

old belly laughs.

W. MAMMONS, President
i Picture Froduorra and Distributors of America, Inc. Will H. Hays, PrtMident
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jMoHoji^kinpa

^ ,-TV

is.

They asked for
another Charlie
Chaplin-and now
they've got one
Merit never fails to win out. The public has

been quick to recognize the amazing comic and

dramatic qualities of Marie Dressier. Here is

one of the outstanding screen artists of all time.

You've seen "Caught Short" and "Min and

Bill." But wait till you see Miss Dressier with

Polly Moran in "Reducing." Take your hat off

to genius.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

>OI . \l II. so. /.

I •»% iii|rlr«
'..' Kootn til //,..';,.- I

l»i St.- /O (rait

I UU .ijo



QUIGLEY PUBLISHING COMPANY
MARTIN QUIGLEY, PRESIDENT

ANNOUNCES THE CONSOLIDATION OF

|]f
EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

and MOTION PICTURE NEWS
TOGETHER WITH THE ACQUISITION OF

<§

fl

EXHIBITORS DAILY REVIEW

end MOTION PICTURES TODAY

THE CONSOLIDATED WEEKLY PUBLICATIONS— EXHIBI-

TORS HERALD-WORLD AND MOTION PICTURE NEWS-
COMBINING THE PUBLISHING RESOURCES OF THE

TWO INSTITUTIONS, WILL, AT AN EARLY DATE, BE

ISSUED UNDER THE TITLE

MOTION PICTURE HERALD
EXHIBITORS DAILY REVIEW AND MOTION PICTURES

TODAY, THE LEADING DAILY NEWSPAPER OF THE

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY. WILL BE CONDUCTED

BY ITS PRESENT SUCCESSFUL MANAGEMENT.

STRENGTHENED BY THE PERSONNEL AND RE-

SOURCES OF THE QUIGLEY PUBLISHING COMPANY, AND

WILL BE ISSUED AT AN EARLY DATE UNDER THE TITLE

MOTION PICTURE DAILY

565 Fifth avenue. New York December 15, 1930
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lt's Always a Good Season For Good Shows J5

THEY'RE SPENDING
BOOM-TIME MONEY TO SEE
PARAMOUNT PICTURES!
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-iK Gary Cooper, Ben-

»ationa\ Marlene .,„,,_ fBce records eier>-»

v \\ Burning up no"

produced a bigger h.t.
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"TOM SAWVER." Piling up sky-high grosses everywhere. Adults
love it. Kids flock in by thousands. Above photo shows Paramount
Theatre, Los Angeles— typical. - Jackie Coogan, Mitzi Green, Junior
Durkin. John Cromwell, director.

The Mighty Edge that PARAMOUNT Exhibitors,

with Big Product in Quantity, Enjoy Over Their

Fellow Showmen is the Vital Trade Fact of 1930!

fl While the opposition moans December as the toughest month of a tough

year, theatre men with PARAMOUNT product merrily count record box

office intakes week after week. <JPARAMOUNT has risen to the emergency



of ihe times and lavished real money, real stars and real showmanship

on REAL HITS. <lThe public will buy if they're shown why. The more

carefully they buy, the more they buy PARAMOUNT. They know this

company produces the outstanding entertainment of any season. NEVER

MORE CONSPICUOUSLY TRUE THAN NOW!

THEY'LL GO ON SPENDING
TO SEE THESE COMING
PARAMOUNT GREATS!

u*

fe %
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Broadway Agog for Rivoli

Premiere Dec. 22nd!

in
Vi\ CLAIRE and FREDRIC MARCH ^

H«THE ROYAL FAMILY
OF BROADWAY"

MABY BBIAN «».«! HESB1ETTA CBOSMAN

Fint L«dy of the Screen
in Her Finest Pict,

WtCf
RUTH

in
*?THE RIGHT TO

*rith Paul tnka

CHATTERTON

LOVE-'

Most brilliant Serio-Comedy of the Year! From stage

hU bv Geo. S. Kaufman and Edna Ferber. Ihreeted

by Geo. Cukor and Cyril Gardner.

Greater thati **i

WS S°Und R^ording. Direcled

*X^
A Brand New Type of

Outdoor Hit icith

REAL Stars!

Zane Grey's

«FIGHTING CARAVANS"
GARY COOPER
LILY DAMITA

Fred Kohler
Ernest Torrence

Tally Marshall

I
COMING!

A Love Story in Spectacular Settings

Viet

"",
,

S«®>ORED»
Victor MeLagIen , MarleneD .

etr
.

ch

£S*OI<W HEAVEN"

waii "fADl«S' MA]V«» illiam Powell, Kav P. • „
'

ay Fra -e.s, Big Cast

6EOHGE RAWCROIrTs daISheet,,^
c]ive

CRorr
yFra

MORE!
MORE!

PARAMOUNT S*fi&*



Erpi Service enables
you to get everything out of ...

Western Electric
x NEW <

PROCESS
NOISELESS RECORDING

Noiseless Recording marks the greatest

advance since the coming of talkies. This new deli-

cate, scientifically developed apparatus for recording

produces a result heretofore impossible— keeping

out all noises resembling static— producing tones

more clean-cut and life-like.

.4* part of the regular ERPI Ser-

vice* Western Electric equipped theatres will have

skilled engineering assistance at no extra cost to

hring the apparatus up to these new high standards

— to get everything possible out of pictures made

by the wonderful new Noiseless Recording.

Your present 'Western Electric
Equipment will successfully handle these new

process films without any added parts— another

evidence that best results are obtained when the

same make of recording and reproducing apparatus

is used.

• • •

To obtain the full benefits of the New

Process, the most minute adjustments are required

to silence the reproducing equipment and maintain

high quality.

Western Electric equipment—
ti It 1*1 ~s service— continued improvement in

methods and apparatus— are all part of the policy

of making available facilities that will make your

investment in them pay real dividends.

Westerti
SOU N D

lectric
SYSTEM

Northern Electric in Canada

Electrical Research Products /uc

250 West 57th St., New York
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v^omedy brains and talent unheard of

before under one banner . . . directors long

recognized for their ability to turn out

money-making pictures . . . the pick of the

humorous writers ... a big and growing

list of box-office star names . . . that's why

Educational's comedy casts offer literally dozens of

names that have shown from marquee lights all over

the country . . . names that will add hrilliance to your

own lights . . . more real names than any one company
ever offered you before in short feature comedies.

Andy Clyde (,)
. . . Lloyd Hamilton (2)

. . . Charlotte
Greenwood <!)

. . . Bert Roach (,)
. . . Johnny Hines (5)

Marjorie Beebe <6)
. . . Harry Gribbon (7)

. . . Buster
West <8 > . . . John West <">

. . . Rvtsy 0'Leary<"» . . . Frank
Eastman (ll)

. . . Dot Farley . . . Tom Patricola (12>. . . Joe
Phillips. . . Daphne Pollard <i:i)

. . . Al St. John . . . Yola
D'AvrilC" . . . Alberta Vaughn < l3 >

. . . Clyde Cook (I(,)

Florence Roberts . . . John T. Murray (i7)
. . . Vivien

Oakland <l8> . . . Nick Stuart ( '
,' )

. . . Natalie Moorhead (20 >

Vernon Dent<21) ... Ford Sterling (22) ... Ann Christy (23)

Marian Shockley <2I)
. . . Pert Kelton <2:;)

. . . Tyler
Brooke . . . Jerry Drew . . . Addie McPhail (26)

. . . Betty
Boyd<- 7)

. . . Hank Mann <2!,)
. . . Eleanor Hunt™ . . . Pat

o'malley . . . estelle bradley . . . bernard granville

Monty Collins . . . Glenn Tryon . . . Margie "Babe" Kane
Margaret Clarke . . . Eddie Baker . . . Albert Conti

Ann Roth . . . Marcia Manning . . . Lee Moran . . . Lincoln

Stedman . . . Dorothy Christy . . . Eddie Tamblyn (30)

Bobby Agnew . . . Ronnie Rondell . . . Edward Nugent
Iris Adrian . . . Leota Lane . . . Charles Irwin . . . Rita

Flynn . . . Cyril Chadwick . . . Phyllis Crane.

What other company ever gave you such a box-

office line-up as this? What company but Educational

. . . the only big specialists in the short subject field . .

.

can you count on for the best in comedies always?



EducationaVs Comedies this season are

beyond question the finest brand of short

feature laugh makers that ever made ex-

hibitors* patrons howl for more. They are

better eomedies beeause better people are

making them . . . and playing in them.

COM^
*,

Men famous for years of success in making box-

office comedy in both feature and short feature lengths

are producing and directing Educational's Comedies.

Mack Sennett . . . Al Christie . . . William Beaudine

William Goodrich . . . Leslie Pearce . . .WilliamWatson

Eddie Cline . . . Harold Beaudine . . . Arvid E. Gillstrom

Stephen Roberts . . . Nat Ross . . . Del Lord
E. H. Allen . . . Paul Terry . . . Frank Moser.

25

Many of the best comedy pens of Hollywood and

the rest of the country have contributed the stories

and the dialogue for EducationaVs Comedies, for the

funny tales and the crackling chatter have come from

such well known writers as

Florence Ryerson . . . Colin Clements . . . Al Boasberg

James Gleason . . . John A. Waldron . . . Earle Rodney

Jack Jevne . . .Walter Weems . . . Dick Weil . . . Ernest

P\gano . . . Paul Girard Smith ... Ken Kling . . . Katherine

Scola . . . Sherman L. Lowe . . . Jack Townley . . . Hale

Hamilton . . .Walter DeLeon . . . Neal Burns

Jimmy Starr . . . Harry McCoy . . . Bert Levy.

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES. Inc.. e. w. mammons, President
Member, Motion Picture Producers mid Distributors of Vm.-r i. ... Inc.. W ill El. 1 1.. * -. President



A soul piercing scream fraught with horror!

A shot in the dark!

Then silence, broken only

by the low moans of a

woman in terror.

Just one of many tense moments

in

cmdlheLAMB
E. Phillips Oppenheim's famous underworld mystery drama
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NEW YORK CITY

ANNOUNCEMENT
V-<UIGLEY PUBLISHING COMPANY, publishers of Exhibitors Herald-World, Better

Theatres and the Motion Picture Almanac, issues the following announcement:

The consolidation of Motion Picture News and Exhibitors Herald-World has been
arranged. The first consolidated issue of the two national motion picture trade publica-

tions will be published under date of January 3, 1931. The consolidated publications will

be issued under the title—Motion Picture Herald.

Exhibitors Daily Review and Motion Pictures Today, the vigorous and alert daily news-
paper of the motion picture business, founded and edited by Mr. Arthur James, has been
acquired. This publication will be renamed Motion Picture Daily, and will be published

shortly under the auspices of the Quigley Publishing Company.

Announcement also is made that a daily trade newspaper will shortly be established in

Hollywood.

Staffs for these several publications, comprising the most capable and experienced
persons in motion picture trade journalism, have been assembled. Plans and arrangements
have been made for the strengthening and developing of each of these publications to the

end of providing for the motion picture industry in all of its branches a trade press organized

and geared to meet every requirement of service, present and future, and to discharge its

highest responsibilities.
I

This announcement comes as a culmination of an effort commenced in Chicago in 1915
when the writer of this announcement founded Exhibitors Herald. Exhibitors Herald, first

a territorial trade paper, confined to the five Central States, eventually branched out into

the national field. Motography, also published in Chicago, was combined with Exhibitors

Herald. Then in 1928 Moving Picture World, long hailed as "The Exhibitor's Bible," founded
in 1907, was combined with Exhibitors Herald, creating Exhibitors Herald-World. Now,
Motion Picture News, developed by Mr. William A. Johnston, a publication which has

gallantly carried the banner of enterprise and progress for more than seventeen years,

Joins with Exhibitors Herald-World in a consolidation of publishing resources .which insure

a reorganized publication of a vastly greater scope and calibre than has yet been placed
at the service of the motion picture and the industry.

Throughout the period since 1915 as a publisher and editor in the motion picture

trade the writer of these lines has been the beneficiary of a very generous amount of

encouragement and support.

Now, upon the occasion of this development which will place at his disposal vastly

greater publishing resources and facilities, he offers hearty assurances that these resources

and facilities shall be used to reciprocate, in some small measure at least, for the

encouragement and support which have been so generously extended during the past fifteen

and one-half years.

MARTIN QUIGLEY
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ITS GOING TO BE MIGHTY
TOUGH UNLESS—

INSIDE the business this:

Theatre grosses that insist on nosediving
week in and week out, to the consternation and

mystification of chain operators in New York and
out.

As complex a foreign problem as has beset this

complex industry since first it started on its hectic

way.
Ineffectual production—or bad pictures, if you

like—filtering through the studio sieve while the

costs to make them pile up at a rate that has

industry leaders worried beyond calculation.

Economic Blue and Chain Red

TOPPING this triumvirate of woes is the wide-
spread economic depression which has tobog-

anned general business clear into the dumps.
And off on the sidelines, raising the devil and a few
other things, are bankers whose resources make
the celluloid institution go 'round. They are dis-

turbed because intake doesn't match outgo and
jwant to know why.
Then producer operation of small theatres has

demonstrated itself to be a complete, or near-

complete, bust and the travail prevailing over that

five-year-old discovery is plenty. Also ironic.

The Legislatures Gird for Battle

OUTSIDE the business this:

January around the corner and forty-

three state legislatures ready to turn Big
Berthas and popguns on the picture business.

Dazzled by press agents who throw millions

around carelessly, and don't obey instructions

because their bosses don't want them to, law-

makers are massing for an attack on the "fabulous"
wealth of the industry.

They figure in war the aggressor is entitled to
the spoils and are fully determined to get their

share, via the tax route.

Sexy Advertising Another Wooing

YOU also have the reform groups reaping hay
while the sun shines. Sexy advertising, spon-
sored and, in many cases, encouraged by

chain operators whose frenzy for dollars at the box-
office is halted by nothing, is supplying the ammu-
nition dumps of the enemy with the big explosives
that win battles.

If the conflict rages any hotter than it does
today, the responsibility for the outcome is some-
thing producers themselves won't be able to

explain away.

The Dust Cloth on the Round Table

AND so, it's going to be tough unless the round
table is dusted off and some substantial,

rational thinkers ordered to plant their feet

under it.

This is the time, more vital than any other in

film history that this writer, at least, can recall, for

get-togethers that spell the burial of political ambi-
tions in favor of a thought on behalf of the in-

dustry.

It's a crying need. If something isn't done
about it, the need will continue to exist, but the

crving will be wet and plentiful.

K ANN.

Published weekly by Motion Picture News, Inc. Founded in Septembet, 1913. Publication. Editorial and General Offices. 729 Seventh Avenue. New York City. Martin
Quigley, President and Publisher; Maurice D. Kann. Editor; Charles F. Hyncs. Managing Editor; Robert Haoe. News Editor; James P. Cunningham. Technical Editor;

Ray>no»J R. GaUaahcr, Ad'^crtisuia Manager. Los Angeles Office, Hotel Roosevelt, Hollywood; William Crouch, Western Representative. Chicago Office, 407 South Dear-
born Street. Harry E. Holquist. Central West Representative. Subscription Prices: $3.00 Per year in United States. Mexico, and all U. S. Possessions. Canada. $5.00.

Foreign. $10.00. Copyright. 1930, by Motion Picture News, Inc., United States and Great Britain. Title registered in United States Patent Office and Foreign.
Entered as second class matter at the Post Office. New York. April 22, 1926, under Act of March 3, 1879
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Value of Film Boards to Industry Seen

Forcing Continuance of Hays Adjuncts

Capone Goes Hollywood
Hollywood—Al Capone, the midwest-

em beer baron, has been about the
village for the past few weeks, ac-

cording to those in the "know." The
notorious gang chief is planning to

settle here and reorganize the liquor

business, which he claims is in sad
need of reconstruction. For the past

several weeks Al has been looking

over real estate holdings in the South-
land and is expected to choose the

site of his California homestead
shortly.

'Gambling' George

Cohan's First for

Par;Gets $100,000

"Gambling," which had a four months'

run on Broadway and served as the road
vehicle for George M. Cohan during the

1929-30 season, will be the producer-star's

initial picture for Paramount. It will be

made at the New York studio early in

spring.

When Cohan and the Paramount execu-

tives reached an agreement to film his last

Broadway success the understanding was
that "shooting" would begin in November
and that the first talker would be released

early in 1931. These plans were altered

under a mutual agreement to permit Cohan
to make his tour in "The Tavern."
About a year ago Cohan reached an

agreement with Joseph M. Schenck to pro-

duce pictures in Hollywood under the United
Artists banner. It was a verbal agreement
and when the details were worked out and
committeed to paper, the document which
resulted presented such a formidable pro-

posal and tied the producer-actor-author

down so rigidly he called all bets off. He
wants to be footloose so that if he gets his

hands on a good play or musical,—or turns

one out himself—he will not be bound le-

gally to confine his working moments to

studio.

While the financial arrangement between
Cohan and Paramount is not made public,

from sources believed reliable the informa-
tion comes that Cohan is to be paid $100,000

for the "Gambling" story, a salary for be-

ing its star while in the making, and a

good share of the net profits.

Yates-Saland Suit to
Trial on January 26

Suit of H. J. Yates' Consolidated Film-
Cinema Patents against Nat Saland's Craft
Film Lab has been set for trial at Wilming-
ton on January 26. Yates is suing on al-

leged infringement of Gaumont developer

patents. Revolutionary changes are under-
stood to be in store for the lab field if Yates
wins the suit.

Vote on Reduction in Budget
Slated for April; Dun
Proposal Considered

Film boards of Trade, fate of which was
up for discussion at last week's meeting of

the Hays organization, have nothing to

worry about as to their future status. The
Hays association placed the boards on trial

until April, when vote on the proposed bud-

get for the new fiscal year will be regis-

tered, but regardless 'of this, the organiza-

tion has no intention of abandoning the
boards.

Hundreds of thousands of dollars of an-
nual savings are credited to film boards
through their various functions. Serving
as a clearing house for distributor problems,
the boards justify their existence many
times over during the course of a year, the

Hays group feels.

The vote in April will be on the reduced
budget, which is being cut between $20,000
and $25,000. The 1930 budget was $260,-

000. At last week's meeting, the status of

the boards was discussed and decision made
to permit them to carry on "as is" until

April, when their future would be deter-

mined. Meanwhile, distributors have under
consideration a proposal by the R. G. Dun
Co. to set up machinery to take over film

Boards' functions.

Pantages, Sure

Of Victory, May
Produce Abroad

Los Angeles—Alexander Pantages al-

ready is laying plans for his future, predi-

cated on the belief that he will beat the

rap in the assault case in which he was
convicted and sentenced to San Quentin.
The veteran theatre magnate plans pro-

duction of talkers abroad and in the near
future his two sons, Rodney and Lloyd,
will go to Europe to survey the situation

and consider studio proposals. Talkers are
to be made in the country best suited to the
individual story's requirements.

Detroit Excited

About Whispers
Detroit—There is plenty of whispering

going on here these days following state-

ment that a group of well known former
Detroit men are planning to build up a
chain of local theatres. This town has been
splashing red ink so long it's nobody's busi-

ness, but it is figured that an aggressive
independent group can do more than get by.

Plenty of money is available for the new
group and some tough competition is in

prospect. Activities of the new chain will

get under way soon after New Year's.

Sex and Santa
Chicago.—One of the prize "boners"

of the year was pulled by a circuit
neighborhood house which has been
making a feature of a Santa Claus
with "gifts for the kiddies" for the
past two weeks. This week, with the
Santa still waiting for the kids, "A
Lady Surrenders," which is playing to
"adults only" was booked into the
theatre.

Supervision of

F. & M. Shows in

East to Loew's

Supervision and routing of Fox stage

shows in the East early in the new year

will be taken from Fanchon & Marco and
vested in the Loew booking office, it is un-

derstood. Plans now being formulated are

said to call for a complete reorganization of

stage policy of all Fox and Loew houses

east of the Mississippi. Many theatres now
showing vaudeville will switch to presenta-

tion shows, with the latter succeeding vau-
deville at numerous other stands.

Capitol presentation shows, a regular

Loew unit, will be routed into Fox's Acad-
emy of Music in New York, and the rout-

ing time increased from about 12 weeks as

at present to 35 weeks. Regular vaudeville

will continue through the Loew office.

Although Fanchon & Marco will continue

to have a voice in production of their pres-

entation shows, actual supervision and
routing will be done by Loew.

"Too wild to even dignify with a denial,"

was the manner in which Bert Adler, East-
ern representative of Fanchon & Marco,
scouted the above yarn crediting Loew with
acquiring supervision over Eastern booking
and routing of F. & M. stage units.

Sinemas Splash

Some Sinful Stuff
Chicago—More sex was current at Loop

theatres this week than is ordinarily found
in the local Court of Domestic Relations.

The result was that the art and morality

seekers turned to the burlesque houses for

something refreshing. The Loop line-up in-

cluded the following pictures : "Madonna of

the Streets," "Shame of Mary Boyle"
(adults only), "Passion Flower," "Paid"
(adults only), "Hell's Angels," "Min and
Bill," "A Lady's Morals," "Her Man" and
"Her Wedding Night."

There was a golden opportunity waiting
for a house that could advertise some such
title as "The Life of the Grasshopper."
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The Insiders' Outlook
CONSIDERABLE interest is being

evidenced by those in the know
over Harley Clarke's suggestion

that negative costs be limited to $400,000

top per picture.

Bringing to the business his knowledge

of financing and public utility manage-

ment, Clarke is understood to be a firm

believer of control of manufacturing cost

in proportion to earning power—a sound

business idea, of course. It is his idea

that $400,000 negatives represent a fair

running average for any picture, balanc-

ing the costs of sales, exploitation and

prints against average potential return

from theatres under percentage bookings.

Looking at it another way

:

Why, so Clarke's conclusions are un-

derstood to run, invest huge sums of

money ranging from $1,000,000 to $2,-

000,000, or even more, when the poten-

tial profit, in view of the cost, becomes

an exceedingly dubious factor? There
appears to be no good reason against this

argument.
Whether the leaders of the industry

will go for it, remains to be seen. If the

plan is to become operative, it obviously

means a more rigid control of studio

purse-strings than has prevailed in the

industry until now. It means further

that the ideas of production responsibles

in Hollywood must undergo a change

which may prove difficult for them to

masticate when you realize the almost

uncontrolled freedom in operation which

has been theirs for many years.

Another factor:

The difficulty of reconciling divergent

points of view, always a dominant and
usually a troublesome factor in produc-
tion, is something which has to be taken

into account. One individual may en-

vision a story on a scale that might easily

transcend the $400,000 limitation, for in-

stance, and sincerely believe that an ad-

ditional $300,000 or $400,000 investment
will reflect itself in profit. After all, the

chances that he may prove to be correct

are just as pronounced as any others that

may be offered.

These are some of the points which
have developed since the Clarke idea was
first advanced.

Ten Minutes to Go

Nestling among the starling's cottages

at Malibu Beach, where the mountains
kiss the waters of the Pacific, is the

beach house of James R. Grainger

—

sales manager, not film lead. His is

probably the only non-professional house
in the colony. When Jimmy isn't on the

Coast, Edmund, pride of the Grainger
clan, keeps the family standard aloft.

The other morning Ed awoke to a
terrific hammering on the door. "Give

me ten more minutes of sleep," he yelled.

But he didn't get the period of grace—

-

fortunately for him. The hurry call

came from his Fillipino house boy and
the rush revolved around the fire that

already was creeping up on the Grainger
homestead. The minutes were exactly

ten, but consequences might have been
far worse for Grainger had he won his

point.

Storm Clouds

On the surface, everything is lovely.

On the inside, the pot is about to boil

over. The front that presents itself to

the trade looks rosy. But the truth is

that this unnamed organization is having
anything but a nice, quiet pre-Christmas
time of it.

Politics, that industry disturber, is re-

sponsible. When the president, for

instance, confers, it happens peculiarly

enough the general manager is always
present, whether he belongs or not. When
the general manager functions—that

sometimes happens—he fills his office

with minions on all sides. That's because

the president drops in so often, finds the

G. M. apparently frantic with work and

Impending

THE closing year will wit-

ness a number of changes
in the executive line-up of

at least one uppity-up organi-
zation in the business.
The switch, in the case of one

individual, is being precipitated
by politics. The circumstances
are placing on the spot an im-
portant executive against whose
account are being charged busi-

ness errors for which he is no
wise responsible, the orders
having been issued by a man
higher up on the rungs of the
ladder.

But, like that much quoted
observation, this is merely an-
other case of preservation and
the first law of nature. The big-

ger fellow is removing the
smaller fellow to save his own
skin.
The other changes, in an en-

tirely different department of
the same company, are about to
develop because the bankers
have expressed their dissatis-

faction over the business re-

gime of the about-to-get-the-axe
official.

It's going to be a surprise
when it happens—and that
won't be long now.

comes to the inevitable conclusion that
his assistant is one great fellow.

The truth of the situation, as you might
suspect, has percolated throughout the
entire company. Everybody seems to

know it but the head of the firm. Ergo:
dissatisfaction, unrest and, finally, near
chaos.

Stocks and Socks
Plenty of the boys in the film business

Look it on the chin in the Bank of United
States crash. One of the comparatively
recent newcomers in the trade was taken
for one hundred grand, 'tis said. The
tap was doubly tough for the party in

question, so the story goes, because about
the same time he went for a 50 grand
ride in a gambling game at a certain New
Jersey resort.

Irish and Scotch
Both Paramount and Educational

planned to enter the talking reporter field

with their newsreels some time ago.
Floyd Gibbons, veteran reporter who
formerly starred on the radio in the
Literary Digest hour, was sought by
both firms at the time. After the pro-
posed Educational deal fell through, Par-
amount bid for Gibbons. The figure

offered the veteran war correspondent is

understood to have been $5,000 weekly,

but Gibbons held out for $10,000.
If you suspect the deal flopped, the

honors are yours.

Ingenuity
His many friends who are cheering

the success of Fox Movietone News
realize that the ingenuity of Truman
Talley is to a large extent responsible
for the forward strides made by the
newsreel. In this respect is recalled the

great scoop Truman scored at the Ver-
sailles peace conference following the
war.

The various diplomats attending the
sessions were given for admittance a red
card on which was inscribed a coat of
arms and other fancy gold lettering. In
order to crash the gate, Truman took the

top off a box of Pall Mall cigarettes,

with which he crashed the gate and
scooped the world on the celluloid story.

What Price Invectives?
One of the most amusing and colorful

battles in the industry rages between
silent and sound news cameramen. The
silent boys find that the prevalence of

microphones is cramping their style and
are properly resentful of the fact.

Accordingly, when there is an event
of importance they make every effort to

prevent the mikes from interfering with

(Continued on page 18)
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LOOKING INTO THE FUTURE

Effective January 3, 1 931

,

Motion Picture News will

be consolidated with

Exhibitors Herald-World.

Both publications, on that

date, will make their joint

appearance in a new

format as MOTION
PICTURE HERALD under

ownership of the Quigley

Publishing Company + +

I O the readers of Motion Picture News, it

is important to stress this point:

The publishing characteristics which have

captured for this trade journal its position of

prestige and respect in the international motion

picture field will be retained.

Combined with its present facilities now will

be added the resources of the Quigley Pub-

lishing Company and the features which have placed Exhibitors Herald-World in

the front rank of the trade papers serving this industry.

For the man who would know his business better, the new publication which

is to emerge from this important consolidation bids fair to offer at once a con-

centration of publishing ability, devoted to a common purpose, such as has never

before been presented to the industry for its approval and support.

Motion Picture Herald, its publishing sponsors promise, will be a weekly

paper in every way representative of the business which it will serve. Its debut

on January 3rd is recommended to you as an event to be watched with keenest

interest.

K ANN
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Erpi to Eliminate Extraneous Noises

By Overhauling Sound Installations

Dough in Socks
Hollywood—Since the closing of the

Bank of Hollywood and the Guaranty
Bldg. and Loan Co., Hollywoodites
have been cautious as to where they
put their money. Some are putting it

away in the family sock and others are
drawing it out and putting it in postal

savings. Others get traveler's checks
and money orders in exchange for the

hard earned dough.
General opinion is that the Bank of

Hollywood will open up shortly after

undergoing a complete reorganization,

but the Guaranty company is expected
to settle for about 50 cents on the dol-

lar^

Censor Dave Is

Follies Manager;

Will He Blush?

Seattle—Maybe it's just a coincidence, but
Dave Himelhoch has just been appointed
manager of the Follies Theatre in this city.

To make the story more intelligible, how-
ever, let it be explained that Dave is chair-

man of Seattle's very much publicized

Board of Theatre Censors, and (here's the

laugh) the Follies is the home of Will
King's musical comedy troupe, featuring
"blackouts" and musical specialties that are,

to say the least, "slightly blue" in tone.

Local residents are waiting to see whether
the Follies shows take on more of the an-
gelic attitude of the censor board with
Dave's advent, or whether the board's per-
spective changes to correspond to the chair-
man's presentations.

Publix Ready to

Book All Product

Scranton—Publix does not discriminate
against any film producer, and at all times
stands ready to book the product of any
company if it is suitable, George C. Walsh,
division head, declared in commenting on
the invasion of Scranton by Warners.

The Warner firm has leased the Gaiety,
former burlesque house, which is being re-

modeled as a first-run house. Several other
locations are under consideration, it is

stated.

M. E. Comerford, who sold his circuit to
Warners, holds the majority stock in the
Gaiety enterprise. The house is just a few
doors away from the Capitol, one of the
first string Publix houses. Terms of the
lease, closed by Joe Hebrew of Warners,
call for a monthly rental between $800 and
$900, with option to buy the property for
about $85,000.

Job Will Be Done on Every
Erpi Device in the Country—

No New Attachments

Overhauling of every Western Electric

installation in the country will be under-
taken by Erpi immediately. The job will

be done to silence sound projection mechan-
ism, in line with the company's new pro-
duction device which is said to eliminate
all surface noises.

There will .be no additional cost to theatre
owners, except where worn-out parts must
be replaced to allow for complete silencing

of the machine. These parts purchases are
not being forced upon exhibitors unneces-
sarily, according to an Erpi official who
told a Motion Picture News reporter that

replacement orders will be kept at a mini-
mum, and will be made only where required.

New attachments for silencing will not be
necessary.

Eight hours will be required to tone down
the extraneous noises of the machine, with
exhibitors being asked to co-operate by
eliminating the noise emanating from de-
vices in the booth other than sound units.

When completed, the booth will be practic-
ally "sealed" to outside noise interference.

Theatres which have booked pictures
made under the new "silent sound" process
will be treated first. The initial production,
Paramount's "Right to Love," with Ruth
Chatterton, is a test of the new process.
Others will not be ready until early in

February.
Immediately after completion of the sil-

encing job in the U. S., which is expected
to take three months and cost Erpi $250,-
000, servicing of foreign installations will

commence.
A demonstration of the Paramount ve-

hicle, in which Erpi engineers assisted in

production, revealed elimination of studio
surface noises and complete absence of hum.
With this accomplished, proper reproduc-
tion is impossible unless the many machine
noises in the booth are eliminated. Hereto-
fore, studio surface noises "drowned out"
extraneous noises in the booth. Both com-
bined to make incidental sound and parts of
dialogue sound unnatural and "tinny."

Shapiro to East, Allvine
West Under Fox Split-up
Hollywood—Victor M. Shapiro, publicity

generalissimo at the Fox studios, leaves for
New York early in January to take charge
of the home office publicity and advertising
departments.

Glendon Allvine, director of publicity and
advertising for Fox, sails for Hollywood
on the S.S. Virginia January 17 to remain
at the studio until the annual sales conven-
tion, probably in May.

This schedule will give him about five

days to confab with Shapiro in New York
on operating problems. The switch is the
first step in an interchange of duties under
a new plan devised at Fox which will alter-
nate the Eastern and Western department
heads in the future.

Santa's Option Out
Hollywood—The retrenchment poli-

cies of the various studios have dealt
a serious blow to the film chatter
writers. They will receive no Christ-
mas presents from the publicity de-
partments. In the past the press
chiefs have been very kind and have
given the local scribes a break, but
this year there will be no Santa Claus.
Last Christmas one enterprising clock
salesman sold the publicity heads of
three studios electric clocks to give as
presents. Imagine the dismay that
greeted the arrival of three time
pieces to various writers—and all of
them alike.

Finkelstein Over
Crisis; New Chain

To Take Impetus

St. Paul—With M. L. Finkelstein, senior

member of the former firm of Finkelstein

& Ruben, convalescing from a stroke suf-

fered a few weeks ago, plans are under way
by his sons, Harold and Danny, for con-

tinued expansion of their new chain in

Iowa. Danny has resigned from Warner
Theatres to become active in the new chain.

When his father was stricken, Danny came
here by airplane from Atlantic City where
he was city manager for Warners.

The Finkelsteins already have invaded
two Iowa towns, Spencer and Carroll, in

which five houses were acquired. No effort

is being made to compete with either Pub-
lix or A. H. Blank. Ten million dollars is

available for the new circuit's expansion,
which is to be in Iowa and Nebraska.

Tap Dancers Ruin

Torrid Dialogue

Seattle—While John Gilbert and Greta
Garbo performed on the screen of the Madi-
son, local neighborhood playhouse, tap danc-
ing students on the floor above drove the

theatre's patrons away because the emo-
tional scenes could not be heard above the

din of the second floor feet. So claims F.

M. Farrow, former lessee of the theatre,

who is asking damages of $10,000 in Su-
perior Judge Robert S. MacFarland's court.

Defendants in the action are Mr. "and

Mrs. George Storok, lessors, who are
charged by Farrow with driving him out of
business by allowing the dancing school to
operate directly above the theatre during
show hours at night. The storoks, on a
cross-complaint, ask foreclosure of a $5,000
mortgage on Farrow's equipment, and deny
the tap dancing accusation.
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United Artists, Rescinding 10% Cut in

Salaries, Leads Way Back to Normalcy

Hoover No Fan
Washington—While the Hays asso-

ciation stands ready at all times to

furnish any and all film programs
which may strike the fancy of Presi-

dent Hoover, few requests for shows
for the Chief Executive are made.

The President recently viewed "Light-

nin'," marking return of Will Rogers
to presidential favor. Rogers' wise-

cracks alienated him from White
House receptions and other affairs

during the Harding administration.

It's Machine Age;

Plan to Operate

MechanicalHouses

Courtland Smith is getting ready to

launch his chain of automatic picture the-

atres. According to present plans, the prop-

osition will be launched in the Lefcourt

Building, 49th Street and Broadway, New
York. The shows will be put on by Trans

Lux Corp., which Smith heads.

Trans Lux is planning a national chain

of store shows featuring automatic pictures.

Western Electric sound heads now are be-

ing made for the purpose. Jack Connolly

is to be managing director of the proposed

chain. Only two employes are required to

operate the proposed "turnstile" theatres.

Rembusch Calls

Cohorts Together
Indianapolis—Call for a meeting Jan. 7

of Unaffiliated Independent Motion Picture

Exhibitors of America has been sounded by

Frank J. Rembusch, its secretary, in a mes-

sage to members of Associated Theatre

Owners of Indiana. Rembusch, who has

continued the unaffiliated association upon

his own initiative ever since the Trade Prac-

tice Conference, has drafted a resolution

praising the Department of Justice for the

credit and arbitration decrees and panning

distributors and M. P. T. O. A. and Allied

leaders, block booking and a few other of

his pet aversions.

Malice Charged in Fox
. Deal with Former Head
"Malicious reports" circulated about Fox

Film, which were climaxed by a story that

William Fox was to regain control of the

company for a reputed $10,000,000 this

week, were spiked by W. C. Michel, vice-

president and treasurer of the company.
Fox sold control of the firm last April for

a reported $20,000,000, following lengthy

court fight over control of the company.

Other Companies Expected to

Follow Lead of Lichtman,
Ending Curtailment

That the industry is turning the corner

in its swing back to prosperity is the opin-

ion of a number of executives, who feel

that the extended curtailment period is about
over. This view was emphasized by Al
Lichtman, when at a sales meeting at Chi-
cago he announced that around the first of

the year United Artists would rescind its

10 per cent reduction in salaries, put into

effect several weeks ago.

In making this statement, which the sales

force regarded as a real Christmas present,

Lichtman commended the field men for the

job they have been doing. Lichtman re-

cently received a substantial salary in-

crease, signing a new contract to continue
as head of the firm's distribution, after re-

jecting an offer from Warners.
Other companies which have cut down

on personnel are understood to be planning
reinstatements, convinced that such a step

will improve morale and efficiency.

"City Lights," to

Get Broadway
Premiere Feb. 1

Silent vs. talker is the battle to be staged

on Broadway starting Feb. 1, when Charlie

Chaplin's "City Lights," synchronized, opens

for a run at the George M. Cohan. The
picture has been in the making for more
than two years and its negative cost is re-

ported at $1,400,000.

Chaplin has stated that the film will be

offered to the highest bidder in various sit-

uations and regardless of affiliations.

To Double License Tax
Scranton—City Solicitor C. B. Little has

been asked by the city council to draft a
new ordinance covering the license fees

exacted by the city from all theatres. The
solons instructed Little to fix the license

fee at approximately twenty cents per seat.

This move is expected to bring in additional

revenue to the city of about $2,100. A tax
of twenty cents per seat would be an in-

crease of more than fifty per cent over the
present sum.

Exclusive
Hollywood—One of the largest hotels

on the Boulevard is finding business
plenty tough. The other night the
ballroom had a total of 16 paying cus-

tomers dancing to the tune of an 18-

piece orchestra. Besides that, 42 em-
ployes waited to serve the guests.

The Wild Pest
Hollywood—Gary Cooper may be

found astride a horse when on the
screen, but for buzzing up and down
the boulevard the lanky star has just
purchased a $16,000 Dusenberg that
makes the film populace look twice
when it sails down the street. Cooper
was once rated as champion gear jam-
mer when driving buses in Yellow-
stone Park. He still shoves a mean
throttle, as the Hollywood cops will

testify—usually rating about three
speed tickets per mile.

Memphis Gathers

In 3,000 Shekels

To Aid Jobless

Memphis—More than $3,000 was added

to the unemployment relief fund here

through the four major downtown theatres.

Nearly 6,000 people crowded into the four

houses, RKO Orpheum, Loew's State,

Loew's Palace and Warner theatres, to see

the Sunday shows, which were given free

by exchanges, theatres and employes.

Approximately $1,500 worth of the latest

films were donated by the Memphis-Little

Rock Film Board of Trade to be used in

the four downtown theatres and the neigh-

borhood houses.

The pictures were picked by a committee

of three, composed of Frank R. Ahlgren,

news editor of the Commercial Appeal; C.

A. McElravey, managing director of the

Memphis Auditorium, and Allan Fisher of

the D. A. Fisher Insurance Co.

Sunday shows will prevail in Memphis
four consecutive weeks for the benefit of the

unemployed.
An admission fee of at least 50 cents is

charged each person entering the theatre.

The Sunday show movement has the en-

dorsement of the entire city government
and is part of the program of Mayor Wat-
kins Overton to assist the hundreds of un-

employed in Memphis.

Paramounfs New Color
Process Out of Lab Stage
Paramount's new color process, details of

which have been guarded closley over a
two-year period, is understood to be ready

for studio use. The method is said to use

a new type color-cap over a regular camera
lens.

Another Patent Suit
Strengthened by the decision of the U. S.

District Court in Michigan, which in an-
other section held the two patents valid,

Western Electric has sued for an account-

ing and injunction against the Amplion
Corp. of America and two of its officers,

charging patent infringement.
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Sexy Advertising Out in Washington

Suburbs; Exhibitors Refusing Film

Hind Views
Hollywood—One of the independent

neighborhood houses, of the 35c-at-all-

times brand, advertised a studio fea-

ture preview the other night. Film
chatterers who are hot on the preview
stuff attended en masse and found the

"preview" to be "Anybody's Woman,"
released locally in many theatres here
several months ago. The night fol-

lowing another "preview" was booked
in and ran for three consecutive
nights, heavily plugged. "Preview"
was a quickie western that had been
on the exchange shelf for about a
year.

British Urged

To Break Into

Talker Market
Toronto—Concerted action on the part

of British producers to fill the needs of the

talker market is urged in the annual report

of the Ontario censors. The report rebukes

the prevalence of underworld pictures in

the current market.

"With the advent of the talking films,"

says the report, "English-speaking coun-

tries form the greatest market. The British

Empire appears to be the only unorgan-
ized portion of that market, with British

production practically confined to Great
Britain.

"But the mother country, as well as the

Dominions, receives her main supply from
the United States, which is the organized

and most compact portion of the English-

speaking market. If British production and
distribution are ever to be anything more
than an ideal, concerted action on the part

of the British nations is necessary."

During the fiscal 12 months, only 17

British-made pictures were submitted to the

board out of a total of 2,022 film subjects.

Of this total, the board rejected 65 outright

and approved 486 others after deletions or

revision had been made. Pictures classified

as "universal" or for family patronage num-
bered only 208, while only 194 were silent

subjects out of the total of 2,022.

Basket Ball for Relief Fund
A triple-header basketball game and dance

for the benefit of the Film Daily Relief
Fund will be held Friday night under aus-
pices of the M. P. Athletic Association.

Warners will play RKO ; Pathe and Colum-
bia have been matched, and also Fox vs.

M-G-M. The party is to be held aboard the
U. S. S. Illinois, training ship stationed at

98th St. and the North River.

14 Radio Directors
Hollywood—Radio Pictures has 14 direc-

tors under contract with signing of Richard
Boleslavsky, Russian legit director.

If Lurid Adjectives Are Used,
Theatres Tell Exchanges
They Can't Park Films

Washington—Neighborhood houses,

chain-managed, have notified local ex-
changes that pictures advertised as sensa-
tionally sexy will not be booked for sub-
urban release.

Several of the downtown first run houses
have followed a policy of advertising in

lurid adjectives whenever a red hot theme
permits. The tag "Adults Only" has been
stuck on where possible.

Neighborhood house managers report that

where this practice has been followed,

parents spot the sexy exploitation and re-

fuse to permit their children to attend these

pictures when they arrive for second runs.

The notification, not exactly an ultimatum,
but received with plenty of respect by ex-
change managers, is believed to have been
inspired by the Hays office in Washington
which is reported in mortal dread of drastic

action on Capitol Hill.

"Hell's Angels" Crashes
Tampa's Week Schedule

Tampa—At last a picture has held the

boards a full week at the Tampa. "Hell's

Angels" turned the trick. Since the Tampa
was built a policy of two changes in the

week has been maintained, but this fall

Manager Paul Short decided to try out a

lull week's run. "All Quiet on the Western
Front" showed up fine on its four days'

run and Short decided to hold it over for

the remaining three, but the people were
not used to the full week and the fifth day
was a flop, so it was pulled and another
picture substituted for the remaining two
days. A second attempt was made with
"Feet First." which was billed for the en-

tire week, but it failed to make the grade
and was pulled at the end of four days.
Then Short decided to give it a third try
and billed "Hell's Angels" for the full week,
and it did the trick, playing the full week
to excellent business.

Both Sides Confident
With Patent Writ Near

Philadelphia—With both sides confident
of victory, decision is scheduled soon on
appeal of Erpi from the U. S. District

Court's decision that its reproducer in-

fringes the Reis patent. However, regard-
less of the way the case goes, immediate
appeal will be made by the loser to the
Supreme Court.

Paramount Answer Due
Dec. 31 in "Trust" Suit

Boston—Answer of Paramount in the
"trust" suit brought against the company
by the Strand Amusement Co. of Portland,
asking damages of $2,000,000, must be filed

by Dec. 31. Motion for dismissal was de-
nied in U. S. District Court here.

Beauty in Wide Film

One of the most picturesque short
subjects ever to grace the screen of
a Broadway theatre is on the current
bill at the RKO Mayfair in New York.
Made with the Spoor-Berggren wide

film process, the producers have
picked Niagara Falls, an ideal locale,

as the subject of one of the first short
releases with this "natural vision"
device. It's a photographic gem and
certainly justifies the use of wide film

and screen for scenic material. The
symphonic musical accompaniment is

on an equally high rating with the
depth and beauty of this photographic
masterpiece.

CUNNINGHAM.

Educ'al, Victor,

Pathe Readying

16mm Projector

Following in the footsteps of the big elec-

trics, the picture field is turning toward the

home movie as a potential contributor of

added revenue. Having been almost totally

neglected because of a concentration of ef-

fort on sound development, the home field

now is considered ripe for a wholesale inva-

sion, and, within the next six months, at

least five important producer-distributors
will have launched a definite program for

the production of 16mm subjects in sound,

and, possibly, subsidiary units to. manufac-
ture portable projectors.

Educational and Pathe, both of which
were important non-theatrical factors prior

to the advent of sound, are understood to be
secretly dickering with RCA-Photophone or

RCA-Victor for licenses to manufacture
portable sound-on-film machines for the
16mm market, while RCA-Victor is said to

have finally developed a machine, to sell at

$400, and including radio, victrola and pro-
jector.

Universal may tie up with another equip-

ment manufacturer, supplying 16mm sound-
on-disc and film versions for home use.

The current trend points toward almost
exclusive use of sound-on-film subjects,

which would mean that disc portables now
on the market will have to be revamped.

Roxy Joins NBC
As a preliminary to joining National

Broadcasting Co., Roxy and His Gang will

make a tour of eastern cities early in Feb-
ruary. He severs his connection with the

Roxy Theatre in January.

Club Making Drive
To get out of the red. the Motion Pic-

ture Club is making a drive for new mem-
bers, the goal being the 500 mark. Sev-
enty-six new members are sought.
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Studio Staffs Shoot Holes in Plan to

Cut Negative Costs to $400,000 High

Another Unholy Three
It was a small town. Business was

lousy. The manager of the "opery"
sulked in his auditorium. Enter a
film salesman and a magician, each
trying to book a date.

The manager told them his tale of

woe. The lillum man produced a
bottle. When this was empty the
magician offered to buy, so the man-
ager introduced them to the local

bootlegger, who sold them a bottle

of "Poison Ivy" and the seance con-

tinued.
They all had a good cry over the

awful conditions while consuming the
aged-over-night likker. When show
time arrived all three were laid out
on the benches and the house re-

mained dark. However, there weren't
very many who came anyhow, for

business was lousy.

R. E. Atkins One
Busy Guy; Has

Job Monopoly
Busy? Nothing else but, this fellow R.

E. Atkins, who operates the New Lyric

at Elkeville. For, aside from his show
shop, Atkins has an undertaking business,

photograph studio, is in the electric and pub-
lic service company business and tries his

hand at politics on the side. His many oc-

cupations are outlined by Atkins in the fol-

lowing to a local electric firm, which had
sent him a collection letter. Following is the

letter as published by Editor and Publisher

:

Dear Sir

:

Replying hurriedly to your note regarding
amounts due the firm, will say that I am aware
of same, but I think there is some mistake in

the books, but I cannot be sure until I check
over my invoices. I am snowed under with
work and have not had time to go over them
just now. I also carry the undertaking busi-

ness here, and I have been rushed day and
night. I also operate above show and I have
been so busy and worn out at nights that I

neglected to take care of my film business, as

I have a helper and he has bawled up my book-
ings.

I also have the photo studio and I have three
weeks' work of pictures laying unfinished. I

also am the Republican nominee for Supervisor
of this Township on the County board, and
with these many, many things to put my mind
on and all different, 1 beg you to give me a
little time to check over carefully my bills and
then remit you. I am also carrying the exclu-
sive electrical business here and have charge of
the local public service company.

Business is good in every line 1 have, as our
local mines are running steady. I shall give
your letter my personal attention within the
next few days. I buried two bodies yesterday,
one for today and one for tomorrow. This
business requires all my attention.

Thanking you in advence. I am
Yours very truly,

R. E. Atkins.

Proposal Seen as Harmful to

Productions with Big
B. O. Potentialities

Hollywood—Tough sledding for any at-

tempt to set a hard and fast rule on pro-
duction costs is forecast by studio workers.
Under a plan, which has been progressing
rapidly, a top of $400,000 would be set, and
studios would be ordered to keep within
that figure. However, the flexible nature
of production budgets, and the tendency to

"shoot the works" on stories with poten-
tialities, make sound studio forces feel that

any set maximum figure can't be maintained.
The plan is credited to Harley L. Clarke,

president of Fox, who has pointed out to

other producers the alarming situation

caused by the proportionate cost of films

and the amount of revenue they can com-
mand. Production nut has been much too
high, and drastic steps are being ordered
to meet the situation.

In carrying out such a plan, studio
workers feel that producers may be riding
into a jam, pointing out that in view of

present conditions, entertainment values
must be increased if pictures are to get the
dough at the box office. They agree that
waste must be eliminated, but feel that the
maximum figure idea just won't work.

150 Unemployed
Sell RKO Ducats

In Washington

Washington—One hundred and fifty men
and women started door to door sales of
R-K-0 theatre tickets last Monday morning.
The solicitors receive 25 percent of their
sales. Tickets are 50 cents, exchangeable at

the box-office for admissions.
Those hired were obliged to show three

letters of recommendation from some in-

dividual or agency known to the theatre.

In addition, R-K-6 is protected by a blanket
bond written in New York covering all

theatres from losses due to defaulting sales-

men.
After the first two days the R-K-O of-

fice reported that the plan was fairly suc-
cessful. It is a gesture to relieve unemploy-
ment and help the R-K-O box office at the
same-time. War veterans are being given
a preferential status in passing out these
commission jobs.

Crass Critics

Chicago—The Castle theatre played
host to the eight surviving fire-fight-

ers of the Chicago blaze of 1871 at a
matinee performance of "The Third
Alarm." After viewing the film, the
boys opined that they did things much
better in the old days.

No Man's Land
Chicago—A 15-year-old boy who told

detectives he wanted to be what they
were when he was discovered in the
Woods theatre many hours after clos-
ing got nothing but dirty looks from
them. They thought the kid was
implying that they were a bunch of
burglars. The lad was discovered by
a night watchman about 3 o'clock in
the morning. He was tip-toeing down
the stairway from the balcony where
he had hidden after the last per-
formance; thus revealing an intimate
knowledge of local show business. He
knew the balconies were as deserted
as a country churchyard on New Year's
Eve. He was armed with a gun and a
star, and had removed his shoes and
was carrying them in his hand. When
discovered, he said he had fallen asleep
during a performance.

Emelka Passes

From Reich to

French Bankers

Berlin—Climaxing two years of hectic

financial wrangling, the German govern-

ment has relinquished control of Emelka,

one of the largest producing-distributing

units in this industry. French financiers,

headed by Albert Kohan, are the new own-
ers, making the purchase through the local

Kraus group.-

Kohan was instrumental in bringing to-

gether the merger of French Gaumont-
Francc-F'ilm Albert and it is expected

Emelka will join this amalgamation, acting

as an outlet in Germany for French product

and producing German talkers for distribu-

tion in France.

Emelka ran into difficulties, it was charg-

ed, because of its slowness in switching to

sound, and passed to the Reich government
in order to insure a German ownership of

the company, which would guaranty a polit-

ical influence in the weekly newsreel.

American and British interests are un-

derstood to have bid for Emelka.

Lehman Closes with Nat'l
For Theatrephone Device
National Theatre Supply will distribute

the Theatrephone device for hard-of-hear-

ing. having just closed with Charles H. Leh-
man, president of Hearing Devices Corp.

for theatre rights.

2 Weeks for "Today"
Boston

—"Today" is rounding out a two
weeks' run at the Park, which changed
precedent to hold over the film, which Hol-
lywood Films is distributing in this terri-

tory.
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Ruling to Prove

Death Blow for

All Blue Laws?

Chicago—An opinion rendered by Circuit

Court Judge Phillip Sullivan in the hear-

ings of the Evanston Sunday movie case,

if sustained, may be the death-blow to all

blue laws, numerous Chicago attorneys be-

lieve. Judge Sullivan's opinion brands all

olue laws as unconstitutional because of re-

ligious discrimination against sects which
do not recognize Sunday as a religious holi-

day. It is his belief that all such legislation

is in violation of that part of the constitu-

tion which guarantees religious liberty, and
as such is unenforceable.

The present hearings in the Evanston
case involve an appeal by theatre interests

in the Chicago suburb for an injunction re-

straining Evanston police from enforcing

the Sunday closing law. A ruling on the

injunction is expected within the next few
days.

Philly Fathers

Still Feel Blue
Philadelphia—The anti-blue law cam-

paign received a severe set-back when the

city council committee, drafted to consider

modification of the Act of 1794, rejected a
resolution to open films and baseball games
on Sunday by a three-to-two vote.

Action of the committee came in the na-
ture of a surprise, as it was generally ex-

pected that it would present to the council

a strong resolution against the Sunday laws
in as much as Councilman "Bill" Roper,
former Princeton football coach and a de-
termined opponent of the blue laws, was
chairman of a group apparently in accord
with open-Sunday views.

Opposition to Roper became apparent
when he introduced a plan whereby the Act
of 1794 would be repealed and local option
in favor of open Sunday be submitted at

referendum throughout the state. His open
Sunday plan would permit amusements to

function between the hours of 2 P. M. and
1 1 P. M. on Sundays.

French Features

Hit in Montreal
Montreal — French features are having

quite a vogue in Montreal. At the Palace
Manager George Rotsky used "Toute Sa
Vie" for a special midnight pre-view per-
formance on Dec. 12 when patrons of the
final performance of "Morocco" were in-

vited to wait over for the extra show with-
out additional charge.

Manager Charles Lalumiere of the Roxy
presented the Paramount French version of

"The Doctor's Secret" as a regular first run
attraction during the week starting Dec. 13.

In recent weeks the Roxy has presented
English, German, French and United States
productions with fair success.

INSIDERS' OUTLOOK
.(Continu-ed from page 12).

their photos. In doing so, they run into

plenty of jams. To protect their shots,

they usually frame a lot of cussing di-

rectly into the mike, so that the objec-

tionable recording outfit will be removed.
A flood of swear words makes things

tough for the sound news cameramen,
and helps the silent men to get the shots

they want.

It always works.

THE INSIDERS

Buffalo Houses Face
New Fire Hazard Drive

Buffalo—Concerted drive to halt opera-
tion of all film theatres here not strictly

fire resistive in construction has been started

by the advisory committee of the juvenile

protection department of the Children's Aid
Society. This group quotes a survey to the

effect that two of every five local theatres

are conforming to all legal restrictions, but

still constitute a fire hazard from their con-
struction. At the same time, Fire Com-
missioner George W. Hadden has given all

theatres now operating a clean bill of health,-

although some of the neighborhood and sub-

urban houses which have been closed do not

come in that category.

Personal Appearances
Used by K. C. House

Kansas City—Louis Charninsky, manager
of the Pantages here, is endeavoring to

boost his box-office receipts with personal

appearances of film stars. Charninsky, who
now is in Los Angeles, has secured Belle

Bennett and Mickey McGuire, star of Larry
Darmour's juvenile shorts, as the forerun-

ners of the new policy. Belle Bennett ap-

peared on the Pantages stage last week.
McGuire is booked for an early engage-
ment.

Children's Lists to

Be Made by Educators
St. Louis—Circulation of a periodical list

of pictures recommended for children is

planned by the Board of Education here.

The board recently announced its opposition

to the sale by school children of tickets for

various shows.

Garyn Smiles for Xmas;
Trailer Deal In at W. B.
Pat Garyn has closed a deal with George

Skouras and David Weshner of the Warner
theatre organization whereby the chain will

play the special Christmas and New Year's
holiday trailers turned out by National
Screen Service.

Minneapolis Pantages
. Dark After Brief Try

Minneapolis—Considerable mystery sur-
rounds closing of the Pantages, which went
dark after a few weeks of low grosses. The
house had reopened in November.
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Huffman Houses
Plan Big Stunts

For Denver Poor

Denver—All five of Harry Huffman's
houses here will contribute to the unem-
ployed and needy at Christmas time. The
Tabor will have a food matinee and for ad-
mission will accept a sack of potatoes, su-
gar, coffee or canned goods. These will be
turned over to a mission. The America will
give half the gross for one day from 11 to
6 to the Salvation Army for its unemploy-
ment fund and Army officials will be in
charge of the house during this matinee.
The Bluebird will have its annual toy mati-
nee at which a toy in good condition or a
book will admit. These will be used at the
Motor Club party for children at the city
auditorium on Christmas morning. At the
Bide-a-Wee the entire receipts for one eve-
ning will be turned over to a committee of
women for use among the poor in that sec-
tion of the city. At the Aladdin Huffman
will repeat his annual custom of entertain-
ing over 1,500 inmates of orphanages and
other institutions during Christmas week.
Huffman also bought the second Salvation
Army-Philco radio set sold here and will
present this to some institution for Christ-
mas.

$500,000 House

For San Francisco
San Francisco—Plans for the first unit

in a theatre building and expansion pro-
gram were outlined at a luncheon given by
San Francisco Theatres, Inc., of which
Samuel H. Levin is president. Guests were
newspaper men and officials of the Levin
organization. The theatre to be built, a
2,000-seater costing $500,000, will be on
Ocean Ave., occupying an entire square
block between Fairfax and Fairfield. It will
be completed about Aug. 1.

Those at the luncheon at the Palace Hotel
were Samuel H. Levin, J. C. McCann, Tim-
othy Pfluger, the architect, William Nasser,
Alec E. Levin, Don Krull, Fred Johnson,
Pat Casey, Harry Johannessen, Harold Wil-
son. Templeton Peck. Eric Coster, Leonard
J. Williams, Homer E. Wall and Walter
Barusch.

Whitbeck Orders

30% Ad Increase
Seattle—Effective January 1, Fox West

Coast Theatres will increase its appropria-
tion for newspaper advertising 30%, taking
the added funds- from other media that will
be reduced or discontinued altogether. This
was the announcement made here this week
by Frank Whitbeck, director of advertising
and publicity for the circuit, who has been
conferring here with Robert Bender, divi-
sion manager for the Fox organization, and
Vic Gauntlett, Pacific Northwest publicity
head.
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There'll Be a First National Franchise

In Chicago for the Next Five Years

A Real Bet
Hollywood—Joan Crawford's latest

picture, "Dance, Fool, Dance/' is a

potential box-office smash with all the
elements of real screen entertainment,
coupled with great action. It has fine

direction and a swell story, so it

should make box-office history. Wil-
liam Bakewell, Lester Vail and Cliff

Edwards give fine portrayals, but Miss
Crawford, as usual, takes top acting
honors. Harry Beaumont directed this.

CROUCH

Dunas, Weinberg
Fill New Sales

Jobs at Columbia

New sales system of Columbia has swung
into operation under Joe Goldberg, gen-

eral sales manager of the company. Under
the new plan, the nation is divided into two
territories, with
Phil Dunas in

charge of the west-

ern and Lou Wein-
berg in charge of

the eastern divis-

ions. Weinberg for-

merly was in

charge of short

subject sales, while

Dunas was district

manager at Chica-

go. Under the plan,

shorts as well as

features will be ™ "a"°s

handled by both
division heads in tneir respective zone:>.

Dunas will have supervision over the fol-

lowing offices: Chicago, Denver, Des
Moines. Detroit. Indianapolis, Kansas City.

Los Angeles, Mil-

waukee, Minneap-
olis, Omaha, Port-
land, Salt Lake
City, San Fran-
cisco, Seattle, St.

Louis and Butte.

Exchanges under
Weinberg's juris-

diction are: Al-
bany. Atlanta, Bos-
ton, Buffalo. Char-
lotte. Cincinnati,

Cleveland, Dallas,

Memphis, New Ha-
ven, New Orleans,

New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and
Washington.

Lou Weinberg

Alexander Successor?
Chicago—Branch Manager Roy Alexan-

der is regarded as in line for Phil Dunas'
post as district head for Columbia. In event
Alexander gets the post. Harry Phillips.

salesman, is expected to get the branch.

H. J. Merle Hangs Onto Pact
And Gets Fine Break Over

His Competitor

Warners are rapidly cleaning up out-

standing First National sub-franchises,

which are virtually extinct throughout the

nation. One of the few remaining is that

of the Irving, Chicago suburban, owned by
H. J. Merle, who purchased the house origi-

nally as a family plaything. Several years

ago the number of sub-franchises sold was
in excess of 5,000.

Most of them were for short terms and
expired during recent years, but a lot were
turned back to First National because of

reported dissatisfaction over the clause

which required country exhibitors to road-

showshow at advanced prices any picture

which played New York and Chicago first

runs at advanced prices. Warners, anxious
to clear up the whole thing, accepted such
cancellations without protest and even
bought up several unexpired franchises. An
offer was made to Merle for the franchise

he holds, but he refused it because he "had
had it a long time ; wasn't sure about what
its advantages were at the time the offer

was made, and didn't have time to look

it up."

One of the advantages it gives him is

priority with First National product over
eight theatres which compete with the Irv-

ing in the northwest side neighborhood. Ac-
cording to Chicago's release system, if it

were not for the franchise, the Irving would
be obliged to follow four of those theatres

—

two of them are now Warner houses—and
could do no better than play day and date

with the other four.

Merle is not actively engaged in the man-
agement of the Irving. His principal inter-

ests are a north side hotel and the Andrews
Chair Co., downtown. That explains why
he knew so little about the last-but-one First

Xational franchise which he holds. It has
five more years to run.

Charity Shows Given
Break at Gouverneur

Gouverneur, N. Y.—This village has ap-
proved benefit Sunday shows. James P.

Papayanokos, owner of the Graylin, is re-

sponsible. He was up before the village

board last week and said that he had been
asked to give a benefit performance for the
village hospital, and that he was perfectly

willing to give not only one but two shows
on Sunday and turn over the proceeds to

the hospital. This the board decided- to

allow. A Sunday film issue was lost in

Gouverneur last summer bv a few votes.

Ruby Moves Plant and Office
Ruby Camera Exchange, headed by Irv-

ing ("Ruby") Rubinstein, has moved head-
quarters to the second floor at 727 7th Ave.,
New York, where he now has the entire

floor. The portable sound projector factory
at Long Island City has also been switched
to the new quarters.

Page Tennyson
The printer who was doing Sono

Art-World Wide's heralds for "Jaws
of Hell," which is a picturization of
"The Charge of the Light Brigade,"
called up the ad department to apolo-
gize for leaving the author's name off

the front page. With this apology
came a note asking, "Do you think the
author will be sore?"

PhotophoneSound
Ad Projector Is

Put on Market
A novel automatic advertising projector,

designed to accommodate standard-sized

sound film, has been perfected by RCA
Photophone in collaboration with the Auto
Cinema Corp., which has had a silent mo-
tion picture advertising

projector on the mar-
ket for several months.

The announcement was
made by Sydney E.

Abel, Photophone gen-

eral sales manager. The
machine itself, a com-
pact piece of engineer-

ing workmanship, op-

erates within a neatly

modeled metal housing
occupying a space less

than two feet square.

The projector is motor-

driven with power sup-

plied from an ordinary lamp socket. Pro-

jector, amplifier, motor and six-inch

speaker are within a cabinet, similar in

appearance to a radio console, which stands

about five feet, six inches high. The picture

is thrown upon a transparent screen, 18 by

22 inches in dimension, near the top of the

cabinet. The entire equipment, including

cabinet, weighs less than 100 pounds. When
placed in operation, the film is endless self-

rewinding, permitting repetition of the sub-

ject indefinitely. The sound amplification

can be controlled to any desired volume.

Sydney £. Abel

Secretary Robbed
Portland—Miss Nelle Shumate, secretary

to Manager Dutton of the Portland branch
of the National Theatre Supply Co.. was

'

interrupted by a bandit, who at gunpoint
stripped three diamond rings from her fin-

gers and escaped with an additional $25
from the till.

Warners Aid T. B. "San"
Hollywood—Harry M. and Jack Warner

are donating furnishings and equipment for

the Sam and Milton Warner memorial
huilding at the Los Angeles Sanatorium at

Duarte. The building was completed some
time ago. It will be a free and non-sectarian

institution.
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N. Y. Critics O K
Spoor Process,

But Don't Rave

Critics received the Spoor-Berggren wide-

film process at its initial New York show-
ing at the Mayfair, with a fairly warm re-

ception, but not one that might be consid-

ered a "rave." The Evening World and
Morning Telegraph believe it to be die best

of wide film processes, while the Graphic

and Herald-Tribune let it down coldly.

The concensus pointed toward an accom-
plishment of third dimensional qualities, and
a generally favorable opinion was voiced

with regard to outdoor and scenic shots.

A brief summary of opinions of New
York critics on the Spoor-Berggren process

follows

:

AMERICAN—• " * As with competitive devices, this
process is most effectively used in panoramic shots.
And these are plentifully present. Robbed of "Natural
Vision." the film would be an obvious little program
attraction. * " *

DAILY MIRROR—There is a genuine three-dimen-
sion illusion about this. * • * The wide screen offers
magnificent depth to scenery, thrilling reality to the
action. It transforms an average railroad thriller
into an exciting and impressive film. * * *

EVENING WORLD—* * * The impression of third
dimension really is gained. * * * Characters in the •

picture take on a sort of embossed appearance like
those of bas relief. Trees appear rounded, just as in
natural life and infinite depth is gained in panoramas.
* * * Is a long stride in advance of * * " competitors,
for its backgrounds are seldom blurred as they are
in other wide-film photography " * *.

GRAPHIC—* • * Except in shots of huge engines
or panoramic scenes taken outdoors, the greater size
does not materially aid the production. Rather, at
times, it seemed a detriment to the vocal effects * * *.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* " * Once the eye is ac-
customed to the greater scope of the screen, and,
accordingly, the larger proportions of every object
upon it, the photoplay becomes exactly the same as
it would if shown on a smaller scale * * * except that
the scenery is given more sweep and possibly mag-
nificence by looming up several times larger than
ordinary.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * Quite the best of
the much-touted large screen processes * * " succeeds
to a far greater degree than the other wide- film
methods in giving a stereopticon effect that provides
an illusion of depth. * * * Wide film serves no par-
ticular purpose in itself, and while it may enhance a
few outdoor scenes, it adds nothing to the dramatic
qualities of any screen story * * *.

TIMES—* * * There is a good deal to admire about
this new wide film * * *.

Brilliancy Held
Constant in Wide

Films by Cone

Rochester—Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,
pioneer in the projection lens field, has ob-
tained patents on its new condensing system
designed to assure constant brilliancy for
wide angle films through creation of a larger
cone of light by substitution of an oval for
round light spot in the rectangular aperture.

The new system, perfected by W. B. Ray-
ton, director of the company's scientific bu-
reau, is composed of a 5^2-inch diameter
element with sphere cylindrical surfaces and
a 6-inch element with sphero parabolic sur-
faces. A new system of projection lenses,
made of special heat resisting glass, also
are used with the condenser.

The system is used for 70-millimeter 61m,
but can be used also for standard film.

New Phone Plan in Work
Effective this week, a numeral will

be added to each central phone office

name in New York City. In dialing
the new way, two letters (instead of
three as heretofore) should be used,
followed by the new line number. For
example, the old method of dialing

the Hays office was: LEX 5000. The
new way is: LE—2—5000.

The new code numbers of central

offices where majority of film com-
panies are located follows:

AS hland 4

BR yant 9

CA ledonia 5

CH ickering 4

CI rele 7

CO lumbus 5

LE xington 2

LO ngacre 5

MU rray Hill 2

PE nnsylvania 6

SU squehanna 7

VA nderbilt 3

LA ckawanna 4

Oldknow to Map
Policy of Coast

Publix Theatres

Los Angeles—Policies of the six Para-

mount houses in Coast keys taken over by

Fox West Coast Theatres will be deter-

mined upon the return here of Oscar Old-

know, executive vice-president of the Fox
circuit.

The deal, said to in-

volve $20,000,000, calls

for the turning over of

three theatres at San
Francisco, two at Port-

land and one at Seattle

to Fox West Coast,

which also is taking

over the Paramount
building project at

Oakland. It sews up
for Fox West Coast
the Paramount and

Oscar a. oldknow First National product
in these situations.

Paramount is withdrawing from theatre

operation on the Coast, with the exception
of the local Paramount. Meanwhile, War-
ners and United Artists are girding for a

theatre battle in Coast keys, while Harold
B. Franklin is surveying the situation, pre-
paratory to launching his proposed national

chain. Warners, according to M. A. Silver,

general manager of the company's Coast
chain, will have 35 theatres in operation
along the Pacific Seaboard soon after Jan. 1.

Aschmann Appointed Div.
Manager for Big Four

Milwaukee—Bill Aschmann was this week
appointed division chief for Big 4, supervis-
ing Omaha. Minneapolis and Milwaukee at

present and later taking over jurisdiction of
all midwestern offices.

Aschmann appointed A. B. Seymour as
special representative in Nebraska-Iowa,
with E. W. Jensen in charge at Minneapolis.
Until a new representative is named, Asch-
mann will handle the Milwaukee office.

Contract Exclusive
Hollywood—Ralph Spence is to write ex-

clusively for Radio Pictures under terms of
his contract with William Le Baron.

Stage Shows in

Rochester Houses

To Battle RKO
Rochester—Stage shows, despite absence

of which downtown houses have been able

to make money for all of nine months, are

due to come back with a bang after Jan. 1

in the two biggest theatres in the city, the

Publix Eastman and Loew's Rochester.

Louis K. Sidney, stage show producer at

the New York Capitol, was in town to an-

nounce that the Rochester will launch a 30-

piece concert orchestra, a stage band and
Loew unit shows, without any deviation
from the film policy the house has been
offering. Victor Wagner, former conductor
of the Eastman orchestra, has been signed
to direct the concert ensemble at the Roch-
ester.

A day later it was announced that the

Eastman would stage a gala flesh show New-
Year's night at the outset of another com-
bined film and stage unit policy. The move
is being made with the feeling that the time
is here for stage shows, despite the fact

that Publix found them useless two years
ago and despite its creditable profits on
a straight film policy at the Eastman.
The result will be a neck-and-neck fight

among the two theatres and the RKO Pal-

ace, which has been running vaude and
film since its advent two years ago this

Christmas.

Washington 1st

Runs Provide

Benefit Shows
Washington—All three first-run theatres,

the Fox, Loew's Palace and the Earle, got

together for a midnight benefit performance
for Washington orphans.
The show was held under the auspices

of the Washington Times and the Fox and
Palace sent over acts to supplement the full

performance at Warners' Earle.

The Thursday midnight performance was
a sell-out and the Washington orphans,
1.000 strong, will meet Santa Claus at the

Rialto Theatre on the morning of Dec. 24.

Managing Director Payette for Warners,
Michael J. Cullen for Loew's and Hardie
Meakin for the Fox made the special show
possible.

Gross Wrong
In an article on the theatre situation in

Detroit in the Nov. 29 issue of Motion
Picture News it was inadvertently stated

that unless the Michigan theatre there
grosses $84,000 weekly it is understood to be
running at a loss. The figure intended was
$24,000 weekly.

Aids Relief Program
St. Louis—Fred Wehrenberg, president

of the eastern Missouri and southern Illi-

nois unit, has made theatres of local mem-
bers available as relief depots in campaign
of the Star to provide clothes for the needy.
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Marxes, "Youth"

Good for $42,500

At Boston House
Boston—General improvement was regis-

tered all along the line during the week over

the previous fortnight, but it is not expected

that business will come back to normalcy un-

til after the holidays.

The Metropolitan, with "Along Came
Youth" and the Four Marx Brothers in

person, did a good week's business with

$42,500. The new children's dancing class

appears to be taking well. "Min and Bill"

at Loew's Orpheum was another high spot

with $24,500 after a couple of weeks when
grosses were much lower.

Estimated takings

:

"ALONG CAME YOUTH" (Paramount)
METROPOLITAN—(4,350), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Four Marx Brothers in person, children's
dancing class, organ and orchestra specialties, news.
Gross: $42,500.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
KEITH'S— (2,800). 30c-65c. 7 days, third week. Other

attractions: Comedy, Sportlight, news. Gross: $17,500.

"BIG MONEY" (Pathe)
KEITH-BOSTON—(2.500), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Vaudeville, comedy, Sportlight, news.
Gross: $18,000.

"THE BAT WHISPERS" (United Artiste)
LOEWS STATE—(3,700), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $21,500.

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
LOEWS ORPHEUM—(3,100), 25c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $24,500.
"JUST IMAGINE" (Fox)

SCOLLAY SQUARE— (1,800), 25cS0c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Vaudeville, orchestra, teomedy, news.
Gross: $13,500.

'Angels,' 'Nurse'

Gather Portland

Coin in Bundles

Portland
—

"Hell's Angels" came at last

to the Fox United Artists theatre and hung
up another first night record to the glare of

dozens of Kleig lights, and accompanied by
eight planes which hovered overhead and
dropped down the news to the long waiting
lines. Six performances daily were neces-
sary to appease the multitudes and the oper-

ators gathered in the Xmas money with
overtime, the house rolling up a gross of

$16,400.

Widely heralded as the sequel to "The
Big Parade," "War Nurse" quickly became
a big subject at the Fox Broadway, and
the word-of-mouth advertising brought in-

creased business and gross of $14,800.
Estimated takings:

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)

FOX UNITED ARTISTS—(945), 25c-75c, 7 days.
Other attractions: News. Gross: $16,400.

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)
. FOX BROADWAY— (1,912), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other
attractions: News, Fanchon & Marco's "Enchant-
ment Idea." Gross: $14,800.

"BIG MONEY" (Pathe)

RKO ORPHEUM — (1,700), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.
Other attractions: News, "The Ingenues" stage band.
Gross: $14,400.

"FOLLOW THE LEADER" (Para.)

PORTLAND PARAMOUNT—(3,068), 2Sc-35c-50c, 7
days. Otjier attractions: News, Phil Lampkin and
band/ Gross: $13,400.

"THE GORILLA" (F. N.)

RIALTO— (1.498), 25c-35c- 50c. 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: N'tw?. Paramount comedies. Gross: $9,800.

"MAN TO MAN"
HAMRICK'S MUSIC BOX— (1,835), 15c-25c-3Sc, 7

days. Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, news.
Cross: $9,000.

One Day for "Today"
Philadelphia—"Today" was yanked

at the Earle this week after one day's

showing. Censors had cut to such
an extent that the Stanley-Warner
Co. preferred to withdraw it rather
than show it in its altered form. Co-
lumbia's "Rain or Shine" was substi-
tuted at the last minute as the feature
for the week.

'Her Man' Cracks

Buffalo Record;

Grosses $21,500
Buffalo — While "Morocco" bettered

"Tom Sawyer's" mark, giving Shea's Buf-
falo, with the aid of Lillian Roth in per-

son, a gross of $34,400, best of the winter,

the big news is still what the Lafayette is

doing. "Her Man" gave that house a new
record, $21,500.

Management expressed regret that prior

bookings prevented holding over the Pathe
feature. So many were turned away on
one or two nights that extra ad space was
taken in newspapers, apologizing for in-

ability of the theatre to accommodate all

patrons.

"Just Imagine" was only so-so at the

Great Lakes, which has had tough sledding

for some time. Loew's vaudeville unit

shows are scheduled to be restored Christ-

mas week, when the house will shift to Fri-

day openings.

Estimated takings

:

"MOROCCO" (Paramount)
BUFFALO— (3,500), 35c-65c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Lillian Roth in person, Publix stage show,
news. Gross: $34,400.

"LITTLE ACCIDENT" (Universal)
HIPPODROME— (2,100), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Five acts vaudeville, news. Gross:
$17,500.

"JUST IMAGINE" (Fox)
GREAT LAKES— (3,042), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Cuckoo Murder Mystery" (M-G-M),
news. Gross: $15,800.

"HER MAN" (Pathe)
LAFAYETTE—(3,300), 25c-35c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Never Strike Your Mother" (Col.), "Krary
Kat" (Col.), "Sands of Egypt" (Pathe). news. Gross:
$21,500.

"OLD ENGLISH" (Warners)
CENTURY- (3,000). 2Sc-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "In Again. Out Again" (Paramount), "Office
Blues" (Paramount), "Movie Memories" (Para-
mount), news. Gross: $14,500.

Services on Coast for
Jones, Former Roach Exec

Los Angeles—Funeral services were held

here for F. Richard Jones, 36, director and
formerly vice-president of Roach studios,

who died at a local hospital of tuberculosis.

Jones, born at St. Louis, entered the in-

dustry with O. T. Crawford in his home
town, later joining Keystone on the Coast
where he supervised comedies made by that

unit. Switching to Sennett, he became di-

rector and supervisor, and then director-

general for Roach.
Jones directed Fairbanks in "The Gau-

cho" and Colman in "Bulldog Drummond,"
both for United Artists, and three features

for Paramount.

Even Marx Bros.

Find GoingTough
In Detroit Slump

Detroit—Pre-Christmas activities and
general hard times has caused a slump at

the box office of every house in town, "The
Boudoir Diplomat" folding up after only
five days at the RKO Downtown. Even the
Four (Animal Crackers) Marx Brothers,
after a nice opening, played to slightly bet-
ter than average audiences.

Estimated takings

:

"BOUDOIR DIPLOMAT" (Universal)
RKO DOWNTOWN—(2,750), 10c-25c-50c, 5 days.

Other attractions: Sound news, comedy. Gross:
$9,000. Pulled on account of weakness in spite of
title.

"ONLY SAPS WORK" (Paramount)
FISHER—(2,800). 35c-50c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Publix "Jewels" unit, sound news, comedy.
Gross: $16,000.

"THE DANCERS" (Fox)
FOX—(5.S00), 15c-25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions:

F. & M. "Gobs of Joy" Idea, sound news, comedy.
Gross: $31,000. Good business due more to stage
show with "Pat" West.

"A LADY'S MORALS" (Metro-Goldwyn)
UNITED ARTTSTS-(2,070), 35c-50c-75c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Sound news, novelty and comedy.
Gross: $1S,000. Better than last week, thanks to
heavy Hearst ad campaign.

"KISMET" (Warners)
PARAMOUNT— (3,448). 35c-50c-75c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Sound news, comedy. Gross: $15,000.
Fair business.

"THE PAY OFF" (RKO)
MICHIGAN— (4,100). 35c-50c-7Sc, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Four Marx Brothers, sound news, comedv.
Gross: $30,000. Only slightly above average.

"TOM SAWYER" (Paramount)
STATE— (3,000), 15c-25c-50c, 7 days, second week.

Other attractions: Sound news, comedy, novelty.
Gross: $10,000.

"SANTA FE TRAIL" (Paramount)
HOLLYWOOD—(3,436), 10c-25c-50c, 3 days, second

run. Other attractions: Stage show, sound news,
comedy. Gross: $6,500. Business off.

"PLAYBOY OF PARIS" (Paramount)
RIVIERA— (2.800), 15c-25c-50c, 7 days, second run.

Other attractions: Sound news, comedy, novelty.
Gross: $9,000. Business off.

"BILLY, THE KID" (Metro-Goldwyn)
HOLLYWOOD—(3,436), 10c-25c-50c, 4 days, second

run. Other attractions: Stage show, sound news,
comedy. Gross: $6,500.

Nat'l Board Conference
Set for January 22-24

A study of the four main objectives of

the community plan of film activity will

highlight the seventh annual confab of the

National Board of Review, to be held at

the Pennsylvania in New York, Jan. 22-24.

The annual luncheon on Saturday, Jan. 24,

will close the session.

To Speed Television
Columbia Broadcasting System, which is

allied with Paramount, intends to concen-
trate on television experiments. The net-

work recently was given approval by the

Federal Radio Commission for television

development.

Freuler to Milwaukee
John R. Freuler, president of Big 4, is en

route to Milwaukee from New York on a

midwestern sales jaunt. Following a visit

to branch offices in that territory, Freuler
will proceed to the Coast to supervise pro-

duction.

Raymond Goes to N, Y.
Kansas City—Charles Raymond, manager

of Loew's Midland for the last ten months,
has been transferred to New York.

$13,000 Not $3,950
Cincinnati—A typographical error in Cin-

cinnati box-office reports which appeared
in Motion Picture News for November
29 placed gross of "Africa Speaks" at the
Keith's at $3,950 when the correct figure

was slightlv under $13,000.
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Goetz Has New Wrinkle
Charles Goetz, president of States

Cinema, has opened headquarters at

the New York Chrysler Bldg., where
he has launched plans to use extra
players for modeling for magazine
work, posters, photographers and ad
campaigns. Tieups are to be made
with Eastern studios whereby the lat-

ter, in turn, will find screen talent at

the new organization.
It is Goetz' plan to work out a co-

operative deal with studios, with the
latter submitting lists of players, par-

ticularly part-timers, who are eligible

for calls from magazine and other
commercial artists and photographers
in need of models.

"Paid's" $23,000

Is Real Dough in

Los Angeles Drop
Los Angeles—Christmas shopping is cut-

ting into night business and grosses are

light all over town, although matinees are

holding up well. The Criterion, with

"Paid," did the best business in months and
the picture proved the city's real box-office

bet. Considering odds, two-a-day houses

held up well. The Orpheum, with "The
Boudoir Diplomat," nosedived ,to $7,000.

Hollywood houses took it on the chin due

to the Christmas rush.

Estimated takings:

Los Angeles
"M1N AND BILL (M-G-M)

FOX CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1,650). 75c-$1.50, 7 days,
twice daily, fourth week. Other attractions: "Fisher-
man's Paradise" (M-G-M), Abe Kyman and band,
news. Gross: $12,500.

"PAID" (M-G-M)
FOX CRITERION—(1,652), 35c-6Sc, 7 days. Other

attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $23,000,

"HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
LOEWS STATE—(2,418), 35c-65c, 7 days. Other

attractions: F. & M. "Topical Tunes," comedy,
news. Gross: 526,500.

"ALONG CAME YOUTH" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (3,596), 35c-65c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Stage revue, comedy, news. Gross: $19,000.

"SOLDIER'S PLAYTHING" (Warners)
WARNERS' DOWNTOWN— (2,700), 35c-65c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, news. Gross:
$16,000.

"ABRAHAM LICOLN" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,110), 3Sc-65c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Comedy, news, organ concert. Gross:
$15,000.

"TOL'ABLE DAVID" (Columbia)
RKO—(2,700), 35c-65c, 7 days. Other attractions:

News, comedy, vaudeville. Gross: $13,500.

"THE BOUDOIR DIPLOMAT" (Univ.)
ORPHEUM—(2,750), 35c-65c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Comedy, news. Gross: $7,600.

"DEL MISMO BARRO" (Fox)
CALIFORNIA-INTERNATIONAL— (2,000), 25c-50c,

7 days. Other attractions: Spanish comedy, news.
Gross: $7,700.

Hollywood
"MOROCCO" (Para.)

GRAUMAN'S CHINESE— (2,030), 75c-$1.50. 7 days.
twice daily, third week. Other attractions: Stage re-

vue, news. Gross: $21,336.

"FAST AND LOOSE" (Para.)
GRAUMAN'S EGYPTIAN— (1,800), 35c-65c. 7 days.

Other attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $3,400.

"COLLEGE LOVERS" (F. N.)
WARNERS' HOLLYWOOD— (3,000). 35c-65c, 7

days. Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, news.
Gross: $14,000.

"RENEGADES" (M-G-M)
PANTAGES' HOLLYWOOD— (3,000). 35c-65c, 7

days. Other attractions: F. & -M. "Dance" Idea,
news, Roekne short. Gross: $12,500.

On the Spot

"Hell's Angels"

Grabs $37,000

For Frisco Top
San Francisco—Practical elimination of

two Market St. theatres—the Embassy and
the Davies, the two houses which had been
losing ground steadily—characterized last

week. The Embassy, after a prolonged pe-

riod of losses, went from the hands of W. B.

Wagnon to those of D. S. Markowitz, who
owned the lease on the property. From
Markowitz they passed to Warners direct.

The latter immediately closed the theatre

with the announcement that it would reopen
about Dec. 25. The Davies, still a W. B.

Wagnon theatre, embarks on a second run
two-a-week policy.

Outstanding in the business of the week
was that done by the Warfield, which with
"Hell's Angels" led every theatre in the
city, grossing $37,000 easily. This is the
first week of this super spectacle and there
is every indication, despite the depression
talk, that the picture will establish a nice

long run.

All the other houses indicated compara-
tively small grosses, the Fox, as usual, lead-

ing the rest with $33,000 with "A Lady's
Morals." Golden Gate with "See America
Thirst" grossed around $17,000, while Para-
mount, leading Publix house, with "Fast
and Loose" rang up hut $16,000. The low-
est in town was the St. Francis with $5,500,
featuring "Extravagance."

Altogether an off-week, which is usually
expected just before Christmas.

Estimated takings:

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)

WARFIELD— (2,700), 50c-65c-90c. 1st week. Other
attractions: "Flip the Frog" comedy (M-G-M), Jan
Rubini's music. Gross: $37,000.

"A LADY'S MORALS" (M-G-M)
FOX— (4,600), 50c-65c-75c$1.00, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, comedy, Fanchon and Marco "Seasons"
idea. Gross: $33,000.

"FAST AND LOOSE" (Para.)

PARAMOUNT— (2.740), 35c-50c-65c-90c. 7 davs.
Other attractions: "The Gem of Agra" (Pathe).
Mickey Mouse comedy, "Irish Stew," Publix stage
revue. Gross: $16,000.

"GOING WILD" (F. N.)

CALIFORNIA— (2,315). 35c-50c-65c90c. 7 days. Other
attractions: "Don't Bite Your Dentist" (Educational).
news, Paramount Pictorial, orchestra. Gross: $12,000.

"EXTRAVAGANCE" (Tiff.)

ST. FRANCIS— (1,435), 35c-50c-65c-90, 7 days. Other
attractions: "Oh, Teddy" (Para.), "Seeing Helen
Home" (Para), News, "Strange As It Seems"
(Univ.). Gross: $S,500.

"SEE AMERICA THIRST" (Univ.)

GOLDEN GATE— (2.800), 35c-4Oc-50c-65c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Vaudeville, news, Sportlight,
"Dixie Chase." Gross: $17,000.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)

ORPHEUM— (3,000), 35c-50c-65c-90c, 7 days (2nd
and final week). Other attractions: "Kidding the
Kidder" (Pathe), "Humanettes (RKO), news, "Toby
the Showman." RKOoIians. Gross: $16,000.

"THREE FRENCH GIRLS" (M-G-M)
EL CAPITAN— (3.100), 25c-40c-60e, 7 days. Other

attractions: Laurel and Hardy comedy, stage revue,
news. Gross: $14,000.

Hollywood—Two film figures were dis-

cussing the plight of a former supervisor.

"The wolf is at his door," observed one.

"God help the wolf," replied the other

fervently.

Toy Xmas Matinee

Tampa—George Peck, manager of the
I 'ark, is boosting a "Kiddies' Xmas Toy
Matinee," with the provision that all chil-

dren bringing an old toy to the theatre on
Saturday will be admitted free. The toys so
collected will be refinished and repaired and
then turned over to the Salvation Army for
distribution to the poor children of the city
on Christmas.

Mike's Big Bull Raid
Mike Edelstein, managing the Mt.

Morris in New York, has seen so
many gang pictures in recent months
that he has acquired a knowledge of
the fine points of gangland, as proved
when some one phoned his home and
told him that his projection booth was
ablaze.
Mike called a restaurant near the

theatre and found there was no foun-
dation for the "tip." Thinking fast,

Mike called the police, who found a
couple of yeggs in the theatre waiting
for the manager to oblige them with
the safe's combination.

"Hell's Angels"

Clicks $12,750

Worth at Omaha
Omaha— "Hell's Angels" zoomed into

town for the biggest week at the Paramount
in several months. Picture did $12,750 and

is slated for a seqond run downton, prob-

ably at the State.

The picture was .exploited from every

angle. Even to an "aviation night" at local

hotel supper dance which cost the theatre

not a dime. Magnascope screen added
plenty of thrills to the air battle.

Business sagged at the other houses, but

not alarmingly. At the World, "Derelict"

brought $9,900. Walter Hiers, topping the

stage bill, didn't help much. Bancroft is

still a winner here.

For the first time in several weeks the

Orpheum dropped slightly under par with
"The Bad Man," grossing $14,725. Mild
stage bill with Joseph E. Howard. "Up the

River," first half at the State, made money
at $2,475. Flop of the week was "Only
Saps Work," last four days at the same
house. Only $2,125.

Estimated takings

:

"HELL'S ANGELS" (United Artists)

PARAMOUNT—(2.900), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions: "It's All Over" (Paramount), "Accurdian
Joe" (Paramount), news, organ so!o. Gross: $12,750.

"DERELICT" (Paramount)

WORLD— (2,500), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: Walter Hiers pius four Publix acts, Billy

Meyers and band. Marie Peterson girls, news. Gross:
co 900^

"THE BAD MAN" (First National)

.ORPHEUM—(3,000). 25c-35c-60c, 7 days. Other at-
tractions: Four RKO acts topped by Joseph E. How-
ard, RKO comedy. Sportlight, news. Gross: $14,725.

"UP THE RIVER" (Fox)

STATE— (1,200), 25c-40c, 3 days. Other attractions:
"By Appointment" (Paramount), "Sunday After-
noon" (Paramount), news. Gross: $2,475.

"ONLY SAPS WORK" (Paramount)

STATE— (1.2(H)). 25c-40c, 4 days. Other attractions:
"Hot Air Merchant" (Paramount), "Temple of Love"
(Capitol comedy), news. Gross: $2,125. i

Stages Relief Benefit

Ottawa—The service clubs combined in

staging a special midnight benefit perform-
ance at the Regent, the proceeds being
turned over to the families of unemployed
workmen. Manager T. R. Tubman ob-
tained "Dangerous Nan McGrew" as a spe-

cial feature for the occasion and donated
the use of the theatre. The mayor deliv-

ered an address.
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'Morocco,' 'Hell's

Angels' Divide

Seattle Honors
Seattle

—"Morocco" at the Paramount
ami "Hell's Angels" in its first local en-

gagement at regular prices at Hamrick's
Music Box were among the lead films of the

last week. The former, widely publicized

in advance, succeeded in getting about

$13,500 for the run. Howard Hughes'
"mighty epic of the air" took about $9,000
at the Music Box, for a big week. It will

go another seven days as a result.

"The Big Trail" at the Fox in its second
week played to pleasing business, getting
about $9,500, which is satisfactory for a

follow-up engagement. The Fifth Avenue,
with "Oh, for a Man," was rated weak as

far as the film attraction went, but Rube
Wolf and Fanchon & Marco's current act

were plugged heavily and the house took
about $14,000. "Big Money" at the Blue
Mouse was just another picture.

Estimated takings

:

"BIG MONEY" (Pathe)
BLUE MOUSE— (950), 2Sc-3Sc-S0c-7Sc, 7 days.

Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, news, band.
Gross: $6,500.

"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)
FOX— (2,450), 2Sc-35c-50c-60c-75c. 7 days (2nd week).

Other attractions: News, band. Gross: $9,500.

"OH, FOR A MAN" (Fox)
FOX FIFTH AVENUE— (2,750), 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c,

7 days. Other attractions: News, Fanchon & Marco's
"Fountain of Youth" idea. Gross: $14,000.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A)
MUSIC BOX— (950). 25c-35c-50c-75c. 7 davs. Other

attractions: News, band. Gross: $9,000.

"MOROCCO" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT—(3,150), 25c-35c-50c, 7 davs. Other

attractions: "A Sure Cure" (Para.), "Jumping
Beans" (Para.F, "Camera Trails" (Para.), Paramount
Pictorial, news. Gross: $13,500.

Hot Stuff Puts

Damper on B. O.

At Des Moines
Des Moines—Programs bordering on the

risque, while appealing to a large proportion
of the adult population, resulted in a paucity
of kid attendance and a drop in grosses.

Stage show attractions for the week were
below grade, and Christmas shopping also

made a dent in receipts. "Hell's Angels"
took in $25,000 for 13 days, which is quite

an achievement.
Estimated takings:

"ONLY SAPS WORK" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (1.700), 25c-35c-60c. 3 days. Other

attractions: News, vaudeville. "Racketeers" (Edu-
cational). Gross: $5,500.

"RIVER'S END" (Warners)
PARAMOUNT— (1,700). 25c-35c-60c, 4 days. Other

attractions: News, stage band. Gross: $3,000.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A)
DES MOINES— (1,600), 2Sc-35c-60c, 6 days. Other

attractions: News, "Accordian Joe" (Para.), George
Dewey Washington. Gross: $7,000.

"THIRD ALARM" (Tiffany)
ORPHEUM— (2,000), 25c, 50c. 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, Olsen and Johnson vaude act. Gross:
$4,000.

"THE COSTELLO CASE" (Sono Art)
ORPHEUM— (2,000), 25c, 50c, 4 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, RKO vaude. Gross: $3,000.

"THE TRUTH ABOUT YOUTH" (Para.)
STRAND—(1.100), 20c. 30c. 4 days. Other attrac-

tions: News. "Seeing Helen Home" (Para.). "The
Indians Are Coming" (U. serial). Gross: $1,500.

"CAPTAIN THUNDER" (Warners)
STRAND— (1.100). 20c-30c. 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, "It's All Over" (Para.). "Row. Row,
(Para.). Gross: $1,000.

And Then Some
Despite the fact that newspapers in-

sist upon reporters getting the cor-

rect names of persons and organiza-
tions, the press seems to be in igno-

rance of what organization Will Hays
is the head. Stories, spotted by a
MOTION PICTURE NEWS represent-
ative, in 11 large metropolitan dailies,

have Hays as the president of the Mo-
tion Picture Producers' and Exhib-
itors' Association, the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, the Mo-
tion Picture Distributors and Exhibi-
tors, Inc., Producers Association of

America and the Motion Picture Dis-
tributors, Producers and Exhibitors.

"Blue Angel" Is

Only Big Dough
Getter in N. Y.

Giving the boys on the main stem only a

slight idea of what's in store, in the way of

holiday slump, grosses on Broadway as-

sumed a sickening hue. Practically every

run on the street ran plenty below normal
takes. The only exception was Ufa's "Blue
Angel," releasing through Paramount, which
copped the magnificent sum of $60,900 at

the Rialto.

Estimated takings:
"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)

ASTOR— (1,120), 50c-75c-$l.S0-$2, 7 days, Sth week.
Other attractions: "Flip, the Frog" (M-G-M), "Dog-
way Melodies" (M-G-M). Gross: $7,916. Off plenty.

"REMOTE CONTROL" (M-G-M)
CAPITOL—(4,700), 35c-50c-75c-$l.S0, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Sporting Adventure," "Love Business"
(M-G-M), news. Gross: $64,380. Only so-so.

"HELL'S ANGELS (U. A.)
{Playitto simultaneously at the Criterion and the

Gaiety)
CRITERION— (850), $l-$2-$2.50, 7 days, 18th week.

Other attractions: None. Gross: $11,800. On its last

EMBASSY—ALL NEWSREEL
EMBASSY—(598), 25c, 7 days. Straight newsreel.

Gross: $9,480. Nice intake.
"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A)

{Playing simultaneously at the Criterion and the
Gaiety)

GAIETY—(808). $l-$1.50-$2-$2:50. 7 days. 18th and
last week. Other attractions: None. Gross: $8,300.

Last week of a sensational run.
"BOUDOIR DIPLOMAT" (U.)

GLOBE— (1,050), 35c-50c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: "Trader Ginsburg" (RKO), "Strange As It

Seems" (U.). "Gypped in Egypt" (Pathe), news.
Gross: $12,870. Poor.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
MAYFAIR—(2,300). 40c-65c-85c$l. 7 days. 3rd week.

Other attractions: "Big Cheese" (Pathe). "Hollywood
Theme Song" (Educational), news. Gross: $28,603.
Okay for 3rd week.

"FOLLOW THE LEADER" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT—(3,700), 40c-50c-65c-85c-$l, 7 days.

Other attractions: News, shorts, stage show. Gross:
$58,500. Not so good, despite appearance of Bancroft.

"BLUE ANGEL" (Paramount)
RIALTO-O.904). 65c-85c, 7 days, 1st week. Other

attractions: "Go Ahead and Eat" (Para. I. "Mysteri-
ous Mose" (Para.), news. Gross: $60,900. A smash
figure.

"MOROCCO" (Paramount)
RIVOLI— (2,103), 35c-65c-85c, 7 days, 4th week.

Other attractions: "In Again. Out Again" (Para.),
•Up lo Mars" (Para.). Gross: $32,400. Fair consid-
ering tough w'eek.

"LIGHTNIN' " (Fox)
ROXY—(6,200). S0c-75c-$l, 7 days, 2nd week. Other

attractions: Stage show, news. Gross: $66,800. Pretty
sloppy.

"SCARLET PAGES" (F. N.)
STRAND— (3.000), 35c-50c-65c-85c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Gliding" (Pathe), "Alpine Echos"
(Vita.). "Helen Broderick" (Vita.). Gross: $23,023.
Passable.

"VIENNESE NIGHTS" (Warners)
WARNERS—(1.490), 2nd week. Other attractions:

"The Headaeh Man." "Madam of the Jury" (Vita-
phone shorts). Gross: <1^.429. Weak.

"MOTHERS CRY"
WINTER GARDEN— (1,493). 40c-50c-$l. 1st full

week. Other attractions: News. "Politics." "Ruth
Ettinger" (Vita, shorts). Gross: $22,430. Not 50 h"t

"Tol'able David"

And Yaude Garner
$29,800 Chi Top
Chicago—Loop business maintained a

normal average for the most part, with
three houses bettering that pace. Daytime
business is in good volume with holiday
shoppers taking time off from department
store counters to rest their dogs under
theatre seats. Night business, in most
houses, shows a decided falling off. Neigh-
borhood houses appear to be the only ones
actually feeling the seasonal shimp expected
in December.

The Palace was one of the Loop's three
bright spots during the past week. "Tol'able
David." earning plug reviews, headed a nice
vaude-film bill which gave the house its

second consecutive $30,000 week. McVick-
ers crashed the prosperity group with
$41,500 for ten days of "Min and Bill." The
third money house was the United Artists,

which collected a decent $24,700 for the
third week of "Hell's Angels." with the pic-

ture holding over for another week.

Realife didn't mean a thing to either crit-

ics or public, so the Oriental had to content
itself with a poor $34,100. "A Lady's
Morals" was also mediocre in its first five

days at the Roosevelt at $13,400. Other
houses were average.

Estimated takings:
"SHAME OF MARY BOYLE" (B. I.)

CASTLE— (299), 60c, first 4 days. Other attrac-
tions: News. Picture played two weeks as "Juno
and the Paycock" at the Punch & Judy during
November. This title and better location of theatre
is doubling the earlier business. Gross: $2,800. Final
7 days, "Third Alarm" (Tiffany) collected $3,900.

"JUST IMAGINE" (Fox)

CHICAGO— (3,940), 35c-85c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions' Stage show, orchestra, comedy, news, novelty
short. B. & K. gave the picture some additional ad-
vance advertising, but it didn't help much. Gross:
$40,200.

"BILLY, THE KID" (M-G-M)
ORIENTAL—(3,900), 35c-85c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show, organ, news, comedy, musical
short. Realife meant nothing to either critics or
customers, and house finished the week only two
grand above the red line. Gross: $.<4.1IH>.

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
McVICKERS—(2,284), 3Sc-85c, first 10 days. Other

attractions: Comedy, news, musical short. Excep-
tionally nice first week trade, tapering off slightly
in second. Gross: $41,500.

"THE GORILLA" (F. N.)

ORPHEUM— (665), 40c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: News. 2 Vitaphone acts. Average paoe, but a
setback from recent weeks. Gross: $5,200.

"TOL'ABLE DAVID" (Columbia)
PALACE— (2,509), 35c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show, headed by Tom Patricola, or-
chestra, news, comedy, cartoon. With $3,200 less
overhead, this bill grossed the same as the preceding
week's with Moran & Mack on stage. Nice reviews
and picture credited with the draw, as Patricola name
doesn't mean much here. Gross: $29,800 .

"A LADY'S MORALS" (M-G-M)
ROOSEVELT— (1.591),35c-85c, first 5 days. Other

attractions: News, comedy, song short. Modest busi-
ness despite plug reviews in Hearst papers and
lavish additional display space in the same sheets.
Gross: $13,400. Final of three weeks, "Life of the
Party" (W. B.) : $15,100.

"HER MAN" (Pathe)

STATE-LAKE—(2,776), 35c-75c, first 4 days. Other
attractions: Cartoon, musical short, news. Good ex-
ploitation helping this one set a nice pace. Gross:
About $16,000. Final 6 days, "Sin Takes a Holiday"
(Pathe): $14,700.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (Caddo-U. A.)

UNITED ARTISTS—(1,700). 35c-85c, third week.
Other attractions: News, comedy, musical short.
Good at this figure, but only a few grand above
the normal average for the house. Looks like two
more weeks will finish it. Gross: $26,700.

"ATLANTIC" (B. I.)

WOODS—(1.166), 35c-75c, first 3 days. Other at-
tractions: News, cartoon. Swell reviews and a nice
start. Gross: About $6,600. Final 7 davs. "Today*'
(Majestic): $11,100.
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"White Hell" at

Mpls. Shows B. O.

Drawing Strength

Minneapolis
—"Morocco" did good busi-

ness at the Minnesota and Marlene Dietrich

registered a hit, but the business would have
been much better had not the mothers of

the high school flappers got the idea that

it was a little too devilish for them.

It went against two holdovers
—

"Hell's

Angels" at the Century and "Sin Takes a

Holiday" at the Seventh Street, which
moved over from the RKO Orpheum.
There was nothing else much on the week's
program that caused any excitement except

"White Hell of Pitz Palu," which opened

to almost capacity business at the Uptown,
which has not for some time been on the

first-run list.

"White Hell" goes downtown now for

the second half of the week at the Grand, a

split-week house, and the rest of the

week's bill is a complete change in all the

first-run houses.

"Morocco" may have done a little better

than normal at the Minnesota. "Big
Money" at the RKO Orpheum hardly

reached the average for that house. "Dere-
lict" took no more than normal at the State.

"Hell's Angels" at the Century got its share

and perhaps a little more. "Sin Takes a

Holiday" took only about a third of what
it had done the week before at the Orpheum.
Pantages fell off slightly with "Extrava-
gance," although it has been doing well

with the Tiffany list. Lyric and Aster did

about the usual business with "Fast and
Loose" and "Devil with Women," respec-

tively.

Estimated takings

:

"MOROCCO" (Para.)
MINNESOTA— (4.025), 30c-40c-60c, 7 days. 7 shows

daily. Other attractions: Stage show, organist nov-
elty, news. Gross: $25,000.

"BIG MONEY" (Pathe)
RKO ORPHEUM— (2,900), 35c-50c-75c, 7 days. 3

shows daily. Other attractions: Five acts vaudeville,
comedy, news. Gross: $14,000.

"DERELICT" (Para.)
STATE—(2,300), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days, 6 shows daily.

Other attractions: Comedy, screen novelties, news.
Gross: $6,500.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)
CENTURY— (1.640), 25c-3Sc-60c, 7 days, 6 shows

daily, second week. Other attractions: News, musi-
cal novelty. Gross: $8,(00.

"EXTRAVAGANCE" (Tiffany)
PANTAGES— (1,600), 2Sc-35c, 7 days, 5 shows daily.

Other attractions: News. Gross: $3,000.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
RKO SEVENTH STREET— (1,300), 25c.35c-50c, 7

days, 6 shows daily, second week. Other attractions:
News. Gross: $1,900.

"FAST AND LOOSE" (Para.)
LYRIC—(1.238). 15c-25c-40c, 7 days, 7 shows daily.

Other attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $1,600.

"DEVIL WITH WOMEN" (Fox)
ASTER— (812), 15c-25c.30c, 7 days, 7 shows daily.

Other attractions: News. Gross: $1,250.

"WHITE HELL OF PITZ PALU" (Universal)
UPTOWN— (1,194), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days, 6 shows

daily. Other attractions: News, novelties. Gross:
$2,000.

Coupon Car Tickets
Dayton, O.—Local houses expect to profit

by a plan put into effect by the retail

merchants, who are sponsoring free rides

on the city street cars from any part of

the city to the heart of the downtown busi-

ness district each Saturday between 9 and
11 A. M. The only requirement necessary

to obtain the free transportation is for the

passenger to present a coupon clipped from
local dailies.

The "H " Of It

In the current cinema census
"Hell" seems to be copping the
dough. "Hell's Angels," "Hell's Har-
bor," "Hell's Heroes" and "The Door-
way To Hell" are big money makers.
And now Ronald Colman's forthcom-
ing film blossoms out as "The Devil
to Pay," while Warner Brothers keep
the brimstone brewing by announcing
that Frank Fay will be starred in "The
Devil Is Sick"—and so are we of titles

like that.—The Pathfinder.

Marlene Panics

"Philly" Taking

$22,900 to Lead

Philadelphia— Marlene Dietrich took

Philadelphia by storm, herding droves into

Keith's at every performance and helping

"Morocco" to a gross of $22,900, the big-

gest week done by the house since its open-

ing as the Paramount flagship a few months
ago. It beat "Animal Crackers," the inaug-

ural attraction, by $1,000 on the week and
topped "Feet First," the second high, by
a two thousand gross. It is being retained

for a second week.

The next excitement of the week was the

$15,000, reached by "Min and Bill" at the

Stanton after its record-breaking $56,000
week at the Mastbaum. Yanked out of the

latter house by the weekly change policy,

it took a figure that was 50 per cent better

than the average week at the Stanton. It

is staying a second week, and may last a

third.

The rest of the business slumped off to

normal or worse. The Mastbaum took a
fair $40,000 with "The Cat Creeps"; the

Fox landed $26,500, a fair figure with "Just
Imagine," and the Earle got an average
$18,000 with "Man to Man."

The Stanley took a second "licking" in a

row with a poor $13,000 for "Du Barry,"
while the rest of the downtown houses were
"off."

Estimated takings:
"THE CAT CREEPS" (Universal)

MASTBAUM— (4,800), 35c.50c-75c. 6 days. Other
attractions: Stage show, orchestra, news. Gross:
$40,000.

"JUST IMAGINE" (Fox)
FOX—(3,000), 35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other attractions:

Fanchon & Marco stage show, news. Gross: $26,500.
"MOROCCO" (Paramount)

KEITH'S— (1,800), 35c.50c-75c, 6 days. Other at-
tractions: Paramount cartoon, Paramount comedy,
news. Gross: $22,900.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
BOYD—(2,400), 35c-50c-75c. 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Travelogue (FitzPatrick), cartoon, news. Gross:
$12 000

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)
ALDINE—(1,500), 50c-50c-$1.50, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: News. Gross: $8,000.

"MAN TO MAN" (Warners)
EARLE— (2,000), 25c-65c, 6 days. Other attractions:

Stage show, news. Gross: $18,000.
"DU BARRY, WOMAN OF PASSION" (U. A.)
STANLEY— (3.700), 35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: Vitaphone Variety, cartoon, news. Gross:
$13,000.

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
STANTON—(1,700). 25c-65c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Vitaphone Variety, cartoon, news. Gross:
$15 000

"A LADY'S MORALS" (M-G-M)
KARLTON— (1,0(10), 40c-50c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: M-G-M comedy, news, cartoon. Gross: $4,000.
"FAST AND LOOSE" (Paramount)

ARCADIA—(600). 50c, 6 days. Other attractions:
Comedy, news. Gross: $3,500.
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$23,200 Is Smash
Gross for "Min &
Bill" at "Cincy—

Cincinnati
—"Min and Bill" at the RKO

Lyric came within shouting distance of an
all-time record this week, piling up the re-

markable gross of $23,200, which is only

$700 below the 17-year house record recently

established by "The Big House." Although
these two pictures, which, coincidentally, co-

star Wallace Beery, have registered the two
highest grosses in the history of this house,
the record of "Min and Bill" is the more
unusual from a standpoint of actual achieve-
ment, because it was "on its own," whereas
"The Big House" had the advantage of
state-wide advertising accruing from the

Ohio censors having held the picture up
for virtually half a year. The engagement
of "Min and Bill" was extended another
week.

RKO Albee, vaudefilm, with "The Cat
Creeps" on the screen and Jack Pearl top-

ping the flesh talent, showed an improve-
ment over the intake for the previous week.
"Hell's Angels," which was roadshown at

the Shubert here earlier in the season at $2
top, but which folded after three weeks of

an original four weeks' booking, did an
even $20,000 at RKO Palace, down about
two grand from the previous seven days.

The other houses were either slightly up
or broke about even with the preceding
reports.

Estimated takings

:

"THE CAT CREEPS" (Universal)
RKO ALBEE—3,300), 35c-50c-65c-75c. T *'"!! <">->..r

attractions: Vaudeville, "Aunts in the Pants" (Ra-
dio), "Knocking 'Em Cold" (Vitaphone), "Mystic
Isles" (Pathe), news. Gross: $27,100. Very good.

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
RKO LYRIC—(1,400), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Vitaphone Variety, "Came the Dawn" (Co-
lumbia), news. Gross: $23,200. Exceptional.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (United Artists)
RKO PALACE—(2.700), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News. Gross: $20,000. Good.
"LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)

RKO CAPITOL— (2,000), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other at-
tractions: "Lambs Will Gamble" (Columbia), news.
Gross: $14,200. Good.

"BILLY, THE KID" (M-G-M)
RKO STRAND—(1,350), 25c-40c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News. Gross: $4,750. Up.
HEADIN' NORTH" (Tiffany)

RKO FAMILY— (1,140), 20c-2Sc-35c, 4 days. Other
attractions: "High C's" (M-G-M), news. Gross:
$2,535. Up.

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (Columbia)
RKO FAMILY— (1.140), 20c-25c-35c. 3 days, second

run. Other attractions: "Irish Stew" (Educational).
Gross: $1,365. Up.

"WAY FOR A SAILOR" (M-G-M)
KEITH'S— (1,600). 30c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Fiddlin' Around" (Columbia), news. Gross:
$6,000. Up.

Forbid Cloth Signs
Hamilton, O.—Exhibitors may be handi-

capped to a more or less extent by enforce-

ment of a city ordinance which prohibits

erection or use of canvas or other cloth

or banner sign, with or without framework,
for any purpose whatever. The ordinance
is an old one, but has never heretofore been
enforced.

Leffert Joins Circuit
Shenandoah, Iowa—Harry Leffert, man-

ager of the Mayfair, has resigned to join
the Nebraska Theatres Corp., operating a
chain of neighborhood houses in Omaha. He
was formerly with the State-Zenith Theatres
here.
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Xmas Shopping

Fails to Harm
Denver Grosses

Denver—Grosses were average or better

in spile of Christmas shopping. "Half Shot

at Sunrise" brought the Rialto back from a

bad week and put it above the average.

With little or no exploitation the take,

$4,01)0. is very good.
"Min and Bill," coupled with a good stage

show, turned in figures better than the pre-

vious week, but not what was expected.

The Denver patrons, at least a large part

of them, go to this house to see Ted Alack

and the stage show each week. The Denver
Grand orchestra, led by Fred Schmidt, is

also an important factor in the grosses here.

"The Dancers" let the Tabor down a grand
from the former week.

"Sin Takes a Holiday" boosted the gross

at the Aladdin to $7,000, which is not a

bad figure for this house as it does not

open until 2 P. M.
With a winning exploitation campaign,

"Morocco" put the gross at the Paramount
a grand over the previous. Jackie and Jean
put on an unusually good organ presenta-

tion.

Estimated takings

:

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)

HUFFMAN'S ALADDIN—(1,500), 35c-S0c 7 days.
Other attractions: "Big Man from the North"
(Looney-tune), "Service Stripes" and "The Re-
cruits" (Vitaphone Varieties). "Morocco" (M-G-M),
vogue fashion film, news. Gross: $7,000.

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
DENVER—(2,300), 2Sc-6Sc, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Ted Mack with Publix stage show, fash-
ions (National Screen Service!, "Row, Row, Row"
(cartoon), news, Denver Grande Orchestra. Gross:
$15,000.

"MOROCCO" (Paramount)

PARAMOUNT— (2,1)00), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other at-
tractions: "Who Kuled Rover" (M-G-M), "His
Price" (Paramount), Jackie & Jean, Paramount
Twins at the organs, "General Germ" (Paramount),
news. Gross: $12,700.

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (Radio)
RIALTO— (1,040), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions:

December Horoscope, Paramount Pictorial, "01' Man
Cotton" (Paramount), news. Gross: $4,000.

"THE DANCERS" (Fox)

HUFFMAN'S TABOR—(1,900), 25c-75c, 7. days.
Other attractions: "Dutch Treat" (Educational),
"Our Nagging Wives" (Educational), news, "My
Mistake" and "Henry Santry's Band" (Vitaphone).
Gross: $9,500.

RKO-Pathe Deal May
Eliminate English PDC

London—RKO's deal for Pathe, scheduled
for radification by the latter's stockholders
early in January, will give the combined
organizations two distributing units in Eng-
land. Radio distributes through its own
company here, newly formed, and Pathe via
P.D.C.
While no word has seeped through from

New York regarding the future, it is gen-
erally anticipated that the parent company
will dominate, which means that P.D.C.
either will be absorbed or scrapped by
Radio.

Bowman Succeeds Heiner
Oklahoma City—J. D. Bowman, former-

ly associated with Warners' Missouri in St.

Louis, has taken over duties as manager of
the Warner Liberty here. He succeeds R.
Heiner, who has been transferred back to
St. Louis.

Marlene's Rudi
Marlene Dietrich, who dabbles with

makeup and histrionics over at the
Paramount studios, is kept busy star-

ring in "Dishonored" and telling the
press she and Director Josef von
Sternberg certainly are not engaged to

be married.
Marlene has a husband in Berlin,

if you've got to know! And a report
which came from Germany yesterday
says that Rudi Sieber, husband of the
new Paramount star, has filed an ac-
tion against a certain Fred Rotter,
who is said to have slandered Mar-
lene's fair name.

So, you see, while Marlene makes
movies in Hollywood, Rudi fights for

her in Germanv.

—

N. Y. Daily News.

$8,500 for "Tom
Sawyer" High At

Oklahoma City

Oklahoma City
—"Morocco" proved a pop-

ular hit with a gross of $8,000 at the Capi-
tol, but "Tom Sawyer," with Mitzi Green
and Jackie Coogan, was good for the high
with $8,500 at the Criterion, a Publix house.

"Just Imagine" came in for $8,200 at the

Mid-West and "Devil with Women" with
RKO vaudeville was good for nearly $7,000
at the Warners' Liberty.

The gross on "Tom Sawyer" was cut
down materially due to the fact that Pat
McGee, district manager for Publix, enter-

tained more than 3,000 children at the Crite-

rion and Capitol free of charge for this

film. Each kid bringing a toy for the poor
of the city was admitted to a Saturday
morning show free.

Estimated takings

:

"TOM SAWYER" (Paramount)
CRITERION— (2,000), lOc-SOc. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "The Miner" (Radio), news. Gross: $8,500.
Good.

"MOROCCO" (Paramount)
CAPITOL—(1.200), 10c-50c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Humanettes" (Radio), news. Gross: $8,000.
Above normal.

"JUST IMAGINE" (Fox)
MID-WEST—(1,500), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Girls We Remember" (Warners), "Happy
Hottentot" (Warners), "Indians Are Coming" (Univ.
serial), news. Gross: $8,200. Okey.

"DEVIL WITH WOMEN" (Fox)
LIBERTY-(1,500), lOc-SOc. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Vaudeville. Gross: $7,000. Just average.
"MOBY DICK" (Wamers)

EMPRESS—(1,300), 10c-35c, 4 days. Other attrac-
tions: "Indians Are Coming" (Univ.), "Scotland
Yard" (Fox), 3 days. Gross: $1,500. Good, but lower
than past week.

Changes Boston House Name
Boston— The Keith-Albee, RKO house,

has been renamed the Keith-Boston in order
to perpetuate the name of the old Boston
theatre although the present Keith Memorial
is located on the site of the old Boston. A
change in policy to four shows daily instead
of three has been made.

Brese Gets Assignment
Scranton—William Brese, graduate of the

Paramount school in New York, has been
summoned to headquarters of Comerford-
Paramount-Publix and assigned to manage
the Gem, South Scranton. The house has
a capacity of 600. Brese succeeds Joseph
Rosar.

"Min and Bill"

Shatter Albany

Record for Year
Albany—"Min and Bill" established a new

box-office record for the year at Harmanus-
Bleecker Hall, filling the tills to the extent

of a little better than $14,000, which is

mighty good money for a house which up
until a year or two ago, when Chris Buck-
ley took it over, was regarded as a white

elephant. "Min and Bill" had them coming
from the time the door of the theatre was
first opened, ticket selling being stopped on
two or three nights when the big house
simply bulged. Undoubtedly the picture will

be brought back later to the downtown Le-
land, also owned by Buckley.

Clara Bow in "Her Wedding Night"
failed to come across to the extent expected
at the Leland. "Sunny," at the Strand, ran

to better than normal business, although
probably not to the extent expected. "Sin
Takes a Holiday," running for the first

three days of the week at Proctor's Grand,
went over well. The picture might well

have been held for the entire week, except

for the policy of the house in changing
every three days. Christmas business has

not made any appreciable cut into the the-

atres of Albany as yet.

Estimated takings

:

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
HARMANUS-BLEECKER HALL— (2,300), 35c-50c,

6 days. Other attractions: "Blood and Thunder"
(M-G-M), "High Steppers" (Pathe). "The Prodigal
Daughter" (Radio), news. Gross: $14,000.

"HER WEDDING NIGHT" (Paramount)
LELAND—(1,350), 25c-35c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: "His Error" (Mermaid), "A Flying Trip"
(Pathe), "Scotch Highballs" (Terrytoon), news.
Gross: $5,800.

"THE CAT CREEPS" (Universal)
RITZ—(1,146), 25c-35c, 6 days. Other attractions:

Vitaphone Variety, news. Gross: $4,750.

"FUNNY" (F-N)
STRAND— (1,900), 3Sc-50c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Vitaphone Variety, news. Gross: $9,250.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
GRAND— (1,500). 25c-50c, 3 days. Other attractions:

Comedy, news. Gross: $3,700.

"THE PAY OFF" (Radio)
GRAND— (1,500), 25c-50c, 3 days. Other attractions:

Comedy, news. Gross: $2,925.

Louis Cohen Joining Fox
Theatres; To Coast Soon
Louis Cohen, formerly with the Para-

mount theatre department and later in

charge of disposal of Universal houses, joins
Fox Theatres and will leave for the Coast
early in the year. He will travel between
Hollywood and New York, but spend most
of his time on Fox West Coast operations.

Back in Distribution
Cleveland — Jack Greenbaum, former

prominent local theatre owner, has formed
Special Features Co. to distribute "The
Primrose Path" in West Virginia, Indiana
and Maryland.
Joe Finger, who operated the Hi-Mark

exchange here at one time, is back in the
territory as distributor of Judea Films.

Sesonske Quits at Watertown
Watertown, N. Y.—Charles Sesonske,

who has been running theatres in Water-
town and here for some years past and who
has been connected with the Empire in Syra-
cuse, has resigned. The theatre had been
recently redecorated and reequipped.
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A New Plot

It doesn't seem possible that alert
Hollywood will overlook the ready-
made material for a lively movie sce-
nario with at least one telling fade-
out, to be found in the story of the
kidnaping of a Beverly Hills detective
who was on guard to prevent a similar
undertaking at the home of Harold
Lloyd.—N. ¥. Evening World
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3 French Girls'

And Dorsay Take
Montreal Dough

Montreal—The Capitol, with a French)

film and stage bill, enjoyed the lion's share

of the business in Montreal during the week,

but the lion was rather meek at that. The
Capitol featured "Those Three French
Girls" and one of the girls, Fifi Dorsay,

formerly of Montreal, was also on the stage

with a Publix unit, "Enchanted Forest."

The result was $18,000 and this was way
ahead of the rest.

Next in line was the Palace with "Moroc-
co." Although Gary Cooper has always
been a draw here, the week wound up with
only $14,000. "Up the River" put the Prin-

cess into a slump with $8,500, which might
be considered terrible.

The Roxy tried a German picture called

"Spaventa," but the crowd would not spend
the cash to see it even though it was coupled
with a Chaplin re-issue. The Roxy drifted

into the red column with $1,800. Loew's
felt the Christmas shopping in a drop to

$11,500 with "Squealer."
Estimated takings

:

"THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS" (M-G-M)
CAPITOL— (2,6701, 25c-35c-40c.50c-65c.85c. 7 days.

Other attractions: News, Fin Dorsay in person, Pub-
lix stage unit, band, orchestra. Gross: $18,000.
Looked good.

'MOROCCO" (Para.)
PALACE— (2,600), 25c-40c-60c-75c-99c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News, "Dogway Melody" (M-G-M),
"Prodigal Daughter" (Col.). Gross: $14,000. Down
but not out.

"THE SQUEALER" (Col.)
LOEW'S—(2,982). 25c-40c-50c-65c-75c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News, five vaude acts, "Our Nagging
Wives" (Educational), overture. Gross: $11,500.
Lowest in weeks.

"UP THE RIVER" (Fox)
PRINCESS—(2,272), 25c-35c-40c-50c-60c-6Sc, 7 days.

Other attractions: News, cartoon. Universal Topics.
Pathe comedy. Gross: $8,500. Downstream.

"DANCING SWEETIES" (Warners)
STRAND—(750). 15c-25c.40c.50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News, Educational cartoon, "Monkey
Meat," added feature, "Up the Congo" (Sono-Art).
Gross: $3,200. Fair.

"SPAVENTA" (German)
ROXY — (550), 25c-50c-75c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, re-issue of Charlie Chaplin's "Carmen."
Gross: $1,800. In the red.

Municipal Ticket Tax
Opposed at St. Louis

St. Louis—The Central Trades and La-
bor Union has gone on record as opposed
to the proposed 10 per cent city tax on
amusement admissions and restaurant
checks. The legislation committee of the
body was urged to vigorously oppose the
proposed tax. Several speakers expressed
the belief that if the board of aldermen
would take fewer junketing trips at public
expense and otherwise watch city funds
more closely there would be no need for
the suggested tax.

Top Ottawa Spot

To Shorts Billed

With "Laughter"

Ottawa—The worst night that any Ot-
tawa exhibitor can remember—at least for

some years back—was experienced Thurs-
days. It was stormy and there was a pro-

fessional hockey game as well, resulting in

averages tumbling despite fair business gen-
erally for the rest of the week. House par-

ties are off until Christmas and those crav-

ing amusement turn to theatres, as stores

in Ottawa are required to close at 6. P. M.
daily—excepting three days before Christ-

mas. This leaves the field open to the

cinemas.

"Fast and Loose" and "Up a Tree" at

Keith's were both slashed by the censors
and the bill drew $2,700 for the three days,

the lowest in weeks. "Laughter" registered

$3,400 at the Regent for six days, but at

least half of this can be credited to the
shorts, "Racket Cheers" and "The Shindig,"
which got more lip advertisement than the
Nancy Carroll vehicle. The Imperial was
off to $2,100 with "The Dancers," even
though the locale of the story is supposed
to be in Canada.

Estimated takings:

"LAUGHTER" (Para.)
REGENT— (1,225), 25c-35c-45c.50c-60c-75c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News, "Racket Cheers" (Educa-
tional), "The Shindig" (Columbia Mickey Mouse
cartoon). Gross: $3,400. Fair, with shorts pulling
best.

"THE PAY OFF" (Radio)
B. F. KEITH'S— (2,592), 15c-25c-35c-50c-60c, 3 days.

Other attractions: News, "Mickey's Musketeers"
(Radio), Phil Baker in "Bad Boy from a Good
Family." Gross: $3,100. Just fair.

"REMOTE CONTROL" (M-G-M)
CENTRE—(1,200), 15c-25c-35c-S0c-60c, 6 days. Other

attractions: Robert Emmett Keane in "Gossip"
(Yitaphone), Sportlight "Playmates," Voice of Holly-
wood (Tiffany). Gross: $2,400. Too many depart-
ment stores nearby.

"DANCING SWEETIES" (Warners)
AVALON—(990), 15c-25c-35c, 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, "Average Husband" (Educational),
"Jazz Rhythm" (Columbia). Gross: $950. Below
average.

"THE DANCERS" (Fox)
IMPERIAL — (1,200), 15c-25c-35c-50c-o0c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News, "Our Nagging Wives"
(Educational). Gross: $2,100. Poor.

"FAST AND LOOSE" (Para.)
B. F. KEITHS—(2.592), 15c-25c-35c-SOc-60c, 3 days.

Other attractions: News, "The Gay Nineties," "Up
a Tree" (Educational). Gross: $2,700. Way down.

"THE BIG HOUSE" (M-G-M)
AVALON— (990), 15c-25c-35c, 3 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, "College Hounds" (M-G-M). Gross:
$1,100. Just fair.

Champion, Gauntlett
Swap Jobs in N. W.

Seattle—William (Ted) Champion, for
the last two years affiliated with Fox West
Coast Theatres in this territory, and for
the last six months director of advertising
and publicity for local Fox houses, this
week will assume a similar position with
John Hamrick, as supervisor of publicity
and advertising for the five Hamrick thea-
tres in Seattle, Tacoma and Portland. He
succeeds Vic Gauntlett, who held that po-
sition in the Hamrock organization for the
last nine years.

Champion and Gauntlett, in fact, have
practically exchanged positions, for Gaunt-
lett resigned from the Hamrick chain two
weeks ago to become Northwest director
nf advertising and publicity for the Fox
group, under the direction of Robert Ben-
der, new division manager.

Risque
Canadian motion picture censors

have filed an objection to Mickey
Mouse sound cartoons because the
artist portrayed the udder on a cow.

It is the Earl Carroll influence on
the movies.
Why a great dairying country should

be ashamed of a cow's udder is udder
nonsense.

—

N. Y. American.

Xmas Shopping

Socks Toronto

B. O. Grosses

Toronto—Practically the same story can
be written around every feature at Toronto
theatres. Too much Christmas shopping;

too much hockey ; too much snow ; too much
unemployment and too little money—and
not one picture looked head and shoulders

above the rest. The Imperial did not have
a screen star on the stage for a change and
the Publix stage unit, "Putt Putt," might
have gone across big six months ago, but

meant nothing now with all the miniature
courses folded for the winter. "Life of the

Party" headed the screen bill of fare and
the revenue from the party was only $15,-

000. Loew's dropped to $14,500 with "Re-
mote Control" and "Big Boy" at Shea's
was low boy with $11,000. The Uptown
was gloomy with "Sunny" with only $11,-

000 coming and the Tivoli was almost in-

tolerable with $10,500 for "Tol'able David."
The exhibitors are glad the week is over
but there's still another week before Christ-

mas.

Estimated takings

:

"LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)
IMPERIAL — (3,600), 25c-35c-50c-65c-75c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News, orchestra, Publix unit,
"Putt Putt," band. Gross: $15,000. Only fair.

"REMOTE CONTROL" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S—(2,200), 25c-30c-40c-60c-75c, 6 days. Other

attractions: News, "Helping Grandma" (M-G-M).
Gross: $14,500. Below normal.

"BIG BOY" (Warners)
SHEA'S HIPPODROME—(2,600), 30c-50c-60c-75c, 6

days. Other attractions: News, five vaude acts, car-
toon comedy. Gross: $11,000. Below normal.

"SUNNY" (F. N.)
UPTOWN — (3,000), 15c-25c-35c-5Sc-65c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News, Paramount Talkartoon,
Paramount comedy. Gross: $11,000. Downward.

"TOL'ABLE DAVID" (Col.)
TIVOLI— (1.600). 25c-3Sc-50c-65c-75c, 6 days. Other

attractions: News, "Hollywood Theme Song" (Educa-
tional comedy), "Venetian Nights" (Pathe). Gross:
$10,500. Below.

Skirboll Gets Kaypee
Mt. Gilead, Ohio—The Kaypee, said to be

the smallest first-run house in the state

equipped with sound, has been taken over
by the Skirboll interests under a long term
lease. The house, which has been under
management of Cliff Granger, is owned by
the Pythian Castle Co., a holding organi-
zation.

Fox, Warshauer Transferred
San Francisco—Gene Fox, publicity di-

rector of the Paramount, and Allan Wars-
hauer, of like position with the Paramount
theatre in Los Angeles, have switched jobs.

Thomas De Vane, assistant publicity direc-

tor at the Paramount, remains in the same
post.
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Eddie Cantor and

"Brothers" Gross

$26,500 at Cleve.

Cleveland—The Christmas jinx slowed

down business at all theatres excepting the

RKO Palace, where Eddie Cantor in per-

son drew crowded houses daily, chalking up
gross of $26,500. Big attractions, all fa-

vorably reviewed by local critics, failed to

pull the crowds. Another reason for the

drop in attendance was the heavy competi-

tion. Lawrence Tibbett appeared for a sin-

gle concert to a capacity audience. George
M. Cohan himself appeared in "The Tav-
ern," playing a week's engagement at the

Ohio. "Artists and Models" drew well at

the Hanna, and 11,000 attended a boxing
bout sponsored by The News, all net profits

of which were turned over to its Christmas
fund. There was no kick on the weather,

but that was the only thing about which
there wasn't a kick.

Estimated takings

:

"FEET FIRST" (Paramount)
STILLMAX—(1.900), 40c-75c, 7 days, second week.

Other attractions: "The Cuckoo Murder Case"
(M-G-M), "Zampa" (United Artists), news. Gross:
$13,000.

"THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)
ALLEN— (3,300), 30c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

"\Jp to Mars" (Paramount), news. Gross: $16,500.

"THE BAT WHISPERS" (United Artists)
STATE— (3.400), 3llc-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

"Made in Cleveland" (stage show, Paul Ash m. c),
news. Gross: $16,500.

"BROTHERS" (Columbia)
RKO PALACE—(3,600), 35c-75c, 7 da>s. Other at-

tractions: News, vaudeville headed by Eddie Can-
tor. Gross: $36,500.

"MOROCCO" (Para.)
RKO HIPPODROME—(4.500). 30c-75c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Dixie Chase" (Pathe), "Toby in the
Bughouse" (RKO), Humanettes (RKO). news. Gross:
$15,000.

'Angels' $28,000

Breaks Record
In Providence

Providence—Despite the near approach

of Christmas and the unemployment situa-

tion. "Hell's Angels" grossed $28,000 at

Loew's State which shattered records and
caused the management to hold the film

over for a second week. The press was
unanimous in according the highest praise

to the air epic.

"Big Money" caught on well at the RKO
Albee, grossing close to $14,000, while
"Along Came Youth" hit $10,500 at the

Paramount. The Majestic was strong with
"The Big Trail," netting $12,000. "See
America Thirst," RKO Victory, garnered
$7,700.

Estimated takings

:

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)
LOEWS STATE— (3,800), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Co'umbia cartoon, news. Gross: $28,000.
"ALONG CAME YOUTH" (Para.)

PARAMOUNT— (2.300), lOc-SOc. 7 days. Other at-
tractions: "Sky Scrappers," "Old Man Whoopee,"
news. Gross: $10,500.

'•THE BIG TRAIL" (Fox)
MAJESTIC— (2.400). lOc-SOc, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: "The Love Punch," Vitaphone song review,
news. Gross: $12,000.

"BIG MONEY" (Pathe)
RKO ALBEE— (2,300), 10c-50c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Humanettes." "Knights Before Christ-
mas," cartoon, news. Gross: $14,001).

"SEE AMERICA THIRST" (U.)
RKO VICTORY— (1,600). 10c-50c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Under the Cockeyed Moon," "Round-up of
1930," cartoon, news. Gross: $7,700.

Capitulates

Rochester, N. Y.—Last in the state

outside Greater New York City to

stick to first-run silents, the Little

Theatre, artistic house, is installing

sound equipment and Sunday will be-

gin a first-run talker policy.

"Sea Legs" Aided

By Stage Show to

$19,100 at Balto.

Baltimore—The pre-holiday slump is be-

ing felt and patronage appears to be off.

Also, the coming Sunday benefit perform-

ances at all theatres may have held back pat-

ronage until that day, when receipts went

to aid the unemployed.

High grosses for the week went to Loew's

Century and the Stanley. At the former

the gross was figured at $19,100 for "Sea
Legs" and the stage unit "Tangled Traffic,"

rating a very good week, while at the Stan-

ley "The Bat Whispers," with extra ad-

vertising space taken, grossed $16,500, also

very good.

"Madonna of the Streets" proved an ex-

cellent pulling attraction at the Rivoli, do-

ing a 100 per cent business and grossing

about $8,000.

"Min and Bill" proved an excellent

puller, being shown simultaneously at the

Valencia and Parkway after a week at the

Valencia and one at the Stanley. The gross

at the Valencia came to about $3,100 and
the gross at the Parkway, uptown, shot up
to $4,300.

Estimated takings

:

"SEA LEGS" (Paramount)
LOEW'S CENTURY—(3,076), 25c-60c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News, "Love a la Mode" (Edu-
cational), "Island Empire" (FitzPatrick), stage unit,
"Tangled Traffic." orchestra. Gross: $19,100.

"THE BAT WHISPERS" (U. A.)
LOEW'S STANLEY—(3,523, -5c-60c, 6 days. Other

attractions: News, "High C's" (M-G-M). Gross:
$16,500.

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
(Second week after one week at the Stanley. Simul-

taneously with Parkwavi
LOEW'S VALENCIA— (1.4S7). 25c-35c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News, "Chopin" (FitzPatrick),
"Our Nagging Wives" (Educational). Gross: $3,100.

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
(After one week at Valencia and Stanley. Simulta-

neously with Valencia)
LOEW'S PARKWAY— (987), 15c-35c, 6 days. Other

attractions: News, "Skyscraping" (Paramount),
"Hong Kong" (FitzPatrick), "Our Nagging Wives"
(Educational). Gross: $4,300.

"THE DOORWAY TO HELL" (Warners)
WARNERS' MF.TROPOLITAN-(1.200>, 15c-50c, 6

days, starting Saturday. Other attractions: News,
"Mr. Intruder" and "Henry Santrey and His Gang"
(Vitaphone Varieties). Gross: $3,500.

"FAST AND LOOSE" (Paramount)
KEITH'S— (2.500). 25c-50c. 6 days, starting Friday.

Other attractions: News, "Voice of Hollywood" (Tif-
tanvi. "Aunts in the Pants" (Radio). Gross: $6,000.

"OH, FOR A MAN" (Fox)
NEW—(1,600), 25c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

News, "Wild Flowers" (Pathe). "Dangers of Youth"
(Pathe). Gross: $8,000.

"THE NEW BABYLON" (Sovkino)
LITTLE— (267), 35c-S0c. 6 days. Other attractions!

"The Progress of Aviation" (Paramount Pictorial)
Gross: $410. Estimated.
"MADONNA OF THE STREETS" (Columbia)
RIVOLI—(1.982), 25c-50c. 6 days, starting Saturday.

Other attractions: News, "Under the Cock-Eyed
Moon" (Pathe). "The Touchdown" (Pathe), "Curi-
osities" (Columbia). Gross: $8,000.

"SINNERS" HOLIDAY" (Wamers)
HIPPODROME— (2.250), 20c-60c. 6 days. Other at-

tractions: News. "The Indians Are Coming" (Uni-
versal serial). Harvey Players, orchestra. Gross:
$4,900. Estimated.

"OUTWARD BOUND" (Warners)
AUDITORIUM—(1.600). S0c-$1. 6 days, with three

performances daily, four <*-'-• !-•• O he- »»••>-•

—

News. "Believe It or Not" (Vitaphone). Gross: $4,158,

'Morocco" Grabs

$21,250 to Lead

"Casey" Houses
Kansas City—This town went Marlene

Dietrich last week. "Morocco" gave the

Newman the biggest week since "Animal
Crackers" and that is saying something. In-

take was $21,250, which is about 70 per

cent above normal business. Sunday busi-

ness was biggest in the history of the house.
"Brothers" at the Pantages took second

honors for the week. Picture got $12,000,
which is better than average. The other
first runs hit about an average stride. "Big
Money" gave the Mainstreet $15,000. The
.Midland took in $14,500 with "War Nurse"
and the Uptown with "The Pay Off" fin-

ished the week with $6,000. "Moby Dick"
wasn't a good draw for the Royal, business
dropping slightly below normal rating. In-

take was $4,050!

Estimated takings

:

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S MIDLAND — (4,000), 25c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: "Who Killed Rover?" (M-G-M),
Krazy Kat cartoon, news. Gross: $14,500.

"BIG MONEY" (Pathe)
MAINSTREET—(3,067), 35c-60c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "The Golf Specialist" (RKO), news, four
acts vaude. Gross: $15,000.

"MOROCCO" (Para.)
NEWMAN— (2,000), 25c-60c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Tongue Tied" (Para.). "Accordion Joe"
(Para.). Gross: $21,250.

"MOBY DICK" (Wamers)
ROYAL— (900), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

"Row, Row, Row" (Para.), "Love Your Neighbor"
(Educational). Gross: $4,050.

"BROTHERS" (CoL)
PANTAGES—(2,1901, ZSc-SOc, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Vaude. Gross: $12,000.

"THE PAY OFF" (Radio)
UPTOWN—(2,200), 25c-50c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "In the Mountains" (Tiff.). "Bear Shooters"
(M-G-M). Gross: $6,000.

"Hell's Angels"

Nabs $18,000

In Indianapolis

Indianapolis—Loew's Palace again took
fust place with a gross of $18,000 with

"Hell's Angels." All theatres opened the

week-end strong, but after Monday they fell

off, due in part to Mae West in "Sex" at

English's.

"Hell's Angels" is being held over for

another week at the Palace.

Will Rogers in "Lightnin' " drew $7,000,

which is good for the Apollo. "The Cat
Creeps" did not do so good at the Indiana,

but the stage show held the gross up to

average, which is $20,000. "Sunny" at the

circle did only $9,000, which is below aver-

age.

Estimated takings:
"THE CAT CREEPS" (Universal)

INDIANA— (3.300). 3Sc-50c-65c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: Vaudeville, news. Gross: $20,000.

"SUNNY" (First National)
CIRCLE—(2.600), 25c-40c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Knights Before Xmas" (RKO), Talkartoon
(Paramount), news. Gross: $9,000.

"LIGHTNIN'" (Fox)
APOLLO— (1,100), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Vitaphone Varieties, news. Gross: $7,000.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)
PALACE -50c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Flip, the Frog" (M-G-M), news. Gross:
S18.000.

"EAST IS WEST" (Universal)
LYRIC- -(2.000), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tion: Vaudeville, news. Gross: $8,000.
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Scandal Sheet
{Paramount )

Great Audience Stuff
{Reviewed by Jack Grant)

THERE isn't a newspaperman in the coun-

try who will give this latest Bancroft opus
a hand. It is the cub reporter's dream of the

news game and a perfect picture of the popular

conception of what constitutes "yellow journal-

ism." However, it is great audience stuff and
will get plenty money.

"Scandal Sheet" does not stoop to attempted
glorification of the faithful reporter. Rather
does it hold to the slogan "Print it if it's news,

whether it's fit to print or no."

George Bancroft is introduced as the man-
aging editor of the great metropolitan Bulletin

(presumably New York). He is a driver, com-
manding fear and respect of his staff. In the

first few minutes we know him, he fires a

photographer for bum facial likeness in page
one art, engineers a sensational suicide "scoop,"

plans a publicity-getting funeral for a leg man
killed in an accident while out on a story and
refuses to stop publication on a page one ban-

ner line yarn which will ruin a friend of the

publisher.

This latter episode is a little hard to take.

The publisher requests suppression of the story

on justifiable grounds. It isn't so all important

as to call for the threatened resignation of

Bancroft. The managing editor merely states

it is news and should be published regardless

of whom it helps or hurts. His threat to walk
out taking the story with him brings a shrug

of the publisher's shoulders and concession of

the point. Where is the newspaper mugg who
would so defy "the old man" ?

The incident serves its purpose in establish-

ing Bancroft's character to the lay public. Ban-
croft has, however, a softer side. His wife,

Kay Francis, is the apple of his eye who in

turn has her eye on the figure of a wealthy
banker, Clive Brook. They are not carrying on
a philandering affair behind Bancroft's back

if for no other reason than Kay's respect for

her husband.
Brook gives her twenty-four hours to make

up her mind about deserting Bancroft for him.

Meanwhile a financial crisis arises in the

bank's issuing a security in overdraft. Ban-
croft hears of the overissue and calls to con-

firm the story. To him "it's news" and, see-

ing the banker's baggage packed, jumps to the

conclusion Brook is trying to make a get-away.

The extra breaks just as Kay is calling upon

her lover to tell him she cannot bring herself

to break Bancroft by desertion. With Brook
she goes to the apartment window to hear what
extra the boys are shouting. The two framed
in the window offer a perfect subject for a

snooping photographer assigned to the bank
story by Bancroft. Moreover, he gets an ex-

cellent likeness.

The shock of his wife's apparent infidelity

nearly floors Bancroft. Yet it's still news. He
calls upon Kay to confirm the yarn, but more
in the role of an inquiring reporter than a

husband.
Returning to the office a broken man, he,

himself, dictates the lead on the newest dis-

covery of a "love nest." Then he recalls that

a newspaperman's own story is seldom front

page stuff". Dictation is held while he goes

out again. When he again returns, he has real

page one material. A prominent banker has

been murdered.
The picture could well end there. Apparent-

ly it was thought best, however, to add a less

tragic ending. We find Bancroft editing the

prison newspaper. His policy is the same and
a succession of incidents similar to those which
opened the picture establish the fact he will

always continue to publish "news regardless of

whom it helps or hurts."

Many real newspapermen will resent "Scan-
dal Sheet." The inclusion of several far-fetch-

ed delusions of the game comes under the gen-
eral head of dramatic license. There may have
been such managing editors as Bancroft de-
picts, but they were of the past and have gone
into limbo.

Bancroft gives his usual strong performance
and his vehicle is a splendid fit. Kay Francis
does an admirable job of the wife, while Clive
Brook is a perfect "other man." Regis Toomey
stands out in the minor assignment of a re-

porter who—praise be to Allah—is not a glori-

ous drunk. Notable in other roles are Lucien
Littlefield, Gilbert Emery and Harry Beres-
ford, who plays the man ruined by Bancroft's
lust for news.

Direction of John Cromwell stacks up to his

previously-set high mark and the production
is all it should be. "Scandal Sheet" will do
good business in any house.

Musical and novelty shorts to fill.

Produced and distributed by Paramount. Directed
by John Cromwell. Screen play by Vincent Law-
rence and Max Marcin. Photographed by David
Abel. Edited by George Nichols. Length, 6,570 feet.
Running time (preview), 73 minutes. Release date,
January 31, 1931.

THE CAST
Mark Flint George Bancroft
Noel Adams Clive Brook
Edith Flint Kay Francis
Regan Regis Toomey
Charles Franklin Gilbert Emery
McCloskey Lucien Littlefield

Reaching for the Moon
(United Artists)

Fairbanks Scores
(Reviewed by Bill Crouch)

AUDIENCES have been waiting for a mod-
ern Fairbanks talker and no one will be

disappointed with the result. The title may be
confusing, suggesting as it does colorful ro-
mance. Fairbanks has, however, temporarily
abandoned costume plays to return to the type
of characterization which first made him fam-
ous. He plays an up-to-date young financial

wizard of Wall Street.

The hands of many—perhaps too many

—

cooks are in evidence. The picture is a hodge-
podge of Irving Berlin songs, sets in the mod-
ern manner, comedy and hokum. The story,

however full of loose ends, succeeded nonethe-
less in pleasing the preview audience. It has
many elements of popular appeal. Setting a
fast tempo for itself at the start, it moves
swiftly throughout.
Bebe Daniels, co-starred, does the best she

can with a stereotyped ingenue lead. The com-
edy of Edward Everett Horton is inimitable
as always and Claud Allister is a close second.
Stunning gowns by Howard Greer will cause
considerable feminine comment.

Fairbanks is introduced in a farcial stock
broker's office with forty telephones on his

desk. His interest in business has left him no
time to engage in affairs of the heart. Bebe
Daniels wagers she can make him fall in love
with her and then stands him up on a date.

Fairbanks, now in earnest, is not to be denied
and hops the liner that is to take Bebe to

Europe.
The rest of the action takes place on the

ship, which, as a result of glass shots and Wil-
liam Cameron Menzies' sets, assumes the size

of a football stadium. There is some absurd
fantasy having to do with drugged cocktails
and the ship passengers turning into a dancing
chorus. The picture, you know, was first plan-
ned as a straight filmusical.

Bebe realizes she is really in love with Fair-
banks just as he receives a cablegram from
New York telling him he has lost all his money
in the stock crash. Now that he is penniless,
he stifles a declaration of love. Bebe learns
of his trouble, however, and, professing her
faith in his ability, does the proposing herself.

Fairbanks' portrayal is in all ways excellent.

He again proves his abilities as a top-notch
farceur. His strongly characterized scenes,

such as "the wedding to which he arrives
breathless and half-dressed and wisecracks
with the minister, are typically Fairbanks.
Word of mouth should be enthusiastic. In

spite of loose construction, the combination of

Fairbanks' name and the picture's entertain-

ment values makes it sure-fire at the box-office.

Anything except slapstick comedy in shorts.
Produced and distributed by United Artists.

Written and directed by Edmund Goulding. Addi-
tional dialogue by EJsie Janis. Photographed by
Ray June and Robert Planck. Edited by Lloyd
Nosier and Hal C. Kern. Length and release date
not set.

THE CAST
Larry Day Douglas Fairbanks
Vivian Benton Bebe Daniels
Roger Edward Everett Horton
Jim Carrington Jack Mulhall
Sir Horace Claud Allister
Kitty June MacCloy
James Benton Walter Walker
Secretary Helen Jerome Eddy

N c

Command Performance
(Tiffany)

Mildly Entertaining
(Reviewed by Jack Grant)

[OTHING heavyweight about this polite

little comedy, nor does it make any pre-

tensions at being other than what it is. The
appeal is definitely for a sophisticated audi-

ence willing to indulge in a flight of fancy.

Several lines and situations have a tinge of

spice.

In the early reels promise is given that the

film may resolve into a delightful satire upon
the mythical kingdom theme. But as the ro-

mantic interest is built, the plot slows down
and begins to take itself seriously. This was
a fault of the original stage version and was
not corrected in transcribing it to films.

In the main the adaptation conforms more
to stage technique than to screen. For ex-

ample, the fight, in which an actor defends
his leading woman from several stage door
johnnies, is told about instead of shown.
One of the men whom the actor attacks is

the dissolute crown prince of cur mythical king-

dom. The actor's arrest is ordered and he is

held for assault and battery. Called before

the queen for sentence, his remarkable resem-
blance to the crown prince is discovered.

The actor is offered freedom if he will first

substitute for the prince in winning the hand of

the princess of a neighboring kingdom with
which an alliance is desirable. Impersonating
the worthless royal son is in the nature of a
"Command Performance."

Acting the princely role, he succeeds in his

mission, but finds his professed love has be-

come real. He is about to be deported on the

eve of the wedding when the rightful crown
prince seeks exile in preference to marriage
and the actor is called upon to continue the

impersonation.

The dual role is adeptly handled by Neil

Hamilton. He achieves a distinct shading of

the two characters without resorting to obvious
make-up. Una Merkel is quite unsuited for the

part of the princess. In character comedy she

is superb, but high romantic comedy is not her

forte.

Superlative work is contributed in the fine

characterizations of Lawrence Grant, Helen
Ware, Albert Gran and Vera Lewis. With
their usual deftness. Miss Ware and Grant
carry much of the burden of the plot develop-

ment. More colorful is the assignment Gran
has and he plays it broadly to good effect.

Walter Lang's direction is noteworthy.

"The Command Performance" holds prom-
ise of being well received in localities where
drawing room comedies are a draw. It should
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experience no trouble in going a week's route

at the smaller first run down-town houses, or

in the neighborhood semi-weekly change spots.

Almost anything except domestic comedy
shorts will fit.

Produced by James Cruze Prod. Distributed by
Tiffany. From the play of the same name by C.

Stafford Dickens. Directed by Walter Lang. Adapta-
tion and dialogue by Maude Fulton and Gordon Rig-
by. Photographed by Charles Schoenbaum. Edited by
R. E. Loewringer. Length, 6,950 feet. Running time,

75 minutes. Release date,

THE CAST
Peter Neil Hamilton
Prince Alexis Neil Hamilton
Princess Caterina Una Merkel
Queen Elinor Helen Ware
Count Vellenberg Lawrence Grant
King Nicolas Albert Gran
Queen Elizabeth Vera Lewis
Lydia Thelma Todd
Duke Charles Mischa Auer
Masoch Burr Mcintosh
Capt. Boyer William von Brinken
Otto Richard Carlyle

Blondell Murdoch MacQuarrie

Sleeping Partners
(British International

)

Without a Spark of Life

{Reviewed by J. P. Cunningham)

UNBEARABLY slow movement stifles

whatever entertainment value was contain-

ed in Sascha Guitry's French comedy. Regard-
less of whether or not this development is to

be attributed to the usually slow-moving hu-
morous vein of our British brethren is a matter

of speculation, but the fact remains it exists in

this talker.

Seymour Hicks' presence in all important

phases of production, including adaptation, sup-

ervision, direction, and in the lead makes it

pretty much of a one-man show, despite the

fact that Hicks acquits himself admirably as

a player.

Photography and settings, too, are confined

to mere necessary coverage, only one inside set

being used throughout. Here and there an
amusing bit is offered, but never does it reach

impressive proportions.

The yarn is one of those things where domes-
tic tangles are depended upon for story ma-
terial. Edna Best and Lyn Harding are pass-

able in the support.

Should be booked on a double feature bill.

Produced in England by British International. Dis-
tributed in U. S. via state rights market by British
International. Directed by Seymour Hicks. From
the French comedy by Sascha Guitry. Adapted by
Seymour Hicks. Edited by Edward Jonssen. Photo-
graphy by H. Whedon. Length, 6,398 ft. Running
time, 71 minutes. Release date, Dec. 11, 1930.

THE CAST
Seymour Hicks. Edna Best, Lyn Harding, Herbert

Waring, Marguerite Allen, David Paget.

Rango
(Paramount)

Jungle Thriller

(Revicived by Bill Crouch)

ERNEST SCHOEDSACK, who with
Meriam Cooper gave screen fans such

entertaining film fare as "Chang," "Grass" and
"Four Feathers," has emerged from the wilds

of Sumatra with a picture that is even more
impressive than the others. From a standpoint

of production value and considering the ground
covered, "Rango" is not comparable with the

other films. However, it has been made into

an intimate type of entertainment and its value

as interesting screen fare is more than equal

to other like films.

Schoedsack has taken four characters, two
apes and two humans, and with them has woven
a parallel story telling of the lives of each.

The apes are Tua, the father, and the little

son, Rango. The humans are Ali, the father.

Service!
Reviews of the majority of features

reaching Broadway's screens appear
in MOTION PICTURE NEWS many
weeks before their initial appearance
on New York's main stem.
Theatre owners keeping a close

touch on new product, particularly
New York premiers, will find the chart
below an aid in ascertaining dates of
issues in which THE NEWS reviewed
productions in the group of current
openings

:

Review
Feature Date

Blue Angel Nov. 22
Cohens & Kellys in Africa Nov. 8
Danger Lights Sept. 6

(Wide film version) Nov. 29
Devil to Pay Dec. 6
Follow the Leader Dec. 13

Hook, Line & Sinker Dec. 6

Igdenbu . Dec. 13

Madonna of the Streets Dec. 6

Morocco Oct. 11

New Moon Oct. 25

Only Saps Work Nov. 29

Passion Flower . Oct. 25
Remote Control .

.

Oct. 11

See America Thirst Oct. 18

Sleeping Partners This issue
Tom Sawyer Oct. 18

Truth About Youth Nov. 29

Way for a Sailor Sept. 20

Widow from Chicago Oct. 25

Consult the Release Chart, last sec-

tion in this issue, for complete list of
features released in current months,
together with MOTION PICTURE
NEWS review dates and other impor-
tant data.

and the son, Bin. The simple little story con-

cerns the struggles which confront both of the

families. It tells how Ali hunts and traps wild

tigers and other animals. It shows how Tua
seeks food for himself and the tiny Rango. The
simplicity of it all is the astounding part of

the picture story and the way Schoedsack has
brought in the various incidents in the lives of

these creatures by using other inhabitants of

the jungle is nothing short of sensational. Su-
matra is infested with thousands of monkeys
and these tiny animals are used again and
again to help express the various emotions of

the jungle occupants.

The antics of little Rango alone put to shame
the comedy efforts of humans. Time after

time his actions brought gales of laughter from
the preview audience. They were not the ac-

tions of a trained animal, but the natural hap-
penings, caught only after much patience upon
the part of Schoedsack and his few assistants.

Into this simple story Schoedsack has woven
many thrilling sequences showing the killing of

tigers, panthers and other wild animals of the

killer ty^pe. For a climax he used the old

fashioned chase sequence of a man-eating tiger

chasing and killing little Rango and then taking
after the boy. The family beast of burden, a

water buffalo, intervenes here, however, and in

a most thrilling and fascinating battle it kills

the tiger.

Considering the conditions Schoedsack was
forced to work under, he has turned out a
masterful bit of screen material. Never losing

sight of the story interest and always balancing
his comedy with drama which at times was
exciting, pathetic and terrifying in turn, Schoed-
sack deserves unlimited praise for his efforts.

A short talking prologue opens the piece with
Claude King and little Douglas Scott making

way for what is to follow. A musical back-
ground fits into the film throughout and at

times dialogue is used to explain the various
situations. This arrangement makes the pic-
ture ideal for foreign trade, as very few
changes will have to be made.

Exploitation value lies in the fact the pic-

ture is decidedly a novelty. Exploitation of
the title "Rango" will aid in selling the part-
talker, while the Schoedsack name also has
some box office value.

Any type shorts bat adventure and travel
stuff will fit here.
Produced by Ernest G. Schoedsack. Distributed by

Paramount Publix. Direction, story, photography and
editing by Ernest G. Schoedsack. Running time (pre-
view), 76 minutes. Length, 6,840 feet. Release date
not set.

Fighting Thru
(Tiffany)

Strong Western
(Reviewed by J. P. Cunningham)

SNAPPY Western action, as plausible as
any of its type and incorporating all the

elements which go to make up popular outdoor
fanfare. It packs a fast wallop, boasting of a
proper mixture of gunplay, thrilling horse-
manship and the usual villain-hero-girl com-
bination. Nothing more is needed. The kid-
dies will just eat it up, while adult followers of
Western stories will find much to appease their

hunger for adventure and action.

The story, as usual, is built entirely around
Ken Maynard, who makes a fine appearance
and convincing performance as the hard-riding,
shoot-'em-up cowpuncher in search of gold in

them thar hills of California. Maynard, with
his pal, breaks up a big poker game when the

pair realize that the political saloonkeeper and
his tough aides-de-camp are attempting to se-

cure a half interest in the mine through crooked
card plays.

Maynard is placed in a tough spot with the

sister of his pard when the latter is shot, and
blame points toward Ken. Of course, the love

interest develops between our hero and the girl,

who finally is convinced that Maynard is not
the murderer of her brother.

Ken's horse, Tarzan, is again a big factor in

support of the star, while Jeanette Loff, Wal-
lace MacDonald, Carmelita Geraghty, William
L. Thorne and Charles L. King all commit
themselves admirably as the principals.

Photography is superb, particular where the

camera was concentrated on Western scenic

shots. Whilliam Nigh, the director, shows in-

telligence in handling.

Use a cartoon, newsreel and two-reel comedy
for a nicely rounded bill.

Produced and distributed by Tiffany. Directed by
William Nigh. Story by John Francis Natteford.
Photography by Arthur Reed. Edited by Earl
Turner. Release date, Dec. 16, 1930. Length, 5,200

feet. Running time, 58 minutes.

THE CAST
Dan Barton Ken Maynard
Alice Maiden Jeanette Loff

Tennessee Maiden Wallace MacDonald
Queenie Carmelita Geraghty
Ace William L. Thorne
Fox Tyson Charles L. King
Sheriff Fred Burns

Lust Adds to Chain
Front Royal, Va. — Newest link in the

Virginia chain operated by Sidney Lust

opens here Friday night. The new house

was named the Front Royal.

Nick Stuarts on Air
Nick Stuart, who recently completed

"Sheer Luck" for Big 4, and his wife, Sue

Carol, made their initial broadcast in the

East Thursday night over WOR.
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Short Subjects

Finger Prints
(Universal-Serial)

A Money Maker
COMPARATIVELY few serials in the past

have had such elaborate production treat-

ment as that accorded "Finger Prints," made
by Adventure Pictures and released on the

current Universal program.

The initial three episodes reveal a story of

"class" racketeers. No doubt, the prevailing

crime wave which is reported to have engulfed

the nation had considerable influence in select-

ing the type of material injected into the story.

With but one exception, and that of Edna
Murphy, the cast is uniformly capable. Miss

Murphy just doesn't click, although the usual

sappy dialogue and forced story situations

found here as in every serial might have

been too severe an obstacle for her to hurdle.

It has everything needed in a serial, the

barking of guns and many thrilling chases.

One sequence features an unusually convincing

automobile chase and wreck; another has the

old speed boat and motorcycle dash ; fights

galore appear in every episode.

From the box-office standpoint, there is little

to be desired. Neighborhood stands should

benefit a Jot, bringing the kiddies back every

week during the run. Average running time,

20 minutes.

Sea Goin' Sheiks
(Pathe-Rainbow)

So-So Comedy
THERE'S little to write home about in this

Rainbow comedy, with practically all gags
and situations creating but mild laughter. Em-
erson Treacy and Ray Cooke as a pair of gobs

on leave somewhere in the Far East come in

contact with the sultan's harem. Their escap-

ades in rescuing two "bimbos" provide what
few laughs are offered. Running time, 18

minutes.

Niagara Falls
(Essanay >

A Wide Film Marvel
FULL justification for the use of wide film

for scenics can be found in this two-reel
camera study of Niagara Falls and the sur-

rounding countryside. Never before have we
seen that old scenic wonder presented on cellu-

loid so impressively, and they have been turn-

ing out camera records of Niagara since

George Eastman first emerged from his labora-

tory with the first strip of film.

The Spoor-Berggren "natural vision" process

is used, which means that only houses equipped
with wide screens will benefit. The depth and
beauty go hand in hand with splendid musical

accompaniment to make this one of the most
picturesque subjects of the season. Running
time, 18 minutes.

Alaska
i / 'niversal-Cartoon)

Average
SNAPPY music and characteristic action of

Oswald cartoons lend strength to enter-

tainment value of this one. Musical gags, as

usual, are depended upon for laughs. From the

standpoint of production, it hits average. Run-
ning time, 7 minutes.

Hello, Russia!
(Universal)

Bowls 'Em Over
lONTINUING the same high level of hu
* mor set by Slim Summerville in others ol

this doughboy series, Stanley Bergerman, pro-
ducer, is to be complimented again for a sure-

fire laugh getter. Slim and Eddie Gribbon, as

usual, share honors, with Slim through his

"unconscious" sense of humor spilling a laugh
every minute. One highly entertaining angle
is the burlesque of "spicy" bits, although ma-
jority of the sequences in this mirth provoker
are unusually funny. The ending, however,
is as flat as near-beer. Splendid for any type
house. Running time, 19 minutes.

Drifting Along
(Paramount-Bruce)
Picturesque

A THING of scenic beauty, rich in color-
ful backgrounds, is contained in this short

reel produced for Paramount by Robert Bruce.
The production set-up is almost identical with
previous reels in the current series, that is

descriptive dialogue cleverly adapted to locale

of the scenic subject. In this case, Bruce's
camera absorbs the •stillness and soft beauty of

a tropical river, and in other sequences catches
the high spots of picturesque lakes, mountains
and waterfalls. The voice of a pleasing bari-

tone can be heard rendering the title song.
Its richness makes it eligible for any audience
which is appreciative of the outdoors. Running
time, 9 minutes.

Monarchs of the Field
(Pathe-Grantland Rice)

Excellent
ALWAYS carrying wide appeal, bird dogs,

pointers and setters search a Southern
woods in quest of game birds. The result is

one of those rare photographic gems set in a

forest background. Adults and youngsters
alike will find much of interest in the manner
in which the dogs search the woods for game
and after "pointing" remain absolutely motion-
less until the shot is made. Rates high in

Grantland Rice's "Sportlights" series. Run-
ning time, 9 minutes.

Audio Review No. 49
(Pathe)

Splendid
EFFECTIVE scenic material predominates

in this release and does much to enhance
the entertainment value of Terry Ramsaye's
latest effort. A marvelous camera study of the

Labrador coastline provides an interesting spec-

tacle, with a huge mass of rock set against a

picturesque background of sea and sky. Sup-
porting this sequence is a unit showing develop-
ment of the modern playing card, tracing its

peculiarities from the early centuries. Running
time. 9 minutes.

Screen Snapshots—No. 3
(Columbia)

Has Its Moments
ONLY' the fact that the average theatregoer

is interested in intimate glimpses of his

favorite screen "idol" redeems the newest re-

lease in the Screen Snapshots series. Other-
wise, the material is pretty flat, offering little

in entertainment aside from snatches of studio

folk at work. Eddie Cantor closes the reel

with a bang. Running time, 11 minutes.

Vaudeville Returning
To Milwaukee House

Milwaukee—L. K. Brin. operator of the
Garden and Majestic, will reinstate vaude-
ville at the Majestic beginning Christmas
Day. Erected about 22 years ago as a
vaudeville theatre, the Majestic discon-

tinued this brand of entertainment about
two and one-half years ago when Brin ob-
tained the theatre from the Orpheum cir-

cuit and installed talking pictures. A stage
and pit orchestra under the direction of

Buddy Fischer, Chicago hand leader, has
been engaged.

HITTING THE
HOLLYWOOD

HIGH SPOTS

Hollywood—Norman Foster has signed a
term agreement with Paramount calling for his

services 44 weeks out of the year. Foster ex-
pects to travel the other weeks. Paychecks will

run about $1,250 per.
* * *

"Inside Facts," local theatrical sheet, folded
after seven years of operation. Jack Josephs
was publisher.

* * *

Virginia Cherrill, Chaplin's leading lady now
with Fox is recuperating from a severe throat
ailment.

' * * *

The Vine Street theatre, former legit house,
goes talker about the first of the year. Grind
policy with twice weekly change planned.

* * *

Hank Arnold, Goldwyn p. a., is northward
bound to help exploit "One Heavenly Night"
at the various openings in the northwest.

* * *

Danny Thomas, NEA correspondent, is car-
rying his arm in a sling following an auto crash
which resulted in his getting badlv cut up.

* * *

Regis Toomey will have an important role in

Richard Barthelmess' new talker, a newspaper
yarn. Toomey recently made a hit in "Scandal
Sheet" as a reporter.

* * *

Fences and other adornments to keep out
prying eyes' are in order at Universal, making
it tough for the visitors on the lot. New rul-

ings for guests make it tougher than ever to

get on the lot under a new edict handed out.

Earl Crabb to Join
Franklin, Is Report

Seattle—Earl L. Crabb, former division

manager for Fox West Coast Theatres,
Inc., in the Pacific Northwest territory, has
opened executive offices in the Skinner
Building, just a few doors from his former
office under the Fox banner. Although def-

inite announcements are not yet forthcom-
ing, it is widely rumored that Crabb will

soon again be directing a theatre group in

this territory, and his name is frequently

linked with Harold B. Franklin's coming
chain. Closely connected with Crabb is

Dave Himelhoch, former manage of Fox's
Coliseum under the Crabb regime, and
chairman of the Seattle Board of Theatre
Censors.

Whitbeck Conferring
With N. W. Colleagues

Seattle—Frank Whitbeck, director of ad-
vertising and publicity for Fox West Coast
Theatres, Inc., with headquarters in Los
Angeles, spent a day here this week confer-
ring with Robert Bender and Vic Gauntlett,
division manager and division publicity di-

rector, respectively. H. A. Gillespie, West
Coast director of the Yakima territory, and
Herb Sobottka. head of the Wenatchee ter-

ritory, were also in town for the meetings.
From here Mr. Whitbeck proceeded to

Portland for a brief session with Oregon
territory heads.

Another for Publix
North Platte, Neb. — Paramount Publix

are building a 1,000-seat house here to be
opened about February 15. Named the
Paramount.
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-THE"

Projectionists' Round Table

THE half wave rectifier illustrated in les-

son is not the only type of B eliminator

in use. A similar system consists of an ar-

rangement wherein current output is secured

during both halves of the cycle. Whereas
the rectifier tube in the half wave system is

at rest during one alternation, the full wave
rectifier system operates upon both halves

of the cycle. This means the use of two half

wave rectifier tubes or the use of a single

tube with two anodes and filaments or a

common filament.

At the same time, the full wave rectifier

system necessitates a transformer which will

supply voltage to the plates or anodes of the

rectifier or rectifiers as the case may be.

Obviously, the ordinary transformer with a

single winding is not suitable. A variation

of the conventional transformer is necessary

and this takes the form of the split or centre

tapped winding. In other words, the plate

winding is really two windings with a com-
mon centre tap junction or a single winding
capable of supplying twice the voltage re-

quired for either anode and a tap at the

midpoint. Thus the polarity of the voltage

is positive for one tube or anode during one

alternation and positive for the other tube

or anode during the other alternation. This

can be appreciated bv reference to figure

107.

During the moment that the primary cur-

rent is as indicated by the arrow, the polar-

ity of the voltage in the plate winding is
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such as to make the tube plate PI positive

with respect to the filament. Current flows

through the external circuit as indicated by
the double arrows. During the next alterna-

tion when the direction of the current

through the primary has reversed, the direc-

tion of the current through the plate winding
is as shown by the dotted arrows. During
this time the tube plate P2 is positive with

respect to the filament and the plate current

flows as indicated by the double arrows. The
direction of the current through the filament

By John F. Rider

winding is inconsequential because the heat-

ing effect of the current is independent of

the direction of flow and the tube filament

serves as an electron emitter irrespective of

the direction of the filament current.

Now it should be understood that the

Function of the Filter

The function of the filter highlights

discussions in Lesson 27 of the "Pro-

jectionists' Round Table," edited by

John F. Rider, who further discusses

full-wave rectification, the tungar rec-

tifier, voltage regulation and current

and voltage limitations, as these fac-

tors affect engineering in the field of

projection.

Another highly important projection

factor in the current article is a de-

tailed summary of the advantages of

full wave rectifiers as to frequency,

hum, current output and ease of fil-

tering.

operation of the anodes PI and P2 is alter-

nate. During the period that PI is operative

because the applied voltage makes it positive

with respect to the filament, P2 is negative

and therefore inoperative. And during the

time that P2 is positive, PI is negative.

Thus the complete wave is rectified.

An illustration of the action is shown in

figure 108A, 108B, 10SC, and 108D. The
first depicts the sine wave of input voltage.

The second shows the output voltage applied

to the tube plates and PI positive and P2
negative. The third shows the voltage ap-

plied to the tube plates so that P2 is positive

and PI is negative. The final curve shows
the rectifier current.

Now in contrast to the current output in

a half wave rectifier, we find two pulsa-

tions of current during every cycle in a full

wave rectifier. This is illustrated in figure

108D. If we consider the condenser con-

nected across the resistance R shown in fig-

ure 107 and consider the voltage applied

across the condenser and finally compare the

charge of this condenser as illustrated in

figure 10°, with that shown in figure 106

(dot-dash lines) we find that the condenser
in figure 107 is charged twice during each

cycle, whereas the equivalent condenser in a

half wave system is charged but once dur-
ing each cycle.

The time elapsing between the charging
moments of the condenser represents a
variation in voltage equivalent to an alter-

nating emf or a ripple voltage. This ripple

voltage is the "hum" in the eliminator. In
the half wave system, the major hum fre-

quency is that of the line supply. In the

full wave system, the major hum frequency
is equal to twice the frequency of the line

supply. Thus if two eliminators, a half wave
and a full wave system are fed from a 60
cycle line, the major hum frequency in the
former will be 60 cycles and in the latter.

120 cycles.

At this stage one is apt to ask, "What is

the advantage of the full wave system?"
Obviously it must have some advantage if

it is used despite the fact that it requires
more tubes and a change in the transformer,
this change being such as to make the unit

more expensive. The advantages are many.
In the first place the period elapsing be-
tween moments of charge is less in the full

wave than in the half wave system, conse-
quently, for a constant imput voltage to the

tube, the voltage output of the complete
system is greater in the full wave than in

the half wave systems. In the second place,

the steady plate current in a half wave sys-

tem is equal to the mean of the current
during a complete cycle. With unit peak-

current, the mean current is .318x1. In

s.

ft.
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the full wave system, the steady plate cur-

rent is the mean current of the half wave
rectifier multiplied by 2 and with unit peak
current, the steady current is .636x1. Thus
the use of the full wave system increases the
rectified plate current to twice that of the
half wave system. If we consider the voltage
and current output of such a rectifier sys-
tem as being equal to a certain amount of

power, the wattage at any one value of volt-

age is approximately four times as great

This is Lesson 28 in The Rider Series on Sound Projection
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with the full wave as with the half wave
system.

The third advantage is found in the case

of separating the A.C. and D.C. components
in the pulsating output of the rectifier sys-

tem. While we are not yet prepared to

discuss the filtering action, it is not a diffi-

cult matter to correlate the action of a con-

denser and a choke upon alternating current

with the action taking place in the filter.

Consider as the primary arrangement, the

condenser across the circuit and a choke in

series with the D.C. circuit. The choke will

tend to allow the flow of the major portion

of the alternating current around itself,

whereas the choke in series with the D.C.
circuit will tend to limit or retard the flow

of alternating current.

Since the frequency of the full wave sys-

tem is twice that of the half wave, the con-
denser will tend to more readily allow the

flow of current, whereas the choke will re-

tard the flow of current to an extent equal

to twice that possible in a half wave system.

Supplementary to the above is the fact that

the amplitude of the voltage fluctuation be-

tween moments of charge in the full wave
system is about half of that found in the

half wave system, so that considering all

matters, the full wave arrangement enables

filtering four times more easily than the half

wave system, a very definite advantage.

TUBES FOR FULL WAVE AND HALF
WAVE RECTIFIERS. ... The type of

tube used for half wave rectification has

been mentioned. As far as full wave recti-

fication is concerned, the plates PI and P2
may be contained within one evacuated
chamber with a single filament common to

both or with separate filaments, connected
in such fashion that a single voltage source
supplies the excitation voltage. Such a tube
is typified by the 380 rectifying tube.

Thus far no mention has been made of

the magnitude of the currents and voltages

present in such systems. This is entirely a

matter of design, although the types of tubes

mentioned would seem to indicate that the

systems were of the high voltage low current

type. By high voltage we mean about 1000
volts and about 100 to 200 milliamperes of

current. This does not mean that the sys-

tems of rectification outlined are limited to

such values of current and voltage. The
same system is applicable to the use of low
voltage and high current rectifiers. The
high voltage and low current system is used
to supply plate and grid voltages, in some
cases filament voltages as well, whereas the

low voltage and high current system are
used to supply filament voltages.

As far as the actual process of rectifica-

tion is concerned the systems employing the

Tungar type of tube perform in like manner.
There is one difference. This exists within

the tube itself. In the high voltage low
current type of rectifiers such as the 380 and
the 381, the filament is the sole source of

electrons. In the filament type of low volt-

age high current rectifiers, the filament is

-
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the primary source of electrons. The re-

mainder, and actually the greater portion of

the current carriers are supplied by the inert

gas which is placed within the tube at the

time of manufacture. With respect to oper-

ation of the tube, the excitation of the fila-

ment causes the emission of electrons. These

c I:

charges during their transit to the plate

which is placed at a positive potential with

respect to the filament, collide with the mole-
cules of gas and disrupt the structure of

the atoms by knocking off an electron, thus

creating another current carrier. This con-

tinual state of agitation results in ionization

of the molecules and in a very short time,

the entire space between the plate and the

filament is filled with positive and negative

carriers and the tube is in a conducting
state.

VOLTAGE REGULATION : We made
mention of the need for some means of sep-

arating the A.C. and D.C. components
present in the output of the rectifier sys-

tem, so that the output of the eliminator

would be the required D.C. with minimum
A.C. ripple. Such is the function of the

filter. Now in connection with filter sys-

tems, it is necessary to set forth a certain

characteristic of the rectifying systems out-

lined thus far. If we consider any one value

of output voltage and any one value of cor-

responding current, the system provides con-
stant vokage and constant current. In

other words there is, generally speaking, no
momentary fluctuation of voltage or current.

Yet we cannot speak of the complete sys-

tem as being a constant voltage or constant
current device. One of the reasons for this

is the variable impedance of the rectifier

tube. Another reason is the D.C. resistance

present within the filter system. The cumu-
lative effect of these two points of voltage
drop is that the voltage and current output
are related and vary in opposite directions.

In other words, the current output is a
variable, with a maximum limit, and depen-
dent upon the voltage output. In turn the

voltage output is also a variable, with a

maximum limit and dependent upon the cur-

rent load. With any one value selected as

the reference value, the voltage decreases as

the current load increases and the voltage
increases as the current load decreases. The
maximum voltage is naturally limited by the

voltage applied to the tube plate, the drop
within the tube and the minimum drop
across the resistance present in the filter

system not yet described. This minimum is

the drop due to the minimum current flow

through the filter system.
In turn the maximum current is also

limited by the voltage applied to the tube

and the design of the rectifier, primarily the

design of the filament, because the filament

is called upon to carry the rectified current

as well as the excitation current. Of course,

the plate within the rectifier tube also limits

the maximum current by virtue of the lim-

ited heat dissipation of the electrode. The
higher the current the greater the heat devel-

oped. If the current reaches sufficient pro-

portions, the heat developed causes the

emission of occluded gases from the plate

and volatilization of the plate. The former,

by virtue of ionization of the gas, increases

the current through the tube and therefore

the current through the filament, resulting

in burnout of the filament.

Thus, the rectifier form of power supply

must be operated within certain prescribed

limits, or should we say, that the rectifier

form of power supply finds application

within certain prescribed limits.

Now in connection with the variation of

voltage and current, there is a definite state

in which best performance is secure. Since

the voltage output decreases with each in-

crement of current load, it is decidedly ad-

vantageous to secure a variation which is

minimum. That is to say, as long as there
(Continued on page 34)
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Theatre Men Win
Allies in Fight

On Chi Subways
Chicago—Active opposition to the State

Street subway plans, as forecast in Motion
Picture News last week, was taken by

property owners who are now circulating a

legal petition which, if signed by a major-

ity of owners, will tie up actual construction

work on the bore for one year and will

probably result in a change of the present

plans. Though the opposition was not fos-

tered by local theatre interests, it is under-

stood that at least two theatre offices affect-

ed will sign the petition.

Theatre opposition to the subway plans is

centered on the underground pedestrian

thoroughfare, on which shops and store en-

trances will be permitted, which will line

both sides of the underground transporta-

tion system. It is feared that this arrange-

ment will have a serious effect on "drop in"

trade at the State Street theatres; particu-

larly during inclement weather. At such

times, the "drop in" trade here reaches its

peak.

A peculiar situation confronts the theatre

men in their opposition to the subway plans

now being considered. They oppose any
diversion of pedestrians from the present

street levels ; whereas other State Street

property owners approve the idea of an
underground pedestrian thoroughfare, and
are merely in opposition to details of the

present plans for its construction. Thus,
the theatres are hesitant about alligning

themselves with an opposition that is only

half in accord with the theatre viewpoint.

The theatres which will sign the petition,

however, will do so in the hope of obtain-

ing a delay which will give them additional

time in which to marshal their opposition.

Stresses Sex Angle;
Public Falls for It

Chicago—There may be a moral in this

:

The British International picture, "Juno
and the Paycock," played two weeks at the
Punch & Judy Theatre, swank 350-seat
house which closed recently. The two
weeks' gross was slightly better than $5,000.
Last week, the Castle' Theatre, 299-seat
den at State and Madison Streets, took the
B. I. picture and was half-way to the $5,000
mark on the fourth day. At the Castle,

however, the picture is known as "The
Shame of Mary Boyle," and much ado is

made in the theatre's ads over the "adults
only" tag it bears, a point that the now de-
funct Punch & Judy failed to stress.

Wabash Ave.—South

CHICAGO.
MAX ASCHER has taken over the lease

on the Punch & Judy Theatre and will

reopen the swank house within the next few
days. Initial policy will provide for the play-
ing of the best available independent product
and whatever second runs are considered to

have a chance. It is also rumored that the

Aschers have considered the likelihood of mak-
ing the spot a newsreel house, but fear its lo-

cation is against it under such a policy. Rental
is said to be on a percentage basis.

* * *

Fox is considering plans for rebuilding the

Portage Park Theatre, which will make it a

de luxe spot if carried out. Tough competitive
situation in that locality makes some sort of
move advisable, we are told.

* * *

Give-aways have abandoned their first love.

Radio, and are now swinging to refrigerators.

Explanation is that so many people have been
given radios in the last couple of years that they
are now offering to give them back to the the-
atres in lieu of cash admissions. The tremend-
ous popularity of the ice cube is said to make
the refrigerator give-away a popular one, but
a few far-sighted managers are wary about it.

Looking into the future they see the time when
today's customers will be tomorrow's kitchen
gin drinkers, happily gathered about their re-
frigerators, indifferent to the fact that Garbo
is generating heat for a flock of empty seats

at the neighborhood theatre.

* * *

Harry Ascher has gone Coston. and can
now be seen decorating, a desk at the Warner
theatre offices.

* * *

Current depression has solved all labor trou-
bles here. The boys with jobs are plenty satis-

fied to stay that way, with the result that no
new demands or old kicks are on call at union
meetings these days.

* * *

Theatre acoustics cases continued till Janu-
ary 7. They might have been settled at the
last hearing save for the fact that the prose-
cuting attorney reached in his brief case for
the eindence and found it had decayed with
age. He asked for time in which to go through
the Field Museum files in search of something
that would take its place.

* * *

Cinema Art is celebrating an anniversary.
In these times if they last a year it's something
to celebrate.

* * *

Local theatre employees are bringing to the
attention of their employers the action .of the
owner of the Vine Theatre at Mount Vernon,
Ohio, who has announced that his theatre will
be closed on Christmas and New York's Days
because he believes his employees should have
those days off, too.

KANE.

Chicago Theatre

Imitating Old
Bar Free Lunch

Chicago—R-K-0 Palace Theatre here is

going other "hand-out" theatres one better.

Instead of the customary coffee and cigaret,

with an occasional cookie that is included

by the more profligate houses, the Palace
is putting out a complete lunch. Service
includes several varieties of sandwiches,
cakes, coffee or tea, mints and smokes. A
special invitation is made to women holiday

shoppers to top off a morning's haggling
with clerks by luncheon at the Palace and
show afterward. Most of the "acceptances"
to date, however, have more of the charac-
teristics of the unemployed than of the

shoppers.

Loop hamburger joints and one-arm res-

taurants are a little sensitive about the thing
and a few threaten to bring their complaints
to the R-K-O home office.

Nick, Sue Buck
Notre Dame Team

Chicago '— Sue Carol and hubby, Nick
Stuart, were pleasantly surprised when they

arrived in town and found the La Salle sta-

tion jammed with welcoming thousands, an
assortment of bands and town dignitaries.

They had forgotten, momentarily, that the

Notre Dame football team, returned from
the Southern California spectacle, was
aboard the same train.

In spite of the football ballyhoo at the

station and in local papers, Bill Brumberg
and Frank Young, R-K-0 Chicago vigil-

antes, succeeded in sidetracking enough
photographers and reporters to get the Stu-

art family a nice break in print. Sue and
Nick were en route to New York, but plan-

ned to return here, they said, to spend the
holidays with Sue's parents.

To the Pure-
Chicago—Catch-line and key of the R-

K-0 State-Lake's advertisements on "Her
Man" was, "He was 'Her Man' but he done
her wrong." The sanctimonious Daily Trib-
une turned thumbs down on the phrase,
with the result that the line appeared in
that paper as, "He was 'Her Man' but he
failed her." All other papers consented to
the "wrongdoing."
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Theatre

Construction

Mansfield, O.—Warners are erecting a new
theatre here. It will have a seating capacity of

2,500.

Stockton, Cal.—National Theatres Syndicate

is erecting a new theatre to seat 2,000.

Winlock, Wash.—W. W. Webb is erecting a

theatre here to be operated by Western Thea-
tres. It will have a seating capacitv of about

350.

Salina, Kas.—A new Midland Circuit theatre

has been erected here with a seating capacity

of 1,508. Boiler Brothers are architects.

Winston-Salem, N. C.—The Colonial has re-

opened with Bonner Sams as mannager. It has

been repainted and 850 new seats have been
installed. It is operated by the Twin City

Theatre Corp.

Yakima, Wash.—Fox West Coast Theatres
has remodeled the Capitol here.

Roseburg, Ore.—The Antlers has been re-

opened after extensive remodeling.

Victoria, Tex.—Frels Theatres, .Inc., has
erected a new theatre here. W. Bliss is the

architect.

Long Beach, Cal.—Warners' new San Pedro
theatre will be opened at an early date, accord-
ing to officials oi the firm. It will have a
seating capacity of 2,500.

Anaconda, Mont.—Washoe Amusement Co. is

erecting a new theatre here, w'hich, when com-
pleted, will have a seating capacity of 1,500.

CLASSIFIED ADS

For Sale

500 Leather Upholstered Theatre Chairs. 1—3-Unit
Ticket Register. 2 Complete Simplex Projectors.
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc., 630
Ninth Avenue, New York City.

Situation Wanted

CARPENTER, CABINET MAKER and
UPHOLSTERER, especially experienced in taltine
care of seats—either salary or contract. ALEX
CEIZLER. 1311 Avenue K. Brooklyn, New York.

Situation Wanted

PROJECTIONIST—Six years experienced Powers or
Simplex; Western Electric: go anywhere; state sal-

ary; references. HOWARD DeSHAZO, Senatobia,
Miss.

Situation Wanted

ACE PROJECTIONIST, now employed, seeks bigger
opportunities. Also qualified to serve as Assistant
Manager. Address Box 694. Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.

Newcastle, Wyo.—A new theatre has been

opened here under the ownership and manage-
ment of O. S. Cleveland. It has a seating ca-

pacity of 350.

Beverly Hills, Cal.—Warners are erecting a

new theatre here under the supervision of Jack

L. Warner. It will have a seating capacity of

2,000.

Inverness, Fla.—The Avalon has been re-

opened here under the management of E-. M.
Whaley, Jr.

Santa Monica, Cal.—The new Wilshire-
Santa Monica theatre will be opened soon, ac-

cording to F. W. McManus, who will operate

the house.

Spirit Lake, la.—H. D. Finkelstein recently

bought the Solon and Fraser theatres from H.
N. Davis.

Commerce, Okla.—The New Plaza, formerly

the Rex, has been reopened under management
of W. G. Forrest.

Maysville, Ky.—The new Russel will be

opened soon under the management of Col. Rus-
sel.

=THE-

Projectionists'

Round Table

— By John F. Rider -

{Continued from page 32 )

must be a variation of output voltage and
since the current load for any one condi-

tion has a definite minimum, best perform-

ance is such if the voltage regulation is such

as to cause the minimum change in plate

voltage for a unit change in current. This
variation "because of the character of the

plate impedance of the tube" is by no means
a linear function. Expressed in another

manner, if a rectifier system is designed to

supply a maximum of 600 volts at 120

milliamperes and the initial current load

adjustment is such that the current load is

10 milliamperes, the available voltage may
be as high as 850 volts. Increasing the load

to 15 milliamperes may cause a reduction

in voltage of 30 to 35 volts, whereas another
increase of 5 milliamperes of load current

will cause a change of but 3.5 or 4 volts per

milliampere. As the load current approaches

the maximum limit, the operating axis ap-

proaches the flat portion of the plate im-
pedance characteristic and the minimum
variation voltage takes place for a unit

variation of load current.

An idea of voltage regulation can be

gleaned by reference to figures 110 and 111.

The formor shows the voltage regulation

across the output of a full wave rectifier

employing the 380 tube with the voltages

specified. The latter illustration shows the

voltage regulation characteristic across the

output of the rectifiers in a half wave system
employing one 3S1 tube. The voltages asso-

ciated with the separate curves are the volt-

ages (r.m.s.) applied to the plates of the

rectifiers. Figure 112 can be used as the

equivalent of the full wave 380 system with
the voltage measured across the two points

X and XI and figure 113 can be used as the

equivalent of the half wave rectifier em-
ploying the 381 tube with the voltage meas-
ured across the points X and XI.

New
Incorporations

A LBANY—Lake Theatre Corp., F. Weid-
man, Rochester. 50 shares common.

Trenton—Hugh Falk Amusement Co., Inc.,

Newark—David Bobker, Newark. 100 shares
common.

Dover—Industrial and Educational Films, Inc.

(Far East), Shanghai, China, motion pictures,

Corp. Service Co. Capital, $200,000.

Albany—Rose Theatre, motion pictures. At-
torneys, Albany Service Co., 299 Broadway,
Manhattan. 100 shares.

Dover—Shamokin Capitol Theatres, Inc.,

Wilmington, Del., Corp. Trust Co. 1,000 shares
common.

Albany—German-American Film Associates,
motion pictures. E. Salit, 1440 Broadway, Man-
hattan. 150 shares common.

Trenton—K. and C. Theatre Co., Inc., Jersey
City. Jack G. Goldberg, Jersey City. 100,000
shares common.

Boston—Rialto Theatre of Lowell, Inc. Capi-
tal, $50,000. Incorporators: Lewis Showstack,
Dorchester, Mass., Beatrice Boyd and Eva
Neudell.

Dover, Del.—Reno Theatres, Inc., Wilming-
ton Corporation Trust Co. 2,000 shares corn-

Boston—Taunton Park Amusement Co.,

Taunton. Incorporators : Herman A. Mrntz,
Julius Joelson of Somerville a:.d Benjamin H.
Green.

Trenton, N. J.—Oxford Theatre Co., Inc.,

Little Falls. Incorporators : Reginald A. Church
and Woodcliff. 100 shares common.

Boston, Mass.—Aetna Amusement Enter-
prises, Boston. Incorporators: Josephine M.
Cannata, Lillian M. Walker of Braintree and
Norma A. Walker.

Dover, Del.—Finkelstein Theatres, Inc., Wil-
mington, Corporation Trust Co. 3,000 shares.

Albanv, N. Y.—Vitacolor Productions, J.

Kendler, 1540 Broadway. Manhattan. 1,000

shares common.

Boston—Plymouth Theatre Co., Worcester.
Incorporators : Joseph M. and Max L. Leven-
son of Boston and Fred B. Murphy of Quincy.
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Preaching?

IN this publication business,

once an issue is off to press,

we are so busy working on
the next issue that we generally
pay no attention to the old ones.

But finding a few spare moments
the other day we went through
the Club section in the last Show-
man edition and read it through
carefully.

Now we are wondering wheth-
er any of the crowd are begin-
ning to think that we were
preaching. That's what a lot of

those articles might sound like

to one who would not look deep-
er than just the cold print.

We cautioned you about un-
tidy offices, neglecting the boiler

room, watching the staff's uni-

forms, inspecting the theatre's

equipment, avoiding roof leaks,

seats, etc., etc. Altogether it

sounded very much like a teacher
taking advantage of a room full

of pupils and making 'em sit

through an endless amount of

preaching.

But honestly, fellows, the
thought never entered our heads.
What we had to say in print con-
stitutes exactly what we might
discuss in the course of a friendly
visit between any member and
your chairman.

After all, there are so many
angles to theatre management, it

is pardonable if we overlook a lit-

tle something here and there, but
by putting the most important
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items before you from time to

time, and furthermore, suggest-
ing ways and means of avoiding
trouble from such sources, we
feel that we are merely rendering
a service directly in line with the

ideals of our organization.
Try to keep that thought in

mind whenever you happen
across something we have to say
on the Club pages which may
sound like preaching. Remember,
it's not that at all. We are sim-
ply covering a lot of territory
through our many followers.

Don't think for one moment
that we are immune from criti-

cism, on the contrary, most of the
things we discuss from week to

week are based upon the reaction
and comment from our members
and readers. Very often they
take exception to what we say
and show us where our point of
view may be wrong.

That's great. Exactly what we
like. It guides us along the
proper path when we start to

stray. And it convinces the boys
all over the world that their

problems are ours. Maybe that is

the reason why the mail bag is

getting heavier all the time.

Never, in the history of show
business, has there been a medi-
um to compare with the Club
pages, whereby our members can
meet on a common ground and
talk things over. Thereby help-
ing each other and helping them-
selves.

"Chick."
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Serial Plugging Was
Profitable Kiddie
Business Booster

Determined to boost kiddie

business at Proctor's Theatre
in New Rochelle, N. Y., to a

new high and establish a rec-

ord for juvenile attendance,

Bert Lowe, manager of the

^^^^^^^^^^^____^^ house, turned out a complete
and effective campaign for the

opening installment of his recently booked serial, "The Indians

Are Coming," Universal's thriller, starring Colonel Tim McCoy.
On the day before the picture opened, the local paper car-

ried an ad plugging it. The ad was larger than the regular

insertion used to plug the feature picture. We are showing this

ad here in order that you
may see its make-up, and
pass along any comment,
derogatory or compliment-
ary, on Loew's showman-
ship. Take a look at its

sterling copy. Note its head-
ing directed to the kids.

Look at the box announc-
ing that free admission
would be given any kiddies

joining the special Indian
parade, conceived by Lowe,
about which we will say
more in a moment. Does he
know his stuff? You be the

judge.

Other activities, along the

advance plug line, included
2,000 heralds of circus flyer

type and imprinted on both sides, which were distributed at

schools the day before the opening; special letters sent to the

principals of nine schools asking them to inform the kids of

the picture's educational value
; phone messages inviting the

faculties of the schools to attend the opening installment of the
film, and special publicity stories in the newspaper.
As a lobby display, an Indian tepee, constructed of muslin

IP
Showuif Sdnuilwwia), *Ufc Rciy Tbaatre, New York Cily

and bamboo, and carrying painted signs in the Indian tongue,
was used. Arrangements were made for this display to be
placed, at a later date, in the window of a local archery school.
A tie-up was made with the archery school whereby any of the
school's patrons hitting the heart of a painted Indian—used as

a target—would be given a free ticket to the theatre. The In-
dian carried a plug on the serial.

The kiddie parade on the opening day caused quite a stir

about the town. The first 350 kiddies joining the procession
were given Indian hats and admitted free to the theatre. It

was originally planned, and advertised, to grant free admission
to only 200 kids, but the record turn-out caused Lowe to rescind
the limited order and boost it up an additional 150. Several
kiddies in the parade, which was headed by a drum corps and
police escort, carried signs. Two ballyhoo men, dressed as In-
dians, carried the accessory banner plugging the picture.

At the matinee, 500 buttons plugging the serial, playdates,

and theatre, printed in red on a white background, were handed
out to the kids. As an additional plug, three Indian blankets
were awarded to those persons in the audience holding check
numbers corresponding to ones called off from the stage.

As has been stated, the campaign was complete and effective,

so much so that Lowe accomplished his objective—crowding
more kids into the house than had before been seen. So long
as showmanship of this type continues to be displayed, in that
measure will the kiddie business continue. We'd like to hear
from Lowe again and we hope he will let us know how the
kid business is holding up. And if any of our members have
any slants on the subject, we're ready to present them. The
more the merrier. Send them in.

HOW MUCH TO JOIN ?

5 THE APPLICATION—

J AN ENVELOPE—

J A2C STAMP—

J AND THE SPIRIT
OF HELPING YOUR
BROTHER SHOWMEN
WHILE HELPING
YOURSELF!

5 AND SEE WHAT YOU GET—

J MEMBERSHIP IN THIS
GREAT SHOWMEN'S CLUB—

J FRAMED CERTIFICATE—

J NEW PEP-
NEW IDEAS—
AND THE OPPORTUNITY
OF SHOWING WHAT YOU
CAN DO!

ALL FOR ONE AND ONE FOR ALL

!
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Give Hiehle A Hand!
Congratulations are in order for Riney Hiehle,

formerly of the Smoot and Lincoln Theatres in

Parkersburg, West Va., who, in the face of stiff

opposition, has constructed and opened a four
hundred seat house of modernistic design in the
heart of the business section of the city. Hiehle's

past record more than proves that he knows the
show game from A to Z. It will be interesting to

watch him combat competition. Keep us posted,

Riney.

Oscar's Campaign
Went Over Big and
Boosted Business

We had been wondering
what sort of business Earl Os-
car was having at the Ritz

Theatre in Athens, Alabama,
and began to figure that he
was pretty busy. You see, he

^=^^^^=^=^^^^=^^= has not appeared on the Club
pages in some time. So we

were sort of wondering. But, Earle came to the rescue, and
here's the latest of his activities.

When he played the "King of Jazz," he informs us that one
of his best selling draws was a shadow box in front of the

theatre. It was a unique arrangement. A three-sheet shadow
box was first constructed. The hvo one-sheet boxes. The one-
sheet shadow boxes were placed atop the three, and two hun-
dred watt bulb placed in the center for illumination. The bulb
had the display looking like a Broadway sign. The shadow
box display was lighted when the house started the first evening
show and continued through until the box-office closed. It was
used a day in advance of playdates and attracted plenty of com-
ment. So much for that.

On his campaign for "The Cuckoos," Earle turned out some
fine work. This campaign was a winner from the time he start-

ed. Many novel gags were used. In keeping with the tone of

the picture, the exploitation was cuckoo. Novel heralds carry-

ing many funny catchlines were used, Earle taking advantage
of some back issues of the Club pages to secure copy. Two boys
were dressed up in comical fashion and despatched about the
street. One of the boys was dressed in feminine costume, and
wore a beard. A special cuckoo herald was turned out on Elec
tion Day, as the day happened to fall during the playdates
Another novel stunt was the placing of jumbled letters on sticks

The letters were placed all over the town and served as an ex-

cellent teaser plug. Still another good gag was the placing of

a couple of jugs on a barrel. The jugs were labeled "Laugh
Tonic" and were purported to be given to anyone who didn't

laugh while seeing the cuckoos.
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We are showing a photo of the front of the Ritz Theatre to

give you an idea of how Earle carried out the cuckoo tone.

A bunch of letters of assorted sizes were hung about the mar-
quee. They spelled out the title of the picture and the stars.

They looked so out of place that the attention of persons pass-

ing the theatre was drawn to them, and the publicity resulting

helped to sell the show. Earle tells us that what he thinks
was one of the finest stunts of his campaign consisted of a tie-

up with a furniture store, whereby the store agreed to place a

bed in one of their spacious windows. A dummy figure of i.

girl was placed in the bed. A large card in the window an-
nounced that the girl was resting up to see "The Cuckoos"
at the Ritz.

We are very glad to note that Earle is continuing his live-

wire activity at the Ritz and we hope that he will keep it up
and let us in on whatever else he is doing to sell shows. What
do you say, Earle?

When a group of ushers
get together and work for

a worthy cause, they cer-

tainly deserve a word of

praise. And it is just for

^=^=^^^^^^=^^= that reason we are writing
this little story about the

service staff of the Olympia Theatre—the house managed
by George Laby—in Boston, Mass.

Give These Boys A
Hand For This One;
They've Earned It!

The staff has a club tagged "The Olympia Service Club."
By their recent action they more than proved it to be a
"service club." Each boy on the staff brought edibles from
home, or bought them with his own money, and distributed
them to needy families throughout the city. Fifteen bas-
kets were given out. The names were secured from one
of the Boston papers, and the editor of the sheet was so
pleased with the boys' generous move that he granted
them a three-column picture in the paper.
A short time ago we passed along some info on what

these young men are doing at the house. Those of you who
follow our pages regularly will recall that they are very
active fellows, having a house organ of their own, a club
room, president, etc. And now we are showing a picture of

them. Look them over. One never knows. But one thing
we do know: there's 12 darn fine Americans in the photo!
Do you agree?

Irving Wernick Says:
"Congratulations — a wonderful idea — a

wonderful column — Anyone who has the the-
atre they are connected with at heart should
read the Managers' Round Table Club, and the
entire contents of the Motion Picture News."

Playhouse Theatre,
Cedarhurst, Long Island.
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Have You Ever Used
A Street Ballyhoo

Such as Hadden's?

A street ballyhoo that pack-

ed a wallop was the one used
recently by J. S. Hadden, man-
ager of the Paramount The-
atre in Joplin, Mo., when he
was selling "Feet First."

=^^=^=^^^=^^^^^^ Hadden secured the services

of a boy in answer to a classi-

fied ad and dressed him in a yellow slicker, glassless goggles

—

with a large sign on his back reading, "Guess the size of my
shoes and win a free ticket to see Harold Lloyd in 'Feet First'

—-Paramount—Sunday." The boy paraded the streets for two
days in advance of playdates. And in view of the sign on his

back, he had many admirers, especially those who were intent

upon correctly estimating the size of his shoes. Many persons

stopped the boy as he walked about the town. To those guess-

ing the correct size, a ticket was given, and it is interesting to

note that though many stopped him, but few of them were
given tickets, the shoes being of so deceptive a nature as to

puzzle even a shoe salesman.
Another feature of Hadden's campaign was a co-operative

tie-up that resulted in much publicity for the picture was a

herald tie-up with four merchants. These merchants took space

on the heralds with a mat of Harold Lloyd's head cut in four

parts being placed in each ad space. Copy at the bottom stated

that the first fifteen customers to correctly assemble the Lloyd
head would receive guest tickets to see the picture. The mer-
chants paid the entire cost of printing and distributing 6,000

heralds.

George A. Curtis of

Springfield, Ohio, Is

An Active Showman

"Maybe It's Love" was the
title of the picture that was
being plugged by George A.
Curtis, manager of the State
Theatre in Springfield, Ohio,
but according to Curtis, who

^^— refuses to take the business
depression seriously, it might

be called "Maybe It's Business." And to show you what he
means by the statement we'll have to call your attention to the

photograph appearing with this story.

In the photo you can note the crowd of people waiting for

the house to open. The film went over big in the town, its

success in a large measure being due to the clever work that

Curtis turned out on it. As the picture has a college football

theme, a great many advantageous tie-ups were made about
town. Football teams were contacted, sporting goods stores

loaned window space for the plugging of the picture, the street

ballyhoos were good, and the newspaper gave the film publicity.
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We would like to point out to you the novel banner under-
neath the marquee of the theatre. In the banner's construction,
you will note that it is composed of beaverboard, studded with
electric lights. This is a very inexpensive means of plugging
your pictures and it is one that might also be of value in your
town. Look it over, and if you think you can use it, set to work
on construction. We want to thank Mr. A. J. Metz, Jr., for
taking enough interest in the Club to pass this along to us.
We'd like to hear some more from him. And also the live-
wires of the Regent, Majestic and Fairbanks Theatres. And,
oh yes! We'd like you to meet Mr. Curtis, who is seen stand-
ing in front of the crowd. The arrow points him out.

"The Showman 's

Calendar "

AN EXCLUSIVE CLUB FEATURE

Check up on these dates each week and see how
you can turn them into "money dates" for your

theatre.

Each new month offers new days of untold

opportunities.

Dec. 25

Dec. 26

Dec. 28

Dec. 29

Dec. 31

Jan. 1

Jan. 4

Jan. 6

Jan. 17

Jan. 18

DECEMBER
Christmas
Washington Crossed the Dela-
ware (1776)

Washington defeated British at
Battle of Trenton (1776)

Woodrow Wilson's Birthday
(1856)

Iowa becomes a state (1848)

New Year's Eve

JANUARY
New Year's Day

Paul Revere's Birthday (1735)

Emancipation Proclamation
(1863)

Utah became a state (1896)

Pres. Taft proclaims admission
New Mexico as state (1912)

Theodore Roosevelt's Death
(1919)

Epiphany (Quebec) (Porto
Rico)

Benjamin Franklin's Birthday
(Born 1706)

Daniel Webster's Birthday
(Born 1782)

Can you tie any of the above events into

your theatre's activities?

And don't overlook the many local events that
are constantly turning up right in your own town,
county or state.

Keep an eye on "The Showman's
Calendar" Cor an advance tip on

future holidays and events.
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WHAT IS EXPLOITATION?
By FRED S. MEYER, General Manager, Alhambra Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

President, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Wisconsin, Inc.

QUI BONO?
QUI BONO? Or, to use its English equivalent—for whose benefit?

CO MUCH has been said and published about exploitation and its value that it appears

high time to ask: "for whose benefit?" In the words of Will Rogers, "All I know is

what I read in the papers," and according to this source of information, the first exploi-

teer of record was Nero. Anybody can stand around and help extinguish a fire, but

Nero furnished musical accompaniment wh ile the flames raised havoc with Rome, thus

he established for himself the reputation as exploiteer number one, even ante-dating

Harry Reichenbach. The only difference is the latter undoubtedly would have furnished

Paul Whiteman's band and served tea, but Nero, being just a young fellow trying to

get along, couldn't possibly think of everything in this, his first exploitation campaign.

FROM Xero's time on, there descended upon
this more or less arid mundane sphere three

separate and distinct types of exploiteers. (I

hope before I finish this I'll be able to think
of a different name for the species.) Number
one started right in where Nero left off. To
him everything was justifiable, all means
legitimate so long as it meant publicity. In this

class there came in the course of time, P. T.
Barnum, and still later, Teddy Roosevelt, whose
slogan was, "I don't care what people say
about me as long as they keep talking about
me. So long as my name is mentioned I will

never be a nonentity." And—strange as it may
seem—an adherence to this policy is still pur-
sued by many and not always without success:

Tying up with an automobile dealer simply be-

cause Lizzy Dimples poses in a Mack truck
will not necessarily require police reserves to

handle the crowds but the tie-up will and does
excite interest and at least publicize what you
have to sell in a channel away from the beaten
path.

DESCEXDANCY number two has but one
thought in mind ; namely to obtain personal

publicity. With all due respect to many branch
office exploitation representatives for whom
I have the highest regard and most profound
admiration, I believe I can count on one hand
those who brought along a single worth-while
idea. To the majority of class two members
everything is good exploitation that gets
publicity, and those who can't CREATE
have no scruples whatever about pilfering the

house manager's ideas and then claiming it as

their own. I think it was Rabbi Ben Akeeba
who said, "There is nothing new under the

sun," and this certainly applies to the general
run of exploitation. And it most assuredly
goes for the officers and members of category
number two.

THE third degree of the tribe of Nero des-
cendants is in the majority. With a certain

knowledge of advertising and publicity comes
the greatest teacher of all : experience. And
experience teaches that exploitation whether
TN the theatre, reflected via newspaper ads or

by ballyhoo must be backed up by a certain

sense of showmanship. I am not in a position

to contradict a statement often made, that no
exploiteer ever made a good manager, but I

have never heard anybody say that a success-

ful theatre operator does not know every angle

of showmanship. The definition of a showman
is as ambiguous as that of an exploiteer. Hor-
witz of Texas is a showman, isn't he?

If experience teaches but one thing, it is the

realization that today is the tomorrow you

worried about yesterday. In this business of
ours no two attractions can be sold alike. Every
day brings something new but always the

query : "What's it going to mean at the box-
office?" A few weeks ago I was asked, "Do
you use 24 sheets every week?" and I said

"only on outstanding pictures," to which my
friend replied, "Maybe that's what makes them
outstanding." That gives me an idea to get
out a letter on this subject . .

." Well, write
your own caption ; no need of discussing it

here. Whether you are a branch manager, an
independent theatre owner in the average sized
city, or the head of a circuit, the underlying
principles are fundamentally the same. If it

brings money to your box-office and reflects

creditably to your .theatre, it's worth-while
publicity and exploitation, no matter what the
formula may have been.

BY far and large, not every campaign brings
the results anticipated. I recall opening with

a picture "cold," without the aid of anything
but an average ad in the newspapers. This
happened since talking pictures came into be-
ing, and the picture I refer to was NOT a
talking picture ; it didn't even have dialogue se-

quences (all of which was made quite clear
in our ads) and—lo and behold, business was
outstanding. Then, on the other hand, many
times we got back of a picture and gave it

"everything but the kitchen sink" and business
was just so, sometimes not even that good.
Why? There can be but one answer. It's the
show business. If public reaction could be
measured in advance with any degree of ac-
curacy, there'd be no need of managers, let

alone exploiteers.

Fred S. Meyer is one of the best
known showmen in the middle west by
virtue of his affiliation with the
M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin, of which he
is president, and as a wide-awake ex-
hibitor who understands theatre man-
agement and exploitation. This article
represents his views on the much dis-
cussed topic of how to sell pictures to
the public. We are certain that it will
be read with much interest every-
where, if you have an angle of your
own, or want to say something about
this particular article, or any of the
others which have appeared in this
series, just send them along and we'll
do the rest.

HERE'S something I would like to have
somebody explain to me. While operating

a number of theatres for a chain some years
ago, I happened to have lunch with the general
manager of another competitive circuit, also

chain controlled. Said he: "Why do you det

your managers spend so much money on adver-
tising and exploitation? Outstanding pictures

don't need it and on ordinary product it's wasted
anyhow." That day I went back to my office

and did a great deal of thinking. Was he
right? And, if he was, why did he concen-
trate on the product produced by his company
to the detriment of good pictures released by
others? The more I pondered over our con-
versation, the less I found myself able to sub-
scribe to it with the result that I instructed
all my managers once again to "treat each
picture as a separate entity. Not every attrac-
tion is outstanding by any means. Let your
conscience be your guide and handle the pub-
licity campaign as you would if you were
spending your own money." Maybe I'm wrong,
but that's the way I have always operated. I

care not who maketh the picture; if it has
possibilities, give it all you can.

HERE'S another example of showmanship
exemplified by a certain chain. No matter

how outstanding the attraction, theatres oper-
ated by this particular company are not per-
mitted to use any but silent trailers

!

ISN'T it a fact that subsequent runs profit

materially as the result of the exploitation
accorded a picture during its first run showing?
And does this not also apply to theatres in

the territory? Producers may say that a
"natural" is sure-fire box office in Squeedunk
or Oshkosh, but that's not true. Most assured-
ly not. I'll grant that good pictures are box-
office bets everywhere but I most emphatically
challenge the statement that subsequent and
nearby territorial runs are not greatly bettered
and box-office receipts fattened as the result

of a thorough first-run (key city) exploitation
campaign.

IT'S a wise exhibitor who does not resort
to a penny wise and pound foolish economy

policy by trying to save on accessories. Un-
less you get up some better material of your
own, my suggestion is "use accessories" and
use them liberally. And—stereotyped and oft-
times meaningless as talking trailers have been
—LTSE THEM. One good trailer offsets a
half dozen poor ones, especially on so-called
run pictures.

I
DID not write the book on showmanship;

t
neither do I claim originality on anything

we do. There's no doubt but that someone,
somewhere, has executed the same idea and un-
doubtedly better than we.

THERE'S nothing theoretical about our cam-
paigns. Everything is considered from a

common sense viewpoint, a showmanship angle,

if that's the way to put it. Here are a few
of the DO's we endeavor to follow

:

1. Concentrate on "getting an opening." If

that has failed, nothing much matters there-
after. A thorough campaign is solely de-
pendent upon word of mouth advertising.

2. Bring the attraction to the attention of the
greatest possible number of people so they
know it's in town.

(Continued on next page)
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Brock Plugged Coast

Screen Mag In The
Lobby Of Theatre

Within three hours after he
had received his initial allot-

ment of "Screen Mirror," the

ace movie magazine from Hol-
lywood, published out on the

Coast by Frank Whitbeck and
his crew of live-wires, W. F.

Brock, manager of the Kingsbridge Theatre, in the Bronx,
New York City, sold them out completely and was forced to

place a renewal order on the first night.

In view of the fact that he had called his showmanship into

play, and constructed a stand that more than packed a sell-

ing wallop, setting the magazines off to

good advantage, his success was not
surprising, though he was a bit astonished.

The stand was constructed of beaverboard
against the large mirrors in the lobby.

Tinseled strips, of various colors, formed a

border. The sign plugging the book was
attractively painted, the colors blending

perfectly. The words "Screen Mirror" and
the price were in cut-out letters, sprinkled

with metallics. The books were placed on

the counter and around the borders of the

stand. An attractive usherette stood near

by, attending to the sale of the magazines.

This is the first time, incidentally, that we have presented Mr.
Brock's picture on the Club pages. As we recounted his history

in a past issue of the Club pages, we will not publish it again

at this time, but we'd like you to know that he has 10 years'

show experience behind him, and has yet to record a losing

house. Take it from us, that's going some. And Brock further

says that he hopes to keep the record untarnished.

Some corking showmanship
was on display recently at

Houston, Texas, when it be-
came known to W. V. Taylor,
manager of the local Loew's
State Theatre, and the circuit's

=^==^^^^^^=^^^^^= executives in the city that the
new Navy cruiser Houston,

named after the Port City, would pay a visit to the Texas city.

And was Houston pleased? Here, in part, is what the Houston
Post- Dispatch thought of it.

Houston Exhibs Did
Their Part to Make
Celebration Winner

Bundle Checking!
A most important angle and one that shouldn't

be slipped up on during the Christmas Shopping
Season is a free checking service for bundles. If

you haven't a check room in your theatre, make
one for holiday use. Plug the angle by means of

trailer, house organ, and newspaper ads. In fact,

plug it in all advertising.

"The hosts of Houston," says the account, "Saturday will pay
tribute to an illustrious namesake when the battle cruiser Hous-
ton—majestic monarch of the ocean's blue—steams up the Ship
Channel and docks in a man-made harbor 50 miles from the sea.

"Gaily caparisoned in holiday attire and with streets and
buildings decorated in artistic and patriotic fashion, Houston
stands ready to welcome to this city the master battle cruiser

which the naval department saw fit to name after the Port City.

"During the past month every effort possible has been made
to make the visit of the cruiser one of magnificent proportions
and no stone has been left unturned in preparing for a celebra-

tion such as this city has never witnessed before.

"A delegation of city officials, public spirited citizens and com-
munity leaders will meet the vessel at the docks on her landing,

and welcome, with impressive ceremonies, the first visit of the

navy ship that has been named in honor of Houston."
How did the theatre figure in on this mammoth celebration?

Plenty! Mr. Taylor and Homer McCallon, publicity manager
of the house, turned out a special Loew's State Section that
was a corker. Twelve pages chock full of newsy bits about
coming attractions, pages of ads, pages of pictures, were con-
tained in this section. And, to top off his contribution to the
festivities, Taylor presented a nautical picture, Gilbert in "Way
For a Sailor," his latest starring vehicle. What more could be
asked? He spent plenty of time in helping the various commit-
tees, but it was well worth the trouble. The theatre received
loads of publicity and a whale of a lot of good-will. And, after

all, they count an awful lot toward boosting business. They
boosted it, too. We want to thank Homer McCallon for passing
this account along to us, and we hope that he will keep us
posted on the future doings at the State. What do you say,
Homer?

3. Cover at least one phase of the campaign
so that "he who runs may read."

4. Consider carefully all possible re-action.

Don't OVERDO it.

5. Be honest with your patrons. Write a mes-
sage based on facts only—truth always.

Better by far to have patrons stay away
entirely than to leave the theatre DISAP-
POINTED.

6. If the merchant gives you his window, live

up to what you promised in return. Store

windows are valuable or you would not

fight for them.

7. TAKE ADVANTAGE OF EVERY LO-
CAL, STATE OR NATIONAL EVENT.
If possible, tie it up with your campaign
in some form or other.

THE foregoing are, of course, only a few of

the DO's, written here at random. There
are many others equally or even more important.

And now for a few DON'T's that we religi-

ously strive to guard against

:

1. Don't try to kid the newspaper. Even if

you get away with it once, you'll be the

loser in the long run.

2. Don't approach the same source of co-op-

eration repeatedly. You only wear out

your welcome.

3. Don't worry about your competitors. If

they get away with something you over-
looked, rejoice that they established a pre-

cedent. Don't put a damper on their work
which might become a boomerang for you
later on.

4. Don't do as New York does, but rather as

it says. Gotham's ideas may be great but

that doesn't mean that Main Street will

subscribe to the same principles as Broad-
way.

5. Don't be afraid to handle your campaign
as a family affair. Many a brilliant sug-
gestion has come from an usher and a stage

employee. Give credit where it is due and
remember there's no monopoly on brains

and ideas.

6. NEVER ENDORSE A PICTURE UN-
LESS YOU REALLY MEAN EVERY-
THING YOU SAY. The smaller the

community, the larger your circle of friends

and acquaintances. Make them believe in

you !

WHEN you put a limit on what you are go-
ing to do, haven't you automatically put a

limit on what you can do? No showman,
worthy of the name, will think, let alone say,

that EVERY picture can be exploited or that

OUTSTANDING LARGE ads spell the dif-

ference between large and small returns at the

box-office. A "key town" had a concrete ex-
ample of such folly recently. A certain picture

(I understand it was quite good; at least east-

ern and coast reviews all waxed eloquently
about its merits) was booked for two weeks.
Big ads ; first picture to carry the manage-
ment's personal endorsement, etc. The picture

did one of the biggest nose-dives imaginable;
so much so in fact that it was "pulled" at the

end of the 6th day. That doesn't make the

picture bad ; neither does it prove that it's not
a box-office bet. I remember ten years ago

—

"Red Lantern" (Nazimova-Metro) was con-
sidered a national flop ; for me it was one of

the biggest clean-ups in Hamilton, Ohio.

TO sum it all up—exploitation, if backed by
a common sense showmanship angle, is as

essential as alcohol in the radiator of a car
these days. Whenever a campaign goes haywire,
I take time out to think it over. Somehow I

always find solace in George S. Kaufman's
analysis of an actor striving to become a star,

which I like to apply to exploitation. With
due apologies to the author, here's the ad lib

adaptation : "You spend many long hours
thinking and scheming and planning. The
memorable hour arrives. You get your name
in the headlines (trade papers, etc.) Your
name appears in the electric light (report to

and from the Home Office). Then, all of a
sudden a fuse blows out (the campaign has
flivved)—and WHERE ARE YOU?
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AUSTRALIAN ACTIVITIES!
Foreign Showmen
Pass Along Latest

Selling Activities

Along comes Australia with

a bunch of knockout stunts

used in the show-selling by
showmen of the Antipodes

;

and, showmen, just to start

this blurb off with an optimis-
=^ tic note, we are going to tell

you about a corking piece of

showmanship engineered by R. T. Palmer, manager of the

Grand Theatre in Perth.

Stuart Doyle, head of one of the largest theatre chains in

Australia, recently inaugurated an Optimists Club among the
managers of his circuit. The purpose of the Club was to imbue
a spirit of optimism in all the managers on the chain, in that

way helping chase away any thoughts of business depression
and competition. The idea was to look happy, be happy and
feel happy, spreading it not only about the theatre but also

outside. Palmer did. The twenty-four sheet board that we are

showing proves it. This board was placed in a prominent part

of his town, and you can be sure that it attracted plenty of

comment from everyone looking at it.

EYERHBODiTS
HAPPY AT THE

GRAND

This man Palmer is a pretty active showman. It seems that

he had a couple of other stunts that also went over very well.

These were on "Laughing Lady" and "Evidence." For the for-

mer, he secured a lady to swing on a flower decorated rope
strung from the marquee. A man in frock coat pushed the

swing back and forth. The lady laughed as she swung up and
down. The latter picture's ballyhoo—and one that caused
comment—consisted of the placing of a prisoner's docket in

front of the theatre. A lady, supposedly on trial, was quizzed
by a man dressed in the robes of a lawyer. He asked the

prisoner different questions relating to the picture. The crowds
of curious persons gathering around the display were sold on
the film. Good work, Palmer.

And now we are showing a cut of the coloring contest engi-

neered by C. J. Smith of Wollongong to sell "The Vagabond
King." The local schools were
tied-up and the students entered
into the spirit of the thing with a
zest that was amazing. Many
illustrations were submitted, the
best of which were mounted on
boards and placed in the lobby.
They did much to attract attention
to the picture. The final result

was seen in the excellent business
that the theatre enjoyed during
the run of the film. This coloring
angle is often used in America,
and from the looks of things,

Australia is finding it just as valuable.

When "All Quiet" played the Theatre Royal in Newcastle,
the showmen handling the house wanted to give it a good break.
The result was a forty-eight sheet board, which carried nothing
but the title of the picture and a catchline: "The Censored
Book Now Lives on the Talking Screen." The gag was
arranged by Bill Cornell, assisted by Eddie West and Gordon
Cooper. The trio turned out a corking campaign on the film,

but it was later found that the monster billboard was one of

the most effective mediums used.
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In America when a showman gets an opportunity to invite

a celebrity to his theatre he hastens to do it. The same holds

good in Australia. Give an Australian showman an opportunity
to publicize his house in

this manner and he won't
let the chance slip by. This
was proven by F. E.

Chivers of West's Olympia
Theatre in Adelaide, who
scooped the show district

when he secured Amy
Johnson, noted British

flier, to make a personal
appearance at his theatre.

Look at the photo of the

packed house on the night

the aviatrix was slated to

appear. It tells the story
better than we can. Chivers certainly is to be congratulated on
his showmanship. It is also interesting to note that Mel Lawton,
our Australian Chairman, tried to land the girl for his house in

Sydney, but found that "thumbs down" was placed on the

proposition. Mel hands Chivers a compliment when he states:

"The best work . . . for some considerable time."

At the Winter Garden Theatre in Brisbane, Ernie Pelling

continues to turn out corking
showmanship. We are showing
a cut of a recent activity. This
stunt was used in conjunction
with his showing of "Paris" and
consisted of having dancing girls

cavort about cut-out letters plug-

ging the title of the film. Interest

aplenty was rife on this stunt and
the crowds that lined the streets

to look at it was evidence enough
to Ernie that he was going to
enjoy a very successful run of the
picture; which he did.

At the Prince Edward Theatre in Sydney, things are hum-
ming just as ace high as usual. The high-powered showmanship
that Mel Lawton is capable of displaying continues to stand out
in the town. At an innovation, Mel stepped out and did some
corking exploiting for "Paramount on Parade." He decided to

introduce the Paramount stars to the patrons of the theatre,

and because it was a pretty tough job, he had to step even
more lively than usual. But he succeeded. The photos we are

showing will cover a couple of phases of the many angles that

made up the campaign. We are showing a photo of the birth-

day cake placed on display in the lobby. The opening night of
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the picture, small morsels of cake were presented in dainty car-

tons, to the patrons. The ladies were also presented with a

sepia photograph of a Paramount star. The cake was promoted
from a local baker in return for lobby publicity. The other
photo we are showing depicts the front of the theatre where a

20 by 40-foot sign was painted on the concrete wall of the house.
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This sign had them talking, especially as it was a deviation from
the regular art work. The space, though, is used weekly.
Other highlights on Lawton's campaign for the picture

included a front and lobby done in party atmosphere, ushers
dressed in fancy costume, an "Impersonation of Paramount
Stars Contest," run in conjunction with a newspaper, the final

selections being made from the stage of the theatre before a
packed house. Posters were plastered all about town. Every
possible angle was covered by Lawton and his assistants, with
the result that the Prince Edward enjoyed a week of sensational
business that also served to boost the good-will stock of the
theatre. No one can say that these Australian showmen don't
know their stuff. The campaign was as fine a one as we have
come across in some time. Congrats, Mel.

Credit for the unique window display that we are now show-
ing must be withheld until we learn the name of the showman
responsible. The display served as a plug for a series of shorts
known as "Horoscope Short
Features," playing at the
Majestic Theatre in Mel-
bourne. The window dis-

play consisted of a painted

cut-out of two Hindus
salaaming in Eastern fa-

shion, both figures bending
low over a lettered black-

board on which was printed
the following: ''What
Month were you born in ?

See the April Horoscope at

the Majestic and learn of

the future. Look to the
future by having your clothes cleaned and pressed here." The
display was shown in the window of one of the largest clothes
cleaning and pressing establishments in the town. It would be
well for a bunch of our showmen to look this copy over, and if

a spot can be found, to use it. If you can't use it now, file it

away. It is sure to come in handy.
We think that this corking river ballyhoo that we are showing

here was created by Roy Nelson, manager of the Capitol

Theatre in Melbourne. Unfortu-
nately we received it without any
credit line being attached. How-
ever, we are sure that if Roy
wasn't responsible for it, he will

give full credit where it belongs.

Right, Roy? The display was run
on the river from ten in the morn-
ing until ten at night. A great

deal of river traffic is to be found
in Melbourne, so the angle was a

corker as a business getter. Two
six-foot cut-outs were placed on
the boat. The cut-outs and the
sign were illuminated at night.

After using the stunt for a week
before playdate. Nelson was com-
pelled to take it off, due to a pro-

test made by the Board of Works. But, anyway, he managed
to get in the desired plug.

Some of our members may also recall that C. J. Latta. of

Xew Haven, Conn., in the U. S. A., used the same stunt last

summer, hiring a boat to

cruise about the various
beaches plugging the pic-

ture. We are also showing
one of the "live" window-
displays that Nelson used
on "Sally." A girl demon-
strated an electric iron in

the window of an electri-

cal appliance shop. The
display drew a number of

persons to it, and the cards
and cut-out plugging the
picture were seen by all,

the result being that many
of the observers were sold on the Marilyn Miller picture.
The Tivoli Theatre in Brisbane, the house managed by Mr.

Thanx!
We want to convey our appreciation, to our

Australian members for the interest they are show-
ing in the Club's activities. We are sure that the
rest of their fellow showmen who weekly peruse
the pages of Empee News join us in our ex-
pressions. We hope that we will be able to present
more of these accounts in the near future, because
we know they are read with interest throughout
the industry.

Lane, is reported as being wide-awake, and right on tap when
chances are on hand for picture plugs. The street ballyhoo
that Lane doped out for "Street of Chance" helped him turn
in a knockout business for

playdates. A man, as the

photo shows, dressed in eve-

ning clothes, topped by a high
hat, carried a lamp post about
the town. The post carried a

street sign "Street of Chance."
The man would stop on the
main boulevards and busy
street intersections of Bris-

bane and rest against the pole.

Persons approaching him
would be given a sales talk on
the picture. This slant is one
that can be adopted by Ameri-
can showmen too, as it seems
to us it should fit in with some
part of a campaign. Look it

over.

Marking a new trend in

novel newspaper layouts, this

newspaper ad that we are pre-
senting is a corker. We cannot give credit for it, as we don't
know to whom it belongs, but we have a hunch it is another
Roy Nelson stunt. It is certainly a fitting item with which to
close this account of Australia's activities. The ad is a full-

page one and appeared in the leading papers. Captions—which
cannot be seen in the photo—were placed under each scene in

the strip of film. The ad certainly had the town buzzing, and
it is small wonder that the picture did a landslide business.

Here's an angle
that it will pay
you to use now,
or file away for
future reference.

Give it some con-
sideration, as it

more than de-
serves it. The
right picture in

the photo show-
ing Arliss' head
was a break that
the showman ob-
tained from one
of the leading
publications. I t

seems that on the
other side of the big pond, newspaper and publishing houses
turn out "contents bills" similar to our magazine title pages

—

which are placed on every newsstand as a sales plug for the
paper or periodical. Arliss' picture was landed on one of these
"contents bills" and placed on prominent display on every news-
stand in the town. This, too, helped sell "Disraeli."

Before closing this article, we'd like to state to our many
showmen friends in Australia that it was well nigh impossible
for us to present the vast amount of material which was for-
warded to us direct, and from our Regional Chairman. To those
showmen, and to the showmen whose work we are presenting,
we'd like to offer our thanks for the interest they are taking
in the affairs of the Managers' Round Table Club.

PUNCH
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Shun Sesquipedalian Words
When Writing Copy

(From B. M. T. Advertiser)

Sesquipedalian means "measuring a foot and a

half" and is humorously applied to long words.

Many writers, unfortunately, have a habit of punc-

tuating their copy with words of this type. For
some unknown reason they believe that sonorous-
sounding words and hybrid sentences make their

work look scholarly, dignified, and impressive.

Perhaps they are correct in this belief, but what
do they gain by such a practice?

Advertising, as we see it, consists in getting the

writer's thoughts about the goods adopted by the

reader's mind and the skilled advertising man will

see that there is a minimum of difficulty on the
part of the reader to interpret his thoughts.
Instead of wondering if his copy is too plain,

a writer should wonder if it is plain enough. There
are millions whose minds cannot readily grasp
thoughts expressed in big words. On the other
hand, no matter how highly educated a reader may
be he will never object to simplicity in writing.
Daniel Defoe, in Robinson Crusoe, used short,

simple words, and the work to this day stands as
the acme of clear writing.

If any writer doubts the fashionableness of
simple expression, let him witness this paragraph
from a help wanted advertisement inserted in an
advertising journal by a leading agency: "We do
not want a flowery copy man noted for high-sound-
ing, theoretical copy, 'full of sound and fury and
signifying nothing.'

"

Read — And Avoid Trouble!
Recently the St. Louis Safety Council issued an un-

usually fine inspection form for use in theatres as well
as other establishments. Using this form as a guide,
any real showman ought to be able to check up on his
house and avoid trouble. We are listing it below and
recommend it to each and every one of our members
and readers.

ST. LOUIS SAFETY COUNCIL
FIRE PREVENTION DIVISION

SUGGESTED INSPECTION FORM
1. Is there any accumulation of rubbish or unnecessary

combustible material on or about the premises?
2. Are the packing and shipping rooms cleaned up thor-

oughly at closing time?
3. Is oily waste and other greasy material kept in approved

waste cans?
4. Are waste cans emptied daily after closing hours?
5. Are there any broken windows, plastering, partitions,

flooring or other similar defects?
6. Are any aisles, entrances or exits obstructed?
7. Is wood work or other combustible materials at safe dis-

tance from steam pipes, boilers, furnaces, flues?
8. Is the fuel supply safely stored?
9. Are there any open flames near combustible material?

10. Are all heating devices such as irons, hot plates, glue
pots, etc., turned off at closing time?

11. Are there any broken electric fixtures or loosened wires?
12. Are all portable extension cords of suitable type and in

good condition?
13. Are electrical circuits overloaded? Are fuses of approved

type and of proper size for the circuits which they
protect?

14. Are fire doors and shutters in good condition and in

good working order?

IS. Are fire escapes in good condition and free of obstruc-

tion?
Are the "No Smoking" rule and rules for the use of

matches rigidly enforced?
Are water pails, hose, nozzles and chemical extinguishers
in place and in good condition?
Are water barrels full and has more than one year
elapsed since last charging of extinguishers?

19. Are any sprinkler heads coated or corroded?
(Sprinkler heads should never be painted)

20. Are any sprinklers obstructed by partitions, piles of

goods, etc?
(A clear space of 12 inches should be maintained be-
low level of sprinkler heads)

21. Is automatic sprinkler system properly maintained, with
all valves open and unobstructed, tanks properly filled

and alarms in working order?
Are automatic sprinklers, or sprinkler pipes and supply
tanks properly protected against freezing?
Is proper number of sprinkler heads for emergency use
on hand and readily accessible?
Is there any part of the premises that the watchman
fails to visit?

Are stocks piled at windows in such a way as will be
readily ignited by an exposure fire or which would ob-
struct streams of fire department?
Do all members of your organization know location of

nearest fire alarm box and how to send in alarm?
In case of calling fire department from inside fire box
someone should be stationed at the outside of building
to direct the city fire department upon its arrival.

16.

17.

18

22

23.

24

25

26.

27.

Teddy McDonald of

Universal City Is

Passing One Along

From the Hollywood sector,

Teddy McDonald, attached to

the publicity forces of Univer-
sal Pictures, at Universal City,

Calif., drops us a line or two
concerning his doings out in^^^= the great West, which we are
passing along in the event

that any of his fellow Club members might like to use the
idea he gives us.

We are showing a couple of photos of two men who made
a cross-country trip in an Austin (or perhaps, since the car's
an Austin, we should say "hop"). The men started from New
York and landed in Hollywood with no delays except a flat

tire. Upon their arrival at the studio they were shown around
by McDonald.

It is Teddy's contention that showmen can cash in on a lot

of publicity by ascertaining the itineraries of men or women
who make cross-country trips in autos, on bicycles or by foot,

and when they arrive in your town to give them a special greet-
ing, have them meet the Mayor, have a dinner for them, invite

them to a show and then promote lodging for them from the
local hotel, where they can remain over night as guests of the

theatre or town. Teddy bases his contention on the fact that

a picture is pretty certain to break in the local papers, and in

order to prove this, he sends us a clipping from the Los Angeles
Examiner which shows a picture of the men starting out on the

home hop.
One of the photos accompanying this story shows Teddy

greeting the men; the other shows the men being sent off from
scratch by Kane Richmond, star of the "Leather Pushers"
series. Figure the stunt out. There may be an angle or two in

it that will help your campaign somewhat.
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Here's the Way a

Cleveland Showman
Used Potato Stunt

One of the first showmen to

swing into action on our re-

cent box on the value of run-
ning potato matinees at

Thanksgiving and Christmas
times is Paul Apple, of the

^^^=^^^^^^^^^^^=^^= Ambassador Amusement Com-
pany in Cleveland, Ohio, who

gives us a little dope on the way he used the suggestion in his

neighborhood houses.
Mr. Apple tells us that lie ran two slides on his screen. One

slide was directed to the patrons. The copy read:

Potato Nites

Every Mon-Tues-Friday

We Want Potatoes!

We will accept one potato as FIVE CENTS toward
the purchase price of an admission ticket.

These Potatoes Are to Be Given to the

Poor and Needy of This Naborhood

DON'T BE BASHFUL, FOLKS—BRING 'EM IN

In many instances it was found that persons would bring in

bags of potatoes. They liked the five cent discount idea.

The other slide carried an appeal direct to the merchants. It

speaks for itself.

We Want Potatoes

for the Poor and Needy in

This Naborhood

Merchants:

Bring one bushel of potatoes and we

will run your ad on our screen for

ONE WEEK
You need the Advertising

We want the Potatoes

HOW ABOUT IT?

A great many merchants took advantage of this generous
offer. Apple tells us that it has been his custom to turn over
the potatoes received to two or three churches in the neighbor-
hood. He cautions us on one angle, namely, a cosmopolitan
neighborhood.

"If you are located in a cosmopolitan neighborhood," he
says, "take care in your distribution to see that all of the local

institutions are given a break."

We want to thank Mr. Apple for passing along this account
of his fine activity. We are sure that many of our members
will follow suit. We hope to hear from you again, Mr. Apple,
regarding your showselling in Cleveland. Let's make it soon.

((All For One And One For All"

Do Little Things Count?
Those of us who still believe that the little

touches and the little details when piled together
create a mighty mountain, might give a thought
to the question of a welcome trailer, as well as a
good night trailer for the opening and closing of
the house.
Recently we sat in a theatre watching the per-

formance, and when the show broke, about eleven
o'clock, it ended with a very interesting and enter-

taining "good night" trailer which finished by wish-
ing all of the patrons "good night and happy
dreams."
These little touches have often sent patrons

home in just the right frame of mind, which means
that they were tickled with the evening's enter-

tainment and would, no doubt, look forward to the
next time they could visit the theatre.

While we have only singled out the opening and
closing trailers, there are so many other little in-

timate touches which find a welcome reception

from the patrons that we are still wondering
whether these little details are not worth watch-
ing very carefully.

What are you slants on this situation, and what
suggestions have you to offer that might benefit

your brother members and showmen the world
over?

Miss Clara Schmitt

Had Party That
Boosted Receipts

Representing the showmen,
Miss Clara Schmitt, who
handles the managerial reins

at the Yazoo Theatre in Yazoo
City, Miss., tells us that she
featured a Hallowe'en party

^^=^^^=;=^ii^^^^^^ that went over very well in

her town.
Publicity stories were run in the local paper to the effect that

the theatre was going to have a party. Residents of the town
were invited to take part. Prizes were given .for the most novel
costumes, for the tallest and smallest persons entered, for the
thinnest and fatest, and many other, unique ideas. The prizes
were promoted by Miss Schmitt from the local merchants.
The party was a riot from start to finish. Laughs galore were

heard all over the house. The theatre was jammed with spec-
tators, and every one voted that it was the best party held in a
long time. We understand that Miss Schmitt is doing some
good work out in her town. We'd like to hear from her again
very soon, and we hope she will favor us with a photograph
and an account of her career in the show game. What do you
say, Miss Schmitt?

Murray Lafayette Is

Clicking At Princess

In Hartford, Conn.

Now that he has his feet on
the ground at the Princess
Theatre in Hartford, Conn., we
look forward to seeing what
Murray Lafayette is going to
do to keep them lining up at

^— the box-office of the house.
One nf his recent stunts was

that of distributing novel heralds about the town as a plug for
"A Lady Surrenders." The heralds were handed out at .various
office buildings. They were imprinted with a message in short-
hand. Stenographers were invited to send translations to the
theatre, the first fifty being given tickets to see the show. The
stunt went over very well in Hartford, especially as that sort
of gag had never been used before.
We understand that Lafayette is turning out work of this

sort on everv new show. He always adds a little more to each
campaign. We hope that we will hear from him soon regarding
the rest of the work. And, oh yes ! before signing off this little
story, we'd like to announce that Lafayette has joined the ranks
of the benedicts, having become hitched just recently.
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oJ\Coments

A young man who is ambitious com-

plained that he is in a rut.

"For the last two years nothing has

happened. I work just as hard, but I can't

see that I'm headed anywhere."

It cheered him to be told that every

man goes through the same experience.

Even great careers do not present a

straight line of steady progress, but rather

a jagged fever-chart of rises and dips.

"Take for example the life of Nathaniel

Hawthorne," as a writer in the "Century

Magazine" said recently. "Even his biog-

rapher cannot tell what he was doing for

ten years after leaving college. What
occupied Tennyson between 1832 and

1 840? Or Woodrow Wilson between 1 885

and 1900?

"Actually, no man knows that he is

destined for immortality or high office;

he only knows that he is living from year

to year, storing up accumulated energies

and experience, waiting and hoping that

his chance will come."

In the old book of Joel is this promise:

"I will restore to you the years that the

locust hath eaten."

What are the years that the locust

hath eaten? The years when men work

hard, yet reap no harvest. These years,

by

BRUCE
BARTON

This article, reprinted by special per-

mission of Bruce Barton end "Red Book

Magazine," seems particularly timely for

showbusiness. Those of you who con-

stantly complain that you are wasting

your time in your present positions

should read it over twice. Why some
folks think that promotions are going to

spring out at them from behind every

ashcan will forever remain a mystery.

To get anywhere, whether it be show-

business or any other business, means
long, hard work and the ability to stick

to what you are doing, firmly convinced

that each day's work adds to your stock

in trade. We know all about the stories

of the men who were Jumped into big

executive jobs over night and without

any experience, but take our word for

it, they are mostly stories, not facts.

"CHICK" LEWIS

says Joel, are not lost; they have sub-

sequent value.

All of us have seen that promise ful-

filled. I recall a long stretch of months

when every single thing went wrong. Poor

health, many outside obligations, no

chance to do any writing.

A wise friend met me when my mood
was rebellious. "You ought to know bet-

ter than to fret," he said. "No experience

is wasted. Everything that happens to you

now puts something into you that will be

useful later on."

It seemed then that he was just being

kind. Today I look back on that tough

period as profitable beyond all price.

Life consists not of years, or months, or

days, but of moments. There are glorious

moments of friendship and happiness, to

be enjoyed to the utmost. There are

moments of disappointment to be en-

dured. The locust is sure to get its share

of the moments.

And even

restored.

THESE are sometimes

m^rTgirm^frtvir^rffrit^irrfrTra^^
j
Wytflirl
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Showmen Of Wash-
ington Did Plenty

To Aid Unemployed

Remember the account of

the Washington, D. C.

showman who recently

handed the town's race
horse enthusiasts a big
laugh by the introduction

of a novel herald? He's at

it again. Only this time, instead of pulling a laugh gag. he

set out to do his bit towards relieving the unemployment
situation in the Capital City.

The group of showmen at Universal's Rialto Theatre in

Washington got together and formulated a plan that was
a knockout. They got in touch with executive headquar-

ters and a short time later, Carl Laemmle sent a message
to President Hoover informing him that everything would
be

i
'laced at the disposal of Mr. Hoover's newly appointed

committee for unemployment relief. The Washington
"'runes" was next tied in. And the sheet did plenty. Three
columns an edition, five editions a day—150 columns of

space was garnered by the theatre on this one. Plenty oi

ads were also used. Every available bit of space in the

town was put to some use to plug the monster show that

the showmen intended holding. And then came a hitch.

It was found that the crowd of people making application

to the midnight benefit would necessitate the holding of

the performance at another and larger house—the F<>x. to

be exact.

Displaying showmanship way above the average, the

group announced that in view of the fact that the affair

was one of the public's, Laemmle would not mind trans-

ferring the show to a competitive house. The Universal
president's wire to this effect landed on the front page of

the newspaper, with a seven-column headline on top of it.

From then on. photos were the order of the day. The
evening of the benefit found the theatre mobbed, it being
necessary to call out cops to hold back the press. Over
$3,200 was given into the hands of Mr. Hoover's commit-
tee for distribution among the needy. After the benefit,

the newspaper printed a vote of thanks to the theatre, ex-

pressing its gratitude—and the peoples'—for the splendid
way in which the thing was handled. So much for that.

Two or three days after the benefit, our showman friend

hit up another slant. He would give some men employ-
ment. To see how he accomplished this you need only to

look at the cut we are showing. It's not bad, is it? And
when you stop to consider that street ballyhoos are taboo
in Washington, you can readily appreciate the value of the
stunt. We'd like to see some more of this work, and we
hope to have some to pass along in the near future. What
do you say?

NOVELTY SOUVENIRS
Make friends with your patrons
Sew Droflts In your boi offloo receipt*
Give kiddles "Brszel Novelties" and win
them as Boosters for your show house . .

Inexpensive attractive novelties serve as res)
business setters always.

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG. CO.
4
°c°,L». l

L

Another Club Booster!
And still they pour into the office! It seems that we started

something when Roger Drissel of Washington, D. C, sent us
in that ace photo of himself showing that he thinks so much
of his membership certificate that he places it in full view of

everyone entering the office. The latest showman to give us

the low-down on his certificate and the spot that it occupies

in his office is Jay H. Guthrie, manager of the State Theatre
in Uhrichsville, Ohio.

The certificate occupies a prominent spot at the top of

Guthrie's desk. Persons entering the office are certain to see

it. We'd also like to point out to you the copy of Empee News
right beside Guthrie. The certificate and the News (even if

we say it ourself) should symbolize a business getting com-
bination for any live-wire showman. Right, Jay? And, oh
yes, we'd like the Club to know that atop of the desk may be
found a file of Empee News, which contain a number of well-

thumbed copies, thereby offering proof that Guthrie is always
on the lookout for ideas and stunts for his picture and special

events.

Matt Press Handed
Out Whoopee Quills

At Hattiesburg Fair

A stunt timed as perfectly as

one of Bobby Jones' putts was
successfully engineered by
Matt Press, manager of the
Saenger Theatre in Hatties-
burg, Miss., recently as part of

his campaign for the selling of

"Whoopee."
The local council was running an Industrial Fair. On the last

night of the fair, Press brought over 500 feathers of various
hues which were to be distributed to the persons attending.
The feathers carried witticisms, and the title of the picture,

name of theatre and plavdates.

Just before the prizes were awarded at the Fair, the man in

charge made the announcement that "Whoopee" feathers would
be given to those shouting "Whoopee." A din arose almost in-

stantly among the 1,500 persons present—all shouting "Whoo-
pee" and with outstretched arms trying to lay their fingers on
one of the feathers.

In addition to providing a lot of excitement at the moment,
the feather stunt also caused a lot of comment which undoubt-
edly helped in publicizing the picture. Seven life cut-outs of

follies girls, eight feet tall and hand-painted to look natural;
were placed on top of marquee. One letter of the title "Whoo-
pee" was painted on each of the seven girls. These cut-out
girls were illuminated at night with 1.000-watt bunch lights.

The marquee display, together with decorations, in the lobby
and underneath marquee arrested the attention of practically
every person passing within a block of the theatre—and caused
much favorable comment. Maybe you'd like to work this gag,
too. It offers a novel departure from the regular run of theatre
plugs, and, as may be seen, it is adaptable to almost any sort
of picture. We want to thank Matt for letting us see this one
and we hope that he will keep us posted on the rest of his work.
What do you say, Matt?
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Spread Holiday Cheer
The week between Christmas and New Year's,

is one time, in particular, that the manager should
decorate his theatre to create an atmosphere in

harmony with the spirit of the season. Lobby dis-

plays and marquee effects that radiate Xmas
cheer are excellent good-will investments. Patrons
are conscious of these little amenities and are

quick to note an omission.

Build up these holiday sentiments. From the

decorations inside and out, the theatre personnel
and staff, the music, the programs—every detail

should be carefully attended to. Make your pat-

rons feel the warmth of your "Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year's" wish.

Arrange to run a good atmospheric Christmas
and New Year's Greeting on your screen. Not
often during the year have you such golden op-

portunities to "glad hand" your patronage. It's

an investment that will bring you a more complete
satisfaction.

And from the standpoint of good will, there is

probably no better way to make them feel the
friendliness of your theatre.

The chart which we are

Newspaper Check Is reprinting below is forward-

Showman Duty; Here trough ^e SSp3
Is Creamer's Method John W. Creamer, manager^^^s^^s of the Fox Palace Theatre

in Muscatine, Iowa, who
originated the chart for use in conjunction with his local

advertising. Creamer is of the opinion that many members
of the Club have been looking for something like this. We
agree. Do you?

Accurate Record of Daily Newspaper Advertising

Col. A Col. C Col. AB Col. CB
Date Ad Total Inches Cost Free

"Journal" Nov. Size Inches Cost to date to date Space

Monday 25th 2x10 20 8.00 20 8.00 4 inch

Tuesday 26th 3x9 27 10.80 47 18.80

Wednesday . . 27th 2x6 12 4.80 59 23.60 6 inch

Thursday ...28th 4x5 20 8.00 79 31.60 3 inch

Friday 29th 1x6 6 2.40 85 34.00

Saturday ...,30th 3x10 30 12.00 115 46.00 4 inch

The record is made up in blank form and filled in each

day after the ad appears and is measured.

For example, on Monday, 25th, the ad is 2 column, 10

inches deep, that is marked under "AD SIZE." The total

inches 20 is marked the next column. The cost at 40c per

inch is $8 and this goes in the next column. The next two
columns will be the same for the first ad of the week (but

not so thereafter).

Now, on Tuesday the ad is, say, 3 columns 9 inches or

a total of 27 inches. The 27 is placed under "TOTAL
INCHES." The cost figured and placed under cost. Then,
under the next column, "INCHES TO DATE," you add
the 27 inches to that used previously, making a total of

47 inches. This is marked in column AB. Then in the next
column goes the total cost of the two days, etc.

You will note in this method you have a double check on
inches used and money spent. Add up Col. A, on any date,

and it must equal the total inches appearing that day in

Col. AB.
The same is true of Col. G. Add it up on any day and

the sum must equal the entry for that day in Col. CB.

Phelan Cashed in on

Good-Will by Having
Local Team as Guests

We told you that some dope
would soon be forthcoming on
Thomas A. (Tommy) Phelan,
manager of the Strand Theatre
in Long Branch, N. J. Well,
here it is, and we think that

"

it contains a slant or two that
will help you with future show-

selling, when you want to boost business higher.
First, we'll take the Amos 'n' Andy co-operative page that

was promoted by Phelan when the colored comics made their
screen bow at the Strand in "Check and Double Check." A
number of dealers were tied in on it. Each ad contained a notice
to the effect that two tickets to the local playhouse would be

given to the first 13 purchasers in each
store. The gag certainly had them
talking. The ad itself was very well
made up. It carried scene mats and
personality pictures from the film. The
heading on the pages stated that
"Monday, November 17, is Amos 'n'

Andy Day in Long Branch." The mer-
chants reported an increase in busi-
ness.

As a good-will plug with the local
schools, Phelan arranged to run a Gala
Football Night at which the Long
Branch High School players and
coaches were guests of honor at the

theatre. The team, preceded by the high school band, marched
along the main street of the town to the theatre, there stopping
while the orchestra rendered a couple of selections for the enter-
tainment of the vast throng that had collected along the line
of march. The boys then went inside the lobby and posed for

;?

Br ""**(
i

1

pictures, one of which we are showing here. The affair went
off very well. The boys and girls in the theatre joined in and
sang the school songs and shouted the school cheers to the
entreaties of frantic cheer leaders working from the stage.
Every one had a fine time, and there was no questions but that
the theatre had gained considerable good-will as a result of the
stunt. And additional business was found to be another of the
results. Incidentally, before closing this story, we'd like you to
know that the top photo we are showing is that of Tommy Phe-
lan, himself. Thanks for your activity, Tommy, and remember
we want to hear from you again real soon. Give our regards
to the many Round Table friends in your district.

Notice to Members
PLEASE be sure to notify the Chair-

man of any change of address.

-THANK YOU.
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Personal Appearance

Of Kid Star Helped
Shewell Grab Space

The personal appearance of

Davey Lee at the Strand The-
atre in York, Pa., was the sig-

nal for George Shewell, man-
ager of the Rialto Theatre and
handling publicity for all of

=^=^=^^=^^^^==^= the Warner houses in York, to

shoot with a full-page ad plug-
ging the child star and the feature film playing the Strand.
Seven of the leading business enterprises in York were tied

up on the page. Numbered among them was found a bakery,
a toy shop, a music store and a number of other establishments.
In every ad a cut of the kid actor was placed. All of the copy
was tied in so as to read that Davey Lee endorsed the various
products. Even the hotel at which the kid resided while in

York was featured on the page. A streamer head, running
across the layout, stated that "Davey Lee, Now at the Strand in

Person. Endorses These Products." When the page made its

appearance in the paper it was met with plenty of interest. And
it was the sort of interest that resulted in the reader resolving
to purchase a ticket to the house to see the kid.

At the conclusion of playdates, both dealers and theatre were
more than satisfied with the results obtained. The small cost
that they paid out for their part of the advertising was more
than regained in the publicity that followed by word-of-mouth,
etc. We want to thank George for letting us see this one, and
we hope that we will hear from him again real soon, as the work
he turned out in the past more than spoke for itself.

it up and use it for the Christmas holidays if you think that the

gag will click in your town.

Lamm Sprung Novel
Stunt in Lobby as a
Thanksgiving Treat

With Thanksgiving Day
drawing close upon him, Juli-
us Lamm, manager of the Va-
riety Theatre in Cleveland,
Ohio, decided to engineer a
lobby stunt that would sell=^^=^^^=^^^=^=i people the film he was featur-
ing on Thanksgiving Day and

at the same time keep up, the tone of holiday festivity.
The stunt that Julius successfully executed was a corker. A

table, all set and ready for the turkey was placed in the lobby.
A pretty girl, dressed like a waitress, presided over the table.
As persons filed into the lobby on their way to, or from, the
show, she distributed menus which were very cleverly worded.
Some of our Club members may recall a similar menu pulled
by Richard L. Moss in California some time ago, but in this,
comedy is the keynote, whereas in Moss' herald a more serious
vein was used. We are printing this menu so that you can pick

THANKSGIVING MENU
APPETIZER

PITCH AND TOSS
Little Spicy Bits of This and That

SOUP
A LA PATHE NEWS (with sound)

You can expect to find anything in it

ENTREE •

A WHALE of a picture, John Barrymore With Joan Ben-
nett in "MOBY DICK" a daring dish served with

Salt Water on the side.

SALAD
GIRLS WE REMEMBER — Vitaphone Variety

Deliciously fresh and crisp, with Very little dressing

DESERT
"PURE AND SIMPLE"

prepared by Louise Fazenda — Cooked on a desert Isle

and mixed with beautiful girls and enjoyed

by young and old.

DEMI TASSE
OUR USUAL WARNER BROS. SERVICE

at No Advance in prices.

A GOOD TIP:—read both sides of this menu.

It is interesting to note that Lamm paid nothing for the her-

alds, they being donated by local merchants whose ads appear-

ed on the back page. The heralds also announced that a cer-

tain dealer was giving poultry away on Thanksgiving Eve. The
heralds were printed in black and white on good stock. Think
you can use them as a Christmas plug? Thanks, Julius, for

passing this along. Let's have some more. And listen, give

our regards to our many friends in Cleveland, will you, and
tell them that we'd like to hear from them.

WILL YOU BE THERE?
WHERE?

THE ROUND TABLE
CLUB BEEFSTEAK!

WHEN?
January 13th at 11:30 P. M.!

HOTEL ASTOR, NEW YORK

WHY?
FOR A GREAT TIME!

For details and reservations get in touch with Eddie Hitchcock (Beefsteak Committee), care

of Paramount Theatre, Times Square, N. Y.
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PERSONALITIES
-- SHOWMEN NEWSETTES FROM EVERYWHERE —

EUGENE CURTIS, formerly of New
Haven, Conn., has been appointed manager
of the Capitol, Montreal, Ontario, Canada,
succeeding Harry S. Dahn, who steps up
to the district managership of Toronto.

* * *

HOWARD WAUGH has been appointed
manager of the Capitol, Winnipeg, Mani-
toba, Canada, succeeding Walter F. Davis,

resigned.
* * *

PAUL GRAY will manage the Salem in

Dayton, Ohio, upon the house's completion.
* * *

R. R. MILLER will remain as manager
of the Parkway, Madison, Wis. House was
closed recently for repairs.

* * *

OLIVER H. STACY, for twelve years
manager of the Empire, Albany, New York,
has resigned.

* * *

PAUL SCHULZ has resigned as man-
ager of the Orpheum. Houghton, Mich.

* * *

J. F. LOWRANCE is operating the New
Princess in Humboldt, Tenn.

JOSEPH J. RAYMOND, of Utica. has
taken over the management of the Rich-
mond Theatre in Herkimer, New York.

* * *

CHARLES RALEY will assist Myron
Booth in the management of the New Ritz
Theatre, Fort Myers, Fla.

C. F. HANCOCK has been appointed
manager of the Lyric Theatre, Stuart. Fla.

* * *

CHARLES E. FRESHWATER has
been appointed manager of the Palace The-
atre, Long Beach, Calif.

* * *

BILL STEEGE announces the closing
of the Alcazar Theatre in Great Falls, Mont.

* * *

CHARLES C. PERRY has been named
manager of the Colonial Theatre, Akron,
Ohio. Perry replaces William Kemmery
who goes to Bradford, Pa.

* * *

L. L. ISENBERG has taken over, and
will operate, the Arcadia Theatre, Arcadia,
Calif.

~* * * *

EARLE STREBE, former manager of
the Palm Spring Theatre, Palm Spring,
Calif., has again assumed management of
the house.

* * *

C. J. BEACH has taken over active man-
agement of the Beaver Theatre, Beaver-
ton, Ore.

* * *

JESSE CLARK is managing the La
Plaza Theatre, St. Petersburg, Fla.

* * *

OTTO SCHMIDT, former manager of

the Paris Theatre, Santa Fe, N. M., will

manage the new local theatre upon building
completion.

* * *

GEORGIA RACELY is managing the

new Royal Theatre, O'Neill, Neb.
* * *

CHARLES MANN has been appointed
manager of the Oritani and Eureka The-
atres, Hackensack, N. J.

L. W. CARROLL is managing the new
Flynn Theatre, Burlington, Vt.

* * *

ABE BASS lias re-opened the National

Theatre, Louisville, Ky.
* * *

JACK SAXON has been named as man-
ager of the new Rialto Theatre, Owosso,
Mich.

* * *

JAMES R. McCULLOUGH, former
manager of the Madison Theatre, Peoria,

111., has assumed management of the Peer-

less Theatre, Kewanee, succeeding Thomas
C. Pierce, transferred to Peoria.

* * *

MR. AND MRS. W. H. DUSSLER have
purchased the Majestic Theatre, Memphis,
Mo.

* * *

F. E. SHIPLEY, formerly of Publix

Theatres, Des Moines, la., has bought the

Crest Theatre, Creston, Iowa.
* * *

GEORGE N. HUNT has been promoted
to the assistant managership of the Loew's-
United Artists" Theatre, Louisville, Ky.

* * *

W. SHARP has taken over the Opera
House, Milton, Iowa. House was formerly
operated by Milton Clef.

* * *

CHARLES DUNSMOOR has taken over

the Strand Theatre, Newton, la.
* * *

l\TlCK PIERONG will manage the Pan-
tages Theatres, Minneapolis, Minn.

* * *

IRVING COHEN has succeeded Frank
Dameron as manager of the Keith Theatre,

North Platte, Neb. Dameron goes to Min-
nesota.

* * *

CHARLES W. LEIST has taken over

the managerial end of the Du Page The-
atre, Lombard, 111.

* * *

JERRY PARKER, former Assistant Man-
ager to John Scanlon at the Warner Theatre,

Lynn, Mass., has been promoted to the

managerial chair at the Commodore Hull

Theatre, Derby, Conn., succeeding Charles

H. Oakley, transferred to Danbury.
* * *

E. A. PATCHEN, former assistant man-
ager at the Rialto and Paramount Theatres,

Denver, Colo., is acting as manager of the

Strand. Cheyenne, Wyo.

Items for publication on this

page should be addressed to

"Chick" Lewis and will be pub-
lished the week following re-

ceipt. Notices of promotions,
transfers, change of addresses,

and other material of this na-

ture is what we want for our
"Personalities" page. The more
you send the more interesting

will be the page each week.

ACKERMAN J. GILL, former manager
of the R. K. O. Theatre. Schenectady, N. Y.,

has been appointed manager of the circuit

house in Albany. Edward J. Connolly suc-
ceeds Gill in Schenectady.

KNOX STRACHAN has been appointed
manager of the Hippodrome Theatre, Cleve-
land, Ohio, succeeding Al Beckerich, trans-
ferred to Akron as manager of the local

RKO house.

C. H. MERCER will manage the Aladdin
Theatre in Longview, Texas.

WILLIAM MURPHY, formerly of the
Embassy Theatre, Waltham, Mass., succeeds
Edward Selette as manager of the Arcadia
Theatre, Portsmouth, N. H.

* * *

J. A. HOLMES has been named as man-
ager of the RKO-Proctor Theatre, Schnec-
tadv, N. Y.

* * *

WALTER O'BRIEN is managing the
Chakeres State Theatre in Greenville, Ohio.

* * *

BEN HOOK is holding down the man-
agerial position at the Murphy Theatre, Wil-
mington, Ohio.

* # *

MAURICE BROWN is now managing
the Classique Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y.

* * *

NED B. GROSSMAN is managing the
reopened Capitol Theatre, Pocatello, Ida.

* * *

JIM DRAKE has taken over the King Bee
Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.

* * *

H. C. COHEN has purchased the Lee
Theatre, St. Louis, Mo., from the Lee Cor-
poration.

* * *

R. G. WOOD, former manager of the
Metropolitan Theatre. Baltimore, Md., will

manage a theatre in Charleston, W. Va.
* * *

WILLIAM McCREARY, former man-
ager of the Lyric Theatre, Duluth, Minn.,
has taken over the managerial post at the
State Theatre, Hibbing, Minn.

* * *

F. H. JONES, owner of the Dixie The-
atre, Wynne. Ark., has purchased the Lura
Theatre, Augusta, Ark., and will assume
management.

* g *

RAY DAVIDSON has purchased the
Lake Theatre, Waubay, S. D.

* * #

LOUIS HELLBORN, formerly of the
< ->rpheum Theatre, Denver, Colo., has been
appointed manager of the Orpheum in Mem-
phis, Tenn., succeeding C. S. Williams, re-

signed.
* * *

WILBUR WERTHNER, former man-
ager of the Crown Theatre, Toronto. Ont.,
Canada, is now managing the York.

* * *

EDDIE LEWIS, formerly of the Strand,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., is now managing the
Park Theatre in Reading, Pa.
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.4ndrew Poulson,For-

merly of N. Y. and
Sow of Cal., Joins

We don't know what neces-
sitates this hegira of New
York showmen out to the
Pacific Coast, but the fact re-

mains that they go out there
to see California and before

- long they decide to stay and
sell shows in the country. If

you recall, it was not so long ago that Richard L. Moss hopped
from the Loew Circuit in New York to the Coast and took a
house. He's still there! And now it's Andrew Poulson!

Poulson i- .i showman who has been in the game for a good
many years. He has worked as an usher, treasurer, operator, as-
sistant manager and manager, during his time, lie has always
been located in New York, either in the city or the state. The last

house lie managed was the Variet) in Baldwinsville, New York,
which lie resigned last May in order to see the Coast.

And that finished that.

After he had been on the Coast a short time, he was given
a chance to take a position as assistant manager of the Rivoli
Theatre in Berkeley, California. He accepted. And now he
may be found at the house, working under Mark Keller, the
district manager. In addition to working as assistant, he is also
handling the house exploitation, which—so it seems to us

—

is a fortunate break, as Poulson can now pass along some of
his stunts and let us see them. What do you say, Andrew?

"Big Sister" Threw
A Grand Party To
Help Local Needy

An activity of which she
most certainly can be proud
is the Thanksgiving party
that Natalie Tolman. super-
visor of juvenile activities at

the State Theatre in Stough-
ton, Mass., engineered. It

was a corker! And it certainly clicked!
\- a number of cur members know. Miss Tolman is the

"Big Sister" of the State Theatre Kiddie Klub, operating
under the supervision of Paul W. Kunze, manager of the
house. The Kiddie Klub has received considerable space
in our columns recently, so we feel that we don't have to
launch into a detail of what it is. But suffice to know, that
its activities have made it one of the most outstanding of
the kid organizations in the country. The youngsters think
a lot of the "Big Sister" and the club. This fact was at-
tested when the kids were asked to bring food the da}

Thanksgiving, which would be donated to the hi edi
ot" the community. Two truckloads of food were carried
away. Look at the photo we are showing and you'll 31 e a

small portion of it. Miss Tolman may be seen standing
alongside the food.
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The local newspaper got behind this stunt with all the
force that its columns could carry. Editorials, pictures,
ads—all were given the theatre. The townspeople, catch-
ing the spirit of the affair, brought food to the theatre. A
local dancing school offered the services of its pupils for a

The New Year's Eve Show!
If you can inject enough novel angles to make

your New Year's Eve showing different than any-
thing attempted before then you are reasonably
certain that your show will be a decided success
from the box-office, as well as audience, point of
view.

It would be great if we could sit here at Club
headquarters and tell you exactly what you should
or should not do. But considering the manifold
individual problems and situations, this would be
a task worthy of the greatest brains in the busi-
ness. We cannot attempt to make your plans for
you, but we can offer some constructive sugges-
tions which can be used as a basis for whatever
you ultimately decide to do.
For example: suppose you were to present, in

addition to the screen entertainment planned, a
series of local dancing school talent. Every town
on the map boasts of its share of local talent. Pre-
sented without the objectionable amateur angles,
you might be able to assemble a darned fine show.
The local color will more than make up for what-
ever may be lacking in finished performance.
Keep in mind, however, that the famous spirit of

gaiety may be carried too far by the celebrating
audience. In this case you must know your own
crowd to be certain of keeping them in control.
Distributing candy, paper hats or other novelties

also lends atmosphere to such shows, but noise-
makers will give you too much grief, so keep away
from them.
A local dance orchestra contest, several good

song reels and community singing with the aid of
slides, also find receptive audiences for New
Year's Eve shows.
The feature picture ought to be something light

and with plenty of comedy. Heavy dramas or sexy
stuff will burden their minds with too much to
carry for the occasion.
After the first of the year we will have plenty

of stories to print about how these shows were
handled, but then it will be too late, unless you
are smart enough to keep a record from year to
year for such occasions. So do YOUR own plan-
ning now.

special show. Miss Tolman presented the talented members
of the club. It is interesting to note that whereas on the
last Thanksgiving party, the theatre show had been given
free, admission being a potato or two. this show the kids
paid the regular dime admission and also brought food.
The response was greater than in previous years. Another
thing that helped boost the food donations was the delivery
to the theatre of all the food collected by the local schools.
One of the most commendable moves ever to be made

at the State Theatre was the recent one, at Thanksgiving
time, when the employees—those who could afford it

—

donated ten per cent of their salaries to be used toward
the purchase of additional turkeys and chickens to be in-
cluded in the baskets for the needy. We want to congratu-
late the members of the theatre staff.

We would like to point out at this time that there is no
reason why a stunt of this sort can't be repeated in your
town on Christmas. Not having a kiddie klub won't handi-
cap you. There are plenty of other angles on which to
concentrate. Think it over and put your plan into action.
Thanks, Miss Tolman. Let's hear from you again.
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Look This Pair Over;

They Are Adaptable

For Many Pictures

Here's a couple of corking

slants, credit for which be-

longs to J. P. Harrison, man-
ager of the Waco Theatre in

Waco, Texas. They formed
part of his campaign for Amos—
'n' Andy. (In fact, they form-

ed so potent a part that we are

passing them along in the event that any of the Club members
can find space for them when they play the film.) Or, if you
are not playing the picture, remember, they can be used for

many other cinemas.

One display that was placed in the lobby in advance and then

moved to front of vacant store adjacent to theatre during play-

dates attracted practically every passerby. This display con-

sisted of a front view of a shack with a shattered window pane

in the center. Through the shattered window pane could be

seen the figures of Amos 'n' Andy talking through a microphone.

The other display was placed in the lobby facing the people

coming out of theatre. This display consisted of two large

heads of Amos 'n' Andy and were placed on opposite sides of

the lobby and connected by means of a flasher with small bulbs

spelling out the words of Amos 'n' Andy. Cut-out letters of

Ha! Ha! and laughs galore were placed around the display. A
victrola placed in the back of the head of Amos, whose mouth
was open, played Amos 'n' Andy records.

Both displays helped immeasurably in letting people know
that the popular radio team was in town starring in their first

all-talking picture. Good work, "J- P." Let's have some more.

CLUB
EMBLEM

PIN!!!
This is the actual size of the pin. It is made
of rolled gold with the outer circle contain-

ing a blue enamel background and the inner
circle an orange background. The wording
is in gold letters.

Use This Blank:

Managers' Round Table Club

729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Kindly send me, postpaid, Club pins,

for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.

Name of Member

Theatre

Address

Chy State.

Marpole Gave Away
A Radio as Plug on
"Feet Firsf Selling

Our old friend J. D. (Jack)

Marpole, manager of the Par-

amount Theatre in Ogden,
Utah, made a corking tie-up

recently with a radio manufac-
turer by which he obtained a

^^^=^^^^^^=^^^^^=^= whale of a lot of publicity that

resulted in the successful sell-

ing of "Feet First," Harold Lloyd's latest laugh offering.

The company ran a newspaper contest on the number of

words one could make by using the six letters of PHILCO.
However, in order to become a contestant and obtain an entry

blank, it was first necessary to see "Feet First." Entry blanks

were handed out by the cashier to each adult who paid admis-

sion. The distributor donated a console radio.

The prizes at stake were of such proportions that everybody
wanted to cash in on the contest. That undoubtedly helped

to swell the attendance at the theatre to see the Harold Lloyd
talker. Philco paid for the two 3 x 15" ads on the contest,

sniped Philco "Feet First" 24-sheets and all Philco dealers had
co-operative window displays which further helped to sell the

picture to the public.

Marpole also broke into a window that has hitherto held aloof

from theatre advertising. This window was with a leading

men's store where they featured Florsheim shoes. A full win-

dow display consisted of shoes, a big head of Lloyd, name, title,

and playdates. In return for this concession, the Florsheim
trademark was imprinted on the instep of shoes shown on
window cards.

Listen, Jack, we'd like to hear from you more often. Keep
us posted will you, so that we can pass along these live-wire

showmen stunts that you engineer on every attraction?

"Song o' My Hearf
Display Boosted
Box-Office Business

His patrons at the State

Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y.,

take a great deal of interest

in the lobby displays that I.

Berman, manager of the house
turns out on every new change

_^^^^^^^^_____^__^_ of show, so it can be very
easily seen that he has to do

some tall stepping to give them nice art work, and at the same
time keep within his advertising appropriation.

When he played "Song o' My Heart" recently, he gave the

McCormack film a good advance plug by constructing the lobby
display that we are showing in the photo. The display was
simply constructed. The only material used was compoboard.
which served as a background for the excellent layout of the

stills from the attraction.

Persons entering the lobby would be sure to see the display,

as it was placed alongside the box-office. You will note in the

photo the clever way that the playdates are advertised by their

placement on a heart made of compoboard. Considering the

fact that Berman is rather limited as to his advertising—which

must necessarily be so in a neighborhood house—he turns out

some excellent work. We'd like to see some more of it too,

so that we can pass it along to the rest of the Club.
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A
MAN IS

JUDGED
BY THE
COMPANY
HE
KEEPS !

SANFORD JORDON, the Assistant
Manager of the Capitol Theatre in Salisbury,
North Carolina, comes to us recommended
rather highly by the manager of the theatre,

Paul Phillips. With a tribute such as is

given your ability, Sanford, we have an
idea that you are doing some good work to

help Mr. Phillips keep the house filled. Let's
know how you are getting along from time
to time so that we can report your progress.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

WM. J. TRUESDELL manages the Far-
ragut Theatre in Flatbush, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

for the Century Circuit. According to re-

ports drifting into Club headquarters, this

showman is a live-wire. Such being the

case, Bill, how about letting us hear from
you real soon, as we'd like to pass some of

your work along to your fellow members
and showmen.

-Wear Your Club Pin!

BOONE HAYES is the Assistant Man-
ager of the Lyric Theatre, in Jackson, Tenn..
and according to the send-off he is given
by Mr. McKenna, the manager, he is apt
as his work and seems to be headed for a

house of his own one of these days. Keep
us posted on what you are doing to help
sell shows in. your territory, Boone, so that

we can report your progress.

Photos of Members!

THE Club is anxious to publish

photographs of every member
and would, therefore, appreciate

receiving as many as possible for

use in future issues of the Club

columns. If yon have not already

done so, PLEASE send ns your own
photo at once. Thank yon.

THESE NEW MEMBERS THOUGHT SO!
HARRY F. KARASIK manages the

Oriental Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y. It is

at this theatre that some excellent show-
manship is being displayed that ranks with
any turned out by the Brooklyn showmen,
who, incidentally, are certainly turning up
some corking work. When you send us in

a contribution, Harry, include your photo,
will you. so that we can give you a regular
introduction?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

SIGMUND STRAUSS is the manager
of the Palace Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mr. Strauss is another of the active Loew
showmen to hook up with our organization.
We think that he, too, like so many of his
brother showmen on his chain, will prove
to be exceedingly active. Are we right
Sigmund?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

JAMES RISK manages Loew's Circle
Theatre in New York City. The Circle is

located in a pretty busy section, so Mr.
Risk is afforded an opportunity for display-
ing some showmanship of an excellent
calibre. While we are unaware at present
just what methods he used to bring them
into the box-office, we are sure that he will
let us in on the secret as his next contribu-
tion. And listen, James, include your photo,
too.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

JOS. F. LEONARD is the manager of
the Melba Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y. At
this house he has been turning out some
good showmanship, and it is of interest to
know that he tries to take full advantage of
the opportunities offered by a house located
in the downtown business section. Though
a block or so off the main thoroughfare, Mr.
Leonard nevertheless brings them into the
house. Keep it up, Joe, and let's hear from
you soon.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

JOSEPH B. HURL manages the State
Theatre in Milford, Mass. He is quite well
versed in showmanship, therefore he is cap-
able of holding down his present position
to a T. Since Milford is in the New Eng-
land district, Joe. and also in Massachusetts,
a frequent representation of showmanship
from which State is seen on our pages, we
think that you bid fair to become an active
member. Are we right?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

ERWIN NEWMAN comes to the Round
Table Club proposed for membership by
Eddie Fain. Mr. Newman is one of that live-

wire group of showmen who handle houses in
Revere. Mass. Erwin, himself, manages the
Revere Theatre in the city of the same name.
According to Eddie Fain, he is pretty active.
We'd like to see some of your work, Erwin,
so that we can pass it along. What do you
say?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

RAY KINIRY, the manager of the Opera
House in Bellows Falls, Vt., is the second
showman to be proposed for membership by
Eddie Fain. Though not located in Mass.,
as are the rest of the men proposed by
Eddie, Ray is nevertheless giving his town
some fine showmanship (and when we say
fine, we mean fine, irrespective of whether
it is done in Mass. or Vt.). Hop to it, Ray,
and shoot along a bunch of it, so that we
can let the rest of the show world see what
you are doing.

IRVING DREEBEN is the manager of

the Advertising Department of Fox Film
Exchange in New York City. It is Dree-
ben's duty to supply exhibitors with acces-
sories. In proposing Dreeben for mem-
bership, Wm. F. Brock of the Kingsbridge
Theatre in New York City, declares that
this film man is right on the spot with a
bunch of ideas. Oke, Irving. We'd like to
have some of them, so that we can pass
them along. Let's hear from you.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

B. H. POWERS is the Assistant Man-
ager of the E! Dorado Theatre in Eldorado,
Kansas. He has been with the theatre for
about two years, having been promoted to
his present position from the doorman's
job. If he has paid plenty of attention to
business in the two years, we think that he
should be ready for a house of his own
very soon. Drop us a line and let us know
how you're getting along, "B. H."

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

JOSEPH EPSTEIN is the manager of
the Victory Theatre in New York City for
Loew's. If we recall aright, it was just a
short time ago that Mr. Epstein's work was
called to our attention by one of the ener-
getic exploitation men on his circuit. It
seems that he is well liked around the neigh-
borhood, and this decided asset has helped
him in many ways. Let's have some ac-
counts of yourself and your work, Joe.

JOIN NOW!!
Here's the Blank

Application For

Membership In

"MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB"

723 Seventh AtB , New Yerk City

I hereby apply for membership In
the Club.

Name

Theatre

Address

City

State

Position

"Chick'* Lewis
Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are
coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been
assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions" Running times are those supplied by the distributor.
Where they vary in different cities or towns, the change is probably due to state or local censor-

ship deletions.

AMKINO
FEATURES

Title

Break Up. The
,;un ami Artera
Cfciidni tf t*e Hiw Day.
Cnina Ltpreit
Demon ol the Steppai

. E. Gall. N. Sitnono* June

. F. Gllllazova-Litkln June
, Special Cast Mar.
ialtykov-Podlesnaya - . Jan.

"ni of an Empire Nlkltln-F. Semenova
Igdenbti Li-lun-Shen Dec.

Law of Siberian Taiga Kevebul Klma July

Man from the Restaurant Tehekhov-Malinovskaya .... >>'

Old and New Martha Lapkina May
Pamir. Record of Expedition July

Soil S. Svashenko Oct.

Storm Over Asia V. Inklzhlnev Sept.
turktib Educational May

Coming Attractions
nti« st»f

El- Yemen Record of Expedition
mmj mi oo 'us A. tiuchma

Living Corpse. The V. pudovkta
Spring Educational
Transport of Fire G. Kuznetsov

Length
'* heel Mlns. Reviewea

6.
n

..7202.

..5516.
..78.. June >4

H ..5631. ...63 ..Mar. 15

H ..6800. 74.
,.7nnn

. 78. . Feb. I

5

3
6380

. 6576.
.70. Dec. 13

. 6000 67. .Jan. IB

.8921 -. .76. .May 10

7 ..5600. .62.. Oct. 25

5. ..7152. ..72 ..Sept. 13

4. . .4S00. .60.. June 14

BIG 4 FILM CORPORATION
Title Star Ret. Date Feet It

't§8ar L Ranch (A.T.) DF ... Buffalo Bill, Jr Aug. 4 5400.
*t§Beyond the Rio Grande (A.T.)

DF Jaek Perrln Apr. 12 5400..
•tSBreed of the West (A.T.) DF.Wally Walat Nov. 12 5400..
•f&Canyon Hawks (A. T.) OF ..Yakima Canutt *ug. 26 5400..
•UFIrebrand lordan (A.T.) OF. Lane Chandler June 28 ,5400..
f§Red Fork Range (A.T.) DrV.Wally Walea Jan. 12.31 .5400.

.

•ttjRidin' Law (A.T.) DF Jack Perrin May 24 a600.

.

TITralls ol Danger (A.T.) DF.Wally Wales Sept. 30. ...5400..
•TITake the Heir (A.T.) D Edw. E. Horton Jan. 20. ...5700.
•UWould You Believe It? (A.T.)
D Walter Forde Feb. 24 5400.

.

COLUMBIA
i Available sound-on- film and sound -on-disc >

FEATURES
Title Star Rel. Date

•tSAfrlea Speaks ;;••— .:-. :: Sept J*

Ins. Reviewed
.60. ..Aug 23

.60. . .June 7

.80
.60. ..Oct. 18
.60. ..July 26
B0 . .

.62. ..July 5

.60
63... Jan. 25

idney-Murray ... Api
Bert Lytell-Sebastlan Oct
Revler-Matt Moor* May
Mulhall. Starr- Elllet Nugent Oct.
Holland- vain Mar.
StanwvcK-iiravet-Sherman . Apr.
Jones- Reynolds June
N. HamiltOR-O. Sebastian. .. Aug.
Lytell-Patsy MJIIer .Aug

Dee..

*t§Around the Corner (A. T.)

•tSBrothera (A.T.)
•tSCall of the West (A. T.» .

•tiFer the Leva of Lll (A.T.)
•tiGullty? (A. T.)
*t§Ladle* if Leisure (* T.) .

*t§Lone Rider. Tht (A.T.)
'tSLadlei Must Play (A.T.)..
SLast n» the Line Wolf (A T >

•tSMadonna of the Streets (A.T.) Evelyn Brent-Robert Ames
»«Meioav Man- The (A. TJ... Colltar, Jr.-oay-St. **olit jan.

•t|Men Without Law Buck Jones Ott,
•KPersonaliry (A. T.) otarr-Arinur Feb.
•tIPrlnee of Diamonds (A.T.).. Ian Keith-Prlngl* Mar.
tERaln or Shine (A. T.) Joe Cook-Joan Peers Aug.
•tfRoval Romance. A (A. T.).. Collier-Starke Mar.
Shadow Ranch Buck Jones Sept
HSuters lA. T.) ODav-ONell June
•tISquealer. The (A. T.).. . Holt-Revier-Davy Lee Aug.
**58*eetheart% on Parade (A. T.) . Alice White-Lloyd Hughes. . .Aug.
*t§TemptatIon (A. I) Wllsen-Grav-Peroy -Juna
'TtTol able David (A.T.) Cromwell -Beery-Peers Nov.
'tU Vengeance (A. T.) Holt-Revler.8tra*ga . . . Fab.

26.

Length
Feet

.7054..
6356.

25.... 6843.
10 6500
5 7000..
3 ...8371..
5 9277..
9....5432..
I. ..5978...

26 ... . 6500 .

I....6932..
25.

. . 8388..
15 6090...
18 6304..
26. . . 6383..
15 8273..
17 6359..
I.... 5766..

.6284.,
6358..
6247 .

.

6279..
7350..
6160..

Mint
..74.
.71.
..78..
...72.
.72.
..71.

25...

Reviewed
-Sept 27
May 3

Nov. I

.May 31
Oct 4
.Apr. 12
.Apr. 19

..July 12
.Aug. 16
Sent. 13

...Dec. 6
... Feb. is

..Nov. 29
...Mar. i

...May 17

...July 28

...May 31
..Nov. IS

.. .June 28
.Sept. 13

...Sept 6
. . .June 2*>

...Nov. 15

Title
•f§Arl2oni (A.T.)
••SPharI»v -

» 4<>nt 'A.T *

*1§Criminal Code. The (A.T.
•'^Dawn Trail (A.T.)
Oesert Vengeance

' sOirlQibir a T.i

•tSFIttv Fathoms Deep (A
•tSFIood. The (A.T.)
For the Defense
Joaquin Murieta
•T,Last Parade. The (A.T.)
•t^LInn and the Lamb. The
•tiMeet the Wife (A.T.)..
fSMIraele Woman. Tho (A.T.
'»6Si'bw*v Exnre^s. The (A.
Ten Cents a Dance
•tlVlrtues Bed (A.T.)
*t«Woman Who Came Back.

Title
*t4lask«n Knights
'tSApache Kid. The
"tSArctic Aotloa (A.T.)
••Autumn
'^Bandmaster, The

*tt Barnyard Battle (A.T.I, .

•tS Barnyard Concert (A.T.).
•UBarn Dance (AT.)
HCactus Kid (A.T.)
*t§Came the Pawn
*t Cannibal Caper*
•Cat's Meow. The
•tSChaln Gang (A.T.)
•^Cinderella (A.T.)
*t§Continental Evening, A.

.

Crystal Gazer
•tSCurloslties
*t Desert Sunk
*tGDo It Now
*t§Dutchman'i Padadlse
UFalth. Hope and Charity.
•t§Flddl!ng Around (A.T.)
-tSFIreflghters (A.T.)

Coming Attractions
Star Rel. Date Length

Charle* Ruggles-Jun* Coliver Dee." 28 789n"
> Holmes-Huston. Dnran-Cummlngs Jan. 15. '31 7920

Buck Jones- Miriam Seeqar
Buck Jones- Barbara Bedford
Holt- Graves- Wray

T.) Monte Blue .' 7.7.'.'.'

Evelyn Brent
. ...-Buck Jones.
... Holt-Moore-Cummings ...... .

(A.T.)W. Byron-C. Meyen-R.Hattat-Lov*

) Barbara Stanwyck
T.).Jack Holt-Fred Ketsey

,

Barbara Stanwyck- Rlc. Cortez-

The (AT.)

SOUND SHORTS
Star

. . . . Krazy Kat Kartoon

. . . . Krazy Kat Kartoon

. . . . Silly Symphony
. . Silly Symphony

Krazy Kat Kartoon
....Mickey Mouse

M lekey Mouse
... Mickey Mouse
....Mickey Mouse
. . . . Eddie Buzzel
. . . Silly Symphony
.... Krazv Kat Kartoon
....Mickey Mouse

. . . . Krazy Kat Kartoon

. . . Fay Marbe
Specialties (Eddie Buzzell)

.

Novelty
....Krazy Kat Kartoon

Clark A Bergman
.... Rambling Reporter
...Specialties (Eddla Buzzell).

. ..Mickey Mouse
Mickey Mouse

Rel Date Length
. .1 reel..

Oct »....
June 5... .1 reel..

13...
Sept 8
A or. 25... .1 reel..

3... .1 reel..
14... . 1 reel...

Apr. II... . 1 reel . .

.

1

13. .

Jan. *... . 1 reel .

.

Aug. 6... .1 reel..
Aug, 14....
Fen. 12... - 1 reel .

.

'.'.'.
'.Nov'. 8

6 mil
Mar. 27... .! reel,.
fan 29... .1 reel..
Sept. 8...
Sept 8... . .' reel . ...Feb. 22

14. .. . . 1 reel .

.

.. June ?i
June II... . 1 reel . .

.

...Nov. 15

rSFroltieking Fishes (A.T.) Silly Symphony May
*t§GallopIng Gaucho (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Feb.
Gorilla Mystery Mickey Mouse Oct. I

r£Ham Berger &. His Horse
Radish (A.T.) Color Sensation July

•t§Hard Boiled Yeggs Specialties (Eddie Buzzell). .Oct. I

*t§Haunted House (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Aug.
*t§Hawanan» Columbia-Victor uem Apr.
*t§Honolulu Wiles (A.T.) Krazy Kat Kartoon luly
"flHot and Bothered Specialties (Eddie Buzzell) ..Sept
"t§Jailhouse Blues (A.T.) Mamie Smith
•tfjazz Fool (A.T.) Mickey Mouse July
•StJazz Rhythm Krazy Kat June
'tlJewel of Asia Rambling Reporter Sept.
•t§Jungle Rhythm (A.T.) Mickey Mouse luiy
tSKarnival Kid (AT.) Mickey Mouse May
*t§Lambs Will Gamble Krazy Kat Kartoon
*t§Lang; of Long Ago Rambling Reporter Sept
•t§Let's Talk Turkey Ramblinq Reoorter
Little Trail. The Krazy Kat Karton

I reel Sept. 27
. I reel

Dec. 6

. I reel

Nov. 15
. I reel
. I reel

I reel Jan. 24
Nov. 8

. I reel Aug. 16
. I reel. Nov. 9. '28

..I reel July 26
Nov. 8

. I reel Jan. II

. I reel
Nov. 29

viar.

*t§ Mickey's Follies (A.T.) Mickey Mouse lune
HMickey's Choo Choo (A.T.) .. Mickey Mouse June
*§tMldnlght In a Toy Shop Silly Symphony July
*t§ Monkey Melodies Silly Symphony Aug.
*t§Never Strike Your Mother Specialties (Eddie Buzzell). .Oct.
tShnght (A.T.) Silly Symphony July
*tOld Flame. An Krao Kdi Kartoon Apr.
•fSOo'ry House (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Mar.
'fSPIcnlt. The Mickey Mouse Oct.
•*SPinn» Crwv (A.T.) M icKev Mouse Feb.
•fSPIayful Paa Silly Symphony
•npiow Boy (A.T.) Mickey Mouse Way
'tSPrincesi Lady Bug (A.T.).. Cnlnr Sensation Mar.
•tlProdlgal Daughter. Tba Specialties (Eddie Buzzell) ..Sept

. I reel

. I reel

. I reel

Nov. 29
Aug. 9

Sept. 14. '29

Oct 12. '29

sRaaw
•tSShlndlg (A.T.)
•tslow tteau ,

* + iSpookeasy
'"--oik* Speaks
*t|Stage Door Knights.
*t§Stage Door Pest. ..

•t§Steamboat Willie (A.T.).

31

24
28

. 1 reel .

.

.1 reel...

9
17

jubilee Singers
.Mickey Mouse July
Krazy Kat Kartoon Feb.
Krazy Kat Kartoon Jan.

. Frank Moulan Mar.
Buddy Dpyle Apr.
Boyee Combe Jan.
.Mickey Mouse Ian.

.1 reel..
. I reel.

.

.1 reel.
.1 reel.

.1 Ml.

Feb. 22
.

Ferj. I

. . Mar. I

I reel.

. I reel.
.1 reel..

. I reel

. I reel.

J

*t§South Sea Interlude (A. T.). -Color Sensation Jan.
*T 5 Summer Silly Symphony Jan.
•ETalhing Srre»n Snanshett. . . Releas»>H twic* • month
Vagabond Salesman, The Specialties (Eddie Buzzell)
•t|When the Cat's Away (A.T.)-Mickey Mouso Apr. II.. I reel...
•UWIId Waves (A.T.) Mickey Mouse *ug. 15 (reel...
•t§Wlntar silly Symphony
•t§Ye Heartte Shop (A.T.) Color Sensation Apr. »2 I reel

CONTINENTAL PICTURES CORP.
FEATURES

Length
Title Star Rel. Date Feet Mlns

•tlFourth Alarm. The Nick Stuart-Ann Christy Oct 25
Rampant Age (A.T.) <D.F.) Murray-Kennedy Jan. 15 5743.
•t§Second Honeymoon, The (F.). Josephine Dunn Sept 3586..
Worldly Goods Klrkwood-Kennedy Aug. I 6065.

Coming Feature Attractions
Air Eagles 6 reels.
Defenders of the Law 6 reels.
Hellion's Last Cruise, The 6 reelt.
Mystery Train, The 6 reels.
Rose of Chinatown 6 reeli.
Sea Devils Molly O'Day-Edmund Burns. Dec. 15 6 reels.
Streets of Shadows t 6 reels.

EDUCATIONAL
SOUND SHORTS

f Available sound-on-rtJm and sound-on-disc >

.Jan. II

May 3

Reviewed
..Oet 18

.64. ..Jan. 18

67
.65-. Aug. 2

Title

"t§Avaraga Husband (A.T.) ...
•'-.Bluer Friends (A. T.J
''Bio lewei Case. The (A.T.).
•t§BlufTer. The (A.T.)
''-Bulls and Bears iA.'.i
•TSBully Beef
•tsCamera Shy (A.T.)
"tSCamous Crushes (A.T.)
•tSCaviar
*t§Choo Suey
•TIChumps. The (A.T.)
•HCorlflsh Balls
*t§College Cuties (A.T.)
'•^Costa Rlcan Case Wm. J.

*t§Dad Knows Best (A.T.)
•t§Dance Hall Marge (A.T.).
*|t Divorced Sweethearts (A.T.).

Star Rel. Data Feet.. Mini
. Clyde- Meerhead Sept 7 1646 IB
Lambert- Mcpnan Apr. 27 1609 IB
Lambert- Kelsev- Garvin . . Feb. 23... "480 16.
Clyde -Stedmaa Sept 28 922 II.
Kollaro-Clyae-Beebe Mar. 2 1838 20
Terry-Toon July 13 543 6
Hamilton- Mlatt Feb. 9 I4R0.. 16
Clyde- Beebe- Stuart June 15 1929 21.
Terry-Toon Feb. 23 659 7.
Terry-Toon Aug. 24 529 6
Beebe- Clvde luly 6 IB88 21
Terry- Toon June (5 878 8
Tamblyn-Rondell .Dec. 28 1649 19
Burns Detective Mysteries. . . Dee. 21
Holmes-Bolten Mar. 30
Gribbon-Becbc Jan. I8.'3
Christv I 'win -pollard- Beebe

tSDon't Bite Your Dentist (A.T.) Clyde Pollard ..Nov. 9.
.Buster and John West Oct. 26 .

. Johnny Hines
MeKee-Smalley

.Terry-Toon

. Bert Roach
. Beebe-Barraud-Clyde
.Hodge Podge
Lloyd Hamilton
Terry-Toop

5Don"t Give Up (A.T.)..
* Don't Leave Home
•^Drumming It la (A.T.)..
•t§Dutch Treat
"t§E»penslve Kisses (A.T.).
•tSFat Wives tor Thin (A.T.).
"tSFIylng Trip. A
-foil,.* the Swallow (A. T.)
'ISFreneh Fried
•t§Freshman's Goat, The (A.T.). Bobby
*t§Freneh Kisses Cook Shockley
*t§ Fried Chicken Terry- Toon
Girls Will Be Boys (A.T.) Charlotte Greenwood
•t§Golf Nuta Terry-Toon
•TSGoodby Legs (A.T.) Pollard-Stuart
**6Good Mornlno. Sheriff (A.T.) . Lleyd Hamilton
•t§Grandma'a Girl (A.T.) Clyde-Stuart- Kane
*t§Hall the Princes* tA.T.). Botey-Colllni
t Hawaiian Pineapples , . Terry-Toon
**6He Trumoed Her 4re (A.T.) Burkn-Bee&e
•tSHello Television (A.T.) Clyde-Chrlstv ,

•t§Hli Error (A.T.) Barnes. Cellini
*t§Hollywood Theme Song (A.T.) .Grlbbon-O'Leary-D'Avrtl
•ttiHoneymoon Zeppelin (A. T.) . Seebe- Pollard
•tsHonk Yaur Hern (A.T.) Llovd Hamilton
*t$Hot an d Hew (A.T.) Goodwin-Crane

...Sept

...Dee.

... May

...Sept

. - - Apr.

...Sept

12.

.)nne IS..

Sept 7..
..Oct. 19..
..Jan. 25..

Dec. 14.
.-luly 27...
. May 2S_.
..Oct
.May .

..May 18.
Mar. 23.

.Aug. 17.

.Sept 14.
..Dee. 7.
Apr. IS.
June 29..
.Jan. 12.

.
'«"!

. .

..1925...

.1822

. I837-...
1724 ...I
.1665...
.1600...
..612...
..1614...
. .

1

980 . .

.

...895...
.1886...

. . .547. .

.

. .1801 ..

...520..
.1961...
..1735..
..1883..

. -I57S. .

...602..

..1895..
. . 1844...
-.1758..
..1859..
1976..

.1716...

.1528..

. Reviewed
..Aug. 23

.' Feb.' 2?
Oet 25
..Feb .22
..July 12
Feb. I

.June 28
. . Feb. 22

!Juiy"l2

"DM."7

7Apr'."i2

.Nov! I

Sept 27
..Oct II

. Dee. 6

.May S:

Apr.M
Oct IB
Aug. 9

. . . Nov.22
..July IX
..June 14

..Oet 25

.7 May" 24
.Apr. 12

..Aug. 23

;

'.

'. Nov." i

. Apr. 2ft

..June 28

...Jaw. II

'Means synchronized score. ^Means sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D meant disc. F means sound-on-film.
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MHet Turkey
Tsrio- i Mt Baby (A.T.)
MJHunnnin Goulash
'iinii.ui Pudding

MSIrish Slew
MS Johnny' i Week Eld (A.T.)..
M§ Jumping Beam
•ijKang.iruo Steak
tSLovo A La Mode (A.TJ
Love Bargain. The (A.T.)
M§Love Your Neighbor (A.T.).
"^Marriage Rows (A.T.)
,m aun riaj . A.t.j

M: Medley ol Rivers, A
M§Monkey Meat

i% mh »i a.i. A
'tSMy Harem (A.T.)
*t§No, No. Lady (A.T.)
•m Darllnu .4.1.1

*t§Our Naoglng Wives (A.T.)..
MOver the Air. . .

Passionate Pups. The
T-,i' P ...r and Harmony (A.T.)

MPigskin Capers
i"inMieo ivery (A.T.)

M Popcorn

28.

Terry-Toon May 4 904
Barnn-Coii ins- McPhall June 22 I66T
Terry- Toon June
Terry- Toon Apr.
Terry -Toon Oct.
Johnn* HUM Sept.
ferry- Toons Nov.
Terry- Tmi July
Granville- Draw Nov.
Alberta Vaughn-Bobby Agnew Jan.
.Lloyd Hamilton Oct.
Lloyd Hamilton Jan.
Hagen-Dlegel Mar.
Hodge-Podge Nov.
rerry-Taeo Aug.
Hedge- Podge Feb.
Moran- Bradbury Nov.
Clydf. Christy Jan.
Outer- McPnall. Peek Feb.
Ferd Sterling Nov.
nudge- rodge : Oct.
Bert Roaeh
Lambert- Collin*. McPhall May
Terry-Toon „ Dec.
Lioyd Hamilton Mar
Terry-Teon Ian.

.lift..

...576..

..535...

..I65S..
..499...
...535..
.1770...

II. '31. .1843. .

"!. .1756..
'31.1682..

i 20U2..
1....892...

548..

.1764..
.1798..
.1565..
.1780..
..935..

. No. 9—Picturesque Hong Kong (F.4D.) Sept 716 .

No. 10—The luand Empire iF .40,1 Oct. 718.
No. II—Japan In Cherry Blossom Time (F.A.D.) Oct 766..
No. 13—Java—The Fragrant Isle (F.4D.) Nov 773.
No. 13—Charming Ceylon Nov 705.
No. 14—Honolulu to Havana Dee
No. 15—Siam to Korea Jan

22... Sept. 27
.21
22. ..Feb. 22

4/31
.19
.20. ..Dec. 6
.17. ..Feb. I

.19.. .Oct 25
10... Sept 27

.1680..

..544,.
. Ib42.

18 .May 10

'

Mar.' i9

"t§Prlie Puppies (A.T.)
MiRaeket Cheers (A.T.)
MSRadio Kisses (A.T.)
*t Hainan Punt*
MgRough Idea of Love (A.T.)

MSatt Water Tuffy
MSSeoteh (A.T.)
MSScotch Highballs
Shotgun Wedding, A
M§Si. St. Senor (A.T.)
•tSosntih Onion*
MfSugar Plum Papa (A.T.)...
M§Suppressed Crime. The. ..Wm.
tSSwlH Cheese
M§Toke Veur Medicine
MTid Bits -

•tSTheir Wives' Vacation (A.T.)

"tJThree Hollywood Girls (A.T.)

••STre-ubl* For Two (A.T.)...
•t$Up a Treo
*15Ulrith Case. The Wm. J

•tSVaeatlen Levea (A.T.)
MSWestern Knighls (A.T.)
•UWitkins Murder Mystery
MfWon by a Neck

Mar.
. Aug.
• Nov.
May
Apr.

. Oec.
Nov.

. Jan.
, Nov.

20.

16.

Terry-Toon
Ltoyd Mimlltea
Clyde-Irwln-Pollaxd .

Beetle- Ouryea-Carewe
Terry-Toon
Beebe-Eastman
Terry-Toon
.Clyde-Bevan-McPhail
.Terry-Toon
.Buster &. John West
.Tom Patricola Sept. 2
Terry-Toon Mar. 2'.

.Clyde-Grlbbnns ... Feb. i(

J. Burns Detective Mysteries Nov. 23
. ."erry-Tofia June
Andy Clyde Oct 28.
.Hodge Podge Dee. 2
. Kettnn- Murray Dee. i.

Leota Lane-Rita Flynn-Phlv-
Ms Crane Jan. 4.'

Kaymond MrKeo Mar. 9
.Lloyd Hamilton Nov. 30
.Burns Detective Mysteries, Jan. 4.

.Clyde-Betty Boyd Sept. 28
Lambert-St. John-MePhall. . . <*or. 20
Wm. J. Burna Dec. 7

.Lloyd Hamilton Oct. 5

.623...
.1724..
.1994..
.1891..
..560..
.1896..
..582 .

. . 1961..

..8. ..Apr. 5
..If...."
,22. ..Nov. 6
.21. ..Juno 14

..6... Apr. 26

..21

...6
..22. ..Jan. 4

6....I932.. .21.. . Feb. '

.... 969..
1 779..

..10.
.. .8..

..Oct 25

1902.
i"S27. .

.1777...

.1904..
. ififil..

,1023.

.

.1885..

..21

.20.. Apr. >

II. . Sept. 27
..21. ..Oct II

FIRST NATIONAL
(Available sound~on-disc and sound-on-film)

FEATURES
t'tle

MSBack Pay (A.T.)
Ms-Bad Man. The (A.T.)
MJBride ot the Regiment (A.T.
•tSBrlght Lights
•T§Collego Lovers (A.T.)
MsDawn Patrol, Tne (A.T.)..
MSFIlrtlng Widow (A.T.)
'SFurles (A.T,)
MfGIrl of Golden West (A.T.
MSGorllla. The (A.T.)
M§ln the Next Room (A.T.).
MSLIIlea of Field (A.T.) ..

M $ Loose Ankles (A.T.)
MSMurder Will Out (A.T.)
MJNotorlous Affair. A (A. T.)
•- f Numb-red Men (A.T.)
M§One Night at Susie's (A.T.
Mfother Temorrew (A.T.)
MSPIaylng Around (A.T.) ...

MSRoad to Patadlse. The (A.T
"tSScarlet Pages (A.T.)
tsShow Girl in Hollywood (A.T.
MSSong of the Flame (A.T.)..
M§Sprlng Is Here (A.T.)...
•ttstrletly Modern (A.T.)
'ffSunny (A.T.)
MSSweethearts and Wives (A.T.
•**Sweet Mama (A.T.) ......
•tSTop Speed (A.T )

ItSTruth About Youth (A.T.).
MSWav ef All Men. Tho (A.T.
MSWidow from Chicago (A.T.)

Itar "el. Date
Leng

Feet.
th
Mini. Rnvlewet

Corinne Griffith . .. .June 1.. ..5672. .62. ..Juno 7
Huston- Revler ....Sept. 14.. .7124.. ..77.. .Aug. SO
Segal-Pidgeen June 22... .7418,

.

-.82 . .Mav 2J
Dorothy Maekalll ....Sept. 21.. ..64(8. ...72. ..July 5
Whltlng-Nixon ....Oct »... .5633.. .63.. .Sept. 8
Barthelmess- Fairbanks. Jr.. Aug. II) .10054. .112. ..July 19
Dorothy Maekalll May II... .6664.. ..74.. .Juno 7
Warner-Wilson Mar. 16. . . 5(51)8. ..73. ..AW. 28
Harding-Rennla . Oct. 12.. ..7276.. ..75. ..June 21

Joe Frlteo .... Nov. 2.. ..5911. ...63. ..Oct 4
jack Mulhall . .. Jan. ?« . .6^36. . 70 A or i

Corinne Griffith .... . . . Jan. &>.. . . 5979 .

.

.67 Dee. 21. '29

. . Feb. 2.. . 6140. . 6a. Mar. -

Mulhall-Lee . . . . Apr. 8 . ..6200. .68. ..Apr. 18
Billle Dove May 4.. ..6218. . .69. ..May 3
Nagel-Claire . . . . Aug. 8.. ..6480. ...72. ..June 7
Dove- Fairbanks. Jr. . Oct Itt .5760.. ..64., . Nov. 1

Billle Dove Fob. 9.. ..5800. 84 .Jan. 4
Whlte-Morrls .... Jan. 19.. -.6003. ..68. ..Apr. S
Young-Mulhall ....July 20.. -.6935. ...77. ..July 5
Ferguson- Nixon ...-Sept. 28.. ..5906. ...65. ..Aug. 9
Whlte-Mulhall . . . Apr. 20 ..7513. ..80. ..May 5

. ... May 25.. ..6501. ...72. ..May 3
13.. ..6386. ...70. ..Apr. 26

Domthy Maekalll Mar. 2 . 5632. .63. .May 10
Marilyn Miller .... Nov. n .7256.. ..81.. .Oct. II

Billle Dovo ...June 15 ..7003. ...77. ..Juno 7
Alice White .... ... July 6... .5012.. ..55.. .July 19
Brown-Clalre-Whitlng .. . . . . Aug. 24 , ..7200. .82. ..June 21
Young. Tearle Nov. 3D

,
..6235. ...69. ..Nov. 29

Fairbanks. Jr. -Revler .

.

Sept 7.. ..6032. ...87. ..July 28
Neil Hamilton Nov. 9.. ..6235.. ..65. -Oct 25

Coming Attractions
ReviewedTitle Star Rel Date Feet Mini.

Ambush Loretta Young
Big Business Girl.... Loretta Young
Broadmlnded Joe E. Brown
M§Captaln Blood (A.T.) James Rennle 702'J

Chances Douglas Fairbanks. Jr

MS Father's Son (A.T.) Janney-Stone-Rleh 77 Oct 4
M§Golng Wild (A.T.) loe E. Brown Oec. 21 6486 72... Aug. 23

Green Cat. The Dorothy Maekalll :

-tSHonor ot the Family, The
(AT) Walter Huston

•t§Hot Heiress. The (A.T.) Lyon-Munson 7309 Oct 4

MSKIss Mo Again (A.T.) Clare-Pldgeon Ian. 25. '31

Mf Kismet (A.T.) Otis Sklnne' Jan. 18. '31
. .8253 92. ..Nov. 8

Lady for Love. A Loretta Young
MSLady Who Dar-d. The (A.T.) . Biin* Dove 3078...

Rlrharri Rarthelmaat Doe. 28. .7169..
under title ot "Adios" Hsue of Oct. 41

Edw. G. Robinson 7380 .

.Irene Oelroy-Jack Whiting
..Peterson-Manners Jan. 4. '31 . .6855.

.

Lee-Lyon .... .6480.

.

Alice White Jan. II. '31.5187.

-t|The" Lash (A.T.)

.

(Reviev
MSLIttle Caesar (A.T.)
•"?M.n r.1 |h. Sfcy fA.T.)..

.

•tSMothers Cry (A.T.) ....
M§Misb«havlng Ladle* (A.T.).
••SNaunrit* Flirt (A.T.I.

.

Paris Preferred
Party Husband
•Sflloht «t Wav Th» fA.T.)
•5Toe Vouno to Marry
Tenderfoot. The
You and I

tSWaman Hungry (A T.)

.Nov.

Dorothy Marks ill . . .

Naoel v "nno
.Young-Withers
Joe Brown

. Loretta Young
Loe- Kohl er- Black mer

FITZPATRICK PICTURES, INC.
Features

Star Rel. I

.Percy Marmont-Benlta Hume Nov.

SOUND SHORTS
Traveltalk Series

Itla Star Rel. Date
I—From Barcelona to Valencia (f.&O.) Sept
2—From Valencia to Granada (F.A.D.) Oct. ..

3—From Granada to Toledo (F.&.D.) Nov. ...

4— In Old Madrid (F.4D.) Dee. ..

5—Egypt—Tha tand af the Pyramids (F.AD.) May ..

6—Gateway to India. The (F.A.D.) June ..

7—Tempi* tf Love. The (F.1D.) Jul* ••

8— Imperial City (F.A.D.) Aug. ..

Length
Feet Mlna. Reviewed

..S877....45 ...Oet 25

Length
Feet Mlns. Reviewed]

...1006.... 1 1

97I....II Oct.l2.'29
.11 Nov. 18. '29

..10... Feb. 6
.11.. .June 21

..975..
..867..
..972..
..850..
..956..
..832..

Sept
Aug. :

American Holiday Series
*Abraham Lincoln (A.T.)
"Armistice Day (A.T.)
'Christopher Columbus (A.T.)
•George Washington (A.T.)
"Independence Day (A.T,) ...
*§Labor Day
•^Memorial Day
•§ Mother's Day
'SOrigln of Christmas
'^Thanksgiving

Movie Horoscope Series
One Release for Each Month of the Year

Title |

People Born In August (D.&.F.)
People Born In September (D.4F.)
People Born In October (D.4F.)
People Born In November (O.tVF.)
People Born In December (D.oVF.)
People Born In January (D.4F.) ...
People Born In February I0.4F.)
People Born In March (D.otF.) ...
People Born In April (D.4.F.)
People Born In May (D.4.F.)
People Born In June (D.iF.)
People Born In July (D.oVF.)

....S

...3

....8

....S

....5

....8

Length
Feet Mlns. Reviewed

.. 830 8

...991 II

...854.. ..10'^
.711 8

.8...714..
.. .901..
...910..
.. .901..
...689..
...749..
.. .944..
...823..

.10

'.io'4
".".'.'.'.

Music Master Series

Title Star Rel. Data
'tGeorges Bizet (D.6VF.) • 8«pt ...

•tJohannes Brahams (D.&.F.) Sept
•tFran* Liszt (D.A.F.) • Sept
ItGeorge Frederick Handel (D.4 Oct
MFrederlek Chopin (D.A.F.) Oet
•tLudwig Van Beethoven (D.o\» Oet
MJohann Strauss (D.&F.) Nov
1§Gulseppe Verdi (D.&.F.) *ov
M Felix Mendelssohn (D.iF.) Dee

Length
Faet Mlns. Rovfewsd

....972.... 1 1

...971 II. ..Feb. 15

...998.... 1 1... Apr. 5

...990. ...I
...932.... 10'/,

...681 7Va.ADr.l9
544 6.. .Dec. 13

..851 9'/,.. Nov. 29

...819 9

FOX FILMS
(All releases sound-on-film and toand-on-disc)

FEATURES Length

Title

•ts-Are You There? (A.T.)..
MSArlzona KID. Tna (A.T.).
•tSBIn Party, The (A.T.)...
*t§Blg Trail. The (A.T.)...

Star Rel. Date
. Llllle-Garrlek Nov.
. baiter- Marls
Leo- Carol* Albertson
.Wayne-Churchill-Marshall

.Apr.
Feb.

.Nov.

•t§Cameo Klrby (A.T.)...
*t§Cheer Up and Smile...
•tiClty Slrl (P.T.)
MlCommon Clay (A.T.).. -

*t§Crazy That Way (A. T.)
•t§Dancers. The (A.T.) ...

*t§Devll With Woman. A .

MsDouole Cross Roads (A. T.) .. Ames-Lee
M§F»x Movietone Follies ef '*'

Terrls-Murray Jan. 12.

.Lee-Lake-Baclanova June 22..

.farrell- Duncan Feb. 16.

Bennett- Ayres- Marshall Aug. 17.
..Bennett-MacKenna Mar. 30.
.Moran-Holmes-Walter Byron. Nov.
.Victor McLaglen-Marla Nov.

Feet Mlns. Reviewed
.5400 60. ..Nov. 29

27 7450 S3. ..May 17

23 6482 72. ..Mar. I

2. .Standard J II 18. ..Oct. It

. . Grandeur 14200

9..
16.

28.

(A.T.)
M§Good Intentions fA.T.)
M§Harmony ot Home (A.T.)

.

MiHIgh Society Blues (A.T.)
•tSJust Imaalne (A.T.)
•tJLast ot Ouanas (A.T.)
'HL.ti Go Places (A.T.)...
MlLlghtnln'
M§Lillom Fai

"tfiLone Star Ranger (A.T.) fieorg

Special Cast
Lowe-Churchill
Collier, Sr.. Churchill
Gaynor- Farrell ......
Brendel-Sullivait
0' Br ion- Loy -Browne
Waostaff-Lnne
W 111 Rogers- Dresser .

Taylor
O'Brien

*t§Man Trouble ..

"t§Men Without Women (A. T.).MacKenna-MacDonald

..May 4.
Juno 29...
..Jan. 19...

Mar. 23.
...Nov. -23.,
..Aug. 31..
Feb. 2..

.Dee. 7.
..Oct 5...
.Jan.

. Sills-Mackalll Aug. 24.

*t§Not Damaged (A.T.).
•t§Oh. For a Matt! (A.T.).
•t§Ono Mad Kiss (A.T.)
•t§On the Level (A.T.)
•tEOn Your Back (A.T.)
•+§ Renegades
*t§ Rough Romance (A.T.) . .

.

MSScotland Yard (A.T.)
*t§Sea Wolf (A. T.)
MfjSky Hawk fA.T.)

. Meran-Byron-Amos
. MacDonald-Denny- White
.Den Jose Mojica...

,. Victor McLagten ,

. Rleh-Warner-Haekett ...

. Baxter- Beery- Loy
,. O'Brien- Chandler . .

. Edmund Lowe- Bennett Oct'

.Milton Sills Sept 21..
Garrlek-Chandler Jan. 26..

.Feb.
. May :

. Dec.
July

. Mar.
Sept
Oct
June

•t§So This ll Londef (A.T-> Will Rogers June
*t;Song 0' My Heart (A.T.)., John MeCormaok Sept
M§Soup to Nut* (A.T.) HeJy-Wlnnlnger-Smlth Sept
'tlSuch Men Are Dangerous (A.T l Baxter- Owen Mar.

( Reviewed under title if "Mask of Lore" In Feb, 1.

*t|Temple Tower (A.T.) MocKenna-Day Apr.
•tfj3 Sisters (A.T.) nresser- Patrii-ola Apr.
•t§Uo the River (A.T.) Luee-Bogart-Traey Oet I

MgWIld Company (A.T.) Albertson Warner-Lvnn July 19..
m§ Women Everywhere (A.T.) . .. Murray- Dorsay-Kellard June I..

Coming Feature Attractions
Title „ Star R() |_ 0lt#

All Women Are Bad MacDonald-Lowe-Halllday
*t§Alone With You (A.T.).. . Gaynor-Uamck
Axelle
M§Barcelona (A.T.) aaynor-Bogart
•*6Blnndle (A.T.) Moran-Roosrl-Ame*
Charlie Chan Carrln On Churehiil-Garrick-Hymer
MfClsco Kid. The (A. T.) Lowe-Baxter
MSConneetleut Yanfcoo, A (A.T.) Will Rogers-O'Sulllvan
Doctors' Wives Baxter- Bennett
'tfjEatt Lynne Ann Harding -Brook- Nagel
•tlFalr Warning (A.T.) O'Brien-Huntington
•tiGirls Demand Excitement

.6120.

.5600..

..6171.
..7961.
..5828.
.7500..
..5750.,
..5300.

..7422.
. 6340..
.6395..
..6750.
.10056.
..5500.
.6745..
.8500.
.8472..
..5940.
..7800..
.7246..
.6500.
..7800.
..5568.
..5600.
...6600.
..8400.
..4800.
..6750.
..8000.
.6925..
..8300..
..8243...
..6340..
-.7586...
. Issue)
..5200..
.6442...
.8200...
-.7209..
..7500...

.68 Dec. 7.

,62... Aug.
29

64... Mar. 29
.83 Oet. 4
.64... July 26
.64-. .Mar. 28

..84. ..May 10

.70 June 14

70 Dec. 14. '29

. 75... Mar. I

III. ..Oct IB

.61. ..July 12
,72... Jan. 18

..94. ..Oct 25
84... Sept 13
.66... Jen. 25
.84. ..Aug. 38

.Jan. 4

.June 14

. . Nov. 8

.July 28
June 14

..July 26
.Oct 4
.June 21

-Oet 4
Aug. SO

.76 Dee. 14. '29

. 92. May 31
..82. ..Mar. 13
..70... Oet 25
.82... Feb. I

72.

93.

89.

.58 .May 17

.Apr. 29
..Oct II

.July 19

.June 14

.Mar. 8, '31

Feb. 15, '31.. 5600... 62 ..Nov.

(AT) John Wayne- Virginla-Cherrlll

M^GoIng Nowhora (A.T.) Brendel-Whlte-Tracy

Heir to the Hoorah. The Will Rogers
MSHot Numbers (A.T.). Coreoran-Byron Collier. Sr

,

Land Rush Victor MeLaglen-Fay Wray
•t§Msn Who Came Back. The

(AT) J - Gaynor - C. Farrell - K.
' MacKenna Jan. 1 1.

•SMen nn Call (A.T.) Edmund Lowe. Clarke Jan. 25,

Merely Mary Ann Janet Gaynor- Cecelia Loftus

Mr Lemon of Orange Brendel-Dorsay-Churchill

M6N0 Favors Asked (A.T.) McLaqlan-Francts
•t§Onee a Sinner Dorothy Mackaill-Jool MeCreaFeb. 8.

M50ne Night In Parle (A.T.) Gaynor- MacKenna
1 John Wayne-Claire Lie*

E. Lowe-L. Hyams Dee. 28.

31 Oec. 20

Parrell-O'Sulllvan-Wam
O'Brien- Less ing- Maris
Farrell -Camoton

•Means synchronized score, tMeans sound effects. %Means voice

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.

tlpalntert Woman. The 'A T.)

•t§Part Time Wife (A.T.)...
*t§Prlneess end tho Plumber.

Tho (AT->
Seas Beneath, The
•tSShe's Mv Girl (A.T.) .

-*iShe W*ars the Pantt (A.T.).
Six Cylinder Love
•tssoldor The (A.T.) Baxter
*t§Stry. Tha Hamilton-Kay

(including dialogue and incidental songs).

D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

..Feb. I. '31

A.T. after title means
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ftquriarMM Charles Farrell-Ellssa Landl. Mar.
Stul a Thunder MacDonalrt-Brook
' heir Mad Moment < A.T.) ... Baxter Mackalll-Pitts Feb.

*• Girl* Last John Wayne-Cherrill Mar. 15

Under Suspicion (A.T.) J. Harold Murray -Moran Jan. 4
jWumen of All Nation* (A.T.) McLagjen-Lowe
^Wyoming Wonder lA.T.)... . Howard-Corcoran ,

TSYouno Sinners (A.T.) Moran-Albertson-Melghaa

22.

INTERNATIONAL PHOTOPLAY DISTRIBUTORS
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Oat*
tAtter the Verdlet Olga Ttehechowa Jan. I..
•UCrimion Circle, The Stewart Rene Feb. I..
•tGDarh Red Rosei lA.T.t Rome-Ooble Mar. I..
Mi Unwritten Law. Thi < A.T. > . . . Roiallad Fuller Fab. I..

Length
Reeli Mini. Reviewed
.7 76. June 21

.7 79. Jan. II

,8 67.. Mar. B

.5 SO

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star

•tIAel- Dental Treatment 2 17.,

*tsAbble Mitchell 4 Sizzle L
Blake Song Program I I

'tfClyde Oeerr 4 Saxophone
Sextet Jazz Pro a ram I 8

'tSFeed the Brute (A.T.) Animal Novelty 1 8
"t&Hoak (A.T.) Frawley A Smith I 9
•tSJuitlee (A.T.) Special Cait 2 17
*t§Little Journey! la Sen p land. .Song Serlea 1 8
Marionettes

1. Grand Opera
2. Allez-Op
S. Dimples & Tears

•f&Mlser, The (A.T.) Bransby Wllllama ..

•HMr. Smith Wakes Up (A.T. ) Marriott- Gott
•tsNiaht in Dixie, A <A.T.)...MItehell-Hudgln* ..

IS Nora Blaney Ne. I Song Program
*T§Nora Blaney Ne. 2 Song Program
'tSRadl* Franks & 4 Bachelors. Song Program
*t§Teddy Brewn A. His Band Jazz Pregram ......
*t§When the Clock Struck

Twelve (A.T.) Nlles Welch 7 If.,

METROGOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date
*t§Anna Christie (A.T.) Greta Garbe Feb. 21 8170
'tiBIg House, The (A.T.) Beery-Morrtt-Hyamt June 14.
VSBIIIy the Kid (A.T.) John Mack Brown OeL 18.
MsBltbop Murder Case (A.T.).. Basil Rathbone Jan. 3-.
*t§Call of the Flesh Nevam Aug. 16

Reviewed under title of "Singer of Seville" In July 12th.

VSCaught Short (A.T.) Oresiler- Moral May 10.
'ISChailno Rainbows (A.T.) Love-King Jan. 10.

(Reviewed under title of "Read Shew" la Nov. 2, 1929,

IfChlldren of Pleasure (A. T.) .
Gray Rubla-Jthait* Apr. 26

1 8

www \\*.i.v."'. lit.
"*

".;".'.

2 is

Length
Feet Mine. Reviewed

91. Dec. 21. '29

..88. ..June 28
82.. .Sept 13

9.. Nov. 16, '29

7901.

'

1 5 Dov 1 1
- May-Cars (A.T.) Ramon Novarra

• 1 5D Ivortee. The (A.T.) Shearer* Merr la

•
1 1 Doughboys Butter Keatai ,

(Reviewed under title "Big Shot"
tSFree and Easy (A.T.) Butter Keataa
*t§Floradora Girl, The (A.T.). .Davlet-Gray
MSGIrl Said Ne. The (A.T.)
'tSGeod News (A.T.)
•t§ln Gay Madrid (A.T.)
•t§Lady's Morale. A (A.T->..

(Reviewed under title of "The Soul Kits'

tfLady af Scandal (A.T.) Chatterton-Forbst-Rathbene

7961..
..9061. ..99.
1930. Istue
.6873... 71..
..8813 98
Issue)
..6400,

. Haines-Hyams

. Special Catt
. Ramon Novarro
.Grace Moore

Aug. •
. Feb. 7 8613. ..98. Dec. 28/29

...Apr. 19... 7533. .84... Apr. 19

... Aug. 30. ...7325. -.61. ..July 26
In July 26 Issue.)
...Mar. 22... 8413... .93. ..Feb. 22
...May 31 7260 61. ..June 7
...Mar. IS 4382 ...93... Feb. I

Aug. 23. ...7931.. ..88. ..Apr.

*t§Lady to Love, A (A.T.)
*tSLet Ut Be Gay (A.T.)
*i$Lord Byron at B'way (A.T.)
*t§Love In the Rough (A.T.) R
*t§Madam Satan (A.T.) K.
•HMen of the North (A.T.) B.
Min and Bill
•^Montana Moon (A.T.)

,
May 17 7654.
Nov. 8.... 7856..
In OeL 4 Istue.)

May 24.... 6658.
8 8429.,
9 7121,

28.... 7069.
Mentgomery-D. Jordan. . .Sept. 6 7668.
Johnsoi Reginald Denny. Sept 20. ..10320.
Leonard-G. Roland Sept. 27 5359.

_ le Dressier Nov. 29 5977.
Joan Crawford Mar. 29 7917.

Vllma Beaky Mar.
Shearer. La Reque Aug.
Terry- Kaesy- Edwards Feb.

*tlNet So Dumb (A.T.) Davles-Nugent Jan. 17 6875.
(Reviewed under title of "Duley" In Nov. 2. 1929, Istue.)

•f§Our Blushing Bride* <A.T.) .. Crawiord-Page-Sebattlan ...July 19 9138.
•tSOne Embarrattlng Night All English Catt June 21.
•trillion Flower (A.T.) K. Franclt-Johnson-Blckford Dec.

.85. ..June 7

,.77. ..May SI
.94... Feb. 8
..79. ..May 3
.78... Jan. 25
85... Aug. 16

13. ..Aug. 80
60... Oct 25
.67... Oct. 18
,88... Fab.
..75

*t s Redemption (A.T.) Gilbert- Nagel-Adoree
*tS Remote Control (A.T.I Haines- Deran
'tiRogue Bong, The (A.T.) Lawrence Tlbbett ....
*t§Romanea Greta Garb*
*t5Sea Bat, The (A.T.) Bl.klord- Miijan-T*rr t »

•tsBhlp From Shanghai, The
(A.T.) Nagel- Johnson- Wslhelm

MlSlat af the Children (A.T.). Mann-Nugent
(Reviewed under the title of "Richest Man"

"tSStrtctly Unconventional (A.T.)Stone-Cavanagh-Owen
(Reviewed under title of "The circle" Id Feb,

.Apr. 5..
,. Nov. 15.
..May 10.
..July 26.
. . June 5.

.

. Jan. SI.

.8611..
...7171.
..6019..
...5958.
...9723.,
...6977.
. .8253.

.

ii2.

.69.

.July It
.Aug. 16
..Oct. 25
May 10

.Oct II

. Fab. i

Aug. 2
.May 3

•tIThls Mad World (A.T.).
"TiThey Learned About Women

(A.T.)
*t§Those Three French Girls..
*T3Unholy 3, Tha
*t§War Nurse (A.T.)
tSWay lor a Sailor (A.T.)....
•t«Wav Out Wett (A.T.)
•tSWeman Racket (A.T.).

Rathbono-Jehnaoa

8176. ..69. ..Jan. 18

.7716. ..88. ..July 5
In the World In July 5 Issue.)

May 3 . . . . 4970 . . . . 55 . . . Feb. 22
22. 1929, Issue.)

.Apr. 12.... 6452... 72... Apr.

Van and Schenck
.(A.T.) R. Denny
Chaney-Lee-Lmow
Walker-Page- Montgomery
John Gilbert

.Feb. 14.

Oct It.
..July 12.

, Nov. 22..
. Nov. I .

.

. Aug. 2.
. Moere-Sweet Jan. 24.

.

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date

Baehelor Father Davles-Forbes Ian. I0.'3I..
*16Danee. Fools. Dance (A.T.).. Joan Crawford Feb. 21
'ts Daybreak (A.T.) Ramon Novarra
Easiest Way, The Constance Bennett-Robert Montgomery ...
Five and Ten
Gentleman's Fate Gilbert-Wolhelm
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford ....Bill Haines
G Iris Together
"tSGreat Day, The (A..T.) ....Joan Crawford

,

Great Lover. The Adolphe Menjou
"tSGreat Meadow, The <A.T.) . . .3rown-Boardman Jan. 24. '31.

*t$Her Fortune (A.T.) Joan Crawlord .

It's a Wise Child Marion Davies Jan. 24. '31.

19

'29

18
.8773... 97. Dec. 14,

.6760. ..78. -Oct

.6478... 72... May
7333.... 82... Sept 20
.7987. ..89. ..Sept 20
.6407. ..71. ..Aug. 9
.6887. ..77. Dec. 14. '29

'^Inspiration
Mate Harl
*T§Mareh of Time (Tent.)
•HNew Meon. The (A.T.).
Paid
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath

Law". Issue of Nov. 15)

'.'.".'."'.'.Ian/ "3.'3r." 6930".

'

ta Gar bo
..Greta Garbo ,

Weher A Fields
.Tlbbett-Moore
. Crawford-Armstrong
,. Keaton-Etlers-Denny

(Reviewed under title of "Within the
•tSRed Dust (A.T.) Greta Garbo
*t§Reduelng (A.T.) Oreseler-Moran
Secret Six. Tha Beery-Rambeau
Shepherd of Guadaloupe
*t§Southerner, The Lawrence Tlbbett
•§tSquaw Man. The Roland Young
Strangers May Kiss Norma Shearer
Susan Lenox. Her Rise and Fall
Their First Mistake Laurel &. Hardy

(Reviewed under title ef "The Rap," Issue of Sept. 27)
•tSTrader Hern lA.T.) Harry Cerey.

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star

•tEAll Toad Up Eharlev Chasa
Another Fine Meet Laurel* Hardy
MSBaby Follies (A.T.) Revue
*t§Baby Talk Boy Friends Jan.
Bark Brothers, The Dogvllle
'HBear Shooters Our Gam May 17

.77.. .Dee. 13

Rel. Date
. Anr. 19
.Nov. 29..
.Apr. II

I7.'3I

Length
IMS ...
.2591...

Reviewed
.Mar. 2P
..Dee. 13

1881 Feb. IS

*1§Below Zero Laurel-Hardy Apr. 26 1889..
Big Dog House. The Dogvllle Mar. 14. 'SI
tsbig me*, the Harry Lanoaon . .

. aiar ifl?7
"t§Blgger and Better Boy Friends Oct. 25 1789..
Blood and Thunder B. Friend Jan. 17. 3l.loui.
*T3 Blotto Laurei'Mardy Feb. 8.... 2654..
•tSBratt Laurel- Hardy Mar. 22 1928.,
Busy Barcelona Holmes Apr II. '31.
China's Ole Man River Holmes Oct.
*t§Clock Shop. The Revue May
Clyde Doerr A Hit Saxophone Orchestra Act Jan.
tSCollege Hounds Dogvllle Sept
^College Romeos Blltmore Trio Jan.
Copy Novelty Oct.
Crazy House Dane- Mora n Nov.
Cuckoo Murder Case, The Flip the Frog Series Oct
Devll"s Cabaret Revue Dec. 13.
't§Doctor» Orders Boy Friends Sept 13
•tSDogway Melody Dugville Dec. 2i

"tSUollar Dizzy (A.T.) Charley Chase Oct 4...
•t§Dublln and Nearby Holme* Dee. 27
•t&Fast Work (A.T.) Charlie Chase Juno 2n.
•T&Flddleatleki (A.T.) Cartoon Aug. 16.
•TIFIfty Million Hutbands Charley Chase May 24..
t§Fighttag Parsen Langoon Feb. 22.

'TSFIrtt Seven Years, The Our Gang Mar. i

"Flower Garden Revue Jan. 18
•Flying Fists Cartoon Sept 6

..Feb.
.Apr.

862....
10. -.2 real*..
18 572....
27.... 1524. ..

25 853
I.... 1877....

18 .724..

•tSGems of M-G-M (A.T.).
Girl Shock
Glories of Nlkko. The
"t&Haywlre lA.T.)
/^Head Guy. The

Helping Grandma

Novelty Jan. 3,
...Charley Chase Aug. 23
...Holmet Aug. 23...
...Laurel- Hardy May 29

. .. Harry Langden Jan. II

Our Gang Jan. 3. '31

-.1493 Nov.
2334
....882

Aug.
low Mar.
1677.. ..Dec. 14. '

1843 Apr.
1663
.628

.568.

High C's Charley Chase Dee.
*t§Hog Wild (A.T.) Laurel-Hardy May
Hoosegow. The Lourel A. Hardy
'-ttHei o*a .Dogvllle Aug.
•tSlite Miraiii Holmes Dee.
•l§Kiddies Revue (A.T.) Mar.
•t§Klng, The Harry Langdon June
•t§Laurel A. Hardy Murder CaseLaprel-Hardy Sept
Ladies Last Boy Friends Dee.
Looser Than Loose Charley Chase Nov.
Love Business Our Gang Feb.
Love Fever B. Friend Feb.
Modern Madrid Hoi:
tSNlght Owls (A. T.)
•§Old Man Trouble (A. T.)
Peeps at Poking
'T&r'iraies (A.T.)
Pups Is Pups
•t§Real McCoy (A. T.)
Rounder, The
School'-; Out
•tSShlverlng 8hakespearo .

't^Shrlmo The
,

Snappy Cabellero Revue
"Song Writers Revue. The (A J • Novelty

15...
14. '3 I

28.'3I
15...,

1775
.1878. .

.2 reels.

.2623....

.1775...

Aug.
.Dec.
.June

Aug.

Laurel- Hardy Jan.
Davidson- Nlehell

.Holme* Jan. 17. '31

.Benny Rubin Feb. 15...
Our Gang Aug. 30
Charley Chase Feb. I

Novelty Nov. 22...
Our Gang Nov. 22....
Our Gang Jan . 25
Harry Langdon May 3

Sent 20
Aug. 30

.1787..
2781...
1883...
.1893 Dec.
..1857 Dec.
.1825
.851
.1895.. ..Dec. 14,

.804...
.1622...
.1693...
.1698...
.1812...
.1893...
.1870...
.1738...

Aug.
Oct

Dee. 14. '

Aug.

'.Feb.

So Quiet on the Canine Front.. Dogvllle Jan"
Spain's Maddest Fiesta Holmes Sept
Sultan's Camp of Victory Holmes Feb

.1861.

13.

of the Alhambra. ...

*t§Teaeher't Pet (A.T.)....
That Little Bit of Heaven...
Through the Yangtze Gorge*.
Thundering Tenor*
MSTough Winter. A
*t§Van & Schenck
Village Barber, The
Virginia Judge. Tha
*t§VodevllIe (A.T.) ...)....
What a Man
•tdwhen the Wind Blows...
*t§ Whispering Whoopee
Who Killed Rover?

. . Holmes
.. Our Gang

. ..Holmet
..Holmes
...Charley Chase ,

. . Our Gang
,

..Flip the Frog Series,
...Act
...Laurel & Hardy
. . .Charley Chase ,

...Our Gang
. . . Charley Chase
... Dogvllle

Feb. 7. '

Oct. II.
Mar. 21.
Oct 25.
Feb. 7,'3
June 21

.

Jan. 1 1.

Sept. 27.
Jan. 4.,

;!"!>eb.'7."*
Apr. fi.

Mar. 8.
Nov. 6.

.1894..
'31

...879..

..1923..

..I860..

...799..
...656..
...803..
2 reel*.

.

II

.1795..

..1907..
...1346..

28

ii

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

StarTill*
•tIAnlmal Crackers (A .T.)
•fSAnybody'i War (A.T.)
•t§ Anybody' t Woman
-t§Blfl P«nd The (A.T.)..
Blue Angel, The ,

•T5B<woe» Legion, The (A.T.) Arlen-Wray-Holt
'HDangerous Nan McGrow (A.T.)Helen Kane
*t§ Da nacrous Pared It* (A.T.) .. Carrol I- Arlen
'tSDerellet (A.T.). Bancroft- Francis
*_n Devil'. Holiday. The (A.T.). Nancy Carroll

Rel.

Fait and Loose .

, Man Brothers Sept
Moran A Mack Aug.
Chatterton- Brook Aug.

. Chevalier-Colbert May
S mil Jannlng-Marlene DletrlchOee.

.. .June
...July
...Feb.
. . . NOV.
...May

Data
6 .

Length
Feet M las.

.8897.
117 . .75.

..7243.

.6964 78,
.9047... 100.
.8066 68.
..6671. ...71.
..5244. ...58.
..6622 75

. . Hopklns-Starrett- Lombard
Morgan Nov. 8...

..Harold Lloyd Nov. 8...
, .Rogers-Carrall Sept 27..
..Ed Wynn Dee. 13...
.William Powell -July 26. ...

Cyril Maudo Aug. 23..
..Rogers- Kan* Oct II...
..Clara Bow Oct 18
.Nancy Carroll Mar. 29...
..George Bancroft Apr. 26...

. Nancy Carroll Oet 25. .

.

Menjou-C. Colbert

19..
19...
IB..

22.,

•tSFeet Flrtt (A. T.)
•tSFollow Thru (A.T.)
*1§Follow the Leader (A. T.)
•tIFor the Dateiua (A.T.)....
*t§Grumoy (A. T.)
niHeads Up (A.T.)
*t§Her Wedding Night
*t§Honey lA.T.)
*t§Ladles Love Brutei (A.T.)
•t§Lei,ghter (A. T.)
L'Enlmatlaue Mr. Parke* A.

(Slightly Scarlet)
•t5Let'» Go Native (A.T.) MacDonald-Oakle Aug.
*t§Llght of Wettern Star* (A.T.)Arlen-Brlan-GreeP Apr.
"t§Love Among the Millionaire* (A.T.) , Bow-Smith July
*t§Lovo Parade (A.T.) (0) Chevaller-MaeOonald Jan.
1§Man From Wyoming (A.T.) . .Cooper-Collier July
*t 5 Manslaughter (A. T.) Colbert- March Aug.
•t'Mpn Are Like That (A.T.).. Hal Skelly Mar.
*t§ Monte Carlo Buchanan- Mae Donald .Oct
TSMoroeee (A. T.) Cooper- Dietrich Dee.
•tSOnly the Brave (A.T.) Gary Cooper Mar.
*t§Only Saps Work Errot-Arlen-Brlan Dec. 6.
On the Spot Jaek Oakle Jan 24,
•f §. Paramount on Parade (A.T.) Special Cast Apr. 26.
*t|Playboy of Pari* (A.T.) Maurice Chevalier Oct 18.
*t§Queea High (A. T.) Rugglei-Rogen-Morgan Aug. 23.
•TSReturn of Fu Meneftu (A.T.) .Oland-Arthur May 15..
•tSSafety In Number* (A.T.) . .Charles Rogers June 7.

,

MSSanta Fe Trail Richard Arlen Sept 27..
*TSSap From Syracuse (A.T.).-Jaek Oakle July 26..
*t§Sarah and Son (A.T.) Ruth Chatterton Mar. 22.
•t§Sea God, The (A.T.) Arlen-Wray Sept. 13.
*t$Sea Legs (A.T.) Jack Oakle Nov. 29
*t§Seven Day*' Leave (A.T.). . . Gary Cooper Jan. 25...

Reviewed under the title of "Medal" In Nov. 23. 1929
tSShadow of the Law (A.T.) .

Powell. Schilling June 14...
*t§Sllent Enemy. The Indian Cast Aug. 2
*t§SMghtly Scarlet (A.T.) Evelyn Brent Feb. 22...
*t;soeial Linn, The (A.T.) . ...Oakle-Brlaa June
•tSSpollers, The (A. T.) Coonor-K. Johntton-B. Comp-

ton Sept
•t§Texan. The (A.T.) Gary Cooper May
*t§Tom Sawyer (A.T.) Jackie Ceegaii Nov.
•tlTrue to the Navy (A.T) Clara Bow May
M§Vaoabond Kino. The (A.T.) Klno-MneDenald-Olane) Apr.
•t§Vlrtuous Sin. The (A.T.) . . ..Hutton-Franal* Nov.
-With Byrd at the South Pete June
•t§Ynung. Eagles (A.T.) Charles Rogers Apr.
* + 6.Young Man of Manhattan
(A.T.) Colbert-Rugglee May

.6384...
.8100..
.8388..
.5950...
5670...
.6647..
.6785...
.6924.
.8701..,
.7171...
8893...
.6390...

.6787..

.6312..
6910...
10622..
5989...
.7954...
.5467 ..

.8077..

.8237..
.6624...
6644...

31.
.74,

Reviewed
.Aug. SO
Apr. 5
.Aug. 16
May 17

.Nov. 22

.July S
.June 28
.Feb. 22
..Oct IB
..May 17

..Nov. 29
..Oct II

...May 24

..Dec. 13
July 12
...July 12
..Sept. 27
..Sept. 27
..Feb. 23
..Apr. IS

. Nov. I

..Sept 6

...May 31

...May 31

..July 12

..Oct. 19

.July 12
..July 26
..Nov. 23
..Aug. t
..Oct. II

.Mar. IK

..Nov. 29

22.

9125. ..101.
.6512. ...73.
.7903 88.
6586.... 73..
.7074 ... 79.
.5839. ...65..
6018 68..
.68B8 77
.6534.... 73.
.5673 90..
.7300 68.
Istue
.6392. ...68.
.7551.... 88..
.6204. ...71.
.5403. ...60.

.8129.... 92.
.7142. ...68.
..7648
.6396 71.
.9412... 105.
.7233.... 81.
.7411. ...82.
.6405.... 71.

..Apr. S
.Sept. IS

Aug. 9
May 10
June ;

.Sept 27
Aug. 2
Mor 77
.Aug. 30
.Nov. 15

. . Nov. 23

..June 7
.May 17

.Jan. 25

.June 21

.Aug. SO
May 17

Oct. 18

.May 17

.Jan. II

..Oet 4
.June 26
.Mar. 22

7308... .85. ..Apr. 2"

*Means $ynchronized score, -fMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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Title

Coming Feature Attractions
btar rtcl. Date Length Reviewed

Dec. 20
6623 Oet. 16*T|Along Came Youth (A.T.) . . . Charles Rogers Dec. 20

"TJBuy Your Woman Paul Lukai Mar. 28, _.

Dishonored Gary Cooper-M. Dietrich Mar. 7. '31

MS Fighting Caravan, The (A.T.). b.iry Cooper Jan. 10, '31

Finn and Hattie Abroad Leon Errol-Mltzl Green Feb. 28.'3I
Gang buster. The Jack Oakic-Jean Arthur Jan. 17, '31 .6120. .68. . .Dec. 13

' ,m .... 1
1 r > u ii Lane (A. T.) . . tnins Uownnu Feb. 28, '31

*T«;HurkieD«rrv Flu* (A. T.). Junior Ouitm
iune Moon Jack Oak ie- Frances Dee
•tjKio Uoets (A. T.j Jack Oattio
Ladies' Man Wm. Powell- Kay Francis Feb. 28. '31

.» Morton ,.i the talkies tA.I.jJack Oakle
New Morals Ruth Chatterton Mar. 21 , '31

No Limit Clara Bow Jan. 24. '31

*T§Perehe No Maria Jacoblni 69
Rango *. Dee. 20
MSHight to Love. The iA.I.j rtuth Chatterton Dec. 27 Dec. 6
•*%fts»» of the Ranch* (A. T.).. Gary Cooper
*1§ Royal Family of Broadway,

'he (A.T.) Fredrle March Feb. 7. "31

Scandal Sheet George Bancroft Jan. 31/31 . .6750. ...73.. .Dec. 20
'tS&carab Murder Case (A. T.) William PeweM
•T§S*lppy (A. T.) Apr. 25.
Stampede Feb. 15, '3

'tSStolen Heaven Nancy Carroll Feb. 21. '3

Strictly Business Claudette Colbert Mar. 7. '

The Westerner Richard A Men- Mary Brian . . Apr. 18/31

SOUND SHORTS
Tin* star

Ace of Spades, The Talkartoon
*1§Accidents Will Happen (A.T.) Smith an
Accordion Joe Talkartoon
•t§Actions Speak Louder Than Wm. 4. Ji

Woius lA.T.)
Anything But Ham
•t&Arttst'i Reverie. The (A.T.)
*t§At Heme (A.T.)
•tSBallet Class (A.T.)
•f&Barnacie Bill. the Sailor
(AT) Talkartoon

•tsBearded Lady (A. T.) Louise Fwandi
't&Bedeha Sereen Seng
•t§Belle of the Night Dorothy McNulty
't§Blue Songs (A.T.) ..Ruth Ettlno & Orchestra
Big Splash, The Welsmuller-Kruger

Rel. Date
Jan. I7/3I,

Dale Aug. 2..
Dec. 13...

Mandel May 3

'31

Length Reviewed

.Smith and Dale...
. Gamberelll e\ Ct...
. Lulu McConnell
. Dancing Act

...Jan. 24/31.. I reel

...Aug. 2 I reel.
...Aug. 9 | reel..
.. May 31 I reel..

. Aug. 30..
Mar. I..

.Jan. 4..
..ret*. 15.

.Jan. 5
.Jan. 17/31

1794

.
Craig-Bond

..Screen Song
.Bruce Seenle
.. Novelty Act
.Miller-Dova July a

. R. Bruce Scenic May 10.

. C. Conklln-M. Swain Sept 27.
.Eddie Cantor Aug.

....Jan. 24/
Oct. II.

... Jan. 6..

Appointment
By the Beauhful Sea
*§1 Camera Tralli

•fSChinese Fantasy (A.T.).
t i. iun,([o*n Fantasy, A..
MSChords of Memory (A.T.)
•fSCIeanlng Up (A.T.)
•f§Cockeyed News No. I (A.T.)
*t§Come Take e Trip la My
Airship ... .Screen Seng May 2'

•t§Confounoed Interest (A.T.) . . . Raymond-Caverly Oet I

'tSDeep "C" Melodies (A.T.)... Frances Williams. Yacht Club Boys
M§De»oerate Sam Bert Gordon Mar. 29
Discovered Sally Ward Jan. 17/31
t&Dlizy Dishes (A.T.) Talkartoon Aug. 9..
•UDon't Believe It (A. T.) James Gleason Feb. 8..
•UOown With Husbands - Arthur- Roach Mar. 8..
'tSDresden Dolls. The (A.T.) . .Marls Gamberelll July 26 ..

•I ; Drilling Along (A.T.) Robert Bruce Scenic Sept. 6..
•+$Duk* of Dublin (A. T.) Charles Murray Feb. I.

Elmer Takes the Air Stubbly Kreuger-Assan-Jordanoff Apr. 25
Excuses Bruee Novelty Nov.
"tSFalse Alarm Fire Co. (A.T.) Smith & Dale Mar.
'Ts Family Next Door The. ..... Charles RuQQles Jan.

I reel
.2 reels..
1 reel. . .

.

2 reels
I reel

I.. I reel

. . . I reel. . .

.

...i reel....
. , . . I reel . .

.

... I reel
. . .

.

2 reels.

... I reel

. . . I reel June

...I reel

Jan. 25 I reel—
.1832

I reel
. reel

.

.2 reels

.2 reels

I reel

.1 reel

.2 reels

31.. 2 reels.,

. I reel

9 I reel

If 2reels
'tSFatal Card. The (A.T.) W. & E. Howard Nov. 8 1 reel.

•tJFavorlte Melodies (A.T.) Ruth Ettlng & Orchestra. .. Mar. 16 Ireel...
•t§Flrebugs Talkartoon May 10. ... I reel . .

.

- x F ii to Be Tied (A.T.)...
•tfiFor Love or Money (A.T.)..
tSFood (or Thought lA.T.)
French Line. The
*t§Getting a Break (A.T.)
MIGettlng a Ticket (A.T.)
MSGIo* Worm, The (A.T.)
Go Ahead and Eit
"tSGe Ahead and Slag (A.T.).
•HGrand Uproar (A.T.)
'tSHe Was Her Man (A.T.)...
•t|Helplng Hand. The (A.T.)

.

Allen & Canfleld.
Glna Male ,

Block &. Sully
Eddie Cantor
Screen Song
Tom Howard
Tom Howard
Talkartoon
Gllda Gray
Solly Ward

...Sept 13...

...Jan. 24/31

..May 17..

...Mar. 22..

4...

•tlHer Future Ethel Merman
..Charlie Mu
..Johnny Burke ...

..Solly Ward

..Torn Howard

..Charlie Rugglet
Talkartoon

. Oct.

..Sept 6...

.Mar. 22...
..Dec. 13..

..Oct 26..

.
Sept IS.,

Mar. 28..

.Aug.

1 reel.

.1870
. I reel

. I reel ...
. I reel

.1 reel

. I reel
. I reel
. I reel....
.1 reel ...
.2 reels...
. I reel. ...

.1 reel ...
2 reels

I reel

..2 reel* .

.2 reels...

..2 reels .

. I reel

..July 19

..Dee. 13

.Deo. 13

*t§Hfs Honor, the Mayor
His Price
•tSHIs Wife's Birthday (A.T.)
•tlHeld-Up (A.T.)
•fsHst Air Merchant (A.T.)
*t§Hot Dog
'tfHet Time In the Old Town

Tonight. A (A.T.) Screen Seng
•t§l Came First (A.T.) Herman Tlmbern Apr.
•tsTm e Wild Woman (A.T.)... Boydell-Ash Aug.
•tSI'm Afraid to Come Hsme In

the Dark Screen Seng Feb.
'fl'm Forever Blowing Bubbles. Sereen Song Mir.
In Again, Out Again Cook-Bend Dec.
*tgln the Good Old Summertime
(A.T.) Screen Song June

*t§ln the Shade et the Old Apple
Tree Sereen Seng Jan.

•f§ Insurance Eddie Cantor Aug. 23 1 reel.

"til ntroductlen ef Mrs. G Ibbs
(AT.) Lulu MeCennell Sept 20 1 reel.

It Might Be Worse Georgle Jessel Jan. 3/31 .. .2 reels

If* All Over Marlon Harris Dee. 20.-.

•t§ Jaaz Preferred (A.T.) Zelaya Aug. 30..
Juste Pal Miner Watsen Nov.

I reel July 6

I reel

I reel

.1 reel Jan. 25
I reel

I reel Nov. 22

. . I reel

.

. . I reel

.

»1.

-tSKandy Kabaret (A.T.)
*§t Knights In Venlee (A.T.;.
•SLadv Veu Slay Ma (A.T.)
•t§ta Paloma
•tlLa Schnapps, Ins. (A.T.).
•UL.t M- Exglala (A. T.)..
Leve In the Suburbs
•t § Lovers' Lane (A.T.)
Make Up Your Mind
*i;Many Moons (A.T.)
Marlutch
*t§Marry er else

•t§Meek Mr. Meek, The (A.T.)

Children's Ballet Aug. 23.
Smith & Dale.

. Perkins-Hlllpot
. Sereen Seng
Smith & Dale

' Taylor Helmea
.Victor Moore
Arthur & Morton Havel.

' Alice Boulden
Bruce Novelty
Screen Song
Arthur 4 Morten Hawaii
ifnmy Barry

.Mar. 23
, Sept.
April,
.Nov.
-Jan.
.Jan.

I reel July 6
I reel

I reel June 28
I reel

reel
.574

25 2 reels...

31/31. .2 reel* .

.Jan.

•tSMeet the Bey Friend (A.T.). Lillian Roth
•StMelodles (A.T.) Smith Bros., Singing..
•t§Miihnn Me's. A Lee Morse
Medel Women All Star ••••••••-••
•t§Moon Bride's Wedding (A.T.) Indian Musical Novelty.,

•^Mountain Melodies (A.T.) R Bruce Scenic

•tIMy Gal Sal (A.T.) Sereen Song
Mysterious Meet Talkjxteen
•HNeighborty Neighbors (A.T.).Lulu MeCennell
•tINew Rhythm A2plazer &, Band

. . Nov. II

..Oct 19..

.Aug. 16.

..Aug. 30.

..Apr. 26

..On. 1

. Feb. r:

. . Jan. II..
Oct. I6\.

10/31.. I reel
9 I reel t

.1 reel I

2 reels

. I reel

.1 reel

.1 reel

..964
. I reel

. i reel

t§Noah's Lark (A.T.)
Office Blues
Oh Teddy
01' King Cotton

•tfOle Man Whoopee (A.T.).
On a Sunday Afternoon
•tlOperatle Selections (A.T.) ... Tito Sehlpa
•t§Parameuat Acts
Para mount Corned lee »

.Telkartoon
Ginger Rogers

. Billy House
George Oewey Washington.
Art Frank
Screen Song

Aug
.Oct
.Oct. 26
Nov. 2

.Dee. i

.Dee. 2

.Sept ;

. Nov. 2
May 24

18.

.1 reel...,

. . I reel . .

.

...2 reels..

.1 reel .

.1 reel .

.1 reel.

. I reel .

.

•t§Paramount Pictorial No. I Clara Bow Sept. 27...
No. 2 Fisn Fa^es Munich Manni-

kins; Walrus Hunting In Si-
beria; Stars Of To-morrow ,. Oct. 25

No. 3 Lowell 1 nomas describing Jug-
gernaut—Jesse Crawford at
Organ

Paramount Sound News M»» Editions Weekly)
Patient. The The Three Swifts Nov.
Plastered Willie. West 6\ McGlnty. .. Nov.
Please Go 'Way and Let Me Sleepscreen Song Jan.
Prisoners Song, The Screen Song Mar.
Pulling A Bone Burns &. Allen Jan.
*f§ Radio Riot Talkartoon Feb.
'TSHaising the Roof (A.T.) Luiun Koth & Band Aug,
'tSRed. Green I Yellow (.A.T).. Lulu McConnell Oct.
•TSHesolutions iA.T.> Billy House Aug. 30 ..

.

Row. Row. Row Screen Song Dec. 20...
" rsRubn. The Jimmy Barry June 21. .

.

Runaway Boys Br' ce Novelty Jan. 31/31.
*t§8allor's Luck, A George Beatty Sept 13...
•tSball Water Ballads (A.T..) . . . K. Bruce scenic Mar. 8
*1§Scrappily Married Johnny Arthur o\ Bart Roach . Fub. 22...
Seeing Helen Home .Helen Lynd Dec. 6...
Seven In One Juliet Dec. 27. .

.

Simply Killing Willie & Eugene Howard Jan. 31/31
tsSing. You Dancers (A.T.). . . Puck i White Sopt 20...
Sky Scraping Talkartoon Nov. t . .

.

Sky Scrappers Chester Conklln Dec. 6. .

.

*t§So This Is Paris Green Fuenda Jan. 18. .

.

•TSSong Service (A.T.) Lee Morse &. Co Oet. 25
Stateroom 19 Clute-ta Mar Jan. 17/31
"lubtum Song (A.T.) baocfl son« Valieo Sept 6...
•TSStory Book Parade. The (A.T.) Children's Ballet Oct '

i reel. .

.

. . I reel . .

.

. . I reel ,

.

I.. I reel
. . I reel .

.

I . . I reel .

, . I reel

. . I reel

. I reel Oct

.Nov.

el.

*t£Strike Up the Band (A.T.).
'^Stronger Sex, The (A.T.)...
*t§Sunset Hunter (A.T.)

Sure Cure
•HSwinoJr'ou Sinner (A.T.).
•TSThat Party In Person (A.T.) Eddie Cantor

Screen Song Sept
Myers- Roach Mar.
R. Bruce Scenic July I

Lynn Overman Nov.
Talkartoon Sept 2

.1 !__..
.1 reel

. I reel

.1 reel Nov. 16

. I reel,

.2 reels Jan. 18

. I reel

. I reel

..I reel

.1 reel

.1 reel

.2 reels
.2 reels Jan. 25

. I reel

. .1 reel

.1 reel Sept 6
. I reel. Aug. 23
.1 reel

•t§The Tide Rises (A.T.).
Tongue Tied
Tons of Trouble
*t3Toys (A.f.)
*t§Travelin' Alone (A. T.)

.

Jan.

"t§Twentieth Amendment. The" (A.T.).

Bruce Scenic July
.Lulu McConnell Dec
.Rudy Muller and Rosle Jan.
.Three Ormonde Sisters July

Bruce Scenic..,
Jan.

Up to Mars Talkartoon Nov. 22 Ireel..
*t

5

Voltes of Lonely Men ft. Bruce Seenle Apr 19 Ireel..
*1IWanderlust. The R Bruce Seenle April 5....I reel

•tSWee Bit o' Sceteh (A.T.) R Bruce Scenic f «b. 6 Ireel..
•t§Whllo the Captain Walts ....Armlda Nov - 8 ' ""' •

Why Continue the Struggle. . ..Casey-McHugh Nov. I S ....
J

reel..

•iSWIse Flies (A.T.) Tai*arton ""* !•••' rM '-*

V§Yes, We Have No Bananas. .. Screen Song £nr - »•••
'

reV '

"flYou're In the Army Now Johnny Burke O'1- " 2 reel!..

PATHE
FEATURES

Star lUf. Date
leyd-Twelvetrees-Gleaion-ScettNov. 30..

Qui I Ian -G lesson -Armstrong-
Gleason Oct- 28. .

.

Twelvetrees- Scott Fab. 2...
Twelvetrees-Holmes-Rambeau
Gleason Sept 21. .

Hardlng-Astor-Horton-Ames July 13...

Eddie Quillan ....
Boyd-Sebastlas
Boyd-Twelvetrees .

Starr. Duryea . . ..

Cenatniee Bennett
Const

..I reel..

..I reel Sept 8

.1 reel Oct II

..I reel

. . I reel

..I reel

..I reel

. . I reel

.1 reel Nov. 22
.2 reels.

.

.Nov. 22

.June 14

.May 24

Title

•tSBeyond Victory (A.T.)
bid money

*t§Grand Parade, The (A.T.
•t§Her Man (A.T.) (F.)..

•JSHollday (A.T.) (F.)...
"tlNlght Work (A.T.) (F,
"TiOtncer O'Brien (A.T.)
•tiPalnted Desert (A.T.)
•tSPardon Mv Gun (A.T.)
•fSRIeh People (A.T.) (f.

•Mn Tak -. a Holiday. .

.

ViSwIng High (A.T.) (F.

(F).

) (F.)

lF.).
>

).. .Twelve trees-See tt

Feb. 15..

,
Nov. 20.
June 29.

.

Jan. 6...
Nov. 23.
May 18...

.6740.

.82... Oet. 4

.84...Nev. IS

.85. ..Sept. 13

..97.. .June 14
.95... Alt. S3
..73. ..Nov. 80

.5654.... 63... July 5

.7074 78. ..Feb. 8

.7304. ...Bl.. .Nov. 29
7500 75 May 3

Title
•UAdam and Eve (A.T.)
*t§Crashlng Through (A.T.)....
'tsUroater tove, I he (A.T.)...
t§ I n Deep (A.T.)
*t§l Take This Woman (A.T.)

.

•t§tast Frontier. The(A .T.)..
•tSLary Lady (A.T.l
Lonely Wives
•t§North of the Yukon (A.T.)
*+§Prlce of a Party. The (A.T.)
•tSRnwhlde (A.T.)
M§ Rebound
•tsKomanee Harbor (A.T.)
•tSTaklno the Rao (A.T.*
•tSThla Marriage Business (A.T.)

Cominir Feature Attractions
Star

ConsUnce Bennett
William Boyd
Ann Harding
Constance Bennett
Bannister-Harding .

William Soyd
Cnnstanee Bennett
LaPlante-Horton . .

.

William Boyd ....
Helen Twelvetrees
William Boyd
.Ann Harding
Ann Harding
Robert Armstrnna
Helen Twelvetrees

.Dee.

.Aug.

.Jan.
..June
.July
..Apr.

'.

'. May
'

'

. Apr.
. Fab.

'. MarV

'

. Aug.
- July

10. '31.

19, *3I.

8. '31.

5. *3I.

15 1 reel Aug. 80
15 1 reel Aug. SO
IS I real Sept 13

15 I reel Oct II

15 1 reel Oet 25
15 1 reel

SOUND SHORTS
(Available sound -on- film and sound-on-disc)

(Note: Pathe does not list running time on Shorts. The approximate running time af reels
in the important lerioe. however, follow:

Rel. Date Run. Time Reviewed
2 reel comedies 20 mln
Pathe Sound News 10 mln
Pathe Silent News 10 mil
Pathe Audio Review it mln
Pathe Review II min
Aesop's Fables 8 mln
Grantland Rice Sportllgnts 10 mln
Talking Topics ef the Day 7 mln
Knute Roekne Netre Dame

Football Series ef

I. The Last Yard Oet
Z. The Hidden Goal Oet.
3. Flying Feet Oet
4. Touchdown Oct
5. Two Minutes to Go Oet
6. Baekfleld Aces Oct

Title

All for Mabel
tlAmerlse or Bust
nSBeautles. The
Big Cheese
*t»Blg Hearted
tiBess's Orders, The
Breakfast In Bed
'tfBuovllls Remaase, A...
't! Campus Favorites
MlCarnlvat Revue
'tfChasInf Ralnhews
•fSChamplon Makers
Circus Capers
Cobb Goea Fishing
Dangerous Youth
*t§Drums of Fear
•t§Deep South
Dixie Chase, The
'HDude Ranching (A.T.).
Ebnny Shrine
•tjFarm Foolery
Frozen Frolics ,

Gem of Agra. The
tt§Glve Me Aetlon
•HGIaeler's Secret. The .

•tSGIidino
Glory at Spain

Sta' Rel. Date Length Review*"
Carney-Wills • Oct 12... ..2 reels ..Aug. XI

. Daphns Pollard .July 27... ..2 reels. June 21

.Oct
29
28..

. 2 reels
..1 reel..-Aesop Fable ..Nov. 8

.Harry Grlbnon 22.. . .2 reels ..June 28

.Moroafl-MtPhall .Aug. 31... . 2 reels. ..Aug. 2
.Pollard- Pangboro .Nov. 10.. .2 reels.

8... ..June 2i

.SportHght ,

Hlstt-Hughes
June 29... ..1 reel.. ..July 5
.Aug. 3... . .2 reels. ..July II

.SportHght i .Ant. 10 . 1 reel.

.Spertllght
,
..June 15... . .1 reel.. ..June 21

Aesop Fable .Sept 28... ..1 reel.. K) ..Oet 4
.SonrtNght • Oct. 5... . . 1 reel

.

10 ..Oet 4
.Sept. 14.. ..21 mln. ..Nov. 29
.June 29... ..1 reel. . .June 28
.Aug. 24.. . 1 reel. .June 28

.SportHght ..Dec. 13

21.. . 1 reel. .

.

It) .Aug. 16

Vagabond Adv. Series Sept. 21.. . . . 1 reel

.

.May 31

Aesop Fable
, Sept 14... . . 1 reel .

,

..Sept 28
.Aesop Fable . Aug. 81.. . ..1 reel.. ..Sept 13

Vaqabonrf Adventure Series. . Oct 19... ..928 HI ..Sept. 27
.Aug. 17... ..2 reels. ..Aug. 9
.June 1... . .f reel. ..May 11

. Sept 21... . . 1 reel

.

HI .SeDt. 27
vegabound Adventure Series. .Nov. 18... . 1 reel . .

.

. . Nov. 8

'Means synchronized score. iMeans sound effects. §Means voice

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.

(including dialogue and incidental songs).

D means disc. F means sound-on-Alm.
A.T. after title means
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.Nov. £

.May 18
- Aug. *

Oct
.July

Gypped In Egypt Aesop Fable
•'^Hearts and Hoots Riee-Keete
High Steppers Sportlight
•u Hold the Baby Agnew-Creae-MtPhall.

.

*t I H liked SportJ I gtit

*TiHet Taenia Aesop Fables
•tSl'll Take That One AM Star

*t§Jungle Jazz Aesop Fable ...

r$ Jungie Terror Vagabond Adv. Series Oct.

"t§Kld the Kidder Campos Comedy Dec.
Lair ot i mini How Vagabond Adventure Series.. June
•HLaundry Blues (A.T.) Aesop Sound Fable Aug,
•t§L«t "Er Buck Soor'llght July
't&Llve and Learn McPhail-Deerlng Judi

*T9Love's Memories (A.T.) song Sketch FeD.
*T|Ltre That Kills Vagabond Adventure Series-..Aug. ,

tfMaadmlay Song Sketoh Jan.

'tfMldnight Aesop Fables 635 ft.

"tSMInd Your Owa Business Agnew-Gulliver July

Dec. 13

,i beauty .Mel Sent une
Mystic Isles. The Vagabond Adventure Series. Nov.
Nr..i ana Tidy **H biai Sept, 28..
•'JNf* Walter. The All Stir June •..
•tJNlght Clerk, The All Star Sept 14..
'TiNlght la a Dormitory, A Ginger Rogers Jan. 5..
Offiice Boy Aesop Fable Nov. 23 ..

t§On tne Air (A.T.) Topics of the Day Jan. i2..

"t§One Nutty Night Wills-Carney Nov. 30
*1§Oom Pan Pah (A.T.) Aei-op Fable May li ...I

Par and Double Par.
.

, Sportlight Nov. 2

"tSPathe Audio Review ( A. T. ).. Released EveryWeek
•t&Pathe Souni "

2 reels.
1 reel May 24

o I reel Aug. 9
5 2 reels
6 I reel July 19
5 I reel Sept. 20
7 2 reels Sept 20
15 2 reels.. 18.. June 7
7 I reel Aug. 23
27 I reel Aug. 9
19 1 reels .Aug. 2
16 I reel. June 7
24 I reel June 7
5 I reel

7 fflln Oct 25
. 2 reels. .17. .June 12
-2 reels. ..18. .June 7
2 reels Nov. 22

. .2 reels

.2 reels
,.2 reels
.2 reel!
I reel . .

.

reel.

Newi Released Twice Every Week I reel

.

Nov. 29
.Jan. II

2 reels Nov. 22
eel. June ^

I reel Nov. 22
reel

•tfPerleet Match, The ( A.T.) . . . buim Mayo Api

*t§Plck "Em Young (A.T) Agnew-Geraghty May
Racgueteers Sportlight Oct
•| SFtien Unclw (A.T.) Richard Carle May
•t§Ride "Em Cowboy Whne-carnev Apr.

Romeo Robin. A Aesop Fable J " n «

•TsRoyal Flush. A (A.T.) -All Star Dee.

•tSRubeville Nite Club (A.T.)..H. B. Watson Jan.

•t§Saered Fires Vagabond Adventure Series . .
.
July

•t§Sar.1s ot Egypt The Vagabond Adventure Series Nov.

•USatan's Furv (AT) Vagabond Adventure Series. .Sept

Sea G.-ing Sheiks Treacy-Cooke-RIco 2 reels

Seein' Indians Daphne Pollard _. ......_... .2 reels

fi 2 reels Apr. 5

4. . . .2 reels May 10

19 2 reels. .II. ..Oet. II

II I reel May 3
13 2 reels Apr. 5
11 I reel June 28
19 2 reels Aug. 30
26 2 reels Nev. IB
17 1 reel

2 956 (t.10
I reel Aug. 23

•TSShlp Ahoy (A.T.)...
*- ismgtng saps (A.T.)
'TSSuteea Sweeties (A.T.).-

sporthght ... Sept
. . . .Aesop Fable Jan.

*e*opi r doies Feb.
iVhite-McNaughten Apr.

_
sportlight Aug.
Aesop Fable FeD.
«, ..iu ratiie July

•?§Somc B a bie,"'.".'.'.'.'.V.'.'.'."....Carle-Hl.att-Llttle Billy ..-.Sept

•)§Som.,where Out Sportlight July

•tSSongs ot Motner song sketch Feu.

tSSpills and Thrills (A.T.) Sportlight .. ..Apr.

'f ^splashing Through (A.T.)

Stone Age Stunts.

spertlignt Feb
,
Sports June

, Aesop Fable
Dot fariey-Harrv Gribbon Aug. 24.

,

^-mples of Silence!
'.', '.'.'.'.'.'.'....'. VaflaJwilQd Adventure Series. jj|y 13.,

Three Wise Clucks • ,...2 reels.

-flight squeeze lA.T.) LeMaire Feb. 2. .. 2 reels

Traffic Tangle Carr-Farley Nov.

•ft irumpeieer. The (A.T.)... Sung Sketch Jan.

Trying Them Out All Star .............._. May

7 I reel Sept 13

5 2 reel Jan. 1

1

2 I reel Feb. 8

20 2 reels Apr. Id

24 I reel
•6 I reel .. ..Feb. 15

20 1 reel.. .8. .July 26
21 2 reels Aug. 16
13 I reel
2. ... I reel May IU

6 I reel Apr. IX
23 I reel Feb. 15

I I reel 8. .June
Dec. 13

2 reels. .22. .July 19
2 r».| S 10. .July 19

Eggs
Twn Pin* Fmir*

Under t'.s Cock-Eyed Moon
"TSVenetian Nignu
•TSVoice ol the Sea (A.T.)...
•t§Western Whoopee (A.T.) .

.

What No Bait.

Jnhn-Jimmle Aubrey July

Nat Can-'Thelma Hill Aug.
Carney-Wells Oct

. Vagauuna Adventure Aug.
.Song Sketch May
.Aesop Fables .. .Apr.
.Topics ot the Day Mar.

Wizard Land Vagabond Adventure Series.

.

Nov. 2^
2 reels Nov. 8

19 I reel Jan. 4
25 2 reels. .17. .June 7
8 2 reels.. 20.. July 5
10 2 reels. .20.. July 26
26 2 reels. ..20. .Nov. 15
10 I reel Aug. 16

. . I reel May 3
.1 reel Apr. 19

.
I reel . .

II. Dec. 13

13.

RADIO PICTURES
FEATURES

Title

t§A'ias French Gertie (A.T.).
t s Beau Bandit (A.D.)
in jv 01 Sergeant Grlteha

•fSChecV, and Double Cheek
(A.T.)

•t§Consplraey, The (A.T.).

Danlel»-Lyon Apr.
La Rocrjue- Kenyon Mar.

, Morrls-Compson-Hereholt . . . Feb.

Amos 'n' Andy -Carol- R Ich.

.

Sparks Aug.
25

.. 3.

„ fhe (A T.j Wheeler. Wooisey May 15...

•tlDenner Llibts Wolhelm-Armstrong-Arthur -Sept. 22
" (Reviewed Sept 6 Standard Film and Dec. 6 Wide
UDlxlana •- **•»• Daniels Aug. I

•&E«'*oe 'A- T.) All star Cast Sept. I

Fall Gu';. The Mulhall-Sparks-Clarke June 15

t§ Framed ' A T 1 Brent-Toomey ,.., Mar. 16.

G.rl of the Port Sally O'Neil Feb. 2

IS Half Snot at Sunrise (A. T.) Wheeler- Wooisey Oct.
'- Knew Women (A.T.)- Shaman- Jove

..Jack Oakie-Polly Walker
.Compson- Forties

. Daniels- Thompson
Foy. Jr.-Rubin
Daniels-Hughes
Richard oiz Apr.

June
.Oct.

IS
HI.
Hit the Oeck
T§lnside the tines
•fsLawtul Larceny (A. T.)
t§Leatherneeklng (A. T.)

*t§Love Comes Along (A.T.).
t*l ovln" the Ladles
t§Midnloht Mystery. The (A.T.)Compson-Sherman
•§tpay Off. The ,_. _.v Lowell Shermae

May
Feb.

.July
Aug.

. Sept
Jan.

t£ Runaway Bride. The (A .T.) Astor-Hughes May 24
... Witt

seven Keys to Baldpate
•'•she's My Weakness (A.T.)
•tSShootlng Straight (A.T.)..
•USilver Horde (A. T.>

Lee-Ci
Richard Dix

. . Card- Lake- Bunee
. Dix-La "

Naget Feb
. Jan.
. Aug.
July 20.

Brent-Wotnelm Oet 25.

ten ptn
Feet Mins. Reviewed

6416 ...65. ..Apr. IS

..6128. ...69. ..June 21
..8191. ...92. ..Mar. a

6923 . .75. Oct 24
.915... .72... . . Nov. 8
9155 . ..90.. ..Apr. 5
6556 73

Film)
8908 99 July 26
6025 ...68. Feb. 15

6175 68. May 31

.6111. ...68. ..Feb. t5

6173 . . 69

.

.Feb. 2
7059. .79. Sept. 27
63 19.. .70. Apr 2f»

.9129.

.

. 102. Dec. 21, 29
. 6652. ...75. ..July 12

6309. ...69. ..July 19

.7600.

.

..81.. .Sept. 6
-.7038. ...78. Dee.21,'29
..6138. ..68. .Feb. 2i
.6469. ...72. ..May 31
.6377. .70. .Sept. 13

.6194 ...72. . May 31
6088. 60. .Feb. 15
6759 ..70.. .Jan. 12
6727.. .73.. June 28
.6720. ...71. ..July 12

6768... .75... Sept. 27

.Jan. I5/3I..7020.

Reviewed

.Dec. 13

Dec.

Coming Feature Attractions
tkio 8t»» 3*1. Date Length

Assorted Nuts Bert Wheeler- Robert Wooisey
3achelor Apartment Lowell Sherman

.

Beau Ideal Forbes-Vail ...

Children of the Streets Betty Compson
•Srimarron f A T.> Rlrhard m*
•t§Hook, Line & Sinker Wheeler- Wooisey Dec. 26. ...6758.

Kept Husbands
Madame Julie •••:,:.
M itlie John Halliday
r&Perfect Alibi. The 1A. T.)

Royal Bed .
......... '.'.'.'.'.'. Sherman- Astor". .

".7.7.7.'..'.. Jan." 3.*3»
.
.6480. 72. '-Dec' 13

Sin Ship Wolheim- Astor Nov, I

Sour Grapes (Tent.)

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star

Aunts In the Pants W. Catlett Nov.

Black and Tan Duke Ellington &. Orchestra. . Feb.
•SBrldeoroon.. The (A.T.)fF) Mare Connelly ceh

•+§Broken Wedding Bells (A.T.) Dane-Arthur Sept

••trsBiow Sweetheart. (A. T.)(F&D>
•t§Cash and Marry A.T.) Vaughn-Cooke-Sargent

(A.T.)..•">Oi
Dizzy Dates
-1§Eventua!ly But Not New
•tSFalr Deceiver, The (A.
Fall to Arms, A
tGOenernl Glnsburg 'A.T.) (F) N*t Carr . .

•TSOolf Specialist Trie W. C. Fleldt....
'tSBood Time Kenneth Maro Connelly ...

•tIGunboat Glnsburg (A.T.) (F) . Nat Carr

vaughn-Cooke
Dane- Arthur
T.) (F&D) Vaughn-Cooke.
'F4D>

Louise Fazenda

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Dee.
Apr.

.. .. Aug.
July

....Jan.

2 reels 71) . . Dec. 13

1 reel

2 reels. 711 .June ?l

.2 reels.

..Feb. ??
.2 reels. 10,
2 reels.

.

.Apr. Ill

. 1 reel..
. 1 774 . .

.

711

.2 reels.

. 2 reels 71 July 6

.
1 reel .

.

.Aug. 1

.2 reels. . . Nev. 9

•tIGuest The (A. T.) (F&D).. Mare Connelly
Hey Diddle Diddle Nick & Tony..
•t$Hot Bridge (A.T.) (FftVD)
Humanette No. I

Humanette No. 2

May
Dee.
May

.Benny Rubin Aug.

.Hutch inson-Lerch Sept
Humanette No. 3 Clyde- Hubm Oct
Humanette No. 4 B. T. Murray Nov.
Humanette No. 5 Dec.
Humanette No. 6 Benny Rubin
(vmghis Oeiore Xmas Dane- Arthur Nov.

., L.niii ui tne sky blue Uaugnteri vaugnn-CooKe Mar.
*t§Lost and Foundered (A. T.) (F&D) . . Vaughn-Cooke ..jan.
-Ts Magnate. The (A. T.) (F&D). Marc Connelly Mar.
•T^Men Without Skirts (A.T.) .. Dane- Arthur Aug
*t§Miekey's Bargain (A. T.)...(F&D) Mickey Yule Dee.
MsMickey'a Champs lA. \.i tF&.L»j Miuey Yule Feb.
•TsMickey s Luck (A. T.l (F&D) Mickey Yule.. Mar.
•tsMiekey s Master Mind (A. T.) (F&D) Mickey Yule Mar.
'TSMickey't Merry Men (A. T.) IF&O) Mickey Yule July
'TSMickey's Musketeers (A.T.) Oct.
fsMickey's Strategy (A. T.)(F&0) Mickey rule Jan
•TSMiekey e winners (A. T.) (F&D) Mickey Yule A ug"
'TsMickey the Romeo (A. T.)(F&0> Mickey Yule jLrrie

rtuckey tne Whirlwind (A.T.jMF&D) Mickey Yule A pr
'ffiMlekey the Warrior Mickey Yule May
Moonlight & Monkey Business. .Nick & Tony Nov
aiun to Peoria (A.T.) Nick & Tony July
•T&Old Bill's Christmas (A.T.) Feb
-TSOid Vamps tor New (A. T.).. Vaughn-Caeke rep.
"taPalooka Flying Sehoel (A.T.) June
•tJPeep on the Deep, A Clark- MeCullough Sept
'TSPure and Simple Louise Fazenda Sept.
Razored in Old Kentucky Nick and Tony Oct.
resetting son. .'ho kA.T.; Vaugnn-cooae Feb
•TSSieeping Cuties (A.T.) Alberta Vaughn Jan.
society Goes Spaghetti Nick and Tony Sept.
tSStrango Interview, The
'AT. I (Ft Snerwin-Knowlee Mar

Talking Turkey Benny Rubin
Toby in the Bughouse Toby, The Pup Dec
•t§Toby the Fiddler (A.T.) Toby, the Pup sept
Toby, the Miner Toby, the Pup
Toby in the Museum Toby, the Pup Aug.
Toby, the Showman Toby, the Pup Nov
Too Hot to Handle Louise Fazanda Nov"
Trader Ginsburg Nat Carr Dec.
*t5Who-s Got the Body (A.T.).. Nick & Tony Aug.

.1 reel...

.1 reels..

.2 reel*.

. I reel .

.

. . I reel

..I reel.
..2 reels.
..2 reels,

..2 reels.

. . I reel .

. . .2 reels.
.2 reels..

. ,z reels.

..2 reels..

. .2 reels.

..2 reels.
.1623

. .2 reels.

. .2 reels.
. . 2 reels

.

..2 reels
>eli

..2 reels.
. .2 reels.

.

.2 reels..
..z reels
. . I reel .

.

...2 reels
.2 reels.
.1699 .

. .2 reels.

..2 reels.

..2 reels.

..21., Nov. 15
. . . .June l«

..Dec. 14. '29

.Jan. 2:

.21

..20. -July f
Oct. It

18... Nov. 6
Feb. 8

Dee. 21. '21

20.. Sept 27

I 1 I,

.1 reel 6. ..Dec. 13

..I reel 7
6. -Nov. 15

..I reel May 24
. .1 reel 7. ..Nov. B
2 reels. .21. ..Dec. 13

.2 reels. . 18. . .Dec. 13

.-2 reels May 24

SONO-ARTWORLD WIDE

Sept I.

Jan. I.

May 15.
Oct. 15.
Dec. 15.

June ...
Jan. I..

Title Star
Air Police
•t§Blg Fight. The (A.T.) Williams-Lane __

*t§Blaze O'Glory Eddie Dowling-B. Compson..
*t§Cock 0" the Walk (A.T.) J. Schildkraut-Loy ..

*t§Costello Case Tom Moore- Lola Lane
Damaged Love Collyer
'tsDude Wrangler, The (A.T.) . . Duryea-Basguette ...
*t§Great Gabbo E. Von Strohelm-B. Compson
Hell Bent For Frisco
MjMello Sister (A.T.) L. Hughes-Borden Feb.
Jaws ol Hell McLaglen-Hume Dec.
Just for a Song Davis- Carpenter Dec.
*t§Onee a Gentleman (A.T.) Horton-Wilson Sept
*T§Reno (A.T.) Roland- Thomson- Love Oet
*t§Rogue ol the Rio Grande Hatton-Loy Bohr Oct
Symphony in Two Flats Novello- Logan Dec.
*t§Talk ot Hollywood Nat Carr-Fay Marbe Mar.
*t§Up The Congo Travel Lecture Feb.
HWhat a Man (A.T.) Denny-Segar June

.5850 65. ..Apr. 19

.6800 91). Dec. 14. 29

.7200 80. ..Apr. 19

..7200 78. ..Oct. 18

June 21
.7200. ...80. ..Oct M
.7000. ...70. ..Dec. 6

..6586.
. .5800.
..7000..

.72 Dec.21/29

.62
.79. ..Mar. 29

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES

Length
Title Star Dlst'r Rel.Date Feet Mins. Reviewed

*fi Alter the Verdict (A.T.) . .Tschechowa-Ward .-Int. Photoplay Jan. I. .8900. . .73. June 21
Alma de Gauche Special Cast Edw. L. Klein Sept b
Asphalt Froelich-Amano Allied Film Mar. 15.8 reels. 85. . May 10

Ball J. C. Jackson ...Nov. 15.. 7 reels
•'^Because I Love You Mady Christians ...Amer. Gen. Film. Jan. 24. .9000. . 100.. Feb. 8

*t§Bride 68 (P.T.) veidi-Brlnk Amer. Angelo Apr. 6 100. .Apr. 19
•ISBrlght Eyes Balfour-Trevor New Era July 10.. .6800. . .76. .July 9
•^Burning Heart, The Christians- Froelich ..Harold Auten May 10. .8372. .88. . May 24
*t§Call of Circus (A.T.)

iD.F.) Bushman Clayton ..Burr Jan. 15. .5466. . .61. .Jan. II
j,..,,.

1
,11 Berlin Underworld. Frlta Kortner Feb. Is

Chess Player. The Jehanne-Blanehard Unusual Plct
*t§Civillzation Hlckman-Markey .. Am. Trad. Assn.l
•ttjUjncj in Wall Street
(A.T.) Murray-Llttiefleld Aristocrat Mar. 15. .7127 Mar. I

•tfiConstant Nymph, The Ivor Novello Big Three Exe.-Aug. 17.7800...
Co-Opiimisti special cast New Era ...Feb. a

•fSCrlmson Circle, The Stewart Rome Inter. Photoplay
•^Danger Man. The (P.T.).Chas. Hutch in-soi ..Cosmos May L' 1 05 16 ...

'tSDark Red Roses Stewart Rome Inter. Photoplay
••SDirkencd Skies (A.T.) ... Brentwood- MacOonald Biltmora Prod Jan 5400...
Docks ef Hamburg Jugo>Frttsch Ula
*t§Drifters Harold Auten
'T^Escaped from Dartmoor. . .Barlng-Hennfng Harold Auten. ..Apr. 11 7529..
Ex-Flame Liberty Prod.. 6480 72
Eternal Fools Judea Films Sept 23. .6120.

.

Farmer's Wile Thsinas- Hall- Davis. .Allied Jan. 4. 6B4S
c 'garo Franco- American Not S»t 6^R(l .

.

Flame et Love Anna May Wong ..Brit Int Oct 30. .6600..
Hate Ship. The Brit Int Nov. 14. .6750.
(^Hearts Melody (A. T.)
(F & D) Fritsch-Parlo Ula Film

Her Unborn Child (F & 0) . -Special Cast Windsor ... Jan. 107609 85. .Jan. It

Hungarian Nights Special Cast Amer. Gen. Film Co.
Aug. 5/29.. 8 reels June 14

•t§lmmortal Vagabond (A.T.) Held- Froelich Ufa Film
tn the South Seas with Mr. and Mrs. Plnehot Talk. Plct Epics. Sept 1.5536 May 3i

't§lngagl African Hunt Congo Plot Ltd. Apr. 187776. . .86. Apr. 28
j no.' Casket, The French Cast ... . . Cosmos 5800. , ..C4
•tSiazz Cinderella M. Loy-J, Robards. chesterfield Aug. 14.6181 68. .Sept 20
M&Juno and the Payceek (A.T.) Sara Allgood Harold Auten. . .June 27. 9100 July 5
•t§Just Off Broadway D. Keith-A. Christy. Chesterfield Mar. 15.7650 65. .Dee. 14

-. LjdiL-s In Love (A.T.) Oay- Walker Chesterfield May 178095 69.. May 8
'tSLast Oanee, The (A.T.) .. Reynolds- Robardi ..Audible Mar. 6 5825. .. .65. Mar. 28
Lotus Lady Audible ...Oet. 31 6100 68. ..Nov. 15
Loose Ends Edna Best British Inter.. ..Oct 17. .7560 84. .Oct. 25
- ost Parrot Pro Patrla ...Not Set. 5100 57. Dee. 21
"tSUve at First Sight (A.T.) Keener- Foster Chesterfield Feb. 15 6039 68. .Feb. I

•t§Made te Order Julian Eltlnge Jesae Well 6240 Jan. 25
*|§Madonna et the Sleeping
Cars Claude Frane Little Playhouse Film Co Oct. 19

tlManxman, The Carl Brlasen 6800 Dee. 21 Ufa Oee. 14

87 .July 6
FeD. 22

.Jan. II

87 . May 2i

. Mar. 6

.00. Dec. I*

...40. July 6
70 Apr. i<-

.Nov. 29
.
hH ..Sept b

;o .Jan. ic

.71 D«e
74 . Nov. 6

..75. .Nov. 22

Melody of the Heart Ufa Film. .Aug. 29 Eng.. .8061

.

Germ...8543
.Chesterfield ...Dee. 15.. 6190.
..British Int. ..Oct 24 8200.
.Harold Auten. .May 31 9000...
.Ufa

Marshall-Baring
. Trevor-Baring

Midnight Special. The...
Murder
Mystery at the Villa Rose.
*t§Mysterles of Nature
Passion Song, The Olmsted- N. Beery.
Peacock Fan The Dorethy Dwna ...
Poor Millionaire Talmndge- Howard
Perl Special Cast
't§Reropant Age (A.T.)

i o.F.) Murray- Kennedy
*t§Rasputln, the Holy Devil Special Cast

Excellent
Chesterfield
6 lit more
Ufa Films

.5060.

.5400.

.5200 .

Jan. 155743...

.90.. Sept 6

-GO. .Dee. 6
.90... Nov. I

. 100 mins.. . .

.

.71
.56
..60
.58. ..May 17

.64. .Jan. IB

Ant. 80

*Means synchronized score. tMeans sound effects. %Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
A.T. after title means
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't§Romanee of the Wait..
'TSSaddle Kino. The

Jack Ptrrlt Jack Trep JJune 15. .5494. . .61 - . Aug. Z
.CUR Tex Lyon Anchor OcL 12
Mildren Hum Ton. white Net Set 3200 .5B Dec

Sleeping Partners Edna Best ... British Int. .Dec. II 6398 72 Dec. 20

ICituBM *t u*n» Japanese Call ... . Monograms
Smoke Belle* Conwa> Tearle Mrti Division 6605 . 73

"fSSombras de Gloria Jose Bohr done Art World Wldt Feb. 22

suuih ui Paearaa ^rmHin Geraghty . . Chesterfield 6300 ....70

Stampede Native Coat Harold Auten ..Apr. 26. . 7540 . .80
.

.
May 3

Strange Case of District
Attorney *'M" Unusual Photoplay .Max. 6800 Mar. 22

Suspense British Int Nov. B

•t§Three Outcasts, The rafctma Canutt woea ...Mar. 7 5 real* Oet. lb

•t^Thru* at the Die* Seeta Dvl Hollywood Pie. .. Deo. 29 6700 May 31

rhiinapr God comollin K*efe. . . . i.resemt 5917 66..

•f§Today (A.T.) Nagel-Oweo Majestic Nov. I 6660 ft Oet. 25
•tSTreasura. Tha Film Arts Guild Nov. 30
Two Hearts in Waltz Time. . Janssen-Thelmer a,,h C. of A.. Oet. 10 8800 9.8 Oet. 2S

Two Worlds Nora Baring- John Longdon E. A. Dupont -Nov. 21 .8000 82. Nov. 29

tsWeet ui Rattles (A.T.» „ -
(Ol Art Mix World Art . . .Uan. 18. .5100. . .68 Aug- 9

*t§ White Cargo (A.T.) Special Can Harold Auten Mar. I

•t§Whlte Devil (P.T.) t*
A O) Maejukln-Dagover UFA Film. .

Wh* Cry at Parting • . . Halm-Grella International .

•t§Woman Who Was For-
gotten I A_T.) Belle Bennett .State Cinema

.

Wondortul List af Nina
Petrowna Helm-Ward Allied Fllmt.

Yellow Mask Lane-Seacombe ... British Int.

.

ttviddif Mama. Tha lA.T.iMae Simon . . Judnn Film* *iniii ...

Young Woodloy All English Cast Harold Anten Sept. 26. .7600 73.

7000.... 78 Feb

Ju. 1.7560. ...85 .Jan

May 30. 8 reels

.Dee. 6300. ...70.. .Dec.

Oct

Coming Feature Attractions

Length Reviewed
- 3 reels.. May 17

Tttlo Star Producer Rel. Date Length Mlns. Reviewed

*t§Ape. The (A.T.) Liberty Prod •
Atlantic Elstree 90... Oct. 1

1

•T§Body, Soul and Ores*
Buying a Wife Special Cast Aft. European 7 reels

•T§Comebaek. The (A.T.) Majestic
*t§ Dancing Fathers (A.T.)
*t§Davy Jones Loeker (A.T.) Liberty Prod
*t§Der Tiger Van Berlin Susa-Frank Ufa Film 55. ..Sept 27

*t§D)vorce Question, The (A.T.) Majestic
Duty to be Silent Maria Albana ...Aff. European 6 reels

•§tEast Lynne (A.T.) Liberty Prod
•t§East of Asia (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Eternal Sacrifice
"t§Everybody's Girl (A.T.) Liberty Prod
Exodus to the NewWorld, The . .Lyon- Provost Pieneer
Full Dressed Thieves Nils Asther Aff. European 7 reels

German Underworld Special Cast Aff. European 7 reels

Gold Diggers of Hollywood
Great Unknown. The John Leoder Aff. European 6 reels

*t§Hall the Woman (A.T.) Majestic
Her Viennese Lover Asther. Nolan ....Aff. European 6 reels

*t§ln Oklahoma (A.T.)
Milak of the Snowlands Special Cast Allied
•f§Midnlght Alarm. The (A.T.) Liberty Prod
•flMother's Millions (A.T.).. -May Roson Liberty Prod
Our Oaily Bread Mary Nolan ..... Aff. European 7 reels

•t§PrIce Mark. The (A.T.) Majestic

*t§Red Kisses (A.T.)
*t§ Romantic Scoundrel. The (A.T.)
•tSSentimental Satan (A.T.) Majestic
•tISmart Women (A.T.) Majestic

"t§Thou Shslt Not Squeal (A.T.)
•tSTrap. The (A.T.) Majestic

Unholy Love Wegener- Petrovltch Aff. European
When Duty Calls Special Cast Allied 6714 feet

Wildest Whoopee ..Jack Perrin
Women Like Men Liberty Prod
•ti Worst Woman In Paris (A.T.) Liberty Prod

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star Distributor

*t§Anyway By Air Vlsugraphie

•tSAt the Photographers
(A. T.) (F) Harry Delf Elbee 2 reels

•tBarn Dance Mieky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel

Besides the Western Sea Castle Film I reel '

tIBIind Youth (A. T.) Lou Tellegen Capital 2 reels

Bosom Friendship Novelty UFA 10 mln
•t§Bring On the Bride (A.T.) Elbee 2 reels Nov. 9
•t 5 Broken Doll. The (A.T.) . Sadie Banks Judea Films I reel
•1 Chain Gang. The Micky Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod I reel
•t Conquest of the Cascades.. . Educational Gen. Electric Co Apr. 19
Coast to Coast Talker Visugraphle 2 reels Aug. 30
•t§Down Hawaii Way Color Novelty Castla I real

Eleetrie Ship Educational General Eleetrio 9. ..Nov. 8
•t§EII-Eli ...Cantor Waldman . . . Judea Film 950 ft

•tjtEvenlng In Jewish Camp. Eva! Miller Judea Film 1000 ft '

Felix Fernandlno Imperial 9... Nov. 22
t§ Friend Husband (A.T.) Burr 2 reel)
•tSFrost and Old Lace UFA I reel Sept. 20
*t Galloping Gaucho Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel Feb I

*t§Jewlsh Gypsy Hymle Jaeobson Judea Films 1900 ft
Jewish Melody Cantor Waldman. ... Judea Films. Ine I reel
*tJungle Rythm Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reef Jan II
•tJust Mickey Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel
•t§ Kiddie Cabaret Mayfalr 2 reels Apr 26
•tKids and Pets Color Novelty Castle I reel
•t§Kol Nldre No. I Cantor Schmlllkel. .. Judea Films 900 ft
"t§Kol Nldre No. 2 Cantor Waldman Judea Films 950 ft
Land of Freedom Seymour Relzteit Judea Films, tnc 2 reels
*t§Mal-Ko Mashma-Lou
(A.T.) Harry Fold Judea Films

•tIMawas (P.T.) Capital Prod 3 '/a reels June 7
•t§Measurlng Time UFA Film 7 mln. Sept 27
•t§Meet the Family (A.T.)
(F) Harry Delt Elbee 2 reels ..

•tMlekey's Concert Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel
"t§Monkey Squawks (A.T.) Burr "

Natascha Plnehus Lavenda ...Judea Films. Ine 2 reels .

Not So Quiet on the Western
Front British Int 2 reels 25 Nov I

*t§Oh Oottor (A.T.) Special Cast Judea Films 1800 ft
One Day ,.• Visuagraphic Dec. 6
Peas and Ques Pro Patria ,. Dec. 6
•t Plane Crazy Mieky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod i reel Jan I

•tPIow Boy Mieky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel ". ..
Polt Vlsugraphic 10 min. Nav. 29
Sailors' Sweetheart Hymie Jaeobson Judea Films, Ine 2 reels
Scarlet Runner «. Co British Int 8. ..Nov. 8
Secrets of Nature British Int 12 min Nov I

*t§Shoemaker's Romance
(A.T.) (A.T.) Judea Films I90O ft

•t§Shoutd I Charles Lawmer Advance Trailer May 17
•fSSIgned. Sealed 4. Delivered Special Cast. Burr
•tlSlxty Minutes From
Broadway Color Novelty Castle I reel

Spanish Rhythm Fexlin Fernandino & Imperial 9 min Nov 29
Oreh

Springtime at the Zoo British Int . .7 min.. . Dee 13
•tgStyle and Class (A.T.) . .

.
Marty Barratz Judea Films 2000 ft

•fiSummer Harmonies Song Cartoon Biophone I reel Oet. 5
Talk-o-Graphs Norman Brokenshire Henry Sonenshine ...9 mln.. ..Nov. 29
*tTee # Time Felix the Cat Copley Films I reel Apr. 5
MIUna-Sana-Takof Cantor Waldman Judea Films 950 ft
*t§When My Dreams Come
True Gene & Glenn Advance Trailer I reel Apr. 5

•tWhen the Cat's Away Mieky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel
•tWild Waves Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel Jan. M
World Unseen. A Scientific UFA 12 mln

SYNDICATE PICTURES CORP.
FEATURES

Title Star
Beyond the Law Robert Frazer
*t§Breezy BUI Bob Steele
'Canyon of Missing Men Tom Tyler June
Code of Honor Mahlon Hamilton Oet.
•f§Code of the West Bob Custer
Convict's Coda, The Cullen Land Is

Hunted Men Bob Steele , Apr.
•f§ Lonesome Trail, The Chas. Delaney Sept
*1§Overlond Bound Leo Maloney Apr.
•t§Partlng of the Trails Bob Custer Mar.
Phantom of the Desert Jack Perrin Nov.
Under Texas Skies Bob Custer Nov.

Length
Rel. Date Feet Mins.

..Oct. I 4930 50
..4500.... 50.

57.

Reviewed
Nov. 6
.Sept 20
.Aug. 2
.Nov. 1

5

4853
15 5786.. ..65..

15 5040. ...58..
I 4700.... 52..
1 6 reels...

15 6 regis.

Sept. 13

.Mar. 29

.Mar. 29

Western Honor Bob Steele Mar 4849.. 50 May 17

Coming Feature Attractions
Length

Title Star Rol. Data Feet Mlns. Reviewed
Boy of the Plains, A Apr. 15, '31. .6 reels

Frontier Days May I, '31. ..6 reels

God's Country and the Mao Dec. 15 6 reels

Last of the Pawnees Apr. I, '31 ...6 reels

Red Ceats of Canada Feb. I. '3I...6 reels

Riders of the North Bob Custer Feb. 15, '31. .6 reels

Rose of the Rio Grande Jan. I, '31. ..6 reels

Sheer Luck .

Song of the Plains Mar. I, '31. ..6 reels

Texas Ranger, The Mar. 15, '3 1.. 6 reels

West of Cheyenne Tom Tyler Jan. 15. '31 . .6 reels

Westward Bound Buffalo Bill. Jr. -Ray Roosevelt Jan. I,'31 ... .6 reels

SOUND SHORTS
Length

Title Star Rel. Date Feet Miss. Reviewed
•tAlice Chops the Suey Feb. I, '31

*t Alice Gets Stage Struck Jan. 15, *3f

•t Alice Gets Stung Oct 15

•fAlice Loses Out Mar. I. '31

tAllce on the Farm Oct I

•fAlice Picks the Champ Mar. 15, '31

*t Alice Plays Cupid Apr. I, '31

•fAlice Rattled by Rats May I, '31

'tAllce Solves the Puzzle Apr. 15. '31

•tAHce the Jailbird Nov.

•tAllce Wins the Derby Nov.
•t Alice In the Jungle Jan. i, o
•t Alice's Balloon Race Dec. 15

•tAlice's Egg Plant Dee. t

•tAlice's Little Parade Sept. I ~
•tAlice's Mysterious Mystery May 15. '31

•tAlice's Orphan Feb. 15. *3I

•tAlice's Tin Pony _ Sept 15...

•tBroken Spur, The Jack Hoxie Feb. '

•tCyclone Bliss .: Jack Hoxie Oct.

*t Desert Bridegroom Jack Hoxie Jan -

•fDesert's Crucible Jack Hoxie Oct
•tOead or Alive Jack Hoxie Nov. 15.

.

•tDouble-O, The Jack Hoxie Dec. I

•tMarshall of Money Mint Jack Hoxie Sept. 15..

•tRIder from Nowhere Jack Hoxie Nov. I

15.

. . 2 reels .

,

15 2 reels..

15. '31.. 2 reels..
..2 reels..

. .2 reels.

,

. .2 reels.,

..2 reels..

..2 reels..

•tRomantlc Sheriff. The Jack Hoxie Jan. I. '31 2 reels.,

•tSoarks of Flint Jack Hoxie Feb. 15, '31
. .2 reels.

,

•tTwo-Flsted Jefferson Jack Hoxie Sept. I 2 reels..

•tWestern Romance Jack Hoxie Dee. 15 2 reels.

TALKING PICTURE EPICS
FEATURES

Star Reviewed

. Mr. &. Mrs. Martin Johnson. .. Feb. 22. .8200 Jan. 25

Title

Across the World with Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Johnson (F)...

Around the World Via Graf
Zeppelin (F) Commander Hugh Eekener. . . May 15 4600..

Bottom of the World (F) Dr. Robt Cushman Murphy... July 26 3600

The Break-Up (F) Captain Jack Robertson July 4. 4600

Hunting Tigers In India (F) Commander Geo. M. Dyott. . . Jan. 31 7980
Lost Gods (F) Count Byron Khun de Prorok. Nov. I 4900 July 12

Mexico Today (F) Emma Lindsay Squier
Ship-Wrecked In the Arctic (F). George Palmer Putnam
To the South Seas <F) Mr. & Mrs. Gifford Pinehot. .. Sept. 15 5*00
Wild Men of Kalihari (F) Dr. C. Ernest Cadle Nov. 21 4600. Nov. 29
World Below the Sea (F) Dr. William Beebe

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star

Bird Islands of Peru (F) Dr. Robt. Cushman Murphy.
Killing the Killer (F) Dr. Raymond L. Oitmars. .

.

Let's Sing (F) Howard Wade Kinsey
Like a Beaver (F) Dr. Raymond L. Ditmars.

Monkey Whoopee (F) Dr. Raymond L. Ditmars.
Naked Man vs. Beast (F) Martin Johnson
Seeing Bermuda on a Bicycle (F) (No. I) Wanderlust.

Length
Rel. Date Feet

.. Feb. 12. '31.. I860...
, .Mar. I 971
..Sept. 1 960...
..Feb. 12, '31.. 940...
..Dec. 25 900
..Oct. 15 9R0.
.Jan. I 960 ..

Today and Yesterday (F) Hearst News Reel Jan. 21.

TIFFANY
FEATURES

(Available sound-on-film and sound-on-disc

)

.2600.

Title
*t§Border Romance (A.T.)
•t 5 Borrowed Wives
Extravagance
•t§Headin' North (A.T.)
•tSHIgh Treason (A.T.)
•tlHot Curves (A.T.)
•t§Journey's End (A.T.)
•tSJust Like Heaven (A.T.)
•t§ Kathleen Mavourneen (A.T.)
Land of Missing Men
Love Trader
•t§Mamba (A.T.)
•t§Mediclne Man. The (A.T.)

.

•t§Near Rainbow's End (A.T.)

.

(Reviewed as

•tgOklahoma Cyclone (A.T.) . .

.

•t§Paradlse Island (A.T.)
•tssunnv Skies
•t§Swellhead (A.T.)
Third Alarm. The
Thoroughbred
Under Montana Skies
Utah Kid
"t§Wlngs of Adventure

Star Rel. f

. Armlda-Terry May

. Rex Lease Sept
June Collyer-Lloyd Hughes. .. Oct.

. Bob Steele Nov.
, Hume-Thomas June
. Rubin- Lease- Day Apr.
Colin Cllve Mar.

. Louise- Newell Oct
, 0' Nell -Delaney Juno
.Bob Steele Oct.
Leatrlce Joy Oct
Hersholt-Boardman. Forbes ...Mar.
Benny-Branson June
Steele- Lorraine June
"Danoerous Business" Issue Dee.
Bob Steele Aug.
Harlan Day July
Benny Rubin May
Gleason-Shilllng-Walker Mar.
James Hall-Hersholt.Loulse. . Nov.
Garon-Barry Aug.
Kenneth Harlan Sept.
Rex Lease- Dorothy Sebastian. Oct.
Rex Lease Aug.

Coming Feature Attractions
Title

Aloha
Arctic Patrol. The
The Barbarian
Beloved Enemy. The
Blazing Guns Rex Lease

Length
Feet 1

20.. -.5974.. 85 ..May 31
10.. ..55R0.. h? ..Aug. 30
10. ...5888.

, 88 . . Sept 20
85

15.. ..7893.. 59
.11416.. ffl ..July 12
..6210.. 130 Apr. 12

22. ..5850..
, tifi ..Oct. If

20. ..5169 ,. M ..Aug. 2
...5167.. :>K ..Oct. 4

9.. ..5700 . . N4 ..Oct 18
10.. .6183 69 . Mar.
2.S ..6211 ,

.

69 ..June 21
10..
21.

. .5916 . ,

1929)
85 ..July S

8.. ..5850 R!S Aug. 38
..6507... n .July 5
.6994.. :n ..May 24

,
78 ..Apr. 28

. .6300... 711 Nov. 8
10. . ..5425... 5(1

10.. ..5273.. . ,.S7, .Nov. 15
27 . . 4408 .

.

49 Nov. 22
1.. ..5050 . . 5«. ..Aug. f

Date Length Reviewed

'Means synchronized score. tMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-Mm.

A.T. after title means
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Branded Men Rex Lease
Caught Cheating Sidney- Murray • ••

Circus Parade Dec. 20
Command Performance. The Una Merkle-Neil Hamilton
Danger Signal
Drums of Jeopardy, The June Collyer-Lloyd Hughes...
Fighting Grin. The Rex Lease
Fighting Thru Ken Maynard
Ghost Ship, The

Lawless Valiey .Rex Lease
Lure of the Yukon. The
Moran of the Lady Letty
The OJibway
Platinum Lola Lane
•t§Rldin' Fool, The (A.T.) Bob Steele
Roaring Barrier
She Got What She Wanted Compson-Tracy Oct. 18

Single Sin, The Kay Johnson-Bert Lytell

Steel
•t§Sunrise Trail. The (A.T.) ... Bob Steele
Two Gun Man. The Ken Maynard
Unpardonable Sin
Wild Youth
X Marks the Spot

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviews;:

Color Symphonies Series 6 In Technicolor I reel

Chinese Flower Boat July 5.. .

Cossack Bride Jan. 25
Dancing Bear June 10

In Old Madrid Feb. 10

Parisian Nights June 25
•t§ Jungle Drums Colortone Oct. 24.'29. .2 reels... Dec. 20, '29

Kentucky Jubilee Singer* Series of G
Old Black Joe May I 2 reels

On a Plantation Apr. 15 2 reels May 10

Pickin' Cotton 1 reel Dec. 13

Road Home. The 2 reels

Slave Days I reel Dec. 6
Welcome Home t reel Nov. 29

Musical Fantasies Series of 6 1 reel

Fire Worshippers Aug. 10 Sept. 27
Memories Apr. 23
William Tell Aug. I

Way Down South Dec. 6
Paul Hurst Comedies Series of 6

De Woitd's Champion Dec. 6
Tale of a Flea. The
Missing Link. The

Rolling Stone Series Series of 6
In the Mountains Sept 25 I reel Sept. 6
The Desert

Tiffany Chimp Series 6 Monkey Comedies 2 reel*

1. Africa Squawks
2. Little Big House. The... ,, Sept. 5 Aug. 30
3. Little Covered Wagon. The Oct. 15 Oct. 4
4. Little Divorcee. The Dee. 6
5. Blimp Mystery. The July 25 2 reels Sept. 27
6. Nine Nights in a Bar Room '

7. Aping Hollywood
Voice of Hollywood Series Station S-f-A-R 26.. I reel each
No. 8 Ben Turpln Apr. 26
No. 9 ••-Bert Wheeler Apr. 19

No. 10 Robert Woolsey
No. II Billy Bevan May 24
No. 12 George Stone-Ruth Roland May 21
No. 13 Geo. K. Arthur July 19
No. 14 George K. Arthur Aug. 9
No. 15 Joe Cobb July 12
No. 16 Nell Hamilton Aug. 10
No. 17 Laura La Plante Aug. 20
No. 18 Gleason &. Armstrong Sept. II

No. 19 Johnny Mines
No. 20 James Hall Oct. II
No. 21 Conklln & Christy
No. 22 Ian Keith
No. 23 Sammy Cohen-Tiffany Talking Chlmoi Oee. 6

UNITED ARTISTS
FEATURES

Length
Title Star Rel. Date Feat Mlns. Reviewed

*t§ Abraham Lincoln. A.T.) . Walter Huston .Nov. 8.. .8704 97. .Aug. 23
•t§Bad One. The (A.T.) . Del Rle-Lowe May 3... 6673 74. .Mar. 22
•t§Bat Whispers. The (A.T.).
•t§Be Yourself (A.T.) (F)....

.Chester Morris .Nov. 29.. .7810. ...86. .Nov. 15

. Fannie Uric* Feb. 8.. .5977.... 67 . . Feb. 1

*t|Du Barry, Woman of PassloniA. T.) Norma Talmadg* Oct. II.. .8110. ...SO. . . Nov. 1

•flEyes of the World (A.T.).. . Merkd Holland Aug. 30.. .7272. ...81. ..Aug. 23
'tHell's Angels (A.T.) . Lyon. Hall- Harlow .Nov. 15... ..June 7
•t§Hell Harbor <A.T.) . Velez-Hersnelt Mar. 22.. .8354.... 92. Mar. 6
"t§Lottery Bride. The (A.T.).
*t§Lummox (A.T.) (F)
*t§One Romantic Night (A.T.)

. Mac Donald -Garrlek Oct. 25... .7472. ..83.. Nov. 22

. Glsh-Nagel-La Roeojue Apr. 12... .6592. ...72 .Mar 2fl

•t§Puttln' on the Rltz (A.T.)
•t§Raffles (A.T.)

. Harry Richman Mar. 1.. .8225 91. . . Feb. 22

. Ronald Pitman iuly 26.. .6509. ...70. .Am. x
•t§What a Widow (A.T.) .Sept 13.. .8128. ...90. ..Sept. 20

. fcodi* Cantor Sept 27.. .8393... 93. .July 12

COMING ATTRACTIONS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

•f§Clty Lights (F)
•t§Devll to Pay

-Charlie Chaplin
. Renald Colman Jan. 7,'SI. .7200 80. .Dee. 6

Front Pago
Klkl (A.T.) .Mary Plekford

*t§One Heavenly Night -Evelyn Laye-John Boles..... Jan. 10. '3

(Reviewed under he title of "Queen of Scandal

»1§Son» O' Guns (A.T.)

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

•t§Glorlous Vamps (A.T.) 25.. ..952 Jan. 25
*t§ Second Hungarian Rhapsody May 24.. ..895
lt§The Americans Come (A.T.) 2..

Apr.
Sept,

20..
6..

..840
1 reel.

.Sept 20
.Sept. 6

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

Star Rel. Date iviewed

24 .12423 .

. .4388

.

-.4223 .

..7319

..6493..

..5846.

..7600.

..5146 .

..7314 .

..6773.
6268

.136... Apr. 26

-Apr. 6
Sept. 20

..Mar. 29

..Mar. 15
. . Nov. I

..Apr. 26
. . Feb. 8
-Apr. 27

*t§Flghtlng Legion. The Ken Maynard Apr.
Flying Hoofs Jack Hoxie Feb.
'

i Hell -. Heroes Bickford-Hatton Jan.
. Murray -Crawford Mar. i

. Whiteman's Band & Special
I Cast Aug.

•tSLady Surrenders, A (A.T.) . . . Nagle-Tobin-Rathbone-Hobart Oct.
•t§Llttle Accident (A.T.) Fairbanks. Jr.. Page Sept.
M Lucky Larkln Ken Maynard Mar.
*t§ Mounted Stranger, The Hoot Gibson Feb.
*1§Mountaln Justice Ken Maynard May
*t§Night Ride Joseph Schildkraut Jan.
*t§Outslde the Law (A.T.) Nolan- Robinson Sept.
"tlParade of the West Ken Maynard Jan.
•tSRoaring Ranch (A.T.) Hoot Gibson Apr.
*t§See America Thirst (A.T.). . .Langdon-Love-Summerville . . . Nov.
•ftSong of the Caballero Ken Maynard June
•f§Sons of the Saddle Ken Maynard Aug.
•t§Spurs (A.T.) Hoot Gibson Aug.
'tlStorm, The (A.T.) Special Cast Aug.
•t§Tralling Trouble Hoot Gibson Mar.
•t§Trigger Tricks (A.T.) Hoot Gibson June
•t§ Undertow Nolan-Ellis- Brown Feb.
•t§What Men Want All Star July
'tSWhlte Hell of Pitz Palu Special Cast June
White Outlaw, The (Re-Issue) ... Jack Hoxie May
•tSYoung Desire (A.T.) Mary Nolan June
White Captive. The

Title
*t§AII Quiet on Western Front

(A.T.) Wllhelm- Ayres- Wray Aug.
Big Timber (Re- Issue) William Desmond Mar.
t§Burning Trail (Re-Issue) William Desmond July
•T§Captaln of the Guard (A.T.).La Plante-Boles Apr.
•t§Cat Creeps (A.T.) Twelvetrees-Hersholt-Haekett. Nov.
•tSCIImax. The (A.T.) Crawford -Hershholt Jan.
*t§Cohensandthe Kellys in Scotland Sidney- Murray Mar.
*t§Concentratin' Kid (A.T.) Hoot Gibson Oct.
•t§Czar of Broadway (A.T.) Wray-Compson-Harron May
•tlDames Ahoy (A.T.) Glenn Tryon Feb.
•tSDevir* Pit, The Special Cast Mar.

(Reviewed under title of "Under the Southern Cross" in April 27, 1929 Issue)
•t§East I* West (A.T.) Lupe Velez-Lew Ayre* Oct. 23 6683 ...75 . Sept. 27
•tlEmbarrasslng Moments (A. T.). Reginald Denny Feb. 2 5280 58 ..June 29

6763.

.

75 Dec. 21, 29
3852.. ..43. .».
.6148.

.

. ,7U. )ec.2l/29
5299 . ..59. Apr. 19

9163.. .102. Apr. 5
.8485.

.

..95. .Sept. 27
7897 . H7, July 12
5785 64 Mar. 22
5784 . 64 Fob. i*
6748 ..75. Mar. IX
.5609 62, Dei. »
.7116. ..78. Aug. 23
.5900. 65 . Feb. 1

.6094 6/ May 24
7575. . 84 . .Oct. 18

.6524 . , 73 ..July 12

.6872. .76. Aug. 9

.5303. .58. .Sept.

.7203. HO Aug. 23

.5198. .67. Mar. 29

.5462. ,57 .June 21

.5025 .56. Jan. 4
.6041 .67. ..Sept. 6
.7727 .86. May 10

.6529, .73. July 12

Coming Feature Attractions
.Title star Rel. Date Length
*t§Blind Husbands (A.T.)
•tlBoudolr Diplomat (A.T.) Compson. Keith- Duncan- Loff . . Dec. 13...
•f§Cohens &. Kellys In Africa. . .Sidney- Murray Jan 19/31.
•tIDracula (A.T.) Bela Lugosi
*t§Flres of Youth Lew Ayres
Free Love Naoel-Tobin Jan 5, '31

.

Iron Man, The
Many a Slip joan Bennett-Lew Ayres'.'.'.'.". "...'.'.'.'.. .".'.'

•fSResurrection (A.T.) Botes- Velez
Seed

15

*t§Strlctly Dishonorable (A.T.) .. John Boles
Up and Up, The
White Captive. The

..i

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title star Rel. Date

Alias the Bandit Bobble Nelson May 17
All West Sid Saylor June 18...
udshtui Whirlwind (Reissue; Lamunu cobb Aug. ju
Battling Kid. The Bobble Nelson June 14.
Beauty Parade, The .Arthur Lake July 2
Benjamin Franklin (Reissue) June 23 .

Boundary Line, The (Reissue) . . Fred Hume* '. July 5.',

Close Call (Reissue) Edmund Cobb Aug 2
Columbus *Y Isabella (rel sou*) jun* 9. , .

.

UruukBO Trails Ted Carson May 3..."
Oanoer Claim. The Bobbie Nelson Mar. 22
Fighting Terror (Reissue) Blllie Suiiivaa July 19 ..
follow M* Arthur Lake Apr. 30
Foul Ball Sid Saylor Apr. 16
French Leave bid savior Mar IV
Getting the Air Arthur Lak* Mar i.V
Her Bashful Beau Arthur Lak* June 1

1

HI* Girl's Waddlll Arthur Lak* July 23..!
Law In the Senate Ted Carson Apr. 5
Lightning Rider, The Ted Carson Aug. 23...
Man Hunter, The Ted Car*** July 26.."..
Milky way (Reissue) Charli* Puffy Mar. 10 .

Omar Khayam (Reissue) July u
One Wet Night ftoaeh-Edwards Feb. 24..
Paul Revere (Reissue) Aug. 18...
Peekaboo Arthur Lake July 9
Plane Crazy Sid Sayler Aug. 9...
Pony Express Kid, The Edmund Cobb May 21...
"oil et Honor ....Bobbie Nelson Feb. 22..
Prehistoric Man (Re-ltsu*) Aug. II...
Promo Kid. Ihe iHeissuei Edmund Cobb Apr. 12...
Queen of Roundup (Reissue) Josle Sedgwick Mar I...
Red Coat's Romano* Ted Carson Jun* 28...
Restless Rest (Re- Issue) Neely Edward* Mar. 24...
Seeing Red (Reissue) Billy Sullivan Aug. 16 ...

Should Poker Player* MarryT Jun* 30...
Sid's Long Count Sid Saylor May 28..
BU Gun Jultloa Bobble Nelson Apr. 19..
•ome Show Arthur Lake Apr. 2..
Son of Courage Bobble Nelson July It,.,
Speak Easy (Reissue) Charlie Pufty Apr. 7...
Step Right Up Sid Saylor May 7...
Storm King (R*-I*iu*) .Edmund Cobb Fab. 16...

Why Walt Slim Sumraervllle Feb. iO...

Whip Hand. The (Relssu*) Billy Sullivan Mar. 15...
Wild West Wallop ( Reissue) ... Edmund Cobb May 24...
William Tell Jan. 27...
Wolf's Fangs Ted Carson May 31..

SOUND SHORTS
Title St" Rel. Date Length Review**

•tSArablon Daze Sporting Youth Mar. 3... 2 reels Feb. 22
Africa Oswald Cartoon Oec. I Nov. 29
Alaska Oswald Cartoon Doe. 15

All for a Lady Leather Pusher Series No. 6. Dee. 31 2 reels Nov. 29

Length Reviewed
2 reels Apr. 19
.2 reels May 24
,.2 reels

..2 reels May 24
.2 reels June 7

, . I reel

.2 reels ...

.2 reels
,

1 reel
.2 reels Mar. 2b

. 2 reels Feb. U

2 reels Apr.
..2 reels Mar.
.. 2 reels Mar.
...2 reels Feb. I

.. 2 reels May 24

..2 reels June 28

. . .2 reels. .... mar. .

..2 reels July |g
...2 reel* July .8
. . i reel

..I r**i

. . I reel

. . I reel
-2 reel* June 7

..2 reels July 19
. .2 reel* Apr. 26

. .2 reels jan. lb
1 reel
2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reel*
. I reel

.2 reels

I reel

.2 reel* Apr.
.2 reels Mar.

. .2 reels Mar.
.2 reel* Ju

. I reel . . ,

.2 reel*.
.2 reels..

. I reel

.2 reel*

.2 reels

. I reel

..2 reel* May 19

Apr. 26

i 21

! Apr. II

lSB*wery BlmbM* Oswald Carte*! Mar.
t&Breadway FojhM _-_.--.l-.-

Oswald Cartoon Mar.
I/.

. . Sunny Jli

. Sporting Youth

.. Sunny Jim ...

. Oswald Cnrteen
. . Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon Aug.

..Leather Pusher Series No. 4. Dee. 3..
, . Oswald Cartoon Sept 22
.'.Sidney- Murray Nov. 12.

..Sid Saylor Apr. 9
.

.
sporting Youth t-eb. 3
Oswald Cartoon Oct 13.

June 23..
. Mar. 31..
Feb. 3..

- Fab. 3 ..

Jan. 12 ,'31.. I reel

I reel

•fSBrother for Sale (A. T.)
't.Chlneae Blues (A.T.)..
•tSChrlstma* Cheer (A. TJ.
'tchile Con Carmee
China
"TsCold Feet
Comeback, The
•t§Detectlve, Th*
•t§Dlscontented Cowboy* ...

•t§Fel1ow Students
IfSFeetllght Foiitoi (A.T.).
•t§Fowl Ball. Th*
Framed Leather Pusher Series No. 7. Ian. 14, oi,

Go to Blaze* Sidney-Murray Oet 15...

*t§ Hallowe'en Sporting Youth Apr. 14
*|§Hammer & Tongs (A.T.) Leather Pusher Series N*. 2. Oct 8...
*t$Ha*h Shop .Oswald Cartoon Apr. 14

Hello Russia Slim Summervllle Jan. 7, *3I.

•t&Hell's Heels Oswald Cartoen Jun* 2...

*t Henpecked Oswald Cartoon Aug. II

•tlHIs Bachelor Daddy Sunny Jim May 14...

•tlHot for Hollywood Oswald Cartoon ......May 19.

In Old Mazuma Sidney Murray Jan. 21/31.

It Happened in Hollywood Red Star Comedy Feb. 2, '31

Hum. Gurdy .
Os»mo Cartoon Jan. 20 ..

•t§Kld Robert* (A.T.) Leather Pusher Series No. I Sept. 3...
•tKisie* ana Cur*** Oswald Cartoon Fun. 17

•t§ Knockout, The Leather Pushers Series No. 3. Nov. 5.

.

Laughback, The Red Star Comedy Dee. 24...

i.Live Ghost. <F 4 O) Ann Chrlity Jan. 20...

Love Punch, The Sidney-Murray ..Dee. 10...

Mardl Gras Leather Pusher Series No. 5. Dec. 17...

M ars Oswald Cartoon Dec. 29. .

.

•t.Mexieo'.'.' Oswald Cartoon Nov. 17..

•igMusn Again sunny Jim Apr. 23..

•t§My Pal Paul. Oswald Cartoon June 16...

Navy The Oswald Cartoon Nov. 3..
•...Neighbor* Sunny Jim Mar. 28. ..

•t|Not So Quiet Oswald Cartoen July 7..

M§Ou La La Slim Summervllle Nov. 26...
• f§ Pari s7- Vous Summervllle Sept. 10.

t Prison Panic

I reel Apr.
1 reel Fob.
2 reels Dee. 21
2 reel*.

.2 reels.
. I reel

.Mar. 29

.Deo. 14
..Jan. II

.Oct II
..Oct II
. . Mar. 9
jan. 23

wald Cartoi Apr.

2 reels..
.1 reel
I reels. .

.

.2 reel*

.2 reels..
1 reel
,2 reels Dee. 13
2 reels Nov.
2 reels Apr. ft

.2 reels
I reel Apr. 12

.2 reels
.1 reel Jun* 7
1 reel

2 reel* Apr. 19
' reel May 24
.2reols

. .2 reels Nov. 29
.

' r*el Nov. 36
.2 reels

I reel .... Inn. 25
. 1 reels Oet. II

.2 reels

.2 reels Jan. 1

1

.2 reels Nov. 22

.2 reels Nov. 22

.1 reel

,. I reel Nov. 29
. .2 reels Mar 2tt

. I reel June 28
. I reel Nov. IS
.2 reels Mar. I

.1 reel July 26

.2 reels Nov. 15
. 2 reels Aug. 16
.1 reel May 10

*Means synchronized score. ^Means sound effects. %Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
A.T. after title means
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Rolling Along Sidney- Murray Oct
"tS Royal Fourflush Sporting Youth Feb.
'19 School mates Snorting Youth Apr.
TS Seeing Stan - Sporting Youth Mar.

'T§She's a He (A.T.) Sunny Jim June
"rSSmglng Sap Oswald Cartoon Sept.
issinert Peit Sunny Jim Fab.
-I'.ipg* Salesmen 1ward Cartoon Aug.

*t§8pooki tfswaid Cartoon July 21

.ju.Dirrntu (A. T.) Sporting Youth Jan.

•T§8top That Nolta Sunny Jim July
*T§Strange as It Seemo No. I... Novelty Sept.

'iSStrange as It Seems No. 2. ..Novelty Sept.
"tsstrange as It Seems No. 3. ..Novelty Nov.

•T§8trange as It Seems No. 4. .Novelty Dec "

'TlStrange as It Seems No. 5 Jan -

"19 I alktng Newsreel f
e "t. 29

•iglrafhi Troupies Mar -

*1§7ram» lug Tramp! Oswald Cartoon Mar
"sup and Oownstalra Bobby Vernon Ian -

•t§ Vernon's Aunt Dent-Archer Feb.
•t;w t We Marie Slim Summervllle Oct
•§1You eald It Sailer Red Star Comedy Nov.

WARNER BROTHERS
FEATURES

1.

17, . ...Jan. 23
a .2 reels. .

.

...Apr. 2G

17 1 foul*. -- . .Mar.
4 ...May lit

IS..
28 .2 reels .

.

...Jan. 29

8 i reels . . . Dee 14

l« . ..2 reels... 14

1.. . I reel . .

.

...Sept 21)

74 Oet. It

».. . 1 reel .... Nov. n
•n . ...Dec. 13
14 . . 1 reel

17 ...Feb. 15
.-11 . 1 reel ..Mar. 7fl

29 ...Jan. 7ft

in.. . . . Feb. 1

2fl . 2 reels.

.

Oct. II

19 .
. .2 reels .

.

...Nov. 15

i Available sound-on-dtsc only

t

Title

61g Boy
OCourage (A.T.)
Captain Thunder
MS Dancing sweeties 8...
Ooorway to Hell

tSUuniboiis in Ermine (A. T.»

'TSEvlueneo (A.T.)
*t3General Crack (A. T.)

't&Goiden Dawn (A.T.)
'fsGreen Goddess, The (A. T.).
'tSHold Everything (A. T.)

'Ulsle o' E<eaoe (A. T.)

Life of the Party
Maybe It's Love
[^mamrny (A. T.)

'T&Man irom BlanMey i, The(A.T-)
*t§Man Hunter (A. T »

Man to Man
(Reviewed unde

Matrimonial Bed ,

Moby Dick
Office Wire
•tiOhl Sailer. Behave (A.T.)...,
Old English
TcOr. in- Border

Outward Bound
tSRecaptured Love
River's End
*i$nough waters (A. T.)
'tSRoyal Box (A.T.) (German)..
*t§Second Choice (A.T.)...
•HSeeend Floor Mystery (A.
•t§8hr Couldn't Say N«
Sinners' Holiday
Soldier's Plaything. A
•tSSong el the West (A. ¥.»..,
tISweet Kitty Bellaln
•tSThose Who Dane* <A. T.)...
*t§Three Face* East
'tSUnder a Texas Moon (A. T.)
*t§Wlde Open (A.T.)

Star Ral,

T.)

. Al Jolson .Aug.
. Bennett-Nlxea June
.F. Wray-V. Varconl Doc.
All Star Jury

. Lewis Ayrea Oct.
Af nisiroiiu- bieason- Kent May
Pauline Frederick Jan.

.John Barrymore . ..- Jan.

. Woolf-Segal June

. George Ar tin Mar.
. Llghtnei -Brown-O'Neill May
. Blue- Loy Mar.
.Winnie Llghtner Oct.
.Brewe- Bennett OoL
.
Al Jolson May

. John Barrymore May
Rln-Tln-TIn May

. Holmes- M Itchell Dec.
r title "Barber John's Boy," Issue
,A1I Star Aug.
John Barrymore Sept.
.Mackalll-Stono Aug.
i
Lrene Delroy-Chas. King ...Aug.
.George Arllse Sept.
Rln-Tln-TIn Mar.
Leslie Howard Nov.
Bennett-Halllday July
Blcktord-Knapp Nov.
Rin-Tln-Tln June
Molssl-Horn
Dolores Costelle Jan.
Wtthere-Yeung Apr.
Llghtner-Morrti Feb.
Withers- Knapp Oet.
Loder-Langdon-Lyon Nov.
Boies-Sogai Mar.
Claudia Dell Aug.
Monte Blue Apr.
Bennett, voe Struhelm July
Fay-Torres-Ley-Beery Apr.
E. E. Hortoa Feb.

Date

30.. .6275..
. .BB.*U...
..5875...
..3658..
..7092...
.bjou. . .

..7 i 52..
. .9HU9.

.

.7447...
.6653..
..7513..
. .3814..
..7152..
..6568..

. .7570...

..6167..

. .4383..

.6281..
it 4)
.6030...
.7220...
.5220...
.5650...
.7926...
44 10

.7568...
,
.6t20...
.6774.

. 8u00 8S

. .8150 91

..5268... 59

. .6411 ..71

. .5536 6
.5166. ...53

. ,?ma bu

..5772.... 85
.6876 76
..6120 68
..7496.... 63

,.6341 71

Rnvieweo

...July 2f

..May 31

..Sept. 27
. . .June 14

. .Sept. 20

..June 1

...Oct. IB

..Nov. 16

..June 21
. J-eo. 22
...Apr. 12

...Apr. 5

. ,-OeL 23

. ..OcL 25
. .Mar. 29
..Apr. 12
. .Apr. 12

..Aug. 9

..Aug. 18

.Oil 4

..July 12
. .Aug. 30

Fan
Sept. 20

.June J

..Oct. 4

May 1(1

Feb 22
..Oct. 4

. .Sept 13

July 12

. .June 21

. .Apr. 12

..Mar. 29

Coming Feature Attractions

Rel. Date Length Mlns. Reviewed

..Apr. 4'3I
.. Apr. 25. '31

..May
.Aug.

Title Star

Bad Women Dell-Boley -Gordon .

Beauty and the Boss All Star
Both Were Young All Star
Captain Applejack John Hallday Jan. 31/31

.
.5940.

Children of Dreams All Star Feb. 28. 31. ...

Divorce Among Friends All Star Dec. 27 6076..

Ei-Mlstreta Nolan- Hamilton s.'L"'.Y.i:
Fifty Million Frenchman Olsen & Johnson Feb. 14 3

Husbands Privileges AM Star War. 2131
Idol. The All Star Apr. 25. '31.

Illicit Stanwyck- Rennla Feb. 14. 31

Maytime All Star June 8. '31.

Red Hot Slnnera Winnie Llghtner May 9. '31

Second Barrymore Comedy Barrymore May 23, 31......

Sit Tight Lightner-Brown Jan. 31. '31. .6300.

Ithcr Men's Women All Star Jan. 17, '31 uet. *

(Reviewed under title of "Steel Highway" issue of Oct. 4)

Viennese Nights Gray-Segal-Hersholt Jan. 3, '31 .9007.
.
.100. .

.Aug. 30

20

.Oct. 25

...Oet.

VITAPHONE VARIETIES (D)

Tine

Absent Minded . . .

Ain't Nature Grand
Alpine Eeneee
And Wife
At Heme. Potter Sarin
At the Round Table
At Yeur Service

Baby Bandit, The
Bard of Broadway. The
Barefoot Days
Battery el Sengs. A .......

Believe M or Net. Na. I

Believe It or Not, Na. 2
Believe It or Net. Na. 3

Believe It or Not Na. 4
Believe It or Not No. 5
Believe It or Not No. 7
Benefit. The
Bernle, Ben
Big Deal. The..... ... .-.
Big Man Frem the North

Big Money, Potter Series

Body Slam, The
Border Patrol. The
Booze Hangs High. The
Box Car Blues
Bridal Night
Bright Sayings
Broadway' Like That
Bubble Party, The
Bubbles
Cave Club. The
Celeste Alda
Check Up. The
Cheer Leader. The
Christmas Knight
College Capers
Collegiate Model. The ,

Compliments of the Seaisn

Congo Ja2Z
Contrary M ary
Cry Baby

Star Ret.

.Perkins- Ford

.Looney Tunes No. 7
. Douglas Stanbury
ElllOtt-Davis ..»

. Lit th- 11.- hi- Ward
.
Helllnger-Hopper-Hunyon-Corbett

. Land ii- H all i ga n - Blackwood

.Babby Watson-Ann Cornwall

.Walter Wlnchell

.Cast of Children

. Hoyt-Coots-Qulntelle

.Robert L. Ripley

.Robert L. Ripley

.Robert L. Ripley
Robert L. Ripley

. Robert L. R.oley
..Robert L. Ripley
, .Joe Frisco
.Orchestra ••
.Harry Holman
.Looney Tunes No. 8
.Llttlefleld-Ward
. Lambert-Ledcux-Irvlng
.Frisco- Knapp -Graham
.Looney Tunes No. 4
.Looney Tunes No. 5
Arthur- Merri am

.Bhlrley-LeMay

.Ruth Ettlng
. Geo. Sweet
. Vltaphene Kiddles
Leach. Merman-Plerlot
Giovanni Marllnelll

.Jack Hazzard

.Tom Douglas

. Washburn- Eddy. Mlddleten

. Ona Munson

.Dressier. Lane-O'Brien

.Looney Tunes No. 2

.Bobby Watson

. Vernon-Treea

Length

. .. 8B2...

.'
'.

I reel
.'

. . 971.
..1435..
...I reel.

. . 633 ...

.

. I reel
,.2 reels..
....I reel

...7I»....
. 2 reels..
. I reel . .

.

. . . I reel

...I reel..
. I reel . .

.

,.l reel...

Reviewed

.10. .Apr. 12

.'""Dec." 13
.11.. Apr. 12
.16 -Mar. 15

Oct 4
7

..May 10

.May 2*
..Dec. 6

. 771 ..

.1 real..

.1 reel.

. 1141 . .

.

..I reel.

10.. Fab. e
9.. Apr. IB

.V2V. May" 24
July 19

'.'-•'.'.bet
"4

.1 reel
. 865..
.. 629..
..688.
. 793
..I real..

. I reel...
..826....
..696
.1 real...

. .2 reels.

.

..2 reel*.

.1 reel...
...839....
..I reel

10. .Mar. 6

9.. June 21

....Nov. 8

...May 10

Cryln' For the Caroline I real
Curses Moore- Clement- Blackwood 2 reels

Oanger LHel-Campeau- Merriam 744. ... 8. .May 24
Darling Brute. The Jack Hazzard I reel
Desert Thrills Edwin Bartlett 7« ...8. . .July 26
Devil's Parade. The Sidney Toler S8B 10. .June 14
Dining Out Kent- Lake I reel
Doctor's Wife Pangborn-Astor-Mltchell 2 reels
Done In Oil. Potter Serin Llttlefleld-Ward 1539 17. .June 14
Ducking Duty Conklln- Morgan a<!3 5
Duel. The Fields-Teasdale I real
Emergency Case Hugh Comeron 1 reel Sept 27
eternal Triangle. The Ricn-Stsndinq- Kallz | real
Everything Happens To Me Carson-Hoyt 1 reel
bvolutlon Progress uf Motion Pictures | reel . . 10 June 21
tLvolullon of ttie Dance L up I no Lane

1 07

1

12 Feb 22
Excuse the Pardon Morgan- A lexander . , . 1 reel. . Dec' 13
Family Ford Jim Hark Ins | reel . ...........
Fashion's Mirror Newberry- Thompson I reel. ..".

".'

Feminine Types Jean Barrios , | real
Fight. The Norman Brokenshlre '| reel May' 10
Find the Woman Hugh O'Connell 817 '.'." 9 ".

.

.

Five Minutes From the Station. .Overman-Churchlll-Sidney 2 reels
Footnotes Page Sisters & Oscar Grogan 5i9. . . . 6. .Apr. 19
For Art'e Sake Broderlck-Crawford 1 reel Sept 27
For Two Cents De Wolf Hopper ,.| reel
Fore Ford- Lane 1 reel '

".".."..".'

Fowl Triangle | reel
Frame. The Boyd-Mlddleton 934. .10
Gates of Happiness Arthur Pat West

| reel. -.8. .Sept 27
Ginsberg of Newberg Eddie Lambert 2 reels Aug t
Girls We Remember J reel Dec. 13
Going Places Shaw & Lee Bftu j uno ;

Gob, The Skelly-Evans-Shannon-Shea 2 reels
Grand Uproar Jim McWllHams 702 ..8. .May al
Grounds for Murder Fosler-Glendennlng

1 reel
Gym Jams Lew Mayer 635. ..7. .Apr. IB
Happy Hottentots, The Joe Frisco ) reel Oct 25
Harmonizing Songs Joseph Harmon 1 real
Hard Guy Spencer-Traey. Katherlna

Alexander I reel Sept 6
Headache Man. The Clements- Cava naugh I reel
Head Man. The O'Connell- Kelly 796. . . . 9. . Aor. IB
Heart Breaker. The Eddie Foy. Jr 1315 15.. Oet 4
Her Relatives Neely Edward I reel
His Big Ambition Potter Series. Littlefleld-Ward 2 reels. . 19. .Aug. 30
His Public Morris & Campbell 2 reela
Holland Technicolor 733. . . .8. .June 14
Hold Anything Looney Tunes No. 3 1 reel Aug. 50
Home Maid Hackett-Hall-Burley (reel
Honolulu Madison- Marsh I reel
Horse Sense Bob Roebuck I reel
Horseshoes Lynn Overmann I reel.

Holtz
ill Wind. An Hlbbard-Loreh- Graham
I'll Fix It Kent-Lake
Japanese Bowl, The Technicolor
Joy Walker. The Chester Clule
Keeping Company Eddie Bu2zell

908

.

2 reels

.— I reel.
694...
I reel.
1746.

10

1 June 14

16.. Sept 13
9. .May 10

Knocking 'Em Cold o.nrl'-ew Tombes t reel
Last But Not Leased Billy Wayne-Thelma White I reel
Lady Killer. The Erie Dressier | reel
Last Straw. The Romney Brent I reel
Legacy. The Bony Compton 2 reels. . 15. .Aug. 30
Letters Pauline Garon . 800 9
Let's Elope Betty 4 Jerry Browne 645 .».. June 14

Let's Merge ....... Doree Leslie I reel
Lobo. Doo of Degs Lobe 390 .. 7 . Mar. I
Lodge Night Phllllps-Cox | reel
Lonely Gigolo . . Lotti Loder 922 9. . .Oct. 25
Lost and Found Demarest-Bond | real
Love Boat. The "-rman Timberg 754 8 .Mar 1

Lucky Break Fox 21... Oct. 25
Madame of the Jury Judith Anderson I reel
Hald to Order Eleanor Shalor-Bob Lynn

I reel

Many Happy Returni Connolly-Gotuchalk-Evans 2 reels . 17. Aug. 30
Married Flint- Ridges- Foran I reel

The.Master Sweeper.
Martlnelll

Aria from "Alda"
Pagliaeel
Prison Scene from
Temple Scene from

. Chester Conklln »04 10.. Mar.

I reel .

.

"Faust".. '.".".'.'.
I reel.'.

"Alda". I reel .

.

The Ship's Concert I reel. .

.

Matinee Idle Henry Hull 685
Military Post. Tho Roberto Guzman 570
Modern Fairy Tales •.••••••••>.• I reel
Modern Business I reel
Money. Money, Money Mason- Keeler 876
Mr. Intruder . . Otto Kruger | reel.

.

Musio Racket. The Leo Morse I reel..,
My Mistake Donald Brian. Pat O'Brien I reel.
My Hero Fey-Chard I reel
daggers, The Mr. & Mrs. Jack Norworth I reel..
Naggers at Breakfast The Mr. & Mrs. Jack Norworth 845
Naggers' Day of Rest, The Mr. & Mrs. Jack Norworth | reel...
Naggers Go Rooting. The Mr. &. Mrs. Jack Norworth I reel..,

Naggers Go South, The Mr. & Mrs. Jack Norworth.. | reel..

Nay Nay. Nero Cameron- Watson I reel...

New Racket. The Bradbury-Homer I reel..,
Nightingale, The Osborne-Talbot-O'Brlen 2 reels..

Nile Green Broderlck-Crawford 740...

9.. June 14

..j- Account, The
No Questions Asked
Number Please
Office Scandal, The
Office Stops
Old Seldelburg
One Good Turn
One on the Aisle ,

One Way Out
Only tho Girl

On the Job
Opening Night
Operation. The 1

Out for Game, Potter Series
.

, . .Hardle- Hutchinson
..Little Bllly-Prounty
..Sheila Barrett-L. Barrle
. . Bergen- Briber

. .Peterson- Renme- Reed- Gilmore.

.

..Ruth Ettlng. Jay Velio
,..Lon Haseall
..Chas. Lawrence-Thelma White..
..Wattles-Marsh
..Frank Orth-Ann Codoe

. .Sands-Jacqson-Hoyt
...Edgar Bergen

Llttlefleld-Ward

?f7
...I reel....

. . . . I reel. . .

.

... I reel
....835 9

... I reel

.. .2 reels ..

... I reel . .

.

...I reel

...580....S

.. . I reel. . .

.

. .. I reel. . .

.

...835.... 9..

...2 reela...

...1243. ..14

Aug.
Aug.

Pa Gets a Vacation, potter Series. Llttlefleld-Ward

Painter, The Frank Orth
Paper Hanging .Johnny Arthur I reel Ma)
Paulo, Paqulta & Chlqulta 632 9
Pay Off, The H. B. Walthall 1076. ..12 Mar.
People Versus, The Campeau-O'Malley 548 6 Apr.
Perfect Understanding. A May-Oaks 537 6
Post of Honor. The Short-Floldlng-Hall | reel

Play Boy, The Fox-Curtis 2 reals

Polities George Jessel 2 reels Dec.

poor Little Butterfly Technicolor I reel

Poor Fish, The Cavanaugh-Rldges-Schaler I reel

Private Engagement. A Yacht Club Boys I reel. . .8. . .Sept.

Purely An Accident Brown- K earns- Otto I reel

Putting It On Jarvls-Bond
Railroad Follies

Reno or Bust ...

Romeo & Juliet ii

Recruits. Tho
Road Knights
Rhythms
Roseland
Royal Fourftusher,
Rural Hospitality
Russian Around ..

Russian Rhapsody.
Salesman, The . ..

Santry. Henry & C

School Daze

. I reel

, Morgan-Hager I reel

,
..Pangborn- Elliott 1150 13.,

. .Charles Hackott-Rosa tow 9

..The Three Sailors-Clements I ml.....

.. Relsman Band
...Ruth Ettlng

. Eddie Buzzell
..Roger Imhof
..Arthur Pat West
..Kuznetzoff & Nlcollna
..Orth- Vernon

, .. Musical-song-dance skit

Aug. 23
.June 7

Nov. 8

..1 reel.. .9.. .Aug

..2 reels. .15.

..2 reels- 14.

.1556 17.

..1 reel

..1 reel

..704 8 .

. . 1 reel

. . 1 reel

'Means synchronized score, tMeans sound effects. §Means voice

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.

(including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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Scotch Love
Scotch Tatty
Seeing Off Service
SeeinQ Sarah Off
Seeing Things
Service Stripes

,

Servant Problem, The .

Shakespeare Was Right
She Who Gets Slapped..
Ship Ahoy

Oct.

Oct.

June 7

June 7

16 ..June 7

May 10

Sept. 27

. ..Blore-Swlnburn-Colllns I reel .

. . . Scott Sanders . .

.

I reel .

.

. . .Penner-Busley-McNaughton .... . 2 reels

...Slyvla Clark I reel .

... Demarest-Auer-Fleldlng I reel..
. . .Penner-Waddell I reel
... Murray -Oaktand-Stauber I reel
...Technicolor

I reel June 7
...Tom Ougan

I reel June 7
All Star t reel

Showln' Off Vltaphone Kiddles I reel
Sinkin' In the Bathtub Looney Tunes No. I I reel May 10
Sitting Pretty Joe Phillips-Ruth Donnelly.. i reel
Skin Game, The Irving-Wbite-Driffy

I reel
Slick As Ever H. J. Contey 2 reels.
Song Paintings Ann Seymour I reel..
Song Plugger, The Joe Frlseo 1390. ...
South Sea Pearl Gaston Glass 2 reels
Squaring the Triangle
Stepping Out Penner-Philips- Donnelly I reel .

.

Still Alarm. The Webb-Allen I reel..
Straight and Narrow Robins- Jenkins I reel
Strong and Willing Trlile Frlganza

I reel..
Strong Arm. The Harrlngton-O'Nell

I reel .

Stuttering Romance. A Joe Penner- Dorothea Chard.
I reel .

Substitute, The Chas. Lawrence I reel , .

','.'. Sept. 27
Surprise Dugan-Leonard 1 038 . . J . . 1 2
Suspicion Lyons- Earle-Morne I reel
Syncopated Sermon. A Hall-Johnson Choir

Willard Roblson I reel Nov. 15
System Clements- Knapp I reel
Taking Ways Codes & Orth 2 reels May 10
Talking It Over Jack Osterman 739 8
Taxi Talks Tracy- Alexander 1346 15.... June 14

Temple Belles Green Blackmail 1346. ... 15. .. .June 14
Tenement Tangle, A Ryan & Lee 758 9. . . June 14
Thank You, Doctor Ravold- Taylor- Clute I reel Aug, 23
Thirteenth Prisoner, The Willie Howard-Lee Kohlmar. I reel Nov. 15
Tintypes Yorke A. King I reel Oct. II

Tom Thumbs Down larvis-McN^ughton I reel
Trip. to Paris. A Jarvls-Taylor I reel
23 Sklddo Lew Fields 854 10 June 14

Twixt Love and Duty. Howard- Graham- Perc I val I reel
Two Rour.ds ot Love Rennle-Dlxon I reel

Unfair Sex, The Healy-Gllbert I reel
Varsity Shew, The Olive Shea 2 reels
Varsity Vamp Mike Ames I reel

Victim, The Orth-Howard I reel

Wanderer. The Douglas St anbury I reel. . . .9. Sept. 13

Watch Dog. The Jack H azzard I reel

Who's the BossT Pangborn-Howard I reel

Websterlan Students Ryan- Lee 801 9 Apr. 19

Wedding ef Jack and JIM, The.. Vltaphone Kiddles 701 8 June 7

Wedding Belles Howard-Newton 485. . . .5

Wedding Bills
What a Life
Who Pays?
Where There's a WIN
Window Cleaners
Woman Tamer. The
Won to Lose
Work, Milton C
Vamekraw

t§King of the Kongo (P.T.).
*t§Lone Defender (A.T.)

-Billy Wayne-Helen Lynd-Bronks Benedict) reel

.Murray-Oakland

. George Hassell

.Brlce- Edwards ....
Gilbert- Howard- Davis

.Irving- Lambert

.955... 1 1,.

..942. ..10..
. .2 reels . .

.

..637. -.7...
. . I reel
. . I reel

..I reel ....

..857. ..9....

SERIALS
NAT LEVIN

E

. Logan-MHIer Aug. I5'29. 10 episodes Aug I7'29

.Rln Tin Tin Sept. I, 1930. .12 eplstdes

TALKING PICTURE EPICS
*1§Across the World Mr. & Mrs. Martin Johnson. June 15 4 episodes
Hunting Tigers in India Commander Geo. M. Dyott.Apr. 15 3 episodes

UNIVERSAL
*t§Tarzan the Tiger .Merrill-Kingston Dee
•t§Jade Box. The Perrll-Lorralne Mar.
*t§Ligntning Express. The Lorraine-Chandler June
•tSTerry of the Times Howes-Thompson Aug
•t§tndlans Are Coming. The Tim McCoy Oet.

COMING SERIALS
NAT LEVINE

•t§Phantom of the West Tyter- Gulliver Nev.

29 ..10 episodes
. . 10 episodes. . . . Feb.
. . 10 episodes. . . .Apr.
. . . 10 episodes. . .Aug.

. .15 episodes. ..Aug.

UNIVERSAL
"t§Flngerprlnts Kenneth Harlan Mar. 2;
•tSHeroes of the Flames June 2.
^Indians Are Coming, The Tim McCoy Oct *

*+5Spell of the Circus F. Bushman Jr.-N. Vaughn. .Jan.
20

. 10 episodes

. 12 episodes
12 episodes

. 10 episodes.

PATHE
Perils of Pauline

Charting the Course

To Profitable Bookings!

The release chart is the showman's

source of vital information necessary

to right hooking and effective exploi-

tation. Convenient reference on date

of issue, producers, stars, length, etc.

Complete Release Chart



Any picture can have this

charming, atmospheric

COLOR
EVERY mood of the screen can be ex-

pressed in charming, atmospheric, over-

all tints, by means of Eastman Sono-

chrome Tinted Positive Films. They re-

produce sound with striking fidelity,

being designed especially with this func-

tion iu mind. Best of all, they can be used

in any picture, for they cost no more than

ordinary black-and-white positive film.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York Chicago Hollywood



THE PRINCESS
AND THE

PLUMBER
with

CHARLES FARRELL
MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN
H. B. WARNER

s.

jfi

When you show a picture that makes
every girl who sees it wish she was the
heroine, and every boy wish he was the
hero, you've got something.

•

Romance far removed from factory, store and
hard-grubbing world. A stately castle, a lonely
and lovely princess, a handsome young Ameri-
can, and the misunderstanding that throws the
unattainable girl right into his lap! Laugh after

laugh from Joseph Cawthorne who does a
splendid comedy part.

Clean as a hound's tooth. A great picture for

the whole family.

Story by Alice Duer Miller

Directed by ALEXANDER KORDA
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IT'S UP
POINT!

There'll be new highs
in your house in 1931
when you play

MARION DAVIES
in THE BACH-
ELOR FATHER.
Richly human, up-
roariously funny
Another "La Us Be
Gay " Based on Bel-

asco's stage hit With
Ralph Forbes Di-
reeled by Robert Z

Happy
"New
Year

Lawrence TIBBETT-
Grace MOORE in
NEW MOON. With
Adolphe Mcnjou. Ro-
land Young. Book and
lyrics by Arthur Ham-
merste.n, 2nd. Frank
Mandel and Lawrence
S^hw-.b Musk by Sir-

inuiid Ron. berg- Directed
bv Uk Conway

Marie
DRESSLER-
Polly MORAN
in REDUCING.
With Anita Page.
Luc.cn L.ttlefieTd.

GRETA GARBO
in INSPIRA-
TION. Clarence
Brown, director
With Robert
Montgomery.
Lewis Stone, Mar-
jone Rambeau.

THE GREAT
MEADOW.WithJuhn
Mack Brown, Eleanor
Boardman. Lucille La
Verne. Anita Louise.
Gavin Gordon Baud
on today's best-selling
novel by Elizabeth Ma-
dox Roberts. Directed
h v Charla Br-.hu.

Her -

* play
'ithin The
/"With Rob-
Armstrong.

Metro
Goldwyn
Mayer

>OI . Mil. SO. /«.

I •>• 4agrlr»
//./.•/ Hoouvtll, Hollyu /



Next Week:—Motion Picture Herald

In accordance with the announcement last week MOTION PICTURE NEWS will, in next week's issue, be

consolidated with EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD. The first issue of the consolidated publications under the

title, MOTION PICTURE HERALD, will be dated January 3, 1931.

Hence, Motion Picture News, and likewise Exhibitors Herald-World, will as individual publications cease

to be issued commencing next week.

In their stead will appear MOTION PICTURE HERALD— a publication which will have assembled

within its covers the chief and most important features of both the News and the Herald, together

with many innovations and developments which will be made possible by the consolidation of the pub-

lishing resources of both institutions.

MOTION PICTURE HERALD will be supplied to all subscribers to either the Herald or the News

for the unexpired term of their subscriptions. In cases where there are subscriptions to both the News

and the Herald a suitable extension of such subscriptions, enabling the subscriber to receive MOTION PIC-

TURE HERALD for a period totalling the terms of the individual subscriptions, will be made.

MOTION PICTURE HERALD has been planned and equipped to take its place in the fore rank of the

outstanding business publications of the day. In the organization which will be responsible for the opera-

tion of MOTION PICTURE HERALD there will be included the persons of leading experience and accom-

plishment in motion picture trade journalism. This consolidated publication, representing a merger and

continuation of all of the principal weekly publications of the motion picture industry, traces its record

back into the earliest days of the motion picture. Its progenitor was "The Magic Lantern Weekly and

Moving Picture World" which was founded as the first trade press of an infant business which was just

struggling into existence.

The accumulated experience of twenty-three years in motion picture trade journalism stands back of

MOTION PICTURE HERALD. The publications which have been merged into MOTION PICTURE HERALD
have, year by year, since the start of the industry, faithfully chronicled the activities of the business and

have brought their support to bear on all matters calculated to advance the motion picture as entertain-

ment and to enhance the prosperity of the industry.

MOTION PICTURE HERALD will carry on. Remembering the fine traditions of the weekly trade press,

it will seek always to safeguard those interests which have been defended by its predecessors and at the

same time it will seek to deal with the new problems which will arise in a manner which will be uniformly

constructive to the best interests of the motion picture and the industry which is responsible for it.

MOTION PICTURE HERALD will enter upon its career with no entangling alliances whatsoever. It

owes no allegiance except to the best interests of the motion picture and the industry. It is committed

only to a policy of service to the whole business in all of its branches. It shall not deal in either prejudices

or favoritisms. Its course is plain: It shall provide a great organ of the industry and for the industry ; it shall

deal fairly and equitably with every phase and feature of the business from the smallest cross-road exhi-

bition interest to the greatest theatre circuit; from Poverty Row to the greatest studio; from the single-

picture state-righter to the greatest distribution system.

MOTION PICTURE HERALD will seek its reward, not in catering to any special interest, but in the

satisfaction it shall be able to render to the whole industry.

This, then, is our pledge of performance.

For the performance itself, watch, commencing next week

—

MOTION PICTURE HERALD
MARTIN QUIGLEY.



193Fs FIRST SMASH HIT!

INA
CLAIRE
FREDRIC
MARCH
Mary Brian

Henrietta Crosman
<B PARAMOUNT celebrates the New Year with
a resounding new money-maker! Opening
with gala world premiere Dec. 22nd at the

long-run Rivoli Theatre, New York, "THE
ROYAL FAMILY OF BROADWAY" is win-

ning rousing cheers from the Broadway holi-

day throngs. ^ PARAMOUNT exhibitors

have another seat-filling wonder - show on
their hands!



IIard-Boi led New York Newspaper Critics

Hail wRoyal Family of Broadway" as

Forerunner of New Golden Year:
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TJl On the heels of the sensational "MOROCCO,"

just completing six S. R. O. weeks on Broadway and

cleaning up everywhere. «|Of"THE BLUE ANGEL,"

the Jannings-Marlene Dietrich-von Sternberg dra-

matic cyclone, holding its capacity audiences spell-

bound, q Of "TOM SAWYER," which has smacked

records from coast to coast with its clean, whole-

some fun. <jNow "THE ROYAL FAMILY OF

BROADWAY," another proof of PARAMOUNT
leadership! q With "FIGHTING CARAVANS,"

RUTH CHATTERTON in "The Right to Love,"

GEORGE BANCROFT in "Scandal Sheet," the

amazing "RANGO" and a score of other Big Giants

on the way!

Paramount
1931 Prosperity Insurance!



MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
MARTIN QUIGLEY, Editor-in-Chief

Incorporating

EXHIBITORS DAILY REVIEW
and MOTION PICTURES TODAY

A Vital, Vigorous

Newspaper of the

Motion Picture Business

published under the

editorial direction of

RED KANN

MAIL THIS

NOW-
MOTION PICTURE DAILY

565 Fifth Ave., New York

Enter my subscription to

Motion Picture Daily at

once. Find enclosed $ I

for one year.

Daily telegraphic reports

on the box office ....

A day by day record of

the trade's important news.

Can you afford to be without

a copy every week day for

$10 a year?

A QUIGLEY PUBLICATION

565 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, N. Y.



Prediction

CRIMINAl
From the prize stage hit

by MARTIN FLAVIN

with

WALTER HUSTON
PHILLIPS HOLMES
Constance C u m m i n g s

and a splendid supporting casi

Directed by

HOWARD HAWKS



is Fulfilled
!

'"'"ion ,

World
Premiere

For the New Year!

R-K-O
MAYFAIR THEATRE

NEW YORK

- Offeis Another
'IH Extended RunGiant



MANAGEEJ' ROUND TABLE CLUB

Hey, Round Table-ites

Get a Load of This!

I OU'VE probably heard the rumors; well, here

is the confirmation: Exhibitors Herald-World and

Motion Picture News have merged into MOTION

PICTURE HERALD, thereby combining the two out-

standing trade publications of the industry into one

of those giants with a punch that will make trade

paper history.

Where do we fit into this picture?

I'll tell you; we fit in so grand that if you thought

the Managers' Round Table Club was good in the past,

just imagine what it will be in the future. Where we

had the backing and support of one trade publication

we now have two. The entire resources, background

and influence of Martin Quigley and the u '9'ey

Publishing Company are now ours.

/"^ND now listen to me while I wax sentimental.

When success first crowned my efforts to make the

Club an organization that would really mean some-

thing in the industry, I dreamed some wild dreams.

Fantastic ones I thought they were a few years back.

But I clung to the hope that I would some day see

those dreams come true.

I pictured every honest-to-God showman a member

of the Club. I fancied that these active members,

through their contributions to the Club and the Club

pages, would secure recognition and promotion

which might otherwise be denied them. I built up

hopes based on the idea that the show business and

the men in it needed something like our organization,

not to become a union and fight against overwhelming

odds for proper consideration, better salaries and

humane working conditions, but to bring to the atten-

tion of the industry as a whole the truths about the

boys behind the guns so that these much-needed

benefits could be secured by reason of the fact that

the men proved themselves worthy of them.

The Club grew by leaps and bounds. Where one

hundred members once blossomed there are now

thousands. Where we used to receive a dozen letters

a week we now get hundreds.

These things didn't just happen. All of those show-

men already enrolled in the Club could never have

made it a success if the organization did not exceed

their fondest expectations. It was because they

found a friendly spirit. Helpful. Fraternal. Brotherly.

Call it what you like. But that certain "something"

was there and the gang was with us.

/^ ND now my imagination is running riot once

again. I see where this gigantic trade paper backing

the Managers' Round Table Club will mean greater

possibilities. Larger membership. A greater variety

of exploitation and theatre operation ideas. Inter-

communication between a larger number of showmen

through the Club and the Club pages.

And my own cup of joy is just about flooded. I've

had the absolute assurance of Mr. u '9'ey an^ the

entire combined staffs of the publication that there

will be no limit to what we can look forward to in

developing the Club into a more far-reaching and

powerful medium in the industry.

I'm certain that each and every one of our many

members and readers will join me in wishing Motion

Picture Herald and Martin Quigley all the success

they so well deserve.

"CHICK" LEWIS

Chairman and Editor

Managers' Round Table Club
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Vital Service of Fifin Boards Demands
Retention, Pettijohn Tells Distributors

Here's Where
The Dough
Goes

American and Canadian railroads get $702,000 yearly
from Publix for moving stage shows. Cost of transporting
a single unit over the circuit's entire route totals $10,000

in fares and $3,500 in Pullman fees. Fifty-two companies
bring this figure above the $700,000 mark.
Each show travels 10,552'/2 miles, over 21 lines. Tickets

furnished to unit members reach 5'/2 feet, said to be the
longest transportation script in the world.

Hughes an Angel?

NO! Or a Santa

Clans? Two NOS!!

Howard Hughes, apparently, ended his

"angeling" days with release of "Hell's

Angels," the air opus in which the young
oil millionaire poured a reported total of

$4,000,000. Because, when Joseph M.
Schenck sought to make a touch of from
$3,000,000 to $5,000,000 for Art Cinema,
without giving Hughes the protection of

collateral, Howard gave an answer which
was plenty negative. This angle, say insid-

ers, differs from a yarn reported several

weeks ago when negotiations were called off.

At that time it was said Hughes walked out

on Schenck when United Artists threw its

laboratory business into the lap of H. J.

Yates and Consolidated Film Industries in-

stead of giving it to Hughes for the latter's

Multicolor plant in Hollywood. As a mat-

ter of fact, the Consolidated deal is under-

stood to have been made after Hughes and
Schenck failed to agree on terms for Art

Cinema financing and was used by United

Artists, it is said, as a wedge in attempting

to strike a bargain for Hughes' millions.

No In-Between

For Managers on

Clean Ad Copy
Only strict adherence to the advertising

code of ethics formulated by the Hays of-

fice will be tolerated in the Fox chain, man-
agers of which were again ordered this

week to avoid dirt in theatre copy. "An ad
is either moral or immoral," according to

the Fox edict, and in-betweens are taboo.

"Do not try to get around these rules." the

managers were warned.

'Bad Boy' Reports

To Succeed the

Credit System?

Chicago—Exhibitors here are wondering
if the "bad boy" reports being furnished
exchanges by the local Film Board is an
attempt to supplant the outlawed credit sys-

tem with a new disciplinary measure.
Under the present plan, reports of all

exhibitors who fail to pick up a show are
forwarded by the exchanges to the Film
Board. These reports are then compiled
and returned to member exchanges. Dis-
ciplinary action on the basis of these re-

ports may be taken by the exchanges in the
future, it was said, if habitual offenders be-
come too numerous. Just what this dis-

ciplinary action may be, was not explained.

Pathe Unit and

G. B. Firm Merge
London— A new Anglo-American film

agreement has been reached with the for-

mation of a joint company to be known as
Associated Picture Prod.
The two companies involved are Stoll and

Producers' Distributing Co., the latter rep-
resenting Pathe in Britain.

It is planned to produce three films at the
Stoll studios at Cricklewood, and to di s-

tribute through the new organization.

Theatres Readying for
New Year's Midnite Shows

Despite the current general business and
usual holiday slump, key city deluxe runs
throughout the country are preparing elab-

orate midnight shows for New Year's Eve.
Cabaret and night clubs are expected to

experience a tough night, because of de-
pressed conditions, with thousands turning
toward theatres for the midnight fun.

Savings . to Distributors in

Chi Alone Sufficient to Main-
tain All Other Boards

C. C. Pettijohn

Retention of Film Boards as an "impera-

tive necessity" because of their invaluable

service to the industry is urged by C. C.

Pettijohn, president of Film Boards of

Trade. The boards' activities cover a wide

range, maintaining
harmony between ex-

hibitors and distribu-

tors, Pettijohn pointed

out in a memorandum
to Hays organization

members.
At the suggestion of

Pettijohn, a meeting
recently was held by

the Chicago board,

members of which pe-

titioned Hays to re-

tain the board. This
is part of a national

campaign to stress the

importance of film boards. Following, in

part, is Pettijohn's memorandum:
Film Boards of Trade were in existence and recog-

nized as practical and necessary in 18 exchange cen-
ters prior to March, 1922. Eliminating the duties of
arbitration and the credit committee work, the re-
maining duties of Film Boards of Trade can be enu-
merated as follows:
They are the rield organization of the industry; the

clearing houses of ail matters affecting the industry
as a whole. They are the point of contact for the
newspapers and various organizations constantly ask-
ing for information about the industry. It is to the
advantage of the industry that the information so
l: i ven out be accurate.
Most of the Film Board of Trade secretaries are

women. The majority are college graduates. They
belong to their local women's organizations; in many
instances they are acting either as secretary or chair-
man oi some local motion picture women's club or-
ganization.
Film Board of Trade secretaries understand the im-

portance of maintaining peaceable and friendly rela-
tions between exhibitors and the members of their
Board. Exhibitors daily come to the Film Board
offices with their troubles. The secretary almost in-
variably sends them away satisfied. This service re-
quires a considerable part of their time. They must
often visit the exchanges with the exhibitor. Exhibit-
ors' troubles in most instances involve confusion in
their bookings or misunderstandings of their contract-
ual obligations. These troublesome situations are usu-
ally straightened out without taking up the branch
managers' time, thus saving much litigation that
would otherwise happen.

All of these secretaries have met and know their
local newspaper editors. Through this contact the in-
dustry has been enabled many times to contradict
untrue rumors and to furnish constructive informa-
tion about the industry.
Film Boards of Trade have been most useful in

avoiding labor troubles and disputes. They are quick
to sense in each instance whether or not any labor
problem is one in which the distributors should in-
terest themselves, and on many occasions these
Boards have, with the use of tact and good judg-
ment avoided situations that would have resulted in
increased expense of distribution.
The secretaries in the Film Board of Trade them-

selves are invaluable in legislative matters. The
secretaries are constantly locking for signs of ap-
proaching- unfair legislation.
Our Public Relations Department has found the

Film Board of Trade secretaries of service to them
and constantly use them.

(Continued on page 15)
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THE BAROMETER RISES

OX the threshold of 1931—and still alive; still

whole, in fact

!

The motion picture industry has survived

what, if one were to believe the many rumors
tossed from week to week, has been one of the

toughest and stormiest years the good ship has had
to weather.

Not only survived, but—with ballast adjusted

and full sail set—is bowling along at a fairly re-

spectable clip. The worst of the storm is now be-

hind and has been left hull-down on the horizon.

Not in a great many years have the calamity-

howlers had so big an inning as has been their por-

tion this past twelvemonth. The picture business,

always a fecund breeder of direful rumors and
dreadful forebodings, has had more than its share

of late. This was natural in a year when "Hard
times!" and "Bad business!" were the substitutes

for the usual forms of morning greeting and lunch-

hour salutation.

The Industry Wins Its Spurs

BUT the motion picture industry has staunchly

weathered this, the hardest commercial year

the calendar has shown in all the quarter

century of the industry's existence.

Let this be set down to the credit of the men in

control—the men in the business and executive

offices of the companies that cater to this mercurial

enterprise of entertainment.

Long enough has it been said that they are not

business men; long enough has the outsider scoffed

at their methods, jeered at their failings and
shrugged at their successes.

I
N no boastful vein let it be written once-and-

for-all that in this year of grace, 1930, the mo-
tion picture business has won its spurs in a

fight where business, generally speaking, has taken
it on the chin. Closings and bank failures may
have blackened with scare-heads the front pages
of the dailies; business troubles may have bulked
large in the papers' back-sections; but no estab-
lished motion picture company—in any of the fields

of production, distribution or exhibition—has
closed its doors or gone to the wall.

Let us be frank.

It was commonly heard: "The bankers have
given warning. Trim sail, tighten your belt, cut
down your overhead, reduce your expenses, look
to your income."
So be it.

The picture business heeded the warning. It

had the ability—it had the stability—it had the
tenacity—and it had the sheer guts to do just that.

Results of the Acid Test

AS a result, the end of the year finds the larger
companies facing the future in better shape
than they were at its beginning. Not only

is this true inside of the various organizations
themselves, but happily it also holds in many quar-
ters as regards mutual relationships between the
various companies. Old enmities have been ironed
out; misunderstandings have been replaced with
mutual agreements; cooperation today is the solid

commercial fact between companies where at the

beginning of the year that term covered an attitude

of polite aloofness.

"Showmen!" "Gamblers!" ''Amateurs!" "Rank
outsiders in the realm of big business

!"

Well, perhaps!
But, by the test of 1930, able, serious, hard-work-

ing, unafraid business men who know their job
and know how to preserve it.
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M. P. T. O. A, and Allied will Resume
Amalgamation Conferences Early in

6

31

Or "Hell's Angel"
Caddo Prod, has offered a prize for

the best slogan offered by the public

which will describe Jean Harlow, blond
star. Warren Nolan, who, with Miss
Harlow and Wayne Pierson of Caddo,
is one of the judges, reports some of

the lines already in are: "Contagious
Desire," "Winter's Sunshine," "The
Aviator's Pride," "Hollywood Havoc,"
"The Blond Landslide," "The Holly-
wood Tornado," "The Blond Fury," etc.

'Scandal' Scamiel,

Sue's Sec, Sicced

Sue Onto Stuart?

Hollywood— Sue Carol engaged Alice

Scannel as a secretary, but Miss Scannell

turned out to be another "balance sheet."

And, it you don't believe it ask Jimmy
Quirk, who's Photoplay fan sheet spills the

yarn about the discovery by reporters of

Nick Stuart's pajamas in Sue's closet, after

which the secretary "advised the couple to

announce their secret marriage which had
taken place several months earlier."

"Various events had caused things to be

whispered around concerning Sue and Nick,"

the yarn reveals, "when the secretary came
to the rescue. 'Announce your marriage,'

she begged, 'and save your reputations.' So
they did."

Three-Way Projection
At Gumbiner Theatre

Los Angeles — The new Los Angeles,

costing $2,000,000, will be opened by H. L.

Gumbiner, Jan. 1.

Gumbiner, owner of the Tower, will be

owner of the new house seating 2,500. Vari-

ous innovations, such as six seats to a row,

a club lounge with a dance floor, a cafe,

a cosmetic room with attendants, and chil-

dren's play rooms and nurseries, will be

features.

One of the unusual points will be simul-

taneous projection in the lounge and chil-

dren's rooms at the same time that films

are being shown on the main theatre screen.

"City Lights," Charlie Chaplin's new
film, will open.

S. Charles Lee, architect, was the de-

signer.

Fox Takes Over Coast
Publix Houses on Jan. I
San Francisco—The string of seven Par-

amount Publix theatres purchased last week
by Fox in a reputed $20,000,000 deal will

be placed under Fox management on New
Year's, when title passes on three in this

town, one in Oakland Cnow building) ; two
at Portland, Ore., and a Seattle house.

Myers Disturbed by Leak on
Story About Negotiations

For Consolidation

With both sides agreeing that a solid

front is needed to combat impending ad-

verse legislation. M.P.T.O.A. and Allied

States Association leaders will meet soon
after the first of the year to consider pro-

posed amalgamation of the two organiza-

tions.

The proposed consolidation of the two
organizations followed a series of confer-

ences sponsored by a third party. Consider-
able progress was made at the sessions,

news of which was suppresed at the requet

of leader of both parties. With intimation

of the sessions printed by a Coast publica-

tion, a statement was issued announcing that

the meetings were to be resumed in Janu-
ary, after leaders had opportunity to confer

with their organizations on the subject.

Under the plan, both affiliated and unaf-

filiated exhibitors would be invited to join

in one national exhibitor association. No
details of the proposed set-up have been
divulged.

Washington—Abram F. Myers, president

of Allied States Association, is peeved be-

cause of the premature leak on the story

concerning negotiations for an amalgama-
tion of the M.P.T.O.A. and Allied.

Stockholders of

Pathe Urged to

Okay RKO Buy
Boston—The RKO purchase of Pathe is

seen as a good deal for the Pathe organiza-

tion by McNeel's Financial Service, which
states in its weekly bulletin

:

"Stockholders of the Pathe Corporation
should sign and return their proxies author-

izing directors to ratify the agreement
made with the Radio-Keith-Orpheum Cor-
poration to sell its producing and distribut-

ing properties to the latter company.
"This seems to be a good deal for Pathe

and under the present conditions the ofler

by RKO seems liberal."

This advice substantiates the contentions

of Joseph P. Kennedy, Chairman of the

Board of Directors, in his letter to stock-

holders "that the transaction will relieve

Pathe from its difficult position as an inde-

pendent producer" and his urgance that all

stockholders send in their proxies to aid the

consummation of the deal at the meeting on
January 5.

Iowa Theatre Darkened
By Labor Disagreement

Council Bluffs, la.—Failure to arrive at

an agreement between theatre owners and
the operators' union has caused the Broad-
way to go dark. Manager Robert K. Fulton
has left to take over the management of the

Princess at Sioux City.

In a Tough Spot
Known only to a few very close asso-

ciates, the production chief and vice-

president of a certain well known old-

line company was recently secretly

confined to a sanitorium where little

hope is held for his recovery.
In the meantime, his business asso-

ciates are formulating plans for com-
plete reorganization and now are
scouting around for someone to fill the
shoes of the sick chief.

Exhibs Would
Take Packards

From Operators

Chicago—Despite the fact that there is a
greater number of complaints and more
open rebellion against maintaining two op-

erators in the booth than ever before, the

exhibitors' chances of having this situation

ameliorated are no better than ever. The
stranglehold which Chicago labor organiza-

tions maintain on the theatre industry here

remains as strong and uncompromising as

ever, and it is more than doubtful whether
even a united theatre front would be ef-

fective in obtaining any relief.

The seasonal depression is being felt in

the neighborhoods this year more than ever

before. A reflection of it is found in the

continual filing of complaints of the two
men in the booth situation, which is the first

thought of the theatre owner when expense

cutting becomes imperative. Exhibitors' as-

sociations state that never before have they

received so many petitions for a reduction

of one operator. As a result, both Aaron
Saperstein, president of Allied Theatres of

Illinois, and Jack Miller, president of Chi-
cago Exhibitors Association will confer

with members of their organizations prior

to reopening negotiations with union offi-

cials which will seek some relief for the

small exhibitor.

Many of the latter contend that they
could operate at a profit if they could be
spared the expense of the extra operator.

These definitely claim that they are barely

making the grade under existing conditions.

Their particular grievance, however, ap-

pears to be that, whereas they themselves
have been forced to put away their motors
in sore times, and ride the street car to

work, their operators continue to drive up
to the theatre in Packards ,and Pierce
Arrows.

Akron Puts Special "Bulls"
On Trail of Dynamiters
Akron, O. — Ten theatre dynamitings,

four in the last three weeks, have resulted
in the organization of a special bombing
squad at local police headquarters.
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An Insider's Outlook
THE physical chacteristics of sev-

eral of the national circuits are

about to undergo some changes

which will endow the body with an en-

tirely different face.

The new move, closely held and met
with more or less stony stares when you
ask about it, appears to revolve around
the immediate necessity to decentralize

operations, make New York far less im-

portant than it has been and, at the same
time, shut up the stock of operators in

the field.

For, New York has learned to its

widespread sorrow that you can't operate

theatres three, four and even more hun-

Cueds of miles away by a blue print. The
homey touch that has spelt success for

the individual operator for these many
years, it has been discovered, imparts to

exhibition something which circuit-con-

trolled managers can't give, burdened
down as they are with rules, regulations

and restrictions concocted in the home
office.

By Way of Evidence

Here's one of a hundred stories to

prove it

:

The man whose experience this is, op-
erates both as an independent and a
circuit partner. In several cities, just

overnight from New York as the rail-

roads go, he stands on his own two feet.

His opposition includes three of the na-

tionally-operated circuits. But do you
think he is worried? Not a bit.

Regularly week in and week out, he
is licking the circuits so badly that it's

just too bad for New York chain head-
quarters and the red ink they use so

freely these days. This chap has studied

his circuit opposition, discovered what
they don't do which is plenty and then
proceeded to fill in the wide gaps in

friendly service which his competitors

overlook. That one trick, plus judicious

and psychological booking, are the cor-

ner-stones of his success.

In a New England town, it so hap-
pens this selfsame showman is partner

with a big circuit—a big one. One Mon-
day morning, he studied some reports,

saw spots before his eyes and hopped on
a train. He was determined, you see,

to find out why, if he made money in

other cities, he couldn't in this one. So
lie checked and double checked.

A Conversation

Then he came back to New York,
\ isited the head of the producer chain

and said:

"There's nothing wrong with that

town. If vour manager didn't have to

spend ninety per cent of his time answer-
ing communications from the home office,

he might be able to spend some putting

his house over. Then you and I both
would make some money."

These two stories and the lessons they

carry just about explain the current state

of affairs. The circuit heads, whether
by force of circumstance or weight of

newly-found wisdom, have reached the

point where they admit there is much to

it. That being the case, some upsets

may be expected, for they are on the

way.
Mot only will it be good business as

C-u-r-t-e-s-y

THE laughable extremes to
which some theatres go in

their bowing-and-scraping
instructions to ushers had their

counterpart in a leading de luxe
house, when an important po-
lice officer, taking an evening
off and in "civies," visited the
theatre.

Noticing that plenty of seats
were to be had in the front
center of the theatre, the party
attempted to pass down the cen-

ter aisle. A uniformed attend-
ant immediately swung in to

head them off, pointed to the
next side aisle and said:
"Seats in the next aisle."

The man, without rancor or
heat, replied that there were
plenty of seats in that section,

and furthermore his daughter
wanted to sit down front and
she was the one to be pleased.
"Seats in the next aisle," was

the rather sharp retort from
the usher.
"I'm under the impression

that I purchased something
more than seats when I came
in here," answered the officer.

"All you bought was seats
and you'll find them in the next
aisle," was the curt remark
from the underling, who still

barred the path.
Speaking of the incident later

the officer said:
"The next time I purchase

tickets for that house I'll own
the place."

All of which is one reason
why business at the theatre has
been skidding for many weeks,
for this is far from the first

time such an incident has oc-

curred.

dollars and cents and profits go. It will

also be a smart move in view of the

legislative tidal wave that bids fair to

engulf the industry next year. The man-
ager operating on his home ground and
in sympathetic understanding of the pub-
lic he expects to patronize his theatre, is

in a much more strategic spot to work
with his own legislators than a manager,
or a supervisor, imported from a foreign

city.

Drawing Battle Lines

This is a slant which the circuits are

now giving attention. The front line

trenches against adverse laws will have
to be thrown up and quickly, too, in the

opinion of those familiar with the activi-

ties of legislatures and their methods of

doing things. The chain corporation is

in disfavor in many states where local

tradesmen are protesting the transfer of

large sums of money from their own
territory to headquarters in either New
York or Chicago.

It is obvious to those who do a little

analyzing that a localite on a theatre job

can do more good and, by his absence

mure harm, than a starnger in the fold.

Particularly is this true in communities
where clannishness prevails.

Economy
An interesting commentary on busi-

ness psychology is offered by Hollywood,
which to a sizeable degree has knocked
off sending the usual Christmas spiel. A
couple of years ago, Coast players and
directors outdid each other in efforts to

get the flashiest kind of Christmas greet-

ing. The cards, which formerly had been

a sentimental expression, became a lux-

ury, which many this year found they

could not afford. Accordingly, many of

the studio workers sent personal notes

instead of Christmas cards, which was a

real break for Uncle Sam's postal

workers.

Feather in His Cap

Joseph I. Schnitzer's forthcoming stay

in Xew York is to be a short one. the

Radio chieftan intending to return to the

studio post-haste to take up permanent

quarters. Schnitzer's stay on the Coast

lia> been a productive one, and he does

not intend to lose the benefits of the

economy program he has put into force

at the studios.

Radio's production reorganization, 'tis

said, is reflected in "Cimarron" by which

the company is setting great store. Ad-
wince dope indicates that the picture is

in, which will be a big feather in the

Schnitzer cap.

THE INSIDERS
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Independent DistributorsWant Circuits

To Revamp Present Booking Methods

Embarrassing Moments
RKO's Mayfair in New York boasts

of the most modern and efficient sound
projection installation in the country
-BUT, on the very first day that
the Spoor-Berggen wide film process
made its debut at this house, the show
was stopped on four different occa-
sions within 35 minutes because of

breakdowns. It is not known, how-
ever, whether the breaks were from
film or machine trouble.

De Forest Loses

Court Battle on

W . E. Replacement
An attempt by General Talking Pictures

to prevent the replacement of De Forest

equipment with Western Electric proved un-

successful when Judge Gavigan in the New
York Supreme Court granted the motion of

the Rhinelander Amusement Co., which
operates the Monroe Theatre, to dismiss the

complaint. A restraining order sought by
General had been denied previously by

Judge McGolrick.
"Plaintiff seeks on the basis of a covenant

never made to prevent loss of business which
might be incurred if theatre owners find

other equipment better for their purposes,"

said Judge Gavigan in his opinion. "Such

a stipulation will not be implied from

language in no way suggesting it. Courts

of equity do not enforce doubtful rights by

injunction. Here, though, there is not even

a doubtful right. Plainly, the right asserted

is non-existent."

Bobby Jones to Coast in Spring
Atlanta — Bobby Jones, golf champion,

will arrive in Hollywood next spring to

make 12 Vitaphone golf shorts. In the

meantime, with the aid of a writer from
the Warner scenario staff, Jones will map
out varns for the series at his home here.

Rush Pathe Shorts
Hollywood—Thirty-two comedies on the

Pathe 1930-31 schedule of 52 two-reelers

have been completed, and H. F. Lalley, pro-

ducer of the shorts, declares that the cur-

rent program will terminate the latter part

of March.

Radio Buys Story
Hollywood—Screen rights to "Traveling

Husbands." written by Humphrey Pearson,
have been acquired by Radio Pictures.

Minna Gombell on Fox Lot
Hollywood—"Doctors' Wives" will fea-

ture Minna Gombell, a new recruit from
legit.

Claim Deals Made on Product
for 1930-31 Puts Them

at Disadvantage
Numerous independent producers and

distributors, it is learned on good author-

ity, are beginning to feel a financial pinch

from shriveled rentals which they claim to

be a direct result of booking deals made
with the big chain operators at the begin-

ning of the 1930-31 season.

When booking deals were made with the

large circuits by complaining companies for

this season's product, the long-established

guarantee and percentage based on produc-

tion costs were eliminated completely in a

majority of cases it is said, and instead, fiat

rentals or lower percentage ratings than

heretofore were insisted upon.

Only "smash" pictures, which come too

few and far between, bring in healthy rent-

als to the smaller companies, with the aver-

age release, the predominating type on all

schedules, causing plenty of worry.

A general box-office slump, reported to

run from 15% to 25%, caused by the pres-

ent economic depression sweeping the coun-

try, is also making itself felt on the books
of these companies which must rely upon
percentage rentals.

Two of the "chainless" distributors are

known to have talked things over in the

past week and to have matched notes with

a view to organizing concerted effort to in-

fluence the bigs guns to reconsider present

booking methods. Others are expected to

fall in line shortly, or at least file complaints

independently.

Warners Lease Two
Salem, Ore., Theatres

Salem, Ore.—Through a deal just com-
pleted, Warners take control of the Elsinore
and Capitol, formerly under independent
and Fox management, for a reputed $85,000
cash payment, with rentals in the future

aggregating $575,000.

Warns Against Racket
Columbus.—In a form letter to exhibitors,

signed by W. M. James, president, and P. J.

Wood, business manager, the MPTO of

Ohio warns against two men whose plan is

apparently to contract the exhibitor to a

sales promotion contest in which he gives

away approximately $900.

Radio Grooming Two
Hollywood—Radio Pictures is grooming

two new stars, Dorothy Lee and Anita
Louise. Miss Lee within six months will

be launched as a star. Miss Louise is un-

der a five-year contract to C. R. . Rogers.

The Tough East
George Bancroft, famous "hard-boil-

ed" man of the cinema, writes H. I.

Phillips in the New York Sun, is now
in New York and there is a rumor
that he was recently intimidated by a
Paramount theatre usher.

It May Be So, BUT!
"In these days of vice and rackets,"

points out a New York press agent,
"it seems that the Russians are not
behind the times. 'The Birth of a Na-
tion,' which for years has swept the
world as an outstanding picture * * *

has a mystery added to its long
career of events. The secret police of
Moscow are making a so-called exten-
sive search for the missing copies of
this masterpiece. Undoubtedly it will

also result in a death verdict similar
to that passed upon the engineers re-
cently accused of conspiracy by the
Soviet government." * * * •

Reisman Names
District Heads
In New Line-Up

Phil Reisman, general sales manager for

Universal, has put into effect a new sales

control centralization plan whereby eight

district managers will be in charge of

grouped offices, under the direct supervision

of Ted Schlanger, eastern sales manager,
and Harry Lorch, western sales managers.

Under the realignment seven of the dis-

trict managers have been named, complet-

ing assignments of all exchanges except
Dallas, San Antonio and Oklahoma City.

This post will be filled soon. The list of

district managers follows:

S. Wittman : New York, New Haven,
Albany and Boston.

W. M. Richardson : Atlanta. Charlotte,

New Orleans and Memphis.
M. S. Landow: Philadelphia, Pittsburgh

and Washington.
Dave Miller : Buffalo, Cleveland and

Cincinnati.

\Y. J. Heineman: San Francisco, Butte,

Denver, Los Angeles, Portland, Salt Lake
and Seattle.

E. T. Gomersall: Chicago, Des Moines,

Detroit, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Milwau-
kee, Minneapolis, Omaha, St. Louis and

Sioux Falls.

Clair Hague (general manager for Can-

ada) : Toronto, Winnipeg, Montreal, St.

John, Vancouver, Calgary.

St. John Buys Gibson Six
M. H. Hoffman, president of Victory

Prod., has sold the new series of six Hoot

Gibson Westerns to Floyd St. John, of Co-

operative exchange at San Francisco and

Los Angeles.

Pascal Finishes Bennett Yarn
Hollywood—Ernst Pascal left this week

for New York, having finished his Pathe

assignment to write the story for Constance

Bennett's next. Production on the untitled

vehicle is to start next week.
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"Fore" Sale

Tampa—That small time golf, even
in this warm climate, is walking on
its uppers in this city is evidenced by
the many want ads in the local news-
papers offering half interests or all in

the tabloid links. The reason usually

given is "other business."

Warner Invading

Two Publix Spots

Chicago. — Warner theatre expansion

plans in this territory are continuing and

within sixty days, it is said, construction

will begin in two cities which now are ex-

clusively Publix situations—Aurora, 111., and

Michigan City, Ind.

At Aurora, an industrial city of 48,000.

a new theatre will be erected at a cost of

$500,000. The site will be the former Au-
rora City Mills property, which Warners
have taken for a reported purchase price of

$200,000. The only theatre now operating

in Aurora is a Publix house. Publix also

has under construction in Aurora a new
3,500-seat theatre, scheduled to be completed

early next fall.

At Michigan City, also dominated by Pub-

lix-Great States, Warners have obtained a

site on which a 1,500-seat theatre will be

erected at a reported cost of $300,000, early

next year.

A. S. Graven, Chicago architect, has plans

for both Warner houses under way.

Powers Joins Schine
Portsmouth, O.—Walter Powers, city

manager, with four Warner houses under

his jurisdiction here, has resigned to be-

come manager of the new Schine theatre

at Cortland, N. Y. He is succeeded by

Frank Phelps, manager of one of the north-

ern Ohio districts for Warners.

Hopper Buys Rivoli

Falls City, Neb.—The Rivoli has been

purchased by G. L. Hopper of Topeka.

Kan., from George Munroe of Omaha and

Frank Wheeler of Beatrice, Neb. The
house is temporarily closed for wiring.

Cadwallader Back in Films
Charles Cadwallader, formerly art direc-

tor for Famous Players, Goldwyn and De
Mille, has been signed by Herman M. Gum-
bin of Liberty Prod.

He has already begun work on the set

for "Women Like Men."

Colman as American
Hollywood—For the first time in his

screen career, Ronald Colman will be cast

as an American in his next opus. Pre-

viously he had enacted only Englishmen.
Evidently Sam Goldwyn believes Ronald
knows the American language.

Tough on Stock at Denver
Denver—Stock is having a tough time

here. Notice has been posted at the Broad-
way and if business does not improve they
will be out before Christmas. Running o«
a week to week basis.

Color Process to

Cut Production

Costs in Half?

Chicago.—A fifty per cent reduction in

the cost of productions in color will be

achieved, it is said, by a new color process

which is now in its final stages of develop-

ment at the Stewart-Warner Corp. labora-

tories here. C. B. Smith, president of the

company, which manufactures automotive

accessories, refused to comment on the mat-

ter, and it is reported that scientific and
legal details remain to be completed before

official confirmation is made.

The new color process, according to the

reports, will make possible color productions

at a cost of four, and possibly three cents

per linear foot, as compared with the pres-

ent cost of eight cents for the leading color

process now in use. This cost would paral-

lel, approximately, the present cost of ordi-

nary black and white film development.

The major saving made possible by the

Stewart-Warner process is said to be ef-

fected by a new chemical immersive in

which the negatives are bathed and which

sensitize the film for cheap and rapid color

reception.

Fox Changes Titles

Hollywood—Fox has made two changes

in titles. "Three Rough Diamonds" re-

places "Land Rush." Victor McLaglen ve-

hicle, and "Wine, Women and Sin" sup-

plants "Squadrons," Charles Farrell-Elissa

Landi production.

Fox Opens at Eugene
Eugene, Ore.—The Fox Rex has opened

here as another link in the West Coast

chain. B. E. Abegglan. formerly of the

Colonial, is the manager.

Dorothy Jordan Gets Role
Hollywood—The feminine lead of "Young

Sinners" has been assigned by Fox to Dor-
othy Jordan. The stage play by Elmer Har-
ris was adapted by Maurine Watkins.

Inside Stuff

Hollywood—Ann Harding is an ac-

complished equestrienne, having
learned to ride at a cavalry post
where her father was stationed when
she was a child.

Harry Bannister is one of the tallest

leading men in talking pictures, being
6 feet, 2 inches in height.

Eddie Quillan as a child vaudeville
actor was a "Four Minute Speaker"
for the Government during war-time
Liberty Loan drives.

Helen Twelvetrees was born on
Christmas Day.
Constance Bennett always drives her

own open roadster during the day-
time, although she has both a limou-
sine and a chauffeur.
Robert Armstrong is the nephew of

Rolf Armstrong, painter and illustra-

tor, as well as of the late Paul Arm-
strong, playwright.
Russell Gleason made his stage de-

but at the age of three months.

Cross It Off, Boys
Omaha—One old exploitation stand-

by is a dead one in this town here-
after, for Paramount Publix was
fined $100 for tagging cars with repli-

cas of official summonses to plug
"Feet First."

Film Stories In

Tab for Nickel

Tabloid novelettes, based on illustrated

fictionized film stories, are to be vended at

five cents each by the Equitable Publishing
Co., New York, in machines developed by
Peerless Weighing Co., which is building a

special machine for the purpose.

The idea is to divide a feature picture's

story into about eight chapters of approxi-
mately 150 words, each printed on the back
of a still, the stills to run in sequence from
chapters one to eight. One card or page
is to be a title page, which will carry the
film company's credit line as well as the bill-

ing of the picture. On the reverse side will

be a thumbnail sketch and portrait of the
male and female stars. On the tenth card
will be a story of the writing and produc-
tion of the story on one side, and a picture
of the full cast on the other. The ten cards
will be placed in a box and vended for a
nickel.

To try out the idea, ten stories, approxi-
mating ten sets, or 10,000 of each, will be
used. The deal is to place between 1,500
and 2,000 machines in large and medium-
size cities, and if the plan succeeds to carry
them to small towns, tying up stories in ad-
vance to assure a steady and adequate sup-
ply. Companies will be permitted to approve
copy.

Schulberg Casts 58
Hollywood — B. P. Schulberg has just

completed the task of assigning 58 players
for six Paramount features about to go in-

to production: "Dishonored," "Ladies'
Man," "Finn and Hattie Abroad," "The
Westerner," "June Moon" and a Ruth
Chatterton vehicle.

Fox to Build at Phoenix
Phoenix, Ariz.—Permit has been issued

for the construction of a $300,000 house
here to be one of the Fox West Coast
group. S. C. Lee is the architect. The
building will be two stories, with the theatre
having a capacity of 1800.

Spanish Films in San Diego
San Diego—Opening of the Balboa by

Fox West Coast, brings to this city Span-
ish talking pictures shown exclusively at

one theatre. The house has been entirely
redecorated, and equipped with Western
Electric equipment.

Oakie as "Dude Rancher"
Hollywood—Jack Oakie will burlesque

tenderfooters in Milton Krim's "Dude
Ranch," in which he will be supported by
Stuart Erwin, Mitzi Green, Skeets Galla-
gher, and Eugene Pallette.
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PettiJohn Pleads

for Retention

of Film Boards
(Continued from payc 9)

Now with reference to actual savings in dollars and
cents:
A—In the City of Chicago alone we are today saving

the exchanges more money than it costs to run Film
Boards of Trade in the L'nrted Mates,—more money
than is involved in the annual budget.
B—All requests to every branch manager in every

exchange center for donations, contributions, advertis-

ing space, and programs, church, civic, policemen and
firemen affairs-, the opening of new theatres, anni-
versaries of theatres, etc.. are referred to secretaries

of the various Film Boards of Trade; as are appeals
for advertising in special editions of newspapers, in

which all Film Companies are asked to advertise.

Also the sending of flowers to banquets, marriages,
etc Not only do the Film Boards of Trade save its

members at least ar- amount equal to the annual
budget, but in avoiding this needless class of ex-
penditure, they have avoided leaving sore spots and
bad taste behind. Film Boards of Trade handle the
community chest contributions in many exchange
centers, effecting another large saving.
C—One of the greatest savings to the industry is

brought about because of the fact that the secre-

taries and the members of their boards are constantly
alert to keep the industry out of politics.

Film Boards of Trade provide all general sales man-
agers and the members of their boards with the
change of ownership of theatres. It is necessary to
make these reports once each month by reason of
numerous changes, not only in ownership, but in the
changing of theatres from silent to sound, and the
type of equipment employed. The secretaries also
keep their members advised as to who is authorized
to sign contracts in each and every theatre.
The secretaries supervise the distribution of gratis

films to institutions and maintain regulations for the
safe showing of films in these institutions and other
non-theatrical accounts.
At least ten of the Film Board of Trade Secretaries
—8 women and 2 men, have appeared on several
occasions before legislative committees and have made
arguments against proposed tax and censorship legis-
lation. These secretaries know the motion picture
business and its mechanics. They make a fine ap-
pearance and their arguments are inte.ligent. I know
of several occasions where the appearance of several
of these women secretaries, who knew what they are
talking about, and presented their facts and informa-
tion in a lady-like manner, has turned the tide in

favor of the industry. On each of these occasions,
that particular secretary has saved the industry as a
whole, in some instances more, than it costs to oper-
ate the Film Boards of Trade in the United States.
In the supervision and observation of fire regulations

these secretaries are in touch with their local fire

chiefs and fire departments in the cities in which they
are located.
Various state tax boards are constantly engaged in

attempts to change the assessment on personal prop-
erty located in the exchanges in the film centers.
These secretaries appear before these assessment
boards and to date they have been able to keep these
assessments within reason in the 32 exchange centers
without exception.
Film Board of Trade secretaries have been able to

collect on many bad checks given for rentals of films
which the branch managers could not collect.
Film Board offices locate lost and stolen film and

check for all their members on miss-outs. Their sys-
tem has been perfected until losses are now almost
nothing.
The United States Chamber of Commerce, the

United States Department of Commerce, and others
have made constructive reports based on information
furnished by Film Board of Trade secretaries.
Film Board secretaries prepare and send to their

members daily, weekly and monthly bulletins.
In emergencies, such as those that grew out of the

floods in the South, St. Louis, Memphis and New
Orleans, and other Film Board of Trade secretaries, in
cooperation with their members, met the sudden dis-
tribution problems and distribution in the flooded dis-
tricts was reorganized over night. Working' day and
night, both the secretaries and the members of their
Board s^ carried rn distribution in the flood area during
that crisis. A similar situation was met in the Boston
Film Board of Trade during the floods in Vermont and
New Hampshire.
The secretary of the Washington Film Board of

Trade effects a saving in cost on film deliveries to
Maryland and Virginia Censor Boards in the sum of
approximately $16,000 per year, or approximately four-
times the expense of operating the Washington Film
Board of Trade per year.
Each Film Board keeps a careful check on film muti-

lation thus tracing the theatres that are responsible for

Explosion Ahead
They say that in the last ten years

Bobby Jones has assumed pretty good
command of his temper, but wait till

a Hollywood director begins telling
him how to play golf!—Detroit News.

No Silents; Dark
Nanaimo, B. C.—The darkened Bijou

here stands as a monument to the si-

lent picture. Famous Players Cana-
dian Corp., unable to find sufficient si-

lent pictures to keep the theatre in

operation, have closed it.

the destruction of film. Checks are also kept on the

late returns of prints, resulting in an increase in the
circulation of prints and the saving of print costs.

I recommend that we boil down the budget, and the

expense of the operation of Film Boards of Trade as
low as it is humanly possible to do so for the time
being and that Film Boards of Trade be continued as

is until April 1, 1931, at which time the legislative

situation will be out of the way and Film Boards of

Trade can be weighed by their other achievements.

Pirtle Sells to Chain,
Announces Competition

Jerseyville, 111. — The Dickerson circuit,

new owners of the Orpheum, will have
local competition from S. E. Pirtle who
sold out to the former. Dickerson will not

acquire the Orpheum until expiration of

the present lease. Pirtle plans a new struc-

ture.

Vandals Ruin Screen
Vancouver, B. C.—The projection room

and screen of the Fairview, leased by the

Circuit Theatres, Ltd., were ruined and
wrecked by unknown vandals. A sledge

hammer was used to smash all of the pro-

jection equipment and screen speakers,

while the screen was ripped and slashed

beyond repair. The damage was estimated

at $7,000.

Carr Back on Job
Buffalo—John E. Carr, manager of Shea's

Century, who has been seriously ill, has
returned to the job. Carr announces that

"Hell's Angels," which recently did two of

a scheduled three weeks as a road show in

the Shubert Teck, will play the Century
soon at popular prices.

100% Photophone
Marietta, O.—C. & M. Amusement Co.,

operating picture theatres in Marietta and
Cambridge, is a 100 per cent RCA Photo-

phone circuit with the recent installation of

RCA Photophone equipments in the Put-

nam, Marietta, and the Strand at Cam-
bridge.

Brandt Named Scout
Cleveland—Walter Brandt, former local

First National branch manager, is now in

charge of the local division of the Warner
theatre expansion department, succeeding

Morris Levinson, who has been transferred

to Chicago.

Cut Prices in Ottawa
Ottawa—The first break of the year in

theatre admission prices took place at the

Imperial when a 10-cent reduction was
made, the top price being 50 cents. The
current attraction was "East I- West."

Start Work on Warner House
Torrington. Conn.—Construction of the

new Warner house here is under way. and
is expected to be ready by June.

Patron "Sings"

Makes Big Hit

At Louisville

Louisville—Strangers in town, visiting

tlie Loew State, are frequently surprised

when the patrons of the theatre sing at

least the chorus, and frequently an entire

piece of music, along with the organ, play-

ed by Haden Read, the lyrics being flashed

on the screen. Both young and old indulge,

especially the youngsters.

Read, while at the Kentucky in Lexing-
ton, developed singing audiences. He work-
ed away on his programs, using clever

screen animations, and got the young folks

packing the house. When Loew's opened
in Louisville, Read was nabbed for organ-
ist to play the big disappearing Wurlitzer.

For a time the public in Louisville didn't

respond, and it began to look as though he
would never be able to do here what he had
done in Lexington. Then they started sing-

ing, lost their stage fright, and later began
putting power into their warbling.

Recently a middle aged man dropped into

the house. At first he was amazed. The
woman who was with him began singing.

The man followed, and soon was pouring
forth a rich baritone that could be heard
over the theatre. When the music ceased,

he looked a trifle foolish or guilty, but

smiled with pleasure, as he winked at the

correspondent for Motion Picture News.
It merely goes to show that perseverance

wins out. Its been said often that theatre-

goers in Louisville were cold-blooded. How-
ever, Read has thawed them.

Such things are not uncommon in a small

town, or a college town. However, local ex-

hibitors believe they are unusual in a city

of 307.000 people. A lot of exhibitors might
find that such policies pay. It helps to bring
tlie young folks to the theatre.

Schwalm Expands Holdings
Hamilton, O.—John A. Schwalm, man-

ager of the Rialto, has purchased a site

adjoining his house, on which the business
block recently burned. He will erect a large

building to be used for store and office pur-

poses, with a possibility of converting it

into part of his theatre at some future time.

Ray Cannon with Sono Art
Hollywood—First of the Sono Art-World

Wide "Thrill-O-Drama" series will be
directed by Raymond Cannon, who has pick-

ed Grant Withers, Thelma Todd and Philo
McCullough for the leads.

Marsh, Edwards Promoted
Corvallis, Ore.—The transfer by Fox of

Cal S. Edwards from management of the
Whiteside and Majestic to Vancouver,
Wash., made way for the promotion of

E. E. Marsh to the post left vacant by
Edwards.

Talker Prospect

The newsreel cameramen are offer-

ing odds that Junior Lindbergh will

talk before his father does.—,V. ¥.
World.
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Blank's Chain

Staff Settles

Strike Battle

Burlington, la.—Operators who have
been out of the theatre for several weeks
during arbitration with Central States The-
atre Corp. have settled their difficulties and
returned to their duties. The operators

walked out when they charged that the com-
pany had violated terms of their contract.

Musicians walked out in sympathy with the

operators. Non-union men were hired from
adjoining towns.

A. H. Blank, head of Central States,

stated that the operators who walked out

must pay the $100 expense to which the

theatre was put when they left their jobs.

This the operators refused to do. The op-

erators say they returned to their jobs waiv-
ing their first grievance over violation of

the contract.

Bids for Juveniles
London, Ont.—Manager J. R. Minhinnick

made a special bid for juvenile patronage
at the Grand with the approach of the

Christmas holidays, and got them back to

the theatre in considerable number. For
the week preceding the holidays he booked
a program comprising "The Big Trail" and
the serial. "The Indians Are Coming." On
top of this, he established a regular admis-
sion price of 15 cents any time afternoon
or evening for those under 1 5 years of age.

Opens at 8:45
Indianapolis—The Skouras-Publix thea-

tres recently announced new policies for
their houses. The Ohio, which shows sec-
ond run pictures and occasionally a first

run, opens its doors at 8 :45 a. m. Also the
price of children's tickets has been reduced
in both the Indiana and Circle from 25 to

15 cents.

Preparing 3 at Pathe
Hollywood—Pathe's comedy writing staff

is preparing a series of three new two-reel-
ers for early production. Henry Johnson,
recently signed, is on "Stage Struck," his
initial assignment. Walter Catlett is set
for the lead.

Daylight Saving Spurned
Carleton Place, Ont. — Daylight Saving

was voted down in a referendum on the pro-
posal to adopt summer time in 1931. The
measure was defeated almost 2 to 1.

Quick Witted
Providence—Manager Jack McCar-

thy of Loew's State reports that his
two operators are suffering from
shell-shock as a result of the heavy
bombardment in "Hell's Angels"
which played his house last week.
Also a number of units backstage

blew out. Maurice, guest organist, in-

formed Mr. McCarthy. "To hell with
'em," said Mac, we'll replace them
with another act."

Thrift Books Illegal

Madison, Wis.—The state attorney
general has ruled that it is a violation

of the state trading stamp law for
theatres to give coupons with thrift

books to enable purchasers to obtain
merchandise.

Business Okay in the
Dominion, Says Lyon

B. F. Lyon. Canadian sales manager for

Warner and First National, has returned

from a survey in his territory, and reports

conditions in excellent shape throughout
Canada, with little talk of depression.

"Of course, there has been a slump in

business in Canada," he said, "but it has
not been a great one. Canada did not ex-

perience the great boom of prosperity that

we did in the States and consequently it

could not suffer to the extent that people

here have been suffering. The drop was
not so deep. The business men are con-
servative and go into nothing unless they
see their way out."

Allen, Dawson Promoted;
Fox Makes Other Switches

Division manager H. J. Fitzgerald of

the Fox eastern circuit has promoted
George Allen to manager of the chain's

Modjeska. Rodger Dawson becomes Allen's
assistant.

Other changes in the eastern unit include
the shifting of A. L. Lowenstein to the Fox
Parkway. Bronx, where he will assist David
Rosen, a new appointee to the manager's
post. Harry Lewis has replaced Bert Jack-
son as manager of the Alhambra, Brook-
lyn. Jackson having been sent to the Mas-
peth, Long Island, where he will manage.

Couche to Install F. & M.
Show at Portland Theatre
Portland, Ore.—Charles E. Couche, fol-

lowing appointment as assistant to J. J.
Parker, president of Fox Portland Theatres,
Inc.. has been assigned to the Paramount.
where he will install on New Year's Eve a
new stage show policy. Fanchon & Marco
units have been booked.

Restore Shea Name
Toronto—Following the resumption of

direct management of Shea's Hippodrome
by Jerry Shea, veteran Toronto snowman,
the house has reverted to the title of Shea's
Theatre in all advertising and exploitation.

Clair Appel, former manager, has been pro-
moted by Famous Players Canadian Corp.
to its head office to supervise the advertising
for leading local houses of the Famous
Plavers' chain.

Oliver Gets New Lines
Cleveland—Oliver M. P. Supply Co. has

been named distributor in northern Ohio of
the Fox sound equipment, and the Vocalite
bead screen.

Vine St. Goes Talker
Hollywood—The Vine Street, legit house,

has been acquired by a syndicate and will

show pictures in the future. The theatre
has been wired and completely redecorated.

Everything but

Spanish at Fox
Studios Abroad

When Fox opens a multi-lingual studio

in Europe, sometime within the next four

months, all foreign version units with the

exception of Spanish will be shifted from
Hollywood to the new Paris plant.

Foreign department representatives now
are scouting around for a site on which will

be built a new studio, although there is a
possibility that the company will lease an
existing structure and build at a later date.

Work on French, German and Italian talk-

ers will commence immediately.
Six features and the same number of

shorts have been completed in Spanish.
Spanish, French, German and Italian ver-
sions of "Big Trail" are near ready on the
Coast. Ten or 12 Spanish features now are
being prepared for filming.

Sheild Resigns
Washington—Corbin Sheild resigned as

house manager of the RKO theatre and
until Division Manager Ace Berry gets
around to filling the vacancy, Treasurer
Harry Schreiber is doubling in brass.

Another departure from Keith's was Mu-
sical Director Freddy Clark, who quit to

take orer the director's perch in the orches-
tra at Warners' Earle. Clark was a director
of vaudeville for Keith's for 15 years until

the local house went Hollywood. Under the
recent music settlement which took the or-

chestra out of the RKO house Director
Clark has been presiding at the organ. The
Earle runs pictures and vaudeville.

Showing "Cincy" Talker
Cincinnati—The first all-talker to be made

in Cincinnati is being shown at the RKO
Palace. Produced by the Rapid Film Co.,

a recently organized concern, the picture
features several radio stars doing their stuff

before the mike at a local broadcasting sta-

tion, in addition to showing the inside work-
ings of the station itself.

Try Stock Policy
St. Louis—Considerable interest is evi-

denced here in experiment of Skouras-War-
ner in converting the Grand Central into

a stock house.

Rood Buys Two Houses
Andover, O.—Kenneth A. Rood has taken

over the Gibbs of this city and the Gibbs
theatre, at Kinsman. A. W. Gibbs former-
ly operated both.

Is It There?
Hollywood—Fox has been preview-

ing Beatrice Lillie's filmusical, "Are
You There?" in a goodly number of
the neighborhood houses lately. The
talker has undergone numerous
changes in an effort to get rated as
straight comedy drama. Audience re-

action to this type of talker is getting
special attention from the studio, as
they are desirous of seeing the effect

of musicals at this time.
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Oh, Yeah!
"Motion picture premieres are mat-

ters of real civic importance," declares

Otis Skinner in an article in Screen-
land. "On the evening of my arrival

from across the continent I discovered
Hollywood en fete, quite bursting- with
excitement. It seemed to me that the

pope, Mussolini, King George, the
Prince of Wales and Queen Marie had
arrived, and that President Hoover
and Lindbergh were here to receive

them."

Fanchon & Marco
Plan 52 Weeks

San Antonio—If a plan under consider-

ation develops, Fanchon-Marco units now
playing 40 weeks will in the future play the

entire 52 weeks of the year. The plan con-

templates an invasion of theatres in Texas,

Xew Mexico and Arizona.
M. D. Howe, general booking agent, is

touring the three states in an effort to put

the plan into execution. While here he ex-

plained that at present the units organized
in Los Angeles tour California into the

Northwest. They then work their way east

to the Xew England States On their re-

turn they disband in Oklahoma City. If the

new plan is carried out the units will play

independent theatres in Fort Worth, Dallas,

Houston, San Antonio, El Paso in Texas,
Albuquerque in New Mexico and Tucson
in Arizona. From there they return to Los
Angeles. Any further cities needed to fill

in the 52 weeks will be secured in the East
and North.

Snow Supervises Memphis
Memphis—Memphis has been added to

the territories of Guy B. Snow, southwest-
ern district manager for General Talking
Pictures Corp. With the addition, Mr.
Snow is now in charge of the entire Mid-
South with the following offices under his

supervision : Kansas City, Oklahoma City,

Xew Orleans and Memphis. He maintains
his headquarters in Kansas City and Miss
Mae Browning looks after the Memphis of-
fies.

Introducing Amos 'n' Andy
Laying the ground work for showing of

the Amos 'n' Andy talker, "Check and
Double Check," in England, where the ether
funsters are practically unknown, the Na-
tional Broadcasting Co. will introduce the
pair to British fans on Dec. 31 through a
special radio program. The program will
not be broadcast in America, going directly
to England on short wave.

Cast in "Front Page"
Hollywood— Howard Hughes has com-

pleted the cast for "The Front Page," news-
paper story which he will produce next.
The plavers include Louis Wolheim, Marv
Brian. Matt Moore, Phil Tead. Tames Glea-
son, Frank McHugh, Edward E'verett Hor-
ton and Slim Summerville.

New RKO House
Davenport, la.—Sept. 1 has been set as

the opening date of the new theatre which
RKO has leased in the $2,000,000 theatre-
hotel building erected here. It seats 2.700.

Toledo Women
To Get An Earful

Of Cinema Dope

Toledo—Toledo's Motion Picture Coun-
cil, composed principally of local club

women, should know plenty about films

when the organization's winter educational

program is carried out. The group has

mapped out a course of study and lectures

covering every important aspect of the mo-
tion picture and its effect upon the human
family. Just what the women will do about

it after they get their hefty load of low-

down has not been announced.

However, Dr. A. W. Trettien, professor

of psychology at the University of Toledo,

has fired the first gun with a lecture on
"The Psychology of the Motion Picture"

and will be followed in due course by these

eminent authorities

:

Mrs. W. A. Rundell, chairman of the

Council's advertising committee, who will

address the body on "Motion Picture Ad-
vertising."

Katharine Johnson, associated in New
York with Walter B. Pitkin, professor of

journalism at Columbia University, who
will tell the anxious club women "Why We
Go to the Movies." (Local exhibitors will

meet in the Maumee River the same night

to be entertained with a discourse on why
we don't.)

Ralph Dugdale, assistant superintendent
of Toledo public schools, who will describe

"The Effect of the Motion Picture on the

Juvenile and the Public School."

Dr. Elwood Rowsey, local Presbyterian
pastor, who once tilted a forensic lance with
the renowned Clarence Darrow and will

discuss "The Motion Picture and Life."

Mrs. Silas E. Hurin, prominent civic

leader, who will explain "What the Motion
Picture Means to Us."

Mrs. Ben W. Johnson, similarly cele-

brated, who will discourse upon "The Mo-
tion Picture as the Highest Art." (Vul-
garians who can't keep their minds off

grosses will be barred, it is assumed.)
Albert J. Home, secretary of the Toledo

Chamber of Commerce, who will expatiate
upon "The Motion Picture from the Busi-
ness Viewpoint."

Roxy Advances Opening
Opening day of the annual holiday show

at the Roxy, New York, was advanced from
Friday to Wednesday, the current bill run-
ning nine davs instead of seven.

Gunning for Guns
Ottawa—The Ottawa Journal has

declared war on the showing of guns
in pictures. In an editorial headed
"Keep Pistols Out of Pictures" it

states

:

"There can be little argument
against this. The power of suggestion
is potent, particularly upon younger
minds, and little but harm can come
from pictures in which every two or
three minutes somebody draws a gun
and which generally give the impres-
sion that revolvers are as common as
cigarette lighters."

Allez Oopl
Freedom of speech and subject on the

stage has in the past quarter century
gained such headway that a percent-
age comparison will show an increase
of 280 per cent since 1905, according to
Robert Littell, drama defender in the
New York World.

Littell, in his theatrical graph,
shows the curve of "what parents al-

low their children to see" traveling
upward at the same sensational pace.

Providence Ops
Tabooing Discs

Providence — Operators and exhibitors

here agree that the more or less cumber-
some discs must give way to the sound-on-

filra device for a variety of reasons. It is

felt that second-run houses, too, would bene-

fit mightily by the elimination of records.

Operators show a streak of vanity in

their stand, as they feel that the public does

not understand the necessity of step-ins and
when a merry voice, sans picture, is sput-

tering in the house Mr. and Mrs. Fan thinks

the guy in the booth is cock-eyed.

This is sound reasoning, exhibitors con-

cur, for the layman cannot be expected to

know all of the grief the operator is heir

to, and breaks in a film, particularly in the

first-run houses, are given the Bronx boo.

Although no ultimatum has been sounded
it is not unlikely that an agreement will be

reached soon relegating the disc to limbo.

"Lincoln" Run Switched
Cleveland

—"Abraham Lincoln," United
Artist, first announced to play Loew's Allen,

will, instead, play an extended run at the

Publix Auditorium, starting early in the

new year. An exploitation program is now
being mapped out in which the public

schools will co-operate.

Fox Changes House Policy
Phil Bloom will book four vaude acts in-

to Fox's Park Plaza in the Bronx, follow-

ing a switch from straight pictures to a

split policy. The same policy was inaugur-
ated recently at the Crotona, located near
the Park Plaza.

Theatre Razed by Fire
Diller, Neb. — This town's only picture

house was practically destroyed by fire

which was caused by sparks from a trash
pile on an adjoining lot. Projection and
house equipment was a total loss, accord-
ing to R. W. Green, owner of the building.

Fire Damages House
XT

eligh, Neb.—Fire, caused by an over-
heated furnace, caused damage to the Moon
estimated at $7,500. The house was closed
when the first broke out. W. B. Bradley,
owner, began immediate repairs.

Trailer Plugs Oriental
Chicago—Trailers urging patrons to visit

the Oriental and "see your second good
show this week" are being used in all Bala-
ban & Katz theatres. Grosses at the house
have been off for some time.
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Smart Feller, This Paul
Tampa, Fla.—Paul Short, managing

the Tampa, hit upon a new wrinkle

this week when he tied up with Uncle

Sam who designated the Tampa as an
official post office for handling mail in

the holiday rush. Short built up plen-

ty of good will for his house as a

result.

Harry Warner to

Stage 5 Benefits
Unfortunate kiddies in New York City

will be guests of Harry Warner and War-
ner Bros, at five special morning perform-

ances planned for the holidays.

Under auspices of Mrs. William Ran-

dolph Hearst, crippled youngsters saw an

elaborate show on Christmas Day at the

Hollywood in New York. On Friday,

through the Brooklyn Times and Warners,

thousands of kids attended the Brooklyn

Strand. These are to be followed by an

Evening World show on Dec. 30 at the New
York Warner, and a second entertainment

sponsored by the World and Child Welfare

Committee, which is set for New Year's

Eve. at the Strand in Brooklyn.

Mentally III to Hear First

Sound Program New Year
Toledo—Sound pictures as an agency to

improve moral and mental hygiene of the

mentally ill will be tested New Years' Eve
at the State Hospital in Toledo, when 2.400

patients and employes will see and hear

their first programme, presented by RCA
Photophone equipment which was purchased

from funds raised by the sale of novelties

made by the patients. It is the first insti-

tution of its kind in the U. S. to install

sound equipment.

Warners Help in Chi,

Staging 19 Benefits
Chicago—Benefit performances for the

needy were held by 19 Warner houses Sa-
turday night, the receipts going to the Good
Fellow Fund. By vote of the unions all

labor connected with the theatre operation

was contributed gratis. Daily papers helped
with publicity.

Bowes on Air for Shut-Ins
Major Fdward Bowes and his Capitol

"Family" broadcast a special Christmas
show over WOR yesterday, for the benefit

of shut-ins. Stage, screen and radio -tars

participated in the broadcast.

Stearns Invites Needy
Willoughby. O.—Dan Stearns, manager

of the Willoby. invited the unemployed and
needy of the city to the theatre on Christ-

mas Eve. when those unable to pay tor ad-
missions were admitted free.

Kroeschell to Europe
Bob Kroeschell, of Carrier's theatre divi-

sion, sails on Jan. 3 aboard the Bremen for

Europe.

"Ma" Sends Fine

Food to Hungry
Exhibs in "Chi"

Chicago—The numerous charity perform-

ances being given by local theatres at which

foodstuff is accepted in lieu of legal tender,

has led to at least one complication.

A stock trailer, announcing that the food

contributions will be acceptable as admis-

sion, and requesting patrons to leave the

names and addresses of needy persons to

whom the gifts may be donated with the

management, is the most common announce-

ment of the charity performances in use

here.

The Fox Commercial theatre recently

decided on such a performance and ordered

the announcement trailer. The latter half

of the trailer, requesting the names and
addresses of needy persons or families, in

some way was left out. As a result, the

manager found a young grocery store on
his hands at the end of the evening with no
immediate disposition for the perishable

foodstuffs at hand. The Salvation Army
helped him solve this predicament.

Later, in discussing the incident with

various of his patrons, the manager learned

that each and every one had supposed that

the theatre owners were to be the recipients,

"because we heard so much about business

being bad."

A few even approached him happily to

inquire how he liked the stewed tomatoes,

or 'ma's preserves."

Warner Gains Strong 'In'

in South in Booking Deal
Through two deals completed this week,

Warner, First National and Vitaphone
product acquires representation in North
Carolina and part of Louisiana.

A. W. Smith, Warner manager, closed

with M. H. Jacobs of the United Theatres
for 16 houses controlled in New Orleans
and surrounding territory. A second deal,

with H. F. Kincey of Publix-Saenger. is

for Greensboro, Raleigh, Winston-Salem,
Durham. Burlington. Salisbury, Chapel
Hill, Fayetteville, Henderson. High Point,

Goldsboro. Rockv Point and Wilson.

Desserville on Expedition
Capt. Michael Desserville. vice-president

of Kendell & Desserville, acoustical engin-

eers, is en route to Halifax from which port
he will embark for Oslo, Norway, to join

Commander Anderson on a two-year geo-
detic and hydographic survey approximate-
ly three degrees from the North Pole, for

the Norwegian Admiralty.

Kendall Returns
Messmore Kendall, of the New York

Capitol, accompanied by Mrs. Kendall, re-

turned to New York this week from a four
weeks' vacation trip through Europe.

New Warner House Opens
Cleveland—Christmas Day saw the for-

mal opening of Warners Lake, formerly the
Cinema, under the management of W. War-
ren. "Kismet" was the opening attraction.

Beans for a Balcony Seat
Tampa, Fla.—A can of beans, a sack

of flour, or anything in the grocery
line entitled neighbors to a free tick-

et at the Seminole, where Charles
Kirkconnell, manager, staged a big

benefit performance this week for
those in town who have been hit by
the depression.

Newsreel Theatre

Opens in Syracuse
Syracuse — Julian Brown, millionaire

owner of the Brown-lipe Chapin Gear Co.,

has taken a five-year lease on the former
Empire Theatre, re-named it the DeW'itt,

and opened the house as an exclusive
newsreel theatre operating along the same
lines as the Embassy in New York.
Whenever he visited New York Brown

went to the Embassy, and it was because of

his enthusiasm about the all-news program
featured there that he decided to give Syra-
cuse picturegoers a similar project. Both
issues of Hearst Metrotone News are fea-

tured, as at the Embassy.

Selig and Rivkin Put Over
Smash Plug with Chiefs
Six thousand fire chiefs, members of the

International Assoc, of Fire Chiefs, have
been tied up in a campaign for Tiffany's
"Third Alarm" put over by Al Selig and
Joe Rivkin. Special exploitation material is

being turned out and benefits for the Fire-
men's Fund have been planned with ex-
hibitors, who will secure engines and other
fire apparatus for ballyhoo.

1930 "No Worse" for
Manufacturers, Swope

"The electrical manufacturing business,
as a whole, in the new year should surely
be no worse and possibly somewhat better

than in 1930," states Gerard Swope, presi-

dent of General Electric, who admits it to

be a tough job to predict the business out-
look for 1931, because of the generally de-
pressed economic conditions.

Pathe News Anniversary
Stills Get Break in Press
Pathe has issued a special series of stills.

covering the news highlights between 1910
and 1930, to commemorate the twentieth an-
niversary of Pathe News. A number of
newspapers throughout the country have re-
produced them for their historical value.

Urban to Remain in East
Joseph Urban will not return to the Fox

West Coast plant for several months. He
plans to remain in New York for a lengthy
period to continue with his architectural
and stage work. On Jan. 1. Urban will
open the new School for Social Research,
for which he was architect.

Callaway Back in Dallas
Dallas — Returning from a home office

conference with E. J. O'Leary, W. E. Cal-
laway. Pathe's southern district sales chief
will launch a new sales campaign immedi-
ately.
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Okay "War Nurse"
Marshalltown. la.—Mayor A. C. Con-

away has approved the showing of

"War Nurse." which had been held up
owing to complaints. The action w-as

taken after he had conferred with offi-

cials of the State Nurse Association,

which adopted the attitude that the

picture's theme "had nothing to do
with professional nurses."

Newspaper Reel

In Detroit Covers

All Local Events

Detroit—Sound newsreel sponsored by

the Detroit Times, and known as "The De-

troit Times Topics." has met with the ap-

proval and acceptance on the part of local

theatre managers. A fully-equipped sound

truck serves as the base of operation for

all field events, such as the football games

at Ann Arbor, aerial events at Selfridge

Field, parades and the like. It is manned
by a crew of three experienced operators

provided by the Metropolitan Motion Pic-

ture Co.. which turns out the film for dis-

tribution to the theatres.

Recently the Times has made arrange-

ments with a local flying station to equip

one of the large planes so that air shots in

sound may be made. Views of the Mitchell

air race at Selfridge were obtained in this

ship, with Nathan Reiss behind the camera.

A history of newsreels in Detroit, from

a purely local standpoint, reveals that the

Detroit Free Press was the first sponsor of

such visual entertainment. The Detroit

News undertook the editing of the reel when
it was dropped by the Free Press several

years ago. When the News tossed the idea

overboard, the Times stepped in and car-

ried on.

Full advertising co-operation is given by
the Times, several ads being run each week,

announcing the various highlights of the

current release, and naming the first-run

theatres in which the reel is being shown.
About 100 theatres in the metropolitan area

of Detroit make use of the reel each week.

"Nut Club" as Booster
Montreal—To build up a weak night,

Manager J. C. Adams of Loew's has added
a "Nut Club" feature to the regular show on
Friday evenings, this being a combination

of amateur night and extra vaudeville

turns. He calls it "Two Big Shows in

One" and the admission scale remains the

Variety Changed to Uptown
Cincinnati — William Gervers. who re-

cently took over the Variety on Vine, near
McMicken, has remodeled and redecorated
the house, which he has reopened as the

Uptown.

Theatre for San Mateo
San Francisco—A $100,000 theatre will

be erected in San Mateo by D. B. Levin,
who has operated the Metropolitan here for

several years. It will be modernistic in ar-

chitecture and will seat 1,000.

Skidding Grosses

Are Feature on

Los Angeles Row
Los Angeles.—This was a week of skid-

ding grosses, four attractions being hit by
a drop in receipts over the previous week.
Min and Bill" was $3,500 under: "Paid."

#7.500; -'Abraham Lincoln," $5,000, and
"Morocco" about the same amount. It was
the fifth week for "Min and Bill." How-
ever, "The Princess and the Plumber" lifted

tin- intake of Loew's State over the previous

seven days by $500.

Estimated takings

:

Los Angeles

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
FOX CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1.650). twice daily.

$1.50-75c, 7 days. Mh week. Cher attractions: "Fish-
erman's Paradise" (M-G-M), Abe Lyman and Band,
news. Gross: $9,000.

"PAID" (M-G-M)
FOX CRITERION— (1.652), 35c-65c. 7 days. 2nd

week. Other attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $15,-

500.

PRINCESS AND THE PLUMBER (Fox)
LOEW'S STATE— (2,418), 35c-65c, 7 days. Other

attractions: F. it M. "Icy Hot" Idea, Meelin Kid-
dies, Laurel-Hardy comedv, news. Gross: $27,000.

"FOLLOW THE LEADER" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (3,596), 35c.65c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Stage revue, comedy, news. Gross: $19,-

000.

"RIVER'S END" (Warners)
WARNERS DOWNTOWN((2,700), 7 days, 35c-65c.

Other attractions: Yitaphone Yarieties, news. Gross:
$16,500.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,100), 35c-6.c c, 7 days, 2nd

week. Other attractions: Comedy, news, organ con-
cert. Gross: $10,000.

"CAPTAIN THUNDER" (Warners)
RKO—(2.700), 35c-65c. 7 days. Other attractions:

Comedy, news, vaudeville. Gross: Sll,50O.

"EX-FLAME" (Liberty)
ORPHEUM—(2,750), 35c-65c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $6,000.

"DEL MISMO BARRO" (Fox)
CALIFORNIA-INTERNATIONAL—(2,0001, 25C-50C,

7 days. Other attractions: Spanish comedy, news.
Gross: $6,500.

Hollywood

"MOROCCO" (Para.)
GRAUMAN'S CHINESE— (2.030), 75c-S1.50. twice

daily, 4th week. 7 days. Other attractions: Stage
reue, news. Gross: $16,500.

"BILLY THE KID" (M-G-M)
GRAUMAN'S EGYPTIAN— (1,800). 35c-65c. 7 days.

Other attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $4,400.

"RIVER'S END" (Warners)
_WARNERS HOLLYWOOD- (3.000). 7 days, $35c-

65c. Other attractions: Yitaphone Yarieties, news.
Gross: $14,000.

"REMOTE CONTROL" (F-G-M)
PAXTAGES HOLLYWOOD—(3,000), 35c, 65c, 7

days. Other attractions: Stage show with 500 Meglin
Kiddies, news, shorts. Gross: $13,500.

Iowa Theatres Drop
Des Moines—Before the advent of sound

there were between 400 and 450 theatres in

this state. Now. it is estimated, there are
only 250 showing pictures.

Swell Idea
Kingston, Ont.— When Manager

Ernie Smithies of the Capitol con-
ducted an old clothes matinee for the
benefit of local unemployed one boy
was so anxious to do his bit—and see
the show—that he took the family-
washing which had just been delivered
to the house by the laundry. The
bundle was salvaged from the big pile
in the lobby by a rescue squad.
Eight automobiles and two trucks

were necessary for the carting of the
clothes from the theatre to the wel-
fare bureau after the show, which also
netted big space in the Kingston
Whig-Standard for Manager Smithies.

Hot Stuff
Providence—Maurice, guest organ-

ist at Loew's State, pulled a new gag
last week to induce his audiences to
sing vociferously. He placed a large
"thermometer" on the stage and when
the boys and girls yodled lustily the
red liquid ran up the scale to "great."
It got results.

Buffalo Hands
"Squealer" 19

Grand; Rest Off

Buffalo.—Theatres in this city had tough
competition in the person of Santa Claus.

and the papers exploited him so heavily that

the films didn't get a chance.

The one house in this city by the shores

of Lake Erie which came through with some
sort of a standard flying was the Lafayette

with "The Squealer." The gross for the

week was $19,000. which is way above aver-

age. All others tapered off.

Estimated takings:

"LIFE OF PARTY" (Warners)
BUFFALO— (3,500), 35c-65c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Publix Revue, "Enchanted Forest," news.
Gross: $28,500.

"THE CAT CREEPS" (Universal)
HIPPODROME—(2.100), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: Five acts RKO vaudeville, headed by Jim
McWilliams, news. Gross: $16,800.

"OH! FOR A MAN" (Fox)
GREAT LAKES— (3.042), 25c-60c, 7 days.

attractions: "Another Fine Mess" (M-G-M),
Steppers" (Pathe). news. Gross: $16,000.

"THE SQUEALER" (Columbia)
LAFAYETTE— (3,300), 25c-35c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Breakfast in Bed" (Pathe): "Dixie Chase"
(Pathe): Pathe Audio review; Fable cartoon (Pathe),
news. Gross: $19,000.

"SUNNY" (First National)
CENTURY'— (3,000), 25c-60c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Racket Cheers" (Educational). "Pulling a
Bone" (Paramount). "Up to Mars" (Paramount),
news. Gross: $15,000.

Other
'High

Powers Non Theat Device
Powers Cinephone has evolved a new

sales plan whereby educational institutions

will be able to rent a Powers portable at a
low monthly rental.

The machine is said to incorporate the

same features as ordinary theatrical equip-

ment but is more easily operated by reason

of smaller size and reduced weight.

Ken MacKenna a Director
Hollywood—Fox's directorial roster has

been augmented by Kenneth MacKenna.
promoted from the players' ranks. John
Considine will act as associate producer on
(he first, as yet undetermined. Fox also

gave Win. Cameron Menzies a new long
term director's contract.

Fox Signs Spencer Tracy
Hollywood—Spencer Tracy, stage star,

who made his screen debut in "Up the
River," has signed a long term Fox con-
tract. He will next appear in "Six Cylin-
der Love."

Composer to Actor
Hollywood — Harry Ak>t. composer of

"Dinah" and other songs is to make his

debut as an actor in Paramount's "June
Moon," starring Jack Oakie.
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Lightner Bright

Light in Capital;

Helps Film Take

Washington — Winnie Lightner wowed
them at the Earle, and it was her appear-

ance on the stage that is credited with be-

ing responsible for the $21,865 week since

the feature, "Divorce Among Friends," was

generally panned. Gross constitutes a new
box-office record at the scale, since the for-

mer high, $22,600 by Marilyn Miller in

"Sally," was rung up with a slightly great-

er admission scale.

Loew's Palace was the other surprise.

M-G-M's "Passion Flower" with Buck and

Bubbles heading the stage show clicked for

$19,000, fine before-Christmas money. Other

reports were dismal.

Estimated takings:

"FAST AND LOOSE" (Para.)

RKO KEITH'S — (1,875), 35c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
$-4,800. Away below par after luke-warm notices.

"CAPTAIN THUNDER" (Warners)
METROPOLITAN — (1,534), 35c-S0c. House in a

slump and this picture tailed to help. Gross: $5,000.

Will become a second run house, changing twice
weekly, lower admissions, beginning Christmas Day.

"DIVORCE AMONG FRIENDS" (F. N.)

EARLE—(2,434), 35c-50c-60c. House set a new box-
omce record at the scale. Winnie Lightner in person
on the stage did the trick. Gross: $21,86S. Every-
body happy.

"EXTRAVAGANCE" (Tiffany)

RIALTO— (1.9781, 3Sc-50c-60e. Rushed in a day
ahead of usual opening feature was a disappoint-
ment. Gross: $5,300.

"OH, FOR A MAN" (Fox)
FOX—(3,434), 15c-25c-35c-60c. Failed to catch on

and gross tobogganed after "Lightnin'." Gross: $15,-

000. A $1,000 skid from previous week.
"PASSION FLOWER" (M-G-M)

PALACE — (2,363), 25c-35c-60c. Expected slump
failed to arrive and with good stage show, intake

highly satisfactory. Gross: S19.388.

"GRUMPY" (Para.)
COLUMBIA— (1,232). 35c-50c. Cyril Maude's name

meant nothing on F. street. Critics liked picture,

but crowds stayed away. Gross: $7,300.

Cleve. Business

Dull, with Dept.

Stores On Top
Cleveland—The Ohio, one of the city's

two legitimate theatres, closed for the week.
The Hanna. the other legitimate house, of-

fered Leslie Howard in "Berkeley Square."
The weather was fine, but the department
stores pulled the crowds instead of the the-

atres. Most of the neighborhood houses re-

ported poor business.

Estimated takings

:

"LIGHTNIN"' (Fox)
STILLMAN—(1,900), 40c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Hollywood Theme Song" (Educational), news.
Gross: $15,000.

"FOLLOW THE LEADER" (Para.)
ALLEN— (3,300), 30c-60c. 7 days. Other attractions:

"On a Sunday Afternoon" (Para,), "Spain's Maddest
Fiesta" (M-G-M I, "Pirates" (M-G-M). news. Gross:
$12,500.

"SEA LEGS" (Para.)
STATE— (,;,4"

.
' » ,7 days. Other attractions:

News, "Birdland Follies" on the stage, with Paul
Asli m. c. Gross: $15,500.

"SCARLET PAGES" (F. N.)
RKO PALACE—(3.600). 35c-75c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News, vaudeville. Gross: $21,000.

"AFRICA SPEAKS" (CoL)
RKO HIPPODROME (4,500), 30c-75c, 7 days.

Other Attractions: "Fire Fighters" (Col. I, "Aunts in

the Pauls" (RKO), news. Gross: $15,000.

"EYES OF THE WORLD" (U. A.)
I'l (1,200), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions:

i Wives" (Educational), "Honolulu Wiles"
II .1 i, „»*. Gross: $4,11011.

Buddy's Bad Break
Toledo—It was a tough Christmas

for Charles "Buddy" Rogers. Instead
of sleigh-riding on Hollywood Boule-
vard, he was forced to stay in a hos-
pital bed here, recovering from an
operation for appendicitis.

$59,500 Gross by

"Paid"Knocks Old
Chi for a Loop

Chicago—Despite the "adults only" tag,

or, perhaps because of it, M-G-M's "Paid,"

paid and paid and paid, copping the knock-

out gross of $59,500 at the Chicago theatre.

The film has been held in the Loop for a

second week, going to the Oriental for an-

other round.

"Hell's Angels" finished its fourth week
at the United Artists with a fair $20,500,

and will run six days of the fifth week, to

be replaced Christmas Day by "Abraham
Lincoln." "Min and Bill," excellent in its

first week at McVickers, went to a fair

$27,500 for the second week. Third week
of the picture was poor for three days, and
the balance of the week looks hopeless.

"Free Love" opened well at the State-

Lake, getting $16,000 in three days on an
"adults only" run. Palace, doing top busi-

ness for several weeks past, fell to a fair

$20,800 with "Madonna of the Streets," get-

ting only average notices and without a

stage name to bolster it. Other houses were
average.

Estimated takings

:

"SHAME OF MARY BOYLE" (B. I.)

CASTLE— (299), first week, 60c. Other attractions:

News. Picture playing to "adults only." Held over.

Gross: $6,200.

"PAID" (M-G-M)
CHICAGO— (3.940). 35c-85c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show, orchestra, comedy, news, novelty
short. Picture playing to "adults only," always a
box-office lure in Chicago. Excellent trade, with pic-

ture going to Oriental for a second Loop week.
Cross: $59,500.

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
McVICKERS—(2,284). 35c-85c, 2nd week. Other at-

tractions: News. Paramount Screen Song, two come-
dies. Gross dropped abruptly in second week to
$27,500.. Still skidding in third with $9,300 for first

three days. "Morocco" replaces Christmas Day.

"GOING WILD" (F. N.)
ORPHEUM— (665), 40c-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, 3 Vitaphone acts. Picture hit a nice
pace following good exploitation and favorable reviews.
Gross: $6,100.

"PASSION FLOWER" M-G-M)
ORIENTAL— (3,900), 35c-85c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stage show, organ, comedy, news, noveltv
short. Gross: $32,700.

"MADONNA OF THE STREETS" (Col.)

PALACE— (2,509), 35c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: Five acts vaude, news, comedy, musical short,
orchestra. Business just fair, though plenty less than
for recent weeks. Gross: $20,800.

"A LADY'S MORALS" (M-G-M)
ROOSEVELT—(1,591), 35c-85c, 10 days. Other

attractions: News, Screen Song, comedy. Will finish
the second week, with "Lightnin' " set to follow.
Gross: $29,600.

"FREE LOVE" (Universal)
STATE-LAKE—(2.776), 35c-75c. 3 days. Other

attractions: Cartoon, news. Picture playing to
"adults only" and great trade at $16,000. "Her Man"
(Pathe) fell away rapidly in second week, to finish
with $29,100 for 10 days.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (Caddo-U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS-(1.700), 35c-85c. fourth week.

Other attractions: News, comedy, musical short.
Average decline. Will finish a fifth week, with
"Abraham Lincoln" set to follow. Gross: $20,500.

"ATLANTIC" (B. I.)

WOODS— (1,166). 35c-75c, 9 days. Other attractions:
News, comedy. Excellent reviews, but the public came
to the conclusion that the iceberg had no s. a. "Czar
of Broadway" (Univ.) held up by local censors for
months, was finally pink-ticketed, and replaced here.
Cross: $11,700.

"Abe" Holds Up at

Okla. City During

ToughXmasWeek
Oklahoma City—Strong traces of red

could be seen spread over most of this

town's theatre books, with but one or pos-

sibly two talkers holding up for a black fin-

ish. The usual holiday rush took its toll

from theatres this week, when an excep-

tional group of films failed to show little

better than average business. "Abraham
Lincoln" was good for $9,200 at the Pub-
lix Criterion. "Sin Takes a Holiday"
grossed $8,500 at the Warners Mid-West.
Publix Capitol showed up well with $7,500
on "Passion Flower." "The Cat Creeps"
and a good program of vaudeville took $7,-

200 at the Warners Liberty.

A feature of the week's business was the

Criterion's free admission of children when
accompanied by adults.

Estimated takings

:

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U. A.)
CRITERION— (2,000), 50c-10c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Girl Shock" (M-G-M). news. Gross:
$9,200. Good.

"PASSION FLOW" (M-G-M)
CAPITOL— (1.200), 50c-10c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Men Without Skirts" (RKO), news. Gross:
$7,500. Better than usual.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
MID-WEST-(1.500). 50c-10c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Box Car Blues" (Warners), "Holiday in

Storyland" (Vitaphone), "Ou, La La" (Univ.), "In-
dians Are Coming" (Univ. serial), news. Gross:
$8,500. Okay.

"THE CAT CREEPS" (Universal)
LIBERTY— (1.500), 50c-10c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Vaudeville. Gross: $7,200. Normal.
"WAY OF ALL MEN" (F. N.)

EMPRESS— (1,500), 35c-10c, 4 days. Other attrac-
tions: "Jazz Rehearsal" (Vitaphone), news. "Man
Trouble" (Fox), 3 days; "Indians Are Coming" (Uni-
versal serial). Week's gross: $1,600. Normal.

6Min and Bill' in

Omaha Produce

$10,000 Gross

Omaha—Although Omahans seemed to

be intent on playing Santa Claus, hurting

theatre trade, "Min and Bill" was playing

Kris Kringle by giving the Paramount
$10,000. rated as a good profit. Competition

was not so keen, "Madam Satan" getting

only $9,975 at the World. Francis X. Bush-
man on the stage wasn't such a help.

"Madonna of the Streets" found the going
pretty tough at the Orpheum, its $12,000
being a low mark for recent weeks. The
State was par the first half of the week with

"Only Saps Work," but severe weather the

second half indicated a drop was in pros-

pect.

Estimated takings

:

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT— (2,900), 2Sc-35c-S0c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Excuses" (Bruce Scenic). "Hollywood
Theme Song" (Educational). "Old King Cotton" (Par-
amount), news. Gross: $10,000.

"MADAM SATAN" (M-G-M)
\VORLD-(2.50ilt. :5c-35c-60c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Francis X. Bushman heading three Publix acts,
Billy Meyers & band, Marie Paterson ballet, news.
Gross: $9,975.

"MADONNA OF THE STREETS" (Col.)

ORPHEUM—(3,000), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Four RKO acts. "Society Goes Spaghetti"
(RKO). "High Steppers" (Pathe), "The Big Cheese"
(Pathe). news. Gros: $12,000.

"ONLY SAPS WORK" (Paramount)
STATE— (1,200), 25c-40c, 3 days. Other attractions:

"Temple of Love" (Capitol) "Hot Air Merchant"
(Paramount), news. Gross: $2,250.
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Demand Organist

Chicago—Owing to the insistent de-

mand of its patron for organ music,

the Roseland State is seeking an or-

ganist via the ballot box route. It is

trying out a new one every week for

six weeks, and then the audiences will

be asked to select their favorite by
vote.

Public Puts the

Skids on Sex at

Roxy, New York
The $66,000 gross taken in by "Free

Love" at the New York Roxy is indicative

of a public thumbs down policy where sex

is stressed, wise ones watching the Broad-
way theatre belt believe.

They just wouldn't go for wide film in

the debut of the Spoor-Berggren process,

which came in without any fanfare via

"Danger Lights" at the Mayfair. The pre-

liminary campaign was innocuous, RKO
probably sensing public apathy to wide pic-

tures, as emphasized by runs of "Billy, the

Kid" and "The Big Trail."

Universal sprang a surprise with "All

Quiet on the Western Front" shoved back

into the Central. The gag was a test and

$2,700 was the mark set for the war epic

for the weekend. However, it soared over

that amount, garnering $3,885 in 2 days.

Christmas shopping took its toll last week.

Here's the sad news

:

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-MI
ASTOR— (1,120). SOc-75c-$1.50-$2, 7 days. 9th and

last week. Other attractions: "Flip the Frog"
(M-G-M), "Dogway Melodies" (M-G-M). Gross:

S6.932.

"WAY FOR A SAILOR" (M-G-M)
CAPITOL— (4.700). 35c-50c-75c-S1.50. 7 days. Other

attractions: News. Capitol presentation, comedy.
Laurel and Hardy in "Another Fine Mess" (M-G-M).
Gross: $64,641.

"HELL'S ANGELS"
CRITERIOX-(850>, $l-$2-S2.50. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: None. Gross: $9,000.

"SLEEPING PARTNERS" (British International)
GEO. M. COHAN— (1.500). 3Sc-50c-7Sc 7 days.

Other attractions: News, "Screen Snapshots." Gross:
53,700.

EMBASSY ALL-NEWSREEL
EMBASSY— (S98), 25c, 7 days. Straight newsreel.

Gross: $9,229.25.

"SEE AMERICA THIRST" (Universal)
GLOBE— (1.050). 35c-50c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, "Hi-Steppers" (Pathe), "Screen Snap-
shots" (Columbia), "Toby in the Bughouse" (RKO).
Gross: $18,000.

"DANGER LIGHTS"
MAYFAIR— (2.300). 40c-50c-65c-85c-$l, 7 days.

Other attractions: "Niagara Falls" (Natural Vision),
comedy, news. Gross: $31,200.

"ONLY SAPS WORK" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (3.700). 40c-50c-65c-85c-$l, 7 days.

Other attractions: "Drifting Along" (Paramount),
news. Gross: $66,400.

"BLUE ANGEL" (Paramount)
RIALTO-O.904I, 65c-85c, 7 days, 2nd week. Other

attraction: "Go Ahead and Eat" (Paramount),
"Mysterious Mose," news. Gross: $45,300.

"MOROCCO" (Paramount)
RIYOLI— (2.103), 35c-65c.85c, 7 days, 5th week.

Other attractions: "In Again, Out Again" (Para-
mount). "Up to Mars" (Paramount). Gross: $22,300.

"FREE LOVE" (Universal)
ROXY— (6,200), 50c-75c-$l. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News. Gross: $66,800.

"TRUTH ABOUT YOUTH" (F. N.)
STRAND— (3.000). 35c-50c-65c-85c. 7 days. Other

attractions: Yitaphone Varieties. Gross: $23,289.

"VIENNESE NIGHTS" (Warners)
WARNERS— (1,490), 3rd week. Other attractions:

"The Headache Man." "Madam of the Jury," (Vita-
phone). Gross: $14,925.

"MOTHER'S CRY" (Warners)
WINTER GARDEN—(1,403). 40c-50c-$l. 2nd week.

Other attractions: News. "Politics," "Ruth Etlinger"
(Yitaphone shnrts |, Gross: $21,850.

Seattle Row Is

Kicked About by

Tough 'Min, Bill'

Seattle—Taking $15,000 for ills share.

the Fox theatre stole a march on other first

runs here with "Min and Bill." A holdover

followed the sensational take.

Other houses didn't fare as well. "The
Princess and the Plumber" at the Fifth Ave-
nue was just a mediocre attraction, getting

about $13,000 for the seven days. George
Bancroft's "Derelict" at the Paramount also

took about that amount for an average week.

"Hell's Angels" in its second week at

John Hamrick s Music Box was a fairly

good attraction, doing about $7,000. But
Hamrick's Blue Mouse had an exceptionally

tough week, opening with "Man to Man."
which lasted only three days of the week,
spotting in "High Treason" for two bad
days, and then putting on "Extravagance"
with absolutely no advance of any kind.

The Liberty, under its new first run policy,

has been doing an average business only,

taking about $10,000 with "Numbered
Men."

Estimated takings

:

"MAN TO MAN" (Warners)
BLUE MOUSE—(950). 25c-35c-50c-75c. 3 days.

Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, news, band.
Gross: $3,500.

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
FOX—(2.4S0). 25c-35c-50c-60c-75c, 7 davs. Other

attractions: "School's Out" (M-G-M), "Pirates"
(M-G-M), news. band. Cross: $15,000.

"PRINCESS AND PLUMBER" (Fox)
FOX FIFTH AVENUE-(2,750), 25c-35c-50c-6Oc-75c,

7 davs. Other attractions: News, Fanchon-Marco's
"Doll" Idea. Gross: $13,000.

NUMBERED MEN" <F. N.)
LIRERTV—(2.000). 25c-35c-50c. 7 davs. Other at-

tractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $10,000

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)
MUSIC BOX—(950). 25c-35c-50c-7Sc. 7 days (2nd

week). Other attractions: News, band. Gross: $7,000.

"DERELICT" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (3.150). 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Comedy, scenic, cartoon, pictorial, song
short, news (all Paramount). Gross: $13,000.

'War Nurse' Gives

Bromo to Mpls. in

Form of $20,000
Minneapolis—War pictures can still cash-

in in this town, as evidenced by the $20,000
take made by "War Nurse" at the Min-
nesota, running leaps and bounds ahead of

any other first-run downtown.

Estimated takings

:

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)
MINNEAPOLIS — (4.025). 30c-40c-60c. 7 days. 7

shows daily. Other attractions: Lou Breeze seren-
ades, stage show, Stan Malotte, organist, novelty,
news. Gross: $20,000.

"MADONNA OF THE STREETS" (Col.)
RKO ORPHEUM — (2,900), 35c-50c-75c. 7 days. 3

shows daily. Other attractions: Five acts vaudeville,
comedv, news. Gross: (12,000.

"RIVER'S END" (Warners)
STATE-(2.300), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days, 6 shows daily.

Other attractions: Comedv. screen noveltes, news.
Gross: $5,000.

"OLD ENGLISH" (Warners)
CENTURY—(1,640), 25c-35c -f.Oc. 7 days. 6 shows

daily. Other attractions: Xews, musical novelty.
Gross: $8,000.

"BOUDOIR DIPLOMAT" (Univ.)
RKO SEVENTH ST.—(1,300), 25c-35c-50c.

6 shows daily. Other attractions: Xews,
$1,200.

"MAYBE IT'S LOVE" (Warners)
LYRIC— (1.2.18). 15c-2Sc-40c, 7 days. 7 show

Other attractions: Comedv. news. Gross: $1,300
"ONLY SAPS WORK" (Para.)

ASTER— (812). 15c-25c-30c. 7 days, : shows daily.
Other attractions: Xews, Gross: $1,000.

Fast Guy
In Melcher, Iowa, lives George

Arthur Fletcher, a produce merchant,
who has never seen a picture. Says
he was taught to forego the theatre,
along with tobacco and booze. He's
50 years old and says he would substi-

tute the church for the cinema.

—

Pho-
toplay Magazine.

7 days.
Gross:

daily

Only One Balto

Run Hits Par;

Wynn is High
Baltimore—Only one first run house here

did a 100 per cent business during the

week. This was due principally to the pre-

holiday slump.

"Follow the Leader" was the attraction

that pulled finely at Loew's Stanley, Ed
Wynn's followers coming out in force. The
gross is recorded at $17,500, making it

come up to the 100 per cent mark.
Next in line for a big gross was Loew's

Century, which had a program including

"The Gorilla" and the Loew-Capitol stage

unit, "Dream Garden." Gross for this was
$17,000, which is somewhat off for this

house.

The matinee business at the New was
strong with Charles Farrell in "The
Princess and the Plumber." but the nights

were off. The gross was figured at $8,000.

Estimated takings

:

"THE GORILLA" (F. N.)
LOEW'S CENTURY-(3.076), 25c-60c. 6 days. Other

attractions: News. "It Might Be Worse" (Para-
mount), "Madrid" (M-G-M), stage unit, orchestra.
Gross: $17,000.

"FOLLOW THE LEADER" (Paramount)
LOEW'S STANLEY— (3.522). 25c-60c, 6 days. Other

attractions: News, "America Comes" (U. A.), "An-
other Fine Mess" (M-G-M). Gross: $17,500.

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)
(Second run uptown after one week at Loew's Stanley

downtown.)
(Simultaneously with the Valencia downtown.)

LOEW'S PARKWAY—(987), 15c-35c, 6 days. Other
attractions: News, "Cleaning Up" (Educational),
"High Steppers" (Pathe). Gross: $3,300.

"WAR NURSE" (M-G-M)
(Second run downtown after one week at Loew's

Stanley downtown.)
(Simultaneously with the Parkway uptown.)

LOEW'S VALENCIA—(1.487), 25c-35c, 6 days.
Other attractions: News, "Par and Double Par"
(Pathe), "The Twentieth Amendment" (Paramount).
Gross: $2,900.

"A LADY SURRENDERS" (Universal)
WARNERS' METROPOLITAN— (1.300). 15c-50c, 6

days starting Saturday. Other attractions: News,
"Box Car Blues." (Vitaphone). Gross: $3,500.

"ALONG CAME YOUTH" (Paramount)
KEITH'S-(2,S00). 25c-50c, 6 days starting Friday.

Other attractions: News, "Gvpped in Ecvpt" (Pathe).
"Sherlock's Defective Office" (Radiol Gross: $5,840.
"THE PRINCESS AND THE PLUMBER" (Fox)
NEW— 1.600), 25c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

News, "A Hollywood Theme Song" (Educational),
"Take Your Medicine" (Educational). Gross: $8,000.

"ESCAPE" (Radio-English made)
LITTLE-1267). 35c-50c. 6 days. Other attractions:

"Man Made Miracles" (Visugraphic). "Egypt" (Fitz-
Patrick), "All Steamed Up" (Radio). Gross: $700.

"COLLEGE LOVERS" (F. N.)
RIVOLI—(1.982), 25c-50c. 6 days, starting Saturday.

Other attractions: News. "Their Wives' Vacation"
(Educational). Screen Snapshots, "Faith, Hope and
Charity" (Columbia). Terrytoon. Gross: $5,200.

"JUST LIKE HEAVEN" (Tiffany)
HIPPODROME— (2.250), 20c-60c. 6 days. Other

attractions: News. "The Indians Are Coming" (Uni-
versal serial). "Wild Flowers" (Pathe), stage tab
show, orchestra, chorus. Gross: $4,000.

Start Second Maynard
Hollywood—"Two-Gun Man" will serve

as the vehicle for Ken Maynard's second
Tiffanv western, starting work immediately
after New Year's.
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Rogers Nears B. 0.

Record at K. C. on

Take of $21,000

Kansas City—Theatregoers in this town
are keen on Will Rogers' brand of humor
and hoke, as evidenced by the $21,000 gross

poured into the coffers of the Newman,
where the Fox opus climbed pretty close

to the house record established recently by
"Morocco."

Despite poor press notices, "Sea Legs"

gave the Royal a big week, getting $5,000.

It is a small house and $5,000 is considered

good. The Uptown had an average week
with "A Devil with Women," which
brought in $6,000.

"Abraham Lincoln" was not a big draw-
ing card for the Midland, which grossed

$13,050. This means about a 10 per cent

drop below normal intake.

Estimated takings

:

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U. A.)
LOEWS MIDLAND— (4,000), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Another Fine Mess" (M-G-M), news.
Cross: $13,050.

"BOUDOIR DIPLOMAT" (Universal)
MAINSTREET— (3,067), 35c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: "Moonlight and Monkey Business"
(RKO), news, vaude. Gross: $13,500.

"LIGHTNIN' " (Fox)
NEWMAN—(2,000), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Make Up Your Mind" (Paramount), "Gen-
eral Germ" (Paramount). Gross: $21,000.

"SEA LEGS" (Paramount)
ROYAL—(900), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:

"It Might Be Worse" (Paramount), Krazy Kat car-
toon, news. Gross: $5,000.

"WOMAN WHO WAS FORGOTTEN" (Goetz)
PANTAGES— (2.190), 25c-50c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News, vaude. Gross: $8,900.

"A DEVIL WITH WOMEN" (Fox)
UPTOWN—(2,200), Z5C-50C, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "The Pirate" (Colortone review), news.
Cross: $6,000.

Stage Show and

"Princess" Take
$15,500 at BVay
Portland, Ore. — Christmas buying took

considerable money, and consequently caus-
ed somewhat of a drop in the intakes at

first-runs. "Princess and the Plumber" with
an exceptionally snappy stage offering,

brought the heaviest attendance of the week
at the Fox Broadway with a gross of $15,-
500. Ruth Chatterton in "Right to Love,"
billed at the last moment at the Portland
Paramount, brought out many of her ad-
mirers and grossed $14,800 ; while "See
America Thirst" at RKO Orpheum, proved
popular on a gross of $14,500.

Estimated takings:
"THE PRINCESS AND THE PLUMBER" (Fox)
FOX BROADWAY—(1,912), 25c-3Sc-60c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Fanchon & Marco's "Way Back
When Idea." Gross: $15,500.

"RIGHT TO LOVE" (Para.)
PORTLAND PARAMOUNT—(3,068), 25c-35c-50c, 7

days. Other attractions: Phi] Lampkin and Para-
mounteers, Paramount comedies, news. Gross: $14,-
800.

"SEE AMERICA THIRST" (Universal)
RKO ORPHEUM—(1,700), 25c-.15c.50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Vaudeville, news. Gross: $14 500
"HELL'S ANGELS" (United Artists)

FOX UNITED ARTISTS— (945). 50c-60c-75c, 7 days.
2nd week. Other attractions: News. Gross: $10 20)
"WIDOW FROM CHICAGO" (First National)
RIALTO—(1,498). 25o35c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Mrtriutch" (Para), "Nagging Wives"
(Para.). Gross: $9,600.

"EXTRAVAGANCE" (Tiffany)
HAMRICK'S MUSIC BOX-(1.835), 15c-25c-40c. 7

days. Other attractions: News, Vitaphone comedies.
Cross: $6,500.

Slam Films
Washington—Basil Rathbone and

Montagu Love were in town with "A
Kiss of Importance" and film houses
tried to annex these Hollywood names
for personal appearances.
Director Robert Milton made a per-

sonal plea to the Selwyn management
to permit Love's appearance at the
opening of "Outward Bound" as a $2
film on F Street. Actor Love had an
important role in the picture.
The RKO Keith management want-

ed Basil Rathbone to drop in on "Sin
Takes a Holiday," exhibiting while he
was playing on the stage at the Na-
tional Theatre.
Both requests were turned down

cold. The official attitude was ex-
pressed in "What have the movies
ever done to help out the stage?"

"Kismet" Held

at Boston on

$17,000 Take

Boston—The $17,000 rolled up by "Kis-
met" was the tip-off for a second week at

the Keith house. Pre-Christmas week al-

ways shows a drop from regular grosses
and the week just closed is no exception.

However, this year's grosses are well ahead
of those for the same week a year ago. Ex-
hibitors expect another two weeks of slack

but with the New Year's midnight shows
the recovery to peak is looked for.

Despite depression in most lines, Boston's
motion picture business has held up remark-
ably well, quite in contrast with the legiti-

mate houses.

"Lightnin' " at the Metropolitan did a
gross of $39,000, which, while below the
average, is considered good for this season.
"Brothers" at Keith-Boston with $17,300
was considered fair. "Morocco," playing
day and date at the Publix Olympia and Up-
town, grossed $23,500 for the two houses,
which is fair for any season and considered
good for this season. Both Loew houses
were well ahead of the same week last year,
with "The Lottery Bride" going over for
$19,000 and "Abraham Lincoln" for $21,000
after its long Boston run as a road show,
now at popular prices.

Estimated takings

:

"LIGHTNIN'" (Fox)
METROPOLITAN—(4,350), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Publix revue, augmented symphony
orchestra, news. Gross: $39,000.

"KISMET" (First National)
KEITH'S— (2,800), 30c-65c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Comedy, news. Gross, $17,000.

"BROTHERS" (Columbia)
KEITH-BOSTON— (2,500). 25c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Vaudeville, comedy, RKOIians. Gross:
$19,000.

"THE LOTTERY BRIDE" (United Artists)
LOEW'S STATE—(3,700). 30c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Laurel and Hardy comedy, news. Gross:
$19,000.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (United Artists)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM-(3.100), 25c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Vaudeville, comedy, news. Gross:
$21,000.

"RIVER'S END" (Warners)
SCOLLAY SQUARE— (1,800), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Vaudeville, comedy, news. Gross:
$12,500.

"MOROCCO" (Paramount)
_OLYMPIA-(2,500), 25c-50c. 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Comedy, cartoon, news. Gross: $12,000.

,,„,.,„ "MOROCCO" (Paramount)
,
UPTOWN-(2,000), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Comedy, cartoon, news. Gross: $11,500.

Tree Love' Hits

$19,000 in Philly;

Rector, Judge Aid

Philadelphia— With heavy exploitation

on the sex angle and advertisement capi-

talization of the recent Judge Lindsey-
Bishop Manning fuss, the Sovd clicked off

a good $19,000 for "Free Love." "Moroc-
co" held up well during its second week at

the Keith's with $16,000. The close to $23,-

000 for the first week is the best figure this

new entry into film theatre ranks has scored

since its opening in the earlv fall.

"Min and Bill" held up to $10,000, a good
figure for its second week at the Stanton.

With Victor McLaglen, popular here, ap-

pearing at the Fox in "A Devil with Wo-
men," the house held up to consistent busi-

ness with $26,500. Playing its first popular

price run at the Stanley, "Abraham Lin-

coln" took $16,000 on the week.
Because of heavy censoring, "Today"

was yanked out of the Earle after one day.

"Rain or Shine" was plugged in and scored

over $16,000 on five days—a good figure.

"Hell's Angels" slumped to $7,500 at the

Aldine.

Estimated takings

:

"TRUTH ABOUT YOUTH" (F. N.)
MASTBAUM—(4,800), 35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other

attractions: Stage show, semi-finals "Miss Sunshine"
contest, orchestra, singing organist, news. Gross:
$42,000.

"DEVIL WITH WOMEN" (Fox)
Fox—(3,000), 35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other attractions:

California Collegians (Fanchon and Marco unit), "Os-
wald" cartoon (Universal), news. Gross: $26,500.

"MOROCCO" (Paramount)
KEITH'S—(1.800). 35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other at-

tractions:. Paramount comedy. Paramount cartoon,
news. Gross: $16,000 (2nd week).

"FREE LOVE" (Universal)
BOYD—(2.400), 35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Sennett comedy, cartoon, news. Gross: $19,000.

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)
ALDINE— (1,500), 50c-$1.50, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: News. Gross: $7,500.

"RAIN OR SHINE" (Columbia)
EARLE— (2,000), 25c-65c, 5 days. Other attractions:

Stage show, Vitaphone Variety, news. Gross: $16,000.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN" (U. A.)
STANLEY— (3,700), 35c-50c-75c, 6 days. Other

attractions: Vitaphone Variety, news. Gross: $16,000.
"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)

STANTON—(1,700)._ 25c-65c, 6 days. Other attrac-
tions: Vitaphone Variety, cartoon, news. Gross:
$10,000.

"THE PAY OFF" (Radio)
KARLTON—(1,000), 40c-50c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Lloyd Hamilton comedy, cartoon, news. Gross:
$4,500.

"THE DANCERS" (Fox)
ARCADIA—(600), 50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

Paramount comedy, cartoon, news. Gross: $3,500.

Tiffany Signs Goodrich;
"Ridin' Fool" for Steele

Hollywood—John Goodrich will write for
Tiffany, having been placed under contract
by Phil Goldstone to prepare the script for
"Morals for Women."

Tiffany's writers are preparing the story,

"Ridin' Fool" which will star Bob Steele.

Sandra Ravel, Lillian Elliott and Stella

Adams were added to the cast of "Single
Sin," now in work under William Nigh's
direction and featuring Kay Johnson, Bert
Lytell and Paul Hurst.

Schwartz Opens Bliss Sat.
A. H. Schwartz' newest link in the Cen-

tury chain of New York and Long Island
houses opens at Long Island City on Sat-
urday. The theatre, called the Bliss, seats
2.600 and is located at 45th and Greenpoint
Ave.
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"Alf" Knocked
Down to 50% of

Tivoli Schedule

Motion Picture News 23

Toronto—When the final counting came

for local theatres last week, the Tivoli pre-

sented figures of a bright scarlet hue. The

new British comedy, "Alf's Button, sent

the Tivoli so close to oblivion that it was

the talk of the picture colony. Gross was

$9,000, which is about 50 per cent of the

house record. Colored sequences in the pro-

duction were terrible and the one "find" m
the picture was a pretty dancer. The Im-

perial, which has all the stage show trim-

mings, also took a rap, the Christmas shop-

pers giving the "go by" to "The Cat

Creeps." which is just one too many of

this sort of films. "The Cat" drew $14,500,

which is about $6,000 short of top notch.

At Loew's, "Billv the Kid" was rated well

by the fair crowds and the result was $14.-

000. Thomas Daley was fairly satisfied with

$10,500 on "The Dancers" at the Uptown.

Most of the managers were glad when the

week was over.

Estimated takings:

"THE CAT CREEPS" (Univ.)

IMPERIAL — (3,600). 25c-35c-50c-65c-7:>c. 6 days.

Other attractions: News. "Enchanted Forest" (Pub-

lix stage unit), stage band, orchestra. Paramount
cartoon. Gross: $14,500. Just fair.

"ALF'S BUTTON" (British)

TIVOLI— (1.600). 25c-35c-50c-65c-75c, 6 days. Other

attractions: -News. "Kid the Kidders" (Pathe).

Gross: $9,000. Poor.

"BILLY THE KID" (M-G-M)
LOEWS- (2,200), 25c-30c-40c-60c-75c. 6 days. Other

attractions: News. Laurel and Hardy in "Another

Fine Mess" (M-G-M). Gross: $14,000. Regarded as

fair.
"THE DANCERS" (Fox)

UPTOWN — (3.000). 15c-25c-35c-55c-65c.
i

6 days.

Other attractions: News, "Grandma's Girl" (Educa-

tional), "Chanson Russe" (Para.). Gross: $10,500.

Not so bad.
•TOP SPEED" (F. N.)

SHEA'S— (2.600), 30c-50c-60c-75c, 6 days. Other at-

tractions: News, five vaudeville acts, cartoon. Gross:

$11,000. Steady.

"Hell's Angels"

Beats 1st Week
'Frisco Record

San Francisco
—

"Hell's Angels," in its

second week at the Warfield, exceeded its

first week's business by $500, grossing the

record figure of $37,500, and its momentum
promises a record-breaking run for the 4,-

600-seat house. Incidentally, the three Fox
West Coast theatres here simply ran away
from the field so far as receipts are con-

cerned.

The Fox, with "Passion Flower," clicked

with the same figure. The third Fox house,

the El Capitan. had "Scotland Yard" and
grabbed off $15,000, which is good dough
for that house.

Estimated takings

:

"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)
WARFIELD— (2.700), S0c-65c-90c. 2nd week. Other

attractions: "Flip the Frog" (M-G-M), orchestra,
news. Gross: $37,500.

"PASSION FLOWER" (M-G-M)
FOX— (4.600). 50c-65c-75c-$l, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: News. Charlie Chase comedy, orchestra. Fan-
chon & Marco "Espanola" Idea. Gross: $37,500.

"FOLLOW THE LEADER" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT — (2,740), 35c-50c-65c-90c, 7 days.

Inside Stuff

Twenty-five amusement parks were

offered for sale at the owners' con-

vention in Chi. . . . One wag points

out that the business man who gave

Helen Kane $50,000, and then learned

how she disposed of it, became a busi-

ness man too late. . . . Al Capone
wants it known that he never received

a movie offer and isn't interested in

any.—Winchell in N. Y. Mirror.

Montreal B. O.

Business Down;
Blame Holidays

New Price Scale

Aids 'East, West'

To Hit Heavily

Ottawa—Local managers expected a

slump at box-offices, because of the holidays,

and they were not disappointed. Business

generally was quite spotty. Manager Ray
Tubman put a new price scale into effect

for the Imperial, down 10 cents all around,

and, whether this was responsible or not,

"East Is West" enjoyed fair patronage,

grossing $2,050 at 50 cents top. "Scotland

Yard," at the Regent, was the best bet in

town with $3,200, but still away off from

perfect. Keith's bumped bottom on "Sea

Legs" and "Loose Ends," the latter a Brit-

ish film that was a fair bit of celluloid in

itself, but did not click. Gross for "Loose

Ends" for the three days was $2,500, which

was the minimum for six months. "Eyes

of the World" held up to $2,600 at the Cen-

tre for six days, which wasn't too bad. For
no particular reason, Wednesday night was
the poorest that any Ottawa theatre had

had since the dog days of summer. It was
so strange that the managers compared

notes on the subject. First half of the week
was cold, then turning mild.

Estimated figures

:

"SCOTLAND YARD" (Fox)
REGENT— (1,225), 25c-3Sc-45c-50c-60c-75c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News. "Dogway Melody" (M-G-
M). "Love That Kills" (Pathe). "Office Blues" (Par-
amount). Gross: $3,200. Very fair.

"EAST IS WEST" (U.)
IMPERIAL — (1,200), 10c-25c-30c-4Oc.S0c, 6 days.

Other attractions: News, "My Harem" (Educational),
"Beautiful Nipigon" (Scenic). Gross: $2,050. Fair.

"EYES OF THE WORLD" (U. A.)
CENTRE— (1,200), 15c-25c-35c-50c-60c, 6 days. Other

attractions: "Hold the Baby" (Pathe), "Land of

Long Ago" (Col.). Gross: $2,600. Up a bit.

"SEA LEGS" (Para.)
B. F. KEITH'S— (2.592), 15c-25c-35c-50c-60c, 3 days.

Other attractions: News, "Love a la Mode" (Educa-
tional), "Strike Up the Band" (Para.). Gross: $2,.

750. Poor.
"THE OFFICE WIFE" (Warners)

AVALON— (990), 15c-25c-35c, 3 days. Other at-
tractions: News, Lloyd Hamilton in "Good Morning,
Sheriff" (Educational). Gross: $1,050. Good, con-
sidering.

"LOOSE ENDS" (British)
B. F. KEITH'S— (2,592), 15c-2Sc-3Sc-50c-6nc 3 days.

Other attractions: News, "You Said It, Sailor" (U-).
Gross: $2,500. Terrible.

Other attractions: Stage show, news, cartoon. Gross:
$15 000

"MAN TO MAN" (Warners)
CALIFORNIA — (2,315). 35c-50c-65c-90c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Stage show, "Mysterious Mose"
(Para.), orchestra, news. Gross: $11,500.

"THIRD ALARM" (Tiffany)
ST. FRANCIS — (1,435), 35c-50c-65c-90c, 7 days.

Other attractions: News, "Just a Pal" (Para. I.

"Vagabond Director" (Pathe). Gross: $4,500.

"WIDOW FROM CHICAGO" (F. N.)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,800), 35c-40c-50c-65c, 7 days.

Other attractions: Vaudeville, news, Sportlight.
"Moonshine and Monkey Business" (RKO). Gross:
$17,000.

"BOUDOIR DIPLOMAT" (Univ.)
ORPHEUM— (3.O00). 35c-S0c-65c-90c. 7 days. Other

attractions: Audio Review (Pathe), RKO comedy,
Krazy Kat cartoon (Col.). Gross: $13,000.

"SCOTLAND YARD" (Fox)
EL CAPITAN— (3,100), 25c-40c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Kiddie revue, band, vaudeville, news,
Charlie Chase comedy. Gross: $15,000.

Montreal—Weak stage show helped send

the Capitol gross to a meagre $15,000, al-

though this figure, which was piled up by

"The Cat Creeps," topped all other grosses

for the week. "Smile Awhile," the Publix

unit, helped a bit in keeping the Capitol

ahead of the Palace, which formerly basked

in first position. In view of the Christmas

rush, the Palace did fairly well to cash in

with $13,500 on "Life of the Party." "The
Lottery Bride" missed being a good picture,

according to patrons of the Princess, and
the gross there faded to $9,000. Loew's
went off half-cocked with "Half Shot at

Sunrise" for $11,000, which was down from
previous weeks. After flopping with a Ger-

man film, "Spaventa," the Roxy did not do
much better with a Paramount French ver-

sion of "The Doctor's Secret." All in all,

it was a good week to get rid of and most
managers spent their time in working up
programs for Christmas and New Year's

weeks. Typical wintry weather prevailed,

but this did not count either one way or the

other.

Estimated takings:

"THE CAT CREEPS" (Univ.)
CAPITOL—(2.670). 25c-35c-40c-50c-65c-85c, 7 days.

Other attractions: News, stage band, "Smile Awhile"
(Publix stage unit), "Love Business" (M-G-M), or-
chestra. Gross: $15,000. Below recent business.

"LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Warners)
PALACE— (2,600), 25c-40c-60c-7Sc-90c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News, "High Cs" (M-G-M), "Up to
Mars" (Para.), organ solo. Gross: $13,500. Off some
more.

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" (Radio)
LOEW'S—(2.982), 25c-40c-50c-65c-75c, 7 days. Other

attractions: News, five vaudeville acts, cartoon over-
ture. Gross: $11,000. Down again.

"THE LOTTERY BRIDE" (U. A.)

PRINCESS — (2,272), 25c-35c-40c-60c-65c, 7 days.
Other attractions: News, LTniversal Topics, Columbia
cartoon. Gross: $9,000. Below normal.

"GOLDEN DAWN" (Warners)
STRAND— (7S0), 15c-25c-40c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: News, added feature, "Only Saps Work"
(Para.). Cross: $3,100. Fair.

"THE DOCTOR'S SECRET" (French Para.)

ROXY— (550), 25c-50c-75c, 7 days. Other attrac-
tions: French news weekly. Screen Snapshots, Edu-
cational comedy. Gross: $1,900. Still down.

Employe and Cash Gone
Louisville;—An indictment was returned

by the Jefferson County Grand Jury against

William C. Tarrant, former employe of the

Blake Amusement Co., operators of the

Savoy, for conversion of §386.57 given him
for deposit in a bank. Tarrant and the de-

posit disappeared, and no trace has been
found of either.

Another N. Y. Grind
Another grind house will be added early

in the year to New York's Times Square
total when Arthur Hammerstein reopens the

Republic, 42nd Street legit house, with =

talker policy.

Omaha Stock Opens
Omaha—Downtown houses are faced

with a new competition with the opening
of the Brandeis Theater Players, presenting
a play a week at a fifty cent top. The com-
pany is managed by Aulger Bros.
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'Free Love's' 1st

ProvidenceWeek
A B. O. Bonanza

Providence—Opening to S. R. O., "Free
Love" continues this week to turn-away
business at RKO's Albee, where the film

is scheduled for a holdover. Business at the

downtown houses held up well and exhibi-

tors expressed pleasure that fans were re-

membering them during the busy holiday

season. Loew's State, playing "Hell's An-
gels" for the second week, caught $13,000,

which is O. K. when one considers the tre-

mendous trade the film did its first week
when it garnered $28,000.

The RKO Albee ran "The Boudoir Dip-
lomat" for five days and netted $8,000, sup-
planting with "Free Love."
"Madonna of the Streets," at the RKO

Victory, came in strong with $10,000, which
is above normal for this 1,600-seater. "Fast
and Loose" and "The Fourth Alarm" (Ma-
jestic) were up to scratch with $11,800, and
the Paramount, playing Ed Wynn in "Fol-
low the Leader," grossed around $10,000.

Estimated takings:
"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)

LOEWS STATE— (3,800). 10c-50c, 7 days, second
week. Other attractions: Burton Holmes travelogue,
news. Gross: $13,000.

"FOLLOW THE LEADER" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT—(2,300), 10c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "My Gal Sal," "Little Big House," "Sail-
or's Luck," news. Gross: $10,000.

"FAST AND LOOSE" (Para.)
MAJESTIC—(2,400), lOc-SOc, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "The Fourth Alarm" (supporting feature),
news. Gross: $11,800.

"THE BOUDOIR DIPLOMAT" (Univ.)
RKO ALBEE—(2,300), 10c-50c, 5 days. Other at-

tractions: "Too Hot to Handle," "Dixie Chase,"
Screen Snapshots, news. Gross: $8,000.

"MADONNA OF THE STREETS" (Col.)
RKO VICTORY— (1,600), lOc-SOc, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Wild Men of Kalihari," "The Crystal
Gazer," news. Gross: $10,000.

"Sunny," "David"

Sink to Bottom
Of Denver Runs

Denver— Theatre business took a deep
nosedive here, chiefly because of holiday
influence. The Paramount and Aladdin
went to new lows the past week, the former
with "Sunny" and the latter with "Tol'able
David." As in the previous few weeks.

Estimated takings:
"TOL'ABLE DAVID" (CoL)

HUFFMAN'S ALADDIN-(1,500), 35c-50c, 7 days.
Other attractions: "The Office Scandal" (Vitaphon'e),
"Racket Cheers" and "Scotch Highballs" (Educa-
tional), news. Gross: $5,500.

"FOLLOW THE LEADER" (Para.)
DENVER— (2.300), 25c-65c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Stuart Erwin in person, "Tongue Tied" (Par-
amount), Ted Mack and Publix stage show, news,
Denver Grande Orchestra. Gross: $16,000.

"SUNNY" (F. N.)
PARAMOUNT-(2,000). 25c-50c, 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Pulling a Bone" (Para.), "Doctor's Or-
ders" (M-G-M), Jackie and Jean, Paramount Twins,
news. Gross: $10,000.

"BILLY THE KID" (M-G-M)
RIALTO— (1.040), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "The Office Boy" (Pathe), "New Rhythm"
(Para.), news. Gross: $4,500.

"SCOTLAND YARD" (Fox)
HUFFMAN'S TABOR - (1.900), 25c-50c, 7 days.

Other attractions: "The Gob" and "The Checkup"
(Vitaphone), "Take Your Medicine" (Educational),
"Rambling Reporter," news. Gross: $10,000.

Babel
Weyburn, Sask.—A conflict of views

has resulted in the closing of the
theatre here. It was one of the first

in the Prairie Province to be wired,

but English-speaking residents quit

going to the theatre because they did

not like the foreign accent of some
screen stars. Local foreigners thought
George Arliss, Ruth Chatterton and
H. B. Warner were awful. The thea-

tre will reopen with silent films after

the New Year.

"Min and Bill"

Hold Strong on

2nd Cincy Week
Cincinnati—With two exceptions, grosses

at local houses held up remarkably well for

the week before Christmas, yet business

generally was not as brisk as that experi-

enced last week. This cannot be attributed

to lack of first class film fare, but rather to

the general falling oft' in patronage which

usually prevails at this particular season.

At that, business, when reckoned from a

standpoint of total gross turned in from
all houses, is much better here for this

time of year than it has been during similar

periods in the past. In fact, the total can be

called excellent, everything considered.

"The Silver Horde," at RKO Albee, yau-

defilm house, and "Follow the Leader" at

RKO Capitol, both went somewhat under

respective averages.

The RKO Lyric with second week of

"Min and Bill," although not duplicating

the record established for the initial week,
came through with a higher gross than

turned in for many of the other big pic-

tures shown at this house for a single week.

"Sin Takes a Holiday" helped the RKO
Palace to keep well above its normal busi-

ness, as was also the case with "Big
Money" at RKO Strand.

RKO Family, playing split week of "Un-
der Texas Skies" and "The Naughty Flirt,"

did particularly good business with both
pictures. Keith's showed a nice increase

with "On Your Back."

Estimated takings:
"THE SILVER HORDE" (Radio)

RKO ALBEE — (3.300). 35c-50c-65c-75c. 7 days.
Other attractions: Vaudeville. "Pickin' Cotton" (Tif-
fany), "People Born in December" (FitzPatrick),
"Girl Scouts" (Silent), news. Gross: $20,150. Down.

"MIN AND BILL" (M-G-M)
RKO LYRIC—(1.400). 30c-50c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "Came the Pawn" (Col.), Fashion News
(local), news. Gross: $15,900. Very good.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
RKO PALACE—(2,700), 30c-50c, 7 davs. Other at-

tractions: "Voice of WLW" (local). Fashion News
(local), news. Gross: S16.120. Up.

"FOLLOW THE LEADER" (Para.)
RKO CAPITOL—(2.000), 30c-50c. 7 days. Other at-

tractions: "China's Ole Man River" (M-G-M), news.
Cross: $10,435. Down.

"BIG MONEY" (Pathe)
RKO STRAND—(1,350). 20c-25c-35c. Other attrac-

tions: "Indians Are Coming" (Univ. serial, Saturday
only), "Africa" (Univ.), news. Gross: $5,125. Up.

"UNDER TEXAS SKIES" (Syndicate)
RKO FAMILY— (1,140), 20c-25c-3Sc, 4 days. Other

attractions: "Dizzy Dates" (Radio), news. Gross:
$3,068. Up.

"THE NAUGHTY FLIRT" (F. N.)RKO FAMILY-U.140). 20c.25c-3Sc, 3 days. Other
attractions: "The Love Punch" (Univ.), news. Gross:
$1,652. Up.

"ON YOUR BACK" (Fox)
KEITH'S-(1.600). 30c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: "Johnny's Week End" (Educational), news.
Gross: $6,150. Up.

"Morocco" K. O.'s

Des Moines 1st

Runs with $8,500

Des Moines—"Morocco," with the popu-
lar Gary Cooper, held up with business re-

markably good for the last week of Christ-

mas shopping with a gross of $8,500 at the

Des Moines though that is not at all what
the picture could have done under different

circumstances. "Sin Takes a Holiday" with
Constance Bennett at the Orpheum would
have packed them in at another time but

was considered to have offered Santa Claus

good competition with $6,500 for the week.

Jack Oakie in "Sea Legs" was not so badly

off with $5,000 for three days, and "War
Nurse" for four days at $4,000 at the Para-
mount. "War Nurse" received satisfactory

comment. The pictures at the Strand were
about 75 per cent off average but entirely

satisfactory for this week. Weather was
mild with snow.

Estimated takings

:

"SEA LEGS" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT—(1,700), 3 days, 25c-35c-60c. Other

attractions: Para. sound news, "Tongue Tied"
(Para, act), "Leather Pusher" series, stage band
and vaud. Gross: $5,000.

"WAR NURSE" (Warners)
PARAMOUNT—(1,700), 4 days, 25c-35c-60c. Other

attractions: Univ. sound news, "Our Nagging Wives"
(Ed. comedy), A! Morey and stage band in original
presentation, organ special. Gross: $4,000.

"MOROCCO" (Para.)
DES MOINES—(1,600), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days. Other

attractions: Para, sound news, "In Again, Out
Again" (Para, short), "Girl Shock" (M-G-M com-
edy). Gross: $8,500.

"SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY" (Pathe)
ORPHEUM—(2,000), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac-

tions: Pathe news, Pathe Sportlight, RKO vaud.
Gross: $6,500.

"A LADY'S MORALS" (M-G-M)
STRAND—(1,100), 4 days, 20c-30c. Other attrac-

tions: Fox news. Gross: $1,125.00.

"WAY OF ALL MEN" (F. N.)
STRAND— (1,100), 3 days, 20c-30c. Other attrac-

tions: Fox news, "The Indians are Coming" (U.
serial). Gross: $800.00.

'Remote Control'

The Big Thing

On Albany Row
Albany—Clicking to the tune of $8,200,

M-G-M's "Remote Control" walked away
with honors along this town's theatre row,

where, unlike last season, business is hold-

ing up fairly well despite general depression
and the holidays. This year business has
continued at normal or better up until a

week before Christmas.

Estimated takings

:

"A DEVIL WITH WOMEN" (Fox)
LELAND— (1,350), 35c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions:

"Expensive Kisses," Hodge Podge, "Over the Air."
song cartoon, news. Gross: $5,350.

"REMOTE CONTROL" (M-G-M)
HARMANUS-BLEECKER HALL—(2,300). 35c-50c.

6 days. Other attractions: "A Hollywood Theme
Song" (Educational), Screen Snapshots, Krazy Kat
cartoon, news. Gross: $8,200.

"CALL OF THE FLESH" (M-G-M)
STRAND— (1,900). 35c-50c, 6 days. Other attrac-

tions: Vitaphone Variety, comedy, news, Davy Lee
in person. Gross: $7,100.

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" (Radio)
RTTZ—(1,146). 25c-35c, 6 days. Other attractions:

Vitaphone, news. Gross: $4,200.

"TOL'ABLE DAVID" (CoL)
PROCTOR'S RKO—(1,500), 25c-50c. 3 days. Other

attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $2,700.

"BROTHERS" (CoL)
PROCTOR'S RKO— (1,500), 25c-50c, 3 days. Other

attractions: Comedy, news. Gross: $2,950.
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Woods in Black

Since Switch to

"Indie" Owners

Chicago—The surprising prosperity of

the Woods theatre under Jones, Linick &
Schaefer management has brought a little

glow not only to its operators but to local

exchanges, as well. Earnings since the

theatre passed from circuit to independent
management have been consistently higher,

and inasmuch as the house plays largely on
percentage, the resultant increase in revenue
for the exchanges has been appreciable.

Though exact figures are not available, it

is estimated that the grosses at the Woods
in the past two months have averaged $5,000
a week better than when the house was
circuit operated. The Woods also provides

a major outlet in the Loop for independent
product, and in consequence it has proved
a boon to the independent distributors in

recent months. An example is found in the
recent prosperous run of "Today," a Majes-
tic picture. Security exchange, the local

distributor, found its revenue boosted almost
$5,000 above normal expectancy by the
Woods engagement, during which it grossed
nearly $28,000. Had the Woods been under
circuit management, the best booking the
picture could have obtained would have been
the diminutive Castle where, though its run
undoubtedly would have been longer, the
best possible gross would have been 50 per
cent less.

Exchanges other than independents are
also getting better breaks from the Woods
than heretofore.

Chi Film Board
Stages Benefit

Chicago—Film Board of Trade here spon-
sored charitable contributions which re-

sulted in donations of 50 baskets of food,
ample to care for the Christmas require-
ments of families of six persons each. Dis-
tributions were made by city salesmen from
the various exchanges, who cooperated with
recognized charitable organizations in the
work.
The Film Board also contacted numerous

hospitals and similar organizations during
the holiday season ; obtaining feature pic-
tures for them from exchanges as required.

Wabash Ave.—South

CHICAGO.
THE mammoth Auditorium Theatre, former

home of the Chicago Civic Opera, has been

chosen for a showing of "The Woman Who
Was Forgotten" (Levy), we are told. If true,

it looks as though a lot of other things might

have been forgotten, too.

* * *

Ed Horn is the new press agent for Warner
theatres in this territory and, making his head-

quarters at the Coston offices on the sixth floor

of the Warner building, he will double on ex-

change publicity at the slightest provocation.

His specialty is flooding the Loop streets ivith

pretty girls carrying Orpheum Theatre adver-

tising on their backs.

* * *

Filmack was given the assignment for the

press books on Willis Kent's picture, "Chisel-

ers of Hollywood," which, you may or may
not know, was known as "Gold-diggers of

Hollywood" until Warners heard about it.

They had a title that sounded like it not so

long ago, but Kent claims he never heard of

"Gold-diggers of Broadway."
* * *

Film and theatre men are up to their tvell

knozvn necks in charity work right now. Bene-

fit performances, free shows for the hospitaled

and the underprivileged, and food baskets for

the poor are among their endeavors.
* * *

Lester Retchin (Howard Theatre) off for

Los Angeles to escape chilblains and be on
hand for the opening of Neighbor Gumbiner's
new Hollywood Theatre, in which Chaplin's

"City Lights" will be world-premiered.
* * *

RKO exchange attaches will present their

popular boss with a knockout desk set on
Christmas Eve.

* * *

"Important business" may take Aaron Sap-
erstein to New York over the holidays.

* * *

Rita Theatre, Bcnvyn, gutted by fire of un-
known origin last zveek, which did $50,000
damages.

* * *

Courshan's and Solomon's Admiral opens as

a swell place Christmas Day. The manage-
ment has had to do a lot of arguing with Para-
mount, Fox, Warners and Metro to get what
they thought was their proper position in re-

lation to the Rivoli.

* * *

Mugs pointed revolvers at Mrs, Bessie
Dickey, cashier at Warners' Stratford, and
walked away with the evening's receipts.

* * *

Bill Brumberg has been giving government
hospitals such swell service on Radio pictures
they are writing him letters of gratitude now.
One from Kathleen Gunckel, director of Red
Cross service at the Edward Hines Junior

Voice of People

Much too Feeble

For 'Blues' Ears

Chicago—Despite the fact that the resi-

dents of Evanston, "silk-stocking" suburb,
voted in favor of Sunday pictures in a refer-

endum, they will have to do without their

Sabbath film entertainment. "The majority
rules" seems to be just a gag in that city,

which is the national headquarters of the

W. C. T. U.
The theatre interests went to court when

the city council didn't seem to have its ears

tuned in on the wave length of the voice of

the people, but Judge Sullivan ruled that the

exhibitors' redress lay in legislative, instead

of judicial, action.

Judge Sullivan found that the referendum
in question "has no effect on the action of

the city council other than to indicate the

desire of the people. To enforce the decision

of the referendum it is necessary to elect

persons so inclined to the council," he said.

The Evanston city council had refused to

act and repeal the prohibitory ordinance fol-

lowing the election. Thereupon, the theatres

sought the injunction against the police pre-

paratory to opening on Sundays.
Original hearings of the petition had been

reported on favorably by Master in Chan-
cery George E. Gorman. Judge Sullivan,

too, had indicated sympathy with the theatre

interests earlier in the hearings when he
volunteered the opinion that all blue laws
involved religious discrimination and were
unconstitutional. In his final ruling, how-
ever, he modified this opinion.

The Union Bank of Chicago, receivers

for the Varsity Theatre, Evanston. origina-

tors of the injunction proceeding in this in-

stance, plan an appeal.

Hospital, won a print of "Check and Double
Check" for the veteran's Christmas Day per-

formance.
* * *

Tom Reidy, former Warner salesman, will

open the Parkside soon. This makes two for

Tom.
* * *

Kid business is reported to be swell during

the first days of the Christmas holidays.

They're keeping the lobby Santas busy hand-
ing out candy bars.

* * *

Tiffany is running a national bookers' play
date drive from, December 20 to February 15.

Charlie Lindau says his was off to a swell

start unth Pubtix taking "The Third Alarm"
and eight King Vidor westerns for every Il-

linois and Indiana situation.

KANE
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I
is an old complaint that Hollywood kills

talent, kills it because huge, soulless organ-

izations can neither tolerate talent nor under-

stand it. The fact has been made familiar to us

by the fate of several foreign and American
actors and directors who went to Hollywood with

the reputation of distinguished artists. It would
be an exaggeration to say that all of them have

lx"en crushed by the machine, but happy excep-

tions undeniably have been very few. Perhaps

Serge Eisenstein, the cancellation of whose con-

tract with the Paramount Company has recently

been announced, should thank the gods for es-

caping with his skin
; the intelligent public, how-

ever, cannot but feel disappointed at the blasting

of its hopes for higher standards of art from
Hollywood as the result of Eisenstein's vital-

izing influence.-

I i in the case of Eisenstein one suspects con-

siderations other than artistic to have been the

cau^e of his retirement, two recent films must
be ascribed wholly to artistic ignorance and
crass commercialism. "Kismet" (Hollywood),
with Otis Skinner in the principal role, illus-

trates the blight of ignorance. One recalls a

highly symbolic little episode that occurred in

the same Hollywood Theatre a few months
earlier. A short film was shown as one of the

opening items on the program. It commemo-
rated the silver anniversary of the cinematic

activities of Messrs. Warner Brothers, and a

galaxy of the company's stars was gathered

for the occasion around a horseshoe table and
introduced to the audience. What with the

stellar smiles and occasional songs and the gen-

eral splendor of the surroundings, the scene

undoubtedly was very impressive, if rather dull.

The fly in the ointment was the intolerably

bright little girl, appropriated called "Miss
Vitaphone," who did the introducing. But the

unintended symbolism of the scene was revealed

elsewhere. The unannounced old gentleman who
opened the proceedings by introducing the im-

possible child was none other than Mr. Otis

Skinner himself. Somehow one cannot help

feeling that in his present film, "Kismet," Mr.
Skinner has been served by his producers with

as little respect for his talent as he was in that

affair of the celebration. One would have

thought that the presence of an actor of Mr.
Skinner's attainments would have inspired the

producers and directors with the desire to sec-

ond his imaginative effort.

They might have remembered, for instance,

that the stage play, second-rate pastiche that

it was, had swing and vigor that sprang from
its color, from its exaggerated action, from its

grotesque characterization. Because of that it

showed speed even on the slow-moving stage.

But the only trace of color to be found in the

film is that preserved in the contrasts and re-

sourceful virtuosity of Mr. Skinner's acting.

With its slow and even tempo, with its lack

of color and contrast, the film represents no
more than a humdrum display of Hollywood's
Oriental lore, and fails miserably to bring into

relief Mr. Skinner's beautiful diction and mas-
terful technique.

"The Playboy of Paris" (Paramount), fea-

turing Maurice Chevalier, is another instance

of indifference to talent. That the picture is

amusing in its crude way and is a great box-
office success should not blind us to the fact

that we are actually witnessing the burial of

a very gifted artist with an effervescent and
impish personality under the weight of the

obvious banalities of juvenile comedy. M. Chev-
alier is being Americanized, Hollywood style,

and if this goes on a little longer there will

be no Maurice Chevalier left.

—

Alexander Bak-
shy in The Nation.

A Mexican revolution is like a scene
on a movie lot. If it doesn't take well
they have to shoot it over again.

—

Judge.

Dusting the Stars
"The 'Tol-able David' film stars a

newcomer stage-named Richard Crom-
well, who never before appeared on
the stage or the screen," writes Win-
chell in the New York Mirror.
"He is 19 years of age. Some critics

turned in sugary reports about his
adroit playing. Others were less en-
thusiastic. The Columbia Pictures firm
had exhausted the supply of all avail-

able youths in Hollywood, taking 121

tests of applicants, none of which
made a favorable impression.
"Cromwell ankled in one day and,

cornering an executive, said: T think
I ought to be considered for the role

—

on the ground that I read the book!'
This made such an impression on the
executive, Cromwell was signed, the
executive never having read a book,
and so he was immensely impressed.
"Cromwell's name is now in Broad-

way bulbs. He was engaged at $50 per
week, but the legal department of the
company insisted that his wage be
tilted to $125 per week after it dis-

covered that the California statutes
permitted any one to break a contract
and quit who earned less than $6,000 a
year."

THERE'S
Rialto today

C* OR mental processes that are weird the mo-
*• tion picture producer is peculiar. Take the
the case of Ina Claire and Donald Ogden
Stewart's stage play, "Rebound."

After Ina's first movie her producers bought
off her contract. They were willing to pay
her a large sum of money not to appear in

their pictures.

The play was a success on the New York
stage but the movie gods would have none of it.

Not screen material, they said.

Mrs. John Gilbert got mad, and when that
lady's dander is up she can get plenty mad.
She decided she was going to make the pro-
ducers see she was an actress, and couldn't be
thrown out without a showdown. So she pro-
duced "Rebound" in a Hollywood theatre and
made it such a social affair that none of the
producers could avoid being at her opening.
Next day Ina was offered a contral by one

company, and another bought the play.

—

Photo-
play.

* * *

Buddy Rogers says "Yes, ma'am!" and
"No, ma'am!" when addressing a lady.
Except on the very rare occasions when
he goes dancing or to the theater, he goes
to bed at nine o'clock. Between scenes at
the studio, he plays the piano on the set,

or goes to his dressing room and prac-
tices exuberantly on the dozen or so in-
struments he keeps there— trombone,
violin, banjo, traps, all the paraphernalia
of the jazz tliat is so dear to his heart.

—Picture Play.

lot of talk along the Movie
to the effect that Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer is grooming Robert Mont-
gomery, a great screen bet, to fill the shoes of

John Gilbert. Poor John, as you know, has
fallen victim to the talkies after having held

sway for years as one of the greatest bets the

silent pictures could present.

Jack Gilbert was probably the greatest lover

upon the screen before the films found their

voice. But his voice was revealed in dialogue
stage play, "Rebound."
This, of course, cut his popularity terrifically.

This was a shame, naturally, but it was one of

those things which could not be helped.

Meanwhile, Robert Montgomery came from
the stage, and immediately clicked with the

audiences. And, after several superb portray-

als, he now has been cast opposite Greta Garbo,
where Gilbert used to be. Montgomery's fan
mail has been growing by leaps and bounds
and, after all, this is the greatest barometer
which producers have to go by.

—

Gerhard in

N. Y. Eve. World.

* * *

Time was when you could scare a
theatre-owner into convulsions by tell-

ing him that this or that was not in-

teresting the children. But lately he
doesn't scare so easily, because he has
discovered that about 5% of his pat-
ronage comes from persons under 16

years of age. Columbia University in

New York analyzed a theatre audience
for a week. In that time 150,000 peo-
ple passed through its doors. Of the
total number there were 8,250 under
21 years of age, only a small number
being children.
And another odd circumstance was

discovered. Children under 12 years
remembered very little of the details

of any picture, but they disliked the
wrongdoers very positively. But how
they liked heroes! Lindbergh, Tom
Mix and Doug Fairbanks outclassed
all the villains and bedimmed all the
crime.—M. P. Classic.

* * *

Fire water : A scenario writer and his friends

were enjoying a peaceful Hollywood party the

other evening, when the door suddenly opened
and several firemen rushed in. Without a word
to the assembled company, they tore into the
bedroom, returned with armfuls of clothes

which they piled on the floor, overturned the

furniture on top and proceeded to ply the hose
on the heap. Rising jauntily to the occasion,

the scenario writer poured out a cocktail apiece.

And though the fire raged for several hours
afterwards, most of the firemen concentrated

their efforts in rescue to this particular apart-

ment, with the result that onlookers in the street

wrere amazed by the playfulness and curious

antics of the fire department. One poor chap
in particular, who had spent some time in saving
the apartment and effects of the hospitable

scenario writer, clung to a ladder with dismal
shouts for help, unable to go either up or down,
while a hilarious group of his comrades leaned
out of upper windows cheering him on.

—

Motion Picture.
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HE'S a grand actor who never got the big

lover roles which make men stars out in

Hollywood. But he was always in featured

parts, got good notices and sometimes stole the

picture from those billed above him. He went
to parties, drank, and otherwise wasted the

time he wasn't on the set and then one day he

got sick of it all. If he stayed on in the movie
colony, he argued, he would some day get' to a

point where he wouldn't ever get tired of that

kind of life, so he refused all offers and booked

passage for a far-away port. He wanted a

year to think things out. to decide on his future

and to make plans for his career.

He did stay away a whole year, didn't drink

much, went interesting places, saw interesting

people and felt he was living at last. Then his

money gave out and he went back to Cali-

fornia to sell some property there. The first

night back, all his old friends heard about his

return and they staged a big party. In fact

there was a series of big parties, one after an-

other, in honor of the traveling seeker of light,

parties that kept him in a daze arid somewhat
dimmed the thought of all those wonderful expe-

riences of the sabbatical year. Then one of the

big studios had a big part for him and he for-

got all about selling the property. He took the

job and he's back in the swim, right where he

was when he left last year. But at least he

had one year away from it.

—

N. Y . Graphic.

* * *

Robert Allen, young Dartmouth grad,

has been signed by Warners as a poten-

tial "Charles Rogers," as he has the same
sort of personality and looks that Rogers
had as "Buddy." It was Will Hays who
said that "throughout the studios the

bulk of important work is done by col-

lege graduates." Yes, we remember their

remarkable pantomime as giant apes in

"Ingagi"!—The Pathfinder
* * *

Jack Pickford postcards the recent

"tremble" in Hollywood did some-
thing for the management of the Hotel
Roosevelt its combined force of house
dicks couldn't do. It cleared the lob-

by of actors for 15 minutes.

—

O. O.
Mclntyre in iV. Y. American.

* * *

The talkies have also made life more com-
plicated for casting directors. They used to be

persecuted by ambitious people who would dash

up to their cars and begin registering fear,

anger, or despair in the middle of traffic.

Now the method of attack has changed.

Casting directors are called up in the dead of

night by amorous frogs, discontented donkeys
and cats made gaga by the light of the moon.
At least, samples of these seem to be at the

other end of the wire, although an almost hu-

man voice generally inquires afterward if the

imitation wasn't an excellent one and if such

talent doesn't merit being cast as off-stage

noise.

This, incidentally, is the chance that comes
once in a lifetime to the really good imitator

of animal or bird conversation. A number of

busy actors in Hollywood have never appeared

on the screen; they serve off-stage as crying

babies, twittering canaries and bullfrogs croak-

ing in a dismal swamp.—AT. }'. World

Double Trouble
Chicago.— More and better com-

plaining over theatre business in the
neighborhoods than the town has
heard in many years is now in vogue.
Making allowances for the seasonal
slump expected during December, ex-

hibitors maintain that grosses are still

far below what they should be. A
peculiarity is that the most emphatic
statements of this kind come from the
owners of houses which have been
and are double featuring. The slump
is being felt particularly where top-

heavy programs have been cutting in-

to the profits for months. Little

seasonal effect is evidenced at the
Loop first runs, where business re-

mains normal and a good picture still

does good business.

MOVIE screens are being worn larger

this fall. Four different companies are

issuing pictures for exhibition on mag-
nificent expanses, and are trying desperately
to convince the public (and themselves) that

this is the most sensational innovation since

the introduction of sound.
This sudden rush toward bigger, if not bet-

ter, films provides convincing proof, although
proof isn't really needed, of the lamentable
condition of the movie business at the present
sad time. Whenever the moguls of Hollywood
start dealing in novelties, you can safely bet
that they're desperate.

There is certainly no harm in these attempts
to increase the moving pictures' scope. Let
them have all the room that the dimensions of
the theatres will allow. It would be absolutely
fatal, however, to diminish the camera's power
of concentration which is just what the big
screen is most likely to do.

There is no reason why the movies shouldn'c
fill a screen a hundred feet square—when they
have something to fill it with, as, for example,
the Grand Canyon, or the Himalaya Mountains,
or the great war, or Wallace Beery.
There are, however, equally dramatic sub-

jects that are best when seen on a small scale,

and without added distractions ; for instance,

Charlie Chaplin's upper lip, Greta Garbo's left

eyebrow, or the butterfly that played in the

final scene of "All Quiet on the Western Front."
What is needed most is an easily convertible

screen, which can be expanded to prodigious
size whenever necessary to accommodate the

Leviathans, and then irised down to the one
pin-prick of light which reveals the trivial but
incalculably important detail.

—

Robert E. Sher-
wood in N. Y. Post.

IF Hollywood is taking itself too seriously all

it has to do is stop and consider "Once in a

Lifetime." It's a new Broadway play, a terrific

satire on motion pictures. It lambasts pro-

ducers, directors, writers and actors. It makes
merciless fun of everything movie. And it is

so hilariously funny that all New York is push-

ing and shoving to see it.

It knocks the high hat right off Hollywood's

head. I recommend it to every producer, direc-

tor, and star—everybody, in fact, connected with

this grand little industry o' ours. "Once in a

Lifetime" may hurt in places ; it's cruel, caustic,

not always strictly truthful; and if you have

ever had anything to do with making, marring,

or reviewing a motion picture you'll crawl out

on your hands and knees. But it will make you
laugh so hard you won't be able to carry a

grudge away with you. And any producer or

star whose self-esteem it punctures should have

seen Jesse Lasky and Adolph Zukor, two of the

Big Men of the movies, laughing at the lecture,

at the first night. These gentlemen are good
sports.—Delight Evans in Screenland.

Out in Hollywood they pick a title

and then make a play for it. The
same system is used by some Ameri-
can heiresses when they go abroad.
—Judge.

Will Rogers never said anything
truer than "the bigger they are the
easier they are to kid." We once made
a series of outrageous cartoons kidding
the Secretary of War, who wrote us a
nice letter asking for a full set of our
drawings for his scrap album. Re-
cently a "Big (?) Producer" canceled
his Script because we made a joke
about his company.—Rob Wagner's
Script.

Our French movie friends are hard
to please. They lambasted us until

we quivered with terror because they
said we did not appreciate their French
artists. Now they have a mad at

Maurice Chevalier because we ap-
preciated him too much. On his re-

cent trip back to Paris, he found him-
self soundly snubbed because he had
made a million dollars in America

—

and showed no aversion to picking up
a few more fortunes in the way of

francs for personal appearances at 4.-

000 francs per in the French theatres.

French cafes wanted him to be seen
drinking tea in their midst and charity
bazaars wanted him to appear as a
guest. The estimable Maurice agreed
to do it all—at a price.

The French complain now that he
learned too much in America. And
Chevalier, instead of beaming with
gratitude as Hollywood expected, gave
out a statement to the French news-
papers in which he said that the Am-
ericans worked him as an Arab does
a donkey. This may be true but I

haven't seen any Arab donkeys lug-
ging around a million dollar feed bag.

"// every man, woman and child in

the United States will refrain from kiss-

ing anybody for ten years tuberculosis

will decrease 50 per cent." says Basil G.
Eaves of the National Tuberculosis As-
sociation. If kissing increased the tuber-

culosis rate there wouldn't be a motion
picture actress left to tell the story.—
Ted Cook in N. Y. American.

The movie magnates, it is reported,
are going to take steps to protect
Miss Clara Bow. But you can't keep
a girl locked in her room twenty-four
hours a day.—A'. Y. Post
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Holidays Offer

Flood of Kiddie

Show Material

Exhibitors everywhere have jumped at

the opportunity offered by the holidays to

stage special shows for kiddies, in line with

regular Saturday morning performances

for juveniles or as an extra feature for the

building up of good will.

An abundance of material is available for

kid shows during this holiday season, as

evidenced by the latest group in the series

of programs suggested by Ryllis Heming-
ton, public relations director of Fox West
Coast Theatres, which appear below

:

New Year's Day, January 1
Among all people and in all ages, the first

day of the new year seems generally to have
been observed as a festival. The date has
varied widely according to the country and its

manner of reckoning time following its seasons.

March 25th was the usual date for beginning
the New Year in most Christian countries in

the Middle Ages, and England retained this

date until September 14, 1752, although the

Gregorian calendar adopted by many countries

on October 15, 1582 fixed the time as Janu-
ary 1.

In the Christian year, the new year cele-

brates the Feast of the Circumcision. The Jew-
ish civil new year, which opens with the month,
Tishri, answering roughly to our September,
is called Feast of Trumpets. Among the Chi-
nese, the day is the greatest festival of the

year, falling according to their lunar calendar,
between January 10 and February 19.

Many customs have been associated with the

day—pagan, Hebrew, Christian, social.

(a) Guests of honor: Distinguished repre-

sentatives of foreign people.

(b) Flags of all Nations displayed.

(c) Rabbi of Hebrew faith or Chinese con-
sul to tell the story of the origin and
customs of New Year's Day in various
lands.

(d) Display of dolls of all lands.

(e) Arrange with librarian for table of books
relating to children of all lands.

(f) Dancing teacher to present Chinese or
American children in costume in native
song or dance.

(g) Attendance prize: Small calendar or
Chinese doll.

Shorts:
"Children of all Worlds Series," Pathe, 1

rl. ea.

1. "Little Dutch Tulip Girl"
2. "Little Indian Weaver"
3. "Little Swiss Wood Carver"
4. "Wee Scotch Piper"
"The Year" (Four Seasons—Nature) Pathe,

1 rl.

* * *

Saturday, January 3—
Suggestion No. 1

Paul Revere (birthday) Jan. 1, 1735-1818.
Silversmith, engraver, patriot, soldier.

(a) Guests of honor:
1. Daughters of the American Colonists
2. Daughters of the American Revolution
3. Colonial Dames.

(b) Display American flags.

(c) Reader to describe the dramatic ride of
Paul Revere and its significance.

(d) History teacher to tell the life of Paul
Revere, his work as a silversmith and
engraver, also of his outstanding patri-

otism.

(e) Singing of patriotic songs.
(f) Dancing teacher or dramatic teacher to

present boy, in costume—recitation of
"Paul Revere's Ride."

(g) Attendance prize : Toy minute men, or
book of Paul Revere's life.

High Finance
San Diego—Two hundred $1 bills

were used for purchases aggregating
$20,000 in one week's time in a unique
test sponsored here by Lester J.

Fountain of Fox West Coast Theatre.
The bills were paid to employes of

the circuit's houses and to each was
attached a card reading: "Whoever
receives this dollar for a purchase is

asked to immediately spend it with
some one. The object of this cam-
paign is to show the purchasing power
of $1. Watch the Union every morning
and see what each dollar has accom-
plished. Each purchaser is asked to

sign the card and fill out self-explana-

tory lines."

These lines called for the name of

the buyer, where he spent the $1 and
what article he purchased. The the-

ory was that the dollar, if kept in

circulation, would do a great amount
of good. Each person who held a dol-

lar bill after it had been spent 99

times received two tickets to a Fox
show by presenting the bill at the
box-office for checking.

(h) Cooperate with art store for window
display of Paul Revere's picture or pic-

tures of Colonial life—with card an-

nouncing the Junior Matinee celebration.

(i) Arrange with book store for window dis-

play of books of early American life.,

especially relating to the life of Paul
Revere.. with card calling attention to

Junior Matinee celebration.

Features :

1. "Connecticut Yankee" (comedy) Fox,
7 rls.

2. "Lights of Old Broadwav," M.G.M., 7 rls.

3. "Little Old New York," M.G.M., 7 rls.

4. "Geo. Washington Jr." (W. Barry) War-
ner, 5 rls.

Shorts :

1. "Paul Revere" (comedv) Univ., 1 rl.

2. "A Yankee Doodle Boy," Pathe, 1 rl.

* * *

Saturday, January 3—
Suggestion No. 2

Emancipation of Negroes and Slaves went
into Effect in Accordance with Lin-
coln's Proclamation, Jan. 1, 1863.

(a) Guests of honor: Civil War veterans.

(b) History teacher to tell children of the

origin and scope of slavery and explain

why slavery was common to the South-
ern states and did not extend beyond the

Mason and Dixon line.

(c) Local judge or civic official to explain

the meaning of the Emancipation Proc-
lamation, its effect on negroes.

(d) Prominent education or librarian to tell

of the education of negroes, naming some
of the outstanding negro educators . .

Booker T. Washington, and others.

(e) Cooperate with librarian for table dis-

playing books relating to slavery and
this period in history.

(f) Attendance prize: Story of life of

Booker T. Washington.
Features :

Abraham Lincoln," First

8 rl.

"Hearts in Dixie
6 rls.

"Bugle Call" (Civil War) M. G.
6 rls.

Kentucky) (horse race)

7 rls.

Brave" (Civil War) Para.,

Nat'l., silent

(colored cast) Fox,

M„

(Historical) United Artists,

"In Old
M. G. M.,

5. "Only the
6 rls.

6. "America"
11 rls.

7. "Topsy and Eva" (comedy) U. A., 8 rls.

"Uncle Tom's Cabin" (slavery) Univ.,

12 rls.

Shorts :

1. "Lincoln," Pathe, 1 rl.

Wise Showmen
Stage Matinees

For Youngsters

2. "Deep South" (song sketch) Pathe, 1 rl.

3. "Dixie Days" (fable) Pathe, 1 rl.

4. "Fried Chicken" (Dixie cartoon) Educ,
1 rl.

5. "In a Music Shop" (Dixie composer) Fox,
1 rl.

6. "Marching On" (Civil War soldier) Fox,
1 rl.

7. "Old Black Joe" (screen song) Para.,

1 rl.

8. "Old Black Joe" (Negro songs) Tiffany,

2 rls.

9. "Plantation" (Negro songs and dances)
Tiffany, 2 rls.

10. "Virginia Judge" (monologue) M. G. M. f

1 rl.

11. "Swanee River" (cartoon) All Star, 1 rl.

12. "Mammy" (piccaninnies) 1929 Pathe Re-
view No. 16.

* * *

Saturday, January 3—
Suggestion No. 3

Sir Isaac Newton (birthday) Jan. 4, 1642-

1727.

English astronomer and mathematician.

(a) Guests of honor:
1. Officers of Daughters of British

Empire.
2. Local astronomers.

(b) Display American and British flags.

(c) Local astronomer or physics teacher to

tell of the life of Sir Isaac Newton..
his discovery of the law of gravitation
and its value. (Illustrate this law.)

(d) If possible secure mounted telescope for

display in front of theatre, with card
announcing birthday of Sir Isaac New-
ton.

(e) Arrange with library for display of
books and maps relating to astronomy.

Shorts :

1. "Planetarium" (telescopic study) 1930
Pathe Review No. 43, 1 rl.

2. "Ethermist" (pictorial poem) 1930 Pathe
Review No. 25, 1 rl.

* * *

Saturday, January 3—
Suggestion No. 4

Jakob Ludwig Karl Grimm (birthday) Jan. 4,

1785-1863.

German philologist, famous for the fairy tales

which he collected and published in collabora-
tion with his brother Wilhelm.

(a) Guests of honor

:

1. Members of Writers Club.
2. Story teller from library.

3. Kindergarten teachers.

(b) Display of American and German flags.

(c) Singing of American and German songs.

(d) Representative from children's depart-
ment of library to tell interesting things

in the life of Jakob Grimm, .naming
some of his most popular fairy tales and
close with the telling of the favorites.

(e) Dancing teacher or kindergarten teacher
to present, in costume, some of the

characters in Grimm's fairy tales. Prize:
small copy of Grimm's fairy tales.

(f) Arrange with book store for window
display of Grimm's fairy tales with card
announcing the Junior Matinee celebra-

tion.

(g) Cooperate with library for table of fairy

tales—Grimm's and others.
Features :

1. "Wizard of Oz" (fairy tale) All Star,

7 rls.

2. "Little Robinson Crusoe" M-G-M, 6 rls.

3. "Kiss for Cinderella" (fairy tale) Para.,

10 rl.

4. "Peter Pan" (Betty Bronson) Para.,

10 rls.
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To Fight Tax
Louisville— Exhibitors here operat-

ing theatres in Indiana are planning

to get behind showmen of that state

if movement of the Indiana Farm
Bureau for revision of taxes to in-

clude a tax on amusements, tobacco

among other things, becomes serious.

5. "The Magic Garden," R. K. O., 7 rls.

6. Babv Peggy Fairy Tales—Univ., 2 rls.

7. "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves," Fox,

5 rls.

8. "Mvsterious Island" (sub. fantasy)

M-G-M, 8 rls.

9. "The Black Pirate," U. A., 11 rls.

10. "Robinhood" (D. Fairbanks) U. A., 11 rls.

11. "Alice in Wonderland," Pathe, 5 rls.

Shorts :

1. "Artists Reverie" (fantasy) Para., 1 rl.

2. "Booklovers" (fantasy), Para., 1 rl.

3. "The Clock Shop," M. G. M., 2 rls.

4. "Dance of the Paper Dolls," Warner, 1 rl.

5. "Doll Shop" (Mother Goose) Warner,
1 rl.

6. "Dresden Dolls" (dance fantasy) Para.,

1 rl.

7. "Enchanted Forest" (dancing fairies) Tif-

fany, 1 rl.

8. "The Goose Girl" (fairy story) Coop.,

3 rls.

9. "A Holiday in Storyland," Warner, 1 rl.

10. "The Merry Dwarfs" (cartoon) Col., 1 rl.

11. "Midnight in a Toy Shop" (cartoon) Col.,

1 rl.

12. "The Old Woman That Lived in the

Wood" (Fairy tale), Coop., 3 rls.

13. "Santa's Toy Shop" (fantasy) Pathe,

1 rl.

14. "Story Book Parade" (children's ballet),

Para., 1 rl.

15. "Toys" (song and dance specialty), Para.,

1 rl.

16. "Wedding of Jack and Jill," Warner, 1 rl.

* * *

Saturday, January 3—
Suggestion No. 5

Joseph Jacques Cesaire Joffre (birthday)

Jan. 4, 1852.

French general and Field Marshal, victor of

the Marne.
(a) Guests of honor:

1. French Consul.
2. Members of French family.

3. French war veterans.

(b) Display American and French flags.

(c) Singing of "Star Spangled Banner" and
"Marseillaise."

(d) French war veteran or officer in Ameri-
can army to tell of Joffre's life as a
soldier.

(e) Bugle Corps R. O. T. C. to give regu-
lation army bugle calls, explaining sig-

nificance.

(f) Arrange for lobby display of army relics.

(g) Dancing teacher or public school teach-
er to present children in "Parade of the
Wooden Soldiers."

(h) Attendance prize : Book of life of Gen.
Joffre.. toy French soldiers.. or little

French doll.

Features :

1. "The General" (comedv) U. A., 8 rls.

2. "Lost at the Front"—First Nat'l., 5 rls.

3. "Tin Hats" (doughboy comedy) M. G. M.,
7 rls.

4. "Behind the Front" (Beerv-Hatton) Para.,

6 rls.

5. "Wings" (war drama) Para., 12 rls.

6. "Big Parade" (John Gilbert) M. G. M.,
11 rls.

S horts :

1. "American Legion in Paris," Fox, 1 rl.

2. "Over There Today," Pathe
3. "Parlez Vous" (soldier comedy) Univ.,

2 rls.

4. "So Quiet on the Canine Front" (comedy)
M. G. M., 2 rls.

Saturday, January 10—
Suggestion No. 1

Robert Morrison (birthday) Nov. 5, 1782-

1S34.

English missionary, founder of Protestant

missions in China.

(a) Guests of honor :

1. Foreign Missionaries

2. Officers of Missionary Society.

(b) Display flags of American, England and

China.
(c) A missionary to tell briefly of work

done in China—schools, colleges, hos-

pitals.

(d. Representative of Chamber of Commerce
to tell of importance of China—size,

climate, customs and costumes of the

people, imports, exports and culture.

(e) Display of articles of Chinese manu-
facture including toys.

(f) Group of children in Chinese costume to

give sketch or playlet illustrating games
of Chinese children.

(g) Attendance prize : Chinese toy.

Features :

1. "China Bound" (Kane-Arthur) M. G. M.,

6 rls.

2. "Son of the Gods" (Chinese romance)
First Nat'l., 8 rls.

3. "Shanghai Bound" (R. Dix) Para., 6 rls.

4. "Welcome Danger" (H. Lloyd) Para.,

11 rls.

Shorts:
1. "Streets of Mystery" (Chinese) Pathe,

1 rl.

2. "Two Little Chinese Maids," Para. 1 rl.

3. "A Chinatown Fantasy," Para., 1 rl.

4. "A Chinese Flower Boat," Tiffany, 1 rl.

5. "Lair of Chang How" (Pirate Boats)
Pathe, 1 rl.

6. "China's Old Man River" M. G. M., 1 rl.

7. "Chinese Blues" (comedy) Univ., 2 rls.

8. "Golden Pagoda" (Indo-China) Pathe,

1 rl.

9. "The Imperial City" (Peking) All Star,

1 rl.

10. "Land of Long Ago" (Scenic of China)
Col., 1 rl.

11. "Laundry Blues" (Fable—Chin. Laundry)
Pathe, 1 rl.

12. "Love That Kills" (Vagabond series)

Pathe, 1 rl.

13. "Peep at Peking" (Chinese customs)
M. G. M., 1 rl.

14. "Temple of Silence" (Indo China) Pathe,
1 rl.

* * *

Saturday, January 10—
Suggestion No. 2

Shigenobu Okuma (Marquis Okuma)
(birthday) Jan. 10, 1838-1922.

Japanese statesman.
(a) Guests of honor:

1. Consul.
2. Government representative.

3. Or prominent Japanese family.

(b) Display of American and Japanese flags.

(c) Japanese Consul, Chamber of Commerce
representative or school teacher to de-

scribe Japan—size, climate, products,
customs and costumes of the people.

(d) Art or department store to display
article of Japanese manufacture—espe-
cially toys, also pictures ; card announc-
ing Junior Matinee.

(e) Invite library to arrange table of books
relating to Japan.

(f) Dancing teacher to present children in

Japanese costume—in tumbling act, or
short skit.

(g) Invite primary teacher to present sand
table of Japan as worked out by chil-

dren in class work.
(h) Ask geography teacher to tell very

briefly of government of Japan, also

interests and activities of the children.

(i) Attendance prize: Japanese doll, book
or toy.

Shorts:
1. "The Japanese Bowl," Warner, 1 rl.

2. "Pearl" (Japanese Pearl Fishing) 1929
Pathe Review No. 11, 1 rl.

3. "Shooting the Hadzu Rapids," 1930 Pathe

Tough
Racine, Wis.—For two weeks the

eight theatres here were closed, ow-
ing to the labor dispute, and the pop-

ulace was so hard up for recreation

that the public library officials proud-
ly announced that business was great

in the tome dens.

Rev. No. 19.

4. "Banzai" (Japanese Fencing) 1930 Pathe
Rev. No. 22.

5. "Babies" (Niponese Infants) 1930 Pathe
Rev. No. 27.

6. "Riotous Drama from old Nippon" 1930

Pathe Rev. No. 15, 1 rl.

7. "Glories of Nikko" (Views of Japanese
city) M. G. M., 1 rl.

* * *

Saturday, January 10—
Suggestion No. 3

Charles Perrault (birthday) Jan. 12. 1628-

1703.

Frenchwriter. He put into readable form,
"Cinderella," "Puss in Boots," "Little Red Rid-

ing Hood," "Bluebeard," and other tales which
form an indispensable part of fairy lore.

The Brothers Grimm ; Hans Christian Ander-
sen, and Perrault can well be honored in Janu-
ary with a fairy program by reading some of

their tales or by a game of their fairy charac-

ters.

(a) Guests of honor :

1. Members of Writers Club.

2. Librarian from Children's Depart-

ment.
(b) Librarian to tell the story of the life of

Charles Perrault, naming some of his

most popular fairy stories.

(c) Story teller or reader from library or
school to read one of the above men-
tioned fairv stories.

(d) Local dancing teacher to present play-

let based upon one of Perrault's stories.

(e) Cooperate with library and book store

for tables of Perrault's, Grimm's and
Anderson's fairy stories—with card an-
nouncing Junior Matinee celebration.

(f) Encourage children to attend matinee in

costume of characters from fairy tales :

give recognition.

(g) Doorman dressed in costume of "Jack,
the Giant Killer."

(h) Attendance prize: small book of fairy

tales.

Features :

1. "Treasure Island," Fox, 6 rls.

2. "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves," Fox,
5 rls.

3. "Robinhood" (Fairbanks) U. A., 11 rls.

4. "Thief of Bagdad" (Fairbanks) U. A.,

12 rls.

5. "Through the Looking Glass' (Alice in

Wonderland) Pathe. 5 rls.

6. "Wizard of Oz" (Fairy tale) All Star.
7 rls.

7. "Kiss for Cinderella" (Fairy tale) Para.,
10 rls.

S horts :

1. "Holiday in Storyland," Warner, 1 rl.

2. "Story Book Parade," Paramount, 1 rl.

3. "Merry Dwarfs" (Silly Sym.) Col.. 1 rl.

4. "Old Woman Who Lived in the Woods"
(Fairy tale) Cooperative, 3 rls.

5. "Goose Girl" (Fairy tale) Cooperative,
3 rls.

6. "Wedding of Jack and Jill," Warner. 1 rl.

7. "Enchanted Forest" (Technicolor) Tif-

fany, 1 rl;

8. "Booklovers" (Mus. fantasy) Para., 1 rl.

9. "Mary's Little Lamb," All Star.

10. "Cinderella" (Silly Sym.) Col., 1 rl.

Kooler-Aire in Deal
Kooler-Aire Engineering Corp. has closed

with Belanger Fan & Blower Co., Detroit,

whereby the latter will represent Arctic

Nu-Air and Kooler-Aire in Michigan.
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Opinions on Pictures

A Soldier's Plaything
{Warners)

Funny, but Hectic
{Reznewed by Bill Crouch)

THIS talker, which rates as average pro-
gram fare, has one redeeming feature—the

splendid performance by Harry Langdon. The
sad-faced comedian steals practically every
scene he is in and gets plenty of laughs while

doing it. Should stack up okay for the regular

week runs and find good patronage in the split

week spots. Plug the Langdon name and Ben
Lyon moniker for best results.

Roy Del Ruth, who directed, evidently found
the story not strong enough to carry the piece,

so he resorted to old fashioned comedy gags

—

and it wasn't a bad idea. Langdon is given

plenty of footage in which to put over his

brand of comedy and he does so in great style.

Ben Lyon and Lotti Loder carry the flimsy

love story and are adequate for their parts.

The tale is about two lads, Langdon and
Lyon, who join the army; Langdon because

he wants to, and Lyon because he wants to

escape gangsters who are after him for a crime
which he did not commit. The time spent

during the war is passed up with explanatory
subtitles md the real action takes place when
the lads are sent to Germany with the army of

occupation. Here Lyon falls for the winning
ways of a bright eyed fraulein and he proposes.

He is afraid to marry her on account of the

reception he feels he wr ill get when he returns

to the States. All is made happy, however,
when he runs across Fred Kohler—the man he
thought he had killed—driving an army truck.

This sets Lyon at rest and he marries the girl.

The story is decidedly episodic and kept alive

by numerous comedy sequences supplied by
Langdon. A great deal of the footage shows
the boys playing nurse maid to a bunch of
horses, but the comedy supplied here helps to

dominate over the rather uncouth surround-
ings. The piece moves fast throughout and
this aids materially.

The performance by Langdon overshadows
the other characters decidedly and makes the

talker worthwhile as screen amusement. Lyon
does well with a role that has little to offer.

Use anything but slapstick comedy with this.

Produced and distributed by Warners. Directed by
Michael Curtiz. Story, screen version and dialogue
by Vina Delmar. Screen play by Perry Vekroff.
Photographed by Chick McGill. Edited by Jo KiUi-
fer. Length, 5,050 feet. Running time, 55 minutes.
Release date not set.

THE CAST
Tim Harry Langdon
Grandfather Jean Hersholt
Hank ^..Fred Kohler
Gretchen Lotti Loder
Georgie Ben Lyon
Capt. Plover Noah Beery
Herman Otto Matiesen
Corporal Lee Moran
Lola Marie Astaire
Joe Frank Campeau

The Dawn Trail
(Columbia)

Weak Western
(Reviewed by Jack Grant)

THIS is the one about the sheep herder-
cow puncher range feud. You know, Buck

Jones is the sheriff trying to keep peace be-
tween rival camps. Strictly three-times-a week
or daily change grind stuff.

The story becomes a trifle complicated at

times—so many escapes, recaptures and chang-
ing of guns. The thing gets to be a guessing
game with the audience either three jumps
ahead or behind the sheriff.

Charles Morton, son of a wealthy cow owner,
goes on a spree which ends by his cowardly
shooting of a sheep man. Jones though in

love with Miriam Seegar, Morton's sister, must
do his duty as sheriff. Gets his man and takes
him to jail. Morton obtains gun, creases

Jones' scalp, and escapes. Cow hands go gun-

Service !

Reviews of the majority of features
reaching Broadway's screens appear
in MOTION PICTURE NEWS many
weeks before their initial appearance
on New York's main stem.
Theatre owners keeping a close

touch on new product, particularly
New York premiers, will find the chart
belowr an aid in ascertaining dates of

issues in which THE NEWS reviewed
productions in the group of current
openings:

Review
Feature Date

Along Came Youth Oct. 18

Blue Angel Nov. 22

Charlie's Aunt Dec'. 6
Cohens & Kellys in Africa Nov. 8

Devil to Pay Dec. 6

Hook, Line & Sinker Dec. 6

New Moon Oct. 25

Passion Flower Oct. 25

Sunny Oct. 11

Tom Sawyer Oct. 18

Widow from Chicago Oct. 25

Consult the Release Chart, last sec-

tion in this issue, for complete list of

features released in current months,
together with MOTION PICTURE
NEWS review dates and other impor-
tant data.

ning for sheriff who in turn escapes. Sweet-
heart finds him in faint, takes him to her room
and shelters him for the night.

Morton suspects Jones' presence, trys to cap-

ture him but sheriff turns the tables. This

time he doesn't trust jail so takes Morton to

cave and leaves him hog tied.

Meanwhile girl falls in hands of sheep herd-

ers. She is held for hostage. Jones returns

for Morton who has just wriggled out of the

rope. Socks sheriff. Ah, he is about to escape.

But no, he is recaptured.

Jones explains situation. Only hope for girl

is for Morton to give himself up to the little

shepherds. Morton agrees only to double cross

Jones and go riding toward the cowmen's
camp. Morton's father sees him coming, mis-

takes his son for an enemy and kills him.

Morton dying confesses all and the war's

over. Jones returns for the girl but she has

escaped, too. Riding valiantly, he saves her

from death under the hoofs of the stamped-
ing cattle. Happy fade out with a kiss in the

dust.

Picture has no intentional comedy but sev-

eral unintentional howls. Audience got to kid-

ding it after one particularly funny bit.

Buck Jones delivers acceptable work as the

sheriff. His riding and the well handled "weak-
ling" assignment by Charles Morton are the

only highlights of the picture. Morton wins
performance honors hands down. Miss Seegar

is irritating as the heroine.

Kids may like "The Dawn Trail" if there

isn't too much love interest for their tastes.

Use another feature or strong short support.
Produced and distributed by Columbia. Directed

by Christy Cabanne. Story by Forrest Sheldon.
Adaptation and dialogue by John Thomas Neville.

Photographed by T. D. McCord. Edited by James
Sweeney. Footage, 5,850. Running time. 65 minutes.
Release date, Nov. 28.

THE CAST
Larry Buck Jones

June Miriam Seegar
[art Charles Morton
Denton Erville AJderson
Amos Ed I*e Saint
Skeets Charles King
Cock-Eye Hank Mann
Mac Vesper Peg
Steve Slim Whitaker
Nestor Charles Brinley
Maria Inez Gomez
Settler Bob Burns
Henchman Robert Fleming

Inspiration
(M-G-M)

Box-Office Garbo
{Reviewed by Dick Crensliaw)

HARDLY the thing for 'the kiddies, but a
picture that will have a large appeal to

the Greta Garbo fans and that spells box-office.
The Swedish star put everything she had into
this picture, which is built around a plot ideal
for her type of performance. The story is

nothing out of the ordinary, the settings are
fair and the photography is good, but the act-
ing of Garbo and the supporting cast is ex-
cellent.

With Robert Montgomery in the male lead
and a group of others equally good in minor
parts, the cast of this picture is its main sell-

ing point. The talker was exceptionally well
received at its preview showing and rates as
excellent screen fare for the better class first

run houses and subsequent bookings.
The main attraction is Garbo and her acting.

Without her the picture would fall fiat as the
story is but a simple one of intense love

—

apparently written solely for Garbo. As the
lover Montgomery carries away a number of
the acting laurels.

Although Lewis Stone is given a minor role
as a rather fickle man of affairs, he adds con-
siderable to the picture, which is modern in

the extreme sense of the word. Free love is

a situation taken for granted throughout the
story.

Garbo plays the role of a sophisticated wo-
man of many affairs who falls in love with a
poor student, turning down her chance for
social success with a rich bachelor who "keeps"
her. Her love scenes with Montgomery, which
take up a great part of the footage, are very
emotional and well handled. With anyone else

in the part, these episodes would perhaps be
boring or something ridiculous.

Garbo's main idea seems to be that she must
grow tired of her lovers before they grow tired

of her. However, with Montgomery things

are different. She is the one who is in love,

while his affections for her are not so strong.

He does not approve of her mode of living nor
her former lovers. It is only her physical at-

traction that brings him back to her after

many disagreements.
Through an arrangement made by his family,

Montgomery becomes engaged to a former
childhood playmate and tells Garbo he is go-

ing to marry this girl. Garbo gets him to ad-

mit to her that he really loves her and not the

woman he is going to marry, and immediately

turns him down for a former lover who has
been in prison. Montgomery is then left free

to do as his family wishes.

Director Clarence Brown has handled the

story and players in a capable manner and the

result is a box-office picture. Marjorie Ram-
beau, Judith Vosselli, Joan Marsh, Beryl Mer-
cer and John Miljan do splendid work.
Comedy is sadly neglected and will be need-

ed to round out the program.
Produced and distributed by M-G-M. Directed by

Clarence Brown. Dialogue and adaptation by Gene
Markev. Photographed by William Daniels. Edited
by Conred Nervig. Length, 7.2CO feet. Running
time (preview), 80 minutes. Release date not set.

THE CAST
Yvonne Greta Garbo
Andre Robert Montgomery
Del Val Lewis Stone
Lulu Marjorie Rambeau
Odette Judith Vosselli

Marthe Beryl Mercer
Coutant John Miljan

Julian Montell Edwin Maxwell
Vignaud Oscar Apfel

Madelaine Joan Marsh
Pauline Zelda Sears

Liane Karen Morley
Gaby Gwen Lee
Jouvet Paul McAllister

Gavarni Arthur Hoyt
Galland Richard Tucker
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Theatre

Construction

Norman, Okla.—The New University theatre

has been opened here. It is owned by A. W.
Parr, and operated by Griffith Amusement Co.
Harry N. Britten is the manager.

* * *

Dresden, 0.—A theatre has been reopened

here under management of Warde Butler.

* * *

Joplin, Mo.—A new theatre erected here by
the Joplin Building Corp., under the supervision

of L. P. Larsen, has been leased to the Fox
Midland Theatre Corp.

* * *

Stoneham, Mass.—The Stoneham has been

reopened, owned and operated by William H.
McLaughlin.

* * *

Wauseon, O.—After being completely re-

modeled, the New Princess has been reopened.

It is owned by Ellsworth and Paul Staup. Staup
is acting as manager.

* * *

Wellston, O.—The new Markay has been

opened here. It seats 600.

* * #

Arcadia, Cal.—C. C. Conner and T. M. Con-
ner have taken over the lease of the Arcadia
theatre.

* * *

East Long Beach, Cal.—The Carter has been
reopened under management of Ray M. Rob-
bins and H. M. Popkin.

* * *

Santa Barbara, Cal.—A new theatre is being

erected here which, when completed, will have
a seating capacity of 1,900. It is owned by
Banks, Huntly & Co., and leased to Fox West
Coast Theatres. Edwards & Plunkett are the

architects and Henry I. Beller the general con-

tractor.
* * *

Ashland, Ky.—The Regent is being repaired

and will open soon under management of Frank
Mootz.

* * *

Xe\\ kirk, Okla.—Elmer Schmidt, owner of

the Palace, has leased it to M. B. (Mickey)
Beeby, who is now managing the theatre.

* * *

Milton, Wash.—The new Vox has been

opened under the management of L. B. Vaughn.
It has a seating capacity of 250.

* * *

Worchester, Mass.—The Plymouth has been
reopened under management of the Plymouth
Theatre Co. Clarence E. Robbins is managing
director.

* * *

Latrobe, Pa.—Indiana County Theatres Co.,

which recently took over the Grand, has ap-

pointed John George as local manager.

* * *

Meriden, Conn.—A new Fox-Poli theatre has

been erected here under supervision of Arthur

J. Benline.
* * *

Dayjon, O.—After being closed for a time,

the Salem has reopened. It is managed by the

owner, W. C. Chesborough.

Eureka, Cal.—Redwood Empire Theatres is

planning to erect a new theatre here. The an-

nouncement was made by George W. Mann.

St. Bernard, O.—The new St. Bernard will

open soon under the management of Tom Davis.
It will have a seating capacity of 1,600.

* * *

Tacoma—The RKO Orpheum has been re-

opened after extensive alterations. Walesby
Construction Co. handled the general construc-
tion work.

* * *

Berlin, N. J.—The Palace has been reopened
after a complete overhauling.

* * *

New Lexington, O.—The New Lexington has
reopened under the management of Stephen
Kennedy. Lee Saunders had general charge of
the renovation and remodeling.

* * *

Fort Meyers, Fla.—-Peninsula Theatres has
reopened the Omar under management of

Myron Booth.
* * *

Alameda, Cal.—A new theatre has been
erected here under the supervision of J. Nasser.

* * *

Belle Fourche, S. D.—Black Hills Amuse-
ment Co. has erected a new theatre under the

supervision of Leo Peterson, who is manager
of the company.

* * *

Florence, Cal.—West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

is erecting a new theatre here, with a seating

capacity of 2,000.
* * *

Chestertown, N. Y.—Walter H. Wertime, of

Cohoes, N. Y., is erecting a new theatre here.

William E. Clark is the architect.

* * *

Lansing—The Lansing Theatre has recently

been reopened after being completely recon-
structed.

* * *

Augusta, Me.—The new Capitol Theatre has
opened.

* * *

Davis, Okla.—The Bison Theatre has re-

cently been reopened under the management of

Burgess.
* * *

Cedar Rapids, la.—The King Theatre has
been opened with a seating capacity of 700.

James Park was the contractor.
* * *

Denver—A new theatre is being erected here
for the Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp. When
completed it will have a seating capacity of

about 3,000.
* * *

Preston, Ida.—The New Grand Theatre has

opened here under the 1 operation of Nielson.
* * #

Plainfield, N. J.—The new Plainfield Para-
mount Theatre has opened.

* * *

Renton, Wash.—The Grand Theatre has re-

cently been opened here under the ownership
and management of Fey and Son.

* * *

Glendale—Carl W. Young is erecting a new
theatre here which will be called the Capitol.

It will have a seating capacity of 1,000.

* * *

Maysville, Ky.—The New Washington The-
atre has recently been opened here after ex-
tensive alterations. Churchhill and Gillig are

the architects and J. C. Simons, the contractor.
* * *

Athens, O.—A new theatre has been opened
here and is being operated by the Athens
Amusement Co. The playhouse, to be named
the Ohio, will have a seating capacity of more
than 300.

* * *

Windsor—A new theatre has been erected

here and is being managed by G. I. Richards.

Sidney G. Frazier is the architect and O. C.

Herdener and Son the contractor. The theatre

will have a seating capacity of 400.

Markets

Abroad

Paris — U. S. Trade Commissioner Canty
reports a definite trend toward control of the-
atres by distributors in Vienna. "Kiba" con-
trols a number of suburbans and the Schweden
and Appolo in the West End. Engel has the
Lustspiel theatre on the Prater, and just se-

cured the Elite. Wirtschafter Bros, are step-
ping forward as leaseholders of numerous
small theatres. Majority of Vienna houses are
equipped for sound.

* * *

A reorganization has taken place in the
"Hunnia" studio in Budapest. Ernst Feher
now is director and has resigned as vice-presi-
dent of the Film Fund. Roland Szonyey re-
placed him in the Film Fund by order of the
Minister of Commerce.

* * *

The German press reports a proposition sub-
mitted by the editor of an Oslo daily, whereby
the three Scandinavian national theatres in

Oslo, Kopenhagen and Stockholm would join
forces in the combined production of Scandin-
avian talkers. The suggestion follows the re-

cent banning of Norwegian legitimate actors
from appearing in talking films. The same
editor expresses the opinion that American
made talking pictures should be barred from
Scandinavia when thev feature native artists.

* * *

Osso Films of France will make future pro-
ductions in French and German versions. The
latter have already been sold, it is understood.

* * *

Following the personal recommendation of
Premier Mussolini, Commendatore Pittaluga,

Italian film leader, has been named Grande
Ufnciale of the Order of the Crown of Italy

bv Roval Decree.
* * *

German dialogue films are to be restricted

in Alsace-Lorraine. The French authorities

recently issued new regulations governing the
exhibition of German pictures. As a result

all films must bear super-imposed French sub-
titles every 10 meters. Failure to comply will

result in barring of the picture from exhibition.

The trade press insists, however, that the

cost of placing these titles will amount to auto-

matic prohibition of the showing of the pic-

tures. The regulations are expected to meet
with great opposition, since it is understood

that the German talkers have captured this

section of the French market. The suggestion

that features should be shown in both versions

alternately has been tried, apparently with con-

siderable success.

Hummel on Sales Trip
Joseph S. Hummel, executive assistant to

Sam Morris, vice-president in charge of

distribution, is on a tour of the Warner
Vitagraph and First National exchanges,

from Coast to Coast.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Managers School

LEARN Modern Theatre Management. TTirough
approved home-study methods, the Institute has
successfully trained hundreds of theatre men. Free
particulars. THEATRE MANAGERS INSTITUTE.
333 Washington Street, Elmira, New York.

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STACE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS 1437 B way
New York
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RESOLUTIONS!
WELL, here we are right in

the midst of the resolu-

tion period . . . when most
showmen make a bargain with
themselves to do . . . and not to

do . . . many different things . . .

so we may be pardoned if we
poke a little fun at the boys . . .

in general . . . and remind them
that it's a great time to make
resolutions . . . and then carry
those resolutions out to a proper
conclusion. . . .

. . . The map of showbusiness
has been greatly altered since old

man time passed out at midnight
in 1929 ... to make room for
kid Cupid the first of 1930 . . .

and ... if we can believe in

signs . . . the alteration process
is going to remain in force a
while longer. . . .

. . . What better time is there
to take stock of yourself and see
if you are found lacking in any of
the essentials necessary before
one can call oneself a showman
... if you are honest you will

soon find it easy to list quite a
few points where you might have
been . . . and could be ... a lot

more efficient than you have . . .

but don't let those shortcomings
keep you in a rut . . . just recall

them long enough to resolve that
they will be conspicuous by their
absence a year from today when
stock-taking again is in vogue. . .

. . . Have you been true to

your trust? . . . Did you play

GOOD

HEALTH-!

GOOD
CHEER —

!

GOOD
LUCK --

!

that's our

wish to

you for

the

New Year

!

"hookey" on the boss very often
last year? . . . Were you care-

less in the spending of the
theatre's money? . . . Did you
do your damndest to make your
theatre a profitable one? . . .

. . . They tell us that chain the-

atre operation is still in the
process of remodeling . . . and
that should be good news because
it ought to afford many a mana-
ger the opportunity of climbing
up the ladder a rung or two . . .

stands to reason that if the chains

are finally convinced that sea-

soned showmen are necessary to

handle the better jobs they are
going to pick the men from the

ranks . . . and we know they

won't go wrong if they do. . . .

. . . Then again . . . providing

you make a couple of non-skid

resolutions . . . you ought to be

able to rate a salary increase

break by reason of better business

and better run theatres ... as

my friend Eddie Hitchcock would
say . . . "it's in the bag" . . .

but it won't just happen all by its

lonesome . . . those are just ac-

cidents ... to get somewhere in

this racket . . . well . . . you've

just got to deliver the goods . . .

so remember that when you're

making those resolutions and tak-

ing stock . . . but if I'm all wrong
. . . just pardon the interruption

and let me say ... I thank you

. . . and a Happy New Year . . .

"Chick."
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Thompson Used Tooth
Paste When Spelling

Amos W Andy Names

With Amos 'n' Andy being
featured by Pepsodent it was
a certainty that showmen play-

the comedians' first flicker,

"Check And Double Check,"
would endeavor to tie up every

=^=^=^^=^^^=^^i store in town selling the den-
tifrice. So it is small wonder

that T. W. Thompson, manager of the Avalon Theatre in Grand
Junction, Colo., took advantage of this medium to good results.

The tie-up resulted in a guessing contest for guest tickets.

A large piece of mat board was placed in the window with
Amos 'n' Andy spelled out in pepsodent toothpaste. The idea
of the contest was to estimate how many inches of Pepsodent
was used in spelling the words. It was done in script to make
it more difficult as evidenced by no one correctly listing the
right number of inches. However, ten pairs of guest tickets
were given to the ten nearest correct. The contest provided
a lot of amusement as well as being a popular stunt. It also
helped to focus attention on the popular radio pair in their first

all-talking picture palying at the local theatre.
Prompted by the publicity that the picture would create dur-

ing its engagement at the Avalon, an ice cream company volun-
tarily asked for title cuts and heads of Amos 'n' Andy to use
in their newspaper ads. The ice cream company ran three-
column ads and gave the picture some dandy plugs as well as
advertising their special Amos 'n' Andy sundae.
The Fresh Air Taxicab was also used on the streets at the

noon hour. This dilapidated looking vehicle was lettered with
copy relative to the picture, stars, theatre and playdates.
Driven about the various sections of Grand Junction it en-

ticed many comments from the city residents, so much so that
the selling power of the campaign was aided considerably. We'd
like to hear what else Mr. Thompson is doing along the show-
line in his city, and we hope he will favor us soon with some
more accounts.

Porte Featured a

Group of Co-op Her-

alds That Clicked

In an effort to publicize his

house at small cost to himself,

Jack Porte, assistant manager
of the Avalon Theatre in

Brooklyn, N. Y., turned out
some co-operative heralds re-

cently that accomplished his

objective and at the same time
secured a lot of good-will which no doubt will come in handy
in the near future when similar stunts are pulled.

A tie-up with a cafeteria in the vicinity of the Midwood The-
atre, one of the houses on the same chain of the Avalon, netted

him some good publicity for that house. The herald, which was
paid for by the merchant, plugged "Grumpy" and the sand-

wiches which the cafeteria featured in addition to their regular

menu. Another tie-up netted Porte a herald from a beauty par-

lor. This herald plugged "Let Us Be Gay" and the copy, which
was well written, tied up the picture and the shop in one, two,
three fashion. It is always necessary, when effecting tie-ups

of this sort, to keep your copy toned so that it will help the

dealer as well as yourself. Porte accomplished this satisfying

the dealers and gaining their good-will.

The last herald that we have on hand is one that was created

to plug the recent "Happiness Week" that the circuit featured.

This herald, made possible through a tie-up with a shoe store,

contained a cut of a picture which had been purposely drawn
up so that it contained many mistakes. Readers of the heralds

were invited to list the mistakes, send them to the shoe dealers,

and the ones submitting the greatest number listed were given
free tickets to the theatre. The heralds carried the film pro-

gram for "Happiness Week," and also included a number of

coming attractions. As each one of these heralds clicked, it

leads us to believe that Porte has studied local conditions pretty
thoroughly. In view of this, Porte, how about sending us in

some more of your work so that we can look at it and pass
along any items of value it may contain.

NOW ITS OUR TURN!
THERE HAVE BEEN ALL KINDS OF CONVENTIONS,
BANQUETS AND SHINDIGS IN SHOW BUSINESS BUT
NEVER A REPRESENTATIVE GET-TOGETHER OF THE
MEN WHO ACTUALLY RUN THE THEATRES.

NO BIG SHOTS WILL BE THERE!
JUST A CROWD OF HONEST-TO-GOODNESS SHOWMEN

• MEETING OLD FRIENDS AND MAKING NEW ONES AS
THEY MINGLE TOGETHER AT THE

ROUND TABLE CLUB BEEFSTEAK!
THE SHOWMEN'S OUTSTANDING EVENT WHICH WILL
TAKE PLACE JANUARY 13TH — 11.30 P.M. — AT THE

# HOTEL ASTOR, N. Y.

IF YOU HAVE NOT MADE UP YOUR PARTY — GET
BUSY AND SEND IN YOUR RESERVATIONS AT ONCE.

FUN! FOOD! FROLIC! SURPRISES!
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The Century Bonus Feast!

A peppy bunch of go-getters best describes the group of

showmen pictured in the photo. The occasion was the man-
agers' dinner and bonus party held in New York City recently,

by the Century Circuit, Inc., of which organization A. H.
Schwartz, founder of the chain and one of the foremost in-

Masquerade Party
Clicked For Sproul

At West Coast House

dependent exhibitors in the country, is the executive manager.

Arthur Abeles is General Manager of the chain, with Edward
L. Hyman, well-known showman, looking after theatrical oper-

ation. See if you can pick out the many Round Table members
in the photo. And don't miss Larry Cowan, the live-wire

publicity director

With a comic picture like

"Animal Crackers" to sell,

and the playdates including

his Saturday matinee show
at which many kids are or-

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ dinarily in attendance, was
one of the reasons why Nor-

man Sproul, manager of the Fox West Coast Theatre in

Santa Ana, Cal., decided to stage a comic stunt in the form
of a masquerade party.

We have given complete details of these masquerade
parties on our pages before, so we won't attempt to set

them forth again. But for those members who might be
interested in learning a little about them we'd like to state

that the gag consists of offering prizes to kids wearing
the most grotesque costumes to the theatre. The kids pav
the regular juvenile admission price to enter the house.
Those wearing the comic suits are permitted to take part
in the contest, held on the stage. The juvenile audience
acts as judge, the greatest applause for a certain party
giving him the prize. This stunt went over very well for
Sproul and his house was jammed with kids eager to enter.
Should you decide that you'd like to try a stunt of this

sort we are sure, that if properly handled, it will go over
very well. Give it plenty of advance publicity, and if pos-
sible, feature it with a comedy show. The kids can also
display any talent along the acting line that they happen
to possess. Thanks, Norman. Let's have some more.

Water Tower Called

Into Play To Plug
Dollison's Serial

When a showman will

send a group of his activities

with his membership appli-
cation, it generally means to
us that the said showman is— going to take an active part
in the Club's affairs. So we

want to introduce you to Lester Dollison. manager of the
Big Theatre in Wink, Texas, and some of his work.
During a recent tootball contest held in the town, Dolli-

son grabbed off a flock of publicity for his house and the
film "Animal Crackers" by having four boys, mounted on
horseback, parade about the field during the halfs. In sin-
gle file, the first horseman threw handfuls of animal

crackers, encased in oiled envelopes, to the crowds. The
second and third horsemen pranced about doing crazy an-
tics, one boy playing an accordion, the other doing stunts.

The fourth horseman carried a banner plugging the film.

The gag went over very well with the spectators and they
more than gobbled up the animal crackers.

But that's only one of Dollison's activities. You can get

a look at another by viewing the cut we are showing of

the novel idea he used
in plugging a serial by
means of a water tower.

Atop the tower he
placed the plug, "The
Indians Are Coming,"
also the theatre name
and playdates. This plug
is to remain all during
the series. Another gag
that he pulled on the
opening of the picture

was to invite all ladies

and children to the thea-

tre, where they were to

be his guests at the
opening chapter. As the
first chapter was shown
on Friday, he made ar-

rangements with the

schools to permit the kids to get off early and witness the

film. His selling on this serial to date bids fair to hold up
right through the entire run.

A stunt that has appeared on our pages a number of

times—and used recently by Dollison—is the ambulance
gag. On this occasion—the night of the preview of "Animal
Crackers"—it was arranged that a man should do a fake

faint during the trailer. The stunt went over very well, the

ambulance tearing down the street when the town was
most active, coming to a halt at the theatre, where huge
crowds gathered—as the photo shows—and taking away
the man. Dollison may be partly seen carrying the banner
explaining the gag. The copy reads: THIS MAN
LAUGHED HIMSELF SICK, AFTER SEEING A FEW
SCENES FROM "ANIMAL CRACKERS" (preview
time). The crowd certainly enjoyed itself when it got wise
to the gag. It is said that the stunt helped a lot toward
putting the picture across to good receipts.

We want to thank Mr. Dollison for passing these along
to us, and we hope that we will hear from him again in the

very near future. And when you send in your next contri-

bution, Lester, give us a photo and a little dope on yourself.

Will you? You might also convey our regards to your fel-

low managers of the Griffith Amusement Company and
tell them that we'd like to hear from them regarding their

work.
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Schmadeka Gives Us
A Few Slants That

Are of Fine Value

Exploitation manager of the

Liberty Theatre in Lewiston,
Idaho, for the past six years

is the record held by Ed. C.

Schmadeka, who applies for

admission to the Round Table
Club.
"This little city of Lewiston,

Idaho," says Ed., "has about 9,000 population, while across the

Snake River, just about a quarter of a mile, is Clarkston, Wash.,

a city of about 7,000 population, which has no theatre. Five

miles up the river is Asetin, Wash., just a small place. On this

side is the Lewiston Orchards, with a population of three or

four thousand, all of which we draw from."

The above sums up the situation in this new member's terri-

tory.

And now, how about his activity? Well, that's easily an-

swered. First of all, we'd like you to look at the little cut we are

showing of one of the ads
on "Hell's Angels." By the
utilization of this ad, Ed.
has found a way to make
the press book do some
work. (Not that press books
don't do work—oh, no!).
All of those so wonderful
newspaper stories that are

made up for insertion in

newspapers throughout the
country have at last been
put to a decent use and a
use which insures their be-
ing read, despite the fact

that they came out of a

press book. Ed. had to pay
for this idea, but we believe it to be of immeasurable value.

The slug plugging the title was carried on all the ads of this

type. The ads were run daily and their size ranged from four
to six inches on two columns. The material for the stories, as

you will notice, was taken from the press books. If he wished,
Ed. could also localize his copy—a very valuable angle. A care-
ful study of this stunt may show you how it can be used in

your town. Give us your reaction on it.

HE LLS
ri:i
Jean Harlow Is Film Cinderella

The sudden flu of Jean Hai!o» to iLardoni Is ore of the amaiinr
Qnorrtlia itona ol tfauymoA.

ajiseLi in eomne-iifcm «.in Ui nil -,- .-., ..„
atddin* for the role.

The platinum blonde can be ™ at U« Libwl? theati- -i|i-t»
-ReJl i Angeb *m plaj to raUiinlartic crowd!. Tuefday, Nov! 1

1

mis u bet jTrtt mm refe. and u a molt of her am.nng per-

>Ius Karl.-* b under contract lo Howard Huffus mc producer and
OlrTTtor of -H-ll ajifcii - Mr. Huron jcleeled Mim Harlow lor hisWdln* ladr . -H-ll > Ar.reb- ocean* he retarded her u not oWrmeat nuint tor trie r&le. cut. ataj because he rtte«nurd 1
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Along with this story we are showing a lay-out of the ad
campaign for the picture. We could not get in the whole group
that we have on hand, as the campaign ran for something like

16 days, but we are trying to show what we believe will be best
suited to your needs. Look this over and see what you can use.

Ed. was also kind enough to send us in a couple of pencil
sketches (yes, he's a real artist as well as exploitation man) of
the knockout airplane front that was constructed during the
run of the picture. We hope to reproduce this sketch in a fu-
ture issue, as it will take a little time before we can prepare it

for reproduction. Watch for it. It has the goods. Well, Ed.,
when you show activity such as you are displaying, we have a
hunch that you are going to be a pretty active member. Let's
have a photo of yourself when you send in your next contribu-
tion, so that we can pass it along to the rest of the Club.

"The Shoiwnan's
Calendar "

AN EXCLUSIVE CLUB FEATURE

Check up on these dates each week and see how
you can turn them into "money dates" for your
theatre.

Each new month offers new days of untold

opportunities.

Jan. 1

Jan. 4

Jan. 6

Jan. 17

Jan. 18

Jan. 19

Jan. 21

Jan. 27

Jan. 29

Jan. 30

JANUARY
New Year's Day

Paul Revere's Birthday (1735)

Emancipation Proclamation
(1863)

Utah became a state (1896)

Pres. Taft proclaims admission
New Mexico as state (1912)

Theodore Roosevelt's Death
(1919)

Epiphany (Quebec) (Porto
Rico)

Benjamin Franklin's Birthday
(Born 1706)

Daniel Webster's Birthday
(Born 1782)

R. E. Lee's Birthdav (Born
1782) (Observed in Ala. Ark.,
Fla., Ga„ Ky., Miss., N. C, S. C,
Tenn. and Vir.)

Stonewall Jackson's Birthday
(Born 1824)

Foundation Day (South Aus-
tralia)

William McKinlev's Birthdav
(Born 1843)

Chinese New Year (Dutch E.
Indies)

Can you tie any of the above events into

your theatre's activities?

And don't overlook the many local events that
are constantly turning up right in your own town,
county or state.

Keep an eye on "The Showman's
Calendar" Sor an advance tip on

future holidays and events.
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PERSONALITIES
-- SHOWMEN NEWSETTES FROM EVERYWHERE --

JAMES CONNORS has been appointed

resident manager of the State Theatre, Man-
chester, N. H., succeeding Sheridan, the

former manager, who goes to Nashua.
* * *

DANIEL FRANCE will open the Gem
Theatre in Oswego, N. Y. House will be

renamed the State.
* * *

HARRY LEE MOLLER, former man-
ager of the Strand Theatre, Bellefontaine,

Ohio, has been named as manager of the

New Holland Theatre in Belle Center, Ohio.
* * *

REUBEN ROSENBLATT has taken

over and will operate the Orpheum Theatre

at Hancock, Mich.
* * *

I. M. BERG, for several years manager
of the Capitol Theatre, Lynn, Mass., has
been appointed manager of the Empire The-
atre, New London, Conn.

* * *

GEORGE W. LEECH has taken over
the management of the T. and D. Theatre
in Paso Robles, Calif.

* * *

HAL NEIDAS has been appointed execu-
tive assistant to division head, R. C. Frost,

of the Los Angeles Division of Fox West
Coast Theatres.

* * *

CHARLES E. FRESHWATER is man-
aging the reopened Palace Theatre in Long
Beach, Calif.

* * *

EDWARD M. WHALEY, JR., has taken
over and reopened the Victory Theatre at

Brooksville, Fla., the Euclid Theatre at St.

Petersburg, Fla., and the Avalon at Inver-
ness, Fla.

* * *

ART B. TAYLOR, former publicity di-

rector for the Hall Industries Theatres in

Beeville. Texas, is now managing the Park
Theatre in Greeley, Colo.

* * *

GEORGE SCHAAFNER has been slated
to fill the managerial assignment at the new
Ionia Theatre in Ionia, Michigan.

* * *

HAROLD W. (Chick) EVANS, former
manager of the Loew's Theatre, Richmond,
Va., has been transferred to the Loew's
State in St. Louis. He is succeeded in
Richmond by Elmer H. Brient, former man-
ager of the National Theatre. S. E. Gos-
nell. formerly of Loew's Valencia Theatre
in Baltimore, steps into the assignment va-
cated by Brient.

* * *

W. A. LONG has reopened the Star The-
eatre in Oregon City, Ore.

* * *

JOHN X. NEISER, former manager of
the Star Theatre, Eaton, Ohio, has been
selected manager of the Oxford Theatre,
Oxford, Ohio.

* * *

H. W. HERRINGTON and Joe Payne of
Delta, Colo., have taken over the Empress
Theater in Montrose. Herrington will man-
age the house.

* * *

H. L. WINDUS is now managing the
Mission Theatre in Seattle, Washington.

V. KALINA is managing the newly
opened Broadway Theatre in Malin, Ore.

* * *

HARRY E. BILLINGS, former manager
of the Riverside Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.,
has been named manager of the State-Lake
in Chicago. He is succeeded in Milwaukee
by Will Singer, former manager of the
State-Lake. Howard Price Kingsmore of

New York has been named city manager of

Palace-Orpheum and Riverside Theatre in

Milwaukee.
* * *

MURRAY LAFAYETTE, former man-
ager of the Princess Theatre, Hartford,
Conn., has assumed management of the
Broadway Theatre, Norwich, Conn.

* * *

RAE PEACOCK will reopen and operate
the Dream Theatre in Chehalis, Washing-
ton.

* * *

W. G. McKINNEY, former treasurer of

the Paramount Theatre, Denver, Colo., has
been appointed assistant manager.

* * *

E. H. RICE, former assistant manager of

the Bijou Theatre in Bangor, Maine, has
been appointed manager of the Central
Theatre, Biddeford, succeeding Frank Co-
burn who supplants James O'Donnell as
manager of the Bath Opera House, O'Don-
nell shifting to the Haines Theatre, Water-
ville. C. J. Sullivan of Bangor steps into
the assignment vacated by Rice at the
Bijou.

* * *

JOHN McNEES has purchased the
Strand Theatre in Alma, Neb., from Glen
Edic.

* * *

FRANK L. MADDEN has been ap-
pointed manager of the Hudson Theatre in

Hudson, Mass.
* * *

J. BARBOUR RUSSELL Jr. is manag-
ing the new Russell Theatre, Mavsville, Kv.

* * *

JOS. SILVERMAN has purchased the
Daytonia Theatre, Daytonia, Texas, in con-
junction with a group of Houston, Texas,
business men.

* * *

R. N. SMITH, owner and manager of the
Mission Theatre, Mission, Texas, has pur-
chased the La Vista Theatre.

* * *

H. W. BYRD has been named manager
of the Mays Theatre, Piqua, Texas.

Items for publication on this
page should be addressed to
"Chick" Lewis and will be pub-
lished the week following re-

ceipt. Notices of promotions,
transfers, change of addresses,
and other material of this na-
ture is what we want for our
"Personalities" page. The more
you send the more interesting
will be the page each week.

MRS. S. W. BERRY of Ruleville, Miss.,
will open the Gem Theatre, Bruce, Miss., at
an early date. Mrs. Berry formerly oper-
ated the Drew Theatre, Drew. Miss., and
the Ruleville Theatre at Ruleville, Miss.

* * *

H. L. GUMBINER will operate the new
Los Angeles Theatre, Los Angeles, Calif.

* * *

JACK FINK, formerly of Chicago, 111.,

show circles, has been appointed manager
of the Cameo Theatre, Bristol, Conn.

* * *

BARNEY COHEN has resigned from his
position with the College, Savoy and Central
Theatres in Bethlehem, Pa.

* * *

LOU LANG is now handling publicity
for the United Circuit in Philadelphia, Pa.

* * *

WILLIAM ROVNER is now operating
the Bell Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.

* * *

DAVE HESS has sold the Isis Theatre,
Alamosa, Colo., to Tom Cole.

* * *

H. LESLIE has acquired and will operate
the Strand Theatre, Tovas City, Mich.

* * *

H. G. COHEN has purchased the Lee
Theatre in St. Louis, Mo.

* * *

M. C. BENSON has reopened the Ohio
Theatre, Dover, Ohio.

* * *

E. E. ALGER has taken over the Aida
Theatre in Oglesby, 111. House was formerly
called the Colonial.

* * *

W. B, SKELTON has leased the Ameri-
can Theatre in Leetonia, Ohio.

* * *

THOMAS BROWN, formerly of Hart-
ford, Conn., has succeeded George Overend
as manager of the Broadway Theatre, Char-
lotte, N. C.

* * *

JAMES BRADLEY will continue as
manager of the California Theatre, Huntin-
ton Park, Calif., when the house reopens
after extensive remodelings.

* * *

JACK WRIGHT has been appointed
manager of the Inland Theatre Company's
houses in La Grande, Oregon. He succeeds
Lyman Lynn, resigned.

* * *

PAUL WESTLUND, of Regina. Sas-
katchewan, Canada, will manage the Ameri-
can Theatre in Hillman. Washington.

* * *

W. WARREN will manage the Lake The-
atre in Cleveland, Ohio, wdien the house
opens shortly.

* * *

MAX ALSTER, formerly of the Fox
Benson and Fox Commodore Theatre in
Brooklyn, N. Y., has been transferred to
the Marcv Theatre in Brooklyn.

* * *

E. M. ECKSTEIN has taken over the
managerial assignment at the Regent The-
atre, Norwalk, Conn. Eckstein succeeds
Charles Ray Weiss, who goes to New York.

* * *

MELVIN YEAGER has taken over the
Yeager Theatre in Portland, Oregon.
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Parker's Ace Tie-Up
Was First Stunt Of
Managerial Position

His promotion from As-
sistant Manager of the War-
ner Theatre in Lynn, Mass.,

to the managership of the

Commodore Hull Theatre
^=^=^==^=;^=^= in Derby, Conn., meant that

Jerry A. Parker, former as-

sistant to Johnny Scanlon, would have an opportunity to

display a load of the showmanship that Scanlon taught
him in Lynn.
And so we find him filling' the berth vacated by Charles

A. Oakley, who was transferred to Danbury. One of the

first stunts that Parker used was in conjunction with his

selling of "Her Wedding Night," the most recent Clara

Bow film. An advantageous tie-up was secured with a local

dealer. The dealer agreed to furnish the theatre with ten,

solid gold wedding rings. The rings were given away as

part of an advance stunt.

,H£f^%W

A quantity of pay envelopes were printed up with copy
stating that inside the envelopes would be found an imita-

tion of the ring worn by Clara Bow while filming the pic-

ture. A ring was inserted in each envelope. The herald
envelopes were all numbered, a note stating that if the
number on the envelope corresponded with numbers on a
board in the window of the jewelry store, the bearer would
be entitled to one of the wedding rings. The herald car-
ried a plug for the theatre and the jeweler.

When the stunt made its first appearance it was met
with great enthusiasm, and judging from the expressions
of satisfaction that the jeweler and Parker registered after
playdates, the stunt was undoubtedly a success. Incident-
ally, a study of the photo we are showing will give you a
line of the way the jeweler co-operated. He devoted all of
the space in his window to the tie-up. And when you can
grab windows like this right after coming into a town, it

means something. Keep up the good work Jerry, and let's

have some more of it in the very near future. We also
want to wish you lots of luck and extend our congratula-
tions on your new assignment.

P. Kunze Engineered
A Couple Of Special

Stunts In Stoughton

Another community tie-up
that netted him plenty of
publicity, good-will and ad-
ditional business was engi-
neered recently by Paul W.

= Kunze, manager of the
State Theatre in Stoughton,

Mass., on his "Stoughton Merchants' Week"—a variation
of the "Buy in Town" gag—and "Merchants' Night," run
at the theatre.

Forty or so merchants co-operated in the stunt, the local
newspaper also getting behind it. The entire town was
decorated for the celebration of the special week, the flags.

bunting, etc., being paid for by the merchants. Each mer-
chant co-operating in the affair contributed $10 in mer-
chandise, passed out free tickets entitling bearers to par-
ticipate in the merchandise donations, and also contributed
a small sum for the decorations, as stated above.

For the special "Merchants' Week" all stores put on
bargains, uniform price tags, contributed by the local news-
paper being used. The paper got solidly behind the idea
and printed up an eight-page section, carrying ads and
specials, that was distributed throughout Stoughton and
the surrounding towns. The out-of-town circulation re-
sulted in a great deal of additional business for the stores
from out-of-town buyers. The newspaper paid for distri-
bution of the special sections. The "Merchants' Week"
went over to great results, every possible angle being
covered, the angles including trailer plugs, house organ's
notes, and cards in dealers' windows and lobby of the
theatre.

The "Merchants' Night" at the theatre went off equally
as well. A local celebrity, one "Jimmie" Hayden, presided
at the drawing, acting in the dual capacity of judge and
master of ceremonies. It is interesting to note that his job
was well carried out, the newspaper carrying a notice next
day to the effect that the job was handled well nigh perfect.
Tickets, which were given to persons by local dealers and
the theatre, irrespective whether purchases were made,
were drawn from a box, corresponding numbers rating
prizes. Space was left on the coupons for names and ad-
dresses, these to be used on future mailing list campaigns.
Persons had to be in theatre to obtain prizes.

Kunze passes this stunt along to us in the event that any
of the Club members can find a spot for it.

.YROLOID
Iremiums .

RODUCE
ROFITS

DRESSERWARE NIGHTS
Pi

2

COLORS

JADE
PEARL
and
ROSE
PEARL k^m.

4
PLANS

26 WEEKS
30 WEEKS
36 WEEKS

ll'/2 CENTS
12'/2 CENTS
13'/2 CENTS

itf*"^

Colored Heralds, imprinted free. Free coupons.
12 colored Window Cards, imprinted free. Mat

free. Trailer loaned 4 weeks. No charge.

"Buy direct from the Manufacturer and you will
not have to worry about delivery."

PYROLOID SALES CO.
ATHOL, MASS.

"SALESMEN IN EVERY STATE"
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The scene was the Byliners' Club rooms
in the Dixie Hotel, New York, and the time
was just before lunch. The discussion con-
cerned the value of personal publicity as
applied to good-will and business building.
Somehow or other some one brought the
hotel racket into this theatre argument.
It was argued, pro and con (mostly con),
until Marcus Griffin of the New York Sun-
day Enquirer offered concrete evidence that
there is a similarity in the business of ca-
tering to hotel guests and catering to the-
atre patrons. So we elected him to put it

in writing, binding ourselves to no less a
penalty than that of printing what he wrote.
Here it is. If you like what he writes and
the way he writes, tell us and we'll make
him come across with some more. If you
don't like it, just say so and he'll have
one hell of a time crashing into these col-
umns again.

"CHICK"

PERSONAL PUBLICITY
By MARCUS GRIFFIN

Of the "N. Y. Sunday Enquirer"

During the eight years the writer has acted as either dramatic editor, critic or col-

umnist it has been impressed upon us through the medium of publicity, trade papers,

house organs, or other media coming to our desk, that in the theatrical business an in-

dividual matters little. It's the attraction that counts, according to the best accepted

authorities, credited with knowing about such things.

We've often wondered whether theatre chains' attitude toward personal publicity for

executives and house managers is justified, and at times we've given considerable thought

to the matter, and made no few observations on the subject.

We've come to the conclusion that in many
cases personal publicity is to be encouraged.
In some communities, such as Jersey City, New
Jersey, Staten Island, New York, and small

western towns, where at times there are only
two theatres, in competition, personal acquaint-

anceship of a theatre manager is a big factor

in attracting patronage to his house. Certain-

ly if personal contacts and wide acquaintance-
ship are so essential in the ordinary trade marts
the same requisites should be desired in the

theatrical business.

We have often wondered whether a theatre

chain's attitude toward personal publicity for

executives and house managers is justifiable,

and at times we've given considerable thought
to the matter, and made no few observations
on the subject. We've come to the conclusion,

since the fields are so different, that in many
cases personal publicity, if not of the stage, is

to be encouraged. Let us consider the angle.

Community Asset

In communities throughout the country, com-
munities such as are dotted throughout New
Jersey, Long Island, New York, Staten Island,

N. Y., and parts of Brooklyn, N. Y., where may
be found only one or two theatres in the major-
ity of cases, two—the competition offered en-
courages the theatre manager to make the per-
sonal acquaintanceship of many of the residents
in the community, thus cementing himself firmly

with them, and insuring their future patronage.
As may be noted, this angle is in every respect
similar to the personal contacts effected by
merchants dealing in provisions, poultry, cloth-
ing, etc. The showman, in short, is and must
be, a shrewd merchant, building not only for
today, but for tomorrow as well. His war
cry must be : "A satisfied customer always
comes back." And now for a real life example.

Operating in various theatres throughout the
country are men like Monty Salmon, Dave
Whyte, Hal Sheridan, Jack Keale and others
too numerous to mention. Through their happy
faculty of securing and retaining the many
friendships that they make wherever they go,
they have become invaluable assets to the com-
panies employing them. Let us suppose that a
town, in which one of these men operates, sup-
ports two houses. We'll pretend that the house
at which our friend is located does not present
as late releases as the competitive theatre. Mr.
and Mrs. Townsfolk decided to go to the the-
atre. The question arises : "Where shall we
go?" It is their intention to be entertained,
therefore, if both houses are playing pictures
that appeal to them, they are puzzled. But a
solution is reached when Mrs. Townsfolk says,
"Let's go down to Mr. Jones' theatre. He's the
pleasant man we met at the communitv dance
last week." Get the idea? It's the personality
that sold them. And if it will sell them once.
it's a cinch to repeat, not onlv with Mr. and
Mrs. Townsfolk, but with the whole com-
munity.
Having shown now the value of personal

publicity as applied to the theatre man and his
community or neighborhood house, and having

seen its effectiveness we come to the sad part
of the whole affair. Theatre chains, as a rule,

try to discourage this practice of personal pub-
licity. Why? The biggest companies in the

world exploit their men. Madison Square Gar-
den, Standard Oil,. Hearst Newspapers, Gulf
Refining Corp., Curtis Publishing Company,
Xational Broadcasting Company, Atwater Kent
Radio Corp., Transcontinental Air Transporta-
tion Corp., Edison Experimental Laboratories,
New York Life Insurance Co., New York's
Empire State Building—all are but a small
part of the billions of dollars represented by
various personalities. These organizations have
always, in some shape or form, identified them-
selves with personalities, and, in most cases,

not a little prestige and publicity has been
gained through public interest in their activi-

ties. The names of William Carey and Col.
Hammond, Andrew Mellon, the Rockefellers,
William Randolph Hearst, Cyrus Curtis, Mil-
tun Aylesworth, A. Atwater Kent, Col. Charles
A. Lindbergh, Thos. A. Edison, Darwin P.
Kingsley, Calvin Coolidge and Alfred E.
Smith have all borne the smudge of printers'
ink that tied them close to the public, creating
an intimate relationship with the people, a re-

lationship that has "humanized" them to the
public, taken them from pedestals—or better
still, kept them from pedestals—and placed and
stamped them as the public's own—something
to be talked about.

It Aided Those Folks

If the national figures cited above have aided,
through their individualities, their respective
companies, through their constant appearance
in the limelight of public favor, is it possible
for Joe McGuire and his dinky little theatre
to also bask in public welcome? Yes! But
in Joe's particular little world! The king
reigns supreme in his own kingdom ! In other
words. Joe can, and should be, king in his own
neighborhood. And now let's show how the
principle holds true in any business or profes-
sion. For something different, we'll take the
hotel racket.

As our first example, we'll take the Cadil-
lac Hotel of New York City. One of the city's

oldest establishments, it still does a comfort-
able business due to the personal contact, con-
nections, and publicity its Managing Director,

J. H. Kenny enjoys. Yet the Cadillac isn't

the best hotel in New York by any means.
A second and more recent example is the

Hotel Dixie, Times Square's newest hotel.

Opening a hotel from scratch, without tenants
or guests is always a problem. The hotel must
be filled and kept that way. Of course, the de-
sirable guests are those who pay. When a
new hotel is opened it is usually papered with
advertising due bills, and while this practice
isn't so profitable, yet it serves as a publicity

medium until the hostelry is established. Most
hotel owners consider themselves fortunate if

their investment shows a profit inside a year's

time.

They Follow the Man
Instead of the usual fanflare of publicity,

and advertising due bills, the Hotel Dixie, un-
der the direction of J. M. Tait, veteran hotel
man, despite the fact he is still in his early
forties, quietly threw open its doors to the
public, ready for business. That was in June,
and when this was being written, the latter

part of November, the hotel was making a neat
profit, thank you. Or rather you can thank
Mister Tait.

Some time before the Hotel Dixie was com-
pleted, Tait informed all his contacts—which
form the incredible number of some ten thous-
and, garnered through his years in the hotel

business—that he had become identified with
the Gregory Taylor Chain of Hotels and would
be Managing Director of the new Hotel Dixie,

when it opened in June. These contacts, rang-
ing from the ordinary traveling salesmen, mak-
ing yearly New York trips to sales managers
of organizations like the Philco Co., a concern
that holds conventions and has salesmen visit-

ing New York constantly, knew Tait, and his

hotel methods through past associations and
many automatically switched their patronage
to the Dixie. Tait, himself, is first of all a

showman, and must understand the particular

tastes of his public, and tastes are different in

every community. He's king of his kingdom 1

Personal Contact

Only by personal contact, and personal pub-
licity can house managers, and hotel managers
expect to perform feats out of the ordinary.
After all. the theatre owner's sole idea is

profit and if a theatre manager in Gilroy,

Calif., St. George, Staten Island, or Jersey
City, New Jersey, can run a theatre profitably

due to his contacts, personal publicity and
somewhat limited fame he might secure in a
community, what's the odds? Why should cir-

cuits protest?

If it doesn't harm Coolidge's worth to a con-
cern, it certainly can't be a detriment to the
house manager in Wheaton, Illinois.

Editor's note: The question of personal
publicity has long been a controversy in
show-business. There are many who claim
it is the most important asset a theatre
can possess. But others, especially in the
chain home offices, insist that it should be
avoided.

What we would like to know is: What
do YOU think of it? Can you sit down and
write us a few lines setting forth the value
or dangers of "personal publicity" in your
own community? Can you analyze the sub-
ject so as to prove your own contention
that it should, or should not, be used?
The Club pages will gladly carry your

views. Send them along and leave the rest
to us.
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A 'Border' Angle!

So many of Frank Hill's ads have appeared on our pages
that we think it would be useless to describe these new ones

of his. If by now you don't know that Frank is one of the

best ad men in his section of the country, you'll have to study

this new layout that we are presenting. As a matter of fact,

it won't hurt you to study them anyway. Frank is always on
the look-out for new angles to use in conjunction with his

newspaper ads and we are sure that he will appreciate any
criticisms or suggestions forwarded to him at the Inland The-
atre, Inc., in Walla Walla, Washington. He especially wants
to know how the Club likes the new borders he uses on the

ads. The border mats are secured from a newspaper service.

Don't hide away! If you've comments of any kind to make on
Frank's work, let him have them. Or if you have any questions

on advertising that are puzzling you, he may help you solve

them. Drop him a line. And, oh yes, we would like to an-

nounce that the reason for Frank's non-appearance on the

Club pages for some time lies in the fact that there has been
much activity on the Mercy Circuit, which means plenty of

work for friend Hill, Sr. In case you don't know it, Hill's many
duties keep him pretty much on the jump, r

W. H. WHYTE says:
". . . let me congratulate you for your pub-

lication of the Six Months' Club Index. I think
it is a marvelous thing for any manager to pick
out any form of stunt or gag at an instant, such
as you have them listed in your index. There
can be no reason for any of us sitting around
wondering what to do next with all this infor-
mation before us.

Manager, Capitol Theatre,
Riverhead, Long Island, N. Y.

Recipe For A Happy New Year
Take twelve fine, full-grown months ; make certain they

are free from all memories of envy, bitterness, hate and
jealousy; cleanse from them every clinging spite; pick off
all bits of pettiness and littleness; in short, see that these
months are freed from the past—have them as fresh and
clean as when they first came from the storehouse of
Time.

Cut these months into thirty or thirty-one equal parts.
This batch will keep for just one year. Do not attempt
to make up the whole batch at one time (so many persons
spoil the entire lot in this way), but prepare one day at a
time, as follows

:

Into each day put twelve parts of faith, eleven parts of
patience, ten of courage, nine of work (some people omit
this ingredient and so spoil the flavor of the rest), eight
of hope, seven of fidelity, six of liberality, five of kindness,
four of rest (leaving this out is like leaving the oil out of
salad—don't do it), three of prayer, two of meditation,
and one well selected resolution. If you have no con-
scientious scruples, put in a teaspoonful of good spirits,

a dash of fun, a pinch of folly, a sprinkling of play, and
a heaping cupful of good humor.
Pour into thr whole love, add libitum and mix with a

vim. Cook thoroughly in a fervent heat; garnish with a
few smiles and a sprig of joy; then serve with quietness,
unselfishness, and a Happy New Year is a certainty.

—Golden Thoughts

Animated Display
Worden Constructed

Set Town Talking

An animated display that

had them talking for days
up in Cortland, New York,
was the one that A. E.

Worden, resident manager— of the Cortland and Temple
theatres turned out to plug

"Africa Speaks." Since he felt that a display on the mar-
quee would attract more than ordinary notice, Worden ar-

ranged to construct his unique display there. We are show-
ing a couple of photos of it, but since they did not come
out very plain, we feel that an explanation will be necessary.

One of the scenes in "Africa Speaks"—and one that also

appears in the trailer—shows a native being knocked down
by a lion. This was the scene that Worden decided to fea-

ture in his display. A huge scene, made of cut-out was
affixed to the top of the marquee. The scene showed the

African veldt. Cat-o-Nine tails were used for grass. An
opening was left behind the grass for a lion, made of com-
poboard to leap out. A cut-out of an African native was
placed a few feet away from the grass. When the machine
was in motion, the lion would spring out—apparently from
behind the grass—and leap onto the startled native, knock-
ing him down. The lion then traveled along on a ground
belt and returned to the starting point, again repeating the

action. The native, after being knocked down, would auto-
matically arise as the lion disappeared.

It proved to be one of the best displays that the theatre

had ever featured. We are sure that a note dropped to Mr.
Worden, requesting any information would be productive
of the desired information. Right, "A. E."?
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Making Use Of The
Space Over Exits In

Lobby Is Important

A great many showmen
pay especial attention to the

space over their exit doors,

in the inner lobby, and use
it to plug coming attrac-

tions, but we have found, in

many instances, that this

space as a rule will always carry the same kind of copy and

art design plan week after week. It is often well to try

and arrange a flash in this space on any big picture that

you are trying to sell. To show you what we are driving

at, look at the ace way that G. Gilliam, manager of the

Loew's Stillman Theatre in Cleveland, Ohio, plugs his

coming attractions.

The display that we are showing here was used as a

coming attraction plug for "The Big House." Against a

background of black velour, two cut-out heads of Wallace
Beery were placed. You will note the small amount of

copy used on this stunt. Its simplicity helped it pack an
excellent punch. You will also note in the photograph that

Gilliam is well enough versed on showmanship to put his

frames directly under the flash, so that the persons reading
.the above title would immediately allow their glance to
rest on any other copy plugging the picture. The displays
all carried a prison tone.

It might be profitable for you to use a gag of this sort
once in a while. It is a change from the ordinary.

Jonasson Made Use
Of Campaign Stunt
As Part of Selling

Another showman quick to

take advantage of the idea of

circulating a bill—this time a
"fiver" instead of a one—as

a campaign stunt for Para-
mount - Publix Prosperity

^^= Week was R. L. (Bob) Jonas-
son, manager of the Mayfair

Theatre in Asbury Park, N. J.
Prior to the coming of Prosperity Week, Jonasson started a

"Prosperity Fiver" on its way—the Chamber of Commerce and
the Asbury Park Press co-operating. The Press sold a full

page co-operative ad to the merchants. The large amount of

space in the center of the page was given the theatre for the
purpose of advertising its current attraction—and additional
space was devoted to an explanation of the "Prosperity Fiver."

At the end of the Paramount Prosperity Week, the news-
paper prevailed upon the merchants to go in for a second co-
operative page, selling the following attraction at the Mayfair
Theatre. Additional space in the center of the page was de-
voted to the progress of the five dollar bill during the past week.

In this way Jonasson succeeded in getting two full pages out
of this stunt, rather than the usual one, thereby selling an in-

stitutional feature as well as his attraction for two consecutive
weeks.
Which, you will no doubt agree, is showmanship. And we'd

like to see some more of your work, Bob.

H. Marchand Used
Many Angles To Sell

His Prosperity Week

As is his usual custom,
Harry Marchand uncorked a
bunch of stunts to sell the re-

cent Paramount-Publix Pros-
perity Week at the Saenger
Theatre in Mobile, Ala., when
his house was observing the
circuit dictum. He was aided,

as usual, by numerous and valuable tie-ups.

A contest was planted in the want-ad section of one of the
local papers five days in advance and on opening day of Pros-
perity Week, a co-operative page appeared with the merchants
defraying the expense.
Front-page readers appeared daily throughout the week re

the 'Week' in both local papers. The articles always mentioned
the name of theatre and attraction that was playing there.

Six hundred bulletins were sent out by the Retail Credit
Men's Association to their membership. These bulletins con-
tained a special paragraph about Paramount-Publix Prosperity
Week and urged all merchants to think in terms of better
business and prosperous times. Speakers also appeared at civic

clubs, the Junior Chamber of Commerce. Lion's Club and Ro-
tary Club. All speeches made some reference to the theatre
and the attractions playing there during the week.
With this ace line-up of stunts there was no question but

that the film would go over very well, so it was not at all sur-
prising to Marchand when he checked up to find that he had
again clicked. Continue the good work, Harry, and let's hear
from you again.

CLUB
EMBLEM

PIN!!!
-WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG
THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A
MEMBER OF THIS GREAT ORGANI-
ZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE
SHOWMAN!

Use This Blank:

Managers' Round Table Club

729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Kindly send me, postpaid, Club pins,

for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.

Name of Member

Theatre

Address

City State.
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THESE
MEN
WILL
HAVE
A HAPPY
NEW
YEAR!

GEORGE SMITH is located at the Capi-
tol Theatre in Somerville, Mass., and, ac-

cording to Eddie Fain, who proposed him
for membership, he is holding up the man-
egerial end very well. With so many New
England showmen on our rolls, George, you
will have to do some fast stepping to keep
up with them. But you should be able to

do it. Let's hear from you on the subject.

Wear Your Club Pin
DONALD SMART is the manager of the

Crescent Garden Theatre in Revere, Mass.
He is located in the same town as Erwin
Newman, who, too, has just hooked up with
our showman organization. Let's have a
little friendly competition, Donald, to see

who among the snowmen in the town is

most active. And say, send us in a photo
of yourself and the rest of your brother
showmen too, will you?

Wear Your Club Pin!
C. HAMILTON FRANKLIN manages

the Cameo Theatre in Baltimore, Md. The
town of Baltimore has been featured on our
pages quite a bit recently, but we don't
recall seeing Mr. Franklin. That can be
remedied, though, Mr. Franklin, by becom-
ing a real active member and stepping along
with the rest of the alert showmen. What
do you sav?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

CLYDE J. ROWE manages the Gem
Theatre in New York City. The Gem is a

pretty little house located in a rather busy
section of the metropolis. We have an idea
that Mr. Rowe does some pretty good work
along the show-selling line and we'd like to

hear about some of it. Let's have a little

dope, Clyde.
Wear Your Club Pin!

ERNEST McLEOD manages the Arling-
ton Theatre in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Can-
ada. Mr. McLeod is also proposed for mem-
bership by Howard Waugh, so that we feel

he must have the goods along the show
angle. We would appreciate your keeping
us posted on the show developments around
your district, Ernest, and we'd also like a
photo of you.

THEY'RE HEADED THE RIGHT WAY!
ALVIN HOSTLER is another showman

who needs no introduction on these pages.
Mr. Hostler's work has been on display for
quite some time, so we are sure that regular
followers of the Round Table know what
he can do. However, it is a "time honored"
custom for all showmen to hit this page at
some time, sooner or later. Now that you
are all set, Alvin, continue the good work
von have been turning out.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

ED. C. SCHMADEKA, exploitation man-
ager of the Liberty Theatre, Lewiston,' Ida-
ho, is a live-wire. We make this statement
in the full assurance that Ed can back it up,
because the work he has passed along to
us and that we will shortly present on the
Club pages proves it. The only thing that
Ed didn't send along was a photo of him-
self, so we hope that when his next con-
tribution comes our way, we will find that
it contains a photo.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !^—
LLOYD V. LIGHTHOUSE manages

the Kenmore Theatre in Kenmore, New
York. His work at the house, thus far,

has shown Mr. Lighthouse to be a very
capable showman, and it is said that his
knowledge of the tastes of the local public
is such that he can sell them his shows week
after week. We think that Mr. Lighthouse
will give us a little dope on his show-selling
activities in his next letter, and we'd also
like to find a photo of himself along with
it. What do you sav. Llovd?

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

WILLIAM H. MOORE is the manager
of the Belnord Theatre in Baltimore, Md.
He is handling a nice little house in a sec-
tion of the city that permits him to do some
good show-selling. It has been some time
since we have visited Baltimore but we hope
that when next we hit the town to stop
in and make the acquaintance of Mr. Moore.
In the meantime, Will, keep us posted on
what you are doing.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

SYLVESTER GUNN is the Assistant
Manager of the Capitol Theatre in Winni-
peg, Manitoba, Canada. Mr. Gunn is recom-
mended for membership in the Round Table
Club by Howard Waugh. We'd like to say,
Sylvester, that if you keep your eye on this
Waugh man for a while you'll pick up a
lot of points on showmanship. But any-
way, let's have some of your recent work
so that we can see what you are doing to
help sell shows at the Capitol.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

CHARLES J. PASSAFUME is publicity
manager of the Isis Theatre in Kokomo.
Indiana. We have seen some of the show-
manship turned out in Kokomo and we can
say that the showmen in that town are
right up among the leaders of Indiana, and,
if you recall, we featured a few stories not
so long ago on the various types of cam-
paigns engineered. Listen, Charles, send
us a photo of yourself with your next con-
tribution, and also send us some dope on
the show situation in vour district.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! ! —

_

GILBERT M. DANIELS is the Assist-
ant Manager of the Ritz Theatre in San
Bernardino. Calif. He is proposed for mem-
bership in the Club by Wally Butler, man-
ager of the house, and according to the
send-off given him, Gilbert is right there
with a flock of up and coming showman-
ship. Well, Gilbert, seeing is believing, you
know. So let's have a line on some of your
work.

WILLIAM KASTAR is the manager of
the Fox Maspeth Theatre in Maspeth, Long
Island, N. Y. Mr. Kastar is proposed for
membership in the Club by our active show-
man-friend Irving Feinman. We recall be-
ing out around the Maspeth not so long
ago, but time wouldn't permit us to stop in

and see who was handling the house. How-
ever, Bill, we hope to have the pleasure one
of these days. In the meantime, how about
sending us a photo of yourself.

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

J. CLAYTON TUNSTILL is no stranger
to the Club pages. His work has appeared
on our pages before, but this is the first op-
portunity we have had to present him here.
He is the manager of the Lyric Theatre in
Brownwood, Texas, and, from what we
understand, he is a pretty popular manager.
Listen, Clayton, we've never run a photo
of you. How about giving us the oppor-
tunity :

Wear Your Club Pin! ! !

I. J. COHEN manages the Grand Victory
Theatre in Detroit, Mich., out where show-
manship is frequently displayed. We have
been in Detroit any number of times but
have never stopped at the Grand Victory
so we can't say a word or two on the local
situation. However, Mr. Cohen, you can
wise us up on it in your next contribution.
Give us the dope on how you bring them
up to the box-office and we'll pass it along
to the rest of the Club.

JOIN NOW!!
Here's the Blank

Application For

Membership In

"MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB"

729 Seventh Ave., New York City

"Chick" Lewis,
Chairman:

I hereby apply for membership in
the Club.

Name

Theatre

Address

City

State

Position

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are
coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been
assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions" Running times are those supplied by the distributor.
Where they vary in different cities or towns, the change is probably due to state or local censor-

ship deletions.

ntfa
Break Up, The
Clin ind Artem
Chlldrea ef tilt Ho* D«
China Express
Demon of the Steppe*
Fragment of an Empire
Igdenbu
Law of Siberian Taiga
Man from the Restaurant
Old and New
Pamir, Record at Expedition.
Soil
Storm Over Alia
Turkslb

AMK1NO
FEATURES

Star

. E. GaJl-N. Slmonov .

.

. F. GIIIIazova-Lltkla .

. Special Cut
Saltykov- Podlesnaya

. Nlkltln-F. SaouMva .

. Li-lun-Shen
.-Kevebul Klma
.Tchekhov-Mallnovskaya
.Martha Lapklna

,

. S. Svashenko

. V. Inkl/hlnov

. Educational

,78 .June '4

. Jan. IS.

.Ian. 25.

.Dec. 5.
. July 23.
Jan. 4.

.May 2..

. July 12.
Oct. 17.

. Sept 6.

.May 24.

-.7202.
..3518.
,..5631.
..8800.
. . 700n

,

..6280.

..6576.
..6000 .

.8921..
...8000
..5600... 62... Oct. 25

..7152. ...72. ..Sept. 13

. 4*00 . .60. ..June 14

.76.

.Mar. 15

.Jan. 18

.May 10

Coming Attractions
Titlf. Star

El- Yemen Record of Expedition
iimmy Hlggtnt . A. Buehma
Living Corpse, The V. Pudovkla
Spring Educational
Transport of Fire G. Kuzpetsov

BIG 4 FILM CORPORATION
Title Star
t§8ar t Ranch (A.T.) DF ... Buffalo Bill. Jr..

*t§Beyond the Rio Grand* (A.T.)
DF Jack Perrln

•t§Breed of the Wart (A.T.) DF.Wally W.ilei

•t/SCanyon Hawks (A. T.) DF ..Vaklma Canutt ..

Mi; Firebrand Jordan (A.T.) DF. Lane Chandler ..

"tIRod Fart Range (A.T.) DF..WaJly Wales ...
•t§Ridln' Law (A.T.) DF Jack Perrln
tSTraii, of Danger (A.T.) DF.Wally Wales ....

•fSTake the Heir (A.T.) O Edw. E. Horton..
'tSWould You Believe ItT (A.T.)
D Walter Forde

Del. Date Fast MIDI. Reviewed
.Aug. 4.. .5400 ...60 ..Aug 23

A»r. 12... .8400. ...80. .June 7

Nov. 12.. .8400 ...60.
Aug. 26.. .5400 ..60. .Oct 16
.June 28 .5400. ...60. ..July 26
Jan. I2.'3 .5400. ..60.
.May 24.. .3600. ...62. ..July a
Sept 30.. .5400. ...60.
.Jan. 20.. ..5700 ...63. ..Jan. 25

COLUMBIA
(Available sound-on-htm and sound-on-dis

FEATURES
Title Star Rel. Date

•t§Afrlea Speaks Sept 15..
•t§Around the Corner (A. T.) .. .Sidney- Murray Apr. 26..

IIBrethore (A.T.) Bert Lyiell-Sebastlan Oct 25...
•tSCall of the Welt (A. T.) Revier-Matt Moore May 10..

"tlFer the Leva of Lll (A.T.) .. Mulhall-Stnrr-Elllet Nugent Oct 5..
•HGullty? (A. T.) Helland-Valll Mar. 3..
Radles of Leisure (A T.) . . . Stanwyex-uravee-Sherman ..Apr. 5..

•t§Lone Rider. The (A.T.) Jones- Reynold! jUM
•tJLidlei Mini Play (A.T.) N. Hamlltoa-D. Sebastian. .. Aug.
•tSLasI of the Lone Wolf f A.T. > Lytoll-Patsy Miller Aug.
•t§Madonna of the Streets (A.T.) Evelyn Brent-Robert Ames. .Dee..
•tSMelodv ««n The (A. T.) ... Collier. Ir.-Oay-SL Polls ...Jin.
t§Men Without Law Buck Jones o*t.

. dtarr-Artnur Feb.*H Personality (A. T.) ..

•tlPrlnte et Diamonds (A.T.)
JfRaln or Shine (A. T.)
•tSRoyal Romance, A (A. T-)
Shadow Ranch
*tSSIsten (A. T.)
•tSSouealer. The (A. T.).....
•?§Sweethearts on Parade (A. T.). Alice White-Lloyd Hughes
•t§Temptatlon (A. I) Wilson. Gray. Perey June
•t CTol'abie David (A.T.) Cromwott- Beery -Peon Nov.
'ffVengesnce (A. T.l Helt-Revler-Strango Ftb.

Kelth-Prlngle
.Joe Cook-Joan Peers.
. Collier. Stance

i, Buck Jones
.
O' Day- O' Nell
Holt-Revler-Davy Lee

. . Mar.
. ..Aug.
. Mar.
• • Sept

June
...Aug.

Aug.

I..

26..
I..

25..
15...
18..
26..
15..

17..
I..
15..

Length
Feet

.7054..

..6356..

.6843..

..8500.

..7000..

..8371.
.9277.
..5432..
5978...
..8500.,
..6932..
.6386..
.6090..
.6304..
..6383..
..8273..
..6359..
..5768..
...6284.
..8358..
..6247..
..8279..
..7350..
..8160..

Title
tSArlzona (A.T.)
•UChiwIey'i Aunt <A.T.) .

•t§Crlmlnal Code. The (A.T,
•t§Dawn Trail (A.T.)
Desert Vengeance
*t§Dlrlglble (A.T.)
tSFIfty Fathoms Deep (A,
•tSFIood. The (A.T.)
For the Defense)
Joaquin Murleta
*t§Last Parade. The (A.T.).
#t§Llon and the Lamb. The
•tSMeet the Wife (A.T.)..
tSMIracte Woman, The (A.T.
*t|Subway Exnress. The (A,
Ten Cents a Dance
•tSVIrtue's Bed (A.T.)....
•tlWoman Whe Came Back.

Coming Attractions
Star Rel. Date Length

Title
•t Alaskan Knlghte
•tlApache Kid. The
•tiArctlc Aotlea (A.T.)
•t Autumn ...

*t§Bandmaeter. The
MtBornyard Battle (AT.)..
•t§Barnyard Concert (A.T.)

.

•t§Barn Dance (A.T.)
M5Cactus Kid (A.T.)
•t§Came the Pawn
*t Cannibal Capers
"tCat's Meow. The
•tSChaln Gang (A.T.)
MSCInderella (A.T.)
•t 5 Continental Evening, A .

.

Crystal Gazer
*t§Curlosltles
*tDesert Sunk
•t5Do It Now
*t§Dutehman's Padadlsa
•tlFalth. Hone and Charity.
•tSFIddllno Around (A.T.)
'tSFIreflghtere (A.T.)

. . .Charles Ruggles-June Collyer Dee. 28. .

.

) Holmes-Huston-Doran-Cummlngs Jan. I5.'3I.
Buck Jones- Miriam Seegar

.... Buck Jones- Barbara Bedford
... Holt-Gravei-Wrmy
,T.> Monte Blue

Evelyn Brent V.V.'.V.V.V.'.V.V.V.V.'
.'.".".".

....-Buck Jones

. . . Holt- Moore- Cummlngs
(A.T.)W. Byron. C. Meyers-R.Hattes-Leve ...

> . Barbara Stanwyck *
*

T.).Jack Holt-Fred KHsey
Barbara Stanwyck-Rle. Cortez

The" Ya.T.*)"."."
."."."" '".'.'.".'.'.*.'.'.*.'.".*.*.*."..".'.'.'.

SOUND SHORTS
Star Rel. Date

....Krazy Kat Kartoon.
, . . . . Krazy Kat Kartoon

.

Silly Symphony
Silly Symphony

.... Krazy Kat Kartoon.

. . . . Mickey Mouse

. . . .Mickey Mouse

... Mickey Mouse Mar,

....Mickey Mouse Apr.
Eddie Buzzol Oct

... Silly Symphony ...
Krazy Kat Kartoon ian.
Mickey Mouse Aug.

....Krazy Kat Kartoon Aug.
. Fay Marbe Foo.
..Specialties (Eddie Buzzell)
..Novelty 6 mln.
. . Krazy Kat Kartoon Mar,
..Clark A Bergman Ian.

. . Rambling Reporter Sept

.Specialties (Eddie Buzzell) . .Sept

..Mickey Mouse Mar.

.:nllekey Mouse June

Reviewed
..Sept 27
..May S
. Nov. I

..May 31

..Oct 4

..Apr. 12

..Apr. 19

.July 12
Aug. 16
.Sept. 13

..Dee. 6
..Feb. IS

.Nov. 29
..Mar. I

..May 17

..July 28

..May 31
.Nov. 15
. .June 28
.Sept IS
..Sept 6
..June 2fl

..Nov. 15
. . Mar. I

. Dec. 8
.Dee. 13

. . . May
...Oct
. . June
...Feb.
. . . Sept
. . . Apr.
.Mar.

25 1 reel.
3 1 reel.

14 I reel..
If 1 reel..

Mar. IS..

6..
14...
12...

. I reel

.

. I reel

.

.1 reel.

Reviewed
...July 12

..July 5
..Feb. 16
.Aug. 23
..Nov. 29

.Nov. 15

.!n«v. 8

.Feb. 22
. June 2i

.Nov. 15

tSFrolllcklng Fishes (A.T.) Silly Symphony
*t§ Gallop i no Gaucho (A.T.) Mickey Mouse .,
Gorilla Mystery Mickey Mouse ..
*T§Ham Berger & Hit Horse

Radish (A.T.) Color Sensation
Specialties (Eddie Buzzell)
Mickey Mouse ,

Columbia-Victor uem
Krazy Kat Kartoon .

Specialties (Eddie Buzzell)..
Mamie Smith

*t§Hard Boiled Yeggs
'tSHaunted House (A.T.)...
MSHawatians
't§Honolulu Wiles (A.T.)...
*t§Hot and Bothered
*t§Jallhouse Blues iA.T.j.
*t§Jazz Fool (A.T.) Mickey Mouse ..

StJazz Rhythm Krazy Kat
•tSJewel of Asia Rambling Reporter
•t§Jungle Rhythm (A.T.) Mickey Mouse
•t§Karnlval Kid (A.T.) Mickey Mouse
"tSLarobs Will Gamble Krazy Kat Kartoon
*t§Land ef Long Age Rambling Reporter
•t§Let's Talk Turkey Rambling Reoorter

,

Little Trail. The Krazy Kat Karton
t§Manonettes Tony Saro

•t§Mlckey*s Follies (A.T.) Mickey Mouse
••Mickey's Choo Choo ( A.T.) . . M Ickey Mouse
• 1. 1 Midnight In a Toy Shop Silly Symphony
*t§Monkey Melodies Silly Symphony
*t§Never Strike Your Mother. . ..Specialties (Eddie Buzzell).
*t§Night (A.T.) Silly Symphony
"TOId Flame, An Krazy Kat Kartoon
•t§On*ry House (A.T.) Mickey Mouse
•tiPlenle. Thi Mickey Mouse
ts.Plane Crazv (A.T.) Mlefcey Mouse
*t J Playful Pip. Silly Symphony
M&Plow Boy (A.T.) Mickey Mouse
•HPrincess Lady Bug (A.T.) .. -Color Sensation
"tSProdlgtl Daughter, The Specialties (Eddie Buzzell).

..May

.Feb.
Oct

.July

.Oct
. Aug.
..Apr.

July

Sept

I reel Sept 27
. I reel ....

Dec. 6

July
.June
Sept.
July
May

. I reel

Nov. IB
. I reel

. I reel

I reel Jan. 24
Nov. •

. I reel Aug. 16
. I reel. Nov. 9. '28

. I reel July 28
Nov. 8

. I reel Jan. II

. I reel
Nov. 29

' K.-mi.i . Tor:

•t§Shindfg (A.T.) ....
"tSlow Beau
*t§Spookeasy
*t|Splke Speaks
*t|Stage Door Knights
*tf Stage Door Post. .

.

•flSteamboat Willie (A.T.) Mickey Mouse
USuutrt Sea Interlude (A.T.) . .Color Sensation
'HSummar Silly Symphony
•^Talking Screen Snapshots... Released twice
Vagabond Salesman, The Specialties (Eddie Buzzell)
*t§When the Cat's Away (A.T.) -Mickey Mouse
•tSWIld Waves (A.T.) Mickey Mouse ,

*t|Wlntor Silly Symphony
•t§Ye Heartte Shop (A.T.) Color Sensation

Jubilee Singers.

.

.Mickey Mouse
. Krazy Kat Kartoon. . .

.

. Krazy Kat Kartoon

.Frank Moulan
. Buddy Deyle

Combe

month

Mar.
fune
lune
July
Aug.
Oct.
July
Apr.
Mar.
Oct
Feb.

Way'
Mar.
Stpt
Fen.
July
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.
Jan.
Ian.

Jan.
Jan.

Nov. 29
. I reel Aug. 9
. I reel Sept. 14, '29

. I reel. Oct 12, '28

. I reel

31...
24
28...

. . 1 reel .

.

,, June 28

28... . 1 reel .

.

. I reel .

. I reel.

.

. I reel.

.

. I reel

.

. . I reel

.

el.

Feb. 22
. Feb. I

Mar. I

Feb.. . I reel.

.1 reel

. 1 reel

.
.1 reel Feb. I

. I reel. June 8, "28

s.pr.

.Jan.

.May"

CONTINENTAL PICTURES CORP.
FEATURES

Length
Title Star Rel. Date Feet Mlns.

"t§Fourth Alarm. The Nick Stuart-Ann Christy Oct 25 ....
Rampant Age (A.T.) (D.F.) Murray- Kennedy Jan. 15 5743.. ..84.

*t§Secopd Honeymoon, The (F.). Josephine Dunn
Worldly Goods K Irk wood - Kennedy

Sept 3586 67..

Reviewed
Oct 18
Jen. 18

Air Eaglet
Defenders of the Law
Hellion's Last Cruise, The.
Mystery Train, The
Rote of Chinatown
Sea Devils
Streets of Shadows

Aug. 1 8085 65.

Coming Feature Attractions

Molly O'Day-Edmund Burns. Dec.

EDUCATIONAL

..6 reels..

. .8 reals.,

..8 reels.

..6 reels..

..6 reels.,

..6 reels..

..6 reeli..

SOUND SHORTS
(Available sound-on-film and sound-on-disc

)

Title
tSAverag* Husband (A.T.) ..,
i-sBltier Friends (A. T.)
'UBig lewel Case. The (A.T.).
•tSBIufltr. The (A.T.)
"i';Buiis and Bears (A.T.).

tar
. Clyde- Meerhssd
Lambert- McPhall
Lambert- Kelsey-Garvln
.Clyde-Stedman
Pollard-Clyde-Beebe

.

*t|Bolly Beef Terry-Toon ...

•HCamera Shy (A.T.) Hamllton-Hlatt
*t§Campus Crushes (A.T.) Clyde-Beebe-Stuart
•f 5 Caviar Terry-Toon
•

f 5 Chop Suey Terry-Tooo
•tJChumpa. The (A.T.) Beebe- Clyde
•t-JCodflsh Balls .. ,j_. Terry-Toon

, .Tamblyn- Rondell
• Burnt Detective Mysteries.

. Holmes- Bolten
. Gribbon-Beebe

..... Christy- Irwin- Pollard- Beebe
SOon't Bite Your Dentist (A.T.) Clyde Pollard ,

*UDon-t Give Up (A.T.) Buster and Jehi Watt ...
~|§Don't Leave Home Johnny Him

Win..
MSDad Knows Best (A.T.)
*t§Dance Hall Marge (A.T.)

.

Rel. Date
.Sept 7..
.Apr. 27..
Feb. 23...
Sept. 28..
Mar. 2..

.July IS..
.
Feb. 9...

. June 15..

.

.Feb. 23...
Aug. 24..
Inly 8...
.June IS...
.Deo. 28..
.Dec 21...

. Mar. 30..
.Jan. 18/31
Oct 26...
Nov. 0...

.1846...

.1609..
1480...
.822...
.I83B..
..543..
.1480...
1929...

. . 659 . .

.

..529..

.22.,

MeKee-Smalley
.Terry-Toon
Bert Roach
Beebe-Barraud- Clyde
.Hodge Podge

. Lloyd Hamilton

.Terry-Toon

•It Drumming It la (A.T.)
*t§Dutch Treat
'tSExpenslve Kisses (A.T.)...
•t$Fat Wives for Thin (A.T.)
•tfFlylng Trip, A
•HFollow the Swallow (A. T.)
•t§Freneh Fried
MIFreshman's Goat, The (A.T. I.Bobby Agnew
•t§French Kisses Cook Shoekley ....
*t§Frled Chicken Terry-Toon
a t§Glrls Will Be Boys (A.T.) ... Charlotte Greenwood
•tSGolf Nuts Terry-Toon
*T§Goodby Legs (A.T.) Pol lard -Stuart
HGood Mornlno. Sheriff (A.T.) Lloyd Hamilton ...

•tSGrandma'e Girl (A.T.) Clyde-Stuart- Kane
*t§Hall the Princess (A.T.) Boiey-Collins

.Oct. 26
Dee.

...Ian. 28..
....Sept 21..
....Dee. 7..
... May 25..

Sept 7..
....Apr. 27..
....Sept 7..
. . .. June 15.

...Seal 7.

....Oct. 19.

.1840.
,.1925.
1822..
1937.. ..n..
1724 19..

28.... 1665.... 19.

.1600. ...18.
..812 8,
.1614.. ..18.
.1980 22.
..895 10.

..Feb. 22
.Oet 25
..Feb .22
..July 12

. . Feb. I

..June 28
..Feb. 22

'.jiiiy'l'i

..bee*." 7

"Apr." .2

."Nov""i"
»ept V

..Oet II

...547..

..IBM..

..1769..

, 25,'3I..I80I.,
.Dec. 14 520..
.July 27. ...1961..

.Dee. 6

.May 31

.'Apr'.'je

.Oct 18

.Aug. 9

.B ...Sept 27

. May
• Oct.
.May

1735..
12 IB83.
II. ...1879..
16 602..
23. ...1895.,

...Nov.22
.July 12

*t Hawaiian Pineapples Terry-Toon May
*HHe Trumped Her Are (A.T.) . Burke-BeeM Mar.
•tSHello Television (A.T.) Clyde-Chrlatv Aug. 17 1844.. _
•t§Hlt Errar (A.T.) Bamee-Colllne Seat, 14.. ..1758. . ..29.
M I Hollywood Theme Song (A.T.) .Grlbbon-O'Leary-D'Avrll ....Dec. 7 1859 20.
•^Honeymoon Zeppelin (A. T.) Beebe-Pollard Aar. 13... .1976. .. .92.
•tfSHonk Your Horn (A.T.) Lloyd Hamilton June 29 1718 10,.
•tsHot and Hew (A.T.) Goodwin-Crane Jan. 12.. . . 1528. . . . 17.

..May 24

..Apr. 12

..Aug. 23

.'NaVV'i

..Apr. 28
June 28
.Jaa. II

•Meant synchronized score. tMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker D meanr disc. F means sound-on-film.
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•tHot Turkey Terry-Toon May 4 804..

•T$Mo»s My Baby (A.T.) Barnei-ColHns-McPhall June 22 1667..

'hHungarlan Goulash Terry -Toon JUM 26 BIO. -

"t Indian Pudding Terry -Two Apr. 6 578.

.

•tSlrtsh Stew Terry-Toon Oct. 5 535...
•fJJehnny's Week End (A.T.).. Johnw HUM Sept. 14 1853..
*tS Jumping Beau rerry-Toona Nov. 2 499. ..

*t§ Kangaroo Steak Terry -Tees July 27 535...
•tSLovo A La Mode (A.T.) Granville-Drew Nov. 2 1770...

§Love Bargain. The (A.T.) Alberta Vaughn-Bobby Agnew Jan. 1 1. '31 . . 1843.

.

.Lloyd Hamilton Oet. I2....I756..
..Lloyd Hamilton Jan. 18. '31 . 1882.

.

Hagen-Dleget Mar. 16 2UU2.

.

..Hodge-Podgo Nov.

. . Terry-TMi Aug.
. . Hodge- Podge Feb.
. Hornn- Bradbury Nov.
. .Clyde- Christy Jan.
Dover-MePhall-Peek Feb.
Ford SUHI at Nov.

OeL

•t§Love Your Neighbor (A.T.)

*U Marriage Rows (A.T.)
i; Mjtcn r-iay i A.1.J
*t§Medley of Riven. A
*t§Monkey Meal
'Museum of Art. A
•tSMy Harem (A.T.)
•tSNo. No, Lady (A.T.)
•TgOfi Darling (A.T.)
•tsOur Nagging Wives (A.T.)
•tOver the Air Hodge- Pod
Passionate Pups. The Bert Roach
*T§Peace and Harmony (A.T.) Lambert-Collins- MePhall .-May 18 1680.
V Pigskin Capers Terry-Toon « Dec. 28 544.

SFolisned ivery (A.T.) Lloyd Hamilton Mar. 16 ..1642.
•fPopeorn Terry-Teon Ian. II. '31 . . .543

4. '31

..548..
I reel .

.

.1764..
.1798...
.1565...
.1780..

20... Dec. 6
,17. ..Feb. I

.19... Oet. 25
10.. Sept 27

*TPif!«Ii
'tSPrlze Pupplea (A.T.)..
"tSRacket cheers (A.T.)...
*i§Radlo Kissel (A.T.) ..

'TRoman Punch .

*t§Rough Idea of Love (A.T.)

.

Terry-Toon Mar. 9 623..
.Lloyd Hamlltai Aug. 8 1724..
..Clyde- Irwin. Pellerd Nov. 23 1994..
,
.Beetle- Duryea- Carewe May 4. . .. 1891 .

.

Terry- Toon Apr. 20 560..
.Beebe- Eastman Dee. 21 ... . 1898.

,

MSalt Water Tuffy Terry-Toon Nov. 30 582..
•tsscotch (A.T.) Clyde- Bevan- MePhall Jan. 18 1961.

•tlSeoteh Highballs Terry-Toon Nov. 18 560...

Shotgun Wedding. A Buster & John West
*t§Sl. SI. Senor (A.T.) Tom Patrleola SepL 21 1755 .

,

•tSpanlsh Onion* . .. Terry-Toon •. Mar. 23 «37.,
•tSStigar Plum Papa (A.T.) Clyde-Grlbboni Feb. 16 1932..

•^Suppressed Crime, The...WmJ. Burns Detective Mysteries Nov. 23 1022..

•fSSwiss Cheese rerry-Tooa June | 847.,
•1§Take Your Medicine Andy Clyde Oct. 28 969.

•tTId Bits Hodge Podge Dec. 21 779..
•tSThelr Wives' Vacation (A.T.) . Kelton-Murray ....Dee. 14 I895.

*t§Three Hollywood Girls (A.T.) Leota Lane-Rita Flynn-Phly-
I Is Crane Jan.

•UTrouble For Two (A.T.) Haymend McKm Mar,
*t*U» Tree Lloyd Hamilton Nov.
•t§Ulrlch Case. The Wm. J. Burns Detective Mysteries. . Jan,
•tSVaeatlon Lovea (A.T.) Clyde-Betty Boyd SepL 28 I904

tlWestern Knights (A.T.) Lambert-St. Jchn-MePhall Aor. 20... ififil.

•Hwilklns Murder Mystery Wm. J. Burns Dec. 7 I023..

•tjWon by a Neck Lloyd Hamilton Oet. 6 I869.

.

FIRST NATIONAL
(Available sound-on-disc and sound-on-Ulm

)

FEATURES

.18. ..May 10

..6
..18. Mar. 29
...6
..6. ..Apr. S
..It..
22... Nov. 8
!l ..June 14
.6... Apr. 26

4. '31. .1902.
1527..

SO.... 1777...
4.

..20

'.'21.
'.'."Fob!"'

..II

...8
..10. ..Oet 25
...8
..21

..Jl
.20 Anr. S

II Sept. 27
..21. ..Oct II

TUlo
•tSBaek Pay (A.T.)
MSBad Man, The (A.T.)
'tsBrlde ol the Regiment (A.T.)
•t 5 Bright Light!
•tSCollege Lovers (A.T.)
MSDawn Patrol. The (A.T.)...
•tSFIlrtlng Widow (A.T.)
•f§Furlei (A.T.)
'UGlrl of Gnlden West (A.T.)
•t§Golng Wild (A.T.)
'UGorllla. The (A.T.)
*t§ln the Next Room (A.T.)..
"MLine* of Field (A.T.) ...
mk Loose Ankles (A.T.)
•f§Murder Will Out (A.T.)
VlNotorious Affair, A (A. T.)

.

•tSNumbered Men (A.T.)
*t§One Night at Susie's (A.T.)
•tSOther Tomorrow (A.T.)
•tSP'aylng Around (A.T.) ....
•t(Road le Paadlse. The (A.T.)
•tISearlet Pages (A.T.)
fSShow Girl in Hollywood (A.T.)
*t§Song of the Flame (A.T.)...
*t§8pring Is Here (A.T.)
•(Strictly Modern (A.T.)
•t!Sunny (A.T.)
M (.Sweetheart* and Wive* (A.T.)
MttSweet Mama (A.T.)
*t§Top Speed (A.T.).
itiTi -(Truth About Youth (A.T.)..
•tiWay of All Men. The (A.T.)
*t§Wldow from Chicago (A.T.).

Title
Ambush
Big Business Girl
Broad minded
Chances
"tSFathcr'a Son (A.T.)
Green Cat. The
*t§Hot Heiress, Tha (A.T.)...
•tSKIss Me Again (A.T.)
•tSKIemet (A.T.)
Lady for Love. A.

MaY
Corinne Griffith

. Huston- Revler

. degal-Pldgeen
Dorothy Maekalll

. Whltlng-Nlxoa
Barthelmess- Fairbanks.

. Oorothy Maekalll
Warner- Wilson
Harding- Renn la

.Joe E. Brown
•Joe Frisco ,

.lack Mulhall

. Corinne Griffith
Fairbanks. Jr.. Young

. Mulhall-Lee

. Blllle Dove
Nagel-Clalre

. Dove- Fairbanks. Jr.. ..

.Blllle Dove

. Whlte-Morrls
. Young-Mulhall
Ferguson-Nixon
White- Mulhall
Gray-Claire
Claire-Gray
Dorothy Maekalll
Marilyn Miller
Blllle Dove
Allee White
Brown-Claire- Whiting
Youno-Tearia
Fairbanks, Jr.- Revler
Nell Hamilton

Ret. Date
June I .

.

Sept. 14..
. . . Juno 22..

SepL 21..
Oet. 5..

Jr.. Aug. 10..
May II..
Mar. 16. .

... .Oct 12..
Dec. 21..
Nov. 2..
Jan. 26..

Length
Feet. .Mint. Reviewed

-.5672..
..7124..
..7418 .

..6418..
..5633... ..

.10054... 1 12.
..6664 74.
. 6606 73. ._ ._

..7276. ...75. ..June 21
.6486... 72... Aug. 23

..63. ..OeL 4

.02... June 7
.77.. .Aug. SO
.8? ..Mav 2a
..72. ..July 8
.63... Sept. 6

..July 19
.June 7

.. Jan.

.. Feb. 2

...Apr. 8

. . . May 4

...Aug. 3
. . Oct 19.

... Feb. 9

...Jan. 19

...July 20
. . . .Sept. 28
. . . Apr. 20
...May 25
...Apr. 13

. . . . Mar. 2

5..

.5911.
.6338.
.5979... 67 Dee. 21. '29

.6190
..6200.
...8218 8!

..6480.... 7:

..5760.... 64
..5800... 64
..8003. ...86
...6935.
..5906.
..72(3.
..6501.

6R. Mar.
68.

77..

. luly 6.

. Aug. 24.

. Nov. 30

.

..SepL 7
..Nov. 9.

..5632..
,.7256..
..7003..
.5012..
..7200..
..6235..
..6032.
..6235..

Apr. 19

.May S

.J una 7
. Nov. I

Jan. 4

.Apr. 5
July 5

.65. ..Aug. 9

.80... May 9

.72... May S

.70... Apr. 28

.63. -May 10
.81. ..Oct. II

.77... June 7
55 ..July 19
.82... June 21
.69. ..Nov. 29
67 , July 28

•tfLady Who Dared. Tha (A.T.)
•t§The Lash (A.T.)

(Reviewed

•MMother* Cry (A.T.)
•fSMIibehavinn Ladles (A.T.).
•tSNauohtv Flirt (A.T.)
Party Husband
•tSRIght of Way. The (A.T.)
•t|Toe Young te Marry
Tenderfoot, The
You and I

•(Woman Hungry (A.T.)

Coming Attractions
Star

Loretta Young
Loretta Young

, Joe E. Brown
.Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Janney -Stone- Rleh
Dorothy Maekalll

, Ly on- M union
. Clare- Pldgeon 1

OtlS Skinner
Loretta Young
.Blllle Onva
Rlehard Barthelmess
under title of "Adlos" Issue
Edw. G. Roblneea
Irene Delroy-Jaek Whiting..
Peterson - M anners

. Lee- Lyon
Allee White
Dorothy Maekalll
Nagel-Veung
Young-Withers
Joe Brown
Loretta Young
Lee-Kehler-Blackmer

Rel Data Faat MIrs. Reviewed

....7309..
SI

31.. 6253.

.Oct. 4

\'!oet 4

'.".Nov." 8

.'Nov.""i

II.. 6855..
...6480...
'31.5167.,

..Dee. IS
SepL IS

F1TZPATRICK PICTURES, INC.
Features

Length
Feet Mini Reviewed

.3877. ...45. ...OeL 25

-•not*.
Feet Mlns.
.1006.

Reviewed
I.

SOUND SHORTS
Traveltalk Series

Len
Tltls Star Rel. Date

I—From Barcelona ta Valencia (F.&D.) SepL .

2— From Valencia to Granada (F.&D.) Oct. ..

3—From Granada to Toledo (F.eVD.) Nov. ..

. 4— In Old Madrid (F.&D.) Dee. ..

. 5—Egypt—The Land ef the Pyramids (F.&D.) May ..

8—Gateway to India, The (F.&D.) Junw ..

No. 7—Temple of Love. The (F.&D.) Jul* »po
No. 8— Imperial City (F.&D.) Aug 832.

No. 9 Picturesque Hong Kong (F.&D.) Sept 718 ...

No. 10—The Island Empire (F.&D.) Oet. 716 8. -SepL 6

No. 1
1

—

Japan In Cherry Blossom Tim* (F.&O.) Oct. 766 9. .Nov. 22

*Means synchronized score. fMeans sound effects. %Means voice

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.

No.

.975..
..867.,
..972.,
..650.

.11 Oet.12,'29
II Nov.t6.'29
.10... Feb. 8
.11. ..June 21
.9'/,

lO'/i-.Sept 6
..9. ..Aug. 23

No. 13—Java—The Fragrant Isle (F.&D.) New 773 9
No. 13—Charming Ceylon Nov 705 9,
No. 14— Honolulu to Havana Dee
No. 15—Slam to Korea Jan ,

American Holiday Series
•Abraham Lincoln (A.T.) 8..
•Armistice Day (A.T.) I.,
•Christopher Columbus (A.T.) S.,
'George Washington (A.T.) I.,
•independence Day (A.T.) 3.,
•§ Labor Day 3..
*§ Memorial Day 3.

.

•5 Mother's Day S..
•SOrigln of Christmas S.,
*§Thanksglvlng 8.,

Movie Horoscope Series
One Release for Eoch Month tf the Year

Length
Tltls 8tU Rel. Oat* Feet Mlns. Reviewed

People Born In August (D.&F.) 830 8
People Born In September (D.&F.) 991 ... .1 1

People Born In October (D.&F.) 954 lu'/i

People Born In November (D.&F.) 711 1
People Born In December (D.&F.) 714 8
People Born In January (D.&F.) 901 .... 10
People Born In February (D.&F.) 910 10
People Born In March (D.&F.) 901. ...10
People Born In April (D.&F.) 689 8
People Born In May (D.&F.) 749 B'/s

People Born In June (D.&F.) 044... .10'/,

People Ben lb July (D.&F.) 629 •

Music Master Series

Title Star Rel. Data
'(Georges Bizet (D.&F.) - Sept ...

*t Johannes B rah a mi (D.&F.) SepL ....
•fFrnnz Llsrt (D.&F.) • SepL
ItGeorge Frederick Handel (D.& Oct ....
'{Frederick Chopin (D.&F.) Oet
'tLudwIg Van Beethoven (D.&* Oet
•tJohann Strauss (D.&F.) Nov
•t§Gulseppe Verdi (D.&F.) Nov
•tFelix Mendelssohn (D.&F.) Deo

Reviewed
Length

Fset Mlns.
972 II

...971 II. ..Feb. 15

...998 II. ..Apr. 5

....900. ...I
...tS2....IO'/a
...681 7', Apr. 19

..544 6. ..Dee. 13

..851 9 U.. Nov. 29

...819 9

FOX FILMS
(All rw/«a««* sound-on-film and ••rand-on-dime)

FEATURES Length

There? (A.T.) Llllle- Garrlck
*t

j

Arizona Kid. The (A.T.).
•tSBIg Party, The (A.T.)..
•t§Blo Trail. The (A.T.).

. Baxter- M arts Apr. 27

.

Lee-Carol-Albertson ....
. Wayne-Churchill-Marshall

*t§ Cameo Klrby (A.T.) Terrls- Murray
'tlctieer Up and Smile Lea-Ltko-Baelanova
"tlClty Girl (P.T.) Farrell. Duncan
'^Common Clay (A.T.) Bennett-Ayras-Marshall
•tSCrazy That Way <A. T.).... Bennett-MacKenna Mar.
•t 5 Dancers, The (A.T.) .Moran- Holmes- Walter Byron. Nov.
MSDevll With Woman, A Victor MeLagleo-Marla Nov.
•t^Ooubte Cross Roade (A. T.) . Ames-Lee Apr.
't§Fex Movietone Follies el 1930

(A.T.) Special Cast May
'tSGood Intentions 'A.T.) Lowe-ChurchIM June
"tlHarmony at Heme (A.T.) Collier, Sr, -Churchill Jan.

,
. Gaynor. Farrell Mar.

. Brendel-Sulllvan Nov,
..0' Br ien-Loy- Browne --- Aim

. Waostafl-Lane
. . Will Rogers- Dresser

. . F-.:irrt II- Taylor

. .
George O'Brien . .

,

..BMIs-Mackaill

7450.
Fab. 23.... 8482.
Nov. 2.. Standard

Grandeur
Jan. 12 6120..
June 22..
Feb. 16

tSHIgh Soelety Blues (A.T.).
*t§Just Imaalne (A.T.)
*t§Last of Duanes (A.T.)
ti)L»f* Go Place* (A.T.)
*t§Llghtnln'
tILIllom
•tSLone Star Ranger (A.T.)

.

•tSMan Trouble
't§Men Without Wsmen (A. T.).MacKenna-MacDonald
*tSNot Damaged (A.T.)
*t§Oh. For a Man! (A.T.)..
•t§One Mad Kile (A.T.)
*t»On the Level (A.T.)
•t(On Yetir Back (A.T.)
*t§Prlncess and tha Plumber.

The (A.T.)
*t§ Renegades
*t§Rough Romance (A.T.)....
•t$Scotland Yard (A.T.)
•tSSea Wait (A. T.)
•t§8ky Hawk (A.T.)
*t5So This Ik Lendea (A.T.>..
MISong 0' My Heart (A.T.)

.

•t§Soup to Nuta (A.T.).

Moran -Byron -Ames
MacDonald- Denny- White
Den Jose Molica
Victor McLaglen
Rich-Warner. Hackett ....

Feb.
. Dee.
Oct
Jan.
Aug.
Feb.
May
Dee.
July
Mar.
SepL

..5600

...6171.

...7961.

...5828..

..7500..
..5750..
...5800..

4.... 7422.
M 6340..
19. ...6395..,
23.... 6750.
23... 10056.,
31. ...5500..
2. ...6745..
7 8500.

5. ...8472...
5.... 5940.,

24. ...7800..
7246..

14.

.6500.
..7800.
..5568.
..5600.
..6600.

Farrell-O'Sulllvan. Warner . . Dee 21 6480

!Kte
,

r - BMfy'J.
t" Oct 26

." .' .' .8400
.'

.O'Brien-Chandler juno 15 4800
Edmund Lewe-BanneH Oct 19.... 6750.
Milton Sill* Sept. 21. ...8000..

.Garrlck-Chandler Jan. 28. .. .6925. .

.

. Will Rogers

. John MeCarmaok
Hohly-Wlnnlnger.Smith

tttSuch Men Are Dangerous (A.T.) Baiter- Owen Mar,
(Reviewed under title of "Uaak of Lore" In Feb 1 1930

*t§Tcmple Tower (A.T.).
*t(3 Sister, (A.T.)
*t§Up the River (A.T.)
•tjWIld Company (A.T.)
•tSWomen Even- where (A.T.)..

.June 8. ...8300.
Sept. 7.... 8243...
SepL 28.... 6340..

7586 . .

,

issue)

Mlns. Reviewed
...60... Nov. 29
...83.. -May 17

...72.. .Mar. I

Illl6...0et II

14200
..68 Dec. 7, '29

.,62... Aug. 2

...69. ..Apr. II

...88. ..June 21

...64. ..Mar. 29

..83.... Oet. 4
..64. ..July 26
..64. ..Mar. 29

..84... May II
.70. ..June 14

.70 Deo. 14. '29

.75. ..Mar. I

.III. ..Oct. 16

.61. ..July 12
.72... Jan. 18
..94... Oct 25
94... Sept 13
..66... Jan. 25
.84... Aug. 30
.81. ..Jan. 4
..72. ..June 14

..68 Nov. 8

..64. ..July 28

.62... June 14
..74... July 28

..72. ..Oct II

..OS... Oet 4

..54... June 21

..75. ..Oct 4

..89... Aug. SO

.76 Dee. 14. '21

..92. ..May 31
.92... Mar. 19
..70... Oet 25

Fab. I

MaeKenna-Day Apr. IS..!. 5200.
pressor- Patrtcolo Apf- 6. . . .6442.

.

Luce-Bogart-Traey Oct 12. . . .8200. .

,

Albertson- Warner-Lynn July 19. . . .7209.

.

Murray. Dorsay- Kellard j una I . . . 7500

-May 17

Apr. 26
.Oet II

.July 19
J UBS 14

Title
•tSAIone With You (A.T.)
A. file

•t§Bareelona (A.T.)
•tSBIondle (A.T.)
Charlie Chan Carries On..
•tSCIteo Kid, Tha (A. T.)

Coming Feature Attractions

Mar. e. ii...".'.".";.*!^.";;.";.".".

I Fab."liV'ai .'.'5600.'. .'62 '.'MX.' ' I

'31.

. oaynor-Bogart
Moran-Bogart-Ames

..Church ill- Garrlck- Hymer .

Lowe-Baxter
*t§Connectlcut Yankee. A (A.T.) Will Ragera-O'Sulllvan
Doctors' wives Baxter-Bennett
•tSEatt Lynna Ann Harding. Break- No gel

"tlFalr Warning (A.T.) O'Brlen-Huntlngtoo
•tSGIrls Demand Exeltement

(A.T) ...John Wayne-Virginia Chen-ill

t§Golng Nowhere (A.T.) Brendel-Whlte-Traey
,

Good Gracious Annabelle Jeanette MaeDonald-Thomas
Melghan a

Heir to the Hoorah, The Will Rogers
•tSHot Numbers (A.T.) Coreeran-Byron Collier. 8r
•t§Man Who Come Back. The

(A.T.) J - Gaynor - C. Farrell . K.
Mar Ken n a jan j |

*t$Men nn Call (A.T.) -Edmund Lowe-Clarke .Jan'. 25,
Merely Mary Ann Janet Gaynor-Charles Farrell
Mr. Lemon of Orange Brendel-Dorsay
More Than a Kiss MaeDonald-Lowe-Halllday .".".".

•t5No Favere Asked (A.T.) MeLaglen-Franeis
M§Once a Sinner Dorothy Mackaill-Joel MeCreaFab. 8, '31...
*t§One Night In Paris (A.T.) . . Gavnor-MaeKenna
•t§Palnted Woman. The (AT.).. John Wayne-Claire Loco
•tIPart Time Wife (A.T.) E. Lowe-L. Hyams Dee. 28 6500.
Seas Beneath, The O'Brlen-Lessing- Marls Jan. 18, '31

•tSShe'a My Girl (A.T.) FarToll-Corapton
•+§Sbe W*ar» the Pants (A.T.)..
Six Cylinder Love Spencer Tracy
•tSSolder The (A.T.) Baxter
•t§Spy. Tha Hamilton-Kay Johnson Feb. I. 'SI....
•HThelr Mad Moment (A.T.) . ..Baxter-Mackalll-Pltta Feb. 22. '31
Three Girls Lest John Wayne-Loretta Young. .Mar. 15, '31

Three Rough Diamonds Victor McLaglen-Fay Wray

(including dialogue and incidental songs).
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

A.T. after title means
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*t§Under Suspicion (A.T.)
Wine, women and Sin
*TS Women of All Nations (A.f.
•TSWyomlng Wonder (A.T.I...
*t§Younn Sinners (A.T.)

J. Harold Murray- Moran. . . .Jan.
Charles Farrell- Ellssa Land j . Mar.
Mci_auien-Lowe

,

Howard-Coreoran
M oran- A Ibertson- Melghaa

INTERNATIONAL PHOTOPLAY DISTRIBUTORS
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date
•tAlter the Verdlat Olga Techechowa Jan. I..
'tsCrlmson Circle. The Stewart Rami Feb. I..
•tSDark Red Roiei (A.T.I Rome-Ooble Mar. I..
'tlUnwrlttea Law, The (A.T.) . . . Rosalind Fuller Feb. I..

Length
Reel! Mint. Reviewee
.7 78. .June 21

.7 79. .Jan. II

. B 67. Mar. D

.a so

SHORT SUBJECTS
Length

Title Stir Reels. M Ins. Revlewoa
•||A«I- Dental Treatment 2 17
•tSAbbu Mitchell 4 Sizzle 4

Blake Sail Program I •
"fiClyde Doorr 4 Sanation*

Sextet Jazz Program I 6
MSFeed the Brute (A.T.) Animal Novelty 1 8
'tSHoak (A.T.) Frawley 4 Smith I 9
•tSJuittee (A.T.) Special Caot 2 17
'ISLIttle Journeys la Soailaad. .Seng Serlea 1 8
Marlonettea

1. Grand Opera I

2. Aliex-Os 1 8
S. Dimples 4 Tear*

tSMlter. Tho (A.T.) Bransby Williams 1 8
•tSMr. Smith Wakes Up (A.T.) . Marrlott-Gott 2 18
•fiNlght In Dixie. A (A.T.) . . . Mltehell-Hudglns 2 IS
*t|Nora Blaney No. I Song Program 1 8
"tSNora Blaney No. 2 Song Program i g
'TsRadls Franki 4 4 Baibolon. Song Program I .8. .Aug 80
*t*Teddy Brown 4 Hie Band Jazz Program I O.Nov. 10, 29
•tSWhen the Clock Struck

Twelve (A.T.) Nile* Welch I If

Title
•15 Anna Christie (A.T.)...
"tIBIg House. Tho (A.T.)
•tSBIIIy the Kid (A.T.)..
•HBIihop Mai

'

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES

star
.Greta Garb*
. Beery- Morrli-H yams
. John Mack Brown
.Basil Rathbone .....
. Novarre

Rel. Date
Feb. 21...
Juno 14.
Oct. 18..

, Jan. 3...
Aug. 16.

In July 12th,

May 18..
.Jan.

Harder Caso (A.T.)
•UCall of tho Flesh

Reviewed under title of "Singer of Seville
1

*t (Caught Short (A.T.) Dressier- Mora*
*tiChaslng Rainbows (A.T.) Love-King

(Reviewed under title of "Road Show" lb Nov. 2. 1029, lesue)

•tIChlldrea el Pleasure (A. T.) . Gray-Rublo-Jthasea Apr. 28. ...8400.

•IS Devil -May-Car* (A.T.) Ramon Navarre Fob. 7 8813
*TSDIvorceo. Tho (A.T.) Shearer-Morris Apr. 19 7533.

»tl Doughboy* Buster Keataaj Aug. 30 7325
(Reviewed under title "Big Shot" In July 26 Issue.)

Length
Feet Mine. Reviewed

.8170. ...91. Dee. 21, '2S

..7901 88. ..June 28

.8808... 82. ..SepL 13

7961. ..69. .Nov. 18, '29

..9061. ..99
1930. Issue

10

...72 Aug. •
,.98. Dee. 28/29
.84... Apr. 19
..81... July 28

.8413.
.7260..
..4382,
..7931.,
.7654..

.6858. ...77.
.8429.

.

..7121.

..7069.

tiFreo and Easy (A.f.) Buster Keatoo Mar.
UFIoradora Girl. Tho (A.T.). .Davles-Gray May 31.
MSGlrl Said No, Tha (A.T.)... Halnes-Hyaras Mar. 15

•tlGeod News (A.T.) Special Cast Aug. 23
*t§ln Gay Madrid (A.T.) Ramon Novarre May 17.

•t§Lfldy'l Morals. A (A.T.) Grace Moore Nov. 8 7858
(Reviewed under title of "Tho Soul Kiss" In Oct 4 Issue.)

tSLariy ef Scandal (A.T.) Chatterton. Forbes-Rethbeae .May 24.

MsLady to Love, A (A.T.).... Vllma Baaky Mar. 8.

*15Let Us Be Gay (A.T.) Shearer-La Roouo Aug. 9
MJLord Byron of B'way (A.T.). . Terry-Katey- Edwards Feb. 28
*tfiLove In the Rough (A.T.) R. Montgomery-D. Jordaa.

.
.Sept. 6.

•t§Madam Satan (A.T.) K. Johnsoi Reginald Denny. SepL 20.

•t§Men of tho North (A.T.) B. Loonard-G. Roland Sept. 27 5359. ..80.,

Min and Bill Mario Dressier Nov. 29 5977 67.

MSMontana Moon (A.T.) Joan Crawlord Mar. 29 7917 86

'tINol So Dumb (A.T.) Davlos-Nugent Jan. 17 6875 75
(Reviewed under title of "Dulcy" In Nov. 2, 1929, Issue.)

'HOur Blushing Brides (A.T.) . . Crawlord-Page-Sebastlan ...July 19 9138. ..182.
"1§On* Embarrass lag Night AM English Cast Jun* 21

paid Crawford -Armstrong Dec, **'

(Reviewed under title of "Within the Law," issi

*t§Passion Flower (A.T.) K. Francls-Johnson-Blckford Dec

..Fob. 22
..June 7
. . Fob. I

..Apr. 12
..June 7

...79
.78..
.85..

10320. .113..

..May 31
.Feb. 6
..May 3
.Jan. 25
Aug. 18

Aug. 80
OcL 25
.Oct. 18
. Fob. I

.July
.Aug.861 1...80

.7819. ...87.
of Nov. 15)
6 7171 80. ..Oct 25

5 6019... 67... May 10
15 5958. ..67. ..OCL <l

..9723.. 108... Fab. i

..6977. ..78. ..Aug. 1

.6253.... 69... May 3

26.

.6178. -.69. ..Jan.
.7718.. .88. ..July

IS

•nUnholy 3. Tho
•tSWar Nurse (A.T.)
•If Way lor a Sailor (A.T.).
•tlWay Out West (A.T.)...
•tSWeman Rocket (A.T.)..

. Feb. 22

.6452. ..72. ..Apr. 19

..8773. ..97. One. 14, '29
..6780... 76... OcL
..6478. ..72. ""

.7333. ...82.
,..7967.. .89.
..6407. ..71
..6887. -.77. Dee. 14. '29

May 24
.Sept. 20
SepL 20
Aug.

*tiRedemptlob (A.f.) .'. fillbert-Nagel-Adera* Apr. 5..
MSRemoto Control (A.T.) Halnes-Doraa Nov. 15.

*t!Reguo Song, Tha (A.T.).... Lawrence Tlbbott May 10.

^Romance Greta Garb* Jul ^

'tfSea Bat. Tho (A.T.) BIckford-MIIJoa. Torres June
•tSShlp From Shanghai. Tha

(A.T.) Nagel-Johnson-Wolhelm ... Jan.

MiSlas of tho Chlldraa (A.T.). Mann-Nugent Juna _

(Reviewed under the title of "Richest Man" In the World In July 5 Issue.)

'tSStrlctly Unconventional (A.T.)Stone-Cavanagh-Owen May 3 4970 55
(Reviewed under title of "The Circle" la Feb. 22, 1929, Issue.)

"IIThli Mad World (A.T.) Rath bo no-Johnson Apr. 12.

"tlThey Learned About Women
(A.T.) Van and Schenck Feb. 14..

•tSThose Throe Freneh Girls. ..(A.T.) R. Denny Oct. II.,

. Chaney-Lee-Linow July 12..

. Walker-Page-Montgomery .. Nov. 22..

.John Gilbert Nov. I..

. Halnes-Hyams Aug. 2.
.
.Moore-Sweet Jan. 24..

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Data Length Reviewed

Bachelor Father Davles-Forbes Jan. I0,'3I . .7200. . .80. . . Dec. 13

*T§Dance, Fools, Dance (A.T.).. Joan Crawford Feb. 21
' t § Daybreak (A.T.) Ramon Novarro
Easiest Way, Tha Constance Bennett- Robert Montgomery
Five and Ten
Gentleman's Fate Gilbert- Wolhelm
Get- Rich-Quick Watllngford Bill Haines
Girls Together
'tSGreat Day, Tho (A..T.) Joan Crawford
Great Lover, Tha Adolphe Menjou
•TSGreat Meadow, The (A.T.) . . .3rown-Boardraan Jan. 24. '31 Nov. 29
•tSHer Fortune (A.T.) Joan Crawford
It's a Wise Child Marion Davies Jan. 24. "31
*t§ Inspiration Greta Garbo Ian. 31. "31

Mata Harl Greta Garbo
*t§Mareh of Time (Tont.) Weber & Fields
•tSNew Moon. Tho <A.T> Tlbbett-Moore Jan. I7.'3l . .7016. . .78. . .Oct. 25
Parlor. Bedroom and Bath Keaton-Eilers- Denny
•tSRed Dust (A.T.) Greta Garbo ...
•TSReduelng (A.T.) Dressier. Moran Jan. 3.'3I . .6930. . .77. . .Dec. 13
Secret Six, Tho Beery- Rambeau
Shepherd of Guadaloupo
•t§Sontherner, Tho Lawrence Tlhbett Feb. 14
*§tSquaw Man, The Roland Young
Strangers May Kiss Norma Shearer
Susan Lenox. Her Rise and Fall
Their First Mistake Laurel 4 Hardy

(Reviewed under title of "The Rap," Issue of SepL 27)
•tSTrader Horn (A.T.) Harry Corey

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date

•t§AII Teed Up Charlev Chase Apr. 19

Another Fine Mess Laurel-Hardy Nov. 29..
•t§Baby Follies (A.T.) Revue Apr. 12
•t§Baby Talk Boy Friends Jan. I7.'3I

Bark Brothers. The Dogvllle
'tSBoar shooters Our Qiao May 17..
at§Be1ow Zero Laurel-Harsh/ Apr. 26...

Length
. Ifi«5 ...
..2591...

1681..

Reviewed
Mar. 29

..Dec. 13

Big Dog House, Tho Dogvllle Mar. 14, '31
•i*Bib Kiek. Tho. Harry Langaon Mar. 29 1827 .. .

•tSBIgger and Better Boy Friends OcL 25 1789..
Blood and Thunder B. Friend Jan. 17. '31. IOUI

.

't&Blotto Laurel -rlardy Feb. 8 2654...
•Taurats Laurel-Hardy Mar. 22 1928
Busy Barcelona Holmes Apr. 1 1. "31
China's Ole Man River Holmes Oct. 4 862.
*t§Clock Shop. Tho Revue May 10. ..2 roels..
Clyde Doerr 4 His Saxophone Orchestra Act Jan. 18 572
*t§College Hounds Dogvllle SepL 27 1524
•tSCollego Romeos Blltmore Trio Jan. 25 853
Copy Novelty OcL II 1877
Crazy House Dane- Moran Nov. I ,

Cuckoo Murder Case, Tho Flip the Frog Series OcL 18 724...
Devil's Cabaret Revue Dec 13
•fSDoctor's Orders Boy Friends *SepL 13
•f§Dogway Melody Dogvllle Dec. 20 1493...
•t§Do1lar Dizzy (A.T.) Charley Chase OeL 4... .2884
*t§Dutalln and Nearby Holmes Deo. 27 882
•fSFast Work (A.T.) Charlie Chase Juno 28 I860
MSFIddleatleke (A.T.) Cartoon Aug. 18 568
•tsFllty Million Husbands Charley Chase May 24 1848.

. . Feb.
-Apr.

?i Fighting Parson Langdon Feb.
(First Seven Years, The Our Bang Mar. I.

'Flower Garden Revue Jan. 18
'Flying Fists Cartoon SepL 6
*t§Gems of M-G-M (A.T.) Novelty Jan. 3.

.1877..
,1843...
.1663..
..628..
.1846..

May 2

Aug.
Mar.

.Doe. 14, '

Apr.

31

3lrl Shock Charley Chase Aug. 23 1786
Glories of Nlkko, Tha Holmes Aug. 23 908
'tlHaywIre (A.T.) Laurel-Hardy May 29 1775
^Head Guy, Tha Harry Langdai Jan. I

Helping Grandma Our Gang Jab. 3,
High C'a Charley Chasa Dee. "
*1§Hog Wild (A.T.) Laurel-Hardy May
Hoosegow, The Laurel 4 Hardy
'TtHet Dot Dogvllle Auo.
•tSlnte Maraoat Holmes Dec.
•t§Kiddies Revue (A.T.) War.
"t|Klng. The Harry Langdon Juno
't§Laurel 4 Hardy Murder CaseLaarel. Hardy SepL
Ladles Last Boy Friends Deo.
Looser Than Loose Charley Chase Nov.
Love Business Our Gang Feb.

.Aug. 2
. Dec. I

Juno
..1678 ..

--2 reels Nov.
..2623
..1775

OcL i

16... 1400 Fab. I

6 900

.Aug.

Love Fever
Modern Madrid
•tINIght Owls (A. T.)
*t§Old Man Trouble (A. T.)
Peeps at Peking
•TSPirates (A.T.)
Pups Is Pups
t§Real McCoy (A. T.)
Rounder. The
School's Out
*t§Shlverlng Shakespeare
•tsShrimo. The
Snappy Cabellero
*t§Song Wrltei

Friend
. .Holmes
. . Laurel-Hardy
.

.
Davidson- Nlshols

..Holmes

..Senny Rubin
,.Our Gang
. Charley Chase
..Novelty
..Our Gang
. . Our Gang ..,
.. Harry Langdon ..

... Revue
The (A.T.) Novelty

. . Feb.
. . vov.
. . Jan.

.'.Jan." 17
..Feb. II

.Aug. 30
. Feb. I

.
. Nov. 3

• Nov. 22

...May 3

••SepL 20
- Aug. SO
•-Jan. 31.

SepL 13

28,

14. ...1787.
6. ...2781.
6... 1893.
15 1893 Dec.
14. '31. .1857 Dec.
28. '31. .1825
15 851
4.... 1895.. . .Dee. 14,'

2 raale
17. '31. .804
15.... 1622...

JO 1693...
1 1899..

.1812..
1893...
1870..
1738...

Aug.
Oet

.Dot. 14.

Aug.

'.Feb.'

So Quiet on the Canine Front. .Dogvllle
Spain's Maddest Fiesta Holmes
Saltan's Camp of Victory Holmes Feb'
Tale of the Alhambra, A Holmes Fob'
*t§Teaeher's Pel (A.T.) Our Gang Oct"
That Little Bit of Heaven Holmes Mar-
Through the Yangtze Gorges Holmes QcL

.1861.

II.

Thundering Tenor* Charley Chase
*t§Tough Winter.
•t6Van 4 Schenck
Village Barber. The
Virginia Judge, Tha
•t§Vodevllle (A.T.) ...)...
What a Man
*t§When the Wind Blows.
*t§Whlsperlng Whoopee
Who Killed Rover? Dogvllle

Our Gang .

. Flip the Frog Series.
,,AcL
. Laurel 4 Hardy

,

.Charley Chase ,

.Our Gong ,

. Charley Chase

Feb.
• .June

' • Jan.

..SepL

..Jan.

Title
*tfAnimal Crackers (A .T.).
•fSAnybody's War (A.T.)
•tjAnybody's Woman
*'§Blo Pond. The (A.T.)...
Blue Angel. The..

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Star Rel.
. Marx Brother* Sept.

, Moran & Mack Aug.
Chatterton- Brook Aug.

. . Chevalier- Colbert May
. Emil Janning-Marlene DletrlchDec. 15.

....1880....
799....

f 656...
803

. .2 reels...
•31

1....I795....
I. ...1907....
B. ...1346...

Length
Foot Ml pi.

.8897.... 99.
.8117. ..75..
.7243. ...91.
.6964... 78.
.9047... 100..
.6068.... 68..
.6871. ...71.
.5244... 58.

2*

II

'MFeet First (A. T.l .,

•fSFollow Thru (A.T.)
*t§Follow the Loader (A. T.).
•tlFer tho Defease (A.T.)
•tJGrumpy {A. T.>

6384.... 71.,
.8100 90.
.8366.... 94.
.5950.... 65..
5 670.... 83 .

.6847.... 66.
6785 76..

tSBtrrder Legion, The (A.T.) . Arlen-Wray-Holt June 28
*t§Dangerous Nan MeGrew (A.T.)Helen Kane July 5
*t§Dangerous Paradise (A.T.) ..Carroll- Arlen Feb. 22
*t§Derellet (A.T.) Bancroft- Francis Nov. 22
•t§Devll»s Holiday, Th* (A.T.).Noncy Carroll May 24...
Fast and Loose Hopklne-Starrett- Lombard-

Morgan Nov. 8...
Harold Lloyd Nov. 8...
Rogers •Carroll SepL 27...
Ed Wynn Dee. 13....
William Powell - July 28..

-. Cyril Maude Aug. 23
-Taneads Up (A.T.) Rogers- Kane OcL 1 1

.

'tgHer Wedding Night Clara Bow OcL 18 6924.
•t§Honey (A.T.) Naney Carroll Mar. 29 6701.
*t5 Ladles Love Brutes (A.T.) .. George Bancroft Apr. 26 7171..
•tSLatghter (A. T.) Nancy Carroll OeL 25 8893..
L'Enlmatlque Mr. Parke* A. Menjou-C. Colbert 6390.,

(Slightly Scarlet)
•15 Lot' • Go Native (A.T.) MacDonald-Oakle Aug.
* t § Light of Western Stan (A.T.) Arlen. Brian-Green Apr.
"t§Love Among tho Millionaires (A.T.) . .Bow-Smith July
*15Love Parade (A.T.) (D) Chevalier- MacOonald Jan.
*1§Man From Wyoming (A.T.) . .Cooper-Collier July
•^Manslaughter (A. T.) Cotbert-Marth Aug.
-r.Men Are Like That (A.T.).. Hal Skelly Mar.
"tlMonte Carlo Buchanan-MaeDonald .OeL
•TfMereeee (A. T.) Cooper- Dietrich Dec.
**50nly the Bravo (A.T.) Gary Cooper Mar.
•t§Only Saps War*; Errol-Arlen-Brlan Deo. 6
On the Spot Jack Oakle Jan 24.
-T§Par*mount on Parade (A.T.) Special Cast Apr. 26
•tiPlayboy of Pari* (A.T.) Maurice Chevalier Oct. 18.
•tlQueen High (A. T.) Ruggles-Rogers-Morgan Aug. 23
•tlReturn of Fu Manehu (A.T.) .Oland-Arthur May 15.
"tSPIoht to Love, Tho (A.T.).. Ruth Chatterton Dec. 27.
•t^Salety In Number* (A.T.) ..Charles Roger* June 7.
*t§Santa F* Trail Richard Arlen SepL 27.
'TSSap From Syracuse (A.T.) . .Jack Oakle July 26.
•t§Sarah and Son (A.T.) Ruth Chatterton Mar. 22
•1§Sea God. The (A.T.) Arlen-Wray SepL 13
•tSSea Legs (A.T.) Jack Oakle Nov. 29
*T§Seven Days' Leave (A.T.) ... Gary Cooper Jan. 25...

Reviewed under the title of "Medal" In Nov. 23, 1929
•t5Shadow of the Law (A.T.) .. Powell-Schilling June 14...
~t§Sllent Enemy. The .Indian Cast Aug. 2

Evelyn Brent Feb. 22
Oakle-Brlan Juna 21...
Cooper-K. Johmton-B. Comp-
son SepL 20...

Gary Cooper May 10..

.

Jackie Coogaa Nov. is
Clara Bow May

19..

8..

.71.

.6787.... 65.

.6312. ...70.
6910. ...71..
10622... I II.
8989.... 68..
.7954 89.
.5467. ...61.
.8077.... 85.
.8237 92.
.8024 67.
.6644. ...74.
I.

Reviewed
.Aug. 36
Apr. 5
.Aug. 16
May 17

.Nov. 22

.July 8
.Juno 28
Feb. 22
.OcL 16
.May 17

.Nov. 29
.OcL II

.May 24
.Dec. 13
July 12
..July 12
.Sept. 27
.SepL 27
.Fab. 22
-Apr. It
Nov. I

.SepL 6

.May 31
..May 31
July 12
.Oct. 19
July 12
.July 26
.Nov. 23
.Aug. I
.Oct. II

.Mar. 13

.Nov. 29

.9125.
.6512..
.7905.,
6586...

101.

'tISllghtly Scarlet (A.T.)
•tgsoeial Lien. The (A.T.) .

•t§Spo1lera. Th* (A. T.)

•15Texan. The (A.T.)
•IITom Sawyer (A.T.)
a t§True to the Navy (A.T).
*t§Vaoabond King. Tho (A.T.) Klng-MecDonald-Olond Apr.
•tSVIrtuouo Sin. The ( A.T.) . . . Huston- Franeli Nov.
•With Byrd at the South Pole jun*
•t§Young Eagles (A.T.) Charles Roger* Apr.
•tSYouno Man of Manhattan
(A.T.) Colbert-Rugglos May

.7074..
,6839...
6018...
.6888...
.6534..
.5673..,
.7300..
Issue
.6392..
7551...
6204 . .

,

5403...

.8128..

.7142..

.7648..

.8398..

.9412...

.7233.

.

7411...
6405...

Apr. 5
..SepL 13

..Aug. 9
..May 10

..Dee. 6

. . June i

..SepL 27
.Aug. 2
..Mor. 23
...Aug. 30
..Nov. 15
...Nov. 28

...June 7

..May 17
..Jan. 25
..June 21

..Aug, 3D

.May 17

..Oet. 18

..May 17

..Jan. II

...Oet 4
..June 28
..Mar. 22

.7306.... 68... Apr, »
*Mean* synchronized score. ^Means sound effects. %Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. P means sound-on-film.
A.T. aft*
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Title

Coming Feature Attractions
Star Rel. Date Length

MIAIsng C«mt Youth (A.T.)
*T§Buy Your Woman.
Dishonored '•

*t§Flghting Caravans A.T.) .

.

Finn and Hattle Abroad
Gang Butter, The
'TlHoneymoen Lane <A. T.)....
T$HurHi«b«rrv Finn (A. TJ.
June Moon
•r»Kla Beet* iA. T.)
Ladles' Man
is Merlon of the Talkies (A.T.)

New Morali
No Limit
•t§Perehe Na
Rango
'fIRoso af the Ranene (A. T.).
"tSRoyal Family ot Broadway,

The (A.T.)
Scandal Sheet
M&Scarab Murder Case (A. T.)
*t$S*lppy (A. T.)
Stampede
MSStolen Heave*
Sex In Business
The Westerner

Charles Rogers Dee. 20
Paul Lukaa Mar. 28.
Gary Cooper-M. Dietrich Mar. 7,

Gary Cooper Jan. 10. 'I

.

Leon Errol-Mibl Green Feb. 28/31
Jack Oakie-Jean Arthur Jan.
tntm Dewiing Feb.
Junior Dumm
Jack Oakie- Frances Dee Apr.
Jack Oakie
Wm. Powell- Kay Francis Feb.
Jack Oakie
Ruth Chatterton Mar.
Clara Bow Jan.
Mana Jacoblnl

Gary Cooper

Fredrle March Feb.
George Bancroft Jan.
William Powell

Apr.
Feb.

Nancy Carroll Feb.
Claudette Colbert Mar.
Richard Arlen-Mary Brian ..Apr.

Reviewed
Dec. 20

...Oct. 18

31 .6120. .68. ..Dee. 13

31.

28/31

.

21, '3

.76... Dec. 20

7. '31
31, '31. 6750..

' 25." 'SI '.'.'.'

.'.73." '.Dee.' 20

18/31

SOUND SHORTS
T l tic Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Ace of Spades. The Talkartoon Jan. 17/31.. I reel

*t§Actldents Will Happen (A.T.) Smith and Dale Aug. 2 2 reels

Accordion Joe Talkartoon Dec. 13 ....Dec. 13
Wm. & Joe Mandel May 3 I reel*t§ Action* Speak Louder Than

Words (A.T.)
Anything But Ham ......
•t§Artlst's Reverie. The (A.T.).

•t5At Home (A.T.)
*T§BalIet Class (A.T.)
*t§Barnacie Bill, the Sailoi

(A.T.)
MSBearded Lady (A. T.)
•tSBedolia
MIBelle of the Night
•t§Blue Songs (A.T.)
Big Splash. The
By Appointment
By the Beautiful Sea
* §t Camera Trails .

•fSCnlnese Fantasy (A.T.).
•fs Chinatown Fantasy. A..
M§Chords of Memory (A.T.)
*t§Cleanlng Up <A.T.)

Smith and Dale Jan. 24/31.. I reel .

Gam berelll A Cs. Aug. 2 I reel

.

Lulu McConnell Aug. 9 1 reel..
Dancing Act May 31 (reel.

Talkartoon Aug. 30. ...I I

Louise Fazenda
. .Screen Seng

Dorothy MeNulty
. . Ruth Etting A Orchestra
. . Welsmullor-Kruger
. .Craig-Bond
..Screen Song .

. . Bruce Scenls Oct 1 1

..Novelty Act Jsi. I...
..Mlller-Dova July 5.

. R. Bruce Scenic May 10..

C. Conklln-M. Swain Sept 27..

tSCockeyed News No. I ( A. T.) . Eddie Cantor Aug. 9.

t§Coma Teke e Trip la My
Airship •• .Screen Seng ...May 24.

tSConfounoed Interest (A.T.)... Raymond-Caverly Oet II.

•t§Deep "C" Melodies lA.T.) ... Frances Williams, Yacht Club Boys.

tSDesperate Sam Bert Gordon Mar. 29
Hscovered Sally Ward Jan. 17/3

Mar. I 1794
. Jan. 4 I real. ..

.. Feb. 15. . . .2 reels.

.

..Jan. S I reel...

..Jan. 17/31.. 2 reels
Nov. I.... I reel...
Jan. 24/31.. I reel...

I reel. .

.

I reel . .

.

. I reel .

.

I reel . .

.

tell..

.Doc. 13

'.'. May*24

. I reel

.

...June 14

I real

Discovered
•tSOlzzy Dishes (A.T.)
'HDon'l Believe H (A. T.) .

.

MiDo.n With Husbands
*1§Dresden Dolls, The (A.T.)
•tSDrtftlng Along (A.T.)
•4§Duke of Dublin (A. T.)
Elmer Takes the Air
Excuses Bruce Novelty Nov.

•tSFalse Alarm Fire Co. (A.T.) Smith A Dale Mar.
•|? Family Next Door, The Charles Rugqles Jan.

MS Fatal Card. The (A.T.) W. A E. Howard Nov.
MSFavorlte Melodies (A.T.) Ruth Etting A Orchestra. .. Mar.
•t§Flrebugs Talkartoon May
•t§Flt to Be Tied (A.T.).

Stubbly Kreuger-Assan-Jordanoff Apr. 25. '8I..2 reels

.Bruce Novelty

•ffiFor Love or Money (A.T.)

.

•tlFood for Thought tA.T.)
French Line. The
tiGettlRl a Break (A.T.)
*t§Gettlng a Ticket (A.T.)
MIGlow Worm. The (A.T.)
Go Ahead and Eat
"tifle Ahead and Slag (A.T.)
*t§Grand Uproar (A.T.)
•tSHe Was Her Man (A.T.)..
•HHelpIng Hand, The (A.T.)
•tfHer Future
•tSHIs Honor, the Mayer
His Price
•tiHls Wife's Birthday (A.T.).. Solly Ward
•t i Hold- Up (A.T.) Tom Howard .....

•TSHet Air Merthaat (A. T.). ... Charlie Ruggles
MSHot Dog Talkartoon
•tfHet Time la the Old Town
Tonight. A (A.T.) Screen Song

•f § I Come First (A.T.) Herman Timberg

. Talkartoon
. James Gleason Feb. 8 2 reels..

Arthur- Roach Mar. 8 2reels..
.Marie Gamberelll July 26.... I reel...

. . Robert Bruce Scenic Sept 6 I reel .

.

Charles Murray Feb. I. . ..2 reels.

.

. litsn. InrHannff Anr 25. •£.

I reel..
9 t reel...

II 2 reels. .

I reel...

6 I reel..

.

10 I reel...

2 i reel...
4... IB70

I reel . .

.

I reel ..

I reel. .

.

Allen A Canfleld..
Glna Male
Block Sl Sully
Eddie Cantor
Screen Song
Tom Howard
Tom Howard
Talkartoon
G i Ida Gray
Solly Ward
Ethel Merman

..Charlie Murray

..Johnny Burks

Sept 13..
....Jan. 24/31
... May 17..
....Mar. 22..

... Aug. 23..

....Jan. 3/31,

....Oct 25...

...Oct 4...

;;;'dct"4.\\"
....Sept «...
...Mar. 22...
....Dec. IS...

....Oct 26..

iil'sept "IS.".'

July 19
....Dee. 13
...Dec. 13

1 reel . .

.

2 reels...
1 reel

.Aug.

.Apr.
• Boydell-Ash Aug.

Jan.

12.... I I

. 2 reels. .

.

. I reel

..2 reels

..2 reels...
..2 reels

.1 reel...

.1 reel...

16.. .1 r

15.

18.

.1 reel.
. I reel.

I reel .

.

. I reel

.

. I reel.

.

...Aug. 23 1

.Sept 26 1 reel.

•til'm a Wild Woman (A.T.)
M§l m Afraid to Come Hema _

the Dark Screen Seng Feb.
*§l'm Forever Blowing Bubbles. Screen Song Mar,

tn Again, Out Again Cook-Bond Dee.
*t§ln the Good Old Summertime
(A.T.) - - Screen Song '«">•

Mil* the Shade ef the Old Apple
Tree Screen Seng

•fSlnsuranee Eddie Cantor ..

'^Introduction of Mrs. Glbbs
(A.T.) Lulu McConnell

It Might Be Wortt Geergle Jessel Jan. 8/31 . .2 reels .

It*e All Over Marlon Harrle Dee. 20 1 reel.....

•t§ J*" Preferred (A.T.) Wiyi w -- Aug. 30 .. .. I reel ...

.

Just a Pal Minor Watsen Nov. 15 1 reel

Children'! Ballet Aug. 23.... I reel

Smith A Dale Mar. 23 t reel

. Perkins-Hlllpot Sept. 6... I reel

..Screen Song April. 12 B74. ....

Smith & Dale Nov. 8... .-2 reels.

.

"Taylor Holmes Jan. 25 2 reels ...

Victor Moore Jan. 31/31.. 2 reels .

Arthur A Morton Havel -• •,i-.--"*-
•,•**'

Alice Boulden Jan. 10/51 .. I reel ..

Bruce Novelty Aug,

Screen Song Nov.

.; Arthur A Morton H aval I

Barry

..Jan. 25

.Nov, 22

,{Kendy Kabaret (A.T.)
•SfKnlghti in Venice (A.T.;.
MILady. You Slay Me (A.T.)
•t§La Paloma
*t|La Schnapps, Ins. (A.T.).
•t$Lot Me Explain (A. ¥•>..
Love In the Suburbs
M6 Lovers' Lane (A.T.)
Make Up Your Mind
MS Many Moons (A.T.)
Marluteh
•f 5 Marry or else

•tIMeek Mr. Meek. The (A.T.).,,
•tiMeet the Boy Friend ( A.T.).. Lillian Roth

•itMelodlei (A.T.) Smith Bros.. Singing.

•tSMillmn Me's, A .
t*« Morse

Model Women All Star ... ..... .....

•t§Moon Bride's Wedding (A.T.) Indian Musical Novelty

M§Mountaln Melodies (A.T.)....t Brute Seenle

•tsMy Gal Sal (A.T.) ^e," Bn.
8onfl

Mysterious Mose Talkartoon

•UNslghborly Neighbors (A.T.).Lulu MsConnell

4|New Rhythm Aiptazer *

MSNoah'e Lark (A.T.)
Office Blues
Oh Teddy
01' King Cotton
*t)Ole Me* Whoopee (A.T.).
On a Sunday Afternoon
M§Operetle Selections (A.T.)
•t J Paramount Aata
Paramount Comedies

.July 6

'.Juno 28

..Aug. 16...

...Aug. 30...

'.'.'.'.Apr'."ia''

...Dec. 6..
.. Feb. 22...
...Jan. II...

,.. Oct 18...
...Dec. 27..
,. Aug. 16..

.Oct 18...

. 1 reel. .

.

...Sent a

.1 reel.. . . . . . Nov. B

t red. . .

.

t ml

.1 reel

..964 ....Jan. 2S

.1 ml....
i reel ...

.

. 1 real.. .

re.l

Dee. 1.1

.2rwla... ...OeL a
I reel

.v. A Band
.Talkartoon ?.et - 26. ...

Ginger Rogers Nov. 22.... [reel

.Billy Heuse pee. 20
George Dewey Washington. ..Dee. 27
Art Frank Sept 27

.Screen Song -Nov. 29.

.Tito Sehlpa May 24..

2 reels.,

I reel..,
I reel ..

I reel..
I reel . .

.

.{reels.

..July 26

".Nov." 22

n
22
10/31
I...

10. 31

*t 5 Resolutions (A.T.J.

.

Row. Row, Row ,

•tSRubo. The
Runaway Boys
"t§8aHor's Luck, A
MSSalt Water Ballads (A.T..
MSScrappHy Married
Seeing Helen Home

20.

M§ Paramount Pictorial No. I Clara Bow Sept 27
No. 2 Fisn Faces Munich Mannl-

klns; Walrus Hunting la Si-
beria; Stare of To-morrow. .. Oet 29.

No. 3 Lowell Thomas describing Jug-
gernaut—Jesse Crawlord at
Organ

Paramount Sound News (two Editions Weekly)
Patient, The The Three Swifts Nov
Plastered Willie, West A MeGlnty. . . Nov.
Please Go 'Way and Let Me SleepScreen Song Jan.
Prisoner's Song, The Screen Song Mar.
Pulling A Bone Bums &. Allen Jan.
Putting Party. The Juliet Dee.
•tSRadlo Riot Talkartoon Feb.
"taHaismg the Roof (A.T.) ...... Lillian Roth A Band Aug.
*HRed. Green A Yellow (.A.T).. Lulu McConnell Oct

. Slily House Aug.
. Screen Song Deo.
..Jimmy Barry June II...
. .Br-ce Novelty Jan. 31/31.
.George Beatty Sept 13...
..R. Bruce Scenic Mar. 8
..Johnny Arthur A Bert Roach. Feb. 22...

. H e len tynd Dee. 6. .

.

Simply Killing -. Willie A Eugene Howard Jan. 31/31
•USing. You Dancers (A.T.) ... Puck A White Sept. 20...
Sky Scraping Talkartoon Nov. I...
Sky Scrappers Chester Conklln Deo. 6...
M§So This Is Paris Green Fazenda . Jan. 18...
MsSong Service (A.T.) Lee Morse A Co Oet. 25
Stateroom 19 Clute-La Mar Jan. 17. '31

*t ostein Song i A.T.
') Screen Song- Va llee Sept 6. .

.

MSStory Book Parade. The (A.T.) Children's Ballet Oet 4.
*t§Strike Up the Band (A.T.).. Screen Song Sept 2:

MSStronger Sex, The (A.T.) Myers-Reach Mar. I!

•t§Sun6et Hunter (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic July 12.

Sure Cure Lynn Overman Nov. I.

MSSwIng You Sinner (A.T.) Talkartoon Sept 20
*t§That Party in Person (A.T.) Eddie Cantor Jan. 5.
•tSThe Tide Rises (A.T.) R. Bruce Scenic July I

.1 reel

I reel .

Tongue Tied Lulu McConnell ..

Tons of Trouble Rudy Muller and Rosle
MSToys (A.T.) Three Ormonde Sisters
*t§Travelin' Alone (A. T.) R. Brueo Scenic
MSTwentleth Amendment, The (A.T.)
Up to Mars Talkartoon
M§ Voices of Lonely Men R. Bruce Scenls
MSWanderlust, The R. Bruce Scenic ,

*t§Wee Bit o' Scotch (A.T.) R Bruce Scenic
*t§Whlle the Captain Walts ....Armlda
Why Continue the Struggle. . ..Casey. McHuoh
iSWise Fllea (A.T.) Taikarton ...
MfYes, We Have No Bananae. .. Screen Song
•tSYou're In the Army Now Johnny Burke .

Dee.
.Jan. 3/31

. July 28...

22..

. . I reel

..I reel
.1 reel..
..I reel

. I reel

. . I reel Nov. 6
. I reel

I reel
. I reel
.1 reel Oct II

.2 reels

. I reel
.1 re.l

.1 reel

.1 reel Nov. 15

. I reel

.2 reels Jan. 18

. I reel

. .1 reel

.1 reel

.1 reel

.2 reels
.2 reels Jan. 25
.1 reel

.1 reel •

.1 reel Sept 6
. I reel Aug. 23
.1 reel
.1760
. I reel

.1 A-eel Sept 6

I reel Oct II

.1 reel

. I reel

.1 reel

reel

April 5..
Feb. 8...
Nov. 8...
Nov. 15..
July 19..
Apr. 26. .,

Oct II...

.1 reel. . .

.

. 1 reel . .

.

.2 reels. .

.

.1 reel
. I reel. . . -

.1 reel ..

. I reel

. I reel ...
. I real—
. I reel. . .

.

. I reel

,1 reels...

. Nov". 22

.'.Nov; "22

..June 14

..May 24

PATHE
FEATURES

Title

•t§Beyond Victory (A.T.)

•t§Grand Parade. The (A.T.
•t§Her Man (A.T.) (F.)..

•ISHolldsy (A.T.) <F.)...
•fSNIght Work (A.T.) (r*.

'tfOBlcor O'Brien (A.T.)
•tJPolnted Desert (A.T.)
niPardon My Gun (A.T.J
•fSRIeh People (A.T.) <l».

.->in Taki-3 a Holiday...
•tSSwIei High (A.T.) (P.

(F)

) (F.)

v.

star R«l- Oate
.loyd-Twelvetrees-Gleasan-ScottNov. 30

Uul Man- Gleason -Armstrong-
Gleason Oct 28,

Twelvetrees-Seott Feb. 2.

.Twelvetrees-Holmos-Rambeau
Gleason 8"Pt 21.

Hardlng-Astor-Horton-Amos July 13.

Eddls Qulllan AyO- 3
-

•

Boyd-Sebastlaa Feb. 15.

. Beyd-Twelvetroes Nov. 20
Starr. Duryea June 29.

Constants Bennett Jan. fi.

.

Constance Bennett Nov. 23.

Tnlvetrees-tcwtt May 18..

Length
:e Feat.. Mine. Rev. j. co

....7310 82.

....7M7....84.

. ..7508.... 8S.
...88701 B7.
....UM..--SS.
...8740. ...73.

..Oet. 4

N.V. 15

..Sent. 13

June 14

Aoa. IS
.Nov. 80

..5654.... 63... July 6

.7074 78. ..Fob. 8
.7304 81. ..Nov. 29
.7500 75 May 8

Title
•UAdam and Eve ' A.T >

•tSCrashlng Through (A.T.).
•tSGreater Love. The (A.T.)..
Miln Deep (A.T.)
M§l Take This Woman (A.T.).
*t§Latt Frontier, The(A .T.)..
'tSLauy Lady (A.T.J
Lonely Wives
MS North of the Yukon (A.T.)..
•tSPrlce of a Party. The (A.T.)
*t$Rawhlde (A.T.)
* t § Rebound
MSRomance Harbor (A.T.)

.

"tSTaklno the Rao (A.T.* .

*t§Thls Marriage Business (A.T.)

Coming Feature Attractions
Star

. Constance Bennett

.William Boyd
. ann Harding
. Constance Bennett
. Bannister- Harding .

. William Boyd
. Constance Bennett
.LaPlante-Horton —
. William Boyd
Helen Twelvetrees
William Boyd
Ann Harding

,

Ann Harding
Robert Artnstrono -

Helen Twelvetrees

.'.Dec.
Aug,

.
'. J*n.
..June
.July
..Apr.

"may"
. . Apr.
. . Feb.

.'. Mar.'

'

. . Aug.

.. July

28. '31.,
28
2, '31...
18. '3i..
7. '31..

26, '31..

5. '31..

"Vo'.'sV.".

15. "31

16. '31

5. '31

SOUND SHORTS
' Available sound-on- film and sound-on-dise)

(Note: Pathe dees not list running time on Shorts. The approximate running time ef reels
tn the important serlee. however, follow:

Rel. Date Run. Time Reviewed
2 reel comedies 26 mln
Pathe Sound News io mln
Pathe Silent News 10 mln
Pathe Audio Review 1

1

mln
Pathe Review II mln
Aesop's Fables 8 mln
Grantland Rlee Suortlights 10 mln
Talking Topics ef the Day 7 mln.
Knute Rockne Notre Dame

Football Series ef 6
1. The Last Yard Oot
2. The Hidden Goal Oet
3. Flvlng Feet Oct
4. Touchdown Oct
5. Two Minutes to Go Oet
8. Backfleld Aces Oat

IS I reel Aug. 80
15 1 reel Aug. SO
IS I reel. .....Sept 13

15 1 reel Oct 11

15 1 reel Oet 25
15 1 reel

Title
All for Mabel
MjAmorlta er Bust...
*t§Beautlee. The
Big Cheese
MJBIg Hearted
*T|Bess's Order*. The.
Breakfast in Bed
'SBugvllle Romanes. *

ICampus Favorites .

(Carnival Revue
gChaslag Rainbows ..

*t§Champ)on Makers ..

Circus Capers
Cobb Goes Fishing
Dangerous Youth
•tf Drums of Fear
*T$Deep South
Dixie Chase, The
*t§Dude Ranching (A.I
Ebony Shrine
*t§Farm Foolery
Frozen Frolics
Gem of Agra, The
ttSGlve Me Aotlen.

.

•tsr.1aeler*s "

. _ lidlno

Glory ef Spain.

Star Rei. Date
..Carney-Wills Oct. 12...
..Daphne Pollard July 27...
..Hlatt-Kaley June 29...

. . Aesop Fable

..Harry Grlbbon ...

..Morgan-McPhall .

.

. .Pollard-Pangbora .

..Aesop Fable

.Oct
...June
...Aug.
...Nov.
...June
...Jui

Length
. .2 reels..

. .2 reels. .

,

..2 reels..

, .1 reel
. .2 reels.

.

. .2 reels.

.

.2 reels...
..I reel...

Reviewer)
..Aug. 23
..June 21

.Aug. 3...
..Sportllght Aug. 10...
..Sportllght June 15...
..Aesop Fable Sept 28...
..Sportlight Oet. 5...
..Daphne Pollard Sept. 14...
..Vagabound Adventure Series.. June 29...
.Song Sketch Aug. 24..

. .Sportl Ight Nov. 30 . .

.

..Sportllght Sept 21..

,

. Vagabond Adv. Series Sept 21...
. Aesop Fable Sept 14. .

.

. .Aesop Fable Aug. 31.

.

,
. Vagabond Adventure Series. . Oct 19.

.

. .M an Ing- Holmes Aug. 17.

.

..Vagabound Adventure Series.. Jan* I..

. SpoMI iaht Sept 21 .

.

..Vagabound Adventure Series.. Nov. 18..

.1 reel..
. I reel.

.

. . I reel.

.

. . I reel .

.

..21 mln..
. . I reel .

.

. I reel .

.

... I reel .

.

. I reel...

...I reel..
..I reel..

, . . I reel.

.

..928. ...I

. .2 reels.

...Nov. 8

...June 28
..Aug. 2

..June 2.

..July 5

..July 19

.".June *2i

..Oct 4
. . . Oet. 4
...Nov. 29

. .June 28

.June 28
...Dec. 13
Aug. 16

..May 31
..Sept. 29
..Sept 13

..Sept. 27

..Aug. S

...May II

.Sept. 27
..Nov. 8

•Means synchronized score, fMeans sound effects. §Means voice

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.
(including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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Gypped lit Egypt Aesop Fable Nov. 9.

•f§ Hearts and Hood Rleo-Koat* Sent 7.
High Steppers Sportlight Nov. 16.
•t§Hold the Baby Agnew-Cr**e-MsPhall Nov. 9.

*f|He*k*d Sportlight May 18..
•IIHil Tamals Aesop Fables Aug. 3..
•til'll Take That One AM Star Oct. 5.

*t§Jungle Jaz2 Aesop Fable July 6..
*t^ J unale Terror Vagabond Adv. Series Oct. S.

"t§Kld the Kidder Campus Comedy Dec. 7..
Lair ol Chang How Vagabond Adventure Series. .June IS.

•t§Laundry Blues (A.T.) Aesop Sound Fable Aug. 17..

•flLet 'Er Buck 8p*rtllght July 27.

*t§Llve and Learn MePhail-Deerlng Juae IS.

't&Love's Memories (A.T.) Song Sketch Feb. 16,

TiLeve That KIIU Vagabond Adventure 8erlei ..Auu. 24.

•flMendaJay Seng Sketch Jan. 5..

»T§Mldnlght Aesop Fables 639 ft....

•tSMIad Your Owe Business Agnew-Gulliver July 30.
Monarchs ot the Field Sportlight
Musroal Beauty Shop Melody Series . . . . . June 7.

Mystic Isles, The Vagabond Adventure Series. No<

...All Star

...All Star
• ••Ginger Rogers
.. .Aesop Fable
. ..Topics at the Day
...Wills-Carney

,

...Aesop Fable

...Sportlight
.Released Every Week..

Sept. 28.
-June I.
Sept M.

. Jan. S.
Nov. 23..

• . Nov.
.May

. . Nov.

Tidy
•tSNew Walter, The
"tf NlOht Clerk, The
•tlNlght li a Dormitory. A..
Office Boy .

•t§On tne Air (A.T.)
•tsOne Nutty Night
•t§Oom Pah Paii (A.T.)
Par and Double Par
•tSPsthe Audi* Review (A.T.)..-
•tSPathe Sound News Released Twlee Every Week.
•tSPerlect Match. The (A. T. )... boiler Mayo Apr.
•t§Piek 'Em Young (A.T) Agnew-Geraghty May
Raequeteers Sportlight Oct.

•f§Ricn uncles (A.T.) Richard Carle May
•t§Rlde 'Em Cowboy Whlte-uarnev Apr.

Romeo Robin. A.T Aesgp Fable June

•t§Royal Flush. A (A.T.). All Star Dee.

•tIRubevllle Nite Club (A.T.K.H. B. Watson .... Jan.

•tSSacred Fires Vagabond Adventure Series ... Jnly

•tiSandi of Egypt The Vagabond Adventure Series Nov.

•t§Satan's Fury (A.T.) Vagabond Adventure Series. .Sept.

Sea Going Sheiks Treaey-Cooke-Rle*

Seeln- Injuns Daphne Pollard

Sell Defense Sportlight Sept.

•tiShlp Ahoy (A.T.) A*" F« h'«

MSSinging Saps (A.T.). Aasopi

•t§SUteen Sweeties (A.T.)
Frolics

30.

..I reel Nov. IS

...2 reels. ...May 31
. . . I reel Dec. 13
. .2 reels
. I reel May 24

. . I reel Aug. B
. . .2 reels
. .1 reel July 19
...I reel Sept. 20
.2 reels Sept 20
...2 reels. .18. .June 7

. . I reel Aug. 23
...I reel Aug. S
...1 reels Aug. 2

, . . I reel June 7
...I reel Juno 7

. . . I reel

.7 mln Oct 15
...2 reels.. 17.. June 12

Dee. 20
. .2 reels... 18. .June 7
..2 reels Nov. 22
...2 reels
...2 reels

...2 reels

...2 roots
...I reel Nov. 29

reel

.

...2 reels
. I reel ....

l reel.
. . I reel . .

.

. . l reel. ..

. . .2 reels Apr.

..Nov. 22

.Juno 7

..Nov. 21

.May 10

.Oct II

..May 3

..Apr. 5

..June 28

..Aug. 30
..Nov. 16

Fabias . Fob.
'iVhlte-McNaughten Apr.
Sportlight Aug.

•tSSky Skippers (A.T.)
Snow Time
"tSSome Babies
"tlSomowhere Out
'TSSangs ot Mother
*t§8pllle aad Thrills (A.T.)..
•flSplashlng Through (A.T.).
Snnrtmo Brothers
Stone Age Stunts
Swell People

Aesop Fabla Feb.
a. -I. li Fable July 20.

.

' Carle- Hlatt. Little Billy ....Sept 21.
Sportiloht July 13..
.Song Sketch FeD. 2.
Sportlight Apr. 8.
Sportlight Feb. 23.
Sports Juno I .

,

Aesop Fable
Dot Farley-Harrv G ribbon Aug. 24..

Temples ot Silence'
'.". '.'.'. '.'. Vagabound Adventure Series. July 13..

Three Wise Clucks c'll'"
-

;
-

*t§Tighi squeeze (A.T.) LoMalre Feb. 2.

TrafTlo Tangle Carr-Farley Nov. 2.

•fSTrumpeteer, The (A.T.) Song Sketch Jan. 19.

Trying Them Out All Star May 25..

Two Fresh Eggs A I St. John-JImmte Aubrey July 8.

.

Two Plus Fours Nat Carr-Thelma Hill Aug.
Under ttio Cock-Eyed Moon Carney-Walls Oct
'TSVenetlan Night* Vagabond Adventure Aug.
•tlVoice of the Sea (A.T.) Song Sketch May
•t§Western Whoopee (A.T.) Aesop Fables Apr.
What. No Bait Topics ot the Day Mar.

Wizard Land Vagabond Adventure Series.. Dec.

26

13.

THIe

•tSAIIes French Gertie (A.T.)
t§Beau Bandit (A.D.)
*t§Case of Sergeant Grlseha .

•fSCheek and Double Check
(A.T.)

•tSConsplraey. The (A.T.)
"ISCuekoos. The (A.T

"

14..

RADIO PICTURES
FEATURES

Star Rel Date

.Daniels-Lyon Apr. 20..
. La Roeque- Kenyan Mar. 2..
. Morrls-Compson-Hersholt ... Feb. 23..

.2 reels.

.2 reels.. 1

1

. . I reel. .

.

. ..2 reals.
. . t reel. .

.

. .2 reels..
..2 reels..
..I rati
...956 ft. 10

..I reel Aug. 23

...2 reels Dec. 20
.2 reels

...I reel Sept 13

.. .2 reel Jan. 1

1

. . I reel Feb. 6
. .2 reels. Apr. IP.

. . . I reel
. . I reel Feb. 15

..1 reel. ..8.. July 26
...2 reels Aug. IB

. . . I reel
. . I reel May 10

..I reel Apr. II
. . I reel Feb. 15

. . . I reel 8. .June 7
Dec. 13

..2 reels.. 22.. July 19
,..2 reels.. 10.. July 19
.2 reels
..] reels Nov. 23

. .2 reels Nov, 8
. . I reel Jan. 4
...2 reals.. 17.. June 7
...2 reels. .20. .July 5
...t reels. .20.. July 20
.2 reels. . .20. .Nov. 15

. - 1 reel Aug. 16
. . I real May 3

. . I reel Apr. 19
. . I reel

.1 reel. ..II. .Dec. 13

Length
Feet Mlns. Reviewed

.8410. ...65. ..Apr. II

.6128 68. ..Jul* 21
.8191 92. ..Mar. 6

.Amos 'n' Andy-Carot-Rlsh... Oct 25.
. Love-Trevor-Sparks Aug. 3.

.

Wheeler. Woolsey May 15..

"tlDauier Llihta Wolhelm- Armstrong* Arthur -Sept. 22.11 . (Rev|ewed ^p, 8 standard Film and Deo. 6 Wldo
•tlDliiana B*b* Daniels Aug I.

•t 6 Escape (A. T.) AH Star Cast Sept. I.

Fall Guy The Mulhall-Soarks-Clarke June 15.

•t§Framed (A.T.) Brent-Toomey Mar. '
Girl of tha Port Sally O'Nell
•UHalt Shot at Sunrise (A. T.) . Wheeler-Woolsey
•*lHe Knew Woman (A.T.) Sherman-Joyce
Hit the Deck Jack Oakie-Polly Walker
MSHoofc. Lino & tinker Wheeler-Woolsoy

. . .Compson- Forte*
. . . Daniels-Thompson
... Foy. Jr. -Rubin

. Daniels-Hughes
Richard DIX

26.

•filnslde the Lines ...

t&Lawful Larceny (A. T.) .

•fSLeatherneeklng (A. T.) .

*T§Love Comes Along (A.T.).
•HLovin' the Ladles
•UMIdnlght Mystery. Th* (A.T.)Compson-Sherman
"§fPay Off. The
•t§Runawav Bride. The (A .T.)
Second Wife
Seven Keys to Baldpate
•1 j She' 1 My Weakness (A.T.)..
'tlShootlng Straight (A.T.)...
•tfiSllver Horde (A. T.)

Feb.
.Oct.
.May
.Feb.

. Dee.

.July
Aug. 17..
Sept 22..
.Jan. 5..
Apr. 6.,

. June I .

.

.Oct. 15..
May 24.

Feb,

..6923.
.915...
.9155.

.

..6556.
Film)
..B908.
..6025.
..6175.
..6111.
..6173.
..7059..
.6319..
.9129..
..6758.
. .6652.
.6308.
,.7600..
..7038.
.6138.

Lowell Sherman
Astor-Hughes
Llla Lee-Conrad Nagel ...

Richard Dlx Jan. 12. ...6759.
Carol- Lake- Boats Aug. I 6727..
Dix-Lawlor July 20 0720.
Brent-Wornelm Oet 25 6768..

...75. ..Oct 24

.72 Nov. 8

..90. ...Apr. 5

...73

...99... July 26

...68. ..Feb. 15

...68. ..May 31

...88. ..Feb. 15

...69... Feb. 2
..79... Sept 27

. 70 Apr. 28

.102. Dec. 21, 29
..75.. .Dee. 6
...75. ..July 12

...09. ..July 19

..81... Sept 6
..78. Dee. 21, '29

.. 68... Feb. 22

...72. ..May 31

..70. ..Sept 13

...72. ..May 31
..60... Feb. 15

..70. ..Jan. 12
.73 June 28
.71. ..July 12

.75. ...Sept. 27

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star rtel. Data

Assorted Nut* Bert Wheeler- Robert Woolsey
Saehelor Apartment Lowell Sherman
Beau Ideal Forbes- Vail Jan. I5.'3I

Children ol the Streets Betty Compson
•tSCImarren (A.T.) Richard Dlx
Kept Husbands
Madame Julie
M Mile John Halllday
•^Perfect Alibi. The lA. T.).. ,

Private Secrstary Mary Astor-Robert Ames
Royal Bed Sherman-Astor Jan. 3,'3I.

Sin Ship Wolhelm-Astor
Sour Grapes (Tent.)

SOUND SHORTS
Star

Length Ravlewed

. '.'7020.\7.78. '.'. Doc." 13

..W. Catlett Nov.

..Duke Ellington & Orchestra
(A.T.XF). . Mare Connelly Fob.

Title

Aunts In the Pants
Black and Tan
'tlBridegreom, The
*t§Broken Wedding Bells (A.T.) Dane-Arthur
•t^Campus Sweethearts (A. T.) f F4D>
MSCash and Marry A.T.) Vaughn-Coexe-Sargent
•t^Dear Slayer (A.T.) Vauohn-Cooke
Olzzy Dates Dnno-Arthur * • -j * v • *

•tJEventually But Not New (A.T.) (FAD) Voughn-Cooke.
•UFair Deceiver. The (A. T-. 'FAD)
Fail to Arms, A Louise Fazenda
* + 5 General Glnihurg (A.T.) (F).Not Carr
•tlQolf Specialist. TH* W. C. Field.
•TJGood Time Kenneth Mare Connelly
*t§Gunboat Glnsburg (A.T.) (F) . Nat Carr

Lenoth Review- ?

Nov. 22.. ..2 reels. 20 ..Dee. 13

fob B.. . . 1 reel .

.

Feb . . 1 reel .

1 ..2 reels. ?n . .June 21

Mar. 9.. . .2 reels.
Ifi..

Mar. 2.. . .2 reel*. Feb. 22
7,. ..2 reels. in

Apr. 18.. , .2 reels.

.

.Apr. 19

6.. . . 1 reel.

.

Oct 70 ..1774... 20
13.. ..2 reels.

Aug. 1M ...2 reels. .71 ..July 6

July 70., . .1 reel..

.

..Aug. 6
Jan. 12.. . .2 reels. ..Nov. 9

•tSGuest. The (A. T.) (FAD).. Mare Connelly May :

Hey Diddle Diddle Nick A Tony Deo.
•T§Hot Bridge (A.T.) (FAD) May
Humanette No. I Benny Rubin Aug.
Humanette No. 2 Hutch inson-Lereh Sept
Humanette No. 3 Clyde. Rubin Oct
Humanette No. 4 B. T. Murray Nov.
Humanette No. S Dec.
H umanette No. 6 Benny Rubin
Knights Before Xmas Dane* Arthur Nov.

; 3 t-and ol tne Sky Blue Uaugnters Vaughn -Cooko Mar.
*t§Lost aod Foundered (A. T.) (FAO) . . Vaughn-Cooke . . Jan.
'T 9 Magnate. The (A. T.) (FAD). Marc Connolly Mar.

I

t^Men Without Skirts (A. T-) .. Dane-Arthur Aug.
•fSMlekey's Bargain (A. T.)...(FAD) Mickey Yule Dec. .

fSMlekey's Champs (A. I.i iriu.i MlcKey Yule Feb.
'TSMickey's Luck (A. T.) (FAD) Mickey Yule Mar.
'TSMiekey's Master Mind (A. T.) (FAD) Mlokoy Yule Mar.
•TSMickey's Merry Men (A. T.)(FAD) Mickey Yule.... Julv
"T&Mlekey's Musketeers (A.T.)
'TSMickey's Strategy (A. T.)(FAO) Mickey Yule
'TSMickey's Winners (A. T.) (FAD) Mickey Yule.
•TSMickey the Romeo (A. T.) (FAD) Mickey Yule.
-TsMickey the Whirlwind (A.T.) (FAD) Mickey Yule..
•tSMIckey the Warrior Mickey Yule
Moonlight A Monkey Business . .Nick 4. Tony
31 un to Peoria (A.T.) Nick A Tony ,

*T§Old Bills Christmas (A.T.)
*T§Old Vamps for New <A. T.) . . Vaughn-Cooke
*t§Palooks Flying Sohoel (A.T.)
'tgPeep on the Deep, A Clark-McCullough ...
*|§Pure and Simple Louise Fazenda
Razored in Old Kentucky Nick and Tony
*t§Settlng Son. The (A.T.) vaugnn-isooae
'TSSIeeping Cutles (A.T.) Alberta Vaughn
Society Goes Spaghetti Nick and Tony

f § St range Interview, The
1 A.T.) (F) Sherwln-Knowlsa

Talking Turkey Benny

. I reel ...

.1 reels. .19.

.2 reels. ....

..I reel. . .8.

10.

.19..

... Oct.
• • - Jan.

Aug.• June
..-Apr.

Toby In the Bughouse
*t§Toby the Fiddler (A.T.)....
Toby, the Minor
Toby In the Museum
Toby, the Showman
Too Hot to Handle
Trader Ginsburg
•tS Who's Got the Body (A.T.).

-Toby, The Pup.
Toby, tha Pup ..

Toby, tho Pup ,,

Toby, the Pup ,.

. Toby, the Pup .

Louise Fazenda
,

Nat Carr
, Nltk 81 Tony ..

. May
• Nov.
. July
- Feb.
. FeD.
. June !

. Sept.

.Sept. I

. Oet. !

Feb. I

Jan. I

Sept

Mar.

. . bee.'

.
- Sept

Aug.
, NOV.

Nov.
Dee.
Aug.

.1 reel 8.
..I reel
..I reel. ..9..
...2 reels. .18..
..2 reels
. .2 reels
. . I reel

...2 reels
,.2 reels.
. ,2 reels
. .2 reels
. .2 reels.
...2 reels.
..1623...,
. .2 reels.
. .2 reels.
..2 reels.
. .2 reels.

1
. .2 reels.

...2 reels.
. .2 reels.

. .2 reels..
..2 rev 11

, ..I reel

.July 8

Nov.' '

'8

..21.

. . Dec.

.21.

Nov. 13
June 14
14. '29

Jan. a;

..2 els
2 reels. .20. .July t

Oct. II

. Nov. 8
Feb. 9
21, '21

Sapt 27

. 1699

..2 reels

.2 reels.

.2 roots.

. . I reel . .

.

..I real...

. .2 reels..
.2 reels..
..2 reels..

.Dec. 13

'.'Nov! "is
..May 24
. . Nov. 8
.Dee. 13
.Dec. 13

..May 24

SONO ART-WORLD WIDE
Title

Air Police
•tSBig Fight. Tho (A.T.)...
-?§Blaze O'Glory
•UCock 0' tho Walk (A.T.).
*t§Costello Case

Star Rel. Date

. Will lams- Lane Sept

.Eddie Dowllng-B. Compson. . Jan.
J. Schildkraut-Loy May
.Tom Moore-Lola Lane Oct

Damaged Love Collyer Dec.
*t§Dude Wrangler, The (A.T.) . . Duryea-Basquette June
*t§Great Gabbo E. Von Strohelm-B. Compson Jan.
Hell Bent For Frisco
tSHello Sister (A.T.) L. Hughes-Bordon Feb,
Jaws of Hell McLaglen-Hume Dec.
Just for a Song Davis- Carpenter Dee.
•nonce a Gentleman (A.T.) Horton-Wilson Sept
*t§Reno (A.T.) Roland- Thomson- Lovo Oct
*t§Rogue of tho Rio Grande Hatton-Loy Bohr Oct
Symphony in Two Flats Novello- Logan Dee.
•tSTalk of Hollywood Nat Carr-Fay Marbe Mar.
*t§Up The Congo Travel Lecture Fob.
tSWhat a Man (A.T.) Denny-Segar June

..5850. ...65. ..Apr. If

..8800 90 Dee. 14/29

..7200.... 80... Apr. 19

..7200 78. ..Oct 18

." ."6200." ." .' ."68 ." .'

."

May '

24
.8950... 100. Sept.21,'29

.105. ..Apr. 8

June 21
.80. -Oet II

.70.. .Dee. 6

.6586. ...72 Dec. 21/29
,.5800. ...02
.7000. ...79. ..Mar. 21

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES

Title Star
*t§After the Verdict (A.T.)

.

-Tschechowa- Ward
Alma de Gauctio Special Cast ....
Asphalt Froelieh-Amann .

Bal I

*1§Becauso I Love You Mady Christians

Length
Dlst'r Rot. Date Feet Mins. Reviewed

-Int. Photoplay Jan. I. .8900. ..73. .June 21
.Edw. L. Klein Sept. 6
.Allied Film Mar. 15.8 reels. 85. .May 10

.J. C. Jackson ...Nov. 15. .7 reels

.Amer. Gen. Film. Jan. 24. .0000. .100. .Feb.
Apr. 8 100.. Apr. 19
July 10... 6800... 76.. July 9
May 10.. 8372.. 88.. May 24

*t§Brlde 68 (P.T.) veidt-Brink Amer. Angelo
*t§Brlght Eyes Bal four.Trevor New Era ...
'tjBurnlng Heart, Tho Christians- Froellch ..Harold Auten
•tSCall of Circus (A.T.)

(D.F.) Bushman Clayton ..Burr Jan. IB. .6480.. .61. Jan.
Caugnt in Berlin Underworld. Fritz Kortner Feb.
Chess Player. The Jehanno-Blanehard Unusual Plot
*t§Clvlllzatlon Hickman- Markey
*tsClancy in Wall Street
(A.T.) Murray. Llttlsfleld

'tsCcnstant Nymph. Tha Ivor Novello
*T5Co-Optlmisis Stieoial cast
"tSCrlroson Circle, Tho Stewart Rome ...
't^Danger Man. The (P.T.).Chas. Hutchim
*tSOark Red Resos.
*t«Darkened Skies (A.T.)

.

Docks of Hamburg
•t§Drlftert
*t§Eseaped from Dartmoor-
Ex- Flame
Eternal Fools
Farmers Wife
Hgaro
Flame of Love.

.Stewart Rome

.Brentwood- Mae Donald Blltmora Prod..

Barlng-Hennlng

Theinas-Hall'Davii

Am. Trad. Asin.l

..Arlateorat Mar. 15. .7127.

..Big Three Ex*. Aug. 17.7800..
. New Era Feb. 8
..Inter. Photoplay
.CosmM May 20 6516..

. . I nter. Photoplay
dBHtmore Prod Jan.. 5460.
. Ufa.
..Harold Auten
Harold Auten. ..Apr. II 7829...

,. Liberty Prod.. 6480 72
.Judoa Films Sept 23. .6120..
. Allied Jan. 4. 6845..
Franco- American Nat 8et636fl...
Brit Int Oet 30. .6600..

Int ....Nov. 14.. 6750.

Mar. I

.87.. July 6
Feb. 22
Jan. II

.82... May 24
Mar. a

.60.. Doe. 14

...46. Jily I
.70. .Apr. 19

Nov. 29
..68.. Sept 6
.76. .Jan. 18

.71 Dee. 7

..74.. Nov. I
.75.. Nov. 22

. . . Anna May Wong .

.

Hate Ship. Tha. Brit
-T§Heam Melody (A. T.)
(F A 0) Fritsch-Parlo Ufa Film

Her Unborn Child (F A D). Special Cast Windsor Jan. 107609 85. .Jan. IB
Hungarian Nights Special Cast Amer. Gen. Film Co.

Aug.5/29..8 reels June 14
't§lmmortal Vagabond (A.T.) Hald-Froelleh Ufa Film
In the South Seas with Mr. and Mrs. Plnchot Talk Plet. Eples, Sept 1 .5538 May 31
*t§lngagl African Hunt Congo Pl.L Ltd. Ajr. 117776. ...86. .Apr. 28
jaae Casket Tho French Cast Cosmos 5800 64
a t§Jazz Cinderella M. Ley-t Robards. Chesterfield Aug. 14.6181 88. Sept. 20
*t§Juno and tho Pay cock (A.T.) Sara Allgood Harold Auten... June 27.9100 July 5
•t§ Just Off Broadway D. Kelth-A. Christy. Chesterfield Mar. 15.7650 65. .Dec. 14
tand of the Midnight Sun
The

Mt; Ladles In Love (A.T.) Day- Walker Chesterfield May 176095..
*t$Laat Dane*. Th* (A.T.) .. Reynolds- Robards ..Audible Mar. 8 5625..
Lotus Lady Audible ...Oet. SI 6100...
Loose Ends Edna Best British Inter Oet 17. .7560...
Lost Patrot Pro Patrln ...Not Set. 5100..
•t 5 Love at First Sight (A.T.) Keener- Foster Chesterfield Feb. 15 6039...
*t§Made to Order Julian Eltlng* Jesse Well 6240...
*t§Madonna of th* Sleeping
Cars Claud* Fran* Little Playhouse Film Co

>t§Manxman, The Carl Brlasan 6800 Dee. 21 Ufa

88.. May 9
65.. Mar. 79
I8...N**. 18
84.. Oct 25
57. Dee. 21

68.. Feb, I

....Jan. 23

Melody of the Heart..

Midnight Special. Th*
M urder
Mystery at the Villa R*s*.
*t§Mysterles ot Nature
Passion Song, The
Peacock Fan The
Poor Millionaire
Porl
*t§Rarapant Ag» (A.T.)
fD.F.)

.Oet IS

.Dec. 14
..Sept. 6

. Olmsted'N. Beery

. Dorothy Dwan
. Talmndge-Howard
.Special Cast

Murray. Kennedy ..

.Ufa Film. .Aug. 29 Eng...806l..
Germ... 6543

.Chesterfield ...Dec. 15. .6190. .. .60. .De*. 6
.British Int. ..Oet 24 8200. . .90.. . Nov. I

.Harold Auten. .May 31 9000 100 mlns

.Ufa 71

.Excellent 5060 56

.Chesterfield 5400 60
. BlHmore .Apr. 7. . . .5200 . . . .58. . . May 17

. Ufa Film*

*t§Rasput1n, the Holy Devil Special Cast
. Continental
..Martin B*rg*r

Jan. 155743. 4. .Jan. 10
Aug. so

*Means synchronized score. •[Means sound effects. $Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-hlm.
A.T. after title means
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.JJune 15..MM. .Aug. 2
OcL 12

Net Sat 5200 ..5ft .Dee. '

Dec. II. .6398. ..72. .Dec. 20

•t§Romanee of the Welt its* Jerrli Jack Trap

•USaddle King. The Cliff Tex Lyon Anchor
ell Furl Mildred Harris. ... Tom White. . ..

""ping Partner*
' Edna Bast British Int. .

.

, s , um, ii i ome Japanese Cait Moviegrapnt

Smoke Bellow Conway Tearle Flnt Division

•TSSombTM do Olorti J«« Bohr ftono Art World WldV.. «••*«* »Tssemonii w
CarmolUa Geraghty. . Chesterfield 8300. ...70

--" - '-- — .7540. ..80. .May 3

.6605. .73.

.Native Cast Harold Auten ..Apr.

.Yakima Canutt.

.

.Seeta Dvl
. Cornelius Keett.
. ..Nagel-Oveu ...

.Mar. :

. . Nov.
. Oct.
.May

Stampede
Strange Case of District

Attorney "M"
Suspense ........

"tlThree Outcast*. The
•t&Threw ol the Die*
Thunder fiod

•t§Today (A.T.)

T«J Hurts' in Wiiti*ttaMJ
,

Ji«"«""-T*VliaW*\V/A*Jft CTol A.. Tort. 10. .8800. . 98 Oct.

Two Worlds Nora Baring-John Ungdon E. A. Dupont .Nov. 21 .8000.82. Nov.29

•f.WMff Rockle. (A.T.) ^ ^ WQri- ^
'tlWhlte' Cargo (A.T.) Special Caet Harold Auton

•tlWhlto Devil (P.T.) <F

i D) Mesjukln-Dagover UFA Film*
Why Cry at Partial Halm-Gralla International .

•1§Woman Who Was For-

gotten (A.T.) Belle Bennett State Cinema..
Wonderlul Lie* of Nina
Petrowna Helm-Ward ... Allied Film*.

Yellow Mask Lane-Seacombe British Int..

*t6Ylddl*n Mama. The (A.T.tMae Simon Juden Films «'"in

Young Woodley All English Cast Harold Anten Sept. 26. .7600 73.

.. Unusual Photoplay .Mar. 6800
...British Int.

. . . Waea Mar. 7 s reels

...Hollywood Pie.. Dee. 29.6700
. .. Crescent 5917 6f

...Majestic Nov. I . . . .6660 It..

.Film Art* Build

.Man. 18. .5100.

.7000. .78 Fob.

.Um. 1.7560 65. .Jan. 2A

May 30. 8 reels. 80. June 14

.Dec. 5. .6300. ...70. ..Dec. 13

Oct

Coming Feature Attractions
Star Producer Rel. Date Length Mini. Reviewed

SO... Oct
•t§Ape. Tha (A.T.) Liberty Prod.

Atlantic • Elstree

•t§Body, Soul and Dress.... .:*•,
Buying a Wife Special Catt Aff. European 7 reel*

•HComebaek. The (A.T.) Majestic

*t§ Dancing Father* (A.T.)

•tSDavy Jones Locker (A.T.) Liberty Prod Z£'*'A"i'it,
•t§Dor Tiger Von Berlin Susa-Frank Ufa Film 55...Sept.27

•tSDIvorte Question, The (A.T.) Majestic

Duty to be Silent Maria Albana ...Aff. European

•itEast Lynno (A.T.) UbertyProd.
•tIEast of Asia (A.T.) Liberty Prod.

Eternal Sacrifice .....

*t§Everybody's Girl (A.T.)

Exodus to the NewWorld, The
Full Dressed Thieves

German Underworld
Gold Diggers of Hollywood.
Great Unknown, The
•t§Hall tha Woman (A.T.).

Her Viennese Lover

•tiln Oklahoma (A.T.) ...

Mllak of the Snowlands

. Lyon-Provost

.Nils Asther .

.Special Cast

..Asther- Nolan

.6 reels.

Liberty Prod
. . . . Pioneer

Aff. European 7 reels.

....Aff. European 7 reels.

....Aff. European 6 reels.

Majestic
....Aff. European 6 reels.

.Special Cast Allied

"IsSTldnioht" Alarm. "the (A.T.) Ki

!?
er *v ?ro5

•t§Mother-s Millions (A.T.).-May Roson Libert Prod

Our Dally Bread Mary Nolan Aff. European 7 reels...

t§Prlce Mark. The (A.T.) Majestic

•tSRed Kisses (A.T.) Ji-i-j
•tIRomantic Scoundrel, The (A.T.) -,••
•t§Sentlmental Satan (A.T.) M"]"* e *:
•tlSmart Women (A.T.).... Majestic

•t§Thou Shalt Not Squeal (A.T.) -••••
•tSTrao The (AT) .

Majestic
,

Unholv 'Love Wegener-Petrovltch Aff. European

When Duty dilli". ..Special Cast Allied 6714 feet.,

Wildest Whoopee ..Jack Perrin .,..

Women Like Men HS"^ *
r0
*

MSWorst Woman In Paris (A.T.) Liberty Prod

SOUND SHORTS
Star Distributor Reviewed

...May 17
Star uisiriDuior Length

•t§Anyway By Air Vlsugraphlc 3 reels.

.

't§At the Photographers
/a T) (Fi Harry Delf Elbee 2 reels

•tBa'rn Dance Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel

Besides the Western Sea -•-•••,; Castle Film I reel

•tlBiind Youth (A. T.) Lou Tellegen
f.Vi**

1 2 reels

Bosom Friendship Novelty UFA ......H mln .

tlBrlng On the Brlda (A.T.) Elbee 2 reels Nov. 9

tSBroken Doll. The (A.T.). Sadie Banks Judea Films I reel

'1 Chain Gang. The Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Pred I reel

•t Conquest of the Cascades. . . Educational Gen. Electric Co Apr. 19

Coast to Coast Talker Visugraphlo 2 reols Aug. 30
•tlOown Hawaii Way Color Novelty Castle I reef

Electrio Ship Educational General Electrle 9. ..Nov. 8

*t§ El I
- Ell Cantor Waldman ...Judea Film 950 It

•StEvening In Jewish Camp. Eval Miller Judea Film 1 000 ft
Felix Fernandlno Imperial fl. . . Nov. 22
't§Frlend Husband (A.T.) Burr 2 reels

•t§ Frost and Old Lace UFA I reel Sept. 20

•t Galloping Gaucho Mieky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel Feb. I

•t§ Jewish Gypsy Hymie Jacobson .... Judea Films 1900 ft

Jewish Melody Cantor Waldman. ... Judea Films, Inc I reel

"tJungle Rythm Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel Jan. II

•{just Mickey Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel

•t 5 Kiddie Cabaret Maytalr 2 reels Apr. 26
•tKlds and Pets Color Novelty Castle i reel

•TSKol Nidre No. i Cantor Schmlllkel. . . Judea Films 900 ft

•t§Kol Nldre No. 2 Cantor Waldman Judea Films 950 ft. .,

Land of Freedom Seymour Relztelt Judea Films. Ine 2 reels

•t§Mal-Ko Mashma-Lou
(A.T.) Harry Feld Judea Films

•t^Mawas (P.T.) Capital Prod 3 '/a reels June 7
•tlMeasurlng Time UFA Film 7 mln.. .Sept 27
•t§Meet the Family (A.T.)
(F) Harry Delt Elbee 2 reels

•t Mickey's Concert Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel
•t§Monkey Squawks (A.T.) Burr
Natascha Plnchus Lavenda ...Judea Films. Ine 2 reels
Niagara Falls Essanay Dec. 20
Not So Quiet on the Western
Front • • • • ... • British Int 2 reels . . . 25 . . . Nov. I

•t§Oh Doctor (A.T.) Special Cast Judea Films 1800 ft

One Day Vlsuagraphlc Dee. 6
Peas and QUes Pro Patria Dec. 6
•t Plane Crazy Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel Jan i

•tPlow Boy Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel

Pole Vlsugraphlc 10 mln. Nav. 29
Sailors' Sweetheart Hymie Jacobson.
Scarlet Runner & Co
Secrets of Nature.
»t§Shoemaker's Romance
(A.T.) (A.T.)

"tlShould I Charles Lawmer .

.

"t§Slgned. Sealed & Delivered Special Cast Burr
•tfSlxry Minutes From
Broadway Color Novelty Castle I reel

Spanish Rhythm Fexlix Fernandino & Imperial 9 mln..
Oreh

Springtime at the Zoo British Int 7 mln Dec.
•f§Style and Class (A.T.) . . . Marty Barratz Judea Films 2000 It
•t§ Summer Harmonies Song Cartoon Blonhone I reel Oct 5
Talk-o- Graphs Norman Brokenshlre. Henry Sonenshine 9 mln Nov, 29
•tTe* Time Felix the Cat Copley Films I reel Apr. 5
•fiUna-Sana-Takof Cantor Waldman Judea Films 950 ft
•4|When My Dreams Come
True Gene & Glenn Advance Trailer I reel Apr. 6

•tWhen the Cat's Away .Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel

•tWHd Waves Micky Mouse Cartoon. Celebrity Prod I reel Jan. II

World Unseen. A Scientific UFA 12 mln

.Judea Films. Ino 2 reels ....
British Int 8. ..Nov. 8

. British Int ....12 mln.... Nov. I

.Judea Films 1900 ft

. Advance Trailer May 17

.Nov. 29

13

SYNDICATE PICTURES CORP.
FEATURES

Length
Title Star Rel. Date Feet Mlns.

Beyond the Law Robert Frazer Oct. I 4930 50.
*t§Breezy Bill Bob Steele 4500.. ..80.
'Canyon of Missing Men.

.

Code ol Honor
*t§Code ol tha West
Convlct'e Coda, Tha
Hunted Men
't§Looesome Trail. The. .

.

*t§Overland Bound
•15 Parting ol the Trails..

.Tom Tyler
..Mahlon Hamilton
..Bob Custer
..Cullen Landls . ..

..Bob Steele ,

..Chas. Delaney . ..

. .Leo Maloney
.Bob Custer

I.

..80
».

. 57.

Reviewed
.Nov. 8
-Sept 20
.Aug. 2
..Nov. 15

.4853..
.65..

040.... 58..
700 52..
.6 reels...

.6 reels.

.6 reels.

.6 reels.

..6 reels.

. .6 reels.

Apr
, Sept 15..

Apr. 15...
Mar. I..

Phantom of the Desert ....Jack Perrin Nov. I..

Under Texas Skies Bob Custer Nov. 15 6 regis.

Western Honor Bob Steele Mar 4849 80.

Coming Feature Attractions
Length

Title Star Rel. Date Feet Mlns.

Boy ol the Plains, A Apr. 15, '31.. 6 reels...

Frontier Days May I, '31 . . .6 reels.

.

God's Country and the Man Dee. 15.

Last of the Pawnees Apr. I,

Red Ceats of Canada Feb. I,

Riders of the North Bob Custer Feb. 15, 81.
Rose of the Rio Grande Jan.

Sheer Luck
Song of the Plains Mar. I. '31. ..8 reels...

Texas Ranger. The Mar. 15, '31. .6 reels. .

.

West of Cheyenne Tom Tyler Jan. 15, "31.. 6 reels. .

.

Westward Bound Buffalo BUI, Jr.- Ray Roosevelt Jan. I,'31 6 reels. .

SOUND SHORTS
Length

Title Star Rel. Date Feet Mlns.
"Alice Chops the Suey Feb. I, '31

•tAllce Gets Stage Struck Jan. 15, '31

•t Alice Gets Stung Oet 15

•tAHee Loses Out Mar. I, '31

•tAHce on the Farm Oet I

•tAllce Picks the Champ Mar. 15, '31

•tAHee Plays Cupid Apr. I. *3I

•tAllce Rattled by Rats May 1. '31

•tAllce Solves the Puzzle Apr. 15, '31

•tAllce the Jailbird Nov. I

•tAllce Wins the Derby Nov. 19

•tAllce In the Jungle J"«. I. 31

•t Alice's Balloon Race Dee, IS

•tAllce's Egg Plant Deo. I

•tAllce's Little Parade Sept. I..

•tAliee's Mysterious Mystery May 15. "31

•tAllce's Orphan Feb - '5. 31

'tAllce's Tin Pony Sept 15

•tBroken Spur. The Jack Hoxie Feb. I. 31. ..2 reels. .

,

•tCyclone Bliss Jack Hoxle Oet 15....... 2 reels...

•tDesert Bridegroom Jack Hoxle -la". '5. "31
.
.2 reels. ..

•tDesert's Crucible Jack Hoxle pet I. 2 rees..

•tDead or Alive Jack Hoxle Nov. 15 2 rees..,

•tDouble-D, The Jack Hoxle Dee. I 2 reels..,

•tMarshall of Money Mint Jack Hoxle Sept 15 2 rees...

•tRider from Nowhere Jack Hoxie Nov. I. .. ... ..2 reels. .

,

•tRomantle Sheriff. The Jack Hoxle Jan. I '3 2 rees..

•tSparks ol Flint Jack Hoxle Feb. 15. '31. .2 reels..

•tTwo-Flsted Jefferson Jack Hoxie Sept 1 2 race...

*t Western Romance Jack Hoxie Dec. IS 2 reels...

Sept 13
.Mar. 29
Mar. 29

TALKING PICTURE EPICS
FEATURES

Star Reviewed

.8200. .Jan. 25

Title

Across the World with Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Johnson (F) Mr. & Mrs. Martin Johnson... Feb. 22..

Around the World Via Oral „ . __, „ ._ „n(1
Zeppelin (F) Commander Hugh Eekener. . .

May 15 4600

Bottom of the World (F) Or. Robt Cushman Murphy... July 26 3600

The Break-Up (F) Captain Jack Robertson July 4, 4800
Hunting Tigers In India (F) .... Commander Geo. M Dyott. ... Jan. 31 7980 ;•:-••
Lost Gods (F) Count Byron Khun de Prorok. Nov. I 4900 July 12

Mexico Today (F) Emma Lindsay Squler
Ship-Wrecked In the Arctlo (F). George Palmer Putnam
To the South Seas (F) Mr. & Mrs. Glfford Plnchot... Sept. 15 5400
Wild Men of Kaliharl (F) Dr. C. Ernest Cadle Nov. 21 4600 Nov. 29
World Below the Sea <F) Dr. William Beebe. .'.

SOUND SHORTS
Length

Title Star Rel. Date Feet Reviewed
Bird Islands of Peru (F) Dr. Robt. Cushman Murphy. .. Feb. 12, '31. .I860 Nov.
Killing the Killer (F) Dr. Raymond L. Ditmars* Mar. I 971
Let's Sing (F) Howard Wade Kinsey Sept. 1 960
Like a Beaver (F) Dr. Raymond L. Ditmars. . . Feb. 12, '31.. 940
Monkey Whoopee (F) Dr. Raymond L. Ditmars Dec. 25 900
Naked Man vs. Beast (F) Martin Johnson Oet. 15 980
Seeing Bermuda on a Bicycle (F) (No. I) Wanderlust Jan. I 960 Dee. 13

Today and Yesterday <F) Hearst News Reel Jan. 21 2600

TIFFANY
FEATURES

(Available sound'on-Him and sound-on-disc)

Title
*t§Border Romance (A.T.)
•tjjBorrowed Wives
Extravagance
Fighting Thru
•t§Headln' North (A.T.)
•t§Hlgh Treason (A.T.)
•t§Hot Curves (A.T.)
• + §Journey's End (A.T.)
•t§Just Like Heaven (A.T.)
•t§Kathleen Mavourneen (A.T.)
Land of Missing Men
Love Trader
•t§Mamba (A.T.)
•tIMedlclne Man. The (A.T.)..
*+§Near Rainbow's End (A.T.)..

(Reviewed as
•tSOklahoma Cyclone (A.T.)
•t§Paradlse Island (A.T.)
•t&Sunny Skies
*f§Swellhead (A.T.)
Third Alarm. The
Thoroughbred
Under Montana Skies
Utah Kid
•tSWIngs of Adventure

Star Rel. Date Feet I

Armlda-Terry May 20 5974..
Rex Lease SepL 10 5580..
June Collyer-Lloyd Hughes. .. Oct. 10 5888..
Ken Maynard Dec, 16 5200..
Bob Steele Nov. I 495U .

.

Hume- Thomas June 15 7893 .

.

Rubin- Lease- Day Apr. 15... 1 14 16..
Colin Cllve Mar. 25 6210 .

.

Louise- Newell Oet 22 5850 ..

O'Nell-Delaney June 20 5169..
Bob Steele Oct 15 5167..
Leatrlee Joy Oet. 9 5700..
Hersholt-Boardman-Forbes . . . Mar. 10. .. .6183
Benny-Bronson June 25... .6211 ..

Steele- Lorraine June 10. . . .5916
"Dangerous Business" Issue Dec. 21. 1929)
Bob Steele Aug. 8 5830...
Harlan Day July 15. . . .6507. .

.

Benny Rubin May I 6994..
Gleason-Shilllng-Walker Mar. 20 7040 ..

James Hall-Hersholt-Loulse. Nov. 17 6300..

.

Garon- Barry Aug. 10. . . .5425. .

.

Kenneth Harlan Sept. 10 5273..
Rex Lease-Dorothy Sebastian. Oct. 27.. 44nR
Rex Lease Aug. I 5050..

Reviewed
..May 31
..Aug. 30
...Sept 20
...Dec. 20
. . . Nov. 8
. . . J une 7
..July 12
..Apr. 12
..Oct M
...Aug. 2
...Oet 4
..Oct II

. . . Mar. t
.June 21
...July •

. . Aug. 31
..July 5
..May 24
..Apr. 28

. . Nov. 8

..Aug. 23
..Nov. 15
. . Nov. 22
..Am. t

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star

Aloha Torres & Lyon

.

Arctic Patrol. The
The Barbarian
Beloved Enemy, The

Rel. Date Length

9Means synchronized score. ^Means sound effects. %Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

A.T. after title means
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Caught Cheating Sultry- M urray •-

Circus Parade Dec. 20
Command Performance. The Una Merkle-NeM Hamilton 6950 75... Dee. 20
Danger Signal
Drums ol Jeopardy, The Warner Oland June Collyer-Lloyd Hughes
Fighting Grin, The Rex Lease
Ghost Ship, The
Hl-Jack

. Rex Lease
Lasca
Lawless Valley
Lure of the Yukon, The.
Moran of the Lady Letty
Toe jib way
Platinum Lola Lane :

•tSRldln' Foel. The <A.T.) Bob Steele
Roaring Barrier
She Got What She Wanted Compson-Tracy Oct 18

Single Sin. The Kay Johnson- Bert Lytell
Steel
*t§Sunrlse Trail, The (A. T.) ... Bob Steele
Two Gun Man, The Ken Maynard
Unpardonable Sin
Wild Youth
X Markt the Spot

Title
Color Symphonies Series...

Chinese Flower Boat.
Cossaek Bride
Dancing Bear

,

In Old Madrid
Parisian Nights

•t§Jungle Drums
Kentucky Jubilee Singers...

SHORT SUBJECTS
Star Ret. Date Length Review™

- - 6 In Technicolor I reel

July 5
Jan. 25

[!II!!!!""!"!"!"."im"*.l Feb. 10!
!'''''*'.'' '*.'*.*.'

*.!*.
I

'

. .CoioVtone"'!
"""""""'!"""

OcL 24,"29..2 reels.. .Dee. 20. '29

. Series of 6 ...
Old Black Joe May
On a Plantation Apr.
Plekln' Cotton
Road Home, The
Slave Days
Welcome Home

..2 reels
.2 reels May 10
. I reel Dec. 13

.2 reels

.1 reel Dee. 6
.1 reel Nov. 29

Musical Fantasies Series of 6 1 reel.
Fire Worshippers Aug. 10 Sept 27
Memories Apr. 23
William Tell Aug. I

Way Down South Dec. 6
Paul Hurst Comedies Series of 6

De Woild's Champion Dec. 6
Ex- Bartender
Tale nf a Flea. The
Missing Link, The

Rolling Stone Series Series of 6
In the Mountains Sept 25 I reel. Sept. 8
The Desert

Tiffany Chimp Series $ Monkey Comedies 2 reels
1. Blimp Mystery, The ..

2. Little Covered Wagon, The ., Sept 5 Aug. 30
3. Little Big House, The Oct. 15.... Oct. 4
4. Little Divorcee. The Dec. 6
5. Africa Squawks July 25 2 reels Sept. 27

6. Nine Nights in a Bar Room
7. Aping Hollywood

Voice of Hollywood Series Station S-T-A-R 28.. I reel each
Ne. 8 Ben Turpln Apr. ?8
No. 9 Bert Wheeler Apr. 19

No. 10 Robert Woolsey :.•:.•.
No. II Billy Bevan May 24
No. 12 George Stone-Ruth Roland May 21
No. 13 Geo. K. Arthur July 19
No. 14 George K. Arthur Aug. 9
No. 15 Joe Cobb July 12
No. 16 Nell Hamilton Aug. 10
No. 17 Laura La Plante Aug. 20
No. 18 Gleason & Armstrong Sept II

No. 19 Johnny Hlnes
No. 20 James Hall Oct II

No. 21 Conklin &. Christy
No. 22 Ian Keith
No. 23 Sammy Cohen-Tiffany Talking Chlmos Dee. 6

UNITED ARTISTS
FEATURES

Title
M§Abraham Lincoln, AT.)...
•t§Bad One. The (A.T.)
• §Bat Whispers. The (A.T.)
• §Be Yourself (A.T.) (F)...
* §Du Barry. Woman of Pass!
•T§Eyes of the World (A.T.)..
Heir* Angels (A.T.)
* |Hell Harbor (A.T.)
• §Lottery Bride. Tho (A.T.).
* SLummoa (A.T.) (F)
* §Ona Romantic Night (A.T.)
• SPuttln' on the Rltz (A.T.)
»t§Raffles (A.T.)
•t§What a Widow (A.T.)
tSWhoopee (A.T.)

Star
..Walter Huston
..Del Rlo-Lewe
..Chester Morris
. . Fannie Brie*
on(A. T.) Norma Talmadge

. Merit**- Holland

. Lyon-Hall-Harlow

. Velez-Herohell
. MacDonald-Garrlek
. Wfitover-Lyon
. Glih-Nagel-La Rocquo ...
. Harry Richman
. Ronatd Dolman
.Gloria Swan son
. Eddie Cantor

Rel. Data
..Nov. 8..
May 3..

..Nov. 29..
. Feb. 8.
Oct II..
Aug. 30..

.Nov. 15...
Mar. 22..
Oct. 25..

<n IB

Apr. 12..

Length
Feet Mini.
.8704 97..

. 6673 74.
.7810 86.
..5977. ...87.
.8110. ...90.
..7272 81.

"8354.'.". "92".

.7472... 83..,
..7533.... 84.
.6592. ...72
..8225.... 91.
nine ...70.

..8128 ...90.
. 8393 ...93.

Review"*
.Aug. 23
.Mar. 22
.Nov. 15

. . Fab. I

. Nov. I

.Aug. 23
. .Juno 7
.Mar. 6
Nov. 22
.Feb. 1.

.Mar. 29
Feb. 22

.All. t
. Sept. 20
.July 12

COMING ATTRACTIONS
Rel. Date

...Jan. 3I.'3I.

Length

613437.*.'. 7*4

Reviewed

'Dec*.'"*6

Title Star
•t§C1ty Lights (F) Charlie Chaplin ..

*t§Devll to Pay Ronald Colman ...

Front Page Louis Wolheim
Klkl (A.T.) Mary Plckford
"t§One Heavenly Night Evelyn Laye-John Boles Jan. 10/31 . .7342. .

.

(Reviewed under the title of "Queen of Scandal," issue of Oct. 25)
•t§Reachlno for the Moon (A.T.) Oouglas Fairbanks
M§8ons 0' Guns (A.T.) Al Jolson

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

"t§Glorlous Vamps (A.T.) Bobby Watson Jan. 25 952...
*t$Second Hungarian Rhapsody May 24 895 ..

lf§The Americans Come (A.T.).. Otto Matleton Aug. 2 978...
•t§Wlzard's Aprentlce Apr. 20 840 Sept 20
*t§Zampa (A.T.) Sept 6 I reel. ..Sept. 6

Reviewed
Jan. 25
..July 19

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

Title

*t§AII Quiet on Western Front
(A.T.)

Big Timber (Re-Issue)
•t§Boudolr Diplomat (A.T.)
*t§Burnlng Trail (Re-Issue)
"t§Captaln of the Guard (A.T.)

.

•t§Cat Creeps (A.T.)..'.
•tSCIImax. The (A.T.)
*t§Cohensand the Kellys In Scotland
•tfConcentratln' Kid (A.T.)....
•fSCzar of Broadway (A.T.)
•HDames Ahey (A.T.)
•tlOevll's Pit. The

(Reviewed under title of
*t$East Is West (A.T.)
•tlEmbarrassing Moments (A.T.).

Star

Wilhelm- Ayres- Wray
William Desmond
Compsnn. Kfitti. Ounron- Lntl .

William Desmond
La Plante-Botes
Twelvetrees-Hersholt-Haekett
Crawford -Hershholt
Sidney- Murray
Hoot Gibson
Wray-Compson-Harron ....
Glenn Tryon
Speelal Cast
"Under the Southern Cross"
Lupe Velez-Lew Ayres
Reginald Denny

Len Itb
Rel. Data Feet Mlns. Reviewed

Aug. 24.. 12423 ..138. ..Apr. 26
Mar. 30.. .4388
Dec. 25.. . .6093 . .68 ..Oct.

.July 29... .4223

.Aar. 20.. .7519. ...83. .Apr. R
Nov. 10.. .6493 ..73. .Sept Tfl

26.. .6846 ...65. ..Mar 29
.Mar. 1.. .7600 ...82. ..Mar. ia
Oct. 26.. .5146 ...57. . . Nov.
May 25.. .7314 ...81. ..Apr. 79

. Fab. 9.. .5773. ...66. .Feb. 6
Mar. 9.. .6268 ...69. ..Apr. 77

In April 1929 Issue.
.Oct. 23.. .6683 ..75. Sept. 27
Fib. 2.. .5280 ...58. . .June 29

*t§ Flghtino Legion. The
Flying Hoofs
tSHell's Heroes
•t§Hide-0ut (A.T.)
"t§Klng of Jazz. The (A.T.)..

•t§Lady Surrenders. A (A.T.)...
•tSLIttle Accident (A.T.)
"tLucky Larkln
*t|Mounted Stranger, The
*t§Mountaln Justice
t§Nlght Ride
•tSOutslde the Law (A.T.)
•t§Parade of the West
•t§Roarlng Ranch (A.T.)
•tSSee America Thirst (A.T.)...
•ttSong of the Caballero
•t-ISons of the Saddle
'hSpurs (A.T.)
•t§Storm, The (A.T.)
•tlTralllng Trouble
"tSTrlgger Tricks (A.T.)....
•t 5 Undertow
•t§What Men Want
•tSWhlte Hell of Pltz Palu..
White Outlaw, The (Re-lsiue)
•tSYoung Desire (A.T.)
White Captive. The

Ken Maynard Apr.
Jack Hoxie Feb.
Blckford-Hatton Jan.
Murray-Crawford .Mar.
Whiteman's Band & Special

Cast Aug.
Nagle-Tobin-Rathbone-Hobart Oct.
Fairbanks, Jr., Page Sept.
Ken Maynard Mar.
Hoot Gibson Feb.
Ken Maynard May
Joseph Schlldkraut Jan.

. Nolan- Robinson Sept.

.Ken Maynard Jan.

.Hoot Gibson Apr.

.LanQdon-Love-Summerville ... Nov.

.Ken Maynard June

.Ken Maynard Aug.

.Hoot Gibson Aug.

.Special Cast Aug.
Hoot Gibson Mar.
.Hoot Gibson June
. Nolan- Ellis- Brown Feb.
.All Star July
. Special Cast June
.Jack Hoxle May
.Mary Nolan June

Title
tsBlind Husbands (A.T.)
't§Cohens & Kellys In Africa.
•tSDraeula (A.T.)

,

•tSFIres of Youth
Free Love ,

Iron Man. The
Many a Slip
*t§ResurTection (A.T.)
Seed

Coming Feature Attractions
Star Rel.

.Sidney-Murray Jan.

. Bela Lugosl

.Lew Ayres

. N age I- Tub in Jan.

6. . .6763.. 75 Dec. 21, '29
2.. .3852... 45 >•>••••
5.. Dec. 21. '29

30... .5299 .. .59. .Apr. 19

17... .9163... 102 Apr. 5
6.. .8485... ,9h .Sept. 27

.7897 .. m July 12
2... .5785 .. (M Mar. 22
16... .5784 .. 64, .Feb. •
4... .6748 ... 7h . Mar. n
12.. .5609 . 62. Dee. »
IB.. .7116.. ;n Aug. 23
19.. .5900.. 65 .Feb. 1

27.. .6094.. i>; .May 24
24.. . .7575.

.

84 ..Oct. IB

29.. .6524.. 7\i ..July 12

3.. .6872.. 7K ..Aug. 9
24.. .5303.. 58 ..Sept 8
18.. .7203.. .80. . Aug. 23
23.. .5198.. W .Mar. 29
1.. .5462.. 57 ..June 21

23.. .5025.. 58 Jan. 4
31.. ..6041.. 67 ..Sept •
I.a .7727.. 86. May 10

8 . .6529.. .73. July 11

Date Length Reviewed

19, '31 . .6544.

.

.73 ..Nov. 8

5.' '31 .'.BIOO.'. .90
. . Dec. 6

t§Strlctly Dishonorable (A.T.).. John Boles ,,
Up and Up. The...
White Captive, The

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title star Rel. Data

Alias the Bandit Bobbie Nelson May 17...
All West Sid Say lor June 18
dishful Whirlwind (Reissue; fcomunii Cobb Aug. dQ .

Battling Kid. The Bobble Nelson Juno 14..
Beauty Parade, Tbo ..Arthur Lake July 2
Benjamin Franklin (Reissue) June 23""
Boundary Line. The (Reissue) .. Fred Humea July &
Close Call (Reissue) . Edmund Cobb Aug. I
Columbus 4. Isabella (ralsoua) j un » 9

Length Reviewed
2 reels Apr. 19
.2 reels May 24
.2 reels

.2 reels May 24
.2 reels June 7

Fighting Terror (Reissue) Billie Sulllvaa ...,„,... .".July 19
22.

.2 reels Mar. 2b
. . 2 reels fab. IS

Follow Me
Foul Ball
f reach Leave
Gelling the Air ...
Her Bashful Beau

.Arthur Lake Apr.
. Sid Say lor Apr. 16 .

Sid Sayiar Mar. |»„
. . Arthur Lake Mar. 5 .

.

.Arthur Lake Juno II...
Hbj flirt's Woddlii Arthur Laka July 23...
Law In the Saddle Ted Carson Apr. 5.,
Lightning Rider, The Ted Corson Aug. 23..
Man Hunter, The Tod Canoe July 26
Milky Way (Reissue) Charlie Puffy Mar. «
Omar Khayam (Reissue) juiy
One Wet Night Roach-Edwards Feb.
Paul Revere (Reissue) Aug.
Peekaboe Arthur Lake July
Plane Crazy Sid Saylor Aug.
Pony Express Kid, The Edmund Cobb May
»aat of Honor Bobbie Nelson Fab.
Prehistoric Man I Re- Issue) Aug.
Pronto Kid. The 1 Reissue) ... . Edmund Cobb Apr.
Queen of Roundup (Reissue) Josle Sedgwick Mar
Red Coafs Romance Ted Carson Jum
Rootless Rest 1 Re-Issue) Neoly Edwards Mar.
Seeing Red (Reissue) Billy Sulllvaa Aug.
Should Poker Players Marry? Jum
Sid's Long Count Sid Saylor May

2 reels..

.

.2 reels. ..

. 2 reels...
.2 reels...
2 reels

Apr.
.Mar.
.Mar.
. .Feb.
May 24

14...

9..

28
24...
16...

.2 reels June 28
. .2 reels Mar. 1

.2 reels July 19
..2 reels July .6
. 1 roel

.1 reel
, . I reel
-I reel

2 reels June 7
.2 reels July IS
.2 reels Apr. 28
. .2 reels Jan. lb
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels

Six Qua Justice

Some Shew
Son of Courage

,

Speak Easy (Reissue)
,

Step Right Up
Storm King (Re. Issue)
Why Walt
Whip Hand. The (Reissue)
Wild West Wallop (Reissue).
William Toll

Wolf's Fangs

Bobble Nelsea ...

. Arthur Lake

.Bobble Nelsoa ...

Charlie Putty .....
Sid Saylor
Edmund Cobb
Slim Summervllle
Billy Sullivan ....
.Edmund Cobb

Ted Carson

. Apr. 19.

- Apr. 2..
..July

. Apr. 7

,

..May 7
.

. Fab. 15.

..Feb. i0

Mar. IS
..May 24
..Jan.
..May

IS.

27..

Apr. 29
.Mar. 15
-Mar. I

.June 21

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star

•t§Arablan Out Sporting Youth
Africa Oswald Cartoon

Alaska Oswald Cartoon ....

All tor a Lady Leather Pusher Series No. 8.

tsBowery Blmbeea Oswald Carteea
TSBroadway Folllee Oswald Cartoon
•fSBrother for Sale (A. T.) Sunny Jim
*t§Chlnese Blues (A.T.) Sporting Youth
t§Chrlstmas Cheer (A. T.) Sunny Jim
Chile Con Carmoa Oswald Cartoon

China Oswald Cartoon
tfcCold Foel .Oswald Cartoon

College Oswald Cartoon

Comeback, The Leather Pusher Series No.
•t§Deteetlvo. The Oswald Cartooa
•t§Dlscontented Cowboys ...Sidney-Murray
"tSFellow Student* Sid Saylor
iTSFootllght Folltee (A.T.) Sporting Youth
•tSFowl Ball. The Oswald Cartoon
Framed Leather Pusher Series No.

Go to Blazes Sidney-Murray
•t§Hallowe'en • Sporting Veuth
MgHammer & Tongs (A.T.) Leather Pusher Series No.

'«.Hash Shop Oswald Cartoon

Hello Russia Slim Summervllle
•tSHell's Heels Oswald Cartoon

MHenpecked Oswald Cartoon

'tSHIs Bachelor Daddy Sunny Jim
•t§Hot for Hollywood Oswald Crtoon ...

In Old Mazuma Sidney Murray
It Happened In Hollywood Red Star Comedy
Hurdy Gurdv Oswald Cartoon

"t§Kld Roberts (A.T.) Leather Pusher Series No.
•rKlsses and Curse*...... Osweld Cartoon

*t§Knoekout, Tha Leather Pushers Series No. S

Lady Killer A Leatherpusher Series No. 8..

Laughbaek. The ..,_.. ... ?«<• Star ^Comedy

Rel. Date
Mar. 3..
Dec. I . . .

.

Dee. 15...
Dec. 31
Mar. 17...
Mar. 3...
June 25...
Mar. 31..
Feb. 3..
Feb 3
Jan. 12/31
Aug. 18...
Jan. 26...
Deo. 3
Sept 22..

.2 reels

I reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels

.a reels
1 reel

2 reels
2 reels

. I reel

.2 reels

.2 reels

. I reel ....

. .2 reels ..

.

Length Reviewi
. 2 reels Fob. i

Nov. :

Dec. :

2 reels Nov. :

.1 reel Apr.

.1 reel Feb.

.2 reels Deo. :

..2 reels Mar. .

..2 reels Doe.
-.1 roel Jan. 1

I reel

'. rioiii

Love Punch, The
Mardl Gras
Mars
•t§Mexlco
•TSMush Again .

•t§My Pal Paul..
Navy, The
•^Neighbors
•t|Not So Quiet.
*|§Ou La La

F 4 Ol Ann Christy
. .Sidney- Murray
Leather Pusher Series No.

. .Oswald Cartoon

..Oswald Cartoon
Sunny Jim

. Oswald Cartoon

..Oswald Cartoon
Sunny Jim
Oiwalrl Perteno

..Slim Summervllle

Apr. i

Feb.
Oct 13
Ian. 14. '31.
Oct,
Apr.
.Oct
Apr. 14

Jan. 7. '31.
June 2. .,

Aug. || ...
May 14...
May 19

Jan. 21. '31
Feb. 2. '31

Jan. ZO .

.

Sept 3...
feu. 17

Nov. 5..
Jan. 28....
Dee. 24...

. Jan. 20. .

.

Dee. 10.

I 1

I reel
. 2 reels

,

.1 reel Oct I

t reels Oct I

.2 reels Mar.
2 reels jsd. :

I reel
.2 reels Dee.
.2 reels Nov.
.2 reels Apr.
.2 reels

,

1 reel Apr.
2 reels Dee. .

..I roel June
. I reel ...

.2 reel* Apr. I

1 reel May '.

.2 reels

.2 reels Nov.
' reel Nee. i

2 reels

17.

. Dee.

. Nov. i;

. Apr. 2;

.June 16
Nov. 3
Mar. 26
July

, I reels Oet
1 reel

.2 reels
2 reels Jan.
2 reels Nov.
.2 reels Nov.
I reel.

,N«l 26

. I reel.

.

.2 reels.

.1 reel. .

,

. I reel . .

.

. 2 reels .

.

I reel .

.

.2 reels.

.

. . Nov.

...Mar. ;

. . .June :

. . . Nov.
. Mar.
..July ;

..Nov. I

'Means synchronized score. -fMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-fUnu
A.T. after title means
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•t§Parl*z-Veu*
•i PfiM.n Panic
Rolling Atom
'T»Ht»«l Fourflush
MSSfhoolmates
'TsSeelng Star*
•TfShe's He (A.T.).
•tJSlnglng Sap

i ssiticr i Pest
snappy Salemaa ...

MSSpwk*
ijBteepieefia** (A. T.)

MSStc* That Noise ...

•fiStrange at It Sterna
•tSStranpe ai It Seemi
" ' Strange as It Seems
•tSStrange ai It Sterna

'
; Strange as It Seems
isTalking Ne*srwl .

•.l..im. Troumes
't 5 Tramp I no Tramp*
•'5 Up and Downitalre
•tSVernen's Aunt ....
•t§We We Marie
'StYeu raid It Sailer

N«. :

No. I

No.
No. 5

. .8ummervllle
. Oswald Cartoon .

.

..Sidney-Murray . .

.

. . sporting Youth
. soortlno Youth .

.

Sporting Youth .

.

. Sunny Jim . .

.Oswald Cartoon ..

,. Sunny Jim
.. Oiward Cartoon . . ,

. . utwaid Cartoon
. Sporting Youth ..

.Sunny Jim
. Novelty
.Novelty
.Novelty
Novelty

. Oswald Cartoon .
,

,

. Bobby Vernon
. .Dent-Archer
..Slim Summervllle .

.Red Star Comedy..

-Sept 10...
-Apr. 28..
Oct. I..

..Feb. 17..
Apr. 28..

. M*r. 17.

.June 4..

.Sept. 15..
. Feb. 2ft..

Aug. 18..
July 21...

. jan. S .

.July 16..
Sept. I .

.Sept. 29..
. Nov. 3..
.Dec. 22...

. Jan. 19.

.

.Sept. 29..

. Max. 12...

.Mar 31...
. ian. 29.

.Feb. 19...
-Oct. 29,

. Nov. 19.

.2 reels..

. . I reel . .

.

...2 reels..
..2 reels

,.2 reals.

.Aug. Ifl

.May 10
Cryln" For the Caroline | real.

_ wis...
. . 2 reel*...
...I reel...
. .2 reels. .

.

. . I reel
.1 rH,,l

. 2 reels . .

. .2 reels. .

.

. .1 reel

..I reel

. . I reel
. I reel

..I reel...

Jan. ?*

..Apr. 20

.Mar.

.May 10

..Sept . 20
. .Jan. 24

Dee'
*

'|4

.June 14

..Sept. 20
. . Oct. 1 1

. . Nov. ?S
. .Dec. 13

..Feb." "ia
Mar. 28

. .2 reels.

.

. . 2 reels.

..2 reels. .

. . . Feb. I

...Oct II

...Nov. 15

WARNER BROTHERS
FEATURES

(Available sound-on-film and sound-on-discj

title Star

g la Boy AI Jolson >Aug.
.^Courage (AT.) BeDneM-NUon June
Captain Thunder F. Wray-V. Varconl Doc.
'

i sUandng Sweeties a All Star July
Divorce Among Friends All Star Dee.
uoorway to Hell Lewis Ayr** Oct.
'TsOumbells in Ermlae iA. T.; . Armstrong-bleaton-Kent May
f§ Evidence ( A.T.i Pauline Frederick Jan.
•TSGeneral Crack (A. T.) John Barrymore Jan.
•tsGelden Dawn (A. T.J Woolf -Segal June
'TSGreen Goddess. The (A. T.).. George Arllas Mar.
*t§Hold Everything (A. T.) Llghtner. Brown-O'Neill May
•tSlsle ot Escape (A. T.) Blue-Loy . Mar.
Life ©I the, Party Winnie Llghtner Oct
Maybe It'e Lova Brewa-Beonott Oct
ismammj (A.T.) AI Joisun May
TjMan from Blanktey s. That A. T.J. John Barrymore May
•TijMan Hunter (A. T-> Rln-Tln-TIn May
Man to Man Holmes-Mitchell Dec.

Length
Feet Mine.

.0275... 89

.6830 74.

.5875.... 67.
. .5656... 63.
..6076..

"

.7092..
..6300..
...7162.
..9809.
..7*47..
..6653.
...7513.
...5814.
...7152.
...6568.
..7570..
..6167.
..4383.
.6281.

.78.

.70.
.79.

(Reviewed under title "Barber John's Boy," Issue of Oct 4)

Matrimonial Baa All Star
Moby Diek Joha Barrymera ..

Otate Wlfa Mackalll-Ston* ...

*1i6h I Sailor, Behave (A.T.J Lrane Delroy-Cha*
ON English George Arils* ...
r*oo m* Border Rin-Jln-Tln

..85.

..79.

..73.
.84. .

.69.

. Aug.
Sept 27..
Aug. 23..

King ...Aug. 16..
Sept 27..
Mar.

""

6030 67.
.7220 81.
.8220.... 58.
.5850 65.
.7926 72.
.4410 49.

.7568.... 83.
.6120 68.
.6774.... 74.
.4250 58.

Outward Bound Leslie Howard Nov. 29.
•tiReeaptured tovo Bennett-Halllday July 8.

River** End B lekford- Knapp Nov. 8

.

-TSHough waters (A. T.) Rin-Tin-Tin June 7..

•trjRoyal Box (A.T.) (German) . . Molstl-Horn 8000..
*t§Second Choice (A.T.) Dolores Costalle Jan. 4 8150..
'tJSeeond Floor Mystery (A. T.) Wlthsra- Young Apr. 26. ...5268..
*T§She Couldn't Say Na Llghtner- Morris Feb. 15 6413..
Sinners' Holiday Withers- Knapo Oct M 5535.
Soldier's Plaything, A Loder-Langdon-Lyon Nov. I 5166.

.

-tSSong »( the West <A. >.; Boies-Segai .Mar. 15 ...7185..
"t&Sweet Kitty Britain Claudia Dell Aug. B. ...5772..
fSThose Who Danea (A.T.) Monte Blue Apr. 19 6876..
• t ^ Three Facea East Bennett-van Strahalm July 26 8120.

.

"tSUnder a Texas Moon (A. T.) . Fay-Torres-Ley-Beery Apr. I 7496..
-t§wide Onen (A.T.) E. E. Horton Feb. I 6341.

.

Title

Bad Woman .

Beauty and the Boss.

Coming Feature Attractions
Star Rel. Data Length Mini. Reviewed

..Apr... ..Dell. Boley- Gordon Apr. 4 '31

All Star Apr. 25. '31

viewed under title of "Ex- Mistress" issue of Dee. 20)

Both Were Youn6 AH Star May 2. '31 . .-

Captain Applejack John Hallday Jan. 31/31 . .5940. .. .63.
.
.Aug. 23

Children of Dreams All Star Feb. 28, '31

Fifty Million Frenchman Olson 4 Johnson Feb. I4'3I

Husband's Privileges All Star War. 21*31

.

Idol. Tha All Star Apr. 25
Illicit Stanwyck- Renn It Feb. H
Maytima All Star Juna 6.

Red Hot Sinners Winnie Llghtner May 9.

81t Tight Llghtner-Brown Jan. 31.

Svengall
Jther Men's Women All Star Jan. 17. '31

(Reviewed under title of "Steel Highway" Issue of Oct. 4)

Viennese Night* Gray-Segal-Hersholt Jan. 3. '31.9007.

VITAPHONE SHORTS (D)

.
'31

1, *3I 0«t 25
'31
'31

'31.. 6300 Oct 4

.Oct. 4

Title Star

Absent Minded Perklns-Ford

Rel. Data Length

882 I

ATa"t "Nature™Grand Looney Tune* No. 7

Alpine Echoes Douglas Stanbury U i "i
And Wife Elliott- Davis ..,, «l
At Homt. Potter Series L.ttlefleld-Ward I4

?
5™i '

At the Round Table Helllnger-Hopper-Hunyon-Corbett
chnt'"

At Yatir Service Landls- H all igan- Blackwood - 633- •••

Baby Bandit Tha Babby Watson-Ann Cornwall I reel....

Bard of Broadway. Tha Walter Wlnchetl 2 Joels-..

Banftot Day* Cast of Children i!«
Battery ef S*ngs, A Hoyt-Coot»-Qulntolle /!•
Believe it *r Nat Na. I Robert L. Ripley

i

8 ™'"-
Belleva It or Not. No. 2 Robert L. R ip ey i„.i'"
Believe It or Nat. No. 3 Robert L. Ripley "•
Belleva It or Not. No. 4 Robert L. Ripley i"L23n

""
Believe It or Not No. 6 Robert L. Ripley I «elI

Believe It or Not No. 7 Robert L. Ripley I rtol ....

Benefit Tha J« FrUeo ra....ii

Bernle. Ban Orchestra '11m'"
Big Deal. Tha Harry Holman

™.«i'"'
Big Man From the North Looney Tune* No. 6 1 real...

Big Money. Potter Series Llttlefleld-Ward l

l

M
rLi" 1

Body Slam. The Lambert-Ledoux. Irving .1 reel...

Border Patrol. The Frlseo-Knapp-Graham Z
| «Li

"
Booze Hangs High. The Looney Tune* No. 4 • "el-

Bex Car Blue* Looney Tune* Na. I..

Reviewed

..Apr. 12

..May 10

May 2«
..Dee. 6

Bridal Night
Bright Saying*
Broadway's Like That
Bubble Party. The
Bubbles
Cave Club. Tha
Celeste Alda
Cheek Up. The
Cheer Loader. Tha
Christmas Knight
College Capers
Collegiate Model. The . ..

Compliment* of tha Samson
Cong* Jazz
Cantrary Mary
Cry Baby

. . Arthur-Merriam
Shirley- Le May
Ruth Ettlng
Sao. Sweet

,
Vltaphone Kiddle*
Leach. Merman -Plerlot . . .

.

Giovanni MiMinelll
,

Jack Haizard
Tom Dougla*
Washburn-Eddy- Mlddleton

Ona Munson
Dresaler-Lane-O'Brlen ...

Looney Tune* NO. 2
Bobby Wat*on
Vernon-Tnea

.1 net.
...I raal

. . I reel .

.

. 865
... 629....
...688. ..

.. 793.

.May 24
July 19

.Oat" 4

reel. . .9. Juna 21

.1 reel.

..826..

..696..

.2 reels. ..

..2 real*..
.1 nel
...839
..I net .

..Nov. 8
.May 10

The.

Rnviewed

..July n

.May 31

.Sept. 27
..Juno 14

..Oct. 4
.Sept 20
.Juna 7

Oct II
.Nov. 16
June SI
.Feb. 22
.Apr. 12
.Apr. 5

..Oct 25
.Oct 25
.Mar. 29
.Apr. 12

.Apr. 12

.Aug. S

.Aug. 16

.Oat 4

.July 12

.Aug. 30

.Feb *

.Sept. 20

.June 7

.Oct. 4

.July 26

.Doe. 28

.Jan. M
.May 10

.Feb. 22
..Oct 4

.Mar'.' e

.Sept 13

.July 12

.June 21
Apr. 12

.Mar. 29

Curses
Oanoer .

Darling Brute,
uesert Thrills ....
Devil'* Parade, Tha ,

Dining Out
Doctor'* Wlfa
Done In Oil, Potter Serlaa...
Ducking Duty
Ouel. The
Emergency Cato
Eternal Triangle. The
Everything Happen* To Me
Evolution
Cvolutlan of the Oanot
Excuse tha Pardon
Family Ford
Fashion'* Mirror
Feminine Type* ,

Fight. The
Find the Woman
Five Minute* From tha Station
Footnote*
For Art'e Sake
For Two Canta
Fare
Fowl Triangle
Frame, Tha
Gataa of Happlneaa...
Ginsberg of Newberg
Girl* We Remember

Place*

Moore-Clement- Blackwood 2 real*
Lltel-Campeau-Merriam 744
Jaek Hazzard I reel..
Edwin Bartlett 79R ...
Sidney Toler 888
.Kent-Lake | reel
.Panqborn-Astor-Mitehell 2 reela
Llttlefleld-Ward 1539. ..
Conk I In- Morgan

. Fields-Teasdale
Hugh Comeron

. Kich-Standlng-Kaltz
. Carson. Hoyt
.
Progress of Motion Pictures'
Lupuio Lane

.
Morg an -Alexander .,

. Jim Hark Ins

. Newberry- Thompson
Jaan Barrio*
Norman Brakenshlre
Hugh O'Connell "

.Overman- Church Ill-Sidney
Page Sisters & Oscar Grogan...

. Broderick-Crawford

.De Wolf Hoppar

.Ford-Lane

493.
f7.\7unV
5

. Boyd-Mlddleton
..Arthur Pat Wert
..Eddie Lambert V.'.V.i reals

Shaw 4 Leo. ..'..'.'.'.', ""!"."..'.'."*.*."
.".WW 660.

.

I reel

reel Sept
I real

I real
I reel. .

. 10. .Juno
1071. .,12.. Feb.
I reel Dec.
I real ,

I reel

I real
I reel ...May
817... 9
2 reals
519....
I reel...

.. ..I reel...
I real
I real

.. ... 934....
I real..

.Apr.
Sept

.Aug.

.Dee.

..Juno
13

Gob, Tha Skelly- Evans-Shannon-Shea 2 reals
Grand Uproar Jim McWIIIIamt 702 8 May 31
Ground* for Murder Foster-Glendennlnfl

1 reel
Gym Jams Lew Mayer "635 'KApVii
Happy Hottentots. The Joe Frisco

I real .. Oct 25
Harmonizing Songs Joseph Harmon 1 real
Hard Guy Spencer- Tracy. Kathtrlna

Alexander 1 reel Sept 6
Headache Man. The Clements- Cava naugh I real
Mead Man. The O'Connell-Kelly 798.... 9. .Apr. II
Heart Breaker. The Eddie Foy, Jr 1315 15 Oct. 4
Her Relative* Neely Edward I rati
His Big Ambition Potter Series. tlttlefleld-Word 2 reels. . 19. .Aug. SO
HI* Publlt Morris e\ Campbell 2 reals
Holland Technicolor 733 8.. Juno 14
Hold Anything Looney Tunes No. 3 1 real Aug. 88
Home Maid Hackett-Hall-Burlay I real
Honolulu Madlson-Mareh | reel
Hone Sense Bob Roebuck | reel
Horseshoe* Lynn Overmann I real
idle Charter^ Lou Holtz ._..._ 908 10. .Apr.

Juno 14

B .'.June
'

*I4
10 Sept. IS
9. .May 19

Wind. An Hlbbard-Loreh-Graham 2 reels
I'll Fix It Kent-Lake ..I reel .

Japanese Bowl, The Technicolor 894
Jay Walker. The Cheater Cluta I real'

'

Keeping Company Eddie Buzzell 1746
Knocking 'Em Cold Andrew Tombes "'

| nel
Last But Not Leased Billy Wayne-Thelma White | reel'"
Lady Killer. The Erie Dressier | reel

' "

Last Straw. The Romney Brent | reel
Legacy. Tha Betty Compton 2 reel*. .15 Aug 30
Letten Pauline Garen

, 860 9
Let'* Elope Betty 4 Jerry Browne 845 9. .Juna " 14
Let'* Merge ...- Doree Leslie I reel
Lobo. Dog of Dags... Lnbo ago 7 Mar""i
Lodge Night Phllllps-Cox 1 reel ....
Lonely Gigolo Lottt Loder 922 9. Oct 25
Lo*t aid Fauad Demarest-Bond | real
Love Boat The Merman Tlmberg 754 ... 8 Mar "l
Lucky Break Fox 21 ... Oct 28
Madame of the Jury Judith Andenon | reeJ
iiiini to Order Eleanor Shalor-Bob Lynn I reel
Many Happy Returns Connolly -Gottsehalk- Evan* 2 reels. .17 Aug SO
Married Fllnt-Rldges-Foran I real
Master Sweeper, Tha Chestor Conklln 904 10 Mar 8
Martlnelll

Aria from "Alda" | reol . . .

Pagllaeel | r ,.„.,

Prison Scene from "Faust" | reel Sept 27
Temple Seene from "Alda" | reel .

The Ship's Concert..
| reel

Matinee Idle Henry Hull 685 8.' June M
Military Post. The Roberta Guzman 570 g -Mar 15
Modern Fairy Tale* ...•••..••. I real
Modern Business

1 reel
Money. Money. Money Mason- Keeler 876
Mr. Intruder Otto Kruger f reel
Musla Racket. The Lee Morse 1 reel
My Mistake Donald Brian, Pat O'Brien I reel Oct 25
My Hero Foy-Chard I real
•iaggen, The Mr. &. Mrs. Jack Norworth I reel June 14
Naggen at Breakfast. The Mr. & Mrs. Jack Norworth 845 9. .June 14
Naggers' Day of Rest. The Mr. & Mrs, Jack Norworth

1 reel
Naggers Go Rooting. The Mr. & Mr*. Jack Norworth I reel
Nagger* Go South, The Mr. & Mrs. Jaek Norworth | nel
Nay, Nay. Nero Cameron- Watson I reel

New Racket. Tha Bradbary- Homer I reel
Nightingale, The Osborne-Talbot-O'Brlen 2 reels

Nile Green Broderick-Crawford 740 8. .June 7
No-Account. The Hardle-Hutchlnson '77 ... 9
No Questions A*ked Little Bllly-Prounty | reel
Number Please Sheila Barrett-L. Barrla I reel

Office Scandal. Tha Bergen-Graber | real
Office Steps •- „:«:. 835 9. ..Aug. 9
Old Seldelburg Peterson-Renme-Reed-Gilmore | reel .

One Good Turn Ruth Ettlng-Jay Velio 2 reel*
One on the Aisle Lon Haseall 1 reel
One Way Out Chas. Lawrenee-Theima White I reel
Only the Girl Wattles-Mareh 580 6
On the Job Frank Orth-Ann Codee 1 reel
Opening Night Sands- J acqson. Hoyt I reel
Operation. The Edgar Bergen 835 9 Aug. 9
Out for Game, Potter Series Llttlefleld-Ward 2 reels Aug 2
Pa Gets a Vacation. Potter Serio*. Llttlefleld-Ward 1243... 14
Painter. The Frenk Orth
Paper Hanging Johnny Arthur I reel May 31
Paulo. Paqulta &, Chlqulta 832 9
Pay Off. The H. B. Walthall 1076. ..12 Mar. 8
People Venus, The Carapeau-O'Malley 548 6 Apr. 12
Perfeet Undentandlng, A May-Oak* 537 8
Pert of Honor. The Short- Fleldlng-Hall 1 real
Play Boy, The Fox- Curtis 2 reel*
Politic* George Jesse) 2 reels Dee. 13

Poor Little Butterfly Technicolor I reel

Poor Flth, The Cavanaugh-Rldgoi-Schafer I reel

Private Engagement A Yacht Club Boy* I reel. ..8. . .Sept. 27
Purely An Accident Brown- Kearns-Otto I reel

Putting It On
Railroad Follies ..

Reno or Bust ...

Romeo & Juliet
Recruits. The
Road Knights
Rhythms
Roseland
Royal Fourflusher.

Rural Hospitality
Russian Around .

Russian Rhapsody.
Salesman, The . .

.

Santry. Henry e\ C

School Daze

Aug. 23
.Juno 7

Nov. 8

, ..Jarvls-Bond I reel

.. Morgan-Hager I reel..

. ..Pangborn-Elllott 1150....
..Charles Hackett-Rosa Low 9
.-The Three Sailors-Clements I reel.

, I reel... 9 Aug.
.. Relsman Band 2 reels. . 1 5... Aug.
...Ruth Ettlng 2 reals. 14
.. Eddie Buzzell 1558 17. ..June
, . Roger Imhof I reel

..Arthur Pat West I reel

..Kuznetzoff & Nlcollna 704 8

..Orth-vernon I reel

.Muslcal-seng-daneo skit reel.

*Means synchronized score. jMeans sound effects. §Means voice

All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.

(including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
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Scotch Love Blore-Swlnburn-Colllns
I reel

Scotch Taffy Scott Sanders I reel Oct 25
Seeing Off Service Penner-Busley-MeNaughton 2 reels Nov I

Seeing Sarah Off Slyvla Clark I reel
Seeing Things Demarest- Aror- Fielding I reel.... 9... Oct. 18
Service Stripes Penner-Waddell I reel
Servant Problem, The Murray. Oakland-Stauber I reel
Shakespeare Wai Right Technicolor I reel '.*.

.".Jiine"i
She Who Gets Slapped Tom Dugan I reel.. June 7
Ship Ahoy All Star I reel
Showln' Off Vltaphone Kiddles I reel

",'..'.'

Slnkln" In the Bathtub Looney Tunes No. I I reel May 10
Sitting Pretty Joe Phllllps-Ruth Donnelly.. | reel
Skin Game. The Irving- W>iite- Duffy I reel
Slick As Ever H. J. Conley 2 reels.'.' June 7
Sons Paintings Ann Seymour I reel June 7
Song Pluggar. The Joe Frlseo 1390 18. ..June 7
South Sea Pearl Gaston Glass 2 reels... May 10
Squaring the Triangle
Stepping Out Penner-Phlllps-Donnelly I reel Oct 25
Still Alarm. The Webb-Allen I reel June 7
Straight and Narrow Robins-Jenkins

I reel
Strong and Willing Trlxle Frlganza

I reel..." Sept 27
Strono Arm. The Harrlngton-O'Nell

I reel
Stuttering Romance, A Joe Penner- Dorothea Chard.

I reel
Substitute. The Chas. Lawrence

I reel .... Sept. 27
Surprise Ougan- Leonard 1038 12
Suspicion Lyons- Earle-Morne I reel
Syncopated Sermon. A Hall-Johnson Choir

Wlllard Roblson I reel No*. 15

Wedding Bills
,

What a Life
Who Pays?
Where There's a Will
Window Cleaners
Woman Tamer, The .

.

Won to Lose
Work. Milton C
Yamekraw

•tSKIng of the Kongo (P.T.).
*t§Lone Defender (A.T.)

.Billy Wayne-Helen Lynd-Bronks Benedict I reel.

Murray-Oakland WW.'. '.'/,'. ','/.'.

George Hassell
Br Ice - Edwards
Gilbert-Howard-Davis
Irving- Lambert

955... 1 1..

...942... 10..

...2 reels ..

...637. ..7...
. . . I reel . .

.

. . . I reel . .

.

...I reel ...
-.857. ..9...

.June

.Mar.

SERIALS
NAT LEVIN

E

.Logan-Miller Aug. I5'29. 10 episodes. Aug I7'29
• Rln Tin Tin Sept. I. 1930. .12 episodes

TALKING PICTURE EPICS
tSAeross the World Mr. A Mrs. Martin Johnson.June 15 4 episodes
Hunting Tigers In India Commander Geo. M. Dyott..Apr. 15 3 episodes

System ..Clements- Knapp
Taking Ways Codec eV Orth ..

Talking It Over Jack Osterman .

Taxi Talks Traey-Alexander
Temple Belles Green Blackman
Tenement Tangle, A Ryan & Lee

l reel
....2 reels May 10

739 8
...1348 15 June 14
...1346 15 June 14

756 9 June 14
Thank You. Doctor Ravold-Taylor-Clute I reel Aug. 23
Thirteenth Prisoner. Thej Willie Howard-Lee Kohlmar. I reel Nov. 15
Tintypes Yorke & King I reel Oct, II

Tom Thumbs Down larvls-MeNaughton I reel
Trip to Paris, A Jarvls-Taylor I reel
23 Sklddo Lew Fields 854 10 June 14

Twlxt Love and Duty Howard-Graham-Perclval I reel
Two Roui.ds of Ltve Rennle-Dlxon I reel

Unfair Sex, The Healy-Gllbert I reel
Varsity Show, The Olive Shea 2 reels
Varsity Vamp Mike Ames I reel
Victim, The Orth. Howard I reel

Wanderer, The Douglas Stanbury I reel 9. .Sept. 13

Watch Dog, The Jack Hazzard I reel

Who's the Boss? Pangbom-Howard I reel

Websterlan Students Ryan- Lee 801 9.... Apr. 19

Wedding of Jack and Jill, The.. Vltaphone Kiddles 701. ...8 June 7
Wedding Belles Howard- Newton 485 5

UNIVERSAL
•tSTarzan the Tiger Merrill-Kingston Dec. 9 '29 10 episodes

•Bft-Lfil* I
he

'•ii.- Perrll-Lorralne Mar. 24 .. 10 episodes. ... Feb." 22
•t§Llp.ntnlng Express, The Lorraine- Chandler June 2 10 episodes Apr 12
*t§Terry of the Time* Howes-Thompson Aug. II lOeplsodes.. Aug' II
"t§lndlans Are Coming, The Tim McCoy Oet. 20 15 episodes. . .Aug." >a

COMING SERIALS
NAT LEVINE

•t§Phantom of the West Tyler-Gulliver Nov 10 episodes

UNIVERSAL
"t§Flngerprlnts Kenneth Harlan Mar. 23/31 .. 10 episodes .Dec 20
•t§Heroes of the Flames June 2.'3I. . 12 episodes
*t§lndians Are Coming. The Tim McCoy Oct. 20 12 episodes
•t§Spell of the Circus F. Bushman Jr.-N. Vaughn.. Jan. I2.'3I. . 10 episodes. ..".'. .'.'."

PATHE
Perils of Pauline

Charting the Course

To Profitable Bookings!

The release chart is the showman's

source of vital information necessary

to right booking and effective exploi-

tation. Convenient reference on date

of issue, producers, stars, length, etc.

Complete Release Chart



THE WHOLE PROSPERING WORLD of

THE SCREEN IN ONE
CONSOLIDATED COVERAGE

MOTION PICTURE HERALD will have a consolidated circulation of more than 18,000

subscribers, representing every branch and phase of the motion picture industry

throughout the world.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY, presenting a medium for the rapid coverage of the

domestic trade, will reach 5,800 subscribers with each of its six issues weekly.

BETTER THEATRES, with which will be consolidated The Showman, will reach every

important theatre owner, theatre executive and operator and builder, concerned with

theatre equipment, maintenance and construction.

Through the Herald-World, the consolidated weekly becomes a member of the Audit

Bureau of Circulations.

The Herald-World brings to Motion Picture Herald a circulation of 12,224— Motion

Picture News, 8,500.

With ample allowance for duplication, Motion Picture Herald is assured of a circulation

far in excess of any prior publication in the history of the motion picture industry.

This consolidated circulation offers the advertiser a complete coverage in a prosperous

industry, prospering even under stormy skies of general business.

Better Theatres, devoted to construction, equipment and operation of theatres and pub-

lished every fourth week as Section II the Weekly, will reach, in addition to the con-

solidated circulation, architects, engineers and others concerned with the construction and

management of theatres.

Through Motion Picture Herald, Better Theatres and Motion Picture Daily the advertiser

will have available a complete monthly, weekly and daily service created by one out-

standing publishing fi rm, whose long years of experience in the motion picture field are

augmented by the executive and administrative ability of two other important publishing

organizations.

With consolidated circulation, Motion Picture Herald will reach every buyer of film and

equipment in the United States and every buyer of importance in foreign countries.

QUICLEY PUBLICATIONS
565 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK



HE press—trade papers, fan mag-

azines, newspapers—acknowledge

the new position of the short feature.

"Have yon noticed how strong a

foothold shorts are assuming in the

theatres?" queries one editor.

And have vou noticed how the

battalion of super short subjects

under the Educational Pictures

banner has led the procession?

Never has competition in short

subjects been more widespread. Yet

never have Educational Pictures

marched to the close of a year more
triumphantly acknowledged as the

leaders of their special field.

(£kttLccLtiorui£ (J-CcZuajl&J

"THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

MACK SEIMNETT
COMEDIES

U-QXQ HAMILTON
COMEDIES

MERMAID
Comedies

IDEAL.
COMEDIES

GAYETY
COMEDIES

VAN1TYCCMEMES

tixedo
Comedies

HACK SENVETt
BREVITIES

Lyman H. Howe's

HODGE-PODGE
WILLIAM J. BURNS

DETECTIVE MYSTERIES

I'ATIOXAL F1X>1 KX< BIAXpES. live. E. w. im»/»/«vs. #v,< *,,/,„,

Member, Motion Picluie Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., Will II. Hays, President







MILLIONS have seen the famous stage play by Samuel

Shipman and John B. Hymer, which ran for three years on

Broadway and was roadshowed over the entire country. Millions

more are NOWwaiting to see the picture made from this tremen-

dous success, one of the greatest box-office talkies of all time.

'NFtATUWS! FIRST IN SHOR
IH Fm&t-RiUN S EVERYWH E

R



TheWhole World asks

World -Premiere

at Metropolitan,

Washington top-

pea
1

all business

since last winter.

And the LAST

DAY broke the

HOUSE RECORD

Would
conde
whoje
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YOU
mn a woman
only crime
wa* uQyf.

ELSIE FERGUSON
returns triumphantly to the screen in the strong-

est theme that any theatre ever advertised!

MARIAN NIXON . . . GRANT WITHERS
JOHN HALLIDAY

VlTfiPHOm "* ^

IsS

Started a long run at

Warners, Pittsburg with

best opening day in

years!

Set for run Stanton,

Philadelphia.

Beat everything in sight

in Newark and Jersey

City including the oppo-

sitions' expensive stage

show

Brought the c<

that beat the h

weather in A

T,^l -_
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"Many thanks for your

splendid new Blue Book.

It is a tremendous help

in editing a Movie page*"

Charles Richardson
Motion Picture Editor

Detroit, Mich., Times

From a telegram to

Motion Picture News

r






